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Introduction to ONTAP APIs
You can create an application for seamless integration with NetApp solutions by using the ONTAP APIs. ONTAP APIs
are available for security management, license management, backup and recovery, data replication, data archiving,
and so on (see the following figure).

What is new
This section provides the list of new APIs and APIs with new parameters for ONTAP 9.10.1.

New APIs
There is no change in the APIs and API categories.

Changed parameters
There is no change in parameters for any APIs.

Version Matrix
The version matrix shows the supported ONTAPI for each version of Data ONTAP.
Clicking a particular version number takes you to the documentation for that version of the interface.
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The SNMP MIB files are present are on the NetApp Support Site. Click here to view.

Introduction to ONTAP
Iterative APIs
Iterative APIs allow you to operate on a large set of objects by dividing that set of objects into manageable sub-sets,
repeatedly executing an API call.
To repeatedly call a Data ONTAP 7-Mode API, you can use *-iter-start, *-iter-next, and *-iter-end. In
clustered environments, you can use a single API *-get-iter.
*-get-iter API supports queries, which can be used to return all objects that match the query. The objects are
sorted alphabetically (default) in ascending order of the keys. It can be sorted numerically too.
Following are the input elements of an iterative API:
max-records—determines the maximum objects that can be sent as response, in a one API call.
Each iterative API, for an API category, has a set upper limit and a default value. This element is supported for
all APIs that support queries.
tag— specifies a value used by the server to identify the next set of records to return.
If tag value is not specified, the server starts from the first record of the query result.
query—specifies the query and must be specified for each iteration of an API.
You can use wildcards and range in a query.
desired-attributes—specifies the number of elements that can be returned for each record.
This is an optional value. If it is not specified, elements, which contain values, are returned.
Following are the output elements of an iterative API:
next-tag—specifies the tag value passed to the tag input element in the next call to the same API.
num-records—specifies the total number of records returned for the API call.
attributes-list—specifies the actual list of records in the *-get-iter API call.

ONTAP 7G-like API
ONTAP 8.1 and later provides APIs for both cluster and non-cluster nodes. ONTAP 7G-like APIs are APIs for noncluster environment for those storage systems that have upgraded from Data ONTAP 7-Mode to ONTAP. Upon
upgrade, the storage system retains 7-Mode functionality, such as the IP address, and the cluster nodes can be
accessed by using Storage Virtual Machine (SVM, formerly known as Vserver) tunneling mechanism.
You can find the list here.

ONTAP White-list API
The Data ONTAP 7-Mode APIs that do not create, modify, or delete a cluster object are called ONTAP White-list APIs.
A user in a cluster environment can use these 7-Mode API by using Storage Virtual Machine (SVM, formerly known as
Vserver) tunneling.
You can find the list here.

SVM tunneling
The mechanism of accessing 7G-like APIs to a Storage Virtual Machine (SVM, formerly known as Vserver) through a
cluster-management interface is called SVM tunneling. This is for storage systems that have been upgraded from
Data ONTAP 7-Mode to ONTAP. If you want to access such a system, you have to use the ONTAP 7G-like API set.

ONTAP responds to a tunneled API based on the tunnel destination, target interface and the API family, as described
in the following cases:
ONTAP SVM APIs can be executed if they are sent through a cluster-management LIF to an Admin SVM.
ONTAP SVM APIs can be executed if they are sent through a SVM-management LIF to a Data SVM.
ONTAP SVM APIs can be executed if they are sent through a cluster-management LIF to a Data SVM.
ONTAP clustered APIs can be executed if they are sent through a cluster-management LIF to a Node SVM.

Network and File Access Management concepts
Logical interface
A logical interface (LIF) is an IP address with associated characteristics, such as a home port, a list of ports for
failover, a firewall policy, a routing group. Logical interface is also known as virtual interface. For more
information, see Data ONTAP documentation.
Each logical interface has a role associated with it and must be assigned to the correct type of network
port. A logical interface can have any one of the following four roles: node-management, cluster-management,
cluster, or data.
Node-management
A node-management logical interface provides a dedicated IP address for managing a particular
node and is created at the time when a cluster is created or added to the cluster. Node-management
logical interfaces can be configured on either node-management ports or data ports.
Cluster-management
A cluster-management logical interface provides a single management interface for the entire cluster.
Cluster-management logical interfaces can be configured only on data ports.
Cluster
A cluster logical interface is used for intracluster traffic. Cluster logical interfaces can be configured only
on cluster ports.
Data
A data logical interface is used for communicating with clients. Data logical interfaces can be configured
only on data ports.
SVM
In Data ONTAP C-Mode, a virtual server provides network access through unique network addresses, serves
data out of a distinct namespace, and administered separately from the rest of the cluster. There are three
types of SVMs: admin, data, and node. However, SVM usually refers to data SVM unless there is a specific
need to identify different types of SVMs.
Admin SVM
A SVM that has overall administrative access to all objects in the cluster, including the objects owned by
other SVMs is an Admin SVM. It does not provide data access to clients or hosts.
Node SVM
A SVM that is restricted to operation in a single node of the cluster at any one time, and provides
administrative access to some objects owned by that node. It does not provide data access to clients or
hosts.
Data SVM
A virtual server that facilitates data access from the cluster; the hardware and storage resources of the
cluster are dynamically shared by data SVMs within a cluster. Also known as a cluster SVM.
To view information about role-based access on ONTAP, see the System Administration Guide.

Related Topics
ONTAP System Administration Guide

S.No.
1
aggr-add

API Version 1.31
Data ONTAP API

2

aggr-check-spare-low

3

aggr-create

4

aggr-destroy

5

aggr-get-filer-info

6

aggr-mirror

7

aggr-modify-raid-type

8

aggr-offline

9

aggr-online

10

aggr-options-list-info

11

aggr-rename

12

aggr-restrict

13

aggr-scrub-list-info

14

aggr-scrub-resume

15

aggr-scrub-start

16

aggr-scrub-stop

17

aggr-scrub-suspend

18

aggr-set-option

19

aggr-verify-list-info

20

aggr-verify-resume

21

aggr-verify-start

22

aggr-verify-stop

23

aggr-verify-suspend

24

cf-force-takeover

25

cf-get-partner

26

cf-giveback

27

cf-hwassist-stats

28

cf-hwassist-status

29

cf-service-disable

30

cf-service-enable

31

cf-status

32

cf-takeover

33

cg-commit

34

cg-start

35

cifs-share-delete

36

diagnosis-alert-definition-get

37

diagnosis-alert-definition-get-iter

38

diagnosis-alert-get

39

diagnosis-alert-get-iter

40

diagnosis-alert-modify

41

diagnosis-config-get

42

diagnosis-config-get-iter

43

diagnosis-delete-alert

44

diagnosis-policy-definition-get

45

diagnosis-policy-definition-get-iter

46

diagnosis-policy-modify

47

diagnosis-status-get

48

diagnosis-subsystem-config-get

49

diagnosis-subsystem-config-get-iter

50

disk-fail

51

disk-remove

52

disk-sanown-assign

53

disk-sanown-filer-list-info

54

disk-sanown-list-info

55

disk-sanown-reassign

56

disk-sanown-remove-ownership

57

disk-unfail

58

disk-update-disk-fw

59

disk-zero-spares

60

ems-autosupport-log

61

fc-config-adapter-disable

62

fc-config-adapter-enable

63

fc-config-set-adapter-fc-type

64

fcp-adapter-config-down

65

fcp-adapter-config-up

66

fcp-adapter-set-speed

67

fcp-node-get-name

68

fcp-node-set-name

69

fcp-port-name-set

70

fcp-service-start

71

fcp-service-status

72

fcp-service-stop

73

fcp-wwpnalias-remove

74

fcp-wwpnalias-set

75

fcport-get-link-state

76

feature-status-list-info

77

file-create-directory

78

file-create-symlink

79

file-delete-directory

80

file-delete-file

81

file-get-file-info

82

file-get-space-reservation-info

83

file-read-file

84

file-read-symlink

85

file-set-space-reservation-info

86

file-truncate-file

87

file-usage-get

88

file-usage-result-get

89

file-usage-start

90

file-write-file

91

flash-device-list-info

92

flash-get-thresholds

93

fpolicy-disable-policy

94

fpolicy-enable-policy

95

igroup-add

96

igroup-bind-portset

97

igroup-create

98

igroup-destroy

99

igroup-lookup-lun

100

igroup-remove

101

igroup-rename

102

igroup-set-attribute

103

igroup-unbind-portset

104

iscsi-auth-generate-chap-password

105

iscsi-initiator-add-auth

106

iscsi-initiator-delete-auth

107

iscsi-initiator-get-auth

108

iscsi-initiator-get-default-auth

109

iscsi-initiator-modify-chap-params

110

iscsi-initiator-set-default-auth

111

iscsi-interface-disable

112

iscsi-interface-enable

113

iscsi-isns-config

114

iscsi-isns-get-info

115

iscsi-isns-start

116

iscsi-isns-stop

117

iscsi-isns-update

118

iscsi-node-get-name

119

iscsi-node-set-name

120

iscsi-service-start

121

iscsi-service-status

122

iscsi-service-stop

123

iscsi-target-alias-clear-alias

124

iscsi-target-alias-get-alias

125

iscsi-target-alias-set-alias

126

iscsi-tpgroup-create

127

iscsi-tpgroup-destroy

128

iscsi-tpgroup-interface-add

129

iscsi-tpgroup-interface-delete

130

license-v2-add

131

license-v2-delete

132

license-v2-list-info

133

lun-clear-persistent-reservation-info

134

lun-create-by-size

135

lun-create-from-file

136

lun-destroy

137

lun-get-attribute

138

lun-get-comment

139

lun-get-geometry

140

lun-get-inquiry-info

141

lun-get-maxsize

142

lun-get-minsize

143

lun-get-occupied-size

144

lun-get-persistent-reservation-info

145

lun-get-select-attribute

146

lun-get-serial-number

147

lun-get-space-reservation-info

148

lun-get-vdisk-attributes

149

lun-has-scsi-reservations

150

lun-initiator-list-map-info

151

lun-initiator-logged-in

152

lun-map

153

lun-map-list-info

154

lun-move

155

lun-offline

156

lun-online

157

lun-port-has-scsi-reservations

158

lun-resize

159

lun-set-attribute

160

lun-set-comment

161

lun-set-device-id

162

lun-set-select-attribute

163

lun-set-serial-number

164

lun-set-space-reservation-info

165

lun-unmap

166

lun-unset-attribute

167

lun-unset-device-id

168

net-vlan-create

169

net-vlan-delete

170

nfs-disable

171

nfs-enable

172

nfs-exportfs-append-rules

173

nfs-exportfs-append-rules-2

174

nfs-exportfs-check-permission

175

nfs-exportfs-delete-rules

176

nfs-exportfs-list-rules

177

nfs-exportfs-list-rules-2

178

nfs-exportfs-modify-rule

179

nfs-exportfs-modify-rule-2

180

nfs-get-supported-sec-flavors

181

nfs-status

182

options-get

183

options-list-info

184

options-set

185

perf-object-counter-list-info

186

perf-object-get-instances

187

perf-object-list-info

188

portset-add

189

portset-create

190

portset-destroy

191

portset-remove

192

qtree-create

193

qtree-delete

194

qtree-rename

195

quota-add-entry

196

quota-delete-entry

197

quota-get-entry

198

quota-modify-entry

199

quota-off

200

quota-on

201

quota-resize

202

quota-set-entry

203

quota-status

204

sis-disable

205

sis-enable

206

sis-set-config

207

sis-start

208

sis-status

209

sis-stop

210

snapmirror-abort

211

snapmirror-break

212

snapmirror-get-volume-status

213

snapmirror-initialize

214

snapmirror-quiesce

215

snapmirror-release

216

snapmirror-resume

217

snapmirror-resync

218

snapmirror-update

219

snapshot-autodelete-list-info

220

snapshot-autodelete-set-option

221

snapshot-create

222

snapshot-delete

223

snapshot-delta-info

224

snapshot-get-reserve

225

snapshot-get-schedule

226

snapshot-list-info

227

snapshot-multicreate

228

snapshot-multicreate-validate

229

snapshot-multidelete

230

snapshot-partial-restore-file

231

snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info

232

snapshot-reclaimable-info

233

snapshot-rename

234

snapshot-reserve-list-info

235

snapshot-restore-file

236

snapshot-restore-file-info

237

snapshot-restore-volume

238

snapshot-set-reserve

239

snapshot-volume-info

240

snmp-community-add

241

snmp-community-delete

242

snmp-community-delete-all

243

snmp-disable

244

snmp-enable

245

snmp-get

246

snmp-get-next

247

snmp-status

248

snmp-trap-disable

249

snmp-trap-enable

250

snmp-traphost-add

251

snmp-traphost-delete

252

storage-adapter-enable-adapter

253

storage-adapter-get-adapter-info

254

storage-adapter-get-adapter-list

255

storage-array-get-config-summary

256

storage-array-list-info

257

storage-array-ports-list-info

258

storage-disk-get-iter

259

storage-initiator-balance

260

storage-initiator-disk-path-list-info

261

storage-initiator-errors-list-info

262

storage-initiator-get-load

263

storage-initiator-path-list-info

264

storage-initiator-path-quiesce

265

storage-initiator-path-resume

266

storage-shelf-bay-list-info

267

storage-shelf-environment-list-info

268

storage-shelf-get-shelf-info

269

storage-shelf-list-info

270

system-api-get-elements

271

system-api-list

272

system-api-list-types

273

system-get-ontapi-version

274

system-get-vendor-info

275

system-get-version

276

vmservices-vsphere-credential-check

277

vmservices-vsphere-credential-get

278

vmservices-vsphere-credential-modify

279

volume-autosize-get

280

volume-autosize-set

281

volume-clone-create

282

volume-clone-split-estimate

283

volume-clone-split-start

284

volume-clone-split-status

285

volume-clone-split-stop

286

volume-container

287

volume-create

288

volume-destroy

289

volume-get-language

290

volume-get-root-name

291

volume-move-start

292

volume-offline

293

volume-online

294

volume-options-list-info

295

volume-rename

296

volume-restrict

297

volume-set-option

298

volume-set-total-files

299

volume-size

300

wafl-sync

S.No.
1

Data ONTAP API
aggr-space-list-info

2

clock-get-clock

3

clock-get-timezone

4

clone-list-status

5

disk-list-info

6

ems-autosupport-log

7

ems-invoke

8

file-inode-info

9

file-list-directory-iter-end

10

file-list-directory-iter-next

11

file-list-directory-iter-start

12

file-read-file

13

file-get-file-info

14

license-add

15

license-delete

16

license-list-info

17

net-ifconfig-get

18

net-ping

19

net-ping-info

20

net-resolve

21

net-reverse-resolve

22

options-list-info

23

options-get

24

reallocate-list-info

25

system-get-info

26

volume-charmap-get

27

volume-get-filer-info

28

volume-get-supported-guarantees

ONTAPI Categories
The links below will take you to the documentation for individual API's in each of the categories.
active-directory

Active Directory configuration and management

aggr

Aggregate information and management

audit

Cluster Administrative Audit APIs

autosupport

AutoSupport ZAPIs

cf

cluster-failover operations

cg

consistency group management

cifs

CIFS configuration and management

clock

System timezone and date management

clone

Manages file and sub-file cloning operation.

cluster

Cluster Management APIs

cluster-image

Automated nondisruptive update APIs

cluster-peer

Manages cluster peer relationships.

cluster-switch

Ethernet Switch Information Zapi

config-backup

Configuration Backup Management

coredump

coredump operations

dashboard

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0

diagnosis

Diagnosis zapis

disk

disk-related operations

disk-encrypt

Self-Encrypting Disk ZAPIs

ems

ems APIs

environment

Environment management

exports

Export Ruleset ZAPIs

fc

fibre channel adapter configuration

fcp

fibre channel protocol management

fcport

Fibre Channel port operations that manage the Fibre Channel

feature

feature management

file

supports file system operations

file-directory-security

view/set file/directory security information

fileservice-audit

FileService audit config ZAPIs

flash

Flash Management Module APIs

flash-device

Flash Cache Zapis

flexcache

FlexCache configuration and management.

fpolicy

file policy management and configuration

gpo

Group Policy Object(GPO) ZAPIs

group-mapping

Group Mapping management APIs

ha-interconnect

High-Availability Interconnect Zapis

igroup

initiator group operations

iscsi

iscsi management and monitoring

job

Contains APIs to manage jobs, their schedules and low-level

kerberos

Kerberos configuration and management APIs.

ldap

LDAP configuration and management APIs

license-v2

Manage Data ONTAP licenses.

lock

Lock Information and Management

lun

Manages and monitors LUNs.

metrocluster
metrocluster-check-connection

MetroCluster check connection APIs

metrocluster-configurationsettings

MetroCluster configuration settings APIs

metrocluster-connection

MetroCluster connection APIs

metrocluster-dr-group

MetroCluster DR-Group management APIs

metrocluster-interface

MetroCluster Interface management APIs

name-mapping

Name Mapping management APIs

nameservice

Name Services Configuration and Management

ndmp

NDMP Zapis

net

Access to ONTAP network management

netgroup

obtains netgroup information

nfs

NFS configuration and management. In Data ONTAP

nis
ntp-server

auto generated category.

nvme

Manage NVMe Protocol Access

options

manage option values

perf

Manages counters of various system performance objects

platform-cap

Controller platform Zapis

portset

portset operations

qos

Quality of Service management

qtree

qtree management

quota

quota management and editing

secd

Access-Check ZAPI Infrastructure

sectrace

Permission tracing configuration and management

security

Manage system security

security-certificate

Certificate Zapis

security-key-manager

Key Manager Setup Wizard APIs

security-key-manager-key

Encryption Key Information ZAPIs

security-session

Session Management APIs

security-ssl

auto generated category.

service-processor

APIs for Managing the Service Processor

ses

SCSI enclosure services-related operations

sis

Manage volume deduplication and compression.

snapdiff

Generate differences between two snapshots of a volume

snaplock

SnapLock information and management

snapmirror

snapmirror management

snapmirror-policy

SnapMirror Policy Zapis

snapshot

manages snapshots

snapvault

SnapVault management APIs

snmp

SNMP management and retrieving MIB values

storage-acp-firmware

auto generated category.

storage-adapter

storage adapter operations

storage-array

commands to monitor/manipulate back end storage arrays

storage-bridge

System Bridge Zapis

storage-disk

Storage disk related operations.

storage-disk-firmware

auto generated category.

storage-initiator

Commands to monitor/view initiator port traffic.

storage-iscsi-initiator
storage-pool

Storage Pool Zapis

storage-port

Storage port info

storage-shelf

Storage shelf info

storage-shelf-firmware

auto generated category.

storage-switch

Storage Switch ZAPIs

system

system information

tape-mc-info

Tape MC Info

template-management

Manage Templates

ucm

Unified Connect adapter information and management

useradmin

useradmin configuration and management

virtual-machine
volume

Volume information and management

vscan

Vscan configuration and managment.

vserver
vserver-peer

Create or Manage Vserver peer relationships

vserver-peer-transition

Create or Manage transition peer relationships

wafl

Utility functions for agents.

APIs in Category: active-directory
active-directory-accountcreate
active-directory-accountdelete
active-directory-accountget-iter
active-directory-accountmodify
active-directory-accountpassword-change
active-directory-accountpassword-reset

This set of ZAPIs allows creating an Active Directory account and
manage them. It is only used when a full CIFS server is not
desired or not available.

active-directory-account-create

[top]

Create an Active Directory account for the given Vserver. If a CIFS server already exists for the
requested Vserver, then this command will fail. The existing CIFS server should be deleted before
retrying again. If joining a domain, this command may take several minutes to complete.
Input Name

Range

account-name

Type

Description

netbiosActive Directory account NetBIOS name.
name

adminpassword

string

Administrator password required for Active Directory account creation.

adminusername

string

Administrator username required for Active Directory account
creation.

domain

string

Fully qualified domain name.

force-accountoverwrite

If true and a machine account with the same name as specified in
boolean
'account-name' exists in Active Directory, it will be overwritten and
optional
reused. The default value for this field is false.

organizationalunit

string Organizational unit under which the Active Directory account will be
optional created.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_CIFS_SERVER_ALREADY_EXISTS

active-directory-account-delete
Delete the Active Directory account. If a CIFS server already exists for the requested Vserver, cifsserver-delete API should be used to delete the machine account.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string Administrator password required for Active Directory account
optional deletion.

adminusername

string Administrator username required for Active Directory account
optional deletion.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of active directory accounts
Input Name

Range

activedirectoryaccountconfig
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

activedirectoryaccountconfig
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the active-directoryaccount object. All active-directory-account objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

activedirectoryaccount- The list of attributes of active-directory-account objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more activeoptional directory-account objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-modify
Modify the Windows Active Directory domain. If a CIFS server already exists for the requested Vserver,

[top]

cifs-server-modify API should be used to modify the Windows Active Directory domain. If re-joining the
current domain or joining a new one, this command may take several minutes to complete.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string Administrator password required for Active Directory account creation in
optional the given domain.

adminusername

string Administrator username required for Active Directory account creation in
optional the given domain.
string
Fully qualified domain name.
optional

domain
forceaccountoverwrite

If true and a machine account with the same name as specified in
boolean
'account-name' exists in Active Directory, it will be overwritten and
optional
reused. The default value for this field is false.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-password-change

[top]

Generate a new password for the machine account and change it in the Windows Active Directory
domain.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-password-reset

[top]

Reset the machine account password in the Windows Active Directory domain. This may be required if
the password stored along with the machine account in the Windows Active Directory domain is changed
or reset without the Vserver's knowledge. This operation requires the credentials for a user with
permission to reset the password in the organizational unit (OU) that the machine account is a member
of.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

adminpassword

Administrator password required for Active Directory account password
string
reset.

adminusername

string

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Administrator username required for Active Directory account password
reset.

Description

Element definition: active-directory-account-config

[top]

Active Directory configuration information for the Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
account-name
domain
domainworkgroup
organizationalunit
vserver

Range

Type

Description

netbiosActive Directory account NetBIOS name. Attributes: required-forname
create, non-modifiable
optional
string Fully qualified domain name. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional modifiable
domainNetBios domain/workgroup name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional
string Organizational unit under which the Active Directory account resides.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: netbios-name

[top]

Name of a client or a server participating in a NetBIOS Windows File sharing service network. This can
be different from the host name.
[none]

Element definition: domain-name
The domain name is an identification label that defines a realm based on Domain Name Service (DNS).
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: aggr
aggr-64bit-upgrade-scanstart
aggr-64bit-upgrade-scanstop
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start
aggr-add
aggr-autobalanceaggregate-state-get-iter
aggr-autobalance-configget
aggr-autobalance-configmodify
aggr-autobalancenotification-get-iter
aggr-autobalance-volumestate-get-iter
aggr-check-spare-low
aggr-create
aggr-destroy
aggr-efficiency-cumulatedget
aggr-efficiency-get-iter
aggr-get-filer-info
aggr-get-iter
aggr-get-root-name
aggr-list-info
aggr-mediascrub-list-info
aggr-mirror
aggr-modify-raid-type
aggr-object-store-attach
aggr-object-store-configcreate
aggr-object-store-configdelete
aggr-object-store-configget
aggr-object-store-configget-iter
aggr-object-store-configmodify
aggr-object-store-configprovider-list
aggr-object-store-get-iter
aggr-object-store-getresync-status-iter
aggr-object-store-mirror
aggr-object-store-modify
aggr-object-store-profilerabort
aggr-object-store-profilerget-iter
aggr-object-store-profilerstart
aggr-object-store-unmirror

These APIs allow for full manipulation of Data ONTAP aggregates, and
their structural components (plexes and RAID groups).
Aggregates are identified in one of two ways:
Name: The standard printable name for the aggregate, following
standard Data ONTAP aggregate naming rules.
UUID: A DCE UUID that is formatted as a 36-character string
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters. A UUID is broken up into
five groupings that are separated by dashes ('-'). The first grouping
has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four
hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is NOT used. Also note that this
identifier is exactly equivalent to the standard RAID tree ID.
Aggregate UUID values can always be determined by invoking 'aggrlist-info' with no parameters (which returns records for all of the
node's aggregates) and examining the values of the returned 'uuid'
fields.
When requested from Admin Vserver LIF, aggregate UUID values can
be determined by invoking 'aggr-get-iter'
An aggregate identifier may also appear inside a pathname format,
especially when specifying a plex or RAID group within the
aggregate:
[/vol/]<aggr_name_or_UUID>[<plexinfo>][<groupinfo>]
where <plexinfo> is '/plex{0..n}' and <groupinfo> is '/rg{0..n}'.
Examples include:
my_aggr
9ff6e1ce-d57d-11db-be9c-000100000529
/vol/my_aggr
/vol/9ff6e1ce-d57d-11db-be9c-000100000529
/vol/my_aggr/plex0
/vol/9ff6e1ce-d57d-11db-be9c-000100000529/plex0/rg3
Using UUID has the advantage of being able to access taken-over
partner aggregates.
An aggregate has an HA (High Availability) policy, which may be one
of: 'cfo' (Controller Failover), or 'sfo' (Storage Failover), or 'none'
(Not specified)
Aggregates are allowed to have 'cfo' HA policy in both clustered and
unclustered environments while having 'sfo' HA policy is restricted
only to clustered environments.
With 'cfo' HA policy, failover is strictly pairwise. When a node fails, its
HA partner takes over its storage all at once. When the failed node
reboots, its HA partner gives back its storage all at once.
In clustered environments, with 'sfo' HA policy, failover may occur in
a pairwise fashion much like 'cfo'. Additional differences from 'sfo'

aggr-object-store-volbtuuids-get-iter
aggr-offline
aggr-online
aggr-options-list-info
aggr-relocation
aggr-relocation-status
aggr-rename
aggr-restrict
aggr-resync-options-get
aggr-resync-options-getiter
aggr-resync-options-set
aggr-scrub-list-info
aggr-scrub-resume
aggr-scrub-start
aggr-scrub-stop
aggr-scrub-suspend
aggr-set-option
aggr-space-get-iter
aggr-space-list-info
aggr-spare-get-iter
aggr-split
aggr-status-get-iter
aggr-verify-list-info
aggr-verify-resume
aggr-verify-start
aggr-verify-stop
aggr-verify-suspend

include that a node which takes over storage on behalf of another
node temporarily takes ownership of that storage. Also, when
giveback occurs, its storage is not returned all at once. Rather, the
aggregates with 'cfo' HA policy, including root, and its disks are
returned first, followed by the remaining storage for that node.
An aggregate has a home owner, which is the node to which its disks
have been administratively assigned.
In cluster environments, aggregates are identified as the standard
printable name for the aggregate. UUID, Plex name and raidgroup
name are invalid inputs when requested from Admin Vserver LIF.

aggr-64bit-upgrade-scan-start

[top]

Start the 64-bit upgrade scanner on the specified aggregate. Use the 'aggr-list-info' API to query the status of
the 64-bit upgrade scanner. The status is made available in the 'status' element that is part of the 'aggr64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. Similarly, use the 'd-volume-list-info' API to query the status of the 64-bit
upgrade scanner running on each contained flexible volume.
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

string Name or UUID of the aggregate for which to start the 64-bit upgrade scanner.

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUME_CANT_OBTAIN_VOLREF
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_TRAD
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
EOP_64BIT_UPGRADE_SCANNER_DISABLED

Description

aggr-64bit-upgrade-scan-stop

[top]

Stop the 64-bit upgrade scanner on the specified aggregate. Use the 'aggr-list-info' API to query the status of
the 64-bit upgrade scanner. The status is made available in the 'status' element that is part of the 'aggr64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. Similarly, use the 'd-volume-list-info' API to query the status of the 64-bit
upgrade scanner running on each contained flexible volume.
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

string Name or UUID of the aggregate for which to stop the 64-bit upgrade scanner.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUME_CANT_OBTAIN_VOLREF
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_TRAD
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS

aggr-64bit-upgrade-start

[top]

Trigger upgrade from 32-bit to 64-bit on the specified aggregate without adding disks. This API produces a set
of results in the background. These results are not available as output from aggr-64bit-upgrade-start. Use the
'aggr-list-info' and 'volume-list-info' APIs to query the results of the 64-bit upgrade process on the aggregate
and contained flexible volumes, respectively.
Input Name Range
aggregate

upgrade64bit-mode

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate for which to trigger 64-bit upgrade.

Option to specify if and how to grow volumes during the 64-bit upgrade.
Legitimate values are "check", "grow_all", "grow_none", and "grow_reserved".
If the "check" value is specified, aggr-64bit-upgrade-start produces a
summary of the space impact which would result from upgrading the
aggregate to 64-bit. This summary includes the space usage of each
contained volume after the volume is upgraded to 64-bit and the amount of
space that must be added to the volume to successfully complete the 64-bit
upgrade. The summary can be obtained by querying the 'aggr-list-info' and
'volume-list-info' APIs. The aggregate's summary is made available in the
'check' element that is part of the 'aggr-64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. The
flexible volumes' summary is made available in the 'check' element that is
part of the 'volume-64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. This option does not result in
string an upgrade to 64-bit. If the "grow_all" value is specified, aggr-64bit-upgradeoptional start upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit. This option allows aggr-64bitupgrade-start to automatically grow volumes as needed if they run out of
space due to the 64-bit upgrade. The volumes will be grown to accommodate
all the files within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes which
have autosize enabled. If the "grow_none" value is specified, aggr-64bitupgrade-start upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit. This option does not allow
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start to automatically grow volumes if they run out of
space due to the 64-bit upgrade. If the "grow_reserved" value is specified,
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit. This option allows
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start to automatically grow volumes if they run out of
space due to the 64-bit upgrade, but only to accommodate the space reserved
files within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes which have
autosize enabled. The default is "grow_none".

Output Name Range

Type

Description

The opaque cookie to uniquely identify this 64-bit upgrade transaction. This
cookie can be compared against the cookie returned by aggr-list-info to
integer
ensure that the output produced by aggr-list-info corresponds to this 64-bit
upgrade transaction. Range: [0..2^64-1].

upgrade64bit-cookie

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUME_CANT_OBTAIN_VOLREF
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUME_ALREADY_64BIT
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_TRAD
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_DISALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_SPARSE_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_MODE_INVALID
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_ESTIMATE_IN_PROGRESS
EVOLUME_IRON_NON_LOCAL_STATUS

aggr-add

[top]

Add disks to the specified aggregate. The disks to add are specified in the same way as for "aggr-create".
Disks cannot be added to a mirrored aggregate if one or more of the plexes is offline. By the time the API
returns, the disk(s) may not yet be completely added. Use 'aggr-list-info' to query the aggregate status to
determine when it has finished growing due to the added disk(s). Same can be done using 'aggr-get-iter'
when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. When the upgrade-64bit-mode input is provided to this API, the API
produces a set of results in the background. These results are not available as output from aggr-add. Use the
'aggr-list-info' and 'volume-list-info' APIs to query the results of the 64-bit upgrade process on the aggregate
and flexible volumes, respectively.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

actual-disktype

string
optional

Actual disk type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA,
SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, only disks
of the specified type will be selected for use in the aggregate. One of
either "disk-type, "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" is required to be
used when converting an existing aggregate to a hybrid one, or when
operating on a hybrid aggregate. Otherwise, the option is not required.

aggregate

string

allocationunits

integer
optional

Name or UUID of the aggregate to which the disks will be added. See
the synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.
The spare capacity in terms of number of allocation units to be added
to a given aggregate. Number of allocation units available and size of
each unit can be found using ZAPI 'storage-pool-capacity-get-iter'. This
option works only when 'storage-pool' is specified.

boolean
optional

Disks in an aggregate are normally required to have the same RPM.
This behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true.
Default value is false.

allow-samecarrier

boolean
optional

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks
from one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows
placing two disks from one carrier in one RAID group. This option has
an effect only when disks to be used are specified in 'disks'. This option
is ignored when 'disk-count' is used.

cache-raidgroup-size

integer
optional

Specifies the RAID group size of the new SSD RAID groups being
created as part of the disk add operation. This option should be used
while adding SSD disks for the first time to a hybrid-enabled aggregate.
Range : [2..28]

string
optional

Specifies the raid-type of the new RAID groups being created as part of
the disk add operation. This option should be used while adding SSD
disks for the first time to a hybrid-enabled aggregate. Possible values:
raid4, raid_dp and raid_tec only. If not specified, the default value is
the raid-type of the aggregate.

allow-mixedrpm

cache-raidtype

Specifies the checksum style for the disks to be added to an aggregate.
This input is not allowed if a list of disks to use is specified through the
"disks" parameter. The possible values:
checksumstyle

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block.
By default, disks with same checksum style as the aggregate are
selected. Use this option to override that behavior and create a mixed
checksum aggregate. "zoned" is not supported as one of the possible
values as a mixed checksum aggregate can support only block and
advanced_zoned checksum styles.
Class of disks to use. Disks are grouped into classes based on their
performance characteristics. Disks belonging to the same class are
compatible for use in the same aggregate. When this option is used, all
disks belonging to the specified disk class are considered eligible for
selection. Possible values are:

disk-class

string
optional

"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes disk
types FSAS, BSAS and ATA.
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk
types. Includes disk types FCAL and SAS.
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier storage
shelves. Includes disk type MSATA.
"solid-state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD and
SSD_NVM.
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays and
used by Data ONTAP as disks. Includes disk type LUN.
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by the
hypervisor. Includes disk type VMDISK.
One of either "disk-type, "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" is required
to be used when converting an existing aggregate to a hybrid one, or
when operating on a hybrid aggregate. Otherwise, the option is not
required.

disk-count

integer
optional

Number of disks to add, including the parity disks. The disks will come
from the pool of spare disks. The smallest disks in this pool join the
aggregate first, unless the "disk-size" argument is specified. Either the
"disk-count" or "disks" argument must be specified. Range : [0..2^311].
The individual disk size in 4KB blocks. For example, a disk-size of
131072000 represents a 500GB drive (131072000 * 4 * 1024 = 500 *

disk-size

disk-sizewith-unit

disk-type

disks

integer
optional

1024 * 1024 * 1024). Disks with a usable size between 90% and 105%
of the specified size are selected. If neither the "disk-size" nor the
"disk-size-with-unit" argument is specified, existing groups are
appended with disks that are the best match by size for the largest disk
in the group. When starting new groups, disks that are the best match
by size for the largest disk in the last raidgroup are selected first, then
smaller disks, and finally larger disks. This "disk-size" option is ignored
if a specific list of disks is specified through the "disks" parameter.
Range : [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either "disk-size" or
"disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error message will
be returned.

string
optional

This parameter accepts a disk size in the specified unit. It is a positive
integer number followed by unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". For example,
these are accepted: 72G, 36G, 1T and 32M. But "72" will not be
accepted. This "disk-size-with-unit" option is ignored if a specific list of
disks is specified through the "disks" parameter. You must only use one
of either "disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear,
an error message will be returned.

string
optional

Type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS, SSD,
SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, disks of the specified
type or disks of a compatible type will be selected for use in the
aggregate. The ability to mix compatible disk types in one aggregate is
controlled by these system options: 'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.capacity'
'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.performance' and 'raid.mix.disktype.solid_state'.
One of either "disk-type, "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" is required
to be used when converting an existing aggregate to a hybrid one, or
when operating on a hybrid aggregate. Otherwise, the option is not
required. This option will be deprecated in a future release. Please use
"actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" instead.

Specific list of disks to add to the aggregate. If the aggregate is
disk-info[] mirrored and a specific list of disks is supplied, another list ("mirroroptional disks") must also be supplied with the same number of disks. Either the
"disks" or "disk-count" argument must be specified.

force-cachesize

boolean
optional

When set to true this parameter forces the addition of SSD disks to
hybrid enabled aggregate by skipping the check for total (local +
partner) hybrid SSD capacity. This can be used when the partner's
cache capacity cannot be retrieved. Default value is false. Warning: If
force-cache-size is set to true, the administrator is responsible to
ensure that the total limit will not be exceeded.

force-sparepool

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are not normally permitted to span spare pools. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. This is a
deprecated parameter. Use the allow-mixed-rpm and ignore-poolchecks parameters instead.

groupselectionmode

string
optional

Specifies how DATA ONTAP adds the specified disks to raidgroups.
Legitimate values are "last", "one", "new" or "all". group-selectionmode is an optional argument, and the behavior when it is not used is
selected by value of raid-group. If raid-group is used, the behavior is
the same as for group-selection-mode "one". If raid-group is not used,
the behavior is the same as for group-selection-mode "last". The raidgroup option must be used with group-selection-mode value "one", and
it cannot be used with others. If the string value is "last", Data ONTAP
adds the specified disks to the existing last RAID group first. After the
last RAID group is full, it creates one or more new RAID groups and
adds the remaining disks to the new groups. If the string value is
"one", Data ONTAP adds the specified disks to the existing RAID group
specified by raid-group option until this specified RAID group is full. If
the string value is "new", Data ONTAP creates one or more new RAID
groups and adds the specified disks to the new groups, even if they
would fit into an existing RAID group. The name of new RAID groups
are selected automatically. It is not possible to specify the name for the
new RAID groups. If the string value is "all", Data ONTAP adds the
specified disks to existing RAID groups first. Only after all existing RAID

groups are full, it creates one or more new RAID groups and adds the
remaining disks to the new groups.
ignore-poolchecks

mirror-disks

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are normally required to come from the same spare
pool. Similarly, disks in different plexes of a mirrored aggregate are
required to come from different spare pools. This behavior is overridden
with this option when it is set to true. Default value is false.

Specific list of mirror disks needed to accompany the list in the "disks"
disk-info[]
parameter. This list must contain the same number of disks as specified
optional
in "disks".
boolean
optional

Only check for the warnings without actually adding the disks. This
option cannot be used when "simulate" is specified or "upgrade-64bitmode" is set to "check". Default value is false.

raid-group

string
optional

Specifies the RAID group (for example rg0) to which the indicated disks
are to be added. When a RAID group other than the last RAID group is
specified, the aggregate can no longer be reverted to a version of Data
ONTAP prior to 6.2. In such a case, the "force-spare-pool" option must
be specified as well. By default, the filer fills up one RAID group with
disks before starting another RAID group. Suppose an aggregate
currently has one RAID group of 12 disks and its RAID group size is 14.
If you add 5 disks to this aggregate, it will have one RAID group with
14 disks and another RAID group with 3 disks. The filer does not evenly
distribute disks among RAID groups.

simulate

boolean
optional

Simulates the addition of disks to the given aggregate or UUID of the
aggregate. If set to "true", addition of disks won't happen but returns
the list of disks that would be automatically selected for the addition of
the aggregate. By default, simulate option is set to false.

so-aggr

boolean
optional

Specifies that disks are being added to an unmirrored aggregate during
Switchover.

storage-pool

string
optional

Name of the storage pool from which the capacity will be added. This
parameter cannot be used with disk-list or disk-count option.

string
optional

Allows the aggregate to grow past 16 TB and begin 64-bit upgrade. If
not supplied, adding disks past 16 TB to a 32-bit aggregate will fail.
Legitimate values are "check", "grow_all", "grow_none", and
"grow_reserved". If the "check" value is specified, aggr-add produces a
summary of the space impact which would result from upgrading the
aggregate to 64-bit. This summary includes the space usage of each
contained volume after the volume is upgraded to 64-bit and the
amount of space that must be added to the volume to successfully
complete the 64-bit upgrade. The summary can be obtained by
querying the 'aggr-list-info' and 'volume-list-info' APIs. The aggregate's
summary is made available in the 'check' element that is part of the
'aggr-64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. The flexible volumes' summary is
made available in the 'check' element that is part of the 'volume-64bitupgrade-info' typedef. This option does not result in an upgrade to 64bit or addition of disks. If the "grow_all" value is specified, "aggr-add"
upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit if the total aggregate size after
adding the specified disks exceeds 16TB. This option allows "aggr-add"
to automatically grow volumes as needed if they run out of space due
to the 64-bit upgrade. The volumes will be grown to accommodate all
the files within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes
which have autosize enabled. If the "grow_none" value is specified,
"aggr-add" upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit if the total aggregate size
after adding the specified disks exceeds 16TB. This option does not
allow "aggr-add" to automatically grow volumes if they run out of space
due to the 64-bit upgrade. If the "grow_reserved" value is specified,
"aggr-add" upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit if the total aggregate size
after adding the specified disks exceeds 16TB. This option allows "aggradd" to automatically grow volumes if they run out of space due to the
64-bit upgrade, but only to accommodate the space reserved files
within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes which have
autosize enabled.

pre-check

upgrade64bit-mode

Output Name
aggregatecapacity
bad-disks

Range

Type
integer
optional

Description
Estimated increase in aggregate capacity (in bytes). This is returned
only if simulate option is set to true. Range : [0..2^64-1].

disk-info[] List of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
optional disks.

is-upgrade64bit-ignore

boolean
optional

"true" if addition of disks does not make the aggregate size exceed
16TB but 'upgrade-64bit-mode' input was "grow-all", "grow-none" or
"grow-reserved". This is not present if upgrade-64bit-mode input is not
present or if upgrade to 64-bit was triggered.

is-upgrade64bit-invalid

boolean
optional

"true" if aggregate is already 64-bit but 'upgrade-64bit-mode' input
was "grow-all", "grow-none" or "grow-reserved". This is not present if
upgrade-64bit-mode input is not present or if upgrade to 64-bit was
triggered.

nonzeroeddisks

integer
optional

Number of disks that need to be zeroed before being added. This is
only returned if there are non-zeroed disks.
Result of the pre-check for possible warnings. Possible warning codes
are:

pre-checkresults

warningcode[]
optional

E_WARN_NEW_RAID_GROUP
E_WARN_EXCEEDS_HALF_CLUSTER_SIZE
E_WARN_DISK_DOWNSIZE
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
E_WARN_NEEDS_PARTITIONING
E_WARN_UNUSED_SPARE_PARTITIONS
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
code
1]
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

result-status

string
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in-progress",
"failed".

selecteddisks

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be used for the addition of disks to the given
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selecteddisks-forshared-pool

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be added to a storage pool to grow the
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selectedmirror-disks

aggrList of mirror disks that would be used for the addition of disks to the
simulategiven aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to
disk-info[]
true on the mirrored aggregate.
optional

simulationresult

aggregatesimulate- Layout of disks selected for addition to the aggregate. This is returned
layout-info only if simulate option is set to true.
optional

upgrade64bit-cookie

integer
optional

The opaque cookie to uniquely identify this 64-bit upgrade transaction.
This cookie can be compared against the cookie returned by aggr-listinfo to ensure that the output produced by aggr-list-info corresponds to
this 64-bit upgrade transaction. Range: [0..2^64-1].

warningmessage

string
optional

Warning message returned during aggregate addition.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKADD_RESTRICT_TO_RAIDTP
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKDUP
EVOLUMEGSMINVALID
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE_SYSTEM_LIMIT
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_MODE_INVALID
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_SPARSE_VOL
EAGGR_WOULD_UPGRADE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_IRON_NON_LOCAL_STATUS
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_ESTIMATE_IN_PROGRESS
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_RESTRICTED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EAGGR_SIZE_LESS_THAN_16TB
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_DISALLOWED
EDISK_TYPE_MISMATCH
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ECKSUMNOTKNOWN
EMCS_NOT_ALLOWED_WITH_LUNS
EHYBRID_NOT_ALLOWED_ON_RESTRICTED_AGGR
EVOLUME_ALREADY_64BIT
ENOT_A_AZCS_DISK
ENO_AZCS_DISKS
ESAME_DISK_CARRIER
EFAILED_DISK_IN_CARRIER
EHYBRID_SSD_NODE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
ENOTORIGDISKOWNER
ENOTDISKOWNER
EOP_MIXED_RAID_TYPE_NOT_ALLOWED
EFAILED_TO_RETRIEVE_PARTNER_CACHE_CAPACITY
EOP_FORCE_CACHE_SIZE_NOT_ALLOWED
EARRAYLUNUNSUPPORTED
ENOTALLOWEDCACHERAIDSIZECHANGE
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL
EDISK_BAD_DISK_ID
EDISK_NOT_SPARE_DISK
EDISK_DISK_IS_OFFLINE
EDISK_DISK_ALREADY_IN_USE
EDISK_NOT_A_BLOCK_DISK
EDISK_NOT_A_ZONED_DISK
EDISK_NOT_DISKS_SIZE

EDISK_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
EDISK_NO_BLOCK_DISKS
EDISK_NO_ZONED_DISKS
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_TYPE
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_RPM
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_IF_SPEED
EDISK_NOT_SAME_POOLS
EDISK_POOL_ISOLATION_VIOLATION
EDISK_DISK_DR_HOME_MISMATCH
EWRONG_POOL_SO_AGGR
EDISK_DISK_RPM_MISMATCH
EDISK_DISK_IF_SPEED_MISMATCH
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
ERAIDGROUP_DONT_EXIST
ERAIDGROUP_IS_FULL
EPLEX_IN_BAD_STATE
ENOT_MIRROR_VOLUME
EWRONG_POOL_MCC
EDISK_COUNT_OP_NOT_SUPPORTED
ENOT_SUPPORTED_PARAM_SIZE

aggr-autobalance-aggregate-state-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of aggr-autobalance objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

aggrautobalanceaggregatestate
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

integer
optional

query

aggrautobalanceaggregatestate
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-autobalance object.
All aggr-autobalance objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

aggrautobalanceaggregate- The list of attributes of aggr-autobalance objects.
state[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrautobalance objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-config-get

[top]

Displays the configuration for Auto Balance Aggregate.
Input Name Range

Type
aggrautobalanceconfig
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

aggrautobalance- The attributes of the aggr-autobalance.
config

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-config-modify

[top]

Modifies Auto Balance Aggregate configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

availablethresholdpercent

When Auto Balance Aggregate identifies an aggregate that needs to be
balanced, it will attempt to identify other target aggregates it can move
integer volumes to. An aggregate will only be considered as a target if its projected
optional space usage after the move is still under this percentage. Auto Balance
Aggregate will attempt to move volumes from an unbalanced aggregate until it
is under this percentage. The default value is 40%.

holddurationafter-move

time- This value represents the number of seconds that need to have elapsed since
interval the volume was last moved before it will be considered a movable candidate
optional again. The default value is 48 hours.

is-enabled

boolean 'true' if Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled. 'false' if Auto Balance Aggregate is
optional disabled.

move-mode

For all modes, Auto Balance Aggregate will identify the volume moves that will
help to balance space usage across the aggregates. The mode dictates what
string Auto Balance Aggregate will do with the suggested moves. In 'recommend'
optional mode, the suggested moves will be displayed, but no further action will be
taken.In 'auto' mode, Auto Balance Aggregate will trigger moves to start. The
default mode is 'recommend'.

statepollinginterval

timePolling period, in seconds, used by Auto Balance Aggregate to update volume
interval
and aggregate stats. The default value is 3600 seconds (1 hour).
optional

unbalancedthresholdpercent

This percentage will indicate the space used threshold that will cause Auto
integer
Balance Aggregate to consider this aggregate as unbalanced. The default value
optional
is 60%.

volumeactivitythreshold

The threshold, in number of operations per second preformed on a volume
integer (read/write/internal), that will disqualify the volume from being a candidate to
optional be moved by Auto Balance Aggregate. The default value is 100 operations per
second.

volumeinactivedelaythreshold

This value represents a duration in seconds and designates the amount of time
timethat has to elapse after a volume has exceeded the volume-activity-threshold
interval
before it can be considered a movable volume by Auto Balance Aggregate. The
optional
default value is 24 hours.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-notification-get-iter

[top]

Displays the nodes that notify Auto Balance Aggregate about aggregates that need to be balanced
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

aggrautobalancenotification
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

integer
optional

query

aggrautobalancenotification
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-autobalance object.
All aggr-autobalance objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

aggrautobalanceThe list of attributes of aggr-autobalance objects.
notification[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrautobalance objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-volume-state-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of aggr-autobalance objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
aggr-

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autobalanceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
volumepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is available
state
will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

aggrautobalancevolumestate
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-autobalance object.
All aggr-autobalance objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

aggrautobalanceThe list of attributes of aggr-autobalance objects.
volumestate[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrautobalance objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-check-spare-low

[top]

Return true if there is no suitable spare disk available for any filesystem (parity or data) disk.
Input Name Range
node-name

Output Name Range
is-spare-low

Type

Description

Low spare condition checked on the requested node. When requested from
string
Admin Vserver LIF and node name not specified, status for the cluster is
optional
returned.
Type

Description

"true", if system has insufficient spare disk, "false" otherwise. When
boolean requested from Admin Vserver LIF, "true" is returned if one or more nodes in
the cluster have spare low condition, "false" otherwise.

aggr-create
Create a new aggregate with the given name. The maximum number of aggregates that can be created on a
filer varies by the type of configuration. In a standalone configuration, up to 200 aggregates can be created
on a filer. In an HA configuration, this number drops to 100 and to 50 in a C-mode MetroCluster configuration.
The aggregate may not yet be operational immediately after the API returns. Use 'aggr-list-info' to query the
status of the newly-created aggregate to determine when it is fully operational. Same can be done using

[top]

'aggr-get-iter' when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. NOTE: If ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS is returned, then
the requested aggregate was indeed created, just not with all the disks that were specified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Actual type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS,
SSD, SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, only disks of the
specified type will be selected for use in the aggregate. This option is not
allowed if a disk type is specified through the "disk-type" option or if a
disk class is specified through the "disk-class" option. It is also not
allowed if a list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" option.

aggregate

string

Name of the aggregate to create. The aggregate name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character(_), but the first character
must be a letter or underscore. The maximum length of the aggregate
name is 255.

allow-mixedrpm

boolean
optional

Disks in an aggregate are normally required to have the same RPM. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. Default
value is false.

allow-samecarrier

boolean
optional

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks from
one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows placing
two disks from one carrier in one RAID group. This option has an effect
only when disks to be used are specified in 'disks'. This option is ignored
when 'disk-count' is used.

autoprovisiontarget-size

integer
optional

This field is set to indicate the target size of the aggregate when auto
provision is creating it in multiple steps. Range : [0..2^63-1].

actual-disktype

The state of the aggregate being balanced. Possible values:

autobalancestate

autobalanceaggregatestate
optional

"disabled" - Auto Balance Aggregate is disabled,
"balanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has determined that the
aggregate is below the high-watermark.
"unbalanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has detected that the
aggregate is over the high-watermark but has not initiated any
jobs to bring it below the high-watermark.,
"ineligible" - Ineligible
The states excluded, balanced and unbalanced are available only when
Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled. The default value is 'ineligible'

block-type

checksumstyle

string
optional

string
optional

The indirect block format that the aggregate can have. The default is
64_bit. With a 64_bit block-type creation of aggregates that can be
larger than 16TB is allowed. Possible values: 64_bit
Specifies the checksum style for the aggregate. This input is not allowed
if a list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" parameter. The
possible values:
"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
Class of disks to use. Disks are grouped into classes based on their
performance characteristics. Disks belonging to the same class are
compatible for use in the same aggregate. When this option is used, all
disks belonging to the specified disk class are considered eligible for
selection. Possible values are:

disk-class

string
optional

"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes disk
types FSAS, BSAS and ATA.
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk types.
Includes disk types FCAL and SAS.
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier storage
shelves. Includes disk type MSATA.

"solid-state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD and
SSD_NVM.
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays and
used by Data ONTAP as disks. Includes disk type LUN.
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by the
hypervisor. Includes disk type VMDISK.
This option is not allowed if a disk type is specified through the "disktype" or "actual-disk-type" option. It is also not allowed if a list of disks
to use is specified through the "disks" option.

disk-count

disk-size

disk-sizewith-unit

disk-type

integer
optional

Number of disks to place into the aggregate, including parity disks. The
disks in this newly- created aggregate come from the spare disk pool.
The smallest disks in this pool join the aggregate first, unless the "disksize" argument is provided. Range [0..2^31-1]. Either "disk-count" or
"disks" must be supplied.

integer
optional

Disk size in 4KB blocks. Disks that are within 10% of the specified size
will be selected for use in the aggregate. If neither "disk-size" nor "disksize-with-unit" is specified, existing groups are appended with disks that
are the best match for the largest disk in the group. When starting new
groups, the smallest disks are selected first. This option is ignored if a
specific list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" parameter.
Range : [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either "disk-size" or
"disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error message will
be returned.

string
optional

Disk size in the specified unit. It is a positive integer number followed by
unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". This "disk-size-with-unit" option is ignored if
a specific list of disks is specified through the "disks" parameter. You
must only use one of either "disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit"
parameters. If both appear, an error message will be returned.

string
optional

Type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS, SSD,
SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, disks of the specified
type or disks of a compatible type will be selected for use in the
aggregate. The ability to mix compatible disk types in one aggregate is
controlled by these system options: 'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.capacity'
'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.performance' and 'raid.mix.disktype.solid_state'.
The "disk-type" option is not allowed if a disk type is specified through
the "actual-disk-type" option or if a disk class is specified through the
"disk-class" option. It is also not allowed if a list of disks to use is
specified through the "disks" option. This option will be deprecated in a
future release. Please use "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" instead.

disks

disk-info[]
optional

Specific list of disks to use for the new aggregate. To create a "mirrored"
aggregate with a specific list of disks, both 'disks' and 'mirror-disks'
options must be supplied. Additionally, the same number of disks must
be supplied in both lists. This option cannot be used when the 'ismirrored' option is set to true.

encrypt

boolean
optional

Enable encryption for the aggregate being created. Default value is false.

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean
optional

Enable NetApp Aggregate Encryption for the aggregate being created.
The aggregate will support encryption with aggregate keys. Default value
is false.

force-smallaggregate

boolean
optional

Forces the creation of a 2-disk RAID4 aggregate, or a 3-disk or 4-disk
RAID-DP aggregate. The default value is false.

force-sparepool

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are not normally permitted to span spare pools. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. This is a
deprecated parameter. Use the allow-mixed-rpm and ignore-pool-checks
parameters instead.

ha-policy

ha-policytype
optional

Aggregate's HA policy. The only allowed values are "cfo" and "sfo". In
clustered environments default value is 'sfo' if not specified. In
unclustered environments, it is not allowed to specify this attribute as it
is always be 'cfo' internally. EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned if value is
other than "cfo" and "sfo". EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is

returned if this attribute is used in unclustered environments.
ignore-poolchecks

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are normally required to come from the same spare pool.
Similarly, disks in different plexes of a mirrored aggregate are required to
come from different spare pools. This behavior is overridden with this
option when it is set to true. Default value is false. This option can be
used only when 'mirror-disks' is provided.

isautobalanceeligible

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is included in Auto Balance aggregate
processing. The default value is false, meaning that the aggregate is
included in Auto Balance Aggregate processing.

boolean
optional

Specifies that the new aggregate be mirrored (have two plexes). If set to
true, then the indicated disks will be split across the two plexes. By
default, the new aggregate will not be mirrored. This option cannot be
used when a specific list of disks is supplied with either the 'disks' or
'mirror-disks' options.

is-snaplock

boolean
optional

Specifies the creation of a SnapLock aggregate. By default, is-snaplock is
not specified. When is-snaplock is "true" the type of snaplock aggregate
is determined in the following way - 1> If snaplock-type is set, create the
type specified in snaplock-type (see snaplock-type for more details) 2>
Otherwise, create a Snaplock enterprise aggregate if a Snaplock
enterprise license has been installed. 3> Otherwise, create a Snaplock
compliance aggregate. ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if the
required Snaplock Compliance or Enterprise license is not installed.
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock Compliance Clock is
not running. If you need to create a snaplock aggregate, the suggested
method is to specify snaplock-type as "compliance" or "enterprise" and
not specify is-snaplock at all. If you want to create a non-snaplock
aggregate, the suggested method is to specify neither snaplock-type nor
is-snaplock.

languagecode

string
optional

mirror-disks

disk-info[]
optional

nodes

nodename[]
optional

Target node to create aggregate. If no node name is provided, aggregate
will be created on the local node. If one node name is provided,
aggregate(striped or not_striped based on the striping input) will be
created on that node.When multiple nodes are specified, striped
aggregate will be created across multiple nodes.

pre-check

boolean
optional

Only check for the warnings without actually creating the aggregate. This
option cannot be used when "simulate" is specified. Default value is false.

raid-size

integer
optional

Specifies the maximum number of disks in each RAID group in the
aggregate. The maximum value for this parameter is 28. The default
value is platform- dependent. The valid range of values is also platformdependent, but never wider than [2..28].

raid-type

string
optional

Specifies the type of RAID groups to use in the new aggregate. Possible
values: raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec. The default value is raid4 on most
platforms.

requesteduuid

string
optional

If this field is set, the aggr will use this value for its uuid if possible.

rpm

integer
optional

Rotational speed of disks in revolutions per minute. Possible values are:
5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000. This option is needed only when disks
with different rotational speeds are connected to the filer. It is not
allowed if a list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" parameter.

simulate

boolean
optional

Specifies to return the list of disks getting used to create the new
aggregate. If set to "true", new aggregate won't be created but returns
the disks that would be automatically selected for the creation of the
aggregate. By default, simulate option is set to false.

is-mirrored

Specifies the language to use for the volume via a language code. The
default language is the one used by the filer's root volume.
For the full list of available language codes, see 'volume-create'.
List of mirror disks to use. It must contain the same number of disks
specified in 'disks'. This option cannot be used when 'is-mirrored' option
is set to true.

Specifies the type of Snaplock aggregate to be created. Possible values -

snaplocktype

string
optional

so-aggr

boolean
optional

spare-pool

striping

type
Output Name Range

string
optional

"compliance", "enterprise" or "non-snaplock". ESERVICENOTLICENSED is
returned if the necessary Snaplock compliance or enterprise license has
not been installed. EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned if snaplock-type
has an illegal value. EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock
Compliance Clock is not running.
Specifies creation of an unmirrored aggregate during Switchover.
Specifies the spare pool from which to select spare disks to use in
creation of a new aggregate. This option is not allowed if a list of disks
specified through the "disks" parameter. This option cannot be used
when "is-mirrored" is set to true. Possible values:
"Pool0" - Disks associated with spare Pool0.
"Pool1" - Disks associated with spare Pool1.

Specifies the striping information about new aggregate. The only allowed
values are "striped" and "not_striped". Default value is "not_striped".
"striped" value creates striped aggregate on node. This attribute is not
allowed in unclustered environments. EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned
striping-type
if value is other than "striped" and "not_striped".
optional
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is returned if this attribute is used in
unclustered environments. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR is
returned if this attribute is set to "striped" when aggregate being created
with 'cfo' HA policy.
string
optional

The type of the aggregate. Possible values: aggr - "aggr" (aggregate
contains flexible volumes) If not specified, the default is "aggr."

Type

Description

aggregatecapacity

integer
optional

Estimated aggregate capacity (in bytes). This is returned only if simulate
option is set to true. Range : [0..2^64-1].

bad-disks

disk-info[]
optional

nonzeroeddisks

integer
optional

List of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
disks.
Number of disks that need to be zeroed before being added. This is only
returned if there are non-zeroed disks.
Result of the pre-check for possible warnings. Possible warning codes
are:
E_WARN_EXCEEDS_HALF_CLUSTER_SIZE
E_WARN_DISK_DOWNSIZE
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
E_WARN_NEEDS_PARTITIONING
E_WARN_UNUSED_SPARE_PARTITIONS
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS

pre-checkresults

warningcode[]
optional

selecteddisks

aggrsimulatedisk-info[]
optional

List of disks that would be used for the creation of the new aggregate.
This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.

selecteddisks-forshared-pool

aggrsimulatedisk-info[]
optional

List of disks that would be added to a storage pool to grow the
aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.

selectedmirror-disks

aggrsimulatedisk-info[]
optional

List of mirror disks that would be used for the creation of the new
aggregate. This is only returned if both the simulate option and the ismirrored option are set to true.

simulationresult

aggregatesimulate- Layout of disks selected for creation of the aggregate. This is returned
layout-info only if simulate option is set to true.
optional

warningmessage

string
optional

Warning message returned during aggregate creation.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS
ENO_POOL_EXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE_SYSTEM_LIMIT
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORVOL
ENOT_A_AZCS_DISK
ENO_AZCS_DISKS
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
ESYNCMIRROR_BAD_CONFIG
ESYNCMIRROR_NO_PLATFORM
ESAME_DISK_CARRIER
EFAILED_DISK_IN_CARRIER
ENOTORIGDISKOWNER
ENOTDISKOWNER
EARRAYLUNUNSUPPORTED
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL
EDISK_BAD_DISK_ID
EDISK_NOT_SPARE_DISK
EDISK_DISK_IS_OFFLINE
EDISK_DISK_ALREADY_IN_USE
EDISK_NOT_DISKS_SIZE
EDISK_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_TYPE
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_RPM
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_IF_SPEED
EDISK_NOT_A_BLOCK_DISK
EDISK_NOT_A_ZONED_DISK
EDISK_INCORRECT_DISKCOUNT
EDISK_NOT_SAME_POOLS
EDISK_POOL_ISOLATION_VIOLATION
EDISK_DISK_RPM_MISMATCH
EDISK_DISK_IF_SPEED_MISMATCH
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
EDISK_DISK_DR_HOME_MISMATCH
ENOT_ALLOWED_WITH_SPARES_LOW_OPTION
EDISKTOOSMALL
ENOT_POOL0_DISKS
EWRONG_POOL_SO_AGGR
ENOT_SUPPORTED_PARAM_SIZE

Description

aggr-destroy

[top]

Destroys the specified aggregate or plex. If an aggregate is specified, all plexes in the aggregate are
destroyed. If a plex is specified, only that plex is destroyed, leaving an unmirrored aggregate containing the
remaining plex. The disks in the destroyed object become spare disks. Only offline aggregates and plexes can
be destroyed. Note: Offline aggregates will be destroyed even if they contain one or more flexible volumes,
which should not typically be the case. From cluster interface only aggregates are supported and plexes are
not supported.
Input Name Range

Type

aggregate

Description
Name of the existing aggregate or plex to be destroyed, using the following
format: [/vol/][] UUID can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the
synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

string

string
Name of a particular plex to destroy.
optional

plex
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL

aggr-efficiency-cumulated-get

[top]

Display the cumulated efficiency ratio for the specified aggregates
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregates

string[]
optional

List of the aggregates to calculate cumulated
efficiency.

nodes

string[]
optional

List of nodes to calculate cumulated
efficiency.

Output Name

Range

aggr-efficiencycumulated-info
optional

aggr-efficiencycumulated-info
Errno

Type

Description
Aggregate Storage Efficiency Information

Description

ESENOTFOUNDNODE
ESENOTFOUNDCLUSTER

aggr-efficiency-get-iter
Display the all Flash optimized aggregates and their storage efficiency.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

aggrefficiencyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-efficiency object. All
aggr-efficiency objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

query

aggrefficiencyinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

aggrefficiencyThe list of attributes of aggr-efficiency objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrefficiency objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-get-filer-info

[top]

Get information on what possibilities and parameters exist for aggregates on a given filer.
Input Name Range

Type

node-name

string

Output Name Range
allowedraidtypes

Type

Description
Name of the node (filer)
Description

raidtypeList of RAID types allowed for aggregates on this filer.
info[]
Checksum types supported by this filer. The possible values:

checksumtypes

string

defaultraidtype

string
default-

"zoned" - if all aggregates are Fixed VBN (this value is no longer
supported),
"block" - if all aggregates are Block Appended,
"mixed" - if aggregates are mixed (Fixed VBN, Block Appended and
Advanced Zoned),
"none" - if no aggregates have zoned or advanced_zoned checksum
(azcs) or block checksums,
"advanced_zoned" - if all aggregates have Advanced Zoned
Checksum scheme.
Default type of RAID used to protect against disk failure in aggregates on
this filer. Possible values: "raid0", "raid4", "raid_dp", "raid_tec",
"mixed_raid_type".

defaultraidtypeconfig

raidtypeList of the RAID type parameters for each disk size and disk type supported
configon this filer.
info[]
optional

disk-types

max-nameddisks-perrequest

string

Sector sizes of disks supported by this filer. Possible values: "512", "520",
"4096", "mixed", "none". "512" if all disks are 512 BPS, "520" if all disks
are 520 BPS, "4096" if all disks are 4096 BPS, "mixed" if disks are mixed
512, 520 and 4096 BPS, "none" if no disks have 512 or 520 or 4096 BPS.

integer

The maximum number of named disks which can be specified to 'storage
aggregate add', 'storage aggregate create', or 'storage aggregate mirror'
operation. Disk addition process may fail if the specified number of named
disk is more than this limit. This value is the maximum number of disk
entries which can be specified in 'disks' or 'mirror-disks' argument of 'aggrcreate' and 'aggr-add' api. Range : [0..2^31-1].

min-aggrdisk-count

min-aggrdiskcount- Information about the minimum number of disks required in an aggregate.
info[]
optional

raidgroupsize

raidgroup- List of the RAID group sizing parameters for each RAID type supported on
size-info[] this filer.

root-volume

string

snapshotsmax

integer

Errno

Current root volume on the filer.
Maximum number of snapshots available per aggregate on the filer. Range
: [0..2^31-1].

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of aggregate objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained
from the previous call.

Type

Description

aggrattributes[] The list of attributes of aggr objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
aggrattributes specified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
aggrattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
attributes
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects
to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-get-root-name

[top]

Return the name of the "root" volume on the filer.
Output Name Range Type
root-volume

Description

string Name of the root volume for the filer.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

aggr-list-info

[top]

Get aggregate status.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggregate

The aggregate name or UUID to get status for. See the synopsis for
string
name/UUID format. If not supplied, get status of all aggregates owned by the
optional
local node.

filter-attrs

This input is used as a discriminant when status is required for one or more
filteraggregates. This option will be ignored when an aggregate name is specified.
attrsIf no argument is supplied, default value is NULL. If this is NULL or all of its
info
elements are not supplied, then this filter has no effect and the behavior is the
optional
same as described in the 'aggregate' input description.

verbose

Output Name Range
aggregates

If set to "true", detailed volume and plex information (including all the RAID
boolean
group and disk information) is returned. If not supplied or set to "false", this
optional
extra information is not returned.
Type

Description

aggrList of aggregates and their status.
info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

aggr-mediascrub-list-info

[top]

Get the status of media scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. Status includes percentage
complete and the media scrub's status.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Name of an existing aggregate, plex, or RAID group, using the following
format: [/vol/][][] If no name is given, then status is generated for all
RAID groups currently being media-scrubbed.

string
optional
Type

Description

mediascrubdetails

mediascrubList of RAID groups and their media scrub status.
detail-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-mirror

[top]

Turns an unmirrored aggregate into a mirrored aggregate by adding a plex to it. The plex is either newly
formed from disks chosen from a spare pool or, if the "victim-aggregate" option is specified, taken from
another existing unmirrored aggregate. The named aggregate must currently be unmirrored. Disks may be
specified explicitly using the "mirror-disks" list option in the same way as with the "aggr-create" and "aggradd" commands. The number of disks indicated must match the number present in the existing aggregate. If
disks are not specified explicitly, then disks are automatically selected to match those in the aggregate's
existing plex.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the existing aggregate to be mirrored. UUID can be specified
instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID format and
restrictions.

aggregate

string

allow-mixedrpm

boolean
optional

Disks in an aggregate are normally required to have the same RPM. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. Default value
is false.

boolean
optional

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks from
one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows placing
two disks from one carrier in one RAID group. This option has an effect
only when disks to be used are specified in 'disks'. This option is ignored
when 'disk-count' is used.

force

boolean
optional

Force the mirroring operation through, past the normal roadblocks that
would otherwise cause it to be aborted. For example, disks in a plex are
not normally permitted to span spare pools. Also, the victim cannot
normally be accepted when it is owned by one or more vfilers. All these
safety-driven behaviors are overridden when this option is set to true. This
is a deprecated parameter. Use the allow-mixed-rpm and ignore-poolchecks parameters instead.

ignore-poolchecks

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are normally required to come from the same spare pool.
Similarly, disks in different plexes of a mirrored aggregate are required to
come from different spare pools. This behavior is overridden with this
option when it is set to true. Default value is false.

allow-samecarrier

mirror-disks
override-

Specific list of mirror disks to add. This list must match the number of disks
disk-info[]
present on the existing aggregate. The specified disks are not permitted to
optional
span disk pools unless overridden with the "force-spare-pool" option.
boolean

The victim aggregate cannot normally be accepted when it is owned by one

vfilerownership

optional

or more vfilers. This option may be set to true in order to override that
restriction. The option is ignored if 'victim-aggregate' is not specified.

pre-check

boolean
optional

Only check for the warnings without actually mirroring the aggregate.
Default value is false.

simulate

boolean
optional

Simulates the addition of a new plex to an existing aggregate. If set to
"true", new plex won't be added but returns the disks that would be
automatically selected for the creation of the new plex. By default, simulate
option is set to false.

string
optional

The "victim" aggregate to cannibalize in order to mirror the named
aggregate. The "victim-aggregate" must have been previously joined with
the aggregate to be mirrored and then split from it. The resulting mirrored
aggregate is otherwise identical to the original aggregate before the
operation. The "victim-aggregate" (and all its volumes) is effec- tively
destroyed. "victim-aggregate" (and all its volumes) must be offline.

victimaggregate

Output Name Range
aggregatecapacity
bad-disks
nonzeroeddisks

Type

Description

integer
optional

Estimated increase in aggregate capacity (in bytes). This is returned only if
simulate option is set to true. Range : [0..2^64-1].

disk-info[] List of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
optional disks.
integer
optional

Number of disks that need to be zeroed before being added. This is only
returned if there are non-zeroed disks.
Result of the pre-check for possible warnings.

pre-checkresults

E_WARN_DISK_DOWNSIZE
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
E_WARN_NEEDS_PARTITIONING
E_WARN_UNUSED_SPARE_PARTITIONS
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS

warningcode[]
optional

selecteddisks

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be used to create the new plex of an existing
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selecteddisks-forshared-pool

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be partitioned as part of mirroring an existing
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selectedmirror-disks

aggrsimulate- This is a dummy output needed to make aggr mirror disk list processing
disk-info[] similar to aggr create and aggr add.
optional

simulationresult

aggregatesimulate- Layout of disks selected for mirroring the existing aggregate. This is
layout-info returned only if simulate option is set to true.
optional

warningmessage

string
optional

Warning message returned during aggr mirror.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
ESYNCMIRROR_BAD_CONFIG
ESYNCMIRROR_NO_PLATFORM
ESAME_DISK_CARRIER
EFAILED_DISK_IN_CARRIER

Description

ENOTORIGDISKOWNER
ENOTDISKOWNER
ESYNCMIRROR_JOIN_DISKTYPE_MISMATCH
ESYNCMIRROR_JOIN_CKSUMTYPE_MISMATCH
ESYNCMIRROR_JOIN_RAIDTYPE_MISMATCH
EARRAYLUNUNSUPPORTED
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
EDISK_BAD_DISK_ID
EDISK_NOT_SPARE_DISK
EDISK_DISK_IS_OFFLINE
EDISK_DISK_ALREADY_IN_USE
EDISK_INCORRECT_DISKCOUNT
EDISK_NOT_A_BLOCK_DISK
EDISK_NOT_A_ZONED_DISK
EDISK_NO_ZONED_DISKS
EDISK_NOT_DISKS_SIZE
EDISK_DISK_RPM_MISMATCH
EDISK_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_TYPE
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_RPM
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_IF_SPEED
EJOIN_NO_COMMON_SNAPSHOT
EJOIN_SNAP_CURRENTLY_INVALID
EJOIN_CONFIG_MISMATCH
EJOIN_WAFL_INCONSISTENT
EJOIN_CKSUM_STATE_MISMATCH
EJOIN_LOCAL_ID_MISMATCH
EDISK_NOT_SAME_POOLS
ECKSUM_ZONED_CKSUM_INITIALIZING_PHASE1
EDISK_DISK_IF_SPEED_MISMATCH
ESNAPSHOT_CANT_INCREASE_SNAP_RESERVE
EDISK_DISK_DR_HOME_MISMATCH

aggr-modify-raid-type

[top]

Modify the RAID type for the given aggregate to the specified "raid-type". This API can also selectively change
the RAID type of specific raid groups in the aggregate based on the specified "disk-type". The change remains
effective even if the filer is rebooted. This API does not support modifying options of a striped aggregate.
Input Name Range
aggregate

disk-type

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate whose option is to be set. See the synopsis
for name/UUID format and restrictions.

Type of disks to use : ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM,
or VMDISK. This option is required if we want to change the raid type of raid
string
groups created out of the specified disks only. Otherwise, if this is not
optional
specified then the raid type for all raid groups in the aggregate would
change.
possible values: "raid4","raid_dp","raid_tec" The type of RAID group used for

raid-type

this aggregate. The "raid4" setting provides one parity disk per RAID group,
while "raid_dp" provides two. Changing this option immediately changes the
RAID group type for the RAID groups in the aggregate. When upgrading
RAID groups from "raid4" to "raid_dp", each RAID group begins a
reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the second "dparity" parity
disk. Similarly, when upgrading RAID groups from "raid_dp" to "raid_tec",
each RAID group begins a reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the
third "tparity" parity disk.

string

Simulates modifying the raid type of the aggregate. If set to "true", raid type
boolean
will not be changed but, any possible warnings will be returned back. Default
optional
value is "false".

simulate

Output Name Range

Type

Description

pre-checkresults

Warnings from pre checking of raid type modification. Possible warning
warning- codes are:
code[]
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
optional

simulationresult

modifyraidtypeResults from simulation of raid type modification.
simulateinfo
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EMIXED_RAIDTYPE_AGGR_NOT_HYBRID
EMIN_DISK_FOR_UPGRADE_TO_RAIDTP
EGROUPTYPE_ALREADY_RAIDTP
EGROUPTYPE_ALREADY_RAIDDP
EGROUPTYPE_ALREADY_RAID4
EMIXED_TREE_MISSING_DISKTYPE
EGROUP_NOT_FOUND_DISKTYPE

aggr-object-store-attach

[top]

Attach an object store to an aggregate
Input Name

Range

aggregate
allow-flexgroup
check-only
object-store-name
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND

Type
string

Description
Name of the Aggregate

boolean
Allow Existing FlexGroup Constituents in the Aggregate on Attach
optional
boolean
Validate But Do Not Attach
optional
string

Object Store Configuration Name
Description

E_AGGREGATE_ALREADY_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_HYBRID_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_HYBRID_ENABLED_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_NON_SSD
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_MIRRORED_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_SNAPLOCK_COMPLIANCE_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_ECV_UNSUPPORTED_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_SNAPLOCK_ENTERPRISE_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_ECV_UNSUPPORTED_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_SNAPLOCK_COMPLIANCE_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_DOESNT_EXIST
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_INCORRECT
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_ROOT_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_ADB_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_INCOMPATIBLE_GUARANTEE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_INCOMPATIBLE_VOLUME_TYPE_FLEXGROUP
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_INCOMPATIBLE_VOLUME_TYPE_IV
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_MIN_TPT_CHECK_FAILED
E_VSERVERDR_CANNOT_CONVERT_TO_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ATTACH_OBJ_STORE_TO_DISK_TYPE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_TLS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_IPV4_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_IPV4_NOT_FOUND

aggr-object-store-config-create

[top]

Create an object store configuration.
Input Name Range
access-key

Type

Description

string
Access key ID for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
Authentication used to access the object store. Supported values are:
'key' - Access keys provided by admin
'CAP' - Access keys and session token retrieved from the C2S Access
Portal (CAP)
'EC2-IAM' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP access keys and session token

auth-type

azureaccount
azureprivate-key
cap-url
check-only
ignorewarningcodes
ipspace
is-certificatevalidationenabled
object-storename
port

string
optional

retrieved from the EC2 instance metadata for the IAM role associated
with EC2 instance
'GCP-SA' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from the
GCP instance metadata for the Service Account associated with GCP
instance
'Azure-MSI' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from
the Azure Managed Service Identity (MSI) associated with the instance

string
Azure account
optional
string
Azure access key
optional
string
URL to request temporary credentials for a C2S account.
optional
boolean
Do not create a config. Only check that create could succeed.
optional
integer[]
Input list with warning codes which can be ignored.
optional
string
IPspace to use in order to reach the object store.
optional
boolean
Is SSL/TLS certificate validation enabled. The default value is 'true'.
optional
string

Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character
must be a letter or an underscore.

integer
Port number of the object store
optional
Type of object store provider. Allowed values are:

provider-type

string

s3-name

string

secretpassword
server
ssl-enabled

url-style

Output Name Range

'AWS_S3' - AWS S3
'SGWS' - StorageGRID Webscale
'Azure_Cloud' - Microsoft Azure Cloud
'IBM_COS' - IBM Cloud Object Storage
'AliCloud' - Alibaba Cloud Object Storage Service
'GoogleCloud' - Google Cloud Storage
'ONTAP_S3' - ONTAP S3
Data bucket/container name

string
Secret access key for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
string

Fully qualified domain name of the object store

boolean
SSL/HTTPS enabled or not. The default value is 'true'.
optional
objectstoreURL style used to access S3 bucket.
url-style
optional
Type

Description

confirmwarningcodes

integer[]
Output list with warning codes which have to be confirmed.
optional

confirmwarningtexts

string[]
Output list with warning texts which have to be confirmed.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INVALID_BUCKET_NAME
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_TLS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CREATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_NAME_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_OBJECT_STORE_AVAILABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_MAX_LIMIT_REACHED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CREATION_NOT_ALLOWED_SDOT
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_NON_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_IP_AZURE_ACCOUNT_S3_NAME_NOT_UNIQUE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_AZURE_PROVIDER_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_S3_COMPATIBLE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_S3_COMPATIBLE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_DOESNT_EXIST
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_INCORRECT
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_TYPE_MISMATCH
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_MUST_BE_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_INAPPLICABLE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_WARNING
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_DISABLING_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_URL_STYLE_INVALID
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_IPV4_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_IPV4_NOT_FOUND

aggr-object-store-config-delete

[top]

Delete an object store configuration
Input Name Range Type
objectstore-name

Description

Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can contain
string letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character must
be a letter or an underscore.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND

aggr-object-store-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an object store configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo
optional

object-storename

string

Output Name Range

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can
contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first
character must be a letter or an underscore.

Type
aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo

attributes

Description

Description

The attributes of the aggr.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of object store configurations.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

optional
tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of aggr objects.

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects
to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-config-modify

[top]

Modify an existing object store configuration.
Input Name Range
access-key

Type

Description

string
Access key ID for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
Authentication used to access the object store. Supported values are:

auth-type

azureaccount
azureprivate-key
cap-url
check-only
ignorewarningcodes
ipspace
is-certificate-

string
optional

'key' - Access keys provided by admin
'CAP' - Access keys and session token retrieved from the C2S Access
Portal (CAP)
'EC2-IAM' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP access keys and session token
retrieved from the EC2 instance metadata for the IAM role associated
with EC2 instance
'GCP-SA' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from the
GCP instance metadata for the Service Account associated with GCP
instance
'Azure-MSI' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from
the Azure Managed Service Identity (MSI) associated with the instance

string
Azure account
optional
string
Azure access key
optional
string
URL to request temporary credentials for a C2S account.
optional
boolean
Do not create a config. Only check that create could succeed.
optional
integer[]
Input list with warning codes which can be ignored.
optional
string
IPspace to use in order to reach the object store.
optional
boolean

validationenabled
new-objectstore-name
object-storename
port
secretpassword
server
ssl-enabled

url-style

use-iam-role
Output Name Range

optional

Is SSL/TLS certificate validation enabled. The default value is 'true'.

string
New object store configuration name
optional
string

Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character
must be a letter or an underscore.

integer
Port number of the object store
optional
string
Secret access key for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
string
Fully qualified domain name of the object store
optional
boolean
SSL/HTTPS enabled or not. The default value is 'true'.
optional
objectstoreURL style used to access S3 bucket.
url-style
optional
boolean
Use IAM role for AWS Cloud Volumes ONTAP
optional
Type

Description

confirmwarningcodes

integer[]
Output list with warning codes which have to be confirmed.
optional

confirmwarningtexts

string[]
Output list with warning texts which have to be confirmed.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_TLS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_NAME_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_OBJECT_STORE_AVAILABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_NON_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_IP_AZURE_ACCOUNT_S3_NAME_NOT_UNIQUE

Description

E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_TYPE_MISMATCH
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_MUST_BE_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_INAPPLICABLE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_WARNING
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_DISABLING_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_URL_STYLE_INVALID
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_IPV4_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_IPV4_NOT_FOUND

aggr-object-store-config-provider-list

[top]

Returns a list of supported object store providers.
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

available-providerstatus

string[] Indicates status (enabled or disabled) of available object store
optional providers

available-providers

string[] List of all available object store providers including those that can
optional be enabled
string[]
List of supported object store providers that are enabled
optional

supported-providers
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of aggregates which object stores are attached to.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

attributeslist
next-tag

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
object-storespecified on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store object.
information
All aggr-object-store objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
object-storeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
information
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

object-storeinformation[] The list of attributes of aggr-object-store objects.
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrobject-store objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-get-resync-status-iter

[top]

Display a list of cloud mirrored FabricPools and their mirror object store resync related info. This information
is only available when the aggregate is online.
Input Name

Range

aggrobjectstoreresyncinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

aggrobjectstoreresyncinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store object. All
aggr-object-store objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

aggrobjectstoreresyncinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of aggr-object-store objects.

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr-objectstore objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-mirror

[top]

Attaches a second object store to a FabricPool aggregate to create a mirror
Input Name
aggregate

Range Type

Description

string Name of the Aggregate

object-store-name

string Object Store Configuration Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ENODENOTFOUND
E_AGGREGATE_CLOUD_MIRROR_ECV_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_NOT_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_ALREADY_CLOUD_MIRRORED_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_OBJSTORE_ALREADY_ATTACHED_TO_FABRICPOOL
E_OBJSTORE_UNMIRRORED_CLEANING_UP_IN_PROGRESS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_MIRROR_AGGREGATE_UNMIRROR_IN_PROGRESS

aggr-object-store-modify

[top]

Modify object store specific parameters.
Input Name

Range

aggregate
force-tiering-onmetrocluster
mirror-type
object-store-name

Type
string

Description
Name of the aggregate.

boolean Force tiering on the primary object store, for FabricPool in a
optional MetroCluster configuration.
string
Object store mirror type.
optional
string

Name of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_BIN_SIZE_LIMIT_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_BAD_UNRECLAIM_THRESHOLD
E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_AGGREGATE_FABRICPOOL_NOT_CLOUDMIRRORED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_NOT_IN_SYNC
E_AGGREGATE_FAILED_TO_SWAP_MIRROR_TYPE

Description

E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_MODIFY_MIRROR_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED_ON_MCC
E_AGGREGATE_FP_CLOUD_MIRRORED_IN_MCC
E_AGGREGATE_FP_MCC_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_AGGREGATE_FAILED_TO_FORCE_TIER_ON_MCC

aggr-object-store-profiler-abort

[top]

Abort the object store profiler
Input Name

Range Type

node

Description

string Node on Which the Profiler Should Run

object-store-name
Errno

string Object Store Configuration Name
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-profiler-get-iter

[top]

Get object store profiler status
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

aggrobjectstoreprofilerinfo
optional

next-tag

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store-profiler object. All
aggr-object-store-profiler objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
aggrobjectstoreprofilerinfo
optional

Range

Type

Description

aggrobjectstoreThe list of attributes of aggr-object-store-profiler objects.
profilerinfo[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr-objectstring
optional store-profiler objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-profiler-start

[top]

Start the object store profiler to measure latency and throughput
Input Name

Range Type

node

Description

string Node on Which the Profiler Should Run

object-store-name

string Object Store Configuration Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-unmirror

[top]

Remove the second object store from a mirrored FabricPool
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

string Name of the Aggregate

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ENODENOTFOUND
E_AGGREGATE_CLOUD_MIRROR_ECV_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_NOT_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_NOT_CLOUD_MIRRORED_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_PRIMARY_OBJ_STORE_UNAVAILABLE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_OBJSTORE_UNMIRROR_CLEAN_UP_ALREADY_IN_PROGRESS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED

Description

E_UNMIRROR_AGGREGATE_DELETED_CLEAN_UP_IN_PROGRESS
E_UNMIRROR_AGGREGATE_MIRROR_IN_PROGRESS
E_AGGREGATE_UNMIRROR_TRY_AGAIN

aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of volume buftree UUIDs in a FabricPool aggregate.
Input Name

Range

objectstorevolbtuuidsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

objectstorevolbtuuidsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids object.
All aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

objectstorevolThe list of attributes of aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids objects.
btuuidsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr-objectoptional store-vol-btuuids objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-offline
Take the specified aggregate or plex offline. The operation takes effect before the API returns. Except in
maintenance mode, the current root aggregate may not be taken offline. An aggregate marked to become the
root aggregate cannot be taken offline. An aggregate containing one or more flexible volumes cannot be
taken offline; its contained volumes must first be destroyed. A number of operations being performed on the
given aggregate can prevent this operation from succeeding, either at all or for various lengths of time. If
such operations are found, the system waits up to one second for them to finish. If they don't, the command
is aborted. A check is also made for files in the aggregate opened by internal Data ONTAP processes. The
command is aborted if any are found.

[top]

Input Name Range

aggregate

Type

string

Description
Name of the existing aggregate or plex to offline, using the following format:
[[/vol]/][] UUID can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis
for name/UUID format and restrictions. If the aggregate hosts any online
volumes, then the offline request will fail unless the optional "unmountvolumes" argument (see below) appears and is set to TRUE. If we've been
cleared to unmount any such online volumes hosted by the aggregate, the
caller may also specify the number of seconds to wait should any of those
volumes have active CIFS shares through the optional "cifs-delay-seconds"
argument (see below). If a plex name is specified, the plex must be part of a
mirrored aggregate, and both plexes must be online. Prior to offlining a plex,
the system will flush all internally-buffered data associated with the plex and
create a snapshot that is written out to both plexes. The snapshot allows for
efficient resynchronization when the plex is subsequently brought back online.
For ontap-cluster, plexinfo is being deprecated in lieu of the plex parameter.

cifs-delayseconds

The number of seconds to wait before offlining any volumes that are hosted in
the given aggregate that have active CIFS shares (if any). A value of 0 means
that all such volumes are to be offlined immediately with no warning. CIFS
integer
users can lose data if they aren't given a chance to terminate applications
optional
gracefully. By default, "cifs-delay-seconds" is 0. NOTE: This argument may
ONLY appear if the "unmount-volumes" argument (see above) also appears and
is set to "TRUE".

forceoffline

An aggregate cannot normally be brought offline if it contains a system volume.
boolean This behavior is overridden when this option is set "true". Forcing the aggregate
optional offline might impact cross cluster replication. By default "force-offline" is
"false".

plex

Name of a particular plex to offline. If no plex is specified, then the aggregate
will be taken offline. If a plex is specified, the plex must be part of a mirrored
string aggregate, and both plexes must be online. Prior to offlining a plex, the system
optional will flush all internally-buffered data associated with the plex and create a
snapshot that is written out to both plexes. The snapshot allows for efficient
resynchronization when the plex is subsequently brought back online.

unmountvolumes

If set to "TRUE", this option specifies that all of the volumes hosted by the
boolean given aggregate are to be unmounted before the offline operation is executed.
optional By default, the system will reject any attempt to offline an aggregate that hosts
one or more online volumes.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEBUSY

aggr-online

[top]

Bring the specified aggregate or plex online. This command takes effect immediately. All volumes on the
aggregate are brought to whatever state they were in before the aggregate was restricted or taken offline. If
there are CIFS shares associated with the any of the aggregate's volumes that were also onlined, they are
enabled.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the existing aggregate or plex to online, using the following format:
[/vol/][] UUID can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for
name/UUID format and restrictions. If an aggregate is specified, it must
currently be offline, restricted, or foreign (consisting of disks moved from
another filer, and never having been brought online on the current filer). If the
aggregate is foreign, it will be made native before being brought online on the

aggregate

forceonline

keep-sameuuid

plex

string

current filer. Aggregates that aren't foreign are termed "native". If the
aggregate is inconsistent but has not lost data, it is advisable to run
WAFL_check or wafliron (or do a "snapmirror initialize" in case of a replica
aggregate) prior to bringing it online. Bringing an inconsistent aggregate online
increases the risk of further file system corruption. If the aggregate is
inconsistent and has experienced possible loss of data, it can't be brought
online unless WAFL_check or wafliron (or snapmirror initialize) is run on it. If a
plex is specified, it must be part of an online mirrored aggregate. The system
initiates resynchro- nization of the plex as part of online processing. For ontapcluster, plexinfo is being deprecated in lieu of the plex parameter.

An aggregate can not normally be brought online under the following
conditions: 1. It has only 1 plex that is offline and not up-to-date. 2. It is an
boolean
unmirrored or CFO aggregate that has been switched over to its DR partner as
optional
part of an MCC configuration. This behavior is overridden when this option is set
"true". By default, "force-online" is "false".
Keep existing foreign raidtree id (aggregate uuid). Normally when a foreign
boolean raidtree is onlined, the raidtree rtid (aggregate uuid) is changed to guarantee
optional uniqueness. The behavior is overridden when this option is set "true." By
default, "keep-same-uuid" is "false."
Name of a particular plex to online. If no plex is specified, then the aggregate
string will be onlined. If a plex is specified, it must be part of an online mirrored
optional aggregate. The system initiates resynchro- nization of the plex as part of online
processing.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ESYNCMIRROR_NO_PLATFORM
EVOL_ONLINE_LICENSE_CHECK_PENDING

aggr-options-list-info

[top]

Get the options that have been set for the specified aggregate. This API does not support listing options of
striped aggregate.
Input Name Range
aggregate
Output Name Range
options

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate whose options to retrieve. See the
synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

Type
aggroptioninfo[]

Errno

Description
List of options set for this aggregate.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-relocation
Aggregate Relocation

[top]

Input Name Range
aggregatelist

Type

Description

string[] List of aggregate names.

destinationnode-name

string

Name of destination node where aggregates are to be relocated.

is-ndocontrollerupgrade

Relocation of aggregates as part of controller upgrade. Aggregate relocation will
boolean
not change home ownership of the aggregates while relocating as part of
optional
controller upgrade. Default: false

is-overridedestinationchecks

Override checks done on destination node. This option could be used to force a
boolean
relocation of aggregates even if the destination has outstanding issues. Note
optional
that this could make the relocation dangerous or disruptive. Default: false

is-overridevetoes

Override veto checks for relocating an aggregate. Initiating aggregate
boolean relocation with vetoes overridden will result in relocation proceeding even if the
optional node detects outstanding issues that would make aggregate relocation
dangerous or disruptive. Default: false

is-relocateto-higherversion

Relocate to a node running higher major Data ONTAP version. If an aggregate
is relocated to this destination then that aggregate cannot be relocated back to
boolean
the source node till the source is also upgraded to the same or higher Data
optional
ONTAP version. This option is not required if the destination is running on
higher minor version but the same major version. Default: false

sourcenode-name

string

Errno

Name of the source node in which aggregate resides.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-relocation-status

[top]

Iterate over the list of aggregate relocation status
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

aggrA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
relocationspecified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Type
aggrrelocationinfo
optional

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained
from the previous call.
Description

aggrrelocationThe list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
[0..2^32-

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects
to return.

num-records

integer

1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-rename

[top]

Rename the specified aggregate.
Input Name

Range Type

aggregate
new-aggregatename

string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate to rename. See the synopsis for name/UUID
format and restrictions.

string The new name desired for the aggregate.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID

aggr-restrict

[top]

Restrict the specified aggregate. An aggregate with one or more flexible volumes cannot be restricted; all of
its contained volumes must first be destroyed.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate to restrict. See the synopsis for name/UUID
format and restrictions.

cifs-delayseconds

The number of seconds to wait before restricting any volumes that are hosted
in the given aggregate that have active CIFS shares (if any). A value of 0
means that all such volumes are to be offlined immediately with no warning.
integer
CIFS users can lose data if they aren't given a chance to terminate applications
optional
gracefully. By default, "cifs-delay-seconds" is 0. NOTE: This argument may
ONLY appear if the "unmount-volumes" argument (see above) also appears and
is set to "true".

unmountvolumes

If set to "TRUE", this option specifies that all of the volumes hosted by the
boolean given aggregate are to be unmounted before the restrict operation is executed.
optional By default, the system will reject any attempt to restrict an aggregate that
hosts one or more online volumes.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-resync-options-get
Get aggregate resynchronization options for a node in the cluster

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggrresync- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
options- for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
node

string

Output Name Range

Name of the node for which the resynchronization option is defined

Type

Description

aggrresyncThe attributes of the aggr.
optionsinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-resync-options-get-iter

[top]

Get aggregate resynchronization options for each node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

aggrresyncoptionsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

aggrresync- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
options- on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr objects matching
info
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

aggrresyncoptions- The list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

aggr-resync-options-set

[top]

Modify aggregate resynchronization options for a node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

Type

max-concurrentresyncs-allowed

[1..200]

node

integer The number of aggregates, owned by the specified node, that
optional are allowed to resync at a time
string

Errno

Description

Name of the node for which the resynchronization option is
defined

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-list-info

[top]

Get the status of parity scrubbing on the named aggregate. Status includes percentage complete and the
scrub's suspended status (if appropriate). If an aggregate or node is not given, then status is generated for all
RAID groups.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggregate

string
optional

Name or UUID of the entity to show scrubbing status for. See the
synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
optional

Name of the node.

verbose

boolean
optional

If set to "true", this operation will be verbose. If not supplied or set to
false, normal output levels will be used.

Output Name Range
scrub-details

Errno

Type

Description

scrubdetail-info[] List of RAID groups and their scrub status.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-resume

[top]

Resume parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. If an aggregate or node is not given,
then resume parity scrubbing on all RAID groups for which it has been suspended. Use "aggr-scrub-list-info"
to check scrubbing status.
Input Name Range
aggregate
node

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to resume. See the synopsis
optional for name/UUID format and restrictions.
string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-start

[top]

Start parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. Parity scrubbing compares the data
disks to the parity disk in a RAID group, correcting the parity disk's contents as necessary. If an aggregate or
node is not given, then parity scrubbing is started on all online aggregates. If an aggregate name is given,
scrubbing is started on all RAID groups in the aggregate. If a plex name is given, scrubbing is started on all
RAID groups contained in the plex. If a RAID group name is given, scrubbing is started only on that group.
Use "aggr-scrub-list-info" to check scrubbing status. If a node is given, scrubbing is started on all raid groups
on that node.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to start. See the synopsis for
optional name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-stop

[top]

Stop parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. If an aggregate or node is not given,
scrubbing will stop on all RAID groups currently being scrubbed. Use "aggr-scrub-list-info" to check scrubbing
status.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to stop. See the synopsis for
optional name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

aggr-scrub-suspend

[top]

Suspend parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, RAID group, or node. If an aggregate or node is not
given, suspend scrubbing on all RAID groups currently being scrubbed. Use "aggr-scrub-list-info" to check
scrubbing status.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to suspend. See the synopsis
optional for name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-set-option

[top]

Set the specified option for the given aggregate to "option-value". The change remains effective even if the
filer is rebooted. Some options have values that are numbers, and some have values that are "on" (also
expressible as "yes", "true", or "1" ) or "off" (also expressible as "no", "false", or "0"). A mixture of uppercase
and lowercase characters may be used when typing an option's value. Note that the "root" option is special in
that it doesn't have a corresponding value. This API does not support modifying options of striped aggregate.
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

Name or UUID of the aggregate whose option to be set. See the synopsis for
string
name/UUID format and restrictions.
Option name. Possible values:
"free_space_realloc" (value: "on" | "off" | "no_redirect")
Setting this option to "on" enables free space reallocation (continuous
segment cleaning) on a block checksum aggregate. Possible values : on,
off, no_redirect "on" : Free space reallocation enabled with automatically
starting the redirect scanner "off": Free space reallocate disabled
"no_redirect": Free space reallocation enabled without running the redirect
scanner The default value for this option is "off"
"fs_size_fixed" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" causes the file system to remain the same size
(and not grow) when the mirror is broken on a SnapMirrored aggregate or
when a "storage aggregate add" is performed on it. This option is
automatically set to be "on" when an aggregate becomes SnapMirrored.
This option allows an embedded aggregate to be SnapMirrored back to the
source without needing to add disks to the source aggregate. If the
aggregate size is larger than the file system size, turning off this option
forces the file system to grow to the size of the aggregate. This option is
not supported when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
"ha_policy" (value: "cfo" | "sfo")
This option is used to change the HA policy of given aggregate and
restricted to clustered environments. It is not allowed in unclustered
environments. Changing the HA policy of an aggregate from SFO to CFO is

allowed only in Maintenance mode. HA policy can not be changed if: 1.
aggregate is striped. 2. aggregate contains node volumes. 3. aggregate is
root. 4. aggregate is partner aggregate during takeover i.e. when it is not
home to local node. EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is returned if this
option is used in unclustered environments.
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR is returned if this option is used
with striped aggregate. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_NODE_VOLS
is returned if this option is used on aggregate which contains node volumes.
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_ROOT_AGGR is returned if this option is used on
root aggregate. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_NOT_HOME_AGGR is returned if
this option is used on partner aggregate during takeover.
"ignore_inconsistent" (value: "on" | "off")
This command can only be used in maintenance mode. If this option is set
to "on", then the root aggregate may be brought online when booting even
if it is marked as inconsistent. The user is cautioned that bringing it online
prior to running WAFL_check or wafliron may result in further file system
inconsistency. This option is not supported when the request is sent to the
Admin Vserver LIF.
"max_write_alloc_blocks" (value: value: < number >)
The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. Some sequential
read workloads may benefit from increasing this value. Default value is 0
which uses the controller-wide default value of 64. The default is optimal for
most users. The controller-wide default can be adjusted with the bootarg
"wafl-max-write-alloc-blocks"
"striping" (value: "striped" | "not_striped")
This option sets the striping information of given aggregate. It is restricted
to clustered environments and not allowed in unclustered environments.
When set to true, it marks given aggregate as member of stripe. This option
is not allowed if given aggregate is of 'cfo' HA policy.
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is returned if this option is used in
unclustered environments. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR is returned if
given aggregate is of 'cfo' HA policy. This option is not supported when the
request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
"nosnap" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables automatic snapshots on the aggregate.
"raid_cv" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "off" disables block or advanced_zoned checksum
(azcs) protection on the aggregate. The default is "on". The user is
cautioned that turning off this option exposes the filesystem(s) contained in
the aggregate to inconsistency that could be caused by a misbehaving
hardware component in the system.
"raid_lost_write" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "off" disables RAID Lost Write protection on the
aggregate. The default is "on". The user is cautioned that turning off this
option may expose the filesystem(s) contained in the aggregate to data loss
and data corruption. The option should not be disabled, unless directed to
do so by support personnel.
"raidsize" (value: < number >>)
The maximum size of a RAID group within the aggregate. Changing this
option doesn't cause existing RAID groups to grow or shrink. Rather, it only
affects whether more disks will be added to the last existing RAID group in
the future, and how large new RAID groups will be.
"cache_raid_group_size" (value: < number >>)
The current maximum size of a SSD RAID group within the hybrid
aggregate. This option can only be modified for hybrid aggregate. Changing

this option doesn't cause existing RAID groups to grow or shrink. Rather, it
only affects whether more disks will be added to the existing SSD RAID
group in the future, and how large new SSD RAID groups will be.
"raidtype" (value: "raid4" | "raid_dp" | "raid_tec" | "raid0")
The type of RAID group used for this aggregate. The "raid4" setting
provides one parity disk per RAID group, while "raid_dp" provides two and
"raid_tec" provides three. Changing this option immediately changes the
RAID group type for all RAID groups in the aggregate. When upgrading
RAID groups from "raid4" to "raid_dp", each RAID group begins a
reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the second "dparity" parity
disk. Simlarly, when upgrading RAID groups from "raid_dp" to "raid_tec",
each RAID group begins a reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the
third "tparity" parity disk.
"resyncsnaptime" (value: < number >)
Sets the mirror resynchronization snapshot frequency to be the given
number of minutes. The default value is 60 (minutes).

optionname

"root" (value: < none >)
The specified aggregate is to become the root aggregate for the filer on the
next reboot. This option can be used only in maintenance mode and on only
one aggregate at any given time. The existing root aggregate will become a
non-root aggregate after the reboot. Until the system is rebooted, the
original aggregate will continue to show root as an option, and the new root
string
aggregate will show diskroot as an option. In general, the aggregate that
has the diskroot option is the one that becomes the root aggregate
following the next reboot. The only way to remove the root status of an
aggregate is to set it on another aggregate. In clustered environments, this
option is not allowed with aggregates with 'sfo' HA policy as root has to be
an aggregate with 'cfo' HA policy. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SFO_AGGR is
returned if given aggregate is of 'sfo' HA policy.
"snapmirrored" (value : "off")
If SnapMirror is enabled, the filer auto- matically sets this option to "on".
Set this option to "off" with the "snapmirror" command if SnapMirror should
no longer be used to update the mirror. After setting this option to "off", the
mirror becomes a regular writable aggregate, and all its volumes are
restored to whatever state they were last in. Note that it is not possible to
set this option directly through this interface. Rather, it is automatically
changed as a side effect of running the appropriate "snapmirror"
commands. This option is not supported when the request is sent to the
Admin Vserver LIF.
"snapshot_autodelete" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "off" disables automatic snapshot deletion on the
aggregate.
"thorough_scrub" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables thorough scrub on a block checksum
aggregate. That means that a scrub will initialize any zeroed checksum
entries that it finds. If there are any checksum entries to be initialized,
scrub will run slower than normal.
"percent_snapshot_space" (value: < number >)
Percentage of total blocks in the aggregate reserved for snapshots.
"nearly_full_threshold" (value: < number >)
Threshold of used space as a percentage of aggregate size for which to emit
aggregate nearly full warning. The default value is 95%. The maximum
value for this option is 99%. It must be less than the full_threshold. Setting
this threshold to 0 disables the alert.

"full_threshold" (value: < number >)
Threshold of used space as a percentage of aggregate size for which to emit
aggregate full warning. The default value is 98%. The maximum value for
this option is 100%. It must be greater than the nearly_full_threshold.
Setting this threshold to 0 disables the alert.
"is_flash_pool_caching_enabled" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "false" will disable the caching on the Flash Pool while
setting "true" will enable the caching again on the Flash Pool. Changing this
option will have no effect on individual caching policies associated with the
volumes under this Flash Pool.
"hybrid_enabled" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "true" would mark the aggregate as hybrid_enabled.
That means the aggregate can contain a mix of SSDs and HDDs(Hard Disk
Drives, e.g., SAS, SATA, and/or FC). The operation can be forced by using
the hybrid_enabled_force option for the aggregates having flexvols which
cannot be write cached. EAGGR_CANT_UNDO_HYBRID is returned when we
are trying to set the option hybrid_enabled to false on an aggregate that
already contains a mix of HDDs and SSDs. EAGGR_HYBRID is returned
when we are trying to set option hybrid_enabled to true on an aggregate
which is already hybrid. EOP_DISALLOWED_WORM_HYBRID_AGGR is
returned when we are trying to set option hybrid_enabled to true on an
snaplock aggregate. ERAID_HYA_SUPPORT_DISABLED is returned when the
partner node in HA pair is running a version of Data ONTAP which does not
support hybrid aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SSD_AGGR is returned
if this option is used on aggregates created out of SSD disks.
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_RAID0_AGGR is returned if this option is used
on raid0 aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_ZONED_AGGR is
returned if this option is used on aggregates with zoned checksums.
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_LUNS_AGGR is returned if this option used on
aggregates created out of LUNs. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPOSITE_AGGR
is returned if this option is used on composite aggregates.
"hybrid_enabled_force" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "true" would mark the aggregate as hybrid_enabled.
That means the aggregate can contain a mix of SSDs and HDDs(Hard Disk
Drives, e.g., SAS, SATA, and/or FC). This option is used for force marking
of aggregates having flexvols which cannot be write cached as hybrid
enabled. FlexVols in the aggregate marked as hybrid enabled using this
option which cannot participate in write-caching only have read-caching
enabled. All other flexvols in the aggregate can participate in both read and
write caching. EAGGR_CANT_UNDO_HYBRID is returned when we are trying
to set the option hybrid_enabled_force to false on an aggregate that
already contains a mix of HDDs and SSDs. EAGGR_HYBRID is returned
when we are trying to set option hybrid_enabled_force to true on an
aggregate which is already hybrid.
EOP_DISALLOWED_WORM_HYBRID_AGGR is returned when we are trying
to set option hybrid_enabled_force to true on an snaplock aggregate.
ERAID_HYA_SUPPORT_DISABLED is returned when the partner node in HA
pair is running a version of Data ONTAP which does not support hybrid
aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SSD_AGGR is returned if this option is
used on aggregates created out of SSD disks.
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_RAID0_AGGR is returned if this option is used
on raid0 aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_ZONED_AGGR is
returned if this option is used on aggregates with zoned checksums.
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPOSITE_AGGR is returned if this option is used
on composite aggregates.
"mirror_resync_priority" (value: "low" | "medium" | "high")
Modifying this option changes the ordering of resynchronization of mirrored
aggregates on a node. By default all data aggregates have a "low" priority.
Changing it to "high" or "medium" would mean that the aggregate will be

resynchronized before lower priority aggregates. The "storage aggregate
resynchronization options" CLI command, or the aggr-resync-options-set
ZAPI, can be used to set the number of aggregates that can be
resynchronized concurrently on a node.
"enable_cold_data_reporting" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "true" would enable inactive data reporting on the
specified aggregate. Setting this option to "false" would disable inactive
data reporting. This option can only be set on non-FabricPool aggregates
which are FabricPool compatible.
optionvalue

string

The value to set the named option. It may be the NULL/empty value only in the
case of the "root" option.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAGGR_CANT_UNDO_HYBRID
EAGGR_HYBRID
ERAID_HYA_SUPPORT_DISABLED
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SFO_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_NODE_VOLS
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_ROOT_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_NOT_HOME_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_WORM_HYBRID_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SSD_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_RAID0_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_ZONED_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_LUNS_AGGR
ECIFS_HAVE_MIRRORED_LOCKS
EAGGR_CANT_WRITE_CACHE_INCOMPATIBLE_FS
EAGGR_CANT_WRITE_CACHE_FLEXVOLS
ERAID_HYA_PLATFORM_NOT_SUPPORTED
ECACHE_SIZE_AGGR_NOT_HYBRID
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPOSITE_AGGR

aggr-space-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of aggregates and a breakup of their used space. This information is only available when the
aggregate is online. Some fields are expensive to compute, and if the system is under load, the information
may not be returned. Best practice would be to only request the fields needed.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
spaceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
information
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
spacespecified on any number of attributes in the aggr-space object. All
information
aggr-space objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

spaceinformation[] The list of attributes of aggr-space objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrspace objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-space-list-info

[top]

Show the space usage of the aggregate on a per flexible volume basis. This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP
8.2 and later. Use the aggr-space-info attributes in the aggr-list-info API for details related to aggregate
space usage. Use volume-space-list-info and volume-footprint-list-info APIs for details related to volume
space usage.
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

aggregate
Output Name Range

Type
aggrspaceinfo[]

aggregates

Errno

Description
The aggregate to get the space information for. If not specified the space
information for all aggregates is obtained.
Description
Various counts describing space usage in the aggregate.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-spare-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of spare disks
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

aggrspare- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
disk- for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 2000

1]

optional

query

aggrspare- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
disk- on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr objects matching
info
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

aggrsparedisk- The list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-split

[top]

Remove the specified plex from a mirrored aggregate and create a new unmirrored aggregate with the
specified name that contains the plex. The original mirrored aggregate thus becomes unmirrored. The plex to
be split from the original aggregate must be functional (not partial), but it can otherwise be inactive,
resyncing, or out-of-date. "Aggr split" can therefore be used to gain access to a plex that isn't up to date with
respect to its partner plex if its partner plex is currently failed. If the plex is offline at the time of the split, the
resulting aggregate will be offline. Otherwise, the resulting aggregate will be in the same
online/offline/restricted state as the original aggregate. A split mirror can be joined back together via the
"victim-aggregate" option to "aggr-mirror".
Input Name

Range Type

Description
Name of the plex to split out of its aggregate, using the following format:
[/vol/][][]

aggregate

string

new-aggrname

string Name of the new aggregate to create from the split plex.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-status-get-iter
Aggregate enumeration ZAPI. Get status and topology information about one or more aggregates from RAID
subsystem.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

aggrSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
statusfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 2000
optional
1]

query

aggrA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
statuson any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr objects matching
info
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

aggrstatusThe list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-list-info

[top]

Get the status of RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. Status includes percentage complete and
whether it's currently suspended.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Name of an existing aggregate. If no name is given, then mirror verification
string status is generated for all aggregates currently being verified. UUID can be
optional specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID format
and restrictions.

Output Name Range
verify-details

Description

Type

Description

verifydetailList of aggregates and their mirror verification status.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-verify-resume

[top]

Resume RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. If no name is given, then resume mirror
verification on all aggregates that have been suspended.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Errno

Type

Description

Name of the existing aggregate for which mirror verification is to resume. UUID
string
can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID
optional
format and restrictions.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-start

[top]

Start RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. Verification compares the data in both plexes of a
mirrored aggregate. In the default case, any blocks that differ are logged and no changes are made. The fixplex option is used to fix any mismatches. It specifies which plex to fix. If no name is given, then mirror
verification is started on all online aggregates. Use the "aggr-verify-list-info" API to check mirror verification
status. If the fix-plex option is used, then a name must be specified.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name of the mirrored aggregate to verify. UUID can be specified instead of
optional aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

fix-plex

integer If provided, this specifies the plex to fix in case the two plexes do not match.
optional The default is to log any discrepancies instead of fixing them.

log-only

If provided, and if the value is "true", then simply log any discrepancies instead
boolean of fixing them. The default value is "true". If log-only is "false", then the fixoptional plex option must also be specified. If log-only is "true" and fix-plex is also
specified, then the log-only option will be ignored.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-stop

[top]

Stop RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. If no name is given, stop mirror verification on all
aggregates currently being verified.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Errno

Type

Description

Name of the aggregate for which we are to stop mirror verification. UUID can
string
be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID
optional
format and restrictions.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-suspend
Suspend RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. If no name is given, suspend mirror verification on

[top]

all aggregates currently being verified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Name of the aggregate for which we are to suspend mirror verification. UUID
string
can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID
optional
format and restrictions.

aggregate

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-attributes

[top]

Attributes of an aggregate. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggr-64bitupgradeattributes
aggr-fsattributes

Range

Type

Description

aggr-64bitupgrade- Information related to 64-bit upgrade. After 64-bit upgrade
attributes completes, this information is no longer available.
optional
aggr-fsattributes
optional

This field contains file system related information about the
aggregate. This information will not be returned for a striped
aggregate.

aggr-inodeattributes

aggr-inodeThis field contains inode related information about the aggregate. This
attributes
information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.
optional

aggrownershipattributes

aggrownership- This field contains ownership related information about the aggregate.
attributes This information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.
optional

aggrperformanceattributes

aggrperformance- This field contains performance related informtaion about the
attributes aggregate.
optional

aggr-raidattributes

aggr-raidattributes
optional

This field contains RAID specific information of the aggregate

aggrsnaplockattributes

aggrsnaplockattributes
optional

This field contains snaplock specific information of the aggregate

aggrsnapmirrorattributes
aggrsnapshotattributes

aggrsnapmirror- This field contains snapMirror specific information of the aggregate
attributes This information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.
optional
aggrsnapshotattributes
optional

This field contains snapshot specific information of the aggregate. This
information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.

aggr-spaceattributes

aggr-spaceattributes This field contains space specific information of the aggregate
optional

aggrstripingattributes

aggrstripingattributes
optional

This field contains striping specific information of the aggregate This
information is returned only if aggregate is striped.

aggr-volumecountattributes

aggrvolumecountattributes
optional

This field contains various counts information of volume in the
aggregate.

aggrwaflironattributes

aggrwaflironattributes
optional

This field contains wafliron specific information of the aggregate

aggregatename

string
optional

Name of the aggregate.

aggregateuuid

string
optional

Aggregate's Universal Unique IDentifier. UUIDs are 16-byte quantities
that are typically displayed as having five hexadecimal fields
separated by hyphens. For example: d2da3566-da53-11d7-a841000100000529

integer
optional

The threshold when an aggregate is considered balanced by the Auto
Balance Aggregate feature.

autobalanceavailable[0..99]
thresholdpercent

The state of the aggregate being balanced. Possible values:

autobalancestate

autobalanceaggregatestate
optional

"disabled" - Auto Balance Aggregate is disabled,
"balanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has determined that the
aggregate is below the high-watermark.
"unbalanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has detected that the
aggregate is over the high-watermark but has not initiated any
jobs to bring it below the high-watermark.,
"ineligible" - Ineligible
The states excluded, balanced and unbalanced are available only
when Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled.

autobalancestatechangecounter

integer
optional

The number of times an aggregate has been transitioned from
balanced to unbalanced and vice-versa.

autobalanceunbalanced[1..100]
thresholdpercent

integer
optional

The threshold when an aggregate is considered unbalanced by the
Auto Balance Aggregate feature.

inactivedatareportingstarttimestamp

integer
optional

Timestamp at which inactive data reporting was enabled on the
aggregate. The time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970. Range
: [0..2^32-1].

isautobalanceeligible

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is included in Auto Balance
aggregate processing. When set to 'false' the aggregate is excluded
from Auto Balance Aggregate processing.

is-cftprecommit

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is a 7-mode transitioned aggregate
in pre-commit phase.

is-inactivedatareportingenabled

boolean
optional

"true" if the inactive data reporting is enabled on an aggregate,
"false" otherwise.

is-objectstore-attacheligible

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is is eligible to have an object store
attached to it.

is-transitionout-of-space

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is a 7-mode transitioned aggregate
that is not yet committed on C-mode, and is currently out of space.

nodes

List of node names. If aggregate-name is also specified, then the
matching aggregate on given nodes is returned. If not, all aggregates
node-name[]
on specified nodes are returned. If this element is omitted when the
optional
request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, then all matching
aggregates in the cluster are returned.
string
optional

striping-type

Specifies the striping information about the aggregate. Possible values
are "not_striped", "striped", and "unknown"

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-aggregate-state
State related to each aggregate monitored by Auto Balance Aggregate. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by
a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

autobalancethreshold

Range

Type
string
optional

size
optional

is-balanceable

boolean
optional

is-considered-forbalance

boolean
optional

is-hybrid

boolean
optional

outgoing-volumesize
raidtype

Name of the aggregate.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Threshold used by AutoBalance aggregate to determine if an aggregate
is eligible for balancing, in bytes.
size
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

incoming-volumesize

node

Description

Size of volumes that are moving towards the aggregate, in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if the aggregate should be balanced.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if the aggregate should be considered for balancing.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Is a hybrid aggregate.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node- Node the aggregate resides on.
name
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
size
optional

Size of volumes that are moving away from the aggregate, in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

raid- RAID type of the aggregate.
type
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
size

Total size of the aggregate in bytes.

[top]

total-size

optional
size
optional

used-size

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Used size of the aggregate in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-config

[top]

Configuration of Auto Balance Aggregate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

availablethresholdpercent

Range

[0..99]

Type

Description

When Auto Balance Aggregate identifies an aggregate that needs to be
balanced, it will attempt to identify other target aggregates it can move
volumes to. An aggregate will only be considered as a target if its projected
integer space usage after the move is still under this percentage. Auto Balance
optional Aggregate will attempt to move volumes from an unbalanced aggregate
until it is under this percentage. The default value is 40%.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

holddurationafter-move

This value represents the number of seconds that need to have elapsed
time- since the volume was last moved before it will be considered a movable
interval candidate again. The default value is 48 hours.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-enabled

'true' if Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled. 'false' if Auto Balance
boolean Aggregate is disabled.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

move-mode

string
optional

For all modes, Auto Balance Aggregate will identify the volume moves that
will help to balance space usage across the aggregates. The mode dictates
what Auto Balance Aggregate will do with the suggested moves. In
'recommend' mode, the suggested moves will be displayed, but no further
action will be taken .In 'auto' mode, Auto Balance Aggregate will trigger
moves to start. The default mode is 'recommend'.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"auto" ,
"recommend"

statepollinginterval

Polling period, in seconds, used by Auto Balance Aggregate to update
timevolume and aggregate state. The default value is 3600 seconds.
interval
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

This percentage will indicate the space used threshold that will cause Auto
Balance Aggregate to consider this aggregate as unbalanced. The default
unbalancedinteger
value is 60%.
threshold- [1..100]
optional
percent
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

volumeactivitythreshold

The threshold, in number of operations per second preformed on a volume
(read/write/internal), that will disqualify the volume from being a candidate
[0..2^32- integer to be moved by Auto Balance Aggregate. The default value is 100
optional operations per second.
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This value represents a duration in seconds and designates the amount of
time that has to elapse after a volume has exceeded the volume-activitytimethreshold before it can be considered a movable volume by Auto Balance
interval
Aggregate. The default value is 24 hours.
optional

volumeinactivedelaythreshold

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-notification

[top]

Notifications for nodes that need to be balanced. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

notifyingnode

Type
nodename
optional

Description
The node that contains the aggregate which is considered a candidate for Auto
Balance Aggregate.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-volume-state

[top]

The state related to each volume monitored by Auto Balance Aggregate. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by
a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

dsid

is-volume-moving

Range

Type
string
optional

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
boolean
optional

Description
The aggregate that contains the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The dsid of the volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if volume is currently moving.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if volume is currently quiesced.

is-volume-quiesced

boolean
optional

last-time-thresholdexceeded

Timestamp related to when we exceeded the threshold of
datetime operations for the volume.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-time-was-placed

datetime
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Timestamp related to when the volume was last moved.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node- The node the volume resides on.
name
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

volume-name

string
optional

volume-total-size

size
optional

The name of the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Total size of the volume, in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-info

[top]

Aggregate Storage Efficiency Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggr-efficiencycumulatedadditional-detailsinfo

Range

Type

Description

aggr-efficiencyAdditional details related to storage efficiency in the given
cumulatedadditional-details- aggregates.
info

aggr-efficiencycumulated-aggrinfo

aggr-efficiencycumulated-aggr- Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using
techniques like data compaction.
info
optional

aggr-efficiencycumulatedsnapshot-andflexclone-info

aggr-efficiencycumulatedsnapshot-andflexclone-info

Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshot
copies and FlexClone volumes in the given aggregates.

aggr-efficiencycumulated-volumeinfo

aggr-efficiencycumulatedvolume-info
optional

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at
the volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or
LUNs.

aggr-efficiencytotal-cumulatedinfo

aggr-efficiencytotal-cumulated- cumulated storage efficiency information from the given
aggregates.
info
optional

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-info

[top]

Aggregate Storage Efficiency Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-efficiencyadditional-details- Additional details related to storage efficiency in this
aggregate.
info
optional

aggr-efficiencyadditional-detailsinfo
aggr-efficiencyaggr-info

aggr-efficiencyaggr-info
optional

Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using
techniques like data compaction.

aggr-efficiencycumulative-info

aggr-efficiencycumulative-info
optional

Cumulative storage efficiency information of an aggregate.

aggr-efficiencysnapshot-andflexclone-volumeinfo

aggr-efficiencysnapshot-and- Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshots
flexclone-volume- and FlexClone volumes in the aggregate.
info

aggr-efficiencyvolume-info

aggr-efficiencyvolume-info
optional

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at the
volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or LUNs.

aggregate

string
optional

Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

string
optional

Name of the node where the aggregate resides. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-info

[top]

Aggregate status information.
Name
aggr-64bitupgrade

aggregatespace-details

azcs-readoptimization

Range

Type

Description

aggr64bitInformation related to 64-bit upgrade. After 64-bit upgrade completes,
upgradethis information is no longer available.
info
optional
aggregateContains all size-related information for the aggr and its set of
space-info
snapshots.
optional

string
optional

Indicates if azcs read optimization is enabled and available on the
aggreagte. This feature is supported only on Cloud ONTAP or FSx.
Possible values: "on", "off"
"on" : azcs read optimization is enabled and available

"off" : azcs read optimization is disabled.
The default value is "on"
azcs-readoptimizationenabled

boolean
optional

block-type

string

cache-raidgroup-size

integer

checksumstatus

string

Is azcs read optimizaion enabled for the aggregate in SDOT ?
The indirect block format that the aggregate can have. The default is
64_bit. With a 64_bit block-type creation of aggregates that can be
larger than 16TB is allowed. Possible values: 64_bit
Current maximum cache RAID group size of hybrid aggregate. Range :
[1..28]. RAID group size is the maximum number of disks that can be
added to a RAID group. This information will only be returned for
hybrid aggregate i.e. for the aggregates whose "is-hybrid" field is set to
true.
Checksum status. Possible values: "active", "off", "reverting", "none",
"unknown", "initializing", "reinitializing", "reinitialized",
"upgrading_phase1", "upgrading_phase2"
Checksum style. The possible values:
"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

checksumstyle

string

creationtimestamp

integer
optional

Timestamp of aggregate creation. Range : [0..2^32-1].

disk-count

integer

Number of disks in the aggregate. Range: [0..2^31-1].

dr-homedblade-id

string
optional

Dblade ID of the DR (disaster recovery) node to which this aggregate's
disks have been administratively assigned. This is the UUID equivalent
of dr-home-id.

[0..2^32- integer
dr-home-id
optional
1]

NVRAM ID of the DR (disaster recovery) node to which this aggregate's
disks have been administratively assigned. This information is derived
from the sanown information for an aggregate's disks. See 'disksanown-detail-info'

dr-homename

string
optional

Name of the DR node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned.

driveprotectionenabled

boolean

Indicates the aggregate is entirely composed of self-encrypting drives
with data protection enabled.

effectivedisk-type

string
optional

Effective type of disks in aggregate: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN,
MSATA, SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM, VMDISK, unknown. For hybrid aggregate
this represents effective disk type of HDD raidgroups.

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean
optional

If true, returns aggregates supporting encryption with NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption).

files-privateused

integer

Number of system (not user-visible) files used. Range: [0..2^64-1].

files-total

integer

Total count of user-visible files. Range: [0..2^64-1].

files-used

integer

Number of user-visible files used. Range: [0..2^64-1].

string
optional

Indicate if free space reallocation (continuous segment cleaning) is
enabled on a specific aggregate. Possible values: on, off, no_redirect
"on" (Free space reallocation enabled with automatically starting the
redirect scanner) "off" (Free space reallocation disabled) "no_redirect"
(Free space reallocation enabled without running the redirect scanner)
The default value for this option is "off"

free-spacerealloc

fsid

integer

Aggregate's File System IDentifier. Range: [0..2^32-1]

optional
ha-policy

ha-policyAggregate's HA policy. Possible return values: "cfo", "sfo", "none"
type
optional

has-localroot

boolean

Whether the aggregate contains the local root volume.

has-partnerroot

boolean

Whether the aggregate contains the partner's root volume.

homedblade-id

string
optional

Dblade ID of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned. This is the UUID equivalent of home-id.

home-id

integer
optional

NVRAM ID of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned. This information is derived from the sanown
information for an aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info'
Range : [0..2^32-1].

home-name

string
optional

Name of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned.

hybridcache-tierdisk-count

integer
optional

Disk count of hybrid cache tier if hybrid config. This information will
only be returned for hybrid aggregate i.e. for the aggregates whose "ishybrid" field is set to true.

hybridcache-tierraid-type

string
optional

Raid type for hybrid cache tier if hybrid config. This information will
only be returned for hybrid aggregate i.e. for the aggregates whose "ishybrid" field is set to true.

inactivedatareportingstarttimestamp

integer
optional

Timestamp at which inactive data reporting was enabled on the
aggregate. The time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

inodefileprivatecapacity

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for system (not
user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as more
system files are created. Range: [0..2^64-1].

inodefilepubliccapacity

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for user-visible
files. This number will dynamically increase as more user-visible files
are created. Range: [0..2^64-1].

inofileversion

integer

The inofile-version of the aggregate. Range: [0..2^32-1].

is-checksumenabled

boolean

Is checksumming enabled for the aggregate?

is-composite

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains two tiers of storage.

is-fabricpoolmirrored

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains two copies of the capacity tier.

is-hybrid

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

is-hybridenabled

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is eligible to contain both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

isinconsistent

boolean

Whether or not the aggregate is inconsistent.

is-mirrored

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is mirrored.

is-nvecapable

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate is capable of supporting NVE.

is-rootaggregate

boolean

Whether this is a root aggregate. This differs from has-local-root and
has-partner-root by evaluating true when the aggregate may contain a
root volume for any node. The has-local-root and has-partner-root
fields only evaluate true when the aggregate contains the active root
for the specified node. The is-root-aggregate field will still evaluate true
for an offline root aggregate. The has-local-root and has-partner-root
fields will evaluate false, since the aggregate has no mounted

filesystem.
is-snaplock

boolean

Whether or not it's a SnapLock aggregate.

is-transitionout-of-space

boolean

Whether this is a 7-to-C transitioned aggregate that is not yet
committed on C-mode, and is currently out of space.

istransitionedaggregate

boolean

Whether this is a 7-to-C transitioned aggregate that is not yet
committed on C-mode.

licensedplex-capacity

integer
optional

This field represents the sum of the raw sizes of all non-parity disks in
an aggregate. This is not necessarily the final capacity licensed for the
aggregate. The license manager may double this for a mirrored
aggregate or ignore it for a root aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

max-writealloc-blocks

integer
optional

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. Some
sequential read workloads may benefit from increasing this value.
Default value is 0 which uses the controller-wide default value of 64.
The default is optimal for most users. The controller-wide default can
be adjusted with the bootarg "wafl-max-write-alloc-blocks"

mirror-status

string

mount-state

string
optional

name

string

Aggregate's mirror status. Possible values: invalid, uninitialized, needs
CP count check, CP count check in progress, unmirrored, mirrored,
mirror degraded, mirror resynchronizing, failed, limbo, and .
[not settable, always] This field shows the volume's mount state.
Possible values: "unmounted", "online", "frozen", "destroying",
"creating", "mounting", "unmounting", "inconsistent", "reverted",
"quiescing", "quiesced", "iron_restricted"
Aggregate name.

integer
optional

NVRAM ID of node which currently owns this aggregate's disks.
Normally, home-id matches owner-id. But these may be changed by
SFO takeover to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO
giveback to match home-id. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect
owner-id. This information is derived from the sanown information for
an aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info' Range : [0..2^321].

owner-name

string
optional

Name of node which currently owns this aggregate's disks. Normally,
home-name matches owner-name. But these may be changed by SFO
takeover to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO giveback to
match home-name. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect ownername.

plex-count

integer

Number of plexes in the aggregate. This value tells us the size of the
returned "plex" array. Range: [0..2^31-1].

owner-id

plexes

plex-info[] List of plexes in the aggregate.

primarychecksumstyle

string
optional

Checksum type of primary tier.

primarydisk-class

string
optional

Diskclass of primary tier.

primarydisk-count

integer
optional

Disk count of primary tier. For non-hybrid aggregate config, signifies
the total disk count. For hybrid config excludes cache-tier count.

primaryraid-type

string
optional

Raid type for primary tier.
State of the RAID Lost Write feature for an aggregate. The possible
values are:
"aborted" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is no longer running and
was aborted on all RAID groups in this aggregate, possibly due to
an error.
"illegal" - The aggregate contains RAID groups with RAID Lost
Write disabled and other RAID groups with RAID Lost Write
enabled. This is an invalid state.
"inoperative" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is allowed on the
aggregate, but it cannot start because the system-wide RAID

raid-lostwrite-state

string
optional

raid-size

integer

Lost Write option "raid.lost_write.enable" is set to "off".
"off" - RAID Lost Write protection and scrub are disabled on this
aggregate.
"on" - The aggregate is RAID Lost Write protected and that the
RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on all RAID groups
in this aggregate.
"partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on
some of the RAID groups in this aggregate, but was aborted on
at least one of the RAID groups.
"unknown" - The RAID Lost Write scrub status could not be
determined.
"upgrade_partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still in progress
on some of the RAID groups in this aggregate and was aborted
on at least one of the RAID groups.
"upgrading" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still not completed or
not yet started on at least one of the RAID groups in this
aggregate.
Current RAID group size. Range : [0..2^31-1].
RAID status. Possible values: "copying", "degraded", "foreign",
"growing", "hybrid", "hybrid_enabled", "initializing", "invalid", "ironing",
"mirror degraded", "mirrored", "mixed_raid_type", "needs check",
"normal", "noparity", "out-of-date", "parity uninit'd", "partial", "raid0",
"raid4", "raid_dp", "raid_tec", "reconstruct", "resyncing",
"tier_unavailable", "verifying". These values may appear by themselves
or in combination separated by commas (e.g., "mixed_raid_type,
hybrid, normal"). An aggregate could be of only one of the following
RAID types:

raid-status

string

sizeavailable

integer

Available bytes in the aggregate. Range: [0..2^64-1].

sizepercentageused

integer
optional

Percentage of aggregate used. This value is not returned if the
aggregate is unusable (i.e., it's offline). Range : [0..100].

size-total

integer

Aggregate total usable size in bytes, not including WAFL reserve and
aggregate snapshot reserve. If the aggregate is restricted or offline, a
value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-used

integer

Aggregate bytes used. This value is not returned if the aggregate is
unusable (i.e., it's offline). Range: [0..2^64-1].

snaplocktype

string
optional

The type of the snaplock aggregate. Possible values - "compliance" or
"enterprise" or "non-snaplock"

state

striping

type

string

"raid0" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid0,
"raid4" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid4,
"raid_dp" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_dp,
"raid_tec" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_tec,
"mixed_raid_type" - This aggregate contains RAID groups of
different RAID types (raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec).

Aggregate state. The possible values: "creating", "destroying", "failed",
"frozen", "inconsistent", "iron_restricted", "mounting", "offline",
"online", "partial", "quiesced", "quiescing", "restricted", "reverted",
"unknown", "unmounted", "unmounting".

Specifies the striping information about the aggregate. Possible values
striping- are "striped", "not_striped" and "unknown" In unclustered
type
environments, all aggregates are not striped. In clustered
optional environments, aggregates can be either striped or not striped. When
striping information is not known, "unknown" will be returned.
string

The type of aggregate. Possible values: aggr "aggr" (for aggregates
that can contain flexible volumes)

uses-datapartitions

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is using data partitions.

uses-rootpartitions

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is using root partitions.

uses-shareddisks

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is using shared disks.

uuid

string

volumecount

integer

Number of volumes in the aggregate. Range: [0..2^31-1].

volumecountcollective

integer
optional

Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate which also
represent a collective striped volume. This field is for internal use only.
Range: [0..2^31-1].

volumecountmirrors

Aggregate's Universal Unique IDentifier. UUIDs are 16-byte quantities
that are typically displayed as having five hexadecimal fields separated
by hyphens. For example: d2da3566-da53-11d7-a841-000100000529

mirror- Various counts information for mirror volumes in the aggregate. This
count-info information is returned only when the aggregate contains mirror
optional volumes.

volumecount-notonline

integer
optional

volumecountquiesced

integer
optional

volumecountstriped

integer
optional

When present, this field indicates the number of volumes that are not
online (offline and restricted volumes).
Range: [0..2^31-1]
When present, this field indicates the number of quiesced online
volumes.
Range: [0..2^31-1]
Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate. These
volumes are also reported in the full volume-count value. This field is
for internal use only. Range: [0..2^31-1].

containedvolume- List of volumes contained the aggregate.
info[]

volumes
waflreservepercent

integer
optional

wafliron

aggrInformation related to wafliron, the online WAFL file system
waflironcheck/repair tool. This information is returned only when wafliron
info
specific information is available.
optional

Percent of aggr raw capacity that WAFL reserves Range: [0..100].

Element definition: aggr-object-store-config-info
Object Store Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
access-key

Range

Type

Description

string Access key ID for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Authentication used to access the object store. Supported values are:

[top]

string
optional

auth-type

'key' - Access keys provided by admin
'CAP' - Access keys and session token retrieved from the C2S Access
Portal (CAP)
'EC2-IAM' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP access keys and session token
retrieved from the EC2 instance metadata for the IAM role associated
with EC2 instance
'GCP-SA' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from the
GCP instance metadata for the Service Account associated with GCP
instance
'Azure-MSI' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from
the Azure Managed Service Identity (MSI) associated with the
instance
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

azureaccount

string
Azure account Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

cap-url

string URL to request temporary credentials for a C2S account. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ipspace

string IPspace to use in order to reach the object store. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

iscertificatevalidationenabled
licenseusedpercent

boolean Is SSL/TLS certificate validation enabled. The default value is 'true'.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Percentage of the object store's total licensed capacity used by this config.
[0..2^32- integer
This field is not returned in MetroCluster configurations or for Cloud
optional
1]
Volumes ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can
string contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first
optional character must be a letter or an underscore. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable

objectstore-name
objectstore-uuid
port

string UUID of the object store configuration Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..65535]

integer
Port number of the object store Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
Type of object store provider. Allowed values are:

providertype

string
optional

'AWS_S3' - AWS S3
'SGWS' - StorageGRID Webscale
'Azure_Cloud' - Microsoft Azure Cloud
'IBM_COS' - IBM Cloud Object Storage
'AliCloud' - Alibaba Cloud Object Storage Service
'GoogleCloud' - Google Cloud Storage
'ONTAP_S3' - ONTAP S3
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

s3-name
server

string Data bucket/container name Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
string Fully qualified domain name of the object store Attributes: required-foroptional create, modifiable

ssl-enabled

boolean SSL/HTTPS enabled or not. The default value is 'true'. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

used-space

[0..2^63- integer Capacity used in the object store by this config. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: aggr-object-store-profiler-info

[top]

Object Store Profiler Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the node where the profiler ran. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node
object-storename

string Name for the object store configuration profiled. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

op-count

[0..2^64- integer Number of operations performed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

op-failed

[0..2^64- integer Number of operations that failed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

op-latencyaverage

[0..2^64- integer Average latency for operation in milliseconds. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

op-latencymaximum

[0..2^64- integer Maximum latency for operation in milliseconds. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

op-latencyminimum

[0..2^64- integer Minimum latency for operation in milliseconds. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
string
Operation name - PUT/GET. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

op-name

[0..2^63- integer
Size of operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

op-size
op-throughput

[0..2^63- integer Throughput per second for the operation. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

profiler-status

string
Profiler status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Profiler start time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

start-time

Element definition: aggr-object-store-resync-info
Object store mirror resync info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate
mirrorobject-store-

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string This field represents the name of the mirror object store used by the
optional FabricPool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

name
primaryobject-storename
resyncprogress

string This field represents the name of the primary object store used by the
optional FabricPool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

This field identifies the resync progress (as a percentage) of the mirror
integer
object store from the primary object store of a FabricPool. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-option-info

[top]

Option key and value. The possible values are described in the "aggr-set-option" API below.
Name Range Type Description
name

string Option key.

value

string Option value.

Element definition: aggr-relocation-info

[top]

Aggregate Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate
destination

Range

Type

Description

string
Aggregate Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Destination for Relocation Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Aggregates Relocation Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values include:

relocationstatus

string
optional

Done
Failed
In progress
Not attempted yet
Failed: Migration of the aggregate failed
Failed: Node is being shut down
Failed: Aggregate does not have SFO HA policy
Failed: Aggregate is in failed or limbo state.
Failed to offline the aggregate
Failed: Aggregate is being given back or relocated
Failed: Operation was vetoed
No aggregates to relocate
Performing relocation veto checks
check EMS logs
Failed: Node cannot communicate with the destination node
Failed: Destination node did not online the aggregate on time
Failed: Destination node failed to online the aggregate. Check EMS logs
on destination node

Failed: Destination cannot receive the aggregate
Failed: Aggregate is restricted
Failed: Aggregate does not have disks
Operation was aborted
Failed: Aggregate is foreign
Failed: Aggregate is offline
Failed: Mirrored aggregate does not have both plexes online
Aborted. Failed to disable background disk firmware updates on the
source node.
Aborted. Failed to disable background disk firmware updates on the
destination node.
Deferred. Background disk firmware update is in progress on source
node.
Deferred. Background disk firmware update is in progress on destination
node.
Failed. Migration of a non-SSD aggregate to an All-Flash Optimized
destination node is not allowed.
string Name of the source node in which aggregate resides Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

source-node

Element definition: aggr-resync-options-info

[top]

Aggregate resynchronization options info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

max-concurrentresyncs-allowed

[1..200]

Type

Description

integer The number of aggregates, owned by the specified node, that are
optional allowed to resync at a time Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
string Name of the node for which the resynchronization option is defined
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

Element definition: aggr-simulate-disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk selected during the simulation of aggregate provisioning operations.
Name
added-tonew-raidgroup

Range

Type

Description

Indicates whether disk will be added to new or existing raid group. True if the
boolean
disk will be added to new raid group. False if the disk will be added to existing
optional
raid group.
Checksum type of the raidgroup to which this disk will be added.
Possible values:

checksumtype

string
optional

"zoned checksum" - (this value is no longer supported)
"wafl checksum"
"block checksum"

"advanced_zoned checksum"
Disk type.
Possible values:

string
optional

disk-type

file-systemsize

"ATA"
"BSAS"
"FCAL"
"LUN"
"MSATA"
"SAS"
"SSD"
"SSD_NVM"
"FSAS"
"VMDISK"
"unknown"

integer
File system size of disk (in bytes). Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

is-diskshared

boolean Indicates whether the disk is a partitioned disk or a physical disk. True if the
optional disk is a partitioned disk. False if the disk is a physical disk.

name

string

Name of a member disk.

integer
Raw size of disk (in bytes). Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

physical-size

Position of disk within raid group.
Possible values:
string
optional

position

raid-groupnumber

"tparity"
"dparity"
"parity"
"data"

integer
Raid group number to which this disk will be added.
optional
Raid type of the raidgroup to which this disk will be added.
Possible values:
string
optional

raid-type

syncmirrorpool

"raid0"
"raid4"
"raid_dp"
"raid_tec"

integer
SyncMirror pool 0 or 1. Range : [0..1].
optional

Element definition: aggr-space-info

[top]

List of aggregates and their space usage information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatename

string

size-asisused

integer

Space used by A-SIS metafiles. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-bssm-

integer

Space used by bi-directional Synchronous SnapMirror for NVLOG files. This

Name of the aggregate.

nvlog-used

optional

element will be returned only if the value is not zero. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-free

integer

Total free space in the aggregate Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-imagebackup-used

integer

Space used by Image Backup metafiles. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sizemetadata

integer

Total space used by aggregates metadata. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-nominal

integer

Total space contained in the aggreate minus the wafl reserve space. Range :
[0..2^64-1]

size-snapused

integer

Space used by aggregate snapshots. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-used

integer

The total used space in the aggregate except the space used by snapshots.
Range : [0..2^64-1]

sizevolumeallocated

integer

Total space allocated to volumes in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sizevolumeused

integer

Total space used by volumes in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volumecount

integer

Count of online virtual volumes in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volumes

volumespace- List of flexible volumes and their allocated space information.
info[]

Element definition: aggr-spare-disk-info

[top]

Spare disk Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
An indication of the checksum types that this disk is capable of
supporting. Each possible return value represents one or more
checksum types. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

checksumstyle

string
optional

disk

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - Supports advanced zoned checksum,
"block" - Supports block checksum,
"none" - No checksum support,
"zoned_advanced_zoned" - Supports zoned and advanced
zoned checksums
Name of the spare disk. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk class. Disks are grouped into classes based on their
performance characteristics. Disks with the same 'disk-class' value
are compatible for use in the same aggregate. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown disk class.,

string
optional

disk-class

disk-rpm

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes
disk types BSAS, FSAS and ATA.,
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk
types. Includes disk types SAS and FCAL.,
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier
storage shelves. Includes disk type MSATA.,
"solid_state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD,
SSD-CAP and SSD-NVM.,
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays
and used by Data ONTAP as disks. Includes disk type LUN.,
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by
the hypervisor. Includes disk type VMDISK.,
"data_center" - Data center grade solid-state drives.
Includes the disktype SSD-DC,
"virtual_lun" - Virtual LUNs that is used in the ONTAP Select
shared HA,
"virtual_lunssd" - Virtual LUNs of type SSDs that is used in
the ONTAP Select shared HA
Rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Possible values are:
5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or if the rpm does not apply to this 'disk-type'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk interface type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

disk-type

effective- [0..2^32disk-rpm
1]

string
optional

integer
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk
Effective rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Disks can
report different actual 'rpm', but have the same 'effective-diskrpm'. Disks with the same 'effective-disk-rpm' are compatible for
use within the same aggregate. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Effective disk interface type. Disk can report different physical
'disk-type', but the same 'effective-disk-type'. Disk with the same
'effective-disk-type' are compatible for use within the same
aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

effective-

string

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,

"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

disk-type

optional

is-disk-leftbehind

boolean
optional

True if disk is was left behind during giveback/switchback.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-diskshared

boolean
optional

True if disk is a shared disk. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-diskzeroed

boolean
optional

True if disk is pre-zeroed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-diskzeroing

boolean
optional

True if disk is in process of being zeroed. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

issparecore

boolean
optional

True if disk is a sparecore disk. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the data partition of this
disk. This field is omitted

localusabledata-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If none of the data partitions are assigned to the current
node.
If none of the data partitions are spare.
If the disk is a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk, both data
partitions are assigned to the current node and are spare then this
field is sum of usable capacity from both the data partitions.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the data
partition of this disk. This field is omitted

localusable[0..2^64data-size1]
blks

integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If none of the data partitions are assigned to the current
node.
If none of the data partitions are spare.
If the disk is a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk, both data
partitions are assigned to the current node and are spare then this
field is sum of usable capacity from both the data partitions.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the first data partition of
this disk. This field is omitted

local[0..2^63usable1]
data1-size

integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If first data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If first data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

localusable[0..2^64data1-size1]
blks

Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the first
data partition of this disk. This field is omitted
integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If first data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If first data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the second data partition
of this disk. This field is omitted
local[0..2^63usable1]
data2-size

integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If second data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If second data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

localusable[0..2^64data2-size1]
blks

Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the second
data partition of this disk. This field is omitted
integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If second data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If second data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the root partition of this
disk. This field is omitted

localusableroot-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If root partition is not assigned to the current node
If root partition is not spare
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

localusable[0..2^64root-size1]
blks

Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the root
partition of this disk. This field is omitted
integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If root partition is not assigned to the current node
If root partition is not spare
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originalowner

string
optional

Node for which the spare information is returned. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Industry standard disk type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory
Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk

standarddisk-type

standarddisktype
optional

syncmirrorpool

string
optional

SyncMirror Pool to which disk is assigned Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Total raw capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

usable-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Total usable capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

usable-

[0..2^64-

integer

Total usable capacity of this disk in number of 4K blocks Attributes:

size-blks

1]

optional

non-creatable, non-modifiable

zeroingpercent

[0..100]

integer
optional

If 'is-disk-zeroing' is true, this field indicates the percentage of
zeroing that has completed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: aggr-status-info

[top]

Aggregate Status & Topology Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Description

string Checksum Style of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

aggr-cksumstyle

aggrplexInformation about the Plex
info[]
optional

aggr-plex-list

string
RAID Status of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggr-raid-status

string
RAID Type of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggr-raid-type

string
WAFL Status of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggr-wafl-status

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggregate

string Aggregate's Universal Unique IDentifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

aggregate-uuid
is-mirrorverifying

boolean True if mirror verification is in progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

mirrorverification-pctwith-precision
mirrorverificationpercent

Type

This field indicates the percentage of mirror verification that has
string
completed, rounded down to two decimal places. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

integer This field indicates the percentage of mirror verification that has
optional completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node hosting the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

Element definition: aggregate-simulate-layout-info
Aggregate Layout
Name
aggregate-

Range

Type
size[]

Description
Estimated Aggregate Usable Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, non-

[top]

capacity

optional

checksumtypes

checksumstyle[]
optional

Checksum Type of the RAID Groups to Which Selected Disks Belong
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

diskphysicalsizes

size[]
optional

Physical Raw Size of Selected Disks Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

diskpositions

diskpositiontype[]
optional

Position of Selected Disks within the RAID Groups Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

disk-sizes

size[]
optional

FileSystem Size of Selected Disks Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

modifiable

Disk Type of Selected Disks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

disk-types

disks

disktype[]
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center based Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined based Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

disk-name[] List of Selected Disks for Aggregate Create Simulation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional

raid-types

raid-type[]
optional

raidgroups

string[]
optional

RAID Type of the RAID Groups to Which Selected Disks Belong
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
RAID Groups to Which Selected Disks Belong Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: autobalance-aggregate-state

[top]

Auto Balance Aggregate state Possible values:
"disabled" - Auto Balance Aggregate is disabled,
"balanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has determined that the aggregate is below the high-watermark.,
"unbalanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has detected that the aggregate is over the high-watermark but
has not initiated any jobs to bring it below the high-watermark.,
"ineligible" - Ineligible
[none]

Element definition: default-raidtype-config-info

[top]

Default RAID type for each disk size and disk type supported on this filer.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultraid-type

string Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
optional raid_dp and raid_tec.

disk-type

string Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include FCAL,
optional ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

maximumdiskcapacity

Maximum capacity (in TiB) of the disk for which the raid types are specified. This
appears only for SATA family disks of size less than or equal to 4TiB. If this field
size
is not present in output then there is no restriction on maximum disk capacity for
optional
given disk type. This will appear for SATA family disks and when the default RAID
type is raid_dp.

minimumdiskcapacity

Minimum capacity (in TiB) of the disk for which the raid types are specified. This
appears only for SATA family disks of size greater than 4TiB. If this field is not
size
present in output then there is no restriction on minimum disk capacity for given
optional
disk type. This will appear for SATA family disks and when the default RAID type
is raid_tec.

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

integer
vbn-end [0..2^64-1].
VBN end value of a disk.
optional
vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: filter-attrs-info

[top]

List of filters based on attributes of an aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

all

boolean If true, returns all aggregates owned by the local node and also taken over by the
optional local node. Default is false.

is-cfo

boolean If true, returns aggregates with 'cfo' HA policy which includes local and taken over
optional aggregates. Default is false.

is-drauxiliary

boolean If true, returns aggregates taken over by the local node but owned by the partner
optional of DR (disaster recovery) partner (i.e. auxiliary partner). Default is false.

is-drpartner

boolean If true, returns aggregates taken over by the local node but owned by the DR
optional (disaster recovery) partner. Default is false.

is-local

boolean If true, returns aggregates owned by the local node. It includes taken over
optional aggregates with 'sfo' policy. Default is false.

ispartner

boolean If true, returns aggregates taken over by the local node but owned by the partner.
optional Default is false.

is-sfo

boolean If true, returns aggregates with 'sfo' HA policy which includes local and taken over
optional aggregates. Default is false.

Element definition: ha-policy-type

[top]

HA Policy of aggregate. It can be controller failover or storage failover or unspecified. Allowed values are:
"cfo": Controller FailOver
"sfo": Storage FailOver
"none": Unspecified
[none]

Element definition: mediascrub-detail-info

[top]

Information about media scrubbing.
Name

Range

mediascrubstatus
percentagecomplete

Type

Description

string

Possible values are "suspended", "disabled" and "enabled" "suspended": Media
scrub is enabled but temporarily paused because another task is running or it
is in the idle cycle of its periodic run. It will resume automatically when the
task is done or the idle cycle ends. "disabled": Media scrub feature is turned
off. "enabled": Media scrub feature is active.

integer
Media scrubbing percentage complete. Range: [0..100].
optional

raid-group

string

Name of the RAID group.

Element definition: min-aggr-disk-count-info

[top]

Minimum number of disks required in an aggregate of a specific RAID type.
Name

Range Type

Description
Minimum disk count for the aggregate. Range : [1..7] Possible values:

minimum-diskcount

integer

raid-type

string

1
3
5
7

for
for
for
for

raid-type
raid-type
raid-type
raid-type

raid0
raid4
raid_dp
raid_tec

Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: modify-raid-type-simulate-info
Simulation Result
Name
warningcodes

Range

Type
warningcode[]
optional

Description
Warning Codes from Simulation of Raid Type Modification Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

[top]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: object-store-information

[top]

Object Store info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggregateuuid

string
UUID of the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

bin-uuid
force-tieringonmetrocluster
is-mirrordegraded

string UUID of the capacity tier bin associated with the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable
boolean Force tiering on the primary object store, for FabricPool in a MetroCluster
optional configuration. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
boolean This field identifies if the mirror object store is in sync with the primary
optional object store of a FabricPool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Percentage of the object store's total licensed capacity used by this
license-used- [0..2^32- integer
aggregate. This field is not returned for ONTAP Cloud. Attributes: nonoptional
percent
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

mirror-type

string
optional

Object store mirror type. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"primary" - object store is a primary object store,
"mirror" - object store is a mirror object store
Availability of the object store. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

object-storeavailability

string
optional

object-storename

string Name of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

object-storeuuid

string UUID of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"unavailable" - Unavailable,
"available" - Available

Type of object store provider. Allowed values are:
'AWS_S3' - AWS S3

string
optional

provider-type

'SGWS' - StorageGRID Webscale
'Azure_Cloud' - Microsoft Azure Cloud
'ONTAP_S3' - ONTAP S3
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

size-limit
tieringfullnessthreshold
used-space

[0..2^63- integer The maximum amount of space in the object store the aggregate can
optional use. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
1]
Percentage of space in the performance tier which must be used before
integer
data is tiered out to the capacity tier. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

[0..100]

[0..2^63- integer Capacity used in the object store by this aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable
1]

Element definition: object-store-url-style

[top]

path-style | virtual-hosted-style Possible values:
"path_style" ,
"virtual_hosted_style"
[none]

Element definition: object-store-vol-btuuids-info

[top]

Object Store Volume Buftree UUIDs Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

bin-uuid

string UUID of the capacity tier bin associated with the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

buftree-uuid
cookie
objectstore-name
vol-uuid

string
Buftree UUID of the volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Token uniquifier for the entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
string Name of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
UUID of the volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: raidgroup-size-info
Default, minimum and maximum raidgroup size for each RAID type supported on this filer.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultsize

integer Default size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..16].

disktype

string Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include FCAL,
optional ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

maximumdiskcapacity

Maximum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are specified.
This appears only for FSAS family disks of size less than or equal to 4TB. If this
size
optional field is not present in output then there is no restriction on maximum disk
capacity for this raidtype and disktype combination.

maximumsize

integer Maximum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..28].

minimumdiskcapacity

Minimum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are specified.
This appears only for FSAS family disks of size greater than 4TB. If this field is
size
optional not present in output then there is no restriction on minimum disk capacity for
this raidtype and disktype combination.

minimumsize

integer

raidtype

string

Minimum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Possible values: 2, 3,
5, 7.
Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: raidtype-info

[top]

RAID types allowed on this filer.
Name

Range Type

raidtype

Description

string Name of an allowed RAID type. Possible values: raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: scrub-detail-info

[top]

Scrubbing information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

issuspended

boolean Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in seconds since
optional
January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

percentagecomplete
raid-group

integer Scrubbing percentage complete. I scrubbing is not active, this value will not be
optional returned. Range : [0..100].
string

Name of the RAID group involved in the scrub.

Element definition: space-information

[top]

Space configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the aggregate for which the space usage is requested.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggregate
aggregatemetadata

[0..2^63- integer This field represents space used by filesystem metadata of the
1]
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggregatemetadatapercent

[0..2^32- integer
Aggregate Metadata Percent Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

aggregate-size

[0..2^63- integer This field represents the size of the aggregate in bytes. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

object-store- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the total logical amount of space used in the object
logical-used
1]
optional store (in bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
object-store[0..2^32- integer
Logical Used Percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
logical-usedoptional
1]
percent
object-store- [0..2^63- integer (DEPRECATED) - This field represents the space used by metadata in the
metadata
1]
optional object store (in bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
object-store[0..2^32- integer (DEPRECATED) - Metadata Percent. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmetadataoptional modifiable
1]
percent
object-store- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the total amount of space used in the object store.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
physical-used
1]
object-store[0..2^32- integer
Used Percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
physical-usedoptional
1]
percent
object-store[0..2^63- integer This field represents the logical space still referenced in the object store
referencedoptional (in bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
capacity
object-storereferenced- [0..2^32- integer Referenced Capacity Percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
capacity1]
percent
object-store[0..2^63- integer This field represents the space saved by storage efficiency in the object
sis-spaceoptional store. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
saved
object-store[0..2^32- integer Storage efficiency saved percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, nonsis-spaceoptional modifiable
1]
saved-percent
object-store- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the size of the object store. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
size
1]
object-store(DEPRECATED) - This field represents the amount of space that is no
[0..2^63- integer
unreclaimedlonger referenced in the object store. This space has yet to be
optional
1]
space
reclaimed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
object-store[0..2^32- integer (DEPRECATED)- Unreclaimed Space Percentage. Attributes: nonunreclaimedoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
space-percent
percentsnapshot-

[0..100]

integer Space Reserved for Snapshot Copies Attributes: non-creatable, non-

space

optional modifiable

This field represents physical used space in bytes. This differs from
[0..2^63- integer 'total-used' space by the space that is guaranteed for future writes. The
physical-used
optional value includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies. Attributes: non1]
creatable, non-modifiable
physical-used- [0..2^32- integer
Physical Used Percentage Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
percent
1]
snap-size-total

[0..2^63- integer This field represents snapshot size in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

snapshotreserveunusable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents snapshot reserve that is not available in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

snapshotreserveunusablepercent

[0..2^32- integer Snapshot Reserve Unusable Percent Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

tier-name
totalprovisionedspace

string This field represents the name of the performance or capacity tier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This field represents total provisioned space across all the volumes in
optional the aggr. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total[0..2^32- integer This field represents percentage of total provisioned space across all the
provisionedoptional volumes against aggr's size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
space-percent
usedincludingsnapshotreserve

This field represents space used by the aggregate including the
[0..2^63- integer
aggregate's Snapshot reserve in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

usedincludingsnapshotreservepercent

[0..2^32- integer
Total Used Percent Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

volumefootprints

[0..2^63- integer This field represents space used by the sum of all data and metadata of
optional all volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

volumefootprintspercent

[0..2^32- integer
Volume Footprints Percent Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

Element definition: striping-type

[top]

Striping information of aggregate. Allowed values are:
"striped": Member of stripe.
"not_striped": Not member of stripe.
"unknown": Not known.
[none]

Element definition: time-interval
Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].

[top]

[none]

Element definition: verify-detail-info

[top]

Information about mirror verification.
Name

Range

issuspended

Type

Description

boolean Is mirror verification suspended for this aggregate?

name

string

pct-withprecision

Name of the aggregate.

string Mirror verification percentage complete floored to two decimal place. If
optional verification isn't active, this value won't be returned. (e.g. "13.12")

percentagecomplete

integer Mirror verification percentage complete. If verification isn't active, this value
optional won't be returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: warning-code

[top]

Warning codes for pre-check mode.
Name

Range

Type

Description

code [0..2^64-1] integer Warning code.

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-attributes

[top]

Information related to 64-bit upgrade.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-checkattributes

aggr-checkInformation returned when upgrade-64bit-mode input in aggr-add API
attributes
is "check".
optional

aggr-startattributes

aggr-startattributes
optional

aggr-statusattributes

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add API is
"grow_all", "grow_none", or "grow_reserved".

aggr-status- Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes
attributes
whether the 64-bit upgrade is in progress.

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-info

[top]

Information related to 64-bit upgrade.
Name Range
check

Type

Description

aggr-64bitupgrade-check- Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bit-

info
optional

upgrade-start is "check".

aggr-64bitupgrade-start- Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bitupgrade-start is "grow_all", "grow_none", or "grow_reserved".
info
optional

start

aggr-64bitupgradestatus-info

status

Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes the
block format of the aggregate and the progress of the 64-bit upgrade scanner.

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-additional-details-info

[top]

Additional details related to storage efficiency in this aggregate.
Name
number-of-offlinevolumes

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Number of volumes that are offline in the aggregate.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

number-of-sis-change- [0..2^32- integer Number of volumes on which efficiency change log is disabled
log-disabled-volumes
1]
optional in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
number-of-sis-disabled- [0..2^32- integer Number of volumes on which volume efficiency is disabled in
volumes
1]
optional the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-aggr-info

[top]

Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using techniques like data compaction.
Name
aggr-compactionsaved

Range

aggr-physical-used

Description

The total disk space that is saved by data compaction and cross
[0..2^63- integer
volume sharing at the aggregate level. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-data-reductionstorage-efficiencyratio
aggr-logical-used

Type

string Storage efficiency ratio of the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-additional-details-info
Additional details related to storage efficiency in the given aggregates.
Name
number-of-offlinevolumes

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Number of volumes that are offline in the given aggregates.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Number of volumes on which efficiency change log is disabled
number-of-sis-change- [0..2^32- integer
in the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
log-disabled-volumes
1]
modifiable

[top]

number-of-sisdisabled-volumes

Number of volumes on which volume efficiency is disabled in
[0..2^32- integer
the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional
modifiable

number-of-skippedaggregates

[0..2^32- integer Number of Skipped aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

skipped-aggregates

string[] List of Aggregates skipped Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-aggr-info

[top]

Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using techniques like data compaction.
Name

Range

aggr-data-reductionstorage-efficiency-ratio
aggr-logical-used
aggr-physical-used

Type

Description

string Storage efficiency ratio of the given aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by the given Aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by the given Aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-snapshot-and-flexclone-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshot copies and FlexClone volumes in the given
aggregates.
Name
flexclone-volume-datareduction-storage-efficiencyratio
flexclone-volume-logical-used

Range

Type

Description

Flexclone volume data reduction efficiency ratio of the
string
given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
This contains logical size used by all FlexClone volumes
[0..2^63- integer
residing in the given aggregates. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

flexclone-volume-physicalused

This contains physical size used by all FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
volumes in the given aggregates. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

snapshot-flexclone-volumedata-reduction-storageefficiency-ratio

Snapshot and FlexClone volume storage efficiency
string
ratio of the given aggregates. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

snapshot-logical-used

snapshot-physical-used
snapshot-volume-datareduction-storage-efficiencyratio

This contains logical size used by all volume Snapshot
[0..2^63- integer
copies residing in the given aggregates. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable
This contains physical size used by all volume
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshot copies residing in the given aggregates.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Snapshot volume data reduction efficiency ratio of the
string
given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-volume-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at the volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or LUNs.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total disk space that is saved by compressing blocks by all
volume[0..2^63- integer
volumes in the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
compression-saved
1]
modifiable
volume-datareduction-storageefficiency-ratio

string Storage efficiency ratio of all the volumes in the given
optional aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The total disk space that is saved by volume Deduplication and
volume-dedupe[0..2^63- integer
pattern detection by all the volumes in the given aggregates.
optional
zero-pattern-saved
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
volume-logical-used
volume-physicalused

[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by all the volumes in the given
optional aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by all volumes in the given
1]
optional aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulative-info
Cumulative storage efficiency information of an aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

total-datareductionefficiency-ratio-wosnapshots

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-datareductionefficiency-ratio-wosnapshotsflexclones

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies and
optional flexclones. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-data[0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies in the
reduction-logicaloptional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
used-wo-snapshots
total-dataTotal Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies and
reduction-logical[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonused-wooptional
1]
modifiable
snapshotsflexclones
total-data[0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies in the
reduction-physicaloptional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
used-wo-snapshots
total-dataTotal Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies and
reduction-physical[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonused-wooptional
1]
modifiable
snapshotsflexclones
This contains logical size used in the aggregate. This includes
[0..2^63- integer Volumes, Clones and Snapshots in the aggregate. The logical size
total-logical-used
optional is computed based on physical usage and savings obatained in the
1]
aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
total-physical-used

[0..2^63- integer This contains the physical size used by the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[top]

total-storageefficiency-ratio

string Total storage efficiency ratio of the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-snapshot-and-flexclone-volume-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshots and FlexClone volumes in the aggregate.
Name

Range

flexclone-volume-logical-used

flexclone-volume-physical-used

Type

Description

This contains logical size used by all FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
volumes residing in the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
This contains physical size used by all FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

snapshot-flexclone-volumedata-reduction-storageefficiency-ratio

Snapshot and FlexClone volume storage efficiency
string
ratio of the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

snapshot-logical-used

This contains logical size used by all Volume
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshots residing in the aggregate. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshot-physical-used

This contains physical size used by all Volume
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshots residing in the aggregate. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-total-cumulated-info
cumulated storage efficiency information from the given aggregates.
Name

Range

Type

Description

total-datareductionefficiency-ratiowo-snapshots

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-datareductionefficiency-ratiowo-snapshotsflexclones

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies and
optional flexclones. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-datareduction-logical- [0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies in the
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
used-wo1]
snapshots
total-dataTotal Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies and
reduction-logical[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonused-wooptional
1]
modifiable
snapshotsflexclones
total-datareductionphysical-usedwo-snapshots
total-data-

[0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies in the
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[top]

reductionphysical-usedwo-snapshotsflexclones

Total Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies and
[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

This contains logical size used in the given aggregates. This includes
volumes, clones and Snapshot copies in the given aggregates. The
[0..2^63- integer
logical size is computed based on physical usage and savings
total-logical-used
optional
1]
obatained in the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
total-physicalused

[0..2^63- integer This contains the physical size used by the given aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total-storageefficiency-ratio

string Total storage efficiency ratio of the given aggregates. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-volume-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at the volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or LUNs.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total disk space that is saved by compressing blocks by all
volume-compression- [0..2^63- integer
volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
saved
1]
modifiable
volume-datareduction-storageefficiency-ratio
volume-efficiencysaved
volume-logical-used
volume-physical-used
volume-vbn-zerosaved

string Storage efficiency ratio of all the volumes in the aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The total disk space that is saved by deduplication and FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
for files or LUNs by all volumes in the aggregate. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by all the volumes in the
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by all volumes in the aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
The total disk space that is saved by inline zero pattern
[0..2^63- integer
detection by all the volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-fs-attributes

[top]

File system specific information about the aggregate.
Name
blocktype
fsid
type

Range

Type

Description

The indirect block format that the aggregate can have. The default is 64_bit. With
string
a 64_bit block-type creation of aggregates that can be larger than 16TB is
optional
allowed. Possible values: 64_bit
[0..2^32- integer
Aggregate's File System Identifier.
optional
1]
string The type of aggregate. Possible values: aggr "aggr" (for aggregates that can
optional contain flexible volumes)

Element definition: aggr-inode-attributes

[top]

A structure returning inode-related information for a given aggregate's Active File System (AFS).
Name

Range

filesprivateused

Type

Description

[not settable, online-only] Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes)
[0..2^64- integer
used. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
1]
returned.

[settable, online-only] Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., maximum
[0..2^64- integer number of user-visible files (inodes) that this referenced file system can
files-total
optional currently hold. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of
1]
0 is returned.
files-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of user-visible files (inodes) used in the
[0..2^64- integer
referenced file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a
optional
1]
value of 0 is returned.

[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on
inodefile[0..2^64- integer
disk for system (not user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase
privateoptional
1]
as more system files are created.
capacity
[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on
inodefile[0..2^64- integer
disk for user-visible files. This number will dynamically increase as more
publicoptional
1]
user-visible files are created.
capacity
inofileversion

[0..2^32- integer [not settable, online-only] The inofile-version of the aggregate. If the
optional referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, then a value of 0 is returned.
1]

maxfiles- [0..2^64- integer [not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of user-visible files
available
1]
optional currently allowable on the referenced file system.
maxfiles- [0..2^64- integer [not settable, always] The largest value to which the maxfiles-available
possible
1]
optional parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file system.
maxfiles- [0..2^64- integer [not settable, online-only] The number of user-visible files currently in use on
used
1]
optional the referenced file system.
percentinodeusedcapacity

[0..100]

integer [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
optional based on user-visible file (inode) count on the referenced file system.

Element definition: aggr-ownership-attributes
Ownership information about the aggregate.
Name
cluster

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of the cluster which has the node that owns this aggregate.
optional

NVRAM ID of the DR (disaster recovery) node to which this aggregate's disks
dr[0..2^32- integer
have been administratively assigned. This information is derived from the
homeoptional
1]
sanown information for an aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info'
id
drhomename

string Name of the DR node to which this aggregate's disks have been administratively
optional assigned.

NVRAM ID of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been administratively
home- [0..2^32- integer
assigned. This information is derived from the sanown information for an
optional
id
1]
aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info'
homename

string Name of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been administratively
optional assigned.
NVRAM ID of node to which the aggregate ownership has been assigned.

[top]

owner- [0..2^32- integer Normally, home-id matches owner-id. But these may be changed by SFO
id
1]
optional takeover to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO giveback to match
home-id. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect owner-id.
Name of node to which the aggregate ownership has been assigned. Normally,
string home-name matches owner-name. But these may be changed by SFO takeover
optional to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO giveback to match homename. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect owner-name.

ownername

Element definition: aggr-performance-attributes

[top]

Performance specific attributes of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description
Returns the free space reallocation state of the aggregate. Possible values :
"on", "off", "no_redirect"

freespacerealloc

"on" : Free space reallocation enabled with automatically starting the
redirect scanner
"off" : Free space reallocation disabled
"no_redirect" : Free space reallocation enabled without running the
redirect scanner

string
optional

The default value is "off"
maxwriteallocblocks

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. Some sequential
read workloads may benefit from increasing this value. Default value is 0 which
integer
uses the controller-wide default value of 64. The default is optimal for most
[0..1152]
optional
users. The controller-wide default can be adjusted with the bootarg "wafl-maxwrite-alloc-blocks"

singleinstancedatalogging

Indicates if Single Instance Data Logging is enabled on the aggregate. This
feature is supported only on Cloud ONTAP. Possible values : "on", "off"
string
optional

"on" : Single Instance Data Logging enabled
"off" : Single Instance Data Logging disabled
The default value is "off"

Element definition: aggr-plex-info

[top]

Information about the Plex
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggrraidgroupInformation about the RAID Groups
info[]
optional

aggr-raidgrouplist
plex-is-online

boolean
optional

True if plex is online. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

plex-isresyncing

boolean
optional

True if plex is resyncing. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

plex-name

string
optional

Name of the plex. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

SyncMirror Pool associated with the plex. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

plex-pool

[0..1]

plex-resynclevel

[0..1]

plex-resyncpct-withprecision
plex-resyncpercent

[0..100]

plex-status

integer
optional

If plex-is-resyncing is true, this field indicates the resync level of the
plex. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

This field indicates percentage of resync that has completed, rounded
down to two decimal places. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

This field indicates the percentage of resync that has completed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Status of the plex. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-raid-attributes

[top]

RAID specific information of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description
Type of aggregate. The possible values:
"hdd" - aggregate consists of only HDDs,
"hybrid" - aggregate consists of both HDDs and SSDs,
"lun" - aggregate consists of only array LUNs,
"ssd" - aggregate consists of only SSDs,
"vmdisk" - aggregate consists of only VMDISKs.

aggregatetype

string
optional

cache-raidgroup-size

integer
optional

Current maximum cache RAID group size of hybrid aggregate. RAID
group size is the maximum number of disks that can be added to a
RAID group. This information will only be returned for a hybrid
aggregate i.e. whose "is-hybrid" field is set to true.

string
optional

Checksum status. Possible values: "active", "initializing", "none", "off",
"reinitialized", "reinitializing", "reverting", "unknown",
"upgrading_phase1", "upgrading_phase2" This information will not be
returned for a striped aggregate.

[1..28]

checksumstatus

Checksum style. The possible values:

checksumstyle

string
optional

[0..2^321]

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

integer
optional

Number of disks in the aggregate.

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean
optional

If true, returns aggregates supporting encryption with NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption).

ha-policy

string
optional

Aggregate's HA policy. Possible return values: "cfo", "sfo", "none"

has-localroot

boolean
optional

Whether the aggregate contains the local root volume. This information
will not be returned for a striped aggregate. Default value is false.

haspartnerroot

boolean
optional

Whether the aggregate contains the partner's root volume. This
information will not be returned for a striped aggregate. Default value is
false.

ischecksumenabled

boolean
optional

Is checksumming enabled for the aggregate? Default value is false.

disk-count

iscomposite

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains two tiers of storage.

isfabricpoolmirrored

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate has two external capacity tiers, which are mirrors,
each containing a copy of the data.

is-hybrid

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

is-hybridenabled

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is eligible to contain both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

isinconsistent

boolean
optional

Whether or not the aggregate is inconsistent. Default value is false.

is-mirrored

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate is mirrored. Default value is false.

is-nvecapable

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate is capable of supporting NVE.

is-rootaggregate

boolean
optional

Whether this is a root aggregate. Default value is false. This differs from
has-local-root and has-partner-root by evaluating true when the
aggregate may contain a root volume for any node. The has-local-root
and has-partner-root fields only evaluate true when the aggregate
contains the active root for the specified node. The is-root-aggregate
field will still evaluate true for an offline root aggregate. The has-localroot and has-partner-root fields will evaluate false, since the aggregate
has no mounted filesystem.

mirrorstatus

string
optional

Aggregate's mirror status. Possible values: "invalid", "uninitialized",
"needs CP count check", "CP count check in progress", "unmirrored",
"mirrored", "mirror degraded, "mirror resynchronizing", "failed", "limbo"
and . This information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.

string
optional

[not settable, always] This field shows the volume's mount state.
Possible values: "creating", "destroying", "frozen", "inconsistent",
"iron_restricted", "mounting", "online", "quiescing", "quiesced",
"reverted", "unmounted", "unmounting" This information will not be
returned for a striped aggregate.

integer
optional

Number of plexes in the aggregate. This value tells us the size of the
returned "plex" array.

mountstate

plex-count
plexes

[0..2^321]

plexattributes[] List of plexes in the aggregate
optional
State of the RAID Lost Write feature for an aggregate. The possible
values are:

raid-lostwrite-state

string
optional

"aborted" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is no longer running and
was aborted on all RAID groups in this aggregate, possibly due to
an error.
"illegal" - The aggregate contains RAID groups with RAID Lost
Write disabled and other RAID groups with RAID Lost Write
enabled. This is an invalid state.
"inoperative" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is allowed on the
aggregate, but it cannot start because the system-wide RAID Lost
Write option "raid.lost_write.enable" is set to "off".
"off" - RAID Lost Write protection and scrub are disabled on this
aggregate.
"on" - The aggregate is RAID Lost Write protected and that the
RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on all RAID groups
in this aggregate.
"partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on
some of the RAID groups in this aggregate, but was aborted on at
least one of the RAID groups.
"unknown" - The RAID Lost Write scrub status could not be
determined.
"upgrade_partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still in progress
on some of the RAID groups in this aggregate and was aborted on

at least one of the RAID groups.
"upgrading" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still not completed or
not yet started on at least one of the RAID groups in this
aggregate.
raid-size

[0..2^321]

raid-status

integer
optional

Current RAID group size. This information will not be returned for a
striped aggregate.

string
optional

RAID status. Possible values: "copying", "degraded", "foreign",
"growing", "hybrid", "hybrid_enabled", "initializing", "invalid", "ironing",
"mirror degraded", "mixed_raid_type", "mirrored", "needs check",
"normal", "noparity", "out-of-date", "parity uninit'd", "partial", "raid0",
"raid4", "raid_dp", "raid_tec", "reconstruct", "resyncing", "verifying".
These values may appear by themselves or in combination separated by
commas (e.g., "mixed_raid_type, hybrid, normal"). For details on raidtype, refer description of element 'raid-type' below
Possible values:

string
optional

raid-type

"raid0" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid0,
"raid4" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid4,
"raid_dp" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_dp,
"raid_tec" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_tec,
"mixed_raid_type" - This aggregate contains RAID groups of
different RAID types (raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec).
Aggregate State Possible values:

state

string
optional

usesshareddisks

boolean
optional

"creating" ,
"destroying" ,
"failed" ,
"frozen" ,
"inconsistent" ,
"iron_restricted" ,
"mounting" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"partial" ,
"quiesced" ,
"quiescing" ,
"restricted" ,
"reverted" ,
"unknown" ,
"unmounted" ,
"unmounting" ,
"relocating"
If true, aggregate is using shared disks.

Element definition: aggr-snaplock-attributes

[top]

Snaplock specific information of the aggregate
Name
is-snaplock

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Whether or not it's a SnapLock aggregate.
optional

snaplocktype

string The type of the snaplock aggregate. Possible values - "compliance" or
optional "enterprise" or "non-snaplock"

Element definition: aggr-snapmirror-attributes

[top]

SnapMirror specific information of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description

dp-snapmirror- [0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of data protection (dp)
destinations
1]
optional snapmirror destination volumes.
ls-snapmirror- [0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of load sharing (ls)
destinations
1]
optional snapmirror destination volumes.
mv-snapmirror- [0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of move snapmirror
destinations
1]
optional destination volumes that are created for volume move operations.

Element definition: aggr-snapshot-attributes

[top]

A structure returning consolidated size-related information for all snapshots of the given aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

files-total

[settable, online-only] Total file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum
[0..2^64- integer
number of files (inodes) that this referenced file system can currently hold.
optional
1]
If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned.

files-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of files (inodes) used in the referenced
[0..2^64- integer
file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.

inofileversion

[0..2^32- integer [not settable, online-only] The inofile-version on the referenced file system.
optional A value of 0 is returned if the referenced file system is restricted or offline.
1]

is-snapshotauto-createenabled

boolean This option determines if auto snapshot is enabled on the aggregate.
optional Default value is true.

is-snapshotauto-deleteenabled

boolean This option determines if the snapshot auto delete is currently enabled for
optional the aggregate. Default value is true.

maxfilesavailable

[0..2^64- integer [not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of files allowable
optional on the referenced file system.
1]

maxfilespossible

[not settable, always] The largest value to which the maxfiles-available
[0..2^64- integer
parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file
optional
1]
system.

maxfilesused

[0..2^64- integer [not settable, online-only] The count of the number of files currently in use
optional on the referenced file system.
1]

percentinteger [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
inode-used- [0..100]
optional based on file (inode) count on the referenced file system.
capacity
percentusedcapacity
sizeavailable

[0..100]

integer [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use on
optional the referenced file system.

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the referenced
[0..2^64- integer
file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.
[0..2^64- integer

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file

size-total

size-used

1]

optional

system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value 0 is
returned.

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file
[0..2^64- integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
1]
returned.

snapshotreservepercent

[0..100]

integer The percentage of aggregate disk space that has been set aside as reserve
optional for snapshot usage. Default value is 0.

Element definition: aggr-space-attributes

[top]

A structure returning space-related information for a given aggregate's Active File System (AFS).
Name
aggregatemetadata
capacity-tierused

Range

Type

Description

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the aggregateinteger
metadata field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0.
optional
Range : [0..2^64-1]
integer This field represents total capacity tier physical used space in bytes in a
optional composite aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

datacompactedcount

integer The total physical disk footprint of the compacted data blocks in the
optional referenced file system. Range : [0..2^64-1]

datacompactionspace-saved

integer The total disk space saved due to Data Compaction in the referenced file
optional system. Range : [0..2^64-1]

datacompactionspace-savedpercent

integer The percentage of the used space in the referenced file system that has
optional been saved by Data Compaction. Range : [0..100]

[not settable, online-only] Total cache size (in bytes) in a hybrid
hybrid-cache- [0..2^64- integer
aggregate. If the referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, or if it is
optional
size-total
1]
not a hybrid aggregate, a value of 0 is returned.
percent-usedinteger [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
[0..100]
optional on the referenced file system.
capacity
performancetier-inactiveuser-data

integer
The amount of inactive user data in bytes. Range : [0..2^64-1]
optional

performancetier-inactiveuser-datapercent

integer The percentage of the used space in the referenced file system that is
optional inactive user data. Range : [0..100]

physical-used

This field represents physical used space in bytes. This differs from 'totalinteger
used' space by the space that is guaranteed for future writes. The value
optional
includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies. Range : [0..2^64-1]

physicalused-percent

integer
This field represents physical used space in percent. Range : [0..2^64-1]
optional

sis-sharedcount

The total physical disk footprint of the shared data blocks in the
integer
referenced file system achived by data compation and cross-volume inline
optional
deduplication. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sis-spacesaved

integer The total disk space saved due to Data Compaction and cross-volume
optional inline deduplication in the referenced file system. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sis-spacesavedpercent

The percentage of the used space in the referenced file system that has
integer
been saved by Data Compaction and cross-volume inline deduplication.
optional
Range : [0..100]
[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the

size-available

[0..2^64- integer
referenced file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or
1]
optional
offline, a value of 0 is returned.

size-total

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file
[0..2^64- integer
system . If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.

size-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file
[0..2^64- integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.

totalreservedspace

[not settable, online-only] The total disk space in bytes that is reserved
[0..2^64- integer on the referenced file system. The reserved space is already counted in
optional the used space, so this element can be used to see what portion of the
1]
used space represents space reserved for future use.

usedincludingsnapshotreserve

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the usedinteger
including-snapshot-reserve field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field
optional
always returns 0. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volumefootprints

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the volumeinteger
footprints field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0.
optional
Range : [0..2^64-1]

Element definition: aggr-striping-attributes

[top]

Striping specific information of a striped aggregate This information will not be returned for the not-striped
aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
member-count [0..2^32-1]
Number of members in a striped aggregate.
optional

Element definition: aggr-volume-count-attributes
WAFL volume count specific information of the aggregate
Name
flexvolcount
flexvolcountcollective

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^31integer Number of volumes in the aggregate.
1]
[0..2^31- integer Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate which also
optional represent a collective striped volume. This field is for internal use only.
1]

flexvol[0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of volumes that are not
count-notoptional online (offline and restricted volumes).
1]
online
flexvolcountquiesced
flexvolcountstriped

[0..2^31- integer
When present, this field indicates the number of quiesced online volumes.
optional
1]
Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate. These volumes
[0..2^31- integer
are also reported in the full volume-count value. This field is for internal
optional
1]
use only.

[top]

Element definition: aggr-wafliron-attributes

[top]

WAFL-iron specific information of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description

last-starterrno

integer The error code of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific aggregate.
optional This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously attempted.

last-starterror-info

The error information of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific
string
aggregate. This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously
optional
attempted.

When present, this field indicates the percentage of blocks that have been
scaninteger
scanned in the specified aggregate. This field is present only when wafliron is
[0..100]
optional
percentage
running and its state is "starting" or "scanning".
When wafliron is run, it goes through different stages/states. This field
indicates the current state of wafliron on the specified aggregate.
Possible values are:
"aborting" - wafliron is aborting.
"checking_lost_blocks" - wafliron is checking for lost blocks.
"checking_lost_inodes" - wafliron is checking link counts.
string
optional "finishing" - wafliron is cleaning up.

state

"not_running" - wafliron is not running on this aggregate.
"scanning" - wafliron is scanning inodes, and/or fixing file system
inconsistencies.
"starting" - wafliron is starting, allocating, and/or in the initial mounting
phase.
"unknown" - wafliron state could not be determined.
When present and the value is other than -1, this field indicates the
summaryinteger percentage of summary blocks that have been scanned in the specified
scan[-1..100]
optional aggregate. This field is present only when wafliron is running and its state is
percentage
"starting" or "scanning".

Element definition: aggr-wafliron-info

[top]

Information related to wafliron, the online WAFL file system check/repair tool.
Name

Range

Type

Description

last-starterrno

integer The error code of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific aggregate.
optional This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously attempted.

last-starterror-info

string The error information of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific
optional aggregate. This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously attempted.

scanpercentage

When present, this field indicates the percentage of blocks that have been
scanned in the specified aggregate. This field is present only when wafliron is
integer
running and its state is "starting" or "scanning".
optional
Range: [0..100]
When wafliron is run, it goes through different stages/states. This field indicates
the current state of wafliron on the specified aggregate.

Possible values are:
"waiting_for_commit" - wafliron is finished on this volume but waiting for the
changes to be committed or rejected.
"not_running" - wafliron is not running on this aggregate.
"starting" - wafliron is starting, allocating, and/or in the initial mounting phase.
state

string

"scanning" - wafliron is scanning inodes, and/or fixing file system
inconsistencies.
"checking_lost_blocks" - wafliron is checking for lost blocks.
"checking_lost_inodes" - wafliron is checking link counts.
"finishing" - wafliron is cleaning up.
"aborting" - wafliron is aborting.
"unknown" - wafliron state could not be determined.

When present and the value is other than -1, this field indicates the percentage
of summary blocks that have been scanned in the specified aggregate. This field
integer
is present only when wafliron is running and its state is "starting" or "scanning".
optional

summaryscanpercentage

Range: [-1..100]

Element definition: aggregate-space-info

[top]

A set of two structures returning size-related information for a given aggregate and its set of snapshots.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatespace

fs-space-info

[not settable, online-only] A structure returning size-related information for
a given aggregate.

snapshotspace

snapshotspace-info

[not settable, online-only] A structure returning size-related information for
a set of snapshots of the given aggregate.

Element definition: checksum-style

[top]

Checksum style of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for checksum type and their meanings.
'none' - The data written to the aggregate is not protected by checksum.
'block' - Every block of data block has checksum written in the same block.
'azcs' - Disk is divided into zones of N blocks and the checksum is written in the middle of zone.
'wafl' - The checksum information is maintained in the filesystem layer.
'mixed' - This means we have both 'block' and 'zone' checksum styles.
'unknown' - The checksum style is unknown.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: contained-volume-info
Information about a volume contained in the aggregate.
Name Range

Type

name

string

vserver

Description
Volume name.

string Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs. This field is returned only when
optional the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-position-type

[top]

Disk position type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for disk position type of the aggregate and their meanings.
'copy' - The disk serves as the destination for sick disk copy.
'data' - The disk serves as a data disk in the aggregate.
'dparity' - The disk serves as a double parity disk.
'tparity' - The disk serves as a triple parity disk.
'orphan' - The disk is in the process of being removed from the aggregate.
'parity' - The disk serves as a single parity disk.
'pending' - The disk is in the process of being added to a RAID group or is in the process of being
reconstructed or sick disk copy.
'present' - The disk is part of a RAID group in an aggregate.
'shared' - The disk is being used as a shared disk.
[none]

Element definition: disktype
ATA | BSAS | FCAL | FSAS | LUN | MSATA | SAS | SSD | VMDISK | SSD-NVM | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VMLUN
| VMLUN-SSD Possible values:
"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,

[top]

"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center based Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined based Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

Element definition: mirror-count-info

[top]

Various counts information for mirror volumes in the aggregate. This information is returned only when the
aggregate contains mirror volumes. Currently, Vfiler owned mirror destination volumes are counted only if
those volumes are online.
Name

Range

Type

Description

dp-qtreesnapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of data protection (dp)
integer qtree snapmirror destination volumes.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

dp-snapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of data protection (dp)
integer snapmirror destination volumes.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

ls-snapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of load sharing (ls)
integer snapmirror destination volumes.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

move-snapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of move snapmirror
integer destination volumes that are created for volume move operations.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

Element definition: plex-info

[top]

Information for a plex.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-online

boolean "true" if the plex is online, "false" otherwise.

isresyncing

boolean "true" if the plex is currently resyncing, "false" otherwise.

name

string

Plex name, e.g. /myvol/plex0

plexresync-

string

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage floored

pct-withprecision

optional to two decimal places. (e.g. "13.12")
Plex status. Possible values: "normal", "failed", "empty", "invalid",
string "uninitialized", "failed assimilation", "limbo", "active", "inactive", "resyncing",
optional These values may appear by themselves or in combination separated by
commas (e.g., "normal,active")

plex-status

pool

[0..1]

raidgroup- List of all RAID groups in the plex. This appears only if the "verbose" parameter
info[] above is set to "true".
optional

raidgroups
resynclevel
resyncingpercentage

integer
The pool to which the majority of disks in the plex belong.
optional

[0..1]

integer
If the plex is currently being resynced, then the resync level.
optional
integer If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage. Range :
optional [0..100].

Element definition: raid-type

[top]

Raid type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for RAID type and their meanings.
'raid_tec' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle triple disk failures (Triple
Erasure Code).
'raid_dp' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle double disk failures (double
parity).
'raid4' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single non-SSD-ZNS disk
failure (single parity).
'raid_ep' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single SSD-ZNS disk
failure (single parity) and one or more block failures inside each SSD-ZNS disk.
'raid0' - The aggregate does not have parity protection.
'mixed_raid_type' - Cache tier in the aggregate has a different RAID type from the capacity tier.
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: standarddisktype
SATA | FC | NL-SAS | LUN | SAS | SCSI | SSD | VM-DISK | NVMe-SSD | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VM-LUN | VMLUN-SSDS Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,

[top]

"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

Element definition: volume-space-info

[top]

List of flexible volumes in the aggregate and their space usage.
Name

Range Type

guarantee

string

volumeallocated

Description
Type of guarantee option set on this volume. Possible values: none, file,
volume

integer Total space allocated for this volume in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volume-name

string Name of the volume

volume-used

integer Total space used by this volume. Range : [0..2^64-1]

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-check-info

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bit-upgrade-start is "check".
Name

Range

Type

Description

addedspace

The effective total space to be added (in bytes), not including blocks used by the
integer
64-bit upgrade of the aggregate and its contained flexible volumes. Range:
optional
[0..2^64-1].

cookie

integer The opaque cookie to uniquely identify a 64-bit upgrade transaction previously
optional triggered on the aggregate. Range: [0..2^64-1].

lasterrno

The error code of the last attempt to check for space usage on the specific
aggregate. This field is present only if a 64-bit upgrade check was previously
integer
attempted. Possible values: 0 - indicates success
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL Per-volume upgrade check
results may be out of date if last-errno is not 0.

spaceestimatecomplete

boolean True if the space estimate has completed. Check "last-errno" to find out whether
optional the space estimate was successful.

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-start-info

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bit-upgrade-start is "grow_all",
"grow_none", or "grow_reserved".
Name

Range

lasterrno

minspaceforupgrade

Type

Description

The error code of the last attempt to start 64-bit upgrade on the specific aggregate.
This field is present only if 64-bit upgrade was previously attempted. Possible
values include: EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_SPARSE_VOL
integer
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_IRON_NON_LOCAL_STATUS
The minimum additional disk space (in bytes) required to trigger 64-bit upgrade.
integer This field is present when the specified disks do not have sufficient space to
optional upgrade the aggregate and its contained flexible volumes to 64-bit. Range:
[0..2^64-1].

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-status-info

[top]

Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes the block format of the aggregate and
the progress of the 64-bit upgrade scanner.
Name

Range

blockformat

Type
string

Description
The block format of the aggregate. Can be "32_bit", "64_bit", or "upgrading".

fbnprogress

integer The most recent fbn the 64-bit upgrade scanner is working on. Valid only when the
optional aggregate block format is "upgrading". Range: [0..2^32-1].

inodeprogress

The most recent inode the 64-bit upgrade scanner is working on. Valid only when
integer
the aggregate block format is "upgrading". Value -1 indicates inofile is being
optional
scanned. Range: [-1..2^32-2].

percentcomplete

Estimated percentage of how much of the filesystem has completed the 64-bit
integer
upgrade. Valid only when the aggregate block format is "upgrading". Range:
optional
[0..100].

scannerstatus

string The status of the 64-bit upgrade scanner. Can be "running" or "stopped" if the
optional aggregate block format is "upgrading". Otherwise, no value is returned.

spaceprogress

The inode space of the most recent inode the 64-bit upgrade scanner is working
string
on. Can be "public" or "private". Valid only when the aggregate block format is
optional
"upgrading".

timeestimate

Estimated time to completion of the 64-bit upgrade in seconds. Valid only when
integer
the aggregate block format is "upgrading" and scanner status is "running". Value
optional
-1 indicates that time estimate is not available. Range: [-1..(2^32-1)/10].

totalinodes

integer The total number of inodes in the file system. Valid only when the aggregate block
optional format is "upgrading". Range: [0..2^32-1].

Element definition: aggr-check-attributes

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add API is "check".
Name
added-

Range

Type

Description

The effective total space that would be added (in bytes) to the aggregate. This
integer
would not include the blocks used by the 64-bit upgrade of the aggregate and its

space

optional

checklasterrno

The error code of the last attempt to check for space usage on the specific
aggregate. This field is present only if a previous 64-bit upgrade check failed.
integer
Possible values: 0 - indicates success
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL Per-volume upgrade check
results may be out of date if last-errno is not 0.

cookie

integer The opaque cookie to uniquely identify a 64-bit upgrade transaction previously
optional triggered on the aggregate using aggr-add API. Range: [0..2^64-1].

is-spaceestimatecomplete

boolean True if the space estimate has completed. Check "check-last-errno" to find out
optional whether the space estimate was successful.

contained flexible volumes. Range: [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: aggr-raidgroup-info

[top]

Information about the RAID Groups
Name

Range

aggr-disk-list
aggr-raidgroupentity-list

Type
aggr-disk-info[]
optional

Information about the disks

aggr-raidgroup-entityInformation about the individual RAID Groups
info[]
optional
string
optional

storage-pool

Description

Name of the Storage Pool. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-start-attributes

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add API is "grow_all", "grow_none", or
"grow_reserved".
Name
minspaceforupgrade
startlasterrno

Range

Type

Description

The minimum additional disk space (in bytes) required to trigger 64-bit upgrade.
integer This field is present when the specified disks do not have sufficient space to
optional upgrade the aggregate and its contained flexible volumes to 64-bit. Range:
[0..2^64-1].
The error code of the last attempt to start 64-bit upgrade on the specific aggregate.
This field is present only if a previous 64-bit upgrade failed. Possible values include:
integer EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
optional EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL

Element definition: aggr-status-attributes

[top]

Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes whether the 64-bit upgrade is in
progress.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-64-bit-upgrade-in-progress

boolean
True if the 64-bit upgrade is in progress.
optional

Element definition: fs-space-info

[top]

A structure returning size-related information for a given aggregate.
Name
fsaggregatemetadata
fscapacitytier-used

Range

Type

Description

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the aggregateinteger
metadata field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0. Range
optional
: [0..2^64-1]
integer This field represents total capacity tier physical used space in bytes in a
optional composite aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

fs-filesprivateused

[not settable, online-only] Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes)
integer used. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-filestotal

[settable, online-only] Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., maximum
number of user-visible files (inodes) that this referenced file system can
integer
currently hold. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-filesused

[not settable, online-only] Number of user-visible files (inodes) used in the
integer referenced file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a
value of 0 is returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-hybridcachesize-total

[not settable, online-only] Total cache size (in bytes) in a hybrid aggregate. If
integer
the referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, or if it is not a hybrid aggregate,
optional
a value of 0 is returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-hybridcachesize-used

[not settable, online-only] Used cache size (in bytes) in a hybrid aggregate. If
integer
the referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, or if it is not a hybrid aggregate,
optional
a value of 0 is returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsinodefileprivatecapacity

[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk
integer for system (not user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as more
system files are created. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsinodefilepubliccapacity

[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk
integer for user-visible files. This number will dynamically increase as more user-visible
files are created. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsmaxfilesavailable

integer

fsmaxfilespossible

[not settable, always] The largest value to which the fs-maxfiles-available
integer parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file system.
Range: [0 - 2^64-1] Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsmaxfilesused

integer

[not settable, online-only] The number of user-visible files currently in use on
the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fspercentinodeusedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use based
on user-visible file (inode) count on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

fspercentusedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use on the
referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

[not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of user-visible files
currently allowable on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-perftiercapacitytier-used

integer This field represents total capacity tier physical used space in bytes in a
optional composite aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

fsphysicalused

This field represents physical used space in bytes. This differs from 'total-used'
integer
space by the space that is guaranteed for future writes. The value includes
optional
blocks in use by Snapshot copies. Range : [0..2^64-1]

fs-sispercentsaved

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space saved by eliminating the
duplicated blocks on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

fs-sissavedspace

[not settable, online-only] The total disk space in bytes that is saved by storing
integer only one copy of the duplicated blocks on the referenced file system. Range: [0 2^64-1]

fs-sissharedspace

integer

[not settable, online-only] The amount of data in bytes that is shared by more
than one instance on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-sizeavailable

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the referenced file
integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-sizetotal

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file system . If
integer
the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value 0 is returned. Range:
optional
[0 - 2^64-1]

fs-sizeused

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file system. If
integer
the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range:
optional
[0 - 2^64-1]

fs-totalreservedspace

[not settable, online-only]The total disk space in bytes that is reserved on the
integer referenced file system. The reserved space is already counted in the used space,
optional so this element can be used to see what portion of the used space represents
space reserved for future use. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-usedincludingsnapshotreserve

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the used-includinginteger
snapshot-reserve field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0.
optional
Range : [0..2^64-1]

fs-volumefootprints

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the volume-footprints
integer
field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0. Range :
optional
[0..2^64-1]

Element definition: plex-attributes

[top]

Information about a plex.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-online

boolean
optional

"true" if the plex is online, "false" otherwise.

isresyncing

boolean
optional

"true" if the plex is currently resyncing, "false" otherwise.

plex-name

string
optional

Name of the plex.

plexresyncpct-withprecision

string
optional

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage
floored to two decimal places. (e.g. "13.12")

plex-status

string
optional

Plex status. Possible values: "normal", "failed", "empty", "invalid",
"uninitialized", "failed assimilation", "limbo", "active", "inactive",
"resyncing", These values may appear by themselves or in combination

separated by commas (e.g., "normal,active")
pool

[0..1]

The pool to which the majority of disks in the plex belong.

raidgroupattributes[] List of all RAID groups in the plex.
optional

raidgroups
resynclevel

integer
optional

[0..1]

resyncing[0..100]
percentage

integer
optional

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the resync level.

integer
optional

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage.

Element definition: raid-group-info

[top]

Information for a particular RAID group.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Checksum style. The possible values:

checksumstyle

cluster-disknames

string

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown,
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

diskinfo[] List of disks in this plex by their spatial names, if available.
optional

disks

diskinfo[]

is-cache-tier

boolean

isrecomputingparity

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently recomputing parity.

isreconstructing

List of disks in this plex.
"true" if the RAID group is composed of SSDs and the owning aggregate is
hybrid (group is not part of usable space).

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently reconstructing.

is-scrubsuspended

boolean
Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.
optional

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in seconds
optional
since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

name

string

RAID group name.

recomputingparitypercentage

integer The percentage of parity recomputation if is-recomputing-parity is set to
optional true. Range : [0-100]

reconstructionpercentage

integer If reconstruction is going on, the the completion percentage. Range : [0optional 100]

scrubpercentagecomplete

integer Scrub percentage complete. If scrub is not active, this value will not be
optional returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: snapshot-space-info

[top]

A structure returning consolidated size-related information for all snapshots of the given volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshotfiles-total

[settable, online-only] Total file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum number
of files (inodes) that this referenced file system can currently hold. If the
integer
referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range:
[0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotfiles-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of files (inodes) used in the referenced file
integer system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotmaxfilesavailable

integer

snapshotmaxfilespossible

[not settable, always] The largest value to which the maxfiles-available
integer parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file system.
Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotmaxfilesused

integer

[not settable, online-only] The count of the number of files currently in use on
the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotpercentinode-usedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
based on file (inode) count on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

snapshotpercentusedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use on
the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

snapshot-sispercentsaved

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space saved by eliminating
the duplicated blocks on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

snapshot-sissaved-space

[not settable, online-only] The total disk space in bytes that is saved by
integer storing only one copy of the duplicated blocks on the referenced file system.
Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshot-sisshared-space

integer

snapshotsize-available

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the referenced
integer
file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

[not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of files allowable on
the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

[not settable, online-only] The amount of data in bytes that is shared by
more than one instance on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotsize-total

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file system.
integer
If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value 0 is returned.
optional
Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotsize-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file
integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

Element definition: aggr-disk-info

[top]

Information about the disks
Name
copy-percent

Range

Type

[0..100]

integer
optional

Description
This field indicates the percentage of copying that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

disk-name
optional

disk

Name of the disk. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Possible values
are: 5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or if the rpm does not apply to this 'disk-type'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Disk interface type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

effective-disk- [0..2^32rpm
1]

integer
optional

Effective rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Disks can
report different actual 'rpm', but have the same 'effective-diskrpm'. Disks with the same 'effective-disk-rpm' are compatible
for use within the same aggregate. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

effective-disktype

string
optional

Effective disk interface type. Disk can report different physical
'disk-type', but the same 'effective-disk-type'. Disk with the
same 'effective-disk-type' are compatible for use within the
same aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-cache

boolean
optional

True if the disk is being used as cache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-evacuating

boolean
optional

True if the disk is being evacuated. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-failed

boolean
optional

True if the disk is marked as failed. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-offline

boolean
optional

True if the disk is marked as offline. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-reconsactive

boolean
optional

True if reconstruction is active on this disk. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-replacing

boolean
optional

True if the disk is being replaced. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-sdc-active

boolean
optional

True if the sick disk copy is active. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-sick

boolean
optional

True if the disk is marked as sick. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

physical-size

size
optional

Total raw capacity of this disk in bytes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

position

disk-positiontype
optional

disk-rpm

[0..2^321]

disk-type

reconstruction[0..100]
percent

integer
optional

Position of the disk within aggregate. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates the percentage of reconstruction that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Industry standard disk type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

standard-disktype

standarddisktype
optional

"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory
Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD

LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk
syncmirrorpool

string
optional

SyncMirror Pool to which disk is assigned. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

usable-size

size
optional

Total usable capacity of this disk in bytes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-raidgroup-entity-info

[top]

Information about the individual RAID Groups
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-rgrecomputingparity

boolean
optional

True if the RAID Group is recomputing parity. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-rgreconstructing

boolean
optional

True if the RAID Group is reconstructing. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-scrub-active

boolean
optional

This field indicates if scrub is currently active. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

raidgroup

string
optional

Name of the Raid Group. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

checksumChecksum Style of RAID Group. Attributes: non-creatable, nonstyle
modifiable
optional

rg-cksumstyle

raid-type
RAID Type of RAID Group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

rg-raidtype
rg-reconspercent

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the percentage of reconstruction that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

rg-reparitypercent

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the percentage of parity recomputation that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Status of the RAID Group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

rg-status

scrub-percentinteger
[0..100]
optional
complete

This field indicates the percentage of scrubbing that has completed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: checksum-style
Checksum style of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for checksum type and their meanings.
'none' - The data written to the aggregate is not protected by checksum.
'block' - Every block of data block has checksum written in the same block.
'azcs' - Disk is divided into zones of N blocks and the checksum is written in the middle of zone.
'wafl' - The checksum information is maintained in the filesystem layer.
'mixed' - This means we have both 'block' and 'zone' checksum styles.
'unknown' - The checksum style is unknown.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

integer
vbn-end [0..2^64-1].
VBN end value of a disk.
optional
vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-position-type

[top]

Disk position type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for disk position type of the aggregate and their meanings.
'copy' - The disk serves as the destination for sick disk copy.
'data' - The disk serves as a data disk in the aggregate.
'dparity' - The disk serves as a double parity disk.
'tparity' - The disk serves as a triple parity disk.
'orphan' - The disk is in the process of being removed from the aggregate.
'parity' - The disk serves as a single parity disk.
'pending' - The disk is in the process of being added to a RAID group or is in the process of being
reconstructed or sick disk copy.
'present' - The disk is part of a RAID group in an aggregate.
'shared' - The disk is being used as a shared disk.
[none]

Element definition: raid-type
Raid type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for RAID type and their meanings.
'raid_tec' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle triple disk failures (Triple
Erasure Code).
'raid_dp' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle double disk failures (double
parity).
'raid4' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single non-SSD-ZNS disk

[top]

failure (single parity).
'raid_ep' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single SSD-ZNS disk
failure (single parity) and one or more block failures inside each SSD-ZNS disk.
'raid0' - The aggregate does not have parity protection.
'mixed_raid_type' - Cache tier in the aggregate has a different RAID type from the capacity tier.
[none]

Element definition: raidgroup-attributes

[top]

Information about a raidgroup.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Checksum style for the RAID group. The possible values are:

string
optional

checksum-style

"none"
"block"
"wafl"
"unknown"
"advanced_zoned"

boolean "true" if the RAID group is composed of SSDs and the owning
optional aggregate is hybrid (group is not part of usable space).

is-cache-tier
is-recomputingparity

boolean
"True" if the RAID group is currently recomputing parity.
optional

is-reconstructing

boolean
"true" if the RAID group is currently reconstructing.
optional

raidgroup-name

string
Name of the RAID group.
optional

recomputingparity-percentage
reconstructionpercentage

integer The percentage of parity recomputation completed, if isoptional recomputing-parity is true. Range : [0-100]
[0..100]

integer
If reconstruction is going on, then the completion percentage.
optional

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: standarddisktype
SATA | FC | NL-SAS | LUN | SAS | SCSI | SSD | VM-DISK | NVMe-SSD | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VM-LUN | VMLUN-SSDS Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,

[top]

"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

APIs in Category: audit
APIs for managing administrative audit settings for the cluster.
Audit logging can be enabled/disabled separately for 'get' (readonly) requests, for each of the following access modes: CLI
(Command-Line Interface), SNMP, HTTP, and the Data ONTAP
API (ONTAPI, ZAPI). The state of these flags is represented via
the audit-info typedef.

audit-log-config-get
audit-log-config-modify
audit-log-get
audit-log-get-iter

audit-log-config-get

[top]

Get the cluster administrative audit settings
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
auditattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

auditThe attributes of the audit.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

audit-log-config-modify

[top]

Modify the cluster administrative audit settings
Input Name Range
cli-get
http-get

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Auditing of CLI Get Operations
optional
boolean
Enable Auditing of HTTP Get Operations
optional

ontapi-get

boolean
Enable Auditing of Data ONTAP API Get Operations
optional

snmp-get

boolean
Enable Auditing of SNMP Get Operations
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

audit-log-get

[top]

Get the cluster administrative audit settings
Input Name

Range

nodeNode that logged the entry.
name

node

timestamp
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
auditattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
log-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes

seq

Type

[0..2^64- integer
Used as a tie-breaker for line entries with the same timestamp.
optional
1]
[0..2^31integer Timestamp of the log entry.
1]
Range

Type

Description

auditThe attributes of the audit.
log-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

audit-log-get-iter

[top]

Iterate of audit log entries
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
auditattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
log-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

audit- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
log-info specified on any number of attributes in the audit object. All audit
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

auditlogThe list of attributes of audit objects.
info[]

optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more audit
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Element definition: audit-info

[top]

Audit logging can be enabled/disabled separately for 'get' (read-only) requests, for each of the following
access modes: CLI (Command-Line Interface), SNMP, HTTP, and the Data ONTAP API (ONTAPI, ZAPI).
The state of these flags is represented via the audit-info typedef. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cli-get

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Auditing of CLI Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

http-get

boolean
Enable Auditing of HTTP Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

ontapiget

boolean Enable Auditing of Data ONTAP API Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

snmpget

boolean Enable Auditing of SNMP Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: audit-log-info

[top]

View the audit log When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

entry

string The actual log message from the audit log file. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeNode that logged the entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

seq
timestamp

[0..2^64- integer Used as a tie-breaker for line entries with the same timestamp.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^31- integer Timestamp of the log entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: autosupport
autosupport-budget-get
autosupport-budget-getiter
autosupport-budget-gettotal-records
autosupport-budgetmodify
autosupport-check-iter
autosupport-compliantget
autosupport-compliantget-iter
autosupport-compliantget-total-records
autosupport-config-get
autosupport-config-getiter
autosupport-config-gettotal-records
autosupport-configmodify
autosupport-destinationsget
autosupport-destinationsget-iter
autosupport-destinationsget-total-records
autosupport-downloadget
autosupport-downloadget-iter
autosupport-historycancel
autosupport-history-get
autosupport-history-getiter
autosupport-history-gettotal-records
autosupport-historyretransmit
autosupport-invoke
autosupport-invoke-coreupload
autosupport-invokediagnostic
autosupport-invokediagnostic-iter
autosupport-invoke-iter
autosupport-invokeperformance-archive
autosupport-invokeperformance-archive-iter

This set of ZAPIs provides visibility into the AutoSupport
infrastructure of the system. The AutoSupport tool collects
valuable information on the state of each node in the cluster,
which aids in the diagnosis of hardware and software failures.The
APIs are divided into the following major features:
Configuration: manage AutoSupport general settings
Destinations: view the current AutoSupport delivery
destinations
Triggers: manage what is collected for each AutoSupport
trigger
Manifest: view detailed collection information for a
particular AutoSupport
History: view a log of previously generated AutoSupports
Budgets: manage AutoSupport collection size and time
limits

autosupport-invoke-splog
autosupport-manifestget-iter
autosupport-manifestget-total-records
autosupport-trigger-get
autosupport-trigger-getiter
autosupport-trigger-gettotal-records
autosupport-triggermodify

autosupport-budget-get

[top]

Get AutoSupport time and size limits for the given node and subsystem.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autosupportattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
budget-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
string

The name of a filer on which the AutoSupport tool is running.
The name of a subsystem from which AutoSupport collects data.
Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event and
weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a node,

subsystem

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

asupsubsystems

Type

"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log
from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is
abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information for
a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-budget.
budget-info
Description

autosupport-budget-get-iter

[top]

Get AutoSupport time and size limits per subsystem for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

autosupportbudgetThe list of attributes of autosupport-budget objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupportbudget-info
budget object. All autosupport-budget objects matching this
optional
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
budget-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-budget objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-budget-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-budget objects.

autosupport-budget-modify
Modify AutoSupport time and size limits per subsystem.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

diagnostic- [0..2^63size-limit
1]

integer
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection size (in
bytes) for the subsystem.

diagnostictime-limit

string
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection time (in
seconds) for the subsystem.

node-name

string

size-limit

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

The name of a filer on which the AutoSupport tool is running.
The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection size (in bytes) for the subsystem.
The name of a subsystem from which AutoSupport collects data.
Possible values:

subsystem

asupsubsystems

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log
from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is
abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,

"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
string
optional

time-limit
Errno

The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection time (in seconds ) for the subsystem.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-check-iter

[top]

Get Current Status of AutoSupport Subsystem for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

query

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
check-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupport-check
check-info
object. All autosupport-check objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

autosupportcheck-info[] The list of attributes of autosupport-check objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-check objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-compliant-get

[top]

Get AutoSupport compliance hash mapping
Input Name Range

Type
autosupportcompliantinfo
optional

desiredattributes
node

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name Node

plaintext

string

Output Name Range

Plaintext

Type

Description

autosupportcompliant- The attributes of the autosupport-compliant.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-compliant-get-iter

[top]

Get AutoSupport compliance hash mapping
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^32-

Type

Description

autosupportcompliantinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:

max-records

1]

optional

20

query

autosupportcompliantinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportcompliant object. All autosupport-compliant objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

autosupportcompliantThe list of attributes of autosupport-compliant objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-compliant objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-compliant-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-compliant objects.

autosupport-config-get

[top]

Get AutoSupport configuration settings for the given node.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autosupportattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
string

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.

Type

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-config.
config-info
Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-config-get-iter

[top]

Get AutoSupport configuration settings for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

autosupportconfig-info[] The list of attributes of autosupport-config objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupport-config
config-info
object. All autosupport-config objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
config-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-config-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-config objects.

autosupport-config-modify
Modify AutoSupport configuration settings for the given node.

[top]

Input Name

Range

from

Type

Description

The e-mail address of the local administrator, used as the
mail-address sender of the AutoSupport message. To generate node-specific
optional
'from' addresses, use the 'node-specific-from' (privilege:
advanced) parameter.

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport daemon is enabled. When
this setting is disabled, delivery of all AutoSupport messages is
turned off.

is-localcollectionenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of AutoSupport data when the
AutoSupport daemon is disabled. When this setting is true,
collection of AutoSupport data will still be done if is-enabled is
false.

is-nht-dataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of disk health data.

is-node-insubject

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the filer's hostname should be part of an
AutoSupport message's subject field.

isondemanddownloadenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Download feature
is enabled. Default is true.

isondemandenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport OnDemand is enabled. Default is
true.

isondemandremotediagenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Remote
Diagnostics feature is enabled. Default is true.

is-perfdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of Performance AutoSupport
data.

is-privatedataremoved

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable removal of customer-supplied data.

isreminderenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable AutoSupport reminders.

is-supportenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport notification to technical support
is enabled.

is-throttleenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable throttling to prevent a
potential avalanche of AutoSupport messages.

mail-hosts

string[]
optional

The name of the mail server(s) used to deliver AutoSupport
messages via SMTP. Both host names and IP addresses may be
used as valid input. One can optionally specify a
username/password for authentication with the
mailserver(rfc4954).

max[0..2^63download1]
rate

integer
optional

Maximum download rate (in bytes per second). As of Data
ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or in
the range 20480 (20KBps)- 10737418240 (10GBps).

max-http- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the HTTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for
unlimited) or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB).

max-smtp- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the SMTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for
unlimited) or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB).
Maximum upload rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP

max[0..2^63upload-rate
1]

integer
optional

minimumprivate[2..1024]
data-length

integer
optional

node-name

8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or greater
than or equal to 20480 (20KBps).
Minimum Length for Sensitive Data

string

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.

nodespecificfrom

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to generate a node-specific 'from' address by
prepending the node name to the 'from' email address. Default
is false.

noteto

mailaddress[]
optional

(DEPRECATED) Specifies up to five recipients of short
AutoSupport e-mail messages.

ondemand[0..2^32polling1]
interval

integer
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Client polling rate in minutes. As of
Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the range 5-2880.

ondemandserver-url

string
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Server URL.

partneraddress

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five partner vendor recipients of full AutoSupport
e-mail messages.

The format used to compress the AutoSupport message payload.
compression- Possible values:
format
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
optional
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball

payloadformat
periodic-txwindow

string
optional

The transmission window (seconds).

post-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP POST.

proxy-url

string
optional

Optional proxy host for AutoSupport message delivery via HTTP.

put-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP PUT.

integer
optional

The maximum number of delivery attempts for an AutoSupport
message. As of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the
range 5-30.

retryinterval

string
optional

The number of seconds to wait, after a failed delivery attempt,
prior to re-transmitting an AutoSupport message.

supportaddress

mailaddress[]
optional

The e-mail address of Support.

to

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five recipients of full AutoSupport e-mail
messages.

retry-count

[0..2^321]

transport

asuptransport
optional

validatedigitalcertificate

boolean
optional

The name of the transport protocol used to deliver AutoSupport
messages. Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
Validate Digital Certificate Received

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-destinations-get

[top]

Get the list of AutoSupport destinations for the given node.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

autosupportdestinationsinfo
optional

node-name

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The name of the filer that owns this destination configuration.

Type

Description

autosupportdestinations- The attributes of the autosupport-destinations.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-destinations-get-iter

[top]

Get the list of AutoSupport destinations for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

autosupportdestinationsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

autosupportdestinationsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportdestinations object. All autosupport-destinations objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

Description

autosupportdestinationsThe list of attributes of autosupport-destinations objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-destinations objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-destinations-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records. This sould be equal to the number of nodes in the cluster.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-destinations objects.

autosupport-download-get

[top]

Get a download record for the given AutoSupport.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
id

[0..2^641]

node-name
Output Name

Type

Description

autosupportdownloadinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
string

Range

The download ID.
The name of the filer that performed the download.

Type

Description

autosupportdownload- The attributes of the autosupport-download.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-download-get-iter

[top]

Get the download records.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

autosupportdownloadinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

autosupportdownloadinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportdownload object. All autosupport-download objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

autosupportdownloadThe list of attributes of autosupport-download objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-download objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-cancel

[top]

Cancel an AutoSupport Transmission.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Destination for This AutoSupport Possible values:

destination

asup-destination
optional

node-name

string

seq-num

[0..2^641]

Errno

integer

"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI
destination
Node
AutoSupport Sequence Number

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-get

[top]

Get a history record for the given AutoSupport.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
history-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

The transport protocol for this AutoSupport message's
destination. Possible values:
destination

asupdestination

node-name

string

seq-num

[0..2^641]

Output Name

Range

integer

"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination
The name of the filer where the AutoSupport message was
previously generated.
The AutoSupport message sequence number.

Type

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-history.
history-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-get-iter

[top]

Get the history records for the last 50 AutoSupport messages.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

attributeslist

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupporthistory-info
history object. All autosupport-history objects matching this
optional
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
history-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

autosupporthistoryThe list of attributes of autosupport-history objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-history objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-history objects.

autosupport-history-retransmit

[top]

Selectively retransmit a previously collected AutoSupport message.
Input Name

Range

node-name

Type
string

Description
The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
retransmitted.

seq-num

[0..2^64integer The AutoSupport message sequence number.
1]

size-limit

[0..2^63- integer
The maximum allowed size for the retransmitted AutoSupport.
optional
1]

uri

string

The destination for the retransmitted AutoSupport.

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_CHECK_INVALID_GENERIC_URI_SCHEME

autosupport-invoke

[top]

Generate a new AutoSupport message
Input Name
force
message
node-name

Range

Type

Description

boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system.
optional The default value is false.
string
Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport message.
optional
string

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
generated.

The type of AutoSupport to generate. Possible values:

type

Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted,
string
the AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
optional
destinations.

uri

Output Name
seq-num

"test" - Test AutoSupport send and receive only,
"performance" - Generate a Performance AutoSupport as
requested by technical support,
"all" - Send all AutoSupport data without time or size limit, as
requested by technical support

asupinvokestyle

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The AutoSupport message sequence number.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-core-upload

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with an existing core file.
Input Name

Range

corefilename

string

Existing core file to be included in this AutoSupport.

boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system. The
optional default value is false.

force

string
Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport message.
optional

message
node-name

string

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
generated.

Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
string AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
optional destinations. Supported schemes are file, http & https. As of Data
ONTAP 9.3, the file scheme is not supported.

uri

seq-num

Description

string
Support case number to associate with this core file.
optional

case-number

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The AutoSupport message sequence number.
optional
1]

Errno
E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED
E_ASUP_CHECK_INVALID_GENERIC_URI_SCHEME

Description

autosupport-invoke-diagnostic

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with diagnostic content from specified subsystems.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

force

boolean
optional

Force collection and delivery, even if Diagnostic AutoSupport is
disabled in the system. The default value is false.

messagesubject

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

node-name

string

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will
be generated.
List of subsystems whose diagnostic content is to be included
in this AutoSupport. Specify up to 4 subsystems. Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,

"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

subsystems

asupsubsystems[]

uri

string
optional

The destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
destinations.
Description

Output Name

Range

Type

seq-num

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Errno
E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED

The AutoSupport message sequence number.
Description

E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-diagnostic-iter

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with diagnostic content from specified subsystems.
Input Name

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple autosupport objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching autosupport even when the operation fails
for the autosupport. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

force

boolean
optional

Force collection and delivery, even if Diagnostic AutoSupport is
disabled in the system. The default value is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number of
failed operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue with the next matching autosupport even
when the operation on a previous matching autosupport fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of autosupport objects to be operated
in this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

max-records
messagesubject
query

Range

If operating on a specific autosupport, this input element must
autosupportspecify all keys. If operating on autosupport objects based on
config-info
query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of autosupport objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of autosupport objects operated on will not be
returned. Default: true
List of subsystems whose diagnostic content is to be included
in this AutoSupport. Specify up to 4 subsystems. Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,

subsystems

asupsubsystems[]

"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific

information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

uri

string
optional

The destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
destinations.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

autosupportinvokeInformation about autosupport objects that were not operated
diagnostic- on due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching autosupport objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query,
but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query
and were successfully processed.

autosupportinvokeThe autosupport objects that were successfully processed. This
diagnostic- element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[] list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-iter

[top]

Generate a new AutoSupport message
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
This input element is useful when multiple autosupport objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

force

boolean
optional

Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the
system. The default value is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number of
failed operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue with the next matching autosupport even
when the operation on a previous matching autosupport fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of autosupport objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

max-records
message

the next matching autosupport even when the operation fails
for the autosupport. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

If operating on a specific autosupport, this input element must
autosupportspecify all keys. If operating on autosupport objects based on
config-info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of autosupport objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of autosupport objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.
The type of AutoSupport to generate. Possible values:

type

asupinvoke-style

uri

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

"test" - Test AutoSupport send and receive only,
"performance" - Generate a Performance AutoSupport as
requested by technical support,
"all" - Send all AutoSupport data without time or size
limit, as requested by technical support
Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is
omitted, the AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently
configured destinations.
Description

autosupportInformation about autosupport objects that were not operated
invoke-iteron due to some error. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching autosupport objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query,
but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

autosupportThe autosupport objects that were successfully processed. This
invoke-iterelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successinfo[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-performance-archive

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with performance archives.
Input Name

Range

Duration of the performance archives to collect in the AutoSupport.
string This is expressed as a quantity followed by a character indicating
optional units of time. Allowed units are h|m|s for hours, minutes and
seconds. Example '12h' for 12 hours

duration

[0..2^31- integer
End date of files to collect from the performance archive dataset.
optional
1]
boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system. The
optional default value is false.

force

string
Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport message.
optional

message
node-name
start-date

string

seq-num

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
generated.

[0..2^31integer Start date of files to collect from the performance archive dataset.
1]
Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
string
AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
optional
destinations.

uri

Output Name

Description

string
Support case number to associate with this performance archive file.
optional

case-number

end-date

Type

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The AutoSupport message sequence number.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-performance-archive-iter
Generate and send an AutoSupport message with performance archives.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Support case number to associate with this performance
archive file.

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple autosupport objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching autosupport even when the operation fails
for the autosupport. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

duration

string
optional

Duration of the performance archives to collect in the
AutoSupport. This is expressed as a quantity followed by a
character indicating units of time. Allowed units are h|m|s for
hours, minutes and seconds. Example '12h' for 12 hours

integer
optional

End date of files to collect from the performance archive
dataset.

boolean
optional

Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the
system. The default value is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number of
failed operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue with the next matching autosupport even
when the operation on a previous matching autosupport fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of autosupport objects to be operated
in this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

case-number

end-date

[0..2^311]

force

max-records
message

If operating on a specific autosupport, this input element must
autosupportspecify all keys. If operating on autosupport objects based on
config-info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of autosupport objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of autosupport objects operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

integer

Start date of files to collect from the performance archive
dataset.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

uri

string
optional

Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is
omitted, the AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently
configured destinations.

start-date

Output Name

failure-list

[0..2^311]

Range

Type

Description

autosupportinvokeInformation about autosupport objects that were not operated
performanceon due to some error. This element will be returned only if
archive-iterinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.

info[]
optional
next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching autosupport objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query,
but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query
and were successfully processed.

autosupportinvokeThe autosupport objects that were successfully processed. This
performanceelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successarchive-iterlist' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-splog

[top]

Generate a Remote Service Processor Log AutoSupport message
Input Name Range

Type

Description

boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system. The
optional default value is false.

force
logsequence

integer
The sequence number of the logs to be uploaded
optional

remotenode

nodeThe host node name where the Service Processor is present
name
string Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
optional AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured destinations.

uri
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-manifest-get-iter

[top]

Get a detailed manifest for the contents of an AutoSupport.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^32-

Type

Description

autosupportmanifestinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:

max-records

1]

optional

20

query

autosupportmanifestinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportmanifest object. All autosupport-manifest objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

autosupportmanifestThe list of attributes of autosupport-manifest objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-manifest objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-manifest-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-manifest objects.

autosupport-trigger-get

[top]

Get the AutoSupport trigger data for the given node and EMS message.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autosupportattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
trigger-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

node-name

string

Node

trigger

string

EMS Message

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-trigger.
trigger-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-trigger-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of the AutoSupport trigger data for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

autosupporttriggerThe list of attributes of autosupport-trigger objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupport-trigger
trigger-info
object. All autosupport-trigger objects matching this query up
optional
to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
trigger-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-trigger objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-trigger-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-trigger objects.

autosupport-trigger-modify

[top]

Modify the AutoSupport trigger data for the given node and EMS message.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Additional Subsystems Reporting Basic Info Possible values:

basic-additional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,

"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
node-name

string

noteto-enabled

string
optional

(DEPRECATED) Deliver to AutoSupport -noteto Addresses.
Possible values are: enabled or disabled.

size-limit

size
optional

The data collection size budget for this trigger. Content not
collected will be marked as collection-truncated-size-limit in
the manifest.

time-limit

string
optional

The data collection time budget for this trigger (in seconds).
Content not collected will be marked as collection-truncatedtime-limit in the manifest.

to-enabled

string
optional

Deliver to AutoSupport -to Addresses. Possible values are:
enabled or disabled.

trigger

string

Node

EMS Message
Additional Subsystems Reporting Troubleshooting Info Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a

troubleshootingadditional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,

"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: asup-destination

[top]

smtp|http|noteto|retransmit Possible values:
"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination
[none]

Element definition: asup-invoke-style

[top]

test|performance|all Possible values:
"test" - Test AutoSupport send and receive only,
"performance" - Generate a Performance AutoSupport as requested by technical support,
"all" - Send all AutoSupport data without time or size limit, as requested by technical support
[none]

Element definition: asup-subsystems
subsys1,subsys2,... Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,

[top]

"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node (hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware
before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific information for a node,

"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
[none]

Element definition: asup-transport

[top]

smtp|http|https Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
[none]

Element definition: autosupport-budget-info

[top]

AutoSupport budget data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

def[0..2^63diagnostic1]
size-limit

integer
optional

The default setting for diagnostic content collection size (in bytes)
for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

defdiagnostictime-limit

string
optional

The default setting for diagnostic content collection time (in
seconds) for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

The default setting for basic and troubleshooting content
collection size (in bytes) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The default setting for basic and troubleshooting content
collection time (in seconds ) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

diagnostic- [0..2^63size-limit
1]

integer
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection size (in
bytes) for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

diagnostictime-limit

string
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection time (in
seconds) for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

def-sizelimit

Range

[0..2^631]

def-timelimit

node-name
size-limit

[0..2^631]

string
optional

The name of a filer on which the AutoSupport tool is running.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection size (in bytes) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable
The name of a subsystem from which AutoSupport collects data.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

subsystem

asupsubsystems
optional

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log
from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is
abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,

"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
string
optional

time-limit

The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection time (in seconds ) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-check-info

[top]

Status of AutoSupport Subsystem When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Category of AutoSupport Check Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

checkcategory

string
optional

"http_https" - AutoSupport HTTP/HTTPS Destination,
"smtp" - AutoSupport SMTP Destination,
"on_demand" - AutoSupport OnDemand Destination,
"configuration" - AutoSupport Configuration
Type of AutoSupport Check Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-

modifiable Possible values:
"rollup_status" - Overall Status for a category,
"http_put_destination" - HTTP/HTTPS PUT Destination,
"http_post_destination" - HTTP/HTTPS POST Destination,
"mail_server" - AutoSupport MailServer,
"ondemand_server" - AutoSupport OnDemand Server,
"configuration" - AutoSupport Configuration

check-type

string
optional

correctiveaction

string
optional

Action to correct the error seen as the result of this check. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

errordetail

string
optional

Detailed Error String for this AutoSupport Check. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer on which the check is being performed.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of this AutoSupport Check. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

asup-checkstatus
optional

"ok" - The Status of the AutoSupport check is ok.,
"warning" - Please verify the intended behavior.,
"failed" - AutoSupport check failed.,
"not_run" - AutoSupport check could not be run.

Element definition: autosupport-compliant-info

[top]

Compliant AutoSupport has data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

hash

string
optional

hash Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-usedsequence

seqnum
optional

Last AutoSupport that used this hash Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

plaintext

string
optional

Plaintext Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-config-info
AutoSupport configuration data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are

[top]

reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
from

Range

Type

Description

The e-mail address of the local administrator, used as the sender
mail-address of the AutoSupport message. To generate node-specific 'from'
optional
addresses, use the 'node-specific-from' (privilege: advanced)
parameter. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport daemon is enabled. When this
setting is disabled, delivery of all AutoSupport messages is
turned off. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-localcollectionenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of AutoSupport data when the
AutoSupport daemon is disabled. When this setting is true,
collection of AutoSupport data will still be done if is-enabled is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-nhtdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of disk health data. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

is-node-insubject

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the filer's hostname should be part of an
AutoSupport message's subject field. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

isondemanddownloadenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Download feature
is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport OnDemand is enabled. Default is
true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandremotediagenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Remote
Diagnostics feature is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-perfdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of Performance AutoSupport
data. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-privatedataremoved

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable removal of customer-supplied data.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isreminderenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable AutoSupport reminders.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-supportenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport notification to technical support is
enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-throttleenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable throttling to prevent a
potential avalanche of AutoSupport messages. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

lastsubject

string
optional

The subject field of the last generated AutoSupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The timestamp of the last generated AutoSupport message. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

mail-hosts

string[]
optional

The name of the mail server(s) used to deliver AutoSupport
messages via SMTP. Both host names and IP addresses may be
used as valid input. One can optionally specify a
username/password for authentication with the
mailserver(rfc4954). Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max[0..2^63download1]
rate

integer
optional

Maximum download rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or in the range
20480 (20KBps)- 10737418240 (10GBps). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-http- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the HTTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the SMTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Maximum upload rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or greater
than or equal to 20480 (20KBps). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

minimumprivate[2..1024]
datalength

integer
optional

Minimum Length for Sensitive Data Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodespecificfrom

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to generate a node-specific 'from' address by
prepending the node name to the 'from' email address. Default is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

noteto

mailaddress[]
optional

last[0..2^31timestamp
1]

max-smtp- [0..2^63size
1]
maxuploadrate

(DEPRECATED) Specifies up to five recipients of short
AutoSupport e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

ondemand[0..2^32polling1]
interval

integer
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Client polling rate in minutes. As of
Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the range 5-2880.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ondemandserver-url

string
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Server URL. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

partneraddress

mailaddress[]
optional

payloadformat

Specifies up to five partner vendor recipients of full AutoSupport
e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The format used to compress the AutoSupport message payload.
compression- Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
format
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
optional
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball

periodictx-window

string
optional

The transmission window (seconds). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

post-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP POST.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

proxy-url

string
optional

Optional proxy host for AutoSupport message delivery via HTTP.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP PUT.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

The maximum number of delivery attempts for an AutoSupport
message. As of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the
range 5-30. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

retryinterval

string
optional

The number of seconds to wait, after a failed delivery attempt,
prior to re-transmitting an AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

supportaddress

mailaddress[]
optional

The e-mail address of Support. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

to

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five recipients of full AutoSupport e-mail
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

put-url
retrycount

[0..2^321]

transport

asuptransport
optional

validatedigitalcertificate

boolean
optional

The name of the transport protocol used to deliver AutoSupport
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
Validate Digital Certificate Received Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-destinations-info

[top]

AutoSupport destination summary When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

destinations

string[] A comma separated list of destinations used to deliver AutoSupport
optional messages. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name

string The name of the filer that owns this destination configuration. Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-download-info
AutoSupport OnDemand download data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

downloadtype

aoddownload
optional

error

string
optional

id

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Description
The type of the download. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"licensing" - Download licenses for a node or cluster
The error string recorded for this download. This string may be
empty. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The download ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

last[0..2^31- integer
modificationoptional
1]
timestamp

The timestamp of the last update to this download record. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer that performed the download. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

result

string
optional

The path to the downloaded results on the filer. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The status for this download. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

aoddownloadstatus
optional

status

"initialized" - Download request is ready to be transmitted
to the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"request_failed" - Download request could not be
transmitted,
"not_supported" - Download request type is not known by
the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"transferring" - Requested data is being downloaded,
"completed" - Download has completed successfully,
"cancelled" - Download was cancelled,
"failed" - Download failed to complete

Element definition: autosupport-history-info

[top]

AutoSupport history data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
attempt-count
optional
1]

Description
The number of attempted deliveries for this AutoSupport
message. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

decompressedsize

size
optional

asupdestination
optional

destination

generationtimestamp

[0..2^31- integer
1]
optional

last[0..2^31- integer
modificationoptional
1]
timestamp
node-name
percentcomplete
seq-num
size

[0..100]

The decompressed size in bytes of the Autosupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The transport protocol for this AutoSupport message's
destination. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination
The timestamp of the original generation (collection) of this
AutoSupport message. The time value is in seconds since
January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The timestamp of the last update to this history record. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The name of the filer where the AutoSupport message was
previously generated. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

The perentage of the AutoSupport message transmitted
successfully. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
size
optional

The AutoSupport message sequence number. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
The compressed size in bytes of the AutoSupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The delivery status for this AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"initializing" - ASUP request is being processed,
"collection_failed" - The AutoSupport Collection failed.
See 'Last Error' for more information,
"collection_in_progress" - The AutoSupport Collection is
in progress,
"queued" - ASUP is queued for delivery,
"transmitting" - ASUP transmission is in progress,
"sent_successful" - ASUP was successfully sent,
"ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully but has no
destinations configured,
"re_queued" - ASUP transmission failed and has been requeued,
"transmission_failed" - ASUP transmission has failed and
the retry limit has been exceeded,
"ondemand_ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully
but ASUP OnDemand has declined delivery,
"cancelled" - ASUP transmission cancelled

status

asupstatus
optional

subject

string
optional

The subject field of this AutoSupport message. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

timeremaining

timeinterval
optional

The estimate of the amount of time for the AutoSupport
Message to be fully transmitted. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-time

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

trigger

string
optional

The total collection time in msec of the Autosupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the EMS event that triggered this AutoSupport
message. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

byte-rate The approximate rate in bytes per second of the AutoSupport

upload-rate
uri

optional

Message upload. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The URI used to deliver this AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-invoke-diagnostic-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against autosupport object.
Name

Range

autosupportkey
error-code

Description

autosupport-config- The keys for the autosupport object to which the
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage
seq-num

Type

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The AutoSupport message sequence number.

Element definition: autosupport-invoke-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against autosupport object.
Name

Range

autosupportkey
error-code

Description

autosupport-config- The keys for the autosupport object to which the
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage
seq-num

Type

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The AutoSupport message sequence number.

Element definition: autosupport-invoke-performance-archive-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against autosupport object.
Name

Range

autosupportkey
error-code

Description

autosupport-config- The keys for the autosupport object to which the
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage
seq-num

Type

[0..2^64-

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer

The AutoSupport message sequence number.

[top]

1]

optional

Element definition: autosupport-manifest-info

[top]

AutoSupport manifest data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

body-file

string
optional

The AutoSupport Content Filename for this Data Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

cmd

string
optional

Actual Data Being Collected Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Execution Domain for Command Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

autosupportcmd-tgt
optional

cmd-tgt

"bsd" - Command executed by BSD,
"smf_table" - Command selects SMF table,
"file" - Command indicates file to collect,
"dblade" - Collect from dbladecli,
"dblade_file" - Collect a file from dblade. Could be partner
file,
"zapi_xml" - Response in XML format,
"custom_fx" - Collect custom function output file
AutoSupport Content Type for this Data Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"basic" - ASUP will contain minimal set of data for this
subsystem,
"troubleshooting" - ASUP will contain detailed collection of
data for this subsystem,
"diagnostic" - ASUP will contain diagnostic data for this
subsystem

contenttype

asupcontent-type
optional

error

string
optional

Textual Description of Error Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name

string
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

orig-sizecollected

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Initial Number of Bytes Collected Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

prio-num

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Priority Order of Collection Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Table Query for XML Collection Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

AutoSupport Sequence Number Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

query
seq-num

[0..2^641]

sizecollected

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Number of Bytes Collected Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

size[0..2^63compressed
1]

integer
optional

Compressed Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of this Data Item Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

asupmanifeststatus
optional

"requested" - ASUP request has been added to the queue
and is waiting processing by the collector,
"working" - ASUP Collector is actively gathering the needed
data,
"file_not_found" - ASUP collection failed, a needed file is
missing,
"no_such_table" - ASUP collection was unable to find the
requested SMF table,
"collection_truncated_size_limit" - ASUP collection
truncated due to size limits and partial data is available,
"collection_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP collection skipped
due to size limits and no data is available,
"collection_truncated_time_limit" - ASUP collection
truncated due to time limits and partial data is available,
"collection_skipped_time_limit" - ASUP collection skipped
due to time limits and no data is available,
"delivery_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP data was skipped at
delivery time due to size limits,
"general_error" - ASUP collection failed, additional
information if any will be in the Error String field,
"completed" - ASUP collection is complete, ready for
delivery,
"content_not_collected_mode" - ASUP content was not
collected, incompatible operational mode,
"content_not_collected_precheck" - ASUP content was not
collected, pre-check function violation,
"content_not_collected_privacy" - ASUP content was not
collected, the operation is disabled in privacy mode,
"content_empty" - ASUP content was collected
successfully, but output was empty,
"collection_aborted" - ASUP collection aborted, additional
information if any, will be in available in the Error field,
"collection_truncated_file_size_limit" - ASUP file truncated
due to size limits and partial data is available,
"collection_skipped_trigger_time_limit" - ASUP collection
was skipped due to trigger time limit,
"collection_incomplete" - ASUP content collection
incomplete,
"collection_skipped_trigger_size_limit" - ASUP collection
was skipped due to trigger size limit,
"collection_truncated_age" - ASUP file truncated due to
age and partial data is available
Subsystem Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),

subsystem

asupsubsystems
optional

"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP
is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,

"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
timecollected

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Collection Time for this Data Item (ms) Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-trigger-info

[top]

AutoSupport trigger data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Additional Content Flag Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

additionalcontent

asupcontenttype[]
optional

"basic" - ASUP will contain minimal set of data for this
subsystem,
"troubleshooting" - ASUP will contain detailed collection
of data for this subsystem,
"diagnostic" - ASUP will contain diagnostic data for this
subsystem
Additional Subsystems Reporting Basic Info Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,

basic-additional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific

information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
Default Subsystems Reporting Basic Info Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

asup-

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when

basic-default

subsystems[]
optional

ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

node-name

string
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

noteto-enabled

string
optional

(DEPRECATED) Deliver to AutoSupport -noteto Addresses.
Possible values are: enabled or disabled. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

size-limit

size
optional

The data collection size budget for this trigger. Content not
collected will be marked as collection-truncated-size-limit in
the manifest. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

time-limit

string
optional

The data collection time budget for this trigger (in seconds).
Content not collected will be marked as collection-truncatedtime-limit in the manifest. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

to-enabled

string

Deliver to AutoSupport -to Addresses. Possible values are:

trigger

optional

enabled or disabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

string
optional

EMS Message Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Additional Subsystems Reporting Troubleshooting Info
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

troubleshootingadditional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,

"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
Default Subsystems Reporting Troubleshooting Info Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,

troubleshootingdefault

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,

"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

Element definition: compression-format

[top]

7z|tgz Possible values:
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball
[none]

Element definition: mail-address

[top]

E-mail Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: aod-download
aod_download Possible values:
"licensing" - Download licenses for a node or cluster
[none]

[top]

Element definition: aod-download-status

[top]

aod_download_status Possible values:
"initialized" - Download request is ready to be transmitted to the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"request_failed" - Download request could not be transmitted,
"not_supported" - Download request type is not known by the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"transferring" - Requested data is being downloaded,
"completed" - Download has completed successfully,
"cancelled" - Download was cancelled,
"failed" - Download failed to complete
[none]

Element definition: asup-check-status

[top]

ok|warning|failed|not-run Possible values:
"ok" - The Status of the AutoSupport check is ok.,
"warning" - Please verify the intended behavior.,
"failed" - AutoSupport check failed.,
"not_run" - AutoSupport check could not be run.
[none]

Element definition: asup-content-type

[top]

Type of AutoSupport content Possible values:
"basic" - ASUP will contain minimal set of data for this subsystem,
"troubleshooting" - ASUP will contain detailed collection of data for this subsystem,
"diagnostic" - ASUP will contain diagnostic data for this subsystem
[none]

Element definition: asup-destination
smtp|http|noteto|retransmit Possible values:
"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination

[top]

[none]

Element definition: asup-manifest-status

[top]

AutoSupport manifest collection status Possible values:
"requested" - ASUP request has been added to the queue and is waiting processing by the
collector,
"working" - ASUP Collector is actively gathering the needed data,
"file_not_found" - ASUP collection failed, a needed file is missing,
"no_such_table" - ASUP collection was unable to find the requested SMF table,
"collection_truncated_size_limit" - ASUP collection truncated due to size limits and partial data is
available,
"collection_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP collection skipped due to size limits and no data is
available,
"collection_truncated_time_limit" - ASUP collection truncated due to time limits and partial data is
available,
"collection_skipped_time_limit" - ASUP collection skipped due to time limits and no data is
available,
"delivery_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP data was skipped at delivery time due to size limits,
"general_error" - ASUP collection failed, additional information if any will be in the Error String
field,
"completed" - ASUP collection is complete, ready for delivery,
"content_not_collected_mode" - ASUP content was not collected, incompatible operational mode,
"content_not_collected_precheck" - ASUP content was not collected, pre-check function violation,
"content_not_collected_privacy" - ASUP content was not collected, the operation is disabled in
privacy mode,
"content_empty" - ASUP content was collected successfully, but output was empty,
"collection_aborted" - ASUP collection aborted, additional information if any, will be in available in
the Error field,
"collection_truncated_file_size_limit" - ASUP file truncated due to size limits and partial data is
available,
"collection_skipped_trigger_time_limit" - ASUP collection was skipped due to trigger time limit,
"collection_incomplete" - ASUP content collection incomplete,
"collection_skipped_trigger_size_limit" - ASUP collection was skipped due to trigger size limit,
"collection_truncated_age" - ASUP file truncated due to age and partial data is available
[none]

Element definition: asup-status
AutoSupport general status Possible values:
"initializing" - ASUP request is being processed,
"collection_failed" - The AutoSupport Collection failed. See 'Last Error' for more information,
"collection_in_progress" - The AutoSupport Collection is in progress,
"queued" - ASUP is queued for delivery,
"transmitting" - ASUP transmission is in progress,
"sent_successful" - ASUP was successfully sent,
"ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully but has no destinations configured,
"re_queued" - ASUP transmission failed and has been re-queued,
"transmission_failed" - ASUP transmission has failed and the retry limit has been exceeded,

[top]

"ondemand_ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully but ASUP OnDemand has declined
delivery,
"cancelled" - ASUP transmission cancelled
[none]

Element definition: asup-subsystems
subsys1,subsys2,... Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node (hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware
before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,

[top]

"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
[none]

Element definition: asup-transport

[top]

smtp|http|https Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
[none]

Element definition: autosupport-cmd-tgt
Execution domain of AutoSupport content Possible values:
"bsd" - Command executed by BSD,
"smf_table" - Command selects SMF table,
"file" - Command indicates file to collect,
"dblade" - Collect from dbladecli,
"dblade_file" - Collect a file from dblade. Could be partner file,
"zapi_xml" - Response in XML format,
"custom_fx" - Collect custom function output file
[none]

[top]

Element definition: autosupport-config-info

[top]

AutoSupport configuration data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
from

Range

Type

Description

The e-mail address of the local administrator, used as the sender
mail-address of the AutoSupport message. To generate node-specific 'from'
optional
addresses, use the 'node-specific-from' (privilege: advanced)
parameter. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport daemon is enabled. When this
setting is disabled, delivery of all AutoSupport messages is
turned off. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-localcollectionenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of AutoSupport data when the
AutoSupport daemon is disabled. When this setting is true,
collection of AutoSupport data will still be done if is-enabled is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-nhtdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of disk health data. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

is-node-insubject

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the filer's hostname should be part of an
AutoSupport message's subject field. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

isondemanddownloadenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Download feature
is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport OnDemand is enabled. Default is
true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandremotediagenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Remote
Diagnostics feature is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-perfdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of Performance AutoSupport
data. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-privatedataremoved

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable removal of customer-supplied data.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isreminderenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable AutoSupport reminders.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-supportenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport notification to technical support is
enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-throttleenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable throttling to prevent a
potential avalanche of AutoSupport messages. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

lastsubject

string
optional

The subject field of the last generated AutoSupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The timestamp of the last generated AutoSupport message. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

string[]
optional

The name of the mail server(s) used to deliver AutoSupport
messages via SMTP. Both host names and IP addresses may be
used as valid input. One can optionally specify a
username/password for authentication with the
mailserver(rfc4954). Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max[0..2^63download1]
rate

integer
optional

Maximum download rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or in the range
20480 (20KBps)- 10737418240 (10GBps). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-http- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the HTTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-smtp- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the SMTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Maximum upload rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or greater
than or equal to 20480 (20KBps). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

minimumprivate[2..1024]
datalength

integer
optional

Minimum Length for Sensitive Data Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodespecificfrom

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to generate a node-specific 'from' address by
prepending the node name to the 'from' email address. Default is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

noteto

mailaddress[]
optional

last[0..2^31timestamp
1]

mail-hosts

maxuploadrate

(DEPRECATED) Specifies up to five recipients of short
AutoSupport e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

ondemand[0..2^32polling1]
interval

integer
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Client polling rate in minutes. As of
Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the range 5-2880.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ondemandserver-url

string
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Server URL. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

partneraddress

mailaddress[]
optional

payloadformat
periodictx-window

Specifies up to five partner vendor recipients of full AutoSupport
e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The format used to compress the AutoSupport message payload.
compression- Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
format
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
optional
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball
string
optional

The transmission window (seconds). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

post-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP POST.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

proxy-url

string
optional

Optional proxy host for AutoSupport message delivery via HTTP.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

put-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP PUT.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

The maximum number of delivery attempts for an AutoSupport
message. As of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the
range 5-30. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

retryinterval

string
optional

The number of seconds to wait, after a failed delivery attempt,
prior to re-transmitting an AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

supportaddress

mailaddress[]
optional

The e-mail address of Support. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

to

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five recipients of full AutoSupport e-mail
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

retrycount

[0..2^321]

transport

asuptransport
optional

validatedigitalcertificate

boolean
optional

The name of the transport protocol used to deliver AutoSupport
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
Validate Digital Certificate Received Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: byte-rate

[top]

Bytes per second Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: compression-format

[top]

7z|tgz Possible values:
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball
[none]

Element definition: mail-address
E-mail Address

[top]

[none]

Element definition: seqnum

[top]

Reverse-ordered Integer Range : [0..2^64-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: asup-transport
smtp|http|https Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cf
cf-aggregate-giveback-status
cf-force-takeover
cf-get-iter
cf-get-partner
cf-giveback
cf-hwassist-stats
cf-hwassist-stats-clear
cf-hwassist-status
cf-hwassist-test
cf-mode-set
cf-modify-iter
cf-negotiated-failover-disable
cf-negotiated-failover-enable
cf-negotiated-failover-status
cf-service-disable
cf-service-enable
cf-status
cf-takeover
cf-takeover-status

cf-aggregate-giveback-status

[top]

Returns giveback status of all the aggregates in the cluster which are taken over or were given back.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records [1..100]

query

tag

Output Name Range
attributeslist

Type
cfaggregategivebackinfo
optional
integer
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

cfaggregate- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
giveback- specified on any number of attributes in the cf object. All cf objects
info
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
string
optional
Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

cfaggregategiveback- The list of attributes of cf objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records [0..100]
Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cf
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-force-takeover

[top]

Forces one filer to take over its partner even though the filer detects an error that would otherwise
prevent a takeover. For example, normally, if a detached or faulty interconnect cable between the filers
causes the filers' NVRAM contents to be unsynchronized, takeover is disabled. However, this will allow
the filer to take over its partner despite the unsynchronized NVRAM contents. cf-force-takeover is
dangerous and can lead to data corruption; in almost all cases, use cf-takeover instead.
Input Name Range

disaster

node

Type

Description

When set to true, forces a filer to take over its partner in all cases where
a force-takeover would. In addition it will force a takeover even if some
partner mailbox disks are inaccessible. It can only be used when
remotesyncmirror is licensed. This option is very dangerous. Not only can
it cause data corruption, if not used carefully, it can also lead to a
situation where both the filer and it's partner are operational (split brain).
boolean
As such, it should only be used as a means of last resort when the
optional
takeover and force-takeover operations are unsuccessful in achieving a
takeover. The operator must ensure that the partner filer does not
become operational at any time while a filer is in a takeover mode
initiated by the use of this operation. In conjunction with RAID mirroring,
it can allow recovery from a disaster when the two filers are setup in a
MetroCluster configuration.
string

Errno

This parameter is the name of the node which is doing a takeover of its
partner.
Description

ETAKEOVERINPROGRESS
ESENDHOMEINPROGRESS
EVERSIONMISMATCH
EMBOXDEGRADED
EBADOPTIONS
EWAITINGFORPARTNER
ENOTHALTED
ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cf-get-iter
Iterate over a list of cf objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
storagefailoverinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

storageA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
failoverspecified on any number of attributes in the cf object. All cf objects
info
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

storagefailoverThe list of attributes of cf objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cf objects
optional to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-get-partner

[top]

Get the host name of the partner. If the name is unknown, It will return partner-unknown.
Input Name Range Type
node

string The node name is passed as an argument

Output Name Range Type
partner
Errno

Description

Description

Host name of the partner or partner-unknown, if the host name is not
string
known.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

cf-giveback

[top]

Initiates a giveback of partner resources. Once the giveback is complete, the automatic takeover
capability is disabled until the partner is rebooted. A giveback fails if outstanding CIFS sessions, active
system dump processes, or other filer operations makes a giveback dangerous or disruptive.
Input Name Range

force

node

Type

Description

When set to true, this allows a giveback to proceed even if there are
outstanding CIFS sessions, active system dump processes, or other filer
operations which makes a giveback dangerous or disruptive as long as it
boolean
would not result in data corruption or filer error. When set to false, this
optional
does not allow a giveback to proceed if there are outstanding CIFS
sessions, active system dump processes, or other filer operations which
makes a giveback dangerous or disruptive. The default value is false.
string

This parameter is the name of the node which performs giveback to its
partner.

only-cfoaggregates

When set to true, only the CFO HA-style aggregates (which includes the
root aggregate) will be given back. This may be needed in the case when
the partner node's VLDB and other such management applications are not
boolean properly working (they are required to be online for the SFO HA-style
optional aggregates to start serving data), so it might not be possible to giveback
SFO HA-style aggregates. When set to false, all the aggregates (CFO HAstyle aggregates + SFO HA-style aggregates) will be given back. The
default value is false.

overridevetoes

Some conditions cause attempts to giveback aggregates to be vetoed.
When set to true, this allows the process of giveback of the aggregates to
boolean
be initiated even in the face of such vetoes. When set to false, this does
optional
not allow the process of giveback of the aggregates to proceed if there
are any vetoes. The default value is false.

requirepartnerwaiting

When set to true, this ensures that the process of giveback of the
aggregates is not initiated if the partner is not up and waiting to receive
boolean
them. When set to false, this allows the process of giveback of the
optional
aggregates to proceed even if the partner is not up and waiting to receive
them. The default value is true.

Errno

Description

EPARTNERNOTWAITING
ENOAGGRS
ESENDHOMEINPROGRESS
ETAKEOVERINPROGRESS
EHALTING
ENOPARTNERINVENTORY
EPARTNERMISSINGDISKS
ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EPARTNERTRYINGTAKEOVER
E_ARL_IN_PROGRESS

cf-hwassist-stats

[top]

Get useful information about statistics of hardware assisted takeover functionality.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

node

string

Output Name

Range

hwassist-statsabnormal-reboot

Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Type

Description

string
Number of abnormal_reboot alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-badnvram-id

string
Number of bad NVRAM id alerts received
optional

hwassist-statsdimm-uecc-error

string
Number of dimm_uecc_error alerts received
optional

hwassist-statskeep-alive

string
Number of keep_alive alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-lossof-heartbeat
hwassist-statspost-error

string
Number of loss_of_heartbeat alerts received
optional
string
Number of post_error alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-cycle-via-rlm

string
Number of power_cycle_via_rlm alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-cycle-via-sp

string
Number of power_cycle_via_sp alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-loss

string
Number of power_loss alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-off-via-rlm

string
Number of power_off_via_rlm alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-off-via-sp

string Number of power off alerts received from service processor
optional (power_off_via_sp alert).

hwassist-statsreset-via-rlm

string
Number of reset_via_rlm alerts received
optional

hwassist-statsreset-via-sp

string
Number of reset_via_sp alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-ssmismatch

string
Number of shared secret key mismatch alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-test

string
Number of test alerts received
optional

hwassist-statstimes-throttled

string Number of times hardware assist alerts were throttled. Alerts
optional are throttled when too many are received in a short interval.

hwassist-statsunknown-alerts

string
Number of unknown alerts received
optional

hwassist-statswatchdog-reset

string
Number of l2_watchdog_reset alerts received
optional
string If no hardware assist statistics are available, this is set to
optional "Cannot determine hwassist stats".

no-stats
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-hwassist-stats-clear

[top]

Get useful information about stats of hw_assist functionality.
Input Name Range Type

Description

node

string Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-hwassist-status

[top]

Get useful information about the status of hw_assist functionality.
Input Name

Range

node

Type
string

Output Name

Range

Description
Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Type

Description
Possible values are:

keep-alive-status

string
optional

healthy
missed_keep_alive_alerts

local-hwassist-inactivecorrective-action

string
Indicates the corrective action if status is inactive.
optional

local-hwassist-inactivereason

string
Indicates the reason if status is inactive.
optional

local-hwassist-ipaddr
local-hwassist-port

string
If set, Ip address; 0.0.0.0 otherwise
optional
integer
If set, port; 0 otherwise
optional
Local node hw_assist status

local-hwassist-status

string Possible values are:
optional
active: If functionality is active.
inactive: If functionality is inactive
string Set if no hw_assist status is avaliable. Either this or the
optional remaining fields will be set,hence they are optional.

no-status
partner-hwassistinactive-corrective-action
partner-hwassistinactive-reason
partner-hwassist-ipaddr
partner-hwassist-port

string
Indicates the corrective action if status is inactive.
optional
string
Indicates the reason if status is inactive.
optional
string
If set, Ip address, 0.0.0.0 otherwise
optional
integer
If set, current port, 0 otherwise
optional
partner node hw_assist status

partner-hwassist-status

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string Possible values are:
optional
active: If functionality is active.
inactive: If functionality is inactive

cf-hwassist-test

[top]

Validates the hardware-assisted takeover configuration. functionality.
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Output Name Range Type

Description

This string corresponds to the result of the test. The possible outcomes
are: Hwassist is not initialized No hw_assist hardware found. Partner is
throttling alerts. Resource busy. Try again after some time. Hwassist
string hardware returned error. No response from partner. Timed out.
Unexpected abort. Partner has taken over. Interconnect is down between
nodes. Make sure partner is booted up.Run 'storage failover hwassist
show' for details.

hwassisttest-result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-mode-set

[top]

Enable or disable the high-availability (HA) for this node. A reboot of the node is required for the HA
mode to become effective.
Input Name Range Type

Description
HA mode.
Possible values:
'ha' - Enable high-availability(HA). After HA is enabled, giveback and
and takeover are available.
'non_ha' - Disable high-availability(HA). After HA is disabled, the
giveback and takeover are not available. Note that changing the mode
to non_ha requires disabling the takeover facility by calling cf-servicedisable.

mode

string

node

nodeNode name
name

Errno

Description

ESERVICEENABLED
EINTAKEOVER
EINTERNALERROR

cf-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of cf or a group of cf objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

optionsrelated- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info- element.
modify

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple cf objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
optional matching cf even when modification of a previous cf fails. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue modifying the next matching cf even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching cf fails, and do so until the total
optional
count
1]
number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum
specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be
no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if
'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

optionsIf modifying a specific cf, this input element must specify all keys. If
relatedmodifying cf objects based on query, this input element must
infospecify a query.
modify

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of cf objects (just keys) that
boolean
were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of cf
optional
objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of cf objects (just keys) that
boolean
were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of cf objects
optional
modified will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

cfmodify- Information about cf objects that were not modified due to some
iter- error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returninfo[] failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional cf objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of cf objects that matched the query, but were not modified
optional due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of cf objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

cfmodifyThe cf objects that were successfully updated. This element will be
iterreturned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-negotiated-failover-disable

[top]

Disables negotiated failover. disk_shelf is the negotiated failover module currently supported.
Input Name Range Type
module

Description

string Module currently supported is 'disk_shelf'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-negotiated-failover-enable

[top]

Enables negotiated failover. disk_shelf is the negotiated failover module currently supported.
Input Name Range Type
module

Description

string Module currently supported is 'disk_shelf'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-negotiated-failover-status

[top]

Returns the status of the negotiated failover module. Negotiated failover is a general facility which
supports negotiated failover on the basis of decisions made by various modules.
Input Name Range
module
Output Name Range
is-enabled
Errno

Type
string

Description
Module currently supported is 'disk_shelf'

Type

Description

boolean True, if storage failover for this module is enabled, false otherwise.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-service-disable
Disables the takeover capability of this filer in the cluster.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string This parameter is the name of the node on which service is to be disabled

Errno

Description

ESERVICENOTINITIALIZED
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
ESERVICENOTENABLED
EREVERTINPROGRESS
EINTERNALERROR

cf-service-enable

[top]

Enables the takeover capability of this filer in the cluster. This spawns a process to enable the service
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string This parameter is the name of the node on which service is to be enabled

Errno

Description

ESERVICENOTINITIALIZED
ESERVICEENABLED
EREVERTINPROGRESS
EMBOXUNKNOWN
EINTERNALERROR

cf-status

[top]

Get useful information about the status of the high availability service. If the monitor is not initialized,
this returns an error.
Input Name

Range

node
Output Name
backup-iotimes

Range

Type

Description

string

This parameter is the name of the node for which High Availability
service status is being requested

Type

Description

mailboxio-times- Backup mailbox IO times. Not returned if state is
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
info
optional

backupmailboxstatus

mailboxstatus- Backup mailbox status information, represented as a list of strings.
Not returned if state is "waiting_for_root_aggr".
info[]
optional

bootingreceived

integer

controlpartner-

time booting notification received, in milliseconds.

boolean True, if we control one or more partner aggregates.

aggregates
currentgivebackmodule
currentmode

string
The current module giveback process is in
optional
string
Current HA mode
optional

currentresourcetable-entry

If we're doing takeover processing, the name of the current entry
string
optional in the resource table.

currentresourcetable-entryindex

integer If we're doing takeover processing, the index of the current entry
optional in the resource table.

currenttakeovermodule

string
The current module takeover process is in. e.g. WAFL
optional

current-time

integer

fanta-relocaggr-count

integer
Number of partner homed aggregates owned by local node.
optional

firmwarereceived

integer

Current time on the filer

time firmware notification received, in milliseconds.
If a giveback failed this is the reason for the giveback failure.
Possible values are:

givebackfailurereason

string
optional

aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
testpoint - a giveback failure was simulated with a testpoint
cannot_giveback_partner_subsystem - node failed to
giveback one of partner's subsystems
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery operation
is in progress
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node
Giveback state of the node. Possible values are:
nothing_to_gb - No partner aggregates owned by local node
not_attempted_yet - Local node owns partner aggregates
and a giveback has not been attempted yet
giveback_in_progress - Giveback is in progress. Refer to
current-giveback-module field to get the current module, the
giveback process is in.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled - Previous giveback
failed and auto giveback is disabled. Refer to currentgiveback-module to get the module in which giveback
process failed.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled - Previous
giveback failed and an auto giveback is scheduled. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed. Refer time-until-autogiveback field
to check time remaining before an auto giveback is initiated.
previous_giveback_failed - Previous giveback failed. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed.
giveback_vetoed_no_di - Normal giveback not possible as

givebackstate

string
optional

disk inventory from partner has not yet been received
giveback_vetoed_missing_disks - Normal giveback not
possible as the partner is missing some of its files system
disks
autogiveback_scheduled - An auto giveback is scheduled
Refer time-until-autogiveback field to check time remaining
before an auto giveback is initiated.
autogiveback_deferred - Auto giveback is deferred because
the partner node was not ready to receive aggregates when
the auto giveback timer expired. An auto giveback will be
initiated as soon as the partner node is up and ready to
receive aggregates.
node_upgrade_in_progress - Local node owns partner's
aggregates as part of node upgrade process
sfo_aggr_giveback_failed - Giveback of SFO aggregates
failed. Call cf-aggregate-giveback-status API for more
information regarding giveback failure.
sfo_aggr_giveback_in_progress - Giveback of SFO
aggregates is in progress. Call cf-aggregate-giveback-status
API for more information regarding giveback status.
partial_giveback - Local node owns partner SFO aggregates
partner_spare_disks_giveback_pending - Local node owns
partner's spare disks
HA type Possible values are:

ha-type

string
optional

none - None
shared_storage - Shared storage HA configuration
non_shared_storage - Non-shared storage HA configuration
***** typedefs *****

interconnectlinks

States of the individual interconnect links e.g. VIA Interconnect is
string
down (link 0 down, link 1 down) VIA Interconnect is up (link 0
optional
down, link 1 up) VIA Interconnect is up (link 0 up, link 1 down)

interconnecttype

Type and Vendor of the interconnect e.g. Infiniband (Mellanox
string
optional Sinai) FCVI (Qlogic 2462)

is-enabled

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise.
boolean Note that the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be
possible due to various reason.

isinterconnectup
kill-packets
localfirmwareprogress

boolean True, if high availability interconnect is up
boolean True, if we issue ic kill messages during takeover.
integer A counter to indicate that the local node is progressing in the
optional current firmware state The range of possible values is [0..2^31-1]
Local firmware state that will be communicated through
interconnect to the partner
SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting

SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for HA mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be takenover
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps

localfirmwarestate

string
optional

local-inheadswap

boolean
True, if the local node is being replaced by a new node.
optional

localmailboxdisks

sf-diskList of local mailbox disks. Not returned if state is
info[]
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

localmissingdisks

sf-diskList of disks that the local node is missing but the partner node is
info[]
able to view.
optional

logsunsyncedcount

integer

maxresourcetable-index

integer
The maximum resource table index.
optional

Number of times the log was unsynchronized.

High-availability (HA) mode for this node Possible values:
mode

string
optional

name

string

'ha' - High-availability is enabled.
'non_ha' - High-availability is disabled.
Hostname of the dblade.

new-partner- [0..2^32- integer The new partner system ID recieved via HA interconnect. The
sysid
1]
optional value is zero if partner is not in headswap.
State of the storage failover of the node. Possible values are:
connected - Partner is available for takeover
takeover_scheduled - Partner is down and takeover is
scheduled
takeover_started - Takeover process has begun
takeover - Currently controlling partner's resources.
takeover_failed - Failed to takeover the partner
giveback_partial_waiting - This node controls partner
aggregates even though the node is not in takeover. And
we're waiting for a connection to the partner.
giveback_partial_connected - This node controls partner
aggregates even though the node is not in takeover. The
partner is available to receive the aggregates.
waiting_for_root_aggr - Partner is controlling dblade's root
aggregate If we're in this state, many other optional fields
are not returned.
waiting - Waiting for a connection to partner. Generally
happens while partner is rebooting.

node-state

string
optional

in_maintenance_mode - node is in maintenance mode. In
the mode it is not possible to determine more detailed
information (e.g. takeover or not).
pending_shutdown - starting a takeover/giveback is
inhibited due to a pending system shutdown.
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - node is relocating its
SFO aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
sfo_takeover_phase_done - Node is done with the SFO
phase of takeover.
sfo_takenover_phase_done - This node has relocated its
SFO aggregates to its partner during an optimized
negotiated takeover by its partner.
sfo_takeover_phase_aborted - The SFO phase of takeover
has been aborted. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to
check the reason.
sfo_takenover_phase_aborted - This node has aborted the
relocation of its SFO aggregates to its partner, during an
optimized negotiated takeover by its partner.
in_non_HA_mode - Node is not in HA mode
cfo_takeover_failed - CFO phase of takeover failed
sfo_takeover_phase - SFO phase of takeover of partner is in
progress
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - node has relocated its
SFO aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
giving_back - Giveback is in progress. Refer to currentgiveback-module field to get the current module, the
giveback process is in.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled - Previous giveback
failed and auto giveback is disabled. Refer to currentgiveback-module to get the module in which giveback
process failed.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled - Previous
giveback failed and an auto giveback is scheduled. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed.
Refer to time-until-autogiveback field to check time
remaining before an auto giveback is initiated.
previous_giveback_failed - Previous giveback failed. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed.
takeover_disk_inventory_not_received - Local node is in
takeover. A normal giveback is not possible as disk
inventory from partner has not yet been received.
takeover_partner_missing_disks - Local node is in takeover.
A normal giveback is not possible as the patner is missing
some of its file system disks.
takeover_autogiveback_scheduled - Local node in takeover.
An auto giveback is scheduled. Refer time-untilautogiveback field to check time remaining before an auto
giveback is initiated.
takeover_network_failure - Local node in takeover. The
partner was taken over due to network failure.
takeover_autogiveback_deferred - Local node in takeover.
Auto giveback is deferred because the partner node was not
ready to receive aggregates when the auto giveback timer
expired. An auto giveback will be initiated as soon as the
partner node is up and ready to receive aggregates.
automatic_takeover_disabled_connected - Automatic
takeover is disabled. Local node is connected to partner via
HA interconnect. This happens only in debug builds when

raid.panic.missing.disks is turned on from node CLI.
automatic_takeover_disabled_waiting - Automatic takeover
is disabled. Local node is waiting for partner node on HA
interconnect. This happens only in debug builds when
raid.panic.missing.disks is turned on from node CLI.
ndo_upgrade_in_progress - Local node owns partner's
aggregates as part of node upgrade process.
own_aggr_non_local_connected - Local node owns
aggregates of some other node in the cluster. Local node is
connected to partner via HA interconnect. This is possible
only during NDO double hop controller upgrade.
own_aggr_non_local_waiting - Local node owns aggregates
of some other node in the cluster. Local node is waiting for
partner on HA interconnect. This is possible only during NDO
double hop controller upgrade.
clusterwait_connected - Connected to partner via HA
interconnect. Local node waiting for cluster applications to
come online.
clusterwait_waiting - Waiting for partner on HA interconnect.
Local node waiting for cluster applications to come online.
dr_op_in_progress - MetroCluster disaster recovery
operation is in progress.
error - There is an error with the system
User have to compare the return values case-insensitively.
nvram-id
partner
partnerfirmwareprogress

[0..2^32integer
1]
string

NVRAM identifier
Hostname of the partner. If the partner is unknown, returns an
empty string.

integer A counter to indicate that the partner node is progressing in the
optional current firmware state The range of possible values is [0..2^31-1]
Partner firmware state as communicated by the partner through
interconnect

partnerfirmwarestate

string
optional

SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for HA mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be takenover
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover

SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
partner-inheadswap

boolean
True, if partner node is being replaced by a new node.
optional

partnermailboxdisks

sf-diskList of partner mailbox disks as this dblade sees them. Not
info[]
returned if state is "waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

partnermissingdisks

sf-diskList of disks that the partner node is missing but the local node is
info[]
able to view.
optional

partnername

string
Hostname of the partner. Not returned if unknown.
optional

partnernvram-id

[0..2^32- integer
Partner NVRAM identifier. Not returned if unknown.
optional
1]

primary-iotimes

mailboxio-times- Primary mailbox IO times. Not returned if state is
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
info
optional

primarymailboxstatus

mailboxPrimary mailbox statusPrimary mailbox status information,
statusrepresented as a list of strings. Not returned if state is
info[]
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

resourcetable

resourcetable- The failover monitor resource table.Pre-rsrctbl information will be
prep-ended to this output.
info[]
optional

sf-options

sfOptions for debugging purpose. The actual interface is via the
optionsoptions mechanism. Not returned if state is
info
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

state

connected - Partner is available for takeover takeover_scheduled Partner is down and takeover is scheduled takeover_started Takeover process has begun takeover - Currently controlling
partner's resources. taken over - Partner is controlling filer's
resources takeover_failed - Failed to takeover the partner
sfo_takeover_phase - This node has asked its partner to relocate
its SFO aggregates in preparation for takeover. This occurs when a
user has initiated an optimized negotiated takeover.
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - This node is relocating its SFO
aggregates to its partner during an optimized negotiated takeover
by its partner. sfo_takeover_phase_done - This node is done with
the SFO phase of an optimized negotiated takeover.
sfo_takenover_phase_done - This node has relocated its SFO
aggregates to its partner during an optimized negotiated takeover
by its partner. sfo_takeover_phase_aborted - The SFO phase of
takeover is aborted on this node during an optimized negotiated
string
takeover of its partner. sfo_takenover_phase_aborted - This node
optional has aborted the relocation of its SFO aggregates to its partner,
during an optimized negotiated takeover by its partner.
giving_back - Sendhome process in progress
giveback_partial_waiting - This node controls partner aggregates
even though the node is not in takeover. And we're waiting for a
connection to the partner. giveback_partial_connected - This node
controls partner aggregates even though the node is not in
takeover. The partner is available to receive the aggregates.
waiting_for_root_aggr - Partner is controlling dblade's root
aggregate If we're in this state, many other optional fields are not

returned. waiting - Waiting for a connection to partner. Generally
happens while partner is rebooting. in_maintenance_mode - node
is in maintenance mode. In the mode it is not possible to
determine more detailed information (e.g. takeover or not).
pending_shutdown - starting a takeover/sendhome is inhibited due
to a pending system shutdown. error - There is an error with the
system User have to compare the return values case-insensitively.
takeover-bypartner-notpossiblereason

takeover- If takeover by the partner is not possible, list of one or more
reasons why. Note that in for non-verbose command output the
info[]
optional first reason returned is the one that should be displayed.

takeover-bypartnerpossible

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible by the
boolean
partner, false otherwise. Note that this is the local node's view of
optional
partner.
If state equals "takeover_failed", this is the reason for the
takeover failure. Possible values are:

takeoverfailurereason

string
optional

shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress
takeover_in_progress - takeover is in progress
unknown_partner_id - node could not detect its partner's
system ID
conflicting_sysid - node has the same system ID as its
partner
pri_mbx_update_error - node could not update its primary
mailbox
takeover_disabled_by_partner - partner has disabled
takeover
cannot_takeover_partner_subsystem - node failed to
takeover one of partner's subsystems
non_etc_or_rc_boot - it is not possible to takeover in a nonetc/rc boot
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
revert_in_progress - revert is in progress
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery operation
is in progress
headswap_in_progress - headswap is in progress
destination_check_failed - destination check failed
communication_failed - communication with destination
failed
operation_aborted - operation was aborted
aggr_not_online - destination node did not online the
aggregate being relocated in time
sfo_disabled - storage failover service is not enabled
partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
bdfu_not_disabled_source - failed to disable background
disk firmware update (BDFU) on local node
bdfu_not_disabled_dest - failed to disable background disk
firmware update (BDFU) on partner node
partner_shutting_down - shutdown is in progress on the
partner node
partner_aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation
is in progress on the partner node
partner_giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress on
the partner node
partner_revert_in_progress - revert is in progress on the

partner node
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node
partner_in_headswap - headswap is in progress on the
partner node
takeover-ofpartner-notpossiblereason

takeover- If is-enabled is false, list of one or more reasons why. Note that in
for non-verbose command output the first reason returned is the
info[]
optional one that should be displayed.

takeoverpossible

boolean

takeoverreason

string
Reason for triggering a takeover of partner.
optional

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible, false
otherwise.

Takeover state of the node. Possible values are:

takeoverstate

string
optional

takeover_failed - Takeover Failed
sfo_takeover_in_progress - SFO phase of takeover of
partner is in progress
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocating aggregates
to partner as a takeover was initiated by partner
cfo_takeover_scheduled - CFO phase of takeover is
scheduled
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocated aggregates to
partner after a takeover was initiated by partner
takeover_by_partner_failed - A takeover attempt by partner
failed. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to check the
reason for takeover failure.
in_takeover - Node is in takeover
takeover_started - A takeover is in progress
takeover_scheduled - A takeover of partner is scheduled.
Refer to time-until-takeover field to check time remaining till
takeover.
not_in_takeover - Local node is not in takeover

time-sincetakeover

integer
Time in milliseconds since the local node has taken over partner.
optional

time-untilautogiveback

If state == takeover this is the countdown time in seconds until
integer
auto-giveback is started. The range of possible values is [0..2^31optional
1]. This attribute will be absent on output when the value is 0.

time-untiltakeover

integer if state == takeover_scheduled, this is the countdown time in
optional seconds until state == takeover_started.

timeouts
transitevent-time
Errno

timeoutVarious failover monitor timeouts.
info
integer

Time at which last takeover/giveback event occurred, in
milliseconds.

Description

ENODENOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

cf-takeover

[top]

Initiates a takeover of the storage partner. Takeover is done asynchronously; status may be monitored
by calling the cf-status API and examining the state field. If automatic giveback is enabled then control
will be returned to storage partner once it boots up.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

allow-diskinventorymismatch

This allows takeover if disk inventory information is mismatched for non
root volume disks. If mismatched, local node performance could degrade
as what appears to be missing disks are rebuilt. NOTE:: When using this
boolean option and if some of partner's file system disks are not visible to local
optional node, then after giveback those missing disks can create new failed
aggregate with same name. So, if any aggregate is offline after giveback
with same name then using "zapi_aggr_destroy", you have to destroy
that offline aggregate.

bypassoptimization

The bypass-optimization option determines whether or not an optimized
negotiated takeover is run. Optimized negotiated takeover refers to the
serial relocation of SFO aggregates to the taking over node, prior to a
boolean
negotiated takeover. This is an optimization because it reduces peroptional
aggregate client outage times. If the bypass-optimization option is set to
true, then the takeover optimization is bypassed, and the normal
takeover code path is executed. The default value for this option is false.

force

It forces a node to take over its storage partner even though the node
detects an error that would otherwise prevent a takeover. For example,
normally, if a detached or faulty interconnect cable between the
boolean nodes(ha pair) causes the nodes NVRAM contents to be unsynchronized,
optional takeover is disabled. However, this will allow the node to take over its
storage partner despite the unsynchronized NVRAM contents. cf-forcetakeover is dangerous and can lead to data corruption; in almost all
cases, use cf-takeover instead.

halt

This parameter specifies whether the node being taken over should be
boolean halted. If the value is true, then the node being taken over is halted. If
optional the value is false, then the node being taken over is shutdown and might
be rebooted if AUTOBOOT is set to true. This parameter defaults to false.

ignorequorumwarnings
immediate
node

This option ignores errors that would be returned due to a takeover of
boolean
the epsilon node or causing an out of quorum. The default value is
optional
`false` and thuse the default behavior is to fail on quorum-warnings.
This causes takeover to be initiated immediately. The taken over node, if
boolean
up, does not get to shut things down in an orderly manner so the
optional
takeover of the resources takes longer.
string

This parameter is the name of the node which is doing a takeover of its
partner.

overridevetoes

The override-vetoes option ignores any vetoes occuring as part of a
boolean negotiated takeover and allows the takeover operation to continue. The
optional default value is `false` which means the operation fails by default if a
veto is encountered.

skip-lifmigration

This option results in migration of LIFs to be skipped prior to a takeover.
However if LIFs on this node are configured for failover, those LIFs may
boolean
still failover after the reboot has occurred. The default value is `false`
optional
and hence the default behavior is to synchronously migrate data and
cluster management LIFs away from the node prior to its takeover.

versionmismatchok

This allows takeover if the partner was running an incompatible operating
boolean
system version and was cleanly halted. This option is used for nonoptional
disruptive upgrade(NDU).

Errno
ETAKEOVERINPROGRESS
ESENDHOMEINPROGRESS

Description

EVERSIONMISMATCH
EMBOXDEGRADED
EBADOPTIONS
EWAITINGFORPARTNER
ENOTHALTED
ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVENTORYMISMATCH
ENOPARTNERINVENTORY
EPARTNERTRYINGTAKEOVER
E_NODE_NOT_SF_UP
EARL_ABORT_FAILED
ECIFSACTIVEONPARTNER
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_TO_TAKEOVER

cf-takeover-status

[top]

Get the takeover status of a node and the takeover status of all its partner aggregates, for all nodes in a
cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records [1..100]
query

tag

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
takeoverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
takeover- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
status specified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name Range
attributeslist
next-tag

Description

Type

Description

takeoverstatus[] The list of attributes of aggr objects.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr
string
optional objects to return.

num-records [0..100] integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno
ESERVICENOTINITIALIZED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_CORE
ENOT_SFO_HA_POLICY
EAGGR_FAILED_LIMBO
EAGGR_MIGRATE_OFFLINE_FAILED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_VETO

Description

EAGGR_MIGRATE_HA_MSG_ERR
EAGGR_MIGRATE_ONLINE_TIMEOUT
EAGGR_MIGRATE_ONLINE_FAILED
E_NETRA_CHK_FAILED
E_AGGR_MIGRATE_ABORTED
E_TKOVR_ABORT_CHK_FAILED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_PRECOMMIT_FAILED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_RESTRICTED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_OFFLINE
EAGGR_MIGRATE_FOREIGN
ENOT_BOTH_PLEX_ONLINE
E_BDFU_FAILED_AGGR_MIGRATION_SOURCE
E_BDFU_FAILED_AGGR_MIGRATION_DEST
ENODISKSFOUND

Element definition: cf-aggregate-giveback-info
Giveback status of an aggregate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Failure reason, incase giveback of this aggregate failed. Possible values
include:

aggrgivebackerror

string
optional

"sfo_am_shutdown" - Node is being shutdown
"sfo_am_not_homed_partner" - Aggregate not owned by partner
"sfo_am_not_sfo" - Aggregate does not have SFO policy
"sfo_am_failed_limbo" - Aggregate in failed or limbo state
"sfo_am_offline_failed" - Aggregate could not be offlined during
giveback
"sfo_am_migrating" - Aggregate is being migrated
"sfo_am_veto" - Giveback was vetoed.
"sfo_am_communication_err" - Giveback failed because node
cannot communicate with the partner
"sfo_am_online_timeout" - Aggregate did not come online after
giveback
"sfo_am_online_failed" - Failed to online the aggregate after
giveback
"sfo_am_hdd_to_aff_dest" - Migration of a non-SSD aggregate to
an All-Flash Optimized destination is not allowed
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggrgivebackmodule

If giveback is in progress, then this is set to the module which is currently
string running. If giveback was failed or vetoed by a certain module then this is
optional set to the first module which failed the giveback. Example: WAFL.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Giveback status of the aggregate Possible values include:

aggrgivebackstate

string
optional

"sfo_am_done" - Giveback done
"sfo_am_failed" - Giveback failed
"sfo_am_inprog" - Giveback in progress
"sfo_am_not_started" - Giveback not started
"sfo_am_nothing_to_gb" - No aggregates to giveback
"sfo_disk_inventory_not_exchanged" - Auto giveback failed
because disk inventory was not exchanged between HA partners
"sfo_disk_inventory_mismatch" - Auto giveback failed because
there was mismatch in disk inventory
"sfo_am_failed_bdfu_source" - Giveback failed as failed to disable
background disk firmware update on source node.
"sfo_am_failed_bdfu_dest" - Giveback failed as failed to disable
background disk firmware update on destination node.
"sfo_am_delayed_bdfu_source" - Giveback delayed as disk
firmware update is in progress on source node.
"sfo_am_delayed_bdfu_dest" - Giveback delayed as disk firmware
update is in progress on destination node.
"sfo_am_running_checks" - Performing veto checks.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
Aggregate name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggregate
destinationnode

string Node to which the aggregate is being given back Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeNode performing the giveback of aggregate Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cf-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against cf object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

options-related-infomodify

cf-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

errormessage

The keys for the cf object to which the modify
operation applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

Element definition: mailbox-io-times-info
Mailbox IO times
Name
normal
transition

Range Type

Description

integer Maximum IO time in milliseconds, normal
integer Maximum IO time in milliseconds, transition

[top]

Element definition: mailbox-status-info

[top]

Mailbox status info.
Name

Range Type

Description

representation of mailbox status bit. Possible values: mbx_status_nodisks
mbx_status_uncertain mbx_status_stale mbx_status_conflicted
string
mbx_status_old_version mbx_status_not_found mbx_status_wrong_state
mbx_status_backup

mailboxstatus

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: options-related-info-modify
Storage Failover Options to Modify
Name

Range

Type

Description

autogivebackenabled

boolean
optional

True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

failoverenabled

boolean
optional

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise. Note
that the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be possible due
to various reasons. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ha-mode

hamode
optional

node

nodename
optional

Specifies whether the node is set up in high-availability mode or
stand-alone mode. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"
Node name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

sfoadvancedoptions-infomodify

advancedoptionsAdvanced Options to Modify
modify
optional

sfogivebackoptions-infomodify

givebackoptionsGiveback Options to Modify
modify
optional

sfotakeover-

takeoveroptions-

Takeover Options to Modify

[top]

options-infomodify

modify
optional

Element definition: resource-table-info

[top]

A failover monitor resource table entry.
Name Range

Type

Description

fail

string

Entry failure code, represented as a string: ok fail fail_always hang panic veto

name

string

Name of the entry

state

string

Entry state, represented as a string: up start_running start_done start_failed
stop_running stop_failed takeover_barrier only_when_initd

timedelta

integer
Amount of time spent in this element, in milliseconds.
optional

Element definition: sf-disk-info

[top]

Disk information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
A cluster unique name for a disk. Disks take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.
Disks on multi-disk carriers take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.'lun'.

diskclustername

string Virtual disks take the form 'prefix'.'number' where prefix is the storage
optional array's prefix and number is a unique ascending number.
Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information
is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

disk-uid
name
physicallocation

string

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. XXX should use
same typedef as storage ZAPI. Note sure where it is defined.

string
Name of the disk, e.g. v1.1
optional
integer Name of the location where the disk is physically present. This can be local,
optional partner or mediator.

Element definition: sf-options-info

[top]

Options for debugging purpose.
Name
aggregatemigrationtimeout
bypasstakeover-

Range

Type

Description

Number of seconds the source node has to wait for the destination
integer
node to complete the aggregate migration before declaring the
optional
migration as failed. The default setting is 40 seconds.
If true, then optimized negotiated takeover is bypassed. If false,
boolean negotiated takeover will be optimized. The default value for this

optimization
giveback-auto

optional option is false. This option will be available starting with Data ONTAP
8.2.
boolean

Indicates if the automatic giveback is enabled. Same as send-homeauto.

hwassist-enable

boolean Indicate if hardware assist takeover is enabled.

hwassist-healthcheck-interval

integer

hwassistpartner-ip

string

hwassistpartner-port
hwassist-retrycount
mode

Hardware assist h/w sends a heartbeat every '-health-checkinterval' seconds.
Hardware assist Ip address of the partner.

integer Port number on which hwassist receives alerts.
integer Number of times we repeat sending an alert.
string
HA mode in registry
optional

node-status-inmailbox-disks

boolean Indicates if we propagate node status via mailbox disks.

node-status-inmailbox-disksread-interval

integer Rate in seconds at which we read node status from mailbox disks.

node-status-inmailbox-diskswrite-interval

integer Rate in seconds at which we write node status to mailbox disks.

send-home-auto

boolean Indicates if the automatic send-home facility enabled.

send-homeauto-attempts

integer

The number of times we'll try to do an automatic giveback within
send-home-auto-minutes

send-homeauto-attemptsminutes

integer

The number of minutes in which we should not execeed send-homeauto-attempts automatic send-home attempts.

send-homeauto-delayseconds

The number of seconds of delay before initiating automatic sendinteger home. This will be the minimum time a node will be in takeover
state before performing auto sendhome.

send-homecheck-partnerwaiting

boolean

takeoverdetection-time

integer Takeover detection time in seconds.

Indicates if we require the partner to be waiting for a send-home in
order to do a send-home.

takeover-onfailure

boolean Indicates if we will automatically takeover upon partner failure.

takeover-onpanic

boolean Indicates if we will automatically takeover upon partner panic.

takeover-onreboot

boolean Indicates if we will automatically takeover upon partner reboot.

takeover-onshort-uptime

boolean

Indicates if we will automatically takeover if the partner fails within
60 seconds of booting.

Element definition: storage-failover-info
Storage Failover Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

sfo-giveback-info
sfo-interconnect-info

Type

Description

giveback-related-info
optional

Giveback related Info

interconnect-related-info
Interconnect Info
optional

sfo-node-info

node-related-info
optional

sfo-options-info

options-related-info
optional

Options Info

sfo-storage-info

storage-related-info
optional

Storage Info

sfo-takeover-info

takeover-related-info
optional

Node Info

Takeover related Info

Element definition: takeover-info

[top]

Takeover info.
Name Range Type

Description
reason we can't takeover:

reason

string

not_initialized - Controller Failover not initialized
non_ha_mode - Controller is in non-HA mode
disabled - Controller Failover takeover disabled
mailbox_invalid - Partner mailbox disks not accessible or invalid
mailbox_uninit - Partner mailbox status uninitialized
fm_version_mismatch - Failover monitor version mismatch
partner_disabled - Takeover disabled by partner
operator_deny - Takeover disabled by operator
nvram_mismatch - NVRAM size mismatch
version - Version mismatch
ic_error - Interconnect error
booting - Partner booting
shelf_hot - Disk shelf is too hot
partner_revert_in_progress - Partner is performing revert
local_revert_in_progress - Revert is in progress
partner_takeover - Partner is attempting takeover
local_takeover - Already in takeover mode
halt_no_takeover - Partner halted in notakeover mode
log_unsync - NVRAM log unsynchronized
unknown - No takeover due to unknown reason
waiting_for_partner - Waiting for partner to recover
low_memory - Low memory condition
halting - Local halt in progress
mailbox_uncertain - Status of partner mailbox is uncertain
no_auto_takeover - Automatic takeover is disabled
disk_inventory_not_exchanged - Disk inventory information not received

from partner
disk_inventory_mismatch_local - Local node missing some of partner node's
file system disks
pending_shutdown - Local node is shutting down
dr_in_progress - metrocluster disaster recovery operation is in progress.
mcc_node_object_limit - This node or partner node is in switchover state
and MetroCluster config option node-object-limit is off in the DR group of
this node.

Element definition: takeover-status

[top]

Takeover status of a node and all of its partner aggregates. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, assuming that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range Type

Description
Takeover status of the partner aggregate. This includes the reason for the
failure of takeover of an aggregate. If takeover is in progress in a particular
module, or if takeover was vetoed by a particular module, that is also
indicated. Possible values include:

aggregatetakeoverstatus

string

Done
Failed
In progress, Module: wafl
Not attempted yet
Failed: Operation was vetoed, Module: example. The aggregate will be
taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate does not have SFO HA policy. The aggregate will be
taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate is in failed or limbo state. The aggregate will be
taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed to offline the aggregate. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
No aggregates to relocate
Failed: Node cannot communicate with the destination node. To
takeover the remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover
-ofnode -bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the
relocated aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode "
command.
Failed: Destination node did not online the aggregate on time. To
takeover the remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover
-ofnode -bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the
relocated aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode "
command.
Failed: Destination node failed to online the aggregate. To takeover the
remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover -ofnode bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the relocated
aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode " command.

Failed: Destination cannot receive the aggregate. To takeover the
remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover -ofnode bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the relocated
aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode " command.
Failed: Aggregate is restricted. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate does not have disks. The aggregate will be taken
over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate is foreign. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate is offline. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Mirrored aggregate does not have both plexes online. The
aggregate will be taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed, could not disable firmware updates on .
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
node

string Name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodetakeoverstatus

string Takeover status of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

takenoveraggregate

string Name of the taken over aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: timeout-info

[top]

Failover monitor timeouts.
Name

Range

Type

Description

booting

integer booting timeout, in milliseconds

connect

integer connect timeout, in milliseconds

dumpcore
fast

integer dumpcore timeout, in milliseconds
integer fast timeout, in milliseconds

firmware

integer firmware timeout, in milliseconds

mailbox

integer mailbox timeout, in milliseconds

operator

integer operator timeout, in milliseconds

reboot
slow

integer
reboot timeout, in milliseconds
optional
integer slow timeout, in milliseconds

transit
transit-timer-enabled

integer transit timeout, in milliseconds
boolean True, if the transit timer is enabled

Element definition: advanced-options-modify

[top]

Advanced Options to Modify
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatemigration- [30..300]
timeout

integer
optional

Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, the source node has
to wait for the destination node to complete the aggregate
migration before declaring the migration as failed. Default: 120
seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies failover outage durations to allow CIFS NDO lite
customers to tune the NVlog size. A value of 'default' uses the
maximum NVRAM possible. Attributes: non-creatable,
cifsndoduration modifiable Possible values:
optional
"default" ,
"medium" ,
"low"

cifs-ndoduration

propagatemailboxenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether storage-failover status is communicated via
mailbox disks. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

readinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node reads its
partner's status from the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

writeinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node writes its status
to the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: giveback-options-modify

[top]

Giveback Options to Modify
Name

Range

autogivebackafter-panicenabled

Type

Description

Specifies whether a node should attempt automatic giveback
boolean
operations if takeover was because of a disruption in the partner's
optional
operation Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackenabled

boolean True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackoverridevetoesenabled

Specifies whether long-running operations (for instance, NDMP
boolean dump/restoration, volume verification, etc.) are terminated and
optional partner veto votes are overriden when an automatic giveback
operation is initiated. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies the minimum time, in seconds, that a node will stay in
autogivebackinteger
takeover state prior to performing an automatic giveback. Default:
[0..600]
optional
delay
600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether the node checks that its partner is waiting-forgiveback before initiating a giveback. If check-partner is false,
boolean
aggregates will be given back even if the partner is not up and ready
optional
potentially leading to longer outage. Default: true Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

checkpartnerenabled
givebackattemptscount

[2..10]

Specifies the number of times the node attempts an automatic
integer
giveback within the time period specified by giveback-attemptsoptional
interval. Default: 2 Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

givebackattemptsinterval

[1..90]

Specifies the time period, in minutes, used by the givebackinteger
attempts-count parameter Default: 60 minutes Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

Element definition: giveback-related-info

[top]

Giveback related Info
Name

Range

Type

Description
This is the reason for the giveback failure. Possible values are:

givebackfailure-reason

aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
testpoint - a giveback failure was simulated with a testpoint
cannot_giveback_partner_subsystem - node failed to giveback
one of partner's subsystems
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery operation is
in progress
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
givebackmodule

string The current module giveback process is in. e.g. WAFL Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
Giveback state of the node. Possible values are:

giveback-state

nothing_to_gb
not_attempted_yet
giveback_in_progress
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled
previous_giveback_failed
giveback_vetoed_no_di
giveback_vetoed_missing_disks
autogiveback_scheduled
autogiveback_deferred
node_upgrade_in_progress
sfo_aggr_giveback_failed
sfo_aggr_giveback_in_progress
partial_giveback
partner_spare_disks_giveback_pending

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: hamode
High availability mode Possible values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: interconnect-related-info

[top]

Interconnect Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

interconnectlinks

string States of the individual interconnect links. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

interconnecttype

string Type and Vendor of the interconnect. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isinterconnectup

boolean True, if storage failover interconnect is up. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-related-info

[top]

Node Info
Name

Range

Type

Description
Current HA Mode Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

currentmode

hamode
optional

"ha" ,
"non_ha"
Specifies the type of high-availability configuration. Possible values
are:

ha-type

hatype
optional

none - none
shared_storage - shared storage high-availability configuration
non_shared_storage - non-shared storage high-availability
configuration
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - None,
"shared_storage" - Shared storage HA configuration,
"non_shared_storage" - Non-shared storage HA configuration

localA counter to indicate that the local node is progressing in the current
[0..2^32- integer
firmwarefirmware state. If the counter is not progressing the node may be
optional
1]
progress
unresponsive or down. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Local firmware state that will be communicated through interconnect

to the partner. Possible values are:

localfirmwarestate

string
optional

SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for cluster mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be taken-over
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename Node name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Storage failover status of the node. Possible values are:
connected - Partner is available for takeover.
takeover_scheduled - Partner is down and takeover is scheduled.
takeover_started - Takeover process has begun.
takeover - Currently controlling partner's resources.
takeover_failed - Failed to takeover the partner.
giveback_partial_waiting - This node controls partner aggregates
even though the node is not in takeover. And we're waiting for a
connection to the partner.
giveback_partial_connected - This node controls partner
aggregates even though the node is not in takeover. The partner
is available to receive the aggregates.
waiting_for_root_aggr - Partner is controlling dblade's root
aggregate If we're in this state, many other optional fields are
not returned.
waiting - Waiting for a connection to partner. Generally happens
while partner is rebooting.
in_maintenance_mode - Node is in maintenance mode. In the
mode it is not possible to determine more detailed information
(e.g. cluster or not; takeover or not, etc).
pending_shutdown - Starting a takeover/giveback is inhibited
due to a pending system shutdown.
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - Node is relocating its SFO
aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
sfo_takeover_phase_done - Node is done with the SFO phase of
takeover.

node-state

string
optional

sfo_takenover_phase_done - This node has relocated its SFO
aggregates to its partner during an optimized negotiated
takeover by its partner.
sfo_takeover_phase_aborted - The SFO phase of takeover has
been aborted. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to check the
reason.
sfo_takenover_phase_aborted - This node has aborted the
relocation of its SFO aggregates to its partner, during an
optimized negotiated takeover by its partner.
in_non_HA_mode - Node is not in HA mode
cfo_takeover_failed - CFO phase of takeover failed
sfo_takeover_phase - SFO phase of takeover of partner is in
progress
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - Node has relocated its SFO
aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
giving_back - Giveback is in progress. Refer to current-givebackmodule field to get the current module, the giveback process is
in.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled - Previous giveback
failed and auto giveback is disabled. Refer to current-givebackmodule to get the module in which giveback process failed.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled - Previous giveback
failed and an auto giveback is scheduled. Refer to currentgiveback-module to get the module in which giveback process
failed.
Refer to time-until-autogiveback field to check time remaining
before an auto giveback is initiated.
previous_giveback_failed - Previous giveback failed. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which giveback
process failed.
takeover_disk_inventory_not_received - Local node is in
takeover. A normal giveback is not possible as disk inventory
from partner has not yet been received.
takeover_partner_missing_disks - Local node is in takeover. A
normal giveback is not possible as the patner is missing some of
its file system disks.
takeover_autogiveback_scheduled - Local node in takeover. An
auto giveback is scheduled. Refer time-until-autogiveback field
to check time remaining before an auto giveback is initiated.
takeover_network_failure - Local node in takeover. The partner
was taken over due to network failure.
takeover_autogiveback_deferred - Local node in takeover. Auto
giveback is deferred because the partner node was not ready to
receive aggregates when the auto giveback timer expired. An
auto giveback will be initiated as soon as the partner node is up
and ready to receive aggregates.
automatic_takeover_disabled_connected - Automatic takeover is
disabled. Local node is connected to partner via HA interconnect.
This happens only in debug builds when raid.panic.missing.disks
is turned on from node CLI.
automatic_takeover_disabled_waiting - Automatic takeover is
disabled. Local node is waiting for partner node on HA
interconnect. This happens only in debug builds when
raid.panic.missing.disks is turned on from node CLI.
ndo_upgrade_in_progress - Local node owns partner's
aggregates as part of node upgrade process.
own_aggr_non_local_connected - Local node owns aggregates of
some other node in the cluster. Local node is connected to
partner via HA interconnect. This is possible only during NDO
double hop controller upgrade.

own_aggr_non_local_waiting - Local node owns aggregates of
some other node in the cluster. Local node is waiting for partner
on HA interconnect. This is possible only during NDO double hop
controller upgrade.
clusterwait_connected - Connected to partner via HA
interconnect. Local node waiting for cluster applications to come
online.
clusterwait_waiting - Waiting for partner on HA interconnect.
Local node waiting for cluster applications to come online.
dr_op_in_progress - MetroCluster disaster recovery operation is
in progress.
SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for cluster mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be taken-over
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
nvram-id

[0..2^32- integer
NVRAM identifier Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

A counter to indicate that the partner node is progressing in the
partner[0..2^32- integer current firmware state. If the counter is not progressing the partner
firmwareoptional node may be unresponsive or down. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
progress
modifiable
Partner firmware state as communicated by the partner through
interconnect. Possible values are:

partner-

SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting

string
optional

firmwarestate

SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for cluster mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be taken-over
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

partnername

string Storage failover partner node name Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

partner- [0..2^32- integer
Partner NVRAM identifier Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
nvram-id
1]
optional
statedescription

string A detailed description of the storage failover state of the node.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: options-related-info

[top]

Options Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

autogivebackenabled

boolean
optional

True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

failoverenabled

boolean
optional

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise. Note that
the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be possible due to
various reasons. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ha-mode

hamode
optional

Specifies whether the node is set up in high-availability mode or standalone mode. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"

sfoadvancedoptionsinfo

advancedoptions Advanced Options
optional

sfogivebackoptionsinfo

givebackoptions Giveback Options
optional

sfotakeoveroptionsinfo

takeoveroptions Takeover Options
optional

Element definition: storage-related-info

[top]

Storage Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

localmailboxstate

mailbox- Primary mailbox status information, represented as a list of strings. Not
state[] returned if node-state is waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

localmissingdisks

diskList of disks that the local node is missing but the partner node is able to
uid[]
view. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

mailboxdiskslocal

diskList of local mailbox disks. Not returned if node-state is
uid[]
waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

mailboxdiskspartner

disk- List of partner mailbox disks as this dblade sees them. Not returned if
uid[] partner's node-state is waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

partnermailboxstate

mailbox- Backup mailbox status information, represented as a list of strings. Not
state[] returned if partner's node-state is waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

partnermissingdisks

diskList of disks that the partner node is missing but the local node is able to
uid[]
view. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: takeover-options-modify

[top]

Takeover Options to Modify
Name

Range

bypasstakeoveroptimizationenabled

Type

Description

Specifies if manual takeover is optimized. If optimized SFO
boolean aggregates will be relocated serially to the node that is taking over
optional prior to takeover. This reduces client outage. Default: false
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

shortuptimeduration

[0..86400]

takeoverdetectioninterval

[10..180]

Specifies the time period, in seconds, used by the takeoverinteger
onshort-uptime-enabled parameter. Default: 60 seconds.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that a node remains
integer
unresponsive before its partner initiates a takeover operation.
optional
Default: 15 seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronfailureenabled

A master option that specifies whether the node takes over on any
boolean partner failure. When false, all takeovers are disabled; when true
optional the other take over specific options are checked. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronpanicenabled

Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if the partner
boolean node panics. Changing this parameter on one node automatically
optional makes the same change on its partner node. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronrebootenabled

boolean Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if its partner
optional reboots. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronshortuptimeenabled

Specifies whether the node takes over if the partner node fails
boolean
within short-uptime-duration seconds of starting up. Default: true
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: takeover-related-info

[top]

Takeover related Info
Name
takeover-bypartner-notpossiblereason

Range

Type

Description

reasontakeoverIt list of one or more reasons why takeover by partner is not
notpossible. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
possible[]
optional

takeover-bypartnerpossible

boolean
optional

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible. by the
partner, false otherwise. Note that this is the local node's view of
partner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

takeoverenabled

boolean
optional

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise.
Note that the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be
possible due to various reasons. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable
This is the reason for the takeover failure. Possible values are:

takeoverfailure-reason

string
optional

shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress
takeover_in_progress - takeover is in progress
unknown_partner_id - node could not detect its partner's
system ID
conflicting_sysid - node has the same system ID as its
partner
pri_mbx_update_error - node could not update its primary
mailbox
takeover_disabled_by_partner - partner has disabled
takeover
cannot_takeover_partner_subsystem - node failed to
takeover one of partner's subsystems
non_etc_or_rc_boot - it is not possible to takeover in a
non-etc/rc boot
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
revert_in_progress - revert is in progress
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress
headswap_in_progress - headswap is in progress
destination_check_failed - destination check failed
communication_failed - communication with destination
failed
operation_aborted - operation was aborted
aggr_not_online - destination node did not online the
aggregate being relocated in time
sfo_disabled - storage failover service is not enabled

partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
bdfu_not_disabled_source - failed to disable background
disk firmware update (BDFU) on local node
bdfu_not_disabled_dest - failed to disable background disk
firmware update (BDFU) on partner node
partner_shutting_down - shutdown is in progress on the
partner node
partner_aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate
relocation is in progress on the partner node
partner_giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress on
the partner node
partner_revert_in_progress - revert is in progress on the
partner node
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node
partner_in_headswap - headswap is in progress on the
partner node
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
takeovermodule
takeover-ofpartner-notpossiblereason
takeover-ofpartnerpossible

string
optional

The current module takeover process is in. e.g. WAFL Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

reasontakeover- If takeover-possible field is false, it lists of one or more reasons
notwhy takeover of partner is not possible. Attributes: nonpossible[] creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
optional

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible, false
otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
List of reasons why a takeover can happen. Possible values are:
none - Not in takeover
takeover_normal - Operator initiated takeover
takeover_immediate - Operator initiated forced takeover
takeover_ndu - Takeover initiated as part of NDU
takeover_forced - Operator initiated forced takeover,
possible data loss
takeover_early - Takeover occuring during bootup of a filer
takeover_operator_exp - Takeover occuring after operator
timeout expired
takeover_post_failed - Takeover occuring on POST failure
takeover_panic - Takeover on panic
takeover_shortuptime - Takeover after quick toggling
between up & down states

takeoverreason

takeoverreason

takeover_sparecore_exp - Takeover on panic timeout
expiry
takeover_reboot_exp - Takeover on reboot timer expiry
takeover_booting_exp - Takeover on booting timer expiry
takeover_nfo_shutdown - Takeover on negotiated failover
shutdown
takeover_nfo_timer - Takeover on negotiated failover
timer expiry
takeover_mdp - Takeover on multi-disk panic
takeover_reboot - Takeover on reboot
takeover_halt - Takeover on halt
takeover_clam - CLAM triggered takeover
takeover_hwassist - H/w assisted takeover
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

optional
"takeover_none" - None,
"takeover_immediate" - Immediate takeover,
"takeover_ndu" - NDU Takeover,
"takeover_forced" - Forced Takeover,
"takeover_disaster" - Disaster Takeover,
"takeover_early" - Early Takeover,
"takeover_operator_exp" - Takeover Operator Timeout,
"takeover_post_failed" - Takeover POST Failed,
"takeover_panic" - Takeover On Panic,
"takeover_shortuptime" - Takeover On Short Uptime,
"takeover_sparecore_exp" - Takeover On Sparecore
Timeout,
"takeover_reboot_exp" - Takeover On Reboot Timeout,
"takeover_booting_exp" - Takeover On Booting Timeout,
"takeover_firmware_exp" - Takeover On Firmware
Timeout,
"takeover_nfo_shutdown" - Takeover On Negotiated
Failover,
"takeover_nfo_timer" - Takeover On Negotiated Failover
Timeout,
"takeover_mdp" - Takeover On MDP,
"takeover_reboot" - Takeover On Reboot,
"takeover_halt" - Takeover On Halt,
"takeover_clam" - CLAM Initiated Takeover,
"takeover_hwassist" - H/w assisted Takeover,
"takeover_normal" - Operator initiated takeover,
"takeover_comm_err" - Takeover On Communication Error
Takeover state of the node. Possible values are:

takeoverstate

string
optional

takeover_failed - Takeover Failed
sfo_takeover_in_progress - SFO phase of takeover of
partner is in progress
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocating aggregates
to partner as a takeover was initiated by partner
cfo_takeover_scheduled - CFO phase of takeover is
scheduled
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocated aggregates
to partner after a takeover was initiated by partner
takeover_by_partner_failed - A takeover attempt by
partner failed. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to
check the reason for takeover failure.
in_takeover - Node is in takeover
takeover_started - A takeover is in progress
takeover_scheduled - A takeover of partner is scheduled
Refer to time-until-takeover field to check time remaining
till takeover.
not_in_takeover - Local node is not in takeover
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time-sincetakeover

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

Time in milliseconds since the local node has taken over partner.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time-untiltakeover

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

This is the countdown time in seconds until takeover is started.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Element definition: advanced-options
Advanced Options
Name

Range

aggregatemigration- [30..300]
timeout

Type

Description

integer
optional

Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, the source node has
to wait for the destination node to complete the aggregate
migration before declaring the migration as failed. Default: 120
seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies failover outage durations to allow CIFS NDO lite
customers to tune the NVlog size. A value of 'default' uses the
maximum NVRAM possible. Attributes: non-creatable,
cifsndoduration modifiable Possible values:
optional
"default" ,
"medium" ,
"low"

cifs-ndoduration

propagatemailboxenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether storage-failover status is communicated via
mailbox disks. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

readinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node reads its
partner's status from the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

writeinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node writes its status
to the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: cifsndoduration

[top]

CIFS NDO outage duration Possible values:
"default" ,
"medium" ,
"low"
[none]

Element definition: disk-uid

[top]

Disk Unique Identifier
[none]

Element definition: giveback-options

[top]

Giveback Options
Name

Range

autogivebackafter-panicenabled

Type

Description

Specifies whether a node should attempt automatic giveback
boolean
operations if takeover was because of a disruption in the partner's
optional
operation Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackenabled

boolean True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackoverridevetoesenabled

Specifies whether long-running operations (for instance, NDMP
boolean dump/restoration, volume verification, etc.) are terminated and
optional partner veto votes are overriden when an automatic giveback
operation is initiated. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies the minimum time, in seconds, that a node will stay in
autogivebackinteger
takeover state prior to performing an automatic giveback. Default:
[0..600]
optional
delay
600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether the node checks that its partner is waiting-forgiveback before initiating a giveback. If check-partner is false,
boolean
aggregates will be given back even if the partner is not up and ready
optional
potentially leading to longer outage. Default: true Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

checkpartnerenabled
givebackattemptscount

[2..10]

Specifies the number of times the node attempts an automatic
integer
giveback within the time period specified by giveback-attemptsoptional
interval. Default: 2 Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

givebackattemptsinterval

[1..90]

Specifies the time period, in minutes, used by the givebackinteger
attempts-count parameter Default: 60 minutes Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

Element definition: hamode

[top]

High availability mode Possible values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"
[none]

Element definition: hatype
none|shared_storage|non_shared_storage Possible values:
"none" - None,
"shared_storage" - Shared storage HA configuration,
"non_shared_storage" - Non-shared storage HA configuration
[none]

[top]

Element definition: mailbox-state

[top]

State of mailbox disks owned by the node. Possible values are:
mbx_status_nodisks
mbx_status_uncertain
mbx_status_stale
mbx_status_conflicted
mbx_status_old_version
mbx_status_not_found
mbx_status_wrong_state
mbx_status_backup
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: reason-takeover-not-possible
Reason why takeover is not possible.
not_initialized - Controller Failover not initialized
non_ha_mode - Controller is in non-HA mode
disabled - Controller Failover takeover disabled
mailbox_invalid - Partner mailbox disks not accessible or invalid
mailbox_uninit - Partner mailbox status uninitialized
fm_version_mismatch - Failover monitor version mismatch
partner_disabled - Takeover disabled by partner
operator_deny - Takeover disabled by operator
nvram_mismatch - NVRAM size mismatch
version - Version mismatch
ic_error - Interconnect error
booting - Partner booting
shelf_hot - Disk shelf is too hot
partner_revert_in_progress - Partner is performing revert
local_revert_in_progress - Revert is in progress
partner_takeover - Partner is attempting takeover
local_takeover - Already in takeover mode
halt_no_takeover - Partner halted in notakeover mode
log_unsync - NVRAM log unsynchronized
unknown - No takeover due to unknown reason
waiting_for_partner - Waiting for partner to recover
low_memory - Low memory condition
halting - Local halt in progress
mailbox_uncertain - Status of partner mailbox is uncertain

[top]

no_auto_takeover - Automatic takeover is disabled
disk_inventory_not_exchanged - Disk inventory information not received - from partner
disk_inventory_mismatch_local - Local node missing some of partner node's file system disks
pending_shutdown - Local node is shutting down
[none]

Element definition: takeover-options

[top]

Takeover Options
Name

Range

bypasstakeoveroptimizationenabled

Type

Description

Specifies if manual takeover is optimized. If optimized SFO
boolean aggregates will be relocated serially to the node that is taking over
optional prior to takeover. This reduces client outage. Default: false
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

shortuptimeduration

[0..86400]

takeoverdetectioninterval

[10..180]

Specifies the time period, in seconds, used by the takeoverinteger
onshort-uptime-enabled parameter. Default: 60 seconds.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that a node remains
integer
unresponsive before its partner initiates a takeover operation.
optional
Default: 15 seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronfailureenabled

A master option that specifies whether the node takes over on any
boolean partner failure. When false, all takeovers are disabled; when true
optional the other take over specific options are checked. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronpanicenabled

Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if the partner
boolean node panics. Changing this parameter on one node automatically
optional makes the same change on its partner node. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronrebootenabled

boolean Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if its partner
optional reboots. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronshortuptimeenabled

Specifies whether the node takes over if the partner node fails
boolean
within short-uptime-duration seconds of starting up. Default: true
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: takeover-reason
FM Takeover Reason Possible values:
"takeover_none" - None,
"takeover_immediate" - Immediate takeover,
"takeover_ndu" - NDU Takeover,
"takeover_forced" - Forced Takeover,
"takeover_disaster" - Disaster Takeover,
"takeover_early" - Early Takeover,
"takeover_operator_exp" - Takeover Operator Timeout,
"takeover_post_failed" - Takeover POST Failed,

[top]

"takeover_panic" - Takeover On Panic,
"takeover_shortuptime" - Takeover On Short Uptime,
"takeover_sparecore_exp" - Takeover On Sparecore Timeout,
"takeover_reboot_exp" - Takeover On Reboot Timeout,
"takeover_booting_exp" - Takeover On Booting Timeout,
"takeover_firmware_exp" - Takeover On Firmware Timeout,
"takeover_nfo_shutdown" - Takeover On Negotiated Failover,
"takeover_nfo_timer" - Takeover On Negotiated Failover Timeout,
"takeover_mdp" - Takeover On MDP,
"takeover_reboot" - Takeover On Reboot,
"takeover_halt" - Takeover On Halt,
"takeover_clam" - CLAM Initiated Takeover,
"takeover_hwassist" - H/w assisted Takeover,
"takeover_normal" - Operator initiated takeover,
"takeover_comm_err" - Takeover On Communication Error
[none]

APIs in Category: cg
cg-commit
cg-delete
cg-start

cg-commit

[top]

Commits the snapshots that were started during the preceeding cg-start call that returned the cg-id
key, and unfences the volumes that were fenced. If cg-commit API times out, then it means that either
too many volumes were specified to the cg-start api or the timeout value for the cg-start api was very
small. In this situation, the caller should try to perform the cg-start operation by specifying lesser
volumes or by specifying higher timeout value.
Input Name Range Type
cg-id

Description

integer Key to identify the ongoing cg operation.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
ECGOFF
ECGSNAPERR
ECGERROR
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EVOLUMEBUSY
ELOCALREVERT
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
ENOSPC
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

cg-delete
Deletes the snaps associated with a CG checkpoint in this filer. This API is deprecated as of Data ONTAP
8.2. Applications using this API should transition to snapshot-multidelete API as appropriate.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

snapshot

string

Description
The name of the snapshot that is deleted in each volume.
The identities of the volumes in which to create the snapshot.
The volume identity string is its 128-bit universally-unique identifier
(UUID) or its DSID.

volumeuuids

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed
of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by
UUID[] '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth
groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping
has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529

volumes

volumeA list of volumes in this filer that is part of this CG operation.
name[]

Errno

Description

ECGOFF
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
ECGSNAPDELERR
ECGERROR

cg-start

[top]

Starts the checkpoint cycle for externally synchronized checkpoints in the filer. This operation fences the
specified volumes and returns "success" (if successful). If the API returns "success", the call starts a
snapshot create operation in these volumes. If the API returns "success", this operation SHOULD be
followed by a call to cg-commit (below).
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

incoming-cgid

This is the common cg-id which the M-host generates internally to
integer
keep track of all the D-blades on which this API is executed. When this
optional
field is not present, D-blade will generates its own cg-id.

snapmirrorlabel

A human readable SnapMirror label to be attached with the
consistency group snapshot copies. Size of the label can be at most 31
string
characters. This label will be applied as an attribute to the snapshots
optional
that are created and will be used by the vaulting system to identify a
vaulting scheme.

snapshot

snapshottags

string

The provided name of the snapshot that is created in each volume.
This name is the unique identifier by which the calling agent identifies
the snapshots that constitute a checkpoint. The maximum length is
255 characters. (= MAXNAMLEN)

dsnapshot- The new tags to be set on the given consistency group snapshot
tag-info[] copies.
optional

Timeout selector. Possible vaules are "urgent", "medium" or "relaxed".
If no value is specified, the default value is "medium". Following are
the timeout values:
timeout

string
optional

"urgent" : 5 seconds
"medium" : 7 seconds
"relaxed" : 20 seconds

user-timeout

User specified timeout value in seconds. This option can be set if the
user wants to specify timeout value other than the default timeouts.
integer
The API will return failure if both 'timeout' and 'user-timeout' are
optional
specified. The minimum value for this field is equal to the "urgent"
timeout. The maximum timeout which can be specified is 120 seconds.
The identities of the volumes in which to create the snapshot.
The volume identity string is its 128-bit universally-unique identifier
(UUID) or its DSID.

volumeuuids

UUID[]

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is
not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529

volumes

volumeA list of volumes in this filer that is part of this CG operation.
name[]

Output Name Range
cg-id
no-fence

Type

Description

integer

Identifier of the started cg-start operation. This identifier is used in the
succeeding cg-commit call to identify the operation to be commited.

boolean
This option disables volume fencing. The default value is "false"
optional

Errno
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
ECGERROR
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EVOLUMEBUSY
ELOCALREVERT
EDUPLICATEDSID
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: UUID

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cifs
cifs-branchcache-create
cifs-branchcache-flush
cifs-branchcache-get
cifs-branchcache-get-iter
cifs-branchcache-hash
cifs-branchcache-hashstat
cifs-branchcache-modify
cifs-branchcache-remove
cifs-branchcache-set-key
cifs-cache-settings-get
cifs-cache-settingsmodify
cifs-character-mappingcreate
cifs-character-mappingdestroy
cifs-character-mappingget-iter
cifs-character-mappingmodify
cifs-check-server-get-iter
cifs-connection-get-iter
cifs-domain-discoveredservers-get-iter
cifs-domain-discoveredservers-reset
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-add
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-get-iter
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-modify
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-remove
cifs-domain-passwordschedule-get-iter
cifs-domain-passwordschedule-modify
cifs-domain-preferred-dcadd
cifs-domain-preferred-dcget-iter
cifs-domain-preferred-dcremove
cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode-get
cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode-get-iter
cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode-modify

This set of APIs allows managing CIFS configuration.

cifs-domain-trusts-getiter
cifs-domain-trustsrediscover
cifs-home-directory-getiter
cifs-home-directorymodify
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-add
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-delete
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-get-iter
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-remove
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-reorder
cifs-homedir-path-getfor-user
cifs-homedir-paths-get
cifs-homedir-paths-set
cifs-list-config
cifs-local-group-create
cifs-local-group-delete
cifs-local-group-get-iter
cifs-local-groupmembers-add-members
cifs-local-groupmembers-get-iter
cifs-local-groupmembers-removemembers
cifs-local-group-modify
cifs-local-group-rename
cifs-local-user-create
cifs-local-user-delete
cifs-local-user-get-iter
cifs-local-usermembership-get-iter
cifs-local-user-modify
cifs-local-user-rename
cifs-local-user-setpassword
cifs-nbalias-names-get
cifs-nbalias-names-set
cifs-nbtstat-get-iter
cifs-options-get-iter
cifs-options-modify
cifs-password-change
cifs-password-reset
cifs-preferred-dc-checkget-iter
cifs-privilege-addprivilege
cifs-privilege-get-iter

cifs-privilege-removeprivilege
cifs-privilege-resetprivilege
cifs-security-get-iter
cifs-security-modify
cifs-server-add-netbiosaliases
cifs-server-create
cifs-server-delete
cifs-server-get-iter
cifs-server-modify
cifs-server-removenetbios-aliases
cifs-server-start
cifs-server-stop
cifs-session-close
cifs-session-file-close
cifs-session-file-get-iter
cifs-session-get-iter
cifs-session-list-iter-end
cifs-session-list-iter-next
cifs-session-list-iter-start
cifs-setup
cifs-setup-create-groupfile
cifs-setup-create-passwdfile
cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-end
cifs-setup-ou-list-iternext
cifs-setup-ou-list-iterstart
cifs-setup-site-list-iterend
cifs-setup-site-list-iternext
cifs-setup-site-list-iterstart
cifs-setup-verify-name
cifs-setup-verify-passwdand-group
cifs-share-access-controlcreate
cifs-share-access-controldelete
cifs-share-access-controlget-iter
cifs-share-access-controlmodify
cifs-share-ace-delete
cifs-share-ace-set
cifs-share-acl-list-iter-end
cifs-share-acl-list-iternext
cifs-share-acl-list-iter-

start
cifs-share-add
cifs-share-change
cifs-share-create
cifs-share-delete
cifs-share-get-iter
cifs-share-list-iter-end
cifs-share-list-iter-next
cifs-share-list-iter-start
cifs-share-modify
cifs-start
cifs-status
cifs-stop
cifs-symlink-create
cifs-symlink-delete
cifs-symlink-get-iter
cifs-symlink-modify
cifs-top-iter-end
cifs-top-iter-next
cifs-top-iter-start
cifs-user-home-directorypath-get
cifs-user-home-directorypath-get-iter
cifs-users-and-grouplocal-group-membersget-iter
cifs-users-and-grouplocal-user-membershipget-iter
volume-charmap-get
volume-charmap-set

cifs-branchcache-create

[top]

Create and setup the BranchCache service.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hash-storemax-size

size
optional

hash-storepath

string

operatingmode

string
optional

The mode in which the BranchCache service will operate.

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-branchcache on successful
creation. Default: false

server-key

string
optional

BranchCache server key.

versions

cifs-bc-versioncontrol[]
optional

Maximum size the hash store can grow to.
Path to the directory where hash files are stored.

Versions of the BranchCache protocol that are supported.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cifs-branchcache The cifs-branchcache created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
optional

result
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-flush

[top]

Flush (delete) all the BranchCache hashes that have been generated for a Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-get

[top]

Retrieve information about the BranchCache service.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
branchcache
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cifsThe attributes of the cifs-branchcache.
branchcache

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the per-Vserver BranchCache configurations for the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
cifsall attributes for which information is available will be
branchcache
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
optional
information is available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
cifsbe specified on any number of attributes in the cifsbranchcache
branchcache object. All cifs-branchcache objects matching this
optional
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Range

cifsbranchcache[] The list of attributes of cifs-branchcache objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
cifs-branchcache objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-hash

[top]

Force the generation of BranchCache hashes for a file or path.
Input Name Range
path
recurse

Type
string

Description
Path of File or Directory to Hash

boolean If set to 'true', hashes will be recursively computed for all files in the
optional directory

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-hash-stat

[top]

Display the CIFS BranchCache statistics
Input Name Range

Type

Description

includefilesize-stats

If true, it shows BranchCache hash stats of file sizes for which hashes
boolean
were requested for. File sizes are <10K, 11K-100K, 101K-250K, 251Koptional
1M, 1.1M-10M, 11M-100M, >100M. The default value of this is false.

include-flushstats

If true, returns BranchCache hash stats like how many hashes were
boolean
flushed in multiples of BranchCache hash timeout duration. The default
optional
value of this field is false.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

filesize-morethan-100mb

integer
Number of files of size more than 100mb.
optional

filesizerange-0kb-to10kb

integer Number of files of size less than equal to 10k for which hashes were
optional asked for.

filesizerange-100kbto-250kb

integer Number of files of size more than 100kb and less than equal to 250kb
optional for which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-10kbto-100kb

integer Number of files of size more than 10kb and less than equal to 100kb for
optional which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-10mbto-100mb

integer Number of files of size more than 10mb and less than equal to 100mb
optional for which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-1mbto-10mb

integer Number of files of size more than 1mb and less than equal to 10mb for
optional which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-250kbto-1mb

integer Number of files of size more than 250kb and less than equal to 1mb for
optional which hashes were asked for.

hashesflashed-postfifth-timeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed after fifth timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postfirst-timeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between first and second timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postfourthtimeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between fourth and fifth timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postsecondtimeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between second and third timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postthird-timeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between third and fourth timeout.
optional

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-branchcache-modify

[top]

Modify the CIFS BranchCache service settings
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

flush-hashes

boolean
optional

Delete Existing Hashes

hash-store-max-size

size
optional

Maximum Size of the Hash Store

hash-store-path

string
optional

Path to Hash Store

operating-mode

string
optional

CIFS BranchCache Operating Modes

server-key

string
optional

Encryption Key Used to Secure the Hashes

cifs-bc-version-control[]
Supported BranchCache Versions
optional

versions
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-remove

[top]

Remove the BranchCache service
Input Name Range
flush-hashes

Type

Description

boolean Delete Existing Hashes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-set-key

[top]

Sets the server secret for BranchCache.
Input Name Range Type
serversecret

A binary string that provides cryptographic data used by the BranchCache
content server to generate hashes. Content servers that are serving the
string same data and are expected to provide the same hash values must use the
same key. After changing this value, any existing cached content will be
identified as stale and retrieved from the content server again.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-cache-settings-get

[top]

Get the CIFS name and SID cache configuration of the SVM
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cifscachesettingsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

cifscacheThe attributes of the cifs-cache-settings.
settingsinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-cache-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the CIFS name and SID cache configuration of the specified SVM. Omitted (optional) fields will
not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

is-propagation-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled?

negative-ttl
ttl

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional
time-interval
Time to Live
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-character-mapping-create

[top]

Create a character mapping. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Vservers with Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

mapping

string[]

The mapping for invalid characters in the format XX:XXXX.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-character-mapping on successful
creation. Default: false

volume

string

The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to
be applied.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

cifs-charactermapping
optional

result

The cifs-character-mapping created (keys or the entire object
if requested)

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-character-mapping-destroy

[top]

Delete a character mapping. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Vservers with Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be applied.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-character-mapping-get-iter

[top]

Display a character mapping
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

cifsSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
character- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

mapping present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cifscharactermapping
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-charactermapping object. All cifs-character-mapping objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifscharacterThe list of attributes of cifs-character-mapping objects.
mapping[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifscharacter-mapping objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-character-mapping-modify

[top]

Modify a character mapping. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Vservers with Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range
mapping

Type

Description

string[] The mapping for invalid characters in the format XX:XXXX.

volume

string

The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be
applied.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-check-server-get-iter

[top]

Display the Status of Connectivity from Each Node to the CIFS Server for the Given Vserver
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

cifs- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
check- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifscheckinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag
vserver
Output Name

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the check-server object. All
check-server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

string
Range

Vserver For Checking the CIFS Server.

Type

Description

cifscheckThe list of attributes of check-server objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
cifs-status

string

CIFS Server Status.

netbiosname

string

The NetBIOS Name of the CIFS Server.

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more checkoptional server objects to return.

next-tag

string
The Node on Which the Command Will Be Run.
optional

node
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

server

string

The FQDN of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to.

server-ip

string

The IP address of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to.

site

string

The Site CIFS Server Belongs to.

status

string

Status of NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS Server.

statusdetails

string

Time for Establishing NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS
Server.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_ERROR_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

cifs-connection-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of the established CIFS connections.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
cifsall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
connection
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional
max-records

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cifsconnection[] The list of attributes of cifs-connection objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-connection
connection
object. All cifs-connection objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

integer
optional

available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsconnection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-discovered-servers-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of servers discovered by the cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

cifsdomaindiscoveredservers
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

cifsdomaindiscoveredservers
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domaindiscovered-servers object. All cifs-domain-discovered-servers
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

cifsdomaindiscovered- The list of attributes of cifs-domain-discovered-servers objects.
servers[]
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

optional

domain-discovered-servers objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-discovered-servers-reset

[top]

Command to trigger re-discovery of servers.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-add

[top]

Add to the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search
Input Name

Range

trusted-domains

Type

Description

realm-name[] Trusted Domains

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifsdomainnamemappingsearch
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifsdomain- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

name- specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domain-namemapping- mapping-search object. All cifs-domain-name-mapping-search
search objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

cifsdomainnameThe list of attributes of cifs-domain-name-mapping-search objects.
mappingsearch[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional domain-name-mapping-search objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-modify

[top]

Modify the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search
Input Name

Range

trusted-domains

Type

Description

realm-name[] Trusted Domains

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-remove

[top]

Remove from the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search
Input Name
trusted-domains

Range

Type

Description

realm-name[]
Trusted Domains
optional

Errno
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

cifs-domain-password-schedule-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-domain-password-schedule objects.
Input Name

Range

cifsdomainpasswordschedule
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cifsdomainpasswordschedule
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifsdomainpassword- The list of attributes of cifs-domain-password-schedule objects.
schedule[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domainpassword-schedule object. All cifs-domain-password-schedule
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsdomain-password-schedule objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-domain-password-schedule-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of cifs-domain-password-schedule object.
Input Name
is-scheduleenabled
schedule-dayof-week

Range

Type

Description

Value of this field indicates whether domain account password
boolean
change schedule is enabled or not. Value of true indicates schedule
optional
is enabled.
cronday-of- This field specifies the day of week when the scheduled domain
week account password change occurs
optional

scheduleThis field specifies the minutes within which the scheduled domain
integer
randomized- [1..180]
account password start time can be randomized beginning scheduleoptional
minute
time-of-day
time-ofThis field specifies the time in HH:MM:SS at which the scheduled
day
domain account password change starts
optional

scheduletime-of-day
scheduleweeklyinterval

[1..52]

integer This field specifies the number of weeks after which the scheduled
optional domain account password change must occur

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-domain-preferred-dc-add

[top]

Add to a list of preferred domain controllers
Input Name

Range Type

domain

string

Description
The fully qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain to
which the domain controllers in the list belong.

preferred-dc

string[] Preferred Domain Controllers

skip-configvalidation

boolean Skip Configuration Validation

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-preferred-dc-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of preferred domain controllers associated with Active Directory domains.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifsdomainpreferreddc
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cifsdomainpreferreddc
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domainpreferred-dc object. All cifs-domain-preferred-dc objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifsdomainpreferred- The list of attributes of cifs-domain-preferred-dc objects.
dc[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Type

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsdomain-preferred-dc objects to return.

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-preferred-dc-remove

[top]

Remove from a list of preferred domain controllers
Input Name Range
domain
preferreddc

Type
string

Description
The fully qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain to which
the domain controllers in the list belong.

string[]
Preferred Domain Controllers
optional

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-get

[top]

Get the CIFS server domain discovery mode of a Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type
cifs-domainserverdiscoverymode-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

cifs-domainserverThe attributes of the cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode.
discoverymode-info
Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-get-iter

[top]

Iterate through the CIFS server domain discovery mode of the cluster
Input Name

Range

Type
cifsdomainserverdiscoverymode-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

cifsdomainserverdiscoverymode-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifsdomainserverThe list of attributes of cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode
discoveryobjects.
modeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode object. All cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsdomain-server-discovery-mode objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-modify

[top]

Modify the CIFS server domain discovery mode of a Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Server discovery mode Possible values:

cifs-domain-server-

"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,

mode

discovery-mode
optional

Errno

"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to
configure pref-dcs.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-domain-trusts-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of discovered trusted domains.
Input Name

Range

cifsdomaintrusts
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

cifsdomaintrusts
optional

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domain-trusts
object. All cifs-domain-trusts objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

cifsdomainThe list of attributes of cifs-domain-trusts objects.
trusts[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional domain-trusts objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-domain-trusts-rediscover
Command to trigger re-discovery of trusted domains.

[top]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-home-directory-get-iter

[top]

Displays CIFS home directory configurations
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifs-homeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
directory
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifs-homespecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-home-directory
directory
object. All cifs-home-directory objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cifs-homedirectory[] The list of attributes of cifs-home-directory objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifshome-directory objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-modify

[top]

Modify CIFS home directory configurations
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-home-dirs-access-for-adminenabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to admin.
optional Default value is true.

is-home-dirs-access-for-publicenabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to public.
optional Default value is false.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-home-directory-search-path-add

[top]

Add a path to the list of paths that will be searched to find a CIFS user's home directory.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Errno

Description
The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
directory.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-delete

[top]

Delete a home directory search path. This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later but retained
for backwards compatibility. Use cifs-home-directory-search-path-remove instead of cifs-homedirectory-search-path-delete.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
string
directory.

path
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-home-directory-search-path objects.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifshomedirectorysearchpath
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifs-

homedirectorysearchpath
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-home-directorysearch-path object. All cifs-home-directory-search-path objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

cifshomedirectoryThe list of attributes of cifs-home-directory-search-path objects.
searchpath[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsstring
optional home-directory-search-path objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-remove

[top]

Remove a home directory search path.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
string
directory.

path
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-reorder

[top]

Change the position of this path in the list of paths that will be searched to find a CIFS user's home
directory.
Input Name
path
to-position
Errno

Range

Type
string

Description
The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's
home directory.

The target position this entry should be moved to, in the list of CIFS
[0..2^32integer
home directory search paths.
1]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-homedir-path-get-for-user

[top]

Return path to the user's CIFS home directory if it exists.
Input Name Range

user-name

Type

Description

string

Name of the user. If the filer is using the "mapped" CIFS home directory
naming style, then a mapped Unix name is provided. For the domain
naming style, a domain/user is provided. Otherwise the filer will expect
the NT name for the user. The filer's CIFS home directory naming style
can be obtained with the "options-get" api, using input parameter
"name cifs.home_dir_namestyle".

Type

Description

Output Name Range
homedirpath-user

string A Unix-style path to the user's CIFS homedir directory, if it exists, for
optional example: /vol/volName/users/joe.

Errno

Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-homedir-paths-get

[top]

Return the current list of paths to users' cifs home directories, if any.
Output Name Range
homedir-paths
Errno
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

homedir-path-info[]
An array, one entry per each cifs home directory path.
optional
Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-homedir-paths-set

[top]

Provides a list of CIFS home directory paths for the filer. Replaces the current list of paths in use by the
filer. Note that supplying an empty path list causes the filer to delete any current entries.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

force

If true, the new set of homedir paths will be put into use even if some
boolean user homedir connections will be broken. This can cause users with
optional open files in their home directories to lose access to the files. A user
can lose data if there are updates not yet committed to disk.

homedirpaths

homedirpath- An array, one entry per each cifs home directory path. note: homedirinfo[] path-info defined above
optional

Output Name Range
path-error

Type

Description

pathAn array, one entry for each homedir path error detected. Note that
errornormally the API will complete sucessfully and activate as many paths
info[]
as possible even if some paths cannot be activated.
optional

Errno

Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-list-config

[top]

This ZAPI is used to display the CIFS configuration.
Output Name Range
AD-site
DC-connection

Type
string
optional

Description
Active Directory site that the filer is in.

connectioninfo[]
Information on the Domain Controller's connection.

optional
DNSdomainname
LDAPconnection

string
optional

FQDN of DNS domain.

connectionInformation on the LDAP connection.
info[]
optional

NetBIOSdomainname

string
optional

NetBIOSservername

string

Windows-type

string
optional

auth-type

string

NetBIOS domain name.
NetBIOS name of the server
Windows type: "NT4"
String specifying the type of authentication, such as: "ad" Active
Directory "nt4" Windows NT4 "workgroup" Workgroup "passwd"
Password file, NIS or LDAP

domaincontrollerfunctionality

cifsfunctional- Domain controller functionality indicates the functional level of the
DC.
level
optional

domainfunctionality

cifsDomain functionality enables features that will affect the entire
functionaldomain and that domain only. It indicates the functional level of
level
the domain.
optional

forestfunctionality

cifsfunctional- Forest functionality enables features across all the domains within
your forest. It indicates the functional level of the forest.
level
optional

security-style

string

Errno

String specifying the security style, such as: "ntfs" NTFS
"multiprotocol" Multiple Protocol

Description

ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
EDNSNOTENABLED
EHOSTNOTFOUND
ELDAPSVRNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-local-group-create

[top]

Create a single local group
Input Name Range
description

Type
string
optional

Description
The description of the local group

group-name

cifs-name

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Type
cifs-localgroup
optional

result

The name of the local group
If set to true, returns the cifs-local-group on successful creation.
Default: false
Description
The cifs-local-group created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-group-delete

[top]

Delete a single local group
Input Name Range
group-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local group

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-group-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local groups
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

cifslocalgroup
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifs- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
local- specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-group object.

group All cifs-local-group objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

cifslocalThe list of attributes of cifs-local-group objects.
group[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-localoptional group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-members-add-members

[top]

Add local users or Active Directory users or groups to a local group
Input Name

Range

group-name

Type
cifs-name

member-names
Errno

Description
Group Name

cifs-name[] Names of Users or Active Directory Groups to be Added
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-members-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local group members
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
cifs-localgroupmembers
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
cifs-localgroupmembers
optional
string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-groupmembers object. All cifs-local-group-members objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for

tag

optional

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-localgroupThe list of attributes of cifs-local-group-members objects.
members[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifslocal-group-members objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-members-remove-members

[top]

Remove local users or Active Directory users or groups from a local group
Input Name

Range

group-name

Type
cifs-name

member-names

Description
Group Name

cifs-name[] Names of Users or Active Directory Groups to be Removed

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-modify

[top]

Modify a description of a single local group
Input Name Range
description
group-name

Type

Description

string
optional

The description of the local group

cifs-name The name of the local group

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

Description

cifs-local-group-rename

[top]

Rename a local group
Input Name

Range

group-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local group

new-group-name

cifs-name New Group Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-local-user-create

[top]

Configure and create a local user, associated with a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

The description of the local user

full-name

string
optional

The full name of the local user

is-account-disabled

boolean
optional

The local user account is disabled

user-name

cifs-name The name of the local user

user-password

string

Errno

The password for the local user

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-user-delete

[top]

Delete a single local user
Input Name Range
user-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local user

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-user-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local users
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

cifslocaluser
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-user object.
All cifs-local-user objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

cifslocalThe list of attributes of cifs-local-user objects.
user[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-localoptional user objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

cifslocaluser
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-user-membership-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve local users' membership information
Input Name

Range

cifs-localusermembership
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

query

cifs-localusermembership
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-usermembership object. All cifs-local-user-membership objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifs-localuserThe list of attributes of cifs-local-user-membership objects.
membership[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifslocal-user-membership objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-user-modify

[top]

Modify a single local user
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

The description of the local user

full-name

string
optional

Full name of the local user

is-account-disabled

boolean
optional

The user account is disabled

user-name

cifs-name The name of the local user

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-user-rename
Rename a local user

[top]

Input Name

Range

new-user-name

Type

Description

cifs-name New User Name

user-name

cifs-name The name of the local user

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-local-user-set-password

[top]

Set password for a local user
Input Name

Range

user-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local user

user-password

string

Errno

The Password for a Local User

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-nbalias-names-get

[top]

Return the current list of NetBIOS alias names for the filer
Output Name Range
nbalias-names
Errno

Type

Description

nbalias-name-info[]
An array, one entry for each NetBIOS alias name
optional
Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-nbalias-names-set

[top]

Provides a list of NetBIOS alias names for the filer. The filer replaces the current list of aliases with with
this list. Note that supplying an empty name list causes the filer to delete all current entries.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

nbalias-nameAn array, one entry for each NetBIOS alias name note: nbaliasinfo[]
name_info defined above
optional

nbaliasnames
Errno

Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-nbtstat-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the NetBIOS Name Service statistics for Vservers in cluster.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the NetBIOS statistics
nbtstat
object. All NetBIOS statistics objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

cifsnbtstat[] The list of attributes of NetBIOS statistics objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NetBIOS
optional statistics objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
nbtstat
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

cifs-options-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-options objects.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
options
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-options object. All
options
cifs-options objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifsoptions[] The list of attributes of cifs-options objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional options objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-options-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of cifs-options object.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

clientsessiontimeout

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the amount of idle
time (in seconds) before a CIFS session is disconnected

default-unixgroup

string
optional

The default UNIX group used if the identity of a CIFS
group cannot be mapped using normal group mapping
rules.

default-unixuser

string
optional

The default UNIX user used if the identity of a CIFS
user cannot be mapped using normal user mapping
rules.

cifs-

This optional parameter specifies the size of file system
sector in bytes reported to SMB Clients. Possible
values:

file-systemsector-size

filesystemsector-size
optional

"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 4096 bytes

grant-unixgroup-permsto-others

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether UNIX group
permissions should be granted to others when
Windows clients access files on a UNIX security-style
Volume/Qtree as well as mixed security style
Volume/Qtree, as long as the effective security style on
the file is UNIX. The default value for this parameter is
false.

guest-unixuser

string
optional

This optional parameter specifies that a guest user
coming from any untrusted domain can be mapped to
specified UNIX user.

is-adminusersmapped-toroot-enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that if name-mapping
is not present for members of BUILTIN\Administrators
group then whether they can be mapped to Unix User
'root'. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-advancedsparse-filesupportenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether advanced
sparse file capabilities, such as Query Allocated Ranges
and Set Zero Data, are enabled on the CIFS server.

is-advertisedfs-enabled

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether to advertise DFS referral of the CIFS protocol.
The default value for this parameter is true.

is-client-dupdetectionenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should detect duplicate sessions coming from
the same SMB 1.0 client with VcNumber of zero (0).
The default value for this parameter is true.

is-clientversionreportingenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether to report the
client version through ASUP. The default value for this
parameter is true.

is-copyoffloaddirect-copyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the DirectCopy Copy Offload mechanism is enabled or not.
Default value for this parameter is true.

is-copyoffloadenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing copy offload operation.
The default value for this parameter is true.

is-dacenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Dynamic Access Control. The default
value for this parameter is false.

isexportpolicyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server uses export policies to control client access. The
default value for this parameter is false.

is-fake-openenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports fake open requests. The default value
for this parameter is true.

is-fsctl-filelevel-trimenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether trim
requests (FSCTL_FILE_LEVEL_TRIM) are supported on
the cifs server. The default value for this parameter is
true.

is-hidedotfiles-

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should hide files and directories beginning with
a dot '.' during directory enumeration. The default

enabled

value for this parameter is false.

is-inheritmodebitswithnfsv4aclenabled

boolean
optional

This option Enables setting Modebits on file created by
cifs user if it inherits nfs4acl. The default value for this
parameter is false.

is-large-mtuenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the SMB 2.1
Large MTU feature is supported. The default value for
this parameter is true.

is-local-authenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS local
users can authenticate.

is-localusers-andgroupsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
local users and groups feature is enabled on the
cluster.

ismultichannelenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Multichannel or not. The default value
for this parameter is false.

is-nbnsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that NBNS (port 137)
is enabled or not. The default value for this parameter
is false.

is-netbiosover-tcpenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the use of
NetBIOS over TCP (port 139) is enabled or not. The
default value for this parameter is true.

is-pathcomponentcacheenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
path component cache is enabled for SMB2 or not. The
default value for this parameter is true.

is-pathcomponentcachesymlinkenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
symlink resolution for path component cache is
enabled for SMB2 or not. The default value for this
parameter is true.
This optional parameter specifies that a file can be
deleted using UNIX delete semantics when the DOS
read-only bit is enabled. Possible values:

is-read-onlydeleteenabled

enable
optional

is-referralenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server refers clients to more optimal data access paths
(LIFs). The default value for this parameter is false.

is-searchshort-namesenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports searching short names. The default
value for this parameter is false.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing shadow copy
operations. Directories and files within a FlexGroup will
not be shadow copied because FlexGroups do not
support shadow copy.

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether the
NetShareEnum call should only respond with the
shares the user has access to or with all shares. The
default value is false which means it will respond with
all shares.

isshadowcopyenabled
is-shareenumpermissioncheckenabled

"enabled" ,
"disabled"

is-smb1enabled

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether the CIFS server negotiates the SMB1 versions
of the CIFS protocol. The default value for this
parameter is true for Vservers with Infinite Volume. For
other data Vservers, the default value is false.

is-smb2enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB2 versions of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-smb3enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-smb31enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3.1 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-trusteddomainenum-searchenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing enumeration of trusted
domains and search to map a UNIX user to a Windows
user.

is-unixextensionsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS server
is capable of supporting UNIX Extensions. The default
value for this parameter is false.

is-unix-ntacl-enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether NT ACLs can
be set on a volume with UNIX security-style.

is-usejunctions-asreparsepointsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server exposes junction points as reparse points to
Windows clients.

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether to map Windows
SIDs to Unix UIDs when setting or restoring the owner
SID. The default is true. Set this value to false to avoid
performance-impacting SID lookups. It should be set
true if your workflow involves converting the storage
security style from 'ntfs' or 'mixed' to 'unix'.

map-sid-touid-on-setowner
maxconnectionsper-session

[2..1024]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of connections allowed per Multichannel
session. The default value for this parameter is 32.

max-credits

[2..8192]

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the maximum number
of outstanding requests on a CIFS connection. The
default value is 128.

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum length
of data in bytes that the CIFS server can write zero
with one CIFS request. This parameter accepts data
lengths between 4 KB and 32 MB. The default value for
this option is 32 MB.

max-filewrite-zerolength

[2^12..2^25]

max-lifs-persession

[1..256]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of network interfaces advertised per
Multichannel session. The default value for this
parameter is 256.

max-mpx

[2..65535]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous operations
the CIFS server reports it can process per TCP
connection. The default value for this option is 255.

max-openssame-fileper-tree

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum existing opens on the
same file per CIFS Tree. The default value for this
option is 1000.

integer

This option controls maximum simultaneous CIFS
connections to the same share per CIFS session. The

max-sametree-connect-

[0..2^32-1]

optional

per-session

default value for this option is 5000.

max-sameusersessions-perconnection

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous sessions
by the same user per TCP connection. The default
value for this option is 2500.

maxwatches-setper-tree

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum watches that can be set
per CIFS Tree. The default value for this option is 500.

pathcomponent[5000..3600000]
cache-entryexp-time

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
would be considered fresh. The default value for this
parameter is 300000 milliseconds.

pathcomponent[1000..1000000]
cache-maxentries

integer
optional

This optional parameter control the maximum number
of cache entries in one instance of path component
cache. The default value for this parameter is 100000.

pathcomponentcache-maxsessiontoken-size

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies maximum session
token size for path component cache for SMB2. The
default value for this parameter is 1000.

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
that is symlink would be considered fresh. The default
value for this parameter is 300000 milliseconds.

[500..10000]

pathcomponentcache[5000..3600000]
symlink-exptime

read-grantsexecute

enable
optional

On a file with UNIX Style security effective on it, if the
file has read permission on it, a CIFS user would be
allowed to execute permissions if this option is
enabled. Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
This optional parameter specifies what level of access
will a non authenticated user get Possible values:

anonymousrestrictionlevel
optional

restrictanonymous

"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for
Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is
Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous
User.

shadowcopydir-depth

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum depth
of directories to shadow copy. Directories and files
within a FlexGroup will not be shadow copied because
FlexGroups do not support shadow copy.

smb1-maxbuffer-size

[4356..65535]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum buffer
size used for SMB1 message that the server can
receive. The default value for this parameter is 65535.

widelink-asreparsepointversions

cifsdialects[]
optional

This optional parameter specifies for which CIFS
protocol versions widelink will be reported as reparse
points. The default value for this parameter is SMB1.
Possible values:
"smb1" - SMB 1.0,
"smb2" - SMB 2.0,

"smb2_1" - SMB 2.1,
"smb3" - SMB 3.0,
"smb3_1" - SMB 3.1
win-namefor-null-user

string
optional

wins-servers

inetaddress[]
optional

This optional parameter specifies a valid Windows user
or group name that will be added to the CIFS
credentials for a NULL user Session.
List of Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) IP
addresses. The Vserver will send NetBIOS name
resolution requests to these addresses.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-password-change

[top]

Generate a new password for the CIFS server's machine account and change it in the Windows Active
Directory domain.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-password-reset

[top]

Reset the CIFS server's machine account password in the Windows Active Directory domain. This may
be required if the password stored along with the machine account in the Windows Active Directory
domain is changed or reset without the Vserver's knowledge. This operation requires the credentials for
a user with permission to reset the password in the organizational unit (OU) that the machine account is
a member of.
Input Name Range Type

Description

adminpassword

string Account password for the admin-username.

adminusername

Username of a user with permission to reset the password in the
organizational unit (OU) that the machine account is a member of. This user
is expected to be part of the same Windows Active Directory domain as the
string CIFS server. If the specified username is not part of the same domain but
part of a domain that has a trust relationship with the CIFS server's domain,
the username can be specified as ' @ ' where FQDN is the fully qualified
domain name of the domain of which the user is a member.

Errno
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Description

cifs-preferred-dc-check-get-iter

[top]

Display the Status of the Preferred-DCs configured for the Given Vserver
Input Name

Range

cifspreferreddc-checkinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

cifspreferreddc-checkinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

vserver

string

Output Name

Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-preferred-dccheck object. All cifs-preferred-dc-check objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Vserver

Type

Description

cifspreferreddc-check- The list of attributes of cifs-preferred-dc-check objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
domain

string[]

Domain Name

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifspreferred-dc-check objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

server-ip

string[]

The number of records returned in this call.
DC Address

status

serviceDC Status
state[]

statusdetails

string[]

Status Details

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_ERROR_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

cifs-privilege-add-privilege
Add privileges to a local or Active Directory user or group

[top]

Input Name

Range

privileges

Type

Description

cifs-privilege-entries[] Privileges

user-or-group-name

cifs-name

Errno

User or Group Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-privilege-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local groups
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-privilege object.
privilege
All cifs-privilege objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cifsprivilege[] The list of attributes of cifs-privilege objects.
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
privilege
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsprivilege objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-privilege-remove-privilege

[top]

Remove privileges from a local or Active Directory user or group
Input Name
privileges
user-or-group-name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-privilege-entries[] Privileges
cifs-name

User or Group Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-privilege-reset-privilege

[top]

Reset privileges for a local or Active Directory user or group
Input Name

Range

user-or-group-name
Errno

Type

Description

cifs-name User or Group Name
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-security-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-security objects.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
security
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-security object. All
security
cifs-security objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
optional
be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Range

Type

Description

cifssecurity[] The list of attributes of cifs-security objects.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsstring
optional security objects to return.
[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

Description

cifs-security-modify

[top]

Modify the security configuration of a CIFS server.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string
optional

The password of the account with administrative privilege for
the Active Directory domain to which the CIFS server is
joined. This part of the credential may need to be supplied if
the AES encryption is being enabled or disabled.

adminusername

string
optional

The username of the account with administrative privilege for
the Active Directory domain to which the CIFS server is
joined. This part of the credential may need to be supplied if
the AES encryption is being enabled or disabled.

aes-enabledfor-netlogonchannel

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use AES session key as
part of NetLogon secure channel establishment. By default
this option is false.

encryptionrequired-fordcconnections

boolean
optional

This parameter determines if encryption is required for
connections to domain controllers.

is-aesencryptionenabled

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether AES-128 and AES-256
encryption mechanisms are enabled for Kerberos-related CIFS
communication. By default this option is true.

is-passwordcomplexityrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether password complexity is
required for local users. By default this option is true.

is-signingrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether signing is required for
incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is false.

is-smbencryptionrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether SMB encryption is
required for incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is
false.

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting
tickets with time stamps that do not exactly match the host's
system clock.

kerberos[0..2^32kdc-timeout
1]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the timeout value in seconds for
KDC connections.

kerberosclock-skew

kerberosrenew-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
days for which a ticket can be renewed.

kerberosticket-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
hours that a user's ticket may be used for the purpose of
Kerberos authentication.
This parameter determines the LM compatibility level. By
default this option is 'LM, NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos'.
Possible values:

lmcompatibilitylevel

referralenabled-for-

lmcompatibilitylevel
optional

boolean
optional

"lm_ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts LM, NTLM, NTLMv2
and Kerberos,
"ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLM, NTLMv2 and
Kerberos,
"ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"krb" - Accepts Kerberos only
This parameter determines whether LDAP referral chasing is
enabled or not for AD LDAP connections. By default this option

ad-ldap

is false.

sessionsecurity-forad-ldap

ldap-security
optional

smb1enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

This parameter determines the level of security required for
LDAP communications. By default this option is none. Possible
values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic
(DEPRECATED) This parameter determines if SMB version 1 is
used for connections to domain controllers. Possible values:
"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"
This parameter determines if SMB version 2 is used for
connections to domain controllers. Possible values:

smb2enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

try-channelbinding-forad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to try channel binding for
AD LDAP connections. By default this option is true.

use-ldapsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use LDAPS for Secure
Active Directory LDAP connections. By default this option is
false.

use-start-tlsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use start_tls for AD
LDAP connections. By default this option is false.

"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_SERVER_SMB_ENCRYPTION_WITHOUT_SMB3
ECIFS_SMB3_ENCRYPTION_NOT_ENABLED
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_CANNOT_MODIFY_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-server-add-netbios-aliases

[top]

Add NetBIOS aliases for the CIFS server name
Input Name
netbios-aliases

Range

Type

Description

netbios-name[] List of NetBIOS Aliases

Errno
ENBALIASMAXNUMREACHED

Description

cifs-server-create

[top]

Configure and setup CIFS services on a Vserver. If joining a domain, this command may take several
minutes to complete.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string The password for the account used to add this CIFS server to the
optional Active Directory.

adminusername

string The username of the account used to add this CIFS server to the
optional Active Directory.

administrativestatus
cifs-server
comment
default-site

servicestate
optional

CIFS Server Administrative Status Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"

netbiosThe NetBIOS name of the CIFS server.
name
string
CIFS Server Description
optional
string
The default site used by LIFs that do not have a site membership.
optional

domain

string The fully qualified domain name of the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to.

force-accountoverwrite

If this is set and a machine account with the same name as specified
boolean
in 'cifs-server' exists in the Active Directory, it will be overwritten and
optional
reused. The default value for this field is false.

keytab-uri

uri
Kerberos Keytab File URI
optional

netbios-aliases

netbiosname[] List of NetBIOS Aliases
optional

organizationalunit

string The Organizational Unit (OU) within the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to.

realm
workgroup

string
The Kerberos realm this CIFS server belongs to.
optional
netbiosname The name of the workgroup this CIFS server belongs to
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_AD_ACCOUNT_ALREADY_EXISTS
ENBALIASMAXNUMREACHED
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_CREATE_IN_DOMAIN_MODE
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_SERVER_AD_ADMINACCOUNT_ZEROLEN

cifs-server-delete

[top]

Delete a CIFS server. If the admin-username and admin-password are not specified, the CIFS server's
machine account will not be deleted from the Windows Active Directory domain. The deletion of the
CIFS server will also delete the CIFS shares associated with it.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string
Account password for the admin-username.
optional

adminusername

string A user account name that has sufficient privileges in the Windows Active
optional Directory domain to delete the CIFS server's machine account.

forceaccountdelete

boolean If this is set, the local CIFS configuration will be deleted irrespective of
optional any communication errors. The default value for this field is false.
uri
Kerberos Keytab File URI
optional

keytab-uri
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-server-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of CIFS servers on the cluster and their basic configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

cifsserverconfig
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-server object. All
cifs-server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

cifsserverThe list of attributes of cifs-server objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

cifsserverconfig
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

cifs-server-modify

[top]

Modify the basic properties of a CIFS server. If re-joining the current domain or joining a new one, this
command may take several minutes to complete.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

The password for the account used to add this CIFS server to the
string
Active Directory. This part of the credential only needs to be supplied
optional
if the domain is being modified.

adminusername

The username of the account used to add this CIFS server to the
string
Active Directory. This part of the credential only needs to be supplied
optional
if the domain is being modified.
servicestate
optional

administrativestatus

CIFS Server Administrative Status. Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"

netbiosname The name of the CIFS server (up to 15 characters).
optional

cifs-server

string
CIFS Server Description
optional

comment

string
The default site used by LIFs that do not have a site membership.
optional

default-site

string The fully qualified domain name of the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to. Example: cifs.domain.com

domain

If this is set and the domain is being modified, and a machine account
boolean with the same name as the current Vserver's CIFS server name exists
optional in the Active Directory, it will be overwritten and reused. The default
value for this field is false.

force-accountoverwrite

uri
Kerberos Keytab File URI
optional

keytab-uri

string The organizational unit within the Active Directive domain to associate
optional with the CIFS server.

ou

netbiosThe name of the workgroup this CIFS server belongs to. If this input
name
is not specified, it is not modified.
optional

workgroup

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_MODIFY_IN_DOMAIN_MODE

cifs-server-remove-netbios-aliases

[top]

Remove NetBIOS aliases
Input Name
netbios-aliases

Range

Type

Description

netbios-name[] List of NetBIOS Aliases

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-server-start

[top]

Start a CIFS server on the specified Vserver. The CIFS server must already exist. To create a CIFS
server, use cifs-server-create.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-server-stop

[top]

Stop a CIFS server on the specified Vserver. Note that established sessions will be terminated and their
open files closed. Workstations with cached data will not be able to save those changes, which could
result in data loss.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-close

[top]

Close an open CIFS session
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

address

ip-address
optional

The ip address of the workstation from which the session
is opened.

auth-mechanism

authmechanism
optional

The authentication mechanism used to establish the
session.

connection-id

integer
optional

The connection that is used to establish the session.

continuouslyavailable

cifs-caprotection
optional

is-session-signed

boolean
optional

lif-address

ip-address
optional

The data lif that is used to establish the session.

node

node-name

The name of the node on which the session listing is done.

The type of continuous avalability protection provided to
the session.
The status of SMB signing that is happening over the CIFS
session.

protocol-version

cifs-dialects
optional

session-id

integer
optional

smb-encryptionstatus

smbencryption
optional

unix-user

string
optional

The name of the UNIX user for which the session is
established.

windows-user

string
optional

The name of the CIFS user for which the session is
established.

Errno

The CIFS protocol version that is used to establish the
session.
The unique identifier for the session.
The status of SMB encryption that is happening over the
CIFS session.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-file-close

[top]

Close an open CIFS file.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

connection-id

integer
optional

The connection that is used to open the file.

file-id

integer
optional

The unique identifier for the opened file.

node

node-name The name of the node on which the file listing is done.
integer
optional

session-id
Errno

The session under which file is opened.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-file-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of the opened CIFS files.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
cifssessionfile
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifssessionfile
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-session-file object.
All cifs-session-file objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

cifssessionThe list of attributes of cifs-session-file objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional session-file objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of the established CIFS sessions.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
session
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-session object. All
session
cifs-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifssession[] The list of attributes of cifs-session objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

cifs-session-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-session-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-session-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-session-list-iter-start.
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range
cifs-sessions

records

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string

Tag from a previous cifs-session-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

cifssession- An array, one entry per each cifs session.
info[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-session-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range: [0..2^32-1].

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-session-list-iter-start

[top]

Gives information on current CIFS activity. Without arguments, it returns a summary of information
about the filer and lists the users who are connected to the filer.
Input Name Range
host

Type

Description

string
IP address/machine name of the user's client machine.
optional
Filters the information on the basis of protocol version specified. When

'smb' is specified as the argument, this API retrieves information about
string only SMB 1.0 sessions. When 'smb2' is specified as the argument, this
optional API retrieves information about only SMB 2.0 sessions. If this option is
not specified, then information about both SMB 1.0 and SMB 2.0
sessions is retrieved.

protocol

User name. If user is specified , this api returns information about the
string specified user, along with the names and access level of files that the
optional user has opened. This api returns information about all the users, if the
user is specified as '*' or is not specified.

user

Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-session-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-session-list-iter-next.

Description

EAPILICENSE
ESERVICEDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup

[top]

Configures the filer's CIFS service. The CIFS service will start automatically once this call completes
successfully.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

auth-type

string

The authentication style that determines the method by which clients
will be authenticated when connecting to this CIFS server. These styles
are subject to change in a future release. Possible values: ad, nt4,
workgroup, passwd Note: The domain-name, login-user and loginpassword fields are optional unless the auth-type is ad.

domainname

string
optional

The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. This can be the
NetBIOS or fully qualified domain name. Examples: cifsdomain,
cifs.domain.com

loginpassword

login-user

ou-name

string
optional The password for login-user.
encrypted
string
optional

string
optional

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username
The distinguished name of the organizational unit that the CIFS service
will become a member of. This value must be one of the cifs-setup-ous
retrieved from a call to the cifs-setup-container-list-iter APIs. By
default, the filer will join the 'CN=Computers' organizational unit. Note:

This information is only used when the auth-type is 'ad'.
If this value is defined, CIFS will attempt to communicate with the
domain controller directly using this address. Note: This information is
only used when the auth-type is 'nt4'.

pdc-ipaddress

ipaddress
optional

securitystyle

string

The security style determines whether or not the CIFS service will
support multiprotocol access. These styles are subject to change in a
future release. Possible values: ntfs, multiprotocol

servername

string

The resulting CIFS server name.

site-name

string
optional

The name of the site that the CIFS service will become a member of.
This value must be one of the cifs-setup-sites retrieved from a call to
the cifs-setup-container-list-iter APIs. If a default-site was returned, it
is the recommended choice. Sites will be ignored if this value is left
blank. Note: This information is only used when the auth-type is 'ad'.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED
ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE
ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
ECIFS_PASSWD_AND_GROUP_REQUIRED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-create-group-file

[top]

Creates a basic /etc/group file. Note: This will overwrite an existing /etc/group file. See cifs-setupverify-passwd-and-group for more information.

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_SETUP_CANNOT_WRITE

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-create-passwd-file

[top]

Creates a basic /etc/passwd file including a root user with the specified password. Note: This will
overwrite an existing /etc/passwd file. See cifs-setup-verify-passwd-and-group for more information.
Input Name Range
defaultrootpassword

Type

Description

The password given to a locally defined root user which may be used in
string
the event that other authentication services are unavailable. This will be
encrypted
defined in the filer's local /etc/passwd file.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_SETUP_CANNOT_WRITE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start
Input Name Range Type
maximum
tag

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string Tag from a previous cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type
cifs-setupous
records

Description

cifssetup- An array, one entry per each joinable organizational unit.
ou[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start

[top]

Gathers a list of joinable sites and organizational units from Active Directory for the login-user specified,
which is retrieved by using cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next. For more information regarding Active Directory
organizational units and their use, please reference Microsoft's Active Directory documentation.
Input Name Range
domainname
loginpassword
login-user

Output Name Range

Type
string

Description
The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. Examples:
cifsdomain, cifs.domain.com

string
The password for login-user.
encrypted
string

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username

Type

Description

records

integer

tag

string

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next.
Description

ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE
ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-site-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range
cifs-setupsites

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string
Type

Tag from a previous cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start.
Description

cifssetup- An array, one entry per each joinable organizational unit.
site[]

default-site

If this subnet is part of a pre-defined site in Active Directory, this is the
string
site name that would be used by default unless one of the other sites in
optional
cifs-setup-sites are specified instead.

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start

[top]

Gathers a list of joinable sites and organizational units from Active Directory for the login-user specified,
which is retrieved by using cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next. For more information regarding Active Directory
sites and their use, please reference Microsoft's Active Directory documentation.
Input Name Range

Type

domainname
loginpassword

string

Description
The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. Examples:
cifsdomain, cifs.domain.com

string
The password for login-user.
encrypted

login-user

Output Name Range

string

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username

Type

Description

default-site

string
optional

If this subnet is part of a pre-defined site in Active Directory, this is
the site name that would be used by default unless one of the other
sites in cifs-setup-sites are specified instead.

records

integer

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next.

tag

string

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED
ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE
ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next.
Description

License
cifs

cifs-setup-verify-name

[top]

Determines whether or not a particular CIFS server name is already in use on the network and a
specified domain.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

auth-type

string

The authentication style that will be used in a subsequent call to cifssetup. These styles are subject to change in a future release. Possible
values: ad, nt4, workgroup, passwd Note: The domain-name, loginuser and login-password fields are optional unless the auth-type is ad.

domainname

string

The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. Examples:
cifsdomain, cifs.domain.com

loginpassword

string
optional The password for login-user.
encrypted

login-user

string
optional

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username

pdc-ipaddress

ipaddress
optional

If this value is defined, CIFS will attempt to communicate with the
domain controller directly using this address. Note: This information is
only used when the auth-type is 'nt4'.

server-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

The NetBIOS CIFS server name that will be verified. Example:
cifsserver
Description

is-in-domain

boolean

Returns 'true' if the name exists in the domain, otherwise returns
'false'. For 'ad'-style domains, if an entry exists a warning should be
provided. For 'nt4'-style domains, an entry must exist or cifs-setup
will fail.

is-in-use

boolean

Returns 'true' if the name is in use on the network, otherwise returns
'false'.

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED
ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE

Description

ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-verify-passwd-and-group

[top]

Determines whether or not the /etc/passwd and /etc/group files exist, which would be used in the event
that the configured CIFS authentication method fails.
Output Name Range Type
group-fileexists
passwd-fileexists

required

Description

boolean Returns 'true' if the /etc/group file exists, otherwise returns 'false'.
boolean Returns 'true' if the /etc/passwd file exists, otherwise returns 'false'.
Returns 'true' if the /etc/passwd and /etc/group files would be required
before running the cifs-setup API. cifs-setup will require these files if
boolean neither LDAP nor NIS are enabled, as they will be used as a backup
authentication method should the primary method (i.e. domain
authentication) become unavailable.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-access-control-create

[top]

Add permissions for a user or group for a defined CIFS share.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The access rights that the user or group has on the defined
CIFS share. Possible values:

permission

cifs-access-perms

"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-share-access-control on
successful creation. Default: false

share

string

The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined.
The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is
windows. Possible values:

user-grouptype

string
optional

user-orgroup

string

winsid

windows-sid
optional

Output Name Range

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.
The user or group name for which the permissions are listed.
The Windows SID for the user or group for which the
permission is defined.

Type

Description

cifs-shareaccess-control
optional

result

Errno

The cifs-share-access-control created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-access-control-delete

[top]

Remove permissions for a user or group on a defined CIFS share.
Input Name Range

Type

share

string

Description
The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined.
The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is windows.
Possible values:

user-grouptype

string
optional

user-orgroup

string

Errno

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.
The user or group name for which the permissions are listed.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-access-control-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of permissions on defined CIFS shares.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cifsshareaccesscontrol
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifsshareaccesscontrol
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

cifsshareaccess- The list of attributes of cifs-share-access-control objects.
control[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional share-access-control objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-share-accesscontrol object. All cifs-share-access-control objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-access-control-modify

[top]

Modify the permissions for a user or group on a defined CIFS share.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The access rights that the user or group has on the defined CIFS
share. Possible values:

permission

cifs-accessperms
optional

share

string

"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom
The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined.
The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is
windows. Possible values:

user-grouptype

user-or-

string
optional

string

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.
The user or group name for which the permissions are listed.

group
winsid

windows-sid The Windows SID for the user or group for which the permission is
defined.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-ace-delete

[top]

Deletes the access control entry of the given share or the unix group. This API is equivalent to "cifs
access [-g] " CLI.
Input Name Range
isunixgroup

share-name

Type

Description

This filter is used to tell that the access rights of the unix group have to
boolean be deleted. If its value is true, uinx-group-name needs to be provided.
optional Otherwise it fails with the reason "group-name missing". The default
value of this is false.
string

CIFS share name. It specifies name of the share of which the access
rights have to be deleted. This is a case insensitive field. The maximum
size of the share name is 256 characters.

unix-groupname

Name of the unix group. This field specifies the unix group of which the
string access rights to be deleted. The format of this field . This is a case
optional sensitive field. If the specified group name does not exist, it fails with the
reason "Unknown Unix group "

user-name

Name of the user. This API deletes the access rights of the specified user.
string
This is a case sensitive field. The format of the field is . If specified user
optional
does not exist, It fails with the reason "Unknown user ".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ESVCDISABLED
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-ace-set

[top]

Sets the ace to the share for the given user or unix group. This API is equivalent to "cifs access [-g] "
CLI.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

accessrights
isunixgroup

share-name

unix-groupname

user-name

string

Access rights to be set to the above share and user. The format of the
rights can be Unix-style combinations of r w x - or NT-style "No Access",
"Read", "Change", and "Full Control"

This filter is used to tell that the access rights are to be set to the unix
boolean group. If its value is true, unix-group-name needs to be provided.
optional Otherwise API fails with the reason "group-name missing". The default
value of this is false.
string

CIFS share name. It specifies name of the share to which the access
rights have to be set. This is a case insensitive field. The maximum size of
the share name is 256 characters.

Name of the unix group. This field specifies the unix group to which the
string access rights are to be set. The format of this field . This is a case
optional sensitive field. If the specified group name does not exist, it fails with the
reason "Unknown Unix group : ".
Name of the user. This API sets the access rights to the specified user.
string
This is a case sensitive field. The format of the field . If specified user
optional
does not exist, It fails with the reason "Unknown user: ".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ESVCDISABLED
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-acl-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminates a list iteration and cleans up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from the previous cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next
Returns items from a previous call to cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start.

[top]

Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range
cifs-shareacls

records

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range:[0..2^32-1]
string

Tag from the previous cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start

Type

Description

cifsshareAn array, one entry per each cifs share.
aclinfo[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range:[0..2^32-1]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start

[top]

Gives information about one or more shares acl.
Input Name Range
share-name

Output Name Range

Type

Cifs share name. If share-name is specified, only information about that
string share is returned. If share-name is not specified, then information about
optional all the shares is returned. If the name contains the wildcard characters
* or ?, then all the shares matching the specified pattern are listed.
Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINTERNALERROR
ESVCDISABLED
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

Description

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next

Description

cifs-share-add

[top]

Creates a new CIFS share rooted at the specified path.
Input Name Range

caching

Type

Description

If specified, the following is done based on the value of the string:
"no_caching": disallow Windows clients from caching any files on this
share. This is the default value. "auto_document_caching": allow
Windows clients to cache user documents on this share.
string
"auto_program_caching": allow Windows clients to cache programs on
optional
this share. The actual caching behavior depends on the Windows client.
"branchcache": clients connecting to this share can make requests using
BranchCache technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.

comment

If specified, gives description of the new share. CIFS clients see this
string
description when browsing the filer's shares. If not specified, the
optional
description is blank.

dir-umask

If specified, sets file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix
integer or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting
optional of a newly created directory. For directories, this mask overrides one set
with "umask".

file-umask

If specified, sets file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix
integer or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting
optional of a newly created file. For files, this mask overrides one set with
"umask".

forcegroup

If specified, provides name of the group to which files to be created in the
share belong. The groupname is the name of a group in the UNIX group
string
database. If it is an empty string or else not specified, then files to be
optional
created in the share do not belong to a particular UNIX group. That is,
each file belongs to the same group as the owner of the file.

is-accessbasedenum

If true Access Based Enumeration (ABE) is enabled, else it is disabled.
boolean ABE filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
optional user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared
resources that the user does not have rights to access.

is-browse

boolean If true or not specified, shares are visible to browsing clients and can be
optional enumerated (e.g. "net view", SrvMgr, AD).

isnamespacecachingallowed

If true, namespace caching is enabled on the share. If namespace
boolean
caching is enabled on a share, clients are allowed to cache the directory
optional
enumeration results for better performance.

is-symlinkstrictsecurity

If true or not specified, strict symlink security is enabled. If false, allows
boolean clients to follow symbolic links to destinations on this filer but outside of
optional the current share. It is not checked if the client is authenticated to the
symbolic link's destination.

is-vscan

boolean If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
optional share, else no virus scan is done.

isvscanread

If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
boolean
share for read access, else no virus scan is done for read access on this
optional
share.

is-widelink

If true, allows clients to follow absolute symbolic links outside of this
share, subject to NT security. This feature requires an entry in the
boolean
/etc/symlink.translations file and it requires that the client supports
optional
Microsoft's Distributed File System (DFS). If false or not specified,

widelinks in the share are disabled.
maxusers

If specified, gives the maximum number of simultaneous connections to
integer
the new share. It must be a positive number. If not specified, the filer
optional
does not impose a limit on the number of connections to the share.

path

string

Full path name of the directory on the filer corresponding to the root of
the new share.

share-name

string

Name of the share to be added. The name cannot exceed 12 characters
for DOS-style shares and 256 characters for others.

umask

If specified, sets file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix
or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting
integer
of a newly created file or directory. If not specified, the file mode creation
optional
mask of the share is 0. This field is ignored when both dir-umask and fileumask are present.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED
ESVCDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ECIFSSHARINGVIOLATION
EVOLUMEINUSE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
ESHARETOOMANY
ESHAREEXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-change

[top]

Changes settings of one or more CIFS shares at any time, even if the shares are in use.
Input Name Range

caching

Type

Description

If specified, the following is done based on the value of the string:
"no_caching": disallow Windows clients from caching any files on this
share. This is the default value. "auto_document_caching": allow
Windows clients to cache user documents on this share.
string "auto_program_caching": allow Windows clients to cache programs on
optional this share. The actual caching behavior depends on the Windows client.
"manual_caching": allow users on Windows clients to manually select files
to be cached. "branchcache": clients connecting to this share can make
requests using BranchCache technology that allows them to cache the
content in an attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
string

If specified, changes description of the share. CIFS clients see this

comment

optional

description when browsing the filer's shares. Specifying an empty string
clears the previous description.

dir-umask

If specified, changes file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with
Unix or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions
integer
setting of a newly created directory. For directories, this mask overrides
optional
one set with "umask". Specifying an empty string resets (removes) this
dir-umask.

file-umask

If specified, changes file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with
integer Unix or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions
optional setting of a newly created file. For files, this mask overrides one set with
"umask". Specifying an empty string resets (removes) this file-umask.

forcegroup

If specified, changes name of the group to which files to be created in the
share belong. The groupname is the name of a group in the UNIX group
string
database. If the string is empty, files to be created in the share do not
optional
belong to a particular UNIX group. That is, each file belongs to the same
group as the owner of the file.

is-accessbasedenum

If true Access Based Enumeration (ABE) is enabled, if false it is disabled.
boolean ABE filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
optional user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared
resources that the user does not have rights to access.

is-browse

boolean
If true or undefined, share is visible to browsers and can be enumerated.
optional

isnamespacecachingallowed

If true, namespace caching is enabled on the share. If false, namespace
boolean caching is disabled on the share. If namespace caching is enabled on a
optional share, clients are allowed to cache the directory enumeration results for
better performance.

is-symlinkstrictsecurity

If true, strict symlink security is enabled. If false, allows clients to follow
boolean symbolic links to destinations on this filer but outside of the current
optional share. It is not checked if the client is authenticated to the symbolic link's
destination.

is-vscan

boolean If true, virus scan is done when clients open files on this share, else virus
optional scan is not done.

isvscanread

boolean If true, virus scan is done when clients open files on this share for read
optional access, else virus scan is not done for read access.

is-widelink

If true, allows clients to follow absolute symbolic links outside of this
share, subject to NT security. This feature requires an entry in the
boolean
/etc/symlink.translations file and it requires that the client supports
optional
Microsoft's Distributed File System (DFS). If false, widelinks in the share
are disabled.

maxusers

If specified, changes the maximum number of simultaneous connections
integer
to the new share. It must be a positive number or else zero, in which
optional
case no limit is imposed on the number of connections to the share.

share-name

umask

string

If fully specified, it's the name of the existing share to be changed. If the
name contains the wildcard characters * or ?, then all the shares
matching the specified name are to be changed.

If specified, changes file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with
Unix or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions
integer
setting of a newly created file or directory. Specifying a zero value resets
optional
(removes) the file mode creation mask. This field is ignored when both
dir-umask and file-umask are present.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED

Description

ESVCDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-create

[top]

Creates a new CIFS share rooted at the specified path.
Input Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

The lifetime of an entry in the file attribute cache, in seconds.
This value is used if the share has the 'attributecache' property
set, which improves the performance of certain metadata
operations in common workloads. The default is 10 seconds.
Raising this value may improve performance, but the likelihood
that stale metadata will be served increases as well. The value of
this field must be in the range of 1 to 86400.

string
optional

This string gives a description of the CIFS share. CIFS clients see
this description when browsing the Vserver's CIFS shares.

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
directory. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one
to three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values.

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
file. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one to
three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values.

force-groupfor-create

string
optional

If specified, all files created by CIFS users in a specific share
belong to the same group (also called the "force-group"). The
"force-group" must be a predefined group in the UNIX group
database. This setting has no effect unless the security style of
the volume is UNIX or mixed security style. By default this
option will be disabled.

is-pathvalidation-

boolean

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS Share Path
validation is enabled or not. The default value for this parameter

attributecache-ttl

Range

[0..2^321]

comment

dir-umask

file-umask

[0..777]

[0..777]

enabled
max[1..2^32connections1]
per-share

optional
integer
optional

is true.
If specified, gives the maximum number of simultaneous
connections to the new share. It must be a positive number. The
default value is 4294967295.
Mode of the offline file for the CIFS share. The default value is
manual. Possible values:
"none" - Clients are not permitted to cache files for offline
access.,
"manual" - Clients may cache files that are explicitly
selected by the user for offline use.,
"documents" - Clients may automatically cache files that
are used by the user for offline access.,
"programs" - Clients may automatically cache files that are
used by the user for offline access and may use those files
in an offline mode even if the share is available.

offline-filesmode

string
optional

path

string

The file system path that is shared through this CIFS share.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-share on successful creation.
Default: false

share-name

string

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8
string with the following characters being illegal: control
characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double
quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"*
The list of properties for this CIFS share. Possible values:

shareproperties

cifs-shareproperties[]
optional

"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (clientside caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed
by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be
viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can
request for change notifications for directories on this
share. If the path of the share is within a FlexGroup,
change notifications are not sent because FlexGroups do
not support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added
and enabled as part of the CIFS home directory feature.
The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS
home directory feature interface. This property can only
be set during the create process and cannot be altered
later.
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through
this share are caching attributes for a short time to
improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to
this share can make requests using BranchCache
technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients
connecting to this share can open files in a persistent
manner. Files opened this way are protected from
disruptive events, such as failover and giveback. This
property is not supported for FlexGroups.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to
a shadow copy. This attribute cannot be added nor
removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access

Based Enumeration is enabled on this share. ABE-filtered
shared folders are visible to a user based on that
individual user's access rights, preventing the display of
folders or other shared resources that the user does not
have rights to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients
connecting to this share can cache the directory
enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must
be used when accessing this share. Clients that do not
support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that
the previous version can be viewed and restored from the
client. This property is enabled by default.

cifs-sharesymlinkproperties[]
optional

symlinkproperties

This flag controls whether the symlinks under this shared
directory are hidden (option 'hide'), accessible (option 'enable')
or are accessible as read-only (option 'read-only' along with
option 'enable'). It controls whether only symlinks which have
targets on this server can be resolved by a CIFS client (option
'symlinks') or if all symlinks can be resolved (option
'symlinks_and_widelinks'). It controls whether symlinks can
have targets outside the client's share (option
'no_strict_security'). It controls whether no symlinks can be
resolved (option 'disable'). Possible values:
"enable" (DEPRECATED) Enable both local symlinks and
wide links for read-write,
"hide" (DEPRECATED) Hide both symlinks and wide links,
"read_only" (DEPRECATED) Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not
advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" Enable both local symlinks and
wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is
not advertised
"no_strict_security" Allow clients to follow symlinks
beyond share boundaries
Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is
applicable. The default value is standard. Possible values:

vscanfileopprofile
optional

vscan-fileopprofile

Output Name

Range

result
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Type
cifs-share
optional

Description

"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses
to this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close,
and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close,
and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a
file that has been modified is closed.

Description
The cifs-share created (keys or the entire object if requested)

cifs-share-delete

[top]

Deletes the specified CIFS share.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8 string with
string the following characters being illegal: control characters from 0x00 to 0x1F,
both inclusive, 0x22 (double quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"*

share-name

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED
ESVCDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-get-iter

[top]

Gives information about one or more CIFS shares.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
share
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-share object. All
share
cifs-share objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

cifsshare[] The list of attributes of cifs-share objects.

optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-share
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-share-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-share-list-iter-start
Input Name Range Type

Description

maximum

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.

tag

string Tag from a previous cifs-share-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type
cifs-shares

records

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

Description

cifsshare- An array, one entry per each cifs share.
info[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-share-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have retrieved
everything. Range:[0..2^32-1]

cifs-share-list-iter-start

[top]

Gives information about one or more shares, the results of which are retrieved by using cifs-share-listiter-next.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Cifs share name. If share-name is specified, only information about that
string share is returned. If share-name is not specified, then information about
optional all the shares is returned. If the name contains the wildcard characters
* or ?, then all the shares matching the specified name are listed.

share-name

Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-share-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-share-list-iter-next.

Description

EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED
ESERVICEDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-modify

[top]

Modifies settings of a CIFS share, even if the shares are in use.
Input Name

attributecache-ttl

comment

Range

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

integer
optional

The lifetime of an entry in the file attribute cache, in seconds.
This value is used if the share has the 'attributecache' property
set, which improves the performance of certain metadata
operations in common workloads. The default is 10 seconds.
Raising this value may improve performance, but the likelihood
that stale metadata will be served increases as well. The value of
this field must be in the range of 1 to 86400.

string
optional

This string gives a description of the CIFS share. CIFS clients see
this description when browsing the Vserver's CIFS shares.
The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
directory. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one

dir-umask

[0..777]

integer
optional

to three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values.

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
file. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one to
three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with values
4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user who
owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the second
selects permissions for other users in the file's group, with the
same values; and the third for other users not in the file's group,
with the same values.

force-groupfor-create

string
optional

This optional parameter specifies that all files that CIFS users
create in a specific share belong to the same group (also called
the "force-group"). The "force-group" must be a predefined
group in the UNIX group database. This setting has no effect
unless the security style of the volume is UNIX or mixed security
style. You can disable this option by passing a null string "".

is-pathvalidationenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS Share Path
validation is enabled or not.

integer
optional

If specified, gives the maximum number of simultaneous
connections to the new share. It must be a positive number.

file-umask

[0..777]

max[1..2^32connections1]
per-share

Mode of the offline file for the CIFS share. The default value is
manual. Possible values:

offline-filesmode

string
optional

path

string
optional

share-name

string

"none" - Clients are not permitted to cache files for offline
access.,
"manual" - Clients may cache files that are explicitly
selected by the user for offline use.,
"documents" - Clients may automatically cache files that
are used by the user for offline access.,
"programs" - Clients may automatically cache files that are
used by the user for offline access and may use those files
in an offline mode even if the share is available.
The file system path that is shared through this CIFS share.
The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8
string with the following characters being illegal: control
characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double
quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"*
The list of properties for this CIFS share. Possible values:
"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (clientside caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed
by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be
viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can request
for change notifications for directories on this share. If the
path of the share is within a FlexGroup, change
notifications are not sent because FlexGroups do not

shareproperties

symlinkproperties

cifs-shareproperties[]
optional

cifs-sharesymlinkproperties[]
optional

support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added
and enabled as part of the CIFS home directory feature.
The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS
home directory feature interface. This property cannot be
added or removed from existing share.
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through
this share are caching attributes for a short time to
improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to
this share can make requests using BranchCache
technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients
connecting to this share can open files in a persistent
manner. Files opened this way are protected from
disruptive events, such as failover and giveback. This
property is not supported for FlexGroups.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to
a shadow copy. This attribute cannot be added nor
removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access
Based Enumeration is enabled on this share. ABE-filtered
shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or
other shared resources that the user does not have rights
to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients
connecting to this share can cache the directory
enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must
be used when accessing this share. Clients that do not
support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that the
previous version can be viewed and restored from the
client. This property is enabled by default.
This flag controls whether the symlinks under this shared
directory are hidden (option 'hide'), accessible (option 'enable')
or are accessible as read-only (option 'read-only' along with
option 'enable'). It controls whether only symlinks which have
targets on this server can be resolved by a CIFS client (option
'symlinks') or if all symlinks can be resolved (option
'symlinks_and_widelinks'). It controls whether symlinks can have
targets outside the client's share (option 'no_strict_security'). It
controls whether no symlinks can be resolved (option 'disable').
Possible values:
"enable" (DEPRECATED) Enable both local symlinks and
wide links for read-write,
"hide" (DEPRECATED) Hide both symlinks and wide links,
"read_only" (DEPRECATED) Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not
advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" Enable both local symlinks and
wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is
not advertised
"no_strict_security" Allow clients to follow symlinks beyond
share boundaries

Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is
applicable. Possible values:
vscanfileopprofile
optional

vscanfileopprofile

Errno

"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses to
this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close,
and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close,
and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a
file that has been modified is closed.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-start

[top]

Starts the CIFS service, usually after a previous call to cifs-stop as the CIFS service starts automatically
when cifs-setup completes successfully or the system reboots.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-status

[top]

Returns the running state of the CIFS service.
Output Name Range Type
status
Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled

string

Description
The current status of the CIFS service, which will be one of the following:
STOPPED, STARTED, STOPPING, STARTING

Description

Yes
License
cifs

cifs-stop

[top]

Stops the CIFS service for all users or a particular workstation, if specified. Appropriate warning should
be given to connected clients before calling this API, as it will immediately terminate those sessions
regardless of their current state. See the cifs-sessions API for the list of clients that are currently
connected.
Input Name Range
workstation

Type

Description

The name or IP address of a workstation that will be disconnected from
string
the CIFS service. Note that the CIFS service does not stop if this value is
optional
specified, it simply disconnects related sessions.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-symlink-create

[top]

Create a new CIFS symbolic link path mapping from a UNIX symlink to a target CIFS path. This
symbolic link path mapping will be effective on symbolic links that have a prefix match with the value of
'unix-path'. e.g.: if the value of 'unix-path' is '/usr/local/' and there exists a symbolic link on the file
system at '/home/user/link' which points to '/usr/local/share/dest'. If a CIFS client accesses the
symbolic link 'link', this entry of path mapping would have a prefix match '/usr/local/'. The CIFS client
would be redirected to the location pointed to by this path mapping's 'cifs-server', 'share-name' and
'cifs-path' fields.
Input Name Range

cifs-path

Type

Description

string

This field specifies the CIFS path on the destination to which the
symbolic link maps. The final path is generated by concatenating the
CIFS server name, the share name, the cifs-path and the remaining
path in the symbolic link left after the prefix match. This value is
specified by using a UNIX-style path name. The trailing forward slash is
required for the full path name to be properly interpreted. This is a
UTF-8 string and supports localization.

cifs-server

This field specifies the destination CIFS server name for the mapping to
which the symbolic link is mapped. The default is the local CIFS server.
The field needs to be specified if the locality of the symbolic link is
string
'widelink'. This can be either a DNS name, NetBIOS name or an IP
optional
address. If a DNS name or a NetBIOS name are specified, the CIFS
client configuration should be such that it is capable of resolving the
CIFS server name to the correct IP address.

homedirectory

This field specifies whether the destination share is a home directory. If
the value of this field is true, wildcard path elements in the destination
path are replaced with specific values for the user accessing the
boolean
symbolic link. Wildcard %w is replaced by the user's Windows name.
optional
Wildcard %u is replaced by the user's mapped Unix name. Wildcard %d
is replaced by the domain to which the user belongs. The default value
is false.

locality

This field specifies whether the CIFS symbolic link is a local link, free
link or wide link. A local symbolic link maps to the local CIFS share. A
free symlink maps to the local vserver. A wide symbolic link maps to
cifs- any CIFS share on the network. If the CIFS server matches the
symlink- VServer's NetBIOS name then the default value is local otherwise wide
locality link. The symlink option 'freelink' is obsolete. Possible values:
optional
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the cifs-symlink on successful creation. Default:
optional false

share-name

This field specifies the CIFS share name on the destination CIFS server
string
to which the symbolic link is mapped. This is a UTF-8 string and
optional
supports localization.

unix-path

Output Name Range
result

string

This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping.
If the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this
field, this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path
is a UTF-8 string and supports localization. The path must start and end
with a forward slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'.

Type

Description

cifssymlink The cifs-symlink created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-symlink-delete

[top]

Delete a CIFS symbolic link path mapping.
Input Name Range Type

Description
This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping. If
the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this field,

unix-path

string this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path is a UTF-8
string and supports localization. The path must start and end with a forward
slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-symlink-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of CIFS symbolic link path mappings.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-symlink object. All
symlink
cifs-symlink objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

cifssymlink[] The list of attributes of cifs-symlink objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional symlink objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
symlink
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-symlink-modify

[top]

Modify a CIFS symbolic link path mapping parameters.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
This field specifies the CIFS path on the destination to which the symbolic

cifs-path

link maps. The final path is generated by concatenating the CIFS server
name, the share name, the cifs-path and the remaining path in the
string
symbolic link left after the prefix match. This value is specified by using a
optional
UNIX-style path name. The trailing forward slash is required for the full
path name to be properly interpreted. This is a UTF-8 string and supports
localization.

cifs-server

This field specifies the destination CIFS server name for the mapping to
which the symbolic link is mapped. The default is the local CIFS server.
The field needs to be specified if the locality of the symbolic link is
string
'widelink'. This can be either a DNS name, NetBIOS name or an IP
optional
address. If a DNS name or a NetBIOS name are specified, the CIFS client
configuration should be such that it is capable of resolving the CIFS
server name to the correct IP address.

homedirectory

This field specifies whether the destination share is a home directory. If
the value of this field is true, wildcard path elements in the destination
boolean path are replaced with specific values for the user accessing the symbolic
optional link. Wildcard %w is replaced by the user's Windows name. Wildcard %u
is replaced by the user's mapped Unix name. Wildcard %d is replaced by
the domain to which the user belongs. The default value is false.

locality

This field specifies whether the CIFS symbolic link is a local link, free link
or wide link. A local symbolic link maps to the local CIFS share. A free
symlink maps to the local vserver. A wide symbolic link maps to any
cifs- CIFS share on the network. If the CIFS server matches the VServer's
symlink- NetBIOS name then the default value is local otherwise wide link. The
locality symlink option 'freelink' is obsolete. Possible values:
optional
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

share-name

This field specifies the CIFS share name on the destination CIFS server to
string
which the symbolic link is mapped. This is a UTF-8 string and supports
optional
localization.

unix-path

string

This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping.
If the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this
field, this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path is
a UTF-8 string and supports localization. The path must start and end
with a forward slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-top-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-top-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-top-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-top-iter-start.
Input Name Range Type
maximum
tag

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string Tag from a previous cifs-top-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type

Description

cifs-top

cifstop- An array, one entry per cifs top.
info[]

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-top-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have retrieved
everything.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-top-iter-start

[top]

Display CIFS client statistics
Input Name Range

avgtype

maxclients

sortgroup

Type

Description

Specifies how the client statistics are to be averaged for display:
"smooth": Use a smoothed average which is weighted towards recent
behavior but takes into account previous history of the client. "now":
string
Use a one-second sample taken immediately and no history is taken into
optional
account. "total": Use the total count of each statistic divided by the total
time since sampling started. If the is-verbose option is also set, the
totals are given without dividing by the sample time.
integer Specifies the maximum number of top clients to display (the default is
optional 20).
If specified, the client statistics are sorted by the value of the string:
"ops": Sort by the number of operations per second of any type.
string "reads": Sort by kbytes/sec of data in response to read requests.
optional "writes": Sort by kbytes/sec of data written to the filer. "ios": Sort by
the combined total of reads plus writes for each client. "suspicious":

Sort by the number of "suspicious" events per second by each client.
Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-session-list-iter-next. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-session-list-iter-next.

Errno

Description

ECLIENTSTATSVFILER
ECLIENTSTATSNOTENABLED
ENOACTIVECLIENTS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-user-home-directory-path-get

[top]

Find the user's home directory based on user name
Input Name Range
username

Type
string

Output Name Range
outusername

Description
The name of CIFS user for which home directory path has to be found
out.

Type

Description

string
Output User Name
optional
string
The path of home directory for the specified user name.
optional

path

string
The expanded share name for the user.
optional

share-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-user-home-directory-path-get-iter

[top]

Find the user's home directory based on user name
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-userSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
home-

desiredattributes

max-records

attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
directorypresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
path
available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifs-userhomedirectorypath
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag
username
Output Name

string
Range

The name of CIFS user for which home directory path has to be
found out.

Type

Description

cifs-userhomedirectory- The list of attributes of cifs-user-home-directory-path objects.
path[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional user-home-directory-path objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-user-homedirectory-path object. All cifs-user-home-directory-path objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

outusername

The number of records returned in this call.

string
Output User Name
optional
string
The path of home directory for the specified user name.
optional

path

string
The expanded share name for the user.
optional

share-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-users-and-group-local-group-members-get-iter
Retrieve the list of local group members
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifs-usersand-grouplocalgroupmembers
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

[top]

query

cifs-usersand-grouplocalgroupmembers
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-users-andgroup-local-group-members object. All cifs-users-and-grouplocal-group-members objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifs-usersand-grouplocalThe list of attributes of cifs-users-and-group-local-groupgroup- members objects.
members[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsusers-and-group-local-group-members objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-users-and-group-local-user-membership-get-iter
Retrieve local users' membership information
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
cifs-usersand-grouplocal-usermembership
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

query

cifs-usersand-grouplocal-usermembership
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-users-andgroup-local-user-membership object. All cifs-users-and-grouplocal-user-membership objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

cifs-usersand-groupThe list of attributes of cifs-users-and-group-local-userlocal-usermembership objects.
membership[]
optional

[top]

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsusers-and-group-local-user-membership objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-charmap-get

[top]

Return charmap information for a specified volume.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range

Description
Name of the volume on which to list the charmap information.

Type

Description

A comma separated list of Unicode characters in the format of XX:XXXX.
string For example: 3f:ff76,3a:f3f4 wherein character 3f/3a which is invalid for
optional windows, gets mapped to a character whose Unicode value is ff76/f3f4
respectively.

charmap

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUMEBUSY

volume-charmap-set

[top]

Set the character mapping on a volume
Input Name Range
charmap

volume

Type

Description

A comma separated list of Unicode characters in the format of XX:XXXX.
string For example: 3f:ff76,3a:f3f4 wherein character 3f/3a which is invalid for
optional windows, gets mapped to a character whose Unicode value is ff76/f3f4
respectively.
volume- The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be
name applied.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: anonymous-restriction-level

[top]

Classification of the CIFS null user restriction. Possible values:
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.
[none]

Element definition: auth-mechanism

[top]

The list of possible known authentication mechanisms supported by the CIFS server. Possible values:
"None" - None
"NTLMv1" - NTLMv1
"NTLMv2" - NTLMv2
"Kerberos" - Kerberos
"Anonymous" - Anonymous
[none]

Element definition: cifs-access-perms

[top]

access rights Possible values:
"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom
[none]

Element definition: cifs-bc-version-control

[top]

Versions of CIFS BranchCache that are currently supported.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-branchcache
CIFS BranchCache configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

hash-storemax-size

size
optional

Maximum size the hash store can grow to. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

hash-storepath

string
optional

Path to the directory where hash files are stored. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

operatingmode

string
optional

The mode in which the BranchCache service will operate.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

server-key

string
optional

BranchCache server key. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

versions

cifs-bcversioncontrol[]
optional

Versions of the BranchCache protocol that are supported.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

vserver-name The name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-ca-protection

[top]

The list of possible protection levels. Open files are "Continuously Available" if they are opened from an
SMB 3 client through a share with the "continuously_available" property set. These open files are
capable of non-disruptively recovering from takeover and giveback as well as general aggregate
relocation between partners in a high-availability relationship. This is in addition to the traditional SMB 2
capability allowing clients to recover from LIF migration and other brief network interruptions. Note: The
CA protection levels depicts the continuous availability at the connection level so it might not be
accurate for a session if the connection has multiple sessions. Streams opened through a continuously
available share are permitted, but are not currently made continuously available. Directories may be
opened through a continuously available share, but will not appear continuously available as clients do
not open them that way by design. These protection levels are applicable to the sessions/files on
read/write volumes on SFO aggregates. Possible values:
"No" - The open file is not continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files
but none of them are continuously available.
"Yes" - The open file is continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files and
all of them are continuously available.
"Partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains at least one continuously available open
file but other open files that are not.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-cache-settings-info
Contains CIFS name and SID cache configuration information of a SVM When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s

[top]

description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-propagationenabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-character-mapping

[top]

Display a character mapping When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
mapping

Range

Type

Description

string[] The mapping for invalid characters in the format XX:XXXX. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

volume

string The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be applied.
optional Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string Vserver Name on which the volume exists. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-check-info
Basic configuration information for the CIFS Server. When returned as part of the output, all elements

[top]

of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cifsdomain-ipaddr

Range

Type

Description

string The IP address of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cifsdomainname

string The FQDN of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

cifsnetbiosname

string The NetBIOS Name of the CIFS Server. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

cifs-serversite

string The Site CIFS Server Belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

cifs-serverstatus

string
CIFS Server Status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

nodeThe Node on Which the Command Will Be Run. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

status

Status of NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS Server.
service- Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
state
"down" ,
optional
"up"

statusdetails

string Time for Establishing NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS
optional Server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

string Vserver For Checking the CIFS Server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-connection

[top]

Displays established CIFS connections When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connection- [0..2^32- integer The unique identifier for the connection. Attributes: key, optionaloptional for-create, non-modifiable
id
1]

ipThe data lif that is used to establish the connection. Attributes: nonaddress
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

lif-ip
networkcontext-id

[0..2^32- integer The network context id associated with the connection. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node on which the connection listing is done.
name
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

node
session-id

[0..2^64- integer[] The sessions that are associated with this connection. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
vserverThe Vserver name on which the connection listing is done.
name
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

vserver
workstationip

ipThe ip address of the workstation from which the connection is
address
established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

workstation- [0..2^32- integer The TCP port of the workstation through which the connection is
optional established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
port
1]

Element definition: cifs-dialects

[top]

The list of possible known dialects Dialects negotiated by CIFS servers. Possible values:
"SMB1" - SMB 1.0
"SMB2" - SMB 2.0
"SMB2_1" - SMB 2.1
"SMB3" - SMB 3.0
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-servers
List of servers discovered by the cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address

Range

Type
inet-address
optional

Description
The IP address of the server that was discovered. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
DC Functional Level Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"win2000" - WIN2000,

[top]

"unknown" - The DC functionality level is unknown,
"win2003" - WIN2003,
"win2008" - WIN2008,
"win2008r2" - WIN2008R2,
"win2012" - WIN2012,
"win2012r2" - WIN2012R2,
"win2016" - WIN2016,
"winthreshold" - WINTHRESHOLD

dcfunctionallevel

cifs-domaindiscoveredserver-funclvl
optional

domain

string
optional

The Active Directory domain that the discovered server is a
member of. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-dcread-only

boolean
optional

Is DC Read Only Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

name

string
optional

The hostname of the server that was discovered. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

node-name
optional

The name of the node on which server discovery was done.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The preference level of the server that was discovered.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

prefertype

cifs-domainserver-prefertype
optional

"unknown" - The preference level of this server is
unknown.,
"preferred" - This server was administratively marked as a
preferred server due to its presence in the list of preferred
servers.,
"favored" - This server was marked as favored by the
server discovery process by virtue of site membership.,
"adequate" - This server was discovered by the server
discovery process and can be used, but has no preference
associated with it.
The type of the server that was discovered. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

servertype

cifs-domaindiscoveredserver-type
optional

"unknown" - The server type is not known,
"kerberos" - Kerberos server,
"ms_ldap" - Microsoft Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) server,
"ms_dc" - Microsoft Domain Controller,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
server
The status of the connection to the server that was discovered.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status

cifs-domaindiscoveredserver-status
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

"ok" - The connection to this server is usable.,
"unavailable" - This server is currently unavailable for use.,
"slow" - The connection to this server is usable but slow.,
"expired" - The connection to this server has expired.,
"undetermined" - A connection to this server has not been
attempted.,
"unreachable" - This server is currently unreachable.
The name of the Vserver which scopes the discovered servers.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Element definition: cifs-domain-name-mapping-search
List of trusted domains, organized by Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

trusteddomains

realmname[]
optional

vserver

vserverVserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name
non-modifiable
optional

The list of trusted domains used for name-mapping. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: cifs-domain-password-schedule
CIFS domain password schedule parameters When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-scheduleenabled

Value of this field indicates whether domain account password change
boolean
schedule is enabled or not. Value of true indicates schedule is enabled.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

scheduleday-of-week

cronday-of- This field specifies the day of week when the scheduled domain
week account password change occurs Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

scheduleThis field specifies the minutes within which the scheduled domain
integer
randomized- [1..180]
account password start time can be randomized beginning scheduleoptional
minute
time-of-day Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
time-of- This field specifies the time in HH:MM:SS at which the scheduled
day
domain account password change starts Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

scheduletime-of-day
scheduleweeklyinterval
vserver

[1..52]

This field specifies the number of weeks after which the scheduled
integer
domain account password change must occur Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable
vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: cifs-domain-preferred-dc

[top]

List of preferred domain controllers associated with an Active Directory domain, organized by Vserver.
When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated
in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

domain

The fully qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain to which
string
the domain controllers in the list belong. Attributes: key, required-foroptional
create, non-modifiable

preferreddc

inetThe list of preferred domain controller IP addresses. Attributes: requiredaddress[]
for-create, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverVserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode

[top]

The mode of server discovery. Possible values:
"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,
"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to configure pref-dcs.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-info
CIFS domain server discovery mode When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name Range

Type

Description
Server discovery mode Attributes: required-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

mode

cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,
"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to configure
pref-dcs.
Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cifs-domain-trusts

[top]

List of trusted domains discovered. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
homedomain

Range

Type

Description

realmThe fully-qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain the CIFS
name
server is joined to. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

nodeThe name of the node on which discovery was done. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

trusteddomain

realmA domain that has a trust relationship with the home domain. Attributes:
name[]
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver which scopes the discovered trusted domains.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-filesystem-sector-size
CIFS File System Sector sizes reported to SMB Clients (in bytes). Possible values:
"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 4096 bytes
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-functional-level

[top]

Possible values are:
"windows_2000"
"windows_2003_with_mixed_domain"
"windows_2003"
"windows_2008"
"windows_2008R2"
"windows_8"
[none]

Element definition: cifs-home-directory

[top]

Handle cifs home directory related configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-home-dirs-accessfor-admin-enabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to admin. Default value
optional is true. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-home-dirs-accessfor-public-enabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to public. Default value
optional is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Vserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-home-directory-search-path
This is a list of CIFS Home Directory search paths. When a CIFS client connects to a home directory
share, these paths are searched in the order indicated by the 'position' field to find the user's home
directory. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
optional directory. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

path
position [1..1024]

The position of this entry in the list of paths that will be searched for
integer
finding a CIFS user's home directory. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-local-group

[top]

List of local groups, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

description

string
optional

groupname

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

Description
The description of the local group Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
The name of the local group Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-local-group-members

[top]

List of local groups, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

groupname

cifs-name
optional

The name of the local group Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

member

cifs-name
optional

The member of a local group Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vservername
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-local-user

[top]

List of local users, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

The description of the local user Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

full-name

string
optional

Full name of the local user Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-accountdisabled

boolean
optional

The user account is disabled Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

user-name

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the local user Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-local-user-membership
List of local users' membership information, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

membership

cifs-name
optional

The membership of the local user Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

user-name

cifs-name
optional

The name of the local user Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: cifs-name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cifs-nbtstat

[top]

Display NetBIOS Statistics. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

nbt-mode

Mode in which the NetBIOS Name Service is configured. Possible
string
values: 'p' - Point to Point, 'h' - Hybrid, 'm' - Mixed or 'b' optional
Broadcast. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nbt-namestate

Registration State of NetBIOS Name. Possible values:
string 'must_register', 'must_unregister', 'wins', 'broadcast',
optional 'name_released', 'wins_conflict', 'broadcast_conflict. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

nbt-scope

Scope is used as a name for the set of NetBIOS nodes that
string
participate in an NBT virtual LAN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

netbiosname

string
NetBIOS Name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

netbiossuffix

A NetBIOS suffix is the 16th character of the 16-character NetBIOS
string name. The NetBIOS suffix is used by Microsoft Networking software
optional to identify functionality installed on the registered device.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string The name of the node on which nbtstat was done. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

registeredaddresses

ipList of interface IP Addresses for which the NetBIOS Name is
address[]
registered. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

registeredtype

string Name registration type. Possible values: 'registered', 'active',
optional 'permanent', 'group'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

registration[0..2^32- integer Time left in minutes for a name registered with WINS. Attributes:
time-leftoptional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
minutes
vserver

string The Vserver name on which nbtstat was done. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
wins-

wins-entries

entryWindows Internet Name Server (WINS) information
info[]
optional

Element definition: cifs-options

[top]

The CIFS specific tunables that can be set on a Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the amount of idle
time (in seconds) before a CIFS session is disconnected
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default-unixgroup

string
optional

The default UNIX group used if the identity of a CIFS
group cannot be mapped using normal group mapping
rules. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default-unixuser

string
optional

The default UNIX user used if the identity of a CIFS
user cannot be mapped using normal user mapping
rules. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

clientsessiontimeout

file-systemsector-size

Range
[0..2^32-1]

cifsfilesystemsector-size
optional

This optional parameter specifies the size of file system
sector in bytes reported to SMB Clients. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 4096 bytes

grant-unixgroup-permsto-others

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether UNIX group
permissions should be granted to others when
Windows clients access files on a UNIX security-style
Volume/Qtree as well as mixed security style
Volume/Qtree, as long as the effective security style on
the file is UNIX. The default value for this parameter is
false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

guest-unixuser

string
optional

This optional parameter specifies that a guest user
coming from any untrusted domain can be mapped to
specified UNIX user. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that if name-mapping
is not present for members of BUILTIN\Administrators
group then whether they can be mapped to Unix User
'root'. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-adminusersmapped-toroot-enabled
is-advancedsparse-filesupport-

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether advanced
sparse file capabilities, such as Query Allocated Ranges
and Set Zero Data, are enabled on the CIFS server.

enabled

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether to advertise DFS referral of the CIFS protocol.
The default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-client-dupdetectionenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should detect duplicate sessions coming from
the same SMB 1.0 client with VcNumber of zero (0).
The default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-clientversionreportingenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether to report the
client version through ASUP. The default value for this
parameter is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-copyoffloaddirect-copyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the DirectCopy Copy Offload mechanism is enabled or not.
Default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-copyoffloadenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing copy offload operation.
The default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-dacenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Dynamic Access Control. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

isexportpolicyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server uses export policies to control client access. The
default value for this parameter is false. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-fake-openenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports fake open requests. The default value
for this parameter is true. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-fsctl-filelevel-trimenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether trim
requests (FSCTL_FILE_LEVEL_TRIM) are supported on
the cifs server. The default value for this parameter is
true. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-hidedotfilesenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should hide files and directories beginning with
a dot '.' during directory enumeration. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

is-inheritmodebitswithnfsv4aclenabled

boolean
optional

This option Enables setting Modebits on file created by
cifs user if it inherits nfs4acl. The default value for this
parameter is false. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-large-mtuenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the SMB 2.1
Large MTU feature is supported. The default value for
this parameter is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-local-authenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS local
users can authenticate. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-localusers-and-

boolean

is-advertisedfs-enabled

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS

optional

local users and groups feature is enabled on the
cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ismultichannelenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Multichannel or not. The default value
for this parameter is false. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-nbnsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that NBNS (port 137)
is enabled or not. The default value for this parameter
is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-netbiosover-tcpenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the use of
NetBIOS over TCP (port 139) is enabled or not. The
default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-pathcomponentcacheenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
path component cache is enabled for SMB2 or not. The
default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
symlink resolution for path component cache is
enabled for SMB2 or not. The default value for this
parameter is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

groupsenabled

is-pathcomponentcachesymlinkenabled

This optional parameter specifies that a file can be
deleted using UNIX delete semantics when the DOS
read-only bit is enabled. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

is-read-onlydeleteenabled

enable
optional

is-referralenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server refers clients to more optimal data access paths
(LIFs). The default value for this parameter is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-searchshort-namesenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports searching short names. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing shadow copy
operations. Directories and files within a FlexGroup will
not be shadow copied because FlexGroups do not
support shadow copy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether the
NetShareEnum call should only respond with the
shares the user has access to or with all shares. The
default value is false which means it will respond with
all shares. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-smb1enabled

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether the CIFS server negotiates the SMB1 versions
of the CIFS protocol. The default value for this
parameter is true for Vservers with Infinite Volume. For
other data Vservers, the default value is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-smb2-

boolean

isshadowcopyenabled
is-shareenumpermissioncheckenabled

"enabled" ,
"disabled"

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB2 versions of the CIFS

enabled

optional

is-smb3enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-smb31enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3.1 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-trusteddomainenum-searchenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing enumeration of trusted
domains and search to map a UNIX user to a Windows
user. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-unixextensionsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS server
is capable of supporting UNIX Extensions. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

is-unix-ntacl-enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether NT ACLs can
be set on a volume with UNIX security-style.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server exposes junction points as reparse points to
Windows clients. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether to map Windows
SIDs to Unix UIDs when setting or restoring the owner
SID. The default is true. Set this value to false to avoid
performance-impacting SID lookups. It should be set
true if your workflow involves converting the storage
security style from 'ntfs' or 'mixed' to 'unix'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[2..1024]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of connections allowed per Multichannel
session. The default value for this parameter is 32.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[2..8192]

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the maximum number
of outstanding requests on a CIFS connection. The
default value is 128. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum length
of data in bytes that the CIFS server can write zero
with one CIFS request. This parameter accepts data
lengths between 4 KB and 32 MB. The default value for
this option is 32 MB. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of network interfaces advertised per
Multichannel session. The default value for this
parameter is 256. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous operations
the CIFS server reports it can process per TCP
connection. The default value for this option is 255.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-usejunctions-asreparsepointsenabled

map-sid-touid-on-setowner

maxconnectionsper-session

max-credits

max-filewrite-zerolength

max-lifs-persession

max-mpx

max-opens-

[2^12..2^25]

[1..256]

[2..65535]

protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

This option controls maximum existing opens on the

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous CIFS
connections to the same share per CIFS session. The
default value for this option is 5000. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

max-sameusersessions-perconnection

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous sessions
by the same user per TCP connection. The default
value for this option is 2500. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

maxwatches-setper-tree

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum watches that can be set
per CIFS Tree. The default value for this option is 500.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

pathcomponent[5000..3600000]
cache-entryexp-time

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
would be considered fresh. The default value for this
parameter is 300000 milliseconds. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

pathcomponent[1000..1000000]
cache-maxentries

integer
optional

This optional parameter control the maximum number
of cache entries in one instance of path component
cache. The default value for this parameter is 100000.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies maximum session
token size for path component cache for SMB2. The
default value for this parameter is 1000. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
that is symlink would be considered fresh. The default
value for this parameter is 300000 milliseconds.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

same-fileper-tree
max-sametree-connectper-session

pathcomponentcache-maxsessiontoken-size

[500..10000]

pathcomponentcache[5000..3600000]
symlink-exptime

read-grantsexecute

enable
optional

same file per CIFS Tree. The default value for this
option is 1000. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

On a file with UNIX Style security effective on it, if the
file has read permission on it, a CIFS user would be
allowed to execute permissions if this option is
enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
This optional parameter specifies what level of access
will a non authenticated user get Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:

anonymousrestrictionlevel
optional

restrictanonymous

shadowcopydir-depth

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for
Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is
Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous
User.
This optional parameter specifies the maximum depth
of directories to shadow copy. Directories and files
within a FlexGroup will not be shadow copied because
FlexGroups do not support shadow copy. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

smb1-maxbuffer-size

[4356..65535]

vserver

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum buffer
size used for SMB1 message that the server can
receive. The default value for this parameter is 65535.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vservername
optional

The name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS
server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

widelink-asreparsepointversions

cifsdialects[]
optional

win-namefor-null-user

string
optional

wins-servers

inetaddress[]
optional

This optional parameter specifies for which CIFS
protocol versions widelink will be reported as reparse
points. The default value for this parameter is SMB1.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:
"smb1" - SMB 1.0,
"smb2" - SMB 2.0,
"smb2_1" - SMB 2.1,
"smb3" - SMB 3.0,
"smb3_1" - SMB 3.1
This optional parameter specifies a valid Windows user
or group name that will be added to the CIFS
credentials for a NULL user Session. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable
List of Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) IP
addresses. The Vserver will send NetBIOS name
resolution requests to these addresses. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: cifs-preferred-dc-check-info
Basic configuration information for the Preferred DC. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

dc-ip-addr

string[]
optional

DC Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

domainname

string[]
optional

Domain Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

servicestate[]
optional

statusdetails

string[]
optional

vserver-

string

DC Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"down" ,
"up"
Status Details Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

name

optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-privilege

[top]

List of privileges assigned to local or Active Directory users or groups, organized by Vserver When
returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The privileges associated with a local or Active Directory user or group
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

privileges

cifsprivilegeentries[]
optional

user-orgroupname

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

"setcbprivilege" - Act as part of the operating system,
"sebackupprivilege" - Back up files and directories, overriding
any ACLs,
"serestoreprivilege" - Restore files and directories, overriding
any ACLs,
"setakeownershipprivilege" - Take ownership of files or other
objects,
"sesecurityprivilege" - Manage auditing and
viewing/dumping/clearing the security log,
"sechangenotifyprivilege" - Bypass traverse checking
The name of the local or Active Directory user or group Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-privilege-entries
Privilege Possible values:
"setcbprivilege" - Act as part of the operating system,
"sebackupprivilege" - Back up files and directories, overriding any ACLs,
"serestoreprivilege" - Restore files and directories, overriding any ACLs,
"setakeownershipprivilege" - Take ownership of files or other objects,
"sesecurityprivilege" - Manage auditing and viewing/dumping/clearing the security log,
"sechangenotifyprivilege" - Bypass traverse checking
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-security

[top]

CIFS security tunable parameters. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aes-enabledfor-netlogonchannel

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use AES session key as
part of NetLogon secure channel establishment. By default
this option is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

encryptionrequired-fordcconnections

boolean
optional

This parameter determines if encryption is required for
connections to domain controllers. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-aesencryptionenabled

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether AES-128 and AES-256
encryption mechanisms are enabled for Kerberos-related CIFS
communication. By default this option is true. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-passwordcomplexityrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether password complexity is
required for local users. By default this option is true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-signingrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether signing is required for
incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-smbencryptionrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether SMB encryption is
required for incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

kerberosclock-skew

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting
tickets with time stamps that do not exactly match the host's
system clock. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

kerberos-kdctimeout

[1..23]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the timeout value in seconds for
KDC connections. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

kerberosrenew-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
days for which a ticket can be renewed. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

kerberosticket-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
hours that a user's ticket may be used for the purpose of
Kerberos authentication. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This parameter determines the LM compatibility level. By
default this option is 'LM, NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos'.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

lmcompatibilitylevel

lmcompatibilitylevel
optional

"lm_ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts LM, NTLM, NTLMv2
and Kerberos,
"ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLM, NTLMv2 and
Kerberos,
"ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"krb" - Accepts Kerberos only

referralenabled-forad-ldap

boolean
optional

sessionsecurity-forad-ldap

ldap-security
optional

smb1enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

This parameter determines whether LDAP referral chasing is
enabled or not for AD LDAP connections. By default this
option is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This parameter determines the level of security for LDAP
communications. By default this option is none. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic
(DEPRECATED) This parameter determines if SMB version 1 is
used for connections to domain controllers. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:
"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"
This parameter determines if SMB version 2 is used for
connections to domain controllers. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

smb2enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

try-channelbinding-forad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to try channel binding for
AD LDAP connections. By default this option is true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

use-ldapsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use LDAPS(port 636)
for Secure Active Directory LDAP connections. By default this
option is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

use-start-tlsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use start_tls for AD
LDAP connections. By default this option is false. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"

Element definition: cifs-server-config

[top]

Basic configuration information for the CIFS Server. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
CIFS Server Administrative Status. Attributes: optional-for-create,

service- modifiable Possible values:
state
"down" ,
optional
"up"

administrativestatus

The authentication style to be used for CIFS clients connecting to this
CIFS server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

auth-style

cifsauthstyle
optional

cifs-server

netbiosThe NetBIOS name of the CIFS server. Attributes: required-forname
create, modifiable
optional

"domain" - DOMAIN,
"workgroup" - WORKGROUP,
"realm" - KERBEROS REALM

comment

string
CIFS Server Description. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

default-site

string The default site used by LIFs that do not have a site membership.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string The Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

domain

domainThe NetBIOS name of the domain or workgroup this CIFS server
name
belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

domainworkgroup
netbios-aliases

netbiosname[] List of NetBIOS Aliases Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

organizationalunit

string The Organizational Unit (OU) within the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

realm

string The Kerberos realm this CIFS server belongs to. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Vserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

workgroup

netbiosThe name of the workgroup this CIFS server belongs to. Attributes:
name
optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-session

[top]

Displays the established CIFS sessions When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-address The ip address of the workstation from which the session is
optional opened. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The authentication mechanism used to establish the session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" ,
"ntlmv1" ,
"ntlmv2" ,
"kerberos" ,
"anonymous"

authmechanism

authmechanism
optional

connectedtime

elapsedtime-ext
optional

The time duration since the session was established. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

connection- [0..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

The number of CIFS connections associated with the CIFS
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The connection that is used to establish the session. Attributes:
key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

connection-id

The type of continuous avalability protection provided to the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

cifs-caprotection
optional

continuouslyavailable

[0..2^641]

"no" - The open file is not continuously available. For
sessions, it contains one or more open file but none of
them are continuously available.,
"yes" - The open file is continuously available. For
sessions, it contains one or more open files and all of them
are continuously available.,
"partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains
at least one continuously available open file but other open
files that are not.

integer
optional

The number of the regular files that are opened under the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

idle-time

elapsedtime-ext
optional

The time duration since there was last activity on the session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-large-mtuenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies the status of the Large MTU
over the CIFS session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sessionsigned

boolean
optional

Displays if a CIFS session is SMB Signed. If true, the CIFS
session is signed. If false, the CIFS session is not signed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

files

ip-address The data lif that is used to establish the session. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

lif-address
netbiosname

string
optional

Displays the NetBIOS name client used for connecting to the
share. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

The name of the node on which the session listing is done.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of the special files that are opened under the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

other

[0..2^641]

The CIFS protocol version that is used to establish the session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
cifsdialects
optional

protocolversion

[0..2^64-

integer

"smb1" - SMB 1.0,
"smb2" - SMB 2.0,
"smb2_1" - SMB 2.1,
"smb3" - SMB 3.0,
"smb3_1" - SMB 3.1
The unique identifier for the session. Attributes: key, optional-

session-id
shares

1]

optional

for-create, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of the CIFS shares that are opened under the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Displays the status of SMB encryption that is happening over the
CIFS session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

smbencryptionstatus

smbencryption
optional

unix-user

string
optional

"unencrypted" - CIFS session is not encrypted.,
"encrypted" - CIFS session is fully encrypted. Vserver level
encryption is enabled and encryption happens for the
entire session.,
"partially_encrypted" - CIFS session is partially encrypted.
Share level encryption is enabled and encryption is
initiated when the tree-connect occurs.
The name of the UNIX user for which the session is established.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The Classification of the Authenticated user. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

user-type

string
optional

"local_user" ,
"domain_user" ,
"guest_user" ,
"anonymous_user"

vserver

string
optional

The Vserver name on which the session listing is done.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

win-unixcreds

string
optional

Display the Windows and UNIX credentials. This field is not
returned by default and must be requested via desiredattributes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

windowsuser

string
optional

The name of the CIFS user for which the session is established.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-session-file

[top]

Displays the opened CIFS files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

connection- [0..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]
connection-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
The number of CIFS connections associated with the CIFS session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The connection that is used to open the file. Attributes: key,
optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The type of continuous availability protection provided to the file.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

continuouslyavailable

file-id

cifs-caprotection
optional

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

"no" - The open file is not continuously available. For
sessions, it contains one or more open file but none of them
are continuously available.,
"yes" - The open file is continuously available. For sessions,
it contains one or more open files and all of them are
continuously available.,
"partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains at
least one continuously available open file but other open
files that are not.
The unique identifier for the opened file. Attributes: key, optionalfor-create, non-modifiable
The type of opened file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

file-type

cifs-filetype
optional

flexgroupmsid

[0..2^64- integer
1]
optional

hostingaggregate

aggrname
optional

hostingvolume
node

string
optional

open-mode

path

string
optional

range-locks

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

reconnected

string
optional

share

The FlexGroup MSID of the volume on which the file resides.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the aggregate on which the file resides. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumeThe name of the volume on which the file resides. Attributes: nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

cifs-openmode
optional

session-id

"regular" ,
"symlink" ,
"stream" ,
"directory"

The name of the node on which the file listing is done. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
The mode in which the file is opened. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"r" - Read,
"w" - Write,
"d" - Delete
The path of the file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of range locks granted on the file. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The state that represents if the file was opened after network
disconnect. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

The session under which file is opened. Attributes: key, optionalfor-create, non-modifiable

cifssharename
optional

The share name where the file resides. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

share-mode

cifs-openmode
optional

vserver

string
optional

The share mode used to open the file. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"r" - Read,
"w" - Write,
"d" - Delete
The Vserver name on which the file listing is done. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-session-info

[top]

Information about a single cifs session.
Name

Range

Type

Description

changenotifies

integer

Number of active ChangeNotify requests.

dirs

integer

Number of open directories.

files

integer

Number of open files.

host-ip
hostname
shares
user
volumeslist

ipIP address, in dotted-decimal format, of the CIFS client.
address
NetBios name of the CIFS client. This may be unavailable in certain
string
situations. In such cases, the ONTAPI element 'host-ip' alone provides
optional
identity of the host.
integer

Number of open shares.

string
Name of the user.
optional
volumesList of volumes being accessed during the session.
list-info[]

Element definition: cifs-setup-ou

[top]

The fully qualified name of a single joinable organizational unit.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-setup-site

[top]

The fully qualified name of a single joinable organizational unit.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share
CIFS share configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string[]
optional

This string list gives the applicable Access Control list for the
CIFS share. Each list entry is a '/' separated pair of the User or
Group name and the effective permissions. The permission could
be 'Full Control', Change', 'Read' or 'No access'. e.g.: If the group
is 'Everyone' and the effective permission for this group is
'Change', the entry would be 'Everyone / Change'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The lifetime of an entry in the file attribute cache, in seconds.
This value is used if the share has the 'attributecache' property
set, which improves the performance of certain metadata
operations in common workloads. The default is 10 seconds.
Raising this value may improve performance, but the likelihood
that stale metadata will be served increases as well. The value of
this field must be in the range of 1 to 86400. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

cifs-server

string
optional

The NetBIOS name of the CIFS server that owns this share.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

comment

string
optional

This string gives a description of the CIFS share. CIFS clients see
this description when browsing the Vserver's CIFS shares.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
directory. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one
to three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
file. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one to
three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with values
4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user who
owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the second
selects permissions for other users in the file's group, with the
same values; and the third for other users not in the file's group,
with the same values. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

force-groupfor-create

string
optional

This option specifies a predefined UNIX group name for which all
files created by CIFS users in that share will be assigned group
owenership to. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max[1..2^32connections1]
per-share

integer
optional

The maximum number of simultaneous connections allowed to
the share. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

acl

attributecache-ttl

dir-umask

file-umask

[0..2^321]

[0..777]

[0..777]

Mode of the offline file for the CIFS share. The default value is
manual. Possible values:

offline-filesmode

string
optional

"none" - Clients are not permitted to cache files for offline
access.,
"manual" - Clients may cache files that are explicitly
selected by the user for offline use.,
"documents" - Clients may automatically cache files that
are used by the user for offline access.,

"programs" - Clients may automatically cache files that are
used by the user for offline access and may use those files
in an offline mode even if the share is available.

path

share-name

string
optional

The file system path that is shared through this CIFS share. The
path is the full, user visible path relative to the vserver root, and
it might be crossing junction mount points. The path is in UTF8
and uses forward slash as directory separator. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8
string with the following characters being illegal: control
characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double
quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"* Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable
The list of properties for this CIFS share. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

shareproperties

cifs-shareproperties[]
optional

"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (clientside caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed
by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be
viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can request
for change notifications for directories on this share. If the
path of the share is within a FlexGroup, change
notifications are not sent because FlexGroups do not
support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added
and enabled as part of the CIFS home directory feature.
The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS
home directory feature interface.,
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through
this share are caching attributes for a short time to
improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to
this share can make requests using BranchCache
technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients
connecting to this share can open files in a persistent
manner. Files opened this way are protected from
disruptive events, such as failover and giveback. This
property is not supported for FlexGroups.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to
a shadow copy. This attribute cannot be added nor
removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access
Based Enumeration is enabled on this share. ABE-filtered
shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or
other shared resources that the user does not have rights
to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients
connecting to this share can cache the directory
enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must
be used when accessing this share. Clients that do not
support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that the

previous version can be viewed and restored from the
client. This property is enabled by default.

symlinkproperties

cifs-sharesymlinkproperties[]
optional

volume

string
optional

This flag controls whether the symlinks under this shared
directory are hidden (option 'hide'), accessible (option 'enable')
or are accessible as read-only (option 'read-only' along with
option 'enable'). It controls whether only symlinks which have
targets on this server can be resolved by a CIFS client (option
'symlinks') or if all symlinks can be resolved (option
'symlinks_and_widelinks'). It controls whether symlinks can have
targets outside the client's share (option 'no_strict_security'). It
controls whether no symlinks can be resolved (option 'disable').
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"enable" (DEPRECATED) Enable both local symlinks and
wide links for read-write,
"hide" (DEPRECATED) Hide both symlinks and widelinks,
"read_only" (DEPRECATED) Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not
advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" Enable both local symlinks and
wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is
not advertised
"no_strict_security" Allow clients to follow symlinks beyond
share boundaries
The name of the volume where the root of the CIFS share
resides.
Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is
applicable. The default value is standard. Possible values:

vscanfileopprofile

vscanfileopprofile
optional

vserver

string
optional

"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses to
this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close,
and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close,
and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a
file that has been modified is closed.
The name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-share-access-control
The permissions that users and groups have to a CIFS share. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description
The access rights that the user or group has on the defined CIFS share.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

cifsaccessperms
optional

permission

"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom

string The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

share

The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is windows.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

usergrouptype

string
optional

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.

user-orgroup

string The user or group name for which the permissions are listed. Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

winsid

windowsThe Windows SID for the user or group for which the permission is
sid
defined. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-share-acl-info

[top]

Information about single share.
Name

Range

Type

share-name

string

user-acl-info

Description
Name of the share.

access-rights-info[] List of users or Unix groups that have access to this share.

Element definition: cifs-share-info

[top]

Information about a single cifs share.
Name
caching

Range

Type

Description

String specifying the type of caching: "no_caching",
string
"auto_document_caching", "auto_program_caching" and
optional
"manual_caching".

description

string
description of the share.
optional

dir-umask

File mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix or mixed security
integer
styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly
optional
created directory. This mask overrides one set with "umask".

file-umask

File mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix or mixed security
integer
styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly
optional
created file. This mask overrides one set with "umask".

forcegroup

string
name of the group to which files to be created in the share belong to.
optional

is-accessbasedenum

If true Access Based Enumeration (ABE) is enabled, else it is disabled.
ABE filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
boolean
user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared
optional
resources that the user does not have rights to access. Its value is
returned only if it is non-default value. Its default value is false.

is-browse

boolean if true, this share can be browsed. Its values is returned only if it is nonoptional default value. Its default value is true.

isnamespacecachingallowed

If true, namespace caching is enabled on the share. If false or not
boolean specified, namespace caching is disabled. If namespace caching is
optional enabled on a share, clients are allowed to cache the directory
enumeration results for better performance.

is-symlinkstrictsecurity

If true or not specified, strict symlink security is enabled. If false, allows
boolean clients to follow symbolic links to destinations on this filer but outside of
optional the current share. Its value is returned only if it is non-default value. Its
default value is true.

is-voloffline

boolean If true, volume is offline and the shares are not available. Its value is
optional returned only if it is non-default value. Its default value is false.

is-vscan

If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
boolean
share. Its value is returned only if it is non-default value. Its default value
optional
is true.

isvscanread

If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
boolean
share for read access. Its value is returned only if it is non-default value.
optional
Its defalut value is true.

is-widelink

If true, allows clients to follow absolute symbolic links outside of this
boolean
share, subject to NT security. Its value is returned only if it is non-default
optional
value. Its default value is false.

maxusers

integer
max no. of simultaneous connections to the share.
optional

mountpoint

string

mount point of the share.

share-name

string

name of the cifs share.

umask

File mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix or mixed security
integer styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting of newly created
optional files and directories. This field is ignored when both dir-umask and fileumask are present.

Element definition: cifs-share-properties
The list of properties on a CIFS share. Possible values:
"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (client-side caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can request for change notifications for directories
on this share. If the path of the share is within a FlexGroup, change notifications are not sent
because FlexGroups do not support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added and enabled as part of the CIFS home
directory feature. The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS home directory

[top]

feature interface.,
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through this share are caching attributes for a
short time to improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to this share can make requests using
BranchCache technology that allows them to cache the content in an attempt to reduce WAN
utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients connecting to this share can open files in a
persistent manner. Files opened this way are protected from disruptive events, such as failover
and giveback.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to a shadow copy. This attribute cannot
be added nor removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access Based Enumeration is enabled on this
share. ABE-filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual user's access
rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared resources that the user does not have
rights to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients connecting to this share can cache the
directory enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must be used when accessing this share.
Clients that do not support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that the previous version can be viewed and
restored from the client. This property is enabled by default.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share-symlink-properties

[top]

enable|hide|read-only|symlinks|symlinks-and-widelinks|disable|no-strict-security Possible values:
"enable" - (DEPRECATED)-Enable both local symlinks and wide links for read-write,
"hide" - (DEPRECATED)-Hide both symlinks and wide links,
"read_only" - (DEPRECATED)-Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" - Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" - Enable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" - Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is not advertised,
"no_strict_security" - Allow clients to follow symlinks outside share boundaries
[none]

Element definition: cifs-symlink
CIFS symbolic link path mapping configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-path

This field specifies the CIFS path on the destination to which the symbolic
link maps. The final path is generated by concatenating the CIFS server
name, the share name, the cifs-path and the remaining path in the symbolic
string
link left after the prefix match. This value is specified by using a UNIX-style
optional
path name. The trailing forward slash is required for the full path name to
be properly interpreted. This is a UTF-8 string and supports localization.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

cifsserver

This field specifies the destination CIFS server name for the mapping to
which the symbolic link is mapped. The default is the local CIFS server. The
field needs to be specified if the locality of the symbolic link is 'widelink'.
string
This can be either a DNS name, NetBIOS name or an IP address. If a DNS
optional
name or a NetBIOS name are specified, the CIFS client configuration should
be such that it is capable of resolving the CIFS server name to the correct IP
address. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

homedirectory

This field specifies whether the destination share is a home directory. If the
value of this field is true, wildcard path elements in the destination path are
replaced with specific values for the user accessing the symbolic link.
boolean
Wildcard %w is replaced by the user's Windows name. Wildcard %u is
optional
replaced by the user's mapped Unix name. Wildcard %d is replaced by the
domain to which the user belongs. The default value is false. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

locality

This field specifies whether the CIFS symbolic link is a local link, free link or
wide link. A local symbolic link maps to the local CIFS share. A free symlink
maps to the local vserver. A wide symbolic link maps to any CIFS share on
cifs- the network. If the CIFS server matches the VServer's NetBIOS name then
symlink- the default value is local otherwise wide link. The symlink option 'freelink' is
locality obsolete. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
optional
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

sharename

This field specifies the CIFS share name on the destination CIFS server to
string
which the symbolic link is mapped. This is a UTF-8 string and supports
optional
localization. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

unixpath

vserver

This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping. If
the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this field,
string this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path is a UTF-8
optional string and supports localization. The path must start and end with a forward
slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-symlink-locality
Locality of the destination where this symbolic link points. Possible values:
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cifs-top-info

[top]

Information about a single cifs top.
Name

Range Type

Description

ops-persec

integer The number of operations of any type per second.

read-ops

integer The number of read requests.

read-size

integer The size in kbytes per second of data of read requests.

suspiciousper-sec

The number of "suspicious" events per second due to the following
conditions: ACCESS-DENIED returned for FindFirst ACCESS-DENIED
integer
returned for Open/CreateFile ACCESS-DENIED returned for DeleteFile
SUCCESS returned for DeleteFile SUCCESS returned for TruncateFile

user-info

string Information on the client with its IP address and user account.

write-ops

integer The number of write requests.

write-size

integer The size in kbytes per second of data of write requests.

Element definition: cifs-user-home-directory-path

[top]

This commands finds the home directory of a user specified in the command in all the home directory
search path configured. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

path

string The path of home directory for the specified user name. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

sharename

string The expanded share name for the user. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

username
vserver

string
Output User Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
vserverid The name of the Vserver in which home directory for a user has to be
optional searched. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-users-and-group-local-group-members
List of local groups, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this

[top]

typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

groupname

cifs-name
optional

Description
The name of the local group Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

cifs-name[] The member of a local group Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

member

vservername
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-users-and-group-local-user-membership

[top]

List of local users' membership information, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

membership

Type

Description

cifs-name[] The membership of the local user Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

user-name

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the local user Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: connection-info

[top]

Structure containing information on the connection.
Name
connected-address
favored-address

Range

Type

Description

address-info[]
An address list of currently connected servers.
optional
address-info[]
An address list of favored servers.
optional

other-address
preferred-address

address-info[]
An address list of other servers.
optional
address-info[]
An address list of preferred servers.
optional

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: homedir-path-info

[top]

path to user home directory paths Unix style path to user home directories, example: /vol/vol1/users1
The paths are listed in the same order that the filer will use to evaluate whether a user has a cifs home
directory.
[none]

Element definition: inet-address

[top]

Internet Address
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ldap-security

[top]

The list of possible values for LDAP Security. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic.
[none]

Element definition: lm-compatibility-level

[top]

LM compatibility level. Possible values:
"lm_ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts LM, NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"krb" - Accepts Kerberos only
[none]

Element definition: nbalias-name-info

[top]

NetBIOS alias for the filer
[none]

Element definition: netbios-name

[top]

Name of a client or a server participating in a NetBIOS Windows File sharing service network. This can
be different from the host name.
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: path-error-info

[top]

Error description
Name

Range Type

Description
Homedir path, if any, which had the error. This value is set to NULL if there
is no path associated with the error.

error-path

string

errorpath-desc

string A description of the error.

Element definition: realm-name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: service-state

[top]

down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: smb-encryption
The list of possible values for SMB Encryption status. Possible values:
"unencrypted" - CIFS session is not encrypted.
"encrypted" - CIFS session is fully encrypted. Vserver level encryption is enabled and encryption
happens for the entire session.
"partially_encrypted" - CIFS session is partially encrypted. Share level encryption is enabled and
encryption is initiated when the tree-connect occurs.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: system-default-bool

[top]

false|true|system-default Possible values:
"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-of-day

[top]

Time of day in HH::MM::SS
[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,

[top]

two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vscan-fileop-profile

[top]

Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is applicable. Possible values:
"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses to this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close, and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close, and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a file that has been modified is closed.
[none]

Element definition: windows-sid

[top]

Unique Windows Security Identifier that identifies a User or Group or Machine account.
[none]

Element definition: access-rights-info

[top]

Access rights of single user or single Unix group.
Name

Range

accessrights
unixgroupname
username

Type
string

Description
User access rights. The format of the rights can be Unix-style combinations
of r w x - or NT-style "No Access", "Read", "Change", and "Full Control".

string
Name of the Unix group.
optional
string
Name of the user.
optional

Element definition: address-info

[top]

Structure containing address information of servers.
Name
has-nossl
hostname

Range

Type

Description

boolean
If true, the protocol SSL is not supported.
optional
string

The resolved hostname of the IP address.

optional
ip-address

string
The IP address in canonical form.
optional

is-broken

boolean
If true, the address is not responding.
optional

is-multihomed
is-primary

boolean
If true, the address is a multi-homed server.
optional
boolean
If true, the address is a primary server.
optional

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: anonymous-restriction-level

[top]

Classification of the CIFS null user restriction. Possible values:
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.
[none]

Element definition: auth-mechanism

[top]

The list of possible known authentication mechanisms supported by the CIFS server. Possible values:
"None" - None
"NTLMv1" - NTLMv1
"NTLMv2" - NTLMv2
"Kerberos" - Kerberos
"Anonymous" - Anonymous
[none]

Element definition: cifs-access-perms
access rights Possible values:
"no_access" - No access,

[top]

"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom
[none]

Element definition: cifs-auth-style

[top]

domain|workgroup|realm Possible values:
"domain" - DOMAIN,
"workgroup" - WORKGROUP,
"realm" - KERBEROS REALM
[none]

Element definition: cifs-bc-version-control

[top]

Versions of CIFS BranchCache that are currently supported.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-ca-protection
The list of possible protection levels. Open files are "Continuously Available" if they are opened from an
SMB 3 client through a share with the "continuously_available" property set. These open files are
capable of non-disruptively recovering from takeover and giveback as well as general aggregate
relocation between partners in a high-availability relationship. This is in addition to the traditional SMB 2
capability allowing clients to recover from LIF migration and other brief network interruptions. Note: The
CA protection levels depicts the continuous availability at the connection level so it might not be
accurate for a session if the connection has multiple sessions. Streams opened through a continuously
available share are permitted, but are not currently made continuously available. Directories may be
opened through a continuously available share, but will not appear continuously available as clients do
not open them that way by design. These protection levels are applicable to the sessions/files on
read/write volumes on SFO aggregates. Possible values:
"No" - The open file is not continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files
but none of them are continuously available.
"Yes" - The open file is continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files and
all of them are continuously available.
"Partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains at least one continuously available open
file but other open files that are not.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-dialects

[top]

The list of possible known dialects Dialects negotiated by CIFS servers. Possible values:
"SMB1" - SMB 1.0
"SMB2" - SMB 2.0
"SMB2_1" - SMB 2.1
"SMB3" - SMB 3.0
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-server-funclvl

[top]

win2000|unknown|win2003|win2008|win2008r2|win2012|win2012r2|win2016|winthreshold Possible
values:
"win2000" - WIN2000,
"unknown" - The DC functionality level is unknown,
"win2003" - WIN2003,
"win2008" - WIN2008,
"win2008r2" - WIN2008R2,
"win2012" - WIN2012,
"win2012r2" - WIN2012R2,
"win2016" - WIN2016,
"winthreshold" - WINTHRESHOLD
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-server-status

[top]

Classification of server based on the status of the connection. Possible values:
"ok" - The connection to this server is usable.,
"unavailable" - This server is currently unavailable for use.,
"slow" - The connection to this server is usable but slow.,
"expired" - The connection to this server has expired.,
"undetermined" - A connection to this server has not been attempted.,
"unreachable" - This server is currently unreachable.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-server-type
The classification of servers based on service provided. Possible values:

[top]

"unknown" - The server type is not known,
"kerberos" - Kerberos server,
"ms_ldap" - Microsoft Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server,
"ms_dc" - Microsoft Domain Controller,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode

[top]

The mode of server discovery. Possible values:
"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,
"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to configure pref-dcs.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-prefer-type

[top]

The preference level of the server either set due to configuration or due to the site membership
determined by server discovery. Possible values:
"unknown" - The preference level of this server is unknown.,
"preferred" - This server was administratively marked as a preferred server due to its presence in
the list of preferred servers.,
"favored" - This server was marked as favored by the server discovery process by virtue of site
membership.,
"adequate" - This server was discovered by the server discovery process and can be used, but has
no preference associated with it.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-file-type
The list of possible types of files opened through CIFS servers. Possible values:
"Regular" - Regular file
"Symlink" - Symlink file
"Stream" - Stream file
"Directory" - Directory
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-filesystem-sector-size

[top]

CIFS File System Sector sizes reported to SMB Clients (in bytes). Possible values:
"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 4096 bytes
[none]

Element definition: cifs-name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cifs-open-mode

[top]

The list of possible modes used when opening files over CIFS servers. Possible values:
"R" - The file opened for read operation.
"W" - The file opened for write operation.
"D" - The file opened for delete operation.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share-name

[top]

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a Unicode string with the following characters
being illegal: control characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double quotes) and the
characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?
[none]

Element definition: domain-name

[top]

The domain name is an identification label that defines a realm based on Domain Name Service (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: elapsed-time-ext

[top]

The difference between the two points in time.
[none]

Element definition: volumes-list-info

[top]

Information about a single volume.
Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the volume.

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserverid

[top]

Vserver Id
[none]

Element definition: wins-entry-info

[top]

Windows Internet Name Server (WINS) information
Name
winsaddress
winsstate

Range

Type

ipWindows Internet Name Service (WINS) Server address. Attributes: nonaddress
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string WINS Server State. Possible values: 'active', 'inactive'. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Description

[top]

APIs in Category: clock
These APIs allow for manipulation of timezone and date on the
filer. Timezone and date can be set on the filer as well as we can
get the current date, timezone and compliance clock time on the
filer.

clock-get-clock
clock-get-timezone
clock-set-clock
clock-set-timezone

clock-get-clock

[top]

gets current date and time from filer.
Input Name

Range

Type

iscomplianceclock

Output Name
local-time
utc-time

Description

If true, then local-time and utc-time are values for the
compliance clock, otherwise they are values for the local
clock. Default is false. Note: This field is deprecated in Data
boolean ONTAP 8.1 and later. If true, the operation will fail with error
optional EOPNOTSUPPORTED. Clients should use the API snaplock-getsystem-compliance-clock or snaplock-get-volumecompliance-clock as applicable to get the compliance clock
time.
Range

Type

Description

Local date and time of the filer in seconds since Midnight,
[-43200..2^31integer 1/1/1970. Depending on the time zone and clock settings,
1]
this might be negative by up to 12 hours.
[0..2^31-1]

Errno

integer

Current date and time of the filer in seconds since Midnight,
1/1/1970.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

clock-get-timezone

[top]

Gets current timezone and timezone file version.
Output Name Range Type

Description
Current timezone name where the storage system is operating. A
timezone can have one of the two formats:

timezone

string

1. "Using a location string specified in Arthur David Olsen's public
domain time zone database. For example, "Americas/New_York"
represents most of the Eastern Time Zone.";
2. "A traditional time zone abbreviation incorporating default rules for
daylight savings time. For example, "EST5EDT" for the US Eastern

Time Zone.";
timezoneUTC

Current timezone of the storage system in UTC +/-hhmm format. This
indicates that the local time zone is hh hours and mm minutes ahead or
string
behind UTC. For example, Central European Time(CET) is +0100 and
U.S./Canadian Eastern Standard Time(EST) is -0500.

timezoneversion

Version of the time zone database. "YYYY" is the year the data base was
released and "v" is the version within that year. "YYYY" will be four
string decimal digits and "v" will be an ASCII letter starting with "a" and
increasing with each version. For example, the second 2007 version is
"2007b".

Errno

Description

ENOTIMEZONESET
ENOTIMEZONEVERSION

clock-set-clock

[top]

Set current date and time to the specified date and time.
Input Name

Range

Type

is-utc-clock

time

boolean

Description
If this is true, then clock is given in UTC (universal time)
instead of local time.

Actual value of the date and time which has to be set as the
current date and time on filer. Value will be seconds since
[-43200..2^31integer
Midnight, 1/1/1970. Depending on the time zone and clock
1]
settings, this might be negative by up to 12 hours.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ETAKENOVER
EDATENOTSETONPARTNER

clock-set-timezone

[top]

Set current timezone to the specified timezone.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Name of the timezone value which has to be set as current timezone value.
A timezone can have one of the two formats:

timezone

string

1. "Using a location string specified in Arthur David Olsen's public
domain time zone database. For example, "Americas/New_York"
represents most of the Eastern Time Zone.";
2. "A traditional time zone abbreviation incorporating default rules for
daylight savings time. For example, "EST5EDT" for the US Eastern
Time Zone.";

Errno
EINVALIDTIMEZONE
EINTERNALERROR
ETIMEZONEDIFFERENTINRC

Description

APIs in Category: clone
clone-autodelete
clone-autodelete-status
clone-create
clone-deletion-addextension
clone-deletion-get-iter
clone-deletion-minimumsize
clone-deletion-removeextension
clone-split-enable
clone-split-load-get-iter
clone-split-status
clone-start
clone-token-create
clone-token-delete
clone-token-get
clone-token-get-iter
clone-token-modifyexpiry-limit

The cloning feature is based on constant time sis cloning storage
(SIS) implementation and is the the block sharing infrastructure
provided by Data ONTAP. The feature allows for the cloning from
a file, LUN or NVMe namespace. Also the user can clone the
entire file, LUN, or NVMe namespace (full range) or a portion of
the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace (sub range). In case of full
range cloning, a new file/LUN/NVMe namespace will always be
created in the same volume where the source file/LUN/NVMe
namespace exists. In case of sub range cloning, the destination
file can either be same as the source file/LUN/NVMe namespace
or can be a different file/LUN/NVMe namespace within the same
volume where the source file/LUN/NVMe namespace exists. In
case of sub range cloning, the LBA block size of a LUN or NVMe
namespace is derived from the LUN or NVMe namespace's block
size. Sub range cloning is supported only between LUNs or NVMe
namespaces with equal block sizes and is supported from source
LUN to destination NVMe namespace and from source NVMe
namespace to destination LUN. Constant time SIS cloning
supersedes the implementation of cloning in versions older than
Data ONTAP 8.1. In Data ONTAP 8.0 the cloning implementation
is an asynchronous operation. The clone-start API is used to start
a clone operation. It returns an clone-id which is used for polling
to get the status of the clone operation using the clone-list-status
API. If this API returns success, the user can consider that clone
operation has completed; if it returns failure, the user should
clear the status of clone operation using clone-clear API. A clone
operation in progress can be aborted using the clone-stop API. In
Data ONTAP 8.1 the cloning implementation is a synchronous
operation. The APIs to manage ongoing synchronous operations
are deprecated, but retained for backwards compatibility.

clone-autodelete

[top]

Enable autodelete on a file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clone. This command is only supported for
flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
clone-path

Type
string

Description
Path of the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace inside the volume. It's relative
if the volume name is specified; otherwise it's absolute.

enable

If this field is true, autodelete will be allowed to delete the clone in
try/disrupt mode. and if it is false, autodelete will not be allowed to delete
boolean
the clone in try/disrupt mode. Note that this will be done only if the clone
entry is already present in the clone auto delete metafile.

force

If this field is true, autodelete will be enabled on specified file, LUN, or
boolean NVMe namespace by adding an entry in the clone auto delete metafile if it
optional is not there, even if the specified file, LUN, or NVMe namespace is not a
clone. By default value is false.

volume

string Name of the volume where the clone file, LUN, or NVMe namespace
optional resides.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EFILENOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP

clone-autodelete-status

[top]

Get the information about file or LUN clone autodeletion
Input Name

Range

clone-path

Type
string

Output Name

Range

clone-autodelete-info
Errno

Type

Description
Path of the file or LUN clone.
Description

clone-autodelete-info Information about file or LUN clone autodeletion.
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-create

[top]

Create a file/sub file, LUN/sub LUN, or NVMe namespace/sub NVMe namespace clone. This command is
only supported for flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
autodelete

Type

Description

Mark file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones for auto deletion. When set to
boolean
true, file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones will be autodeleted to reclaim
optional
space when the volume runs out of space. By default value is false.
List of block ranges for sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace cloning.
For sub-LUN or sub-NVMe namespace cloning the block range specified
will be considered as LBA range. If only one block range is supplied, the
source and destination range must not overlap and both ranges must not
extend past the end of the file. If multiple block ranges are specified in
one operation, the user must ensure all source and destination ranges do
not overlap, otherwise the result is undefined. In case of sub-LUN
cloning, the API will copy data in case the LBAs are not block aligned. In

blockranges

block- case of sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace cloning, the LBA block size of a
range[] LUN or NVMe namespace is derived from the LUN or NVMe namespace's
optional block size. Sub range cloning is supported only between LUNs or NVMe
namespaces with equal block sizes, and the API returns an error if the
block sizes do not match. Sub range cloning is supported from source
LUN to destination NVMe namespace and from source NVMe namespace
to destination LUN. If the user provides LBAs such that actual number of
blocks to be cloned is zero, then API will return error. The API will fail if
the source range overlaps with the destination range or if the source and
the destination ranges overlap amongst themselves. If block range is not
provided then the file/LUN/NVMe namespace is fully cloned.

destinationexists

boolean
Allow clone creation if the destination exists. By default value is false.
optional

destinationpath

Full path of the destination file, LUN, or NVMe namespace relative to the
volume. The destination file must be in same volume as "source-path". If
string not specified, a sub-range clone of the source file, LUN, or NVMe
optional namespace will be performed on itself. Either "destination-path" or
"block-ranges" must be specified. For sub-file clone operation from
snapshot copy, "destination-path" is mandatory.

destinationvolume

Name of the volume where the destination file resides. This option is
string
supported only for Metawafl volumes, where the source and destination
optional
volumes for the clone operation can be different.

ignorelocks

boolean Clone even if (advisory/mandatory) byte_range locks or share_mode
optional locks exist on the source or destination. By default value is false.

ignorestreams

Clone only the base file and ignore streams on source or destination. By
boolean
default value is false so streams are also cloned from source and existing
optional
destination streams are deleted.

is-backup

This option is only to be used with full-file clone creates for backups,
boolean
where source file gets periodically modified and clone file is not modified.
optional
By default, value is false.

qosadaptivepolicygroupname

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
string
(SLOs) that adjust based on the flexclone file's allocated space or used
optional
space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later

qos-policygroupname

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives (SLOs)
that apply to the storage objects with which the policy group is
string
associated. If you do not assign a policy group to a flexclone file, the
optional
system will not monitor and control the traffic to it. This field is available
in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later

snapshotname

Snapshot name from which to clone the source file, LUN, or NVMe
string
namespace. If not specified, the contents of the active filesystem will be
optional
used.

source-path

string

Relative path of the source file, LUN, or NVMe namespace inside the
volume.

spacereserve

Set the space reservation of the destination clone. By default space
boolean reservation is inherited from source. The API errors out if used in
optional conjunction with block range arguments, since space reservations cannot
be set for a block range.

token-uuid

Use the split load reserved by the token to create file, LUN, or NVMe
string namespace clones. This will guarantee clone create requests from not
optional getting throttled. If this option is not specified, available split load in the
node will be used for clone creation.

volume
Errno

string

Name of the volume where the source and destination files, LUNs, or
NVMe namespaces reside.
Description

ESIS_CLONE_LICENSE_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_SPC_RSRV
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_INODE
ESIS_CLONE_DECOMP_ACTIVE
ESIS_CLONE_SPLIT_MAP
ESIS_CLONE_SOURCE_TOO_SMALL
EDENSE_CLONE_NOT_LICENSED
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EDQUOT
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
ESIS_CLONE_DOWNGRADE
EINTERNALERROR
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_GENERAL_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_CLONE_WITH_RANGE_PROHIBITED
EVDISK_ERROR_7MODE_LUN
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
ESIS_CLONE_BKPR_ENOSPC
ESIS_CLONE_BKPR_TOKEN_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_CC_MISMATCH
ESIS_CLONE_CC_SETFAIL
EOP_DISALLOWED_FILE_FENCED
ESIS_CLONE_SRC_VDISK_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_SRC_VDISK_INCONSISTENT
ESIS_CLONE_MW_SUB_FILE_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_MW_X_VOL_CLONE_FAILURE
EVDISK_INVALID_SECTOR_SIZE
EVDISK_LUN_CROSS_NVME_NS
EVDISK_NVME_NS_CROSS_LUN

clone-deletion-add-extension

[top]

Add new supported file extensions for file(s) and lun(s) on the specified volume to be deleted with
clone-delete. This command is only supported for flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
extensions
volume

Type
string

Description
Add new supported file extensions for file(s) and lun(s) on the specified
volume to be deleted with clone-delete

volumeVolume Name
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-deletion-get-iter

[top]

List the clone deletion info
Input Name

Range

clonedeletioninfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 10
optional
1]

query

cloneA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
deletionspecified on any number of attributes in the clone object. All clone
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

clonedeletionThe list of attributes of clone objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clone
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

clone-deletion-minimum-size

[top]

Required minimum size of the file(s) and lun(s) on the specified volume to be deleted with clone-delete.
Input Name Range
minimumsize

Type

string

volume-

Description
Minimum size of the file(s) to be deleted using the clone-delete. The
format to use is: < number > k|m|g|t. Where 'k' means kilobytes, 'm'
means mega bytes, 'g' means gigabytes and 't' mean terabytes. If the
trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of bytes

volume

name

Errno

Volume Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
License
FlexClone

clone-deletion-remove-extension

[top]

Remove the no longer supported file extensions for file(s) and lun(s) on the specified volume to be
deleted with clone-delete. This command is only supported for flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
extensions
volume

Type

Description

string Existing file extension that is no longer supported for clone-delete. If this
optional value is not specified, then it will remove all the existing file extensions
volumeVolume Name
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-split-enable

[top]

Enable clone split on split disabled entry
Input Name Range Type
clone-path

string Name of the clone file.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EFILENOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
License
FlexClone

Description

Description

clone-split-load-get-iter

[top]

Gets information about load on all nodes due to file or LUN clone split operations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description

clonesplitloadinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 10
optional
1]

query

clonesplit- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
load- specified on any number of attributes in the clone object. All clone
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clone
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

clonesplitload- The list of attributes of clone objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-split-status

[top]

Get the information about unsplit file or LUN clones in a volume
Type

Description

volume-name

Input Name

string

Name of the volume where the file or LUN clone resides.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clone-split-info
Errno

Range

clone-split-info Information about unsplit file or LUN clones.
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-start

[top]

In Data ONTAP 8.0 and earlier this API starts a file/LUN/NVMe namespace or sub-file/sub-LUN/subNVMe namespace clone operation asynchronously. If clone operation starts successfully, a unique cloneid is returned. User is supposed to poll clone-list-status specifying clone-id to get the status of the clone
operation. When clone-list-status returns status as completed, user can consider that the clone
operation has been completed successfully. If user gets status as failed, user is responsible for doing
clone-clear which will clean the status of the clone operation. In Data ONTAP 8.1 and later, this API
performs a file/LUN/NVMe namespace or sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace clone operation
synchronously. When this API returns successfully, the destination file is ready for use.
Input Name Range
autodelete

Type

Description

Mark file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones for auto deletion. When set
boolean to true, file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones will be autodeleted to
optional reclaim space when the volume runs out of space. By default value is
false.

block-ranges

List of block ranges for sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace cloning.
The number of block ranges is limited to 32. For sub-LUN/sub-NVMe
namespace cloning the block range specified will be considered as LBA
range. If only one block range is supplied, the source and destination
range must not overlap and both ranges must not extend past the end
of the file If multiple block ranges are specified in one operation, the
user must ensure all source and destination ranges do not overlap,
blockotherwise the result is undefined. In case of sub-LUN/sub-NVMe
range[]
namespace cloning, the API will copy data in case the LBAs are not
optional
block aligned. If the user provides LBAs such that actual number of
blocks to be cloned is zero, then API will return error. If the source and
destination block sizes do not match for sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace
cloning, then API will return error. The API will fail if the source range
overlaps with the destination range or if the source and the destination
ranges overlap amongst themselves. If block range is not provided then
the file/LUN/NVMe namespace is fully cloned.

change-log

If this option is "true", fingerprints of data blocks of the destination
file/block ranges created will be change logged to the change log file if
A-SIS is enabled on the volume. With change logging clone operation
will be slow, as to get fingerprints all the data blocks will be read.
Without change logging clone operation deals with only indirect blocks
without reading data blocks. Without change logging, fingerprints of the
clone blocks are not recorded. The clone blocks are shared with the
boolean
source blocks, but as later the source blocks are modified,
optional
corresponding clone blocks will no longer be shared. If change logging
option is not used, clone blocks, which could be involved in sharing with
rest of the file system, can not be shared in next sis operation. The only
option, in case user had not used change logging while creating clone,
will be to start sis from beginning using "sis start -s" to gather
fingerprints of clone blocks. In Data ONTAP 8.1 and later, this field is
accepted for backwards compatibility and is ignored.

destination-

boolean

Allow clone creation if the destination exists. By default value is false.

exists

optional

destinationpath

Full path of the Destination file, LUN, or NVMe namespace in //file-path
format. Destination path should be in same flexible volume as "sourcepath". If not specified, a sub-range clone of the source file, LUN, or
string
NVMe namespace will be performed on itself. Either "destination-path"
optional
or "block-ranges" must be specified. For sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe
namespace clone operation from snapshot copy, "destination-path" is
mandatory.

destinationvolume

Name of the volume where the destination files resides. This option is
string
supported only for Metawafl volumes, where the source and destination
optional
volumes for the clone operation can be different.

ignore-locks

boolean Clone even if (advisory/mandatory) byte_range locks or share_mode
optional locks exist on the source or destination. By default value is false.

ignorestreams
is-backup

Clone only the base file and ignore streams on source or destination. By
boolean
default value is false so streams are also cloned from source and
optional
existing destination streams are deleted.
This option is only to be used with full-file clone creates for backups,
boolean
where source file gets periodically modified, and clone file is not
optional
modified. By default, value is false.

no-snap

If no-snap is FALSE or unspecified, then a temporary snapshot will be
taken and source file locked in snapshot will be considered for cloning.
So that the clone operation does not get affected by writes to the source
file in parallel to the clone operation. User will get atomic point in time
copy of the source. Irrespective of clone operation completes
successfully or unsuccessfully, any temporary snapshot taken for cloning
will be deleted automatically. If no-snap is "true", then the source file in
boolean
AFS will be used for cloning. In this case user may get random data in
optional
clone if source file is modified while clone operation is in progress. This
option should only be used when user is assured that the source file will
remain consistent during the clone operation. Destination file is not
protected against any modification while clone operation is in progress.
User should use the destination file or destination block ranges after
clone operation is finished. In Data ONTAP 8.1 and later, this field is
accepted for backwards compatibility and is ignored.

snapshotname

Snapshot name from which to clone the source file, LUN, or NVMe
string
namespace. If not specified, the contents of in the active filesystem will
optional
be used. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or later

source-path
spacereserve

token-uuid

Output Name Range
clone-id

string

Full path of the source file, LUN, or NVMe namespace in //file-path
format.

Set the space reservation of the destination clone. By default space
boolean reservation is inherited from source. The API errors out if used in
optional conjunction with block range arguments, since space reservations
cannot be set for a block range.
Use the split load reserved by the token to create file, LUN, or NVMe
string namespace clones. This will guarantee clone create requests from not
optional getting throttled. If this option is not specified, available split load in the
node will be used for clone creation.
Type

Description

Unique ID information for the clone operation returned if clone operation
clone- starts successfully. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later,
id-info the returned value is guaranteed to be a completed clone operation if
supplied to clone-list-info.

Errno
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_SPC_RSRV

Description

ESIS_CLONE_NLCSR_INPROG
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_NONEXIST
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_OFFLINE
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_RDONLY
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_TRANSITING
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_INODE
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_DINODE
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_RINODE
ESIS_CLONE_SHUTDOWN
ESIS_CLONE_FAILOVER
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_EXIST
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_SFILE_NONEXIST
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_CFILE_NONEXIST
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_DIFF_VOLUME
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_SFILE_ATTR
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_CFILE_ATTR
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_FH
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_SOURCE_FH
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_TYPE_SUPP
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_OVERLAP_RANGE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_RANGE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_SOURCE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_CLONE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_DIR
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_WORM_VOL
ESIS_CLONE_VDISK_INVALID_NAME
ESIS_CLONE_LICENSE_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_NOT_LICENSED
ESIS_CLONE_LICENSE_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_NOT_LICENSED
ESIS_CLONE_DECOMP_ACTIVE
ESIS_CLONE_SPLIT_MAP
ESIS_CLONE_SOURCE_TOO_SMALL
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EDQUOT
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
ESIS_CLONE_DOWNGRADE
ESIS_CLONE_VFILER_ACCESS
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_RANGES
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_BLKS
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_BLKS_EXT
ESIS_CLONE_SRC_DST_CIFS_MISMATCH
EINTERNALERROR
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_DENSE_LIMIT_REACHED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

EOP_DISALLOWED_FILE_FENCED
EONTAPI_ENAMETOOLONG
ESIS_CLONE_NOSPLIT_NOT_ALLOWED
ESIS_CLONE_MW_SUB_FILE_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_MW_X_VOL_CLONE_FAILURE
EVDISK_INVALID_SECTOR_SIZE
EVDISK_LUN_CROSS_NVME_NS
EVDISK_NVME_NS_CROSS_LUN

clone-token-create

[top]

Create a token to reserve available split load on a node. This token can be used with clone-create api to
use up the reserved split load. This will to allow clone creates from getting throttled.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

integer
The duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token is valid.
optional

expiry-limit

nodeNode name on which split load is reserved.
name

node
reserve-size

size

Output Name Range

Type

token-uuid

string

Errno

Available reserve in split load reserved by token where split load is the
number of bytes reserved for creation of clones.
Description
Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-token-delete

[top]

Delete token(s) to increase the allowed split load by a node.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node name on which split load is reserved.

token-uuid

string
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Description

clone-token-get

[top]

Get the information about a specified token.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

node-name

token-uuid

string

Output Name

Range

clone-tokeninfo

Description
Node name on which split load is reserved.
Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Type
clone-token-info

Errno

Description
Information about token reserved for file or LUN clone
creates.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-token-get-iter

[top]

Get the information about all reserved tokens.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

clonetokeninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
nodeNode name on which split load is reserved.
name

node

query

cloneA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
tokenspecified on any number of attributes in the clone object. All clone
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag
num-records
Errno

Range

Type

Description

clonetokenThe list of attributes of clone objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clone
optional objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-token-modify-expiry-limit

[top]

Modify the allowed expiry limit for token(s).
Input Name

Range

Type
nodename

node
reservation-duration- [0..2^64limit
1]
token-uuid
Errno

Description
Node name on which split load is reserved.

integer

The duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token
is valid.

string
optional

Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Element definition: block-range

[top]

Structure containing source and destination block range for sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace
cloning.
Name
block-count
destination-blocknumber
source-block-number

Range

Type

Description

[1..2^27] integer Number of blocks to be cloned.
[0..2^63integer Starting file block number of destination block range.
1]
Starting file block number of source block range. Block size
[0..2^63integer
is 4096 bytes.
1]

Element definition: clone-autodelete-info
Information about file or LUN clone autodeletion. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

isautodeleteenabled

Type

Description

If this field is true, autodelete will delete the clone in try/disrupt mode. If
boolean
it is false, autodelete will delete the clone only in destroy mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: clone-deletion-info

[top]

Structure containing the clone deletion information When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

extensioninfo-list

minimumsize

Type

Description

extensionList of file extensions that needs to be added/removed for clone-delete
info[]
optional
string
optional

Minimum size of the file(s) to be deleted using the clone-delete. The
format to use is: < number > k|m|g|t. Where 'k' means kilobytes, 'm'
means mega bytes, 'g' means gigabytes and 't' mean terabytes. If the
trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of bytes Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

volume

volumeVolume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

vserver

vserverVserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: clone-id-info

[top]

Structure containing clone ID information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

clone-op-id [0..2^63-1] integer ID of the clone operation.
volume-uuid

string

uuid of the volume.

Element definition: clone-split-info
Information about unsplit file or LUN clones. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of

[top]

desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

unsplit[0..2^32- integer Number of file clones or LUN clones present in the the volume that
optional are not split. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
clone-count
1]
Total size (in bytes) of file or LUN clones in the volume that are not
size
optional split. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

unsplit-size

Element definition: clone-split-load-info

[top]

Information about load on the node due to file or LUN clone split operations. When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

availablesplit-load

Remaining allowable load on the node. Load is specified in number of
size
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

currentsplit-load

size
Current clone split load on the node. Load is specified in number of bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

max-splitload

size
Maximum clone split load allowed on the node. Load is specified in
optional number of bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node
tokenreservedload

nodeNode name for which the clone split load is required. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Load reserved by tokens on the node for clone creation. Load is specified
size
optional in number of bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: clone-token-info
Information about token reserved for file or LUN clone creates. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

expiry- [0..2^64- integer The duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token is valid.
limit
1]
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
node

nodeNode name on which split load is reserved. Attributes: key, required-forname
create, non-modifiable
optional

reservesize

Available reserve in split load reserved by token where split load is the
size
number of bytes reserved for creation of clones. Attributes: required-foroptional
create, non-modifiable

timeleft

[0..2^64- integer The remaining duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token is valid.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

tokenuuid

string Token UUID for which the split load is reserved. Attributes: key, requiredoptional for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: extension-info

[top]

File extensions for clone-delete
Name
extensions

Range

Type

string Supported file extensions for clone-delete Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Description

[top]

APIs in Category: cluster
This set of APIs allows managing the cluster and its attributes.

cluster-add-node
cluster-add-node-statusget-iter
cluster-contact-get
cluster-contact-modify
cluster-create
cluster-create-joinprogress-get
cluster-identity-get
cluster-identity-modify
cluster-join
cluster-log-forwardcreate
cluster-log-forwarddestroy
cluster-log-forward-get
cluster-log-forward-getiter
cluster-log-forwardmodify
cluster-log-forwardstatistics-get
cluster-log-forwardstatistics-get-iter
cluster-node-get
cluster-node-get-iter
cluster-node-modify
cluster-remove-node
cluster-zoneinfo-get
cluster-zoneinfo-loadfrom-uri

cluster-add-node

[top]

Use this API to add new nodes to cluster. Provide only one of node-count, node-ip, or cluster-ips. To
watch the progress use cluster-add-node-status-get-iter API. A job will be spawned to operate on the
cluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster-ips

ipUse this option to add a set of nodes based on their cluster IP
address[]
addresses.
optional

discoverytimeout

integer
Max Time to Discover Nodes to Be Added (in Secs)
optional

node-count

Use this option to discover and add new nodes. It is only supported
integer
on non-shared architecture platforms. This parameter has been
optional
deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.4.

ipUse this option to add a specific node based on its cluster IP
address
address. This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.4.
optional

node-ip

string[] Use this option to specify the names to use for the nodes added
optional using the cluster-ips argument.

node-names

uuid[]
List of Node UUIDs
optional

node-uuids

boolean
Retry a failed cluster add-node operation
optional

retry
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
Job ID of Node Add
optional

job-id

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
code
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_UNSUPPORTED_PLATFORM

cluster-add-node-status-get-iter

[top]

Get Progress of Cluster Create or Node Add Operation
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

clustercreateadd-nodestatus-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

clustercreateadd-nodestatus-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster object. All
cluster objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

attributes-

Range

Type
clustercreateadd-node-

Description

list

statusinfo[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster objects.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-contact-get

[top]

Returns the contact information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
clusterattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
contact
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clusterThe attributes of the cluster-contact.
contact

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-contact-modify

[top]

Modifies the contact information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

address

string
optional

Business Address

business-name

string
optional

Business Name

city

string
optional

City Where Business Resides
2-Character Country Code Possible values:
"99" - Unknown,
"ad" - Andorra,
"ae" - United Arab Emirates,
"af" - Afghanistan,
"ag" - Antigua and Barbuda,
"ai" - Anguilla,

"al" - Albania,
"am" - Armenia,
"an" - Netherlands Antilles,
"ao" - Angola,
"aq" - Antarctia,
"ar" - Argentina,
"as" - American Samoa,
"at" - Austria,
"au" - Australia,
"aw" - Aruba,
"az" - Azerbaijan,
"ba" - Bosnia and Herzegovina,
"bb" - Barbados,
"bd" - Bangladesh,
"be" - Belgium,
"bf" - Burkina Faso,
"bg" - Bulgaria,
"bh" - Bahrain,
"bi" - Burundi,
"bj" - Benin,
"bm" - Bermuda,
"bn" - Brunei Darussalem,
"bo" - Bolivia,
"br" - Brazil,
"bs" - Bahamas,
"bt" - Bhutan,
"bv" - Bouvet Island,
"bw" - Botswana,
"by" - Belarus,
"bz" - Belize,
"ca" - Canada,
"cc" - Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
"cd" - Congo, The Democratic Republic of the,
"cf" - Central African Republic,
"cg" - Congo,
"ch" - Switzerland,
"ci" - Cote d'Ivoire,
"ck" - Cook Islands,
"cl" - Chile,
"cm" - Cameroon,
"cn" - China,
"co" - Colombia,
"cr" - Costa Rica,
"cu" - Cuba,
"cv" - Cape Verde,
"cx" - Christmas Island,
"cy" - Cyprus,
"cz" - Czech Republic,
"de" - Germany,
"dj" - Djibouti,
"dk" - Denmark,
"dm" - Dominica,
"do" - Dominican Republic,
"dz" - Algeria,
"ec" - Ecuador,
"ee" - Estonia,
"eg" - Egypt,
"eh" - Western Sahara,
"er" - Eritrea,
"es" - Spain,

country

countrycode
optional

"et" - Ethiopia,
"fi" - Finland,
"fj" - Fiji,
"fk" - Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
"fm" - Micronesia, Federated States of,
"fo" - Faroe Islands,
"fr" - France,
"fx" - France Metropolitan,
"ga" - Gabon,
"gb" - United Kingdom,
"gd" - Grenada,
"ge" - Georgia,
"gf" - French Guiana,
"gh" - Ghana,
"gi" - Gibraltar,
"gl" - Greenland,
"gm" - Gambia,
"gn" - Guinea,
"gp" - Guadaloupe,
"gq" - Equatorial Guinea,
"gr" - Greece,
"gs" - South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands,
"gt" - Guatemla,
"gu" - Guam,
"gw" - Guinea-Bissau,
"gy" - Guyana,
"hk" - China (Hong Kong S.A.R.),
"hm" - Heard and McDonald Islands,
"hn" - Honduras,
"hr" - Croatia,
"ht" - Haiti,
"hu" - Hungary,
"id" - Indonesia,
"ie" - Ireland,
"il" - Israel,
"in" - India,
"io" - British Indian Ocean Territory,
"iq" - Iraq,
"ir" - Iran,
"is" - Iceland,
"it" - Italy,
"jm" - Jamaica,
"jo" - Jordan,
"jp" - Japan,
"ke" - Kenya,
"kg" - Kyrgyzstan,
"kh" - Khmer Rep Cambodia,
"ki" - Kiribati,
"km" - Comoros,
"kn" - Saint Kitts and Nevis,
"kp" - Korea, Democratic People's Republic of (North
Korea),
"kr" - Korea, Republic of (South Korea),
"kw" - Kuwait,
"ky" - Cayman Islands,
"kz" - Kazakhstan,
"la" - Lao People's Democratic Republic (Laos),
"lb" - Lebanon,
"lc" - Saint Lucia,
"li" - Liechtenstein,

"lk" - Sri Lanka,
"lr" - Liberia,
"ls" - Lesotho,
"lt" - Lithuania,
"lu" - Luxembourg,
"lv" - Latvia,
"ly" - Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Lybia),
"ma" - Morocco,
"mc" - Monaco,
"md" - Moldavia,
"mg" - Madagascar,
"mh" - Marshall Islands,
"mk" - Macedonia,
"ml" - Mali,
"mm" - Myanmar,
"mn" - Mongolia,
"mo" - China (Macau S.A.R.),
"mp" - Northern Mariana Islands,
"mq" - Martinique,
"mr" - Mauritania,
"ms" - Montserrat,
"mt" - Malta,
"mu" - Mauritius,
"mv" - Maldives,
"mw" - Malawi,
"mx" - Mexico,
"my" - Malaysia,
"mz" - Mozambique,
"na" - Namibia,
"nc" - New Caledonia,
"ne" - Niger,
"nf" - Norfolk Island,
"ng" - Nigeria,
"ni" - Nicaragua,
"nl" - Netherlands,
"no" - Norway,
"np" - Nepal,
"nr" - Nauru,
"nu" - Niue,
"nz" - New Zealand,
"om" - Oman,
"pa" - Panama,
"pe" - Peru,
"pf" - French Polynesia,
"pg" - Papua New Guinea,
"ph" - Philippines,
"pk" - Pakistan,
"pl" - Poland,
"pm" - St. Pierre and Miquelon,
"pn" - Pitcairn,
"pr" - Puerto Rico,
"pt" - Portugal,
"pw" - Palau,
"py" - Paraguay,
"qa" - Qatar,
"re" - Reunion,
"ro" - Romania,
"ru" - Russia,
"rw" - Rwanda,
"sa" - Saudi Arabia,

"sb" - Solomon Islands,
"sc" - Seychelles,
"sd" - Sudan,
"se" - Sweden,
"sg" - Singapore,
"sh" - St. Helena,
"si" - Slovenia,
"sj" - Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands,
"sk" - Slovakia,
"sl" - Sierra Leone,
"sm" - San Marino,
"sn" - Senegal,
"so" - Somalia,
"sr" - Suriname,
"st" - Sao Tome and Principe,
"sv" - El Salvador,
"sy" - Syrian Arab Republic (Syria),
"sz" - Swaziland,
"t9" - Service Agent Test Systems T9 XX,
"tc" - Turks and Caicos Islands,
"td" - Chad,
"tf" - French Southern Territories,
"tg" - Togo,
"th" - Thailand,
"tj" - Tajikistan,
"tk" - Tokelau,
"tl" - East Timor,
"tm" - Turkmenistan,
"tn" - Tunisia,
"to" - Tonga,
"tr" - Turkey,
"tt" - Trinidad And Tobago,
"tv" - Tuvalu,
"tw" - Taiwan,
"tz" - Tanzania,
"ua" - Ukraine,
"ug" - Uganda,
"um" - United States Minor Outlying Islands,
"us" - United States,
"uy" - Uruguay,
"uz" - Uzbekistan,
"va" - Vatican City State (Holy See),
"vc" - Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
"ve" - Venezuela,
"vg" - British Virgin Islands,
"vi" - Virgin Islands (U.S.),
"vn" - Vietnam,
"vu" - Vanuatu,
"wf" - Wallis and Futuna Islands,
"ws" - Samoa (Western),
"ye" - Yemen,
"yt" - Mayotte,
"yu" - Serbia,
"za" - South Africa,
"zm" - Zambia,
"zw" - Zimbabwe
primary-alt-phone
primary-email

string
optional
string

Alternate Phone Number of Primary Contact
Email Address or User ID of Primary Contact

optional
primary-name

string
optional

Name of Primary Contact

primary-phone

string
optional

Phone Number of Primary Contact

secondary-altphone

string
optional

Alternate Phone Number of Secondary Contact

secondary-email

string
optional

Email Address or User ID of Secondary Contact

secondary-name

string
optional

Name of Secondary Contact

secondary-phone

string
optional

Phone Number of Secondary Contact

state

string
optional

State Where Business Resides

zip-code

string
optional

Postal Code Where Business Resides

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-create

[top]

Start the process to create a cluster using this node. Use cluster-add-node-status-get-iter to track the
status of the operation. A job will be spawned to operate on the cluster and the job id will be returned.
The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
cluster-ips

cluster-name

Range

Type

Description

ipUse this option to specify the nodes in the cluster based on their
address[]
cluster IP addresses.
optional
string

Use this parameter to specify the name of the cluster you are
creating. The cluster name must begin with a letter and cannot be
more than 44 characters in length.

discoverytimeout

integer
Max Time to Discover Nodes to Be Added (in Secs)
optional

keeppreclustercert

boolean
Keep Precluster Certificate
optional

license

license- The base cluster license obtain with the hardware or from NetApp
code-v2 professional services. This parameter has been deprecated in Data
optional ONTAP 9.2.

node-count

Use this parameter to specify the number of nodes in the cluster
integer you are creating. It is only supported on non-shared architecture
optional platforms. This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP
9.4.

node-names

string[] Use this option to specify the names to use for the nodes specified
optional using the cluster-ips argument.

node-uuids

uuid[]
List of Node UUIDs
optional

boolean
Retry a failed cluster create operation
optional

retry
single-nodecluster
Output Name

boolean
The Cluster Is a Single Node Cluster
optional
Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINVALIDACCESS
E_NODE_ALREADY_IN_CLUSTER
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_FAILED

cluster-create-join-progress-get

[top]

Once the cluster create or cluster join operation has been started on this node, use this ZAPI to get the
current status of the operation. During cluster join, there is a 1 to 5 second window where the network
connection will be unavailable while web services restart. The caller will have to periodically retry until
this ZAPI becomes available.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

attributes

Errno

Type
clustercreatejoinprogressinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

clustercreateThe attributes of the cluster.
joinprogressinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-identity-get

[top]

Returns the cluster identity information.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clusteridentityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

clusteridentity- The attributes of the cluster.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-identity-modify

[top]

Modifies the cluster identity information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster-contact

string
optional

The contact information for the cluster

cluster-location

string
optional

The location of the cluster

cluster-name-simple
The textual name of the cluster
optional

cluster-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-join

[top]

Start the process of joining this node to a cluster. Join can be done by Cluster IP Address. Only one join
operation is supported at a time. Use cluster-create-join-progress-get to track the status of the
operation. This API is deprecated as of Data ONTAP 9.2, and the cluster-add-node API should be used
instead.
Input Name
cluster-ip-address
cluster-name
Errno

Range

Type

Description

ip-address
IP Address of a Cluster Interface from a Node in the Cluster
optional
string
optional

(DEPRECATED)-Cluster Name of the Cluster to Join
Description

E_INVALID_OPERATION
E_NODE_ALREADY_IN_CLUSTER
E_CLUSTER_INTERFACE_REQUIRED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
E_MULTIPLE_CLUSTERS_OF_SAME_NAME_EXIST
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_FAILED

cluster-log-forward-create

[top]

Create a log forwarding configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

remote-inet- Destination address that the log messages will be forwarded
address
to. Can be a hostname or IP address.

destination

Facility code used to indicate the type of software that
generated the message. Possible values:
"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,
"local7" - local use 7

facility

syslog-facility
optional

force

boolean
optional

Skip the Connectivity Test

integer
optional

The destination port used to forward the message.

port

[1..65535]

Log Forwarding Protocol Possible values:
"udp_unencrypted" - UDP unencrypted,
"tcp_unencrypted" - TCP unencrypted,
"tcp_encrypted" - TCP encrypted

protocol

log-fwd-proto
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the log forwarding info on successful
creation. Default: false

verify-server

boolean
optional

Verify Destination Server Identity

Output Name

Range

result

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Type
cluster-logforward-info
optional
Description

Description
The log forwarding info created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

cluster-log-forward-destroy

[top]

Delete a log forwarding configuration
Input Name

Range

destination
port

Type

Description

remote-inet- Destination address that the log messages will be forwarded to.
address
Can be a hostname or IP address.
[1..65535]

Errno

integer

The destination port used to forward the message.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-get

[top]

Get information about log forwarding
Input Name

Range

clusterlogforwardinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

remoteDestination address that the log messages will be forwarded to.
inetCan be a hostname or IP address.
address

destination
port

Type

[1..65535] integer The destination port used to forward the message.
Range

attributes

Errno

Type

Description

clusterlogThe attributes of the log forwarding info.
forwardinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-get-iter
Get information about log forwarding

[top]

Input Name

Range

clusterlogforwardinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

clusterlogforwardinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the log forwarding info
object. All log forwarding info objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

clusterlogforward- The list of attributes of log forwarding info objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more log
optional forwarding info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-modify

[top]

Modify the log forwarding configuration
Input Name
destination

Range

Type

Description

remote-inet- Destination address that the log messages will be forwarded to.
address
Can be a hostname or IP address.
Facility code used to indicate the type of software that
generated the message. Possible values:

facility

syslogfacility
optional

"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,

"local7" - local use 7
port

[1..65535]

verifyserver
Errno

integer

The destination port used to forward the message.

boolean
optional

Verify Destination Server Identity

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-statistics-get

[top]

Get information about log forwarding statistics
Input Name

Range

clusterlogforwardstatistics
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

remoteinet- Destination Host
address

destination
index

Type

[0..2^32integer Destination Index
1]

log

string

Log Name

node

nodename

Node

port
Output Name

[1..65535] integer Destination Port
Range

Type

Description

clusterlogThe attributes of the log forwarding statistics.
forwardstatistics

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-statistics-get-iter

[top]

Get information about log forwarding statistics
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

clusterlogforwardstatistics
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

clusterlogforwardstatistics
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the log forwarding
statistics object. All log forwarding statistics objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

clusterlogforward- The list of attributes of log forwarding statistics objects.
statistics[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more log
forwarding statistics objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-node-get

[top]

Returns information about a node in a cluster.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type
clusternodeinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeThe textual name of a node.
name
Type
clusternode- The attributes of the cluster.
info
Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-node-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about nodes in a cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

clusternodeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusternodeinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster object. All
cluster objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

clusternodeThe list of attributes of cluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-node-modify

[top]

Modifies state of a node in a cluster.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

is-nodeeligible

boolean This parameter states nodes that are eligible to participate in the cluster.
optional A boolean value of true means the node is eligible.

is-nodeepsilon

You can designate a node as epsilon to add weight to its voting in a
boolean cluster with an even number of nodes. In a cluster, only one node can be
optional designated as epsilon at any given time. A boolean value of true means
the node is epsilon.

node-name
skip-

nodeThe textual name of a node.
name

quorumcheckbeforeeligible
skipquorumcheckbeforeineligible

Skip quorum checks when setting a node eligible. When setting a node to
boolean
eligible, the operation will continue even if there is a possible data
optional
outage due to a quorum issue.

Skip quorum checks when setting a node ineligible. When setting a node
boolean
to ineligible, the operation will continue even if there is a possible data
optional
outage due to a quorum issue.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-remove-node

[top]

Removes a node from the cluster. A job will be spawned to operate on the cluster and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ipaddress IP Address of a Cluster Interface of Node to Unjoin
optional

cluster-ip
force

boolean
Force Node to Unjoin
optional

node

filer-id
Node to Unjoin
optional
uuid
Node UUID to Unjoin
optional

node-uuid
skip-epsilontransition-beforeunjoin

boolean
Skip Epsilon Transition Prior to Unjoin
optional

skip-last-lowversion-nodecheck

boolean Skip the Check That Prevents Unjoining the Last Low
optional Versioned Node

skip-quorumcheck-beforeunjoin

Skip quorum checks when removing a node. The operation will
boolean
continue even if there is a possible data outage due to a
optional
quorum issue.

Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_UNJOIN_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER

Description

E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_UNJOIN_SINGLE_NODE_CLUSTER
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_UNJOIN_ON_SAME_NODE
E_UNJOIN_JOB_UPGRADE_PREVENT_UNJOIN
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_NODE_OFFLINE
E_JOB_UNJOIN_JOB_ERROR
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_NO_QUORUM

cluster-zoneinfo-get

[top]

Get zoneinfo information
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
zoneinfoattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

zoneinfoThe attributes of the Zoneinfo info.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-zoneinfo-load-from-uri

[top]

This commands loads a new set of timezone zoneinfo data to replace the version installed in the cluster.
Releases of Data ONTAP software contain the timezone data that is current at the time of release. If a
change is made to the timezone between Data ONTAP releases, then an update can be made to the
installed data.
For instance, if a change is made to when daylight saving time is observed for a country then an update
to cluster zoneinfo data may be required.
Only zoneinfo files provided for use in Data ONTAP should be used with this command.
To update the zoneinfo database do the following:
Download the required zoneinfo file from the support website.
Place the file on a local web server accessible without password from the cluster.
Execute this command, passing the Universal Resource Identifier (URI) of the file as parameter.
The command need only be executed once for the cluster. The data will be distributed to each node of
the cluster.
Input Name Range Type
uri

uri

Description
Universal Resource Identifier (URI) of the zoneinfo data to load. HTTP and
FTP schemes are supported.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_ZONEINFO_DOWNLOAD_FAILED
E_ZONEINFO_UNSUPPORTED_FILE_TYPE
E_ZONEINFO_UNZIP_FAILED
E_ZONEINFO_UNTAR_FAILED
E_ZONEINFO_INVALID_FILE
E_ZONEINFO_FILESYSTEM_ERROR

Element definition: cluster-contact

[top]

Administrator contact information for the cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

string
optional

Business Address Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

business-name

string
optional

Business Name Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

city

string
optional

City Where Business Resides Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
2-Character Country Code Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
"99" - Unknown,
"ad" - Andorra,
"ae" - United Arab Emirates,
"af" - Afghanistan,
"ag" - Antigua and Barbuda,
"ai" - Anguilla,
"al" - Albania,
"am" - Armenia,
"an" - Netherlands Antilles,
"ao" - Angola,
"aq" - Antarctia,
"ar" - Argentina,
"as" - American Samoa,
"at" - Austria,
"au" - Australia,
"aw" - Aruba,
"az" - Azerbaijan,
"ba" - Bosnia and Herzegovina,
"bb" - Barbados,
"bd" - Bangladesh,
"be" - Belgium,

"bf" - Burkina Faso,
"bg" - Bulgaria,
"bh" - Bahrain,
"bi" - Burundi,
"bj" - Benin,
"bm" - Bermuda,
"bn" - Brunei Darussalem,
"bo" - Bolivia,
"br" - Brazil,
"bs" - Bahamas,
"bt" - Bhutan,
"bv" - Bouvet Island,
"bw" - Botswana,
"by" - Belarus,
"bz" - Belize,
"ca" - Canada,
"cc" - Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
"cd" - Congo, The Democratic Republic of the,
"cf" - Central African Republic,
"cg" - Congo,
"ch" - Switzerland,
"ci" - Cote d'Ivoire,
"ck" - Cook Islands,
"cl" - Chile,
"cm" - Cameroon,
"cn" - China,
"co" - Colombia,
"cr" - Costa Rica,
"cu" - Cuba,
"cv" - Cape Verde,
"cx" - Christmas Island,
"cy" - Cyprus,
"cz" - Czech Republic,
"de" - Germany,
"dj" - Djibouti,
"dk" - Denmark,
"dm" - Dominica,
"do" - Dominican Republic,
"dz" - Algeria,
"ec" - Ecuador,
"ee" - Estonia,
"eg" - Egypt,
"eh" - Western Sahara,
"er" - Eritrea,
"es" - Spain,
"et" - Ethiopia,
"fi" - Finland,
"fj" - Fiji,
"fk" - Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
"fm" - Micronesia, Federated States of,
"fo" - Faroe Islands,
"fr" - France,
"fx" - France Metropolitan,
"ga" - Gabon,
"gb" - United Kingdom,
"gd" - Grenada,
"ge" - Georgia,
"gf" - French Guiana,
"gh" - Ghana,
"gi" - Gibraltar,

country

countrycode
optional

"gl" - Greenland,
"gm" - Gambia,
"gn" - Guinea,
"gp" - Guadaloupe,
"gq" - Equatorial Guinea,
"gr" - Greece,
"gs" - South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands,
"gt" - Guatemla,
"gu" - Guam,
"gw" - Guinea-Bissau,
"gy" - Guyana,
"hk" - China (Hong Kong S.A.R.),
"hm" - Heard and McDonald Islands,
"hn" - Honduras,
"hr" - Croatia,
"ht" - Haiti,
"hu" - Hungary,
"id" - Indonesia,
"ie" - Ireland,
"il" - Israel,
"in" - India,
"io" - British Indian Ocean Territory,
"iq" - Iraq,
"ir" - Iran,
"is" - Iceland,
"it" - Italy,
"jm" - Jamaica,
"jo" - Jordan,
"jp" - Japan,
"ke" - Kenya,
"kg" - Kyrgyzstan,
"kh" - Khmer Rep Cambodia,
"ki" - Kiribati,
"km" - Comoros,
"kn" - Saint Kitts and Nevis,
"kp" - Korea, Democratic People's Republic of (North
Korea),
"kr" - Korea, Republic of (South Korea),
"kw" - Kuwait,
"ky" - Cayman Islands,
"kz" - Kazakhstan,
"la" - Lao People's Democratic Republic (Laos),
"lb" - Lebanon,
"lc" - Saint Lucia,
"li" - Liechtenstein,
"lk" - Sri Lanka,
"lr" - Liberia,
"ls" - Lesotho,
"lt" - Lithuania,
"lu" - Luxembourg,
"lv" - Latvia,
"ly" - Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Lybia),
"ma" - Morocco,
"mc" - Monaco,
"md" - Moldavia,
"mg" - Madagascar,
"mh" - Marshall Islands,
"mk" - Macedonia,
"ml" - Mali,
"mm" - Myanmar,

"mn" - Mongolia,
"mo" - China (Macau S.A.R.),
"mp" - Northern Mariana Islands,
"mq" - Martinique,
"mr" - Mauritania,
"ms" - Montserrat,
"mt" - Malta,
"mu" - Mauritius,
"mv" - Maldives,
"mw" - Malawi,
"mx" - Mexico,
"my" - Malaysia,
"mz" - Mozambique,
"na" - Namibia,
"nc" - New Caledonia,
"ne" - Niger,
"nf" - Norfolk Island,
"ng" - Nigeria,
"ni" - Nicaragua,
"nl" - Netherlands,
"no" - Norway,
"np" - Nepal,
"nr" - Nauru,
"nu" - Niue,
"nz" - New Zealand,
"om" - Oman,
"pa" - Panama,
"pe" - Peru,
"pf" - French Polynesia,
"pg" - Papua New Guinea,
"ph" - Philippines,
"pk" - Pakistan,
"pl" - Poland,
"pm" - St. Pierre and Miquelon,
"pn" - Pitcairn,
"pr" - Puerto Rico,
"pt" - Portugal,
"pw" - Palau,
"py" - Paraguay,
"qa" - Qatar,
"re" - Reunion,
"ro" - Romania,
"ru" - Russia,
"rw" - Rwanda,
"sa" - Saudi Arabia,
"sb" - Solomon Islands,
"sc" - Seychelles,
"sd" - Sudan,
"se" - Sweden,
"sg" - Singapore,
"sh" - St. Helena,
"si" - Slovenia,
"sj" - Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands,
"sk" - Slovakia,
"sl" - Sierra Leone,
"sm" - San Marino,
"sn" - Senegal,
"so" - Somalia,
"sr" - Suriname,
"st" - Sao Tome and Principe,

"sv" - El Salvador,
"sy" - Syrian Arab Republic (Syria),
"sz" - Swaziland,
"t9" - Service Agent Test Systems T9 XX,
"tc" - Turks and Caicos Islands,
"td" - Chad,
"tf" - French Southern Territories,
"tg" - Togo,
"th" - Thailand,
"tj" - Tajikistan,
"tk" - Tokelau,
"tl" - East Timor,
"tm" - Turkmenistan,
"tn" - Tunisia,
"to" - Tonga,
"tr" - Turkey,
"tt" - Trinidad And Tobago,
"tv" - Tuvalu,
"tw" - Taiwan,
"tz" - Tanzania,
"ua" - Ukraine,
"ug" - Uganda,
"um" - United States Minor Outlying Islands,
"us" - United States,
"uy" - Uruguay,
"uz" - Uzbekistan,
"va" - Vatican City State (Holy See),
"vc" - Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
"ve" - Venezuela,
"vg" - British Virgin Islands,
"vi" - Virgin Islands (U.S.),
"vn" - Vietnam,
"vu" - Vanuatu,
"wf" - Wallis and Futuna Islands,
"ws" - Samoa (Western),
"ye" - Yemen,
"yt" - Mayotte,
"yu" - Serbia,
"za" - South Africa,
"zm" - Zambia,
"zw" - Zimbabwe
primary-altphone

string
optional

Alternate Phone Number of Primary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

primary-email

string
optional

Email Address or User ID of Primary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

primary-name

string
optional

Name of Primary Contact Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

primary-phone

string
optional

Phone Number of Primary Contact Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

secondary-altphone

string
optional

Alternate Phone Number of Secondary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

secondaryemail

string
optional

Email Address or User ID of Secondary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

secondaryname

string
optional

Name of Secondary Contact Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

secondaryphone

string
optional

Phone Number of Secondary Contact Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

state

string
optional

State Where Business Resides Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

zip-code

string
optional

Postal Code Where Business Resides Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: cluster-create-add-node-status-info

[top]

Information that identifies the state of a cluster create or node add operation When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

clusterip

Type

Description

ip-address IP Address of a Cluster Interface of Node Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
optional

failuremsg

string
optional

Error Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Job ID of Join Job Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string
optional

Node Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodeuuid

uuid
optional

Node UUID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

[0..2^641]

The Status of Current Task Being Performed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

status

cluster-opstatus
optional

"none" - None,
"starting_job" - Starting Add-Node Job,
"node_discovery" - Node Discovery,
"remote_join_started" - Job Started Remote Join Op,
"node_initialization" - Node Initialization,
"joining_cluster" - Joining Cluster,
"service_startup" - Service Startup,
"post_cluster_setup" - Post Cluster Setup,
"success" - Task Completed,
"failure" - Task Failed

Element definition: cluster-create-join-progress-info
Information that identifies the state or a create or join operation When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentstatusmessage

string The current status of the create or join operation being performed.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iscomplete

If this is true, it means that the operation has been successfully completed.
boolean
If it is false, the state of the operation is determined by the status field
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

This field helps to determine the state of the operation when 'complete' is
false. When complete is false and the status is success it indicates the
cluster- operation hasn't started yet. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
opPossible values:
enumresult
"failed" - Operation failed,
"success" - Operation was successful,
optional
"ongoing" - Operation is active

Element definition: cluster-identity-info

[top]

Information that identifies a given cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

clustercontact

string
optional

The contact information for the cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

clusterlocation

string
optional

The location of the cluster Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

clustername

clusternamesimple
optional

The textual name of the cluster Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

clusterserialnumber

clusterserialnumber
optional

Serial number of the cluster in the form x-xx-xxxxxx Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

clusteruuid

uuid
optional

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier, that designates the cluster
forever, assigned during cluster creation Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

rdb-uuid

uuid
optional

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier for the RDB Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-log-forward-info

[top]

Log file forwarding configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

remoteDestination address that the log messages will be forwarded to. Can
inetbe a hostname or IP address. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
address
non-modifiable
optional

destination

Facility code used to indicate the type of software that generated
the message. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

syslogfacility
optional

facility

boolean Skip the Connectivity Test Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

force
port

protocol

verifyserver

"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,
"local7" - local use 7

[1..65535]

integer The destination port used to forward the message. Attributes: key,
optional optional-for-create, non-modifiable
log-fwdproto
optional

Log Forwarding Protocol Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"udp_unencrypted" - UDP unencrypted,
"tcp_unencrypted" - TCP unencrypted,
"tcp_encrypted" - TCP encrypted

boolean Verify Destination Server Identity Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

Element definition: cluster-log-forward-statistics
Log file forwarding statistics When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

destination
droppedcount

[0..2^641]

Type

Description

remote-inetaddress
optional

Destination Host Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Count of Dropped Messages Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Syslog Facility Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

syslog-facility
optional

facility

"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,
"local7" - local use 7

failure-count

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Count of Forwarding Failures Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Destination Index Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Last Failure Reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-error
last-successtime

datetimewithtz Time of Last Message Forwarded Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional

log

string
optional

node

node-name
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Log Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

[1..65535]

integer
optional

Destination Port Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

queue-size

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of Messages in the Queue Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

successcount

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Count of Forwarding Successes Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-txfailures

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Total Transmission Failures Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cluster-name-simple
Name of the Cluster

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-node-info

[top]

Information that identifies state of nodes in a cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

isnodeeligible

This parameter states nodes that are eligible to participate in the cluster. A
boolean
boolean value of true means the node is eligible. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

isnodeepsilon

You can designate a node as epsilon to add weight to its voting in a cluster
boolean with an even number of nodes. In a cluster, only one node can be designated
optional as epsilon at any given time. A boolean value of true means the node is
epsilon. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isnodehealthy

This parameter is used to determine health of a node in a cluster. A boolean
boolean
value of true means the node is healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

nodename

nodename The textual name of a node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

nodeuuid

nodeThe 128-bit universally-unique identifier, that designates a node forever,
uuid
assigned during node creation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: country-code
Country Code Possible values:
"99" - Unknown,
"ad" - Andorra,
"ae" - United Arab Emirates,
"af" - Afghanistan,
"ag" - Antigua and Barbuda,
"ai" - Anguilla,
"al" - Albania,
"am" - Armenia,
"an" - Netherlands Antilles,
"ao" - Angola,
"aq" - Antarctia,
"ar" - Argentina,
"as" - American Samoa,
"at" - Austria,

[top]

"au" - Australia,
"aw" - Aruba,
"az" - Azerbaijan,
"ba" - Bosnia and Herzegovina,
"bb" - Barbados,
"bd" - Bangladesh,
"be" - Belgium,
"bf" - Burkina Faso,
"bg" - Bulgaria,
"bh" - Bahrain,
"bi" - Burundi,
"bj" - Benin,
"bm" - Bermuda,
"bn" - Brunei Darussalem,
"bo" - Bolivia,
"br" - Brazil,
"bs" - Bahamas,
"bt" - Bhutan,
"bv" - Bouvet Island,
"bw" - Botswana,
"by" - Belarus,
"bz" - Belize,
"ca" - Canada,
"cc" - Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
"cd" - Congo, The Democratic Republic of the,
"cf" - Central African Republic,
"cg" - Congo,
"ch" - Switzerland,
"ci" - Cote d'Ivoire,
"ck" - Cook Islands,
"cl" - Chile,
"cm" - Cameroon,
"cn" - China,
"co" - Colombia,
"cr" - Costa Rica,
"cu" - Cuba,
"cv" - Cape Verde,
"cx" - Christmas Island,
"cy" - Cyprus,
"cz" - Czech Republic,
"de" - Germany,
"dj" - Djibouti,
"dk" - Denmark,
"dm" - Dominica,
"do" - Dominican Republic,
"dz" - Algeria,
"ec" - Ecuador,
"ee" - Estonia,
"eg" - Egypt,
"eh" - Western Sahara,
"er" - Eritrea,
"es" - Spain,
"et" - Ethiopia,
"fi" - Finland,
"fj" - Fiji,
"fk" - Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
"fm" - Micronesia, Federated States of,
"fo" - Faroe Islands,
"fr" - France,
"fx" - France Metropolitan,

"ga" - Gabon,
"gb" - United Kingdom,
"gd" - Grenada,
"ge" - Georgia,
"gf" - French Guiana,
"gh" - Ghana,
"gi" - Gibraltar,
"gl" - Greenland,
"gm" - Gambia,
"gn" - Guinea,
"gp" - Guadaloupe,
"gq" - Equatorial Guinea,
"gr" - Greece,
"gs" - South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands,
"gt" - Guatemla,
"gu" - Guam,
"gw" - Guinea-Bissau,
"gy" - Guyana,
"hk" - China (Hong Kong S.A.R.),
"hm" - Heard and McDonald Islands,
"hn" - Honduras,
"hr" - Croatia,
"ht" - Haiti,
"hu" - Hungary,
"id" - Indonesia,
"ie" - Ireland,
"il" - Israel,
"in" - India,
"io" - British Indian Ocean Territory,
"iq" - Iraq,
"ir" - Iran,
"is" - Iceland,
"it" - Italy,
"jm" - Jamaica,
"jo" - Jordan,
"jp" - Japan,
"ke" - Kenya,
"kg" - Kyrgyzstan,
"kh" - Khmer Rep Cambodia,
"ki" - Kiribati,
"km" - Comoros,
"kn" - Saint Kitts and Nevis,
"kp" - Korea, Democratic People's Republic of (North Korea),
"kr" - Korea, Republic of (South Korea),
"kw" - Kuwait,
"ky" - Cayman Islands,
"kz" - Kazakhstan,
"la" - Lao People's Democratic Republic (Laos),
"lb" - Lebanon,
"lc" - Saint Lucia,
"li" - Liechtenstein,
"lk" - Sri Lanka,
"lr" - Liberia,
"ls" - Lesotho,
"lt" - Lithuania,
"lu" - Luxembourg,
"lv" - Latvia,
"ly" - Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Lybia),
"ma" - Morocco,
"mc" - Monaco,

"md" - Moldavia,
"mg" - Madagascar,
"mh" - Marshall Islands,
"mk" - Macedonia,
"ml" - Mali,
"mm" - Myanmar,
"mn" - Mongolia,
"mo" - China (Macau S.A.R.),
"mp" - Northern Mariana Islands,
"mq" - Martinique,
"mr" - Mauritania,
"ms" - Montserrat,
"mt" - Malta,
"mu" - Mauritius,
"mv" - Maldives,
"mw" - Malawi,
"mx" - Mexico,
"my" - Malaysia,
"mz" - Mozambique,
"na" - Namibia,
"nc" - New Caledonia,
"ne" - Niger,
"nf" - Norfolk Island,
"ng" - Nigeria,
"ni" - Nicaragua,
"nl" - Netherlands,
"no" - Norway,
"np" - Nepal,
"nr" - Nauru,
"nu" - Niue,
"nz" - New Zealand,
"om" - Oman,
"pa" - Panama,
"pe" - Peru,
"pf" - French Polynesia,
"pg" - Papua New Guinea,
"ph" - Philippines,
"pk" - Pakistan,
"pl" - Poland,
"pm" - St. Pierre and Miquelon,
"pn" - Pitcairn,
"pr" - Puerto Rico,
"pt" - Portugal,
"pw" - Palau,
"py" - Paraguay,
"qa" - Qatar,
"re" - Reunion,
"ro" - Romania,
"ru" - Russia,
"rw" - Rwanda,
"sa" - Saudi Arabia,
"sb" - Solomon Islands,
"sc" - Seychelles,
"sd" - Sudan,
"se" - Sweden,
"sg" - Singapore,
"sh" - St. Helena,
"si" - Slovenia,
"sj" - Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands,
"sk" - Slovakia,

"sl" - Sierra Leone,
"sm" - San Marino,
"sn" - Senegal,
"so" - Somalia,
"sr" - Suriname,
"st" - Sao Tome and Principe,
"sv" - El Salvador,
"sy" - Syrian Arab Republic (Syria),
"sz" - Swaziland,
"t9" - Service Agent Test Systems T9 XX,
"tc" - Turks and Caicos Islands,
"td" - Chad,
"tf" - French Southern Territories,
"tg" - Togo,
"th" - Thailand,
"tj" - Tajikistan,
"tk" - Tokelau,
"tl" - East Timor,
"tm" - Turkmenistan,
"tn" - Tunisia,
"to" - Tonga,
"tr" - Turkey,
"tt" - Trinidad And Tobago,
"tv" - Tuvalu,
"tw" - Taiwan,
"tz" - Tanzania,
"ua" - Ukraine,
"ug" - Uganda,
"um" - United States Minor Outlying Islands,
"us" - United States,
"uy" - Uruguay,
"uz" - Uzbekistan,
"va" - Vatican City State (Holy See),
"vc" - Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
"ve" - Venezuela,
"vg" - British Virgin Islands,
"vi" - Virgin Islands (U.S.),
"vn" - Vietnam,
"vu" - Vanuatu,
"wf" - Wallis and Futuna Islands,
"ws" - Samoa (Western),
"ye" - Yemen,
"yt" - Mayotte,
"yu" - Serbia,
"za" - South Africa,
"zm" - Zambia,
"zw" - Zimbabwe
[none]

Element definition: filer-id
Filer UUID
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: license-code-v2

[top]

License Code V2
[none]

Element definition: log-fwd-proto

[top]

udp-unencrypted|tcp-unencrypted|tcp-encrypted Possible values:
"udp_unencrypted" - UDP unencrypted,
"tcp_unencrypted" - TCP unencrypted,
"tcp_encrypted" - TCP encrypted
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: syslog-facility
The syslog facility.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: zoneinfo-info

[top]

Timezone Zoneinfo Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

version

Type

Description

Version of the timezone database in the form YYYYv. \"YYYY\" is the year the
database was released and \"v\" is the version within that year. \"YYYY\" will
string
be four decimal digits and \"v\" will be an ASCII letter starting with \"a\" and
optional
increasing with each version. For example, the second 2017 version is
\"2017b\". Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: cluster-op-enum-result
cluster_op_enum_result Possible values:
"failed" - Operation failed,
"success" - Operation was successful,

[top]

"ongoing" - Operation is active
[none]

Element definition: cluster-op-status

[top]

Cluster Operation Status Possible values:
"none" - None,
"starting_job" - Starting Add-Node Job,
"node_discovery" - Node Discovery,
"remote_join_started" - Job Started Remote Join Op,
"node_initialization" - Node Initialization,
"joining_cluster" - Joining Cluster,
"service_startup" - Service Startup,
"post_cluster_setup" - Post Cluster Setup,
"success" - Task Completed,
"failure" - Task Failed
[none]

Element definition: cluster-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Cluster serial-number during cluster create
[none]

Element definition: datetimewithtz

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: node-uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cluster-image
cluster-image-get
cluster-image-get-download-progress
cluster-image-get-iter
cluster-image-get-upgrade-plan
cluster-image-metrocluster-update-progress-infoget
cluster-image-node-update-progress-info
cluster-image-package-delete
cluster-image-package-download
cluster-image-package-download-abort
cluster-image-package-local-get
cluster-image-package-local-get-iter
cluster-image-update
cluster-image-update-cancel
cluster-image-update-history-get-iter
cluster-image-update-log-get-iter
cluster-image-update-pause
cluster-image-update-progress-get-iter
cluster-image-update-progress-info
cluster-image-update-resume
cluster-image-validate

This set of APIs enable automated nondisruptive update of a cluster.

cluster-image-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the cluster-image.
Input Name Range

Type
clusterimage-info
optional

desiredattributes
node-id

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

node-name Node

Output Name Range

Type
clusterimage-info

attributes
Errno

Description
The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-get-download-progress

[top]

Check the progress of current image download started by the cluster-image-package-download ZAPI.
Output Name
failure-reason

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Reason for download failure. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0.0 and may be removed in a future release.

string
optional

progress-details
progress-status

Download progress details

cluster-image-download-status Download Progress Status

Errno

Description

E_PRIMARY_STORE_UNAVAILABLE
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cluster-image objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

clusterimage-info
optional
[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

clusterimage-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All clusterimage objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

clusterimage-info[] The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only
the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-get-upgrade-plan

[top]

The cluster-image-get-upgrade-plan API generates an Upgrade Plan and Backout Plan for the specified target image. The target package-version must be provided.
Input Name

Range

package-version
Output Name
backout-phase-info-list
backout-plan-head
upgrade-phase-info-list
upgrade-plan-head

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the target package version.
Description

phase-info[]
List of revert or downgrade plan phases.
optional
string
optional

Backout plan heading.

phase-info[]
List of upgrade plan phases.
optional
string
optional

Upgrade plan heading.

Errno

Description

E_CONF_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_IMAGES_UNAVAILABLE
E_RULES_XML_ERROR
E_GET_PLAN_FAILED
E_PACKAGE_IMAGE_COMPONENT_NOT_FOUND
E_PACKAGE_STORE_IS_EMPTY
E_UPGRADE_PLAN_WITH_REVERT_IMAGE

cluster-image-metrocluster-update-progress-info-get

[top]

Get information on cluster image update progress for MetroCluster
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

metrocluster-nduprogress-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only
the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

metrocluster-nduprogress-info

Errno

The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS

cluster-image-node-update-progress-info

[top]

Get information on a node's image update progress
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

node-updateprogress-info
optional

node-name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only
the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
Node name.

Type
node-updateprogress-info

Errno

Description
The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

cluster-image-package-delete
The cluster-image-package-delete API removes the given package from the cluster image package repository.

[top]

Input Name

Range Type

package-version

Description

string The package version to be deleted. Example of package versions - 8.3

Errno

Description

E_VALIDATION_IN_PROGRESS
E_UPDATE_IN_PROGRESS
E_PACKAGE_SYNCH_IN_PROGRESS
E_PACKAGE_IMAGE_COMPONENT_NOT_FOUND
E_PACKAGE_STORE_IS_EMPTY

cluster-image-package-download

[top]

The cluster-image-package-download API downloads the specified package. This API is asynchronous and returns immediately after the download is started. The download progress can
be monitored by calling cluster-image-get-download-progress ZAPI. The package-url string must be provided.
Input Name Range Type
package-url

Description

string Specifies the package URL.

Errno

Description

E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_PACKAGE_EXISTS
E_INVALID_URL
E_PACKAGE_PROCESS_ERROR
E_PRIMARY_STORE_UNAVAILABLE
E_INSUFFICIENT_STORES

cluster-image-package-download-abort

[top]

Abort an ongoing package download operation.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_PKG_DOWNLOAD_NOTRUNNING

cluster-image-package-local-get

[top]

The cluster-image-package-local-get API retrieves detailed information about a package located in the cluster image package repository.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

cluster-imagepackage-local-info
optional

packageversion

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
Package version.
Description

cluster-imagepackage-local-info

attributes
Errno

The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-package-local-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple locally available package records
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

cluster-imagepackage-local-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cluster-imagepackage-local-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

cluster-imagepackage-local-info[]
optional

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update

[top]

The cluster-image update API validates, installs prerequisite component updates, and installs Data ONTAP to all specified nodes within a cluster in a nondisruptive manner. Since
validation, which is run as part of update, requires a minimum of 30 seconds, the API should be called with sufficient timeout value.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

estimate-only

boolean
optional

Generates an estimate of the time required for the overall update operation for the specified package. No update is
performed when this option is used. Default: false.

force-rolling

boolean
optional

Force a rolling upgrade on the cluster. This option is not applicable for a single-node cluster and for a two-node
MetroCluster. Default: false.

ignore-validationwarning

boolean
optional

Allows the update to continue if warnings are encountered during the validation phase. Default: false.

nodes

node-name[]
optional

package-version

string

pause-after

non-disruptive-updatepause-after
optional

List of nodes to be updated, the nodes have to be a part of a HA Pair.
Specifies the package version.
One or more pause options can be specified. Possible values: none, all.

integer
optional

stabilize-minutes
Output Name

Range

Number of minutes needed to stabilize node before update. This option is not applicable for single-node cluster. Default: 8.

Type

Description

estimated-post-updateduration

integer
optional

Estimated post-update checks duration, in seconds. Available only if estimate-only is true.

estimated-pre-updateduration

integer
optional

Estimated pre-update checks duration, in seconds. Available only if estimate-only is true.

estimated-updateduration

integer
optional

Estimated ontap updates duration, in seconds. Available only if estimate-only is true.

Errno

Description

E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_UPDATE_IN_PROGRESS
E_INVALID_HA_PAIR_LIST
E_VALIDATION_CHECKS_FAILED_WITH_WARNING
E_VALIDATION_CHECKS_FAILED_WITH_ERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_DOUBLE_HOP_NODES_UNSUPPORTED

cluster-image-update-cancel

[top]

The cluster-image-update-cancel API cancels a package update that is currently in progress. The update will stop and be canceled at the end of the current logical operation. Logical
operations are: - After the cluster validation, or prerequisite update phase - After the update of each HA pair - Immediately, if the update is currently paused After the successful
completion of this command the update will be removed from the package update queue. The cancellation will be logged in the update history.

Errno

Description

E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
E_CANCEL_NOT_POSSIBLE

cluster-image-update-history-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple update history records.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
cluster-updatehistory-info
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

cluster-updatehistory-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained
from the previous call.

Type
cluster-updatehistory-info[]
optional

Description
The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-log-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple update logs
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
cluster-updatetransaction-log-info
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

cluster-updatetransaction-log-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

cluster-updatetransaction-log-info[]
optional

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-pause

[top]

The cluster-image-update-pause API pauses an update that is in progress. The update will pause at the end of the current logical operation. Logical operations include: - After the cluster
validation, or prerequisite update phase - After the update of each node After the successful completion of this command the currently running update will be paused at the end of the
current logical operation.

Errno

Description

E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
E_PAUSE_NOT_POSSIBLE

cluster-image-update-progress-get-iter
This API provides the status of all phases of update that is in progress.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster-image-nduphase-list-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cluster-image-nduphase-list-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

cluster-image-nduphase-list-info[]
optional

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-progress-info

[top]

Get information on cluster image update progress
Input Name Range

Type
nduprogressinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

Type
nduprogressinfo

attributes

Description

Description
The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-resume

[top]

The cluster-image-update-resume API resumes a package update that is currently paused. If the update is not in the paused state the API call will fail. After the successful completion of
this command the current paused update will resume from the last successful operation completed.
Input Name

Range

ignore-post-update-checks-failures
Errno

Type

Description

boolean
Ignore post-update-check phase failures, if any. Default: false.
optional

Description

E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
E_RESUME_NOT_POSSIBLE
E_PUC_NOT_IN_PROGRESS

cluster-image-validate

[top]

The cluster-image-validate API validates the various logical and physical components of a cluster to ensure that a nondisruptive update can occur. Since validation requires a minimum of
30 seconds, the API should be called with sufficient timeout value.
Input Name

Range

Type

nodes

node-name[]
optional

package-version

string

Output Name

Range

cluster-image-validation-report-list
Errno

Description
Nodes
Specifies the package version.

Type

Description

cluster-image-validation-report-list-info[]
Lists the status and required actions for each NDU check involved in the update process.
optional
Description

E_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_VALIDATION_IN_PROGRESS
E_PACKAGE_DELETE_IN_PROGRESS
E_IMAGES_UNAVAILABLE
E_MISSING_PARTNER_ERROR
E_UPDATE_IN_PROGRESS

Element definition: cluster-image-download-status

[top]

async_pkg_get_phase_failed|async_pkg_get_phase_running|async_pkg_get_phase_timedout|async_pkg_get_phase_notstarted|async_pkg_get_phase_complete|async_pkg_get_phase_aborted
Possible values:
"async_pkg_get_phase_failed" - Download Failed,
"async_pkg_get_phase_running" - Download in Progress,
"async_pkg_get_phase_timedout" - Download Timedout,
"async_pkg_get_phase_notstarted" - Download not started or no download in progress,
"async_pkg_get_phase_complete" - Download Successful,
"async_pkg_get_phase_aborted" - Download Aborted
[none]

Element definition: cluster-image-info
Information to manage cluster images for Non disruptive-update. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

current-version

string
optional

Current Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

date-installed

datetime
optional

Date Installed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-id

Element definition: cluster-image-ndu-phase-list-info

[top]

Status and required recovery action for each phase of update process When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
duration

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
The estimated duration for phases not completed and actual duration for those completed in seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Update phase Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ndu-phase

non-disruptive-updatephase
optional

phasecomments

string
optional

"validation" - NDU validation phase,
"prereq_updates" - NDU prerequisite phase,
"ontap_updates" - Data ONTAP update phase,
"package_management" - Package management operations phase,
"default_phase" - Default Phase,
"post_update_checks" - Post update checks phase
If an error has occurred the required recovery action. If the phase is completed the duration of the phase will be provided. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Phase status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

phase-status

non-disruptive-updatestatus
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

Element definition: cluster-image-package-local-info
Detailed information on the local package When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type
datetime
optional

package-build-time

Description
Package build time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

package-details-info[]
Lists detailed on the local packages located in the cluster image package repository
optional

package-details

string
optional

package-version

Package version. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-image-validation-report-list-info

[top]

Lists the status and required actions for each NDU check involved in the update process. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise
stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ndu-check

string
optional

Type of NDU check Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

ndu-status

string
optional

Phase status Possible values: ok failed warning Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

requiredaction

required-actionIf the NDU check failed or warned. Provides detailed information on how to recover from the infraction, or in case of a warning list side effects
info
of performing update
optional

Element definition: cluster-update-history-info

[top]

Detailed report for each update When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

completion-time

datetime
optional

Date and time update completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

component-id

string
optional

Component ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

component-name

string
optional

Component name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

package-version

string
optional

Installed package version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

previous-version

string
optional

Previous version of firmware or software Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

start-time

datetime
optional

Date and time update started. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Update status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

update-status

non-disruptive-update-history-status
optional

"successful" - Update completed successfully,
"canceled" - Update was canceled,
"back_out" - A back-out occurred do to a unrecoverable error

string
optional

updated-version

Updated version of firmware or software Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-update-transaction-log-info

[top]

Detailed report for each update transaction When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

component-id

node-name
optional

detailed-transaction-status

string
optional

Includes sub-transaction name and detailed status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

start-date-time

datetime
optional

Date and time update started Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Unique transaction ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

transaction-id

[0..2^64-1]

Component ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Transaction name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

transaction-name

non-disruptive-update-task-name
optional

"initialize" - Initialization,
"mount_image" - Mount an image,
"restart_hm" - Restart Health Monitor,
"get_health" - Obtain System Health,
"run_scripts" - Run validation sctipts,
"unmount_image" - Unmount image,
"clear_alert" - Clear Alerts,
"post_restart_hm" - Post validation restart Health Monitor,
"cleanup_rdb" - Removes all rows for a given phase,
"synch_image" - Synchronize Secondary Store with Primary,
"process_package" - Process the package retrieved from external source,
"cleanup_package" - Removes the packages not currently in the image table,
"do_download_job" - Downloads the image to the boot device,
"do_failover_job" - Do the takeover,
"do_giveback_job" - Do the giveback,
"check_progress" - Check the progress of any running tasks,
"complete_validation" - Generate the final validation report,
"invalid_task" - Used by state machine when a valid task cannot be found,
"default_task" - Default Task,
"do_postupdate_checks_job" - Do the post update checks,
"do_disruptive_update_task" - Do disruptive update of node
Transaction phase Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

transaction-phase

non-disruptive-update-phase
optional

"validation" - NDU validation phase,
"prereq_updates" - NDU prerequisite phase,
"ontap_updates" - Data ONTAP update phase,
"package_management" - Package management operations phase,
"default_phase" - Default Phase,
"post_update_checks" - Post update checks phase
Update status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

transaction-status

non-disruptive-update-log-status
optional

"waiting" - Transaction is waiting,
"started" - Transaction was started,
"completed" - Transaction has completed,
"paused_on_error" - Transaction has been paused due to an error,
"paused_by_user" - Transaction has been paused by user,

"pause_pending" - Transaction has a pending pause request,
"cancel_pending" - Transaction has a pending cancel request,
"canceled" - Transaction has been canceled by user,
"failed" - Transaction has failed

Element definition: metrocluster-ndu-progress-info

[top]

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of MetroCluster When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

completed-nodecount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Number of Completed Nodes Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-validation-reports

dr-validation-reportinfo[]
optional

intermediate-version

string
optional

The intermediate-version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-two-stageupgrade

boolean
optional

If upgrade is two-stage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-validation-doneby-update

boolean
optional

Is the validation done as part of update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

metrocluster

cluster-imagemetrocluster-info
optional

MetroCluster Information

ndu-node-updatelist

ndu-node-updateinfo[]
optional

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of Node

DR cluster Validation Report Info

node-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update of a node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-elapsedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of overall update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

overall-status

string
optional

package-version

string
optional

The package version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Number of Paused Nodes Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

paused-node-count

[0..2^321]

phase-comments

phase-comment-info
optional

progress-detail

string
optional

Overall comment info
Failure details Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

progress-summary

string
optional

Progress info Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-version

string
optional

The source version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-version

string
optional

The target version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-node-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of Nodes Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

upgrade-stage

[1..2]

integer
optional

Stage of upgrade (1: First stage - source-version to intermediate-version, 2: Second stage - intermediate-version to targetversion). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

validation-report-info[]
Local cluster Validation Report Info
optional

validation-reports

Element definition: ndu-progress-info

[top]

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a
set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

completed-nodecount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Number of nodes that have completed update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

intermediate-version

string
optional

The intermediate-version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-two-stageupgrade

boolean
optional

If upgrade is two-stage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-validation-doneby-update

boolean
optional

Is the validation done as part of update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ndu-node-update-list

ndu-node-updateinfo[]
optional

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of a Node

node-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update of a node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-elapsedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of overall update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

overall-status

non-disruptiveupdate-status
optional

package-version

string
optional

The package version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Number of nodes that have paused during update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

paused-node-count
phase-comments

[0..2^321]

phase-comment-info
Overall comment info
optional

source-version

string
optional

The source version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-version

string
optional

The target version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-node-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of nodes participating in update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

upgrade-stage

[1..2]

integer
optional

Stage of upgrade (1: First stage - source-version to intermediate-version, 2: Second stage - intermediate-version to targetversion). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

validation-reportinfo[]
optional

validation-reports

Validation Report Info

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-update-progress-info

[top]

Node Update progress details When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

node-name
node-update-task-info-list

Type

Description

string
optional

Node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-update-task-info[]
Node task info
optional

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-pause-after

[top]

none|takeover-giveback|all Possible values:
"none" - Default: No pause,
"takeover_giveback" - Pause after takeover or giveback tasks,
"all" - Pause after all phases
[none]

Element definition: phase-info

[top]

Upgrade or revert procedure can have planning, preparing, update and post-update phases. Each phase will have the phase details and list of steps.
Name

Range

Type

Description

phase-detail

string
optional

Phase details.

phase-head

string
optional

Phase heading.

phase-notes

string
optional

Phase notes.

step-info-list

step-info[]
List of steps in the respective phase.
optional

Element definition: cluster-image-metrocluster-info

[top]

MetroCluster Configuration Information
Name
cluster-elapsed-duration
cluster-estimated-duration

Range

Type

Description

integer
[0..2^32-1]
Elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update in local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32-1]

integer
Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update in local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

cluster-name

Status of the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

string
optional

cluster-status

dr-cluster-elapsed-duration

[0..2^32-1]

dr-cluster-estimated-duration [0..2^32-1]
dr-cluster-name

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

integer
Elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update in DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
integer
Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update in DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Status of the DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

dr-cluster-status

string
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: dr-validation-report-info

[top]

DR Validation Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

dr-update-check-action

string
DR cluster recovery action for error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-advice

string
DR cluster advice for handling the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-error

string
DR cluster error details. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-name

string
DR cluster update check Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-status

string
DR cluster update check status possible values: ok failed warning Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ndu-node-update-info

[top]

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of Node
Name

Range

Type

dr-node-elapsed-duration

timeticks
optional

dr-node-name

node-name
optional

Description
Elapsed Update Duration of a DR Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
DR Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
DR Node Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

dr-node-status

non-disruptive-update-status
optional

node-elapsed-duration

timeticks
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending
Elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update of a node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

node-status

non-disruptive-update-status
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-update-task-info

[top]

Node task info
Name

Range

Type

Description

task-comments

string
optional

Summary of task operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

task-end-time

datetime
optional

Time at which the task completed. This is expressed in seconds since the Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

task-name

string
optional

Name of the task. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

task-start-time

datetime
optional

Time at which the task started. This is expressed in seconds since the Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of the associated task-name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

task-status

non-disruptive-update-task-status
optional

"created" - Task has been created,
"ready_to_run" - Task ready to run,
"running" - Task has started and is running,
"completed" - Task is completed,
"failed" - Task failed to complete,
"pause_req" - Request for task to be paused,
"paused" - Task is paused,
"paused_error" - Task is paused because of an error,
"cancel_req" - Request for task to be cancelled,
"canceled" - Task is canceled,
"resume_req" - Request for paused task to be resumed,
"default_status" - Defaiult Status,
"abort_req" - Request for task to be aborted

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-history-status

[top]

successful|canceled|back-out Possible values:
"successful" - Update completed successfully,
"canceled" - Update was canceled,
"back_out" - A back-out occurred do to a unrecoverable error
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-log-status
waiting|started|completed|paused-on-error|paused-by-user|pause-pending|cancel-pending|canceled|failed Possible values:
"waiting" - Transaction is waiting,
"started" - Transaction was started,
"completed" - Transaction has completed,

[top]

"paused_on_error" - Transaction has been paused due to an error,
"paused_by_user" - Transaction has been paused by user,
"pause_pending" - Transaction has a pending pause request,
"cancel_pending" - Transaction has a pending cancel request,
"canceled" - Transaction has been canceled by user,
"failed" - Transaction has failed
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-phase

[top]

validation|prereq-updates|ontap-updates|package-management|default-phase|post-update-checks Possible values:
"validation" - NDU validation phase,
"prereq_updates" - NDU prerequisite phase,
"ontap_updates" - Data ONTAP update phase,
"package_management" - Package management operations phase,
"default_phase" - Default Phase,
"post_update_checks" - Post update checks phase
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-status

[top]

in-progress|waiting|paused-by-user|paused-on-error|completed|canceled|failed|pause-pending|cancel-pending Possible values:
"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-task-name
initialize|mount-image|restart-hm|get-health|run-scripts|unmount-image|clear-alert|post-restart-hm|cleanup-rd|synch-image|do-download-job|do-failover-job|do-giveback-job|checkprogress|complete-validation|invalid-task|default-task|do-postupdate-checks-task Possible values:
"initialize" - Initialization,
"mount_image" - Mount an image,
"restart_hm" - Restart Health Monitor,
"get_health" - Obtain System Health,
"run_scripts" - Run validation sctipts,
"unmount_image" - Unmount image,
"clear_alert" - Clear Alerts,
"post_restart_hm" - Post validation restart Health Monitor,
"cleanup_rdb" - Removes all rows for a given phase,
"synch_image" - Synchronize Secondary Store with Primary,
"process_package" - Process the package retrieved from external source,

[top]

"cleanup_package" - Removes the packages not currently in the image table,
"do_download_job" - Downloads the image to the boot device,
"do_failover_job" - Do the takeover,
"do_giveback_job" - Do the giveback,
"check_progress" - Check the progress of any running tasks,
"complete_validation" - Generate the final validation report,
"invalid_task" - Used by state machine when a valid task cannot be found,
"default_task" - Default Task,
"do_postupdate_checks_job" - Do the post update checks,
"do_disruptive_update_task" - Do disruptive update of node
[none]

Element definition: package-details-info

[top]

Lists detailed on the local packages located in the cluster image package repository
Name

Range

component-name
component-version

Type

Description

string
Name of the given component. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
The software version number of the given component. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: phase-comment-info

[top]

Overall comment
Name
post-update-checks-phase-comments
update-phase-comments
validation-phase-comments

Range

Type

Description

string
Post Update Check Phase Comments Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Summary of update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Summary of validation operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: required-action-info

[top]

If the NDU check failed or warned. Provides detailed information on how to recover from the infraction, or in case of a warning list side effects of performing update
Name Range

Type

Description

action

string
Recovery action for error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

advice

string
Advice for handling the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

error

string
Error description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: step-info

[top]

A prepare step, upgrade/revert step or post upgrade step based on the phase.
Name

Range

step-command
step-detail
step-example

Type

Description

string
A CLI command associated with the step.
optional
string
Step details.
optional
string
An example associated with the step.
optional

step-name

string
Step heading or name.
optional

step-notes

string
Any notes associated with the step.
optional

Element definition: validation-report-info

[top]

Validation Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

update-check-action

string
Local cluster recovery action for error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-advice

string
Local cluster advice for handling the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-error

string
Local cluster error details. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-name

string
Local cluster update check Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-status

string
Local cluster update check status possible values: ok failed warning Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-task-status
created|ready-to-run|running|completed|failed|pause_req|paused|paused-error|cancel_req|canceled|resume_req|default_status Possible values:
"created" - Task has been created,
"ready_to_run" - Task ready to run,
"running" - Task has started and is running,
"completed" - Task is completed,
"failed" - Task failed to complete,
"pause_req" - Request for task to be paused,
"paused" - Task is paused,
"paused_error" - Task is paused because of an error,
"cancel_req" - Request for task to be cancelled,
"canceled" - Task is canceled,
"resume_req" - Request for paused task to be resumed,

[top]

"default_status" - Defaiult Status,
"abort_req" - Request for task to be aborted
[none]

Element definition: timeticks
Time, in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cluster-peer
cluster-peer-authn-offercancel
cluster-peer-authn-offerget
cluster-peer-authn-offerget-iter
cluster-peer-authn-offermodify
cluster-peer-connectiondestroy
cluster-peer-connectionsget
cluster-peer-connectionsget-iter
cluster-peer-create
cluster-peer-delete
cluster-peer-get
cluster-peer-get-iter
cluster-peer-health-infoget
cluster-peer-health-infoget-iter
cluster-peer-modify
cluster-peer-modify-localname
cluster-peer-ping-iter
cluster-peer-policy-get
cluster-peer-policymodify

This set of ZAPIs allows management of cluster peer
relationships. Cluster peer relationships are required to allow
multiple Data ONTAP clusters to exchange data with other Data
ONTAP clusters and request operations to be executed by other
Data ONTAP clusters.

cluster-peer-authn-offer-cancel

[top]

Cancel the outstanding offer to authenticate with a peer cluster
Input Name

Range Type

peer-cluster-name
Errno

Description

string Peer Cluster Name
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-authn-offer-get

[top]

Return the specified peer cluster relationship authentication offer information
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

clusterpeerauthnoffer
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

peer-clustername

string

Output Name Range

Type

Peer Cluster Name
Description

clusterpeerThe attributes of the cluster-peer-authn-offer.
authnoffer

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-authn-offer-get-iter

[top]

Returns a list of cluster peer relationship authentication offers
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

next-tag

clusterpeerauthnoffer
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusterpeerauthnoffer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer-authn-offer
object. All cluster-peer-authn-offer objects matching this query up
to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerauthn- The list of attributes of cluster-peer-authn-offer objects.
offer[]
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-

optional peer-authn-offer objects to return.
[0..2^32num-records
integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-authn-offer-modify

[top]

Modifies the cluster peer relationship authentication offer, as created by the cluster-peer-create or
cluster-peer-modify APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

initial-allowed-vserver-peers
offer-expiration

expiration
optional

peer-cluster-name

string

Errno

Description

vserver-name[]
Vservers Initially Allowed for Peering
optional
The expiration time of the authentication offer.
The name of the peer cluster to modify.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-connection-destroy

[top]

Terminate a current peering connection
Input Name

Range

Type

connectiontype
file-descriptor

Description

cluster-peer-connectionThe type of connection for cluster peering.
type
[0..2^641]

integer

node-name

node-name

peer-clustername

string

Errno

The index value for the connection.
The name of the node that has the connections
involved.
The name of the peer cluster.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-connections-get

[top]

Return information about the specified connection to the specified cluster peer
Input Name

Range

clusterpeerconnections
optional

desiredattributes
[0..2^641]

node-name

integer

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The index value for the connection.

node-name The name of the node that has the connections involved.

peer-clustername
Output Name

Description

clusterpeerThe type of connection for cluster peering.
connectiontype

connectiontype

filedescriptor

Type

string
Range

The name of the peer cluster.

Type

Description

clusterpeerThe attributes of the cluster-peer-connections.
connections

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-connections-get-iter

[top]

Returns a list of connections to cluster peers
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

attributeslist

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
cluster-peerbe specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peerconnections
connections object. All cluster-peer-connections objects
optional
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
cluster-peerall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
connections
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cluster-peerconnections[] The list of attributes of cluster-peer-connections objects.
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
cluster-peer-connections objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-create

[top]

Create a cluster peer relationship and, optionally, an offer to authenticate with a peer. Initiate an
authenticated relationship, and an offer to authenticate with a peer, by including the passphrase
parameter. Initiate an unauthenticated relationship by omitting the passphrase and, optionally,
including a user-name and password.
Input Name Range
addressfamily

Type

Description

cluster-peerThe address family (IPv4/IPv6) of the peer cluster connection. If
addressnot provided and ambiguity between IPv4 and IPv6 exists, the peer
family
connection address family will default to IPv4. Default: ipv4
optional

applications

vserverpeerpermission- List of peering applications for initial allowed vservers.
application[]
optional

encryptionprotocolproposed

cluster-peerEncryption protocol to be used for inter-cluster communication.
crypt
Default: tls-psk when authentication is used, otherwise none
optional

generatepassphrase

boolean
optional

Use System-Generated passphrase

initialallowedvserverpeers

vservername[]
optional

Vservers allowed for auto peering

ipspacename

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found.
Default: the Default IPspace

local-name

clustername-simple Local name for remote cluster. Default: Remote cluster name
optional

offerexpiration

expiration
optional

If a passphrase is provided, the expiration time of the
authentication offer. Should not be provided otherwise. Default:
one hour into the future

passphrase

string
optional

The arbitrary passphrase that matches the one given to the peer
cluster.

password

string
optional

The password required to authenticate with the peer cluster. This
value is only used at peer creation time and not stored.

peeraddresses
rpc-connecttimeout

remote-inetThe remote intercluster addresses and hostnames of the peer
address[]
cluster.
optional
integer
optional

The timeout for RPC Connect attempts to the peer cluster in
seconds. Default: 10

integer

The timeout for operations in the peer cluster in seconds. Default:

timeout

optional

15

update-pingtimeout

integer
optional

The timeout used by ICMP pings while updating peer cluster
information in seconds. Default: 5

user-name

string
optional

The user name required to authenticate with the peer cluster. This
value is only used at peer creation time and not stored.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
passphraseinfo

cluster-peerpassphraseCluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
info
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED_BY_POLICY
EPEER_INTRO_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_FAILED
EPEER_INTRO_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_ADDR_MISMATCH_WITH_EXISTING
EPEER_NO_LOCAL_VIF_FAMILY
EPEER_CREATE_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_PEER_ADDR_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_VERSION_MISMATCH
EPEER_DUPLICATE_PEER_NAME
EPEER_INVALID_CREATE_ADDRESS_FAMILY_INTRO
EPEER_INVALID_CREATE_ADDRESS_FAMILY
EPEER_REMOTE_CREATE_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_REMOTE_NO_LOCAL_VIF_FAMILY
EPEER_INVALID_ADDRESS_FAMILY
EPEER_REMOTE_SAME_CLUSTER_DIFFERENT_FAMILY
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_USED_OR_EXPIRED
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_AUTH_DELAY
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_SUCCESS
EPEER_MISSING_INPUT_PARAMETER
EPEER_VSERVER_NOT_FOUND
EPEER_EXPIRATION_EXCEEDED_MAX_LIMIT
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_OFFER_LIMIT_MINIMUM
EPEER_WITHOUT_IP_AND_AUTO_GEN_PASSPHRASE
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_CAP_NOT_ENABLED
EPEER_EXTRA_PASSPHRASE_WITH_AUTO_GENERATE_OPTION
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_DUPLICATE_LOCAL_NAME
EPEER_RMT_AUTO_RECIPROCAL_SUPPORT_NOT_AVAILABLE
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_INCAPABLE_REMOTELY
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_VETOED_REMOTELY

Description

EPEER_ENCRYPT_NOT_ENABLED_EVERYWHERE
EPEER_NEED_AUTH_FOR_ENCR
EPEER_POLICY_FORBIDS_UNAUTH
EPEER_POLICY_REQUIRES_ENCRYPTION

cluster-peer-delete

[top]

Delete a cluster peer relationship as well as any an offer to authenticate with the peer cluster.
Input Name Range Type
cluster-name

Description

string The name of the peer cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-get

[top]

Return the specified peer cluster relationship information
Input Name Range

Type

cluster-name

string

desiredattributes

clusterpeerinfo
optional

Output Name Range

Description
The name of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

clusterpeer- The attributes of the cluster-peer.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-get-iter

[top]

Returns a list of cluster peer relationships
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes
max-records

peer- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
clusterpeerinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerThe list of attributes of cluster-peer objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clusteroptional peer objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer object. All
cluster-peer objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-health-info-get

[top]

Get the health of the specified peer node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
destinationcluster

Type
clusterpeerhealthinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

clusterThe name of the peer cluster.
name

destinationnode

peernode- The name of the node in the peer cluster.
name

originatingnode

nodeThe name of the local node.
name

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

clusterpeerThe attributes of the cluster-peer.
healthinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-health-info-get-iter

[top]

Get the health of all local and peer nodes sequentially
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

clusterpeerhealthinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusterpeerhealthinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer object. All
cluster-peer objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerhealth- The list of attributes of cluster-peer objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clusteroptional peer objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-modify

[top]

Modifies a cluster peer relationship, optionally also creating an offer to authenticate with a peer.
Input Name Range
addressfamily

Type
addressfamily
optional
cluster-peer-

Description
The address family of the peer-addresses of the relationship. If
not specified, either the specified peer-address or the current
peer-address is used to derive the address family.

auth-statusadmin

auth-status- The desired state of authentication for the relationship. If not
admin
specified, the desired state is not modified.
optional

cluster-name
encryptionprotocolproposed

string

The name of the peer cluster to modify.

cluster-peerEncryption protocol to be used for inter-cluster communication. If
crypt
not specified, the encryption-protocol attribute is not modified.
optional

generatepassphrase

boolean
optional

Use system-generated passphrase

ipspacename

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship exist. If not
specified, the IPspace for the relationship is not modified.

offerexpiration

expiration
optional

For auth-status-admin 'use-authentication', the expiration time of
the authentication offer. Should not be provided otherwise.

passphrase

string
optional

For auth-status-admin 'use-authentication', this must be provided
as the arbitrary passphrase that matches the one given to the
peer cluster. Should not be provided otherwise.

peeraddresses

remote-inetThe Remote IP address or host name of the peer cluster. If not
address[]
specified, the peer-addresses are not modified.
optional

rpc-connecttimeout

integer
optional

The timeout for RPC Connect calls to the peer cluster in seconds.
If not specified, the timeout is not modified.

timeout

integer
optional

The timeout for operations in the peer cluster in seconds. If not
specified, the timeout is not modified.

update-pingtimeout

integer
optional

The timeout for pings to the peer cluster in seconds. If not
specified, the timeout is not modified.

Output Name Range
passphraseinfo

Type

Description

cluster-peerpassphraseCluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
info-modify
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED_BY_POLICY
EPEER_INTRO_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_FAILED
EPEER_INTRO_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_MODIFY_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_VERSION_MISMATCH
EPEER_REMOTE_NO_LOCAL_VIF_FAMILY
EPEER_IC_FAMILY_LIFS_NOT_FOUND
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_MODIFY_NOT_ALLOWED
EPEER_EXTRA_PASSPHRASE_WITH_AUTO_GENERATE_OPTION
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_INCAPABLE_REMOTELY
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_VETOED_REMOTELY
EPEER_ENCRYPT_NOT_ENABLED_EVERYWHERE

Description

EPEER_NEED_AUTH_FOR_ENCR
EPEER_POLICY_FORBIDS_UNAUTH
EPEER_POLICY_REQUIRES_ENCRYPTION
EPEER_CHANGING_ENCR_REQUIRES_CHANGING_AUTH

cluster-peer-modify-local-name

[top]

Modify the local name for a cluster peer.
Input Name Range
cluster-name
new-name

Type

Description

string

The name of the peer cluster to modify.

cluster-name-simple The new local name for the peer cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-ping-iter

[top]

Ping the specified peer nodes. Ping operations take place between a node in a cluster and a node in a
remote cluster. The originating node is the node which initiates the ping operation and the destination
cluster and node specify the remote node which is the target of the ping.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

next-tag

clusterpeerpinginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusterpeerpinginfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer-ping
object. All cluster-peer-ping objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerping- The list of attributes of cluster-peer-ping objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clusteroptional peer-ping objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-policy-get

[top]

Return the cluster peering policy configuration.
Input Name Range

Type
clusterpeerpolicy
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

clusterpeer- The attributes of the cluster-peer-policy.
policy

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-policy-modify

[top]

Modify the cluster peering policy configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

isunauthenticatedaccess-permitted

Whether unauthenticated communication between cluster peers is
boolean
permitted. If true, unauthenticated communication between cluster
optional
peers is permitted.

is-unencryptedaccess-permitted

Whether unencrypted communication between cluster peers is
boolean
permitted. If true, unencrypted communication between cluster
optional
peers is permitted.

passphraseminlength

integer
Minimum length for a passphrase, integer in [0..1500].
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EPEER_POLICY_CANNOT_REQUIRE_ENCRYPTION

Description

Element definition: address-family

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|all Possible values:
"ipv4" - Lookup for ipv4 addresses,
"ipv6" - Lookup for ipv6 addresses,
"all" - Lookup for both ipv4 and ipv6 addresses
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name-simple

[top]

Name of the Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-address-family

[top]

The address family (IPv4/IPv6) of the cluster peer relationship. Possible values:
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6"
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-auth-status-admin

[top]

Cluster Peering Desired Authentication State
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-authn-offer

[top]

Authentication Offers to Cluster Peers. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

auth-statusadmin

cluster-peer-authAuthentication Status Administrative Attributes: nonstatus-admin
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

auth-statusoperational

cluster-peer-authAuthentication Status Operational Attributes: nonstatus-operational
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Encryption Protocol to Be Used For the Relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

encryptionprotocolproposed

cluster-peer-crypt
optional

initial-allowedvserver-peers

vserver-name[]
optional

offer-creation

datetime
optional

Authentication Offer Creation Time Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

offer-expiration

expiration
optional

Authentication Offer Expiration Time Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

peer-clustername

string
optional

Peer Cluster Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

peer-clusteruuid

uuid
optional

Cluster UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK
Vservers Initially Allowed for Peering Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-connection-type

[top]

Type of Connection for Cluster Peering
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-connections
Connections Established to Cluster Peers. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The remote network address for this connection.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

address

ip-address
optional

auth-statusadmin

cluster-peerauth-statusadmin
optional

The desired status for the authentication of the peer
relationship, according to this cluster. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

auth-statusoperational

cluster-peerauth-statusoperational
optional

The actual status of the authentication interaction with the
peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

authenticated

boolean
optional

Whether the client has authenticated itself to the peer
cluster on this connection. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

cluster-peerThe type of connection for cluster peering. Attributes: key,
connection-type
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

connectiontype
filedescriptor

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

The index value for the connection. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
The time since the most recent call, in seconds. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

idle-time

time-interval
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

peer-clustername

string
optional

The name of the peer cluster. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

peer-clusteruuid

uuid
optional

The UUID of the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

The Internet port to which this file descriptor provides
service. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

[0..2^321]

cluster-peerkeyalgo
optional

pskalgorithm

The name of the node that has the connections involved.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Algorithm that produced the PSK. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"akep2" - akep2,
"jpake" - j-pake

rpcprocedure

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of the RPC procedure called most recently on
this file descriptor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

rpc-program

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The RPC program number to which this file descriptor
provides service. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

rpc-version

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The version of the RPC program number to which this file
descriptor provides service. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The kind of TLS connection. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

conn-kind
optional

tls-type

uniquifier

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

"unk" - State unknown,
"none" - No TLS,
"psk" - TLS based on a Pre-Shared Key,
"cert" - TLS based on a Certificate
The uniquifier of the associated session. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-crypt

[top]

none|tls-psk Possible values:
"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-health-info

[top]

Cluster Peer Health Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
bypass-cache

Range

Type

Description

When false, do not use cached results. Cached results may not be
boolean
current, but they may be retrieved quickly. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable
The status of the data ping operation. Possible values are (interfacereachable, unreachable). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

data-ping

peerpingstatus
optional

"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch

destinationcluster

clusterThe name of the peer cluster. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

destinationcluster-uuid

string The UUID of the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

destinationnode

peernode- The name of the node in the peer cluster. Attributes: key, nonname creatable, non-modifiable
optional
The status of ICMP ping operation. Possible values are (interfacereachable, unreachable). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
peer-

"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,

pingstatus
optional

icmp-ping

"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch

is-clusterhealthy

boolean The status of peer cluster health. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isdestinationnodeavailable

boolean True implies that the destination node is available for intercluster
optional communication. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-nodehealthy

boolean The RDB health of the node. True means the node is in quorum.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updated

datetime The date and time when the health information for this node was last
optional updated. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originatingnode

nodeThe name of the local node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

Element definition: cluster-peer-info

[top]

Contains information about the cluster peer. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

activeaddresses

remoteinetaddress[]
optional

The active IP addresses of the peer cluster. Available in the local
cluster from a cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

addressfamily

clusterpeeraddressfamily
optional

The address family of the peer cluster connection. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6"

auth-statusadmin

clusterpeer-auth- The desired status for the authentication of the peer relationship,
statusaccording to this cluster. Available in the local cluster. Attributes:
admin
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

auth-statusoperational

clusterpeer-auth- The actual status of the authentication interaction with the peer
statuscluster. Available in the local cluster from a cache. Attributes:
operational non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

The status of the peer cluster connection. Available in the local
cluster from a cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
availability

clusterpeer-avail
optional

cluster-name

string
optional

The name of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string
optional

The UUID of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"unavailable" ,
"available" ,
"partial" ,
"pending" ,
"unidentified"

Encryption used in the communication for this relationship.
Available in the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

encryptionprotocol

clusterpeer-crypt
optional

encryptionprotocolproposed

Proposed encryption for inter-cluster communication. Default:
tls-psk if authentication is used, otherwise none Available in the
cluster- local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
peer-crypt values:
optional
"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK

"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK

ipspacename

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found.
Default: The Default IPspace Available in the local cluster.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-clusterhealthy

boolean
optional

The status of peer cluster health. Available in the local cluster
from a cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updated

datetime
optional

The last time that an attempt was made to contact this cluster
and its status information was updated. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

peeraddresses

remoteinetaddress[]
optional

The remote IP address or host name of the peer cluster.
Available in the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

pskalgorithm

clusterpeerkeyalgo
optional

remotecluster-name

string
optional

remoteclusternodes
rpc-connecttimeout
serialnumber

Algorithm by which the pre-shared key was derived. Available in
the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"akep2" - akep2,
"jpake" - j-pake
The current name of the peer cluster. Fetched remotely.
Generally, use the 'cluster' name instead. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

peer-nodeThe list of all the nodes in the peer cluster. Available in the local
name[]
cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[5..30]

integer
optional

The timeout for RPC Connect calls to the peer cluster in seconds.
Default: 10 Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

clusterserialnumber

This is an assigned serial number of peer cluster. It is assigned
at the time of cluster create. Available in the local cluster from a

optional
timeout

[25..180]

The timeout for operations in the peer cluster in seconds.
Default: 15 Available in the local cluster. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

peer-node- List of local nodes not contactable from the node on which the
command is executed. Available in the local cluster from a
name[]
cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

unreachablelocal-nodes
update-pingtimeout

integer
optional

cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[1..10]

integer
optional

The timeout for pings to the peer cluster in seconds. Default: 5
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-passphrase-info
Cluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
Name

authentication

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeer-authAuthentication Status Administrative Attributes: non-creatable,
statusnon-modifiable
operational
optional
Availability of the Remote Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

availability

clusterpeer-avail
optional

cluster

string
optional

Peer Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initialallowedvserver-peers

vservername[]
optional

Vservers allowed for auto peering Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable

ip-address

"unavailable" ,
"available" ,
"partial" ,
"pending" ,
"unidentified"

remote-inetIntercluster LIF IP Address Attributes: non-creatable, nonaddress
modifiable
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found.
Default: the Default IPspace Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

offerexpiration

expiration
optional

If a passphrase is provided, the expiration time of the
authentication offer. Should not be provided otherwise. Default:
one hour into the future Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

passphrase

string
optional

The arbitrary passphrase that matches the one given to the peer
cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Reciprocal Peering Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

reciprocalstatus

clusterpeer-status

"non_reciprocal" - Non reciprocal peer,
"reciprocal_connect_success" - Reciprocal peer connection
create success,
"reciprocal_connect_failure" - Reciprocal peer connection

[top]

optional

create failure,
"reciprocal_passphrase_success" - Reciprocal passphrase
creation success,
"reciprocal_passphrase_failure" - Reciprocal passphrase
creation failure

Element definition: cluster-peer-passphrase-info-modify

[top]

Cluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
Name

Range

cluster

ip-address

ipspace
offerexpiration
passphrase

Type

Description

string
optional

The name of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

remoteinetIntercluster LIF IP Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
address
optional
string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found. Default:
The Default IPspace Available in the local cluster. Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable

When the offer to match passphrases will expire. Default: one hour into
expiration
the future Available in the local cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable
string
optional

Authentication Passphrase Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-ping-info

[top]

Cluster Peer Ping Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

count

[1..255]

integer
optional

The total number of times to ping. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

currentcount

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The current ping count. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

destinationaddress

ipaddress
optional

destinationcluster

clusterThe name of the destination cluster. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable

The active IP address of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

optional
destinationcluster-uuid

string
optional

The UUID of the destination cluster. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

destinationnode

string
optional

The name of the destination node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

originatingnode

nodename
optional

The name of the originating node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The status of the ping operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch

peerpingstatus
optional

ping-status

round-trip

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

The roundtrip response time of ping operation in microseconds.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time-to-live

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The time to live (remaining hops). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

timeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The timeout to use when pinging the peer cluster in seconds.
Default: 15 Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type

peerpingprotocol
optional

The network protocol to use when performing the ping operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"data" - Data Ping,
"icmp" - ICMP Ping

Element definition: cluster-peer-policy

[top]

Policy Configuration of the Cluster Peer Facility. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

isunauthenticatedaccess-permitted

Whether unauthenticated communication between cluster peers
boolean is permitted. If true, unauthenticated communication between
optional cluster peers is permitted. Default: false Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-unencryptedaccess-permitted

Whether unencrypted communication between cluster peers is
boolean permitted. If true, unencrypted communication between cluster
optional peers is permitted. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

passphrase-

[0..1500]

integer Minimum required length for a passphrase. Default: 8

minimum-length

optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: expiration

[top]

Expiration in MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS | {1..7}days | {1..168}hours | PnDTnHnMnS | PnW
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: peer-node-name

[top]

The name of a node in a peer cluster
[none]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-application
Intercluster application for Vserver peer permission Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-address-family

[top]

The address family (IPv4/IPv6) of the cluster peer relationship. Possible values:
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6"
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-auth-status-admin

[top]

Cluster Peering Desired Authentication State
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-auth-status-operational
Cluster Peering Operational Authenticated State
The following are the possible values for the operational authentication state and their meanings.
'ok' - The clusters have reached agreement on a shared secret and are using it in ongoing
communication (both sides use-authentication, among other attributes),
'absent' - The clusters agree that neither side requires authentication of the other (both sides noauthentication),
'pending' - This cluster has an outstanding offer to authenticate with the other cluster, but
agreement has not yet been reached,
'expired' - This cluster's offer to authenticate with the other cluster expired before agreement was
reached,
'revoked' - This cluster has revoked any authentication agreement (this side revoked),
'declined' - The other cluster has revoked our communication attempts and is declining to peer
with this cluster,
'refused' - The other cluster actively refuses our communication attempts; perhaps its part of the
peering relationship has been deleted,
'ok_and_offer' - The clusters agree on a shared secret and are using it. In addition, this cluster

[top]

has an outstanding offer to re-authenticate with the other cluster,
'absent_but_offer' - The clusters currently agree that neither side requires authentication of the
other, but this cluster has an outstanding offer to authenticate,
'revoked_but_offer' - The cluster has revoked any authentication agreement, but it has an
outstanding offer to authenticate,
'intent_mismatch' - The two sides disagree on whether authentication is required,
'key_mismatch' - The two clusters both believe that they are authenticated, but one of the shared
secrets has become corrupted,
'incapable' - The other cluster is no longer running a version of Data ONTAP that supports
authenticated cluster peering.
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-avail

[top]

The availability of the peer cluster. Possible values:
"unavailable" ,
"available" ,
"partial" ,
"pending" ,
"unidentified"
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-connection-type

[top]

Type of Connection for Cluster Peering
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-crypt

[top]

none|tls-psk Possible values:
"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-keyalgo
akep2|jpake Possible values:

[top]

"akep2" - akep2,
"jpake" - j-pake
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-status

[top]

non-reciprocal|reciprocal-status Possible values:
"non_reciprocal" - Non reciprocal peer,
"reciprocal_connect_success" - Reciprocal peer connection create success,
"reciprocal_connect_failure" - Reciprocal peer connection create failure,
"reciprocal_passphrase_success" - Reciprocal passphrase creation success,
"reciprocal_passphrase_failure" - Reciprocal passphrase creation failure
[none]

Element definition: cluster-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Cluster serial-number during cluster create
[none]

Element definition: conn-kind

[top]

unknown|none|PSK|Cert Possible values:
"unk" - State unknown,
"none" - No TLS,
"psk" - TLS based on a Pre-Shared Key,
"cert" - TLS based on a Certificate
[none]

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: peer-ping-protocol

[top]

The network protocol to use when performing the ping operation. Possible values:
"data" - Data Ping,
"icmp" - ICMP Ping
[none]

Element definition: peer-ping-status

[top]

The status of the ping operation. Possible values:
"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: cluster-switch
cluster-switch-configurehealth-monitor
cluster-switch-create
cluster-switch-delete
cluster-switch-get-iter
cluster-switch-modify
cluster-switch-poll-get
cluster-switch-poll-modify

This interface is used to access information about the Ethernet
switches in the cluster.

cluster-switch-configure-health-monitor

[top]

Ethernet switch health monitor configuration file setup
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

package-url

string

Errno

Package URL

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-create

[top]

Add information about an Ethernet switch (cluster, management or storage).
Input Name

Range

Type

address

ip-address

community-or-username

string
optional

device

string

is-monitoring-enabled-admin

true-false
optional

model

switch-model

snmp-version
type
Errno

Description
IP Address
Community String or SNMPv3 Username
Device Name
Enable Switch Monitoring
Model Number

sm-snmpversion
SNMP Version
optional
switch-type

Switch Network

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-delete

[top]

Delete information about an Ethernet switch (cluster, management or storage).
Input Name Range
device

Type

Description

string

Device Name

boolean
Force Delete
optional

force
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-get-iter

[top]

(cluster-swt-get-iter is now deprecated. Use cluster-switch-get-iter instead.) Display the configuration for
Ethernet switch (cluster, management or storage).
Input Name

Range

Description

clusterSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
switchfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
clusterswitchinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
on any number of attributes in the Ethernet Switch Information object. All
Ethernet Switch Information objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Ethernet Switch
optional Information objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

clusterswitchThe list of attributes of Ethernet Switch Information objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-modify

[top]

Modify information about an Ethernet switch's configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type
ip-address

Description

address

optional

community-or-username

string
optional

device

string

is-monitoring-enabled-admin

true-false
optional

model

switch-model
optional

Community String or SNMPv3 Username
Device Name
Enable Switch Monitoring
Model Number

sm-snmpversion
SNMP Version
optional

snmp-version

switch-type
optional

type
Errno

IP Address

Switch Network

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-poll-get

[top]

Return Ethernet switch polling interval information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

clusterSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
switchwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
poll-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clusterswitch- The attributes of the Ethernet switch polling interval information.
poll-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-poll-modify

[top]

Modify Ethernet switch polling interval information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

polling-interval [2..120] integer Polling interval for monitoring Ethernet switch health.
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Element definition: cluster-switch-info

[top]

Ethernet Switch Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address
device
is-monitoring-enabledoperational

Range

Type

Description

ip-address
IP Address Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
optional

Device Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

true-false
Is Monitored ? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Model Number Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"nx5010" - N5K-C5010P-BF,
"nx5020" - N5K-C5020P-BF,
"cat2960" - cisco WS-C2960-24TT-L,
"other" ,
"nx5596" - N5K-C5596UP,
"cn1610" - CN1610,
"cn1601" - CN1601,
"nx3132" - N3K-C3132Q-40GX,
"nx5548" - N5K-C5548UP,
"nx3132v" - N3K-C3132Q-V,
"ot9332" ,
"nx3132xl" - N3K-C3132Q-XL,
"nx3232c" - N3K-C3232C

model

switchmodel
optional

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

reason

string
optional

Reason For Not Monitoring Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number of the Device Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sw-version

string
optional

Software Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type

switchtype
optional

version-source

string
optional

Switch Network Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"cluster_network" ,
"management_network" ,
"storage_network"
Source Of Switch Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cluster-switch-poll-info

[top]

Ethernet Switch Polling Interval Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

pollinginterval

[2..120]

Type

Description

integer Polling interval for monitoring Ethernet switch health. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: sm-snmpversion

[top]

SNMPv1|SNMPv2c|SNMPv3 Possible values:
"snmpv1" ,
"snmpv2c" ,
"snmpv3"
[none]

Element definition: switch-model

[top]

NX5010|NX5020|CAT2960|OTHER|NX5596|CN1610|CN1601|NX3132|NX5548|NX3132V|OT9332|NX3132XL|NX3232C
Possible values:
"nx5010" - N5K-C5010P-BF,
"nx5020" - N5K-C5020P-BF,
"cat2960" - cisco WS-C2960-24TT-L,
"other" ,
"nx5596" - N5K-C5596UP,

"cn1610" - CN1610,
"cn1601" - CN1601,
"nx3132" - N3K-C3132Q-40GX,
"nx5548" - N5K-C5548UP,
"nx3132v" - N3K-C3132Q-V,
"ot9332" ,
"nx3132xl" - N3K-C3132Q-XL,
"nx3232c" - N3K-C3232C
[none]

Element definition: switch-type

[top]

cluster-network|management-network|storage-network Possible values:
"cluster_network" ,
"management_network" ,
"storage_network"
[none]

Element definition: true-false
True/False
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: config-backup
This set of ZAPIs allow managing configuration backups.
Configuration backups are automatically created based on three
job schedules. These job schedules are '8hour', 'daily' and
'weekly'. These job schedules are pre-programmed to create
'scheduled backups'. Configuring different job schedules other
than the programmed ones is not supported. Scheduled backups
are uploaded to remote URL destination if it is configured. This
set of ZAPIs support configuring the remote destination by
specifying URL, username and password. Scheduled backups will
be distributed to some nodes within the cluster and latest
backups will be kept in the cluster. This set of ZAPIs allow
configuring the number of latest backups to keep in the cluster
per job schedule. Scheduled backups are of type 'cluster backup'.
A cluster backup contains cluster-wide replicas in addition to
'node backup' of each node in the cluster. A 'node backup'
contains only node-specific configuration such as configuration
files on the root volume and the boot variables. Configuration
backups can also be created 'on demand' by using this set of
ZAPIs. These ZAPIs support creating node backups and cluster
backups on demand. Backup management operations such as
delete backup, copy backup to another node in cluster, rename
backup, download backup from URL and upload backup to URL
are supported by this set of ZAPIs. ZAPIs for delete, copy,
rename, download and upload operations are applicable for any
type of backups, i.e. scheduled backups and on demand backups,
node backups and cluster backups.

config-backup-copy
config-backup-create
config-backup-delete
config-backup-download
config-backup-info-get
config-backup-info-getiter
config-backup-rename
config-backup-settingsget
config-backup-settingsmodify
config-backup-settingspassword-set
config-backup-upload

config-backup-copy

[top]

Copy a configuration backup. A job will be queued to copy the configuration backup. A job will be
spawned to operate on the config-backup and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be
tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

backupname

string

The name of the configuration backup.

from-node

string

The source node to copy the configuration backup from. This is the
node that has the backup file on its root volume.

to-node

string

The destination node to copy the configuration backup to.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",

result-status

string

Errno

"failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-create

[top]

Create a configuration backup. A job will be queued to create the configuration backup in the
background. Creation of configuration backup may take several minutes. This ZAPI creates an on
demand backup. A job will be spawned to operate on the config-backup and the job id will be returned.
The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

backupname

The name of the configuration backup. It must be a valid file name.
string An extension of .7z will be added if the given backup-name doesn't
optional have that extension. If backup-name is not provided, software will
generate the name for configuration backup.

backup-type

Indicates if the backup is a node or a cluster backup. A node backup
contains only node-specific configuration of a particular node in the
backup- cluster. A cluster backup contains cluster-wide replicas in addition to
type node backup of each node in the cluster. Possible values:
optional
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup

node
Output Name

Range

string

The node to own the configuration backup. This is the node that will
have the backup file on its root volume.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-delete

[top]

Delete a configuration backup.
Input Name Range Type

Description

backupname
node

string The name of the configuration backup.
string

Errno

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has the
backup file on its root volume.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-download

[top]

Download a configuration backup from a URL.
Input Name Range
backupname

Type

Description

The name of the configuration backup. It must be a valid file name. An
string extension of .7z will be added if the given backup-name doesn't have that
optional extension. If backup-name is not provided, software will generate a name
for configuration backup.

node

string

The node to own the configuration backup. The backup file will be
downloaded to the root volume of this node.

source-url

string

The source URL. URL is specified following the syntax described in RFC
3986. Only 'ftp', 'http' and 'https' protocols are supported.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-info-get

[top]

Return information about a specified configuration backup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

backupname

string

desiredattributes

configbackupinfotype
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

string

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has
the backup file on its root volume.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

The name of the configuration backup.

Description

configbackupThe attributes of the config-backup-info.
infotype

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-info-get-iter

[top]

Return a list of configuration backups in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

configbackupinfotype
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

configbackupinfotype
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the config-backup-info
object. All config-backup-info objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

configbackupinfo- The list of attributes of config-backup-info objects.
type[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more configoptional backup-info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-rename

[top]

Rename a configuration backup. Renamed backup stays on the same node.
Input Name Range Type

Description

backupname

string The name of the configuration backup.

newbackup-

The new name for the configuration backup. It must be a valid file name. An
string extension of .7z will be added if the given new-name doesn't have that

name

extension.

node

string

Errno

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has the
backup file on its root volume.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-settings-get

[top]

Return information about the configuration backup settings.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

configbackupsettingstype
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

configbackupThe attributes of the config-backup-settings.
settingstype

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the settings for configuration backup operations.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

backupcount1

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
[1..4]
optional 1.

backupcount2

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 2.

backupcount3

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 3.

destinationurl

The destination URL for uploading the configuration backups. URL is
string
specified following the syntax described in RFC 3986. Only 'ftp', 'http'
optional
and 'https' protocols are supported.

usernamefordestinationurl

string
The username for the destination URL.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-settings-password-set

[top]

Modify the password for destination URL.
Input Name

Range

password-for-destination-url
Errno

Type

Description

string
Password for the destination URL.
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-upload

[top]

Upload a configuration backup to a URL.
Input Name Range Type
backupname

Description

string The name of the configuration backup.

destinationurl

string

The destination URL. URL is specified following the syntax described in RFC
3986. Only 'ftp', 'http' and 'https' protocols are supported.

node

string

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has the
backup file on its root volume.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: backup-type
The type of a configuration backup. Possible values:
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup
[none]

[top]

Element definition: config-backup-info-type

[top]

Configuration Backup Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

backup[0..2^31- integer The time of the configuration backup creation. The time value is in
creationoptional seconds since January 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
time
backupname

string The name of the configuration backup. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

backup- [0..2^63- integer The size of configuration backup file in number of bytes. Attributes: nonsize
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

backuptype

Indicates if the backup is a node or a cluster backup. A node backup
contains only node-specific configuration of a particular node in the
cluster. A cluster backup contains cluster-wide replicas in addition to
backup- node backup of each node in the cluster. If backup-type is not provided,
type cluster backup is assumed by default. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable Possible values:
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup

clustername

The name of the cluster which the configuration backup was created for.
string This field is set only for cluster backups. For node backups, the nodes-inoptional backup field indicates the name of the node. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

clusteruuid

The UUID of the cluster which the configuration backup was created for.
string
This field is set only for cluster backups. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

is-auto

True indicates that configuration backup is a scheduled backup that was
boolean created automatically by a schedule. False indicates that configuration
optional backup was created on demand. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has
string
the backup file on its root volume. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable

nodesinbackup

string[] The names of the nodes included in the configuration backup. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

schedule

The name of the job schedule for scheduled backups. Possible values
string are: '8hour', 'daily', and 'weekly'. This field is not set for on demand
optional backups created via management CLI or ZAPI. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

version

string The software version which the configuration backup was created with.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: config-backup-settings-type

[top]

Configuration Backup Settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

backupcount1

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 1. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

backupcount2

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 2. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

backupcount3

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 3. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

destinationurl

Type

Description

The destination URL for uploading the configuration backups. URL is
string
specified following the syntax described in RFC 3986. Only 'ftp', 'http' and
optional
'https' protocols are supported. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

jobschedule1

The name of the first job schedule for generating configuration backups.
string
It is pre-programmed to be '8hour'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

jobschedule2

The name of the second job schedule for generating configuration
string
backups. It is pre-programmed to be 'daily'. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

jobschedule3

The name of the third job schedule for generating configuration backups.
string
It is pre-programmed to be 'weekly'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

usernamefordestinationurl

string The username for the destination URL. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: backup-type
The type of a configuration backup. Possible values:
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: coredump
coredump-configure
coredump-list-cores-iter-next
coredump-list-cores-iter-start
coredump-list-info
coredump-remove
coredump-save
coredump-trigger

coredump-configure

[top]

Setup some coredump options. If not invoked, the default settings are: sparsecore is true, minfree is
zero, and dump-attempts is two.
Input Name Range Type

Description

dumpattempts

The number of times coredump should attempt to dump a core when
integer faced with disk errors that prevent writes from completing. When set to
zero, no cores will be dumped. Range : [0..10].

minfree

The number of bytes that need to be left in the root filesystem after
coredump has finished saving a core. If this amount of space will not be
integer left, save attempts will be aborted. If a core is already being saved, this
setting will not take affect until savecore starts saving another core.
Range : [0..2^63-1].

saveattempts
sparsecore

The number of times coredump should attempt to save a core before
requiring the force flag to be set to true in the coredump-save interface.
integer
This is a safeguard built into coredump to prevent coredump from causing
a panic loop. Range : [0..10].
boolean

Errno

Controls whether or not coredump should dump sparse cores. Sparse
cores do not include wafl buffers that contain only user data.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

coredump-list-cores-iter-next

[top]

Obtain a list of cores on this system
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range

Type
integer
string
Type

Description
Maximum number of directory entries to retrieve.
Tag from a previous 'coredump-list-cores-iter-start' or 'coredumplist-cores-iter-next'.
Description

core-details

coredetailinfo[]

Information about every core on this system, both saved and
unsaved.

next-tag

string

The tag value to supply to the next invocation of 'coredump-listcores-iter-next'.

records

integer

The number of cores being returned by this call. When this value
reaches zero, all cores have been retrieved.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ELOWMEMORY
ECOREDUMPBUSY

coredump-list-cores-iter-start

[top]

Start an iteration through the core files on this system. This interface will return an error unless the
state returned by coredump-list-info is idle, nocore, or waitdump.
Output Name Range Type
next-tag

Description

string Tag to be used in next call to 'coredump-list-cores-iter-next'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ECOREDUMPNOTINITIALIZED
ECOREDUMPBUSY

coredump-list-info

[top]

Gather info about state of coredump
Output Name Range
configdetails

Type

Description

This provides information about the disks available to coredump.
configInformation includes whether or not unsaved cores are on the disks,
detailhow many blocks are available to dump a core, and what kind of dump
info
would be done, if the system were to panic right now. This is only
optional
returned if state is nocore, idle, or waitdump.

fs-availbytes

The number of free bytes available in the root filesystem for saving
integer cores. This will only be returned if state is nocore, idle, or waitdump.
optional -1 will be returned if errors occurred while determining the value.
Range : [-1..2^63-1].

fs-bytesneeded

The maximum number of free bytes needed in the root filesystem for
integer
saving all unsaved cores. This will only be returned if state is idle.
optional
Range : [0..2^63-1].

fs-minfreebytes

The minimum number of bytes that must be left free in the root
filesystem when savecore has finished saving a core. Any core that has
integer a chance to reduce free space below this amount will not be saved.
optional This will only be returned if state is nocore, idle, or waitdump. -1 will
be returned if errors occurred while determining the value. Range :

[-1..2^63-1].
progressdetail- Progress savecore has made saving the current core. This is only
returned if state is saving.
info
optional

progressdetails
state

string

The current state of savecore. Possible values: nocore, idle, init,
saving, mini, waitdump

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTWHILEWAITINGFORGIVEBACK
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ENOTINREADONLYMODE
ECOREDUMPNOTINITIALIZED

coredump-remove

[top]

Removes saved or unsaved cores from this system.
Input Name Range
coreid
removesaved

Type

Description

integer The id of the core that should be deleted. If not provided, all cores will be
optional deleted. Range : [0..2^63-1].
boolean Set to true if cores that have already been saved should be deleted.
optional Otherwise, only unsaved cores will be deleted. Default: false

Errno

Description

EBADCOREID
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTWHILEWAITINGFORGIVEBACK
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ENOTINREADONLYMODE

coredump-save

[top]

Start saving any unsaved cores
Input Name Range
coreid
force

Type

Description

integer The id of the core that should be saved. If not provided, all cores will be
optional saved. Range : [0..2^63-1].
boolean Set to true to allow savecore to save cores that have had too many failed
optional save attempts in the past. Default: false

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTWHILEWAITINGFORGIVEBACK
ENOTINMAINTMODE

Description

ENOTINREADONLYMODE

coredump-trigger

[top]

Trigger a coredump via the Service Processor
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node whose core dump is required

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: config-detail-info

[top]

Disk configuration information related to coredump
Name

Range Type

Description

asyncblocks

integer

The total number of 4KB blocks available to coredump on the disks that
support the spraycore mode of coredump. Range : [0..2^31-1].

asyncdisks

integer

The number of unused disks available to coredump that support spraycore.
Range : [0..2^31-1].

dumptype

string

This is the type of dump that will be done if the machine panics right now.
Possible values: compressed, sprayed, spare

neededblocks

integer

The total number of 4KB disk blocks needed for coredump to spray a core
if a panic were to happen right now. Range : [0..2^31-1].

neededdisks

integer

The minimum number of disks needed to spray a core. Range : [0..2^311].

no-spares

boolean

True if no spare disks are available. If no spares are available, and the
dumptype is spare, no core can be dumped.

partialdisks

integer

The number of disks that contain unsaved partial cores. Partial cores are
missing one or more disks. Range : [0..2^31-1].

partialdumps

integer

The number of unsaved partial cores. Partial cores are missing one or more
disks. Range : [0..2^31-1].

supportsspraycore

boolean True if this platform supports spraying cores, and false otherwise.

total-disks

integer The total number of disks available to coredump. Range : [0..2^31-1].

used-disks

integer

Number of disks that already contain portions of unsaved cores. This only
includes cores that are not missing any disks. Range : [0..2^31-1].

useddumps

integer

The number of unsaved cores that are not missing any disks. Range :
[0..2^31-1].

Element definition: core-detail-info

[top]

All important information about a single core in the system.
Name

Range

ancillarysegmentdirectory

Type

Description

string

The directory holding ancillary kernel core segments belonging to this
panic.

integer The number of attempts that have been made to save an unsaved
optional core. This is only returned if saved is false. Range : [0..2^31-1].

attempts
coreid

integer

corename

string

A handle that can be used with coredump-remove or coredump-save
to remove/save specific cores. Range : [0..2^63-1].
The name of the core file. For unsaved cores, this is the name the
core file will have once the core is saved.

fs-bytesneeded

integer The maximum number of bytes needed in the root filesystem to save
optional this core. This is only returned if saved is false. Range : [0..2^63-1].

is-partial

boolean True if the core is a partial core. Partial cores are missing disks. This
optional is only returned if saved is false.

is-saved

boolean True if this core has already been saved.

md5-datachksum

string

The MD5 checksum of the compressed data of this core.

os-version

string

The version of Data ONTAP that generated this core.

panic-string

string

The panic string for the panic that generated this core.

panic-time

integer

The time of the panic that generated this core. It is specified in
seconds since the epoch. Range : [0..2^31-1].

integer
The size of core (bytes). Range : [0..2^63-1].
optional

size
sysid

integer

The system id of the system that generated this core. Range :
[0..2^31-1].

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: progress-detail-info

[top]

Savecore progress info
Name
corename
savedblocks
total-blocks

Range Type

Description

string Name of the core being saved
integer

Number of blocks that have already been saved in the core that is being
saved

integer Total number of blocks of data in the core that is being saved.

APIs in Category: dashboard
Note: This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.

dashboard-alarm-get
dashboard-alarm-get-iter
dashboard-alarm-gettotal-records
dashboard-alarmthreshold-get
dashboard-alarmthreshold-get-iter
dashboard-alarmthreshold-get-totalrecords
dashboard-alarmthreshold-modify

This set of APIs provides visibility into the Alarm Dashboard
feature of the system. The Alarm Dashboard allows the system
administrator to proactively monitor the health of each node in
the cluster by exposing various storage and performance metrics.
The administrator may configure this dashboard to alert users in
the event a performance metric crosses a predetermined
threshold. The following metrics are monitored by the Alarm
Dashboard:
average client latency (performance of NFS and CIFS
operations)
CPU utilization
data network health (ratio of packet errors over total
packets)
data port utilization
storage space utilization
The APIs are divided into the following major features:
Alarms: view storage and performance metrics
Alarm Thresholds: manage warning / critical thresholds,
polling intervals, and user notifications

dashboard-alarm-get

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The type of metric being monitored. Possible values:

dashboardmetric-type

desiredattributes

dashboardmetrictype

"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
dashboardattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alarm-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

node

string

Name of the node associated with the alarm metrics.

object-name

string

Name associated with the object being monitored. For example, the
object-name is the name of the node if the dashboard-metric-type is
cpu-busy.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

dashboard-

attributes

alarm-info

Errno

The attributes of the dashboard-alarm.
Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-get-iter

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

dashboardalarmThe list of attributes of dashboard-alarm objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
dashboardspecified on any number of attributes in the dashboard-alarm
alarm-info
object. All dashboard-alarm objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
dashboardattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alarm-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
dashboard-alarm objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-get-total-records

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of dashboard-alarm objects.

dashboard-alarm-threshold-get

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The type of metric being monitored. Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetric-type

dashboardmetrictype

desiredattributes

dashboardalarmthresholdinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

dashboardalarmThe attributes of the dashboard-alarm-threshold.
thresholdinfo

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-threshold-get-iter

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

dashboardalarmthresholdinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

dashboardalarmthresholdinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the dashboard-alarmthreshold object. All dashboard-alarm-threshold objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

dashboardalarmthreshold- The list of attributes of dashboard-alarm-threshold objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
dashboard-alarm-threshold objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-threshold-get-total-records

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of dashboard-alarm-threshold objects.

dashboard-alarm-threshold-modify

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name

Range

criticalthreshold

Type

Description

string
optional

The threshold value that must be reached to generate a critical
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
95%, 500ms
The type of metric being monitored. Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetric-type

dashboardmetrictype

is-usernotificationenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether user notifications are enabled.

integer
optional

The refresh interval for the alarm dashboard metrics (in
seconds).

pollinginterval

[60..6000]

Threshold Units Possible values:
thresholdunits

thresholdunit
optional

"none" - none,
"ms" - milliseconds,
"percent" - percent

warningthreshold

string
optional

Errno

The threshold value that must be reached to generate a warning
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
85%, 200ms

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

Element definition: dashboard-alarm-info

[top]

Alarm monitoring data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The type of metric being monitored. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetrictype

dashboardmetrictype
optional

high-value

string
optional

The highest value recorded so far for this metric. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

last-value

string
optional

The last value recorded for this metric. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

string
optional

Name of the node associated with the alarm metrics. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

objectname

string
optional

Name associated with the object being monitored. For example, the
object-name is the name of the node if the dashboard-metric-type is
cpu-busy. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

state

alarmstate
optional

The current alarm state of the object being monitored. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"

Element definition: dashboard-alarm-threshold-info

[top]

Alarm threshold configuration settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

criticalthreshold

Type

Description

string
optional

The threshold value that must be reached to generate a critical
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
95%, 500ms Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The type of metric being monitored. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetric-type

dashboardmetrictype
optional

is-usernotificationenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether user notifications are enabled. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

The refresh interval for the alarm dashboard metrics (in
seconds). Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

pollinginterval

[60..6000]

thresholdunits

thresholdunit
optional

warningthreshold

string
optional

Threshold Units Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"none" - none,
"ms" - milliseconds,
"percent" - percent
The threshold value that must be reached to generate a warning
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
85%, 200ms Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: dashboard-metric-type
Metric Type Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio
[none]

[top]

Element definition: threshold-unit

[top]

Dashboard Threshold Units Possible values:
"none" - none,
"ms" - milliseconds,
"percent" - percent
[none]

Element definition: alarm-state
Alarm Monitoring State Possible values:
"ok" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: diagnosis
diagnosis-alert-definitionget
diagnosis-alert-definitionget-iter
diagnosis-alert-get
diagnosis-alert-get-iter
diagnosis-alert-modify
diagnosis-config-get
diagnosis-config-get-iter
diagnosis-delete-alert
diagnosis-policydefinition-get
diagnosis-policydefinition-get-iter
diagnosis-policy-modify
diagnosis-status-get
diagnosis-subsystemconfig-get
diagnosis-subsystemconfig-get-iter
diagnosis-subsystemconfig-modify

This set of Zapis is used for monitoring and diagnosing system
health.

diagnosis-alert-definition-get

[top]

Return alert definition
Input Name Range

Type

alert-id

string

desiredattributes

diagnosisalertdefinitioninfo
optional

monitor
node
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description
Alert identification.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).
string

Node hosting this health monitor.

Type

Description

diagnosisalertThe attributes of the Alert Definition.
definitioninfo
Description

diagnosis-alert-definition-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Alert Definition objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
diagnosisalertdefinitioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

diagnosisalertdefinitioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Alert Definition
object. All Alert Definition objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

diagnosisalertdefinition- The list of attributes of Alert Definition objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Alert
Definition objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-alert-get

[top]

Return a subsystem alert
Input Name Range

Type

Description

alert-id

string

Alert identification.

alertingresource

string

Unique name of resource that generated the alert.

desiredattributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
diagnosisattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alert-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

monitor

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).

node

string

Output Name Range

Node hosting this health monitor.

Type

Description

diagnosisThe attributes of the Alert Information.
alert-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-alert-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Alert Information objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Range

diagnosisalertThe list of attributes of Alert Information objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
diagnosisspecified on any number of attributes in the Alert Information
alert-info
object. All Alert Information objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
diagnosisattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alert-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Alert
Information objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-alert-modify
Acknowledge/suppress an alert

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

acknowledge

boolean
Acknowledge the alert condition.
optional

acknowledger

string
Person who acknowledged this alert
optional

alert-id

string

Alert identification.

alertingresource

string

Unique name of resource that generated the alert.

monitor

hm-type

node

string

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system).
Node hosting this health monitor.

boolean
Suppress this alert.
optional

suppress

string
Person who suppressed this alert
optional

suppressor
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-config-get

[top]

Return the system health framework configuration
Input Name Range

Type
diagnosisconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes
monitor

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).

node

string

Output Name Range

Node hosting this health monitor.

Type

Description

diagnosisconfig- The attributes of the Health Monitor Configuration.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Health Monitor Configuration objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

diagnosisconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Health Monitor
Configuration object. All Health Monitor Configuration objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

diagnosisconfiginfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

diagnosisconfigThe list of attributes of Health Monitor Configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

num-records

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Health
Monitor Configuration objects to return.

string
optional

next-tag

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-delete-alert

[top]

Delete subsystem alert
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

alert-id

string

Alert identification.

alertingresource

string

Unique name of resource that generated the alert.

monitor

hm-type

node

string

Errno

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system).
Node hosting this health monitor.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-policy-definition-get
Return policy definition

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
diagnosispolicydefinitioninfo
optional

desiredattributes
monitor

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).

node

string

Node hosting this health monitor.

policy-id

string

Policy identifier.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

diagnosispolicyThe attributes of the Policy Definition.
definitioninfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-policy-definition-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Policy Definition objects.
Input Name

Range

diagnosispolicydefinitioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

diagnosispolicydefinitioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Policy Definition
object. All Policy Definition objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

diagnosispolicydefinition- The list of attributes of Policy Definition objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional
[0..2^32integer
1]

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Policy
Definition objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-policy-modify

[top]

Enable/disable policy
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Enable/disable this policy.
optional

enable
is-autosupportenabled

boolean
Enable AutoSupport for this alert.
optional
Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system).

monitor

hmtype

node

string

Node hosting this health monitor.

policy-id

string

Policy identifier.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-status-get

[top]

Return the overall system health
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
diagnosisattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
Type

Description

diagnosisThe attributes of the System Health Status.
status
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-subsystem-config-get
Get the attributes of the Health Monitor Subsystem Status.

[top]

Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

diagnosissubsystemconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Type of subsystem being monitored

Possible values:
hmsubsystem
'sas_connect',
'ha_health',

subsystem

Output Name Range

Type

Description

diagnosissubsystem- The attributes of the Health Monitor Subsystem Status.
config-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-subsystem-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Health Monitor Subsystem Status objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

diagnosissubsystemconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

diagnosissubsystemconfig-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Health Monitor
Subsystem Status object. All Health Monitor Subsystem Status
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

diagnosissubsystemconfig- The list of attributes of Health Monitor Subsystem Status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Health
Monitor Subsystem Status objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-subsystem-config-modify

[top]

Modify system health subsystem
Input Name

Range

refresh-interval [0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
optional

Subsystem Refresh Interval in Minutes.
Type of subsystem being monitored

subsystem

hm-subsystem

Errno

Possible values:
'sas_connect',
'ha_health',

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: diagnosis-alert-definition-info
System Health Alert Definition When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

additionalinformation

string
optional

Additional information about the alert. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

alert-id

string
optional

Alert identification. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

alert-type

hm-alert- Type of alert (other,communications,quality-of-service,processingerror,device,environmental,model-change,security). Attributes: nontype
optional creatable, non-modifiable

correctiveactions

string
optional

Recommended actions to correct the problem reported by alert.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

monitor

hm-type
optional

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

hm-

Severity of alert

[top]

perceivedseverity

perceived(Unknown,Other,Information,Degraded,Minor,Major,Critical,Fatal).
sev
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

possibleeffect

string
optional

probablecause

hmprobable- Probable cause for alert generation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
cause
optional

probablecausedescription
subsystem

string
optional

Detailed description of the possible effect of the condition. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Detailed description of probable cause for alert generation. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

hmType of subsystem being monitored (e.g. sas_connect). Attributes:
subsystem
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: diagnosis-alert-info

[top]

System Health Alert When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

acknowledge

boolean
optional

Acknowledge the alert condition. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

acknowledger

string
optional

Person who acknowledged this alert Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

additional-info

string[]
optional

Additional information from the resource that generated this alert
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

alert-id

string
optional

Alert identification. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

alertingresource

string
optional

Unique name of resource that generated the alert. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

alertingresource-name

string
optional

Display name of resource that generated the alert. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

correctiveactions

string
optional

Recommended actions to correct the problem reported by alert.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

indication-time

date
optional

Time of alert generation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

monitor

hm-type
optional

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system). Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

perceivedseverity

hmperceivedSeverity of alert. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
sev
optional

policy

string
optional

Policy rule responsible for creating this alert. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

possible-effect

string
optional

Possible effect seen due to this problem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

probable-cause

hmprobable- Probable cause for alert generation. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
cause
optional

probablecausedescription
subsystem

string
optional

Detailed description of probable cause for alert generation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hmType of subsystem being monitored (e.g. sas_connect).
subsystem
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

suppress

boolean
optional

Suppress this alert. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

suppressor

string
optional

Person who suppressed this alert Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: diagnosis-config-info

[top]

System Health Config When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Aggregating health monitor that aggregates status from this health
monitor. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

aggregator

context

hm-type
optional

hm-scope
optional

"node_connect" ... node scope health monitor ,
"system_connect" ... cluster scope health monitor ,
"system" ... aggregator of health monitor status ,
Scope of health monitor (node-context, cluster-context).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"node_context" ,
"cluster_context"
Status of health monitor (ok, ok-with-suppressed, degraded).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

health

hm-status
optional

"ok" ,
"ok_with_suppressed" ,
"degraded" ,
"unreachable" ,
"unknown"
Subsystem initialization state of health monitor Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

init-state

hm-subsystemdiscovery-state
optional

monversion

string
optional

"invalid" ,
"initializing" ,
"initialized" ,
"start_discovery" ,
"start_rediscovery" ,
"discovered_partially" ,
"discovery_done" ,
"discovery_max"
Health Monitor version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

monitor

hm-type
optional

node

string
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

polversion

string
optional

Policy file version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

resources

string[]
optional

Resources monitored by this health monitor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sub-polversions

string
optional

Subordinate policy file versions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

subsystem

hmsubsystem[]
optional

"node_connect" ,
"system_connect" ,
"system"

Type of subsystem being monitored (e.g. sas_connect). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"sas_connect" ,
"ha_health" ,

Element definition: diagnosis-policy-definition-info
System Health Policy Definition When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
alert-count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Count of alerts created as a result of this policy. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

alert-id

string Alert identifier for alert to be generated on policy rule match.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

creation-time

datetime Time when the previous alert was created due to this policy.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
boolean

[top]

enable

optional

Enable/disable this policy. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isautosupportenabled

boolean Enable AutoSupport for this alert. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

monitor

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
optional system). Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

node
policy-id

string
Policy identifier. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

responsibleresource-info

string The resource responsible for creating this alert Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ruleexpression

string Arithmetic expression which defines alerts to be created as a
optional result of this policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Where clause of Arithmetic expression. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

where

Element definition: diagnosis-status

[top]

System Health Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
status

Type

Description

hm- Overall system health (ok,ok-with-suppressed,degraded,unreachable) as
status determined by the diagnosis framework. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: diagnosis-subsystem-config-info
System Health Subsystem Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Health of Subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

[top]

hm-status
optional

health

"ok" ,
"ok_with_suppressed" ,
"degraded" ,
"unreachable" ,
"unknown"
Initialization State of Subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"invalid" ,
"initializing" ,
"initialized" ,
"start_discovery" ,
"start_rediscovery" ,
"discovered_partially" ,
"discovery_done" ,
"discovery_max"

init-state

hm-subsystemdiscovery-state
optional

node

string[]
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Number of outstanding alerts. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer[]
optional

Subsystem Refresh Interval in Minutes. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

outstanding- [0..2^32alert-count
1]
refreshinterval

[0..2^321]

Type of subsystem being monitored
hm-subsystem
optional

subsystem

Possible values:
'sas_connect',
'ha_health',
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

suppressedalert-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Element definition: hm-subsystem

Number of suppressed alerts. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

[top]

Health Monitor Subsystem
[none]

Element definition: hm-type

[top]

Type of Health Monitor
[none]

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: hm-alert-type

[top]

Type of alert
[none]

Element definition: hm-perceived-sev

[top]

Alert severity
[none]

Element definition: hm-probable-cause

[top]

Probable cause for alert generation
[none]

Element definition: hm-scope

[top]

Node or Cluster context of Health Monitor Possible values:
"node_context" ,
"cluster_context"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: hm-status
Health Monitor Status(ok, ok-with-suppressed, degraded, unknown) Possible values:
"ok" ,
"ok_with_suppressed" ,
"degraded" ,
"unreachable" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: hm-subsystem-discovery-state
Health Monitor Subsystem Initialization
State(initailizing,starting_discovery,discovery_done_partially,discovery_done,initialized) Possible
values:
"invalid" ,
"initializing" ,
"initialized" ,
"start_discovery" ,
"start_rediscovery" ,
"discovered_partially" ,
"discovery_done" ,
"discovery_max"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: disk
disk-fail
disk-release-all-reservations
disk-remove
disk-replace-start
disk-replace-stop
disk-sanown-assign
disk-sanown-filer-list-info
disk-sanown-list-info
disk-sanown-reassign
disk-sanown-remove-ownership
disk-set-led
disk-unfail
disk-update-disk-fw
disk-zero-spares

disk-fail

[top]

Fail a file system disk. Removes the specified file system disk from the RAID configuration, spinning the
disk down when removal is complete. disk fail is used to remove a file system disk that may be logging
excessive errors and requires replacement. Note that if optional input parameter 'is-immediate' is true,
the specified disk will be immediately failed out, and the RAID group to which the disk belongs will enter
degraded mode (meaning a disk is missing from the RAID group). If a spare disk at least as large as the
disk being removed is available, the contents of the disk being removed will be reconstructed onto that
spare disk. If 'is-immediate' options is false or not specified, system will prefail the disk and its content
will be copied to a replacement disk if a suitable spare disk is available, and afterwards the prefailed
disk will be failed out. This process can be observed by polling disk-list-info for this disk and tracking
values of elements copy-destination and copy-percent. Same can be done using 'storage-disk-get-iter'
when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. The disk being failed is marked as ``broken'', so that if it
remains in the disk shelf, it will not be used by the filer as a spare disk. If the disk is moved to another
filer, that filer will use it as a spare. This is not a recommended course of action, as the reason that the
disk was failed may have been because it needed to be replaced. NOTE: Data ONTAP 7.0 and earlier
releases don't indicate failure code properly.
Input Name Range
disk
isimmediate

Type
string

Name of the disk. e.g. "1.1.3" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk.

boolean Specify 'true' if disk is to be failed out immediately. If disk is to be
optional prefailed, specify 'false'. Default value is 'false'.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
ESWAPINPROGRESS
ENOTDISKOWNER
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EDISKINRAIDZEROVOL
ENOTSTARTED

Description

Description

EDISKISSPARE
ESAVECOREDISK
E_GROUP_REPARITY
E_MIRROR_RESYNC
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
EBAD_DISK_LOGICAL_TYPE
EDISKNOTSPARE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ENOTINSANITIZEMODE
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ERAIDGROUPDEGRADED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EALREADYSTARTED

disk-release-all-reservations

[top]

Release reservations on all reserved disks. When invoked from maintenance mode, all reservations are
released on all disks until the system is rebooted. When not in maintenance mode, then the system will
automatically re-issue reservations for disks it owns. In sanown environment the system will reserve its
disks everu 30 seconds.

Errno

Description

ERESERVATIONSDISABLED
EUNABLETORELEASE

disk-remove

[top]

Remove a spare disk. Removes the specified spare disk from the RAID configuration, spinning the disk
down when removal is complete. You can use disk remove to remove a spare disk so that it can be used
by another filer (as a replacement for a failed disk or to expand file system space). NOTE: Data ONTAP
7.0 and earlier releases don't indicate failure code properly.
Input Name Range
disk
force

Type
string

Description
Name of the disk to remove. e.g. "1.1.3" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk.

boolean Allow a container disk in a Dually carrier to be removed if the remove
optional reason is "admin removed". This feature is currently disabled.
The reason for failing the disk. Possible values are:

removereason

Errno

"admin_removed" - Admin removed disk.
"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.

string
optional The default value is "admin_removed". The failure disk will be recorded
with "admin removed" as the failure reason by default. If the remove
reason is "evacuation", the failure reason of the disk will be recorded as
"evacuated".
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
ENOTSTARTED
EDISKNOTSPARE
ESAVECOREDISK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT

disk-replace-start

[top]

Initiate replacing a file system disk with an appropriate spare disk. Uses Rapid RAID Recovery to copy
data from the source file system disk to the destination spare disk. Roles of disks are reversed at the
end of that process. The spare disk will replace the file system disk in the RAID group and the file
system disk will become a spare. This interface returns as soon as possible while disk replace starts in
the background. This process can be observed by polling disk-list-info for this disk and tracking values
of elements copy-destination and copy-percent. Note: The operation performs limited error checking.
Disk replace starts asynchronously in the background, and it can fail even if ZAPI reports success.
Input Name Range

allow-samecarrier

disk
force

Type

Description

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
boolean disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
optional available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks
from one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows
placing two disks from one carrier in one RAID group.
string

Name of the file system disk to replace.

Allow replacement-disk to come from the opposite spare pool. Also allow
boolean
replacement-disk not matching rotational speed of majority of disks in
optional
the aggregate.
The reason for replacing the disk. Possible values are:

replacereason

replacementdisk

"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is marked for layout optimization.
"shared_disk_replacement"- Disk is marked for replacement.
"none"

string
optional The default value is "none". If the replace reason is "none" or
"shared_disk_replacement", the replaced disk will become a non-zeroed
spare after disk copy. If the replace reason is "evacuation", the replaced
disk will be failed after disk copy, and the "evacuated" failure reason will
be recorded for that disk. If the replace reason is "layout_optimization",
the replaced disk will become zeroed spare.
string

Errno
EDISKNOTFOUND
ENOTDISKOWNER
EDISKISSPARE
EDISKNOTSPARE
EDISKTOOSMALL
EDISKINRAIDZEROVOL
EALREADYSTARTED

Name of the spare disk to use as a replacement.
Description

ERAIDGROUPDEGRADED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
ENOTFROMSAMESTORAGEPOOL

disk-replace-stop

[top]

Abort disk replace.
Input Name

Range

disk

Type
string

Description
Name of the file system disk being replaced.
The replace-reason of the operation to be aborted. Possible values
are:

replacereason

string
optional

"evacuation" - Disk is unmarked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is unmarked for layout
optimization.
"shared_disk_replacement"- Disk is unmarked for replacement.
"none"

Errno

Description

EDISKNOTFOUND
EDISKISSPARE
ENOTSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT

disk-sanown-assign

[top]

Assigns ownership of a disk. The normal usage is when the disk is unowned, or to assign a disk to a
pool.
Input Name Range

all

auto

Type

Description

Assign all unowned visible disks to the specified node-name. The nodename parameter is mandatory. Other than node-name and copy-ownerboolean from is not allowed with this option. If copy-owner-from parameter is
optional specified with parameter node-name node assign disk ownership based
on copy-owner-from else it assign ownership of disks based on nodename.
Auto-assign unowned disks which are on loops where only 1 filer owns
boolean the disks and the pool information is the same, to the specified node. The
optional node parameter is mandatory. No other parameter is allowed with this
option.
Assign checksum type to disk. Option may only be specified on a RAID
array LUNs. Possible values are:

checksum

string

"block"

optional

copyowner-from

"zoned"
"advanced_zoned"

string Assign ownership of this disk to be the same as the owner of the disk
optional specified

disk

Name of disk to assign. Wildcarding for disk string is supported. Either of
string
owner, owner-id or copy-owner-from is mandatory. The node parameter
optional
is not allowed with this option.

disk-count

integer Assign specified count of disks. Either of owner, owner-id or copy-owneroptional from is mandatory. The node parameter is not allowed with this option.

disk-type

Assign specified type of disk(or set of disks). The disk-count parameter is
string
mandatory. Type of disk: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS,
optional
SSD, SSD_NVM, VMDISK, or unknown.

disklist

force

diskinfo[] Names of disks
optional
Force flag need to be set to 'true' if assigning disks which are already
boolean
owned a Filer. However, if that Filer is up and has put a reservation on
optional
the disk, even the force option won't work.

is-datapartition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the data partition of a root-data partitioned disk. This
field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'is-data1-partition' and
boolean
'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-dataoptional
partition', 'is-data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all
false, and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed.
The default value is false.

is-data1partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the data1 partition of a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'is-data-partition'
boolean
and 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-dataoptional
partition', 'is-data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all
false, and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed.
The default value is false.

is-data2partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the data2 partition of a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'is-data-partition'
boolean
and 'is-data1-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-dataoptional
partition', 'is-data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all
false, and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed.
The default value is false.

is-rootpartition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the root partition of the disk. This field is mutually
exclusive with 'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition' and 'is-data2boolean
partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-data-partition', 'isoptional
data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all false, and
disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed. The
default value is false.

is-spatialdisk-nameformat

It specifies if the disk name is in spatial format. This parameter is used
boolean only by the CLI backend code to tell D-Blade ZAPI whether to select a
optional disk name in spatial format while matching with a wild-card pattern. The
default value is false.

node-name

Used only with auto or all parameter. It specifies the node to which
autoassignment or assignment of all unowned disks must be done. When
string
this is specified with copy-owner-from option assignment of selected disk
optional
will happen based on disk ownership present for disk specified for copyowner-from parameter.
string

Assign disk to specific owner (node name). Either of owner,owner-id or

owner

optional copy-owner-from is mandatory.

owner-id

integer Assign disk to specific owner ID (NVRAM ID or serial number). Either of
optional owner,owner-id or copy-owner-from is mandatory Range : [0..2^32-1].
integer
Assign disk to specific pool, e.g. '0' or '1'.
optional

pool
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDOWNER
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SANOWN_AUTOASSIGN_DISABLED
E_DISK_ASSIGN_WARN

disk-sanown-filer-list-info

[top]

Get sanown filer information.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

string

Output Name

Range

disk-sanown-filerdetails

Description
Node name for which info is
requested

Type

Description

disk-sanown-filer-detail-info[] List of filers and their information.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ESANOWNNOTENABLED

disk-sanown-list-info

[top]

Get sanown disk information. This API is not supported as of Data ONTAP 8.2. Use storage-disk-get-iter
instead.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk

Get ownership status for given disk, if not supplied, get ownership for
string
all disks or if onership-type is supplied, get ownership info for disks of
optional
specific type. '6a*' wildcarding is supported.

node

string
Node name for which info is requested
optional

ownershiptype

Possible values are 'all' which will list all disks. 'unowned' which will list
all disks without owners. 'owned' which will list all disks with owners.
string
'visible' which will list all disks belonging to the local and partner filer.
optional
Default is 'all'. If specific disk is specified, ownership-type will be
ignored.

Output Name Range
disksanowndetails

Type

Description

disksanownList of disks and their sanown information.
detailinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

disk-sanown-reassign

[top]

Changes ownership on disks already belonging to an owner.
Input Name Range
force
newowner-id
old-ownerid
Errno

Type

Description

Force flag need to be set to 'true' if reassigning disks which are owned by
boolean another Filer. However, if that Filer is up and has put a reservation on the
optional disk, even the force option won't work. In this case reassign will need to
be run on the Filer which owns the disks.
integer

ID of new owner. This form will assign all the disks belonging to the old
owner to the specific owner ID. Range : [0..2^32-1].

ID of old owner. This form takes all disks currently belonging to the
integer specific old owner ID, and reassign them to a new owner. Range :
[0..2^32-1].
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKFAILED

disk-sanown-remove-ownership

[top]

Removes ownership information on a disks provided by disk-list.
Input Name Range
disk-list
force

is-datapartition

Type

Description

diskList of disks to remove ownership information from. e.g. "1.1.1 1.1.2" or
name[]
"NET-1.1 NET-1.2" for virtual disks.
optional
boolean If 'true' override the RAID checks. Eg: Disk is part of aggregate.
optional Otherwise defaults to false.
Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the data partition of a root-data
partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'isboolean
data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-rootoptional
partition', 'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' are
specified or are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of
container disk is removed. The default value is false.

is-data1partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the data1 partition of a root-data1-data2
partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'isboolean
data-partition', 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition',
optional
'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' are specified or
are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is
removed. The default value is false.

is-data2partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the data2 partition of a root-data1-data2
partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'isboolean
data-partition', 'is-data1-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition',
optional
'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' are specified or
are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is
removed. The default value is false.

is-rootpartition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the root partition of a root-data or rootdata1-data2 partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-databoolean
partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'isoptional
root-partition', 'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition'
are specified or are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of
container disk is removed. The default value is false.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDOWNER
EINVALIDRESERVATION
ENODISKSFOUND
EMUSTBEINMAINTMODE
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKFAILED

disk-set-led

[top]

Set the disk LED state
Input Name Range Type
disk
led-state

Description

string Disk to set the LED state
string

Errno

The LED state to set Possible values are 'evac-start', 'evac-end', 'led-on',
'led-off'
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

disk-unfail

[top]

Unfail a disk in the broken pool, by clearing its FDR (Failed Disk Registry) entry and unfailing it at the
Storage Layer, as necessary. If the "make-spare" option is set to B_TRUE, the disk is returned to the
spare pool. Otherwise, label assimilation will bring the disk back according to its on-disk labels, with one
of four possible outcomes. 1. Disk becomes a spare. This is the common case. The disk becomes a
spare upon unfail, because its parent volume is complete and online. 2. Disk is assimilated into former
volume. This is a recovery scenario. The disk is brought back into an existing volume, which may result
in this volume coming back online. 3. Disk is assimilated into a new partial volume. This may occur in
the rare case that the disk's former volume was destroyed or moved. 4. Disk returned to broken pool.
This is the case if a fatal error occurs in process of unfailing the disk.
Input Name Range
disk
make-spare

Type
string

Description
Name of the disk. e.g. "1.1.3" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk.

boolean Specify 'true' to force the disk to become a spare upon unfail. Default
optional value is 'false'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
ENOTSTARTED
EDISKISSPARE
ESAVECOREDISK
E_GROUP_REPARITY
E_MIRROR_RESYNC
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
EDISKNOTSPARE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ENOTINSANITIZEMODE
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ERAIDGROUPDEGRADED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EALREADYSTARTED

disk-update-disk-fw

[top]

Start disk firmware download process to update firmware on disks. This operation is asynchronous, and
therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download process. This operation will only
update firmware on disks that do not have the latest firmware revision. The firmware revision on the
disk can be monitored via the disk-list-info API.
Input Name Range
disk-list
node-name
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND

Type

Description

diskList of disks to be updated. If not specified, all disks are updated. e.g.
name[]
"1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3" or "NET-1.1 NET-1.2" for virtual disks.
optional
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

disk-zero-spares

[top]

Set up all non-zeroed spares owned by the filer to start zeroing. This operation is asynchronous, and
therefore returns no errors that might occur when the zeroing operation actually starts, which could be
several seconds after this API operation completes. Zeroing progress can be monitored via the disk-listinfo API. Same can be done using 'storage-disk-get-iter' when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. The
"zeroing-percent" element of disk-detail-info is returned if disk zeroing has started, and "is-zeroed"
returns TRUE once the zeroing has completed (or, if zeroing wasn't necessary in the first place).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node-name

Name of the node on which spare disks to be zeroed When requested
string
from Admin Vserver LIF and node name is not specified, spare disks from
optional
all nodes in the cluster will be zeroed.

usephysicalzeroing

If set to true, the ZAPI will not use fast zeroing, even if the nodes(s)
boolean
owning the disks have the feature enabled. This will usually lead to much
optional
longer completion times.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

vbn-end [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN end value of a disk.
optional

vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-sanown-detail-info

[top]

Disk sanown information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Only returned on RAID array LUNs. The possible values:

checksum

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

ID (NVRAM ID) of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there
is a disaster. Before disaster switchover, the value of this field is zero.
dr-home- [0..2^32- integer
At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to keep track of
optional
id
1].
whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. If the disk has no
dr home id, this will not be returned.
dr-homeowner

This is the name of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there
is a disaster. Before disaster switchover, the value of this field is a NULL
string
string. At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to keep
optional
track of whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. If the disk
has no dr home owner, this will not be returned.

home

The home of the disk. On NG will be different than owner if the home
string
node has been taken over. On Classic this will be the same as owner. If
optional
the disk has no owner, this will not be returned.

home-id

integer
ID (NVRAM ID) of disk home. Range : [0..2^32-1].
optional

is-failed

boolean 'true' if the disk is failed, 'false' otherwise.

name

string

Name of the disk, e.g. v1.1 Wildcarding for disk string is suuported, e.g.
v1.*

string Current owner of the disk. If disk has no owner, this will not be
optional returned.

owner
owner-id

integer
ID (NVRAM ID) of owner if there is one. Range : [0..2^32-1].
optional
integer
Pool the disk belongs to, if it has a owner.
optional

pool
reservedby
serial-no

integer
string

ID (NVRAM ID) of node with the reservation on this disk, 0 if there is
none. Range : [0..2^32-1].
Serial number of the disk.

string Indicates the type of disk or device being being reported. Values are one
optional of following: "FCAL", "D_ATA", "LUN", "MSATA", "SSD", "UNKNOWN"

type

Element definition: disk-sanown-filer-detail-info
Disk sanown filer information.
Name
filer-id
filername

Range

Type

Description

integer ID (NVRAM ID) of owner. Range : [0..2^32-1].
string Name of the filer. If the filer name hasn't been written to the disks, this will
optional not be returned.

[top]

APIs in Category: disk-encrypt
This set of disk-encrypt ZAPIs allows management of the
encryption parameters of self-encrypting disks, either SEDs or
FIPS drives, on systems that support them. When properly set,
these controls protect data at rest on the disk media. For FIPScertified devices, these controls place the drives into compliance
with their FIPS PUB 140-2 level 2 ("FIPS") certification. The
authentication keys (AKs) are passphrases that allow the system
to manipulate these controls.

disk-encrypt-get
disk-encrypt-get-iter
disk-encrypt-modify
disk-encrypt-modify-iter
disk-encrypt-sanitize
disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter
disk-encrypt-status-get
disk-encrypt-status-getiter

To provide the maximum protection of disk data, set the data AK
(using its corresponding key ID) to a key other than the default
AK. The default AK can be either the manufacture secure ID
(MSID, key ID 0x0) or a null AK (key ID displayed as blank).
When a nondefault value is set as the data AK, the system
automatically enables power-cycle protection, so that if a drive is
removed or power-cycled, the current data AK must be presented
to the device before it will transfer any data.
For FIPS-certified drives, also set the FIPS AK to place the drives
into FIPS-compliance mode. In SAS FIPS drives, setting a
nondefault FIPS key automatically engages firmware download
protection so that the FIPS AK must be presented to the SED at
each firmware download. NVMe drives use a drive-validated
secure signature to prove the firmware is valid rather than
requiring the FIPS key.

disk-encrypt-get

[top]

Return data key ID, FIPS key ID and protection mode of a self-encrypting disk.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

diskencryptinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

disk-name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Name of the self-encrypting disk.

Type

Description

diskencrypt- The attributes of the disk-encrypt.
info
Description

disk-encrypt-get-iter

[top]

Return data key ID, FIPS key ID and protection mode of one or more self-encrypting disks.
Input Name

Range

diskencryptinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

diskencryptinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the disk-encrypt object. All
disk-encrypt objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptThe list of attributes of disk-encrypt objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more diskoptional encrypt objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 2000
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-modify

[top]

The disk-encrypt-modify API alters encryption parameters on a self-encrypting disk (SED or FIPS).
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name Range
data-key-id
disk-name
fips-key-id

Type

string Modify the data authentication key to the key that corresponds to this
optional key ID
diskname

The name specifier of the self-encrypting disks (SEDs).

string Modify the FIPS-compliance authentication key to the key that
optional corresponds to this key ID

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

disk-encrypt-modify-iter

[top]

The disk-encrypt-modify-iter API alters encryption parameters on one or more self-encrypting disks
(SEDs).
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple disk-encrypt objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching disk-encrypt even when the operation fails for the
optional
disk-encrypt. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

continue-onfailure

data-key-id

string
Key ID of the New Data Authentication Key
optional

fips-key-id

string
Key ID of the New Authentication Key for FIPS Compliance
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching disk-encrypt even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching disk-encrypt fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of disk-encrypt objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
disk- If operating on a specific disk-encrypt, this input element must
encrypt- specify all keys. If operating on disk-encrypt objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of disk-encrypt objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
disk-encrypt objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptInformation about disk-encrypt objects that were not operated on
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional disk-encrypt objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
diskencryptThe disk-encrypt objects that were successfully processed. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-sanitize

[top]

The disk-encrypt-sanitize API cryptographically erases a self-encrypting disk (SED) that is in the spare
or broken state.
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name Range Type
disk-name

Description

string The name specifier of the self-encrypting disks (SEDs).

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter

[top]

The disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter API cryptographically erases one or more self-encrypting disks that are in
the spare or broken state.
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple disk-encrypt objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching disk-encrypt even when the operation fails for the
optional
disk-encrypt. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching disk-encrypt even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching disk-encrypt fails, and do so until
count
1]
optional
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of disk-encrypt objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
disk- If operating on a specific disk-encrypt, this input element must
encrypt- specify all keys. If operating on disk-encrypt objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of disk-encrypt objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
disk-encrypt objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptInformation about disk-encrypt objects that were not operated on
sanitizedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional disk-encrypt objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno

diskencryptThe disk-encrypt objects that were successfully processed. This
sanitizeelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-status-get

[top]

Return information about the latest self-encrypting disk command for a node.
Input Name Range

Type
disk-

Description

encryptshowstatusinfo
optional

desiredattributes

node-name

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
The node reporting this status.

Type

Description

diskencryptshow- The attributes of the disk-encrypt.
statusinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-status-get-iter

[top]

Return information about the latest self-encrypting disk command for one or more nodes.
Input Name

Range

diskencryptshowstatusinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

diskencryptshowstatusinfo
optional

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the disk-encrypt object.
All disk-encrypt objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptshowThe list of attributes of disk-encrypt objects.
statusinfo[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more diskstring
optional encrypt objects to return.
[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: disk-encrypt-info

[top]

Self-Encrypting Disk parameters. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

data-key-id

string Key ID of the data authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

disk-name

string Name of the self-encrypting disk. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

fips-key-id

string Key ID of the FIPS authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

is-fipscertified
is-sed

boolean Whether drive is FIPS-certified. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean
Is self-encrypting disk? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Protection mode of the device.
Possible values are:

protectionmode

string
optional

'open' ... disk is unprotected,
'data' ... data protection only without FIPS compliance,
'part' ... partial protection with FIPS compliance only,
'full' ... full data and FIPS compliance protection, and
'miss' ... protection information is not available
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

string
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State
Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,

"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

Element definition: disk-encrypt-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against disk-encrypt object.
Name

Range

Type

disk-encryptkey

Description

disk-encrypt- The keys for the disk-encrypt object to which the operation
info
applies.
[0..2^321]

error-code
error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against disk-encrypt object.
Name

Range

Type

disk-encryptkey

Description

disk-encrypt- The keys for the disk-encrypt object to which the operation
info
applies.
[0..2^321]

error-code
error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: disk-encrypt-show-status-info
Information about storage encryption disk operations When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

disk-done- [0..2^32- integer Number of drives that finished the operation, whether successful or
optional not. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
count
1]

[top]

disk-start- [0..2^32- integer Number of drives that started the operation. Attributes: noncount
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
disksuccesscount

[0..2^32- integer Number of drives that successfully completed the operation.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

is-fipssupport

boolean Value is 'true' if the node supports FIPS-certified Self-Encrypting
optional Drives. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Latest operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

string
optional

latest-op

"unknown" - Operation unknown/unspecified,
"destroy" - Cryptograpically destroy encrypting drive,
"modify" - Change encrypting drive parameters,
"revert_original" - Revert drive to as-manufactured state,
"sanitize" - Cryptographically sanitize encrypting drive,
"show" - Show encrypting drive parameters,
"status" - Display the status of encryption operations

string The node reporting this status. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node-name

op-execute- [0..2^32- integer Execution time of the operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
op-starttime

[0..2^31- integer Date and time the operation started. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-encrypt-info

[top]

Self-Encrypting Disk parameters. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

data-key-id

string Key ID of the data authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

disk-name

string Name of the self-encrypting disk. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

fips-key-id

string Key ID of the FIPS authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

is-fipscertified
is-sed

boolean Whether drive is FIPS-certified. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean
Is self-encrypting disk? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Protection mode of the device.
Possible values are:

protectionmode

string
optional

'open' ... disk is unprotected,
'data' ... data protection only without FIPS compliance,
'part' ... partial protection with FIPS compliance only,
'full' ... full data and FIPS compliance protection, and
'miss' ... protection information is not available
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

string
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State
Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

APIs in Category: ems
ems-autosupport-log
ems-config-get
ems-config-modify
ems-config-set-proxypassword
ems-destination-create
ems-destination-destroy
ems-destination-destroyiter
ems-destination-get
ems-destination-get-iter
ems-destination-modify
ems-destination-modifyiter
ems-event-catalog-getiter
ems-event-filter-copy
ems-event-filter-create
ems-event-filter-destroyiter
ems-event-filter-get-iter
ems-event-filter-rename
ems-event-filter-rule-add
ems-event-filter-ruledelete
ems-event-filter-rulereorder
ems-event-filter-test
ems-event-notificationcreate
ems-event-notificationdestination-check
ems-event-notificationdestination-create
ems-event-notificationdestination-destroy-iter
ems-event-notificationdestination-get-iter
ems-event-notificationdestination-modify-iter
ems-event-notificationdestroy-iter
ems-event-notificationget-iter
ems-event-notificationhistory-get-iter
ems-event-notificationmodify-iter
ems-invoke
ems-mail-history-destroy
ems-mail-history-

The Event Management System (EMS) is a mechanism in the
Data ONTAP kernel that supports creation, forwarding, and
consumption of event indications. Ems events are generated by
ONTAP when errors occur or to log status. These event
indications are logged to /etc/log/ems and, depending on the
event and its severity, to the syslog/console. If an event has a
SNMP definition, SNMP traps will also be generated by the event
indication.

destroy-iter
ems-mail-history-get
ems-mail-history-get-iter
ems-message-get
ems-message-get-iter
ems-routing-adddestination
ems-routing-get
ems-routing-get-iter
ems-routing-modify
ems-routing-modify-iter
ems-routing-removedestination
ems-snmp-historydestroy
ems-snmp-historydestroy-iter
ems-snmp-history-get
ems-snmp-history-getiter
ems-status-get
ems-status-get-iter

ems-autosupport-log

[top]

This API is used by SnapDrive to log SnapDrive specific events occurring on a host system to the the
appliance and optionally use the appliance to generate an autosupport message. This event information
will be encapsulated in an app.log.x EMS event based on error level. If auto-support is true, an
autosupport message will be sent from the filer.
Input Name Range Type
app-version
autosupport

string

Description
Version of application invoking the API.

boolean
If 'true', an AutoSupport message will be generated.
validate

category

string

Application defined category of the event.

computername

string

Host name invoking the API.

eventdescription

string

Description of event to log. An application defined message to log.

event-id
eventsource

log-level

Errno
EONTAPI_ENOENT

integer
ID of event. A user defined event-id, range [0..2^32-2].
validate
string

Name of the application invoking the API.

Log level. Accepted values are 0 for 'emergency', 1 for 'alert', 2 for
'critical', 3 for 'error', 4 for 'warning', 5 for 'notice', 6 for 'info', and 7 for
integer
'debug'. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, log-level's 2 and 4 are no longer
validate
supported. Specifying 2 or 4 would be equivalent to specifying 3 or 5,
respectively.
Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

ems-config-get

[top]

Return the EMS Configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
emsconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

emsconfig- The attributes of the ems-config.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-config-modify

[top]

Modify the EMS Configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

auto-suppressexempt-filter

string
optional

Name of event filter exempt from autosuppression

console

boolean
optional

Whether console logging should be used.
Console logging level. Possible values:

console-loglevel

emsseverity
optional

"node_fault" - A data corruption has
been detected or the node is unable to
provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of
service has been detected, typically a
transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has
been detected which is not
immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has
been detected which is not
immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message,
does not indicate a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message,

does not indicate a fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does
not indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message,
typically suppressed from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity,
selected at runtime
duplicatesuppressionduration

integer
optional

Duration in seconds for suppression of
identical messages

log-rotation-size

size
optional

Log file size (in bytes) needed to trigger
rotation

mail-from

mailaddress
optional

The from address of ems mail.

mail-server

string
optional

The mail server to use when sending mail.

[0..2^32-1]

maxdestinationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notification
destinations in system.

max-filter-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filters in system.

max-filter-rulecount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filter rules in
system.

max-log-showsize

[1..10000]

integer
optional

Maximum number of events to show.

maxnotificationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notifications in
system.

max-targetevent-bytes

[10..134217728]

integer
optional

Maximum bytes per event per week. Used by
autosuppression to control growth of log file
size.

integer
optional

The target upper limit of the event log file
size in bytes. Used by autosuppression to
control growth of log file size.

proxy-url

string
optional

HTTP/HTTPS proxy URL to use when sending
to REST API destinations.

proxy-user

string
optional

User name to use for the HTTP/HTTPS proxy
when sending to REST API destinations.

integer
optional

REST API URL delivery timeout in seconds.

boolean
optional

Whether suppression should be used.

integer
optional

Maximum number of traces kept.

max-target-log[1048576..134217728]
size

rest-deliverytimeout

[1..1000]

suppression
trace-log-size
Errno

[1..10000]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-config-set-proxy-password

[top]

Modify the password for proxy server
Input Name

Range

password-for-proxy-server

Type

Description

string
Password for proxy server
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_PASSWORDS_NOT_MATCH
E_EMS_PASSWORD_REQUIRED

ems-destination-create

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Creates
an EMS destination.
Input Name Range

Type

hideparameters

boolean
optional

mail

mail-address[]
optional

name

string

return-record

boolean
optional

snmp

remote-ip[]
optional

snmpcommunity

string
optional

syslog

remote-ip[]
optional

syslog-facility

syslog-facility
optional

Output Name Range
result

Errno

Type

Description
Hide parameter values?
The e-mail address to which events are sent.
The name of the EMS destination.
If set to true, returns the ems-destination on successful
creation. Default: false
The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent.
The SNMP community name.
The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent.
The syslog logging facility.
Description

emsThe ems-destination created (keys or the entire object if
destination-info
requested)
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-destroy
(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Deletes
the specified EMS destination.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string The name of the EMS destination.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-destroy-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Deletes
several EMS destinations.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-destination
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
deleting the next matching ems-destination even when the
deletion of a previous ems-destination fails. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching ems-destination even
when the deletion of a previous matching ems-destination fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of ems-destination objects to delete in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

emsIf deleting a specific ems-destination, this input element must
destination- specify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-destination objects
info
based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If
set to false, the list of ems-destination objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
the list of ems-destination objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

emsdestination- Information about ems-destination objects that were not deleted
destroy- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[] element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more

next-tag

optional

matching ems-destination objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-destination objects that matched the query, but
were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-destination objects that matched the query
and were successfully deleted.

emsdestination- The ems-destination objects that were successfully deleted. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[] list' is true
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
the specified EMS destination information.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

emsdestinationinfo
optional

name

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The name of the EMS destination.

Type

Description

emsdestination- The attributes of the ems-destination.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information on EMS destinations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

emsdestinationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

emsdestinationinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-destination
object. All ems-destination objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

emsdestinationThe list of attributes of ems-destination objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsdestination objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-modify

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies
the specified EMS destination.
Input Name

Range

hide-parameters
mail

Type
boolean
optional

string

snmp

remote-ip[]
optional

snmp-community

string
optional

syslog

remote-ip[]
optional

Errno

Hide parameter values?

mail-address[]
The e-mail address to which events are sent.
optional

name

syslog-facility

Description

The name of the EMS destination.
The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent.
The SNMP community name.
The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent.

syslog-facility
The syslog logging facility.
optional
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-modify-iter
(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies

[top]

several EMS destinations.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

emsSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
destinationother element.
info

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-destination
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
modifying the next matching ems-destination even when
modification of a previous ems-destination fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching emsdestination even when the modification of a previous matching
ems-destination fails, and do so until the total number of objects
failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to
the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continueon-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

emsIf modifying a specific ems-destination, this input element must
destination- specify all keys. If modifying ems-destination objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If
set to false, the list of ems-destination objects not modified will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to
false, the list of ems-destination objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emsdestination- Information about ems-destination objects that were not
modify-iter- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-destination objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-destination objects that matched the query, but
were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-destination objects that matched the query
and were successfully updated.

success-list

emsdestination- The ems-destination objects that were successfully updated.
modify-iter- This element will be returned only if input element 'returninfo[]
success-list' is true
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-catalog-get-iter

[top]

Return information on several EMS messages.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

eventcataloginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
eventcataloginfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

eventcatalogThe list of attributes of ems-event-catalog objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional event-catalog objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-event-catalog
object. All ems-event-catalog objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-filter-copy

[top]

Copy an Event filter including all its rules
Input Name

Range Type

filter-name
new-filter-name
Errno
EDUPLICATEENTRY
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

string Event Filter Name.
string New Event Filter Name.
Description

E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_INVALID_FILTERNAME

ems-event-filter-create

[top]

Create a new event filter.
Input Name Range Type

Description

Filter Name. The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and must
string be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters are
_(underscore) and -(hyphen).

filter-name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_INVALID_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_MAX_FILTER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE

ems-event-filter-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete one or more existing event filters. To delete the event notifications associated with the filter as
well, set the force flag.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

This input element is useful when multiple ems-event-filter objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching ems-event-filter even when the operation fails for the
optional
ems-event-filter. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

force-deletenotification

boolean If true, delete the event notifications that have the specified filter.
optional The default is false.

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching ems-event-filter even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching ems-event-filter fails, and do so
optional
count
1]
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of ems-event-filter objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]
event-

If operating on a specific ems-event-filter, this input element must
specify all keys. If operating on ems-event-filter objects based on

filter

query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-event-filter objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of ems-event-filter objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-event-filter objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of ems-event-filter objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emseventfilter- Information about ems-event-filter objects that were not operated
destroy- on due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-event-filter objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-event-filter objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-event-filter objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
emseventfilter- The ems-event-filter objects that were successfully processed. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_FILTER_HAS_NOTIFICATIONS

ems-event-filter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of event filters.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
eventattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
filter
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
eventspecified on any number of attributes in the ems-event-filter object.
filter
All ems-event-filter objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

eventfilter[] The list of attributes of ems-event-filter objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional event-filter objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-filter-rename

[top]

Rename an Event filter
Input Name

Range Type

filter-name

Description

string Event Filter Name.

new-filter-name

string New Event Filter Name.

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_INVALID_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER

ems-event-filter-rule-add

[top]

Add a rule to an event filter
Input Name Range

Type

filter-name

string

messagename

Description
Filter Name

string
Message Name. Default: *
optional

position

An optional field to specify the position at which the rule needs to be
integer
added. Default: Added one below the last position which is the default
optional
rule.
Severity
Possible values:

severity

'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information,
'*' - All of the above

string[]
optional

Default: *
SNMP Trap Type
Possible values:
snmp-traptype

'standard' - Standard SNMP traps,
'built-in' - Built-in SNMP traps,
'severity-based' - Severity based SNMP traps
'*' - All of the above

string[]
optional

Default: *
type

eventrule- Rule Type
type

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
E_EMS_NEW_RULE_FOR_UNKNOWN_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_MAX_FILTER_RULE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_ID
E_EMS_INVALID_EVENT_FILTER_RULE_ID
E_EMS_NO_EVENT_MATCHED_THE_RULE
E_EMS_NO_REQUIRED_VALUE
E_EMS_STAR_CANNOT_COEXIST
E_EMS_INVALID_TRAP_TYPE
E_EMS_SEVERITIES_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_MESSAGENAME
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_SEVERITY
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_TRAP
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_SEVERITY_TRAP

ems-event-filter-rule-delete
Delete a rule for an event filter

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type Description

filter-name

string

position

[0..2^32-1] integer Rule Position

Filter Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_UNKNOWN_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT_RULE
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_PRESENT
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_ID
E_EMS_INVALID_EVENT_FILTER_RULE_ID

ems-event-filter-rule-reorder

[top]

Reorder the rules based on the new position for a given rule
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

filter-name

string

position

[0..2^32-1] integer Rule Positon

Filter Name

to-position [0..2^32-1] integer New Rule Position
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_UNKNOWN_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_ID
E_EMS_INVALID_EVENT_FILTER_RULE_ID

ems-event-filter-test

[top]

Test an event filter
Input Name Range

Type

filter-name

string

messagename
Output Name Range

output

Description
Filter Name

ems-id
Message Name
optional
Type

string

Description
Gives the total number of events that are included in the filter. The
format is: ' events will be included in the given filter.' If messagename
is provided, it specifies if the messagename is included or excluded in

the filter. The format is: 'The messagename is included/excluded from
the given filter.'
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-create

[top]

Create an event notification
Input Name

Range

Type

destinations

string[] List of Event Notification Destinations

filter-name

string

Output Name
id

Description

Range

Filter Name

Type

Description

A non persistent ID assigned to the newly created notification. This
[0..2^32- integer can be used to update/delete the notification. Note: This ID is nonoptional persistent and will be changed every time a previously created
1]
notification is deleted.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
E_EMS_MAX_NOTIFICATION_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_FILTER_DOESNT_EXIST
E_EMS_DESTINATIONS_REQUIRED
E_EMS_DESTINATION_NOT_PRESENT

ems-event-notification-destination-check

[top]

Check connectivity to an event notification destination
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

destinationname

string

Event Notification Destination Name

node

nodename

Node

Output Name Range
check-passed
result-log
Errno

Type
boolean
string

Description
Connectivity Check Passed?
Provides the result information after trying to connect to the given
destination.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-destination-create

[top]

Create an event notification destination
Input Name Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

string
optional

Use this field and certificate-serial to specify the client certificate to
use when being authenticated by the REST API server.

certificateserial

string
optional

Use this field and certificate-authority to specify the client certificate
to use when being authenticated by the REST API server.

email

string
optional

Use this field to specify an email destination. Note: Each destination
name can only be associated with either an email destination or a
syslog destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only
through the 'system snmp traphost' command and they are
associated with the default destination name 'snmp-traphost'. The
format of the email destination is as per RFC standard.

name

string

Destination Name.The name must start and end with an
alphanumeric and must be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The
allowed special characters are _(underscore) and -(hyphen).

rest-api-url

string
optional

Use this field to specify REST API server URL to which event
notifications will be sent. Enter the full URL, which must start either
with an http:// or https:// prefix.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the ems-event-notification-destination on
successful creation. Default: false

string
optional

Use this field to specify a syslog destination. Note: Each destination
name can only be associated with either an email destination or a
syslog destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only
through the 'system snmp traphost' command and they are
associated with the default destination name 'snmp-traphost'.

Type

Description

syslog

Output Name Range
result

eventnotification- The ems-event-notification-destination created (keys or the entire
destination object if requested)
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_SYNTAX_ERROR
E_EMS_INVALID_SYSLOG_DEST
E_EMS_MAX_DESTINATION_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_CLIENT_CERT_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CLIENT_KEY_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CERT_INFO_INCOMPLETE

Description

E_EMS_HTTP_WITH_CERT

ems-event-notification-destination-destroy-iter
Delete one or more existing event destinations
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification-destination objects match a given query. If set to
true, the API will continue with the next matching ems-eventnotification-destination even when the operation fails for the
ems-event-notification-destination. If set to false, the API will
return on the first failure. Default: false

force-deletenotification

boolean
optional

If true, delete the event notifications that have the specified
destination as the only destination as well. The default is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching ems-event-notificationdestination even when the operation on a previous matching
ems-event-notification-destination fails, and do so until the total
number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default:
2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of ems-event-notification-destination
objects to be operated in this call. Default: 20

max-records

If operating on a specific ems-event-notification-destination, this
eventinput element must specify all keys. If operating on ems-eventnotificationnotification-destination objects based on query, this input
destination
element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were not
operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list of emsevent-notification-destination objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were successfully
operated on. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notificationdestination objects operated on will not be returned. Default:
true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

returnfailure-list

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

ems-eventnotificationInformation about ems-event-notification-destination objects
destinationthat were not operated on due to some error. This element will
destroybe returned only if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

[top]

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification-destination objects to be
operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query, but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query and were successfully processed.

ems-eventnotificationThe ems-event-notification-destination objects that were
destinationsuccessfully processed. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-success-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_SNMP_DESTINATION
E_EMS_DESTINATION_HAS_NOTIFICATIONS

ems-event-notification-destination-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more event notification destinations. The fields is-server-ca-present,
certificate-authority, certificate-serial and is-certificate-valid are only applicable for a destination of type
'rest-api' and the destination being an HTTPS destination.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

eventnotificationdestinationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

eventnotificationdestinationinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-eventnotification-destination object. All ems-event-notificationdestination objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

eventnotificationThe list of attributes of ems-event-notification-destination
destinationobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
[0..2^32-

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsevent-notification-destination objects to return.

num-records

integer

1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-destination-modify-iter
Modify one or more event notification destinations
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

eventSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
notificationother element.
destination

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification-destination objects match a given query. If set to
true, the API will continue modifying the next matching emsevent-notification-destination even when modification of a
previous ems-event-notification-destination fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching ems-eventnotification-destination even when the modification of a previous
matching ems-event-notification-destination fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If modifying a specific ems-event-notification-destination, this
eventinput element must specify all keys. If modifying ems-eventnotificationnotification-destination objects based on query, this input
destination
element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were not
modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects not modified will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were successfully
updated. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notificationdestination objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

Type
ems-eventnotification-

Description
Information about ems-event-notification-destination objects

[top]

destinationthat were not modified due to some error. This element will be
modify-iterreturned only if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification-destination objects to be
modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query, but were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query and were successfully updated.

ems-eventnotificationThe ems-event-notification-destination objects that were
destinationsuccessfully updated. This element will be returned only if input
modify-iterelement 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_SNMP_DESTINATION
E_EMS_CANNOT_MODIFY_DESTINATION_TYPE
E_EMS_INVALID_SYSLOG_DEST
E_EMS_CLIENT_CERT_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CLIENT_KEY_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CERT_INFO_INCOMPLETE
E_EMS_HTTP_WITH_CERT

ems-event-notification-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete one or more event notifications
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification objects match a given query. If set to true, the API
will continue deleting the next matching ems-event-notification
even when the deletion of a previous ems-event-notification
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching ems-event-notification
even when the deletion of a previous matching ems-eventnotification fails, and do so until the total number of objects
failed to be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of ems-event-notification objects to
delete in this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If deleting a specific ems-event-notification, this input element
eventmust specify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-event-notification
notification
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to
some error. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notification
objects not deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If
set to false, the list of ems-event-notification objects deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ems-eventnotification- Information about ems-event-notification objects that were not
destroy- deleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query, but were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query and were successfully deleted.

ems-eventnotification- The ems-event-notification objects that were successfully
destroy- deleted. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[] 'return-success-list' is true
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

ems-event-notification-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more event notifications
Input Name

Range

query

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
eventall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
notification
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
eventspecified on any number of attributes in the ems-eventnotification
notification object. All ems-event-notification objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

eventnotification[] The list of attributes of ems-event-notification objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsevent-notification objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-history-get-iter

[top]

Return EMS messages sent to a destination.
Input Name

Type

Description

desiredattributes

eventnotificationhistory-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

destination

string

max-records

Range

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

eventnotificationhistory-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-eventnotification-history object. All ems-event-notification-history
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

eventnotificationhistory- The list of attributes of ems-event-notification-history objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

The destination name.

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsevent-notification-history objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

ems-event-notification-modify-iter

[top]

Modify one or more event notifications
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
eventnotification other element.

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification objects match a given query. If set to true, the API
will continue modifying the next matching ems-eventnotification even when modification of a previous ems-eventnotification fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching ems-eventnotification even when the modification of a previous matching
ems-event-notification fails, and do so until the total number of
objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit
on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if
'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If modifying a specific ems-event-notification, this input element
eventmust specify all keys. If modifying ems-event-notification
notification
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were not modified due to
some error. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notification
objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If
set to false, the list of ems-event-notification objects modified
will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ems-eventnotification- Information about ems-event-notification objects that were not
modify-iter- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query, but were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query and were successfully updated.

ems-eventnotification- The ems-event-notification objects that were successfully

success-list

modify-iter- updated. This element will be returned only if input element
info[]
'return-success-list' is true
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_FILTER_DOESNT_EXIST
E_EMS_DESTINATIONS_REQUIRED
E_EMS_DESTINATION_NOT_PRESENT

ems-invoke

[top]

Invoke an ems event. This functionality is intended for use in testing syslog parsers or upper level SNMP
management software. The event will be forwarded to the ems log at /etc/log/ems and optionally to the
syslog or SNMP trap generator. Invoked events in /etc/log/ems will have the attribute 'inv' set to "1".
This is to allow auto-support to differentiate between real and invoked events. Syslog entries resulting
from invoked events will contain the text "invoked event:" so that they aren't confused with real events.
Invoked events by default are only logged to the /etc/log/ems log. To have an event go to the syslog or
generate an snmp trap, the 'syslog' and/or 'snmp' flags need to be set.
Input Name Range
event-id

Type

Description

string

Name of the event to invoke. Each ems event has a unique identifier
(event-id) that can be used by this api to 'fake' an event. Example eventid's: kern.syslog.msg kern.uptime.filer raid.cksum.replay.nvram
raid.cksum.replay.summary raid.fsm.commitStateTransit

eventversion

If set, specifies the version of the event to invoke. By default, the latest
integer version is used. Accepted values are [1..n]. Event-version is only used
optional when multiple versions of an event exist simultaneously within a given
build of ONTAP. Most events have an event-version of 1.

params

param[]
optional

severity

For events with variable severity, specfies the severity to invoke the
string event at. Shouldn't be set for events that don't have variable severity.
optional Possible Values: debug info notice warning svc_error node_error svc_fault
node_fault

snmp

boolean If set, and event has an SNMP definition, generate SNMP trap for event.
optional Invoked messages by default do not generate SNMP traps.

syslog

If set, and the event has a syslog format definition, forward invoked
boolean
message to syslog. Invoked messages are by default not forwarded to
optional
syslog

Errno
EEMS_INVOKE_FAILED
EEMS_INVOKE_BAD_PARAM
EEMS_INVOKE_ID_BAD
EEMS_INVOKE_SEVERITY_REQUIRED
EEMS_INVOKE_SEVERITY_INVALID
EEMS_INVOKE_SEVERITY_NOT_VARIABLE
EEMS_INVOKE_PARAMS_INSUFFICIENT
EEMS_INVOKE_VERSION_INVALID

Description

EEMS_INVOKE_SUPRESS_DUP
EEMS_INVOKE_SUPRESS_TIMER
EEMS_INVOKE_NVRAM_TOO_BIG
EEMS_INVOKE_QUEUE_FULL

ems-mail-history-destroy

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
an individual mail history entry.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node emitting the EMS message.

seq-num

seqnum

Errno

The message sequence number.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-mail-history-destroy-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
mail history entries.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple ems-mail-history objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting
boolean
the next matching ems-mail-history even when the deletion of a
optional
previous ems-mail-history fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching ems-mail-history even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the deletion of a previous matching ems-mail-history fails, and do
optional
count
1]
so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of ems-mail-history objects to delete in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]

query

emsIf deleting a specific ems-mail-history, this input element must
mailspecify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-mail-history objects based
historyon query, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-mail-history objects
boolean (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of ems-mail-history objects not deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-mail-history objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of
optional
ems-mail-history objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emsmailhistory- Information about ems-mail-history objects that were not deleted
destroy- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-mail-history objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of ems-mail-history objects that matched the query, but
optional were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-mail-history objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully deleted.
emsmailhistory- The ems-mail-history objects that were successfully deleted. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-mail-history-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
an individual mail history entry.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node
seq-num
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
emsmailhistoryinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode emitting the EMS message.
name
seqnum The message sequence number.
Type

Description

emsmailThe attributes of the ems-mail-history.
historyinfo

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-mail-history-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information mail history.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

emsmailhistoryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-mail-history
object. All ems-mail-history objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

emsmailhistory- The list of attributes of ems-mail-history objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ems-mailoptional history objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

emsmailhistoryinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-message-get

[top]

Return an EMS message.
Input Name Range
desired-

Type

Description

ems- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
message- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
nodename

node
seq-num

Node emitting the EMS message.

seqnum The message sequence number.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

emsmessage- The attributes of the ems-message.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-message-get-iter

[top]

Return EMS messages.
Input Name

Range

emsmessageinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

emsmessageinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-message object.
All ems-message objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

emsmessageThe list of attributes of ems-message objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsstring
optional message objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-add-destination

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Add EMS
Destinations.
Input Name

Range

destinations

Type

message-name
Errno

Description

ems-destination[] Destinations
ems-id

The name of the EMS message.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
the specified EMS route information. In general, specifying the severity input parameter is not needed.
If specified, it must match that of the event identified by the message-name input parameter.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ems-routingattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

messagename

ems-id

The name of the EMS message.
The event severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and 'warning'
severities are no longer supported. Possible values:

severity

eventseverity
optional

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information

Description

ems-routingThe attributes of the ems-routing.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information on several EMS routes.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

emsroutinginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
emsroutinginfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-routing object. All
ems-routing objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emsroutingThe list of attributes of ems-routing objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional routing objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-modify

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies
the specified EMS route.
Input Name

Range

destinations

Type

Description

emsdestination[] The event destinations.
optional

frequencythreshold

integer
optional

Number of times an event occurs before a repeat notification of
the event is sent.

message-name

ems-id

The name of the EMS message.

time-threshold

integer
optional

Minimum number of seconds between repeat notifications of an
event.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

ems-routing-modify-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies
several EMS route.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

emsSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
routingelement.
info

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple ems-routing objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying
boolean
the next matching ems-routing even when modification of a
optional
previous ems-routing fails. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching ems-routing even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching ems-routing fails, and do so
optional
count
1]
until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

ems- If modifying a specific ems-routing, this input element must specify
routing- all keys. If modifying ems-routing objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-routing objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of ems-routing objects not modified will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-routing objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of emsoptional
routing objects modified will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

emsroutingInformation about ems-routing objects that were not modified due
modifyto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-routing objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of ems-routing objects that matched the query, but were
optional not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-routing objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
emsrouting-

The ems-routing objects that were successfully updated. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-remove-destination

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Remote
EMS Destinations.
Input Name

Range

destinations

Type

Description

ems-destination[] Destinations

message-name

ems-id

Errno

The name of the EMS message.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-snmp-history-destroy

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
an individual SNMP history entry.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node emitting the EMS message.

seq-num

seqnum

Errno

The message sequence number.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-snmp-history-destroy-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
SNMP history entries.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple ems-snmp-history
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching ems-snmp-history even when the
optional
deletion of a previous ems-snmp-history fails. If set to false, the API

will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching ems-snmp-history even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the deletion of a previous matching ems-snmp-history fails, and do
count
1]
optional
so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of ems-snmp-history objects to delete in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
emsIf deleting a specific ems-snmp-history, this input element must
snmpspecify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-snmp-history objects
historybased on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-snmp-history
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of ems-snmp-history objects not deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-snmp-history
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the
optional list of ems-snmp-history objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

emssnmphistory- Information about ems-snmp-history objects that were not deleted
destroy- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-snmp-history objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of ems-snmp-history objects that matched the query, but
optional were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-snmp-history objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

emssnmphistory- The ems-snmp-history objects that were successfully deleted. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true
info[]
optional
Description

ems-snmp-history-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
an individual SNMP history entry.
Input Name Range

Type
emssnmphistoryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode emitting the EMS message.
name

node
seq-num

seqnum The message sequence number.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

emssnmpThe attributes of the ems-snmp-history.
historyinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-snmp-history-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information SNMP history.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

emssnmphistoryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-snmp-history
object. All ems-snmp-history objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributes-

Description

emssnmphistoryinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
emssnmp-

Description

history- The list of attributes of ems-snmp-history objects.
info[]
optional

list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional snmp-history objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-status-get

[top]

Return information on an EMS message.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

emsstatusinfo
optional

messagename

ems-id The message name.

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode emitting the EMS message.
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

emsstatus- The attributes of the ems-status.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-status-get-iter

[top]

Return information on EMS messages.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

emsstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
ems- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
status- specified on any number of attributes in the ems-status object. All
info
ems-status objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be

optional returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

emsstatusThe list of attributes of ems-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: ems-config-info

[top]

EMS Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

autosuppressexempt-filter

string
optional

Name of event filter exempt from autosuppression Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

console

boolean
optional

Whether console logging should be used.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Console logging level. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

console-loglevel

emsseverity
optional

"node_fault" - A data corruption has been
detected or the node is unable to provide
client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service
has been detected, typically a transient
software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been
detected which is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been
detected which is not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does
not indicate a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message,
does not indicate a fault,

"info" - A low-priority message, does not
indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically
suppressed from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity,
selected at runtime
duplicatesuppressionduration

integer
optional

Duration in seconds for suppression of identical
messages Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

log-rotationsize

size
optional

Log file size (in bytes) needed to trigger rotation
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

mail-from

mailaddress
optional

The from address of ems mail. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

mail-server

string
optional

The mail server to use when sending mail.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

maxdestinationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notification
destinations in system. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-filtercount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filters in system.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max-filterrule-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filter rules in
system. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max-logshow-size

[1..10000]

integer
optional

Maximum number of events to show. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

maxnotificationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notifications in
system. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max-targetevent-bytes

[10..134217728]

integer
optional

Maximum bytes per event per week. Used by
autosuppression to control growth of log file
size. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

The target upper limit of the event log file size
in bytes. Used by autosuppression to control
growth of log file size. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

proxy-url

string
optional

HTTP/HTTPS proxy URL to use when sending to
REST API destinations. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

proxy-user

string
optional

User name to use for the HTTP/HTTPS proxy
when sending to REST API destinations.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

REST API URL delivery timeout in seconds.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether suppression should be used.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum number of traces kept. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

max-target[1048576..134217728]
log-size

rest-deliverytimeout

[1..1000]

suppression
trace-log-size

[1..10000]

Element definition: ems-destination
EMS destination

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ems-destination-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-destination object.
Name

Range

emsdestination-key
error-code

Type

Description

ems-destination- The keys for the ems-destination object to which the
info
deletion applies.
[0..2^321]

error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-destination-info

[top]

EMS Destination Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
hideparameters
mail

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Hide parameter values? Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

mailThe e-mail address to which events are sent. Attributes: optional-foraddress[]
create, modifiable
optional

name

string
optional

The name of the EMS destination. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

snmp

remoteip[]
optional

The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

snmpcommunity

string
optional

The SNMP community name. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

syslog

remoteip[]
optional

The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

syslogfacility

syslogfacility
optional

The syslog logging facility. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: ems-destination-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-destination object.
Name

Range

Type

emsdestinationkey
error-code

Description

The keys for the ems-destination object to which the
emsdestination-info modify operation applies.
[0..2^321]

error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-event-filter-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-filter object.
Name

Range

ems-event-filterkey
error-code

Type
eventfilter

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

error-message

string
optional

Description
The keys for the ems-event-filter object to which the
operation applies.
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-destination-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notificationdestination object.
Name

Range

ems-eventnotificationdestination-key
error-code
error-message

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

eventnotificationdestination

The keys for the ems-event-notificationdestination object to which the operation applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an
error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-destination-modify-iter-info
Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notificationdestination object.

[top]

Name

Range

ems-eventnotificationdestination-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

eventnotificationdestination

The keys for the ems-event-notification-destination
object to which the modify operation applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notification
object.
Name

Range

ems-eventnotification-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

eventnotification

The keys for the ems-event-notification object to which
the deletion applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notification
object.
Name

Range

ems-eventnotification-key
error-code

Type

Description

eventThe keys for the ems-event-notification object to which
notification the modify operation applies.
[0..2^321]

error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-id

[top]

EMS Id
[none]

Element definition: ems-mail-history-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-mail-history
object.
Name

Range

ems-mailhistory-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

ems-mailhistory-info

The keys for the ems-mail-history object to which the
deletion applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-mail-history-info

[top]

EMS Mail History Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
drops-sinceprevious-time
mail-address

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Number of drops since previous transmission. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

mailaddress[] The mail address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

message

string
optional

The alert message. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

message-name

ems-id
optional

The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

previous-time
seq-num
time

datetime Previous transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
seqnum
optional

The message sequence number. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

datetime The mail transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: ems-message-info
EMS Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Message EMS severity. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"node_fault" - A data corruption has been detected or the
node is unable to provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service has been
detected, typically a transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been detected which
is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been detected which is
not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically suppressed
from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity, selected at runtime

emsseverity

emsseverity
optional

event

string
optional

The EMS event. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

event-xml- [0..2^32len
1]

integer
optional

EMS event XML length in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

filter-name

string
optional

Name of the filter to apply on events. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

The emitted message's kernel generation number. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

kernel-seq- [0..2^64num
1]

integer
optional

The emitted message's kernel sequence number. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

messagename

ems-id
optional

The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name
optional

kernel-gen

num[0..2^32suppressed1]
since-last
parameters
seq-num

integer
optional

Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
Number of times suppressed since last time the event was
logged. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

parameter[]
Event parameter's name and value.
optional
seqnum
optional

The message sequence number. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Message severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and 'warning'
severities are no longer supported. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

severity

eventseverity
optional

"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,

"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information
source

string
optional

The emitted message's source. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

time

datetime
optional

The time of message emission. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Version number of the event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

[0..2^321]

Element definition: ems-routing-info

[top]

EMS Routing Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

action

string
optional

The corrective action. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

description

string
optional

The event description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

emsdestination[] The event destinations. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

destinations
frequency- [0..2^32threshold
1]
messagename

integer
optional

Number of times an event occurs before a repeat notification of
the event is sent. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ems-id
optional

The name of the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The event severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and
'warning' severities are no longer supported. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information

severity

eventseverity
optional

snmpsupport

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not the event supports SNMP traps.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Minimum number of seconds between repeat notifications of an
event. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

timethreshold

[0..2^321]

Element definition: ems-routing-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-routing object.
Name

Range

ems-routingkey
error-code

Type

Description

ems-routing- The keys for the ems-routing object to which the modify
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-snmp-history-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-snmp-history
object.
Name

Range

ems-snmphistory-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

ems-snmphistory-info

The keys for the ems-snmp-history object to which the
deletion applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-snmp-history-info

[top]

EMS SNMP History Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
drops-sinceprevious-time

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Number of drops since previous transmission. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

message

string
The alert message. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

message-name

ems-id The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node

nodeNode emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, requiredname
for-create, non-modifiable
optional

previous-time

datetime Previous transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

seq-num

seqnum The message sequence number. Attributes: key, requiredoptional for-create, non-modifiable
string[] The SNMP client address. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

snmp-address

datetime The SNMP transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

time

Element definition: ems-status-info

[top]

EMS Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

accumulated- [0..2^32bytes
1]

change-since

Type

Description

integer
optional

The total number of bytes the event has accumulated in the
log file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

The algorithm to determine which events are considered
chatter is run periodically. The change-since parameter
indicates whether the event has been posted since the last
time the chatter determination algorithm has run. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

drops

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been dropped. An event is
dropped if it is suppressed or has exceeded incoming rate
limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

indications

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been posted. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether the event is considered chatter, and therefore
subject to autosuppression. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-chatter

[0..2^64- integer[]
optional
1]

24-hour histogram. Number of times the event was posted in
the last day. The histogram is divided into 24 buckets, each
bucket collecting one hour. The buckets are displayed in
reverse chronological order (most recent first). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-hourhistogram

[0..2^64- integer[]
optional
1]

60-minute histogram. Number of times the event was posted
in the last hour. The histogram is divided into sixty buckets,
each bucket collecting one minute. The buckets are displayed
in reverse chronological order (most recent first). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-timedropped

datetime
optional

last-dayhistogram

Time the event was most recently posted and suppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-timeoccurred

datetime
optional

Time the event was most recently posted. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

last-timeprocessed

datetime
optional

Time the event was most recently posted and not
suppressed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-weekhistogram

[0..2^64- integer[]
optional
1]
ems-id
optional

message-name

The message name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
num-asupdropped

7-day histogram. Number of times the event was posted in
the last week. The histogram is divided into 7 buckets, each
bucket collecting one day. The buckets are displayed in
reverse chronological order (most recent first). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for AutoSupport has
been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num[0..2^32autosuppressed
1]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been autosuppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-console- [0..2^64dropped
1]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for console output has
been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-dupsuppressed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-dupsuppressedafter-120s

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated after 120 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
120s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 120 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
30s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 30 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
60s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 60 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
90s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 90 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-emaildropped

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for an email destination
has been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-loggerdropped

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been dropped by the logger.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-mgwddropped

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for Management
Gateway has been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-ratelimited

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been rate limited. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-routerdropped

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been dropped by the EMS
router. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

numsuppressedsince-last

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times suppressed since last time logged.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-timersuppressed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been timer suppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

probability

[0..100]

integer
optional

Probability of an event being suppressed via autosuppress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The severity of the event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

severity

emsseverity
optional

stat-startingtime

datetime
optional

"node_fault" - A data corruption has been detected or
the node is unable to provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service has been
detected, typically a transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been detected
which is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been detected which
is not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does not indicate
a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate
a fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically suppressed
from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity, selected at
runtime
Time the event was first posted. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: emsseverity

[top]

NODE_FAULT|SVC_FAULT|NODE_ERROR|SVC_ERROR|WARNING|NOTICE|INFO|DEBUG|VAR Possible
values:
"node_fault" - A data corruption has been detected or the node is unable to provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service has been detected, typically a transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been detected which is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been detected which is not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically suppressed from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity, selected at runtime
[none]

Element definition: event-catalog-info
Event catalog information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

action

string
optional

The corrective action. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

deprecated

boolean
optional

The flag that indicates whether or not the event is deprecated.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

description

string
optional

The event description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filter-name

string
optional

Filter Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

messagename

ems-id
optional

The name of the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Severity
Possible values:
'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information

string
optional

severity

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of SNMP trap. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
snmptrap-type

snmptraptypes
optional

"standard" - Standard SNMP traps,
"built_in" - Built-in SNMP traps,
"severity_based" - Severity based SNMP traps

Element definition: event-filter

[top]

Event filter creation. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

eventfilter-

eventfilterrule- List of rules added to each filter.

Description

rule

info[]
optional
Filter Name. The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and must be in
string the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters are
optional _(underscore) and -(hyphen). Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

filtername

Element definition: event-notification

[top]

Event notifications. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Description

string[] List of Event Notification Destinations Attributes: required-for-create,
optional modifiable

destinations

string
Event Filter Name Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

filter-name
id

Type

[0..2^32- integer Event Notification ID Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: event-notification-destination
Event notification destinations. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

Use this field and certificate-serial to specify the client certificate to use
string
when being authenticated by the REST API server. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

certificateserial

Use this field and certificate-authority to specify the client certificate to use
string
when being authenticated by the REST API server. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

string

Use this field to specify an email destination. Note: Each destination name
can only be associated with either an email destination or a syslog
destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only through the

[top]

email

optional 'system snmp traphost' command and they are associated with the default
destination name 'snmp-traphost'. The format of the email destination is
as per RFC standard. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Destination Name.The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and
string must be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters
optional are _(underscore) and -(hyphen). Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

name

Use this field to specify REST API server URL to which event notifications
string
will be sent. Enter the full URL, which must start either with an http:// or
optional
https:// prefix. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rest-apiurl

Use this field to specify a syslog destination. Note: Each destination name
can only be associated with either an email destination or a syslog
string destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only through the
optional 'system snmp traphost' command and they are associated with the default
destination name 'snmp-traphost'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

syslog

Element definition: event-notification-destination-info
Event notification destinations. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

string Issuing Certificate Authority (CA) of client certificate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

certificateserial

string Serial number of certificate in hexadecimal format. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

destination

string[] An output field to view the destination. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

iscertificatevalid

This field indicates whether the client certificate specified by the
boolean certificate-authority and certificate-serial fields is valid. If not, and if the
optional REST API server requires client authentication, event messages will not be
sent to the server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-serverca-present

This field indicates whether certificates of the server-ca type exist in the
boolean system. If not, event messages will not be sent to a rest-api type
optional destination having an HTTPS URL. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

name

Destination Name.The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and
string must be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters
optional are _(underscore) and -(hyphen). Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
An output field to view the type of the destination. The type could be one
of email, syslog, REST API server URL or SNMP. SNMP destinations are
displayed under the default destination name 'snmp-traphost'. The SNMP
destinations associated with 'snmp-traphost' can be created/updated only

[top]

type

through the 'system snmp traphost' command. Attributes: non-creatable,
string non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"snmp" - SNMP destination,
"email" - Email destination,
"syslog" - Syslog Destination,
"rest_api" - REST API URL Destination

Element definition: event-notification-history-info

[top]

Event notification history info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

event

string
optional

The EMS event. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

messagename

ems-id
optional

The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

seq-num

seqnum
optional

The message sequence number. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Severity
Possible values:

severity

string
optional

'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time

datetime The time of message emission. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: event-rule-type
include|exclude Possible values:
"include" - Event(s) matching this rule is included in the specified filter,

[top]

"exclude" - Event(s) matching this rule is excluded in the specified filter
[none]

Element definition: eventseverity

[top]

EMERGENCY|ALERT|ERROR|NOTICE|INFORMATIONAL|DEBUG Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information
[none]

Element definition: mail-address

[top]

E-mail Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: param

[top]

one parameter required by the event.
[none]

Element definition: remote-ip
Remote IP Address

[top]

[none]

Element definition: seqnum

[top]

Reverse-ordered Integer Range : [0..2^64-1].
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: syslog-facility

[top]

The syslog facility.
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: ems-destination

[top]

EMS destination
[none]

Element definition: ems-destination-info
EMS Destination Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

hideparameters
mail

boolean
optional

Description
Hide parameter values? Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

mailThe e-mail address to which events are sent. Attributes: optional-foraddress[]
create, modifiable
optional

name

string
optional

The name of the EMS destination. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

snmp

remoteip[]
optional

The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

snmpcommunity

string
optional

The SNMP community name. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

syslog

remoteip[]
optional

The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

syslogfacility

syslogfacility
optional

The syslog logging facility. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: ems-id

[top]

EMS Id
[none]

Element definition: ems-routing-info

[top]

EMS Routing Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
action

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The corrective action. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

description

The event description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

emsdestination[] The event destinations. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

destinations
frequency- [0..2^32threshold
1]
messagename

integer
optional

Number of times an event occurs before a repeat notification of
the event is sent. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ems-id
optional

The name of the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The event severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and
'warning' severities are no longer supported. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information

severity

eventseverity
optional

snmpsupport

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not the event supports SNMP traps.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Minimum number of seconds between repeat notifications of an
event. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

timethreshold

[0..2^321]

Element definition: event-filter-rule-info

[top]

List of rules added to each filter.
Name

Range

messagename
position

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

string
optional

Message Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Rule Position Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Severity
Possible values:

severity

string[]
optional

'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information,
'*' - All of the above
Default:* Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
SNMP Trap Type
Possible values:

snmp-traptype

string[]
optional

'standard' - Standard SNMP traps,
'built-in' - Built-in SNMP traps,

'severity-based' - Severity based SNMP traps
'*' - All of the above
Default: * Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Rule Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
type

event-ruletype
optional

"include" - Event(s) matching this rule is included in the
specified filter,
"exclude" - Event(s) matching this rule is excluded in the
specified filter

Element definition: event-rule-type

[top]

include|exclude Possible values:
"include" - Event(s) matching this rule is included in the specified filter,
"exclude" - Event(s) matching this rule is excluded in the specified filter
[none]

Element definition: eventseverity

[top]

EMERGENCY|ALERT|ERROR|NOTICE|INFORMATIONAL|DEBUG Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information
[none]

Element definition: mail-address

[top]

E-mail Address
[none]

Element definition: parameter

[top]

Event parameter's name and value.
Name Range

Type

Description

name

string
List of event parameter names. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

value

string
List of event parameter values. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: remote-ip

[top]

Remote IP Address
[none]

Element definition: snmptraptypes

[top]

Standard|Built-in|Severity-based Possible values:
"standard" - Standard SNMP traps,
"built_in" - Built-in SNMP traps,
"severity_based" - Severity based SNMP traps
[none]

Element definition: syslog-facility

[top]

The syslog facility.
[none]

Element definition: ems-destination

[top]

EMS destination
[none]

Element definition: ems-id
EMS Id

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: environment
environment-sensorsget-iter

Environmental subsystem is a module to monitor the system's
environmental states by reading the hardware sensors on various
components. According to the states of the sensors, the
subsystem will take actions based on a predefined environmental
policy. This category contains the APIs for the environmental
subsystem.

environment-sensors-get-iter

[top]

Returns the sensors information from the environmental subsystem.
Input Name

Range

sensor-stateDiscrete-valued sensor state
enum
optional

discretesensor-state
[1..2^321]

string
optional

sensor-name

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
300

Name of the sensor in the environmental subsystem. The
maximum length of the sensor name is 32

sensor-typeType of the sensor. See sensor-type-enum for possible values
enum
optional

sensor-type

string
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

sensor-stateThreshold-based sensor state
enum
optional

thresholdsensor-state
Range

Type

Description

environmentsensorsThe list of attributes of environment objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
environmentbe specified on any number of attributes in the environment
sensors-info
object. All environment objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
environmentall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
sensors-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
environment objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: environment-sensors-info

[top]

Environment Sensor Info. The environmental subsystem monitors a set of hardware sensors in the
system. Each sensor represents a pair of state and value that can be measured to reflect the physical
state of device(s). Based on the values the sensors represent, the sensors can be grouped to discretevalued sensors and threshold-based sensors. The discrete-valued sensors have a set of discrete values
that represent states of sensors. The threshold-based sensors have a numeral value that represnts a
value on an axis, and may have a set of thresholds (points on that axis) are used to define the state of
the sensor (ranging from critically low to critically high). This typedef defines the information for both
groups of sensors. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

critical[-2^31..2^31- integer
Critical high threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
highoptional
1]
threshold
critical[-2^31..2^31- integer
lowCritical low threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
threshold
Discrete-valued sensor state Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

discretesensorstate

sensorstateenum
optional

"normal" - The device is normal,
"warn-low" - The device state is lower than the warning low
threshold and higher than the critical low threshold,
"warn-high" - The device state is higher than the warning
high threshold and lower than the critical high threshold,
"crit-low" - The device state is lower than the critical low
threshold,
"crit-high" - The device state is higher than the critical
higher threshold,
"disabled" - The sensor is disabled, only available for SPbased filers,
"uninitialized" - The sensor is not yet initialized, only
available for SP-based filers,
"init-failed" - The sensor failed to initialize, only available for
SP-based filers,
"not-available" - The sensor is temporarily not able to report
status, only available for SP-based filers,
"invalid" - The status returned from the sensor is not valid,
only available for SP-based filers,
"retry" - The sensor is in the rety state, only available for
non SP-based filers,
"bad" - The device is bad, only available for non SP-based
filers,
"not-present" - The device is not present, only available for

non SP-based filers,
"failed" - The sensor failed to report status,
"ignored" - The sensor state is ignored, only available for
SP-based filers,
"unknown" - The sensor state is uknown
discretesensorvalue
nodename
sensorname

string Discrete-valued sensor value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
nodeNode name the sensor is associated with Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Name of the sensor in the environmental subsystem. The
string
maximum length of the sensor name is 32 Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
Type of the sensor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sensortype

sensortypeenum
optional

"fan" - FAN RPM sensors,
"thermal" - Temerature sensors,
"voltage" - Voltage measurement sensors,
"current" - Current measurement sensors,
"battery-life" - Sensors report battery life,
"discrete" - Discrete sensors,
"fru" - FRU sensors,
"nvmem" - Sensors on the NVMEM module,
"counter" - Sensors report in counters,
"minutes" - Sensors report by minutes,
"percent" - Sensors report in percentage,
"agent" - Sensors on or throught the Agent device,
"unknown" - Unknown sensors
Threshold-based sensor state Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

thresholdsensorstate

sensorstateenum
optional

"normal" - The device is normal,
"warn-low" - The device state is lower than the warning low
threshold and higher than the critical low threshold,
"warn-high" - The device state is higher than the warning
high threshold and lower than the critical high threshold,
"crit-low" - The device state is lower than the critical low
threshold,
"crit-high" - The device state is higher than the critical
higher threshold,
"disabled" - The sensor is disabled, only available for SPbased filers,
"uninitialized" - The sensor is not yet initialized, only
available for SP-based filers,
"init-failed" - The sensor failed to initialize, only available for
SP-based filers,
"not-available" - The sensor is temporarily not able to report
status, only available for SP-based filers,
"invalid" - The status returned from the sensor is not valid,
only available for SP-based filers,
"retry" - The sensor is in the rety state, only available for
non SP-based filers,
"bad" - The device is bad, only available for non SP-based
filers,
"not-present" - The device is not present, only available for
non SP-based filers,

"failed" - The sensor failed to report status,
"ignored" - The sensor state is ignored, only available for
SP-based filers,
"unknown" - The sensor state is uknown
threshold[-2^31..2^31- integer Threshold-based sensor value Attributes: non-creatable, nonsensoroptional modifiable
1]
value
valueunits

The units of the threshold-based sensor value. More than 90
string possible unit types. Refer to the "Sensor Unit Type Codes" in the
optional IPMI spec for possible types. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

warning[-2^31..2^31- integer
Warning high threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
highoptional
1]
threshold
warning[-2^31..2^31- integer
lowWarning low threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
threshold

Element definition: sensor-state-enum

[top]

normal|warn-low|warn-high|crit-low|crit-high|disabled|uninitialized|init-failed|notavailable|invalid|retry|bad|not-present|failed|ignored|fault|unknown Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warn_low" ,
"warn_high" ,
"crit_low" ,
"crit_high" ,
"disabled" ,
"uninitialized" ,
"init_failed" ,
"not_available" ,
"invalid" ,
"retry" ,
"bad" ,
"not_present" ,
"failed" ,
"ignored" ,
"fault" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: sensor-type-enum
fan|thermal|voltage|current|battery-life|discrete|fru|nvmem|counter|minutes|percent|agent|unknown
Possible values:
"fan" ,
"thermal" ,

[top]

"voltage" ,
"current" ,
"battery_life" ,
"discrete" ,
"fru" ,
"nvmem" ,
"counter" ,
"minutes" ,
"percent" ,
"agent" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: exports
export-check-access-getiter
export-policy-create
export-policy-destroy
export-policy-get
export-policy-get-iter
export-policy-rename
export-rule-addclientmatches
export-rule-create
export-rule-destroy
export-rule-get
export-rule-get-createdefaults
export-rule-get-iter
export-rule-modify
export-rule-removeclientmatches
export-rule-set-index
exports-access-cache-allvservers-get
exports-access-cache-allvservers-modify
exports-access-cacheconfig-get
exports-access-cacheconfig-get-iter
exports-access-cacheconfig-modify

This set of ZAPIs allows managing Export policies and rules for
NFSv2, NFSv3, NFSv4, and CIFS protocols. Contains methods to
create, modify, delete, and obtain information about Export
policies and rules in a cluster. FlexGroups do not support Export
policies that allow NFSv4 protocol access.

export-check-access-get-iter

[top]

Shows the access information for supplied client
Input Name
access-type
authenticationmethod
client-ip
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

exportaccess- Access Rights to Check for
rights
securityAuthentication Method
flavor
ipClient IP Address
address
exportcheckinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
1]
optional 20
accessProtocol
protocol

protocol

exportcheckinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
string
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nextoptional
tag' obtained from the previous call.

tag

volumeVolume Name
name

volume
Output Name

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Client access check
information object. All Client access check information objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Range

Type

Description

attributes-list

exportcheckThe list of attributes of Client access check information objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Client
optional access check information objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

export-policy-create

[top]

Create an Export policy configuration.
Input Name Range
policy-name
returnrecord
Output Name Range
result

Type

Description

export-policyExport policy name.
name
boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Export policy configuration. on
successful creation. Default: false

Type

Description

export-policyThe Export policy configuration. created (keys or the entire object
info
if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

export-policy-destroy
Delete an Export policy configuration.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

export-policy-name Export policy name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-policy-get

[top]

Get an Export policy configuration.
Input Name Range

Type
exportpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

exportpolicy- Export policy name.
name

policy-name

Output Name Range

Type

Description

exportpolicy- The attributes of the Export policy configuration..
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

export-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get a group of Export policy configurations.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

exportpolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

exportpolicyinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

exportpolicyThe list of attributes of Export policy configuration. objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Export
optional policy configuration. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Export policy
configuration. object. All Export policy configuration. objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

export-policy-rename

[top]

Rename an Export policy
Input Name

Range

new-policy-name

Type

Description

export-policy-name New Export policy name.

policy-name

export-policy-name Export policy name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-add-clientmatches

[top]

Add list of clientmatch strings to an existing export-policy rule
Input Name

Range

clientmatches
policy-name
rule-index

Type

Description

string

List of Clientmatch Strings to Add

export-policy-name Export policy name.
[0..2^32-1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

integer

Export policy rule index.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-create

[top]

Create an Export rule configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

anonymoususer-id

string
optional

client-match

string

exportchown-mode

exportchownmode
optional

export-ntfsunixsecurity-ops

Description
User name or ID to which anonymous users are mapped.
Default value is '65534'.
List of client match specifications for Export rule. The
clients specified are enforced with this Export rule. The rule
with the higher rule index value takes precedence.
Change ownership mode. Possible values are 'restricted',
'unrestricted'. Default value is 'restricted'.

exportntfsunixsecops Ignore/Fail unix security operations on NTFS volumes.
optional
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail'. Default value is 'fail'.

is-allowdev-isenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFS server will allow creation of devices.
Default value is 'true'.

is-allow-setuid-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFS server will honor SetUID bits in SETATTR
operation. Default value is 'true'.

policy-name

export-policy-name Export policy name.

protocol

access-protocol[]
optional

Client access protocol. Default value is 'any'.

ro-rule

security-flavor[]

Rule for read-only access.

rule-index

integer
optional

Export rule index. A next available value is assigned if no
value is provided during create else the rule is inserted at
the given rule index position in the export-rule table.

rw-rule

security-flavor[]

Rule for read-write access.

super-usersecurity

security-flavor[]
optional

Security flavors for the superuser. Default value is 'none'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-destroy

[top]

Delete an Export rule configuration.
Input Name

Range

policy-name
rule-index [0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

export-policy-name Export policy name.
integer

Export rule index.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-get

[top]

Get an Export rule configuration.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

Output Name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

exportpolicy- Export policy name.
name

policy-name
rule-index

Type
exportruleinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer Export rule index.
1]
Range

attributes

Errno

Type

Description

exportrule- The attributes of the Export rule configuration..
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

export-rule-get-create-defaults

[top]

Obtain the default values for Export rule configuration
Input Name Range
attributes

Output Name Range
defaults

Type

Description

exportOptionally specify the value for attributes if available. The default values
rulefor some attributes may depend on the values specified for some other
info
attribute.
optional
Type

Description

exportrule- The default attributes for the Export rule configuration..
info

export-rule-get-iter

[top]

Get a group of Export rule configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

exportruleinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

exportruleinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Export rule
configuration. object. All Export rule configuration. objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

exportruleThe list of attributes of Export rule configuration. objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Export
optional rule configuration. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

export-rule-modify

[top]

Modify an Export rule configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

anonymoususer-id

string
optional

User name or ID to which anonymous users are
mapped. Default value is '65534'.

client-match

string
optional

List of client match specifications for Export rule. The
clients specified are enforced with this Export rule. The
rule with the higher rule index value takes precedence.

exportchown-mode

exportchownmode
optional

export-ntfsunixsecurity-ops
is-allowdev-is-

Change ownership mode. Possible values are
'restricted', 'unrestricted'. Default value is 'restricted'.

exportntfsunixsecops Ignore/Fail unix security operations on NTFS volumes.
optional
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail'. Default value is 'fail'.
boolean

If 'true', the NFS server will allow creation of devices.

enabled
is-allow-setuid-enabled
policy-name

optional

Default value is 'true'.

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFS server will honor SetUID bits in SETATTR
operation. Default value is 'true'.

export-policy-name Export policy name.

protocol

access-protocol[]
optional

Client access protocol. Default value is 'any'.

ro-rule

security-flavor[]
optional

Rule for read-only access.

rule-index

[0..2^321]

integer

Export rule index.

rw-rule

security-flavor[]
optional

Rule for read-write access.

super-usersecurity

security-flavor[]
optional

Security flavors for the superuser. Default value is
'none'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-remove-clientmatches

[top]

Remove clientmatch strings from an existing export-policy rule
Input Name

Range

clientmatches
policy-name
rule-index

Type

Description

string

List of Clientmatch Strings to Remove

export-policy-name Export policy name.
[0..2^32-1]

integer

Errno

Export policy rule index.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-set-index

[top]

Move a rule to the specified index
Input Name

Range

new-rule- [0..2^32index
1]
policyname

Type

Description

integer

New ruleindex value for the Export rule. The rule will be inserted
into the rule-index position in the export-rule table.

exportpolicyname

Export policy name.

rule-index

[0..2^321]

Export policy rule index.

integer

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

exports-access-cache-all-vservers-get

[top]

Get the NFS Exports Access Cache Refresh Periods.This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0.0 and
later.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

accesscacheattributesinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

accesscacheThe attributes of the NFS Exports Access Cache.
attributesinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

exports-access-cache-all-vservers-modify

[top]

Modify the NFS Exports Access Cache Refresh Periods. This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0.0 and
later.
Input Name

Range

harvest-timeout

[60..2592000]

refresh-period-negative

[60..86400]

refresh-period-positive [300..86400]
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Type

Description

integer
Harvest Timeout (Secs)
optional
integer
TTL For Negative Entries (Secs)
optional
integer
TTL For Positive Entries (Secs)
optional

exports-access-cache-config-get

[top]

Get the exports access cache configuration for the given Vserver.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

exportsaccesscacheconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

exportsaccessThe attributes of the Exports Access Cache Configuration.
cacheconfig-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

exports-access-cache-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of Vservers for exports access cache configuration.
Input Name

Range

exportsaccesscacheconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

exportsaccesscacheconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Exports Access Cache
Configuration object. All Exports Access Cache Configuration
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributes-

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
exportsaccesscache-

Description

list

configinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of Exports Access Cache Configuration objects.

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Exports
optional Access Cache Configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

exports-access-cache-config-modify

[top]

Modify the exports access cache configuration for the given Vserver.
Input Name

Range

harvesttimeout

Type

[60..2592000]

ttl-failure

[1..60]

ttl-negative

[60..86400]

Description

integer The timeout in seconds after which unused access cache entries
optional will be deleted. Default value is 36000 seconds
TTL in seconds for access cache entries that failed to fetch
integer
export rules from management gateway. Default value is 5
optional
seconds

ttl-positive [300..86400]

integer TTL in seconds for access cache entries that deny access.
optional Default value is 3600 seconds
integer TTL in seconds for access cache entries that allow access.
optional Default value is 3600 seconds

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: access-cache-attributes-info

[top]

NFS Exports Access Cache Attributes When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

harvest-timeout

[60..2592000]

Type

Description

integer Harvest Timeout (Secs) Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

refresh-periodnegative

[60..86400]

integer TTL For Negative Entries (Secs) Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

refresh-periodpositive

[300..86400]

integer TTL For Positive Entries (Secs) Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: access-protocol

[top]

Client Access Protocol Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
[none]

Element definition: export-access-rights

[top]

read|read-write|denied Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
[none]

Element definition: export-check-info

[top]

Information about the client access. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Access Rights Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

exportaccess-rights
optional

access

exportaccess-rights
optional

access-type

"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
Access Rights to Check for Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
Authentication Method Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security Type
Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data Privacy
Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS

authenticationmethod

securityflavor
optional

client-ip

ip-address
optional

path

string
optional

Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy

string
optional

Export Policy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-owner

string
optional

Export Policy Owner Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Client IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Type of Export Policy Owner Attributes: non-creatable, nonpolicy-owner- modifiable Possible values:
type
"volume" - Volume,
optional
"qtree" - Qtree

policy-ownertype

Protocol Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

accessprotocol
optional

protocol

rule-index
volume
vserver

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
Export Policy Rule Index Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

volume-name Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
vserver-name Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-

optional

modifiable

Element definition: export-policy-info

[top]

Information about the Export policy configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

policy-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Description
Export policy id. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policyname

export-policyname
optional

Export policy name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: export-policy-name

[top]

The name of the export policy
[none]

Element definition: export-rule-info

[top]

Information about the Export rule configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
anonymoususer-id

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
User name or ID to which anonymous users are
mapped. Default value is '65534'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

clientmatch

string
optional

exportchownmode

exportchownmode
optional

List of client match specifications for Export rule. The
clients specified are enforced with this Export rule. The
rule with the higher rule index value takes precedence.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Change ownership mode. Possible values are 'restricted',
'unrestricted'. Default value is 'restricted'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted"

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on NTFS volumes.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail'. Default value is 'fail'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
exportntfsunixsecops values:
optional
"ignore" ,
"fail"

export-ntfsunixsecurity-ops

is-allowdev-isenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFS server will allow creation of devices.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-allowset-uidenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFS server will honor SetUID bits in SETATTR
operation. Default value is 'true'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

export-policy-name Export policy name. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
optional

policy-name

Client access protocol. Default value is 'any'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

access-protocol[]
optional

protocol

"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
Rule for read-only access. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

security-flavor[]
optional

ro-rule

rule-index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security
Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS
Export rule index. Attributes: key, optional-for-create,
non-modifiable
Rule for read-write access. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

rw-rule

"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security
Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS

security-flavor[]
optional

Security flavors for the superuser. Default value is
'none'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

super-usersecurity

security-flavor[]
optional

vservername

string
optional

"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security
Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS
Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: exportchownmode

[top]

restricted|unrestricted Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted"
[none]

Element definition: exportntfsunixsecops
ignore|fail Possible values:
"ignore" ,
"fail"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: exports-access-cache-config-info

[top]

Information about Exports Access Cache Configuration When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The timeout in seconds after which unused access cache entries will
harvestinteger
be deleted. Default value is 36000 seconds Attributes: non[60..2592000]
optional
timeout
creatable, modifiable
ttlfailure

[1..60]

TTL in seconds for access cache entries that failed to fetch export
integer
rules from management gateway. Default value is 5 seconds
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ttlnegative

[60..86400]

integer TTL in seconds for access cache entries that deny access. Default
optional value is 3600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ttlinteger TTL in seconds for access cache entries that allow access. Default
[300..86400]
positive
optional value is 3600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
vserver

string
Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: security-flavor
authentication method Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS
[none]

[top]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: access-protocol

[top]

Client Access Protocol Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
[none]

Element definition: export-access-rights

[top]

read|read-write|denied Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
[none]

Element definition: export-policy-name

[top]

The name of the export policy
[none]

Element definition: policy-owner-type

[top]

volume|qtree Possible values:
"volume" - Volume,
"qtree" - Qtree
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: fc
Data ONTAP supports three separate functions with Fibre channel
controllers:

fc-config-adapter-disable
fc-config-adapter-enable
fc-config-list-info
fc-config-list-iter-end
fc-config-list-iter-next
fc-config-list-iter-start
fc-config-set-adapter-fctype

- Initiator mode for FC storage loops, FC TapeSAN, and OPR
functionality
- Target mode for SAN attach (FCP/Blocks access) functionality
- FC-VI mode for MetroCluster/SlideRuler interconnect
functionality
These three functions are controlled by separate drivers. As DOT
boots, the device driver attached to each FC adapter determines
which function an adapter will support.
The fc-config interface provides a user programmable mechanism
to configure the personality of Fibre channel adapters by
changing what driver attached to the adapter. Not all Fibre
channel adapters support FC configuration.
For more information refer to the "fcadmin config" CLI.

fc-config-adapter-disable

[top]

Call the corresponding adapter driver disable function to bring the adapter offline. Under some
circumstances an adapter can not be put offline. (e.g. when the adapter is being used by the RAID subsystem to provide disks in a volume). In some cases, manual intervention is required. When this
happens, an appropriate error messages is returned.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername
node-name

Description

string FC adapter name (e.g. 0a)
string

Errno

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ENODENOTFOUND

fc-config-adapter-enable
Call the corresponding adapter driver enable function to bring the adapter online. Under some
circumstances an adapter can not be brought online. (e.g. when that adapter is in the UNCONFIGURED

[top]

state, or when there is no cable attached to the adapter port). When this happens, an appropriate error
messages is returned.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername

Description

string FC adapter name (e.g 0a)

node-name

string

Errno

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ENODENOTFOUND

fc-config-list-info

[top]

Iterate over a list of fc objects.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fcattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcconfig specified on any number of attributes in the fc object. All fc objects
optional matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

fcconfig[] The list of attributes of fc objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fc objects
optional to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

Description

EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
ENOTSTARTED
ENODENOTFOUND

fc-config-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate the fc-config-list iteration
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fc-config-list-iter-start.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT

fc-config-list-iter-next

[top]

Obtain a list of FC adapter configuration information. Only provides information for adapters that are
configurable.
Input Name Range

Type

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
adapter-info
records
Errno

Description
Maximum number of entries to retrieve.
Tag from a previous fc-config-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

fc-configList of adapter information
info[]
integer

This tells you how many records are being returned. When this value
is 0, you have retrieved everything.

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT

fc-config-list-iter-start

[top]

Start iteration through the list of adapter configuration information.
Output Name Range Type
records
tag
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

integer

Description
Number of items that have been saved for future retrieval with fc-configlist-iter-next.

string Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.
Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fc-config-set-adapter-fc-type

[top]

fc-config-set-adapter-fc-type changes the adapter driver and/or configuration state. Each configurable
adapter has an adapter-type and adapter-state. The adapter-type indicates which driver is attached to
the adapter, the adapter-state indicates what the configuration state of the adapter is. The fc-type is
used to modify both the adapter-type and the adapter-state. After setting the adapter fc-type a filer
reboot is sometimes needed to make the change effective. Use fc-config-list-info to determine if a filer
reboot is needed.
Input Name Range
adaptername

fc-type

Type

Description

string

FC adapter name (e.g 0a)

string

Sets the type and state of the adapter. Possible inputs:
"unconfigured" - set adapter-type to "initiator" and adapter-state to
UNCONFIGURED
"initiator" - set adapter-type to "initiator" and adapter-state to
CONFIGURED
"target" - set adapter-type to "target" and adapter-state to
CONFIGURED
"vi" - set adapter-type to "vi" and adapter-state to CONFIGURED

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
optional This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

node-name
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ENODENOTFOUND

Element definition: fc-config

[top]

fc config When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-name

Range

Type

Description

string
Adapter name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

adapter-state

string
Adapter current state Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

adapter-status

string
Adapter online status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

adapter-type

string
Adaptaer type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

string
Node name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

pending-fc-type

string
Pending reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fc-config-info
Name
adaptername

Range

Type

[top]

Description

string

FC adapter name (e.g. 0c)

adapterstate

string

Indicates what the adapter configuration state is. Possible values:
"UNDEFINED" - The default state. The adapter has never been configured.
"CONFIGURED" - The adapter port is configured and the adapter is
operational.
"UNCONFIGURED" - The adapter is unconfigured. The initiator driver is
attached, but the adapter is not operational.
"PENDING" - The adapter is waiting for a filer reboot to effect an fc-type
change.
While in the PENDING state the adapter can not be used

adapterstatus

string

Possible values:
"online" - adapter driver is enabled
"offline" - adapter driver is disabled

string

Indicates which driver is attached to the adapter. Possible values:
"initiator" - the storage Initiator driver (default)
"vi" - the FC-VI cluster interconnect driver
"target" - the FCP Target driver

adaptertype
pendingfc-type

string If adapter-state is PENDING, this value tells what the last fc-config-setoptional adapter-fc-type command was.

APIs in Category: fcp
fcp-adapter-clear-partner
fcp-adapter-config-down
fcp-adapter-config-media-type
fcp-adapter-config-up
fcp-adapter-get-iter
fcp-adapter-initiators-list-info
fcp-adapter-list-info
fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-end
fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next
fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start
fcp-adapter-reset-stats
fcp-adapter-set-partner
fcp-adapter-set-speed
fcp-adapter-stats-get-iter
fcp-adapter-stats-list-info
fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-end
fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next
fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-end
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start
fcp-get-cfmode
fcp-initiator-get-iter
fcp-interface-get-iter
fcp-nameserver-get-iter
fcp-node-get-name
fcp-node-set-name
fcp-ping
fcp-ping-igroup-view-get-iter
fcp-ping-info
fcp-ping-initiator-get-iter
fcp-port-name-get-iter
fcp-port-name-list-info
fcp-port-name-set
fcp-port-name-swap
fcp-service-create
fcp-service-destroy
fcp-service-get-iter
fcp-service-start
fcp-service-status
fcp-service-stop
fcp-set-cfmode
fcp-tdz-get-iter
fcp-topology-get-iter
fcp-topology-port-get-iter
fcp-wwpnalias-get-alias-info
fcp-wwpnalias-get-iter
fcp-wwpnalias-remove
fcp-wwpnalias-set

fcp-zone-get-iter

fcp-adapter-clear-partner

[top]

Removes the name of the partner adapter which the local adapter should takeover. Partner adapter
setting is obsolete and this operation is no longer supported.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

string Local FC adapter.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcp-adapter-config-down

[top]

Bring a Fibre Channel target adapter offline. The adapter may not be offline immediately after the call
returns, it may take up to a few seconds for the adapter to change state. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, if the
FCP service is not running then all adapters are automatically offlined. They cannot be brought online
again until FCP service is started. adapter to change state. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, offlining an
adapter will operationally disable all FCP logical interfaces (LIFs) hosted by the adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter
node

Description

string FC adapter to bring offline.
string The name of the storage system node where the adapter is installed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
ENTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-adapter-config-media-type

[top]

Sets the link type on the Fibre Channel target adapter. It can be configured to establish a point-to-point
link, a loop configuration or to automatically sense whether the connection type is a point-to-point or
loop link. Setting the link to point-to-point in a loop configuration can prevent the loop from coming up
properly. If the adapter is online, it must be brought offline and then online in order for a new
mediatype to take effect. This may temporarily disrupt fcp service on the target adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

string FC adapter to bring offline.

Description

media-type

string

Media type to set. Valid values are point-to-point ("ptp"), loop configuration
("loop"), or automatic ("auto").

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
ECLUSTERED
EONTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-adapter-config-up

[top]

Bring a Fibre Channel target adapter online. The adapter may not be online immediately after the call
returns, it may take up to a few seconds for the adapter to initialize. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, if the FCP
service is not running then all adapters are automatically offlined. They cannot be brought online again
until FCP service is started. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, offlining an adapter will operationally disable
all FCP logical interfaces (LIFs) hosted by the adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

string FC adapter to bring online.

node

string The name of the storage system node where the adapter is installed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-adapter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of physical FC adapters.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
fcpconfigadapterinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcpA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
configspecified on any number of attributes in the FC Adapter object. All
adapter-

FC Adapter objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
info
returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

fcpconfigadapter- The list of attributes of FC Adapter objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FC
optional Adapter objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-adapter-initiators-list-info

[top]

Get the list of initiators currently connected to the specified Fibre Channel target adapter, or if none
specified, a list of initiators connected to any FC target adapter. Information returned for each initiator
includes the portname of initiators that are currently logged in with the the FC target adapters. If the
portname is in an initiator group, then the group name is also included. Also the Fibre Channel host
address and the nodename/portname of the initiators are included as well. Connectivity of adapters
running on behalf of partners are not included in the list when requesting for all adapters. If listing for
all adapters and an error occurred for while retrieving connection status for an adapter, status for that
adapter will not be returned, and the API will continue on with the rest of the adapters without erroring
out. You can get the error message for that adapter, by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

fcp-adapter

Output Name Range
fcp-adapters

Type

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

Yes

Adapter to get initiator list for. If no adapter is specified,
information is returned for all initiators connected through any fcp
adapter in the system.
Description

fcp-adapterinitiators- A list of FC adapters containing list of initiators and their aliases.
info[]

Errno

Vfiler-enabled

Description

Description

fcp-adapter-list-info

[top]

Gets information such as nodename/portname and link state about the specified Fibre Channel target
adapter, or if no adapter is specified, about all the FC target adapters.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

fcp-adapter

string
optional

FC target Adapter to get config information for. If no adapter is
specified, information is returned for all FC target Adapters.

partner-only

boolean
optional

This field is obsolete and no longer used beginning with Data
ONTAP 8.0.

verbose

boolean
optional

If specified with "true", additional adapter info is returned. Look at
description of output for what additions.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

fcp-configadapterinfo[]

fcp-configadapters
Errno

List of adapter configuration information.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
ENOADAPTERNOTFOUND
ENOVIRTUALADAPTERS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next

[top]

Return items from a previous call to fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start Information returned for
each nameserver entry include the port identifier, port type, port name, node name, symbolic port
name, symbolic node name, fabric port name, class of service, and registered FC4 types.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
fcp-adapternameserverobjects

Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

fcp-adapternameserver- List of nameserver objects.
object-info[]

records

Errno

The maximum number of entries to retrieve.

integer

This tells you how many records are being returned from this
particular call to fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next When this
value is 0, you have retrieved everything.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start

[top]

Get the fabric nameserver objects the results of which are retrieved by using fcp-adapter-nameserverlist-iter-next. Connectivity of adapters running on behalf of partners are not included in the list when
requesting for all adapters. If listing for all adapters and an error occurs while retrieving connection
status for an adapter, status for that adapter will not be returned and the API will continue on with the
rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get the error message for that adapter, by specifically
specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

fcp-adapter

string Adapter to get nameserver objects for. If no adapter is specified,
optional information is returned for all fcp adapter.

zoned

boolean If true, returns only devices that are zoned to the target adapter.
optional Otherwise, all devices in the fabric are returned. Default is false.

Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iternext.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-reset-stats

[top]

Resets the stats for the specified Fibre Channel Target Adapter. If none specified, reset stats for all FC
adapters.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
FC Target adapter.
optional

fcp-adapter
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

fcp-adapter-set-partner

[top]

Sets the name of the partner adapter which the local adapter should takeover. Partner adapter setting
is obsolete and this operation is no longer supported.
Input Name

Range Type

fcp-adapter

Description

string Local FC adapter.

partner-adapter

string Partner FC adapter to takeover.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcp-adapter-set-speed

[top]

Sets the speed on the Fibre Channel target adapter. It can be configured to run at 1Gb, 2Gb, 4Gb, 8Gb,
10Gb, 16Gb or to auto negotiate. The 10Gb adapter only supports the 10Gb speed. The 16Gb adapter
only supports speeds of 16Gb, 8Gb, and 4Gb. The 8Gb adapter only supports speeds of 8Gb, 4Gb, and
2Gb. The 4Gb adapter only supports speeds of 4Gb, 2Gb, and 1Gb. If the adapter is online it must be
brought offline before setting the speed, and then online in order for a new speed to take effect. This
may temporarily disrupt fcp service on the target adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

string FC Target adapter

node

string The name of the storage system node where the adapter is installed.

speed

string

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL

Link speed (in Gb). Possible values: "1", "2", "4", "8", "10", "16" or "auto"
(auto negotiate speed).
Description

fcp-adapter-stats-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of fcp objects.
Input Name

Range

fcpadapterstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

fcpadapter- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
stats- specified on any number of attributes in the fcp object. All fcp
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fcpadapterstats- The list of attributes of fcp objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fcp
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-adapter-stats-list-info

[top]

Get statistics about the Fibre Channel target adapters. Statistics of adapters running on behalf of
partners are not included in the list when requesting stats for all adapters. If listing stats for all adapters
and an error occurred for while retrieving stats for an adapter, stats for that adapter will not be
returned, and the API will continue on with the rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get
the error message for that adapter, by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range
fcp-adapter
Output Name Range
fcp-adapter-

Type
string
optional
Type
fcp-adapter-

Description
FC target Adapter. If no adapter is specified, statistics for all
the adapters are returned.
Description
List of statistics for FC adapters.

stats

stats-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next

[top]

Return items from a previous call to fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start Information returned for each
switch includes the nodename, logical name, domain identifier, vendor, release version, and port
information. If a port has devices attached to it, then information about each attached device is included
as well.
Input Name Range

Type

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
fcp-adaptertopologyswitches
records

Errno

Description
The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

fcp-adaptertopology- Information about the connected FC switch.
switch-info[]
integer

This tells you how many records are being returned from this
particular call to fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next When this
value is 0, you have retrieved everything.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start

[top]

Get the fabric topology for one or more switches the results of which are retrieved by using fcp-adaptertopology-list-iter-next. Connectivity of adapters running on behalf of partners are not included in the list
when requesting for all adapters. If listing for all adapters and an error occurs while retrieving
connection status for an adapter, information for that adapter will not be returned and the API will
continue on with the rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get the error message for that
adapter, by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string Adapter to get topology information for. If no adapter is specified,
optional information is returned for all fcp adapter.

fcp-adapter
verbose

boolean If true, returns verbose information including port information about
optional each switch in the fabric. Default is true.

zoned

boolean If true, returns only devices in the fabric that are zoned to the target
optional adapter. Default is false.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

records

integer

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next.

tag

string

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to fcp-adapter-topology-list-iternext.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next

[top]

Return items from a previous call to fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start Information returned for each zone
entry include the active zone set name, the zone name, and the zone members.
Input Name Range

Type

maximum

integer

tag

string

Description
The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range: [0..2^32-1]
Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range
fcp-adapterzones

records

Errno

Type

Description

fcpadapterList of zone entries.
zoneinfo[]
integer

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
call to fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range: [0..2^32-1]

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start

[top]

Get the active zone set information from the zone server. The results can then be retrieved by using
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next. Connectivity of adapters running on behalf of partners is not included in
the list when requesting for all adapters. If listing for all adapters and an error occurs while retrieving
connection status for an adapter, status for that adapter will not be returned and the API will continue
on with the rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get the error message for that adapter,
by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range
fcp-adapter
Output Name Range
records
tag

Type

Description

string Adapter to get zone information for. If no adapter is specified,
optional information is returned for all fcp adapter.
Type

Description

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
integer
retrieval with fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next. Range: [0..2^32-1]
string

Errno

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-get-cfmode

[top]

Get the current cfmode setting for the system.
Output Name Range Type
fcp-cfmode

Description

string Current FCP cfmode setting. Possible values: single_image, unknown

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED

fcp-initiator-get-iter

[top]

List all initiators connected to FCP target LIFs.
Input Name

Range

fcpadapterinitiatorsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

fcpadapterinitiatorsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the connected FCP
initiator object. All connected FCP initiator objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fcpadapterinitiators- The list of attributes of connected FCP initiator objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional connected FCP initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of FCP Target Logical Interfaces (LIF).
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

fcpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
interface- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcpinterfaceinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fcpinterfaceThe list of attributes of FCP data LIF objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP
string
optional data LIF objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the FCP data LIF object.
All FCP data LIF objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-nameserver-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the fabric name server database.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

next-tag

fcpnameserverinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

tag

attributeslist

Description

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcpspecified on any number of attributes in the Shows entries in
nameserverthe fabric name server database. object. All Shows entries in
info
the fabric name server database. objects matching this query
optional
up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

fcpnameserver- The list of attributes of Shows entries in the fabric name server
database. objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Shows entries in the fabric name server database. objects to

return.
[0..2^32num-records
1]
Errno

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-node-get-name

[top]

Get the current FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN). This WWNN name is in the form
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the WWNN
of the individual storage system. In "single_image" cfmode, the WWNN of the system and its high
availability partner will be the same. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the WWNN of the Vserver FCP
Service.
Output Name Range Type
node-name

Description

string Current FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcp-node-set-name

[top]

Set the current FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN). This WWNN is in the form
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit. The provided WWNN must also be within
one of the allowed vendor-registered namespaces unless the force parameter is specified. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, all Fibre Channel adapters must be offline. The allowed vendor namespace is
"50:0a:09:80:8X:XX:XX". Changes will take place when the adapters are brought online. In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the FCP service must be offline. The allowed vendor namespace is one of
following:
2X:XX:00:a0:98:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:00:a0:b8:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:d0:39:ea:XX:XX:XX
Changes will take place when the service is brought online.
Input Name Range
force
node-name

Type

Description

If true, allow setting the WWNN to a value outside the vendor's registered
boolean
namespace for the current mode. If false or not present, the request will
optional
fail unless the supplied WWNN is inside the correct namespace.
string

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EALREADYSTARTED
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

FCP World Wide Node Name.
Description

EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-ping

[top]

Send an ELS ECHO frame to a Fibre Channel address or WWPN. EHOSTNOTFOUND is returned if the
WWPN cannot be resolved. EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN is returned if the address cannot be pinged.
Input Name Range

Type

fcp-adapter

string

Description
Adapter to send the ping request from.

string Additional data to send in the payload of the ELS ECHO frame. The
optional payload can be up to 248 characters long.

payload
port-id-orwwpn

string

Errno

The Fibre Channel address or the WWPN to ping. The format of a Fibre
channel address is a hexadecimal or numeric value with the range
[0..2^24-1]. The format of a WWPN is XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where
X is a hexadecimal digit.
Description

EHOSTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-ping-igroup-view-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of FCP ping igroup results objects.
Input Name

Range

fcppingigroupstatusinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcppingigroupstatusinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the FCP ping igroup results
object. All FCP ping igroup results objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
fcp-

Description

pingigroupThe list of attributes of FCP ping igroup results objects.
statusinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP ping
optional igroup results objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-ping-info

[top]

Send an ELS ECHO frame to a Fibre Channel address or WWPN. The API pings the address or WWPN
count times and returns the number of successful pings and times. EHOSTNOTFOUND is returned if the
WWPN cannot be resolved. EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN is returned if the address cannot be pinged. The
interval between ping attempts is 1 second.
Input Name Range

Type

fcp-adapter

string

payload
ping-count
port-id-orwwpn

Output Name Range
framesreceived

Description
Adapter to send the ping request from.

string Additional data to send in the payload of the ELS ECHO frame. The
optional payload can be up to 248 characters long.
integer
The number of pings. Default is 3. Range: [1..16]
optional
string

The Fibre Channel address or the WWPN to ping. The format of a Fibre
channel address is a hexadecimal or numeric value with the range
[0..2^24-1]. The format of a WWPN is XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX
where X is a hexadecimal digit.

Type

Description

integer The number of frames received. The number of frames lost is the
optional frames-transmitted minus frames-received. Range: [0..16]

framestransmitted

integer Number of frames transmitted. Should be equal to ping-count. Range:
optional [1..16]

round-tripmaximumtime

Maximum time in microseconds for a round trip between the target
integer
adapter and the destination if frames-received is greater than zero.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

round-tripmean-time

Mean time in microseconds for a round trip between the target adapter
integer
and the destination if frames-received is greater than zero. Range:
optional
[0..2^31-1]

round-tripminimumtime

Minimum time in microseconds for a round trip between the target
integer
adapter and the destination if frames-received is greater than zero.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

Errno
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL

Description

fcp-ping-initiator-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of FCP ping by FCP initiator objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

fcppingstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

fcppingstatusinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the FCP ping by FCP
initiator object. All FCP ping by FCP initiator objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fcppingstatus- The list of attributes of FCP ping by FCP initiator objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP ping
optional by FCP initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-port-name-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of valid Fibre Channel target port names on a Vserver's FCP LIFs.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

fcpportnameinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcp-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
portspecified on any number of attributes in the Fibre Channel target
nameport name object. All Fibre Channel target port name objects
info
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

fcpportname- The list of attributes of Fibre Channel target port name objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Fibre
optional Channel target port name objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-port-name-list-info

[top]

Get the list of valid Fibre Channel target port names on a filer's local adapters. The filer needs to be in
standby or single_image cfmode.
Input Name Range

Type
boolean
optional

verbose
Output Name Range
fcp-portnames

Type

Description
If specified with "true", unused port names are also reported.
Default value is "false".
Description

fcp-port-nameList of valid local port names and associated adapters.
info[]

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

fcp-port-name-set

[top]

Set a valid but unused port name on a Fibre Channel target interface.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

FCP target interface to set the WWPN on. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the name
string of a local adapter in standby single_image cfmode. In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, the name of an FCP data LIF in the vserver.

port-name

string WWPN to be set on the interface. It has to be a valid and unused one.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EINTERNALERROR
EALREADYSTARTED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-port-name-swap

[top]

Swap port names of two local Fibre Channel target adapters.
Input Name Range Type

Description

fcpadapter-1

string

One of the adapters to swap their port names. It has to be a local adapter in
standby or single_image cfmode.

fcpadapter-2

string

One of the adapters to swap their port names. It has to be a local adapter in
standby or single_image cfmode.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EINTERNALERROR
EALREADYSTARTED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-service-create

[top]

Create an FCP Service in a Vserver. Each Vserver requires an online FCP Service in order to serve data
via the Fibre Channel protocol.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
If true, allow setting the WWNN to a value outside the vendor's
registered namespaces. If false, the node-name must match one of the
following namespaces:

force-nodename

boolean
optional

2X:XX:00:a0:98:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:00:a0:b8:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:d0:39:ea:XX:XX:XX
. The default i false.

node-name

string The FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN) for the FCP service. If not
optional provided, one will be auto-generated.

Determine the initial state of the FCP Service. If true, the service will be
boolean automatically started after creation completes. If false, the service will
optional be left in the stopped state and the caller must subsequently call fcpservice-start to start the service. The default is true.

start

Output Name Range
node-name

Type
string

Description
The world-wide node name (WWNN) of the FCP target in the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
FCP

fcp-service-destroy

[top]

Destroy the FCP Service in a Vserver.

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
FCP

fcp-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of FCP Services.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

fcpserviceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcp-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

service- specified on any number of attributes in the FCP Service object. All
info
FCP Service objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

fcpserviceThe list of attributes of FCP Service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP
optional Service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-service-start

[top]

Starts FCP service. When FCP service is started, the adapters are brought online. The service will be
available once the call returns with success. The adapters however, may not be available immediately
after the call, it may take up to a few seconds for the adapters to initialize.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EALREADYSTARTED
VDISK_ERROR_CFMODE_MISMATCH
VDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EREVERTINPROGRESS
VDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_WWNN_MISMATCH_FOR_SSI
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-service-status

[top]

Get status of the FCP service, whether or not it is running.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

is-available

boolean "true" if FCP service is running, "false" otherwise.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-service-stop

[top]

Stops FCP service. When FCP service is stopped, the adapters are brought offline. The service will be
unavailable once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTSTARTED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-set-cfmode

[top]

Set the current cfmode setting for the system. This setting controls how the cluster behaves during a
takeover/giveback. It also controls if the filer should use multiple virtual target adapters per physical
target adapter. fcp service must be stopped before executing this API. The only valid value for cfmode is
'single_image' If cfmode is set to 'single_image' the filer connects to the FC fabric in ptp mode by
default but is configurable, and all luns in the cluster are visible on all FC target ports. In this mode all
hosts require multipathing software. When setting the cfmode to 'single_image' configuration checks are
performed. If these checks fail an EPERM error will be returned. See the lun-config-check-single-imageinfo API for more information.
Input Name Range

Type

fcp-cfmode

string

Description
Set current cfmode setting. Possible values: single_image

boolean
Forcibly change the cfmode, overriding cluster partner checks. Obsolete.
optional

force
Errno

Description

ENOTCLUSTERED
ESERVICENOTSTOPPED
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_IN_TAKEOVER

fcp-tdz-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the tdz database.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fcp-tdzattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcp-tdz- specified on any number of attributes in the Shows entries in the
info
fabric tdz database. object. All Shows entries in the fabric tdz
optional database. objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

fcp-tdzThe list of attributes of Shows entries in the fabric tdz database.
info[]
objects.
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Shows
optional entries in the fabric tdz database. objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-topology-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of FCP topology interconnect elements.
Input Name

Range

fcptopologyinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcpspecified on any number of attributes in the Show FCP topology
topologyinterconnect elements. object. All Show FCP topology interconnect
info
elements. objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

fcptopology- The list of attributes of Show FCP topology interconnect elements.
objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Show
optional FCP topology interconnect elements. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32-

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-topology-port-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the fabric name server database.
Input Name

Range

fcptopologyport-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcpspecified on any number of attributes in the Shows FCP topology
topologyinterconnect elements per adapter. object. All Shows FCP topology
port-info
interconnect elements per adapter. objects matching this query up
optional
to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

fcptopologyThe list of attributes of Shows FCP topology interconnect elements
portper adapter. objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Shows
optional FCP topology interconnect elements per adapter. objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-wwpnalias-get-alias-info

[top]

Get the list of WWPN for a given alias or an alias for for a given WWPN or complete list of all current
alias- WWPN mappings.
Input Name Range
alias

Type

Description

Alias for a WWPN is the 32-character alias that may contain A-Z, a-z, 0string 9, _,-,.,{,} and no spaces. When supplied, the alias with the
optional corresponding WWPN will be returned. Otherwise, all aliases with their

WWPNs present in the system will be returned.
WWPN for which all aliases will be returned. When supplied all aliases
string
for that WWPN will be returned. Otherwise, all aliases with their WWPNs
optional
present in the system will be returned.

wwpn

Output Name Range

Type

Description

aliasesA list of alias-WWPN mappings
info[]

aliases
Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIASES_NOT_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_INVALID
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_NOT_FOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_REMOVE_INVALID_NUM_ARGS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-wwpnalias-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of assigned World Wide Port Name (WWPN) aliases.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
aliasesattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
aliasesspecified on any number of attributes in the WWPN aliases object.
info
All WWPN aliases objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

aliasesinfo[] The list of attributes of WWPN aliases objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more WWPN
optional aliases objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

fcp-wwpnalias-remove

[top]

Remove an alias for a World Wide Port Name of an initiator. Either the alias or the wwpn argument must
be provided.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string WWPN Alias to be removed. Either the alias or the wwpn argument must
optional be provided.

alias

string WWPN for which all aliases are to be removed. Either the wwpn or the
optional alias argument must be provided.

wwpn
Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_NOT_FOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_NOT_FOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_REMOVE_INVALID_NUM_ARGS

fcp-wwpnalias-set

[top]

Set an alias for a World Wide Port Name of an initiator that might login to the target.
Input Name Range
alias

Type
string

Description
Alias to be set for the given WWPN ("wwpn"); The alias can be 32characters long and may contain: A-Z, a-z, 0-9, _,-,.,{,} and no spaces

boolean When set to true, the WWPN associated with the alias will be overoptional written. Default value is false.

force
wwpn

string

WWPN for which alias is being set

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIASES_TOO_MANY
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_INVALID
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_ALREADY_SET

fcp-zone-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the fabric name server database.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

fcpzoneinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

fcpzoneinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fcpzone- The list of attributes of Shows the active zone set information.
info[] objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Shows
optional the active zone set information. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Shows the active zone
set information. object. All Shows the active zone set information.
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aliases-info

[top]

A list of WWPNs and their aliases generated according to the input - alias, WWPN or nothing.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aliases-alias

string

The 32-character alias for a given FCP WWPN

aliases-wwpn

string

The FCP WWPN for which the alias is given

string
Vserver containing the alias
optional

vserver

Element definition: fcp-adapter-initiators-info

[top]

A list of initiators currently connected to the FC adapter or FCP data LIF.
Name

Type

Description

adapter

string

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the name of the physical FC adapter. In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the name of the FC data LIF.

dataprotocol

fcp-adapterdata-protocol
optional

fcpconnectedinitiators
vserver

Range

The data protocol of the LIF. This field is available in Data
ONTAP 9.4 and later.

fcp-connectedInformation about the connected initiators
initiator-info[]
string
optional

Vserver of the FCP LIF.

Element definition: fcp-adapter-nameserver-object-info

[top]

Information about a nameserver object entry.
Name

Range

Type

adapter

string

Description
The adapter this nameserver object is visible through.

classservice

Registered class of services as defined in the FC-FS standard. This element
string
is omitted if the device has not registered a class of service. Comma
optional
separated possible values: "F", "1", "2", "3", "4", and "6".

fabricportname

string Fabric world wide port name (WWPN) of this entry. This element is omitted
optional if the fabric WWPN is not registered.

fc4-type

Registered FC4 Types. This element is omitted if the device has not
registered an FC4 Type. Comma separated possible values: "llc/snap",
string
"ipfc", "fcp", "gpp", "ipi-3m", "ipi-3s", "ipi-3p", "sbccs-ch", "sbccs-cu", "fcoptional
sb-3_ch2cu", "fc-sb-3_cu2ch", "fc-gs", "fc-sw", "fc-al", "snmp", "hippi-fp",
"mil-std-1553", "asm", "fc-vi", and "fc-av".

nodename

string World wide node name (WWNN) of this entry. This element is omitted if the
optional device has not registered a WWNN.

port-id
portname

integer Assigned port identifier of this entry. Range: [0..2^24-1]
string World wide port name (WWPN) of this entry. This element is omitted if the
optional device has not registered a WWPN.

port-type

string

Port type of this entry. Possible values: "n-port", "nl-port", "fnl-port", "nxport", "f-port", "fl-port", "e-port", "b-port", "nv-port", "fv-port", "sd-port",
"te-port", "tl-port", and "none".

symbolicnodename

string Registered symbolic node name. If the device has not registered one, this
optional element will be omitted.

symbolicportname

string Registered symbolic port name. If the device has not registered one, this
optional element will be omitted.

Element definition: fcp-adapter-stats-info

[top]

Statistics for one FC adapter. Starting Data ONTAP 8.3, the SFP related attributes have been
superseded by the same attributes in type fcp-config-adapter-info, and are retained in here for
compatibility only.
Name
adapter
adapter-resets

Range

Type
string

Description
Which FC adapter.

integer Number of adapter resets occurred.

crc-errors

integer Total CRC errors occurred.

discardedframes

integer Number of frames discarded by the target HBA. Range [0..2^31-1]

frame-overruns

integer

Number of frame overruns detected by the adapter during write
requests.

frame-underruns

integer

Number of frame underruns detected by the adapter during read
requests.

initiators-

integer Total number of initiators connected to this target adapter.

connected
invalid-xmitwords

integer Number of invalid words transmitted. Range [0..2^31-1]

is-sfpdiagnosticsinternallycalibrated

Indicates if the SFP diagnostics are internally calibrated or not. The
boolean
optional SFP rx/tx fields are invalid (and therefore not provided) if
optional
the SFP diagnostics are not internally calibrated.

is-sfp-opticaltransceiver-valid

Validity of the optical transceiver. Until Data ONTAP 8.0.0, this field
was incorrectly named "is-spf-optical-transceiver-valid". While that
boolean
field is also returned for backward compatibility, all new applications
must use the current version.

is-sfp-rx-powerin-range

boolean
Flag to indicate received optical power is in range.
optional

is-sfp-tx-powerin-range

boolean
Flag to indicate transmitted optical power is in range.
optional

link-breaks
lip-resets

integer Number of times that the link breaks.
Number of times that a selective Reset LIP (Loop Initialization
integer Primitive) occurred. LIP reset is used to preform a vendor-specific
reset at the loop port specified by the AL-PA value.

lr-received

integer

Number of LRs (Link Reset) received by the target HBA. Range
[0..2^31-1]

lr-sent

integer

Number of LRs (Link Reset) sent from the target HBA. Range
[0..2^31-1]

node

nodeThe name of the node where the adapter is installed.
name

nos-received

integer

Number of NOSs (Not_Operational Primitive Sequence)received by
the target HBA. Range [0..2^31-1]

ols-received

integer

Number of OLSs (Offline Primitive Sequence) received by the target
HBA. Range [0..2^31-1]

protocol-errors
queue-depth

integer Number of protocol errors occurred. Range [0..2^31-1]
integer Counts the queue depth on the target HBA.

scsi-requestsdropped

integer Number of SCSI requests being dropped.

sfp-connector

string
Connector used with the optical transceiver.
optional

sfp-date-code

string
Date code for the optical transceiver.
optional

sfp-encoding

string Encoding used with the optical transceiver. Possible values
optional ["8B10B", "?????"]

sfp-fcspeedcapabilities
sfp-formfactor
sfp-part-number
sfp-rev
sfp-rx-power
sfp-serialnumber
sfp-tx-power

string FC speed capabilities for the optical transceiver. Possible values [1,
optional 2, 4, 8 in Gbps]
string Form factor of the optical transceiver. Possible values: "SFP" (for
optional Small FormFactor).
string
Part number for the optical transceiver.
optional
string
Revision for the optical transceiver.
optional
string
SFP received optical power, reported to tenth decimal in uWatts.
optional
string
Serial number for the optical transceiver.
optional
string
SFP transmitted optical power, reported to tenth decimal in uWatts.
optional
string

sfp-vendor-name

optional

Vendor name for the optical transceiver.

sfp-vendor-oui

string Vendor OUI (The IEEE Organizationally Unique Identifier) for the
optional optical transceiver.

sfp-wavelength

integer Wavelength for the optical transceiver. Measured in nanometers.
optional Range [830..860]

spuriousinterrupts

integer Count of spurious interrupts.

total-logins

Counts the times of initiators added. Each time a new initiator is
integer added, the total logins is incremented by 1. Each time an initiator is
removed, the total logouts is incremented by 1.

total-logouts

Counts the times of initiators removed. Each time a new initiator is
integer added, the total logins is incremented by 1. Each time an initiator is
removed, the total logouts is incremented by 1.

Element definition: fcp-adapter-topology-switch-info

[top]

Information about an FC switch connected to an FC adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The name of the adapter this switch is visible
through.

adapter

string

domain

integer

fcp-adaptertopology-switchports

fcp-adaptertopology-switchport-info[]
optional

logical-name

string

The logical name of the FC switch. The maximum
length is 64.

node-name

string

Node name of the FC switch. The format is:
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal
digit.

port-count

integer

release

string

The release version of the FC switch. The maximum
length is 64.

vendor

string

The name of the FC switch vendor. The maximum
length is 64.

The domain identifier of the FC switch. Range:
[1..255]
List of ports for the FC switch. This is only returned if
verbose is set to true.

The number of ports discovered on the FC switch.
Range: [0..2^32-1]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-zone-info

[top]

Information about a zone.
Name

Range

Type

adapter

string

fcp-adapter-zonemembers

fcp-adapter-zonemember-info

Description
The adapter this zone is visible through.
List of zone members.

zone-name
zone-set-name

string

The name of the zone. The maximum length is 64.

string

The name of the zone set containing this zone. The
maximum length is 64.

Element definition: fcp-config-adapter-info

[top]

Configuration information for one FC adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

string
optional

adapter

fcp-connection
optional

connection-established

data-link-rate

Type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Adapter Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Connection Established Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"loop" ,
"ptp"
Data Link Rate (Gbit) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Data Protocols Supported Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocolssupported

fcp-adapterdata-protocol[]
optional

fabric-established

boolean
optional

Fabric Established Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

fabric-name

string
optional

Fabric Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

firmware-rev

string
optional

Firmware Revision Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

hardware-rev

string
optional

Hardware Revision Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

info-name

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-sfp-diagnosticsinternally-calibrated

boolean
optional

Is Internally Calibrated Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-sfp-opticaltransceiver-valid

boolean
optional

Validity Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-sfp-rx-in-los

boolean
optional

Is Receiver In LOS Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-sfp-rx-power-inrange

boolean
optional

Is Received Power In Range Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

boolean

Is Xmit Disabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-

is-sfp-tx-in-disable

"fcp" ,
"fc_nvme"

optional

modifiable

is-sfp-tx-in-fault

boolean
optional

Is Xmit In Fault Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-sfp-tx-power-inrange

boolean
optional

Is Xmit Power In Range Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

max-speed

integer
optional

Maximum Speed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

media-type

string
optional

Mediatype Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name

string
optional

Adapter WWNN Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

physical-protocol

string
optional

Physical Protocol Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Host Port Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

port-name

string
optional

Adapter WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-connector

string
optional

Connector Used Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-date-code

string
optional

Date Code Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-ddm-capabilities

string
optional

Status Monitoring Available Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

port-address

[0..2^321]

sfp-ddm-status-control

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

DDM Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-diagnosticmonitoring-type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Diagnostic Monitoring Type Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-encoding

string
optional

Encoding Used Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-fcspeedcapabilities

string
optional

FC Capabilities Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-formfactor

string
optional

Form Factor Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-part-number

string
optional

Part Number Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-rev

string
optional

Revision Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-rx-power

string
optional

Received Optical Power Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

SFF-8472 Compliance Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-tx-power

string
optional

SFP Transmitted Optical Power Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-vendor-name

string
optional

Vendor Name Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-vendor-oui

string
optional

Vendor OUI Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Wavelength In Nanometers Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-sff8472-compliance

sfp-wavelength

[0..2^321]

[0..65535]

string

Link speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-

speed
state

optional

modifiable

string
optional

Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Administrative Status Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

status-admin

fcp-adapterstate
optional

status-extended

string
optional

Extended Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

switch-port

string
optional

Switch Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"down" ,
"up"

Element definition: fcp-interface-info

[top]

Information about a single FCP Logical Interface (LIF). When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentnode

string
Node currently hosting the LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

currentport

string FC Adapter currently hosting the LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

interfacename
nodename
portaddress
portname

string
Name of the LIF. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
World Wide Node Name (WWNN) of the LIF. All LIFs in a Vserver have the
string
same WWNN as the Vserver's FCP service. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
string
Host port address of LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of the LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

relativeport-id

integer The SCSI Relative Target Port Identifier of the LIF. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver hosting the LIF. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-nameserver-info
FCP name server entry for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef

[top]

are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

fabricport-wwn

Fabric world wide port name (WWPN) of the lif Attributes: nonstring
optional creatable, non-modifiable

fc4-type

string
Registered FC4 Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

lif

World Wide Node Name (WWNN) of the lif Attributes: non-creatable,
string
optional non-modifiable

node-wwn
port-id

[0..2^32- integer Assigned port identifier of the lif Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

port-type

string
Port type of the lif Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

port-wwn

World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of the lif Attributes: non-creatable,
string
optional non-modifiable

serviceclass

string
Registered class of services as defined in the FC-FS standard
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchport

string
Name of switch port connected to target array Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverVserver hosting the FCP LIF Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-ping-igroup-status-info
FCP Ping result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
ext-status
igroup
lif

Range

Type

Description

string
Extended Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Igroup Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

string
Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
portset

string
Portset Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

status

string
Ping Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

string
FCP initiator WWPN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

wwpn

Element definition: fcp-ping-status-info

[top]

Connectivity check between FCP initiator and FCP LIF When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

ext-status
lif
node
status
vserver
wwpn

Type

Description

string
Extended Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Ping Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Remote WWPN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-port-name-info

[top]

Information for one valid local port name.
Name Range

Type

Description

fcpadapter

Only if this WWPN is being used by a Fibre Channel interface, the name of the
string
interface is returned. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the name of a local adapter. In
optional
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the name of an FCP data LIF.

is-used

boolean

port-

This indicates whether this WWPN is being used by a Fibre Channel target
interface.
A Fibre Channel WWPN in the form XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a

string

name
vserver

string

hexadecimal digit.
Vserver containing this port name

Element definition: fcp-service-info

[top]

FCP target service configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

isavailable

Type

Description

boolean true if the FCP Service is running, false otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nodename

string The world-wide node name (WWNN) of the FCP target in the Vserver.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Vserver hosting the FCP service. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: fcp-tdz-info

[top]

FCP tdz entry for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
lif
peer-zone-name
principal-wwn
vserver
zone-wwpns

Range

Type

Description

string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Peer Zone Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Principal Member WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Zone Members Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-topology-info

[top]

FCP topology interconnect When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

domain-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Domain Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif

string
optional

LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

logicalname

string
optional

Logical Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

release

string
optional

Release Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-count

[0..2^321]

vserver

Description

vserver-name
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

wwn

World Wide Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fcp-topology-port-info

[top]

FCP topology interconnect elements for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

adapter
domain-id
node

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

string
optional

Adapter name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Domain Id Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

port-attached-id

string
optional

Attached Port Id Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-attachedvisible

string
optional

Visible Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-attachedwwpn

string
optional

Attached Port WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Port Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Port Slot Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-count
port-slot

[0..2^321]

Port State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
port-state

fcpportstate
optional

"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"testing" ,
"fault"
Port Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"none" ,
"n_port" ,
"nl_port" ,
"fnl_port" ,
"nx_port" ,
"f_port" ,
"fl_port" ,
"e_port" ,
"b_port" ,
"tnp_port" ,
"tf_port" ,
"nv_port" ,
"fv_port" ,
"sd_port" ,
"te_port" ,
"tl_port"

port-type

fcpporttype
optional

port-wwpn

string
optional

Port WWPN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-name

string
optional

Switch Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-release

string
optional

Switch Release Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-vendor

string
optional

Switch Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-wwn

string
optional

Switch WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fcp-zone-info
FCP active zone set entry for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of

[top]

desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapter

string
optional

Adapter name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

contents

string
optional

Member Contents Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Member Domain Id Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

domain-id

[0..2^321]

node
port

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Member Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Member Port Id Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Member Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Member Type Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Unique Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Member WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type-name
unique

[0..2^321]

wwn
zone-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Zone Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

zone-membercount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Zone Member Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

zone-name

string
optional

Zone Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

zoneset-name

string
optional

Zoneset Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: fcp-adapter-data-protocol
fcp|fc-nvme Possible values:
"fcp" ,
"fc_nvme"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-state

[top]

down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-topology-switch-port-info

[top]

Information about the FC switch port.
Name

Range

fcp-adaptertopologyattachedports

Type

Description

fcp-adaptertopologyList of devices attached to this port.
attached-portinfo[]
World wide port name (WWPN) of the port. The format is:
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

port-name

string

port-number

integer

port-state

string

Port state. Possible values: "online", "offline", "testing", "fault",
and "unknown".

port-type

string

Port type. Possible values: "n-port", "nl-port", "fnl-port", "nxport", "f-port", "fl-port", "e-port", "b-port", "nv-port", "fv-port",
"sd-port", "te-port", "tl-port", and "none".

Port index number. Range: [0..2^32-1]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-zone-member-info
Information about a zone member.
Name
domainid

Range

Type

Description

integer Domain identifier of the switch. This element is returned if the zoneoptional member-type is "domain-id-port". Range: [0..2^32-1]

fabricportname

World wide port name (WWPN) of the fabric port. This element is returned if
string
the zone-member-type is "fabric-port-name". The format is:
optional
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

nodename

World wide node name (WWNN) of the N-port. This element is returned if the
string
zone-member-type is "node-name". The format is:
optional
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

port

integer Port number on the switch. This element is returned if the zone-memberoptional type is "domain-id-port". Range: [0..2^32-1]

port-id

integer Assigned port identifier. This element is returned if the zone-member-type is
optional "port-id". Range: [0..2^24-1]

portname

World wide port name (WWPN) of the N-port. This element is returned if the
string
zone-member-type is "port-name". The format is:
optional
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

[top]

zonemembertype
zonemembervalue

string

The type of zone member. Possible values are: "port-name", "domain-idport", "port-id", "node-name", "fabric-port-name", and "unknown".

integer Uninterpreted value. This element is returned if the zone-member-type is
optional "unknown". Range: [0..2^32-1]

Element definition: fcp-connected-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator connected to an FC adapter.
Name

Range

Type

initiator-grouplist

initiator-group-listinfo[]
optional

node-name

string

port-address

[0..2^321]

integer

port-name
portname-aliaslist

string

Description
List of initiator groups this initiator belongs
to.
World Wide Node Name (WWNN) of initiator.
Fibre Channel host address it is connected
to.
World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of the
initiator.

portname-alias-name[]
List of aliases for the WWPN.
optional

Element definition: fcp-connection

[top]

loop|ptp Possible values:
"loop" ,
"ptp"
[none]

Element definition: fcpportstate
Unknown|Online|Offline|Testing|Fault Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"testing" ,
"fault"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: fcpporttype

[top]

None|N-Port|NL-Port|FNL-Port|NX-Port|F-Port|FL-Port|E-Port|B-Port|TNP-Port|TF-Port|NV-Port|FVPort|SD-Port|TE-Port|TL-Port Possible values:
"none" ,
"n_port" ,
"nl_port" ,
"fnl_port" ,
"nx_port" ,
"f_port" ,
"fl_port" ,
"e_port" ,
"b_port" ,
"tnp_port" ,
"tf_port" ,
"nv_port" ,
"fv_port" ,
"sd_port" ,
"te_port" ,
"tl_port"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-topology-attached-port-info
Information about the attached device.
Name Range Type
isvisible
portid

Description

boolean Visibility of this device through this adapter from a zoning perspective.
integer

Assigned port identifier of the attached device. A value of 0 indicates no value
has been assigned. Range: [0..2^24-1]

[top]

portname

string

World wide port name (WWPN) of the attached device. The format is:
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

Element definition: initiator-group-list-info

[top]

The initiator group this initiator belongs to.
Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name

Description

string Name of initiator group.

Element definition: portname-alias-name
Aliases for this WWPN
Name
portname-alias

Range Type

Description

string Alias for the WWPN

[top]

APIs in Category: fcport
fcport-get-link-state
fcport-reset-dev
fcport-send-lip
fcport-set-offline
fcport-set-online

fcport-get-link-state

[top]

Get the link state of a specific adapter on this system.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername
node-name

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name
string
-- for example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the
command will return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

Output Name Range Type
adapter-linkstate
adaptername

Description

linkstate- adapter link state info
info[]
string

Errno

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name.
Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

fcport-reset-dev

[top]

When invoked the device will be reset. The device will be temporarily suspended while it is reset, after
which it will resume processing device operations. This command should be used with care as it can
have adverse effects, for instance pending commands to the device will be aborted when issuing this
command.
Input Name Range Type

device-id

Description

The device id is presented as a slot number followed by the port letter
concatenated with the device-id. These two parts are separated by a period.
string For example 6b.5 If the device-id is omitted EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT will

be returned. If the device-id is invalid EINVALIDINPUTERROR will be
returned.
Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcport-send-lip

[top]

This will initiate a loop initialization on the specified fibrechannel loop port. The loop will be temporarily
suspended while it is initialized, after which it will resume processing loop operations. This command
should be used with care, because it can have adverse effects, like pending commands will be aborted
when issuing this command.
Input Name Range Type
loop-id

Description

The loop id is presented as a slot number and port letter concatenated (for
string example 6a). If the loop-id is omitted EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT will be
returned. If the loop-id is invalid EINVALIDINPUTERROR will be returned.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ELOOPUNAVAILABLE

fcport-set-offline

[top]

Offline a specific adapter on this system. This API should be used with care, as it can have adverse side
effects, which you lose access to all devices of that port. The operation of offlining the already offlined
adapter will be considered success.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name -string
for example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the command
will return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

fcport-set-online

[top]

Online a specific adapter on this system. The operation of onlining the already onlined adapter will be
considered success.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name -string
for example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the command
will return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.

adaptername

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: link-state-info

[top]

list link-state info of a specific adapter channel
Name

Range

adaptername
fc-portinfo
linkstate
nodename

Type
string

Description
The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name.

fc-ports fiber channel port information. Present only when link-state field value is
optional "up".
string

Possible values: "initing", "down", "up", "offline-physical", "offline-logical", or
"zombified", which the adapter has stopped sending I/O and is ignoring link
events. This state may occur when shelf firmware is being updated.

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in
optional which case it is the storage system name.

Element definition: fc-ports

[top]

Information about the ports belonging to the fiber channel adapter
Name Range
portnumber
porttype

Type

Description

string This represents the physical port number of the FC port. Field is not present
optional when port-type is "l-port"
string

Type of port. Possible values: "l-port", loop port, node port used to connect a
node to a Fibre Channel loop. "nl-port", network+loop port, node port which
connects to both loops and switches. "n-port", network port, node port used to
connect a node to a Fibre Channel switch.

switchname

string This is the switch name, if any, connected to the FC port. Field is not present
optional when port-type is "l-port"

switchwwn

string This is the world wide name of the switch, if any, connected to the FC port.
optional Field is not present when port-type is "l-port"

APIs in Category: feature
This set of APIs allow management of 7-Mode and Cluster-Mode
features for Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. The feature status are set
internally based on the enablement, entitlement, and other
configuration restrictions of the feature.

feature-status-list-info
feature-usage-get-iter
feature-usage-summaryget-iter

feature-status-list-info

[top]

Returns status information for managed features.
Output Name

Range

managed-featurestatus-list
Errno

Type

Description

managed-feature-status- An array, one entry per each managed
info[]
feature.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

feature-usage-get-iter

[top]

Returns feature usage information for DATA ONTAP features. The feature usage information is reported
on a per controller node basis.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag

usagestateinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

usagestateinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the feature object. All
feature objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

usagestateThe list of attributes of feature objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more feature
optional objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

feature-usage-summary-get-iter

[top]

Returns feature usage summary information for DATA ONTAP features. The feature usage information is
reported on a per controller node basis.
Input Name

Range

usagesummaryinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the feature object. All
feature objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

query

usagesummaryinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

usagesummaryThe list of attributes of feature objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more feature
objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: managed-feature-status-info
Status information about a managed feature. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

featurename

managedfeature
optional

notes

string
optional

status

managedfeature-status
optional

Managed feature name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Additional information about the managed feature status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of a managed feature. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: usage-state-info

[top]

Information about feature usage. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

datecollected

datetime
optional

The time data was collected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

featuremessage

string
optional

Additional feature reported message. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Name of the feature. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

featurename

managedfeature
optional

"cifs" ,
"nfs" ,
"iscsi" ,
"fcp" ,
"dedupe" ,
"flexclone" ,
"compression" ,
"snaprestore" ,
"snaplock" ,
"snaplock_enterprise" ,
"snapvault_primary" ,
"snapvault_secondary" ,
"snapmirror" ,
"syncmirror" ,
"flexcache" ,
"ndmp" ,
"multistore" ,
"cdmi" ,
"snapdrive_windows" ,
"snapmanager_exchange" ,
"snapmanager_sql" ,
"snapmanager_sharepoint" ,

"snapmanager_hyperv" ,
"snapdrive_unix" ,
"snapmanager_oracle" ,
"snapmanager_sap" ,
"v_storageattach" ,
"mt_ek_mgmt" ,
"s3"
node

node-name Name of the controller node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

owner

string
optional

Name of the controller node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

nodeserialnumber
optional

Serial number of the controller node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

usagestatus

featureusagestate
optional

weeknumber

seqnum
optional

The usage status information. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"not_used" - Not Used,
"configured" - Configured,
"in_use" - In Use,
"not_available" - Not Available
The week of data collection. Week number one is the oldest week of
collection. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: usage-summary-info

[top]

Summary information about feature usage. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the feature. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"cifs" ,
"nfs" ,
"iscsi" ,
"fcp" ,
"dedupe" ,
"flexclone" ,
"compression" ,
"snaprestore" ,
"snaplock" ,
"snaplock_enterprise" ,
"snapvault_primary" ,
"snapvault_secondary" ,

managedfeature
optional

featurename

last-usedtime

"snapmirror" ,
"syncmirror" ,
"flexcache" ,
"ndmp" ,
"multistore" ,
"cdmi" ,
"snapdrive_windows" ,
"snapmanager_exchange" ,
"snapmanager_sql" ,
"snapmanager_sharepoint" ,
"snapmanager_hyperv" ,
"snapdrive_unix" ,
"snapmanager_oracle" ,
"snapmanager_sap" ,
"v_storageattach" ,
"mt_ek_mgmt" ,
"s3"

datetime The time when the feature was last recorded to be in-use.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

owner

string
optional

Name of the controller node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

serialnumber

nodeserialnumber
optional

Serial number of the controller node. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

weeksinteger
[0..2147483647]
configured
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to be
configured. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

weeks-ininteger
[0..2147483647]
use
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to be in-use.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

weeksnotavailable

[0..2147483647]

integer
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to not have
usage data available. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

weeksnot-used

[0..2147483647]

integer
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to be not used.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: feature-usage-state
not-used|configured|in-use|not-available Possible values:
"not_used" - Not Used,
"configured" - Configured,
"in_use" - In Use,
"not_available" - Not Available

[top]

[none]

Element definition: managed-feature

[top]

Managed Feature Possible values:
"cifs" ,
"nfs" ,
"iscsi" ,
"fcp" ,
"dedupe" ,
"flexclone" ,
"compression" ,
"snaprestore" ,
"snaplock" ,
"snaplock_enterprise" ,
"snapvault_primary" ,
"snapvault_secondary" ,
"snapmirror" ,
"syncmirror" ,
"flexcache" ,
"ndmp" ,
"multistore" ,
"cdmi" ,
"snapdrive_windows" ,
"snapmanager_exchange" ,
"snapmanager_sql" ,
"snapmanager_sharepoint" ,
"snapmanager_hyperv" ,
"snapdrive_unix" ,
"snapmanager_oracle" ,
"snapmanager_sap" ,
"v_storageattach" ,
"mt_ek_mgmt" ,
"s3"
[none]

Element definition: managed-feature-status
Represents the status of a managed feature. Possible values:
"on" - feature is entitled and turned on,
"available" - feature is entitled and available to be turned on. Its current on/off status is
unknown,
"on_not_configurable" - feature is no longer entitled but it was turned on before and remains to
be on. Feature is not configurable at the moment,
"off" - feature is entitled but turned off,
"not_available" - feature is not entitled, licensing infrastructure is unavailable, or other
configuration check prevents feature use. The field notes can provide additional information.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Node serial-number
[none]

Element definition: seqnum
Reverse-ordered Integer Range : [0..2^64-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: file
file-assign-qos
file-compact-data
file-create-directory
file-create-symlink
file-delete-directory
file-delete-file
file-fingerprint-abort
file-fingerprint-dump
file-fingerprint-get-iter
file-fingerprint-start
file-get-file-info
file-get-spacereservation-info
file-hole-range-query-iter
file-inode-info
file-inode-info-get-iter
file-list-directory-iter
file-list-directory-iter-end
file-list-directory-iter-next
file-list-directory-iterstart
file-punch-hole-iter
file-read-file
file-read-symlink
file-rename-file
file-set-spacereservation-info
file-truncate-file
file-usage-get
file-usage-result-get
file-usage-start
file-write-file

The path and filename values used in these APIs are "NFS"
filenames by default. If a file is created with a name that is illegal
in CIFS, CIFS access to the file will need to use the file's 8.3
name. Similarly, if two filenames created by these APIs differ
only by case (e.g. "a" and "A"), CIFS access will see the 8.3
name for the second one created.
To access files or directories with Unicode file names, the UTF-8
equivalent of the Unicode path can be used. If a file contains
Unicode-format data, the filer returns all the data in the file
including the identifier in the first two bytes of the file which
indicates the file contains Unicode data (0xFEFF).
A file may optionally contain multiple distinct streams of data. A
stream is an on disk structure containing a sequence of bytes,
analogous to a file. A stream associated with a file is identified by
a name, and data may be read or written to a file or stream. A
stream can be thought of as a hidden file associated with a base
file, and is visible in the name space of the base file. Streams are
typically used to store metadata associated with the base file

file-assign-qos

[top]

Manage the association of QoS policy group to a specified file. QoS Policy groups define measurable
Service Level Objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage object with which the policy group is
associated. In Data ONTAP 8.2 hierarchical QoS is not supported i.e. QoS policy groups cannot be
assigned to multiple objects in the file's storage hierarchy - such as the parent LUN, volume or Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The caching policy that is associated with this file. This policy is used to
make caching decisions for this file. If a caching policy is not assigned to
this file, the system uses the caching policy that is assigned to the
containing volume. If a caching policy is not assigned to the containing
volume, the system uses the caching policy that is assigned to the
containing Vserver. If a caching policy is not assigned to the containing

Vserver, the system uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible
options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read user
data blocks, and write caches all randomly overwritten user data
blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read user
data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read,
sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not do
any write caching.

string
optional

Default caching-policy is auto.
file

string

Complete file path of the file without a trailing slash.

qosadaptivepolicygroupname

The QoS adaptive policy group name that is to be associated with this file
string in order to enforce service level objectives (SLO). NOTE: none is a
optional reserved keyword for deleting the association of the file with a QoS
adaptive policy group.

qos-policygroupname

The QoS Policy Group name that is to be associated with this file in order
string
to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO). NOTE: none is a reserved
optional
keyword for deleting the association of the file with a QoS policy group.

volume

volumeName of the Volume in which the file resides.
name

vserver

vserverName of the Vserver in which the volume that hosts the file resides.
name

Errno

Description

E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_FILE_IS_LUN
E_QOS_FILE_ACCESS_ERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

file-compact-data

[top]

compact data
Input Name Range

Type

Description

file

string

File Path

node

filer-id

Node

snapshot

snapshot-id

Snapshot Copy Name

volume

volume-name Volume Name

vserver

vserver-name Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-create-directory

[top]

Create a directory.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Path of the directory to be created. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

path

string

perm

Permission of the directory to be created. It's similar to Unix style
permission bits: 0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and
read/execute to group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived
by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First
string digit selects the set user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes.
The second digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write
(2) and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group. Note: Prior to Data
ONTAP 7.3.1 this value was treated as a base-10 number.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-create-symlink

[top]

Create a symlink.
Input Name Range Type

Description

path

string Path of the symlink file to create. The value is expected to begin with /vol/.

symlink

Value of the symlink, which is the destination path contained in the symlink.
string This ZAPI does not check whether the destination path is accessible. This
parameter may contain any arbitrary absolute or relative path.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_ELOOP
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EONTAPI_ENOTDIR

file-delete-directory

[top]

Delete a directory.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
Path of the directory to delete. The value is expected to begin with /vol/.
The directory must be empty in order for this API to succeed.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-delete-file

[top]

Delete a file.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Errno
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED

Description
path of the file or symlink to delete. the value is expected to begin with
/vol/.
Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-fingerprint-abort

[top]

The file-fingerprint-abort API can be used to abort an ongoing fingerprint operation. This api only aborts
the fingerprint operations that have been started and have not finished. You identify the session-id with
this API, and it aborts the fingerprint operation that is associated with that particular session-id. You
must specify session-id when using file-fingerprint-abort.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

session-id [0..2^32-1] integer session-id of the fingerprint operation that needs to be stopped.
Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-fingerprint-dump

[top]

The file-fingerprint-dump API returns the fingerprint information for a file. The session-id must be
specified when using the file-fingerprint-dump API.This is the session-id of the fingerprint operation that
is returned when a fingerprint operation is started using the file-fingerprint-start API. If the fingerprint
operation is complete, it will also show the complete fingerprint information for the file.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fingerprintattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

session-id

[0..2^321]

integer

An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. This session-id
is returned when the fingerprint operation is started on a file.
The session-id of the fingerprint operation can be used to get the
progress of an ongoing fingerprint operation as well as the
complete fingerprint output for the file once the operation is
completed.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributes
Errno

fingerprintThe attributes of the file.
info
Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-fingerprint-get-iter

[top]

The file-fingerprint-get-iter API returns information for one or several fingerprint operations. We need to
specify either session-id or vserver-name and volume-name with the file-fingerprint-get-iter API. When
queried with session-id, the file-fingerprint-get-iter API returns the progress of the fingerprint operation
with the specified session-id. When queried with vserver-name and volume-name, the file-fingerprintget-iter API returns the progress of all the fingerprint operations running on that particular volume.
Input Name

Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fingerprintattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

fingerprint- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
status-info specified on any number of attributes in the file object. All file
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

fingerprintstatusThe list of attributes of file objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more file
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-fingerprint-start

[top]

The file-fingerprint-start API is used to start the fingerprint computation a file. The fingerprint
computation is started on the file, and a session-id is returned. This session-id is an unique identifier for
the fingerprint operation. To start the fingerprint computation on a file, the following parameters should
be compulsarily specified:
vserver : Name of the vserver which owns the volume.
file : Complete file path of the file on which the fingerprint needs to be computed. This file path is
of the form vol//

Input Name Range

Type

Description
The digest algorithm which will be used for the fingerprint computation.
Fingerprint can be computed using one of the following digest
algorithms :

algorithm

string
optional

md5
sha-256
If no algorithm is specified during file fingerprint start, then by default,
we compute fingerprint of the file using the sha-256 digest alogorithm.

file

string

Full path of the file on which fingerprint needs to be calculated. The
value begins with /vol/.
The file scope which will be used for the fingerprint computation.
FIngerprint can be computed over one of the following :

scope

data
metadata
both data and metadata

string
optional

If no scope is specified during file fingerprint start, then by default, we
compute fingerprint of the file over both data and metadata.
Output Name Range
resultsession-id

Type

Description

An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. The result-session-id
integer of the fingerprint operation can be used to get the progress of an
optional ongoing fingerprint operation as well as the complete fingerprint output
for the file once the operation is completed.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-get-file-info

[top]

Obtains the file information or properties.
Input Name Range
path

Type
string

Description
Pathname of the directory to list. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

Output Name Range
file-info

Type

Description

file-info File information from the stat() function.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EINTERNALERROR
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-get-space-reservation-info

[top]

Queries the space reservation settings for the named file.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
File to be queried.
The identifier of the volume in which the named file exists.
There are two legal choices for a volume identifier, either a DSID or a
UUID.
DSIDs are formatted as 18-character strings composed of 16 hex
characters, zero filled if required and prefixed with '0x'.
Here is an example of an actual DSID:

volume-id

string

0x0000000000000401
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not
used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529

Output Name Range Type
is-fillenabled
is-overwriteenabled

Description

boolean Whether or not the file is set with fill.
boolean Whether or not the file is set with overwrite.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

file-hole-range-query-iter

[top]

Return ranges of holes in a file
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 64
optional
1]
The starting offset of the file from where the scan for holes should
integer begin. If the offset is not an integral multiple of the block size it will
be rounded down to the start of the block. Range : [0..2^63-1]

offset
path

string

Range

Type

Description

holerangeThe list of attributes of file objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more file
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

The full path of the file for which hole information is to be queried.
Format must be of the following: /vol/my_vol/my_file

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

The number of bytes to scan. If this is zero scan until end of file. If
integer the length is not an integral multiple of the block size it will be
rounded up to the end of the block. Range : [0..2^63-1]

length
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_ERANGE
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

[top]

file-inode-info
Get parent information for a given inode.
This API corresponds to the "inodepath" diagnostic-level CLI in ONTAP-Classic, and has the same
defaults.
The input is:
Required, a volume identifier. A volume may be specified by name, fsid, or (in some ONTAP
products) UUID/DSID.
Required, an inode number.
Optional, a snapshot identifier to get information from a snapshot rather than the active volume.
A snapshot may be specified by name or by id.
Optional, various reporting flags (see below) to enable or disable optional output information.
The output is:
All volume identifiers, the one used as input plus the values of the others.
Optionally, all snapshot identifiers; the one used as input plus the value of the other.
The number of parents for the inode.
Optionally, one or more volume relative pathnames to the inode
Optionally, one or more leaf names for the inode.
Optionally, one or more of the actual parent info stored for the inode, in the form of the parent dir
inode number and the parent directory cookie (fbn and offset into the fbn) used to find the dir
entry that refers to the inode in the parent directory (ie. the info used to get the leaf name).
This API is only supported for flexible volumes and FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name Range

encoded

generation
inodenumber
logical-snapid
report-cifspaths

Type

Description

Specifies if non ASCII characters present in the filename will be hex
encoded or not. If set to true, then all non-ASCII characters present in
the filename are transformed to \XX where XX is the hex equivalent of
boolean
the character. For example, if the filename has a non-ASCII character
optional
whose hex equivalent is 0x5C then the character would be encoded as a
three byte sequence of '\','5' and 'C' & returned as "\5C". By default, the
value is false.
integer
optional

The generation number for this inode.
Range: [1..2^32-1]

integer The inode number for which information is desired.
All snapshots are associated with an internal index. "logical-snap-id" is
integer the client-visible index that maps the the underlying internal index.
optional
Range: [1..255].
boolean
Flag for indicating if the paths returned should be cifs-paths
optional
If set to true, report the leaf name of the given inode. The leaf name is
equivalent to the final component of a full pathname. For example, the
leaf name of:

report-leafname

boolean
/vol/vol0/foo/bar/baz
optional
is:
baz
By default, the inode's leaf name is not shown.

report-nopathname

boolean If set to true, do not report on the given inode's full pathname. By
optional default, the inode's full pathname is reported.

report-otherparents

If set to true, report the requested information for all of the parents for
boolean
the given inode. By default, only information about one of the given
optional
inode's parents is reported.

reportparent-data

If set to true, report various other pieces of information about the given
inode. This information includes the inode of the parent directory
boolean
containing the given inode, along with the directory cookie by which the
optional
given inode is known in that parent directory inode. By default, this
other information is not reported for the given inode.

snap-id

The snapshot number within the given volume in which the given inode
is to be referenced. At most, one of snap-id or snap-name can be
provided. If neither is provided, we reference the given inode within the
integer
active file system of the given volume. Valid snapshot ids have a range
optional
of 0 to (WAFL_SNAP_CNT - 1) (currently 255). A value of 0 will refer to
the active file system of the given volume. This refers to the physical
snapshot identifier.

snap-name

A snapshot name within the given volume in which the given inode is to
string be referenced. At most, one of snap-id or snap-name can be provided. If
optional neither is provided, we reference the given inode within the active file
system of the given volume.
The DSID (Data Set IDentifier) of the volume containing the given
inode. Exactly one of volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid or
volume-dsid must be specified.

volume-dsid

string
optional

volume-fsid

The FSID (file system identifier) of the volume containing the given
integer
inode. Exactly one of volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid, or
optional
volume-dsid must be specified. An FSID may have any uint32_t value.

volumename

DSIDs are formatted as 18-character strings composed of 16 hex
characters prefixed with '0x'. NOTE: This form of volume identification is
only supported in some ONTAP products (ONTAP-NG).

The name of the volume containing the given inode. Exactly one of
string
volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid, or volume-dsid must be
optional
specified.
The UUID (Universally Unique IDentifier) of the volume containing the
given inode. Exactly one of volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid or
volume-dsid must be specified.

volume-uuid

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
string separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
optional through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not
used.
An example UUID is 532ad684-c8ec-11d9-945f-00065b8c8a1e. NOTE:
This form of volume identification is only supported in some ONTAP
products (ONTAP-NG).

Output Name Range
inodenumber
inode-paths

logical-snapid

Type

Description

integer The number identifying the inode.
inodeparent- List of requested paths and parent information for the given inode.
info[]
Logical snapshot index. This index maps to the above internal index.
Logical index allows users to choose the same snapshot index across all
integer members of a striped volume. This index is also useful for logical
optional volume replication. A logical snapshot index of 0 implies that the

snapshot is is not client-visible i.e. this is a un-coordinated snapshot.
Range: [0..255].
number-ofparents

integer

snapshot-id

integer The snapshot id, if requested info is from a snapshot. This is the
optional physical snapshot identifier.

snapshotname

string
The name of the snapshot, if requested info is from a snapshot.
optional

The number of parents for the inode. For a file, this is the number of
links to the file.

volume-dsid

string
The volume DSID.
optional

volume-fsid

integer The volume FSID.

volumename

string

The volume name.

volume-uuid

string

The volume UUID.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINODENUMBERTOOSMALL
EINODENUMBERTOOLARGE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINODE
EINELIGIBLEINODE
EPARENTINFONOTLOADED
EI2PNOTENABLED
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EWRONGSTRIPE
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-inode-info-get-iter

[top]

Get information about all the files associated with an inode in a volume.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records
query

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
inodeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
inodespecified on any number of attributes in the file object. All file
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

inodeinfo[] The list of attributes of file objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more file
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINODENUMBERTOOSMALL
EINODENUMBERTOOLARGE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINODE
EPARENTINFONOTLOADED
EI2PNOTENABLED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
ESNAPSHOTINVALIDID
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDDSID
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID

file-list-directory-iter

[top]

list of files in a given directory.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records
path
query
tag

Range

Type

Description

fileinfo[] Specify which attributes to return. If not set return all of them.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
Maximum number of directory entries to retrieve.
optional
1]
string

Pathname of the directory to list. The value is expected to begin
with /vol/.

file- A query that specifies which objects to return. The query can specify
info[] any attributes in the file object. All file objects matching this query
optional up to 'max-records' will be returned.
string Should be empty for first call. For subsequent calls should be the
optional value returned by next-tag below.

Output Name

Range

Description

fileinfo[] Array with information for each file in the named directory.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag to be used in the next call to continue iteration. Will not be
optional returned if there are no more entries.

next-tag
num-records

Type

This tells you how many records are being returned from this
[0..2^32integer particular call to file-list-directory-iter-next. When this value is 0,
1]
you have retrieved everything.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
E_DIRECTORY_CHANGED
EINTERNALERROR
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-list-directory-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a directory iteration.
Input Name Range Type
tag
Errno

Description

string Tag from a previous file-list-directory-iter-start.
Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-list-directory-iter-next

[top]

Obtain a list of files in a given directory.
Input Name Range Type
maximum
tag

string Tag from a previous file-list-directory-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type
files

Description

integer Maximum number of directory entries to retrieve.

Description

fileArray with information for each file in the named directory.
info[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular

records

integer call to file-list-directory-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-list-directory-iter-start

[top]

Start in iteration through the list of files in a given directory.
Input Name Range

encoded

path

Type

Specifies if non ASCII characters present in the filename will be hex
encoded or not. If set to true, then all non-ASCII characters present in
the filename are transformed to \XX where XX is the hex equivalent of
boolean
the character. For example, if the filename has a non-ASCII character
optional
whose hex equivalent is 0x5C then the character would be encoded as a
three byte sequence of '\','5' and 'C' & returned as "\5C". By default, the
value is false.
string

Output Name Range
records
tag

Description

Pathname of the directory to list. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

Type

Description

Number of items that have been saved for future retrieval with file-listinteger
directory-iter-next.
string

Errno

Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-punch-hole-iter
Punch hole in the file. Hole punching involves reclaiming of blocks in a file by unallocating them and
then direct or indirect blocks can be made to point to 0.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

hole-rangeinfo[]

path

string

tag

string
optional

Do not set on first iteration. Use value of next-tag on subseguent
iterations.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

string
optional

next-tag
Errno

This is the array containing the ranges that need to be hole
punched.
Path of the file. Format must be of the following:
/vol/my_vol/path-to-file

Returned if not all ranges have been punched

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EONTAPI_ENOSPC

file-read-file

[top]

Read data from a named file. API will fail if length exceeds 1 MB. This API should only be used on
normal files or streams associated with files. The results for other file types such as LUNs is undefined.
Input Name
length
offset

Range

[0..2^63-1] integer
string

length

Offset into file to start reading from. If the value of offset is
beyond the eof, the API will fail with EAPIERROR.
Name of the file to read. For example: "/vol/<volume>/<file>".

A stream is an on disk structure which contains a sequence of
bytes, analogous to a file. A stream is always associated with
exactly one file. Characters that are valid for a file name are
string also valid for the stream-name. e.g., "meta", "resource1". Use
optional this option if the data should be read from the named stream
associated with file specified by <path> Default is empty stream
name, in which case the data is read from file specified by
<path> This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2 or later.

stream-name

data

Description

[0..1048576] integer Number of bytes to read from the file.

path

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
string

[0..1048576] integer

Description
Data read from the file. The format of the data is ASCII hex
characters, two characters representing one byte from the file.
(This format allows the representation of 0-valued bytes.)
Number of bytes actually read from the file. If this value is 0,
then you have attempted to read at or past the end of the file.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EFTYPE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-read-symlink

[top]

Read the contents of a symlink.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the symlink file to read. The value is expected to begin with /vol/.

Output Name Range Type
symlink

string

Description
Value of the symlink, which is the destination path contained in the
symlink.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENAMETOOLONG
ENOTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_ELOOP
EONTAPI_ENOTDIR

file-rename-file
Rename a file or directory. Note that this API cannot be used to rename to a different volume.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
from-path
to-path

Description

string Original path of the file. The value must begin with /vol/.
string

Final path of the file. The value must begin with /vol/. All path components
except the final file name must already exist.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_EXDEV
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-set-space-reservation-info

[top]

Sets the space reservation settings for the named file. is-overwrite-enabled and is-fill-enabled both
must be the same value.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range
is-fillenabled
isoverwriteenabled
path

Type

Description

boolean
Whether or not to set the file with fill.
optional
boolean
Whether or not to set the file with overwrite.
optional
string

File to be queried.
The identifier of the volume in which the named file exists.
There are two legal choices for a volume identifier, either a DSID or a
UUID.
DSIDs are formatted as 18-character strings composed of 16 hex
characters, zero filled if required and prefixed with '0x'.
Here is an example of an actual DSID:
0x0000000000000401

volume-id

string

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed
of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by
'-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth
groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping
has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
Space reservations are not supported on any volume within a Vserver

with Infinite Volume, whether on the Infinite Volume itself or any of its
constituents.
Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESETSPCRESERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_EISVDISK
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-truncate-file

[top]

Truncate a file. Any data past the truncation point will be lost, of course.
Input Name

Range

Type

path
size

string

Description
Path of the file to truncate. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

[0..2^63- integer If provided, the file size in bytes is set to this value. The default
optional value is 0.
1]

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EFTYPE
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-usage-get

[top]

Reports unique bytes held in a file.
Input Name Range
length
path
start-offset

Type

Description

integer Length of the range in bytes. If it is not specified, the range that is
optional reported is from start-offset to end-of-file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
string

File name to generate report: E.g., /vol/vol1/file1

integer Start range of file in bytes. If this is not specified, it is assumed to be
optional beginning of file (offset 0). Range : [0..2^63-1].

Output Name Range
total-bytes
unique-bytes

Type

Description

integer Number of bytes held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
integer Number of bytes 'uniquely' held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EAGAIN

file-usage-result-get

[top]

Used to poll and retrieve results for a previous file-usage-start call. EINPROGRESS indicates that the
background job has not finished yet.
Input Name Range Type
cookie

Description

string

Cookie that was returned in an earlier file-usage-start call.

Output Name Range Type
total-bytes
unique-bytes

Description

integer Number of bytes held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
integer Number of bytes 'uniquely' held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EINPROGRESS

file-usage-start

[top]

Starts a background job to compute unique bytes held in a file. The result can be obtained by passing
the cookie to file-usage-result-get call.
Input Name Range
length
path
start-offset
Output Name Range

Type

Description

integer Length of the range in bytes. If it is not specified, the range that is
optional reported is from start-offset to end-of-file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
string

File name to generate report: E.g., /vol/vol1/file1

integer Start range of file in bytes. If this is not specified, it is assumed to be
optional beginning of file (offset 0). Range : [0..2^63-1].
Type

Description

cookie

string

Errno

Cookie to be used with subsequent file-usage-result-get call.

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EAGAIN

file-write-file

[top]

Write data into a named file. If the file/stream does not previously exist, it will be created - the owner of
the file will be root and it will be readable but not writable by non-root users. API will fail if data exceeds
1 MB. This API should only be used on normal files or streams associated with files. The results for other
file types such as LUNs is undefined.
Input Name

Range

data

offset

string

If false, and the file already exists, then the API will fail, with an
boolean
errno of EEXIST. This allows the client to ensure that it was the
optional
exclusive creator of the file. The default value is true.

path

string

Pathname of the file to write. For example:
"/vol/<volume>/<file>".

A stream is an on disk structure which contains a sequence of
bytes, analogous to a file. A stream is always associated with
exactly one file. Characters that are valid for a file name are
string also valid for the stream-name. e.g., "meta", "resource1". Use
optional this option if the data should be written to the named stream
associated with file specified by <path> Default is empty stream
name, in which case the data is written to file specified by
<path> This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2 or later.

stream-name

length

Description
Data to be written. The format of the data is ASCII hex
characters, two characters representing one byte. Whitespace
characters, for convenience in formatting, can be present in the
value and are ignored.

Offset into file at which to start writing. If the offset is -1, the
data is appended to the file. The valid maximum value for
(offset + data length) is the maximum total file size which is
[-1..2^63-1] integer
Data ONTAP version and file system dependent. If the value of
the (offset + data length) is beyond the maximum total file size,
the API will fail with EAPIERROR.

overwrite

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

[0..1048576] integer Number of bytes actually written.

Errno
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EFTYPE
EBADFILELENGTH
EVOLUMEQUIESCED

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

Element definition: file-info

[top]

Information about a single file.
Name

Range

Type

Description

accessed- [0..2^32Last asscess time of the file. The value is in seconds since January 1,
integer
timestamp
1]
1970.
acl-type
bytesused

string

The type of access control list (acl) on the file. Possible values are:
"no_acl", "nt_acl", "nfs_acl", and goddess forbid, "unknown".

[0..2^63- integer
returns the number of bytes actually used on disk by this file
optional
1]

changed- [0..2^32Last changed time of the file. The value is in seconds since January 1,
integer
timestamp
1]
1970.
creation- [0..2^32integer Creation time of the file. The value is in seconds since January 1, 1970.
timestamp
1]
dsid
file-size
file-type
group-id
hardlinkscount

[0..2^64- integer
Data Set ID
optional
1]
[0..2^63integer The size of the file in bytes.
1]
string

Type of the file. Possible values: file, directory, blockdev, chardev,
symlink, socket, fifo, stream, lun.

[0..2^32integer The integer id of the group owner of the file.
1]
[0..2^32integer The number of hard links to the file.
1]

inodegennumber

[0..2^32- integer
Inode generation number
optional
1]

inodenumber

[0..2^32integer The file node number.
1]

is-empty

This element tells whether directory is empty or not. Directory is
considered empty if it only contains entries for "." and "..". This
boolean
element is present if file is directory. In some special error cases like
optional
volume goes offline in between or directory is moved in the middle of
getting this info, this field might not get set.

isjunction

boolean
Returns true if the directory is a junction.
optional

issnapshot

boolean
Returns true if the directory is a snapshot.
optional

is-vm-

Returns true if the file is vm-aligned. A vm-aligned file is a file which is
padded with zero-filled data at the beginning so that it's actual data
starts at a different offset instead of zero. This is done in VM
boolean
environments so that reads/writes to this file are aligned to WAFL's 4k

aligned

optional

block boundary. The amount by which the start offset is adjusted
depends on the vm-align setting of the hosting volume. Use the
volume-list-info or the volume-get-iter API to get this information.

modified- [0..2^32Last modification time of the file. The value is in seconds since January
integer
timestamp
1]
1, 1970.
msid

[0..2^64- integer
Mirror Set ID
optional
1]
string
Name of the file.
optional

name
owner-id

[0..2^32integer The integer id of the owner of the file.
1]

perm

string

File permission bits. It's similar to Unix style permission bits: 0755
gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
bits 4, 2 and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit
selects the set user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes.
The second digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4),
write (2) and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users
in the same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: fingerprint-info

[top]

FingerPrint info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregateuuid
filemetadata
filer-id
filer-name

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
An Universal Unique IDentifier (UUID) for the aggregate
containing the volume. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

file-fingerprintFile fingerprint info
info
optional
uuid
optional
string

ID (NVRAM ID) of owner. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the filer. If the filer name has not been
written to the disks, this will not be returned. Attributes: non-

optional

fingerprintalgorithm

creatable, non-modifiable

The digest algorithm which was used for the fingerprint
computation. Fingerprint is computed using md5 or sha-256
digest algorithm. The digest algorithm to be used for the
fingerprint computation can be specified when the fingerprint
operation is started using the file-fingerprint-start API. If no
fingerprintalgo algorithm was specified during file fingerprint start, then by
default, we compute fingerprint of the file using the sha-256
optional
digest alogorithm. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"md5" ,
"sha256"

fingerprint- [0..2^64end-time
1]

integer
optional

End time of fingerprint computation in seconds since January
1, 1970. Time is taken out of system clock. Range :
[0..2^64-1]. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fingerprintinput-path

string
optional

Full path of the file on which fingerprint is calculated. The
value begins with /vol/. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

fingerprintscope

The file scope which was used for the fingerprint computation.
Fingerprint is computed over the file data or metadata or both
data and metadata depending on the scope selected when
starting the fingerprint operation. If no scope was specified
during file fingerprint start, then by default, we compute
fingerprintscope fingerprint of the file over both data and metadata.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"data_and_metadata" ,
"data_only" ,
"metadata_only"

fingerprint- [0..2^64start-time
1]

integer
optional

Start time of fingerprint computation in seconds since January
1, 1970. This time is calculated using the system clock.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fingerprintversion

string
optional

Version of the fingerprint output format. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

formattedfingerprintend-time

string
optional

End time of fingerprint computation in a human readable
format :: in GMT timezone.Time is taken out of system clock.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedfingerprintstart-time

string
optional

Start time of fingerprint computation in a human readable
format: :: in GMT timezone. This time is calculated using the
system clock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedsnaplocksystemcomplianceclock

string
optional

If System Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable
time :: in GMT timezone. A value of 'not_initalized' indicates
that System Compliance Clock has not been initialized.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedsnaplockvolumecomplianceclock

string
optional

Volume Compliance Clock time for SnapLock volumes in
human readable format. :: in GMT timezone. This field is not
included for Non-SnapLock volumes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in a human-readable
format :: in GMT timezone. A value of 'infinite' indicates that
the volume has an infinite expiry date. A value of 'indefinite'
indicates that the volume has an indefinite expiry date. A
value of 'unspecified' indicates that the volume has an

formattedvolumeexpiry-date

string
optional

is-volumeexpirydatewraparound

session-id

[0..2^321]

snaplocklicense

boolean
optional

True if the date represented in the field volume-expiry-date is
a wraparound format. The wraparound format indicates that
dates after 01/19/2038 are mapped from 01/01/1970 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 - 01/19/2071. The field is not
included if volume-expiry-date is not included. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. This
session-id is returned when the fingerprint operation is
started on a file. The session-id of the fingerprint operation
can be used to get the progress of an ongoing fingerprint
operation as well as the complete fingerprint output for the
file once the operation is completed. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

snaplocklicense
optional

snaplocksystem- [0..2^64compliance1]
clock

unspecified expiry date. A value of 'scan_in_progress'
indicates that expiry date is not displayed since WORM scan
on the volume is in progress. A value of 'no_expiry_date'
indicates that expiry date is not displayed since the SnapLock
volume has no WORM files and WORM Snapshot copies. This
field is not included if the volume is offline or the volume is
regular volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Status of SnapLock license. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"available" ,
"not_available"

integer
optional

If System Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds
in the standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) in
GMT timezone. Range:[0..2^64-1]. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

snaplockvolume- [0..2^64compliance1]
clock

integer
optional

Volume Compliance Clock time in seconds for the SnapLock
volumes.The time is in the standard UNIX format (since
01/01/1970 00:00:00) in GMT timezone. This field is not
included for Non-SnapLock volumes. Range:[0..2^64-1].
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumecontainingaggregate

string
optional

Specifies the name of the aggregate in which the given
volume resides Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The DSID (Data Set IDentifier) of the volume containing the
given file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumedsid

[0..2^641]

Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in seconds in the
standard UNIX format(since 01/01/1970 00:00:00).Range:
[0..2^64-1]. This field is not included if

volume- [0..2^64expiry-date
1]

integer
optional

Volume is non-SnapLock volume, or
SnapLock volume has an infinite expiry date, or
SnapLock volume has an indefinite expiry date, or
SnapLock volume has an unspecified expiry date, or
SnapLock volume has no WORM files or WORM
Snapshot copies, or
SnapLock volume has WORM scanner in progress
The volume expiry date can be in wraparound format.The
wraparound format indicates that dates after 01/19/2038 are
mapped from 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 01/19/2071. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumemsid

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Volume's Mirror Set ID. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

volumename

volume-name
optional

Specifies the name of the volume on which the file resides.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the SnapLock volume. This value is only given for
SnapLock volumes. The possible values are :

volumesnaplocktype

snaplocktype
optional

compliance
enterprise
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise

vserver-id

uuid
optional

An Universal Unique IDentifier (UUID) for the vserver owning
the volume Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

vserver-name
optional

Specifies the name of the vserver which owns the volume on
which the file resides. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: fingerprint-status-info

[top]

Fingerprint Status Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
file

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
Full path of the file on which fingerprint is calculated. The value
begins with /vol/. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the operation status of the fingerprint operation. The
operation-status of the fingerpirnt operation can be one of the
following:

operationstatus

wormopstatus
optional

In-progress
Completed
Failed
Aborting
Unknown
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"
Specifies the amount of progress that has been made on an
ongoing fingerprint operation. If the operation-status of the

progress- [0..2^32percentage
1]

session-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

integer
optional

volume-name
optional

volume

fingerprint operation is 'Completed' then the progresspercentage is always 100 and if the operation-status of the
fingerprint operation is 'Failed' then the progress-percentage is
always 0. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. This session-id
is returned when the fingerprint operation is started on a file.
The session-id of the fingerprint operation can be used to get the
progress of an ongoing fingerprint operation as well as the
complete fingerprint output for the file once the operation is
completed. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the volume on which the file resides. If
using this parameter, the following parameters should also be
specified:
vserver-name : Name of the vserver to which this volume
belongs.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver-name
optional

vserver

Specifies the name of the vserver which owns the volume on
which the file resides. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
volume-name : Name of the volume on which the file
resides
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: hole-range-info

[top]

The hole start need not be an integral multiple of the block size. It will be rounded up to the start of the
next block. The hole-size does not need to be the size of a block. It will be rounded down to the
beginning of the block. It is possible that after the adjustments there is nothing to punch. That is ok and
will be treated as success. Note that presently in WAFL small files are entirely within the inode. It is
possible to "hole punch" those however nothing happens. The data is left alone. Considering the use
case fot this ZAPI and the amount of effort to code the "correct" solution this is deemed an acceptable
condition. If the file is vm-aligned then the range chosen to hole-punch could be rounded down by a
block to ensure that we don't punch block containing valid user data.
Name Range Type

Description

holesize

integer

holestart

integer Starting offset of the hole. Range : [0..2^63-1]

Size of the hole in terms of bytes. If punching a hole WAFL presently limits this
value to 4MB. Range : [0..2^63-1]

Element definition: inode-info
Inode Information.
When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
dsid

Range

Type

Description

The DSID (Data Set IDentifier) of the volume containing the given
[0..2^64- integer inode. Exactly one of volume or dsid must be specified in query.
optional
1]
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

file-name

string
optional

file-path

string
optional

inode- [0..2^32integer
number
1]
parent- [0..2^64- integer
optional
dir-index
1]

Name of the file associated with inode.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Full path name of the file associated with the inode number.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The inode number for which information is desired.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The index of the directory entry of the file in its parent directory.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

parentInode number of the parent directory of the file.
[0..2^64- integer
inodeoptional
1]
number
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The snapshot number within the given volume in which the given inode
is to be referenced. At most, one of snaphot-id or snapshot-name can
be provided in query. If neither is provided, we reference the given
snapshotinteger
[0..255]
inode within the active file system of the given volume. A value of 0 will
optional
id
refer to the active file system of the given volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The snapshot name within the given volume in which the given inode is
to be referenced. At most, one of snapshot-id or snapshot-name can be
string provided in query. If neither is provided, we reference the given inode
optional within the active file system of the given volume.

snapshotname

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The name of the volume containing the given inode. Exactly one of
volumevolume or dsid must be specified in query.
name
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

Element definition: inode-parent-info

[top]

Inode's path and parent information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

inodename

string
Name of inode in parent directory.
optional

inodeparent-

The opaque readdir cookie to determine the index of the inode in the parent
integer
directory tree. Note that this value is used as a testing hook, we do not
optional

cookie

plan to support its semantics and those semantics might change over time.

inodeparentinodenumber

integer
Inode number of the parent directory.
optional

inodepath

string
Full path to inode
optional

Element definition: snapshot-id

[top]

Snapshot Id
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: file-fingerprint-info

[top]

File fingerprint info
Name
access-time

Range

Type

[0..2^64- integer

Description
Access Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

1]

optional

changedtime

[0..2^64- integer
Changed Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

creationtime

[0..2^64- integer
Creation Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

datafingerprint
file
file-size

The digest value of data of the file. The fingerprint is base64 encoded.
string
This field is not included if scope is 'metadata-only'. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
string Full path of the file on which fingerprint is calculated. The value
optional begins with /vol/. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer The size of the file in bytes. Range : [0..2^64-1]. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Type of the file. Possible values:

file-type

string
optional

'worm',
'worm_appendable',
'worm_active_log',
'worm_log' and
'regular'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fileid

[0..2^32- integer A unique number within filesystem identifying the file for fingerprint.
optional Range : [0..2^31-1] Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

formattedaccess-time

Last access time of the file formatted in a human-readable format ::
string
in GMT timezone. The field is included for regular files and files on
optional
Non-SnapLock volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedchangedtime

string Last changed time of the file formatted in a human-readable format.
optional :: in GMT timezone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedcreationtime

string Creation time of the file formatted in a human-readable format. :: in
optional GMT timezone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedmodifiedtime

string Last modification time of the file formatted in a human-readable
optional format. :: in GMT timezone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedretentiontime

Expiry date of the file protected by SnapLock formatted in a humanreadable format. This takes care of wraparound dates and prints the
expiry date of the file in the format :: in GMT timezone. A value of
'infinite' indicates that this file has infinite retention time. A value of
string
'indefinite' indicates that this file has indefinite retention time. A value
optional
of 'unspecified' indicates that this file has unspecified retention time.
This field is not included for regular files that are not protected by
SnapLock and files on Non-SnapLock volumes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

fsid
group-id

is-changedtimewraparound

[0..2^32- integer Filesystem ID. Range : [0..2^31-1] Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer The integer id of the group owner of the file. Range : [0..2^31-1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
This field is included for WORM files when changed-time is in
wraparound format. This field is true if the date represented in
changed-time is in wraparound format and false if changed-time is
boolean
not is not in wraparound format. The wraparound format indicates
optional
that dates after 01/19/2038 are mapped from 01/01/1970 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 - 01/19/2071. This field is not included for
regular files. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if the date represented in retention-time is in wraparound
format.The wraparound format indicates that dates after 01/19/2038

iswraparound
litigationcount

boolean
are mapped from 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 optional
01/19/2071. This field is not included if retention-time is not included
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..255]

integer The number of litigations on the file. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
The digest value of metadata of the file. The metadata fingerprint is
calculated for file size, file ctime, file mtime, file crtime, file retention
string
time, file uid, gid and file type. The fingerprint is base64 encoded.
optional
This field is not included if scope is 'data-only'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

metadatafingerprint
modifiedtime

[0..2^64- integer
Modification Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

owner-id

[0..2^32- integer The integer id of the owner of the file. Range : [0..2^31-1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

owner-sid

string The owner SID of the file. This field is included in the case when file
optional has NTFS security style. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

retention- [0..2^64- integer
Retention Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
time
1]
optional

Element definition: fingerprintalgo

[top]

MD5|SHA256 Possible values:
"md5" ,
"sha256"
[none]

Element definition: fingerprintscope

[top]

data-and-metadata|data-only|metadata-only Possible values:
"data_and_metadata" ,
"data_only" ,
"metadata_only"
[none]

Element definition: snaplocklicense
available|not_available Possible values:
"available" ,
"not_available"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: snaplocktype

[top]

non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: wormopstatus
Unknown|In-Progress|Failed|Aborting|Completed Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: file-directory-security
file-directory-effectivepermissions-get
file-directory-security-get
file-directory-securityntfs-create
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-add
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-get-iter
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-modify
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-remove
file-directory-securityntfs-delete
file-directory-securityntfs-get-iter
file-directory-securityntfs-modify
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-add
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-get-iter
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-modify
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-remove
file-directory-securitypolicy-create
file-directory-securitypolicy-delete
file-directory-securitypolicy-get-iter
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-add
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-get-iter
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-modify
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-remove
file-directory-securityremove-slag
file-directory-security-set

This set of ZAPIs allows to view or set file security settings. To
view security of a file/folder, pass the file/folder path name as
argument to show command. To set security on a file/folder,
policy needs to be created. Policy has set of tasks and each task
has a file/folder path name and the security descriptor identifier
which will be applied on the file/folder.

file-directory-effective-permissions-get
Gives information about the maximal access for the mentioned user on given path.

[top]

Input Name Range
client-ipaddress

Type

ip-address This optional parameter specifies the incoming CIFS or UNIX user
optional client ip address.

expandmask

boolean
optional

path

string

share-name

Description

Specifies whether to expand the bit mask of ACE.
Specifies UNIX style file or folder path for which the effective
permission has to be found out.

cifs-shareThis optional parameter specifies that the given path name lookup
name
starts from cifs share map path.
optional

unix-username

string
optional

Specifies name of the UNIX user for which the effective permission
has to be found out.

win-username

string
optional

Specifies name of the Windows user for which the effective
permission has to be found out.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

permission

fsecuritySpecifies the resultant NT style effective permission.
acl[]

share-path

string
optional

Errno

The CIFS share path.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-get

[top]

Returns security information of a file/folder
Input Name Range

Type

Description

cifs-sharename

cifsshare- Specifies that the given path name lookup starts from cifs share map
name path. Mutually exclusive with volume-name field.
optional

expandmask

boolean Specifies whether to expand the bit mask of DOS attributes, security
optional descriptor's control flags and every ACE.

inode

integer
File Inode Number
optional

lookupnames

boolean
Specifies whether the SID needs to be converted to user/group name.
optional

path

Specifies the file or folder path whose security information needs to be
string
read. If volume-name or cifs-share-name is not specified, path name
optional
lookup starts from the root path of the vserver

sddl

boolean
Specifies whether to show the acls in windows sddl format.
optional

textual-mask
volumename

boolean
Specifies whether to show the mask in textual format.
optional
volumeSpecifies that the given path name lookup starts from volume junction
name
path. Mutually exclusive with cifs-share-name field.
optional

Output Name Range

Type

Description

fsecurityNTFS or NFSV4 Security descriptor ACLs.
acl[]
optional

acls
dosattributes

integer
DOS Attributes
optional

effectivestyle

security- Effective security style of the file/folder. The 'unified' security style,
style- which applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to file/folder
enum security.

expandeddos-attr

Bitwise expanded DOS Attributes of the specified file/folder path. This
field returns value if expand mask is true. Example follows,
DOS Attributes:
...0 .... .... .... = Offline
.... ..0. .... .... = Sparse
string
.... .... 0... .... = Normal
optional
.... .... ..0. .... = Archive
.... .... ...1 .... = Directory
.... .... .... .0.. = System
.... .... .... ..0. = Hidden
.... .... .... ...0 = Read Only

inode

integer
File Inode Number
optional

path

Specifies the file or folder path whose security information needs to be
string
read. If volume-name or cifs-share-name is not specified, path name
optional
lookup starts from the root path of the vserver
security- Security style of the file/folder. The 'unified' security style, which
style- applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to file/folder
enum security.

securitystyle
text-dos-attr

string
DOS Attributes in Text
optional

unix-groupid

integer
UNIX Group Id
optional

unix-modebits

integer
Unix mode permission bits in octal value.
optional

unix-user-id

integer
UNIX User Id
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-create

[top]

Creates a new NTFS security descriptor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the security descriptor control flags in hexa decimal.
The following are the bit fields of control flags.
1... .... .... .... = Self Relative
.0.. .... .... .... = RM Control Valid
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected

controlflags-raw

[0..2^321]

...0 .... .... ....
.... 0... .... ....
.... .0.. .... ....
.... ..0. .... ....
.... ...0 .... ....
.... .... ..0. ....
.... .... ...0 ....
.... .... .... 0...
.... .... .... .1..
.... .... .... ..0.
.... .... .... ...0

integer
optional

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

DACL Protected
SACL Inherited
DACL Inherited
SACL Inherit Required
DACL Inherit Required
SACL Defaulted
SACL Present
DACL Defaulted
DACL Present
Group Defaulted
Owner Defaulted

At present only the following flags are honored. Others are
ignored.
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted
name-or-sid
optional

group

Specifies group's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.

ntfs-sd

file-securitySpecifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
ntfs-sd

owner

name-or-sid
optional

Specifies owner's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the file-directory-security-ntfs on
successful creation. Default: false

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

file-directoryThe file-directory-security-ntfs created (keys or the entire
security-ntfs
object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-add

[top]

Add a discretionary access control entry to NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

access-type

account

access-type

"deny" ,
"allow"

name-or- Specifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies DACL ACE's Advanced access rights. Mutually exclusive
with rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,

"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

advancedrights

Specifies apply DACL entry. Possible values:
apply-to

inheritancelevel[]
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with
advanced-rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more discretionary access control entries
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
filedirectorysecurityntfs-dacl
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fileA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
directory-

specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securitysecurityntfs-dacl object. All file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl objects
ntfs-dacl
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

filedirectorysecurityThe list of attributes of file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl objects.
ntfsdacl[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more filestring
optional directory-security-ntfs-dacl objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-modify

[top]

Modify a discretionary access control entry of a file security descriptor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

access-type

account

access-type

"deny" ,
"allow"

name-or- Specifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies DACL ACE's Advanced access rights. Mutually exclusive
with rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:

advancedrights

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"
Specifies this ACE has to be applied on. Possible values:

apply-to

inheritancelevel[]
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with
advanced-rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-remove

[top]

Remove a discretionary access control entry from NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

access-type

access-type

account

name-or-sid

Specifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.

ntfs-sd

file-securityntfs-sd

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Errno

"deny" ,
"allow"

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-delete
Deletes an NTFS security descriptor information

[top]

Input Name Range
ntfs-sd

Type

Description

file-security-ntfs-sd Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more NTFS security descriptor
Input Name

Range

filedirectorysecurityntfs
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

filedirectorysecurityntfs
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securityntfs object. All file-directory-security-ntfs objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

filedirectorysecurity- The list of attributes of file-directory-security-ntfs objects.
ntfs[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fileoptional directory-security-ntfs objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-modify

[top]

Modifies an NTFS security descriptor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the security descriptor control flags in hexa decimal. The

controlflags-raw

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

following are the bit fields of control flags.
1... .... .... .... = Self Relative
.0.. .... .... .... = RM Control Valid
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... 0... .... .... = SACL Inherited
.... .0.. .... .... = DACL Inherited
.... ..0. .... .... = SACL Inherit Required
.... ...0 .... .... = DACL Inherit Required
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... ...0 .... = SACL Present
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... .1.. = DACL Present
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted
At present only the following flags are honored. Others are
ignored.
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted

name-orSpecifies group's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor.
optional

group

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

owner

name-orSpecifies owner's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor.
optional

Errno

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-add

[top]

Add a system/audit access control entry to NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name
account

Range

Type

Description

name-or- Specifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with rightsraw field. Possible values:

advanced-

advancedaccess-

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,

rights

rights[]
optional

"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

Specifies how this ACE has to be applied on this folder and it's
subfolders and files. This field is ignored if the security is mapped
inheritance- with a path which is not a folder. Possible values:
level[]
"this_folder" ,
optional
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

apply-to

Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Possible values:
auditaccess-type

auditaccess-type

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"failure" ,
"success"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Possible values:

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more system/audit access control entries
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
filedirectorysecurityntfs-sacl
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

filedirectorysecurityntfs-sacl
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securityntfs-sacl object. All file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

filedirectorysecurityThe list of attributes of file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl objects.
ntfssacl[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more filestring
optional directory-security-ntfs-sacl objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-modify

[top]

Modify an system/audit access control entry of a file security descriptor
Input Name
account

Range

Type

Description

name-or- Specifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with rightsraw field. Possible values:

advancedrights

apply-to

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

Specifies how this ACE has to be applied on this folder and it's
subfolders and files. This field is ignored if the security is mapped
inheritance- with a path which is not a folder. Possible values:
level[]
"this_folder" ,

optional

"sub_folders" ,
"files"
Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

auditaccess-type

auditaccess-type

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"failure" ,
"success"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Possible values:
"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

Specifies SACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-remove

[top]

Remove an system/audit access control entry from NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name

Range

account

Type
name-or-sid

Description
Specifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.
Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

audit-accesstype

audit-accesstype

ntfs-sd

file-securityntfs-sd

Errno

"failure" ,
"success"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-create

[top]

Creates a new file/folder security policy configuration. To preserve the security configuration of a file(or,
folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks and a
task associates a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the
file/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate
task entries and there is only one task per path.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

policy-name

Specifies the name of the policy. To preserve the security
configuration of a file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security
filepolicy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks and a task
securityassociates a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that
policyneeds to be set on the file/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely
name
identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate task
entries and there is only one task per path.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the file-directory-security-policy on successful
optional creation. Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

filedirectoryThe file-directory-security-policy created (keys or the entire object if
securityrequested)
policy
optional

result

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-delete

[top]

Deletes a file/folder security policy. To preserve the security configuration of a file(or, folder) or set of
files(or, folders) security policy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates a
file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the file/folder. Every task in a
policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate task entries and there is
only one task per path.
Input Name Range

policyname

Type

Description

Specifies the name of the policy. To preserve the security configuration
of a file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been
filedefined. Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates a file/folder
securitypath name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the
policyfile/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder
name
path. Policy can't have duplicate task entries and there is only one task
per path.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more security policies. To preserve the security configuration of a
file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks
and a task associates a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the
file/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate
task entries and there is only one task per path.
Input Name

Range

filedirectorysecuritypolicy
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

filedirectorysecuritypolicy
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securitypolicy object. All file-directory-security-policy objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

filedirectorysecurity- The list of attributes of file-directory-security-policy objects.
policy[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fileoptional directory-security-policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-add

[top]

Add a file security policy task. A task maps security descriptor with a file or folder.
Input Name

accesscontrol

Range

Type

accesscontrol
optional

ntfs-

Description
Specifies the access control of task to be applied. Its value can
be file-directory or slag respectively. The slag value is not
supported on FlexGroups. Default value will be file-directory.
Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
Specifies NTFS propagation mode. Possible values:

propagationmode
optional

ntfs-mode

"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"

file-securitySpecifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
ntfs-sd[]
optional

ntfs-sd
path

Specifies the file or folder path of the task. In case of SLAG this
path specify the volume or qtree mounted path.

string

policyname

file-security- Specifies the name of the policy to which the task needs to be
policy-name added.
securitytype
optional

securitytype

task-index[1..10000]
number

Errno

integer
optional

Specifies the type of security. Possible values:
"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"
Specifies the target index/position of this task in the policy. If a
policy has already 5 tasks and this is the 6th task you are
adding and you want to add this task as 2nd task, you can
specifiy the index 2. By default the task gets added as last task.
If the index number exceeds the number of positions, it will go
at the end.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more policy tasks. Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates
a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the file/folder. Every task in a
policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate task entries and there is
only one task per path.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
filedirectorysecuritypolicytask
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
filedirectorysecuritypolicytask
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securitypolicy-task object. All file-directory-security-policy-task objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

filedirectorysecurityThe list of attributes of file-directory-security-policy-task objects.
policytask[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more filestring
optional directory-security-policy-task objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-modify

[top]

Modify a file security policy task
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
NTFS Propagation Mode Possible values:

ntfs-mode

ntfs-propagation-mode
optional

ntfs-sd

file-security-ntfs-sd[]
optional

path

string

policy-name

"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"
NTFS Security Descriptor Name
Path

file-security-policy-name Policy Name
Security Type Possible values:
security-type
optional

security-type

task-index-number [1..10000]
Errno

integer
optional

"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"
Position

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-remove

[top]

Remove a task from the policy of a vserver.
Input Name Range
path
policy-

Type
string

Description
Specifies the file or folder path of the task.

file-security-policy- Specifies the name of the policy from which the task has

name

name

Errno

been removed.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-remove-slag

[top]

Removes SLAG from the specified volume or qtree path.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Specifies the path of the volume or qtree from which slag to be removed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-set

[top]

Apply security descriptors on files and directories defined in a policy to a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ignore-brokensymlinks

boolean
optional

Skip Broken Symlinks

ismodify

boolean
optional

Modify SD op through REST

policy-name

file-securitypolicy-name

Errno

Specifies the name of the policy whose security settings
have to be applied.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: access-control
file-directory|slag Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: access-rights

[top]

no-access|full-control|modify|read-and-execute|read|write Possible values:
"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
[none]

Element definition: access-type

[top]

deny|allow Possible values:
"deny" ,
"allow"
[none]

Element definition: advanced-access-rights

[top]

Advanced access right Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"
[none]

Element definition: audit-access-type
failure|success Possible values:

[top]

"failure" ,
"success"
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share-name

[top]

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a Unicode string with the following characters
being illegal: control characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double quotes) and the
characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?
[none]

Element definition: file-directory-security-ntfs
NTFS security descriptor management When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

control- [0..2^32flags-raw
1]

Type

integer
optional

Description
Specifies the security descriptor control flags in hexa decimal. The
following are the bit fields of control flags.
1... .... .... .... = Self Relative
.0.. .... .... .... = RM Control Valid
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... 0... .... .... = SACL Inherited
.... .0.. .... .... = DACL Inherited
.... ..0. .... .... = SACL Inherit Required
.... ...0 .... .... = DACL Inherit Required
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... ...0 .... = SACL Present
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... .1.. = DACL Present
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted
At present only the following flags are honored. Others are ignored.
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted Attributes: optional-for-create,

[top]

modifiable
name-orSpecifies group's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

group

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd
optional

owner

name-orSpecifies owner's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
optional

vserver

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl
fsecurity SACL configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
accesstype

account

Range

Type
access-type
optional

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
"deny" ,
"allow"

name-orSpecifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies DACL ACE's Advanced access rights. Mutually exclusive
with rights and rights-raw fields. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

advancedrights

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

[top]

Specifies this ACE has to be applied on. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

apply-to

inheritancelevel[]
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd
optional

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

readableaccessrights

string
optional

Specifies the current access rights. The access rights must be set to
one among rights,advanced-rights,rights-raw. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

Specifies DACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with
advanced-rights and rights-raw fields. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:
accessrights
optional

rights

rightsraw

[0..2^321]

vserver

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"

integer
optional

Specifies DACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl
fsecurity SACL configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
account

Range

Type

Description

name-orSpecifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with rightsraw field. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,

[top]

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

advancedrights

"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

Specifies how this ACE has to be applied on this folder and it's
subfolders and files. This field is ignored if the security is mapped
with a path which is not a folder. Attributes: optional-for-create,
inheritance- modifiable Possible values:
level[]
"this_folder" ,
optional
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

apply-to

Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:

auditaccesstype

auditaccess-type
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd
optional

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

string
optional

Specifies the current access rights. Access rights can be specified by
one of the following fields, rights, advanced-rights and rights-raw.
These fields are mutually exclusive fields. If rights field is set and
other two fields (advanced-rights, rights-raw) cant be set and so
readable-access-rights field has the value of rights field. If rightsraw field is set and other two fields (advanced-rights, rights) are
not set then readable-access-rights field has the value of rights-raw
field. If advanced-rights field is set and other two fields (rights,
rights-raw) are not set then readable-access-rights field has the
value of advanced-rights field. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

readableaccessrights

"failure" ,
"success"

Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:
accessrights
optional

rights

rightsraw

vserver

[0..2^321]

integer
optional
vservername

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

optional

Element definition: file-directory-security-policy

[top]

File/folder security policy management When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

policyname

Specifies the name of the policy. To preserve the security configuration of a
file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been defined.
filesecurity- Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates a file/folder path name
policy- and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the file/folder. Every task
name in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have
optional duplicate task entries and there is only one task per path. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: file-directory-security-policy-task
File security policy task management When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
accesscontrol

ntfs-mode

Range

Type
access-control
optional

ntfs-propagationmode
optional

Description
Access Control Level Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
NTFS Propagation Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"

[top]

file-security-ntfsNTFS Security Descriptor Name Attributes: nonsd[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

ntfs-sd
path

string
optional

policy-name

file-securitypolicy-name
optional
security-type
optional

security-type

task-indexnumber

[1..10000]

vserver

Path Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Policy Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Security Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"

integer
optional

Position Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: file-security-ntfs-sd

[top]

NTFS file security descriptor identifier. This can be any valid text input.
[none]

Element definition: file-security-policy-name

[top]

The file/folder security policy identifier. This can be any valid text.
[none]

Element definition: fsecurity-acl

[top]

Security access control list.
[none]

Element definition: inheritance-level
this-folder|sub-folders|files Possible values:
"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: name-or-sid

[top]

An user or group name that is specified in the form of valid username/groupname with domain or valid
SID string
[none]

Element definition: ntfs-propagation-mode

[top]

propagate|ignore|replace Possible values:
"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: security-type

[top]

ntfs|nfsv4 Possible values:
"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: access-control

[top]

file-directory|slag Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
[none]

Element definition: access-rights
no-access|full-control|modify|read-and-execute|read|write Possible values:
"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: access-type

[top]

deny|allow Possible values:
"deny" ,
"allow"
[none]

Element definition: advanced-access-rights

[top]

Advanced access right Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"
[none]

Element definition: audit-access-type

[top]

failure|success Possible values:
"failure" ,
"success"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: fileservice-audit
fileservice-audit-configcreate
fileservice-audit-configget
fileservice-audit-configget-iter
fileservice-audit-configget-total-records
fileservice-audit-configmodify
fileservice-audit-disable
fileservice-audit-enable
fileservice-audit-remove
fileservice-audit-repair
fileservice-audit-rotatelog

This set of ZAPIs help manage the File Service Audit settings for
auditing file access over CIFS and NFS, CIFS logon, logoff and
management events.

fileservice-audit-config-create

[top]

Create audit configuration for a Vserver
Input Name
destination

Range

Type
string

Description
Audit log destination path. The path where consolidated audit
logs are stored. If the path is not valid, the api returns error
The Categories of events that will be audited. Default:
file_ops,cifs_logon_logoff,audit-policy-change Possible values:

events

format

retentionduration

auditevents[]
optional

auditformat
optional

"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy
Change Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management
Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
The format in which the logs would be generated by consolidation
process. Default: evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format

Audit log files retention duration. A value of 0d0h0m0s indicates
elapsedthat all the files will be retained. This parameter is mutually
time-ext
exclusive with rotate-limit. Do not use this parameter along with
optional
rotate-limit parameter. Default: 0s

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the fileservice-audit-config on successful
creation. Default: false

[0..2^32- integer
rotate-limit
optional
1]

Audit log files rotation Limit. A value of 0 indicates that all the
files will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
retention-duration. Do not use this parameter along with
retention-duration parameter. Default: 0

cron-dayAudit log rotation schedule: Day. By Default rotation is done
ofbased on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatemonth[]
size. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
optional

rotateschedule-day

Audit log rotation schedule: Day of Week. By Default rotation is
cron-daydone based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
of-week[]
rotate-size. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size
optional
parameter

rotatescheduledayofweek
rotateschedulehour

cronhour[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Hour. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatesize. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotatescheduleminute

cronminute[]
optional

Audit Log rotation schedule: Minute. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatesize. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotateschedulemonth

cronmonth[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Month. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatesize. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotate-size

auditrotatesize-ordash
optional

Audit log file size limit. By default rotation is done based on size.
This parameter is mutually exclusive with time related rotate
parameters. If time based rotation is needed use the time based
rotation parameters(rotate-schedule-month, rotate-scheduledayofweek, rotate-schedule-day... etc). Default: 100MB

Output Name

Range

result

Errno

Type

Description

fileserviceThe fileservice-audit-config created (keys or the entire object if
auditrequested)
config
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-config-get

[top]

Show Audit configuration details for a Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

fileserviceauditconfig
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

fileserviceThe attributes of the fileservice-audit-config.
auditconfig

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-config-get-iter

[top]

Show Audit configuration details for all Vservers
Input Name

Range

fileserviceauditconfig
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

fileserviceauditconfig
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fileservice-auditconfig object. All fileservice-audit-config objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

fileserviceauditThe list of attributes of fileservice-audit-config objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
fileservice-audit-config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-config-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of fileservice-audit-config objects.

fileservice-audit-config-modify

[top]

Modify audit configuration for a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

auditguarantee

Strict guarantee of auditing for a Vserver. If this is true, file access is
boolean
denied if audit record can not be generated and if this is false,
optional
auditing is done on a best effort basis. Default: true

destination

string Audit log destination path. The path where consolidated audit logs
optional are stored. If the path is not valid, the api returns error
The Categories of events that will be audited. Default:
file_ops,cifs_logon_logoff,audit-policy-change Possible values:

events

format

retentionduration

auditevents[]
optional

auditformat
optional

"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change
Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
The format in which the logs would be generated by consolidation
process. Default: evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format

Audit log files retention duration. A value of 0d0h0m0s indicates that
elapsedall the files will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
time-ext
rotate-limit. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-limit
optional
parameter. Default: 0s

Audit log files rotation Limit. A value of 0 indicates that all the files
[0..2^32- integer will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with retentionrotate-limit
optional duration. Do not use this parameter along with retention-duration
1]
parameter. Default: 0
rotatescheduleday

cronAudit log rotation schedule: Day. By Default rotation is done based
day-ofon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
month[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
optional

rotatescheduledayofweek

cronAudit log rotation schedule: Day of Week. By Default rotation is done
day-ofbased on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size.
week[]
Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
optional

rotateschedulehour

cron- Audit log rotation schedule: Hour. By Default rotation is done based
hour[] on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
optional use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotatescheduleminute

cron- Audit Log rotation schedule: Minute. By Default rotation is done
minute[] based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size.
optional Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotateschedulemonth

cron- Audit log rotation schedule: Month. By Default rotation is done based
month[] on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
optional use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
audit- Audit log file size limit. By default rotation is done based on size. This
rotate- parameter is mutually exclusive with time related rotate parameters.

rotate-size

size-or- If time based rotation is needed use the time based rotation
dash
parameters(rotate-schedule-month, rotate-schedule-dayofweek,
optional rotate-schedule-day... etc). Default: 100MB

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-disable

[top]

Disable Auditing for specified Vserver

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-enable

[top]

Enable Auditing for specified Vserver.
Events on FlexGroup volumes will not be emitted to the audit log.
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Enable
optional

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ENOSTAGINGVOLUME

fileservice-audit-remove
Disable Audit Configuration for specified vserver
Input Name Range
force

Type

boolean
Force Delete
optional

Errno
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

[top]

fileservice-audit-repair

[top]

Repair the audit infrastructure

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-rotate-log

[top]

Rotate audit log for specified vserver

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: audit-events

[top]

file-ops|cifs-logon-logoff|cap-staging|file-share|audit-policy-change|user-account|authorization-policychange|security-group|async-delete Possible values:
"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
[none]

Element definition: audit-format
xml|evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format
[none]

[top]

Element definition: audit-rotate-size-or-dash

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: cron-hour

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

Element definition: cron-minute

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].
[none]

Element definition: cron-month
Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].

[top]

[none]

Element definition: elapsed-time-ext

[top]

The difference between the two points in time.
[none]

Element definition: fileservice-audit-config

[top]

Vserver Audit configuration and management on name When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

auditguarantee

Strict guarantee of auditing for a Vserver. If this is true, file access is
boolean denied if audit record can not be generated and if this is false,
optional auditing is done on a best effort basis. Default: true Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

destination

Audit log destination path. The path where consolidated audit logs are
string
stored. If the path is not valid, the api returns error Attributes:
optional
required-for-create, modifiable
The Categories of events that will be audited. Default:
file_ops,cifs_logon_logoff,audit-policy-change Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

events

format

auditevents[]
optional

auditformat
optional

"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change
Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
The format in which the logs would be generated by consolidation
process. Default: evtx Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format

is-enabled

boolean Auditing State. Default: false Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

retentionduration

Audit log files retention duration. A value of 0d0h0m0s indicates that
elapsedall the files will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
time-ext
rotate-limit. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-limit
optional
parameter. Default: 0s Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rotatelimit

Audit log files rotation Limit. A value of 0 indicates that all the files
[0..2^32- integer will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with retentionoptional duration. Do not use this parameter along with retention-duration
1]
parameter. Default: 0 Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rotatescheduleday

cronday-ofmonth[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Day. By Default rotation is done based on
size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not use
this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

rotatescheduledayofweek

cronday-ofweek[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Day of Week. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size.
Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rotateschedulehour

Audit log rotation schedule: Hour. By Default rotation is done based
cronon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
hour[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable

rotatescheduleminute

Audit Log rotation schedule: Minute. By Default rotation is done based
cronon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
minute[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable

rotateschedulemonth

Audit log rotation schedule: Month. By Default rotation is done based
cronon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
month[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable
Audit log file size limit. By default rotation is done based on size. This
parameter is mutually exclusive with time related rotate parameters.
If time based rotation is needed use the time based rotation
parameters(rotate-schedule-month, rotate-schedule-dayofweek,
rotate-schedule-day... etc). Default: 100MB Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

rotate-size

auditrotatesize-ordash
optional

rotationscheduledescription

string Rotation schedules derived from rotation time related parameters
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: audit-events
file-ops|cifs-logon-logoff|cap-staging|file-share|audit-policy-change|user-account|authorization-policychange|security-group|async-delete Possible values:
"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,

[top]

"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
[none]

Element definition: audit-format

[top]

xml|evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format
[none]

Element definition: audit-rotate-size-or-dash

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: cron-hour
Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cron-minute

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].
[none]

Element definition: cron-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].
[none]

Element definition: elapsed-time-ext

[top]

The difference between the two points in time.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: flash
The Flash Management Module (FMM) is the management
interface to access information about flash devices in the system.

flash-get-thresholds
flash-thresholds-get-iter

flash-get-thresholds

[top]

Get threshold profiles available in Flash Management Module.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The name of the system to which the flash thresholds
apply.

node

string

profile

string
optional

Name of the threshold profile. If not provided, all available
profiles will be printed.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

flash-thresholdprofile

flash-thresholdA collection of failure threshold entries.
profile[]
optional

flash-thresholds-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Flash Cache threshold profiles objects.
Input Name

Range

flashthresholdprofile
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

flashthresholdprofile
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Flash Cache threshold
profiles object. All Flash Cache threshold profiles objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

flashthresholdThe list of attributes of Flash Cache threshold profiles objects.
profile[]
optional

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Flash
Cache threshold profiles objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: flash-threshold-profile

[top]

A definition for a threshold element
Name

Range

flash-threshold

Type

Description

flash-threshold[] The list of threshold entries for this profile.

node

string

The name of the system to which the flash thresholds apply.

profile

string

The name of the profile in plain text.

Element definition: flash-threshold

[top]

A definition for a threshold element. Each threshold specifies what level of errors or failures the
specified domain can sustain before the specified action is taken.
Name
action

domain
thresholdunits

Range

Type

Description

Action to be taken if this threshold is exceeded. Possible values: "log an
EMS event", "log an EMS_event, and disable the 'domain'", "log an EMS
string
event, and send an AutoSupport message", "log an EMS event, send an
AutoSupport message, and disable the 'domain'"
string

The type of domain. Possible values: "card", "bank", "chip" (in Data
ONTAP 7.3.x to 8.1) or "lun" (from Data ONTAP 8.2 onwards).

string The metric for threshold. Possible values: "count", or "percentage".

threshold- [0..2^31integer Threshold value in 'threshold-units'.
value
1]
time-slice

The time slice. Available if the 'threshold-unit' is "count". If not, output
string will say 'none'. Possible values: "none", "seconds", "minutes", or
"hours".

APIs in Category: flash-device
Flash Cache is the caching device. This interface is used to access
information about Flash Cache devices in the system.

flash-device-get-iter
flash-device-list-info

flash-device-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Flash Cache device info objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

flashdeviceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
flashdeviceinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Flash Cache device info
object. All Flash Cache device info objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

flashdeviceThe list of attributes of Flash Cache device info objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Flash
optional Cache device info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

flash-device-list-info

[top]

Get a collection of Flash Cache device info objects.
Input Name
node
slot-number

Range

Type
node-name
integer

Description
Node
Slot

optional
integer
optional

subslot-number
Output Name

Range

flash-device-info
Errno

Subslot

Type

Description

flash-device-info[]
Information about Flash Cache devices
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: flash-device-info

[top]

Information about Flash Cache devices When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

average-erase-cycle- [0..2^64- integer
optional
count
1]

Description
Avg Erase Cycle Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

capacity

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Device ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-file

string
optional

Firmware Filename Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

firmware-revision

string
optional

Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

hardware-revision

string
optional

Hardware Revision Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-change-time

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Time Last State Change Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

model-name

string
optional

Model Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

part-number

string
optional

Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

percent-online

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Percent Online Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

service-time

[0..2^64-

integer

Service Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

1]
slot-number

optional

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]
string
optional

slot-string

Slot Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Slot String Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Device State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

fc-devstatus
optional

status

subslot-number

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

threshold-profile

string
optional

"ok" ,
"erasing" ,
"erased" ,
"failed" ,
"removed" ,
"online" ,
"offline_failed" ,
"degraded" ,
"offline_threshold"
Subslot Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Threshold Profile Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: fc-dev-status
ok|erasing|erased|failed|removed|online|offline_failed|degraded|offline_threshold Possible values:
"ok" ,
"erasing" ,
"erased" ,
"failed" ,
"removed" ,
"online" ,
"offline_failed" ,
"degraded" ,
"offline_threshold"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: flexcache
flexcache-connectedcache-get-iter
flexcache-create-async
flexcache-default-size-get
flexcache-destroy-async
flexcache-get-iter
flexcache-origin-cleanupcache-relationship
flexcache-origin-configget-iter
flexcache-origin-configmodify
flexcache-usage-get

This set of APIs allow configuring and managing FlexCache on
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode environment.

flexcache-connected-cache-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve connected cache information. This must be run at the origin cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

flexcacheoriginconnectedcache-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

flexcacheoriginconnectedcache-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the flexcache-origin
object. All flexcache-origin objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

flexcacheoriginconnectedThe list of attributes of flexcache-origin objects.
cacheinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
flexcache-origin objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-create-async

[top]

Create a cache relationship. This must be run at the cache cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type

aggr-list

aggr-name[]
optional

aggr-listmultiplier

integer
optional

autoprovision-as

Description
The array of aggregates which are used for
FlexGroup constituents. Each aggregate in the
array will host at least one FlexGroup constituent.
Aggregate list repeat count

autoprovisionvolumetype
Automatically provision as volume of type
optional

isdisconnectedmode-off-forlocks

boolean
optional

Specifies if the origin will honor the cache side
locks when doing the lock checks in the
disconnected mode. The default value will be set
to false to allow origin to skip such lock checks
with the disconnected cache and go ahead with
processing of the conflicting locks. If set to true
the origin denies the lock operation (open or byterange) if it conflicts with the authority granted to
the disconnected cache.

is-global-filelockingenabled

boolean
optional

Global file locking mode

junction-path

junction-path
optional

Junction path of the cache volume

origin-volume

volume-name

The name of the origin volume for the cache
volume.

originvserver

xc-vs-name
optional

The name of origin Vserver where the origin
volume resides

size

size
optional

spaceguarantee

space-guarantee-enum
Flexcache volume space guarantee type
optional

use-tieredaggregate

boolean
optional

volume

volume-name

Output Name

Size of cache volume

Range

Type

Flexcache volume uses fabricpool aggregate
The name of the cache volume.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The ID of the job that was spawned to create this
flexcache.

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded"

string
optional

result-status

if creation completed successfully, "in_progress" if
creation is in progress, "failed" if creation failed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED
EINSUFFICIENTAGGREGATES
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_MCC_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_UNDER_MINIMUM
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_OVER_MAXIMUM
EVOLEXISTS

flexcache-default-size-get

[top]

Get recommended FlexCache size
Input Name
origin-size
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer Origin Size
Range

flexcache-size [0..2^64-1]
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

integer
FlexCache Size
optional

Description

flexcache-destroy-async

[top]

Delete a cache relationship. This must be run at the cache cluster. A job will be spawned to operate on
the flexcache and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type
volumename

volume

Description
The name of the cache volume.

Output Name

Range

Type

result-error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

result-errormessage
result-jobid

[0..2^641]

result-status

string

Errno

Description

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-get-iter

[top]

Get a set of cache relationships. This must be run at the cache cluster.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
flexcachespecified on any number of attributes in the flexcache object. All
info
flexcache objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
flexcacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

flexcacheThe list of attributes of flexcache objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional
[0..2^32integer
1]

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
flexcache objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-origin-cleanup-cache-relationship

[top]

Cleanup cache relationship. This must be run at the origin cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
FEATURE/COMMAND_NOT_SUPPORTED

flexcache-origin-config-get-iter

[top]

Get FlexCache origin configuration for all origin volume. This must be run at the origin cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
flexcacheoriginconfig
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the flexcache-originconfig object. All flexcache-origin-config objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

flexcacheoriginconfig
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

flexcacheoriginThe list of attributes of flexcache-origin-config objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
flexcache-origin-config objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

flexcache-origin-config-modify

[top]

Modify the FlexCache origin configuration. This must be run at the origin cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-bli-enabled

boolean
optional

Is BLI Enabled.

is-global-file-locking-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Global File Locking Enabled.

origin-volume
Errno

volume-name Name of the origin volume.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-usage-get

[top]

Get the capacity used by FlexCache
Output Name

Range

used-size

[0..2^64-1]

used-size-pct [0..2^64-1]
Errno

Type

Description

integer
Total FlexCache Size
optional
integer
Percentage of Licensed Capacity Used
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: autoprovisionvolumetype
FlexGroup Possible values:
"flexgroup"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: flexcache-info

[top]

Information about the cache relationship When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-list

aggrname[]
optional

The array of aggregates which are used for FlexGroup constituents.
Each aggregate in the array will host at least one FlexGroup
constituent. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

createtime

date
optional

FlexCache Volume Create Time Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

flexgroup- [0..2^64- integer
msid
1]
optional
junctionpath

Cache volume's FlexGroup MSID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

junctionJunction path of the cache volume Attributes: optional-for-create,
path
non-modifiable
optional

origincluster

clustername
optional

The name of the origin cluster, where the origin Vserver and origin
volume reside Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originvolume

volumename
optional

The name of the origin volume for the cache volume. Attributes:
required-for-create, non-modifiable

origin[0..2^64- integer
volumeoptional
1]
msid

Origin volume's MSID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originvserver

xc-vsname
optional

The name of origin Vserver where the origin volume resides
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

originvserveruuid

uuid
optional

Origin Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Size of cache volume Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

spaceguarantee

Flexcache volume space guarantee type Attributes: optional-forspace- create, non-modifiable Possible values:
guaranteeenum
"none" ,
"volume"
optional

volume

volumename
optional

The name of the cache volume. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the Vserver which owns the volume. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: flexcache-origin-config

[top]

FlexCache Origin Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-bli-enabled

boolean
optional

Is BLI Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-global-file-lockingenabled

boolean
optional

Is Global File Locking Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

origin-volume

volumename
optional

Name of the origin volume. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

origin-vserver

vservername
optional

Name of the origin Vserver. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: flexcache-origin-connected-cache-info
Information of caches connected to the origin When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cachecluster
cachevolume
cachevserver
originvolume

Range

Type

Description

cluster-name Name of the cache cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
volumename
optional

Name of the cache volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

xc-vs-name Name of the cache Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional
volumename
optional

Name of the origin volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[top]

originvserver

vservername
optional

Name of the origin Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: junction-path

[top]

The Junction Path.
The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at which a volume is mounted. Note
that this pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace root
volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As with all fully-qualified pathnames , this
string must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid FlexVol or FlexGroup junction path is: '/user/my_volume'. An example of a valid
Infinite Volume junction path is: '/repository'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path.
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: space-guarantee-enum

[top]

none|volume Possible values:
"none" ,
"volume"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace

[top]

being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: xc-vs-name

[top]

Cross Cluster Vserver Name
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: fpolicy
fpolicy-create-policy
fpolicy-destroy-policy
fpolicy-disable
fpolicy-disable-policy
fpolicy-enable
fpolicy-enable-policy
fpolicy-extensions
fpolicy-extensions-listinfo
fpolicy-get-policy-options
fpolicy-get-required-info
fpolicy-get-secondaryservers-info
fpolicy-list-info
fpolicy-operations-list-set
fpolicy-passthrough-readconnection-get-iter
fpolicy-policy-create
fpolicy-policy-delete
fpolicy-policy-eventcreate
fpolicy-policy-eventdelete
fpolicy-policy-event-getiter
fpolicy-policy-eventmodify
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-create
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-delete
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-get-iter
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-modify
fpolicy-policy-get-iter
fpolicy-policy-modify
fpolicy-policy-scopecreate
fpolicy-policy-scopedelete
fpolicy-policy-scope-getiter
fpolicy-policy-scopemodify
fpolicy-policy-status-getiter
fpolicy-server-connect
fpolicy-server-disconnect
fpolicy-server-list-info
fpolicy-server-status-get-

This set of APIs enables programmatic control of policy life cycle
including: creation, enablement, configuration, monitoring, and
deletion. Also, it includes commands for server monitoring and
control, as well as notification filtering based on file extension.
FPolicy APIs provided for Data ONTAP Clustered-Mode
environment enables in creating/modifying/deleting/retrieving
following FPolicy entities:
1. Event: This collectively specifies the protocols, fileops, for
which notification is generated.
2. Scope: This specifies the scope on which FPolicy will be
working on. A scope can be on a volume, share, or a export
policy. Scope also contains the file extensions.
3. External-Engine: This specifies the attributes required for a
notification to be sent to external FPolicy servers.
4. Policy: Once an event and external engine is created, it can be
attached to a policy. A scope has to be defined for a policy before
it is enabled to run.

iter
fpolicy-server-stop
fpolicy-set-policy-options
fpolicy-set-required
fpolicy-set-secondaryservers
fpolicy-status
fpolicy-volume-list-info
fpolicy-volume-list-set

fpolicy-create-policy

[top]

Creates a new policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name
policy-type

Description

string Name of the policy.
string Type of the policy. Possible values: "screen".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-destroy-policy

[top]

Destroys existing policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

Description

string Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-disable
Sets options fpolicy enable to off.

[top]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-disable-policy

[top]

Disables a specific named policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

Description

string Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ELOWMEMORY
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-enable

[top]

Sets options fpolicy enable to on. Events on FlexGroup volumes will not notify the FPolicy server

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-enable-policy

[top]

Enables a specific named policy. The operation will fail if the policy doesn't exist.
Input Name

Range Type

policy-name

string

Description
Name of the policy.

sequence-number

integer Policy Sequence Number

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ELOWMEMORY
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-extensions

[top]

Manipulates with list of extensions in exclude or include set. Exlude set defines extension patterns that
won't trigger fpolicy processing.
Input Name Range

Type

command

string

Description
Command to be applied on the specified set. Supported values: "add",
"remove", "set", "reset".

extensionList of extensions. This element is required if the the command input
list-info[]
value is "add", "set" or "remove".
optional

extensions
policyname
set-name

string

Name of the policy.

string

Defines to which set (exclude or include) a command (add, remove,
etc) will be applied to. For instance, command = add, set-name =
include will add specified list of extensions to the include set. Possible
values: "exclude", "include".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-extensions-list-info

[top]

Returns information on existing extension sets.
Input Name

Range

policy-name
Output Name

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

excludeextensions

extension-listinfo[]

List of file extensions that are excluded from the file
policy.

includeextensions

extension-listinfo[]

List of file extensions that are included in the file policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-get-policy-options

[top]

Shows value of policy options.
Input Name

Range

Type

policy-name
Output Name

string
Range

Description
Name of the policy.

Type

Description

is-adsmonitored

boolean
optional

Indicator if the policy monitors the cifs operations on Alternate
Data Streams.

is-cifsdisconnectcheck-enabled

boolean

'true' if requests associated with disconnected CIFS sessions must
not be screened, 'false' otherwise.

is-cifs-setattrenabled

boolean

Indicator whether cifs-setattr support is enabled on this policy or
not. If set to true, cifs setattr operations will be screened.

is-required

boolean

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. will it fail
if the server is not registered. If set to true, the request will fail if
there is no server to evaluate it. If it's false, the request will
succeed.

reqcanceltimeout

integer

Timeout (in secs) for a screen request to be processed by an
FPolicy server. Range : [0..4294967].

secondaryservers

secondaryList of server's IP addresses. Servers registered from these IP will
serverbe considered as secondary servers.
info[]

serverprogresstimeout
Errno

integer

Timeout (in secs) in which a throttled FPolicy server must
complete at least one screen request. Range : [0..4294967].

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-get-required-info

[top]

Shows current options for the policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

string

Description
Name of the policy.

Output Name Range Type

Description

Indicator if the policy is required, i.e. will it fail if the server is not
boolean responding. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed.

is-required

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-get-secondary-servers-info

[top]

Shows current options for the policy.
Input Name

Range

Type

policy-name
Output Name

string
Range

secondary-servers

Type

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

secondary-server-info[] List of servers' IP addresses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-list-info

[top]

Returns a list of existing policies.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Name of the policy. If this parameter is set, policies will have
string
information pertaining to the policy named. If there is no such a policy,
optional
policies will be empty.
Type

Description

policyList of policies.
info[]

policies
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-operations-list-set

[top]

Manipulate a list of operations and network protocols for a policy. This determines which user requests
cause the filer to notify fpolicy servers for this policy. The list provided will replace the list currently in
place, if any. Note that this can be confusing to a server which has already connected to a policy and
provided a list of operations. For example, it may have requested notifications when users open files,
but start receiving notifications when users create symlinks. This API is provided in support of "native
file blocking" in which there is no server connected to the filer for a policy. Note that it is possible to get
the list of operations and protocols currently set for a policy with the fpolicy-list-info API.
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If a server is connected to the filer and has already set the list of
operations, should this API override the server's setting? If "force" is
"true", the policy's set of operations will be dropped and replaced with
the values provided by this API. Default value is false.

monitoredoperations

monitoredoperation- List of operations related values.
info[]

monitoredprotocols

monitoredprotocol- List of protocol related values.
info[]

offline-only

boolean
optional

policyname

string

Errno

Sets the state of offline filtering. If offline filtering is set, then only
user requests for files which are marked "offline" cause notifications.
Default value is false.
Name of the policy.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection-get-iter

[top]

Returns passthrough-read connection status information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

fpolicypassthroughreadconnectioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

fpolicypassthroughreadconnectioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicypassthrough-read-connection object. All fpolicy-passthroughread-connection objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

fpolicypassthroughreadThe list of attributes of fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection
connection- objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-create

[top]

Create a policy.
Input Name Range
allowprivilegedaccess
engine-name
events

Type

Description

boolean Indicator if privileged access should be given to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default Value is no.
engineName of the Engine. Default Engine is 'native'.
name
eventEvents for file access monitoring.
name[]
Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. it will fail if no

boolean servers are able process the notification registered as a part of external
optional engine. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed. Default value is true.

is-mandatory
ispassthroughread-enabled

boolean Indicator if passthrough-read should be allowed to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default value is false.
policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name
privilegeduser-name

string User name for privileged access. No default value is set for this
optional attribute.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy on successful creation. Default:
optional false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

fpolicypolicyThe fpolicy-policy created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYEXISTS
EEVENTNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND
E_PASSTHRU_READ_ENABLE_IN_POLICY
E_PASSTHRU_READ_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED

fpolicy-policy-delete

[top]

Delete a policy.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-event-create
Create FPolicy Event.

[top]

Input Name Range
event-name

Type
event-name

Description
Name of the Event.
Name of file operations. By default no operations are
monitored. Possible values:

fileoperations

fpolicyoperation[]
optional

"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,
"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
Name of filters. It is notification filtering parameters. By
default no filters are selected. Possible values:

filter-string

fpolicy-filter[]
optional

"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without
modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete
intent,
"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify
time change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access
time change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation
time change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation
size change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory
operations
Name of protocol for which event is created. By default no
protocol is selected. Possible values:

protocol

fpolicy-proto
optional

"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy-event on successful
creation. Default: false

volumeoperation

boolean
optional

Indicator if the volume operation required for the event.Default
Value is false.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

fpolicy-eventoptions-config
optional

result

Errno

The fpolicy-policy-event created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTEXISTS

fpolicy-policy-event-delete

[top]

Delete FPolicy event.
Input Name Range
event-name

Type

Description

event-name Name of the Event.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-event-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of rows for FPolicy event options. FPolicy event is consist of protocol, file operations, vo lume
operation and filters.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
fpolicyeventoptionsconfig
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyeventoptionsconfig
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-event
object. All fpolicy-policy-event objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

fpolicyeventoptions- The list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-event objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-event objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-event-modify

[top]

Set FPolicy event options. FPolicy event is consist of protocol, file operation, volume operation and f
ilters.
Input Name Range
event-name

Type

Description

event-name Name of the Event.
Name of file operations. By default no operations are monitored.
Possible values:

fileoperations

fpolicyoperation[]
optional

"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,
"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
Name of filters. It is notification filtering parameters. By default no
filters are selected. Possible values:
"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without

modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete intent,
"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify time
change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access time
change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation time
change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation size
change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory operations

fpolicyfilter[]
optional

filter-string

Name of protocol for which event is created. By default no protocol is
selected. Possible values:
protocol

fpolicy-proto
optional

volumeoperation

boolean
optional

Errno

"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol
Indicator if the volume operation required for the event.Default
Value is false.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-create

[top]

Create an external engine.
Input Name
certificate-ca

Range

Type

Description

string
Certificate authority name. No default value is set for this field.
optional

certificatecommonname

commonFQDN or custom common name of certificate. No default value is
name
set for this field.
optional

certificateserial

string
Serial number of certificate. No default value is set for this field.
optional

engine-name

engineName of the external engine.
name

externengine-type

External engine type. If the engine is asynchronous, no reply is
external- sent from FPolicy servers. Default value set for this field is
engine- synchronous. Possible values:
type
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
optional
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine

is-resiliencyenabled

Indicates if the resiliency with this engine is required. If set to
true, the notifications will be stored in a path as resiliencyboolean
directory-path for the duration specified in max-retentionoptional
duration if all the servers are disconnected. If it is false, the
notifications will not be stored. Default value is false.

keep-aliveinterval

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to send keep-alive
[0..2^32- integer
message to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds.

maxconnectionretries

Number of times storage appliance will attempt to establish a
[0..2^32- integer
broken connection to FPolicy server. Default value set for this
optional
1]
field is 5.

max-server- [0..2^32- integer Maximum number of outstanding screen requests that will be
optional queued for an FPolicy Server. Default value set for this field is 50.
requests
1]
port-number [1..65535] integer
primaryservers

Port number of the FPolicy server application.

ipPrimary FPolicy servers.
address[]

recv-buffersize

[0..2^32- integer Receive buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
1]

requestaborttimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be aborted by storage
optional appliance. Default value set for this field is 40 seconds.
1]

requestcanceltimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be processed by an
optional FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 20 seconds.
1]

resiliencydirectorypath

Directory path under Vserver for storing file access notifications.
File access notifications will be stored in a generated file during
string the outage time. The path is the full, user visible path relative to
optional the Vserver root, and it might be crossing junction mount points.
Example: '/path1' where '/' is the root of the Vserver and 'path1'
is the directory where to store notifications.

resiliencymaxretentionduration

Maximum retention duration for which the notifications will be
timestored. After this time window further notifications will not be
interval
stored. Default value set for this field is 180 seconds. Maximum
optional
retention duration can be 600 seconds.

returnrecord
secondaryservers

boolean If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy-external-engine on
optional successful creation. Default: false
ipaddress[] Secondary FPolicy servers. No default value is set for this field.
optional

send-buffer- [0..2^32- integer Send buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
size
1]
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
serverprogresstimeout
sessiontimeout

Timeout in seconds in which a throttled FPolicy server must
[0..2^32- integer complete at least one screen request. If no request is processed
optional within the timeout, connection to FPolicy server is terminated.
1]
Default value set for this field is 60 seconds.
timeSession Id purge timeout during FPolicy server reconnection.
interval
Default value set for this field is 10 seconds.
optional
SSL option for external communication. No default value is set for

this field. Possible values:
fpolicyssl-opts

ssl-option

statusrequestinterval
Output Name

"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system
and FPolicy server

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to query status
[0..2^32- integer
request from FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds.
Range

Type

Description

fpolicyexternalThe fpolicy-policy-external-engine created (keys or the entire
engineobject if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINEEXISTS
ESERVEREXISTS

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-delete

[top]

Delete an external engine.
Input Name Range
engine-name

Type

Description

engine-name Name of the external engine.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
ERESOURCEINUSE

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-get-iter

[top]

Returns information on external engines.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

fpolicySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
externalattributes for which information is available will be returned. If

enginepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.
optional

attributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyexternalengineinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fpolicyexternalengine- The list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-external-engine objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-external-engine objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-externalengine object. All fpolicy-policy-external-engine objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-modify

[top]

Modify an external engine. External engine can be modified only when none of the enabled policies are
using it.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateca

string
Certificate authority name. No default value is set for this field.
optional

certificatecommonname

commonFQDN or custom common name of certificate. No default value is
name
set for this field.
optional

certificateserial

string
Serial number of certificate. No default value is set for this field.
optional

enginename

externengine-type

engineName of the external engine.
name
External engine type. If the engine is asynchronous, no reply is
external- sent from FPolicy servers. Default value set for this field is
engine- synchronous. Possible values:
type
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
optional
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine

Indicates if the resiliency with this engine is required. If set to true,
the notifications will be stored in a path as resiliency-directory-path
boolean
for the duration specified in max-retention-duration if all the
optional
servers are disconnected. If it is false, the notifications will not be
stored. Default value is false.

isresiliencyenabled

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to send keep-alive
keep-alive- [0..2^32- integer
message to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
interval
1]
seconds.
maxNumber of times storage appliance will attempt to establish a
[0..2^32- integer
connectionbroken connection to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field
optional
1]
retries
is 5.
maxserverrequests
portnumber
primaryservers

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of outstanding screen requests that will be
optional queued for an FPolicy Server. Default value set for this field is 50.
1]
[1..65535]

integer
Port number of the FPolicy server application.
optional
ipaddress[] Primary FPolicy servers.
optional

recv[0..2^32- integer Receive buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
buffer-size
1]
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
requestaborttimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be aborted by storage
optional appliance. Default value set for this field is 40 seconds.
1]

requestcanceltimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be processed by an
optional FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 20 seconds.
1]

resiliencydirectorypath

Directory path under Vserver for storing file access notifications.
File access notifications will be stored in a generated file during the
string outage time. The path is the full, user visible path relative to the
optional Vserver root, and it might be crossing junction mount points.
Example: '/path1' where '/' is the root of the Vserver and 'path1' is
the directory where to store notifications.

resiliencymaxretentionduration

Maximum retention duration for which the notifications will be
timestored. After this time window further notifications will not be
interval
stored. Default value set for this field is 180 seconds. Maximum
optional
retention duration can be 600 seconds.

secondaryservers

ipaddress[] Secondary FPolicy servers. No default value is set for this field.
optional

send[0..2^32- integer Send buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
buffer-size
1]
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
serverprogresstimeout
sessiontimeout

Timeout in seconds in which a throttled FPolicy server must
[0..2^32- integer complete at least one screen request. If no request is processed
optional within the timeout, connection to FPolicy server is terminated.
1]
Default value set for this field is 60 seconds.
timeSession Id purge timeout during FPolicy server reconnection.
interval
Default value set for this field is 10 seconds.
optional
SSL option for external communication. No default value is set for
this field. Possible values:

ssl-option

fpolicyssl-opts
optional

"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system and
FPolicy server

statusrequestinterval

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to query status
[0..2^32- integer
request from FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND
E_FPOLICY_EXT_ENG_MODIFY_FAILED_ENABLED_POLICY
E_PASSTHRU_READ_MODIFY_EXT_ENGINE
ESERVEREXISTS

fpolicy-policy-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about policies.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

fpolicypolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

fpolicypolicyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy object. All
fpolicy-policy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fpolicypolicyThe list of attributes of fpolicy-policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

Description

fpolicy-policy-modify

[top]

Modify a policy.
Input Name Range
allowprivilegedaccess
engine-name

events

Type

Description

boolean Indicator if privileged access should be given to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default Value is no.
enginename Name of the Engine. Default Engine is 'native'.
optional
eventname[] Events for file access monitoring.
optional

is-mandatory

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. it will fail if no
boolean servers are able process the notification registered as a part of external
optional engine. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed. Default value is true.

ispassthroughread-enabled

boolean Indicator if passthrough-read should be allowed to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default value is false.
policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name
privilegeduser-name

string User name for privileged access. No default value is set for this
optional attribute.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
E_PASSTHRU_READ_ENABLE_IN_POLICY
E_PASSTHRU_READ_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED

fpolicy-policy-scope-create

[top]

Set FPolicy scope options. FPolicy Scope is consist of share, volume, export policy, volume, file
extention.
Input Name Range
checkextensionson-directories

Type

Description

Indicates whether directory names are also subjected to extensions
boolean
check, similar to file names. By default, the value is true if policy is
optional
configured with Native engine, false otherwise.

exportpolicies-toexclude

string[] Export Policies to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

exportpolicies-toinclude

string[] Export policies to include for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

fileextensionsto-exclude

string[] File extensions excluded for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

fileextensionsto-include

string[] File extensions included for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

ismonitoringof-objectswith-noextensionenabled

boolean Indicates whether monitoring of Objects with no extension is required.
optional By default, the value is false.

policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name

boolean If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy-scope on successful creation.
optional Default: false

return-record
shares-toexclude

string[] Shares to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

shares-toinclude

string[] Shares to include for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

volumes-toexclude

Volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include items
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. Note that if a
string[]
policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include list is
optional
ignored by the filer when processing user requests. By default no
volume is selected.

volumes-toinclude

Volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include items
string[]
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. By default no
optional
volume is selected.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

fpolicyscopeThe fpolicy-policy-scope created (keys or the entire object if requested)
config
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ESCOPEEXISTS

fpolicy-policy-scope-delete

[top]

Delete a scope.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

Errno
ESCOPENOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-scope-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of rows for FPolicy scope options. FPolicy Scope consists of share, volume, export policy,
volume, file extention.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

fpolicyscopeconfig
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyscopeconfig
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-scope
object. All fpolicy-policy-scope objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fpolicyscopeThe list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-scope objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-scope objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

ESCOPENOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-scope-modify

[top]

Set FPolicy scope options. FPolicy Scope is consist of share, volume, export policy, volume, file
extention.
Input Name
checkextensionson-directories

Range

Type

Description

Indicates whether directory names are also subjected to extensions
boolean
check, similar to file names. By default, the value is true if policy is
optional
configured with Native engine, false otherwise.

exportpolicies-toexclude

string[] Export Policies to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

exportpolicies-toinclude

string[] Export policies to include for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

fileextensionsto-exclude

string[] File extensions excluded for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

fileextensionsto-include

string[] File extensions included for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

ismonitoringof-objectswith-noextensionenabled

boolean Indicates whether monitoring of Objects with no extension is required.
optional By default, the value is false.

policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name
shares-toexclude

string[] Shares to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

shares-toinclude

string[] Shares to include for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

volumes-toexclude

Volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include items
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. Note that if a
string[]
policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include list is
optional
ignored by the filer when processing user requests. By default no
volume is selected.

volumes-toinclude

Volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include items
string[]
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. By default no
optional
volume is selected.

Errno

Description

ESCOPENOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-status-get-iter

[top]

Returns FPolicy policy status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

fpolicypolicystatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicy-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
policyspecified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-status
statusobject. All fpolicy-policy-status objects matching this query up to
info
'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

fpolicypolicystatus- The list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-status objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-server-connect

[top]

Make a connection to FPolicy server
Input Name Range
node
policy-name
server

Type

Description

string

Cluster node name.

policy-name Name of the policy.
ip-address

Errno

FPolicy server.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
E_POLICY_DISABLED

fpolicy-server-disconnect
Terminate connection to FPolicy server

[top]

Input Name Range
node
policy-name

Type

Description

string

Cluster node name.

policy-name Name of the policy.

server

ip-address

Errno

FPolicy server.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
E_POLICY_DISABLED

fpolicy-server-list-info

[top]

Shows a list of primary servers serving the policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

servers

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

server-info[] List of the servers' IP addresses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-server-status-get-iter

[top]

Returns FPolicy server status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

fpolicyserverstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
serverspecified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-server-status
statusobject. All fpolicy-server-status objects matching this query up to
info
'max-records' will be returned.

optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

fpolicyserverstatus- The list of attributes of fpolicy-server-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional server-status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-server-stop

[top]

Stops specific primary server serving the policy. Effectively, this will unregister the fpolicy server.
Input Name Range

Type

policy-name

string

server-ip

Description
Name of the policy.

ip-address The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the server.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-set-policy-options

[top]

Sets policy's options to on/off.
Input Name
is-adsmonitored

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Indicates if the policy monitors the cifs operations on Alternate
Data Streams. Default is false.

is-cifsdisconnectcheck-enabled

boolean
optional

'true' if requests associated with disconnected CIFS sessions must
not be screened, 'false' otherwise.

is-cifs-setattrenabled

boolean
optional

Indicator whether cifs-setattr support is enabled on this policy or
not. If set to true, cifs setattr operations will be screened. Default
is false.

is-required

boolean
optional

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. will it fail
if the server is not registered. If set to true, the request will fail if
there is no server to evaluate it. If it's false, the request will
succeed. Default is false.

policy-name

string

reqcanceltimeout

integer
optional

Name of the policy.
Timeout (in secs) for a screen request to be processed by an
FPolicy server. Range : [0..4294967].

secondaryserver- List of server's IP addresses. Servers registered from these IP will
be considered as secondary servers.
info[]
optional

secondaryservers
serverprogresstimeout

integer
optional

Errno

Timeout (in secs) in which a throttled FPolicy server must
complete at least one screen request. Range : [0..4294967].

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-set-required

[top]

Sets policy's "required" option to on/off.
Input Name Range Type
policyname

string

required

boolean

Errno

Description
Name of the policy.
Indicator if the policy is required. If set to true, the request will fail if
there is no server to evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-set-secondary-servers
Sets secondary servers information in a form of a list of ip addresses. These servers will be used if all

[top]

primary servers are not available, thus increasing system availabilty.
Input Name

Range

Type

policy-name

Description

string

secondary-servers

Name of the policy.

secondary-server-info[] List of servers' IP addresses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-status

[top]

Returns status of options fpolicy enable.
Output Name Range
is-enabled
Errno

Type

Description

boolean Shows if the fpolicy mechanism is enabled or not.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-volume-list-info

[top]

Returns a volume-regular-expression list for an exclude or include set. The list describes limits to the
set of volumes for which client requests trigger (include) or suppress (exclude) fpolicy processing for
the provided policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

excludevolumes

List of volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include
fpolicyitems which are regular expressions, such as "vol*" or "user?". Note
volumesthat if a policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include
list-info[]
list is ignored by the filer when processing user requests.

includevolumes

fpolicyList of volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include
volumesitems which are regular expressions, such as "vol*" or "user?".
list-info[]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-volume-list-set

[top]

Manipulate a list of volumes in an exclude or include set. This limits the set of volumes for which client
requests trigger (include) or suppress (exclude) fpolicy processing for the provided policy. The list
provided will replace the list currently in place, if any. Note that if a policy has both an exclude list and
an include list, the include list is ignored by the filer.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

list-type

string

Defines to which set (exclude or include) a list will be applied.
Possible values: "exclude", "include".

policyname

string

Name of the policy.

volumes

fpolicy-volumesList of volume specifications.
list-info[]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the
Domain Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: engine-name

[top]

Engine name
[none]

Element definition: event-name

[top]

Event name
[none]

Element definition: extension-list-info

[top]

Structure containing extension information.
Name Range Type
namespec

Description

Extension specification (including wild cards). Allowed are only DOS like, three
character long extensions. The extensions are case insensitive. Supported wild
string
card values: "???" to match any extension and "?" to match any character.
Examples of allowed extension specifications: EXE ??? ?XT P??

Element definition: external-engine-type

[top]

External Engine Type Possible values:
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-event-options-config
Vserver FPolicy Event configuration and management on name When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
eventname

Range

Type

Description

eventname
optional

Name of the Event. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Name of file operations. By default no operations are monitored.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,

[top]

fileoperations

fpolicyoperation[]
optional

"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
Name of filters. It is notification filtering parameters. By default no
filters are selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

filterstring

fpolicyfilter[]
optional

"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete intent,
"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify time
change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access time
change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation time
change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation size
change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory operations
Name of protocol for which event is created. By default no protocol is
selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

protocol

fpolicyproto
optional

volumeoperation

boolean
optional

Indicator if the volume operation required for the event.Default Value is
false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol

Element definition: fpolicy-external-engine-info

[top]

External engine configuration and management. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateca

string Certificate authority name. No default value is set for this field.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

certificatecommonname

commonFQDN or custom common name of certificate. No default value is
name
set for this field. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

certificateserial

string Serial number of certificate. No default value is set for this field.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

enginename

engineName of the external engine. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
name
non-modifiable
optional

externenginetype

External engine type. If the engine is asynchronous, no reply is
sent from FPolicy servers. Default value set for this field is
external- synchronous. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
engine- values:
type
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
optional
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine
Indicates if the resiliency with this engine is required. If set to true,
the notifications will be stored in a path as resiliency-directory-path
boolean for the duration specified in max-retention-duration if all the
optional servers are disconnected. If it is false, the notifications will not be
stored. Default value is false. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

isresiliencyenabled

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to send keep-alive
keep-alive- [0..2^32- integer
message to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
interval
1]
seconds. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
maxNumber of times storage appliance will attempt to establish a
[0..2^32- integer
connectionbroken connection to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field
optional
1]
retries
is 5. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
maxserverrequests
portnumber
primaryservers

Maximum number of outstanding screen requests that will be
[0..2^32- integer
queued for an FPolicy Server. Default value set for this field is 50.
optional
1]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
[1..65535]

integer Port number of the FPolicy server application. Attributes: requiredoptional for-create, modifiable
ipaddress[] Primary FPolicy servers. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

Receive buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
recv[0..2^32- integer
value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb). Attributes:
optional
buffer-size
1]
optional-for-create, modifiable
requestaborttimeout
request-

Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be aborted by storage
[0..2^32- integer
appliance. Default value set for this field is 40 seconds. Attributes:
optional
1]
optional-for-create, modifiable
Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be processed by an

canceltimeout

[0..2^32- integer
FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 20 seconds.
1]
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

resiliencydirectorypath

Directory path under Vserver for storing file access notifications.
File access notifications will be stored in a generated file during the
outage time. The path is the full, user visible path relative to the
string
Vserver root, and it might be crossing junction mount points.
optional
Example: '/path1' where '/' is the root of the Vserver and 'path1' is
the directory where to store notifications. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

resiliencymaxretentionduration

Maximum retention duration for which the notifications will be
time- stored. After this time window further notifications will not be
interval stored. Default value set for this field is 180 seconds. Maximum
optional retention duration can be 600 seconds. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

secondaryservers

ipSecondary FPolicy servers. No default value is set for this field.
address[]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Send buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
send[0..2^32- integer
value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb). Attributes:
optional
buffer-size
1]
optional-for-create, modifiable
serverprogresstimeout

Timeout in seconds in which a throttled FPolicy server must
complete at least one screen request. If no request is processed
[0..2^32- integer
within the timeout, connection to FPolicy server is terminated.
optional
1]
Default value set for this field is 60 seconds. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable
time- Session Id purge timeout during FPolicy server reconnection.
interval Default value set for this field is 10 seconds. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

sessiontimeout

fpolicyssl-opts
optional

ssl-option

statusrequestinterval

SSL option for external communication. No default value is set for
this field. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:
"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system and
FPolicy server

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to query status
[0..2^32- integer
request from FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fpolicy-filter
Filter Possible values:
"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete intent,

[top]

"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify time change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access time change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation time change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation size change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory operations
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-operation

[top]

File Operation Possible values:
"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,
"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection-info
FPolicy passthrough-read connection status. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

connectedsince

datetime
optional

Date and time since passthrough-read channel is connected. This
will be returned only if the server-status is connected. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

controlsession-id

string
optional

Session ID of the control channel established with FPolicy server.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Reason for passthrough-read channel disconnection. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - Not applicable,
"control_conn_closed" - Control connection to the FPOlicy
server is closed,
"pipe_client_close" - Connection closed by pipe client
(FPolicy server),
"pipe_server_close" - Connection closed by pipe server
(ONTAP) due to idle session, interface down etc.,
"no_control_packet" - No control packet seen on this
connection,
"control_conn_vserver_ip_changed" - Control connection is
established using different vserver ip,
"fpolicy_process_restart" - FPolicy process has restarted

disconnectreason

fpolicypassthrudisconnectreason
optional

disconnectedsince

datetime
optional

Date and time since passthrough-read channel is disconnected.
This will be returned only if the server-status is disconnected.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fpolicy-server

ip-address
optional

IP Address of the FPolicy server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

node-name
optional

Cluster node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-name Policy name of the policy for which passthrough-read connection
is opened. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

policy-name

server-status

fpolicypassthruconn-status
optional

vserver

string
optional

Status of the passthrough-read connection. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"connected" - Passthrough read channel connected,
"disconnected" - Passtthrough read channel disconnected
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fpolicy-policy-info

[top]

FPolicy policy information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

allowprivilegedaccess
engine-name

Indicator if privileged access should be given to FPolicy servers
boolean
registered for the policy. Default Value is no. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
engineName of the Engine. Default Engine is 'native'. Attributes: required-forname
create, modifiable
optional
eventEvents for file access monitoring. Attributes: required-for-create,
name[]
modifiable
optional

events

is-mandatory

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. it will fail if no
servers are able process the notification registered as a part of external
boolean
engine. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
optional
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed. Default value is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ispassthroughread-enabled

Indicator if passthrough-read should be allowed to FPolicy servers
boolean
registered for the policy. Default value is false. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

policy-name

policyname Name of the policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

privilegeduser-name

string User name for privileged access. No default value is set for this
optional attribute. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: fpolicy-policy-status-info

[top]

FPolicy Policy status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
policyname

Range

Type

Description

policyname Name of the policy. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

sequenceinteger Sequence number(or priority) of the policy. 1 being highest and 10 being
[1..10]
number
optional smallest. Default value is 1. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
status
vserver

boolean Status of the policy. When on, policy is active. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fpolicy-proto

[top]

Protocol Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-scope-config

[top]

Vserver FPolicy Scope configuration and management on name When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

checkextensionsondirectories

Indicates whether directory names are also subjected to extensions
boolean check, similar to file names. By default, the value is true if policy is
optional configured with Native engine, false otherwise. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

exportpolicies-toexclude

string[] Export Policies to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no export
optional policy is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

exportpolicies-toinclude

string[] Export policies to include for file access monitoring. By default no export
optional policy is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

fileextensionsto-exclude

string[] File extensions excluded for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

fileextensionsto-include

string[] File extensions included for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ismonitoringof-objectswith-noextensionenabled

boolean Indicates whether monitoring of Objects with no extension is required.
optional By default, the value is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

policy-name

policyname Name of the policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

shares-toexclude

string[] Shares to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

shares-toinclude

string[] Shares to include for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include items

volumes-toexclude

volumes-toinclude
vserver

which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. Note that if a
string[]
policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include list is
optional
ignored by the filer when processing user requests. By default no volume
is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include items
string[]
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. By default no
optional
volume is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fpolicy-server-status-info

[top]

External engine configuration and management. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connectedsince

datetime Date and time since FPolicy server is connected. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

disconnectreason

string
optional

Reason for FPolicy server disconnection. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

disconnectedsince

datetime Date and time since FPolicy server is disconnected. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

fpolicy-server

ipaddress
optional

FPolicy server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Cluster node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-name

policyname
optional

Name of the policy. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

server-status

server-type

fpolicyserverstatus
optional

fpolicyservertype
optional

Status of the connection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"connected" - Server Connected,
"disconnected" - Server Disconnected,
"connecting" - Connecting Server,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting Server
FPolicy server type. FPolicy server can be registered as primary or
secondary server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"primary" - Primary Server,
"secondary" - Secondary Server

string
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fpolicy-ssl-opts

[top]

no-auth|server-auth|mutual-auth Possible values:
"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system and FPolicy server
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-volumes-list-info

[top]

Structure containing volumes information.
Name

Range Type

volumespec

Description

Volume specification (including wild cards). The volumes are case insensitive. If
no volume-spec is provided, then the list will be reset to an empty list.
string
Supported wild card values: "?" to match any character and "*" to match any
number of characters. Example specifications: vol0 vol? users*

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: monitored-operation-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations.
Name
operation

Range Type

Description

Supported values: "file-create", "file- delete", "file-open", "file-close", "filestring rename", "directory-create", "directory-delete", "directory-rename", "getattr",
"setattr", "lookup", "read", "write", "link", "symlink"

Element definition: monitored-protocol-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations' protocols.
Name

Range Type

protocol

Description

string Supported values: "nfs", "cifs".

Element definition: policy-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to policy.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-adsmonitored

boolean

True if the policy monitors the cifs operations on Alternate Data
Streams.

is-enabled

boolean

True if the policy is enabled. No matter whether the policy is enabled or
disabled, values returned in other elements for the policy are always
valid.

is-i2penabled

boolean

True if inode to pathname translation for NFS requests is supported and
enabled.If enabled fpolicy requests to fpolicy server will carry full file
path for NFS requests. The fields which will carry full file path are
AccessPath and RenamePath for FP_ScreenRequest RPC call and
sr_accesspath for FP_ScreenRequest2 RPC call.

is-offlinefiles-only

boolean
optional

True if the file policy monitors only offlines files. Default is false.

monitoredoperations

monitoredoperation- List of monitored operations.
info[]

monitoredprotocols

monitoredprotocol- List of monitored protocols.
info[]

name

string

numberofrequestsblockedlocally

integer

Number of locally blocked(denied) screen requests. This value is reset
each time the filer is rebooted or the policy is disabled. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

numberof-screenfailures

integer

Number of failed (denied) screen requests. This value is reset each time
the filer is rebooted or the policy is disabled. Range : [0..2^32-1].

numberofscreenedfiles

integer

Number of screened files since policy has been enabled. This value is
reset each time the filer is rebooted or the policy is disabled. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

Policy name.

Element definition: policy-name
Policy name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: secondary-server-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to secondary servers.
Name

Range

server-ip

Type

Description

ip-address The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the server.

Element definition: server-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to servers.
Name
idl-version
isasynchronous
is-size-andownerrequired
is-snapidrequired

Range

Type
integer

Description
Version of the Interface Definition Language(IDL) used by the Fpolicy
server. Range : [0..2^32-1].

boolean Shows if the server is registered as asynchronous, i.e. doesn't send
optional reply to the filer.
boolean True if the server is registered to receive file size and file owner
optional information with every Fpolicy request.
boolean True if the server is registered to receive file snapshot ID with every
optional Fpolicy request.

is-version2

True if the server is registered with version2 support enabled. version2
boolean
refers to the version of the FP_ScreenRequest(). When version2 is true
optional
the FPolicy server is enabled to receive FP_ScreenRequest2() RPC.

number-ofscreenfailures

integer

Number of failed (denied) screens since server registrations. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

number-ofscreenedfiles

integer

Number of screened files since server registration. Range : [0..2^321].

offline-filterbit

string
Shows the setting of offline filter. Supported values: "none", "on-set".
optional
The unique server ID assigned to the Fpolicy server at the time of
Fpolicy server registration. Range : [0..2^32-1].

server-id

integer

server-ip

ipThe ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the server.
address

smb-reqpipe-name

string

The name of the FPolicy request pipe name on which FPolicy server is
recieving the screen requests from the storage system. This name is
sent by the FPolicy server at the time of the FPolicy server registration.

Element definition: time-interval
Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the
Domain Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: engine-name

[top]

Engine name
[none]

Element definition: event-name

[top]

Event name
[none]

Element definition: external-engine-type

[top]

External Engine Type Possible values:
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-passthru-conn-status
Status of fpolicy passthrough-read connection Possible values:

[top]

"connected" - Passthrough read channel connected,
"disconnected" - Passtthrough read channel disconnected
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-passthru-disconnect-reason

[top]

Reason for fpolicy passthrough-read disconnection Possible values:
"none" - Not applicable,
"control_conn_closed" - Control connection to the FPOlicy server is closed,
"pipe_client_close" - Connection closed by pipe client (FPolicy server),
"pipe_server_close" - Connection closed by pipe server (ONTAP) due to idle session, interface
down etc.,
"no_control_packet" - No control packet seen on this connection,
"control_conn_vserver_ip_changed" - Control connection is established using different vserver ip,
"fpolicy_process_restart" - FPolicy process has restarted
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-server-status

[top]

Status Possible values:
"connected" - Server Connected,
"disconnected" - Server Disconnected,
"connecting" - Connecting Server,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting Server
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-server-type

[top]

Server Type Possible values:
"primary" - Primary Server,
"secondary" - Secondary Server
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: monitored-operation-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations.
Name

Range Type

operation

Description

Supported values: "file-create", "file- delete", "file-open", "file-close", "filestring rename", "directory-create", "directory-delete", "directory-rename", "getattr",
"setattr", "lookup", "read", "write", "link", "symlink"

Element definition: monitored-protocol-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations' protocols.
Name

Range Type

protocol

Description

string Supported values: "nfs", "cifs".

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: gpo
Group Policy Object (GPO) configuration APIs. Group Policy is a
central component of Microsoft's change and configuration
strategy for Win2K. With Group Policy, you can define users'
environments and system configurations from one location. It is
implemented by associating a Group Policy Object (GPO) with an
Active Directory container. A GPO is a collection of attribute
settings that govern a user or a computer's configuration. These
APIs enable user to obtain the values associated with the
following GPO entities:

gpo-applied-info-get-iter
gpo-get-iter
gpo-gpresult-info-get-iter
gpo-modify
gpo-restricted-groupapplied-info-get-iter
gpo-restricted-groupdefined-info-get-iter
gpo-update

1. Vserver GPO gpresult Information: The resultant GPO
information. This api displays RSoP(Resultant Set of Policy) that
is defined on Active Directory for a CIFS-enabled VServer.
2. Vserver Applied GPO Information: The applied GPO
Information. This api displays the set of GPO policy that has been
applied on a CIFS-enabled Vserver.

gpo-applied-info-get-iter

[top]

Get the list of entries of the applied GPO rules, organized on a per-Vserver basis.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records
Errno

gpoappliedinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

gpoA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
appliedspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

gpoappliedThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
optional objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the Vserver's group policy configuration.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
gpo- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
config specified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

gpoconfig[] The list of attributes of gpo objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
gpoattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

gpo-gpresult-info-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of entries of the GPO RSoP(Resultant Set of Policy) data, organized on a per-Vserver basis.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
gpogpresultinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
gpoA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
gpresultspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

gpogpresultThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-modify

[top]

Change the Vserver's group policy configuration.
Input Name

Range

is-gpo-enabled

Type

Description

true-false Group Policy Zapi Status.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

gpo-restricted-group-applied-info-get-iter

[top]

Applied Restricted Group Settings
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
gporestrictedgroupappliedinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

gporestrictedA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
groupspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
appliedobjects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
info

optional
tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

gporestrictedgroupThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
appliedinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-restricted-group-defined-info-get-iter

[top]

Defined Restricted Group Settings in DC
Input Name

Range

gporestrictedgroupdefinedinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

attributeslist

next-tag

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

gporestrictedA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
groupspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
definedobjects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
info
optional

query

Output Name

Type

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

gporestrictedgroupThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
definedinfo[]
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

integer

Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-update

[top]

Download and apply the latest version of the group policy defined in Active Directory.
Input Name

Range

force-reapply-allsettings

Type

Description

boolean Ignores all processing optimizations and re-applies all
optional settings.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Element definition: gpo-applied-info

[top]

GPO information that is currently applied on a CIFS-enabled Vserver. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

adv-auditcap-staging

Range

Type

gpo-evtaudit
optional

Description
This policy setting allows you to audit access requests where the
permission granted or denied by a proposed policy differs from
the current central access policy on an object. If you configure
this policy setting, an audit event is generated each time a user
accesses an object and the permission granted by the current
central access policy on the object differs from that granted by
the proposed policy. The resulting audit event will be generated
as follows: 1) Success audits, when configured, records access
attempts when the current central access policy grants access
but the proposed policy denies access. 2) Failure audits when
configured records access attempts when: a) The current central
access policy does not grant access but the proposed policy
grants access. b) A principal requests the maximum access rights
they are allowed and the access rights granted by the current
central access policy are different than the access rights granted
by the proposed policy. Volume: Potentially high on a file server
when the proposed policy differs significantly from the current
central access policy. Default: No Auditing Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
cap-list

string[]
optional

List of Central Access Policies. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

dspath

string
optional

LDAP DN path. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
List of the GPO extensions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"registry" - Registry,
"diskquota" - Disk Quota,
"scripts" - Scripts,
"security" - Security,
"efsrecovery" - EFS Recovery,
"ipsecurity" - IP Security,
"unsupported" - Unsupported,
"cap" - CAP CSE,
"audit" - Audit

extension

string[]
optional

filesyspath

string
optional

File System Path of a GPO policy file. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

The index of the GPO in the GPO list of a Vserver. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-name

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-status

string
optional

GPO status for each listed GPO: enabled or disabled. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-uuid

string
optional

GPO name in UUID format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-index

[0..2^321]

Type of the GPO. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
link

string
optional

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy
Hash Publication Mode for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

registryhashpublicationmode

registryhashversion

hashpublicationmode
optional

hashversion
optional

"per_share" - Allow hash publication only for shared folders
on which BranchCache is enabled.,
"disabled" - Disallow hash publication on all shared
folders.,
"all_shares" - Allow hash publication for all shared folder.
Hash Version Support for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"version1" - Version 1 (V1).,
"version2" - Version 2 (V2).,
"all_versions" - Version 1 and 2 (V1 and V2).

registryrefreshinterval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshint time interval. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

registryrefreshrandomoffset

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshing time random offset. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

logretentionmethod
optional

securityaudit-logret-method

Security log retention method. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"overwrite_as_needed" - Overwrite as needed,
"overwrite_by_days" - Overwrite by days,
"do_not_overwrite" - Do not overwrite
Log-on events to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

securityaudit-logonevents

gpo-evtaudit
optional

security[0..2^32audit-max1]
log-size

integer
optional

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
Maximum size of security log. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Object access to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

securityauditobjectaccess

gpo-evtaudit
optional

securityfile-security

gpo-filesecuritypath[]
optional

List of files or directories for which file security is applied.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
clock-skew

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum clock skew; Maximum tolerance for
computer clock synchronization. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket renewal. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
ticket-age

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityprivilegerightschangenotify

List of users and/or groups which can traverse directory trees
gpo-usereven though the users and/or groups may not have permissions
group[]
on the traversed directory. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

securityprivilegerightssecurity

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that can specify object access
auditing options for individual resources, such as files, Active
group[]
Directory objects. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

securitykerberosrenewalage

securityprivilege-

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that have the right to take ownership
group[]
of any securable object in the system. Attributes: non-creatable,

rights-takeownership

optional

non-modifiable

securityregistrysigningrequired

boolean
optional

SMB Signing Required Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Combined restriction for Anonymous User. This setting is derived
from security-restrict-anon-noenum-for-sam, security-restrictanon-noenum-for-samshare and security-restrict-anon-noaccess. If no-access is set then this setting is set to no-access. If
no-enumeration is set and no-access is not set then this setting
anonymous- is set to no-enumeration. If both no-enumeration and no-access
restriction- are not set then this setting is set to no-restriction. Attributes:
level
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous
User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.

securityrestrictanoncombinedrestrictionforanonymoususer

securityrestrictanon-noaccess

boolean
optional

Restrict anonymous access to named pipes and shares. This
setting is mapped to no-access value of restrict-anonymous CIFS
option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts. This
setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of restrictanonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam-share

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts and
shares. This setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of
restrict-anonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictedgroups

gpo-userList of Restricted groups. Attributes: non-creatable, nongroup[]
modifiable
optional

version
vserver

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The individual GPO's update version. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver display name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: gpo-config
Group Policy configuration for Vservers. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

is-gpoenabled

true-false
Group Policy Zapi Status. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this group-policy. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: gpo-gpresult-info

[top]

GPO RSoP(Resultant Set of Policy) that is currently defined on the Active Directory for a CIFS-enabled
Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

adv-auditcap-staging

Range

Type

gpo-evtaudit
optional

Description
This policy setting allows you to audit access requests where the
permission granted or denied by a proposed policy differs from
the current central access policy on an object. If you configure
this policy setting, an audit event is generated each time a user
accesses an object and the permission granted by the current
central access policy on the object differs from that granted by
the proposed policy. The resulting audit event will be generated
as follows: 1) Success audits, when configured, records access
attempts when the current central access policy grants access
but the proposed policy denies access. 2) Failure audits when
configured records access attempts when: a) The current central
access policy does not grant access but the proposed policy
grants access. b) A principal requests the maximum access rights
they are allowed and the access rights granted by the current
central access policy are different than the access rights granted
by the proposed policy. Volume: Potentially high on a file server
when the proposed policy differs significantly from the current
central access policy. Default: No Auditing Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure

cap-list

string[]
optional

List of Central Access Policies. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

dspath

string
optional

LDAP DN path. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
List of the GPO extensions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"registry" - Registry,

"diskquota" - Disk Quota,
"scripts" - Scripts,
"security" - Security,
"efsrecovery" - EFS Recovery,
"ipsecurity" - IP Security,
"unsupported" - Unsupported,
"cap" - CAP CSE,
"audit" - Audit

extension

string[]
optional

filesyspath

string
optional

File System Path of a GPO policy file. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

The index of the GPO in the GPO list of a Vserver. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-name

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-status

string
optional

GPO status for each listed GPO: enabled or disabled. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-uuid

string
optional

GPO name in UUID format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-index

[0..2^321]

Type of the GPO. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
string
optional

link

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy
Hash Publication Mode for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

registryhashpublicationmode

hashpublicationmode
optional

registryhashversion

hashversion
optional

"per_share" - Allow hash publication only for shared folders
on which BranchCache is enabled.,
"disabled" - Disallow hash publication on all shared
folders.,
"all_shares" - Allow hash publication for all shared folder.
Hash Version Support for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"version1" - Version 1 (V1).,
"version2" - Version 2 (V2).,
"all_versions" - Version 1 and 2 (V1 and V2).

registryrefreshinterval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshint time interval. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

registryrefreshrandomoffset

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshing time random offset. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityaudit-logret-method

logretentionmethod
optional

Security log retention method. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"overwrite_as_needed" - Overwrite as needed,
"overwrite_by_days" - Overwrite by days,
"do_not_overwrite" - Do not overwrite
Log-on events to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, non-

modifiable Possible values:
securityaudit-logonevents

gpo-evtaudit
optional

security[0..2^32audit-max1]
log-size

integer
optional

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
Maximum size of security log in kbytes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Object access to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

securityauditobjectaccess

gpo-evtaudit
optional

securityfile-security

gpo-filesecuritypath[]
optional

List of files or directories for which file security is to be applied.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
clock-skew

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum clock skew; Maximum tolerance for
computer clock synchronization. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket renewal. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
ticket-age

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityprivilegerightschangenotify

List of users and/or groups which can traverse directory trees
gpo-usereven though the users and/or groups may not have permissions
group[]
on the traversed directory. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

securityprivilegerightssecurity

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that can specify object access
auditing options for individual resources, such as files, Active
group[]
Directory objects. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

securitykerberosrenewalage

securityprivilegerights-takeownership
securityregistrysigningrequired

securityrestrictanoncombinedrestrictionforanonymous-

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that have the right to take ownership
of any securable object in the system. Attributes: non-creatable,
group[]
non-modifiable
optional
boolean
optional

SMB Signing Required Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Combined restriction for Anonymous User. This setting is derived
from security-restrict-anon-noenum-for-sam, security-restrictanon-noenum-for-samshare and security-restrict-anon-noaccess. If no-access is set then this setting is set to no-access. If
no-enumeration is set and no-access is not set then this setting
anonymous- is set to no-enumeration. If both no-enumeration and no-access
restriction- are not set then this setting is set to no-restriction. Attributes:
level
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous

user

User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.

securityrestrictanon-noaccess

boolean
optional

Restrict anonymous access to named pipes and shares. This
setting is mapped to no-access value of restrict-anonymous CIFS
option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts. This
setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of restrictanonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam-share

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts and
shares. This setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of
restrict-anonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictedgroups

gpo-userList of Restricted groups. Attributes: non-creatable, nongroup[]
modifiable
optional

version

[0..2^321]

vserver

integer
optional

The individual GPO's update version. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver display name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: gpo-restricted-group-applied-info
Applied Restricted Group Settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

groupname

string
optional

Group name associated with GPO group-policy-name. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

grouppolicyname

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
GPO link type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

link-type

gpo-link
optional

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy

[top]

gpo-userGroups in which group-name is a member of. Attributes: nongroup[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

member-of

gpo-userMembers of the group group-name. Members can be users and/or
group[]
groups. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

members
version

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

GPO version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserverName of the vserver to which group-name is associated with.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: gpo-restricted-group-defined-info
Defined Restricted Group Settings in DC When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

groupname

string
optional

Group name associated with GPO group-policy-name. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

grouppolicyname

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
GPO link type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

link-type

member-of

members
version
vserver

gpo-link
optional

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy

gpo-userGroups in which group-name is a member of. Attributes: nongroup[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
gpo-userMembers of the group group-name. Members can be users and/or
group[]
groups. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

GPO version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserverName of the vserver to which group-name is associated with.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: anonymous-restriction-level

[top]

Classification of the CIFS null user restriction. Possible values:
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.
[none]

Element definition: gpo-evt-audit

[top]

Types of events to be audited. Possible values:
"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
[none]

Element definition: gpo-file-security-path

[top]

A group policy file security path string.
[none]

Element definition: gpo-link
Local|Site|Domain|OrganizationalUnit|RSOP Possible values:
"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy

[top]

[none]

Element definition: gpo-user-group

[top]

A group name or a user name.
[none]

Element definition: hash-publication-mode

[top]

Hash Publication Mode Possible values:
"per_share" - Allow hash publication only for shared folders on which BranchCache is enabled.,
"disabled" - Disallow hash publication on all shared folders.,
"all_shares" - Allow hash publication for all shared folder.
[none]

Element definition: hash-version

[top]

Hash Version Possible values:
"version1" - Version 1 (V1).,
"version2" - Version 2 (V2).,
"all_versions" - Version 1 and 2 (V1 and V2).
[none]

Element definition: log-retention-method

[top]

Audit log retention method Possible values:
"overwrite_as_needed" - Overwrite as needed,
"overwrite_by_days" - Overwrite by days,
"do_not_overwrite" - Do not overwrite
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: group-mapping
group-mapping-create
group-mapping-delete
group-mapping-get-iter
group-mapping-insert
group-mapping-modify
group-mapping-swap

group-mapping-create

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Create a new group mapping for a Vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible values:

namemappingdirection

direction

pattern

position

string

[1..1024] integer

replacement

string

returnrecord
Output Name

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping
Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when
mapping from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for
mappings from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings
for this Vserver.
The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program.

boolean If set to true, returns the group-mapping on successful creation.
optional Default: false
Range

result

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

groupmappingThe group-mapping created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional
Description

group-mapping-delete

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Delete an existing group mapping entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible
values:

direction

position

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping

name-mappingdirection

[1..1024]

Errno

integer

Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group
mappings for this Vserver.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-get-iter

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Retrieve the list of group mappings in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

groupmappinginfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

groupmappinginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the group-mapping object.
All group-mapping objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

groupmappingThe list of attributes of group-mapping objects.
info[]
optional

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more groupoptional mapping objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-insert

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Insert a group mapping into the table at a specified position.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible values:

direction

pattern

position

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

namemappingdirection

string

[1..1024] integer

replacement

string

Errno

Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when mapping
from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for mappings
from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position within the set of group mappings that this new mapping will
take. If a mapping already exists at this position, it will be moved to
the next position in the list.
The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-modify

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Modify an existing group mapping entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name

namemappingdirection

direction

Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
string
expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when mapping
optional
from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for mappings
from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows.

pattern

position

mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

[1..1024] integer

Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings
for this Vserver.

The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
string associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
optional containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program.

replacement

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-swap

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Swap the position of one group mapping with another. The position is the place in the sequence of
group mappings in which the mappings are applied.
Input Name

Range

direction

Type

Description

string Direction in which the group mapping is applied.
Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings for
this Vserver.

position

[1..1024] integer

withposition

Position of an existing group mapping entry in the list of group
[0..2^32integer mappings for this Vserver. This entry will be swapped with the entry at
1]
'position'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: group-mapping-info
This type is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
group mapping configuration for Vservers. The possible sources of group mapping information and the
order in which they are searched is determined by the Vserver's 'name-mapping-switch' option. If the
'name-mapping-switch' is set to 'file', the rules in this table are used to determine the mapping.
Windows user groups, UNIX user groups and Kerberos principal groups can be three disjoint sets of
groups. A mechanism is needed to map groups from one set to another when presenting ACLs across

[top]

multiprotocol clients. Each group mapping entry represents one such map in a given direction. group
mappings are done using standard UNIX style regular expressions for pattern replacement. For example
if a configuration is required to convert any Windows user in the Windows domain name 'EXAMPLE' into
a UNIX user with the same name in NIS, the direction entry should be set to 'win-unix', the pattern
string should be set to '418 :+)' and the replacement string should be set to '\1'. The double backslash
(\\) in the pattern matches a single backslash in the source name. The parentheses denote a
subexpression but do not match any characters themselves. The 'period' matches any single character.
The 'plus' matches one or more characters of the previous expression. The pattern 'EXAMPLE\\(.+)'
matches 'EXAMPLE\' followed by one or more of any character. In the replacement, '\1' refers to the
string that the first subexpression matched. Assuming the Windows user 'EXAMPLE\user1', the
replacement evaluates to 'user1'. If a mapping is required from Windows to UNIX and none of the name
mapping entries match, the domain name is stripped from the the username and it is directly mapped
to the UNIX user of the same name. Similarly if a mapping is required from a UNIX user to a Windows
user and none of the name mapping entries match, the domain name is prefixed to the username and it
is directly mapped to a Windows user of the When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

namemappingdirection
optional

direction

Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
string expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when mapping
optional from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for mappings
from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows. Attributes: requiredfor-create, modifiable

pattern

position

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

[1..1024]

integer Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings
optional for this Vserver. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

replacement

The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
string
containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
optional
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the group mapping. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-mapping-direction
Direction of the name mapping. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name mapping,

[top]

"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping
[none]

APIs in Category: ha-interconnect
ha-interconnect-clearport-counters
ha-interconnect-clearport-symbol-errors
ha-interconnect-configdetails-get-iter
ha-interconnectconnection-status-get-iter
ha-interconnect-flintflash-details-get-iter
ha-interconnect-flintimage-details-get-iter
ha-interconnect-flintverify-flash
ha-interconnect-flintverify-image
ha-interconnect-flushdetails-get-iter
ha-interconnect-getconfig-details
ha-interconnect-getconnection-status
ha-interconnect-get-flintflash-details
ha-interconnect-get-flintimage-details
ha-interconnect-getflush-details
ha-interconnect-getnvram-configuration
ha-interconnect-get-oodstatus
ha-interconnect-getperformance-statistics
ha-interconnect-get-portdetails
ha-interconnect-getscatter-gather-liststatistics
ha-interconnect-gettimeout-values
ha-interconnect-link-off
ha-interconnect-link-on
ha-interconnect-modifytimeout-values
ha-interconnect-nic-reset
ha-interconnect-nvramconfiguration-get-iter
ha-interconnect-oodclear-error-statistics
ha-interconnect-oodclear-performance-

This set of ZAPIs allows management of high-availability
interconnect device and its links.

statistics
ha-interconnect-ooddisable-statistics
ha-interconnect-oodenable-statistics
ha-interconnect-oodoptimization-off
ha-interconnect-oodoptimization-on
ha-interconnect-oodsend-diagnostic-buffer
ha-interconnect-oodstatus-get-iter
ha-interconnectperformance-statisticsget-iter
ha-interconnect-portdetails-get-iter
ha-interconnect-scattergather-list-statistics-getiter
ha-interconnect-timeoutvalues-get-iter

ha-interconnect-clear-port-counters

[top]

Clear high-availability interconnect port counters of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-clear-port-symbol-errors
Clear high-availability interconnect port symbol errors of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

Description

[top]

ha-interconnect-config-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device configuration
information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectconfigdetails
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectconfigdetails
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectconfig-details object. All ha-interconnect-config-details objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-config-details objects.
configdetails[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-config-details objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-connection-status-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect connection status
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

hainterconnectstatus-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectstatus-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectstatus-info object. All ha-interconnect-status-info objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-status-info objects.
status-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-status-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_INSUFFICIENT_DATA
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-flint-flash-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect binary firmware image
information residing in the flash card attached to adapter
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectflint-flashinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectflint-flashinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectflint-flash-info object. All ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

hainterconnectflint-flash- The list of attributes of ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-flint-flash-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-flint-image-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect binary firmware image
information residing in the system
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectflint-imageinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectflint-imageinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectflint-image-info object. All ha-interconnect-flint-image-info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-flint-image-info
flint-imageobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-flint-image-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-flint-verify-flash

[top]

Verify high-availability interconnect binary firmware image residing in flash card attached to adapter on
the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLINT_FAIL

ha-interconnect-flint-verify-image

[top]

Verify high-availability interconnect binary firmware image residing in system on the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLINT_FAIL

ha-interconnect-flush-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device flush information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectflush-details
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectflush-details
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectflush-details object. All ha-interconnect-flush-details objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Type
hainterconnect-

Description

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

flushdetails[]
optional

The list of attributes of ha-interconnect-flush-details objects.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-flush-details objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLUSHING_INACTIVE

ha-interconnect-get-config-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device configuration information of the selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
hainterconnectconfigdetails
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this configuration information belongs.
Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-config-details.
configdetails

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-connection-status

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect connection status of the selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type
hainterconnectstatus-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this connection status belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-status-info.
status-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_INSUFFICIENT_DATA
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-flint-flash-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in the flash card attached
to adapter of the selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
hainterconnectflint-flashinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information belongs.
Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info.
flint-flashinfo

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-flint-image-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in the system of the
selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type
hainterconnectflint-imageinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-flint-image-info.
flint-imageinfo

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-flush-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device flush information of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

Description
High-availability interconnect device NVRAM channel name.
Possible values:

channelname

ha-ic-nvchannel

desiredattributes

hainterconnectflush-details
optional

node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this flush information belongs.
Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-flush-details.
flush-details

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLUSHING_INACTIVE

ha-interconnect-get-nvram-configuration

[top]

Get basic nvram configuration information of the selected node
Input Name Range
desired-

Type

Description

haSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
interconnect- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

nvram-info
optional

present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name Node
Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-nvram-info.
nvram-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_NO_NVRAM

ha-interconnect-get-ood-status

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery information of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

hainterconnectood-status
optional

node-name

node-name

Output Name Range
attributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The node to which this out-of-order delivery capability information
belongs.

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-ood-status.
ood-status

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-performance-statistics

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect performance statistics of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

hainterconnectperformancestatistics
optional

node-name

node-name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The node to which this performance statistics belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-performance-statistics.
performancestatistics
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-get-port-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device port information of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

hainterconnectport-details
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name

node-name

The node to which this high-availability interconnect device port
information belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-port-details.
port-details

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-scatter-gather-list-statistics
Get high-availability interconnect device scatter-gather list entry statistics of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

hainterconnectscattergather-liststatistics
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name

node-name

The node to which this scatter-gather list entry statistics belongs.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

[top]

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics.
scattergather-liststatistics

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-get-timeout-values

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect software timeout values of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type
hainterconnecttimeout
optional

desiredattributes
node-name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which these timeout values belongs.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-timeout.
timeout

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-link-off

[top]

Turn off selected interconnect link on the selected node
Input Name Range
link-number

Type

Description

ha-ic-device-port Interconnect link number (0-based) to turn off.

node-name

filer-id

Errno

The node on which the link command executes.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_LINK_OPERATION_STATUS

ha-interconnect-link-on

[top]

Turn on selected interconnect link on the selected node
Input Name Range
link-number

Type

Description

ha-ic-device-port Interconnect link number (0-based) to turn on.

node-name

filer-id

Errno

The node on which the link command executes.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_LINK_OPERATION_STATUS

ha-interconnect-modify-timeout-values

[top]

Change high-availability interconnect software timeout values of the selected node
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ic-mvia-timeout

integer
optional

Interconnect Read/write Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs)

ic-timeout

integer
optional

Interconnect Read/write Timeout (msecs)

node-name

node-name The node to which these timeout values belongs.

ofw-mvia-timeout

integer
optional

Firmware Read Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs)

ofw-timeout

integer
optional

Firmware Read Timeout (msecs)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-nic-reset

[top]

Reset high-availability interconnect device of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

[top]

ha-interconnect-nvram-configuration-get-iter
Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their basic nvram configuration information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectnvram-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectnvram-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectnvram-info object. All ha-interconnect-nvram-info objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-nvram-info objects.
nvram-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-nvram-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_NO_NVRAM

ha-interconnect-ood-clear-error-statistics

[top]

Clear high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery error statistics of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-clear-performance-statistics

[top]

Clear high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery performance statistics of the selected
node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-disable-statistics

[top]

Disable high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery statistics collection for the selected
node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-enable-statistics

[top]

Enable high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery statistics collection for the selected
node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-optimization-off
Disable coalescing work requests on high-availability interconnect device of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-optimization-on

[top]

Enable coalescing work requests on high-availability interconnect device of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-send-diagnostic-buffer

[top]

Send diagnostic buffer to the HA partner of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_SEND_DIAG_FAIL

ha-interconnect-ood-status-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device out-of-order
delivery information
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

hainterconnectood-status
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

ha-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

interconnect- specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectood-status ood-status object. All ha-interconnect-ood-status objects
optional
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-ood-status objects.
ood-status[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

tag

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-ood-status objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-performance-statistics-get-iter
Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect performance statistics
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectperformancestatistics
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectperformancestatistics
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the hainterconnect-performance-statistics object. All ha-interconnectperformance-statistics objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-performance-statistics
performanceobjects.
statistics[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32-

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-performance-statistics objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[top]

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-port-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device port information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectport-details
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectport-details
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectport-details object. All ha-interconnect-port-details objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-port-details objects.
portdetails[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-port-details objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics-get-iter
Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device scatter-gather
list entry statistics
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnect- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
scatterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
gather-list- If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

[top]

statistics
optional

available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectscattergather-liststatistics
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectscatter-gather-list-statistics object. All ha-interconnect-scattergather-list-statistics objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectscatterThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-listgather-list- statistics objects.
statistics[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-timeout-values-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect software timeout values
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnecttimeout
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnecttimeout
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnecttimeout object. All ha-interconnect-timeout objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-timeout objects.
timeout[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-timeout objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-device-port

[top]

0|1 Possible values:
"0" - HA Interconnect Device Port 0,
"1" - HA Interconnect Device Port 1
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-nv-channel

[top]

wafl|raid|misc Possible values:
"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel
[none]

Element definition: ha-interconnect-config-details
High-availability interconnect configuration information When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The initiator of the connection request. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

connectionrequestinitiator

ha-icinitiator
optional

interconnectport-info[] Interconnect device ports information
optional

interconnectport-details

ha-icinterfacetype
optional

interface-type

local-nodesysid

"local" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated by
the local node,
"partner" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated
by the partner

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

High-availability interconnect links connection interface.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"backplane" - HA Interconnect is using backplane
(internal) links,
"external" - HA Interconnect is using external links
Local system identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name The node to which this configuration information belongs.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
partner-node- [0..2^32sysid
1]

integer
optional

HA partner system identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

transport-type

string
optional

High-availability interconnect type. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info
High-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in flash card attached to
adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise
stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

board-id

string
optional

Interconnect device board identifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

chip-revision

string
optional

Chip Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-id
fw-version

Range

[0..2^321]

[top]

hw-accesskey

string
optional

Hardware Access Key Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Image Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ha-ic-flintimage-type
optional

image-type

invariantsectorversion

[0..2^321]

node-guid

"connectx" - ConnectX device family,
"fs2" - Flexible storage solutions device family,
"failsafe" - Failsafe enabled device family,
"short" - Non-Failsafe device family

integer
optional

Invariant Sector Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Node global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information
belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
parameterset-id

string
optional

Parameter set identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-guid

string
optional

Port 1 global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-mac

string
optional

Port 1 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-guid

string
optional

Port 2 GUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-mac

string
optional

Port 2 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

productversion

string
optional

Product Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sys-imageguid

string
optional

System image global unique identifier. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

vendorspecific-data

string
optional

Vendor specific data. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-flint-image-info
High-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in system When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

board-id

string
optional

Interconnect device board identifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

chip-revision

string
optional

Chip Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-

integer

[top]

device-id

1]

optional

Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fw-version

string
optional

Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hw-accesskey

string
optional

Hardware Access Key Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Image Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ha-ic-flintimage-type
optional

image-type

invariantsectorversion

[0..2^321]

node-guid

"connectx" - ConnectX device family,
"fs2" - Flexible storage solutions device family,
"failsafe" - Failsafe enabled device family,
"short" - Non-Failsafe device family

integer
optional

Invariant Sector Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Node global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information
belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
parameterset-id

string
optional

Parameter set identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-guid

string
optional

Port 1 global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-mac

string
optional

Port 1 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-guid

string
optional

Port 2 GUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-mac

string
optional

Port 2 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

productversion

string
optional

Product Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sys-imageguid

string
optional

System image global unique identifier. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

vendorspecific-data

string
optional

Vendor specific data. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-flush-details
High-availability interconnect flush information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
High-availability interconnect device NVRAM channel name.

[top]

ha-ic-nvchannel
optional

channelname

"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel

nodeThe node to which this flush information belongs. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
recv-flushrequest-id

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[0..2^64- integer Flush receive request identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

recv-notify- [0..2^64- integer Flush receive request completion identifier. Attributes: noncomplete-id
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
sent-flush- [0..2^64- integer Flush sent request identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequest-id
1]
optional modifiable
sent-notify- [0..2^64- integer Flush sent request completion identifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
complete-id
1]
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-nvram-info

[top]

Basic nvram configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

local-size

size
optional

Amount of NVRAM used by Local Node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

nodename

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

partition

string
optional

NVRAM Partition Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-size

size
optional

Total NVRAM Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-ood-status
High-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery information When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

iscoalescingenabled
is-oodenabled
node-name

Type

Description

boolean
Is Coalescing Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Is OOD Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
nodeThe node to which this out-of-order delivery capability information
name
belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ha-interconnect-performance-statistics
Display high-availability interconnect performance statistics When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

average-bytes- [0..2^64- integer Average amount of bytes sent per transfer. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
per-transfer
1]
averagemegabytesper-second

string Average megabytes (MB) transferred per second. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Average amount of time (in usecs) the interconnect device waited
average[0..2^64- integer
to post an empty buffer into the receive queue. Attributes: nonreceive-queueoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
wait-time
averageremote-nvmsgs-time
averageremote-nvtransfer-size

[0..2^64- integer Average time (in usecs) between two remote NV messages.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Average transfer size of a remote NV message. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average[0..2^64- integer Average transfer time taken (in usecs) by remote NV messages.
remote-nvoptional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
transfer-time
avg-misc[0..2^64- integer Average MISC interconnect channel queue depth. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
queue-length
1]
avg-nvlogsync-time

[0..2^64- integer Average time taken (in msecs) to sync NVLOG between HA
1]
optional partner nodes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

avg-raid[0..2^64- integer Average RAID interconnect channel queue depth. Attributes: nonqueue-length
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
avg-wafl[0..2^64- integer Average WAFL interconnect channel queue depth. Attributes: nonqueue-length
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

elapsed-time

[0..2^32- integer Elapsed time (in seconds) between statistics collection start time
1]
optional and end time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ic-16k-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of 16K or more size writes performed by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-4k-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of 4K size writes performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-8k-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of 8K size writes performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-data-aligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of aligned data writes performed by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-datamisaligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of misaligned data writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

icTotal number of times the interconnect device performs
[0..2^64- integer
discontiguousdiscontiguous writes spanned across memory pages. Attributes:
optional
1]
writes
non-creatable, non-modifiable
ic-isdone

Total number of times the interconnect client checked for the
[0..2^64- integer
completion of a given tranfer ID. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

ic-isdone-fail

Total number of times the check for the completion of a given
[0..2^64- integer
trasfer ID is not yet successful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

ic-isdone-pass

Total number of times the check for the completion of a given
[0..2^64- integer
transfer ID is successful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

ic-metadataaligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of aligned metadata writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ic-metadatamisaligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of misaligned metadata writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ic-small-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of less than 4K size writes performed by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-waitdonetime
ic-waits
ic-xorder-reads
ic-xorderwrites
max-nvlogsync-time

Average time (in usecs) the interconnect device spent waiting for
[0..2^64- integer
the IDs to be transferred successfully. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
Total number of times the interconnect device waits until the
[0..2^64- integer
transfer of a given ID is successful. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer Total number of out-of-order reads performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Total number of out-of-order writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer Maximum time taken (in msecs) to sync NVLOG between HA
1]
optional partner nodes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

max-sgl-length

[0..2^32- integer Maximum length of scatter-gather list supported by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

misc-data-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of MISC data IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

misc-flush-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of MISC flush IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

miscmetadata-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of MISC metadata IOs made through the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
nonpreempt-

nodeThe node to which this performance statistics belongs. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^64- integer

Total number of times polling on the given transfer ID stopped
due to interconnect device read/write timeout. Attributes: non-

timeout

1]

optional

creatable, non-modifiable

notify-timeout

[0..2^64- integer Total number of times data transfer on the HA interconnect timed
optional out. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

nv-connfailover-time

[0..2^64- integer NV connection failover time (in msecs). Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

preempttimeout

[0..2^64- integer Total number of times polling on the given transfer ID is
1]
optional preempted. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

queue-maxtimeout

Total number of times the interconnect device timed out waiting
[0..2^64- integer
to post requests on the send queue. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

queue-maxwait-count

Total number of times the interconnect device waited to post
[0..2^64- integer
requests on the send queue. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

queue-maxwait-time

Average amount of time (in usecs) the interconnect device waited
[0..2^64- integer
to post requests on the send queue. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

raid-data-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of RAID data IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

raid-flush-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of RAID flush IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

raid-metadata- [0..2^64- integer Total number of RAID metadata IOs made through the
io
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
rdma-read

[0..2^64- integer Total number of RDMA reads performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Average time (in usecs) the interconnect device spent polling for
rdma-read[0..2^64- integer
transfer IDs on the RDMA-read channel. Attributes: nonoptional
waitdone-time
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
remote-nvtransfers

[0..2^64- integer Total number of remote NV transfers attempted. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Total number of times the interconnect device waited to post an
total-receive- [0..2^64- integer
empty buffer into the receive queue. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
queue-waits
1]
non-modifiable
total-transfers

[0..2^64- integer Total number of transfers made through the interconnect device.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

wafl-data-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of WAFL data IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

wafl-flush-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of WAFL flush IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

wafl-metadata- [0..2^64- integer Total number of WAFL metadata IOs made through the
io
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-port-details
High-availability interconnect device port information When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

deviceportdetails

deviceportInterconnect device port link state information
info[]
optional

linkmonitor

boolean Link monitor detection capability. On means link monitor detection is
optional enabled on this device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

nodeThe node to which this high-availability interconnect device port
name
information belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics

[top]

High-availability interconnect device scatter-gather list entry statistics When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

nodename

nodeThe node to which this scatter-gather list entry statistics belongs. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

sgldetails

sglinfo[] Interconnect device scatter-gather list statistics
optional

Element definition: ha-interconnect-status-info
High-availability interconnect connection status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

command- [0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device command revision. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
revision
1]

[top]

debugfirmware

boolean High-availability interconnect device firmware debug capability
optional status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-type

string
Device Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

driver-name

string High-availability interconnect device driver name. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

firmware

string High-availability interconnect device firmware version. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

hardware- [0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device hardware revision. Attributes:
revision
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

icconnection

The status of failover monitor channel over the interconnect. up
means channel is active. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
ha-ic- Possible values:
state
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
optional
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity

is-link0active

boolean Link 0 active status. True means there are active channels over this
optional interconnect link. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-link1active

boolean Link 1 active status. True means there are active channels over this
optional interconnect link. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

link-status

link0-status

ha-icstate
optional

ha-icstate
optional

High-availability interconnect link status. up means the link is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity
High-availability interconnect link 0 status. up means the link is
online. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity
High-availability interconnect link 1 status. up means the link is
online. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

link1-status

ha-icstate
optional

node-name

nodeThe node to which this connection status belongs. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

nvlog-rdma

The status of NVRAM channels over the interconnect. up means
channels are active. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
ha-ic- Possible values:
state
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
optional
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity

"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity

portnumber-1

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 1. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

portnumber-2

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 2. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

port1-baselid

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 local identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-datarate

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 supported data rate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-gid

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 global identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-linkinfo

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 link information.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-mtu
port1-portname

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 1 maximum transmission
optional unit size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string High availability interconnect device port 1 port name. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-qsfppart-number

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) part number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1-qsfpserialnumber

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1-qsfptype

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) cable type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1-qsfpvendor

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) vendor name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1remote-lid

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 remote local identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-baselid

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 local identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-datarate

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 supported data rate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-gid

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 global identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-linkinfo

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 link information.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-mtu
port2-portname

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 2 maximum transmission
optional unit size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string High availability interconnect device port 2 port name. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-qsfppart-number

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) part number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port2-qsfpserialnumber

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port2-qsfptype

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) cable type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port2-qsfpvendor

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) vendor name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

serialnumber

string High-availability interconnect device serial number. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

slot

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device PCI slot number. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string

High-availability interconnect device version number. Attributes:

version

optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-timeout

[top]

High-availability interconnect software timeout values When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

ic-mviatimeout

[1000..34000]

ic-timeout

[1000..4000]

Description

integer Interconnect Read/write Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs)
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
integer Interconnect Read/write Timeout (msecs) Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable
nodeThe node to which these timeout values belongs. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

ofw-mviainteger Firmware Read Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs) Attributes:
[1000..34000]
optional non-creatable, modifiable
timeout
ofw-timeout [1000..4000]

integer Firmware Read Timeout (msecs) Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: device-port-info

[top]

Interconnect device port link state information
Name
is-activelink

Range

Type

Description

Link active status. True means link on this given port is now active
boolean
and used for the operations. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
High-availability interconnect link link layer state on a given port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
ha-ic-cx-

"invalid" ,

link-layerstate

link-state
optional

"down" ,
"initialize" ,
"armed" ,
"active" ,
"reserved"
High-availability interconnect link physical layer state on a given port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

phy-layerstate

ha-ic-cxphy-state
optional

"invalid" ,
"sleep" ,
"polling" ,
"disabled" ,
"port_configuration_testing" ,
"linkup" ,
"link_error_recovery" ,
"phytest" ,
"reserved"

phy-link[0..2^32- integer Total number of times the link on a given port is transitioned down.
downoptional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
count
phy-link- [0..2^32- integer Total number of times the link on a given port is transitioned up.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
up-count
1]
port

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port number. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: ha-ic-flint-image-type

[top]

connectx|fs2|failsafe|short Possible values:
"connectx" - ConnectX device family,
"fs2" - Flexible storage solutions device family,
"failsafe" - Failsafe enabled device family,
"short" - Non-Failsafe device family
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-initiator

[top]

local|partner Possible values:
"local" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated by the local node,
"partner" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated by the partner
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-interface-type

[top]

backplane|external Possible values:
"backplane" - HA Interconnect is using backplane (internal) links,
"external" - HA Interconnect is using external links
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-nv-channel

[top]

wafl|raid|misc Possible values:
"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-state

[top]

up|down Possible values:
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity
[none]

Element definition: interconnect-port-info

[top]

Interconnect device ports information
Name

Range

Type

Description

interfaceflags

string High-availability interconnect device port interface flags. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ipaddress

string High-availability interconnect device port IP address. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

port-name

string High-availability interconnect device port name. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: sgl-info

[top]

Interconnect device scatter-gather list statistics
Name

Range

Type

Description

scatter[0..2^32- integer The index value of the scatter-gather entry in the list. Attributes: nongatheroptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
entry
totalcount

[0..2^64- integer Total number of times a particular scatter-gather list element is used.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total-size

Total number of bytes written by the high-availability interconnect
[0..2^64- integer
device using a particular scatter-gather list element. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-cx-link-state

[top]

invalid|down|initialize|armed|active|reserved Possible values:
"invalid" ,
"down" ,
"initialize" ,
"armed" ,
"active" ,
"reserved"
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-cx-phy-state
invalid|sleep|polling|disabled|port-configuration-testing|linkup|link-error-recovery|phytest|reserved
Possible values:
"invalid" ,
"sleep" ,
"polling" ,
"disabled" ,
"port_configuration_testing" ,
"linkup" ,
"link_error_recovery" ,
"phytest" ,
"reserved"

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: igroup
igroup-add
igroup-bind-portset
igroup-create
igroup-destroy
igroup-get-iter
igroup-list-info
igroup-lookup-lun
igroup-os-type-list
igroup-remove
igroup-rename
igroup-set-attribute
igroup-unbind-portset

igroup-add

[top]

Adds initiator to an existing initiator group.
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

Forcibly add the initiator, disabling mapping and type conflict checks with
boolean the high-availability partner. If not specified all conflict checks are
optional performed. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field is accepted for
backwards compatibility and is ignored.

initiator

string

WWPN, WWPN Alias, or iSCSI name of Initiator to add.

initiatorgroupname

string

Name of initiator group.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_ISCSI_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_HAS_NODE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_MAPPING_CONFLICT
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_TOO_MANY_NODENAMES
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_LUN
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_DIFFERENT_OS_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_VIRTUAL_LUN_MAPPING_CONFLICT
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

igroup-bind-portset

[top]

Bind an existing igroup to a given portset.
Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name
portset-name

Description

string Name of initiator group to bind the portset to.
string Name of portset.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_ALREADY_BOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_BIND_WRONG_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EMPTY_PSET_BIND
E_SAN_NOT_READY

igroup-create

[top]

Creates a new initiator group. In Data ONTAP 7.3 and upto ONTAP 8.0, the ALUA (Asymmetric Logical
Unit Access) attribute will be enabled by default if initiator-group-type is "fcp" and os-type is "aix",
"hpux", or "linux. In Data ONTAP 7-mode 8.1 and later, the ALUA attribute is enabled by default for all
os-type if initiator-group-type is "fcp". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.1 and later, the ALUA attribute is
enabled by default on all initiator groups.
Input Name Range
bindportset

Type

Description

string
Name of a current portset to bind to the newly created igroup.
optional

initiatorgroupname

string

Name of initiator group.

initiatorgroup-type

string

Type of the initiator group. Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi", "mixed".
"mixed" is available in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.1 or later only.

os-type

initiatorgroupos-type
optional

OS type of the initiators within the group. The default value if not
specified is "default". The os type applies to all initiators within the group
and governs the finer details of SCSI protocol interaction with these
initiators. It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to specify
an OS type that is not "default". Some host OSes require this type field
be set correctly in order to function properly.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_OS_TYPE_VALUE
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MISSING_ARGS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EMPTY_PSET_BIND

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_BIND_WRONG_TYPE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-destroy

[top]

Destroys an existing initiator group. By default a group cannot be destroyed if there are existing lun
maps defined for that group. This behaviour can be overridden with the use of force option set to "true"
which will destroy the initiator group and any associated lun maps.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Forcibly destroy the initiator group, even if there are existing lun maps.
boolean
Best practice is to attempt to unmap all the luns associated with a group
optional
before destroying it.

force
initiatorgroupname

string

Name of initiator group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MAPS_EXIST
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of igroup objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
initiatorgroupinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
initiatorgroupinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the igroup object. All
igroup objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more igroup
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

initiatorgroupThe list of attributes of igroup objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

igroup-list-info

[top]

Get information for initiator group(s).
Input Name Range
initiatorgroup-name
Output Name Range
initiatorgroups

Type

Description

Name of initiator group. If specified, only information for that group is
string
returned. If not specified, information for all of the initiator groups is
optional
returned.
Type

Description

initiatorgroup- List of initiator groups.
info[]

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-lookup-lun

[top]

Find the path to the lun mapped at a given lun-id for a given initiator group.
Input Name

Range

initiator-group-name
lun-id
Output Name
path

Type
string

Description
Name of initiator group to search.

[0..4095] integer Lun-id (Logical Unit Number) to search for.
Range

Type
string

Description
Path to the lun.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_LUNMAP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for initiator-group-os-type.
Output Name Range

Type

ostypes

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[] Enumeration type name/value pair

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

igroup-remove

[top]

Removes node(s) from an initiator group. The operation is prohibited if there are existing lun maps
defined for that group. The force option set to "true" can be used to forcibly remove the node regardless
of mappings.
Input Name

Range

force

Type

Description

boolean Forcibly remove the initiator even if there are existing LUNs mapped
optional to this initiator group.

initiator

string

WWPN, WWPN Alias, or iSCSI name of Initiator to remove.

initiator-groupname

string

Name of initiator group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MAPS_EXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_ISCSI_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_NODE_NOT_IN_INITGROUP
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-rename
Rename an existing initiator group. The rename operation is non-disruptive.

[top]

Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name
initiator-group-new-name

Description

string Name of initiator group to be renamed.
string New name to be given to initiator group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_CANT_CREATE_INITGROUP_FILE
EVDISK_ERROR_CANT_WRITE_INITGROUP_FILE
EVDISK_ERROR_CANT_RENAME_INITGROUP_FILE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-set-attribute

[top]

Sets an attribute for an initiator group.
Input Name Range Type

Description

attribute

Name of the attribute to change. Possible values: "alua", "os-type",
"throttle_borrow", "throttle_reserve", "report_scsi_name". "alua" is
string available in Data ONTAP 7.2 or later. "report_scsi_name" is available in
Data ONTAP 8.1.0 or later. "alua", "throttle_reserve","throttle_borrow" and
"report_scsi_name" are not available in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.

initiatorgroupname

string Name of initiator group.

value

Value for the attribute. The valid values for "os-type" are the supported ostypes listed in the igroup-create API. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, setting the
"os-type" attribute will perform checks with the high-availability partner if
this filer is running in the 'single_image' fcp cfmode and this igroup is an
FCP igroup. It is also strongly recommended the "default" os-type not be
string
used. Using "default" may cause problems with LUN access. API to always
require the proper OS type information The valid values for
"throttle_reserve" are 0-99 The valid values for "throttle_borrow" are true
or false The valid values for "alua" are true or false The valid values for
"report_scsi_name" are true or false

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MISSING_ARGS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_IGROUP_NOT_THROTTLED
EVDISK_ERROR_IGROUP_ALREADY_THROTTLED
EVDISK_ERROR_THROTTLE_TOO_MUCH
EVDISK_ERROR_THROTTLE_BEING_DELETED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_ISCSI_THROTTLES
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_MODE_VALUE

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_MODE_CONFIG
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_DIFFERENT_OS_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_ALUA_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_WRONG_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_ALUA_ISCSI_TRANSPORT_TYPE_CONFLICT
EVDISK_ERROR_ALUA_FCP_TRANSPORT_TYPE_CONFLICT
E_SAN_NOT_READY

igroup-unbind-portset

[top]

Unbind an existing igroup from a portset.
Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name

Description

string Name of initiator group to unbind from the portset.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_NOT_BOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

Element definition: initiator-group-info

[top]

Information about an initiator group.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiatorgroupaluaenabled

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has ALUA (Asymmetric
boolean Logical Unit Access) features enabled for luns mapped to this initiator
group.

initiatorgroupdeleteonunmap

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group will be automatically
boolean
deleted when unmapped from a LUN if it is no longer part of any other
optional
LUN maps. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

initiatorgroupname

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiatorgroupos-type

initiatorgroup- OS type of the initiator group
os-type

initiatorgroupportsetname

string
Name of the portset that is bound to the initiator group, if any.
optional

initiator-

groupreportscsinameenabled

Boolean value to indicate whether to report or hide SCSI Name String
boolean
(8h) Descriptor to initiator's INQUIRY VPD 0x83 page command. This
optional
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1.0 and later.

initiatorgroupthrottleborrow

boolean

Boolean value to indicate that the igroups throttle reserve may be
exceeded if the igroup attempts to use more than it has reserved.

initiatorgroupthrottlereserve

integer

Percentage of filer SCSI command blocks reserved for this initiator
group's exclusive usage.

initiatorgrouptype

string

Type of the initiators in this group. Possible values: "iscsi", "fcp",
"mixed".

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group is configured for its luns
to require the use of host multi-pathing software for correct highboolean availability failover operation. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this value is
optional optional and is only returned for FCP initiator groups on an storage
system in an HA pair. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always
be 'true'.

initiatorgroupusepartner

This value is Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of this initiator group.
The UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hexadecimal characters, the
second through fourth groupings have four hexadecimal characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hexadecimal characters. Note
that a leading '0x' is not used.

initiatorgroupuuid

string
optional This field is available in Data ONTAP 7-mode 7.3.6, 8.0.2, 8.1.0 and later
for the igroup-list-info API. This field is available in Data ONTAP ClusterMode 8.1.0 and later for the igroup-get-iter and lun-map-list-info APIs.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
35d6ca90-c759-11df-8b6d-00a098132c6c

initiatorgroupvsaenabled

boolean

initiators

initiatorinfo[] List of initiators belonging to this group.
optional

lun-id
vserver

[0..4095]

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has Volume Set
Addressing (VSA) enabled or disabled.

integer LUN identifier to which the LUN is mapped at the host. This value is
optional optional and is only returned for the lun-map-list-info api.
string
Name of the vserver hosting this initiator group
optional

Element definition: initiator-group-os-type
The operating system of the initiator group. This value modifies the finer details of SCSI protocol

[top]

interaction for initiators in the group. Possible values:
"aix" The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"default" The initiators belong to an unknown host type,
"hpux" The initiators belong to an HP-UX host,
"hyper_v" The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host,
"linux" The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"netware" The initiators belong to a NetWare host,
"openvms" The initiators belong to an OpenVMS host,
"solaris" The initiators belong to a Solaris host,
"vmware" The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"windows" The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"xen" The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host.
[none]

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info

[top]

Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: initiator-info
Information about one initiator.
Name
initiator-name

Range Type

Description

string Name of the initiator.

[top]

APIs in Category: iscsi
iscsi-adapter-config-down
iscsi-adapter-config-up
iscsi-adapter-initiators-list-info
iscsi-adapter-list-info
iscsi-adapter-reset-stats
iscsi-adapter-stats-list-info
iscsi-auth-add-initiator-address-ranges
iscsi-auth-generate-chap-password
iscsi-auth-remove-initiator-address-ranges
iscsi-connection-get-iter
iscsi-connection-list-info
iscsi-initiator-add-auth
iscsi-initiator-auth-get-iter
iscsi-initiator-auth-list-info
iscsi-initiator-delete-auth
iscsi-initiator-get-auth
iscsi-initiator-get-default-auth
iscsi-initiator-get-iter
iscsi-initiator-list-info
iscsi-initiator-modify-chap-params
iscsi-initiator-set-default-auth
iscsi-interface-accesslist-add
iscsi-interface-accesslist-get-iter
iscsi-interface-accesslist-remove
iscsi-interface-disable
iscsi-interface-enable
iscsi-interface-get-iter
iscsi-interface-list-info
iscsi-interface-modify
iscsi-iptpgroup-create
iscsi-iptpgroup-destroy
iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-add
iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-delete
iscsi-iptpgroup-list-info
iscsi-isns-config
iscsi-isns-create
iscsi-isns-destroy
iscsi-isns-get-info
iscsi-isns-get-iter
iscsi-isns-start
iscsi-isns-stop
iscsi-isns-update
iscsi-node-get-name
iscsi-node-set-name
iscsi-portal-list-info
iscsi-reset-stats
iscsi-service-create
iscsi-service-destroy
iscsi-service-get-iter

iscsi-service-modify
iscsi-service-start
iscsi-service-status
iscsi-service-stop
iscsi-session-get-iter
iscsi-session-list-info
iscsi-stats-get-iter
iscsi-stats-list-info
iscsi-target-alias-clear-alias
iscsi-target-alias-get-alias
iscsi-target-alias-set-alias
iscsi-tpgroup-alua-set
iscsi-tpgroup-create
iscsi-tpgroup-destroy
iscsi-tpgroup-get-iter
iscsi-tpgroup-interface-add
iscsi-tpgroup-interface-delete
iscsi-tpgroup-list-info

iscsi-adapter-config-down

[top]

Configures the specified adapter down. This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always
return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. There is no equivalent API to replace it.
Input Name Range Type Description
iscsi-adapter

string iscsi adapter.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-config-up
Configures the specified adapter up. This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always
return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. There is no equivalent API to replace it.
Input Name Range Type Description
iscsi-adapter

string iscsi adapter.

Errno
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

Description

[top]

iscsi-adapter-initiators-list-info

[top]

Get the list of initiators currently connected to any of the portal groups associated with specified
adapter. Information returned for each initiator includes the target portal group number to which the
initiator is connected, as well as the iSCSI initiator nodename and ISID. If no adapter is specified,
information is returned for all initiators connected through any adapter in the system. NOTE: Beginning
with ONTAP 7.1 this API is only intended for use by legacy applications that are already coded to this
API. New applications should use iscsi-portal-list-info to get the list of iSCSI portals. associated with this
filer. Complete removal of this ZAPI may occur in any release after 7.1.
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Type

Description

string
optional

Adapter to get initiator list for. If no adapter is specified,
information is returned for all initiators connected through any iscsi
adapter in the system.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
iscsiadapters

iscsiadapterinitiatorsinfo[]

Errno

A list of iscsi adapters containing list of initiators.

Description

EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-list-info

[top]

Display the configuration information for iscsi adaptor(s), including the iSCSI portals associated with a
virtual adapter. NOTE: Beginning with ONTAP 7.1 this API is only intended for use by legacy applications
that are already coded to this API. New applications should use iscsi-portal-list-info to get the list of
iSCSI portals. associated with this filer. Complete removal of this ZAPI may occur in any release after
7.1.
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Output Name Range
iscsi-configadapters

Type
string
optional
Type

Description
Returns configuration information for adapter if specified. If not
specified, then configuration information for all adapters are
returned.
Description

iscsi-configadapter- A list of iscsi adapter configuration information.

info[]
Errno

Description

EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-reset-stats

[top]

This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. For
the equivalent functionality use the ZAPI iscsi-reset-stats
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Type

Description

string
Adapter to reset statistics for.
optional

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-stats-list-info

[top]

This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. For
the equivalent functionality use the ZAPI iscsi-stats-list-info The fields returned by iscsi-stats-list-info
are very slightly different from those previously returned by iscsi-adapter-stats-list-info
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Type

Description

string
Adapter to get statistics for.
optional

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

iscsi-auth-add-initiator-address-ranges

[top]

Add one or more Initiator IP Address Ranges
Input Name

Range

Type

initiator

Description

string

initiator-address-ranges

Initiator Name

ip-range-or-mask[] Initiator IP Address Ranges

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-auth-generate-chap-password

[top]

Generate a 128 bit random password that can be used as a CHAP secret. This API was removed in Data
ONTAP 9.0. Applications should use local entropy to generate CHAP secrets if desired.
Output Name Range Type
secret

Description

string A randomly generated 128 bit password.

Errno

Description

EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-auth-remove-initiator-address-ranges

[top]

Remove one or more Initiator IP Address Ranges
Input Name

Range

Type

initiator
initiator-address-ranges

string

Description
Initiator Name

ip-range-or-mask[] Initiator IP Address Ranges

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

iscsi-connection-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI Connection objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

Type

Description

iscsiconnectionlist-entryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

iscsiconnectionlist-entryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Connection
object. All iSCSI Connection objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

iscsiconnectionlist-entry- The list of attributes of iSCSI Connection objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
Connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-connection-list-info

[top]

list iscsi connections on filer
Output Name
iscsi-connection-list-entries
Errno
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Range

Type

Description

iscsi-connection-list-entry-info[] List of connection

iscsi

iscsi-initiator-add-auth

[top]

Add initiator to the authentication list.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

auth-type

string

Authentication type. Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

initiator

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

initiatoraddressranges

May be a single IPv4 or IPv6 address or a range containing a start
address and an end address. The start and end addresses themselves are
ipincluded in the range. If not present, the initiator is allowed to log in from
rangeany IP address.
ormask[]
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100optional
192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid IPv6 address range is:
'2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.

outboundpassphrase

Outbound CHAP user password. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

outbounduser-name

Outbound CHAP user name. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

passphrase

string
Inbound CHAP user password, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

radius
user-name

boolean "true" if RADIUS is the only forced CHAP authentication policy, Default is
optional "false".
string
Inbound CHAP user name, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-auth-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI initiator authentication configuration objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsisecurityentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsisecurityentryinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

iscsisecurityThe list of attributes of iSCSI initiator authentication configuration
entryobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional initiator authentication configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI initiator
authentication configuration object. All iSCSI initiator authentication
configuration objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-initiator-auth-list-info

[top]

Gets authentication information for the specified initiator. If no initiator is specified, gets authentication
information for all the known initiators. Password, if present is left out for security purposes.
Input Name Range
initiator

Output Name Range
iscsisecurityentries

Type
string
optional

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346". If initiator
is not supplied, all initiators are returned.

Type

Description

iscsisecurityList of authentication entries.
entryinfo[]

Errno
EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
EISCSISECINITNOTFOUNDERROR

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-delete-auth

[top]

Delete initiator from the authentication list
Input Name Range Type
initiator

string

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECINITNOTFOUNDERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-get-auth

[top]

Get the authentication info for an initiator, if auth type is CHAP, only the user-name is returned,
password is not returned for security purposes.
Input Name Range
initiator

Output Name Range
auth-chappolicy
auth-type

initiatoraddressranges

Type
string

Type

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346". If initiator is
not found, default authentication method is returned
Description

string
CHAP authentication path. Possible values: "radius", "local".
optional
string

Authentication type. Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

May be a single IPv4 or IPv6 address or a range containing a start
address and an end address. The start and end addresses themselves
ipare included in the range. If not present, the initiator is allowed to log in
rangefrom any IP address.
ormask[]
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100optional
192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid IPv6 address range is:
'2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.

outbounduser-name

string Outbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP and
optional outbound authentication is enabled for this initiator.

user-name

string
Inbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-get-default-auth

[top]

Get the default authentication information for iscsi. If the authentication type is CHAP, only the
username is returned, and not the password, for security purposes.
Output Name Range
auth-chappolicy

Type

Description

string
CHAP authentication path. possible values: "radius", "local".
optional

auth-type

string

Authentication type Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

outbounduser-name

string Outbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP, and
optional outbound authentication is set for initiator.

user-name

string
Inbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
EISCSISECINITNOTFOUNDERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of remote iSCSI initiator objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
iscsi-

Description

initiatorlistentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsiinitiatorlistentryinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the remote iSCSI initiator
object. All remote iSCSI initiator objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsiinitiatorlistThe list of attributes of remote iSCSI initiator objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more remote
optional iSCSI initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-initiator-list-info

[top]

Gives list of initiators logged in
Output Name

Range

iscsi-initiator-list-entries
Errno
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

Description

Type

Description

iscsi-initiator-list-entry-info[] List of initiators logged in

iscsi-initiator-modify-chap-params

[top]

Modify CHAP parameters to an existing per-initiator authentication info whose auth-type equals CHAP.
Input Name Range
initiator

Type
string

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346". The perinitiator authentication info must have an auth-type equal to CHAP.

outboundpassphrase

Outbound CHAP user password. If Outbound CHAP parameters are
specified they will replace existing Outbound CHAP parameters. If no
Outbound CHAP parameters were previously specified, then the specified
string
Outbound CHAP parameters will enable mutual CHAP authentication. If no
optional
Outbound CHAP parameters are specified and no Outbound CHAP
parameters exist, then one-way Inbound CHAP authentication will be
continue to be used.

outbounduser-name

Outbound CHAP user name. If Outbound CHAP parameters are specified
they will replace existing Outbound CHAP parameters. If no Outbound
string CHAP parameters were previously specified, then the specified Outbound
optional CHAP parameters will enable mutual CHAP authentication. If no Outbound
CHAP parameters are specified and no Outbound CHAP parameters exist,
then one-way Inbound CHAP authentication will be continue to be used.

passphrase

Inbound CHAP user password. If Inbound CHAP parameters are specified
string
they will replace the existing Inbound CHAP parameters. If they are not
optional
specified, the existing Inbound CHAP parameters will continue to be used.

radius

boolean "true" if RADIUS is the only forced CHAP authentication policy, Default is
optional "false".

removeoutbound

Flag which indicates that mutual CHAP authentication is to be converted
boolean
to one-way CHAP authentication. Outbound CHAP parameters must not
optional
be specified when remove-outbound is true. The default value is false.

user-name

Inbound CHAP user name. If Inbound CHAP parameters are specified they
string
will replace the existing Inbound CHAP parameters. If they are not
optional
specified, the existing Inbound CHAP parameters will continue to be used.

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECINVALIDAUTHTYPE
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-set-default-auth
Configure the default authentication method. If an initiator is not configured with a specific
authentication method using iscsi-initiator-add-auth the default authentication method will be applied to
it.

[top]

Input Name Range
auth-type

Type
string

Description
Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

outboundpassphrase

Outbound CHAP user password. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

outbounduser-name

Outbound CHAP user name. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

passphrase

string
Inbound CHAP user password, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

radius
user-name

boolean "true" if RADIUS is the only forced CHAP authentication policy, Default is
optional "false".
string
Inbound CHAP user name, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-accesslist-add

[top]

Add the iSCSI LIFs to the accesslist of the specified initiator
Input Name

Range Type

initiator

Description

string Initiator that can access the iSCSI LIFs

interface-name

string iSCSI LIF Name

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-interface-accesslist-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI Interface Accesslist objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

iscsiSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
interfaceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If

accesslistpresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
entry-info
available will be returned.
optional

attributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

iscsiinterfaceaccesslistentry-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

iscsiinterfaceaccesslistThe list of attributes of iSCSI Interface Accesslist objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Interface
Accesslist object. All iSCSI Interface Accesslist objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
Interface Accesslist objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-interface-accesslist-remove

[top]

Remove the iSCSI LIFs from the accesslist of the specified initiator
Input Name

Range Type

initiator
interface-name

Description

string Initiator that can access the iSCSI LIFs
string iSCSI LIF Name

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-interface-disable

[top]

Disables an interface for use by iSCSI
Input Name Range Type

Description

Name of interface to disable. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
string physical ethernet interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDSTATE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-enable

[top]

Enables an interface for use by iSCSI
Input Name Range Type

Description

Name of interface to enable. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
string physical ethernet interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDSTATE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI target interface objects.
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

iscsiinterface- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
listattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
entry- present, only the desired attributes for which information is

info
available will be returned.
optional
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsiinterfacelistentryinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsiinterfacelistThe list of attributes of iSCSI target interface objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
string
optional target interface objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI target interface
object. All iSCSI target interface objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-interface-list-info

[top]

Gives status of interface for iSCSI
Input Name

Range

string
optional

interface-name
Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description
Name of interface to report; if not supplied, all
interfaces are listed. For example: "e0c".
Description

iscsi-interfacelist-entries

iscsi-interface-listList of interfaces and enabled/disabled status
entry-info[]

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of an iSCSI interface object.
Input Name Range

Type

interfacename

lifname

sendtargetsfqdn

Description
Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

string Specifies the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the LIF to be
optional returned in iSCSI SendTargets Discovery.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-iptpgroup-create

[top]

Create a new IP-based tpgroup
Input Name

Range

iptpgroupname
iptpgrouptag

[1..256]

Type

Description

string

User-defined name of new target portal group; must be <= 60 bytes,
and cannot end with "default" as this might conflict with names of
default system portal groups (for example, "192.168.11.12_default"
is not allowed)

integer Optional target portal group tag supplied by user; if not supplied,
optional system assigns tag.

Output Name Range
iptpgrouptag

Type

integer filer assigned tag value for newly created portal group

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Description

iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-destroy

[top]

Destroy a IP-based tpgroup
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

iptpgroup-tag [1..256] integer tag of portal group to destroy
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-add

[top]

Add an IP Address to an IP-based target portal group
Input Name Range
ip-addr

Type

Description

The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, with which to add. (for
ipaddress example, "192.168.11.12").

iptpgroup[1..256] integer portal group tag
tag
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-delete

[top]

Delete an IP Address from an IP-based target portal group
Input Name Range

Type

Description

The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, with which to add. (for
ipaddress example, "192.168.11.12").

ip-addr

iptpgroup[1..256] integer portal group
tag
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-list-info

[top]

List information about IP-based target portal groups
Input Name

Range

Type

iptpgroup-tag

[1..256]

integer
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

iscsi-iptpgrouplist-entries
Errno

Description
Portal group being queried; if not supplied,
information on all portal groups is returned
Description

iscsi-iptpgroup-listList of iptpgroups
entry-info[]
Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-config
Configures the iSNS service. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this this API can only modify the
configuration of a Vserver where an iSNS service has already been created. To create an iSNS service in
a Vserver where one does not exist, use the iscsi-isns-create API.

[top]

Input Name Range
force
isns-ipaddr

Type

Description

iSNS config fails if vserver management LIF is not configured for the
boolean
vserver. This behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to
optional
"true".
ipThe ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the iSNS server with which
address to register. (for example, "192.168.11.12").

Errno

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-create

[top]

Create iSNS Service in a Vserver.
Input Name Range
force
isns-ipaddr
start

Type

Description

boolean iSNS create fails if vserver management LIF is not configured for the
optional vserver. This behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true.
ipiSNS server IP address.
address
Determine the initial state of the iSNS Client Service. If true, the service
boolean will be automatically started after creation completes. If false, the service
optional will be left in the stopped state and the caller must subsequently call
iscsi-isns-start to start the service. The default is true.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-isns-destroy

[top]

Destroy the iSNS Service in a Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-isns-get-info

[top]

Gets iSNS service configuration.
Output Name

Range

Type

is-isns-enabled

boolean

isns-entity-id

string

isns-ip-addr

ipaddress

last-successfulupdate

"true" if iSNS service is running, "false" otherwise.
Name of the entity id existing on the iSNS server in which to
register.
The ip address of the iSNS server in which we register.

integer Last successful iSNS update time in seconds since January 1,
optional 1970.
integer Last iSNS update attempt time in seconds since January 1,
optional 1970.

last-update-attempt

string
Result of the last iSNS update.
optional

last-update-result
Errno

Description

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-get-iter

[top]

Gets iSNS service configuration.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

iscsiisnsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
iscsiisnsinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsiisnsThe list of attributes of iSCSI iSNS Service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional iSNS Service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI iSNS Service
object. All iSCSI iSNS Service objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-isns-start

[top]

Start iSNS service. The service will be available once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

EALREADYSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
ENOTSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-stop

[top]

Stops iSNS service. Service will not be available once the call returns with success.

Errno
ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-update

[top]

Forces iSNS service to update server.

Errno

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-node-get-name

[top]

Return the current iscsi node name.
Output Name Range Type
node-name
Errno

Description

string Current iscsi node name.
Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-node-set-name
Set the current iscsi node name.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
node-name

Description

string New iscsi node name; must be <= 128 chars, and conform to iSCSI rules

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-portal-list-info

[top]

list iscsi portals
Output Name

Range

iscsi-portal-list-entries
Errno

Type

Description

iscsi-portal-list-entry-info[] List of portals

Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-reset-stats
zero filer iscsi counters

Errno
EAPILICENSE
License
iscsi

Description

[top]

iscsi-service-create

[top]

Create an iSCSI Service in a Vserver. Each Vserver requires an online iSCSI Service in order to serve
data via the iSCSI protocol.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

alias-name

string The iSCSI target alias for the iSCSI service. If not provided, the Vserver
optional name will be used.

node-name

string The iSCSI target name for the Vserver. The target-name must conform
optional to RFC 3720. If not provided, one will be auto-generated.

start

Determine the initial state of the iSCSI Service. If true, the service will
boolean be automatically started after creation completes. If false, the service
optional will be left in the stopped state and the caller must subsequently call
iscsi-service-start to start the service. The default is true.

Output Name Range
node-name

Type
string

Description
The new iSCSI target name for the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-service-destroy

[top]

Destroy the iSCSI Service in a Vserver.

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of iSCSI Services.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

iscsiserviceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

iscsiserviceinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Service object. All
iSCSI Service objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

iscsiserviceThe list of attributes of iSCSI Service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional Service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-service-modify

[top]

Modify an iSCSI Service in a Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

logintimeout

Login phase duration in seconds. Specifies maximum time the login phase
integer
remains active until the iSCSI target terminates the connection. Range:
optional
[5..120].

max-cmdsper-session

integer Maximum commands per session. Specifies the maximum number of
optional commands per session that the iSCSI target can accept. Range: [4..256].

max-connper-session

integer Maximum connections per session. Specifies the maximum number of
optional connections per session that the iSCSI target can accept. Range: [1..32].
(DEPRECATED)-Maximum error recovery level. The possible values are:

max-errorrecoverylevel

integer
optional

0 - session failure recovery.
1 - digest failure recovery.
2 - connection failure recovery.
This field is DEPRECATED; updates are ignored and have no effect.

retaintimeout

Default time-to-retain value in secconds. Specifies the wait time before
integer
active task reassignment is possible after an unexpected connection
optional
termination. Range: [1,.120].

tcpwindowsize

integer
TCP receive window size in bytes. Range: [8760..262800].
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-service-start

[top]

Start iSCSI service. The service will be available once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

EALREADYSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
EREVERTINPROGRESS
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-service-status

[top]

Get status of the iSCSI service, whether or not it is running.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

is-available

boolean "true" if iSCSI service is running, "false" otherwise.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

License
iscsi

iscsi-service-stop

[top]

Stops iSCSI service. Service will be not be available once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-session-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI session objects.
Input Name

Range

iscsisessionlistentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

iscsisessionlistentryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI session object.
All iSCSI session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

iscsisessionlistThe list of attributes of iSCSI session objects.
entryinfo[]

optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-session-list-info

[top]

Gives list of active sessions
Input Name

Range

Type
integer
optional

tsih
Output Name

Range

iscsi-session-listentries
Errno

Description
target session ID handle for specific
session

Type
iscsi-session-list-entryinfo[]

Description
List of active sessions

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-stats-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iscsi objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

iscsistatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsiA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statsspecified on any number of attributes in the iscsi object. All iscsi
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the

string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

iscsistatsThe list of attributes of iscsi objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iscsi
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-stats-list-info

[top]

return current filer iscsi statistics
Output Name Range
iscsi-stats
Errno

Type

Description

iscsi-stats-info[] statistics for iscsi
Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-target-alias-clear-alias
Clear the current iscsi target alias

Errno
EAPILICENSE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

Description

[top]

iscsi-target-alias-get-alias

[top]

Return the current iscsi target alias
Output Name

Range

Type

string
Current iscsi target alias if alias-assigned is true.
optional

alias-name
is-alias-assigned
Errno

Description

boolean True if alias assigned, false otherwise.

Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-target-alias-set-alias

[top]

Set the current iscsi target alias
Input Name Range Type
alias-name

string

Errno

Description
New iscsi target alias to set; must be 128 bytes or less. Free form format
otherwise, although a string of all blanks will be rejected
Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-alua-set
Change the ALUA parameters on a tpgroup Asymmetric Logical Unit Access (ALUA) management Data
ONTAP supports SCSI ALUA functionality for managing multi-pathed SCSI devices. ALUA provides a
standardized mechanism for path discovery and prioritization. Devices are identified by target port IDs,
which are then grouped into target port groups. Each group has a state which, when configured,

[top]

enables the host multipathing software to select the appropriate path priorities when accessing a LUN.
For iSCSI, ALUA settings are controlled at the target portal group level using the "iscsi-tpgroup-aluaset" ZAPI. A target portal group can be configured to be either "optimized" or "non-optimized"; a host
typically uses all the optimized paths before using any non-optimized paths it may find. All target portal
groups are optimized by default. There is also an optional "preferred" setting that may be used on a
target portal group. Check your host's multi-pathing software documentation to see if it supports ALUA
and the preferred setting. ALUA is enabled on Initiator Groups using the "igroup-set-attribute" ZAPI. All
LUNs mapped to an ALUA enabled Initiator Group will support the ALUA functionality.
Input Name

Range Type

tpgroup-aluapreferred

Description

If "true", target portal group will be marked as preferred for ALUA
boolean
enabled Initiator Groups

tpgroup-aluastate

string

tpgroup-tag

Possible values: "optimized", "non-optimized"

integer portal group

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-create

[top]

Create a new user defined target portal group.
Input Name

Range

tpgroupname

string

tpgroup-tag [0..65535]
Output Name

Type

Range

Description
Name of new user defined target portal group. Name must be <=
32 characters. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, user defined target portal
group names cannot end with "default" as this would conflict with
names of default target portal groups. In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, user defined target portal groups cannot use the name of
any defined logical interfaces (LIFs) in the vserver as this would
conflict with names of default target portal groups.

integer Optional target portal group tag supplied by user. Default value is
optional system generated.
Type

Description

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer New target portal group tag.
Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-destroy

[top]

Destroy a tpgroup. Only user defined target portal groups may be destroyed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Tag of portal group to destroy.
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI Target Portal Group objects.
Input Name

Range

iscsitpgrouplistentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsitpgrouplistentryinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Target Portal
Group object. All iSCSI Target Portal Group objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
iscsitpgroup-

Description

attributeslist

listThe list of attributes of iSCSI Target Portal Group objects.
entryinfo[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional Target Portal Group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-tpgroup-interface-add

[top]

Add an interface to a target portal group. Interfaces may only be added to a user defined target portal
group.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Name of network interface to add. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the
name of a physical or virtual ethernet interface, for example: "e0c" or
string
"vif1". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an iSCSI data
LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Target portal group tag.
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-interface-delete

[top]

Remove an interface from a target portal group. Interfaces may only be removed from a user defined
target portal group. Removing an interface will return it to the system defined default group for the
interface.
Input Name
interfacename

Range

Type

Description

Name of network interface to remove. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is
the name of a physical or virtual ethernet interface, for example:
string
"e0c" or "vif1" In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an
iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Target portal group tag.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-list-info

[top]

List information about target portal groups
Input Name

Range

integer
optional

tpgroup-tag
Output Name

Type

Range

iscsi-tpgrouplist-entries
Errno

Description
Portal group being queried; if not supplied, information
on all portal groups is returned

Type

Description

iscsi-tpgroup-listList of tpgroups
entry-info[]
Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-range-or-mask
IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.

[top]

An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.
[none]

Element definition: iscsi-adapter-initiators-info

[top]

A list of initiators currently connected to the adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsi-connectedinitiators

iscsi-connected-initiatorinfo[]

name

string

Information about the connected
initiators
The name this adapter is given.

Element definition: iscsi-config-adapter-info

[top]

Configuration information about a single iscsi adapter.
Name
name
portaladdresses

state

status

Range

Type
string

Description
The name this adapter is given.

iscsiportalA list of portal group address + port that this adapter is listening on.
addressinfo[]

string

State of the adapter, either "online", "offline", "local", "partner" or "error".
"online" and "offline" are used when the adapter is used for the current
host. "local" is used if the adapter is operating on behalf of the local host,
and "partner" is used if the adapter is operating on behalf of the partner
host. "error" is used if an internal error occurred while retrieving the
adapter information.

A short status message explaining the state. i.e. if the adapter is offline,
string
the reason for it, or if its "error" what the error is. This will not be returned
optional
if the state of the adapter is "online".

Element definition: iscsi-connection-list-entry-info
Information about an iSCSI connection. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, connections are uniquely identified by
the combination of 'session-id' and 'connection-id'. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, sessions are uniquely
identified within a Vserver by the combination of 'tpgroup-name', 'session-id' and 'connection-id'.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connection[0..65535] integer Connection id
id
Current state of this connection. Possible values:
"New_Connection",

[top]

connectionstate

"Waiting_Tpgtag_Assignment",
"Login_Waiting_Req",
"Login_Req_Rcvd",
"Login_Waiting_Auth",
"Login_OK_New_Session_Requested",
"Login_New_Session_Waiting_Reinstatement",
"Login_OK_New_Conn_Requested",
"Login_New_Conn_Waiting_Reinstatement",
"Login_Send_Final_Resp",
"Full_Feature_Phase",
"Shutdown_Start",
"Shutdown_Waiting_Sockio_Shutdown",
"Shutdown_Sockio_Shutdown_Done",
"Shutdown_Waiting_ImmDeliv_FFPCmds_Done",
"Shutdown_ImmDeliv_FFPCmds_Done",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Waiting_FFPCmds_Ready",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Waiting_Logout_Rcvd",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Logout_Rcvd",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Waiting_FFPCmds_Reassigned",
"Shutdown_Terminate_Abort_Seq_FFPCmds",
"Shutdown_Terminate_Waiting_Seq_FFPCmds_Done",
"Shutdown_Terminate_Seq_FFPCmds_Done".

string

has-session

boolean True if this connection is associated to a session, false otherwise.

interfacename

string

Name of the network interface hosting this connection. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a physical ethernet interface, for
example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an
iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

local-ipaddress

string

Storage System iSCSI Target IP address.

local-ipport

[0..65535] integer Storage System iSCSI Target TCP port.

remote-ipaddress

string

Remote initiator IP address.

remote-ip[0..65535] integer Remote initiator TCP port.
port
session-id [0..65535] integer
tpgroupname
tpgrouptag

string

Session id for the associated session, or 0 if this connection is not yet
associated to a session.
The name of the target portal group associated with this session.

[0..65535] integer The tag of the target portal group associated with this session.

vserver

string

Name of the vserver containing this connection.

Element definition: iscsi-initiator-list-entry-info
Information about a single initiator.
Name

Range

Type

initiatoraliasname

string
optional

initiator-

initiatorgroup-list-

Description
User-friendly name assigned to initiator. This field is only present
if the initiator provided an alias during login.
List of initiator groups containing this iSCSI initiator.

[top]

group-list

info[]
optional

initiatornodename

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720,
for example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

isid

string

ISID for this session selected by initiator represented as 6
hexadecimal octets separated by colons, for example:
"40:01:37:00:00:00".

target[0..65535]
session-id
tpgroupname

integer
string

tpgroup[0..65535]
tag
vserver

integer
string

iSCSI session identifier assigned by the target.
The name of the target portal group associated with this session.
Tag of target portal group associated with this session.
Name of the vserver this initiator is connected to.

Element definition: iscsi-interface-accesslist-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single accesslist entry When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
initiator
interfacename
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string Initiator that can access the iSCSI LIFs Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string
iSCSI LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string Vserver hosting the iSCSI LIF Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: iscsi-interface-list-entry-info
Information about a single interface
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentnode

string

Name of the node currently hosting the LIF.

current-port

string

Name of the physical ethernet interface currently hosting the LIF.

interfacename

string

Name of interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
physical ethernet interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

ip-address

string

iSCSI target portal IP address.

ip-port

[0..65535] integer iSCSI target portal TCP port.

[top]

is-interfaceenabled
relativeport-id

boolean "true" if interface enabled for iSCSI, "false" otherwise.
[1..65535] integer The SCSI Relative Target Port Identifier of the LIF.
Specifies the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the LIF to be
string
returned in iSCSI SendTargets discovery. If unset, the IP address of
optional
the LIF is used instead.

sendtargetsfqdn
tpgroupname

string

Name of target portal group interface is associated with.

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Id of target portal group interface is associated with.
string
The name of the vserver containing this iSCSI data LIF.
optional

vserver

Element definition: iscsi-iptpgroup-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single portal group
Name

Range

ipaddress-listentries

Type
ipaddress-list-entryinfo[]

tpgroup-name

string

tpgroup-tag

integer

Description
List of IP Addresses associated with this
iptpgroup
Portal group name
Portal group tag

Element definition: iscsi-isns-info

[top]

iSCSI iSNS Service Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-isnsenabled
isns-entity-id

Range

Type

Description

boolean true if the iSNS Service is running, false otherwise. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, non-modifiable
string Entity id existing on the iSNS server Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isns-ip-addr

ipaddress iSNS server IP address. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

lastsuccessfulupdate

integer Last successful iSNS update time in seconds since January 1, 1970.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updateattempt

integer Last iSNS update attempt time in seconds since January 1, 1970.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updateresult

string Result of the last iSNS update. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Vserver hosting the iSNS service. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

Element definition: iscsi-portal-list-entry-info

[top]

information about a single portal
Name

Range

Type

Description

interface-name

string

Name of network interface exporting this portal

ip-address

string

portal IP address

ip-port
tpgroup-tag

[0..65535] integer portal listening port
[0..65535] integer tag of portal group this portal is associated with

Element definition: iscsi-security-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single authentication entry.
Name
authchappolicy

Range

Type

Description

string
CHAP authentication path. Possible values: "local", "radius".
optional

auth-type

string

Authentication type. Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

initiator

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346", or "default" if
this is a default auth entry.

initiatoraddressranges

outboundusername
username
vserver

May be a single IPv4 or IPv6 address or a range containing a start address
and an end address. The start and end addresses themselves are included
ipin the range. If not present, the initiator is allowed to log in from any IP
rangeaddress.
ormask[]
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100optional
192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid IPv6 address range is:
'2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.
string Outbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP, and
optional outbound authentication is set for initiator.
string
Inbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP.
optional
string

Vserver containing this authentication information.

Element definition: iscsi-service-info
iSCSI Target Service Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef

[top]

are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

aliasname

Type

Description

string The iSCSI target alias of the Vserver. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

isavailable

boolean true if the iSCSI Service is running, false otherwise. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

logintimeout

[5..120]

Login phase duration in seconds. Specifies maximum time the
integer
login phase remains active until the iSCSI target terminates the
optional
connection. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxcmds-persession

[4..256]

Maximum commands per session. Specifies the maximum
integer
number of commands per session that the iSCSI target can
optional
accept. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxconn-persession

[1..32]

Maximum connections per session. Specifies the maximum
integer
number of connections per session that the iSCSI target can
optional
accept. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxerrorrecoverylevel

(DEPRECATED)-Maximum error recovery level. The possible
values are:
[0..2]

0 - session failure recovery.
1 - digest failure recovery.
2 - connection failure recovery.

integer
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
nodename

string The iSCSI target name of the Vserver. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

retaintimeout

Default time-to-retain value in seconds. Specifies the wait time
integer before active task reassignment is possible after an unexpected
optional connection termination. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[1..120]

tcpinteger TCP receive window size in bytes. Attributes: optional-for-create,
window- [8760..262800]
optional modifiable
size
string Vserver hosting the iSCSI service. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: iscsi-session-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single iSCSI session. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, sessions are uniquely identified by
the 'target-session-id'. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, sessions are uniquely identified within a Vserver
by the combination of 'tpgroup-name' and 'target-session-id'.
Name

Range

cmd[0..2^31-1]
window-size

Type
integer

Description
The maximum number of I/O operations per session. This
field has been superseded by max-ios-per-session starting
with Data ONTAP 8.3 and is retained for compatibility.

data-pdu-inorder

boolean

The DataPDUInOrder of the session as defined in RFC
3720.

datasequence-inorder

boolean

The DataSequenceInOrder of the session as defined in RFC
3720.

default-timeto-retain

[0..3600]

integer

The DefaultTime2Retain of the session as defined in RFC
3720, in seconds.

default-timeto-wait

[0..3600]

integer

The DefaultTime2Wait of the session as defined in RFC
3720, in seconds.

errorrecoverylevel

[0..2]

integer

iSCSI ErrorRecoveryLevel as defined in RFC 3720.

first-burstlength

[512..2^241]

integer

The FirstBurstLength of the session as defined in RFC 3720,
in bytes.

immediatedata-enabled

boolean

True if this session has immediate data enabled, false
otherwise.

initial-r2tenabled

boolean

True if this session has R2T enabled, false otherwise.

initiatoraliasname

string
optional

The user-friendly name assigned to initiator. This field is
only present if the initiator provided an alias during login.

initiatornodename

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC
3720, for example: "iqn.198706.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

iscsi-sessionconnectionlist-entry- List of TCP/IP connections associated with this session.
info[]
optional

iscsi-sessionconnectionlist-entries
iscsisesssioncmd-listentries

iscsisesssioncmd-listentry-info[]
optional

isid

string

List of active commands associated with this session

ISID for this session selected by initiator represented as 6
hexadecimal octets separated by colons, for example:
"40:01:37:00:00:00".

max-burstlength

[512..2^241]

integer

The MaxBurstLength of the session as defined in RFC 3720,
in bytes.

maxconnections

[0..65535]

integer

Maximum number of connections for this session.

max-ios-per[0..2^31-1]
session

integer

The maximum number of I/O operations per session. This
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

maxoutstanding- [1..65535]
r2t

integer

The MaxOutstandingR2T of the session as defined in RFC
3720.

session-type
targetsession-id

string
[0..65535]

tpgroupname
tpgroup-tag
vserver

integer
string

[0..65535]

integer
string

Possible values: "normal" or "discovery".
The iSCSI session identifier assigned by the storage
system.
The name of the target portal group associated with this
session.
The tag of the target portal group associated with this
session.
The name of the vserver containing this session.

Element definition: iscsi-stats-info

[top]

Statistics block
Name

Range

Type

iscsi-cdb-stats

iscsi-cdb-stats-info

iscsi-error-stats

iscsi-error-stats-info

iscsi-received-stats

iscsi-received-stats-info

iscsi-transmitted-stats

Description
Statistics of Command Descriptor Blocks.
Statistics of errors.
Statistics of PDUs received.

iscsi-transmitted-stats-info Statistics of PDUs transmitted.

vserver

string

Vserver hosting the iSCSI service.

Element definition: iscsi-tpgroup-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single portal group
Name

Range

Type

Description

interface-listentries

interface-listentry-info[]
optional

is-userdefined

boolean

True if the target portal group is user defined, false if the
target portal group is system defined.

tpgroup-aluapreferred

boolean
optional

True if target portal group is the preferred group for ALUA
enabled initiator groups, false otherwise.

tpgroup-aluastate

string
optional

Possible values: "optimized", "non-optimized".

tpgroup-name

string

tpgroup-tag

integer

Portal group tag.

vserver

string
optional

Vserver containing this target portal group.

List of interfaces associated with this tpgroup.

Portal group name.

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: initiator-group-list-info
The initiator group this initiator belongs to.
Name
initiator-group-name

Range Type

Description

string Name of initiator group.

[top]

Element definition: interface-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single interface
Name

Range Type

Description

Name of network interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
string physical or virtual ethernet interface, for example: "e0c" or "vif0". In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-range-or-mask

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.
[none]

Element definition: ipaddress-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single IP Address
Name

Range Type Description

ip-address

string IP address

Element definition: iscsi-cdb-stats-info
Counts for Command Descriptor Blocks processed
Name
data-in-blocks
data-out-blocks

Range Type

Description

integer Count of data in blocks.
integer Count of data out blocks.

[top]

error-status

integer Count of errors.

success-status

integer Count of successes.

total

integer Total Command Descriptor Blocks processed.

Element definition: iscsi-connected-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator connected to an iSCSI adapter.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-name

string

Name of initiator.

isid

string

ISID in form of "xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx".

portal-group-id

integer Target portal group number to which the initiator is connected.

Element definition: iscsi-error-stats-info

[top]

Counts for iSCSI errors.
Name

Range Type

Description

data-digest

integer Count of digest errors.

failed-logins

integer Count of failed logins.

failed-logouts

integer Count of failed logouts.

failed-task-mgt

integer Count of failed management tasks.

failed-text-cmd

integer Count of failed text commands.

hdr-digest
invalid-header
outside-cmd-snwindow
protocol
total

integer Count of digest errors.
integer Count of PDU discards due to invalid PDU header.
integer

Count of PDU discards due to PDU being outside of command
sequence number window.

integer Count of protocol errors.
integer Total errors.

Element definition: iscsi-portal-address-info

[top]

Configuration information about an inet-address and port pair for a portal group.
Name
id
inet-address
port

Range

Type
integer

Description
ID of this portal group.

ip-address inet-address.
integer

The port that is being listened on for that address.

Element definition: iscsi-received-stats-info

[top]

Counts for PDUs received.
Name

Range Type

Description

data-out

integer Count of data out requests.

login-req

integer Count of login requests.

logout-req

integer Count of logout requests.

nop-out

integer Count of NOP Out.

scsi-cmd

integer Count of SCSI commands.

scsi-task-mgt-cmd

integer Count of SCSI task management commands.

snack

integer Count of SNACK requests.

text-req

integer Count of text requests.

total

integer Total PDUs received.

unknown

integer Count of unknown PDUs.

Element definition: iscsi-session-connection-list-entry-info
Information about a single tcp connection
Name

Range

authenticationmethod
connection-id

Type
string

Description
Authentication method of this connection. Possible values:
"CHAP", "none".

[0..65535] integer Connection id within the session.

data-digestenabled

boolean

True if data digests are enabled on this connection, false
otherwise.

header-digestenabled

boolean

True if header digests are enabled on this connection, false
otherwise.

initiator-maxrcv-data[512..2^24Initiator's MaxRecvDataSegmentLength as defined in RFC 3720,
integer
segment1]
in bytes.
length
interface-name

string

Name of network interface hosting this connection. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a physical ethernet
interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode,
this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

local-ipaddress

string

Local storage system iSCSI target interface address.

local-ip-port

[0..65535] integer Local storage system iSCSI target TCP port.

rcv-windowsize

[0..2^30]

remote-ipaddress

integer TCP/IP receive window size, in octets.
string

Remote initiator IP address.

remote-ip-port [0..65535] integer Remote initiator TCP port.
target-maxrcv-datasegmentlength

[512..2^24Target's MaxRecvDataSegmentLength as defined in RFC 3720,
integer
1]
in bytes.

[top]

Element definition: iscsi-sesssion-cmd-list-entry-info
information about a particular command
Name

Range

Type

Description
State of iSCSI command. Possible values:

cmdstate

string

"FREE" - Free,
"Logout_Begin" - Logout - Begin,
"Logout_Wait_For_Other_Conn" - Logout - Wait For Other Conn,
"Logout_Build_and_Send_Resp" - Logout - Build and Send Resp,
"Logout_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Logout - Waiting StatSN ACK,
"Logout_Done" - Logout - Done,
"Nopout_Begin" - Nopout - Begin,
"Nopout_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Nopout - Build And Send Resp,
"Nopout_Waiting_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Nopout - Waiting Resp
Sockio Comp,
"Nopout_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Nopout - Resp Sockio Comp,
"Nopout_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Nopout - Waiting StatSN ACK,
"Nopout_Done" - Nopout - Done,
"Taskmgmt_Begin" - Taskmgmt - Begin,
"Taskmgmt_Waiting_FFPCmds_Rcvd" - Taskmgmt - Waiting
FFPCmds Rcvd,
"Taskmgmt_FFPCmds_Rcvd" - Taskmgmt - FFPCmds Rcvd,
"Taskmgmt_Waiting_FFPCmds_Complete" - Taskmgmt - Waiting
FFPCmds Complete,
"Taskmgmt_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Taskmgmt - Build And Send
Resp,
"Taskmgmt_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Taskmgmt - Waiting StatSN
ACK,
"Taskmgmt_Done" - Taskmgmt - Done,
"Text_Begin" - Text - Begin,
"Text_Waiting_Portal_List_Notify" - Text - Waiting Portal List Notify,
"Text_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Text - Build And Send Resp,
"Text_Waiting_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Text - Waiting Resp Sockio
Comp,
"Text_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Text - Resp Sockio Comp,
"Text_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Text - Waiting StatSN ACK,
"Text_Done" - Text - Done,
"Scsicdb_Begin" - Scsicdb - Begin,
"Scsicdb_Claim_Early_Udata" - Scsicdb - Claim Early Udata,
"Scsicdb_Waiting_Udata_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Waiting Udata Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Udata Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Ready_For_STSubmit" - Scsicdb - Ready For STSubmit,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Not_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Udata Not Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Waiting_Task_Reassignment" - Scsicdb - Udata
Waiting Task Reassignment,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - Udata Task
Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_Waiting_STLayer" - Scsicdb - Waiting STLayer,
"Scsicdb_RD_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - RD STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_RD_Build_And_Send_R2T" - Scsicdb - RD Build And Send
R2T,
"Scsicdb_RD_Waiting_Burst" - Scsicdb - RD Waiting Burst,
"Scsicdb_RD_Burst_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - RD Burst Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_RD_Done" - Scsicdb - RD Done,
"Scsicdb_RD_Burst_Not_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - RD Burst Not Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_RD_Waiting_Task_Reassignment" - Scsicdb - RD Waiting
Task Reassignment,

[top]

"Scsicdb_RD_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - RD Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_SD_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - SD STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_SD_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - SD XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_SD_Waiting_DataSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - SD Waiting DataSN
ACK,
"Scsicdb_SD_Done" - Scsicdb - SD Done,
"Scsicdb_SD_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - SD SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_SD_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - SD Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_SR_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - SR STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_SR_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Scsicdb - SR Build And Send
Resp,
"Scsicdb_SR_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - SR Waiting StatSN
ACK,
"Scsicdb_SR_Done" - Scsicdb - SR Done,
"Scsicdb_SR_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - SR SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_SR_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - SR Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_SR_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - SR XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_SDR_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - SDR STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_SDR_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - SDR XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_SDR_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - SDR Waiting
StatSN ACK,
"Scsicdb_SDR_Done" - Scsicdb - SDR Done,
"Scsicdb_SDR_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - SDR SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_SDR_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - SDR Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Begin" - Scsicdb - Abort Begin,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Scsicdb - Abort Build And
Send Resp,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - Abort Waiting
StatSN ACK,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Done" - Scsicdb - Abort Done,
"Scsicdb_Abort_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Abort SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - Abort Task
Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_Abort_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - Abort XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Begin" - Scsicdb - QFull Begin,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Scsicdb - QFull Build And
Send Resp,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - QFull Waiting
StatSN ACK,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Done" - Scsicdb - QFull Done,
"Scsicdb_XDI_Start" - Scsicdb - XDI Start,
"Scsicdb_XDI_Waiting_Data_In_Sockio_Comp" - Scsicdb - XDI
Waiting Data In Sockio Comp,
"Scsicdb_Waiting_Scsitgt_Abort" - Scsicdb - Waiting Scsitgt Abort,
"Done" - Done.
cmd- [0..2^32integer Variety specific sub-id.
sub-id
1]
Type of command being executed. Possible values:
cmdtype

string

"Seq",
"ITM",
"Oth",
"UNK".

Element definition: iscsi-transmitted-stats-info

[top]

Counts for PDUs transmitted.
Name

Range Type

async-msg
data-in
login-rsp
logout-rsp
nop-in
ready-to-transmit
reject
scsi-rsp
scsi-task-mgt-rsp

Description

integer Count of asynchronous iSCSI messages.
integer Count of data in PDUs.
integer Count of login responses.
integer Count of logout responses.
integer Count of NOP In.
integer Count of ready to transmit PDUs
integer Count of reject PDUs.
integer Count of scsi responses.
integer Count of scsi task management responses.

text-rsp

integer Count of text responses.

total

integer Total PDUs transmitted.

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: job
job-by-node-get
job-by-node-get-iter
job-completed-get
job-completed-get-iter
job-get
job-get-iter
job-history-get
job-history-get-iter
job-pause
job-pause-iter
job-private-completedget
job-private-completedget-iter
job-private-get
job-private-get-iter
job-private-pause
job-private-pause-iter
job-private-resume
job-private-resume-iter
job-private-soft-pause
job-private-soft-pauseiter
job-private-stop
job-private-stop-iter
job-queue-config-get
job-queue-config-modify
job-resume
job-resume-iter
job-schedule-cron-create
job-schedule-crondestroy
job-schedule-crondestroy-iter
job-schedule-cron-get
job-schedule-cron-getiter
job-schedule-cron-modify
job-schedule-get
job-schedule-get-iter
job-schedule-intervalcreate
job-schedule-intervaldestroy
job-schedule-intervaldestroy-iter
job-schedule-interval-get
job-schedule-intervalget-iter
job-schedule-interval-

Cluster management requires that certain operations run reliably,
asynchronously and on particular schedules. These 'jobs' offer
these benefits to the work they manage:
Guaranteed execution, even in the face of node failure or
reboot.
Cluster-wide or node-specific scheduling. This permits jobs
to execute where it makes the most sense.
Flexible scheduling as a one time event, on regular
intervals or coordinated to specific calendar dates.
On their exterior, jobs are a fundamentally simple concept. A job
is a task that executes at a specific time. Around this idea, there
are extended attributes that control if the job will be
automatically re-scheduled upon completion, survive major
system failures, run under which priority and so on. But in a
healthy cluster with little activity, all jobs appear very similarly.
The job APIs are generally comprised of those that enumerate
and act upon jobs in the system and those that allow schedule
customization. It should be noted that there are no APIs that
allow one to explicitly create jobs. This is intentional as jobs are
used to manage internal system workload. Jobs are responsible
for activities like moving a volume, scanning for viruses or
automatically taking snapshots as opposed to being a generic
administrative process scheduler.
Every job is described specifically by its type, id, affinity, visibility
and schedule. Both the job type and id are represented by unique
universal identifiers (UUIDs). All jobs of a given type will perform
the same task, usually with different runtime data. For instance a
volume move operation is one type of job, but can be used for
many different volumes. Job id is a specific instance of a job
type. In the example above three different volume move jobs
would have the same type but three different job ids. Jobs are
also sometimes identified by a monotonically increasing numeric
value, although this is often just a shorthand notation for the
UUID. Affinity describes whether a job may be scheduled for
execution on any node in the cluster (cluster) or must be tied to
a specific compute instance (node). Visibility dictates whether a
job's state is stored in the cluster-wide replicated database
(public) or only on the node on which it is scheduled for
execution (private). Finally a job schedun abstract concept like
when the system starts up or based upon a calendar date or
interval between executions of the same job.
Jobs always execute as small state machines with a definitive
current state as well as a specific list of states the job may enter
at any point in time. A job can be in one of the following states:
Initial - job has been created but not queued yet
Queued - job is in the queue; it could be ready to run
immediately or it may be scheduled to run at a later time
Running - the job has been picked by an instance of the
Job Manager and is running
Waiting - the job is waiting for another job to complete
Pausing - the job is in the process of pausing after being

modify
job-soft-pause
job-soft-pause-iter
job-stop
job-stop-iter

requested to pause
Paused - the job is indefinitely paused
Quitting - the job has been requested to terminate and it is
shutting down
Success - the job has successfully completed and the
results are available
Failure - the job has failed
Reschedule - the job is being re-scheduled
Error - internal error occurred
Quit - the job has been requested to terminate
Dead - the job exceeded the drop dead time and is being
removed from the queue
Unknown - the state of the job is unknown
Restart - the job is restartable
Dormant - the job is inactive while waiting on some
external event
Internally, the job execution engine organizes jobs of similar
states into common queues. Queues are processed according to
the rules of the state. For example, jobs in the wait queue are
only periodically checked to determine if their waiting condition is
met, whereas jobs in the running queue are actively processed as
CPU capacity permits.
These APIs allow for job enumeration, schedule creation and lowlevel management. The most common enumeration APIs are jobget, job-private-get and job-history-get, while the more specific
APIs like job-by-node-get act on a subset of the job-get result
set once it has been suitable filtered and/or sorted.
Schedules may either occur at well-defined calendar dates or on
a given interval between job executions. Use of the low-level
APIs should be attempted with care as they can cause the jobs to
behave abnormally or fail.

job-by-node-get

[top]

Get a single job entry. This is just a performance optimization for job-get that only searches for the job
among the ones currently owned by the given node.
Input Name

Range

[0..2^64integer The job id.
1]
nodeThe name of the node where the job is run.
name

job-node
Output Name
attributes
Errno

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

Range

Type

Description

job-info The attributes of the job-by-node entry.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-by-node-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job records organized by node. This is just a performance optimization for job-get-iter that
only searches for the job among the ones currently owned by the given node.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the job-by-node entry
optional object. All job-by-node entry objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of job-by-node entry objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job-byoptional node entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-completed-get

[top]

Get a single completed job entry. This is just a performance optimization for job-get.
Input Name

Range

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

[0..2^64integer Job ID
1]
Range

Type

Description

attributes

job-info The attributes of the job completed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-completed-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple completed job records. This is just a performance optimization for job-get-iter.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the job completed object.
optional All job completed objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of job completed objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job
optional completed objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-get

[top]

Get a single job entry.
Input Name
desiredattributes
job-id

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
[0..2^64integer The job id.
1]

Output Name

Range

Type

attributes

Description

job-info The attributes of the job.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job records.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info
specified on any number of attributes in the job object. All job
optional
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of job objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-history-get

[top]

Get a single job history event.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

jobhistoryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

node- The name of the node where the job ran, or the node that changed
name the job's state.

job-node
log-id
Output Name

[0..2^64integer The internal identifier of this job history event.
1]
Range

Type

Description

jobhistory- The attributes of the job history event.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-history-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job history records.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

jobhistoryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

jobhistoryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job history event object.
All job history event objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

jobhistoryThe list of attributes of job history event objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job
optional history event objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 100
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-pause

[top]

Pause a job. A job must be of a type that has job-type-is-pausible set to true before it may be paused.
Once notified of a pause request, a job should stop performing work until it is subsequently resumed.
Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-pause-iter

[top]

Pause a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching job even when the operation on a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

jobpause- Information about job objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.
[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not

num-failed
numsucceeded

1]

optional operated on due some error.

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobpauseThe job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-completed-get

[top]

Get a single completed, private job entry. This is just a performance optimization for job-private-get.
Input Name

Range

[0..2^64integer Job ID
1]
nodeNode
name

job-node
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

Range

attributes

Type

Description

job-info The attributes of the private job completion entry.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-completed-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple completed, private job records. This is just a performance optimization for job-private-getiter.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the private job completion

optional entry object. All private job completion entry objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of private job completion entry objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more private
optional job completion entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-get

[top]

Get a single private job entry.
Input Name

Range

[0..2^64integer Job ID
1]
nodeNode
name

job-node
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

Range

attributes

Type

Description

job-info The attributes of the private job.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple private job records.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available

will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the private job object. All
optional private job objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of private job objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more private
optional job objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-pause

[top]

Pause a private job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

job-node

Description
Job ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-pause-iter

[top]

Pause a collection of private jobs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
count
1]
optional
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
If operating on a specific private job, this input element must specify
job-info all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query, this
input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivateInformation about private job objects that were not operated on due
pauseto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobprivateThe private job objects that were successfully processed. This
pauseelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-resume

[top]

Resume a job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

Description
Job ID

job-node

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-resume-iter

[top]

Resume a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific private job, this input element must
job-info specify all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query,
this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivateInformation about private job objects that were not operated on due
resumeto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobprivateThe private job objects that were successfully processed. This
resumeelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-soft-pause

[top]

Soft pause a private job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

job-node

Description
Job ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-soft-pause-iter

[top]

Soft pause a collection of private jobs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
If operating on a specific private job, this input element must specify
job-info all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query, this
input element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just

returnfailure-list

boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivatesoft- Information about private job objects that were not operated on due
pause- to some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter- 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobprivatesoft- The private job objects that were successfully processed. This
pause- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-stop

[top]

Stop a job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

job-node
Errno

Description
Job ID

node-name Node
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-stop-iter

[top]

Stop a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
If operating on a specific private job, this input element must specify
job-info all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query, this
input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivateInformation about private job objects that were not operated on due
stopto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

jobprivateThe private job objects that were successfully processed. This
stopelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional
Description

job-queue-config-get

[top]

Get the job queue configuration
Input Name Range

Type
jobqueueconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

jobqueueThe attributes of the job-queue-config.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-queue-config-modify

[top]

Modify the job queue configuration
Input Name

Range

job-queue-config-jobs-per-typethreshold

[0..100]

job-queue-config-queue-size-limit
job-queue-config-warning-threshold
Errno

Type

Description

integer
Threshold for accepted jobs per type.
optional

[0..2^32- integer
Job queue size limit.
optional
1]
[0..100]

integer Warning threshold for total number of
optional jobs.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-resume

[top]

Resume a job from the paused state.
Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-resume-iter

[top]

Resume a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching job even when the operation
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
on a previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

jobresume- Information about job objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

jobresumeThe job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.

info[]
optional
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-create

[top]

Create a new cron job schedule entry.
Input Name

Range

job-schedulecluster

Type

Description

clustername
optional

The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local
cluster. In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be
specified.

job-schedulecron-day

cron-dayof-month[] The day(s) of the month when the job should be run.
optional

job-schedulecron-day-ofweek

cron-dayof-week[] The day(s) in the week when the job should be run.
optional

job-schedulecron-hour

cronhour[]
optional

The hour(s) of the day when the job should be run.

job-schedulecron-minute

cronminute[]

The minute(s) of each hour when the job should be run.

job-schedulecron-month

cronmonth[]
optional

The month(s) when the job should be run.

job-schedulename

string

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name

Range

result

The name of the job schedule.
If set to true, returns the job-schedule-cron on successful
creation. Default: false

Type

Description

jobschedule- The job-schedule-cron created (keys or the entire object if
cron-info requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-cron-destroy
Delete a single cron job schedule entry. The entry must not be in use.

[top]

Input Name Range
jobschedulecluster
jobschedulename

Type

Description

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
name
Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional
string

The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

E_SCHEDULE_IN_USE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-cron-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete multiple cron job schedule entries. The entries must not be in use.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job-schedule-cron
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching job-schedule-cron even when the
optional
deletion of a previous job-schedule-cron fails. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching job-schedule-cron even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the deletion of a previous matching job-schedule-cron fails,
optional and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
count
1]
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job-schedule-cron objects to delete in
optional this call. Default: 100
1]
jobIf deleting a specific job-schedule-cron, this input element must
schedule- specify all keys. If deleting multiple job-schedule-cron objects
cron-info based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-cron
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of job-schedule-cron objects not deleted will not
be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-cron
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
optional the list of job-schedule-cron objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type
job-

Description

scheduleInformation about job-schedule-cron objects that were not deleted
crondue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
destroyelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching job-schedule-cron objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of job-schedule-cron objects that matched the query, but
optional were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job-schedule-cron objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully deleted.
jobscheduleThe job-schedule-cron objects that were successfully deleted. This
cronelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list'
destroyis true
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-get

[top]

Get a single cron job schedule entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

jobschedulecron-info
optional

jobschedulecluster

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name
a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional

jobschedulename
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

string

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

The name of the job schedule.

Type

Description

jobschedule- The attributes of the job-schedule-cron.
cron-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple cron job schedule entries.
Input Name

Range

jobschedulecron-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 100
1]
jobschedulecron-info
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job-schedule-cron
object. All job-schedule-cron objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobschedulecron- The list of attributes of job-schedule-cron objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more joboptional schedule-cron objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-modify

[top]

Modify an existing cron job schedule entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

job-schedulecluster

clustername
optional

The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster.
In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be
specified.

job-schedulecron-day

cron-dayofThe day(s) of the month when the job should be run.
month[]
optional

job-schedulecron-day-ofweek

cron-dayof-week[] The day(s) in the week when the job should be run.
optional

job-schedulecron-hour

cronhour[]
optional

job-schedulecron-minute

cronminute[] The minute(s) of each hour when the job should be run.
optional

The hour(s) of the day when the job should be run.

job-schedulecron-month

cronmonth[]
optional

job-schedulename

string

The month(s) when the job should be run.
The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-get

[top]

Get a single job schedule entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

jobscheduleinfo
optional

jobschedulecluster

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name
a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional

jobschedulename

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

The name of the job schedule.

Type

Description

jobschedule- The attributes of the job-schedule.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job schedule entries.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type
jobscheduleinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
jobscheduleinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleThe list of attributes of job-schedule objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more jobstring
optional schedule objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job-schedule object.
All job-schedule objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-create

[top]

Create a new interval job schedule entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

job-schedulecluster

clustername
optional

The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local
cluster. In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can
be specified.

job-schedule- [0..2^32interval-days
1]

integer
optional

The number of days between jobs.

job-schedule- [0..2^32interval-hours
1]

integer
optional

The number of hours between jobs.

job-schedule[0..2^32interval1]
minutes

integer
optional

The number of minutes between jobs.

job-schedule[0..2^32interval1]
seconds

integer
optional

The number of seconds between jobs.

job-schedulename

string

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name
result

Range

Type

The name of the job schedule.
If set to true, returns the job-schedule-interval on successful
creation. Default: false
Description

jobschedule- The job-schedule-interval created (keys or the entire object if
interval-info requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-interval-destroy

[top]

Delete a single interval job schedule entry. The entry must not be in use.
Input Name Range
jobschedulecluster
jobschedulename

Type

Description

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
name
Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional
string

The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

E_SCHEDULE_IN_USE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-interval-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete multiple interval job schedule entries. The entries must not be in use.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job-schedule-interval
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching job-schedule-interval even when the
optional
deletion of a previous job-schedule-interval fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching job-schedule-interval even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the deletion of a previous matching job-schedule-interval
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or
not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job-schedule-interval objects to delete in
optional this call. Default: 100
1]
jobIf deleting a specific job-schedule-interval, this input element must
schedulespecify all keys. If deleting multiple job-schedule-interval objects
intervalbased on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-interval
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of job-schedule-interval objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-interval
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
optional the list of job-schedule-interval objects deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleInformation about job-schedule-interval objects that were not
intervaldeleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching job-schedule-interval objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of job-schedule-interval objects that matched the query,
optional but were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job-schedule-interval objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno

jobscheduleThe job-schedule-interval objects that were successfully deleted.
intervalThis element will be returned only if input element 'return-successdestroylist' is true
iter-info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-get

[top]

Get a single interval job schedule entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

jobscheduleintervalinfo
optional

jobschedulecluster

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name
a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional

jobschedulename

string

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

The name of the job schedule.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleThe attributes of the job-schedule-interval.
intervalinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple interval job schedule entries.
Input Name

Range

jobscheduleintervalinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

jobscheduleintervalinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job-schedule-interval
object. All job-schedule-interval objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleinterval- The list of attributes of job-schedule-interval objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more joboptional schedule-interval objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 100
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-modify
Modify an existing interval job schedule entry.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local
name cluster. In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be
optional specified.

job-schedulecluster

job-schedule- [0..2^32- integer
The number of days between jobs.
interval-days
1]
optional
job-schedule- [0..2^32- integer
The number of hours between jobs.
optional
interval-hours
1]
job-schedule[0..2^32- integer
The number of minutes between jobs.
intervaloptional
1]
minutes
job-schedule[0..2^32- integer
intervalThe number of seconds between jobs.
optional
1]
seconds
job-schedulename

string

The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-soft-pause

[top]

Soft pause a job. Indicates to the job that a soft pause has been initiated. It is up to the job to do what
it needs to do for a soft pause. As a result of this command the job may request to be moved into the
runnnable queue to perform further processing of the soft pause.
Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-soft-pause-iter

[top]

Soft pause a collection of jobs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching job even when the operation on a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
count
1]
optional
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobsoftInformation about job objects that were not operated on due to
pausesome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

Errno

jobsoftpause- The job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iter- be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-stop
Stop a job. A job must be of a type that has job-type-is-quittable set to true before it may be stopped.
job-stop attempts to stop a job that's currently running. If the job allows itself to stop it completes its
current run. If the job has a recurring schedule it will transition to the Queued state; otherwise it will
transition into either the Success or Failure state.

[top]

Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-stop-iter

[top]

Stop a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching job even when the operation on a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

jobstop- Information about job objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

jobstopThe job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: cron-hour

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

Element definition: cron-minute
Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cron-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].
[none]

Element definition: job-history-info

[top]

Job history log event When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

jobcompletion

string Human-readable job completion message. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

jobdescription

string
Job description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-endtime

[0..2^31- integer When the job last completed. The time value is in seconds since
optional January 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

job-event- [0..2^31- integer The time when this event was logged. The time value is in seconds
time
1]
optional since January 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of this history event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

job-eventtype

job-id

job-

jobeventtype
optional

"idle" - The job has become idle,
"running" - The job has started running,
"succeeded" - The job has completed successfully,
"failed" - The job has completed with a failure,
"paused" - The job has been paused,
"stopped" - The job has been stopped,
"deleted" - The job has been deleted,
"error" - Job Manager experienced an error while processing the
job

The identifier associated with this job by the Job Manager. This
identifier is unique within a cluster. The 'job-history-get-iter' API can
[0..2^64- integer return multiple records for a given job identifier because it logs the
optional state transitions that the job has been through. Records in the 'job1]
history-get-iter' API are returned in reverse chronological order.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer

The error code, if any, that the Job Manager associated with this

managererror-code

1]

optional

event. If set, 'job-error-text' will contain human-readable information
about the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

jobmanagererror-text

The human-readable text for the error code, if any, that the Job
string
Manager associated with this event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

job-name

string
Name of the job. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-node

nodeThe name of the node where the job ran, or the node that changed the
name
job's state. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

jobprogress

string Human-readable job progress message. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

job-start- [0..2^31- integer When the job last started. The time value is in seconds since January
time
1]
optional 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status code. Value other than 0 indicates an error in the job
job-status- [0..2^64- integer
execution, in which case 'job-completion' will contain human-readable
optional
code
1]
information about the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
jobusername

string The name of the user that created the job. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

job-uuid

Job's universally unique identifier (UUID). Attributes: non-creatable,
uuid
optional non-modifiable

jobvserver

jobhistoryVserver from which the job was created. Attributes: key, nonvservercreatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

log-id

[0..2^64- integer The internal identifier of this job history event. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: job-info

[top]

Contains information about a specific job When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-restarted

boolean
optional

Restarted? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-category

string
optional

Job Category Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-completion

string
optional

Completion String Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Drop-dead Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-dropdeadtime

[0..2^311]

job-end-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

End Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Job ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-name

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-node

Priority Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"low" ,
"medium" ,
"high" ,
"exclusive"

job-priority

job-priority
optional

job-progress

string
optional

Execution Progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Queue Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Schedule Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-queue-time

[0..2^311]

job-schedule
job-start-time

[0..2^311]

State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

job-state
optional

job-state

[0..2^641]

"initial" - Initializing,
"queued" - Queued,
"running" - Running,
"waiting" - Waiting For Another Job,
"pausing" - Entering Paused State,
"paused" - Paused,
"quitting" - Entering Quit State,
"success" - Succeeded,
"failure" - Failed,
"reschedule" - Forcing Reschedule,
"error" - Internal Error,
"quit" - Quit,
"dead" - Died,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"restart" - Forcing Restart,
"dormant" - Waiting For External Event

integer
optional

Status Code Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-type

string
optional

Job Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-username

string
optional

User Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid

uuid
optional

UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-vserver

vservername
optional

Owning Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-status-code

Element definition: job-pause-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-key

job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: job-private-pause-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name
error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-private-resume-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name
error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-private-soft-pause-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name
error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

[top]

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-private-stop-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name

Range

error-code

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-queue-config-info

[top]

Contains configuration detail information about the job queue. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

job-queue-config-jobs-pertype-threshold

[0..100]

job-queue-config-queuesize-limit

Type

Description

integer Threshold for accepted jobs per type. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Job queue size limit. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional modifiable

job-queue-config-warningthreshold

[0..100]

integer Warning threshold for total number of jobs.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: job-resume-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string

error-message

optional

job-key

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: job-schedule-cron-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against job-schedule-cron
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

job-schedulecron-key

job-schedulecron-info

The keys for the job-schedule-cron object to which the
deletion applies.

Element definition: job-schedule-cron-info

[top]

Contains detail information about cron job schedules. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

jobschedulecluster

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
name Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

jobschedulecron-day

cronday-of- The day(s) of the month when the job should be run. Attributes:
month[] optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedulecron-day-ofweek

cronday-of- The day(s) in the week when the job should be run. Attributes: optionalweek[] for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedulecron-hour

cronThe hour(s) of the day when the job should be run. Attributes: optionalhour[]
for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedulecron-minute

cronThe minute(s) of each hour when the job should be run. Attributes:
minute[]
required-for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedule-

cronThe month(s) when the job should be run. Attributes: optional-formonth[]
create, modifiable

cron-month

optional

jobscheduledescription

string The description of the job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

jobschedulename

string The name of the job schedule. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: job-schedule-info

[top]

Contains overview information about a single job schedule. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

jobschedulecluster
jobscheduledescription
jobschedulename

Type

Description

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
name
optional Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The description of the job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable
The name of the job schedule. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonstring
optional modifiable
The type of job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

jobscheduletype

scheduletype
optional

"cron" ,
"interval" ,
"builtin" ,
"unknown"

Element definition: job-schedule-interval-destroy-iter-info
Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against job-schedule-interval
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

[top]

job-scheduleinterval-key

job-scheduleinterval-info

The keys for the job-schedule-interval object to
which the deletion applies.

Element definition: job-schedule-interval-info

[top]

Contains detail information about interval job schedules. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
jobschedulecluster
jobscheduledescription

Range

Type

Description

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
string The description of the job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

jobscheduleintervaldays

[0..2^32- integer The number of days between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobscheduleintervalhours

[0..2^32- integer The number of hours between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobscheduleintervalminutes

[0..2^32- integer The number of minutes between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobscheduleintervalseconds

[0..2^32- integer The number of seconds between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobschedulename

string The name of the job schedule. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: job-soft-pause-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-key

job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: job-stop-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

error-message
job-key

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week
Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cron-hour

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

Element definition: cron-minute

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].
[none]

Element definition: cron-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].
[none]

Element definition: job-event-type

[top]

Jobs will trigger history events at certain stages of their life cycle. These events are of the types
described herein. Possible values:
"idle" - The job has become idle,
"running" - The job has started running,
"succeeded" - The job has completed successfully,
"failed" - The job has completed with a failure,
"paused" - The job has been paused,
"stopped" - The job has been stopped,
"deleted" - The job has been deleted,
"error" - Job Manager experienced an error while processing the job
[none]

Element definition: job-history-vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: job-info

[top]

Contains information about a specific job When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-restarted

boolean
optional

Restarted? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-category

string
optional

Job Category Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-completion

string
optional

Completion String Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-dropdeadtime

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

Drop-dead Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-end-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

End Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Job ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-name

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-node

Priority Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"low" ,
"medium" ,
"high" ,
"exclusive"

job-priority

job-priority
optional

job-progress

string
optional

Execution Progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Queue Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Schedule Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-queue-time

[0..2^311]

job-schedule
job-start-time

[0..2^311]

State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

job-state
optional

job-state

[0..2^641]

"initial" - Initializing,
"queued" - Queued,
"running" - Running,
"waiting" - Waiting For Another Job,
"pausing" - Entering Paused State,
"paused" - Paused,
"quitting" - Entering Quit State,
"success" - Succeeded,
"failure" - Failed,
"reschedule" - Forcing Reschedule,
"error" - Internal Error,
"quit" - Quit,
"dead" - Died,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"restart" - Forcing Restart,
"dormant" - Waiting For External Event

integer
optional

Status Code Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-type

string
optional

Job Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-username

string
optional

User Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid

uuid
optional

UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-vserver

vservername
optional

Owning Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-status-code

Element definition: job-priority

[top]

Execution priority of a job. There are thread pools for each priority level. Higher priority jobs may run in
the pools of lower priorities. So High-priority jobs may run in the High, Medium or Low thread pools,
Medium-priority jobs may run in the Medium or Low thread pools and Low-priority jobs may only run in
the Low thread pool. The exception to this is Exclusive jobs: Exclusive-priority jobs will only run in the
Exclusive thread pool and only Exclusive-priority jobs will be run in the Exclusive thread pool. Possible
values:
"low" ,
"medium" ,
"high" ,
"exclusive"
[none]

Element definition: job-state
Jobs execute as self-contained state machines. They follow a series of careful steps from creation to
destruction. These steps are dictated by the states that they find themselves in as well as the allowable
list of states they may transition into. The state can be an indicator of whether a job is executing and if
not, why that is the case. Possible values:

[top]

"initial" - Initializing,
"queued" - Queued,
"running" - Running,
"waiting" - Waiting For Another Job,
"pausing" - Entering Paused State,
"paused" - Paused,
"quitting" - Entering Quit State,
"success" - Succeeded,
"failure" - Failed,
"reschedule" - Forcing Reschedule,
"error" - Internal Error,
"quit" - Quit,
"dead" - Died,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"restart" - Forcing Restart,
"dormant" - Waiting For External Event
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: schedule-type

[top]

Jobs may be scheduled according to one of three major styles: 'cron' is for jobs that should be run at a
specific time or well-defined calendar date; 'interval' is for jobs that should be run on a regular period;
'builtin' is for jobs that should be run according to internal rules. Of these 'cron' and 'interval' may be
customized. Possible values:
"cron" ,
"interval" ,
"builtin" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: kerberos
This set of ZAPIs allows Kerberos realm configuration and
management.

kerberos-config-get
kerberos-config-get-iter
kerberos-config-modify
kerberos-realm-create
kerberos-realm-delete
kerberos-realm-get-iter
kerberos-realm-modify

kerberos-config-get

[top]

Get Kerberos configuration information for a LIF.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

kerberosconfiginfo
optional

interfacename

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Logical interface.

Type

Description

kerberosconfig- The attributes of the kerberos-config.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

kerberos-config-get-iter

[top]

Get Kerberos configuration information for a group of LIFs.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
kerberosconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 50
optional
1]
kerberos- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
config- specified on any number of attributes in the kerberos-config

info
object. All kerberos-config objects matching this query up to 'maxoptional records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

kerberosconfigThe list of attributes of kerberos-config objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional kerberos-config objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

kerberos-config-modify

[top]

Modify Kerberos configuration information for a LIF
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string
Administrator password.
optional

admin-username

string
Administrator username.
optional

force
interface-name
is-kerberosenabled
keytab-uri
machineaccount

Force option to disable Kerberos security on a LIF (default:false). If
boolean set to true, any errors encountered when deleting the corresponding
optional account on the KDC are ignored in which case the account should be
deleted manually.
string

Logical interface.

boolean
If 'true', then kerberos security is enabled.
optional
string
Keytab to load the uri from.
optional
string
Machine Account Name.
optional

organizationalunit

string
Organizational Unit.
optional

serviceprincipal-name

string
Kerberos service principal name.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_CANT_SHARE_AD_KERBEROS_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

kerberos-realm-create

[top]

Create a new Kerberos realm configuration.
In Data ONTAP 8.2.x and prior versions, Kerberos realms were owned by Cserver and were accessible
only from Admin Vserver LIFs using the input 'config-name'. The 'vserver' input was not required.
Starting from Data ONTAP 8.3.0, Kerberos realms are owned by data Vservers and are accessible from
both Admin and data Vserver LIFs. The 'config-name' input can no longer be used as a key. The 'realm'
input must be used instead. The 'vserver' input is required.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ad-serverip

ipIP Address of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
address
mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.
optional

ad-servername

string Host name of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
optional mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'

adminserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos administration daemon is
iprunning. This is usually the master KDC. If this parameter is omitted, the
address
IP address specified in kdc-ip is used. If specified, this should be the
optional
same as the kdc-ip if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.

adminserver-port

integer The TCP port on the Kerberos administration server where the Kerberos
optional administration service is running. The default for this parmater is 749.

clock-skew

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting tickets with time
integer
stamps that do not exactly match the host's system clock. The default for
optional
this parameter is 5 minutes.

comment

string
Comment
optional

configname

string
Kerberos configuration name.
optional

kdc-ip

IP address of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server for this Kerberos
ipaddress realm.

kdc-port

integer TCP port on the KDC to be used for Kerberos communication. The default
optional for this parameter is 88.

kdc-vendor

The vendor of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server. If the
kdcconfiguration uses a Microsoft Active Directory (AD) domain for
vendor
authentication, this field should be 'microsoft'.

passwordserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos password-changing server is
iprunning. Typically, this is the same as the host indicated in the
address
adminserver-ip. If this parameter is omitted, the IP address in kdc-ip is
optional
used.

passwordserver-port

The TCP port on the Kerberos password-changing server where the
integer
Kerberos password-changing service is running. The default for this
optional
parameter is 464.

realm

string

Kerberos realm name.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

kerberos-realm-delete

[top]

Delete the Kerberos realm configuration.
In Data ONTAP 8.2.x and prior versions, Kerberos realms were owned by Cserver and were accessible
only from Admin Vserver LIFs using the input 'config-name'. The 'vserver' input was not required.
Starting from Data ONTAP 8.3.0, Kerberos realms are owned by data Vservers and are accessible from
both Admin and data Vserver LIFs. The 'config-name' input can no longer be used as a key. The 'realm'
input must be used instead. The 'vserver' input is required.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
Kerberos configuration name.
optional

config-name

string
Kerberos realm name.
optional

realm
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

kerberos-realm-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Kerberos realm configurations.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
kerberosattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
realm
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
kerberosspecified on any number of attributes in the kerberos-realm object.
realm
All kerberos-realm objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

kerberosrealm[] The list of attributes of kerberos-realm objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional kerberos-realm objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32-

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

kerberos-realm-modify

[top]

Modify the Kerberos realm configuration.
In Data ONTAP 8.2.x and prior versions, Kerberos realms were owned by Cserver and were accessible
only from Admin Vserver LIFs using the input 'config-name'. The 'vserver' input was not required.
Starting from Data ONTAP 8.3.0, Kerberos realms are owned by data Vservers and are accessible from
both Admin and data Vserver LIFs. The 'config-name' input can no longer be used as a key. The 'realm'
input must be used instead. The 'vserver' input is required.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ad-serverip

ipIP Address of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
address
mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.
optional

ad-servername

string Host name of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
optional mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'

adminserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos administration daemon is
iprunning. This is usually the master KDC. If this parameter is omitted, the
address
IP address specified in kdc-ip is used. If specified, this should be the
optional
same as the kdc-ip if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.

adminserver-port

integer The TCP port on the Kerberos administration server where the Kerberos
optional administration service is running. The default for this parmater is 749.

clock-skew

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting tickets with time
integer
stamps that do not exactly match the host's system clock. The default for
optional
this parameter is 5 minutes.

comment

string
Comment
optional

configname

string
Kerberos configuration name.
optional

kdc-ip

ipIP address of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server for this Kerberos
address
realm.
optional

kdc-port

integer TCP port on the KDC to be used for Kerberos communication. The default
optional for this parameter is 88.

kdc-vendor

kdc- The vendor of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server. If the
vendor configuration uses a Microsoft Active Directory (AD) domain for
optional authentication, this field should be 'microsoft'.

passwordserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos password-changing server is
iprunning. Typically, this is the same as the host indicated in the
address
adminserver-ip. If this parameter is omitted, the IP address in kdc-ip is
optional
used.

passwordserver-port

The TCP port on the Kerberos password-changing server where the
integer
Kerberos password-changing service is running. The default for this
optional
parameter is 464.

realm

string
Kerberos realm name.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: kdc-vendor

[top]

Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) Vendor Possible values:
"microsoft" ,
"other"
[none]

Element definition: kerberos-config-info

[top]

Kerberos configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string Administrator password for the Key Distribution Center. This is a
optional required input. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

admin-username

string Administrator username for the Key Distribution Center. This is a
optional required input. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

force

interface-name

Force option to disable Kerberos security on a LIF (default:false). If
boolean set to true, any errors encountered when deleting the corresponding
optional account on the KDC are ignored in which case the account should be
deleted manually. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
string
Logical interface. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

string
Logical interface IP address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

ip-address

This is a required input.

is-kerberosenabled

If 'true', Kerberos security is enabled by creating an account in the
Key Distribution Center using the Service Principal Name. If another
boolean logical interface uses the same Service Principal Name, the account is
optional shared.
If 'false', Kerberos security is disabled and the associated account is
deleted when it is not used by any logical interface. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

keytab-uri

string Load Keytab from URI. This field should not be specified when
optional disabling Kerberos. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

machineaccount

string
Machine Account Name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

organizationalunit

string Organization Unit. This option is available for a Microsoft AD KDC only.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

permitted-enctypes

string[] Permitted encryption types in the Vserver. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

serviceprincipal-name

Kerberos service principal name. This is a required input for enabling
string
Kerberos. This input should not be specified when disabling Kerberos.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
string
Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: kerberos-realm

[top]

Kerberos realm configuration specifies the locations of Key Distribution Center (KDC) servers and
administration daemons for the Kerberos realms of interest. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ad-serverip

IP Address of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
ipaddress mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ad-servername

Host name of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
string
mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft' Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable
IP address of the host where the Kerberos administration daemon is
running. This is usually the master KDC. If this parameter is omitted,
ipaddress the IP address specified in kdc-ip is used. If specified, this should be
optional the same as the kdc-ip if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

adminserver-ip
adminserver-

[1..65535]

integer

The TCP port on the Kerberos administration server where the
Kerberos administration service is running. The default for this

optional

port
clockskew

parmater is 749. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting tickets with
[0..2^32- integer time stamps that do not exactly match the host's system clock. The
1]
optional default for this parameter is 5 minutes. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

configname

string Kerberos configuration name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

kdc-ip

ipIP address of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server for this
address
Kerberos realm. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

kdc-port [1..65535]

kdcvendor

passwordserver-ip

TCP port on the KDC to be used for Kerberos communication. The
integer
default for this parameter is 88. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
The vendor of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server. If the
configuration uses a Microsoft Active Directory (AD) domain for
kdc- authentication, this field should be 'microsoft'. Attributes: requiredvendor for-create, modifiable Possible values:
optional
"microsoft" ,
"other"
IP address of the host where the Kerberos password-changing server
ipis running. Typically, this is the same as the host indicated in the
address
adminserver-ip. If this parameter is omitted, the IP address in kdc-ip
optional
is used. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The TCP port on the Kerberos password-changing server where the
passwordinteger
Kerberos password-changing service is running. The default for this
server- [1..65535]
optional
parameter is 464. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
port
permittedenc-types
realm
vservername

string[] Permitted encryption types on the Vserver. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string Kerberos realm name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
vservername Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: kdc-vendor
Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) Vendor Possible values:
"microsoft" ,
"other"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ldap
This set of ZAPIs manages Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) configuration.

ldap-check-get-iter
ldap-client-create
ldap-client-delete
ldap-client-get-iter
ldap-client-modify
ldap-client-schema-copy
ldap-client-schema-delete
ldap-client-schema-getiter
ldap-client-schemamodify
ldap-config-create
ldap-config-delete
ldap-config-get-iter
ldap-config-modify

ldap-check-get-iter

[top]

Display the status of an LDAP configuration
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ldapspecified on any number of attributes in the ldap-client-check
status
object. All ldap-client-check objects matching this query up to 'maxoptional
records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ldapstatus[] The list of attributes of ldap-client-check objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional client-check objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ldapattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_LDAP_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED
E_LDAP_CONFIG_DISABLED
E_LDAP_VSERVER_CONFIG_INVALID

ldap-client-create

[top]

Create a new Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration for the cluster.
Input Name
ad-domain

base-dn

Range

Type

Description

The Active Directory Domain Name for this LDAP configuration.
string
The option is ONLY applicable for configurations using Active
optional
Directory LDAP servers.
Indicates the starting point for searches within the LDAP directory
ldap-dn
tree. If omitted, searches will start at the root of the directory
optional
tree.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search. If omitted, this
parameter defaults to 'subtree'. Possible values:

base-scope

bind-as-cifsserver

bind-dn

ldapsearchscope
optional

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

If set, the cluster will use the CIFS server's credentials to bind to
boolean the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter defaults to 'true' if
optional the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP and defaults to
'false' otherwise.
The Bind Distinguished Name (DN) is the LDAP identity used
during the authentication process by the clients. This is required if
ldap-dn
the LDAP server does not support anonymous binds. This field is
optional
not used if 'bind-as-cfs-server' is set to 'true'. Example :
cn=username,cn=Users,dc=example,dc=com

bindpassword

string
The password to be used with the bind-dn.
optional

group-dn

The Group Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for group lookups. If not
optional
specified, group lookups will start at the base-dn.

groupmembershipfilter

string This indicates the custom filter to be used while looking up group
optional membership from an LDAP server.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing group
lookups. Possible values:

group-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

is-netgroupbyhostenabled

boolean This indicates whether netgroup.byhost map should be queried
optional for lookups.

ldap-clientconfig

string

The name of the LDAP client configuration.

string[] List of LDAP Servers to use for this configuration. The option is
optional NOT applicable for configurations using ad-domain parameter.

ldap-servers
ldapsenabled

boolean
Indicates whether LDAPS is enabled or not.
optional
The minimum authentication level that can be used to
authenticate with the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter
defaults to 'sasl' if the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP.
For configurations that use LDAP servers from other vendors, this
parameter defaults to 'simple' if a 'bind-dn' is specified and
'anonymous' otherwise. Possible values:

min-bindlevel

ldapauthmethod
optional

netgroupbyhost-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup byhost
optional lookups. If not specified, netgroup byhost lookups will start at the
base-dn.

"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
bind

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
byhost lookups. Possible values:
netgroupbyhost-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

netgroup-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn
the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup lookups.
optional
If not specified, netgroup lookups will start at the base-dn.

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
lookups. Possible values:
netgroupscope

ldapsearchscope
optional

obspassword

hexstring Encrypted Password
optional

preferredad-servers

Preferred Active Directory (AD) Domain controllers to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. This option is ONLY applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers

querytimeout
referralenabled
return-

[0..10]

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

integer Maximum time in seconds to wait for a query response from the
optional LDAP server. The default for this parameter is 3 seconds.
If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
boolean
(LDAP) configuration is enabled for LDAP referral chasing for this
optional
Vserver.
boolean If set to true, returns the ldap-client on successful creation.

record

optional Default: false

schema

string

(DEPRECATED)-List of LDAP Server IP addresses to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. The option is NOT applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers.

servers

ldapsecurity
optional

sessionsecurity

tcp-port

LDAP schema to use for this configuration. The list of possible
schemas can be obtained using the ldap-client-schema-get-iter
API.

[1..65535]

This indicates the level of security for LDAP communications. By
default this option is none. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic

integer The TCP port on the LDAP server to use for this configuration. If
optional omitted, this parameter defaults to 389.

try-channelbinding

boolean This indicates whether channel binding will be tried in case of
optional TLS/LDAPS.

use-start-tls

boolean
This indicates if start_tls will be used over LDAP connections.
optional
The User Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for user lookups. If this
optional
parameter is omitted, user lookups will start at the base-dn.

user-dn

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing user
lookups. Possible values:
ldapsearchscope
optional

user-scope

Output Name

Range

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

Type

Description

ldapThe ldap-client created (keys or the entire object if requested)
client
optional

result

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

ldap-client-delete

[top]

Delete an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration from the cluster.
Input Name

Range Type

ldap-client-config
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

string The name of the LDAP client configuration.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configurations for the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ldapattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
client
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ldapspecified on any number of attributes in the ldap-client object. All
client
ldap-client objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

ldapclient[] The list of attributes of ldap-client objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional client objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

ldap-client-modify

[top]

Modify an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration.
Input Name
ad-domain

base-dn

Range

Type

Description

The Active Directory Domain Name for this LDAP configuration.
string
The option is ONLY applicable for configurations using Active
optional
Directory LDAP servers.
Indicates the starting point for searches within the LDAP directory
ldap-dn
tree. If omitted, searches will start at the root of the directory
optional
tree.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search. If omitted, this
parameter defaults to 'subtree'. Possible values:

base-scope

ldapsearch-

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the

scope
optional

bind-as-cifsserver

bind-dn

base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

If set, the cluster will use the CIFS server's credentials to bind to
boolean the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter defaults to 'true' if
optional the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP and defaults to
'false' otherwise.
The Bind Distinguished Name (DN) is the LDAP identity used
during the authentication process by the clients. This is required if
ldap-dn
the LDAP server does not support anonymous binds. This field is
optional
not used if 'bind-as-cfs-server' is set to 'true'. Example :
cn=username,cn=Users,dc=example,dc=com

bindpassword

string
The password to be used with the bind-dn.
optional

group-dn

The Group Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for group lookups. If not
optional
specified, group lookups will start at the base-dn.

groupmembershipfilter

string This indicates the custom filter to be used while looking up group
optional membership from an LDAP server.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing group
lookups. Possible values:

group-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

is-netgroupbyhostenabled

boolean This indicates whether netgroup.byhost map should be queried
optional for lookups.

ldap-clientconfig
ldap-servers
ldapsenabled

string

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

The name of the LDAP client configuration.

string[] List of LDAP Servers to use for this configuration. The option is
optional NOT applicable for configurations using ad-domain parameter.
boolean
Indicates whether LDAPS is enabled or not.
optional
The minimum authentication level that can be used to
authenticate with the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter
defaults to 'sasl' if the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP.
For configurations that use LDAP servers from other vendors, this
parameter defaults to 'simple' if a 'bind-dn' is specified and
'anonymous' otherwise. Possible values:

min-bindlevel

ldapauthmethod
optional

netgroupbyhost-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup byhost
optional lookups. If not specified, netgroup byhost lookups will start at the
base-dn.

"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
bind

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
byhost lookups. Possible values:

netgroupbyhost-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

netgroup-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn
the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup lookups.
optional
If not specified, netgroup lookups will start at the base-dn.

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
lookups. Possible values:
netgroupscope

ldapsearchscope
optional

obspassword

hexstring Encrypted Password
optional

preferredad-servers

Preferred Active Directory (AD) Domain controllers to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. This option is ONLY applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers

querytimeout

[0..10]

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

integer Maximum time in seconds to wait for a query response from the
optional LDAP server. The default for this parameter is 3 seconds.

referralenabled

If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
boolean
(LDAP) configuration is enabled for LDAP referral chasing for this
optional
Vserver.

schema

LDAP schema to use for this configuration. The list of possible
string
schemas can be obtained using the ldap-client-schema-get-iter
optional
API.

servers

(DEPRECATED)-List of LDAP Server IP addresses to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. The option is NOT applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers.
ldapsecurity
optional

sessionsecurity

skip-configvalidation
tcp-port

This indicates the level of security for LDAP communications. By
default this option is none. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory
optional Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.
[1..65535]

integer The TCP port on the LDAP server to use for this configuration. If
optional omitted, this parameter defaults to 389.

try-channelbinding

boolean This indicates whether channel binding will be tried in case of
optional TLS/LDAPS.

use-start-tls

boolean
This indicates if start_tls will be used over LDAP connections.
optional

user-dn

The User Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for user lookups. If this
optional
parameter is omitted, user lookups will start at the base-dn.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing user
lookups. Possible values:
ldapsearch-

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,

user-scope

scope
optional

"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

ldap-client-schema-copy

[top]

Copy an existing LDAP schema. If the LDAP server that the storage system needs to query does not
support any of the default read-only schemas, this API can be used to create an editable copy of an
existing read-only schema. After copying the schema, the copy can be modified using the ldap-clientschema-modify API.
Input Name

Range Type

new-schema-name

Description

string New Schema Template Name

schema

string A name for the schema.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-schema-delete

[top]

Delete an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) schema configuration. Only the
schemas that are defined using the ldap-client-schema-copy API can be deleted using this API.
Input Name Range Type
schema

Description

string A name for the schema.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-schema-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client schema configurations that are
defined for the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

ldap- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
client- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
schema present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ldapclientThe list of attributes of ldap-client-schema objects.
schema[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional client-schema objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ldap-client-schema
object. All ldap-client-schema objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

ldapclientschema
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-schema-modify

[top]

Modify an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) schema configuration. If the LDAP
server that the storage system needs to query does not support any of the default read-only schemas,
the ldap-client-schema-copy API can be used to create a editable copy of an existing read-only schema.
After copying the schema, the copy can be modified using this API to support the target schema.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cn-group-attribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by
optional RFC 2307 when working with groups.

cn-netgroup-attribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by
optional RFC 2307 when working with netgroups.

comment

string
A comment that can be associated with the schema.
optional

enable-rfc2307bis

boolean This indicates if the RFC 2307bis is enabled for client
optional schema.

gecos-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 gecos attribute.
optional

gid-number-attribute
group-of-uniquenames-object-class
home-directoryattribute
login-shell-attribute
member-nis-netgroup-

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 gidNumber attribute.
optional
string Name that represents the RFC 2307bis
optional groupOfUniqueNames object class.
string Name that represents the RFC 2307 homeDirectory
optional attribute.
string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 loginShell attribute.
optional
string

Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberNisNetgroup

attribute

optional attribute.

member-uid-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberUid attribute.
optional

nis-mapentry-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapEntry Attribute.
optional

nis-mapname-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapName Attribute.
optional

nis-netgroup-objectclass

string Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroup object
optional class.

nis-netgroup-tripleattribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroupTriple
optional attribute.
string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisObject Object Class.
optional

nis-object-class
posix-account-objectclass
posix-group-objectclass
schema

string Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixAccount object
optional class.
string Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixGroup object
optional class.
string

A name for the schema.

string Name that represents the RFC 1274 userid attribute used by
optional RFC 2307 as uid.

uid-attribute
uid-number-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 uidNumber attribute.
optional

unique-memberattribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2307bis uniqueMember
optional attribute.

user-passwordattribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2256 userPassword attribute
optional used by RFC 2307.

windows-accountattribute

string Attribute name to be used to get the windows account
optional information for a unix user account.

windows-to-unixattribute

string Attribute name to be used to get the unix account
optional information for a windows user account.

windows-to-unix-nodomain-prefix
windows-to-unixobject-class
Errno

boolean This indicates if the name for windows to unix name
optional mapping should have no domain prefix.
string
Name that represents the windowsToUnix object class.
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ldap-config-create

[top]

Create a new association between a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration
and a Vserver. A Vserver can have only one client configuration associated with it.
Input Name Range
client-config
clientenabled

Type
string

Description
The name of an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
client configuration. The LDAP client configuration can be created using
the ldap-client-create API. The ldap-client-get-iter API can be used to
retrieve the list of available LDAP client configurations for the cluster.

boolean If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
optional configuration is enabled for this Vserver.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the ldap-config on successful creation. Default:
optional false

skip-configvalidation

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access
optional Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

ldapconfig The ldap-config created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_LDAP_VSERVER_CONFIG_INVALID
E_LDAP_CLIENT_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

ldap-config-delete

[top]

Delete a Vserver's association with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

ldap-config-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configurations in the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ldapattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ldapspecified on any number of attributes in the ldap-config object. All
config
ldap-config objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

ldapconfig[] The list of attributes of ldap-config objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional config objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ldap-config-modify

[top]

Modify the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configuration for a Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

clientconfig

The name of an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
string client configuration. The LDAP client configuration can be created using
optional the ldap-client-create API. The ldap-client-get-iter API can be used to
retrieve the list of available LDAP client configurations for the cluster.

clientenabled

boolean If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
optional configuration is enabled for this Vserver.

skip-configvalidation

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access
optional Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.

Errno

Description

E_LDAP_VSERVER_CONFIG_INVALID
E_LDAP_CLIENT_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ldap-auth-method

[top]

anonymous|simple|sasl Possible values:
"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) bind
[none]

Element definition: ldap-client

[top]

LDAP Client Information. Each entry specifies an LDAP client configuration that can be associated with a
Vserver using the ldap-config-create API. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ad-domain

The Active Directory Domain Name for this LDAP configuration.
string
The option is ONLY applicable for configurations using Active
optional
Directory LDAP servers. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

base-dn

Indicates the starting point for searches within the LDAP directory
ldap-dn
tree. If omitted, searches will start at the root of the directory
optional
tree. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

base-scope

bind-as-cifsserver

bind-dn

bind-

ldapsearchscope
optional

This indicates the scope for LDAP search. If omitted, this
parameter defaults to 'subtree'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:
"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

If set, the cluster will use the CIFS server's credentials to bind to
boolean the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter defaults to 'true' if
optional the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP and defaults to
'false' otherwise. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The Bind Distinguished Name (DN) is the LDAP identity used
during the authentication process by the clients. This is required if
ldap-dn the LDAP server does not support anonymous binds. This field is
optional not used if 'bind-as-cfs-server' is set to 'true'. Example :
cn=username,cn=Users,dc=example,dc=com Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable
string

The password to be used with the bind-dn. Attributes: optional-

password

optional for-create, modifiable

group-dn

The Group Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn starting point in the LDAP directory tree for group lookups. If not
optional specified, group lookups will start at the base-dn. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

groupmembershipfilter

This indicates the custom filter to be used while looking up group
string
membership from an LDAP server. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing group
lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

group-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

is-netgroupbyhostenabled

boolean This indicates whether netgroup.byhost map should be queried
optional for lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-owner

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

boolean This indicates if the vserver owns the client configuration.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ldap-clientconfig

string The name of the LDAP client configuration. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

ldap-servers

List of LDAP Servers to use for this configuration. The option is
string[]
NOT applicable for configurations using ad-domain parameter.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ldapsenabled

boolean Indicates whether LDAPS is enabled or not. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

min-bindlevel

The minimum authentication level that can be used to
authenticate with the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter
defaults to 'sasl' if the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP.
For configurations that use LDAP servers from other vendors, this
ldap- parameter defaults to 'simple' if a 'bind-dn' is specified and
auth- 'anonymous' otherwise. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
method Possible values:
optional
"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
bind

netgroupbyhost-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup byhost
optional lookups. If not specified, netgroup byhost lookups will start at the
base-dn. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

netgroupbyhost-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
byhost lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates
The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as

ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup lookups.
optional If not specified, netgroup lookups will start at the base-dn.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

netgroup-dn

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

netgroupscope

ldapsearchscope
optional

obspassword

hexstring Encrypted Password Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

preferredad-servers

Preferred Active Directory (AD) Domain controllers to use for this
ipconfiguration. This option is ONLY applicable for configurations
address[]
using Active Directory LDAP servers Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

querytimeout

[0..10]

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

Maximum time in seconds to wait for a query response from the
integer
LDAP server. The default for this parameter is 3 seconds.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

referralenabled

If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
boolean
(LDAP) configuration is enabled for LDAP referral chasing for this
optional
Vserver. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

schema

LDAP schema to use for this configuration. The list of possible
string
schemas can be obtained using the ldap-client-schema-get-iter
optional
API. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

servers

(DEPRECATED)-List of LDAP Server IP addresses to use for this
ipconfiguration. The option is NOT applicable for configurations
address[]
using Active Directory LDAP servers. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

ldapsecurity
optional

sessionsecurity

"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic

If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory
boolean
Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

skip-configvalidation
tcp-port

This indicates the level of security for LDAP communications. By
default this option is none. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

[1..65535]

The TCP port on the LDAP server to use for this configuration. If
integer
omitted, this parameter defaults to 389. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

try-channelbinding

boolean This indicates whether channel binding will be tried in case of
optional TLS/LDAPS. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

use-start-tls

boolean This indicates if start_tls will be used over LDAP connections.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

user-dn

The User Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn starting point in the LDAP directory tree for user lookups. If this
optional parameter is omitted, user lookups will start at the base-dn.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing user
lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

ldapsearchscope
optional

user-scope

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

vservernameName of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nondatamodifiable
admin
optional

vserver

Element definition: ldap-client-schema

[top]

An LDAP Client Schema Definition. A schema definition is a way of defining what attribute names are to
be used in LDAP queries to get information that the storage system needs for its operation. This will
depend on the schema that the LDAP server supports. For example, to query for user account
information, the LDAP query should ask for the 'posixAccount' class if the LDAP server is compatible
with RFC-2307 and it should ask for 'User' class if the LDAP server is an Active Directory LDAP Server.
The default LDAP configuration has two schemas defined namely 'RFC-2307' and 'AD-SFU'. The 'RFC2307' schema is the default schema that should be used to query servers that support RFC-2307. The
'AD-SFU' schema is the default schema that should be used to query Active Directory LDAP servers.
These schemas are read-only and cannot be modified. The default schemas will work with most
common LDAP configurations. If it is required to support other schema configurations, 808 :existing
schemas can be copied using the 'ldap-client-schema-copy' API and modified using the 'ldap-clientschema-modify' API to work for the new configuration. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cn-groupattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by RFC
2307 when working with groups. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

cn-netgroupattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by RFC
2307 when working with netgroups. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
optional

A comment that can be associated with the schema. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

enablerfc2307bis

boolean
optional

This indicates if the RFC 2307bis is enabled for client schema.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

gecos-attribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 gecos attribute. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

gid-numberattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 gidNumber attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

group-of-uniquenames-objectclass

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307bis groupOfUniqueNames
object class. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

home-directoryattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 homeDirectory attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-owner

boolean
optional

This indicates if the vserver owns the client schema. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

login-shellattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 loginShell attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

member-nisnetgroupattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberNisNetgroup
attribute. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

member-uidattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberUid attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-mapentryattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapEntry Attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-mapnameattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapName Attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-netgroupobject-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroup object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-netgrouptriple-attribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroupTriple attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-object-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisObject Object Class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

posix-accountobject-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixAccount object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

posix-groupobject-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixGroup object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

schema

string
optional

A name for the schema. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

uid-attribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 1274 userid attribute used by
RFC 2307 as uid. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

uid-numberattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 uidNumber attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

unique-memberattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307bis uniqueMember attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

user-passwordattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2256 userPassword attribute
used by RFC 2307. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

vservername-dataVserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
admin
optional

windowsaccount-attribute

string
optional

Attribute name to be used to get the windows account
information for a unix user account. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

windows-tounix-attribute

string
optional

Attribute name to be used to get the unix account information
for a windows user account. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

windows-tounix-no-domainprefix

boolean
optional

This indicates if the name for windows to unix name mapping
should have no domain prefix. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

windows-tounix-object-class

string
optional

Name that represents the windowsToUnix object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[top]

Element definition: ldap-config
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configuration. Specifies the LDAP client configuration that
is associated with this Vserver and whether the configuration is enabled. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clientconfig

clientenabled
skipconfigvalidation

vserver

Range

Type

Description

The name of an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client
configuration. The LDAP client configuration can be created using the ldapstring
client-create API. The ldap-client-get-iter API can be used to retrieve the
optional
list of available LDAP client configurations for the cluster. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable
If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
boolean
configuration is enabled for this Vserver. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access
boolean
Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
vservernamedata- Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
admin
optional

Element definition: ldap-dn

[top]

LDAP Distinguished Name
[none]

Element definition: ldap-search-scope
base|onelevel|subtree Possible values:
"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its subordinates
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ldap-security

[top]

The list of possible values for LDAP Security. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic.
[none]

Element definition: ldap-status

[top]

LDAP Configuration Check When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

client-config

Type

Description

string Specifies the LDAP Client configuration for the Vserver Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ldap-dnstatus-details

string[] Specifies additional information about the status of a LDAP DN config.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ldap-status

boolean Specifies the status of a LDAP service. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

ldap-statusdetails

string Specifies additional information about the status of a LDAP config.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the LDAP configuration. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ldap-auth-method

[top]

anonymous|simple|sasl Possible values:
"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) bind
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: license-v2
This set of zapis allows management of 7-Mode and Cluster-Mode
licenses for Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. License keys are controller
based which requires a separate license for each controller. A
typical license key has a serial number embedded in it that
restrict its use on a specific controller only (with the exception of
Site and Demo keys). In a cluster, a single license with an
associated serial number can allow a package to be used in the
cluster, but to be fully entitled for a package, one must install a
license for each controller. Site and Demo licenses are cluster
wide and only require a single license for the entire cluster.

license-v2-add
license-v2-apply
license-v2-capacitycreate
license-v2-capacity-getiter
license-v2-cleanup-listinfo
license-v2-delete
license-v2-delete-expired
license-v2-delete-unused
license-v2-entitlementrisk-get-iter
license-v2-leases-update
license-v2-licensemanager-config-get
license-v2-licensemanager-config-modify
license-v2-licensemanager-status-get-iter
license-v2-list-info
license-v2-status-get-iter
license-v2-status-list-info
license-v2-subscriptioncreate
license-v2-subscriptionget-iter
system-licenseaggregate-get-iter

license-v2-add

[top]

Add license for a Data ONTAP service.
Input Name

Range

Description

license-code- Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode service/feature. 24 or 48 uppercase
v2[]
alpha only characters.

codes
Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

license-v2failure-list

license-v2result[]
optional

A list of failed license operations, one entry per license.

license-v2success-list

license-v2added[]
optional

A list of successfully added licenses, one entry per license.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-apply

[top]

Add entitlements described in license content
Input Name Range Type
content

Description

string Content of license specification

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_INVALID_LICENSE
EONTAPI_INVALID_SIGNATURE
EONTAPI_PLATFORM
EONTAPI_ZERO_VALUE
EONTAPI_TABLE_ERROR

license-v2-capacity-create

[top]

Adds V2 capacity license.
Input Name Range Type
license-input

Description

string Capacity license input.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_INVALID_LICENSE
EONTAPI_INVALID_CAPACITY
EONTAPI_INVALID_SIGNATURE
EONTAPI_PLATFORM
EONTAPI_TABLE_ERROR
EONTAPI_ZERO_CAPACITY

license-v2-capacity-get-iter

[top]

Get V2 capacity license information. This command is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.2 and may be
removed in a future release.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

licenseSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
v2attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
capacitypresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.

optional
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
licensev2capacityinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

licensev2capacity- The list of attributes of license objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more license
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the license object. All
license objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-cleanup-list-info

[top]

Returns licenses that can be cleaned up. A license can be cleaned up if it's a demo license and its
expiration time has passed (expired), or if it is a license for a controller that is no longer part of a
cluster (unused). One can use the cleanup apis to remove these licenses together, or alternatively, they
can use the standard license-remove api to remove them one at a time.
Output Name Range
licenses
Errno

Type

Description

license-v2-cleanup[]
An array, one entry per each license.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-delete

[top]

Removes license for a Data ONTAP service.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Package Possible values:
"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated in

Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License

package

licensedpackage

serialnumber

nodeSerial number of the node associated with the license. If this parameter
serialis not provided, the default serial number used is the cluster serial
number
number.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-delete-expired

[top]

Remove licenses that have expired in the cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-delete-unused
Remove licenses that have no controller affiliation in the cluster.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

[top]

license-v2-entitlement-risk-get-iter

[top]

Returns license entitlement risk for cluster mode packages.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

license-v2entitlementrisk-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

license-v2entitlementrisk-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the license object. All
license objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

license-v2entitlementThe list of attributes of license objects.
risk-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
license objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-leases-update

[top]

Attempt to reconcile capacity leases
Input Name Range

Type

Description

force

boolean
optional

Force renewal of valid leases.

node

node-name
optional

Node(s) to attempt renewal.

Output Name Range
results
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

leases-update-results Results of reconciliation attempt.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-license-manager-config-get

[top]

Get license manager configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lmattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
config
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type
lmconfig

attributes
Errno

Description
The attributes of the lm_config.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-license-manager-config-modify

[top]

Modify license manager configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
License Manager Host
optional

host
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-license-manager-status-get-iter

[top]

Check accessibility of license manager
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lmattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
lm-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

specified on any number of attributes in the lm_status object. All
status
lm_status objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

lmstatus[] The list of attributes of lm_status objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lm_status
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-list-info

[top]

Returns infomation for DATA ONTAP licenses.
Output Name Range
licenses

Type

Description

license-v2-info[] An array, one entry per license.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

license-v2-status-get-iter

[top]

Get Data ONTAP licenses status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

licensev2licenseinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
licenseA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
v2specified on any number of attributes in the license-v2 object. All
licenselicense-v2 objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
info

optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

licensev2license- The list of attributes of license-v2 objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more license-v2
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-status-list-info
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Returns license status information for cluster mode packages. This command is deprecated in Data
ONTAP 9.2 and may be removed in a future release.
Output Name

Range

license-v2-status
Errno

Type

Description

license-v2-status-info[] An array, one entry per each licensable service.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-subscription-create

[top]

Add V2 subscription license.
Input Name Range Type
license-input

Description

string Subscription license input.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_INVALID_LICENSE
EONTAPI_INVALID_SIGNATURE
EONTAPI_TABLE_ERROR

license-v2-subscription-get-iter

[top]

Get V2 subscription license information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

license-v2subscriptioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

license-v2subscriptioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the license object. All
license objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

license-v2subscriptionThe list of attributes of license objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
license objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-license-aggregate-get-iter

[top]

Get Data ONTAP aggregate license information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
systemlicenseaggregateinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

systemlicenseaggregateinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system-licenseaggregate object. All system-license-aggregate objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

systemlicenseaggregate- The list of attributes of system-license-aggregate objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system-license-aggregate objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: leases-update-results
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Lease Update Results When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

failed-toupdate
up-to-date

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Number of Leases Failed to Update Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Number of Leases Up to Date Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Number of Leases Updated Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

updated

Element definition: license-code-v2

[top]

License Code V2
[none]

Element definition: license-v2-added

[top]

A license entry that was successfully added to the controller or the cluster.
Name

Range

Type

Description

customerid

Customer Identification. This value is only present in site licenses. It is
string
set to none for standard and demo licenses. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

expirationtime

License expiration time. This value is only present in demo licenses. It is
datetime
set to zero for permanent licenses such as standard and site licenses.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

licensekey

licensecode-v2 License Key. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

package

licensedpackage Package Name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

packagedescription

string
Description of the package. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
nodeSerial Number. This value is only present in standard licenses. It is set to
serialnone for site and demo licenses. Attributes: non-creatable, nonnumber
modifiable
optional

serialnumber

licensev2-type License Type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

type

Element definition: license-v2-capacity-info
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Information about a capacity license package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentcapacity

integer The node's current disk capacity. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

expirationtime

datetime
License expiration time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

maxcapacity
owner

Maximum licensed capacity. Absence of this element within a returned
integer
value implies that the maximum capacity is temporarily unlimited.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node that owns the serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,

"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock Compliance License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"snaplock_enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License

licensedpackage
optional

package

Current state of capacity license. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
reportedcapacitystate
optional

reportedstate

"evaluation" - evaluation license in effect,
"missing" - license has been purchased but not yet installed,
"installed" - valid purchased license in effect,
"warning" - purchased license in use, but attached capacity is
approaching maximum entitled amount,
"enforcement" - attached capacity exceeds amount permitted by
purchased license

nodeserial- Serial number of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonnumber modifiable
optional

serialnumber

Element definition: license-v2-cleanup
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Status information about a licensable package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
owner

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
Name of the controller associated with the license. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated
in Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,

package

licensedpackage
optional

reason

string
optional

serialnumber

node-serialnumber
optional

"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
The reason the license can be cleaned up. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Serial number of the controller or cluster. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: license-v2-entitlement-risk-info
Information about entitlement risk for license packages. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
action

Range

Type
string
optional

actioncode

licenseentitlementrisk-action
optional

nodelicenseusage

node-licenseusage-info[]
optional

Description
Corrective action text. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Corrective action needed to reduce cluster license entitlement risk.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"acquire_license" - Acquire a node-locked license,
"verify_entitlement" - Verify all controllers are entitled,
"verify_system_health" - Verify system health,
"none" - None
Node-locked license information and usage status for each node.
Name of the license package Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
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licensedpackage
optional

package

"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary
License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
Entitlement risk for the license package. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

licenseentitlement-risk
optional

risk

"high" - Cluster license entitlement risk is high,
"medium" - Cluster license entitlement risk is medium,
"low" - Cluster license entitlement risk is low,
"unlicensed" - No node-locked license present and
corresponding features are not in use,
"unknown" - License entitlement is unknown

Element definition: license-v2-info
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Information about a licensable package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

customerid

Customer Identification. This field is used to track site licenses issued to
Enterprise Level Agreement customers. It will typical be set to "none"
string unless a unique customer id has been assigned. This value is reported in
optional Auto Support, and can be used to correlate licensing information with
backend business systems for tracking purposes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

description

string Description of the licensed package. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

expirationtime

datetime
License expiration time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

legacy

Legacy License. A legacy license indicates that the license was previously
boolean
installed prior to this release. Returns true if the license was installed
optional
prior to this release and false otherwise.

owner

string Controller or Cluster that owns the serial number. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:

package

licensedpackage
optional

serialnumber

nodeserialnumber
optional

"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated in
Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
Serial number of the controller or cluster. The license serial-number is
reported in Auto Support also and can be used to correlate controller or
cluster wide licensing information. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
License type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

licensev2-type
optional

"license" ,
"site" ,
"demo" ,
"subscr" ,
"capacity"

Element definition: license-v2-license-info
Information about Data ONTAP licenses. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
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ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
detailedstatus

Range

Type
string[]
optional

Description
Detailed status of license. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
License Name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

license

licensedpackage
optional

"base" - (DEPRECATED)-Cluster Base License,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License,
"fabricpool" - FabricPool License,
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License,
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License,
"flexcache" - (DEPRECATED)-FlexCache License,
"capacitypool" - Capacity Pool License,
"mt_ek_mgmt" - Multi-tenant Encryption Key Management
License,
"s3" - S3 License,
"snapmirror_cloud" - SnapMirror Cloud License
Scope of the license. Valid scope: node/cluster/site. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

scope

licensescope
optional

"na" - License scope NA,
"site" - Site Scope,
"cluster" - Cluster Scope,
"node" - Node Scope,
"pool" - Pool Scope
Current status of the license. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

licensestatus
optional

"not_compliant" - Not Compliant,
"eval" - Evaluation License,
"partially_installed" - Partially Installed,
"valid" - Valid,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_applicable" - Not Applicable,
"not_known" - Not Known

Element definition: license-v2-result
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License operation result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

description

Additional information of the failure. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

license-code-v2
Failed license entry. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

entry

license-v2-opstatus
optional

errcode

Failure error code. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: license-v2-status-info

[top]

Status information about a licensable package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

Description of the licensed package. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expirationtime

datetime
optional

License expiration date. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Method in which a package is licensed in a cluster. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

method

licensedmethod
optional

"none" - None,
"license" - License,
"site" - Site,
"demo" - Demo,
"subscr" - Subscription
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

package

licensedpackage
optional

statusdetails

string
optional

"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated in
Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
More information about cluster level license status. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: license-v2-subscription-info
Information about a subscription license package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alert

string
optional

Alert message for the given period Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

description

string
optional

Description of the licensed package. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expiration

datetime
optional

License expiration time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-default

true-false
optional

Is the node using default license Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

owner

string
optional

Node that owns the serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS License,
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package

serialnumber

"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License

licensedpackage
optional

node-serialSerial number of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonnumber
modifiable
optional
License state - valid/reminder/warning/enforcement. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

state

licenseperiod
optional

"valid" - License is valid,
"reminder" - License is in reminder period,
"warning" - License is in warning period,
"enforcement" - License is in enforcement period

Element definition: licensed-package
Licensable Package Possible values:
"base" - (DEPRECATED)-Cluster Base License,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
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"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License,
"fabricpool" - FabricPool License,
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License,
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License,
"flexcache" - (DEPRECATED)-FlexCache License,
"capacitypool" - Capacity Pool License,
"mt_ek_mgmt" - Multi-tenant Encryption Key Management License,
"s3" - S3 License,
"snapmirror_cloud" - SnapMirror Cloud License
[none]

Element definition: lm-config
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lm config info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
host

Type

Description

string
License Manager Host Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: lm-status
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lm status info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
node
status

Type

Description

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name
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The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-serial-number
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Assigned Node serial-number
[none]

Element definition: system-license-aggregate-info
Information about Data ONTAP aggregate license status. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggrname

string
optional

Aggregate name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-size

size
optional

Physical size of an aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expiration

datetime
optional

Lease expiration date of an aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

licensedsize

size
optional

Licensed size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

node-name
Node Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Current status of an aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

aggrlicstatus
optional

"lease_not_required" - Lease not required,
"lease_up_to_date" - Lease is up to date,
"lease_expired" - Lease expired,
"lease_missing" - Lease missing,
"plex_deleted" - Plex deleted,
"aggregate_deleted" - Aggregate deleted,
"aggregate_license_size_decreased" - Aggregate license size
decreased,
"aggregate_license_size_increased" - Aggregate license size
increased,
"aggregate_status_unknown" - Aggregate status unknown

[top]

Element definition: aggrlicstatus

[top]

Aggregate License Status Possible values:
"lease_not_required" - Lease not required,
"lease_up_to_date" - Lease is up to date,
"lease_expired" - Lease expired,
"lease_missing" - Lease missing,
"plex_deleted" - Plex deleted,
"aggregate_deleted" - Aggregate deleted,
"aggregate_license_size_decreased" - Aggregate license size decreased,
"aggregate_license_size_increased" - Aggregate license size increased,
"aggregate_status_unknown" - Aggregate status unknown
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: license-code-v2

[top]

License Code V2
[none]

Element definition: license-entitlement-risk
high|medium|low|unlicensed|unknown Possible values:
"high" - Cluster license entitlement risk is high,
"medium" - Cluster license entitlement risk is medium,
"low" - Cluster license entitlement risk is low,
"unlicensed" - No node-locked license present and corresponding features are not in use,
"unknown" - License entitlement is unknown
[none]

[top]

Element definition: license-entitlement-risk-action

[top]

acquire-license|adjust-capacity|verify-entitlement|verify-system-health|none Possible values:
"acquire_license" - Acquire a node-locked license,
"adjust_capacity" - Acquire license for larger system disk capacity, or reduce system capacity,
"verify_entitlement" - Verify all controllers are entitled,
"verify_system_health" - Verify system health,
"none" - None
[none]

Element definition: license-v2-op-status

[top]

License Operation Status Possible values:
"license_success" - Operation Completed Successfully,
"license_invalid" - Failed: Invalid License Key,
"license_expired" - Failed: License Expired,
"license_notallowed" - Failed: Operation Not Allowed,
"license_unavailable" - Failed: License NOT Available,
"license_internal" - Failed: Internal Error,
"license_err_unknown" - Failed: Unknown Error
[none]

Element definition: license-v2-type

[top]

This field indicates the type of a license. A typical license will be of "license" type, which indicates that
it's associated with a specific controller. A "site" license is a special license provided under Enterprise
Level Agreements. A "demo" license is a temporary license with an expiration time. It is usually issued
for trial purposes only. A "subscr" license is a subscription with expiration date. Possible values:
"license" ,
"site" ,
"demo" ,
"subscr" ,
"capacity"
[none]

Element definition: licensed-method
none|license|site|demo|subscr|capacity|enabled Possible values:
"none" - None,

[top]

"license" - License,
"site" - Site,
"demo" - Demo,
"subscr" - Subscription,
"capacity" - Capacity,
"enabled" - Enabled
[none]

Element definition: licenseperiod

[top]

valid|reminder|warning|enforcement Possible values:
"valid" - License is valid,
"reminder" - License is in reminder period,
"warning" - License is in warning period,
"enforcement" - License is in enforcement period
[none]

Element definition: licensescope

[top]

License scope Possible values:
"na" - License scope NA,
"site" - Site Scope,
"cluster" - Cluster Scope,
"node" - Node Scope,
"pool" - Pool Scope
[none]

Element definition: licensestatus
License status Possible values:
"not_compliant" - Not Compliant,
"eval" - Evaluation License,
"partially_installed" - Partially Installed,
"valid" - Valid,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_applicable" - Not Applicable,
"not_known" - Not Known
[none]

[top]

Element definition: node-license-usage-info

[top]

Node-locked license information and usage status for each node.
Name

Range

Type

Description

in-use

true-false
optional

Usage status for the node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-licensed

true-false
optional

Whether the node has a node-locked license. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string
optional

Name of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

node-serialnumber
optional

Node Serial Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Node serial-number
[none]

Element definition: reported-capacity-state

[top]

evaluation|warning|missing|enforcement|installed Possible values:
"evaluation" ,
"warning" ,
"missing" ,
"enforcement" ,
"installed"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: true-false
True/False
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: lock
This set of APIs provides the ability to view or break the current
lock state in the clustered ONTAP environment. Locks can be
viewed or broken according to a wide range of query fields that
are presented in the lock-info definition. When utilizing these
APIs, it is suggested that users provide as many fields as
possible to optimize query processing.

lock-break-iter
lock-get-iter

lock-break-iter

[top]

Breaks one or more locks in the cluster that match the query.
Input Name
max-records

Range

Type

Description

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of lock objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
lock- If operating on a specific lock, this input element must specify all
info
keys. If operating on lock objects based on query, this input element
optional must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of lock objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of lock objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of lock objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of lock
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

lockbreak- Information about lock objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional lock objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of lock objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of lock objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EVOLUMEQUIESCED

lockbreakThe lock objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Description

EVOLUMEOFFLINE
ELOCK_RECONSTRUCTION_IN_PROGRESS
ELOCK_SYNC_IN_PROGRESS
EINTERNALERROR

lock-get-iter

[top]

Returns information for one or more locks in the cluster that match the query.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
lock- A query that specifies which locks to return. A query could be
info
specified on any number of attributes in the lock object. All lock
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

lockinfo[] The list of attributes of lock objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lock
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lockattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

ELOCK_RECONSTRUCTION_IN_PROGRESS
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: lock-break-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against lock object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

error-message
lock-key

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
lock-info The key for the lock object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: lock-info

[top]

Information about a single lock in the cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bytelock- [0..2^64- integer The length starting from the offset for a bytelock. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
length
1]
bytelock- [0..2^64- integer The starting offset for a bytelock. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoffset
1]
optional modifiable
clientaddress

The IP address (IPv4/IPv6) for a set of locks owned by a client.
string
Unavailable for NFSv4 or NFSv4.1 locks. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable
The IP address interface type the client is connected over. Unavailable
for NFSv4 or NFSv4.1 locks. Possible values:

clientaddresstype

string
optional

client-id

string A unique client-id for a set of locks owned by a client. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

delegationtype

string
optional

"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,

The type of delegation the lock has (NFSv4 only). Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"read" ,
"write"

flexcachecluster

string
The name of the cluster hosting the FlexCache volume.
optional

flexcachelockauthority

string
Indicates the lock authority granted/denied to a FlexCache volume.
optional

flexcachevolume

string The name of the FlexCache volume that is the endpoint of the caching
optional relationship, and is holding the lock.

flexcachevserver

string
The name of the Vserver hosting the FlexCache volume.
optional

isbytelockexclusive

boolean Indicates if the bytelock is exclusive. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isbytelockmandatory

boolean Indicates whether the bytelock is mandatory or advisory. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

isbytelocksoft

Indicates if the bytelock is softened. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable A bytelock can become soft if an NFSv4 client loses
boolean
connection. A soft bytelock may be reclaimed if the client reconnects.
optional
However, if another client were to request a bytelock that conflicts
with a softened bytelock, then the softened bytelock will be released.

isbytelocksuper

Indicates if the bytelock is a priveledged super lock. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable A super bytelock is used to grant a byte
boolean
range lock regardless of conflicting lock state on the system. If there is
optional
conflicting lock state, those locks will be released before graning the
super lock.

isconstituent

This field indicates if this volume is a constituent within another
volume. For a FlexGroup, this field is true for all its constituents. This
boolean
field is set to false for volumes which are not the constituents of a
optional
FlexGroup, including for constituents of an Infinite Volume. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

isflexcachelock

boolean
This field indicates if it the lock is held on a FlexCache volume.
optional

issharelocksoft

Indicates if the sharelock is softened. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable A sharelock can become soft if an NFSv4 client loses
boolean connection. A soft sharelock may be reclaimed if the client reconnects.
optional However, if another client were to request a sharelock that conflicts
with a softened sharelock, then the softened sharelock will be
released.

lif

string The logical interface the lock was created over. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The state of the lock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

lock-state

string
optional

"granted" ,
"revoking" ,
"revoked" ,
"gwaiting" ,
"ewaiting" ,
"adjusted" ,
"denied" ,
"timedout" ,
"subsumed" ,
"gone" ,
"unused" ,
"waiting" ,
"timeout"
The type of lock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

lock-type

string
optional

"byte_range" - locks over a specific byte range of a file,
"share_level" - represent file opens,
"op_lock" - provide client-side caching semantics for SMB,
"delegation" - provide client-side caching for NFSv4

lockid

uuid
A unique ID for a lock. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

string
The node that the lock is on. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
The current caching level for an oplock. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

oplockcache-level

string
optional

"exclusive" ,
"level2" ,
"batch" ,
"null" ,
"read_batch"

owner-id

string A unique owner-id for a set of locks belonging to an owner. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

path

string The file path (/volume/file) that is being locked. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The protcol the lock was created with. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

protocol

string
optional

"cifs" ,
"fcache" ,
"nfsv4" ,
"nlm" ,
"nfsv4.1" ,
"crposix" ,
"cdmi"
The sharing level of a lock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sharelockmode

string
optional

"delete_on_close" ,
"read_deny_read" ,
"read_deny_write" ,
"read_deny_all" ,
"read_deny_delete" ,
"read_deny_none" ,
"read_deny_read_write" ,
"read_deny_read_delete" ,
"read_deny_write_delete" ,
"write_deny_read" ,
"write_deny_write" ,
"write_deny_all" ,
"write_deny_delete" ,
"write_deny_none" ,
"write_deny_read_write" ,
"write_deny_read_delete" ,
"write_deny_write_delete" ,
"delete_deny_read" ,
"delete_deny_write" ,
"delete_deny_all" ,
"delete_deny_delete" ,
"delete_deny_none" ,
"delete_deny_read_write" ,
"delete_deny_read_delete" ,
"delete_deny_write_delete" ,
"read_write_deny_read" ,
"read_write_deny_write" ,
"read_write_deny_all" ,
"read_write_deny_delete" ,
"read_write_deny_none" ,
"read_write_deny_read_write" ,
"read_write_deny_read_delete" ,
"read_write_deny_write_delete" ,
"read_delete_deny_read" ,
"read_delete_deny_write" ,
"read_delete_deny_all" ,
"read_delete_deny_delete" ,
"read_delete_deny_none" ,
"read_delete_deny_read_write" ,
"read_delete_deny_read_delete" ,
"read_delete_deny_write_delete" ,
"write_delete_deny_read" ,

"write_delete_deny_write" ,
"write_delete_deny_all" ,
"write_delete_deny_delete" ,
"write_delete_deny_none" ,
"write_delete_deny_read_write" ,
"write_delete_deny_read_delete" ,
"write_delete_deny_write_delete" ,
"all_deny_read" ,
"all_deny_write" ,
"all_deny_all" ,
"all_deny_delete" ,
"all_deny_none" ,
"all_deny_read_write" ,
"all_deny_read_delete" ,
"all_deny_write_delete" ,
"none_deny_read" ,
"none_deny_write" ,
"none_deny_all" ,
"none_deny_delete" ,
"none_deny_none" ,
"none_deny_read_write" ,
"none_deny_read_delete" ,
"none_deny_write_delete"
The connect state for a lock. (SMB only). Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
smbconnectstate

string
optional

"connected" ,
"disconnected" ,
"reconnecting" ,
"timedout"

smb[0..2^32- integer The time left until a lock expires after being disconnected. (SMB only).
expirationoptional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
time
smb-opengroup-id

string A unique open group ID for a set of locks. (SMB only). Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The type of open for a lock (SMB only). Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

smb-opentype

string
optional

"none" ,
"durable" ,
"persistent"

volume

string The volume containing the files that are locked. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string The vserver the lock is associated with. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex

[top]

characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

APIs in Category: lun
lun-alignment-get-iter
lun-alignment-reset-statistics
lun-clear-persistent-reservation-info
lun-clone-list-info
lun-clone-split-start
lun-clone-split-status-list-info
lun-clone-split-stop
lun-clone-start
lun-clone-status-list-info
lun-clone-stop
lun-config-check-alua-conflicts-info
lun-config-check-cfmode-info
lun-config-check-info
lun-config-check-single-image-info
lun-config-check-wwpn-conflicts-info
lun-copy-cancel
lun-copy-get-iter
lun-copy-modify
lun-copy-pause
lun-copy-resume
lun-copy-start
lun-create-by-size
lun-create-clone
lun-create-from-file
lun-create-from-snapshot
lun-destroy
lun-generate-serial
lun-get-attribute
lun-get-attributes
lun-get-comment
lun-get-geometry
lun-get-inquiry-info
lun-get-iter
lun-get-maxsize
lun-get-minsize
lun-get-occupied-size
lun-get-persistent-reservation-info
lun-get-select-attribute
lun-get-serial-number
lun-get-space-reservation-info
lun-get-target-device-id
lun-get-vdisk-attributes
lun-has-scsi-reservations
lun-import-create
lun-import-delete
lun-import-get-iter
lun-import-pause
lun-import-resume
lun-import-start

lun-import-stop
lun-import-throttle
lun-import-verify-start
lun-import-verify-stop
lun-initiator-list-map-info
lun-initiator-logged-in
lun-list-info
lun-map
lun-map-add-reporting-nodes
lun-map-get-iter
lun-map-list-info
lun-map-remove-reporting-nodes
lun-move
lun-move-cancel
lun-move-get-iter
lun-move-modify
lun-move-pause
lun-move-resume
lun-move-start
lun-offline
lun-online
lun-os-type-list
lun-port-has-scsi-reservations
lun-reset-stats
lun-resize
lun-restore-status
lun-set-attribute
lun-set-comment
lun-set-device-id
lun-set-qos-policy-group
lun-set-select-attribute
lun-set-serial-number
lun-set-share
lun-set-space-alloc
lun-set-space-reservation-info
lun-snap-usage-list-info
lun-start
lun-stats-get-iter
lun-stats-list-info
lun-unmap
lun-unset-attribute
lun-unset-device-id

lun-alignment-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of lun objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

lun- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
align- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
lunA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
alignspecified on any number of attributes in the lun object. All lun
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

lunalignThe list of attributes of lun objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lun
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-alignment-reset-statistics

[top]

Reset LUN Alignment Statistics
Input Name Range
path

Type

Description

lun-path Path of the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

lun-clear-persistent-reservation-info
Clear the SCSI-2 reservation or SCSI-3 persistent reservation information for a given LUN. Note: In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the LUN must either be offline or not mapped to clear the persistent
reservation information.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK

Description

[top]

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-list-info

[top]

Lists all LUN clones with valid backing snapshots in the given snapshot.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

string

Name of the snapshot.

volume

string

Name of the volume.

Output Name Range

Type
lun-clone-listsinfo[]

lun-clone-list

Description
List of LUN clones with valid backing snapshots in the given
snapshot.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_SNAPSHOT
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-split-start

[top]

Start the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name

Range

path
spaceefficient-splitdisabled

Type
string

Description
Path of the clone to split from the underlying parent.

By default 'false', space-efficient LUN clone splitting is allowed. This
boolean
parameter, if set to 'true', disables space-efficient splitting for this
optional
specific operation.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONING_STARTED

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-split-status-list-info

[top]

Get the cloning status of LUN(s).
Input Name Range

Type

path

string

Output Name Range
clone-status

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

clone-status-info[] List of cloning statuses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-split-stop

[top]

Stop the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN to stop cloning.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

[top]

lun-clone-start
Start the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN to clone.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONING_STARTED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-status-list-info

[top]

Get the cloning status of LUN(s).
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range
clone-status

Type

Description

Path of the LUN. If path is specified, only the status of that clone is
string
optional returned. If path is not specified, then all cloning status are returned.
Type
clonestatusinfo[]

Description
List of cloning status.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_CLONE
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONE_NOT_SPLITTING
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-stop

[top]

Stop the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN to stop cloning.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-config-check-alua-conflicts-info

[top]

Returns a list of LUNs that have both FCP and iSCSI maps at the same time when ALUA is enabled on at
least one of such FCP or iSCSI igroups. These conflicts must be resolved before any further maps (to
those LUNs) can can take place.
Output Name Range

conflictingluns

Type

Description

If a lun is mapped to both FCP and iSCSI igroups at at the same time
with ALUA enabled on at least one of those igroups, it leads to a
conflictingconflict. These conflicts need to be resolved before any further maps
luns-list[]
can take place to the conflicting lun. Conflicts can either be resolved
optional
by unmapping one or more mappings or by disabling ALUA on FCP or
iSCSI or both the igroups whichever is applicable.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP;

lun-config-check-cfmode-info

[top]

Returns a list of configuration warnings related to initiator groups and the FCP cfmode setting
Output Name Range
fcp-cfmode

Type
string
optional

Description
Current FCP cfmode setting. Possible values: dual_fabric, mixed,
partner, standby, single_image

invalidcfmodesettings

invalidLocal and partner cfmode settings if they do not match. cfmodes
cfmodeneed to match on both filers in the cluster or cluster failover will
setting-info
not work properly
optional

invalidostypecfmodesettings

invalidostypeList of initiator groups with invalid OS types for the fcp-cfmode.
cfmodeSome host operating systems are only compatible with certain fcpsetting-info[] cfmodes
optional

invalid-usepartnercfmodesettings

invalid-usepartnerList of initiator groups with invalid use_partner settings for the FCP
cfmodecluster failover mode (fcp-cfmode) Incorrect settings can cause
setting-info[] hosts to lose LUNs during takeover.
optional

invalid-usepartnerostypesettings

invalid-usepartnerostypesetting-info[]
optional

Errno

List of initiator groups with invalid use_partner settings for the
initiator group's OS type. Some host operating systems should
only have certain use_partner settings to ensure proper behavior
during failover.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVAL

lun-config-check-info

[top]

Returns a list of LUN/FCP configuration warnings. These warnings are not related to filer cluster
configuration.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

alua-settingmismatchinfo

list of initiator groups for which the ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit
Access) settings do not match between local and partner filers. ALUA
is a T10 standard that specifies the access characteristics (in terms of
aluaperformance and supported SCSI commands) of a Logical Unit that
settingcan be accessed through more than one target port. ALUA is typically
mismatchused by host multi-path software to recognize primary and secondary
initiatorpaths to a Logical Unit when more than one path are available to the
group[]
Logical Unit. If the ALUA setting does not match between the local
optional
and partner filers, it would affect the host multi-path software's
ability to distinguish primary and secondary paths. This could lead to
incorrect system behaviour.

alua-settingmismatchinitiators

aluasettingmismatch- List of initiators which are members of initiator groups of differing
initiator- alua settings.
info[]
optional

fcp-downhbas

invalid-vsasettings

mixedostypeinitiators

mixed-vsa-

fcp-downhba-info[] list of HBA names that have no link or are configured down.
optional
invalidvsasettinginfo[]
optional

List of initiator groups with invalid Volume Set Addressing (VSA)
settings

mixedostypeList of initiators which are members of initiator groups of differing OS
initiatortypes.
info[]
optional
mixedvsa-

List of initiators which are members of initiator groups with differing
Volume Set Addressing (VSA) settings. An initiator can only be a

initiatormember of initiator groups which have the same VSA setting across
info[]
all the initiator groups it is a member of.
optional

initiators

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVAL

lun-config-check-single-image-info

[top]

Returns a list of configuration warnings that pertain to problems specific to the 'single_image' FCP
cfmode. These errors must be fixed prior to upgrading any filer cluster to run in 'single_image' mode.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

conflictinginitiators

conflictingList of initiators which belong to initiator groups on the local filer
initiatorwhich have different os type settings from the initiator groups on the
info[]
partner.
optional

conflictingmaps

Only one lun in the cluster can be mapped to an initiator at a given
lun-id. If a lun on each filer is mapped to the same initiator at the
conflictingsame lun-id there will be a conflict. These conflicts need to be
map-info[]
resolved before a filer can be upgraded to run in the 'single_image'
optional
FCP cfmode. A conflict can be resolved by unmapping one lun and
remapping it to an unused lun-id.

invalidnodenamesettings

invalidnodenamesetting-info
optional

When running in the the single_image cfmode the FCP node name
needs to be same on each filer in the cluster. If the node names are
different the node names will be returned. If the cfmode is not set to
single_image, then the node names will not be checked

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE

lun-config-check-wwpn-conflicts-info

[top]

Determine if duplicate World Wide Port Names (WWPNs) are present on a cluster pair.
Output Name Range
conflictingwwpns

Type

If duplicate World Wide Port Names (WWPNs) are present on the HA
conflict- pair, it leads to a conflict. This causes incorrect Asymmetric Logical Unit
wwpn[] Access (ALUA) states to be advertised for all LUNs. To resolve the
optional conflict use 'lun config set' command to set local.single_image.key and
partner.single_image.key on both the nodes of the HA pair.

Errno
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_ENOMEM

Description

Description

lun-copy-cancel

[top]

Cancels an ongoing LUN copy operation prior to creation of the new LUN. This operation will fail if the
LUN already exists at the destination path; in that case, use the lun-destroy API to delete the LUN at
the destination path.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

lun-index

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOD_CANT_CANCEL_OPERATION

lun-copy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN copy job detail objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

luncopyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the LUN copy job detail
object. All LUN copy job detail objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

luncopyinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

luncopyThe list of attributes of LUN copy job detail objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more LUN copy
optional job detail objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-copy-modify

[top]

Modifies the maximum throughput of an ongoing copy operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

maxthroughput

size

Errno

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be transferred
per second in support of this operation. This mechanism can be used to
throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the performance of the source
and destination nodes. Default: zero, indicating no throttling. NOTE: The
specified value will be rounded up to the nearest megabyte.

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-copy-pause

[top]

Pauses an ongoing LUN copy operation. Use the lun-copy-resume API to resume the copy operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

[top]

lun-copy-resume
Resumes a paused LUN copy operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-copy-start

[top]

Starts copying a group of LUNs from one volume to another. The destination volume can be located on
the same Vserver as the original volume or on a different Vserver. If source-vserver is not specified, the
source Vserver defaults to the target Vserver, i.e., an intra-Vserver copy. Intra-Vserver copy can be
initiated by both cluster and Vserver administrators. Inter-Vserver copy can be initiated by cluster
administrators only. Note: A cluster administrator must first create a Vserver peer relationship using
vserver-peer-create API before a Vserver administrator can copy over LUNs from another Vserver in the
cluster. This restriction does not apply to cluster administrators. Cluster administrators can initiate
inter-Vserver LUN copy operations without creating a Vserver peer relationship.
Input Name
destinationvserver

Range

Type

Description

vserverSpecifies the name of the Vserver that will host the new LUNs.
name

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be
transferred per second in support of this operation. This mechanism
max[0..2^63- integer can be used to throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the
throughput
1]
optional performance of the source and destination nodes. Default: zero,
indicating no throttling. NOTE: The specified value will be rounded
up to the nearest megabyte.
paths

promoteearly

lunpathpair[]

Specifies an array of source and destination path pairs. If more than
one pair of paths is specified, multiple LUNs will be copied. All the
source LUNs must be on the same volume. All the LUNs must be
copied into a single volume.

Specifies that the destination needs to be promoted early. Default:
false. If the destination is promoted early, the new LUN will be
visible immediately. Snapshots of the volume containing the new
boolean
LUN cannot be taken until the LUN copy operation reaches 'Moving
optional
Data' status. If the destination is promoted late, the new LUN will be
visible only after it has been fully framed. The LUN copy job will not
block snapshots of the volume containing the new LUN.
Specifies the full path to the source reference LUN, of the form
/vol/[/]/. If a reference LUN is specified, data for other LUNs being
copied will be transferred as a difference from the reference LUN.

referencepath

string
This might save bandwidth and destination storage if the specified
optional
source LUNs share blocks. If provided, this input must be the same
as one of the source LUN paths. This input is not allowed if only one
source LUN is specified.
vserverSpecifies the name of the Vserver hosting the LUNs to be copied.
name
Default: same as destination-vserver (intra-Vserver copy).
optional

sourcevserver
Output Name

Range

Type

job-uuid

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) for the LUN copy job.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOD_DEST_LUN_EXISTS
EOD_DEST_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_DEST_IS_FLEXCACHE
EQTREE_DOES_NOT_EXIST
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EOD_COPY_DUP_DEST_PATH
EOD_SRC_LUN_NOT_FOUND
EOD_SRC_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_SRC_LUN_IS_PE
EOD_LUN_IN_NVFAILED_STATE
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EOD_LUN_MAX_COUNT_VIOLATION
EOD_REF_PATH_NOT_IN_SOURCE_PATHS
EOD_COPY_DEST_IS_SNAPSHOT
EOD_NO_VSERVER_PEERING
EOD_VSERVER_PEERING_NO_LUN_COPY_APP
EOD_VSERVER_PEERING_NOT_READY
EOD_DEST_IN_CFT_PRECOMMIT

lun-create-by-size

[top]

Create a new lun of given size, with initially zero contents. The lun is created at the path given. No file
should already exist at the given path. The directory specified in the path must be a qtree root
directory. The size of the created lun could be larger than the size specified, in order to get an integral
number of cylinders while reporting the geometry using SAN protocols.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The class of the LUN. Possible values:

class

string
optional

"regular" - The LUN is for normal blocks access,
"protocol_endpoint" - The LUN is a vvol protocol endpoint,
"vvol" - The LUN is a vvol data LUN.
The default value is "regular".

string A description for the LUN being created. The comment can be at
optional most 254 characters.

comment

foreign-disk

Foreign Disk serial number. New size of the LUN will be of exact
capacity as that of the Foreign Disk. For Foreign LUN Import, the
string
LUN and Foreign Disk must be the exact same capacity. Either size
optional
or foreign-disk must be provided for Data ONTAP Cluster-mode. This
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

ostype

The os type for the LUN. The default type if not specified is "image".
lun-os- It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to avoid using
type the "image" type because it could result in misconfigured LUNs. For
optional example, a lun with ostype "image" could suffer major performance
penalties when a Windows host is trying to access it.

path

prefix-size

string

Path of the LUN.

The size of the prefix stream for this lun in bytes. Certain OS types
store a small portion of the data corresponding to partition tables
(or similar structures) in the prefix stream. This is part of the lun
data and is transparent to hosts that access the LUN via block
[0..2^63- integer
protocols. The default size is based on the OS type. Giving a value
optional
1]
here overrides the default, but, it is strongly recommended to avoid
changing this default size. The value in this field must be a multiple
of 512 bytes. Note that this value has no effect when the lun-ostype is "image". This option is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later.

qosadaptivepolicy-group

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable Service Level
string
Objectives (SLOs) that adjust based on the LUN's allocated space or
optional
used space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later

qos-policygroup

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which the policy group
string
is associated. If you do not assign a policy group to a lun, the
optional
system will not monitor and control the traffic to it. This field is
available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later

size

New size for the LUN in bytes. This field is required for Data ONTAP
[0..2^63- integer
7-Mode. Either size or foreign-disk must be provided for Data ONTAP
optional
1]
Cluster-mode.
The space allocation attribute enables support for the SCSI Thin
Provisioning features defined in the Logical Block Provisioning
boolean
section of the SCSI SBC-3 standard. Hosts and file systems that do
optional
not support SCSI Thin Provisioning should not enable space
allocation. The default is false.

spaceallocationenabled
spacereservationenabled

Default is true. If it is desired to manage space usage manually
boolean
instead, this can be set to "false" which will create a LUN without
optional
any space being reserved.
Use the exact size specified instead of rounding to best fit geometry.
boolean If true, size must be a multiple of 512. The default value is false.
optional This field may not be specified in combination with foreign-disk. This
field is available in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

use-exactsize

Output Name
actual-size

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63integer The actual size of the LUN that was created, in bytes.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOFFLINE
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST

Description

ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EFTYPE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_DIRECTORY
EVDISK_ERROR_FILE_IS_SPC_RESERVED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_SNAPSHOT_PATH
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_SPARSE
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
EVDISK_SYNC_CAPB_MISMATCH
EVOLUMEBUSY
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_LUN_CREATE_MODIFY
E_QOS_LUN_PG_REMOVE
EFLI_ERROR_NO_SUCH_FOREIGN_DISK
EFLIHI_DISK_READ_ERROR
EFLIHI_INVALID_FIELD
EFLIHI_RESOURCE_LIMIT
EFLI_UNSUPPORTED_SECTOR_SIZE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-create-clone

[top]

Create a LUN clone.
Input Name Range

Type

parent-lunpath

string

Path of original LUN.

parent-snap

string

LUN path of the backing snapshot.

path

string

Path of the LUN clone.

spacereservationenabled

Description

By default, the lun is space-reserved. If it is desired to manage space
boolean
usage manually instead, this can be set to "false" which will create a LUN
optional
without any space being reserved.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONING_STARTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VMALIGNED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-create-from-file

[top]

Create a lun from an existing file. A new lun is created, at the given lun path (which must be at a qtree
root). A hard link is created to the existing file. The file contents are not copied or changed. The file can
be resized to a larger size, rounding up to a cylinder boundary. NOTE: LUNs created from files cannot be
relocated.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The class of the LUN. Possible values:

class

string
optional

"regular" - The LUN is for normal blocks access,
"protocol_endpoint" - The LUN is a vvol protocol endpoint,
"vvol" - The LUN is a vvol data LUN.
The default value is "regular".

comment

file-name

ostype

path

string A description for the LUN being created. The comment can be at
optional most 254 characters.
string

A fully qualified filer path to the file to create the LUN from. This
must be in the same qtree as the LUN being created. The file must
also be in the root of the volume or in a qtree/regular directory in
the root of the volume or in a regular directory in a qtree.

The os type for the LUN. The default type if not specified is "image".
lun-os- It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to avoid using
type the "image" type because it could result in misconfigured LUNs. For
optional example, a lun with ostype "image" could suffer major performance
penalties when a Windows host is trying to access it.
string

Would be Path of the newly created LUN if successful. This Path
must not exist already (i.e a file or dir with this same path).

qosadaptivepolicy-group

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable service level
string
objectives (SLOs) that adjust based on the LUN's allocated space or
optional
used space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later

qos-policygroup

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which the policy group
string
is associated. If you do not assign a policy group to a lun, the
optional
system will not monitor and control the traffic to it. This field is
available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later

spaceallocationenabled

The space allocation attribute enables support for the SCSI Thin
Provisioning features defined in the Logical Block Provisioning
boolean
section of the SCSI SBC-3 standard. Hosts and file systems that do
optional
not support SCSI Thin Provisioning should not enable space

allocation. The default is false.
spacereservationenabled

Default is true. If it is desired to manage space usage manually
boolean
instead, this can be set to false which will create a LUN without any
optional
space being reserved.

Output Name
actual-size

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63integer The actual size of the LUN that was created, in bytes.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOFFLINE
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EFTYPE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_DIRECTORY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_FILE_IS_SPC_RESERVED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_SNAPSHOT_PATH
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_SPARSE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VMALIGNED
EVDISK_ERROR_UNSUPPORTED_INPUT
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_LUN_CREATE_MODIFY
E_QOS_LUN_PG_REMOVE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-create-from-snapshot

[top]

Creates a LUN in the active file system. The lun has the same initial contents as the referenced
snapshot copy of an existing lun. (Note that no copy of the data is made.) Future writes go into the new
lun. Reads of unmodified data are satisfied from the snapshot location. Reads of modified data are
satisfied by first attempting to find the required buffer in the new lun. If a buffer is not found (buffer
corresponds to a hole), it is looked for in the snapshot copy instead.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

path

string

Path of the LUN.

snapshotlun-path

string

LUN path in the snapshot to be created from.

spacereservationenabled

By default, the lun is space-reserved. If it is desired to manage
boolean
space usage manually instead, this can be set to "false" which will
optional
create a LUN without any space being reserved.
The os type for the LUN. The default type if not specified is "image".
lun-os- It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to avoid using
type the "image" type because it could result in misconfigured LUNs. For
optional example, a lun with ostype "image" could suffer major performance
penalties when a Windows host is trying to access it.

type

Output Name
actual-size

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63integer The actual size of the LUN that was created, in bytes.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOFFLINE
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EFTYPE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_DIRECTORY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_FILE_IS_SPC_RESERVED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_SNAPSHOT_PATH
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_SPARSE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-destroy

[top]

Destroy the specified LUN. This operation will fail if the LUN is currently mapped and is online. The force
option can be used to destroy it regardless of being online or mapped.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

destroyapplicationlun

Required to delete a LUN that belongs to an application. If true, override
boolean checks that prevent a LUN from being destroyed while it is part of an
optional application. The default if not specified is "false". This field is available in
Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

destroyfenced-lun

If "true", override checks that prevent a LUN from being destroyed while
boolean it is fenced. If "false", attempting to destroy a fenced LUN will fail. The
optional default if not specified is "false". This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2
and later.

force

If "true", override checks that prevent a LUN from being destroyed if it is
boolean
online and mapped. If "false", destroying an online and mapped LUN will
optional
fail. The default if not specified is "false".

path

string

Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXPORTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IN_SYNC_DR_CG
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-generate-serial

[top]

Generate a LUN Serial Number for later use.
Output Name Range Type Description
serial-number
Errno

string Serial Number
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

lun-get-attribute

[top]

Get a named attribute for a given LUN.
Input Name Range Type

Description

name

string Attribute to get.

path

string Path of the LUN.

Output Name Range Type
value

Description

string Value of the attribute.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-attributes

[top]

Get named attributes for a given LUN.
Input Name Range
name
path
Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

string Filter for the requested attribute names. SMF wildcards are allowed. If
optional not specified, all available attributes on the LUN will be returned.
string

Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

lunList of selected attribute name/value pairs. If there are not user
attributeattributes set on the LUN, or no attributes match the 'name' filter if
info[]
specified, this field will not be returned.
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

lun-get-comment

[top]

Get the optional descriptive comment for a LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.

Output Name Range Type

Description

comment

string Comment for given LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-geometry

[top]

Get SCSI disk geometry for a given LUN.
Input Name

Range

path

string

Output Name
bytes-persector
cylinders

Type

Range

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

[0..2^31integer Sector size in bytes.
1]
Number of cylinders in the LUN The size of the LUN can be
[0..2^31- integer calculated like this: cylinders tracks-per-cylinder sectors-per-track X
optional bytes-per-sector --------------------- size This field is not present for
1]
LUNs that do not report Cylinder-Head-Sector geometry.

The maximum size this LUN can be resized to in bytes. LUN resize
for LUNs that report Cylinder-Head-Sector (CHS) geometry is limited
by the lun cylinder size which can not be increased beyond 65535.
max-resize- [0..2^63integer This number is calculated using a cylinder count of 65535, in place
size
1]
of the LUNs actual cylinder size. LUNs that do not report CHS
geometry may be resized to the maximum LUN size supported by
the current Data ONTAP version.
sectors-per- [0..2^31- integer Number of sectors in a track. This field is not present for LUNs that
optional do not report Cylinder-Head-Sector geometry.
track
1]
size

[0..2^63integer LUN size in bytes.
1]

Number of tracks in a cylinder. This is also commonly referred to as
tracks-per- [0..2^31- integer
the number of heads. This field is not present for LUNs that do not
cylinder
1]
optional
report Cylinder-Head-Sector geometry.
Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-get-inquiry-info

[top]

Get the SCSI INQUIRY response data for vendor id (vid), product id (pid), and firmware revision (rev)
based on the igroup that the lun in question is mapped to.
Input Name

Range Type

initiator-groupname
Output Name

string

Description
The initiator group for which the vid/pid/rev information is to be
returned.

Range Type

Description

firmware-revision

string

SCSI INQUIRY response revision (padded with spaces to 4characters).

product-id

string

SCSI INQUIRY response product id (padded with spaces to 16characters).

vendor-id

string

SCSI INQUIRY response vendor id (padded with spaces to 8characters).

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of lun objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
lun-info
specified on any number of attributes in the lun object. All lun
optional
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

luninfo[] The list of attributes of lun objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lun
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lun-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32-

integer The number of records returned in this call.

1]
volumeerror[] List of errors encountered while retrieving LUN inventory
optional

volumeerrors
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-get-maxsize

[top]

Returns the maximum possible size in bytes of a lun on a given volume or qtree. The user can pass the
path to a volume or qtree in which the lun is to be created. This returns the maximum size for different
types of LUNs and the possible maximum size with or without snapshot reserves.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

path

string

type

lun-osOS type of the LUN.
type

Output Name

Range

Path of the volume or qtree.

Type

Description

with-completesnapshot-reserve

[0..2^63Maximum possible size for LUN with snapshot reserve
integer
1]
assuming 100% fractional reserve

with-snapshotreserve

[0..2^63integer Maximum possible size for LUN with snapshot reserve.
1]

without-snapshotreserve

[0..2^63integer Maximum possible size for LUN without snapshot reserve.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-minsize

[top]

Returns the minimum possible size in bytes. This returns the minimum size for different types of LUNs
(based on the specified OS type). Space reservation does not affect the minimum lun size, thus only a
single minimum size is returned.
Input Name
type

Range

Type

Description

lun-os-type OS type of the LUN.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

min-size

[0..2^63-1]

integer

Minimum possible size for LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

lun-get-occupied-size

[top]

Get the size occupied by the LUN in the active FS.
Input Name

Range

Type

path
Output Name

string
Range

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

occupied-size [0..2^63-1] integer Size occupied by the LUN in the Active FS in bytes.
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-persistent-reservation-info

[top]

Get the persistent reservation information for a given LUN.
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range

persistentreservation

Type
string

Description
Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

Type

Description

This is the persistent reservation information for a given I_T nexus
if any exist for the given lun. The communication path and state
persistentbetween an initiator and a target is called an Initiator_Target Nexus,
reservationor I_T Nexus. The I_T Nexus is the owner of the persistent
info[]
reservation information. There can be several I_T Nexus that have
optional
registered per lun. Each I_T Nexus can only register one time per
lun.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-select-attribute

[top]

Get the select attribute for the specified LUN.
Input Name

Range

path

string

Output Name

Range

creationtime
creationtimestamp

Type

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type
string

Description
The time this lun was created, in human readable format. This field
is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1. Instead, use creation-timestamp.

[0..2^31The time this lun was created, in seconds since January 1, 1970.
integer
1]
This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later.

previousserial

string The serial number of the previous lun. If this lun is not a clone or
optional copy, no previous-serial number exists.
The select attribute for the lun. Possible values:

selectattribute

"active" - this is an active lun,
"copy" - this is a clone or copy of an active lun,
"mirror" - this is a mirror of an active lun.

string

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-serial-number

[top]

Get the serial number for the specified LUN. Prior to Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12character string formed of upper and lower-case letters, numbers, and slash (/) and hyphen (-)
characters. Starting Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12-character string formed of upper
and lower-case letters, numbers, and the characters /-#$%&*+<=>?[!]^~@ .
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.

Output Name Range Type

Description

serial-number

string Serial number for the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-space-reservation-info

[top]

Queries the space reservation settings for the named LUN.
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

string

Name of the LUN to be queried.

Type

Description

boolean Whether or not the LUN has space reservation enabled.

Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-target-device-id

[top]

Returns the SCSI Target Device Id.
Input Name Range Type
lun-serial-id

Description

string Serial number of the lun.

Output Name Range Type
targetdevice-id

string

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description
SCSI Target Device Id. This is defined by Network Appliance. Currently a
string of numbers preceded by "naa.600A098".

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-vdisk-attributes

[top]

Lookup a LUN path and storage system by serial number.
Input Name Range Type
serialnumber

Description

string Serial number for the LUN.

Output Name Range Type

Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of the storage system or vfiler
string containing the LUN. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of the
Vserver containing the LUN.

filer-name
path

string Path for the specified LUN, for example: "/vol/vol0/lun1".

vdisksnapshotname

Path to the backing snapshot file for the LUN, for example:
string "/vol/vol1/.snapshot/snapshot/lun". This field will be empty if the LUN is
not backed by a snapshot file.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
ENOENT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-has-scsi-reservations

[top]

Queries for all types of scsi reservations covering both iSCSI and FCP.
Input Name

Range Type

path
Output Name

string

Description
Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

Range Type

is-reservationheld

boolean

Description
'true' if given LUN has a scsi-2 or scsi-3 style reservation held, 'false'
otherwise.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-import-create

[top]

Create a LUN import relationship with the purpose of importing foreign disk data into the LUN.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

foreign-disk

string

Foreign Disk Serial Number

path

lun-path Path of the LUN

vserver

string

Vserver containing the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_ERROR_NO_SUCH_FOREIGN_DISK
EFLI_ERROR_DISK_NOT_MARKED_FOREIGN
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_ALREADY_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_LUN_ALREADY_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_CAPACITY_MISMATCH
EFLI_BLOCK_SIZE_MISMATCH
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_NOT_ACCESSIBLE
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_HAS_NO_LOCAL_PATH
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_OPEN_FAILED
EFLI_LUN_NOT_MAPPED
EFLI_LUN_NOT_BOUND
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_HAS_RESERVATIONS_ZAPI
EFLI_LUN_SHOULD_BE_OFFLINE
EFLI_NOT_REGULAR_LUN
EFLI_SPACE_ALLOC_NOT_ALLOWED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-delete

[top]

Deletes the import relationship of the specified LUN or the specified foreign disk.
Input Name Range
force
foreigndisk

Type

Description

boolean Force flag. If set to true, the import relationship would be deleted even if
optional import is in progress. Default: false
string
Foreign disk serial number
optional
lun-

path

path Path of the LUN
optional
string
Vserver containing the LUN
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_ERROR_NO_SUCH_FOREIGN_DISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_IMPORT_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_IMPORT_VERIFY_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_DELETE_NO_LUN
EFLI_DELETE_NO_LUN_FOREIGN_DISK
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN objects that are in a relationship with a foreign disk.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records
Errno

lunimportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

lunimportinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Foreign LUN Import
relationship object. All Foreign LUN Import relationship objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

lunimportThe list of attributes of Foreign LUN Import relationship objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Foreign
optional LUN Import relationship objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-import-pause

[top]

Pause the import for the specified LUN.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path
string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_ALREADY_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_COMPLETED
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-resume

[top]

Resume the import for the specified LUN.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path
string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_PAUSED
EFLI_RESUME_FAILED
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-start
Start the import for the specified LUN.

[top]

Input Name Range
path

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path

vserver

string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_IMPORT_ALREADY_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_IN_PAUSED_ZAPI
EFLI_DST_NO_SPACE
EFLI_DST_NOT_AVAILABLE
EFLI_VERIFY_ACTIVE
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-stop

[top]

Stop and abort the import for the specified LUN. All import checkpoint data will be lost.
Input Name Range
path

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path

vserver

string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_ALREADY_STOPPED
EFLI_NOT_READY
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-throttle

[top]

Modify the max throughput limit for the specified import relationship
Input Name
max-throughputlimit

Range Type
size

Description
Maximum Throughput Limit(in bytes per sec) at which the given
import will be throttled.

lunpath

path
vserver

Path of the LUN

string Vserver containing the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
EFLI_THROTTLE_NOSUPPORT
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-verify-start

[top]

Start the verification of the foreign disk and LUN data. The import admin/operational state must be
stopped/stopped or started/completed. The verification does a block for block comparison of the LUN
and foreign disk. If the verification detects a mismatch between the foreign disk and LUN then the verify
will stop.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path Path of the LUN
string

Vserver containing the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_ALREADY_STARTED
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_COMPLETE
EFLI_LUN_ONLINE_VERIFY_FAIL
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-verify-stop

[top]

Stop the verify for the specified LUN.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path Path of the LUN
string

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Vserver containing the LUN
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-initiator-list-map-info

[top]

List all the LUNs mapped to an initiator
Input Name Range
initiator

Type
string

Output Name Range

Description

lun-map-info[]
List of lun maps for the given initiator.
optional

lun-maps
Errno

Type

Description
initiator to check

Description

EINVAL
EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-initiator-logged-in

[top]

Determine if an initiator is logged in via FCP or iSCSI.
Input Name Range
initiator

string

Output Name Range
is-logged-in
Errno

Type

Type

Description
Name of FCP or iSCSI initiator to check.
Description

boolean true if initiator is logged into the filer, false otherwise.
Description

EINVAL
EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

[top]

lun-list-info
Get the status (size, online/offline state, shared state, comment string, serial number, LUN mapping) of
the given LUN, or all LUNs.
Input Name Range
get-clonebackingsnapshot

Type

Description

boolean If specified, the name of the backing snapshot for a LUN clone is
optional returned. The default value is false.
string Path of LUN. If specified, only the information of that LUN is returned.
optional This option can only be used if volume-name is not used.

path
volumename

string Name of a volume. If specified, only the information of the LUNs in that
optional volume is returned. This option can only be used if path is not specified.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

are-volsbusy

Indicates whether any volumes are moving. If true, the output of this
boolean command cannot be considered authoritative. Users needing
authoritative data should retry until this output parameter is false.

are-volsonlining

Indicates whether any volumes are still in the process of onlining. If
true, the output of this command cannot be considered authoritative.
boolean
Users needing authoritative data should retry until this output
parameter is false.
luninfo[]

luns

Information of a list of LUNs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
ENOSYS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUMES_ONLINING
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-map

[top]

Maps the LUN to all the initiators in the specified initiator group.
Input Name
additionalreportingnode

Range

Type

Description

node- Report the newly created LUN map from the specified node and its
name HA partner in addition to the current owning nodes of the LUN. This
optional field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

Forcibly map the lun, disabling mapping conflict checks with the
boolean high-availability partner. If not specified all conflict checks are
optional performed. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field is accepted for
backwards compatibility and is ignored.

force
initiatorgroup
lun-id

string
[0..4095]

integer If the lun-id is not specified, the smallest number that can be used
optional for the various initiators in the group is automatically picked.

path

string

Output Name
lun-idassigned

Initiator group to map to the given LUN.

Range

Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

LUN ID assigned for this map. If lun-id is not supplied, this will be an
[0..4095] integer auto-assigned LUN ID, otherwise it will be the same as the supplied
LUN ID if map is successful.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPCAGGR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_HAS_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_LUN
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ALUA_ENABLED_ISCSI_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ALUA_ENABLED_FCP_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ISCSI_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_FCP_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ALUA_CONFLICTS
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
E_SAN_MISSING_REQUIRED_LIFS
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-map-add-reporting-nodes

[top]

Add nodes to the list reporting the LUN map. If no specific action is provided, adds all the nodes in the
current failover group for the LUN.
Input Name Range
all
destinationaggregate

Type

Description

boolean
When specified and true, report the LUN from all eligible nodes.
optional
The name of an aggregate. When specified, adds the nodes appropriate
string
for the aggregate in preparation for a mobility event that will change the
optional
LUN's containing aggregate to the value specified.

The name of a volume. When specified, addds teh nodes appropriate for
string
the volume in preparation for a mobility event that will change the LUN's
optional
containing volume to the value specified.

destinationvolume
igroup

string

The initiator group the LUN is mapped to.

filerThe name of one or more nodes. When specified, add the specific nodes
id[]
and HA partners to the map.
optional

nodes
path

The path of the LUN.

string

Errno

Description

EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EDISABLED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_LUNMAP
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-map-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN map detail objects.
Input Name

Range

lunmapinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

lunmapinfo
optional

next-tag
num-records
volumeerrors

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the LUN map detail object.
All LUN map detail objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

lunmapThe list of attributes of LUN map detail objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more LUN map
optional detail objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
volumeerror[] List of errors encountered while retrieving LUN inventory
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-map-list-info

[top]

Returns a list of initiator groups and their members (the initiators) mapped to the given LUN.
Input Name

Range

Type

path
Output Name

Description

string
Range

initiatorgroups

LUN for which the initiator group list is requested.

Type

Description

initiator-group-info[] List of initiator groups that are mapped to the given
optional
LUN.

Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-map-remove-reporting-nodes

[top]

Remove nodes from the list reporting the LUN map. If no specific action is provided, remove all nodes
not in the current failover group for the LUN.
Input Name Range
igroup
nodes
path

Type
string

Description
The initiator group the LUN is mapped to.

filerThe name of one or more nodes. When specified, remove the specific
id[]
nodes and HA partners from the map.
optional
string

The path of the LUN.

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EDISABLED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_LUNMAP
E_SAN_NOT_READY

Description

lun-move

[top]

Move (rename) a LUN.
Input Name Range Type
new-path
path

Description

string New path of the LUN being moved to.
string Path of the LUN to be moved.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EOFFLINE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IN_SYNC_DR_CG
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-move-cancel

[top]

Cancels an ongoing LUN move operation prior to creation of the new LUN. This operation will fail if the
LUN already exists at the destination path; in that case, allow the current move operation to complete
and then move it back using the lun-move-start API.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOD_CANT_CANCEL_OPERATION

Description

lun-move-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN move job detail objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

lunmoveinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the LUN move job detail
object. All LUN move job detail objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

lunmoveThe list of attributes of LUN move job detail objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more LUN move
optional job detail objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

lunmoveinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-move-modify

[top]

Modifies the maximum throughput of an ongoing move operation.
Input Name Range
job-uuid

lun-index

maxthroughput

Type
uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

size

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be transferred
per second in support of this operation. This mechanism can be used to
throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the performance of the source
and destination nodes. Default: zero, indicating no throttling. NOTE: The
specified value will be rounded up to the nearest megabyte.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-move-pause

[top]

Pauses an ongoing LUN move operation. Use the lun-move-resume API to resume the move operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-move-resume

[top]

Resumes a paused LUN move operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-move-start

[top]

Starts a LUN move operation to move one or more LUNs from one volume to another within a Vserver.
The destination volume can be located on the same node as the source volume or on a different node.
NOTE: LUNs created from files cannot be moved.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be
transferred per second in support of this operation. This mechanism
max[0..2^63- integer can be used to throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the
optional performance of the source and destination nodes. Default: zero,
throughput
1]
indicating no throttling. NOTE: The specified value will be rounded
up to the nearest megabyte.
paths

Specifies an array of source and destination path pairs. If more than
lunone pair of paths is specified, multiple LUNs will be moved. All the
pathsource LUNs must be on the same volume. All the LUNs must be
pair[]
moved into a single volume.

promote-late

Specifies that the destination needs to be promoted late. Default:
false. If the destination is promoted early, the new LUN will be
visible immediately. Snapshots of the volume containing the new
boolean
LUN cannot be taken until the LUN move operation reaches 'Moving
optional
Data' status. If the destination is promoted late, the new LUN will be
visible only after it has been fully framed. The LUN move job will not
block snapshots of the volume containing the new LUN.

referencepath

Specifies the full path to the source reference LUN, of the form
/vol/[/]/. If a reference LUN is specified, data for other LUNs being
moved will be transferred as a difference from the reference LUN.
string
This might save bandwidth and destination storage if the specified
optional
source LUNs share blocks. If provided, this input must be the same
as one of the source LUN paths. This input is not allowed if only one
source LUN is specified.

Output Name

Range

job-uuid

Type
uuid

Description
Specifies universally unique ID (UUID) for the LUN move job.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOD_DEST_LUN_EXISTS
EOD_DEST_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_MOVE_DUP_DEST_PATH
EOD_DEST_IS_FLEXCACHE
EQTREE_DOES_NOT_EXIST
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EOD_SRC_LUN_NOT_FOUND
EOD_SRC_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_SRC_LUN_IS_PE
EOD_LUN_IN_NVFAILED_STATE
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EOD_LUN_MAX_COUNT_VIOLATION
EOD_REF_PATH_NOT_IN_SOURCE_PATHS
E_SAN_MISSING_REQUIRED_LIFS
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EOD_MOVE_DEST_IS_SNAPSHOT

Description

EOD_SRC_IS_DP
EOD_SRC_IS_SNAPSHOT
EOD_DEST_IN_CFT_PRECOMMIT
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-offline

[top]

Disables block-protocol accesses to the LUN. Mappings, if any, configured for the lun are not altered.
Note that unless explicitly offlined, a lun is online.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_ENABLED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-online

[top]

Re-enables block-protocol accesses to the lun.
Input Name Range
force
path

Type

Description

Forcibly online the lun, disabling mapping conflict checks with the highboolean availability partner. If not specified all conflict checks are performed. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field is accepted for backwards
compatibility and is ignored.
string

Path of the LUN.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_LUN
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_NO_SERIAL_NO
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
EFLI_VERIFY_LUN_ONLINE_FAIL
EFLI_CREATE_RESYNC_PENDING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for lun-os-type.
Output Name Range
ostypes

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[] Enumeration type name/value pair

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-port-has-scsi-reservations

[top]

Queries for all types of scsi reservations covering both iSCSI and FCP for a given initiator name.
Initiator name can be FCP portname in case of FCP or iSCSI node name for iSCSI.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

path

string

Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

portname

string

Initiator FCP portname or iSCSI node name.

Output Name

Range Type

is-reservationheld

boolean

Description
'true' if given LUN has a scsi-2 or scsi-3 style reservation held, 'false'
otherwise.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-reset-stats

[top]

Resets (zeroes) block-protocol access statistics for LUN(s).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string Path of the LUN. If path is specified, the stats of that LUN will be reset. If
optional path is not specified, stats of all LUNs are reset.

path
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-resize

[top]

Changes the size of the LUN. Note that client-side operations may be needed to ensure that client
software recognizes the changed size. For Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.3 and later, LUN resize is not
allowed while the LUN is in import relationship with a Foreign LUN.
Input Name

Range

path

Output Name
actual-size

Description

boolean Forcibly reduce the size. This is required for reducing the size of the
optional LUN to avoid accidentally reducing the LUN size.

force

size

Type

string

Path of the LUN.

[0..2^63integer New size for the LUN.
1]
Range

Type

Description

Actual new size. This may be different from the specified size due to
[0..2^63integer
the requested size not fitting on a cylinder boundary.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_RESIZE_TOO_LARGE
EONTAPI_NOSPC
EVDISK_ERROR_MUST_SPECIFY_F_FLAG
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_UNCHANGED

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
EVDISK_SYNC_CAPB_MISMATCH
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-restore-status

[top]

Get state of LUN restore.
Input Name Range
path

string

Output Name Range
is-running

Type

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

boolean 'true' if file restore is currently running for this vdisk, 'false' otherwise.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-attribute

[top]

Set a named attribute for a given LUN. Attributes are arbitrary key/value pairs for application-defined
use.
Input Name Range Type

name

Description

Application-defined attribute to set. In order to prevent conflicts between
separate applications, it is recommended that applications prefix attribute
names with their registered Internet domain name reversed component by
component, and an application identifier. For example:
"com.example.widgetapp.attribute". The following attributes are reserved
string by the system and may not be set: "custom", "cylinder_size", "dev_id",
"enabled", "extent_size", "host_stamp", "path_last", "pserial", "pSerial",

"serial", "snapshot", "snapshot_path_last", "type". In older versions of Data
ONTAP, attempting to set a system-reserved attribute may adversely affect
data integrity and availability of the storage system. Clients of this API must
therefore take special care to not use any system-reserved attribute names.
path

string Path of the LUN.

value

string

Value to set the attribute to. In Data ONTAP Cluster-mode, the combined
size of "name" and "value" must not exceed 4092 bytes.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_ATTR_TOO_BIG
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-comment

[top]

Set the optional descriptive comment for a LUN.
Input Name Range Type
comment
path

Description

string Comment to set for given LUN.
string Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-device-id

[top]

Set a SCSI peripheral device identifying information value on a LUN. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the value
set will be returned in response to the vendor unique SCSI command GET DEV ID. In Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode, the value set will be returned in response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION for the appropriate INFORMATION TYPE:
0000000b - Peripheral Device Identifying Information, a binary string 1 to 64 bytes long. In
addition, if the Peripheral Device Identifying Information is between 00000001h (1d) and
0000270Fh (9999d), it will be returned in response to the vendor unique SCSI command GET DEV
ID.
0000010b - Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information, a UTF-8 string 1 to 255 bytes long.
Either or both peripheral device identifying information values may be set or cleared independently.
Input Name Range

device-id

Type

Description

string

SCSI Peripheral Device Identifying Information. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode or
if device-id-type is "legacy", the value must be an integer in the range
[1..9999]. If device-id-type is "binary", the value must be a 2 to 64 byte
value encoded as a hexadecimal string, for example "0000270F". If
device-id-type is "text", the value is a free-form UTF-8 string between 1
and 255 bytes in length.
Indicate which peripheral device identifying information value to change.
Possible values:

device-idtype

string
optional

path

string

"legacy" - Set the Peripheral Device Identifying Information for
REPORT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE
0000000b) appropriate for the the vendor unique SCSI command
GET DEV ID and in the format compatible with Data ONTAP 7-Mode,
"binary" - Set the Peripheral Device Identifying Information for
REPORT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE
0000000b). This format allows setting all 64 bytes of the identifying
information,
"text" - Set the Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information for
REPORT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE
0000010b).
The default value is "legacy".
Path of the LUN.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
VDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_DEVICE_ID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-set-qos-policy-group
Input Name

Range

[top]

Type
lunpath

path

Description
Path of the LUN

qos-adaptivepolicy-group

string QoS Adaptive Policy Group for the LUN. Setting this value to 'none'
optional removes the LUN from an adaptive policy group.

qos-policygroup

string QoS Policy Group for the LUN. Setting this value to 'none' removes
optional the lun from a policy group.

Errno

Description

E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_LUN_CREATE_MODIFY
E_QOS_LUN_PG_REMOVE

lun-set-select-attribute

[top]

Set the select attribute for the specified LUN. The select attribute is used by multi-pathing software to
discriminate between LUNs when mirrored or cloned copies of a vdisk are mapped to the same host.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.
Sets the select attribute for the lun. Possible values:

select-value

string

"active" - this is an active lun,
"copy" - this is a clone or copy of an active lun,
"mirror" - this is a mirror of an active lun.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-set-serial-number

[top]

Set the serial number for the specified LUN. The lun must first be made offline before changing the
serial number. Prior to Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12-character string formed of
upper and lower-case letters, numbers, and slash (/) and hyphen (-) characters. Starting Data ONTAP
8.1 release, the serial number is a 12-character string formed of upper and lower-case letters, numbers,
and the characters /-#$%&*+<=>?[!]^~@ . The caller must ensure the provided serial number is
globally unique and not assigned to any other LUN on this or any other ONTAP cluster.
Input Name Range Type
path
serialnumber

Description

string Path of the LUN.
string

Serial number for the LUN. The caller must ensure the serial number is
globally unique.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-share

[top]

Enables file system protocol-based access to a lun. By default, all accesses are disallowed. Note that file
permissions and ACL entries still apply.
Input Name Range Type
path
share-type

Description

string Path of the LUN.
string Possible values: all, none, read, write

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
VDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
VDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-set-space-alloc

[top]

Modify the attributes of lun object.
Input Name Range
enable
path

Type

Description

boolean LUN space allocation setting
lun-path Path of the LUN

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-set-space-reservation-info

[top]

Sets the space reservation settings for the named LUN.
Input Name Range
enable

Type

Description

boolean Enable or disable space reservation on this LUN.

path

string

Path to the LUN for which the space reservations need to be set.

Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESETSPCRESERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-snap-usage-list-info

[top]

Lists all LUNs backed by data in the specified snapshot. It also lists the corresponding snapshots in
which these LUNs exist.
Input Name
snapshot

Range

Type
string

Description
Name of the snapshot.

volume

string

Output Name

Range

lun-snap-usageluns

Name of the volume.

Type

Description

lun-snap-usage-luninfo[]

Errno

List of LUNs backed by data in the specified
snapshot.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_SNAPSHOT
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-start

[top]

Starts block-protocol accesses to the lun.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
Path of the LUN. The path should start with '/vol/' (for example,
"/vol/vol0/lun1").

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_STOPPED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-stats-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of lun objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

lunstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

lunA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statsspecified on any number of attributes in the lun object. All lun
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

lunstatsThe list of attributes of lun objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lun
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-stats-list-info

[top]

Get block-protocol access statistics (in bytes) for LUN(s).
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range
lun-stats

Type

Description

string Path of the LUN. If path is specified, only the stats of that LUN is
optional returned. If path is not specified, stats of all LUNs are returned.
Type
lunstatsinfo[]

Description
List of LUN stats.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-unmap
Reverses the effect of lun-map on the specified LUN for the specified group. For Data ONTAP ClusterMode 8.3 and later, if LUN is in import relationship, the last LUN map can not be deleted.

[top]

Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group

Description

string Initiator group to unmap from.

path

string Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_EXPORT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-unset-attribute

[top]

Clear a named attribute for a given LUN.
Input Name Range Type

Description

name

Name of attribute to unset. The following attributes are reserved by the
system and may not be unset: "custom", "cylinder_size", "dev_id",
"enabled", "extent_size", "host_stamp", "path_last", "pserial", "pSerial",
"serial", "snapshot", "snapshot_path_last", "type". In older versions of Data
string
ONTAP, attempting to unset a system-reserved attribute may adversely
affect data integrity and availability of the storage system. Clients of this
API must therefore take special care to not use any system-reserved
attribute names.

path

string Path of the LUN.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-unset-device-id

[top]

Remove a SCSI peripheral device identifying information value from a LUN.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Indicate which peripheral device identifying information to remove.
Possible values:

device-idtype

"binary" - Remove the Peripheral Device Identifying Information
returned in response to the SCSI commands REPORT IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000000b) and GET DEV ID,
"text" - Remove the Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information
returned in response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000010b).

string
optional

The default value is "binary".
path

string

Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
VDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: alua-setting-mismatch-initiator-group
Information about an initiator group that has an ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) setting
mismatch on local and partner filers.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-groupname

string

local-alua-isenabled

boolean

true if ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) is enabled for
initiator-group-name on the local filer.

partner-alua-isenabled

boolean

true if ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) is enabled for
initiator-group-name

name of the initiator group.

[top]

Element definition: alua-setting-mismatch-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator that is a member of igroups that have an alua setting mismatch. Also
contains partner alua mismatch issues.
Name

Range Type

Description
true if ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) is enabled for
initiator-group-name.

alua-is-enabled

boolean

initiator-groupname

string

name of the initiator group name that the initiator belongs to.

initiator-name

string

name of the initiator.

Element definition: clone-status-info

[top]

Status of a cloning.
Name

Range Type

blockscompleted

Description

integer Number of blocks completed.

blocks-total

integer

path

Total blocks to clone. The percentage complete is (completed * 100) /
total

string LUN path being cloned.

Element definition: conflict-wwpn

[top]

WWPN that has the conflict.
[none]

Element definition: conflicting-initiator-info

[top]

Fibre channel initiator that belongs to igroups on the local filer which have a different OS type than the
initiator groups that this initiator belongs to on the partner filer. This conflict can produce unexpected
host behavior and must be fixed.
Name
initiator-localos-type
initiator-name
initiatorpartner-os-type

Range

Type

Description

initiatorOS type of the initiator on the local filer
group-os-type
string

Fibre channel initiator node name that has a different OS type
on the local filer than the partner filer.

initiatorOS type of the initiator on the partner filer
group-os-type

Element definition: conflicting-luns-list

[top]

List of the conflicting LUNs.
Name

Range Type

conflict-lun-path

Description

string Path of the lun that has the conflict. The format is: /vol// or /vol///

Element definition: conflicting-map-info

[top]

lun mapping conflict.
Name

Range Type

initiatorname

string

lun-id

Description
Fibre channel initiator node name that has a lun mapped from both filers in
the cluster using the same LUN-id.

integer lun-id used in mappings to the initiator from both filers in the cluster.

Element definition: fcp-down-hba-info

[top]

Information about a down FCP HBA
Name Range Type
adapter
state

Description

string Which FC adapter.
Description of HBAs state. Possible values: STARTUP UNINITIALIZED
INITIALIZING FIRMWARE LINK NOT CONNECTED WAITING FOR LINK UP ONLINE
string
LINK DISCONNECTED RESETTING OFFLINE OFFLINED BY USER/SYSTEM
Unknown state

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: initiator-group-info

[top]

Information about an initiator group.
Name
initiatorgroup-

Range

Type

Description
Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has ALUA (Asymmetric

aluaenabled
initiatorgroupdeleteonunmap
initiatorgroupname

boolean Logical Unit Access) features enabled for luns mapped to this initiator
group.
Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group will be automatically
boolean
deleted when unmapped from a LUN if it is no longer part of any other
optional
LUN maps. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiatorgroupos-type

initiatorgroup- OS type of the initiator group
os-type

initiatorgroupportsetname

string
Name of the portset that is bound to the initiator group, if any.
optional

initiatorgroupreportscsinameenabled

Boolean value to indicate whether to report or hide SCSI Name String
boolean
(8h) Descriptor to initiator's INQUIRY VPD 0x83 page command. This
optional
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1.0 and later.

initiatorgroupthrottleborrow

boolean

Boolean value to indicate that the igroups throttle reserve may be
exceeded if the igroup attempts to use more than it has reserved.

initiatorgroupthrottlereserve

integer

Percentage of filer SCSI command blocks reserved for this initiator
group's exclusive usage.

initiatorgrouptype

string

initiatorgroupusepartner

Type of the initiators in this group. Possible values: "iscsi", "fcp",
"mixed".

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group is configured for its luns
to require the use of host multi-pathing software for correct highboolean availability failover operation. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this value is
optional optional and is only returned for FCP initiator groups on an storage
system in an HA pair. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always
be 'true'.
This value is Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of this initiator group.

initiatorgroupuuid

The UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hexadecimal characters, the
second through fourth groupings have four hexadecimal characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hexadecimal characters. Note
that a leading '0x' is not used.

string
optional This field is available in Data ONTAP 7-mode 7.3.6, 8.0.2, 8.1.0 and later
for the igroup-list-info API. This field is available in Data ONTAP ClusterMode 8.1.0 and later for the igroup-get-iter and lun-map-list-info APIs.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
35d6ca90-c759-11df-8b6d-00a098132c6c

initiatorgroupvsaenabled

boolean

initiators

initiatorinfo[] List of initiators belonging to this group.
optional

lun-id

[0..4095]

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has Volume Set
Addressing (VSA) enabled or disabled.

integer LUN identifier to which the LUN is mapped at the host. This value is
optional optional and is only returned for the lun-map-list-info api.
string
Name of the vserver hosting this initiator group
optional

vserver

Element definition: invalid-cfmode-setting-info

[top]

local and partner cfmode settings
Name

Range Type

Description

local-fcpcfmode

string

cfmode setting of the local filer Possible values: dual_fabric, mixed,
partner, standby, single_image

partner-fcpcfmode

string

cfmode setting of the partner filer Possible values: dual_fabric, mixed,
partner, standby, single_image

Element definition: invalid-nodename-setting-info

[top]

Information about different FCP node names
Name

Range Type

local-fcp-node-name

Description

string FCP node name for the local filer

partner-fcp-node-name

string FCP node name for the partner filer

Element definition: invalid-ostype-cfmode-setting-info

[top]

Information about an invalid initiator group OS type and cfmode combination
Name
initiator-group-name
initiator-group-os-type

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-os-type OS type of the initiator group

Element definition: invalid-use-partner-cfmode-setting-info
Information about an invalid initiator group use_partner and cfmode

[top]

Name

Range Type

initiator-groupname

string

is-use-partnerenabled

boolean

Description
Name of this initiator group.
If true this initiator group's members are allowed to use the
partner port.

Element definition: invalid-use-partner-ostype-setting-info

[top]

Information about an invalid initiator group OS type and use_partner combination
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator-groupname

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-groupos-type

initiator-groupos-type

OS type of the initiator group

is-use-partnerenabled

boolean

If true this initiator group's members are allowed to use
the partner port.

Element definition: invalid-vsa-setting-info

[top]

Information about an initiator group with an invalid Volume Set Addressing (VSA) setting for its OS
type. Only 'hpux' initiator groups should have VSA enabled. All other initiator groups should have it
disabled. Incorrect settings can cause hosts to not be able to access some or all of their LUNs.
Name

Range

Type

initiator-groupname
initiator-group-ostype
is-vsa-enabled

string

Description
Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-osOS type of the initiator group
type
boolean

If true, members of this initiator group will use VSA
on the filer.

Element definition: lun-align-info

[top]

LUN alignment Info of a LUN When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Alignment of the LUN. Possible values: aligned, misaligned,
partial-writes, indeterminate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

alignment

alignmentstate
optional

"aligned" - All or most of the IO to the LUN is aligned to
the underlying file,
"misaligned" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is not
aligned to the underlying file,
"partial_writes" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is
partial,
"indeterminate" - There is not enough IO to determine the
LUN's alignment state
The ostype for the LUN. Caller should specify a non-default
ostype Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

multiprotocoltype

partitioncount

lun-ostype
optional

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

"vmware" - The LUN will be used to store a VMware Virtual
Machine File System (VMFS) containing Virtual Machine
Disk Files (VMDKs).,
"hyper_v" - The LUN will be used to store Hyper-V VHDs
(Virtual Hard Disks).,
"windows_2008" - The LUN will be used to store a
Windows filesystem with a Master Boot Record (MBR)
partition table on Windows 2008 or later.,
"windows_gpt" - The LUN will be used to store a Windows
filesystem with a GUID Partition Table (GPT).,
"windows" - The LUN will be used to store a Windows
filesystem with a Master Boot Record (MBR) partition
table.,
"linux" - The LUN will be used to store a Linux filesystem
with no partition table.,
"xen" - The LUN will be used to store an Xen filesystem.,
"solaris" - The LUN will be used to store a Solaris
filesystem in a single slice partition.,
"solaris_efi" - The LUN will be used to store a Solaris
filesystem with an EFI partition table.,
"hpux" - The LUN will be used to store an HP-UX
filesystem.,
"aix" - The LUN will be used to store an AIX filesystem.,
"netware" - The LUN will be used to store a Netware
filesystem.,
"openvms" - The LUN will be used to store an OpenVMS
filesystem.,
"image" - The default type indicating no assumptions will
be made about the data stored in the LUN.
Number of partitions on the LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Partition scheme on the LUN. Possible values: mbr and gpt
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

partitionscheme

partition-

partitionscheme
optional

partition-

"mbr" - Master Boot Record Partition Table Scheme,
"gpt" - GUID Partition Table Scheme,
"unknown" - Unrecognized partition scheme or an
unformatted LUN,
"sun_vtoc" - Sun VTOC Partition Table Scheme,
"aix" - IBM AIX Disk Label

list-entry[] Partition entries on the LUN.
optional

table

lun-path
optional

path

Path of the LUN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

readhistogramHistogram of read operations of size 4k in percentage value.
entry[]
optional

readalignmenthistogram

read-partial- [0..2^32- integer
optional
blocks
1]

Total number of read operations of non 4k size in percentage
value. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver hosting the LUN Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

writehistogramHistogram of write operations of size 4k in percentage value.
entry[]
optional

writealignmenthistogram

write-partial- [0..2^32- integer
optional
blocks
1]

Total number of write operations of non 4k size in percentage
value. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lun-attribute-info

[top]

LUN attribute name / value pair
Name Range Type

Description

name

string Name of the attribute.

value

string Value of the attribute.

Element definition: lun-clone-lists-info

[top]

Details of the LUN clone in the specified snapshot.
Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN clone.

Element definition: lun-copy-info
Information about a LUN copy job When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

time- Specifies time, in seconds, between the start of\" the LUN copy job
interval and when the new LUN was ready for I/O. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

cutovertime
destinationpath

Specifies the full path to the new LUN, of the form /vol/[/]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/dest_vol/dest_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

destinationvserver

string Specifies the name of the Vserver that will host the new LUN.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
timeSpecifies elapsed time, in seconds, since the start of the LUN copy
interval
job. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

elapsedtime
isdestinationready

Indicates if the destination ready to be mapped (in case of a regular
boolean
LUN) or bound (in case of a VVOL): true if the lun is ready, false if
optional
the lun is not ready. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ispromotedearly

boolean Specifies if the destination LUN has been promoted early. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

issnapshotfenced

Indicates if the volume containing the new LUN is ready for snapshot
boolean creation: true if the volume containing the new LUN is not ready for
optional snapshot creation, false if the volume is ready for snapshot creation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the current status of the LUN copy transfer. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
sfodscannerstatus
optional

job-status

Specifies the universal unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
uuid
optional copy operation. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid
last-failurereason
lun-index

string Specifies the most recent error message from the LUN copy job.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among
[0..2^32- integer many that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an
optional identifier ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create.
1]
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

maxthroughput
progresspercent

"preparing" - Preparing,
"allocation_map" - Allocating,
"data" - Moving Data,
"destroying" - Destroying,
"paused_admin" - Paused by Admin,
"paused_error" - Paused by Error,
"complete" - Complete,
"destroyed" - Destroyed

size
Specifies the rate limit for the data transfer, in bytes per second.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

Specifies the amount of data, as a percentage of total data, that has
integer
been copied over to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

scannerprogress

Specifies the amount of data, in bytes, that has been copied over to
size
optional the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scannertotal

size
Specifies the total amount of data, in bytes, that will be copied over
optional to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-path

Specifies the full path to the LUN to be copied, of the form /vol/[/]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/src_vol/src_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

source-

Specifies the universal unique ID (UUID) of the physical data layout
of the source Snapshot volume. This value corresponds to snapshot-

snapshotinstanceuuid
sourcevserver

string
instance-uuid element of the snapshot-info structure. If the value is
optional
not specified it indicates that the LUN is not being copied from a
Snapshot volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Specifies the name of the Vserver hosting the LUN to be copied.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lun-import-info

[top]

Information of a Foreign LUN Import relationship When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type
fli-adminstate-enum
optional

administrativestatus

Description
Administrative status of the import operation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"stopped" ,
"started" ,
"paused"

integer
optional

Number of compared blocks. This element will be returned
only when import verification is in progress. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

currentthroughput

size
optional

Current Throughput (per sec) Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

estimatedremainingduration

timeticks
optional

Estimated Remaining Duration Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

failure-reason

string
optional

Failure Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

foreign-disk

string
optional

Foreign Disk Serial Number Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable

importcurrent-node

string
optional

Import Current Node. The current node where import is
running and where foreign disk I/Os are serviced. During
takeover or giveback the import-current-node can change.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

import-homenode

string
optional

Import Home Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Blocks Imported Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size
optional

Maximum Throughput Limit (per sec) Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

comparedblocks

importedblocks
maxthroughputlimit
operation-in-

[0..2^641]

[0..2^641]

Current operation in progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonflimodifiable Possible values:
operation-

progress

enum
optional

"import" ,
"verify"
Operational status of the import operation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstatus

flioperationalstate-enum
optional

path

lun-path
optional

Path of the LUN Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Percent Complete Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

QoS Policy Group Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Total Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver containing the LUN Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

percentcomplete

[0..2^321]

qos-policygroup
total-blocks

[0..2^641]

vserver

"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"completed" ,
"stopped" ,
"paused"

Element definition: lun-info

[top]

Information of a LUN.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alignment

string Alignment of the LUN. Possible values: "aligned", "misaligned",
optional "partial_writes" or "indeterminate".

application

The name of the LUN's application. This field is available in Data
string
ONTAP 9.2 and later when the LUN is provisioned for use with an
optional
application.

applicationuuid

The unique identifier for the LUN's application. This field is available
string
in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later when the LUN is provisioned for use
optional
with an application.

backingsnapshot
block-size

Path to the backing snapshot file for a LUN, if there is one. Only
string
returned if it has one. Note: This element is not returned for LUNs
optional
which are in snapshots.
[0..2^31- integer Disk block size of the LUN in bytes. This field is unavailable while
optional the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.
1]
The class of the LUN. Possible values:
"regular" - The LUN is intended for normal blocks access,
"protocol_endpoint" - The LUN is a VMware vvol protocol
endpoint,
"vvol" - The LUN is a VMware vvol data LUN.

class

string
optional

clonebackingsnapshot

string
optional

comment

User-specified comment for the LUN. This field is unavailable when
string
the LUN is in a snapshot or while the LUN fenced for a restore
optional
operation.

creationtimestamp

devicebinary-id

device-id

device-text-id

is-clone
is-cloneautodeleteenabled

The time this LUN was created, in seconds since January 1, 1970.
[0..2^31- integer
This field is unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot or while the
1]
optional
LUN fenced for a restore operation.
SCSI Peripheral Device Identifying Information returned in
response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
string INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000000b). Value is encoded
optional as a hexadecimal string, representing 1 to 64 bytes. Only present if
a Peripheral Device Identifying Information value has been set on
the LUN.
SCSI Peripheral Device Identifying Information returned in
integer response to the vendor unique SCSI command GET DEV ID. Only
[1..9999]
optional present if a Peripheral Device Identifying Information value
appropriate for GET DEV ID has been set on the LUN.
SCSI Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information returned in
response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
string INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000010b). Value is a freeoptional form UTF-8 string between 1 and 255 bytes in length. Only present
if a Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information value has been
set on the LUN.
boolean
"true" if the lun is a clone "false" otherwise.
optional
"true" if the lun clone is allowed to be deleted by autodelete in
boolean try/disrupt mode. autodelete will be allowed to delete the lun clone
optional in try/disrupt mode if configured. "false" otherwise. The lun clone
will not be deleted by autodelete in try/disrupt mode if configured.

isinconsistentimport

boolean "true" if the lun contains a partial import of a foreign disk, "false"
optional otherwise.

is-restoreinaccessible

If true, the LUN is fenced for I/O and management operations due
boolean
to an ongoing restore operation. If false, the LUN is available for
optional
normal operations.

is-spacealloc-enabled

Whether or not the LUN has space allocation enabled. This field is
unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot or while fenced for a
boolean
restore operation. The space allocation attribute enables support
optional
for the SCSI Thin Provisioning features defined in the Logical Block
Provisioning section of the SCSI SBC-3 standard.

is-spacereservationenabled

Whether or not the LUN has space reservation enabled. This field is
boolean
unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot or while fenced for a
optional
restore operation

mapped

Whether or not the LUN is mapped to any initiators. "true" if
boolean
mapped, "false" otherwise. This field is not applicable to LUNs
optional
where the class attribute is set to 'vvol'.

multiprotocoltype

lun-osOS type of the LUN This field is unavailable while the LUN is fenced
type
for a restore operation.
optional

node

nodeNode hosting the LUN. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and
name
later.
optional

online
path

prefix-size

"true" if the LUN is online, "false" if the LUN is offline. In Data
boolean ONTAP 8.3 and later, the 'state' field may be used to distinguish
between specific access states.
string

Path of the LUN.

Size of the prefix stream for this LUN in bytes. This is either the
default value for the OS type of the LUN or value specified in lun[0..2^63- integer
create-by-size API. This field is unavailable while the LUN is fenced
optional
1]
for a restore operation. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1

and later.
qos-adaptivepolicy-group

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable service level
string
objectives (SLOs) that adjust based on the LUN's allocated space or
optional
used space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later.

qos-policygroup

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
string (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which the policy
optional group is associated. This field is only present if the LUN is assigned
to a QoS policy This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later.

qtree
read-only

string

Name of the qtree containing the LUN.

boolean "true" if the LUN is read only, "false" if read/write. This field is
optional unavailable while the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.

serial-7-mode

The serial number of the LUN used by Data ONTAP 7-Mode prior to
string
transitioning the LUN. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and
optional
later.

serial-number

Serial number of the LUN. Prior to Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the
serial number is a 12-character string formed of upper and lowercase letters, numbers, and slash (/) and hyphen (-) characters.
string
Starting Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12optional
character string formed of upper and lower-case letters, numbers,
and the characters /-#$%&*+<=>?[!]^~@ . This field is
unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot.

share-state

string

Share state of the LUN. Possible values: "all", "none", read",
"unknown", "write". In the very rare case that the share state can
not be determined, "unknown" is returned.

size

[0..2^63- integer Size of this LUN in bytes in the active FS. This field is unavailable
optional while the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.
1]

size-used

[0..2^63- integer Number of bytes used by this LUN. This field is unavailable while
optional the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.
1]

staging

boolean "true" if the LUN is a temporary staging LUN, "false" otherwise.
The access state of the LUN. Possible values:

state

string
optional

"online" - LUN is online,
"offline" - LUN is administratively offline or a more detailed
offline reason is not available,
"foreign_lun_error" - LUN has been automatically taken
offline due to a media error on the associated foreign LUN,
"nvfail" - LUN has been automatically taken offline due to an
NVRAM failure,
"space_error" - LUN has been automatically taken offline due
to insufficient space.
This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

suffix-size

uuid
volume
vserver

Size of the suffix stream for this LUN in bytes. This value is
[0..2^63- integer determined by the OS type of the LUN at creation time. This field is
optional unavailable while the LUN is fenced for a restore operation. This
1]
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later.
string Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the LUN. This field is
optional unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot.
string

Name of the volume containing the LUN.

string
Vserver containing the LUN.
optional

Element definition: lun-map-info

[top]

Information about a lun mapping
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiatorgroup

string

Initiator group used to map the lun to the requested initiator.

initiatorgroup-uuid

string

The Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of the initiator group.

lun-id

[0..4095] integer

lun-uuid

string

Logical Unit Number which the lun is mapped to for the requested
initiator.
The Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of the LUN.

node

nodeThe owning node of the LUN.
name

path

string

Path of the LUN which is mapped to the requested initiator.

nodeThe list of nodes reporting the LUN map to SCSI initiators. If not
name[]
provided, the map is reported on all applicable LIFs on all nodes.
optional

reportingnodes

string
Vserver containing the initiator group
optional

vserver

Element definition: lun-move-info

[top]

LUN Move Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cutovertime
destinationpath

Range

Type

Description

time- Specifies time, in seconds, between the start of\" the LUN move job
interval and when the new LUN was ready for I/O. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Specifies the full path to the new LUN, of the form /vol//[]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/dest_vol/dest_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

elapsedtime

timeSpecifies elapsed time, in seconds, since the start of the LUN move
interval
job. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

isdestinationready

Indicates if the destination ready to be mapped (in case of a regular
boolean
LUN) or bound (in case of a VVOL): true if the lun is ready, false if
optional
the lun is not ready. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ispromotedlate

boolean Specifies if the destination LUN has been promoted late. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

issnapshotfenced

Indicates if the volume containing the new LUN is ready for snapshot
boolean creation: true if the volume containing the new LUN is not ready for
optional snapshot creation, false if the volume is ready for snapshot creation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Specifies the current status of the LUN move job. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
sfodscannerstatus
optional

job-status

Specifies the universal unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
uuid
optional move operation. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid
last-failurereason
lun-index

string Specifies the most recent error message from the LUN move job.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies ann additional unique element identifying one LUN among
[0..2^32- integer many that could be possibly move as part of a job. LUN index is an
optional identifier ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create.
1]
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

maxthroughput
progresspercent

"preparing" - Preparing,
"allocation_map" - Allocating,
"data" - Moving Data,
"destroying" - Destroying,
"paused_admin" - Paused by Admin,
"paused_error" - Paused by Error,
"complete" - Complete,
"destroyed" - Destroyed

size
Specifies the rate limit for the data transfer, in bytes per second.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

Specifies the amount of data, as a percentage of total data, that has
integer
been moved over to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

scannerprogress

Specifies the amount of data, in bytes, that has been moved over to
size
optional the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scannertotal

size
Specifies the total amount of data, in bytes, that will be moved over
optional to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-path

Specifies the full path to the LUN to be moved, of the form /vol/[/]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/src_vol/src_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the name of the Vserver containing the source and
optional destination volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lun-os-type
The image type of the lun. This value determines the proper alignment settings for the desired host
filesystem layout. Possible values:
"aix" The LUN will be used to store an AIX filesystem,
"hpux" The LUN will be used to store an HP-UX filesystem,
"hyper_v" The LUN will be used to store Hyper-V VHDs (Virtual Hard Disks),
"image" The default type indicating no assumptions will be made about the data stored in the
LUN,
"linux" The LUN will be used to store a Linux filesystem with no partition table,
"netware" The LUN will be used to store a Netware filesystem,
"openvms" The LUN will be used to store an OpenVMS filesystem,
"solaris" The LUN will be used to store a Solaris filesystem in a single slice partition,
"solaris_efi" The LUN will be used to store a Solaris filesystem with an EFI partition table,
"vmware" The LUN will be used to store a VMware Virtual Machine File System (VMFS) containing
Virtual Machine Disk Files (VMDKs),
"windows" The LUN will be used to store a Windows filesystem with a Master Boot Record (MBR)
partition table.
"windows_2008" The LUN will be used to store a Windows filesystem with a Master Boot Record

[top]

(MBR) partition table on Windows 2008 or later,
"windows_gpt" The LUN will be used to store a Windows filesystem with a GUID Partition Table
(GPT),
"xen" The LUN will be used to store an Xen filesystem.
[none]

Element definition: lun-path

[top]

LUN Path
[none]

Element definition: lun-path-pair

[top]

A pair of source and destination LUN paths
Name

Range Type

Description

destinationpath

string

Specifies the full path to the new LUN, of the form /vol/[/]/. Example:
/vol/dest_vol/dest_lun.

source-path

string

Specifies the full path to the source LUN, of the form /vol/[/]/. Example:
/vol/src_vol/src_lun.

Element definition: lun-snap-usage-lun-info

[top]

Details of the LUN backed by specified snapshot.
Name

Range Type

backing-store
path

Description

string Path of the LUN serving as the backing store.
string Path of the LUN.

snapshot

string Name of the snapshot in which the LUN exists.

Element definition: lun-stats-info

[top]

Stats for a LUN.
Name
blocksize

Range

Type

Description

integer Disk block size for this LUN in bytes. This attribute is unavailable when
optional the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.

last- [0..2^64- integer
Total number of seconds since the statistics for this lun were last zeroed.
zeroed
1]
optional

other- [0..2^64integer Total number of other SCSI ops executed.
ops
1]
path

string

path of the LUN. (for example, "/vol/vol0/lun1")

read- [0..2^64- integer Number of disk blocks read. This attribute is unavailable when the LUN is
blocks
1]
optional fenced for a restore operation.
readops

[0..2^64integer Total number of SCSI read ops executed.
1]

scsi- [0..2^64integer Total number of SCSI errors.
errors
1]
string
Vserver containing the lun
optional

vserver

write- [0..2^64- integer Number of disk blocks written. This attribute is unavailable when the LUN
optional is fenced for a restore operation.
blocks
1]
write- [0..2^64integer Total number of SCSI write ops executed.
ops
1]

Element definition: mixed-ostype-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator which is a member of initiator groups of differing OS types. An initiator
can only be a member of initiator groups which have the same OS type across all the initiator groups it
is a member of.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator-group-name-1

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-name-2

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-os-type-1

initiator-group-os-type OS type of the initiator group

initiator-group-os-type-2

initiator-group-os-type OS type of the initiator group

initiator-name

string

Name of the initiator.

Element definition: mixed-vsa-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator which is a member of initiator groups with differing Volume Set
Addressing (VSA) settings. This will cause unexpected problems with the initiator.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-groupname-1

string

Name of the first initiator group that the initiator is a member of.

initiator-groupname-2

string

Name of the second initiator group that the initiator is a member of.

initiator-name

string

Name of the initiator.

is-vsa-enabled1

boolean

If true, members of the first initiator group, identified by initiatorgroup-name-1, will use VSA on the filer.

is-vsa-enabled2

boolean

If true, members of the second initiator group, identified by initiatorgroup-name-2, will use VSA on the filer.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: persistent-reservation-info

[top]

Information about the persistent reservation
Name
fcp-prnexus
iscsi-prnexus
reservationkey
reservationtype

Range

Type

Description

fcp-prnexus This is the I_T_Nexus info for an FCP type reservation.
optional
iscsi-prnexus This is the I_T_Nexus info for an iSCSI type reservation.
optional
string
Value of persistent reservation key that is registered for the given lun.
optional
string

Type of persistent reservation. Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi".
Type of persistent reservation held by the I_T_Nexus, if any. Please refer
to the SCSI Primary Command (SPC) specification for full details on
reservation types. Possible values:

reservationtype-code

string
optional

scsirevision

string

"read shared",
"write exclusive",
"exclusive access",
"write exclusive registrants only",
"exclusive access registrants only",
"write exclusive all registrants",
"exclusive access all registrants".
The SCSI specification revision for the reservation. Possible values:
"scsi2", "scsi3".

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info
Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-error

[top]

The error code of a given volume.
Name Range

Type

Description
The error code of the snapshot operation for a given volume. It is returned
only when an error is found.

errno

integer
optional

name

volumeName of a volume.
name

reason

string
optional

Description of the error. It is returned only when an error is found.

vserver

string
optional

Virtual server containing the volume.

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: alignment-state

[top]

aligned|misaligned|partial-writes|indeterminate Possible values:
"aligned" - All or most of the IO to the LUN is aligned to the underlying file,
"misaligned" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is not aligned to the underlying file,
"partial_writes" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is partial,
"indeterminate" - There is not enough IO to determine the LUN's alignment state
[none]

Element definition: fcp-pr-nexus

[top]

Information about FCP nexus owning the persistent reservation These two components identify the
relationship between the FCP initiator and the target.
Name
initiator-port
target-port
third-partyinitiator-port

Range

Type
string

Description
FCP initiator port part of I_T_Nexus owning the persistent
reservation key.

string FCP target port part of I_T_Nexus owning the persistent reservation
optional key.
string The FCP port name (WWPN) of the third-party initiator the
optional reservation is being held for. For use in SCSI-2 only.

Element definition: fli-admin-state-enum

[top]

stopped|started|paused Possible values:
"stopped" ,
"started" ,
"paused"
[none]

Element definition: fli-operation-enum
import|verify Possible values:
"import" ,
"verify"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: fli-operational-state-enum

[top]

in_progress|failed|completed|stopped|paused Possible values:
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"completed" ,
"stopped" ,
"paused"
[none]

Element definition: initiator-group-os-type

[top]

The operating system of the initiator group. This value modifies the finer details of SCSI protocol
interaction for initiators in the group. Possible values:
"aix" The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"default" The initiators belong to an unknown host type,
"hpux" The initiators belong to an HP-UX host,
"hyper_v" The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host,
"linux" The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"netware" The initiators belong to a NetWare host,
"openvms" The initiators belong to an OpenVMS host,
"solaris" The initiators belong to a Solaris host,
"vmware" The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"windows" The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"xen" The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host.
[none]

Element definition: initiator-info

[top]

Information about one initiator.
Name

Range Type

initiator-name

Description

string Name of the initiator.

Element definition: iscsi-pr-nexus

[top]

Information about iSCSI nexus owning the persistent reservation These three components identify the
relationship between the iSCSI initiator and the target.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator

string

Name of initiator holding the reservation i.e. iqn.198706.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346.

isid

string

The Initiator Session ID for the persistent reservation owner. The ISID
is a numeric Initiator Session ID assigned by the initiator which acts
as part of the initiators identity.

third-partyinitiatorname
tpgrouptag

The name of the third-party initiator the reservation is being held for.
string
For use in SCSI-2 only. i.e. iqn.1987optional
06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346.
[0..2^16- integer
The target portal group tag of the persistent reservation owner.
1]
optional
The target portal group tag of the persistent reservation owner. For
string
historical reasons, the value is represented as a 4-byte hexadecimal
optional
number in little-endian byte order.

tpgtag

Element definition: partition-list-entry

[top]

Partition entries on the LUN.
Name
partitionoffset

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Partition start offset. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

partitiontype

string Type of the partition in the partition table. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: partition-scheme

[top]

aix|gpt|mbr|sun-vtoc|unknown Possible values:
"mbr" - Master Boot Record Partition Table Scheme,
"gpt" - GUID Partition Table Scheme,
"unknown" - Unrecognized partition scheme or an unformatted LUN,
"sun_vtoc" - Sun VTOC Partition Table Scheme,
"aix" - IBM AIX Disk Label
[none]

Element definition: read-histogram-entry

[top]

Histogram of read operations of size 4k in percentage value.
Name
binnumber
bin-value

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Histogram bin number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional
[0..2^32- integer Read histogram bin percentage value. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: sfod-scanner-status

[top]

Preparing|Allocation-Map|Data|Destroying|Paused-Admin|Paused-Error|Complete|Destroyed Possible
values:
"preparing" - Preparing,
"allocation_map" - Allocating,
"data" - Moving Data,
"destroying" - Destroying,
"paused_admin" - Paused by Admin,
"paused_error" - Paused by Error,
"complete" - Complete,
"destroyed" - Destroyed
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: timeticks

[top]

Time, in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: write-histogram-entry

[top]

Histogram of write operations of size 4k in percentage value.
Name
binnumber
bin-value

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Histogram bin number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional
[0..2^32- integer Write histogram bin percentage value. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

APIs in Category: metrocluster
metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get
metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get-iter
metrocluster-check-aggregate-get-iter
metrocluster-check-capture-status-get
metrocluster-check-cluster-get-iter
metrocluster-check-config-replication-get
metrocluster-check-get-iter
metrocluster-check-lif-repair-placement
metrocluster-check-lif-update-vserver-name
metrocluster-check-node-get-iter
metrocluster-check-run
metrocluster-check-volume-get-iter
metrocluster-config-diff-get
metrocluster-config-diff-get-iter
metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get
metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify
metrocluster-config-replication-resync-status-get
metrocluster-configure
metrocluster-create-periodic-job
metrocluster-delete-periodic-job
metrocluster-disable-periodic-check
metrocluster-enable-periodic-check
metrocluster-get
metrocluster-heal
metrocluster-interconnect-adapter-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-remotecluster-get-iter
metrocluster-is-configured
metrocluster-node-get-iter
metrocluster-operation-get-iter
metrocluster-operation-statistics-get-iter
metrocluster-progress-table-get-iter
metrocluster-show-lif-placement-failures-get-iter
metrocluster-switchback
metrocluster-switchover
metrocluster-unconfigure
metrocluster-vserver-get-iter
metrocluster-vserver-resync

metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get
This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of metrocluster configuration data.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

aggregate

aggr-name

desiredattributes

metroclustercheckaggregateeligibility-info
optional

Output Name Range

Description
The aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
hosting eligibility.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclustercheckThe attributes of the metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility.
aggregateeligibility-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get-iter
This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of metrocluster configuration data.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckaggregateeligibility-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheckaggregateeligibility-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckaggregate- The list of attributes of metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility
eligibility- objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metroclustercheck-aggregate-eligibility object. All metrocluster-checkaggregate-eligibility objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

[0..2^32-

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[top]

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-aggregate-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-aggregate-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckaggregateinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheckaggregateinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckaggregate- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-capture-status-get

[top]

This API returns information regarding the capture status of replicated metrocluster configuration data.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

metroclusterSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
checkattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
capturepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is

status-info
optional
Output Name Range

available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclustercheckThe attributes of the metrocluster-check-capture-status.
capturestatus-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-cluster-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-cluster-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckcluster-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclustercheckcluster-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
cluster-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-config-replication-get
Obtain the results of the MetroCluster config replication checks.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
metroclustercheck-configreplicationinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-configThe attributes of the metrocluster.
replicationinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-info objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-info[] The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
check-info
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
check-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

metrocluster-check-lif-repair-placement

[top]

The MetroCluster-check-lif-repair-placement API verifies LIF placement in the destination cluster for the
sync-source Vserver LIF in a MetroCluster setup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
sync-source Vserver LIF
optional

lif
vserver

sync-source Vserver in the MetroCluster configuration

string

Errno

Description

EMCC_LIF_REPAIR_STREAM_ERROR
EMCC_CHECK_SUGGEST_VSERVER_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER

metrocluster-check-lif-update-vserver-name

[top]

The MetroCluster-check-lif-update-vserver-name API updates the Vserver name for failed LIF placement
entries for Vserver LIFs after the Vserver has been renamed in a MetroCluster setup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

boolean
all Vservers that have been renamed
optional

all

string
Vserver UUID
optional

vserver-uuid
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-node-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-node-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-nodeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheck-nodeinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-nodeThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-run

[top]

The metrocluster-check-run API starts a check on the metrocluster configuration. A job will be spawned
to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked
using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

start-on-node-and-skip-nodeversion-checks

job-id
result-error-code

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node
optional Version Checks
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Check Job Id
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string Error description, if the operation caused an
optional error.

result-error-message
result-jobid

Description

boolean If this is set to true, switchover and switchback
optional simulations are skipped.

skip-dr-simulation

Output Name

Type

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values:
"succeeded", "in_progress", "failed".

Errno
EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CLEAR_CHECK_RESULTS_FAIL
EMCC_CLUSTER_PEER_UNAVAILABLE
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_PEER_CHECK_FAIL
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

Description

metrocluster-check-volume-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-volume objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckvolume-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclustercheckvolume-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
volumeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-config-diff-get

[top]

Provides the differences in attributes of a specified configuration instance between two clusters in DR
relationship for MetroCluster. This helps in verifying if the configuration of interest is replicated correctly
from source cluster to destination cluster. If the source configuration matches that of destination,
EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned, indicating that the difference is nil. This API can be invoked on the
source cluster or destination cluster. Note: The configuration objects replicated as part of MetroCluster
and their keys can potentially change from release to release. If a program has opted to use those as
inputs for selection, it may have to be adjusted for updated versions of Data ONTAP.
Input Name

Type

Description

desiredattributes

configclusterdiff-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

destinationcluster-uuid

uuid

instance

Range

[0..2^32-

External UUID of destination cluster

integer The count of object instance

1]
keyList of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
valuecompared - for example, volume:vol1
pair[]

keys
object

string

sourcecluster-uuid

uuid

Output Name

Range

The Cluster-Domain configuration object being compared - for
example, aggrView
External UUID of source cluster

Type

Description

configcluster- The attributes of the metrocluster.
diff-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

metrocluster-config-diff-get-iter

[top]

Provides the differences in configuration between two clusters in DR relationship for MetroCluster. If an
object is not specified, the differences for all replicated objects are shown. If the source configuration
matches that of destination, EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned, indicating that the difference is nil. This
API can be invoked on the source cluster or destination cluster. Note: The configuration objects
replicated as part of MetroCluster and their keys can potentially change from release to release. If a
program has opted to use those as inputs for selection, it may have to be adjusted for updated versions
of Data ONTAP.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag

configclusterdiff-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

configclusterdiff-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster object. All
metrocluster objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

configclusterdiff- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more

optional metrocluster objects to return.
[0..2^32num-records
integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get

[top]

The metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get API returns information regarding
the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of metrocluster
configuration data.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, metrocluster cannot be enabled simultaneously with Async Vserver DR. For this
reason this command will return an error if Async Vserver DR is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range

Type
metroclustercr-storageinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Description

metroclustercr-storage- The attributes of the metrocluster.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify
The metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify API modifies nformation
regarding the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of
metrocluster configuration data.
If input is not provided for a particular value, then the item is not modified in the storage configuration.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, metrocluster cannot be enabled simultaneously with Async Vserver DR. For this
reason this command will return an error if Async Vserver DR is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range
disallowedaggregates

Type

Description

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the
name[] metrocluster configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates.

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-config-replication-resync-status-get

[top]

Get MetroCluster configuration replication synchronization information
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

metroclusterconfigreplicationresync-statusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclusterconfigreplication- The attributes of the metrocluster.
resync-statusinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-configure

[top]

The metrocluster-configure API configures a node and its DR partner to mirror NVRAM and be
configured to participate in a DR switchover. A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and
the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

This optional parameter, if set to true, causes the node to
boolean
refresh the configuration of its partners and to discard the
optional
previous configuration. This is defaulted to false

refresh
start-on-node-andskip-node-versionchecks

result-error-code
result-errormessage

Description

string
Name of the node
optional

node-name

Output Name

Type

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version
optional Checks
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-jobid
result-status

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
1]
optional
string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER

metrocluster-create-periodic-job

[top]

The create-periodic-job API creates the periodic check job.

Errno

Description

EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

metrocluster-delete-periodic-job

[top]

The delete-periodic-job API deletes the periodic check job.

Errno

Description

EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

metrocluster-disable-periodic-check

[top]

The metrocluster-disable-periodic-check API disables periodic check on the metrocluster configuration.

Errno
EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

Description

metrocluster-enable-periodic-check

[top]

The enable-periodic-check API enables periodic check on the metrocluster configuration.

Errno

Description

EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

metrocluster-get

[top]

Get MetroCluster configuration information
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
metroclusterattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

metroclusterThe attributes of the metrocluster.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-heal

[top]

The metrocluster-heal API heals aggregates and partner roots in preparation for a DR switchback.
Healing of aggregates and partner roots is done in two phases by the admin. DR partner nodes must be
powered off and remote disk shelves must be powered on before calling this API. A job will be spawned
to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked
using the job APIs.
Input Name

healing-phase

Range

Type

Description

string

Specifies the healing phase. The first phase heals aggregates by
resyncing mirrored plexes and replaying the nvlogs of nonmirrored aggregates. The second phase heals the root aggregates
of partner nodes. Possible values:
"aggregates" ,
"root_aggregates"

start-on-nodeand-skip-node-

string

Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version Checks

optional

version-checks
Output Name
result-errorcode

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional

result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-jobid
result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_HEAL_AGGRS_BYPASS_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_HEAL_AGGRS_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_HEAL_ROOTS_INVALID_DRC_STATE

metrocluster-interconnect-adapter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-adapter objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

metroclusterinterconnectadapter
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnect- The list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect adapter
objects.
adapter[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnectinterconnect adapter object. All metrocluster interconnect
adapter
adapter objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect adapter objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnectThe list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect ipfo objects.
ipfo[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnectinterconnect ipfo object. All metrocluster interconnect ipfo
ipfo
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Type
metroclusterinterconnectipfo
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect ipfo objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-mirror objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

metrocluster- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
interconnect- all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
mirror
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

[1..2^32max-records
1]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnect- The list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect mirror
objects.
mirror[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

available will be returned.

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnectinterconnect mirror object. All metrocluster interconnect mirror
mirror
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect mirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath-get-iter
Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnectmirrormultipath
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclusterinterconnectmirrormultipath
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metrocluster-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnect mirror multipath object. All metrocluster
interconnect mirror multipath objects matching this query up
to 'max-records' will be returned.

[top]

interconnectThe list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect mirror
mirrormultipath objects.
multipath[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect mirror multipath objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-remotecluster-get-iter
Get MetroCluster Interconnect Remote Cluster Reachable
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnectremoteclusterreachable
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

query

metroclusterinterconnectremoteclusterreachable
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified
for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the
'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

metroclusterinterconnectremotecluster- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
reachable[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

[top]

metrocluster-is-configured

[top]

The metrocluster-is-configured API returns a value indicating if the cluster is configured for
MetroCluster.
Output Name Range
is-mcc-config

Type

Description

boolean Is MetroCluster Configured

Errno

Description

EOK
EMCC_UNABLE_TO_DETERMINE_METROCLUSTER_CONFIGURATION

metrocluster-node-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-node-info objects belonging to MetroCluster nodes
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusternode-info[] The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
node-info
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
node-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-operation-get-iter
Iterate over a list of MetroCluster operations and their details

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusteroperationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusteroperationinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclusteroperationThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-operation-statistics-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Metrocluster operation statistics.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusteroperationstatistics-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusteroperationstatistics-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributes-

Range

metroclusteroperation-

list

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

statisticsinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-progress-table-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-progress-table-info objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterprogresstable-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusterprogresstable-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclusterprogressThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
table-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-show-lif-placement-failures-get-iter
Iterate over a list of LIF placement failures in a MetroCluster setup.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

metroclustershow-lifplacementfailures
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustershow-lifplacementfailures
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustershow-lifplacement- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
failures[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-switchback

[top]

The metrocluster-switchback API initiates the switchback of storage and client access from nodes in the
DR site to their home nodes. The home nodes and storage shelves must be powered on and reachable
by nodes in the DR site. The metrocluster heal-aggregates and metrocluster heal-roots APIs must have
successfully completed before running the metrocluster-switchback API. A job will be spawned to
operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked
using the job APIs. A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned.
The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
override-clusterstream-resyncerrors
override-vetoes
override-vserverstream-resyncerrors
simulate

Range

Type

Description

If this optional parameter is set to true, the system overrides
boolean
errors during the cluster stream resync phase that might
optional
prevent the switchback operation. This is defaulted to false
If this optional parameter is set to true, the system overrides
boolean
subsystem vetoes that might prevent the switchback operation.
optional
This is defaulted to false
If this optional parameter is set to true, the system overrides
boolean
errors during the vserver stream resync phase that might
optional
prevent the switchback operation. This is defaulted to false
If this optional parameter is set to true, the system runs a
boolean simulation of the switchback operation to make sure all the

optional prerequisites for the operation are met. This is defaulted to
false.
start-on-nodeand-skip-nodeversion-checks

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version
optional Checks

Output Name

Range

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Switchback Job Id
optional
1]

job-id
result-error-code

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno

Description

EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_HA_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_INVALID_RELATIONSHIP_TYPE
EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_SB_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_SB_NODE_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_SB_NOT_ALLOWED_ON_DISASTER_CLUSTER
EMCC_SB_NSO_PRIMARY_HEALTH_CHECK_FAILED
EMCC_SB_RECOVERY_STATE_UNKNOWN

metrocluster-switchover

[top]

The metrocluster-switchover API initiates the switchover of storage and client access from a disaster
stricken site to the DR site. Nodes in the disaster stricken site must be powered off and unreachable by
nodes in the DR site before initiating the switchover operation. A job will be spawned to operate on the
metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of
the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
automatic
controllerreplacement

Range

Type

Description

boolean This is a hidden option. It is used when Automatic USO is done
optional programatically in 2-node MCC configurations.
boolean If this optional parameter is used, the nodes in the DR site will be
optional halted.
If set to true, all volumes being switched over will have their in-

force-nvfailall

boolean nvfailed-state set to true by the switchover API. Also the forceoptional nvfail-on-dr option will be set to true on the volumes that are not
already enabled. The default value is false.

forced-ondisaster

This option is used when all the nodes on the disaster stricken site
boolean
are powered off and unreachable. In absence of this parameter, the
optional
command implies a planned switchover operation

overridevetoes

boolean If this optional parameter is used, the system overrides subsystem
optional vetoes that might prevent the switchover operation

retry-failednodes

This optional parameter is available at the advanced privilege level.
When a list of nodes is specified by name or UUID, the switchover
string[]
API is directed to those nodes only. The option is used to make the
optional
list of nodes redo a previously failed switchover operation. By
default all eligible nodes are switched over

simulate

If this optional parameter is set to true, the system runs a
boolean simulation of the negotiated switchover operation to make sure all
optional the prerequisites for the operation are met. This is defaulted to
false.

start-onnode-andskip-nodeversionchecks
Output Name
job-id

string
Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version Checks
optional

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Switchover Job Id
optional
1]

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
code
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_INTERNAL_NODE_ERROR
EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
EMCC_NOT_MCC_CONFIG
EMCC_SO_INVALID_PARAMS
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_NSO_FAILED_DOWN_NODES
EMCC_SB_NSO_PRIMARY_HEALTH_CHECK_FAILED
EMCC_SB_NSO_PRIMARY_NODES_NOT_HEALTHY
EMCC_SO_DRC_NOT_IN_PARTIAL_STATE
EMCC_SO_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_SO_LOC_NODE_NOT_IN_QUORUM
EMCC_SO_NODE_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_SO_NO_NODES_CAPABLE

Description

metrocluster-unconfigure

[top]

The metrocluster-unconfigure API wipes the configuration from nodes in a DR group which are in the
local cluster where the API is issued. This includes all the nodes in the specified DR group in that local
cluster. Nodes in the DR group are disallowed from participating in the metrocluster switchover after the
configuration has been wiped. This API is used to tear down a metrocluster setup. The tear down of a
node is completed when the hardware that activates the node for metrocluster, such as an FC-VI
adapter, is removed or deactivated. A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
dr-group-id

Range

start-on-node-and-skip-nodeversion-checks
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string Error description, if the operation caused an
optional error.

result-error-message
result-jobid

Description

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node
optional Version Checks

Output Name
result-error-code

Type

[0..2^32- integer
Identifier for the DR group
optional
1]

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values:
"succeeded", "in_progress", "failed".

Errno

Description

EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_DR_PARTNERS_CONFIG_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_INTERNAL_NODE_ERROR
EMCC_INVALID_DR_GROUP_ID
EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_UNASSIGN_NODE_ALREADY_DONE
EMCC_UNASSIGN_NODE_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_UNASSIGN_PEER_CLUSTER_UNCONFIGURED
EMCC_UNASSIGN_PEER_CLUSTER_WARNING

metrocluster-vserver-get-iter
Iterate over a list of metrocluster objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
vserver-info
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclustervserverThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
vserver-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-vserver-resync

[top]

Resynchronize Vserver with its partner Vserver
Input Name

Range

cluster-name

Type

Description

cluster-name Name of the Cluster which contains the Vserver

source-vserver
Errno

string

Vserver in the MetroCluster relationship

Description

ERESYNCFAILEDRETRY
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: config-cluster-diff-info

[top]

Check for configuration differences between replicated cluster-domain tables When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

attributediff-list

configclusterattributeinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes that differ

destinationclustername

string
optional

Name of destination cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

destinationcluster-uuid

uuid
optional

External UUID of destination cluster Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The count of object instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

instance
keys

[0..2^321]

key-value- List of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
compared - for example, volume:vol1 Attributes: key, nonpair[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

object

string
optional

The Cluster-Domain configuration object being compared - for
example, aggrView Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

skipexcludedfields

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to compare configuration attributes which are
not explicitly replicated. Default is true. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sourceclustername

string
optional

Name of source cluster Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster-uuid

uuid
optional

External UUID of source cluster Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: key-value-pair

[top]

Key value pair in the format key:value
[none]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-info

[top]

MetroCluster Config-Replication Aggregate Eligibility Info When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

aggrThe aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
name
hosting eligibility. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

comment

If the aggregate is not eligible to host additional config-replication
string
volumes, this comment indicates the reason. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

hostedconfigurationreplicationvolumes

volumeThe volumes used for config-replication that are currently hosted
name[]
by this aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-eligible-to-hostadditionalvolumes

boolean Whether or not this aggregate is eligible to host more configoptional replication volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-aggregate-info
MetroCluster check aggregate info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

additionalinfo

string[] Additional information/Recovery steps in case the check find a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggregate

string Name of the aggregate that was checked. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'mirrored'
'disk_pool_allocation'

string
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

check

"mirroring_status" - Mirroring status,
"disk_pool_allocation" - Disk pool allocation,
"ownership_state" - Check for left-behind aggregates,
"fabricpool_mirror_status" - FabricPool Mirror status
clustername

string Name of the cluster the aggregate belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string Name of the node that the aggregate belonged to. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
Result of the check.
Possible values:
'ok',
'warning'

string
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

result

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable
timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-capture-status-info

[top]

MetroCluster Config-Replication Capture in Progress Info When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-capture-inprogress

Range

Type

Description

boolean Whether or not a configuration change is actively being captured.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-cluster-info

[top]

MetroCluster check cluster info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information/Recovery steps in case the check find a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'negotiated_switchover_ready'
'switchback_ready'
'job_schedules'
'licenses'
'onboard_key_management'
'external_key_management'
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

check

clustername

string
optional

"none" - No DR OP-ready check is performed,
"negotiated_switchover_ready" - Check if the cluster is ready for
a negotiated switchover operation,
"switchback_ready" - Check if the cluster is ready for a
switchback operation,
"job_schedules" - Check if the job schedules between the local
and the remote cluster are consistent,
"licenses" - Check if the licenses between the local and the
remote cluster are consistent,
"periodic_check_enabled" - Check if the periodic MetroCluster
Check job is enabled,
"onboard_key_management" - Check if onboard key
management hierarchies are consistent,
"external_key_management" - Check if external key
management configurations are consistent

string Name of the cluster the aggregate belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Result of the check.
Possible values:

result

string
optional

'ok',
'warning'
'not-applicable'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-config-replication-info
Results of the MetroCluster config replication checks When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clusterrecoverysteps

Range

Type

Description

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication Cluster streams. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication Cluster streams are
healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

clusterstreams

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

heartbeatrecoverysteps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with the remote
optional heartbeat. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-enabled

boolean Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication is enabled on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-running

boolean Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication is running on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastheartbeatreceived

The timestamp of the last MetroCluster configuration replication
datetime
hearbeat received from the remote cluster. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

lastheartbeatsent

The timestamp of the last MetroCluster configuration replication
datetime
heartbeat sent to the remote cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

recoverysteps

Recovery steps in case the check finds config replication is not enabled
string
or is enabled but not running. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
Verifies that the MetroCluster configuration replication heartbeat with
the remote cluster is healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

remoteheartbeat

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable
The location of MetroCluster configuration replication storage.

[top]

Examples:
storage-inuse

string
optional

Node Local on node-123
Cluster-wide Volume:
MDV_CRS_1bc7134a5ddf11e3b63f123478563412_A
Unavailable
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-nonhealthyreason

string The underlying root cause for non-healthy MetroCluster configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagerecoverysteps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication storage is healthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storagestatus

string
optional

vserverrecoverysteps

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication Vserver streams. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication Vserver streams are
healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

vserverstreams

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-info

[top]

MetroCluster check info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information/Recovery steps Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
Name of the component that was checked.
Possible values:
'nodes',
'aggregates',

'clusters'
string
optional

component

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"nodes" - Checks For Nodes In MetroCluster,
"lifs" - Checks For LIFs in MetroCluster,
"config_replication" - Checks For Config Replication In
MetroCluster,
"aggregates" - Checks For Aggregates In MetroCluster,
"clusters" - Checks For Clusters DR-ready Status,
"connections" - Checks For Connections In MetroCluster Over IP,
"volumes" - Checks For Volumes In MetroCluster
Result of the check.
Possible values:
'ok',
'warning'

string
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

result

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable
timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-node-info
MetroCluster check node info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information/Recovery steps in case the check finds a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'reachable'
'metrocluster_ready',
'ha_partner_in_same_cluster',
'ha_mirroring',
'symmetric_ha_relationship',
'dr_partner_in_peer_cluster'
'dr_mirroring'

[top]

'symmetric_dr_relationship'
'dr_auxiliary_in_peer_cluster'
'symmetric_dr_auxiliary_relationship'
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
check

string
optional

"node_reachable" - Is the node reachable,
"metrocluster_ready" - Ready for MetroCluster configuration,
"local_ha_partner" - HA partner in same cluster,
"ha_mirroring_on" - HA mirroring,
"ha_mirroring_op_state" - HA mirroring operational state,
"symmetric_ha_relationship" - Symmetric HA relationship,
"remote_dr_partner" - DR partner in peer cluster,
"dr_mirroring_on" - DR Mirroring,
"dr_mirroring_op_state" - DR Mirroring operational state,
"symmetric_dr_relationship" - Symmetric DR relationship,
"remote_dr_auxiliary_partner" - DR Auxiliary in peer cluster,
"symmetric_dr_auxiliary_relationship" - Symmetric DR Auxiliary
relationship,
"storage_failover_enabled" - Is storage failover enabled,
"has_intercluster_lif" - Check if the node has an intercluster LIF,
"node_object_limit" - Is node object limit option turned on,
"automatic_uso" - Is automatic USO enabled

clustername

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nodename

string Name of the node that was checked. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Result of the check.
Possible values:
'ok',
'warning'

result

string
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-volume-info
MetroCluster check volume info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

additionalinfo

Type

Description

string[] Additional information/Recovery steps when the check finds a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'unmirrored_flexgroups'
'mixed_flexgroups'

string
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

check

"unmirrored_flexgroups" - Check to see if any FlexGroups reside
on unmirrored aggregates,
"mixed_flexgroups" - Check to see if any FlexGroups reside on a
mix of mirrored and unmirrored aggregates
Result of the check.
Possible values:

string
optional

result

'ok',
'warning'
'not-applicable'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

volume

string Volume which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Vserver which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-config-replication-resync-status-info
MetroCluster configuration replication synchronization status info When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
inbound-completionpercentage

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Inbound Completion Percentage Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Inbound Synchronization State

[top]

Possible values:
inbound-sync-state

string
optional

'messaging',
'complete',
'failed'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

local-cluster-name
outbound-completionpercentage

string Local Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^64- integer Outbound Completion Percentage Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
Outbound Synchronization State
Possible values:

outbound-sync-state

string
optional

'messaging',
'complete',
'failed'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-cluster-name

string Remote Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-cr-storage-info

[top]

MetroCluster Config-Replication Cluster Storage Info When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
disallowedaggregates
usemirroredaggregate

Range

Type

Description

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the
name[] metrocluster configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether mirrored aggregates are currently in use by
boolean
metrocluster configuration replication. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-info
MetroCluster configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
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shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
MetroCluster configuration type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

configuration-type

string
optional

"invalid" - Invalid topology,
"stretch" - Stretch topology,
"fabric" - Fabric topology,
"two_node_fabric" - Two-node fabric topology,
"ip_fabric" - IP fabric topology,
"ip_two_node_fabric" - Two-node IP fabric topology,
"mixed_fabric" - FC-IP fabric topology
AUSO Failure Domain on Local Cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Automatic USO trigger criteria could not be
determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"auso_on_cluster_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered only if all remote are down,
"auso_on_dr_group_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered if any HA pair in the remote cluster is down,
"auso_disabled" - Automatic USO will not be triggered

local-auso-failuredomain

string
optional

local-cluster-name

string Name of the Local Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
State of the Local Cluster Configuration Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

localconfiguration-state

string
optional

"unknown" - Mode could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"configuration_error" - MetroCluster is not ready for use.
Error in configuration.,
"partially_configured" - MetroCluster is partially configured,
some nodes are not configured.,
"configured" - MetroCluster is completely configured
Mode of Operation of Local Cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

local-mode

local-periodiccheck-enabled

string
optional

"unknown" - State could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"normal" - Cluster is in normal mode,
"switchover" - Cluster is in switchover mode,
"waiting_for_switchback" - Cluster is waiting for
switchback,
"partial_switchover" - Cluster is in partial switchover mode,
"partial_switchback" - Cluster is in partial switchback mode

boolean Is Periodic Check Enabled on Local Cluster Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
AUSO Failure Domain on Remote Cluster Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Automatic USO trigger criteria could not be
determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"auso_on_cluster_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered only if all remote are down,
"auso_on_dr_group_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered if any HA pair in the remote cluster is down,
"auso_disabled" - Automatic USO will not be triggered

remote-ausofailure-domain

string
optional

remote-clustername

string Name of the Remote Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
State of the Remote Cluster Configuration Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

remoteconfiguration-state

string
optional

"unknown" - Mode could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"configuration_error" - MetroCluster is not ready for use.
Error in configuration.,
"partially_configured" - MetroCluster is partially configured,
some nodes are not configured.,
"configured" - MetroCluster is completely configured
Mode of Operation of Remote Cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

remote-mode

remote-periodiccheck-enabled

string
optional

"unknown" - State could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"normal" - Cluster is in normal mode,
"switchover" - Cluster is in switchover mode,
"waiting_for_switchback" - Cluster is waiting for
switchback,
"partial_switchover" - Cluster is in partial switchover mode,
"partial_switchback" - Cluster is in partial switchback mode

boolean Is Periodic Check Enabled on Remote Cluster Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-adapter
Metrocluster interconnect adapter. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-

Range

Type
string

Description
Name of the interconnect adapter. For example: cxgb3_0,
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name

optional

fcvi_device_0. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of adapter.
Possible Values:
'IB',
'iWARP',
'FC-VI',
'M-VIA'

adaptertype

string
optional

firmwareversion

string
optional

Firmware version of the adapter. For example: 7.7.209,
113.01.00. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ipaddress

string
optional

IP address of the adapter. For example: 1.0.12.2. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-oodenabled

boolean
optional

Is Out-of-Order delivery enabled for the adapter port? Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Link speed (in Gbps) configured for the adapter port.
Possible Values:
linkspeed

string
optional

'1G',
'2G',
'4G',
'8G',
'16G'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of negotiation done for adapter port speed.

linkspeedneg-type

string
optional

Possible Values:
'Manual',
'Auto'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string
optional

Name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Physical link status of the adapter port.
Possible Values:

physicallinkstatus

string
optional

portname

string
optional

Name of the adapter port. For example: c0a, 1a. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the adapter. For example:
21:00:00:24:ff:48:ea:d0. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

'Up',
'Down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remoteadapterlist

metroclusterinterconnectInformation about remote metrocluster interconnect adapter.
remote-adapter[]
optional

switchmodel

string
optional

Model of the switch connected to this adapter port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchname

string
optional

Name of the switch connected to this adapter port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchportname

string
optional

Name of the switch port connected to this adapter port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchport-wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the switch port connected to this adapter
port. For example: 20:0d:00:27:f8:47:9e:25. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Status of the switch connected to this adapter port.

switchstatus

'Up',
'Down'

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
switchvendor

string
optional

Vendor of the switch connected to this adapter port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchwwn

string
optional

World wide name of the switch connected to this adapter port.
For example: 10:00:00:27:f8:47:9e:25. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo
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Metrocluster interconnect ipfo. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean IPFO status of a node. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-timeout-triggerenabled

boolean Timeout trigger status of a node. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

node-name
timeout-trigger-value

nodeName of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Timeout based trigger in msecs. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-mirror
Object for cross-cluster NVRAM mirroring between two nodes in DR partnership. When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
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When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the adapter. For example: cxgb3_0, fcvi_device_0.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of adapter.
Possible Values:

adapter-type

string
optional

'IB',
'iWARP',
'FC-VI',
'M-VIA'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mirroringadmin-status

string
optional

Administrative status of NVRAM mirror. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
Operational status of NVRAM mirror. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

mirroring-operstatus

node-name
partner-name

string
optional

"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"

string
Name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the partner node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Type of partner. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

partner-type

string
optional

"ha" - High Availability Partner,
"dr" - Disaster Recovery Partner,
"aux" - Disaster Recovery Auxiliary Partner
Physical link status of adapter port.

physical-linkstatus

string
optional

Possible values:
'Up',
'Down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath
Metrocluster interconnect mirror multipath. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
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shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Multipath policy of the mirror. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:

multipathpolicy

metroclusterinterconnectmppolicy
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

"no_mp" - No Multipath,
"static_map" - Static Map,
"dynamic_map" - Dynamic Map,
"round_robin" - Round Robin
Name of the node. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-remotecluster-reachable
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MetroCluster Interconnect Remote Cluster Reachable When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-remote-clusterreachable
node
node-uuid

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is the remote cluster visible through an interconnect Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node's UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: metrocluster-node-info
MetroCluster node configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
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Name
additionalconfiguration-info
automatic-uso
cluster-name

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies additional configuration information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean Specifies if automatic unsigned switchover is enabled
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the state of the node's configuration.
Possible values:

configuration-state

string
optional

'node-unreachable',
'configured',
'not-configured'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarycluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the DR auxiliary partner belongs to
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarypartner-nodename

string Name of the DR auxiliary partner Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarypartner-uuid

string UUID of the DR auxiliary partner Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarysystemid
dr-cluster-name
dr-group-id

[0..2^32- integer System Id of the DR auxiliary partner Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the DR cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Specifies the state of the node
Possible values:

dr-mirroring-state

string
optional

'-',
'enabled',
'disabled',
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-operationduration

[0..2^64- integer Specifies the time taken to complete the last DR operation in
1]
optional seconds Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
State of the DR operation.
Possible values:

dr-operation-state

string
optional

'normal',
'switchover_in progress',
'switchover_failed',
'switchover_completed',
'heal_aggrs_in progress',
'heal_aggrs_failed',
'heal_aggrs_completed',
'heal_roots_in progress',
'heal_roots_failed',
'heal_roots_completed',
'switchback_in_progress',
'switchback_failed'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-partner-clusteruuid

string UUID of the cluster the DR partner belongs to Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-partner-nodename
dr-partnersystemid

string Name of the DR partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^32- integer System Id of the DR partner Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable
string UUID of the DR partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

dr-partner-uuid
force-node-objectlimit

boolean Specifies if the node object limits are enforced Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

ha-partner-clusteruuid

string UUID of the cluster the HA partner belongs to Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

ha-partner-nodename
ha-partnersystemid

string Name of the HA partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^32- integer System Id of the HA partner Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable
string UUID of the HA partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

ha-partner-uuid

boolean Specifies if the node HAOSC setting is mccip Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

mccip-node

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node-cluster-uuid

string Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node-name
node-systemid

[0..2^32- integer System Id of the node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
string
UUID of the node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

Element definition: metrocluster-operation-info
MetroCluster operation history info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo
clustername
commandline
end-time

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information for the job Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string Command Line With Options Specified Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^31- integer Time when the operation ended. The value is the number of seconds
optional elapsed since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string[] List of errors encountered during the operation Attributes: non-
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error-list
job-id
nodename

optional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer
Identifier for the job Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string
Name of the node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Name of the operation.
Possible values:
'configure',
'modify',
'switchover',
'switchback',
'heal_aggregates',
'heal_root_aggregates',
'switchback_continuation_agent',
'unconfigure',
'unconfigure_continuation_agent',
'switchover-simulate',
'switchback-simulate',
'check',
'dr-group-create',
'dr-group-delete',
'connect',
'disconnect',
'interface-create',
'interface-delete',
'interface-modify'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operation

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown operation,
"configure" - MetroCluster configure operation,
"modify" - MetroCluster modify operation,
"switchover" - MetroCluster switchover operation,
"heal_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal aggregates operation,
"heal_root_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal root aggregates
operation,
"switchback" - MetroCluster switchback operation,
"switchback_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster switchback
continuation agent,
"unconfigure" - MetroCluster unconfigure operation,
"unconfigure_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster unconfigure
continuation agent,
"switchover_simulate" - MetroCluster switchover simulation
operation,
"switchback_simulate" - MetroCluster switchback simulation
operation,
"check" - MetroCluster check operation,
"ip_setup" - MetroCluster IP setup operation,
"ip_teardown" - MetroCluster IP teardown operation,
"dr_group_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR Group
create operation,
"dr_group_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR Group
delete operation,
"connect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting connect operation,
"disconnect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting disconnect
operation,
"interface_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
create operation,

"interface_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
delete operation,
"interface_modify" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
modify operation,
"heal_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal aggregates
operation,
"heal_root_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal root
aggregates operation,
"remove_dr_group" - MetroCluster remove DR group operation
operationuuid
start-time

string Unique identifier for the operation Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^31- integer Time when the operation started. The value is the number of seconds
optional elapsed since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
State of the operation.
Possible values:
'unknown',
'in_progress',
'partially_successful',
'completed_with_manual_recovery_needed',
'completed_with_warnings',
'successful',
'failed'
string Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"unknown" - Could not determine the state of the operation,
"in_progress" - The operation is in progress,
"partially_successful" - The operation has ended and it was
partially successful,
"successful" - The operation has ended and it was successful,
"failed" - The operation has ended and it failed,
"completed_with_manual_recovery_needed" - The operation has
ended but some steps need to be manually run,
"completed_with_warnings" - The operation has ended and it
was successful but there were some warnings during the
operation

state

Element definition: metrocluster-operation-statistics-info
Metrocluster opertaion statistics info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
failed

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Number of failed instances of each operation Attributes: non-
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1]

optional creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the operation.
Possible values:
'configure',
'modify',
'switchover',
'switchback',
'heal_aggregates',
'heal_root_aggregates',
'switchback_continuation_agent',
'unconfigure',
'unconfigure_continuation_agent',
'switchover-simulate',
'switchback-simulate',
'check',
'dr-group-create',
'dr-group-delete',
'connect',
'disconnect',
'interface-create',
'interface-delete',
'interface-modify'
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operation

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown operation,
"configure" - MetroCluster configure operation,
"modify" - MetroCluster modify operation,
"switchover" - MetroCluster switchover operation,
"heal_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal aggregates operation,
"heal_root_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal root aggregates
operation,
"switchback" - MetroCluster switchback operation,
"switchback_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster switchback
continuation agent,
"unconfigure" - MetroCluster unconfigure operation,
"unconfigure_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster unconfigure
continuation agent,
"switchover_simulate" - MetroCluster switchover simulation
operation,
"switchback_simulate" - MetroCluster switchback simulation
operation,
"check" - MetroCluster check operation,
"ip_setup" - MetroCluster IP setup operation,
"ip_teardown" - MetroCluster IP teardown operation,
"dr_group_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR
Group create operation,
"dr_group_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR
Group delete operation,
"connect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting connect
operation,
"disconnect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting disconnect
operation,
"interface_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
create operation,
"interface_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
delete operation,
"interface_modify" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
modify operation,

"heal_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal aggregates
operation,
"heal_root_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal root
aggregates operation,
"remove_dr_group" - MetroCluster remove DR group operation
succeeded

[0..2^64- integer Number of successful instances of each operation Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total[0..2^64- integer Total number of instances of each operation Attributes: non-creatable,
instances
1]
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-progress-table-info
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MetroCluster progress table info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
duration
entryname
index
nodename

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Time spent by this subsystem processing this operation in seconds
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string
Name of the subsystem Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer
Resource Table Index Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
State of the subsystem.
Possible values:

state

string
optional

'switchover_in_progress',
'switchover_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes',
'switchover_completed_successfully',
'healing_phase_roots_in_progress',
'healing_phase_roots_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes',
'healing_phase_roots_completed_successfully',
'healing_phase_aggregates_in_progress',
'healing_phase_aggregates_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes',
'healing_phase_aggregates_completed_successfully',
'switchback_in_progress',
'switchback_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes'

Element definition: metrocluster-show-lif-placement-failures
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Display LIF placement failures in MetroCluster setup When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Data Protocol of the sync source Vserver LIF Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocol

string[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
LIF Placement Failures in MetroCluster setup
LIF Placement failures:

lif-placementfailure

string
optional

'Port hosting the sync source vserver FC LIF in the source
cluster is not connected to any fabric',
'MetroCluster DR Node is offline',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node connected to fabric
with fabric name ',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node of CNA adaptertype',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node of FC adapter-type',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node connected to the
required subnet '
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sync-sourcevserver

string sync-source Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

sync-sourcevserver-lif

string sync-source Vserver LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-vserver-info
Metroclsuter Vserver Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

cluster

Type

Description

clustername Cluster name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

configurationstate

This describes the configuration state of the MetroCluster setup. It can
have three possible values: healthy, unhealthy, degraded. The
configuration-state is described as healthy when both the local and
remote streams are up and there are no failed operations in the
stream. If either the local stream's or the remote stream's operation
state is not up, the configuration-state is unhealthy. If there is a failed
vs-mcc- operation in the stream, the configuration-state is degraded.
config- Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
state
"healthy" ,
optional
"unhealthy" ,
"degraded" ,
"pending_setup" ,
"syncing" ,
"replication_paused" ,
"pending_switchback"

failed-reason

string
Failed Replication Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

failed-row

This field appears in the output only if the failed operation is
string
configuration_apply. This specifies the row for which the apply has
optional
failed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

partnervserver

string Partner Vserver in the MetroCluster relationship Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Vserver in the MetroCluster relationship Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: config-cluster-attribute-info

[top]

The name of attribute and its values at source and destination
Name

Range

Type

Description

string Attribute of the configuration compared - for example, volume-style in
optional case of volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

attribute
destinationcluster-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at destination cluster Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at source cluster Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-remote-adapter
Information about remote metrocluster interconnect adapter.
Name
remoteadaptername
remoteadapterport-id
remoteadapterport-name
remoteadapter-

Range

Type

Description

Name of the remote adapter connected to this adapter port. For
string
example: cxgb3_0, fcvi_device_0. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
[0..2^32- integer ID of the remote adapter port connected to this adapter port.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
nodeRemote Adapter Port Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional
World Wide Name of the remote adapter connected to this adapter
string
port. For example: 21:00:00:24:ff:48:ff:47. Attributes: nonoptional

[top]

port-wwn
remotepartnernode-name

creatable, non-modifiable
nodeName of the remote partner node hosting the remote adapter.
name
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: metroclusterinterconnectmppolicy

[top]

no-mp|static-map|dynamic-map|round-robin Possible values:
"no_mp" - No Multipath,
"static_map" - Static Map,
"dynamic_map" - Dynamic Map,
"round_robin" - Round Robin
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vs-mcc-config-state
healthy|unhealthy|degraded|pending-setup|syncing|replication-paused|pending-switchback Possible
values:

[top]

"healthy" ,
"unhealthy" ,
"degraded" ,
"pending_setup" ,
"syncing" ,
"replication_paused" ,
"pending_switchback"
[none]

APIs in Category: metrocluster-check-connection
metrocluster-checkconnection-get-iter

These APIs check the connections for nodes in a MetroCluster
over IP configuration

metrocluster-check-connection-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-connection-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckconnectioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheckconnectioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckconnection- The list of attributes of metrocluster-check-connection objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metroclustercheck-connection object. All metrocluster-check-connection
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-check-connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-check-connection-info
MetroCluster check connection info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
check-mtusize-error-info
check-pingerror-info

Range

Type

Description

string Check connection MTU size error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Check connection ping error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Check connection result Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

check-result

check-storageerror-info

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

string Check connection storage error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-errorinfo

string Connection configuration error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Connection configuration state
Possible values:

config-state

string
optional

'disconnected',
'completed',
'connect-check',
'connect-nvlog',
'connect-storage',
'disconnect-storage',
'disconnect-nvlog',
'connect-prepare',
'connect-update'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationaddress
dr-group-id
home-port

string IP address for the port on the partner node Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string Name of the port on the node Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

string
UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partnercluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the partner node belongs to Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

partner-node

string Name of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

partner-nodeuuid
partner-type

string UUID of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

relationshiptype

source-address

string
optional

"self" ,
"ha" ,
"dr_primary" ,
"dr_auxiliary" ,
"unknown"

string IP address for the port on the node Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

APIs in Category: metrocluster-configuration-settings
metroclusterconfiguration-settingsget-iter

These APIs manage the configuration settings for a MetroCluster
over IP setup

metrocluster-configuration-settings-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-configuration-settings-info objects
Input Name

Range

metroclusterconfigurationsettings-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterconfigurationThe list of attributes of metrocluster-configuration-settings
settingsobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

Description

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterconfigurationconfiguration-settings object. All metrocluster-configurationsettings-info
settings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
optional
be returned.

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-configuration-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-configuration-settings-info
MetroCluster configuration settings info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-errorinfo

string Configuration error information Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

configurationstatus

string
Configuration status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

APIs in Category: metrocluster-connection
metrocluster-connectionconnect-async
metrocluster-connectiondisconnect-async
metrocluster-connectionget-iter

These APIs manage the connections between source and
destination network interfaces for MetroCluster over IP setup

metrocluster-connection-connect-async

[top]

Configure the connections that mirror the NV logs and access remote storage between partner nodes in
MetroCluster sertup A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster-connection and the job id will
be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-connection-disconnect-async

[top]

Tear down the connections that mirror the NV logs and access remote storage between partner nodes in
MetroCluster setup A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster-connection and the job id will
be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
dr-group-id
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32integer DR Group ID
1]
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
1]
optional

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-connection-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-connection-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterconnectioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterconnection object. All metrocluster-connection objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusterconnectioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclusterconnectionThe list of attributes of metrocluster-connection objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-connection-info
MetroCluster Connection configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-errorinfo

string Connection configuration error information Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Connection configuration state
Possible values:

config-state

string
optional

'disconnected',
'completed',
'connect-check',
'connect-nvlog',
'connect-storage',
'disconnect-storage',
'disconnect-nvlog',
'connect-prepare',
'connect-update'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationaddress
dr-group-id
home-port

string IP address for the port on the partner node Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string Name of the port on the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

string
UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partnercluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the partner node belongs to Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

partnernode

string
Name of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partnernode-uuid

string
UUID of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partner-type

string Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

relationshiptype

sourceaddress

string
optional

"self" ,
"ha" ,
"dr_primary" ,
"dr_auxiliary" ,
"unknown"

string IP address for the port on the node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

APIs in Category: metrocluster-dr-group
metrocluster-dr-groupcreate
metrocluster-dr-groupdelete
metrocluster-dr-groupget-iter

These APIs manage the DR groups for a MetroCluster over IP
setup

metrocluster-dr-group-create

[top]

Create MetroCluster DR group
Input Name

Range Type

local-node

Description

string Local Node Name

partner-cluster

string Partner Cluster Name

remote-node

string Remote Node Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-dr-group-delete

[top]

Delete MetroCluster DR group
Input Name

Range

Type Description

dr-group-id [0..2^32-1] integer Dr group Id
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-dr-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-dr-group-info objects
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
dr-group-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterdr-groupThe list of attributes of metrocluster-dr-group objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterdr-group-info
dr-group object. All metrocluster-dr-group objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

integer
optional

available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-dr-group objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-dr-group-info
MetroCluster DR group configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

dr-group-id

[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

dr-partnernode

string Name of the DR partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

dr-partnernode-uuid

string UUID of the DR partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node
node-uuid

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string

UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

APIs in Category: metrocluster-interface
metrocluster-interfacecreate
metrocluster-interfacedelete
metrocluster-interfaceget-iter

These APIs manage the logical interface for a MetroCluster over
IP setup

metrocluster-interface-create

[top]

Create a MetroCluster Interface
Input Name

Type

Description

address

string

Network Address

cluster-name

string

Cluster Name

home-node

string

Home Node

home-port

string

Home Port

netmask

string

Netmask

vlan-id

Range

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

integer
Virtual LAN ID
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-interface-delete

[top]

Delete a MetroCluster Interface
Input Name Range Type Description
cluster-name

string Cluster Name

home-node

string Home Node

home-port

string Home Port

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interface-info objects
Input Name

Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
interface-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterfaceThe list of attributes of metrocluster-interface objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterinterface-info
interface object. All metrocluster-interface objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-interface objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-interface-info
MetroCluster Interface configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

string
IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-

string

Interface configuration error information Attributes: non-creatable,

[top]

error-info

optional non-modifiable
Interface configuration state
Possible values:

config-state

string
optional

'create-interface',
'delete-interface',
'setup-storage',
'teardown-storage'
'completed',
'prepare-connection',
'disconnect-connection'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes: key,
dr-group-id
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
gateway
home-port
netmask

string
Gateway Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string Name of the port on the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string
Netmask Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

string
UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vlan-id

[0..2^32- integer Interface virtual LAN identifier Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

APIs in Category: name-mapping
name-mapping-create
name-mapping-delete
name-mapping-get-iter
name-mapping-insert
name-mapping-modify
name-mapping-refreshhostname
name-mapping-swap
name-mapping-unixgroup-add-user
name-mapping-unixgroup-create
name-mapping-unixgroup-delete-user
name-mapping-unixgroup-destroy
name-mapping-unixgroup-get
name-mapping-unixgroup-get-iter
name-mapping-unixgroup-modify
name-mapping-unixuser-create
name-mapping-unixuser-destroy
name-mapping-unixuser-get
name-mapping-unixuser-get-iter
name-mapping-unixuser-modify

This set of APIs are used to manage name mappings between
Kerberos users, Windows users and UNIX users. name-mappingunix-user APIs are used to manage local UNIX users. namemapping-unix-group APIs are used to manage local UNIX groups.
When a NFS client wishes to access a file having NTFS style
permission, name-mapping rule is applied to determine the
Windows User that maps to the NFS Client user under
consideration. When a CIFS client wishes to access a file having
UNIX style permission name-mapping rule is applied to
determine the UNIX user that maps to the CIFS user under
consideration. When neither NIS nor LDAP is configured,
credentials for the mapped UNIX user is obtained from the local
database created using name-mapping-unix-user and namemapping-unix-group APIs.

name-mapping-create

[top]

Create a new name mapping for a Vserver.
Input Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-and- IP address is an optional parameter which is used to
match the client IP address while searching for a pattern
mask
optional that can be used as a replacement.
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Possible
values:

direction

namemappingdirection

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name

mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping
Hostname is an optional parameter which is used to match
string
the client IP address with the list of IP addresses from
optional
mentioned hostname.

hostname

pattern

string

position

[1..2147483647] integer

replacement

string

returnrecord

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX,
and they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
mappings for this Vserver.
The name that is to be used as a replacement if the
pattern associated with this entry matches. The
replacement is a string containing escape sequences
representing subexpressions from the pattern, as in the
UNIX 'sed' program.

boolean If set to true, returns the name-mapping on successful
optional creation. Default: false

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

namemapping- The name-mapping created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-delete

[top]

Delete an existing name mapping entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the name mapping is applied.
Possible values:

name-mappingdirection

direction

position

[1..2147483647]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

integer

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX
user name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user
name mapping
Position of an existing name mapping in the list of
name mappings for this Vserver.

name-mapping-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of name mappings in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

namemappinginfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-mapping object.
All name-mapping objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

namemappingThe list of attributes of name-mapping objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameoptional mapping objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

namemappinginfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-insert

[top]

Insert a name mapping into the table at a specified position.
Input Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-andThis optional parameter specifies the IP address which can
mask
be used to match the client IP address with the pattern.
optional
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Possible
values:

direction

namemappingdirection

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name

mapping
This optional parameter specifies the Hostname which can
string
be used to match the client IP address with the list of IP
optional
addresses corresspoding to the provided hostname.

hostname

pattern

position

string

[1..2147483647] integer

replacement

string

Errno

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX, and
they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position within the set of name mappings that this new
mapping will take. If a mapping already exists at this
position, it will be moved to the next position in the list.
The name that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a
string containing escape sequences representing
subexpressions from the pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed'
program.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-modify

[top]

Modify an existing name mapping entry.
Input Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-and- IP address is an optional parameter which is used to match
the client IP address while searching for a pattern that can
mask
optional be used as a replacement.
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Possible
values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping

direction

namemappingdirection

hostname

Hostname is an optional parameter which is used to match
string
the client IP address with the list of IP addresses from
optional
mentioned hostname.

pattern

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
string UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
optional case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX, and
they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows.

position

[1..2147483647] integer

Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
mappings for this Vserver.

The name that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a
string
string containing escape sequences representing
optional
subexpressions from the pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed'
program.

replacement

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-refresh-hostname

[top]

Resolve The IP addresses for the configured Hostname.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name Mapping Direction Possible values:

direction

name-mappingdirection
optional

hostname

string
optional

Errno

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping
Hostname

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-swap

[top]

Swap the position of one name mapping with another. The position is the place in the sequence of name
mappings in which the mappings are applied.
Input Name

Range

direction
position
withposition

Type

Description

string Direction in which the name mapping is applied.
[1..2147483647] integer
[0..2^32-1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
mappings for this Vserver.

Position of an existing name mapping entry in the list of name
integer mappings for this Vserver. This entry will be swapped with the
entry at 'position'.

Description

name-mapping-unix-group-add-user

[top]

Add a user to a UNIX group
Input Name Range Type
group-name

Description

string Specifies UNIX group name.

user-name

string Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-group-create

[top]

Create a new UNIX group.
Input Name

Range

Type

group-id

[0..2^321]

integer

Description
Specifies an identification number for the UNIX group.

group-name

string

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the UNIX group information on
successful creation. Default: false

skip-namevalidation

boolean
optional

Specifies if group name validation is skipped.

Output Name

Range

result

Specifies UNIX group name.

Type

Description

unixThe UNIX group information created (keys or the entire object
group-info
if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

name-mapping-unix-group-delete-user
Delete a user from a UNIX group
Input Name Range Type
group-name
user-name

Description

string Specifies UNIX group name.
string Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-group-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing UNIX group.
Input Name Range Type
group-name

Description

string Specifies UNIX group name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a UNIX group.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

unixgroupinfo
optional

group-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

attributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies UNIX group name.
Description

unixgroup- The attributes of the UNIX group information.

info
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_GROUP_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of UNIX groups.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

unixgroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

unixgroupinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the UNIX group information
object. All UNIX group information objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

unixgroupThe list of attributes of UNIX group information objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more UNIX
optional group information objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_GROUP_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-group-modify
Modify the attributes of a UNIX group.

[top]

Input Name
group-id

Range

Type

Description

integer
[0..2^32-1]
Specifies an identification number for the UNIX group.
optional

group-name

string

Specifies UNIX group name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-user-create

[top]

Create a new UNIX user.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Specifies the full name of the UNIX user.

integer

Specifies the primary group identification number for the UNIX
user.

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the UNIX user information on successful
creation. Default: false

skip-namevalidation

boolean
optional

Specifies if user name validation is skipped.

integer

Specifies an identification number for the UNIX user.

full-name
group-id

user-id

[0..2^321]

[0..2^321]

user-name
Output Name

string
Range

result

Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Type

Description

unix-userThe UNIX user information created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-user-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing UNIX user.
Input Name Range Type
user-name

Description

string Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-user-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a UNIX user.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

unixuserinfo
optional

user-name

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Type
unixuserinfo

attributes

Description

Description
The attributes of the UNIX user information.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_USER_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-user-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of UNIX users.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

unixuserinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

unixuserinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

unixuserThe list of attributes of UNIX user information objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more UNIX user
optional information objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the UNIX user information
object. All UNIX user information objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_USER_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-user-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a UNIX user.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Specifies the full name of the UNIX user.
optional

full-name
group-id

[0..2^321]

integer Specifies the primary group identification number for the UNIX
optional user.

user-id

[0..2^321]

integer
Specifies an identification number for the UNIX user.
optional

user-name

string

Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: name-mapping-direction

[top]

Direction of the name mapping. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping
[none]

Element definition: name-mapping-info

[top]

Name mapping configuration for Vservers. The possible sources of name mapping information and the
order in which they are searched is determined by the Vserver's 'name-mapping-switch' option. If the
'name-mapping-switch' is set to 'file', the rules in this table are used to determine the mapping.
Windows user names, UNIX user names and Kerberos principal names can be three disjoint sets of
names. A mechanism is needed to map users from one set to another when performing authorization
checks. Each name mapping entry represents one such map in a given direction. Name mappings are
done using standard UNIX style regular expressions for pattern replacement. For example if a
configuration is required to convert any Windows user in the Windows domain name 'EXAMPLE' into a
UNIX user with the same name in NIS, the direction entry should be set to 'win-unix', the pattern string
should be set to 'EXAMPLE\\(.+)' and the replacement string should be set to '\1'. The double ba) in the
pattern matches a single backslash in the source name. The parentheses denote a subexpression but do
not match any characters themselves. The 'period' matches any single character. The 'plus' matches
one or more characters of the previous expression. The pattern 'EXAMPLE\\(.+)' matches 'EXAMPLE\'
followed by one or more of any character. In the replacement, '\1' refers to the string that the first
subexpression matched. Assuming the Windows user 'EXAMPLE\user1', the replacement evaluates to
'user1'. If a mapping is required from Windows to UNIX and none of the name mapping entries match,
the domain name is stripped from the the username and it is directly mapped to the UNIX user of the
same name. Similarly if a mapping is required from a UNIX user to a Windows user and none of the
name mapping entries match, the domain name is prefixed to the username and it is directly mapped to
a Windows user of the same name. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ip-and-

IP address is an optional parameter which is used to match
the client IP address while searching for a pattern that can

address

mask
be used as a replacement. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping

direction

namemappingdirection
optional

hostname

Hostname is an optional parameter which is used to match
string the client IP address with the list of IP addresses from
optional mentioned hostname. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

pattern

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
string
case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX, and
optional
they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

position

[1..2147483647]

Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
integer
mappings for this Vserver. Attributes: key, required-foroptional
create, non-modifiable
The name that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a
string
string containing escape sequences representing
optional
subexpressions from the pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed'
program. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

replacement

string Specifies the Vserver for the name mapping. Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: unix-group-info

[top]

UNIX group information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

group-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specifies an identification number for the UNIX group.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

group-name

string
optional

Specifies UNIX group name. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable

skip-namevalidation

boolean
optional

Specifies if group name validation is skipped. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

unix-userSpecifies the list of UNIX users that belong to the UNIX group.
name[]
optional

users

string
optional

vserver

Specifies the Vserver for the group. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: unix-user-info

[top]

UNIX user information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
full-name
group-id
skip-namevalidation
user-id
user-name
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies the full name of the UNIX user. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Specifies the primary group identification number for the UNIX user.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
1]
boolean Specifies if user name validation is skipped. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Specifies an identification number for the UNIX user. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
string Specifies user's UNIX account name. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable
string Specifies the Vserver for the UNIX user. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: name-mapping-direction
Direction of the name mapping. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

[top]

[none]

Element definition: unix-user-name

[top]

Specifies user name information.
Name
username

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies user's UNIX account name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

APIs in Category: nameservice
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-modify
name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get
name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-hosts-settings-modify
name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get
name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-modify
name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get
name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-modify
name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get
name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-modify
name-service-nis-binding-detail-get
name-service-nis-binding-detail-get-iter
name-service-nis-show-bound
name-service-nis-show-bound-iter
name-service-unix-group-fileonly-get
name-service-unix-user-fileonly-get
nameservice-get-hostname-from-ipv4
nameservice-get-ip-from-hostname
nameservice-get-ipv4-from-hostname
nameservice-nsswitch-create
nameservice-nsswitch-destroy
nameservice-nsswitch-get
nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter
nameservice-nsswitch-modify

name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get
Get the name services group membership cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

name-servicecache-groupmembershipsettings-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

name-servicecache-group- The attributes of the name-service-cache-group-membershipmembership- settings.

[top]

settings-info
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services group membership cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

nameservicecache-groupmembershipsettings-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nameservicecache-groupmembershipsettings-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-servicecache-group-membership-settings object. All name-servicecache-group-membership-settings objects matching this query
up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

nameservicecache-groupThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-groupmembershipmembership-settings objects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings objects to
return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-modify
Modify the name services group membership cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted

[top]

(optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

time-interval
Time to Live for Grplist
optional

grplist-ttl

boolean
optional

is-enabled

Is Cache Enabled?

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services hosts cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type
nameservicecachehostssettings-info
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

nameservicecacheThe attributes of the name-service-cache-hosts-settings.
hostssettings-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services hosts cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type
nameservicecachehostssettingsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

nameservicecachehostssettingsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cachehosts-settings object. All name-service-cache-hosts-settings
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

nameservicecacheThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-hosts-settings
hostsobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-hosts-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-hosts-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the name services hosts cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional) fields
will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-dns-ttl-enabled

boolean
optional

Is TTL Taken from DNS

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

negative-ttl
ttl

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional
time-interval
Time to Live
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services netgroup cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type
nameservicecachenetgroupsettings-info
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

nameserviceThe attributes of the name-service-cache-netgroup-settings.
cachenetgroupsettings-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services netgroup cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

nameservicecachenetgroupsettingsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

nameservicecachenetgroupsettingsinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cachenetgroup-settings object. All name-service-cache-netgroupsettings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

nameservicecacheThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-netgroup-settings
netgroupobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-netgroup-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the name services netgroup cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional)
fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional

negative-ttl

time-interval
Time to Live
optional

ttl

time-interval
TTL for netgroup members
optional

ttl-members
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services UNIX group cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Type
nameservicecache-unixgroupsettings-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

nameservicecache-unix- The attributes of the name-service-cache-unix-group-settings.
groupsettings-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get-iter
Get the name services unix-group cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

nameservicecacheunixgroupsettingsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nameservicecacheunixgroupsettingsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cacheunix-group-settings object. All name-service-cache-unix-groupsettings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

nameservicecacheunixThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-unix-group-settings
groupobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-unix-group-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[top]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the name services UNIX group cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional)
fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

is-propagation-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled?

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional

negative-ttl

time-interval
Time to Live
optional

ttl
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services UNIX users cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type
nameservicecache-unixusersettings-info
optional
Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Description

nameservicecache-unix- The attributes of the name-service-cache-unix-user-settings.
usersettings-info
Description

name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services unix-user cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
nameservicecacheunix-usersettingsinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

nameservicecacheunix-usersettingsinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cacheunix-user-settings object. All name-service-cache-unix-usersettings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

nameservicecacheThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-unix-user-settings
unix-userobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-unix-user-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-modify
Modify the name services UNIX users cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional)
fields will not be changed.
Input Name
is-enabled

Range

Type
boolean

Description
Is Cache Enabled?

[top]

optional
is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

is-propagation-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled?

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional

negative-ttl

time-interval
Time to Live
optional

ttl
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-nis-binding-detail-get

[top]

Show bound NIS servers
Input Name Range

Type

boundserver

string

desiredattributes

nisbindingdetail
optional

nis-domain

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specifies the hostname/IP address of the NIS server in the domain.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Type

Description

nisbinding- The attributes of the nis-binding-detail.
detail

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-nis-binding-detail-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of bound NIS servers
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type
nisbindingdetail
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional
nisbindingdetail
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nisbindingThe list of attributes of nis-binding-detail objects.
detail[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nisoptional binding-detail objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the nis-binding-detail
object. All nis-binding-detail objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

name-service-nis-show-bound

[top]

Show bound nis servers
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

nisdomainshowbound
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nis-domain

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Type

Description

nisdomainThe attributes of the nis-show-bound.
showbound
Description

name-service-nis-show-bound-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of bound nis servers
Input Name

Range

Type
nisdomainshowbound
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

nisdomainshowbound
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the nis-show-bound object.
All nis-show-bound objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

nisdomainshow- The list of attributes of nis-show-bound objects.
bound[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nis-showoptional bound objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

name-service-unix-group-fileonly-get

[top]

Display Configuration for UNIX-Group file download
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type
nameserviceunix-groupfileonly-info
optional
Type
name-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Description

serviceThe attributes of the name-service-unix-group-fileonly.
unix-groupfileonly-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

name-service-unix-user-fileonly-get

[top]

Display Configuration for UNIX-User file download
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

nameserviceunix-userfileonly-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

nameserviceThe attributes of the name-service-unix-user-fileonly.
unix-userfileonly-info

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

nameservice-get-hostname-from-ipv4

[top]

Get the host information from the IP address.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ip-address

string

IPv4 address of the host to be resolved, in dotted decimal notation (for
example, 10.56.10.125).

node

string

Name of the node over which the command is to be run.

show-source
vserver
Output Name Range

boolean
Source used for Lookup
optional
string

Vserver Name

Type

Description

canonicalname

string

Canonical Host-Name of the IpAddress to be resolved

source

string

Source used for Lookup

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EHOST_TRYAGAIN
E_NODATA

nameservice-get-ip-from-hostname

[top]

Get the IP address information by using the host name.
Input Name Range
addressfamily

Type

Description

addressfamily Return Addresses for Family
optional

hostname

string

Name of the host to be resolved

node

string

Name of the node over which the command is to be run.

show-source
vserver

boolean
Show Source used for lookup
optional
string

Output Name Range
ipaddress
source

Vserver Name

Type

Description

One ip address, can be an IPv4 address in dotted-decimal format(for
example, 192.168.11.12) or the textual representation of an IPv6
ipaddress[] address (for example, 2001:DB8:0:0:8:800:200C:417A or
2001:DB8::8:800:200C:417A). No hostname resolution
string

Source used for Lookup

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_AGAIN
E_NONAME
E_MEMORY
E_FAMILY

nameservice-get-ipv4-from-hostname
Get the IP address information from host name.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

hostname

string

Name of the host to be resolved

node

string

Name of the node over which the command is to be run.

show-source
vserver

boolean
Source used for Lookup
optional
string

Output Name Range
ipaddress
source

Vserver Name

Type

Description

One ip address, can be an IPv4 address in dotted-decimal format(for
ipaddress[] example, 192.168.11.125).
string

Source used for Lookup

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EHOST_TRYAGAIN
E_NODATA

nameservice-nsswitch-create

[top]

Create an Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts,
group, passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-db-type

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database
Order of looking up Name Service Switch Sources.Possible
values are files, dns, ldap or nis Possible values:

nameservicesources

nss-source-type[]

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Type
namservice-

"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service
setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup
If set to true, returns the nsswitch on successful creation.
Default: false
Description

nsswitch-configThe nsswitch created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nameservice-nsswitch-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name

Range Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-dbtype

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nameservice-nsswitch-get

[top]

Get Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
namservicensswitchconfig-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-db-type

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,

"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database

Output Name Range

Type

Description

namservicensswitch- The attributes of the nsswitch.
config-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Name Service Switch Configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

namservicensswitchconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

namservicensswitchconfig-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the nsswitch object. All
nsswitch objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

namservicensswitchThe list of attributes of nsswitch objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
nsswitch objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

nameservice-nsswitch-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nameservicesources

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database

nss-dbtype

nsssourcetype[]
optional

Order of looking up Name Service Switch Sources.Possible values are
files, dns, ldap or nis Possible values:
"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: address-family

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|all Possible values:
"ipv4" - Lookup for ipv4 addresses,
"ipv6" - Lookup for ipv6 addresses,
"all" - Lookup for both ipv4 and ipv6 addresses
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: name-service-cache-group-membership-settingsinfo

[top]

Contains name services group membership cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned
as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

grplist-ttl
is-enabled
vserver-name

Type

Description

time-interval
Time to Live for Grplist Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: name-service-cache-hosts-settings-info
Contains name services hosts cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-dns-ttl-enabled

boolean
optional

Is TTL Taken from DNS Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Element definition: name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-info

[top]

Contains name services netgroup cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ttl-members

timeinterval
optional

TTL for netgroup members Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-info
Contains name services UNIX group cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

[top]

is-propagationenabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-info

[top]

Contains name services UNIX users cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-propagationenabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-service-unix-group-fileonly-info
name-service-unix-group-fileonly typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller

[top]

ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
isenabled

Type

Description

boolean If 'true', the unix-groups configuration would be controlled only through loadoptional from-uri. Default value is 'false' Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: name-service-unix-user-fileonly-info

[top]

name-service-unix-user-fileonly typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
isenabled

Type

Description

boolean If 'true', the unix-users configuration would be controlled only through loadoptional from-uri. Default value is 'false' Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: namservice-nsswitch-config-info
Name Service Switch Configuration Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-dbtype
optional

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database
Order of looking up Name Service Switch Sources.Possible values are

[top]

nameservicesources

vservername

files, dns, ldap or nis Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible
nss- values:
source"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
type[]
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
optional
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup
string
Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: nis-binding-detail

[top]

NIS domain show-bound-debug When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

boundserver

string Specifies the hostname/IP address of the NIS server in the domain.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

boundstatus

string Specifies the binding status of the NIS server. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nisdomain

string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com' Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the NIS domain configuration. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nis-domain-show-bound
NIS domain show-bound When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
boundservers

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the IP address of one or more bound NIS servers in the domain.
address[]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

nisdomain

string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com' Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the NIS domain configuration. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nss-db-type

[top]

The type of Name Service database Possible values:
"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database
[none]

Element definition: nss-source-type

[top]

The type of Name Service source Possible values:
"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: ndmp
ndmp-node-session-infoget-iter
ndmp-node-session-kill
ndmp-node-session-killall
ndmp-password-generate
ndmp-vserver-attributesget-iter
ndmp-vserver-attributesmodify
ndmp-vserver-servicedisable
ndmp-vserver-serviceenable
ndmp-vserver-sessioninfo-get-iter
ndmp-vserver-session-kill
ndmp-vserver-sessionkill-all

This set of APIs allow managing NDMP services

ndmp-node-session-info-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of ndmp objects.
Input Name

Range

ndmpnodesessioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

ndmpnode- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
session- specified on any number of attributes in the ndmp object. All ndmp
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

ndmpnodesession- The list of attributes of ndmp objects.
info[]
optional

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ndmp
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

ndmp-node-session-kill

[top]

Kill a NDMP session on a node
Input Name

Range

node-name

Type

Description

string

Name of the Node

session-id [0..2^32-1] integer Session Identifier
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

ndmp-node-session-kill-all

[top]

Kill all NDMP sessions on a node
Input Name Range Type
node-name

Description

string Name of the Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

ndmp-password-generate

[top]

Generate NDMP password for the given user in a specific Vserver context. The generated NDMP
password is based on the actual login password for the user; hence it should be regenerated whenever
the actual user password is changed.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

ndmppasswordinfo
optional

user-name

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
The user for which the password is to be generated.

Type

Description

ndmppassword- The attributes of the ndmp-password.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDQUERY
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-attributes-get-iter

[top]

Get NDMP attributes for vserver.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
ndmpvserverattributesinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

ndmpvserverattributesinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

ndmpvserverattributes- The list of attributes of ndmp objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ndmp object. All
ndmp objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ndmp
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

ndmp-vserver-attributes-modify

[top]

Modify NDMP attributes for vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type
boolean
optional

abort-on-disk-error

Description
Enable Abort on Disk Error
Authentication Type Possible values:

authtype

ndmpdauthtypes[]
optional

backup-log-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Backup Log

data-port-range

string
optional

Data Port Range

debug-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Debug

debug-filter

string
optional

Debug Filter

dump-detailed-stats

boolean
optional

Enable Logging of VM Stats for Dump

dump-logical-find

string
optional

Enable Logical Find for Dump

enable

boolean
optional

Enable NDMP on Vserver

"plaintext" - plaintext authtype,
"challenge" - challenge authtype,
"plaintext_sso" - plaintext_sso authtype

fh-dir-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Dir

fh-node-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Node

ignore-ctime-enabled

boolean
optional

Ignore Ctime

is-secure-controlconnection-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Enabled

offset-map-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Offset Map

per-qtree-exclude-enable

boolean
optional

Enable per Qtree Exclusion
Preferred Interface Role Possible values:

netport-

"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using
the private cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file
service clients,

preferred-interface-role

role[]
optional

[0..2^321]

"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to
configure the node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication
with a different cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to
configure the cluster

integer
optional

Restore VM File Cache Size

secondary-debug-filter

string
optional

Secondary Debug Filter

tcpnodelay

boolean
optional

Enable TCP Nodelay

integer
optional

TCP Window Size

restore-vm-cache-size

tcpwinsize

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

ndmp-vserver-service-disable

[top]

Disable NDMP service on the vserver. Disabling ndmp service on the vserver will not cause any
disruption to NDMP operations that are running. Executing this zapi when the ndmp service is already
disabled will not result in any errors.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-service-enable
Enable NDMP service on the vserver. Enabling ndmp service on the vserver will not cause any disruption
to NDMP operations that are running. Executing this zapi when the ndmp service is already enabled will
not result in any errors.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

[top]

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-session-info-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of ndmp objects.
Input Name

Range

ndmpvserversessioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

ndmpvserver- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
session- specified on any number of attributes in the ndmp object. All ndmp
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

ndmpvserversession- The list of attributes of ndmp objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ndmp
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-session-kill
Kill a NDMP session on a vserver
Input Name Range Type
session-id

Description

string Session Identifier

[top]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-session-kill-all

[top]

Kill all NDMP sessions on a vserver

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

Element definition: ndmp-node-session-info

[top]

NDMP session typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

client-addr
client-port

[0..2^32-1]

data-backupmode
data-bytesprocessed
data-con-addr

[0..2^64-1]

Type

Description

string
optional

NDMP Client Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

NDMP Client Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Data Backup Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Data Bytes Processed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Data Server Connect Address Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Data Server Connect Type Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-con-addr-

ndmpd-addr-

"local" ,

type
optional

type

data-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"
Data Server Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Data Server Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-haltreason
optional

data-halt-reason

data-operation

ndmpd-dataoper
optional

data-path

string
optional

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Data Operation Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"noaction" - None,
"backup" - Backup,
"restore" - Restore
Data Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Data State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

data-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted
Effective Host Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

eff-host

ndmpd-host
optional

is-secure-controlconnection

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"primary" - Primary,
"partner" - Partner

mover-bytes-leftto-read

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Left to Read Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-bytesmoved

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Moved Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Mover Connect Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-con-addr

Mover Connect Type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
mover-con-addrtype

ndmpd-addrtype
optional

"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"

mover-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Mover Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Mover Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-haltreason
optional

mover-haltreason

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Mover Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpdmover-mode
optional

mover-mode

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
Mover Pause Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpdpausereason
optional

mover-pausereason

"na" - Not Available,
"eom" - End of media,
"eof" - End of file,
"seek" - Seek,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"eow" - End of window

mover-position

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-recordnum

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Number Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-record-size

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Size Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-seekposition

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Seek Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

moversetrecordsize-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetRecordSize Flag Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

moversetwindow-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetWindow Flag Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Mover State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

mover-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted

mover-windowlength

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Length Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-windowoffset

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Offset Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

ndmp-version

[0..2^32-1]

integer

NDMP Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-

optional

modifiable
Name of the Node Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node-name

node-name
optional

sessionauthorized

boolean
optional

Session Authorized Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Session Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

source-addr

string
optional

NDMP Source Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

spt-device-id

string
optional

SCSI Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

session-id

[0..2^32-1]

spt-ha

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Host Adapter Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-id

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Target ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-lun

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI LUN ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Tape Device Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

tape-device

Tape Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
ndmpdmover-mode
optional

tape-mode

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw

Element definition: ndmp-password-info

[top]

Information about generate password When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
password

Range

Type

Description

The generated NDMP password for the given user. The command fails if
string
such a user does not exist in the Vserver context. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

username

string The user for which the password is to be generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

string The Vserver on which the user password is to be generated for the given
optional user. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ndmp-vserver-attributes-info

[top]

NDMP vserver attributes When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type
boolean
optional

abort-on-disk-error

Description
Enable Abort on Disk Error Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable
Authentication Type Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

authtype

ndmpdauthtypes[]
optional

backup-log-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Backup Log Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

data-port-range

string
optional

Data Port Range Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

debug-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Debug Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

debug-filter

string
optional

Debug Filter Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

dump-detailed-stats

boolean
optional

Enable Logging of VM Stats for Dump
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

dump-logical-find

string
optional

Enable Logical Find for Dump Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

enable

boolean
optional

Enable NDMP on Vserver Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

"plaintext" - plaintext authtype,
"challenge" - challenge authtype,
"plaintext_sso" - plaintext_sso authtype

fh-dir-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Dir Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

fh-node-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Node Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

ignore-ctime-enabled

boolean
optional

Ignore Ctime Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-secure-controlconnection-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Enabled
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

NDMP Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

offset-map-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Offset Map Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

per-qtree-excludeenable

boolean
optional

Enable per Qtree Exclusion Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

maxversion

[0..2^321]

Preferred Interface Role Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:
"undef" - No defined role,

netport-role[]
optional

preferred-interface-role

[0..2^321]

"cluster" - Used for communication using
the private cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file
service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to
configure the node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication
with a different cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators
to configure the cluster

integer
optional

Restore VM File Cache Size Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

secondary-debug-filter

string
optional

Secondary Debug Filter Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

tcpnodelay

boolean
optional

Enable TCP Nodelay Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

integer
optional

TCP Window Size Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

restore-vm-cache-size

tcpwinsize

[0..2^321]

vserver-nameName of the Vserver Attributes: key, nondata-admin
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver-name

Element definition: ndmp-vserver-session-info

[top]

NDMP session typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

client-addr
client-port

[0..2^32-1]

data-backupmode
data-bytesprocessed
data-con-addr

[0..2^64-1]

Type

Description

string
optional

NDMP Client Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

NDMP Client Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Data Backup Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Data Bytes Processed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Data Server Connect Address Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Data Server Connect Type Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-con-addrtype

ndmpd-addrtype
optional

"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,

"tcp_ipv6"
data-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Data Server Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Data Server Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-haltreason
optional

data-halt-reason

data-operation

ndmpd-dataoper
optional

data-path

string
optional

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Data Operation Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"noaction" - None,
"backup" - Backup,
"restore" - Restore
Data Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Data State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

data-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted
Effective Host Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

eff-host

ndmpd-host
optional

is-secure-controlconnection

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"primary" - Primary,
"partner" - Partner

mover-bytes-leftto-read

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Left to Read Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-bytesmoved

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Moved Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Mover Connect Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-con-addr

Mover Connect Type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
ndmpd-addrtype
optional

mover-con-addrtype

mover-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"
Mover Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Mover Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
ndmpd-haltreason
optional

mover-haltreason

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Mover Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpdmover-mode
optional

mover-mode

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
Mover Pause Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpdpausereason
optional

mover-pausereason

"na" - Not Available,
"eom" - End of media,
"eof" - End of file,
"seek" - Seek,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"eow" - End of window

mover-position

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-recordnum

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Number Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-record-size

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Size Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-seekposition

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Seek Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

moversetrecordsize-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetRecordSize Flag Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

moversetwindow-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetWindow Flag Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Mover State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

mover-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted

mover-windowlength

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Length Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-windowoffset

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Offset Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

ndmp-version

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

NDMP Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name

node-name
optional

Name of the Node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sessionauthorized

boolean
optional

Session Authorized Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

session-id

string
optional

Session Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

source-addr

string
optional

NDMP Source Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

spt-device-id

string
optional

SCSI Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-ha

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Host Adapter Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-id

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Target ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-lun

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI LUN ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Tape Device Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

tape-device

Tape Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
tape-mode

ndmpdmover-mode
optional

vserver-name

vservername
optional

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
Name of the Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: ndmpd-authtypes

[top]

NDMP Authentication types Possible values:
"plaintext" - plaintext authtype,
"challenge" - challenge authtype,
"plaintext_sso" - plaintext_sso authtype
[none]

Element definition: netport-role
undef|cluster|data|node-mgmt|intercluster|cluster-mgmt Possible values:
"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the cluster

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-addr-type

[top]

address type Possible values:
"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-data-oper

[top]

data operation Possible values:
"noaction" - None,
"backup" - Backup,
"restore" - Restore
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-halt-reason

[top]

halt reason Possible values:
"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-host
host type Possible values:
"primary" - Primary,
"partner" - Partner

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-mover-mode

[top]

mover mode Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-pause-reason

[top]

pause reason Possible values:
"na" - Not Available,
"eom" - End of media,
"eof" - End of file,
"seek" - Seek,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"eow" - End of window
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-state

[top]

component state Possible values:
"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: net
data-lif-capacity
data-lif-capacity-details
net-active-routes-get
net-active-routes-get-iter
net-arp-active-entrydestroy
net-arp-active-entry-get
net-arp-active-entry-getiter
net-arp-create
net-arp-destroy
net-arp-get
net-arp-get-iter
net-bgp-config-create
net-bgp-config-destroy
net-bgp-config-get
net-bgp-config-get-iter
net-bgp-config-modify
net-bgp-defaults-get
net-bgp-defaults-modify
net-bgp-peer-groupcreate
net-bgp-peer-groupdestroy
net-bgp-peer-group-get
net-bgp-peer-group-getiter
net-bgp-peer-groupmodify
net-bgp-peer-grouprename
net-bgp-vserver-statusget
net-bgp-vserver-statusget-iter
net-check-failover
net-cluster-ping
net-cluster-ping6
net-connections-receivewindow-size-get
net-connections-receivewindow-size-get-iter
net-connections-receivewindow-size-modify
net-ddns-get
net-ddns-get-iter
net-ddns-modify
net-device-discovery-getiter
net-dns-check-get-iter
net-dns-create

The net APIs provide network management from ONTAP.

net-dns-get
net-dns-get-iter
net-dns-modify
net-external-route-tablecreate
net-external-route-tabledelete
net-failover-group-addtargets
net-failover-group-create
net-failover-groupdestroy
net-failover-group-get
net-failover-group-getiter
net-failover-group-modify
net-failover-groupremove-targets
net-failover-grouprename
net-firewall-config-get
net-firewall-config-getiter
net-firewall-config-modify
net-firewall-configmodify-iter
net-firewall-policy-create
net-firewall-policydestroy
net-firewall-policy-get
net-firewall-policy-getiter
net-firewall-policy-modify
net-hosts-create
net-hosts-destroy
net-hosts-get
net-hosts-get-iter
net-hosts-modify
net-interface-create
net-interface-delete
net-interface-get
net-interface-get-iter
net-interface-migrate
net-interface-modify
net-interface-modify-iter
net-interface-rename
net-interface-revert
net-interface-service-get
net-interface-service-getiter
net-interface-servicepolicy-add-service
net-interface-servicepolicy-clone
net-interface-servicepolicy-create

net-interface-servicepolicy-destroy
net-interface-servicepolicy-entry-get
net-interface-servicepolicy-entry-get-iter
net-interface-servicepolicy-get
net-interface-servicepolicy-get-iter
net-interface-servicepolicy-modify-service
net-interface-servicepolicy-remove-service
net-interface-servicepolicy-rename
net-interface-servicepolicy-restore-defaults
net-ipspaces-create
net-ipspaces-destroy
net-ipspaces-get
net-ipspaces-get-iter
net-ipspaces-rename
net-ndp-active-neighbordestroy
net-ndp-active-neighborget
net-ndp-active-neighborget-iter
net-ndp-default-routerdelete-all
net-ndp-default-routerget
net-ndp-default-routerget-iter
net-ndp-neighbor-create
net-ndp-neighbor-destroy
net-ndp-neighbor-get
net-ndp-neighbor-get-iter
net-ndp-prefix-delete-all
net-ndp-prefix-get
net-ndp-prefix-get-iter
net-options-get
net-options-hypervisoruplink-monitoring-get
net-options-hypervisoruplink-monitoring-modify
net-options-modify
net-placement-cachedelete
net-placement-cache-getiter
net-placement-discover
net-port-broadcastdomain-add-ports
net-port-broadcast-

domain-create
net-port-broadcastdomain-destroy
net-port-broadcastdomain-get
net-port-broadcastdomain-get-iter
net-port-broadcastdomain-merge
net-port-broadcastdomain-modify
net-port-broadcastdomain-remove-ports
net-port-broadcastdomain-rename
net-port-broadcastdomain-split
net-port-delete
net-port-get
net-port-get-iter
net-port-health-monitordisable
net-port-health-monitorenable
net-port-health-monitorget
net-port-health-monitorget-iter
net-port-ifgrp-add-port
net-port-ifgrp-create
net-port-ifgrp-destroy
net-port-ifgrp-get
net-port-ifgrp-removeport
net-port-modify
net-port-modify-iter
net-qos-marking-get-iter
net-qos-marking-modify
net-routes-create
net-routes-destroy
net-routes-get
net-routes-get-iter
net-routes-lifs-get
net-routes-lifs-get-iter
net-san-lif-placement-get
net-subnet-add-ranges
net-subnet-create
net-subnet-destroy
net-subnet-get
net-subnet-get-iter
net-subnet-modify
net-subnet-removeranges
net-subnet-rename
net-subnets-for-

broadcast-domain-get
net-subnets-forbroadcast-domain-getiter
net-test-path
net-traceroute6
net-tuning-icmp-get
net-tuning-icmp-modify
net-tuning-icmp6-get
net-tuning-icmp6-modify
net-tuning-tcp-get
net-tuning-tcp-modify
net-vip-port-create
net-vip-port-destroy
net-vip-port-get
net-vip-port-get-iter
net-vlan-create
net-vlan-delete
net-vlan-get
net-vlan-get-iter

data-lif-capacity

[top]

Get the IP data LIF capacity of the cluster.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

data-lifcapacityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

data-lifcapacity- The attributes of the net.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

data-lif-capacity-details

[top]

Get the IP data LIF capacity details for each node.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

data-lifSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
capacity-

desiredattributes

max-records

attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
detailspresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
data-lifcapacity- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
details- specified on any number of attributes in the net object. All net
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

data-lifcapacitydetails- The list of attributes of net objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-active-routes-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network route active-entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the address type. Possible values are ipv4 and ipv6.
Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

address-type

ipaddresstype

desiredattributes

net-activeroutes-info
optional

destination

string

Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

gateway

string

Specify the gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1

interface

string

Specify the route's interface.

node-name

node-name

Specify the name of the node.

routeinterfaceaddress

string

subnetgroup

Specify the Route Interface Address.

ip-and-mask Specify the name of the subnet group.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-activeroutes-info

attributes
Errno

The attributes of the network route active-entry.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-active-routes-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network route active-entry objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

netactiveroutesinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network route activeentry object. All network route active-entry objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netactiveroutes- The list of attributes of network route active-entry objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional route active-entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

netactiveroutesinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

net-arp-active-entry-destroy

[top]

Delete dynamically learned ARP entries.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

node-name

node-name

Node from which to remove the ARP active entry.

port

string

Port from which to remove the ARP active entry.

remotehost

string

Remote IP address which will be removed from the ARP active
entry table.

subnet-groupname
vserver-name
Errno

ip-and-mask Subnet group from which to remove the ARP active entry.
vif-ownername

System or Admin Vserver from which to remove the ARP
active entry.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-active-entry-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ARP active entry which is present in network stack of the node.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type
net-arpoperationalinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name Node from which to get the ARP active entry.

port

string

Port name for which to get the ARP active entry.

remote-host

string

Remote IP address for which to get the ARP active entry.

subnetgroup

ip-andmask

Subnet group from which to get the ARP active entry.

vserver
Output Name Range
attributes

vif-ownerSystem or Admin Vserver from which to get the ARP active entry.
name
Type

Description

net-arpoperational- The attributes of the network ARP active-entry
info

ipspace

string

IPspace from which to get the ARP active entry.

mac-address

string

MAC address of remote host.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

net-arp-active-entry-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ARP active entries.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

net-arpoperationalinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

integer
optional

query

net-arpoperationalinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

net-arpoperationalThe list of attributes of network ARP active-entry objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ARP activeentry object. All network ARP active-entry objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
network ARP active-entry objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-create

[top]

Create a new network ARP entry.
Input Name Range
mac
remotehost
vserver
Errno

Type

Description

mac-address MAC address of remote host.
ip-address

Remote IP address which is to be added as the ARP entry.

vserver-name Vserver in which to create the ARP entry.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-destroy
Delete an existing network ARP entry.

[top]

Input Name Range
remotehost
vserver

Type

Description

ip-address

Remote IP address which is to be deleted from the ARP entries.

vserver-name Vserver in which to delete the ARP entry.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ARP entry which is present in Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
net-arpattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

ipRemote IP address for which to get the ARP entry.
address

remotehost

vserverVserver from which to get the ARP entry.
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-arpThe attributes of the network ARP
info

attributes

string
IPspace from which to get the ARP entry.
optional

ipspace

macMAC address of remote host.
address

mac
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ARP entries.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
netattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
arp-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

netspecified on any number of attributes in the network ARP object. All
arp-info
network ARP objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

netarpThe list of attributes of network ARP objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ARP objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-config-create

[top]

Create the BGP configuration for a given node.
Input Name

Range

Type

asn

[0..2^321]

integer

The autonomous system number to which this node belongs.

hold-time

[0..2^321]

integer

The hold time (seconds) value to use for this node when
negotiating a connection with the peer.

node

node-name The node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

router-id

ip-address

Output Name

Description

Range

result

If set to true, returns the net-bgp-config on successful creation.
Default: false
The router id (IPv4) to use for this node when negotiating a
connection with the peer.

Type
net-bgpconfig-info
optional

Description
The net-bgp-config created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_NO_VALID_ROUTERID
E_BGP_DEFAULTS_NOT_POPULATED
E_VIP_NOT_SUPPORTED

net-bgp-config-destroy

[top]

Delete the BGP configuration on a given node.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name The node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-config-get

[top]

Get the BGP configuration for a node.
Input Name Range

Type
netbgpconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeThe node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netbgpThe attributes of the net-bgp-config.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the BGP configuration for each node.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

netbgpconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netbgp-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-bgp-config object.

query

configAll net-bgp-config objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
info
will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netbgpconfig- The list of attributes of net-bgp-config objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-bgpoptional config objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-config-modify

[top]

Modify BGP configuration for a given node.
Input Name
asn
hold-time

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
The autonomous system number to which this node belongs.
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer The hold time (seconds) value to use for this node when negotiating
optional a connection with the peer.
1]
nodename

node

ipThe router id (IPv4) to use for this node when negotiating a
address
connection with the peer.
optional

router-id

Errno

The node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-defaults-get

[top]

Get the cluster wide default BGP configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

net-bgp- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
defaults- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be

optional returned.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-bgpdefaults- The attributes of the net-bgp-defaults.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-defaults-modify

[top]

Modify the cluster wide default BGP configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

asn

[0..2^32- integer
The cluster wide default value for autonomous system number.
optional
1]

hold-time

[0..2^32- integer The cluster wide default value for routing information hold time
optional (seconds).
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-peer-group-create

[top]

Create a new BGP peer group.
Input Name

Range

bgp-lif
ipspace

string

peeraddress
peer-asn

Type

Description

lif-name The LIF associated with this peer group.
Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

ipThe remote peer router address.
address
[0..2^32The remote peer router Autonomous number. The default value for
integer
1]
this paramenter is '0'.

peer-group

string

The name of the peer group.

route[0..2^32integer The route preference value associated with this peer group.
preference
1]
Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
E_VIFMGR_BGP_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_VIFMGR_VSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND

Description

net-bgp-peer-group-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing BGP peer group.
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

peer-group

string The name of the peer group.

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-peer-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the peer group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netbgppeergroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ipspace

string

Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

peer-group

string

The name of the peer group.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netbgppeer- The attributes of the net-bgp-peer-group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-peer-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of BGP peer groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

netbgppeergroupinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netbgppeergroupinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

netbgppeerThe list of attributes of net-bgp-peer-group objects.
groupinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-bgpoptional peer-group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-bgp-peer-group
object. All net-bgp-peer-group objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-peer-group-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of the BGP peer group.
Input Name Range
ipspace
peer-address
peer-group

Type

Description

string

Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

ip-address The remote peer router address.
string

The name of the peer group.

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
E_VIFMGR_VSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND

Description

net-bgp-peer-group-rename

[top]

Rename a BGP peer group.
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

new-name

string New name for the BPG peer group

peer-group

string The name of the peer group.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PEER_GROUP_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PEER_GROUP_RENAME_ENTRY_EXISTS

net-bgp-vserver-status-get

[top]

Get BGP status of a Vserver on a given node.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

bgpvserverinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name

node

vserverVserver
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

bgpvserver- The attributes of the net-bgp-vserver-status.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-vserver-status-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over BGP Vservers status.
Input Name

Range

Type
bgp-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes
max-records

vserver- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
bgpvserverinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

bgpvserverThe list of attributes of net-bgp-vserver-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-bgpoptional vserver-status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-bgp-vserver-status
object. All net-bgp-vserver-status objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-check-failover

[top]

Get the list of LIFs at risk.
Input Name

Range

lifcapacityinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

lifA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
capacityspecified on any number of attributes in the net object. All net
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

sourcenodes

This is a list of nodes whose LIFs should be checked. LIFs
filer-id[] considered at risk will be currently hosted on one of these nodes.
This list should contain at most half the nodes in the cluster.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributes-

Range

Type
lifcapacity-

Description
The list of attributes of net objects.

list

info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

net-cluster-ping

[top]

Ping an IP address to verify whether the interface is alive
Input Name Range

Type

destinationaddress

string

Description
Specifies IPv4 address of the destination.

interface

Specifies the LIF from which the ping request is to be sent. This element
string
must be specified with interface-owner, and it is mutually exclusive with
optional
element node.

interfaceowner

string
Specifies the name of the owning vserver of the logical interface (LIF).
optional

node

string Specifies the node from which ping request is to be sent. Element node is
optional mutually exclusive with element lif.

retry-count

Specifies the number of ECHO_REQUEST retries for the given destination
integer
address. Ping stops upon first successful reply from the destination.
optional
Default: 20

use-sourceport

boolean Specifies whether to send out ping via the port which is hosting the lif.
optional Only applicable when lif parameter when specified. Default: false

wait

integer Specifies inter packet time interval (secs) for sending ECHO_REQUEST.
optional Default: 1

waitresponse

integer Specifies the maximum number of milliseconds to wait for each ping
optional response. Default: 10000 (10 secs)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
EHOSTNOTFOUND

net-cluster-ping6

[top]

Ping an IPv6 address to verify whether the interface is alive
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

buffer-size
destinationaddress

integer
Specifies the socket buffer size in bytes.
optional
string

Specifies IPv6 address of the destination.

disablefragmentation

boolean
Disallow fragmentation of the outgoing packets.
optional

disablefragmentationall

boolean Fragment packets to fit into the minimum IPv6 maximum
optional transmission unit size for both unicast and multicast addresses.

disablefragmentationunicast

boolean Fragment packets to fit into the minimum IPv6 maximum
optional transmission unit size for unicast addresses.

interface

Specifies the LIF from which the ping request is to be sent. This
string
element must be specified with interface-owner, and it is optional with
optional
element node.

interfaceowner

string Specifies the name of logical interface (LIF) owner or vserver. It may
optional be a node or Vserver name.

interval
node

integer Specifies inter packet time interval (secs) for sending
optional ECHO_REQUEST. Default: 1
string Specifies the node from which ping request is to be sent. Element
optional node is mutually exclusive with element lif.

packet-size

integer
Specifies the packet size in bytes.
optional

retry-count

Specifies the number of ECHO_REQUEST retries for the given
integer
destination address. Ping stops upon first successful reply from the
optional
destination. Default: 20

use-sourceport

boolean Specifies whether to send out ping6 via the port which is hosting the
optional lif. Only applicable when lif parameter is specified. Default: false

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
ENETUNREACH
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDHOST
EHOST_BADCONFIGURE

net-connections-receive-window-size-get

[top]

Get the receive buffer size properties of a service
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
receiveattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
buffer
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.
The network topology classification Possible values:

network

networktype

"wan" ,
"lan" ,

"undefined"
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available

protocollayer4

protocol

The stream protocol connection classification Possible values:
"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,
"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,
"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol

streamprotocolservice

service

Output Name Range

Type

Description

receiveThe attributes of the net-connections-receive-window-size.
buffer

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-connections-receive-window-size-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over connections returning receive buffer size properties
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type
receive-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

buffer
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

attributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
receivespecified on any number of attributes in the net-connectionsbuffer
receive-window-size object. All net-connections-receive-window-size
optional
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

receivebuffer[] The list of attributes of net-connections-receive-window-size objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netoptional connections-receive-window-size objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-connections-receive-window-size-modify

[top]

Modify receive buffer size properties
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The network topology classification Possible values:

network

networktype

"wan" ,
"lan" ,
"undefined"
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:

protocol

receiveauto-tune
receivebuffer

protocollayer4

"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available

If true, allow the system to automatically adjust the receive buffer
boolean
size. The default value is false for the ctlopcp service using the
optional
LAN network type, and true in all other cases.
If receive-auto-tune is false, receive buffer size in kilobytes
integer (1024). If receive-auto-tune flag is true, this value has no effect.
[256..7168]
optional The default value is 2048 for the ctlopcp service using the WAN
network type, and 256 in other cases.
The stream protocol connection classification Possible values:
"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,
"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,

service

Errno

streamprotocolservice

"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ddns-get

[top]

Get the Dynamic DNS Update configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
netddnsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

netddns- The attributes of the ddns.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

[top]

net-ddns-get-iter
Iterate through Dynamic DNS Update configurations of the cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

netddnsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

netA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ddnsspecified on any number of attributes in the ddns object. All ddns
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

netddnsThe list of attributes of ddns objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ddns
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ddns-modify

[top]

Modify the Dynamic DNS Update configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional) fields will not
be changed.
Input Name
domain-name

Range

Type

Description

string
Vserver FQDN to Be Used for DNS Updates
optional

is-enabled

boolean
Is Dynamic DNS Update Enabled?
optional

skip-fqdnvalidation

boolean
Specifies if the Vserver FQDN name validation is skipped.
optional

ttl
use-secure

timeTTL For the Dynamically Updated DNS Records. Maximum Supported
interval
Value Is 720h. Default: 24h.
optional
boolean
Use Secure Dynamic DNS Updates?
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-device-discovery-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network device discovery objects found by a discovery protocol such as CDP or
LLDP.
Input Name

Range

netdevicediscoveryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

netdevicediscoveryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-device-discovery
object. All net-device-discovery objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

netdevicediscovery- The list of attributes of net-device-discovery objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netdevice-discovery objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-dns-check-get-iter

[top]

Display the status of a list of name servers
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
dnsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status

attributes
max-records

optional

present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
dnsspecified on any number of attributes in the dns-check object. All
status
dns-check objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

dnsstatus[] The list of attributes of dns-check objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more dns-check
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_DNS_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED

net-dns-create

[top]

Creates DNS configuration for a Vserver
Input Name

Range

attempts

[1..4]

Type

Description

integer Max number of trials before giving up and returning error. Default
optional is one.

dns-state

enable
Enable/Disable DNS. Possible values are 'enabled' or 'disabled'.
optional

domains

string[]

is-tld-queryenabled
name-servers

List of DNS domains such as 'sales.bar.com'. The first domain is
the one that the Vserver belongs to.

boolean Use this parameter to enable or disable top-level domain (TLD)
optional queries. TLD is a name that contains no dots. Default is true.
ipIPv4 addresses of name servers such as '123.123.123.123'.
address[]

require-packetquery-match

boolean
Require query sections of query and response packets to match.
optional

require-sourceaddress-match

boolean Require source IP address of reply to match the name-server
optional address.

return-record
skip-config-

boolean
If set to true, returns the dns on successful creation. Default: false
optional
boolean

Skip Configuration Validation

validation

optional

timeout

[1..5]

Output Name

Range

integer Number of seconds to wait for a response from a name server
optional before trying a different name server. Default is two seconds.
Type

Description

net-dnsThe dns created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_DNS_CONFIG_CHECK_FAILURE
E_DNS_STATE_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-dns-get

[top]

Get the DNS configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type
netdnsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type
netdnsinfo

attributes

Description

Description
The attributes of the dns.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-dns-get-iter

[top]

Iterate through DNS configurations of the cluster
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

netdnsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
dnsspecified on any number of attributes in the dns object. All dns
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

netdnsThe list of attributes of dns objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more dns
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-dns-modify

[top]

Modify the DNS configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

attempts

[1..4]

Type

Description

integer Max number of trials before giving up and returning error. Default
optional is one.

dns-state

enable
Enable/Disable DNS. Possible values are 'enabled' or 'disabled'.
optional

domains

string[] List of DNS domains such as 'sales.bar.com'. The first domain is
optional the one that the Vserver belongs to.

is-tld-queryenabled

boolean Use this parameter to enable or disable top-level domain (TLD)
optional queries. TLD is a name that contains no dots. Default is true.
ipaddress[] IPv4 addresses of name servers such as '123.123.123.123'.
optional

name-servers
require-packetquery-match

boolean
Require query sections of query and response packets to match.
optional

require-sourceaddress-match

boolean Require source IP address of reply to match the name-server
optional address.

skip-configvalidation
timeout

boolean
Skip Configuration Validation
optional
[1..5]

integer Number of seconds to wait for a response from a name server
optional before trying a different name server. Default is two seconds.

Errno
E_DNS_CONFIG_CHECK_FAILURE
E_DNS_STATE_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

net-external-route-table-create

[top]

Create a new external routing table
Input Name Range

Type

returnrecord

boolean
optional

route-tableid

string

Output Name Range

If set to true, returns the network cloud routing-table on
successful creation. Default: false
Route Table ID

Type

Description

external-routeThe network cloud routing-table created (keys or the entire
table-info
object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-external-route-table-delete

[top]

Delete an existing external routing table
Input Name Range Type
route-table-id

Description

string Route Table ID

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-add-targets

[top]

Add failover targets to a failover group.
Input Name Range

Type

failovergroup
targets

string

Description
The failover group.

net-qualified-port- The failover targets to add to the failover group. Format:
name[]
node-name:port-name

vserver
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

vif-owner-name
Description

The vserver for which the failover group is defined.

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-create

[top]

Create a failover group. Failover groups are used to define a set of possible failover targets for LIFs on
one or more nodes.
Input Name Range

Type

failovergroup

string

Description
The failover group.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the Failover Group on successful creation.
optional Default: false

targets

netThe list of potential failover targets to be used. Lifs within the specified
qualifiedvserver and assigned to the specified failover-group will use this list of
portfailover targets as needed. Format: node-name:port-name
name[]
vifowner- The vserver for which the failover group is defined.
name

vserver

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netfailovergroup- The Failover Group created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-failover-group-destroy

[top]

Delete a failover group
Input Name

Range

failover-group
vserver
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

Type
string

Description
The failover group.

vif-owner-name The vserver for which the failover group is defined.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a failover goup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netfailovergroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

failovergroup

string

Output Name Range

The failover group.

Type

Description

netfailoverThe attributes of the Failover Group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of failover group objects.
Input Name

Range

netfailovergroupinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netfailovergroupinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Failover Group object.
All Failover Group objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

netfailovergroup- The list of attributes of Failover Group objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Failover
optional Group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-failover-group-modify

[top]

Modify a failover group.
Input Name Range

Type

failovergroup

targets

vserver

string

Description
The failover group.

netqualified- The list of potential failover targets to be used. Lifs within the specified
port- vserver and assigned to the specified failover-group will use this list of
name[] failover targets as needed. Format: node-name:port-name
optional
vifowner- The vserver for which the failover group is defined.
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-remove-targets

[top]

Remove failover targets from a failover group.
Input Name Range
failovergroup
targets
vserver

Type
string

Description
The failover group.

net-qualified-port- The failover targets to remove from the failover group.
name[]
Format: node-name:port-name
vif-owner-name

The vserver for which the failover group is defined.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-rename

[top]

Rename a failover group.
Input Name

Range

Type

failover-group

node-name

new-failover-groupname

string

vserver

vif-owner-name

Errno

Description
The failover group.
The new name of the failover group.
The vserver for which the failover group is
defined.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-firewall-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a firewall configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
netfirewallconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set.
name
Type

Description

netfirewallThe attributes of the firewall configuration.
configinfo

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of firewall configuration objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

netfirewallconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

netfirewallconfiginfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the firewall configuration
object. All firewall configuration objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netfirewallconfig- The list of attributes of firewall configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more firewall
optional configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-config-modify

[top]

Create a new firewall configuration.
Input Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether firewall protection is enabled (true) or disabled (false)
optional for the node's network ports. The default setting is true.
This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0, but is still

boolean returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future release.
optional Specifies whether logging is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for the
firewall service. The default setting is false.

is-logging

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set.
name

node-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-config-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of a firewall configuration or a group of firewall configuration objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

netfirewall- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
config- element.
info
This input element is useful when multiple firewall configuration
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching firewall configuration even when
optional
modification of a previous firewall configuration fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching firewall configuration even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching firewall configuration
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or
not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to
true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

netIf modifying a specific firewall configuration, this input element must
firewallspecify all keys. If modifying firewall configuration objects based on
configquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of firewall configuration
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of firewall configuration objects not modified will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of firewall configuration
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of firewall configuration objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netfirewallconfig- Information about firewall configuration objects that were not
modify- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter- input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional firewall configuration objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of firewall configuration objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of firewall configuration objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully updated.
netfirewallconfig- The firewall configuration objects that were successfully updated.
modify- This element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter- list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-policy-create

[top]

Create a new firewall policy
Input Name Range

Type

allow-list

ip-andmask[]

policy

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Description
Specifies the list of client IPs that are permitted to access the
specified service running on LIFs with the specified policy. Format:
Specifies the name of the firewall policy
If set to true, returns the firewall policy on successful creation.
Default: false
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall
policy. A firewall policy can be associated with multiple services.
Possible values include:

service

fw-service

'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

vserver- Specifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is
name
defined.

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netfirewallThe firewall policy created (keys or the entire object if requested)
policy-info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-firewall-policy-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing firewall policy
Input Name Range
policy

Type
string

Description
Specifies the name of the firewall policy
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy. A
firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:
'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

service

fwservice

vserver

vserverSpecifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is defined.
name

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

net-firewall-policy-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a firewall policy.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

netfirewallpolicyinfo
optional

policy

string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies the name of the firewall policy
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy.
A firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:
'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

fwservice

service

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netfirewallThe attributes of the firewall policy.
policyinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-firewall-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of firewall policy objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

netfirewallpolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
firewallspecified on any number of attributes in the firewall policy object. All
policy-

firewall policy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
info
be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

netfirewallpolicy- The list of attributes of firewall policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more firewall
optional policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-firewall-policy-modify

[top]

Modify an existing firewall policy.
Input Name Range
allow-list
policy

Type

Description

ip-andSpecifies the list of client IPs that are permitted to access the specified
mask[]
service running on LIFs with the specified policy. Format:
optional
string

Specifies the name of the firewall policy
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy. A
firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:
'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

service

fwservice

vserver

vserverSpecifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is defined.
name

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-hosts-create

[top]

Create a new IP to host names mapping
Input Name

Range

Type
string[]
optional

aliases
host-ipaddress

Description
The list of aliases such as 'host1.sales.foo.com'.

ip-address IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.

hostname

string

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Canonical hostname in a simple string or in FQDN
If set to true, returns the hosts on successful creation. Default:
false

Type

Description

hosts-info
The hosts created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-hosts-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing hosts object.
Input Name

Range

host-ip-address

Type

Description

ip-address IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-hosts-get
Given an IP address, return the corresponding IP to host names mapping of the running Vserver context

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
hostsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes
host-ipaddress

ipIPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.
address

Output Name Range

Type

Description

hostsThe attributes of the hosts.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-hosts-get-iter

[top]

Iterate all IP to host name mappings (over all Vserver) of the cluster
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
hostsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

hosts- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
info
specified on any number of attributes in the hosts object. All hosts
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

hostsinfo[] The list of attributes of hosts objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hosts
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-hosts-modify

[top]

Given an IP address, modify the corresponding IP to host name mapping. Omitted (optional) fields will
not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type
string[]
optional

aliases
host-ip-address

Description
The list of aliases such as 'host1.sales.foo.com'.

ip-address IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.
string
optional

hostname

Canonical hostname in a simple string or in FQDN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-create

[top]

Create a new logical interface.
Input Name
address

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional
Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
string
optional down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',

comment

string
Comment
optional
Specifies the list of data protocols configured on the LIF. By
default, the values in this element are nfs, cifs and fcache.
Other supported protocols are iscsi and fcp. A LIF can be
configured to not support any data protocols by specifying
'none'. Protocol values of none, iscsi or fcp can't be combined
with any other data protocol(s). Possible values:

data-protocols

dataprotocol[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,

"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
dns-domainname

dns-zone Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS
optional zone of this LIF.

failover-group

failoverSpecifies the failover group name.
group
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
string
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
optional
LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'.
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:
'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'

firewall-policy

string
optional

force-subnetassociation

boolean
Force the LIF's Subnet Association
optional

home-node

string
Specifies the LIF's home node.
optional

home-port

string
Specifies the LIF's home port.
optional

interface-name

string

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean
circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional
capability is disabled automatically. Default: false

is-dns-updateenabled

boolean Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
optional will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level

is-ipv4-linklocal

If true, automatically configure an interface with an IPv4
boolean address. User can configure an interface by explicitly specifying
optional <address> and <netmask> (or <netmask-length>); or by
enabling is-ipv4-link-local to true.

is-vip

boolean Specifies if this is a LIF will be hosted on VIP port with /32 or
optional /128 netmask

listen-for-dnsquery

boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified.

netmask
netmasklength
probe-port
return-record

ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional
[0..2^32- integer
Specifies number of bits in the netmask.
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer
Probe-port for Cloud Load Balancer
optional
1]
boolean If set to true, returns the given network interface on successful
optional creation. Default: false
Specifies the role of the LIF. Default: data Possible values:
"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private
cluster network,

string
optional

role

"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different
cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
cluster

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional
192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)

routing-groupname

Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy
attribute is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF
roles, and each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific
default service policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

subnet- Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
option is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by
name
optional the administrator during configuration.

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'

Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Possible
values:
use-failovergroup

string
optional

vserver

string

Output Name

Range

result

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EADDRINUSE
EONTAPI_EEXIST
E_INVALID_PORT_NAME

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated
automatically by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on
this field
Specifies the Vserver name.

Type

Description

netinterface- The given network interface created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional
Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_HOST_LIF
E_SAN_NOT_READY
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
E_NVMF_SERVICE_REQUIRED
E_NVMF_UNSUPPORTED_LIF_CONFIG
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-delete

[top]

Destroy an existing network interface object.
Input Name

Range Type

interface-name
vserver

Description

string Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.
string Specifies the Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a network interface.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netinterfaceinfo
optional

interfacename

string

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

netinterface- The attributes of the given network interface.
info
Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface objects.
Input Name

Range

netinterfaceinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

netinterfaceinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the given network
interface object. All given network interface objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceThe list of attributes of given network interface objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more given
string
optional network interface objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-interface-migrate

[top]

Migrate a Logical Interface between nodes and ports
Input Name Range

Type

destinationnode

nodeSpecifies the node to which the logical interface is to be migrated.
name

destinationport

Description

Specifies the port or interface group to which the logical interface is to be
string
migrated. If not specified, this field will be set to the port name of the
optional
port on which the LIF currently resides. example: node2
Force the migration operation. If not specified, this field will be set to
boolean false. If set to true, migrating a LIF whos 'sticky' field is set to true, or

force

optional whose current node is sick will be allowed. Otherwise they will not be
permitted.

lif

string

Specifies the logical interface that is to be migrated. example: lif1

vserver

string

Specifies the Vserver that owns the logical interface that is to be
migrated. example: vs0

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF

net-interface-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of network interface object.
Input Name
address

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional
Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
string interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
optional down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',

comment
dns-domainname

string
Comment
optional
dnsSpecifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone
zone
of this LIF.
optional

failover-group

failovergroup Specifies the failover group name.
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
string
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
optional
LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'.
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:

firewall-policy

string
optional

'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'

force-subnetassociation

boolean
Force the LIF's Subnet Association
optional

home-node

string
Specifies the LIF's home node.
optional

home-port

string
Specifies the LIF's home port.
optional

interface-name

string

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean
circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional
capability is disabled automatically. Default: false

is-dns-updateenabled

boolean Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
optional will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level

listen-for-dnsquery

boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified.
ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional

netmask
netmasklength

[0..2^32- integer
Specifies number of bits in the netmask.
optional
1]

routing-groupname

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional
192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)
Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy attribute
is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF roles, and
each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific default service
policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

subnet- Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
name option is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by the
optional administrator during configuration.

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'

Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Possible
values:
use-failovergroup

string
optional

vserver

string

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated automatically
by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on this
field
Specifies the Vserver name.
Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of network interface or a group of network interface objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

netSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
interfaceelement.
info

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple given network interface
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching given network interface even when
optional
modification of a previous given network interface fails. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching given network
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer interface even when the modification of a previous matching given
optional network interface fails, and do so until the total number of objects
count
1]
failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continueon-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
netIf modifying a specific given network interface, this input element
interface- must specify all keys. If modifying given network interface objects
info
based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network interface
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of given network interface objects not modified
will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network interface
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of given network interface objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

netinterface- Information about given network interface objects that were not
modify- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if

iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching given network interface objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of given network interface objects that matched the
optional query, but were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of given network interface objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully updated.
netinterface- The given network interface objects that were successfully
modify- updated. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[] 'return-success-list' is true
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
E_SAN_NOT_READY
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF

net-interface-rename

[top]

Rename a logical interface.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

interfacename

string Specifies the logical interface that is to be renamed.

new-name

string Specifies the new name for the interface.

vserver

string

Specifies the Vserver that owns the logical interface that is to be
renamed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-revert

[top]

Revert a logical interface back to its home port following a deliberate migration or failover.
Input Name
interfacename

Range Type

Description

string Specifies the logical interface that is to be reverted.

vserver

string

Specifies the Vserver that owns the logical interface that is to be
reverted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF

net-interface-service-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network interface service object.
Input Name Range

Type
netinterfaceserviceinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

lifservice- The name of the network interface service.
name

service

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceThe attributes of the net-interface-service.
serviceinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

net-interface-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface service objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
netinterfaceserviceinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

netinterfaceserviceinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceservice- The list of attributes of net-interface-service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netoptional interface-service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-interface-service
object. All net-interface-service objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-service-policy-add-service

[top]

Add an additional service to an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name

Range

allowedaddresses

Type

Description

ip-and-mask[]
The allowed address list to be associated with this service.
optional

policy

string

service

lif-servicename

vserver

vserver-name

The name of the network interface service policy.
The service to be added to the specified network interface
service policy.
Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs
to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_FOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_ALREADY_IN_POLICY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-clone

[top]

Clone a network service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

policy

string

The name of the network interface service policy.

target-policy

string

Use this name for the new network service policy.

targetvserver

vserver-name Use this vserver for the new network service policy.

vserver

vserver-name

Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs
to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_ALREADY_EXISTS
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_VSERVER_UNSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-create

[top]

Create a new network interface service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

policy

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the net-interface-service-policy on
successful creation. Default: false

services

lif-service-name[]
optional

Services included in the network interface service policy.

vserver

string

Output Name Range
result

The name of the network interface service policy.

Vserver name that the network interface service policy
belongs to.

Type

Description

net-interfaceservice-policy-info
optional

The net-interface-service-policy created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_RESERVED_NAME
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_VSERVER_UNSUPPORTED
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_FOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

net-interface-service-policy-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy
vserver

Description

string The name of the network interface service policy.
string Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_SYSTEM_OWNED
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_IN_USE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-entry-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network interface service policy entry.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Type
netinterfaceservicepolicyentry-info
optional

policy
service

string

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The name of the network interface service policy.

lif-serviceThe name of the network interface service contained in this policy.
name

Output Name Range

attributes

Description

Type

Description

netinterfaceservice- The attributes of the net-interface-service-policy-entry.
policyentry-info

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

net-interface-service-policy-entry-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface service policy entry.
Input Name

Range

Type
netinterfaceservicepolicyentry-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

netinterfaceservicepolicyentry-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-interface-servicepolicy-entry object. All net-interface-service-policy-entry objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

netinterfaceservicepolicy- The list of attributes of net-interface-service-policy-entry objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netinterface-service-policy-entry objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-service-policy-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network interface service policy object.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

netinterfaceservicepolicy-info
optional

policy

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
The name of the network interface service policy.
Description

netinterfaceThe attributes of the net-interface-service-policy.
servicepolicy-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

net-interface-service-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface service policy objects.
Input Name

Range

netinterfaceservicepolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

netinterfaceservicepolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-interface-servicepolicy object. All net-interface-service-policy objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceserviceThe list of attributes of net-interface-service-policy objects.
policyinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netstring
optional interface-service-policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-service-policy-modify-service

[top]

Modify the attributes of an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name

Range

allowedaddresses

Type

Description

ip-andmask[]

The allowed address list to be associated with this service.

policy

string

service

lif-servicename

vserver

vserver-name

The name of the network interface service policy.
The service to be updated in the specified network interface
service policy.
Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs
to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_IN_POLICY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-remove-service

[top]

Remove a service from an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy

string

service

lif-servicename

vserver

Description
The name of the network interface service policy.
The service to be removed from the specified network interface
service policy.

vserver-name Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_IN_POLICY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-rename

[top]

Rename a network service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

new-name

string

Assign this name to the network service policy.

policy

string

The name of the network interface service policy.

vserver

vserver-name Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_SYSTEM_OWNED
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_ALREADY_EXISTS
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-restore-defaults

[top]

Restore default settings to a network service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy
vserver

string

Description
The name of the network interface service policy.

vserver-name Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_NO_DEFAULTS
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-ipspaces-create

[top]

Create an IPspace
Input Name Range

Type

ipspace

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range
result

Description
IPspace name
If set to true, returns the given IPspace on successful creation.
Default: false

Type

Description

net-ipspacesThe given IPspace created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-ipspaces-destroy

[top]

Delete an IPspace
Input Name Range Type Description
ipspace

string IPspace name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ipspaces-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an IPspace.
Input Name Range

Type

ipspace

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
IPspace name
Description

broadcastdomain-name[] The broadcast domains that belong to the IPspace
optional

broadcastdomains

net-qualifiedThe ports that have been assigned to the IPspace. This field
port-name[]
must be specified with the following format: :
optional

ports
vservers

vserver-name[] The vservers that have been assigned to the IPspace

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ipspaces-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of IPspace objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

netSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ipspaces- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netipspacesinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netipspacesThe list of attributes of given IPspace objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more given
optional IPspace objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the given IPspace object.
All given IPspace objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-ipspaces-rename

[top]

Rename an IPspace.
Input Name Range Type
ipspace
new-name

Description

string Current IPspace name
string New IPspace name. Note: You cannot rename system defined ipspaces.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-ndp-active-neighbor-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing network ndp active neighbor object.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

neighbor

ip-address

Specify the neighbor IPv6 address. Example: fd20:13::1

node

node-name

Specify the name of the node.

port

lif-bindable

subnet-group

ip-and-mask

vserver

Specify the physical port.
Subnet Group

vif-owner-name Specify the name of a System or Admin Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-active-neighbor-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ndp active neighbor.
Input Name Range

Type
net-ndpneighborcacheinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

ipSpecify the neighbor IPv6 address. Example: fd20:13::1
address

neighbor

nodename

node

Specify the name of the node.

lifSpecify the physical port.
bindable

port
subnetgroup

ip-andSubnet Group
mask

vserver

vifownername

Output Name Range

Specify the name of a System or Admin Vserver.

Type

Description

net-ndpneighborThe attributes of the network ndp active neighbor.
cacheinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-active-neighbor-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ndp active neighbor objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

net-ndpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
neighborattributes for which information is available will be returned. If

cachepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.
optional

attributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-ndpneighborcacheinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

net-ndpneighborcache- The list of attributes of network ndp active neighbor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ndp active neighbor objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ndp active
neighbor object. All network ndp active neighbor objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-default-router-delete-all

[top]

Delete default routers on a given IPspace
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Speicifies the IPspace where the default router list will be deleted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-default-router-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ndp default-router.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

net-ndpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
defaultattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
routeronly the desired attributes for which information is available will be
info

optional

returned.

ipspace

string

Specify the name of the Ipspace.

node

nodename

Specify the name of the node.

lifSpecify the physical interface.
bindable

port

ipSpecify the default router IPv6 address.
address

router-addr
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-ndpdefaultThe attributes of the network ndp default-router.
routerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-default-router-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ndp default-router objects.
Input Name

Range

netndpdefaultrouterinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

netndpdefaultrouterinfo
optional

next-tag

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ndp defaultrouter object. All network ndp default-router objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

netndpdefaultThe list of attributes of network ndp default-router objects.
routerinfo[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ndp default-router objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-create

[top]

Configure a new NDP neighbor entry
Input Name Range
mac-address

Type

Description

mac-address Specifies the neighbor's MAC Address.

neighboraddress

ip-address

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Specifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address.
If set to true, returns the network NDP neighbor on successful
creation. Default: false

Type

Description

ndp-neighborThe network NDP neighbor created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing static NDP neighbor entry
Input Name

Range

neighbor-address
Errno

Type

Description

ip-address Specifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-get

[top]

Get a static configured NDP neighbor entry.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

ndpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
neighbor- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available

optional will be returned.
neighboraddress

ipSpecifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address.
address

Output Name Range

Type

Description

ndpneighbor- The attributes of the network NDP neighbor.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-get-iter

[top]

Iterator over a list of static configured NDP neighbor entries.
Input Name

Range

ndpneighborinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

ndpneighborinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network NDP neighbor
object. All network NDP neighbor objects matching this query up
to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

ndpneighborThe list of attributes of network NDP neighbor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
string
optional NDP neighbor objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-prefix-delete-all

[top]

Delete IPv6 prefixes on a given IPspace
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Speicifies the IPspace where the prefix list will be deleted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-prefix-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ndp prefix.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netndpprefixinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ipspace

string

Specify the name of the Ipspace.

node

nodename

Specify the name of the node.

lifSpecify the physical port.
bindable

port

ip-andSpecify the prefix.
mask

prefix
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netndpThe attributes of the network ndp prefix.
prefixinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-prefix-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ndp prefix objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

netndpprefixinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional
netndpprefixinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netndpprefix- The list of attributes of network ndp prefix objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ndp prefix objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ndp prefix
object. All network ndp prefix objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-options-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the net.
Output Name Range
net-options
Errno

Type

Description

net-options Network Options Typedef
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-options-hypervisor-uplink-monitoring-get
Get the hypervisor uplink monitoring status.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Type
net-optionshypervisoruplinkmonitoringinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[top]

Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-optionshypervisorThe attributes of the net.
uplinkmonitoringinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-options-hypervisor-uplink-monitoring-modify

[top]

Modify the hypervisor uplink monitoring status.
Input Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Hypervisor Uplink Monitoring
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-options-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of net object.
Input Name Range
net-options

Type

Description

net-options Network Options Typedef

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-placement-cache-delete

[top]

Delete LIF placement cached information.
Input Name

Range

address
netmask-length [0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

ip-address The IP address that was searched.
integer

The number of bits in the subnet mask (i.e. 24 or 64).

node

string

Specifies the name of the node.

port

string

The port name on the node.

vserver

string

Errno

Vserver Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

net-placement-cache-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the LIF placement cached information.
Input Name

Range

Type
netplacementcache
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

netplacementcache
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network interface
placement object. All network interface placement objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

netplacementThe list of attributes of network interface placement objects.
cache[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
network interface placement objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-placement-discover

[top]

Find the ports direcly connected to the IP address
Input Name
address
mac

Range

Type
string
string

Description
IP Address
MAC Address

optional
netmask-length [0..2^32-1] integer Netmask Length
vserver

string

Errno

Vserver Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

net-port-broadcast-domain-add-ports

[top]

Add ports to a layer 2 broadcast domain.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain-name

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs
to. The default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

ports

net-qualifiedport-name[]

Ports to be added to the broadcast domain. Format:nodename:port-name

Output Name

Range

port-updatestatus-combined

The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.

Type

Description

broadcastdomain-portstatus

Overall Port Update Status

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PORT_ALREADY_ASSIGNED_TO_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_ASSIGNMENT_DISALLOWED_IFGRP

net-port-broadcast-domain-create

[top]

Create a new layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name
broadcastdomain
ipspace

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the layer 2 broadcast

mtu

[0..2^321]

domain. The MTU will be applied to all ports that belong to the
layer 2 broadcast domain.

netqualified- Ports added to the layer 2 broadcast domain. Ports added to a
portnew layer 2 broadcast domain will be removed from their current
name[] layer 2 broadcast domain. Format: node-name:port-name
optional

ports

Output Name

integer

Range

port-updatestatuscombined

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- Overall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if any
portport is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or
status
'error' if any port update is unsuccessful.
optional

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_CANNOT_ADD_TO_CLUSTER_IPSPACE
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_INVALID_MTU
E_VIFMGR_PORT_ALREADY_ASSIGNED_TO_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_ASSIGNMENT_DISALLOWED_IFGRP

net-port-broadcast-domain-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain
ipspace
Output Name Range
port-updatestatuscombined

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

Type

Description

broadcastOverall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if any
domainport is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or 'error'
port-status
if any port update is unsuccessful.
optional

Errno
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_CANNOT_REMOVE_CLUSTER_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_HOSTS_PORTS

Description

net-port-broadcast-domain-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name

desiredattributes

net-portbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

ipspace

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

Type

Description

net-portbroadcastThe attributes of the net-port-broadcast-domain.
domaininfo

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED

net-port-broadcast-domain-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of layer 2 broadcast domain objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
net-portbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

net-portbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-port-broadcastdomain object. All net-port-broadcast-domain objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

net-portbroadcastdomain- The list of attributes of net-port-broadcast-domain objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netport-broadcast-domain objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED

net-port-broadcast-domain-merge

[top]

Merges two layer 2 broadcast domains.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name

intobroadcastdomain

broadcastMerge with this layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name
string
optional

ipspace

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_MERGE_MTU_MISMATCH

net-port-broadcast-domain-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of the layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name

Range

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name

broadcastdomain
ipspace
mtu

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

integer

Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the layer 2 broadcast
domain. The MTU will be applied to all ports that belong to the
layer 2 broadcast domain.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

broadcastOverall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if
domainany port is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or
port-status
'error' if any port update is unsuccessful.
optional

port-updatestatuscombined
Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_INVALID_MTU

net-port-broadcast-domain-remove-ports

[top]

Remove ports from a layer 2 broadcast domain.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain-name

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs
to. The default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

ports

net-qualifiedport-name[]

Ports to be removed from their current layer 2 broadcast
domain.

Output Name

Range

port-updatestatus-combined

The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.

Type
broadcastdomain-portstatus

Description
Overall Port Update Status

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_ASSIGNED_TO_BROADCAST_DOMAIN

net-port-broadcast-domain-rename

[top]

Rename a layer 2 broadcast domain.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain

Type

Description

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name

ipspace

string
optional

new-name

string

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.
New name for the layer 2 broadcast domain

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_CANNOT_RENAME_CLUSTER_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_RENAME_ENTRY_EXISTS

net-port-broadcast-domain-split

[top]

Splits a layer 2 broadcast domain into two layer 2 broadcast domains.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain
ipspace
newbroadcastdomain
ports

Type

Description

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

broadcastNew layer 2 broadcast domain name.
domain-name
net-qualified- The ports to be split from current broadcast domain and added to
port-name[] the new broadcast domain. Format:node-name:port-name

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_ASSIGNED_TO_SAME_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NAMED_FAILOVER_GROUP_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_FAILOVER_GROUP_TARGETS_NOT_IN_SPLIT_PORTS
E_VIFMGR_LIF_CURRENT_AND_HOME_NOT_IN_SPLIT
E_VIFMGR_LIFS_FAILOVER_GROUP_USES_PORTS_NOT_SPLIT
E_VIFMGR_LIFS_FAILOVER_GROUP_USES_PORTS_IN_SPLIT
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_USED_BY_PORTS_IN_BROADCAST_DOMAIN

net-port-delete
Delete a physical network port. This is typically used when there is an entry in the port table reffering to
a physical port that was previously removed from a node. Any LIFs hosted on the port must be deleted

[top]

or moved to another port before deletion of the port is permitted
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

node-name Specifies the name of node.

port

lif-bindable Specifies the name of port.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_CANT_DELETE_PORT_HOSTING_LIF

net-port-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a network port.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netportinfo
optional

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

Output Name Range

Type
netportinfo

attributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Errno

Description
The attributes of the given network port.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network port objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

netportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
netportinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netportThe list of attributes of given network port objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more given
optional network port objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the given network port
object. All given network port objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-health-monitor-disable

[top]

Disable one or more port health monitors
Input Name

Range

health-monitors

Type

Description

netport-degraded-reason[] List of Port Health Monitors to Disable

ipspace

string

Errno

IPspace Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-port-health-monitor-enable

[top]

Enable one or more port health monitors
Input Name

Range

health-monitors
ipspace
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

netport-degraded-reason[] List of Port Health Monitors to Enable
string
Description

IPspace Name

EINTERNALERROR

net-port-health-monitor-get

[top]

Get the network port health monitors enabled for an IPspace.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

net-porthealthmonitorinfo
optional

ipspace

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
IPspace Name

Type

Description

net-porthealthThe attributes of the net.
monitorinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-port-health-monitor-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the the network port health monitors enabled for each IPspace.
Input Name

Range

net-porthealthmonitorinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-porthealth- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
monitor- specified on any number of attributes in the net object. All net
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
net-porthealth-

Description

attributeslist

monitor- The list of attributes of net objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-port-ifgrp-add-port

[top]

Add port to a network interface group.
Input Name

Range

ifgrp-name

Type

Description

netport-ifgrp-name Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

skip-broadcast-domainplacement

boolean
optional

Errno

Skip Placement Into Broadcast
Domain

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_DEGRADED_PORT_IFGRP_ADDED

net-port-ifgrp-create

[top]

Create a new network interface group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies the traffic distribution function for the ifgrp. Possible values:

distributionfunction

string

ifgrp-name

netportifgrpname

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to each
interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer address
4-tuple
Specifies the interface group name.

Specifies the link policy for the ifgrp. Possible values:
'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch using
link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE 802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'

mode

string

node

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Specifies the name of node.
If set to true, returns the network interface group on successful
creation. Default: false

Type

Description

net-ifgrpThe network interface group created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_INVALID_IFGRP_NAME

net-port-ifgrp-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing network interface group.
Input Name Range
ifgrp-name

Type

Description

netport-ifgrp-name Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Errno

Specifies the name of node.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-ifgrp-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a network interface group (ifgrp).
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

netifgrpinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

netport-

ifgrp-name

ifgrpname

Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

Output Name Range

Type
netifgrpinfo

attributes

Errno

Description
The attributes of the network interface group.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-ifgrp-remove-port

[top]

Remove port from a network interface group.
Input Name Range
ifgrp-name

Type

Description

netport-ifgrp-name Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-modify

[top]

Modify the given attributes of network port and the rest remain unchanged.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the user preferred duplex setting of the port. Possible
values:

administrativeduplex

string
optional

administrativeflowcontrol

string
Specifies the user preferred flow control setting of the port.
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage

Specifies the user preferred speed setting of the port. Possible
values:

administrativespeed

autorevertdelay

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second

string
optional

[0..2^32- integer For a port with role 'cluster', specifies the delay in seconds before
1]
optional autoreverting a LIF to this port.
Use this parameter to specify that the system ignore network port
boolean
health status of the specified port for the purpose of hosting a
optional
logical interface. The default value for this parameter is false.

ignore-healthstatus

string Specifies the port's associated IPspace name. Note: the 'Cluster'
optional ipspace is reserved for cluster ports.

ipspace
isadministrativeauto-negotiate

boolean Enables or disables Ethernet auto-negotiation of speed, duplex
optional and flow control.

isadministrativeup

boolean
If true, it changes the state of the port to 'up'.
optional

mtu

[0..2^32- integer Specifies the maximum transmission unit (MTU) reported by the
optional port.
1]

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3, but is
string
still returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future
optional
release. Prefer instead to use the 'ipspace' parameter.

role

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of network port or a group of network port objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type
netportinfo

Description
Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
element.

This input element is useful when multiple given network port
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching given network port even when
optional
modification of a previous given network port fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching given network port even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the modification of a previous matching given network port fails, and
count
1]
optional
do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
netportinfo

query

If modifying a specific given network port, this input element must
specify all keys. If modifying given network port objects based on
query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network port
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of given network port objects not modified will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network port
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of given network port objects modified will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

netportInformation about given network port objects that were not modified
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional given network port objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of given network port objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of given network port objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

netportThe given network port objects that were successfully updated. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-qos-marking-get-iter
Iterate over a list of QoS Marking attributes

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
qosattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
marking
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
qosspecified on any number of attributes in the net-qos-marking
marking
object. All net-qos-marking objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Range

qosmarking[] The list of attributes of net-qos-marking objects.
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netqos-marking objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-qos-marking-modify

[top]

Modify the the QoS Marking attributes of a protocol
Input Name Range
dscp

Type

Description

DSCP marking value. Default value for NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, HTTP-fileserv,
integer
[0..63]
NDMP, SnapMirror, and SnapMirror-Sync is 10 and for FTP, HTTP-admin,
optional
SSH, Telnet, and SNMP is 48.

ipspace
is-enabled

string

IPspace Name.

boolean
QoS Marking status. Default setting is false.
optional

protocol

Errno

string

Protocol name. Supported values are NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, SnapMirror,
SnapMirror-Sync, NDMP, FTP, HTTP-admin, HTTP-fileserv, SSH, Telnet,
and SNMP.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-routes-create

[top]

Create a new network route.
Input Name

Range

Type

destination

ip-and-mask

gateway
metric

ip-address
[0..2^321]

returnrecord
Output Name

Description
Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64
Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1

integer
optional

Specify the route metric. If this field is not provided the
default will be set to 30

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the network route on successful
creation. Default: false

Range

Type

Description

net-vs-routesThe network route created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-routes-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing network route object.
Input Name Range

Type

destination

ip-and-mask

gateway

ip-address

Description
Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64
Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-routes-get
Get the attributes of a network route.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
net-vsroutesinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ip-andSpecify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20, fd20:13::/64
mask

destination

ipSpecify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
address

gateway
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-vsroutes- The attributes of the network route.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-routes-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network route objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records
Errno

net-vsroutesinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

net-vsroutesinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network route object.
All network route objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

net-vsroutesThe list of attributes of network route objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional route objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-routes-lifs-get

[top]

Get the logical interfaces (LIFs) associated with a network route.
Input Name Range

Type
net-vsrouteslif-info
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ip-andSpecify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20, fd20:13::/64
mask

destination

ipSpecify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
address

gateway
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-vsroutes- The attributes of the network route showlifs.
lif-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-routes-lifs-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network route objects and get the associated logical interfaces (LIFs).
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

net-vsrouteslif-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-vsrouteslif-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network route showlifs
object. All network route showlifs objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional route showlifs objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

net-vsrouteslifThe list of attributes of network route showlifs objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-san-lif-placement-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the SAN LIF Placement.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adapterAdapter type
type

adapter-type

It is for iSCSI protocol only. If provided, only the candidate ports
broadcastin the given broadcast domain will be returned; otherwise, all
domaincandidate ports will be returned. It is interchangeable with
name
subnet-name. If both are provided but the given subnet is not in
optional
the given broadcast domain, then an error will be returned.

broadcastdomain

string
optional

The IPspace that the given subnet or broadcast domain belongs
to. It is required when either subnet-name or broadcast-domain
is provided.

integer

LIFs per node

nodelist

nodename[]
optional

If provided, LIF placement is returned only for the given nodes.
Otherwise, they are returned for all nodes in the cluster.

protocol

dataprotocol

Protocol

subnetname
optional

It is for iSCSI protocol only. If provided, only the candidate ports
in the broadcast domain that the subnet belongs to will be
returned; otherwise, all candidate ports will be returned. It is
interchangeable with broadcast-domain. If both are provide but
the given subnet is not in the given broadcast domain, then an
error will be returned.

Type

Description

ipspacename
lifs-per-node

[0..2^321]

subnet-name

Output Name
lif-placement

Errno

Range

lifplacement- SAN LIF placement
info[]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
E_TOO_FEW_PORTS
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

net-subnet-add-ranges

[top]

Add address ranges to a subnet.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations
ip-ranges

Type

Description

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or network
boolean interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting this
optional value to true will associate any manually addressed interfaces with the
subnet and will allow the command to succeed.
ipThe list of ranges to add to the subnet
range[]

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnetname

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-create

[top]

Create a new subnet object. A subnet object represents a layer 3 subnet in a network.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain
forceupdate-lifassociations
gateway

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- Layer 2 broadcast domain name that the subnet belongs to.
name
boolean
optional

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or network
interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting
this value to true will associate any manually addressed interfaces
with the subnet and will allow the command to succeed.

ip-address
The gateway for the default route of the subnet.
optional

ip-range[]
The list of IP address ranges associated with the subnet.
optional

ip-ranges
ipspace

string
optional

IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the net-subnet on successful creation. Default:
false

subnet

ip-andmask

Layer 3 Subnet

subnet-name

subnetname

Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data',
or a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

netsubnetinfo
optional

result

The net-subnet created (keys or the entire object if requested)

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_INVALID_GATEWAY
E_VIFMGR_CONFLICTS_WITH_EXISTING_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NAME_ALREADY_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_ALREADY_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_SUBNET_NESTED
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_INCLUDE_GATEWAY
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing subnet object.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations

Type

Description

This command will fail if the subnet has ranges containing any existing
service processor interface or network interface IP addresses. Setting this
boolean
value to true will remove the network interface associations with the
optional
subnet and allow the command to succeed. However, it will not affect
service processor interfaces.

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnet-

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or

name

name

a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the subnet object.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

netsubnetinfo
optional

ipspace

string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

subnet-name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netsubnet- The attributes of the net-subnet.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND

net-subnet-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of subnet objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

netsubnetinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
netsubnetinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netsubnetThe list of attributes of net-subnet objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netoptional subnet objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-subnet object. All
net-subnet objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND

net-subnet-modify

[top]

Modify an existing subnet object.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations

Type

Description

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or network
boolean interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting this
optional value to true will associate any manually addressed interfaces with the
subnet and will allow the command to succeed.

gateway

ipaddress The gateway for the default route of the subnet.
optional

ip-ranges

iprange[] The list of IP address ranges associated with the subnet.
optional

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnet

ip-andmask Layer 3 Subnet
optional

subnetname

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

Description

E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_ENTRY_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_DUPLICATE_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_SUBNET_NESTED
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_INCLUDE_GATEWAY
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_LIF_NETMASK_CHANGE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_LIF_NETMASK_MISMATCH

net-subnet-remove-ranges

[top]

Remove address ranges from a subnet.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations
ip-ranges

Type

Description

This command will fail if any existing service processor interfaces or
boolean network interfaces are using IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting
optional this value to true will remove the subnet's association with those
interfaces and allow the command to succeed.
ipIP ranges to remove
range[]

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnetname

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-rename

[top]

Rename a layer 3 subnet.
Input Name Range
ipspace
new-name
subnetname

Type

Description

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.
string

New name for the layer 3 subnet

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_ALREADY_EXISTS

net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain-get

[top]

Get the list of subnets associated with the layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name Range

Type

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name

broadcastdomain

desiredattributes

netsubnets-forbroadcastdomain-info
optional

ipspace

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to.

Type

Description

netsubnets-forThe attributes of the net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain.
broadcastdomain-info

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of subnets associated with the layer 2 broadcast domain objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
net-

Description

subnetsforbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

netsubnetsforbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

netsubnetsforbroadcast- The list of attributes of net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain objects.
domaininfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-subnets-forbroadcast-domain object. All net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netsubnets-for-broadcast-domain objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

net-test-path

[top]

Test performance between specified nodes
Input Name
destinationcluster
destinationnode

Range

Type

Description

cluster-name The cluster containing the destination node.
string

The node receiving the session request.
Type of session used for session parameters. Possible values:

session-type

csm-sessiontype

source-node

node-name

"asyncmirrorlocal" - Intra-cluster Async Mirror,
"asyncmirrorremote" - Inter-cluster Async Mirror,
"remotedatatransfer" - Intra-cluster File/Lun
Read/Write
The node initiating the session request.

Output Name

Range

Type

averagelatency

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Average request + response time in microseconds, for all
request/response pairs.

maximumlatency

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Maximum request + response time in microseconds, for all
request/response pairs.

minimumlatency

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Minimum request + response time in microseconds, for all
request/response pairs.

receivethroughput

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Receive throughput (destination to source node) in
bytes/second.

sendthroughput

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Send throughput (source to destination node) in
bytes/second.

test-duration

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Test duration in microseconds.

Errno

Description

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-traceroute6

[top]

Trace the route IPv6 packets take to a host. The input node is exclusive with the interface input. Only
one is allowed. The interface input must be specified with interface owner.
Input Name Range
debug-mode
destinationaddress

Type

Description

boolean Specifies the use of debug-mode for socket level debugging. Default:
optional False
string

Specifies the IPv6 address of the destination.

first-hop

integer
Specifies the number of hops to skip in trace. Default: 1.
optional

gateway

remoteinetSpecifies the intermediate gateway.
address
optional

hop-limit

integer
Specifies the maximum hoplimit. Default: 64. Range: [1..255].
optional

interface

string Specifies the LIF from where traceroute is to be started. This interface
optional input must be specified with the interface-owner input.

interfaceowner

Specifies the optional Vserver from which traceroute is to be started. If
string
Vserver is not specified, then traceroute will be started from cluster
optional
adminstration Vserver of the cluster.

node

string Specifies the node from which traceroute is to be started. The input
optional node is exclusive with the interface input. Only one is allowed.

nqueries

integer
Specifies the number of probes per hop. Default: 3.
optional

numeric

boolean Specifies printing of hop addresses only numerically rather than
optional symbolically and numerically. Default: False.

packet-size
port

integer Specifies the size of probe packets in bytes. Default: 16 for ICMP6
optional ECHO and 12 for UDP datagrams.
integer
Specifies the base UDP port number used in probes. Default: 33434.
optional

use-icmp6

boolean Specifies use of ICMP6 ECHO instead of UDP datagrams for probes. This
optional parameter is mutually exclusive with the udp parameter. Default: False.

use-udp

boolean Specifies use of UDP datagrams for probes. This parameter is mutually
optional exclusive with the icmp6 parameter. Default: True.

verbose

boolean Specifies that all received ICMP packets must be displayed rather than
optional just TIME_EXCEEDED and UNREACHABLE packets. Default: False.

wait-time

integer Specifies the delay time between probes in seconds. Default: 5. Range:
optional [1..65535].

Output Name Range
raw-output

Type

Description

string
The multi-line output of the OS level traceroute6 command.
optional

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EAFNOSUPPORT
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_ENOPROTOOPT
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-tuning-icmp-get

[top]

Get ICMP tuning options.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

nettuningicmpoptions
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name
Type

Description

nettuningThe attributes of the ICMP protocol tuning.
icmpoptions
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-icmp-modify
Modify ICMP tuning options

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

is-drop-redirectenabled

boolean
optional

node

Description
Drop redirect ICMP

node-name Node

redirect-timeout

[0..65535]

integer
optional

Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout

tx-icmp-limit

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Maximum number of ICMP packets sent per
second

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-icmp6-get

[top]

Get ICMPv6 tuning options.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

nettuningicmp6options
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Node

Type

Description

nettuningThe attributes of the ICMPv6 protocol tuning.
icmp6options
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-icmp6-modify

[top]

Modify ICMPv6 tuning options
Input Name

Range

Type

is-v6-redirectaccepted

boolean
optional

node

nodename

redirect-v6-timeout [0..65535]

integer
optional

Description
Accept redirects via ICMPv6
Node
Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout

[0..2^321]

tx-icmp6-err-limit
Errno

integer
optional

Maximum number of ICMPv6 error messages sent per
second

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-tcp-get

[top]

Get TCP tuning options.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
nettuningtcpoptions
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name

node
Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

nettuningThe attributes of the TCP protocol tuning.
tcpoptions

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-tcp-modify

[top]

Modify TCP tuning options
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-path-mtu-discoveryenabled

boolean
optional

Path MTU discovery enabled

is-rfc3390-enabled

boolean
optional

RFC3390 enabled

is-rfc3465-enabled

boolean
optional

RFC3465 enabled

is-sack-enabled

boolean
optional

SACK support enabled

integer
optional

Maximum congestion window segments
incrementation

max-cwnd-increment
node

[0..2^321]

nodename

Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-vip-port-create

[top]

Create a new VIP port.
Input Name Range

Type

ipspace

Description

string

node

IPspace Name

node-name Node

port

net-port

Network Port

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the net-vip-port on successful creation.
Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vip-portinfo
optional

result

Errno

The net-vip-port created (keys or the entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-vip-port-destroy

[top]

Delete a VIP port.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

port
Errno

net-port

Network Port

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-vip-port-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a VIP port.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
vipportinfo

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be

optional returned.
nodeNode
name

node

netport

port
Output Name Range

Network Port

Type
vipportinfo

attributes

Errno

Description
The attributes of the net-vip-port.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-vip-port-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of VIP ports.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

vipportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

vipportinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-vip-port object. All
net-vip-port objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vipportThe list of attributes of net-vip-port objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-vipoptional port objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-vlan-create

[top]

Create a new vlan interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, changes made by this API are not persisted across
system reboots. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, changes made by this API are persisted across system
reboots.
Input Name Range
vlan-info

Type

Description

vlan-info Vlan to create.

Errno

Description

EVLANEXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDTAG
EINTERFACENOTFOUND

net-vlan-delete

[top]

Delete a vlan interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, changes made by this API are not persisted across
system reboots. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, changes made by this API are persisted across system
reboots.
Input Name Range
vlan-info

Type

Description

vlan-info Vlan to delete.

Errno

Description

EINTERFACENOTFOUND

net-vlan-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a VLAN.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vlanattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

interfacename

string

Name of vlan interface. The name must be of the format <parentinteface>-<vlanid>

node

string

Node name of vlan interface.

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type
vlaninfo

Description
The attributes of the network VLAN

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

net-vlan-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of VLAN objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vlanspecified on any number of attributes in the net-vlan object. All netinfo
vlan objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vlaninfo[] The list of attributes of net-vlan objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-vlan
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vlanattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: adapter-type
Adapter types of physical and logical network ports capable of hosting LIFs. Possible values:
"fc" - Used for FC Adapters,
"cna" - Used for CNA Adapters,
"nic" - Used for NIC Adapters,
"ifgrp" - Used for Interface Groups,
"cna_or_nic" - Used for CNA and NIC Adapters
[none]

[top]

Element definition: bgp-vserver-info

[top]

BGP Vserver status. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
IPv4 status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ipv4status

vserver-bgpstate
optional

"unknown" - Fail to query BGP sessions state,
"unconfigured" - BGP is not configured,
"up" - At lease one BGP session is up,
"down" - No BGP sessions are up
IPv6 status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ipv6status

vserver-bgpstate
optional

node

node-name
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

"unknown" - Fail to query BGP sessions state,
"unconfigured" - BGP is not configured,
"up" - At lease one BGP session is up,
"down" - No BGP sessions are up
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: broadcast-domain-name

[top]

Broadcast Domain
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-port-status
Possible port update states for a broadcast domain operation Possible values:
"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: csm-session-type

[top]

AsyncMirrorLocal|AsyncMirrorRemote|RemoteDataTransfer Possible values:
"asyncmirrorlocal" - Intra-cluster Async Mirror,
"asyncmirrorremote" - Inter-cluster Async Mirror,
"remotedatatransfer" - Intra-cluster File/Lun Read/Write
[none]

Element definition: data-lif-capacity-details-info

[top]

Information Regarding Data LIF Capacity When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

capacity- [0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that can be configured on the
optional nblade of this node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
for-node
1]
count-for- [0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are currently homed on this
node
1]
optional node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
limit-for- [0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are supported on this node.
node
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
node

nodeSpecifies the node for which the capacity details are provided.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: data-lif-capacity-info

[top]

Information Regarding Data LIF Capacity When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are currently configured in the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are supported in the cluster.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

limit

Element definition: data-protocol

[top]

nfs|cifs|iscsi|fcp|fcache|none|fc-nvme|s3 Possible values:
"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
[none]

Element definition: dns-status

[top]

DNS Configuration Check When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
name-

Range

Type
string

Description
Specifies the IP address of a DNS configuration. Attributes: key, non-

server

optional creatable, non-modifiable

status

string Specifies the status of a DNS configuration. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

statusdetails

string Specifies additional information about the status of a DNS configuration.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the DNS configuration. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: dns-zone

[top]

Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone of this LIF.
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: external-route-table-info

[top]

External Routing Table Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
route-table-id

Range

Type

Element definition: failover-group
Specifies the failover group name.
[none]

Description

string
Route Table ID Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: fw-service

[top]

[none]

Element definition: hosts-info

[top]

Name attributes for one host When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

aliases

string[]
optional

The list of aliases such as 'host1.sales.foo.com'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

host-ipaddress

ipaddress
optional

IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

hostname

string
optional

Canonical hostname in a simple string or in FQDN Attributes: requiredfor-create, modifiable

vservername

Range

vserverVserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: ip-range

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '4:3:2:1:d:c:b:b-4:3:2:1:d:c:b:c'
[none]

Element definition: ipaddresstype

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|ipv6z Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"
[none]

Element definition: lif-bindable

[top]

|
[none]

Element definition: lif-capacity-info
Information Regarding Potentially Over-Provisioned LIFs When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

destinationnodes

This represents the set of nodes a given LIF or LIFs could fail over to.
Each node in the list contains at least one port in the given LIF's set
filer-id[]
of failover targets. Filtering on this field will select only LIFs whose
optional
set of failover targets matches the query. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

failovergroup

failover- Specifies the name of an at-risk LIF's failover group. Filtering on this
group field will select only LIFs whose failover-group attribute matches the
optional query. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

failoverpolicy

Specifies the failover policy for an at-risk LIF. Filtering on this field
string
will select only LIFs whose failover-policy attribute matches the
optional
query. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif-name

Specifies the name of an at-risk LIF. Filtering on this field will select
lif-name
only LIFs whose name matches the query. Attributes: key, nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

overamount

Indicates the number of LIFs over capacity for a given set of
destination-nodes. For all rows returned, this value shall be greater
[0..2^32- integer
than zero. Filtering on this field will select only LIFs associated with a
optional
1]
set of destination nodes whose amount over capacity matches the
query. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
vifSpecifies the name of the vserver which owns the LIF. Filtering on
ownerthis field will select only LIFs whose vserver matches the query.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vservername

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: lif-placement-info

[top]

SAN LIF placement When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
home-node

Range

Type
node-name

Description
Home node info Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

optional
home-port

string
optional

Port info Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lif-service-name

[top]

The name of network interface service.
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: ndp-neighbor-info

[top]

NDP Neighbor Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
mac-address
neighboraddress
vserver

Range

Type
macaddress
optional

Description
Specifies the neighbor's MAC Address. Attributes: required-forcreate, non-modifiable

ip-address Specifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable
vservername
optional

Specifies the Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: net-active-routes-info
Active Routes Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specify the address type. Possible values are ipv4 and ipv6.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

addresstype

ipaddresstype
optional

destination

string
optional

Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64 Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

flags

string
optional

Specify the route's flags. Possible values for flags are U(Usable),
G(Gateway), H(Host), R(Reject), D(Dynamic), S(Static),
1(Protocol1), 2(Protocol2), L(Llinfo), and C(Clone). Multiple
values can be specified. Example: UHS, UC Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

gateway

string
optional

Specify the gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

interface

string
optional

Specify the route's interface. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

lookupcount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the count of lookups for the route. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

metric

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the route metric. Default: 30 Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node-name
optional

node-name

Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the Maximum Transmission Unit for the Path. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

reference- [0..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

Specify the route's reference count. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

routeinterfaceaddress

string
optional

Specify the Route Interface Address. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

path-mtu

subnetgroup
vserver

ip-and-mask Specify the name of the subnet group. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional
vif-ownername
optional

Specify the name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: net-arp-info
ARP Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ip-space

string
optional

IPspace from which to get the ARP entry. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

macaddress

macaddress
optional

MAC address of remote host. Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable

remotehost

ip-address Remote IP address for which to get the ARP entry. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
vserverVserver from which to get the ARP entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name
non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: net-arp-operational-info

[top]

ARP Active-entry Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

macaddress

string
optional

MAC address of remote host. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node from which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

portname

string
optional

Port name from which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key,
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

remotehost

string
optional

Remote IP address for which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

subnetgroup

ip-andmask
optional

Subnet group from which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

vif-ownerSystem or Admin Vserver from which to get the ARP active entry.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-bgp-config-info

[top]

BGP Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
asn

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The autonomous system number to which this node belongs. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]

hold- [0..2^32- integer The hold time (seconds) value to use for this node when negotiating a
time
1]
optional connection with the peer. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
node

nodeThe node name that the BGP configuration belongs to. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

routerid

ipThe router id (IPv4) to use for this node when negotiating a connection
address
with the peer. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-bgp-defaults-info

[top]

BGP Default Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
asn

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The cluster wide default value for autonomous system number. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable
1]

hold- [0..2^32- integer The cluster wide default value for routing information hold time (seconds).
time
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: net-bgp-peer-group-info
BGP peer group information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller

[top]

ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

lif-name The LIF associated with this peer group. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

bgp-lif
bgp-node

filer-id The node where the peer group exists. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

bgp-port

net-port The port where the BGP interface is hosted. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

ipspace

string Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

peeraddress

ipThe remote peer router address. Attributes: required-for-create,
address
modifiable
optional

peer-asn

[0..2^32- integer The remote peer router Autonomous number. The default value for
optional this paramenter is '0'. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
1]

peergroup

string The name of the peer group. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

route[0..2^32- integer The route preference value associated with this peer group.
preference
1]
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
bgpsessionstate
optional

state

The bgp session state. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"up" ,
"down"

Element definition: net-ddns-info

[top]

Contains Dynamic DNS Update configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
domainname

Range

Type

Description

string Vserver FQDN to Be Used for DNS Updates Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

is-enabled

boolean Is Dynamic DNS Update Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

skip-fqdnvalidation

boolean Specifies if the Vserver FQDN name validation is skipped. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ttl

timeTTL For the Dynamically Updated DNS Records. Maximum Supported Value
interval
Is 720h. Default: 24h. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

optional
use-secure
vservername

boolean Use Secure Dynamic DNS Updates? Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-device-discovery-info

[top]

Information about discovered devices When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Capabilities of the discovered devices. For example: switch, igmp.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

capabilities

devicecapability[]
optional

chassis-id

string
optional

device-ip
discovereddevice

"router" - Router,
"trans_bridge" - Trans Bridge,
"source_route_bridge" - Source Route Bridge,
"switch" - Switch,
"host" - Host,
"igmp" - IGMP,
"repeater" - Repeater,
"phone" - Phone
Chassis ID of the discovered device. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

ipIP address(es) of the discovered device. At present, only IPv4
address[]
addresses are included. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

hold-time- [0..2^32- integer
remaining
1]
optional

Device discovered by the physical network port. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Remaining packet hold time in seconds for the discovered device.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

interface

string
optional

Interface port of the discovered device. The format is dependent
on the reporting device. For example: FastEthernet0/12 or e0a
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

The node on which the network port resides. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

platform

string
optional

Platform of the discovered device. For example: N5K-C5010P-BF
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

string
optional

The name of the physical network port for device discovery. For
example: e0a Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string

The name of the discovery protocol. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

protocol

optional

"cdp" ,
"lldp"

systemname

string
optional

System Name of the discovered device. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

version

string
optional

Software version of the discovered device. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-dns-info

[top]

Contains DNS configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

attempts

[1..4]

Type

Description

integer Max number of trials before giving up and returning error. Default is
optional one. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

dns-state

enable Enable/Disable DNS. Possible values are 'enabled' or 'disabled'.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

domains

List of DNS domains such as 'sales.bar.com'. The first domain is the
string[]
one that the Vserver belongs to. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
modifiable
Use this parameter to enable or disable top-level domain (TLD)
boolean
queries. TLD is a name that contains no dots. Default is true.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-tld-queryenabled
name-servers

ipIPv4 addresses of name servers such as '123.123.123.123'.
address[]
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

requirepacketquery-match

boolean Require query sections of query and response packets to match.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

requiresourceaddressmatch

boolean Require source IP address of reply to match the name-server address.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

skip-configvalidation
timeout

vserver-name

boolean Skip Configuration Validation Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
[1..5]

Number of seconds to wait for a response from a name server before
integer
trying a different name server. Default is two seconds. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable
vserverVserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: net-failover-group-info

[top]

Failover Group Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

broadcastdomain

Type

Description

broadcastdomainBroadcast Domain Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

failovergroup

string
optional

The failover group. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

targets

netqualifiedportname[]
optional

The list of potential failover targets to be used. Lifs within the specified
vserver and assigned to the specified failover-group will use this list of
failover targets as needed. Format: node-name:port-name Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

vserver

vif-ownerThe vserver for which the failover group is defined. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-firewall-config-info
Firewall configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

isenabled

Specifies whether firewall protection is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for
boolean
the node's network ports. The default setting is true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

islogging

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0, but is still returned
boolean for compatibility and may be removed in a future release. Specifies whether
optional logging is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for the firewall service. The default
setting is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

nodename

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: net-firewall-config-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against firewall configuration
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

net-firewallconfig-key

net-firewallconfig-info

The keys for the firewall configuration object to which the
modify operation applies.

Element definition: net-firewall-policy-info
Firewall policy When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

allowlist

ip-and- Specifies the list of client IPs that are permitted to access the specified service
mask[] running on LIFs with the specified policy. Format: Attributes: required-foroptional create, modifiable

ipspace

string Specifies the ipspace of the vserver for which the policy is defined. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy

string Specifies the name of the firewall policy Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy. A
firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:

service

fwservice
optional

'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver-

Specifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is defined.

[top]

vserver

name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-ifgrp-info

[top]

Network interface group information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the traffic distribution function for the ifgrp. Attributes:
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

distributionfunction

string
optional

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to each
interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer address
4-tuple

down-ports

lifSpecifies all inactive ports of an ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonbindable[]
modifiable
optional

ifgrp-name

netportSpecifies the interface group name. Attributes: key, required-forifgrp-name
create, non-modifiable
optional

mac-address

string
optional

Specifies the MAC address of the ifgrp. For example:
'02:0c:29:78:e1:b7' Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the link policy for the ifgrp. Possible values:

mode

string
optional

'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch using
link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE 802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Specifies the name of node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable
Port participation state of the ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

portparticipation

ports

string
optional

"full" - Indicates all the ifgrp ports are active,
"partial" - Indicates not all the ifgrp ports are active,
"none" - Indicates none of the ifgrp ports is active

lifList of ports associated with this ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonbindable[]
modifiable

optional
up-ports

lifSpecifies all active ports of an ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonbindable[]
modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-interface-info

[top]

Network interface information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address
address-family

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
Address family Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

string
optional

Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

comment

string
Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

current-node

The node on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-node' may be different from 'home-node'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-port

The port on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-port' may be different from 'home-port'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the list of data protocols configured on the LIF. By
default, the values in this element are nfs, cifs and fcache.
Other supported protocols are iscsi and fcp. A LIF can be
configured to not support any data protocols by specifying
'none'. Protocol values of none, iscsi or fcp can't be combined
with any other data protocol(s). Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocols

dataprotocol[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,

"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
dns-domainname

dns-zone Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS
optional zone of this LIF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

extendedstatus

Specifies an extended description of why the LIF has an
string
operational status of down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

failover-group

failoverSpecifies the failover group name. Attributes: optional-forgroup
create, modifiable
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
string
optional LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:
'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'

firewall-policy

string
optional

force-subnetassociation

boolean Force the LIF's Subnet Association Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

home-node

Specifies the LIF's home node. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

home-port

Specifies the LIF's home port. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

interface-name
ipspace

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name. Attributes: key,
string
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string
IPspace of LIF Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional capability is disabled automatically. Default: false Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-dns-updateenabled

Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
boolean
will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-home

is-ipv4-linklocal

boolean True if LIF is currently on 'home-node' and 'home-port'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, automatically configure an interface with an IPv4
address. User can configure an interface by explicitly specifying
boolean
<address> and <netmask> (or <netmask-length>); or by
optional
enabling is-ipv4-link-local to true. Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable

is-vip
lif-uuid
listen-for-dnsquery
netmask
netmasklength

boolean Specifies if this is a LIF will be hosted on VIP port with /32 or
optional /128 netmask Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Specifies number of bits in the netmask. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable
1]
Specifies the operational status of the LIF. Possible values:

operationalstatus

string
optional

'up',
'down',
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

probe-port

[0..2^32- integer Probe-port for Cloud Load Balancer Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable
1]
Specifies the role of the LIF. Default: data Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

role

string
optional

"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private
cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different
cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
cluster

routing-groupname

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

service-names

lifservice- Specifies the services included in the LIF's service policy.
name[] Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy
attribute is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF
roles, and each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific
default service policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
subnetoption is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by
name
the administrator during configuration. Attributes: optional-foroptional

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

create, modifiable
Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
use-failovergroup

string
optional

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated
automatically by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on
this field

Specifies the Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable

vserver

Specifies the LIF's WWPN. This element is valid for FCP LIFs
string
optional only. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wwpn

Element definition: net-interface-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against given network interface
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage
net-key

Description

The keys for the given network interface object to which the
netinterface-info modify operation applies.

Element definition: net-interface-service-info
Network interface service information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The policy that defines specific interface failover restrictions for the service.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

svc-

"unrestricted" - Service has no restrictions on LIF failover,

[top]

failoverpolicy

ports

service

vserverpolicy

failoverpolicy
optional

"home_port_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their
home port,
"home_node_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their
home node

serviceport-info[] TCP/UDP Port Information
optional
lifservice- The name of the network interface service. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
name
optional
svcvserverpolicy
optional

The policy that defines specific vserver restrictions for the the service.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unrestricted" - Service has no vserver restrictions,
"system_only" - Service is only compatible with system vservers,
"data_only" - Service is only compatible with data vservers,
"cluster_only" - Service is only compatible with cluster vservers

Element definition: net-interface-service-policy-entry-info

[top]

network interface service policy entry information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
allowedaddresses
policy

Range

Type

Description

ip-andA list of IP address and IP mask pairs defining which remote addresses are
mask[]
accepted by this policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string The name of the network interface service policy. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

service

lifservice- The name of the network interface service contained in this policy.
name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverVserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-interface-service-policy-info
network interface service policy configuration information. When returned as part of the output, all

[top]

elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-builtin

boolean
optional

True if the network interface service policy is managed by the system.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy

string
optional

The name of the network interface service policy. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

services
vserver

lif-serviceServices included in the network interface service policy. Attributes:
name[]
optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-ipspaces-info

[top]

IPspace Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

ipspace

Description

broadcastdomain- The broadcast domains that belong to the IPspace Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
name[]
optional

broadcastdomains
id

Type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The ID of the IPspace. The system will assign a unique id.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

IPspace name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

ports

netqualified- The ports that have been assigned to the IPspace. This field must
portbe specified with the following format: : Attributes: non-creatable,
name[]
non-modifiable
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

The uuid of the IPspace. The system will assign a unique uuid.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservers

vservername[]
optional

The vservers that have been assigned to the IPspace Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-ndp-default-router-info

[top]

Default Router Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
expiretime

Range

Type

Description

ndp-expireSpecify the expire time of the default router entry. Attributes: nontime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specify the flag of the default router. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

flag

ndp-ra-flag
optional

ipspace

string
optional

"none" - None,
"managed_address_dhcpv6" - Managed Address from DHCPv6,
"other_dhcpv6" - Other Configuration from DHCPv6
Specify the name of the Ipspace. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

port

lif-bindable Specify the physical interface. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

routeraddr

ip-address
optional

Specify the default router IPv6 address. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: net-ndp-neighbor-cache-info
Neighbor Cache Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
expiretime

Range

Type
ndpexpiretime
optional

Description
Specify the expire time of the neighbor cache entry. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

[top]

is-router

boolean
optional

Specify whether the neighbor is a router. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

macaddress

macaddress
optional

Specify the MAC address of the neighbor. Attributes: required-forcreate, non-modifiable

ip-address Specify the neighbor IPv6 address. Example: fd20:13::1 Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

neighbor
node

nodename
optional

Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

port

lifbindable
optional

Specify the physical port. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

probe- [0..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

Specify how many times the neighbor MAC are requested for.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specify the state of the neighbor cache entry. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

state

nd-state
optional

subnetgroup

ip-andmask
optional

"nostate" - No State,
"incomplete" - Incomplete,
"reachable" - Reachable,
"stale" - Stale,
"delay" - Delay,
"probe" - Probe,
"unknown" - Unknown State
Subnet Group Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vif-ownerSpecify the name of a System or Admin Vserver. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: net-ndp-prefix-info

[top]

Prefix Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
advertisingrouter
expire-time

Range

Type

Description

ip-address[] Specify the routers who advertise the prefix. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional
ndp-expireSpecify the expire time of the prefix entry. Attributes: nontime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specify the flag of the prefix entry. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

flag

ndp-prefixflag
optional

ipspace

string
optional

"none" - None,
"on_link" - On-link Prefix,
"autonomous" - Autonomous Prefix,
"on_link_autonomous" - On-link and Autonomous Prefix
Specify the name of the Ipspace. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node-name Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

node

Specify where the prefix assigned from. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
origin

ndp-prefixorigin
optional

port

lif-bindable
optional

"unknown" - Unknow,
"router_advertise" - Router Advertise,
"renumber_request" - Renumber Request,
"static" - Static,
"kernel" - Kernel
Specify the physical port. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

preferredlifetime

ndp-prefixSpecify the preferred lifetime of the prefix entry. Attributes: nonlifetime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

prefix

ip-and-mask
Specify the prefix. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
ndp-prefixSpecify the valid lifetime of the prefix entry. Attributes: nonlifetime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

validlifetime

Element definition: net-options

[top]

Network Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
detect-switchless-clusterinfo

Range

Type

Description

detect-switchless-clusterNetwork options detect-switchlessinfo
cluster
optional

ipv6-options-info

ipv6-options-info
optional

switchless-cluster-info

switchless-cluster-info
optional

Network options ipv6
Network options switchless-cluster

Element definition: net-options-hypervisor-uplink-monitoring-info

[top]

Hypervisor Uplink Monitoring Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Hypervisor Uplink Monitoring Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-placement-cache

[top]

Network interface (LIF) placement cached information When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

ipThe IP address that was searched. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
address
non-modifiable
optional

found

boolean Whether the subnet described was found on this port. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

netmask- [0..2^32- integer The number of bits in the subnet mask (i.e. 24 or 64). Attributes: key,
length
1]
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
node

string Specifies the name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

port

string The port name on the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-port
Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: net-port-broadcast-domain-info

[top]

Layer 2 broadcast domain configuration and status information. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
broadcastdomain

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable
name
optional

failovergroups

failoverThe list of failover groups associated with the layer 2 broadcast
group[]
domain. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-vip

boolean
optional

Whether this is a system created VIP broadcast domain. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

mtu

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
The MTU will be applied to all ports that belong to the layer 2
broadcast domain. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Overall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if any
port is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or 'error'
if any port update is unsuccessful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

portupdatestatuscombined

ports
subnetnames

broadcastdomainportstatus
optional

"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the
broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the
broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match
the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while
offline

port-info[]
Port information.
optional
subnetname[]
optional

The list of subnet names associated with the layer 2 broadcast
domain. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-port-health-monitor-info

[top]

Network Port Health Monitor Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
List of Enabled Port Health Monitors Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

healthmonitors

netport-degradedreason[]
optional

ipspace

string
optional

"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link
IPspace Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-port-info

[top]

Network port information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the user preferred duplex setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativeduplex

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage

administrativeflowcontrol

string
optional

Specifies the user preferred flow control setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the user preferred speed setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativespeed

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,

"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
autorevertdelay

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

For a port with role 'cluster', specifies the delay in seconds
before autoreverting a LIF to this port. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain- Specifies the port's associated Broadcast Domain. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

healthdegradedreasons

Specifies the list of reasons which cause port marked as
degraded Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
netport- values:
degraded"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
reason[]
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
optional
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link

health-status

Specifies the health status of the given port. Attributes: nonnetport- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
healthstatus
"healthy" ,
"degraded"
optional
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the traffic distribution
function. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ifgrpdistributionfunction

string
optional

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP
addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to
each interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer
address 4-tuple
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the link policy. Possible
values:

ifgrp-mode

string
optional

'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch
using link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE
802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ifgrp-node

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the node on which the
interface group was created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

ifgrp-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the interface group.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ignore-health-

boolean

Use this parameter to specify that the system ignore network
port health status of the specified port for the purpose of

status

optional

ipspace

string
optional

Specifies the port's associated IPspace name. Note: the
'Cluster' ipspace is reserved for cluster ports. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

Enables or disables Ethernet auto-negotiation of speed, duplex
and flow control. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeup

boolean
optional

If true, it changes the state of the port to 'up'. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

is-operationalauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

True if Ethernet auto negotiation is successful, false otherwise.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hosting a logical interface. The default value for this parameter
is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Specifies the link status of the port. Possible values:
link-status

string
optional

'unknown - Port status unknown',
'up - Port is up',
'down - Port is down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mac-address

string
optional

Specifies the MAC address of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

mtu

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the maximum transmission unit (MTU) reported by
the port. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

mtu-admin

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the user preferred maximum transmission unit (MTU)
of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Specifies the name of node. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable
Duplex setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalduplex

string
optional

operationalflowcontrol

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage
Flow control setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Speed setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalspeed

string
optional

port

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
Specifies the name of port. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
Specifies the type of port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

"physical" - Physical network interface,
"if_group" - Logical interface group (IEEE 802.3, section
43),
"vlan" - Virtual LAN (IEEE 802.1Q),
"undef" - No defined port type,
"vip" - Virtual network interface for Virtual IP,
"pvlan" - Pseudo Virtual LAN

port-type

string
optional

remote-deviceid

string
optional

Remote device ID reported by L2 discovery protocol Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

role

string
optional

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3, but is
still returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future
release. Prefer instead to use the 'ipspace' parameter.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

vlan-id

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the vlan identification
number. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-node

string
optional

Specifies the name of the node on which vlan is created.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the name of the physical port
on which the vlan is created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vm-networkname

string
optional

Virtual Machine network name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: net-port-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against given network port
object.
Name
error-code
errormessage
net-key

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]
string
optional

Description
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.
Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

net-port- The keys for the given network port object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: net-qualified-port-name

[top]

A node and port specification in the following format: :.
[none]

Element definition: net-subnet-info
Layer 3 subnet configuration and status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements

[top]

of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

availablecount

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Number of available pre-allocated addresses for the subnet.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

broadcastdomain- Layer 2 broadcast domain name that the subnet belongs to.
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
name
optional

broadcastdomain

forceupdate-lifassociations

boolean
optional

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or
network interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges
provided. Setting this value to true will associate any manually
addressed interfaces with the subnet and will allow the command
to succeed. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

gateway

ip-address The gateway for the default route of the subnet. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ip-ranges

ip-range[] The list of IP address ranges associated with the subnet.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for
this parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnet

ip-andmask
optional

Layer 3 Subnet Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

subnetname

subnetname
optional

Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or
'Data', or a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

total-count

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of addresses pre-allocated for the subnet. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

used-count

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of addresses used from pre-allocated addresses for the
subnet. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain-info
Subnets associated with Layer 2 broadcast domain configuration. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

broadcastdomain
ipspace
subnets

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain. Attributes: key, nondomain-name
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnets-info[]
Subnet information.
optional

Element definition: net-tuning-icmp-options

[top]

ICMP Tuning Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

is-drop-redirectenabled

boolean
Drop redirect ICMP Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
redirect-timeout [0..65535]
tx-icmp-limit

Description

integer Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of ICMP packets sent per second
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
1]

Element definition: net-tuning-icmp6-options

[top]

ICMPv6 Tuning Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-v6-redirectaccepted
node

Range

Type

Description

boolean Accept redirects via ICMPv6 Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable
nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

optional
redirect-v6timeout
tx-icmp6-errlimit

[0..65535]

integer Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of ICMPv6 error messages sent per second
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: net-tuning-tcp-options

[top]

TCP Tuning Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-path-mtudiscovery-enabled

boolean Path MTU discovery enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-rfc3390-enabled

boolean
RFC3390 enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

is-rfc3465-enabled

boolean
RFC3465 enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
boolean
SACK support enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

is-sack-enabled
max-cwndincrement

[0..2^32- integer Maximum congestion window segments incrementation
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
1]
nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

Element definition: net-vs-routes-info

[top]

Vserver routes information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Address family of the route Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

addressfamily

ipaddresstype
optional

Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
ip-and-mask
fd20:13::/64 Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional
modifiable

destination

ip-address
optional

gateway
metric

"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Specify the route metric. If this field is not provided the default
will be set to 30 Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: net-vs-routes-lif-info

[top]

Logical Interfaces associated with a route When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Address Family Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

addressfamily

destination

ipaddresstype
optional

"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

ip-and-mask Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64 Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

gateway

ip-address
optional

Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif-names

lif-name[]
optional

Specify the Logical Interface(s). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: netport-degraded-reason

[top]

l2-reachability|link-flapping|crc-errors|vswitch-link Possible values:
"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link
[none]

Element definition: netport-ifgrp-name

[top]

Interface Group Name
[none]

Element definition: network-type

[top]

The network topology classification Possible values:
"wan" ,
"lan" ,
"undefined"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: protocol-layer4
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available
[none]

[top]

Element definition: qos-marking

[top]

QoS Marking Table When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

dscp

[0..63]

Type

Description

DSCP marking value. Default value for NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, HTTP-fileserv,
integer
NDMP, SnapMirror, and SnapMirror-Sync is 10 and for FTP, HTTP-admin,
optional
SSH, Telnet, and SNMP is 48. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ipspace

string
IPspace Name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

isenabled

boolean QoS Marking status. Default setting is false. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

protocol

Protocol name. Supported values are NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, SnapMirror,
string
SnapMirror-Sync, NDMP, FTP, HTTP-admin, HTTP-fileserv, SSH, Telnet, and
optional
SNMP. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: receive-buffer

[top]

Receive buffer window size configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

network

protocol

Range

Type
networktype
optional

protocollayer4
optional

Description
The network topology classification Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
"wan" ,
"lan" ,
"undefined"
The network layer 4 protocol type Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available

receiveautotune

If true, allow the system to automatically adjust the receive buffer
boolean size. The default value is false for the ctlopcp service using the LAN
optional network type, and true in all other cases. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

If receive-auto-tune is false, receive buffer size in kilobytes (1024). If
receiveinteger receive-auto-tune flag is true, this value has no effect. The default
[256..7168]
optional value is 2048 for the ctlopcp service using the WAN network type, and
buffer
256 in other cases. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
The stream protocol connection classification Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

service

streamprotocolservice
optional

"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,
"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,
"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: stream-protocol-service
The stream protocol connection classification Possible values:
"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,

[top]

"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,
"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol
[none]

Element definition: subnet-name

[top]

Name of Subnet
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: vif-owner-name
Vserver
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vip-port-info

[top]

VIP Port Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
ipspace
node
port

Type
string
optional

Description
IPspace Name Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
net-port
optional

Network Port Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: vlan-info

[top]

vlan
Name
gvrpenabled
interfacename
node
parentinterface
skipbroadcastdomainplacement
vlanid

Range

Type

Description

true: GVRP is enabled. Default is false. GVRP is deprecated and this
attribute is ignored in cluster mode. GVRP is a standard vlan trunking
boolean
protocol that enables a port to advertise which vlans it trunks, thereby
optional
decreasing traffic over the trunk. This protocol eliminates the need to
manually configure vlan information on each switch in the network.
string Name of vlan interface. The name must be of the format <parentoptional inteface>-<vlanid>
string
Node name of vlan interface.
optional
string

The interface that hosts the vlan interface.

boolean true: placement of the vlan port into a broadcast domain will be skipped.
optional Default is false.
integer The vlan id. Range: 1..4094.

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: bgp-session-state

[top]

BGP Session State Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"up" ,
"down"
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-name

[top]

Broadcast Domain
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-port-status

[top]

Possible port update states for a broadcast domain operation Possible values:
"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline
[none]

Element definition: data-protocol
nfs|cifs|iscsi|fcp|fcache|none|fc-nvme|s3 Possible values:
"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections

[top]

[none]

Element definition: detect-switchless-cluster-info

[top]

Network options detect-switchless-cluster typedef
Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Switchless Cluster Detection Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: device-capability

[top]

router|trans-bridge|source-route-bridge|switch|host|igmp|repeater|phone Possible values:
"router" - Router,
"trans_bridge" - Trans Bridge,
"source_route_bridge" - Source Route Bridge,
"switch" - Switch,
"host" - Host,
"igmp" - IGMP,
"repeater" - Repeater,
"phone" - Phone
[none]

Element definition: dns-zone

[top]

Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone of this LIF.
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: failover-group

[top]

Specifies the failover group name.
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: fw-service

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: ip-range

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '4:3:2:1:d:c:b:b-4:3:2:1:d:c:b:c'
[none]

Element definition: ipaddresstype

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|ipv6z Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"
[none]

Element definition: ipv6-options-info

[top]

Network options ipv6 typedef
Name
enabled
is-ipv6-ra-processingenabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean
IPv6 Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
boolean Router Advertisement (RA) Processing Enabled Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: lif-bindable

[top]

|
[none]

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: lif-service-name

[top]

The name of network interface service.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: mac-address
MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: nd-state

[top]

Possible values:
"nostate" - No State,
"incomplete" - Incomplete,
"reachable" - Reachable,
"stale" - Stale,
"delay" - Delay,
"probe" - Probe,
"unknown" - Unknown State
[none]

Element definition: ndp-expire-time

[top]

Expire Time Interval
[none]

Element definition: ndp-prefix-flag

[top]

none|on-link|autonomous|on-link-autonomous Possible values:
"none" - None,
"on_link" - On-link Prefix,
"autonomous" - Autonomous Prefix,
"on_link_autonomous" - On-link and Autonomous Prefix
[none]

Element definition: ndp-prefix-lifetime
Prefix Lifetime in seconds
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ndp-prefix-origin

[top]

router-advertise|renumber-request|static|kernel|unknown Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknow,
"router_advertise" - Router Advertise,
"renumber_request" - Renumber Request,
"static" - Static,
"kernel" - Kernel
[none]

Element definition: ndp-ra-flag

[top]

none|managed-address-DHCPv6|other-DHCPv6 Possible values:
"none" - None,
"managed_address_dhcpv6" - Managed Address from DHCPv6,
"other_dhcpv6" - Other Configuration from DHCPv6
[none]

Element definition: net-firewall-config-info
Firewall configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

isenabled

Specifies whether firewall protection is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for
boolean
the node's network ports. The default setting is true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

islogging

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0, but is still returned
boolean for compatibility and may be removed in a future release. Specifies whether
optional logging is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for the firewall service. The default
setting is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

nodename

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: net-interface-info

[top]

Network interface information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address
address-family

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
Address family Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

string
optional

Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

comment

string
Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

current-node

The node on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-node' may be different from 'home-node'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-port

The port on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-port' may be different from 'home-port'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the list of data protocols configured on the LIF. By
default, the values in this element are nfs, cifs and fcache.
Other supported protocols are iscsi and fcp. A LIF can be
configured to not support any data protocols by specifying
'none'. Protocol values of none, iscsi or fcp can't be combined
with any other data protocol(s). Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocols

dataprotocol[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,

"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
dns-domainname

dns-zone Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS
optional zone of this LIF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

extendedstatus

Specifies an extended description of why the LIF has an
string
operational status of down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

failover-group

failoverSpecifies the failover group name. Attributes: optional-forgroup
create, modifiable
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
string
optional LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:

firewall-policy

string
optional

'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

force-subnetassociation

boolean Force the LIF's Subnet Association Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

home-node

Specifies the LIF's home node. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

home-port

Specifies the LIF's home port. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

interface-name
ipspace

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name. Attributes: key,
string
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string
IPspace of LIF Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional capability is disabled automatically. Default: false Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-dns-updateenabled

Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
boolean
will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-home

is-ipv4-linklocal

is-vip
lif-uuid
listen-for-dnsquery

boolean True if LIF is currently on 'home-node' and 'home-port'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, automatically configure an interface with an IPv4
address. User can configure an interface by explicitly specifying
boolean
<address> and <netmask> (or <netmask-length>); or by
optional
enabling is-ipv4-link-local to true. Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable
boolean Specifies if this is a LIF will be hosted on VIP port with /32 or
optional /128 netmask Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

netmask
netmasklength

ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Specifies number of bits in the netmask. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable
1]
Specifies the operational status of the LIF. Possible values:

operationalstatus

string
optional

'up',
'down',
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

probe-port

[0..2^32- integer Probe-port for Cloud Load Balancer Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable
1]
Specifies the role of the LIF. Default: data Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

role

string
optional

"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private
cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different
cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
cluster

routing-groupname

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

service-names

lifservice- Specifies the services included in the LIF's service policy.
name[] Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy
attribute is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF
roles, and each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific
default service policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
subnetoption is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by
name
the administrator during configuration. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

use-failovergroup

string
optional

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated
automatically by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on
this field

Specifies the Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable

vserver

Specifies the LIF's WWPN. This element is valid for FCP LIFs
string
optional only. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wwpn

Element definition: net-port

[top]

Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.
[none]

Element definition: net-port-info

[top]

Network port information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the user preferred duplex setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativeduplex

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage

administrativeflowcontrol

string
optional

Specifies the user preferred flow control setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the user preferred speed setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativespeed

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,

"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
autorevertdelay

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

For a port with role 'cluster', specifies the delay in seconds
before autoreverting a LIF to this port. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain- Specifies the port's associated Broadcast Domain. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

healthdegradedreasons

Specifies the list of reasons which cause port marked as
degraded Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
netport- values:
degraded"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
reason[]
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
optional
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link

health-status

Specifies the health status of the given port. Attributes: nonnetport- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
healthstatus
"healthy" ,
"degraded"
optional
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the traffic distribution
function. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ifgrpdistributionfunction

string
optional

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP
addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to
each interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer
address 4-tuple
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the link policy. Possible
values:

ifgrp-mode

string
optional

'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch
using link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE
802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ifgrp-node

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the node on which the
interface group was created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

ifgrp-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the interface group.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ignore-healthstatus

boolean
optional

Use this parameter to specify that the system ignore network
port health status of the specified port for the purpose of
hosting a logical interface. The default value for this parameter
is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ipspace

string
optional

Specifies the port's associated IPspace name. Note: the
'Cluster' ipspace is reserved for cluster ports. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

Enables or disables Ethernet auto-negotiation of speed, duplex
and flow control. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeup

boolean
optional

If true, it changes the state of the port to 'up'. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

is-operationalauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

True if Ethernet auto negotiation is successful, false otherwise.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the link status of the port. Possible values:

link-status

string
optional

'unknown - Port status unknown',
'up - Port is up',
'down - Port is down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mac-address

string
optional

Specifies the MAC address of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

mtu

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the maximum transmission unit (MTU) reported by
the port. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

mtu-admin

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the user preferred maximum transmission unit (MTU)
of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Specifies the name of node. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable
Duplex setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalduplex

string
optional

operationalflowcontrol

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage
Flow control setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Speed setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalspeed

string
optional

port

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
Specifies the name of port. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
Specifies the type of port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

string

"physical" - Physical network interface,
"if_group" - Logical interface group (IEEE 802.3, section

port-type

43),
"vlan" - Virtual LAN (IEEE 802.1Q),
"undef" - No defined port type,
"vip" - Virtual network interface for Virtual IP,
"pvlan" - Pseudo Virtual LAN

optional

remote-deviceid

string
optional

Remote device ID reported by L2 discovery protocol Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

role

string
optional

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3, but is
still returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future
release. Prefer instead to use the 'ipspace' parameter.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vlan-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the vlan identification
number. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-node

string
optional

Specifies the name of the node on which vlan is created.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the name of the physical port
on which the vlan is created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vm-networkname

string
optional

Virtual Machine network name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: netport-degraded-reason

[top]

l2-reachability|link-flapping|crc-errors|vswitch-link Possible values:
"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link
[none]

Element definition: netport-health-status

[top]

healthy|degraded Possible values:
"healthy" ,
"degraded"
[none]

Element definition: network-type
The network topology classification Possible values:
"wan" ,

[top]

"lan" ,
"undefined"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: port-info

[top]

Port information.
Name
port

Range

Type

Description

netqualifiedport-name
optional

Ports added to the layer 2 broadcast domain. Ports added to a new layer 2
broadcast domain will be removed from their current layer 2 broadcast
domain. Format: node-name:port-name Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable
Status for each port's updates to match the broadcast domain. See portupdate-status-details for detailed error text. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

portupdatestatus

broadcastdomainportstatus
optional

portupdatestatusdetails

string
optional

"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the
broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the
broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the
broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline
Descriptions of each port's update status. When the status is 'error', this
field will contain text describing the error. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: protocol-layer4
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available
[none]

[top]

Element definition: service-port-info

[top]

TCP/UDP Port Information
Name

Range

Type

port

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
The list of TCP and UDP ports that the service will listen on.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The IP protocol associated with each port number. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

fw-policyprotocol
optional

protocol

"tcp" - Applies only to TCP,
"udp" - Applies only to UDP,
"tcp_udp" - Applies to both TCP and UDP,
"icmp" - Applies only to ICMP,
"ipv6_icmp" - Applies only to IPv6-ICMP,
"undef" - Undefined,
"esp" - Applies only to ESP

Element definition: subnet-name

[top]

Name of Subnet
[none]

Element definition: subnets-info

[top]

Subnet information.
Name Range
subnet

Type

Description

ip-andThe list of subnets associated with the layer 2 broadcast domain. Attributes:
mask
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: svc-failover-policy
svc_failover_policy Possible values:
"unrestricted" - Service has no restrictions on LIF failover,
"home_port_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their home port,
"home_node_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their home node
[none]

[top]

Element definition: svc-vserver-policy

[top]

svc_vserver_policy Possible values:
"unrestricted" - Service has no vserver restrictions,
"system_only" - Service is only compatible with system vservers,
"data_only" - Service is only compatible with data vservers,
"cluster_only" - Service is only compatible with cluster vservers
[none]

Element definition: switchless-cluster-info

[top]

Network options switchless-cluster typedef
Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Switchless Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-bgp-state
unknown|unconfigured|up|down Possible values:
"unknown" - Fail to query BGP sessions state,
"unconfigured" - BGP is not configured,
"up" - At lease one BGP session is up,
"down" - No BGP sessions are up
[none]

[top]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-name

[top]

Broadcast Domain
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-port-status

[top]

Possible port update states for a broadcast domain operation Possible values:
"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline
[none]

Element definition: data-protocol

[top]

nfs|cifs|iscsi|fcp|fcache|none|fc-nvme|s3 Possible values:
"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
[none]

Element definition: dns-zone

[top]

Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone of this LIF.
[none]

Element definition: failover-group

[top]

Specifies the failover group name.
[none]

Element definition: fw-policy-protocol

[top]

fw_policy_protocol Possible values:
"tcp" - Applies only to TCP,
"udp" - Applies only to UDP,
"tcp_udp" - Applies to both TCP and UDP,
"icmp" - Applies only to ICMP,
"ipv6_icmp" - Applies only to IPv6-ICMP,
"undef" - Undefined,
"esp" - Applies only to ESP
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: lif-service-name

[top]

The name of network interface service.
[none]

Element definition: net-qualified-port-name
A node and port specification in the following format: :.

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: netgroup
netgroups-file-delete
netgroups-file-get
netgroups-file-get-iter

netgroups-file-delete

[top]

Destroy an existing netgroups file configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

vserver-name

Description

vserver-name Specifies the Vserver for the local netgroup file.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

netgroups-file-get

[top]

Get netgroups file configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netgroupsfile-configinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

domain

string
optional

Specifies the domain name component of (host, user, domain) tuple
where the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The domain
name may be empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of
the string '-' to specify 'no valid value'.

host

string
optional

Specifies the host name component of (host, user, domain) tuple
where the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The host
name may be empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of
the string '-' to specify 'no valid value'.

membernetgroup

string
optional

Specifies the name of a member netgroup contained within this
netgroup.

string
optional

Specifies the name of a netgroup within the Vserver's local netgroup
file. Each netgroup is composed of a list of members. Each member
can be either the name of another netgroup or a specification of a
tuple as follows: (host, user, domain). All of these members are
given similar network access.

netgroupname

string
optional

user

Specifies the user name component of (host, user, domain) tuple
where the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The user
name may be empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of
the string '-' to specify 'no valid value'.

vserverSpecifies the Vserver for the local netgroup file.
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netgroupsfile-config- The attributes of the netgroup
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

netgroups-file-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of netgroups file configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
netgroupsfile-configinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

netgroupsfile-configinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Netgroups file
configuration object. All Netgroups file configuration objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

netgroupsfile-configThe list of attributes of Netgroups file configuration objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Netgroups file configuration objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

Element definition: netgroups-file-config-info

[top]

Netgroups file configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

domain

Specifies the domain name component of (host, user, domain) tuple where
string the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The domain name may be
optional empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of the string '-' to specify
'no valid value'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

host

Specifies the host name component of (host, user, domain) tuple where the
string tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The host name may be empty
optional to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of the string '-' to specify 'no
valid value'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

membernetgroup

string Specifies the name of a member netgroup contained within this netgroup.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

netgroupname

Specifies the name of a netgroup within the Vserver's local netgroup file.
Each netgroup is composed of a list of members. Each member can be
string
either the name of another netgroup or a specification of a tuple as follows:
optional
(host, user, domain). All of these members are given similar network
access. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

user

Specifies the user name component of (host, user, domain) tuple where the
string tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The user name may be empty
optional to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of the string '-' to specify 'no
valid value'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the local netgroup file. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: nfs
nfs-disable
nfs-enable
nfs-exportfs-append-rules
nfs-exportfs-append-rules-2
nfs-exportfs-check-permission
nfs-exportfs-delete-rules
nfs-exportfs-fence-disable
nfs-exportfs-fence-enable
nfs-exportfs-flush-cache
nfs-exportfs-list-rules
nfs-exportfs-list-rules-2
nfs-exportfs-load-exports
nfs-exportfs-modify-rule
nfs-exportfs-modify-rule-2
nfs-exportfs-storage-path
nfs-get-supported-sec-flavors
nfs-monitor-add
nfs-monitor-list
nfs-monitor-reclaim
nfs-monitor-remove
nfs-monitor-remove-locks
nfs-service-create
nfs-service-destroy
nfs-service-get
nfs-service-get-create-defaults
nfs-service-get-iter
nfs-service-modify
nfs-stats-get-client-stats
nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-end
nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next
nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start
nfs-stats-zero-stats
nfs-status

nfs-disable

[top]

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this API will disable NFS server access (effectively same as the CLI command
"nfs off") In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will stop the Vserver's NFS service. If the NFS service was
not explicitly created, this API does nothing.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-enable

[top]

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this API will enable NFS server access (effectively same as the CLI command
"nfs on") In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will start the Vserver's NFS service. If the NFS service was
not explicitly created, this API will create one with default options.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-append-rules

[top]

Enables pathnames for mounting according to the rules specified. New rules for the pathnames take
effect immediately, ignoring previous rules for specified pathnames. In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, set the
persistent option to true to save the rule in the etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon
loading or reboot whereas it must be true in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode as the export entries are always
persistent.
Input Name Range
create-multiclientmatch

persistent

rules

verbose

Output Name Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per
rule to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each
export rule contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.

boolean
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.

exportsList of rules to add to the exports table.
rule-info[]
boolean
optional

Type

If true, returns a list of directories which were appended. Errors
during the append are recorded in the 'results' field error and
'loaded-pathnames' will contain which pathnames were successfully
appended. Default value is false.
Description

exportedpathnames

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return verbose output of what
pathname- pathnames were successfully saved in the etc/exports file. Only
info[]
returned if verbose and persistent options are set. In Data ONTAP
optional Cluster-Mode, this will return verbose output of what pathnames
were successfully appended. Only returned if verbose option is set.

loadedpathnames

pathnameVerbose output of what pathnames were successfully appended Only
info[]
returned if verbose option is set.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-append-rules-2

[top]

Enables pathnames for mounting according to the rules specified. New rules for the pathnames take
effect immediately, ignoring previous rules for specified pathnames. In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, set the
persistent option to true to save the rule in the etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon
loading or reboot whereas it must be true in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode as the export entries are always
persistent. The new security-rule-info structure contains finer grained information about security rules
than exports-rule-info.
Input Name Range
create-multiclientmatch

persistent

rules

verbose

Output Name Range
exportedpathnames

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per
rule to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each
export rule contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.

boolean
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.

exportsrule-info- List of rules to add to the exports table.
2[]
boolean
optional

Type

If true, returns a list of directories which were appended. Errors
during the append are recorded in the 'results' field error and
'loaded-pathnames' will contain which pathnames were successfully
appended. Default value is false.
Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return verbose output of what
pathname- pathnames were successfully saved in the etc/exports file. Only
info[]
returned if verbose and persistent options are set. In Data ONTAP
optional Cluster-Mode, this will return verbose output of what pathnames

were successfully appended. Only returned if verbose option is set.
loadedpathnames

pathnameVerbose output of what pathnames were successfully appended Only
info[]
returned if verbose option is set.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-check-permission

[top]

Returns true if the host IP has mount permissions for a specified path.
Input Name Range Type

Description

host

string

IP address of the host to check in dotted decimal format:
AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD

pathname

string

Returns the permissions for this path.

permission

string

Possible values: "read-only", "read-write", and "root".

Output Name Range Type
ispermissible

Description

boolean True if host has permission to the path.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-delete-rules
Removes the rules for a set of pathnames. This returns an error if any of the pathnames don't have a
rule. In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, set the persistent option to modify the etc/exports file and keep this
change persistent upon reboots whereas it must be true in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode as the export

[top]

entries are always persistent.
Input Name Range
allpathnames

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Default value is false. Set to true to delete all rules. 'pathnames'
option must be left empty if this option is true.

In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, these must be the pathnames to be
pathname- deleted from the exports table. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode the
info[]
pathname for a volume must be specified using the junction path
optional ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be specified as
("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

pathnames

persistent

boolean
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. Modify the etc/exports
file to delete the rules permanently. CAUTION: If 'all-pathnames' and
'persistent' are both true, all exports are removed permanently. In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the export entries are always persistent.
Default value is true. If false, an error will be returned.

verbose

boolean
optional

Return a verbose output of what occurred. If there is an error after
deleting only a few rules, 'deleted-pathnames' will return which rules
were deleted. Default value is false.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
deletedpathnames

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return the list of pathnames deleted
pathnamefrom the exports table in memory. Only returned if verbose option is
info[]
set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will return the list of
optional
pathnames unexported.

unexportedpathnames

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return the list of pathnames deleted
pathnamefrom the exports file. Only returned if verbose and persistent options
info[]
are set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will return the list of
optional
pathnames unexported.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-fence-disable

[top]

Disables fencing to the given exports for the given entry. This means that the entry will have write
permission to the exports. The rule changes take effect immediately. Set the persistent option to true to
save the rule in the /etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon loading or reboot.
Input Name Range
allpathnames
fencedhosts

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Default value is false. Set to true to unfence all rules. 'fenced-paths'
option must be left empty if this option is true.

exportshostname- An array of hostnames which are to be fenced off.
info[]

fencedpaths

pathnameAn array of paths which are to be fenced off.
info[]
optional

persistent

boolean
optional

Default value is false. If true, modifies the etc/exports file to append
the rule for a permanent change. (The new rule still takes effect
immediately.) If false, only change the exports in memory.

removelocks

boolean
optional

Default value is false. Set to true to reclaim locks of the specified
fenced-hosts.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-fence-enable

[top]

Enables fencing to the given exports for the given entry. This means that the entry will not have write
permission to the exports. The rule changes take effect immediately. Set the persistent option to true to
save the rule in the /etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon loading or reboot.
Input Name Range
allpathnames

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Default value is false. Set to true to fence all rules. 'fenced-paths'
option must be left empty if this option is true.

fencedhosts

exportshostname- An array of hostnames which are to be fenced off.
info[]

fencedpaths

pathnameAn array of paths which are to be fenced off.
info[]
optional
Default value is false. If true, modifies the etc/exports file to append
the rule for a permanent change. (The new rule still takes effect
immediately.) If false, only change the exports in memory.

persistent

boolean
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-flush-cache

[top]

For the given path, renew or flush the access cache.
Input Name Range
pathname

Type

Description

string Pathname to flush. If this input is not provided, all of the paths in the
optional exports table are flushed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-list-rules

[top]

Returns the export rules that were configured with a single security flavor. If a pathname is specified,
the rules associated with the export matching that pathname are returned; otherwise, rules for all
exports are returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

pathname

The pathname, for whose matching export, the client wants a listing of
string
the associated rules. If this parameter is provided, the persistent
optional
parameter is ignored.

persistent

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, the export entries
that are present in the /etc/exports file are returned; otherwise, those
boolean loaded in memory are returned. This parameter is ignored, if the
optional pathname parameter is provided. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
empty list will be returned.

Output Name Range
rules

Type

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EEXPORTSINCOMPATIBLE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Description

exports- Array of exports rules loaded in memory or found in the etc/exports file.
rule- If pathname parameter is provided, returns the corresponding rules that
info[] are loaded in memory.
Description

nfs-exportfs-list-rules-2

[top]

Returns the export rules that were configured with more than one security flavor, using the new
security info structure. If a pathname is specified, the rules associated with the export matching that
pathname are returned; otherwise, rules for all exports are returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

pathname

The pathname, for whose matching export, the client wants a listing of
string
the associated rules. If this parameter is provided, the persistent
optional
parameter is ignored.

persistent

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, the export entries
that are present in the /etc/exports file are returned; otherwise, those
boolean loaded in memory are returned. This parameter is ignored, if the
optional pathname parameter is provided. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
empty list will be returned.

Output Name Range
rules

Type

Description

exports- Array of exports rules loaded in memory or found in the etc/exports file.
rule- If pathname parameter is provided, returns the corresponding rules that
info-2[] are loaded in memory.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-load-exports

[top]

Loads the etc/exports file into memory. Replaces exports rules already residing in memory.
Input Name Range
persistentonly
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Type

Description

boolean Default value is false. If true, atomically reloads each rule from the
optional exports file and unloads all other rules.
Description

nfs-exportfs-modify-rule

[top]

Functionally similar to append with the following caveats. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, returns an error if the
rule does not exist. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, returns an error if the export policy associated with
the path doesn't contain any rules. Only works for one rule at a time.
Input Name Range
createmulticlientmatch

persistent

rule

Type

Description

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per rule
boolean
to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each export rule
optional
contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.
In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
boolean rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.
exportsThe rule to modify. In Data ONTAP 7-mode, returns an error if a previous
rulerule with the same pathname is not already loaded into memory.
info

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

nfs-exportfs-modify-rule-2

[top]

Functionally similar to append-2 with the following caveats. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, returns an error if
the rule does not exist. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, returns an error if the export policy associated
with the path doesn't contain any rules. Only works for one rule at a time.
Input Name Range
createmulticlientmatch

persistent

rule

Errno

Type

Description

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per rule
boolean
to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each export rule
optional
contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.
In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
boolean rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.
exportsThe rule to modify. In Data ONTAP 7-mode, returns an error if a previous
rulerule with the same pathname is not already loaded into memory.
info-2
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

nfs-exportfs-storage-path

[top]

For the given path, determine the actual storage path. Returns an error if the path does not exist.
Input Name

Range Type

pathname

Description

string Virtual pathname which has a rule associated with an actual pathname.

Output Name Range Type
actualpathname
Errno

string

Description
True path name on the filer, which uses a virtual path for interfacing
with the NFS.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-get-supported-sec-flavors

[top]

Returns a list of currently supported security flavors. Hosts with permmisions and connecting via the
proper security flavor have access to directories on the filer. Default security flavor for all exports is
"sys".
Output Name Range
sec-flavor

Type

sec-flavor-info[] List of possible security flavors NFS supports.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Description

nfs

nfs-monitor-add

[top]

starts monitoring the specified hosts for NFS lock recovery purposes. The specified hosts are added to
the list of of clients that will be notified of lock recovery in the event of an NFS server crash/reboot. For
more information, see the sm_mon(1a) manual page.
Input Name Range
hosts

Type

Description

hostaddr[] an array of hosts that are to be monitored.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-list

[top]

Lists the hosts that are currently being monitored by the NFS status monitor.
Output Name Range
hosts
Errno

Type

Description

hostaddr[] an array of hosts that are currently being monitored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-reclaim

[top]

reclaims the NFS locks for the specified client hosts. If no hosts are specified, then all the clients locks
are removed and are notified about lock recovery, as if an NFS server crash/reboot had happened. If
any hosts are specified, then only those client hosts locks are reclaimed For more information, see the
sm_mon(1a) manual page.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

hosts
Errno

hostaddr[] hosts whose locks have to be reclaimed. If no hosts are specified, then
optional all the clients locks are reclaimed.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-remove

[top]

Starts unmonitoring the specified hosts for NFS lock recovery purposes. The specified hosts are
removed from the list of clients that will be notified of lock recovery in the event of an NFS server
crash/reboot. For more information, see the sm_mon(1a) manual page.
Input Name Range
hosts
Errno

Type

Description

hostaddr[] an array of hosts that are to be unmonitored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-remove-locks

[top]

removes the NFS locks of a specfied process of a specified client host.
Input Name Range
owners
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Type

Description

owner-info[] List of owners whose locks have to be deleted.
Description

nfs-service-create

[top]

Create a new NFS configuration.
Input Name

Range

allow-idleconnection

boolean
optional

If 'true', auxillary groups up to
'extended-groups-limit' are fetched from
the name service rather than the RPC
header for AUTH_SYS. Default value is
'false'.

integer
optional

Harvest timeout (in msecs) for a Cached
Credential. The range is 60000 ms to
604800000 ms. The default value is
86400000 ms.

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Negative Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 7200000 ms.

[60000..604800000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Positive Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 86400000 ms.

[30000..300000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Cached Entry for a Transient Error. The
range is 30000 ms to 300000 ms. The
default is 30000 ms.

cached-cred[60000..604800000]
harvest-timeout

cached-credpositive-ttl

cachedtransient-err-ttl

Description
Are Idle NFS Connections Supported

auth-sysextendedgroups

cached-crednegative-ttl

Type
boolean
optional

[60000..604800000]

nfschownmode
optional

chown-mode

Vserver Change Ownership Mode.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail',
'use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"

defaultwindows-group

string
optional

The default windows group for CIFS
access.

defaultwindows-user

string
optional

The default windows user for CIFS
access.

enableejukebox

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the NFS server will send
EJUKEBOX error on server delays.

integer
optional

Maximum auxillary groups supported
over AUTH_SYS and RPCSEC_GSS. This
value always applies for RPCSEC_GSS
and applies to AUTH_SYS only when
'auth-sys-extended-groups' is set to
'enabled'. Range is 32 to 1024. Default
value is 32.

extendedgroups-limit

[32..1024]

Number of I/O operations on a file to be
grouped and considered as one session

file-session-iogrouping-count

[1000..20000]

integer
optional

for event generation applications, such
as FPolicy. The range is 1000 to 20000.
The default is 5000.

integer
optional

The duration for which I/O operations on
a file will be grouped and considered as
one session for event generation
applications, such as FPolicy. The range
is 60 seconds to 600 seconds. The
default is 120s.

boolean
optional

Whether to allow non-root user doing
MOUNT operations from hadoop
connector though -mount-rootonly
option is enabled. The default value is
enabled.

integer
optional

Idle Connection Timeout Value (in
seconds)

ignore-nt-aclfor-root

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows the
'root' user to ignore the NT ACLs Check.
Default value is 'false'.

is-checksumenabled-forreplay-cache

boolean
optional

Use Checksum for Replay-Cache, in
order to identify invalid retransmitted
requests.

is-mountrootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows MOUNT
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'true'.

is-netgroupdns-domainsearch

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows for
searching various DNS domains during
netgroup lookup. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-accessenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true',then NFS server access is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-rootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows NFS
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'false'.

is-nfsv2enabled

boolean
optional

Starting Data ONTAP 8.2, NFS v2 is no
longer supported. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3connectiondrop-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then connection is dropped
when an NFSv3 request is dropped.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 3 is enabled.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see change
in FSID as they traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.x clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then clients see change in FSID
as NFSv4 clients traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4numeric-ids-

boolean

If 'true', then NFSv4 support for Numeric
Owner IDs is enabled. Default value is

file-session-iogroupingduration

[60..600]

hadoop-allownon-root-mount
idle-connectiontimeout

[120..86400]

enabled

optional

'true'.

is-nfsv40-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.0 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-reqopen-confirmenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the server will require an
OPEN_CONFIRM operation for all
NFSv4.0 clients. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclpreserveenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFSv4 server will preserve
and modify ACL when chmod is done.
Default value is 'true'. This is applicable
to all NFSv4.x instances.

is-nfsv41enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.1 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-pnfsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then Parallel NFS support for
NFS version 4.1 is enabled. Default value
is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-stateprotectionenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 State Protection is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv42seclabelenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.2 Security
label feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-rdma-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
RDMA. Default value is 'true'.

is-restrict-

If 'restricted', then the Vserver restricts
setting modebits and Acls for nonsusperuser. Default value is
nfsrestrictchmodacl 'unrestricted'. Possible values:

chmod-acl

optional

is-rquotaenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then rquota is enabled. Default
value is 'false'.

is-tcp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
TCP. Default value is 'true'.

is-udp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
UDP. Default value is 'true'.

is-v3-hidesnapshot

boolean
optional

Hide .snapshot directory under NFSv3
mount point. Default value is disabled.

is-v3-ms-dosclient-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows NFSv3
access for Windows clients. Default value
is 'true'.

is-validateqtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver performs
additional validation for qtree. Default
value is 'true'.

is-vstorageenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enables the usage of
vStorage protocol for server side copies,
which is mostly used in hypervisors.
Default value is 'false'.

map-unknownuid-to-defaultwindows-user

boolean
optional

Map Unknown UID to Default Windows
User

integer
optional

Port that NFS mount daemon is listening
to. Default value is 635.

mountd-port

[0..2^32-1]

export-lookupprotos
optional

name-servicelookup-protocol

netgroup-trustany-ns-switchno-match

"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"

Set the protocol used for name service
lookups for exports. Valid inputs are TCP
and UDP. Default value is UDP. Possible
values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver will consider a
no-match from any one of the netgroup
ns-switch sources to be authoritative
even though other sources could not be
consulted. Default value is 'false'.

nfsv4-acl-maxaces

[192..1024]

integer
optional

Maximum Number of ACEs allowed in an
ACL. Range is 192 to 1024. Default value
is 400.

nfsv4-graceseconds

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

NFSv4 Grace timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 45 seconds.

string
optional

NFSv4 ID mapping domain. Default value
is 'defaultv4iddomain.com'.

integer
optional

NFSv4 Lease timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 30 seconds.

nfsv41implementationid-domain

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id domain.
Default value is
'defaultv41impliddomain.com'.

nfsv41implementationid-name

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id name.
Default value is 'defaultv41implidname'.

nfsv4-id-domain
nfsv4-leaseseconds

nfsv41-

[0..2^32-1]

date

NFSv4.1 Implementation id time.The

implementationid-time

optional

number of seconds since January 1,
1970.

nfsv4x-sessionnum-slots

[1..2000]

integer
optional

Number of Slots in the NFSv4.x Session
Slot Tables. Default value is 180.

nfsv4x-sessionslot-replycache-size

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Size of the Reply that will be Cached in
Each NFSv4.x Session Slot (in bytes).
Default value is 640.

nlm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network lock manager is
listening to. Default value is 4045.

nsm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network status monitor is
listening to. Default value is 4046.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter controls the
permissions that are displayed to NFS
clients on a file or directory that has an
NT ACL set. If 'true', the displayed
permissions are based on the maximum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. When false, the displayed
permissions are based on the minimum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. Default value is 'false'.

ntfs-unixsecurity-ops

string
optional

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on
NTFS volumes. Possible values are
'ignore', 'fail','use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'.

permitted-enctypes

string[]
optional

List of permitted encryption types for
Kerberos over NFS. Default values are
des, des3. Valid inputs are des, des-3,
aes-128, and aes-256.

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the NFS Server on
successful creation. Default: false

ntacl-displaypermissiveperms

rpcsec-ctx-high

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

High water mark for the RPCSEC_GSS
Context Cache. Default value is 0.

rpcsec-ctx-idle

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Time in seconds before an idle entry in
RPCSEC_GSS context cache is deleted.
Default value is 0.

rquotad-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that NFS quota daemon is listening
to. Default value is 4049.

showmount

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows
showmount. Default value is 'enabled'.

showmountrootonly

boolean
optional

Whether to provide root path as
showmount state when -showmount
parameter is disabled. The default value
is disabled.

skip-rootowner-writeperm-check

boolean
optional

If 'true', then permission check will be
avoided for NFS Write requests from
root/owner. For copying read-only files,
this must be true. Default value is 'false'.

tcp-max-xfersize

[8192..1048576]

integer
optional

TCP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 65536

udp-max-xfersize

[8192..57344]

integer
optional

UDP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 32768.

v3-searchunconverted-

boolean
optional

Whether to continue the search as an
unconverted name while doing lookup in

filename

a directory. Default value is disabled.

v4-inheritedacl-preserve

Output Name

Range

boolean
optional

Whether client specified mode bits
should be ignored and inherited NFSv4
ACL should be preserved during creation
of file or directory. Default value is
disabled.

Type

Description

nfs-info
optional

result
Errno

The NFS Server created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nfs-service-destroy

[top]

Delete an NFS configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nfs-service-get

[top]

Get the NFS server configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
nfs-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
optional only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Type

Description

nfs-info The attributes of the NFS Server.
Description

nfs-service-get-create-defaults

[top]

Obtain the default values for NFS server configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Optionally specify the value for attributes if available. The default values
nfs-info
for some attributes may depend on the values specified for some other
optional
attribute.

attributes

Output Name Range

Type

defaults

Description

nfs-info The default attributes for the NFS Server.

nfs-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of NFS servers.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
nfs-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
nfs-info specified on any number of attributes in the NFS Server object. All
optional NFS Server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

nfsinfo[] The list of attributes of NFS Server objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NFS
optional Server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nfs-service-modify
Modify an NFS configuration. If no values are given, the NFS configuration is not modified.

[top]

Input Name

Range

allow-idleconnection

Are Idle NFS Connections Supported

boolean
optional

If 'true', auxillary groups up to
'extended-groups-limit' are fetched from
the name service rather than the RPC
header for AUTH_SYS. Default value is
'false'.

integer
optional

Harvest timeout (in msecs) for a Cached
Credential. The range is 60000 ms to
604800000 ms. The default value is
86400000 ms.

[60000..604800000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Negative Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 7200000 ms.

[60000..604800000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Positive Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 86400000 ms.

[30000..300000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Cached Entry for a Transient Error. The
range is 30000 ms to 300000 ms. The
default is 30000 ms.

cached-cred[60000..604800000]
harvest-timeout

cached-credpositive-ttl

cachedtransient-err-ttl

Description

boolean
optional

auth-sysextendedgroups

cached-crednegative-ttl

Type

nfschownmode
optional

chown-mode

Vserver Change Ownership Mode.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail',
'use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"

defaultwindows-group

string
optional

The default windows group for CIFS
access.

defaultwindows-user

string
optional

The default windows user for CIFS
access.

enableejukebox

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the NFS server will send
EJUKEBOX error on server delays.

integer
optional

Maximum auxillary groups supported
over AUTH_SYS and RPCSEC_GSS. This
value always applies for RPCSEC_GSS
and applies to AUTH_SYS only when
'auth-sys-extended-groups' is set to
'enabled'. Range is 32 to 1024. Default
value is 32.

integer
optional

Number of I/O operations on a file to be
grouped and considered as one session
for event generation applications, such
as FPolicy. The range is 1000 to 20000.
The default is 5000.

extendedgroups-limit

file-session-iogrouping-count

file-session-iogrouping-

[32..1024]

[1000..20000]

[60..600]

integer
optional

The duration for which I/O operations on
a file will be grouped and considered as
one session for event generation
applications, such as FPolicy. The range

duration

is 60 seconds to 600 seconds. The
default is 120s.
boolean
optional

Whether to allow non-root user doing
MOUNT operations from hadoop
connector though -mount-rootonly
option is enabled. The default value is
enabled.

integer
optional

Idle Connection Timeout Value (in
seconds)

ignore-nt-aclfor-root

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows the
'root' user to ignore the NT ACLs Check.
Default value is 'false'.

is-checksumenabled-forreplay-cache

boolean
optional

Use Checksum for Replay-Cache, in
order to identify invalid retransmitted
requests.

is-mountrootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows MOUNT
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'true'.

is-netgroupdns-domainsearch

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows for
searching various DNS domains during
netgroup lookup. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-accessenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true',then NFS server access is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-rootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows NFS
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'false'.

is-nfsv2enabled

boolean
optional

Starting Data ONTAP 8.2, NFS v2 is no
longer supported. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3connectiondrop-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then connection is dropped
when an NFSv3 request is dropped.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 3 is enabled.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see change
in FSID as they traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.x clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then clients see change in FSID
as NFSv4 clients traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4numeric-idsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4 support for Numeric
Owner IDs is enabled. Default value is
'true'.

is-nfsv40-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.0 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

boolean

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Migration feature

hadoop-allownon-root-mount
idle-connectiontimeout

is-nfsv40-

[120..86400]

migrationenabled

optional

is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-reqopen-confirmenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the server will require an
OPEN_CONFIRM operation for all
NFSv4.0 clients. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclpreserveenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFSv4 server will preserve
and modify ACL when chmod is done.
Default value is 'true'. This is applicable
to all NFSv4.x instances.

is-nfsv41enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.1 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-pnfsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then Parallel NFS support for
NFS version 4.1 is enabled. Default value
is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-stateprotectionenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 State Protection is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv42seclabelenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.2 Security
label feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-rdma-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
RDMA. Default value is 'true'.

is-restrictchmod-acl

is-rquotaenabled
is-tcp-enabled

If 'restricted', then the Vserver restricts
setting modebits and Acls for nonsusperuser. Default value is
nfsrestrictchmodacl 'unrestricted'. Possible values:
optional
"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"
boolean
optional

If 'true', then rquota is enabled. Default
value is 'false'.

boolean

If 'true', then enable NFS access over

optional

TCP. Default value is 'true'.

is-udp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
UDP. Default value is 'true'.

is-v3-hidesnapshot

boolean
optional

Hide .snapshot directory under NFSv3
mount point. Default value is disabled.

is-v3-ms-dosclient-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows NFSv3
access for Windows clients. Default value
is 'true'.

is-validateqtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver performs
additional validation for qtree. Default
value is 'true'.

is-vstorageenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enables the usage of
vStorage protocol for server side copies,
which is mostly used in hypervisors.
Default value is 'false'.

map-unknownuid-to-defaultwindows-user

boolean
optional

Map Unknown UID to Default Windows
User

integer
optional

Port that NFS mount daemon is listening
to. Default value is 635.

mountd-port

[0..2^32-1]

export-lookupprotos
optional

name-servicelookup-protocol

netgroup-trustany-ns-switchno-match

Set the protocol used for name service
lookups for exports. Valid inputs are TCP
and UDP. Default value is UDP. Possible
values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver will consider a
no-match from any one of the netgroup
ns-switch sources to be authoritative
even though other sources could not be
consulted. Default value is 'false'.

nfsv4-acl-maxaces

[192..1024]

integer
optional

Maximum Number of ACEs allowed in an
ACL. Range is 192 to 1024. Default value
is 400.

nfsv4-graceseconds

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

NFSv4 Grace timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 45 seconds.

string
optional

NFSv4 ID mapping domain. Default value
is 'defaultv4iddomain.com'.

integer
optional

NFSv4 Lease timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 30 seconds.

nfsv41implementationid-domain

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id domain.
Default value is
'defaultv41impliddomain.com'.

nfsv41implementationid-name

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id name.
Default value is 'defaultv41implidname'.

nfsv41implementationid-time

date
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id time.The
number of seconds since January 1,
1970.

nfsv4-id-domain
nfsv4-leaseseconds

[0..2^32-1]

nfsv4x-sessionnum-slots

[1..2000]

integer
optional

Number of Slots in the NFSv4.x Session
Slot Tables. Default value is 180.

nfsv4x-sessionslot-replycache-size

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Size of the Reply that will be Cached in
Each NFSv4.x Session Slot (in bytes).
Default value is 640.

nlm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network lock manager is
listening to. Default value is 4045.

nsm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network status monitor is
listening to. Default value is 4046.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter controls the
permissions that are displayed to NFS
clients on a file or directory that has an
NT ACL set. If 'true', the displayed
permissions are based on the maximum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. When false, the displayed
permissions are based on the minimum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. Default value is 'false'.

string
optional

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on
NTFS volumes. Possible values are
'ignore', 'fail','use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'.

string[]
optional

List of permitted encryption types for
Kerberos over NFS. Default values are
des, des3. Valid inputs are des, des-3,
aes-128, and aes-256.

ntacl-displaypermissiveperms

ntfs-unixsecurity-ops

permitted-enctypes
rpcsec-ctx-high

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

High water mark for the RPCSEC_GSS
Context Cache. Default value is 0.

rpcsec-ctx-idle

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Time in seconds before an idle entry in
RPCSEC_GSS context cache is deleted.
Default value is 0.

rquotad-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that NFS quota daemon is listening
to. Default value is 4049.

showmount

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows
showmount. Default value is 'enabled'.

showmountrootonly

boolean
optional

Whether to provide root path as
showmount state when -showmount
parameter is disabled. The default value
is disabled.

skip-rootowner-writeperm-check

boolean
optional

If 'true', then permission check will be
avoided for NFS Write requests from
root/owner. For copying read-only files,
this must be true. Default value is 'false'.

tcp-max-xfersize

[8192..1048576]

integer
optional

TCP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 65536

udp-max-xfersize

[8192..57344]

integer
optional

UDP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 32768.

boolean
optional

Whether to continue the search as an
unconverted name while doing lookup in
a directory. Default value is disabled.

boolean
optional

Whether client specified mode bits
should be ignored and inherited NFSv4
ACL should be preserved during creation
of file or directory. Default value is
disabled.

v3-searchunconvertedfilename
v4-inheritedacl-preserve

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nfs-stats-get-client-stats

[top]

Collects NFS statistics for a specified client
Input Name

Range

host

Type

Description

string

Output Name

Range

Hostname or IP address of client

Type

Description

client-info

string

nfs-stats

nfs-stats-info

detailed statistics for each NFS operation

rpc-stats

rpc-stats-info

detailed statistics for RPC operations

tcp-flowcontrol-stats

Hostname or IP address of client

tcp-flowcontrol-stats-info detailed statistics for TCP flowcontrol

Errno

Description

ENFS_CLIENT_STATS_NOT_ENABLED
ENOACTIVECLIENTS
EHOSTNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate NFS client statistics iteration and cleanup any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next

[top]

Continues the nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start iteration through the top NFS clients, ordered by total
NFS operations.
Input Name Range Type
maximum

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range : [0..2^32-1].

tag

string Tag from a previous nfs-stats-top-iter-start

Output Name Range Type

Description

nfs-top

nfstop- An array, one entry per nfs top.
info[]

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to nfs-stats-top-client-list-iter-next When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range : [0..2^32-1].

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start

[top]

Starts an iteration through the top NFS clients, ordered by total NFS operations.
Input Name Range
maxclients

Type

Description

integer Specifies the maximum number of top clients to retrieve (the default is
optional 20) Range : [1..2^32-1].

Output Name Range
records
tag

Type

Description

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
integer
retrieval with nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next Range : [0..2^32-1]
string

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next

Errno
ENFS_CLIENT_STATS_NOT_ENABLED
ECLIENTSTATSVFILER
ENOACTIVECLIENTS
EAPIERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Description

nfs-stats-zero-stats

[top]

Set all NFS statistcs to zero

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-status

[top]

Returns the status of the NFS server.
Output Name Range Type

Description

is-drained

If true, then the NFS server has been disabled and all NFS messages
have been drained. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, there is no way of
boolean
finding out if the NFS messages have been drained. Hence this field will
always be false.

is-enabled

boolean True if NFS server is running.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: export-lookup-protos

[top]

TCP|UDP Possible values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"
[none]

Element definition: exports-hostname-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a host.
Name Range

Type

Description

allhosts

Default value is false. If true, enables all hosts to have this rule's access rights.
boolean
A hostname of 'all-hosts' must exist as the only non-negated element in a
optional
hostname array.

name

A hostname can be ONE of the following formats. If 'all-hosts' is true, 'name'
must not have a value. machine-name: Alphanumeric string based on DNS.
netgroup: Alphanumeric string describing a group of machine names ip: An IP
string
address in dotted decimal format AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD subnet: "[network] subnet
optional
[netmask] netmask" ip-subnet: IP/numbits. The IP is a subnet number and the
numbits specifies the size of the subnet by the number of leading bits of the
netmask. dns: A DNS domain. An Alphanumeric starting with a '.'

negate

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default is false. If true, the rule applies to every host
boolean but this one. Used most commonly when adding a group minus a few hosts. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, negations are not supported. An error will be
returned if true.

Element definition: exports-rule-info

[top]

Information necessary to create a new rule in the etc/exports file or for just adding a rule similar to the
exportfs command. ORDER MATTERS for the hostnames in 'read-only' and 'read-write' privileges. Please
see documentation for exportfs command or etc/exports file for complete details.
Name

Range

Type

Description

actualpathname

string
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be pathname inside of the filer which is
being exported. The default for this is value in 'pathname'. In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this value must be an empty string.

anon

string
optional

All hosts with this user-id or username have root access to this directory.

nosuid

boolean
optional

If true, causes the server file system to silently ignore any attempt to
enable the setuid or setgid mode bits. Default value is false.

pathname

read-only

string

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be directory name or file to export. In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode the pathname for a volume must be specified
using the junction path ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be
specified as ("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

exportshostnameAn array of hostnames which only have read privileges.
info[]
optional

exportshostnameinfo[]
optional

readwrite

An array of hostnames which have read and write privileges. Any
hostname in read-only must not be in read-write also. By default, if no
'read-only' or 'read-write' hosts are given, then 'read-write' contains a
hostname of 'all-hosts'.

exportshostname- Array of hostnames which have roots with 'read-write' or 'read-only'
privileges.
info[]
optional

root

List of possible security flavors this rule supports. Default security is
"sys". Possible values are:
sec-flavorinfo[]
optional

sec-flavor

"none"
"sys"
"krb5"
"krb5i"
"krb5p"

Element definition: exports-rule-info-2

[top]

Information necessary to create a new rule in the etc/exports file or for just adding a rule similar to the
exportfs command.
Name
actualpathname

pathname

securityrules

Range

Type

Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be pathname inside of the filer which is
string
being exported. The default for this is value in 'pathname'. In Data ONTAP
optional
Cluster-Mode, this value must be an empty string.
string

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be directory name or file to export. In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode the pathname for a volume must be specified using
the junction path ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be specified
as ("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

securityrule- Access block information for lists of hosts.
info[]

Element definition: hostaddr

[top]

the individual client hosts. could be a hostname or an IP address.
[none]

Element definition: nfs-info
Information about NFS server configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

allow-idleconnection

auth-sysextendedgroups

cached-cred[60000..604800000]
harvest-timeout

cached-crednegative-ttl

cached-credpositive-ttl

cachedtransient-err-ttl

chown-mode

[60000..604800000]

[60000..604800000]

[30000..300000]

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Are Idle NFS Connections Supported
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', auxillary groups up to
'extended-groups-limit' are fetched from
the name service rather than the RPC
header for AUTH_SYS. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Harvest timeout (in msecs) for a Cached
Credential. The range is 60000 ms to
604800000 ms. The default value is
86400000 ms. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Negative Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 7200000 ms. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Positive Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 86400000 ms. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Cached Entry for a Transient Error. The
range is 30000 ms to 300000 ms. The
default is 30000 ms. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

nfschownmode
optional

Vserver Change Ownership Mode.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail',
'use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"

defaultwindows-group

string
optional

The default windows group for CIFS
access. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

defaultwindows-user

string
optional

The default windows user for CIFS
access. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

enableejukebox

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the NFS server will send
EJUKEBOX error on server delays.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum auxillary groups supported
over AUTH_SYS and RPCSEC_GSS. This
value always applies for RPCSEC_GSS
and applies to AUTH_SYS only when
'auth-sys-extended-groups' is set to
'enabled'. Range is 32 to 1024. Default
value is 32. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

Number of I/O operations on a file to be
grouped and considered as one session
for event generation applications, such
as FPolicy. The range is 1000 to 20000.
The default is 5000. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

integer
optional

The duration for which I/O operations on
a file will be grouped and considered as
one session for event generation
applications, such as FPolicy. The range
is 60 seconds to 600 seconds. The
default is 120s. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether to allow non-root user doing
MOUNT operations from hadoop
connector though -mount-rootonly
option is enabled. The default value is
enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Idle Connection Timeout Value (in
seconds) Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ignore-nt-aclfor-root

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows the
'root' user to ignore the NT ACLs Check.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-checksumenabled-forreplay-cache

boolean
optional

Use Checksum for Replay-Cache, in
order to identify invalid retransmitted
requests. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows MOUNT
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'true'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-netgroupdns-domainsearch

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows for
searching various DNS domains during
netgroup lookup. Default value is 'true'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfs-accessenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true',then NFS server access is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows NFS
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

extendedgroups-limit

file-session-iogrouping-count

file-session-iogroupingduration

[32..1024]

[1000..20000]

[60..600]

hadoop-allownon-root-mount

idle-connectiontimeout

is-mountrootonlyenabled

is-nfs-rootonlyenabled

[120..86400]

Starting Data ONTAP 8.2, NFS v2 is no

is-nfsv2enabled

boolean
optional

is-nfsv3-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv3connectiondrop-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then connection is dropped
when an NFSv3 request is dropped.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv3enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 3 is enabled.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv3-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see change
in FSID as they traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv4-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.x clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv4-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then clients see change in FSID
as NFSv4 clients traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv4numeric-idsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4 support for Numeric
Owner IDs is enabled. Default value is
'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.0 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv40migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the server will require an
OPEN_CONFIRM operation for all
NFSv4.0 clients. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40referralsenabled
is-nfsv40-reqopen-confirmenabled
is-nfsv40-writedelegation-

boolean
optional

longer supported. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

If 'true', NFSv4.0 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,

enabled

modifiable
boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-aclpreserveenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFSv4 server will preserve
and modify ACL when chmod is done.
Default value is 'true'. This is applicable
to all NFSv4.x instances. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv41enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.1 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv41migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-pnfsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then Parallel NFS support for
NFS version 4.1 is enabled. Default value
is 'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-stateprotectionenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 State Protection is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv42seclabelenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.2 Security
label feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-qtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows qtree
exports (read-only). Default value is
'false'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-qtree-qosenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows qtree
QoS (read-only). Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-rdma-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
RDMA. Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv41-aclenabled

is-restrict-

If 'restricted', then the Vserver restricts
setting modebits and Acls for nonsusperuser. Default value is
nfsrestrictchmodacl 'unrestricted'. Attributes: optional-for-

chmod-acl

optional

create, modifiable Possible values:
"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"

is-rquotaenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then rquota is enabled. Default
value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-tcp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
TCP. Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-udp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
UDP. Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-v3-hidesnapshot

boolean
optional

Hide .snapshot directory under NFSv3
mount point. Default value is disabled.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-v3-ms-dosclient-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows NFSv3
access for Windows clients. Default value
is 'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-validateqtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver performs
additional validation for qtree. Default
value is 'true'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-vstorageenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enables the usage of
vStorage protocol for server side copies,
which is mostly used in hypervisors.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

map-unknownuid-to-defaultwindows-user

boolean
optional

Map Unknown UID to Default Windows
User Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Port that NFS mount daemon is listening
to. Default value is 635. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

mountd-port

[0..2^32-1]

export-lookupprotos
optional

name-servicelookup-protocol

Set the protocol used for name service
lookups for exports. Valid inputs are TCP
and UDP. Default value is UDP.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"

netgroup-trustany-ns-switchno-match

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver will consider a
no-match from any one of the netgroup
ns-switch sources to be authoritative
even though other sources could not be
consulted. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

nfsv4-acl-maxaces

integer
optional

Maximum Number of ACEs allowed in an
ACL. Range is 192 to 1024. Default value
is 400. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[192..1024]

NFSv4 Grace timeout value in seconds.

nfsv4-graceseconds

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Default value is 45 seconds. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

NFSv4 ID mapping domain. Default value
is 'defaultv4iddomain.com'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

NFSv4 Lease timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 30 seconds. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

nfsv41implementationid-domain

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id domain.
Default value is
'defaultv41impliddomain.com'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

nfsv41implementationid-name

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id name.
Default value is 'defaultv41implidname'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

nfsv41implementationid-time

date
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id time.The
number of seconds since January 1,
1970. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[1..2000]

integer
optional

Number of Slots in the NFSv4.x Session
Slot Tables. Default value is 180.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Size of the Reply that will be Cached in
Each NFSv4.x Session Slot (in bytes).
Default value is 640. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network lock manager is
listening to. Default value is 4045.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network status monitor is
listening to. Default value is 4046.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter controls the
permissions that are displayed to NFS
clients on a file or directory that has an
NT ACL set. If 'true', the displayed
permissions are based on the maximum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. When false, the displayed
permissions are based on the minimum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on
NTFS volumes. Possible values are
'ignore', 'fail','use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

nfsv4-id-domain
nfsv4-leaseseconds

nfsv4x-sessionnum-slots
nfsv4x-sessionslot-replycache-size

nlm-port

nsm-port

ntacl-displaypermissiveperms

ntfs-unixsecurity-ops

[0..2^32-1]

List of permitted encryption types for
Kerberos over NFS. Default values are

permitted-enctypes

string[]
optional

rpcsec-ctx-high

integer
optional

High water mark for the RPCSEC_GSS
Context Cache. Default value is 0.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

des, des3. Valid inputs are des, des-3,
aes-128, and aes-256. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

rpcsec-ctx-idle

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Time in seconds before an idle entry in
RPCSEC_GSS context cache is deleted.
Default value is 0. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

rquotad-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that NFS quota daemon is listening
to. Default value is 4049. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows
showmount. Default value is 'enabled'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether to provide root path as
showmount state when -showmount
parameter is disabled. The default value
is disabled. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

timestamp to indicate whether we want
to update exports data file or not
Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then permission check will be
avoided for NFS Write requests from
root/owner. For copying read-only files,
this must be true. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

showmount

showmountrootonly

showmounttimestamp

[0..2^31-1]

skip-rootowner-writeperm-check

tcp-max-xfersize

[8192..1048576]

integer
optional

TCP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 65536 Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

udp-max-xfersize

[8192..57344]

integer
optional

UDP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 32768. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether to continue the search as an
unconverted name while doing lookup in
a directory. Default value is disabled.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

v4-inheritedacl-preserve

boolean
optional

Whether client specified mode bits
should be ignored and inherited NFSv4
ACL should be preserved during creation
of file or directory. Default value is
disabled. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver name Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

v3-searchunconvertedfilename

[top]

Element definition: nfs-stats-info
structure containing statistics for each NFS version
Name

Range

Type

Description

badcalls-total

integer

total bad NFS calls Range : [0..2^32-1].

calls-total

integer

total NFS calls Range : [0..2^64-1].

nfsv2-client-stats

nfsv2-client-stats-info detailed statistics for NFSv2 operations

nfsv3-client-stats

nfsv3-client-stats-info detailed statistics for NFSv3 operations

nfsv4-client-stats

nfsv4-client-stats-info detailed statistics for NFSv4 operations

Element definition: nfs-top-info

[top]

Information about a single nfs top.
Name

Range Type

Description

client-info

string Client IP address

create-ops

integer The number of nfs CREATE operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

getattr-ops

integer The number of nfs GETATTR operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

lookup-ops

integer The number of nfs LOOKUP operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

read-ops
readdir-ops

integer The number of nfs READ operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer

The number of nfs READDIR and READIDRPLUS operations Range :
[0..2^64-1].

readlinkops

integer The number of nfs READLINK operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

removeops

integer The number of nfs REMOVE operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

total-ops

integer The number of nfs operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

write-ops

integer The number of nfs WRITE operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: nfschownmode

[top]

restricted|unrestricted|use-export-policy Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"
[none]

Element definition: nfsrestrictchmodacl
unrestricted|restricted Possible values:

[top]

"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"
[none]

Element definition: owner-info

[top]

Information about the client host and the owner process on the client host whose locks have to be
removed.
Name

Range Type

Description

client-host

string client host on which the locks have to be removed.

client-hostpid

string process owner on the above client host whose locks have to be removed.

Element definition: pathname-info

[top]

Information about a pathname.
Name Range Type

Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be the name of the path, such as "/vol/vol0". In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode the pathname for a volume must be specified using the
string
junction path ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be specified as
("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

name

Element definition: rpc-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for RPC operations
Name

Range

Type

Description

tcp-info

rpc-data-info detailed statistics for RPC over TCP operations

udp-info

rpc-data-info detailed statistics for RPC over UDP operations

Element definition: sec-flavor-info

[top]

Sec flavor info
Name Range
flavor

Type

Description

string
Security_Flavor Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: tcp-flowcontrol-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for tcp flowcontrol
Name

Range Type

Description

receive-outtotal

total number of times output was flow controlled on receive Range :
integer
[0..2^32-1].

receive-total

integer

total number of times input was flow controlled on receive Range :
[0..2^32-1].

transmit-outtotal

integer

total number of times output was flow controlled on transmit Range :
[0..2^32-1].

transmit-total

integer

total number of times input was flow controlled on transmit Range :
[0..2^32-1].

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: export-lookup-protos

[top]

TCP|UDP Possible values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"
[none]

Element definition: exports-hostname-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a host.
Name Range
allhosts

name

Type

Description

Default value is false. If true, enables all hosts to have this rule's access rights.
boolean
A hostname of 'all-hosts' must exist as the only non-negated element in a
optional
hostname array.
A hostname can be ONE of the following formats. If 'all-hosts' is true, 'name'
must not have a value. machine-name: Alphanumeric string based on DNS.
netgroup: Alphanumeric string describing a group of machine names ip: An IP
string
address in dotted decimal format AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD subnet: "[network] subnet
optional
[netmask] netmask" ip-subnet: IP/numbits. The IP is a subnet number and the

numbits specifies the size of the subnet by the number of leading bits of the
netmask. dns: A DNS domain. An Alphanumeric starting with a '.'
In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default is false. If true, the rule applies to every host
boolean but this one. Used most commonly when adding a group minus a few hosts. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, negations are not supported. An error will be
returned if true.

negate

Element definition: nfsv2-client-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for NFSv2 operations
Name

Range Type

Description

create-ops

integer total 'create' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

getattr-ops

integer total 'getattr' NFSv2 operation Range : [0..2^64-1].

link-ops
lookup-ops
mkdir-ops

integer total 'link' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'lookup' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'mkdir' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

null-ops

integer total 'null' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

read-ops

integer total 'read' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

readdir-ops

integer total 'readdir' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

readlink-ops

integer total 'readlink' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

remove-ops

integer total 'remove' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rename-ops

integer total 'rename' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rmdir-ops
root-ops

integer total 'rmdir' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'root' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

setattr-ops

integer total 'setattr' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

statfs-ops

integer total 'statfs' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

symlink-ops

integer total 'symlink' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

wrcache-ops

integer total 'wrcache' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

write-ops

integer total 'write' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: nfsv3-client-stats-info
structure containing statistics for NFSv3 operations
Name

Range Type

Description

access-ops

integer total 'access' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

commit-ops

integer total 'commit' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

create-ops

integer total 'create' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

fsinfo-ops

integer total 'fsinfo' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

fsstat-ops

integer total 'fsstat' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

getattr-ops
link-ops

integer total 'getattr' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'link' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

lookup-ops

integer total 'lookup' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

mkdir-ops

integer total 'mkdir' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

[top]

mknod-ops
null-ops
pathconf-ops
read-ops
readdir-ops
readdirplus-ops

integer total 'mknod' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'null' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'pathconf' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'read' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'readdir' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'readdirplus' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

readlink-ops

integer total 'readlink' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

remove-ops

integer total 'remove' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rename-ops

integer total 'rename' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rmdir-ops
setattr-ops
symlink-ops
write-ops

integer total 'rmdir' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'setattr' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'symlink' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'write' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: nfsv4-client-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for NFSv4 operations
Name
access-ops

Range

Type

Description

integer
total 'access' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

acls-set-total

integer
number of ACLs set on files Range : [0..2^32-1].
optional

badproc2-ops

integer
total 'badproc2' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

close-ops
commit-ops
compound-ops

integer
total 'close' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'commit' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'compound' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

create-ops

integer
total 'create' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

delegpurge

integer
total 'delegpurge' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

delegret-ops
getattr-ops
getfh-ops

integer
total 'delegret' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'getattr' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'getfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

link-ops

integer
total 'link' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

lock-ops

integer
total 'lock' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

lockt-ops

integer
total 'lockt' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

locku-ops

integer
total 'locku' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

lookup-ops
lookupp-ops
no-delegation-total
null-ops
nverify-ops

integer
total 'lookup' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'lookupp' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer total calls where a delegation could not be granted Range :
optional [0..2^32-1].
integer
total 'null' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'nverify' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

open-confirm-ops

integer
total 'open_confirm' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

open-downgradeops

integer
total 'open_downgrade' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

open-ops
openattr-ops
putfh-ops

integer
total 'open' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'openattr' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'putfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

putpubfh-ops

integer
total 'putpubfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

putrootfh-ops

integer
total 'putrootfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

read-delegationtotal

integer total calls where a read delegation was granted Range :
optional [0..2^32-1].

read-ops

integer
total 'read' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

readdir-ops

integer
total 'readdir' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

readlink-ops

integer
total 'readlink' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

remove-ops

integer
total 'remove' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

rename-ops

integer
total 'rename' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

renew-ops

integer
total 'renew' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

restorefh-ops

integer
total 'restorefh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

rlsowner-ops

integer
total 'rlsowner' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

savefh-ops

integer
total 'savefh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

secinfo-ops

integer
total 'secinfo' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

setattr-ops

integer
total 'setattr' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

setclntid-cfm-ops
setclntid-ops
verify-ops

integer
total 'setclntid_cfm' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'setclntid' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'verify' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

write-delegationtotal

integer total calls where a write delegation was granted Range :
optional [0..2^32-1].
integer
total 'write' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

write-ops

Element definition: rpc-data-info

[top]

structure containing statisticcs for RPC operations
Name
badcalls-total
badlen-total
calls-total

Range Type

Description

integer total bad RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].
integer total badlen RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].
integer total RPC calls Range : [0..2^64-1].

nullrecv-total

integer total nullrecv RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].

xdrcall-total

integer total badhdr RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].

Element definition: security-rule-info

[top]

Information on hostnames and security availability for the hosts. ORDER MATTERS for the hostnames in
'read-only' and 'read-write' privileges. Please see documentation for exportfs command or etc/exports
file for complete details.
Name Range

Type

Description

anon

string
optional

All hosts with this user-id or username have root access to this directory.

nosuid

boolean
optional

If true, causes the server file system to silently ignore any attempt to enable
the setuid or setgid mode bits. Default value is false.

readonly

exportshostname- An array of hostnames which only have read privileges for all the security
flavors found in the sec-flavor list.
info[]
optional

readwrite

exportshostnameinfo[]
optional

root

An array of hostnames which have read and write privileges for all the
security flavors found in the 'sec-flavor list'. Any hostname in 'read-only'
must not be in 'read-write' also. By default, if no 'read-only' or 'read-write'
hosts are given, then 'read-write' contains a hostname of 'all-hosts'.

exportshostname- Array of hostnames which have roots with 'read-write' or 'read-only'
privileges.
info[]
optional
List of possible security flavors this rule supports. Default security is "sys".
Possible values are:

secflavor

sec-flavorinfo[]
optional

"none"
"sys"
"krb5"
"krb5i"
"krb5p"

Element definition: exports-hostname-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a host.
Name Range

Type

Description

allhosts

Default value is false. If true, enables all hosts to have this rule's access rights.
boolean
A hostname of 'all-hosts' must exist as the only non-negated element in a
optional
hostname array.

name

A hostname can be ONE of the following formats. If 'all-hosts' is true, 'name'
must not have a value. machine-name: Alphanumeric string based on DNS.
netgroup: Alphanumeric string describing a group of machine names ip: An IP
string
address in dotted decimal format AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD subnet: "[network] subnet
optional
[netmask] netmask" ip-subnet: IP/numbits. The IP is a subnet number and the
numbits specifies the size of the subnet by the number of leading bits of the
netmask. dns: A DNS domain. An Alphanumeric starting with a '.'

negate

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default is false. If true, the rule applies to every host
boolean but this one. Used most commonly when adding a group minus a few hosts. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, negations are not supported. An error will be
returned if true.

Element definition: sec-flavor-info

[top]

Sec flavor info
Name Range
flavor

Type

Description

string
Security_Flavor Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

APIs in Category: nis
nis-create
nis-destroy
nis-get
nis-get-iter
nis-modify

nis-create

[top]

Create an NIS domain configuration. Multiple NIS domains can be configured on a single Vserver, but
only one NIS domain can be active at any given time.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
(DEPRECATED)-Specifies whether the NIS domain
configuration is active or inactive.

is-active

boolean
optional

nis-domain

string

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

nis-fqdn

string[]
optional

Specifies the hostname/IP address of one or more NIS
servers in the domain.

nis-servers

ip-address[]
optional

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the NIS domain configuration on
successful creation. Default: false

skip-configvalidation

boolean
optional

If true, validation of the the corresponding NIS configuration
will be skipped.

Output Name Range
result

(DEPRECATED)-Specifies the IP address of one or more NIS
servers in the domain.

Type
nis-domainconfig-info
optional

Description
The NIS domain configuration created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NIS_CONFIGURATION_EXISTS
E_NIS_ACTIVE_FALSE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nis-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing NIS configuration.
Input Name Range Type
nis-domain

Description

string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nis-get

[top]

Get NIS domain configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

nisdomainconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nis-domain

string

Output Name Range

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Type

Description

nisdomainThe attributes of the NIS domain configuration.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

nis-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NIS configurations.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
nisdomainconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

nisdomainconfiginfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nisdomainconfig- The list of attributes of NIS domain configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NIS
optional domain configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NIS domain
configuration object. All NIS domain configuration objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

nis-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NIS configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-active

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED)-Specifies whether the NIS domain configuration is
active or inactive.

nis-domain

string

nis-fqdn

string[]
optional

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'
Specifies the hostname/IP address of one or more NIS servers in
the domain.

nis-servers

ip(DEPRECATED)-Specifies the IP address of one or more NIS
address[]
servers in the domain.
optional

skip-configvalidation

boolean
optional

If true, validation of the the corresponding NIS configuration will
be skipped.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NIS_ACTIVE_FALSE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: nis-domain-config-info

[top]

NIS domain configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-active
nis-domain

Type

Description

boolean (DEPRECATED)-Specifies whether the NIS domain configuration is
optional active or inactive. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com' Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

nis-fqdn

string[] Specifies the hostname/IP address of one or more NIS servers in the
optional domain. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-servers

ip(DEPRECATED)-Specifies the IP address of one or more NIS servers in
address[]
the domain. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

skip-configvalidation

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding NIS configuration will be
optional skipped. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the NIS domain configuration. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ntp-server
This is an auto generated category.

ntp-server-create
ntp-server-delete
ntp-server-get
ntp-server-get-iter
ntp-server-key-create
ntp-server-key-delete
ntp-server-key-get-iter
ntp-server-key-modify
ntp-server-modify
ntp-server-reset
ntp-server-security-get
ntp-server-security-set
ntp-server-status-get
ntp-server-status-get-iter
ntp-server-validate

ntp-server-create

[top]

Creates a configuration for an external time server to be used by NTP.
Input Name

Range

[1..65535]

returnrecord

integer Specifies the symmetric authentication key ID being used for this
optional time server.
boolean If set to true, returns the ntp server configuration on successful
optional creation. Default: false

server-name

string

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time
server

string NTP protocol version which can be '3', '4' or 'auto'. The 'auto' value
optional uses Data ONTAP's best practice value.

version
Output Name

Description

Specifies whether the server is preferred as a time source. By
boolean
default, this value is false. Only one NTP server may be preferred.
optional
All other servers will have preferred set to false when this is set.

is-preferred
key-id

Type

Range

result

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EDUPLICATEENTRY

Type

Description

ntpserver- The ntp server configuration created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional
Description

ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_INVALID_SERVER_NAME
ENTP_INVALID_IPV4_ADDR
ENTP_INVALID_IPV6_ADDR
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_NOTFOUND
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_ADDRS
ENTP_NO_CONNECT
ENTP_NO_QUICKREPLY
ENTP_REPLY_NO_SYNC
ENTP_REPLY_NO_ACCES
ENTP_REPLY_NO_CRYPTO
ENTP_REPLY_PROTOCOL
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_STRATUM
ENTP_NEEDS_9_5_0
ENTP_INVALID_FIELD_AUTH_ENABLED
ENTP_AUTH_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
ENTP_AUTH_UNKNOWN_KEY
ENTP_AUTH_FAILED

ntp-server-delete

[top]

Remove a configuration for an external time server used by NTP.
Input Name Range Type
server-name

Description

string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE

ntp-server-get

[top]

Get the configuration of an external time server used by NTP.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

ntp- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
server- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be

optional returned.
server-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time
server
Description

ntpserver- The attributes of the ntp server configuration.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE

ntp-server-get-iter

[top]

Get the configuration of all the external time servers used by NTP.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

ntpserverinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

ntpserverinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ntp server configuration
object. All ntp server configuration objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

ntpserverThe list of attributes of ntp server configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ntp server
optional configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE

ntp-server-key-create

[top]

Create an NTP symmetric authentication key.
Input Name
id

Range

Type

[1..65535] integer

returnrecord

Description
NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range
1-65535.

boolean If set to true, returns the ntp authentication key on successful
optional creation. Default: false

type

ntpkeytype

value

string

Output Name

Range

NTP symmetric authentication key type. Only SHA1 currently
supported. Possible values:
"sha1"
NTP symmetric authentication key value. The value must be
exactly 40 hexadecimal digits for SHA1 keys.

Type

Description

ntpThe ntp authentication key created (keys or the entire object if
key-info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

ENTP_INVALID_SHA1_KEY
ENTP_TOO_MANY_KEYS

ntp-server-key-delete

[top]

Remove an NTP symmetric authentication key.
Input Name
id

Range

Type

[1..65535] integer

Errno

Description
NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range 165535.

Description

ENTP_KEY_IN_USE

ntp-server-key-get-iter

[top]

Get the configuration of all NTP symmetric authentication keys.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ntpkeyinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
ntpkeyinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ntp authentication key
object. All ntp authentication key objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ntpkeyThe list of attributes of ntp authentication key objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ntp
optional authentication key objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-key-modify

[top]

Modify an NTP symmetric authentication key.
Input Name
id

Range

Type

[1..65535] integer

Description
NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range
1-65535.

type

NTP symmetric authentication key type. Only SHA1 currently
ntp-key- supported. Possible values:
type
"sha1"
optional

value

string NTP symmetric authentication key value. The value must be exactly
optional 40 hexadecimal digits for SHA1 keys.

Errno

Description

ENTP_INVALID_SHA1_KEY

ntp-server-modify
Modify a configuration for an external time server used by NTP.

[top]

Input Name

Range

isauthenticationenabled

Description

boolean Specifies if symmetric key authentication is in use for this time
optional server.
Specifies whether the server is preferred as a time source. By
boolean default, this value is false. Only one NTP server may be
optional preferred. All other servers will have preferred set to false when
this is set.

is-preferred

key-id

Type

[1..65535]

server-name

integer Specifies the symmetric authentication key ID being used for this
optional time server.
string

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP
time server

string NTP protocol version which can be '3', '4' or 'auto'. The 'auto'
optional value uses Data ONTAP's best practice value.

version
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_NEEDS_9_5_0
ENTP_INVALID_FIELD_AUTH_ENABLED
ENTP_AUTH_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
ENTP_AUTH_UNKNOWN_KEY
ENTP_AUTH_FAILED

ntp-server-reset

[top]

Reset the external NTP server list to the desired default values. The table is emptied and then populated
to the desired default values.
Input Name Range
use-public

Type

Description

boolean
Reset server list to public identified defaults
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_NO_RESET_SELECTED

ntp-server-security-get
Get the NTP security settings.

[top]

Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

ntpserversecurityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

ntpserverThe attributes of the ntp-server.
securityinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-security-set

[top]

Set the NTP security settings.
Input Name

Range

Description

boolean
Is Querying of NTP Server Enabled?
optional

is-query-enabled
Errno

Type

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-status-get

[top]

Get the status of the selection of an external time server.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node
server
Output Name Range

Type
ntpserverstatusinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name
string
Type
ntpserver-

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time
server
Description

attributes

statusinfo

Errno

The attributes of the ntp-server.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-status-get-iter

[top]

Get the status of the selection of all configured external time servers.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

ntpserverstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

ntpserverstatusinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ntp-server object. All
ntp-server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

ntpserverstatus- The list of attributes of ntp-server objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ntpoptional server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-validate

[top]

Validate an existing NTP external time server and report any validation problems
Input Name Range Type

Description

server-name

string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the NTP external time server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EDUPLICATEENTRY
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_INVALID_SERVER_NAME
ENTP_INVALID_IPV4_ADDR
ENTP_INVALID_IPV6_ADDR
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_NOTFOUND
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_ADDRS
ENTP_NO_CONNECT
ENTP_NO_QUICKREPLY
ENTP_REPLY_NO_SYNC
ENTP_REPLY_NO_ACCES
ENTP_REPLY_NO_CRYPTO
ENTP_REPLY_PROTOCOL
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_STRATUM
ENTP_AUTH_FAILED

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: ntp-key-info
Network Time Protocol (NTP) Key When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

integer NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range 1[1..65535]
optional 65535. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

id

type

ntp- NTP symmetric authentication key type. Only SHA1 currently supported.
key- Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
type
"sha1"
optional

value

NTP symmetric authentication key value. The value must be exactly 40
string
hexadecimal digits for SHA1 keys. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
modifiable

Element definition: ntp-key-type

[top]

sha1 Possible values:
"sha1"
[none]

Element definition: ntp-server-info

[top]

Network Time Protocol (NTP) Server Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

isauthenticationenabled

Type

Description

boolean Specifies if symmetric key authentication is in use for this time
optional server. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-preferred

Specifies whether the server is preferred as a time source. By
boolean default, this value is false. Only one NTP server may be
optional preferred. All other servers will have preferred set to false when
this is set. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-publicdefault

boolean Specifies if the time server was provided as a default public NTP
optional server by Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

key-id
server-name
version

[1..65535]

integer Specifies the symmetric authentication key ID being used for this
optional time server. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP
optional time server Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
NTP protocol version which can be '3', '4' or 'auto'. The 'auto'
string
value uses Data ONTAP's best practice value. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: ntp-server-security-info

[top]

NTP Server Security Settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-queryenabled

Type

Description

boolean Is Querying of NTP Server Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: ntp-server-status-info

[top]

NTP Server Status Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-peerreachable

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is Peer Reachable and Responding to Polls? Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

node

nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

offset

double
Offset from Server Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

selectionstate
server

string Description of Server Selection State Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time server
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: double
Floating point number

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: nvme
Provides mechanisms to manage access to NVMe targets within
Data ONTAP.

nvme-create
nvme-delete
nvme-feature-get
nvme-get-iter
nvme-interface-get-iter
nvme-modify
nvme-namespace-create
nvme-namespace-delete
nvme-namespace-get-iter
nvme-namespace-modify
nvme-namespace-ostype-list
nvme-subsystemcontroller-get-iter
nvme-subsystem-create
nvme-subsystem-delete
nvme-subsystem-get-iter
nvme-subsystem-hostadd
nvme-subsystem-hostget-iter
nvme-subsystem-hostremove
nvme-subsystem-mapadd
nvme-subsystem-mapget-iter
nvme-subsystem-mapremove
nvme-subsystem-modify
nvme-subsystem-ostype-list

nvme-create

[top]

Create a new NVMe target service.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

is-available

boolean
optional

Is Available

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the NVMe target service on successful
creation. Default: false

Output Name Range
result

Type
nvme-targetservice-info

Description
The NVMe target service created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

optional
Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER

nvme-delete

[top]

Delete an existing NVMe target service object.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
E_NVMF_SERVICE_IN_USE

nvme-feature-get

[top]

Get the enabled NVMe over Fabrics features
Output Name
features

Range

Type

Description

nvme-feature[]
Enabled NVMe over Fabrics features
optional

max-anagrpid

integer
optional

Maximum supported ANAGRPID

max-namespace-size

size
optional

Maximum supported namespace size

max-nsid

integer
optional

Maximum supported NSID

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

nvme-get-iter
Iterate over a list of NVMe target service objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

nvmetargetserviceinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe target service
object. All NVMe target service objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

nvmetargetservice- The list of attributes of NVMe target service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
optional target service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
nvmetargetserviceinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe Interface objects.
Input Name

Range

nvmeinterfaceinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
nvmeinterfaceinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe Interface
object. All NVMe Interface objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

nvmeinterfaceThe list of attributes of NVMe Interface objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
string
optional Interface objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NVMe target service object.
Input Name Range
is-available

Type

Description

boolean
Is Available
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

nvme-namespace-create

[top]

Create a new NVMe target namespace.
Input Name Range
application
block-size
comment

Type
string
optional

Description
Application

vdisk-blockSize in bytes of a logical block. Possible values: 512 (Data ONTAP
size
9.6 and later), 4096. The default value is 4096.
optional
string
optional

Comment
OS Type Possible values:

ostype

nvmenamespaceos

path

lun-path

"vmware" - The namespace contains VMware file system
data,
"hyper_v" - The namespace contains Windows Hyper-V file
system data,
"windows" - The namespace contains Windows file system
data,
"linux" - The namespace contains Linux file system data,
"xen" - The namespace contains Xen file system data,
"aix" - The namespace contains AIX file system data
Namespace Path

returnrecord

boolean
optional

size

size

uuid

uuid
optional

Output Name Range

If set to true, returns the NVMe target namespace on successful
creation. Default: false
Size
Namespace UUID

Type

Description

nvmenamespace- The NVMe target namespace created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_FLEXGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
EVDISK_VOLUME_UNSUPPORTED
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_LARGE
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_SMALL

nvme-namespace-delete

[top]

Delete the namespace
Input Name
destroy-application-namespace
path
skip-mapped-check

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Delete a Namespace Belonging to an Application
optional
lun-path Namespace Path
boolean
Skip Mapped Check
optional

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_NVMF_NS_IN_USE
EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED

nvme-namespace-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe target namespace objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

nvmenamespaceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

nvmenamespaceinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe target
namespace object. All NVMe target namespace objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

nvmenamespaceThe list of attributes of NVMe target namespace objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
target namespace objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

volumeerror[]
optional

List of errors encountered while retrieving namespace inventory

[0..2^321]

volumeerrors
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-namespace-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NVMe target namespace object.
Input Name Range
comment
path

Type
string

Description
Comment

lun-path Namespace Path

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_LARGE
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_SMALL

Description

nvme-namespace-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for nvme-namespace-os.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[]
Enumeration type name/value pair
optional

ostypes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-controller-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe subsystem controllers objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemcontrollerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmetargetsubsystemcontrollerinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe subsystem
controllers object. All NVMe subsystem controllers objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemThe list of attributes of NVMe subsystem controllers objects.
controllerinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
subsystem controllers objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

nvme-subsystem-create

[top]

Create a new NVMe target subsystem.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

comment

string
optional

Comment

delete-onunmap

boolean
optional

Delete on Unmap
OS Type Possible values:

ostype

nvmesubsystem-os

returnrecord

boolean
optional

subsystem

string

Output Name Range
result

"windows" - The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"aix" - The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"linux" - The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"vmware" - The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"xen" - The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host,
"hyper_v" - The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host
If set to true, returns the NVMe target subsystem on successful
creation. Default: false
Subsystem

Type

Description

nvmeThe NVMe target subsystem created (keys or the entire object if
subsystem-info
requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
E_NVMF_SERVICE_REQUIRED

nvme-subsystem-delete

[top]

Delete the subsystem
Input Name

Range

skip-host-check
skip-mapped-check
subsystem

Type

boolean
Skip Host Check
optional
boolean
Skip Mapped Namespace Check
optional
string

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

Subsystem

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_NVMF_SUBSYSTEM_IN_USE

nvme-subsystem-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe target subsystem objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmesubsysteminfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmesubsysteminfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe target
subsystem object. All NVMe target subsystem objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

nvmesubsystemThe list of attributes of NVMe target subsystem objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
target subsystem objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-host-add
Add a host to the subsystem
Input Name Range Type Description
host-nqn
subsystem

string Host NQN
string Subsystem

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

[top]

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

nvme-subsystem-host-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe subsystem hosts objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemhost-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmetargetsubsystemhost-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe subsystem
hosts object. All NVMe subsystem hosts objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

nvmetargetsubsystem- The list of attributes of NVMe subsystem hosts objects.
host-info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
subsystem hosts objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-host-remove
Remove a host from the subsystem
Input Name Range Type Description
host-nqn
subsystem
Errno

string Host NQN
string Subsystem
Description

[top]

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

nvme-subsystem-map-add

[top]

Add a namespace map
Input Name

Range

path

Description

lun-path Namespace Path

subsystem

string

Output Name

Range

namespace-uuid
nsid

Type

Subsystem

Type

Description

uuid

Namespace UUID

[0..2^32-1] integer

NSID

Errno

Description

EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
E_NVMF_NS_IN_USE
E_NVMF_LIF_REQUIRED
E_NVMF_SUBSYSTEM_MAP_LIMIT

nvme-subsystem-map-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe attached namespace objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemmap-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmetargetsubsystemmap-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe attached
namespace object. All NVMe attached namespace objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystem- The list of attributes of NVMe attached namespace objects.
map-info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
attached namespace objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-map-remove

[top]

Remove a namespace map
Input Name Range
path
subsystem

Type

Description

lun-path Namespace Path
string

Subsystem

Errno

Description

EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
E_NVMF_NS_NOT_MAPPED

nvme-subsystem-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NVMe target subsystem object.
Input Name

Range

comment
delete-on-unmap
subsystem

Type

Description

string
Comment
optional
boolean
Delete on Unmap
optional
string

Errno

Subsystem
Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

nvme-subsystem-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for nvme-subsystem-os.
Output Name Range
ostypes
Errno

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[]
Enumeration type name/value pair
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: lun-path

[top]

LUN Path
[none]

Element definition: nvme-feature

[top]

nvmf|fc-nvme|multi-path|multi-node|multi-protocol|volume-move|block-size-512|nvme-roce|nvmetcp|subsystem-vendor-uuids|namespace-resize Possible values:
"nvmf" - NVMe over Fabrics Base Feature,
"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC Transport,
"multi_path" - Multi-Path,
"multi_node" - Multi-Node,
"multi_protocol" - Multi-Protocol Vserver,
"no_node_lif_limit" - Allow More Than 2 LIFs per Node,
"volume_move" - Volume Move of Mapped Namespaces,
"block_size_512" - 512-byte Block Size Namespaces,
"large_namespace" - Large Namespaces,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE Transport,
"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP Transport,
"subsystem_vendor_uuids" - Vendor-Specific UUIDs in Subsystems,
"aix" - AIX host support,
"namespace_resize" - Namespace resize support
[none]

Element definition: nvme-interface-info
NVMe target interface configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

comment

string
optional

Comment Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fc-wwnn

string
optional

FC WWNN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fc-wwpn

string
optional

FC WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

home-node

filer-id
optional

Home Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

home-port

lif-bindable
optional

Home Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif

lif-name
optional

Logical Interface Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif-uuid

uuid
optional

LIF UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

physicalprotocol

nvme-physicalprotocol
optional

status-admin

vif-status
optional

transportaddress

string
optional

Physical Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"fibre_channel" ,
"ethernet"
Status Admin Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"up" ,
"down"
Transport Address Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Transport Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

transportprotocols

nvme-transport[]
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

vserver-uuid

uuid
optional

"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE,
"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-namespace-info
NVMe target namespace When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

anagrpid

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
ANA Group ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

application

string
optional

Application Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

applicationuuid

uuid
optional

Application UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vdisk-block- Size in bytes of a logical block. Possible values: 512 (Data ONTAP
9.6 and later), 4096. The default value is 4096. Attributes:
size
optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

block-size
comment

string
optional

Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

creationtimestamp

datetime
optional

Creation Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-read-only

boolean
optional

Is Read Only Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

filer-id
optional

Node Hosting the Namespace Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Namespace ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nsid

[0..2^321]

OS Type Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ostype

nvmenamespaceos
optional

path

lun-path
optional

qtree

"vmware" - The namespace contains VMware file system
data,
"hyper_v" - The namespace contains Windows Hyper-V file
system data,
"windows" - The namespace contains Windows file system
data,
"linux" - The namespace contains Linux file system data,
"xen" - The namespace contains Xen file system data,
"aix" - The namespace contains AIX file system data
Namespace Path Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

qtree-name
Qtree Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

restoreinaccessible

boolean
optional

Restore Inaccessible Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Size Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

size-used

size
optional

Size Used Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
State Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

state

nvmenamespacestate
optional

"online" - Namespace is administratively online,
"offline" - Namespace is adminitratively offline or the
reason is unknown,
"nvfail" - Namespace was automatically taken offline due to
NVRAM failure,
"space_error" - Namespace was automatically taken offline
due to insufficient space

subsystem

string
optional

Mapped Subsystem Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

uuid

uuid
optional

Namespace UUID Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

volume

volumename
optional

Volume Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserveruuid

uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-namespace-os

[top]

aix|linux|vmware|windows Possible values:
"vmware" - The namespace contains VMware file system data,
"hyper_v" - The namespace contains Windows Hyper-V file system data,
"windows" - The namespace contains Windows file system data,
"linux" - The namespace contains Linux file system data,
"xen" - The namespace contains Xen file system data,
"aix" - The namespace contains AIX file system data
[none]

Element definition: nvme-subsystem-info

[top]

NVMe target subsystem configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

comment

Type

Description

string
optional

Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default-ioqueue-count

[1..15]

integer
optional

Default Number of Host I/O Queue Pairs Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

default-ioqueue-depth

[16..128]

integer
optional

Default Host I/O Queue Depth Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

boolean
optional

Delete on Unmap Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

delete-onunmap

OS Type Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:

"windows" - The initiators belong to a Windows
host,
"aix" - The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"linux" - The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"vmware" - The initiators belong to a VMware ESX
host,
"xen" - The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor
host,
"hyper_v" - The initiators belong to a Hyper-V
parent host

ostype

nvmesubsystem-os
optional

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

target-nqn

string
optional

Target NQN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

uuid

uuid
optional

UUID Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver
vserver-uuid

vserver-name Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional
uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-subsystem-os

[top]

aix|linux|vmware|windows Possible values:
"windows" - The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"aix" - The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"linux" - The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"vmware" - The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"xen" - The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host,
"hyper_v" - The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host
[none]

Element definition: nvme-target-service-info
NVMe target service configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

is-available
vserver
vserver-uuid

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Is Available Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-target-subsystem-controller-info
NVMe subsystem controller When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

admin-queue-depth

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Admin Queue Depth Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Description

controller-id

[0..2^161]

integer
optional

Controller ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

host-nqn

string
optional

Host NQN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-transportaddress

string
optional

Initiator Transport Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

io-queue-count

[0..65535]

integer
optional

Number of I/O Queues Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

io-queue-depth

[0..65535]

integer[]
optional

I/O Queue Depths Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif

string
optional

Logical Interface Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif-uuid

uuid
optional

Logical Interface UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

filer-id
optional

Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

subsystem-uuid

uuid
optional

Subsystem UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

transport-protocol

vserver

nvmetransport
optional
vservername

Transport Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE,
"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-

[top]

optional
uuid
optional

vserver-uuid

modifiable
Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-target-subsystem-host-info

[top]

NVMe subsystem host When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

host-nqn

Type

Description

string
optional

Host NQN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

io-queuecount

[1..15]

integer
optional

Number of I/O Queue Pairs Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

io-queuedepth

[16..128]

integer
optional

I/O Queue Depth Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystemuuid

uuid
optional

Subsystem UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver-uuid

uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-target-subsystem-map-info
NVMe attached namespace When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

anagrpid

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
ANA Group ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

namespaceuuid

uuid
optional

Namespace UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

NSID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

path

lun-path
optional

Namespace Path Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystemuuid

uuid
optional

Subsystem UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver-uuid

uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

nsid

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info

[top]

Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second

[top]

through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vdisk-block-size

[top]

The size in bytes of a logical block. Possible values: 512, 4096.
[none]

Element definition: volume-error

[top]

The error code of a given volume.
Name Range

Type

Description
The error code of the snapshot operation for a given volume. It is returned
only when an error is found.

errno

integer
optional

name

volumeName of a volume.
name

reason

string
optional

Description of the error. It is returned only when an error is found.

vserver

string
optional

Virtual server containing the volume.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: lif-bindable
|

[top]

[none]

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: lun-path

[top]

LUN Path
[none]

Element definition: nvme-namespace-state

[top]

online|offline|nvfail|space-error Possible values:
"online" - Namespace is administratively online,
"offline" - Namespace is adminitratively offline or the reason is unknown,
"nvfail" - Namespace was automatically taken offline due to NVRAM failure,
"space_error" - Namespace was automatically taken offline due to insufficient space
[none]

Element definition: nvme-physical-protocol

[top]

fibre-channel|ethernet Possible values:
"fibre_channel" ,
"ethernet"
[none]

Element definition: nvme-transport
fc-nvme|nvme-tcp Possible values:
"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE,

[top]

"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP
[none]

Element definition: qtree-name

[top]

Qtree Name
[none]

Element definition: vif-status

[top]

up|down Possible values:
"up" ,
"down"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: options
options-get
options-get-iter
options-list-info
options-modify-iter
options-set

options-get

[top]

Get the value of a single option.
Input Name

Range Type

name

Description

string Name of the option.

Output Name Range Type

Description
Indicates the cluster-specific constraints of option.

clusterconstraint

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.

string

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none".
value

string Value of the option.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

options-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of options objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
optionattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available

optional
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
optionspecified on any number of attributes in the options object. All
info
options objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

optioninfo[] The list of attributes of options objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more options
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

options-list-info

[top]

Get a list of all options
Output Name Range
options

Type

Description

option-info[]
optional

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

options-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of options or a group of options objects.
Input Name
attributes
continue-on-

Range

Type

Description

option- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.
This input element is useful when multiple options objects match a
boolean given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next

failure

optional matching options even when modification of a previous options fails.
If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue modifying the next matching options even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching options fails, and do so until the
count
1]
optional
total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum
specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be
no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if
'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

If modifying a specific options, this input element must specify all
optionkeys. If modifying options objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of options objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of options objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true
If set to true, the API will return the list of options objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
options objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

optionsmodify- Information about options objects that were not modified due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional options objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of options objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of options objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

optionsmodifyThe options objects that were successfully updated. This element
iterwill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

options-set
Set the value of a single option. For complete list of names and values of options, please refer to

[top]

options man pages.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

name

string

Name of the option.

value

string

Value of the option.

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Cluster-specific constraint of the option.

clusterconstraint

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of
a HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.

string

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none".
string Informative message that was issued as a result of setting (or trying
optional to set) the option.

message
Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: option-info
Name

Range

Type

[top]

Description
Indicates the cluster-specific constraints of option.

clusterconstraint

string
optional

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a HA
pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.
In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none". This field is
optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
Data type of the option 'name'. Possible values are:

data-type

string
optional

"bool" - A boolean true / false value,
"integer" - A decimal integer value,
"unsigned" - A non-negative decimal integer value,
"string" - A UTF-8 character string.

defaultvalue

string Default initial value of this option. The field 'value' contains the current set
optional value and could be different from this.
string
Brief description of this option.
optional

description

string Name of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.

name

The privilege level of this option. Possible values are:
string
optional

priv-level

admin
advanced
diagnostic
test

string Value of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.

value

string
The name of the vserver to which this option belongs to.
optional

vserver

Element definition: options-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against options object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

options-key

optioninfo

The keys for the options object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: option-info
Name

Range

Type

[top]

Description
Indicates the cluster-specific constraints of option.

clusterconstraint

string
optional

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a HA
pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.
In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none". This field is
optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
Data type of the option 'name'. Possible values are:
"bool" - A boolean true / false value,

data-type

defaultvalue
description
name

string
optional

"integer" - A decimal integer value,
"unsigned" - A non-negative decimal integer value,
"string" - A UTF-8 character string.

string Default initial value of this option. The field 'value' contains the current set
optional value and could be different from this.
string
Brief description of this option.
optional
string Name of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
The privilege level of this option. Possible values are:

priv-level

value
vserver

string
optional

admin
advanced
diagnostic
test

string Value of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
string
The name of the vserver to which this option belongs to.
optional

APIs in Category: perf
perf-archive-config-get
perf-archive-configmodify
perf-archive-datastoreget-iter
perf-awa-start
perf-awa-stop
perf-object-counter-listinfo
perf-object-get-instances
perf-object-instance-listinfo-iter
perf-object-list-info
perf-object-start
perf-object-stop
perf-preset-create
perf-preset-delete
perf-preset-detail-get
perf-preset-get-iter
perf-preset-modify
perf-samples-delete
perf-samples-get-iter

The perf APIs enable monitoring of system performance. They
provide a single interface to performance data across various
subsystems in the appliance. Data are organized hierarchically,
with objects, instances, and counters. An object generally
represents a subsystem, an instance represents a single physical
or logical entity within the subsystem, and a counter is a datum
specific to the instance.
An example of the object-instance-counter hierarchy is
processor:processor0:processor_busy. Each CPU in the system is
an instance of the 'processor' object. The processor_busy counter
of the processor0 instance reports the time during which this
processor has been active since an arbitrary point in the past. A
second counter, processor_elapsed_time, reports the total time,
so the change in processor_busy divided by the change in
processor_elapsed_time over an interval can be used to compute
the average utilization of the processor. Processor_elapsed_time
is referred to as the 'base counter' of processor_busy since it is
needed to compute a useful value from processor_busy.
A typical user of these APIs will initially request a list of objects
using the perf-object-list-info call. The user may then request a
list of counters available for instances of an object by calling
perf-object-counter-list-info for each interesting object. The sets
of objects and counters are static, so these calls will not need to
be made again.
The core perf API call is perf-object-get-instances. This API
returns the names and raw counter values of instances of an
object at the time of the call. Unlike objects and counters, the set
of instances is not always fixed, and the values of counters will
vary across calls. Typically this API must be called at least twice
over some interval in order to evaluate subsystem performance
during that interval. Depending on counter properties, the user
may need to perform additional computation on the raw value in
order to correctly interpret it.
Each counter has a property which indicates how it's raw value
should be interpreted. This property is available as part of the
static counter metadata returned by a call to perf-object-counterlist-info. Possible properties are 'raw', 'rate', 'delta', 'average',
'percent', 'string', and 'no-display'. String counters report textual
information, such as volume or disk identifiers. No-display
counters are not intended for direct use, and this property is
typically assigned to base counters. The other properties are
interpreted as follows:
raw: single counter value is used
delta: change in counter value between two samples is
used
rate: delta divided by the time in seconds between samples
is used
average: delta divided by the delta of a base counter is
used
percent: 100*average is used

For 'average' and 'percent' counters, the 'base-counter' element
will be set to the name of the base counter. Some counters are
multidimensional, and for these the counter description includes
a list of labels of the counter subelements, and a 'type' element
indicating the counter is an array.
For example, again consider the processor::processor_busy
counter. The description and properties of this counter state that
it is a percentage, but a call to perf-object-get-instances will
return a raw number which must be further processed by the
user. Because the counter is a percentage, the user must note
the value of its base counter,
(processor::processor_elapsed_time) and then make a second
call to perf-object-get-instances and again note the raw value of
the counter and base counter. Suppose the user made the calls
at time T1 and later at time T2, and these raw values were
returned (the object and instance name are not shown):
(T1) processor_busy=2000000,
processor_elapsed_time=3000000
(T2) processor_busy=2400000
,processor_elapsed_time=4000000
The user must then perform the following computation to
determine processor utilization: 100*(24000002000000)/(4000000-3000000) = 40%
The perf-object-instance-list-info-iter API may be used to list the
names of current instances of an object. It does not return any
counter values.

perf-archive-config-get

[top]

Display Cluster-Wide Performance Archive Configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

archiveconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

archiveconfig- The attributes of the perf-archive-config.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-archive-config-modify

[top]

Modify Cluster-Wide Performance Archive Configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

asup-file-rotation

[1..1440]

asup-max-retention

[1..365]

integer
Days to Retain ASUP Archive Data
optional

datastore-filerotation

[1..120]

integer
Minutes Between Performance Archive Data File Rotations
optional

datastore-maxpercent

[0..100]

integer Maximum Percentage of Root Volume Used for Performance
optional Archive Data

datastore-maxretention

[1..365]

integer
Days to Retain Performance Archive Data
optional

integer
Minutes Between ASUP Data File Rotations
optional

boolean
Is the Performance Archive Enabled?
optional

is-enabled
opm-file-rotation

[1..120]

integer
Minutes Between OPM Data File Rotations
optional

perfstat-duration

[0..168]

integer
Minutes after Which Perfstat Collection Is Stopped
optional

perfstat-samplingperiod

[0..60]

Errno

integer
Minutes Between Perfstat Collections
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-archive-datastore-get-iter

[top]

API retrieves information about all the performance archive datastores in the cluster and their datafiles.
Each performance archive-enabled process in the Data ONTAP cluster will have one or more datastores
in which the archive datafiles are stored. These datastores encapsulate the archived performance data
in groupings specified by the Data ONTAP cluster's performance preset configurations.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

age-filter

perfarchiveFilters the retrieved information to only include specific datafiles.
datafileBy default, all datafiles within each datastore are retrieved.
age-filter
optional

desiredattributes

perfarchivedatastoreinfo
optional

is-partialshown

boolean
optional

Specifies whether or not to include partial datafiles. By default, all
datafiles within each datastore are retrieved.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

max-records

perf-

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

archivespecified on any number of attributes in the perf-archivedatastoredatastore object. All perf-archive-datastore objects matching this
info
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

perfarchivedatastore- The list of attributes of perf-archive-datastore objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perfarchive-datastore objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

perf-awa-start

[top]

Starting AWA
Input Name

Range

aggregate

Type

Description

aggr-name
Aggregate
optional

debug-level

integer
optional

Debug Level

flash-cache

boolean
optional

Flash Cache Node-wide Modeling

interval-length

integer
optional

Interval Length (secs)

node

string

num-intervals

integer
optional

Number of Intervals

pcache-size

integer
optional

Pseudo Cache Size (MB)

sampling-factor

integer
optional

Sampling Factor

size-limit

integer
optional

Size-limit (Mega-Blocks)

sync

boolean
optional

Perf Run Sync

working-set-size

boolean
optional

Working Set Size

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

Node Name

EINTERNALERROR

perf-awa-stop

[top]

Stoping AWA
Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggr-name
Aggregate
optional

aggregate
flash-cache

boolean
optional

node

string

Errno

Flash cache node-wide modeling
Node Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-object-counter-list-info

[top]

Get information about the counters of an object. This information is static and independent of any
particular instance of the object. It includes counter names and descriptions, as well as properties which
are necessary to to interpret counter values.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Allows selecting counters from a particular node. An example filter is
"node_name=hostname".

filterdata
This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later, as filtering by
optional node is no longer necessary. Each node contains the same set of
counter definitions, so filtering by node yields the same results as not
filtering at all.

filter-data

objectname
Output Name Range
counters

string

Name of the object to get information for.

Type

Description

counterList of counters available for instances of this object.
info[]

perf-object-get-instances

[top]

Get a list of current counter values of instances of an object. This will return the values of all specified
counters and instances of the specified object with one call.

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

List of counters whose values will be retrieved. This element can be
counter[] used to limit data collection to a specified subset of the counters of
optional instances of the object. If this element is absent, values of all
counters will be retrieved.

counters

filter-data

filter-data
Filter to apply to the performance data.
optional

instanceuuids

List of instance UUIDs for which to get counter values. This element
can be used to limit data collection to a specified subset of the
instanceinstances of the object. Either instances or instance-uuids input
uuid[]
must be provided. The API errors out if both of these inputs are
optional
provided or neither of these inputs is provided, or if more than 500
instances are requested.

instance[]
optional

instances

max

[0..499]

integer
optional

List of instance names for which to get counter values. This element
can be used to limit data collection to a specified subset of the
instances of the object.
Either instances or instance-uuids input must be provided. The API
errors out if both of these inputs are provided or neither of these
inputs is provided, or if more than 500 instances are requested.
Maximum number of instances.

objectname

string

privilegelevel

string
optional

Name of the privilege level. Possible values: "basic", "admin",
"advanced", "diag" If the element is absent, the default privilege of
the object will be used.

sample-id

string
optional

Name of the sample.

sort-key

string
optional

Counter used for sorting instances.

sort-order

string
optional

Sort order. Possible values are 'ascending' and 'descending'.

Output Name Range

Name of the object to get counter values for.

Type

Description

instanceList of instances of the object. Each element of this list
data[]

instances
timestamp

string

Timestamp in seconds since January 1, 1970.

perf-object-instance-list-info-iter

[top]

Gets the list of names and UUIDs of current instances of an object. This iterative API will return names
and UUIDs of the current instances of the specified object; the number of records returned is specified
by the max-records input element.
To retrieve all the instances of the specified object, the value of the next-tag output element should be
passed in as the value of the tag input element on the subsequent API call.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
instanceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

string
Filter to apply to instance list; see filter-data type for details.
optional

filter-data
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 1000
1]

objectname

string

instance- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the perf object. All perf
info
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

instanceinfo[] The list of attributes of perf objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perf
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Name of the object for which to get instance information.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

perf-object-list-info

[top]

Get list of performance objects in the system.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Allows selecting objects from a particular node. An example filter is
"node_name=hostname".

filter-data

Output Name Range
objects

filterdata This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later as filtering by
optional node is no longer necessary. Each node contains the same set of object
definitions, so filtering by node yields the same results as not filtering at
all.
Type

Description

objectList of performance objects.
info[]

perf-object-start
Input Name Range
counter

[top]

Type
string
optional

Description
Counter

duration

integer
optional

Sample Duration in Minutes

filter

string
optional

Filter

instance

string
optional

Instance

max

integer
optional

Tracker Size

object

string
optional

Object

preset

string
optional

Preset

sample-id

string

Sample Identifier

sample-type
Sample Type
optional

sample-type
sort-key

string
optional

sort-order

sort-order
optional

Errno

Counter Used For Sorting
Sort Order

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-object-stop

[top]

Input Name Range Type
sample-id

Description

string Sample Identifier

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-preset-create

[top]

Create a single Performance Preset configuration and all of its details
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Preset Description

expiration[5..1440]
length

integer
optional
validate

Default expiration length (in minutes) until the Performance
Preset will be automatically disabled.

is-archiveenabled

boolean
optional

Is Preset Enabled?

preset

string

comment

Preset Name

presetdetail-info[] Details of the Performance Preset
optional

presetdetail-infos

string
optional

privilege

Privilege level
Possible Values: admin, advanced, diagnostic

perf-preset-delete

[top]

Delete a Performance Preset and all of its Preset Details
Input Name Range Type Description
preset

string Preset Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-preset-detail-get

[top]

Get detailed information about a single Performance Preset configuration
Input Name

Range

preset
Output Name

Type
string

Range

Preset Name

Type
string
optional

comment

Description

Description
Preset Description

expiration- [0..2^32- integer
optional
end-date
1]

Date when the Preset will be automatically disabled, represented
as the number of seconds since January 1, 1970.

expirationlength

[5..1440]

integer
optional

Default expiration length (in minutes) until the Performance
Preset will be automatically disabled.

generation- [0..2^32id
1]

integer

Preset Generation ID

is-archiveenabled

boolean

Is Preset Archive-Enabled?

is-read-only

boolean

preset

string

Preset Name

presetdetail-infos

presetdetailinfo[]

The details of the Performance Preset configuration

privilege

string
optional

uuid

uuid

Is Preset Read-Only?

Preset Privilege Level
Possible Values: admin, advanced, diagnostic
Preset UUID

perf-preset-get-iter

[top]

Iteratively get information about Performance Presets
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
presetattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
presetspecified on any number of attributes in the perf-preset object. All
info
perf-preset objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perfoptional preset objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

presetinfo[] The list of attributes of perf-preset objects.
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

perf-preset-modify

[top]

Modify a Performance Preset
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Preset Description

integer
optional

Default Expiration Length (Minutes)

is-archive-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Preset Archive-Enabled?

new-name

string
optional

New Preset Name

preset

string

comment
expiration-length [0..1440]

privilege
Errno

Preset Name

privilege-level
Preset Privilege Level
optional
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-samples-delete
Input Name Range

[top]

Type
boolean
optional

force
sample-id

string

vserver

Description
Force Delete
Sample Identifier

vserver-name Vserver

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-samples-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of samples
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
sample- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
info
specified on any number of attributes in the perf object. All perf
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

sampleinfo[] The list of attributes of perf objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perf
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
sampleattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: archive-config-info

[top]

Performance Archive Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

asup-filerotation

[1..1440]

asup-maxretention

[1..365]

integer Days to Retain ASUP Archive Data Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

datastorefile-rotation

[1..120]

integer Minutes Between Performance Archive Data File Rotations
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

datastoremax-percent

[0..100]

integer Maximum Percentage of Root Volume Used for Performance
optional Archive Data Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

datastoremaxretention

[1..365]

integer Days to Retain Performance Archive Data Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

datastorepath

Type

Description

integer Minutes Between ASUP Data File Rotations Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

string Base Path of Performance Archive Datastore Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
enabledpreset[] Archive-Enabled Performance Preset Info
optional

enabledpresets

boolean Is the Performance Archive Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-enabled
opm-filerotation

[1..120]

integer Minutes Between OPM Data File Rotations Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

perfstatduration

[0..168]

integer Minutes after Which Perfstat Collection Is Stopped Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

perfstat-enddate
perfstatsamplingperiod
sw-imageclient
version

datetime Date Perfstat Collection Will Be Turned off Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..60]

integer Minutes Between Perfstat Collections Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable
string Software Client of Installed Image Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string

This field is deprecated in ONTAP 9.8.0 and later. Please use sw-

optional image-client instead. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: counter

[top]

Counter Name
[none]

Element definition: counter-info

[top]

Information about a single counter.
Name

aggregationstyle

Range

Type

Description

For counters that can be aggregated, this element decribes the style. If
the element is absent, no aggregation is available for this counter. Valid
values include: [ strict, permissive ]. "strict" aggregation requires all
items of a set to perform aggregation. If any item is missing, the
string
aggregation will be rejected. "permissive" aggregation is a best effort
optional
aggregation. All available items of a set will be aggregated.
Aggregation-style is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. This field
has never been used.

basecounter
desc
isdeprecated

string Name of the counter used as the denominator to calculate values of
optional counters involving averages and percentages.
string

Description of the counter

boolean
True if the counter is deprecated.
optional

is-key

boolean True if the counter is a key counter. A set of key counters for an object
optional can be used to uniquely identify instances of an object.

labels

labelinfo[] List of labels of an array type counter.
optional

name
privilegelevel

properties

replaced-by

translationinputcounter

string

Name of the counter.

string

Privilege level of the counter. Any counter with a privilege level of "diag"
is not guaranteed to work, to exist in future releases, or to remain
unchanged.
Possible values: basic, admin, advanced or diag.

Comma separated list of properties of the counter. The counter
string properties determine how raw counter values should be interpreted.
optional Possible values: raw, rate, delta, percent, string, no-display and nozero-values.
string
Replacement counter if this counter is deprecated.
optional

string
optional

Name of counter that is used as input for translation. Translation is
needed for some counters because the precise value is unknown at the
moment of sampling, and must be determined from another counter at a
later time. Note that the time frame is still within a single request and
response from the ZAPI client's point of view.
Translation-input-counter is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later.

This field does not convey necessary information for about counters. It
was previously used for diagnostic purposes, but it is no longer needed.
type

Indicator for whether counter is a scalar or array. If this element is
string
absent,the counter is a scalar.
optional
Possible values: array

unit

Unit of the counter
string
Possible values: per_sec, b_per_sec (bytes/s), kb_per_sec (Kbytes/s),
optional
mb_per_sec (Mbytes/s), percent, millisec, microsec, sec, or none

Element definition: filter-data

[top]

A string, representing filter data, in the format of key=value pairs. Multiple pairs can be specified via
comma (",") or pipe ("|") separation. The applied filter is a combination of ANDing and ORing the keyvalue pairs.
A comma indicates ANDing, a pipe indicates ORing, and the order of precedence is AND and then OR.
For example, "instance_name=volA,vserver_name=vs1|vserver_name=vs2" equates to "(instance_name=volA &&
vserver_name=vs1) | (vserver_name=vs2)". This would return instances on Vserver vs1 with name volA and all
instances on Vserver vs2.
[none]

Element definition: instance

[top]

Instance name.
[none]

Element definition: instance-data

[top]

Instance name and counter values.
Name
aggregation

Range

Type

Description

aggregationInformation related to aggregation that was done. If element is
data
absent, no aggregation was performed on this instance.
optional

counters

counterdata[]

name

string

sort-id

integer

uuid

string

List of counter values of this instance. Each element of this list
contains the value of a single counter.
Name of the instance
Sort ID of the instance
UUID of the instance

Element definition: instance-info

[top]

Information about an object's instance When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

name

string
Name of the instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

uuid

string
UUID of the instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: instance-uuid

[top]

Instance UUID.
[none]

Element definition: object-info

[top]

Description of a performance object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
Description of the object
optional

getinstancespreferredcounter

Name of the counter, either instance_name or instance_uuid, which should
be used for perf-object-get-instances ZAPI for optimal performance. If this
element is absent for an object, the value of this element defaults to
instance_name counter. This element is a performance hint for getting
string
optimal performance for the perf-object-get-instances ZAPI. If the value of
optional
this element is set to instance UUID counter of an object, using the
instance UUID counter in the perf-object-get-instances query will return
the counter information faster than using instance name counter.
Otherwise, instance_name will yield faster results.

isdeprecated

boolean
True if the object is deprecated.
optional

name

string

Name of the object

privilegelevel

string

The object privilege level. Any object with a privilege level of "diag" is not
guaranteed to work, to exist in future releases, or to remain unchanged.
Possible values: basic, admin, advanced or diag.

replacedby

string
Replacement object if this object is deprecated.
optional

Element definition: perf-archive-datafile-age-filter

[top]

The filter limits output such that all datafiles, only the newest datafile, or only the oldest datafile is
returned. Possible values:
"all" - no filter--return all datafiles,
"newest" - only return newest datafile,
"oldest" - only return oldest datafile
[none]

Element definition: perf-archive-datastore-info

[top]

Information about a single performance archive datastore in the Data ONTAP cluster. When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

datastore

string
optional

Name of the datastore. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is the datastore currently collecting data? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

node-name Name of Data ONTAP node owning the datastore. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

oldesttimestamp

datetime
optional

Timestamp of the oldest datafile in the datastore (UTC). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

path

string
optional

Path to the datastore directory on the owning node's root volume. For
example: /mroot/etc/log/stats/ccma/kernel/ Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

perfarchivedatafileinfos

perfarchivedatafileinfo[]
optional

Information about a single performance archive datafile within a
datastore.

process

string
optional

Name of Data ONTAP system process owning the datastore.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Total size of the datastore (bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: preset-detail-info

[top]

Performance Preset Detail information, including specific objects, counter sets, instance filters, and
associated sample period information for the Performance Archive.
Name

Range

counter-set

Type

Description

counter[] Counter Name Set

Preset Detail Generation ID
generation- [0..2^32- integer
As input, this field must not be specified; as output, this field is
optional
id
1]
always present.
instancefilters
object
sampleperiod

filter[]
Instance Filters
optional
string

Performance Object

Performance Archive Sample Period
As input, this field is optional; as output, this field is always present.
string
Possible Values: none, 1s, 5s, 10s, 30s, 1m, 5m, 10m, 30m, 1h, 6h,
optional
12h, 1d, 1w, config
Default: none

Element definition: preset-info

[top]

Performance Preset information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

comment

string
optional

Preset Description Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

expiration-enddate

datetime
optional

Date/Time Preset Expires Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expirationlength

[0..1440]

integer
optional

Default Expiration Length (Minutes) Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

generation-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Preset Generation ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-archiveenabled

boolean
optional

Is Preset Archive-Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-read-only

boolean
optional

Is Preset Read-Only? Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

new-name

string
optional

New Preset Name Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

preset

string
optional

Preset Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

privilege
uuid

privilegePreset Privilege Level Attributes: optional-for-create,
level
modifiable
optional
uuid
optional

Preset UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: privilege-level

[top]

Level of Privilege
[none]

Element definition: sample-info

[top]

Sample Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string[]
optional

List of Counters Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Sample Duration in Minutes Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

errordescription

string
optional

Error in Sample Collection Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

filter

string
optional

Filter Data Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

instance

string[]
optional

List of Instances Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum Number of Instances Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string[]
optional

List of Objects Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

counter
duration

max
object
privilege
sample-id

[0..2^321]

[0..2^321]

privilegePrivilege Level Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
level
optional
string
optional

Sample Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Sample Collection Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

samplestatus

samplestatus
optional

sample-

"ready" ,
"processing" ,
"error" ,
"deleting"
Sample Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

sample-type

type
optional
string
optional

sort-key

sort-order
optional

sort-order

"user" ,
"system"
Counter Used For Sorting Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Sort Order Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ascending" - Ascending,
"descending" - Descending

start-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

Sample Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

stop-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

Sample Stop Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: sample-type

[top]

User|System Possible values:
"user" ,
"system"
[none]

Element definition: sort-order

[top]

ascending|descending Possible values:
"ascending" - Ascending,
"descending" - Descending
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: aggregation-data

[top]

Information related to aggregation that was done.
Name

Range

Type

Description

constituent- [0..2^32- integer
Number of constituents used to aggregate this instance.
count
1]
optional
Each counter for an instance can be part of an aggregation set. Each
counter can either have a strict or permissive aggregation. (Basically
whether an aggregation with missing data samples in the aggregation
set can be considered valid.)
Possible values: "complete_aggregation", "partial_aggregation"

result

If aggregation is 'strict', and we have all of the data samples,
we return: complete_aggregation
If aggregation is 'strict' and we DON'T have all of the data
samples, we return: partial_aggregation
If aggregation is 'strict' and we only have one instance (such as
a flex vole) we return: complete_aggregation
If aggregation is 'permissive', we always return:
complete_aggregation (since the results are always valid)

string
optional

NOTE: Since a given node DOES NOT have enough information to
determine all of the members of the set, we have to assume if we
can't contact a given node/process that may contain a piece to be
aggregated, the aggregation is incomplete. (For example, if we're
trying to aggregate 'volume' stats, and we can't contact the local
dblade or a remote node, we'll mark it as incomplete.)

Element definition: counter

[top]

Counter Name
[none]

Element definition: counter-data

[top]

Value of a single counter of an instance of an object at the time of the call.
Name Range Type

Description

name

string Name of the counter

value

Value of the counter. If the counter type is array, this is a comma separated list of
values. The counter properties and units must be known in order to interpret this
string
value. Refer to the perf API discussion for details on how raw counter values are
interpreted.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: enabled-preset

[top]

Archive-Enabled Performance Preset Info
Name Range
preset

Type

Description

string
Enabled Performance Preset Names Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: filter

[top]

Instance filter specified as a comma-seperated list of "counter=value" pairs.
[none]

Element definition: label-info

[top]

Comma separated list of labels of an array type counter.
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: perf-archive-datafile-info

[top]

Information about a single performance archive datafile within a datastore.
Name

Range

Type

duration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Length of time between the first and last record stored in the
datafile (ms). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filename[] Names of the individual files which comprise the datafile.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

filenames
[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Internal quota management index of the datafile. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

maxperiod

perfarchivesampleperiod
optional

Longest performance archive sample period stored in the datafile-all shorter periods will also be in the datafile. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Size of the datafile (bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

index

state

ccmadatafilestate
optional

timestamp

datetime
optional

State of the datafile. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"partial" - datafile is incomplete,
"unlocked" - datafile is complete but may be deleted,
"locked" - datafile is complete and protected from deletion
Timestamp of when the datafile was written to disk (UTC).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: privilege-level

[top]

Level of Privilege
[none]

Element definition: sample-status
Ready|Processing|Error|Deleting Possible values:
"ready" ,
"processing" ,
"error" ,
"deleting"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: ccma-datafile-state

[top]

Performance Archive Datafile State Possible values:
"partial" - datafile is incomplete,
"unlocked" - datafile is complete but may be deleted,
"locked" - datafile is complete and protected from deletion
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filename

[top]

File Name (including extension)
[none]

Element definition: perf-archive-sample-period
The performance archive sample period is the amount of time between data samples in the performance
archive.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: platform-cap
This interface is used to access information about the Controllers
capabilities in the system.

platform-cap-get-iter

platform-cap-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Platform Capability Support objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
platformspecified on any number of attributes in the Platform Capability
cap-info
Support object. All Platform Capability Support objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

platformcapThe list of attributes of Platform Capability Support objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Platform
optional Capability Support objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
platformattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
cap-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: platform-cap-info
Platform Capability Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

capability-id [0..2^32-1]
name
node
supported

Type

Description

integer
optional

Capability ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Capability Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

Supported? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

APIs in Category: portset
Portsets are associated with igroups. If an igroup is not
associated with a portset then an initiator that belongs to that
igroup can see its target luns on all ports. If a portset is bound to
an igroup then the initiator that belongs to that igroup can only
see its target luns on the ports that belong to the portset.

portset-add
portset-create
portset-destroy
portset-get-iter
portset-list-info
portset-remove

portset-add

[top]

Add a port to an existing portset
Input Name Range Type
portsetname

portsetport-name

Description

string Name of portset.
This is the name of the port that is to be added to the portset. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, it can be input in two styles. The filername:slotletter format
will add the port from a specific filer. For example: "buxton:4a" The
string
slotletter format will add the port from both the local and partner filers. For
example: "4a" In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the port name is the name of
either an FCP data lif or an iSCSI target portal group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_HAS_PORT
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_MANY_PORTS
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PARTNER_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_BOTH_INVALID_PORT_NAMES
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_WRONG_TYPE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

portset-create

[top]

Create a portset
Input Name Range Type
portsetname
portset-

Description

string Name of the portset to create.
string

Protocols accepted for this portset. Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi", "mixed".

type

"iscsi" and "mixed" are available in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode only.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_ALREADY_EXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_IC_DOWN
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_PORT
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_WRONG_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PARTNER_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_BOTH_INVALID_PORT_NAMES
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
E_SAN_NOT_READY

portset-destroy

[top]

Destroys an existing portset. By default a set cannot be destroyed if there are existing igroup associated
with that portset.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

If 'false' or not specified, the request will fail if there are any igroups
boolean bound to this portset. If 'true', forcibly destroy the portset, even if there
optional are existing igroup bindings. Best practice is to unbind all the associated
igroups before destroying the igroup.

force
portsetname

string

Name of the portset to destroy.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_GROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_CANT_DESTROY_BOUND_PORTSET
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
E_SAN_NOT_READY

portset-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of portset objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
portsetattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
portsetspecified on any number of attributes in the portset object. All
info
portset objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be

optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

portsetinfo[] The list of attributes of portset objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more portset
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

portset-list-info

[top]

Get information for portset(s).
Input Name Range
portsetname

Description

string Name of portset. If specified, only information for that set is returned. If
optional not specified, information for all portsets are returned.

Output Name Range
portset-sets

Type

Type

Description

portsetList of portsets.
info[]

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_GROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS

portset-remove

[top]

Removes a port from a portset.
Input Name Range Type
portsetname

portsetport-name

Description

string Name of the portset.
This is the name of the port that is to be removed from the portset. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, it can be input in two styles. The filername:slotletter format
will remove the port from a specific filer. For example: "buxton:4a" The
string
slotletter format will remove the port from both the local and partner filers.
For example: "4a" In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the port name is the name
of either an FCP data lif or an iSCSI target portal group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_GROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_PORT
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_ALREADY_BOUND
E_SAN_NOT_READY

Element definition: portset-info

[top]

Information about a portset.
Name

Range

Description

initiatorInformation about the initiator group(s) that are bound to the
group-name[]
portset.
optional

initiatorgroup-info
portsetname

string

Name of this portset.

portset-portInformation about the ports belonging to the set.
name[]
optional

portsetport-info
portsetport-total

Type

[0..1024]

integer

portset-type

string

portset-uuid

uuid
optional

vserver

string

Total number of ports in the portset.
Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi", "mixed".
The Universally Unique Identifier of the portset. This field is
available in Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and later.
Vserver containing this portset.

Element definition: initiator-group-name

[top]

The name of an initiator group
[none]

Element definition: portset-port-name
String representing a member of a portset. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the port name is of the format
"filer:slotletter" or "slotletter". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the port name is the name of an FCP data
lif or iSCSI target portal group.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: qos
cache-policy-get
cache-policy-get-iter
cache-policy-modify
cache-policy-modify-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-create
qos-adaptive-policygroup-delete
qos-adaptive-policygroup-delete-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-get
qos-adaptive-policygroup-get-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-modify
qos-adaptive-policygroup-modify-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-rename
qos-policy-group-create
qos-policy-group-delete
qos-policy-group-deleteiter
qos-policy-group-get
qos-policy-group-get-iter
qos-policy-group-modify
qos-policy-group-modifyiter
qos-policy-group-rename
qos-settings-read-aheadcreate
qos-settings-read-aheaddestroy
qos-settings-read-aheaddestroy-iter
qos-settings-read-aheadget
qos-settings-read-aheadget-iter
qos-settings-read-aheadmodify
qos-settings-read-aheadmodify-iter
qos-workload-delete
qos-workload-delete-iter
qos-workload-get
qos-workload-get-iter
qos-workload-modify
qos-workload-modify-iter
qos-workload-policy-

These APIs enable management of Quality of Service (QoS)
workloads and policy groups. QoS allows users to use a policy
group to control a set of storage objects known as workloads LUNs, volumes, files, or Vservers. Policy groups define
measurable service level objectives (SLOs) that apply to the
storage objects with which the policy group is associated. A
typical user of these APIs will first create a policy group with the
qos-policy-group-create API. The caller must specify a unique
name for the new policy group. The UUID of the newly create
policy group is returned by this API, and should be used to
identify the policy group in all subsequent operations. After a
policy group is created, one can use a storage object API to apply
the policy group to the storage object. For example, the vservercreate API or the vserver-modify API can be used to apply the
policy group to the Vserver when the qos-policy-group parameter
is given.

count-get

cache-policy-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an Cache policy.
Input Name Range
cache-policyname

Type
string

Description
Name of the QoS Cache policy

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cacheThe attributes of the qos-settings-cache.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cache-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of available Cache policies.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cachespecified on any number of attributes in the qos-settings-cache
info
object. All qos-settings-cache objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Description

cacheinfo[] The list of attributes of qos-settings-cache objects.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional settings-cache objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cache-policy-modify

[top]

Modify an existing Cache policy. Only default field in the row is modifiable
Input Name Range
cachepolicyname

Type
string

Description
Name of the QoS Cache policy

boolean Identifies the default Cache policy. If this field is true then QoS workloads
optional with the special value 'default' in the cache field will use this cache policy.

is-default
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cache-policy-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple Cache settings
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

attributes

cache- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.

continue-onfailure

This input element is useful when multiple qos-settings-cache
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching qos-settings-cache even when
optional
modification of a previous qos-settings-cache fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching qos-settings-cache even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the modification of a previous matching qos-settings-cache fails, and
optional
count
1]
do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
If modifying a specific qos-settings-cache, this input element must
cachespecify all keys. If modifying qos-settings-cache objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-cache

returnfailure-list

boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-settings-cache objects not modified will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-cache
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-settings-cache objects modified will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

cachepolicyInformation about qos-settings-cache objects that were not modified
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-settings-cache objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-settings-cache objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-settings-cache objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

cachepolicyThe qos-settings-cache objects that were successfully updated. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-adaptive-policy-group-create

[top]

Create an adaptive policy group. A unique name must be provided for the new adaptive policy group. A
QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage
object with which the adaptive policy group is associated.
Input Name Range

absolutemin-iops

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which
is used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value.
The default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >=
qos-tput
6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >=
optional
2048/TB and expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops =
500; if expected-iops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then
absolute-min-iops = 75.
Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of
IOPS and block-size. Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tput- Expected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity allocated based on the storage object allocated size.

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation
policy. The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space.
When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the size of the storage object.
qosexpected- When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the
iopsallocation storage object taking into account storage efficiencies. The default
optional value is allocated-space. Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

peak-iops

peak-iopsallocation

Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
qos-tputbased on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
capacity
size.
Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peakqospeak- iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated
based on the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into
iopsallocation account storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space. Possible
optional values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

policy-group

string

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
'_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)
or '-'.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the qos-adaptive-policy-group on successful
optional creation. Default: false

vserver

vserverThe Data Vserver to which the adaptive policy group belongs.
name

Output Name Range

result

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicy- The qos-adaptive-policy-group created (keys or the entire object if
group- requested)
info
optional

Errno
E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_NON_DATA_VSERVER_FOR_FLEX_PROHIBITED

Description

qos-adaptive-policy-group-delete

[top]

Delete single adaptive policy group. The default adaptive policy group may not be deleted. An error will
be returned if the policy group is attached to any workloads unless 'force' is set to true.
Input Name Range
force
policygroup

Type

Description

Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated with the
boolean
adaptive policy group along with the adaptive policy group. The default is
optional
'false'.
string

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must be
unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and
must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-adaptive-policy-group-delete-iter

[top]

Delete multiple policy groups
Input Name
continue-onfailure

force

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple qos-adaptive-policygroup objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will
boolean
continue with the next matching qos-adaptive-policy-group even
optional
when the operation fails for the qos-adaptive-policy-group. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated
boolean
with the adaptive policy group along with the adaptive policy
optional
group. The default is 'false'.

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching qos-adaptive-policy-group
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer even when the operation on a previous matching qos-adaptiveoptional policy-group fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed
count
1]
to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

query

return-

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]
qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo

If operating on a specific qos-adaptive-policy-group, this input
element must specify all keys. If operating on qos-adaptive-policygroup objects based on query, this input element must specify a
query.

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some

failure-list

optional error. If set to false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects
not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects operated on
will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicyInformation about qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were not
groupoperated on due to some error. This element will be returned only
deleteif input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional matching qos-adaptive-policy-group objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully processed.

success-list

qosadaptivepolicyThe qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were successfully
groupprocessed. This element will be returned only if input element
delete'return-success-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-adaptive-policy-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an adaptive policy group.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

policy-group

Type
qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo
optional
string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
'_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)

or '-'.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicy- The attributes of the qos-adaptive-policy-group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-adaptive-policy-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of adaptive policy groups.
Input Name

Range

qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-adaptive-policygroup object. All qos-adaptive-policy-group objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicyThe list of attributes of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects.
groupinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional adaptive-policy-group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

qos-adaptive-policy-group-modify

[top]

Modify an adaptive policy group.
Input Name Range

absolutemin-iops

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which is
used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value. The
default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >= 6144/TB,
qos-tput
then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >= 2048/TB and
optional
expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 500; if expectediops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then absolute-min-iops =
75.
Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then control
is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then control is
by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of IOPS and
block-size. Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tputExpected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity
allocated based on the storage object allocated size.
optional

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation policy.
The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the expectediops is calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the
qosexpected- expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the expected-iops
is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the storage object
iopsallocation taking into account storage efficiencies. The default value is allocatedoptional space. Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

peak-iops

qos-tput- Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
capacity based on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
optional size.

peak-iopsallocation

Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
qoscalculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peak-iopspeak- allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated based
iopson the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into account
allocation storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space. Possible values:
optional
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

policy-

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and

string

group

Errno

'_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or
'-'.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-adaptive-policy-group-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple adaptive policy groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptiveSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
policyelement.
groupinfo

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple qos-adaptive-policygroup objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will
boolean continue modifying the next matching qos-adaptive-policy-group
optional even when modification of a previous qos-adaptive-policy-group
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching qos-adaptivemax-failure- [1..2^32- integer policy-group even when the modification of a previous matching
optional qos-adaptive-policy-group fails, and do so until the total number of
count
1]
objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set
to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo

query

If modifying a specific qos-adaptive-policy-group, this input
element must specify all keys. If modifying qos-adaptive-policygroup objects based on query, this input element must specify a
query.

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some
optional error. If set to false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects
not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to
optional false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects modified will not
be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicyInformation about qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were not
groupmodified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
modifyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional matching qos-adaptive-policy-group objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
optional query, but were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully updated.
qosadaptivepolicyThe qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were successfully
groupupdated. This element will be returned only if input element
modify'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-adaptive-policy-group-rename

[top]

Rename a QoS adaptive policy group
Input Name Range Type
new-name
policygroupname

Description

string New adaptive policy group name
Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must be
string unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and
must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_PG_ALREADY_EXISTS

qos-policy-group-create

[top]

Create a policy group. A unique name must be provided for the new policy group. A QoS Policy group
defines measurable Service Level Objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage object with which the
policy group is associated.
Input Name Range
is-shared

Type

Description

boolean
Policy group shared state. Default: true.
optional

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s,
and the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are caseinsensitive, and the units are base ten. There should be no space
qos- between the number and the units. The default value for maxtput
throughput is infinity. The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved keywords,
optional 'none' and 'INF', are available for the situation that requires removal of
a value, and the situation that needs to specify the maximum available
value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s,
500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid specification of combination
of iops and throughput are 100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops.

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s.
The values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base
ten. There should be no space between the number and the units. The
qosdefault value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One
tput
reserved keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires
optional
removal of a value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s,
10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid specification
of combination of iops and throughput are 100iops,400KB/s, and
800KB/s,800iops.

policy-group

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

string

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the qos-policy-group on successful creation.
optional Default: false

vserver

vserverThe Data Vserver to which the policy group belongs.
name

Output Name Range

result

Type

Description

qospolicygroup- The qos-policy-group created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

Errno

Description

E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_NON_DATA_VSERVER_FOR_FLEX_PROHIBITED

qos-policy-group-delete

[top]

Delete single policy group. The default policy group may not be deleted. An error will be returned if the
policy group is attached to any workloads unless 'force' is set to true. Only user defined policy groups
may be deleted.
Input Name Range
force
policygroup

Type

Description

boolean Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated with the
optional policy group along with the policy group. The default is 'false'.
string

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start with
an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-policy-group-delete-iter

[top]

Delete multiple policy groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

This input element is useful when multiple qos-policy-group objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching qos-policy-group even when the operation fails for
optional
the qos-policy-group. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

force

boolean Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated with
optional the policy group along with the policy group. The default is 'false'.

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching qos-policy-group even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching qos-policy-group fails, and do so
optional
count
1]
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of qos-policy-group objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]

query

qosIf operating on a specific qos-policy-group, this input element must
policyspecify all keys. If operating on qos-policy-group objects based on
groupquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of qos-policy-group objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of qos-policy-group objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

qospolicygroup- Information about qos-policy-group objects that were not operated
delete- on due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-policy-group objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
qospolicygroup- The qos-policy-group objects that were successfully processed. This
delete- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-policy-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a policy group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

qospolicygroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

policy-group

string

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

qospolicyThe attributes of the qos-policy-group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-policy-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of policy groups.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

qosSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
policyattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
grouppresent, only the desired attributes for which information is available

info
will be returned.
optional
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
qospolicygroupinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qospolicygroup- The list of attributes of qos-policy-group objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional policy-group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-policy-group object.
All qos-policy-group objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-policy-group-modify

[top]

Modify an existing policy group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s, and
the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are case-insensitive,
and the units are base ten. There should be no space between the
qos- number and the units. The default value for max-throughput is infinity.
tput The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved keywords, 'none' and 'INF', are
optional available for the situation that requires removal of a value, and the
situation that needs to specify the maximum available value. Examples of
valid specifications are: 100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops.
Examples of valid specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops.

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s. The
values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base ten.
qos- There should be no space between the number and the units. The default
tput value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One reserved
optional keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires removal of a
value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s,
500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid specification of combination
of iops and throughput are 100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops.
Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are

policygroup

restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start with
an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

string

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-policy-group-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple policy groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

qospolicy- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
group- element.
info

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple qos-policy-group objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying
boolean
the next matching qos-policy-group even when modification of a
optional
previous qos-policy-group fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching qos-policy-group even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the modification of a previous matching qos-policy-group fails, and
optional
count
1]
do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
qosIf modifying a specific qos-policy-group, this input element must
policyspecify all keys. If modifying qos-policy-group objects based on
groupquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-policy-group objects not modified will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
qos-policy-group objects modified will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

qospolicygroup- Information about qos-policy-group objects that were not modified
modify- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.

info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-policy-group objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
qospolicygroup- The qos-policy-group objects that were successfully updated. This
modify- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-policy-group-rename

[top]

Rename a QoS Policy Group
Input Name Range Type
new-name
policygroupname

Description

string New Policy Group Name
Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
string restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start with
an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_PG_ALREADY_EXISTS

qos-settings-read-ahead-create

[top]

Create a new read-ahead setting. A unique name must be provided for the new read-ahead setting. If
the 'default' field is set to true, these become the default read-ahead settings for settings that don't
otherwise name read-ahead settings. Unless creating a new default, creating read-ahead settings
should usually be assigned to an existing QoS setting.
Input Name

Range

Type

align-blocks

[8..256]

integer
optional

Block alignment

boolean
optional

Specifies whether this is the default readahead
setting

integer
optional

Disk response time factor

default
disk-responsefactor
disk-response-

[1..10]
[0..100]

integer

Description

Weight for disk response time aging (%)

weight

optional
integer
optional

Number of IO operations cautiously predicted

force-dump

boolean
optional

Force DUMP-style readahead

force-full

boolean
optional

Force full-file readahead

force-none

boolean
optional

Disable readahead

early-count

[0..1024]

interarrivalweight

[0..100]

integer
optional

Weight for interarrival time aging (%)

jitter

[0..100]

integer
optional

Threshold for detecting jitter (%)

max-blocks

[64..1024]

integer
optional

Maximum blocks to speculate

max-deadline [100000..5000000]

integer
optional

Maximum deadline Offset (ms)

max-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

integer
optional

Maximum disk response time (ms)

max-gap

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Maximum speculative blocks outstanding

max-range

[1024..40960]

integer
optional

Maximum range used when aging streams
(Blocks)

max-retiretime

[10000..10000000]

integer
optional

Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)

metadatablocks

[0..2048]

integer
optional

Minimum blocks for which metadata is
predicted

min-blocks

[64..1024]

integer
optional

Minimum blocks to speculate

min-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

integer
optional

Minimum disk response time (ms)

min-filehistogram

[8192..33554432]

integer
optional

Minimum filesize for Histogram-based
predictions (blocks)

min-range

[1024..40960]

integer
optional

Minimum range used when aging streams
(Blocks)

integer
optional

Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)

integer
optional

Allowable overshoot (%)

min-retire-time [10000..10000000]
overshoot

[0..500]

Readahead setting class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

read-aheadclass

qos-class
optional

read-aheadsetting-name

string

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the qos-settings-readahead on successful creation. Default: false

integer
optional

Maximum blocks for small-file handling

smallfileblocks

[0..128]

boolean

Name of QoS Readahead Setting.

use-async

optional

Use asynchronous speculation

use-feedback

boolean
optional

Provide cache-miss feedback

use-histogram

boolean
optional

Use Histogram-based predictions

use-timing

boolean
optional

Use timing algorithms

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qos-settingsThe qos-settings-read-ahead created (keys or
read-ahead-info
the entire object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-destroy

[top]

Destroy single read-ahead setting. The default setting may not be destroyed. The setting may not be
attached to any workloads. Only user defined settings may be destroyed.
Input Name

Range Type

read-ahead-setting-name
Errno

Description

string Name of QoS Readahead Setting.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-destroy-iter

[top]

Destroy multiple read-ahead settings.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple qos-settings-read-ahead
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching qos-settings-read-ahead even when the
optional
deletion of a previous qos-settings-read-ahead fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching qos-settings-read-ahead even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the deletion of a previous matching qos-settings-read-ahead
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
count
1]
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects to delete
1]
optional in this call. Default: 20
qossettings- If deleting a specific qos-settings-read-ahead, this input element
read- must specify all keys. If deleting multiple qos-settings-read-ahead
ahead- objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects deleted will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsreadInformation about qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were not
aheaddeleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-settings-read-ahead objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
optional query, but were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno

qossettingsreadThe qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were successfully deleted.
aheadThis element will be returned only if input element 'return-successdestroylist' is true
iterinfo[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a read-ahead setting.
Input Name Range

Type
qos-

Description

settingsreadaheadinfo
optional

desiredattributes

read-aheadsetting-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Name of QoS Readahead Setting.
Description

qossettingsread- The attributes of the qos-settings-read-ahead.
aheadinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of read-ahead settings.
Input Name

Range

qossettingsreadaheadinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
qossettingsreadaheadinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-settings-readahead object. All qos-settings-read-ahead objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsreadThe list of attributes of qos-settings-read-ahead objects.
aheadinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional settings-read-ahead objects to return.

next-tag
[0..2^32-

num-records

integer The number of records returned in this call.

1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-modify

[top]

Modify an existing read-ahead setting.
Input Name

Range

align-blocks

[8..256]

Type

Description

integer
Block alignment
optional
boolean Specifies whether this is the default readahead
optional setting

default
disk-response-factor

[1..10]

disk-response-weight

[0..100]

early-count

[0..1024]

integer
Disk response time factor
optional
integer
Weight for disk response time aging (%)
optional
integer
Number of IO operations cautiously predicted
optional
boolean
Force DUMP-style readahead
optional

force-dump

boolean
Force full-file readahead
optional

force-full

boolean
Disable readahead
optional

force-none
interarrival-weight

[0..100]

integer
Weight for interarrival time aging (%)
optional

jitter

[0..100]

integer
Threshold for detecting jitter (%)
optional

max-blocks

[64..1024]

max-deadline

[100000..5000000]

max-disk-responsetime

[100..50000]

max-gap

[512..4096]

max-range

[1024..40960]

max-retire-time

[10000..10000000]

metadata-blocks

[0..2048]

min-blocks

[64..1024]

min-disk-responsetime

[100..50000]

min-file-histogram

[8192..33554432]

integer
Maximum blocks to speculate
optional
integer
Maximum deadline Offset (ms)
optional
integer
Maximum disk response time (ms)
optional
integer
Maximum speculative blocks outstanding
optional
integer Maximum range used when aging streams
optional (Blocks)
integer
Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional
integer Minimum blocks for which metadata is
optional predicted
integer
Minimum blocks to speculate
optional
integer
Minimum disk response time (ms)
optional
integer Minimum filesize for Histogram-based
optional predictions (blocks)

min-range

[1024..40960]

min-retire-time

[10000..10000000]

overshoot

[0..500]

read-ahead-settingname
smallfile-blocks

integer
Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional
integer
Allowable overshoot (%)
optional
string

[0..128]

Name of QoS Readahead Setting.

integer
Maximum blocks for small-file handling
optional
boolean
Use asynchronous speculation
optional

use-async

boolean
Provide cache-miss feedback
optional

use-feedback

boolean
Use Histogram-based predictions
optional

use-histogram

boolean
Use timing algorithms
optional

use-timing
Errno

integer Minimum range used when aging streams
optional (Blocks)

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple read-ahead settings
Input Name

attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
readelement.
aheadinfo
This input element is useful when multiple qos-settings-read-ahead
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching qos-settings-read-ahead even when
optional
modification of a previous qos-settings-read-ahead fails. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching qos-settingsmax-failure- [1..2^32- integer read-ahead even when the modification of a previous matching qosoptional settings-read-ahead fails, and do so until the total number of
count
1]
objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set
to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
qossettings- If modifying a specific qos-settings-read-ahead, this input element

query

read- must specify all keys. If modifying qos-settings-read-ahead objects
ahead- based on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects not modified
will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsreadInformation about qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were not
aheadmodified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
modifyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-settings-read-ahead objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
optional query, but were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully updated.
qossettingsreadThe qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were successfully
aheadupdated. This element will be returned only if input element 'returnmodifysuccess-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-delete

[top]

Delete a single workload. Only user defined workloads may be deleted.
Input Name

Range Type

workload-name
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string User visible name of QoS workload.
Description

EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

qos-workload-delete-iter

[top]

Delete multiple workloads. Only user defined workloads may be deleted.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple qos-workload objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting
the next matching qos-workload even when the deletion of a
previous qos-workload fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching qos-workload even when
the deletion of a previous matching qos-workload fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

continue-onfailure

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of qos-workload objects to delete in this
call. Default: 20

qosIf deleting a specific qos-workload, this input element must specify
workload- all keys. If deleting multiple qos-workload objects based on query,
info
this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to
false, the list of qos-workload objects not deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of
qos-workload objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

qosworkload- Information about qos-workload objects that were not deleted due
delete- to some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching qos-workload objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of qos-workload objects that matched the query, but were
not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of qos-workload objects that matched the query and
were successfully deleted.

qosworkload- The qos-workload objects that were successfully deleted. This

success-list

delete- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list'
iter-info[] is true
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a workload.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

qosworkloadinfo
optional

workloadname

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
User visible name of QoS workload.

Type

Description

qosworkload- The attributes of the qos-workload.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of workloads.
Input Name

Range

qosworkloadinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

qosworkloadinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-workload object.
All qos-workload objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

qosworkloadThe list of attributes of qos-workload objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosworkload objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-modify

[top]

Modify an existing workload. This may be used to rename the workload, modify the workload's ID, its
class, or its category.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Name for a read-ahead tunable policy.
optional

read-ahead
workload-name

string

User visible name of QoS workload.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

qos-workload-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple workloads
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

qosSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
workloadelement.
info
boolean
optional

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

This input element is useful when multiple qos-workload objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying
the next matching qos-workload even when modification of a
previous qos-workload fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching qos-workload
even when the modification of a previous matching qos-workload
fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum

or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to
true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

qosIf modifying a specific qos-workload, this input element must
workload- specify all keys. If modifying qos-workload objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to
false, the list of qos-workload objects not modified will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list
of qos-workload objects modified will not be returned. Default:
true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

qosworkload- Information about qos-workload objects that were not modified
modify- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[] element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching qos-workload objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of qos-workload objects that matched the query, but were
not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of qos-workload objects that matched the query and
were successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

qosworkload- The qos-workload objects that were successfully updated. This
modify- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list'
iter-info[] is true
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-policy-count-get

[top]

Get the cluster-wide QoS policy-group and workload count.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
qosworkloadpolicycount-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

qosworkloadThe attributes of the qos-workload-policy-count.
policycount-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: cache-info

[top]

QoS cache policy typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Cache Policy Class Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:

cache-class

cache-policyname
is-default

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of the QoS Cache policy Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
Identifies the default Cache policy. If this field is true then QoS
boolean
workloads with the special value 'default' in the cache field will use this
optional
cache policy. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

is-lopri-data

boolean
Cache Lopri Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-meta-data

boolean
Cache Metadata Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-normaldata
israndomwritedata
isreadaheaddata

boolean
Cache Normal Data Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Cache Random Write Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Cache Readahead Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cache-policy-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-settings-cache
object.
Name

Range

error-code

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
qos-settingscache-key

cache- The keys for the qos-settings-cache object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against qos-adaptive-policy-group
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

qos-adaptivepolicy-group-key

qos-adaptivepolicy-group-info

The keys for the qos-adaptive-policy-group object
to which the operation applies.

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-info
Information about a QoS adaptive policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

absolutemin-iops

Range

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which
is used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value.
The default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >=
qos-tput
6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >=
optional
2048/TB and expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops =
500; if expected-iops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then
absolute-min-iops = 75. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[top]

Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of
IOPS and block-size. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tput- Expected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity allocated based on the storage object allocated size. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation
policy. The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space.
When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the size of the storage object.
qosWhen the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the
expected- expected-iops is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the
iopsstorage object taking into account storage efficiencies. The default
allocation value is allocated-space. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this adaptive policy group. Attributes:
workloads
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
peak-iops

peakiopsallocation

qos-tput- Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
capacity based on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
optional size. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peakqospeak- iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated
based on the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into
iopsallocation account storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

pgid

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the adaptive policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

policygroup

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
string
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
optional '_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)
or '-'. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

uuid

Universally unique identifier for the adaptive policy group. Attributes:
uuid
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverThe Data Vserver to which the adaptive policy group belongs.
name
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-adaptive-policygroup object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

error-message
qos-adaptivepolicy-group-key

qos-adaptive- The keys for the qos-adaptive-policy-group object to
policy-group-info which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: qos-block-size

[top]

ANY|4K|8K|16K|32K|64K|128K Possible values:
"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"
[none]

Element definition: qos-class

[top]

QoS Configuration Class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"
[none]

Element definition: qos-expected-iops-allocation

[top]

used-space|allocated-space Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-peak-iops-allocation

[top]

used-space|allocated-space Possible values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-policy-group-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against qos-policy-group object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

qos-policygroup-key

qos-policygroup-info

The keys for the qos-policy-group object to which the
operation applies.

Element definition: qos-policy-group-info

[top]

Information about a QoS policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-autogenerated

boolean Indicates whether the policy group was automatically generated by
optional ONTAP. Default: false. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-shared

boolean Policy group shared state. Default: true. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s,
and the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are caseinsensitive, and the units are base ten. There should be no space
between the number and the units. The default value for maxqos- throughput is infinity. The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved
tput
keywords, 'none' and 'INF', are available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value, and the situation that needs to specify the
maximum available value. Examples of valid specifications are:
100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s.
The values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base
ten. There should be no space between the number and the units. The
qos- default value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One
tput
reserved keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s,
10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
workloads
1]
pgid

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

policygroup

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
string restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
optional with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Class for the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

policygroupclass

uuid
vserver

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

Universally unique identifier for the QoS policy group. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
vserverThe Data Vserver to which the policy group belongs. Attributes:
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-policy-group-modify-iter-info
Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-policy-group object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

[top]

error-message

string
optional

qos-policygroup-key

qos-policygroup-info

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.
The keys for the qos-policy-group object to which the
modify operation applies.

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against qos-settings-readahead object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an
error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
qos-settings-readahead-key

Description

qos-settings-read- The keys for the qos-settings-read-ahead object to
ahead-info
which the deletion applies.

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-info

[top]

QoS read-ahead setting typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
align-blocks

Range
[8..256]

Description

boolean Specifies whether this is the default readahead setting
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default
disk-responsefactor

[1..10]

disk-responseweight

[0..100]

early-count

[0..1024]

force-dump

Type

integer Block alignment Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

integer Disk response time factor Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Weight for disk response time aging (%) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Number of IO operations cautiously predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Force DUMP-style readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-full

boolean Force full-file readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-none

boolean Disable readahead Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

interarrival-

integer Weight for interarrival time aging (%) Attributes:

weight

[0..100]

optional optional-for-create, modifiable

jitter

[0..100]

integer Threshold for detecting jitter (%) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

max-blocks

[64..1024]

integer Maximum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

max-deadline

[100000..5000000]

max-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

max-gap

[512..4096]

integer Maximum speculative blocks outstanding Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

max-range

[1024..40960]

integer Maximum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-retire-time [10000..10000000]

integer Maximum deadline Offset (ms) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable
integer Maximum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

metadatablocks

[0..2048]

min-blocks

[64..1024]

min-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

min-filehistogram

[8192..33554432]

integer Minimum filesize for Histogram-based predictions
optional (blocks) Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-range

[1024..40960]

integer Minimum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-retire-time [10000..10000000]
overshoot

[0..500]

integer Minimum blocks for which metadata is predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Minimum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Minimum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Allowable overshoot (%) Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
Readahead setting class Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
qosclass
optional

read-aheadclass

read-aheadsetting-name
smallfile-blocks
use-async

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of QoS Readahead Setting. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..128]

integer Maximum blocks for small-file handling Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Use asynchronous speculation Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-feedback

boolean Provide cache-miss feedback Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-histogram

boolean Use Histogram-based predictions Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

use-timing

boolean Use timing algorithms Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-settings-read-ahead
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

qos-settingsread-ahead-key

qos-settingsread-ahead-info

The keys for the qos-settings-read-ahead object to
which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: qos-tput

[top]

QoS throughput type
[none]

Element definition: qos-tput-capacity

[top]

QoS throughput per capacity unit type
[none]

Element definition: qos-workload-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against qos-workload object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
qos-workloadkey

Description

qos-workload- The keys for the qos-workload object to which the
info
deletion applies.

Element definition: qos-workload-info
Information about a QoS workload When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
category

Range

Type

Description

string Category used to identify the workload. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

file

string Name for a file workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

is-adaptive

boolean Type of policy group the workload belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

isconstituent

boolean Whether the storage object is a constituent of another volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lun

string Name for a lun workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

maxthroughput

qosMaximum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

minthroughput

qosMinimum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

policygroup

string Name for a QoS policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

qtree

string Name for a qtree workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

readahead

string Name for a read-ahead tunable policy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

volume

string Name for a volume workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

string Name for a vserver workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

wid

[0..2^32- integer Internal identifier for workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
Class for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

workloadclass

qosclass
optional

workloadname

string User visible name of QoS workload. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

workloaduuid

uuid Universally unique identifier for the QoS workload. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: qos-workload-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-workload object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage
qosworkload-key

Description

qos-workload- The keys for the qos-workload object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: qos-workload-policy-count-info

[top]

Information about QoS policy-groups and workloads. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

max-userpolicies

[0..2^32- integer Max supported user-defined policy groups Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

max-userworkloads

[0..2^32- integer Max supported user-defined workloads Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

total-userpolicies

[0..2^32- integer Total configured user-defined policy groups Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

total-userworkloads

[0..2^32- integer Total configured user-defined workloads Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: cache-info
QoS cache policy typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Cache Policy Class Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:

cache-class

cache-policyname

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of the QoS Cache policy Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
Identifies the default Cache policy. If this field is true then QoS
boolean
workloads with the special value 'default' in the cache field will use this
optional
cache policy. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

is-default
is-lopri-data

boolean
Cache Lopri Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-meta-data

boolean
Cache Metadata Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-normaldata

boolean
Cache Normal Data Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

israndomwritedata
isreadaheaddata

boolean
Cache Random Write Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Cache Readahead Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-info
Information about a QoS adaptive policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

absolutemin-iops

Range

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which
is used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value.
The default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >=
qos-tput
6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >=
optional
2048/TB and expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops =

[top]

500; if expected-iops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then
absolute-min-iops = 75. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of
IOPS and block-size. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tput- Expected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity allocated based on the storage object allocated size. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation
policy. The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space.
When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the size of the storage object.
qosWhen the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the
expected- expected-iops is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the
iopsstorage object taking into account storage efficiencies. The default
allocation value is allocated-space. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this adaptive policy group. Attributes:
workloads
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
peak-iops

peakiopsallocation

qos-tput- Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
capacity based on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
optional size. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peakqospeak- iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated
based on the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into
iopsallocation account storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

pgid

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the adaptive policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

policygroup

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
string
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
optional '_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)
or '-'. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

uuid

Universally unique identifier for the adaptive policy group. Attributes:
uuid
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
vserver-

vserver

The Data Vserver to which the adaptive policy group belongs.
name
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-block-size

[top]

ANY|4K|8K|16K|32K|64K|128K Possible values:
"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"
[none]

Element definition: qos-class

[top]

QoS Configuration Class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"
[none]

Element definition: qos-expected-iops-allocation

[top]

used-space|allocated-space Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-peak-iops-allocation
used-space|allocated-space Possible values:

[top]

"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-policy-group-info

[top]

Information about a QoS policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-autogenerated

boolean Indicates whether the policy group was automatically generated by
optional ONTAP. Default: false. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-shared

boolean Policy group shared state. Default: true. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s,
and the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are caseinsensitive, and the units are base ten. There should be no space
between the number and the units. The default value for maxqos- throughput is infinity. The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved
tput
keywords, 'none' and 'INF', are available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value, and the situation that needs to specify the
maximum available value. Examples of valid specifications are:
100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s.
The values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base
ten. There should be no space between the number and the units. The
qos- default value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One
tput
reserved keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s,
10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
workloads
1]
pgid
policygroup

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]
Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
string restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
optional with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'. Attributes:

key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Class for the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
policygroupclass

uuid
vserver

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

Universally unique identifier for the QoS policy group. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
vserverThe Data Vserver to which the policy group belongs. Attributes:
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-info

[top]

QoS read-ahead setting typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
align-blocks

Range
[8..256]

Type

Description

integer Block alignment Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
boolean Specifies whether this is the default readahead setting
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default
disk-responsefactor

[1..10]

disk-responseweight

[0..100]

early-count

[0..1024]

integer Disk response time factor Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Weight for disk response time aging (%) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Number of IO operations cautiously predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Force DUMP-style readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-dump
force-full

boolean Force full-file readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-none

boolean Disable readahead Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

interarrivalweight

[0..100]

integer Weight for interarrival time aging (%) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

jitter

[0..100]

integer Threshold for detecting jitter (%) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

max-blocks

[64..1024]

integer Maximum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

integer Maximum deadline Offset (ms) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

max-deadline

[100000..5000000]

max-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

max-gap

[512..4096]

integer Maximum speculative blocks outstanding Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

max-range

[1024..40960]

integer Maximum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-retire-time [10000..10000000]

integer Maximum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

metadatablocks

[0..2048]

min-blocks

[64..1024]

min-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

min-filehistogram

[8192..33554432]

integer Minimum filesize for Histogram-based predictions
optional (blocks) Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-range

[1024..40960]

integer Minimum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-retire-time [10000..10000000]
overshoot

[0..500]

integer Minimum blocks for which metadata is predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Minimum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Minimum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Allowable overshoot (%) Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
Readahead setting class Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
qosclass
optional

read-aheadclass

read-aheadsetting-name
smallfile-blocks

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of QoS Readahead Setting. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..128]

use-async

integer Maximum blocks for small-file handling Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Use asynchronous speculation Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-feedback

boolean Provide cache-miss feedback Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-histogram

boolean Use Histogram-based predictions Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

use-timing

boolean Use timing algorithms Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

Element definition: qos-tput
QoS throughput type
[none]

[top]

Element definition: qos-tput-capacity

[top]

QoS throughput per capacity unit type
[none]

Element definition: qos-workload-info

[top]

Information about a QoS workload When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
category

Range

Type

Description

string Category used to identify the workload. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

file

string Name for a file workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

is-adaptive

boolean Type of policy group the workload belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

isconstituent

boolean Whether the storage object is a constituent of another volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lun

string Name for a lun workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

maxthroughput

qosMaximum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

minthroughput

qosMinimum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

policygroup

string Name for a QoS policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

qtree

string Name for a qtree workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

readahead

string Name for a read-ahead tunable policy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

volume

string Name for a volume workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

string Name for a vserver workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

wid

[0..2^32- integer Internal identifier for workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
Class for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

workloadclass

qosclass
optional

workloadname

string User visible name of QoS workload. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

workloaduuid

uuid Universally unique identifier for the QoS workload. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: qos-class

[top]

QoS Configuration Class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"
[none]

Element definition: qos-tput

[top]

QoS throughput type
[none]

APIs in Category: qtree
Because of possible large amount of information returned by
qtree list, it is highly recommended to use the qtree list iterator
APIs. There are three iterator APIs for qtree list: -start, -next,
and -end.

qtree-create
qtree-delete
qtree-delete-async
qtree-list-iter
qtree-modify
qtree-rename

qtree-create

[top]

Create a new qtree.
Input Name Range
exportpolicy

mode

Type

Description

string Export policy of the qtree. If this input is not specified, the qtree will
optional inherit the export policy of the parent volume.
The file permission bits of the qtree. Similar to UNIX permission bits:
0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
bits 4, 2, and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects
the set user ID (4), set group ID (2), and sticky (1) attributes. The
second digit selects permissions for the owner of the file: read (4), write
string (2), and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
optional same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
For unclustered volumes, if this argument is missing, use the value
specified in the option "wafl.default_qtree_mode".
For clustered volumes, if this argument is missing, the permissions of the
volume is used.

oplocks
qos-policygroup
qtree
securitystyle
volume

string Opportunistic locks mode of the qtree. Possible values: "enabled",
optional "disabled". Default value is the oplock mode of the volume.
string
QoS policy group of the qtree.
optional
string

string

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQTREEEXISTS
EQTREENOTOWNER
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EONTAPI_EINVAL

The path of the qtree, relative to the volume.

string Security style of the qtree. Possible values: "unix", "ntfs", or "mixed".
optional Default value is the security style of the volume.
Name of the volume on which to create the qtree
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EQTREEMAX
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

qtree-delete

[top]

Delete the specified qtree.
For clustered volumes, all the quota rules that reference this qtree will be automatically deleted.
Input Name Range

force

Type

Description

Force the deletion of the qtree even if it not empty. On using "force"
option, ZAPI may take a long time to complete because the contents of
boolean the entire qtree will have to be deleted before it returns. Default: false
optional
For clustered volumes, if the qtree has a large number of files, it is
recommended that the qtree-delete-async API be used.

qtree

string

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQTREENOTOWNER
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EALREADY
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENOTEMPTY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID

Path of an existing qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/<
volume name >/< qtree name >.
Description

EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

qtree-delete-async

[top]

Delete the specified qtree by spawning a background job. The jobid will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs. All the quota rules that reference this qtree will be automatically
deleted.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Force the deletion of the qtree even if it not empty. Default: false
optional

force
qtree
Output Name

Range

string

Path of an existing qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/<
volume name >/< qtree name >.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64integer The job id of the job that was queued to delete the qtree.
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in-progress",
"failed".

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

Description

qtree-list-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of qtrees in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the qtree-info
qtreeobject. If not present, all attributes for which information is available
info
will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
optional
information is available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this response.
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which qtrees need to be returned. A query
qtreecould be specified on any number of attributes in the qtree-info
info
object. All qtree objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
optional
be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not specified
string
for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy the value from
optional
the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous iteration.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more qtree
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

qtreeinfo[] The list of attributes of qtree objects.
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this response.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qtree-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a qtree. If values are not provided for any of the fields, then that field will not
be modified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

exportpolicy

string Export policy of the qtree. If empty string, the qtree will inherit the export
optional policy of the parent volume.

mode

The file permission bits of the qtree. Similar to UNIX permission bits:
0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
string bits 4, 2, and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects
optional the set user ID (4), set group ID (2), and sticky (1) attributes. The
second digit selects permissions for the owner of the file: read (4), write
(2), and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.

oplocks

string Opportunistic locks mode of the qtree. Possible values: "enabled",
optional "disabled".

qos-policygroup

string
QoS policy group of the qtree.
optional

qtree
securitystyle

Name of the qtree.

string

Security style of the qtree. Possible values: "unix", "ntfs", or "mixed".
Changing the security style of a qtree will change the visibility of existing
string
Windows security descriptors (i.e. ACLs). This may affect the disk space
optional
usage values in the quota database. Turn quotas off and then on to recompute disk space usage.

volume

Name of the volume containing the qtree to be modified.

string

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EQTREE_DOES_NOT_EXIST
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

qtree-rename

[top]

Renames the specified qtree to a new name specified by "new-qtree-name".
For clustered volumes, the qtree name in the quota rules will be automatically updated with the new
qtree name.
Input Name Range Type

Description

new-qtreename

string

Path of new qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/< volume name
>/< dst qtree name >.

qtree

string

Path of an existing qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/< volume
name >/< src qtree name >.

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQTREENOTOWNER
EVOLUMEOFFLINE

Description

EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

Element definition: qtree-info

[top]

Information about a single qtree.
Name
exportpolicy
id
isexportpolicyinherited

mode

oplocks
qospolicygroup

Range

Type

Description

string
Export policy of the qtree.
optional
[0..4994] integer

Id of the qtree (unique within the volume), which is 0 if qtree is the
volume itself.

boolean
If true, this qtree inherits the export policy of the parent volume.
optional
The file permission bits of the qtree. Similar to UNIX permission bits:
0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
bits 4, 2, and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit
string selects the set user ID (4), set group ID (2), and sticky (1) attributes.
optional The second digit selects permissions for the owner of the file: read (4),
write (2), and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users
in the same group; the fourth for other users not in the group. This value
is applicable and will be returned only if the security style of qtree is
"unix" or "mixed".
string

Indicates whether opportunistic locks are enabled on the qtree. Possible
values: "enabled", "disabled".

string
QoS policy group of the qtree.
optional

qtree

string

Name of the qtree, blank if qtree is the volume itself

securitystyle

string

Security style of the qtree. Possible values are "unix", "ntfs", or "mixed".

status

string

Status of the qtree. Possible values include: "normal", or "readonly".

volume

string

Name of the volume containing the qtree

vserver

string
The vserver in which the volume belongs
optional

APIs in Category: quota
quota-add-entry
quota-delete-entry
quota-get-entry
quota-list-entries-iter
quota-modify-entry
quota-off
quota-on
quota-policy-copy
quota-policy-create
quota-policy-delete
quota-policy-delete-iter
quota-policy-get-iter
quota-policy-rename
quota-policy-rule-countget
quota-policy-rule-countget-iter
quota-report-iter
quota-resize
quota-set-entry
quota-status
quota-status-iter

The quota APIs are divided into two groups: management and
editing. The management functions are: report, status, turning
on, and turning off, while the editing functions are: list, add,
delete, modify, and set.
For clustered volumes, the quota rules configured in the quota
policies are manipulated by the editing functions; changes to
these quota rules in the quota policies will affect the results of
the APIs. Multiple quota policies can be defined for each vserver
through the CLI. Each vserver can then be assigned a quota
policy; the quota rules defined in that quota policy is used for
quota on/resize operations for volumes in that vserver.
A quota is uniquely identifed by the type, target, volume, and
qtree. There are three types: user, group, and tree. For example:
a user quota is specified by type = user, target = zapi, volume =
vol0, and qtree = /vol/vol0/lab. A group quota is specified by
type = group, target = eng, volume = engvol, and qtree = "".
Finally, a qtree quota is specifed by type = tree, target =
/vol/engvol/bio, volume = engvol, and qtree = "". Default quotas
are specified as an asterisk, "*", for the target. For example, a
default user quota is specified by type = user, target = *, volume
= vol1, and qtree = /vol/vol1/elvis.
Because of possible large amount of information returned by
quota reports and quota lists, it is highly recommended to use
the quota report and quota list iterator APIs. For clustered
volumes only iterator APIs are available for quota report and
quota lists.

quota-add-entry

[top]

Adds a quota entry. If the type, target, volume, and tree do not exist, a new entry is created. If the
type, target, volume, and tree exist, then an error is returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

This is the amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The
string
value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is
optional
to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

file-limit

string This is the number of files that the target can have. Set the value to "-" if
optional the limit is to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user mapping for the
boolean user specified in quota-target. Only valid for user quotas when the quotaoptional target refers to a Windows/UNIX user name. Not valid for multiple user
targets. Default is false.

policy

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be added. If this
string
field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned to the
optional
vserver will be used.

qtree

string

This is the qtree name that the quota resides on. For user or group rules,
it can be the qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field

must be "".

quotatarget

string

This is the quota target of the type specified. The target can be of the
form: <name>, <number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be
specified by a comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format
that starts with the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree
rules, the qtree should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree
name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

soft-disklimit

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is expressed
optional in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.
Default is unlimited.

soft-filelimit

This is the number of files the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. Set the value to "-" if
optional
the limit is to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

threshold

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the
optional
value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

volume

string

This is the volume name that the quota resides on.

Errno

Description

EQUOTAEXISTS
EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-delete-entry

[top]

Deletes a quota entry specified by type, target, volume, and tree.
Input Name Range
policy

Type

Description

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be deleted. If this
string
field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned to the
optional
vserver will be used.
string

Name of the qtree for the quota. For user or group rules, it can be the
qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field must be "".

quotatarget

string

The quota target of the type specified. Possible values are: <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be specified by a
comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format that starts with
the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree rules, the qtree
should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

qtree

volume

string

Name of the volume for the quota.

Errno

Description

EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EQUOTADOESTEXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

quota-get-entry

[top]

Obtains a quota entry specified by type, target, volume, and tree.
Input Name Range
policy

Type

Description

Name of the quota policy from which the quota rule should be obtained.
string
If this field is not provided, then the current policy that has been
optional
assigned to the vserver will be used.
string

Name of the qtree for the quota. For user or group rules, it can be the
qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field must be "".

quota-target

string

The quota target of the type specified. Possible values are: <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be specified by a
comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format that starts
with the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree rules, the
qtree should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

volume

string

Name of the volume for the quota.

qtree

Output Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

string

The amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The value
is expressed in kilobytes (1024). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

file-limit

string

The number of files that the target can have. The value is "-" if the limit
is unlimited.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user according to
boolean
the user mapping configured for the vserver to which the volume
optional
belongs.

soft-disklimit

string

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is
expressed in kilobytes (1024). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

soft-file-limit

string

The number of files the target would have to exceed before a message
is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is "-" if the limit is
unlimited.

threshold

string

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). The
value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

Errno
EQUOTAPARSEERROR
EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EINTERNALERROR

Description

quota-list-entries-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of quota rules in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the quota-entry
quotaobject. If not present, all attributes for which information is available
entry
will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
optional
information is available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this response.
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which quota rules need to be returned. A
quotaquery could be specified on any number of attributes in the quotaentry
entry object. All quota entry objects matching this query up to 'maxoptional
records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not specified
string
for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy the value from
optional
the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous iteration.

Output Name

Range

Description

quotaentry[] The list of attributes of quota entry objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more
optional quota entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this response.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-modify-entry

[top]

Modifys a quota entry. If the type, target, volume, and tree exist, the entry is modified. If the type,
target, volume, and tree do not exist, then an error is returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

This is the amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The
string
value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is
optional
to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

file-limit

string This is the number of files that the target can have. Set the value to "-" if
optional the limit is to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user mapping for the
boolean user specified in quota-target. Only valid for user quotas when the quotaoptional target refers to a Windows/UNIX user name. Not valid for multiple user
targets. Default is the current value.
string

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be modified. If

policy

optional

this field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned
to the vserver will be used.

string

This is the qtree name that the quota resides on. For user or group rules,
it can be the qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field
must be "".

quotatarget

string

This is the quota target of the type specified. The target can be of the
form: <name>, <number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be
specified by a comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format
that starts with the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree
rules, the qtree should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree
name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

qtree

soft-disklimit

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is expressed
optional in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.
Default is the current value.

soft-filelimit

This is the number of files the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. Set the value to "-" if
optional
the limit is to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

threshold

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the
optional
value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

volume

string

This is the volume name that the quota resides on.

Errno

Description

EQUOTADOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

quota-off

[top]

Turns the quota subsystem off for a volume.
For clustered volumes, a jobid will also be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the
job APIs.
Input Name

Range

volume
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of the volume on which to turn quotas off.
Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer

The job id of the job that was queued to turn off quotas.

1]

optional
string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "inoptional progress", "failed".

result-status
Errno

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-on

[top]

Starts to turn quotas on for a volume. A successful return from this API does not mean that quotas are
on, merely that an attempt to start it has been triggered. Use the quota-status API to check the status.
For clustered volumes, a jobid will also be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the
job APIs.
Input Name

Range

volume

Type
string

Output Name

Range

Description
Name of the volume on which to enable quotas.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
error code, if the operation caused an error.
result-error-code
optional
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The job id of the job that was queued to turn on quotas.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE

string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "inoptional progress", "failed".
Description

EAPIERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EQUOTAS_NO_VALID_RULES
EQUOTAS_DEFAULT_RULE_NOT_FOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-policy-copy

[top]

Copy a quota policy
Input Name

Range Type

new-policy-name

Description

string New Policy Name

policy-name

string Policy Name

vserver

string Vserver

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-create

[top]

Creates a quota policy
Input Name Range Type Description
policy-name
vserver

string Policy Name
string Vserver

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-delete

[top]

Deletes a specified quota policy
Input Name Range Type Description
policy-name

string Policy Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-delete-iter

[top]

Deletes a list of specified quota policies
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple quota-policy objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting the
boolean
next matching quota-policy even when the deletion of a previous
optional
quota-policy fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching quota-policy even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
deletion of a previous matching quota-policy fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of quota-policy objects to delete in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

quota- If deleting a specific quota-policy, this input element must specify all
policy- keys. If deleting multiple quota-policy objects based on query, this
info
input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of quota-policy objects (just
boolean keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of quota-policy objects not deleted will not be returned. Default:
true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of quota-policy objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of quotaoptional
policy objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

quotapolicyInformation about quota-policy objects that were not deleted due to
deletesome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-

info[]
optional

'return-failure-list' is true.

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional quota-policy objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of quota-policy objects that matched the query, but were
optional not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of quota-policy objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully deleted.
quotapolicyThe quota-policy objects that were successfully deleted. This
deleteelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-policy-get-iter

[top]

Return a list of quota policies
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

quotapolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

quotapolicyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the quota-policy object. All
quota-policy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

quotapolicyThe list of attributes of quota-policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more quotaoptional policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

quota-policy-rename

[top]

Rename a quota policy
Input Name

Range Type

new-policy-name
policy-name
vserver

Description

string New Policy Name
string Policy Name
string Vserver

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-rule-count-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the quota-policy-rule-count.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

quotapolicyrulecountinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

policy

string

Policy Name

qtree

qtreename

Qtree Name
Type Possible values:

quota-type

volume
Output Name Range

attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

quotatype

"tree" ,
"user" ,
"group"

volumeVolume Name
name
Type

Description

quotapolicyrule- The attributes of the quota-policy-rule-count.
countinfo
Description

quota-policy-rule-count-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of quota-policy-rule-count objects.
Input Name

Range

quotapolicyrulecountinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

quotapolicyrulecountinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the quota-policy-rule-count
object. All quota-policy-rule-count objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

quotapolicyruleThe list of attributes of quota-policy-rule-count objects.
countinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more quotaoptional policy-rule-count objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-report-iter

[top]

Iterate over the quota report in the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the quota report
quota object. If not present, all attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this response.
optional
1]

string A path (including a /vol/ prefix). If specified, the report will contain
optional only quotas that apply to the specified path name.

path

A query that specifies which quota report needs to be returned. A
quota query could be specified on any number of attributes in the quota
optional report object. All quota report objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not specified
string
for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy the value from
optional
the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous iteration.

tag

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

quota[]
The list of attributes of quota report objects.
optional
string Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more
optional quota report objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this response.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-resize

[top]

Starts an ONTAP operation to resize quotas for a volume. A successful return from this API does not
mean that the operation has finished, merely that an attempt to start it been triggered. Use the quotastatus API to check the status.
For clustered volumes, a jobid will also be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the
job APIs.
Input Name

Range

volume

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The job id of the job that was queued to resize quotas.
optional
1]

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EAPIERROR

Name of the volume on which to resize quotas.

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-status

EVOLUMEOFFLINE

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "inoptional progress", "failed".
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EQUOTAS_NO_VALID_RULES
EQUOTAS_DEFAULT_RULE_NOT_FOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-set-entry

[top]

Sets a quota entry. If the type, target, volume, and tree do not exist, a new entry is created. If the
type, target, volume, and tree exist, then the entry is modified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

The amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The value is
string
expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be
optional
unlimited.

file-limit

string The number of files that the target can have. Set the value to "-" if the
optional limit is to be unlimited.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user mapping for the
boolean user specified in quota-target. Only valid for user quotas when the quotaoptional target refers to a Windows/UNIX user name. Not valid for multiple user
targets. Default is false.

policy

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be set. If this
string
field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned to the
optional
vserver will be used.
string

Name of the qtree for the quota. For user or group rules, it can be the
qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field must be "".

quotatarget

string

The quota target of the type specified. Possible values are <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be specified by a
comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format that starts with
the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree rules, the qtree
should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

qtree

soft-disklimit

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is expressed
optional
in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.

soft-filelimit

The number of files the target would have to exceed before a message is
string
logged and an SNMP trap is generated. Set the value to "-" if the limit is
optional
to be unlimited.

threshold

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the
optional
value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.

volume
Errno

string

Name of the volume for the quota.
Description

EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-status

[top]

Obtains the status of quotas
Input Name Range
volume
Output Name Range
percentcomplete
quota-errors

reason

Type
string

Description
Name of the volume whose quota status should be obtained.

Type

Description

integer The percentage complete for an "on" or "resize" operation. This is
optional present when the status is "upgrading", "resizing" or "initializing".
Collection of quota errors including the value of the reason tag above.
string Each error will be separated by a newline, '\n'. Since the quota parser
optional does not stop when a parsing error occurs, this tag returns all the errors
from the quota parser.
string
The last quota error message. If not present, there are no errors.
optional
Primary status of quotas on the indicated volume; Possible values:

status

string

"corrupt"
"initializing"
"mixed"
"off"
"on"
"resizing"
"reverting"
"unknown"
"upgrading"
If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota statuses, the
FlexGroup will return a 'mixed' quota status. If one or more of a
FlexGroup's constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached,
the FlexGroup will return an 'unknown' quota status.
Minor quota status on the indicated volume. This status is only valid
when primary status is "resizing" or "initializing". Possible values are:
"done"
"etc scanning"
"finishing"
"mixed"
"none"

substatus

"queue scan"
"scanning"
"setup"
"transferring rules"
"unknown"
"upgrading"

string

If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota substatuses, the
FlexGroup will return a 'mixed' quota substatus. If one or more of a
FlexGroup's constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached,
the FlexGroup will return an 'unknown' quota substatus.
Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EAPIERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH

quota-status-iter

[top]

Iterate over quota status for all volumes in the cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

quotastatusattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the quota status
object. If not present, all attributes for which information is
available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes
for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

quotastatusattributes
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this response.
A query that specifies which quota status attributes need to be
returned. A query could be specified on any number of attributes
in the quota status object. All quota status objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not
specified for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy
the value from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous
iteration.
Description

quotastatusThe list of attributes of quota status objects.
attributes[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more
quota status objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this response.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: qtree-name

[top]

Qtree Name
[none]

Element definition: quota

[top]

Information about a single quota.
Name

Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

string

Maximum amount of disk space, in kilobytes, allowed for the quota
target (hard disk space limit). The value is "-" if the limit is
unlimited.

disk-used

string

Current amount of disk space, in kilobytes, used by the quota target.

disk-used[0..2^32- integer Current disk space used expressed as a percentage of hard disk
pct-diskoptional limit.
1]
limit
disk-used[0..2^32- integer
Current disk space used expressed as a percentage of soft disk limit.
pct-softoptional
1]
disk-limit
disk-used[0..2^32- integer
pctCurrent disk space used expressed as a percentage of threshold.
optional
1]
threshold
file-limit

string

Maximum number of files allowed for the quota target (hard files
limit). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

files-used

string

Current number of files used by the quota target.

files-used- [0..2^32- integer Current number of files used expressed as a percentage of hard file
pct-file-limit
1]
optional limit.
files-used[0..2^32- integer Current number of files used expressed as a percentage of soft file
pct-soft-fileoptional limit.
1]
limit
quota-target

string

For an explicit quota, this value is a fully qualified quota target in the
quota policy rule. Mulitple targets are comma separated. For a
derived quota, the field is blank.

quota-type

string

The type of quota: user, group, or tree.

quota-users
soft-disk-

quotauser[] A list of quota users and group.
optional
string

Soft disk space limit, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is

limit

"-" if the limit is unlimited.

soft-filelimit

string

Soft file limit, in number of files, for the quota target. The value is "" if the limit is unlimited.

threshold

string

Disk space threshold, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is
"-" if the limit is unlimited.

tree

string

Name of the qtree to which the quota is applied.

volume

string

Name of the volume to which the quota is applied.

string The vserver name in which the volume belongs, for which the quota
optional is applicable

vserver

Element definition: quota-entry

[top]

Information about a single quota rule.
Name

Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

string Maximum amount of disk space, in kilobytes, allowed for the quota target
optional (hard disk space limit). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

file-limit

string Maximum number of files allowed for the quota target (hard files limit). The
optional value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

performusermapping

boolean
If the value is true, user mapping will be performed for this rule.
optional

policy

string
The quota policy to which the rule belongs.
optional

qtree

Name of the qtree for the quota. It can be the qtree name or "" if no qtree.
string
If there is an error in the quota entry, this value might not present. For tree
optional
rules, this field will be "".

quotatarget

The quota target of the type specified. The value will be one of: <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Mulitple targets can be specified by a commastring separated list. Quota directives in quota policy rules are used to form the
optional quota target. If there is an error in the quota entry, this value might not
present. For explicit tree rules, this field will indicate the qtree name in the
format "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >".

quotatype

string The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree". If
optional there is an error in the quota entry, this value might not present.

softdisk-limit

string Soft disk space limit, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is "-" if the
optional limit is unlimited.

soft-filelimit

string Soft file limit, in number of files, for the quota target. The value is "-" if the
optional limit is unlimited.

threshold

string Disk space threshold, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is "-" if
optional the limit is unlimited.

volume

string Name of the volume for the quota. If there is an error in the quota entry,
optional this value might not present.

vserver

string
The vserver name.
optional

Element definition: quota-policy-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against quota-policy object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
quota-policykey

Description

quota-policy- The keys for the quota-policy object to which the deletion
info
applies.

Element definition: quota-policy-info

[top]

Info about a quota policy When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

last-modified

datetime
optional

Last Modified Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-name

string
optional

Policy Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

vserver-name
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: quota-policy-rule-count-info
Quota policy rule count(s) When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Total rule count matching the given Vserver and quota policy. All
count-where- [0..2^32- integer volumes, qtrees, and quota rule types are included. If specified as
optional input, only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable,
policy
1]
non-modifiable
Subtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, and

[top]

count-where[0..2^32- integer volume. All qtrees and quota rule types are included. If specified as
policyoptional input, only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
volume
non-modifiable
Subtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, volume,
count-where[0..2^32- integer and qtree. All quota rule types are included. If specified as input,
policyoptional only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
volume-qtree
modifiable
count-whereSubtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, volume,
policy[0..2^32- integer
qtree, and quota rule type. If specified as input, only matching
optional
volume1]
totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
qtree-type
Subtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, volume,
count-where[0..2^32- integer and quota rule type. All qtrees are included. If specified as input,
policyoptional only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
volume-type
modifiable
policy

string
Policy Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

qtree

qtreename Qtree Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
quotatype
optional

quota-type

Type Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"tree" ,
"user" ,
"group"

volume

volumename Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: quota-status-attributes

[top]

Attributes of quota status
Name
percentcomplete

Range

Type

Description

integer The percentage complete for an "on" or "resize" operation. This is present
optional when the status is "upgrading", "resizing" or "initializing".

quotaerrormsgs

quotaCollection of quota errors including the value of the reason tag above. Since
errorthe quota parser does not stop when a parsing error occurs, this tag returns
msg[]
all the errors from the quota parser.
optional

reason

quotaerrorThe last quota error message. If not present, there are no errors.
msg
optional
Primary status of quotas on the indicated volume; Possible values:
"corrupt"
"initializing"

status

"mixed"
"off"
"on"
"resizing"
"reverting"
"unknown"
"upgrading"

string

If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota statuses, the FlexGroup
will return a 'mixed' quota status. If one or more of a FlexGroup's
constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached, the FlexGroup
will return an 'unknown' quota status.
Minor quota status on the indicated volume. This status is only valid when
primary status is "resizing" or "initializing". Possible values are:

substatus

"done"
"etc_scanning"
"finishing"
"mixed"
"none"
"queue_scan"
"scanning"
"setup"
"transferring_rules"
"unknown"
"upgrading"

string

If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota substatuses, the
FlexGroup will return a 'mixed' quota substatus. If one or more of a
FlexGroup's constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached, the
FlexGroup will return an 'unknown' quota substatus.
volume

string

Name of the volume to which the quota is applied.

vserver

string

The vserver name in which the volume belongs, for which the quota is
applicable

Element definition: quota-type

[top]

tree|user|group Possible values:
"tree" ,
"user" ,
"group"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that

[top]

follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: qtree-name

[top]

Qtree Name
[none]

Element definition: quota-error-msg

[top]

Information about the single quota error.
[none]

Element definition: quota-user

[top]

Information about a quota user or group.
Name

Range Type

Description

quotauser-id

string

quotausername

string Name of the user, group, or sid.

quotauser-type

string

The id of the user. The quota-user-type determines the format. For uid and
gid, the format is an integer. For sid, the format is the usual "S-*" style.

The type of quota user. There are two possible values: sid (for Windows
users), uid (for UNIX users), and gid (for UNIX groups).

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: secd
secd-auth-get-claimname
secd-auth-get-dc-info
secd-auth-show-ontapadmin-unix-creds-usinguid
secd-auth-show-ontapadmin-unix-creds-usingunix-user-name
secd-auth-sid-to-uid
secd-auth-sid-to-unixuser-name
secd-auth-translate-gidto-groupname
secd-auth-translate-sidto-win-user-name
secd-auth-translate-uidto-username
secd-auth-translate-unixgroup-name-to-gid
secd-auth-translate-unixuser-name-to-uid
secd-auth-translatewindows-user-name-tosid
secd-auth-uid-to-sid
secd-connection-timeoutget
secd-connection-timeoutget-iter
secd-connection-timeoutmodify
secd-dns-forward-lookup
secd-dns-srv-lookup
secd-name-mappingshow
secd-server-discoveryhost
secd-server-discoveryreset
secd-server-discoverysite
secd-server-discoverytest

secd-auth-get-claim-name
Get Claim-Name from Claim-cn

These APIs allow management of Access-check information per
user

[top]

Input Name Range
claim-cn

Type

Description

string

The common name of claim used for getting claim name

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

Output Name Range

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type

Description

claim-name

string

Errno

Description

The claim name corresponding to the input claim CN

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-get-dc-info

[top]

Get the Active DC informartion give vfiler
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

Output Name

Range

Type

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done
Description

client-site

string

The client site corresponding to the domain controller

domain-name

string

The domain name corresponding to the domain controller

flags

[0..2^32integer flags correspondiing to the domain controller
1]

forest-name

string

The forest name corresponding to the domain controller

guid

string

128 bit global unique identifier corresponding to the domain
controller

netbioshostname

string

The NetBIOS hostname corresponding to the domain controller

netbios-name

string

The NetBIOS name corresponding to the domain controller

server-site

string

The server site corresponding to the domain controller

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-show-ontap-admin-unix-creds-using-uid
Get UNIX credentials from UNIX user ID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
uid

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID passed to get the UNIX credentials

vserver

string

Output Name
gid

Range

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID corresponding to UNIX credentials

unix-login-shell

string

The UNIX login shell corresponding to the UNIX credentials

unix-user-name

string

The UNIX username passed to get the UNIX credentials

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-show-ontap-admin-unix-creds-using-unix-user-name

[top]

Get UNIX credentials from UNIX User Name
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
unix-user-name

string

The UNIX username passed to get the UNIX credentials

vserver

string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

gid

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID corresponding to UNIX credentials

uid

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID passed to get the UNIX credentials

unix-login-shell

string

Errno

The UNIX login shell corresponding to the UNIX credentials

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-sid-to-uid

[top]

Get UNIX user ID from Windows SID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
sid

string

The Windows SID to be looked up for its corresponding user ID

vserver

string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name
uid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID corresponding to the input SID

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-sid-to-unix-user-name

[top]

Get UNIX User Name from Windows SID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
sid

string

The Windows SID to be looked up for its corresponding User Name

vserver

string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name

Range

unix-user-name

Type
string

Errno

Description
The UNIX User Name corresponding to the input SID

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-gid-to-groupname

[top]

Translate Group ID to UNIX Group Name
Input Name
gid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID which needs to be translated
string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
vserver
Output Name
unix-group-name
Errno

string
Range

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Type

Description

string

The UNIX Group Name which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-sid-to-win-user-name
Translate SID to Windows User Name

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
sid

string

The Windows SID which needs to be translated

vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Output Name Range
win-name
Errno

Type

Description

string

The Windows Name which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-uid-to-username

[top]

Translate user ID to UNIX User Name
Input Name

Range

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
uid

Type

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID which needs to be translated

vserver

string

Output Name

Range

unix-user-name
Errno

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Type

Description

string

The UNIX User Name which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-unix-group-name-to-gid

[top]

Translate UNIX Group Name to Group ID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
unix-group-name

string

The UNIX Group Name which needs to be translated

vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Output Name
gid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID which needs to be translated

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-unix-user-name-to-uid

[top]

Translate UNIX User Name to user ID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
unix-user-name

string

The UNIX User Name which needs to be translated

vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Output Name
uid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID which needs to be translated

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-windows-user-name-to-sid

[top]

Translate Windows User Name to SID
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

win-name

string

The Windows Name which needs to be translated

Type

Description

Output Name Range
sid

string

Errno

The Windows SID which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-uid-to-sid

[top]

Get Windows SID from UNIX user ID
Input Name
node

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

uid

[0..2^32The UNIX user ID to be looked up for its corresponding Windows
integer
1]
SID

vserver
Output Name

string
Range

sid

Type
string

Errno

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done
Description
The Windows SID corresponding to the input user ID

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-connection-timeout-get

[top]

Get the SecD connection timeout value for a Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

secdconnectiontimeoutinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

secdconnectionThe attributes of the secd.
timeoutinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

secd-connection-timeout-get-iter

[top]

Iterate through the SecD connection timeout values of the cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

secdconnectiontimeoutinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

secdconnection- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
timeout- specified on any number of attributes in the secd object. All secd

info
optional
string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

secdconnectiontimeout- The list of attributes of secd objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more secd
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

secd-connection-timeout-modify

[top]

Modify the SecD connection timeout value for a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
connection-timeout [2..10]
Secd connection timeout in seconds
optional
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

secd-dns-forward-lookup

[top]

DNS Forward Lookup for a Hostname
Input Name Range
hostname
lookup-type
node
vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

string

The hostname for which the lookup has to be done

string
The lookup type for the hostname passed
optional
string
The node on which the command will be run
optional
string
Type

The Vserver for which the translation has to run
Description

ip-address
Errno

string

Ip address of the hostname passed

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-dns-srv-lookup

[top]

DNS Lookup for SRV records
Input Name Range
lookup-string
lookup-type
nameservers
node
vserver
Output Name Range
ip-address
Errno

Type
string

Description
The lookup string used to lookup the domain's authoritative name
server

string
The lookup type for the domain's authoritative name server
optional
string[]
The name servers populated in the output
optional
string
The node on which the command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Type
string

Description
IP Address result of SRV Lookup

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-name-mapping-show

[top]

Get Name Mappings configured for particular direction
Input Name Range

Type

Description

direction

string

The direction for which the name mapping will be run

name

string

Username for which the Name Mapping will be run

node
vserver
Output Name Range
result
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type
string

Description
Mapping for the given username

Description

secd-server-discovery-host

[top]

Host Information of the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range
node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
Type

Description

ad-domain

string[] The AD domain Name of the discovered server

cifs-domain

string[] The CIFS domain Name of the discovered server

host-name

string[] The host name of the discovered server

ip-address

string[] IP address of the discovered server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-server-discovery-reset

[top]

Reset the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range
node
vserver
Output Name Range
result
Errno

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type
string

Description
Result of the server discovery reset

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-server-discovery-site

[top]

Site of the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range
node
vserver

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name Range
site

Type
string

Errno

Description
Site information of the discovered server

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-server-discovery-test

[top]

Test the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

Output Name Range
result

Type
string

Errno

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done
Description
Server discovery result of the test

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Element definition: secd-connection-timeout-info

[top]

SecD Connection Timeout When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

connectiontimeout

[2..10]

integer
optional

Secd connection timeout in seconds Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

vservername
optional

Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Description

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: sectrace
sectrace-find-or-createfilter
security-trace-filtercreate
security-trace-filterdelete
security-trace-filter-getiter
security-trace-filtermodify
security-trace-resultdelete
security-trace-resultshow

This set of ZAPIs allow setting up and managing permission
check filters and logs. Permission tracing allows users to trace
permission checks that are done during multiprotocol security
access. These set of ZAPIs provide an interface to create, delete
and modify security tracing filters. They also allow viewing and
deleting of trace records that are generated as a result of the
trace filters.

sectrace-find-or-create-filter
Input Name

Range

[top]

Type

Description

ip-address
The IP address of the client.
optional

client-ip
name

string
optional

Windows or Unix User Name to trace.

path

string
optional

Path to match.

sectraceprotocol The protocol for which the permission tracing is applicable.
optional

protocol

boolean
optional

trace-allow
Output Name

Range

Type

index

[0..2^321]

integer

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to record
trace results for allow events as well.
Description
Index for output

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_ERROR_SECURITY_TRACE_ENTRIES_OUT_OF_RANGE
E_NFS_UI_SECURITY_TRACE_FLEXGROUP_ERROR

security-trace-filter-create
Creates a new Security trace entry.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-ip

ip-address
optional

enabled

enable
optional

This is used to enable or disable the filter.

integer

internally created index for the filter.

string
optional

Path to match.

[0..2^321]

index
path

The IP address of the client.

The protocols for which the permission tracing is
applicable. Possible values:

protocols

sectraceprotocol[]
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-trace-filter on successful
creation. Default: false

integer
optional

The admin can specify a timeout for this filter after which
it would be disabled.

trace-allow

boolean
optional

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to
record trace results for allow events as well.

unix-name

string
optional

UNIX user name or user ID to trace.

windowsname

string
optional

Windows User Name to trace.

time-enabled [1..720]

Output Name

Range

Type
security-tracefilter-attributes
optional

result

Errno

"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol

Description
The security-trace-filter created (keys or the entire object
if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-filter-delete

[top]

Deletes the specified Security trace entry.
Input Name
index

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer internally created index for the filter.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-filter-get-iter

[top]

Gives information about one or more Security trace entries.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

securitytrace-filterattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

securitytrace-filterattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-trace-filter
object. All security-trace-filter objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

securitytrace-filterThe list of attributes of security-trace-filter objects.
attributes[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-trace-filter objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-filter-modify

[top]

Modifies settings of a Security trace entry, even if it is in use.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-ip

ip-address
optional

enabled

enable
optional

This is used to enable or disable the filter.

integer

internally created index for the filter.

string
optional

Path to match.

index

[0..2^321]

path

sectraceprotocol[]
optional

protocols

timeenabled

[1..720]

integer
optional

The IP address of the client.

The protocols for which the permission tracing is applicable.
Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol
The admin can specify a timeout for this filter after which it
would be disabled.

trace-allow

boolean
optional

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to record
trace results for allow events as well.

unix-name

string
optional

UNIX user name or user ID to trace.

windowsname

string
optional

Windows User Name to trace.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-result-delete

[top]

Delete the specified security tracing event record.
Input Name

Range

Type

node
seqnum

[0..2^641]

Errno

Description

node-name

The cluster node on which the permission tracing event
occured.

integer

The sequence number of the permission tracing event.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-result-show

[top]

Retrieve the list of permission tracing results for the cluster.
Input Name

Range

securitytraceresultslogs
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securitytraceresultslogs
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-trace-result
object. All security-trace-result objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

securitytraceresults- The list of attributes of security-trace-result objects.
logs[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional trace-result objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: sectrace-protocol
cifs|nfs Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol
[none]

[top]

Element definition: security-trace-filter-attributes

[top]

Security trace configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

client-ip

ipaddress The IP address of the client. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

enabled

enable This is used to enable or disable the filter. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

index

[0..2^32- integer internally created index for the filter. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable
1]
string
Path to match. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

path

The protocols for which the permission tracing is applicable.
sectrace- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
protocol[]
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
optional
"nfs" - NFS Protocol

protocols

timeenabled

[1..720]

integer The admin can specify a timeout for this filter after which it would be
optional disabled. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

traceallow

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to record trace
boolean
results for allow events as well. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable

unixname

UNIX user name or user ID to trace. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

vserver

vserverVserver on which the permission tracing is applied. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

windowsname

Windows User Name to trace. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

Element definition: security-trace-results-logs
List of security tracing results. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
client-ip
index
keytime

Range

Type

Description

ipThe IP address of the client that triggered the permission tracing event.
address
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer The index of the filter corresponding to the permission tracing event.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
1]
The date and time of day when the persmission tracing event occured.
date
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node

nodeThe cluster node on which the permission tracing event occured.
name
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

path

string The path of the file whose access triggered the permission tracing
optional event. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

protocol

Protocol for which the permission tracing is configured. Attributes:
sectrace- required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
protocol
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
optional
"nfs" - NFS Protocol

result

string A brief explanation of the result of the security check. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
The security style of the file system where the persmission tracing event
occured. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

securitystyle

seqnum

securitystyle
optional

"security_none" - Security not Set,
"security_unix_modebits" - UNIX and UNIX permissions,
"security_unix_acl" - UNIX and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_unix_sd" - UNIX and NT ACL,
"security_mixed_modebits" - MIXED and UNIX permissions,
"security_mixed_acl" - MIXED and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_mixed_sd" - MIXED and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_modebits" - NTFS and UNIX permissions,
"security_ntfs_acl" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_sd" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_unix" - UNIX,
"security_mixed" - MIXED,
"security_ntfs" - NTFS,
"security_modebits" - UNIX permissions,
"security_acl" - ACL,
"security_sd" - SD

[0..2^64- integer The sequence number of the permission tracing event. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
1]

session- [0..2^64- integer The unique identifier for the CIFS session. Attributes: required-forid
1]
optional create, non-modifiable
sharename

string CIFS Share name which has been accessed. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

unixuser

string Mapped UNIX User who triggered the permission tracing event.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

username

string Windows User who triggered the permission tracing event. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, non-modifiable

volumename

string Name of the volume that has been accessed. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverThe Vserver on which the permission tracing event occured. Attributes:
name

optional

key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: sectrace-protocol

[top]

cifs|nfs Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style

[top]

Effective security style on file Possible values:
"security_none" - Security not Set,
"security_unix_modebits" - UNIX and UNIX permissions,
"security_unix_acl" - UNIX and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_unix_sd" - UNIX and NT ACL,
"security_mixed_modebits" - MIXED and UNIX permissions,
"security_mixed_acl" - MIXED and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_mixed_sd" - MIXED and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_modebits" - NTFS and UNIX permissions,
"security_ntfs_acl" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_sd" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_unix" - UNIX,
"security_mixed" - MIXED,
"security_ntfs" - NTFS,
"security_modebits" - UNIX permissions,
"security_acl" - ACL,
"security_sd" - SD
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: security
security-config-get
security-config-modify
security-config-ocsp-disable
security-config-ocsp-enable
security-config-ocsp-get-iter
security-last-login-info
security-login-create
security-login-delete
security-login-delete-iter
security-login-expirepassword
security-login-expirepassword-iter
security-login-get
security-login-get-iter
security-login-lock
security-login-modify
security-login-modify-iter
security-login-modifypassword
security-login-role-configget
security-login-role-configget-iter
security-login-role-configmodify
security-login-role-configmodify-iter
security-login-role-create
security-login-role-delete
security-login-role-deleteiter
security-login-role-get
security-login-role-get-iter
security-login-role-modify
security-login-role-modifyiter
security-login-unlock
security-login-whoami
security-protocol-get
security-protocol-modify
security-protocol-ssh-get
security-protocol-ssh-modify
security-saml-sp-createasync
security-saml-sp-destroy
security-saml-sp-get
security-saml-sp-modify
security-ssh-add
security-ssh-get-iter
security-ssh-remove
security-ssh-reset

This set of ZAPIs allow to manage security of the system.

security-config-get

[top]

Display Cluster Security Configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
configwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

fipsinterfaces

interface

Output Name Range

Type Of Interface. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in a future
release. Possible values:
"ssl"

Type

Description

securityconfig- The attributes of the security.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-config-modify

[top]

Modify Cluster Security Configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Type Of Interface. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in a
future release. Possible values:

interface

fipsinterfaces

is-fips-enabled

boolean
optional

Data ONTAP FIPS Mode.

supportedcipher-suites

string[]
optional

Data ONTAP Supported Cipher Suites.

supportedciphers

string
optional

Data ONTAP Supported Ciphers. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be
removed in a future release.

supportedprotocols

string[]
optional

Data ONTAP Supported Protocols.

Errno

"ssl"

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-config-ocsp-disable
Disable OCSP for one or more selected applications

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description
Application Name
Possible values:

application

'autosupport' - AutoSupport,
'audit_log' - Audit-Logging,
'fabricpool' - FabricPool,
'ems' - EMS,
'kmip' - KMIP,
'ldap_ad' - LDAP-AD,
'ldap_nis_namemap' - LDAP-NIS-NameMap,
'all' - All Applications

string[]

Errno

Description

E_SECURITY_CONFIG_ALL_CANNOT_COEXIST

security-config-ocsp-enable

[top]

Enable OCSP for one or more selected applications
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Application Name
Possible values:

application

string[]

'autosupport' - AutoSupport,
'audit_log' - Audit-Logging,
'fabricpool' - FabricPool,
'ems' - EMS,
'kmip' - KMIP,
'ldap_ad' - LDAP-AD,
'ldap_nis_namemap' - LDAP-NIS-NameMap,
'all' - All Applications

Errno

Description

E_SECURITY_CONFIG_ALL_CANNOT_COEXIST

security-config-ocsp-get-iter

[top]

Display OCSP Support Status for Applications
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
configfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
ocsp
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securityA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
configany number of attributes in the security object. All security objects matching
ocsp
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

securityconfigThe list of attributes of security objects.
ocsp[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-last-login-info

[top]

Show the last login time, unsuccessful login attempts and role change since last login.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

username

string

Name of user or group.

vserver

string

Name of vserver.

Output Name

Range

date
optional

last-login-time

Description
last successful login time

true-false
Role change since last login
optional

last-role-change

integer
optional

last-unsuccessful-attempts
Errno

Type

Unsuccessful login attempts

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-login-create

[top]

Create a new user account associated with the specified application and authentication method. The new account
can be local to ONTAP or an user/group configured in an external Active-Directory/LDAP/NIS server. In case of
Active-Directory/LDAP/NIS group as the user account, access will be granted to its member users.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'

'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

comment

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters.

is-ns-switchgroup

boolean
Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not.
optional

is-passwordhashed

This optionally specifies whether password entered by user is pre-hashed. This
boolean
is ignored for creating snmp users. This is required for creating non-snmp
optional
users.

password

Password for the user account. This field is not required (and will be ignored if
string
present) when creating a user for the SNMP application. It is required for all
optional
other applications.

remote-switchipaddress

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote
switch could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor
string (CSHM) or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health
optional Monitor (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only
if user is a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authenticationmethod is usm (SNMP user security model).

role-name

string The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
optional Admin Vserver.
second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.

secondauthenticationmethod

string
optional

snmpv3-logininfo

snmpv3loginSNMPv3 user login information for 'usm' authentication method
info
optional

'none'.
'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

Description

EINVALIDUSERNAME
EINVALIDAPPLICATION
EINVALIDAUTHENTICATIONMETHOD
EROLENOTFOUND
EINVALID_ENGINE_ID
E_INVALID_AUTHENTICATION_PROTOCOL
E_INVALID_PRIVACY_PROTOCOL
E_RSH_USER_CREATION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_TELNET_USER_CREATION_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EINVALIDACCESS
EASUPUSEROPERATIONFAILED
E_COMMUNITY_CREATE_FAILED
E_FAILED_TO_CREATE_SNMPV3_USER
E_SECOND_AUTH_METHOD_SHOULD_BE_USED_WITH_SSH
E_SECOND_AUTH_METHOD_SHOULD_BE_USED_WITH_FIRST_METHOD_PWD_PUB_NSSWITCH
E_SECOND_AUTH_METHOD_SHOULD_BE_DIFF_FIRST_METHOD
E_AUTH_METHOD_ALREADY_EXISTS_COMPLEMENTARY_PAIR
E_SAME_USER_ALREADY_EXISTS_MFA_ENTRY
E_RBAC_FAILED_TO_DISCOVER_SNMPV3_ENGINEID
E_RBAC_REMOTEIP_SPECIFIED_FOR_NON_ADMIN_VSERVER
E_RBAC_REMOTEIP_SPECIFIED_FOR_NON_SNMPV3_USER
E_RBAC_ALL_ZEROS_REMOTEIP
E_RBAC_ENGINEID_ASSOCIATED_WITH_EXISTING_USERNAME
E_SNMPV3_CLIENT_UNAVAILABLE

security-login-delete

[top]

Delete an existing user account object.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authentication-

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.

method

'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.
This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
string or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
optional (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model).

remote-switchipaddress

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EAPPLICATIONNOTFOUND
EAUTHENTICATIONMETHODNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDACCESS
EASUPUSEROPERATIONFAILED

security-login-delete-iter

[top]

Delete an existing user account or a group of user account objects.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security login account objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting the next
boolean
matching security login account even when the deletion of a previous
optional
security login account fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed deletions before the
server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue deleting the next
matching security login account even when the deletion of a previous
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
matching security login account fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default:
2^32-1
max-records

query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security login account objects to delete in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
securityIf deleting a specific security login account, this input element must specify
loginall keys. If deleting multiple security login account objects based on query,
account-

info

this input element must specify a query.

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean
(just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false, the list of
optional
security login account objects not deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of security
optional
login account objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

securityloginInformation about security login account objects that were not deleted due to
deletesome error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniterfailure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login account objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login account objects that matched the query, but were
optional not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login account objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully deleted.
securitylogindelete- The security login account objects that were successfully deleted. This
iter- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-expire-password

[top]

If the user has a password enabled, this API will cause it to immediately expire. Current login sessions will still
remain available.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. Possible values:

password-hashalgorithm

string
optional

user-name

string

Name of the user whose password need to be expired.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND

Description

sha512
sha256
md5

security-login-expire-password-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of user account that uses password as authentication method to immedialtely expire their
passwords. Current login sessions will still remain available.
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

Type
boolean
optional

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
This input element is useful when multiple security objects match a given
query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching security
even when the operation fails for the security. If set to false, the API will
return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed operations before
the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue with the next
matching security even when the operation on a previous matching security
fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of security objects to be operated in this call.
Default: 20

securityIf operating on a specific security, this input element must specify all keys.
loginIf operating on security objects based on query, this input element must
passwordspecify a query.
user-info

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security objects (just keys) that
were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list of security
objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security objects (just keys) that
were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of security objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag obtained from the
previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

securityloginInformation about security objects that were not operated on due to some
expireerror. This element will be returned only if input element 'return-failure-list'
passwordis true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
security objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The number of security objects that matched the query, but were not
operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of security objects that matched the query and were
successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

securityloginexpire- The security objects that were successfully processed. This element will be
password- returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional
Description

security-login-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a user account.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.

desiredattributes

securitylogin- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
account- which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

remote-switchipaddress

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote
switch could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor
string (CSHM) or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health
optional Monitor (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only
if user is a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authenticationmethod is usm (SNMP user security model).

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

securityloginThe attributes of the security login account.
accountinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EAPPLICATIONNOTFOUND
EAUTHENTICATIONMETHODNOTFOUND

security-login-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of user account objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securityloginaccountinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

securityloginaccount- The list of attributes of security login account objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security login
optional account objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
any number of attributes in the security login account object. All security
login account objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

securitylogin- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
account- for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-lock

[top]

Lock a user account that uses password as the authentication method. Returns an error if the user account does
not use password authentication.
Input Name Range Type
user-name
vserver
Errno

Description

string Name of the user account to be locked.
string Name of the Vserver.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EUSERLOCKFAILED
E_LOCK_NOT_SUPPORTED
EINVALIDACCESS

security-login-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a user account object. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

comment
is-ns-switchgroup

remote-switchipaddress

role-name

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters.
boolean
Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not.
optional
This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
string or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
optional (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model).
string

The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
Admin Vserver.
second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.

secondauthentication-

string

'none'.

optional

method

'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EAPPLICATIONNOTFOUND
EAUTHENTICATIONMETHODNOTFOUND
EROLENOTFOUND
E_NO_PASSWORD
E_INVALID_AUTHENTICATION_PROTOCOL
E_INVALID_PRIVACY_PROTOCOL
E_NO_AUTHENTICATION_PASSWORD
E_NO_PRIVACY_PASSWORD
E_INVALID_AUTHENTICATION_PASSWORD
E_INVALID_PRIVACY_PASSWORD
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDACCESS
EASUPUSEROPERATIONFAILED
E_SAME_USER_ALREADY_EXISTS_MFA_ENTRY
E_TWO_DIFFERENT_PROFILES

security-login-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of a user account or a group of user account objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

securityloginSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.
accountinfo
This input element is useful when multiple security login account objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching security login account even when modification of a previous
optional
security login account fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations
before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying
the next matching security login account even when the modification of a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching security login account fails, and do so until the total
optional
count
1]
number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is

set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securityIf modifying a specific security login account, this input element must specify
loginall keys. If modifying security login account objects based on query, this
accountinput element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional of security login account objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of security
optional
login account objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

securityloginInformation about security login account objects that were not modified due
modifyto some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniterfailure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login account objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login account objects that matched the query, but were
optional not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login account objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
securityloginmodify- The security login account objects that were successfully updated. This
iter- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-modify-password

[top]

Changes the password of a specified user.
Input Name
is-passwordhashed
new-password
passwordhash-algorithm

user-name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
This optionally specifies whether password entered by user is pre-hashed.
optional
string
string
optional

New password of the user.
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. The default value is 'sha512'. Possible values:
sha512
sha256

string The user whose password should be changed. This is mandatory when a user
optional with admin role is modifying the password of another user.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a role configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
login-rolewhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
config-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
role-name

string

Name of the role.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

securitylogin-role- The attributes of the security login roleconfig.
config-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EROLENOTFOUND
EROLECONFIGNOTFOUND

security-login-role-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of role objects.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

securityloginSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
rolefor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
configdesired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
info
optional
[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
securityloginroleconfiginfo
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
any number of attributes in the security login roleconfig object. All security
login roleconfig objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Output Name

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
previous call.

Type

Description

Range

securityloginroleThe list of attributes of security login roleconfig objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security login
roleconfig objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-config-modify

[top]

Modify the specified attributes of role configuration object. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

account-expirytime

string This optionally specifies the expiration period of user accounts. The default
optional setting is 2^32-1 meaning that no accounts will be marked for expiration.

accountinactive-limit

This optionally specifies the maximum duration of inactivity leading to
string
expiration of user account. The default setting is 2^32-1, meaning that no
optional
account will expire based on inactivity.

changepasswordduration-indays

[0..1000]

delay-afterfailed-login

[1..60]

integer This optionally specifies the delay after each failed login attempt in
optional seconds. Default is 4 secs.

lastpasswordsdisallowedcount

[1..25]

integer This optionally specifies the number of previous passwords that are
optional disallowed for reuse. The default setting is 6.

lockoutduration

This optionally specifies the number of days that must pass between
integer
password changes. The default setting is 0 (zero) meaning the user is
optional
allowed to change the password immediately.

[0..2^32- integer This optionally specifies the number of days to lock the account if
optional maximum number of failed attempts occur. Default is 0.
1]

max-failed[0..2^32- integer This optionally specifies the maximum number of invalid login attempts
login-attempts
1]
optional after which the account gets locked. Default is 0.
min-passwdspecialchar

[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum special characters required in
optional password. The default setting is no special chars i.e. 0.

min-passwordsize

[3..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum length of the password. Possible
optional values range from 3 to 64 characters. The default setting is 8 characters.

min-usernamesize

[3..16]

integer The minimum length of the user name. Possible values range from 3 to 16
optional characters. The default setting is 3 characters.
If configured, this optionally specifies when the user starts receiving
string
warning messages regarding upcoming password expiry. The default
optional
setting is 2^32-1.

passwd-expirywarn-time
passwd-mindigits
passwd-minlowercase-

[0..64]
[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of digits required in the
optional password. The default setting is 0.
integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of lowercase alphabetic

optional characters required in the password. The default setting is 0.

chars
passwd-minuppercasechars

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of uppercase alphabetic
optional characters required in the password. The default setting is 0.

[0..64]

passwordexpirationduration

string This optionally specifies the password expiry in days. A value of 0 means it
optional expiries now. Default is 2^32-1 (ie., never expire).

require-initialpasswordupdate

boolean This optionally specifies to change the password upon first-login to the
optional storage controller from SSH or serial-console. Default is false.

requirepasswordalpha-numeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the password must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character.

requireusernamealpha-numeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the username must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character.

role-name

string

Name of the role.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EROLENOTFOUND
EROLECONFIGNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-config-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of role configuration or a group of role configuration objects.
Input Name

attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

securityloginrole- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.
configinfo
This input element is useful when multiple security login roleconfig objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching security login roleconfig even when modification of a previous
optional
security login roleconfig fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations
before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying
the next matching security login roleconfig even when the modification of a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching security login roleconfig fails, and do so until the total
optional
count
1]
number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is
set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
security-

login- If modifying a specific security login roleconfig, this input element must
role- specify all keys. If modifying security login roleconfig objects based on query,
config- this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login roleconfig objects
boolean (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional of security login roleconfig objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login roleconfig objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of security
optional
login roleconfig objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securityloginroleInformation about security login roleconfig objects that were not modified
configdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input element
modify'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login roleconfig objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login roleconfig objects that matched the query, but were
optional not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login roleconfig objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
securityloginroleconfig- The security login roleconfig objects that were successfully updated. This
modify- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-create

[top]

Create a new user role.
Input Name Range
access-level
commanddirectoryname
returnrecord
role-name

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default
optional value is 'all'.
string

The command or command directory to which the role has an access.

boolean
If set to true, returns the security login role on successful creation. Default: false
optional
string

Name of the role.
A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory

string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'.
optional The query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes
with name vol1.

role-query
vserver

string

Output Name Range

Name of the Vserver.

Type

Description

securityloginThe security login role created (keys or the entire object if requested)
role-info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDROLENAME
EINVALIDCMDDIRNAME
EINVALIDACCESS
EINVALIDQUERY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-delete

[top]

Delete an existing user role object.
Input Name

Range Type

command-directory-name
role-name

Description

string The command or command directory to which the role has an access.
string Name of the role.

vserver

string Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EROLENOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECMDDIRNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-delete-iter

[top]

Delete an existing user role or a group of user role objects.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security login role objects match a
boolean given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting the next matching
optional security login role even when the deletion of a previous security login role
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input

element may be provided to limit the number of failed deletions before the
server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue deleting the next
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer matching security login role even when the deletion of a previous matching
count
1]
optional security login role fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to
be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security login role objects to delete in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

security- If deleting a specific security login role, this input element must specify all
login- keys. If deleting multiple security login role objects based on query, this
role-info input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false, the list of
optional
security login role objects not deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of security login
optional
role objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securityloginrole- Information about security login role objects that were not deleted due to
delete- some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniter- failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login role objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login role objects that matched the query, but were not
optional deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login role objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno

securityloginroleThe security login role objects that were successfully deleted. This element
deletewill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a user role.
Input Name Range
commanddirectoryname
desired-

Type
string

Description
The command or command directory to which the role has an access.

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
login-

which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
role-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

attributes
role-name

string

Name of the role.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

securitylogin- The attributes of the security login role.
role-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EROLENOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECMDDIRNOTFOUND

security-login-role-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of user role objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
loginfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
role-info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

securityA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
loginany number of attributes in the security login role object. All security login
role-info
role objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

securityloginrole- The list of attributes of security login role objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security login role
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of user role object. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name Range
accesslevel

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default value
optional is 'all'.

commanddirectoryname

string

The command or command directory to which the role has an access.

role-name

string

Name of the role.

A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory
string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'.
optional The query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes with
name vol1.

role-query
vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDROLENAME
EINVALIDCMDDIRNAME
EINVALIDACCESS
EINVALIDACCESSLEVEL
EINVALIDQUERY
EINVALIDROLEQUERY
E_PREDEFINED_ROLES_UNMUTABLE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of user role or a group of user role objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

securitylogin- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.
role-info
This input element is useful when multiple security login role objects match a
boolean given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next matching
optional security login role even when modification of a previous security login role
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations
before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying
the next matching security login role even when the modification of a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching security login role fails, and do so until the total number
optional
count
1]
of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
security- If modifying a specific security login role, this input element must specify all
login- keys. If modifying security login role objects based on query, this input

role-info element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of
optional
security login role objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of security login
optional
role objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securityloginrole- Information about security login role objects that were not modified due to
modify- some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniter- failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login role objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login role objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login role objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.
securityloginroleThe security login role objects that were successfully updated. This element
modifywill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-unlock

[top]

Unlock a user account that uses password as authentication method. Returns an error if the user account does
not use password authentication.
Input Name Range Type
user-name
vserver

Description

string Name of the user account to be unlocked.
string Name of the Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EUSERUNLOCKFAILED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDACCESS

Description

security-login-whoami

[top]

Show the current user and role of this session.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

securitylogin- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
account- which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
Type

Description

securityloginThe attributes of the security login whoami.
accountinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-get

[top]

Get the security protocol configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the application.Possible values:

application

desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

string

'rsh'
'telnet'
.

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
protocolwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
Type

Description

securityprotocol- The attributes of the security protocol.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-modify
Modify the security protocol configuration

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the application.Possible values:

application

enabled

'rsh'
'telnet'
.

string

boolean To enable or disable application.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-ssh-get

[top]

Get the security protocol ssh configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
protocolwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
ssh-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
Type

Description

securityprotocol- The attributes of the security protocol ssh.
ssh-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-ssh-modify

[top]

Modifies the security protocol ssh configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

connections-per-second [1..70] integer Connections Per Second
max-instances
per-source-limit
Errno

[1..128] integer Maximum Number of Instances
[1..64] integer Per-Source Limit
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-create-async

[top]

Configure SAML service provider information. Note that this restarts the web server. Any HTTP/S connections that
are active will be disrupted.
Input Name

Range

Type
string
optional

cert-ca

Description
Specify the service prvider's certificate issuing CA.

certcommonname

commonSpecify the service providers certificate's common name.
name
optional

cert-serial

string
optional

idp-uri

uri

Specify the URI containing the metadata of the identity provider.

remoteinetSpecify the SAML SP service provider host address.
address
optional

sp-host
verifymetadataserver
Output Name

Specify the service providers certificate's serial number.

boolean
optional
Range

Specify whether to verify the IdP metadata server identity.

Type

Description

saml-spconfigThe security created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
optional
code
1]

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
string
optional

result-status

Errno

The ID of the job that was spawned to create this security.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation completed
successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress, "failed" if creation
failed.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-destroy

[top]

Delete SAML service provider configuration information. Note that this restarts the web server. Any HTTP/S
connections that are active will be disrupted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-get
Get SAML service provider configuration information

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

samlspSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
config- which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

samlspThe attributes of the security.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-modify

[top]

Modify SAML service provider configuration information. Note that this may restart the web server. Any HTTP/S
connections that are active may be disrupted. Prior to disabling SAML service provider authentication, to prevent
losing access, ensure that there are user accounts configured for non-SAML authentication.
Input Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Enable or disable the configured SAML SP for authentication.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-ssh-add

[top]

Adds the input algorithms, ciphers and mac algorithms to the SSH configuration. Existing algorithms, ciphers and
mac algorithms remain in the configuration. API will succeed if requested kex algorithm or cipher or MAC
algorithm is not currently enabled in the configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ciphers

ciphers[]
optional

key-exchange-algorithms

kex-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH Key Exchange Algorithms to Add

mac-algorithms

mac-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH MAC Algorithms to Add

vserver

List of SSH Ciphers to Add

vserver-name-data-admin
Name of Vserver.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-ssh-get-iter

[top]

Display SSH configuration options
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

security- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
ssh-info for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
optional desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

security- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
ssh-info any number of attributes in the ssh object. All ssh objects matching this
optional query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

securitysshThe list of attributes of ssh objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ssh objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-ssh-remove

[top]

Removes the input algorithms, ciphers and MAC algorithms from the SSH configuration. API will succeed if
requested kex algorithm or cipher or MAC algorithm is already currently enabled in the configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ciphers

ciphers[]
optional

key-exchange-algorithms

kex-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH Key Exchange Algorithms to Remove

mac-algorithms

mac-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH MAC algorithms to Remove

vserver

List of SSH Ciphers to Remove

vserver-name-data-admin
Name of Vserver.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-ssh-reset

[top]

Enable and replace SSH configuration options to this new setting
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
List of SSH Ciphers enabled. Possible values:
"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"

ciphers[]
optional

ciphers

List of SSH key exchange algorithms enabled. Possible
values:
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"

kexalgorithms[]
optional

key-exchange-algorithms

List of SSH MAC algorithms enabled. Possible values:

macalgorithms[]
optional

mac-algorithms

max-authentication-retrycount

"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"

[2..6]

integer
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Maximum Authentication Retry Count.

Description

Element definition: ciphers

[top]

cipher name Possible values:
"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"
[none]

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain
Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: fips-interfaces

[top]

SSL Possible values:
"ssl"
[none]

Element definition: kex-algorithms
algorithm name Possible values:
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,

[top]

"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"
[none]

Element definition: mac-algorithms

[top]

MAC name Possible values:
"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"
[none]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: saml-sp-config-info
SAML SP configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

cert-ca

string
optional

Specify the service prvider's certificate issuing CA. Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable

cert-commonname

commonname
optional

Specify the service providers certificate's common name. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

cert-serial

string
optional

Specify the service providers certificate's serial number. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

idp-uri

uri
optional

Specify the URI containing the metadata of the identity provider.
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Enable or disable the configured SAML SP for authentication. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

remote-inetSpecify the SAML SP service provider host address. Attributes: optionaladdress
for-create, non-modifiable
optional

sp-host
verifymetadataserver

boolean
optional

Specify whether to verify the IdP metadata server identity. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: security-config-info

[top]

Provide Security Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clustersecurityconfig-ready

interface

is-fips-enabled
supportedcipher-suites

Range

Type

Description

boolean Cluster Security Configuration Ready. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.9 and may
optional be removed in a future release. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type Of Interface. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in a
future release. Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
fipsinterfaces values:
optional
"ssl"
boolean
Data ONTAP FIPS Mode. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string[] Data ONTAP Supported Cipher Suites. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

supportedciphers

string
Data ONTAP Supported Ciphers. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be
optional removed in a future release. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

supportedprotocols

string[]
Data ONTAP Supported Protocols. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: security-config-ocsp
OCSP Support Status for Applications When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are

[top]

reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Application Name
Possible values:

application

'autosupport' - AutoSupport,
'audit_log' - Audit-Logging,
'fabricpool' - FabricPool,
'ems' - EMS,
'kmip' - KMIP,
'ldap_ad' - LDAP-AD,
'ldap_nis_namemap' - LDAP-NIS-NameMap,
'all' - All Applications

string
optional

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
is-ocspenabled

boolean Is OCSP-based Certificate Status Check Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: security-login-account-info

[top]

User account information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string
optional

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:
'password' for 'amqp'' application.

authenticationmethod

string
optional

'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

comment

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-locked

boolean
Account Locked Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-ns-switchgroup

boolean Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. The default value is 'sha512'. Possible values:

passwordhash-algorithm

string
optional

sha512
sha256
md5
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-switchipaddress

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
string
(MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
optional
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model). Attributes: key, optional-for-create, nonmodifiable
string The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
optional Admin Vserver. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

role-name

second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.
secondauthenticationmethod

string
optional

'none'.
'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
string the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
optional specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

user-name

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against security login account object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

security-login-account- The keys for the security login account object to which the
info
deletion applies.

security-key

Element definition: security-login-expire-password-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

errormessage

Description

security-login-password-user- The keys for the security object to which the operation
info
applies.

security-key

Element definition: security-login-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against security login account object.
Name

Range

Type

[0..2^32error-code
1]

Description

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

securitykey

security-loginaccount-info

The keys for the security login account object to which the modify
operation applies.

Element definition: security-login-password-user-info
Information of users with password authentication method When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
password-hash-algorithm
user-name
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string
Password Hash Function Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Username Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: security-login-role-config-info
User role configuration information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

This optionally specifies the expiration period of user accounts. The default
string
setting is 2^32-1 meaning that no accounts will be marked for expiration.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountexpiry-time

This optionally specifies the maximum duration of inactivity leading to
string
expiration of user account. The default setting is 2^32-1, meaning that no
optional
account will expire based on inactivity. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountinactive-limit

This optionally specifies the number of days that must pass between
changepasswordinteger password changes. The default setting is 0 (zero) meaning the user is
[0..1000]
optional allowed to change the password immediately. Attributes: non-creatable,
duration-inmodifiable
days
delay-afterfailed-login

[1..60]

integer This optionally specifies the delay after each failed login attempt in seconds.
optional Default is 4 secs. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

lastpasswordsdisallowedcount

[1..25]

This optionally specifies the number of previous passwords that are
integer
disallowed for reuse. The default setting is 6. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

lockoutduration

This optionally specifies the number of days to lock the account if maximum
[0..2^32- integer
number of failed attempts occur. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
modifiable

This optionally specifies the maximum number of invalid login attempts after
max-failed[0..2^32- integer
which the account gets locked. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
loginoptional
1]
modifiable
attempts
min-passwdspecialchar

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum special characters required in
integer
password. The default setting is no special chars i.e. 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

minpasswordsize

[3..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum length of the password. Possible values
integer
range from 3 to 64 characters. The default setting is 8 characters. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

minusernamesize

[3..16]

The minimum length of the user name. Possible values range from 3 to 16
integer
characters. The default setting is 3 characters. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

passwdexpiry-warntime

If configured, this optionally specifies when the user starts receiving warning
string
messages regarding upcoming password expiry. The default setting is 2^32optional
1. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-mindigits

[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of digits required in the
optional password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-minlowercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of lowercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwd-minuppercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of uppercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwordexpiration-

This optionally specifies the password expiry in days. A value of 0 means it
string
expiries now. Default is 2^32-1 (ie., never expire). Attributes: non-creatable,
optional

[top]

duration

modifiable

requireinitialpasswordupdate

This optionally specifies to change the password upon first-login to the
boolean
storage controller from SSH or serial-console. Default is false. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

requirepasswordalphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the password must have atleast 1 alpha and
optional 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

requireusernamealphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the username must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-role-config-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against security login roleconfig object.
Name

Range

Type

[0..2^32error-code
1]

Description

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

securitykey

security-login-roleconfig-info

The keys for the security login roleconfig object to which the
modify operation applies.

Element definition: security-login-role-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against security login role object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

errormessage
security-key

Description

security-login-role- The keys for the security login role object to which the deletion
info
applies.

Element definition: security-login-role-info
User role information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

accesslevel

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default value is
optional 'all'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

commanddirectoryname

string The command or command directory to which the role has an access. Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

role-query

A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory
string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'. The
optional query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes with name
vol1. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-role-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against security login role object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage
securitykey

Description

security-login-role- The keys for the security login role object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: security-protocol-info

[top]

Security protocol fields When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application.Possible values:

application

enabled

string
optional

'rsh'
'telnet'
. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
To enable or disable application. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: security-protocol-ssh-info

[top]

Security protocol ssh fields When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

connections-per-second

Type

Description

integer
Connections Per Second Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
integer
Maximum Number of Instances Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

max-instances

integer
Per-Source Limit Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

per-source-limit

Element definition: security-ssh-info

[top]

Provide SSH configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
List of SSH Ciphers enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

ciphers

ciphers[]
optional

"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"
List of SSH key exchange algorithms enabled. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

key-exchangealgorithms

kexalgorithms[]
optional

"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"

List of SSH MAC algorithms enabled. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

macalgorithms[]
optional

mac-algorithms

max-authentication[2..6]
retry-count
vserver-name

"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"

integer
optional

Maximum Authentication Retry Count. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

vserver-nameName of Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
data-admin
optional

Element definition: snmpv3-login-info

[top]

SNMPv3 user login information for 'usm' authentication method
Name

Range

Type

Description

authenticationpassword

Password for the authentication protocol. This should be minimum 8 characters
string
long. This is required for 'md5', 'sha' and 'sha2-256' authentication protocols
optional
and not required for 'none'. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

authenticationprotocol

Authentication protocol for the snmp user. Possible values: 'none', 'md5', 'sha'
and 'sha2-256'. When cluster FIPS mode is on, 'sha' and 'sha2-256' are the
string
only possible and valid values. When cluster FIPS mode is off, the default value
optional
is 'none'. When cluster FIPS mode is on, the default value is 'sha'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

engine-id

Authoritative entity's EngineID for the SNMPv3 user. This is required for
creating SNMPv3 users (users for SNMPv3 INFORMs) with 'usm' authentication
hex- method only. This should be specified as a hexadecimal string. Engine ID with
string first bit set to 1 in first octet should have a minimum of 5 or maximum of 32
optional octets. Engine Id with first bit set to 0 in the first octet should be 12 octets in
length. Engine Id cannot have all zeros in its address For e.g.
8000014603000000000000. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

privacypassword

Password for the privacy protocol. This should be minimum 8 characters long.
string
This is required for 'des' and 'aes128' privacy protocols and not required for
optional
'none'. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

privacyprotocol

Privacy protocol for the snmp user. Possible values: 'none', 'des' and 'aes128'.
When cluster FIPS mode is on, 'aes128' is the only possible and valid value.
string
When cluster FIPS mode is off, the default value is 'none'. When cluster FIPS
optional
mode is on, the default value is 'aes128'. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: ciphers

[top]

cipher name Possible values:
"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"
[none]

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain
Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: fips-interfaces
SSL Possible values:
"ssl"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: kex-algorithms

[top]

algorithm name Possible values:
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"
[none]

Element definition: mac-algorithms
MAC name Possible values:
"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: security-login-account-info

[top]

User account information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string
optional

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

string
optional

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

comment

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-locked

boolean
Account Locked Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-ns-switchgroup

boolean Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. The default value is 'sha512'. Possible values:

password-

string

sha512

hash-algorithm

optional

sha256
md5
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
string
(MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
optional
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model). Attributes: key, optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

remote-switchipaddress

string The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
optional Admin Vserver. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

role-name

second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.
secondauthenticationmethod

'none'.
'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.

string
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
string the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
optional specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

user-name

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-role-config-info
User role configuration information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

This optionally specifies the expiration period of user accounts. The default
string
setting is 2^32-1 meaning that no accounts will be marked for expiration.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountexpiry-time

This optionally specifies the maximum duration of inactivity leading to
string
expiration of user account. The default setting is 2^32-1, meaning that no
optional
account will expire based on inactivity. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountinactive-limit

This optionally specifies the number of days that must pass between
changepasswordinteger password changes. The default setting is 0 (zero) meaning the user is
[0..1000]
optional allowed to change the password immediately. Attributes: non-creatable,
duration-inmodifiable
days
delay-afterfailed-login
lastpasswords-

[1..60]

[1..25]

integer This optionally specifies the delay after each failed login attempt in seconds.
optional Default is 4 secs. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
integer

This optionally specifies the number of previous passwords that are
disallowed for reuse. The default setting is 6. Attributes: non-creatable,

[top]

disallowedcount
lockoutduration

optional

modifiable

This optionally specifies the number of days to lock the account if maximum
[0..2^32- integer
number of failed attempts occur. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional
modifiable

This optionally specifies the maximum number of invalid login attempts after
max-failed[0..2^32- integer
which the account gets locked. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
loginoptional
1]
modifiable
attempts
min-passwdspecialchar

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum special characters required in
integer
password. The default setting is no special chars i.e. 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

minpasswordsize

[3..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum length of the password. Possible values
integer
range from 3 to 64 characters. The default setting is 8 characters. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

minusernamesize

[3..16]

The minimum length of the user name. Possible values range from 3 to 16
integer
characters. The default setting is 3 characters. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

passwdexpiry-warntime

If configured, this optionally specifies when the user starts receiving warning
string
messages regarding upcoming password expiry. The default setting is 2^32optional
1. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-mindigits

[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of digits required in the
optional password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-minlowercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of lowercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwd-minuppercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of uppercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwordexpirationduration

This optionally specifies the password expiry in days. A value of 0 means it
string
expiries now. Default is 2^32-1 (ie., never expire). Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

requireinitialpasswordupdate

This optionally specifies to change the password upon first-login to the
boolean
storage controller from SSH or serial-console. Default is false. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

requirepasswordalphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the password must have atleast 1 alpha and
optional 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

requireusernamealphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the username must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: security-login-role-info
User role information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is

[top]

not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
accesslevel

Range

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default value is
optional 'all'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

commanddirectoryname

string The command or command directory to which the role has an access. Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

role-query

A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory
string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'. The
optional query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes with name
vol1. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

APIs in Category: security-certificate
security-certificate-caissued-get
security-certificate-caissued-get-iter
security-certificate-create
security-certificate-delete
security-certificatedelete-iter
security-certificate-fileget-iter
security-certificategenerate-csr
security-certificate-get
security-certificate-getiter
security-certificate-install
security-certificateremove-precluster-cert
security-certificaterename
security-certificaterevoke
security-certificate-sign
security-certificatetruststore-clear
security-certificatetruststore-load

This set of ZAPIs allows to manage certificates in a cluster
environment including: creation, deletion, installation, generation
of CSR, signing of certificate and revocation.

security-certificate-ca-issued-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the security-certificate-ca-issued.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ca-serialnumber

string

Serial number of CA certificate.

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

desiredattributes

certificateca-issuedinfo
optional

serialnumber

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Serial number of certificate.
Description

certificateca-issued- The attributes of the security-certificate-ca-issued.

info
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-ca-issued-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of security-certificate-ca-issued objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
certificateca-issuedinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-certificateca-issued object. All security-certificate-ca-issued objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

certificateca-issuedinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

certificateca-issuedThe list of attributes of security-certificate-ca-issued objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-certificate-ca-issued objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-create

[top]

If a certificate is created with the existing Common Name then a new certificate is generated with a
different serial number
Input Name
cert-name
common-

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the system's internal identifier for the certificate. It must be
string
unique within a Vserver. If not provided, it is automatically generated
optional
by the system.
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact

name
country
email-address
expire-days

string

location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

string
Name of the country. Default value is 'US'.
optional
string
Email address of administrator. Default value is empty string.
optional
integer
Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'.
optional
Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is 'sha256'.
Possible values:

hash-function

is-systeminternalcertificate
locality

string
optional

'sha1' ,
'sha256' ,
'md5' ,
'sha224' ,
'sha384' ,
'sha512

boolean
Is System Internal Certificate. Default value is 'false'.
optional
string
Name of the locality Default value is empty string.
optional

organization

string
Name of the organization. Default value is empty string.
optional

organizationunit

string
Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Default value is empty string.
optional
Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'.
Possible values:

size

state

string
optional

'512' - 512 bits private key,
'1024' - 1024 bits private key,
'1536' - 1536 bits private key,
'2048' - 2048 bits private key,
'3072' - 3072 bits private key

string
Name of the state. Default value is empty string.
optional
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

vserver

string

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server authentication

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

security-certificate-delete

[top]

Delete an existing security-certificate object.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
optional Vserver.

cert-name
certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

common-name

string

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

is-systeminternalcertificate

boolean
Is System Internal Certificate
optional
string
Serial number of certificate.
optional

serial-number

string Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
optional removed in a future release.

subtype

Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication

string

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-delete-iter

[top]

Delete an existing security-certificate or a group of security-certificate objects.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple security-certificate
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
deleting the next matching security-certificate even when the
deletion of a previous security-certificate fails. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
count
1]
optional

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching security-certificate even
when the deletion of a previous matching security-certificate fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of security-certificate objects to delete in
this call. Default: 20

If deleting a specific security-certificate, this input element must
certificatespecify all keys. If deleting multiple security-certificate objects
info
based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-certificate
objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
to false, the list of security-certificate objects not deleted will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-certificate
objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
the list of security-certificate objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

securitycertificate- Information about security-certificate objects that were not
delete- deleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching security-certificate objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of security-certificate objects that matched the query,
but were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of security-certificate objects that matched the query
and were successfully deleted.

success-list

securitycertificate- The security-certificate objects that were successfully deleted.
delete- This element will be returned only if input element 'returniter-info[] success-list' is true
optional

Errno

Description

E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT

security-certificate-file-get-iter
Iterate over a list of security-certificate-file objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

certificatefile-info[] The list of attributes of security-certificate-file objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
certificatespecified on any number of attributes in the security-certificatefile-info
file object. All security-certificate-file objects matching this query
optional
up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
certificateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
file-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-certificate-file objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-generate-csr

[top]

Generate a digital certificate signing request(CSR)
Input Name Range
commonname

Type
string

Description
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

country

string
Name of the country.
optional

emailaddress

string
Email address of administrator.
optional
Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is 'sha256'.
Possible values:
'sha1' ,
'sha256' ,
'md5' ,
'sha224' ,
'sha384' ,
'sha512'

hashfunction

string
optional

locality

string
Name of the locality.
optional

organization

string

Name of the organization.

optional
organizationunit

string
Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance.
optional
Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'. Deprecated
as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in future releases.
Possible values:

size

state
Output Name Range

string
optional

'512' - 512 bits private key,
'1024' - 1024 bits private key,
'1536' - 1536 bits private key,
'2048' - 2048 bits private key,
'3072' - 3072 bits private key

string
Name of the state.
optional
Type

Description

csr

string

Certificate Signing Request

private-key

string

Private Key

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the security-certificate.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
Vserver.

cert-name

string
optional

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

commonname

string

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

desiredattributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
certificateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial number of certificate.

subtype

string
optional

Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
removed in a future release.
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on the client,

'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on the server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication

Output Name Range

Type

Description

certificateThe attributes of the security-certificate.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of security-certificate objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

certificateThe list of attributes of security-certificate objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
certificatespecified on any number of attributes in the security-certificate
info
object. All security-certificate objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
certificateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-certificate objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-install
Install a digital certificate

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

cert-name

string
optional

certificate

string

commonname
intermediatecert-list

Description
Specifies the system's internal identifier for the certificate. It
must be unique within a Vserver. If not provided, it is
automatically generated by the system.
Public Key Certificate

FQDN or custom common name. This field is available from Data
ONTAP 8.3.3 onwards and is only applicable if the certificate has
common-name
an empty subject field and a valid subject alternate name
optional
extension. This field must have a valid common name to install
such a certificate.
pubcertificate[]
Chain of Intermediate Certificates
optional

is-systeminternalcertificate

boolean
optional

Netapp internal certificate. Default value is 'false'.

private-key

string
optional

Private Key

subtype

subtype
optional

Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
removed in a future release.
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string

vserver

string
optional

Output Name Range

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.

Type

Description

ca

string
optional

Installed certificate's CA for reference.

serial

string
optional

Installed certificate's serial number for reference.

Errno
E_CERTIFICATE_SUBTYPE_ONLY_SUPPORT_FOR_ADMIN_VSERVER
E_CERTIFICATE_CERT_TYPE_WITH_SUBTYPE_NOT_APPLICABLE
E_CERTIFICATE_CERT_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_PRIVATE_KEY_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_INTERMEDIATE_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_MULTIPLE_INTERMEDIATE_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_INTERMEDIATE_UNSUPPORTED_TYPE
E_CERTIFICATE_DUPLICATE_SERVER_CHAIN_ENTRY
E_CERTIFICATE_EMPTY_VSERVER_DIR_PATH
E_CERTIFICATE_INSTALLATION_NEEDS_COMMON_NAME
E_CERTIFICATE_FAILED_TO_INSTALL_CERTIFICATE
E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_ACCEPT_PRIVATE_KEY
E_CERTIFICATE_FAILED_TO_EXTRACT_CERTIFICATE_INFORMATION
E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_EXTRACT_ISSUER
E_CERTIFICATE_INVALID_COMMON_NAME

Description

E_CERTIFICATE_FAILED_TO_EXTRACT_COMMON_NAME
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_EVP_PKEY_READ_KEY
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_READ_BIO
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_MISMATCH_KEY
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_TOO_EARLY
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_EXPIRED
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_VERIFY_CHAIN
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_FIPS_UNSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-remove-precluster-cert

[top]

Removes the auto-generated precluster certificate

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-rename

[top]

Rename a digital certificate.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

cert-name

string

The current name for the certificate.

new-name

string

The desired name for the certificate.

vserver

vserver-name-data-admin Name of vserver.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-revoke

[top]

Revoke a digital certificate
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ca-serialnumber

string

Serial number of CA certificate.

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

commonname
serialnumber
vserver

string Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
optional location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
string

Serial number of certificate.

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-sign

[top]

Sign a certificate using self-signed root CA
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ca-serial-number

string

Serial number of CA certificate.

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority to Sign

csr

string

Certificate signing request.

destination

uri
URI to send file to. Example: ftp://abc.com.
optional

expire-days

integer
Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'.
optional

filepassword

string
Password for PKCS12 file
optional
Certificate Format. Default value is 'PEM'.

format

string
optional

Possible values:
'pkcs12' ,
'pem'
Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is
'sha256'.
Possible values:

hash-function

password

string
optional

string

'sha1' ,
'sha256' ,
'md5' ,
'sha224' ,
'sha384' ,
'sha512'
Destination URI password

optional
string
Private Key
optional

private-key

string
Destination URI username
optional

username

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

signed-cert
Errno

Type
string

Description
Signed certificate.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-truststore-clear

[top]

Clear the default root certificates from truststore

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-truststore-load

[top]

Load the default root certificates to truststore
Input Name Range
ontap-version

Type

Description

ontap-version
Certificates from specific ONTAP version
optional

password

string
optional

Password to access the URL

path

string
optional

File to load PEM certificates from

uri

string
optional

URL to download PEM certificates from

username

string
optional

Username to access the URL

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Element definition: certificate-ca-issued-info

[top]

Information about issued digital certificates by Self-Signed Root CA When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description
or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
ca-serialnumber
certificateauthority
commonname

Range

Type

Description

string Serial number of CA certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string Certificate Authority Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

country

string
Name of the country. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

email-addr

string Email address of administrator. Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

expirationdate

[0..2^31- integer
Certificate expiration date. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

locality

string
Name of the locality. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

organization

string Name of the organization. Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

organizationunit

string Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

revocation- [0..2^31- integer Certificate revocation date. Attributes: optional-for-create,
date
1]
optional modifiable
serialnumber
state

status

vserver

string Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string
Name of the state. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Status of certificate. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"active" ,
"revoked"

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: certificate-file-info
Information about location of certificate files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description or limited by a set of

[top]

desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
certificateauthority
commonname
exists

Range

Type

Description

string
Certificate Authority. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location
string
in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS). Attributes: key,
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
boolean
Certificate File Exists Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Type of file. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

file

nodename
path

string
optional

"certificate" - Public Key,
"key" - Private Key,
"crl" - Certificate Revocation List

string The node on which the file exists. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string
Path of the file in the file system. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

protocol

string
optional

serialnumber

string
Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

subtype

string Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a
optional future release. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"ssl"

Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server authentication
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: certificate-info
Information about a Digital Certificate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cert-name

string System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

certificateauthority

string Certificate Authority Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

commonname

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

country

string Name of the country. Default value is 'US'. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

emailaddress

string Email address of administrator. Default value is empty string.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

expirationdate

[0..2^63- integer
Certificate Expiration Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

expire-days [1..3652]
hashfunction
is-default
is-root
is-systemgenerated
locality

integer Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is
optional 'sha256'. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Indicates if the certificate is part of the pre-installed truststore
boolean
certificates. Default value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
boolean
Is Root CA Certificate? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean Indicates if the certificate is created by Data ONTAP. Default value is
optional 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the locality Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organization

string Name of the organization. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organizationunit

string Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Default value is empty
optional string. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

protocol

string
optional

Protocol Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ssl"

publiccertificate

string
Public Key Certificate Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

self-signed

boolean Indicates if it is a self-signed certificate. Default value is 'false'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber
size
start-date

string Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..2^31- integer
Certificate Start Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

state
subtype

string Name of the state. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
string
removed in a future release. Attributes: key, optional-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the
Domain Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: ontap-version

[top]

Possible values:
"9_2" ,
"9_7" ,
"9_8" ,
"9_9_1" ,
"9_10_0" ,
"9_10_1"
[none]

Element definition: pubcertificate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: security-certificate-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against security-certificate
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
securitycertificate-key

Description

certificate- The keys for the security-certificate object to which the
info
deletion applies.

Element definition: subtype

[top]

Certificate subtype
[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: certificate-info
Information about a Digital Certificate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

cert-name

string System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

certificateauthority

string Certificate Authority Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

commonname

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

country

string Name of the country. Default value is 'US'. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

emailaddress

string Email address of administrator. Default value is empty string.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

expirationdate

[0..2^63- integer
Certificate Expiration Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

expire-days [1..3652]
hashfunction
is-default
is-root
is-systemgenerated
locality

integer Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is
optional 'sha256'. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Indicates if the certificate is part of the pre-installed truststore
boolean
certificates. Default value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
boolean
Is Root CA Certificate? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean Indicates if the certificate is created by Data ONTAP. Default value is
optional 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the locality Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organization

string Name of the organization. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organizationunit

string Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Default value is empty
optional string. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

protocol

string
optional

Protocol Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ssl"

publiccertificate

string
Public Key Certificate Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

self-signed

boolean Indicates if it is a self-signed certificate. Default value is 'false'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber
size
start-date
state
subtype

string Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..2^31- integer
Certificate Start Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string Name of the state. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
string
removed in a future release. Attributes: key, optional-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

APIs in Category: security-key-manager
external-restore-get-iter
external-status-get-iter
key-query-get-iter
security-key-manageradd
security-key-manageradd-iter
security-key-managerbackup-get
security-key-managerconfig-get
security-key-managerconfig-modify
security-key-managercreate-key
security-key-managerdelete
security-key-managerdelete-iter
security-key-managerdelete-keys
security-key-managerdelete-kmip-config
security-key-managerexternal-add-servers
security-key-managerexternal-disable
security-key-managerexternal-enable
security-key-managerexternal-get
security-key-managerexternal-get-iter
security-key-managerexternal-modify
security-key-managerexternal-modify-server
security-key-managerexternal-remove-servers
security-key-managerget
security-key-managerget-iter
security-key-managerkey-database-create-key
security-key-managerkey-database-delete-key
security-key-managerkey-migrate
security-key-managerkey-store-get-iter
security-key-manager-

This set of APIs manages the key manager and its attributes.

onboard-backup-get
security-key-manageronboard-disable
security-key-manageronboard-enable
security-key-manageronboard-sync
security-key-manageronboard-updatepassphrase
security-key-managerquery-get
security-key-managerquery-get-iter
security-key-managerquery-v2-get
security-key-managerquery-v2-get-iter
security-key-managerrestore-get
security-key-managerrestore-get-iter
security-key-managerrestore-v2-get
security-key-managerrestore-v2-get-iter
security-key-managersetup
security-key-managerupdate-passphrase
security-key-managervolume-encryptionsupported

external-restore-get-iter

[top]

Restore the key IDs from all the key management servers known to this cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
keymanagerexternalrestore
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerexternalrestore
optional
string

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-key-manager
object. All security-key-manager objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the

tag

Output Name

optional
Range

Description

keymanagerexternal- The list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
restore[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

external-status-get-iter

[top]

Lists the connectivity status for all key management servers known to the cluster.
Input Name

Range

externalkeymanagerstatus
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

externalkeymanagerstatus
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-key-manager
object. All security-key-manager objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

externalkeymanager- The list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
status[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

key-query-get-iter

[top]

Lists the keys in the key managers.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerkey-queryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

keymanagerkey-queryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager object. All security-key-manager objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

keymanagerkey-queryThe list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-key-manager objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-add

[top]

Add a key management server to Data ONTAP. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a
future release.
Input Name

Range

key-managerip-address

Type
string

Description
The IP address of the key management server.

key-managertcp-port

integer The TCP port on which the key management server listens for incoming
optional connections. The default value for this parameter is 5696.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-add-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Add a key management server to each node in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security-key-manager
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
with the next matching security-key-manager even when the
optional
operation fails for the security-key-manager. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching security-key-manager even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the operation on a previous matching security-key-manager
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security-key-manager objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]

query

keyIf operating on a specific security-key-manager, this input element
manager- must specify all keys. If operating on security-key-manager
info
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of security-key-manager objects not operated
on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to
optional false, the list of security-key-manager objects operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

securitykeyInformation about security-key-manager objects that were not
manageroperated on due to some error. This element will be returned only
add-iterif input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching security-key-manager objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully processed.

success-list

securitykeyThe security-key-manager objects that were successfully
managerprocessed. This element will be returned only if input element

add-iter'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-backup-get

[top]

Get backup of key hierarchy. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed in a future release.
Output Name Range Type
key-backup

Description

string Backup of key hierarchy

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-config-get

[top]

Display Key Management Configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
keymanagerattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

Output Name Range
attributes

Description

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager.
config-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-config-modify

[top]

Modify Key Management Configuration
Input Name
cc-mode-enabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean
CC-Mode Enabled.
optional
integer

health-monitor-polling-interval [15..30]

optional

Health Monitor Polling Period (in minutes)

okm-on-usb-enabled

boolean
OKM-on-USB Enabled.
optional

onboard-passphrase

string
Current onboard cluster-wide passphrase.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-create-key

[top]

Create a new authentication key with the key management servers. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and
may be removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

key-tag

string
optional

Key Tag

passphrase

string
optional

Authentication Passphrase

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

keymanager-status
Action Status
optional

error-status
key-id

string
optional

restore-failure-list

node-name[]
optional

Nodes that Failed Restoring Key Pair

restore-success-list

node-name[]
optional

Nodes that Succesfully Restored Key Pair

Errno

Authentication Key ID

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-delete

[top]

Delete a key management server from Data ONTAP. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed
in a future release.
Input Name

Range Type

key-manager-ip-address
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string The IP address of the key management server.

Description

security-key-manager-delete-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Delete a key management server from Data ONTAP
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security-key-manager
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
with the next matching security-key-manager even when the
optional
operation fails for the security-key-manager. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching security-key-manager even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the operation on a previous matching security-key-manager
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security-key-manager objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]

query

keyIf operating on a specific security-key-manager, this input element
manager- must specify all keys. If operating on security-key-manager
info
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of security-key-manager objects not operated
on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to
optional false, the list of security-key-manager objects operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

securitykeyInformation about security-key-manager objects that were not
manageroperated on due to some error. This element will be returned only
deleteif input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching security-key-manager objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully processed.
securitykey-

The security-key-manager objects that were successfully

managerprocessed. This element will be returned only if input element
delete'return-success-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-delete-keys

[top]

Deletes the key hierarchy for the Onboard Key Manager. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be
removed in a future release.
Input Name Range
passphrase

Type

Description

string
The Onboard Key Manager cluster-wide passphrase.
optional

Errno

Description

E_KEY_MANAGER_NOT_ENABLED
E_KEY_MANAGER_NOT_SETUP
E_PASSPHRASE_LEN_EXCEEDS_RANGE
E_FAILED_PASSPHRASE_VERIFY
E_INCORRECT_PASSPHRASE
E_FOUND_ENCRYPTED_VOLUMES
E_UNSUPPORTED_ONB_ECV
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-delete-kmip-config

[top]

Deletes the KMIP configuration. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed in a future release.

Errno

Description

E_UNSUPPORTED_ONB_ECV
E_KMIP_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_NSE_AK_IS_SET
E_FOUND_ENCRYPTED_VOLUMES
EINTERNALERROR
E_EXT_KMIP_SERVER_CONF
E_CHECKING_KMIP_SERVER
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

security-key-manager-external-add-servers
Add additional external key management servers
Input Name Range
key-servers
vserver

Type

Description

string[]

The key management servers to add.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-disable

[top]

Disable external key management
Input Name Range
vserver

Type

Description

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-enable

[top]

Enable external key management
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-cert

string

key-servers

string[]

The set of key management servers.

keyservers-are-clustered

boolean
optional

Are the key servers clustered?

policy

string
optional

The key manager policy.

string[]

The names of the server CA certificates.

server-ca-certs
vserver

The name of the client certificate.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
MT_EK_MGMT

security-key-manager-external-get

[top]

Get information about a registered key management server.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

externalkeymanagerinfo
optional

key-server

string
The key server name with port.
optional

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

externalkeyThe attributes of the security-key-manager-external.
managerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-external-get-iter

[top]

Lists registered key management servers known to the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
externalkeymanagerinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
externalkeymanagerinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-external object. All security-key-manager-external
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

externalkeymanager- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-external objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-external objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-external-modify

[top]

Modify external key management
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-cert

string
optional

The name of the new client certificate.

keyservers-are-clustered

boolean
optional

Are the key servers clustered?

server-ca-certs

string[]
optional

The names of the new server CA certificates.

vserver

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-modify-server
Modify information about an external key management server
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

key-server

string

password

string
optional

The new key server authentication password.

secondary-servers

string[]
optional

The secondary key servers.

timeout

integer
optional

The new key server I/O timeout.

string

The key server to modify.

[top]

username

optional

vserver

The new key server authentication username.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-remove-servers

[top]

Remove external key management servers
Input Name Range
key-servers
vserver

Type

Description

string[]

The key management servers to remove.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-get

[top]

Lists all registered key management servers known to a specified node. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6
and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerinfo
optional

keymanager-ipaddress

string

The IP address of the key management server.

node-name

string

Node

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

keymanager- The attributes of the security-key-manager.
info
Description

security-key-manager-get-iter

[top]

Lists registered key management servers known to the cluster. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-key-manager
object. All security-key-manager objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerThe list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional security-key-manager objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-database-create-key

[top]

Create a new authentication key on the key manager
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

key-tag

string
optional

The key tag.

passphrase

string
optional

The key AK passphrase.

Output Name
error-status

Range

Type
keymanagerstatus
optional

Description
The action status.

key-id

hex-string
optional

restore-failurelist

node-name[]
optional

Nodes on which the newly-created key was not
successfully restored.

restore-successlist

node-name[]
optional

Nodes on which the newly-created key was successfully
restored.

Errno

The key ID.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-database-delete-key

[top]

Delete an existing authentication key on the key manager
Input Name Range
key-id

Type

Description

hex-string The ID of the key to delete.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-migrate

[top]

Migrate keys from one vserver to another
Input Name Range
from-vserver

Type

Description

vserver-name The Vserver name to migrate from.

to-vserver

vserver-name The Vserver name to migrate to.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-store-get-iter

[top]

Lists all configured key managers.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^32-

Type

Description

keymanagerkey-storeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:

max-records

1]

optional

20

query

keymanagerkey-storeinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager object. All security-key-manager objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

keymanagerkey-storeThe list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-key-manager objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-backup-get

[top]

Get backup of key hierarchy
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The admin Vserver.
optional

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

key-backup

string

The salt and wrapped keys as a hex dump.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-disable
Disable the Onboard Key Manager
Input Name Range
vserver
Errno

Type

Description

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional
Description

[top]

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-enable

[top]

Enable the Onboard Key Manager
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cc-mode-enabled

boolean
optional

Common Criteria mode enabled?

okm-on-usb-enabled

boolean
optional

OKM-on-USB enabled?

onboard-passphrase

string
optional

The Onboard Key Manager Cluster-wide Passphrase

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-sync

[top]

Sync the Onboard Key Manager Keys
Input Name Range

Type

Description

passphrase

string

Onboard Cluster-wide Passphrase

vserver

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-update-passphrase
Update the Onboard Key Manager Passphrase
Input Name
existing-passphrase
new-passphrase
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string

The existing the Onboard Key Manager passphrase.

string

The new the Onboard Key Manager passphrase.

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-get

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Return the key IDs stored in a key management server and whether restored (present
in the node's key table).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerqueryinfo
optional

keymanager-ipaddress

string

IP Address

node-name

string

Node

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-query.
queryinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-get-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Return the key IDs stored in all of the key management servers known to the cluster
and whether restored (present in the nodes' key tables).
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
keymanagerqueryinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerqueryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-query object. All security-key-manager-query objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

keymanagerquery- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-query objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-query objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-v2-get

[top]

Return the key IDs stored in a key management server and whether restored (present in the node's key
table). Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerqueryinfo-v2
optional

key-id

string

Key ID

keymanager-ipaddress

string

IP Address

node-name

string

Node

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-query-v2.
queryinfo-v2
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-v2-get-iter
Return the key IDs stored in all of the key management servers known to the cluster and whether

[top]

restored (present in the nodes' key tables). Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a
future release.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerqueryinfo-v2
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

keymanagerqueryinfo-v2
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-query-v2 object. All security-key-manager-query-v2
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerquery- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-query-v2 objects.
info-v2[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-query-v2 objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-get

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Restore the key IDs stored in the specified key management server for the specified
node.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

keymanagerrestoreinfo
optional

keymanager-ipaddress

string

key-tag
node-name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
IP Address

string
Key Tag
optional
string

Node

Output Name Range

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-restore.
restoreinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-get-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Restore the key IDs from all the key management servers known to this cluster.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerrestoreinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

keymanagerrestoreinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-restore object. All security-key-manager-restore objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerrestore- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-restore objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-restore objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-v2-get

[top]

Restore the key IDs from the specified key management server for the specified node. Deprecated as of
ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerrestoreinfo-v2
optional

key-id

string

Key ID

keymanager-ipaddress

string

IP Address

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

string
Key Tag
optional

key-tag
node-name

string

Output Name Range

Node

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-restore-v2.
restoreinfo-v2

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-v2-get-iter

[top]

Restore the key IDs from all the key management servers known to this cluster. Deprecated as of
ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerrestoreinfo-v2
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerrestoreinfo-v2
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-restore-v2 object. All security-key-manager-restore-v2
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
key-

Description

managerrestore- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-restore-v2 objects.
info-v2[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-restore-v2 objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-setup

[top]

Configure key manager connectivity. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed in a future
release.
Input Name

Range

cc-mode-enabled

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Enable Common Criteria Mode?

key-manager-boot-address

ip-address
Key Manager Boot Node IPv4 Address
optional

key-manager-boot-addressV6

ip-address
Key Manager Boot Node IPv6 Address
optional

key-manager-boot-gateway

ip-address
IPv4 Gateway for the Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-gatewayV6

ip-address
IPv6 Gateway for the Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-interface

lif-bindable
Physical Interface Used to Contact Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-netmask

ip-address
Netmask for the Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-port

integer
optional

TCP Port for the Key Server

key-manager-boot-prefixlen

integer
optional

IPv6 Prefix Length

node

filer-id
optional

Node Name

onboard-passphrase

string
optional

Onboard Key Manager Cluster-wide Passphrase

sync-metrocluster-config

boolean
optional

Sync MetroCluster Configuration from Peer

use-external-usb

boolean
optional

Use external USB for Onboard Key Storage

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

security-key-manager-update-passphrase

[top]

Update passphrase for the Onboard Key Manager. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed
in a future release.
Input Name

Range Type

new-passphrase

Description

string New onboard cluster-wide passphrase

onboard-passphrase

string Current onboard cluster-wide passphrase

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-volume-encryption-supported

[top]

Checks if Volume encryption is supported on this node
Input Name

Range

Type

node

string

Description
Node Name

string
Vserver Name
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

vol-encryption-supported
Errno

Type

Description

boolean Volume encryption supported

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: external-key-manager-info

[top]

Returns External Key Management Server Information When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
client-cert
info

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The name of the client certificate. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string

Any Key Server Registered or Not Attributes: non-creatable,

optional

non-modifiable

key-server

string
optional

The key server name with port. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

keyservers-areclustered

boolean
optional

Are the key servers clustered? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

server-ca-certs

string[]
optional

The names of the server CA certificates. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The key server I/O timeout. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

timeout

[-1..60]

vserverThe Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: external-key-manager-status

[top]

Returns External Key Management Server Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-server

Range

Type
string
optional

key-serverstatus

keymanager-serverstatus
optional

node

node-name
optional

status-details

string
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

Element definition: filer-id
Filer UUID
[none]

Description
Key Server Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Key Server Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown
Node Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Key Server Status Details Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[top]

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: key-manager-external-restore

[top]

Information about the key ID pairs restored from a key management server When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id

Range

Type

Description

hex-string
The ID of the restored key. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

keyserver

string
optional

The key server from which the key was restored. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

key-tag

string
optional

The tag of the restored key. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

nodename

nodename
optional

The node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: key-manager-info
Returns Key Management Server Info connectivity status When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

keymanager-ipaddress

string The IP address of the key management server. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The status of the given key management server. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

keymanagerserverstatus
keymanagertcp-port

Description

string
optional

[1..65535]

node-name

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

The TCP port on which the key management server listens for
integer
incoming connections. The default value for this parameter is 5696.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: key-manager-query-info

[top]

Returns key manager query result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id-count
key-ids
key-manager-ipaddress

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer AK/Key ID Pair Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
key-idInformation about AK/key ID pairs and their associated
info[]
key-tags.
optional
string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

key-managerserver-status

node-name

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: key-manager-query-info-v2

[top]

Returns key manager query result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id
key-manager-ipaddress

Range

Type

Description

string
Key ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

key-managerserver-status

key-tag

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Key Tag Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Key Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

key-type

node-name
restored

string
optional

"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,
"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,
"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean Key/Key ID Pair Present in Node's Key Table? Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: key-manager-restore-info
Information about the authentication key and key ID pairs restored from a key management server
When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated
in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id-count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer AK/Key ID Pair Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
key-idList of restored key IDs
info[]
optional

key-ids
key-manager-ipaddress

string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

key-managerserver-status

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Key Tag Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

key-tag

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

Element definition: key-manager-restore-info-v2
Information about the key ID pairs restored from a key management server When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id
key-manager-ipaddress

Range

Type

Description

string
Key ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

key-manager-serverstatus

key-tag
node-name

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Key Tag Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: keymanager-config-info

[top]

Provide Key Management Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
CC-Mode Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

cc-mode-enabled

health-monitor-pollinginteger Health Monitor Polling Period (in minutes) Attributes: non[15..30]
optional creatable, modifiable
interval
okm-on-usb-enabled

boolean OKM-on-USB Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

onboard-passphrase

string Current onboard cluster-wide passphrase. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: keymanager-key-query-info
Returns Information About the Keys in the Key Manager When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

key-id

hex-string
optional

keyserver

string
optional

key-store

keystore
optional

key-tag

string
optional

Description
The key ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The key server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The key manager type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database
The key tag. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The key type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

keyusagetype

"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,

[top]

key-type

"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,
"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK

optional

key-user

vservername
optional

node

node-name
optional

restored

boolean
optional

Is Key/Key ID Pair in Node's Key Table? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

The key user. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: keymanager-key-store-info

[top]

Returns Information About Configured Key Managers When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
keystore

vserver

Range

Type
keystore
optional

Description
The key store. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database

vserver-name
The Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: keymanager-status
Key Manager Command Error Status Possible values:
"ok" ,
"error_unknown" ,
"error_invalid_op" ,
"error_internal" ,
"error_operation_timeout" ,
"error_client_cert_file_missing" ,
"error_server_cert_missing" ,
"error_server_connection" ,
"error_server_duplicate" ,

[top]

"error_server_not_found" ,
"error_server_not_supported" ,
"error_server_not_registered" ,
"error_server_max" ,
"error_server_delete_failed" ,
"error_key_restore_completed" ,
"error_key_restore_init" ,
"error_key_restore_in_progress" ,
"error_key_restore_failed" ,
"error_key_gen_crypto_failed" ,
"error_key_gen_hexstr_failed" ,
"error_key_backup_failed" ,
"error_key_duplicate_found" ,
"error_key_del_crypto_failed" ,
"error_kmip_bootarg_unset" ,
"error_wrapping_key_not_found" ,
"error_key_unwrapping_failed" ,
"error_key_manager_not_setup"
[none]

Element definition: lif-bindable

[top]

|
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: security-key-manager-add-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security-key-manager object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
security-keymanager-key

Description

The keys for the security-key-manager object to which
keymanager-info the operation applies.

[top]

Element definition: security-key-manager-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security-key-manager object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
security-keymanager-key

Description

The keys for the security-key-manager object to which
keymanager-info the operation applies.

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: key-id-info

[top]

List of restored key IDs
Name Range
key-id

Type

Description

string
Authentication Key ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: key-manager-info
Returns Key Management Server Info connectivity status When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

keymanager-ipaddress

Description

string The IP address of the key management server. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The status of the given key management server. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

keymanagerserverstatus
keymanagertcp-port

Type

string
optional

[1..65535]

node-name

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

The TCP port on which the key management server listens for
integer
incoming connections. The default value for this parameter is 5696.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: keymanager-server-status

[top]

available|not-responding|unknown Possible values:
"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown
[none]

Element definition: keystore

[top]

Key Store Possible values:
"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database
[none]

Element definition: keyusagetype
Key Usage Type Possible values:
"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,
"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,

[top]

"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK
[none]

APIs in Category: security-key-manager-key
security-key-managerkey-get-iter

This ZAPI provides information related to the keys present in the
cluster.

security-key-manager-key-get-iter

[top]

Show information related to the keys present in the cluster. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be
removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

securitykeymanagerkey-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securitykeymanagerkey-info
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-key object. All security-key-manager-key objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

securitykeymanagerThe list of attributes of security-key-manager-key objects.
keyinfo[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional security-key-manager-key objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: security-key-manager-key-info
Display Encryption Key Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef

[top]

are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id
keylocation

Range

Type

Description

string
Key Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Key Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Key Store Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

key-store

key-tag
node
restored

string
optional

"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database

string
Key Tag Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Restored Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Used By Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

used-by

string
optional

"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,
"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,
"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK

APIs in Category: security-session
security-sessionapplication-stats-get-iter
security-session-kill-cliiter
security-session-limitapplication-create
security-session-limitapplication-delete
security-session-limitapplication-get-iter
security-session-limitapplication-modify
security-session-limitcreate
security-session-limitdelete
security-session-limitget-iter
security-session-limitlocation-create
security-session-limitlocation-delete
security-session-limitlocation-get-iter
security-session-limitlocation-modify
security-session-limitmodify
security-session-limitrequest-create
security-session-limitrequest-delete
security-session-limitrequest-get-iter
security-session-limitrequest-modify
security-session-limituser-create
security-session-limituser-delete
security-session-limituser-get-iter
security-session-limituser-modify
security-session-limitvserver-create
security-session-limitvserver-delete
security-session-limitvserver-get-iter
security-session-limitvserver-modify

This set of APIs allows viewing session statistics and configuring
session limits.

security-session-locationstats-get-iter
security-session-requeststats-get-iter
security-session-runningstats-get-iter
security-session-userstats-get-iter
security-session-vserverstats-get-iter

security-session-application-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session application statistics.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

sessionapplicationstats-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

sessionapplicationstats-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session
object. All security-session objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

sessionapplicationThe list of attributes of security-session objects.
stats-info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-session objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-kill-cli-iter
Kill a CLI session

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security-session objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching security-session even when the operation fails for
optional
the security-session. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching security-session even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the operation on a previous matching security-session fails, and do
optional
count
1]
so until the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security-session objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]

query

sessionIf operating on a specific security-session, this input element must
runningspecify all keys. If operating on security-session objects based on
statsquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-session objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of security-session objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-session objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of security-session objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securitysessionInformation about security-session objects that were not operated
kill-clion due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional security-session objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-session objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-session objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

securitysessionThe security-session objects that were successfully processed. This
kill-clielement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional
Description

security-session-limit-application-create

[top]

Creates a per-application session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

application

string

interface

session-iftype

max-active[0..250]
limit
returnrecord

The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and application.

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

Type
sessionapplicationlimits-info
optional

Errno

The name of the application for this limit. An application name
of '-default-' specifies the default application limit for any
application.

integer

Output Name Range
result

Description

Description
The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-application-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-application session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

application

string

Description
The name of the application for this limit. An application name of 'default-' specifies the default application limit for any application.

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-application-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-application session limits.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

session-

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes

application- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
limits-info present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

sessionapplicationlimits-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session
object. All security-session objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

sessionapplicationThe list of attributes of security-session objects.
limitsinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-session objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-application-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-application session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

application

string

Description
The name of the application for this limit. An application name of 'default-' specifies the default application limit for any application.

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
[0..250]
optional and application.
limit
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-create

[top]

Creates a session default limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

The session type for this default limit. The following
categories are defined:

category

session-limit-type

interface

session-if-type

max-active[0..250]
limit
returnrecord

The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit.

integer

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for
this interface and category.

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

session-defaultThe security-session created (keys or the entire object if
limits-info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

'application': Identifies the default limit for any single
application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single
location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single
request type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single
Vserver

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-delete

[top]

Deletes a session default limit.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The session type for this default limit. The following categories
are defined:

category

interface

session-limittype

'application': Identifies the default limit for any single
application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single request
type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single Vserver

session-if-type The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-get-iter

[top]

Returns session default limits.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

sessiondefaultlimitsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessiondefaultlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
sessiondefaultlimitsinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-create

[top]

Creates a per-location session limit.
Input Name
interface
ipspace

location

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type
string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
optional changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace.
string

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the
default location limit for any location.

max-activeThe maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
[0..250] integer
limit
interface and location.
returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the security-session on successful creation.
optional Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

sessionlocationlimits- The security-session created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-location session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
optional changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace.

ipspace

location

string

Errno

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the default
location limit for any location.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-location session limits.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
sessionlocationlimitsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
sessionlocationlimitsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional

obtained from the previous call.
Output Name

Range

Description

sessionlocationlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-location session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
optional changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace.

ipspace

location

string

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the
default location limit for any location.

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
[0..250]
optional and location.
limit
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-modify

[top]

Modifies a session default limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The session type for this default limit. The following categories
are defined:

category

session-limittype

'application': Identifies the default limit for any single
application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single request

type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single Vserver
session-iftype

interface
max-active[0..250]
limit
Errno

integer
optional

The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit.
The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and category.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-create

[top]

Creates a per-request session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type
session-iftype

interface
max-active[0..250]
limit

integer

request

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range
result

Errno

Description
The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and request type.
The name of the request for this limit. A request name of 'default-' specifies the default request limit for any request type.
If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

Type
sessionrequestlimits-info
optional

Description
The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-request session limit.
Input Name Range
interface
request
Errno

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type
string

The name of the request for this limit. A request name of '-default-'
specifies the default request limit for any request type.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-request session limits.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionrequestlimitsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionrequestlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
sessionrequestlimitsinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-request session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
[0..250]
optional and request type.
limit
request

string

The name of the request for this limit. A request name of '-default-'

specifies the default request limit for any request type.
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-user-create

[top]

Creates a per-user session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

session-ifThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
type

interface
max-active[0..250]
limit

integer

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface, Vserver, and user.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful creation.
Default: false

username

string

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of
'-default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.

vserver

vserverid

Output Name Range

Type

Description

sessionuser-limits- The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is
used to specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-user-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-user session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

username

string

vserver

vserverid

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of 'default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.
The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

security-session-limit-user-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-user session limits.
Input Name

Range

sessionuserlimitsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionuserlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

sessionuserlimitsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-user-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-user session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
[0..250]
optional interface, Vserver, and user.
limit
username

string

vserver

vserverid

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of 'default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.
The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-create

[top]

Creates a per-vserver session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

interface

Description

session-if-type The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.

max-active[0..250]
limit

integer

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and Vserver.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

vserver

vserverid

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is
used to specify the default for all Vservers.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

sessionvserver-limits- The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-vserver session limit.
Input Name Range
interface
vserver

Type

Description

session-ifThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
type
vserverid

Errno

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-get-iter
Returns per-vserver session limits.

[top]

Input Name

Range

sessionvserverlimitsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionvserverlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

sessionvserverlimitsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-vserver session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

max-activeinteger
[0..250]
optional
limit
vserver
Errno

Description

vserverid

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and Vserver.
The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-location-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session location statistics.
Input Name

Range

sessionlocationstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionlocationstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionlocationstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-request-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session request statistics.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
sessionrequeststatsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
sessionrequeststatsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the

string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

sessionrequeststats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-running-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session running statistics.
Input Name

Range

sessionrunningstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionrunningstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionrunningstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

security-session-user-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session user statistics.
Input Name

Range

sessionuserstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionuserstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionuserstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-vserver-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session vserver statistics.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
sessionvserverstatsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
session-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
statsAll security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
info
will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

sessionvserverstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: security-session-kill-cli-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security-session object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

securitysession-key

session-runningstats-info

The keys for the security-session object to which the
operation applies.

Element definition: session-application-limits-info
Session Application Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

The name of the application for this limit. An application name of 'string
default-' specifies the default application limit for any application.
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

application

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes:
if-type
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface
maxactivelimit

[0..250]

integer The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
optional and application. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: session-application-stats-info
Session Application Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string The name of the calling application. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

application

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedpercent

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed[0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
idleseconds
interface

The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

lastactiveseconds

The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only
[0..2^64- integer
present when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

last-time

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

maxactive

[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable

[top]

maxactivelimit

[0..250]

max-time

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodename
successpercent

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

total[0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
totalseconds

[0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: session-default-limits-info

[top]

Session Default Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The session type for this default limit. The following categories are
defined:
'application': Identifies the default limit for any single application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single request type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single Vserver

category

sessionlimit-type
optional

interface

session-ifThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit. Attributes: key,
type
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

maxactivelimit

[0..250]

integer
optional

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
and category. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: session-if-type
Session Interface Type
[none]

[top]

Element definition: session-limit-type

[top]

Session Limit Type
[none]

Element definition: session-location-limits-info

[top]

Session Location Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
interface

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes: key,
if-type
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

ipspace

The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
string
changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace. Attributes: key, optional-foroptional
create, non-modifiable

location

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
string
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the default
optional
location limit for any location. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

maxinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
active- [0..250]
optional and location. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
limit

Element definition: session-location-stats-info
Session Location Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedinteger The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
[0..100]
percent
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they were
failed- [0..2^64- integer
blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
idle[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
seconds
1]
modifiable
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

ipspace

last[0..2^64- integer The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only present
activeoptional when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
seconds
last-time

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

location

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
string address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
optional localhost connections. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

maxactive
maxactivelimit
maxtime
nodename

[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
[0..250]

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^64- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

successinteger The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: non[0..100]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
percent
total- [0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: session-request-limits-info

[top]

Session Request Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes: key,
if-type
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

maxinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
active- [0..250]
optional and request type. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
limit
The name of the request for this limit. A request name of '-default-'
string
specifies the default request limit for any request type. Attributes: key,
optional
required-for-create, non-modifiable

request

Element definition: session-request-stats-info
Session Request Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of requests that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedinteger The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
[0..100]
percent
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they were
failed- [0..2^64- integer
blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last request completed. This is only
idle[0..2^64- integer
present when there are no active requests. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
seconds
1]
non-modifiable

[top]

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

The time (in seconds) since the last request started. This is only present
last[0..2^64- integer
when there are active requests. Attributes: non-creatable, nonactiveoptional
1]
modifiable
seconds
last-time
maxactive
maxactivelimit
maxtime

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active requests. Attributes:
1]
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..250]

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodename

string The name of the request that was issued. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

request

successinteger The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: non[0..100]
percent
optional creatable, non-modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: session-running-stats-info
Session Location Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
activeseconds
application

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer The time (in seconds) since the last request started. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string The name of the calling application. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed[0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
requests
1]
modifiable
idleseconds
interface

[0..2^64- integer The time (in seconds) since the last request completed. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that is processing the session.
if-type
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ipspace
last-time

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took on this session.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
string
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
optional
localhost connections. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

location
max-time

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took on this
optional session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that is processing the session. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

nodename

string The request input that is currently being handled by the session.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

request
session-id

A monotonically increasing number for each node that helps make
[0..2^32- integer
each session uniquely identifiable. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

start-time

[0..2^31- integer The start time of the current session. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]
The state (pending, active, or idle) of the session. The state is
'pending' if it hit a session limit and the session is waiting for another
session to end. The state is 'idle' for CLI sessions that are waiting at
the command prompt. The state is 'active' if the session is actively
session- working on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
state
Possible values:
optional
"pending" ,
"active" ,
"idle"

state

total[0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received so far on this session.
requests
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
totalseconds

[0..2^32- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the authenticated user that originated this request.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

username

vserverid The name of the Vserver that originated this request. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: session-user-limits-info

[top]

Session User Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes:
if-type
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface
maxactivelimit

integer The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface,
optional Vserver, and user. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

[0..250]

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of 'string
default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

username

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
vserverid
specify the default for all Vservers. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: session-user-stats-info

[top]

Session User Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedpercent

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed- [0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
idle[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
seconds
1]
modifiable
interface

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only
last[0..2^64- integer
present when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonactiveoptional
1]
modifiable
seconds
last-time
max-

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer

The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:

active

1]

maxactivelimit

[0..250]

max-time

optional required-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodename
successpercent

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

total[0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total[0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the authenticated user that originated this request.
optional Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

username

vserverid The name of the Vserver that originated this request. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: session-vserver-limits-info

[top]

Session Vserver Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
interface

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes:
if-type
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

maxinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
active- [0..250]
optional and Vserver. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
limit
vserver

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
vserverid
specify the default for all Vservers. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable

Element definition: session-vserver-stats-info
Session Vserver Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedinteger The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
[0..100]
percent
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed- [0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
idle[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
seconds
1]
modifiable
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only
last[0..2^64- integer
present when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonactiveoptional
1]
modifiable
seconds
last-time
maxactive
maxactivelimit
maxtime
nodename

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
[0..250]

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

successinteger The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: non[0..100]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
percent
total- [0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
vserver

vserverid The name of the Vserver that originated this request. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserverid

[top]

Vserver Id
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: session-if-type

[top]

Session Interface Type
[none]

Element definition: session-state
pending|active|idle Possible values:
"pending" ,
"active" ,
"idle"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: security-ssl
This is an auto generated category.

security-ssl-get
security-ssl-get-iter
security-ssl-modify

security-ssl-get

[top]

Get the attributes of SSL security
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
ssl-info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverThe attributes of the SSL security.
ssl-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-ssl-get-iter

[top]

Get the attributes of SSL security
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the SSL security object. All
ssl-info
SSL security objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
ssl-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Description

vserversslThe list of attributes of SSL security objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more SSL
optional security objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-ssl-modify

[top]

Modify SSL authentication for a Vserver. Only field(s) that are provided will be modified.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

string Issuing Certificate Authority (CA) of server certificate. This field is
optional required when you specify server-enabled as true.

certificateserial-number

Serial number of certificate in hexadecimal format. This field is
string
required when you specify server-enabled as true, if you do not
optional
specify one it will use the serial number of the default certificate.

clientauthenticationenabled

boolean
Informs if SSL Client Authentication is enabled.
optional

common-name

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
This field is optional when you specify server-enabled as true.

ocsp-defaultresponder

This parameter sets the default OCSP responder to use. If the
string â€œocsp-override-responderâ€ parameter is not enabled, the URI
optional given will be used only if no responder URI is specified in the
certificate being verified.

ocsp-enabled

This parameter enables OCSP validation of the client certificate chain.
If this parameter is enabled, certificates in the client's certificate chain
boolean
will be validated against an OCSP responder after normal verification
optional
(including CRL checks) have taken place. The OCSP responder used is
either extracted from the certificate itself, or derived by configuration.

ocsp-maxresponse-age

This parameter sets the maximum allowable age (freshness), in
string seconds, for OCSP responses. The default value (unlimited) does not
optional enforce a maximum age, which means that OCSP responses are
considered valid as long as their expiration date field is in the future.

ocsp-maxresponse-timeskew

timeThis parameter sets the maximum allowable time difference for OCSP
interval
responses (when validating their ThisUpdate and NextUpdate fields).
optional

ocsp-overrideresponder

This parameter forces the configured default OCSP responder to be
boolean
used during OCSP certificate validation, regardless of whether the
optional
certificate being validated references an OCSP responder.

ocsprespondertimeout

time- This parameter sets the timeout for queries to OCSP responders.
interval Specify zero for the minimum possible timeout. The default value is
optional 10 seconds.
This parameter determines whether queries to OCSP responders
should contain a NONCE or not. By default, a query NONCE is always

ocsp-userequest-nonce

boolean used and checked against the response's one. When the responder
optional does not use NONCEs (e.g. Microsoft OCSP Responder), this
parameter should be disabled. Note: A NONCE is a unique identifier
included in each OCSP request / response to prevent a replay attack.

serverauthenticationenabled

boolean
Informs if SSL Server Authentication is enabled.
optional
string
Name of vserver.
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: vserver-ssl-info

[top]

Information about SSL authentication for a Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

Issuing Certificate Authority (CA) of server certificate. This field is
string
required when you specify server-enabled as true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

certificateserial-number

Serial number of certificate in hexadecimal format. This field is
string
required when you specify server-enabled as true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

clientauthenticationenabled

boolean Informs if SSL Client Authentication is enabled. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

common-name

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional This field is optional when you specify server-enabled as true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-defaultresponder

This parameter sets the default OCSP responder to use. If the
string â€œocsp-override-responderâ€ parameter is not enabled, the URI
optional given will be used only if no responder URI is specified in the
certificate being verified. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-enabled

This parameter enables OCSP validation of the client certificate chain.
If this parameter is enabled, certificates in the client's certificate chain
boolean will be validated against an OCSP responder after normal verification
optional (including CRL checks) have taken place. The OCSP responder used is
either extracted from the certificate itself, or derived by configuration.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-maxresponse-age

This parameter sets the maximum allowable age (freshness), in
seconds, for OCSP responses. The default value (unlimited) does not
string
enforce a maximum age, which means that OCSP responses are
optional
considered valid as long as their expiration date field is in the future.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-maxresponse-timeskew

time- This parameter sets the maximum allowable time difference for OCSP
interval responses (when validating their ThisUpdate and NextUpdate fields).
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-overrideresponder

This parameter forces the configured default OCSP responder to be
boolean used during OCSP certificate validation, regardless of whether the
optional certificate being validated references an OCSP responder. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

ocsprespondertimeout

time- This parameter sets the timeout for queries to OCSP responders.
interval Specify zero for the minimum possible timeout. The default value is
optional 10 seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-userequest-nonce

This parameter determines whether queries to OCSP responders
should contain a NONCE or not. By default, a query NONCE is always
used and checked against the response's one. When the responder
boolean
does not use NONCEs (e.g. Microsoft OCSP Responder), this
optional
parameter should be disabled. Note: A NONCE is a unique identifier
included in each OCSP request / response to prevent a replay attack.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

serverauthenticationenabled

boolean Informs if SSL Server Authentication is enabled. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

vserver

string
Name of vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: time-interval
Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: service-processor
service-processor-apiservice-disable-installedcertificates
service-processor-apiservice-enable-installedcertificates
service-processor-apiservice-get
service-processor-apiservice-modify
service-processor-apiservice-renew-internalcertificates
service-processor-asupconfig-get
service-processor-asupconfig-set
service-processor-asupinvoke
service-processor-autoconfiguration-disable
service-processor-autoconfiguration-enable
service-processor-autoconfiguration-get
service-processor-get
service-processor-get-iter
service-processor-imageget
service-processor-imagemodify
service-processor-imageupdate
service-processor-imageupdate-progress-get
service-processor-logallocation-get
service-processor-logallocation-get-iter
service-processornetwork-get
service-processornetwork-get-iter
service-processornetwork-modify
service-processornetwork-modify-iter
service-processor-reboot
service-processor-sshadd-allowed-addresses
service-processor-ssh-get
service-processor-ssh-

These APIs enable applications to get information about the
Service Processor of any node in the cluster or modifying its
configuration. A Service Processor (SP) device provides remote
management capabilities including console redirection, logging
and power control. It also extends AutoSupport by sending
additional system event alerts. The AutoSupport settings are
used for sending these alerts via email over the SP LAN interface.

remove-allowedaddresses

service-processor-api-service-disable-installed-certificates

[top]

Disable user-installed certificates for the service processor API service - use auto-generated certificates

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-enable-installed-certificates

[top]

Enable user-installed certificates for the service processor API service
Input Name Range

Type

Description

client-cert

string

The name of the client certificate.

rootca-cert

string

The names of the root CA certificates.

server-cert

string

The name of the server certificate.

vserver

vserver-name-data-admin The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-get

[top]

Get service processor API service configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type
serviceprocessorapiservice
optional
Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Description

serviceprocessorThe attributes of the service-processor.
apiservice

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-modify

[top]

Modify service processor API service configuration
Input Name

Range

Description

boolean
Is SP API Service Enabled
optional

is-enabled

boolean
Only Cluster Members Can Access the Service
optional

limit-access
port

Type

[49152..65535]

Errno

integer
SP API Service Port
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-renew-internal-certificates

[top]

Generate SSL and SSH certificates used for secure communication with the service processor API
service

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-asup-config-get

[top]

Returns Service Processor AutoSupport Configuration Information.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type
serviceprocessorasup-info
optional
Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
asup-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-asup-config-set

[top]

Setup Service Processor AutoSupport Configuration Information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

boolean
SP AutoSupport Is-enabled state
optional

is-enabled
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-asup-invoke

[top]

Invoke AutoSupport from Specific Service-Processor
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-auto-configuration-disable

[top]

Disable Service Processor Auto-Configuration
Input Name

Range

address-family
Errno

Type

Description

sp-ip-address-type IPv4/IPv6 Address Family
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-auto-configuration-enable

[top]

Enable Service Processor Auto-Configuration
Input Name

Range

address-family

Type

subnet-name
Errno

Description

sp-ip-address-type IPv4/IPv6 Address Family
string

Subnet Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-auto-configuration-get

[top]

Get Service Processor auto-configuration subnet name.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
spsubnetnameinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

spsubnetThe attributes of the service-processor.
nameinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-get

[top]

Get basic information about the device
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

serviceprocessorinfo
optional

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Node on which the device is located
Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-get-iter

[top]

Get basic information about device of each node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

Type
serviceprocessorinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the service-processor
object. All service-processor objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

serviceprocessorinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessorThe list of attributes of service-processor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
service-processor objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-get

[top]

Get information about installed firmware images
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
serviceprocessorimage
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Is this image primary or backup firmware for the device Possible
values:

firmwareimage

sp-fwtype

node

nodename

Output Name Range

"primary" - Firmware which the device boots into by default,
"backup" - Firmware which the device boots into if primary fails
Node on which the device is located

Type

Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
image

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-modify

[top]

Enable or disable automatic firmware update
Input Name

Range

is-autoupdate-enabled
node

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Is firmware autoupdate enabled on the device

node-name Node on which the device is located

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-update

[top]

Install new firmware image
Input Name Range

Type

Description

clear-logs

boolean
Clear logs on the device after update. Default value is true
optional

installbaselineimage

boolean Install the version packaged with ONTAP if this parameter is set to true.
optional Otherwise, -package must be used to specify the package to install

node

nodename

Node on which the device is located

package

Name of the package file containing the firmware to be installed. Not
string
optional required when -baseline is true

updatetype

sp-fwupdateType of firmware update to be performed
type
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-update-progress-get

[top]

Get firmware update progress
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

serviceprocessorimageupdateprogress-info
optional

node

node-name

Output Name Range

attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Node on which the device is located

Type

Description

serviceprocessorThe attributes of the service-processor.
imageupdateprogress-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-log-allocation-get

[top]

Get the Service Processor log allocation map.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

serviceprocessorlog-info
optional

node

nodename

The host node name where the log files are located

remote-node

string

The node name the log files are collected from

Output Name Range

Type

attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
log-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-log-allocation-get-iter

[top]

Get the Service Processor log allocation map of each node in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type
serviceprocessorlog-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the service-processor
object. All service-processor objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

serviceprocessorlog-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessorThe list of attributes of service-processor objects.
log-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
service-processor objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-network-get

[top]

Get the network configuration
Input Name Range

address-type

desired-

Type
sp-ipaddresstype

Description
Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or IPv6
Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6

serviceSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
processorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
network-

attributes

info
optional
nodename

node
Output Name Range

present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Node on which the device is located

Type

Description

serviceprocessorThe attributes of the service-processor.
networkinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-network-get-iter

[top]

Get the network configuration of device of each node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

serviceprocessornetworkinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

serviceprocessornetworkinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessornetwork- The list of attributes of service-processor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the service-processor
object. All service-processor objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
service-processor objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

service-processor-network-modify

[top]

Modify the network configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sp-ip-addresstype

address-type

Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or
IPv6 Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
DHCP status for the configuration Possible values:

dhcp

sp-dhcp-status
optional

gateway-ipaddress

ip-address
optional

IP address of the network gateway

ip-address

ip-address
optional

IP address currently held by the device

is-enabled

boolean
optional

netmask

ip-address
optional

Netmask for the device

node

node-name

Node on which the device is located

prefix-length

[0..64]

Errno

integer
optional

"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
"none" - DHCP not enabled

Is this address configuration enabled

Prefix length of subnet mask

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-network-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the network configuration of device of each node in the cluster
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

serviceprocessor- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
network- element.
info
boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple service-processor
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
modifying the next matching service-processor even when
modification of a previous service-processor fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching service-

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
count
1]
optional

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

processor even when the modification of a previous matching
service-processor fails, and do so until the total number of objects
failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continueon-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

serviceIf modifying a specific service-processor, this input element must
processorspecify all keys. If modifying service-processor objects based on
networkquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of service-processor
objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If
set to false, the list of service-processor objects not modified will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of service-processor
objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
the list of service-processor objects modified will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessorInformation about service-processor objects that were not
networkmodified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
modifyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching service-processor objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of service-processor objects that matched the query, but
were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of service-processor objects that matched the query
and were successfully updated.

serviceprocessorThe service-processor objects that were successfully updated.
networkThis element will be returned only if input element 'returnmodifysuccess-list' is true
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-reboot

[top]

Reboot the Service Processor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sp-fw-type
Image to boot upon reboot. Default is primary
optional

firmware-image
node

node-name Node on which the device is located

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-ssh-add-allowed-addresses

[top]

Add IP addresses that are allowed to access the Service Processor
Input Name

Range

allowed-addresses

Type

Description

ip-and-mask[] Public IP Addresses

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-ssh-get

[top]

Return SSH security information about the Service Processor.
Input Name Range

Type
serviceprocessorssh-info
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
ssh-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-ssh-remove-allowed-addresses
Remove IP addresses that are allowed to access the Service Processor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

allowed-addresses
Errno

ip-and-mask[] Public IP Addresses
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: service-processor-api-service
Service Processor API service type When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

isenabled

boolean
Is SP API Service Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

limitaccess

boolean Only Cluster Members Can Access the Service Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

port

[49152..65535]

integer

SP API Service Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: service-processor-asup-info

[top]

Service Processor AutoSupport Configuration Applies within the Cluster. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean
SP AutoSupport Is-enabled state Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: service-processor-image

[top]

Service processor firmware information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
firmwareimage
isautoupdateenabled
is-current

last-updatestatus

node

Range

Type

Description

Is this image primary or backup firmware for the device Attributes: key,
sp-fw- non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
type
"primary" - Firmware which the device boots into by default,
optional
"backup" - Firmware which the device boots into if primary fails
boolean Is firmware autoupdate enabled on the device Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean Is device currently booted from this image Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Did last firmware install on the device pass or fail Attributes: nonspcreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
passfail
"failed" - Operation failed,
"passed" - Operation was successful
optional
nodeNode on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name

optional

non-modifiable
Status of this firmware image Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sp-fwstatus
optional

status

"installed" - Firmware installed and in normal state,
"corrupt" - Firmware is corrupt,
"updating" - Firmware is undergoing a manual update,
"auto_updating" - Firmware is undergoing an automatic update,
"none" - Firmware status not known
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

sp-type
optional

type

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

string Firmware version in this image Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

version

Element definition: service-processor-image-update-progress-info

[top]

Service processor image update progress information When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

end-time

datetime Time when the firmware finished (if complete, else empty) Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-inprogress

boolean Is a firmware update in progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node

nodeNode on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

percentinteger Current progress of the firmware update percentage Attributes: non[0..100]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
done
start-time

datetime Time when the firmware update started Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: service-processor-info
Service processor information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

devicerevision

string Device revision. Applicable for RLM only Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

firmwareversion

string Firmware version installed on the device Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

ip-address

ipPublic IP addresses of the device Attributes: non-creatable, nonaddress[]
modifiable
optional

isautoupdateenabled

boolean Is firmware autoupdate enabled for the device Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

is-ipconfigured
mac-address

boolean Is network configured on the device to have at least one public IP
optional address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
macaddress MAC address of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

nodeNode on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name
non-modifiable
optional

part-num

string Part number of the device. Applicable for RLM only Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

serial-num

string Serial number of the device. Applicable for RLM only Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Current status of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

spstatustype
optional

"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the
device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of
communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat
signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

type

sp-type
optional

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

Element definition: service-processor-log-info

[top]

Service Processor Log Allocation Info. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

node

nodeThe host node name where the log files are located Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

remotenode

string The node name the log files are collected from Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

seqlist

[0..2^32- integer[] The sequence numbers of the log files Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: service-processor-network-info
Service Processor Network Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
addresstype

Range

Type

Description

Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or IPv6
sp-ipAttributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
addresstype
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
optional
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

device-type

sp-type
optional

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

dhcp

DHCP status for the configuration Attributes: non-creatable,
sp-dhcp- modifiable Possible values:
status
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
optional
"none" - DHCP not enabled

gatewayip-address

ip-address IP address of the network gateway Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

[top]

ip-address IP address currently held by the device Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

ip-address
is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is this address configuration enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-ipv6-raenabled

boolean
optional

IPv6 RA enable/disable in a node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

link-localip-address

ip-address
Link local IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Current status of the underlying network link used by this address
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

link-status

sp-linkstatus
optional

macaddress

macaddress
optional

node

router-ipaddress

MAC address of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ip-address
Netmask for the device Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

netmask

prefixlength

"up" - Link is connected,
"down" - Link is severed,
"disabled" - Link has been disabled by user,
"unknown" - Link status is no known

[0..64]

nodename
optional

Node on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Prefix length of subnet mask Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ip-address
Router assigned IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
SP network setup failure reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupfailurereason

sp-setuperrcodes
optional

"success" - No error,
"subnet_out_of_address" - Run out of IP address,
"invalid_subnet" - Invalid subnet,
"other_error" - Other errors
SP network configuration status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupstatus

sp-setupstatus
optional

"not_setup" - Configuration not done,
"succeeded" - Configuration succeeded,
"in_progress" - Configuration in progress,
"failed" - Configuration failed
Current status of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

sp-statustype
optional

"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the
device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of
communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat
signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating

subnetname

string
optional

Subnet Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: service-processor-network-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against service-processor
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

serviceprocessor-key

service-processornetwork-info

The keys for the service-processor object to which
the modify operation applies.

Element definition: service-processor-ssh-info

[top]

Service Processor SSH Allowed IP addresses Configuration applied across the Cluster When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
allowedaddresses

Range

Type
ip-andmask[]
optional

Description
List of Allowed IP Addresses. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: sp-dhcp-status

[top]

Possible configurations for DHCP protocol Possible values:
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
"none" - DHCP not enabled
[none]

[top]

Element definition: sp-fw-type
Choices for the two firmware images installed on a SP/RLM device Possible values:
"primary" - Firmware which the device boots into by default,
"backup" - Firmware which the device boots into if primary fails
[none]

Element definition: sp-fw-update-type

[top]

Possible choices for a firmware update type Possible values:
"serial_full" - Replace the fimrware completely with new package using package interface.,
"serial_differential" - Replace only parts of firmware which have changed in new package using
package interface.,
"network_full" - Replace the fimrware completely with new package using network interface.,
"full" - Deprecated version of serial-full.,
"differential" - Deprecated version of serial-differential.
[none]

Element definition: sp-ip-address-type

[top]

Choices for which IP version to use Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
[none]

Element definition: sp-subnet-name-info

[top]

Service Processor subnet name that provides IP resources for auto-configuration. When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
subnet-

Range

Type
string

Description
IPv4 subnet name that provides IP resources for auto-configuration.

name-v4

optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnetname-v6

string IPv6 subnet name that provides IP resources for auto-configuration.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: service-processor-network-info
Service Processor Network Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
addresstype

Range

Type

Description

Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or IPv6
sp-ipAttributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
addresstype
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
optional
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

device-type

sp-type
optional

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

dhcp

DHCP status for the configuration Attributes: non-creatable,
sp-dhcp- modifiable Possible values:
status
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
optional
"none" - DHCP not enabled

gatewayip-address

ip-address IP address of the network gateway Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

ip-address

ip-address IP address currently held by the device Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is this address configuration enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-ipv6-raenabled

boolean
optional

IPv6 RA enable/disable in a node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

link-localip-address

ip-address
Link local IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Current status of the underlying network link used by this address
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

link-status

macaddress

sp-linkstatus
optional

macaddress

"up" - Link is connected,
"down" - Link is severed,
"disabled" - Link has been disabled by user,
"unknown" - Link status is no known
MAC address of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional
ip-address
Netmask for the device Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

netmask
node
prefixlength
router-ipaddress

[0..64]

nodename
optional

Node on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Prefix length of subnet mask Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ip-address
Router assigned IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
SP network setup failure reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupfailurereason

sp-setuperrcodes
optional

"success" - No error,
"subnet_out_of_address" - Run out of IP address,
"invalid_subnet" - Invalid subnet,
"other_error" - Other errors
SP network configuration status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupstatus

sp-setupstatus
optional

"not_setup" - Configuration not done,
"succeeded" - Configuration succeeded,
"in_progress" - Configuration in progress,
"failed" - Configuration failed
Current status of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

sp-statustype
optional

subnetname

string
optional

"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the
device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of
communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat
signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating
Subnet Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: sp-dhcp-status
Possible configurations for DHCP protocol Possible values:
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
"none" - DHCP not enabled
[none]

[top]

Element definition: sp-fw-status

[top]

Possible states the firmware of a SP/RLM device can be in Possible values:
"installed" - Firmware installed and in normal state,
"corrupt" - Firmware is corrupt,
"updating" - Firmware is undergoing a manual update,
"auto_updating" - Firmware is undergoing an automatic update,
"none" - Firmware status not known
[none]

Element definition: sp-ip-address-type

[top]

Choices for which IP version to use Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
[none]

Element definition: sp-link-status

[top]

Possible states for the underlying physical link for a network insterface Possible values:
"up" - Link is connected,
"down" - Link is severed,
"disabled" - Link has been disabled by user,
"unknown" - Link status is no known
[none]

Element definition: sp-pass-fail

[top]

Possible completion states of a task Possible values:
"failed" - Operation failed,
"passed" - Operation was successful
[none]

Element definition: sp-setup-errcodes

[top]

SP network setup error codes Possible values:
"success" - No error,
"subnet_out_of_address" - Run out of IP address,
"invalid_subnet" - Invalid subnet,
"other_error" - Other errors
[none]

Element definition: sp-setup-status

[top]

SP network setup status Possible values:
"not_setup" - Configuration not done,
"succeeded" - Configuration succeeded,
"in_progress" - Configuration in progress,
"failed" - Configuration failed
[none]

Element definition: sp-status-type

[top]

Possible states a Service Processor or Remote LAN Module can be in Possible values:
"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating
[none]

Element definition: sp-type
Types of remote management device that can be found in a node Possible values:
"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ses
storage-shelf-bay-list-info
storage-shelf-environment-list-info
storage-shelf-get-channel-list
storage-shelf-get-shelf-info
storage-shelf-get-shelf-list
storage-shelf-list-info
storage-shelf-set-led-state
storage-shelf-update-fw

storage-shelf-bay-list-info

[top]

Returns information about storage shelf bays and ports for a selected number of shelves, or optionally all shelves connected to the storage controller.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

channelname

string The adapter number or switch name and the port number (together, called the channel). If missing, then information for all shelves on all
optional channels will be presented. If missing, then shelf-id input is not allowed. Examples: 8a, switch:5

node-name

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. If node-name is not specified when the request is sent to Admin
optional VserverLIF, then all matching shelves in the cluster will be returned. This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

shelf-id

[0..99]

shelf-id is the shelf number for which shelf data is requested. This input requires that channel-name input also be specified. If a channel-name
integer and shelf-id are both specified then information for the specified shelf will be presented (a single shelf). If channel-name is specified, but shelf-id
optional is missing, then information for all shelves on the channel will be presented. If channel-name is not specified then shelf-id is not supported and an
error will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

shelf-bay-list

shelfbayEach instance of shelf-list contains available bay information on a shelf.
listinfo[]

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ECHANNELNOTFOUND
ESHELFNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-environment-list-info

[top]

Returns the environmental information for a selected number of shelves, or optionally all shelves connected to the storage controller.
Input Name Range
channelname
node-name

Type

Description

Get environment information for shelves on this channel. shelf-id parameter can be specified to request data on a single shelf. If a channel-name
string
is not specified, then data on all shelves on all channels will be returned. If an invalid channel-name is specified, then error code
optional
ECHANNELNOTFOUND will be returned.
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Get environment information for the specified shelf-id on the specified channel-name. This parameter requires channel-name parameter as well.

shelf-id

[0..99]

integer If shelf-id is specified without channel-name then the error code EINVALIDINPUTERROR will be returned. If shelf-id is not specified and a
optional channel-name is specified, then data for all shelves on the channel-name is returned. If an invalid shelf-id is specified, then error code
ESHELFNOTFOUND will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

shelfenviron- List of channels and associated environment information on the shelves in the channel. Only on-line channels that have shelves attached will be
channel- reported.
info[]

shelfenvironchannel-list
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ECHANNELNOTFOUND
ESHELFNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-get-channel-list

[top]

Get the list of SES channels present on this system.
Output Name Range

Type
channelinfo[]

channel-list

Description
The channel-list is a list of the names of channels to which enclosure services are connected. These channel names can be used by other
commands, including storage-shelf-set-led-state.

storage-shelf-get-shelf-info

[top]

This returns information about an identified shelf. The information is the number of bays present (bay-count), and which shelf bays have drives (bay-list). Shelf bays are
numbered from 0 to bay-count minus 1. Shelf bay 0 is always on the right when looking at the front of the shelf. Incidentally, the bay-list may be empty indicating the absence of
any drives. However, there are some shelf designs which require a disk drive in bay 0 or 1 for any SES functionality to operate (e.g., DS14 and DS14-Mk2-FC). In these cases,
shelves without drives in bay 0 or 1 will not be listed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

channelname

string

The adapter number or switch name and theport number (together, called the channel). Examples are 8a and switch:5

node-name

string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. This is the storage system name name the command will be executed
on.

shelf-id

integer The shelf id specifies the shelf for which a list of disk bays is desired. Range : [0..2^24-1]

Output Name Range
bay-count

Description

Disk bays are the slots into which disks are placed. The bays are numbered from 0 to bay-count-1. Bay 0 is the right most bay (when looking at
integer
[0..255]
the front of the shelf) and bay bay-count-1 is left most. These bay numbers can be used by other commands, including storage-shelf-set-ledoptional
state. Range : [0..255]
bayinfo[]

bay-list
disk-count

Type

[0..255]

A list of shelf-bay numbers which have disk drives. The bay-list field is not optional, but it may contain zero bay-info elements.

integer
The total number of disks that are present in the shelf.
optional

firmwarerev-A

string
Shelf Module A firmware revision.
optional

firmwarerev-B

string
Shelf Module B firmware revision.
optional

firmwarerevision

Shelf firmware revision.

string

string
This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage system name.
optional

node-name

string
Shelf module type. Some examples are: "esh2", and "at-fcx".
optional

shelf-type
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-get-shelf-list

[top]

Get the list of SES shelves present on a channel. Use storage-shelf-get-channel-list to determine all the channels to which shelves are connected. Note that some shelves may be
connected to multiple channels.
Input Name Range
channelname

Type

Description
The adapter number or switch name and the port number (together, called the channel). Examples are 8a and switch:5.

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description

shelf- The shelf-list is list of the shelf-ids of the shelves connected to the supplied channel. These shelf-ids can be used by other commands, including
id-info[] storage-shelf-set-led-state. This list may be empty if there are no shelves attached to the specified channel.

shelf-list
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-list-info

[top]

This interface returns information about one or more shelves.
Input Name Range
channelname
node-name
shelf-id

Type

Description

string The adapter number or switch name and the port number (together, called the channel). If missing, then information for all shelves on all
optional channels will be presented. If missing, then shelf-id input is not allowed. Examples are 8a and switch:5
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

shelf-id is the shelf number for which shelf data is requested. This input requires that channel-name input also be specified. If a channel-name
integer and shelf-id are both specified then information for the specified shelf will be presented (a single shelf). If channel-name is specified, but shelf-id
[0..99]
optional is missing, then information for all shelves on the channel will be presented. If channel-name is not specified then shelf-id is not supported. In
such case information for all shelves on all channels will be presented.

Output Name Range
shelf-list

Type

Description

shelf- Each instance of shelf-list contains all available information on a shelf hub. This can be empty if there are no shelves attached or if shelves do not
info[] support hubs. Also a partner shelf can be reported.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-set-led-state

[top]

Set or clear the LED for a disk, shelf of disks or loop of shelves. LEDs to affect can be specified as: {channel-name}, {channel-name, shelf-id}, {channel-name, shelf-id, shelfbay}, {channel-name, shelf-id, shelf-bay}, {channel-name, shelf-id, shelf-bay, lun}.
Input Name Range
action
channelname

Type

Description

string
This specifies the action to apply. Possible values are: on, and off. on: Turn the LED(s) on indefinitely. off: Turn the LED(s) off.
required
string

The channel to which the shelf or drive LED to be affected is connected. A channel-name is the adapter number or switch name and the port number
(together, called the channel). Examples are 8a and switch:5.

duration

integer This parameter allows the caller to specify the duration (in seconds) that the action will be applied. Note that the action 'on' is indefinite, while 'test'
optional uses duration. 'blink' also uses duration.

identify

boolean This parameter allows the caller to specify the identify LED. The default is for the command to affect the fault LED. Not all disks have identify LEDs.
optional In that case, the identify option is ignored and the fault LED is affected.

lun
shelf-bay
shelf-id

integer
Some targets have a logical unit number. In that case, the lun will be required to uniquely specify the LED to affect. Range : [0..255]
optional
integer If present, the shelf-bay indicates the specific drive where the LED affected resides. If shelf-id is supplied but shelf-bay is not, then the LEDs for all
optional drives in the shelf will be affected. Range : [0..255]
integer
If present, the shelf-id indicates which shelf has the drive or drives where the LEDs to affect reside. Range : [0..2^24-1]
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-update-fw

[top]

Start shelf firmware download process to update firmware on disk shelves. This operation is asynchronous, and therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download
process. This operation will only update firmware on shelves that do not have the latest firmware revision. The firmware revision on the shelves can be monitored via the storageshelf-get-shelf-info API. NOT IMPLEMENTED YET.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

channelname

string If present, will only update firmware on all shelves (or a single shlef depending on shelf-id) on the given channel. If not present, then all shelves on
optional all channels are updated. Example: To update firmware on 2a.shelf1, channel should be 2a and shelf should be 1.

shelf-id

string If present, will only update firmware on the given shelf on specified channel. If not present, and a channel-name is specified, then all shelves on the
optional channel will be updated. Example: To update firmware on 2a.shelf1, channel should be 2a and shelf should be 1.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Element definition: bay-info
A list of shelf bay numbers which have disks.

[top]

Name

Range

drawer-bay-slotnumber

Type

Description

integer
Indicates which slot in the drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional
integer
Some shelves have drawers, drawer-number indicates which drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional

drawer-number

integer The logical unit number within the target. This field will be present in some storage configurations. In some cases, devices with a logical unit
optional number will have LEDs that can be affected. Range : [0..255]

lun
shelf-bay

integer

A shelf-bay number indicates the presence of a drive in that bay. Shelf bays are numbered starting at 0 which is the right most drive bay in
the shelf when viewing the shelf from the front. Range: [0..255]

Element definition: channel-info

[top]

Interconnect channel information
Name

Range

Type

Description
High-availability interconnect channel name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ha-ic-channel
optional

channel-name

"kstat" - HA Interconnect KSTAT Channel,
"ofw" - HA Interconnect OFW Channel,
"kill" - HA Interconnect KILL Channel,
"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel,
"stream0" - HA Interconnect STREAM0 Channel,
"stream1" - HA Interconnect STREAM1 Channel,
"stream2" - HA Interconnect STREAM2 Channel,
"stream3" - HA Interconnect STREAM3 Channel,
"drsom" - HA Interconnect MCC DRSOM Channel,
"drckill" - HA Interconnect MCC DRC KILL Channel,
"control" - HA Interconnect CONTROL Channel,
"sldiag" - HA Interconnect SLDIAG Channel,
"traffic" - HA Interconnect TRAFFIC Channel,
"hb" - HA Interconnect HB Channel,
"ftfs" - FTFS PMEM Channel,
"stream4" - HA Interconnect STREAM4 Channel,
"stream5" - HA Interconnect STREAM5 Channel,
"stream6" - HA Interconnect STREAM6 Channel,
"stream7" - HA Interconnect STREAM7 Channel,
"wafl1" - HA Interconnect WAFL1 NV Channel,
"wafl2" - HA Interconnect WAFL2 NV Channel,
"wafl3" - HA Interconnect WAFL3 NV Channel,
"wafl4" - HA Interconnect WAFL4 NV Channel,
"wafl5" - HA Interconnect WAFL5 NV Channel,
"wafl6" - HA Interconnect WAFL6 NV Channel,
"wafl7" - HA Interconnect WAFL7 NV Channel
High-availability interconnect channel state. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ha-ic-channel-state
optional

channel-state

handle
ipaddress

[0..2^64-1]

"connecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Connecting State,
"established" - HA Interconnect Entity Established State,
"disconnecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnecting State,
"disconnected" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnected State,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Entity Unknown State

integer
optional

Remote entity handle associated with the channel. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

IP address associated with the channel. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

link-number

string
optional

Link number on which the channel is established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-name

string
optional

Port name on which the channel is established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Transport type of the channel. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ha-ic-transport
optional

transport

"infiniband" - HA Interconnect Infiniband Transport,
"fcvi" - HA Interconnect FCVI Transport,
"mvia" - HA Interconnect M-VIA Transport,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Unknown Transport,
"iwarp" - HA Interconnect iWARP Transport,
"roce" - HA Interconnect RoCE Transport

Element definition: shelf-bay-list-info

[top]

Bay and port information on a shelf module.
Name

Range

Type

Description

channelname

string

The channel the shelf (hub) is attached to. Example: 0c.

module

string

The shelf module attachment. Possible values: "a", "b".

nodename

string
optional

shelf-bay-portShelf bay specific information.
info[]
optional

port-list
shelf-id

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage system name.

[0..99]

integer

The shelf id switch setting. This is the shelf id switch that is used to uniquely identify the shelf on the filer node.

shelfname

string

Shelf name that the hub is attached to. This can also be considered as hub name. Example: 0c.shelf1.

shelfstate

string

Current state of the shelf. Possible values are: "no_status", "init_required", "online", "missing", "failed", "unknown".

shelf-type

string

Shelf module type. Possible values: "edm", "vem", "esp", "lrc", "esh", "esh2", "esh4", "eshfx", "eshtx", "emu", "efh", "at-fc", "at-fc2", "at-fcx",
"at-fcx2", "sas", "esas", "sas-fc", "iom3", "iom6", "iom6e".

shelf-uid

string

Shelf unique identifier that distinguishes it from other shelves manufactured. Example: 50:05:0c:c0:02:10:64:26.

Element definition: shelf-environ-channel-info

[top]

Shelf environment information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

channel-name

string

is-channel-monitorenabled

boolean

is-shelf-channel-failure

boolean

Indicates whether any shelves on this channel have experienced a failure.

node-name

string
optional

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage
system name.

shelf-environ-channeladdress

shelf-environ-channel-addressmap[]
optional

shelf-environ-shelf-list
shelves-present

shelf-environ-shelf-info[]
[0-

integer

Storage controller channel the shelf is connected to.
Indicates whether monitoring is enabled on this channel.

A list of all the shelf assigned addresses assigned on this channel.
List of shelves in the channel and associated environment information.
Number of shelves present on this channel.

99]

Element definition: shelf-id-info

[top]

A list of shelf-ids that can be used in other storage-shelf interface calls.
Name Range Type
shelfid

Description

The shelf id itself. shelf-id's are only unique within a particular channel. An example shelf-id is 1. A channel-name and shelf-id pair are required to uniquely
integer
identify a shelf on a system. Range : [0..2^24-1]

Element definition: shelf-info

[top]

Describes a shelf.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The channel/port-number the shelf (hub) is attached to. If it is the partner node that is being reported, the value will be shown as
"PARTNER". Examples: "0c" or "PARTNER".

channel-name

string

firmware-revA

string
optional

Shelf Module A firmware revision. When the channel-name field is "PARTNER" this field will not be present.

firmware-revB

string
optional

Shelf Module B firmware revision. When the channel-name field is "PARTNER" this field will not be present.

module

string

module-state

string
optional

node-name

string

Current state of the IO module attached to the shelf port (if any). Possible values are: "no_status", "ok", "missing", "transport error",
"critical", "unreachable", "unknown".
This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage system name.

phy-expanderEach instance of phy-expander-list contains PHY (physical layer) expander information about each port. This applies to direct attached
info[]
shelves with SAS modules only.
optional

phy-expanderlist

port-hub-info[]
Each instance of port-hub-list contains hub information about each port. This applies to shelves with ESH modules only.
optional

port-hub-list

shelf-bay-info
optional

shelf-bay-info
shelf-id

The shelf module attachment. Possible values are: "a", "b".

[0..99]

integer

Detailed information on populated shelf bays. When the channel-name field is "PARTNER" this field will not be present.
The shelf id switch setting. This is the shelf id switch that is used to uniquely identify the shelf on the filer node.

shelf-name

string

Shelf name that the hub is attached to. This can also be considered as hub name. Example: 0c.shelf1.

shelf-state

string

Current state of the shelf. Possible values are: "no status", "init required", "online", "missing", "unknown".

shelf-type

string

Shelf module type. Some examples are: "esh2", and "at-fcx".

shelf-uid

string

Similar to serial number, this is the shelf unique identifier that distinguishes it from any other shelf manufactured. Example:
50:05:0c:c0:02:10:64:26.

terminationswitch

string
optional

State of the termination switch on the shelf. Possible values are: "on", "off" and "n/a".

Element definition: ha-ic-channel

[top]

kstat|ofw|kill|wafl|raid|misc|stream0|stream1|stream2|stream3|drsom|drckill|control|sldiag|traffic|hb|ftfs|stream4|stream5|stream6|stream7|wafl1|wafl2|wafl3|wafl4|wafl5|wafl6|wafl7
Possible values:
"kstat" - HA Interconnect KSTAT Channel,
"ofw" - HA Interconnect OFW Channel,
"kill" - HA Interconnect KILL Channel,

"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel,
"stream0" - HA Interconnect STREAM0 Channel,
"stream1" - HA Interconnect STREAM1 Channel,
"stream2" - HA Interconnect STREAM2 Channel,
"stream3" - HA Interconnect STREAM3 Channel,
"drsom" - HA Interconnect MCC DRSOM Channel,
"drckill" - HA Interconnect MCC DRC KILL Channel,
"control" - HA Interconnect CONTROL Channel,
"sldiag" - HA Interconnect SLDIAG Channel,
"traffic" - HA Interconnect TRAFFIC Channel,
"hb" - HA Interconnect HB Channel,
"ftfs" - FTFS PMEM Channel,
"stream4" - HA Interconnect STREAM4 Channel,
"stream5" - HA Interconnect STREAM5 Channel,
"stream6" - HA Interconnect STREAM6 Channel,
"stream7" - HA Interconnect STREAM7 Channel,
"wafl1" - HA Interconnect WAFL1 NV Channel,
"wafl2" - HA Interconnect WAFL2 NV Channel,
"wafl3" - HA Interconnect WAFL3 NV Channel,
"wafl4" - HA Interconnect WAFL4 NV Channel,
"wafl5" - HA Interconnect WAFL5 NV Channel,
"wafl6" - HA Interconnect WAFL6 NV Channel,
"wafl7" - HA Interconnect WAFL7 NV Channel
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-channel-state

[top]

connecting|established|disconnecting|disconnected|unknown Possible values:
"connecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Connecting State,
"established" - HA Interconnect Entity Established State,
"disconnecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnecting State,
"disconnected" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnected State,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Entity Unknown State
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-transport
infiniband|fcvi|mvia|unknown|iwarp|roce Possible values:
"infiniband" - HA Interconnect Infiniband Transport,
"fcvi" - HA Interconnect FCVI Transport,
"mvia" - HA Interconnect M-VIA Transport,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Unknown Transport,
"iwarp" - HA Interconnect iWARP Transport,
"roce" - HA Interconnect RoCE Transport
[none]

[top]

Element definition: phy-expander-info

[top]

Expander PHY (physical layer) information of an individual port.
Name
baynumber

Range
[0..99]

Type

Description

integer Bay port number. Unique bay-number for each type of phy-type. Present when multiple phy's for a phy-type exist in the shelf, such as phy-type
optional "disk", "P0", "P1".

crc-error- [0..2^32This field presents the number of CRC errors that have been seen in any address or data frames. The value will be the count kept by the expander
integer
count
1]
since either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
dongleinfo
dongle information, if there's a dongle installed. Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for drive phy only.
optional

dongledata
invaliddwordcount

The number of invalid double words seen outside of the phy reset sequence. The value will be the count kept by the expander since either power[0..2^32integer
on or since the counts have been reset.
1]

link-rate

string If port-state is "ok", then this is a floating number, representing SAS-1.1 defined negotiated link rate value for the phy in Gb/s. Example: 3.0. For
optional all other port states, this field will not be available.

lossdwordcount

This field presents the number of times the phy has lost double-word synchronization and restarted the link reset sequence of the phy reset
[0..2^32integer
sequence. The value will be the count kept by the expander since either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
1]

pathway- [0..2^32integer This field the partial pathway timeout value, in microseconds, being used for the phy.
timeout
1]
phychangecount
phynumber

This field the number of times this logical phy has changed state. This count increments when the logical phy transitions from disabled to enabled.
[0..2^32integer This count also increments when the logical phys transitions from enabled to disabled. The value will be the count kept by the expander since
1]
either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
[0..99]

phypowerstatus

integer
PHY number. Unique phy-number in the shelf, regardless of phy-type.
optional
string
Current power status. Possible values: "on", "off". Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for drive phy only.
optional

phy-reset- [0..2^32This field presents the number of times the phy reset sequence has failed. The value will be the count kept by the expander since either power-on
integer
problem
1]
or since the counts have been reset.
phy-state

string State of the phy. Possible values: "rate_unknown", "disabled", "speed_negotiation_failed", "sata_oob_failed", "1.5_gbps", "3.0_gbps", "6.0_gbps",
optional "12.0_gbps", "state_unknown",

phy-type

string
PHY type. Possible values: "disk", "p0", "p1", "v255", "v99".
optional

port-id

string

Possible values are: port id in range [0..19] or "in0", "in1", "in2", "in3", "out0", "out1", "out2", "out3", representing one of the input or output
ports.

port-state

string

Current port state. Possible values are: "ok", "unkwn_lnk", "unused", "unkwn", "empty", "dis_man", "dis_smp", "dis_loswd", "dis_dispa",
"dis_invwd", "dis_reset", "dis_phchg", "dis_mir", "dis_crc", "dis_clk", "dis_resv", "dis_unusd", "unknown", "no_signal",

powercyclecount

[0..255]

integer This field presents the number of times the driver has been power cycled via this phy. Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for
optional drive phy only.

releasecount

[0..255]

integer This field presents the number of times the driver has been released (unreserved) via this phy. Will be missing if not supported or not available.
optional Present for drive phy only.

reservecount

[0..255]

integer This field presents the number of times the driver has been reserved via this phy. Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for
optional drive phy only.

runningThe number of Dwords with a running disparity error seen outside the phy reset sequence. The value will be the count kept by the expander since
[0..2^32disparityinteger
either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
1]
count

Element definition: port-hub-info

[top]

Hub information for an individual port.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[-2^31..2^31clock-delta
integer The clock delta between this port in respect to ESH clock and other ports in the ESH.
1]
integer
If port-id is "in", "out", "aux1" or "aux2" then this is not populated, otherwise, it represents the shelf bay that the disk resides in.
optional

disk-bay

[0..23]

insertcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has been inserted into the loop.

invalidcrc-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has seen a CRC error.

invalidwordcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has seen invalid FC-AL words transmitted.

lip-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
Lip count, number of times loop initialization primitive has been generated. This field is not available on all shelf modules.
optional

loop-upcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has seen the loop come up/transition to up.

port-id

port-state
stall-count

[0..2^32-1]

utilizationpercentage

[0..100]

string

Possible values are: port number in the range of 0 to 255 or "in", "out", "aux1" or "aux2" representing input, output or one of auxiliary
ports. This is the same as FCAL ALPA for the port.

string

Current port state. Possible values are: "ok", "empty", "byp_init", "byp_gen", "byp_man", "byp_xmit", "byp_lipf8", "byp_dto", "byp_rlos",
"byp_clos", "byp_tbi", "byp_rprt", "byp_stall", "byp_wrd", "byp_crc", "byp_lip", "byp_osc", "byp_clk", "byp_mir", "byp_lipf7", "byp_bzr",
"byp_self", "byp_flt", "byp_pwr", "byp_pcycl", "warn_lip", "warn_wrdb", "warn_wrd", "warn_crc", "warn_clk", "unknown", "term-err",
"term", "autoterm".

integer Number of times this port exceeded the OPN/CLS maximum threshold.
integer Relative utilization of this port vs. other ports in the ESH.

Element definition: shelf-bay-info

[top]

Shelf bay information.
Name Range

Type

Description

bayinteger Disk bays are the slots into which disks are placed. The bays are numbered from 0 to bay-count-1. Bay 0 is the right most bay (when looking at the front
[0..255]
count
optional of the shelf) and bay bay-count-1 is left most. These bay numbers can be used by other commands, including storage-shelf-set-led-state.
baylist

bayinfo[]

A list of shelf-bay numbers which have disk drives. The bay-list field is not optional, but it may contain zero bay-info elements.

Element definition: shelf-bay-port-info

[top]

Shelf bay port specific information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bay-no

integer Disk bay number or port number, if applicable. In some instances bay numbers do apply and will not be present. An example is an ESH shelf with a
[0..23]
optional single "in" and a single "out" port.

disk-name

string
if port-designator is "disk_bay" and there is a disk installed in the bay, then this will be the disk name. Otherwise the field will be missing.
optional

disk-uid

string
if port-designator is "disk_bay" and there is a disk installed in the bay, then this will be UID of the disk. Otherwise the field will be missing.
optional

portdesignator

string Shelf bay port designator. Possible values: "in", "out", "aux", "sqr", "cir", "sil", "hi_ho", "a_to_b", "b_to_a", "disk_bay" and "dcm#.#" where the the
optional first # ranges from 0 to 5 and the second # ranges from 0 to 3.

port-state

Current port state. Possible values are: "ok", "empty", "unkwn_lnk", "no_signal", "unused", "unkwn", "unknown", "dis_man", "dis_unusd",
"dis_smp", "dis_loswd", "dis_dispa", "dis_invwd", "dis_reset", "dis_phchg", "dis_mir", "dis_crc", "dis_clk", "byp_init", "byp_gen", "byp_man",
string
"byp_xmit", "byp_lipf8", "byp_dto", "byp_rlos", "byp_clos", "byp_tbi", "byp_rprt", "byp_stall", "byp_wrd", "byp_crc", "byp_lip", "byp_osc", "byp_clk",
optional
"byp_mir", "byp_lipf7", "byp_bzr", "byp_self", "byp_flt", "byp_pwr", "byp_pcycl", "warn_lip", "warn_wrdb", "warn_wrd", "warn_crc", "warn_clk",
"term-err", "term", "autoterm".

Element definition: shelf-environ-channel-address-map

[top]

A list of all the shelf assigned addresses assigned on this channel.
Name

Range

address-map

Description
A comma separated list of addresses assigned on this channel by the shelf specified in shelf-no output above.

drawer-address-map[]
A list of all the drawers in the shelf and the addresses assigned to each drawer devices.
optional

drawer-address-map-list
shelf-id

Type
string

[0..255]

integer

Shelf number for presented address map.

Element definition: shelf-environ-shelf-info

[top]

Shelf environment information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alternatecontrol-pathinformation

alternatecontrolpath-info[]
optional

ariodataspecific-info

ariodataspecific-info Vendor specific enclosure system information for Ariodata shelves.
optional

attached-shelfbay-error-list

string
optional

attached-shelfbay-list

string

attached-shelfdrawer-bayerror-list
attached-shelfdrawer-bay-list
connectorinformation

Available information on the alternate control path (ACP) to the shelf.

A list of bays numbers in this shelf that have disk devices with errors. All bays with error devices will be listed. This is a comma
separated list from high to low. Example: "13, 10, 4, 1".
A list of bays numbers in this shelf that have disk devices installed. All bays with disks installed will be listed. This is a comma
separated list from high to low. Example: "13, 11, 10, 4, 3, 2, 1".

shelfdrawer-bayA list of bay numbers in this shelf drawer that have disk devices with errors.
error[]
optional
shelfdrawerbay[]
optional

A list of bay numbers in this shelf drawer that have disk devices installed.

connectorCable and connector information if available and supported by the hardware. Will not be present if the feature is not supported in the
info[]
hardware.
optional

control-writes- [0..2^32attempted
1]

integer

Number of times attempted to write shelf controls.

control-writes- [0..2^32failed
1]

integer

Number of times failed to write shelf controls.

controllerdevice-path

string

controllerdevice-path-port

string
optional
cooling-

Device path to the shelf controller. Possible values: "embedded_access", "local_access", "unknown", "not_available".
If controller-device-path is "local_access", then this presents the local access port number.

coolingelement-list

elementinfo[]
optional

Information on installed cooling elements in the shelf.

currentsensor-info[] Information on current sensors in the shelf.
optional

current-sensorlist

dcm-info
optional

dcm-list

Information on the installed drawer control module (dcm). This will be presented for shelves that have drawers built in.

enclosureInformation on the enclosure type. This information will be presented for ESH and SAS shelves only.
info
optional

enclosureinformation

eselectronicsInformation on the installed enclosure services electronics.
info[]
optional

es-electronicslist

eurologicspecific-info Vendor specific enclosure system information for Eurologic shelves.
optional

eurologicspecific-info
is-shelfmonitor-enabled

boolean

Indicates whether monitoring is enabled on this shelf.

power-controlfailure-state

string
optional

Extension to the power-control-status to provide more information in case of shelf failures. Possible values:
"dual_esh4_modules_not_present", "power_control_fault_detected", "incompatible_power_control_implementation",
"power_control_function_not_available", "backplane_cpld_fault_detected".

power-controlstatus

string
optional

Power control element status. This is generalization of the ESH4 shelf power status. Currently available on ESH 4 shelves only.
Possible values: "ok", "not_supported", "critical", "non_critical", "unknown".

powersupply-info[] Information on installed power supplies in the shelf.
optional

power-supplylist

processorcomplexAvailable information on the processor complex modules (PCMs) in the shelf.
info[]
optional

processorcomplexinformation
sas-specific-info

sas-specificVendor specific enclosure system information for SAS shelves.
info
optional

ses-generic-info

ses-genericGeneric SES (scsi enclosure services) information.
info

shelf-id

[0-99]

integer

Shelf number.

shelf-status

string

Current shelf status. Possible values: "unrecoverable", "critical", "non_critical", "informational", "normal".

shelf-type

string

Shelf type. Possible values: "edm", "vem", "esp", "lrc", "lrc2", "esh", "esh2", "esh4", "eshfx", "emu", "efh", "eshtx", "sas", "esas",
"sas_fc", "iom3", "at_fcx", "at_fcx2", "iom6", "iom6e".

status-readsattempted

[0..2^321]

integer

Number of times attempted to read shelf status.

status-readsfailed

[0..2^321]

integer

Number of times failed to read shelf status.

temp-sensor-list

tempsensor-info[] Information on installed temperature sensors in the shelf.
optional

voltage-sensorlist

voltagesensor-info[] Information on voltage sensors in the shelf.
optional

xyratex-specificinfo

xyratexspecific-info Vendor specific enclosure system information for Xyratex shelves.
optional

Element definition: alternate-control-path-info

[top]

Available information on the alternate control path (ACP) to the shelf.
Name

Range

acp-elementno

[1..2]

Type

Description

integer ACP element number

controlleracpconnectionstatus

string Storage controller's ACP connection status. Possible values: "no_connectivity", "partial_connectivity", "full_connectivity",
optional "additional_connectivity", "unknown", "not_available", "not_applicable".

controlleracp-domain

string
This fields presents the ACP's domain on the storage controller. Example: 255.255.255.0
optional

controlleracp-ethernetport

string
This fields presents the ACP's ethernet port on the storage controller. Example: e0a, e4d.
optional

controlleracp-ipaddress

string
This fields presents the ACP's IP address on the storage controller. Example: 172.168.4.4
optional

controlleracp-netmask

string
This fields presents the ACP's netmask on the storage controller. Example: 172.168.4.1
optional

is-acpelement-error

boolean
Indicates if there has been a failure in the ACP block. Will not be present if an ACP element is not installed.
optional

is-acpelement-notinstalled

boolean Indicates if ACP element has been installed. Will be present only if the element is not installed, in which case no further information will be
optional provided.

is-controlleracp-active

boolean Indicates whether the ACP function is active on the storage controller. Inactive ACP unually means there is configuration or connection error
optional that needs to be resolved.

is-controlleracp-enabled

boolean
Indicates if ACP functionality is enabled in the storage controller. If the ACP funtion is not enalbed the following fields will not be presented.
optional

modulefirmwarerevision

string Firmware version of the ACP controller. This field will not be present if the value is unknown or not available, or if an ACP element is not
optional installed.

module-ipaddress

string IP address that is used by this ACP shelf module. This field will not be present if the IP address is unknown or not available, or if an ACP
optional element is not installed.

module-macaddress

string MAC address that is used by this module's ACPP. This field will not be present if the MAC address is unknown or not available, or if an ACP
optional element is not installed.

module-name

string Shelf module for this ACPP. Possible Values: "A", "B" This field will not be present if it is unknown or not available, or if an ACP element is not
optional installed.

modulereset-count

[0..2^32- integer Number of times the corresponding shelf I/O module has been reset using this ACPP. This field will not be present if it is unknown or not
1]
optional available, or if an ACP element is not installed.

modulestatus
modulestatus-time

ACP status of this shelf module. This field will not be present if it is unknown or not available, or if an ACP element is not installed. Possible
string
values: "active", "inactive_not_ready", "inactive_waiting_for_inband_info", "inactive_no_inband_connectivity", "inactive_not_responding",
optional
"inactive_updating_firmware", "inactive_initializing", "inactive_unknown".
string
Time of last contact with the ACP controller. This is only valid if the value of module-status field is inactive_not_responding.
optional

Element definition: ariodata-specific-info
Vendor specific enclosure system information for Ariodata shelf.
Name
ariodata-serial-no

Range Type

Description

string Serial number for Ariodata shelf.

[top]

Element definition: bay-info

[top]

A list of shelf bay numbers which have disks.
Name

Range

drawer-bay-slotnumber

Type

Description

integer
Indicates which slot in the drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional
integer
Some shelves have drawers, drawer-number indicates which drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional

drawer-number

integer The logical unit number within the target. This field will be present in some storage configurations. In some cases, devices with a logical unit
optional number will have LEDs that can be affected. Range : [0..255]

lun
shelf-bay

integer

A shelf-bay number indicates the presence of a drive in that bay. Shelf bays are numbered starting at 0 which is the right most drive bay in
the shelf when viewing the shelf from the front. Range: [0..255]

Element definition: connector-info

[top]

Information on cables and/or connectors connected to the shelf
Name

Range

sas-connector-list

Type

Description

sas-connector-info[]
Information on SAS connectors & cables.
optional

Element definition: cooling-element-info

[top]

Information on individual cooling elements (fans).
Name

Range

Type

Description

cooling-element-iserror

boolean
Indicated whether cooling elements has failed or reported any errors. Will not be present if cooling element is not installed.
optional

cooling-element-isnot-installed

boolean Indicates the cooling elements is not installed. This will only be present if the element is missing, in such case no further data for this
optional element will be presented.

cooling-elementnumber

[0..255]

rpm

[0..32766]

integer Cooling element number.
integer Current RPM (revolutions per minutes) of the fan. Will not be present if RPM is not available at the time API is executed or if RPM
optional detection hardware is not supported by the shelf or if cooling element is not installed.

Element definition: current-sensor-info

[top]

Presents the electrical current sensor information, if implemented on the system.
Name
currentsensor-no
is-sensorerror
is-sensornot-installed

Range

Type

Description

[1..20] integer Current sensor number.
boolean
Will indicate whether the sensor has encountered an error.
optional
boolean Indicates the current sensor elements is not installed. This will only be present if the element is missing, in such case no further data for this
optional element will be presented.

sensorcondition

string A Text string describing whether the sensor-reading field is within normal operating range. This field is present only if sensor-reading field is also
optional present. Possible values are: "overcurrent_failure", "overcurrent_warning", "normal_operating_range".

sensorreading

string
Current reading of the sensor. This field will be not be present if unable to read the sensor value properly.
optional

Element definition: dcm-info

[top]

The shelf drawer control module information (dcm).
Name

Range

dcm-firmware-version
dcm-number

Type

Description

string
The firmware version of the dcm.
optional
[0..254] integer The DCM number.
string
The part number of the dcm.
optional

dcm-part-number

string
The serial number of the dcm.
optional

dcm-serial-number

string
The dcm type.
optional

dcm-type
dcm-vendor

string
The dcm vendor.
optional

is-dcm-error

boolean
Indicates whether this module has encountered an error.
optional
boolean
Indicates the dcm for this element is installed.
optional

is-dcm-installed

Element definition: dongle-info

[top]

dongle information
Name
disablereason
donglefirmwarerevision
dongle-type

Range

Type

Description

string If phy-state is "disabled", then this will give explanation as to the reason. Possible values: "manual", "no_drive", "brst_los", "los", "brst_rdd",
optional "rdd", "brst_idd", "idd", "brst_prp", "prp", "brst_pcd", "pcd", "brst_crc", "crc", "osc", "mir", "rsrv", "man_smp", "clk_flt", "unknown".
string
Dongle firmware revision. Will be missing if not supported or not available.
optional
string
Dongle type. Possible values: "ss1300b", "sas", "sps3g", Will be missing if not supported or not available.
optional

Element definition: drawer-address-map

[top]

The shelf drawer devices address map.
Name
address-map

Range

Type

Description

string

A list of addresses assigned to this channel for the drawer on the shelf specified in the shelf-id output above.

drawer-number [0..254] integer The DCM number.

Element definition: enclosure-info

[top]

Information on the enclosure type. This information will be presented for ESH and SAS shelves only.
Name

Range

enclosure-type
module-list

Type

Description

string

Enclosure type. Possible values: "sas_expander_module", "embedded_switching_hub".

module-info[] Information on the enclosure modules.

Element definition: es-electronics-info

[top]

Information on the installed enclosure services (ES) electronics.
Name

Range

Type

Description

es-electronics-element[0..255] integer Enclosure services electronics element number.
no
es-electronics-is-error

boolean
indicates whether this enclosure services electronics has reported any errors. Will not be present if the element is not installed.
optional

es-electronics-is-notinstalled

string Indicates this enclosure services electronics is not installed. This will only be presented when the element is missing, no further data
optional for this element will be presented.

es-electronics-isreporting-element

boolean Indicated whether this is the element reporting. Even though there might be more than one element installed, only will be reporting
optional at any time. Will not be present if the element is not installed.
string
Serial number for the enclosure services electronics. Will not be present if the element is not installed.
optional

es-electronics-serial-no

string
Part number for the ES electronics. Field will be missing if the information is not available or if the element is not installed.
optional

es-part-number

string CPLD revision of the ES electronics, if applicable. This field will not be present if the information is not available, not implemented,
optional or if the element is not installed.

es-revision
es-swap-count

[0..255]

esh-list

integer Number of times, since last boot, that this ES electronics elements has been swapped. Will not be present if the element is not
optional installed.
eshinfo[] Information on attached embedded switched hub, if any.
optional

Element definition: eurologic-specific-info

[top]

Vendor specific enclosure system information for Eurologic shelf.
Name
eurologic-application-version

Range

Type

Description

string

Application version for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-backplane-byte

string

Backplane byte for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-backplane-function

string

Backplane function for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-backplane-id

string

Backplane identifier for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-cabinet-id

string

Cabinet id for the Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-kernel-version

string

Kernel version for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-serial-no

string
Serial number for the Eurologic shelf.
optional

Element definition: power-supply-info

[top]

Power supply information
Name

Range

is-auto-power-resetenabled

Type

Description

boolean
Indicates whether the auto power reset of the supply is enabled. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional
boolean
Indicates whether the power supply can be reset via software control. This field will not be present if power supply is missing.
optional

is-power-reset-capable

power-supply-element[0..255] integer Element number the power supply.
number
power-supplyfirmware-revision

string Power supply firmware revision. This field will not be present if firmware rev is unavailable or feature not implemented, or if the
optional power supply is missing.

power-supply-is-error

boolean
Indicates whether the power supply has reported any errors. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional

power-supply-is-notinstalled

boolean Indicates the power supply for this element is not installed. This will only be presented if the power supply is missing, in which case
optional no further information for the element will be available.

power-supply-part-no

string Power supply part number. The field will not be present if part number is unavailable or not implemented or if the power supply is
optional missing.
string
Power supply serial number. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional

power-supply-serial-no
power-supply-swapcount

[0..255]

integer
Number of power supply swap counts since boot. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional
string Power supply type. This field will not be present if power supply type is unavailable or feature is not implemented, or if the power
optional supply is missing.

power-supply-type

Element definition: processor-complex-info

[top]

Available information on the processor complex modules (PCMs) in the shelf.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-pcm-element-error

boolean
Indicates if there has been a failure in the PCM. Will not be present if a PCM element is not installed.
optional

is-pcm-element-notinstalled

boolean Indicates if PCM element has been installed. Will be present only if the element is not installed, in which case no further information
optional will be provided.

pcm-element-no

[1..2] integer PCM element number

Element definition: sas-specific-info

[top]

Vendor specific enclosure system information for SAS shelf.
Name
serial-no

Range Type

Description

string Shelf backplane serial number.

Element definition: ses-generic-info

[top]

Generic SES (SCSI enclosure services) information.
Name

Range

ses-chassispart-number
ses-configaccess
ses-configaccesscontroller-name

Type

Description

string
Chassis part number. The field will not be present if the part number is unavailable or not implemented.
optional
string The method shelf configuration was obtained. Possible values: "via_embedded_ses", "via_scsi_from_shelf", "via_loop_from_shelf",
optional "remote_access_via_controller", "not_available".
If the value of ses-config-access field is "remote_access_via_controller" then this field will return the name of storage controller the
string
configuration was obtained from. This field will not be present if storage controller name is not available or if the value of ses-config-access field
optional
is not "remote_access_via_controller".

ses-configaccess-shelf-id

string If ses-config-access is either "via_scsi_from_shelf" or "via_loop_from_shelf" then this would be the shelf id of the device the configuration was
optional obtained from.

ses-configaccess-sourceid

integer If ses-config-access is either "via_scsi_from_shelf" or "via_loop_from_shelf" then this would be the SCSI or loop id of the device that the
optional configuration was obtained from.

ses-contactstate
ses-logical-id

string

Enclosure contact state. Possible values are: "active", "initializing", "transitioning", "inactive", "reconfiguring", "non_existent".

string

Enclosure logical identifier.

ses-midplanepart-number

string
Enclosure midplane part number. The field will not be present if the midplane is not present.
optional

ses-midplaneserial-number

string
Enclosure midplane serial number. The field will not be present if the midplane is not present.
optional

ses-product-id

string
Enclosure product identifier. Not available on all shelf types.
optional

ses-productrevision

string

Enclosure product revision.

ses-vendor-id

string

Enclosure vendor identifier.

Element definition: shelf-drawer-bay

[top]

The list of bays in the drawer that has a device.
Name

Range

attached-drawer-baylist
drawer-number

Type

Description

A list of bay numbers in this shelf drawer that have disk devices installed. All bays with disks installed will be listed. This is a comma
string
separated list.
[0..254] integer The DCM number.

Element definition: shelf-drawer-bay-error

[top]

The list of bays in the drawer that has devices with error.
Name
attached-drawer-bay-list-witherror
drawer-number

Range

Type

Description

A list of bay numbers in this shelf that have disk devices with errors. All bays with error devices will be listed. This is a
string
comma separated list.
[0..254] integer The DCM number.

Element definition: temp-sensor-info

[top]

information on the temperature sensors installed in the shelf.
Name

Range

temp-sensor-currentcondition

Type

Description

string Current temperature condition for this sensor. One of: "under_temperature_warning", "under_temperature_failure",
optional "over_temperature_warning", "over_temperature_failure", "normal_temperature_range".

temp-sensor-currentinteger
Current temperature reading in degrees Celsius.
[0..255]
temperature
optional
temp-sensor-element[0..255] integer Element number for the temperature sensor.
no
temp-sensor-hi-critical [0..255]
temp-sensor-hiwarning

[0..255]

temp-sensor-isambient

integer
High critical temperature in degree Celsius.
optional
integer
High warning temperature in degree Celsius.
optional
boolean
Indicates whether the temp-sensor-current-temp is the ambient temperature.
optional

temp-sensor-is-error

boolean
Indicates whether the sensor has indicated an error in temperature.
optional

temp-sensor-is-notinstalled

boolean Indicates the sensor for this element is not installed. This will only be presented if the sensor is missing, and no further data for this
optional sensor will be presented.

temp-sensor-lowcritical

[0..255]

integer
Low critical temperature in degree Celsius.
optional

temp-sensor-lowwarning

[0..255]

integer
Low warning temperature in degree Celsius.
optional

Element definition: voltage-sensor-info

[top]

Presents the voltage sensor information, if implemented on the system.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-sensorerror

boolean
Indicates whether the sensor has encountered an error.
optional

is-sensornotinstalled

boolean Indicates the voltage sensor elements is not installed. This will only be present if the element is missing, in such case no further data for this
optional element will be presented.

sensorcondition

A Text string describing whether the sensor-reading field is within normal operating range. This field is present only if sensor-reading field is also
string
present. Possible values are: "overvoltage_failure", "overvoltage_warning", "undervoltage_warning", "undervoltage_failure",
optional
"normal_operating_range".

sensorreading

string
Voltage reading of the sensor. This field will be not be present if unable to read the sensor value properly.
optional

voltage[1..20] integer Voltage sensor number.
sensor-no

Element definition: xyratex-specific-info
Vendor specific enclosure system information for Xyratex shelf.
Name
xyratex-option-setting
xyratex-serial-no

Range Type

Description

string Option setting for the Xyratex shelf.
string serial number for Xyratex shelf.

[top]

Element definition: esh-info

[top]

Information on individual ESH modules in the shelf.
Name

Range

Type

Description

esh-element-no [0..255] integer ESH element number of installed ESH module
esh-is-error

string

Indicates whether the ESH module has reported any errors.

Element definition: module-info

[top]

Shelf enclosure module info.
Name

Range

is-module-error
is-sas-expandermaster-module

Description

boolean When the value of enclosure-type field of enclosure-type-info is sas-expander-module, then this field indicates whether this module is the
optional SAS expander master module. This field will only be present for sas-expander-module values.

module-connectorwwn
module-number

Type
boolean Indicated whether this module has encountered an error.

string
WWN of the module connector, example "500A0980017D373F".
optional
[0..1] integer shelf module number.

Element definition: sas-connector-info

[top]

Detailed information on SAS cables and connectors connected to the shelf. Only information on the connectors with cables attached will be presented.
Name

Range

Type

Description

attachedserial-no

Serial number of the attached cable as assigned by the cable manufacturer. This field will not be present if the information is not available, or if
string a cable is not connected at this connector. Note that depending on the cable, the serial number at the two ends of the cable may or may not
optional match. An example of this is SAS optical cables that do not have integrated QSFP's, which will show different attached serial numbers at the
ends of cable. Cables with integrated QSFP's will have matching serial numbers at both ends.

cable-endidentifier

string Each cable has two ends. This field shows which end of the cable is connected to the shelf. This field will not be present if the information is not
optional available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector. Possible values: "end_0", "end_1".

cable-length

string
Cable length. This field will not be present if the information is not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional

cable-localconn-wwn

string
WWN of the local connector that the cable is attached to, example "500A0980017D373F".
optional

cablemanufacturer

string
Manufacturer of the cable. Will not be present if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional

cable-part-no

string Part number of the cable as assigned by the cable manufacturer. This field will not be present if the information is not available, or if a cable is
optional not connected at this connector.

cableremote-connwwn

string
WWN of the remote connector that the cable is attached to, example "300A0980052ED2B2".
optional

cable-serialno
cabletechnology
cable-type

This is actually not serial number, but rather cable identifier. For backwards compatibility this is reported as cable-serial-no. For the actual serial
string number see attached-serial-no. The connectors at both ends of the same cable will report the same value for this field. This field can be used to
optional generate topology. This field will not be present if a cable is not connected to the connector or if the cable is not connected to a functioning
device.
string Cable technology. This field will not be present if the information is not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional Possible values: "cupper", "optical".
string

Type of the cable being used. This field will not be present if the information is not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this

optional connector. Possible values: "qsfp".
Connector desiagnator.
connectordesignator

string
optional

"sqr" - The port is marked with a square on the shelf connector panel,
"cir" - The port is marked with a circle on the shelf connector panel.
Will be missing if unknown or not available.

connector-no

[0..4]

is-cableconnected

integer Connector number.
Indicates whether a cable is connected at this connector location. No further information will be provided if a cable is not connected at this
boolean connector location. Note that a cable connection does not necessarily mean that the shelf is connected to a storage cointroller. This will also
depend on the other end of the cable.

is-connectorerror

boolean
Indicates whether the connector element has encountered an error.
optional

shelf-module

string
optional

Shelf module for this connector

swap-count [0..255]

"a" - Presenting data for shelf module A.
"b" - Presenting data for shelf module B.

integer
Number of times, since last boot, a cable has been inserted into this connector
optional

APIs in Category: sis
These APIs can be used to manage deduplication and
compression on flexible volumes. In the following API
descriptions, these space saving technologies are collectively
referred to as "sis".

sis-disable
sis-disable-async
sis-enable
sis-enable-async
sis-get
sis-get-iter
sis-policy-create
sis-policy-delete
sis-policy-get
sis-policy-get-iter
sis-policy-modify
sis-set-config
sis-set-config-async
sis-start
sis-start-async
sis-status
sis-stop
sis-stop-async

A "sis volume" refers to a flexible volume on which deduplication
and/or compression has been enabled. It can also refer to
volumes where deduplication and/or compression are currently
disabled (say, temporarily), but the volume has compressed
and/or shared data. Currently, compression can be enabled on a
volume, only when deduplication is also enabled on the volume.
A "sis operation" refers to a background operation that is running
on a volume to deduplicate and/or compress data in the volume.
In future, the sis APIs may be extended to support other storage
entities like aggregates. Hence, all sis APIs accept a "path"
argument instead of a volume name.

sis-disable

[top]

Disable sis on a volume. If the sis operation is active on the volume, it needs to be stopped by "sisstop" API before disabling.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. Only one path can be
specified at a time.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

sis-disable-async

[top]

Disable sis on a FlexGroup or an Infinite Volume. If the sis operation is active on the volume, it needs to
be stopped by "sis-stop-async" API before disabling.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

Type

volume-name

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Name of the volume.

Type

Description

integer
[0..2^32-1]
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-error-message
result-jobid

Description

[0..2^64-1]

integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-enable
Enable sis on a volume.
On a non-SnapVault secondary volume, the sis operation will be started periodically according to a pervolume schedule. By default, this schedule is sun-sat@0. (Everyday at 0:00 hours) On a SnapVault
secondary volume, the sis operation will be kicked off at the end of the SnapVault transfer. This API
does not enable compression on the volume. See the "sis-set-config" API for options to enable
compression and for modifying the default schedule set on the volume. A sis operation can also be
manually started using the sis-start API.

[top]

This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. Only one path can be
string
specified at a time. The volume must be online to enable sis on the volume.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-enable-async

[top]

Enable sis on a FlexGroup or an Infinite Volume.
This is similar to 'sis-enable' API except that it operates on a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume. Read about
'sis-enable' API for specific details.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

volume-name
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of the volume. The volume must be online to enable
sis.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-get

[top]

Get status of a sis volume.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
path
Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

sisstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

volume- Volume for which sis information is returned. Path is of the format
path /vol/<vol_name>.
Type

Description

sisstatus- The attributes to return with this call.
info

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-get-iter
Iterate over a list of sis volumes.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

sisstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
optional
1]

query

sisA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statusspecified on any number of attributes. All sis objects matching this
info
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

sisstatusThe list of attributes of sis objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more sis
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-create

[top]

Create a new sis policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

changeloginteger Percentage at which the changelog will be processed for a threshold
threshold- [0..100]
optional type of policy, tested once each hour.
percent
comment

string
A brief description of the policy.
optional

duration

The duration in hours for which the scheduled sis operation should run.
After this time expires, the sis operation will be stopped even if the
string
operation is incomplete. If '-' is specified as the duration, the sis
optional
operation will run till it completes. Otherwise, the duration has to be an
integer greater than 0. By default, the operation runs till it completes.
If the value is true, the sis policy is active in this cluster. If the value is

boolean false this policy will not be activated by the schedulers and hence will
optional be inactive. A policy can be assigned to managed objects although it is
disabled. Default value: "true"

enabled
policyname

sis policy name.

string

string
optional

policy-type

The policy type reflects the reason a volume using this policy will start
processing a changelog. (Changelog processing is identifying and
eliminating duplicate blocks which were written since the changelog
was last processed.)
"threshold" - Changelog processing occurs once the changelog
reaches a certain percent full.
"scheduled" - Changelog processing will be triggered by time.
Default value: "scheduled"
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:
"background" - sis operation will run in background with minimal
or no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.

string
optional

qos-policy

Default value: "best-effort"
Cron type job schedule name. When the associated policy is set on a
volume, the sis operation will be triggered for the volume on this
string
schedule. These schedules can be created using the job-schedule-cronoptional
create API. Existing schedules can be queried using the job-schedulecron-get-iter API.

schedule

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-delete

[top]

Delete a sis policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

Description

string sis policy name.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

sis-policy-get

[top]

Get attributes of a sis policy.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

sispolicyinfo
optional

policy-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
sis policy name.
Description

sispolicy- The attributes of the sis-policy.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of sis policy objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

sispolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
optional
1]

query

sisA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
policyspecified on any number of attributes in the sis policy. All sis policy
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag

Range

Type

Description

sispolicyThe list of attributes of sis policy objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more sis policy
optional objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a sis policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

changeloginteger Percentage at which the changelog will be processed for a threshold
threshold- [0..100]
optional type of policy, tested once each hour.
percent
comment

A brief description of the policy. If a value is not provided the current
string
settings are retained. An empty string can be used to clear the current
optional
settings.

duration

The duration in hours for which the scheduled sis operation should run.
After this time expires, the sis operation will be stopped even if the
string
operation is incomplete. If '-' is specified as the duration, the sis
optional
operation will run till it completes. If duration is not provided the
current setting is not modified.

enabled

If the value is true, the sis policy is active in this cluster. If the value is
boolean false this policy will not be activated by the schedulers and hence will
optional be inactive. A policy can be assigned to managed objects although it is
disabled. If the value is not specified, the current settings are retained.

policyname

policy-type

string

string
optional

sis policy name. Attributes: key, non-modifiable
The policy type reflects the reason a volume using this policy will start
processing a changelog. (Changelog processing is identifying and
eliminating duplicate blocks which were written since the changelog
was last processed.)
"threshold" - Changelog processing occurs when the changelog
reaches a certain percent full.
"scheduled" - Clog processing will be triggered by time.
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:

qos-policy

string
optional

"background" - sis operation will run in background with minimal
or no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.
Default value: "best-effort"

schedule

Errno

Cron type job schedule name. When the associated policy is set on a
string
volume, the sis operation will be triggered for the volume on this
optional
schedule. If this field is not set, the existing value is not modified.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-set-config

[top]

Setup or modify sis policy, schedule or options for a volume.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name

applicationio-size

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the compression settings on volume with adaptive
compression. Possible values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Adaptive
compression allows different compression settings on the volume
based on possible IO sizes the volume can have. The larger the
string
volume's IO size, the better the compression savings will be. If
optional
application IO size is larger than 32K, one should pass 32K as
compression caps its setting to max 32K value. If specified as
"auto", data written will be compressed at 8K size and inactive data
will be compressed at 32K size later automatically in background.
Specifies the compression algorithm on volume. Possible values:
0
1
2
3

-

none
lzopro
gzip
lzrw1a

compressionalgorithm

string
optional

compressiontype

string Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
optional "adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.
Enable compression on the sis volume. If true, compression will be
enabled on the sis volume. If false, compression will be disabled on
the volume. If the value is not specified compression state will be
unchanged.

enablecompression

enablecrossvolumebackgrounddedupe
enablecross-

Enabling compression on a secondary volume is strongly
discouraged. If compression is enabled on a secondary volume,
boolean storage efficiency present on the source will not be preserved during
optional replication. The destination system needs to run offline storage
efficiency scanner (compression and dedupe) to achieve storage
savings. Additional compression savings on the destination comes at
a cost of extra computation resources. In environments where there
is a lot of shared data present on the source, (e.g., virtualized
environments employing file clones), data inflation during transfer
may lead to failed backups due to lack of space on the secondary
volume.
Enable cross volume background deduplication on the sis volume. If
true, cross volume background deduplication will be enabled on the
boolean
sis volume. If false, cross volume background deduplication will be
optional
disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, cross volume
background deduplication state will be unchanged.
boolean

Enable cross volume inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true,
cross volume inline deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume.

volumeinlinededupe

optional

If false, cross volume inline deduplication will be disabled on the
volume. If the value is not specified, cross volume inline
deduplication state will be unchanged.

enable-datacompaction

Enable data compaction on the sis volume. If true, data-compaction
boolean will be enabled on the volume. If false, data-compaction will be
optional disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, datacompaction state will be unchanged.

enable-idd

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. This enables file level incompressible data detection
and quick check incompressible data detection for large files. This is
per volume option. Once this set to true, inline compression will do
a 4k compression quick check for large files before proceeding with
full CG compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
boolean
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress the
optional
CG. And the blocks are written in uncompressed form to disk. Also
once this is enabled, if inline compression encounters a
incompressible CG within small files, it will mark the file with do not
compress flag. As long as this flag is set on a small file, inline
compression won't attempt further compression on the file. Default
value is 'false'.

enableinlinecompression

Enable inline compression on the sis volume. To enable inline
compression, compression must be enabled either in this API call or
boolean by a previous call to sis-set-config. If true, inline-compression will
optional be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inline-compression will be
disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, inlinecompression state will be unchanged.

enableinlinededupe
path

policy-name

Enable inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true, inlineboolean deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inlineoptional deduplication will be disabled on the volume. If the value is not
specified, inline-deduplication state will be unchanged.
string

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>.

The sis policy name to be attached to the volume. The policy name
will determine which M-Host sis policy will trigger the scheduled sis
string operations. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, policy-name and schedule
optional must not be specified together in the same API call. If policy-name
is passed, any previous schedule set on the volume is automatically
reset.

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
quick-check- [0..2^64- integer
Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the file
optional
fsize
1]
size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k quick
check before doing full CG compression.
The schedule string for the sis operation.
The format of the schedule:
day_list[@hour_list] or hour_list[@day_list] or - or auto or manual
The day_list specifies which days of the week the sis operation
should run. It is a comma-separated list of the first three letters of
the day: sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat. The names are not case
sensitive. Day ranges such as mon-fri can also be given. The default
day_list is sun-sat.

string

The hour_list specifies which hours of the day the sis operation
should run on each scheduled day. The hour_list is a commaseparated list of the integers from 0 to 23. Hour ranges such as 817 are allowed. Step values can be used in conjunction with ranges.
For example, 0-23/2 means "every two hours". The default hour_list

schedule

optional is 0, i.e. midnight on the morning of each scheduled day.
If "-" is specified, no schedule is set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode,
policy-name and schedule must not be specified together in the
same API call. If schedule is passed, any previous policy-name set
on the volume is automatically reset.
The "auto" schedule string means the sis operation will be triggered
by the amount of new data written to the volume. The criterion is
subject to being changed later.
The "manual" schedule string prevents SIS from automatically
triggering any operations and disables change-logging. This
schedule string can only be used on SnapVault destination volumes.
The use of this schedule is mainly desirable when inline compression
is enabled on a SnapVault destination volume and background
processing is not necessary.

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

Specifies the efficiency mode for the volume. default value will set
8K adaptive compression on the volume. efficient will set auto
adaptive compresion on the volume. Possible values:
1 - default
2 - efficient

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-set-config-async

[top]

Setup or modify sis policy, schedule or options for a volume.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

application-

Range

Type

string

Description
Specifies the compression settings on volume with adaptive
compression. Possible values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Adaptive
compression allows different compression settings on the volume
based on possible IO sizes the volume can have. The larger the
volume's IO size, the better the compression savings will be. If

io-size

optional

application IO size is larger than 32K, one should pass 32K as
compression caps its setting to max 32K value. If specified as
"auto", data written will be compressed at 8K size and incative data
will be compressed at 32K size later automatically in background.
Specifies the compression algorithm on volume. Possible values:
0
1
2
3

-

none
lzopro
gzip
lzrw1a

compressionalgorithm

string
optional

compressiontype

string Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
optional "adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.

enablecompression

Enable compression on the sis volume. If true, compression will be
boolean enabled on the sis volume. If false, compression will be disabled on
optional the volume. If the value is not specified compression state will be
unchanged.

enablecrossvolumebackgrounddedupe

Enable background deduplication on the sis volume. If true, cross
volume background deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume.
boolean
If false, cross volume background deduplication will be disabled on
optional
the volume. If the value is not specified, cross volume background
deduplication state will be unchanged.

enablecrossvolumeinlinededupe

Enable inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true, cross volume
inline deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume. If false, cross
boolean
volume inline deduplication will be disabled on the volume. If the
optional
value is not specified, cross volume inline deduplication state will be
unchanged.

enable-datacompaction

Enable data compaction on the volume. If true, data-compaction will
boolean be enabled on the volume. If false, data-compaction will be disabled
optional on the volume. If the value is not specified, data-compaction state
will be unchanged.

enable-idd

This parameter is no longer suppported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. This enables file level incompressible data detection
and quick check incompressible data detection for large files. This is
per volume option. Once this set to true, inline compression will do
a 4k compression quick check for large files before proceeding with
full CG compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
boolean
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress the
optional
CG. And the blocks are written in uncompressed form to disk. Also
once this is enabled, if inline compression encounters a
incompressible CG within small files, it will mark the file with do not
compress flag. As long as this flag is set on a small file, inline
compression won't attempt further compression on the file. Default
value is 'false'.

enableinlinecompression

Enable inline compression on the sis volume. To enable inline
compression, compression must be enabled either in this API call or
boolean by a previous call to sis-set-config. If true, inline-compression will
optional be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inline-compression will be
disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, inlinecompression state will be unchanged.

enableinlinededupe

policy-name

Enable inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true, inlineboolean deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inlineoptional deduplication will be disabled on the volume. If the value is not
specified, inline-deduplication state will be unchanged.
The sis policy name to be attached to the volume. The policy name
will determine which M-Host sis policy will trigger the scheduled sis
string
operations. The policy-name and schedule must not be specified
optional
together in the same API call. If policy-name is passed, any previous

schedule set on the volume is automatically reset.
This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
quick-check- [0..2^64- integer
Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the file
fsize
1]
optional
size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k quick
check before doing full CG compression.
The schedule string for the sis operation.
The format of the schedule:
day_list[@hour_list] or hour_list[@day_list] or - or auto or manual
The day_list specifies which days of the week the sis operation
should run. It is a comma-separated list of the first three letters of
the day: sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat. The names are not case
sensitive. Day ranges such as mon-fri can also be given. The default
day_list is sun-sat.
The hour_list specifies which hours of the day the sis operation
should run on each scheduled day. The hour_list is a commastring separated list of the integers from 0 to 23. Hour ranges such as 8optional 17 are allowed. Step values can be used in conjunction with ranges.
For example, 0-23/2 means "every two hours". The default hour_list
is 0, i.e. midnight on the morning of each scheduled day.

schedule

If "-" is specified, no schedule is set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode,
policy-name and schedule must not be specified together in the
same API call. If schedule is passed, any previous policy-name set
on the volume is automatically reset.
The "auto" schedule string means the sis operation will be triggered
by the amount of new data written to the volume. The criterion is
subject to being changed later.
If "manual" is specified, sis operation will never be triggered
automatically. Only the user can manually execute the sis operation.
volumename
Output Name

string
Range

Name of the volume.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-start

[top]

Start a sis operation on a volume. The volume must have sis enabled, before starting a sis operation. If
the sis operation is already active on the volume, this API will fail.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

buildmetadata

If this argument is "true", scanner will scan the entire volume and
boolean generate fingerprint database without attempting the sharing. This
optional argument is valid only if scan argument is set to "true". Look at the
documentation for scan parameter for more details. Default value: "false"

deletecheckpoint

boolean If this is "true", the sis operation will delete existing checkpoint and start
optional the sis operation from the beginning. Default value: "false"

path

string

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. The volume must be
online in order to start the sis operation.
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values are:

qos-policy

string
optional

"background" - sis operation will run in background with minimal or
no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.
Default value: "best-effort"

queueoperation
restartcheckpoint
runcompactionscan

If this is "true", the requested sis operation will be queued if a sis
boolean
operation is already running on the volume, and the running operation is
optional
in the fingerprint verification phase. Default value: "false"
If this is "true", the sis operation will restart from previous checkpoint
boolean
without checking for validity. This option should be used along with
optional
"scan" option. Default value: "false"
If this argument is "true", the compaction scanner will be started on the
boolean
volume. This argument is valid only if scan argument is set to "true".
optional
Default Value: "false"
If this is "true", the sis operation will scan the file system to process all
the existing data.

scan

The scan will include whatever is enabled on the volume. For example: If
boolean compression is not enabled on the volume, the scan will not include
optional compression. This default behavior can be changed by using the rundedupe-scan and run-compression-scan parameters.
If scan is false only data added since the last sis operation will be
processed. Default value: "false"

scan-all

If this argument is "true", scanner will scan entire volume without
boolean applying shared block optimization. This argument is valid only if scan
optional argument is set to "true". Look at the documentation for scan parameter

for more details. Default value: "false"
Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EDENSE_CONCURRENT_LIMIT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EDENSE_DROPPED_AUTO
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-start-async

[top]

Start a sis operation on FlexGroup or an Infinite Volume. The volume must have sis enabled, before
starting a sis operation. If the sis operation is already active on the volume, this API will fail.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

buildmetadata

If this argument is "true", scanner will scan the entire volume and
generate fingerprint database without attempting the sharing. This
boolean
argument is valid only if scan argument is set to "true". Look at the
optional
documentation for scan parameter for more details. Default Value:
"false"

deletecheckpoint

boolean If this is "true", the sis operation will delete existing checkpoint and
optional start the sis operation from the beginning. Default value: "false"
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:

qos-policy

string
optional

"background" - sis operation will run in background with
minimal or no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.
Default value: "best-effort"

queueoperation

If this is "true", the requested sis operation will be queued if a sis
boolean operation is already running on the Infinite Volume, and the running
optional operation is in the fingerprint verification phase. Default value:
"false"

restartcheckpoint

If this is "true", the sis operation will restart from previous
boolean
checkpoint without checking for validity. This option should be used
optional
along with "scan" option. Default value: "false"

runcompactionscan

If this argument is "true", the compaction scanner will be started on
boolean
the volume. This argument is valid only if scan argument is set to
optional
"true". Default Value: "false"
If this is "true", the sis operation will scan the file system to process
all the existing data.
The scan will include whatever is enabled on the volume. For
boolean example: If compression is not enabled on the volume, the scan will
optional not include compression. This default behavior can be changed by
using the run-dedupe-scan and run-compression-scan parameters.

scan

If scan is false only data added since the last sis operation will be
processed. Default value: "false"
If this argument is "true", scanner will scan entire volume without
boolean applying shared block optimization. This argument is valid only if
optional scan argument is set to "true". Look at the documentation for scan
parameter for more details. Default Value: "false"

scan-all
volumename

string

Output Name

Range

The name of the volume. The volume must be online in order to
start the sis operation.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EDENSE_CONCURRENT_LIMIT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-status
Get Status of a sis volume This API is not optimal for use in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode systems, and is

[top]

deprecated. Use sis-get and sis-get-iter APIs for Data ONTAP Cluster Mode systems. This API is still
supported for Data ONTAP 7-Mode systems.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. Only one path can be
string specified at a time. The volume must be online if not then an error will
optional be returned. If path variable is not used then the status for all online sis
volumes in the filer will be returned.

path

boolean
If set to true the output is detailed. Default value: "false"
optional

verbose
Output Name Range

Type

Description

densesis status objects returned.
status[]

sis-object
Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-stop

[top]

Abort currently active sis operation on the volume. The sis operation will remain paused and the
operation can be resumed by "sis-start", SnapVault transfer, or the scheduler.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range
alloperations
path

Type

Description

boolean If this is "true", both active and queued sis operation will be stopped.
optional Default value: "false"
string

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-stop-async

[top]

Abort currently active sis operation on the FlexGroup or Infinite Volume. The sis operation will remain
paused and the operation can be resumed by "sis-start-async" or the scheduler.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

volume-name

result-errorcode

string
Range

The name of the volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Description

boolean If this is "true", both active and queued sis operation will be
optional stopped. Default value: "false"

all-operations

Output Name

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

Element definition: dense-status
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Name
applicationio-size

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the application IO size used by compression. Possible
string
values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable.
Possible values:

auto-state

blocksskippedsharing

string

"Not auto" - Auto is not enabled,
"Auto" - Auto policy is enabled,
"Deprioritized" - Volume is deprioritized

Number of blocks not considered for sharing because contiguous
[0..2^32- integer duplicate blocks were less than the value set for minimum-blocksoptional shared. Returned only if verbose option is set. This parameter is not
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.

changelog- [0..2^32- integer Percentage of changelog used. Returned only if verbose option is
optional set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
used-percent
1]
Checkpoint Operation Type. Possible values:

checkpointop-type

string
optional

"-",
"Scan",
"Start",
"Check",
"Undo",
"Downgrade"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.

checkpointprogress

Checkpoint Stage Progress with information as to which stage of sis
is checkpointed and how much data is processed for that stage. For
string example: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB Searched, 40 MB (20%) Done, 30
optional MB Verified. Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is
deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Checkpoint Stage information. Possible values:

checkpointstage

string
optional

"-",
"Gathering",
"Sorting",
"Saving_pass1",
"Saving_pass2",
"Checking",
"Checking_pass1",
"Checking_pass2",
"Compress_preproc",
"Compressing",
"Saving_sharing",
"Saving_end",
"Unknown_stage"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.
Checkpoint Sub Stage information. Possible values:
"-",
"Sort_pass1",
"Sort_p1merge",

checkpointsub-stage

string
optional

"Sort_pass2",
"Bucket_sort_init",
"Bucket_sort",
"Bucket_sort_done"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.

Checkpoint creation timestamp. The value is in seconds since
checkpoint- [0..2^63- integer January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is
optional deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not
time
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Specifies the algorithm used for compression. Possible values:
compressionalgorithm

string
optional

0 - none
1 - lzopro
2 - gzip 3 - lzrw1a
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.

compressiontype
has-crossvolumesharing

string Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
optional "adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.
boolean Volume has cross volume sharing Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

hasextendedcompresseddata

boolean Specifies whether the volume has extended compressed data.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iscompressionenabled

boolean compression state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
This indicates if the value of other elements in this dense-status
object are valid. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

is-contentavailable

is-crossvolumebackgrounddedupeenabled
is-crossvolumeinlinededupeenabled
is-datacompactionenabled

boolean

A "true" value for this field indicates a normal case when everything
went fine while fetching the status values for this volume. All values
returned are valid. A "false" value for this field indicates something
went wrong while fetching the status values for this volume. Not all
values returned are valid. The volume returned may not be a sis
volume.

boolean Cross volume background deduplication state of the volume
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean Cross volume inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean Data compaction state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Indicates incompressible data detection is enabled.
Possible values:

"true",
"false"
is-iddenabled

Once this set to 'true', inline compression will do a 4k compression
boolean quick check for large files before proceeding with full CG
optional compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress the
CG. Also indicates file level incompressible data detection is enabled
for small files. Once this is enabled, when inline compression
encounters a incompressible CG within a small file, it will mark the
file with do not compress flag. As long as this flag is set on a small
file, inline compression won't attempt to compress the file. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

is-inlinecompressionenabled

boolean inline compression state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

is-inlinededupeenabled

boolean Inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

lastoperationbegintimestamp

Start timestamp of the last sis operation. The value is in seconds
[0..2^31- integer
since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is set. This
optional
1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

lastoperationendtimestamp

End timestamp of the last sis operation. The value is in seconds
[0..2^31- integer
since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is set. This
optional
1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

lastoperationerror

A human readable error message of the last sis operation. Present
string when there was an error. Returned only if verbose option is set. and
optional when there is a valid error. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.

lastoperationsize

The size of the last sis operation in human readable format. This
output element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1. Please use the
string
last-operation-size-bytes output element instead. Returned only if
optional
verbose option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

lastoperationsize-bytes

[0..2^63- integer The size in bytes of the last sis operation. Returned only if verbose
optional option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
1]
Completion status for the last operation. Possible values:

lastoperationstate

string
optional

"success",
"failure"
Returned only if verbose option is set and when there is last
completed operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

Start timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is in
last-successoperation- [0..2^31- integer seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is
optional set and when there is last successfully completed operation. This
begin1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
timestamp
End timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is in
last-successoperation- [0..2^31- integer seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is
optional set and when there is last successfully completed operation. This
end1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
timestamp
logical-data

sisThis contains logical size attributes of a volume. Returned only if
logicalverbose option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
data
Volumes.

optional
minimumblocksshared
path
policy

progress

The minimum number of contiguous blocks in a file that will be
[0..2^32- integer considered for block sharing. If the number of contiguous duplicate
optional blocks is less than this number, then they won't be considered for
1]
sharing. Returned only if verbose option is set.
string

Volume for which sis information is returned.

string
sis policy name. Returned only if verbose option is set.
optional

string

The progress of the current sis operation with information as to
which stage is currently in progress and how much data is
processed for that stage. For example: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB
Searched, 40 MB (20%) Done, 30 MB Verified. This parameter is
not supported on Infinite Volumes.
Type of sis operation that is queued for the volume. Possible values:

queued-jobtype

string
optional

"-" - No sis operation is queued for the volume,
"Scan",
"Start",
"Check",
"Downgrade"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
quick-check- [0..2^64- integer Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the file
optional size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k quick
fsize
1]
check before doing full CG compression. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.
schedule

string The schedule for sis operation on the volume. See sis-set-config for
optional the format of the schedule. Returned only if verbose option is set.

stalePercentage of fingerprints that are stale in the fingerprint database.
[0..2^32- integer
fingerprintReturned only if verbose option is set. This parameter is not
optional
1]
percentage
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Possible values:
state

string

"Enabled",
"Disabled",
"Mixed" -For FlexGroups, if sis is not Enabled or Disabled
consistently across all constituents.
Possible values:

status

string

"Idle" - No sis operations are happening on this volume,
"Initializing" - sis operation is being initialized,
"Active" - sis operation is active on the volume,
"Undoing" - sis is being undone on the volume,
"Pending" - sis operations are scheduled for the volume,
"Downgrading" - The sis operation necessary to downgrade
the volume is active,
"Disabled" - sis operation is disabled on the volume.
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

"Regular",
"SnapVault"
Any sis volume with Snapvault qtree in it would be marked as

Snapvault and all others would be returned as type Regular.
Returned only if verbose option is set.
vservername Vserver Name
optional

vserver

Element definition: sis-policy-info

[top]

sis-policy-info typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Percentage at which the changelog will be processed for a threshold
changeloginteger
type of policy, tested once each hour. Attributes: optional-for-create,
threshold- [0..100]
optional
modifiable
percent
comment

string A brief description of the policy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

duration

The duration in hours for which the scheduled sis operation should run.
After this time expires, the sis operation will be stopped even if the
string
operation is incomplete. If there is no duration set on the volume, the
optional
operation will run till it completes. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

enabled

If the value is true, the sis policy is active and sis operations will be
triggered on the volume on the specified schedule. If the value is false,
boolean
the sis policy will be inactive and sis operations will not be triggered on
optional
the volume on the specified schedule. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

policyname

string
sis policy name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
Owner of the policy. Possible values:

policyowner

string
optional

"cluster_admin" - Policy is owned by the cluster admin. This policy
can be applied to volumes owned by any Vserver.
"vserver_admin" - Policy is owned by the Vserver admin. This
policy can only be applied to volumes owned by the same
Vserver.
The policy type reflects the reason a volume using this policy will start
processing a changelog. (Changelog processing is identifying and
eliminating duplicate blocks which were written since the changelog was
last processed.)

policy-type

string
optional

"threshold" - Changelog processing occurs once the changelog
reaches a certain percent full.
"scheduled" - Clog processing will be triggered by time.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:

qos-policy

"background" - sis operation will run in background, with minimal
or no impact on data aserving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.

string
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

schedule

vserver

Cron type job schedule name. When the associated policy is set on a
volume, the sis operation will be triggered for the volume on this
string
schedule. These schedules can be created using the job-schedule-cronoptional
create API. Existing schedules can be queried using the job-schedulecron-get-iter API. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
vservername Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: sis-status-info
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When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

applicationio-size

Type
string
optional

Description
Specifies the application IO size used by compression. Possible
values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable.
Possible values:

string
optional

auto-state

"Not auto" - Auto is not enabled,
"Auto" - Auto policy is enabled,
"Deprioritized" - Volume is deprioritized

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of blocks not considered for sharing because contiguous
duplicate blocks were less than the value set for minimumblocks-shared. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

changelog- [0..2^64size
1]

integer
optional

Size of changelog in bytes. Returned only if verbose option is
set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

changelog- [0..2^32used-percent
1]

integer
optional

Percentage of changelog used. This parameter is not supported
on Infinite Volumes.

blocksskippedsharing

Checkpoint operation Type. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
checkpointop-type

sischeckpointop-type
optional

"Scan" - Scanning volume for fingerprints,
"Start" - Starting a sis operation,
"Check" - Checking for stale data in the fingerprint
database,

"Undo" - Undoing sis on the volume,
"Downgrade" - Downgrading sis metafiles to a previous
Data ONTAP release.

checkpointprogress

string
optional

Checkpoint Stage Progress with information as to which stage of
deduplication is checkpointed and how much data is processed
for that stage. For ex: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB Searched, 40 MB
(20%) Done, 30 MB Verified. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Checkpoint stage information. This parameter is not supported
on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sischeckpointstage
optional

checkpointstage

"Gathering" - Scanning the volume for fingerprints,
"Sorting" - Sorting the gathered fingerprints,
"Compress_preproc" - Preprocessing volume data for
compression,
"Compressing" - Compressing the volume data,
"Saving_pass1" - Creating duplicate list from the newly
gathered fingerprints,
"Saving_pass2" - Creating duplicate list from the
fingerprint database,
"Saving_sharing" - Creating shared data structures in the
volume,
"Saving_end" - Completing sis operations,
"Checking_pass0" - Organizing data in the fingerprint
database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass1" - Organizing data in the fingerprint
database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass2" - Organizing data in the fingerprint
database for block sharing,
"Unknown_stage" - Invalid stage
Checkpoint sub-stage information. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

sischeckpointsubstage
optional

checkpointsub-stage

checkpoint- [0..2^63time
1]

integer
optional

"-" - No sub stage check point present,
"Sort_pass1" - Sorting the fingerprints for deduplication,
"Sort_p1merge" - Merging the fingerprints for
deduplication,
"Sort_pass2" - Merging the fingerprints for deduplication,
"Bucket_sort_init" - Sorting the fingerprints for
deduplication,
"Bucket_sort" - Sorting the fingerprints for deduplication,
"Bucket_sort_done" - Sorting the fingerprints for
deduplication completed
Checkpoint creation timestamp. The value is in seconds since
January 1, 1970. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the algorithm used for compression. Possible values:

compressionalgorithm

string
optional

0
1
2
3

-

none
lzopro
gzip
lzrw1a

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.
compression-

[0..2^64-

integer

Size of compression log in bytes. Returned only if verbose option

changelogsize

1]

optional

is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

compressiontype

string
optional

Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
"adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable.

filecompressionapplicationio-size

string
optional

Specifies the last application IO size used by compression.
Possible values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "-". Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable.

has-autoadaptivecompressionsavings

boolean
optional

Volume has auto adaptive compression savings Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

hasextendedcompresseddata

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the volume has extended compressed data.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-autoadaptivecompressionexistingvolume

boolean
optional

Auto adaptive compression state of already existing volume
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iscompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Compression state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

isconstituent

boolean
optional

True implies that the volume is a constituent of an Infinite
Volume.
When returned as part of the output, this indicates if the value
of other elements in this sis-info object are valid. This parameter
is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-contentavailable

boolean
optional

is-crossvolumebackgrounddedupeenabled

boolean
optional

Cross volume background deduplication state of the volume
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-crossvolumeinlinededupeenabled

boolean
optional

Cross volume Inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-datacompactionenabled

boolean
optional

Data compaction state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

A "true" value for this field indicates a normal case when
everything went fine while fetching the status values for this
volume. All values returned are valid. A "false" value for this
field indicates something went wrong while fetching the status
values for this volume. Not all values returned are valid. The
volume returned may not be a sis volume. Default: true

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Indicates incompressible data detection is enabled.
Possible values:
"true",
"false"

Once this set to 'true', inline compression will do a 4k
compression quick check for large files before proceeding with
full CG compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress
the CG. Also indicates file level incompressible data detection is
enabled for small files. Once this is enabled, when inline
compression encounters a incompressible CG within a small file,
it will mark the file with do not compress flag. As long as this
flag is set on a small file, inline compression won't attempt to
compress the file. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

is-iddenabled

boolean
optional

is-inlinecompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Inline compression state of the volume Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-inlinededupeenabled

boolean
optional

Inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-usingautoadaptivecompression

boolean
optional

Auto adaptive compression state of volume Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Start timestamp of the last sis operation. The value is in seconds
since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is
requested. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-op-end- [0..2^63timestamp
1]

integer
optional

End timestamp of the last sis operation. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-op-error

string
optional

A human readable error message of the last sis operation.
Present when there was an error. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-op-size

size
optional

The amount of data processed in bytes for the last sis operation.
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-opbegintimestamp

Completion status for the last operation. Possible values:

last-op-state

string
optional

"success",
"failure"
Returned only if verbose option is set and when there is last
completed operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

last-success[0..2^31op-begin1]
timestamp

integer
optional

Start timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is
in seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose
option is set and when there is last successfully completed
operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

last-success[0..2^31op-end1]
timestamp

integer
optional

End timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is
in seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose
option is set and when there is last successfully completed
operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

logical-data- [0..2^63limit
1]

integer
optional

Dedupe logical data limit in bytes. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.

logical-data- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

The size of logical data in the volume in bytes. This is calculated
as [size-saved + size-used + + compressed-data bytes]. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

minimum-

The minimum number of contiguous blocks in a file that will be

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

considered for block sharing. If the number of contiguous
duplicate blocks is less than this number, then they won't be
considered for sharing.

path

volumepath
optional

Volume for which sis information is returned. Path is of the
format /vol/<vol_name>. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

policy

string
optional

sis policy name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

string
optional

The progress of the current sis operation with information as to
which stage of sis process is currently in progress and how much
data is processed for that stage. For ex: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB
Searched, 40 MB (20%) Done, 30 MB Verified. This parameter is
not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

blocksshared

progress

Type of sis operation that is queued for the volume. Possible
values:
queued-jobtype

string
optional

"-" - No sis operation is queued for the volume,
"Scan",
"Start",
"Check",
"Downgrade"
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

quick-check- [0..2^64fsize
1]

schedule
stale[0..2^32fingerprint1]
percentage

state

integer
optional

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the
file size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k
quick check before doing full CG compression. This parameter is
not supported on Infinite Volumes.

string
optional

The schedule for sis operation on the volume. See sis-set-config
for the format of the schedule. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

integer
optional

Percentage of fingerprints that are stale in the fingerprint
database. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

sis-state
optional

State of sis configured on the volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"Disabled",
"Enabled"
Status of any sis operation running on the volume. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status

sis-opstatus
optional

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

"Idle" - No sis operations are happening on this volume,
"Initializing" - sis operation is being initialized,
"Active" - sis operation is active on the volume,
"Undoing" - sis is being undone on the volume,
"Pending" - sis operations are scheduled for the volume,
"Downgrading" - The sis operation necessary to
downgrade the volume is active,
"Disabled" - sis operation is disabled on the volume.
Storage efficiency mode of the volume Possible values:
"default", "efficienct", "-". Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable.
Any sis volume with Snapvault qtree in it would be marked as

type

vault[0..2^64transfer-log1]
size
vserver

sis-type
optional

Snapvault and all others would be returned as type Regular.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"Regular" ,
"Snapvault"

integer
optional

Size of vault transfer log in bytes. Returned only if verbose
option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

vservername
optional

A string identifying the Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-path
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Volume path name
[none]

Element definition: sis-checkpoint-op-type

[top]

sis checkpoint type Possible values:
"Scan" - Scanning volume for fingerprints,
"Start" - Starting a sis operation,
"Check" - Checking for stale data in the fingerprint database,
"Undo" - Undoing sis on the volume,
"Downgrade" - Downgrading sis metafiles to a previous Data ONTAP release.
[none]

Element definition: sis-checkpoint-stage
sis checkpoint stage Possible values:
"Gathering" - Scanning the volume for fingerprints,
"Sorting" - Sorting the gathered fingerprints,
"Compress_preproc" - Preprocessing volume data for compression,
"Compressing" - Compressing the volume data,
"Saving_pass1" - Creating duplicate list from the newly gathered fingerprints,
"Saving_pass2" - Creating duplicate list from the fingerprint database,
"Saving_sharing" - Creating shared data structures in the volume,
"Saving_end" - Completing sis operations,
"Checking_pass0" - Organizing data in the fingerprint database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass1" - Organizing data in the fingerprint database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass2" - Organizing data in the fingerprint database for block sharing,
"Unknown_stage" - Invalid stage

[top]

[none]

Element definition: sis-checkpoint-substage

[top]

sis checkpoint sub-stage Possible values:
"Sort_pass2" - Sorting the fingerprints for deduplication
[none]

Element definition: sis-logical-data

[top]

This contains logical size attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

logicalDedupe logical data limit in bytes. This parameter is not supported on
[0..2^63datainteger
Infinite Volumes.
1]
limit
The size of logical data in the volume in bytes. This is calculated as [sizelogical[0..2^63datainteger saved + size-used + compressed-data bytes]. This parameter is not
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.
size

Element definition: sis-op-status

[top]

Efficiency status Possible values:
"idle" - No storage efficiency operations are happening on this volume,
"initializing" - The storage efficiency operation is being initialized,
"active" - The storage efficiency operation is active on the volume,
"undoing" - The storage efficiency is being undone on the volume,
"pending" - The storage efficiency operation is scheduled for the volume,
"downgrading" - Storage efficiency actions necessary to downgrade the volume are being carried
out,
"disabled" - Storage efficiency disabled on the volume
[none]

Element definition: sis-state
Disabled|Enabled|Mixed Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,

[top]

"mixed" - For FlexGroups, if SIS is not enabled or disabled consistently across all constituents
[none]

Element definition: sis-type

[top]

Regular|SnapVault Possible values:
"regular" ,
"snapvault"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: snapdiff
snapdiff-rpc-servercreate
snapdiff-rpc-serverdestroy
snapdiff-rpc-serverdisable
snapdiff-rpc-serverenable
snapdiff-rpc-server-get
snapdiff-rpc-server-getcreate-defaults
snapdiff-rpc-server-getiter
snapdiff-rpc-servermodify

This set of functions is used to retrieve the set of changed files
and directory entries between two snapshots for the same
volume. The difference operation will scan the two snapshots and
return a list of files and directory entries that have changed since
the base snapshot. It will indicate files created, modified, or
deleted. The basic sequence is:
1. snapdiff-iter-start
2. snapdiff-iter-status (repeated until session status is in
active state)
3. snapdiff-iter-next (repeated until 100% of changes are
retrieved or an error is returned. snapdiff-iter-end is the
next function expected from the client when either of these
conditions occur.)
4. snapdiff-iter-end
Snapdiff APIs require the volume to have Inode to Path(I2P)
option turned on.

snapdiff-rpc-server-create

[top]

Create a new SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.
Input Name Range
returnrecord
state
Output Name Range
result

Type

Description

boolean If set to true, returns the SnapDiff RPC Server on successful creation.
optional Default: false
boolean

Specifies whether the SnapDiff RPC Server is enabled on a Vserver.
Default: true.

Type

Description

sd-info
The SnapDiff RPC Server created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapdiff-rpc-server-destroy

[top]

Delete an SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapdiff-rpc-server-disable

[top]

Stop the SnapDiff RPC Server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-enable

[top]

Start the SnapDiff RPC Server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-get

[top]

Get the SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
sd-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
optional only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Type

Description

sd-info The attributes of the SnapDiff RPC Server.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-get-create-defaults
Obtain the default values for SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

Optionally specify the value for attributes if available. The default values
sd-info
for some attributes may depend on the values specified for some other
optional
attribute.

attributes

Output Name Range
defaults

Type

Description

sd-info The default attributes for the SnapDiff RPC Server.

snapdiff-rpc-server-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of SnapDiff RPC Server configurations.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
sd-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
sd-info specified on any number of attributes in the SnapDiff RPC Server
optional object. All SnapDiff RPC Server objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

sdinfo[] The list of attributes of SnapDiff RPC Server objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more SnapDiff
optional RPC Server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-modify

[top]

Modify an SnapDiff RPC Server configuration. If no values are given, the configuration is not modified.
Input Name Range
state

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the SnapDiff RPC Server is enabled on a Vserver.
optional Default: true.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: sd-info

[top]

Information about SnapDiff RPC Server configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
state
vserver

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the SnapDiff RPC Server is enabled on a Vserver. Default:
optional true. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
string Specifies the name of the Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

APIs in Category: snaplock
file-get-snaplock-retention-time
file-get-snaplock-retention-time-list-info-max
file-set-snaplock-retention-time
file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info
snaplock-archive-vserver-log
snaplock-create-vserver-log
snaplock-destroy-vserver-log
snaplock-download-check-version
snaplock-event-retention-abort
snaplock-event-retention-apply-start
snaplock-event-retention-get-iter
snaplock-event-retention-policy-create
snaplock-event-retention-policy-destroy
snaplock-event-retention-policy-get-iter
snaplock-event-retention-policy-modify
snaplock-file-privileged-delete
snaplock-get-clock-ntp-sync
snaplock-get-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-file-retention
snaplock-get-node-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-system-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-volume-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-vserver-active-log-files-iter
snaplock-get-vserver-log-iter
snaplock-legal-hold-abort
snaplock-legal-hold-begin-start
snaplock-legal-hold-dump-files-start
snaplock-legal-hold-dump-litigations-start
snaplock-legal-hold-end-start
snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter
snaplock-modify-clock-ntp-sync
snaplock-modify-vserver-log
snaplock-set-file-retention
snaplock-set-node-compliance-clock
snaplock-set-system-compliance-clock
snaplock-volume-set-privileged-delete
volume-get-snaplock-attrs
volume-set-snaplock-attrs

file-get-snaplock-retention-time

[top]

Get the SnapLock retention attributes of a file.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
Absolute path of the file to query. The value must be prefixed with

"/vol/".
Output Name Range Type
retentiontime

integer

Errno

Description
Retention time in seconds since 01/01/1970 00:00:00. A zero value
indicates that the file is not in WORM state. Range: [0..2^64-1]
Description

EONTAPI_ENXIO
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EFILENOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-get-snaplock-retention-time-list-info-max

[top]

Get the maximum number of entries that can be processed and returned in one call to the zapi filesnaplock-retention-time-list-info.
Output Name Range Type
max-listentries

Description

The maximum number of pathnames that can be processed in one call to
file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info. This limit is imposed to prevent
integer taking up too much CPU/memory for a ZAPI call. If the number of input
pathnames for file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info is more than this
number, it returns the error EAPITOOMANYENTRIES. Range: [0..2^64-1]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-set-snaplock-retention-time
Set the SnapLock retention attributes of a file. In some cases, even if the call to file-set-snaplockretention-time fails (that is the file could not be committed to worm successfully), it is possible that the
atime of the file would be modified. One can specify either only retention-time or only set-infiniteretention or only set-unspecified-retention for a given file path while calling this api. If neither the
retention-time nor set-infinite-retention is specified, the file is committed to worm as read-only. If the
expiry time of the file has been set explicitly, the expiry time is the atime of the file, otherwise the
expiry time is calculated using the default retention of the volume as follows: Expiry time = current time
+ snaplock_default_period

[top]

Input Name

Range

path

Type
string

Description
Absolute path of the file. The value must be prefixed with
"/vol/<volume-name>".

Expiry time in seconds since 01-Jan-1970 00:00:00 at which time the
file will be eligible for deletion. If the expiry time specified does not
retention- [0..2^63- integer
comply with the snaplock_minimum_period and
optional
time
1]
snaplock_maximum_period of the volume, the expiry time will be
increased or decreased to do so.
set-infiniteretention

Indicates if the retention period on the file needs to be set or
boolean
extended to the infinite retention period. This field is available in Data
optional
ONTAP 8.1 and later. Default is false.

setunspecifiedretention

Indicates if the retention period on the file needs to be set to the
boolean
'unspecified' retention period. This field is available in Data ONTAP
optional
9.8 and later. Default is false.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ERANGE
EONTAPI_ENXIO
EONTAPI_EIO
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EFILENOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info

[top]

Get the Snaplock retention attributes for a list of files.
Input Name Range

pathnames

Output Name Range
fileretentiondetails

Type

Description

List of pathnames to query. The function returns the file-retentioninformation for each of these pathnames. If this ZAPI function is
snaplock- called without any input parameter, the error
pathname- EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT is returned If number of input pathnames
info[]
exceeds max-list-entries an error of EAPITOOMANYENTRIES is
returned. The value of max-list-entries can be retrieved using the
zapi call file-get-snaplock-retention-time-list-info-max.
Type

Description

fileretention- information about retention period for each file in the list
info[]

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

Description

EAPITOOMANYENTRIES
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snaplock-archive-vserver-log

[top]

Archive the active worm log file. This will close the current log file for furthur updates and it will open a
new log file to write future log updates A job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Base Name of Log File
optional

base-name
Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-jobid
result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_NOT_CONFIGURED

snaplock-create-vserver-log

[top]

Create audit log configuration for a Vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for SnapLock log
files to be committed to WORM state on the volume. This option
can be specified as a number followed by suffix in <number>
<suffix>' format. Valid values of the suffix are :

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

'seconds'
'minutes'
'hours'
'days'
'months'

'years'
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of
6 months.
size
Max log file size (in bytes).
optional

max-log-size

volumeLog Volume Name
name

volume
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snaplockvserverThe snaplock created (keys or the entire object if requested)
logconfig
optional

result

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The ID of the job that was spawned to create this snaplock.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation
string
completed successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress,
optional
"failed" if creation failed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_ALREADY_CONFIGURED
E_AUDIT_LOG_VOL_NOT_SLC
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapLock

snaplock-destroy-vserver-log

[top]

Delete audit log configuration for a Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE

Description

E_AUDIT_LOG_ALREADY_CONFIGURED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapLock

snaplock-download-check-version

[top]

Check version being downloaded for snaplock compliance.
Input Name Range Type
version

Description

string The version of the kernel being installed

snaplock-event-retention-abort

[top]

The snaplock-event-retention-abort API can be used to abort an ongoing Event Based Retention
operation. This API only aborts operations that have started and not finished. The operation ID of the
operation must be specified.
Input Name
operationid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32Operation ID of SnapLock Event Based Retention operation to be
integer
1]
aborted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-event-retention-apply-start

[top]

The snaplock-event-retention-apply-start API can be used to apply an Event Based Retention policy to
files present under the specified path. Use the snaplock-event-retention-show API to display the status
of the operation.
Input Name
path
policy-name
volume

Range

Type
string

Description
Path of the form '/' relative to output volume root. The Event Based
Retention policy will be applied to all files under the path.

string Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
string Name of the SnapLock Volume.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result[0..2^32integer Operation ID of the SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
operation-id
1]
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-event-retention-get-iter

[top]

This API can be used to display the status of an Event Based Retention operation.
Input Name

Range

snaplockeventretentioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

snaplockeventretentioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snaplockeventretention- The list of attributes of snaplock objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All
snaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOENT

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snaplock objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-event-retention-policy-create

[top]

Create SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

name

string

retentionperiod

snaplock-minmaxperiod

Retention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention
policy.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the snaplock-event-retention-policy
on successful creation. Default: false

Type

Description

Output Name Range

snaplock-eventretention-policy-info
optional

result

Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.

The snaplock-event-retention-policy created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snaplock-event-retention-policy-destroy
Delete SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

[top]

snaplock-event-retention-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name

Range

snaplockeventretentionpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

snaplockeventretentionpolicyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock-eventretention-policy object. All snaplock-event-retention-policy objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snaplockeventretentionThe list of attributes of snaplock-event-retention-policy objects.
policyinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snaplock-event-retention-policy objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-event-retention-policy-modify

[top]

Modify SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name

Range

Type

name

string

retentionperiod

snaplock-minmaxperiod
optional

Errno

Description
Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
Retention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention
policy.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snaplock-file-privileged-delete

[top]

Executes a privileged delete on a SnapLock file A job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and
the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

file

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description
Full path of the file that needs to be deleted

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EONTAPI_ENXIO
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK

snaplock-get-clock-ntp-sync
Display the NTP sync option setting.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
snaplockclockntp-sync
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snaplockclock- The attributes of the snaplock.
ntp-sync

attributes

Errno

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-get-compliance-clock

[top]

Older API to get the system complaince Clock time. Now depricated. Use snaplock-get-systemcompliance-clock and snaplock-get-volume-compliance-clock.

Errno

Description

EAPINOTIMPLEMENTED

snaplock-get-file-retention

[top]

Get retention time of a file protected by SnapLock.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

snaplockfileretentioninfo
optional

file

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Specifies the absolute path of the file. The value begins with /vol/.

Type

Description

snaplockfileThe attributes of the snaplock.
retentioninfo
Description

snaplock-get-node-compliance-clock

[top]

Get the SnapLock Node ComplianceClock date and time.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

Description
Name of the node on which the ComplianceClock
needs to be fetched.

node-name

Output Name

Range

Type

snaplock-nodecompliance-clock

Description

complianceclock-info

Errno

Node ComplianceClock

Description

ESNAPLOCKNOTLICENSED
ECOMPLIANCECLOCKNOTSET

snaplock-get-system-compliance-clock

[top]

Get the SnapLock System Compliance Clock date and time.
Output Name

Range

system-compliance-clock

Type

Description

compliance-clock-info System Compliance Clock.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EWORMVOLNOTWORM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snaplock-get-volume-compliance-clock

[top]

Get the SnapLock Volume Compliance Clock date and time.
Input Name

Range

volume
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of the volume whose ComplianceClock needs to
be obtained.

Type

Description

system-complianceclock

compliance-clockSystem Compliance Clock.
info

volume-complianceclock

compliance-clockVolume Compliance Clock for input volume list.
info

Vfiler-enabled

Yes

snaplock-get-vserver-active-log-files-iter

[top]

Display Status of Active SnapLock Log Files.
Input Name

Range

snaplockvserverlog-file
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

snaplockvserverlog-file
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All
snaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

snaplockvserverThe list of attributes of snaplock objects.
log-file[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more snaplock
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-get-vserver-log-iter

[top]

Display audit Log configuration.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
snaplockvserverlogconfig
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
snaplockA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All

query

logsnaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
config
returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

snaplockvserverThe list of attributes of snaplock objects.
logconfig[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more snaplock
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-legal-hold-abort

[top]

This API is used to abort an ongoing legal-hold operation. This API only aborts legal-hold operations that
have started and not finished. The operation ID of the legal-hold operation must be specified.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

operation-id [0..2^32-1] integer Operation ID of snaplock legal-hold operation.
Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snaplock-legal-hold-begin-start

[top]

This API starts an operation to put files in user specified path under legal-hold. The progress of the
operation can be monitored using snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter api.
Input Name
litigationname

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the litigation.

path

string

volume

string

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root. Legal-hold operation will
be performed on all files under this path.
Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, on which legal-hold

operation is to be performed.
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result[0..2^32integer Operation ID of the legal-hold operation.
operation-id
1]
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-dump-files-start

[top]

Dump the list of files under legal hold for a given volume and litigation to a user specified output path.
The progress of the operation can be monitored using snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter api.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

litigation-name

string Name of the litigation, for which the list of files is to be dumped.

outputdirectory-path

string

Path of the form '/' relative to output volume root, where list of
files is to be dumped.

output-volume

string

Name of the output volume, containing the path where list of
files is to be dumped.

volume

string

Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, for which the list of
files is to be dumped.

Output Name
resultoperation-id

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32integer operation ID of Dump Files Operation
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-dump-litigations-start

[top]

Dump the list of litigations to a user specified output path. The progress of the operation can be
monitored using job-get api. A job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

outputdirectory-path

string

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root, where list of
litigations is to be dumped.

output-volume

string

Name of the output volume, containing the path where list of
litigations is to be dumped.

string Name of the SnapLock compliance volume for which the list of
optional litigations is to be dumped.

volume
Output Name
result-errorcode

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Description

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-end-start

[top]

This API starts an operation to release legal-hold on files in user specified path. The progress of the
operation can be monitored using snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter api.
Input Name

Range

litigationname

Type

Description

string Name of the litigation.

path

string

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root. Legal-hold operation will
be performed on all files under this path.

volume

string

Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, on which legal-hold
operation is to be performed.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result[0..2^32integer Operation ID of the legal-hold operation.
operation-id
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter

[top]

This API is used to retrieve the status of legal-hold operations.
Input Name

Range

snaplocklegal-holdattributesinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

snaplocklegal-holdattributesinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All
snaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

snaplocklegal-holdattributes- The list of attributes of snaplock objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snaplock objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-modify-clock-ntp-sync

[top]

Modify the NTP sync option.
Input Name Range
is-syncenabled

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the ComplianceClock can be synced to the system time
optional when NTP has been configured

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snaplock-modify-vserver-log

[top]

Modify audit log configuration for a Vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for SnapLock log
files to be committed to WORM state on the volume. This option
can be specified as a number followed by suffix in <number>
<suffix>' format. Valid values of the suffix are :

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

defaultretentionperiod

'seconds'
'minutes'
'hours'
'days'
'months'
'years'
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of
6 months.

size
Max log file size (in bytes).
optional

max-log-size

volumeLog Volume Name
name
optional

volume

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the modification operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

string
Error description, if the modification operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_AUDIT_LOG_VOL_NOT_SLC
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapLock

snaplock-set-file-retention

[top]

Set retention time of a file. User can specify either retention-time or set-infinite-retention or setunspecified-retention. If none of the retention time parameters are specified, the file will get committed
to WORM with default retention period.
Input Name

Range

Type

file

string

Description
Specifies the absolute path of the file. The value begins with
/vol/.

retention-time

integer Specifies the retention time of the file in seconds since 1 January
optional 1970 00:00:00.

set-infiniteretention

boolean Indicates if the retention time on the file needs to be extended to
optional infinite retention time.

set-unspecifiedretention

boolean
Indicates that the retention time is unspecified.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_NOT_CONFIGURED

snaplock-set-node-compliance-clock

[top]

Set the ComplianceClock of the node equal to the current system clock.
Input Name Range
node
Errno

Type

Description

node-name Name of the node on which the ComplianceClock needs to be set.
Description

ESNAPLOCKNOTLICENSED
EALREADYSTARTED
ECOMPLIANCECLOCKNOTSET
EONTAPI_EIO

snaplock-set-system-compliance-clock

[top]

Set the Compliance Clock of the system equal to the current system clock.

Errno

Description

ESNAPLOCKNOTLICENSED
EALREADYSTARTED
ECOMPLIANCECLOCKNOTSET
EONTAPI_EIO

snaplock-volume-set-privileged-delete

[top]

The volume-set-privileged-delete API is used to set the SnapLock privileged-delete attibute on a
Snaplock enterprise volume. The privileged-delete attibute can be set to one of the following values:
enabled
disabled
permanently-disabled
If privileged-delete is 'enabled' on a SnapLock enterprise volume, the user is allowed to perform
privileged-delete operation on that volume. If privileged-delete is set to 'disabled' on a SnapLock
enterprise volume, the user is not allowed to perform privileged-delete operation on that volume. If
privileged-delete is 'permanently-disabled' on a SnapLock enterprise volume, the user is not allowed to
perform privileged-delete operation or further change the privileged-delete attribute on that volume. A
job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job
can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Privileged-delete attribute on the SnapLock enterprise volume. The
privileged-delete can be set to one of the following:

state

string

volume

string

Output Name

Range

Type

enabled
disabled
permanently-disabled
Specifies the name of the SnapLock enterprise volume.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer

result-jobid

1]

optional

result-status

string

Errno

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapLock

volume-get-snaplock-attrs

[top]

Returns snaplock attributes of a given snaplock volume.
Input Name

Range

volume

volume-name

Output Name Range
snaplock-attrs

Type

Description
Name of the snaplock volume.

Type

Description

snaplock-attrs-info Snaplock attributes of the volume.

volume-set-snaplock-attrs

[top]

Sets the given snaplock attributes of a snaplock volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies the autocommit-period for the snaplock volume. All files
which are not modified for a period greater than the autocommitperiod of the volume are committed to WORM state. This option can
be specified as a number followed by suffix in "" format. Valid
values of the suffix are :

autocommitperiod

snaplockautocommitperiod
optional

"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 2hours represents a autocommit period of 2
hours. This option can also be specified as "none" indicating that
autocommit is disabled on the snaplock volume Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable
Specifies the default retention period that will be applied to files
when committed to WORM state if files has no explicit retention

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockdefaultperiod
optional

retention time set. If this option is specified as "min", then
minimum-retention-period will be used as the default retention
period. If this option is specified as "max", then maximumretention-period will be used as the default retention period. If this
attribute is specified as "infinite", the infinite retention period as the
default retention period. If this attribute is specified as
"unspecified", then unspecified retention period will be set as default
retention period. This option can also be specified as a number
followed by suffix in "" format. Valid values of the suffix are :
"seconds"
"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-volumeappendmodeenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies if the volume append mode must be enabled or disabled.
It can be modified only when the volume is not mounted and does
not have any data or Snapshot copy. Volume append mode is not
supported on SnapLock audit log volumes. When it is enabled, all
files created with write permissions on the volume will be WORM
appendable files by default. All WORM appendable files not modified
for a period greater than the autocommit period of the volume are
also committed to WORM read-only state. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable
Specifies the allowed maximum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. This option can be
specified as a number followed by suffix in "" format. Valid values of
the suffix are :

maximumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

"seconds"
"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. This option can also be specified as "infinite" indicating that
files will have maximum retention period as infinite. This attribute is
not applicable while extending retention period of an already
committed WORM file. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. This option can be
specified as a number followed by suffix in "" format. Valid values of
the suffix are :

minimumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

"seconds"
"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. This option can also be specified as "infinite" indicating that
files will have minimum retention period as infinite. This attribute is
not applicable while extending retention period of an already

committed WORM file. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
volumename

volume

Name of the snaplock volume.

Element definition: compliance-clock-info

[top]

Compliance Clock
Name

Range

formattedsnaplockcompliance-clock
snaplockcompliance-clock

Type
string

Description
If Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable time :: is
displayed. A value of "Not Initalized" indicates that Compliance
Clock has not been initialized.

If Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds in the
integer
standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1].

Element definition: file-retention-info

[top]

retention information for each file
Name
formattedretentiontime

iswraparound
pathname

Range

Type

Description

expiry date of the worm file formatted in a human-readable format. This
takes care of wrap-around dates and prints the expiry date of the file in
string the the format :: A value of "INFINITE" indicates that this file has
optional infinite retention-time. A value of "unspecified" indicates that this file
has unspecified retention-time. This field is not included in non-worm
files (when snaplock-type is NONE).
True if the date represented in retention-time is a wrap-around date.
boolean
This field is not included in case the file is not a worm file or if it has
optional
infinite retention.
string

pathname of the file. This will always have the same format and values
as the input pathname-info array.

retentiontime

retention time in seconds in the standard UNIX format (since
01/01/1970 00:00:00). SnapLock wraps around the retention time to
indicate dates after 01/19/2038. It remaps 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to
integer 01/19/2038 - 01/19/2071 This field is not included in case the file is not
optional a worm file or if the file has infinite retention. The flag is-wraparound
indicates if this date is in the normal format or is wrapped around. The
field formatted-retention-time represents the date as understood by
SnapLock for retention of the file. Range: [0..2^64-1]

snaplockerror

This value is only present if there is an error for a specific pathname
snaplockentry. Error numbers returned EFILENOTFOUND,
error
EINVALIDINPUTERROR, EVOLUMEOFFLINE, EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST,
optional
EVOLUMEQUIESCED, EINTERNALERROR

snaplocktype

type of snaplock license applicable for this file Possible values "SLC" string indicates it is a worm file with snaplock compliance restrictions applying
optional to it. "SLE" - indicates it is a worm file with snaplock enterprise
restrictions applying to it. "NONE" - Not a worm file

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-attrs-info

[top]

SnapLock Attributes
Name

Range

Type

Description

autocommitperiod

snaplockautocommitperiod
optional

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockdefaultperiod
optional

Specifies the default retention period that will be applied to files
when committed to WORM state if files has no explicit retention
retention time set. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-audit-logvolume

boolean
optional

Specifies if volume is a SnapLock audit volume. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-volumeappendmodeenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies if the volume append mode is enabled or disabled.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-volumeexpiry-timeindefinite

boolean
optional

Indicates if the volume expiry time is indefinite or not. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-volumeexpiry-timeinfinite

boolean
optional

Indicates if the volume expiry time is infinite or not. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

litigationcount

string
optional

Specifies the number of litigations on Snaplock Volume. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

maximumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

Specifies the allowed maximum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

minimumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod

Specifies the autocommit period for the SnapLock volume. All files
which are not modified for a period greater than the autocommit
period of the volume are committed to WORM state. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

optional
privilegeddelete-state

string
optional

Specifies the prvileged delete state on Snaplock Volume.
SnapLock Type of the given volume. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

type

snaplocktype
optional

unspecifiedretentionfile-count

string
optional

volumecomplianceclock

"non_snaplock" ,
"compliance" ,
"enterprise"
Specifies the number of files with unspecified retention time.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

complianceSpecifies the volume ComplianceClock of the volume. Attributes:
clock-info
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

volumeexpiry-time

string
optional

Specifies the expiry time of the volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

volumeexpiry-timesecs

integer
optional

Specifies the expiry time of the volume in seconds. if the expiry
time is infinite or indefinite, then no value will be returned.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snaplock-autocommit-period

[top]

Snaplock Autocommit Period
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-clock-ntp-sync

[top]

Information about ComplianceClock sync setting. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-syncenabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the ComplianceClock can be synced to the system time
optional when NTP has been configured Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: snaplock-default-period

[top]

Snaplock default retention period
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-event-retention-info
SnapLock Event Based Retention operation information. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Type

Description

num-files- [0..2^32failed
1]

Name

integer
optional

Number of files on which the application of Event Based Retention
policy failed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32processed
1]

integer
optional

Number of files on which the Event Based Retention policy has
been applied successfully. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-files- [0..2^32skipped
1]

integer
optional

Number of files on which the application of Event Based Retention
policy was skipped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The total count of inodes which were ignored during application of
Event Based Retention policy because they are not regular files.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

operation- [0..2^32id
1]

integer
optional

Operation ID of SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

numinodesignored

Range

Status of the SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"

operationstatus

wormopstatus
optional

path

string
optional

Path of the form '/' relative to output volume root. The Event
Based Retention policy will be applied to all files under the path.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policyname

string
optional

Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

retentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

Retention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

statusdetails

string
optional

Status details of the SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volume-name Name of the SnapLock Volume. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

vserver-name Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[top]

Element definition: snaplock-event-retention-policy-info

[top]

Information about SnapLock Event Based Retention policies. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type
string
optional

name
retentionperiod
vserver

Description
Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

snaplockRetention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
minmax-period
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional
vserver-name
optional

Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: snaplock-file-retention-info
Information about retention time of a file protected by SnapLock. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
file

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies the absolute path of the file. The value begins with /vol/.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedretentiontime

Specifies the expiry date of the file in a human-readable format. This
takes care of wraparound dates and prints the expiry date of the file
in the format :: in GMT timezone. A value of 'infinite' indicates that
string
this file has infinite retention time. A value of 'indefinite' indicates
optional
that this file has indefinite retention time. A value of 'unspecified'
indicates that this file has unspecified retention time. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

iswraparound

Specifies the value true if the date represented in retention time is in
wraparound format. The wraparound format indicates that dates after
boolean
19 January 2038 are mapped from 1 January 1970 - 31 December
optional
2002 to 19 January 2038 - 19 January 2071. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

[top]

retention- [0..2^64- integer Specifies the retention time of the file in seconds since 1 January
time
1]
optional 1970 00:00:00. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
vserverSpecifies the name of the Vserver which has the file. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: snaplock-legal-hold-attributes-info
SnapLock legal-hold attributes. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

litigationname

string
optional

Name of the litigation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32failed
1]

integer
optional

The total count of files for which legal-hold operation failed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32processed
1]

integer
optional

The total count of files for which legal-hold operation was
performed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32skipped
1]

integer
optional

The total count of files for which legal-hold operation was
skipped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The total count of inodes which were ignored by legal-hold
operation because they are not regular files. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

operation- [0..2^32id
1]

integer
optional

Operation ID of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

numinodesignored

Status of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
operationstatus

wormopstatus
optional

"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"
Type of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

operationtype

wormlegalop
optional

path

string
optional

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

statusdetails

string
optional

Completion string of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"unknown" ,
"begin" ,
"end" ,
"dump_files"

[top]

volume

volume-name Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, on which legal-hold
optional
operation is running. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vserver-name Name of the vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: snaplock-minmax-period

[top]

SnapLock Min and Max retention period
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-pathname-info

[top]

pathname info for each file
Name

Range Type

snaplock-pathname

Description

string pathname of the file. Pathname must be of the format /vol//

Element definition: snaplock-vserver-log-config
Information about Audit log congfiguration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for SnapLock log files to
be committed to WORM state on the volume. This option can be specified
as a number followed by suffix in <number><suffix>' format. Valid values
of the suffix are :

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

'seconds'
'minutes'
'hours'
'days'
'months'
'years'
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-logsize

size
Max log file size (in bytes). Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

[top]

volume

volumeLog Volume Name Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
name
optional

vserver

vserverVserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: snaplock-vserver-log-file

[top]

Information about Audit log file. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Base Name of Log File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

basename

snaplock-logbase
optional

expirytime

string
optional

Log File Expiry Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

file-path

string
optional

Log File Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

file-size

size
optional

File Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"privileged_delete" ,
"system" ,
"legal_hold"

volume

volume-name
Log Volume Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.

[top]

For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: compliance-clock-info

[top]

Compliance Clock
Name

Range

Type

formattedsnaplockcompliance-clock

string

Description
If Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable time :: is
displayed. A value of "Not Initalized" indicates that Compliance
Clock has not been initialized.

If Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds in the
integer
standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1].

snaplockcompliance-clock

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-error

[top]

Information about a single quota error.
Name Range Type
errno
reason

Description

integer The error number Range: [0..2^64-1]
string

A human-readable concise reason for the error.

Element definition: snaplock-log-base
privileged-delete | system | legal-hold Possible values:
"privileged_delete" ,
"system" ,
"legal_hold"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: snaplock-minmax-period

[top]

SnapLock Min and Max retention period
[none]

Element definition: snaplocktype

[top]

non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: wormlegalop

[top]

unknown|begin|end|dump-files Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"begin" ,
"end" ,
"dump_files"
[none]

Element definition: wormopstatus
Unknown|In-Progress|Failed|Aborting|Completed Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: snapmirror
snapmirror-abort
snapmirror-abort-async
snapmirror-abort-iter
snapmirror-break
snapmirror-break-async
snapmirror-break-iter
snapmirror-capabilitiesget
snapmirror-capabilitiesget-iter
snapmirror-check
snapmirror-check-iter
snapmirror-configreplication-clusterstorage-configuration-get
snapmirror-configreplication-clusterstorage-configurationmodify
snapmirror-cr-statusaggregate-eligibility-get
snapmirror-cr-statusaggregate-eligibility-getiter
snapmirror-cr-statuscomm-get
snapmirror-cr-statuscomm-get-iter
snapmirror-cr-status-get
snapmirror-create
snapmirror-deleteconnection
snapmirror-deleteschedule
snapmirror-delete-syncschedule
snapmirror-destroy
snapmirror-destroy-async
snapmirror-destroy-iter
snapmirror-get
snapmirror-getdestination
snapmirror-getdestination-iter
snapmirror-get-dppersonality
snapmirror-get-iter
snapmirror-get-status
snapmirror-get-totalrecords
snapmirror-get-volumestatus

This set of APIs allows to manage SnapMirror relationships on
Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode or in Cluster-Mode. This
includes the creation, initialization, update, resynchronization,
modification of configuration parameters, and information query.
The user's role determines the APIs that can be issued. In
general APIs that simply query status information about
SnapMirror relationships only require that the user has read
access. APIs that modify the state of the system require write
access. This includes creation, destruction, modification or
update of relationships.
A valid SnapMirror license is necessary to be able to use APIs
that create, initialize, or destroy SnapMirror relationships. Most of
the APIs require that you specify at least one of the endpoints of
the SnapMirror relationship. On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode,
the endpoint can be a volume or a qtree. On Data ONTAP
operating in Cluster-Mode the endpoint can only be a volume.
An endpoint can be specified by providing its location in a path
format. The format depends on the version of Data ONTAP and
the mode it is operating in:
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode the format is:
<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] where 'system' is the name
of the storage system; 'volume' is the name of the volume, and
'qtree' the name of the qtree.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, the format is:
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> where 'cluster' is the name
of the cluster, 'vserver' the name of the Vserver, 'volume' is the
name of the volume.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, the
format of the path is: [<vserver>:]<volume> where 'vserver' is
the name of the Vserver, 'volume' is the name of the volume.
Note that this requires the Vserver peering capability, which
handles the mapping of a Vserver to the right cluster. The control
plane for these relationship is specific to Data ONTAP 8.2 and
later. The progress of long operations such as initialize, update,
resync, or restore is monitored via the snapmirror-get API. The
relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v2'. For backward
compatibility with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode,
and to accommodate load-sharing relationships which are only
supported in a Data ONTAP 8.1 compatible way, the relationships
that match one of the following conditions are managed as on
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode. The control plane of
these relationships is compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
Cluster-Mode.
Load-sharing relationship.
Cross-cluster relationship with the source endpoint on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Relationship existed before the local cluster was upgraded
from Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode and has
not yet been converted to one with Data ONTAP 8.2
capabilities.

snapmirror-history-get
snapmirror-history-getiter
snapmirror-initialize
snapmirror-initialize-iter
snapmirror-initialize-lsset
snapmirror-listconnections
snapmirror-listdestinations
snapmirror-list-schedule
snapmirror-list-syncschedule
snapmirror-listunprotected
snapmirror-modify
snapmirror-modify-iter
snapmirror-off
snapmirror-on
snapmirror-promote
snapmirror-promote-iter
snapmirror-protect
snapmirror-quiesce
snapmirror-quiesce-iter
snapmirror-release
snapmirror-release-iter
snapmirror-restore
snapmirror-resume
snapmirror-resume-iter
snapmirror-resync
snapmirror-resync-iter
snapmirror-setconnection
snapmirror-set-schedule
snapmirror-set-syncschedule
snapmirror-snapshotowner-create
snapmirror-snapshotowner-destroy
snapmirror-snapshotowner-get
snapmirror-snapshotowner-get-snapshots
snapmirror-throttle
snapmirror-update
snapmirror-update-iter
snapmirror-update-ls-set

snapmirror-abort

The path format of Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode
must be used. Long operations such as initialize, update, resync,
restore spawn a job. The job API must be used to track the
progress of the operation. The relationship-control-plane field is
set to 'v1' for these relationships. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, it is also possible to specify the endpoint by
providing the names of the cluster, Vserver, and volume of the
endpoint separately.
In general it is mandatory to specify the destination endpoint.
Beginning with ONTAP 9.1, you can no longer create new loadsharing mirrors for data volumes. Existing load-sharing mirrors
for data volumes are supported through the ONTAP 9.4 release.
Load-sharing mirrors for Vserver root volume protection continue
to be supported as a NetApp best practice.

[top]

The snapmirror-abort API stops ongoing transfers for a SnapMirror relationship. The relationship is
identified by its destination endpoint. You must specify the destination endpoint when using snapmirrorabort. On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-abort API stops all of the active
transfers to each associated volume on the receiving side in a set of load-sharing mirrors. Load-sharing
mirrors are either up to date and serving data to clients, or they are lagging and not serving data to
clients. If the snapmirror-abort API identifies an up-to-date load-sharing mirror, then SnapMirror
transfers to associated up-to-date load-sharing mirrors in the set of load-sharing mirrors are also
aborted. If the snapmirror-abort API identifies a lagging load-sharing mirror, then only the SnapMirror
transfer associated with the lagging load-sharing mirror is aborted. After the snapmirror-abort API
successfully completes its operation, the volume on the receiving side of the transfer might contain a
restart checkpoint. The restart checkpoint can be used by a subsequent transfer to restart and continue
the aborted SnapMirror transfer. Snapmirror-abort API must be used from the destination storage
system on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, from the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, from the destination Vserver or cluster on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode.
This API is not supported if the destination end point is an Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

check-only

boolean If this option is specified true, only snapmirror-check operations active
optional on the relationship will be aborted.

clearcheckpoint

If true, the restart checkpoint is cleared. The default is false, not
boolean
cleared. This parameter is not supported for relationships with non_Data
optional
ONTAP endpoints.

destinationcluster

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the destination
is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume. This parameter is mandatory on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-mode. This parameter is mandatory if destinationvserver and, for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional parameter. This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data
ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume.

sourcevolume

sourcevserver

string
optional

string
optional

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:
The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:
The name of the source volume.

The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

resultoperation-id

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LS_VOLUME
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
ENOTRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-abort-async

[top]

The snapmirror-abort-async API stops ongoing transfer for a SnapMirror relationship on Infinite Volume.
The relationship is identified by its destination endpoint. You must specify the destination endpoint
when using the snapmirror-abort-async API. The destination endpoint could be a
Infinte volume in case of a SnapMirror relationship between Infinite volumes.
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
Snapmirror-abort-async API must be used from the destination cluster on Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
For Infinite volume SnapMirror relationships,
after the snapmirror-abort-async API successfully aborted the transfer, the volume on the
receiving side of the transfer might contain a restart checkpoint. The restart checkpoint can be
used by a subsequent transfer to restart and continue the aborted SnapMirror transfer.
this API is not supported if the destination end point is a flexible volume or an Infinite Volume
constituent.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
check-only

Range

Type

Description

boolean If this option is specified true, only snapmirror-check operations
optional active on the relationship will be aborted.
If this option is specified true, the restart checkpoint is discarded
and the destination volume is restored to the last Snapshot copy

clearcheckpoint

destinationcluster

that was successfully transferred. You can use the clear-checkpoint
boolean
option to discard the restart checkpoint of a previous transfer
optional
attempt which forces the subsequent transfer to start with a fresh
Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This parameter is not
supported for relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.

string
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name

Range

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

resultoperation-id

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED

snapmirror-abort-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-abort-iter API aborts SnapMirror transfers for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name
check-only

clearcheckpoint

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If this option is specified true, only snapmirror-check operations
active on the relationship will be aborted.

boolean
optional

If this option is specified true, the restart checkpoint is discarded
and the destination volume is restored to the last Snapshot copy
that was successfully transferred. You can use the clearcheckpoint option to discard the restart checkpoint of a previous
transfer attempt which forces the subsequent transfer to start
with a fresh Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This

parameter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.
boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
abort-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
abort-iterelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successinfo[]
list' is true.
optional
Description

snapmirror-break

[top]

Breaks a SnapMirror relationship between a source and destination volume data protection mirror.
When Data ONTAP breaks the relationship, the destination volume is made a read-write volume and can
diverge from the source volume, client redirection is turned off on the destination volume, the restart
checkpoint is cleared, and the clients can see the latest Snapshot copy.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, no check is done to determine whether the operation is legal or
successful. You need to query the status afterward by using the snapmirror-get-status API.
Subsequent manual or scheduled SnapMirror updates to the broken relationship will fail until the
SnapMirror relationship is re-established using the snapmirror-resync API.
On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, this API applies only to data protection mirrors and not to
load-sharing mirrors.
The snapmirror-break API must be issued on destination storage system on Data ONTAP operating in 7Mode, and on the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on the
destination cluster or Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
This API is not supported if the destination end point is an Infinite Volume.
This API is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Input Name Range
destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional
using this parameter.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume. On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode,
If the destination endpoint is a qtree, it must be quiesced using
snapmirror-quiesce. This parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP 7mode This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not
specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:
destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

recover

When a SnapMirror break operation fails on a FlexGroup relationship, a
subset of the consituents could have been made writable and
subsequently user data could have been written to these constituents.
To recover from this failure, the break command can be executed again
boolean
specifying the recover parameter. All constituents will be restored to the
optional
latest Snapshot copy, and any writes to the read-write constituents will
be lost. This parameter is applicable only for SnapMirror relationships
with FlexGroup endpoints. This field only applies on Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later.

restoredestinationto-snapshot

Specifies the Snapshot copy to which the destination volume is restored
string after a successful break operation. If the parameter is not specified, the
optional destination is restored to the latest Snapshot copy. This parameter is
not supported for FlexGroup relationships.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string
Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.
Specifies source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the following
formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-

Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Output Name Range
resultoperation-id

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_EXISTING_SOURCE_VOLUME
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EPUSHMSG_ABORTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-break-async
The snapmirror-break-async API breaks a SnapMirror relationship between a source Infinite Volume and
a destination Infinte volume or a source Vserver and destination Vserver. For Infinite volume SnapMirror
relationship, when Data ONTAP breaks the relationship, the destination volume is made a read-write
volume and can diverge from the source volume, client redirection is turned off on the destination
volume, the restart checkpoint is cleared, and the clients can see the latest Snapshot copy. You must
specify the destination endpoint when using snapmirror-break-async. The destination endpoint could be
a
Infinte volume in case of a SnapMirror relationship between Infinte volumes.
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3.1 or later.
Subsequent manual or scheduled SnapMirror updates to the broken relationship will fail until the
SnapMirror relationship is reestablished using the snapmirror-resync API. This API applies only to data
protection mirrors for Infinite Volumes and data protection relationships for Vservers. You must use the
snapmirror-break-async API from the destination cluster. For volume level relationship, this API is not
supported
on Infinite Volume constituents.
if the destination end point is a flexible volume.
if the destination end point is a FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.

[top]

Input Name

destinationcluster

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

recover
restoredestinationto-snapshot

sourcecluster

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

boolean
Recover
optional
string
Restore Destination to Snapshot Copy
optional

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in

Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name

Range

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

resultoperation-id

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_BREAK_INCOMPLETE
EVSERVERDR_VSERVER_NOT_INITIALIZED
EVSERVERDR_RELATIONSHIP_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED

snapmirror-break-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-break-iter API breaks one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

max-records

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query
recover

boolean
optional

Recover

restoredestinationto-snapshot

string
optional

Restore Destination to Snapshot Copy

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
break-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
break-iterelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successinfo[]
list' is true.
optional
Description

snapmirror-capabilities-get

[top]

The snapmirror-capabilities-get API returns capabilities information for an endpoint type. It is supported
only for the FlexVol endpoint type. It is not supported for FlexGroup, Infinite Volume, or non-Data
ONTAP endpoint types. This API is available in Data ONTAP 9.3 and later.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
capabilities-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

Endpoint type. Only value of type flexvol is supported. The value
of type object_store is for NetApp internal use only and is
expected to be incompatible with a future release. Possible
smendpointtype values:

endpointtype

"flexvol" ,
"object_store"

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror.
capabilities-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-capabilities-get-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-capabilities-get API returns capabilities information for one or more endpoint types. It is
only supported for the FlexVol endpoint type. It is not supported for FlexGroup, Infinite Volume or nonData ONTAP endpoint types. This API is available in Data ONTAP 9.3 and later.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

snapmirrorcapabilitiesinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

snapmirrorcapabilitiesinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

snapmirrorcapabilitiesThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-check

[top]

The snapmirror-check API starts an operation to compare the contents of a snapshot between the
source volume and destination volume. You must specify the destination endpoint when using
snapmirror-check.
It is also possible to use the snapmirror-check command to compare only the contents of specific files or
LUNs in specific Snapshot copies. A file-level check is run when the check-file-list, source-path, sourcesnapshot, and target-snapshot parameters are specified. Only the contents of the files specified in
check-file-list are compared. You can also run a file-level check between volumes that are not in a
SnapMirror relationship.
This API is not supported for relationships with AltaVault endpoints.
For FlexGroup relationships, there is no support in the checker to check the relationship at the
FlexGroup level. The checker must be run on the constituent level relationships which are returned
when the snapmirror-get-iter API specifying the expand parameter is used.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the files or LUNs to be compared. The list can contain
specifications for up to 8 files or LUNs. Specification for each file
or LUN consists of a source-path and an optional destinationpath. Source-path is required and is the path of the file from the
root of the source Snapshot copy, e.g. /dira/file1 or /lun1. The
source path does not include the Snapshot name nor the source
volume name.

check-filelist

The path to each file to be compared in the target snapshot on
the destination volume is the same as the path specified by
source-path unless an optional destination-path is specified.
Destination-path begins with the @ symbol followed by the path
snapmirror- of the file from the root of the target Snapshot copy on the
file-path[] destination volume, e.g. @ /file1 or @ /dira/lun1. Source-paths
optional and destination-paths are separate entities in the list of paths. A
destination-path is associated with the source-path that
precedes it.

Examples: <snapmirror-file-path>/file1</snapmirror-file-path>
will compare the file /file1 on the source with the file with the
same path name on the destination <snapmirror-filepath>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> <snapmirror-file-path> @
/dst_file1</snapmirror-file-path> will compare file /file1 on the
source with file /dst_file on the destination. If this parameter is
specified, parameters source-path, source-snapshot and targetsnapshot must also be specified. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

destinationcluster

string
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship
in one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and,
for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint
can be specified using the location formats above, or by
specifying the parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, the name of the destination volume, and the name of
the destination cluster or the destination Vserver. The name of
the destination cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later

operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:
destinationvserver

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

skip-secheck

sourcecluster

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with relationship
control plane of 'v1' confined to a single cluster. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

boolean
optional

Specifies that the check of the storage efficiency data will be
skipped on extended data protection relationships and file-level
transfers. The default value for this parameter is 'false'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.0 or later.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if
using this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume

are not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying
the parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of
the source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the
source Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the source Snapshot copy to be used for a file-level
check. If this parameter is specified, parameters check-file-list,
source-path and target-snapshot must also be specified. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

targetsnapshot

string
optional

Output Name

Range

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.
Specifies the target Snapshot copy to be used, instead of the
exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This
parameter is required for a file-level check.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

result-status

string

result-jobid

Errno

[0..2^641]

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_VOLUME_NOT_INITIALIZED
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER

snapmirror-check-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-check-iter API checks one or more SnapMirror relationships. A job will be spawned to
operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using
the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the files or LUNs to be compared. The list can contain
specifications for up to 8 files or LUNs. Specification for each file
or LUN consists of a source-path and an optional destinationpath. Source-path is required and is the path of the file from the
root of the source Snapshot copy, e.g. /dira/file1 or /lun1. The
source path does not include the Snapshot name nor the source
volume name.

check-filelist

The path to each file to be compared in the target snapshot on
the destination volume is the same as the path specified by
source-path unless an optional destination-path is specified.
Destination-path begins with the @ symbol followed by the path
snapmirror- of the file from the root of the target Snapshot copy on the
file-path[] destination volume, e.g. @ /file1 or @ /dira/lun1. Source-paths
optional and destination-paths are separate entities in the list of paths. A
destination-path is associated with the source-path that
precedes it.
Examples: <snapmirror-file-path>/file1</snapmirror-file-path>
will compare the file /file1 on the source with the file with the
same path name on the destination <snapmirror-filepath>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> <snapmirror-file-path> @
/dst_file1</snapmirror-file-path> will compare file /file1 on the
source with file /dst_file on the destination. If this parameter is
specified, parameters source-path, source-snapshot and targetsnapshot must also be specified. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

continue-onfailure

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

boolean
optional

integer
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not

provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^321]

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with relationship
control plane of 'v1' confined to a single cluster. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true

skip-secheck

boolean
optional

Specifies that the check of the storage efficiency data will be
skipped on extended data protection relationships and file-level
transfers. The default value for this parameter is 'false'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.0 or later.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the source Snapshot copy to be used for a file-level
check. If this parameter is specified, parameters check-file-list,
source-path and target-snapshot must also be specified. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

targetsnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the target Snapshot copy to be used, instead of the
exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This
parameter is required for a file-level check.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
check-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

success-list

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
check-iterscheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get

[top]

The snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get API returns information regarding
the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of Async Vserver
DR configuration data.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, Async Vserver DR cannot be enabled simultaneously with metrocluster. For this
reason this command will return an error if metrocluster is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-storageinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-storage- The attributes of the snapmirror.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify
The snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify API modifies nformation
regarding the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of Async
Vserver DR configuration data.
If input is not provided for a particular value, then the item is not modified in the storage configuration.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, Async Vserver DR cannot be enabled simultaneously with metrocluster. For this
reason this command will return an error if metrocluster is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range
disallowedaggregates

Type

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the Async
name[] Vserver DR configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

[top]

snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility-get

[top]

This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of snapmirror configuration data.
Input Name Range

Type

aggregate

aggr-name

desiredattributes

snapmirrorcr-statusaggregateeligibility-info
optional

Output Name Range

Description
The aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
hosting eligibility.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusThe attributes of the snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility.
aggregateeligibility-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility-get-iter
This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of snapmirror configuration data.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusaggregateeligibilityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

snapmirrorcr-statusaggregateeligibilityinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror-crstatus-aggregate-eligibility object. All snapmirror-cr-statusaggregate-eligibility objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type
snapmirrorcr-status-

Description

[top]

attributeslist

aggregate- The list of attributes of snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility
eligibility- objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-comm-get

[top]

Obtain the results of the SnapMirror config replication status check.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

snapmirrorcr-statuscomm-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

peer-clusteruuid

string

Output Name Range

The UUID of the peer cluster destination for SnapMirror
configuration replication.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-status- The attributes of the snapmirror.
comm-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-comm-get-iter

[top]

Obtain the results of the SnapMirror config replication status check.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statuscomm-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

snapmirrorcr-statuscomm-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
comminfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-get

[top]

Obtain the results of the SnapMirror config replication status check.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-status- The attributes of the snapmirror.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-create
The snapmirror-create API creates a SnapMirror relationship between a source and destination volume
or Vserver. The following types of relationships can be created:
'data_protection' - For Disaster Recovery (DR);
'load_sharing' - For load-sharing within the same Vserver;
'vault' - For Vault;
'transition_data_protection' - For 7-mode to Cluster-Mode transition;
'restore' - For restoring a data protection (DP) volume data;
'extended_data_protection' - For extended data protection;

[top]

With Data ONTAP 9.5 or later, when a new relationship is created with 'extended_data_protection' as
the type and no policy is specified, the system policy 'MirrorAndVault' will be used. With Data ONTAP 9.3
or later, when a new relationship is created with 'data_protection' as type, an
'extended_data_protection' relationship will be created. This relationship will provide the same
functional behavior as the 'data_protection' type in terms of Snapshot copy selection and retention. This
is achieved by using a policy which has the rule to replicate all Snapshot copies. The SnapMirror create
will fail if the policy specified does not have the rule to replicate all Snapshot copies. There is an
exception to this overriding of the 'data_protection' type. If a relationship of type 'data_protection' in
the opposite direction already exists, the new relationship will also be of type 'data_protection'. The
'data_protection' type will eventually be deprecated and applications should use the
'extended_data_protection' type when creating new relationships. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, only 'data_protection' and 'load_sharing' type are supported. Relationships of type
'restore' are created temporary during a restore operation initiated using the snapmirror-restore API or
the corresponding command. The source and destination endpoints must be specified when using the
snapmirror-create API. This API will fail if the destination volume does not exist. With Data ONTAP 9.3
or later the following relationships can be created:
SnapMirror relationships between a Data ONTAP volume and a SolidFire endpoint.
When a SolidFire endpoint is specified as source or destination, a Data ONTAP volume must be
used as the other side of the SnapMirror relationship.
With Data ONTAP 9.1 or later the following relationships can be created:
SnapMirror relationships between two FlexGroups. FlexGroups only support extended data
protection relationships. For FlexGroup relationships, the source and destination FlexGroups must
be spread over the same number of aggregates as specified in the volume-create-async API aggrlist parameter with the same number of constituents per aggregate as specified in the volumecreate-async API aggr-list-multiplier parameter.
SnapMirror relationships between a Data ONTAP source volume and an AltaVault destination
endpoint.
When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source must be a Data ONTAP volume.
An AltaVault source cannot be specified for create.
With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, you can create a SnapMirror relationship between two Vservers. The
destination Vserver will be a backup of the source Vserver's data and configuration. For this, before you
use this API, you should have created a source and a destination Vserver. The source Vserver should be
a default data Vserver. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the API does not validate the
attributes and the existence of the source volume. It will succeed even if the source volume does not
exist. The validation will be done at the first transfer time. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in ClusterMode, the API will fail if the source volume is not in online state and read-write (RW) type, or the
destination volume is not in online state and a DP (Data Protection) type. Note: The source volume
might contain data and Snapshot copies prior to creating the SnapMirror relationship. If the destination
volume is not empty, it must have a Snapshot copy in common with the source volume, that is, it must
have once been a copy of the source volume. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, the API
will fail if there is no common Snapshot copy. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode the API will
succeed, but all subsequent transfers will fail if there is no common snapshot copy. Load-sharing
mirrors have the following restrictions: - They only use FlexVol volumes. - They are confined to a single
Vserver; they are not allowed to span Vservers. - The source or destination of a load-sharing
relationship cannot be the source or destination of any other SnapMirror relationship. A set of loadsharing mirrors can have one or more destination volumes. You create separate SnapMirror
relationships between the common source volume and each destination volume to create the set of
load-sharing mirrors. If the destination volume is empty, it must be initialized using the snapmirrorinitialize API. Destination volumes in a set of load-sharing mirrors must be initialized using the
snapmirror-initialize-ls-set API. The snapmirror-create API must be issued on the destination cluster on
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies a list of the consistency group (CG) item mappings.
This parameter is relevant to CG level relationships and will be

cg-itemmappings

destinationcluster

string[]
optional

string
optional

considered only if the supplied source and destination path
values denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must
contain mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and
destination volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,...
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship
in one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and,
for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint
can be specified using the location formats above, or by
specifying the parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, the name of the destination volume, and the name of
the destination cluster or the destination Vserver. The name of
the destination cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if destination-location is not
specified.

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:
destinationvserver

identitypreserve

is-autoexpandenabled

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

policy

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether or not the identity of
the source Vserver is replicated to the destination Vserver and is
applicable on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. If this parameter is set to
true, the source Vserver's configuration will additionally be
replicated to the destination. If the parameter is set to false,
then only the source Vserver's volumes and RBAC configuration
are replicated to the destination. By default this parameter will
be false.

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto
expand. If specified as false, destination will not be expanded
automatically. This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup
relationships. If the paramter is not specified, auto expansion
will be enabled on FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is
only available on Data ONTAP 9.3 or later.

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the snapmirror policy for the relationship.
For SnapMirror relationships of type 'vault' or 'extended data
protection', the policy will also have rules to select snapshot
copies that must be transferred. If no policy is specified, a
default policy will be applied depending on the type of the
SnapMirror relationship. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v2'.
Specifies the type of the SnapMirror relationship. An extended
data protection relationship with a policy of type vault is
equivalent to a 'vault' relationship. Possible values:

relationshiptype

string
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"
If set to true, returns the snapmirror on successful creation.
Default: false

schedule

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, which is used to update
the SnapMirror relationship.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if
using this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume
are not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying
the parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of
the source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the
source Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

tries

vserver

Output Name

string
optional

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual
or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default
is eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to
disable manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode, the maximum number of times to attempt a
transfer is an attribute of the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the
value of this parameter is ignored.

string
optional

If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
option is currently a reserved option and should not be used for
queries. The destination-vserver parameter should be used to
select the Vserver in a cluster context.

Range

result

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

snapmirrorThe snapmirror created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPILICENSE
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_RW_VOLUME
EDEST_ISNOT_LS_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
ERELATION_EXISTS
ESOURCE_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_VSERVERS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_IS_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOLUME_HAS_CACHE
ESOURCE_VOLUME_HAS_CACHE
EDEST_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
EDEST_VOLUME_NOT_EMPTY
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_VOLUME_CLONE
ENOSNAPSHOT_COPY
EVOLUMES_EMPTY

Description

Description

EVOLUMES_WITH_DIFF_STRIPES
ESCHEDULE_DOESNT_EXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_VSR_INFO_GET_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SRC_VSERVER_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_SRC
EVSERVERDR_DST_DESTINATION_OF_DR_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_DST_DESTINATION_OF_VSM_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_VS_SM_NOT_ALLOWED_IN_VSERVER
EVSERVERDR_NO_SM_IN_MCC
EVSERVERDR_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
EVSERVERDR_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED_ON_SRC
EVSERVERDR_GET_OPTIMUM_NODE_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_ONLY_DP_TYPE_ALLOWED
ENOT_SUPPORTED_BY_FLEXGROUP_OR_CONSTITUENTS
ENOT_SUPPORTED_BY_FLEXGROUP_CONSTITUENTS
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-delete-connection

[top]

Deletes a connection specified by connection. This API must be executed on the destination filer.
Currently, the connections are in: /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range Type
connection

string

Description
Connection name to delete. The name is in ASCII and must begin with an
alpha character.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-delete-schedule

[top]

Delete the schedule for a given destination. This API must be executed on the destination filer.
Input Name Range Type

Description

destinationlocation

The destination location of a schedule to delete. The destination location is
string of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-delete-sync-schedule

[top]

Delete a synchronous schedule for a given destination. This API must be executed on the destination
filer.
Input Name Range Type
destinationlocation

Description

The destination location of a schedule to delete. The destination location is
string of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-destroy
The snapmirror-destroy API removes only the SnapMirror relationship of a source volume and a
destination volume, the volumes are not destroyed and Snapshot copies on the volumes are not
removed. In case of a Vserver SnapMirror relationship, this API removes only the relationship between a
source and destination Vserver. The Vservers are not destroyed. The key parameter that identifies any
SnapMirror relationship is the destination volume or the destination Vserver in the case of a Vserver
SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. You must specify the destination endpoint when
using snapmirror-destroy. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-destroy API
fails if a SnapMirror transfer for the SnapMirror relationship is in progress. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-destroy API will attempt to abort any ongoing transfer. However,
failure to abort the transfer will not cause the API to fail. A set of load-sharing mirrors might contain
multiple destination volumes, each destination volume having a separate SnapMirror relationship with
the common source volume. When used on one of the SnapMirror relationships from the set of loadsharing mirrors, the snapmirror-destroy API deletes the specified SnapMirror relationship from the set of
load-sharing mirrors. The snapmirror-destroy API preserves the read-write or read-only attributes of the
volumes of a SnapMirror relationship after the relationship is deleted. Therefore, a read-write volume
that was the source of a SnapMirror relationship retains its read-write attributes, and a data protection
volume or a load-sharing volume that was a destination of a SnapMirror relationship retains its readonly attributes. Note: When a SnapMirror relationship from a set of load-sharing mirrors is deleted, the
destination volume becomes a data protection volume and retains the read-only attributes of a data
protection volume. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can only be issued on the

[top]

destination Vserver. The SnapMirror relationship information is deleted from destination Vserver, but no
cleanup or deletion is performed on the source Vserver. The snapmirror-release API must be issued on
the source Vserver to delete the relationship information on the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can be issued on the source or on the destination cluster. When
issued on the destination cluster, the SnapMirror relationship information on the source and destination
clusters is deleted. When issued on the source cluster, only the SnapMirror relationship information on
the source cluster is deleted. Note: If the SnapMirror relationship identified by the destination endpoint
does not exist, this API will return success. This API is not supported if the destination end point is a
Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

destinationcluster

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, and the name
of the destination volume must also be specified if using this parameter.
This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in ClusterMode for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are
not specified. This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in

Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:
destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the source Vserver, and the name of
the source volume must also be specified if using this parameter. This
parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one of
the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in ClusterMode for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are not
specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the source
volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source Vserver. The
name of the source cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship.
This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters should also
be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data
ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

Output Name Range
resultoperation-id

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not specified.

Type

Description

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPILICENSE
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
ETRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-destroy-async
The snapmirror-destroy-async API removes the SnapMirror relationship between a source and
destination Infinite Volume or a source and destination Vserver. The volumes or Vservers themselves
are not destroyed and Snapshot copies on the volumes are not removed. You must specify the
destination endpoint when using snapmirror-destroy-async. The destination endpoint could be a
Infinte volume in case of a SnapMirror relationship between Infinite volumes.
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
For Infinite volume SnapMirror relationships,
snapmirror-destroy-async API fails if a SnapMirror transfer for the relationship is in progress.
snapmirror-destroy-async API preserves the read-write or read-only attributes of the volumes of a
SnapMirror relationship after the relationship is deleted. Therefore, a read-write volume that was
the source of a SnapMirror relationship retains its read-write attributes, and a data protection
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volume that was the destination of a SnapMirror relationship retains its read-only attributes.
snapmirror-destroy-async API should be used from the destination cluster. When used in this
fashion, the destination-side information will be cleaned up. The destination will also attempt to
cleanup source-side information. If the source cluster is not available, the destination-side
information will still be cleaned up.
this API is not supported if the destination end point is a flexible volume or an Infinite Volume
constituent.
For Vserver SnapMirror relationships,
snapmirror-destroy-async API can be issued even if a transfer is in progress for the relationship.
snapmirror-destroy-async API preserves the subtype attribute of the Vserver. Therefore, a default
Vserver that was the source of a SnapMirror relationship continues to be of subtype default, and a
dp-destination Vserver that was a destination of a SnapMirror relationship continues to be of
subtype dp-destination.
snapmirror-destroy-async API should be used from the destination cluster. This will cleanup the
destination-side information for the relationship.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

destinationcluster

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the

destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.

This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name

Range

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

resultoperation-id
result-status

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
License
SnapMirror

Description

snapmirror-destroy-iter

[top]

Removes one or several SnapMirror relationships. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume
constituents.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
destroydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

success-list

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
destroyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-get

[top]

The snapmirror-get API returns information for a SnapMirror relationship.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode this API can be issued on the source cluster or
destination cluster of the relatonship. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be
issued on the destination Vserver or the destination cluster of the relationship. The destination endpoint
must be specified when using the snapmirror-get API.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

string
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.

This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or

later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-destination
The snapmirror-get-destination API returns information about a SnapMirror relationship whose source
endpoint is on the cluster or Vserver it is issued on. The destination endpoint must be specified when
using this API. The source endpoint can also be specified.
The cluster or Vserver may have several entries for the specified endpoints, but with different
relationship IDs. In this case the API returns information about the first entry. To get information about
all the SnapMirror relationships matching the specified endpoints, the snapmirror-get-destination-iter
API must be used.
Note that the information for a SnapMirror relationship will not be available on its source Vserver or
source cluster until at least one transfer is initiated.

[top]

The information returned can be stale. Stale information corresponds to a SnapMirror relationship that
has been deleted on its destination cluster or Vserver.
This API is only supported on Data ONTAP 8.2 and above operating in Cluster-Mode.
This API must be issued on the source Vserver or the source cluster of the relationship.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
snapmirrordestinationinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

destinationlocation

string
optional

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future.
The destination endpoint can be specified using the location format
above, or by specifying the parameters for the name of the
destination Vserver and the name of the destination volume.

destinationvolume

string
optional

Specifies the name of destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationshp. The name of the destination Vserver must also be
specified if using this parameter.

destinationvserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the relationship.
The name of the destination volume must also be specified if using
this parameter.

sourcelocation

string
optional

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future. The
source endpoint can be specified using the location format above, or
by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver
and the name of the source volume.

sourcevolume

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. The name of the source Vserver must also be specified
if using this parameter.

sourcevserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. The name of the source volume must also be specified
if using this parameter.

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

snapmirrordestination- The attributes of the snapmirror.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-destination-iter
The snapmirror-get-destination-iter API returns information about, one or more SnapMirror relationships
whose source endpoints are in the Vserver or the cluster the API is issued on.
The information returned can be stale. Stale information corresponds to a SnapMirror relationship that
has been deleted on its destination cluster or Vserver. Stale information may result to several entries
being returned with the same source and destination endpoints, but with different relationship IDs.

[top]

Note that the information for a SnapMirror relationship will not be available on its source Vserver or
source cluster until at least one transfer is initiated.
This API is only supported on Data ONTAP 8.2 and above operating in Cluster-Mode. It can be issued on
a Vserver or a Cluster.
Input Name

Type

Description

desiredattributes

snapmirrordestinationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

expand

boolean
optional

Show Constituents of the Group

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

snapmirrordestinationinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

snapmirrordestinationThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-dp-personality

[top]

The snapmirror-get-dp-personality API returns the Data Protection Personality (DP Personality) of the
cluster.
This API is supported on Data ONTAP 9.1 or later.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

snapmirrorget-dppersonality
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorget-dp- The attributes of the snapmirror.

personality
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-get-iter API returns information for one or several SnapMirror relationships.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can be issued on a cluster. It returns all
SnapMirror relationships that have a source or destination endpoint in that cluster, and that match the
parameters specified. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can be issued on a
Vserver or a cluster. It returns all the SnapMirror relationships, which have a destination endpoint in
that Vserver or cluster, and that match the parameters specified.
Input Name

Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
expand
max-records

[1..2^321]

Show Constituents of the Group

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

tag

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

snapmirrorThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

boolean
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
snapmirrorspecified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
info
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-status
Return the SnapMirror status. This API can be issued on either the source or destination filer.

[top]

Input Name Range

location

Type

Description

string
optional

The source location or destination location of the SnapMirror pair.
Possible types are volume or qtree only. If this input is provided,
only the SnapMirror relationships with a matching source or
destination will be reported. The argument is invalid if the named
location doesn't exist. In this case, snapmirror-status-info output
will not be present. The argument can also be invalid if it is a
flexclone name. (Be aware that the snapmirror-list-destinations API
can return flexclone names.) Then snapmirror-get-status API will
return a snapmirror-status output value with a "state" of "unknown".
If the argument is not specified, all source, destination SnapMirror
pairs are returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
is-available

boolean

snapmirrorstatus

snapmirrorstatusinfo[]
optional

True if SnapMirror is available.
An array of SnapMirror pair status. If there are no transfers or
schedules, then snapmirror-status is not returned. Any and all pairs
whose source or destination location matches the input location will
be in the output.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-get-total-records

[top]

Obtain the total number of SnapMirror relationships. This is a point in time estimate and may be
different on subsequent calls.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of snapmirror objects.

snapmirror-get-volume-status

[top]

Returns SnapMirror status values for a given volume. Including whether: the volume is a source of a
SnapMirror relationship; the volume is a destination of a SnapMirror relationship; a transfer is in
progress; the relationship is broken off. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API is
provided for backward compatibility only. It will fail if the volume is the source or destination of a loadsharing SnapMirror relationship. It is recommended to use the snapmirror-get-iter API to get the same
information. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be issued on the cluster the
volume belongs to. This API is not supported On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
You must use the snapmirror-get-iter and snapmirror-get-destination-iter APIs. If issued on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, this API will return EOPNOTSUPPORTED error.
Input Name Range
volume

Type

Description

string

Name of the volume to be queried. On Data ONTAP operating in ClusterMode, specifies the location of the volume the following formats:
[<cluster>:][//<vserver>/]<volume>

Output Name Range
isdestination

Type

Description

boolean true if it was determined that the volume is a destination of a
optional SnapMirror relationship. false otherwise

is-source

boolean true if it was determined that the volume is a source of a SnapMirror
optional relationship. false otherwise

is-transferbroken

true if it was determined that the volume is a destination of a
boolean
SnapMirror relationship that was broken off. The volume allows reads
optional
and writes. false otherwise

is-transferin-progress

boolean true if it was determined that the volume is a source or a destination of
optional a SnapMirror relationship that has a transfer going on. false otherwise

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTLOCAL
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUME_RELSTATUS_UNKNOWN
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOL_RESTRICTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-history-get

[top]

The snapmirror-history-get API returns information for a SnapMirror operation of the last 24 hours. This
API must be issued on the destination Vserver or the destination cluster of the relationship. The
operation-id must be specified when using the snapmirror-history-get API. This API can be used only
with Data ONTAP 8.3 (or later). The snapmirror-history-get API does not return information about
operations which happened while operating prior to Data ONTAP 8.3. The snapmirror-history-get API
does not return information for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1. This
API does not return information for operations on FlexGroup relationships which happened prior to
installing Data ONTAP 9.5. This API does not return information about operations on FlexGroup
constituents.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
history-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following format:
<[vserver:]volume>
<vserver:>

destinationlocation

string
optional

destinationvolume

string
optional

destinationvserver

string
optional

operation-id

string

Output Name Range

Type

This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers. The destination endpoint can be specified
using the location format, or by specifying the parameters for the
name of the destination Vserver and the name of the destination
volume or the destination Vserver for Vserver SnapMirror
relationships.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship.If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified:
The name of the destination Vserver.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified for volume SnapMirror relationships:
The name of destination volume.
A unique identifier assigned to a SnapMirror operation.
Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror.
history-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-history-get-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-history-get-iter API returns information for one or several SnapMirror operations of the
last 24 hours. This API must be issued on the destination Vserver or the destination cluster of the
relationship. This API can be used only with Data ONTAP 8.3 (or later). It returns all the SnapMirror
operations, which have a destination endpoint in that Vserver or cluster, and that match the parameters
specified. The snapmirror-history-get API does not return information about operations which happened
while operating prior to Data ONTAP 8.3. The snapmirror-history-get API does not return information for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1. This API does not return
information for operations on FlexGroup relationships which happened prior to installing Data ONTAP
9.5. This API does not return information about operations on FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

query

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
history-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
snapmirrorspecified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
history-info
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorhistoryThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-initialize
Performs the initial update of a SnapMirror relationship. You must specify the destination endpoint when
using snapmirror-initialize. This API must be used from the destination storage system on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode, from the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and
from the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, If the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume must be in the
restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a qtree, the qtree must not already exist.
On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, this API is usually used after the snapmirror-create API, but
it can be used alone, that is, without the snapmirror-create API, for data protection relationships only,
to create and initially update a SnapMirror relationship.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (The
relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v1'), a job will be spawned to operate on the SnapMirror
relationship, and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, for extended_data_protection relationships, a
32-bit volume cannot be the source or destination of the relationship.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, you can track the progress of the operation
using the snapmirror-get API, except for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later result-operation-id is returned. It only contains a valid value if the
relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000)
is returned when the field is not valid. This operation-id appears in the current-operation-id field
returned by the snapmirror-get API as long as the operation is active.
With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, this API can be used to initialize a relationship between two volumes or
two Vservers. 1. When volume names are specified, this API initializes a volume level relationship. 2.
When Vserver names without volume names are specified, this API will initialize a relationship between
two Vservers. This API can only be used for relationships between two Vservers after a successful
snapmirror-create API. During initialize a baseline transfer of the Vserver is performed.
With Data ONTAP 9.1, this API can be used to initialize a relationship between a Data ONTAP volume

[top]

and an AltaVault destination. 1. When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source must be a Data
ONTAP volume. 2. An AltaVault source cannot be specified for initialize.
With Data ONTAP 9.3, this API can be used to initialize a relationship between a Data ONTAP volume
and a SolidFire endpoint.
Input Name
destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the
destination is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault destination.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume. On Data ONTAP operating in 7Mode, if the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume must be in
the restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a qtree, the qtree
must not already exist.
This parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not
specified.

destinationsnapshot

Creates the specified snapshot (in addition to the regular SnapMirror
string
snapshot) on the destination after the qtree SnapMirror transfer is
optional
over.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.

Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:
destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

is-adaptive

Specifies if the SnapMirror relationship is adaptive. If the SnapMirror
relationship is adaptive, updates on the relationship might, and
boolean often will be triggered based on source volume changes. This
optional parameter is supported only for FlexVol SnapMirror relationships
between Data ONTAP endpoints. This parameter is only available on
Data ONTAP 9.4 or later.

is-autoexpandenabled

Specifies if the FlexGroup SnapMirror relationship and its destination
FlexGroup should be auto-expanded if the source FlexGroup is
expanded. This parameter is supported only for FlexGroup
SnapMirror relationships. If the initialize is creating a new
boolean
SnapMirror relationship, the default value is true. If it is not creating
optional
a new relationship, if a value is specified, it must match the current
value for the existing relationship. If the parameter is not specified,
the existing value will be retained. This parameter is only supported
on Data ONTAP 9.3. or later.

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
max[0..2^32- integer
is applied individually to each constituent relationship. On Data
optional
transfer-rate
1]
ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the max-transfer-rate parameter
does not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.
sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.

This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode when specifying a source endpoint, you must use
either the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and
source volume or the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode, If the source-location is not specified, then the source in
/etc/snapmirror.conf for the destination path is used.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Designates the source snapshot to use for a qtree update on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-mode, and the snapshot on the source volume
to use for the baseline transfer on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode. The default is to create a new snapshot on the
source for the transfer.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The If
using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

string
optional

Range

Type

The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values are:
"normal", and "low". The default value is the value specified in the
snapmirror policy which is associated with the relationship.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer Error code, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is only
code
1]
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Cluster-Mode.
result-errormessage
result-jobid

Error description, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is
string
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Clusteroptional
Mode.
[0..2^64- integer Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job. This parameter is
optional only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
1]

resultoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid
string
value if the relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID
optional
value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned
when the field is not valid.

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
string
"failed". This parameter is only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or
optional
above operating in Cluster-Mode.

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRROROFF
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPILICENSE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_ISNOT_LS_VOLUME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
EDEST_IS_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_VSERVERS_DIFFERENT
ESOURCE_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOLUME_NOT_EMPTY
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ENOSNAPSHOT_COPY
EVOLUMES_WITH_DIFF_STRIPES
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EDEST_NOT_DP_VSERVER
EUNSUPPORTED_CONFIG
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_DST
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_SRC
EVSERVERDR_SRC_SRC_OF_DR_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_RELATIONSHIP_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_POLICY_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_ROOT_VOL_HAS_DATA
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-initialize-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-initialize-iter API initializes the destination volume of one or more SnapMirror
relationships. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating ClusterMode (The relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v1'), A job will be spawned to operate on the
snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

is-autoexpandenabled

boolean
optional

Is Auto Expand Enabled

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

query

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true

source-

string

Designates the source Snapshot copy to use for a qtree update
on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode, and the Snapshot copy on
the source volume to use for the baseline transfer on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode. The default is to
create a new Snapshot copy on the source for the transfer.

snapshot

optional

This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.

string
optional

tag

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. The default
value is the value specified in the snapmirror policy which is
associated with the relationship. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
initializedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
initializescheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-initialize-ls-set

[top]

The snapmirror-initialize-ls-set API performs the initial manual update of a set of load-sharing mirrors.
This API is usually used after the snapmirror-create API is used to create a SnapMirror relationship for
each of the destination volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. You must specify the source endpoint
when using snapmirror-initialize-ls-set. Data and Snapshot copies are transferred from the source
volume to all up-to-date destination volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. Use the snapmirrorinitialize API to add and initialize a new destination volume to an existing set of load-sharing mirrors. A
job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship. When
string
specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
optional
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume.

sourcevolume

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string source cluster and source Vserver must also be specified if using this
optional parameter. This parameter may be optional if executed outside
cluster context.

sourcevserver

Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source cluster and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ESOURCE_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

snapmirror-list-connections

[top]

Returns connection information for a given connection or all connections. The API must be executed on
the destination filer. Currently, the connections are in: /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range
connection

Output Name Range
snapmirrorconnections

Type
string
optional
Type

Description
Connection name of the connection information to obtain. If the
connections is not specified, then the connection information for all
the connections is returned.
Description

snapmirrorconnection- An array of SnapMirror connection information.
info[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-destinations

[top]

Returns a list of destination locations and information about SnapMirror relationships for given source
locations, which can be a volume name or qtree path. This API must be issued on the source filer. This
API is not supported for relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.
Input Name Range
sourcelocation

Output Name Range
destinations

Type

Description

string
optional

Source location of the SnapMirror pair. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. If the source-location is not
specified, then all source, destination SnapMirror pairs are returned.

Type

Description

destinationA list of currently-known destinations on a source filer.
info[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-schedule

[top]

Returns the schedule for a given destination or all destinations. The API must be executed on the
destination filer. Currently, the schedules is in /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range
destinationlocation

Output Name Range
snapmirrorschedules

Type

Description

string
optional

The destination location of a schedule to obtain. The destination
location is of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. The <filer> must match the
destination filer. If the destination-location is not specified, then all
the destination schedules are returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorschedule- An array of SnapMirror schedule.
info[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-sync-schedule

[top]

Returns a synchronous schedule for a given destination or all destinations. The API must be executed on
the destination filer. Currently, the schedules is in /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range
destinationlocation

Output Name Range
snapmirrorsyncschedules

Type

Description

string
optional

The destination location of a schedule to obtain. The destination
location is of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. The <filer> must match the
destination filer. If the destination-location is not specified, then all
the destination schedules are returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorsyncAn array of SnapMirror schedule.
scheduleinfo[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-unprotected

[top]

The snapmirror-list-unprotected API returns a list of unprotected volumes for the specified source
Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

snapmirrorlistunprotected
optional

sourcevserver

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Specifies the source Vserver for which to list unprotected volumes.
Description

snapmirrorlistThe attributes of the snapmirror.

unprotected
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-modify

[top]

The snapmirror-modify API changes one or more parameters of a SnapMirror relationship. The key
parameter that identifies any SnapMirror relationship is the destination volume or the destination
Vserver in the case of a Vserver SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
You must specify the destination endpoint when using the snapmirror-modify API. For load-sharing
mirrors, a change to a parameter affects all of the SnapMirror relationships in the set of load-sharing
mirrors. Destination volumes in a set of load-sharing mirrors do not have individual parameter settings.
Changes made by the snapmirror-modify API do not take effect until the next manual or scheduled
update of the SnapMirror relationship. Changes do not affect updates that have started and have not
finished yet. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode this API must be issued on the destination
Cluster. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be issued on the destination
Vserver if operating in a Vserver context and on the destination cluster if operating in a cluster context.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name

destinationcluster

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume

are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of
the destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or
the destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

is-autoexpandenabled

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto expand.
boolean
If specified as false, destination will not be expanded automatically.
optional
This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup relationships. If the
parameter is not specified, auto expansion will be enabled on
FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 9.3 or later.

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
max[0..2^32- integer bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
optional is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The maxtransfer-rate
1]
transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing transfers and
transfers for other relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre
8.2 confined to a single cluster.
policy
schedule

smSpecifies the name of the SnapMirror policy that applies to this
policy
relationship.
optional
string Specifies the name of the cron schedule, used to update the
optional SnapMirror relationship.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:

sourcecluster

string
optional

Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual or
scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default is eight
times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to disable
string manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror relationship. This
optional parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in ClusterMode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the maximum
number of times to attempt a transfer is an attribute of the
SnapMirror policy. Therefore the value of this parameter is ignored.

tries

If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
vserverVserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
name
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
optional
option is currently a reserved option.

vserver

Output Name

Range

resultoperation-id

Type

Description

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
ESCHEDULE_DOESNT_EXIST
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL

snapmirror-modify-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-modify-iter API allows to change one or more parameters of one or more SnapMirror
relationships. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

is-autoexpandenabled

Range

Type
boolean
optional

boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto
expand. If specified as false, destination will not be expanded
automatically. This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup
relationships. If the parameter is not specified, auto expansion

will be enabled on FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is
only available on Data ONTAP 9.3 or later.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

sm-policy
optional

policy

Specifies the name of the SnapMirror policy that applies to this
relationship.

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

schedule

string
optional

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, used to update the
SnapMirror relationship.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

tries

string
optional

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual
or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default
is eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to
disable manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode, the maximum number of times to attempt a
transfer is an attribute of the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the
value of this parameter is ignored.

vserver

vservername
optional

If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
option is currently a reserved option.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
modify-

failure-list

iter-info[]
optional

next-tag

due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
element 'return-failure-list' is true.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-off

[top]

Disables SnapMirror data transfers and turns off the SnapMirror scheduler. Check the SnapMirror status
with the snapmirror-get-status API for results.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-on

[top]

Enables SnapMirror data transfers and turns on the SnapMirror scheduler. Check the SnapMirror status
with the snapmirror-get-status API for results.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-promote

[top]

The snapmirror-promote API performs a failover to the destination volume of a load-sharing SnapMirror
relationship. This API changes the destination volume from a load-sharing volume to a read-write
volume and makes the destination volume assume the identity of the source volume. The API then
destroys the original source volume. The destination volume must be a load-sharing volume. However,
you can still perform 'snapmirror-promote' on a destination load-sharing volume that has been left in
read-write state by a previously failed promote operation. You must specify the destination endpoint
when using snapmirror-promote. Note: The source volume and destination volume must be on the same
Vserver for the promote to work. Client accesses are redirected from the original source volume to the
promoted destination volume. The view clients see on the promoted destination volume is the latest
transferred Snapshot copy, which might lag behind the view clients had of the original source volume
before the promote. The SnapMirror relationship is usually deleted as part of the promotion process.
This is not true for a set of load-sharing mirrors that contain more than one destination volume. In this
case, the promoted destination volume becomes the new source volume to the set of load-sharing
mirrors. It is possible that the original source volume is the source of multiple SnapMirror relationships.
For such a configuration, the promoted destination volume becomes the new source volume of the other
SnapMirror relationships. The snapmirror-promote API fails if a SnapMirror transfer is in progress for
any SnapMirror relationship involving the original source volume.
Input Name Range

destinationcluster

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, and the name of
the destination volume must also be specified if using this parameter.
This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one of
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP
8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are
not specified. This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.

Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:

destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the source Vserver, and the name of the
source volume must also be specified if using this parameter. This
parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one of the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP
8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are not
specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the source
volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source Vserver. The

name of the source cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship.
This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters should also
be specified:
sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror relationship.
This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters should also
be specified:
sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not specified.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ETRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
ESRC_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

snapmirror-promote-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-promote-iter API performs failover for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

max-records

will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
promotedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
promoteelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-protect
The snapmirror-protect API protects the specified Vserver or a list of volumes. The snapmirror-protect
API must be used from the destination cluster. It is supported for FlexVol, FlexGroup and Vserver
endpoints. It is not supported for FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents,
AltaVault, or SolidFire endpoints. When source volumes are specified they must be read-write (RW)
volumes. This API is available in Data ONTAP 9.3 and later.
On Data ONTAP 9.4 and later, this API supports protecting FlexGroup endpoints.On Data ONTAP 9.7 and
later, this API supports protecting Vserver endpoints. A job will be spawned to operate on the
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snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

autoinitialize

boolean
optional

Specifies whether or not an initialize should be started after
each SnapMirror relationship is created. The default value for
this parameter is true.

destinationvolumeprefix

string
optional

Specifies the destination volume name prefix.

destinationvolumesuffix

string
optional

Specifies the destination volume name suffix.

destinationvserver

xc-vs-name
Specifies the destination Vserver to be used for protection.
optional

destinationvserveripspace

string
optional

Specifies the IPspace the Vserver will be assigned to. If left
unspecified, the Vserver will be assigned to the default IPspace.
This parameter is supported while protecting a Vserver and is
available in Data ONTAP 9.7 or later.

snapmirrorSpecifies the list of source endpoints to be protected.
path[]

path-list

Specifies the name of the SnapMirror policy for the SnapMirror
relationships.

policy

sm-policy

schedule

string
optional

Specifies the name of the cron schedule for the SnapMirror
relationships.

sourcecluster

clustername
optional

Specifies the source cluster name. This parameter is valid only
when only a single Vserver is specified in the path-list
parameter. This parameter is supported on Data ONTAP 9.7 or
later.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether or not FabricPools are
selected when provisioning a FlexVol volume or FlexGroup
volume during the protection workflows. This parameter is
supported for FlexGroup volumes on Data ONTAP 9.5 or later.
This parameter is supported for FlexVol volumes on Data
ONTAP 9.7 or later.

supporttiering

Destination Volume Tiering Policy. This parameter is supported
tieringpolicyfor FlexGroup volumes on Data ONTAP 9.5 or later. This
enum
parameter is supported for FlexVol volumes on Data ONTAP 9.7
optional
or later.

tiering-policy

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

result-status

string

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

snapmirror-quiesce
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Disables future transfers to a SnapMirror destination. If there is no transfer in progress, the SnapMirror
relationship becomes 'Quiesced'. If there is a transfer in progress, the SnapMirror relationship becomes
'Quiescing' until the transfer completes. If the current transfer aborts, it will be treated like a future
transfer and will not restart. When a SnapMirror relationship is quiesced, it remains in that state across
reboots and fail-overs. The relationship must exist on the destination and you must specify the
destination endpoint when using snapmirror-quiesce. The destination end point could be a:
Volume in case of a volume level SnapMirror relationship
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
An AltaVault endpoint on Data ONTAP 9.1 or later.
A SolidFire endpoint on Data ONTAP 9.3 or later.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, if applied to a load-sharing (LS) SnapMirror relationship,
all the relationships in the set will be quiesced. This API must be issued from the destination storage
system on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, on the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, and the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
Input Name Range
destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the destination
is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. This
parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP 7-mode This parameter is
mandatory if destination-vserver and, for relationships with volumes as
endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationship with volumes as endpoints
if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data non-Data
ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string
Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume or the source Vserver.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

resultoperation-id

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-quiesce-iter
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Disables future transfers for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^32-

integer

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in

continue-onfailure

max-records

1]

optional

this call. Default: 20

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
quiescedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
quiesceelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-release
The snapmirror-release API removes a SnapMirror relationship on the source endpoint. It unlocks and
cleanups the snapshots pertaining to the relationship. It does not destroy any volume. You must specify
the destination endpoint when using snapmirror-release. The destination end-point could be a: (a)
Volume for a volume level relationship (b) Vserver for a Vserver SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP
8.3 or later. Unless relationship-info-only is specified, this operation will fail if it is unable to reach the
source volume and clean up snapshots. On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, if operated on a Vserver
SnapMirror relationship, relationships will be removed for all the volumes belonging to the Vserver. On
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be executed on the source Vserver or
source cluster following the deletion of the relationship on the destination Vserver or destination cluster.
It is possible to issue snapmirror-release on the source Vserver without deleting the relationship on the
destination Vserver. However, the relationship will continue to exist because the destination is the
authority. The relationship will reappear on the source on the next transfer. On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode, this API must be issued on the source storage system. On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode, this API must be issued on the source Vserver if operating in Vserver context and on the
source cluster if operating in a cluster context. This API is not supported on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
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'v1'. This API is not supported for relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or destination Vserver and destination
volume or the destination Vserver. This parameter is mandatory on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-mode This parameter is mandatory if destinationvserver and, for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified.

destinationvolume

Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
string this parameter, the destination Vserver must also be specified. This
optional parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as endpoints if
destination-location is not specified.

destinationvserver

Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
string
this parameter, the destination volume must also be specified. This
optional
parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

relationshipid

string Specifies the relationship unique identifier of the SnapMirror
optional relationship.

relationshipinfo-only

boolean If relationship-info-only is set to true then only relationship information
optional is removed. By default it is false.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source Vserver, and source volume or the
source Vserver.

sourcevolume

string Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
optional parameter, the source Vserver must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
optional parameter, the source volume must also be specified.

Output Name Range
resultoperation-id

Type

Description

string Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPILICENSE
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_SRC_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_DST_VSERVER_LOCAL
E_JOB_EXISTS
EREL_SRC_INFO_NOT_FOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-release-iter
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releases one or a group of SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records
query

snapmirror- If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
destination- specify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on

info

query, this input element must specify a query.

relationshipinfo-only

boolean
optional

If relationship-info-only is set to true then only relationship
information is removed. By default it is false.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
releasedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
releaseelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-restore
The snapmirror-restore API restores either the entire contents of a selected Snapshot copy or selected
files or LUNs of a selected Snapshot copy from the source volume to the active file system (AFS) of the
destination volume.
The snapmirror-restore API creates a temporary SnapMirror restore relationship. For this reason the
destination volume cannot be the destination volume of another SnapMirror relationship. The temporary
restore relationship is deleted after the operation completes successfully.
When restoring the entire contents of a Snapshot copy the following applies.
If the destination volume is an empty data protection volume, the snapmirror-restore API
performs a baseline restore. The baseline restore transfers the contents of the selected Snapshot
copy from the source volume to the destination volume.
If the destination volume is read-write an incremental restore is performed. A read-write

[top]

destination volume must have at least one Snapshot copy which also appears on the source
volume.
A read-write destination volume is converted to a data-protection volume for the duration of the
operation. When the destination volume is converted to a data-protection volume the latest
Snapshot copy on destination volume is made the exported Snapshot copy. Note, that any data
written to the destination volume since the last Snapshot copy is lost during this operation. To
save the contents of the AFS on the destination volume, stop all client access and create a new
Snapshot copy before starting this operation.
During an incremental restore a common Snapshot copy is selected. The Snapshot copy chosen as
the common Snapshot copy must be on the source and destination volumes. The contents of the
common Snapshot copy on the destination volume are copied to the AFS of the destination
volume. Then the contents of the Snapshot copy to be restored are transferred from the source
volume to the destination volume.
The destination volume is converted to a read-write volume after the contents of the Snapshot copy
have been transferred to the AFS of the destination volume.
If the destination volume is not an empty data protection volume or a read-write volume with at least
one Snapshot copy which also appears on the source volume, the command fails.
Unless 'source-snapshot' is specified the most recent Snapshot copy on the source volume is restored.
When restoring a list of files or LUNs of a Snapshot copy the following applies.
The destination volume must be a read-write volume and the state of the volume is not changed by the
restore operation.
Use the 'file-list' parameter to indicate the files or LUNs to be restored. Access to the files or LUNs being
restored on the destination volume is restricted during the operation.
If the file or LUN to which data is to be restored does not exist in the destination volume's AFS it will be
created. When creating a file or LUN in the destination AFS, all directories in the path of the file or LUN
being restored must exist and for a LUN the parent directory must also be the root of the destination
volume or the root of a Qtree in the destination volume.
The 'source-snapshot' parameter is required when restoring a list of files or LUNs. Files or LUNs to be
restored must exist in the source Snapshot copy.
If the file or LUN being restored exists in the destination volume's AFS but is not the same file or LUN as
in the source Snapshot copy, the contents of the file or LUN in the destination volume AFS will be
overwritten but the file or LUN will retain its inode and for a LUN its identity as well. If the file or LUN
being restored exists in the destination volume AFS it must be the same type as the file or LUN in the
source Snapshot copy. Overwriting a file with a LUN or LUN with a file is not supported.
The 'create-check-snapshot' parameter is supported only when restoring files or LUNs and should be
used only if the contents of the files or LUNs restored are to be verified using the 'snapmirror-check'
API.
This API may be used to restart a failed snapmirror-restore operation.
This API may be used to terminate an aborted or failed snapmirror-restore operation by specifying the
'clean-up-failure' parameter set to 'true'. Terminating an aborted or failed snapmirror-restore operation
deletes any residual temporary restore relationship.
Terminating an operation restoring the entire contents of a Snapshot copy converts the destination
volume back to being read-write if the destination volume was read-write prior to the initial snapmirrorrestore operation while removing any data transferred or copied during the snapmirror-restore
operation.
On Data ONTAP 9.1, only the SnapMirror source can be an AltaVault endpoint and the destination must
be a Data ONTAP volume.

On Data ONTAP 9.4 and later, this API supports FlexGroup endpoints.
Terminating an operation restoring files or LUNs of a Snapshot copy deletes any files whose contents
were partially restored but does not delete partially restored LUNs. Access restriction to the partially
restored LUNs is not removed. Such a LUN may be deleted using the 'lun-destroy' API with the 'destroyfenced-lun' parameter. A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
cg-itemmappings

clean-upfailure

createchecksnapshot

destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

cg-itemmapping[] Consistency Group Item Mappings
optional

boolean
optional

Use this parameter with the value of 'true' to recover from an
aborted or failed restore operation. If the destination volume
was read-write prior to the failed or aborted restore operation, it
is converted back to read-write if necessary while removing all
data transferred or copied during the restore operation. Any
residual temporary restore relationship is also removed from the
destination Vserver. An attempt is made to remove any residual
temporary restore relationship from the source Vserver. The
default value for this parameter is 'false'.

boolean
optional

If this parameter is specified with the value of 'true' a Snapshot
copy is created on the destination volume. The purpose of this
Snapshot copy is for verifying the contents of files or LUNs
restored using the 'snapmirror-check' API. The name of the
Snapshot copy created is of the form 'snapmirrorCHK.
<destination volume Vserver UUID>.<destination volume
msid>.<time_stamp>'. Once the Snapshot copy is no longer
needed for verifying data it is the responsibility of the user to
delete the Snapshot copy. This parameter is only available on
Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

clustername
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship
in one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

snapmirrorpath
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.

<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and,
for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint
can be specified using the location formats above, or by
specifying the parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, the name of the destination volume, and the name of
the destination cluster or the destination Vserver. The name of
the destination cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

volumenamenolink
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

disablestorageefficiency

maxtransfer-rate

xc-vs-name
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

boolean
optional

The default behavior of restore is to preserve storage efficiency
when possible. Use this parameter with a value of 'true' to turn
off storage efficiency for data transferred over the wire and
written to the destination volume. The default value for this
parameter is false.

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. The max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect
load-sharing transfers and transfers for other relationships with
Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.
Specifies the files or LUNs of the Snapshot copy to be restored
and the location to which the files or LUNs are restored in the
active file system (AFS) on the destination volume. May contain
specifications for up to 8 files or LUNs. Specification for each file
or LUN consists of a source-path and an optional destinationpath. Source-path is required and is the path of the file from the
root of the source Snapshot copy, e.g. /dira/file1 or /lun1. The

restore-filelist

sourcecluster

source path does not include the Snapshot name nor the source
volume name. The path to which data is restored in the
destination volume's AFS is the same as the path specified by
source-path unless an optional destination-path is specified.
snapmirrorDestination-path begins with the @ symbol followed by the path
file-path[]
of the file from the root of the destination volume, e.g. @ /file1
optional
or @ /dira/lun1. File restore is not supported if the source-path
or destination-path contains commas in its directory or file
name. Source-paths and destination-paths are separate entities
in the list of paths. A destination-path is associated with the
source-path that precedes it. Example: <snapmirror-filepath>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> will restore /file1 to the
same path on the destination volume's AFS while <snapmirrorfile-path>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> <snapmirror-file-path>
@ /dst_file1</snapmirror-file-path> will restore the data to
/dst_file1 on the destination volume's AFS. This parameter is
only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

clustername
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if
using this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

sourcelocation

snapmirrorpath
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume
are not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying
the parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of
the source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the
source Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the Snapshot from the source to be restored.

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
volumenamenolink
optional

sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

xc-vs-name
optional

transferpriority

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values
are: 'normal', and 'low'. The default value for this parameter is
'normal'.

tries

string
optional

Specifies the total number of attempts to transfer data. Valid
input is a positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.

usenetworkcompression

boolean
optional

Specifies whether network compression is used for transfer of
data. The default value is 'false'. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This parameter is not supported for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

result-status

string

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_CACHE_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_VOLUME_CLONE

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-resume
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Enables future transfers for a SnapMirror relationship that has been quiesced. If there is a scheduled
transfer, it will be triggered on the next schedule. If there is a restart checkpoint, it will be re-used if
possible. On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, If applied on a load-sharing SnapMirror relationship, transfers
will resume for all the relationships of the set. With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, if executed on a Vserver
SnapMirror relationship, transfers will resume for all the volumes belonging to the Vserver. When a
quiesced SnapMirror relationship is resumed, it remains in that state across reboots and fail-overs. The
relationship must exist on the destination and you must specify the destination end point when using
snapmirror-resume. The destination end-point could be a: (a) Volume for a volume level relationship (b)
Vserver for a Vserver SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. (c) Non-Data ONTAP
destination on Data ONTAP 9.1 or later. This API must be issued on the destination storage system on
Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, on the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in ClusterMode, and on the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
Input Name Range
destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the destination
is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. This
parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode. This
parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for relationships

with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string
Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume or the source Vserver.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this

parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:
sourcevserver

string
optional

Output Name Range

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

resultoperation-id

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
ERELATION_NOT_QUIESCED
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-resume-iter
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Enables future transfers for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

max-failure- [1..2^32-

Type
boolean
optional

integer

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so

count

1]

optional

until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
resumedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
resumeelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-resync
Re-establishes a mirroring relationship between
A source volume and a destination volume.
A source Vserver and a destination Vserver in case of a Vserver Snapmiror relationship on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later.
On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode this API is usually used on existing SnapMirror relationships,
but it can be used, for data protection relationships only, to create a SnapMirror relationship in addition
to performing the resync operation.

[top]

Typically, the snapmirror-resync API is executed in the following cases:
The destination mirror is broken (that is, the destination volume is a read-write volume and no
longer a data protection mirror). After the snapmirror-resync API completes, the destination
volume is made a data protection mirror and the mirror can be manually updated or scheduled for
updates.
A snapmirror-update API failed because the required common Snapshot copy was deleted on the
source volume.
Typically, for a Vserver SnapMirror relationship, a resync is executed when the Vserver SnapMirror
relationship is broken-off and the destination Vserver is of subtype default. It establishes the Vserver
level relationship by
Creating new volumes at the destination. (volumes are present at the source Vserver but not
present at the destination Vserver)
Creating volume level SnapMirror relationships.
Initializing the newly created volume relationships.
Performing a resync for volumes which have common snapshots.
The destination Vserver after resync, is of sub-type dp-destination. After the operation completes, the
destination volume is made a data protection mirror and the mirror can be manually updated or
scheduled for updates. Attention: The snapmirror-resync API can cause data loss on the destination
volume because the API can remove the exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume.
The default behavior of the snapmirror-resync API is defined as follows:
Finds the most recent common Snapshot copy between the source and destination volumes,
removes Snapshot copies on the destination volume that are newer than the common Snapshot
copy and mounts the destination volume as a DP volume with the common Snapshot copy as the
exported Snapshot copy.
For data protection and extended data protection relationships with policy type other than vault,
takes a Snapshot copy of the source volume to capture the current image and transfers Snapshot
copies that are newer than the common Snapshot copy from the source volume to the destination
volume. For extended data protection relationships, transfers Snapshot copies newer than the
common Snapshot copy according to the relationship policy, i.e., Snapshot copies will match rules
associated with the policy as defined by the snapmirror-policy API. For relationships associated
with the policy type of async-mirror or mirror-vault, the snapmirror-resync API first takes a
Snapshot copy of the source volume and includes it in the Snapshot copies selected for transfer.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-resync API supports an optional
parameter 'preserve'. The parameter 'preserve' is only supported for extended data protection
relationships with policy type mirror-vault or vault. When used, the parameter 'preserve' changes the
behavior of the snapmirror-resync API. The changed behavior can be described as follows:
Finds the most recent common Snapshot copy between the source and destination volumes,
preserves all Snapshot copies on the destination volume that are newer than the common
Snapshot copy, and mounts the destination volume as a DP volume with the common Snapshot
copy as the exported Snapshot copy.
Performs a local rollback transfer to make a copy of the common Snapshot copy on the
destination volume and establish it as the latest Snapshot copy on the destination volume. The
command then transfers all Snapshot copies that are newer than the common Snapshot copy,
from the source volume to the destination volume. The command only transfers Snapshot copies
that match the relationship's policy, i.e., Snapshot copies will match rules associated with the
policy as defined by the snapmirror-policy APIs.
The snapmirror-resync API fails if the destination volume does not have a Snapshot copy in common
with the source volume.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, a job is
spawned to operate for the SnapMirror relationship and the job id is returned. The progress of the
operation can be tracked using the job APIs.

On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, you can track the progress of the operation
using the snapmirror-get API except for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP
8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later result-operation-id is returned. It only contains a valid value if the
relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000)
is returned when the field is not valid. This operation-id appears in the current-operation-id field
returned by the snapmirror-get API as long as the operation is active.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, the update is asynchronously handled, and there is no guarantee
that it succeeds. This requires that a schedule in /etc/snapmirror.conf is set for the destination.
The API must be issued on the destination storage system on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, on the
destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on the destination Vserver on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
With Data ONTAP 9.1, this API can be used to resync a Data ONTAP source volume and an AltaVault
destination. 1. When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source must be a Data ONTAP volume. 2.
An AltaVault source cannot be specifed for resync.
With Data ONTAP 9.3, this API can be used to resync a Data ONTAP volume and a SolidFire endpoint. 1.
When a SolidFire endpoint is specified, the other side of the SnapMirror relationship must be a Data
ONTAP volume.
Input Name
destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the
destination is a non-data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. This
parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode This
parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for relationships
with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.

destinationsnapshot

Creates the specified snapshot (in addition to the regular SnapMirror
string
snapshot) on the destination after the qtree SnapMirror transfer is
optional
over.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must

also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

is-adaptive

Specifies if the SnapMirror relationship is adaptive. If the SnapMirror
relationship is adaptive, updates on the relationship might, and
boolean often will be triggered based on source volume changes. This
optional parameter is supported only for FlexVol SnapMirror relationships
between Data ONTAP endpoints. This parameter is only available on
Data ONTAP 9.4 or later.

is-autoexpandenabled

Specifies if the FlexGroup SnapMirror relationship and its destination
FlexGroup should be auto-expanded if the source FlexGroup is
expanded. This parameter is supported only for FlexGroup
SnapMirror relationships. If the resync is creating a new SnapMirror
boolean
relationship, the default value is true. If it is not creating a new
optional
relationship, if a value is specified, it must match the current value
for the existing relationship. If the parameter is not specified, the
existing value will be retained. This parameter is only supported on
Data ONTAP 9.3. or later.

maxtransfer-rate

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
integer
is applied individually to each constituent relationship. On Data
optional
ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the max-transfer-rate parameter
does not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.

preserve

This parameter is only available for extended data protection
relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault. The default
value is false which means all snapshots on the destination that are
newer than the latest common snapshot will be deleted. If preserve
is specified, newer snapshots are retained. If preserve is specified
boolean for any other relationships the API will fail.
optional
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode and for extended data protection relationships with
policy type as vault or mirror-vault.
This parameter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.
If true, the resync time is reduced because the resync does not incur
storage efficiency overhead before the transfer of new data.
Specifying this parameter is recommended if the source of the

quick-resync

resync does not have volume efficiency enabled or if reducing resync
time is more important than preserving all possible storage
efficiency. When this parameter is specified, resync does not
preserve the storage efficiency of the new data with existing data
boolean over the wire and on the destination. The default is false.
optional
This parameter is not supported for data protection and load-sharing
relationships.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
This parameter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
when specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume
or the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, If the
source-location is not specified, then the source in
/etc/snapmirror.conf for the destination path is used.
Designates the source snapshot to use for a qtree update on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, and the snapshot on the source volume
to use for the transfer on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode.

sourcesnapshot

For data protection mirror relationships and extended data
protection relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode does not create a new Snapshot copy. It will use the
specified Snapshot copy as if it were the most recent one; that is, all
string copies between the most recent common one and the specified one
optional are transferred, but no copies newer than the specified one are
transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault or
mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead of
the ones that match its policy's rules.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:
sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

transferpriority

Output Name

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

string
optional

string
optional

Range

Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values are:
"normal", and "low". The default value is the value specified in the
snapmirror policy which is associated with the relationship.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer Error code, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is only
code
1]
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Cluster-Mode.
result-errormessage

Error description, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is
string
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Clusteroptional
Mode.

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job. This parameter is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in ClusterMode. This parameter should be used to monitor the transfer
[0..2^64- integer
result-jobid
progress. But, on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, it
optional
1]
should be ignored if the relationship-control-plane is not 'v1'. The
snapmirror-get API should be used to monitor the progress of the
transfer.
resultoperation-id

result-status

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid
string
value if the relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID
optional
value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned
when the field is not valid.
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed". This parameter is only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or
above operating in Cluster-Mode.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_CACHE_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_VOLUME_CLONE
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED

Description

EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
ESOURCE_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVER_NOT_PEERED
EUNSUPPORTED_CONFIG
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_SRC
EVSERVERDR_ANOTHER_SRC_IN_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_SRC_SRC_OF_DR_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_REVERSE_TRANSFER_OPERATION
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_ADDITIONAL_VOLUMES_ON_DST
EVSERVERDR_VOLUME_NAME_MISMATCH
EVSERVERDR_VSERVER_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_POLICY_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_RELATIONSHIP_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_LS_SRC_IN_DST
EVSERVERDR_VSM_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_BREAK_INCOMPLETE
EVSERVERDR_ROOT_VOL_HAS_DATA
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-resync-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-resync-iter API establishes or reestablishes one or more SnapMirror relationships
between a source and a destination endpoint. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (The
relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v1'), A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and
the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for

the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
is-autoexpandenabled

boolean
optional

Is Auto Expand Enabled

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred between clusters. The default is unlimited (0)
which permits the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the
available network bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the
max-transfer-rate value is applied individually to each
constituent relationship. The max-transfer-rate parameter does
not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

preserve

boolean
optional

This parameter is only available for extended data protection
relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault. The
default value is false which means all Snapshot copies on the
destination that are newer than the latest common Snapshot
copy will be deleted. If preserve is specified, newer Snapshot
copies are retained. If preserve is specified for any other
relationships the API will fail.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode and for extended data protection
relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault.

query

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

boolean
optional

If true, the resync time is reduced because the resync does not
incur storage efficiency overhead before the transfer of new
data. Specifying this parameter is recommended if the source of
the resync does not have volume efficiency enabled or if
reducing resync time is more important than preserving all
possible storage efficiency. When this parameter is specified,
resync does not preserve the storage efficiency of the new data
with existing data over the wire and on the destination. The
default is false. This parameter is not supported for data
protection and load-sharing relationships. This parameter only
applies on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

quick-resync

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects

operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Designates the source Snapshot copies to use for a qtree update
on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, and the Snapshot copy on
the source volume to use for the transfer on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

For data protection mirror relationships and extended data
protection relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new Snapshot copy. It
will use the specified Snapshot copy as if it were the most recent
one; that is, all copies between the most recent common one
and the specified one are transferred, but no copies newer than
the specified one are transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault
or mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead
of the ones that match its policy's rules.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

string
optional

tag

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. The default
value is the value specified in the snapmirror policy which is
associated with the relationship. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
resync-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
resync-iterscheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional
Description

snapmirror-set-connection

[top]

Sets up a connection. snapmirror-set-connection will add a new connection or modify an existing one.
This API must be executed on the destination filer. Currently, the connections are in:
/etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

addresspair1

The connection's first source and destination address pair. In multi mode,
addressthe first address pair provides a connection path; while in failover mode,
pair
the first address pair provides the prefer connection path.

addresspair2

The connection's second source and destination address pair. In multi
addressmode the second address pair provides another connection path, while in
pair
failover mode, the second address pair provides a connection path in
optional
case the first path fails.

connection
mode

string

Name of the connection to add or modify. The name is in ASCII and must
begin with an alpha character.

string Possible mode values are "multi" or "failover". If not specified, the
optional default is "multi".

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-set-schedule

[top]

Sets the schedule for a given destination. The API must be executed on the destination filer. Currently,
the schedule is in /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range

connectionmode

Type

Description
This option specifies the mode to be used for establishing connection
between source and destination. Possible values are "inet", "inet6" and
"default". If this option is set to "inet6", connections between source and
destination will be established using IPv6 addresses only. If there are no
IPv6 addresses configured, then the connection will fail. If the option is
set to "inet", connections between source and destination will be
established using IPv4 addresses only. If there are no IPv4 addresses
configured, then the connection will fail.

string
optional If not specified, the previous value is retained. If nothing was mentioned
previously, it is set as default, where connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet".
This argument is not effective when an IP address is specified instead of
source hostname. If the IP address format and connection mode do not
match, the operation will fail with proper error message.
Minutes in the hour for which the schedule is set. The form is crontab-

like, with possible values of:
days-ofmonth

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match day 1;
1,3 := match day 1 and 3;
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5;
1-30/7 := match day 1,8,15,22,29;
* := matches all possible legal values;
Days in the week for which the schedule is set. 0 represents Sunday, and
6 represents Saturday. The form is crontab-like, with possible values of:

days-ofweek

string

destinationlocation

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match day 1 (Mon);
1,3 := match day 1 and 3 (Mon and Wed);
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5 (Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri);
* := matches all possible legal values;
The destination location of a schedule to set. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.
Hours in the day for which the schedule is set. The form is crontab-like,
with possible values of:

hours

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match hour 1;
1,3 := match hour 1 and 3;
2-5 := match hour 2,3,4,5;
1-24/3 := match hour 1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22;
* := matches all possible legal values;

iscompressed

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is transferred
between the source and destination storage system. If false, transferred
data will not be compressed. Upon initial configuration, default is false.
boolean
On subsequent requests, the current configured setting is retained if not
optional
provided. This argument can only be used when a connection definition is
used for the relationship entry. Using this argument without a connection
definition will throw an error message.

maxtransferrate

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. If specified as 0, transfer
integer happens as fast as the storage system can. If not specified, the previous
optional value is retained. If nothing was mentioned previously, it is set to the
default value.
Minutes in the hour for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

minutes

restart

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match minute 1;
1,3 := match minute 1 and 3;
2-5 := match minute 2,3,4,5;
1-12/3 := match minute 1,4,7,10;
0-55/5 := match minute 0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50,55;
* := matches all possible legal values;

restart mode when transfer is interrupted. Possible values are "always",
"never" and "default". If value is set to "always", then an interrupted
transfer will always restart, if it has a restart check point and the
conditions are the same as before the transfer was interrupted. If value is
string set to "never", then an interrupted transfer will never restart, even if it
optional has a restart checkpoint. If not specified, the previous value is retained.
If nothing was mentioned previously, then it is set to default, where

SnapMirror behaves like the "always" case, unless it has passed the next
scheduled transfer time, in which case it will begin that scheduled
transfer instead of restarting.
sourcelocation
tcpwindowsize

string

The source location of a schedule to set. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

integer TCP window size in bytes. If specified as 0, size is set to an internally
optional determined default value. If not specified, the previous value is retained.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-set-sync-schedule

[top]

Establishes a synchronous or semi-synchronous schedule. Currently, the schedules are in:
/etc/snapmirror.conf. Semi-synchronous mode is determined by specifying semi-sync.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
This option specifies the mode to be used for establishing connection
between source and destination. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between source and destination will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addresses configured, then the
connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
source and destination will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.

connectionmode

string
If not specified, the previous value is retained. If nothing was mentioned
optional
previously, it is set as default, where connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet".
This argument is not effective when an IP address is specified instead of
source hostname. If the IP address format and connection-mode do not
match, the operation will fail with proper error message.

destinationlocation

iscompressed

string

The destination location of a schedule to set. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is transferred
between the source and destination storage system. If false, transferred
data will not be compressed. Upon initial configuration, default is false.
boolean
On subsequent requests, the current configured setting is retained if not
optional
provided. This argument can only be used when a connection definition is
used for the relationship entry. Using this argument without a connection
definition will throw an error message.

string

The number of outstanding operations allowed before blocking on the
source. The format is a number followed by the one of the following
units: "ops", "s", or "ms". If the specified value is less than 10s, the
mirror is configured to run in a fully synchronous mode. If the specified

ops-throttle

sourcelocation

optional value is greater than or equal to 10s, the mirror is configured to run in
semi-synchronous mode. If not specified, the previous value is retained.
This is a deprecated parameter. Use the sync-mode parameter instead to
specify the sync mode.
string

The source location of a schedule to set. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

sync-mode

This specifies whether the mirror should be configured in sync or in semisync mode. Possible values are: "full_sync" and "semi_sync". If the user
wants to configure the mirror to run in fully synchronous mode, the user
string must specify "full_sync" as the value for this parameter. If the user wants
optional to configure the mirror to run in semi-synchronous mode, the user must
specify "semi_sync" as the value of this parameter. If not specified, the
mirror will be configured to run in full synchronous mode. This parameter
overrides the deprecated ops-throttle parameter.

tcpwindowsize

integer TCP window size in bytes. If specified as 0, size is set to an internally
optional determined default value. If not specified, the previous value is retained.

visibilityfrequency

Controls how often the source snapspot will be visible on the destination
mirror. This input is used to control the value of visibility_interval in the
integer
snapmirror.conf file. The units are in seconds. A typical value to use for
this input is 180.

License
replicate

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-create

[top]

Add an owner to preserve a Snapshot copy for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

snapshotSnapshot Copy Name
id

snapshotownername

Specifies the name of the owner to preserve a Snapshot copy for a
snapshotSnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration. An owner can contain
ownerletters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), and can be at most
name
32 characters long. If no owner is specified, the system will assign an
optional
internal default owner to preserve the Snapshot copy.

volume

volumeVolume Name
name

vserver

vserverVserver Name
name

Errno
EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

Description

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-destroy

[top]

Delete an owner used to preserve a Snapshot copy for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade
configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

snapshotSnapshot Copy Name
id

snapshotownername

snapshotownername
optional

The specified owner is removed from the Snapshot copy. If no owner
name is provided, the system will look for and remove the internal
default name for the owner. A specified owner of '*' removes all owners
from the Snapshot copy.

volume

volumeVolume Name
name

vserver

vserverVserver Name
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-get

[top]

List all owners used to preserve a Snapshot copy for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.
Input Name Range
snapshot

Type
snapshot-id

Description
Name of the snapshot.

volume

volume-name Name of the volume to which this snapshot belongs.

vserver

vserver-name Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs.

Output Name Range
snapshotowner-names

Type

Description

snapshot- Returns the owner(s) used to preserve a Snapshot copy for a
owner-name[] SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-get-snapshots

[top]

List all Snapshot copies that are preserved for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.
Input Name Range

Type
volume-

Description

volume

name

Name of the volume to which this snapshot belongs.

vserverName of the vserver to which this volume belongs.
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot- Returns the Snapshot copies that are preserved using owners for a
id[]
SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.

snapshots
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-throttle

[top]

Changes the max transfer rate of an active transfer. The API can be issued to either the source or the
destination filer.
Input Name Range Type

The destination location of the active transfer. The destination location is
string of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

destinationlocation
maxtransferrate

Description

integer

Errno

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. A value '0' disables the
throttle, ie. the filer will transfer as fast as it can. Range: 0..2^32-1

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-update
Updates the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship. The update is asynchronously handled,
and there is no guarantee that it will succeed.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode the snapmirror-get-status API can be used to check the status of
the update. The API must be issued on the destination storage system.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode and
for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (relationshipcontrol-plane set 'v1'), a job will be spawned to operate on the SnapMirror relationship, and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, you can track the progress of the operation

[top]

using the snapmirror-get API, except for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later result-operation-id is returned. It only contains a valid value if the
relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000)
is returned when the field is not valid. This operation-id appears in the current-operation-id field
returned by the snapmirror-get API as long as the operation is active.
With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, this API can be used to update a relationship between two volumes or
two Vservers. 1. When volume names are specified, this API updates a volume level relationship. 2.
When Vserver names without volume names are specified, this API will update a relationship between
two Vservers.
With Data ONTAP 9.1, this API can be used to update a relationship between a Data ONTAP source
volume and an AltaVault destination endpoint. 1. When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source
must be a Data ONTAP volume. 2. An AltaVault source cannot be specifed for update.
With Data ONTAP 9.3, this API can be used to update a relationship between a Data ONTAP volume and
a SolidFire endpoint. 1. When a SolidFire endpoint is specified, the other side of the SnapMirror
relationship must be a Data ONTAP volume.
You must specify the destination endpoint when using snapmirror-update.
The API makes the destination endpoint or non-Data ONTAP destination an up-to-date mirror of the
source endpoint.
This API must be used from the destination storage system on Data ONTAP 7-Mode, or from the
destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and from the destination Vserver on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, if the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume must be in the
restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a qtree, the qtree must not already exist.
On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode if the destination volume or non-Data ONTAP endpoint is empty, the
snapmirror-update API will fail. The snapmirror-initialize API must be called to perform the baseline
transfer before the snapmirror-update can be called.
For data protection relationships, the snapmirror-update API makes the destination volume an up-todate mirror of the source volume with the following steps:
If the source volume is read-write, takes a Snapshot copy on the source volume to capture the
current image of the source volume.
Finds the most recent Snapshot copy on the destination volume and validates that the
corresponding Snapshot copy is on the source.
Incrementally transfers Snapshot copies that are newer than the corresponding Snapshot copy to
the destination volume.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault, the snapmirror-update API does not
take a Snapshot copy on the source volume. For extended data protection relationships with policy type
as mirror-vault, the snapmirror-update API takes a Snapshot copy on the source volume. But both of
them transfer only selected Snapshot copies that are newer than the common Snapshot copy to the
destination volume. Snapshot copies are selected by matching their 'snapmirror-label' with the
'snapmirror-label' of one of the rules from the corresponding SnapMirror policy associated with the
SnapMirror relationship. All matching Snapshot copies are incrementally transferred to the destination
volume.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault, the snapmirrorupdate API also manages expiration of Snapshot copies on the destination volume. It does so by
deleting Snapshot copies that have exceeded the value of 'keep' for the matching rule from the
corresponding SnapMirror policy associated with the SnapMirror relationship. Snapshot copies that
match the same 'snapmirror-label' will be deleted in oldest-first order.
For data protection relationships, the parameter 'source-snapshot' is optional and allows for the transfer

of Snapshot copies newer than the common Snapshot copy up to the specified 'source-snapshot'.
For extended data protection relationships, the parameter 'source-snapshot' is optional and allows
transfer of a Snapshot copy that is older than the common Snapshot copy and/or may not be selected
for transfer based on policy-based selection of an update transfer.
After the snapmirror-update API successfully completes, the last Snapshot copy transferred is made the
new exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume. If an update to an extended data protection
relationship specifies a Snapshot copy using the 'source-snapshot' parameter that is older than the
common snapshot, after the snapmirror-update API successfully completes, the exported Snapshot copy
on the destination volume will remain unchanged.
If the snapmirror-update does not finish successfully, due to a network failure or because a snapmirrorabort API was issued for example, a restart checkpoint might be recorded on the destination volume. If
a restart checkpoint is recorded, the next update restarts and continues the transfer from the restart
checkpoint. For extended data protection relationships, the next update will restart and continue the old
transfer regardless of whether it is a matching Snapshot copy or not.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, you can use the snapmirror-update API to update a
specific load-sharing mirror that lags behind up-to-date destination volumes in the set of load-sharing
mirrors. An update to the lagging load-sharing mirror should bring it up to date with the other up-todate destination volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. Note: You might have to run the
snapmirror-update API more than once if the command does not finish before the next scheduled
update of the set of load-sharing mirrors.
Input Name
destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the
destination is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP ClusterMode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use either
the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. On Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, if the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume
must be in the restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a
qtree, the qtree must not already exist. This parameter is
mandatory on Data ONTAP 7-mode This parameter is mandatory if

destination-vserver and, for relationships with volumes as
endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.
destinationsnapshot

Creates the specified snapshot (in addition to the regular SnapMirror
string
snapshot) on the destination after the qtree SnapMirror transfer is
optional
over.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
paramter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.
Enables storage efficiency on an extended data protection
relationship with policy type vault which is not currently storage
efficient. Storage efficient in this context refers to both over-thewire efficiency and how the data is written to the destination
volume.

enablestorageefficiency

The transfer fails if it cannot be done storage efficiently. If the
transfer succeeds, storage efficiency will be enabled on this
extended data protection relationship and all future transfers will
boolean
continue to be storage efficient for as long as possible, but will not
optional
fail should those transfers not be storage efficient.
The default value for this parameter is false. Note that a false value
for this parameter only means that storage efficiency will not
attempt to be switched on. If storage efficiency is currently enabled,
providing this value as false will not disable storage efficiency.
This paramter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.

maxtransfer-rate

sourcecluster

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
integer
is applied individually to each constituent relationship. On Data
optional
ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the max-transfer-rate parameter
does not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.
Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the

following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
when specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume
or the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP 7-Mode, If the sourcelocation is not specified, then the source in /etc/snapmirror.conf for
the destination path is used.
Specifies the Snapshot copy on the source to use as the basis for
the update. It is used for updates to Data ONTAP 7-mode qtree
relationships and Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode relationships.
For a qtree relationship, Data ONTAP 7-mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy and transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead.

sourcesnapshot

For data protection relationships and extended data protection
relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data ONTAP ClusterMode does not create a new Snapshot copy. Depending on the
specific policy attached, it will either transfer only the specified
string
Snapshot copy, or it will use the specified Snapshot copy as if it
optional
were the most recent one; that is, all copies between the most
recent common one and the specified one are transferred, but no
copies newer than the specified one are transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault or
mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It just transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead
of the ones that match its policy's rules.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

string
optional

Range

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values are:
"normal", and "low". The default value is the value specified in the
snapmirror policy which is associated with the relationship.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer Error code, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is only
code
1]
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Cluster-Mode.
Error description, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is
string
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Clusteroptional
Mode.

result-errormessage
result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job. This parameter is
optional only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
1]

resultoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid
string
value if the relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID
optional
value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned
when the field is not valid.

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
string
"failed". This parameter is only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or
optional
above operating in Cluster-Mode.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
ETRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_DST
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED

Description

EVSERVERDR_POLICY_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_BREAK_INCOMPLETE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-update-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-update-iter API updates the destination volumes of one or more SnapMirror
relationships. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (The relationship-control-plane field is
set to 'v1'), A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The
progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
Enables storage efficiency on a vault relationship which is not
currently storage efficient. Storage efficient in this context refers
to both over-the-wire efficiency and how the data is written to
the destination volume.

enablestorageefficiency

boolean
optional

The transfer fails if it cannot be done storage efficiently. If the
transfer succeeds, storage efficiency will be enabled on this vault
relationship and all future transfers will continue to be storage
efficient for as long as possible, but will not fail should those
transfers not be storage efficient.
The default value for this parameter is false. Note that a false
value for this parameter only means that storage efficiency will
not attempt to be switched on. If storage efficiency is currently
enabled, providing this value as false will not disable storage
efficiency.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Specifies the Snapshot copy on the source to use as the basis for
the update. It is used for updates to Data ONTAP 7-mode qtree
relationships and Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode relationships.
For a qtree relationship, Data ONTAP 7-mode does not create a
new Snapshot copy and transfers the specified Snapshot copy
instead.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

For data protection relationships and extended data protection
relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data ONTAP ClusterMode does not create a new Snapshot copy. Depending on the
specific policy attached, it will either transfer only the specified
Snapshot copy, or it will use the specified Snapshot copy as if it
were the most recent one; that is, all copies between the most
recent common one and the specified one are transferred, but
no copies newer than the specified one are transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault
or mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It just transfers the specified Snapshot copy
instead of the ones that match its policy's rules.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.

string
optional

tag

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. The default
value is the value specified in the snapmirror policy which is
associated with the relationship. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
update-

failure-list

iter-info[]
optional

next-tag

due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
element 'return-failure-list' is true.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
updatescheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-update-ls-set

[top]

The snapmirror-update-ls-set API updates destination volumes of the set of load-sharing mirrors. The
API makes destination volumes, in the group of load-sharing mirrors, up-to-date mirrors of the source
volume. You must specify the source endpoint when using snapmirror-update-ls-set. Separate
SnapMirror transfers are performed from the source volume to each of the up-to-date destination
volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. Load-sharing mirrors that lag behind the up-to-date
destination volumes might not be updated by the snapmirror-update-ls-set API. Use the snapmirrorupdate API to update a lagging load-sharing mirror. A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror
and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship. When
string
specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
optional
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume.

sourcevolume

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source cluster and source Vserver must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.

sourcevserver

Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source cluster and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

Element definition: address-pair

[top]

Source and destination address pair.
Name

Range Type

destination-addr
source-addr

Description

string Destination address in the form of filer name or IP address.
string Source address in the form of filer name or IP address.

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: cg-item-mapping

[top]

Snapmirror Consistency Group Item Mapping
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: destination-info

[top]

Source location, destination location, and source snapshot of a snapmirrored pair.
Name

Range Type

Description

destinationlocation

Destination location of the snapmirrored pair. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
string
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree> or the clone form: <filer>:<volume>->
[clone:<clone_name>].

sourcelocation

The source location of the snapmirrored pair. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume>, or it is of the qtree form:
string <filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. In versions of ONTAP earlier than 7.0,
there was a bug which omitted the filer name, so the volume form is:
<volume>, and the qtree form is: /vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

sourcesnapshot

string The source snapshot.

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-transfer-priority-enum

[top]

low|normal Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
[none]

Element definition: smendpointtype

[top]

flexvol|object-store Possible values:
"flexvol" ,
"object_store"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-abort-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-break-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-capabilities-info
Capabilities information for a single endpoint type When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

endpointtype

is-dpodestinationenabled

Range

Type

Description

Endpoint type. Only value of type flexvol is supported. The value
of type object_store is for NetApp internal use only and is
expected to be incompatible with a future release. Attributes:
smendpointtype key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"flexvol" ,
"object_store"
boolean
optional

Whether or not this cluster has a DP_Optimized (Data Protection
Optimized) license installed. If the license is installed, the value is
true, otherwise it is false. Attributes: non-creatable, non-

[top]

modifiable

is-dposourceenabled

boolean
optional

Whether or not this cluster supports bypassing source SnapMirror
license checking if the destination cluster for a SnapMirror
relationship has a DP_Optimized (Data Protection Optimized)
license installed. Some hardware platforms support this
bypassing and some do not. If one or more nodes support
bypassing, the value is true, otherwise it is false. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

issnaplocklicensed

boolean
optional

Whether or not this cluster has a SnapLock license installed. If
the license is installed, the value is true, otherwise it is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapmirrorpolicytypes

snapmirrorpolicy-capinfo[]
optional

Capabilities information for policy types.

Element definition: snapmirror-check-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
[0..2^641]

jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Element definition: snapmirror-connection-info
Information about one connection.
Name

Range

Type

Description

addresspair1

address-pair The first source and destination address pair.

addresspair2

address-pair
The second source and destination address pair.
optional

mode

string

Connection mode. Possible values are: "multi" and "failover".

name

string

Name of the connection. The name is in ASCII and must begin with
an alpha character.

snapmirrorerror

snapmirrorerror
Present if there is an error for a snapmirror connection.

[top]

optional

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility-info

[top]

SnapMirror Config-Replication Aggregate Eligibility Info When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

aggrThe aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
name
hosting eligibility. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

comment

If the aggregate is not eligible to host additional config-replication
string
volumes, this comment indicates the reason. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

hostedconfigurationreplicationvolumes

volumeThe volumes used for config-replication that are currently hosted
name[]
by this aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-eligible-to-hostadditionalvolumes

boolean Whether or not this aggregate is eligible to host more configoptional replication volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-status-comm-info
Results of the SnapMirror config replication communication status check When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

heartbeatrecoverysteps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with the peer cluster
optional heartbeat. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastheartbeatreceived

The timestamp of the last SnapMirror configuration replication hearbeat
datetime
received from the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

last-

The timestamp of the last SnapMirror configuration replication

[top]

heartbeatsent

datetime
heartbeat sent to the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

peer-cluster

string The peer cluster destination for SnapMirror configuration replication.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

peer-clusteruuid

string The UUID of the peer cluster destination for SnapMirror configuration
optional replication. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that the SnapMirror configuration replication heartbeat to the
peer cluster is healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

remoteheartbeat

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-status-info
Results of the SnapMirror config replication status check When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication is enabled on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-running

boolean Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication is running on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

recovery-steps

Recovery steps in case the check finds config replication is not enabled
string
or is enabled but not running. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
The location of SnapMirror configuration replication storage.
Examples:

storage-in-use

string
optional

Node Local on node-123
Cluster-wide Volume:
MDV_CRS_1bc7134a5ddf11e3b63f123478563412_A
Unavailable
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-nonhealthyreason

string The underlying root cause for non-healthy SnapMirror configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagerecovery-steps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication storage is healthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[top]

storage-status

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

vserverrecovery-steps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication Vserver streams. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication Vserver streams are
healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

vserverstreams

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-storage-info

[top]

Snapmirror Config-Replication Storage info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
disallowedaggregates
usemirroredaggregate

Range

Type

Description

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the Async
name[] Vserver DR configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether mirrored aggregates are currently in use by Async
boolean
Vserver DR configuration replication. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-destination-info
Information about a Destination of a SnapMirror Relationship Source When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies a list of the Consistency Group (CG) item mappings. This

[top]

cg-itemmappings

parameter is applicable to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and destination
volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

destinationlocation

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future.
string The destination endpoint can be specified using the location format
optional above, or by specifying the parameters for the name of the
destination Vserver and the name of the destination volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvolume

Specifies the name of destination volume for the SnapMirror
string relationshp. The name of the destination Vserver must also be
optional specified if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

destinationvserver

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the relationship.
string
The name of the destination volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not supported
for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror relationships.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. On Data ONTAP 8.2,
relationships with type extended data protection will behave as if the
policy type were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror
and mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

policy-type

string
optional

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

Specifies the timestamp indicating when the progress of the ongoing
progress- [0..2^31- integer transfer was last updated. This parameter is not supported for
last-updated
1]
optional SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup
constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group relationship
that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships, specifies the type
of the group relationship. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,

"flexgroup" ,
"vserverflexgroup"
relationshipid

string Specifies the SnapMirror relationship ID. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the SnapMirror relationship status. This parameter is
present only if at least one transfer has been performed since the
node hosting the source volume joined the quorum. Possible values
are:

relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle',
'transferring'
This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the SnapMirror relationship type. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

relationshiptype

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

string
optional

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future. The
string source endpoint can be specified using the location format above, or
optional by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver and
the name of the source volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolume

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
string relationship. The name of the source Vserver must also be specified
optional if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolumenode

Node which owns the source volume of the relationship. For
string
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
optional
constituent source volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
string
relationship. The name of the source volume must also be specified if
optional
using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

transferprogress

Specifies the number of bytes processed so far for the ongoing
[0..2^63- integer transfer. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
1]
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional
string

Description
Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

optional

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.
Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-file-path

[top]

Snapmirror File Path
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-get-dp-personality

[top]

SnapMirror Data Protection Personality When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-dp-personality

Type

Description

boolean
DP Personality. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: snapmirror-history-info

[top]

SnapMirror history When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

A message describing the cause of the failure or additional
string information about a successful operation such as if a checkpoint was
optional cleared as part of an abort operation. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following format:

destinationlocation

destinationvolume

<[vserver:]volume>
<vserver:>

string
optional This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers. The destination endpoint can be specified
using the location format, or by specifying the parameters for the
name of the destination Vserver and the name of the destination
volume or the destination Vserver for Vserver SnapMirror
relationships. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship.If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified:
The name of the destination Vserver.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified for volume SnapMirror relationships:
The name of destination volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

end-time

datetime The timestamp of the end time of the operation, in seconds since
optional Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

operation-id

string A unique identifier assigned to a SnapMirror operation. Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the operation happened on the relationship. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationtype

string
optional

"create" - Snapmirror Create,
"modify" - Snapmirror Modify,
"quiesce" - Snapmirror Quiesce,
"resume" - Snapmirror Resume,
"delete" - Snapmirror Delete,
"initialize" - Snapmirror Initialize,
"manual_update" - Snapmirror Manual Update,
"scheduled_update" - Snapmirror Scheduled Update,
"break" - Snapmirror Break,
"resync" - Snapmirror Resync,
"abort" - Snapmirror Abort,
"restore" - Snapmirror Restore,
"automatic_resync" - Snapmirror Automatic Resync,
"failover" - Snapmirror Failover
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group relationship
that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships, specifies the type
of the group relationship. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup" ,
"vserverflexgroup"

A unique identifier assigned to the SnapMirror relationship when it is
string
created. This is not applicable for Vserver SnapMirror relationships.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

relationshipid

string
optional

result

Result of the SnapMirror operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"success" - Succesful Operation,
"failure" - Failed Operation
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following format:

sourcelocation

string
optional

sourcevolume

string
optional

<[vserver:]volume>
<vserver:> This format depends on Vserver peering setup
between the source and destination Vservers.
The source endpoint can be specified using the location format, or
by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver
and the name of the source volume or the source Vserver for
Vserver SnapMirror relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified:
The name of the source Vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified for volume SnapMirror relationships:
The name of source volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

datetime The timestamp of the start time of the operation, in seconds since
optional Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

start-time
transfer-size

[0..2^63- integer The total number of bytes transferred as part of the transfer
optional operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: snapmirror-info

[top]

Information about the SnapMirror Relationship. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The number of failed SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,

break-failed- [0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
break[0..2^64- integer
takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional
1]
the node that hosts the relationship. This the relationship control
count
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the catalog metadata transfer status for the SnapMirror
relationship. Possible values are:
catalogstatus

string
optional

'idle' - No catalog metadata transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - A catalog metadata transfer is in progress.
This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtotalprogress

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current catalog metadata transfer for the relationship. This is set
[0..2^63- integer
only when the catalog-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
1]
progress. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or
later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtransfersnapshot

Specifies the name of the current snapshot copy for which the
catalog metadata is being transferred. This is set only when the
string
catalog-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
optional
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

cg-itemmappings

Specifies a list of the consistency group (CG) item mappings. This
parameter is relevant to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and
destination volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

The upper bound in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred for the current transfer. This value can be the same as
the 'max-transfer-rate' or different if overwritten when starting the
transfer via the associated commands or APIs (snapmirror-initialize,
current-max- [0..2^32- integer
snapmirror-update, snapmirror-resync, snapmirror-restore). This
optional
transfer-rate
1]
parameter is only valid when a transfer is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
currentoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the currently executing SnapMirror
string operation.This parameter is only available in Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

currenttransfererror

A message describing the last retryable error encountered by the
string current transfer. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

currenttransferpriority

string
optional

Priority assigned to the ongoing transfer. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if a transfer is in progress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

The type of transfer taking place. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

currenttransfer-type

destinationcluster

string
optional

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can

be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of
the destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or
the destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes:
key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvolume-node

Node which owns the destination volume of the relationship. For
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
string constituent destination volume. This parameter is available only on
optional Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvserver-uuid
exportedsnapshot
exportedsnapshottimestamp

A unique identifier assigned to the destination Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
optional volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

The number of files being restored by file restore. This parameter is
file-restore- [0..2^64- integer
only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional
file-count
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
file-restorefile-list

identity-

List of the destination file names of the files being restored by file
string[] restore. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
This optional parameter specifies whether or not the identity of the
source Vserver is replicated to the destination Vserver and is
applicable on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. If this parameter is set to
boolean true, the source Vserver's configuration will additionally be

preserve

is-autoexpandenabled

optional replicated to the destination. If the parameter is set to false, then
only the source Vserver's volumes and RBAC configuration are
replicated to the destination. By default this parameter will be false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto expand.
boolean
If specified as false, destination will not be expanded automatically.
optional
This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup relationships. If the
paramter is not specified, auto expansion will be enabled on
FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 9.3 or later. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

is-healthy

lag-time

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
False if the last manual or scheduled update failed or was aborted,
boolean
or if the last scheduled update was delayed. Otherwise true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The amount of time in seconds by which the data on the mirror lags
[0..2^32- integer behind the source. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The amount of time in seconds it took for the last transfer to
complete. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
optional
duration
1]
'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The Timestamp of the end of the last transfer. This parameter is
last-transfer[0..2^31- integer available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusterendoptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non1]
timestamp
creatable, non-modifiable
last-transfererror

A message describing the cause of the last transfer failure. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
string
Cluster-Mode, if the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if the last
optional
transfer was unsuccessful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

List of codes providing additional information on the cause and
context of the last transfer failure. These are Data ONTAP internal
codes, not API errnos. This parameter is reserved for use only by
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer[]
vendor provided management tools, and is available only on Data
optional
error-codes
1]
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was unsuccessful.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
last-transferfrom

last-transfernetworkcompressionratio

The source endpoint of the last transfer. This parameter is available
string only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
optional relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire as a
part of the last transfer. If network compression was disabled for
the last transfer, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter
is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable
The total number of bytes transferred as part of the last transfer.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2',
last-transfer- [0..2^63- integer
and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter is not
size
1]
optional
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the previous transfer for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

last-transfertype

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
max[0..2^32- integer
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
transfer-rate
1]
optional
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing transfers
and transfers for other relationships with Relationship Capability of
Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Specifies the mirror state of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible
values are:

mirror-state

string
optional

'uninitialized' - Destination volume has not been initialized,
'snapmirrored' - Destination volume has been initialized and
is ready to receive SnapMirror updates,
'broken-off' - Destination volume is RW and snapshots are
present.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

networkcompressionratio

The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire with
network compression enabled. The left side of the ratio represents
the value obtained by dividing uncompressed bytes transferred by
compressed bytes transferred. The compression ratio is not
maintained across checkpoint restarts. If network compression is
string disabled, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This is set only when the
optional relationship-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not supported
for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for

FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
newestsnapshot
newestsnapshottimestamp

opmask

policy

policy-type

string The name of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
A mask that provides information about the capabilities of the
relationship. This parameter is reserved for use only by vendor
[0..2^64- integer
provided management tools. This parameter is available only on
optional
1]
Data ONTAP 9.0 or later operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the snapmirror policy for the relationship. For
SnapMirror relationships of type 'vault' or 'extended data
protection', the policy will also have rules to select snapshot copies
string that must be transferred. If no policy is specified, a default policy
optional will be applied depending on the type of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. On Data ONTAP 8.2, relationships
with type extended data protection will behave as if the policy type
were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror and
mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"active_sync_mirror"

A timestamp indicating when the progress of the transfer was last
updated. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
progress- [0..2^31- integer
'v2', and if a transfer is in progress. This parameter is not
last-updated
1]
optional
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the control plane used for the relationship. Possible
values are:

relationshipcontrol-plane

string
optional

'v1' - Data ONTAP 8.1 compatible control plane. The endpoint
location format [<cluster>:][//<vserver>/]<volume> must
be used. Long operations such as initialize, update and
resync will spawn a job, and return a job id. The job API must
be used to track the progress of the operations.
'v2' - Data ONTAP 8.2 and later compatible control plane. The
endpoint location format [<vserver>:]<volume> should be
used. Long operations such as initialize, update, and resync
do not spawn a job and do not return a job id. The
snapmirror-get API must be used to track the progress of

these operations.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode.' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group
relationship that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships,
specifies the type of the group relationship. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

relationshipid

A unique identifier assigned to the SnapMirror relationship when it
string is created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
optional later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup"

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current activity of the relationship as returned in the relationshipstatus. This is set only when the relationship-status indicates that
relationship- [0..2^63- integer
an activity is in progress. This parameter is not supported for
progress
1]
optional
SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for
FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the status of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible values
are:

relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle' - Transfers are enabled, and no transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled and a
transfer is in progress,
'checking'- The destination volume is undergoing a diagnostic
check and no transfer is in progress. Only applicable for
SnapMirror relationships with the relationship-control-plane
field set to 'v1',
'quiescing' - A SnapMirror transfer is in progress, additional
transfers are disabled,
'quiesced' - SnapMirror transfers are disabled, no transfer is
in progress,
'queued' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, and a transfer
operation has been accepted and queued in the system,
'preparing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in
the pre-transfer phase for Vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'finalizing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in the
post-transfer phase for vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'aborting' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, however a
transfer abort operation that may include removal of the
checkpoint is underway,
'breaking' - The SnapMirror relationship is being broken off
and no transfer is in progress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the type of the SnapMirror relationship. An extended data
protection relationship with a policy of type vault is equivalent to a

'vault' relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshiptype

string
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

The number of failed SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
failed-count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
schedule

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, which is used to update
string
the SnapMirror relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable

snapshotcheckpoint

The number of bytes transferred as recorded for the checkpoint of
the current or most recent transfer snapshot. This parameter is not
[0..2^63- integer
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
optional
1]
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

snapshotprogress

The number of bytes transferred for the transfer snapshot. This is
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
[0..2^63- integer
progress. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional
1]
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:
<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format

sourcelocation

string
optional

depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: key, optional-forcreate, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

sourcevserver-uuid

totaltransferbytes

totaltransfertime-secs

A unique identifier assigned to the source Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Cumulative bytes transferred for the relationship since the last
reboot, aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
[0..2^64- integer relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not
1]
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup volume relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup volume constituent relationships.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Cumulative total transfer time in seconds since the last reboot,
aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
[0..2^32- integer switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
optional relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
1]
later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable
transfersnapshot

The name of the current snapshot copy being transferred. This is
string
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
progress. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

tries

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual or
scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default is
eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to disable
manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror relationship. This
string
parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Clusteroptional
Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the
maximum number of times to attempt a transfer is an attribute of
the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the value of this parameter is
ignored. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The reason the relationship is not healthy. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusteroptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

unhealthyreason

The number of failed SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
failed-count
1]
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
string
option is currently a reserved option and should not be used for
optional
queries. The destination-vserver parameter should be used to
select the Vserver in a cluster context. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

vserver

Element definition: snapmirror-initialize-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey
status

[0..2^641]

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",

[top]

"in_progress", "failed".

Element definition: snapmirror-list-unprotected

[top]

SnapMirror List Unprotected When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

sourcevserver

Type

Description

string Specifies the source Vserver for which to list unprotected volumes.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror-key

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

Element definition: snapmirror-path

[top]

Snapmirror path name
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-promote-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Error code, if the operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

snapmirrorkey

snapmirrorinfo

The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: snapmirror-quiesce-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-release-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirrorkey

snapmirrordestination-info

The keys for the snapmirror object to which the
operation applies.

Element definition: snapmirror-resume-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

Description

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-resync-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
[0..2^641]

jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Element definition: snapmirror-schedule-info
Contains the SnapMirror schedule per destination. If the schedule contains an error, only destinationlocation and snapmirror-error will be present.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Days in the month for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

days-ofmonth

string
optional

- := match nothing;
1 := match day 1;
1,3 := match day 1 and 3;
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5;
1-30/7 := match day 1,8,15,22,29;
* := matches all possible legal values;
If there is an error, days-of-month will not be present and
snapmirror-error will be present.
Days in the week for which the schedule is set. 0 represents Sunday,
and 6 represents Saturday. The form is crontab-like, with possible
values of:

days-ofweek

string
optional

- := match nothing.
1 := match day 1 (Mon);
1,3 := match day 1 and 3 (Mon and Wed);
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5 (Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri);
* := matches all possible legal values;

[top]

If there is an error, days-of-week will not be present and snapmirrorerror will be present.
destinationlocation

string

The destination location of the schedule. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.
Hours in the day for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

string
optional

hours

- := match nothing;
1 := match hour 1;
1,3 := match hour 1 and 3;
2-5 := match hour 2,3,4,5;
1-24/3 := match hour 1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22;
* := matches all possible legal values;
If there is an error, hours will not be present and snapmirror-error
will be present.

iscompressed

boolean
optional

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is
transferred between the source and destination storage system. If
false, transferred data will not be compressed. The default is false.

maxtransferrate

integer
optional

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. If not present, then
the transfer rate is as fast as the filer can transfer.
Minutes in the hour for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

string
optional

minutes

- := match nothing;
1 := match minute 1;
1,3 := match minute 1 and 3;
2-5 := match minute 2,3,4,5;
1-12/3 := match minute 1,4,7,10;
0-55/5 := match minute 0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40, 45,50,55;
* := matches all possible legal values;
If there is an error, minutes will not be present and snapmirror-error
will be present.

snapmirrorerror

snapmirrorPresent if there is an error for a snapmirror schedule.
error
optional

sourcelocation

string
optional

The source location of the schedule. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. If there is an error, source-location
will not be present and snapmirror-error will be present.

tcpwindowsize

integer
optional

TCP window size in bytes. If not present, then the TCP window size is
set to an internally determined default value.

Element definition: snapmirror-status-info

[top]

The SnapMirror pair status.
Name
basesnapshot

Range

Type

Description

string
Base snapshot name. Only present if available.
optional

contents

string

State of the active file system of snapmirror destinations. Possible
values are: "replica", "transitioning", and "original".

currenttransfererror

string A human readable transfer error of the current snapmirror transfer.
optional Present when there is a current error.

currenttransfertype

Type of the current SnapMirror transfer. Possible values are: initialize,
string
store, schedule, retry, retrieve, resync, and migrate. Only present
optional
when there is a transfer.

destinationlocation

string

The destination location of the SnapMirror pair. The form is <filer>:
<volume> or <filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

inodes[0..2^64- integer Shows the number of inodes replicated. Present during directory
optional processing phase.
replicated
1]
lag-time

integer Amount of time since the last snapmirror transfer in seconds.

lasttransferduration

integer Duration of the last SnapMirror transfer in seconds.

lasttransferfrom

string

Source location of the last SnapMirror transfer.

lasttransfersize

integer The size in kilo bytes (1024) of the last SnapMirror transfer.

lasttransfertype

Last SnapMirror transfer type. Possible values are: "initialize", "store",
string
"schedule", "retry", "retrieve", "resync", and "migrate". Only present
optional
when there was a last transfer.

mirrortimestamp

integer Access time in seconds since Jan 1, 1970.

replication- [0..2^64- integer Counter that is incremented for every replication operation. Present
optional during directory processing phase.
ops
1]
sourcelocation

string

The source location of the SnapMirror pair. The form is <filer>:
<volume> or <filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

state

string

SnapMirror pair state. Possible values are: "uninitialized",
"snapmirrored", "broken-off", "quiesced", "source", and "unknown".

string

SnapMirror pair transfer status. Possible values are: "Idle,
"Transferring", "Pending", "Aborting", "Migrating", "Quiescing",
"Resyncing", "Waiting", "Syncing", "In-sync" and "Paused". In case
the previous transfer was failed/aborted and had a restart checkpoint
set, the status could be "Idle with restart checkpoint" or "Pending
with restart checkpoint". In addition the status could be "Checking",
"Fixing" and "Transferring, Checking" when "snapmirror check"
command is being run on the destination volume.

status

transferprogress

integer Number of kilo bytes (1024) transfered in a current on-going transfer.

Element definition: snapmirror-sync-schedule-info
Contains the synchronous SnapMirror schedule per destination. If the schedule contains an error, only
destination-location and snapmirror-error will be present.
Name
destinationlocation

Range

Type

Description

string

The destination location of the schedule. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:

[top]

<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.
iscompressed

boolean
optional

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is
transferred between the source and destination storage system. If
false, transferred data will not be compressed. The default is false.

maxtransferrate

integer
optional

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. If not present, then
the transfer rate is as fast as the filer can transfer.

string
optional

The number of outstanding operations allowed before blocking on the
source. The format is a number followed by the one of the following
units: "ops", "s", or "ms". If the specified value is less than 10s, the
mirror is configured to run in a fully synchronous mode. If the
specified value is greater than or equal to 10s, the mirror is
configured to run in semi-synchronous mode.

ops-throttle

snapmirrorerror

snapmirrorPresent if there is an error for a snapmirror schedule.
error
optional
string
optional

The source location of the schedule. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. If there is an error, source-location
will not be present and snapmirror-error will be present.

sync-mode

string

This specifies whether the mirror is configured in sync or in semi-sync
mode. Possible values are: "full_sync" and "semi_sync". "full_sync"
means that the mirror is configured to run in a fully synchronous
mode. "semi_sync" means that the mirror is configured to run in a
semi synchronous mode.

tcpwindowsize

integer
optional

TCP window size in bytes. If not present, then the TCP window size is
set to an internally determined default value.

visibilityfrequency

integer
optional

Controls how often the source snapspot will be visible on the
destination mirror.

sourcelocation

Element definition: snapmirror-update-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey
status

[0..2^641]

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

[top]

Element definition: snapshot-id
Snapshot Id
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-owner-name

[top]

Snapshot Copy Owner Name
[none]

Element definition: tieringpolicy-enum

[top]

snapshot-only|auto|none|all Possible values:
"snapshot_only" - Tiers volume snapshot copies not associated with active file system to cloud
tier.,
"auto" - Tiers cold volume blocks to cloud tier,
"none" - Do not tier volume blocks to cloud tier,
"backup" - Transferred data blocks on DP volume starts on cloud tier.,
"all" - Tier volume blocks to the cloud tier as soon as possible
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.

[top]

Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name-nolink

[top]

Volume Name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: xc-vs-name

[top]

Cross Cluster Vserver Name
[none]

Element definition: address-pair

[top]

Source and destination address pair.
Name

Range Type

destination-addr
source-addr

string Source address in the form of filer name or IP address.

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate

Description

string Destination address in the form of filer name or IP address.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: smendpointtype

[top]

flexvol|object-store Possible values:
"flexvol" ,
"object_store"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-destination-info
Information about a Destination of a SnapMirror Relationship Source When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cg-itemmappings

Specifies a list of the Consistency Group (CG) item mappings. This
parameter is applicable to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and destination
volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

destinationlocation

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future.
string The destination endpoint can be specified using the location format
optional above, or by specifying the parameters for the name of the
destination Vserver and the name of the destination volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvolume

Specifies the name of destination volume for the SnapMirror
string relationshp. The name of the destination Vserver must also be
optional specified if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[top]

destinationvserver

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the relationship.
string
The name of the destination volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not supported
for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror relationships.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. On Data ONTAP 8.2,
relationships with type extended data protection will behave as if the
policy type were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror
and mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

policy-type

string
optional

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

Specifies the timestamp indicating when the progress of the ongoing
progress- [0..2^31- integer transfer was last updated. This parameter is not supported for
last-updated
1]
optional SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup
constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group relationship
that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships, specifies the type
of the group relationship. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

relationshipid

string Specifies the SnapMirror relationship ID. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup" ,
"vserverflexgroup"

Specifies the SnapMirror relationship status. This parameter is
present only if at least one transfer has been performed since the
node hosting the source volume joined the quorum. Possible values
are:
relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle',
'transferring'
This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Specifies the SnapMirror relationship type. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
relationshiptype

string
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future. The
string source endpoint can be specified using the location format above, or
optional by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver and
the name of the source volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolume

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
string relationship. The name of the source Vserver must also be specified
optional if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolumenode

Node which owns the source volume of the relationship. For
string
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
optional
constituent source volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
string
relationship. The name of the source volume must also be specified if
optional
using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

transferprogress

Specifies the number of bytes processed so far for the ongoing
[0..2^63- integer transfer. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
1]
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-error

[top]

Information about a single snapmirror schedule error.
Name Range Type
errno
reason

Description

integer The error number.
string

A human-readable concise reason for the error.

Element definition: snapmirror-info
Information about the SnapMirror Relationship. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

The number of failed SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
break-failed- [0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
break[0..2^64- integer
takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional
1]
the node that hosts the relationship. This the relationship control
count
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the catalog metadata transfer status for the SnapMirror
relationship. Possible values are:
catalogstatus

string
optional

'idle' - No catalog metadata transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - A catalog metadata transfer is in progress.
This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtotalprogress

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current catalog metadata transfer for the relationship. This is set
[0..2^63- integer
only when the catalog-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
1]
progress. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or
later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtransfersnapshot

Specifies the name of the current snapshot copy for which the
catalog metadata is being transferred. This is set only when the
string
catalog-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
optional
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

cg-itemmappings

Specifies a list of the consistency group (CG) item mappings. This
parameter is relevant to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and
destination volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

The upper bound in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred for the current transfer. This value can be the same as
the 'max-transfer-rate' or different if overwritten when starting the
transfer via the associated commands or APIs (snapmirror-initialize,
current-max- [0..2^32- integer
snapmirror-update, snapmirror-resync, snapmirror-restore). This
optional
transfer-rate
1]
parameter is only valid when a transfer is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
currentoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the currently executing SnapMirror
string operation.This parameter is only available in Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

currenttransfererror

A message describing the last retryable error encountered by the
string current transfer. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-

string

Priority assigned to the ongoing transfer. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if a transfer is in progress.

transferpriority

optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
The type of transfer taking place. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

currenttransfer-type

destinationcluster

string
optional

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for

relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of
the destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or
the destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes:
key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvolume-node

Node which owns the destination volume of the relationship. For
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
string constituent destination volume. This parameter is available only on
optional Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvserver-uuid
exportedsnapshot
exportedsnapshottimestamp

A unique identifier assigned to the destination Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
optional volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

The number of files being restored by file restore. This parameter is
file-restore- [0..2^64- integer
only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional
file-count
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
file-restorefile-list

List of the destination file names of the files being restored by file
string[] restore. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable

identitypreserve

This optional parameter specifies whether or not the identity of the
source Vserver is replicated to the destination Vserver and is
applicable on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. If this parameter is set to
boolean true, the source Vserver's configuration will additionally be
optional replicated to the destination. If the parameter is set to false, then
only the source Vserver's volumes and RBAC configuration are
replicated to the destination. By default this parameter will be false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-autoexpandenabled

Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto expand.
boolean
If specified as false, destination will not be expanded automatically.
optional
This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup relationships. If the
paramter is not specified, auto expansion will be enabled on
FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 9.3 or later. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

is-healthy

lag-time

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
False if the last manual or scheduled update failed or was aborted,
boolean
or if the last scheduled update was delayed. Otherwise true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The amount of time in seconds by which the data on the mirror lags
[0..2^32- integer behind the source. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The amount of time in seconds it took for the last transfer to
complete. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
optional
duration
1]
'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The Timestamp of the end of the last transfer. This parameter is
last-transfer[0..2^31- integer available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusterendoptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non1]
timestamp
creatable, non-modifiable
last-transfererror

A message describing the cause of the last transfer failure. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
string
Cluster-Mode, if the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if the last
optional
transfer was unsuccessful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

List of codes providing additional information on the cause and
context of the last transfer failure. These are Data ONTAP internal
codes, not API errnos. This parameter is reserved for use only by
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer[]
vendor provided management tools, and is available only on Data
optional
error-codes
1]
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was unsuccessful.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
last-transferfrom

The source endpoint of the last transfer. This parameter is available
string only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
optional relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire as a
part of the last transfer. If network compression was disabled for

last-transfernetworkcompressionratio

the last transfer, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter
is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

The total number of bytes transferred as part of the last transfer.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2',
last-transfer- [0..2^63- integer
and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter is not
optional
size
1]
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the previous transfer for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

last-transfertype

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
max[0..2^32- integer
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
transfer-rate
1]
optional
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing transfers
and transfers for other relationships with Relationship Capability of
Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Specifies the mirror state of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible
values are:

mirror-state

string
optional

'uninitialized' - Destination volume has not been initialized,
'snapmirrored' - Destination volume has been initialized and
is ready to receive SnapMirror updates,
'broken-off' - Destination volume is RW and snapshots are
present.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire with
network compression enabled. The left side of the ratio represents
the value obtained by dividing uncompressed bytes transferred by
compressed bytes transferred. The compression ratio is not
maintained across checkpoint restarts. If network compression is

networkcompressionratio

newestsnapshot
newestsnapshottimestamp

opmask

policy

policy-type

string disabled, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This is set only when the
optional relationship-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not supported
for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for
FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
string The name of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
A mask that provides information about the capabilities of the
relationship. This parameter is reserved for use only by vendor
[0..2^64- integer
provided management tools. This parameter is available only on
optional
1]
Data ONTAP 9.0 or later operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the snapmirror policy for the relationship. For
SnapMirror relationships of type 'vault' or 'extended data
protection', the policy will also have rules to select snapshot copies
string that must be transferred. If no policy is specified, a default policy
optional will be applied depending on the type of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. On Data ONTAP 8.2, relationships
with type extended data protection will behave as if the policy type
were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror and
mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"active_sync_mirror"

A timestamp indicating when the progress of the transfer was last
updated. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
progress- [0..2^31- integer
'v2', and if a transfer is in progress. This parameter is not
last-updated
1]
optional
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the control plane used for the relationship. Possible
values are:
'v1' - Data ONTAP 8.1 compatible control plane. The endpoint
location format [<cluster>:][//<vserver>/]<volume> must
be used. Long operations such as initialize, update and
resync will spawn a job, and return a job id. The job API must
be used to track the progress of the operations.

relationshipcontrol-plane

string
optional

'v2' - Data ONTAP 8.2 and later compatible control plane. The
endpoint location format [<vserver>:]<volume> should be
used. Long operations such as initialize, update, and resync
do not spawn a job and do not return a job id. The
snapmirror-get API must be used to track the progress of
these operations.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode.' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group
relationship that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships,
specifies the type of the group relationship. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

relationshipid

A unique identifier assigned to the SnapMirror relationship when it
string is created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
optional later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup"

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current activity of the relationship as returned in the relationshipstatus. This is set only when the relationship-status indicates that
relationship- [0..2^63- integer
an activity is in progress. This parameter is not supported for
progress
1]
optional
SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for
FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the status of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible values
are:

relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle' - Transfers are enabled, and no transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled and a
transfer is in progress,
'checking'- The destination volume is undergoing a diagnostic
check and no transfer is in progress. Only applicable for
SnapMirror relationships with the relationship-control-plane
field set to 'v1',
'quiescing' - A SnapMirror transfer is in progress, additional
transfers are disabled,
'quiesced' - SnapMirror transfers are disabled, no transfer is
in progress,
'queued' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, and a transfer
operation has been accepted and queued in the system,
'preparing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in
the pre-transfer phase for Vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'finalizing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in the
post-transfer phase for vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'aborting' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, however a
transfer abort operation that may include removal of the
checkpoint is underway,
'breaking' - The SnapMirror relationship is being broken off

and no transfer is in progress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the type of the SnapMirror relationship. An extended data
protection relationship with a policy of type vault is equivalent to a
'vault' relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshiptype

string
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

The number of failed SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
failed-count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
schedule

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, which is used to update
string
the SnapMirror relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable

snapshotcheckpoint

The number of bytes transferred as recorded for the checkpoint of
the current or most recent transfer snapshot. This parameter is not
[0..2^63- integer
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
optional
1]
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

snapshotprogress

The number of bytes transferred for the transfer snapshot. This is
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
[0..2^63- integer
progress. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional
1]
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:
<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.

sourcelocation

string
optional

<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: key, optional-forcreate, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

sourcevserver-uuid

totaltransferbytes

A unique identifier assigned to the source Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Cumulative bytes transferred for the relationship since the last
reboot, aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
[0..2^64- integer relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not
1]
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup volume relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup volume constituent relationships.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
totaltransfertime-secs

Cumulative total transfer time in seconds since the last reboot,
aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
[0..2^32- integer switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
optional relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
1]
later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

transfersnapshot

The name of the current snapshot copy being transferred. This is
string
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
progress. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

tries

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual or
scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default is
eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to disable
manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror relationship. This
string
parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Clusteroptional
Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the
maximum number of times to attempt a transfer is an attribute of
the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the value of this parameter is
ignored. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The reason the relationship is not healthy. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusteroptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

unhealthyreason

The number of failed SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
failed-count
1]
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
string
option is currently a reserved option and should not be used for
optional
queries. The destination-vserver parameter should be used to
select the Vserver in a cluster context. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

vserver

Element definition: snapmirror-policy-cap-info
Capabilities information for policy types.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultpolicy

smThe recommended policy to use for this policy type. Attributes: nonpolicy
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

defaultschedule

string The recommended schedule to use for this policy type. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Whether or not there is a license installed that enables using this policy

[top]

islicensed

boolean type. If a SnapMirror license is installed, all policy types are licensed. If only
optional a SnapVault license is installed, only policy type vault is licensed. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
A SnapMirror policy type supported by this endpoint type. Supported values
are async_mirror, mirror_vault, and vault. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

policytype

smpolicytypeenum
optional

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

supportssnaplockdest

boolean Whether or not this policy type supports a SnapLock volume as the
optional destination. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

supportssnaplocksource

boolean Whether or not this policy type supports a SnapLock volume as the source.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy-type-enum
vault|async-mirror|mirror-vault|strict-sync-mirror|sync-mirror|automated-failover|continuous Possible
values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: snapmirror-policy
snapmirror-policy-addrule
snapmirror-policy-create
snapmirror-policy-delete
snapmirror-policy-get
snapmirror-policy-get-iter
snapmirror-policy-modify
snapmirror-policymodify-rule
snapmirror-policyremove-rule

This set of APIs allows management of SnapMirror Policies in a
cluster environment including: creation, deletion, modification
and information query.

snapmirror-policy-add-rule

[top]

Add a rule to SnapMirror policy
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

keep

string

Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.

policy-name

smpolicy

The name of the SnapMirror policy.

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with
optional the rule.

prefix
preserve

boolean
Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled.
optional

schedule

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated
optional with the rule.

snapmirrorlabel
warn

string

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

[0..2^32- integer
Specifies the warning threshold count.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-create
Create the specified SnapMirror Policy

[top]

Input Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

Specifies the number of days before archiving objects for
Snapshot copies in S3/Blob storage to the glacier/archive tier.
Possible values are: integer from 0 to 999 and 'never'. Setting
the value to 0 will enable sending objects for Snapshot copies to
the glacier/archive tier as soon as possible. 999 means archive
objects for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier after
retaining them for 999 days in S3/Blob storage. The value
'never' means never archive objects for Snapshot copies to the
glacier/archive tier. If the parameter is not specified, archiving
will behave as if it was specified as 'never'. This parameter is
only supported for policies of type 'vault' and 'mirror-vault'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.8 and later.

are-dataopssequentiallysplit

boolean
optional

Configure splitter to split all data ops sequentially.

comment

string
optional

A human readable description associated with the SnapMirror
policy.

commonsnapshotschedule

string
optional

Specifies the common Snapshot copy creation schedule
associated with the rule.

archiveafter-days

discardconfigs

Range

[0..2^321]

Configurations Not Replicated During Identity Preserve Vserver
svmdrDR Possible values:
config-obj[]
optional
"network" - Network

ignore-atime

boolean
optional

Specifies whether incremental transfers will ignore files which
have only their access time changed. Applies to SnapMirror vault
relationships only.

is-networkcompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether network compression is enabled for transfers.
The default value is 'false'.

keep

string[]
optional

Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.

owner

policyowner
optional

policy-name

sm-policy

The owner of the SnapMirror policy. Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
The name of the SnapMirror policy.

prefix

string[]
optional

Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated
with the rule.

preserve

boolean[]
optional

Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled, which
determines the behavior when the Snapshot copy retention
count is reached on the SnapMirror Vault destination.

restart

returnrecord

Defines the behavior of SnapMirror if an interrupted transfer
exists. Applies to SnapMirror data protection relationship only.
sm-restart- Possible values:
enum
"always" ,
optional
"never" ,
"default"
boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the snapmirror-policy on successful
creation. Default: false

string[]

Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated

schedule
snapmirrorlabel

optional

with the rule.

string[]
optional

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

string
optional

tries

Specifies the priority at which a SnapMirror transfer runs.
'normal' : By default every transfer in the system has this
priority. These transfers are scheduled before most 'low' priority
transfers. 'low': These transfers have least priority and usually
are scheduled after most 'normal' priority transfers. Possible
values:
"low" ,
"normal"
Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each
manual or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. Valid
input is a positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.
The type of the Snapmirror policy. This field is only applicable on
Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Policy type strict-syncmirror and sync-mirror are not supported on Data ONTAP 9.4 or
earlier. This parameter is required on Data ONTAP 9.5 and later.
Possible values:

type

warn

[0..2^32- integer[]
optional
1]

window-sizefor-tdpmirror
Output Name

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

sm-policytype-enum
optional

Range

result

Specifies the warning threshold count.

size
optional

Window size for TDP Mirror Transfer Operations. The default size
is 2MB.

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe snapmirror-policy created (keys or the entire object if
policy-info
requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-delete

[top]

Delete the specified SnapMirror Policy
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

sm-policy The name of the SnapMirror policy.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EPOLICY_CANNOT_DELETE_BUILTIN
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-get

[top]

Get Information about a single SnapMirror Policy
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
policy-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
policy-name

sm-policy

Output Name Range

The name of the SnapMirror policy.

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror-policy.
policy-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get Information about multiple SnapMirror Policies
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
policy-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

snapmirror-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror-policy

query

policy-info
object. All snapmirror-policy objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorpolicyThe list of attributes of snapmirror-policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

tag

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror-policy objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-policy-modify

[top]

Modify the specified SnapMirror Policy
Input Name

archiveafter-days

are-dataopssequentiallysplit

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the number of days before archiving objects for Snapshot
copies in S3/Blob storage to the glacier/archive tier. Possible
values are: integer from 0 to 999 and 'never'. Setting the value to
0 will enable sending objects for Snapshot copies to the
glacier/archive tier as soon as possible. 999 means archive objects
[0..2^32- integer for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier after retaining them
1]
optional for 999 days in S3/Blob storage. The value 'never' means never
archive objects for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier. If
the parameter is not specified, archiving will behave as if it was
specified as 'never'. This parameter is only supported for policies
of type 'vault' and 'mirror-vault'. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 9.8 and later.
boolean
Configure splitter to split all data ops sequentially.
optional

comment

A human readable description associated with the SnapMirror
string
optional policy.

commonsnapshotschedule

Specifies the common Snapshot copy creation schedule associated
string
optional with the rule.

discardconfigs

svmdr- Configurations Not Replicated During Identity Preserve Vserver DR
config- Possible values:
obj[]
"network" - Network
optional
boolean

Specifies whether incremental transfers will ignore files which have

ignore-atime

optional

is-networkcompressionenabled

only their access time changed. Applies to SnapMirror vault
relationships only.

boolean Specifies whether network compression is enabled for transfers.
optional The default value is 'false'.
string[]
Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.
optional

keep

policyowner
optional

owner
policy-name

The owner of the SnapMirror policy. Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"

sm-policy The name of the SnapMirror policy.

prefix

string[] Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with
optional the rule.

preserve

Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled, which
boolean[]
determines the behavior when the Snapshot copy retention count
optional
is reached on the SnapMirror Vault destination.
smrestartenum
optional

restart

Defines the behavior of SnapMirror if an interrupted transfer
exists. Applies to SnapMirror data protection relationship only.
Possible values:
"always" ,
"never" ,
"default"

string[] Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated
optional with the rule.

schedule
snapmirrorlabel

string[]
Specifies the Snapshot copy label.
optional

transferpriority

Specifies the priority at which a SnapMirror transfer runs. 'normal'
: By default every transfer in the system has this priority. These
smtransfers are scheduled before most 'low' priority transfers. 'low':
transfer- These transfers have least priority and usually are scheduled after
priority- most 'normal' priority transfers. Possible values:
enum
"low" ,
optional
"normal"

tries

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual
string
or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. Valid input is a
optional
positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.

warn

[0..2^32- integer[]
Specifies the warning threshold count.
optional
1]

window-sizefor-tdpmirror

Window size for TDP Mirror Transfer Operations. The default size is
size
optional 2MB.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

snapmirror-policy-modify-rule

[top]

Modify a SnapMirror policy rule
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.
optional

keep

smpolicy

policy-name

The name of the SnapMirror policy.

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with
optional the rule.

prefix
preserve

boolean
Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled.
optional

schedule

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated
optional with the rule.

snapmirrorlabel
warn

string

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

[0..2^32- integer
Specifies the warning threshold count.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-remove-rule

[top]

Remove a rule from SnapMirror policy
Input Name

Range

policy-name
snapmirror-label

Type

Description

sm-policy The name of the SnapMirror policy.
string

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

Element definition: policy-owner

[top]

cluster-admin|vserver-admin Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy-type-enum

[top]

vault|async-mirror|mirror-vault|strict-sync-mirror|sync-mirror|automated-failover|continuous Possible
values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"
[none]

Element definition: sm-restart-enum
always|never|default Possible values:

[top]

"always" ,
"never" ,
"default"
[none]

Element definition: sm-transfer-priority-enum

[top]

low|normal Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-policy-info

[top]

Information about SnapMirror Policy When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

Specifies the number of days before archiving objects for
Snapshot copies in S3/Blob storage to the glacier/archive tier.
Possible values are: integer from 0 to 999 and 'never'. Setting
the value to 0 will enable sending objects for Snapshot copies to
the glacier/archive tier as soon as possible. 999 means archive
objects for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier after
retaining them for 999 days in S3/Blob storage. The value
'never' means never archive objects for Snapshot copies to the
glacier/archive tier. If the parameter is not specified, archiving
will behave as if it was specified as 'never'. This parameter is
only supported for policies of type 'vault' and 'mirror-vault'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.8 and later.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

are-dataopssequentiallysplit

boolean
optional

Configure splitter to split all data ops sequentially. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

comment

string
optional

A human readable description associated with the SnapMirror
policy. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

archiveafter-days

commonsnapshot-

Range

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Specifies the common Snapshot copy creation schedule
associated with the rule. Attributes: optional-for-create,

schedule

modifiable

createsnapshot

boolean
optional

Specifies whether a new Snapshot Copy is created at the time of
a SnapMirror transfer. This field is only applicable on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Configurations Not Replicated During Identity Preserve Vserver
svmdrDR Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
config-obj[]
optional
"network" - Network

discardconfigs

ignore-atime

boolean
optional

Specifies whether incremental transfers will ignore files which
have only their access time changed. Applies to SnapMirror vault
relationships only. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-networkcompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether network compression is enabled for transfers.
The default value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

owner

policyowner
optional

policy-name

sm-policy
optional

The owner of the SnapMirror policy. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
The name of the SnapMirror policy. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

Defines the behavior of SnapMirror if an interrupted transfer
exists. Applies to SnapMirror data protection relationship only.
sm-restart- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
enum
"always" ,
optional
"never" ,
"default"

restart

snapmirrorpolicy-ruleInformation about rules in the policy.
info[]
optional

snapmirrorpolicy-rules
total-keep

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Total Retention Count for All Rules in the Policy Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

total-rules

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Total Rules in the Policy Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

transferpriority

tries

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

string
optional

Specifies the priority at which a SnapMirror transfer runs.
'normal' : By default every transfer in the system has this
priority. These transfers are scheduled before most 'low' priority
transfers. 'low': These transfers have least priority and usually
are scheduled after most 'normal' priority transfers. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each
manual or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. Valid
input is a positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The type of the Snapmirror policy. This field is only applicable on
Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Policy type strict-syncmirror and sync-mirror are not supported on Data ONTAP 9.4 or
earlier. This parameter is required on Data ONTAP 9.5 and later.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

type

sm-policytype-enum
optional

vservername

vservername
optional

Specifies the vserver for the SnapMirror policy. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

window-sizefor-tdpmirror

size
optional

Window size for TDP Mirror Transfer Operations. The default size
is 2MB. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: svmdr-config-obj

[top]

network Possible values:
"network" - Network
[none]

Element definition: policy-owner

[top]

cluster-admin|vserver-admin Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy-type-enum

[top]

vault|async-mirror|mirror-vault|strict-sync-mirror|sync-mirror|automated-failover|continuous Possible
values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"
[none]

Element definition: sm-restart-enum

[top]

always|never|default Possible values:
"always" ,
"never" ,
"default"
[none]

Element definition: sm-transfer-priority-enum

[top]

low|normal Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-policy-rule-info

[top]

Information about rules in the policy.
Name

Range

Type

Description

keep

Specifies the maximum number of Snapshot copies that are retained
on the SnapMirror destination volume for a rule. The total number of
Snapshot copies retained for all the rules in a policy cannot exceed
string
251 on Data ONTAP 9.3 or earlier and 1019 on Data ONTAP 9.4 or
optional
later. For all the rules in SnapMirror policies of type async-mirror, this
parameter must be set to value '1'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

prefix

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with the
optional rule. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

preserve

Specifies the behavior when the Snapshot copy retention count is
reached on the SnapMirror vault destination for the rule. The default
value is 'false', which means that the oldest Snapshot copy will be
rotated out to make room for new ones only if the number of
boolean Snapshot copies has exceeded the retention count specified in the
optional keep parameter. When set to 'true', an incremental SnapMirror vault
update will fail when the Snapshot copies have reached the retention
count. For all the rules in SnapMirror policies of type async-mirror this
parameter must be set to value 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

schedule

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated with
optional the rule. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

snapmirrorlabel

warn

Specifies the Snapshot copy label. It is used for the purpose of
Snapshot copy selection for extended data protection relationships.
Snapshot copies that have a SnapMirror label that matches this
parameter will be transferred to the SnapMirror destination. The label
can be 31 or fewer characters in length. SnapMirror policies of type
async-mirror and mirror-vault have a rule added for label
'sm_created' at the time of policy creation. This rule cannot be
removed or modified by the user. This rule when coupled with createsnapshot field set to 'true' indicates that the SnapMirror relationship
using this policy shall create a new Snapshot copy and transfer it as
string
part of an update operation. SnapMirror policies of type async-mirror
optional
support one additional rule with SnapMirorr label
'all_source_snapshots'. This rule along with the rule for SnapMirror
label 'sm_created' indicates that all new Snapshot copies on the
primary volume along with the newly created Snapsho139
:transferred on an initialize or update operation. Rules with any other
SnapMirror labels may not be added to SnapMirror policies of type
async-mirror. The rule for label sm_created when added to a
SnapMirror policy of type vault indicates that all SnapMirror created
Snapshot copies of the primary volume are selected for transfer.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the warning threshold count for the rule. The default value is
0. When set to a value greater than zero, an event is generated after
the remaining number of Snapshot copies (for the particular rule)
[0..2^32- integer
retained on a SnapMirror vault destination reaches the specified warn
optional
1]
limit. The preserve parameter for the rule must be 'true' to set the
warn parameter to a value greater than zero. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: snapshot
snapshot-autodelete-list-info
snapshot-autodelete-set-option
snapshot-create
snapshot-create-async
snapshot-delete
snapshot-delete-async
snapshot-delta-info
snapshot-get-iter
snapshot-get-reserve
snapshot-get-schedule
snapshot-list-info
snapshot-modify-iter
snapshot-modify-snaplock-expiry-time
snapshot-multicreate
snapshot-multicreate-validate
snapshot-multidelete
snapshot-multirename
snapshot-partial-restore-file
snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info
snapshot-policy-add-schedule
snapshot-policy-create
snapshot-policy-delete
snapshot-policy-get
snapshot-policy-get-iter
snapshot-policy-modify
snapshot-policy-modify-schedule
snapshot-policy-remove-schedule
snapshot-reclaimable-info
snapshot-rename
snapshot-reserve-list-info
snapshot-restore-file
snapshot-restore-file-info
snapshot-restore-volume
snapshot-restore-volume-async
snapshot-set-reserve
snapshot-set-schedule
snapshot-volume-info

snapshot-autodelete-list-info

[top]

Returns the current snapshot autodelete settings.
Input Name Range
volume

Type
string

Description
Name of the existing volume for which we want snapshot
autodelete settings

Output Name Range
options

Type
snapshotautodelete-info[]

Errno

Description
List of snapshot autodelete options for this volume.

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-autodelete-set-option

[top]

Set the option named 'option-name' to the value specified by 'option-value' in the autodelete settings of
the specified volume.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Name of the option to be set. Possible values:
"state" (value: "on" | "off")
This option determines if the snapshot autodelete is currently enabled
for the volume. Setting the option to "on" switches on the snapshot
autodelete for the volume. Setting the option to "off" switches off the
snapshot autodelete for the volume.
"commitment" (value: "try" | "disrupt" | "destroy" )
This option determines the snapshots which snapshot autodelete is
allowed to delete to get back space. Setting this option to "try" only
permits the snapshots which are not locked by data protection utilities
(dump, mirroring, NDMPcopy) and data backing functionalities
(volume, LUN, NVMe namespace and File clones) to be deleted.
Setting this option to "disrupt" only permits the snapshots which are
not locked by data backing functionalities (volume, LUN and File
clones) to be deleted. Setting this option to "destroy", will destroy the
data backing functionality (volume, LUN, NVMe namespace and File
clones) if the backing snapshot is deleted.

"trigger" (value: "volume" | "snap_reserve" | "(DEPRECATED)space_reserve")
This option determines the condition which starts the automatic
deletion of snapshots. Setting this option to "volume" triggers
automatic deletion of snapshots when the volume reaches threshold
capacity and the volume's snap reserve has been exceeded. Setting
the option to "snap_reserve" triggers automatic deletion of snapshots
when the snap reserve of the volume reaches threshold capacity.
Setting the option to (DEPRECATED)-"space_reserve" triggers
automatic deletion of snapshots when the space reserved the volume
reaches threshold capacity and the volume's snap reserve has been
exceeded. NOTE: The option "space_reserve" is deprecated. The
threshold capacity is determined by the size of the volume as given
below:

optionname

string

If the volume size is less than 20 GB, the autodelete threshold
is 85%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 20 GB and less
than 100 GB, the autodelete threshold is 90%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 100 GB and less
than 500 GB, the autodelete threshold is 92%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 500 GB and less
than 1 TB, the autodelete threshold is 95%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 1 TB, the
autodelete threshold is 98%.
"target_free_space" (value: <number>)
This option determines when snapshot autodelete should stop deleting
snapshot. Depending on the trigger, snapshots are deleted till we
reach the target free space percentage.
"delete_order" (value: newest_first | oldest_first)
This option determines if the oldest or newest snapshot is deleted
first.
"defer_delete" (value: scheduled | user_created | prefix | none)
This option determines which kind of snapshots to delete in the end.
Setting this option value to "scheduled" will delete the snapshots
created by the snapshot scheduler last. Setting this option value to
"user_created" will delete the snapshots not created by the snapshot
scheduler last. Setting this option value to "prefix" will delete the
snapshots matching the prefix string to be deleted last. Setting this
option value to "none" will disable the above choices.
"prefix" (value: <string>)
This option can be set to provide the prefix string for the "prefix"
value of the "defer_delete" option. The prefix string length can be 15
char long.
"destroy_list" (value: <string>)
A comma separated list of services which can be destroyed if the
snapshot backing that service is deleted. For 7-mode, the possible
values for this option are a combination of "lun_clone", "vol_clone",
"cifs_share", "file_clone" or "none". For cluster-mode, the possible
values for this option are a combination of "lun_clone,file_clone" (for
LUN/NVMe namespace clone and/or file clone), "lun_clone,sfsr" (for
LUN/NVMe namespace clone and/or sfsr), "vol_clone", "cifs_share", or
"none". Please note that "lun_clone", "file_clone" and "sfsr"
individually are not valid values. Only pairs "lun_clone,file_clone" and
"lun_clone,sfsr" are supported. The option "sfsr" is not supported for

7-mode. The default value is "none" for 7-mode and cluster-mode.
optionvalue

string The value to set the named option

volume

string Name of the volume for which we want to change autodelete settings.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINCOMPATIBLE_AUTOSHRINK_AUTODELETE_TRIGGER
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-create

[top]

Create a new snapshot on a specified volume.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

async

boolean
optional

If true, the snapshot is to be created asynchronously. The default
value is false.

comment

string
optional

A human readable comment attached with the snapshot. The size of
the comment can be at most 255 characters. This parameter is not
supported on FlexGroups.

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Until time
of expiry the snapshot will be protected against deletion by system
processes. The snapshot is not explicitly deleted when expiry-time
elapses. The protection can be bypassed by autodelete when it
operates in destroy mode.

boolean
optional

If true, the snapshot create has been requested by snapvault hence
all backing snapshots for all the LUN clones in this snapshot will be
locked. This ensures the consistency of this snapshot. The default
value is false.

string
optional

A human readable SnapMirror Label attached with the snapshot.
Size of the label can be at most 31 characters. This label will be
applied as an attribute to the snapshot that is created and will be
used by the vaulting system to identify a vaulting scheme. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups.

expiry-time

is-validlun-clonesnapshot

snapmirrorlabel

string
Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length is
nonempty 256 characters.

snapshot

volume

string

Name of the volume on which the snapshot is to be created. The
volume name can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore
character (_), but the first character must be a letter or an
underscore.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
ENOMORESNAPS
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECLONEINPROGRESS
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESNAPSHOTTAGSNOSPACE
ENOSESSION
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPDBNOTINITED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-create-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Create a new snapshot on a specified Infinite Volume.
This API is not supported on flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents, and FlexGroups.
Input Name
comment
snapshot

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
A human readable comment attached with the snapshot. The size
of the comment can be at most 255 characters.

Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length
string
nonempty is 256 characters.

volume

string

Output Name

Range

Name of the Infinite Volume on which the snapshot is to be
created. The Infinite Volume name can contain letters, numbers,
and the underscore character (_), but the first character must be
a letter or an underscore.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
code
1]
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

result-status

string

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
ENOMORESNAPS
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
ESNAPSHOTTAGSNOSPACE
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPDBNOTINITED

snapshot-delete

[top]

Delete a snapshot on a specified volume. EBUSY is returned when the snapshot is in use. EROFS is
returned when the volume is read-only. EAGAIN is returned when splitting a blockmap or reverting.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range
ignoreowners
snapshot

snapshotinstance-

Type

Description

If this field is true, snapshot will be deleted even if some other processes
boolean are accessing it.
optional
The default value is false.
string

UUID
optional

Name of snapshot to be deleted on the specified volume.
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of UUID.
This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot' to uniquely
identify a snapshot for deletion. If this field is provided, 'snapshot' is a
required parameter.

uuid

An example of an actual UUID is:
73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412

volume

string

Name of the volume on which the snapshot is to be deleted.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EAPIERROR
ESNAPSHOTNOTALLOWED
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESNAPSHOTBUSY
ESNAPDBNOTINITED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-delete-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Delete a snapshot on a specified Infinite Volume. EBUSY is returned when the snapshot is in use. EROFS
is returned when the Infinite Volume is read-only. EAGAIN is returned when splitting a blockmap or
reverting.
This API is not supported on flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents, and FlexGroups.
Input Name
ignoreowners
snapshot

Range

Type

Description

boolean If this field is true, snapshot will be deleted even if some other
optional processes are accessing it. The default value is false.
string

Name of snapshot to be deleted on the specified Infinite Volume.

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID. This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot'
UUID
to uniquely identify a snapshot for deletion. If this field is provided,
optional
'snapshot' is a required parameter. An example of an actual UUID is:
73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412

snapshotinstanceuuid
volume
Output Name

Range

string

Name of the Infinite Volume on which the snapshot is to be deleted.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EAPIERROR
ESNAPSHOTNOTALLOWED
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
ESNAPDBNOTINITED

snapshot-delta-info

[top]

Returns the amount of space consumed between two snapshots or a snapshot and active filesystem.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range
snapshot1
snapshot2
volume
Output Name Range

Type
string

Description
Name of snapshot to be compared with snapshot2 for space
consumption calculations.

Name of snapshot to be compared with snapshot1 for space
string
consumption calculations. If the snapshot is not specified, it is assumed
optional
to be Active File System.
string
Type

Name of the volume on which the snapshot delta is to be calculated.
Description

consumedsize

integer

Size in bytes of space changed between the 2 specified snapshots or
snapshot and the active file system. Range : [0 - 2^63-1].

elapsed-time

integer

Time in seconds elapsed between the 2 specified snapshots or the
snapshot and the active file system. Range : [0 - 2^31-1].

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of snapshot objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapshotattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
snapshotspecified on any number of attributes in the snapshot object. All
info
snapshot objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

snapshotThe list of attributes of snapshot objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional snapshot objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

volumeerror[] Volume Error Info
optional

volumeerrors
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapshot-get-reserve

[top]

Obtain the current snapshot reserve on a specified volume. Error Returns: Invalid volume name.
Input Name

Range Type

volume

Description

string Name of the volume that contains the snapshot reserve.

Output Name Range Type

Description

blocksreserved

integer

The number of 1024 byte blocks that has been set aside as reserve for
snapshot usage.

percentreserved

integer

The percentage of disk space that has been set aside as reserve for
snapshot usage.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_VOLUME_INACCESSIBLE
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-get-schedule

[top]

Obtain the current snapshot schedule on a specified volume.
This API is not the preferred way of obtaining snapshot schedule information in Clustered Data ONTAP.
Snapshot schedule information for a given volume may be obtained in Clustered Data ONTAP by using
the following steps:
Issue API 'volume-get-iter' and record the 'snapshot-policy' field.
Issue API 'snapshot-policy-get' and use the previously obtained 'snapshot-policy' field as input to
find out information about all the schedules attached to the given policy.
Issue API 'job-schedule-get' to obtain information about each individual schedule in the given
snapshot policy.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string This the volume name where the snapshots are located.

Output Name Range Type

Description

days

The number of snapshots taken daily to keep on line. Range : [0..2^32integer
1].

hours

integer

The number of snapshots taken hourly to keep on line. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

minutes

integer

The number of snapshots taken minutely to keep on line. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

weeks

integer

The number of snapshots taken weekly to keep on line. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

which-hours
whichminutes

string A list of the hours at which the hourly snapshots are created.
string A list of the minutes at which the minutely snapshots are created.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSECLUSTERNATIVEUI
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-list-info
Return snapshot information for a specified volume. A list of snapshots and information about each
snapshot is returned. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, 'snapshot-get-iter' API is the preferred way of
retrieving snapshot information.

[top]

This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

is-7-modesnapshot

If set to true, check if snapshot is a 7-mode snapshot. A 7-mode
snapshot can appear in a cluster-mode volume as a result of the
boolean
volume being transitioned from 7-mode to cluster-mode. A 7-mode
optional
snapshot cannot be used in a volume snapshot restore. The default
value is false.

lun-clonesnapshot

boolean If set to true, check if snapshot contains any LUN or NVMe namespace
optional clones. The default value is false.

snapowners

boolean If set to true, owners of the busy snapshot are returned. If false, or if
optional the option is omitted, the list of owners is not returned.

target-name

Name of the object on which to list the snaplist information.
Arguments "target-name" and "target-type" should be used together.
string
optional Arguments "volume" and ("target-name", "target-type") pair are
mutually exclusive. One and only one of them should be specified.

target-type

Type of the object on which to list the snaplist information. Possible
string
optional values: volume, aggregate.

terse

If set to true, the snapshot block ownership values, namely the "total"
boolean and "cumulative-total" outputs, will be omitted. If set to false, the
optional block ownership calculation will be included in the output. The default
value is false.

volume

Name of the volume on which to list the snaplist information. It is for
string
backward compatibility. The recommended usage is to use arguments
optional
("target-name", "target-type") pair.

Output Name Range
snapshots

Type

Description

snapshotinfo[]
optional

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-modify-iter
Modify the attributes of snapshot or a group of snapshot objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshot- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple snapshot objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the
boolean
next matching snapshot even when modification of a previous
optional
snapshot fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching snapshot even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching snapshot fails, and
optional do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified
count
1]
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to
true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
If modifying a specific snapshot, this input element must specify
snapshotall keys. If modifying snapshot objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapshot objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of snapshot objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapshot objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
snapshot objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshotInformation about snapshot objects that were not modified due to
modifysome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[]
'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching snapshot objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of snapshot objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of snapshot objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

Errno
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapshotmodify- The snapshot objects that were successfully updated. This element
iter-info[] will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
optional
Description

snapshot-modify-snaplock-expiry-time

[top]

Modifies snaplock expiry time of a snapshot copy. Expiry time can only be extended from existing expiry
time.
Input Name Range

Type

expiry-time

integer
optional

infiniteexpiry-time

boolean
optional

snapshot

Description

If this option is set to true, API will set the infinite expiry time on the
specified snapshot copy.

Specifies the name of the snapshot copy for which snaplock expiry time
string
needs to be modified. The snapshot must have already been retained
nonempty
by snaplock.

volume

string

Specifies the name of the volume that contains snapshot copy.

Errno

Description

ENOENT
EONTAPI_EWORMMNOTWORMA
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EWORMVOLNOTWORM
EVOLUMEOFFLINE

snapshot-multicreate

[top]

Create a snapshot with the specific name, on each of the specified volumes. It is the caller's
responsibility to ensure that the data in the snapshots across all volumes is consistent, by quiescing I/O
to these volumes (or the LUNs or NVMe namespaces of interest in these volumes), across the call to this
API. The API is asynchronous by default and responds once the snapshot creation consistency point
starts. To make it synchronous this API should be called with the async flag set as false by using waitfor-sync parameter. When a failure is encountered while creating a Snapshot copy on a volume, this API
stops and returns the error immediately. It does not continue on to create Snapshot copies on the
remaining volumes. When the API fails, the returned error code is for the failed volume. For clustered
systems, the output 'status' will be set to FALSE in case of failure. In such case the caller should look at
the output 'volume-errors' to find out in which volume snapshot creation failed. When an error occurs, it
is possible that some snapshots may have been created. If the option cleanup is set to TRUE (default),
API will attempt to delete these snapshots (but snapshot deletion may fail). When set to FALSE, it is
users' responsibility to delete them. The output array volume-snapcreated-list records for each volume,
if a snapshot has been created or not. There are at least two expected use cases for this API. The first
one is to call this API with the cleanup option set to TRUE (default). If the call fails, any successfully
created snapshots will be deleted before the function returns. This is a simple use case, but has the
downside that in case of a failure, the call may take a long time to return due to snapshot cleanup.
Another use case would be to call this API in a time critical environment. In such a scenario, it would be
good to reduce the impact due to a failure. Hence, it would be better to first call the snapshotmulticreate-validate ZAPI, which would reduce the likelihood of failure of the snapshot-multicreate API.
In case a failure does occur, the caller could avoid the cleanup delay by setting the cleanup option to
FALSE, and performing snapshot cleanup later, outside the time-critical window.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

cleanup

boolean
optional

When the API fails, some snapshots may have been created for
some volumes. When set to TRUE, the API will attempt to delete
these snapshots. Note that newly created snapshots cannot be
deleted right away until the snapshots are on-disk, which may
take up to 10 secs. When set to FALSE, newly created snapshots
are not deleted. Users can delete them later as needed. Default is
TRUE.

snapmirrorlabel

string
optional

The SnapMirror Label for the schedule. This label will be used to
define vaulting policies at a vault destination. Maximum length of
this field is 31 characters

snapshot

string
nonempty

Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length
is 256 characters.

volumenames

volumename[]

Names of the volumes across which the snapshot is to be created.
The maximum number of volumes on a cluster system is 1200
(100 for traditional volumes and 500 for flexible volumes. The
number is then doubled for a cluster system).

wait-forsync

boolean
optional

Specifies if we should wait for the snapshot creating consistency
point to complete before responding to the user for the
multicreate API. Default value is 'false'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

status

boolean
optional

Set to 'FALSE' in case of failure of the API. The output 'volumeerrors' will contain the error code and reason for the volume on
which snapshot creation failed. This output is only returned for
clustered systems.

volumeerrors

volumeerror[]
optional

Error code and reason due to which snapshot creation failed on a
volume. This output is only returned for clustered systems.

volume-issnapcreatedlist

volume-isAn array records if a snapshot has been created for a given
snapcreated[]
volume. This is returned only in case of failure.
optional

Errno
ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
ENOMORESNAPS
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EONTAPI_EWORMPERIOD
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-multicreate-validate

[top]

This is a companion API of snapshot-multicreate. It validates the snapshot creation operation on the
specified volumes. But it does not actually create any snapshot. This API only does validations on all
volumes and report all errors in the output array. This API is intended to be issued before the snapshotmulticreate API to find out all the errors that may be found during the snapshot create. Its main
purpose is to enable snapshot-multicreate's caller to reduce the likelihood of snapshot-multicreate's
failure, thereby attempting to avoid the cleanup overhead (of deleting any newly created snapshots)
during failure processing. However, this validation API does not guarantee that snapshot-multicreate
API will actually work. Something could change between the two calls to cause the actual snapshot
creations to fail.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

string
nonempty

Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length is
256 characters.

volumenames

volumename[]

Names of the volumes across which the snapshot creation is to be
validated.

Output Name Range
volumeerrors

Type
volumeerror[]

Description
An array records the error code associated with each volume.

Errno
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

Description

EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-multidelete

[top]

Delete the snapshot from the given flexible volumes. This API will return failure if the volume could not
be found or it is busy. All the volumes should be online when this API is invoked. It will only delete
snapshots on Read-Write volumes. Once all the necessary information to delete snapshots is available,
this API will start deleting snapshots on the volumes. If any of the snapshot delete failed, the API will
remember the failed volume and continue deleting snapshot on the remaining volumes. In case of
failure to delete the snapshots from all the given volumes, the API will return a SUCCESS and also
return information about the failed snapshot deletes via the 'volume-errors' output. If the API returns
SUCCESS, the applications should check if the 'volume-errors' output is returned or not to check for
failed snapshot deletions.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

reverting

boolean
optional

When the reverting flag is set to true, this API will delete a snapshot
on each volume that was created in the current release. The default
value is false.

reverting-fg

boolean
optional

When the reverting FG flag is set to true, this API will delete a
snapshot that was created in the current release on each flexgroup.
The default value is false.

snapshot

Name of the snapshot to be deleted. The maximum string length is
string
nonempty 256 characters. This field is ignored when the reverting flag is set to
optional true.

snapshottags

dsnapshot- If the snapshot is locked by the given snapshot tag, the snapshot lock
tag-info[] will be ignored and the snapshot will be deleted.
optional

usesnapshot-asprefix
volumenames

boolean
optional

If this option is set to true, this API will delete all snapshots whose
names start with the given snapshot name from the volumes specified
in the input. The snapshots will be deleted asynchronously in the
background. If set to true, the API will not return a list of volume
errors. The default value is false.

volumeNames of the volumes across which the snapshot is to be deleted.
name[]
The identities of the volumes from which the snapshot will be deleted.
The volume identity string is its 128-bit universally-unique identifier
(UUID) or its DSID.
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second

volumeuuids

UUID[]
optional

through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is
not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
This field is ignored when the reverting flag is set to true.

Output Name Range
snapshotsdeleted
volumeerrors

Type
integer
optional

Description
The number of snapshots deleted.

volume- Error code and reason due to which snapshot deletion failed on a
error[] volume. This output is only returned when the API returns SUCCESS
optional but snapshot on some volumes could not be deleted.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
ESNAPSHOTBUSY
EONTAPI_ENOMORESNAPS

snapshot-multirename

[top]

Rename Snapshot copies with a specific name to a new name across multiple volumes. The API
processes all the specified volumes even if rename fails on one or more volumes. The snapshotmultirename-errors field should be inspected for failures even if the API is successful.This API is not
supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name
new-snapshot-name

Range

Type
snapshot-id

Description
The new snapshot name.

snapshot-name

snapshot-id

volume-names

volume-name[]

Output Name

Range

snapshotmultirename-errors

The current snapshot name.
Names of the volumes across which the
snapshot is to be renamed.

Type

Description

snapshotInformation of the error details for snapshot
multirename-error[]
multirename operation
optional

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE

snapshot-partial-restore-file
Restores a particular range of bytes in a file from a specified snapshot.
Partial file restores are used to restore particular pieces of LUNs, NVMe namespace and NFS or CIFS
container files that are used by a host to store multiple sources of data. For example, a host may be
storing multiple user databases in the same LUN. A partial file restore can be used to restore one of
those databases in the LUN while not touching the other databases that are also stored in the LUN.
Compressed files will not be restored, though compression may be enabled on the volume.
Partial file restores require significant management by the caller. The caller must understand the
metadata of the host LUN, NVMe namespace or container file so that they can know which bytes belong
to the object being restored.
Partial file restore is supported only between LUNs or NVMe namespaces with equal block sizes and is
supported from source LUN to destination NVMe namespace and from source NVMe namespace to
destination LUN.
Before the restore operation begins, the caller must quiesce the object being restored. It must remain
quiesced for the duration of the restore operation. No host I/O should be issued for the object while it is
being restored because the snapshot-partial-restore-file commands will be incrementally restoring the
file, LUN, or NVMe namespace and the host will therefore see inconsistent content for the object until
the restore operation is completed. Host I/O is permitted for the other objects stored in the LUN, NVMe
namespace or container file because the partial file restore will not touch the bytes belonging to those
other objects.
During the restore the caller must issue a snapshot-partial-restore-file command for each of the byte
ranges that belong to the object being restored, based on the metadata of the LUN, NVMe namespace
or container file. Once each command returns, that byte range is restored and the changes are
persistent. If the filer should halt while processing a command, that byte range of the LUN, NVMe
namespace or container file is inconsistent. Some of the bytes at the beginning of the range may have
been restored while bytes at the end of the range have not been restored. Once the filer is rebooted the

[top]

caller should re-issue the command to restore that byte range to complete the restore.
Once the restore is completed, the caller must purge any host operating system or application buffers
that may hold data for the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace that is now stale. For NFS or CIFS mounted
volumes the easiest way to purge any host buffers is to unmount and remount the volume. Applications
holding buffered data may need to be shut down and restarted.
Multiple partial file restore requests may be issued to the same file, LUN, or NVMe namespace
simultaneously. There is no requirement that the requests are all restoring from the same snapshot so
that multiple restore operations for different objects may be concurrent on the same file. There is no
checking to prevent overlapping byte ranges between requests. Preventing this condition is the
responsibility of the caller.
Partial file restores are not intended for restoring parts of normal user-level files that are stored in an
NFS or CIFS exported volume. Use snapshot-restore-file to restore normal files like these.
The volume where the LUN, NVMe namespace or container file to restore and where the snapshot to
restore from live must be online and must not be a mirror volume.
The partial file restore request may fail if there is not sufficient free space to overwrite all of the blocks
in the byte range to be restored.
The partial file restore request is synchronous, meaning that the command will not return until the
entire byte range is restored. The snapshot being restored from cannot be deleted while a request is
being executed, but it can be deleted between requests. If this happens the next request will notice that
the snapshot has been deleted and will return an error.
The maximum number of bytes of data that can be restored in a single request is given by the maxbyte-count value returned by the snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info command. This limit ensures that
requests are periodically interruptible and avoids overloading the filer.
If the system halts while a partial file restore request is being executed, the request will not be
restarted upon reboot. Some of the bytes at the beginning of the range may have been restored while
bytes at the end of the range have not been restored. The caller should reissue the partial file restore
request for that byte range to complete the restore.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range
byte-count

Type

Description

The number of bytes to restore, beginning at start-byte. The byte count
must be a multiple of 4096. Use snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info to
integer
determine the maximum number of bytes that can be restored in a single
request. Range : [0 - 2^64-1]

path

string

Path of the file to restore. Path syntax has two forms:
/vol/<volumename>/<rest of path> /<rest of path> In the latter case
(relative path), if volume was not specified, the root volume will be used.

snapshot

string

The simple name of the snapshot to restore from. The snapshot must be
from same volume as the file to partially restore.

snapshotinstanceuuid

A unique physical version identifier for a given snapshot within a volume
string
or an aggregate. A typical snapshot instance UUID will look like:
optional
c0335624-21f3-450c-aea1-55884d0218b9

start-byte

The starting byte offset in the file to partially restore. The first byte of the
integer file is byte zero. The start byte must be a multiple of 4096. Range : [0 2^64-1]

volume

string Volume to restore to/from. If this is passed in, the path argument should
optional be relative to the volume.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

Description

EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVDISK_ERROR_7MODE_LUN
EOP_DISALLOWED_VOL_IS_SYNC_SM
EVDISK_INVALID_SECTOR_SIZE
EVDISK_LUN_CROSS_NVME_NS
EVDISK_NVME_NS_CROSS_LUN
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info

[top]

Returns partial file restore settings of the vserver.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Output Name Range Type

Description

The maximum number of bytes that can be restored in a single request.
integer This limit ensures that requests are periodically interruptible and avoids
overloading the filer. Range : [0 - 2^64-1]

max-bytecount
Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-policy-add-schedule

[top]

Add a new schedule to the Snapshot Policy. A schedule can be created by using 'job-schedule-croncreate' or 'job-schedule-interval-create' APIs.
Input Name
count

Range

Type

[0..1023] integer

Description
The maximum number of snapshots to be retained for the schedule.
The count of all the snapshots to be retained for this policy cannot
be more than 1023.

snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot

policy

policy

scheduling policy.

The snapshot name prefix for the schedule. This field should be
string
optional unique within the policy.

prefix

schedule

string

A human readable string describing the name of a new schedule to
be added inside the snapshot policy. Maximum length of this field
can be 255 characters. The schedule name can be any one of the
reserved schedules like 'hourly', 'weekly' or 'daily' or it can be a user
created schedule.

The SnapMirror Label for the schedule. This label will be used to
string
define vaulting policies at a vault destination. Maximum length of
optional
this field is 31 characters

snapmirrorlabel
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-create

[top]

This API creates a Snapshot policy and adds the schedules to it. A Snapshot policy includes at least one
schedule, up to a maximum of 5 schedules, and a maximum number of Snapshot copies per schedule. A
schedule can be created by using 'job-schedule-cron-create' or 'job-schedule-interval-create' APIs.
When applied to a volume, the Snapshot policy specifies the schedule on which Snapshot copies are
taken and the maximum number of Snapshot copies that each schedule can take. The total count of all
the Snapshot copies to be retained for the policy cannot be more than 1023.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string A human readable description associated with the snapshot policy.
optional The maximum length of this field can be 255 characters.

comment
count1

[0..1023] integer Retention count for the snapshots created by the first schedule.

count2

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the second schedule.
optional

count3

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the third schedule.
optional

count4

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the fourth schedule.
optional

count5

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the fifth schedule.
optional

enabled

boolean

policy

string

Status of the snapshot policy indicating whether the policy will be
enabled or disabled. If set to true, the policy will be enabled.
The name of the snapshot scheduling policy which has to be created.
Maximum length of this string can be 256 characters.

prefix1

string Snapshot name prefix for the first schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix2

string Snapshot name prefix for the second schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix3

string Snapshot name prefix for the third schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix4

string Snapshot name prefix for the fourth schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

string Snapshot name prefix for the fifth schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix5
schedule1

string

First schedule to be added inside the policy. At least one schedule has
to be added to create a policy.

schedule2

string
Second schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

schedule3

string
Third schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

schedule4

string
Fourth schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

schedule5

string
Fifth schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

snapmirrorlabel1

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for first schedule. Maximum length of
optional this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel2

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for second schedule. Maximum length
optional of this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel3

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for third schedule. Maximum length
optional of this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel4

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for fourth schedule. Maximum length
optional of this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel5

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for fifth schedule. Maximum length of
optional this field is 31 characters.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-delete

[top]

Delete the specified Snapshot Scheduling Policy
Input Name Range
policy

Type
snapshotpolicy

Errno

Description
A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
scheduling policy.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-get
Get Information about a single Snapshot Policy

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
snapshotpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
policy
scheduling policy.

policy
Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapshotpolicy- The attributes of the snapshot.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapshot-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get Information about multiple Snapshot Policies
Input Name

Range

snapshotpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

snapshotpolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapshot object. All
snapshot objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

snapshotpolicyThe list of attributes of snapshot objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional snapshot objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

snapshot-policy-modify

[top]

Enable or Disable the specified Snapshot Scheduling Policy
Input Name Range

Type

Description

comment

string A human readable comment attached with the snapshot. The size of the
optional comment can be at most 255 characters.

enabled

The state of the snapshot policy. If true, the snapshot policy is enabled
boolean
and scheduled snapshots will be created on the volume associated with
optional
this policy.

policy

string

Errno

A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot scheduling
policy.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-modify-schedule

[top]

Modify a snapshot policy
Input Name

Range

new-count [0..1023]
newsnapmirrorlabel
policy

Type

Description

The new maximum number of snapshots to be retained for the
integer
schedule. The count of all the snapshots to be retained for this
optional
policy cannot be more than 1023.
The new SnapMirror Label for the schedule. This label will be used to
define vaulting policies at a vault destination. If an empty label is
string
optional specified, the existing label will be deleted. The maximum length of
this field is 31 characters
snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
policy
scheduling policy.

schedule

Errno

string

A human readable string describing the name of a schedule whose
retention count will be modified. Maximum length of this field can be
255 characters. The schedule name can be any one of the reserved
schedules like 'hourly','weekly' or 'daily' or it can be user created
schedule.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

[top]

snapshot-policy-remove-schedule
Remove a snapshot schedule from policy
Input Name Range
policy

Type

Description

snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
policy
scheduling policy.

schedule

string

Errno

A human readable string describing the name of a schedule which will
be removed from the snapshot policy. Maximum length of this field can
be 255 characters. The schedule name can be any one of the reserved
schedules like 'hourly','weekly' or 'daily' or it can be a user created
schedule.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapshot-reclaimable-info

[top]

Returns the amount of space that would be freed when a set of snapshots are deleted from a specified
volume.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshots

snapshotname[]

volume

string

Name of the volume on which the snapshot reclaimable space info
is to be collected.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
reclaimablesize

integer

Errno
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTTOOMANY
ESNAPSHOTCORRUPT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAGGRFAILINGOVER

List of snapshots. A maximum of 1023 snapshots can be listed.

Size in bytes of space reclaimable if the snapshots were deleted.
Range : [0 - 2^63-1].
Description

EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-rename

[top]

Rename a specified snapshot to a new name on a specified volume. This API is not supported on
FlexGroups or Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name Range Type
currentname
new-name
volume

Description

string Name of snapshot to be renamed.
string New name of snapshot as a result of the rename.
string

Name of the volume where the current snapshot and the new snapshot are
located.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
ESNAPSHOTACSLOCKED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
ESNAPDBNOTINITED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-reserve-list-info
Gets the percentage of disk space that is reserved for snapshots in the indicated volume. If no volume

[top]

is specified, this will return the percentage of disk space reserved for snapshots for each of the volumes
in the system. Reserve space can be used only by snapshots and not by the active file system. This API
is deprecated in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.2 and later. Use volume-get-iter instead.
Input Name

Range

volume
Output Name

Type
string
optional

Range

snapshotreserve-details

Type
snapshot-reservedetail-info[]

Errno

Description
Volume to get percentage of space reserved for
snapshots.
Description
List of volumes along with their snapshot space
reservation configuration.

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAGGRRELOCATING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-restore-file

[top]

Restores a single file, LUN, or NVMe namespace from the specified snapshot. This operation can be
executed to overwrite an existing version of the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace present in the active file
system or create a new copy of the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace at a separate location within the
same volume. Only normal files, LUNs, and NVMe namespaces are restored. Special files and directories
(and their contents) are not restored. Starting Data ONTAP 9.0, restore operation is supported on file
with streams. The file, LUN, or NVMe namespace is ready for read/write access once this API returns.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range
ignorestreams

path
restorepath
snapshot
snapshot-

Type

Description

Use this option to control the behavior while restoring file with streams. If
boolean false, streams are restored along with the file. If true, the file is restored
optional without its streams. The default value is false. This option is only
supported on Data ONTAP 9.0 and later.
string

Path of the file to restore. Path syntax has two forms:
/vol/<volumename>/<rest of path> /<rest of path> In the latter case
(relative path), if volume was not specified, the root volume will be used.

Path to restore to. The path must be a full path to a filename, and must
string
be in the same volume as the volume used for the restore. If not
optional
specified, restore-path is defaulted to the original path.
string
string

Name of snapshot to restore from. Snapshot must be from same volume
as the file to restore.
A unique physical version identifier for a given snapshot within a volume

instanceuuid

optional

spaceefficientsplitdisabled

By default 'false', space-efficient LUN/NVMe namespace clone split is
boolean
allowed during restore. This parameter, if set to 'true', disables spaceoptional
efficient splitting for this specific operation.

volume

or an aggregate. A typical snapshot instance UUID will look like:
c0335624-21f3-450c-aea1-55884d0218b9

string Volume to restore to/from. If this is passed in, the path argument should
optional be relative to the volume.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECT_NOT_FOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVDISK_ERROR_7MODE_LUN
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
EOP_DISALLOWED_VOL_IS_SYNC_SM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-restore-file-info

[top]

Get information about snapshot file restores on a given vserver. Returns maximum snapshot file
restores limit and snapshot file restores in progress numbers.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Output Name Range Type

Description

max-sfsrlimit

integer

sfsr-inprogress

integer Number of single file snapshot restores (SFSR) in progress on a filer.

The maximum number of parallel single file snapshot restores (SFSR)
allowed on a filer.

Errno
EVERSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled

Description

Yes

snapshot-restore-volume

[top]

Reverts a volume to a specified snapshot. The volume must be online and must not be a mirror. If
reverting the root volume, the filer will be rebooted. Non-root volumes do not require a reboot. A
volume cannot have both a volume snaprestore and a single-file snaprestore executing simultaneously.
Multiple single-file snaprestores can be in progress simultaneously. After the reversion, the volume is in
the same state as it was when the snapshot was taken.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

force

Type

Description

If this field is set to "true", the Snapshot copy is restored even if the
volume has one or more newer Snapshot copies which are currently used
as reference Snapshot copy by SnapMirror. If a restore is done in this
situation, this will cause future SnapMirror transfers to fail. The
SnapMirror relationship may be repaired using "snapmirror resync"
boolean
command if a common Snapshot copy is found between the source and
optional
destination volume. If there is no common Snapshot copy between the
source and the destination volume, a baseline SnapMirror copy would be
required.
The default value is false.

preservelun-ids

When this field is specified, LUNs in the volume being restored will remain
mapped and their identities preserved such that host connectivity will not
be disrupted during the restore operation. I/O's to the LUN will be fenced
boolean during the restore operation by placing the LUNs in an unavailable state.
optional Once the restore operation has completed, hosts will be able to resume
I/O access to the LUNs.
The default value is false.

snapshot

string

snapshotinstanceuuid

UUID
optional

volume

string

Name of snapshot to restore from.
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of UUID.
This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot' to uniquely
identify a snapshot to restore. If this field is provided, 'snapshot' is a
required parameter.
An example of an actual UUID is:
84a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478653412
Name of volume to restore.

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EWORMVOLSLC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_TAKEOVER
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_DEST
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_SOURCE
EOP_DISALLOWED_VOL_IS_SYNC_SM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-restore-volume-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Reverts an Infinite Volume to a specified snapshot. The Infinite Volume must be online and unmounted
and must not be a mirror. After the reversion, the Infinite Volume is in the same state as it was when
the snapshot was taken.
This API is not supported on flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents, and FlexGroups.
Input Name

Range

snapshot

Type
string

Description
Name of snapshot to restore from.

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID. This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot'
UUID
to uniquely identify a snapshot to restore. If this field is provided,
optional
'snapshot' is a required parameter. An example of an actual UUID is:
84a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478653412

snapshotinstanceuuid
volume

string

Output Name

Range

Name of Infinite Volume to restore.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EWORMVOLSLC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".
Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_DEST
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_SOURCE

snapshot-set-reserve

[top]

Sets the size of the indicated volume's snapshot reserve to the specified percentage. Reserve space can
be used only by snapshots and not by the active file system.
Input Name Range Type
percentage
volume

Description

integer Percentage to set. Range [0-100].
string

Name of volume on which to set the snapshot space reserve.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMECREATING
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-set-schedule

[top]

Set the snapshot schedule on a specified volume. If number of snapshots requested is greater than
ONTAP allows, then ESNAPTOOMANY will be returned with the maximum allow snapshots in the reason.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

days

integer Number of snapshots taken daily to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of daily snapshots is left at the previous value.

hours

integer Number of snapshots taken hourly to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of weekly snapshots is left at the previous value.

minutes
volume

integer Number of snapshots taken minutely to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of minutely snapshots is left at the previous value.
string

Name of the volume name where the snapshots are located.

weeks

integer Number of snapshots taken weekly to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of weekly snapshots is left at the previous value.

whichhours

string Comma-separated list of the hours at which the hourly snapshots are
optional created. If hours is 0, which-hours is ignored and cleared.

whichminutes

string Comma-separated list of the minutes at which the minutely snapshots are
optional created. If minutes is 0, which-minutes is ignored and cleared.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTTOOMANY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-volume-info

[top]

Returns snapshot related volume information. The information returned is valid at the time the API call
reached the filer and maybe outdated soon after.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the volume on which the space needs to be checked.

Output Name Range Type

sizeavailable

Total bytes that when exhausted will disable us from taking snapshots. If
this value is 0, snapshots cannot be taken. Any other value would allow
us to take a reliable snapshot. This space may or may not get exhausted
integer
by taking a snapshot. Also it may get used by writes/allocations in the
volume. This is not equal to the free space in the active file system or
anyway related to the size of the next snapshot. Range : [0..2^64-1].

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VOLUME_INACCESSIBLE
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled

Description

Description

Yes

Element definition: UUID

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-autodelete-info

[top]

Option name and value.
Name Range Type

Description

optionname

Option key. Possible values: "state" (value: "on" | "off") "commitment" (value:
"try" | "disrupt") "trigger" (value: "volume" | "snap_reserve" | "(DEPRECATED)string space_reserve") "target_free_space" (value: <number>) "delete_order" (value:
newest_first | oldest_first) "defer_delete" (value: scheduled | user_created |
prefix | none) "destroy_list" (value: <user-defined>) "prefix" (value: <string>)

optionvalue

string Option value.

Element definition: snapshot-id

[top]

Snapshot Id
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-info

[top]

One snapshot contained in the specified volume. This type is used by snapshot-get-iter, snapshotmodify-iter and snapshot-list-info ZAPIs. When using this type to modify snapshot information, every
field except snapmirror-label is non-modifiable.
Name
access-time
afs-used

Range

Type

Description

The volume access time when the snapshot was created in
integer
seconds since Jan 1, 1970. This value will not change even if the
optional
snapshot is accessed. Range : [0..2^32-1].
[0..2^64- integer

Size of the active filesystem at the time the snapshot was taken in

1]

optional bytes.
Indicates whether the snapshot can be deleted or not. The
snapshot cannot be deleted in the following circumstances:

busy

If set to true, the snapshot is hard-locked by some application(s)
and hence cannot be deleted. The lock cannot be over-ridden and
only the application(s) locking the snapshot can release the lock.
The output 'snapshot-owners-list' will report the application(s)
who have hard-locked the snapshot.

boolean
optional If set to false and some applications are dependent on it, the
snapshot is soft-locked and hence cannot be deleted. The output
'dependency' will report the application(s) who have soft-locked
the snapshot. In order to over-ride the soft-lock, use the 'ignoreowners' field while deleting the snapshot.
If above conditions don't hold, then snapshot is not locked and
can be deleted.

comment
compresssavings

A human readable comment for the snapshot. It can be at most
string
255 characters. This field is returned only if it is explicitly
optional
requested using desired-attributes.
[0..2^64- integer Savings due to compression at the time the snapshot was taken in
optional bytes.
1]
The compression type enabled on the volume at the time the
Snapshot copy was taken. Possible values:
'none' ... There was no compression enabled on the volume
'secondary' ... Secondary compression was enabled on the
volume
'adaptive' ... Adaptive compression was enabled on the
volume

compressiontype

string
optional

contains-lunclones

This snapshots contains LUN clones. If true, this snapshot contains
boolean
LUN clones. This is available only if the 'lun-clone-snapshot' option
optional
is specified.

convertrecovery

boolean
Snapshot copy was created during a volume conversion operation.
optional

cumulativepercentageof-totalblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the total number of blocks in the volume.
optional
Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativepercentageof-usedblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the number of blocks currently used in the
optional
volume. Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativetotal

integer Cumulative total of 1024 byte blocks of this snapshot and previous
optional snapshots. If the "terse" input is true, this value is omitted.

dedupsavings

[0..2^64- integer Savings due to dedup at the time the snapshot was taken in
1]
optional bytes.
Application(s) dependent on this snapshot. The list is commaseparated if more than one application depends on this snapshot.
It includes "busy" string if the snapshot is hard-locked by an
application. This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested
using desired-attributes.
Possible values include:

dependency

string

"acs"
"backup"

optional

"dump"
"file_clone"
"LUNs"
"snaplock"
"snapmirror"
"snapvault"
"vclone"
"snap restore"

Expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Until
time of expiry the snapshot will be protected against deletion by
[0..2^32- integer system processes. The snapshot is not explicitly deleted when
expiry-time
1]
optional expiry-time elapses. The protection can be bypassed by
autodelete when it operates in destroy mode. This field is returned
only if it is explicitly requested using desired-attributes.
infinitesnaplockexpiry-time
inofileversion
is-7-modesnapshot
isconstituentsnapshot
name

boolean Indicates if the snaplock expiry time is infinite. If this flag is set,
optional snaplock-expiry-time field will not carry any value.
integer
The inofile-version of the snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a 7-mode snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a constituent snapshot.
optional
string
Name of the snapshot to be listed.
optional

percentageof-totalblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the total
optional number of blocks in the volume.

percentageof-usedblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the
optional number of blocks currently used in the volume.

performance- [0..2^64- integer Amount of space in use for performance optimization at the time
optional the snapshot was taken, in bytes.
metadata
1]
SnapLock expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1,
snaplock- [0..2^64- integer 1970. Snapshot will not be allowed to be deleted or renamed until
expiry-time
1]
optional the SnapLock ComplianceClock time goes beyond this retention
time.
snapmirrorlabel

A human readable SnapMirror Label attached with the snapshot.
string
Size of the label can be at most 31 characters. This label will be
optional
used by the vaulting system to identify a vaulting scheme.

snapshotinstance-uuid

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's physical data
optional
layout.

snapshotowners-list
snapshotversion-uuid

snapshotowner[] The list of owners of a busy snapshot.
optional
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's logical data
optional
layout.
The state of the snapshot. Possible values:
'valid' ... For an Infinite Volume, the snapshot is complete
and consistent. For a FlexGroup, the snapshot is consistent,
exists on all of its constituents and can be managed
normally.

'invalid' ... The namespace constituent snapshot is missing
for an Infinite Volume.
'partial' ... For an Infinite Volume, one or more data
constituent snapshots are missing. For a FlexGroup, the
snapshot is consistent but exists only on the subset of the
constituents that existed prior to the FlexGroup's expansion.
Partial snapshots cannot be used for a snapshot restore
operation.

string
optional

state

Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume can have a state of invalid.
Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume or a FlexGroup can have
the states of valid and partial.
The default value is valid.
integer Number of 1024 byte blocks in the snapshot. If the "terse" input is
optional true, this value is omitted.

total
vbn0-savings

Savings due to vbn0 at the time the snapshot was taken in bytes.
[0..2^64- integer
This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredoptional
1]
attributes.
string
Volume name.
optional

volume
volumeprovenanceuuid

Provenance UUID of the volume at the time the snapshot was
UUID
created. Refer to the volume-get-iter API for a description of the
optional
volume provenance UUID.
string
Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs.
optional

vserver

Element definition: snapshot-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against snapshot object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

snapshotkey

snapshotinfo

The keys for the snapshot object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: snapshot-multirename-error
Information of the error details for snapshot multirename operation When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

error- [0..2^32- integer Error code due to which snapshot rename failed on a volume. Attributes:
number
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
errorreason

string Error reason due to which snapshot rename failed on a volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumename

string Volume name on which snapshot rename failed. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapshot-name

[top]

Name of snapshot.
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy-info

[top]

A typedef containing information about the Snapshot Scheduling Policies. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified
by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
comment

Range

Type

Description

A human readable description associated with the snasphot policy. The
string
maximum length of this field can be 255 characters. Attributes: optionaloptional
for-create, modifiable

enabled

The state of the snapshot policy. If true, the snapshot policy is enabled
boolean
and scheduled snapshots will be created on the volume associated with
optional
this policy. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

policy

snapshotA human readable string describing the name of the snapshot scheduling
policy
policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

policyowner

string
Owner of the policy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
snapshot-

snapshotpolicyschedules

Information about individual snapshot schedules. To obtain information
scheduleabout invocation times for individual schedules, use API 'job-scheduleinfo[]
get'.
optional

totalinteger Total Number of Schedules in this Policy Attributes: non-creatable, non[0..5]
optional modifiable
schedules
vserverVserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

vservername

Element definition: snapshot-reserve-detail-info

[top]

Information about a volume's snapshot space reservation configuration.
Name

Range

percentage
size
volume
vserver

Type

Description

integer Percentage of volume reserved for snapshots. Range : [0 - 100].
integer Size in bytes of volume reserved for snapshots. Range : [0 - 2^64-1].
string

Name of volume.

string Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs. This field is returned
optional only when request is sent to Admin Vserver LIF.

Element definition: volume-error

[top]

The error code of a given volume.
Name Range

Type

Description
The error code of the snapshot operation for a given volume. It is returned
only when an error is found.

errno

integer
optional

name

volumeName of a volume.
name

reason

string
optional

Description of the error. It is returned only when an error is found.

vserver

string
optional

Virtual server containing the volume.

Element definition: volume-is-snapcreated

[top]

The status of the snapshot creation for a given volume.
Name
is-snapcreated
name

Range

Type

Description

boolean

TRUE means a snapshot has been created for the volume.

volume-name Name of a volume.

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: UUID

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-info

[top]

One snapshot contained in the specified volume. This type is used by snapshot-get-iter, snapshotmodify-iter and snapshot-list-info ZAPIs. When using this type to modify snapshot information, every
field except snapmirror-label is non-modifiable.
Name
access-time
afs-used

Range

Type

Description

The volume access time when the snapshot was created in
integer
seconds since Jan 1, 1970. This value will not change even if the
optional
snapshot is accessed. Range : [0..2^32-1].
[0..2^64- integer Size of the active filesystem at the time the snapshot was taken in
optional bytes.
1]
Indicates whether the snapshot can be deleted or not. The
snapshot cannot be deleted in the following circumstances:

busy

If set to true, the snapshot is hard-locked by some application(s)
and hence cannot be deleted. The lock cannot be over-ridden and
only the application(s) locking the snapshot can release the lock.
The output 'snapshot-owners-list' will report the application(s)
who have hard-locked the snapshot.

boolean
optional If set to false and some applications are dependent on it, the

snapshot is soft-locked and hence cannot be deleted. The output
'dependency' will report the application(s) who have soft-locked
the snapshot. In order to over-ride the soft-lock, use the 'ignoreowners' field while deleting the snapshot.
If above conditions don't hold, then snapshot is not locked and
can be deleted.
comment
compresssavings

A human readable comment for the snapshot. It can be at most
string
255 characters. This field is returned only if it is explicitly
optional
requested using desired-attributes.
[0..2^64- integer Savings due to compression at the time the snapshot was taken in
optional bytes.
1]
The compression type enabled on the volume at the time the
Snapshot copy was taken. Possible values:
'none' ... There was no compression enabled on the volume
'secondary' ... Secondary compression was enabled on the
volume
'adaptive' ... Adaptive compression was enabled on the
volume

compressiontype

string
optional

contains-lunclones

This snapshots contains LUN clones. If true, this snapshot contains
boolean
LUN clones. This is available only if the 'lun-clone-snapshot' option
optional
is specified.

convertrecovery

boolean
Snapshot copy was created during a volume conversion operation.
optional

cumulativepercentageof-totalblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the total number of blocks in the volume.
optional
Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativepercentageof-usedblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the number of blocks currently used in the
optional
volume. Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativetotal

integer Cumulative total of 1024 byte blocks of this snapshot and previous
optional snapshots. If the "terse" input is true, this value is omitted.

dedupsavings

[0..2^64- integer Savings due to dedup at the time the snapshot was taken in
1]
optional bytes.
Application(s) dependent on this snapshot. The list is commaseparated if more than one application depends on this snapshot.
It includes "busy" string if the snapshot is hard-locked by an
application. This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested
using desired-attributes.
Possible values include:

dependency

string
optional

"acs"
"backup"
"dump"
"file_clone"
"LUNs"
"snaplock"
"snapmirror"
"snapvault"
"vclone"
"snap restore"
Expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Until
time of expiry the snapshot will be protected against deletion by

expiry-time

infinitesnaplockexpiry-time
inofileversion
is-7-modesnapshot
isconstituentsnapshot
name

[0..2^32- integer system processes. The snapshot is not explicitly deleted when
1]
optional expiry-time elapses. The protection can be bypassed by
autodelete when it operates in destroy mode. This field is returned
only if it is explicitly requested using desired-attributes.
boolean Indicates if the snaplock expiry time is infinite. If this flag is set,
optional snaplock-expiry-time field will not carry any value.
integer
The inofile-version of the snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a 7-mode snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a constituent snapshot.
optional
string
Name of the snapshot to be listed.
optional

percentageof-totalblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the total
optional number of blocks in the volume.

percentageof-usedblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the
optional number of blocks currently used in the volume.

performance- [0..2^64- integer Amount of space in use for performance optimization at the time
optional the snapshot was taken, in bytes.
metadata
1]
SnapLock expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1,
snaplock- [0..2^64- integer 1970. Snapshot will not be allowed to be deleted or renamed until
expiry-time
1]
optional the SnapLock ComplianceClock time goes beyond this retention
time.
snapmirrorlabel

A human readable SnapMirror Label attached with the snapshot.
string
Size of the label can be at most 31 characters. This label will be
optional
used by the vaulting system to identify a vaulting scheme.

snapshotinstance-uuid

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's physical data
optional
layout.

snapshotowners-list
snapshotversion-uuid

snapshotowner[] The list of owners of a busy snapshot.
optional
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's logical data
optional
layout.
The state of the snapshot. Possible values:

state

string
optional

'valid' ... For an Infinite Volume, the snapshot is complete
and consistent. For a FlexGroup, the snapshot is consistent,
exists on all of its constituents and can be managed
normally.
'invalid' ... The namespace constituent snapshot is missing
for an Infinite Volume.
'partial' ... For an Infinite Volume, one or more data
constituent snapshots are missing. For a FlexGroup, the
snapshot is consistent but exists only on the subset of the
constituents that existed prior to the FlexGroup's expansion.
Partial snapshots cannot be used for a snapshot restore
operation.
Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume can have a state of invalid.
Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume or a FlexGroup can have

the states of valid and partial.
The default value is valid.
integer Number of 1024 byte blocks in the snapshot. If the "terse" input is
optional true, this value is omitted.

total

Savings due to vbn0 at the time the snapshot was taken in bytes.
[0..2^64- integer
This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredoptional
1]
attributes.

vbn0-savings

string
Volume name.
optional

volume
volumeprovenanceuuid

Provenance UUID of the volume at the time the snapshot was
UUID
created. Refer to the volume-get-iter API for a description of the
optional
volume provenance UUID.
string
Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs.
optional

vserver

Element definition: snapshot-owner

[top]

owner of a busy snapshot
Name Range Type
owner

Description

string Name of the owner of a busy snapshot

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-schedule-info

[top]

Information about individual snapshot schedules
Name
count

prefix

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of snapshots to retain for the schedule present in
optional the snapshot policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Snapshot name prefix for the schedule present in the snapshot policy.
Prefix will be used in the snapshot name instead of the schedule
name. If prefix is not provided, schedule name will be used in the
string snapshot name. For eg, if the prefix name 'hourly-even' is assigned to
optional the schedule name 'hourly' then the snapshot name will look like
'hourly-even.2010-05-10_0205'. If no prefix is associated with the
schedule 'hourly' then prefix will be set to 'hourly' as the default
value. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
A human readable string describing the name of a schedule present in
the snapshot policy. Maximum length of this field can be 255

schedule

snapmirrorlabel

string
characters. The schedule name can be any one of the reserved
optional
schedules like 'hourly', 'weekly','daily' or it can be a user created
schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Snapshot SnapMirror Label for the schedule present in the snapshot
string policy. The value specified will be added as an attribute to the
optional snapshot created by the schedule. The maximum length of this field is
31 characters Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: UUID
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: snapvault
snapvault-add-softlock
snapvault-get-allsoftlocked-snapshots
snapvault-get-softlocks
snapvault-primary-abortsnapshot-create
snapvault-primary-aborttransfer
snapvault-primarydelete-snapshot-schedule
snapvault-primarydestinations-list-info
snapvault-primary-getrelationship-status
snapvault-primaryinitiate-incrementalrestore-transfer
snapvault-primaryinitiate-restore-transfer
snapvault-primaryinitiate-snapshot-create
snapvault-primaryrelationship-status-listiter-end
snapvault-primaryrelationship-status-listiter-next
snapvault-primaryrelationship-status-listiter-start
snapvault-primaryrelease-relationship
snapvault-primary-setsnapshot-schedule
snapvault-primarysnapshot-schedule-listinfo
snapvault-primarysnapshot-schedulestatus-list-info
snapvault-removesoftlock
snapvault-secondaryabort-snapshot-create
snapvault-secondaryabort-transfer
snapvault-secondaryconfiguration-list-info
snapvault-secondarycreate-relationship
snapvault-secondarydelete-relationship

SnapVault functionality within Data ONTAP provides disk-to-disk
remote backup, archival and recovery. Note that the value
expected for volume-name is only the volume name string. The
path arguments used in these APIs are of the form:
/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

snapvault-secondarydelete-snapshot-schedule
snapvault-secondarydestinations-list-info
snapvault-secondary-getconfiguration
snapvault-secondary-getrelationship-status
snapvault-secondaryinitiate-incrementaltransfer
snapvault-secondaryinitiate-snapshot-create
snapvault-secondarymodify-configuration
snapvault-secondaryrelationship-status-listiter-end
snapvault-secondaryrelationship-status-listiter-next
snapvault-secondaryrelationship-status-listiter-start
snapvault-secondaryrelease-relationship
snapvault-secondaryresync-relationship
snapvault-secondary-setsnapshot-schedule
snapvault-secondarysnapshot-schedule-listinfo
snapvault-secondarysnapshot-schedulestatus-list-info

snapvault-add-softlock

[top]

Request the system to add softlock for the specified snapshot. Softlocks can be added to preserve the
snapshots which user wants to retain down the cascade.
Input Name Range
snapshot
softlockname
volume
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR

Type
string

Description
Name of the snapshot to be softlocked.

Name of softlock which uniquely identifies the softlock for the snapshot.
string When not specified, softlock will be added with default name. Name of
optional softlock can contain letters, numbers, and underscore character (_), and
can be up to 64 characters long.
string

Name of the volume where the snapshot exists.

Description

snapvault-get-all-softlocked-snapshots

[top]

List all snapshots which are softlocked for snapvault by external means.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

Description
Name of the volume for which softlocked snapshots to be
listed.

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot-name[]
List of snapshots which are softlocked by external means.
optional

snapshot-list
Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR

snapvault-get-softlocks

[top]

List all snapvault softlocks on the given snapshot which are locked by external means.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshot

string

Name of the snapshot for which softlocks to be
listed.

volume

string

Name of the volume where the snapshot exists.

Output Name

Range

Type

snapvaultsoftlocks

snapvault-softlockinfo

Errno

Description
snapvault softlock information for the snapshot.

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

snapvault-primary-abort-snapshot-create
Request the primary to abort a snapshot creation that is already in progress. The snapshot schedule for
which the snapshot creation is in progress must be specified as input.
Input Name

Range Type

schedule-name
volume-name
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR

Description

string Name of the schedule used for snapshot creation.
string Primary volume in which snapshot create is in progress.
Description

[top]

EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-abort-transfer

[top]

Request the primary system to abort an active transfer. The abort can be hard abort, which means the
transfer will not be restartable. Or it could be a soft abort, which will not clean the restart checkpoints.
In that case the transfer may be restartable. An aborted transfer may be restarted by using the same
API used to initiate the transfer in the previous attempt. If that request cannot restart the aborted
transfer, then it will initiate a fresh new transfer.
Input Name Range
is-hardabort

Type

Description

boolean When set to 'true' a hard abort is performed. In that case the restart
optional checkpoints are cleared. Default value is 'false'.

systempath

string

targetsystem

The system path which is the target of transfer.

string
The system filer which is the target of transfer.
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-delete-snapshot-schedule
Request the primary system to delete the specified snapshot schedules. The snapshot schedules that
match the volume name and if specified the schedule name, will be deleted.
Input Name
schedule-name

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of the schedule to be deleted.
optional

[top]

volume-name

string

Errno

The primary volume for which the schedules are to be deleted.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-destinations-list-info

[top]

Request the primary to list all snapvault destinations that have been replicated from any source path on
this primary system. If a source path is provided, then the primary will return destinations information
only for that source path. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output
of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-destinations-list-info
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

source-path
Output Name Range
destinations

Description
Source path on this primary for which the destination
information is desired.

Type
snapvaultdestination-info[]

Errno

Description
List of all snapvault destinations known to this primary.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-get-relationship-status
Request the primary to return the status entries for desired relationships. The relationships whose
status is desired must be specified using the system path. When snapvault primary and secondary are

[top]

licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-secondary-getrelationship-status
Input Name Range

Type

Description

system-path

string

System path for relationships whose status is desired.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

status

snapvault-status-info[] Status entries for desired relationships.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-initiate-incremental-restore-transfer
Request to initiate an incremental restore from a given secondary path to an existing primary path,
using the specified secondary snapshot. The request will only initiate the restore and return. The actual
restore operation will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee that it will succeed. The
snapvault-primary-get-relationship- status API should be used to determine progress of the restore
operation. If the dataset contains LUNs, the restore will attempt to prevent disruptions to clients using
those LUNs. Upon success, the primary path will have the exact same contents as the specified
secondary path in the specified secondary snapshot.
Input Name Range

connectionmode

maxtransferrate
no-lunclone-

Type

Description

This option specifies the mode to be used for establising connection
between primary and secondary. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between primary and secondary will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addressess configured, then the
connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
primary and secondary will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
string there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.
optional When this option is not specified, Connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet". This argument is not effective when an IP
address is specified instead of secondary hostname. If the IP address
format and connection mode do not match, the operation will fail with
proper error message.
integer
optional
This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from source to
boolean destination. If this option is "flase", a LUN clone would be transferred as a

[top]

expansion

optional LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as a clone. By default the
value of the option is "false".

primarypath

string

The pre-existing primary path to which data is being restored.

secondarypath

string

The secondary path to restore from.

secondarysnapshot
secondarysystem

string
Name of the secondary snapshot to be used for this restore transfer.
optional
string

Errno

The secondary system to restore from. This input will be used by the
primary system to establish contact with the secondary. Therefore it is
expected to be a hostname that the primary can resolve.
Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-initiate-restore-transfer
Request the primary system to begin a baseline restore transfer from the given secondary path to the
given primary path. If the primary path does not already exist, it will be created before starting the
restore transfer. If it already exists, its contents will be overwritten by the restore transfer if overwriteexisting-content is set to true else an error is returned. If an existing primary path contains LUNs, then
under certain conditions, restore will prevent disruptions to clients using those LUNs. The request will
only start the restore transfer and return. The actual transfer will proceed asynchronously and there is
no guarantee that it will succeed. The snapvault-primary-get-relationship-status API should be used to
check the status of the restore.
Input Name Range

connectionmode

Type

Description

This option specifies the mode to be used for establising connection
between primary and secondary. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between primary and secondary will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addressess configured, then the
connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
primary and secondary will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
string there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.
optional When this option is not specified, Connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet". This argument is not effective when an IP
address is specified instead of secondary hostname. If the IP address
format and connection mode do not match, the operation will fail with
proper error message.
The maximum transfer rate in kilobytes (1024 bytes) per second to be

[top]

maxtransferrate

integer applied only for this update transfer. If this option is not provided the
optional default behavior will be to allow the transfer to proceed as fast as
possible. Range:[1..2^31-2]

no-luncloneexpansion

This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from source to
boolean destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would be transferred as a
optional LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as a clone. By default the
value of the option is "false".

overwriteexistingcontent

This option specifies to overwrite an existing primary qtree or not. If
specified primary qtree path already exists and the option is set to "true"
boolean
the existing qtree will be overwritten and and previous data will be lost. If
optional
specified primary qtree path already exists and the option is set to "false"
then an error is returned. The default value of the option is "true".

primarypath

string

The primary path to which data is being restored. The primary path will
be created during the restore if it doesn't already exist.

secondarypath

string

The secondary path to restore from.

secondarysnapshot
secondarysystem

Name of the secondary snapshot to be used for this restore transfer. If
string
this option is not provided, the secondary system will choose the
optional
snapshot that contains the most recent back-up for this secondary path.
string

Errno

The secondary system to restore from. This input will be used by the
primary system to establish contact with the secondary. Therefore it is
expected to be a hostname that the primary can resolve.
Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-initiate-snapshot-create

[top]

Request the primary to force a snapshot creation for a specified snapshot schedule. The snapshot
schedule must be identified by the volume name and the snapshot prefix. All the properties of the
specified schedule will be applied to the snapshot creation. This API should be used when it is desirable
to create snapshots right away, without having to wait for the pre-configured scheduled time. This API
returns after only initiating the snapshot creation, and there is no guarantee that the snapshot creation
will succeed. The snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info API should be used to track
progress of the snapshot creation.
Input Name Range
options
schedule-

Type

Description

snapvault-snapcreateDescribes options for snap create request.
options
optional
The name of the schedule to be used for this snapshot

string

name
volumename

string

Errno

creation.
The primary volume for which the snapshot schedule
was configured.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate the status list iteration set up by the snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start API.
The primary will clean up any saved info for this iteration.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from the previous primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-next
Request the primary to continue the iteration set up with the snapvault-primary-relationship-status-listiter-start API. A list consisting of a number of status entries, upto the specified maximum, will be
returned. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output of this API is
identical to the output of snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-next
Input Name Range

Type

Description

[top]

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
records

status-list

The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Tag from a previous primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Type
integer

Description
The number of records being returned by this particular request.
When this value is 0, there are no more records to be returned.
Range:[0..2^32-1]

snapvaultstatusList of entries, each representing status entry for a relationship.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start
Request the primary to start an iteration through the list of the status entries for all relationships.
Output Name Range Type
records
tag

This tells you the number of items that have been saved for future
integer retrieval with primary-relationship-status-list-iter-next. Range:[0..2^321]
string Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

Description

Description

[top]

snapvault-primary-release-relationship

[top]

Request the release of a snapvault relationship formed by a "create-relationship" or "resyncrelationship" operation. This operation deletes the registry entry and the softlocks on the source
snapshot.
Input Name

Range Type

primary-path

Description

string The primary path for the relationship.

secondary-path

string The secondary path for the relationship.

secondary-system

string The secondary system for the relationship.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-set-snapshot-schedule

[top]

Request the primary system to configure the specified snapshot schedule. It can also update existing
snapshot schedules. If the optional input schedule is skipped, the days-of-week is set to "mon-sun" and
hours-of-day set to 0, i.e. midnight.
Input Name

Range

snapshotschedule

Type

snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule- Specifies details of the schedule to be
info
set.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

Description

Description

snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-list-info

[top]

Request the primary to return a list of configured snapshot schedules. Without any input arguments this
request returns the list of all snapshot schedules configured on the primary. If a volume is specified
then only the list of schedules configured for that volume will be returned. When snapvault primary and
secondary are licensed on the same filer, snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-list-info and this API
return the same number of schedules.
Input Name Range
volume-name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The primary volume for which the list of snapshot
schedules are desired.

Type

Description

snapvault-primary-snapshotList of snapshot schedule entries.
schedule-info[]
optional

snapshotschedules
Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Request the primary to return status for all configured snapshot schedules. If a specific volume is
provided as input, this API will return only the status for schedules within that volume. When snapvault
primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of
snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Input Name

Range

string
optional

volume-name
Output Name
snapshotschedule-status
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE

Type

Range

Type

Description
Primary volume for which snapshot
schedule status is desired.
Description

snapvault-snapshot-schedule- List of status entries, one for each snapshot
status-info[]
schedule.
Description

[top]

ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-remove-softlock

[top]

request the system to remove softlock for the given snapshot.
Input Name Range
snapshot

Type
string

Description
Name of the snapshot for which softlock to be removed.

Name of softlock which uniquely identifies the softlock for the snapshot.
When not specified, softlock with default name will be removed. When
string
softlock-name has value "-all", all softlocks on the snapshot will be
optional
removed. Name of softlock can contain letters, numbers, and underscore
character (_), and can be up to 64 characters long.

softlockname
volume

string

Errno

Name of the volume where the snapshot exists.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR

snapvault-secondary-abort-snapshot-create
Request the secondary to abort a snapshot creation that is already in progress. The snapshot schedule
for which the snapshot creation is in progress must be specified as input.
Input Name

Range Type

schedule-name
volume-name

string The name of the schedule used by the snapshot creation.
string The secondary volume in which snapshot create is in progress.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

Description

Description

[top]

snapvault-secondary-abort-transfer

[top]

Request the secondary system to abort the current transfer. The abort can be hard abort, which means
the transfer will not be restartable. By default, a soft abort is used, which means the transfer is
restartable. An aborted transfer may be restarted by using the same API used to initiate the transfer in
the previous attempt. If that request cannot restart the aborted transfer, then it will initiate a fresh new
transfer.
Input Name Range
is-hardabort
systempath
targetsystem

Type

Description

boolean When set to 'true' a hard abort is performed. In that case the restart
optional checkpoints are cleared. Default value is 'false'.
string

The system path which is the target of update.

string
The system filer which is the target of transfer.
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-configuration-list-info

[top]

Request to return a list of all configuration entries found on the secondary system.
Output Name Range
configurations

Type

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

snapvault-configuration-info[]
List of configuration entries.
optional
Description

snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-create-relationship

[top]

Request the secondary system to configure a new snapvault relationship with the given primary and
secondary systems and paths. This API is equivalent to the 'snapvault start' Data ONTAP command. All
the inputs provided with this request will be stored in the configuration entry maintained by the
secondary system. These values will be used as default settings for further incremental update transfers
for this relationship. The snapvault-secondary-modify-configuration API can be used to change these
configured settings. A successful configuration will automatically be followed by a baseline transfer from
the primary to the secondary. The secondary path will be created during the baseline transfer hence it is
required that the secondary path must not exist when issuing this request. This request will only begin
the baseline transfer and return. The transfer will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee
that it will succeed. The snapvault-get-relationship-status API should be used to check the status of the
transfer.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapvaultconfiguration- Relationship configuration
info

configuration
no-luncloneexpansion

boolean
optional

Errno

This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from
source to destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would
be transferred as a LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as
a clone. By default the value of the option is "false".

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-delete-relationship

[top]

Request the secondary system to unconfigure and delete the relationship permanently. The secondary
path will be deleted. But none of the snapshots that capture this secondary path will be deleted. This
API corresponds to the 'snapvault stop' Data ONTAP command.
Input Name

Range Type

secondarypath

string

Description
The secondary-path to be deleted. The path will be unconfigured and
deleted.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-delete-snapshot-schedule

[top]

Request the secondary system to delete the specified snapshot schedules. The snapshot schedules that
match the volume name and the snapshot prefix when specified, will be deleted.
Input Name

Range

deleteschedulesoftlock
schedule-name
volume-name

Type

Description

boolean When set to 'true', snapvault will delete ACS softlock set by this
optional schedule. The default value for this option is 'false'.
string
The name of the schedule to be deleted.
optional
string

Errno

The secondary volume for which the schedule is to be deleted.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-destinations-list-info
Request the secondary to list all snapvault destinations that have been replicated from any source path
on this secondary system. If a source path is provided, then the secondary will return destinations
information only for that source path. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same
filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-destinations-list-info

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

source-path
Output Name Range
destinations

Description
Source path on this secondary for which the destination
information is desired.

Type
snapvaultdestination-info[]

Errno

Description
List of all snapvault destinations known to this secondary.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-get-configuration

[top]

Request the secondary to return the configuration entry for a relationship. The relationship must be
specified by providing the secondary path as input.
Input Name Range

Type

secondarypath

string

Output Name Range
configuration

Type
snapvaultconfiguration-info
optional

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

Description

Description
The secondary path for the relationship whose
configuration entry is desired.
Description
A single configuration entry.

snapvault-secondary-get-relationship-status

[top]

Request the secondary to return the status entries for desired relationships. The relationships whose
status is desired must be specified using the system path. When snapvault primary and secondary are
licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-getrelationship-status
Input Name Range

Type

system-path

string

Output Name Range

Type

status

Description
System path for the relationships whose status is
desired.
Description

snapvault-status-info[] Status entries for desired relationships.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-initiate-incremental-transfer
Request the snapvault secondary system to begin an incremental transfer to the given secondary path.
This API is equivalent to the 'snapvault update' Data ONTAP command. It is required that this secondary
path has already been configured as part of a snapvault relationship. The primary system and path
configured in that relationship will be used as the source for this transfer. The request will only start the
transfer and return. The actual transfer will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee that it
will succeed. The snapvault-secondary-get-relationship-status API should be used to check the status of
the update.
Input Name Range
maxtransferrate
no-luncloneexpansion
primarysnapshot
secondary-

Type

Description

The maximum transfer rate in kilobytes (1024 bytes) per second to be
integer applied only for this update transfer. If this option is not provided the
optional default behavior will be to allow the transfer to proceed as fast as
possible. Range:[1.. 2^31-2]
This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from source to
boolean destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would be transferred as a
optional LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as a clone. By default the
value of the option is "false".
Name of the primary snapshot to be used for this update transfer. This
string option is supported for only primary systems. If this option is not
optional provided, the primary system will create a new source snapshot for this
transfer.
The secondary path that will be used as the destination for this update

[top]

path

string

Errno

transfer. It is required that this secondary path is already a part of some
configured snapvault relationship.
Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-initiate-snapshot-create
Request the secondary to force a snapshot creation for a specified snapshot schedule. The snapshot
schedule must be identified by the volume name and the schedule name. All the properties of the
specified schedule will be applied to the snapshot creation. This API should be used when it is desirable
to create snapshots right away, without having to wait for the pre-configured scheduled time. This API
returns after only initiating the snapshot creation, and there is no guarantee that the snapshot creation
will succeed. The snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info API should be used to track
progress of the snapshot creation.
Input Name Range

Type

lockbackingsnapshot

options

boolean
optional

Description
When set to 'true' any snapshots backing the LUN clones present in
the snapshot being created will be locked down. As a result, the
locked backing snapshots can't be deleted as long as the snapshot
that is locking them exists. The default value for this option is 'false',
which doesn't lock any backing snapshots.

snapvaultsnapcreateDescribes options for snap create request.
options
optional

schedulename

string

The name of the schedule to be used for creating the snapshot. The
schedule-name will be used as a prefix in the name of each snapshot
created by this schedule. If an empty string is provided, the snapshot
creation process will be started, but a snapshot will not be created.
This is useful to bring all the relationships of a secondary volume to a
consistent state.

volumename

string

The secondary volume in which the snapshot is to be created.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY

Description

[top]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-modify-configuration

[top]

Request change in one or more configuration parameters of an existing snapvault relationship identified
by the secondary path provided. Only the parameters that are specified as input will be changed for this
configuration.
Input Name Range
configuration

Type

Description

snapvault-configuration-info Relationship configuration

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-end
Terminate the status list iteration set up by the snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start
API. The secondary will clean up any saved info for this iteration.
Input Name Range Type
tag

string Tag from the previous secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Description

[top]

snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-next

[top]

Request the secondary to continue the iteration set up with the snapvault-secondary-relationshipstatus-list-iter-start API. A list consisting of a number of status entries, upto the specified maximum,
will be returned. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output of this
API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-next
Input Name Range

Type

Description

maximum

integer

The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range:[0..2^32-1]

tag

string

Tag from a previous secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range
records

status-list

Type
integer

Description
The number of records being returned by this particular request.
When this value is 0, there are no more records to be returned.
Range:[0..2^32-1]

snapvaultstatusList of entries, each representing status entry for a relationship.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start
Request the secondary to start an iteration through the list of the status entries for all relationships.
This list will also include entries for snapvault restores from this secondary.
Output Name Range Type
records
tag
Errno

Description

This tells you the number of items that have been saved for future
integer retrieval with secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-next. Range:
[0..2^32-1]
string Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.
Description

[top]

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-release-relationship

[top]

Request the release of a snapvault relationship formed after a restore operation on the primary system.
This operation deletes the registry entry and removes the softlock on the source base snapshot.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

primary-path

string The primary path that had been used for the restore.

primary-system

string The primary system which had performed the restore.

secondary-path

string The secondary path that was used as source for restore.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-resync-relationship

[top]

Request to resynchronize the relationship for an existing secondary path. This API is equivalent to the
'snapvault start -r' Data ONTAP command. In addition the configuration entry for this relationship will be
updated with any parameters that are provided as input. Finally an update transfer to this secondary
path will be started. The resynchronization is commonly used when the primary dataset has been
migrated to a different location for e.g. via snapvault restore. This functionality is also required if the
secondary path was made writable for e.g. via wafl iron. This request will only start the resync process
and return. The process will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee that it will succeed. The
snapvault-secondary-get-relationship-status API should be used to check the status of this restore.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapvaultconfiguration- Relationship configuration
info

configuration
no-luncloneexpansion

boolean
optional

Errno

This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from
source to destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would
be transferred as a LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as
a clone. By default the value of the option is "false".

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-set-snapshot-schedule

[top]

Request the secondary system to configure the specified snapshot schedule. If this request is made for
an existing snapshot schedule, then that snapshot schedule is updated with any new values specified. If
the optional input schedule is skipped, the days-of-week is set to "mon-sun" and hours-of-day set to 0,
i.e. midnight.
Input Name

Range

snapshotschedule
Errno

Type
snapvault-secondary-snapshotschedule-info

Description
Specifies details of the schedule to
be set.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-list-info

[top]

Request the secondary to return a list of configured snapshot schedules. Without any input arguments
this request returns the list of all snapshot schedules configured on the secondary. If a volume is
specified then only the list of schedules configured for that volume will be returned. When snapvault
primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-list-info
and this API return the same number of schedules.
Input Name Range

Type

volumename

string
optional

Output Name Range

Type
snapvault-secondarysnapshot-schedule-info[]
optional

snapshotschedules
Errno

Description
The secondary volume for which the list of
snapshot schedules are desired.
Description
List of snapshot schedule entries.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Request the secondary to return status for all configured snapshot schedules. If a specific volume is
provided as input, this API will return only the status for schedules within that volume. This API
corresponds to the 'snapvault status -s' Data ONTAP command. When snapvault primary and secondary
are licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primarysnapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Input Name

Range

string
optional

volume-name
Output Name

Type

Range

snapshotschedule-status
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE

Type
snapvault-snapshotschedule-status-info[]
Description

Description
Secondary volume for which snapshot
schedule status is desired.
Description
List of status entries, one for each snapshot
schedule.

[top]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

Element definition: snapshot-name

[top]

Name of snapshot.
[none]

Element definition: snapvault-configuration-info
Describes the elements of the snapvault configuration entry.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connectionmode

This option specifies the mode to be used for establising connection
between primary and secondary. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between primary and secondary will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addressess configured, then
the connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
primary and secondary will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
string there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.
optional When this option is not specified, Connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet". This argument is not effective when an IP
address is specified instead of primary hostname. If the IP address
format and connection mode do not match, the operation will fail with
proper error message.

is-accesstimechangeignored

Sets the ignore_atime option in snapvault configuration entry. When set
boolean
to 'true', snapvault primary does not send files with only access time
optional
changes during incremental transfers. The default value is 'false'

is-open-filebackupallowed

Sets the back_up_open_files option in the snapvault configuration entry.
This option is used to allow or disallow the inclusion of open files on the
boolean primary system at the time of the transfer. This option is currently
optional applicable only for OSSV relationships. When set to 'false' the OSSV
primary agents will exclude files that are open from the transfer. The
default value for this parameter is 'true'.

is-primarypath-utf8encoded

Specifies encoding format for the primary pathname. A 'true' value
boolean
indicates that the primary pathname is in UTF8 format. The default
optional
encoding format is ASCII/extended ASCII. The default value is 'false'.

maxtransferrate

The maximum transfer rate in kilobytes (1024 bytes) per second that will
integer be used for this relationship as well as baseline transfer. The default
optional value for this parameter will allow transfers to proceed as fast as
possible. Range:[1..2^31-2]
The primary path that will be used as the source for this relationship as
well as for baseline transfer. This can be either in UTF8 or

[top]

primarypath

string

primarysystem

secondarypath

ASCII/extended ASCII depending on whether or not 'is-primary-pathutf8-encoded' flag is set. If option 'is-primary-path-utf8-encoded' is not
specified, then the primary-path considered as in ASCII/extended ASCII.

string

The primary system for this relationship as well as for the baseline
transfer. This input will be used by the secondary system to establish
contact with the primary. Therefore this input is expected to be a
hostname that the primary can resolve.

string

The secondary path that will be used as destination for this relationship
as well as baseline transfer. The secondary path will be created during
the baseline transfer and hence it must not exist when issuing this
request.

The maximum number of times a transfer will be tried. Transfers that are
retried using this mechanism may be capable of restarting from where
the previous attempt failed. If a transfer does not succeed even after
those many attempts, then the secondary will give up. All the data that
integer
was transferred during previous tries for this transfer will be discarded.
optional
The default value for this parameter is 2. When set to 0, the relationship
will become dormant. In other words no transfers will be allowed to this
secondary path. The maximum value accepted for this input is 120.
Range:[0..120]

tries-count

Specifies whether to compress the network data stream. Possible values
are 'on', 'off', and 'default'. When the value is set to 'on', stream
compression will be enabled. When the value is set to 'off', stream
compression will be disabled. When the value is set to 'default' then the
string
default value will be used. In case of snapvault create relationship API,
optional
when this option is not specified, the default value will be used. In case
of snapvault modify API, when this option is not specified, the last
configured value for this relationship will be used. The default value for
this option is the value of global compression option.

usecompression

Element definition: snapvault-destination-info

[top]

Structure of each entry of destinations list.
Name

Range

chaineddestinations

Type

Description

List of destinations that form a dependency chain starting from the
snapvaultsource-path. This list will contain only one element for non-cascaded
chainedconfigurations. The last element of this list represents the destination
destinationfor which the snapshot returned in source-snapshot has been
info[]
preserved on the source system.

source-path

string

The source path for this destination.

sourcesnapshot

string

The source snapshot that has been preserved on the source system
for the destination.

Element definition: snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-info
Structure of each snapshot schedule.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

is-autoupdate

boolean
optional

Schedules that have is-auto-update set to 'true' will initiate update
transfers for all relationships in that volume before creating a new
snapshot. Default value is 'false'. This setting is honoured only for the
secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary schedules.

snapvaultscheduleDescribes snapvault schedule options.
options
optional

options

preservesnapshots

string
optional

Allowed values are on/off/default. It prevents SnapVault from autodeleting older snapshots from this SnapVault snapshot schedule to create
new snapshots when set to on. When unspecified, value is set to default.
When set to default, the behaviour of preserving snapshots is guided by
the global snapvault.preservesnap option. This setting is honoured only
for the secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary
schedules.

retentioncount

integer

Denotes the maximum number of most recent snapshots that will be
retained by this schedule. Range:[0..254]

snapvaultscheduleDescribes the actual schedule.
info
optional

schedule

schedulename

string

Uniquely identifies this schedule within a primary volume. The schedulename will be used as a prefix in the name of each snapshot created by
this schedule.

volumename

string

The primary volume for which this schedule has been configured.

warn-atcount

integer
optional

On SnapVault secondary, when preserve-snapshots is set, SnapVault
sends a warning message when the number of remaining snapshots for
this backup schedule is less than this input. Setting this to zero turns off
the same warning. Default value is 0. This setting is honoured only for
the secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary
schedules. Range:[0..retention-count - 1]

Element definition: snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-info
Snapshot schedules for each volume.
Name
is-autoupdate

options

preservesnapshots

retention-

Range

Type
boolean

Description
Schedules that have is-auto-update set to 'true' will initiate update
transfers for all relationships in that volume before creating a new
snapshot.

snapvaultscheduleDescribes schedule options.
options
optional

string
optional

integer

Allowed values are on/off/default. It prevents SnapVault from autodeleting older snapshots from this SnapVault snapshot schedule to create
new snapshots when set to on. When unspecified, value is set to default.
When set to default, the behaviour of preserving snapshots is guided by
the global snapvault.preservesnap option. This setting is honoured only
for the secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary
schedules.
Denotes the maximum number of most recent snapshots that will be

[top]

count

retained by this schedule. Range:[0..254]

schedule

snapvaultscheduleDescribes the actual schedule.
info
optional

schedulename

string

Uniquely identifies the schedule within a secondary volume. The
schedule-name is used as a prefix in the name of each snapshot created
by this schedule.

volumename

string

The secondary volume for which these schedules have been configured.

integer
optional

On SnapVault secondary, when preserve-snapshots is set, SnapVault
sends a warning message when the number of remaining snapshots for
this backup schedule is less than this input. Setting this to zero turns off
the same warning. Default value is 0. Range:[0..retention-count - 1]

warn-atcount

Element definition: snapvault-snapcreate-options

[top]

Snap create options.
Name

Range Type

triescount

Description

integer This option is similar to one in snapvault-schedule-options. Range:[-1..120]

Element definition: snapvault-snapshot-schedule-status-info

[top]

Structure of the snapshot schedule status entry.
Name

Range Type

schedulename
status
volumename

Description

string Uniquely identifies schedule within a volume.
string

Status of this schedule. Possible values are: "Idle", "Active", "Aborting",
"Queued", "Saving".

string Volume for which this schedule is configured.

Element definition: snapvault-softlock-info
Structure of the snapvault softlock.
Name

Range Type

Description

softlockname

string

Name of the softlock. This field will be empty if softlock-name is not specified
while adding softlock.

type

string

Type of snapvault softlock. This indicates whether the softlock added using zapi
or command line interface. Possible types are "cli", "api"

[top]

Element definition: snapvault-status-info

[top]

Format of each status entry.
Name
base-snapshot
compressedbytes
contents

Range

Type

Description

string
Snapshot the relationship is currently based upon.
optional
Number of compressed bytes transferred if QSM compression is
integer
being used. This field is absent if the transfer is not compressed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1]
State of the active file system of the snapvault path on this
string
system. Possible values are: "replica", "transitioning" and
optional
"original". This field is present only on the destination.

currenttransfer-error

string
A human readable error string for the current transfer.
optional

currenttransfer-type

string Type of the current transfer. Possible values are: "initialize",
optional "update", "retry", "resync". Only available for active transfers.

destinationpath

string

Destination path.

destinationsystem

string

Destination hostname.

inodesreplicated
lag-time

[0..2^64- integer Shows the number of inodes replicated. Present during directory
optional processing phase.
1]
Amount of time in seconds since the beginning of the most
integer recently successful transfer from source. This field is present only
optional when there has been a successful baseline transfer. Range:
[1..2^32-1]

last-transferduration

integer
Duration of last transfer in seconds. Range:[0..2^32-1]
optional

last-transferfrom-path

string
Source path used for the last transfer.
optional

last-transferfrom-system

string
Source system used for the last transfer.
optional

last-transfersize

integer Size in kilobytes (1024 bytes) of the last transfer. Range:
optional [0..2^32-1]

last-transfertype

string Last transfer type. Possible values are: "initialize", "update",
optional "retry", "resync".

mirrortimestamp
replication-ops

Creation time of the snapshot used for the most recent successful
integer transfer. Specified in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. This field is
optional present only when there has been a successful baseline transfer.
Range:[1..2^32-1]
[0..2^64- integer Counter that is incremented for every replication operation.
optional Present during directory processing phase.
1]

source-path

string

Source path.

source-system

string

Source hostname.

state

string

State of this relationship. Possible values are:
"uninitialized","snapvaulted","broken-off","unknown",
"source","restoring","quiesced".

status

string

Transfer status for this relationship. Possible values are: "idle",
"transferring", "pending", "aborting", "quiescing", "resyncing",
"restoring".
Number of kilobytes (1024 bytes) transferred so far. This field is

transferprogress

integer
valid only for active transfers. If there is no active transfer in
optional
progress, this field is absent. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Number of uncompressed bytes transferred if QSM compression is
integer
being used. This field is absent if the transfer is not compressed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1]

uncompressedbytes

Element definition: snapvault-chained-destination-info

[top]

Structure of each entry of destinations-chain.
Name

Range

destination-path

Type
string

Description
Destination path.

string
Hostname of the destination system.
optional

destination-system

Element definition: snapvault-schedule-info

[top]

Representation of the scheduling information.
Name Range

Type

Description
Days of the week for which this schedule has been set. This is a comma
separated list of days, where a day is specified by the first three letters of the
day. Day ranges are also allowed. Here are the possible formats:

daysofweek

- := matches no day of the week
mon := matches Monday
tue,thu := matches Tuesday and Thursday
mon-fri := matches mon,tue,wed,thu,fri

string
optional

Default value is mon-sun, i.e. every day.
Hours of the day for which this schedule has been set. This is a comma
separated list of the hours during the day where hours are specified as integers
from 0 to 23. Hour ranges are also allowed. Step values are allowed in
conjunction with ranges. Here are the possible formats:
hoursof-day

string
optional

4 := matches 4 am.
0,13 := matches midnight and 1pm.
0-23 := matches all hours
0-8/2 := matches 'every 2 hours' starting from midnight until 8am.
Default value is 0, i.e. midnight.

Element definition: snapvault-schedule-options
Describes snapvault schedule options.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

retentionperiod

This option is used to specify a retention period for snapshots, which are
created by this schedule, for SnapLock volumes. The retention period is
specified as a count followed by a suffix. the valid suffixes are d - for days
m - for months y - for years For example a value of 6m represents a
retention period of 6 months. THe maximum valid retention period is 30
string
years, or the maximum retention period set for the volume, whichever is
optional
shorter. The minimum valid retention period is 0 days, ir the minimum
retention period set for the volume, whichever is longer. If the option value
is default or the retention-period option is not specified, the snapshots will
be created with retention period equal to the default retention period of the
secondary SnapLock volume, or 30 years, whichever is shorter.

triescount

Number of times SnapVault should try creating each scheduled snapshot
before giving up. If the snapshot creation fails due to transient errors such
as the volume being out of space, SnapVault will keep trying to create the
integer
snapshot every minute untill the request is fulfilled. The allowed range is
optional
from 0 to 120. The default value is unlimited. If tries-count is not use, then
the value will remain unchanged and the already configured value will be
used. The default value for this option is -1. Range:[-1..120]

APIs in Category: snmp
A note on snmp-community-* ZAPI:

snmp-community-add
snmp-community-delete
snmp-community-deleteall
snmp-disable
snmp-enable
snmp-enable-snmpv3
snmp-get
snmp-get-next
snmp-status
snmp-test-trap-trigger
snmp-trap-disable
snmp-trap-enable
snmp-traphost-add
snmp-traphost-delete

The snmp-community-* ZAPI must be executed on the Cluster
LIF. Vserver tunneling must be used to add/delete an SNMP
community for a Vserver. If Vserver tunneling is not used while
executing these ZAPI, then it will default to Cserver.

snmp-community-add

[top]

Adds a community to the list of communities.
Input Name Range Type
accesscontrol
community

string

Description
Access control for the community. The only supported value is "ro" (readonly).

string Community name to be added.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
E_COMMUNITY_CREATE_FAILED

snmp-community-delete

[top]

Deletes a community from the list of communities.
Input Name Range Type
accesscontrol
community
Errno
EONTAPI_EINVAL

string

Description
Access control for the community.The only supported value is "ro" (readonly).

string Community name to be deleted.
Description

snmp-community-delete-all

[top]

Deletes all the communities.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snmp-disable

[top]

Disables snmp protocol.

snmp-enable

[top]

Enables snmp protocol.

snmp-enable-snmpv3

[top]

Enable SNMPv3 cluster-wide

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_FIPS_USERS_AND_TRAPHOSTS_DELETE_FAILED
E_ENABLE_SNMPV3_DISABLED

snmp-get

[top]

Retrieves the value of a snmp object.
Input Name Range
object-id
Output Name Range

Type
string
Type

Description
Fully qualified object identifier of a snmp object. Only numeric OID's
(ex: .1.3.6.1.4.1.789.1.1.1.0) are allowed.
Description
If true, the string returned in 'value' is the hexadecimal representation

is-valuehexadecimal

boolean
of the octet string returned by a snmp call to the object-id. This output
optional
is not present if 'value' is a normal string.

value
Errno

string

Value of the snmp object specified through the input argument "objectid".

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snmp-get-next

[top]

This is used to retrieve the next OID in the mib tree of data. Instead of returning the data you
requested, it returns the next OID in the tree and its value. Unlike the snmp-get api, this api does
return data for a OID which is too short or is missing the index part of the OID.
Input Name Range
object-id

Type
string

Output Name Range

Description
Object Identifier of a snmp object. The OID can be a fully qualified OID
or a partial OID. Only numeric OID's (ex: .1.3.6.1.4.1.789.1.1.1.0) are
allowed.

Type

Description

If true, the string returned in 'value' is the hexadecimal representation
boolean
of the octet string returned by a snmp call to the object-id. This output
optional
is not present if 'value' is a normal string.

is-valuehexadecimal
next-objectid

string

Object Identifier of the next snmp object in the mib.

value

string

Value of the snmp object reported through the output argument "nextobject-id".

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snmp-status

[top]

Returns configuration information of the SNMP agent daemon.
Output Name Range
communities

Type

Description

communityReturns a list of communities and their access control settings.
info[]
optional

contact

string

is-trapenabled

boolean

location

string

traphosts

traphostinfo[]
optional

Contact name.
Retuns "true" if traps are enabled. "false" otherwise.
Location name.
Returns a list of registered trap hosts followed by their IP addresses.
Only resolvable trap hosts are returned. If a host name cannot be
found in /etc/hosts for a previously registered IP address, its name
defaults to a string representation of its IP address.

snmp-test-trap-trigger

[top]

Trigger SNMP test trap

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snmp-trap-disable

[top]

Disables snmp traps.

snmp-trap-enable

[top]

Enables snmp traps.

snmp-traphost-add

[top]

Adds a host to the list of trap hosts.
Input Name Range
host

username

Type
string

Description
Specify the host to be added. Host may be specified in Domain Name
format such as MyHost.MyNetwork.com, or as an IP address such as
10.20.30.40. If a Domain Name is used, the host must resolve to an IP
address.

string Specify the USM user name to indicate SNMPv3 traphost. USM user must
optional have already been defined before adding a SNMPv3 traphost.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
E_TRAPHOST_CREATE_FAILED

snmp-traphost-delete

[top]

Deletes a host from the list of trap hosts.
Input Name Range
host

Type
string

Description
Specify the host to be added. Host may be specified in Domain Name
format such as MyHost.MyNetwork.com, or as an IP address such as
10.20.30.40. If a Domain Name is used, the host must resolve to an IP
address.

username

string
Specify the USM user name to indicate SNMPv3 traphost.
optional

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

Element definition: community-info

[top]

Information about a single community.
Name

Range Type

accesscontrol

Description

Access control of the community.The only supported value is "ro" (readstring
only).

community

string Community name.

Element definition: traphost-info

[top]

Information about a single registered trap host.
Name Range Type
hostname
ipaddress

Description

Name of the trap host given by the user. Can be one of the following: hostname,
string
ip-address, or alias Hostname will be a fully qualified Domain Name.
string IP address of the trap host.

APIs in Category: storage-acp-firmware
storage-acp-firmwarefile-get-iter

This is an auto generated category.

storage-acp-firmware-file-get-iter

[top]

return the firmware file list
Input Name

Range

storageacpfirmwarefile
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storageacpfirmwarefile
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-acp-firmware
object. All storage-acp-firmware objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storageacpfirmware- The list of attributes of storage-acp-firmware objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional acp-firmware objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-acp-firmware-file
Show firmware files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

filename
node

Type

Description

string
optional

Storage Firmware File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-adapter
storage-adapter-enable-adapter
storage-adapter-get-adapter-info
storage-adapter-get-adapter-list

storage-adapter-enable-adapter

[top]

Enables specified host adapter. I/O traffic can be issued on the adapter.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername
node-name

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also present,
a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name -- for
string
example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the command will
return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

storage-adapter-get-adapter-info

[top]

Display the information about a specified host adapter. The information is displayed base on the
controller interface type. ATA, Parallel SCSI, SAS, FC.
Input Name Range
adaptername

node-name

Output Name Range
adapterdetails

Type
string

Description
The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single
name -- for example, "8a" or "11b".

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver
string LIF. If node-name is not specified when the request is sent to Admin
optional VserverLIF, then all matching adapters in the cluster will be returned.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Type

Description

adapterdetail- List of detail info for given adapter.
info[]

storage-adapter-get-adapter-list

[top]

Get the list of adapters present on this system.
Input Name Range

Description

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver
string LIF. If node-name is not specified when the request is sent to Admin
optional VserverLIF, then all matching adapters in the cluster will be returned.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

node-name

Output Name Range
adapter-list

Type

Type

Description

adapter- The adapter-list is a list of the names of adapters on this system. These
name- adapter names can be used by other commands, including storageelem[] adapter-enable-adapter and storage-adapter-disable-adapter.

Element definition: adapter-detail-info

[top]

Detailed information for specific adapter. Display different info base on the type of adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapterInformation for fc (Fibre Channel) adapter.
fc-info
optional

adapterfc
adaptername

string

Adapter port name, which is adapter slot number and, if presented, the
port letter designator together. Examples are 8a, 11b. Note that a physical
adapter may contain multiple ports.

adapterparallelscsi

adapterparallelInformation for parallel SCSI adapter.
scsi-info
optional

adaptersas

adaptersas-info Information for sas (serial attached SCSI) adapter.
optional

adaptertype

string

nodename

string
optional

Type of adapter present in the system. Possible values: "ADT_IF_ATA",
"ADT_IF_PARALLEL_SCSI", "ADT_IF_SAS", "ADT_IF_FC".
This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in
which case it is the storage system name.

Element definition: adapter-name-elem

[top]

A list of adapter-names that can be used in other storage-adapter interface calls.
Name
adaptername

Range

Type
string

Description
The adapter name is the slot number and, if present, the port letter
designate. Examples are 8a, 11b

nodename

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in
optional which case it is the storage system name.

Element definition: adapter-fc-info

[top]

Detailed information for fc adapter.
Name
adapterbar
adaptermodel

Range

Type

Description

adapterbar-info[] List of base address information
optional
string

Model of the adapter.

adaptersff-info

adapterIf the port has a small form factor transceiver/connector (also known
sff-info
as sff), then this is the vendor information on the sff.
optional

adaptersfp-info

adapterIf the port has a small form factor pluggable transceiver/connector
sfp-info
(also known as sfp), then this is the vendor information on the sfp.
optional

cacheline-sz
fc-linkrate
fc-nodename

[0..2^8- integer
Storage port adapter's data cache size,
optional
1]
[0..2^16integer
1]
string

fc-packet- [0..2^32integer
size
1]
fc-portname

Link rate of Fibre Channel port.
Fibre Channel node name.
Size of Fibre Channel packets.

string
Fibre Channel World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of adapter.
optional

firmwarerev

string

Firmware revision of adapter.

hardwarerev

string

Hardware revision of adapter.

host-loopinteger
Storage port adapter's Fibre Channel loop id,
[0..125]
optional
id
host-portinteger
Storage port adapter's port id,
[0..125]
optional
id
is-enabled
is-extgbic

boolean Is the adapter enabled? true or false.
boolean Is the Fibre Channel gbic external? true or false.

is-in-use

boolean Is the adapter inuse? true or false

is-pci-64capable

boolean
Is the adapter pci-64-capable? true or false.
optional

isredundant

boolean Is the adapter used in dual-attached config? true or false

is-sramparity

boolean
Is the adapter sram parity configured and enabled? true or false.
optional

preloadtable-rev

string
Preload table revision of adapter.
optional

Element definition: adapter-parallel-scsi-info

[top]

Detailed information for parallel SCSI adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapter-model

string

Model of the adapter.

bus-width

string

Possible values: "narrow", or "wide".

firmware-rev

string

Firmware revision of adapter.

hardware-rev

string

Hardware revision of adapter.

is-enabled

boolean Is the adapter enabled?

Element definition: adapter-sas-info

[top]

Detailed information for sas (Serial Attached SCSI) adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapterboardrevision

string
optional

Adapter board revision as assigned by the manufacturer. Will be
missing if data not available or not supported.

adapter-datecode

string
optional

Adapter data code assigned by the manufacturer. Will be missing if
data not available or not supported.

adapterfamily

string
optional

Adapter family as assigned by the vendor. Example: 2432. Will be
missing if data not available or not supported.

adaptermanufacturer

string
optional

Manufacturing facility where adapter was built. Will be missing if
data not available or not supported.

adaptermanufacturerpart-number

string
optional

Adapter part number assigned by the manufacturer. Will be missing
if data not available or not supported.

adaptermodel

string

adapter-partnumber

string
optional

Adapter part number assigned by the vendor. Will be missing if data
not available or not supported.

string
optional

Adapter serial number. If the serial number is missing, a) It could
be an internal connection , i.e. platforms with an embedded shelf b)
The cable serial number can't be read or has a mal-formed serial
number, part number. If the serial number is missing, but disks are
present, a connection is present.

adapterserial-number

adapter-slot [0..20] integer

Model of the adapter. This is the same as adapter-vendor followed
with adapter-family. Example: "Qlogic 2432"

Slot number for the adapter port.
Current state of the adapter. Possible values: "up", "down",
"offline_soft", "offline_hard", "offline_loopback".

adapter-state

string

adaptervendor

string
optional

base-wwn

string

Physical base node world-wide name

firmware-rev

string

Firmware revision of adapter

hardware-rev

string

This is the hardware chip revision of adapter.

is-enabled

boolean

Is the adapter enabled?

is-in-use

boolean

Is adapter in use? true or false.

is-redundant

boolean

Is adapter dual-attached? true or false.

Represents the adapter vendor. Example: Qlogic. Will be missing if
data not available or not supported.

sas-adapterdisabled-phy- [0..4]
count

integer
optional

Number of disabled PHYs on the host adapter.

sas-adapterenabled-phycount

integer
optional

Number of enabled PHYs on the host adapter.

[0..4]

sasadapterexpander- List of expander PHYs, a SAS adapter transceivers, state info. It will
phybe missing if data is not available or if no expander is connected to
state- the adapter.
info[]
optional

sas-adapterexpanderphy-states

phystateinfo[]
optional

sas-phy

List of adapter PHY state info.

sas-qsfp- QSFP information of the cable. QSFP is acronym for Quad Small
cable-info Form-factor Pluggable.. Will be missing if data not available or not
optional or cable not present supported.

sas-qsfpcable

Element definition: adapter-bar-info

[top]

display base address information
Name Range Type

Description

barbase

integer Base address occupied by the storage port adapter. Range : [0..2^32-1]

barsize

integer Address range occupied by the storage port adapter. Range : [0..2^32-1]

bartype

string

Type of base address information. Possible values are: "I/O", and "memory
mapped I/O".

Element definition: adapter-sff-info

[top]

Information on small form factor transceiver/connector (also known as sff).
Name

Range Type

Description

partnumber

Vendor's part number for the sff. If data not available, value will be
string
"not_available".

serialnumber

string Serial number for sff. If data not available, value will be "not_available".

speedcapabilities
vendor

string

Comma separated list of speed capabilities of the sff. Example: "1, 2
Gbit/Sec". If data not available, value will be "not_available".

string sff vendor name. If data not available, value will be "not_available".

Element definition: adapter-sfp-info

[top]

Information on small form factor pluggable transceiver/connector (also known as sfp).
Name

Range

Type

Description

partnumber

string

Vendor's part number for the sfp. If data not available, value will be
"not_available".

serialnumber

string

Serial number for sfp. If data not available, value will be "not_available".

speedcapabilities

string Comma separated list of speed capabilities of the sfp. Example: "1, 2
optional Gbit/Sec". If data not available, value will be "not_available".

vendor

string

sfp vendor name If data not available, value will be "not_available".

Element definition: phy-state-info

[top]

Adapter PHY state information.
Name Range
phy

Type

Description
A PHY is a transceiver; it is the object in a device that electrically interfaces to a
physical link.

[0..3] integer

phystate

Adapter PHY state info. Possible values:
"sas_phy_state_enabled_rate_unknown", "sas_phy_state_disabled",
"sas_phy_state_speed_neg_failed", "sas_phy_state_SATA_OOB_failed",
"sas_phy_state_enabled_15gbs", "sas_phy_state_enabled_30gbs",
"sas_phy_state_enabled_60gbs", "sas_phy_state_enabled_120gbs", "unknown".

string

phywwn

string
Adapter PHY's world-wide name.
optional

Element definition: sas-adapter-expander-phy-state-info

[top]

Adapter PHY and list of connected expander PHYs.
Name

Range

Type

adapter-phy

[0..3]

integer

expander-phystates

expander-phy-stateinfo[]

Description
Adapter PHY connected to a list of expander
PHYs.
List of all expanders connected to an adapter's
PHY.

Element definition: sas-qsfp-cable-info

[top]

QSPF Cable information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Serial number of the attached cable as assigned by the cable

attachedserialnumber

manufacturer. This field will not be present if the information is not
available, or if a cable is not connected at this connector. Note that
string depending on the cable, the serial number at the two ends of the cable
optional may or may not match. An example of this is SAS optical cables that do
not have integrated QSFP's, which will show different attached serial
numbers at the ends of cable. Cables with integrated QSFP's will have
matching serial numbers at both ends.

cable-endidentifier

Each cable has two ends. This field shows which end of the cable is
string connected to the shelf. This field will not be present if the information is
optional not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this
connector. Possible values: "end_0", "end_1".

cable-length

string
Length of the cable. Will be missing if data not available or not present.
optional

cablemanufacturer
cable-partnumber

string Manufacturer of the cable. Will be missing if data not available or not
optional present.
string Cable part number as assigned by the manufacturer. Will be missing if
optional data not available or not present.

cable-serialnumber

This is actually not serial number, but rather cable identifier. For
backwards compatibility this is reported as cable-serial-number. For the
actual serial number see attached-serial-number. The connectors at
string
both ends of the same cable will report the same value for this field.
optional
This field can be used to generate topology. This field will not be
present if a cable is not connected to the connector or if the cable is not
connected to a functioning device.

cabletechnology

Cable technology. This field will not be present if the information is not
string
available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional
Possible values: "active_copper", "passive_copper", "copper", "optical".

Element definition: expander-phy-state-info

[top]

Expander PHY state information.
Name
expander-phy

Range

Type

Description

A PHY is a transceiver; it is the object in a device that
[0..70] integer
electrically interfaces to a physical link.
Device type attached to an adapter PHY. Possible values:

expander-phyattached-device-type

string

"initiator" - A device type that can initiate a SAS
communication,
"expander" - A device type that facilitates
communication between multiple SAS devices,
"sas_end_device" - A SAS device that is not contained
within an expander device,
"sata_end_device" - A SATA end device,
"unknown" - An unknown device type.
Expander PHY state info. Possible values:
"sas_phy_state_enabled_rate_unknown" - PHY is
enabled but data transfer rate is unknown,
"sas_phy_state_disabled" - PHY is disabled,
"sas_phy_state_speed_neg_failed" - Data tranfer rate
negotiation failed,
"sas_phy_state_sata_oob_failed" - SATA OOB(Out Of

Band) signaling failed,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_15gbs" - 1.5 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_30gbs" - 3.0 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_60gbs" - 6.0 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_120gbs" - 12.0 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"unknown" - Unknown PHY state.

expander-phy-state

string

expander-phy-wwn

string Expander PHY's world-wide name.

APIs in Category: storage-array
storage-array-get-configsummary
storage-array-list-info
storage-array-modify
storage-array-portmodify
storage-array-ports-listinfo
storage-array-rename

Storage arrays are external units that supply storage to NetApp
systems. These APIs allow us to define, manipulate and map the
storage arrays to the services they provide.

storage-array-get-config-summary

[top]

Generates a high level summary of array LUN pathing (connectivity) information.
Input Name Range
node

ownershiptype

Output Name Range
configsummary

Errno

Type

Description

string
optional

Obtain array LUN pathing information for a specified node.

string
optional

Option that allows the user to select which array LUNs are displayed.
Valid values for ownership-type are 'assigned', 'unassigned' and 'all'.
If ownership-type is set to 'assigned' only assigned array LUNs are
displayed. If ownership-type is set to 'unassigned' only unassigned
array LUNs are displayed. If ownership-type is set to 'all', all array
LUNs are displayed. Default: 'all'.

Type

Description

storagearrayconfig- A summary of array LUN connectivity for each attached array.
summary[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-array-list-info

[top]

Retrieves a list of all array profiles known to the controller.
Input Name Range
array-name

Type
string
optional

Description
When specified, only the named array profile record will be
returned. (28 chars)

Output Name Range
arrayprofiles

Type
storage-arrayprofile[]

Errno

Description
A list of arrays (and their details)

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EARRAYNOTFOUND

storage-array-modify

[top]

Update an array profile with new or changed information.
Input Name

Range

all-path-faildelay
array-name

Type

Description

integer
The time delay (in secs) to hold IO during All Path Failure Event.
optional
string

The name of the array profile to update. (28 chars max)

is-upgradepending

boolean Used to indicate that the specified array will under go an upgrade in
optional the near future.

lun-queuedepth

integer
The queue depth assigned to array LUNs from this array.
optional

max-queuedepth
model
options
path-failovertime

integer
The target port queue depth for all target ports on this array.
optional
string
The model of the array. (16 chars max)
optional
string Array profile specific options. (comma separated list of name/value
optional pairs) (127 chars max)
integer The time delay (in secs) before switching the I/O path when the path
optional is deleted.

prefix

string
A short label used to refer to this array. (7 chars max)
optional

vendor

string
The name of the array's manufacturer. (8 chars max)
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

storage-array-port-modify

[top]

Update an array port with new or changed information.
Input Name Range

Type

array-name

string

max-queuedepth

integer
optional

Description
The name of the array profile to update. (28 chars max)
The target port queue depth for this target port.

target-iqn

string
optional

Target IQN.

tpgt

string
optional

TPGT

utilizationpolicy

utilizationpolicytypes The policy used while sending I/O to an array target port
optional
when it reaches queue depth.

wwnn

string
optional

World wide node name of array's target port (64 chars).

wwpn

string
optional

World wide port name of array's target port (64 chars).

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

storage-array-ports-list-info

[top]

generate a list of online array ports and their associated arrays
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

array-name
Output Name Range

Description
When supplied, only port records for the named array are
returned. (28 chars)

Type

Description

storage-arrayA list of all array ports, or just the ports for the named array
port[]
optional

array-ports

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EARRAYNOTFOUND

storage-array-rename

[top]

Rename an array profile
Input Name Range Type
array-name
new-name

Description

string The name of the array profile to update. (28 chars max)
string The new name to assign to this array profile. (28 chars max)

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: storage-array-config-summary

[top]

A summary of array LUN connectivity for each attached array.
Name

Range

Type

Description

array-name

string

The name assigned to the array this group of array LUNs is exported
from. 28 character string, no spaces.

chassisserialnumber

string

The serial number assigned to the array.
Type of LUN device. Describes the type of lun device or tape library.
Possible Values are:

device-type

string
optional

groupnumber

integer

initiator-port
lun-count

string

"array_lun" - Array LUN type
"tape_mc" - Tape Drive or Media Changer/library type
"unknown" - Unknown device type
A unique number associated with a set of array LUNs that share the
exact same pathing/connectivity information. Range: [0..65535]
Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

integer The number of array LUNs assigned to this group. Range: [0..65535]

switch-port

string

Name of switch port connected to the HBA (controller's initiator port), or
UNKNOWN if direct attached.

target-iqn

string

World wide port name of array's target port (224 chars).

target-sideswitch-port

string

Name of switch port connected to target array, or UNKNOWN if direct
attached.

target-wwpn

string

World wide port name of array's target port (64 chars).

Element definition: storage-array-port

[top]

Maps array definition to target port
Name

Range

Type

Description

array-id

integer

Primary key (system defined) for the array record. Range: [0..2^641]

array-name

string

Name of the array in the array record. (28 char max)
Describes the type of connection between the controller and the back
end storage.

connectiontype

string
optional

Possible values are:

maxqueuedepth

integer
optional

The target port queue depth for this target port. Range: [0..2048]

"direct" - Direct Attached
"fabric" - Fabric Attached

port-statinfo

storagearray-portContains statistics about each array port.
stats[]
optional
For fabric attached connections, the switch port the array target port
is connected to. N/A for direct attached.

switch-port

string
optional

target-iqn

string

targetport-speed

string
optional

The speed that the target port has negotiated with its connected
switch port, or initiator port if direct attached.

tpgt

integer

The target portal group of the array. Range: [0..2^16-1]

The IQN of the iSCSI target.

Describes the behavior of Data ONTAP when an array target port
reaches its queue depth and is being forced to wait before sending
additional I/O.
Possible values are:

utilizationpolicy

string
optional

wwnn

string

World wide node name of array's target port (64 chars).

wwpn

string

World wide port name of array's target port (64 chars).

"normal" - This policy aggressively competes for target port
resources, in effect competing with other hosts. (default)
"defer" - This policy does not aggressively compete for target
port resources, in effect deferring to other hosts.

Element definition: storage-array-profile

[top]

data describing characteristics/parameters of/about a storage array
Name

Range

Type

Description
Describes the affinity model supported by the array.
Possible values are:
"none" - None
"aaa" - Active/Active Asymmettric
"ap" - Active/Passive
"mixed" - This array is presenting different affinity models
to different controllers within the cluster.

affinity

string

all-path-faildelay

integer

Extend All Path Failure Event (secs). Range: [0|30..90]

array-id

integer

primary key (system defined) for the array record. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

errors

storage-arrayA list of all errors for the requested array.
error-info[]
optional

firmware

string

is-upgradepending

boolean

The is-upgrade-pending status for the array.

lun-queuedepth

integer

The default queue depths assigned to array LUNs from this
array. Range: [3..32]

max-queuedepth

integer

The target port queue depth for all target ports on this array.
Range: [8..2048]

The firmware revision of the array. (64 chars max)

model

string

The model name of the array. (16 chars max)

name

string

A unique node-level user supplied name for the array. (28 char
max)

networkaddress

string

IP address/node name of the array's SNMP management port.
(1024 char max)
Describes the I/O optimization policy used by this array.
Possible values are:
"ialua" - The array supports iALUA.
"ealua" - The array supports eALUA.
"symmetric" - All ports on the array will be treated equally.
"proprietary" - A vendor specific optimization is supported
for this array.
"mixed" - This array supports multiple optimization
policies, one per node.
"unknown" - No known optimization method is supported
for this array (will be treated as if Symmetric)

optimizationpolicy

string

options

string

pathfailover-time

integer

portfailover-type

string

The pathing failover supported by the array, either ACTIVEACTIVE or ACTIVE-PASSIVE.

prefix

string

A unique character code used to refer to this array. (7 chars
max)

serialnumber

string

The serial number of the array. (17 char max)

vendor

string

The name of the array's vendor, e.g. NetApp. (8 chars max)

A comma separated list of name value pairs of array specific
settings. (128 chars max)
Path Failover Timeout (sec). Range: [0..32]

Element definition: utilizationpolicytypes

[top]

normal|defer Possible values:
"normal" - This policy aggressively competes for target port resources, in effect competing with
other hosts. (default),
"defer" - This policy does not aggressively compete for target port resources, in effect deferring to
other hosts.
[none]

Element definition: storage-array-error-info
Contains error messages associated with array.
Name Range Type
errorid
error-

integer

Description
A unique ID for each error returned. ID is unique on a per API call basis only.
Range: [0..2^32-1]

[top]

string A description of the error being reported.

text

Enum describing type of error.
ARRAY_INCONSISTENT_LUN_ADDRESSING_METHOD - 1. Array is using
inconsistent LUN addressing schemes. ARRAY_DEVTYPE_ERROR - 2. Array has
encountered a device class error. ARRAY_PATH_HIGH_ERROR - 3. Array has
string
exceeded an error rate threshold on a given path. ARRAY_NON_OPTIMIZED_TP 4. Array is experiencing service times greater than the threshold on the given
target port. ARRAY_EXCESSIVE_TP_LATENCY - 5. Array is experiencing latency
times greater than the threshold on the given target port.

errortype

Element definition: storage-array-port-stats

[top]

Contains statistics about an array port.
Name

Range Type

Description

average-dynamicqueue-depth

integer

The average value of the dynamic target port queue depth. Range:
[0..2^32-1]

average-latencyper-iop

integer

The average latency for I/O operations performed by this controller
on this target port. Range: [0..2^32-1]

average-pending

integer

An average over time of how many commands are on the
outstanding queue. Range: [0..2^32-1]

average-waiting

integer

An average over time of how many commands are on the waiting
queue. Range: [0..2^32-1]

dynamic-queuedepth

integer

Current dynamic target port queue depth, the maximum number of
commands allowed outstanding. Range: [0..2^32-1]

initiator-port

string Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

max-pending

integer

The largest number of commands observed on the outstanding
queue. Range: [0..2^32-1]

max-waiting

integer

The largest number of commands observed on the waiting queue.
Range: [0..2^32-1]

node
path-link-errors

string Node name of array's target port.
integer Number of link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

percent-busy

integer

The percentage of time I/Os are outstanding on the port. Range:
[0..100]

percent-waiting

integer

The percentage of time there are I/Os waiting on the waiting queue
on the target port. Range: [0..100]

target-io-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this
target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to
this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-lun-in-usecount

integer

Number of disks in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

APIs in Category: storage-bridge
storage-bridge-configdump-collect
storage-bridge-configdump-delete
storage-bridge-configdump-get-iter
storage-bridgecoredump-collect
storage-bridgecoredump-delete
storage-bridgecoredump-get-iter
storage-bridge-firmwarefirmware-update
storage-bridge-get
storage-bridge-get-iter

These APIs enable the retrieval of values associated with system
bridges that have been added for monitoring. These are readonly APIs and hence require pre-addition of the bridges to be
used for monitoring before these can be used. A system bridge is
identified by its name (set by the administrator and fetched over
SNMP) and the information about the same is broadly
categorized into following areas:
1. Profile Information: It includes information like bridge's WWN,
model, vendor etc. 2. Cooling Information: It includes
information about the bridge's temperature sensors. 3.
Connectivity Information: It includes information about the paths
to the bridge from nodes via switch. 4. Interface Information: It
includes information about the bridge's ports, their statistics and
Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) connectors. 5. Error
Information: It includes information about the errors logged in
the bridge.

storage-bridge-config-dump-collect

[top]

Retrieve the dumpconfiguration file from the bridge.
Input Name

Range

bridge
Output Name

Range

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

Errno

Type

Description

string

Bridge Name

Type

Description

integer
Job ID
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-config-dump-delete

[top]

Delete a saved dumpconfiguration file.
Input Name Range Type
file
node

string

Description
The name of the dumpconfiguration file. The file name has the following
format: dsbridge_config.serial_no.timestamp.txt.

nodeThe node where the dumpconfiguration file is located.
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-config-dump-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of available bridge dumpconfiguration files.
Input Name

Range

storagebridgeconfigdump-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

storagebridgeconfigdump-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-bridge
object. All storage-bridge objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

storagebridgeconfigThe list of attributes of storage-bridge objects.
dumpinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-bridge objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-coredump-collect
Collect the coredump file from the bridge.
Input Name

Range

name
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

string

Bridge Name

Type

Description

[top]

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

Errno

integer
Job ID
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-coredump-delete

[top]

Delete a saved coredump file
Input Name Range Type
corename

Description

string Coredump Filename

name

string Bridge Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-coredump-get-iter

[top]

Return a list of coredumps available.
Input Name

Range

storagebridgecoredumpinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

storagebridgecoredumpinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

next-tag

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-bridgecoredump object. All storage-bridge-coredump objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

storagebridgecoredump- The list of attributes of storage-bridge-coredump objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-bridge-coredump objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-firmware-firmware-update

[top]

Download firmware to the specified bridge. The bridge needs to be rebooted for the firmware to be
updated successfully.
Input Name Range

Type

bridge

string

Description
The bridge to be updated.

force

boolean
Force a firmware download to the bridge.
optional

skip

boolean
Skip checking for port path = 2.
optional

uri

string

Errno

The URI location of the firmware file.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the storage-bridge.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

storagebridgeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Name of the bridge.

Type

Description

storagebridge- The attributes of the storage-bridge.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of storage-bridge objects.
Input Name

Range

storagebridgeinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storagebridgeinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-bridge object.
All storage-bridge objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

storagebridgeThe list of attributes of storage-bridge objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional bridge objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-config-dump-info
System bridge config-dump file When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string The Bridge name of the bridge that generated the dumpconfiguration file.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

bridge

The name of the dumpconfiguration file. The file name has the following
string
format: dsbridge_config.serial_no.timestamp.txt. Attributes: key, nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

file

node

nodeThe node where the dumpconfiguration file is located. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

serialnumber

string Serial number of the bridge that generated the dumpconfiguration file.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

timestamp

datetime Time when the dumpconfiguration file was collected. This is expressed in
optional seconds since the Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-coredump-info

[top]

Information about a bridge coredump When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

corename

string The name of the coredump file. The coredump filename has the following
optional format: core....mem Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

name

string The Bridge name of the bridge that generated the coredump. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

filer-id The node where the coredump file is located. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

panicstring

string Panic string for the panic that generate the coredump. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

panictime

datetime Time when the panic occurred. This is expressed in seconds since the
optional Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string Serial number of the bridge that generated the coredump. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-info
Storage Bridge When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

address

storage-bridgethroughput-status
optional

chassisthroughput-status
dram-single-biterror-count

Type
ip-address
optional

[0..2^321]

Description
IP Address of the bridge. Attributes: requiredfor-create, modifiable
Chassis throughput status. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warning"

integer
optional

Number of DRAM single-bit errors since reboot.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-version

string
optional

Firmware version of the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-being-monitored

boolean
optional

Is bridge being monitored under Fabric Health
Monitor? Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-bridge-secure

boolean
optional

Is bridge secured? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

last-reboot-reason

string
optional

Reason for last reboot. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

last-reboot-time

datetime
optional

Last time bridge was rebooted. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Monitoring method used by the bridge.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

managed-by

storage-bridgemgmt-method
optional

model

string
optional

Model of the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

name

string
optional

Name of the bridge. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number of the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

status

storage-bridgeconnectivity-list

storage-devicestatus
optional

"snmp" ,
"in_band"

Status of the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous

storage-bridgeInformation about the individual storage path to
connectivity-info[]
the bridge.
optional

storage-bridgecooling-info

storage-bridgecooling-info
optional

Information about the storage bridge cooling
environment.

storage-bridgeerror-list

storage-bridgeerror-info[]
optional

Information about the invidual error.

storage-bridge-fc-

storage-brige-fcport-info[]

Information about the individual fibre channel

port-list
storage-bridge-fcport-sfp-list
storage-bridge-fcport-statistics-list
storage-bridgemini-sas-hd-list
storage-bridgepower-supply-list

optional

port.

storage-bridge-fcInformation about the individual sfp.
port-sfp-info[]
optional
storage-bridge-fcStatistics information about the individual fibre
port-statistics-info[]
channel port.
optional
storage-bridgemini-sas-hd-info[]
optional

Information about the individual Mini-SAS HD.

storage-bridgepower-supply-info[] Information about the bridge power supplies.
optional

storage-bridge-sasport-list

storage-bridge-sasInformation about the individual SAS port.
port-info[]
optional

storage-bridge-sasport-qsfp-list

storage-bridge-sasInformation about the individual sfp.
port-qsfp-info[]
optional

storage-bridge-sasport-statistics-list

storage-bridge-sasStatistics information about the individual SAS
port-statistics-info[]
port.
optional
string
optional

symbolic-name

vendor

storage-bridgevendor
optional

wwn

string
optional

If set, symbolic name of the bridge, 'Not Set'
otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vendor of the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"atto"
World Wide Name of the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-connectivity-info

[top]

Information about the individual storage path to the bridge.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator-name

string Name of the adapter in the node to which the bridge is connected.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-sideswitch-port-id

string WWN of the port and switch to which the adapter in the node is
optional directly connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-sideswitch-port-name

string Name of the port and switch to which the adapter in the node is
optional directly connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name

nodeName of the node to which the bridge is connected. Attributes:
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

uuid UUID of the node to which the bridge is connected. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-port-wwn

string World wide name of the port in the bridge to which the node is
optional connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-sideswitch-port-id

string WWN of the port and switch to which the bridge is directly
optional connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-sideswitch-port-name

string Name of the port and switch to which the bridge is directly
optional connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-cooling-info

[top]

Information about the storage bridge cooling environment.
Name

Range

Type

Description

maximum-safeoperatingtemperature

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum safe operating temperature (in degree
cesius) reported by the sensor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

minimum-safeoperatingtemperature

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

Minimum safe operating temperature (in degree
celsius) reported by the sensor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

temperaturesensor-name

string
optional
storagebridgechassis-tempstatus
optional

temperaturesensoroperationalstatus
temperaturesensor-reading

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

Name of the temperature sensor in the bridge.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Operational Status of the Temperature Sensor.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"normal" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
Temperature Sensor reading in degree celsius.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-error-info

[top]

Information about the invidual error.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bridge[0..2^32- integer
componentoptional
1]
id

SNMP identifier for the bridge component with error. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

bridgecomponentname

string
optional

Name of the bridge component with error. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

bridgecomponentunique-id

string
optional

Unique textual identifier for the bridge component with error. It
refers to World Wide Name of the component if available, SNMP
identifier otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

errormessage

string
optional

Text describing the error occurred in the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Type of the error occurred in the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

error-type

severity

storagebridgeerror-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge_unreachable" - Bridge is Unreachable over
Management Network,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Above
Critical Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Below
Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_critical" - Temperature Sensor Status is
Critical,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature Sensor
Status is Unavailable,
"invalid_configuration" - Bridge FC Ports are not correctly
configured,
"sas_port_offline" - Bridge SAS Port is Offline,
"link_failure" - Link to Bridge has Failed,
"fc_port_offline" - Bridge FC Port is Offline,
"sas_port_online" - Bridge SAS Port is Online,
"power_supply_offline" - Bridge Power Supply is Offline

Severity of the error occurred in the bridge. Attributes: nonstorage- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
bridge"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
error-

severity
optional

"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-sfp-info

[top]

Information about the individual sfp.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Data Rate capability of the small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-bridge-fcsfp-data-ratecapability
optional

data-ratecapability

fc-portindex

[0..2^321]

"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits/second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits/second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits/second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits/second.

integer
optional

Index of FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

partnumber

string
optional

Part number of the small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial number of the small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Vendor of the small form-factor pluggable. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-statistics-info
Statistics information about the individual fibre channel port.
Name
index
invalid-crc-count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Index of FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer Invalid CRC count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

invalid[0..2^32- integer Bridge FC Port Error Primitive Count List Attributes: nonprimitive-count
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
invalid-txword- [0..2^32- integer Bridge FC Port Invalid TX Words List Attributes: non-creatable,
count
1]
optional non-modifiable
link-failurescount
lip-count
nos-count
rx-words-count

[0..2^32- integer Link Failure count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer LIP count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer NOS count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer Number of words received by the FC port. Attributes: non-

[top]

1]

optional creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Signal Loss count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable,
signal-loss-count
optional non-modifiable
1]
sync-lossescount

[0..2^32- integer Sync Loss count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable

time-since-reset

[0..2^32- integer Bridge FC Port Time Since Statistics Reset List Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

tx-words-count

[0..2^32- integer Number of words transmitted by the FC port. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: storage-bridge-mgmt-method

[top]

SNMP|in-band Possible values:
"snmp" ,
"in_band"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-mini-sas-hd-info

[top]

Information about the individual Mini-SAS HD.
Name

Range

mini-sas-hd-index-list

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Index of Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

mini-sas-hd-partnumber-list
mini-sas-hd-serialnumber-list
mini-sas-hd-type-list
mini-sas-hd-vendor-list

string Part number of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Serial Number of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Type of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Vendor of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-power-supply-info
Information about the bridge power supplies.
Name

Range

Type

Description

power-supply- [0..2^32index-list
1]

integer
optional

Bridge Power Supply Index List Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

power-supplyname-list

string
optional

Name of the bridge power supply. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Status of the bridge power supply. Attributes: non-

[top]

storage-bridgepower-supply-status
optional

power-supplystatus-list

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"down" ,
"up"

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-info

[top]

Information about the individual SAS port.
Name

Range

Type
storage-bridge-sasport-admin-state
optional

administrativestate

Description
Administrative state of the SAS port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"disabled" ,
"enabled"
Data Rate capability of the SAS port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-bridge-sasport-data-ratecapability
optional

data-ratecapability

index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits per second.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits per second.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits per second.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits per second.
Index of SAS port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Negotiated Data Rate of the SAS port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

negotiateddata-rate

storage-bridgenegotiated-sas-portdata-rate
optional

"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits.
Operational status of the SAS port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstate

storage-bridge-sasport-oper-state
optional

phy1operationalstate

Operational state of 1st physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"

"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"degraded"

Operational state of 2nd physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible

phy2operationalstate

storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"

phy3operationalstate

Operatinal state of 3rd physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"

phy4operationalstate

Operational state of 4th physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"
World Wide Name of the SAS port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

sas-port-wwn

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-qsfp-info

[top]

Information about the individual sfp.
Name

Range

partnumber

Type
string
optional

Description
Part Number of the quad small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of quad small form-factor pluggable. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

qsfp-type

sas-port- [0..2^32index
1]

storage-bridgeqsfp-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"optical" - Optical quad small form factor pluggable.,
"active_copper" - Active copper quad small form factor
pluggable.,
"passive_copper" - Passive copper quad small form factor
pluggable.

integer
optional

Index of SAS port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial Number of the quad small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Vendor of the quad small form-factor pluggable. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-statistics-info
Statistics information about the individual SAS port.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

phy-disparitycount

[0..2^32- integer Disparity count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

phy-index

[0..2^32- integer Index of physical link in SAS port. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

phy-invalid-crc- [0..2^32- integer Invalid CRC count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
count
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
phy-invaliddword-count
phy-linkchanged-count
phy-reset-count

[0..2^32- integer Invalid DWORD coung for the physical link in SAS port.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Link changed count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer physical link reset count. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

phy-sync-losses- [0..2^32- integer Sync Loss count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
count
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-throughput-status

[top]

normal|warning Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warning"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-vendor

[top]

unknown|Atto Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"atto"
[none]

Element definition: storage-brige-fc-port-info

[top]

Information about the individual fibre channel port.
Name

administrativestate

Range

Type
storage-bridge-fc-portadmin-state
optional

Description
Administrative status of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"disabled" ,

"enabled"
Configured connection mode for the FC port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
configuredconnectionmode

storage-bridgeconfigured-fc-portconnection-mode

"loop" - Arbitrated loop.,
"ptp" - Point to point.,
"loop_preferred" - Arbitrated loop
preferred.,
"ptp_preferred" - Point to point preferred.
Configured Data Rate of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-bridgeconfigured-fc-port-datarate
optional

configureddata-rate

"auto" - auto,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits/second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits/second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits/second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.
Data Rate capability of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits per second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits per second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits per second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits per second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits per second.

data-ratecapability

storage-bridge-fc-portdata-rate-capability
optional

fc-port-wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the FC port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Index of FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

index

[0..2^321]

Negotiated Data Rate of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
negotiateddata-rate

storage-bridgenegotiated-fc-port-datarate
optional

operationalstate

storage-bridge-fc-portoper-state
optional

peer-portname

string
optional

"unknown" ,
"2gb" ,
"4gb" ,
"8gb" ,
"16gb" ,
"32gb"
Operational status of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
FC port's peer port name. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-device-status

[top]

unknown|ok|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-chassis-temp-status

[top]

normal|warning|critical Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-configured-fc-port-connection-mode

[top]

loop|ptp|loop-preferred|ptp-preferred Possible values:
"loop" - Arbitrated loop.,
"ptp" - Point to point.,
"loop_preferred" - Arbitrated loop preferred.,
"ptp_preferred" - Point to point preferred.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-configured-fc-port-data-rate
auto|2Gb|4Gb|8Gb|16Gb Possible values:
"auto" "2gbps"
"4gbps"
"8gbps"

auto,
- 2 gigabits/second.,
- 4 gigabits/second.,
- 8 gigabits/second.,

[top]

"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-error-type

[top]

unknown|bridge-unreachable|temp-above-critical-level|temp-below-critical-level|temp-sensor-statuscritical|temp-sensor-status-unavailable|invalid-configuration|sas-port-offline|link-failure|sas-portonline|power-supply-offline Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge_unreachable" - Bridge is Unreachable over Management Network,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Above Critical Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Below Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_critical" - Temperature Sensor Status is Critical,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature Sensor Status is Unavailable,
"invalid_configuration" - Bridge FC Ports are not correctly configured,
"sas_port_offline" - Bridge SAS Port is Offline,
"link_failure" - Link to Bridge has Failed,
"fc_port_offline" - Bridge FC Port is Offline,
"sas_port_online" - Bridge SAS Port is Online,
"power_supply_offline" - Bridge Power Supply is Offline
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-admin-state
unknown|disabled|enabled Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"disabled" ,
"enabled"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-data-rate-capability

[top]

2Gbps|4Gbps|8Gbps|16Gbps|32Gbps Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits per second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits per second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits per second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits per second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits per second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-oper-state

[top]

unknown|online|offline Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-sfp-data-rate-capability

[top]

2Gb|4Gb|8Gb|16Gb|32Gb Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits/second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits/second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits/second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits/second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-negotiated-fc-port-data-rate
unknown|2|4|8|16 Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gb" ,
"4gb" ,
"8gb" ,

[top]

"16gb" ,
"32gb"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-negotiated-sas-port-data-rate

[top]

unknown|1.5Gbps|3Gbps|6Gbps|12Gbps Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-power-supply-status

[top]

unknown|down|up Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-qsfp-type

[top]

unknown|optical|active-copper|passive-copper Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"optical" - Optical quad small form factor pluggable.,
"active_copper" - Active copper quad small form factor pluggable.,
"passive_copper" - Passive copper quad small form factor pluggable.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-admin-state
unknown|disabled|enabled Possible values:
"unknown" ,

[top]

"disabled" ,
"enabled"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-data-rate-capability

[top]

unknown|1.5Gbps|3Gbps|6Gbps|12Gbps Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits per second.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits per second.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits per second.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits per second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-oper-state

[top]

unknown|online|offline|degraded Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"degraded"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-phy-oper-state

[top]

unknown|online|offline Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).

[top]

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

APIs in Category: storage-disk
storage-disk-fw-status
storage-disk-get-iter
storage-disk-set-foreign-lun

storage-disk-fw-status

[top]

Based on input, displays: The number of disks waiting for firmware update, Average firmware update duration per disk in seconds,
Estimate for background firmware download completion in minutes, or Name of disk that cannot be updated.
Input Name

Range

status-type
Output Name

Type

Description

string
required

Possible values: 1. time-estimate 2. waiting-disks 3. average-time 4. pending-disks

Type

Description

Range

fw-update-status
Errno

fw-update-status-info[] Firmware Update status.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-disk-get-iter

[top]

Disk enumeration ZAPI. Get disk information about one or more disks, from the Storage Subsystem. Clustered ONTAP iterator APIs
support filtering of output, to constrain the disks that are included in the return list, and/or what information is returned about each disk.
The default is to return all information about all disks in the cluster. That list may be reduced using the 'query' input element. For example,
the return list may include only (1) Disks visible to a particular cluster node "nodeA", e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-paths.disk-pathinfo.disk-name=nodeA:*" (2) A particular disk visible to a particular node, e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-paths.disk-path-info.diskname=nodeA:6a.01". (3) A disk with a particular unique id, e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.diskuid=20000000:87A9652B:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000" (4) Disks with a name
that matches a certain wildcard pattern, e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-name=1.*" or "query.storage-disk-info.disk-name=NET-1.*"
for virtual disks. (5) Disks assigned to a particular node. e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-ownership-info.home-node-id=1252487" or
"query.storage-disk-info.disk-ownership-info.home-node-name=nodeA". (6) Some subset of disks in the cluster or visible to a particular
node in the cluster. If 'desired-attributes' is included, then only those data specified by in 'desired-attributes' are returned for each disk. If
there is badly formed input or an invalid input value is specified, then EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned. If there is some internal error
which prevents processing of this request, then EINTERNALERROR is returned.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

storagedisk- May be used to express which data are returned for each disk. If omitted, then all available data are
info
returned.
optional

desiredattributes

The maximum number of records to return to the caller per iteration. The default is 2000 for clustered
ONTAP. It's 200 for D-blade calls. If the total number of records exceeds either the 'max-records'
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
supplied, or the number the system is capable of returning at one time, then storage-disk-get-iter
optional
1]
must be called multiple times to get all the records. The 'num-records' output field informs the caller
how many records are returned by a single iterative call to storage-disk-get-iter.
query

storageMay be used to express which disks to include in the return list. If omitted, then all disks are returned.
diskIf the input query is badly formed, then EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned. If there are no disks which
info
match the input query, then there is no error. However, no disk records are returned.
optional

tag

This indicates where to continue iteration. A first invocation would normally omit this, to indicate to
string start iteration with the first disk. If multiple invocations are required to fetch all disk records, then each
optional successive call would set 'tag' to the 'next-tag' value from the prior invocation. If an invalid value is
specified, then EINVAIDINPUTERROR is returned.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type
storagediskList of disk records.
info[]
optional

Description

An opaque string indicating that there are more records to fetch. If this field is returned, then the API
string
must be called again with the 'tag' parameter set to this 'next-tag' value, to continue fetching
optional
additional records from this point. Omitted if there are no more records to fetch.

next-tag

num-records [0..2000] integer
Errno

The number of records returned in this call. This is guaranteed to be less than or equal to the minimum
of 'max-records' and 2000.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

storage-disk-set-foreign-lun

[top]

Sets or Unsets an array LUN as foreign
Input Name Range
disk

Type
string

is-foreign-lun

Description
Disk Name

boolean Is Foreign LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: fw-update-status-info

[top]

List of disks that are pending updates, but not able to be updated.
Name

Range

avg-duration
update-completion

Type

Description

integer
Average firmware update duration per disk in seconds.
optional
integer
Estimate for background firmware download completion in minutes.
optional

update-unable

string
Name of disk that cannot be updated.
optional

waiting-disks

integer
The number of disks waiting for firmware update.
optional

Element definition: storage-disk-info

[top]

Disk record.
Name
diskinventoryinfo
diskmetroclusterinfo
disk-name
diskownershipinfo
disk-paths

Range

Type
diskinventoryinfo
optional

Description
Device driver information. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

diskmetroclusterDisk metrocluster related information. Ommitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
info
optional
string
optional

Name of disk, e.g. "1.1.2" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

diskownershipDisk ownership information. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
info
optional
disk-pathinfo[]

List of all known paths associated with this disk. Omitted if no paths to report, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

optional
disk-raid-info RAID disk information. Omitted if disk is not visible to RAID, or if this information is excluded by 'desiredoptional
attributes'.

disk-raid-info
disk-statsinfo

disk-statsinfo
optional

disk-uid

string
optional

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Example of output format is:
20000000:87A9652B:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

node-name

string
optional

Name of the node supplying this disk record. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

Statistics about disk. Omitted if no stats to report, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: disk-inventory-info

[top]

Disk inventory info.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bytes-persector

[0..2^16- integer
optional
1]

Number of bytes per disk sector. A sector count element, such as 'capacity-sectors' and 'rightsize-sectors', may be multiplied by this value to convert to a byte count. Omitted if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

capacitysectors

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total number of disk sectors on this disk, given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if excluded
by 'desired-attributes'.

carrier-id

string
optional

Unique identifier of the disk carrier. Maximum length of 34 characters. It is not returned if ismultidisk-carrier is set to false. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

carrier-serialno

string
optional

Unique serial number of the disk carrier. Maximum length of 17 characters. It is not returned if
is-multidisk-carrier is set to false. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
An indication of the checksum types that this disk is capable of supporting. Each possible return
value represents one or more checksum types. Omitted if not available or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Starting in Data ONTAP 8.1, "zoned/block" is no longer supported.

checksumcompatibility

string
optional

Possible values:
"advanced_zoned" - Supports advanced zoned checksum.
"block" - Supports block checksum.
"none" - No checksum support.
"zoned/advanced_zoned" - Supports zoned and advanced zoned checksum (this value is no
longer supported).
Disk class of this disk. Disks are grouped into classes based on their performance characteristics.
Disks with the same 'disk-class' value are compatible for use in the same aggregate. Omitted if
excluded by 'desired attributes'.
Possible values:

disk-class

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown disk class.
"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes disk types FSAS, BSAS and
ATA.
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk types. Includes disk types
FCAL and SAS.
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier storage shelves. Includes disk
type MSATA.
"solid_state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD.
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays and used by Data ONTAP as
disks. Includes disk type LUN
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by the hypervisor. Includes disk
type VMDISK.
A cluster unique name for a disk. Disks take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'. Disks on multi-disk
carriers take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.'lun'.

disk-clustername

string
optional

Virtual disks take the form 'prefix'.'number' where prefix is the storage array's prefix and number
is a unique ascending number.
Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Disk interface type. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:
"ATA"
"BSAS"

"FCAL"
"LUN"
"MSATA"
"SAS"
"SSD"
"SSD_NVM"
"FSAS"
"VMDISK"
"unknown"

disk-type

string
optional

disk-uid

string
optional

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Omitted if excluded by desiredattributes'.

drawer

integer
optional

Used for shelves with drawers. Identifies the physical drawer where this disk is located.

drawer-slot

integer
optional

Used for shelves with drawers. Identifies which slot in the drawer this disk is located.

firmwarerevision

string
optional

Firmware revision of disk. The format of the firmware revision will vary depending on the type of
disk and its vendor. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

grown-defect- [0..2^64- integer
list-count
1]
optional

Number of entries in the drive's grown defect list. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

health-monitor- [0..2^63- integer
optional
time-interval
1]

Number of seconds we have been keeping track of errors from storage health monitor (SHM).
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

hw-minimumos

string
optional

Hardware minimum supported Data ONTAP version for the disk. Omitted if not available or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

import-inprogress

boolean
optional

For array LUNs marked with container-type of foreign, this value indicates when data is actively
being imported from this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-dynamicallyqualified

boolean
optional

True if the drive was dynamically qualified. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-foreign

boolean
optional

Indicates an array LUN has been designated as a foreign LUN and cannot be assigned. Omitted if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-internal-disk

boolean
optional

True if the disk is located within an internal shelf. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not
enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-multidiskcarrier

boolean
optional

True if the disk is in a carrier which contains more than one disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

is-shareable

boolean
optional

True if the disk supports sharing. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-shared

boolean
optional

True if the disk is a shared disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

location

string
optional

Name of the node to which this disk is attached. Only Only available on virtual machines.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

location-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which this disk is attached. Only available on virtual machines.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

media-scrubcount

[0..2^64- integer
1]
optional

Number of times media has been scrubbed since controller last powered on. Omitted if not
available.

media-scrub[0..2^63- integer
last-done-timeoptional
1]
interval

Number of seconds since a media scrub last completed. Omitted if not available.

model

string
optional

Disk model string. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

reservation-key

string
optional

Reservation key identifies which initiator target nexus holds the persistent reservation on this
disk, 0x0 if there is none(range: 0x0 .. 0xffffffffffffffff). Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Describes the persistent disk reservation type. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

reservationtype

right-sizesectors
rpm

string
optional

"rs" - Read Shared Reservation.
"we" - Write Exclusive Reservation.
"re" - Read Exclusive Reservation.
"ea" - Exclusive Access Reservation.
"sa" - Shared Access Reservation.
"wero" - Write Exclusive Registrants Only Reservation.
"earo" - Exclusive Access Registrants Only Reservation.
"wear" - Write Exclusive All Registrants Reservation.
"eaar" - Exclusive Access All Registrants Reservation.
"none" - No Reservation.

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Number of usable disk sectors that remain after subtracting the right-size adjustment for this
disk. Given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

integer
optional

Rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Possible values are: 5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000.
Omitted if information is unavailable, if rpm does not apply to this 'disk-type', or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

serial-number

string
optional

Disk serial number. Maximum length of 129 characters. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

shelf

string
optional

Disk shelf, if it can be determined. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this
device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

shelf-bay

string
optional

Disk shelf bay, if it can be determined. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this
device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

shelf-uid

string
optional

Unique identifier for a shelf as reported by SES. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled
for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

stack-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1].

A cluster unique id for a collection of one or more interconnected shelves. Omitted if Shelf
Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

storage-sedinfo

storageSelf-encrypting disk info Omitted if disk is not a Self-Encrypting Disk (SED), or if excluded by
sed-info
"desired-attributes'.
optional

storage-ssdinfo

storagesolid state device specific lifecycle data Omitted if 'disk-type' is not "SSD", or if excluded by
ssd-info
'desired-attributes'.
optional
string
optional

vendor

Vendor of this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

virtualmachine- A typedef containing the attributes for virtual machine disks. Such attributes are the hypervisor
disk-info VM file name, the backing store and the adapter to name a few.
optional

virtualmachine-diskinfo

vmdiskbackingBacking info block for virtual machine disks.
info
optional

vmdiskbacking-info
vmdisk-targetaddress

string
optional

Target address of the VM Disk.

Element definition: disk-metrocluster-info

[top]

Disk Metrocluster Info.
Name
is-localattach

Range

Type

Description

boolean Indicates if a disk is locally attached, vs remotely attached. A locally attached disk resides in the same
optional proximity as the host cluster vs. attached to the remote cluster.

Element definition: disk-ownership-info

[top]

Disk sanown information.
Name
age
datahome

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Elapsed time in milli seconds since the last time the ownership was read from disk
optional
1]
string Name of the home owner of the data partition (in case of a root-data partitioned disk) on this disk. Omitted
optional if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the data partition (in case of root-data partitioned disk) of this disk.
home-id
1]
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
dataowner

string Name of node that currently owns the data partition (in case of a root-data partitioned disk) on this disk.
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the data partition (in case of root-data partitioned disk) of this disk is
owner-id
1]
optional assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
data1home

string Name of the home owner of the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this disk.
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data1- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of
home-id
1]
optional this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
data1owner

string Name of node that currently owns the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this
optional disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data1- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of this
owner-id
1]
optional disk is assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
data2home
data2-

string Name of the home owner of the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this disk.
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of

home-id

1]

data2owner

optional this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
string Name of node that currently owns the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this
optional disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data2- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of this
owner-id
1]
optional disk is assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
diskpool-listinfo

diskpoolList of node-suggested pool pair for every disk.
info[]
optional

disk-uid

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Example of output format is:
string
20000000:87A9652B:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000
optional
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

ID (NVRAM ID) of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there is a disaster. Before disaster
dr-home- [0..2^32- integer
switchover, the value of this field is zero. At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to keep track
optional
node-id
1].
of whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. Omitted if disk has no dr home id.
dr-homenodename

This is the name of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there is a disaster. Before disaster
string
switchover, the value of this field is a NULL string. At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to
optional
keep track of whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. Omitted if disk has no dr home owner.

home- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of home node to which this disk is assigned. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by
node-id
1]
optional 'desired-attributes'.
homenodename

string Name of the home node to which this disk is assigned. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
boolean 'true' if the disk is failed such that its ownership cannot be determined. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.

is-failed

ID (NVRAM ID) of node that currently owns this disk. Normally 'owner-node-id' matches 'home-node-id'.
owner- [0..2^32- integer
However, SFO style HA changes 'owner-node-id' when it localizes partner storage on takeover; and restores
optional
node-id
1]
it to 'home-node-id' on giveback. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Name of node that currently owns this disk. Normally 'owner-node-name' matches 'home-node-name'.
string However, SFO style HA changes 'owner-node-name' when it localizes partner storage on takeover; and
optional restores it to 'home-node-name' on giveback. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

ownernodename

owner[0..2^32- integer
Number of times ownership changed since disk was unowned.
updateoptional
1]
count
pool

[0..2^32- integer
Pool to which disk is assigned. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional
1]

reserved[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node which currently holds the persistent reservation on this disk, 0 if there is none.
by-nodeoptional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
1]
id
roothome

string
Name of the home owner of the root partition on this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

root[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the root partition of this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
home-id
1]
rootowner

string
Name of node that currently owns the root partition on this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

root[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the root partition of this disk is assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
owner-id
1]

Element definition: disk-path-info

[top]

Contains per path statistics, errors and other related data.
Name

Range

Type

Description

arrayname

string

The name of the array providing the lun.

disk-name

string

The name of the disk this path information is for

disk-port

string
Disk port associated with this path. Possible values are "A" or "B". Omitted for non-disk target.
optional
Disk port name associated with this path. This has the form <attachment-style>:<disk-port>, where
<attachment-style> is either "FC" for FibreChannel, "SA" for SAS, or "NV" for NVMe, and <disk-port> is
either "A" or "B". Omitted for non-disk target.
Possible values:

disk-portname

string
optional

"FC:A"
"FC:B"
"SA:A"
"SA:B"

"NV:A"
"NV:B"
disk-uid
initiator-iokbps
initiatoriops
initiatorlun-in-usecount

string

Disk's UID, as supplied by the hardware, used to uniquely identify this disk.

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written over this initiator port. Range: [0..2^64-1]
integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written over this initiator port. Range: [0..2^64-1]
integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this initiator. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatorport

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

initiatorport-speed

string

The speed that the initiator port has negotiated with its connected switch, or target port if direct attached.

initiatorsideswitch-port

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or N/A when using direct attach

lun-io-kbps

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this LUN. Range: [0..2^64-1]

lun-iops

integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this LUN. Range: [0..2^64-1]

lunnumber

integer LU number. Range: [0..65535]

lun-pathuse-state

string

ONTAP's use of this path INU - (In Use) This path is currently used for I/O. RDY - (Ready) This path is not
being used for I/O currently, but might transition to INU if storge errors or load balancing cause it to
transition to INU. QED - (Quiesced) : The disk is quiesced on this path. MCF - (Misconfigured) : The disk is
misconfigured on this path. The path is not available for I/O. Refer to storage_initiator_errors_list_info for
details. FAL - (Failed) The connectivity to this path is lost. INI - (Initializing) The disk/LUN on this path is
currently being readied for I/O operations (MPIO disks/LUNs only). PRE - (Persistent Reserve Register Error)
An error occurred during the persistent reserve register operation of the disk/LUN on this path. This may be
a transient condition and registration may successfully complete at a later time.

node

string

Controller with the initiator port for this path.

path-iokbps

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-iops

integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-linkerrors

integer Number of link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

path-lunin-usecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathquality

The percentage of the error threshold. 0% NO ERROR 1-20% LOW ERROR, available to load balancing and
integer error retry code. 21-99% MEDIUM ERROR, load balancing and error retry code will not switch to this path.
100-? HIGH_ERROR, Excessive errors EMS event will be logged Range: [0..2^32-1]
For a logical unit which reports asymmetric access, preferred-target-port indicates that a path, regardless of
the current access state, routes to a preferred target port group. Possible values are:

preferredtarget-port

target-iokbps

boolean
optional

true: This path routes to a preferred target port group for this array LUN.
false: This path does not route to a preferred target port group or the array LUN reports that there is
no preferred target port group.

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iops

integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iqn

string
Target IQN of target port providing the disk.
optional

target-lunin-usecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetportaccessstate

string

failover optimization type

targetsideswitch-port

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN if direct attached.

targetwwnn

string

World Wide Node Name of the target device.

targetwwpn

string

World Wide Port Name of target port providing the disk.

tpgn
vmdiskdevice-id

integer The Target Port Group Number of the array's target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]
integer
The device id used for the virtual device (also used by the hypervisor) Range: [0..2^32-1]
optional

vmdiskhypervisorarea-name

string The name of the storage area where the vmdisk is physically located. For ESX this is the name of a
optional datastore.

vmdiskhypervisorfile-name

string The file name of the virtual disk used by the hypervisor. For ESX this is the name of the disk's vmdk file.
optional Example is "myvm/myvm_1.vmdk"

Element definition: disk-raid-info

[top]

RAID specific information about a disk, including RAID specific disk properties, and the disk's overlying container.
Name
activenodename

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
Name of the node that is the active RAID controller for this disk, if any. Omitted if unavailable,
or excluded by 'desired-attrributes'.
Type of overlying disk container. Omitted if information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Possible values:

containertype

diskaggregateinfo

string
optional

"aggregate" - Container is an aggregate.
"broken" - Container is broken pool.
"foreign" - Array LUN has been marked foreign.
"labelmaint" - Container is online label maintenance list.
"maintenance" - Container is disk maintenance center.
"mediator" - Container is a mediator disk.
"remote" - Disk belongs to the remote cluster.
"shared" - Container is storage pool.
"spare" - Container is spare pool.
"unassigned" - Disk ownership has not been assigned.
"unknown" - Container is currently unknown. This is the default setting.
"volume" - Container is a traditional volume.
"unsupported" - Container is not supported.

disk-aggregateInformation giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying aggregate or traditional volume.
info
Omitted if container-type is not "aggregate" or "volume", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

diskoutageinfo

disk-outage-info Information about a disk that is not in service. Omitted if container-type is not "broken",
"maintenance", "labelmaint", or "unassigned", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

disksharedinfo

disk-shared-info Information giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying storage pool. Omitted if containertype is not "shared", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

diskspare-info
disk-state
disk-uid

disk-spare-info
optional

Information giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying spare pool. Omitted if containertype is not "spare", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

disk-state-info[]
Information giving RAID specific state of the disk. Omitted if information is unavailable.
optional
string
optional

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Effective disk interface type. Disks can report different physical 'disk-type', but the same
'effective-disk-type'. Disks with the same 'effective-disk-type' are compatible for use within the
same aggregate or traditional volume. Omitted if information is unavailable, or excluded by
'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

effectivedisk-type

string
optional

effectiverpm

integer
optional

"ATA"
"FCAL"
"LUN"
"MSATA"
"SAS"
"BSAS"
"SSD"
"SSD_NVM"
"FSAS"
"VMDISK"
"unknown"
Effective rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Disks can report different actual 'rpm', but
have the same 'effective-rpm'. Disks with the same 'effective- rpm' are compatible for use within
the same aggregate or traditional volume. Omitted if information is unavailable, or excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

physical- [0..2^64blocks
1]

integer
optional

RAID recorded disk capacity expressed in units of 4096-byte blocks. Typically this is the disk
capacity reported by disk driver, but rounded down to the nearest 4096-byte block. Omitted if
information is unavailable, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Position of disk relative to its container-type. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:
"copy" - RAID group copy destination disk.
"data" - RAID group data disk.
"tparity" - RAID group third (anti-diagonal) parity disk.
"dparity" - RAID group diagonal parity disk.
"orphan" - Disk is orphan of an aggregate or traditional volume.
"parity" - RAID group parity disk.
"pending" - Disk is pending addition to an aggregate or traditional volume.
"present" - Disk is present in system. This is the default setting.

string
optional

position

string
optional

spare-pool

Name of RAID managed spare pool with which this disk is associated. Omitted if unavailable.
Generally determined both by whether ownership has been assigned for this disk, and whether
SyncMirror feature is supported on the reporting node. This disk may not currently be contained
within this spare-pool, such as if it's been allocated to an aggregate or removed from service.
This is the spare pool with which disk would be contained if/when it is initialized or released as a
spare. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:
"Pool0" - Disk is associated with spare Pool0.
"Pool1" - Disk is associated with spare Pool1.
"spare" - Disk is associated with the general spare pool.
"unknown" - Cannot determine spare pool associativity for this disk.
Industry standard disk type. Note suggested display strings for each value. Possible values:

standarddisk-type

"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk

standarddisktype
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
usedblocks

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

RAID recorded size of file system region on this disk, given in units of 4096-byte blocks.
Typically based upon the disk's right-size capacity, but it may be smaller if RAID has downsized
this disk, such as due to reconstruct replacing a smaller with a larger disk. This is distinct from
WAFL usage of file system space. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: disk-stats-info

[top]

Contains disk statistics.
Name
averagelatency

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Access time to disk in milliseconds. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
1]
optional

bytes-per- [0..2^16- integer Number of bytes per disk sector. A sector count element, such as 'sectors-read' and 'sectors-written',
optional may be multipled by this value to convert to a byte count. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
sector
1]
disk-io-kbps
disk-iops
disk-uid
import-inprogress

[0..2^64- integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
1]
[0..2^64- integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this disk. Omitted if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
1]
string Unique identifier of disk for this disk. Maximum length of 90 characters. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
boolean For disks marked with container-type = foreign, this value is true when data is actively being imported
optional from this disk.

path-error- [0..2^32- integer
The number of errors on this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
count
1]
optional
power-on[0..2^63- integer
Number of seconds the drive has been powered on. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
timeoptional
1]
interval

sectors-read
sectorswritten

[0..2^64- integer Number of disk sectors read since system last booted, given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if
1]
optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
[0..2^64- integer Number of disk sectors written since system last booted, given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if
1]
optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: disk-aggregate-info

[top]

Details giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying aggregate or traditional volume. Information that is specific to a disk contained
within an aggregate or traditional volume is returned here. Returned only if 'container-type' is "aggregate" or "volume".
Name
aggregatename

Range

Type

Description

string Name of aggregate or traditional volume with which this disk is associated. Omitted if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
The checksum type that has been assigned to this disk. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

checksumtype

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - Advanced zoned checksum.
"block" - Block checksum.
"none" - No checksum type assigned.
"wafl" - WAFL checksum.
"zoned" - Zoned checksum (this value is no longer supported).
cluster unique name of the copy destination disk. 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'. Disks on multi-disk carriers
take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.'lun'.

copydestinationcluster-name

Virtual disks take the form 'prefix'.'number' where prefix is the storage array's prefix and number is a
string unique ascending number.
optional
Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded
by 'desired-attributes'.
Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

copydestinationname

string name of copy destination. Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.

copy-percentinteger Percent completion of disk copy. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in progress. So
[0..100]
optional omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true, and if position is not "copy".
complete
The reason this disk has been marked for a disk copy operation. Possible values include:
copy-reason

string
optional

"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is marked for layout optimization.
"shared_disk_replacement"- Disk is marked for replacement.
Omitted if disk copy is not in progress or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-evacuating

True if Data ONTAP is copying the disk that is housed in the same carrier with a failed disk. This flag is
boolean expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the replacement disk.
optional At that time this disk is expected to be failed with the reason "evacuated". Omitted if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

is-in-rootaggr

boolean
True only if this disk is in a root aggregate.
optional

is-mediascrubbing

boolean
True if media scrub is currently active for this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

is-offline

boolean
True if disk is offline. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

is-prefailed
isreconstructing
is-replacing

True if the admin issued a 'disk fail' or if the the system marked this disk for Rapid RAID Recovery. This
boolean flag is expected to remain set until the system has copied the contents of this disk to a system-selected
optional replacement disk. At that point, this disk is expected to be removed from service and placed in in the
broken pool. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
boolean
True if disk is in process of being reconstructed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional
True if the admin issued 'disk replace' to replace this disk with a specified replacement disk. This flag is
boolean expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the admin-specified
optional replacement disk. At that point this disk is expected to be released to the spare pool. Omitted if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroed

boolean
True if disk is in pre-zeroed state. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

is-zeroing

boolean True only if disk position is 'pending' and disk is in process of being zeroed. Omitted if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
string

Name of plex with which this disk is associated. Omitted if disk is not associated with a plex, or if

plex-name

optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

raid-groupname

string Name of RAID group to which this disk belongs. Omitted if disk does not belong to a RAID group, or if
optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

reconstructinteger Percent completion of disk reconstruction. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true, if reconstruct is
percent[0..100]
optional stalled, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
complete
zeroingpercentcomplete

[0..100]

integer Percent completion of disk zeroing. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true, or if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.

Element definition: disk-outage-info

[top]

Information about a disk that is not in service.
Name Range
is-infdr

Type

Description

boolean
True if disk has entry in the persistent Failed Disk Registry. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional
Reason disk is not in service. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

reason

"admin failed" - Admin has persistently failed disk.
"admin removed" - Admin requested spare disk to be removed from system.
"admin testing" - Admin isolated disk for maintenance testing.
"bad label" - Disk has bad RAID label.
"bypassed" - Disk has been bypassed.
"failed" - Disk is persistently failed.
"init failed" - Disk failed initialization.
"label version" - Disk has invalid RAID label version.
"labeled broken" - Disk was persistently failed in a prior Data ONTAP release.
"labelmaint" - Disk is isolated for online label maintenance.
"LUN resized" - Array LUN was inappropriately resized.
"missing" - Disk has gone missing.
"not responding" - Disk is non-responsive.
"predict failure" - Disk failure is predicted. capacity than previously.
"rawsize shrank" - Disk reporting smaller
"recovering" - Disk is underoing recovery.
"sanitizing" - Disk is in process of being sanitized.
"sanitized" - Disk sanitization complete, but admin has not yet released disk back to the spare pool. in this
release.
"trad_vol_disk" - Traditional Volume Disk, not supported on clustered data ONTAP systems.
"SnapLock Disk" - SnapLock disk, not supported.
"testing" - System isolated disk for maintenance testing.
"unassigned" - Disk ownership has not been assigned.
"unknown" - Don't know reason disk is not in service.

string

Element definition: disk-pool-info

[top]

node-suggested pool pair for every disk.
Name
node-forpool

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of node for which the pool suggestion corresponds to.
optional

Pool to which partitions in the disk may be assigned. If the disk is part of a loop that does not have any
pool[0..2^32- integer
disks assigned to the specific node or has disks of mutiple pools assigned to the specific node, the pool
suggestion
1]
optional
will be 255.

Element definition: disk-shared-info

[top]

Details giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying storage pool. Information that is specific to a disk that is contained within a
storage pool belongs here.
Name

Range

Type

Description

sharedaggregateList of aggregates sharing this disk. Omitted if not available or excluded by 'desired attributes'.
info[]
optional

aggregate-list

The checksum type that has been assigned to this disk. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
checksumtype

string
optional

Possible values:

copydestinationcluster-name

string
optional

disk cluster name of copy destination. Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

copydestinationname

string
optional

name of copy destination. Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk copy. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in progress. So
omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true.

copy-percent[0..100]
complete
copy-progress

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

"advanced_zoned" - Advanced zoned checksum.
"block" - Block checksum.
"zoned" - Zoned checksum (this value is no longer supported).

Progress of disk copy in blocks. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in progress. So
omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true.
The reason this disk has been marked for a disk copy operation. Possible values include:

string
optional

copy-reason

"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is marked for layout optimization.
Omitted if disk copy is not in progress or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

copy-size

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

total size of disk copy in blocks. If N partitions of disk are under disk copy, copy-size will refer to
cumulative size of those N partitions. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in
progress. So omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true.

is-evacuating

boolean
optional

True if Data ONTAP is copying the disk that is housed in the same carrier with a failed disk. This
flag is expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the
replacement disk. At that time this disk is expected to be failed with the reason "evacuated".
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-in-rootaggr

boolean
optional

True only if this disk has in a partition in a root aggregate.

is-mediascrubbing

boolean
optional

True if media scrub is currently active for this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-offline

boolean
optional

True if disk is offline. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-prefailed

boolean
optional

True if the admin issued a 'disk fail' or if the the system marked this disk for Rapid RAID Recovery.
This flag is expected to remain set until the system has copied the contents of this disk to a
system-selected replacement disk. At that point, this disk is expected to be removed from service
and placed in in the broken pool. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

isreconstructing

boolean
optional

True if disk is in process of being reconstructed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-replacing

boolean
optional

True if the admin issued 'disk replace' to replace this disk with a specified replacement disk. This
flag is expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the adminspecified replacement disk. At that point this disk is expected to be released to the spare pool.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-sparecore

boolean
optional

True if disk is sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroed

boolean
optional

True if disk is in pre-zeroed state. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroing

boolean
optional

True only if disk position is 'pending' and disk is in process of being zeroed. Omitted if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

num-datapartitions

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the number of data partitions on this disk if it's a shared disk.

num-rootpartitions

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the number of root partitions on this disk if it's a shared disk.

num-totalpartitions

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the total number of partitions on this disk if it's a shared disk.

boolean
optional

True if record for this disk is sent by only one node. From D-blade it will always be set as true. At
cluster level we set it to false if we received record from both nodes.

partial-record

This field indicates whether disk is partitioned or storage pool disk. This field is available only if
'container-type' is "shared". Possible values include:
partitioningtype

string
optional

"root_data" - Disk is root-data partitioned disk.
"root_data1_data2" - Disk is root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
"storage_pool" - Disk is storage pool disk.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired attributes'.

reconstructpercentcomplete

[0..100]

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk reconstruction. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true, if reconstruct is
stalled, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

reconstruct- [0..2^64- integer
optional
progress
1]

Completion of disk reconstruction in blocks. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true.

reconstruct- [0..2^64- integer
optional
size
1]

Total size of disk reconstruction in blocks. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true.

sparecoreeligible-nodes

nodename[]
optional

List of nodes to which disk is eligible to be sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

static-partmethod

boolean
optional

This field indicates if the partitioning method corresponding to this disk is a static (init-time)
partitioning method.

storage-pool

string
optional

Cluster wide unique name of RAID managed storage pool with which this disk is associated.

storage-pooluuid

string
optional

Unique identifier of RAID managed storage pool with which this disk is associated.

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk zeroing. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

zeroingpercentcomplete

[0..100]

zeroingprogress

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Completion of disk zeroing in blocks. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true.

zeroing-size

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total size of disk zeroing in blocks. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true.

Element definition: disk-spare-info

[top]

Details giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying spare pool. Information that is specific to a disk that is contained within a spare
pool belongs here.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-media-scrubbing

boolean
optional

True if media scrub is currently active for this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

is-offline

boolean
optional

True if disk is offline. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-sparecore

boolean
optional

True if disk is sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroed

boolean
optional

True if disk has been pre-zeroed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroing

boolean
optional

True if disk is in process of being zeroed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

sparecore-eligiblenodes

nodename[]
optional

List of nodes to which disk is eligible to be sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk zeroing. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

zeroing-percentcomplete

[0..100]

Element definition: disk-state-info

[top]

Details giving disk's RAID specific state information. For disks that are shared between both nodes this will give states as seen by both
nodes.
Name

Range

Type

Description
RAID specific state of the disk.
Possible values:
"invalid"
"notzeroed"
"zeroing"
"zeroed"
"inuse"
"notpresent"
"failing"
"failed"
"unfailing"
"uninited"

disk-fsm-state

node-name

string
optional

"orphaned"
"unknown"
"sparing"
"fakezeroed"
"sdc"
"offline"
"online"
"partitioning"
"partitioned"
"unpartitioning"
"unpartitioned"
"present"
"replacing"
"offlining"
"prefailing"

string
Name of the node reporting disk state.
optional

Element definition: standarddisktype

[top]

SATA | FC | NL-SAS | LUN | SAS | SCSI | SSD | VM-DISK | NVMe-SSD | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VM-LUN | VM-LUN-SSDS Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

Element definition: storage-sed-info

[top]

Self-encrypting disk (SED) info. Available from the disk-encrypt cluster ZAPI.
Name

Range

Type

Description

data-keyid

string Key ID of the authentication key that the SED currently requires for authorization to modify the data
optional protection controls. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

fips-key-id

string Key ID of the authentication key that the SED currently requires for authorization to modify the FIPSoptional compliance controls. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-fips-sed

boolean True if the disk is a FIPS-certified SED. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-nonfips-sed
is-poweron-lockenabled
is-sed
protectionmode

boolean

True if the disk is a SED that is not FIPS-certified. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

State of SED power-lock-enable control that determines whether authentication is required after subsequent
boolean
SED power-cycles before I/O is allowed. True will require authentication; false indicates no authentication is
optional
needed to allow I/O. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
boolean

True if the disk is a SED with or without FIPS certification. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

string The summary of the data protection and FIPS compliance states. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded
optional by 'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: storage-ssd-info
Storage info block for solid-state storage devices.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

percentAn estimate of the percentage of device life that has been used, based on the actual device usage and the
integer
rated-life- [0..255]
manufacturer's prediction of device life. A value greater than 99 indicates that the estimated endurance
optional
used
has been consumed, but may not indicate a device failure. Omitted if value is unknown.
percentPercentage of device spare blocks that have been used. Each device has a number of spare blocks that
integer
spares[0..100]
will be used when a data block can no longer be used to store data. This value reports what percentage of
optional
consumed
the spares have already been consumed. Omitted if value is unknown.
percentsparesinteger
Spares consumed percentage limit reported by the device. Omitted if value is unknown.
[0..100]
optional
consumedlimit

Element definition: virtual-machine-disk-info

[top]

A typedef containing the attributes for virtual machine disks. Such attributes are the hypervisor VM file name, the backing store and the
adapter to name a few.
Name

Range

Type

Description

vmdiskadapter-device

string
Backing adapter device name. Example is "vmhba32".
optional

vmdiskadapter-driver

string Backing adapter driver name. For example, "mptsas". For iSCSI connections, this element represents
optional name of the iSCSI initiator. Example is "iqn.1998-01.com.vmware:esxhostname-5d1555b6".

vmdiskadapter-model

string
Backing adapter model type. Example is "LSI1064E", "iSCSI Software Adapter".
optional

vmdiskadapter-pci
vmdiskcontainername
vmdisk-luncanonicalname
vmdisk-luncapacity

string Backing adapter PCI device ID for the virtual disk. For iSCSI connections, this element is empty.
optional Example is "50:00.0".
string
Container associated with the VM Disk. Example is "container1"
optional
string Hypervisor-assigned unique ID of the backing device (disk or LUN). Example is
optional "naa.75hsfe523hnsfhf46323".
[0..2^64- integer
Size of the backing device (disk or LUN) in bytes. Example is "4294967296".
optional
1]

vmdisk-lunmodel

string
Backing device (disk or lun) model. Example is "LUN", "MBE2073RC".
optional

vmdisk-lunpartition

integer
Backing disk partition number where the corresponding VM disk file resides. Example is "3".
optional

vmdisk-lunvendor-name
vmdisk-objectname
vmdiskstorageaccount

string
Name of the backing device manufacturer. Example is "FUJITSU".
optional
string
Page blob associated with the VM Disk. Example is "blob1"
optional
string
Storage account associated with the VM Disk. Example is "storageaccount1"
optional

vmdisk-store- [0..2^64- integer
The size of the disk backing store in bytes. Example is "4294967296".
capacity
1]
optional
vmdisk-storenas-path

string Full path to the backing store. This field is valid only for NAS connections. Example is
optional "myvm.domain.com:/backingStoreName".

vmdisk-storetype

string Type of the disk backing store. It can be a VMFS volume, a directory on network-attached storage,
optional or a local file system path. Possible values are "NFS", "VMFS".

vmdisk-targetiscsi-address

string The iSCSI IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) of the disk backing target. This field is valid only for iSCSI
optional connections. Examples are "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmdisk-targetiscsi-name

string The iSCSI name of the disk backing target. This field is valid only for iSCSI connections. Example is
optional "iSCSI-targ.com.optional-string".

vmdisk-targetlun-id

string
SCSI device name for the backing disk. It takes the form target-id:lun-id. Example is "3:1".
optional

vmhost-error

string
Error (if any) while retrieving the virtual disk details. Example is "vSphere server is missing".
optional

Element definition: vmdisk-backing-info
Backing info block for virtual machine disks.

[top]

Name

Range Type

Description

vmdisk-backing-device-id

string Device id of the underlying disk.

vmdisk-backing-disk-model

string Product id of the underlying disk.

vmdisk-backing-serial-number
vmdisk-backing-vendor-id

string Serial number of the underlying disk.
string Vendor of the underlying disk.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: shared-aggregate-info
Name of desired aggregate.
Name
aggregate-name

Range

Type

Description

string
String representing name of the aggregate.
optional

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-disk-firmware
storage-disk-firmwarefile-get-iter

This is an auto generated category.

storage-disk-firmware-file-get-iter

[top]

return the firmware file list
Input Name

Range

storagediskfirmwarefile
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storagediskfirmwarefile
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-acp-firmware
object. All storage-acp-firmware objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storagediskfirmware- The list of attributes of storage-acp-firmware objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional acp-firmware objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-disk-firmware-file
Show firmware files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

filename
node

Type

Description

string
optional

Storage Firmware File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-initiator
These APIs are used to get information on initiator ports as
related to their role as a gateway to back end storage.

storage-initiator-balance
storage-initiator-diskpath-list-info
storage-initiator-errorslist-info
storage-initiator-get-load
storage-initiator-pathlist-info
storage-initiator-pathquiesce
storage-initiator-pathresume

storage-initiator-balance

[top]

Balances primary/secondary array LUN paths across available initiator ports based on I/O load. This API
is deprecated in Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and later.
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string node to balance initiator ports on

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-initiator-disk-path-list-info

[top]

Returns path information and statistics for a given disk or all disks. We use the word disk to refer to an
array lun, real disk, or Solid State Device This API is deprecated in Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and
later.
Input Name Range
disk-name
Output Name Range
disk-pathinfo
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND

Type
string
optional

Description
The name of the disk to list path information for. If not supplied all
paths to all attached targets are returned.

Type

Description

disk-path- A table of per path statistics, errors and other related data for this
info[]
disk
Description

storage-initiator-errors-list-info

[top]

Lists all known disk/configuration errors associated with an array or shelves acting like array.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

array-name

string
optional

The name of the array to list error information for. (28 chars)

disk-name

string
optional

The name of the disk or array lun to list error information for. If not
specified, all errors for all disks/array LUNs will be returned.

Output Name Range
errors

Type

Description

storageerrorA list of all errors for the requested array/shelf or disks/luns.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EARRAYNOTFOUND
EDISKNOTFOUND

storage-initiator-get-load

[top]

Gets disk I/O rates for a given fibre channel initiator port or for all initiator ports if no port is specified.
The term disk refers to an array LUN, actual disk, or solid state device. This API is deprecated in
Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and later.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

string
optional

Obtain disk I/O rates for initiator ports on the specified node.

port

string
optional

Port to show load on, e.g. 0a.

Output Name Range
load-info

Type

Description

storageA table of per disk load related information for the named port.
initiator-loadOmitted if no array LUNs are visible, or some other internal error
info[]
occurs.
optional

storage-initiator-path-list-info
Returns information and statistics on all known paths to back end storage.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description
Obtain back end storage path statistics for this node.
Description

storage-initiator-pathA table of back end path statistics, errors and other
info[]
related data.
optional

path-info

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-initiator-path-quiesce

[top]

Quiesces an array LUN on a path. A quiesced array LUN will not be sent I/O on the specified path.
Input Name Range

Type

initiator
lun-number

string

string

The node name on which the quiesce is issued

The path failure count, exceeding the specified value within wait duration
will quiesce the path. This value is mutually exclusive with lun-number. If
integer
this value is not specified to quiesce path, path will be quiesed
optional
immediately. wait-duration must be specified along with path-failurethreshold. Range: [1..100]

targetwwpn
waitduration

The initiator port of the path that I/O will be quiesced on.

integer LU number. If this value is not specified then the command applies for the
optional specified path. Range: [0..65535]

node
pathfailurethreshold

Description

string

The array target port of the path that I/O will be quiesced on. World wide
port number has to be specified without colons.

The time duration in which path is monitored for path failures. This value
integer is mutually exclusive with lun-number. If this value is not specified to
optional quiesce path, path will be quiesed immediately. path-failure-threshold
must be specified along with wait-duration. Range: [1..1440]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPATH
ECANTQUIESCELASTPATH
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDTARGET
EQUIESCEFAILED
ELUNQUIESCING
EQUIESCENOTSUPPORTED
ETHRESHOLDWAIT
ENOLUNQUIESCEONPATHQ

storage-initiator-path-resume

[top]

Resumes I/O to array LUN on a path that was previously quiesced. Resuming I/O to a non-quiesced
array LUN is a no-op and not an error.
Input Name Range
initiator

Type

Description

string

The initiator port of the path that I/O will be resumed to.

integer LU number. If this value is not specified then the specified path will be
optional resumed. Range: [0..65535]

lun-number
node

string

The node name on which the resume is issued

targetwwpn

string

The array target port of the path that I/O will be resumed to. World wide
port number has to be specified without colons.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPATH
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDTARGET
ERESUMEFAILED
ENOLUNRESUMEONPATHQ

Element definition: disk-path-info

[top]

Contains per path statistics, errors and other related data.
Name

Range

Type

Description

arrayname

string

The name of the array providing the lun.

disk-name

string

The name of the disk this path information is for

disk-port

string Disk port associated with this path. Possible values are "A" or "B". Omitted
optional for non-disk target.
Disk port name associated with this path. This has the form <attachmentstyle>:<disk-port>, where <attachment-style> is either "FC" for
FibreChannel, "SA" for SAS, or "NV" for NVMe, and <disk-port> is either
"A" or "B". Omitted for non-disk target.
Possible values:

disk-portname

string
optional

disk-uid

string

initiator-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written over this initiator
port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatoriops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written over this
initiator port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatorlun-in-use-

"FC:A"
"FC:B"
"SA:A"
"SA:B"
"NV:A"
"NV:B"
Disk's UID, as supplied by the hardware, used to uniquely identify this
disk.

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this initiator. Range: [0..2^64-1]

count
initiatorport

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

initiatorport-speed

string

The speed that the initiator port has negotiated with its connected switch,
or target port if direct attached.

initiatorsideswitch-port

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or N/A
when using direct attach

lun-io-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this LUN.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

lun-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this LUN.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

lunnumber

integer LU number. Range: [0..65535]

lun-pathuse-state

string

ONTAP's use of this path INU - (In Use) This path is currently used for
I/O. RDY - (Ready) This path is not being used for I/O currently, but
might transition to INU if storge errors or load balancing cause it to
transition to INU. QED - (Quiesced) : The disk is quiesced on this path.
MCF - (Misconfigured) : The disk is misconfigured on this path. The path is
not available for I/O. Refer to storage_initiator_errors_list_info for details.
FAL - (Failed) The connectivity to this path is lost. INI - (Initializing) The
disk/LUN on this path is currently being readied for I/O operations (MPIO
disks/LUNs only). PRE - (Persistent Reserve Register Error) An error
occurred during the persistent reserve register operation of the disk/LUN
on this path. This may be a transient condition and registration may
successfully complete at a later time.
Controller with the initiator port for this path.

node

string

path-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this path.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this path.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-linkerrors

integer Number of link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

path-lunin-usecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathquality

The percentage of the error threshold. 0% NO ERROR 1-20% LOW
ERROR, available to load balancing and error retry code. 21-99% MEDIUM
integer ERROR, load balancing and error retry code will not switch to this path.
100-? HIGH_ERROR, Excessive errors EMS event will be logged Range:
[0..2^32-1]
For a logical unit which reports asymmetric access, preferred-target-port
indicates that a path, regardless of the current access state, routes to a
preferred target port group. Possible values are:

preferredtarget-port

boolean
optional

target-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this target
port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this
target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iqn

string
Target IQN of target port providing the disk.
optional

true: This path routes to a preferred target port group for this array
LUN.
false: This path does not route to a preferred target port group or
the array LUN reports that there is no preferred target port group.

target-lunin-usecount

integer

targetportaccessstate

string

failover optimization type

targetsideswitch-port

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN if
direct attached.

targetwwnn

string

World Wide Node Name of the target device.

targetwwpn

string

World Wide Port Name of target port providing the disk.

tpgn

integer

vmdiskdevice-id

Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range: [0..2^641]

The Target Port Group Number of the array's target port. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

integer The device id used for the virtual device (also used by the hypervisor)
optional Range: [0..2^32-1]

vmdiskhypervisorarea-name

string The name of the storage area where the vmdisk is physically located. For
optional ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vmdiskhypervisorfile-name

string The file name of the virtual disk used by the hypervisor. For ESX this is
optional the name of the disk's vmdk file. Example is "myvm/myvm_1.vmdk"

Element definition: storage-error-info

[top]

Contains error messages associated with back end array/shelf/LUNs.
Name
arrayname
disk-name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the array/shelf with the configuration error.
string The name of the disk or array lun this error information is for.

disk-uid

string

Disk's UID, as supplied by the hardware, used to uniquely identify this
disk.

error-id

integer

A unique ID for each error returned. ID is unique on a per API call basis
only. Range: [0..2^32-1]

error-text

string A description of the error being reported.
Enum describing type of error.
Possible values:

error-type [1..16] integer

1 -Redundancy error, less than two paths to a disk.
2 -Redundancy error, device is only accessible via a single fault
domain, all paths go into the same target port group.
3 -Device is a control LUN.
4 -This foreign LUN has a reservation.
5 -LUN too large; a LUN has been detected that is larger than the
maximum size supported.
6 -LUN too small; a LUN has been detected that is smaller than the
minimum size supported.
7 -Invalid Block Size; a LUN has been detected that has an
unsupported block size.
8 -A target port is accessible via multiple HBAs but the device to

LUN id mappings aren't the same.
9 -A device is presented at different LUN ids on different ports.
10 -Multiple failover mode policies detected.
11 -Unknown array LUN.
12 -Data ONTAP(R) LUN.
13 -Disk firmware is downrev.
14 -Disk is not supported.
15 -This disk is in a failed state.
16 -This disk does not match the All-Flash Optimized personality of
the system.
lun-serialnumber
node

string

The serial number of the lun the error occurs on, blank if the error is not
lun related.

string The nodename reporting the disk or array lun with the error.

Element definition: storage-initiator-load-info

[top]

Contains per port per disk load information.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-port

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a. If port is not specified, data for all ports
is returned.

io-count

integer

Megabytes of data sent to this disk over this port. Range: [0..2^321]

lun-number

integer Logical Unit Number. Range: [0..65535]

nodename

string

percent-io

IP address of the node serving the port in dotted-decimal format (for
example, "192.168.11.12").

string Percentage of all I/O on this port sent to this disk. Range: [0..100]

serial-number

string Disk/LUN serial number. Maximum length of 129 characters.

switch-name

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or
N/A when using direct attach.

target-sideswitch-port

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN
if direct attached.

target-wwpn

string World Wide Port Name of array's target port.

Element definition: storage-initiator-path-info
Contains per path statistics, errors and other related data.
Name
arrayname

Range

Type
string

Description
The name of the array providing this path is connected to.
Type of LUN device. Describes the type of lun device or tape library. Possible
Values are:

devicetype

string
optional

"array_lun" - Array LUN type
"tape_mc" - Tape Drive or Media Changer/library type
"unknown" - Unknown device type

[top]

initiatorio-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written over this initiator
port Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatoriops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second over this initiator port Range:
[0..2^64-1]

initiatorlun-inusecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this initiator. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatorport

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

initiatorportspeed

string

The speed that the initiator port has negotiated with its connected switch
port, or target port if direct attached.

initiatorsideswitchport

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or N/A
when using direct attach.

node

string

The name of the node providing this path information.

pathfailurethreshold

integer

The path failure count, exceeding this value within wait duration will quiesce
the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

path-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this path. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

path-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this path.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathlinkerrors
path-lunin-usecount

integer Number link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

integer Number of disks in the IN-USE state on this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathquality

The percentage of the error threshold. 0% NO ERROR 1-20% LOW ERROR,
available to load balancing and error retry code. 21-99% MEDIUM ERROR,
integer load balancing and error retry code will not switch to this path. 100-?
HIGH_ERROR, Excessive errors EMS event will be logged Range: [0..2^321]

targetio-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this target port.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetiops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this target
port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetiqn

string
World wide unique identification of iSCSI target.
optional

targetlun-inusecount

integer Number of disks in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetsideswitchport

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN if
direct attached.

targetwwpn

string

World Wide Port Name of target port providing the disk.

tpgn

integer

vmdisk-

The Target Port Group Number of the array's target port. Range: [0..2^641]

integer The device id used for the virtual device (also used by the hypervisor)

device-id

optional Range: [0..2^32-1]

waitduration

integer

The time duration in which path is monitored for path failure. Range:
[0..2^32-1]

APIs in Category: storage-iscsi-initiator
storage-iscsi-initiator-add-target
storage-iscsi-initiator-connect
storage-iscsi-initiator-disconnect
storage-iscsi-initiator-get-iter
storage-iscsi-initiator-remove-target

storage-iscsi-initiator-add-target

[top]

Add an iSCSI target.
Input Name

Range

administrativestatus

Type

Description

Specifies the initial administrative status of the connection. The
default setting is up. The administrative status can differ from the
operational status; for instance, if you specify the status as up but a
service- network problem prevents the connection from functioning, the
state operational status remains as down. Possible values:
optional
"down" ,
"up"

label

string

The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.

node

nodename

The name of the node.

target-name

string

The target name. Example: iqn.2012-06.com.bsdctl:target0

target-portal

string

The target's IP address. Example: 10.7.125.10
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

Errno

iscsiinitiatortargettype

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster
over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-iscsi-initiator-connect

[top]

Connect to an iSCSI target.
Input Name Range

Type

label

string

node

node-name

Description
The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.
The name of the node.
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

iscsi-initiatortarget-type
optional

Errno

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external
disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner
disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for
MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-iscsi-initiator-disconnect

[top]

Disconnect from an iSCSI target.
Input Name Range

Type

label

string

node

node-name

Description
The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.
The name of the node.
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

iscsi-initiatortarget-type
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external
disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner
disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for
MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

storage-iscsi-initiator-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI targets.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

storageiscsiinitiatorinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-iscsi-initiator
object. All storage-iscsi-initiator objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storageiscsiinitiator- The list of attributes of storage-iscsi-initiator objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional iscsi-initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
storageiscsiinitiatorinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-iscsi-initiator-remove-target

[top]

Remove an iSCSI target.
Input Name Range

Type

label

string

node

node-name

Description
The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.
The name of the node.
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

iscsi-initiatortarget-type
optional

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external
disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner
disks,

"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for
MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: iscsi-initiator-target-type

[top]

external|mailbox|partner|partner2|dr_auxiliary|dr_partner Possible values:
"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster over IP
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: service-state

[top]

down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: storage-iscsi-initiator-info
iSCSI Initiator Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the administrative status of the connection. The
administrative status can differ from the operational status; for
instance, if you specify the status as up but a network problem
service- prevents the connection from functioning, the operational status
state remains as down. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
optional values:
"down" ,
"up"

failure-reason

The reason for a failure. The possible reasons include internal errors,
string
networking errors, and user errors. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

label

string The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename The name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

operationalstatus

Specifies the operational status of the connection. Attributes: nonservice- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
state
"down" ,
optional
"up"

target-name

string The target name. Example: iqn.2012-06.com.bsdctl:target0
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-portal

string The target's IP address. Example: 10.7.125.10 Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

target-type

iscsiinitiatortargettype
optional

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster
over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Element definition: iscsi-initiator-target-type
external|mailbox|partner|partner2|dr_auxiliary|dr_partner Possible values:
"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,

[top]

"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster over IP
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: service-state
down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-pool
This set of ZAPIs allows managing the storage pools in the
cluster. Storage Pools are managed using storage pool names
which are unique across the cluster.

storage-pool-add
storage-pool-aggregateget-iter
storage-pool-availablecapacity-get-iter
storage-pool-create
storage-pool-delete
storage-pool-disk-get-iter
storage-pool-get-iter
storage-pool-reassign
storage-pool-rename

storage-pool-add

[top]

Add disks to a storage pool A job will be spawned to operate on the storage-pool and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

auto-growaggregates

boolean
optional

Automatically grow the existing aggregates that are eligible for
growing.

disk-count

integer
optional

The number of disks that should be added to the storage pool.
This option cannot be used with disk-list.

disk-list

diskname[]
optional

List of spare disks that need to be added to the storage pool.
They should be of the same size as the existing disks in the
storage pool.

nodes

nodename[]
optional

List of nodes from which the spare disks that need to be added to
storage pool can be selected.

simulate

boolean
optional

Simulates the addition of disks to the given storage pool. If set to
\"true\", addition of disks won't happen but returns a list of
aggregates that would auto-grow and the size of the aggregate
prior to grow and also after the auto-grow.

storage-pool

string

Name of the Storage Pool to which the spare disks will be added.

Type

Description

Output Name
aggregatesautogrowlist

Range

aggregateautogrowInformation of aggregates that will auto-grow
info
optional

availablecapacity

size

The current available capacity in the pool in bytes.

newavailablecapacity

size

The new available capacity in the pool in bytes after adding the
disks to storage pool.

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
optional
code
1]

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

result-status

string

selecteddisks

diskname[]
optional

Errno

Error description, if the operation caused an error.
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
List of spare disks that would have been added to the storage
pool.

Description

E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL

storage-pool-aggregate-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over a list of aggregates provisioned from storage pool.
Input Name

Range

storagepoolaggregateinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

storagepoolaggregateinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object.
All storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storagepoolaggregate- The list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-pool objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over all available capacities available on each node in the cluster. These
available capacities are listed per storage pool on each node.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

storagepoolavailablecapacityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

storagepoolavailablecapacityinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object.
All storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

storagepoolavailableThe list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
capacityinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-pool objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-create

[top]

Create a storage pool. Capacity can be allocated to aggregates from these storage pools using 'aggradd'.
Input Name
disk-count
disk-list

Range

Type

Description

integer
The number of disks that are part of the storage pool.
optional
diskname[] List of spare disks that should be used to create the storage pool.
optional
Usable size of the disk in bytes. Disks that are within 5% of the

size
specified size will be selected for use in the storage pool. If it is not
optional specified smallest disks are selected first. This option cannot be used
with \"disk-list\".

disk-size

nodename[] The list of nodes in which the storage pool resides.
optional

nodes

Simulate the creation of storage pool. If set to \"true\", new storage
pool won't be created but returns the minimum allocation unit size
boolean
of the storage pool that would have been created. Selected disk list
optional
would also be returned for the disk-count option. By default,
simulate option is set to false.

simulate

storage-pool

Name of the storage pool to be created.

string

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The ID of the job that was spawned to create this storage-pool.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation
string
completed successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress,
optional
"failed" if creation failed.

result-status
selectedallocationunit-size

Minimum allocation unit size of the storage pool that would have
size
optional been created.

selecteddisks

diskList of spare disks selected for the storage pool that would have
name[]
been created.
optional

Errno

Description

E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL

storage-pool-delete

[top]

Delete the specified storage pool. A job will be spawned to operate on the storage-pool and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

storage-pool
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of the storage pool to be deleted.
Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-disk-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over all disks in storage pool. These disks are listed per Storage Pool
Input Name

Range

storagepooldiskinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storagepooldiskinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object. All
storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storagepooldisk- The list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over all the storage pools in the cluster and retrieve attributes of individual
storage pool.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

storage- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
pool- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storagepoolinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

storagepoolThe list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object. All
storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-reassign

[top]

Reassign capacity from one node to another node in storage pool A job will be spawned to operate on
the storage-pool and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job
APIs.
Input Name
allocationunits

Range

[1..4]

Description

The available capacity to be assigned in the form of count that is
multiple of 'allocation-unit-size'. Available capacity can be found
integer through API 'storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter' where
allocation unit size and total number of allocation units will be
specified.
The node that owns the available capacity which needs to be reassigned. The amount of available capacity owned by a Node can be
nodedetermined using the fields 'allocation-units' and 'allocation-unitname
size' from the 'storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter' API.
Capacity can be re-assigned only in multiples of 'allocation-unit-size'

from-node

storage-pool

string

The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool.

node- The node to which the capacity will be assigned. To view the existing
name free space in the node, use 'storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter'

to-node
Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
1]
optional

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-rename

[top]

Rename storage pool
Input Name Range
new-name

Type

Description

storage-pool-name New name of the storage pool.

storage-pool

string

Errno

The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggregate-autogrow-info

[top]

Information of aggregates that will auto-grow
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatenames

aggrThe name of the aggregates that would auto-grow. Attributes: nonname[]
creatable, modifiable
optional

aggregatenew-sizes

size[] The new size of the aggregates in bytes after adding the disks to
optional storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

aggregatesizes

size[] The current size of the aggregates in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: storage-pool-aggregate-info

[top]

Storage Pool Aggregate Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

Range

Type

Description

string Name of aggregate which has provisioned capacity from the storage
optional pool. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

allocated- [0..2^32- integer Number of Allocation Units assigned to the Aggregate. Attributes:
unit-count
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
node

nodeNode which is hosting the provisioned aggregate. Attributes: nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

originalowner

string Node which is original owner of the provisioned Aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagepool

string The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

usedcapacity

size
Capacity provisioned by aggregate from storage pool. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-available-capacity-info
Storage Pool Available Capacity Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total number of units which can be allocated as spare capacity for
allocation- [0..2^32- integer
aggregates. Size of these units are defined by field 'allocation-unitoptional
unit-count
1]
size' Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
allocationunit-size

size
Minimum size that can be allocated from the storage pool. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

availablesize

size
The total available capacity in bytes available on a given node in the
optional storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeThe name of the node which has available capacity. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

storagepool

string The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagetype

string
optional

syncmirrorpool

The type of the disks that constitute the storage pool. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk

string The name of the SyncMirror pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-disk-info

[top]

Information of disk in Storage Pool When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
disk
disk-totalsize

Range

Type

Description

diskname Name of the disk Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
size
Total raw capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
Disk interface type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

string

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,

disk-type

optional

"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State
Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk

disk-usablesize

size
Total usable capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

storagepool

string The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-info

[top]

Storage Pool Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

allocation-unitdata-size-raiddp

size
optional

Data size that will be available after allocation unit is
used for RAID-DP group. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

allocation-unitdata-size-raidtec

size
optional

Data size that will be available after allocation unit is
used for RAID-TEC group. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

allocation-unitdata-size-raid4

size
optional

Data size that will be available after allocation unit is
used for RAID4 or RAID-EP group. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

allocation-unitsize

size
optional

Minimum size that can be allocated from the storage
pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current[0..2^64operation-job-id
1]

integer
optional

Job ID of the currently running operation on the
storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of disks that are part of the storage pool.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-healthy

boolean
optional

If \"true\", provisioning is allowed from the storage
pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodes

node-name[]
optional

The list of nodes in which the storage pool resides.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

disk-count

State of the storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"normal" ,

pool-state

storagepoolstate
optional

pool-total-size

size
optional

The total size in bytes of the storage pool. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

pool-usable-size

size
optional

The amount of usable size in bytes in the storage pool.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-pool

string
optional

The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

storage-type

unhealthyreason

string
optional
string
optional

"degraded" ,
"creating" ,
"deleting" ,
"reassigning" ,
"growing"

The type of the disks that constitute the storage pool.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk
Specifies the reason why the storage pool is unhealthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-name

[top]

Name of the storage pool
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: storagepoolstate
State of the Storage Pool Possible values:
"normal" ,
"degraded" ,
"creating" ,
"deleting" ,
"reassigning" ,
"growing"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-port
This set of ZAPIs allows management of storage ports.

storage-port-disable
storage-port-enable
storage-port-info-get
storage-port-info-get-iter
storage-port-rescan
storage-port-reset
storage-port-reset-device

storage-port-disable

[top]

Disable a storage port
Input Name Range
force
node
port

Type
boolean

Description
Force

node-name Node
string

Port

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED
ESTORAGEPORTSTATUSNOTAVAILABLE
ESTORAGEPORTALREADYOFFLINE
ESTORAGEPORTDISKCURRENTLYSANITIZING
ESTORAGEPORTLASTPATHTODISK
ESTORAGEPORTINUSE
ESTORAGEPORTNETWORKMODE

storage-port-enable

[top]

Enable a storage port
Input Name Range
node
port

Type

Description

node-name Node
string

Port

Errno
ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

Description

ESTORAGEPORTSTATUSNOTAVAILABLE
ESTORAGEPORTNOTOFFLINE
ESTORAGEPORTNETWORKMODE

storage-port-info-get

[top]

Get information about a specified storage port.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

storageportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodeThe cluster node where the storage port is located.
name

port

string

Output Name Range

The name of the port. Example: '0a', '1b', etc.

Type

Description

storageport- The attributes of the storage-port.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-port-info-get-iter

[top]

Get information about one or more storage ports.
Input Name

Range

storageportinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storageportinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-port object. All
storage-port objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
storage-

Description

attributeslist

portThe list of attributes of storage-port objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional port objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-port-rescan

[top]

Rescan a storage port
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

port

string

Port

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

storage-port-reset

[top]

Reset a storage port
Input Name Range
node
port

Type

Description

node-name Node
string

Port

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

storage-port-reset-device

[top]

Reset a device behind a storage port
Input Name Range
bay-id

Type
integer

Description
Bay ID

optional
integer
optional

loop-id
node

Loop ID

node-name Node

port

string

shelf-name

string
optional

Port
Shelf Name

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTDEVOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTDEVINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-info

[top]

Storage port information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
board-name

cable-end-id

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The board name of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

The cable end identifier (end_0/end_1). Attributes: nonshelf-cable- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
end
"end_0" - end 0,
optional
"end_1" - end 1

cableidentifier

string
optional

The cable identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cable-length

string
optional

The cable length in meters. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

connection-

The connection mode of the port (loop/point-to-point).
storage-port- Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
connection-

mode

connectorcapabilitiesarray

mode
optional

"unknown" - The port connection mode is unknown,
"loop" - Loop,
"point_to_point" - Point-to-point

connectorcapabilitiesConnector Capabilities information.
info[]
optional

connectorpart-number

string
optional

The connector part number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

connectorserialnumber

string
optional

The connector serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

connectortechnology

sasconnectortechnology
optional

The connector technology (passive-copper/activecopper/optical). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical
The connector type (qsfp/qsfp-plus/mini-sas-hd/sfp).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

connectortype

connectortype
optional

"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp_plus" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"sfp" - SFP,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28

connectorvendor

string
optional

The connector vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

correctiveaction

string
optional

The corrective action to perform, in case of a port error.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

date-code

string
optional

The date code of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

description

string
optional

A detailed description of the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

device-type

string
optional

The device type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The severity of the port error, in case of a port error. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

errorseverity

storageshelf-errorseverity
optional

error-text

string
optional

"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not
indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal
but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
The error text of the port error, in case of a port error.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error type of the port error, in case of a port error.
Example: 'online-degraded'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

storage-port-

"unknown" - The port status is unknown,

error-type

status
optional

"online" - The port is online,
"online_degraded" - The port is online, but in a degraded
state,
"offline" - The port is offline,
"link_down" - The link connected to the port is down

firmware-rev

string
optional

The firmware revision running on the adapter. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-dedicated

boolean
optional

Is Dedicated Storage Port? Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mac-address

string
optional

The MAC address of the RDMA port. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mfg-partnumber

string
optional

The manufacturer part number of the adapter. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

mode

The mode of the port (storage/network). Attributes: nonstorage-port- creatable, modifiable Possible values:
mode
"storage" ,
optional
"network"

node

node-name
optional

The cluster node where the storage port is located. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nvdata-rev

string
optional

The NVDATA revision running on the adapter. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

part-number

string
optional

The part number of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

phys

phy-info[]
optional

port

string
optional

Returns SAS port phy information.
The name of the port. Example: '0a', '1b', etc. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
The link speed of the port in Gb/s. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

port-speed

storage-portspeed
optional

"0" - 0 Gb/s,
"1" - 1 Gb/s,
"1_5" - 1.5 Gb/s,
"2" - 2 Gb/s,
"3" - 3 Gb/s,
"4" - 4 Gb/s,
"6" - 6 Gb/s,
"8" - 8 Gb/s,
"10" - 10 Gb/s,
"12" - 12 Gb/s,
"16" - 16 Gb/s,
"32" - 32 Gb/s,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5" - 5 Gb/s,
"14" - 14 Gb/s,
"25" - 25 Gb/s,
"40" - 40 Gb/s,
"100" - 100 Gb/s
The type of the port (SAS/FC) Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

port-type

storage-porttype
optional

"unknown" - The port type is unknown,
"sas" - SAS,
"fc" - FC,
"enet" - ENET

serialnumber

string
optional

The serial number of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The configured state of the port (enabled/disabled). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-portstate
optional

state

"enabled" ,
"disabled" ,
"enable_pending" ,
"disable_pending"
The operational status of the port (online/onlinedegraded/offline/link-down). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

storage-portstatus
optional

status

"unknown" - The port status is unknown,
"online" - The port is online,
"online_degraded" - The port is online, but in a degraded
state,
"offline" - The port is offline,
"link_down" - The link connected to the port is down

integer
optional

VLAN ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wwn

string
optional

The World Wide Name of the port. Example:
'50:0a:09:80:00:81:04:ee' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

wwnn

string
optional

The World Wide Node Name of the port. Example:
'50:0a:09:80:00:81:04:ee' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

wwpn

string
optional

The World Wide Port Name of the port. Example:
'50:0a:09:80:00:81:04:ee' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vlan-id

[30..31]

Element definition: connector-capabilities-info

[top]

Connector Capabilities information.
Name
connectorcapabilities

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The connector capabilities in Gb/s. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: connector-type
QSFP|QSFP+|QSFP28|Mini-SAS HD|SFP Possible values:
"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp_plus" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"sfp" - SFP,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: phy-info

[top]

Returns SAS port phy information.
Name

Range

Type

phy- [0..2^32- integer
id
1]
optional

Description
The ID of the phy (0-3). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The link speed of the phy in Gb/s. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

physpeed

storageport-speed
optional

phystate

enable
optional

"0" - 0 Gb/s,
"1" - 1 Gb/s,
"1_5" - 1.5 Gb/s,
"2" - 2 Gb/s,
"3" - 3 Gb/s,
"4" - 4 Gb/s,
"6" - 6 Gb/s,
"8" - 8 Gb/s,
"10" - 10 Gb/s,
"12" - 12 Gb/s,
"16" - 16 Gb/s,
"32" - 32 Gb/s,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5" - 5 Gb/s,
"14" - 14 Gb/s,
"25" - 25 Gb/s,
"40" - 40 Gb/s,
"100" - 100 Gb/s
The state of the phy (enabled/disabled). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The operational status of the phy (unknown/online/offline/speednegotiation-failed/sata-oob-failed). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

phystatus

storageport-phystatus
optional

"unknown" - The phy status is unknown,
"online" - The phy is online,
"offline" - The phy is offline,
"speed_negotiation_failed" - The speed negotiation on this phy
failed,
"sata_oob_failed" - The SATA OOB on this port failed

Element definition: sas-connector-technology

[top]

active-copper|passive-copper|optical Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical
[none]

Element definition: shelf-cable-end

[top]

end_0|end_1 Possible values:
"end_0" - end 0,
"end_1" - end 1
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-connection-mode

[top]

Unknown|Loop|Point-to-point Possible values:
"unknown" - The port connection mode is unknown,
"loop" - Loop,
"point_to_point" - Point-to-point
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-mode

[top]

storage|network Possible values:
"storage" ,
"network"
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-speed

[top]

0|1|1.5|2|2.5|3|4|5|6|8|10|12|14|16|25|32|40|100 Possible values:
"0" - 0 Gb/s,
"1" - 1 Gb/s,
"1_5" - 1.5 Gb/s,
"2" - 2 Gb/s,
"3" - 3 Gb/s,
"4" - 4 Gb/s,
"6" - 6 Gb/s,
"8" - 8 Gb/s,
"10" - 10 Gb/s,
"12" - 12 Gb/s,
"16" - 16 Gb/s,
"32" - 32 Gb/s,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5" - 5 Gb/s,
"14" - 14 Gb/s,
"25" - 25 Gb/s,
"40" - 40 Gb/s,
"100" - 100 Gb/s
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-state

[top]

enabled|disabled|enable-pending|disable-pending Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled" ,
"enable_pending" ,
"disable_pending"
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-status

[top]

unknown|online|online-degraded|offline|link-down Possible values:
"unknown" - The port status is unknown,
"online" - The port is online,
"online_degraded" - The port is online, but in a degraded state,
"offline" - The port is offline,
"link_down" - The link connected to the port is down
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-type

[top]

Unknown|SAS|FC|ENET Possible values:
"unknown" - The port type is unknown,
"sas" - SAS,
"fc" - FC,
"enet" - ENET
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error|critical Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-phy-status
unknown|online|offline|speed-negotiation-failed|sata-oob-failed Possible values:
"unknown" - The phy status is unknown,
"online" - The phy is online,
"offline" - The phy is offline,
"speed_negotiation_failed" - The speed negotiation on this phy failed,
"sata_oob_failed" - The SATA OOB on this port failed
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-shelf
This set of ZAPIs allows management of cluster-wide storage shelves.

storage-shelf-acp-configure
storage-shelf-acp-firmware-update
storage-shelf-acp-get
storage-shelf-acp-module-get
storage-shelf-acp-module-get-iter
storage-shelf-drawer-get
storage-shelf-drawer-get-iter
storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get
storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get-iter
storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get
storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get-iter
storage-shelf-firmware-update
storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get
storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get-iter
storage-shelf-info-get
storage-shelf-info-get-iter
storage-shelf-location-led-get
storage-shelf-location-led-get-iter
storage-shelf-location-led-modify
storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter
storage-shelf-port-get-iter

storage-shelf-acp-configure

[top]

Configure connection.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The channel to which the connection needs to be configured (in-band/out-of-band). Possible values:

channel-config-enum
optional

channel

"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band

is-enabled

true-false

The state to which the connection needs to be configured (true/false).

netmask

ip-address
optional

The netmask that the configuration will use to setup connection (type: IPv4).

subnet

ip-address
optional

The subnet that the configuration will use to setup connection (type: IPv4).

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEACPNOLOCKWRENCHPORT
ESTORAGEINVALIDSUBNET
ESTORAGEINVALIDNETMASK
ESTORAGEACPUNHEALTHYNODE
ESTORAGEACPFWUPDATEINPROGRESS
STORAGEACPACPPREBOOTING
STORAGEACPSHELFPOWEREDOFF
STORAGEACPCHANNELUNSPECIFIED

storage-shelf-acp-firmware-update

[top]

Start shelf firmware download process to update firmware on disk shelves. This operation is asynchronous, and therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download process. This operation will only update firmware on shelves that do not have the latest firmware revision.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
optional

module-name

The module name. Example: 1.10.A

node-name
The node that has alternate control path configured
optional

node-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-acp-get

[top]

Return the connectivity of the node. A return status of Full-Connectivity means, that the connection is properly configured and fully working. Any other status means that an error is seen.
Input Name

Range

Type

node-name
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-acp-connection
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

The node that has alternate control path configured.

node-name
Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-connection The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-acp-module-get

[top]

return the first module
Input Name

Range

Type

node-name
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

The node that has alternate control path configured

node-name
Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-acp-module-get-iter

[top]

return the module list
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

query

storage-shelf-acp-module
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-get

[top]

Get drawer information about a specified storage shelf drawer.
Input Name

Range

drawer

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes
[0..2^32-1]

shelf
Output Name

Range

attributes

integer

Drawer Number

string
optional

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-get-iter

[top]

Get drawer information about one or more storage shelf drawers.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

query

storage-shelf-drawer-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get

[top]

Get phy information about a specified storage shelf drawer phy.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes
drawer

[0..2^32-1]

phy

[0..2^32-1]

shelf
Output Name

integer

Drawer Number

integer

PHY Number

string
optional

Shelf Name

Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get-iter

[top]

Get phy information about one or more storage shelf drawer phys.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info
optional

query

string
optional

tag
Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

Type

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get

[top]

Get a map between bay number and drawer/slot number.
Input Name

Range

bay

[0..2^32-1]

Type
integer

Description
Bay Number

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

string
optional

shelf
Output Name

Range

attributes

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get-iter

[top]

Get a map between bay number and drawer/slot number.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info
optional

query

string
optional

tag
Output Name

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

Type
storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info
optional

[0..2^32-1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

storage-shelf-firmware-update

[top]

Start shelf firmware download process to update firmware on disk shelves. This operation is asynchronous, and therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download process. This operation will only update firmware on shelves that do not have the latest firmware revision.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
All the shelves in the cluster with this module type will be updated. Possible values:
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX Module Type,
"esh4" - ESH4 Module Type,
"iom3" - IOM3 Module Type,
"iom6" - IOM6 Module Type,
"iom6e" - IOM6E Module Type,
"iom12" - IOM12 Module Type,
"iom12e" - IOM12E Module Type,
"iom12f" - IOM12F Module Type,
"nsm100" - NSM100 Module Type,
"iom12b" - IOM12B Module Type,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E Module Type,
"iom12g" - IOM12G Module Type

shelf-module-type
optional

module-type

string
optional

shelf
Errno

Shelf Name of the shelf that needs to be updated.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get

[top]

Storage shelf firmware update status record.
Input Name

Range

Type

node
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

Node

filer-id
Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info The attributes of the storage-shelf-firmware-update.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get-iter

[top]

Storage shelf firmware update status records.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

desired-attributes

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info
optional

max-records

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

string
optional

tag
Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf-firmware-update object. All storage-shelf-firmware-update objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf-firmware-update objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info
optional

query

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf-firmware-update objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-info-get

[top]

Get shelf information about a specified storage shelf.
Input Name

Range

Type

string
optional

shelf
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

Range

attributes

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-info-get-iter

[top]

Get shelf information about one or more storage shelves.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

storage-shelf-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-get

[top]

Get the Location LED status of a shelf
Input Name

Range

Type

string
optional

shelf-name
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

Range

attributes

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-get-iter

[top]

Get the Location LED status of one or more shelves
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

storage-shelf-location-led-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Type

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-modify

[top]

Modify the state of the Location LED
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Location LED Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"

storage-shelf-led-status
optional

led-status

string
optional

shelf-name
Errno

Shelf Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the state of the Location LED of one or more shelves
Input Name

Range

Type

attributes

storage-shelf-location-led-info

continue-on-failure
max-failure-count [1..2^32-1]
max-records

[1..2^32-1]

Description
Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple storage-shelf objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next matching storage-shelf even when modification of a previous storage-shelf fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying the next matching storage-shelf even when the modification of a previous matching storage-shelf fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20

query

storage-shelf-location-led-info

return-failure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of storage-shelf objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of storage-shelf objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

return-success-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of storage-shelf objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of storage-shelf objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

If modifying a specific storage-shelf, this input element must specify all keys. If modifying storage-shelf objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter-info[]
Information about storage-shelf objects that were not modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list
next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32-1]

num-succeeded

[0..2^32-1]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching storage-shelf objects to be modified.

integer
optional

Number of storage-shelf objects that matched the query, but were not modified due to some error.

integer
optional

The number of storage-shelf objects that matched the query and were successfully updated.

storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter-info[]
The storage-shelf objects that were successfully updated. This element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
optional

success-list
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-port-get-iter

[top]

Get information about one or more storage shelf ports.
Type

Description

desired-attributes

Input Name

Range

storage-shelf-port-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

max-records

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

storage-shelf-port-info
optional

query

string
optional

tag
Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storage-shelf-port-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

Type

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: channel-config-enum

[top]

out-of-band|in-band Possible values:
"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: shelf-module-type

[top]

atfcx|esh4|iom3|iom6|iom6e|iom12|iom12e|iom12b|nsm100|nsm8e|iom12g Possible values:
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX Module Type,
"esh4" - ESH4 Module Type,
"iom3" - IOM3 Module Type,
"iom6" - IOM6 Module Type,
"iom6e" - IOM6E Module Type,
"iom12" - IOM12 Module Type,
"iom12e" - IOM12E Module Type,
"iom12f" - IOM12F Module Type,
"nsm100" - NSM100 Module Type,
"iom12b" - IOM12B Module Type,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E Module Type,
"iom12g" - IOM12G Module Type
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-acp-connection

[top]

Show connectivity information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

ip-address
optional

channel

channel-enum
optional

connection-status

connection-status-enum
optional

The IP on which the configuration is done. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The channel to which the connection is configured (in-band/out-of-band). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown.,
"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band
The current connection status of configuration. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

string
optional

corrective-action
error-id

The corrective action of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

[0..2^32-1]

"no_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see any connectivity,
"partial_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing only partial connectivity,
"full_connectivity" - No Error in connectivity. System is seeing full connectivity,
"additional_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing additional connectivity,
"unknown_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to determine nature of error,
"not_available" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see connectivity,
"active" - Connection is active. Applicable to in-band only.,
"disabled" - Connection disabled. ACP needs to be configured

The error ID, in case of a connection error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error severity, in case of a connection error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive

error-severity

storage-shelf-error-severity
optional

error-text

string
optional

error-type

acp-error-type-enum
optional

is-enabled

true-false
optional

Configuration status. This is based on whether the user has configured ACP on clustered ONTAP (enabled/disabled). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

netmask
node-name

The error text. A highlevel description of the error seen. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error type, in case of a connection error (No-Error/Connection-Issue/Connection-Activity/Module-Error/Shelf-Error). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"no_error" - No error found,
"connection_issue" - System is reporting an error with the connection,
"connection_activity" - System has connection, but not active,
"module_error" - The ACP processor is reporting an error,
"shelf_error" - The shelf is reporting an error

ip-address
optional

The netmask on which the configuration is done. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
optional

The node that has alternate control path configured. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

string
optional

The port on which the configuration is setup, usually e0P. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnet

ip-address
optional

The subnet on which the configuration is done. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-acp-module

[top]

Show module information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

acpa-id

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
optional

The alternate-control-path-admin ID of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

adapter-name

string
optional

Adapter Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

corrective-action

string[]
optional

The corrective action of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer[]
optional

The error ID of the module, in case of a module error. A device can have multiple errors. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

error-id

[0..2^32-1]

The error severity of the module, in case of a module error. A device can have multiple errors, and each error is stored inside an array. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

error-severity

storage-shelf-error-severity[]
optional

error-text

string[]
optional

"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
The error text of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error type of the module, in case of a module error. A device can have multiple errors, and each error is stored inside an array. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"no_error" - No error found,
"connection_issue" - System is reporting an error with the connection,
"connection_activity" - System has connection, but not active,
"module_error" - The ACP processor is reporting an error,
"shelf_error" - The shelf is reporting an error

acp-error-type-enum[]
optional

error-type

expander-power-cycle-count [0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times an expander power cycle has been performed on a module Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of times an expander reset has been performed on a module Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-version

string
optional

The firmware version of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iom-type

iom-type-enum
optional

last-contact

integer
optional

The number of seconds before contact was made to the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The MAC address of the module. Example: 00:a0:98:19:53:ee Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

expander-reset-count

[0..2^32-1]

The IOM type of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[0..2^64-1]

mac-address

ip-address
optional

module-address

"unknown" - The processor is reporting an error, and is unaware of its type,
"iom3" - The processor is of type IOM3,
"iom6" - The processor is of type IOM6,
"iom6e" - The processor is of type IOM6E,
"iom12" - The processor is of type IOM12,
"iom12e" - The processor is of type IOM12e,
"iom12f" - The processor is of type IOM12f

The IP address through which the module is connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-name

string
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

power-cycle-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times a shelf power cycle has been performed on a shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

power-off-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times a shelf power off has been performed on a shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

power-on-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times a shelf power on has been performed on a shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

protocol-version

string
optional

Protocol Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-id

string
optional

The shelf ID of the shelf. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-serial-number

string
optional

The shelf serial number of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

stack-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

state

acpp-state-enum
optional

The adapter name. Example: 0a Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The node that has alternate control path configured Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

The stack ID of the shelf. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The state of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The status of the processor is unknown,
"initializing" - The processor is initializing,
"discovery_complete" - The processor has completed discovery,
"awaiting_inband" - The system is awaiting the processor ID to reach itself from the module,
"no_inband" - The system has no processor ID for the module,
"active" - The processor is active and can be seen by the system,
"awaiting_bootp" - The processor is waiting for the system to discover it,
"updating_firmware" - The processor is updating firmware,
"connection_error" - The processor is reporting a connection error,
"firmware_update_required" - The processor requires a firmware update,
"rebooting" - The processor is rebooting,
"fail" - The processor is failed and needs to be replaced,
"unsupported" - The processor is unsupported and needs to be upgraded,
"degraded" - The processor is degraded and a replacement is recommended,
"shelf_off" - The processor is in power off state

Element definition: storage-shelf-drawer-info

[top]

Storage shelf drawer record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

disk-count

[0..2^32-1]

drawer

[0..2^32-1]

error

Description

integer
optional

Drawer Disk Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Drawer Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-a

string
optional

Firmware A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-b

string
optional

Firmware B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fru-type

string
optional

FRU Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-closed

open-closed
optional

is-supported

boolean
optional

Drawer is Supported? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mfg-date

string
optional

Mfg. Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Drawer is Closed? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"open" - Open,
"closed" - Closed

node-name
optional

Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

part-number

string
optional

Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

path-a

drawer-path-status
optional

node

Path A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"ok" - Ok,
"degraded" - Degraded,
"none" - None
Path B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"ok" - Ok,
"degraded" - Degraded,
"none" - None

path-b

drawer-path-status
optional

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

status-a

drawer-status
optional

Status A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error,
"critical" - Critical
Status B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status-b

drawer-status
optional

vendor-name

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error,
"critical" - Critical
Vendor Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info

[top]

Storage shelf drawer phy record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

drawer

[0..2^32-1]

Type
integer
optional
node-name
optional

node

Description
Drawer Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

PHY Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

physical-id [0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Physical ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

phy

string
optional

Attached SAS Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

state-a

drawer-phy-state
optional

state-b

drawer-phy-state
optional

sas-address

State Module A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled" - Enabled,
"disabled" - Disabled
State Module B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled" - Enabled,
"disabled" - Disabled
Status Module A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status-a

drawer-phy-status

"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled_rate_unknown" - Unknown rate,
"disabled" - Disabled,
"enabled_speed_negotiation_failed" - Speed negotiation failed,
"enabled_sata_target_spin_up_state" - SATA target in spin-up state,
"enabled_port_selector_attached" - Port selector attached,
"reset_in_progress" - Reset in progress,
"unsupported_phy_attached" - Unsupported PHY,
"enabled_12gbs" - 12 Gb/s,

optional

"enabled_15gbs" - 15 Gb/s,
"enabled_30gbs" - 30 Gb/s,
"enabled_60gbs" - 60 Gb/s,
"disabled_invalid_dword_count" - Invalid dword count,
"disabled_disparity_error_count" - Disparity error count,
"disabled_loss_of_sync_count" - Loss of sync count,
"disabled_reset_count" - Reset count,
"disabled_phy_change_count" - PHY change count,
"disabled_broadcast_change_count" - Broadcast change count
Status Module B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status-b

drawer-phy-status
optional

type

drawer-phy-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled_rate_unknown" - Unknown rate,
"disabled" - Disabled,
"enabled_speed_negotiation_failed" - Speed negotiation failed,
"enabled_sata_target_spin_up_state" - SATA target in spin-up state,
"enabled_port_selector_attached" - Port selector attached,
"reset_in_progress" - Reset in progress,
"unsupported_phy_attached" - Unsupported PHY,
"enabled_12gbs" - 12 Gb/s,
"enabled_15gbs" - 15 Gb/s,
"enabled_30gbs" - 30 Gb/s,
"enabled_60gbs" - 60 Gb/s,
"disabled_invalid_dword_count" - Invalid dword count,
"disabled_disparity_error_count" - Disparity error count,
"disabled_loss_of_sync_count" - Loss of sync count,
"disabled_reset_count" - Reset count,
"disabled_phy_change_count" - PHY change count,
"disabled_broadcast_change_count" - Broadcast change count
Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"disk" - Disk,
"virtual" - Virtual,
"input" - Input

Element definition: storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info

[top]

Storage shelf drawer slot When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

bay

[0..2^32-1]

drawer

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Bay Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
integer
Drawer Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Is Disk Installed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-installed

string
Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

shelf
slot

[0..2^32-1]

integer
Slot Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: storage-shelf-firmware-update-info

[top]

Storage shelf firmware update status record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Type

Description

integer
optional

Number of Shelves with Earlier Revisions Being Updated Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

filer-id
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

update-status

Name

Range

sfu-status
optional

in-progress-count [0..2^32-1]

Disk Shelf Firmware Update Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"running" - Disk shelf firmware update is in progress.,
"idle" - Disk shelf firmware update is not in progress.

Element definition: storage-shelf-info

[top]

Storage shelf record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

boot-devices

storage-shelf-boot-device-info[]
optional

Returns the boot device information.

coin-battery

storage-shelf-coin-battery-info[]
optional

Returns the coin battery information.
Shelf Connection Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown,
"fc" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Fibre Channel,
"sas" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Serial Attached SCSI,
"nvme" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via NVMe

storage-shelf-connection-type
optional

connection-type

cooling-fans

storage-shelf-cooling-fan-info[]
optional

current-sensors

storage-shelf-current-sensor-info[]
optional

dimms

storage-shelf-dimm-info[]
optional

disk-count

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

fc-ports

storage-shelf-fc-port-info[]
optional

is-local-attach

boolean
optional

module-type

storage-shelf-module-type
optional

nsm-ports

storage-shelf-nsm-port-info[]
optional

op-status

storage-shelf-op-status
optional

Returns cooling fan information.
Returns current sensor information.
Returns the DIMM information.
Disk Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Returns Fiber Channel port information.
Is the Shelf Local to This Cluster? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Shelf Module Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown module type,
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX,
"esh4" - ESH4,
"iom3" - IOM3,
"iom6" - IOM6,
"iom6e" - IOM6E,
"iom12" - IOM12,
"iom12e" - IOM12E,
"iom12f" - IOM12F,
"psm3e" - PSM3E,
"nsm100" - NSM100,
"iom12b" - IOM12B,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E,
"iom12g" - IOM12G
Returns NSM port information.
Shelf Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the shelf is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf is operational,
"warning" - Warning conditions exist in the storage shelf,
"error" - The shelf has one or more faults that require immediate action,
"critical" - The shelf has one or more critical faults,
"standby_power" - The shelf is in standby power mode

paths

storage-shelf-path-info[]
optional

power-supply-units

storage-shelf-power-supply-unit-info[]
optional

Returns available shelf path information.
Returns power supply unit information.

sas-ports

storage-shelf-sas-port-info[]
optional

serial-number

string
optional

Shelf Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-bays

storage-shelf-bay-info[]
optional

shelf-errors

storage-shelf-error-info[]
optional

shelf-id

string
optional

Shelf ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-model

string
optional

Shelf Product Identification Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-modules

storage-shelf-module-info[]
optional

shelf-uid

string
optional

stack-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

state

storage-shelf-state
optional

Returns SAS port information.

Returns shelf bay information.
Returns storage shelf errors.

Returns I/O controller module information.
Shelf UID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Stack ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Shelf State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The shelf state is unknown,
"no_status" - The shelf state is not available,
"init_required" - The shelf requires initialization,
"online" - The shelf is online,
"offline" - The shelf is offline,
"missing" - The shelf is missing

storage-shelf-temperature-sensor-info[]
Returns temperature sensor information.
optional

temperature-sensors
vendor-name

string
optional

voltage-sensors

storage-shelf-voltage-sensor-info[]
optional

Shelf Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Returns voltage sensor information.

Element definition: storage-shelf-led-status

[top]

on|off Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-location-led-info

[top]

Shelf Location LED Status Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Location LED Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"

storage-shelf-led-status
optional

led-status

shelf-id

[0..2^32-1]

shelf-name
stack-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Shelf ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Stack ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against storage-shelf object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message
storage-shelf-key

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info The keys for the storage-shelf object to which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: storage-shelf-port-info

[top]

Storage shelf port record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Cable End Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

cable-end

shelf-cable-end
optional

cable-id

string
optional

Cable ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"end_0" - end 0,
"end_1" - end 1

string
optional

Cable Length Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cable-part-number

string
optional

Cable Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cable-technology

storage-shelf-cable-technology
optional

cable-vendor

string
optional

Cable Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

connector-serial-number

string
optional

Connector Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

connector-state

storage-shelf-connector-state
optional

connector-type

storage-shelf-connector-type
optional

cable-length

Cable Technology Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical

Connector State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"connected" - Cable is connected,
"disconnected" - Cable is disconnected,
"error" - Cable is connected and is reporting errors
Connector Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

designator
id
is-cable-connected

[0..2^32-1]

"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28

string
optional

Designator Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Is Cable Connected? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Any Errors? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-internal

boolean
optional

Is Port Internal? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

location

string
optional

Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mac

mac-address
optional

module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

remote-chassis

string
optional

Remote Chassis Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-device

string
optional

Remote Device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-mac

mac-address
optional

is-error

Local MAC Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B

Remote MAC Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-phy

string
optional

Remote Phy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-port

string
optional

Remote Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-wwn

string
optional

Remote Device WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

swap-count

integer
optional

Swap Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Local Device WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

wwn

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: acp-error-type-enum

[top]

No-Error|Connection-Issue|Connection-Activity|Module-Error|Shelf-Error Possible values:
"no_error" - No error found,
"connection_issue" - System is reporting an error with the connection,
"connection_activity" - System has connection, but not active,
"module_error" - The ACP processor is reporting an error,
"shelf_error" - The shelf is reporting an error
[none]

Element definition: acpp-state-enum

[top]

unknown|initializing|discovery-complete|awaiting-inband|no-inband|active|awaiting-bootp|updating-firmware|connection-error|firmware-update-required|rebooting|fail|unsupported|degraded|shelf-off Possible values:
"unknown" - The status of the processor is unknown,
"initializing" - The processor is initializing,
"discovery_complete" - The processor has completed discovery,
"awaiting_inband" - The system is awaiting the processor ID to reach itself from the module,
"no_inband" - The system has no processor ID for the module,
"active" - The processor is active and can be seen by the system,
"awaiting_bootp" - The processor is waiting for the system to discover it,
"updating_firmware" - The processor is updating firmware,
"connection_error" - The processor is reporting a connection error,
"firmware_update_required" - The processor requires a firmware update,
"rebooting" - The processor is rebooting,
"fail" - The processor is failed and needs to be replaced,
"unsupported" - The processor is unsupported and needs to be upgraded,
"degraded" - The processor is degraded and a replacement is recommended,
"shelf_off" - The processor is in power off state
[none]

Element definition: channel-enum

[top]

unknown|out-of-band|in-band Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown.,
"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band
[none]

Element definition: connection-status-enum

[top]

no-connectivity|partial-connectivity|full-connectivity|additional-connectivity|unknown-connectivity|not-available|connection-disabled Possible values:
"no_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see any connectivity,
"partial_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing only partial connectivity,
"full_connectivity" - No Error in connectivity. System is seeing full connectivity,
"additional_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing additional connectivity,
"unknown_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to determine nature of error,
"not_available" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see connectivity,
"active" - Connection is active. Applicable to in-band only.,
"disabled" - Connection disabled. ACP needs to be configured
[none]

Element definition: drawer-path-status

[top]

unknown|ok|degraded|none Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"ok" - Ok,
"degraded" - Degraded,
"none" - None
[none]

Element definition: drawer-phy-state

[top]

unknown|enabled|disabled Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled" - Enabled,
"disabled" - Disabled
[none]

Element definition: drawer-phy-status

[top]

Drawer PHY Status Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled_rate_unknown" - Unknown rate,
"disabled" - Disabled,
"enabled_speed_negotiation_failed" - Speed negotiation failed,
"enabled_sata_target_spin_up_state" - SATA target in spin-up state,
"enabled_port_selector_attached" - Port selector attached,
"reset_in_progress" - Reset in progress,
"unsupported_phy_attached" - Unsupported PHY,
"enabled_12gbs" - 12 Gb/s,
"enabled_15gbs" - 15 Gb/s,
"enabled_30gbs" - 30 Gb/s,
"enabled_60gbs" - 60 Gb/s,
"disabled_invalid_dword_count" - Invalid dword count,
"disabled_disparity_error_count" - Disparity error count,
"disabled_loss_of_sync_count" - Loss of sync count,
"disabled_reset_count" - Reset count,
"disabled_phy_change_count" - PHY change count,
"disabled_broadcast_change_count" - Broadcast change count
[none]

Element definition: drawer-phy-type

[top]

unknown|disk|virtual|input Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"disk" - Disk,
"virtual" - Virtual,
"input" - Input
[none]

Element definition: drawer-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|error|critical Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error,
"critical" - Critical
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: iom-type-enum

[top]

Unknown|iom3|iom6|iom6e|iom12|iom12e|iom12f Possible values:
"unknown" - The processor is reporting an error, and is unaware of its type,
"iom3" - The processor is of type IOM3,
"iom6" - The processor is of type IOM6,
"iom6e" - The processor is of type IOM6E,
"iom12" - The processor is of type IOM12,
"iom12e" - The processor is of type IOM12e,
"iom12f" - The processor is of type IOM12f
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: open-closed

[top]

open|closed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"open" - Open,
"closed" - Closed
[none]

Element definition: sfu-status

[top]

running|idle Possible values:
"running" - Disk shelf firmware update is in progress.,
"idle" - Disk shelf firmware update is not in progress.
[none]

Element definition: shelf-cable-end

[top]

end_0|end_1 Possible values:
"end_0" - end 0,
"end_1" - end 1
[none]

Element definition: shelf-module-id

[top]

A|B Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-bay-info

[top]

Returns shelf bay information.
Name
bay-has-disk

Range

Type
boolean
optional

bay-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

bay-op-status

storage-shelf-bay-op-status
optional

bay-type

storage-shelf-bay-type
optional

Description
Bay Has Disk Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Bay ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Bay Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the disk bay is unknown,
"normal" - The operational status of the disk bay is normal,
"error" - The operational status of the disk bay is error
Bay Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The disk bay type is unknown,
"single_disk" - The disk bay carries a single disk,
"multi_lun" - The disk bay carries multiple LUNs

Element definition: storage-shelf-boot-device-info

[top]

Returns the boot device information.
Name

Range

Type

boot-device-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Description
Boot Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Boot Device Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

boot-device-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

boot-device-op-status

storage-shelf-boot-device-op-status
optional

boot-device-size

string
optional

Boot Device Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boot-device-type

string
optional

Boot Device Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Boot Device Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

Element definition: storage-shelf-cable-technology

[top]

active-copper|passive-copper|optical Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-coin-battery-info

[top]

Returns the coin battery information.
Name

Range

Type

coin-battery-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Description
Coin Battery ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Coin Battery Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

coin-battery-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

coin-battery-op-status

storage-shelf-coin-battery-op-status
optional

coin-battery-voltage

integer
optional

"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Coin Battery Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[0..2^32-1]

"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"low" - Low Voltage,
"high" - High Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
Coin Battery Voltage (mV) Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-connection-type

[top]

unknown|fc|sas|nvme Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown,
"fc" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Fibre Channel,
"sas" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Serial Attached SCSI,
"nvme" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via NVMe
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-connector-state

[top]

connected|disconnected|error Possible values:
"connected" - Cable is connected,
"disconnected" - Cable is disconnected,
"error" - Cable is connected and is reporting errors
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-connector-type

[top]

QSFP|QSFP+|QSFP28|Mini-SAS-HD Possible values:
"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-cooling-fan-info

[top]

Returns cooling fan information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

fan-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Fan ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fan-location

string
optional

fan-op-status

storage-shelf-fan-op-status
optional

fan-rpm

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Fan Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Fan Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"off" - Off,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
Fan Rotation Per Minute Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-current-sensor-info

[top]

Returns current sensor information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

current-op-status

storage-shelf-current-op-status
optional

current-sensor-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_current_critical" - Critical Over Current,
"under_current_critical" - Critical Under Current,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
Current Sensor ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-sensor-location

string
optional

Current Sensor Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-sensor-reading

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Current Sensor Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-dimm-info

[top]

Returns the DIMM information.
Name

Range

Type

dimm-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

DIMM ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Description

DIMM Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dimm-location

string
optional

dimm-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

dimm-op-status

storage-shelf-dimm-op-status
optional

dimm-size

string
optional

DIMM Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dimm-type

string
optional

DIMM Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

DIMM Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
DIMM Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-info

[top]

Returns storage shelf errors.
Name

Range

Type

component-location
corrective-action

Description

string
optional

Location of component with error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Corrective Action Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

error-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

error-severity

storage-shelf-error-severity
optional

error-text

string
optional

Error Identifier Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Error Severity Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
Error Text Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Error Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

error-type

storage-shelf-error-type
optional

shelf-component

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"acpp" - Alternate control path processor error,
"configuration" - Configuration error,
"current" - Current error,
"fan" - Cooling fan error,
"module" - I/O controller module error,
"power" - Power supply error,
"temperature" - Temperature error,
"voltage" - Voltage error,
"bootdevice" - Boot device error,
"coinbattery" - Coin battery error,
"dimm" - DIMM error,
"expander" - Expander error,
"pcm" - PCM error
Shelf component with error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error|critical Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-fc-port-info

[top]

Returns Fiber Channel port information.
Name

Range

Type

fc-port-id

string
optional

fc-port-mode

storage-shelf-port-type
optional

Description
Fibre Channel Port ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Fibre Channel Port Mode Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"circle" - Circle,
"square" - Square,
"sil" - SIL,
"disk" - Disk,
"in" - In,
"out" - Out,
"unused" - Unused,
"host" - Host,
"dcm" - DCM,
"aux1" - Aux 1,
"aux2" - Aux 2,
"hi_ho" - Hi-Ho,
"a_to_b" - A-to-B,
"b_to_a" - B-to-A
Fibre Channel Port Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"error" - Error,
"normal" - Normal,
"offline" - Offline,
"unknown_status" - StatusUnknown,
"unused" - Unused,
"byp_bad_term" - byp-bad-term,
"bad_zone_recovery" - bad-zone-recovery,
"byp_clk_thr" - byp_clk_thr,
"byp_comma_los" - byp_comma_los,
"byp_crc_brst_thr" - byp_crc_brst_thr,
"byp_crc_rate_thr" - byp_crc_rate_thr,
"byp_data_timeout" - byp_data_timeout,
"byp_drv_fault" - byp_drv_fault,
"byp_drv_pcycle" - byp_drv_pcycle,
"byp_drv_pwr" - byp_drv_pwr,
"byp_drv_self" - byp_gen,
"byp_gen" - byp_gen,
"byp_init" - byp_init,
"byp_lip_brst_thr" - byp_lip_brst_thr,
"byp_lip_f8" - byp_lip_f8,
"byp_lip_rate_thr" - byp_lip_rate_thr,
"byp_lipf7" - byp_lipf7,
"byp_ltbi" - byp_ltbi,
"byp_man" - byp_man,
"byp_mir" - byp_mir,
"byp_no_drive" - byp_no_drive,
"byp_osc" - byp_osc,
"byp_other_thr" - byp_other_thr,
"byp_rec_los" - byp_rec_los,
"byp_rport" - byp_rport,
"byp_stall_thr" - byp_stall_thr,
"byp_wrd_brst_thr" - byp_wrd_brst_thr,

"byp_wrd_rate_thr" - byp_wrd_rate_thr,
"byp_xmit_fault" - byp_xmit_fault,
"diag_transmit" - diag_transmit,
"inserted" - inserted,
"loopback" - loopback,
"status_unknown" - status_unknown,
"warn_high_clk_delta" - warn_high_clk_delta,
"warn_high_crc_rate" - warn_high_crc_rate,
"warn_high_lip" - warn_high_lip,
"warn_high_wrd_rate" - warn_high_wrd_rate,
"warn_wrd_brst" - warn_wrd_brst,
"term" - term,
"phy_dis_clk_fault" - phy_dis_clk_fault,
"phy_dis_crc_err" - phy_dis_crc_err,
"phy_dis_crc_err_burst" - phy_dis_crc_err_burst,
"phy_dis_disparity" - phy_dis_disparity,
"phy_dis_disparity_burst" - phy_dis_disparity_burst,
"phy_dis_emulate_reserve" - phy_dis_emulate_reserve,
"phy_dis_inval_dword" - phy_dis_inval_dword,
"phy_dis_inval_dword_burst" - phy_dis_inval_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_loss_dword" - phy_dis_loss_dword,
"phy_dis_loss_dword_burst" - phy_dis_loss_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_man_smp" - phy_dis_man_smp,
"phy_dis_manual" - Disabled/Manual,
"disabled_mirrored" - Disabled/Mirrored,
"empty" - Empty,
"phy_dis_phy_change" - phy_dis_phy_change,
"phy_dis_phy_change_burst" - phy_dis_phy_change_burst,
"phy_dis_phy_reset" - phy_dis_phy_reset,
"phy_dis_phy_reset_burst" - phy_dis_phy_reset_burst,
"disabled" - Phy is disabled or unused,
"enabled" - Phy is enabled,
"not_attached" - Phy is not attached,
"phy_ena_unknown" - phy_ena_unknown,
"unknown" - Unknown Phy,
"phy_dis_illegal" - Disabled/Illegal

storage-shelf-port-op-status
optional

fc-port-op-status

Element definition: storage-shelf-led-status

[top]

on|off Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-location-led-info

[top]

Shelf Location LED Status Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Location LED Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"

led-status

storage-shelf-led-status
optional

shelf-id

integer
optional

Shelf ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Stack ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

shelf-name
stack-id

[0..2^32-1]

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-info

[top]

Returns I/O controller module information.
Name

Range

Type

es-serial-number

Description

string
optional

ES Electronics Element Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Is Monitor Active? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sas-master-module

boolean
optional

Is SAS Expander Master Module? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-fru-id

string
optional

Field Replaceable Unit ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-fw-progress

storage-shelf-module-fw-progress
optional

module-fw-revision

string
optional

Firmware Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-id

string
optional

Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-is-reporting-element

boolean
optional

Is Reporting Element? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-latest-fw-revision

string
optional

Latest Firmware Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-location

string
optional

Module Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-op-status

storage-shelf-module-op-status
optional

module-part-number

string
optional

Module Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-swap-count

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Module Swap Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-type

storage-shelf-module-type
optional

is-monitor-active

Module Firmware Progress Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"not_available" - Not available,
"ready" - Ready,
"in_progress" - In Progress,
"failed" - Failed

Module Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the module is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf module is operational,
"warning" - There are warning conditions, the module is operational,
"error" - The shelf module has one or more errors that require immediate action,
"not_installed" - The shelf module is not installed

Module Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown module type,
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX,
"esh4" - ESH4,
"iom3" - IOM3,
"iom6" - IOM6,
"iom6e" - IOM6E,
"iom12" - IOM12,
"iom12e" - IOM12E,
"iom12f" - IOM12F,
"psm3e" - PSM3E,
"nsm100" - NSM100,
"iom12b" - IOM12B,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E,
"iom12g" - IOM12G

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-type

[top]

unknown|atfcx|esh4|iom3|iom6|iom6e|iom12|iom12e|iom12f|nsm100|nsm8e|psm3e|iom12b|iom12g Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown module type,
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX,
"esh4" - ESH4,
"iom3" - IOM3,
"iom6" - IOM6,
"iom6e" - IOM6E,
"iom12" - IOM12,
"iom12e" - IOM12E,
"iom12f" - IOM12F,
"psm3e" - PSM3E,
"nsm100" - NSM100,
"iom12b" - IOM12B,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E,
"iom12g" - IOM12G
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-info

[top]

Returns NSM port information.
Name

Range

Type

nsm-port-bay

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

nsm-port-id

[0..2^32-1]

Description
Port Bay Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Port Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

nsm-port-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

nsm-port-speed

storage-shelf-nsm-port-speed
optional

"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port speed is unknown,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5_0" - 5.0 Gb/s,
"8_0" - 8.0 Gb/s
Max Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port speed is unknown,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5_0" - 5.0 Gb/s,
"8_0" - 8.0 Gb/s

storage-shelf-nsm-port-speed
optional

nsm-port-speed-max

Port State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

nsm-port-state

storage-shelf-nsm-port-state
optional

nsm-port-type

storage-shelf-nsm-port-type
optional

"unknown" - Port state is unknown,
"ok" - OK,
"off_link_disabled" - Off, Link Disabled,
"off_dll_link" - Off, Data Link Layer Link,
"link_down" - Link Down,
"no_drive" - No Drive
Port Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"cpu" - CPU,
"disk" - Disk,
"roce" - RoCE,
"ethernet" - Ethernet

Element definition: storage-shelf-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|error|critical|standby-power Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the shelf is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf is operational,
"warning" - Warning conditions exist in the storage shelf,
"error" - The shelf has one or more faults that require immediate action,
"critical" - The shelf has one or more critical faults,
"standby_power" - The shelf is in standby power mode
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-path-info

[top]

Returns available shelf path information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

controller

node-name
optional

Controller Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

controller-uuid

string
optional

Controller UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator

string
optional

Initiator Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-side-switch-port

string
optional

Initiator Side Switch Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-wwpn

string
optional

Initiator WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

unsigned64-or-dash
Kbytes/sec on Storage Shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

io-kbps

unsigned64-or-dash
Number IOPS per Second on Storage Shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

iops

unsigned64-or-dash
Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

port-speed
target-port
target-side-switch-port

string
optional

Target Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Target Side Switch Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

unsigned64-or-dash
Target Port Group Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

tpgn

Element definition: storage-shelf-power-supply-unit-info

[top]

Returns power supply unit information.
Name

Range

Type
unsigned64-or-dash
optional

psu-crest-factor
psu-fw-version

string
optional

Description
Power Supply Crest Factor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Power Supply Unit Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

psu-is-enabled

boolean
optional

Power Supply Unit Enable/Disable Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-location

string
optional

Power Supply Unit Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-op-status

storage-shelf-psu-op-status
optional

Power Supply Unit ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"dc_over_voltage" - DC Over Voltage,
"dc_under_voltage" - DC Under Voltage,
"dc_over_current" - DC Over Current,
"over_temperature_error" - Over Temperature,
"failed" - Failed,
"off" - Off,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

psu-part-number

string
optional

psu-power-drawn

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Power Drawn From PSU In Watts Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-power-rating

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Power Supply Power Ratings In Watts Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-reset-capable

boolean
optional

Power Supply Unit Reset Capability Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-serial-number

string
optional

Power Supply Unit Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-type

string
optional

Power Supply Unit Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Power Supply Unit Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-sas-port-info
Returns SAS port information.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Negotiated Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sas-port-id

string
optional

Port ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sas-port-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

sas-negotiated-port-speed

Port Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Port Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"error" - Error,
"normal" - Normal,
"offline" - Offline,
"unknown_status" - StatusUnknown,
"unused" - Unused,
"byp_bad_term" - byp-bad-term,
"bad_zone_recovery" - bad-zone-recovery,
"byp_clk_thr" - byp_clk_thr,
"byp_comma_los" - byp_comma_los,
"byp_crc_brst_thr" - byp_crc_brst_thr,
"byp_crc_rate_thr" - byp_crc_rate_thr,
"byp_data_timeout" - byp_data_timeout,
"byp_drv_fault" - byp_drv_fault,
"byp_drv_pcycle" - byp_drv_pcycle,
"byp_drv_pwr" - byp_drv_pwr,
"byp_drv_self" - byp_gen,
"byp_gen" - byp_gen,
"byp_init" - byp_init,
"byp_lip_brst_thr" - byp_lip_brst_thr,
"byp_lip_f8" - byp_lip_f8,
"byp_lip_rate_thr" - byp_lip_rate_thr,
"byp_lipf7" - byp_lipf7,
"byp_ltbi" - byp_ltbi,
"byp_man" - byp_man,
"byp_mir" - byp_mir,
"byp_no_drive" - byp_no_drive,
"byp_osc" - byp_osc,
"byp_other_thr" - byp_other_thr,
"byp_rec_los" - byp_rec_los,
"byp_rport" - byp_rport,
"byp_stall_thr" - byp_stall_thr,
"byp_wrd_brst_thr" - byp_wrd_brst_thr,
"byp_wrd_rate_thr" - byp_wrd_rate_thr,
"byp_xmit_fault" - byp_xmit_fault,
"diag_transmit" - diag_transmit,
"inserted" - inserted,
"loopback" - loopback,
"status_unknown" - status_unknown,
"warn_high_clk_delta" - warn_high_clk_delta,
"warn_high_crc_rate" - warn_high_crc_rate,
"warn_high_lip" - warn_high_lip,
"warn_high_wrd_rate" - warn_high_wrd_rate,
"warn_wrd_brst" - warn_wrd_brst,
"term" - term,
"phy_dis_clk_fault" - phy_dis_clk_fault,
"phy_dis_crc_err" - phy_dis_crc_err,
"phy_dis_crc_err_burst" - phy_dis_crc_err_burst,
"phy_dis_disparity" - phy_dis_disparity,
"phy_dis_disparity_burst" - phy_dis_disparity_burst,
"phy_dis_emulate_reserve" - phy_dis_emulate_reserve,
"phy_dis_inval_dword" - phy_dis_inval_dword,
"phy_dis_inval_dword_burst" - phy_dis_inval_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_loss_dword" - phy_dis_loss_dword,
"phy_dis_loss_dword_burst" - phy_dis_loss_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_man_smp" - phy_dis_man_smp,
"phy_dis_manual" - Disabled/Manual,
"disabled_mirrored" - Disabled/Mirrored,
"empty" - Empty,
"phy_dis_phy_change" - phy_dis_phy_change,
"phy_dis_phy_change_burst" - phy_dis_phy_change_burst,
"phy_dis_phy_reset" - phy_dis_phy_reset,
"phy_dis_phy_reset_burst" - phy_dis_phy_reset_burst,
"disabled" - Phy is disabled or unused,
"enabled" - Phy is enabled,
"not_attached" - Phy is not attached,
"phy_ena_unknown" - phy_ena_unknown,
"unknown" - Unknown Phy,
"phy_dis_illegal" - Disabled/Illegal

sas-port-op-status

storage-shelf-port-op-status
optional

sas-port-power-status

string
optional

Port Power Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sas-port-speed

string
optional

Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Port Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

sas-port-type

storage-shelf-port-type
optional

sas-port-wwpn

string
optional

"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"circle" - Circle,
"square" - Square,
"sil" - SIL,
"disk" - Disk,
"in" - In,
"out" - Out,
"unused" - Unused,
"host" - Host,
"dcm" - DCM,
"aux1" - Aux 1,
"aux2" - Aux 2,
"hi_ho" - Hi-Ho,
"a_to_b" - A-to-B,
"b_to_a" - B-to-A
Port World Wide Port Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-state

[top]

unknown|no-status|init-required|online|offline|missing Possible values:
"unknown" - The shelf state is unknown,
"no_status" - The shelf state is not available,
"init_required" - The shelf requires initialization,
"online" - The shelf is online,
"offline" - The shelf is offline,
"missing" - The shelf is missing
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-temperature-sensor-info

[top]

Returns temperature sensor information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

high-critical-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

High Critical Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

high-warning-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

High Warning Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-is-ambient

boolean
optional

temp-low-critical-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Low Critical Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-low-warning-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Low Warning Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-sens-op-status

storage-shelf-temperature-op-status
optional

temp-sensor-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Sensor Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-sensor-reading

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Temperature Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Temperature Reading at Ambient Value Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"under_temperature" - Under Temperature,
"over_temperature" - Over Temperature,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

Element definition: storage-shelf-voltage-sensor-info

[top]

Returns voltage sensor information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_voltage_critical" - Critical Over Voltage,
"under_voltage_critical" - Critical Under Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_recoverable" - Not Recoverable

voltage-op-status

storage-shelf-voltage-op-status
optional

voltage-sensor-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

voltage-sensor-location

string
optional

Voltage Sensor Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

voltage-sensor-reading

string
optional

Voltage Current Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Voltage Sensor ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: unsigned64-or-dash

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: shelf-module-id

[top]

A|B Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-bay-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the disk bay is unknown,
"normal" - The operational status of the disk bay is normal,
"error" - The operational status of the disk bay is error
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-bay-type

[top]

unknown|single-disk|multi-lun Possible values:
"unknown" - The disk bay type is unknown,
"single_disk" - The disk bay carries a single disk,
"multi_lun" - The disk bay carries multiple LUNs
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-boot-device-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-coin-battery-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|low|high|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"low" - Low Voltage,
"high" - High Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-current-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|over-current-critical|under-current-critical|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_current_critical" - Critical Over Current,
"under_current_critical" - Critical Under Current,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-dimm-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-type
Unknown|ACPP|Bootdevice|Coinbattery|Configuration|Current|Dimm|Expander|Fan|Module|PCM|Power|Temperature|Voltage Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"acpp" - Alternate control path processor error,
"configuration" - Configuration error,
"current" - Current error,
"fan" - Cooling fan error,

[top]

"module" - I/O controller module error,
"power" - Power supply error,
"temperature" - Temperature error,
"voltage" - Voltage error,
"bootdevice" - Boot device error,
"coinbattery" - Coin battery error,
"dimm" - DIMM error,
"expander" - Expander error,
"pcm" - PCM error
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-fan-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|off|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"off" - Off,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-led-status

[top]

on|off Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-fw-progress

[top]

not-available|ready|in-progress|failed Possible values:
"not_available" - Not available,
"ready" - Ready,
"in_progress" - In Progress,
"failed" - Failed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|error|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the module is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf module is operational,
"warning" - There are warning conditions, the module is operational,
"error" - The shelf module has one or more errors that require immediate action,
"not_installed" - The shelf module is not installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-speed

[top]

2.5|5.0|8.0 Possible values:
"unknown" - Port speed is unknown,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5_0" - 5.0 Gb/s,
"8_0" - 8.0 Gb/s
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-state

[top]

ok|off-link-disabled|off-dll-link|link-down|no-drive Possible values:
"unknown" - Port state is unknown,
"ok" - OK,
"off_link_disabled" - Off, Link Disabled,
"off_dll_link" - Off, Data Link Layer Link,
"link_down" - Link Down,
"no_drive" - No Drive
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-type

[top]

cpu|disk|cx5|ethernet Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"cpu" - CPU,
"disk" - Disk,
"roce" - RoCE,
"ethernet" - Ethernet
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-port-op-status

[top]

error|normal|off|unknown|byp-bad-term|bad-zonerecovery|byp_clk_thr|byp_comma_los|byp_crc_brst_thr|byp_data_timeout|byp_drv_fault|byp_drv_pcycle|byp_drv_pwr|byp_drv_self|byp_gen|byp_init|byp_lip_brst_thr|byp_lip_f8|byp_lip_rate_thr|byp_lipf7|byp_ltbi|byp_man|byp_no_drive|byp_osc|byp_other_thr|byp_rec_los|byp_rport|byp_stall_thr|byp_wrd_brst_thr|byp_wrd_rate_thr|byp_xmit_fault|diag_transmit|inserted|loopback|status_unknown|warn_high_clk_delta|warn_high_crc_rate|warn_high_lip|warn_high_wrd_rate|term|phy_dis_clk_fault|phy_dis_crc_err|phy_dis_crc_err_burst|phy_dis_disparity|phy_dis_disparity_burst|phy_dis_emulate_reserve|phy_dis_inval_dword|phy_dis_inval_dword_burst|phy_dis_loss_dword|phy_dis_loss_dword_burst|phy_dis_man_smp|phy_dis_manual|phy_dis_mirrored|empty|phy_dis_phy_change|phy_dis_phy_change_burst|phy_dis_phy_reset|phy_dis_phy_reset_burst|phy_dis_phy_unused|phy_ena|phy_ena_not_attach|phy_ena_unknown|phy_unknown|phy_dis_illegal
Possible values:
"error" - Error,
"normal" - Normal,
"offline" - Offline,
"unknown_status" - StatusUnknown,
"unused" - Unused,
"byp_bad_term" - byp-bad-term,
"bad_zone_recovery" - bad-zone-recovery,
"byp_clk_thr" - byp_clk_thr,
"byp_comma_los" - byp_comma_los,
"byp_crc_brst_thr" - byp_crc_brst_thr,
"byp_crc_rate_thr" - byp_crc_rate_thr,
"byp_data_timeout" - byp_data_timeout,
"byp_drv_fault" - byp_drv_fault,
"byp_drv_pcycle" - byp_drv_pcycle,
"byp_drv_pwr" - byp_drv_pwr,
"byp_drv_self" - byp_gen,
"byp_gen" - byp_gen,
"byp_init" - byp_init,
"byp_lip_brst_thr" - byp_lip_brst_thr,
"byp_lip_f8" - byp_lip_f8,
"byp_lip_rate_thr" - byp_lip_rate_thr,
"byp_lipf7" - byp_lipf7,
"byp_ltbi" - byp_ltbi,
"byp_man" - byp_man,
"byp_mir" - byp_mir,
"byp_no_drive" - byp_no_drive,
"byp_osc" - byp_osc,
"byp_other_thr" - byp_other_thr,
"byp_rec_los" - byp_rec_los,
"byp_rport" - byp_rport,
"byp_stall_thr" - byp_stall_thr,
"byp_wrd_brst_thr" - byp_wrd_brst_thr,
"byp_wrd_rate_thr" - byp_wrd_rate_thr,
"byp_xmit_fault" - byp_xmit_fault,
"diag_transmit" - diag_transmit,
"inserted" - inserted,
"loopback" - loopback,
"status_unknown" - status_unknown,
"warn_high_clk_delta" - warn_high_clk_delta,
"warn_high_crc_rate" - warn_high_crc_rate,
"warn_high_lip" - warn_high_lip,
"warn_high_wrd_rate" - warn_high_wrd_rate,
"warn_wrd_brst" - warn_wrd_brst,
"term" - term,
"phy_dis_clk_fault" - phy_dis_clk_fault,
"phy_dis_crc_err" - phy_dis_crc_err,
"phy_dis_crc_err_burst" - phy_dis_crc_err_burst,
"phy_dis_disparity" - phy_dis_disparity,
"phy_dis_disparity_burst" - phy_dis_disparity_burst,
"phy_dis_emulate_reserve" - phy_dis_emulate_reserve,
"phy_dis_inval_dword" - phy_dis_inval_dword,
"phy_dis_inval_dword_burst" - phy_dis_inval_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_loss_dword" - phy_dis_loss_dword,
"phy_dis_loss_dword_burst" - phy_dis_loss_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_man_smp" - phy_dis_man_smp,
"phy_dis_manual" - Disabled/Manual,
"disabled_mirrored" - Disabled/Mirrored,
"empty" - Empty,
"phy_dis_phy_change" - phy_dis_phy_change,
"phy_dis_phy_change_burst" - phy_dis_phy_change_burst,
"phy_dis_phy_reset" - phy_dis_phy_reset,
"phy_dis_phy_reset_burst" - phy_dis_phy_reset_burst,
"disabled" - Phy is disabled or unused,
"enabled" - Phy is enabled,
"not_attached" - Phy is not attached,
"phy_ena_unknown" - phy_ena_unknown,
"unknown" - Unknown Phy,
"phy_dis_illegal" - Disabled/Illegal
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-port-type

[top]

unknown|circle|square|sil|disk|in|out|unused|host|dcm|aux1|aux2|hi_ho|a_to_b|b_to_a Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"circle" - Circle,
"square" - Square,
"sil" - SIL,
"disk" - Disk,
"in" - In,
"out" - Out,
"unused" - Unused,
"host" - Host,
"dcm" - DCM,
"aux1" - Aux 1,
"aux2" - Aux 2,
"hi_ho" - Hi-Ho,
"a_to_b" - A-to-B,
"b_to_a" - B-to-A
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-psu-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|dc-over-voltage|dc-under-voltage|dc-over-current|over-temperature-error|failed|off|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"dc_over_voltage" - DC Over Voltage,
"dc_under_voltage" - DC Under Voltage,
"dc_over_current" - DC Over Current,
"over_temperature_error" - Over Temperature,
"failed" - Failed,
"off" - Off,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-temperature-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|under-temperature|over-temperature|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"under_temperature" - Under Temperature,
"over_temperature" - Over Temperature,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-voltage-op-status
unknown|normal|over-voltage-critical|under-voltage-critical|not-supported|not-installed|not-recoverable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_voltage_critical" - Critical Over Voltage,
"under_voltage_critical" - Critical Under Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_recoverable" - Not Recoverable
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-shelf-firmware
storage-shelf-firmwarefile-get-iter

This is an auto generated category.

storage-shelf-firmware-file-get-iter

[top]

return the firmware file list
Input Name

Range

storageshelffirmwarefile
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storageshelffirmwarefile
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelffirmware object. All storage-shelf-firmware objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storageshelffirmware- The list of attributes of storage-shelf-firmware objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional shelf-firmware objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-shelf-firmware-file
Show firmware files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

filename
node

Type

Description

string
optional

Storage Firmware File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-switch
These APIs enable the getting of values associated with storage
switches that have been added for monitoring. These are read
only APIs and hence require pre addition of switches for
monitoring before these can be used. A storage switch is
identified by it's name (set by the administrator and fetched over
SNMP) and its information (that these APIs provide) is broadly
categorised into following areas:

storage-switch-get
storage-switch-get-iter

1. Profile Information: It includes information like switch's wwn,
snmp-version, model, vendor etc. 2. Cooling Information: It
includes information about switch's temperature sensors, power
supply units and fans. 3. Connectivity Information: In includes
information about the devices that are directly connected to the
switch and the direct paths to it from the nodes. 4. Interface
Information: It includes information about the switch's ports,
their statistics and Small Form-factor Pluggables. 5.
Configuration Information: It includes information about the
VSANs and zones configured for the switch. 6. Error Information:
It includes information about the errors occurred in the switch.

storage-switch-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the storage-switch.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

storageswitchinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Name of the switch.

Type

Description

storageswitch- The attributes of the storage-switch.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-switch-get-iter
Iterate over a list of storage-switch objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storageswitchinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-switch object.
All storage-switch objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

storageswitchThe list of attributes of storage-switch objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional switch objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type
storageswitchinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-switch-info

[top]

Storage Switch When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

blades

[0..2^321]

integer[]
optional

Blades to monitor on the switch. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Description

domain-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Domain ID of the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

fabric-name

string
optional

Name of the fabric containing this switch.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-version

string
optional

Firmware Version of the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

ip-address

ip-address
optional

IP Address of the switch. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

is-director-class

boolean
optional

Is switch Director class SAN switch? Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-local-attach

boolean
optional

The switch is directly attached to the reporting
cluster Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-monitoringenabled

boolean
optional

Is monitoring enabled for the switch? Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

model

string
optional

Model of the switch. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

name

string
optional

Name of the switch. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable
Role of switch in the fabric. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

role

status

storage-switchconnectivity-list
storage-switcherror-list
storage-switch-fanlist

storage-switch-role
optional

storage-devicestatus
optional

"unknown" - Switch Role Unknown,
"primary" - Switch has Primary Role,
"subordinate" - Switch has Subordinate
Role
Status of the switch. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous

storage-switchconnectivity-info[] Information about the individual connection.
optional
storage-switcherror-info[]
optional

Information about the individual error.

storage-switch-fanInformation about individual fan.
info[]
optional

storage-switchpath-list

storage-switchpath-info[]
optional

Information about the individual path.

storage-switchport-list

storage-switchport-info[]
optional

Information about the individual port.

storage-switchport-statistics-list

storage-switchport-statistics-info[] Information about the port statistics.
optional

storage-switchpower-supply-unitlist

storage-switchpower-supply-unitInformation about individual power supply unit.
info[]
optional

storage-switch-sfplist

storage-switch-sfpInformation about the individual port sfp.
info[]
optional

storage-switchtemperaturesensor-list

temperaturesensor-info[]
optional

storage-switchvsan-list

storage-switchvsan-info[]
optional
storage-switch-

Information about the individual temperature
sensor.
Information about the individual vsan.

storage-switchzone-list

zone-info[]
optional
string
optional

symbolic-name

vendor

storage-switchvendor
optional

wwn

string
optional

Information about the individual zones.
If set, symbolic name of the switch, 'Not Set'
otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vendor of the switch. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"brocade" ,
"cisco"
World Wide Name of the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: storage-device-status

[top]

unknown|ok|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-connectivity-info
Information about the individual connection.
Name Range

Type

Description

peerinfo

string
optional

Information describing the peer device that is connected to the port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

peerportwwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the peer port that is connected to the port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

peertype

storageswitchport-

Type of peer device that is connected to the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge" - Bridge,

[top]

peer-type
optional

peeruniqueid

string
optional

"switch" - Switch,
"fcp_adapter" - FCP Adapter Port,
"fcvi_adapter" - FCVI Adapter Port
Unique textual representation of the peer that is connected to the port. It is
UUID of the node hosting the adapter if the peer-type is fcp-initiator or fcviinitiator, World Wide Name otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Operating mode of the port in the switch that has a peer port connected to
it. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"auto" - Auto,
"f_port" - Fabric Port,
"fl_port" - Fabric Loop Port,
"e_port" - ISL Port,
"te_port" - Trunking ISL Port,
"u_port" - Universal Port,
"g_port" - Generic Port,
"other" - Other,
"ex_port" - Routing ISL Port,
"d_port" - Diagnostic Port,
"sim_port" - Port Simulator Port,
"ve_port" - Virtual E-Port,
"ae_port" - Analytics E-Port,
"af_port" - Analytics F-Port

portmode

storageswitchportmode
optional

portname

string
optional

Name of the port in the switch that has a peer port connected to it.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

portwwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the port in the switch that has a peer port connected to
it. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-error-info

[top]

Information about the individual error.
Name

Range

errormessage

severity

Type
string
optional
storageswitch-errorseverity
optional

Description
Text describing the error present in the switch. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Severity of the error occurred in the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error

switch[0..2^32component1]
id

integer
optional

Name of the switch component with error. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

switchcomponentname

string
optional

Switch Component Name List Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Type of the error occurred in the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

storageswitch-errortype
optional

"switch_unreachable" - Switch is Unreachable over
Management Network,
"temp_above_warning_level" - Switch Temperature
Above Warning Level,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Switch Temperature
Above Critical Level,
"temp_below_warning_level" - Switch Temperature
Below Warning Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Switch Temperature Below
Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_failed" - Temperature Sensor is
Failed,
"fan_status_non_operational" - Fan is Non-operational,
"power_supply_status_failed" - Power Supply Unit has
Failed,
"power_above_warning_level" - Voltage Above Warning
Level,
"power_above_critical_level" - Voltage Above Critical
Level,
"power_below_warning_level" - Voltage Below Warning
Level,
"power_below_critical_level" - Voltage Below Critical
Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_status_failed" - SFP has Failed,
"vsan_invalid_frame_delivery_configuration" - VSAN is
Configured with Incorrect IOD/OOD settings,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature
Sensor Status is Unavailable,
"fan_status_unavailable" - Fan Status is Unavailable,
"power_supply_inline_power_failed" - Power Supply's
Inline Power has Failed,
"power_supply_status_unavailable" - Power Supply
Status is Unavailable,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"power_supply_off_env_other" - Power Supply is off
because of unknown problem,
"power_supply_off_admin" - Power Supply is
administratively off,
"power_supply_off_denied" - Power Supply is powered
off because available system power is insufficient,
"power_supply_off_env_power" - Power Supply is
powered off because of power problem in the FRU,
"power_supply_off_env_temp" - Power Supply is
powered off because of temperature problem,

"power_supply_off_env_fan" - Power Supply is powered
off because of fan problems,
"power_supply_on_but_fan_fail" - Power Supply is on
but fan has failed,
"power_supply_off_cooling" - Power Supply is powered
off because of the system's insufficient cooling capacity,
"power_supply_off_connector_rating" - Power Supply is
powered off because of the system's connector rating
exceeded,
"e_ports_down" - All E-ports are down for this
blade/switch,
"snmpv3_user_not_configured" - SNMPv3 user is not
configured,
"incomplete_snmp_data_refresh" - SNMP data collection
failed or is incomplete

Element definition: storage-switch-fan-info

[top]

Information about individual fan.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the fan. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

name

Operational status of the fan. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
storage-switch-fanoper-status
optional

operationalstatus

speed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"unknown" ,
"operational" ,
"failed" ,
"not_operational" ,
"not_present"
Speed of the fan in RPM. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-path-info

[top]

Information about the individual path.
Name
adaptername

adaptertype

Range

Type
string
optional
storageswitchinitiator-type
optional

Description
Name of the adapter in the node that to which the switch is
connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Adapter Type List Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"fcp_initiator" ,
"fc_vi" ,
"fcp_target"

nodename

filer-id
optional

Name of the node to which the switch is connected. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchportname

string
optional

Name of the port in the switch to which the adapter in the node is
connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch[0..2^32port1]
speed

integer
optional

Speed (in Gbps) of the port in the switch to which the adapter in
the node is connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-port-info

[top]

Information about the individual port.
Name

Range

storage-switchport-admin-status
optional

administrativestatus

bb-credit

Type

[0..2^321]

is-sfp-present

Description
Administrative status of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"enabled" ,
"disabled"

integer
optional

BB credit of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

boolean
optional

Is SFP present in the port? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Operating mode of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"auto" - Auto,
"f_port" - Fabric Port,
"fl_port" - Fabric Loop Port,
"e_port" - ISL Port,
"te_port" - Trunking ISL Port,
"u_port" - Universal Port,
"g_port" - Generic Port,
"other" - Other,
"ex_port" - Routing ISL Port,
"d_port" - Diagnostic Port,
"sim_port" - Port Simulator Port,
"ve_port" - Virtual E-Port,
"ae_port" - Analytics E-Port,
"af_port" - Analytics F-Port

mode

storage-switchport-mode
optional

name

string
optional

Name of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Operational speed of the port in Gbps. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

operationalspeed

operationalstatus

[0..2^321]

storage-switchport-oper-status
optional

Operational status of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"

peer-port-wwn

string
optional

Port's Peer port world wide name. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-port-statistics-info

[top]

Information about the port statistics.
Name

Range

Type

Description

frame-error- [0..2^32- integer Frame error count for the port. Attributes: non-creatable, noncount
1]
optional modifiable
string
Name of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

name
rx-framescount

[0..2^32- integer Number of frames received by the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

rx-octetscount

[0..2^32- integer Number of octets received by the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

tx-framescount

[0..2^32- integer Number of frames transmitted by the port. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

tx-octetscount

[0..2^32- integer Number of octets transmitted by the port. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-power-supply-unit-info

[top]

Information about individual power supply unit.
Name
name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Name of power supply unit. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Operational status of power supply unit. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstatus

storage-switchpower-sensor-status
optional

serialnumber

string
optional

"unknown" - Power Status Unknown,
"normal" - Power Status Normal,
"warning" - Power Status Warning,
"faulty" - Power Sensor is faulty,
"not_present" - Power Sensor is not present
Serial number of power supply unit. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-role
unknown|primary|subordinate Possible values:

[top]

"unknown" - Switch Role Unknown,
"primary" - Switch has Primary Role,
"subordinate" - Switch has Subordinate Role
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-sfp-info

[top]

Information about the individual port sfp.
Name

Range

Type

Description

partnumber

string
optional

Part number of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-name

string
optional

Name of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial number of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Transmitter type of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

transmittertype

storage-switchsfp-tx-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown transmitter type.,
"long_wave_laser" - Long wave laser.,
"short_wave_laser" - Short wave laser.,
"long_wave_laser_cost_reduced" - Cost reduced long
wave laser.,
"electrical" - Electrical.,
"ten_gig_base_sr" - 10 gigabit base short range
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lr" - 10 gigabit base long range
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_er" - 10 gigabit base extended range
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lx4" - 10 gigabit base long range
transceiver for extended operating temperature.,
"ten_gig_base_sw" - 10 gigabit base short wave
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lw" - 10 gigabit base long wave
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_ew" - 10 gigabit base extended wave
transceiver.
Type of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"other" - Other than the types listed here.,
"gbic" - Gigabit interface card.,
"embedded" - Unremovable gigabit interface card.,
"glm" - Gigabit link module.,
"gbic_with_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card with serial
ID.,
"gbic_without_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card without
serial ID.,
"sfp_with_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable with
serial ID.,

type

storage-switchsfp-type
optional

vendor

string
optional

"sfp_without_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable
without serial ID.,
"xfp" - 10 gigabit small form factor pluggable transceiver.,
"x2_short" - X2 short.,
"x2_medium" - X2 medium.,
"x2_tall" - X2 tall.,
"xpak_short" - Xpak short.,
"xpak_medium" - Xpak medium.,
"xpak_tall" - Xpak tall.,
"xenpak" - Xenpak,
"sfp_dw_dm" - Small form factor pluggable dense
wavelength division multiplexing.,
"qsfp" - Quad small form factor pluggable.,
"x2_dw_dm" - X2 dense wavelength division multiplexing.,
"gbic_not_installed" - Gigabit interface card is not
installed.,
"small_form_factor" - Small form factor.
Vendor of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-vendor

[top]

unknown|Brocade|Cisco Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"brocade" ,
"cisco"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-vsan-info

[top]

Information about the individual vsan.
Name

Range

Type

index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Index of the VSAN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

boolean
optional

Is in order delivery set for the VSAN? Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-iod-set

Description

Load balancing type set in the VSAN. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
loadbalancingtype

storage-switch-vsanload-balancing-type
optional

name

string
optional

"src_id_dest_id" - Based on source ID and
destination ID.,
"src_id_dest_id_ox_id" - Based on source ID,
destination ID and originator exchange ID.
Name of the VSAN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Operational status of the VSAN. Attributes: non-

operationalstatus

storage-switch-vsan- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
oper-state
"up" ,
optional
"down"

Element definition: storage-switch-zone-info

[top]

Information about the individual zones.
Name

Range

Type

Description

member-port-id

string ID of the member port participating in the zone. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

member-portname

string Name of the port participating in the zone. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

member-portswitch-name

string Name of the switch that contains the port participating in the
optional zone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

member-wwn

string World wide name of the member participating in the zone.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Name of the zone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

name
vsan-id

[1..4094]

integer Identifier of the VSAN to which the zone belongs. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: temperature-sensor-info

[top]

Information about the individual temperature sensor.
Name

Range

Type
string
optional

name

status

Name of the temperature sensor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Operational status of the temperature sensor.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-switch- values:
temp-sensor"unknown" ,
status
"normal" ,
optional
"warning" ,
"critical"

temperature- [-2^31..2^31reading
1]

Element definition: filer-id
Filer UUID

Description

integer
optional

Temperature Sensor reading in degree celsius.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-error-type
switch-unreachable|temp-above-warning-level|temp-above-critical-level|temp-below-warninglevel|temp-below-critical-level|temp-sensor-status-failed|fan-status-non-operational|power-supplystatus-failed|power-above-warning-level|power-above-critical-level|power-below-warning-level|powerbelow-critical-level|sfp-rx-power-above-warning-level|sfp-rx-power-above-critical-level|sfp-tx-powerabove-warning-level|sfp-tx-power-above-critical-level|sfp-rx-power-below-warning-level|sfp-rx-powerbelow-critical-level|sfp-tx-power-below-warning-level|sfp-tx-power-below-critical-level|sfp-statusfailed|vsan-invalid-frame-delivery-configuration|temp-sensor-status-unavailable|fan-statusunavailable|power-supply-inline-power-failed|power-supply-status-unavailable|unknown|power-supplyoff-env-other|power-supply-off-admin|power-supply-off-denied|power-supply-off-env-power|powersupply-off-env-temp|power-supply-off-env-fan|power-supply-on-but-fan-fail|power-supply-offcooling|power-supply2 :tor- ating|e-ports-down|snmpv3-user-not-configured|incomplete-snmp-datarefresh Possible values:
"switch_unreachable" - Switch is Unreachable over Management Network,
"temp_above_warning_level" - Switch Temperature Above Warning Level,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Switch Temperature Above Critical Level,
"temp_below_warning_level" - Switch Temperature Below Warning Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Switch Temperature Below Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_failed" - Temperature Sensor is Failed,
"fan_status_non_operational" - Fan is Non-operational,
"power_supply_status_failed" - Power Supply Unit has Failed,
"power_above_warning_level" - Voltage Above Warning Level,
"power_above_critical_level" - Voltage Above Critical Level,
"power_below_warning_level" - Voltage Below Warning Level,
"power_below_critical_level" - Voltage Below Critical Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_status_failed" - SFP has Failed,
"vsan_invalid_frame_delivery_configuration" - VSAN is Configured with Incorrect IOD/OOD
settings,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature Sensor Status is Unavailable,

[top]

"fan_status_unavailable" - Fan Status is Unavailable,
"power_supply_inline_power_failed" - Power Supply's Inline Power has Failed,
"power_supply_status_unavailable" - Power Supply Status is Unavailable,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"power_supply_off_env_other" - Power Supply is off because of unknown problem,
"power_supply_off_admin" - Power Supply is administratively off,
"power_supply_off_denied" - Power Supply is powered off because available system power is
insufficient,
"power_supply_off_env_power" - Power Supply is powered off because of power problem in the
FRU,
"power_supply_off_env_temp" - Power Supply is powered off because of temperature problem,
"power_supply_off_env_fan" - Power Supply is powered off because of fan problems,
"power_supply_on_but_fan_fail" - Power Supply is on but fan has failed,
"power_supply_off_cooling" - Power Supply is powered off because of the system's insufficient
cooling capacity,
"power_supply_off_connector_rating" - Power Supply is powered off because of the system's
connector rating exceeded,
"e_ports_down" - All E-ports are down for this blade/switch,
"snmpv3_user_not_configured" - SNMPv3 user is not configured,
"incomplete_snmp_data_refresh" - SNMP data collection failed or is incomplete
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-fan-oper-status

[top]

unknown|operational|failed|not-operational|not-present Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"operational" ,
"failed" ,
"not_operational" ,
"not_present"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-initiator-type

[top]

unknown|FCP-Initiator|FC-VI|FCP-Target Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"fcp_initiator" ,
"fc_vi" ,
"fcp_target"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-admin-status

[top]

unknown|enabled|disabled Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-mode

[top]

unknown|auto|F-port|FL-port|E-port|TE-port|U-port|G-port|other|EX-port|D-port|SIM-port|VE-port|AEport|AF-port Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"auto" - Auto,
"f_port" - Fabric Port,
"fl_port" - Fabric Loop Port,
"e_port" - ISL Port,
"te_port" - Trunking ISL Port,
"u_port" - Universal Port,
"g_port" - Generic Port,
"other" - Other,
"ex_port" - Routing ISL Port,
"d_port" - Diagnostic Port,
"sim_port" - Port Simulator Port,
"ve_port" - Virtual E-Port,
"ae_port" - Analytics E-Port,
"af_port" - Analytics F-Port
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-oper-status

[top]

unknown|online|offline Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-peer-type
unknown|bridge|switch|fcp-adapter|fcvi-adapter Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge" - Bridge,

[top]

"switch" - Switch,
"fcp_adapter" - FCP Adapter Port,
"fcvi_adapter" - FCVI Adapter Port
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-power-sensor-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|faulty|not-present Possible values:
"unknown" - Power Status Unknown,
"normal" - Power Status Normal,
"warning" - Power Status Warning,
"faulty" - Power Sensor is faulty,
"not_present" - Power Sensor is not present
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-sfp-tx-type

[top]

unknown|long-wave-laser|short-wave-laser|long-wave-laser-cost-reduced|electrical|ten-gig-basesr|ten-gig-base-lr|ten-gig-base-er|ten-gig-base-lx4|ten-gig-base-sw|ten-gig-base-lw|ten-gig-base-ew
Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown transmitter type.,
"long_wave_laser" - Long wave laser.,
"short_wave_laser" - Short wave laser.,
"long_wave_laser_cost_reduced" - Cost reduced long wave laser.,
"electrical" - Electrical.,
"ten_gig_base_sr" - 10 gigabit base short range transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lr" - 10 gigabit base long range transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_er" - 10 gigabit base extended range transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lx4" - 10 gigabit base long range transceiver for extended operating temperature.,
"ten_gig_base_sw" - 10 gigabit base short wave transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lw" - 10 gigabit base long wave transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_ew" - 10 gigabit base extended wave transceiver.
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-sfp-type
unknown|other|gbic|embedded|glm|gbic-with-serial-id|gbic-without-serial-id|sfp-with-serial-id|sfpwithout-serial-id|xfp|x2-short|x2-medium|x2-tall|xpak-short|xpak-medium|xpak-tall|xenpak|sfp-dwdm|qsfp|x2-dw-dm|gbic-not-installed|small-form-factor Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"other" - Other than the types listed here.,

[top]

"gbic" - Gigabit interface card.,
"embedded" - Unremovable gigabit interface card.,
"glm" - Gigabit link module.,
"gbic_with_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card with serial ID.,
"gbic_without_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card without serial ID.,
"sfp_with_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable with serial ID.,
"sfp_without_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable without serial ID.,
"xfp" - 10 gigabit small form factor pluggable transceiver.,
"x2_short" - X2 short.,
"x2_medium" - X2 medium.,
"x2_tall" - X2 tall.,
"xpak_short" - Xpak short.,
"xpak_medium" - Xpak medium.,
"xpak_tall" - Xpak tall.,
"xenpak" - Xenpak,
"sfp_dw_dm" - Small form factor pluggable dense wavelength division multiplexing.,
"qsfp" - Quad small form factor pluggable.,
"x2_dw_dm" - X2 dense wavelength division multiplexing.,
"gbic_not_installed" - Gigabit interface card is not installed.,
"small_form_factor" - Small form factor.
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-temp-sensor-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|critical Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"normal" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-vsan-load-balancing-type

[top]

src-id-dest-id|src-id-dest-id-ox-id Possible values:
"src_id_dest_id" - Based on source ID and destination ID.,
"src_id_dest_id_ox_id" - Based on source ID, destination ID and originator exchange ID.
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-vsan-oper-state
up|down Possible values:

[top]

"up" ,
"down"
[none]
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system-get-ontapi-version
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system-hypervisor-host-config-create
system-hypervisor-host-config-destroy
system-hypervisor-host-config-get
system-hypervisor-host-config-get-iter
system-hypervisor-host-config-modify
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-create
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-destroy
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get-iter
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-modify
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-create
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-destroy
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-get
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-modify
system-image-external-package-delete
system-image-external-package-get-iter
system-image-fetch-package
system-image-get-iter
system-image-modify
system-image-package-delete
system-image-package-get-iter
system-image-update
system-image-update-get-abort
system-image-update-progress-get
system-node-discovery-get-iter
system-node-get
system-node-get-iter
system-node-modify
system-node-power-cycle
system-node-power-get
system-node-power-off
system-node-power-on
system-node-reboot
system-node-rename

system-node-reset
system-node-shutdown
system-services-web-get
system-services-web-node-get
system-services-web-node-get-iter
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system-status-service-get-iter
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external-cache-get

[top]

Get the cluster-wide EC QoS settings.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

externalcacheinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Node

Type

Description

externalcache- The attributes of the external-cache.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

external-cache-modify

[top]

Modify the existing cluster-wide EC QoS settings.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Enabled?

is-hya-enabled

boolean
optional

Is HyA Caching Enabled?

is-rewarm-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Rewarm On?

node

node-name Node

pcs-size

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

integer
optional

PCS Size

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-api-get-elements

[top]

get elements for specified apis
Input Name Range
api-list
Output Name Range
api-entries
Errno

Type

Description

api-list-info[]

list of apis to retrieve

Type

Description

system-api-entry-info[]
Description

EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-api-list

[top]

get list of apis. This returns the names only - to get the parameter info, use system-api-get-elements
Output Name Range
apis
Errno

Type

Description

system-api-info[]
Description

EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-api-list-types

[top]

get list and description of typedefs
Output Name Range
type-entries

Type
system-api-type-entry-info[]

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-available-replication-transfers

[top]

Provide a mechanism to calculate the number of replication operations that could be started. Returns
the number of replication operations that could be started for each replication type. Another output is
the maximum number of transfers for each replication type.
Output Name

Range

replicationtransfer-table

Type

Description

Table with entries mapping each replication operation to
replicationtransfer-info[] number of transfers which could be started.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-cache-mirror-disable

[top]

Disable Cache Mirror

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-cache-mirror-enable

[top]

Enable Cache Mirror

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-cache-mirror-get

[top]

Get the attributes of Cache Mirror Settings.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
mirror
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

nodeNode
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

cacheThe attributes of the system-cache-mirror.
mirror

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-cache-mirror-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Cache Mirror Settings.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
mirror
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cachespecified on any number of attributes in the system-cache-mirror
mirror
object. All system-cache-mirror objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cachemirror[] The list of attributes of system-cache-mirror objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more systemoptional cache-mirror objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-get-info

[top]

Obtain appliance information which includes cpu and backplane information. The output contains the
head information in a sysconfig -a command. I/O information is not included.
Output Name Range
system-info

Type

Description

system-info

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-get-node-info-iter

[top]

Obtain appliance information which includes cpu and backplane information. The output contains the
head information in a sysconfig -a command. I/O information is not included. System refers to a node in
a cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
systemattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
systemspecified on any number of attributes in the system-info object. All
info
system-info objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more systemoptional info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

systeminfo[] The list of attributes of system-info objects.
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-get-ontapi-version

[top]

Obtain the current ONTAPI major and minor versions.
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

major-version

integer

Current ONTAPI major version supported by this
appliance.

minor-version

integer

Current ONTAPI minor version supported by this
appliance.

node-ontapidetails

node-ontapi-detailList of nodes along with the ONTAPI versions supported
info[]
by each of them.
optional

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-get-vendor-info

[top]

Obtain the Data ONTAP vendor information.
Output Name Range Type

Description

autosupportemail

string Vendor's AutoSupport e-mail target.

autosupporturl

string Vendor's AutoSupport URL target.

completename

string Complete name of vendor.

customersupportcontact

string Vendor's technical support contact information.

customersupportname

string Name of vendor's customer support organization.

informationurl

string Vendor's AutoSupport information URL.

ontap-oidprefix

Vendor's starting SNMP OID prefix for Data ONTAP. The suffix that follows
is the storage system MIB. For example, ".1.3.6.1.4.1.789". To obtain the
string
filer's model name, one would concatenate the OID prefix and ".1.1.5.0"
from the storage system MIB.

product-url

string Vendor's installed product information URL.

short-name

string Vendor's short name.

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-get-version
Obtain the Data ONTAP version.

[top]

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Time of build creation, in seconds since January 1, 1970, of the image
integer running on the appliance or of the build whose Data ONTAP version is
optional lowest across the cluster. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or
later.

buildtimestamp
is-clustered

boolean

If true, indicates Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, else Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or later.

systemnodekernel- List of all diagnostics and firmware related files of a node.
info[]
optional

node-kernelinfo-details

nodeversion- List of node names along with the Data ONTAP version running on each
detail- node. This field is returned only if the cluster is currently operating with
info[] more than one version of Data ONTAP.
optional

nodeversiondetails

version

string

Current Data ONTAP version running on the appliance. If the cluster is
currently operating with more than one version of Data ONTAP, then
the lowest version of all is returned.

systemThe Data ONTAP version tuple, lowest across the cluster i.e. the
versioneffective cluster version. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or
tuple
later.
optional

version-tuple

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-hypervisor-host-config-create

[top]

Create the hypervisor host config.
Input Name

Range

Type

address-ipv4

ip-address

node

filer-id

port-ipv4

[0..2^321]

returnrecord
Output Name

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Address
Node

integer
optional

UDP Port

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Hypervisor Host Config on
successful creation. Default: false

Range

result

Description

Type
system-hypervisorhost-config-info
optional

Description

Description
The Hypervisor Host Config created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

system-hypervisor-host-config-destroy

[top]

Destroy the hypervisor host config.
Input Name Range Type Description
node

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-host-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the hypervisor host config.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

systemhypervisorhostconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

node

filer-id

Output Name Range

Node

Type

Description

systemhypervisorThe attributes of the Hypervisor Host Config.
hostconfig-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-host-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the attributes of the hypervisor host config.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

systemhypervisorhostconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

systemA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
hypervisor-

specified on any number of attributes in the Hypervisor Host
hostConfig object. All Hypervisor Host Config objects matching this
config-info
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

systemhypervisorhostThe list of attributes of Hypervisor Host Config objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Hypervisor Host Config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-host-config-modify

[top]

Modify the hypervisor host config.
Input Name

Range

Description

ip-address
Address
optional

address-ipv4
node
port-ipv4

Type

filer-id
integer
[0..2^32-1]
optional

Errno

Node
UDP Port

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-create

[top]

Create the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

authpassword

string
optional

Authentication Password

authprotocol

string
optional

Authentication Protocol

string

engine-id

optional

Engine ID

node

filer-id

priv-protocol

string
optional

Private Protocol

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config
on successful creation. Default: false

integer
optional

SNMP Trap Port

snmptrapport

[0..2^321]

username
Output Name

string
Range

Errno

Username

Type
system-hypervisorsnmpv3-config-info
optional

result

Node

Description
The Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-destroy

[top]

Destroy the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name Range Type Description
node

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

systemhypervisorsnmpv3config-info
optional

node

filer-id

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Node
Description

systemhypervisorThe attributes of the Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config.
snmpv3config-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the attributes of the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

Type

Description

systemhypervisorsnmpv3config-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemhypervisorsnmpv3config-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Hypervisor SNMPv4
Config object. All Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

systemhypervisorsnmpv3The list of attributes of Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-modify
Modify the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name
auth-password

Range

Type

Description

string
Authentication Password
optional
string

[top]

auth-protocol

optional

Authentication Protocol

string
Engine ID
optional

engine-id
node

filer-id

Node

string
Private Protocol
optional

priv-protocol
snmp-trapport [0..2^32-1]

integer
SNMP Trap Port
optional
string
Username
optional

username
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-create

[top]

Create the hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

filer-id

Node

port

net-port

Port

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Hypervisor Uplink Mapping on
successful creation. Default: false

uplinks

string[]

Uplink Mapping

Output Name Range

Type
system-hypervisoruplink-mapping-info
optional

result

Errno

Description
The Hypervisor Uplink Mapping created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-destroy
Destroy the hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range
node
port

Type
filer-id

net-port Port

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description
Node

Description

[top]

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

systemhypervisoruplinkmappinginfo
optional

node

filer-id

Node

port

net-port

Port

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

systemhypervisorThe attributes of the Hypervisor Uplink Mapping.
uplinkmappinginfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-modify

[top]

Modify the hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range
node
port
uplinks

Type
filer-id

Description
Node

net-port Port
string[]
Uplink Mapping
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-external-package-delete
Delete file on external device
Input Name Range

Type

Description

[top]

Device Possible values:
device

externaldevice

node

string

Node

package

string

File Name

Errno

"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-external-package-get-iter

[top]

Display file listing on external device
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

systemimageexternalpackageattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemimageexternalpackageattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

systemimageexternalThe list of attributes of system objects.
packageattributes[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

system-image-fetch-package

[top]

Fetch a file from a URL. This API will return immediately. The progress can be monitored using the
'system-image-update-progress-get' API.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

node

string

Node

package

string

Package URL

rename-package

string
Rename the File
optional

replace-package

boolean
Replace the Local File
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-get-iter

[top]

Display software image information
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

systemimageattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemimageattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

systemimageThe list of attributes of system objects.
attributes[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

system-image-modify

[top]

Modify software image configuration
Input Name Range
image

Type
string

Description
Image Name

boolean
Is Default Image
optional

is-default
node

string

Errno

Node

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-package-delete

[top]

Delete a software package
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string Node

package

string Package File Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-package-get-iter

[top]

Display software information for all packages
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

systemimagepackageattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemimagepackageattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-

tag' obtained from the previous call.
Output Name

Range

Type

systemimagepackage- The list of attributes of system objects.
attributes[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-image-update

[top]

Perform software image upgrade/downgrade. This API will return immediately. The progress can be
monitored using the 'system-image-update-progress-get' API.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ignore-compatibility

boolean
Ignore Version Compatibility Checking
optional

ignore-offline

boolean
Ignore Offline Aggregates and Volumes
optional

node

string

Node

package

string

Package URL

rename-package
replace
replace-package
setdefault
validate-only
Errno

string
Rename the File
optional
string
Image to Replace
optional
boolean
Replace the Local File
optional
boolean
Set Newly Updated Image as Default
optional
boolean
Validate the Package before Installation
optional
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-update-get-abort
Abort software image update or get operation

[top]

Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-update-progress-get

[top]

Show progress information for current or previous update
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

Output Name Range

Type

Description

exit-message

string
optional

Exit Message

exit-status

string
optional

Exit Status

last-message

string
optional

Internal message

phase

string
optional

Phase

run-status

string
optional

Run Status

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-discovery-get-iter

[top]

Get the discovered nodes sequentially. This returns all unconfigured nodes and all cluster nodes found
within the local cluster network.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
systemnodediscovery
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
systemnodediscovery
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system-nodediscovery object. All system-node-discovery objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

systemnodeThe list of attributes of system-node-discovery objects.
discovery[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system-node-discovery objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-node-get

[top]

Obtain the node information when the node is part of a cluster. Information returned includes details
like location, serial-number, asset tag, uptime, vendor name etc.
Input Name Range

Type
nodedetailsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeThe textual name of a node.
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

nodedetails- The attributes of the system-node.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-get-iter

[top]

Obtain the node information when the node is a part of the cluster in an iteration.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

nodedetailsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional
nodedetailsinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nodedetailsThe list of attributes of system-node objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more systemoptional node objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system-node object. All
system-node objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-node-modify

[top]

Modify the node information when the node is a part of the cluster.
Input Name

Range

is-diff-svcs
node

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Is this node part of differentiated services storage infrastructure.

node-name The textual name of a node.

node-asset-tag

string
optional

The asset tag of the node.

node-location

string
optional

The physical location of the node. For example, Sunnyvale.

node-owner

string
optional

The owner of the node.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-cycle

[top]

Remote Node Power Cycle
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

node-name Node which needs to be power cycled

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-get

[top]

Get power status information about a node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

systemnodepowerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeTarget node for the operation
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

systemnodeThe attributes of the system-node-power.
powerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-off

[top]

Remote Node Power Off
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node which needs to be powered off

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-on
Remote Node Power On

[top]

Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node which needs to be powered on

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-reboot

[top]

Reboot the specified node. Only an admin can reboot the node. If attempted by a user with insufficient
privileges EAPIPRIVILEGE is returned.
Input Name

Range

ignore-quorum-warnings

Type

Description

boolean
Skip quorum check before reboot.
optional

ignore-strict-syncwarnings

boolean Skip SnapMirror Synchronous Strict Sync check before
optional reboot.

is-dump

boolean If 'true', a core dump will be created. Default value is
optional 'true'.
boolean If 'true', storage takeover by partner will be disallowed.
optional Default value is 'true'.

is-inhibit-takeover
is-skip-lif-migrationbefore-reboot
node

boolean If 'true', skip migrating LIFs away from this node prior to
optional reboot. Default value is 'true'.
string

Node to reboot.

string
Reason for reboot.
optional

reason
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EINTERNALERROR
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_EPSILON_GOING_DOWN
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_FRAGILE_QUORUM
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_NO_QUORUM
E_FOLLOW_UPGRADE_PROCEDURE
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_UPGRADE
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_REVERT

system-node-rename

[top]

Rename the specified node to a new name specified by 'new-name'
Input Name Range
new-name
node

Type
string

Description
New Name

node-name The textual name of a node.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-reset

[top]

Reset node using selected BIOS firmware
Input Name Range

Type

Description

bios-fw-type
BIOS Firmware to use on reboot
optional

firmware
node

node-name Node to be reset

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-shutdown

[top]

Shut down a node. Only an admin can initiate a node shutdown. If attempted by a user with insufficient
privileges EAPIPRIVILEGE is returned.
Input Name
ignore-quorum-warnings

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Skip quorum check before halt.
optional

ignore-strict-syncwarnings

boolean Skip SnapMirror Synchronous Strict Sync check before
optional reboot.

is-dump

boolean If 'true', a core dump will be created. Default value is
optional 'true'.

is-inhibit-takeover
is-skip-lif-migrationbefore-shutdown
node
reason

boolean If 'true', storage takeover by partner will be disallowed.
optional Default value is 'true'.
boolean If 'true', skip migrating LIFs away from this node prior to
optional shutdown. Default value is 'true'.
string

Node to shutdown.

string
Reason for shutdown.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EINTERNALERROR
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_EPSILON_GOING_DOWN
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_FRAGILE_QUORUM
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_NO_QUORUM
E_FOLLOW_UPGRADE_PROCEDURE
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_UPGRADE

Description

E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_REVERT

system-services-web-get

[top]

Get the configuration for the web server for Data ONTAP web services
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

systemservicesweb-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

systemservices- The attributes of the system.
web-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-services-web-node-get

[top]

Get the status of the web server for Data ONTAP web services
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

systemserviceswebnode-info
optional

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Node

Type

Description

systemservicesThe attributes of the system.
webnode-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-services-web-node-get-iter

[top]

Get the status of the web server for Data ONTAP web services
Input Name

Range

systemserviceswebnode-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

systemserviceswebnode-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

systemserviceswebThe list of attributes of system objects.
nodeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more system
objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-set-new-ontap-version-downloaded

[top]

Called when a new version of Data ONTAP is downloaded making a non-disruptive upgrade possible.

system-set-node-stable-after-startup
This function is called by the GX management layer once a node has booted up to the point where it is
operational. This "notification" allows the dblade to signal its partner that it is ready to receive
additional aggregates to complete a send-home.

Errno

Description

[top]

EINTERNALERROR

system-status-hypervisor-get

[top]

Returns the hypervisor support levels
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

statushypervisorinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

statushypervisor- The attributes of the status-hypervisor.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-status-hypervisor-modify

[top]

Modifies the hypervisor support levels
Input Name Range
host-type
support-level
Errno

Type

Description

oss-host-type

Hypervisor platform type

oss-support-level Hypervisor support level
Description

EINVALIDACCESS

system-status-restart-restart-service
Restart a system status service
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Service to restart Possible values:

service

oss-restart

"statd" ,
"mond" ,
"both"

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-status-service-get-iter

[top]

Returns status information for objects in the system
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
statusattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statusspecified on any number of attributes in the status_service object.
info
All status_service objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

statusinfo[] The list of attributes of status_service objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional status_service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-user-capability-get-iter

[top]

Returns the objects and their operations which are permitted to user who called this API.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
capabilityattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
capability-

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security login role

query

info
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

capabilityThe list of attributes of security login role objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

object. All security login role objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security
login role objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: api-list-info

[top]

name of the API
[none]

Element definition: bios-fw-type

[top]

Choices for the two BIOS firmware images available for booting the system Possible values:
"primary" - BIOS Firmware which the system boots from by default,
"backup" - BIOS Firmware which the system boots from if primary fails,
"current" - BIOS Firmware which the system is currently booted from
[none]

Element definition: cache-mirror
Cache Mirror typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Is Cache mirror enabled? Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

Element definition: capability-info

[top]

Capability information about the object and their operations. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

objectname
operationlist

Type
string
optional

Description
Object name, for e.g., 'volume', 'storage.aggregate', 'vserver.nfs' etc..
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

operationOperation details. Contains the operation name, command path and API
info[]
name.
optional

Element definition: external-cache-info

[top]

External Cache Settings typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-hya-enabled

boolean
optional

Is HyA Caching Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-rewarmenabled

boolean
optional

Is Rewarm On? Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

pcs-size

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

PCS Size Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: externaldevice

[top]

usb0|usb1 Possible values:
"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: net-port

[top]

Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.
[none]

Element definition: node-details-info
Contains information about a specific node When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
optional

The time (in hundredths of a second) that the CPU has been
doing useful work since the last boot. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Firmware release number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Count of the number of chassis fans which are not operating
within the recommended RPM range. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

env-failedfan-message

string
optional

Text message describing the current condition of chassis fans.
This is useful only if env-failed-fan-count is not zero.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

env-failed[0..2^32power1]
supply-count

integer
optional

Number of failed power supply units. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

env-failedpowersupplymessage

string
optional

Text message describing the state of any power supplies which
are currently degraded. This is useful only if env-failed-powersupply-count is not zero. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

env-overtemperature

boolean
optional

An indication of whether the hardware is currently operating
outside of its recommended temperature range. The hardware
will shutdown if the temperature exceeds critical thresholds.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-all-flashoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node configured to only support SSD drives. If true, no
HDDs are allowed on this node. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-all-flashselectoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node configured to only support SSD drives for Select.
If true, no HDDs are allowed on this node. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-capacityoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node All Flash and Capacity Optimized. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-cloudoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node configured to support cloud services. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-diff-svcs

boolean
optional

Is this node part of differentiated services storage
infrastructure. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-epsilonnode

boolean
optional

You can designate a node as epsilon to add weight to its
voting in a cluster with an even number of nodes. In a cluster,
only one node can be designated as epsilon at any given time.
A boolean value of true means the node is epsilon. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

is-nodeclustereligible

boolean
optional

This parameter states nodes that are eligible to participate in
the cluster. A boolean value of true means the node is eligible.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-nodehealthy

boolean
optional

This parameter is used to determine health of a node in a
cluster. A boolean value of true means the node is healthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-perfoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node All Flash and Performance Optimized. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

maximumaggregatesize

size
optional

The maximum supported aggregate size in bytes. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

cpubusytime

[0..2^321]

cpufirmwarerelease
env-failedfan-count

[0..2^321]

The maximum number of flexible volumes supported on this

maximum[0..2^32number-of1]
volumes

integer
optional

maximumvolume-size

size
optional

node

node-name
optional

node-assettag

string
optional

The asset tag of the node. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

nodelocation

string
optional

The physical location of the node. For example, Sunnyvale.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node-model

string
optional

The model of the node. For example, FAS3070. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-nvramid

integer
optional

Vendor specific NVRAM ID of the node. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

node-owner

string
optional

The owner of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node-serialnumber

string
optional

The serial number of the node. This is defined by the vendor.
Currently, a string of numbers. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node. This does not include the number of volumes which can
be supported when this node does a takeover of its partner
node in a High Availability configuration. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The maximum supported volume size in bytes. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
The textual name of a node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

The storage configuration in the system. The possible values
are:
'mixed_path'
'single_path'
'multi_path'
'quad_path'
'single_path_ha'
'multi_path_ha'
'mixed_path_ha'
'quad_path_ha'
'unknown'

storageconfigurationstate-enum
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional

nodestorageconfiguration

"unknown" ,
"single_path" ,
"multi_path" ,
"mixed_path" ,
"single_path_ha" ,
"multi_path_ha" ,
"mixed_path_ha" ,
"quad_path" ,
"quad_path_ha"
string
optional

The system Id of the node. This is defined by the vendor.
Generally, it is a string of numbers. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Total time, in seconds, that the node has been up. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-uuid

string
optional

The universally unique identifier for the node. It is a 36character string composed of 32 hexadecimal characters. For
example, '542366ea-a024-11dd-9caa-7302e474c5ae'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-vendor

string
optional

The hardware vendor of the node. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

nodesystem-id
node-uptime

[0..2^321]

Status of the NVRAM battery. The possible values that could

be returned:
'battery_ok'
'battery_partially_discharged'
'battery_fully_discharged '
'battery_not_present'
'battery_near_end_of_life'
'battery_at_end_of_life'
'battery_unknown'
'battery_over_charged'
'battery_fully_charged'

nvrambatterystatus-enum
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional

nvrambatterystatus

"battery_ok" ,
"battery_partially_discharged" ,
"battery_fully_discharged" ,
"battery_not_present" ,
"battery_near_end_of_life" ,
"battery_at_end_of_life" ,
"battery_unknown" ,
"battery_over_charged" ,
"battery_fully_charged"
productversion

string
optional

Product Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Support of mixed SAS2/SAS3 stacks. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

sas2-sas3mixed-stacksupport
optional

sas2-sas3mixed-stacksupport

"all" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in all stacks,
"direct_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in
direct-attached stacks,
"bridge_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in
bridge-attached stacks,
"none" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing not supported

vm-systemdisks

vm-systemContains virtual machine system disk backing info
disks
optional

vmhost-info

vmhost-info
optional

Contains virtual machine host information

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-ontapi-detail-info

[top]

The node names along with the ONTAPI version on the respective node.
Name

Range Type

Description

majorversion

integer

Current ONTAPI major version supported by this node. Range: [0..2^311].

minorversion

integer

Current ONTAPI minor version supported by this node. Range: [0..2^311].

node-name
node-uuid

string Name of the node.
string UUID, Universal Unique IDentifier, of the node.

Element definition: node-version-detail-info

[top]

The node names along with the ONTAP version on the respective node.
Name

Range

buildtimestamp

Type

Description

integer Time of build creation, in seconds since January 1, 1970, of the image
optional running on the node. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or later.

nodename

string

Name of the node.

node-uuid

string

UUID, Universal Unique IDentifier, of the node.

version

string

Data ONTAP version running on the node.

Element definition: oss-host-type

[top]

ESX|KVM Possible values:
"esx" ,
"kvm"
[none]

Element definition: oss-restart

[top]

statd|mond|both Possible values:
"statd" ,
"mond" ,
"both"
[none]

Element definition: oss-support-level
standard|premium|multi-node Possible values:

[top]

"standard" ,
"premium" ,
"multi_node"
[none]

Element definition: replication-transfer-info

[top]

Structure of each entry in the transfer accounting table
Name

Range Type

Description

replicationavailabletransfers

integer

Number of transfers that could be started at this point in time, if we choose
only this particular replication type. Range:[0..2^32-1]

replicationmaximumtransfers

integer

Maximum number of transfers that can be started, if we choose only this
particular replication type. Range:[1..2^32-1]
Type of replication operation. Qtree-snapmirror/SnapVault have two core
data transfer mechanisms which they can utilize for data transfer. One is
the legacy engine and the other is the newer engine. By default Data
ONTAP enables the new engine. The user can choose to flip between the
new engine and legacy engine. options-get api with an input of
replication.logical.transfer_limits can be used to detect the type of engine.
"current" implies a new engine while "previous" implies the legacy engine.
Open Systems SnapVault (OSSV) always uses the legacy engine for
transfers. Legacy volume-snapmirror limits are used when data resides on
a traditional volume. Possible values of a replication operation are

replicationtype

string

"legacy_qtree_snapmirror_source";
"legacy_qtree_snapmirror_destination";
"qtree_snapmirror_source";
"qtree_snapmirror_destination";
"legacy_volume_snapmirror_source";
"legacy_volume_snapmirror_destination";
"volume_snapmirror_source";
"volume_snapmirror_destination";
"legacy_snapvault_source";
"legacy_snapvault_destination";
"snapvault_source";
"snapvault_destination";
"sync_snapmirror_source";
"sync_snapmirror_destination";
"volume_copy_source";
"volume_copy_destination";

Element definition: status-hypervisor-info
Information that defines the hypervisor support level When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

host-type

supportlevel

Type
oss-host-type
optional

oss-supportlevel
optional

Description
Hypervisor platform type Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
"esx" ,
"kvm"
Hypervisor support level Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
"standard" ,
"premium" ,
"multi_node"

Element definition: status-info

[top]

Information about Data ONTAP status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cluster-id
internal-name
is-clusterscope

Range

Type

Description

string
Cluster ID. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string Internal name of the status object. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean
Cluster scope. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

name

string
Name of the status object. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

status

string
Status of the status object. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-time
vserver-id

datetime
Last status update time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver ID. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: system-api-entry-info

[top]

list of api names and their elements
Name

Range

api-elements

Type

Description

system-api-element-info[] list of api elements

name

string

api name

Element definition: system-api-info

[top]

api information
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-streaming

boolean
does api stream data?
optional

license

string
license needed if any
optional

name

string

name of api

Element definition: system-api-type-entry-info

[top]

list of type names and their elements
Name

Range

Type

name
type-elements

string

Description
type name

system-api-element-info[] list of type elements

Element definition: system-hypervisor-host-config-info
Hypervisor Host Config Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address-ipv4
node

Range

Type

Description

ip-address
Address Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional
filer-id

Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

[top]

optional
port-ipv4

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

UDP Port Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-info

[top]

Hypervisor SNMP V3 Config Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

authpassword

Type

Description

string Authentication Password Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
string Authentication Protocol Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

auth-protocol

string
Engine ID Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

engine-id
node

filer-id
Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

priv-protocol

string
Private Protocol Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

snmptrapport

[0..2^32- integer
SNMP Trap Port Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
1]
string
Username Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

username

Element definition: system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-info
Hypervisor Uplink Mapping Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
node

Type

Description

filer-id
Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
net-port

[top]

port

optional

Port Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

string[]
Uplink Mapping Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

uplinks

Element definition: system-image-attributes

[top]

These attributes describe or modify the configuration of the nodes's boot images. When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

image
install-time

Type

Description

string
Image Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
datetime
Install Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-current

boolean
Is Current Image Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-default

boolean
Is Default Image Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

kernel-path

string
Kernel Image Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
rootfs-path
version

string
Root Filesystem Image Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Software Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: system-image-external-package-attributes
These attributes provide details about the software packages available on the external device connected
to the system. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

Device Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:

device

externaldevice
optional

node

string
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

package

string
optional

File Name Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1

Element definition: system-image-package-attributes

[top]

These attributes provide details about the software packages available on the system. When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

node
package

Type

Description

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Package File Name Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: system-info

[top]

Information about the system. Here system refers to a cluster node when running in cluster mode.
Name
backplanepart-number

Range

Type

Description

string
Part number of the backplane.
optional

backplanerevision

string
Revision of the backplane part number.
optional

backplaneserialnumber

string
Backplane serial number.
optional

board-speed
board-type

integer Speed of the system board in mega Hertz.
string

Type of the system board. This is defined by the vendor

controlleraddress

string The location of the controller in a multi-controller platform. Defined
optional by the platform layer. Possible values: A,B,C,...

cpufirmwarerelease

string
Firmware release number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional

cpumicrocodeversion
cpu-partnumber
cpuprocessor-id
cpuprocessortype
cpu-revision
cpu-serialnumber

string

cpu's microcode version. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.

string
CPU's part number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
Processor's ID. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
Processor's Type. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
CPU's part number revision. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
CPU's serial number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional

maximum[0..2^64- integer
The platform's maximum aggregate size in bytes.
aggregateoptional
1]
size
maximumflexiblevolumecount

The platform's maximum number of flexible volumes supported on
[0..2^32- integer this node. This does not include the number of volumes which can
1]
optional be supported when this node does a takeover of its partner node in
a High Availability configuration.

maximum[0..2^64- integer
The platform's maximum flexible volume size in bytes.
flexibleoptional
1]
volume-size
memory-size
number-ofprocessors

integer Memory size in megabytes. (1024*1024).
integer Number of processors in the appliance.

partnersystem-id

string Partner's system ID. Displayed in a cluster environment. A string of
optional 10 characters.

partnersystemname

string Partner's system name. Displayed in a cluster environment. Defined
optional in the partner's setup.

partnersystemserialnumber

string
Partner System serial number. Currently a string of numbers.
optional

prod-type

string Will be set to "V-Series", "gfiler", "gateway" or "FAS" depending
optional upon the vendor providing the raw storage.
Storage configuration status for the controller. The possible values
are:

storageconfiguration

string
optional

supportsraid-array

boolean

system-id

string

systemmachinetype

"mixed_path"
"single_path"
"multi_path"
"single_path_ha"
"multi_path_ha"
"mixed_path_ha"
"unknown"
Indicates whether the system supports raid arrays back-end
connectivity or not. Possible values: "true" or "false".
System ID. This is defined by the vendor. Currently, it is a string of
numbers

string
Machine type of the system, like FAS3050
optional

systemmodel

string

Model name of the system, like FAS3050

systemname

string

System name. This is the name defined during setup.

systemrevision

string System revision. There revision id of the system board. Currently, a
optional character followed by a number, B0.

systemserialnumber

string
System serial number.Currently a string of numbers.
optional

vendordata1

string
Vendor specific opaque data field 1.
optional

vendordata2

string
Vendor specific opaque data field 2.
optional

vendordata3

string
Vendor specific opaque data field 3.
optional

vendor-id

string

Hardware vendor identifier.

vm-systemdisks

vmsystemBacking info for the Data ONTAP-v system disks
disks
optional

vmhost-info

vmhostinfo
Info block for the hypervisor physical node on Data ONTAP-v
optional

Element definition: system-node-discovery

[top]

Discovered nodes. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clusteripaddresses

Range

Type

Description

ipThe cluster IP addresses of the discovered node. Attributes: nonaddress[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

clustername

string
Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

clusternetmask

ipaddress The cluster LIF netmask. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

clusteruuid

uuid
Cluster UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-nodein-cluster
node

If true, the node is currently a member of the cluster identified in the
boolean
cluster-uuid and cluster-name. If false, this node is not currently a
optional
member of a cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodemodel

string The model of the node. For example, FAS3070. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nodenvram-id

nvramid Vendor specific NVRAM ID of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

nodeserialnumber

string The serial number of the node. This is defined by the vendor. Currently, a
optional string of numbers. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

partnernvram-id

nvramid The NVRAM-ID of the partner to the discovered node. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Data ONTAP version running on the node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

version

Element definition: system-node-kernel-info

[top]

Diagnostics and firmware details of a node
Name

Range

Type

Description

compilationflags

string
optional

firmware-info

system-pathversion[]
optional

Firmware path and firmware version

kernel-info

system-pathversion[]
optional

Kernel path and kernel version

node-name

string

Displays the verbose output which currently includes the
compilation flags

Name of the node

Element definition: system-node-power-info
Node Power Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
node

status

Type

Description

node-name Target node for the operation Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional
powerstatus
optional

Current Power Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"on" - Node is powered on,
"off" - Node is powered off

[top]

Element definition: system-services-web-info

[top]

Web server configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

csrf-protectionenabled

Type

Description

boolean
optional

CSRF Protection Enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

CSRF Token Absolute Timeout (Seconds) Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

csrf-token[0..9999]
concurrent-limit

integer
optional

Maximum Number of Concurrent CSRF Tokens Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

csrf-token-idletimeout

integer
optional

CSRF Token Idle Timeout (Seconds) Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

external

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not web services are available to
remote clients Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

http-enabled

boolean
optional

HTTP Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

csrf-tokenabsolutetimeout

[0..2^321]

http-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTP Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

https-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTPS Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

per-addresslimit

[24..999]

integer
optional

Per Address Limit Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ssl-fips-enabled

boolean
optional

Global FIPS Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sslv3-enabled

boolean
optional

SSLv3 Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Protocol Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

webprotostatus
optional

tlsv1-enabled

boolean
optional

wait-queue-

[0..2^32-

integer

"offline" - All web services are consistently configured
and working correctly,
"partial" - One or more nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"mixed" - The nodes in the cluster do not share the
same web services configuration,
"online" - All of the nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"unclustered" - The current node is not part of an
active cluster
TLSv1 Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

capacity

1]

optional

Wait Queue Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: system-services-web-node-info
Node web server status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
csrf-token-count

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
CSRF Token Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

external

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not web services are available to
remote clients Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

http-enabled

boolean
optional

HTTP Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

http-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTP Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

https-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTPS Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

mean-connection- [0..2^32- integer
optional
wait-time
1]
nodename
optional

node
peak-concurrency

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

peak-connection- [0..2^32- integer
optional
wait-time
1]
peak-peraddressconcurrency

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

per-address-limit [24..999]

integer
optional

Mean Connection Wait Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Peak Concurrency Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Peak Connection Wait Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Peak Per-Address Concurrency Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Per Address Limit Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Protocol Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

webprotostatus
optional

"offline" - All web services are consistently configured
and working correctly,
"partial" - One or more nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"mixed" - The nodes in the cluster do not share the
same web services configuration,
"online" - All of the nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"unclustered" - The current node is not part of an
active cluster

[top]

status-code

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Status Return Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-bytes

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total Bytes Served Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-connection- [0..2^64- integer
wait-time
1]
optional

Total Connection Wait Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-connections

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total Connections Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-delayedconnections

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total Delayed Connections Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-hits

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total HTTP Requests Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-http-ops

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total HTTP ops Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-https-ops

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total HTTPS ops Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-pend-auth

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total Pending Auth Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-1xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 100-199 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-2xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 200-299 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-3xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 300-399 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-4xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 400-499 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-5xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 500-599 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-workers

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total Workers Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wait-queuecapacity

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Wait Queue Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

work-state-close

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Closing Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-keep

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers in KeepAlive Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

work-state-log

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Logging Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-read

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-ready

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Ready Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-write

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Writing Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

workers-avail

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Available Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

workers-busy

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Busy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: system-version-tuple

[top]

Contains the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding to the lowest version across the cluster.
Name
generation

Range Type

Description

First integer of the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding the lowest
integer
version across the cluster.

major

integer

Second integer of the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding the lowest
version across the cluster.

minor

integer

Third integer of the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding the lowest
version across the cluster.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: externaldevice

[top]

usb0|usb1 Possible values:
"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: net-port

[top]

Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: nvram-battery-status-enum

[top]

ok|partially discharged|fully discharged|not present|near eol|eol|unknown|over charged|fully charged
Possible values:
"battery_ok" ,
"battery_partially_discharged" ,
"battery_fully_discharged" ,
"battery_not_present" ,
"battery_near_end_of_life" ,
"battery_at_end_of_life" ,
"battery_unknown" ,
"battery_over_charged" ,
"battery_fully_charged"
[none]

Element definition: nvramid

[top]

NVRAM Id
[none]

Element definition: operation-info

[top]

Operation details. Contains the operation name, command path and API name.
Name
api-name
commandpath

Range

Type

Description

API corresponding to operation, for e.g., if object name is 'volume' and
string operation name is 'create' then operation's api name would be 'volumeoptional create'. If multiple APIs are associated with same operation then API
names will be ',' separated. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Operation Command Directory Path Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

name

string Name of the operation, for e.g., 'create', 'modify' etc.. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: oss-host-type

[top]

ESX|KVM Possible values:
"esx" ,
"kvm"
[none]

Element definition: oss-support-level

[top]

standard|premium|multi-node Possible values:
"standard" ,
"premium" ,
"multi_node"
[none]

Element definition: power-status

[top]

Possible values for power status of any node Possible values:
"on" - Node is powered on,
"off" - Node is powered off
[none]

Element definition: sas2-sas3-mixed-stack-support
all|direct-attached|bridge-attached|none Possible values:
"all" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in all stacks,
"direct_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in direct-attached stacks,
"bridge_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in bridge-attached stacks,
"none" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing not supported
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: storage-configuration-state-enum

[top]

Unknown|Single-Path|Multi-Path|Mixed-Path|Single-Path HA|Multi-Path HA|Mixed-Path HA|QuadPath|Quad-Path HA Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"single_path" ,
"multi_path" ,
"mixed_path" ,
"single_path_ha" ,
"multi_path_ha" ,
"mixed_path_ha" ,
"quad_path" ,
"quad_path_ha"
[none]

Element definition: system-api-element-info

[top]

api element description. This can be a simple type or a reference to another typedef (as defined in the
'type' element. Arrays are signified by having '[]' appended to the type name.
Name

Range

Type

Description

encrypted

string
encryption type. If missing the parameter isn't encrypted
optional

isnonempty

boolean must element be non-empty. If false or missing element value may be
optional empty.

isoptional

boolean
is element optional. If false or missing element is required.
optional

is-output

boolean
is element an output element. If false or missing then is an input element
optional

isvalidated

boolean argument will have strong validation done by the server (e.g. integer
optional range). If false or empty, no validation will be done.

name

string

name of element

type

string

type of variable possible values: "string", "integer", "boolean", type-name

Element definition: system-path-version

[top]

Image-path and image version for diagnostics and firmware files of the node
Name

Range

Type

Description

path-info

string
File path . Displays the file path in form /cfcard/x86_64/..
optional

versioninfo

string File version . Kernel and file versions Example: Firmware #.#.# or OS
optional version

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vm-system-disks

[top]

Storage info block for the hypervisor physical node on Data ONTAP-v (VSA)
Name

Range

Type

Description

vm-bootdiskarea-name

string The name of the hypervisor's storage area for the VMs bootdisk. For
optional ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vm-bootdiskfile-name

string
The hypervisor's filename for the VMs bootdisk.
optional

vm-corediskarea-name

string The name of the hypervisor's storage area for the VMs coredump and
optional swap disk. For ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vm-corediskfile-name

string
The hypervisor's filename for the VMs coredump disk.
optional

vm-logdiskarea-name

string The name of the hypervisor's storage area for the VMs log disk. For
optional ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vm-logdiskfile-name

string
The hypervisor's filename for the VMs log disk.
optional

Element definition: vmhost-info

[top]

Storage info block for the hypervisor physical node on Data ONTAP-v (VSA)
Name
vmcustommax-

Range

Type

Description

integer The maximum system capacity (in TB) that can be configured on the
optional VM. Example is "20".

capacity
vm-uuid

The hypervisor-supplied UUID, Universal Unique Identifier, for the
string
virtual machine. Example is, "4230f064-02f8-xy3a-02d1optional
zz89702287e0".

vmhostbiosreleasedate

string Release date for the currently running hypervisor BIOS. Example is
optional "2000-01-01T00:00:00Z".

vmhostbiosversion

string Current BIOS version of the hypervisor physical chassis. Example is
optional "S5500.2.1.3.0.081620131102".

vmhostboot-time

string Time when the hypervisor was last booted. Example is "2014-01optional 01T00:00:00.420462-04:00".

vmhost[0..2^32- integer
cpu-clockSpeed of the hypervisor CPU cores (MHz).
optional
1]
rate
vmhost[0..2^32- integer Number of physical CPU cores on the hypervisor. Physical CPU cores
cpu-coreoptional are the processors contained by a CPU package.
1]
count
Number of physical CPU packages on the hypervisor. Physical CPU
vmhostpackages are chips that contain one or more processors. Processors
cpu[0..2^32- integer
contained by a package are also known as CPU cores. For example, one
optional
socket1]
dual-core package is comprised of one chip that contains two CPU
count
cores.
vmhostcpu[0..2^32- integer
Number of physical CPU threads on the hypervisor.
optional
thread1]
count
vmhosterror

string Error (if any) while retrieving hypervisor details. Example is "[13115]
optional vSphere server is missing".

vmhostgateway

string The default gateway (IPv4 or IPv6) for the hypervisor. Examples are
optional "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmhosthardwarevendor

string
Name of the hypervisor hardware manufacturer. Example is "IBM".
optional

vmhosthypervisor

string Complete product name, including the version information for the
optional hypervisor.

vmhostip-address

string Primary IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) assigned to the hypervisor. Examples
optional are "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmhost- [0..2^64- integer
Physical memory size of the hypervisor (bytes).
memory
1]
optional
vmhostmodel

string The hardware model of the hypervisor machine. Example is "IBM
optional eServer BladeCenter HS21".

vmhostname

string Host name assigned to the hypervisor. Example is
optional "myesx.example.com".

vmhostnetmask

string Subnet mask address (IPv4 or IPv6) for the hypervisor. Examples are
optional "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmhostprocessorid

string Processor ID of the hypervisor. Example is
optional "0000:0000:0000:0001:0000:0110:0111:0110".

vmhostprocessortype

string
CPU Model of the hypervisor.
optional

vmhostsoftware-

string
Name of the virtual machine software manufacturer.
optional

vendor
vmhostuuid

string UUID, Universal Unique Identifier, of the hypervisor. Example is,
optional "4230f064-02f8-xy3a-02d1-zz89702287e0".

Element definition: web-proto-status
offline|partial|mixed|online|unclustered Possible values:
"offline" - All web services are consistently configured and working correctly,
"partial" - One or more nodes' web services are unavailable due to an error condition,
"mixed" - The nodes in the cluster do not share the same web services configuration,
"online" - All of the nodes' web services are unavailable due to an error condition,
"unclustered" - The current node is not part of an active cluster
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: tape-mc-info
This set of ZAPIs allows management of cluster-wide tape drive
and media changer devices.

tape-mc-get
tape-mc-get-iter
tape-mc-info-alias-clear
tape-mc-info-alias-set
tape-mc-info-offline
tape-mc-info-online
tape-mc-info-position
tape-mc-info-reset
tape-mc-info-test-release
tape-mc-info-test-reserve
tape-mc-info-trace

tape-mc-get

[top]

Return a tape drive / media changer view
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
tapeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
mc-info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes
device-id

string

Device ID

nodeNode
name

node-name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

tapeThe attributes of the tape-mc-info.
mc-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of Tape/MC objects
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
tapeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
mc-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 300
1]
optional
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
tapespecified on any number of attributes in the tape-mc-info object. All
mc-info
tape-mc-info objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

tapemcThe list of attributes of tape-mc-info objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more tape-mcoptional info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-alias-clear

[top]

Clear tape drive / media changer alias. Specify name or clear-scope but not both.
Input Name Range
clear-scope

Type

Description

tape-mc-device-scope-enum
Scope of Alias Clear Operation
optional

name

string
optional

node-name

node-name

Errno

Alias Name That Is to Be Cleared
Node

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-alias-set

[top]

Set a tape/drive media changer alias
Input Name Range

Type

Description

mapping

string

Mapping for Alias Name

name

string

Alias Name for Tape Drive or Media Changer

node-name

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-offline

[top]

Take a tape drive offline. Specify name or device-id but not both.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

device-id

string
optional

Tape Drive Device ID

device-name

string
optional

Tape Drive Device Name

node-name

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-online

[top]

Bring a tape drive online
Input Name Range

Type

Description

device-id

string
optional

Tape Drive Device ID

device-name

string
optional

Tape Drive Device Name

node-name

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-position

[top]

Position tape cartridge
Input Name Range

Type

count

integer
optional

device-name

string

node-name

node-name

Description
Count for Positioning
Tape Drive Device Name
Node

operation

tape-mc-tape-oper-enum Tape Position Operation

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-reset

[top]

Reset the tape drive
Input Name Range
device-id
node-name

Type

Description

string

Tape Drive Device ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-test-release

[top]

Release a tape drive test reservation
Input Name Range
device-id
node-name

Type

Description

string

Tape Drive Device ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-test-reserve

[top]

Reserve a tape drive for testing
Input Name Range
device-id
node-name

Description

string

Tape Drive Device ID

node-name Node

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

tape-mc-info-trace

[top]

Enable/disable tape trace operations
Input Name

Range

is-trace-enabled
node-name

Type

Description

boolean

Tape Trace Enabled or Disabled

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-device-scope-enum

[top]

tape|media-changer|all Possible values:
"none" - Scope none,
"tape" - Scope of the operation is tape drives only,
"media_changer" - Scope of the operation is for media changers only,
"all" - Scope of the operation is for both tape drives and media changers
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-info

[top]

Information about Tape and Media Changer Devices When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
alias-

Range

Type
string

Description
Alias Mapping Attributes: non-creatable, non-

mapping

optional

modifiable

alias-name

string
optional

Alias Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Block Number Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

blocknumber

[-2^31..2^311]

densityformats

device-densityformat[]
optional

description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-id

string
optional

Device ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Device density formats

Device Interface Type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

device-iftype

tape-mc-device-iftype-enum
optional

devicenames

device-namedensity[]
optional

"unknown" - Tape drive/media changer interface
type unknown,
"fibre_channel" - Tape drive/media changer
fibre channel interface type,
"sas" - Tape drive/Media changer SAS interface
type,
"pscsi" - Tape drive/media changer pSCSI
interface type
Device names for tape positioning
Operational State of Device Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - State of the tape device is
unknown,
"available" - Tape device available for use,
"ready_write_enabled" - Tape drive is ready and
write-enabled,
"ready_write_protected" - Tape drive is ready
and write-protected,
"offline" - Tape device is offline,
"in_use" - Tape device is currently in use,
"error" - Tape device is reporting errors,
"reserved_by_another_host" - Tape device is
reserved by another node or host,
"normal" - Tape device is in a normal functional
state,
"rewinding" - Tape device is rewinding a tape,
"erasing" - Tape device is erasing a tape

devicestate

tape-mc-devicestate-enum
optional

devicetype

string
optional

Device Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

error

string
optional

Tape Error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

File Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filenumber

functionalstatus

[-2^31..2^311]

tape-mc-funcstatus-enum
optional

Functional Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Tape device status unknown,
"normal" - Tape device shows normal status,

"error" - Tape device is reporting errors
initiator

string
optional

nodename

node-name
optional

residual- [-2^31..2^31count
1]

integer
optional

Initiator Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Residual Count of Last I/O Operation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Reservation Type for device Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

resv-type

tape-mc-resvtype-enum
optional

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

wwnn

string
optional

World Wide Node Name Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

wwpn

string
optional

World Wide Port Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"off" ,
"persistent" ,
"scsi"

Element definition: tape-mc-tape-oper-enum

[top]

weof|fsf|bsf|fsr|bsr|rewind|erase|eom Possible values:
"weof" - Write end-of-file,
"fsf" - Forward space files,
"bsf" - Backward space files,
"fsr" - Forward space records,
"bsr" - Backward space records,
"rewind" - Rewind tape cartridge,
"erase" - Erase tape media,
"eom" - End of tape media
[none]

Element definition: device-density-format

[top]

Device density formats
Name
device-format

Range

Type

Description

string
Tape Cartridge Format Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: device-name-density

[top]

Device names for tape positioning
Name
device-name-norewind

Range

Type

Description

string Device Name for No Rewind Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

device-name-rewind

string Device Name for Rewind Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

device-name-unloadreload

string Device Name for Unload Reload Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-device-if-type-enum

[top]

unknown|fibre-channel|SAS|pSCSI Possible values:
"unknown" - Tape drive/media changer interface type unknown,
"fibre_channel" - Tape drive/media changer fibre channel interface type,
"sas" - Tape drive/Media changer SAS interface type,
"pscsi" - Tape drive/media changer pSCSI interface type
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-device-state-enum
unknown|available|ready-write-enabled|ready-write-protected|offline|in-use|error|reserved-byanother-host|normal Possible values:
"unknown" - State of the tape device is unknown,
"available" - Tape device available for use,
"ready_write_enabled" - Tape drive is ready and write-enabled,
"ready_write_protected" - Tape drive is ready and write-protected,
"offline" - Tape device is offline,
"in_use" - Tape device is currently in use,
"error" - Tape device is reporting errors,
"reserved_by_another_host" - Tape device is reserved by another node or host,
"normal" - Tape device is in a normal functional state,
"rewinding" - Tape device is rewinding a tape,
"erasing" - Tape device is erasing a tape
[none]

[top]

Element definition: tape-mc-func-status-enum

[top]

unknown|normal|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Tape device status unknown,
"normal" - Tape device shows normal status,
"error" - Tape device is reporting errors
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-resv-type-enum
off|persistent|scsi Possible values:
"off" ,
"persistent" ,
"scsi"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: template-management
template-managementtemplate-copy
template-managementtemplate-delete
template-managementtemplate-download
template-managementtemplate-get
template-managementtemplate-get-iter
template-managementtemplate-parameter-get
template-managementtemplate-parameter-getiter
template-managementtemplate-parametermodify
template-managementtemplate-parametermodify-iter
template-managementtemplate-provision
template-managementtemplate-provision-errorget
template-managementtemplate-rename
template-managementtemplate-upload

This set of ZAPIs allows to manage Templates.

template-management-template-copy

[top]

Copy a Template.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

destination-name

string Destination template.

name

string Name of the template

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
ETEMPLATENOTFOUND
E_TEMPLATE_CLUSTER_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_TEMPLATE_FILE_NOT_EXISTS
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE

Description

template-management-template-delete

[top]

Delete a template.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of the template.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ETEMPLATENOTFOUND
E_TEMPLATE_CLUSTER_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED

template-management-template-download

[top]

Download a template.
Input Name Range
name

Type

Description

string
Name of the template.
optional

uri

string

URI of the template.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_TEMPLATE_DOWNLOAD_FAILED
E_TEMPLATE_VERSION_KEY_NOT_FOUND
E_TEMPLATE_NAME_NOT_FOUND
E_TEMPLATE_INVALID_TEMPLATE
E_TEMPLATE_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_TEMPLATE_SYNTAX_ERROR
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_TEMPLATE_TEMPLATE_TYPE_NOT_FOUND
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE
E_TEMPLATE_INVALID_TYPE
E_TEMPLATE_USE_NAME_OPTION
E_TEMPLATE_SAME_NAME_EXISTS

template-management-template-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the template.
Input Name Range
desired-

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
templateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info

attributes

optional

present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

templateName of the template
name

name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

templateThe attributes of the template-management.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-get-iter

[top]

Display information about templates.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
templatespecified on any number of attributes in the templateinfo
management object. All template-management objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

templateThe list of attributes of template-management objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional template-management objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
templateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-parameter-get
Get the parameter of a Template.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

templateparameterinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

name

string

Name of the parameter

templateName of the template
name

template
Output Name Range

Type

Description

templateparameter- The attributes of the template-management.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-parameter-get-iter
Get the parameters of the Template.
Input Name

Range

templateparameterinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

templateparameterinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the templatemanagement object. All template-management objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

templateparameterThe list of attributes of template-management objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
template-management objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

[top]

template-management-template-parameter-modify

[top]

Modify attributes of a parameter.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

default-value

string
optional

Default value of the parameter

name

string

template

Name of the parameter

template-name Name of the template

Errno

Description

E_TEMPLATE_PERMISSION_DENIED
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE
E_TEMPLATE_CONST_MAX_LEN
E_TEMPLATE_CONST_MAX_MIN_LEN
E_TEMPLATE_CONST_ALLOW_VALS
E_TEMPLATE_TYPE_CHECK_FAILED

template-management-template-parameter-modify-iter
Modify attributes of a parameter.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

templateSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
parameterother element.
info

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple templatemanagement objects match a given query. If set to true, the
API will continue modifying the next matching templatemanagement even when modification of a previous templatemanagement fails. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number
of failed modify operations before the server gives up and
returns. If set, the API will continue modifying the next
matching template-management even when the modification
of a previous matching template-management fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is
set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

query

If modifying a specific template-management, this input
templateelement must specify all keys. If modifying templateparametermanagement objects based on query, this input element must
info
specify a query.

[top]

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of templatemanagement objects (just keys) that were not modified due to
some error. If set to false, the list of template-management
objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of templatemanagement objects (just keys) that were successfully
updated. If set to false, the list of template-management
objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

templatemanagementInformation about template-management objects that were
templatenot modified due to some error. This element will be returned
parameteronly if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
modify-iterinfo[]

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching template-management objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of template-management objects that matched the
query, but were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of template-management objects that matched
the query and were successfully updated.

templatemanagementThe template-management objects that were successfully
templateupdated. This element will be returned only if input element
parameter'return-success-list' is true
modify-iterinfo[]

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-provision

[top]

Configures a Vserver according to the specification provided in the template. This is an async operation.
On a successful queuing of the import operation, a job ID of the job that would configure the Vserver
would be returned.
Input Name

Range

Type

custominputs

custom-inputinfo[]
optional

template

string

Output Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Description
An array, one entry per each custom input.
The name of the template.
Description
The job id of the job that was queued to configure the
Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-provision-error-get

[top]

Get the Template Provision Error Details.
Input Name

Range

Output Name

Description

templateprovisionerror-info
optional

desiredattributes
jobid

Type

[0..2^64integer
1]
Range

Job ID

Type

Description

templateprovision- The attributes of the template-management.
error-info

attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-rename

[top]

Rename a template.
Input Name Range Type
name
new-name

Description

string Name of the template
string New name of the template.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ETEMPLATENOTFOUND
E_TEMPLATE_FILE_NOT_EXISTS
E_TEMPLATE_NOT_SUPP_ON_RO_AND_SERVICE
E_TEMPLATE_SUPP_ONLY_ON_TEMPLATES
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE
E_TEMPLATE_SAME_NAME_EXISTS

template-management-template-upload

[top]

Upload a template.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of the template.

uri

string URI to upload the template.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_TEMPLATE_UPLOAD_FAILED
E_TEMPLATE_FILE_NOT_EXISTS
E_TEMPLATE_PROVIDE_DESTINATION_FILE_NAME
E_TEMPLATE_CLUSTER_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED

Element definition: custom-input-info
Name Range Type

[top]

Description

key

string Name of the attribute.

value

string Value of the attribute.

Element definition: template-info

[top]

When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated
in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

missingprerequisites

string
optional

Missing Prerequesites Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

name

template-name
optional

Name of the template Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

parent-template

string
optional

Parent template name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

permission

uuid

templatepermission
optional
uuid

Permission Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"readonly" - Read Only,
"readwrite" - Read Write
UUID of the template Attributes: non-creatable, non-

version

optional

modifiable

string
optional

Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: template-management-template-parameter-modifyiter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against template-management
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

error-message
templatemanagement-key

Description

templateThe keys for the template-management object to
parameter-info which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: template-name

[top]

The name of the Template.
[none]

Element definition: template-parameter-info

[top]

Template Parameter Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

allowed-vals

string
optional

Allowed values Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

default-value

string
optional

Default value of the parameter Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum length Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Name of the parameter Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

max-length
name

[0..2^321]

permission

string
optional

Template permission Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

range-max

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Maximum range Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

range-min

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Minumum range Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Recommended value of the parameter Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

recommendedvalue

templateName of the template Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

template

string
optional

type

Type of the parameter Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: template-provision-error-info

[top]

Template Provision Errors When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

failureerrornum

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

integer Failure Error Number Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

failure-reason

string
Failure Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

input-params

string[]
Input Parameters Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

jobid

[0..2^641]

integer
Job ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: template-name

[top]

The name of the Template.
[none]

Element definition: template-permission
template_permission Possible values:

[top]

"readonly" - Read Only,
"readwrite" - Read Write
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ucm
UCM provides a management framework to manage
configurations of all Fibre Channel (FC) adapters and Converged
Network Adapters (CNA) under Data ONTAP. Some adapters with
dual operational modes can be configured into either FC or CNA
modes. When configured as a CNA, the adapter can concurrently
support Ethernet and Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE). When
configured as an FC adapter, the adapter only supports native
FC. Not all adapters support both modes. Under FC or FCoE, Data
ONTAP supports two different functions or FC-4 types: initiator,
or target. The initiator type can be used for FC storage loops, FC
TapeSAN, and OPR functionality. The target type can be used for
SAN attach (FCP/Blocks access) functionality. To modify the
configuration of an adapter, use the ucm-adapter-modify API.

ucm-adapter-get
ucm-adapter-get-iter
ucm-adapter-modify

ucm-adapter-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the UC Adapter.
Input Name Range

Type

adaptername

string

desiredattributes

ucadapterinfo
optional

node-name

nodename

Output Name Range

Description
Adapter
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Node

Type

Description

ucadapter- The attributes of the UC Adapter.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ucm-adapter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of UC Adapter objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
uc-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes
max-records

adapter- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
ucadapterinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ucadapterThe list of attributes of UC Adapter objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more UC
optional Adapter objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the UC Adapter object. All
UC Adapter objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ucm-adapter-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of UC Adapter object.
Input Name Range

Type

adapter-name

string

fc4-type

ucm-type
optional

mode
node-name
Errno

Description
Adapter
Configured Type

ucm-mode
Configured Mode
optional
node-name Node
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: uc-adapter-info

[top]

Information for one UC Adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-name

fc4-type

mode

node-name

pending-fc4-type

pending-mode

status

supported-fc4-type-forcna-mode

Range

Type

Description

string
Adapter Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
ucmtype
optional

ucmmode
optional

Current Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Current Mode Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter

nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
ucmtype
optional

ucmmode
optional

Pending Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Pending Mode Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter

string Administrative Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
ucmtype[]
optional

Supported CNA Types Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Supported FC Types Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

supported-fc4-type-forfc-mode

supported-mode

ucmtype[]
optional

ucmmode[]
optional

"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Supported Modes Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter

Element definition: ucm-mode

[top]

The operational mode of the adapter. Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter
[none]

Element definition: ucm-type

[top]

The FC-4 type of the adapter. Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: useradmin
useradmin-domainuser-add
useradmin-domainuser-delete
useradmin-domainuser-list
useradmin-group-add
useradmin-group-delete
useradmin-group-list
useradmin-group-modify
useradmin-role-add
useradmin-role-delete
useradmin-role-list
useradmin-role-modify
useradmin-user-add
useradmin-user-delete
useradmin-user-list
useradmin-user-modify
useradmin-user-modify-password

useradmin-domainuser-add

[top]

Adds a nonlocal user into a group or groups. The user can be added as a SID or as domain\username.
This API is only used in a windows environment.
Input Name Range
useridentifier
useradmingroups

Type
string

Description
Name of the user in domain\username format. This can also be a SID
(Windows security identifier) describing a user. A SID has the format
S-1-5-21-int-int-int-rid.

useradminList of local groups to contain the domain user.
groupinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EPERM
ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-domainuser-delete
Removes a nonlocal user from a group or groups. The user can be removed as a SID or as
domain\username. This API is only used in a windows environment.

[top]

Input Name Range
useridentifier

Type
string

Description
Name of the user in domain\username format. This can also be a SID
(Windows security identifier) describing a user. A SID has the format
S-1-5-21-int-int-int-rid.

useradminRemove the SID from this list of local groups.
groupinfo[]

useradmingroups
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EPERM
ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-domainuser-list

[top]

List all of the SIDs in a given group. This API is only used in a windows environment.
Input Name

Range Type

group-name

string List only the SIDs in this group.

Output Name Range Type
user-identifiers

Description

Description

sid[] List of SID's inside of the group.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EPERM
ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-add

[top]

Adds a group given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradmingroup
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

useradmin- New group information. A group must have a name and at least one
group-info role. A comment is also allowed. All other fields are ignored.
Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-delete

[top]

Deletes a group.
Input Name Range Type
group-name

Description

string The name of the group to be deleted.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-list

[top]

Lists full information for all groups on the system.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

group-name

string
optional

List only the information associated with this group.

verbose

boolean
optional

Default is false. If set to true, then the allowed capabilities are
placed into the group-info structure. Depending on number of groups
and roles, this operation may take a long time.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
useradmingroups

useradminList of groups and information associated with them.
groupinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-modify

[top]

Modifies a group given the information provided.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

new-groupname
useradmingroup
Errno

string
optional

New group name for this group. This is used to rename the group
specified in useradmin-group. If this value is invalid, useradmingroup-modify fails without changing anything. The value is optional,
and if not provided, the group name will be unchanged.

A group must have a name. If one or more roless and/or a comment
useradminis provided, the group is modified accordingly. All other fields are
group-info
ignored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-add

[top]

Adds a role given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradminrole
Errno

Type

Description

New role information. A role must have a name and at least one
useradminallowed capability. A role-info comment is also allowed. All other fields
role-info
are ignored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-delete

[top]

Deletes a role.
Input Name Range Type
role-name
Errno

Description

string The name of the role to be deleted.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-list

[top]

Lists full information for all roles on the system.
Input Name

Range

role-name
Output Name

Range

useradmin-roles
Errno

Type

Description

string
optional

List only the information associated with this role.

Type

Description

useradmin-role-info[] List of roles and information associated with them.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-modify

[top]

Modifies a role given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradminrole
Errno

Type

Description

useradmin- A role must have a name. If one or more capabilities and/or a
role-info comment is provided, the role is modified accordingly.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-add

[top]

Adds a user given the information provided.
Input Name Range
password
useradminuser

Type
string

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPASSWORD

Yes

Password for the user. Please see documentation for constraints on
the password.

New user information. A user must have a name and at least one
useradmingroup. A comment and full-name are also allowed. All other fields are
user-info
ignored.

Errno

Vfiler-enabled

Description

Description

useradmin-user-delete

[top]

Deletes a user.
Input Name Range Type
user-name

Description

string The name of the user to be deleted.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-list

[top]

Lists information for all administrative users on the system with the exception of root and snmp.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

group-name

string
optional

List only the users which are a part of this group. This option must
be left empty if the option "user-name" contains a value.

user-name

string
optional

List only the information associated with this user. This option must
be left empty if the option "group-name" contains a value.

verbose

boolean
optional

Default is false. If set to true, then the allowed capabilities are
placed into the user-info structure. Depending on number of users,
groups, and roles; this operation may take a long time.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

useradminusers

useradminList of users and information associated with them.
user-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-modify

[top]

Modifies a user given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradmin-

Type

Description

useradmin-

A user must have a name. If one or more groups a comment and/or a
full-name is provided, the user is modified accordingly. All other fields

user

user-info

Errno

are ignored.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-modify-password

[top]

Changes the password of a specified user.
Input Name Range
newpassword

Type
string

Description
New password for the user. Please see documentation for constraints on
the password.

Current password for the user. A user with the capability 'securitystring passwd-change-others' and at least the same capabilities as the user
optional being changed, does not need to enter the current password in order to
change it to a new one.

oldpassword
user-name

string

Errno

The user who's password should be changed.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EONTAPI_EPERM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: sid

[top]

Windows security identifier describing a user. A SID has the format S-1-5-21-int-int-int-rid.
[none]

Element definition: useradmin-group-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a group.
Name
allowedcapabilities

Range

Type

Description

useradmincapabilityList of capabilities the group is allowed.
info[]
optional

comment

string
optional

name

string

rid

string
optional

Comment for the group.
Name of the group.
Unique relative identifier (per domain) for this group. (Used only for
Windows.)

useradmin- List of roles this group contains. The only included entry in this
role-info[] structure is the name field. For full role information user useradminrole-list.
optional

useradminroles

Element definition: useradmin-role-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a role.
Name

Range

Type

Description

useradmin-capability-info[]
List of capabilities the role is allowed.
optional

allowed-capabilities
comment

string
optional

name

string

Comment for the role.
Name of the role.

Element definition: useradmin-user-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a user.
Name
allowedcapabilities

Range

Type

Description

useradmincapabilityList of capabilities the user is allowed.
info[]
optional

comment

string
optional

Comment for the user. This is only set if the user has a comment.

full-name

string
optional

Full name of the user. (Used only for Windows.) This is only set if the
user has a full-name.

name

string

passwordmaximumage

integer
optional

Number of days that this user's password can be active before the user
must change it. Default value is 2^31-1 days.

passwordminimumage

integer
optional

Number of days that this user's password must be active before the
user can change it. Default value is 0.

rid

string
optional

Unique relative identifier (per domain) for this user. (Used only for
Windows.)

status

string
optional

Current status of the user account. This element cannot be used as an
input. It is used as an output for useradmin-user-list. Possible values:
"enabled", "disabled", or "expired".

useradmingroups

Name of the user.

useradmin- List of groups this user is part of. The only included entry in this
structure is the name field. For full group information user useradmingroupinfo[]
group-list.

Element definition: useradmin-capability-info

[top]

Capability to run a command or commands on the filer.
Name Range Type

Description

Name of the capability Possible values include: "*", "login-*", "cli-*", "api-*",
string "security-*"... Instead of "*", commands and subcommands can be specified
directly. Please see man page or other documentation for more details.

name

Element definition: useradmin-group-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a group.
Name

Range

allowedcapabilities

Type

Description

useradmincapabilityList of capabilities the group is allowed.
info[]
optional

comment

string
optional

name

string

Name of the group.

string
optional

rid
useradminroles

Comment for the group.
Unique relative identifier (per domain) for this group. (Used only for
Windows.)

useradmin- List of roles this group contains. The only included entry in this
role-info[] structure is the name field. For full role information user useradminrole-list.
optional

Element definition: useradmin-role-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a role.
Name
allowed-capabilities

Range

Type

Description

useradmin-capability-info[]
List of capabilities the role is allowed.
optional

comment

string
optional

name

string

Comment for the role.
Name of the role.

Element definition: useradmin-capability-info
Capability to run a command or commands on the filer.

[top]

Name Range Type
name

Description

Name of the capability Possible values include: "*", "login-*", "cli-*", "api-*",
string "security-*"... Instead of "*", commands and subcommands can be specified
directly. Please see man page or other documentation for more details.

APIs in Category: virtual-machine
virtual-machine-get-info
virtual-machine-maintenance-event-acknowlege
virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get
virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get-iter
virtual-machine-system-disks-get-iter
vm-disk-object-store-create
vm-disk-object-store-destroy
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-create
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-destroy
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-get-iter
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-modify
vm-disk-object-store-get-iter
vm-disk-object-store-modify
vm-network-load-balancer-get-iter

virtual-machine-get-info

[top]

Retrieve virtual machine instance information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vminstanceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

The name of the node.

Type

Description

vminstance- The attributes of the virtual-machine.
info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAVMINFOACCESSERROR

virtual-machine-maintenance-event-acknowlege
Acknowlege that the system is ready for the event to start

[top]

Input Name Range Type Description
event-id

string Event ID

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get

[top]

Retrieve virtual machine instance maintenance event information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vm-instancemaintenanceevent
optional

event-id

string

A cloud provider-supplied unique event ID for this virtual machine
maintenance event, for example 2831c724-97ca-4395-b8d3a65c2a65b502.

node

filer-id

The name of the node.

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

vm-instancemaintenance- The attributes of the virtual-machine.
event

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve virtual machine instance maintenance event information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

vm-instancemaintenanceevent
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

vm-instancemaintenanceevent
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the virtual-machine
object. All virtual-machine objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-

tag' obtained from the previous call.
Output Name

Range

Type

vm-instancemaintenanceThe list of attributes of virtual-machine objects.
event[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
virtual-machine objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

virtual-machine-system-disks-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve Cloud Volumes ONTAP virtual machine system disks details.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

virtualmachinesystemdisks-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the virtual-machinesystem-disks object. All virtual-machine-system-disks objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

virtualmachinesystemThe list of attributes of virtual-machine-system-disks objects.
disksinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more virtualstring
optional machine-system-disks objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
virtualmachinesystemdisks-info
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

The number of records returned in this call.
Description

EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAVMINFOACCESSERROR

vm-disk-object-store-create

[top]

Define the configuration for an object store.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

azure-account

string

Azure Storage Account.

azure-privatekey

string

Azure Storage Account Access Key.

containername

string

Container Name.

filer-id

ONTAP Node Name.

node
object-storename
port

object-storeONTAP Name for this Object Store Config.
name
[0..65535]

integer

Port Number of the Object Store.

server

string

Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Object Store Server.

update-partner

boolean
optional

Required parameter when the system is running in an HA
configuration.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAOBJECTSTOREDUPLICATE
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMETOOLONG
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMETOOSHORT
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMENOTVALID
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMEINVALIDFIRSTCHAR
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMEINUSE
EVSAREQUPDATEPARTNER
EVSANOPARTNERNAME
EVSAINVALIDOPTIONUPDATEPARTNER
EVSAOBJECTSTORECONFIGSYNC
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER

Description

vm-disk-object-store-destroy

[top]

Deletes the disk object store.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

Description

filer-id

object-store-name

ONTAP Node Name.

object-store-name ONTAP Name for this Object Store Config.
boolean
optional

update-partner
Errno

Update HA Partner
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAREQUPDATEPARTNER
EVSANOPARTNERNAME
EVSAINVALIDOPTIONUPDATEPARTNER

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-create

[top]

Add a DNS mapping to the cache.
Input Name Range
hostname
ipaddress
node

Type

Description

string

Hostname of the Object Store Server.

ip-address IP Address of the Object Store Server.
filer-id

The name of the Node.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-destroy
Delete a DNS mapping from the cache.
Input Name Range Type
hostname
node

Description

string Hostname of the Object Store Server.
filer-id The name of the Node.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

Description

[top]

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of cached DNS mappings.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
vm-diskobjectstorednscacheinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

vm-diskobjectstorednscacheinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vm-disk-object-storedns-cache object. All vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

vm-diskobjectstorednsThe list of attributes of vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache objects.
cacheinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vmdisk-object-store-dns-cache objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-modify
Modify a DNS mapping in the cache.
Input Name Range
hostname
ipaddress
node

Type

Description

string

Hostname of the Object Store Server.

ip-address IP Address of the Object Store Server.
filer-id

The name of the Node.

[top]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

vm-disk-object-store-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of object store configurations.
Input Name

Range

vmdiskobjectstoreinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vmdiskobjectstoreinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vm-disk-object-store
object. All vm-disk-object-store objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vmdiskobjectThe list of attributes of vm-disk-object-store objects.
storeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vm-diskoptional object-store objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vm-disk-object-store-modify

[top]

Modify the configuration of an object store.
Input Name
azure-private-

Range

Type
string

Description
Azure Storage Account Access Key.

key

optional

node

filer-id

object-storename

object-storename

server

string
optional

Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Object Store Server.

update-partner

boolean
optional

Required parameter when the system is running in an HA
configuration.

ONTAP Node Name.
ONTAP Name for this Object Store Config.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAREQUPDATEPARTNER
EVSANOPARTNERNAME
EVSAINVALIDOPTIONUPDATEPARTNER
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER

vm-network-load-balancer-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve network load balancer information.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
vmnetworkloadbalancerinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

vmnetworkloadbalancerinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the virtual-machine
object. All virtual-machine objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

vmnetworkloadThe list of attributes of virtual-machine objects.
balancerinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more virtualmachine objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: object-store-name
Name of the object store
[none]

[top]

Element definition: virtual-machine-system-disks-info

[top]

Cloud Volumes ONTAP virtual machine system disks. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

node

nodeThe name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonname
modifiable
optional

vmdisk-bustarget-lun-id

string Bus-Target-LUN ID for the disk. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

vmdisk-capacity

string
Size of the system disk Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vmdisk-filename

string File name of the system disk used by the hypervisor. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
System Disk ID. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vmdisk-id

string Platform-specific disk information. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

vmdisk-info

string Purpose of the System Disk - Boot, NVRAM or Core. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

vmdisk-purpose

string Type of the system disk - VMDISK or SSD. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vmdisk-type

Element definition: vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-info
VM Disk Object Store DNS Cache. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

hostname

string Hostname of the Object Store Server. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

ipaddress

ipIP Address of the Object Store Server. Attributes: required-for-create,
address
modifiable
optional

lookup-

datetime Last time a DNS lookup was performed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-

[top]

time

optional modifiable

node

filer-id
The name of the Node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: vm-disk-object-store-info

[top]

VM Disk Object Store Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alive

boolean
optional

Is Server Alive. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

azureaccount

string
optional

Azure Storage Account. Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable

containername

string
optional

Container Name. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node

filer-id
optional

ONTAP Node Name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

objectstorename

objectstorename
optional

ONTAP Name for this Object Store Config. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port Number of the Object Store. Attributes: required-for-create,
non-modifiable

server

string
optional

Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Object Store Server.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

updatepartner

boolean
optional

Required parameter when the system is running in an HA
configuration. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

port

[0..65535]

Element definition: vm-instance-info
Virtual machine instance information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

account-id

The cloud provider-associated account ID for this virtual machine, for
string example 122047257761. This parameter is usually associated with a
optional cloud provider login ID and password. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

automaticrestart

string Automatic restart policy setting. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

availabilityzone

A distinct location within a region that is insulated from failures in
other availability zones. It provides low-latency network connectivity
string
to other availability zones in the same region. A typical availability
optional
zone name might be us-east-1d which would reside within the useast-1 region. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cpuplatform
fault-domain

string CPU platform of the instance Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
A cloud provider-assigned numerical fault domain ID for this virtual
[0..2^32- integer
machine within an Availability Set. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

image-id

The image ID installed on this virtual machine instance, for example
ami-26bahc7c. It identifies a pre-defined template of a computing
device's software environment. It contains the operating system and
string
can also include application software, such as database servers,
optional
middleware, and web servers. In this case, the ID refers to an image
that contains everything required to run Data ONTAP in the cloud.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

instance-id

A cloud provider-supplied unique instance ID for this virtual machine,
string
for example i-a9d42f89 or db00a7755a5e4e8a8fe4b19bc3b330c3.1
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

instancetype

A specification (as defined by the cloud provider) that defines the
memory, CPU, storage capacity and usage cost for a virtual machine
string instance. Some intance types are designed for standard applications,
optional whereas others are designed for CPU-intensive or memory-intensive
applications and so on. m3.xlarge is an example of an instance-type.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeThe name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

offer

A Marketplace is an online store that offers applications and services
either built on or designed to integrate with a particular cloud
string provider. A virtual machine offer corresponds to a class of product
optional offering from a publisher. An offer is a collection of SKUs. Every offer
appears as its own entity in the provider Marketplace. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

on-hostmaintenance
primary-ip
provider

string VM Policy setting when hypervisor host maintenance occurs.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The primary IP address assigned to this virtual machine instance,
optional e.g. 192.168.0.1. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The Provider on which this instance is running. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

region

A named set of resources in the same geographical area. For
example us-east-1 might be the name for a collection of compute
string
and storage resources on the eastern coast of the United States.
optional
Typically a region contains multiple availability zones. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

resourcegroup-name

string Resource group for the instance. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
A SKU is the smallest purchasable unit of an offer. While within the

string same product. class (offer), SKUs allow you to differentiate between
optional different features supported, VM image types and billing models
supported. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sku

string The version for this virtual machine SKU. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

sku-version
updatedomain

A cloud provider-assigned numerical update domain ID for this
[0..2^32- integer
virtual machine within an Availability Set. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
string The instance metadata version of this virtual machine instance.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

version

Element definition: vm-instance-maintenance-event

[top]

Virtual machine instance maintenance event. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

eventid

A cloud provider-supplied unique event ID for this virtual machine
string
maintenance event, for example 2831c724-97ca-4395-b8d3-a65c2a65b502.
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

eventstatus

Scheduled or Started. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
maint- values:
eventstatus
"scheduled" ,
"started"
optional

eventtype

Freeze, Reboot, or Redeploy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
maint- Possible values:
event"freeze" ,
type
"reboot" ,
optional
"redeploy"

node
notbeforetime

filer-id
The name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
datetime The event will not start before the indicated time, for example: Mon, 19 Sep
optional 2018 18:29:47 GMT. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vm-network-load-balancer-info
Network load balancer information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

active

boolean Network load balancer is actively receiving health probe requests on
optional this TCP port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastprobetime

datetime The timestamp of the most recent health probe request on this TCP
optional port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif-id
lif-name
node

[0..2^32- integer
ONTAP LIF ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string
ONTAP LIF Name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
filer-id The name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

A TCP port which is regularly probed by the network load balancer.
When the TCP port is healthy and open, the network load balancer will
probeinteger continue sending traffic to an associated network route. When
[0..65535]
port
optional unhealthy, the network load balancer will redirect all traffic intended for
this route to an alternate route. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
removelistener

Whether or not ONTAP has programmatically told the netwwork load
boolean
balancer to stop listening on the health probe associated with this LIF.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

string
Vserver Name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: maint-event-status

[top]

Cloud provider maintenance event status Possible values:
"scheduled" ,
"started"
[none]

Element definition: maint-event-type

[top]

Cloud provider maintenance event types Possible values:
"freeze" ,
"reboot" ,
"redeploy"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: object-store-name
Name of the object store
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: volume
volume-add
volume-autosize-get
volume-autosize-set
volume-autosize-set-async
volume-clone-create
volume-clone-get
volume-clone-get-iter
volume-clone-split-estimate
volume-clone-split-start
volume-clone-split-status
volume-clone-split-stop
volume-container
volume-create
volume-create-async
volume-destroy
volume-destroy-async
volume-encryption-conversion-get-iter
volume-encryption-conversion-pause
volume-encryption-conversion-resume
volume-encryption-conversion-start
volume-encryption-rekey-get-iter
volume-encryption-rekey-pause
volume-encryption-rekey-resume
volume-encryption-rekey-start
volume-expand-async
volume-flexgroup-capacity-tier-footprint-get-iter
volume-flexgroup-deploy-async
volume-flexgroup-deploy-simulate-aggr-layout
volume-flexgroup-get-create-limits
volume-flexgroup-get-expand-limits
volume-flexgroup-get-resize-limits
volume-footprint-get-iter
volume-get-filer-info
volume-get-iter
volume-get-language
volume-get-root-name
volume-get-supported-guarantees
volume-get-volume-path
volume-list-info
volume-list-info-iter-end
volume-list-info-iter-next
volume-list-info-iter-start
volume-mediascrub-list-info
volume-mirror
volume-modify-iter
volume-modify-iter-async
volume-mount
volume-move-get-iter
volume-move-pause

volume-move-resume
volume-move-start
volume-move-target-aggr-get-iter
volume-move-trigger-abort
volume-move-trigger-cutover
volume-offline
volume-offline-async
volume-online
volume-online-async
volume-options-list-info
volume-rehost
volume-rename
volume-rename-async
volume-restrict
volume-restrict-async
volume-scrub-list-info
volume-scrub-resume
volume-scrub-start
volume-scrub-stop
volume-scrub-suspend
volume-set-language
volume-set-option
volume-set-total-files
volume-size
volume-size-async
volume-space-get-iter
volume-split
volume-tiering-policies-list
volume-transition-check
volume-transition-prepare-to-downgrade
volume-transition-protect
volume-unmount
volume-verify-list-info
volume-verify-resume
volume-verify-start
volume-verify-stop
volume-verify-suspend
volume-wafl-info

volume-add

[top]

Adds disks to the given traditional volume. Specify the disks to add in the same way as for 'volumecreate'. Disks cannot be added to a mirrored traditional volume if one of its plexes is offline. Addition of
the specified disk(s) may not have completed by the time the API returns. Use 'volume-list-info' to
query the traditional volume's status, and thus determine when the disk addition is complete. It is not
possible to add disks directly to a flexible volume; if that is the goal, then consider using 'volumecontainer' to find the flexible volume's containing aggregate, then use 'aggr-add' to add the desired
disks there (which, of course, will make their storage available to all flexible volumes contained in that
same aggregate).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-count

Number of disks to add, including parity disks. The disks will come from
integer the spare pool. The smallest disks in the spare pool join the volume
optional first, unless "disk-size" is specified as an argument. Range : [0..2^311].

disk-size

The disk size in 4KB blocks. Disks that are within approximately 20% of
the specified size are selected for use in the traditional volume. If
neither the "disk-size" nor the "disk-size-with-unit" is specified, the
integer smallest disks in the spare pool join the traditional volume first. This
optional option is ignored if a specific list of disks to use is provided via the
"disks" argument. Range : [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either
"disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error
message will be returned.

disk-sizewith-unit

The disk size in specified unit. It is a positive integer number followed
by unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". This option is ignored if a specific list of
string
disks to use is provided via the "disks" argument. You must only use
optional
one of either "disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both
appear, an error message will be returned.

disks

disk- Specific list of disks to add to the traditional volume. If the traditional
info[] volume is mirrored and a specific disk list is supplied, another list
optional ("mirror-disks") must also be supplied with the same number of disks.

force

boolean Disks in a plex are not permitted to span spare spare pools. This
optional behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to "true".

mirror-disks

raid-group

volume

disk- Specific list of mirror disks needed to accompany the list in the "disks"
info[] argument. This list must contain the same number of disks specified in
optional "disks".
Specifies the RAID group (for example, 'rg0') to which the indicated
disks are to be added. When a RAID group other than the last RAID
group is specified, the traditional volume can no longer be reverted to a
version of ONTAP prior to 6.2. In such a case, the "force" option must
string be specified as well. By default, the filer fills up one RAID group with
optional disks before starting another RAID group. Suppose a traditional volume
currently has one RAID group of 12 disks and its RAID group size is 14.
If you add 5 disks to this traditional volume, it will have one RAID group
with 14 disks and another RAID group with 3 disks. The filer does not
evenly distribute disks among RAID groups.
string

Output Name Range
bad-disks

Name of the traditional volume to which disks are to be added.

Type

Description

diskList of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
info[]
disks.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMERGINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKDUP
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORVOL

volume-autosize-get

[top]

Given the name of a volume, get the autosize settings. This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range

Description
The name of the volume for which we want to get autosize.

Type

Description

growthresholdpercent

integer The threshold capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
optional grows. Range : [0..100]

incrementsize

string
The increment size by which the volume would be grown, in kbytes.
optional

is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
autosize-mode instead. When this parameter is 'true', the 'grow'
boolean
autosize mode is in effect, while 'false' means that the autosize mode to
'off'.

maximumsize

string

minimumsize

The maximum size to which the volume would be grown automatically,
in kbytes.

string The minimum size to which the volume would be shrunk automatically,
optional in kbytes.
string The operating mode of autosize. Valid values are "grow", "grow_shrink",
optional and "off".

mode
shrinkthresholdpercent

integer The threshold capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
optional shrinks. Range : [0..100]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-autosize-set

[top]

Given the name of a volume, set the autosize settings. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or
Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range
growthresholdpercent

increment-

Type

Description

Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which
integer autogrow is initiated. The default grow threshold varies from 85% to
optional 98%, depending on the volume size. It is an error for the grow threshold
to be less than or equal to the shrink threshold. Range : [0..100]

string

Specify the flexible volume's increment size using the following format <
number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute size to set. The optional
trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired units, namely 'kilobytes',

size

optional 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes' (respectively). If the trailing unit
character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as the number
of bytes desired. The default value of increment size is 5%.

is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
boolean autosize-mode instead. Setting this parameter to 'true' enables the 'grow'
optional mode, while setting it to 'false' disables autosize and sets the autosize
mode to 'off'. The default value is 'false'.

maximumsize

Specify the flexible volume's maximum allowed size using the following
format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute size to set. The
optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired units, namely
'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes' (respectively). If the
string trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
optional the number of bytes desired. The default value is 20% greater than the
volume size at the time autosize was enabled. It is an error for the
maximum volume size to be less than the current volume size. It is also
an error for the maximum size to be less than or equal to the minimum
size.

minimumsize

Specify the flexible volume's minimum allowed size using the following
format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute size to set. The
optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired units, namely
string 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes' (respectively). If the
optional trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of bytes desired. The default value is the size of the volume
at the time the 'grow_shrink' mode was enabled. It is an error for the
minimum size to be greater than or equal to the maximum size.

mode

string Specify the flexible volume's autosize mode of operation. Valid values are
optional "grow", "grow_shrink", and "off". The default mode is "off".

reset

Sets the values of is-enabled, maximum size, increment-size, minimumboolean
size, grow-threshold-percent, shrink-threshold-percent and mode to their
optional
defaults.

shrinkthresholdpercent

Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which
integer autoshrink is initiated. The default shrink theshold is 50%. It is an error
optional for the shrink threshold to be greater than or equal to the grow threshold.
Range : [0..100]

volume

string

The name of the flexible volume for which we want to set autosize.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-autosize-set-async

[top]

Given the name of a volume, set the autosize settings. This API is not supported for flexible volumes or
Infinite Volumes.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which

growthresholdpercent

autogrow is initiated. The default grow threshold varies from 85% to
integer
98%, depending on the volume size. It is an error for the grow
optional
threshold to be less than or equal to the shrink threshold. Range :
[0..100]

maximumsize

Specify the flexible volume's maximum allowed size using the
following format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute
size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the
desired units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and
'terabytes' (respectively). If the trailing unit character doesn't
string
appear, then < number > is interpreted as the number of bytes
optional
desired. The default value is 20% greater than the volume size at
the time autosize was enabled. It is an error for the maximum
volume size to be less than the current volume size. It is also an
error for the maximum size to be less than or equal to the minimum
size.

minimumsize

Specify the flexible volume's minimum allowed size using the
following format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute
size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the
desired units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and
string
'terabytes' (respectively). If the trailing unit character doesn't
optional
appear, then < number > is interpreted as the number of bytes
desired. The default value is the size of the volume at the time the
'grow_shrink' mode was enabled. It is an error for the minimum size
to be greater than or equal to the maximum size.

mode

Specify the flexible volume's autosize mode of operation. Valid
string
values are "grow", "grow_shrink", and "off". The default mode is
optional
"off".

reset

Sets the values of is-enabled, maximum size, increment-size,
boolean
minimum-size, grow-threshold-percent, shrink-threshold-percent
optional
and mode to their defaults.

shrinkthresholdpercent

Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which
integer autoshrink is initiated. The default shrink theshold is 50%. It is an
optional error for the shrink threshold to be greater than or equal to the
grow threshold. Range : [0..100]

volume

string

Output Name

Range

The name of the flexible volume for which we want to set autosize.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

Description

volume-clone-create

[top]

Create a flexible volume that is a clone of a "backing" or "parent" flexible volume. A clone is a volume
that is a writable snapshot of another volume. Initially, the clone and its parent share the same storage;
more storage space is consumed only as one volume or the other changes. If a specific snapshot name
within the parent volume is provided, it is chosen as the parent snapshot. Otherwise, the filer will create
a new, distinctively- named snapshot in the parent volume for that purpose. The parent snapshot is
locked in the parent volume, preventing its deletion until the clone is either destroyed or split from the
parent using the 'volume-clone-split-start' command (see below). This command fails if the chosen
parent volume is currently involved in a split operation. This command also fails if the chosen parent
volume is a traditional volume. Cloning is a new capability that applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
Input Name
comment
forceworm-clone
gid
junctionactive

Range

Type

Description

string A description for the clone volume being created. The maximum
optional length of the description is 1023 characters.
If set to 'true', forces the creation of clone on a worm volume. If set
boolean to 'false', clone creation on any worm volume will fail, because clones
optional of worm volumes are not deletable until all the inherited worm files on
newly created clone have expired. Default value is false.
[1..2^32- integer
The UNIX group ID for the clone volume.
optional
1]
This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
boolean default is true. If the mounted junction path is not accessible, the
optional volume does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This field
applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.
The Junction Path at which this volume is to be mounted.

junctionpath

string
optional

The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at
which a volume is mounted. Note that this pathname may itself
contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace
root volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As
with all fully-qualified pathnames , this string must begin with '/'. In
addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid junction path is: '/user/my_volume'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is
returned. If another volume is mounted at the specified junction path,
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is returned.

matchparentstorage-tier

Specifies whether the FlexClone volume splits the data blocks by
boolean matching its parent storage tier. This option is applicable only if the
optional tiering policy and the tiering minimum cooling days of the parent
volume and the FlexClone volume are the same.

parentsnapshot

Name of the snapshot within 'parent-volume' that is to serve as the
string parent snapshot for the clone. If not provided, the filer will create a
optional new snapshot named 'clone_parent_' (using a freshy-generated
UUID) in 'parent-volume' for this purpose.

parentvolume
parentvserver

qos-policy-

string

Name of the parent flexible volume for the clone.

string
Parent flexible volume's Vserver.
optional
The QoS Policy Group Name that is to be associated with this
FlexClone volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO).
If you do not assign a QoS policy group to a volume, the system will

string
not monitor and control the traffic to it. Note that "none" is a reserved
optional
keyword used to remove the association of a storage object to a QoS
policy group. Specifying "none" as a QoS policy group in this
command would have no effect.

groupname

Specifies the type of volume guarantee for the clone. Possible values:
string
none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided, then guarantee
optional
type is inherited from parent volume.

spacereserve
uid

[1..2^32- integer
The UNIX user ID for the clone volume.
optional
1]

volume

string

Desired name of the clone.
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

volumetype

string
optional

vserver

string

"rw" - read-write volume (default setting),
"dp" - data-protection volume
If not provided, the filer will assume the default value i.e. "rw"
volume. Creation of data-protection volume clone is only allowed from
parent-volume which is paloma logical DP volume.
Name of the Vserver in which the clone will be created.
Specifies the protection type for the volume in a Vserver DR setup.

vserver-drprotection

string
optional

Possible values:
'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOL_ALREADY_MOUNTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTBUSY
EDP_CLONE_NOT_ALLOWED
ESNAPSHOT_NOT_EXPORTED
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVOL_MAX_CLONEDEPHREACHED
EONDEMAND_CANT_CREATE_FILE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED
EPARENT_NOT_DP_VSERVER_WHEN_CLONE_IN_DIFFERENT_VSERVER
E_PROTECTION_HANDLING_FAILED
E_GUARANTEED_CLONE_CANT_BE_LOGICALLY_ENFORCED

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-get

[top]

Display details of a specific FlexClone volume
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

volumecloneinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

volume

string

Output Name Range

FlexClone Volume

Type

Description

volumeclone- The attributes of the volume.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTCLONE
EVOL7MSNAPSHOT

volume-clone-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of FlexClone volumes
Input Name

Range

volumecloneinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

volumecloneinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributes-

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 10
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
volumeclone-

Description
The list of attributes of volume objects.

list

info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volume
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-clone-split-estimate

[top]

Display an estimate of additional storage required in the underlying aggregate to perform a volume
clone split operation. This command fails if applied to a traditional volume. Cloning is a new capability
that applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range
clone-splitestimate

Description
The name of the clone whose split usage is being estimated.

Type

Description

clone-splitAn estimate of the number of blocks required in the enclosing
estimate-info[] aggregate to split a clone from its parent.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTCLONE
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEINUSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-split-start
Begin the process by which the given clone is split off from its underlying parent volume and snapshot.
New storage is allocated for the clone that is distinct from its parent. This process may take some time
and proceeds in the background. Use the 'volume-clone-split-status' command to view the operation's
progress. Both clone and parent volumes remain available during the process of splitting them apart.
Upon completion, the snapshot on which the clone was based will be unlocked in the parent volume.
Any snapshots in the clone are removed at the end of processing. Use the 'volume-clone-split-stop'
command to stop this process. This command fails if applied to a traditional volume. Cloning is a new
capability that applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, a job is created to perform the split operation. The job id of the job is
returned in the API response. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specifies whether the FlexClone volume splits the data blocks by
boolean matching its parent storage tier. This option is applicable only if the
optional tiering policy and the tiering minimum cooling days of the parent
volume and the FlexClone volume are the same.

matchparentstorage-tier
volume
Output Name

Range

string

Name of the clone that we want split off from its parent volume and
snapshot.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The job id of the job that was queued to split the clone volume.
optional
1]

result-status

string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in-progress",
optional "failed".

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTCLONE
EVOL_SCAN_INIT_FAILED
EVOL_CLONE_BEING_SPLIT
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-split-status

[top]

Display the progress in separating clones from their underlying parent volumes and snapshots. If a
clone name is specified, then the split status for that clone is provided. If no clone name is provided,
then status is provided for all clones currently being split. This command fails if applied to a traditional
volume, and EONTAPI_EVOLNOTFLEX is thrown. Cloning is a capability that applies exclusively to
flexible volumes. This command fails if the volume specified is not a clone, and EVOLNOTCLONE is
thrown. This command fails if the volume specified is not being split, and EVOLOPNOTUNDERWAY is
thrown.
Input Name Range
volume
Output Name Range
clone-splitdetails
Errno

Type
string
optional

Description
The name of the clone being split off from its parent volume and
snapshot for which we want status.

Type
clone-splitdetail-info[]
optional

Description
List of clones that are currently being split from their parent
volumes, along with all relevant status information.

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_EVOLNOTFLEX
EVOLNOTCLONE
EVOLOPNOTUNDERWAY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINTERNALERROR
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EPARENTNOTONLINE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-split-stop

[top]

Stop the process of splitting off a clone from its parent volume and snapshot. All of the blocks that were
formerly shared between the given clone and its parent volume that have already been split off will
remain that way. This command fails if applied to a traditional volume. Cloning is a new capability that
applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
Input Name Range Type
volume

string

Description
The name of the clone for which we want to stop the process of being split
off from its parent volume and snapshot.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLNOTCLONE
EVOLOPNOTUNDERWAY
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-container

[top]

Return the name of the containing aggregate for the named flexible volume.
Input Name
volume
Output Name

Range Type
string
Range Type

Description
The name of the flexible volume for which we want the containing
aggregate.
Description

containingaggregate

string Name of the given volume's containing aggregate, if applicable.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-create

[top]

Create a volume.
The detailed behavior of this API depends on where it is received:
1. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, create a new flexible volume.
2. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, create a new flexible, traditional, or sparse volume with the given name and
characteristics. Freshly-created traditional volumes may not be operational immediately after the API
returns. Use 'volume-list-info' to obtain information about volumes, including the status of the newlycreated traditional volume in order to determine when it is fully operational.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups.
Input Name

antivirus-onaccess-policy

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of
the volume.} The name of the Anti-Virus On-Access policy. The
default policy name is 'default'.
If not specified when creating a volume, the Anti-Virus On-Access
Policy is inherited from the owning Vserver. Currently, this policy
can only be managed using the 'antivirus' command line interfaces.
This field specifies the block size used for volume efficiency
compression for the volume.

applicationio-size

cacheretentionpriority

string Possible values:
optional
'8K' ... 8K,
'auto' ... auto

string
optional

The cache retention priority that is to be associated with the
volume. This policy decides how long blocks of a volume will be
cached in flash pool once they become cold. The possible values for
this field are:
low - Cache the cold blocks for the lowest time.
normal - Cache the cold blocks for the default time.
high - Cache the cold blocks for the highest time.

Default cache retention priority is normal.
The caching policy that is to be associated with this volume. This
policy is used to make caching decisions for this volume. The
possible options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read
user data blocks and write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read
user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read, sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not
do any write caching.
noread-random_write - Write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks. It does not do any read caching.
meta-random_write - Same as meta and noreadrandom_write.
random_read_write-random_write - Same as
random_read_write and noread-random_write.
all_read-random_write - Same as all_read and noreadrandom_write.
all_read_random_write-random_write - Same as
all_read_random_write and noread-random_write.
all-random_write - Same as all and noread-random_write.
Default caching-policy is auto.
This optional parameter specifies the cloud retrieval policy for the
volume. This policy determines which tiered out blocks to retrieve
from the capacity tier to the performance tier. The available cloud
retrieval policies are:

cloudretrievalpolicy

constituentrole
containingaggr-name

string
optional

default - This policy retrieves tiered data based on the
underlying tiering policy. If the tiering policy is 'auto', tiered
data is retrieved only for random client driven data reads. If
the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only', tiered data is
retrieved for random and sequential client driven data reads.
If the tiering policy is 'all', tiered data is not retrieved.
on-read - This policy retrieves tiered data for all client driven
data reads.
never - This policy never retrieves tiered data.
promote - This policy retrieves all eligible tiered data
automatically during the next scheduled scan. It is only
supported when the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only'.
If the tiering policy is 'snapshot-only', the only data brought
back is the data in the AFS. Data that is only in a snapshot
copy stays in the cloud.

string
This parameter is not supported.
optional
string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The name of the aggregate in which to
create the new flexible volume. If provided, this argument must be
accompanied by the "size" parameter described below.

This input is required for creating a Cluster-Mode volume.

disk-count

Traditional volumes only. Number of disks to place into the new
traditional volume, including the parity disks. The disks in this
newly-created traditional volume come from the spare disk pool.
integer
The smallest disks in this pool join the traditional volume first,
optional
unless the "disk-size" argument is specified. Either "disk-count" or
"disks" must be supplied for traditional volumes. Range [0..2^311].

disk-size

Traditional volumes only. Disk size in 4KB blocks. Disks that are
within 20% of the specified size will be selected for use in the
traditional volume. If neither "disk-size" nor "disk-size-with-unit" is
specified, existing groups are appended with disks that are the best
integer match for the largest disk in the group. When starting new groups,
optional the smallest disks are selected first. This option is ignored if a
specific list of disks to use is specified through the "disks"
parameter. Range [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either
"disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an
error message will be returned.

disk-sizewith-unit

Traditional volumes only. Disk size in the specified unit. It is a
positive integer number followed by unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". This
string option is ignored if a specific list of disks to use is specified through
optional the "disks" parameter. You must only use one of either "disk-size"
or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error
message will be returned.

disks

Traditional volumes only. Specific list of disks to use for the new
disk- volume. If "mirrored" is set to true and a specific list of disks is
info[] supplied, the "mirror-disks" list with the same number of disks must
optional also be supplied. Either "disk-count" or "disks" must be supplied
when creating traditional volumes.

efficiencypolicy

string
optional

Efficiency policy name. This attribute selects the efficiency policy to
use for this volume. Each efficiency policy controls how volume
efficiency (deduplication and/or compression) will operate.
This policy can be created using the 'sis-policy-create' API.

encrypt

boolean
Specifies whether a volume is encrypted or not.
optional

excludedfromautobalance

When set to 'true', the volume is excluded from Auto Balance
boolean
aggregate processing. The default value is false, meaning that the
optional
volume is included in Auto Balance Aggregate processing.

export-policy

string The name of the Export Policy to be used by NFS/CIFS protocols.
optional The default policy name is 'default'.
This field specifies the default extent size for the volume. In case of
WAFL volumes, this option would always be set to 4K. For
MetaWAFL volumes, the possible values are as follows.

extent-size

string Possible values:
optional
'4K' ... 4K,
'8K' ... 8K,
'16K' ... 16K,
'32K' ... 32K
The name of the FlexCache policy.

flexcachecache-policy

string The default policy name is 'default'.
optional
This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-cache-policy-create' API.

The name of the FlexCache prefill policy.
flexcachefill-policy

string The default policy name is 'default'.
optional
This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-fill-policy-create' API.

flexcacheoriginvolumename

The name of the origin volume that contains the authoritative data.
string
This field is valid only for a FlexCache volume. The origin volume
optional
must belong to the same Vserver that owns this volume.

force

Traditional volumes only. Disks in a plex are not normally
boolean
permitted to span spare pools. This behavior is overridden with this
optional
option when it is set to "true".

group-id

[0..2^32- integer
The UNIX group ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
optional
1]

is-junctionactive

This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
boolean default is true. If the mounted junction path is not accessible, the
optional volume does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This
field applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.

is-mirrored

Traditional volumes only. Specifies that the new traditional volume
boolean be mirrored (have two plexes). If set to "true", then the indicated
optional disks will be split across the two plexes. By default, the new volume
will not be mirrored.
If true, the controller performs additional work at boot and takeover
times if it finds that there has been any potential data loss in this
volume due to an NVRAM failure.
For 7-Mode volumes, it causes the invalidation of all NFS file handles
on all volumes affected by the problem so that client-side users are
forced to remount the affected file system (and thus not continue to
use potentially incorrect data).

is-nvfailenabled

It is also possible to specify a set of files per volume that are to be
string renamed out of the way in these cases. The controller sends error
optional messages to the console whenever such problems are found.
For Cluster-Mode volumes, the volume would be put in a special
state called 'in-nvfailed-state' such that protocol access is blocked.
This will cause the client applications to crash and thus prevent
access to stale data on the volume.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume.
By default, this value is false.

is-snaplock

Specifies the creation of a SnapLock volume. By default, is-snaplock
is not specified. When is-snaplock is "true" the type of snaplock
volume is determined in the following way - 1> If snaplock-type is
set, create the type specified in snaplock-type (see snaplock-type
for more details) 2> Otherwise, create a Snaplock enterprise
volume if a Snaplock enterprise license has been installed. 3>
Otherwise, create a Snaplock compliance volume.
boolean
ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if the required Snaplock
optional
Compliance or Enterprise license is not installed.
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock Compliance
Clock is not running. If you need to create a snaplock volume, the
suggested method is to specify snaplock-type as "compliance" or
"enterprise" and not specify is-snaplock at all. If you want to create
a non-snaplock volume, the suggested method is to specify neither
snaplock-type nor is-snaplock.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically, ONTAP
boolean enforces volume settings such that all the physical space saved by
optional the storage efficiency features will be calculated as used. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups in versions earlier than
9.9.0. The default setting is false.

is-spacereportinglogical

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the volume
boolean space such that all the physical space saved by the storage
optional efficiency features are also reported as used. This parameter is not
supported on FlexGroups in versions earlier than 9.9.0. The default
setting is false.
If true, this volume is the namespace root volume of the Vserver
which owns this volume. The default value is false.

is-vserverroot

boolean
When creating a volume, if this field is set to true, the new volume
optional
is to become the new namespace root volume of the Vserver. This
field can be used in a recovery scenario in which the namespace
root volume of the Vserver becomes unrecoverable.
The Junction Path at which this volume is to be mounted.

junctionpath

The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at
which a volume is mounted. The pathname is case insensitive and
must be unique within a Vserver's namespace. Note that this
pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume (other
than the namespace root volume) that provides storage along the
string pathname's length. As with all fully-qualified pathnames , this string
optional must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid junction path is: '/user/my_volume'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is
returned. If another volume is mounted at the specified junction
path, EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is returned.
Specifies the language to use for the new volume via a language
code. The default language is the one used by the filer's root
volume. Available language codes are:

languagecode

string
optional

'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,

'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the
language code.
The maximum size (in bytes) to which any directory in this volume
can grow.
For 7-Mode volumes, the default setting of 10240 limits directory
size to 10 MBytes and allows it to hold up to approximately 300,000
files. For Cluster-Mode volumes, the default setting is 100 MBytes
and it allows the directory to hold up to approximately 3,000,000
[0..2^63- integer files. The number of files that the directory actually can hold varies
max-dir-size
optional depending on such things as the length of the names and whether it
1]
needs to use double-byte UNICODE characters.
Most users should not need to change this field's default setting. It
is useful for environments where system users may grow a directory
to a size that starts impacting system performance. When a user
tries to create a file in a directory that is at the limit, the system
returns a ENOSPC error and fails the create.
max-writeinteger
[0..2048]
optional
alloc-blocks

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation.
This feature is deprecated.

mirror-disks

diskTraditional volumes only. List of mirror disks to use. It must
info[]
contain the same number of disks specified in "disks".
optional

percentagesnapshotreserve

integer The percentage of disk space that has to be set aside as reserve for
optional snapshot usage. The default value is 5. Range : [0..90]

qosadaptivepolicy-groupname

The QoS Adaptive Policy Group Name that is to be associated with
this volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO) that
adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. NOTE:
string
"none" is a reserved keyword for deleting the association of the
optional
volume with a QoS adaptive policy group. Specifying "none" as a the
QoS adaptive policy group during volume creation will have no
effect. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups.

qos-policygroup-name

The QoS Policy Group Name that is to be associated with this
volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO). If you do
not assign a QoS policy group to a volume, the system will not
string
monitor and control the traffic to it. NOTE: "none" is a reserved
optional
keyword for deleting the association of the volume with a QoS policy
group. Specifying "none" as a the QoS policy group during volume
creation will have no effect.

raid-size

Traditional volumes only. Specifies the maximum number of disks
in each RAID group in the traditional volume. The maximum value
integer
for this parameter is of raidsize is 28. The default value is platformoptional
dependent. The valid range of values is also platform-dependent,

but never wider than [2..28].

remotelocation

size

snaplocktype

Specifies the remote host and volume name for the origin of the
FlexCache. A FlexCache license is necessary for this option to be
utilized. The default action is not to create a FlexCache Volume.
Format: : Create a sparse volume as a FlexCache for the given
string remote host and remote volume name. Remote Host: Should be
optional formatted as either the DNS hostname or as an IP address. Remote
Volume: Should be formatted the same as a volume name.
ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if the FlexCache service is not
licensed. EINVALIDINPUT is returned if the host, or source volume is
found to be invalid.
Flexible volumes only. The initial size of the new flexible volume.
The format to use is: < number > k|m|g|t where "k" means
kilobytes, "m" means megabytes, "g" means gigabytes, and "t"
string
means terabytes. If the trailing unit character doesn't appear, then
optional
< number > is interpreted as the number of bytes desired. If
provided, this argument must be accompanied by the "containingaggr-name" parameter described above.
Specifies the type of Snaplock volume to be created. Possible values
- "compliance" or "enterprise" ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if
the necessary Snaplock compliance or enterprise license has not
string
been installed. EINVALIDINPUT is returned if snaplock-type has an
optional
illegal value or if is-snaplock has been set to "false".
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock Compliance
Clock is not running.
The name of the snapshot policy.

snapshotpolicy

spacereserve

string The default policy name is 'default'.
optional
This policy can be created using the 'snapshot-policy-create' API. It
can be managed using the 'snapshot-policy-*' APIs.
Specifies the type of volume guarantee the new volume will use.
string
Possible values: none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided,
optional
the default volume guarantee type is volume.
Specifies the space SLO type for the volume. The space SLO type is
the Service Level Objective for space management for the volume.
The space SLO value is used to enforce existing volume settings so
that sufficient space is set aside on the aggregate to meet the space
SLO. The default setting is none. There are three supported values:
none, thick and semi-thick.
none: The value of none does not provide any guarantee for
overwrites or enforce any restrictions. It should be used if the admin
plans to manually manage space consumption in the volume and
aggregate, and out of space errors.
thick: The value of thick guarantees that the hole fills and
overwrites to space-reserved files in this volume will always succeed
by reserving space. To meet this space SLO, the following volumelevel settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 100 - 100% of the space required for
overwrites is reserved. Changing the volume's fractionalreserve setting is not supported.
semi-thick: The value of semi-thick is a best-effort attempt to
ensure that overwrites succeed by restricting the use of features

that share blocks and auto-deleting backups and Snapshot copies in
the volume. To meet this space SLO, the following volume-level
settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
space-slo

string
optional

Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 0 - No space will be reserved for
overwrites by default. However, changing the volume's
fractional-reserve setting is supported. Changing the setting
to 100 means that 100% of the space required for overwrites
is reserved.
Snapshot Autodelete: enabled - Automatic deletion of
Snapshot copies is enabled to reclaim space. To ensure that
the overwrites can be accommodated when the volume
reaches threshold capacity, the following volume snapshot
autodelete parameters are set automatically to the specified
values and cannot be modified:
enabled: true
commitment: destroy
trigger: volume
defer-delete: none
destroy-list: vol_clone, lun_clone, file_clone, cifs_share
In addition, with a value of semi-thick, the following technologies
are not supported for the volume:
File Clones with autodelete disabled: Only full file clones of
files or LUNs that can be autodeleted can be created in the
volume. The use of autodelete for file clone create is
required.
Partial File Clones: Only the full file clones of files or LUNs that
can be autodeleted can be created in the volume. The use of
range for file clone create is not allowed.
Volume Efficiency: Enabling volume efficiency is not
supported to allow autodeletion of Snapshot copies.

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

This field specifies the storage efficiency mode for the volume. The
'default' mode will set 8k adaptive compression on the volume. The
'efficient' mode will set auto adaptive compression on the volume.
The default setting is 'default'. This field is valid only on AFF
platforms.
Possible values:
'default' ... default,
'efficient' ... efficient

storageservice

string
This parameter is not supported.
optional

This parameter specifies the minimum number of days that user
data blocks of the volume must be cooled before they can be
considered cold and tiered out to the capacity tier. For volumes
tieringhosted on FabricPools, this parameter is used for tiering purposes
integer
minimum[2..183]
and does not affect the reporting of inactive data. For volumes
optional
cooling-days
hosted on non-FabricPools, this parameter affects the cooling
window used for reporting inactive data. The value specfied should
be greater than the frequency that applications in the volume shift
between different sets of data.
The tiering policy that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the

capacity tier. The possible values for this field are:

string
optional

tiering-policy

snapshot-only - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active
file system user data to the capacity tier.
none - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
backup - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred user
data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is snapshot-only.
Unix permission bits in octal string format.
It's similar to Unix style permission bits:
In Data ONTAP 7-mode, the default setting of '0755' gives
read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to group
and other users.

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, for security style "mixed" or "unix",
string the default setting of '0755' gives read/write/execute permissions to
optional owner and read/execute permissions to group and other users. For
security style "ntfs", the default setting of '0000' gives no
permissions to owner, group and other users.

unixpermissions

It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1.
Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects the set
user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes. The second
digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write (2)
and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
user-id

vm-alignsector

vm-alignsuffix

volume

volumecomment
volume-raidtype

[0..2^32- integer
The UNIX user ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
optional
1]

[1..7]

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files
created with the suffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input
integer parameter will have zero-filled <512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data
optional at the beginning so that it's actual data starts at a different offset
instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes to such files
are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary.
The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz' is
used to identify the files which needs to be aligned. This element
string
can only be specified if the vm-align-sector input element is also
optional
specified. See the description for 'vm-align-sector' above for more
information on this.
Name of the volume to create. The volume name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first
string
character must be a letter or an underscore. In Data ONTAP Clusteroptional
Mode, the volume names must be unique within a Vserver. In Data
ONTAP 7-mode, the volume names must be unique on a controller.
string
A description for the volume being created. Range:[0..1023]
optional
Traditional volumes only. Specifies the type of RAID groups to use
string
in the new traditional volume. The default is "raid4" on most
optional
platforms. Possible values: raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.
The security style associated with this volume.

volumesecurity-

Possible values:
string
optional

'mixed' ... Mixed-style security,
'ntfs' ... NTFS/Windows-style security,

style

'unix' ... Unix-style security (default for Flexible Volume)
Security styles don't apply to GX-striped data volumes.
Desired state of the volume after it is created.
string
optional

volume-state

Possible values:
'online',
'restricted',
'offline'
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:
"rw" - read-write volume (default setting),
"ls" - load-sharing volume,
"dp" - data-protection volume,
"dc" - data-cache volume (FlexCache)

string
optional

volume-type

Specifies the protection type for the volume in a Vserver DR setup.
vserver-drprotection

Output Name

string
optional

Range

bad-disks

Possible values:
'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.

Type

Description

diskTraditional volumes only. List of disks that were not added. This is
info[]
only returned if there are bad disks.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMERGSIZEINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMELANGUAGEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKDUP
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_DC_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED
E_QOS_LS_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED

Description

E_QOS_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED
E_PROTECTION_HANDLING_FAILED
E_FAILED_TO_ADD_KEY_INFO_INTO_VLDB
E_ENCRYPTION_KEY_CREATE_ERR
E_VV_CANT_CREATE_KEYS_FILE
E_VV_CANT_ACCESS_KEYS_FILE
E_ENCRYPTION_RESOURCES_UNAVAILABLE

volume-create-async

[top]

Create a volume. The ability to create Infinite Volumes has been removed as of Data ONTAP 9.4. When
creating a FlexGroup, four constituents will be created on every aggregate specified in the aggr-list
parameter. An aggregate may be specified multiple times to have extra constituents created on it. The
default value of four constituents per aggregate can be overriden by specifying a different value for the
aggr-list-multiplier parameter. This API is not supported for FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

aggr-list

aggr-listmultiplier

Range

Type

Description

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for FlexGroup
aggr- constituents. Each entry in the array will create a constituent on the
name[] specified aggregate. An aggregate may be specified multiple times
optional to have multiple constituents created on it. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroups.
Specifies the number of times to iterate over the aggregates listed
with the -aggr-list parameter when creating a FlexGroup. The
aggregate list will be repeated the specified number of times. For
example, if the aggr-list is "aggr1,aggr2" and the aggr-list-multiplier
integer
is 2 four constituents to be created in the order aggr1, aggr2,
[1..1000]
optional
aggr1, aggr2. The number of constituents created on a node
contributes to the maximum volume limit per node, which cannot be
exceeded. Default aggr-list-multiplier is 4. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroups.
This field specifies the block size used for volume efficiency
compression for the volume.

applicationio-size

string Possible values:
optional
'8K' ... 8K,
'auto' ... auto

autoprovision-as

string
optional

cacheretentionpriority

string
optional

The cache retention priority that is to be associated with the
volume. This policy decides how long blocks of a volume will be
cached in flash pool once they become cold. The possible values for
this field are:
low - Cache the cold blocks for the lowest time.
normal - Cache the cold blocks for the default time.
high - Cache the cold blocks for the highest time.
Default cache retention priority is normal.
The caching policy that is to be associated with this volume. This
policy is used to make caching decisions for this volume. The
possible options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read
user data blocks and write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read
user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read, sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not
do any write caching.
noread-random_write - Write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks. It does not do any read caching.
meta-random_write - Same as meta and noreadrandom_write.
random_read_write-random_write - Same as
random_read_write and noread-random_write.
all_read-random_write - Same as all_read and noreadrandom_write.
all_read_random_write-random_write - Same as
all_read_random_write and noread-random_write.
all-random_write - Same as all and noread-random_write.
Default caching-policy is auto. This parameter is only supported for
FlexGroups.
This optional parameter specifies the cloud retrieval policy for the
volume. This policy determines which tiered out blocks to retrieve
from the capacity tier to the performance tier. The available cloud
retrieval policies are:

cloudretrievalpolicy

containingaggr-name

efficiencypolicy

string
optional

default - This policy retrieves tiered data based on the
underlying tiering policy. If the tiering policy is 'auto', tiered
data is retrieved only for random client driven data reads. If
the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only', tiered data is
retrieved for random and sequential client driven data reads.
If the tiering policy is 'all', tiered data is not retrieved.
on-read - This policy retrieves tiered data for all client driven
data reads.
never - This policy never retrieves tiered data.
promote - This policy retrieves all eligible tiered data
automatically during the next scheduled scan. It is only
supported when the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only'.
If the tiering policy is 'snapshot-only', the only data brought
back is the data in the AFS. Data that is only in a snapshot
copy stays in the cloud.

Flexible volumes only. The name of the aggregate in which to
string
create the new flexible volume. If provided, this argument must be
optional
accompanied by the "size" parameter described below.

string
optional

boolean

Efficiency policy name. This attribute selects the efficiency policy to
use for this volume. Each efficiency policy controls how volume
efficiency (deduplication and/or compression) will operate.
This policy can be created using the 'sis-policy-create' API. This
parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

encrypt

optional

Specifies whether a volume is encrypted or not.

encryptiontype

This parameter specifies the encryption-type of the FlexGroup
created where the system automatically selects aggregates. If the
value is 1, the FlexGroup will be unencrypted. If the value is 2, the
integer FlexGroup will be of type NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption). If the
optional value is 3, the FlexGroup will be of type NAE (NetApp Aggregate
Encryption). The default value is none. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically
selects aggregates.

excludedfromautobalance

When set to 'true', the volume is excluded from Auto Balance
boolean aggregate processing. The default value is false, meaning that the
optional volume is included in Auto Balance Aggregate processing. This
parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

export-policy

string The name of the Export Policy to be used by the NFS protocol. The
optional default policy name for FlexGroups is 'default'.
The name of the FlexCache policy.

flexcachecache-policy

string
optional

The default policy name is 'default'.
This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-cache-policy-create' API. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroups.
The name of the FlexCache prefill policy.
The default policy name is 'default'.

flexcachefill-policy

string
optional

flexcacheoriginvolumename

The name of the origin volume that contains the authoritative data.
string This field is valid only for a FlexCache volume. The origin volume
optional must belong to the same Vserver that owns this volume. This
parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

group-id
is-junctionactive

This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-fill-policy-create' API. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroups.

[0..2^32- integer The UNIX group ID for the volume. The default value for FlexGroups
optional is 0.
1]
This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
boolean default is true. If the mounted junction path is not accessible, the
optional volume does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This
field applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.
If true, the controller performs additional work at boot and takeover
times if it finds that there has been any potential data loss in the
volume's constituents due to an NVRAM failure.

is-nvfailenabled

The volume's constituents would be put in a special state called 'innvfailed-state' such that protocol access is blocked. This will cause
boolean
the client applications to crash and thus prevent access to stale
optional
data.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume's constituents.
By default, this value is true.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically, ONTAP
boolean enforces volume settings such that all the physical space saved by
optional the storage efficiency features will be calculated as used. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. The
default setting is false.

is-spacereportinglogical

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the volume
boolean space such that all the physical space saved by the storage
optional efficiency features are also reported as used. This parameter is not
supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. The default setting is
false.
If true, this volume is the namespace root volume of the Vserver
which owns this volume. The default value is false.

is-vserverroot

boolean When creating a volume, if this field is set to true, the new volume
optional is to become the new namespace root volume of the Vserver. This
field can be used in a recovery scenario in which the namespace
root volume of the Vserver becomes unrecoverable. This parameter
is not supported for FlexGroups.
The Junction Path at which the volume is to be mounted.
The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at
which the volume is mounted. The pathname is case insensitive.
This string must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
The pathname must be unique within a Vserver's namespace.

junctionpath

Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is
string
returned. If another volume is mounted at the specified junction
optional
path, EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is returned. For FlexGroups the
following rules apply:
The pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume
(other than the namespace root volume) that provides storage
along the pathname's length.
An example of a valid junction path is: '/user/my_volume'. If the
junction-path is not specified, the FlexGroup is not mounted.
Specifies the language to use for the new volume via a language
code. The default language is the one used by the filer's root
volume. Available language codes are:

languagecode

string
optional

'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,

'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the
language code. This parameter is only supported for FlexGroups.
The maximum size of each constituent in bytes. The default value is
determined by checking the maximum FlexVol size setting on all
max[0..2^63- integer
nodes used by the volume. The smallest value found is chosen as
constituentoptional
1]
the default for the max-constituent-size for the volume. This
size
parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
The maximum size (in bytes) to which any directory in the volume's
namespace can grow.
max-dir-size

nodes

[0..2^63- integer Most users should not need to change this field's default setting. It
optional is useful for environments where system users may grow a directory
1]
to a size that starts impacting system performance. When a user
tries to create a file in a directory that is at the limit, the system
returns a ENOSPC error and fails the create.
Specifies an array of node names to be used for provisioning the
FlexGroup. If an array of node names is specified, only aggregates
nodefrom the specified nodes will be considered for provisioning. If no
name[]
value is specified, all nodes in the cluster will be used. This
optional
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

percentagesnapshotreserve

integer The percentage of disk space that has to be set aside as reserve for
optional snapshot usage. The default value is 5. Range : [0..90]

qosadaptivepolicy-groupname

The QoS Adaptive Policy Group Name that is to be associated with
this volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO) that
adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. NOTE:
string
"none" is a reserved keyword for deleting the association of the
optional
volume with a QoS adaptive policy group. Specifying "none" as a the
QoS adaptive policy group during volume creation will have no
effect. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups.

qos-policygroup-name

The QoS Policy Group Name that is to be associated with this
volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO). If you do
not assign a QoS policy group to a volume, the system will not
string
monitor and control the traffic to it. NOTE: "none" is a reserved
optional
keyword for deleting the association of the volume with a QoS policy
group. Specifying "none" as a the QoS policy group during volume
creation will have no effect.

size

The initial size of the volume in bytes. If size is not specified, then it
will use the system default which is 20MB for FlexVol volumes and
[0..2^64- integer
100GB per constituent for FlexGroups. For FlexGroups, constituents
optional
1]
must be a minimum of 100GB. If the constituents are smaller than
this, the FlexGroup will perform less than optimally.
The name of the snapshot policy.

snapshot-

string

This policy can be created using the 'snapshot-policy-create' API. It
can be managed using the 'snapshot-policy-*' APIs.

policy

optional
The default policy name for FlexGroups is 'default'.

spaceguarantee

Specifies the type of space guarantee the new volume will use.
string
Possible values: none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided,
optional
the default guarantee is "volume".

spacereserve

Specifies the type of volume guarantee the new volume will use.
string Possible values: none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided,
optional the default volume guarantee type is volume. This field is mutually
exclusive with 'space-guarantee'.
Specifies the space SLO type for the volume. The space SLO type is
the Service Level Objective for space management for the volume.
The space SLO value is used to enforce existing volume settings so
that sufficient space is set aside on the aggregate to meet the space
SLO. The default setting is none. There are three supported values:
none, thick and semi-thick.
none: The value of none does not provide any guarantee for
overwrites or enforce any restrictions. It should be used if the admin
plans to manually manage space consumption in the volume and
aggregate, and out of space errors.
thick: The value of thick guarantees that the hole fills and
overwrites to space-reserved files in this volume will always succeed
by reserving space. To meet this space SLO, the following volumelevel settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 100 - 100% of the space required for
overwrites is reserved. Changing the volume's fractionalreserve setting is not supported.
semi-thick: The value of semi-thick is a best-effort attempt to
ensure that overwrites succeed by restricting the use of features
that share blocks and auto-deleting backups and Snapshot copies in
the volume. To meet this space SLO, the following volume-level
settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:

space-slo

string
optional

Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 0 - No space will be reserved for
overwrites by default. However, changing the volume's
fractional-reserve setting is supported. Changing the setting
to 100 means that 100% of the space required for overwrites
is reserved.
Snapshot Autodelete: enabled - Automatic deletion of
Snapshot copies is enabled to reclaim space. To ensure that
the overwrites can be accommodated when the volume
reaches threshold capacity, the following volume snapshot
autodelete parameters are set automatically to the specified
values and cannot be modified:
enabled: true
commitment: destroy
trigger: volume
defer-delete: none
destroy-list: vol_clone, lun_clone, file_clone, cifs_share
In addition, with a value of semi-thick, the following technologies

are not supported for the volume:
File Clones with autodelete disabled: Only full file clones of
files or LUNs that can be autodeleted can be created in the
volume. The use of autodelete for file clone create is
required.
Partial File Clones: Only the full file clones of files or LUNs that
can be autodeleted can be created in the volume. The use of
range for file clone create is not allowed.
Volume Efficiency: Enabling volume efficiency is not
supported to allow autodeletion of Snapshot copies.

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

This field specifies the storage efficiency mode for the volume. The
'default' mode will set 8k adaptive compression on the volume. The
'efficient' mode will set auto adaptive compression on the volume.
The default setting is 'default'. This field is valid only on AFF
platforms.
Possible values:
'default' ... default,
'efficient' ... efficient

supporttiering

This parameter specifies whether or not FabricPools are selected
when provisioning a FlexGroup where the system automatically
selects aggregates. Only FabricPools are used if this parameter is
boolean
set to true and only non FabricPools are used if this parameter is set
optional
to false. The default value is false. This parameter is only supported
for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically selects
aggregates.

This parameter specifies the minimum number of days that user
data blocks of the volume must be cooled before they can be
considered cold and tiered out to the capacity tier. For volumes
hosted on FabricPools, this parameter is used for tiering purposes
tieringinteger
and does not affect the reporting of inactive data. For volumes
minimum[2..183]
optional
hosted on non-FabricPools, this parameter affects the cooling
cooling-days
window used for reporting inactive data. The value specfied should
be greater than the frequency that applications in the volume shift
between different sets of data.
The tiering policy that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the
capacity tier. The possible values for this field are:

tiering-policy

string
optional

snapshot-only - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active
file system user data to the capacity tier.
none - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
backup - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred user
data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is snapshot-only.
Unix permission bits in octal string format.
It's similar to Unix style permission bits:

unixpermissions

The default setting of '0755' gives read/write/execute permissions
to owner and read/execute permissions to group and other users.

string
optional It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1.
Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects the set

user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes. The second
digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write (2)
and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
This parameter specifies whether or not mirrored aggregates are
selected when provisioning a FlexGroup where the system
automatically selects aggregates. Only mirrored aggregates are
used if this parameter is set to true and only unmirrored aggregates
boolean are used if this parameter is set to false. Aggregate level mirroring
optional for a FlexGroup can be changed by moving all of the constituents to
the required aggregates. The default value is true for a MetroCluster
configuration and is false for a non-MetroCluster configuration. This
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

usemirroredaggregates

user-id

vm-alignsector

[0..2^32- integer
The UNIX user ID for the volume. The default value is 0.
optional
1]

[1..7]

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files
created with the suffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input
parameter will have zero-filled <512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data
integer
at the beginning so that it's actual data starts at a different offset
optional
instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes to such files
are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroups.

vm-alignsuffix

The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz' is
used to identify the files which needs to be aligned. This element
string
can only be specified if the vm-align-sector input element is also
optional
specified. See the description for 'vm-align-sector' above for more
information on this. This parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

volumecomment

string A description for the volume being created. The maximum length of
optional the description is 1023 characters.

volumename

string

Name of the volume to create. The name can contain letters,
numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character
must be a letter or an underscore.
The security style associated with this volume.

volumesecuritystyle

Possible values:
string
optional

'mixed' ... Mixed-style security,
'ntfs' ... NTFS/Windows-style security,
'unix' ... Unix-style security (default for FlexGroups)
Security styles don't apply to GX-striped data volumes.
Desired state of the volume after it is created.

volume-state

string
optional

Possible values:
'online' (default),
'restricted',
'offline'
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

volume-type

string
optional

'rw' - read-write volume (default),
'ls' - load-sharing volume,
'dp' - data-protection volume,
'dc' - data-cache volume (FlexCache)
Specifies the protection type for the volume in a Vserver DR setup.

Possible values:
vserver-drprotection

string
optional

'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.
This parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMERGSIZEINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED
EINSUFFICIENTAGGREGATES
EVOLUMEIMBALANCE
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_PARAM_ONLY_SUPPORTED_FOR_FLEXGROUPS
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_NAME_TAKEN
E_OLV_VOLUME_NAME_TAKEN_BY_FLEXGROUP
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_PHANTOM_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_MCC_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EXPORT_POLICY_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_VSERVERDR_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_UNDER_MINIMUM
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_OVER_MINIMUM
E_OLV_FG_CREATE_AUTO_AGGRS_FALSE

Description

volume-destroy

[top]

Destroy the specified volume or plex. If a flexible volume is specified, all of its blocks are freed and
returned to its containing aggregate; no other flexible volumes in the same containing aggregate (if
any) are affected. If a traditional volume is specified, all of its plexes are destroyed, and its disks are
returned to the appropriate spare pool(s). If a plex is specified, it must be for a mirrored aggregate
(which could potentially be embedded in a traditional volume), leaving it unmirrored. Only offline
volumes and plexes can be destroyed. Plexes are not supported for Cluster-Mode volumes.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of an existing volume or plex.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CLONE_PARENT
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVOL_IS_SNAPMIRROR_SOURCE
EVOL_IS_SNAPMIRROR_SOURCE_DEST
EVOL_IS_SNAPMIRROR_DEST
EAUTO_BALANCE_VOLUME_RUNNING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-destroy-async

[top]

Destroy a volume. The volume must be unmounted and must be offline before it can be destroyed.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

volume-name
Output Name
result-error-code
result-error-

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of an existing volume.
Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

message

optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAUTO_BALANCE_VOLUME_RUNNING

volume-encryption-conversion-get-iter

[top]

Display the encryption status of all volumes undergoing encryption
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

volumeencryptionconversioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
10

query

volumeencryptionconversioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

volumeencryptionconversion- The list of attributes of volume objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

volume-encryption-conversion-pause

[top]

Pause Volume Encryption Conversion
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-conversion-resume

[top]

Resume Paused Volume Encryption Conversion
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-conversion-start

[top]

Start Encryption Conversion of a Volume
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EKEYMANAGERSETUPNOTFOUND
EREKEYINPROGRESS

volume-encryption-rekey-get-iter

[top]

Display the encryption status of all volumes undergoing encryption rekey
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

volumeencryptionrekey-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
10

query

volumeencryptionrekey-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

volumeencryptionThe list of attributes of volume objects.
rekeyinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-encryption-rekey-pause

[top]

Pause Volume Encryption Rekey
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-rekey-resume
Resume Paused Volume Encryption Rekey

[top]

Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-rekey-start

[top]

Rekey a Volume
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EKEYMANAGERSETUPNOTFOUND
EREKEYINPROGRESS

volume-expand-async

[top]

Allows the user to increase the size of a FlexGroup by adding constituents. The size of the new
constituents is determined by the size of the smallest existing constituent.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volumes or Infinite
Volume constituents.
Input Name
aggr-list

aggr-listmultiplier

volumename

Range

Type

Description

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for FlexGroup
aggr- constituents. Each entry in the array will create a constituent on the
name[] specified aggregate. An aggregate may be specified multiple times
to have multiple constituents created on it.
Specifies the number of times to iterate over the aggregates listed
with the -aggr-list parameter when creating a FlexGroup. The
aggregate list will be repeated the specified number of times. For
integer example, if the aggr-list is "aggr1,aggr2" and the aggr-list-multiplier
[1..1000]
optional is 2 four constituents to be created in the order aggr1, aggr2, aggr1,
aggr2. The number of constituents created on a node contributes to
the maximum volume limit per node, which cannot be exceeded.
Default aggr-list-multiplier is 1.
string

The name of the FlexGroup to expand.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_PHANTOM_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_DOESNT_EXIST
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_EXPAND_NO_QUOTA
E_OLV_FG_EXPAND_NO_SNAPMIRROR
E_OLV_FG_EXPAND_NO_DP

volume-flexgroup-capacity-tier-footprint-get-iter
Get the current footprint in the capacity tier for FlexGroups.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

volumeflexgroupcapacity-tierfootprint-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

volumeflexgroupcapacity-tierfootprint-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the volume object.
All volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

string

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for

[top]

tag

Output Name

Range

the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

volumeflexgroupcapacity-tierThe list of attributes of volume objects.
footprintinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-flexgroup-deploy-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.6.0. Use the volume-create-async API without either the
'containing-aggregate' or 'aggr-list' parameters instead.
Deploys a FlexGroup on the cluster.
The FlexGroup is created with 8 constituents on each node in the cluster. The constituents are split
equally between the two largest aggregates on each node. If using two aggregrates per node is not
possible, all of the constituents are created on the largest aggregate on each node.
This API is only supported on clusters with 4 nodes or less. On clusters with more than 4 nodes, use the
volume-create-async API to create FlexGroups.
Input Name

size

Range

Type

Description

The initial size of the new FlexGroup, in bytes. The maximum size of
the FlexGroup is limited by the platform maximum FlexVol size
integer multiplied by 8 and multiplied by the number of nodes in the cluster.
The size of the FlexGroup is also limited by the available space in
the hosting aggregates.

spacereserve

Specifies the type of volume guarantee the new volume will use.
string
Possible values: none, volume. The default setting on All Flash FAS
optional
systems is none, otherwise the default setting is volume. .*

volumename

This specifies the name of the FlexGroup. The name of the The
FlexGroup can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore
string character (_), but the first character must be a letter or an
optional underscore. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the volume names must
be unique within a Vserver. The default value for the FlexGroup
name is 'fg'.
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

volume-type

string
optional

'rw' - read-write volume (default),

'dp' - data-protection volume,
string
This specifies the Vserver on which the FlexGroup will be located.
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_PARAM_ONLY_SUPPORTED_FOR_FLEXGROUPS
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_NAME_TAKEN
E_OLV_VOLUME_NAME_TAKEN_BY_FLEXGROUP
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_PHANTOM_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_MCC_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EXPORT_POLICY_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_VSERVERDR_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_TOO_MANY_FLEXGROUPS
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_AND_ROLLBACK_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_AGGREGATE_CREATE_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_AGGREGATE_CREATE_AND_ROLLBACK_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_AGGREGATES
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_VALID_AGGREGATES
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_VSERVER_CREATE_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_VSERVER_CREATE_AND_ROLLBACK_FAILED

Description

volume-flexgroup-deploy-simulate-aggr-layout

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.6.0. Use the volume-flexgroup-get-create-limits API
instead.
Get the aggregate layout that will be created when deploying a FlexGroup.
Return calculated number of aggregates, estimated aggregate capacity, disk count and disk type.
Output Name Range Type
aggr-count

Description

integer The number of aggregates that will be created.

aggr-size

integer The expected size of each aggregate.

disk-count

integer Total number of disks used for each aggregate.

disk-type

string

Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include
FCAL, ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAGGREXISTS
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS

volume-flexgroup-get-create-limits

[top]

Get a preivew of FlexGroup creation. If manually selecting the aggregates to create the FlexGroup, this
API will return the minimum and maximum size allowable for the FlexGroup. If using auto provisioinig,
this API will return the minimum and maximum size allowable, along with the type of disks that can
support the maximum allowable size. If a size is specified, the API will also return the list of aggregates
that will be used to create a FlexGroup of the requested size, along with the type of disks that would be
used. If a size is specified and a FlexGroup cannot be provisioned for the specified size, the API will not
return an error when using auto provisioning. An error is only returned for auto provisioning if no
FlexGroup of any size can be created on any aggregates.
Input Name

Range

aggr-list

aggr-listmultiplier

autoprovision-as

[1..1000]

Type

Description

aggrname[]
optional

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for
FlexGroup constituents. Each entry in the array will create a
constituent on the specified aggregate. An aggregate may be
specified multiple times to have multiple constituents created on
it.

integer
optional

Specifies the number of times to iterate over the aggregates listed
with the -aggr-list parameter when creating a FlexGroup. The
aggregate list will be repeated the specified number of times. For
example, if the aggr-list is "aggr1,aggr2" and the aggr-listmultiplier is 2 four constituents to be created in the order aggr1,
aggr2, aggr1, aggr2. The number of constituents created on a
node contributes to the maximum volume limit per node, which
cannot be exceeded. This parameter is only supported when
getting the create limits of a FlexGroup using the aggr-list
parameter. Default aggr-list-multiplier is 4.

string
optional
This parameter specifies the encryption-type of the FlexGroup

encryptiontype

integer
optional

nodename[]
optional

Specifies an array of node names to be used for provisioning the
FlexGroup. If an array of node names is specified, only aggregates
from the specified nodes will be considered for provisioning. If no
value is specified, all nodes in the cluster will be used . This
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

The initial size of the volume in bytes. If size is not specified, then
it will use the system default which is the number of constituents
times 200MB for FlexGroups.

nodes

size

created where the system automatically creates aggregates. If the
value is 1, the FlexGroup will be unencrypted. If the value is 2,
the FlexGroup will be of type NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption). If
the value is 3, the FlexGroup will be of type NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption). The default value is none. This parameter
is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the system
automatically selects aggregates.

spaceguarantee

supporttiering

usemirroredaggregates

string
optional

Specifies the type of space guarantee the new volume will use.
Possible values: none, volume.

boolean
optional

Use this parameter to specify whether FabricPools are selected
when creating a FlexGroup where the system automatically
selects aggregates. Only FabricPools are used if this parameter is
set to true and only non FabricPools are used if this parameter is
set to false. The default value is false. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically
selects aggregates.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether or not mirrored aggregates are
selected when provisioning a FlexGroup where the system
automatically selects aggregates. Only mirrored aggregates are
used if this parameter is set to true and only unmirrored
aggregates are used if this parameter is set to false. Aggregate
level mirroring for a FlexGroup can be changed by moving all of
the constituents to the required aggregates. The default value is
true for a MetroCluster configuration and is false for a nonMetroCluster configuration. This parameter is only supported for
FlexGroup creation where the system automatically selects
aggregates.
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

string
optional

volume-type

Output Name

Range

Type

"rw" - read-write volume (default setting),
"ls" - load-sharing volume,
"dp" - data-protection volume,
"dc" - data-cache volume (FlexCache)

Description

chosen-aggrcount

integer
optional

The number of aggregates the FlexGroup will be created on. This
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

chosen-aggrlist

aggrname[]
optional

The aggregates the FlexGroup will be created on. This parameter
is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the system
automatically selects aggregates.

chosen-aggrtype

string
optional

The disk type of the aggregates the FlexGroup will be created on.
This parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

chosencreate-error

string
optional

If the size parameter is specified, and creating a FlexGroup at that
size is not possible, the error string indicating why will be returned
via the chosen create-error parameter.

chosenprovidertype

string
optional

The object store provider type of the FabricPools the FlexGroup
will be created on. This parameter is only supported for FlexGroup
creation where the system automatically selects aggregates and
the support-tiering parameter is true.

max-createaggr-type

string
optional

The disk type of the aggregates that supports the maximum sized
FlexGroup that can be created. This parameter is only supported
for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically selects
aggregates.

string
optional

The object store provider type of the FabricPools that support the
maximum sized FlexGroup that can be created. This parameter is
only supported for FlexGroup creation where the system
automatically selects aggregates and the support-tiering
parameter is true.

max-createprovidertype

max-create- [0..2^64integer
with-dedupe
1]

The maximum sized FlexGroup that can be created with
deduplication.

max-create[0..2^64withoutinteger
1]
dedupe

The maximum sized FlexGroup that can be created without
deduplication.

flexgroupmax-sizeentry[]
optional

max-sizes

min-create

[0..2^64integer
1]

Errno

An array of maximum FlexGroup sizes that can be created for
each type of disks on the cluster. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically
selects aggregates.
The minimum sized FlexGroup that can be created. This is based
on a minimum constituents size of 100GB.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-flexgroup-get-expand-limits

[top]

Get the minimum and maximum expand limits for a FlexGroup.
Input Name Range Type
volumename

Description

string This specifies the name of the FlexGroup you want the the limits for.

Output Name Range Type

Description

max-aggrlist-withdedupe

Specifies the maximum array of names of aggregates that can be used
to expand the specified FlexGroup, with deduplication. Each entry in the
aggrarray corresponds to a constituent on the specified aggregate. The
name[]
number of times an aggregate is specified is the number of constituents
that can be created on it.

max-aggrlist-withoutdedupe

Specifies the maximum array of names of aggregates that can be used
to expand the specified FlexGroup, without deduplication. Each entry in
aggrthe array corresponds to a constituent on the specified aggregate. The
name[]
number of times an aggregate is specified is the number of constituents
that can be created on it.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-flexgroup-get-resize-limits

[top]

Get the minimum and maximum resize limits for a FlexGroup.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

This specifies the name of the FlexGroup you want the the
string
limits for.

volume-name
Output Name

Range Type

Description

max-resize-with-dedupe

integer

The maximum a FlexGroup can be resized to with
deduplication.

max-resize-withoutdedupe

integer

The maximum a FlexGroup can be resized to without
deduplication.

min-resize

integer The minimum a FlexGroup can be resized to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-footprint-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of volumes and their data and metadata footprints in their parent aggregate. The term
footprint is used to refer to space that is considered used in an aggregate due to data in a specific
volume. Some fields are expensive to compute, if the system is under load, the information may not be
returned. Best practise would be to only request the fields needed.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
footprintattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
footprintspecified on any number of attributes in the volume-footprint
info
object. All volume-footprint objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

footprintinfo[] The list of attributes of volume-footprint objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volumeoptional footprint objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-get-filer-info

[top]

Get information on what possibilities and parameters exist for volumes on a given filer.
Output Name Range
allowedraidtypes

Type

Description

raidtypeList of RAID types allowed for aggregates on this filer.
info[]
Checksum types supported by this filer. The possible values:
"zoned" - if all aggregates are Fixed VBN,
"block" - if all aggregates are Block Appended,
"mixed" - if aggregates are mixed (Fixed VBN and Block
Appended and Advanced Zoned),
"none" - if no aggregates have zoned or block checksums or
advanced_zoned checksum (azcs) or mixed,
"advanced_zoned" - if all aggregates have Advanced Zoned
Checksum scheme.

checksumtypes

string

defaultraidtype

string

Default type of RAID used to protect against disk failure in aggregates
on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.

string

Type of disks supported by this filer. Possible values: "512", "520",
"4096", "mixed", "none". "512" if all disks are 512 BPS, "520" if all
disks 520 BPS "4096" if all disks 4096 BPS, "mixed" if disks are mixed
512, 520 and 4096 BPS "none" if no disks have 512 or 520 or 4096
BPS.

disk-types

raidgroupsize

raidgroup- List of the RAID group sizing parameters for each RAID type
size-info[] supported on this filer.

root-volume

string

snapshotsmax

integer

Errno

Current root volume on the filer.
Maximum number of snapshots available per aggregate on the filer.
Range : [0..2^31-1].

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of volume objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

volumeattributes[] The list of attributes of volume objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
volumespecified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
attributes
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
volumeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
attributes
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-get-language

[top]

Get the given volume's language mapping.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the volume for which we want the language mapping.

Output Name Range Type

Description

language

Set to the volume's language mapping, in the form "LanguageCode (Full
string Name)" (e.g. "en_US (English (US))"). For more information on these
values, see 'volume-create'.

languagecode

Set to the volume's language code, suitable for use as an argument to
string other functions (e.g. "en_US"). For more information on these values, see
'volume-create'.
The NFS language mapping character set that is currently in effect for the
volume.
This field is of the following format: "<nfs-character-set>|<displayname>|<asctime>"
Note that "|" is not an OR syntax.
<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: "A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std

nfscharacter-set

string

1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12."
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format: "%.3s %.3s%3d
%02d:%02d:%02d %s %d"
This format takes the following parameters in order: <weekday name>,
<month name>, <month day>, <hour>, <minute>, <second>,
<timezone> OR <"">, <year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to "en_US", the default NFS
character set is as follows:
"iso-8859-1|iso-8859-1|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998"
The OEM language mapping character set that is currently in effect for the
volume.
This field is of the following format: "<oem-code-page>|<display-name>|
<asctime>"
Note that "|" is not an OR syntax.

oemcharacter-set

string

<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: "A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std
1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12."
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format: "%.3s %.3s%3d
%02d:%02d:%02d %s %d"
This format takes the following parameters in order: <weekday name>,
<month name>, <month day>, <hour>, <minute>, <second>,
<timezone> OR <"">, <year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to "en_US", the default NFS
character set is as follows:
"cp437|cp437|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998"

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-get-root-name
Return the name of the "root" volume on the filer. If this request is executed in the context of a vfiler,
the "root" volume of the vfiler will be returned. If this request is executed in the context of a Vserver
the "namespace root" volume of the Vserver will be returned. If the "namespace root" volume of the
Admin Vserver is requested, EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED will be returned.

[top]

Output Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the root volume for the filer.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-get-supported-guarantees

[top]

Returns the list of guarantee types that are supported on this volume. This just does semantic checks
and so enabling supported guarantees can still fail because of space checks.
Input Name

Range

Type

volume
Output Name

Description

string
Range

guarantee-types

Name of the volume. Ex: flex1, vol0 etc.

Type

Description

guarantee[] List of guarantee types supported on this volume.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-get-volume-path

[top]

Return the junction-path of the volume.
Input Name Range
is-style-cifs
volume
Output Name Range
junction
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

boolean CIFS-style-flag
string

Volume Name

Type

Description

string

Junction Path
Description

EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-list-info

[top]

Get volume status. Note that all RAID-related status items (e.g., 'raid-size', 'raid-status', 'checksumstyle') reported for a flexible volume actually describe the state of its containing aggregate.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

verbose

boolean If set to "true", more detailed volume information is returned. If not
optional supplied or set to "false", this extra information is not returned.

volume

The name of the volume for which we want status information. If not
string supplied, then we want status for all volumes on the filer. Note that if
optional status information for more than 20 volumes is desired, the volume-listinfo-iter-* zapis will be more efficient and should be used instead.

Output Name Range
volumes

Type

Description

volumeList of volumes and their status information.
info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EMISSINGVSERVERARGUMENT
ENODENOTFOUND
ESNAPMIRRORDESTINATIONBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-list-info-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous volume-list-info-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-list-info-iter-next

[top]

Continues an iteration through the list of volumes.
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string

Tag from a previous volume-list-info-iter-start.

Type

Description

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to volume-list-info-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

volumes

volume- List of volumes and their status information. See volume-list-info for a
info[] description of type volume-info.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-list-info-iter-start

[top]

Starts an iteration through the list of volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

verbose

boolean If set to "true", more detailed volume information is returned. If not
optional supplied or set to "false", this extra information is not returned.

volume

string The name of the volume for which we want status information. If not
optional supplied, then we want status for all volumes on the filer.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

This tells you the number of items that have been saved for future
retrieval with volume-list-info-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-mediascrub-list-info

[top]

Get the RAID media scrubbing status on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no name
is given, then status is provided for all RAID groups currently undergoing media scrubbing.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of traditional volume, plex or RAID group for which media

volume

string
optional

Output Name Range

scrub status is desired. If no name is given, then status is provided
for all RAID groups currently undergoing media scrubbing.

Type

Description

mediascrubdetails

mediascrubList of RAID groups and their media scrub status.
detail-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-mirror

[top]

Turns an unmirrored traditional volume into a mirrored traditional volume by adding a plex to it. The
plex is either newly formed from disks chosen from a spare pool or, if the "victim-volume" option is
specified, is taken from another existing unmirrored volume. The volume must currently be unmirrored.
Disks may be specified explicitly using the "mirror-disks" argument list option in the same way as with
the 'volume-create' and 'volume-add' APIs. The number of disks specified must exactly match the
number present in the existing traditional volume. If the disks to use are not explicitly specified, then
the appropriate disks are automatically selected to match those already in the traditional volume's
existing plex. It is not possible to directly mirror a flexible volume; if that is the goal, then consider
using 'volume-container' to find the flexible volume's containing aggregate, then use 'aggr-mirror' to
mirror that aggregate (which, of course, will case all other volumes contained in the given aggregate to
become mirrored as well).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

force

Force the mirroring operation through, past the normal roadblocks that
boolean would otherwise cause it to be aborted. For example, disks in a plex are
optional not normally permitted to span spare pools. This safety-drive behavior
is overridden when the 'force' option is provided and set to 'true'.

mirror-disks

Specific list of mirror disks to use. It must have the same number of
diskdisks as are present in the given traditional volume. The specified disks
info[]
are not permitted to span disk pools; this behavior can be overridden
optional
with the "force" argument.

victimvolume

The "victim" traditional volume to cannibalize in order to mirror the
given traditional volume. The result is a mirrored traditional volume that
string is otherwise identical to the original volume before the operation. The
optional "victim-volume" is effectively destroyed. "victim-volume" must have
been previously mirrored with this volume, then separated via the
"volume-split" command. "victim-volume" must be offline.

volume
Output Name Range
bad-disks

string
Type

Description

diskList of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
info[]
disks.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDISKDUP

Name of the traditional volume to be mirrored.

Description

volume-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of a volume or a group of volume objects.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes or FlexGroups.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

volume- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
attributes element.

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple volume objects match a
given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching volume even when modification of a previous volume
optional
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching volume even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching volume fails, and do
optional so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
count
1]
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
If modifying a specific volume, this input element must specify all
volumekeys. If modifying volume objects based on query, this input
attributes
element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of volume objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
volume objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name
failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

volumeInformation about volume objects that were not modified due to
modifysome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[]
'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching volume objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of volume objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of volume objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

volumemodify- The volume objects that were successfully updated. This element

iter-info[] will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
optional
Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

volume-modify-iter-async

[top]

Modify the attributes of an Infinite Volume, FlexGroup or a group of Infinite Volumes and FlexGroups.
Infinite Volume creation and expansion operations may involve creation and initialization of Namespace
Mirrors. The initialization is started during the creation of expansion operation, but can continue after
the Infinite Volume operation has completed. When this happens, the Infinite Volume will be in a
'mixed' state, until the Namespace Mirror initilization is complete. While in a 'mixed' state, further
operations of the Infinite Volume are not possible.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
This API does not require any license when operating on an Infinite Volume.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

volume- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
attributes element.
This input element is useful when multiple volume objects match a
given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching volume even when modification of a previous volume
optional
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching volume even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching volume fails, and do
optional so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
count
1]
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

returnfailure-list

returnsuccess-list

tag

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
If modifying a specific volume, this input element must specify all
volumekeys. If modifying volume objects based on query, this input
attributes
element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of volume objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true
If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean keys) that were successfully updated or scheduled for update. If
optional set to false, the list of volume objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

volumemodifyInformation about volume objects that were not modified due to
itersome error. This element will be returned only if input element
async'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching volume objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of volume objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of volume objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated or scheduled for update.

success-list

Errno

volumemodifyThe volume objects that were successfully updated or scheduled
iterfor update. This element will be returned only if input element
async'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-mount

[top]

Mount a volume on another volume (parent) with a junction-path. This API is not supported on Infinite
Volume constituents.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

activatejunction

This field optionally specifies whether the mounted volume is accessible.
boolean
The default is true. If the mounted path is not accessible, it does not
optional
appear in the owning Vserver's namespace.

exportpolicyoverride

boolean This field optionally specifies whether the parent volume's export policy
optional overrides the mounted volume's Export Policy. The default is false.
The Junction Path.

junctionpath

string

The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at which
a volume is mounted. The pathname is case insensitive and must be
unique within a Vserver's context. Note that this pathname may itself
contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace root
volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As with all
fully-qualified pathnames , this string must begin with '/'. In addition, it
must not end with '/'. An Infinite Volume has the additional restriction of
allowing only one element.
An example of a valid FlexVol or FlexGroup junction path is:
'/user/my_volume'. An example of a valid Infinite Volume junction path
is: '/repository'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned. If
this volume is mounted at a different junction path, or if another volume

is mounted at the specified junction path, EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is
returned.
volumename

The name of the volume.

string

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOL_ALREADY_MOUNTED
EVOL_MOUNT_FAILED
EJUNCTION_CREATE_FAILED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-move-get-iter

[top]

Get status of move operation
Input Name

Range

volumemoveinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

volumemoveinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

volumemoveThe list of attributes of volume objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volume
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

volume-move-pause

[top]

Pause running volume move operation.
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

vserver

string Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUME_MOVE_COMPLETED

volume-move-resume

[top]

Resume running volume move operation.
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

vserver

string Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUME_MOVE_COMPLETED

volume-move-start

[top]

Initially this API will run a series of checks to determine if the volume can be moved. If any of the
checks results in an error or warning, the API will return with an error. The user has to take the
necessary corrective action before restarting the move. If all the checks pass, the API will return a
success. If "perform-validation-only" is set to true, all the errors and warnings encountered from the
checks will be returned in the errors-warnings output element. The API will return successfully, and the
move will not be initiated. By default "perform-validation-only" is false, which means that the
destination volume will be created and the move will start. A flexvol can be moved to any aggregate in
the cluster, but if the flexvol is a member of an infinite volume it can only be moved to any eligible
aggregate within the same vserver. The list of eligible aggregates can be obtained using the "volumemove-target-aggr-get-iter" API. The Cluster-mode API, supports the actions of "cutover-window",
"cutover-attempts" and "cutover-action".The status of the move job can be obtained by using the
"volume-move-get-iter" API and "job-get" or "job-get-iter" APIs. If the move fails an EMS message will
be generated. The reason for the failure can be obtained from the volume-move-get-iter API.
Input Name
allow-mixedaggr-types

Range

Type

Description

To allow FlexGroup volume constituents move from a FabricPool to
boolean
a non-FabricPool, or vice versa. This option is not applicable for
optional
Flex Volume move.

Specifies the action to be taken for cutover. Possible values are
"abort_on_failure", "defer_on_failure", "force" and "wait". Default
is "defer_on_failure". If "abort_on_failure" action is specified, the
job will try cutover till the cutover-attempts are exhausted, and
cleanup if it fails to cutover. If "defer_on_failure" action is
specified, the job will try cutover till the cutover-attempts are
exhausted and move into "cutover deferred" state if it fails to
string
cutover. This is the default option. The volume move job waits for
optional
intervention to restart the cutover process again. If "force" action
is specified, the job will try cutover till the cutover-attempts are
exhausted and force the cutover at the expense of disrupting the
clients. If "wait" action is specified, when the job hits the decision
point, it will not go into cutover automatically, instead it will wait
for the user to issue a "volume-move-trigger-cutover" command
as the signal to try the cutover.

cutoveraction

cutoverattempts

[1..25]

cutoverwindow

[30..300]

dest-aggr

integer
Number of cutover attempts. Default value is 3
optional
Time interval to complete cutover in seconds. Default value for
integer
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode volume move is 30 seconds. Default
optional
value for Data ONTAP 7-mode volume move is 60 seconds.
string

Name of the destination aggregate

encryptdestination

boolean
To encrypt destination volume.
optional

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean To encrypt destination volume as NAE (NetApp Aggregate
optional Encryption).

generatedestinationkey

boolean
To generate new encryption key for destination volume.
optional

performvalidationonly

Run pre-checks for the move, return all the errors and warning
boolean
messages encountered during the checks in the errors-warnings
optional
element and exit. The move will not be triggered. Default is false.

sourcevolume

string

Name of the volume that must be moved
The tiering policy that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the
capacity tier. The possible values for this field are:

string
optional

tiering-policy

snapshot-only - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active
file system user data to the capacity tier.
none - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
backup - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred
user data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is snapshot-only.

Name of the Vserver in which the volume to be moved resides.
string
optional This value is required for C-Mode volumes.

vserver
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

string
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
optional "failed".

result-status
volumemove-dedupwarnings

errorswarningsVolume Move Dedup Warnings
info[]
optional

volumemove-errorcodes

volumemoveerror- Error codes
code[]
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EALREADYSTARTED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDSTATE
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EALREADY
EVFILEROPNOTALLOWED
EVOLAGGRISIRONING
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVOL_CIFS_ENABLED
EVOL_ONLINE_ERROR
EVOL_TOO_MANY
EVOLUME_ADMINOP_NOT_FENCED
EVOL_NFS_ENABLED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_BUSY_MIRROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_LOADSHARING_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CLONE_PARENT
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_BACKUP_ACTIVE_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPRESSED_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_7MODE_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_VOL_ALREADY_ON_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_ROOT_AGGR
ESNAPMIRROR_NOT_INITIALIZED
EONTAPI_ENOSPCAGGR
ENDMPRUNNING
EVOLISGRIDIRONING
EVOLMOVE_NDMP_DUMPS_RUNNING
EVOLMOVE_NDMP_RESTORE_RUNNING
EVOLMOVE_SIS_UNDO_RUNNING

Description

E_VOL_MOVE_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION
E_VOL_MOVE_DC_NOT_ALLOWED
ENODENOTFOUND
E_OP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_NOT_IN_VSERVER_LIST
E_OP_UNSUPPORTED_NO_SPACE_ON_DESTINATION_AGGR
EVOLUME_RELSTATUS_UNKNOWN
EINTERNALERROR
ESNAPMIRRORNOTSUPPORT
ESNAPMIRRORVOLNOTFOUND
ESNAPMIRRORINVALIDINPUT
ESNAPMIRRORINVALIDUUID
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ENOMEM
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
ECANNOT_MOVE_TRANSITION_VOLUME
EVOL_CLONE_BEING_SPLIT
EVOLMOVE_CANNOT_MOVE_TO_CFO
EVOLMOVE_CANNOT_MOVE_FROM_CFO_AGGR_IN_TAKEOVER
E_SAN_MISSING_REQUIRED_LIFS
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVOLMOVE_RECALLING_LOCKS
EOP_NOTICE_CLONE_PARENT_MOVE
EOP_NOTICE_NVFAILED_STATE_MOVE
EOP_NOTICE_CLONE_MOVE_WITH_AUTODELETE_DESTROY
EOP_NOTICE_CLONE_CHILD_MOVE
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_TO_NON_HYBRID_AGGR
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_TO_ENCRYPTION
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_FROM_ENCRYPTION
EOP_NOTICE_IDEDUP_MOVE_TO_HYA
EOP_NOTICE_NO_IDEDUP
EOP_NOTICE_CROSSVOL_SAVING_LOSS
EOP_NOTICE_NO_CROSSVOL_IDEDUP_ON_ENCRYPTED
EOP_NOTICE_CROSSVOL_IDEDUP_MOVE_TO_NON_AFF
EOP_NOTICE_CROSSVOL_RESUME
EOP_NOTICE_AUTO_POLICY_MOVE_TO_NON_AFF
EOP_MOVE_NOTICE_MOVE_DST_MIRROR
E_FG_CONSTITUENT_MOVE_TIERING_POLICY_NOT_NONE
EFULL_SYNC_WARNING
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_WITH_REKEY
E_NVMF_LIF_REQUIRED
E_VOL_MOVE_NVMF_NAMESPACE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EOP_NOTICE_FC_ORIGIN_STATUS_CHANGE
EOP_NOTICE_FC_TO_PLAIN_TEXT

volume-move-target-aggr-get-iter

[top]

Scans aggregates and returns a list of compatible target aggregates for the given volume move
operation.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

allow-mixedaggr-types

boolean
optional

Allow Mixing FabricPool and non-FabricPool

desiredattributes

volumemovetargetaggr-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

destinationtiering-policy

string
optional

Volume Tiering Policy

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

volumemovetargetaggr-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

volumename

string

Volume Name (Required field)

vserver

string

Vserver Name (Required field)

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

volumemovetargetThe list of attributes of volume objects.
aggrinfo[]
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volume
objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_7MODE_VOL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE

volume-move-trigger-abort
Stop a running volume move operation.
This is an asynchrous API call and it does not wait for the abort to finish before returning. volumemove-get-iter can be used to monitor the progress of the abort and get the status. Unlike 'job stop', this

[top]

API makes it possible to stop a move job by the vserver and volume name. If the specified volume has
completed the volume move operation, an error is returned.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

sourcevolume

The volume that is part of a completed or running volume move
string
operation.

vserver

string Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUME_MOVE_COMPLETED

volume-move-trigger-cutover

[top]

Trigger cutover of a move job
Input Name Range
force
sourcevolume
vserver

Type

Description

boolean
Force cutover
optional
string

The name of the volume.

string Name of the Vserver in which the volume to be moved resides. This value
optional is required for C-Mode volumes.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EJOBNOTINCUTOVERDEFERRED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

volume-offline

[top]

Take the specified volume or plex offline, making it unavailable for both user-level data access and
RAID-level access (unless it's a flexible volume, at which time its containing aggregate is not affected in
any way, and will remain fully online). The operation takes effect before the API returns except in
maintenance mode, when the current root volume may not be taken offline. A volume marked to
become the root cannot be taken offline. Taking a flexible volume offline does not affect its containing
aggregate in any way. A number of operations being performed on the given volume (or its containing
aggregate) can prevent this operation from succeeding, either at all or for various lengths of time. If
such operations are found, the system waits up to one second for them to finish. If they don't, the
command is aborted. A check is also made for files on the volume opened by internal ONTAP processes.
The command is aborted if any are found. Plexes are not supported for Cluster-Mode volumes.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
If a volume contains CIFS shares, users should be warned before taking
the volume offline. This argument specifies the number of minutes to

delay before taking the volume offline, during which time CIFS users are
integer
warned of the pending loss of service. A 'cifs-delay' time of 0 means that
optional
the volume is to be taken offline immediately without issuing any
warnings. CIFS users can lose data if they are not given a chance to
terminate applications gracefully. By default, the value of 'cifs-delay' is 0.

cifs-delay

name

string

Name of an existing volume or plex. If a volume contains CIFS shares,
users should be warned before taking the volume offline. Use "cifs-delay"
to specify number of seconds to wait. If a plex is specified, the plex must
be part of a mirrored volume, and both plexes must be online. Prior to
offlining a plex, the system will flush all internally-buffered data
associated with the plex and create a snapshot that is written out to both
plexes. The snapshot allows for efficient resynchronization when the plex
is subsequently brought back online.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMECIFSTERMINATE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_IS_ONDEMAND_SOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-offline-async

[top]

Take the specified volume offline, thereby making it unavailable for data access. The volume must be
unmounted before it can be made offline.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

volume-name

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description
Name of an existing volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-online

[top]

Bring the specified volume or the plex online. This command takes effect immediately. If there are CIFS
shares associated with the volume, they are enabled. Plexes are not supported for Cluster-Mode
volumes.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type

name

Description

Name of an existing volume or plex. If a volume is specified, it must be
currently offline, restricted, or foreign. If the volume is foreign, it will be
made native before being brought online. A ``foreign'' volume is a
traditional volume that consists of disks moved from another filer and that
has never been brought online on the current filer. Traditional volumes that
are not foreign are considered ``native.'' If the volume is inconsistent, but
has not lost data, it is advisable to run WAFL_check or wafliron (or do a
string 'snapmirror initialize' in case of a replica volume) prior to bringing an
inconsistent volume online. Bringing an inconsistent volume online increases
the risk of further file system corruption. If the volume is inconsistent and
has experienced possible loss of data, it cannot be brought online unless
WAFL_check or wafliron (or 'snapmirror initialize') has been run on the
volume. If a plex is specified, the plex must be part of an online mirrored
traditional volume or aggregate. The system will initiate resynchronization
of the plex as part of online processing.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_UNSUPPORTED_OPTION_VMALIGN
EAGGR_UNSUPPORTED_OPTION_CONTROLLER_REPLACEMENT_TRANSITION
EVOLUME_UNSUPPORTED_OPTION_SIDL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-online-async
Bring the specified volume online.

[top]

This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

Type

volume-name
Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Name of an existing volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Description

string

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-options-list-info

[top]

Get the options that have been set for the specified volume.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range
options

Type
volume-optioninfo[]

Errno

Description
Name of the existing volume for which we want option
information.
Description
List of options set for this volume.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

[top]

volume-rehost
Rehosts a volume from one Vserver into another Vserver. Since volume rehost is a disruptive operation,
administrators must stop all data access on target volume before rehosting. On success, target volume
is available for data access under destination Vserver. Upon failure the rehost operation is reverted and
target volume is available under source Vserver.
Input Name Range
autoremap-luns
destinationvserver
forceunmap-luns

Type

Description

Flag to control automatic map of LUNs. Default value for this flag is 'false'
boolean which means LUNs will not be mapped. Administrators may choose to
optional either manually map LUNs or set this flag to 'true' for automatic map of
LUNs.
string

Destination Vserver name where target volume must reside after
successful volume rehost operation

Flag to control automatic unmap of LUNs. Default value for this flag is
boolean 'false' which means LUNs will not be unmapped. Administrators may
optional choose to either manually unmap LUNs or set this flag to 'true' for
automatic unmap of LUNs.

volume

string

Target volume name

vserver

string

Source Vserver name to which target volume belongs

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVRH_PRECHECK
EVRH_MAX_VOL
EVRH_MAP_LUN
EVRH_IN_RELATION
EVRH_VOL_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS
EVRH_VOL_NAME_COLLISION
EVRH_VOL_JUNC_PRESENT

volume-rename

[top]

Renames the specified volume to a new name specified by "new-volume-name". If the volume is
referenced in the /etc/exports file, remember to make the name change in /etc/exports also so that the
affected file system can be exported by the filer after the filer reboots. The "volume-rename" command
does not automatically update the /etc/exports file.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes or FlexGroups. This API is supported for FlexGroup
constituents, but must be of the format __, where N is the FlexGroup-index of the constituent with
leading 0's.
Input Name
new-volume-name
volume
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Range Type

Description

string New volume name.
string Name of an existing volume.
Description

EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-rename-async

[top]

Renames the specified volume to a new name specified by "new-volume-name".
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes or Infinite Volume constituents. This API is supported for
FlexGroup constituents, but must be of the format __, where N is the FlexGroup-index of the
constituent with leading 0's.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

new-volumename

string

New name of the volume.

volume-name

string

Name of an existing volume.

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-restrict
Restrict the specified volume, making it unavailable for user-level data access but leaving it (or its
containing aggregate, if it's a flexible volume) available to internal OnTAP RAID-level access.

[top]

This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

If a volume contains CIFS shares, users should be warned before
restricting the volume . This argument specifies the number of minutes to
delay before restricting the volume, during which time CIFS users are
integer
warned of the pending loss of service. A 'cifs-delay' time of 0 means that
optional
the volume is to be restricted immediately without issuing any warnings.
CIFS users can lose data if they are not given a chance to terminate
applications gracefully. By default, the value of 'cifs-delay' is 0.

cifs-delay

name

string

Name of the volume to restrict.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMECIFSTERMINATE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-restrict-async

[top]

Restrict the specified volume making it unavailable for data access.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

volume-name

Type
string

Output Name

Range

Description
Name of an existing volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
result-error-code
optional
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-scrub-list-info

[top]

Get the status of RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no
name is given, then status is provided for all RAID groups currently undergoing scrubbing. Scrubbing
status includes a percent-complete value and its suspended status (if any).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Name of an existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no
string
name is given, then status is generated for all RAID groups currently
optional
being scrubbed.

name

boolean If set to "true", this operation will be verbose. If not supplied or set to
optional 'false', normal output levels will be used.

verbose
Output Name Range

Type

scrub-details

scrubdetail- List of RAID groups and their scrub status.
info[]

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-resume

[top]

Resume RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no name is
given, then resume scrubbing on all RAID groups for which it is suspended.
Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string Name of the existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group for which
optional the scrubbing is to resume.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-start
Start RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. RAID parity
scrubbing compares the data disks to the parity disk in a RAID group, correcting the parity disk's
contents as necessary. If a plex name is given, then scrubbing is started on all RAID groups contained
in the plex. If a RAID group name is given, then scrubbing is started only in that RAID group. If no
name is given, then scrubbing is started on the RAID groups within all online traditional volumes and
aggregates. Use 'volume-scrub-list-info' to check scrub status.

[top]

Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string
Name of an existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-stop

[top]

Stop RAID parity scrubbing on the named volume, plex, or group; if no name is given, on all RAID
groups currently undergoing parity scrubbing.
Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string
Name of an existing volume, plex, or raid-group.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-suspend

[top]

Suspend RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no name is
given, suspend scrubbing on all RAID groups currently being scrubbed.
Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string
Name of an existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-set-language

[top]

Set the given volume's language mapping.
Input Name Range Type
languagecode
volume

string

Description
The new language mapping for the volume. For a list of legal language
mapping values, see 'volume-create'.

string Name of the volume that is to have its language mapping changed.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-set-option

[top]

Set the option named 'option-name' to the value specified by 'option-value' in the specified volume. The
change remains effective even after the filer is rebooted. Some options have values that are numbers or
strings, and others have values that are 'on' (also expressible as 'yes', 'true', or '1' ) or "off" (also
expressible as 'no', 'false', or '0'). A mixture of uppercase and lowercase characters may be used for an
option's value. Note that the 'root' option is special in that it does not have an associated value. Also,
note that some of these options can NOT be set for a flexible volume, as they relate only to aggregates
(either free-standing ones or those embedded in traditional volumes). Other options may only apply for
flexible volumes.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Name of the option to be set. Possible values:
"convert_ucode" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" forces conversion of all directories to
UNICODE format when accessed from both NFS and CIFS. By default,
it is set to "off", in which case access from CIFS causes conversion of
pre-4.0 and 4.0- format directories. Access from NFS causes
conversion of 4.0 format directories. This option cannot be set on a
Cluster-Mode volume unless it was transitioned from 7-Mode.
"snapshot_clone_dependency" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option "on" will unlock all initial and intermediate backing
snapshots for all inactive LUN clones. For active LUN clones, only the
backing snapshot will be locked. If the option is "off" the backing
snapshot will remain locked until all intermediate backing snapshots
are deleted. This option is not valid for a Cluster-Mode volume.
"create_reserved"
This option is no longer supported.
"create_ucode" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" forces UNICODE format directories to be
created by default, both from NFS and CIFS. The default value is
"off", in which case all directories are created in pre-4.0 format and
only converted to UNICODE format upon the first CIFS access. This
option cannot be set on a Cluster-Mode volume.
"extent" (value: "on" | "space_optimized" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables extents in the volume. This causes
application writes to be written in the volume as a write of a larger
group of related data blocks called an extent. Using extents may help
workloads that perform many small random writes followed by large
sequential reads. However, using extents may increase the amount of
disk operations performed on the filer, so this option should only be
used where applicable. The default value is "off", in which case
extents are not used. The value "space_optimized" indicates extent
updates will not duplicate snapshot blocks into the active file system,
thereby using space conservatively. The "space_optimized" value may

result in degraded snapshot read performance; and may only be used
for flexible volumes.
"fractional_reserve" (value: < number >)
This option decreases the amount of space reserved for overwrites of
reserved objects (LUNs, files) in a volume. The option is set to 100 by
default and indicates that 100% of the required reserved space will
actually be reserved so the objects are fully protected for overwrites.
The value can vary from 0 to 100. Using a value of less than 100
indicates what percentage of the required reserved space should
actually be reserved. This returns the extra space to the available
space for the volume, decreasing the total amount of space used.
However, this does leave the protected objects in the volume
vulnerable to out of space errors since less than 100% of the required
reserved space is actually reserved. If reserved space becomes
exhausted this will cause disruptions on the hosts using the objects. If
the percentage is decreased below 100%, it is highly recommended
that the administrator actively monitor the space usage on the
volume and take corrective action if the reserved space nears
exhaustion.
"fs_size_fixed" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" causes the file system to remain the same
size (and not grow) when a SnapMirror relationship is broken, or
when a "vol/aggr add" is performed on it. This option is automatically
set to be "on" when a volume becomes a SnapMirrored. It remains
"on" after the "snapmirror break" command is issued for the volume.
This option allows a volume to be SnapMirrored back to the source
without needing grow the source volume. If the volume size is larger
than the file system size, turning off this option forces the file system
to grow to the size of the volume.
"guarantee" (value: "none" | "file" | "volume")
Flexible volumes only. Setting this option controls the type of space
reservation for the named flexible volume. There are three possible
settings. The first, "none", provides no guarantee that there will be
enough blocks in the containing aggregate to meet the flexible
volume's needs. The second, "file", guarantees there will be enough
blocks in the containing aggregate to meet the needs of the specified
files in the flexible volume. The third, "volume", is the default setting
and guarantees there will be enough blocks available in the containing
aggregate to meet the entire flexible volume's needs. An error will be
returned if an attempt is made to set this option on a traditional
volume.
"ignore_inconsistent" (value: "on" | "off")
This option can only be set in maintenance mode. If set to "on", then
the root volume may be brought online when booting even if it is
marked as inconsistent. The user is cautioned that bringing it online
prior to running WAFL_check or wafliron may result in further file
system inconsistency.
"maxdirsize" (value: < number >)
Set the maximum size (in KBytes) to which any directory can grow.
The default setting of 10240 limits directory size to 10 MBytes and
allows it to hold up to approximately 300,000 files. The number of
files that the directory actually can hold varies depending on such
things as the length of the names and whether it needs to use doublebyte UNICODE characters. Most users should not need to change this
option's setting. This option is useful for environments where system

users may grow a directory to a size that starts impacting system
performance. When a user tries to create a file in a directory that is at
the limit, the system returns a ENOSPC error and fails the create.
"max_write_alloc_blocks" (value: < number >)
Set the maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. The
default setting, 0, uses the system-wide default number of blocks,
which should be optimal for most users. Some sequential read
workloads may benefit from increasing this value. On rare occasions,
some multi-stream sequential write workloads may benefit from
decreasing this value. Range: [0..2048].
"minra" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" causes the filer to perform minimal readahead on this volume. By default, this option is "off", causing the filer
to perform very aggressive read-ahead on the volume.
"no_atime_update" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" prevents the update of inode access times
when a file is read. This option is useful for volumes with extremely
high read traffic, since it prevents writes to the inode file for the
volume from contending with reads from other files. It should be used
carefully. That is, use this option when you know in advance that the
correct access time for inodes will not be needed for files on that
volume.
"no_i2p" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables inode to parent pathname
translations on the volume. The default setting is off.
"nosnap" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables automatic snapshots on the
volume. This option is not supported for Cluster-Mode volumes.
"nosnapdir" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables the visible .snapshot directory that
is normally present at system internal mount points. It also turns off
access to all other .snapshot directories in the volume.
"nvfail" (value : "on" | "off")
If this option is on, the filer performs additional work at boot time if it
finds that there has been any potential data loss due to an NVRAM
failure. In such situations, it causes the invalidation of all NFS file
handles on all volumes affected by the problem so that client-side
users are forced to remount the affected file system (and thus not
continue to use potentially incorrect data). It is also possible to
specify a set of files per volume that are to be renamed out of the
way in these cases. The filer sends error messages to the console
whenever such problems are found.

optionname

"raid_cv" (value: "on" | "off")
Traditional volumes only. Setting the option to "off" disables block
checksum protection on the volume. The default is "on". The user is
cautioned that turning off the option exposes the filesystem to
inconsistency that could be caused by a misbehaving hardware
component in the system.
string

"raidsize" (value: < number >)
Traditional volumes only. The maximum size of a RAID group within
the traditional volume. Changing this option doesn't cause existing

RAID groups to grow or shrink. Rather, it only affects whether more
disks will be added to the last existing RAID group in the future, and
how large new RAID groups will be.
"raidtype" (value: "raid4" | "raid_dp" | "raid_tec")
Traditional volumes only. The type of RAID group used for this
traditional volume. The "raid4" setting provides one parity disk per
RAID group, "raid_dp" provides two and "raid_tec" provides three.
Changing this option immediately changes the RAID group type for all
RAID groups in the traditional volume. When upgrading RAID groups
from "raid4" to "raid_dp", each RAID group begins reconstruction
onto a spare disk allocated for the second "dparity" parity disk.
Similarly, when upgrading RAID groups from "raid_dp" to "raid_tec",
each RAID group begins a reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated
for the third "tparity" parity disk.
"read_realloc" (value: "on" | "space_optimized" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables read-reallocation in the volume.
This causes application reads to optimize the layout of parts of a file
or LUN after the data has been read from disk and is in the appliance
memory. The default value is "off". The value "space_optimized"
indicates read-reallocate updates will not duplicate blocks into the
active file system, thereby using space conservatively. The
"space_optimized" value may result in degraded snapshot read
performance; and may only be used for flexible volumes.
"resyncsnaptime" (value: < number >)
Traditional volumes only. Sets the RAID mirror resynchronization
snapshot frequency to be the given number of minutes. The default
value is '60' (minutes).
"root" (value: < none >)
The specified volume is to become the root volume for the filer on the
next reboot. This option can be used on only one volume at any given
time. The existing root volume will become a non-root volume after
the reboot. Until the system is rebooted, the current root volume will
continue to show 'root' as one of its options, and the new root volume
will show 'diskroot' as an option. In general, the volume that has the
'diskroot' option value is the one that becomes the root volume
following the next reboot. The only way to remove the root status of a
volume is to set it on another one.
"schedsnapname" (value: "create_time" | "ordinal")
Setting the option to "ordinal" causes scheduled snapshots to be
named in the hourly.n name format. Setting the value to
"create_time" causes snapshots to use a hourly.yyyy-mm-dd_hhmm
name format instead. The default is "ordinal".
"snapmirrored" (value : "off")
If SnapMirror is enabled, the filer automatically sets this option to
"on". Set this option to "off" if SnapMirror should no longer be used to
update the mirror. After setting this option to "off", the mirror
becomes a regular writable volume. This option can only be set to
"off" with this interface. Only the filer can change this option's value
from "off" to "on". This option is not settable in Data ONTAP ClusterMode. Use "snapmirror-break" API instead.
"try_first" (value : "volume_grow" | "snap_delete")
If the flexible volume is configured to automatically reclaim space if
the volume is running out of space, then setting this option to

"volume_grow" will cause the volume to increase in size before
deleting snapshots. If the option was set to "snap_delete", snapshots
will be deleted before the volume size is increased.
"svo_enable" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator functionality on this
volume. This option only applies to non-root volumes. This option is
unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"svo_allow_rman" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator functionality on this
volume to allow this volume to contain Oracle RMAN backup data.
This option only applies to non-root volumes. This option is
unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"svo_checksum" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator checksumming of all
writes to this volume. This option only applies to non-root volumes.
This option is unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"svo_reject_errors" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator functionality to
reject any write to the volume which fails the SnapValidator checks.
This option only applies to non-root volumes. This option is
unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"thorough_scrub" (value: "on" | "off")
Traditional volumes only. Setting the option to "on" enables
thorough scrub on a block checksum volume. That means that a scrub
will initialize any zeroed checksum entries that it finds. If there are
any checksum entries to be initialized, scrub will run slower than
normal.
"snaplock_autocommit_period" (value: "none" | h|d|m|y)
SnapLock volumes only. This option defines the criteria for
committing files to WORM on a SnapLock volume by the autocommit
scanner. h, d, m, y denote hours, days, months and years
respectively. The default value of this option is "none" that
corresponds to autocommit being disabled in the SnapLock volume.
The minimum autocommit period on a SnapLock volume is 2h. Any
valid value other than "none", specified in hours (h), days (d), months
(m) or years (y) would trigger the autocommit scanner on the
Snaplock volume.
"snaplock_default_period" (value : min | max | infinite | s|h|d|m|y)
This option can be set only for SnapLock volumes and specifies the
default retention period that will be applied to files committed to
WORM state without an associated retention period. If this option
value is min then snaplock_minimum_period is used as the default
retention period. If this option value is max then
snaplock_maximum_period is used as the default retention period. If
this option value is infinite then infinite retention period will be used
as the default retention period. WORM files with infinite retention
period are retained forever. The retention period can also be explicitly
specified as a number followed by a suffix. The valid suffixes are s for
seconds, h for hours, d for days, m for months and y for years. For
example, a value of 6m represents a retention period of 6 months.
The maximum valid retention period is 70 years. This option is not
applicable while extending retention period of an already committed
WORM file

"snaplock_maximum_period" (value: infinite | s|h|d|m|y)
This option can be set only for SnapLock volumes and specifies the
maximum allowed retention period for files committed to WORM state
on the volume. Any file committed with a retention period longer than
snaplock_maximum_period will be assigned a retention period equal
to snaplock_maximum_period. If this option value is infinite then
files can be committed for infinite retention period in the volume.
WORM files with infinite retention period are retained forever. The
retention period can also be explicitly specified as a number followed
by a suffix. The valid suffixes are s for seconds, h for hours, d for
days, m for months and y for years. For example, a value of 6m
represents a retention period of 6 months. The maximum valid
retention period is 70 years. This option is not applicable while
extending retention period of an already committed WORM file
"snaplock_minimum_period" (value: infinite | s|h|d|m|y)
This option can only be set for SnapLock volumes and specifies the
minimum allowed retention period for files committed to WORM state
on the volume. Any file committed with a retention period shorter
than snaplock_minimum_period will be assigned a retention period
equal to snaplock_minimum_period. If this option value is infinite
then every file committed to the volume will have a infinite retention
period. WORM files with infinite retention period are retained forever.
The retention period can also be explicitly specified as a number
followed by a suffix. The valid suffixes are s for seconds, h for hours,
d for days, m for months and y for years. For example, a value of 6m
represents a retention period of 6 months. The maximum valid
retention period is 70 years. This option is not applicable while
extending retention period of an already committed WORM file
optionvalue

string

volume

string Name of the volume for which we want to set an option.

The value to set the named option (except for option 'root', which has no
associated value).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ESWAPFILENOSPACE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINCOMPATIBLE_AUTOSHRINK_AUTODELETE_TRY_FIRST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-set-total-files
Set a volume's 'files-total' value to the given quantity. This specifies the maximum number of uservisible files that the given volume can hold, as reported by the 'files-total' value within: - the 'volumes'

[top]

output parameter of the Data ONTAP 7-Mode 'volume-list-info' API, and - the 'attributes-list' output
parameter of the Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 'volume-get-iter' API. Note that this interface corresponds
to the following Data ONTAP 7-Mode 'maxfiles' console command and Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
'volume modify' console command: 'maxfiles <vol-name> <requested_new_max>' 'volume modify vserver <vserver-name> -volume <volume-name%gt -files <requested_new_max>'
Input Name Range
force

requestedtotal-files

volume

Output Name Range
resultingtotal-files

Type

Description

Indicates whether the filer should reject a legal but "unreasonable"
boolean (seemingly too large) value for 'requested-total-files', or accept it
optional without question. By default, legal but "unreasonable" values are
rejected.
Specifies the new value for the volume's 'files-total' field. This value
must be larger than the volume's current 'files-total' value, and can
never be larger than the number of 4KB blocks in the volume. The filer
integer
may actually choose a smaller value so as to comply with certain
validate
internal accounting and alignment requirements. Once this value has
been increased for a volume, it cannot be reduced below the value of
'inodefile-public-capacity' for that volume. Range : [0..2^31-1]
string

The name of the volume whose 'files-total' field we wish to set. The
chosen volume must be online and not read-only for this operation to
succeed.

Type

Description

The quantity to which the given volume's 'files-total' field was actually
set after all internal requirements and alignments were computed. This
integer quantity will never be larger than 'requested-total-files', and never be
smaller than the volume's 'inodefile-public-capacity' value before the
request. Range : [0..2^31-1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVEROPNOTALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-size

[top]

Given the name of a flexible volume, either return its current size or set the volume's size to the stated
amount.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volumes or Infinite Volume
constituents. Also, this API does not allow to set the volume's size from vFiler context.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the flexible volume's new size using the following format: [+|-]
< number > k|m|g|t] If a leading '+' or '-' appears, it indicates that the

new-size

volume
Output Name Range

given flexible volume's size is to be increased or decreased
(respectively) by the indicated amount, else the amount is the absolute
size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired
units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes'
(respectively). If the trailing unit character doesn't appear, then <
number > is interpreted as the number of bytes desired. The file system
size of a readonly replica flexible volume, such as a snapmirror
destination, is determined from the replica source. In such cases, the
string value set using "volume-size" is interpreted as an upper limit on the
optional size. A flexible volume that's not a readonly replica which has the
"fs_size_fixed" option set may have its size displayed, but not changed.
Attempting to set the volume size in this case will result in failure and a
EINTERNALERROR error code. Users must be able to adjust readonly
replica flexible volume size in order to maintain enough capacity to
accommodate transfers from the replica source. Attempting to set a
readonly replica destination size to be less than that of its source will
result in a failure indicated by the EONTAPI_ENOSPC error code. This
option is not applicable from vFiler context. Attempting to set volume
size from vfiler context will result in failure with EINTERNALERROR error
code being returned.
string

The name of the flexible volume for which we want to get or set its size.

Type

Description

is-fixed-sizeflex-volume

boolean
Is the flexible volume filesystem size fixed?
optional

is-readonlyflex-volume

boolean
Is this flexible volume read only?
optional

is-replicaflex-volume

boolean
Is this flexible volume a replica volume?
optional

volume-size

string

Either the size we found the given volume to be or the size to which the
volume was set (if we're setting its size via the 'new-size' argument
above).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-size-async
Given the name of a volume, either return its current size or set the volume's size to the stated amount.
This API is not supported for flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the volume's new size using the following format: [+|-]<
number > [k|m|g|t|p] If a leading '+' or '-' appears, it indicates that
the given volume's size is to be increased or decreased
(respectively) by the indicated amount, else the amount is the
absolute size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', 't', and 'p'
indicates the desired units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes',
'gigabytes', 'terabytes', and 'petabytes' (respectively). If the trailing
unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of kilobytes desired. The file system size of a readonly
volume, such as a snapmirror destination, is determined from the
snapmirror source. In such cases, the value set using this API is
interpreted as an upper limit on the size. An volume that's not a
snapmirror destination which has the "fs_size_fixed" option set may
have its size displayed, but not changed. Attempting to set the
volume size in this case will result in failure and a EINTERNALERROR
string
error code. Users must be able to adjust readonly snapmirror
optional
destination volume size in order to maintain enough capacity to
accommodate transfers from the replica source. Attempting to set a
readonly snapmirror destination size to be less than that of its
source will result in a failure indicated by the EONTAPI_ENOSPC
error code. If this input is specified, the size modification occurs
asynchronously, and the 'volume-size' output is not returned to the
caller. Infinite Volume creation and expansion operations may
involve creation and initialization of Namespace Mirrors. The
initialization is started during the creation or expansion operation,
but can continue after the Infinite Volume operation has completed.
When this happens, the Infinite Volume will be in a 'mixed' state,
until the Namespace Mirror initialization is complete. While in a
'mixed' further operations of the Infinite Volume are not possible.
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes that are
managed by storage services.

new-size

volumename

string

Output Name

Range

Type

The name of the volume.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
volume-size

string

The size of the volume. This output is returned only if the caller is
string
querying the the size and is not modifying it by specifying the 'newoptional
size' input parameter.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_DOESNT_EXIST
E_OLV_FG_SHRINK_UNSUPPORTED

volume-space-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of volumes and a breakup of their used space. This information is only available when the
volume is online. Some fields are expensive to compute, if the system is under load, the information
may not be returned. Best practise would be to only request the fields needed.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
spaceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
spacespecified on any number of attributes in the volume-space object.
info
All volume-space objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

spaceinfo[] The list of attributes of volume-space objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volumeoptional space objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-split
Remove the specified plex from a mirrored traditional volume and create a new unmirrored traditional
volume with the specified name that contains the split-off plex. The original mirrored traditional volume
becomes unmirrored. The plex to be split from the original traditional volume must be functional (not
partial), but it could be inactive, resyncing, or out-of-date. A 'volume-split' operation can therefore be
used to gain access to a plex that is not up to date with respect to its partner plex if its partner plex is
currently failed. If the plex is offline at the time of the split, the resulting traditional volume will also be

[top]

offline. Otherwise, the resulting traditional volume will be in the same online/offline/restricted state as
the original traditional volume. Note that a split mirror can be joined back together via the "victimvolume" option to "volume-mirror".
Input Name

Range Type

new-volume-name

Description

string Name of the new traditional volume to create from the split plex.

plex

string Name of the plex to split out of its traditional volume.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID

volume-tiering-policies-list

[top]

Displays the list of names and descriptions of tiering policies supported in the cluster
Output Name Range
tiering-policies
Errno

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[] Enumeration type name/value pair
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-transition-check

[top]

Check to see if a desired volume transition can be performed from one volume type to another. Only 7mode flexible volume to cluster-mode flexible volume and vice versa with limited options are supported
at this time.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

destinationvservername

string
optional

The name of the vserver into which a volume is being transitioned.

nondisruptive

boolean
optional

A 'true' value indicates that only a non-disruptive transition will be
accepted. This is not available for all volume configurations. If a value
is not specified, this field will default to true - non-disruptive desired.

operationtype

string
optional

The type of transition operation; Possible values are: "copy_based"
(default) "in_place" "untransition" Copy Based Transition is currently
the only supported mode for transition; "in_place" and "untransition"
should only be used in testing scenarios.

overridewarnings

boolean
optional

A 'true' value indicates that all warnings will be ignored as a part of the
transition process. The system will select default values as appropriate.
If not specified, values will not be overridden.

sourcenode

string

volumes

The name of the node where the target volumes reside.

volumetransition- Volumes to check for the ability to transition to Cluster-Mode.
volinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOL_TOO_MANY
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EONTAPI_ESYSTEMERR
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLTRANSERROR
EVOLTRANWARNING

volume-transition-prepare-to-downgrade

[top]

Verifies that there are no volumes actively transitioning from 7-mode to clustered Data ONTAP, and
configures the transition feature for downgrade.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
CANNOT_DISABLE_TRANSITION_TDP_VOLUME_EXISTS

volume-transition-protect

[top]

Fence access to volume during Transition.
Input Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean Protection Enabled

volume

string

The name of the volume.

vserver

string

The name of the Vserver which owns the volume.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EONTAPI_EINPROGESS
EVOLTRANSERROR
EVOLTRANSWARNING
EVOLTRANSNOTALLOWED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

volume-unmount
Unmount a volume from its parent volume and delete the junction path at which the volume is
mounted. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
This specifies whether the volume unmount operation is forced or not.
The default value is false.

force

volumename

Under certain circumstances, such as an unexpected reboot while in the
middle of unmounting, the unmount operation might find that after the
reboot, it is unable to delete the junction path at which the volume is
boolean
mounted in the file system. In this situation, if the force option is set to
optional
false, the unmount operation is failed (EJUNCTIONDELETEFAILED),
leaving the junction path information intact in the Volume Management
Database. Instead, if the force option is set to true, the unmount
operation proceeds to delete the junction path information in the Volume
Management Database, irrespective of any failure to delete the junction
path in the file system.
string

The name of the volume.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EVOL_UNMOUNT_FAILED
EJUNCTION_DELETE_FAILED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-verify-list-info

[top]

Get the status of RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. Status includes percentage
complete and whether it's currently suspended.
Input Name Range
volume

Type

Description

Name of an existing mirrored traditional volume. If no name is given,
string
then mirror verification status is generated for all aggregates currently
optional
being verified (including the ones embedded in traditional volumes).

Output Name Range

Type

verify-details

verifyList of aggregates (including the ones embedded in traditional volumes)
detailand their RAID mirror verification status.
info[]

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-resume

[top]

Resume RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. If no name is given, then resume
RAID mirror verification on all aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes) that have
been suspended.
Input Name Range
volume
Errno

Type

Description

string Name of the existing traditional volume for which RAID mirror verification
optional is to resume.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-start

[top]

Start RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. RAID mirror verification compares the
data in both plexes of a mirrored aggregate (whether it's free-standing or embedded in a traditional
volume). In the default case, any blocks that differ are logged and no changes are made. The fix-plex
option is used to fix any mismatches. It specifies which plex to fix. If no name is given, then RAID
mirror verification is started on all online aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes).
Use either the "aggr-verify-list-info" or "volume-verify-list-info" API to check RAID mirror verification
status. If the fix-plex option is used, then a name must be specified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

fix-plex

integer If provided, this specifies the plex to fix in case the two plexes do not
optional match. The default is to log any discrepancies instead of fixing them.

log-only

If provided, and if the value is "true", then simply log any discrepancies
boolean instead of fixing them. The default value is "true". If log-only is "false",
optional then the fix-plex option must also be specified. If log-only is "true" and
fix-plex is also specified, then the log-only option will be ignored.

volume

string
Name of the mirrored traditional volume to verify.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-stop

[top]

Stop RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. If no name is given, stop RAID mirror
verification on all aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes) currently being verified.
Input Name Range
volume

Type
string

Description
Name of the traditional volume for which we are to stop RAID mirror

optional verification.
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-suspend

[top]

Suspend RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. If no name is given, suspend mirror
verification on all aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes) currently being verified.
Input Name Range
volume
Errno

Type

Description

string Name of the traditional volume for which we are to suspend RAID mirror
optional verification.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-wafl-info

[top]

DEFINED HERE FOR BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY ONLY. CHANGE OVER TO USING THE NEW 'volumeget-filer-info' AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. Get WAFL status information.
Output Name Range Type

Description
Checksum type. The possible values:
"zoned" - if all volumes are Fixed VBN,
"block" - if all volumes are Block Appended,
"mixed" - if volumes are mixed Fixed VBN and Block Appended and
Advanced Zoned,
"none" - if no volumes have zoned or block or advanced_zoned
checksum (azcs) or mixed,
"advanced_zoned" - if all volumes in the system have Advanced
Zoned Checksum scheme.

checksumtypes

string

disk-types

Type of disks. Possible values: 512, 520, 4096, mixed, none. "512" if all
disks 512 BPS, "520" if all disks 520 BPS, "4096" if all disks 4096 BPS,
string
"mixed" if disks are mixed 512 BPS, 520 BPS and 4096 BPS, "none" if no
disks have 512 or 520 or 4096 BPS.

root-volume
snapshotsmax
Errno

string Current root volume.
integer Maximum number of snapshots available. Range : [0..2^31-1].
Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: clone-split-detail-info

[top]

Status information about an active clone split.
Name

Range

block-percentagecomplete

Type

Description

integer Percent of the clone's blocks processed to date by the split.

blocks-scanned

integer

Number of the clone's blocks that have been scanned to date
by the split.

blocks-updated

integer

Total number of the clone's blocks that have been updated to
date by the split.

inode-percentagecomplete

integer
Percent of the clone's inodes processed to date by the split.
optional

inodes-processed

integer
Number of the clone's inodes processed to date by the split.
optional
integer
Total number of inodes in the clone.
optional

inodes-total
name

string

Name of the clone being split.

Element definition: clone-split-estimate-info

[top]

Estimate information about a future clone split.
Name

Range Type

estimateblocks

integer

Description
The estimated number of 4kb blocks required to perform the volume
clone split.

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

vbn-end [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN end value of a disk.
optional

vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: errors-warnings-info

[top]

The complete list of errors and warnings if perform-validation-only is true or all the warnings if isoverride-warnings is true.
Name

Range Type

error-warning

Description

string Error or warning

Element definition: flexgroup-max-size-entry

[top]

The maximum FlexGroup size that can be created for an existing disk type.
Name

Range

aggrtype
max-size

Type

Description

string The disk type of the aggregates for this maximum size.
[0..2^64integer The maximum FlexGroup size that can be created.
1]

providertype

The object store provider type of the FabricPools for this maximum size.
string This parameter is only supported when getting the create limits of a
FlexGroup where the support-tiering parameter is true.

Element definition: footprint-info

[top]

Space configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
dedupemetafilesfootprint
dedupemetafilesfootprintpercent
dedupemetafilestemporaryfootprint
dedupemetafiles-

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63- integer This field represents temporary deduplication metadata footprint
optional in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

This field represents deduplication metadata footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents temporary deduplication metadata footprint
optional in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

integer

This field represents deduplication metadata footprint as a

temporaryfootprintpercent
delayed-freefootprint
delayed-freefootprintpercent

[0..100]

optional

percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

This field represents the delayed free blocks footprint in bytes.
[0..2^63- integer
This system is used to improve delete performance by batching
optional
1]
delete requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the delayed free blocks footprint as a
integer percentage of aggregate size. This system is used to improve
[0..100]
optional delete performance by batching delete requests. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

file-operation- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the file operation metadata footprint in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
metadata
1]
file-operationmetadatapercent
flexvolmetadatafootprint
flexvolmetadatafootprintpercent
snapmirrordestinationfootprint
snapmirrordestinationfootprintpercent
tape-backupmetafilesfootprint
tape-backupmetafilesfootprintpercent
total-footprint
total-footprintpercent

[0..100]

This field represents the file operation metadata footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents flexible volume metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

integer This field represents flexible volume metadata as a percentage of
optional aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents the SnapMirror destination footprint in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

This field represents the SnapMirror destination footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This fields represents the tape backup metadata footprint in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

This field represents the tape backup metadata footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents the total footprint in bytes. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..100]

integer This field represents the total footprint as a percentage of
optional aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the volume for which the space usage is requested.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volume-blocks- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
footprint
1]
optional in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
volume-blocks- [0..2^63- integer
in bytes for the performance tier (bin 0). Attributes: nonoptional
footprint-bin0
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
volume-blocksfootprint-bin0percent

[0..100]

This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
integer
in bin 0 as a percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

volume-blocks- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
footprint-bin1
1]
optional in bytes for bin 1. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
volume-blocksfootprint-bin1percent
volume-blocks-

[0..100]

This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
integer
in bin 1 as a percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume

footprintpercent

[0..100]

volumeguaranteefootprint
volumeguaranteefootprintpercent

integer
as a percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

This field represents the volume guarantee footprint in bytes.
[0..2^63- integer
Alternatively, it is the space reserved for future writes in the
optional
1]
volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the volume guarantee footprint as a
integer percentage of aggregate size. Alternatively, it is the percentage
[0..100]
optional of space reserved for future writes in the volume. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the Vserver that contains the volumes for which the
string
space usage is requested. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

Element definition: guarantee

[top]

Type of guarantee
Name Range Type
type

string

Description
guarantee that is supported on a given volume. Possible values are: "volume",
"file", "partial", "none"

Element definition: mediascrub-detail-info

[top]

Information about media scrubbing.
Name

Range

mediascrubstatus

percentagecomplete
raid-group

Type

string

Description
Possible values are "suspended", "disabled" and "enabled" "suspended":
Media scrub is enabled but temporarily paused because another task is
running or it is in the idle cycle of its periodic run. It will resume
automatically when the task is done or the idle cycle ends. "disabled":
Media scrub feature is turned off. "enabled": Media scrub feature is
active.

integer
Media scrubbing percentage complete. Range: [0..100].
optional
string

Name of the RAID group.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: raidgroup-size-info

[top]

Default, minimum and maximum raidgroup size for each RAID type supported on this filer.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultsize

integer Default size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..16].

disktype

string Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include
optional FCAL, ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

maximumdiskcapacity

Maximum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are
specified. This appears only for FSAS family disks of size less than or equal
size
optional to 4TB. If this field is not present in output then there is no restriction on
maximum disk capacity for this raidtype and disktype combination.

maximumsize

integer Maximum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..28].

minimumdiskcapacity

Minimum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are
specified. This appears only for FSAS family disks of size greater than 4TB.
size
optional If this field is not present in output then there is no restriction on minimum
disk capacity for this raidtype and disktype combination.

minimumsize

integer

Minimum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Possible values:
2, 3, 5, 7.

raidtype

string

Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: raidtype-info

[top]

RAID types allowed on this filer.
Name

Range Type

raidtype

Description

string Name of an allowed RAID type. Possible values: raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: scrub-detail-info

[top]

Scrubbing information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

issuspended

boolean Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in seconds
optional
since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

percentagecomplete

integer Scrubbing percentage complete. I scrubbing is not active, this value will
optional not be returned. Range : [0..100].

raid-group

string

Name of the RAID group involved in the scrub.

Element definition: space-info

[top]

Space configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

dedupemetafiles

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by deduplication metafiles in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dedupemetafilespercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by deduplication metafiles as
integer
a percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

dedupemetafilestemporary

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by temporary deduplication
optional metafiles in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dedupemetafilestemporarypercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by temporary deduplication
integer
metafiles as a percentage of volume size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

filesystemmetadata

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents volume filesystem metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filesystemmetadatapercent

[0..100]

This field represents volume filesystem metadata as a
integer
percentage of volume size Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

inodes

[0..2^63-1]

inodespercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by inode metadata as a
integer
percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

inodesupgrade

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by inode metadata for
optional upgrade in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

inodesupgradepercent

[0..100]

logicalavailable

[0..2^63-1]

integer The size (in bytes) that is logically available in the volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

logical-used

[0..2^63-1]

The size (in bytes) that is logically used in the volume. This
value includes all the space saved by the storage efficiency
integer
features along with the physically used space. This does not
optional
include Snapshot reserve but does consider Snapshot spill.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

logical-usedpercent

[0..2^32-1]

integer This field represents the logical used as a percentage of
optional volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

performancemetadata

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents metadata in bytes used for performance
optional optimization. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

performancemetadatapercent

[0..100]

This field represents metadata used for performance
integer
optimization as a percentage of volume size Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

physical-

integer This field represents space used by inode metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This field represents space used by inode metadata for
integer
upgrade as a percentage of volume size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

The size in bytes that is physically used in the volume. This
integer differs from 'total-used' space by the space that is reserved for

used

[0..2^63-1]

optional future writes. The value includes blocks in use by Snapshot
copies. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

physicalused-percent

[0..2^32-1]

The size (in percent) that is physically used in the volume. The
integer percentage is based on volume size including the space
optional reserved for Snapshot copies. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

quotametafiles

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by quota metafiles in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

quotametafilespercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by quota metafiles as a
integer
percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

snapmirrormetadata

[0..2^63-1]

This field represents space used by metafiles during
integer
SnapMirror operations in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

snapmirrormetadatapercent

[0..100]

snapshotreserve

[0..2^63-1]

snapshotreservepercent

[0..100]

integer This field represents the snapshot reserve as a percentage of
optional volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotreserveunusable

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents Snapshot reserve that is not available in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotreserveunusablepercent
snapshotspill

This field represents space used by metafiles during
integer
SnapMirror operations as a percentage of volume size.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) in the volume that has been set aside as
integer
reserve for snapshot usage. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

This field represents Snapshot reserve that is not available as
[-2^31..2^31- integer
a percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

[0..2^63-1]

This field represents space used by Snapshot copies when it
exceeds the size of the Snapshot reserve in bytes. It is
integer
computed as Snapshot used minus Snapshot reserve when
optional
Snapshot used exceeds Snapshot reserve. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
This field represents Snapshot spill as a percentage of volume
integer size. It is computed as Snapshot used minus Snapshot reserve
optional when Snapshot used exceeds Snapshot reserve. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotspill-percent

[0..100]

tape-backupmetadata

[0..2^63-1]

tape-backupmetadatapercent

[0..100]

total-used

[0..2^63-1]

integer Total used space in the volume including snapshot reserve in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-usedpercent

[0..2^32-1]

Total used space in the volume including snapshot reserve as
integer
a percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

user-data

[0..2^63-1]

This field represents user data in bytes. Alternatively, this is
integer
the space reserved to overwrite the data in the volume.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

user-datapercent

[0..2^32-1]

integer This field represents user data as a percentage of volume size.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

integer This fields represents the tape backup metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the tape backup metadata as a
integer
percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

string

Name of the volume for which the space usage is requested.

optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the Vserver that contains the volumes for which the
string
space usage is requested. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info

[top]

Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: verify-detail-info

[top]

Information about mirror verification.
Name
issuspended
name

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is mirror verification suspended for this aggregate?
string

Name of the aggregate.

pct-withprecision

string Mirror verification percentage complete floored to two decimal place. If
optional verification isn't active, this value won't be returned. (e.g. "13.12")

percentagecomplete

integer Mirror verification percentage complete. If verification isn't active, this
optional value won't be returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: volume-attributes
Attributes of a volume. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
To create an encrypted Volume.

encrypt

boolean
optional

This option when set to 'true', it will generate a new key and
create an encrypted volume using that key. Before that, the
vserver should be configured with the key-manager. When set to
'false', the volume created will not be encrypted.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The encryption state of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptionstate

string
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'full' ... encrypted volume,
'partial' ... volume are in mixed encryption state(valid for
FlexGroup only),
'converting_to_encrypted' ... conversion to encryption
operation is in progress,
'converting_to_plaintext' ... conversion to plain-text
operation is in progress(depricated),
'rekeying' ... rekey of volume is in progress
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Encryption type of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptiontype

encryptiontype
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'volume' ... NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
'aggregate' ... NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
The key-id used for creating encrypted volume.

key-id

string
optional

volumeantivirusattributes

volumeantivirusattributes
optional

A new key will be generated for creating an encrypted volume.
This key-id is associated with the generated key.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumeautobalanceattributes
volumeautosizeattributes

This field contains information about Antivirus On-Access settings
for the volume.

volumeautobalance- This field contains information about the state of Auto Balance
Aggregate for a volume.
attributes
optional
volumeautosizeattributes
optional

This field contains information about the autosize settings of the
volume.

volumecloneattributes
volumecomp-aggrattributes

volume-cloneThis field contains information applying exclusively to clone
attributes
volumes.
optional
volume-compThis field contains information about composite aggregate
aggrattributes of a volume.
attributes
optional

volumedirectoryattributes

volumedirectoryattributes
optional

This field contains information related to directories in a volume.

volumeexportattributes

volumeexportattributes
optional

This field contains information about export settings of the
volume.

volumeflexcacheattributes

volumeflexcacheattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to flexcache
volumes.

volumehybridcacheattributes

volumehybrid-cache- This field contains information on Flash Pool caching attributes on
a volume
attributes
optional

volume-idattributes

volume-idattributes
optional

This field contains identification information about the volume.

volumeinfinitevolattributes

volumeinfinitevolattributes
optional

This field contains information about the state of an Infinite
Volume.

volumeinodeattributes

volume-inodeThis field contains information about inodes in a volume.
attributes
optional

volumelanguageattributes

volumelanguageattributes
optional

This field contains information about volume language-related
settings.

volumemirrorattributes

volumemirrorattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusive to volume
mirror.

volumeperformanceattributes

volumeperformance- This field contains information that relates to the performance of
the volume.
attributes
optional

volume-qosattributes

volume-qosThis field contains the information that relates to QoS.
attributes
optional

volumesecurityattributes

volumesecurityattributes
optional

This field contains information about volume security settings.

volume-sisattributes

volume-sisattributes
optional

This field contains information about Deduplication, file clone,
compression, etc.

volume-

volumesnaplock-

This field contains information about snaplock attributes of the

snaplockattributes

volume.

attributes
optional

volumesnapshotattributes

volumesnapshotattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to all the
snapshots in the volume. Volume disk space-related settings are
excluded.

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes
optional

This field contains information about snapshot autodelete policy
settings.

volumespaceattributes

volume-spaceThis field contains information related to volume disk space
attributes
management including on-disk layout.
optional

volumestateattributes

volume-stateThis field contains information about the state or status of a
attributes
volume or its features.
optional

volumetransitionattributes

volumetransitionattributes
optional

volume-vmalignattributes

volume-vmalignattributes
optional

This field contains information related to the Virtual Machine
alignment settings on a volume

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes
optional

This fields contains information about protection type for the
volume in a Vserver DR setup.

This field contains information applying exclusively to
transitioned or transitioning volumes.

Element definition: volume-clone-info

[top]

Volume FlexClone typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

Range

Type

Description

string FlexClone Aggregate Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

block-percentage- [0..2^64- integer Percentage Complete Attributes: non-creatable, noncomplete
1]
optional modifiable
blocks-scanned

[0..2^64- integer
Blocks Scanned Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

blocks-updated

[0..2^64- integer
Blocks Updated Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

dsid
flexclone-usedpercent
junction-active

[0..2^64- integer FlexClone Data Set ID Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable
[0..100]

integer FlexClone Used Percentage Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean Junction Active Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

junction-path

string
Junction Path Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

match-parentstorage-tier

boolean (DEPRECATED)-Match Split Data to Parent Storage Tier
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

msid
parent-snapshot

[0..2^64- integer FlexClone Master Data Set ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
string FlexClone Parent Snapshot Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

parent-volume

string FlexClone Parent Volume Attributes: required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

parent-vserver

string FlexClone Parent Vserver Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

qos-adaptivepolicy-group-name

string QoS Adaptive Policy Group Name Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable

qos-policy-groupname
size
space-guaranteeenabled

string QoS Policy Group Name Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^63- integer
FlexClone Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
boolean Space Guarantee In Effect Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
Space Guarantee Style Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:

space-reserve

string
optional

split-estimate

integer
Split Estimate Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

"none" ,
"volume"

FlexClone Volume State Possible values are:
state

string
optional

'online',
'offline',
'restricted'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

used
volume

[0..2^63- integer
Used Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string FlexClone Volume Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
The type of the volume to be created.
Possible values:

volume-type

string
optional

'rw' ... read-write volume,
'dp' ... data-protection volume
Default value is 'rw'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Indicates whether the volume will be replicated to the
destination in a Vserver DR setup. Possible values are:
vserver-drprotection

string
optional

'protected'
'unprotected'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"protected" - Volume is protected by Vserver DR,
"unprotected" - Volume is not protected by Vserver DR

Element definition: volume-encryption-conversion-info

[top]

Volume Encryption Conversion typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

percentagecompleted

string
optional

Percentage Completed Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

start-time

datetime
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

string
optional

Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volumename
optional

Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: volume-encryption-rekey-info
Volume Encryption Rekey typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

percentagecompleted

string
optional

Percentage Completed Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

start-time

datetime
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

string
optional

Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volumename
optional

Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: volume-flexgroup-capacity-tier-footprint-info

[top]

FlexGroup Capacity Tier Footprint When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

volumecapacity-tierfootprint

This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the capacity
size
tier, in bytes, for the FlexGroup. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

volume-name

volumeThis specifies the name of the FlexGroup for the capacity tier
name
footprint. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver-name

vservername Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: volume-info

[top]

Volume status information.
Name
autosize
block-type

Range

Type

Description

autosize-info Display autosize settings of the volume. Appears only under
optional
"verbose" mode.
string

The indirect block format of the volume. Possible values: 32_bit,
64_bit.
The style of RAID checksum used (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing

aggregate). The possible values:
checksumstyle

string

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned.

clone-children

clone-childFlexible volumes only. This field appears for a flexible volume if
info[]
it is the parent of one or more clones.
optional

clone-parent

Flexible volumes only. This field appears for a flexible volume if
cloneparent-info[] it is a clone of another flexible volume, describing the clone's
optional
parentage.

compression

compression- Note that the use of this element is deprecated, refer to the
info
'dense-status' element for compression status instead.

containingaggregate

string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The name of the aggregate in which the
given flexible volume resides.

disk-count

integer

Total number of associated disks (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate). Range : [0..2^31-1]

encrypt

boolean
optional

Specifies whether a volume is encrypted or not.

encryptionstate

integer
optional

Encryption state of a volume.

encryptiontype

integer
optional

Specifies whether a volume is encrypted as NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption) volume or not.

expiry-date

integer
optional

Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in seconds in the standard
UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed. Range:
[0..2^64-1]. The flag is-wraparound indicates if this date is in the
normal format or is wrapped around. This field is not included if 1.
the volume has an infinite expiry-date 2. the volume is offline 3.
the volume has scan in progress 4. the volume is regular volume
5. the volume has no expiry date. The volume is SnapLock
volume (is-snaplock is "true") with no WORM files and no WORM
snapshots.

files-privateused

integer

Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes) used. If the
volume is restricted or offline, a a value of 0 is returned. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

files-total

integer

Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum
number of user-visible files (inodes) that this volume can
currently hold. If the volume is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

files-used

integer

Number of user-visible files (inodes) used. If the volume is
restricted or offline, a value 0 returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Filesystem size (in bytes) of the volume. This is the total usable
size of the volume, not including WAFL reserve. This value is the
same as Size except for certain SnapMirror destination volumes.
It is possible for destination volumes to have a different
filesystem-size because the filesystem-size is sent across from
the source volume. If the volume is restricted or offline, a value
of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

filesystemsize

Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in a human-readable format
:: is displayed. A value of "infinite" indicates that the volume has
an infinite expiry date. A value of "scan_in_progress" indicates

formattedexpiry-date

string
optional

that expiry date is not displayed since worm scan on the volume
is in progress. A value of "no_expiry_date" indicates that expiry
date is not displayed since the SnapLock volume has no WORM
files and WORM snapshots. This field is not included if the volume
is offline or the volume is regular volume (is-snaplock is "false").

formattedsnaplockvolumecomplianceclock

string
optional

If Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable time :: is
displayed. This field will be present only for SnapLock volumes.

hybrid-cacheeligibility

string

hybrid cache eligibility. Valid values are "read","read-write" and
"none". Volumes which report "read" can support only read
caching. Volumes which report "read-write" support both read and
write caching. "none" means no hybrid caching support.

hybrid-cachewritecachingineligibilityreason

string
optional

informs why the volume cannot participate in write caching. This
field is valid only if the volume can participate in read caching but
not write caching.

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for system
(not user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as
more system files are created. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of zero is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

inodefilepubliccapacity

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for uservisible files. This number will dynamically increase as more uservisible files are created. If the volume is restricted or offline, a
value of zero is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

inofileversion

integer

The inofile-version of the volume. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 returned. Range : [0..2^32-1].

is-checksumenabled

boolean

Whether RAID checksums are enabled (for a traditional volume;
for a flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate).

is-insnapmirrorjumpahead

boolean
optional

True when the volume is in the process of SnapMirror jump
ahead. Default value is false. This field is returned only for online
volumes.

isinconsistent

boolean

Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the associated file
system.

inodefileprivatecapacity

is-invalid

boolean
optional

Whether or not this volume is invalid. Volumes typically become
invalid as a result of an aborted 'vol copy' or SnapMirror(R) initial
transfer. In such a case a volume is in a half created state and
cannot be recovered.
By default, this field is FALSE.

is-snaplock
is-spaceenforcementlogical

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean

Whether or not this is a SnapLock volume.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically,
ONTAP enforces volume settings such that all the physical space
saved by the storage efficiency features will be calculated as
used. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite
Volumes. The default setting is false.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the
volume space such that all the physical space saved by the
storage efficiency features are also as reported as used. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
The default setting is false.
Flexible volumes only. Whether or not the space SLO type

is-space-sloenabled

isunrecoverable

boolean
optional

boolean
optional

associated with the flexible volume is in effect. Possible values:
enabled and disabled. This field does not appear if the flexible
volume is restricted or offline.
Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the associated file
system and it is not recoverable. This value is only present for
flexible volumes.
By default, this field is FALSE.

iswraparound

boolean
optional

True if the date represented in expiry-date is a wrap around date.
SnapLock wraps around the expiry date to indicate dates after
01/19/2038. It remaps 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038
- 01/19/2071. This field is not included if 1. the volume has an
infinite expiry date 2. the volume is offline 3. the volume has scan
in progress 4. the volume is regular volume (is-snaplock is
"false") 5. the volume has no expiry date. The volume is
SnapLock volume (is-snaplock is "true") with no WORM files and
no WORM snapshots.

key-id

string
optional

If the volume is encrypted, key associated with this key-id is used
for encrypting the volume.

integer

This field represents the percentage of logical used size in the
volume. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite
Volumes. Range : [0..2^32-1].

mirror-status

string

The RAID mirror status (for a traditional volume; for a flexible
volume, the corresponding value of its containing aggregate).
Possible values: CP count check in progress, failed, invalid, limbo,
mirror degraded, mirror resynchronizing, mirrored, needs CP
count check, uninitialized, <unknown mirror state>, and
unmirrored.

name

string

Name of the volume.

owning-vfiler

string
optional

Name of the vfiler which owns this volume. This value will be
returned only if the request is coming to vfiler0 and MultiStore is
licensed.

percentageused

integer
optional

Percentage of the volume size that is used. If the volume is
restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..100].

plex-count

integer

Number of plexes (for a traditional volume; for a flexible volume,
the corresponding value of its containing aggregate). This is also
the size of the "plex" array that appears below. A plex is
composed of one or more RAID groups that have been lashed
together to serve as the unit for RAID mirroring. Range :
[0..2^31-1]

plexes

plex-info[]

quota-init

integer

Quota state and percent initialized. 100% means that quotas are
on, 0% means quotas are off, and anywhere inbetween means
that quotas are initializing. Range : [0..100].

integer

The current RAID group size (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate). Range : [0..2^31-1].

logical-usedpercent

raid-size

raid-status

string

List of plexes for this volume (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate).

The current RAID status (for a traditional volume; for a flexible
volume, the corresponding value of its containing aggregate).
Possible values: copying, degraded, foreign, growing, initializing,
invalid, ironing, mirror degraded, mirrored, needs check,
noparity, normal, out-of-date, partial, raid0, raid4, raid_dp,
raid_tec, reconstruct, resyncing, snapmirrored, verifying,
unrecoverable. This field can contain a combination of the above
status values in a comma separated list; for example:

"reconstruct,growing".
string
optional

Displays the remote host and remote volume where the origin of
the cache is located. Returned in format: : Present only if flex
volume is a FlexCache. Remote Host: Should be formatted as
either the DNS hostname or as an IP address. Remote Volume:
Should be formatted the same as a volume name.

integer

Number of bytes reserved for overwriting snapshotted data in an
otherwise full volume. This space is usable only by spacereserved LUNs and files, and then only when the volume is full. It
is equal to reserve-required if the value of the fractional_reserve
option is set to the default value of 100%, but otherwise may be
less than reserve-required. If the volume is restricted or offline, a
value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1]

integer

The number of reserved bytes that are required to ensure that
the reserved space is sufficient to allow all space reserved files
and LUNs to be overwritten when the volume is full. If the volume
is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^641].

integer

Number of reserved bytes that is not available for new overwrites.
The number includes both reserved bytes which have actually
been used for overwrites as well as bytes which were never
allocated in the first place. On a volume without free space, the
"never allocated" component can become non-zero when reserverequired increases as holes are filled in. Because of this, the
reserve-used value can exceed the number of snapshotted bytes.
The reserve-used value can also exceed the value of reserverequired, as the filer maintains a small hidden reserve of last
resort. If the volume is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

reserve-usedactual

integer

Number of reserved bytes that have been used. This value is
computed as the smaller of: (1) snapshotted bytes not in the
active filesystem, and (2) reserve-used. This formula comes from
the observation that you cannot have used more overwrite
reserved than have actually overwritten data. This value can
exceed the value of reserve-required, as the filer maintains a
small hidden reserve of last resort. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

sis

sis-info
optional

Display the Single Instance Storage (SIS) related status and
statistics if the volume is a SIS volume.

size-available

integer

Number of bytes still available in the volume. If the volume is
restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^641].

integer

Number of bytes that should be available in the volume
irrespective of available in the aggregate for a thin provisioned
volume. This is same as size-available for 'volume' guaranteed
volumes. For 'none' guaranteed volumes this value is calculated
as if the aggregate has enough backing disk space to fully support
the volumes's size. Similar to the size-available property, this
does not include Snapshot reserve. This count gets reduced if
snapshots consume space above Snapshot reserve threshold. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes that are logically available in the volume i.e.
amount of free space available considering space saved by the
storage efficiency features as being used. This does not include
Snapshot reserve. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups
or Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

remotelocation

reserve

reserverequired

reserve-used

sizeexpectedavailable

size-logicalavailable

Number of bytes logically used in the volume. This value includes

size-logicalused

integer

all the space saved by the storage efficiency features along with
the physically used space. This does not include Snapshot reserve
but does consider Snapshot spill. This parameter is not supported
on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes that are logically used by the active filesystem of
the volume. This value differs from 'size-logical-used' by the
amount of Snapshot spill that exceeds Snapshot reserve. This
parameter is not supported of FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes that are logically used across all Snapshots
copies in the volume. This value differs from 'size-used-bysnapshots' by the space saved by the storage efficiency features
across the Snapshot copies. This parameter is not supported on
FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes not available in the aggregate for a volume. This
will be non-zero only in case of none guaranteed volume when it's
unused size exceeds available space in the aggregate. For
guarantee enabled volume this field will always report zero. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

integer

The size in bytes that is physically used in the volume. This differs
from 'total-used' space by the space that is reserved for future
writes. The value includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies.
Range : [0..2^64-1].

sizesnapshotreserveavailable

integer

Number of bytes available for Snapshot copies inside the
Snapshot reserve. This value is zero if Snapshot spill is present.
For none guaranteed volumes, this may get reduced due to less
available space in the aggregate. This parameter is not supported
on Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-total

integer

Total usable size (in bytes) of the volume, not including WAFL
reserve or volume snapshot reserve. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-used

integer

Number of bytes used in the volume. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-logicalused-by-afs

size-logicalused-bysnapshots

size-overprovisioned

size-physicalused

snapautodelete

snapautodelete- Display the snapshot autodelete policy related status of the
volume. Appears only under "verbose" mode.
info
optional

snaplock-type

string
optional

The type of the snaplock volume. It is present for snaplock
volumes only, i.e. volumes for which is-snaplock is "true".
Possible values - "compliance" or "enterprise"

snaplockvolumecomplianceclock

integer
optional

If Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds in the
standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed.
This field will be present only for SnapLock volumes. Range:
[0..2^64-1].

snapshotblocksreserved

integer

The number of 1024 byte blocks that has been set aside as
reserve for snapshot usage. This is same as "blocks-reserved" in
snapshot-get-reserve API output. Range : [0..2^64-1].

snapshotpercentreserved

integer

The percentage of disk space that has been set aside as reserve
for snapshot usage. This is same as "percent-reserved" in
snapshot-get-reserve API output. Range : [0..100].

space-reserve

string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The storage guarantee associated with
the flexible volume. Possible values: none, file, volume. This field
does not appear if the flexible volume is restricted or offline.

spacereserveenabled

boolean
optional

Flexible volumes only. Whether or not the storage guarantee
associated with the flexible volume is currently in effect. This field
does not appear if the flexible volume is restricted or offline.

string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The space SLO type associated with the
flexible volume. The space SLO type is the Service Level Objective
for space management for the volume. Possible values: none,
thick, semi-thick. This field does not appear if the flexible volume
is restricted or offline.

state

string

State of the volume. Possible values: "offline", "online",
"restricted" and "unknown" for both flexible and traditional
volumes, and "creating", "failed", and "partial" specifically for
traditional volumes. The "mixed" state applies to both FlexGroups
and Infinite Volumes. If the state of a FlexGroup or Infinite
Volume is mixed, that indicates that not all of the constituents are
in the same state.

transition

transitioninfo
optional

Information relating to any transition jobs running or previously
run on this volume.

type

string

The type of volume. Possible values: "flex" for flexible volumes,
and "trad" for traditional volumes.

uuid

string

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the volume.

space-slo

vm-align-info Information related to the Virtual Machine alignment settings on
optional
the volume.

vm-align

volumeInformation related to 64-bit upgrade. After 64-bit upgrade
64bitupgrade-info completes, this information is no longer available.
optional

volume-64bitupgrade

Element definition: volume-modify-iter-async-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against volume object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

errormessage
jobid

[0..2^641]

status

string

volume-key

volumeattributes

Description

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
The keys for the volume object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: volume-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against volume object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

error-

string

Description
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

message

optional

volume-key

volumeattributes

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.
The keys for the volume object to which the modify
operation applies.

Element definition: volume-move-error-code

[top]

The complete list of error codes if perform-validation-only is true.
Name

Range Type Description

volume-move-error

integer Error

Element definition: volume-move-info

[top]

Status of the move operation When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The date and time in cluster timezone when the volume move
completed (successfully or otherwise). If the volume move operation
completed successfully, this is the time when the volume on the
actual[0..2^31- integer destination aggregate has been made master and the original volume
completionoptional on the source aggregate has been deleted or is no longer a master
1]
timestamp
copy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
actualduration

bypassthrottling

The duration in days, hours, minutes and seconds for which the
[0..2^32- integer volume move was or is in progress.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This specifies whether this move should be throttled so protocol
operations latencies are not affected by move. If this parameter is
boolean specified with true, the move will not be throttled by the transfer
optional engine. The default is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The number of bytes remaining to be sent during volume move. This
is an approximate number and lags the current status by a few (3)
minutes while the volume move is in operation. The bytes-remaining
is applicable only for ongoing volume moves. It is not applicable to
completed or failed moves. The data inside the volume is considered
bytes[0..2^63- integer to be much much larger than data outside the volume. This value
optional most of the time will track data inside the volume yet to be sent.
remaining
1]

Note that the bytes-remaining can increase over a period of time
depending on the rate of change of volume by protocols or other
consumers of the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of bytes sent thus far as part of volume move. This is an
approximate number and lags the current status by a few seconds
while the volume move is in operation. The bytes-sent is applicable
only for ongoing and successful volume moves. The bytes-sent
counter is mononotonically increasing in most cases. It is stored in
memory. As a result, any reboots or failover of the move operation
[0..2^63- integer
bytes-sent
can lead to resetting of this counter to a lesser value than reported
optional
1]
earlier. The data inside the volume is considered to be much much
larger than metadata of the volume, mostly stored outside the
volume. This value most of the time will track data inside the volume
sent at the time of retreiving status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The status code of the move operation. The status code will be 0
while the job is running or is successful. It will be non-zero if it is not
completion- [0..2^64- integer successful. The code field will be the same as job show's 'status job'
optional field. This field will be in diag mode of the UI.
code
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Once a volume move is complete, the final state of the volume move
string operation. This is available in diag mode only.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

completionstatus

cutoveraction

string
optional

The action to be taken for cutover or during cutover failure. Can be
one of abort_on_failure, defer_on_failure, force or wait. This is the
input given during the start of volume move.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Number of times cutover has been attempted during the move
cutover[0..2^32- integer operation. This is a diag only field.
attemptedoptional
1]
count
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cutoverattempts

[1..25]

The number of attempts to be used by the move operation to cutover
to the destination volume. This is the input by the upper layers. If
integer the number of attempts is exhausted, the cutover-action input
optional determines the next course of action for the move operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

cutoverharddeferredcount

cutovertriggertimestamp

Number of times cutover has been hard deferred during the move
operation due to non-transient, intervention-necessary conditions.
[0..2^32- integer
This is a diag only field.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The time when move operation last accepted a trigger to initiate
cutover. This is applicable when the move operation is waiting for a
[0..2^31- integer cutover to be triggered because of a hard cutover deferred state or
optional because the cutover-action was wait.
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cutoverwindow

The time window in seconds given as input for the cutover phase of
integer volume move.
[30..300]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

cutoverssoftdeferredcount

Number of times cutover has been soft deferred during the move
[0..2^32- integer operation due to transient conditions. This is a diag only field.
1]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the aggregate where the volume is being moved to.

destinationaggregate

string
optional

destinationkey-id

string
optional

destinationnode

The name of the node where the destination aggregate is. This will be
string a diagnostic only field.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

details

This field contains details about any warnings, errors and state of the
string move operation. This is a string field.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

enforcenetworkthrottling

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This is the encryption key-id of the destination volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This specifies whether this move should enforce replication engine
node level network throttling. If this parameter is specified with true,
boolean the move will be throttled by the replication engine. The default is
optional false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The approximate date and time in the cluster time zone when the
entire volume move operation is expected to complete. The move
operation completes when the volume instance on the destination
aggregate has become the master copy and the volume instance on
the source aggregate has been deleted or is no longer the master
estimatedcopy. The format will be in Ontap's Date format. Note that this time
[0..2^31- integer
completionmay keep increasing when the move goes into Cutover-Deferrred
optional
1]
time
mode. In those cases where the input for cutover-action is wait,
during data copy phase, estimated time of completion will
approximate the time to reach cutover point and wait for user
intervention.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The approximate amount of time in terms of days, hours, minutes
and seconds remaining to complete the volume move. Note that this
duration will not go down to zero when the move goes into Cutoverestimated[0..2^32- integer
Deferrred mode. The duration displayed in the examples is not
remainingoptional
1]
correct. cutover.
duration
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
executionprogress

internalstate

The execution progress of the job as reported by the job. This is used
string for debugging purposes only and is only available in diag mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This is the actual internal state of the move job. This is used for
string debugging purposes only and is only available in diag mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

isdestinationencrypted

boolean
optional

is-sourceencrypted

boolean
optional

This value is 'true' if the destination volume is an encrypted volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This value will be 'true' if the source volume is an encrypted volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

job-uuid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
uuid
optional

The ui job id of the move job. This is available in diag mode only.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The job uuid of the move job. This is available in diag mode only.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastThe time when move operation initiated cutover.
cutover- [0..2^31- integer
optional
trigger1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
timestamp
managingnode

moved-byautobalance

The node in the cluster on which the move operation/job is or was
string running. This is usually on the node hosting the volume to be moved.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This value will be 'true' if the move has been initiated by Auto
Balance aggregate and 'false' if the move is not related to Auto
boolean
Balance Aggregate.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originaljob-id

percentcomplete

This field will be populated when the move job is restarted with a
[0..2^64- integer new Job identifier.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The amount of work to move the volume completed thus far in terms
integer of percentage.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The phase of the move operation. The move operation can have the
following phases:

phase

string
optional

Queued - Phase where the move operation is queued for
execution by the cluster.
Initializing - Phase where the move operation is setting up
resources and initializing them for moving the volume.
Replicating - Phase in which move operation is doing data copy
from source volume to destination aggregate.
Cutover - Phase in which the move operation is attempting to
switch over volume to the destination aggregate and ensuring
client i/o and system operations go to the volume on the
destination aggregate. In this phase client i/o and system
operations are temporarily suspended while a final data copy is
taking place from the current volume to the destination
aggregate.
cutover_hard_deferred - Phase in which the move operation is
deferring cutover due to some errors in the system during
move. The move operation is waiting for corrective action from
the admin or MEI tools to take place. The details field contains
the reason for the error.
cutover_soft_deferred - Phase in which the move operation is
deferring cutover due to some transient errors in the system
during move. The move operation is replicating in the
background and waiting for the transient error which is causing
the soft deferral to clear up. If the move operation has not yet
started the replication in the background, the 'Detailed Status'
field will contain the reason for soft deferral.
Completed - The move operation has completed successfully
and the volume is now on destination aggregate.
Finishing - The move operation performs a cleaning up before
completing succesfully and the volume is now on destination

aggregate.
cleaning_up - The move operation aborted and is in the
process of cleaning up. This is a transient condition that will
eventually lead to Failed phase.
Failed - The move operation was not successful. The details
field and the code indicates the reason for the failure.
Failed - The move operation did not complete successfully.
Restarting - The move operation is restarting.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

prior-issues

The list of issues or transient errors encountered causing the move
operation to retry the data copy phase or the cutover phase. For
RR.1, there will be only one transient error reported. For later
string releases, there can be many transient errors seperated by newlines
optional reported, with the order being earliest at top and latest error at the
bottom of the list. This is a diag only field.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

replicationthroughput

The current replication throughput of the move operation in terms of
string Kb/s, Mb/s or Gb/s.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

skip-deltacalculation

boolean
optional

sourceaggregate

The name of the aggregate where the volume being moved originally
string resides or resided.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-keyid

string
optional

sourcenode

string
optional

Indicates that the move should skip delta calculation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This is the encryption key-id of the source volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the node where the source aggregate is.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The date and time in cluster timezone when the volume move
start[0..2^31- integer started.
optional
timestamp
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The state of the volume move at the time of issuing the command
and the system gathering up the information about the move. The
states can have the following values:

state

string
optional

Healthy - Volume move is proceeding as planned, with no
issues so far
Done - Volume move has finished successfully.
Failed - Volume move has failed due to some reason, with the
reason being available in the Detailed Status section.
Warning - Volume move has encountered a transient error
condition during its operation, but is continuing on since then.
The details and phase section has more context into the cause
of the error.
Alert - Volume move has encountered a serious condition that
cannot be rectified by the system alone and needs input from
the upper layers (admin or tools) before proceeding. The
volume move will go into Cutover-Deferred phase waiting for
user intervention in case of errors, with volume move triggercutover being the way the move operation can be restarted.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
volume- This is the name of the vserver-scoped volume being moved.
name
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume
volumeinstanceuuid

uuid
optional

This is the instance uuid of the vserver-scoped volume being moved.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This is the name of the vserver in which the volume being moved is
vserverpart of.
name
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: volume-move-target-aggr-info
Compatible target aggregate information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggr-name

Range

Type

Description

aggrAggregate Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

available-size

size
Available size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

current-dest-capacitytier-usage

Current Destination Capacity Tier Usage Attributes: nonsize
optional creatable, non-modifiable

current-destperformance-tieravailsize

Current Destination Performance Tier Available Size
size
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-source-capacitytier-usage

Current Source Capacity Tier Usage Attributes: nonsize
optional creatable, non-modifiable

current-sourceperformance-tieravailsize

Current Source Performance Tier Available Size Attributes:
size
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-dest-capacitytier-usage

Projected Destination Capacity Tier Usage After Move
size
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-destperformance-tieravailsize

Projected Destination Performance Tier Avaialble Dize
size
optional After Move Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-sourcecapacity-tier-usage

Projected Source Capacity Tier Usage After Move
size
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-sourceperformance-tieravailsize

Projected Source Performance Tier Available Size After
size
optional Move Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-type

string
Storage Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: volume-option-info

[top]

Option key and value.
Name Range Type Description
name

string Option key.

value

string Option value.

Element definition: volume-transition-volinfo

[top]

Information describing the volume and how to transition it.
Name

Range

junctionpath
volumename

Type

Description

The path in the vserver into which the volume should be mounted. Note that
string
this is only valid for transitions from 7-mode to Cluster-mode and not
optional
untransition. Path should be of the format "/".
string

The name of the volume which is to be transitioned.

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: autosize-info

[top]

Autosize settings of the volume This appears only if the "verbose" parameter above is set to "true".
Name

Range

Type

Description

growinteger The trigger capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
threshold- [0..100]
optional grows.
percent
increment- [0..2^63- integer
The increment size by which the volume would be grown, in kbytes.
optional
size
1]
is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
boolean
autosize-mode instead. The value of 'true' means that autosize is
optional
enabled, while 'false' means that the autosize mode is 'off'.

maximum- [0..2^63- integer The maximum size to which the volume would be grown automatically,
size
1]
optional in kbytes.
minimum- [0..2^63- integer The minimim size to which the volume can be shrunk automatically, in

size

1]

optional kbytes.
string Defines the current mode of volume autosize. Legal modes include
optional "grow", "grow_shrink", and "off".

mode

shrinkinteger The trigger capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
threshold- [0..100]
optional shrinks.
percent

Element definition: clone-child-info

[top]

Information describing each of the clones that are children of the current flexible volume.
Name

Range Type

clone-childname

Description

The name of a clone volume whose parent is the given flexible
string
volume.

Element definition: clone-parent-info

[top]

Information describing the parentage of a flexible volume clone.
Name

Range Type

parent-snapshotname
parent-volumename

string

Description
The name of the snapshot in 'parent-volume-name' serving as the
parent of this clone.

string The name of the flexible volume serving as the parent of this clone.

Element definition: compression-info

[top]

Note that the use of this element is deprecated, refer to the 'dense-status' element for compression
status instead.
Name
iscompressionenabled

Range Type
string

Description
Note that the use of this field is deprecated, refer to the 'is-compressionenabled' field in the 'dense-status' element instead.

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: encryptiontype

[top]

none|volume|aggregate Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
[none]

Element definition: plex-info

[top]

Information for a plex.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-online

boolean "true" if the plex is online, "false" otherwise.

isresyncing

boolean "true" if the plex is currently resyncing, "false" otherwise.

name

string

Plex name, e.g. /myvol/plex0

plexresyncpct-withprecision

string If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage
optional floored to two decimal places. (e.g. "13.12")

plex-status

Plex status. Possible values: "normal", "failed", "empty", "invalid",
string "uninitialized", "failed assimilation", "limbo", "active", "inactive",
optional "resyncing", These values may appear by themselves or in combination
separated by commas (e.g., "normal,active")

pool

[0..1]

raidgroup- List of all RAID groups in the plex. This appears only if the "verbose"
info[] parameter above is set to "true".
optional

raidgroups
resynclevel
resyncingpercentage

integer
The pool to which the majority of disks in the plex belong.
optional

[0..1]

integer
If the plex is currently being resynced, then the resync level.
optional
integer If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage.
optional Range : [0..100].

Element definition: sis-info

[top]

Status and statistics for the SIS volume.
Name
compresssaved

Range Type

Description

The total disk space saved due to compression in KB (1024 Bytes) on the
integer
referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

dedupsaved

integer

The total disk space saved due to deduplication in KB (1024 Bytes) on the
referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

lastoperationbegin

string Start timestamp of the last SIS operation.

lastoperationend

string End timestamp of the last SIS operation.

lastoperationerror

string

lastoperationsize

integer The size in bytes of the last SIS operation. Range : [0..2^64-1].

percentcompresssaved

integer

The percentage of disk space saved by compression on the referenced file
system. Range: [0 - 100]

percentdedupsaved

integer

The percentage of disk space saved by deduplication on the referenced file
system. Range: [0 - 100]

percenttotal-saved

integer

The percentage of disk space saved by compression & deduplication on the
referenced file system. Range: [0 - 100]

percentagesaved

Percentage of space savings generated by the shared space. This is
integer calculated as [size-saved / (size-saved + size-used)]. This field appears if
the SIS volume is online. Range : [0..100].

A human readable error message of the last SIS operation. Present when
there was an error.

progress

string The progress of the current SIS operation.

schedule

string

The schedule for SIS operation on the volume. See sis-set-config for the
format of the schedule.

size-saved

The disk space savings generated by the shared space. The size is in
bytes. The size-saved plus the size-used would be the total space usage, if
integer
no space is shared. This field appears if the SIS volume is online. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

size-shared

integer

state
status
total-saved
type

Number of bytes in the used space that is shared. This field appears if this
SIS volume is online. Range : [0..2^64-1].

string Possible values: "enabled", or "disabled".
string Possible values: "idle", "active", "pending", or "undoing".
integer

The total disk space saved by compression & deduplication in KB (1024
Bytes) on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

string Possible values: "regular" or "snapvault".

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snap-autodelete-info
Snapshot autodelete policy settings. This appears only if the "verbose" parameter above is set to "true".

[top]

Name

Range Type

Description

commitment

Possible values: "try", "disrupt", or "destroy". This option determines the
snapshots which snapshot autodelete is allowed to delete to get back
space. Setting this option to "try" only permits the snapshots which are
not locked by data protection utilities (dump, mirroring, NDMPcopy) and
string
data backing functionalities (volume and LUN clones) to be deleted.
Setting this option to "disrupt" only permits the snapshots which are not
locked by data backing functionalities (volume and LUN clones) to be
deleted.

defer-delete

Possible values "scheduled", "user_created", "prefix", or "none". This
option determines which kind of snapshots to delete in the end. Setting
this option value to "scheduled" will delete the snapshots created by the
snapshot scheduler last. Setting this option value to "user_created" will
string
delete the snapshots not created by the snapshot scheduler last. Setting
this option value to "prefix" will delete the snapshots matching the prefix
string to be deleted last. Setting this option value to "none" will disable
the above choices.

delete-order

string

destroy-list

Possible values are the combination of "lun_clone", "vol_clone",
"cifs_share", "file_clone" or "none". These options specify the list of
string
service that can be destroyed if the snapshot is backing that service. This
option is valid only when the commitment is set to destroy.

Possible values "oldest_first", "newest_first". This option determines if the
oldest or newest snapshot is deleted first.

prefix

string

This option provides the prefix string for the "prefix" value of the
"defer_delete" option.

state

string

Possible values: "on" or "off". This option determines if the snapshot
autodelete is currently enabled for the volume.

target-freespace

trigger

This option determines when snapshot autodelete should stop deleting
integer snapshot. Depending on the trigger, snapshots are deleted till we reach
the target free space percentage. Range: [1..100]
Possible values: "volume", "snap_reserve", or "(DEPRECATED)space_reserve". This option determines the condition in which snapshots
should be automatically deleted. Setting this option to "volume" triggers
snapshot autodelete to run when the volume is near full. Setting this
string option to "snap_reseve" triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the
snap reserve of the volume is near full. Setting this option to
"space_reserve" triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the space
reserved in the volume is near full. NOTE: The option "space_reserve" is
deprecated.

Element definition: transition-info

[top]

Information relating to any transition jobs running or previously run on this volume.
Name
transitionstate
transitioned

Range

Type

Description

string
Indicates the current state of the volume transition operation.
optional
boolean Indicates whether the volume has gone through a transition
optional operation.

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vm-align-info

[top]

Information relating to Virtual Machine alignment settings on the volume.
Name Range

Type

Description

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files created with the
vmsuffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input parameter will have zero-filled
integer
align- [1..7]
<512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data at the beginning so that it's actual data
optional
sector
starts at a different offset instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes
to such files are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary
vmalignsuffix

The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz' is used to identify
string
the files which needs to be aligned. See the description for 'vm-align-sector'
optional
above for more information on this.

Element definition: volume-64bit-upgrade-info

[top]

Information related to 64-bit upgrade.
Name Range
check

Type
volume-64bit-upgradecheck-info
optional

Description
Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggradd is "check".

Element definition: volume-antivirus-attributes
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the volume.} Information about
Antivirus settings for the volume.
Name Range

onaccesspolicy

Type

Description
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the
volume.} The name of the Antivirus On-Access policy. The default policy name
is 'default'.

string
If not specified when creating a volume, the Antivirus On-Access Policy is
optional
inherited from the owning vserver. Currently, this policy can only be managed

[top]

using the 'antivirus' command line interfaces.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-attributes

[top]

Attributes of a volume. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
To create an encrypted Volume.

encrypt

boolean
optional

This option when set to 'true', it will generate a new key and
create an encrypted volume using that key. Before that, the
vserver should be configured with the key-manager. When set to
'false', the volume created will not be encrypted.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The encryption state of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptionstate

string
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'full' ... encrypted volume,
'partial' ... volume are in mixed encryption state(valid for
FlexGroup only),
'converting_to_encrypted' ... conversion to encryption
operation is in progress,
'converting_to_plaintext' ... conversion to plain-text
operation is in progress(depricated),
'rekeying' ... rekey of volume is in progress
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Encryption type of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptiontype

encryptiontype
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'volume' ... NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
'aggregate' ... NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
The key-id used for creating encrypted volume.

key-id

string
optional

A new key will be generated for creating an encrypted volume.
This key-id is associated with the generated key.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumeantivirusattributes
volumeautobalanceattributes
volumeautosizeattributes
volumecloneattributes
volumecomp-aggrattributes

volumeantivirusattributes
optional

This field contains information about Antivirus On-Access settings
for the volume.

volumeautobalance- This field contains information about the state of Auto Balance
Aggregate for a volume.
attributes
optional
volumeautosizeattributes
optional

This field contains information about the autosize settings of the
volume.

volume-cloneThis field contains information applying exclusively to clone
attributes
volumes.
optional
volume-compThis field contains information about composite aggregate
aggrattributes of a volume.
attributes
optional

volumedirectoryattributes

volumedirectoryattributes
optional

This field contains information related to directories in a volume.

volumeexportattributes

volumeexportattributes
optional

This field contains information about export settings of the
volume.

volumeflexcacheattributes

volumeflexcacheattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to flexcache
volumes.

volumehybridcacheattributes

volumehybrid-cache- This field contains information on Flash Pool caching attributes on
a volume
attributes
optional

volume-idattributes

volume-idattributes
optional

This field contains identification information about the volume.

volumeinfinitevolattributes

volumeinfinitevolattributes
optional

This field contains information about the state of an Infinite
Volume.

volumeinodeattributes
volumelanguageattributes
volumemirrorattributes

volume-inodeThis field contains information about inodes in a volume.
attributes
optional
volumelanguageattributes
optional
volumemirrorattributes

This field contains information about volume language-related
settings.

This field contains information applying exclusive to volume
mirror.

optional
volumeperformanceattributes

volumeperformance- This field contains information that relates to the performance of
the volume.
attributes
optional

volume-qosattributes

volume-qosThis field contains the information that relates to QoS.
attributes
optional

volumesecurityattributes

volumesecurityattributes
optional

This field contains information about volume security settings.

volume-sisattributes

volume-sisattributes
optional

This field contains information about Deduplication, file clone,
compression, etc.

volumesnaplockattributes

volumesnaplockattributes
optional

This field contains information about snaplock attributes of the
volume.

volumesnapshotattributes

volumesnapshotattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to all the
snapshots in the volume. Volume disk space-related settings are
excluded.

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes
optional

This field contains information about snapshot autodelete policy
settings.

volumespaceattributes

volume-spaceThis field contains information related to volume disk space
attributes
management including on-disk layout.
optional

volumestateattributes

volume-stateThis field contains information about the state or status of a
attributes
volume or its features.
optional

volumetransitionattributes

volumetransitionattributes
optional

volume-vmalignattributes

volume-vmalignattributes
optional

This field contains information related to the Virtual Machine
alignment settings on a volume

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes
optional

This fields contains information about protection type for the
volume in a Vserver DR setup.

This field contains information applying exclusively to
transitioned or transitioning volumes.

Element definition: volume-autobalance-attributes
Information about the Auto Balance Aggregate state of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

isautobalanceeligible

When set to 'true', the volume is included in Auto Balance aggregate
processing. When set to 'false', the volume is excluded from Auto
boolean
Balance aggregate processing. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-autosize-attributes
Information about autosize settings of the volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Used space threshold which triggers autogrow. When the volumeinfo.size-used is greater than this percent of volume-info.size-total, the
volume will be grown. The computed value is rounded down. The
growinteger default value of this element varies from 85% to 98%, depending on
threshold- [0..100]
optional the volume size. It is an error for the grow threshold to be less than or
percent
equal to the shrink threshold.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
autosize-mode instead. Setting this parameter to 'true' enables the
boolean 'grow' mode, while setting it to 'false' disables autosize and sets the
optional autosize mode to 'off'. The default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The maximum size (in bytes) to which the volume would be grown
automatically. The default value is 20% greater than the volume size.
It is an error for the maximum volume size to be less than the current
maximum- [0..2^63- integer
volume size. It is also an error for the maximum size to be less than or
optional
size
1]
equal to the minimum size.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The minimum size (in bytes) below which the volume would not be
shrunk automatically. The default value is the initial size of the volume.
minimum- [0..2^63- integer It is an error for the minimum size to be greater than or equal to the
optional maximum size.
size
1]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The current mode of operation of volume autosize. Valid modes are
'off', 'grow', and 'grow_shrink'. The default mode is 'off'.
mode

reset

string Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
optional
"off" ,
"grow" ,
"grow_shrink"
Resets the values of autosize, max-autosize, min-autosize, autosizeshrink-threshold-percent, autosize-grow-threshold-percent and
boolean
autosize-mode to their defaults.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

shrink-

The used space threshold below which autoshrink is triggered. When
the volume-info.size-used is less than this percent of volume-info.sizetotal, the volume will be shrunk. The computed value is rounded down.
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integer
threshold- [0..100]
The default shrink theshold is 50%. It is an error for the shrink
optional
percent
threshold to be greater than or equal to the grow threshold.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-clone-attributes

[top]

Information about volume clones.
Name

Range

Type

clone-child- [0..2^32count
1]

integer
optional
volumecloneparentattributes
optional

volumeclone-parentattributes

Description
Number of clones for which this volume is the parent. This
field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field appears for a flexible volume if it is a clone of
another flexible volume, describing the clone's parentage. This
field is not set on FlexGroups.

Element definition: volume-comp-aggr-attributes
Information related to composite aggregate attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
This optional parameter specifies the cloud retrieval policy for the
volume.This policy determines which tiered out blocks to retrieve from
the capacity tier to the performance tier.
The available cloud retrieval policies are:

cloudretrievalpolicy

string
optional

default - This policy retrieves tiered data based on the underlying
tiering policy. If the tiering policy is 'auto', tiered data is retrieved
only for random client driven data reads. If the tiering policy is
'none' or 'snapshot-only', tiered data is retrieved for random and
sequential client driven data reads. If the tiering policy is 'all',
tiered data is not retrieved.
on-read - This policy retrieves tiered data for all client driven data
reads.
never - This policy never retrieves tiered data.
promote - This policy retrieves all eligible tiered data automatically
during the next scheduled scan. It is only supported when the
tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only'. If the tiering policy is
'snapshot-only', the only data brought back is the data in the AFS.
Data that is only in a snapshot copy stays in the cloud and if tiering
policy is 'none' then all data is retrieved.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Does the object tagging scanner need to run on this volume.

needs-

boolean This parameter is only supported if the volume is in an aggregate that is

[top]

objectretagging

optional attached to an object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The minimum number of cooling days for user data.

This field specifies the minimum number of days that user data blocks of
tieringthe volume must be cooled before they can be considered cold and tiered
minimuminteger
out to the capacity tier. The value specified should be greater than the
[2..183]
optional
coolingfrequency that applications in the volume shift between different sets of
days
data. Valid values are between 2 and 183.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
tieringobjecttags

string[]
optional

Tags to be associated with objects stored on a fabricpool.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The tiering policy associated with this volume.
This policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the
capacity tier when they become cold. The possible values for this field
are:

tieringpolicy

string
optional

'snapshot-only' - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active file
system user data to the capacity tier.
'none' - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
'backup' - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred user
data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is 'snapshot-only' for flexible volumes and 'none' for
FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-directory-attributes
Information related to directories in the volume.
Name
i2penabled

Range

Type

Description

If true, native inode-to-parent information is kept for inodes. By default,
boolean this field is true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The maximum size (in bytes) to which any directory in this volume can
grow.

The default maximum directory size is set to 1% of the system memory.
So if the system memory is 1GB, then the maximum directory size value
will be 10MB which allows upto 300,000 files. The number of files that the
directory actually can hold varies depending on such things as the length
of the names and whether it needs to use double-byte UNICODE
max- [0..2^63- integer
characters.
optional
dir-size
1]
Most users should not need to change this field's default setting. It is
useful for environments where system users may grow a directory to a
size that starts impacting system performance. When a user tries to create
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a file in a directory that is at the limit, the system returns a ENOSPC error
and fails the create.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
rootdir-gen

string
optional

This field contains the generation number of the root directory.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-export-attributes

[top]

Information about export settings of the volume.
Name Range

policy

Type
string
optional

Description
The name of the Export Policy to be used by NFS/CIFS protocols. The default
policy name is 'default'. FlexGroups do not support policies that allow NFSv4
protocol access.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-flexcache-attributes
Information about FlexCache volumes.
Name Range

Type

Description
The name of the cache policy.

cachepolicy

The default policy name is 'default'.
cachepolicy This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created using the
optional 'flexcache-cache-policy-create' API.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The name of the fill policy.

fillpolicy

The default policy name is 'default'.
cachepolicy This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created using the
optional 'flexcache-fill-policy-create' API.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

minreserve

origin

The amount of space requested to be preallocated in the aggregate hosting
the FlexCache volume.
size
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The name of the origin volume that contains the authoritative data. This field
volume- is valid only for a FlexCache volume. The origin volume must belong to the
name same vserver that owns this volume.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
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Element definition: volume-hybrid-cache-attributes
Information about the Flash Pool caching attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The cache retention priority policy associated with this volume.

cacheretentionpriority

The cache retention priority that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides how long blocks of a volume will be cached in flash pool
once they become cold. The possible values for this field are:
string
optional

low - Cache the cold blocks for the lowest time.
normal - Cache the cold blocks for the default time.
high - Cache the cold blocks for the highest time.
Default cache retention priority is normal.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The caching policy associated with this volume.
The caching policy that is to be associated with the volume. The policy
decides how the flash pool caching has to happen for the volume. The
possible values for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read user
data blocks, and write caches all randomly overwritten user data
blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read user
data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read,
sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not do
any write caching.
noread-random_write - Write caches all randomly overwritten user
data blocks. It does not do any read caching.
meta-random_write - Same as meta and noread-random_write.
random_read_write-random_write - Same as random_read_write
and noread-random_write.
all_read-random_write - Same as all_read and noreadrandom_write.
all_read_random_write-random_write - Same as
all_read_random_write and noread-random_write.
all-random_write - Same as all and noread-random_write.
Note that in a caching-policy name, a hyphen (-) separates read and
write policies. Default caching-policy is auto.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Flash Pool caching eligibility of a volume
Possible values:
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eligibility

'read' ... Indicates that the volume cannot participate in write
caching,
'read-write' ... Indicates that the volume can participate in read
and write caching,

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
writecacheineligibilityreason

string If the volume cannot participate in write caching, then this field explains
optional the reason. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-id-attributes

[top]

Identification information about a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The array of aggregates which are used for FlexGroup constituents.
Each aggregate in the array will host at least one FlexGroup
constituent.

aggr-list

aggrThis field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredname[]
attributes.
optional
This parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

application

string
optional

applicationuuid

uuid
optional

comment

string
optional

The application with which the Volume is associated.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The unique identifier of the volume's application.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
A description for the volume. Range:[0..1023]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

containingaggregatename

The name of the aggregate in which the given flexible volume
string resides. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

containingaggregateuuid

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier of the aggregate in which
the given volume resides. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
uuid
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

creationtime

[0..2^31- integer
optional
1]

dsid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Creation time of the volume in seconds since January 1, 1970.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The volume's Data Set ID. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Default extent size of a volume.
Possible values:

extent-size

string

'4K' 4K,

optional

'8K' 8K
'16K' 16K
'32K' 32K
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

flexcacheendpointtype

The FlexCache endpoint type of the volume. Volumes that are not
part of a FlexCache realtionship will have the 'none' type. FlexCache
origin volumes have the 'none' type however, this may change in a
future release. type in a future release. FlexCache cache volumes
have the 'cache' type.
string
Possible values:
optional
'undefined' Undefined,
'none' None
'cache' Cache
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

flexgroup- [0..2^32- integer
optional
index
1]
flexgroup- [0..2^64- integer
optional
msid
1]

flexgroupuuid

uuid
optional

The index of the constituent within its FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The Mirror Set ID of a FlexGroup or a constituent's FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the constituent's FlexGroup or
the FlexGroup itself. This value only applies to FlexGroups and
FlexGroup constituents.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The File System Identifier (FSID) value that serves as one of this
volume's internal indicies. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
This value serves as an internal index for a volume. All volumes on a
given controller must have unique FSIDs, except for the two special
values described below:
A value of 0 indicates that this volume does not currently have a
legal FSID for some unexpected reason. Such volumes are forcibly
kept offline until this attribute is assigned a legal value.

fsid

A value of 1 indicates that this volume has recently appeared on its
string current controller due to having its aggregate be copied from a
optional different controller. All volumes in this newly-created aggregate
must be assigned legal, controller-unique IDs when they are
onlined. That will be handled automatically by WAFL upon mount.
If modifiable, this field may be set only when the volume is
restricted. It may be set to any value that is not currently being
used by any other volume on the same controller. If a request to set
this value to '0' is received, the system will select a new value that
is currently unused. Note that setting a volume's FSID sometimes
has external effects. In particular, a 7-Mode volume's FSID is part of
the NFS file handles constructed for its files.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the volume that remains
unchanged when the volume is moved to a new location. This differs
from the volume's regular UUID which changes after a move. The
instance UUID can be used to identify a volume even after it is
moved. This field is valid for flexible volumes only.

instanceuuid

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five
uuid
groupings separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters,
optional the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a
leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

junctionparentname

The name of the parent volume that contains the junction inode of
this volume.

volumename The junction parent volume must belong to the same vserver that
optional owns this volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

junctionpath

The Junction Path at which this volume is mounted. This field is valid
junctiononly for a Cluster-Mode volume.
path
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The volume's Mirror Set ID.

msid

[0..2^64- integer
This field is valid only for a Cluster-Mode volume.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

name

volume- The name of the volume.
name
optional Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
The ordinal assignment used in relation to this volume's name. This
field is not set on FlexGroups.

nameordinal

Ordinals are used to disambiguate volumes that have the same base
name on the same controller. A value of zero indicates that the base
string volume name is unique on a controller. A value greater than zero
optional indicates that the volume's base name is used by two or more
volumes on the same controller, and that appending '(n)' to this
volume's name uniquely identifies it on that controller. A value of -1
indicates that the name ordinal has not yet been determined.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

The current node name the volume is associated with. The node
node- name can change due to a volume move. This field is not set on
name FlexGroups.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The array of nodes which host one or more of this FlexGroup's
constituents.

nodes

node- This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredname[] attributes.
optional
This parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

owningvserver-

string
optional

The name of the Vserver that owns this volume.

name
owningvserveruuid

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
uuid
optional

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier for the vserver that
currently owns this volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the volume that is used to
identify the source volume in a mirroring relationship. When the
mirroring relationship is broken, a volume's Instance UUID and
Provenance UUID are made identical. An unmirrored volume's
Provenance UUID is the same as its Instance UUID. This field is valid
for flexible volumes only.

provenanceuuid

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five
uuid
optional groupings separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters,
the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a
leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The style of the volume.
Possible values:
'flex' ... FlexVol,
'infinitevol' . Infinite Volume

style

volstyle
optional Default value is 'flex'.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"flex" - Flexible Volume,
"infinitevol" - Infinite Volume
The extended style of the volume.
Possible values:
styleextended

string
optional

'flexvol' FlexVol,
'infinitevol' Infinite Volume
'infinitevol-constituent' Infinite Volume constituent
'flexgroup' FlexGroup
'flexgroup-constituent' FlexGroup constituent
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the volume.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'rw' ... read-write volume,
'ls' ... load-sharing volume,
'dp' ... data-protection volume,
'dc' ... data-cache volume (FlexCache),
'tmp' ... temporary volume (not valid for create)
Default value is 'rw'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

uuid
optional

uuid

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for this volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-infinitevol-attributes
Information about the state of an Infinite Volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
This field specifies the role of a constituent within a FlexGroup or an
Infinite Volume. This field is only supported for FlexGroup and Infinite
Volume constituents.

constituentrole

Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
reposconstituent"none" ,
role
"namespace" ,
optional
"data" ,
"root" ,
"ns_mirror" ,
"member"
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

enablesnapdiff

boolean
optional

Whether to enable Snapdiff. If enabled, the namespace mirrors will
be created for Snapdiff use. The default value is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

ismanagedby-service

boolean
optional

Specifies if the volume is managed by GUI services. The deafult value
is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

max-dataconstituentsize

size
optional

The maximum size of each data constituent in bytes. The default
value is determined by checking the maximum FlexVol size setting on
all nodes used by the Infinite Volume. The smallest value found is
chosen as the default for the max-data-constituent-size for the
Infinite Volume.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxnamespaceconstituentsize

This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
size
optional

The maximum size of the namespace constituent. The default value is
10TB.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

namespacemirroraggr-list

aggrname[]
optional

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for Infinite
Volume Namespace Mirror constituents. If this input is not specified
all the aggregates assigned to the Vserver are used. If the argument
'enable-snapdiff' is being set to 'true', and the Infinite Volume is
managed by storage services, a value must be provided.
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Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
storageservice

string
optional

The name of the initial storage service for the Infinite Volume. This
can only be provided if is-managed-by-service is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-inode-attributes
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Information about inodes in the volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The indirect block format of the volume.

blocktype

string
optional

Possible values:
'32_bit',
'64_bit'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes) used. This field is
files[0..2^64- integer valid only when the volume is online.
privateoptional
1]
used
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
files-setmaximum

Whether the volume's inode count is set to the highest value the volume
boolean can hold.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum number of
[0..2^64- integer user-visible files (inodes) that this volume can currently hold.
files-total
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Number of user-visible files (inodes) used. This field is valid only when
[0..2^64- integer the volume is online.
files-used
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for system (not
user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as more
inodefile[0..2^64- integer system files are created. This field is valid only when the volume is
privateoptional online.
1]
capacity
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for user-visible
files. This number will dynamically increase as more user-visible files are
inodefile[0..2^64- integer
created. This field is valid only when the volume is online.
publicoptional
1]
capacity
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
inofileversion

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The inofile version. This field is valid only when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-language-attributes
Information about the volume language settings.
Name

isconvertucodeenabled

Range

Type

boolean
optional

Description
This field controls whether all directories in this volume are forcibly
converted to UNICODE format when accessed from both NFS and CIFS.
The default value for 7-Mode volumes is false, in which case access from
CIFS causes conversion of pre-4.0 and 4.0-format directories, and access
from NFS causes conversion to 4.0-format directories. The default value
for Cluster-Mode volumes is true.
Note that this field can be set to false if and only if the volume is a 7Mode volume, or a Cluster-Mode volume that was transitioned from 7Mode.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-createucodeenabled

boolean
optional

This field controls whether all directories in this volume are forced to use
the UNICODE format when they are created, both from NFS and CIFS.
The default value is false for 7-Mode volumes, in which case all
directories are created in pre-4.0 format and only converted to UNICODE
format upon the first CIFS access. The default value is true for ClusterMode volumes.
Note that this field can be set to false if and only if the volume is a 7Mode volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

language

string
optional

The volume's fully-qualified language mapping, in the form:
'LanguageCode (Full Name).'
Example: 'en_US (English (US)).'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

languagecode

The volume's language code (e.g. 'en_US').
languageVolume language can be specified using 'language-code' parameter.
code
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The NFS language mapping character set that is currently in effect for the
volume.
This field is of the following format:
'<nfs-character-set>|<display-name>|<asctime>'
Note that '|' is not an OR syntax.
<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: 'A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std
1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12.'
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format:

nfscharacterset

'%.3s %.3s%3d %02d:%02d:%02d %s %d'
string
optional

This format takes the following parameters in order:
<weekday name>,
<month name>,

[top]

<month day>,
<hour>,
<minute>,
<second>
<timezone> OR <''>,
<year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to 'en_US,' the default NFS
character set is as follows:
'iso-8859-1|iso-8859-1|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The OEM language mapping character set that is currently in effect for
the volume.
This field is of the following format:
'<oem-code-page>|<display-name>|<asctime>'
Note that '|' is not an OR syntax.
<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: 'A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std
1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12.'
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format:
oemcharacterset

'%.3s %.3s%3d %02d:%02d:%02d %s %d'
string
optional

This format takes the following parameters in order:
<weekday name>,
<month name>,
<month day>,
<hour>,
<minute>,
<second>,
<timezone> OR <''>,
<year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to 'en_US,' the default OEM
character set is as follows:
'cp437|cp437|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-mirror-attributes
Information about the volume mirror.
Name

Range

Type

is-dataprotectionmirror

boolean
optional

is-loadsharing-

boolean

Description
True if this is a data protection mirror.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a load sharing mirror.

[top]

mirror

optional

is-movemirror

boolean
optional

is-replicavolume

boolean
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a volume move mirror.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a read only replica volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a SnapMirror source.

issnapmirrorsource

For load-sharing relationships a volume becomes a SnapMirror source
at the time a SnapMirror relationship with the volume as the source is
created. For all other relationship types, a volume does not become a
boolean
SnapMirror source until just after a snapmirror-initialize of the
optional
relationship begins. Also if a snapmirror-release is performed on the
relationship, the volume will no longer be considered a SnapMirror
source.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a SnapMirror source to object store.

issnapmirrorsource-toobjectstore

For SnapMirror relationships with object store destinations, a volume
does not become a SnapMirror source until just after a snapmirrorboolean
initialize of the relationship begins. Also if a snapmirror-release is
optional
performed on the relationship, the volume will no longer be considered
a SnapMirror source for object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a SnapMirror source to ONTAP.

issnapmirrorsource-toontap

For load-sharing relationships a volume becomes a SnapMirror source
to ontap at the time a SnapMirror relationship with the volume as the
source is created. For all other relationship types with ONTAP
boolean
destinations, a volume does not become a SnapMirror source until just
optional
after a snapmirror-initialize of the relationship begins. Also if a
snapmirror-release is performed on the relationship, the volume will no
longer be considered a SnapMirror source to ONTAP.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if a SnapMirror transfer is in progress on this mirrored volume.

mirrortransfer-inprogress

This mirror's active filesystem can be inconsistent during snapmirror
transfer. As a result, snapshot create operation is temporary disabled
boolean on this mirror until the current transfer session finishes.
optional
This field is set to true at the start of a SnapMirror transfer session and
set to false at the end of that session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If the volume is a logical mirror destination or is in the process of being
made one, this field indicates the logical-id of the snapshot to which
clients are to be redirected.

redirect-

integer

If modifiable, when setting this attribute, invalid snapshot id or a nonexistent snapshot id specified will be rejected with error
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST. Failure to set ('stamp') the attribute in the
volume will cause error ESTAMPREDIRECTSNAPIDERROR to be
returned. This field can be set only for online volumes. This option is
valid only in Cluster-Mode. The volume can be set to have no
redirection snapshot by using a value of 0. This option can be set only

snapshot-id

[0..255]

optional

for Cluster-Mode volumes participating in a logical-mirror relationship.
Setting this field on a Cluster-Mode volume which is not a logical mirror
destination (yet) will not have any impact on client access or the
volume's behavior. The client access will be impacted with regard to
this value only when the volume is converted to a logical-mirror
destination.
When reading this attribute, the value of 0 indicates volume has no
redirection snapshot. The field cannot be interpreted authoritatively if
the volume is offline or restricted.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: volume-performance-attributes
Information about performance settings on a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
This parameter has been deprecated and may be removed in a future
release of Data ONTAP. If turned on, this field enables extents in the
volume. This causes application writes to be written in the volume as a
write of a larger group of related data blocks called an extent.
The following values are recognized:

extentenabled

string
optional

'on' ... Perform this optimization on this volume. This option may
duplicate blocks from snapshots into the active file system, thereby
using additional disk space. Read performance from snapshots will
not be changed.
'space-optimized' ... Perform this optimization on this volume, but
do not duplicate blocks from snapshots into the active file system,
thereby using space conservatively. Read performance from
snapshots may be degraded.
'off' ... Don't perform this optimization on this volume.

[top]

By default, it is set to 'off'.
Using extents may help workloads that perform many small random
writes followed by a large sequential read. However, using extents may
increase the number of disk operations performed on the controller, so
this field should only be turned on when applicable.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
If true, FlexCache Read Delegations are turned on for this volume.

fcdelegsenabled

boolean
On by default, only settable in Diag mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
If false, prevent the update of inode access times when a file is read.
This value is useful for volumes with extremely high read traffic, since it
prevents writes to the inode file for the volume from contending with
reads from other files.

is-atimeupdateenabled

boolean
By default, this value is true.
optional
This field should be used carefully. That is, use this field when you know
in advance that the correct access time for inodes will not be needed for
files on that volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

maxwriteallocblocks

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation.
[0..2048]

integer
This option is deprecated.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
If true, the node performs minimal read-ahead for the volume.

minimalreadahead

boolean By default, this field is false, causing the node that contains this volume
optional to perform very aggressive read-ahead.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Controls whether application reads cause optimization of the layout of
parts of a file or LUN after the data has been read from disk and is in the
controller's memory. This optimization is only supported for flexible
volumes.
The following values are recognized:

readrealloc

string
optional

'on' ... Perform this optimization on this volume. This option may
duplicate blocks from snapshots into the active file system, thereby
using additional disk space. Read performance from snapshots will
not be changed.
'space-optimized' ... Perform this optimization on this volume, but
do not duplicated blocks from snapshots into the active file system,
thereby using space conservatively. Read performance from
snapshots may be degraded.
'off' ... Don't perform this optimization on this volume.
By default, it is set to 'off'.
Using read reallocation may help workloads that perform a mixture of
random writes and large sequential reads.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Indicates whether Single Instance Data Logging is enabled on the

volume. This feature is supported only on Cloud ONTAP.
singleinstancedatalogging

string
optional

Possible values:
'on' : Single Instance Data Logging enabled.
'off' : Single Instance Data Logging disabled.
The default value is 'off'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-qos-attributes

[top]

QoS policy group or adaptive policy group attached with a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The QoS adaptive policy group associated with this volume.

This optionally specifies which QoS adaptive policy group to apply to the
string volume. This policy group defines measurable service level objectives (SLOs)
optional that adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

adaptivepolicygroupname

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The QoS policy group associated with this volume.
This optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the volume. This
policy group defines measurable service level objectives (SLOs) that do not
string
adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. If you do not
optional
assign a policy group to a volume, the system will not monitor and control
the traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

policygroupname

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-security-attributes
All security aspects of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The security style associated with this volume.
Possible values:

style

string
optional

'mixed' ... Mixed-style security,
'ntfs' ... NTFS/Windows-style security,
'unified' .Unified-style security, Unified UNIX, NFS and CIFS
permissions (default for Infinite Volume)
'unix' ... Unix-style security (default for Flexible Volume, FlexGroup
and FlexGroup Constituent)
This field is only returned if this volume is online. If this field is empty ('')
or not present for an online volume, this attribute isn't applicable to the
volume. Only Infinite Volumes can use the 'unified' security style. All other
volumes cannot use the 'unified' security style. Using 'unified' for a nonInfinite Volume will result in an error. FlexGroups and FlexGroup

[top]

Constituents can only have 'unix' security style. Setting other security
styles for FlexGroups or FlexGroup Constituents will result in an error.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
volumesecurityunixattributes

volumesecurityunix- The Unix-oriented security settings associated with this volume.
attributes
optional

Element definition: volume-sis-attributes

[top]

Statistics for Deduplication, file clone, compression, etc.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total disk space (in bytes) that is saved by compressing
compression-space- [0..2^63- integer blocks on the referenced file system.
saved
1]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
deduplicationspace-saved

The total disk space (in bytes) that is saved by deduplication
[0..2^63- integer and file cloning.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

deduplicationspace-shared

The total disk space shared due to deduplication and file
cloning.
size
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sis-loggingenabled

If true, it means that sis is enabled on the volume and
boolean fingerprints of newly-written data are being logged.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sis-state-enabled

is-sis-volume

If true, it means that the current sis state is enabled on the
boolean volume.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, it means that the volume contains shared
(deduplication, file clones) or compressed data. If SIS is
boolean
disabled, this field is false.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Percentage of the total disk space that is saved by
percentageinteger compressing blocks on the referenced file system.
compression-space- [0..100]
optional
saved
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
percentagededuplicationspace-saved
percentage-totalspace-saved

Percentage of the total disk space that is saved by
integer deduplication and file cloning.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Percentage of total disk space that is saved by compressing
integer blocks, deduplication and file cloning.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Total space saved (in bytes) in the volume due to

total-space-saved

[0..2^63- integer deduplication, compression, and file cloning.
1]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-snaplock-attributes

[top]

Information about the snaplock volumes.
Name

Range

Type

Description
SnapLock type of the volume.

snaplock-type

snaplocktype
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise

Element definition: volume-snapshot-attributes
Information about snapshot-related attributes in a volume. Volume disk space-related settings are
excluded.
Name

Range

Type

Description
If true, enable automatic snapshots on the volume.

autosnapshotsenabled

boolean
The default value is true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, enable the visible '.snapshot' directory that is normally
present at system internal mount points. This value also turns on
boolean access to all other '.snapshot' directories in the volume.
optional
The default value is true.

snapdiraccessenabled

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Controls the locking of LUN clones.
If true, all initial and intermediate backing snapshots are unlocked
for all inactive LUN clones. For active LUN clones, only the backing
snapshot will be locked.

snapshotclonedependencyenabled

boolean
If false, the backing snapshot will remain locked until all
optional
intermediate backing snapshots are deleted.
This field is deprecated and will always be false in Data ONTAP 8.3
and later.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

snapshotcount

[0..1023]

integer
optional

Number of Snapshot Copies in the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

The name of the snapshot policy.
The default policy name is 'default'.
string
optional This policy can be created using the 'snapshot-policy-create' API.
It can be managed using the 'snapshot-policy-*' APIs.

snapshotpolicy

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-snapshot-autodelete-attributes
Snapshot autodelete policy settings.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Possible values:
'try',
'disrupt', or
'destroy'

commitment

This option determines the snapshots that 'snapshot autodelete' is
string allowed to delete to get back space. Setting this option to 'try' only
optional permits the snapshots which are not locked by data protection utilities
(dump, mirroring, NDMPcopy) and data-backing functionalities
(volume and LUN clones) to be deleted. Setting this option to 'disrupt'
permits all snapshots including the snapshots which are locked by
data-backing functionalities (volume and LUN clones) to be deleted.
This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
'scheduled',
'user_created',
'prefix', or
'none'

defer-delete

string This option determines which kind of snapshots to delete. Setting this
optional option value to 'scheduled' will delete the snapshots created by the
snapshot scheduler last. Setting this option value to 'user_created' will
delete the snapshots not created by the snapshot scheduler last.
Setting this option value to 'prefix' will delete the snapshots matching
the prefix string to be deleted last. Setting this option value to 'none'
will disable the above choices. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:

delete-order

'oldest_first',
'newest_first'

string
optional This option determines if the oldest or newest snapshot is deleted first.
This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values are the combination of:

[top]

'lun_clone',
'vol_clone',
'cifs_share',
'file_clone',
'sfsr', or
'none'
string This options specifies the list of service that can be destroyed if the
optional snapshot is backing that service. This option is valid only when the
commitment is set to 'destroy'. The option 'lun_clone,file_clone' should
be used for deleting snapshot backing LUN clone and/or File clone. The
option 'lun_clone,sfsr' should be used for deleting snapshot backing
LUN clone and/or SFSR. It must be noted that 'lun_clone', 'file_clone'
and 'sfsr' individually are not valid values. Only pairs of
'lun_clone,file_clone' and 'lun_clone,sfsr' are supported. This field is
not set on FlexGroups.

destroy-list

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This option determines if the snapshot autodelete is currently enabled
boolean for the volume. The default value is false.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isautodeleteenabled

string
optional

prefix

This option provides the prefix string for the 'prefix' field value of the
'defer-delete' option. If the null prefix is set, the string '(not specified)'
is returned. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

This option determines when snapshot autodelete should stop deleting
snapshot. Depending on the trigger, snapshots are deleted until we
target-freeinteger reach the target free space percentage. This field is not set on
[0..100]
optional FlexGroups.
space
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
'volume',
'snap_reserve', or
'(DEPRECATED)-space_reserve'
This option determines the condition in which snapshots should be
automatically deleted. This field is not set on FlexGroups.

string
optional If modifiable, setting this option to 'volume' triggers snapshot
autodelete to run when the volume is near full. Setting this option to
'snap_reserve' triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the snap
reserve of the volume is near full. Setting this option to
'space_reserve' triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the space
reserved in the volume is near full.

trigger

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: volume-space-attributes

[top]

Information about volume space management-related settings including on-disk layout.
Name

Range

Type

Description

expectedavailable

The size (in bytes) that should be available for the volume
irrespective of available size in the aggregate. This is same as sizeavailable for 'volume' guaranteed volumes. For 'none' guaranteed
volumes this value is calculated as if the aggregate has enough
backing disk space to fully support the volume's size. Similar to the
[0..2^63- integer
size-available property, this does not include Snapshot reserve. This
1]
optional
count gets reduced if snapshots consume space above Snapshot
reserve threshold. This parameteris not supported on Infinite
Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filesystemsize

Filesystem size (in bytes) of the volume. This is the total usable size
of the volume, not including WAFL reserve. This value is the same
as Size except for certain SnapMirror destination volumes. It is
[0..2^63- integer possible for destination volumes to have a different filesystem-size
optional because the filesystem-size is sent across from the source volume.
1]
This field is valid only when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, this field causes the file system to remain the same size
(and not grow) when a SnapMirror relationship is broken.

is-filesyssize-fixed

This option is automatically set to 'true' when a volume becomes
SnapMirrored. It remains true after the SnapMirror relationship is
boolean broken for the volume. This field allows a volume to be
optional SnapMirrored back to the source without needing to grow the source
volume. If the volume size is larger than the file system size, setting
this field to false forces the file system to grow to the size of the
volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-spaceenforcementlogical

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically, ONTAP
enforces volume settings such that all the physical space saved by
boolean
the storage efficiency features will be calculated as used. The
optional
default setting is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-spaceguaranteeenabled

Whether or not the storage guarantee associated with the flexible
volume is currently in effect. This field is valid only if this is a
boolean flexible volume and it is online.
optional
By default, space guarantee is enabled.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-spacereportinglogical

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the
volume space such that all the physical space saved by the storage
boolean
efficiency features are also as reported as used. The default setting
optional
is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-space-sloenabled

Whether or not the space SLO type associated with the flexible
volume is currently in effect. Space SLO is not enabled if space
guarantee is not enabled. Try enabling the space guarantee or set
string the volume's space SLO setting to 'none'. This field is valid only if
optional this is a flexible volume and it is online.
By default, space SLO type is none and is enabled.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

logicalavailable

The size (in bytes) that is logically available in the volume. This is
the amount of free space available considering space saved by the
storage efficiency features as being used. This does not include
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshot reserve. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or
1]
optional
Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in bytes) that is logically used in the volume. This value
includes all the space saved by the storage efficiency features along
with the physically used space. This does not include Snapshot
[0..2^63- integer
reserve but does consider Snapshot spill. This parameter is not
logical-used
optional
1]
supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is logically used by the active filesystem of
the volume. This value differs from 'logical-used' by the amount of
logical-used- [0..2^63- integer Snapshot spill that exceeds Snapshot reserve. This parameter is not
optional supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
by-afs
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is logically used across all Snapshot copies
in the volume. This value differs from 'size-used-by-snapshots' by
the space saved by the storage efficiency features across the
logical-used- [0..2^63- integer
Snapshot copies. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or
optional
by-snapshots
1]
Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Percentage of the logical used size of the volume. This parameter is
logical-used- [0..2^32- integer not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
optional
percent
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

maxconstituentsize

size
optional

The maximum size of each constituent in bytes. The default value is
determined by first checking the maximum FlexVol size setting on
all nodes used by the FlexGroup, and then selecting the smallest
value found.
This parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The size (in bytes) that is not available in the aggregate for a
volume. This applies only for a 'none' guaranteed volume when it's
unused size exceeds available space in the aggregate. This value is
over[0..2^63- integer
always zero for 'volume' guaranteed volumes. This parameter is not
optional
provisioned
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overwritereserve

The size (in bytes) that is reserved for overwriting snapshotted data
in an otherwise full volume. This space is usable only by spacereserved LUNs and files, and then only when the volume is full. It is
equal to 'overwrite-reserve-required' if the value of 'percentage[0..2^63- integer
fractional-reserve' is set to the default value of 100%, but otherwise
optional
1]
may be less than 'overwrite-reserve-required'. This field is valid only
when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overwrite-

The reserved size (in bytes) that is required to ensure that the
reserved space is sufficient to allow all space-reserved files and

reserverequired

[0..2^63- integer LUNs to be overwritten when the volume is full. This field is valid
1]
optional only when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The reserved size (in bytes) that is not available for new overwrites.
The number includes both the reserved size which has actually been
used for overwrites as well as the size which was never allocated in
the first place. On a volume without free space, the 'never allocated'
component can become non-zero when 'overwrite-reserve-required'
increases as holes are filled in. Because of this, the 'overwriteoverwrite- [0..2^63- integer
reserve-used' value can exceed the snapshotted size. The
optional
reserve-used
1]
'overwrite-reserve-used' value can also exceed the value of
'overwrite-reserve-required', as the filer maintains a small hidden
reserve of last resort. This field is valid only when the volume is
online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The reserved size (in bytes) that has been used. This value is
computed as the smaller of: (1) snapshotted size not in the active
filesystem, and (2) 'overwrite-reserve-used'. This formula comes
from the observation that you cannot have used more overwrite
overwrite[0..2^63- integer reserved than have actually overwritten data. This value can exceed
reserveoptional the value of 'overwrite-reserve-required', as the filer maintains a
1]
used-actual
small hidden reserve of last resort. This field is valid only when the
volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field can be used to change the amount of space reserved for
overwrites of reserved objects (e.g., files, LUNs) in a volume. This
field is expressed as a percent.
By default, it is set to 100, indicating that 100% of the required
reserved space will actually be reserved so the objects are fully
protected for overwrites.
percentagefractionalreserve

Using a value of less than 100 indicates the percentage of the
required reserved space should actually be reserved. This returns
integer the extra space to the available space for the volume, decreasing
[0..100]
optional the total amount of space used. However, this does leave the
protected objects in the volume vulnerable to out of space errors,
since less than 100% of the required reserved space is actually
reserved. If reserved space becomes exhausted, this will cause
disruptions on the hosts using the objects. If the percentage is
decreased below 100%, it is highly recommended that the
administrator actively monitor the space usage on the volume and
take corrective action if the reserved space nears exhaustion.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

percentagesize-used

Percentage of the volume size that is used. This field is valid only
integer when the volume is online.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

percentagesnapshotreserve

The percentage of volume disk space that has been set aside as
integer reserve for snapshot usage.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Percentage of the volume reserved for snapshots that has been
used. Note that in some scenarios, it is possible to pass 100% of the
percentage[0..2^32- integer
space allocated.
snapshotoptional
1]

reserve-used

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is physically used in the performance tier of
the volume and has a cold temperature.

performance[0..2^63- integer This parameter is only supported if the volume is in an aggregate
tier-inactiveoptional that is either attached to object store or could be attached to an
1]
user-data
object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in percent) that is physically used in the performance tier
of the volume and has a cold temperature. The percentage is based
on volume size including the space reserved for Snapshot copies.

performancetier-inactiveinteger
This parameter is only supported if the volume is in an aggregate
[0..100]
optional
user-datathat is either attached to object store or could be attached to an
percent
object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

physicalused

The size (in bytes) that is physically used in the volume. This differs
from 'total-used' space by the space that is reserved for future
[0..2^63- integer writes. The value includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies.
optional
1]
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in percent) that is physically used in the volume. The
percentage is based on volume size including the space reserved for
physical[0..2^32- integer Snapshot copies.
optional
used-percent
1]
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Filesystem size (in bytes) of the volume. This is the total usable size
of the volume, not including WAFL reserve.
size

[0..2^63- integer
This field can not be set on Infinite Volumes that are managed by
optional
1]
storage services.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

sizeavailable

The size (in bytes) that is still available in the volume. This field is
[0..2^63- integer valid only when the volume is online.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Total free space (in bytes) available in the volume and the snapshot
reserve. If this value is 0 or negative, a new snapshot cannot be
size[0..2^63- integer
created.
available-foroptional
1]
snapshots
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size-total

Total usable size (in bytes) of the volume, not including WAFL
reserve or volume snapshot reserve. This field is valid only when
[0..2^63- integer
the volume is online.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size-used

The size (in bytes) that is used in the volume. This field is valid only
[0..2^63- integer when the volume is online.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is used by snapshots in the volume.

size-used-by- [0..2^63- integer
snapshots
1]
optional

snapshotreserveavailable

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in bytes) that is available for Snapshot copies inside the
Snapshot reserve. This value is zero if Snapshot spill is present. For
'none' guaranteed volumes, this may get reduced due to less
[0..2^63- integer
available space in the aggregate. This parameter is not supported
optional
1]
on Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in bytes) in the volume that has been set aside as reserve
snapshot- [0..2^63- integer for snapshot usage.
optional
reserve-size
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

space-fullthresholdpercent

This field defines the used space threshold percentage at which EMS
critical errors regarding the volume fullness will be generated. The
default value is 98%. Setting this threshold to 0 disables the volume
integer full space alerts.
[0..100]
optional
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The storage guarantee option that is associated with the flexible
volume.
Possible options:
'none',
'volume' (default option)

spaceguarantee

string This field is valid only if the volume is online. For data-cache
optional volumes, this field is not returned.
This field can not be set on Infinite Volumes that are managed by
storage services.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"none" ,
"volume"
This field controls the strategy to try first when this volume is
space-challenged. This field is not set on FlexGroups.

space-mgmtoption-tryfirst

There are two available settings:
string
optional

'volume_grow' ... (default setting) Causes the volume to
increase in size before deleting snapshots,
'snap_delete' ... Causes snapshots to be deleted before the
volume size is increased.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

spacenearly-fullthresholdpercent

This field defines the used space threshold percentage at which EMS
warnings regarding the volume fullness will be generated. The
default value is 95%. Setting this threshold to 0 disables the volume
integer nearly full space alerts.
[0..100]
optional
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The space SLO type that is associated with the flexible volume. The

space SLO type is the Service Level Objective for space
management for the volume. The space SLO value is used to
enforce existing volume settings so that sufficient space is set aside
to meet the space SLO. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes. The default setting is none. There are three supported
values: none, thick and semi-thick.
none: The value of none does not provide any guarantee for
overwrites or enforce any restrictions. It should be used if the
admin plans to manually manage space consumption in the volume
and aggregate, and out of space errors.
thick: The value of thick guarantees that the hole fills and
overwrites to space-reserved files in this volume will always succeed
by reserving space. To meet this space SLO, the following volumelevel settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 100 - 100% of the space required for
overwrites is reserved. Changing the volume's fractionalreserve setting is not supported.
semi-thick: The value of semi-thick is a best-effort attempt to
ensure that overwrites succeed by restricting the use of features
that share blocks and auto-deleting backups and Snapshot copies in
the volume. To meet this space SLO, the following volume-level
settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:

space-slo

spacesloenum
optional

Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 0 - No space will be reserved for
overwrites by default. However, changing the volume's
fractional-reserve setting is supported. Changing the setting
to 100 means that 100% of the space required for overwrites
is reserved.
Snapshot Autodelete: enabled - Automatic deletion of
Snapshot copies is enabled to reclaim space. To ensure that
the overwrites can be accommodated when the volume
reaches threshold capacity, the following volume snapshot
autodelete parameters are set automatically to the specified
values and cannot be modified:
enabled: true
commitment: destroy
trigger: volume
defer-delete: none
destroy-list: vol_clone, lun_clone, file_clone, cifs_share
In addition, with a value of semi-thick, the following technologies
are not supported for the volume:
File Clones with autodelete disabled: Only full file clones of
files or LUNs that can be autodeleted can be created in the
volume. The use of autodelete for file clone create is required.
Partial File Clones: Only full file clones of files or LUNs that
can be autodeleted can be created in the volume. The use of
range for file clone create is not supported.
Volume Efficiency: Enabling volume efficiency is not supported
to allow autodeletion of Snapshot copies.

Possible options:
'thick',
'semi-thick',
'none' (default option)
This field is valid only if the volume is online. For data-cache
volumes, this field is not returned.
This field can not be set on Infinite Volumes that are managed by
storage services.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"none" ,
"thick" ,
"semi_thick"

Element definition: volume-state-attributes

[top]

Information about the state or status of a volume or its features.
Name

becomenode-rootafter-reboot

Range

Type

Description

Whether this non node-root volume has been marked as the one
that will become the node root volume the next time the hosting
controller is rebooted. Only one volume at a time may have this
marking on any given controller. This field is not directly settable.
Instead, a legal request to set the 'is-node-root' attribute (if
boolean modifiable) causes this field to be set. Note that marking a volume
optional that is already the node root volume as the new node root has no
net effect. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

constituent- [0..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

Number of constituents in a FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, volume would be put in a special state called 'in-nvfailedstate' by 'metrocluster-switchover' API that performs a disaster
recovery operation. This field has no effect for negotiated or an
automatic switchover, and is not set on FlexGroups.

force-nvfailon-dr

The protocol access on the volume in 'in-nvfailed-state' is blocked.
boolean This will cause the client applications to crash and thus prevent
optional access to data on the volume.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume.
By default, this value is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
If true, then the volume can be brought online when booting even
if it is marked as inconsistent. The user is cautioned that bringing it
online prior to running wafliron may result in further file system

ignoreinconsistent

boolean inconsistency. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
optional
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

in-nvfailedstate

The user can only clear this state and never set it. The file system
will set this state on the volume if NVFAIL event occurs. So long as
the volume is in this state, all protocol Ops with a special SpinNP
flag set are blocked. By clearing this state on the volume, the
boolean admin will allow protocol access to the data on the volume and can
optional initiate the recovery process.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Indicates whether this volume is a Cluster-Mode volume, namely
one that is owned by cluster authorities and agents. These same
clustering agents also provide all protocol services for this class of
volume.
Cluster-Mode volumes are not supported in 7-Mode Data ONTAP
deployments. All such volumes are forced offline whenever they are
detected in that environment.

is-clustervolume

Similarly, all 7-Mode volumes on a Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
boolean
system (except each controller's root volume) are by default forced
optional
offline. There are exceptions, in particular when a 7-Mode volume
is being prepared to become that controller's new root volume in a
recovery scenario.
At the moment, traditional volumes cannot be Cluster-Mode
volumes.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-constituent

This field indicates if this volume is a constituent within another
volume. For a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume, this field is true for all
their constituents. This field is set to false for volumes which are
boolean not the constituents of a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume.
optional
The default value is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-flexgroup

is-flexgroupqtree-enabled

isinconsistent

is-invalid

boolean
optional

This field indicates if this volume is a FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Indicates whether a FlexGroup or origin of a FlexCache
boolean volumesupports creation of Qtrees.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the file system
boolean associated with the volume. By default, the value is false.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Whether or not this volume is invalid. Volumes typically become
invalid as a result of an aborted SnapMirror(R) initial transfer. In
boolean such a case, a volume is in a half-created state and cannot be
optional recovered. By default, the value is false.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-junctionactive

This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
default is true. If the mounted path is not accessible, the volume
boolean does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This field
optional applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-movedestinationin-cutover

is-moving

Indicates whether the volume is the destination of a move that is in
boolean cutover.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Is the given volume moving? If true, this volume is moving from
one aggregate to another aggregate in the cluster. The aggregates
boolean
can be on different nodes of the cluster.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, this volume is the root volume of the node in which it
resides. This field is not set on FlexGroups.

is-node-root

Only the node's internal logic can change this option's value from
boolean true to false; this happens when some other volume has the value
optional set to true.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, the controller performs additional work at boot and
takeover times if it finds that there has been any potential data
loss in this volume due to an NVRAM failure.
For 7-Mode volumes, it causes the invalidation of all NFS file
handles on all volumes affected by the problem so that client-side
users are forced to remount the affected file system (and thus not
continue to use potentially incorrect data).

is-nvfailenabled

It is also possible to specify a set of files per volume that are to be
renamed out of the way in these cases. The controller sends error
boolean messages to the console whenever such problems are found.
optional
For Cluster-Mode volumes, the volume would be put in a special
state called 'in-nvfailed-state' such that protocol access is blocked.
This will cause the client applications to crash and thus prevent
access to stale data on the volume.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume.
By default, this value is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-protocolaccess-fenced

This field indicates if this volume is fenced for protocol access. Only
FlexGroup constituents and volumes in SnapMirror Synchronous
boolean
relationships can be fenced for protocol access.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-quiescedin-memory

Is the given volume quiesced? If true, this volume is in an (inmemory) quiesced state in which most operations on the volume
boolean are blocked except for certain internal operations. By default, this
optional value is false.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-quiescedon-disk

Is the given volume quiesced? If true, this volume is in an (ondisk) quiesced state in which most operations on the volume are
boolean blocked except for certain internal operations. By default, this value
optional is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates if volume is SMBC failover capable.

is-smbcfailovercapable

boolean This parameter is only supported if volume is part of SMBC
optional relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates if volume is an SMBC master.

is-smbcmaster

boolean This parameter is only supported if volume is part of SMBC
optional relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

isunrecoverable

Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the associated file
system and it is not recoverable. This field is valid only for flexible
boolean volumes.
optional
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-volume-incutover

Is the given volume move operation in cutover phase? If true, this
volume is moving from one aggregate to another aggregate in the
boolean cluster and is in cutover phase. The aggregates can be on different
optional nodes of the cluster. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, this volume is the namespace root volume of the Vserver
which owns this volume. The default value is false. This field is not
set on FlexGroups.

is-vserverroot

boolean When creating a volume, if this field is set to true, the new volume
optional is to become the new namespace root volume of the Vserver. This
field can be used in a recovery scenario in which the namespace
root volume of the Vserver becomes unrecoverable.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
This field indicates the owner of the protocol access fence when the
volume's protocol access is fenced. Only FlexGroup constituents
and volumes in SnapMirror Synchronous relationships can be
fenced for protocol access.

protocolaccessfenced-by

string
optional

Possible values:
'none',
'coordinated_snaprestore',
'coordinated_redirection',
'snapmirror_synchronous'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates consensus state of SMBC volume.
Possible values:

smbc-

string

'Awaiting-consensus',

consensus

optional

'Consensus',
'No-consensus'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Volume State.
Possible values:

string
optional

state

'online',
'restricted',
'offline',
'mixed'
If a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume's constituents are not all in the
same state, it will return 'mixed'. The 'mixed' state is read-only.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string[]
optional

status

Volume status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-transition-attributes

[top]

Information about the transition attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-cftprecommit

Indicates whether the volume is in the pre-commit phase of Copy-Free
boolean
Transition. This field is not set on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-copiedfortransition

Indicates whether the volume has been copied for copy based transition.
boolean
This field is not set on FlexGroups. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

istransitioned

Indicates whether the volume has gone through a transition operation at
boolean
some point in the past. This field is not set on FlexGroups. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
For an in progress transition, indicate what the behavior is. This field is
not set on FlexGroups.
Possible values:

transitionbehavior

string
optional

'none' ... No transition is in progress,
'data-move' ... Transition will follow volume move behavior. For
example, Lun serial number is preserved,
'data-protection' ... Transition will follow a data protection
relationship behavior.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-vm-align-attributes
Information related to the Virtual Machine alignment settings on the volume.

[top]

Name Range

Type

Description

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files created with the
suffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input parameter will have zero-filled
<512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data at the beginning so that it's actual data
vminteger starts at a different offset instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes
align- [1..7]
optional to such files are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary. This field is not set on
sector
FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
vmalignsuffix

string
optional

The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz'. is used to identify
the files which needs to be aligned. See the description for 'vm-align-sector'
above for more information on this. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-vserver-dr-protection-attributes

[top]

Information related to volume protection type in a Vserver DR setup.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Indicates whether the volume will be replicated to the destination in
a Vserver DR setup.
Possible values:

vserver-drprotection

'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.

string
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"protected" - Volume is protected by Vserver DR,
"unprotected" - Volume is not protected by Vserver DR

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cache-policy

[top]

Cache Policy Name
[none]

Element definition: encryptiontype

[top]

none|volume|aggregate Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
[none]

Element definition: junction-path

[top]

The Junction Path.
The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at which a volume is mounted. Note
that this pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace root
volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As with all fully-qualified pathnames , this
string must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid FlexVol or FlexGroup junction path is: '/user/my_volume'. An example of a valid
Infinite Volume junction path is: '/repository'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path.
[none]

Element definition: language-code
Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,

[top]

'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: raid-group-info

[top]

Information for a particular RAID group.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Checksum style. The possible values:

checksumstyle

string

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown,
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

cluster-disknames

diskinfo[] List of disks in this plex by their spatial names, if available.
optional

disks

diskinfo[]

is-cache-tier

boolean

isrecomputingparity

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently recomputing parity.

isreconstructing

List of disks in this plex.
"true" if the RAID group is composed of SSDs and the owning
aggregate is hybrid (group is not part of usable space).

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently reconstructing.

is-scrubsuspended

boolean
Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.
optional

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in
optional
seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

name

string

RAID group name.

recomputingparitypercentage

integer The percentage of parity recomputation if is-recomputing-parity is set
optional to true. Range : [0-100]

reconstructionpercentage

integer If reconstruction is going on, the the completion percentage. Range :
optional [0-100]

scrubpercentagecomplete

integer Scrub percentage complete. If scrub is not active, this value will not
optional be returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: repos-constituent-role

[top]

Constituent Roles Possible values:
"none" ,
"namespace" ,
"data" ,
"root" ,
"ns_mirror" ,
"member"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: snaplocktype
non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: space-slo-enum

[top]

none|thick|semi-thick Possible values:
"none" ,
"thick" ,
"semi_thick"
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volstyle

[top]

flex Possible values:
"flex" - Flexible Volume,
"infinitevol" - Infinite Volume
[none]

Element definition: volume-64bit-upgrade-check-info

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add is "check". Upgrade check results such as
"used-space", "available-space", "capacity", and "grow-space" are only updated after the space
estimate is completed successfully.
Name

Range

age
availablespace
capacity

Type

Description

integer
The age in seconds of the space check results. Range: [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer Amount of space (in bytes) that would be available in the volume after it is
optional upgraded to 64-bit. Range: [0..2^64-1].
integer Percentage of space that would be used in the volume after it is upgraded to
optional 64-bit. Range: [0..100].

growspace

integer Amount of space (in bytes) the volume must be grown by before
optional successfully upgrading its current data. Range: [0..2^64-1]

lasterrno

The error code of the last attempt to check for space usage on the specific
volume. This field is present only if a 64-bit upgrade check was previously
integer
attempted. Possible values: 0 - indicates success
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL Upgrade check results
may be out of date if last-errno is not 0.

usedspace

integer Amount of space (in bytes) that would be used in the volume after it is
optional upgraded to 64-bit. Range: [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: volume-antivirus-attributes

[top]

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the volume.} Information about
Antivirus settings for the volume.
Name Range

onaccesspolicy

Type

Description
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the
volume.} The name of the Antivirus On-Access policy. The default policy name
is 'default'.

string
If not specified when creating a volume, the Antivirus On-Access Policy is
optional
inherited from the owning vserver. Currently, this policy can only be managed
using the 'antivirus' command line interfaces.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-clone-parent-attributes
Information describing the parentage of a clone volume.
Name

Range

Type

dsid

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

msid

[0..2^641]

integer
optional
volume-name

Description
The clone parent volume's Data Set ID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone's parent volume's Mirror Set ID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone parent volume's human-readable name.

[top]

name

optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone parent volume's base snapshot identifier.

snapshot-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

The only legal value for a snapshot identifier is its Data Set
ID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotname

string
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

vserver-name

vservername
optional

The clone parent volume's base snapshot name.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone parent volume's UUID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The Vserver under which the clone parent volume resides.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: volume-security-unix-attributes
The Unix-oriented security settings associated with this volume.
Name
group-id

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
The UNIX group ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Unix permission bits in octal string format.
It's similar to Unix style permission bits:
In Data ONTAP 7-mode, the default setting of '0755' gives
read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to group
and other users.

[top]

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, for security style 'mixed' or 'unix', the
default setting of '0755' gives read/write/execute permissions to
string owner and read/execute permissions to group and other users. For
optional security style 'ntfs', the default setting of '0000' gives no permissions
to owner, group and other users.

permissions

It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1.
Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects the set user
ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes. The second digit
selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write (2) and
execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the same
group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
user-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The UNIX user ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

vbn-end [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN end value of a disk.
optional

vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vscan
vscan-active-scannerpool-get-iter
vscan-connectionextended-stats-get-iter
vscan-connection-statusall-get-iter
vscan-events-get-iter
vscan-on-access-policycreate
vscan-on-access-policydelete
vscan-on-access-policyget-iter
vscan-on-access-policymodify
vscan-on-access-policystatus-modify
vscan-on-demand-reportdelete
vscan-on-demand-reportget-iter
vscan-on-demand-taskcreate
vscan-on-demand-taskdelete
vscan-on-demand-taskget-iter
vscan-on-demand-taskmodify
vscan-on-demand-taskrun
vscan-reset
vscan-resolve-hostnames
vscan-scanner-poolapply-policy
vscan-scanner-poolcreate
vscan-scanner-pooldelete
vscan-scanner-pool-getiter
vscan-scanner-poolmodify
vscan-status-get-iter
vscan-status-modify

This set of APIs allow configuring and managing Vscan on Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode environment. This includes the APIs to
retrieve the connection-status and other diagnostic information
of active Vscan servers.

vscan-active-scanner-pool-get-iter

[top]

Returns active scanner pool configuration of a vserver.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

vscanactivescannerpool-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-active-scannerpool object. All vscan-active-scanner-pool objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscanactivescannerThe list of attributes of vscan-active-scanner-pool objects.
poolinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional active-scanner-pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
vscanactivescannerpool-info
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-connection-extended-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns connection status.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

vscanconnectionextendedstats-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

vscanA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
connectionspecified on any number of attributes in the vscan-connectionextendedextended-stats object. All vscan-connection-extended-stats
stats-info

objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

optional

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanconnectionextended- The list of attributes of vscan-connection-extended-stats objects.
stats-info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

tag

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanconnection-extended-stats objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND

vscan-connection-status-all-get-iter

[top]

Returns connection status.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

vscanconnectionstatus-allinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

vscanconnectionstatus-allinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-connectionstatus-all object. All vscan-connection-status-all objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

vscanconnectionstatus-all- The list of attributes of vscan-connection-status-all objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanconnection-status-all objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND

vscan-events-get-iter

[top]

Returns content of the vscan event log, which is generated by the cluster to capture important events.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

vscaneventsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

vscaneventsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-events object. All
vscan-events objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscaneventsThe list of attributes of vscan-events objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional events objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND

[top]

vscan-on-access-policy-create
Create an On-Access policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

file-ext-toexclude

fileFile extensions for which On-Access scanning must not be
extension[]
performed.
optional

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which On-Access scanning is considered. The
fileextension[] default value is '*', which means that all files are considered for
scanning except those which are excluded from scanning.
optional
A list of filters which can be used to define the scope of the Onvscan-on- Access policy more precisely. The filters can be added in any order.
Possible values:
accesspolicy-ui"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
filter[]
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with executeoptional
access (CIFS only)

filters

is-scanmandatory

boolean
optional

Specifies whether access to a file is allowed if there are no external
virus-scanning servers available for virus scanning. It is true if not
provided at the time of creating a policy.

max-file-size

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
2147483648 (2GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
policy.

paths-toexclude

file-path[]
optional

policy-name

File paths for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.

policy-name Name of the policy.
File-Access protocol to monitor for On-Access scanning. Possible
values:

protocol

vscanprotocol

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vscan-on-access-policy on successful
creation. Default: false

scan-fileswith-no-ext

true-false
optional

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
scanning or not. The default value is true.

Output Name Range
result

"cifs" - CIFS Protocol

Type

Description

vscan-onThe vscan-on-access-policy created (keys or the entire object if
accesspolicy-info requested)
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_EXISTS
E_OA_POLICY_CANNOT_CREATE_MAX_LIMIT
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Description

vscan-on-access-policy-delete

[top]

Delete an On-Access policy.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
E_OA_POLICY_CANNOT_DELETE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-on-access-policy-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of On-Access policies.
Input Name

Range

vscanonaccesspolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

vscanonaccesspolicyinfo
optional

next-tag

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-on-access-policy
object. All vscan-on-access-policy objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

vscanonaccessThe list of attributes of vscan-on-access-policy objects.
policyinfo[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional on-access-policy objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND

vscan-on-access-policy-modify

[top]

Modify an On-Access policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

file-ext-toexclude

fileextension[] File extensions for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.
optional

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which On-Access scanning is considered. The
fileextension[] default value is '*', which means that all files are considered for
scanning except those which are excluded from scanning.
optional

filters

A list of filters which can be used to define the scope of the Onvscan-on- Access policy more precisely. The filters can be added in any order.
Possible values:
accesspolicy-ui"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
filter[]
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with executeoptional
access (CIFS only)

is-scanmandatory

boolean
optional

Specifies whether access to a file is allowed if there are no external
virus-scanning servers available for virus scanning. It is true if not
provided at the time of creating a policy.

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
2147483648 (2GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
policy.

paths-toexclude

file-path[]
optional

policyname
scan-fileswith-no-ext

File paths for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.

policy-name Name of the policy.
true-false
optional

Errno

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
scanning or not. The default value is true.
Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

[top]

vscan-on-access-policy-status-modify
Modify On-Access policy status.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

policy-status

boolean

Policy Status

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
ERESOURCEINUSE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-on-demand-report-delete

[top]

Delete an On-Demand report.
Input Name

Range

delete-report-file

Type

Description

true-false
Specifies if report file also need to be deleted. Default is false.
optional

report-file

string

Path of the report file from root of the Vserver.

task-name

string

Name of the task.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-on-demand-report-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of On-Demand Task Report.
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type
vscanondemandreportinfo

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

optional
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vscanondemandreportinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanondemandThe list of attributes of vscan-on-demand-report objects.
reportinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional on-demand-report objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-on-demandreport object. All vscan-on-demand-report objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-on-demand-task-create

[top]

Create an On-Demand Task.
Input Name Range
crossjunction

Type

Description

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to cross volume
true-false
junctions. If the parameter is set to false, crossing junctions is not
optional
allowed. Default is true.

directoryrecursion

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to recursively scan
true-false
through sub-directories. If the parameter is set to false, recursive
optional
scanning is not allowed. Default is true.

file-ext-toexclude

File-Extensions for which scanning must not be performed. File
fileextension[] whose extension matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not
optional considered for scanning.

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which scanning is considered. The default value is
'*', which means that all files are considered for scanning except
fileextension[] those which are excluded from scanning. File whose extension
optional matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not considered for
scanning.

max-file-size

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
10737418240 (10GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating
a task.

paths-toexclude

string[]
optional

reportdirectory

string

reportexpiry-time

timeinterval
optional

File-paths for which scanning must not be performed.
Path from the vserver root where task report is created. The path
must be a directory and provided in unix-format from the root of the
Vserver. Example: /vol1/on-demand-reports.
Expiration time for On-Demand reports. A value of 0 indicates that
report files will be retained until manually deleted. Default is 0
Log level for the On-Demand report. Default is error. Possible
values:

report-loglevel

vscan-odlog-level
optional

requesttimeout

timeinterval
optional

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. If the virus-scanner does
not respond within the provided time, scan will be timedout.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vscan-on-demand-task on successful
creation. Default: false

scan-fileswith-no-ext
scan-paths

true-false Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
optional scanning or not. The default value is true.
string[]

scan-priority

vscanscanpriority
optional

schedule

string
optional

task-name

string

Output Name Range
result

"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file
found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.

List of paths that need to be scanned. The path must be provided in
unix-format and from the root of the Vserver. Example:
/vol1/large_files.
Priority of the On-Demand scan requests generated by this task.
Default is low. Possible values:
"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only
if no other normal request is in queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.
Schedule of the task. The task will be run as per the schedule. For
running the task immediately, vscan-on-demand-task-run api must
be used after creating a task.
Name of the task.

Type

Description

vscan-ondemand- The vscan-on-demand-task created (keys or the entire object if
task-info requested)
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OD_TASK_CANNOT_CREATE_MAX_LIMIT
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Description

vscan-on-demand-task-delete

[top]

Delete an On-Demand Task.
Input Name Range Type
task-name

Description

string Name of the task.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-on-demand-task-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of On-Demand Task.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

vscanondemandtask-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-on-demand-task
object. All vscan-on-demand-task objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscanondemandThe list of attributes of vscan-on-demand-task objects.
taskinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional on-demand-task objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
vscanondemandtask-info
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-on-demand-task-modify

[top]

Modify an On-Demand Task.
Input Name Range
crossjunction

Type

Description

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to cross volume
true-false
junctions. If the parameter is set to false, crossing junctions is not
optional
allowed. Default is true.

directoryrecursion

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to recursively scan
true-false
through sub-directories. If the parameter is set to false, recursive
optional
scanning is not allowed. Default is true.

file-ext-toexclude

File-Extensions for which scanning must not be performed. File whose
fileextension[] extension matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not
optional considered for scanning.

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which scanning is considered. The default value is
file'*', which means that all files are considered for scanning except those
extension[]
which are excluded from scanning. File whose extension matches with
optional
both inclusion and exclusion list is not considered for scanning.

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
10737418240 (10GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
task.

paths-toexclude

string[]
optional

File-paths for which scanning must not be performed.

reportdirectory

string
optional

Path from the vserver root where task report is created. The path
must be a directory and provided in unix-format from the root of the
Vserver. Example: /vol1/on-demand-reports.

reportexpiry-time

timeinterval
optional

Expiration time for On-Demand reports. A value of 0 indicates that
report files will be retained until manually deleted. Default is 0
Log level for the On-Demand report. Default is error. Possible values:

report-loglevel

vscan-odlog-level
optional

requesttimeout

timeinterval
optional

scan-fileswith-no-ext
scan-paths

scanpriority

"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file
found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
Total request-service time-limit in seconds. If the virus-scanner does
not respond within the provided time, scan will be timedout.

true-false Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
optional scanning or not. The default value is true.
string[]
optional
vscanscanpriority
optional

List of paths that need to be scanned. The path must be provided in
unix-format and from the root of the Vserver. Example:
/vol1/large_files.
Priority of the On-Demand scan requests generated by this task.
Default is low. Possible values:
"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only if
no other normal request is in queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.

schedule

string
optional

task-name

string

Errno

Schedule of the task. The task will be run as per the schedule. For
running the task immediately, vscan-on-demand-task-run api must be
used after creating a task.
Name of the task.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

vscan-on-demand-task-run

[top]

Run an On-Demand task
Input Name Range Type Description
task-name

string Task Name

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-reset

[top]

Discard cached information of files that have been successfully scanned.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-resolve-hostnames

[top]

Resolve the hostnames configured in the scanner pool.
Input Name Range
scanner-pool

Type

Description

scanner-pool Name of the virus scanner pool.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-scanner-pool-apply-policy

[top]

Apply scanner-policy to a scanner pool.
Input Name

Range

cluster
scanner-policy

Type

Description

cluster-name
optional

Cluster on Which Policy Is Applied

scanner-policy Scanner Policy

scanner-pool

scanner-pool

Name of the virus scanner pool.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND
E_ONLY_SCANNER_POOL_ACTIVE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-scanner-pool-create

[top]

Create a virus scanner pool, which is used for validating and managing connections between clustered
Data ONTAP and Vscan servers.
Input Name
hostnames

Range

Type
string[]

max[0..2^32- integer
sessionoptional
1]
setup-retries
privilegedusers

Description
List of hostnames of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect
to clustered Data ONTAP.
Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. The
value for this field must be between 1 and 5. The default value of
5 is taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

privilegedList of privileged users.
user[]
Total request-service time-limit in seconds. It is used to specify
the time interval in which the node waits for a response from the
Vscan server. If the timeout is reached, the node allows the fileoperation if the applicable On-Access policy has scan-mandatory
set to \"off\". If the policy has scan-mandatory set to \"on\", the

requesttimeout

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

scan-queue- [0..2^32- integer
optional
timeout
1]

node will retry the scan or disallow the file-operation depending
on the remaining lifetime of the CIFS request. Valid values for this
field are from 10s to 40s. However, if scan-mandatory is set to
\"off\", the effective value is limited to a maximum of 35s. The
default value of 30 is taken if not provided while creating a
scanner pool.
If set to true, returns the vscan-scanner-pool on successful
creation. Default: false
Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 10s and 30s. The default value of 20 is taken if
not provided while creating a scanner pool.

scannerName of the virus scanner pool.
pool

scanner-pool
sessionsetuptimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if
not provided while creating a scanner pool.

sessionteardowntimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. The value for this
field must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is
taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanscanner- The vscan-scanner-pool created (keys or the entire object if
pool-info requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_EXISTS
E_SCANNER_POOL_CANNOT_CREATE_MAX_LIMIT
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-scanner-pool-delete

[top]

Delete a scanner pool.
Input Name Range
scanner-pool

Type

scanner-pool Name of the virus scanner pool.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

Description

Description

E_ONLY_SCANNER_POOL_ACTIVE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-scanner-pool-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of scanner pools. Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and manage
connections between clustered Data ONTAP and Vscan servers (virus scanners).
Input Name

Range

Type
vscanscannerpool-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vscanscannerpool-info
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

vscanscannerpool- The list of attributes of vscan-scanner-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional scanner-pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-scanner-pool
object. All vscan-scanner-pool objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND

vscan-scanner-pool-modify

[top]

Modify a scanner pool.
Input Name
hostnames
max-

Range

Type

Description

string[]
optional

List of hostnames of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect to
clustered Data ONTAP.

sessionsetupretries

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. The
value for this field must be between 1 and 5. The default value of 5
is taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

privilegedList of privileged users.
user[]
optional

privilegedusers

requesttimeout

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. It is used to specify the
time interval in which the node waits for a response from the Vscan
server. If the timeout is reached, the node allows the file-operation
if the applicable On-Access policy has scan-mandatory set to
\"off\". If the policy has scan-mandatory set to \"on\", the node will
retry the scan or disallow the file-operation depending on the
remaining lifetime of the CIFS request. Valid values for this field
are from 10s to 40s. However, if scan-mandatory is set to \"off\",
the effective value is limited to a maximum of 35s. The default
value of 30 is taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

scanqueuetimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. The value for this field must
be between 10s and 30s. The default value of 20 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool.

scannerpool
sessionsetuptimeout

scannerName of the virus scanner pool.
pool
[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

session[0..2^32- integer
teardownoptional
1]
timeout

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool.
Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. The value for this
field must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken
if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

vscan-status-get-iter

[top]

Returns Vscan status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscanstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vscanstatusinfo
optional
string

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-status object. All
vscan-status objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'

optional
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanstatusThe list of attributes of vscan-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-status-modify

[top]

Modify Vscan status.
Input Name

Range

is-vscan-enabled

Type

Description

boolean Vscan status. When true, Vscan feature is enabled for the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECIFSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NO_SCANNER_POOL_ACTIVE
E_VSCAN_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_VSCAN_JOB_QUEUE_FAILED
E_VSCAN_JOB_DELETE_FAILED
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Element definition: cluster-name
Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

[top]

Element definition: file-extension

[top]

File extension
[none]

Element definition: file-path

[top]

File path
[none]

Element definition: policy-name

[top]

Policy name
[none]

Element definition: privileged-user

[top]

Privileged user
[none]

Element definition: scanner-policy

[top]

Policy applied to a Vscan scanner pool
[none]

Element definition: scanner-pool
Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and manage connections between
clustered ONTAP and Vscan servers (virus scanners).
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: vscan-active-scanner-pool-info
Vscan active scanner pool information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
maxsessionsetupretries
privilegedusers

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. This is set
to the max of max-session-setup-retries of all active scanner pools
on a vserver. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

privileged- List of privileged users for a vserver. Vscan server is given privileged
access to the clustered Data ONTAP only if it uses one of these
user[]
optional users. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

requesttimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max of
the request-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scanqueuetimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max of the
scan-queue-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scanner-

scanner-

List of active scanner pools on a vserver. Attributes: non-creatable,

[top]

pool[]
optional

pools

List of allowed Vscan servers IP for a vserver. A Vscan server is
ipaddress[] allowed to connect to the clustered Data ONTAP only if its IP is part
optional of this list. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

servers
sessionsetuptimeout

non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max of
the session-setup-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

session[0..2^32- integer
teardownoptional
1]
timeout

Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max
of the session-teardown-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a
vserver. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-connection-extended-stats-info
Vscan connection extended statistics. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

extendedstats

string[]
optional

node

node-name
optional

Cluster node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

server

ip-address
optional

IP of the Vscan server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Vscanner's extended statistics. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Status of the connection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
serverstatus

vscan-serverstatus
optional

"disconnected" - Disconnected,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting,
"connecting" - Connecting,
"connected" - Connected
Server type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

servertype

vscanscanner-type
optional

vendor

string
optional

Name of virus-scanner vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

string
optional

Version of virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"primary" - Primary,
"backup" - Backup

[top]

Element definition: vscan-connection-status-all-info
Vscan connection status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
connectedsince

Range

Type
datetime
optional

Description
Time when Vscan server was connected. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Reason for disconnection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

disconnectreason

vscandisconnectreason
optional

disconnectedsince

datetime
optional

lif
node
privilegeduser
server

server-status

server-type

"na" - Not applicable,
"vscan_disabled" - Vscan disabled on the vserver,
"no_data_lif" - Vserver does not have data lif on the node,
"session_uninitialized" - Session not initialized,
"remote_closed" - Closure from Server,
"invalid_protocol_msg" - Invalid protocol-message received,
"invalid_session_id" - Invalid session-id received,
"inactive_connection" - No activity on connection,
"invalid_user" - Connection request by invalid user,
"server_removed" - Server removed from the active scannerpool
Time when Vscan server was disconnected. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

IP address of the Vserver LIF, which is used for the connection
ip-address
between clustered Data ONTAP and the Vscan server. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
node-name Cluster node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
optional

Privileged user, which is used for the connection between clustered
Data ONTAP and the Vscan server. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

ip-address IP of the Vscan server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
vscanserverstatus
optional

vscanscannertype

Status of the connection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"disconnected" - Disconnected,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting,
"connecting" - Connecting,
"connected" - Connected
Server type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"primary" - Primary,

[top]

optional

"backup" - Backup

vendor

string
optional

Name of virus-scanner vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

string
optional

Version of virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-events-info

[top]

Vscan events information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

consecutive[0..2^32occurrence1]
count

Type

Description

integer
optional

Consecutive occurrence count of the same event. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Reason for disconnection. This field is applicable only for the
scanner-disconnection events. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

disconnectreason

vscandisconnectreason
optional

event-time

datetime
optional

"na" - Not applicable,
"vscan_disabled" - Vscan disabled on the vserver,
"no_data_lif" - Vserver does not have data lif on the node,
"session_uninitialized" - Session not initialized,
"remote_closed" - Closure from Server,
"invalid_protocol_msg" - Invalid protocol-message
received,
"invalid_session_id" - Invalid session-id received,
"inactive_connection" - No activity on connection,
"invalid_user" - Connection request by invalid user,
"server_removed" - Server removed from the active
scanner-pool
Event log time. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Event type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

event-type

vscanevent-type
optional

"scanner_connected" - Scanner connected,
"scanner_disconnected" - Scanner disconnected,
"scanner_updated" - Scanner updated,
"scan_internal_error" - Internal error,
"scan_failed" - Scan failed,
"scan_timedout" - Scan timed out,
"file_infected" - File is infected,

"file_renamed" - File is renamed after found infected,
"file_quarantined" - File is quarantined after found infected,
"file_deleted" - File is deleted after found infected,
"scanner_busy" - Scanner is busy
string
optional

file-path

Path of the file which is being scanned. The path gives the client
view of the file being scanned. This field is applicable only for the
scanning related events. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif

IP address of the Vserver LIF, which is used for the connection
ip-address between clustered Data ONTAP and the Vscan server. It could be
optional either IPV4 or IPV6 as configured. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name Node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

scanenginestatus
server

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Status code returned by scan-engine. This field is applicable only
if scan-engine is capable of responding with extended status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

IP of the Vscan server. It could be either IPV4 or IPV6 as
ip-address
configured in the scanner pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Name of virus-scanner vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

string
optional

Version of virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-od-log-level

[top]

Log level for the On-Demand report. Possible values:
"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
[none]

Element definition: vscan-on-access-policy-info
Vscan On-Access policy information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name
adminowner

Range

Type
vscanconfigowner
optional

Description
Owner of the policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"vserver" - Vserver Admin,
"cluster" - Cluter Admin

file-ext-toexclude

fileFile extensions for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.
extension[]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which On-Access scanning is considered. The default
filevalue is '*', which means that all files are considered for scanning
extension[]
except those which are excluded from scanning. Attributes: optionaloptional
for-create, modifiable

filters

A list of filters which can be used to define the scope of the On-Access
vscan-on- policy more precisely. The filters can be added in any order. Attributes:
access- optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
policy-ui"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
filter[]
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with executeoptional
access (CIFS only)

is-policyenabled

boolean
optional

Policy status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-scanmandatory

boolean
optional

Specifies whether access to a file is allowed if there are no external
virus-scanning servers available for virus scanning. It is true if not
provided at the time of creating a policy. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
2147483648 (2GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
policy. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

paths-toexclude

file-path[] File paths for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

policyname

policyname
optional

protocol

vscanprotocol
optional

scan-fileswith-noext
vserver

Name of the policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
File-Access protocol to monitor for On-Access scanning. Attributes:
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
true-false
scanning or not. The default value is true. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-on-access-policy-ui-filter
Filters to define the scope of On-Access scanning more precisely. Possible values:
"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with execute-access (CIFS only)

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vscan-on-demand-report-info
Vscan On-Demand Task Report information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alreadyscannedfiles

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files which were already scanned by a valid
optional virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

attemptedscans

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of attempted scans. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

failedscans

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of failed scans. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

filescleaned

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files that were marked clean by the virusoptional scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filesinfected

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files that were marked infected by the virusoptional scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

internalerror

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of internal error occured while running the task.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

jobduration

timeTime taken by the job to complete the on-demand task.
interval
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-endtime

datetime On-demand task end time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

job-id

[-2^63..2^63- integer ID of the on-demand scan job. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

job-starttime

datetime On-demand task start time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

report-file

string Path of the report file from root of the Vserver. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

scanretries

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of scans that were retried because of internal
optional error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

skippedscans

[0..2^64-1]

Total number of files which were not scanned because of the
integer
configured scope of scanning. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

successfulscans

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files which were successfully scanned.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the task. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

task-name
timedoutscans
vserver

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of scans that were timed out. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: vscan-on-demand-task-info
Vscan On-Demand Task information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
crossjunction
directoryrecursion

Range

Type

Description

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to cross volume
true-false
junctions. If the parameter is set to false, crossing junctions is not
optional
allowed. Default is true. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to recursively scan
true-false through sub-directories. If the parameter is set to false, recursive
optional scanning is not allowed. Default is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

file-exttoexclude

File-Extensions for which scanning must not be performed. File whose
fileextension[] extension matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not
optional considered for scanning. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

file-exttoinclude

File extensions for which scanning is considered. The default value is '*',
filewhich means that all files are considered for scanning except those
extension[] which are excluded from scanning. File whose extension matches with
optional both inclusion and exclusion list is not considered for scanning.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
10737418240 (10GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
task. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

paths-toexclude

string[]
optional

File-paths for which scanning must not be performed. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

reportdirectory

string
optional

Path from the vserver root where task report is created. The path must
be a directory and provided in unix-format from the root of the Vserver.
Example: /vol1/on-demand-reports. Attributes: required-for-create,
modifiable

reportexpirytime

timeinterval
optional

Expiration time for On-Demand reports. A value of 0 indicates that
report files will be retained until manually deleted. Default is 0
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Log level for the On-Demand report. Default is error. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

reportlog-level

vscan-odlog-level
optional

requesttimeout

timeinterval
optional

"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file found
in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
Total request-service time-limit in seconds. If the virus-scanner does not
respond within the provided time, scan will be timedout. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[top]

scanfileswith-noext
scanpaths

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
true-false
scanning or not. The default value is true. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
string[]
optional

List of paths that need to be scanned. The path must be provided in
unix-format and from the root of the Vserver. Example:
/vol1/large_files. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Priority of the On-Demand scan requests generated by this task. Default
is low. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

scanpriority

vscanscanpriority
optional

schedule

string
optional

Schedule of the task. The task will be run as per the schedule. For
running the task immediately, vscan-on-demand-task-run api must be
used after creating a task. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

taskname

string
optional

Name of the task. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only if no
other normal request is in queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.

Element definition: vscan-protocol

[top]

CIFS Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol
[none]

Element definition: vscan-scan-priority

[top]

Priority of the scan request. Possible values:
"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only if no other normal request is in
queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.
[none]

Element definition: vscan-scanner-pool-info
Vscan scanner pool information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Owner of the scanner pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

adminowner

vscanconfigowner
optional

cluster

clustername
optional

Name of the cluster on which you want to apply the scanner policy
of a scanner pool. Default value is taken as local cluster. This
parameter does not have any significance if the cluster is not in a DR
relationship. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hostnames

string[]
optional

List of hostnames of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect to
clustered Data ONTAP. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

iscurrentlyactive

boolean
optional

Current status of a scanner pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

maxsessionsetupretries
privilegedusers

requesttimeout

scanqueuetimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

"vserver" - Vserver Admin,
"cluster" - Cluter Admin

Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. The value
for this field must be between 1 and 5. The default value of 5 is
taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

privilegedList of privileged users. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
user[]
optional

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. It is used to specify the
time interval in which the node waits for a response from the Vscan
server. If the timeout is reached, the node allows the file-operation
if the applicable On-Access policy has scan-mandatory set to \"off\".
If the policy has scan-mandatory set to \"on\", the node will retry
the scan or disallow the file-operation depending on the remaining
lifetime of the CIFS request. Valid values for this field are from 10s
to 40s. However, if scan-mandatory is set to \"off\", the effective
value is limited to a maximum of 35s. The default value of 30 is
taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. The value for this field must
be between 10s and 30s. The default value of 20 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Scanner policy. Currently only system policies are supported.
Possible values:

scannerpolicy

scannerpolicy
optional

scannerpool

Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and
scannermanage connections between clustered Data ONTAP and Vscan
pool
servers (virus scanners). Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional
modifiable

'primary' - Makes it active always,
'secondary' - Makes it active only when no primary Vscan
server is connected,
'idle' - Makes it inactive always
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ipList of IP addresses of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect to
address[]
clustered Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

servers
sessionsetuptimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

session[0..2^32- integer
teardownoptional
1]
timeout
string
optional

vserver

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-status-info

[top]

Vscan status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-vscanenabled
vserver

Range

Type

Description

boolean Vscan status. When true, Vscan feature is enabled for the Vserver.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: file-extension

[top]

File extension
[none]

Element definition: file-path

[top]

File path
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: policy-name

[top]

Policy name
[none]

Element definition: privileged-user

[top]

Privileged user
[none]

Element definition: scanner-policy

[top]

Policy applied to a Vscan scanner pool
[none]

Element definition: scanner-pool

[top]

Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and manage connections between
clustered ONTAP and Vscan servers (virus scanners).
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: vscan-config-owner
Configuration owner Possible values:
"vserver" - Vserver Admin,
"cluster" - Cluter Admin
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vscan-disconnect-reason

[top]

reason Possible values:
"na" - Not applicable,
"vscan_disabled" - Vscan disabled on the vserver,
"no_data_lif" - Vserver does not have data lif on the node,
"session_uninitialized" - Session not initialized,
"remote_closed" - Closure from Server,
"invalid_protocol_msg" - Invalid protocol-message received,
"invalid_session_id" - Invalid session-id received,
"inactive_connection" - No activity on connection,
"invalid_user" - Connection request by invalid user,
"server_removed" - Server removed from the active scanner-pool
[none]

Element definition: vscan-event-type

[top]

Type of the event generated by the cluster. Possible values:
"scanner_connected" - Scanner connected,
"scanner_disconnected" - Scanner disconnected,
"scanner_updated" - Scanner updated,
"scan_internal_error" - Internal error,
"scan_failed" - Scan failed,
"scan_timedout" - Scan timed out,
"file_infected" - File is infected,
"file_renamed" - File is renamed after found infected,
"file_quarantined" - File is quarantined after found infected,
"file_deleted" - File is deleted after found infected,
"scanner_busy" - Scanner is busy
[none]

Element definition: vscan-od-log-level
Log level for the On-Demand report. Possible values:
"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vscan-scanner-type

[top]

Server type Possible values:
"primary" - Primary,
"backup" - Backup
[none]

Element definition: vscan-server-status
Status Possible values:
"disconnected" - Disconnected,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting,
"connecting" - Connecting,
"connected" - Connected
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vserver
vserver-add-aggregates
vserver-add-protocols
vserver-config-diff-get
vserver-config-diff-get-iter
vserver-create
vserver-create-async
vserver-data-policy-export
vserver-data-policy-import
vserver-data-policy-validation-get-error
vserver-destroy
vserver-destroy-async
vserver-get
vserver-get-iter
vserver-http-proxy-create
vserver-http-proxy-delete
vserver-http-proxy-get
vserver-http-proxy-get-iter
vserver-http-proxy-modify
vserver-login-banner-get
vserver-login-banner-get-iter
vserver-login-banner-modify
vserver-login-banner-modify-iter
vserver-modify
vserver-modify-iter
vserver-motd-get
vserver-motd-get-iter
vserver-motd-modify
vserver-motd-modify-iter
vserver-protect-precheck
vserver-protect-precheck-dp-support
vserver-protect-precheck-network
vserver-protect-precheck-vge-support
vserver-remove-aggregates
vserver-remove-protocols
vserver-rename
vserver-rename-async
vserver-san-purge
vserver-san-purge-verify
vserver-show-aggr-get-iter
vserver-start
vserver-stop
vserver-unlock

vserver-add-aggregates

[top]

Add aggregates to the Vserver
Input Name Range Type

Description

aggr-list

Specifies a list of aggregates to be added to the Vserver. The root
aggregates should not be specified in this list because though the
aggrcommand will return success, volumes cannot be created on root
name[]
aggregates. In a MetroCluster configuration, this command does not honor
the remote cluster's aggregates.

vservername

string Specifies the name of the Vserver for which aggregates are to be added.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-add-protocols

[top]

add protocols to the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

protocols

protocol[]

vservername

string

Description
Is the list of protocols to be added to the vserver specified. Possible
values are: 'nfs', 'cifs', 'fcp', 'iscsi', and 'ndmp'.
Specifies the name of the Vserver on which the given set of protocols
are allowed.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANNOT_DELETE_SYNC_DESTINATION_IN_INITIALIZING_STATE
E_NVMF_REPL_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-config-diff-get
Provides the differences in attributes of a specified configuration instance between two Vservers in DR
relationship, including MetroCluster. This helps in verifying if the configuration of interest is replicated
correctly from source Vserver to destination Vserver. If the source configuration matches that of
destination, EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned, indicating that the difference is nil. This API can be
invoked on the source cluster or destination cluster. Note: The configuration objects replicated as part

[top]

of Vserver DR and their keys can potentially change from release to release. If a program has opted to
use those as inputs for selection, it may have to be adjusted for updated versions of Data ONTAP.
Input Name

Range

destinationvservername

string

Name of destination Vserver

[0..2^32- integer
The count of object instance
optional
1]
keyList of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
valuecompared - for example, volume:vol1
pair[]

keys
object
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
configattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
diff-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes

instance

Type

string
Range

The Vserver configuration object compared - for example, volume

Type

Description

configThe attributes of the vserver.
diff-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-config-diff-get-iter

[top]

Provides the differences in configuration between Vservers in DR relationship, including MetroCluster. If
an object is not specified, the differences for all replicated objects are shown. If Vserver is not specified,
the differences for all Vservers in the cluster, which are in DR relationship are returned. This API helps
in verifying if the configuration of interest is replicated correctly from source Vserver to destination
Vserver. If the source configuration matches that of destination, EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned,
indicating that the difference is nil. This API can be invoked on the source cluster or destination cluster.
Note: The configuration objects replicated as part of Vserver DR and their keys can potentially change
from release to release. If a program has opted to use those as inputs for selection, it may have to be
adjusted for updated versions of Data ONTAP.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
configattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
diff-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
configspecified on any number of attributes in the vserver object. All
diff-info
vserver objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.
string

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'

optional
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

configdiffThe list of attributes of vserver objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserver
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-create

[top]

This command is deprecated and may be removed in future releases of Data ONTAP. To create Vserver
use API vserver-create-async. Create a new Vserver. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for
example, 'data.example.com' - for the Vserver name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues.
Input Name Range
antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

antivirus-onaccess-policy

Type

Description

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create Possible
vserver-anti- values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"
antiviruspolicy
optional

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation
of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified as part of
vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus on access policy
for the Vserver. When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers. default: default
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver. This
policy is used to make caching decisions for this Vserver. If a
caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver, the system uses the
default cluster-wide policy. The possible options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read
user data blocks, and write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read
user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,

randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written user
data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does
not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto.
comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the comment associated with the Vserver. When part of
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default'
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If you
are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you do not
upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than Data ONTAP
9.3.0.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. Default value is false.
Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is called
repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is created in a
cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created. Conversely, a
repository Vserver cannot be created if non-repository Vservers
already exist in a cluster.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume create

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create

language

languagecode
optional

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' ............. Arabic 'cs'
............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de' ............. German 'en'
............. English 'en_us' .......... English (US) 'es' .............
Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr' ............. French 'he' .............
Hebrew 'hr' ............. Croatian 'hu' ............. Hungarian 'it'
............. Italian 'ja' ............. Japanese euc-j 'ja_v1' ..........
Japanese euc-j 'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ja_jp.932'
...... Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' .... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko'
............. Korean 'no' ............. Norwegian 'nl' ............. Dutch 'pl'
............. Polish 'pt' ............. Portuguese 'ro' ............. Romanian
'ru' ............. Russian 'sk' ............. Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian
'sv' ............. Swedish 'tr' ............. Turkish 'zh' .............
Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk' ......... Simplified Chinese (GBK) 'zh_tw'
.......... Traditional Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' ..... Traditional
Chinese Big 5 To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append
'.UTF-8'. When specified as part of vserver-create, this field
represents the language used for the Vserver. When part of
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers
with the specified language. The values with the '*' suffixes are not
supported by Clustered ONTAP.
Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver. When
specified as part of the vserver-create, this field represents the list
of Name Mapping switch configurations to be used. When specified
as part of the vserver-get-iter, this will return the list of Vservers
which have any of the specified Name Mapping configurations as
part of their nm-switch configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'.
default: file. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

namemappingswitch

nmswitch[] 'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify the
name mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should
optional
be preferred to specify the name mapping switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter'
APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name mapping
switch order. Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver. Possible
values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP
8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to
specify the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitchmodify' should be preferred to modify the name server switch
order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-getiter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name
server switch order. Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

quota-policy

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this field
represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When specified as part
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
This parameter is not supported on a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
default: default

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vserver on successful creation. Default:
false

root-volume

volumename
optional

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default' Vserver. Not
allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination' Vserver. If not specified,
the system will choose a default name for the root volume based
on the Vserver name.

root-volumeaggregate

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created. Optional
field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is not provided, the
most appropriate aggregate will be selected. Not allowed for
creation of a dp-destination Vserver. Creating a root volume on a
SnapLock aggregate is not supported.

root-volumesecuritystyle

Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating a
default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the security style for the Vserver root volume. When
specified as part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Possible values: 'unix', 'ntfs', 'mixed'. The
security- 'unified' security style, which applies only to Infinite Volumes,
style-enum cannot be applied to a Vserver's root volume. Default value is
optional
'unix'. Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified

snapshotpolicy

snapshotpolicy
optional

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the Vserver. This
policy will be assigned to all volumes created in this Vserver unless
the volume create request explicitly provides a snapshot policy or
volume is modified later with a specific snapshot policy. A volumelevel snapshot policy always overrides the default Vserver-wide
snapshot policy. When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this

will return the list of matching Vservers. default: default

vservername

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create,
this field represents the name of the Vserver. When part of
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
The following restrictions are applicable for the Vserver name: Maximum number of characters supported is 47, and 41 for a
Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a reserved name and
should not be used as a Vserver name
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the subtype of Vserver being created. The possible options for this value
are:

vserversubtype

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination

string
optional

If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the sub-type
sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination cannot be
explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of sub-type dpdestination is created, most of the management activities are not
allowed. Default value is default.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserver-info
The vserver created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_CREATE_PEERED_VSERVER
E_VSERVER_CREATE_NONCONFIGURABLE_OPTIONS
EVSERVER_REPOSITORY_VSERVER_QUOTA_POLICY_UNSUPPORTED
EIPSPACEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_CANNOT_BELONG_TO_IPSPACE
EVSERVER_NSSWITCH_MANDATORY
EVSERVER_SYSTEM_VSERVER_EXISTS
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EVSERVER_WITH_INFINITE_VOLUMES_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_MCC_CONFIGURATION
EVSERVER_SUBTYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_SNAPLOCK_AGGR_ROOT_VOLUME
EVSERVER_CREATE_FAIL_AGGR_UNKNOWN

vserver-create-async

[top]

Create a new Vserver asynchronously. The progress of the operation can be monitored using job-getiter API. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for example, 'data.example.com' - for the Vserver
name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

antivirus-onaccess-policy

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antiviruspolicy
optional

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified as
part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus on
access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part vserverget-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
default: default
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this Vserver.
If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver, the system
uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible options for
this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly
read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written
user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does
not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto.

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the comment associated with the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers.

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default'
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If
you are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you do
not upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than Data
ONTAP 9.3.0.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Default value is false.
Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is
called repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is
created in a cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created.
Conversely, a repository Vserver cannot be created if nonrepository Vservers already exist in a cluster.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create

is-spacereportinglogical

language

namemappingswitch

boolean
optional

languagecode
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create
Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' ............. Arabic
'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de' .............
German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' .......... English (US) 'es'
............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr' ............. French 'he'
............. Hebrew 'hr' ............. Croatian 'hu' .............
Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja' ............. Japanese euc-j
'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j 'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK
(sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ...... Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' ....
Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko' ............. Korean 'no' .............
Norwegian 'nl' ............. Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt'
............. Portuguese 'ro' ............. Romanian 'ru' .............
Russian 'sk' ............. Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv'
............. Swedish 'tr' ............. Turkish 'zh' .............
Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk' ......... Simplified Chinese (GBK)
'zh_tw' .......... Traditional Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' .....
Traditional Chinese Big 5 To use UTF-8 as the NFS character
set, append '.UTF-8'. When specified as part of vserver-create,
this field represents the language used for the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers with the specified language. The values with the '*'
suffixes are not supported by Clustered ONTAP.

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the specified
Name Mapping configurations as part of their nm-switch
configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default: file. This
field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservicenmswitch[] nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify the name
optional
mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should
be preferred to specify the name mapping switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter'
APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name
mapping switch order. Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and
'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the
currently configured name server switch order. Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

quota-policy

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a

Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default
volumename
optional

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default' Vserver.
Not allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination' Vserver. If not
specified, the system will choose a default name for the root
volume based on the Vserver name.

root-volumeaggregate

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created.
Optional field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is not
provided, the most appropriate aggregate will be selected. Not
allowed for creation of a dp-destination Vserver. Creating a
root volume on a SnapLock aggregate is not supported.

root-volumesecuritystyle

Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating a
default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the security style for the Vserver root volume.
When specified as part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of matching Vservers. Possible values: 'unix', 'ntfs',
security- 'mixed'. The 'unified' security style, which applies only to
style-enum Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to a Vserver's root volume.
optional
Default value is 'unix'. Possible values:

root-volume

"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified

snapshotpolicy

vservername

snapshotpolicy
optional

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the Vserver.
This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in this
Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly provides a
snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a specific
snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy always
overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. default: default

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable for the
Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters supported is
47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a
reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the
sub-type of Vserver being created. The possible options for this
value are:

vserversubtype

string
optional

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination
If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the subtype sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination cannot
be explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of sub-type
dp-destination is created, most of the management activities
are not allowed. Default value is default.

Output Name
result

Range

Type

Description

vserver-info
The vserver created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The ID of the job that was spawned to create this vserver.

string
optional

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation
completed successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress,
"failed" if creation failed.

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

result-status

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_CREATE_PEERED_VSERVER
E_VSERVER_CREATE_NONCONFIGURABLE_OPTIONS
EVSERVER_REPOSITORY_VSERVER_QUOTA_POLICY_UNSUPPORTED
EIPSPACEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_CANNOT_BELONG_TO_IPSPACE
EVSERVER_NSSWITCH_MANDATORY
EVSERVER_SYSTEM_VSERVER_EXISTS
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EVSERVER_WITH_INFINITE_VOLUMES_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_MCC_CONFIGURATION
EVSERVER_SUBTYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_SNAPLOCK_AGGR_ROOT_VOLUME

vserver-data-policy-export

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Export a data policy for a Vserver with an Infinite Volume. The data policy is exported as a JSON string.
For a description of the JSON format, please refer to the Clustered Data ONTAP Infinite Volumes
Management Guide.
Output Name

Range Type

data-policyexpression
Errno

string

Description
Data-policy JSON expression. A JSON string, XML escaped and
UTF8 encoded.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-data-policy-import
This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

[top]

Import a data policy for a Vserver with an Infinite Volume. The data policy is imported as a JSON string.
For a description of the required JSON format, please refer to the Clustered Data ONTAP Infinite
Volumes Management Guide.
Input Name Range Type
data-policyexpression

Description

Data-policy JSON expression. A JSON string with a maximum length of 50
string MB. The string should be XML escaped and use the same encoding as the
XML document of which it is a part (UTF8 for APIs).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EDATAPOLICY_VALIDATION_ERROR

vserver-data-policy-validation-get-error

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Validate without importing a data policy for a Vserver with an Infinite Volume. The data policy needs to
be specified as a JSON string. For a description of the required JSON format, please refer to the
Clustered Data ONTAP Infinite Volumes Management Guide.
Input Name Range Type
expression

Description

Data-policy JSON expression. A JSON string with a maximum length of 50
string MB. The string should be XML escaped and use the same encoding as the
XML document of which it is a part (UTF8 for APIs).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EDATAPOLICY_VALIDATION_ERROR

vserver-destroy

[top]

This command is deprecated and may be removed in future releases of Data ONTAP. To delete Vserver
use API vserver-destroy-async. Destroys the Vserver and its objects. All volumes and mirrors belonging
to the Vserver must be deleted using other APIs before destroying the Vserver. EVOLEXISTS is returned
if the Vserver is found to have any volumes or mirrors. This APIS removes all other objects of this
Vserver including its network Interfaces, routes, configurations, admin login accounts and roles.
Input Name Range Type

vservername

Description

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the name of the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers. The following restrictions are
string
applicable for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters
supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a

reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_DELETE_PEERED_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_CIFS_SERVER
EVSERVER_REMOVE_CIFS_SERVER_WITH_AD
EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_CANT_REMOVE_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_OPERATION_UNSUPPORTED_ON_SYSTEM_VSERVER

vserver-destroy-async

[top]

Destroys the Vserver and its objects asynchronously. The progress of the operation can be monitored
using job-get-iter API. All volumes and mirrors belonging to the Vserver must be deleted using other
APIs before destroying the Vserver. EVOLEXISTS is returned if the Vserver is found to have any
volumes or mirrors. This APIS removes all other objects of this Vserver including its network Interfaces,
routes, configurations, admin login accounts and roles.
Input Name

Range

vservername

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create,
this field represents the name of the Vserver. When part of vserverget-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers. The
following restrictions are applicable for the Vserver name: Maximum number of characters supported is 47, and 41 for a
Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a reserved name and
should not be used as a Vserver name

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_DELETE_PEERED_VSERVER

Description

EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_CIFS_SERVER
EVSERVER_REMOVE_CIFS_SERVER_WITH_AD
EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_CANT_REMOVE_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_OPERATION_UNSUPPORTED_ON_SYSTEM_VSERVER

vserver-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverThe attributes of the vserver.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-get-iter

[top]

Display information about Vservers. Information about Admin Vserver, Node Vserver, and Cluster
Vservers is displayed. If the ZAPI is issued to the Cluster LIF with no Vserver specified as input, then
information about all Vservers is shown. If the request is sent to the Vserver LIF, then information
about that Vserver is shown.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the vserver object. All
info
vserver objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Description

vserverinfo[] The list of attributes of vserver objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserver
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-http-proxy-create

[top]

Create a new HTTP proxy configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ipspace

Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be
string
configured. this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver
optional
parameter.

is-authenabled

boolean Specifies whether authentication is required for the HTTP proxy. By
optional default it is set to false.
string Specifies the password for the username to authenticate with the
optional HTTP proxy when authentication is enabled.

password
port

[1..65535] integer

server
skip-configvalidation
username
vserver

string

Specifies the port number on which the HTTP proxy service is
configured for the server.
Specifies the HTTP proxy hostname or IP address.

boolean
Skip the config validation
optional
string Specifies the username to authenticate with the HTTP proxy when
optional authentication is enabled.
Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be
vserverid
configured. This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce
optional
parameter.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-http-proxy-delete

[top]

Remove the proxy configuration for the specified Vserver.
Input Name Range
ipspace

Type

Description

string Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.

vserverid Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce parameter.

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-http-proxy-get

[top]

Get the HTTP proxy configuration of the Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
httpattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
proxy
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

string Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.

ipspace
Output Name Range

Type
httpproxy

attributes
Errno

Description
The attributes of the http-proxy.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-http-proxy-get-iter

[top]

Get the HTTP proxy configuration of the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
httpattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
proxy
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
httpspecified on any number of attributes in the http-proxy object. All
proxy
http-proxy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

httpproxy[] The list of attributes of http-proxy objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more httpoptional proxy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-http-proxy-modify

[top]

Modify the proxy configuration for the specified Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ipspace

string Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.

is-authenabled

boolean Specifies whether authentication is required for the HTTP proxy. By
optional default it is set to false.

password
port
server
skip-configvalidation
username
vserver

string Specifies the password for the username to authenticate with the HTTP
optional proxy when authentication is enabled.
integer Specifies the port number on which the HTTP proxy service is
optional configured for the server.
string
Specifies the HTTP proxy hostname or IP address.
optional
boolean
Skip the config validation
optional
string Specifies the username to authenticate with the HTTP proxy when
optional authentication is enabled.
vserverid Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce parameter.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-login-banner-get
Return the login banner message. This message is displayed during SSH and console device login, just
before the password prompt is, or would be, displayed. There is a cluster-wide default login banner that
is used for every incoming connection regardless of LIF type. Each data Vserver can over-ride this
default.

[top]

Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

vserverloginbannerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

vserverloginThe attributes of the vserver-login-banner.
bannerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-login-banner-get-iter

[top]

Return the specified login banner. See the description for the non-iter API for details.
Input Name

Range

vserverloginbannerinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

vserverloginbannerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-login-banner
object. All vserver-login-banner objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vserverloginbanner- The list of attributes of vserver-login-banner objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserveroptional login-banner objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

vserver-login-banner-modify

[top]

Modify the login banner message. This message is displayed during SSH and console device login, just
before the password prompt is, or would be, displayed. There is a cluster-wide default login banner that
is used for every incoming connection regardless of LIF type. Each data Vserver can over-ride this
default. To restore the default for a data Vserver, set the message to '-'.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional

message
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-login-banner-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the login banner message. This message is displayed during SSH and console device login, just
before the password prompt is, or would be, displayed. There is a cluster-wide default login banner that
is used for every incoming connection regardless of LIF type. Each data Vserver can over-ride this
default. To restore the default for a data Vserver, set the message to '-'.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple vserver-login-banner
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
with the next matching vserver-login-banner even when the
optional
operation fails for the vserver-login-banner. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching vserver-login-banner even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the operation on a previous matching vserver-login-banner
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum
or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records
message

query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of vserver-login-banner objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]
string
The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional
vserverIf operating on a specific vserver-login-banner, this input element
loginmust specify all keys. If operating on vserver-login-banner objects
bannerbased on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-login-banner
boolean objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of vserver-login-banner objects not operated on
will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-login-banner
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to
optional false, the list of vserver-login-banner objects operated on will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

vserverloginbanner- Information about vserver-login-banner objects that were not
modify- operated on due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter- input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional vserver-login-banner objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-login-banner objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-login-banner objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully processed.
vserverloginbanner- The vserver-login-banner objects that were successfully processed.
modify- This element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter- list' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of vserver object.
Input Name

aggr-list

Range

Type

Description

List of aggregates assigned for volume operations. These
aggregates could be shared for use with other Vservers. When
specified as part of a vserver-create, this field represents the
aggr-name[]
list of aggregates that are assigned to the Vserver for volume
optional
operations. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of Vservers which have any of the aggregates specified
as part of the aggr-list.
Allowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vserver-create,
this field represent the list of protocols allowed on the Vserver.

allowedprotocols

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

antivirus-onaccess-policy

protocol[]
optional

When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
Vservers which have any of the protocols specified as part of
the allowed-protocols. When part of vserver-modify, this field
should include the existing list along with new protocol list to
be added to prevent data disruptions. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antiviruspolicy
optional

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified as
part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus on
access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part vserverget-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
default: default
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this Vserver.
If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver, the system
uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible options for
this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly
read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written
user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It
does not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto.

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the comment associated with the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers.
Disallowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols not allowed on
the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols specified as
part of the disallowed-protocols. When part of vserver-modify,

this field should include the existing list along with new
protocol list to be added to prevent data disruptions. Possible
values:

disallowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create

language

max-volumes

namemappingswitch

"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

languagecode
optional

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' ............. Arabic
'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de' .............
German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' .......... English (US) 'es'
............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr' ............. French
'he' ............. Hebrew 'hr' ............. Croatian 'hu' .............
Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja' ............. Japanese euc-j
'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j 'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK
(sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ...... Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' ....
Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko' ............. Korean 'no' .............
Norwegian 'nl' ............. Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt'
............. Portuguese 'ro' ............. Romanian 'ru' .............
Russian 'sk' ............. Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv'
............. Swedish 'tr' ............. Turkish 'zh' .............
Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk' ......... Simplified Chinese (GBK)
'zh_tw' .......... Traditional Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' .....
Traditional Chinese Big 5 To use UTF-8 as the NFS character
set, append '.UTF-8'. When specified as part of vserver-create,
this field represents the language used for the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers with the specified language. The values with the '*'
suffixes are not supported by Clustered ONTAP.

string
optional

Maximum number of volumes that can be created on the
Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the maximum number of volumes that can be
created on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers.

nmswitch[]
optional

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the specified
Name Mapping configurations as part of their nm-switch
configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default: file. This
field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservicensswitch-create' should be preferred to specify the name
mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should
be preferred to specify the name mapping switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-getiter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name
mapping switch order. Possible values:

"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and
'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the
currently configured name server switch order. Possible
values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

qos-policygroup

quota-policy

snapshotpolicy

string
optional

The QoS policy group associated with this volume. This
optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the
Vserver. The policy group defines measurable service level
objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which
the policy group is associated. If you do not assign a policy
group to a Vserver, the system will not monitor and control
traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on a Vserver with
Infinite Volume.

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default

snapshotpolicy
optional

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the Vserver.
This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in this
Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly provides a
snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a specific
snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy always
overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. default: default
State of the Virtual Server. This field, together with the
operational state, determines the data serving ability of a
Vserver Possible values:

vsadminstate
optional

state

volumedeleteretentionhours

vservername

[0..2^321]

"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"

integer
optional

The number of hours that a deleted volume should be retained
before the delete is completed

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable for the
Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters supported is
47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a
reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION_FOR_VS

vserver-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of vserver or a group of vserver objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

vserver- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple vserver objects match a
given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching vserver even when modification of a previous vserver
optional
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue modifying the next matching vserver even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching vserver fails, and do so until the
optional
count
1]
total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum
specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be
no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable
if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
If modifying a specific vserver, this input element must specify all
vserverkeys. If modifying vserver objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of vserver objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
vserver objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

vservermodify- Information about vserver objects that were not modified due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element

info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional vserver objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of vserver objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.
vservermodifyThe vserver objects that were successfully updated. This element
iterwill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

vserver-motd-get

[top]

Return the specified message of the day (MOTD). This message appears just before the clustershell
prompt. The cluster Admin Vserver message will appear, then if the user is logging in as a Data Vserver
admin, that Vserver's message will be printed. The cluster-level MOTD can be disabled for each Vserver
using the configuration parameter.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

vservermotdinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

vservermotd- The attributes of the vserver-motd.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-motd-get-iter

[top]

Return the specified message of the day. See the description for the non-iter API for details.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

vserver- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
motd- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vservermotdinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vservermotdThe list of attributes of vserver-motd objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserveroptional motd objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-motd object. All
vserver-motd objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-motd-modify

[top]

Modify the message of the day (MOTD). This message appears just before the clustershell prompt. The
cluster Admin Vserver message will appear, then if the user is logging in as a Data Vserver admin, that
Vserver's message will be printed. The cluster-level MOTD can be disabled for each Vserver using the
configuration parameter.
Input Name Range
is-clustermessageenabled
message

Type

Description

Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for this
boolean
Vserver? This field cannot be modified in a data Vserver context
optional
(tunneled to a data Vserver).
The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify:
string
2048. Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will
optional
always be returned as LF.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_MOTD_CANNOT_UPDATE_IS_CLUSTER_MESSAGE_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-motd-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the message of the day. See the description of the non-iter API for more information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple vserver-motd objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching vserver-motd even when the operation fails for the
optional
vserver-motd. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

continue-onfailure
is-clustermessageenabled

Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for
boolean
this Vserver? This field cannot be modified in a data Vserver context
optional
(tunneled to a data Vserver).

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching vserver-motd even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching vserver-motd fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of vserver-motd objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]
The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify:
string
2048. Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will
optional
always be returned as LF.

message

vserver- If operating on a specific vserver-motd, this input element must
motd- specify all keys. If operating on vserver-motd objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-motd objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of vserver-motd objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-motd objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of vserver-motd objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

vservermotdInformation about vserver-motd objects that were not operated on
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional vserver-motd objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-motd objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-motd objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
vservermotd-

The vserver-motd objects that were successfully processed. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_MOTD_CANNOT_UPDATE_IS_CLUSTER_MESSAGE_ENABLED

vserver-protect-precheck

[top]

Check source vserver for creating svmdr Relationship
Input Name

Type

Description

cluster

Range

uuid

Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

vserver-name

string

vserver-uuid

uuid

Output Name

Range

precheck-success

Vserver
Vserver UUID

Type

Description

boolean was the precheck successful

svmdr-precheck-error-codes [0..2^32-1] integer[] Validation Error Codes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
E_VSERVERDR_PRECHECK_FAILURE_ERROR

vserver-protect-precheck-dp-support

[top]

Check source cluster for creating svmdr Relationship of type DP
Input Name Range

Type

Description

uuid

Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

Type

Description

cluster
Output Name Range
is-enabled

boolean was the precheck successful

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_VSERVERDR_PRECHECK_ECV_BELOW_9_5_0

Description

vserver-protect-precheck-network

[top]

Check source vserver lif placement for creating svmdr Relationship
Input Name

Range Type

cluster

uuid

ipspace

Description
Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

string IPsapce of the destination vserver

peer-cluster-uuid

uuid

vserver-name

Peer cluster UUID

string Vserver

vserver-uuid

uuid

Vserver UUID

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_VSERVERDR_NETWORK_PRECHECK_ERROR
E_VSERVERDR_NETWORK_PRECHECK_FAILURE_ERROR
E_VSERVERDR_PRECHECK_ECV_BELOW_9_5_0

vserver-protect-precheck-vge-support

[top]

Check source cluster for creating svmdr Relationship of type DP
Input Name Range
cluster
Output Name Range
is-enabled
Errno

Type

Description

uuid

Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

Type

Description

boolean was the precheck successful
Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-remove-aggregates

[top]

Remove aggregates from the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

aggr-list

aggrname[]

vservername

string

Errno

Description
Specifies a list of aggregates to be removed from Vserver.
Specifies the name of the Vserver from which aggregates are to be
removed.
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-remove-protocols

[top]

remove protocols from the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

protocols

protocol[]

vservername

string

Description
Is the list of protocols to be removed from the vserver specified.
Possible values are: 'nfs', 'cifs', 'fcp', 'iscsi', and 'ndmp'.
Specifies the name of the Vserver on which the given set of protocols
are not allowed.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-rename

[top]

Rename a Vserver. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for example, 'data.example.com' - for
the Vserver name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues. This operation is not supported for a
node Vserver. Use the 'system-node-rename' API to rename a node Vserver.
Input Name Range Type
new-name
vservername

string

Description
New Vserver name (Use Fully Qualified Domain Name, For example:
data.example.com)

string Vserver

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_RENAME_PEERED_VSERVER
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC

Description

EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_PEER_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_CANT_RENAME_VSERVER_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_TO_UPDATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED_LOCAL
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_RENAME_TO_VSERVER_IN_PEERED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_FILER

vserver-rename-async

[top]

Rename a Vserver asynchronously. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for example,
'data.example.com' - for the Vserver name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues. This operation
is not supported for a node Vserver. Use the 'system-node-rename' API to rename a node Vserver. A
job will be spawned to operate on the vserver and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job
can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

new-name

string

New Vserver name (Use Fully Qualified Domain Name, For
example: data.example.com)

vserver-name

string

Vserver

Output Name
result-errorcode

Range

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_RENAME_PEERED_VSERVER
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_PEER_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_CANT_RENAME_VSERVER_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER

Description

EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_TO_UPDATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED_LOCAL
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_RENAME_TO_VSERVER_IN_PEERED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_FILER

vserver-san-purge

[top]

Purge SAN kernel cache for a Vserver. In Metrocluster configuration, if metrocluster switchback fails to
clear the SAN kernel cache, the zapi can be issued to clear the SAN kernel cache.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-san-purge-verify

[top]

Verify the SAN Kernel Agent on all nodes is unloaded for the specified Vserver.
Output Name Range
status

Type

Description

boolean SAN Kernel Agent for the Vserver is unloaded or not

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-show-aggr-get-iter

[top]

Display list of aggregates owned by Vservers.
Input Name

Range

query

tag

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
showall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
aggregates
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
showspecified on any number of attributes in the vserver showaggregates
aggregates object. All vserver show-aggregates objects
optional
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

showaggregates[] The list of attributes of vserver show-aggregates objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Vserver

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
vserver show-aggregates objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

vserver-start

[top]

Start a Vserver
Input Name Range
force
vservername

Type

Description

In case of a MetroCluster configuration or Vserver disaster recovery, by
boolean using this parameter you can start a Vserver when it is locked (which
optional prevents any configuration changes) or when its partner Vserver is
operationally running. The default value for this parameter is false.
string

Specifies the name of the Vserver to be started.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERALREADYSTARTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTOPERATIONAL
E_SAN_NOT_READY

vserver-stop

[top]

Stop a Vserver
Input Name Range Type

vservername

Description

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the name of the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers. The following restrictions are
string
applicable for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters

supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a
reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name
Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTOPERATIONAL
E_SAN_NOT_READY

vserver-unlock

[top]

Revoke the administrative lock on the Vserver configuration. When a Vserver is unlocked, configuration
changes are permitted. A failure is returned if the Vserver is not locked by the administrator or if it is
locked by internal applications. If the vserver lock remains due to an error condition, it can be forcefully
removed by specifying the force option.
Input Name Range
force
vservername

Type

Description

boolean Force unlock the Vserver which got locked as part of a DR event or an
optional error condition. The default value for this parameter is false.
string

Specifies the name of the Vserver to be unlocked.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_INTERNAL_CONFIG_LOCK
EVSERVER_ALREADY_UNLOCKED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ON_ADMIN_AND_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: antivirus-policy
Antivirus policy name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: config-diff-info

[top]

Difference in configuration of an object instance. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
attributediff-list

Range

Type

Description

attributeThe list of attributes that differ
info[]
optional

destinationvservername

string Name of destination Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

destinationvserver-uuid

External UUID of destination Vserver Attributes: non-creatable,
uuid
optional non-modifiable

instance

keys

object
skipexcludedfields
sourcevservername
sourcevserver-uuid

[0..2^32- integer The count of object instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
keyList of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
valuecompared - for example, volume:vol1 Attributes: key, nonpair[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string The Vserver configuration object compared - for example, volume
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies whether to compare configuration attributes which are not
boolean
explicitly replicated. Default is true. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
string
Name of source Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
External UUID of source Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, nonuuid
optional modifiable

Element definition: http-proxy
HTTP Proxy Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ipspace

Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
string
this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-authenabled

boolean Specifies whether authentication is required for the HTTP proxy. By
optional default it is set to false. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

password

Specifies the password for the username to authenticate with the
string
HTTP proxy when authentication is enabled. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

port

[1..65535]

server

integer Specifies the port number on which the HTTP proxy service is
optional configured for the server. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
string Specifies the HTTP proxy hostname or IP address. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

username

string Specifies the username to authenticate with the HTTP proxy when
optional authentication is enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
vserverid
This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce parameter.
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: key-value-pair

[top]

Key value pair in the format key:value
[none]

Element definition: language-code
Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,

[top]

'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: nmswitch

[top]

file|ldap Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: nsswitch

[top]

nis|file|ldap Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: protocol
Vserver protocols. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,

[top]

"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: show-aggregates

[top]

Show aggregates of the Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregatename

Range

Type
aggr-name
optional

Description
Aggregate Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Aggregate Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"hdd" - Aggregate consists of only HDDs,
"hybrid" - Aggregate consists of both HDDs and SSDs,
"lun" - Aggregate consists of array LUNs,
"ssd" - Aggregate consists of only SSDs,
"vmdisk" - Aggregate consists of only VMDISKs,
"vmlun" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs,
"vmlunssd" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs of type
SSD

aggregatetype

aggregatetype
optional

available-size

size
optional

Available Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-nvecapable

boolean
optional

Is NVE Capable Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Snaplock Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Possible values:
snaplock-type

snaplocktype
optional

vserver-name

string
optional

"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vsadminstate

[top]

running|stopped|starting|stopping Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-anti-ransomware-state

[top]

disabled|enabled|dry-run Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,
"dry_run"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-info

[top]

Vserver Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

aggr-list

Range

Type

Description

aggr-name[]
optional

List of aggregates assigned for volume operations. These
aggregates could be shared for use with other Vservers.
When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the list of aggregates that are assigned to the
Vserver for volume operations. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of Vservers which have any of
the aggregates specified as part of the aggr-list. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable
Allowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols allowed on
the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the allowed-protocols. When part of
vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible

allowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antivirus-onaccess-policy

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified
as part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus
antivirus-policy
on access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part
optional
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. default: default Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this
Vserver. If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver,
the system uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible
options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata
blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and
randomly read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read
and sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written
user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It
does not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the comment associated with the Vserver.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Disallowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols not allowed
on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the disallowed-protocols. When part of

vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:

disallowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default' Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-configlocked-forchanges

boolean
optional

Is the Vserver configuration locked for modificatiion. If the
config-lock is true, then modifying the Vserver's
configuration is not allowed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If
you are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you
do not upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than
Data ONTAP 9.3.0.
Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Default value is false.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-vserverprotected

boolean
optional

Vserver protection Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

language

Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is
called repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is
created in a cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created.
Conversely, a repository Vserver cannot be created if nonrepository Vservers already exist in a cluster. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' .............
Arabic 'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de'
............. German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' ..........
English (US) 'es' ............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr'
............. French 'he' ............. Hebrew 'hr' .............
Croatian 'hu' ............. Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja'
............. Japanese euc-j 'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j
'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ......
Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' .... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko'
............. Korean 'no' ............. Norwegian 'nl' .............
language-code Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt' ............. Portuguese 'ro'
optional
............. Romanian 'ru' ............. Russian 'sk' .............
Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv' ............. Swedish 'tr'
............. Turkish 'zh' ............. Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk'
......... Simplified Chinese (GBK) 'zh_tw' .......... Traditional
Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' ..... Traditional Chinese Big 5 To

use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8'. When
specified as part of vserver-create, this field represents the
language used for the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers with the
specified language. The values with the '*' suffixes are not
supported by Clustered ONTAP. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
ldap-domain

max-volumes

namemappingswitch

string
optional

LDAP client configuration details. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Maximum number of volumes that can be created on the
Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the maximum number of volumes that can
be created on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

nmswitch[]
optional

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the
specified Name Mapping configurations as part of their nmswitch configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default:
file. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.
'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify
the name mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitchmodify' should be preferred to specify the name mapping
switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservicensswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently
configured name mapping switch order. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get'
and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to
fetch the currently configured name server switch order.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

nis-domain

operationalstate

nis-domain
optional

NIS domain configuration details for the Vserver. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

vsoperstate
optional

Operational state of the Virtual Server. This field determines
the state of the Vserver LIFs. New LIFs created on a Vserver,
which is in running state, will be operationally up and the
LIFs created on a Vserver, which is in stopped state, will be
operationally down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped"

Vserver Operational State Stopped Reason Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
operationalstatestoppedreason

qos-policygroup

quota-policy

root-volume

root-volumeaggregate

root-volumesecuritystyle

vsopstopreason
optional

"sync_destination_and_switchover_not_done" - Syncdestination Vserver and switchover is not done,
"cluster_reboot_done" - Cluster reboot is done,
"admin_state_stopped" - Admin state is stopped,
"dp_destination_not_started" - Vserver configured as
destination of Vserver DR

string
optional

The QoS policy group associated with this volume. This
optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the
Vserver. The policy group defines measurable service level
objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with
which the policy group is associated. If you do not assign a
policy group to a Vserver, the system will not monitor and
control traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list
of matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default'
Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination'
volume-name
Vserver. If not specified, the system will choose a default
optional
name for the root volume based on the Vserver name.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created.
Optional field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is
not provided, the most appropriate aggregate will be
selected. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. Creating a root volume on a SnapLock aggregate is
not supported. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating
a default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dpdestination Vserver. When specified as part of the vservercreate, this field represents the security style for the Vserver
root volume. When specified as part of vserver-get-iter call,
this will return the list of matching Vservers. Possible values:
security-style- 'unix', 'ntfs', 'mixed'. The 'unified' security style, which
applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to a
enum
Vserver's root volume. Default value is 'unix'. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified

snapshotpolicy

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the
Vserver. This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in
this Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly
provides a snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a
snapshot-policy
specific snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy
optional
always overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy.
When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return

the list of matching Vservers. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable
State of the Virtual Server. This field, together with the
operational state, determines the data serving ability of a
Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"

state

vsadminstate
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the Vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of hours that a deleted volume should be
retained before the delete is completed Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

volumedeleteretentionhours
vserveraggr-info-list

vservername

[0..2^321]

vserver-aggrList of aggregates assigned to the Vserver with aggregate
info[]
name and available size.
optional

string
optional

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable
for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters
supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'syncsource' - 'all' is a reserved name and should not be used as
a Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the
sub-type of Vserver being created. The possible options for
this value are:

vserversubtype

string
optional

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination
If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the
sub-type sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination
cannot be explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of
sub-type dp-destination is created, most of the management
activities are not allowed. Default value is default.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Type of the Vserver. Possible values:

vserver-type

string
optional

data: the default scale-out vserver
admin: for the cluster-wide management Vserver
system: for cluster-scoped communications in an
IPspace
node: identifies the physical controller.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-login-banner-info

[top]

Login Banner Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

message

string Name of the Vserver. The default banner is associated with the Admin
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: vserver-login-banner-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against vserver-login-banner object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

vserver-loginbanner-key

vserver-loginbanner-info

The keys for the vserver-login-banner object to
which the operation applies.

Element definition: vserver-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against vserver object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

vserver-key

vserverinfo

The keys for the vserver object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: vserver-motd-info

[top]

Message of the Day Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-clustermessageenabled
message
vserver

Type

Description

boolean Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for this
optional Vserver? Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
string
Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will always be
optional
returned as LF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the Vserver. The cluster message of the day is associated with
optional the Admin Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-motd-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against vserver-motd object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
vserver-motdkey

Description

vserver-motd- The keys for the vserver-motd object to which the
info
operation applies.

Element definition: vserverid

[top]

Vserver Id
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: aggregatetype

[top]

hdd | hybrid | lun | ssd | vmdisk Possible values:
"hdd" - Aggregate consists of only HDDs,
"hybrid" - Aggregate consists of both HDDs and SSDs,
"lun" - Aggregate consists of array LUNs,
"ssd" - Aggregate consists of only SSDs,
"vmdisk" - Aggregate consists of only VMDISKs,
"vmlun" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs,
"vmlunssd" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs of type SSD
[none]

Element definition: antivirus-policy

[top]

Antivirus policy name
[none]

Element definition: attribute-info

[top]

The name of attribute and its values at source and destination
Name
attribute

Range

Type

Description

string Attribute of the configuration compared - for example, volume-style in
optional case of volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvserver-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at destination Vserver Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at source Vserver Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: language-code
Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),

[top]

'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: nis-domain

[top]

NIS Domain
[none]

Element definition: nmswitch

[top]

file|ldap Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: nsswitch

[top]

nis|file|ldap Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: protocol

[top]

Vserver protocols. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snaplocktype
non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:

[top]

"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vsadminstate
running|stopped|starting|stopping Possible values:

[top]

"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-aggr-info

[top]

Assigned aggregate name and available size.
Name

Range

aggr-availsize

Type

Description

Assigned aggregate available size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonsize
optional modifiable

aggr-is-cftprecommit

boolean Assigned aggregate cft pre-commit status. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-name

aggrname Assigned aggregate name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: vserver-anti-ransomware-state

[top]

disabled|enabled|dry-run Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,
"dry_run"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-info

[top]

Vserver Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-list

allowedprotocols

aggr-name[]
optional

protocol[]
optional

List of aggregates assigned for volume operations. These
aggregates could be shared for use with other Vservers.
When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the list of aggregates that are assigned to the
Vserver for volume operations. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of Vservers which have any of
the aggregates specified as part of the aggr-list. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable
Allowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols allowed on
the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the allowed-protocols. When part of
vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antivirus-onaccess-policy

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified
as part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus
antivirus-policy
on access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part
optional
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. default: default Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this
Vserver. If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver,
the system uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible
options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata
blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and
randomly read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read
and sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written

user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It
does not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the comment associated with the Vserver.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Disallowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols not allowed
on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the disallowed-protocols. When part of
vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:

disallowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default' Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-configlocked-forchanges

boolean
optional

Is the Vserver configuration locked for modificatiion. If the
config-lock is true, then modifying the Vserver's
configuration is not allowed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If
you are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you
do not upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than
Data ONTAP 9.3.0.
Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Default value is false.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-vserverprotected

boolean
optional

Vserver protection Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is
called repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is
created in a cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created.
Conversely, a repository Vserver cannot be created if nonrepository Vservers already exist in a cluster. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available

language

ldap-domain

max-volumes

namemappingswitch

language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' .............
Arabic 'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de'
............. German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' ..........
English (US) 'es' ............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr'
............. French 'he' ............. Hebrew 'hr' .............
Croatian 'hu' ............. Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja'
............. Japanese euc-j 'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j
'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ......
Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' .... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko'
............. Korean 'no' ............. Norwegian 'nl' .............
language-code Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt' ............. Portuguese 'ro'
optional
............. Romanian 'ru' ............. Russian 'sk' .............
Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv' ............. Swedish 'tr'
............. Turkish 'zh' ............. Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk'
......... Simplified Chinese (GBK) 'zh_tw' .......... Traditional
Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' ..... Traditional Chinese Big 5 To
use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8'. When
specified as part of vserver-create, this field represents the
language used for the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers with the
specified language. The values with the '*' suffixes are not
supported by Clustered ONTAP. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
string
optional

LDAP client configuration details. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Maximum number of volumes that can be created on the
Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the maximum number of volumes that can
be created on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

nmswitch[]
optional

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the
specified Name Mapping configurations as part of their nmswitch configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default:
file. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.
'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify
the name mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitchmodify' should be preferred to specify the name mapping
switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservicensswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently
configured name mapping switch order. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get'
and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to
fetch the currently configured name server switch order.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
nis-domain

operationalstate

nis-domain
optional

NIS domain configuration details for the Vserver. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

vsoperstate
optional

Operational state of the Virtual Server. This field determines
the state of the Vserver LIFs. New LIFs created on a Vserver,
which is in running state, will be operationally up and the
LIFs created on a Vserver, which is in stopped state, will be
operationally down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped"
Vserver Operational State Stopped Reason Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstatestoppedreason

qos-policygroup

quota-policy

root-volume

root-volumeaggregate

vsopstopreason
optional

"sync_destination_and_switchover_not_done" - Syncdestination Vserver and switchover is not done,
"cluster_reboot_done" - Cluster reboot is done,
"admin_state_stopped" - Admin state is stopped,
"dp_destination_not_started" - Vserver configured as
destination of Vserver DR

string
optional

The QoS policy group associated with this volume. This
optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the
Vserver. The policy group defines measurable service level
objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with
which the policy group is associated. If you do not assign a
policy group to a Vserver, the system will not monitor and
control traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list
of matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default'
Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination'
volume-name
Vserver. If not specified, the system will choose a default
optional
name for the root volume based on the Vserver name.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created.
Optional field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is
not provided, the most appropriate aggregate will be
selected. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. Creating a root volume on a SnapLock aggregate is
not supported. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable
Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating
a default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dpdestination Vserver. When specified as part of the vservercreate, this field represents the security style for the Vserver
root volume. When specified as part of vserver-get-iter call,
this will return the list of matching Vservers. Possible values:

security-style- 'unix', 'ntfs', 'mixed'. The 'unified' security style, which
applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to a
enum
Vserver's root volume. Default value is 'unix'. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

root-volumesecuritystyle

"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the
Vserver. This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in
this Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly
provides a snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a
snapshot-policy
specific snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy
optional
always overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy.
When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of matching Vservers. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

snapshotpolicy

State of the Virtual Server. This field, together with the
operational state, determines the data serving ability of a
Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"

state

vsadminstate
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the Vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of hours that a deleted volume should be
retained before the delete is completed Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

volumedeleteretentionhours
vserveraggr-info-list

vservername

[0..2^321]

vserver-aggrList of aggregates assigned to the Vserver with aggregate
info[]
name and available size.
optional

string
optional

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable
for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters
supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'syncsource' - 'all' is a reserved name and should not be used as
a Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the
sub-type of Vserver being created. The possible options for
this value are:

vserversubtype

string
optional

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination
If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the
sub-type sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination

cannot be explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of
sub-type dp-destination is created, most of the management
activities are not allowed. Default value is default.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Type of the Vserver. Possible values:

string
optional

vserver-type

data: the default scale-out vserver
admin: for the cluster-wide management Vserver
system: for cluster-scoped communications in an
IPspace
node: identifies the physical controller.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-login-banner-info

[top]

Login Banner Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

message
vserver

Type

Description

string The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the Vserver. The default banner is associated with the Admin
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-motd-info

[top]

Message of the Day Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-clustermessageenabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for this
optional Vserver? Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
string

The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.

message
vserver

optional

Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will always be
returned as LF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string Name of the Vserver. The cluster message of the day is associated with
optional the Admin Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vsoperstate

[top]

running|stopped Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped"
[none]

Element definition: vsopstopreason

[top]

sync destination and switchover is not done|cluster reboot is done|admin state stopped| dp destination
not started Possible values:
"sync_destination_and_switchover_not_done" - Sync-destination Vserver and switchover is not
done,
"cluster_reboot_done" - Cluster reboot is done,
"admin_state_stopped" - Admin state is stopped,
"dp_destination_not_started" - Vserver configured as destination of Vserver DR
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: antivirus-policy

[top]

Antivirus policy name
[none]

Element definition: language-code

[top]

Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: nis-domain

[top]

NIS Domain
[none]

Element definition: nmswitch
file|ldap Possible values:

[top]

"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: nsswitch

[top]

nis|file|ldap Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: protocol

[top]

Vserver protocols. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vsadminstate
running|stopped|starting|stopping Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,

[top]

"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-aggr-info

[top]

Assigned aggregate name and available size.
Name

Range

aggr-availsize

Type

Description

Assigned aggregate available size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonsize
optional modifiable

aggr-is-cftprecommit

boolean Assigned aggregate cft pre-commit status. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-name

aggrname Assigned aggregate name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: vserver-anti-ransomware-state

[top]

disabled|enabled|dry-run Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,
"dry_run"
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: size
Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vserver-peer
Vserver peering provides a mechanism to setup relationships
between two Vservers. Relationship thus created can be used by
cluster administrator to setup application (SnapMirror)
relationships or delegate these to Vserver administrator. This set
of APIs allow to create and manage Vserver peer relationships.

vserver-peer-accept
vserver-peer-create
vserver-peer-delete
vserver-peer-get
vserver-peer-get-iter
vserver-peer-modify
vserver-peer-modifylocal-name
vserver-peer-permissioncreate
vserver-peer-permissiondelete
vserver-peer-permissionget
vserver-peer-permissionget-iter
vserver-peer-permissionmodify
vserver-peer-reject
vserver-peer-repair-peername
vserver-peer-resume
vserver-peer-suspend

vserver-peer-accept

[top]

Accept a pending Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
local-name

Type

Description

string
Specifies local name of the peer Vserver in the relationship.
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCALVSERVER_PEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEERVSERVER_PEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_INVALID_OPERATION_INTRA_CLUSTER
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY

Description

E_JOB_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_VSERVER_NAME_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_ACCEPT_ALTERNATE_NAME_OPTION
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAMES_DISABLED
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAME_EXISTS

vserver-peer-create

[top]

Create a new Vserver peer relationship between two existing Vservers
Input Name Range
applications

Type

Description

vserver-peer- Applications which can make use of the peering relationship.
application[] Possible values: 'snapmirror', 'file_copy', 'lun_copy', 'flexcache'.

local-name

string
optional

Specifies local name of the peer Vserver in the relationship.

peercluster

string
optional

Specifies name of the peer Cluster. If peer Cluster is not given, it
considers local Cluster.

peervserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_EXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
E_PEERVSERVER_NAME_EXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
E_PEERVSERVER_SAME_LOCALVSERVER
E_ECANNOT_PEER_WITH_SAME_VSERVER
E_PEER_CLUSTER_NOT_VALID
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_PEER_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_VSERVER
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_FILER
E_DUPLICATE_VSERVER_NAME_ON_PEER_CLUSTER_VSERVER
E_DUPLICATE_VSERVER_NAME_ON_PEER_CLUSTER_FILER
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY
E_CANT_PEER_FLEXVOL_VSERVER_WITH_INFINITEVOL_VSERVER
E_JOB_EXISTS
EVSERVERPEER_SYSTEM_MANAGED_APPLICATION_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERPEER_CANNOT_SPECIFY_SYNC_DEST_VSERVER
E_VSERVERPEER_INTER_CLUSTER_LUN_COPY_NOT_ALLOWED
E_VSERVERPEER_CANNOT_ENABLE_PEERED_LUN_COPY
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_ALTERNATE_NAME_OPTION

Description

E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_VSERVER_NAME_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAMES_DISABLED
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAME_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAME_INTRA_INVALID
E_VSERVERPEER_PEER_CLUSTER_VERSION_MISMATCH
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_LOCAL_CLUSTER
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_PEER_CLUSTER

vserver-peer-delete

[top]

Delete a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Delete
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEERVSERVER_PEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEERVSERVERPEERINGS_TATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_PEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_FORCE_OPTION
E_JOB_EXISTS
EVSERVERPEER_RELATIONSHIP_CREATION_IN_PROGRESS
E_VSERVERPEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE_BY_FLEXCACHE

vserver-peer-get

[top]

Display information about Vserver peer relationships. Displays the local Vserver, peer Vserver,
applications, remote Vserver name and the state of the peering relationship.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vserverpeerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverpeer- The attributes of the vserver-peer.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPEERVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-get-iter

[top]

Display information about Vserver peer relationships. If the API is issued to the Cluster LIF, then
information about all Vservers is shown. If the request is sent to the Vserver LIF, then information
about that Vserver is shown.
Input Name

Range

vserverpeerinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

vserverpeerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-peer object. All
vserver-peer objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vserverpeerThe list of attributes of vserver-peer objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserveroptional peer objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-modify

[top]

Modify a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
applications

Type

Description

vserver-peer- Applications which can make use of the peering relationship.
application[] Possible values: 'snapmirror', 'file_copy', 'lun_copy', 'flexcache'.

peervserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_VSERVERPEER_MODIFY_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY
E_JOB_EXISTS
EVSERVERPEER_SYSTEM_MANAGED_APPLICATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_VSERVERPEER_INTER_CLUSTER_LUN_COPY_NOT_ALLOWED
E_VSERVERPEER_CANNOT_ENABLE_PEERED_LUN_COPY
E_VSERVERPEER_PEER_CLUSTER_VERSION_MISMATCH
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_LOCAL_CLUSTER
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_PEER_CLUSTER
E_VSERVERPEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE_BY_FLEXCACHE

vserver-peer-modify-local-name

[top]

Modify the local name for a peer Vserver.
Input Name Range Type
new-name

Description

string Remote Peer Vserver Local Name

peer-cluster

string Peer Cluster

peer-vserver

string Remote Peer Vserver

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_INVALID_OPERATION_INTRA_CLUSTER

Description

E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_USE_SAME_NAME
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_RENAME_NAME_CONFLICT
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_FAILED_TO_RENAME_PEERVSERVER

vserver-peer-permission-create

[top]

Create a new Vserver peer permission. Allow cluster admin to configure list of permitted
clusters/Vservers/applications for intercluster Vserver peer relationship creation. Once configured no
explicit Vserver peer accept required for any incoming Vserver peer request from remote cluster
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Peering Applications Possible values:

applications

vserver-peerpermissionapplication[]

peercluster

string

Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote
a permission that applies for all local Vservers.

"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VP_PERMISSION_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_IPSPACE_MISMATCH
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_ECV_BELOW_9_2_0

vserver-peer-permission-delete

[top]

Delete a Vserver peer permission
Input Name Range Type

Description

peercluster

string Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote a permission
that applies for all local Vservers.

Errno
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VP_PERMISSION_NOT_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VSERVER_NOT_EXISTS

Description

vserver-peer-permission-get

[top]

Gets a Vserver peer permission
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vserverpeerpermissioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

peer-cluster

string

Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote a
permission that applies for all local Vservers.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverpeerThe attributes of the vserver-peer-permission.
permissioninfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-permission-get-iter

[top]

Gets list of Vserver peer permission
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

vserverpeerpermissioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

vserverpeerpermissioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-peerpermission object. All vserver-peer-permission objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

vserverpeerpermission- The list of attributes of vserver-peer-permission objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
vserver-peer-permission objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-permission-modify

[top]

Modify the existing Vserver peer permission
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Peering Applications Possible values:

applications

vserver-peerpermissionapplication[]

peercluster

string

Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote
a permission that applies for all local Vservers.

"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VP_PERMISSION_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_ECV_BELOW_9_5_0

vserver-peer-reject

[top]

Reject a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range Type

Description

peer-vserver

string Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS

Description

E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_INVALID_OPERATION_INTRA_CLUSTER
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY
E_JOB_EXISTS

vserver-peer-repair-peer-name

[top]

Fix Peer Vserver name in the remote Vserver peer tables
Input Name Range Type Description
vserver-name

string vserver

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_TO_UPDATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED

vserver-peer-resume

[top]

Resume a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Resume
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_FORCE_OPTION
E_JOB_EXISTS

Description

vserver-peer-suspend

[top]

Suspend a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Suspend
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_FORCE_OPTION
E_JOB_EXISTS

Element definition: vserver-peer-application

[top]

Application using the Vserver peering relationship Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"file_copy" - FileCopy,
"lun_copy" - LunCopy,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-info
Contains information about the Vserver peer relationship(s). When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

applications

vserverpeerapplication[]
optional

peercluster

string
optional

Description
Applications which can make use of the peering relationship.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"file_copy" - FileCopy,
"lun_copy" - LunCopy,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
Specifies name of the peer Cluster. If peer Cluster is not given, it
considers local Cluster. This value is not shown and cannot be set in
desired-attributes when the API is issued on Vserver LIF. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
State of the Vserver peer relationship Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"peered" - Vserver peer relationship is established and the
applications can use peer relationship,
"pending" - Vserver peer relationship is initiated in the peer
cluster and local cluster needs to accept the request,
"initializing" - Communicating to the peer cluster for initializing
the peer relationship,
"initiated" - Relationship initiated in local cluster,
"rejected" - Relationship initiated and peer cluster rejected the
same,
"suspended" - Relationship suspended, should not initiate any
data transfers ,
"deleted" - Relationship got deleted on peer cluster

peer-state

vserverpeer-state
optional

peervserver

string
optional

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

peervserveruuid

uuid
optional

Specifies uuid of the peer Vserver in the relationship. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

remotevservername

string
optional

Specifies remote name of the peer Vserver in the relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserveruuid

uuid
optional

Specifies uuid of the local Vserver in the relationship. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-application

[top]

Intercluster application for Vserver peer permission Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-info
Information about the Vserver peer permission. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

applications

Range

Type

Description

Applications which can make use of the intercluster Vserver peer
vserver-peer- relationship. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
permission- values:
application[]
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
optional
"flexcache" - FlexCache

peercluster

string
optional

Specifies name of the peer Cluster. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote a
permission that applies for all local Vservers. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-application
Application using the Vserver peering relationship Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"file_copy" - FileCopy,
"lun_copy" - LunCopy,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-application

[top]

Intercluster application for Vserver peer permission Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-state
peered|pending|initializing|initiated|rejected|suspended|deleted Possible values:
"peered" - Vserver peer relationship is established and the applications can use peer relationship,
"pending" - Vserver peer relationship is initiated in the peer cluster and local cluster needs to
accept the request,
"initializing" - Communicating to the peer cluster for initializing the peer relationship,
"initiated" - Relationship initiated in local cluster,
"rejected" - Relationship initiated and peer cluster rejected the same,
"suspended" - Relationship suspended, should not initiate any data transfers ,
"deleted" - Relationship got deleted on peer cluster
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vserver-peer-transition
vserver-peer-transitioncreate
vserver-peer-transitiondestroy
vserver-peer-transitiondestroy-iter
vserver-peer-transitionget
vserver-peer-transitionget-iter
vserver-peer-transitionmodify

transition peer provides mechanism to setup relationships
between a Data ONTAP 7-Mode system and a Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode Vserver. This relationship can be used by Cluster
Admin to setup Snapmirror transition relationships or delegating
these to Vserver Admin. These set of ZAPIs allow either to create
or manage transition peer relationships.

vserver-peer-transition-create

[top]

Create a new transition peer relationship between a Data ONTAP 7-Mode system and a Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

Description

local-lifs

lif-name[]
optional

local-vserver

vserver-name

multi-pathaddress

string
optional

Additional address for source 7-Mode system

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vserver-peer-transition on
successful creation. Default: false

src-filername

string

Output Name Range
result

List of Local LIFs
Local Vserver name

Source 7-Mode system

Type
vserver-peertransition-info
optional

Description
The vserver-peer-transition created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_VSERVER
E_PEERVSERVER_SAME_LOCALVSERVER
E_LIF_NOT_FOUND
E_LIF_NOT_OWNED_BY_VSERVER

Description

vserver-peer-transition-destroy

[top]

Deletes a transition peer relationship
Input Name

Range

local-vserver

Type

Description

vserver-name Local Vserver name

src-filer-name

string

Errno

Source 7-Mode system
Description

E_PEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE

vserver-peer-transition-destroy-iter

[top]

Deletes multiple transition peer relationship
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple vserver-peer-transition
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
deleting the next matching vserver-peer-transition even when the
deletion of a previous vserver-peer-transition fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching vserver-peer-transition
even when the deletion of a previous matching vserver-peertransition fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed
to be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of vserver-peer-transition objects to delete
in this call. Default: 20

vserverIf deleting a specific vserver-peer-transition, this input element
peermust specify all keys. If deleting multiple vserver-peer-transition
transitionobjects based on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-peer-transition
objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
to false, the list of vserver-peer-transition objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-peer-transition
objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
the list of vserver-peer-transition objects deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

vserver-

peerInformation about vserver-peer-transition objects that were not
transitiondeleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching vserver-peer-transition objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of vserver-peer-transition objects that matched the
query, but were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of vserver-peer-transition objects that matched the
query and were successfully deleted.

success-list

vserverpeerThe vserver-peer-transition objects that were successfully
transitiondeleted. This element will be returned only if input element
destroy'return-success-list' is true
iter-info[]
optional

Errno

Description

E_PEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE

vserver-peer-transition-get

[top]

Gets a transition peer relationship.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

local-vserver
src-filername
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
vserverpeertransitioninfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

vserverLocal Vserver name
name
string

Source 7-Mode system

Type

Description

vserverpeerThe attributes of the vserver-peer-transition.
transitioninfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-transition-get-iter

[top]

Gets list of transition peer relationship.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
vserverpeertransitioninfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

vserverpeertransitioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-peertransition object. All vserver-peer-transition objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

vserverpeertransition- The list of attributes of vserver-peer-transition objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
vserver-peer-transition objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-transition-modify

[top]

Modifies a transition peer relationship
Input Name

Range

local-lifs
local-vserver

Type

Description

lif-name[]
optional

List of Local LIFs

vserver-name Local Vserver name

multi-path-address

string
optional

src-filer-name

string

Errno
E_LIF_NOT_FOUND
E_LIF_NOT_OWNED_BY_VSERVER

Additional address for source 7-Mode system
Source 7-Mode system

Description

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-transition-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against vserver-peer-transition
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an
error.

Description

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

vserver-peertransition-key

vserver-peertransition-info

The keys for the vserver-peer-transition object to
which the deletion applies.

Element definition: vserver-peer-transition-info
Information about the transition peer. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
local-lifs

Range

Type

Description

lif-name[]
List of Local LIFs Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

local-vserver

vservername
optional

multi-path-

string

Local Vserver name Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable
Additional address for source 7-Mode system Attributes: optional-

[top]

address

optional

for-create, modifiable

src-filer-name

string
optional

Source 7-Mode system Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: wafl
wafl-get-sync-status
wafl-sync

wafl-get-sync-status

[top]

Returns the status of the previously issued asynchronous Consistency Point operations.
Input Name Range
sync-handle

Type
wafl-synchandle

Output Name Range

Description
Handle representing a previously issued wafl-sync operation.

Type

Description
Status information about the previous CP request on volume.
Possible values:

status

string
optional

Errno

"failed",
"in_progress",
"succeeded".

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

wafl-sync

[top]

Forces a WAFL consistency point (CP) in order to reduce the time for succeeding fence and snapshot
related operations. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode this call is synchronous and will not return until the CP has
completed. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode this API is asynchronous and will return immediately as soon
as the CP is scheduled. The wafl-get-sync-status API can be used to check status of the previously
scheduled CP. Two uses of this API are
to predict how fast a successive consistency group based operation will finish,
to improve performance of succeeding consistency group primitives.

Input Name Range
volumeuuids

volumes

Type

Description

uuid[]
A list of volume UUIDs in this filer to take a CP on.
optional
A list of volume names to take a CP on. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the CP
operation will be performed on all the volumes on the controller if no
volume- volumes are specified. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, "volumes" is a
name[] required input and all specified volumes must belong to the same
optional Vserver. If an error is encountered when processing the sync request

for a volume, the operation is aborted and sync operation will not be
performed on the rest of the volumes specified.
Output Name Range
handles

Type

Description

waflsync- List of handles to be used to query the sync status using 'wafl-get-synchandle[] status' ZAPI.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: wafl-sync-handle

[top]

Handle representing a specific wafl-sync operation on a volume.
Name

Range

handle

[0..2^321]

volume

Type
integer

Description
Opaque handle that represents a specific wafl-sync
operation.

volume-name Volume name on which wafl-sync operation being
optional
performed.

volumeuuid

uuid
optional

Volume UUID on which wafl-sync operation being performed.

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]

ONTAPI Categories
The links below will take you to the documentation for individual API's in each of the categories.
active-directory

Active Directory configuration and management

aggr

Aggregate information and management

audit

Cluster Administrative Audit APIs

autosupport

AutoSupport ZAPIs

cf

cluster-failover operations

cg

consistency group management

cifs

CIFS configuration and management

clock

System timezone and date management

clone

Manages file and sub-file cloning operation.

cluster

Cluster Management APIs

cluster-image

Automated nondisruptive update APIs

cluster-peer

Manages cluster peer relationships.

cluster-switch

Ethernet Switch Information Zapi

config-backup

Configuration Backup Management

coredump

coredump operations

dashboard

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0

diagnosis

Diagnosis zapis

disk

disk-related operations

disk-encrypt

Self-Encrypting Disk ZAPIs

ems

ems APIs

environment

Environment management

exports

Export Ruleset ZAPIs

fc

fibre channel adapter configuration

fcp

fibre channel protocol management

fcport

Fibre Channel port operations that manage the Fibre Channel

feature

feature management

file

supports file system operations

file-directory-security

view/set file/directory security information

fileservice-audit

FileService audit config ZAPIs

flash

Flash Management Module APIs

flash-device

Flash Cache Zapis

flexcache

FlexCache configuration and management.

fpolicy

file policy management and configuration

gpo

Group Policy Object(GPO) ZAPIs

group-mapping

Group Mapping management APIs

ha-interconnect

High-Availability Interconnect Zapis

igroup

initiator group operations

iscsi

iscsi management and monitoring

job

Contains APIs to manage jobs, their schedules and low-level

kerberos

Kerberos configuration and management APIs.

ldap

LDAP configuration and management APIs

license-v2

Manage Data ONTAP licenses.

lock

Lock Information and Management

lun

Manages and monitors LUNs.

metrocluster
metrocluster-check-connection

MetroCluster check connection APIs

metrocluster-configurationsettings

MetroCluster configuration settings APIs

metrocluster-connection

MetroCluster connection APIs

metrocluster-dr-group

MetroCluster DR-Group management APIs

metrocluster-interface

MetroCluster Interface management APIs

name-mapping

Name Mapping management APIs

nameservice

Name Services Configuration and Management

ndmp

NDMP Zapis

net

Access to ONTAP network management

netgroup

obtains netgroup information

nfs

NFS configuration and management. In Data ONTAP

nis
ntp-server

auto generated category.

nvme

Manage NVMe Protocol Access

options

manage option values

perf

Manages counters of various system performance objects

platform-cap

Controller platform Zapis

portset

portset operations

qos

Quality of Service management

qtree

qtree management

quota

quota management and editing

secd

Access-Check ZAPI Infrastructure

sectrace

Permission tracing configuration and management

security

Manage system security

security-certificate

Certificate Zapis

security-key-manager

Key Manager Setup Wizard APIs

security-key-manager-key

Encryption Key Information ZAPIs

security-session

Session Management APIs

security-ssl

auto generated category.

service-processor

APIs for Managing the Service Processor

ses

SCSI enclosure services-related operations

sis

Manage volume deduplication and compression.

snapdiff

Generate differences between two snapshots of a volume

snaplock

SnapLock information and management

snapmirror

snapmirror management

snapmirror-policy

SnapMirror Policy Zapis

snapshot

manages snapshots

snapvault

SnapVault management APIs

snmp

SNMP management and retrieving MIB values

storage-acp-firmware

auto generated category.

storage-adapter

storage adapter operations

storage-array

commands to monitor/manipulate back end storage arrays

storage-bridge

System Bridge Zapis

storage-disk

Storage disk related operations.

storage-disk-firmware

auto generated category.

storage-initiator

Commands to monitor/view initiator port traffic.

storage-iscsi-initiator
storage-pool

Storage Pool Zapis

storage-port

Storage port info

storage-shelf

Storage shelf info

storage-shelf-firmware

auto generated category.

storage-switch

Storage Switch ZAPIs

system

system information

tape-mc-info

Tape MC Info

template-management

Manage Templates

ucm

Unified Connect adapter information and management

useradmin

useradmin configuration and management

virtual-machine
volume

Volume information and management

vscan

Vscan configuration and managment.

vserver
vserver-peer

Create or Manage Vserver peer relationships

vserver-peer-transition

Create or Manage transition peer relationships

wafl

Utility functions for agents.

APIs in Category: active-directory
active-directory-accountcreate
active-directory-accountdelete
active-directory-accountget-iter
active-directory-accountmodify
active-directory-accountpassword-change
active-directory-accountpassword-reset

This set of ZAPIs allows creating an Active Directory account and
manage them. It is only used when a full CIFS server is not
desired or not available.

active-directory-account-create

[top]

Create an Active Directory account for the given Vserver. If a CIFS server already exists for the
requested Vserver, then this command will fail. The existing CIFS server should be deleted before
retrying again. If joining a domain, this command may take several minutes to complete.
Input Name

Range

account-name

Type

Description

netbiosActive Directory account NetBIOS name.
name

adminpassword

string

Administrator password required for Active Directory account creation.

adminusername

string

Administrator username required for Active Directory account
creation.

domain

string

Fully qualified domain name.

force-accountoverwrite

If true and a machine account with the same name as specified in
boolean
'account-name' exists in Active Directory, it will be overwritten and
optional
reused. The default value for this field is false.

organizationalunit

string Organizational unit under which the Active Directory account will be
optional created.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_CIFS_SERVER_ALREADY_EXISTS

active-directory-account-delete
Delete the Active Directory account. If a CIFS server already exists for the requested Vserver, cifsserver-delete API should be used to delete the machine account.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string Administrator password required for Active Directory account
optional deletion.

adminusername

string Administrator username required for Active Directory account
optional deletion.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of active directory accounts
Input Name

Range

activedirectoryaccountconfig
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

activedirectoryaccountconfig
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the active-directoryaccount object. All active-directory-account objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

activedirectoryaccount- The list of attributes of active-directory-account objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more activeoptional directory-account objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-modify
Modify the Windows Active Directory domain. If a CIFS server already exists for the requested Vserver,

[top]

cifs-server-modify API should be used to modify the Windows Active Directory domain. If re-joining the
current domain or joining a new one, this command may take several minutes to complete.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string Administrator password required for Active Directory account creation in
optional the given domain.

adminusername

string Administrator username required for Active Directory account creation in
optional the given domain.
string
Fully qualified domain name.
optional

domain
forceaccountoverwrite

If true and a machine account with the same name as specified in
boolean
'account-name' exists in Active Directory, it will be overwritten and
optional
reused. The default value for this field is false.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-password-change

[top]

Generate a new password for the machine account and change it in the Windows Active Directory
domain.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

active-directory-account-password-reset

[top]

Reset the machine account password in the Windows Active Directory domain. This may be required if
the password stored along with the machine account in the Windows Active Directory domain is changed
or reset without the Vserver's knowledge. This operation requires the credentials for a user with
permission to reset the password in the organizational unit (OU) that the machine account is a member
of.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

adminpassword

Administrator password required for Active Directory account password
string
reset.

adminusername

string

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Administrator username required for Active Directory account password
reset.

Description

Element definition: active-directory-account-config

[top]

Active Directory configuration information for the Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
account-name
domain
domainworkgroup
organizationalunit
vserver

Range

Type

Description

netbiosActive Directory account NetBIOS name. Attributes: required-forname
create, non-modifiable
optional
string Fully qualified domain name. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional modifiable
domainNetBios domain/workgroup name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional
string Organizational unit under which the Active Directory account resides.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: netbios-name

[top]

Name of a client or a server participating in a NetBIOS Windows File sharing service network. This can
be different from the host name.
[none]

Element definition: domain-name
The domain name is an identification label that defines a realm based on Domain Name Service (DNS).
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: aggr
aggr-64bit-upgrade-scanstart
aggr-64bit-upgrade-scanstop
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start
aggr-add
aggr-autobalanceaggregate-state-get-iter
aggr-autobalance-configget
aggr-autobalance-configmodify
aggr-autobalancenotification-get-iter
aggr-autobalance-volumestate-get-iter
aggr-check-spare-low
aggr-create
aggr-destroy
aggr-efficiency-cumulatedget
aggr-efficiency-get-iter
aggr-get-filer-info
aggr-get-iter
aggr-get-root-name
aggr-list-info
aggr-mediascrub-list-info
aggr-mirror
aggr-modify-raid-type
aggr-object-store-attach
aggr-object-store-configcreate
aggr-object-store-configdelete
aggr-object-store-configget
aggr-object-store-configget-iter
aggr-object-store-configmodify
aggr-object-store-configprovider-list
aggr-object-store-get-iter
aggr-object-store-getresync-status-iter
aggr-object-store-mirror
aggr-object-store-modify
aggr-object-store-profilerabort
aggr-object-store-profilerget-iter
aggr-object-store-profilerstart
aggr-object-store-unmirror

These APIs allow for full manipulation of Data ONTAP aggregates, and
their structural components (plexes and RAID groups).
Aggregates are identified in one of two ways:
Name: The standard printable name for the aggregate, following
standard Data ONTAP aggregate naming rules.
UUID: A DCE UUID that is formatted as a 36-character string
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters. A UUID is broken up into
five groupings that are separated by dashes ('-'). The first grouping
has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four
hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is NOT used. Also note that this
identifier is exactly equivalent to the standard RAID tree ID.
Aggregate UUID values can always be determined by invoking 'aggrlist-info' with no parameters (which returns records for all of the
node's aggregates) and examining the values of the returned 'uuid'
fields.
When requested from Admin Vserver LIF, aggregate UUID values can
be determined by invoking 'aggr-get-iter'
An aggregate identifier may also appear inside a pathname format,
especially when specifying a plex or RAID group within the
aggregate:
[/vol/]<aggr_name_or_UUID>[<plexinfo>][<groupinfo>]
where <plexinfo> is '/plex{0..n}' and <groupinfo> is '/rg{0..n}'.
Examples include:
my_aggr
9ff6e1ce-d57d-11db-be9c-000100000529
/vol/my_aggr
/vol/9ff6e1ce-d57d-11db-be9c-000100000529
/vol/my_aggr/plex0
/vol/9ff6e1ce-d57d-11db-be9c-000100000529/plex0/rg3
Using UUID has the advantage of being able to access taken-over
partner aggregates.
An aggregate has an HA (High Availability) policy, which may be one
of: 'cfo' (Controller Failover), or 'sfo' (Storage Failover), or 'none'
(Not specified)
Aggregates are allowed to have 'cfo' HA policy in both clustered and
unclustered environments while having 'sfo' HA policy is restricted
only to clustered environments.
With 'cfo' HA policy, failover is strictly pairwise. When a node fails, its
HA partner takes over its storage all at once. When the failed node
reboots, its HA partner gives back its storage all at once.
In clustered environments, with 'sfo' HA policy, failover may occur in
a pairwise fashion much like 'cfo'. Additional differences from 'sfo'

aggr-object-store-volbtuuids-get-iter
aggr-offline
aggr-online
aggr-options-list-info
aggr-relocation
aggr-relocation-status
aggr-rename
aggr-restrict
aggr-resync-options-get
aggr-resync-options-getiter
aggr-resync-options-set
aggr-scrub-list-info
aggr-scrub-resume
aggr-scrub-start
aggr-scrub-stop
aggr-scrub-suspend
aggr-set-option
aggr-space-get-iter
aggr-space-list-info
aggr-spare-get-iter
aggr-split
aggr-status-get-iter
aggr-verify-list-info
aggr-verify-resume
aggr-verify-start
aggr-verify-stop
aggr-verify-suspend

include that a node which takes over storage on behalf of another
node temporarily takes ownership of that storage. Also, when
giveback occurs, its storage is not returned all at once. Rather, the
aggregates with 'cfo' HA policy, including root, and its disks are
returned first, followed by the remaining storage for that node.
An aggregate has a home owner, which is the node to which its disks
have been administratively assigned.
In cluster environments, aggregates are identified as the standard
printable name for the aggregate. UUID, Plex name and raidgroup
name are invalid inputs when requested from Admin Vserver LIF.

aggr-64bit-upgrade-scan-start

[top]

Start the 64-bit upgrade scanner on the specified aggregate. Use the 'aggr-list-info' API to query the status of
the 64-bit upgrade scanner. The status is made available in the 'status' element that is part of the 'aggr64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. Similarly, use the 'd-volume-list-info' API to query the status of the 64-bit
upgrade scanner running on each contained flexible volume.
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

string Name or UUID of the aggregate for which to start the 64-bit upgrade scanner.

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUME_CANT_OBTAIN_VOLREF
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_TRAD
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
EOP_64BIT_UPGRADE_SCANNER_DISABLED

Description

aggr-64bit-upgrade-scan-stop

[top]

Stop the 64-bit upgrade scanner on the specified aggregate. Use the 'aggr-list-info' API to query the status of
the 64-bit upgrade scanner. The status is made available in the 'status' element that is part of the 'aggr64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. Similarly, use the 'd-volume-list-info' API to query the status of the 64-bit
upgrade scanner running on each contained flexible volume.
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

string Name or UUID of the aggregate for which to stop the 64-bit upgrade scanner.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUME_CANT_OBTAIN_VOLREF
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_TRAD
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS

aggr-64bit-upgrade-start

[top]

Trigger upgrade from 32-bit to 64-bit on the specified aggregate without adding disks. This API produces a set
of results in the background. These results are not available as output from aggr-64bit-upgrade-start. Use the
'aggr-list-info' and 'volume-list-info' APIs to query the results of the 64-bit upgrade process on the aggregate
and contained flexible volumes, respectively.
Input Name Range
aggregate

upgrade64bit-mode

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate for which to trigger 64-bit upgrade.

Option to specify if and how to grow volumes during the 64-bit upgrade.
Legitimate values are "check", "grow_all", "grow_none", and "grow_reserved".
If the "check" value is specified, aggr-64bit-upgrade-start produces a
summary of the space impact which would result from upgrading the
aggregate to 64-bit. This summary includes the space usage of each
contained volume after the volume is upgraded to 64-bit and the amount of
space that must be added to the volume to successfully complete the 64-bit
upgrade. The summary can be obtained by querying the 'aggr-list-info' and
'volume-list-info' APIs. The aggregate's summary is made available in the
'check' element that is part of the 'aggr-64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. The
flexible volumes' summary is made available in the 'check' element that is
part of the 'volume-64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. This option does not result in
string an upgrade to 64-bit. If the "grow_all" value is specified, aggr-64bit-upgradeoptional start upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit. This option allows aggr-64bitupgrade-start to automatically grow volumes as needed if they run out of
space due to the 64-bit upgrade. The volumes will be grown to accommodate
all the files within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes which
have autosize enabled. If the "grow_none" value is specified, aggr-64bitupgrade-start upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit. This option does not allow
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start to automatically grow volumes if they run out of
space due to the 64-bit upgrade. If the "grow_reserved" value is specified,
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit. This option allows
aggr-64bit-upgrade-start to automatically grow volumes if they run out of
space due to the 64-bit upgrade, but only to accommodate the space reserved
files within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes which have
autosize enabled. The default is "grow_none".

Output Name Range

Type

Description

The opaque cookie to uniquely identify this 64-bit upgrade transaction. This
cookie can be compared against the cookie returned by aggr-list-info to
integer
ensure that the output produced by aggr-list-info corresponds to this 64-bit
upgrade transaction. Range: [0..2^64-1].

upgrade64bit-cookie

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUME_CANT_OBTAIN_VOLREF
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUME_ALREADY_64BIT
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_TRAD
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_DISALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_SPARSE_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_MODE_INVALID
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_ESTIMATE_IN_PROGRESS
EVOLUME_IRON_NON_LOCAL_STATUS

aggr-add

[top]

Add disks to the specified aggregate. The disks to add are specified in the same way as for "aggr-create".
Disks cannot be added to a mirrored aggregate if one or more of the plexes is offline. By the time the API
returns, the disk(s) may not yet be completely added. Use 'aggr-list-info' to query the aggregate status to
determine when it has finished growing due to the added disk(s). Same can be done using 'aggr-get-iter'
when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. When the upgrade-64bit-mode input is provided to this API, the API
produces a set of results in the background. These results are not available as output from aggr-add. Use the
'aggr-list-info' and 'volume-list-info' APIs to query the results of the 64-bit upgrade process on the aggregate
and flexible volumes, respectively.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

actual-disktype

string
optional

Actual disk type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA,
SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, only disks
of the specified type will be selected for use in the aggregate. One of
either "disk-type, "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" is required to be
used when converting an existing aggregate to a hybrid one, or when
operating on a hybrid aggregate. Otherwise, the option is not required.

aggregate

string

allocationunits

integer
optional

Name or UUID of the aggregate to which the disks will be added. See
the synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.
The spare capacity in terms of number of allocation units to be added
to a given aggregate. Number of allocation units available and size of
each unit can be found using ZAPI 'storage-pool-capacity-get-iter'. This
option works only when 'storage-pool' is specified.

boolean
optional

Disks in an aggregate are normally required to have the same RPM.
This behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true.
Default value is false.

allow-samecarrier

boolean
optional

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks
from one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows
placing two disks from one carrier in one RAID group. This option has
an effect only when disks to be used are specified in 'disks'. This option
is ignored when 'disk-count' is used.

cache-raidgroup-size

integer
optional

Specifies the RAID group size of the new SSD RAID groups being
created as part of the disk add operation. This option should be used
while adding SSD disks for the first time to a hybrid-enabled aggregate.
Range : [2..28]

string
optional

Specifies the raid-type of the new RAID groups being created as part of
the disk add operation. This option should be used while adding SSD
disks for the first time to a hybrid-enabled aggregate. Possible values:
raid4, raid_dp and raid_tec only. If not specified, the default value is
the raid-type of the aggregate.

allow-mixedrpm

cache-raidtype

Specifies the checksum style for the disks to be added to an aggregate.
This input is not allowed if a list of disks to use is specified through the
"disks" parameter. The possible values:
checksumstyle

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block.
By default, disks with same checksum style as the aggregate are
selected. Use this option to override that behavior and create a mixed
checksum aggregate. "zoned" is not supported as one of the possible
values as a mixed checksum aggregate can support only block and
advanced_zoned checksum styles.
Class of disks to use. Disks are grouped into classes based on their
performance characteristics. Disks belonging to the same class are
compatible for use in the same aggregate. When this option is used, all
disks belonging to the specified disk class are considered eligible for
selection. Possible values are:

disk-class

string
optional

"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes disk
types FSAS, BSAS and ATA.
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk
types. Includes disk types FCAL and SAS.
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier storage
shelves. Includes disk type MSATA.
"solid-state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD and
SSD_NVM.
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays and
used by Data ONTAP as disks. Includes disk type LUN.
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by the
hypervisor. Includes disk type VMDISK.
One of either "disk-type, "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" is required
to be used when converting an existing aggregate to a hybrid one, or
when operating on a hybrid aggregate. Otherwise, the option is not
required.

disk-count

integer
optional

Number of disks to add, including the parity disks. The disks will come
from the pool of spare disks. The smallest disks in this pool join the
aggregate first, unless the "disk-size" argument is specified. Either the
"disk-count" or "disks" argument must be specified. Range : [0..2^311].
The individual disk size in 4KB blocks. For example, a disk-size of
131072000 represents a 500GB drive (131072000 * 4 * 1024 = 500 *

disk-size

disk-sizewith-unit

disk-type

disks

integer
optional

1024 * 1024 * 1024). Disks with a usable size between 90% and 105%
of the specified size are selected. If neither the "disk-size" nor the
"disk-size-with-unit" argument is specified, existing groups are
appended with disks that are the best match by size for the largest disk
in the group. When starting new groups, disks that are the best match
by size for the largest disk in the last raidgroup are selected first, then
smaller disks, and finally larger disks. This "disk-size" option is ignored
if a specific list of disks is specified through the "disks" parameter.
Range : [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either "disk-size" or
"disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error message will
be returned.

string
optional

This parameter accepts a disk size in the specified unit. It is a positive
integer number followed by unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". For example,
these are accepted: 72G, 36G, 1T and 32M. But "72" will not be
accepted. This "disk-size-with-unit" option is ignored if a specific list of
disks is specified through the "disks" parameter. You must only use one
of either "disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear,
an error message will be returned.

string
optional

Type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS, SSD,
SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, disks of the specified
type or disks of a compatible type will be selected for use in the
aggregate. The ability to mix compatible disk types in one aggregate is
controlled by these system options: 'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.capacity'
'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.performance' and 'raid.mix.disktype.solid_state'.
One of either "disk-type, "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" is required
to be used when converting an existing aggregate to a hybrid one, or
when operating on a hybrid aggregate. Otherwise, the option is not
required. This option will be deprecated in a future release. Please use
"actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" instead.

Specific list of disks to add to the aggregate. If the aggregate is
disk-info[] mirrored and a specific list of disks is supplied, another list ("mirroroptional disks") must also be supplied with the same number of disks. Either the
"disks" or "disk-count" argument must be specified.

force-cachesize

boolean
optional

When set to true this parameter forces the addition of SSD disks to
hybrid enabled aggregate by skipping the check for total (local +
partner) hybrid SSD capacity. This can be used when the partner's
cache capacity cannot be retrieved. Default value is false. Warning: If
force-cache-size is set to true, the administrator is responsible to
ensure that the total limit will not be exceeded.

force-sparepool

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are not normally permitted to span spare pools. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. This is a
deprecated parameter. Use the allow-mixed-rpm and ignore-poolchecks parameters instead.

groupselectionmode

string
optional

Specifies how DATA ONTAP adds the specified disks to raidgroups.
Legitimate values are "last", "one", "new" or "all". group-selectionmode is an optional argument, and the behavior when it is not used is
selected by value of raid-group. If raid-group is used, the behavior is
the same as for group-selection-mode "one". If raid-group is not used,
the behavior is the same as for group-selection-mode "last". The raidgroup option must be used with group-selection-mode value "one", and
it cannot be used with others. If the string value is "last", Data ONTAP
adds the specified disks to the existing last RAID group first. After the
last RAID group is full, it creates one or more new RAID groups and
adds the remaining disks to the new groups. If the string value is
"one", Data ONTAP adds the specified disks to the existing RAID group
specified by raid-group option until this specified RAID group is full. If
the string value is "new", Data ONTAP creates one or more new RAID
groups and adds the specified disks to the new groups, even if they
would fit into an existing RAID group. The name of new RAID groups
are selected automatically. It is not possible to specify the name for the
new RAID groups. If the string value is "all", Data ONTAP adds the
specified disks to existing RAID groups first. Only after all existing RAID

groups are full, it creates one or more new RAID groups and adds the
remaining disks to the new groups.
ignore-poolchecks

mirror-disks

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are normally required to come from the same spare
pool. Similarly, disks in different plexes of a mirrored aggregate are
required to come from different spare pools. This behavior is overridden
with this option when it is set to true. Default value is false.

Specific list of mirror disks needed to accompany the list in the "disks"
disk-info[]
parameter. This list must contain the same number of disks as specified
optional
in "disks".
boolean
optional

Only check for the warnings without actually adding the disks. This
option cannot be used when "simulate" is specified or "upgrade-64bitmode" is set to "check". Default value is false.

raid-group

string
optional

Specifies the RAID group (for example rg0) to which the indicated disks
are to be added. When a RAID group other than the last RAID group is
specified, the aggregate can no longer be reverted to a version of Data
ONTAP prior to 6.2. In such a case, the "force-spare-pool" option must
be specified as well. By default, the filer fills up one RAID group with
disks before starting another RAID group. Suppose an aggregate
currently has one RAID group of 12 disks and its RAID group size is 14.
If you add 5 disks to this aggregate, it will have one RAID group with
14 disks and another RAID group with 3 disks. The filer does not evenly
distribute disks among RAID groups.

simulate

boolean
optional

Simulates the addition of disks to the given aggregate or UUID of the
aggregate. If set to "true", addition of disks won't happen but returns
the list of disks that would be automatically selected for the addition of
the aggregate. By default, simulate option is set to false.

so-aggr

boolean
optional

Specifies that disks are being added to an unmirrored aggregate during
Switchover.

storage-pool

string
optional

Name of the storage pool from which the capacity will be added. This
parameter cannot be used with disk-list or disk-count option.

string
optional

Allows the aggregate to grow past 16 TB and begin 64-bit upgrade. If
not supplied, adding disks past 16 TB to a 32-bit aggregate will fail.
Legitimate values are "check", "grow_all", "grow_none", and
"grow_reserved". If the "check" value is specified, aggr-add produces a
summary of the space impact which would result from upgrading the
aggregate to 64-bit. This summary includes the space usage of each
contained volume after the volume is upgraded to 64-bit and the
amount of space that must be added to the volume to successfully
complete the 64-bit upgrade. The summary can be obtained by
querying the 'aggr-list-info' and 'volume-list-info' APIs. The aggregate's
summary is made available in the 'check' element that is part of the
'aggr-64bit-upgrade-info' typedef. The flexible volumes' summary is
made available in the 'check' element that is part of the 'volume-64bitupgrade-info' typedef. This option does not result in an upgrade to 64bit or addition of disks. If the "grow_all" value is specified, "aggr-add"
upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit if the total aggregate size after
adding the specified disks exceeds 16TB. This option allows "aggr-add"
to automatically grow volumes as needed if they run out of space due
to the 64-bit upgrade. The volumes will be grown to accommodate all
the files within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes
which have autosize enabled. If the "grow_none" value is specified,
"aggr-add" upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit if the total aggregate size
after adding the specified disks exceeds 16TB. This option does not
allow "aggr-add" to automatically grow volumes if they run out of space
due to the 64-bit upgrade. If the "grow_reserved" value is specified,
"aggr-add" upgrades the aggregate to 64-bit if the total aggregate size
after adding the specified disks exceeds 16TB. This option allows "aggradd" to automatically grow volumes if they run out of space due to the
64-bit upgrade, but only to accommodate the space reserved files
within these volumes. This option does not affect volumes which have
autosize enabled.

pre-check

upgrade64bit-mode

Output Name
aggregatecapacity
bad-disks

Range

Type
integer
optional

Description
Estimated increase in aggregate capacity (in bytes). This is returned
only if simulate option is set to true. Range : [0..2^64-1].

disk-info[] List of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
optional disks.

is-upgrade64bit-ignore

boolean
optional

"true" if addition of disks does not make the aggregate size exceed
16TB but 'upgrade-64bit-mode' input was "grow-all", "grow-none" or
"grow-reserved". This is not present if upgrade-64bit-mode input is not
present or if upgrade to 64-bit was triggered.

is-upgrade64bit-invalid

boolean
optional

"true" if aggregate is already 64-bit but 'upgrade-64bit-mode' input
was "grow-all", "grow-none" or "grow-reserved". This is not present if
upgrade-64bit-mode input is not present or if upgrade to 64-bit was
triggered.

nonzeroeddisks

integer
optional

Number of disks that need to be zeroed before being added. This is
only returned if there are non-zeroed disks.
Result of the pre-check for possible warnings. Possible warning codes
are:

pre-checkresults

warningcode[]
optional

E_WARN_NEW_RAID_GROUP
E_WARN_EXCEEDS_HALF_CLUSTER_SIZE
E_WARN_DISK_DOWNSIZE
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
E_WARN_NEEDS_PARTITIONING
E_WARN_UNUSED_SPARE_PARTITIONS
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
code
1]
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

result-status

string
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in-progress",
"failed".

selecteddisks

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be used for the addition of disks to the given
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selecteddisks-forshared-pool

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be added to a storage pool to grow the
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selectedmirror-disks

aggrList of mirror disks that would be used for the addition of disks to the
simulategiven aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to
disk-info[]
true on the mirrored aggregate.
optional

simulationresult

aggregatesimulate- Layout of disks selected for addition to the aggregate. This is returned
layout-info only if simulate option is set to true.
optional

upgrade64bit-cookie

integer
optional

The opaque cookie to uniquely identify this 64-bit upgrade transaction.
This cookie can be compared against the cookie returned by aggr-listinfo to ensure that the output produced by aggr-list-info corresponds to
this 64-bit upgrade transaction. Range: [0..2^64-1].

warningmessage

string
optional

Warning message returned during aggregate addition.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKADD_RESTRICT_TO_RAIDTP
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKDUP
EVOLUMEGSMINVALID
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE_SYSTEM_LIMIT
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_MODE_INVALID
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_SPARSE_VOL
EAGGR_WOULD_UPGRADE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_IRON_NON_LOCAL_STATUS
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_ESTIMATE_IN_PROGRESS
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_RESTRICTED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EAGGR_SIZE_LESS_THAN_16TB
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_DISALLOWED
EDISK_TYPE_MISMATCH
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ECKSUMNOTKNOWN
EMCS_NOT_ALLOWED_WITH_LUNS
EHYBRID_NOT_ALLOWED_ON_RESTRICTED_AGGR
EVOLUME_ALREADY_64BIT
ENOT_A_AZCS_DISK
ENO_AZCS_DISKS
ESAME_DISK_CARRIER
EFAILED_DISK_IN_CARRIER
EHYBRID_SSD_NODE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
ENOTORIGDISKOWNER
ENOTDISKOWNER
EOP_MIXED_RAID_TYPE_NOT_ALLOWED
EFAILED_TO_RETRIEVE_PARTNER_CACHE_CAPACITY
EOP_FORCE_CACHE_SIZE_NOT_ALLOWED
EARRAYLUNUNSUPPORTED
ENOTALLOWEDCACHERAIDSIZECHANGE
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL
EDISK_BAD_DISK_ID
EDISK_NOT_SPARE_DISK
EDISK_DISK_IS_OFFLINE
EDISK_DISK_ALREADY_IN_USE
EDISK_NOT_A_BLOCK_DISK
EDISK_NOT_A_ZONED_DISK
EDISK_NOT_DISKS_SIZE

EDISK_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
EDISK_NO_BLOCK_DISKS
EDISK_NO_ZONED_DISKS
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_TYPE
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_RPM
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_IF_SPEED
EDISK_NOT_SAME_POOLS
EDISK_POOL_ISOLATION_VIOLATION
EDISK_DISK_DR_HOME_MISMATCH
EWRONG_POOL_SO_AGGR
EDISK_DISK_RPM_MISMATCH
EDISK_DISK_IF_SPEED_MISMATCH
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
ERAIDGROUP_DONT_EXIST
ERAIDGROUP_IS_FULL
EPLEX_IN_BAD_STATE
ENOT_MIRROR_VOLUME
EWRONG_POOL_MCC
EDISK_COUNT_OP_NOT_SUPPORTED
ENOT_SUPPORTED_PARAM_SIZE

aggr-autobalance-aggregate-state-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of aggr-autobalance objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

aggrautobalanceaggregatestate
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

integer
optional

query

aggrautobalanceaggregatestate
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-autobalance object.
All aggr-autobalance objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

aggrautobalanceaggregate- The list of attributes of aggr-autobalance objects.
state[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrautobalance objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-config-get

[top]

Displays the configuration for Auto Balance Aggregate.
Input Name Range

Type
aggrautobalanceconfig
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

aggrautobalance- The attributes of the aggr-autobalance.
config

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-config-modify

[top]

Modifies Auto Balance Aggregate configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

availablethresholdpercent

When Auto Balance Aggregate identifies an aggregate that needs to be
balanced, it will attempt to identify other target aggregates it can move
integer volumes to. An aggregate will only be considered as a target if its projected
optional space usage after the move is still under this percentage. Auto Balance
Aggregate will attempt to move volumes from an unbalanced aggregate until it
is under this percentage. The default value is 40%.

holddurationafter-move

time- This value represents the number of seconds that need to have elapsed since
interval the volume was last moved before it will be considered a movable candidate
optional again. The default value is 48 hours.

is-enabled

boolean 'true' if Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled. 'false' if Auto Balance Aggregate is
optional disabled.

move-mode

For all modes, Auto Balance Aggregate will identify the volume moves that will
help to balance space usage across the aggregates. The mode dictates what
string Auto Balance Aggregate will do with the suggested moves. In 'recommend'
optional mode, the suggested moves will be displayed, but no further action will be
taken.In 'auto' mode, Auto Balance Aggregate will trigger moves to start. The
default mode is 'recommend'.

statepollinginterval

timePolling period, in seconds, used by Auto Balance Aggregate to update volume
interval
and aggregate stats. The default value is 3600 seconds (1 hour).
optional

unbalancedthresholdpercent

This percentage will indicate the space used threshold that will cause Auto
integer
Balance Aggregate to consider this aggregate as unbalanced. The default value
optional
is 60%.

volumeactivitythreshold

The threshold, in number of operations per second preformed on a volume
integer (read/write/internal), that will disqualify the volume from being a candidate to
optional be moved by Auto Balance Aggregate. The default value is 100 operations per
second.

volumeinactivedelaythreshold

This value represents a duration in seconds and designates the amount of time
timethat has to elapse after a volume has exceeded the volume-activity-threshold
interval
before it can be considered a movable volume by Auto Balance Aggregate. The
optional
default value is 24 hours.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-notification-get-iter

[top]

Displays the nodes that notify Auto Balance Aggregate about aggregates that need to be balanced
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

aggrautobalancenotification
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

integer
optional

query

aggrautobalancenotification
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-autobalance object.
All aggr-autobalance objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

aggrautobalanceThe list of attributes of aggr-autobalance objects.
notification[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrautobalance objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-autobalance-volume-state-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of aggr-autobalance objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
aggr-

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autobalanceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
volumepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is available
state
will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

aggrautobalancevolumestate
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-autobalance object.
All aggr-autobalance objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

aggrautobalanceThe list of attributes of aggr-autobalance objects.
volumestate[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrautobalance objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-check-spare-low

[top]

Return true if there is no suitable spare disk available for any filesystem (parity or data) disk.
Input Name Range
node-name

Output Name Range
is-spare-low

Type

Description

Low spare condition checked on the requested node. When requested from
string
Admin Vserver LIF and node name not specified, status for the cluster is
optional
returned.
Type

Description

"true", if system has insufficient spare disk, "false" otherwise. When
boolean requested from Admin Vserver LIF, "true" is returned if one or more nodes in
the cluster have spare low condition, "false" otherwise.

aggr-create
Create a new aggregate with the given name. The maximum number of aggregates that can be created on a
filer varies by the type of configuration. In a standalone configuration, up to 200 aggregates can be created
on a filer. In an HA configuration, this number drops to 100 and to 50 in a C-mode MetroCluster configuration.
The aggregate may not yet be operational immediately after the API returns. Use 'aggr-list-info' to query the
status of the newly-created aggregate to determine when it is fully operational. Same can be done using

[top]

'aggr-get-iter' when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. NOTE: If ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS is returned, then
the requested aggregate was indeed created, just not with all the disks that were specified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Actual type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS,
SSD, SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, only disks of the
specified type will be selected for use in the aggregate. This option is not
allowed if a disk type is specified through the "disk-type" option or if a
disk class is specified through the "disk-class" option. It is also not
allowed if a list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" option.

aggregate

string

Name of the aggregate to create. The aggregate name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character(_), but the first character
must be a letter or underscore. The maximum length of the aggregate
name is 255.

allow-mixedrpm

boolean
optional

Disks in an aggregate are normally required to have the same RPM. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. Default
value is false.

allow-samecarrier

boolean
optional

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks from
one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows placing
two disks from one carrier in one RAID group. This option has an effect
only when disks to be used are specified in 'disks'. This option is ignored
when 'disk-count' is used.

autoprovisiontarget-size

integer
optional

This field is set to indicate the target size of the aggregate when auto
provision is creating it in multiple steps. Range : [0..2^63-1].

actual-disktype

The state of the aggregate being balanced. Possible values:

autobalancestate

autobalanceaggregatestate
optional

"disabled" - Auto Balance Aggregate is disabled,
"balanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has determined that the
aggregate is below the high-watermark.
"unbalanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has detected that the
aggregate is over the high-watermark but has not initiated any
jobs to bring it below the high-watermark.,
"ineligible" - Ineligible
The states excluded, balanced and unbalanced are available only when
Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled. The default value is 'ineligible'

block-type

checksumstyle

string
optional

string
optional

The indirect block format that the aggregate can have. The default is
64_bit. With a 64_bit block-type creation of aggregates that can be
larger than 16TB is allowed. Possible values: 64_bit
Specifies the checksum style for the aggregate. This input is not allowed
if a list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" parameter. The
possible values:
"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
Class of disks to use. Disks are grouped into classes based on their
performance characteristics. Disks belonging to the same class are
compatible for use in the same aggregate. When this option is used, all
disks belonging to the specified disk class are considered eligible for
selection. Possible values are:

disk-class

string
optional

"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes disk
types FSAS, BSAS and ATA.
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk types.
Includes disk types FCAL and SAS.
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier storage
shelves. Includes disk type MSATA.

"solid-state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD and
SSD_NVM.
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays and
used by Data ONTAP as disks. Includes disk type LUN.
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by the
hypervisor. Includes disk type VMDISK.
This option is not allowed if a disk type is specified through the "disktype" or "actual-disk-type" option. It is also not allowed if a list of disks
to use is specified through the "disks" option.

disk-count

disk-size

disk-sizewith-unit

disk-type

integer
optional

Number of disks to place into the aggregate, including parity disks. The
disks in this newly- created aggregate come from the spare disk pool.
The smallest disks in this pool join the aggregate first, unless the "disksize" argument is provided. Range [0..2^31-1]. Either "disk-count" or
"disks" must be supplied.

integer
optional

Disk size in 4KB blocks. Disks that are within 10% of the specified size
will be selected for use in the aggregate. If neither "disk-size" nor "disksize-with-unit" is specified, existing groups are appended with disks that
are the best match for the largest disk in the group. When starting new
groups, the smallest disks are selected first. This option is ignored if a
specific list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" parameter.
Range : [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either "disk-size" or
"disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error message will
be returned.

string
optional

Disk size in the specified unit. It is a positive integer number followed by
unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". This "disk-size-with-unit" option is ignored if
a specific list of disks is specified through the "disks" parameter. You
must only use one of either "disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit"
parameters. If both appear, an error message will be returned.

string
optional

Type of disks to use: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS, SSD,
SSD_NVM, or VMDISK. When this option is used, disks of the specified
type or disks of a compatible type will be selected for use in the
aggregate. The ability to mix compatible disk types in one aggregate is
controlled by these system options: 'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.capacity'
'raid.mix.hdd.disktype.performance' and 'raid.mix.disktype.solid_state'.
The "disk-type" option is not allowed if a disk type is specified through
the "actual-disk-type" option or if a disk class is specified through the
"disk-class" option. It is also not allowed if a list of disks to use is
specified through the "disks" option. This option will be deprecated in a
future release. Please use "actual-disk-type" or "disk-class" instead.

disks

disk-info[]
optional

Specific list of disks to use for the new aggregate. To create a "mirrored"
aggregate with a specific list of disks, both 'disks' and 'mirror-disks'
options must be supplied. Additionally, the same number of disks must
be supplied in both lists. This option cannot be used when the 'ismirrored' option is set to true.

encrypt

boolean
optional

Enable encryption for the aggregate being created. Default value is false.

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean
optional

Enable NetApp Aggregate Encryption for the aggregate being created.
The aggregate will support encryption with aggregate keys. Default value
is false.

force-smallaggregate

boolean
optional

Forces the creation of a 2-disk RAID4 aggregate, or a 3-disk or 4-disk
RAID-DP aggregate. The default value is false.

force-sparepool

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are not normally permitted to span spare pools. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. This is a
deprecated parameter. Use the allow-mixed-rpm and ignore-pool-checks
parameters instead.

ha-policy

ha-policytype
optional

Aggregate's HA policy. The only allowed values are "cfo" and "sfo". In
clustered environments default value is 'sfo' if not specified. In
unclustered environments, it is not allowed to specify this attribute as it
is always be 'cfo' internally. EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned if value is
other than "cfo" and "sfo". EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is

returned if this attribute is used in unclustered environments.
ignore-poolchecks

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are normally required to come from the same spare pool.
Similarly, disks in different plexes of a mirrored aggregate are required to
come from different spare pools. This behavior is overridden with this
option when it is set to true. Default value is false. This option can be
used only when 'mirror-disks' is provided.

isautobalanceeligible

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is included in Auto Balance aggregate
processing. The default value is false, meaning that the aggregate is
included in Auto Balance Aggregate processing.

boolean
optional

Specifies that the new aggregate be mirrored (have two plexes). If set to
true, then the indicated disks will be split across the two plexes. By
default, the new aggregate will not be mirrored. This option cannot be
used when a specific list of disks is supplied with either the 'disks' or
'mirror-disks' options.

is-snaplock

boolean
optional

Specifies the creation of a SnapLock aggregate. By default, is-snaplock is
not specified. When is-snaplock is "true" the type of snaplock aggregate
is determined in the following way - 1> If snaplock-type is set, create the
type specified in snaplock-type (see snaplock-type for more details) 2>
Otherwise, create a Snaplock enterprise aggregate if a Snaplock
enterprise license has been installed. 3> Otherwise, create a Snaplock
compliance aggregate. ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if the
required Snaplock Compliance or Enterprise license is not installed.
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock Compliance Clock is
not running. If you need to create a snaplock aggregate, the suggested
method is to specify snaplock-type as "compliance" or "enterprise" and
not specify is-snaplock at all. If you want to create a non-snaplock
aggregate, the suggested method is to specify neither snaplock-type nor
is-snaplock.

languagecode

string
optional

mirror-disks

disk-info[]
optional

nodes

nodename[]
optional

Target node to create aggregate. If no node name is provided, aggregate
will be created on the local node. If one node name is provided,
aggregate(striped or not_striped based on the striping input) will be
created on that node.When multiple nodes are specified, striped
aggregate will be created across multiple nodes.

pre-check

boolean
optional

Only check for the warnings without actually creating the aggregate. This
option cannot be used when "simulate" is specified. Default value is false.

raid-size

integer
optional

Specifies the maximum number of disks in each RAID group in the
aggregate. The maximum value for this parameter is 28. The default
value is platform- dependent. The valid range of values is also platformdependent, but never wider than [2..28].

raid-type

string
optional

Specifies the type of RAID groups to use in the new aggregate. Possible
values: raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec. The default value is raid4 on most
platforms.

requesteduuid

string
optional

If this field is set, the aggr will use this value for its uuid if possible.

rpm

integer
optional

Rotational speed of disks in revolutions per minute. Possible values are:
5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000. This option is needed only when disks
with different rotational speeds are connected to the filer. It is not
allowed if a list of disks to use is specified through the "disks" parameter.

simulate

boolean
optional

Specifies to return the list of disks getting used to create the new
aggregate. If set to "true", new aggregate won't be created but returns
the disks that would be automatically selected for the creation of the
aggregate. By default, simulate option is set to false.

is-mirrored

Specifies the language to use for the volume via a language code. The
default language is the one used by the filer's root volume.
For the full list of available language codes, see 'volume-create'.
List of mirror disks to use. It must contain the same number of disks
specified in 'disks'. This option cannot be used when 'is-mirrored' option
is set to true.

Specifies the type of Snaplock aggregate to be created. Possible values -

snaplocktype

string
optional

so-aggr

boolean
optional

spare-pool

striping

type
Output Name Range

string
optional

"compliance", "enterprise" or "non-snaplock". ESERVICENOTLICENSED is
returned if the necessary Snaplock compliance or enterprise license has
not been installed. EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned if snaplock-type
has an illegal value. EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock
Compliance Clock is not running.
Specifies creation of an unmirrored aggregate during Switchover.
Specifies the spare pool from which to select spare disks to use in
creation of a new aggregate. This option is not allowed if a list of disks
specified through the "disks" parameter. This option cannot be used
when "is-mirrored" is set to true. Possible values:
"Pool0" - Disks associated with spare Pool0.
"Pool1" - Disks associated with spare Pool1.

Specifies the striping information about new aggregate. The only allowed
values are "striped" and "not_striped". Default value is "not_striped".
"striped" value creates striped aggregate on node. This attribute is not
allowed in unclustered environments. EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned
striping-type
if value is other than "striped" and "not_striped".
optional
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is returned if this attribute is used in
unclustered environments. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR is
returned if this attribute is set to "striped" when aggregate being created
with 'cfo' HA policy.
string
optional

The type of the aggregate. Possible values: aggr - "aggr" (aggregate
contains flexible volumes) If not specified, the default is "aggr."

Type

Description

aggregatecapacity

integer
optional

Estimated aggregate capacity (in bytes). This is returned only if simulate
option is set to true. Range : [0..2^64-1].

bad-disks

disk-info[]
optional

nonzeroeddisks

integer
optional

List of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
disks.
Number of disks that need to be zeroed before being added. This is only
returned if there are non-zeroed disks.
Result of the pre-check for possible warnings. Possible warning codes
are:
E_WARN_EXCEEDS_HALF_CLUSTER_SIZE
E_WARN_DISK_DOWNSIZE
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
E_WARN_NEEDS_PARTITIONING
E_WARN_UNUSED_SPARE_PARTITIONS
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS

pre-checkresults

warningcode[]
optional

selecteddisks

aggrsimulatedisk-info[]
optional

List of disks that would be used for the creation of the new aggregate.
This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.

selecteddisks-forshared-pool

aggrsimulatedisk-info[]
optional

List of disks that would be added to a storage pool to grow the
aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.

selectedmirror-disks

aggrsimulatedisk-info[]
optional

List of mirror disks that would be used for the creation of the new
aggregate. This is only returned if both the simulate option and the ismirrored option are set to true.

simulationresult

aggregatesimulate- Layout of disks selected for creation of the aggregate. This is returned
layout-info only if simulate option is set to true.
optional

warningmessage

string
optional

Warning message returned during aggregate creation.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS
ENO_POOL_EXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE
EAGGR_TOO_LARGE_SYSTEM_LIMIT
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORVOL
ENOT_A_AZCS_DISK
ENO_AZCS_DISKS
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
ESYNCMIRROR_BAD_CONFIG
ESYNCMIRROR_NO_PLATFORM
ESAME_DISK_CARRIER
EFAILED_DISK_IN_CARRIER
ENOTORIGDISKOWNER
ENOTDISKOWNER
EARRAYLUNUNSUPPORTED
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL
EDISK_BAD_DISK_ID
EDISK_NOT_SPARE_DISK
EDISK_DISK_IS_OFFLINE
EDISK_DISK_ALREADY_IN_USE
EDISK_NOT_DISKS_SIZE
EDISK_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_TYPE
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_RPM
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_IF_SPEED
EDISK_NOT_A_BLOCK_DISK
EDISK_NOT_A_ZONED_DISK
EDISK_INCORRECT_DISKCOUNT
EDISK_NOT_SAME_POOLS
EDISK_POOL_ISOLATION_VIOLATION
EDISK_DISK_RPM_MISMATCH
EDISK_DISK_IF_SPEED_MISMATCH
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
EDISK_DISK_DR_HOME_MISMATCH
ENOT_ALLOWED_WITH_SPARES_LOW_OPTION
EDISKTOOSMALL
ENOT_POOL0_DISKS
EWRONG_POOL_SO_AGGR
ENOT_SUPPORTED_PARAM_SIZE

Description

aggr-destroy

[top]

Destroys the specified aggregate or plex. If an aggregate is specified, all plexes in the aggregate are
destroyed. If a plex is specified, only that plex is destroyed, leaving an unmirrored aggregate containing the
remaining plex. The disks in the destroyed object become spare disks. Only offline aggregates and plexes can
be destroyed. Note: Offline aggregates will be destroyed even if they contain one or more flexible volumes,
which should not typically be the case. From cluster interface only aggregates are supported and plexes are
not supported.
Input Name Range

Type

aggregate

Description
Name of the existing aggregate or plex to be destroyed, using the following
format: [/vol/][] UUID can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the
synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

string

string
Name of a particular plex to destroy.
optional

plex
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL

aggr-efficiency-cumulated-get

[top]

Display the cumulated efficiency ratio for the specified aggregates
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregates

string[]
optional

List of the aggregates to calculate cumulated
efficiency.

nodes

string[]
optional

List of nodes to calculate cumulated
efficiency.

Output Name

Range

aggr-efficiencycumulated-info
optional

aggr-efficiencycumulated-info
Errno

Type

Description
Aggregate Storage Efficiency Information

Description

ESENOTFOUNDNODE
ESENOTFOUNDCLUSTER

aggr-efficiency-get-iter
Display the all Flash optimized aggregates and their storage efficiency.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

aggrefficiencyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-efficiency object. All
aggr-efficiency objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

query

aggrefficiencyinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

aggrefficiencyThe list of attributes of aggr-efficiency objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrefficiency objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-get-filer-info

[top]

Get information on what possibilities and parameters exist for aggregates on a given filer.
Input Name Range

Type

node-name

string

Output Name Range
allowedraidtypes

Type

Description
Name of the node (filer)
Description

raidtypeList of RAID types allowed for aggregates on this filer.
info[]
Checksum types supported by this filer. The possible values:

checksumtypes

string

defaultraidtype

string
default-

"zoned" - if all aggregates are Fixed VBN (this value is no longer
supported),
"block" - if all aggregates are Block Appended,
"mixed" - if aggregates are mixed (Fixed VBN, Block Appended and
Advanced Zoned),
"none" - if no aggregates have zoned or advanced_zoned checksum
(azcs) or block checksums,
"advanced_zoned" - if all aggregates have Advanced Zoned
Checksum scheme.
Default type of RAID used to protect against disk failure in aggregates on
this filer. Possible values: "raid0", "raid4", "raid_dp", "raid_tec",
"mixed_raid_type".

defaultraidtypeconfig

raidtypeList of the RAID type parameters for each disk size and disk type supported
configon this filer.
info[]
optional

disk-types

max-nameddisks-perrequest

string

Sector sizes of disks supported by this filer. Possible values: "512", "520",
"4096", "mixed", "none". "512" if all disks are 512 BPS, "520" if all disks
are 520 BPS, "4096" if all disks are 4096 BPS, "mixed" if disks are mixed
512, 520 and 4096 BPS, "none" if no disks have 512 or 520 or 4096 BPS.

integer

The maximum number of named disks which can be specified to 'storage
aggregate add', 'storage aggregate create', or 'storage aggregate mirror'
operation. Disk addition process may fail if the specified number of named
disk is more than this limit. This value is the maximum number of disk
entries which can be specified in 'disks' or 'mirror-disks' argument of 'aggrcreate' and 'aggr-add' api. Range : [0..2^31-1].

min-aggrdisk-count

min-aggrdiskcount- Information about the minimum number of disks required in an aggregate.
info[]
optional

raidgroupsize

raidgroup- List of the RAID group sizing parameters for each RAID type supported on
size-info[] this filer.

root-volume

string

snapshotsmax

integer

Errno

Current root volume on the filer.
Maximum number of snapshots available per aggregate on the filer. Range
: [0..2^31-1].

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of aggregate objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained
from the previous call.

Type

Description

aggrattributes[] The list of attributes of aggr objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
aggrattributes specified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
aggrattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
attributes
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects
to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-get-root-name

[top]

Return the name of the "root" volume on the filer.
Output Name Range Type
root-volume

Description

string Name of the root volume for the filer.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

aggr-list-info

[top]

Get aggregate status.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggregate

The aggregate name or UUID to get status for. See the synopsis for
string
name/UUID format. If not supplied, get status of all aggregates owned by the
optional
local node.

filter-attrs

This input is used as a discriminant when status is required for one or more
filteraggregates. This option will be ignored when an aggregate name is specified.
attrsIf no argument is supplied, default value is NULL. If this is NULL or all of its
info
elements are not supplied, then this filter has no effect and the behavior is the
optional
same as described in the 'aggregate' input description.

verbose

Output Name Range
aggregates

If set to "true", detailed volume and plex information (including all the RAID
boolean
group and disk information) is returned. If not supplied or set to "false", this
optional
extra information is not returned.
Type

Description

aggrList of aggregates and their status.
info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

aggr-mediascrub-list-info

[top]

Get the status of media scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. Status includes percentage
complete and the media scrub's status.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Name of an existing aggregate, plex, or RAID group, using the following
format: [/vol/][][] If no name is given, then status is generated for all
RAID groups currently being media-scrubbed.

string
optional
Type

Description

mediascrubdetails

mediascrubList of RAID groups and their media scrub status.
detail-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-mirror

[top]

Turns an unmirrored aggregate into a mirrored aggregate by adding a plex to it. The plex is either newly
formed from disks chosen from a spare pool or, if the "victim-aggregate" option is specified, taken from
another existing unmirrored aggregate. The named aggregate must currently be unmirrored. Disks may be
specified explicitly using the "mirror-disks" list option in the same way as with the "aggr-create" and "aggradd" commands. The number of disks indicated must match the number present in the existing aggregate. If
disks are not specified explicitly, then disks are automatically selected to match those in the aggregate's
existing plex.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the existing aggregate to be mirrored. UUID can be specified
instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID format and
restrictions.

aggregate

string

allow-mixedrpm

boolean
optional

Disks in an aggregate are normally required to have the same RPM. This
behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true. Default value
is false.

boolean
optional

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks from
one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows placing
two disks from one carrier in one RAID group. This option has an effect
only when disks to be used are specified in 'disks'. This option is ignored
when 'disk-count' is used.

force

boolean
optional

Force the mirroring operation through, past the normal roadblocks that
would otherwise cause it to be aborted. For example, disks in a plex are
not normally permitted to span spare pools. Also, the victim cannot
normally be accepted when it is owned by one or more vfilers. All these
safety-driven behaviors are overridden when this option is set to true. This
is a deprecated parameter. Use the allow-mixed-rpm and ignore-poolchecks parameters instead.

ignore-poolchecks

boolean
optional

Disks in a plex are normally required to come from the same spare pool.
Similarly, disks in different plexes of a mirrored aggregate are required to
come from different spare pools. This behavior is overridden with this
option when it is set to true. Default value is false.

allow-samecarrier

mirror-disks
override-

Specific list of mirror disks to add. This list must match the number of disks
disk-info[]
present on the existing aggregate. The specified disks are not permitted to
optional
span disk pools unless overridden with the "force-spare-pool" option.
boolean

The victim aggregate cannot normally be accepted when it is owned by one

vfilerownership

optional

or more vfilers. This option may be set to true in order to override that
restriction. The option is ignored if 'victim-aggregate' is not specified.

pre-check

boolean
optional

Only check for the warnings without actually mirroring the aggregate.
Default value is false.

simulate

boolean
optional

Simulates the addition of a new plex to an existing aggregate. If set to
"true", new plex won't be added but returns the disks that would be
automatically selected for the creation of the new plex. By default, simulate
option is set to false.

string
optional

The "victim" aggregate to cannibalize in order to mirror the named
aggregate. The "victim-aggregate" must have been previously joined with
the aggregate to be mirrored and then split from it. The resulting mirrored
aggregate is otherwise identical to the original aggregate before the
operation. The "victim-aggregate" (and all its volumes) is effec- tively
destroyed. "victim-aggregate" (and all its volumes) must be offline.

victimaggregate

Output Name Range
aggregatecapacity
bad-disks
nonzeroeddisks

Type

Description

integer
optional

Estimated increase in aggregate capacity (in bytes). This is returned only if
simulate option is set to true. Range : [0..2^64-1].

disk-info[] List of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
optional disks.
integer
optional

Number of disks that need to be zeroed before being added. This is only
returned if there are non-zeroed disks.
Result of the pre-check for possible warnings.

pre-checkresults

E_WARN_DISK_DOWNSIZE
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
E_WARN_NEEDS_PARTITIONING
E_WARN_UNUSED_SPARE_PARTITIONS
ECANT_USE_ALL_DISKS

warningcode[]
optional

selecteddisks

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be used to create the new plex of an existing
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selecteddisks-forshared-pool

aggrsimulate- List of disks that would be partitioned as part of mirroring an existing
disk-info[] aggregate. This is only returned if the simulate option is set to true.
optional

selectedmirror-disks

aggrsimulate- This is a dummy output needed to make aggr mirror disk list processing
disk-info[] similar to aggr create and aggr add.
optional

simulationresult

aggregatesimulate- Layout of disks selected for mirroring the existing aggregate. This is
layout-info returned only if simulate option is set to true.
optional

warningmessage

string
optional

Warning message returned during aggr mirror.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
ESYNCMIRROR_BAD_CONFIG
ESYNCMIRROR_NO_PLATFORM
ESAME_DISK_CARRIER
EFAILED_DISK_IN_CARRIER

Description

ENOTORIGDISKOWNER
ENOTDISKOWNER
ESYNCMIRROR_JOIN_DISKTYPE_MISMATCH
ESYNCMIRROR_JOIN_CKSUMTYPE_MISMATCH
ESYNCMIRROR_JOIN_RAIDTYPE_MISMATCH
EARRAYLUNUNSUPPORTED
E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORSNAPLOCK
EDISK_BAD_DISK_ID
EDISK_NOT_SPARE_DISK
EDISK_DISK_IS_OFFLINE
EDISK_DISK_ALREADY_IN_USE
EDISK_INCORRECT_DISKCOUNT
EDISK_NOT_A_BLOCK_DISK
EDISK_NOT_A_ZONED_DISK
EDISK_NO_ZONED_DISKS
EDISK_NOT_DISKS_SIZE
EDISK_DISK_RPM_MISMATCH
EDISK_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_TYPE
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_RPM
EDISK_NO_DISKS_MATCHING_IF_SPEED
EJOIN_NO_COMMON_SNAPSHOT
EJOIN_SNAP_CURRENTLY_INVALID
EJOIN_CONFIG_MISMATCH
EJOIN_WAFL_INCONSISTENT
EJOIN_CKSUM_STATE_MISMATCH
EJOIN_LOCAL_ID_MISMATCH
EDISK_NOT_SAME_POOLS
ECKSUM_ZONED_CKSUM_INITIALIZING_PHASE1
EDISK_DISK_IF_SPEED_MISMATCH
ESNAPSHOT_CANT_INCREASE_SNAP_RESERVE
EDISK_DISK_DR_HOME_MISMATCH

aggr-modify-raid-type

[top]

Modify the RAID type for the given aggregate to the specified "raid-type". This API can also selectively change
the RAID type of specific raid groups in the aggregate based on the specified "disk-type". The change remains
effective even if the filer is rebooted. This API does not support modifying options of a striped aggregate.
Input Name Range
aggregate

disk-type

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate whose option is to be set. See the synopsis
for name/UUID format and restrictions.

Type of disks to use : ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM,
or VMDISK. This option is required if we want to change the raid type of raid
string
groups created out of the specified disks only. Otherwise, if this is not
optional
specified then the raid type for all raid groups in the aggregate would
change.
possible values: "raid4","raid_dp","raid_tec" The type of RAID group used for

raid-type

this aggregate. The "raid4" setting provides one parity disk per RAID group,
while "raid_dp" provides two. Changing this option immediately changes the
RAID group type for the RAID groups in the aggregate. When upgrading
RAID groups from "raid4" to "raid_dp", each RAID group begins a
reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the second "dparity" parity
disk. Similarly, when upgrading RAID groups from "raid_dp" to "raid_tec",
each RAID group begins a reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the
third "tparity" parity disk.

string

Simulates modifying the raid type of the aggregate. If set to "true", raid type
boolean
will not be changed but, any possible warnings will be returned back. Default
optional
value is "false".

simulate

Output Name Range

Type

Description

pre-checkresults

Warnings from pre checking of raid type modification. Possible warning
warning- codes are:
code[]
E_WARN_LOW_SPARE
optional

simulationresult

modifyraidtypeResults from simulation of raid type modification.
simulateinfo
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EMIXED_RAIDTYPE_AGGR_NOT_HYBRID
EMIN_DISK_FOR_UPGRADE_TO_RAIDTP
EGROUPTYPE_ALREADY_RAIDTP
EGROUPTYPE_ALREADY_RAIDDP
EGROUPTYPE_ALREADY_RAID4
EMIXED_TREE_MISSING_DISKTYPE
EGROUP_NOT_FOUND_DISKTYPE

aggr-object-store-attach

[top]

Attach an object store to an aggregate
Input Name

Range

aggregate
allow-flexgroup
check-only
object-store-name
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND

Type
string

Description
Name of the Aggregate

boolean
Allow Existing FlexGroup Constituents in the Aggregate on Attach
optional
boolean
Validate But Do Not Attach
optional
string

Object Store Configuration Name
Description

E_AGGREGATE_ALREADY_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_HYBRID_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_HYBRID_ENABLED_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_NON_SSD
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_MIRRORED_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_SNAPLOCK_COMPLIANCE_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_ECV_UNSUPPORTED_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_SNAPLOCK_ENTERPRISE_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_ECV_UNSUPPORTED_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_SNAPLOCK_COMPLIANCE_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_DOESNT_EXIST
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_INCORRECT
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_ROOT_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ADD_OBJ_STORE_TO_ADB_AGGR
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_INCOMPATIBLE_GUARANTEE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_INCOMPATIBLE_VOLUME_TYPE_FLEXGROUP
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_INCOMPATIBLE_VOLUME_TYPE_IV
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_MIN_TPT_CHECK_FAILED
E_VSERVERDR_CANNOT_CONVERT_TO_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_CANNOT_ATTACH_OBJ_STORE_TO_DISK_TYPE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_TLS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_IPV4_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_IPV4_NOT_FOUND

aggr-object-store-config-create

[top]

Create an object store configuration.
Input Name Range
access-key

Type

Description

string
Access key ID for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
Authentication used to access the object store. Supported values are:
'key' - Access keys provided by admin
'CAP' - Access keys and session token retrieved from the C2S Access
Portal (CAP)
'EC2-IAM' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP access keys and session token

auth-type

azureaccount
azureprivate-key
cap-url
check-only
ignorewarningcodes
ipspace
is-certificatevalidationenabled
object-storename
port

string
optional

retrieved from the EC2 instance metadata for the IAM role associated
with EC2 instance
'GCP-SA' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from the
GCP instance metadata for the Service Account associated with GCP
instance
'Azure-MSI' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from
the Azure Managed Service Identity (MSI) associated with the instance

string
Azure account
optional
string
Azure access key
optional
string
URL to request temporary credentials for a C2S account.
optional
boolean
Do not create a config. Only check that create could succeed.
optional
integer[]
Input list with warning codes which can be ignored.
optional
string
IPspace to use in order to reach the object store.
optional
boolean
Is SSL/TLS certificate validation enabled. The default value is 'true'.
optional
string

Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character
must be a letter or an underscore.

integer
Port number of the object store
optional
Type of object store provider. Allowed values are:

provider-type

string

s3-name

string

secretpassword
server
ssl-enabled

url-style

Output Name Range

'AWS_S3' - AWS S3
'SGWS' - StorageGRID Webscale
'Azure_Cloud' - Microsoft Azure Cloud
'IBM_COS' - IBM Cloud Object Storage
'AliCloud' - Alibaba Cloud Object Storage Service
'GoogleCloud' - Google Cloud Storage
'ONTAP_S3' - ONTAP S3
Data bucket/container name

string
Secret access key for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
string

Fully qualified domain name of the object store

boolean
SSL/HTTPS enabled or not. The default value is 'true'.
optional
objectstoreURL style used to access S3 bucket.
url-style
optional
Type

Description

confirmwarningcodes

integer[]
Output list with warning codes which have to be confirmed.
optional

confirmwarningtexts

string[]
Output list with warning texts which have to be confirmed.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INVALID_BUCKET_NAME
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_TLS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CREATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_NAME_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_OBJECT_STORE_AVAILABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_MAX_LIMIT_REACHED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CREATION_NOT_ALLOWED_SDOT
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_NON_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_IP_AZURE_ACCOUNT_S3_NAME_NOT_UNIQUE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_AZURE_PROVIDER_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_S3_COMPATIBLE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_S3_COMPATIBLE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_DOESNT_EXIST
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_FABRICPOOL_PVR_LICENSE_INCORRECT
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_TYPE_MISMATCH
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_MUST_BE_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_INAPPLICABLE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_WARNING
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_DISABLING_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_URL_STYLE_INVALID
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_IPV4_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_IPV4_NOT_FOUND

aggr-object-store-config-delete

[top]

Delete an object store configuration
Input Name Range Type
objectstore-name

Description

Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can contain
string letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character must
be a letter or an underscore.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND

aggr-object-store-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an object store configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo
optional

object-storename

string

Output Name Range

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can
contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first
character must be a letter or an underscore.

Type
aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo

attributes

Description

Description

The attributes of the aggr.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of object store configurations.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

optional
tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

aggrobjectstoreconfiginfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of aggr objects.

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects
to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-config-modify

[top]

Modify an existing object store configuration.
Input Name Range
access-key

Type

Description

string
Access key ID for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
Authentication used to access the object store. Supported values are:

auth-type

azureaccount
azureprivate-key
cap-url
check-only
ignorewarningcodes
ipspace
is-certificate-

string
optional

'key' - Access keys provided by admin
'CAP' - Access keys and session token retrieved from the C2S Access
Portal (CAP)
'EC2-IAM' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP access keys and session token
retrieved from the EC2 instance metadata for the IAM role associated
with EC2 instance
'GCP-SA' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from the
GCP instance metadata for the Service Account associated with GCP
instance
'Azure-MSI' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from
the Azure Managed Service Identity (MSI) associated with the instance

string
Azure account
optional
string
Azure access key
optional
string
URL to request temporary credentials for a C2S account.
optional
boolean
Do not create a config. Only check that create could succeed.
optional
integer[]
Input list with warning codes which can be ignored.
optional
string
IPspace to use in order to reach the object store.
optional
boolean

validationenabled
new-objectstore-name
object-storename
port
secretpassword
server
ssl-enabled

url-style

use-iam-role
Output Name Range

optional

Is SSL/TLS certificate validation enabled. The default value is 'true'.

string
New object store configuration name
optional
string

Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character
must be a letter or an underscore.

integer
Port number of the object store
optional
string
Secret access key for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional
string
Fully qualified domain name of the object store
optional
boolean
SSL/HTTPS enabled or not. The default value is 'true'.
optional
objectstoreURL style used to access S3 bucket.
url-style
optional
boolean
Use IAM role for AWS Cloud Volumes ONTAP
optional
Type

Description

confirmwarningcodes

integer[]
Output list with warning codes which have to be confirmed.
optional

confirmwarningtexts

string[]
Output list with warning texts which have to be confirmed.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ELOWMEMORY
ENODENOTFOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_TLS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_NAME_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_OBJECT_STORE_AVAILABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_NON_AZURE_INVALID_FIELDS
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_IP_AZURE_ACCOUNT_S3_NAME_NOT_UNIQUE

Description

E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_SERVER_TYPE_MISMATCH
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_MUST_BE_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_INAPPLICABLE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_WARNING
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_DISABLING_CERTIFICATE_VALIDATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_URL_STYLE_INVALID
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_IPV4_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_IPV4_NOT_FOUND

aggr-object-store-config-provider-list

[top]

Returns a list of supported object store providers.
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

available-providerstatus

string[] Indicates status (enabled or disabled) of available object store
optional providers

available-providers

string[] List of all available object store providers including those that can
optional be enabled
string[]
List of supported object store providers that are enabled
optional

supported-providers
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of aggregates which object stores are attached to.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

attributeslist
next-tag

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
object-storespecified on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store object.
information
All aggr-object-store objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
object-storeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
information
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

object-storeinformation[] The list of attributes of aggr-object-store objects.
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrobject-store objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-get-resync-status-iter

[top]

Display a list of cloud mirrored FabricPools and their mirror object store resync related info. This information
is only available when the aggregate is online.
Input Name

Range

aggrobjectstoreresyncinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

aggrobjectstoreresyncinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store object. All
aggr-object-store objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

aggrobjectstoreresyncinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of aggr-object-store objects.

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr-objectstore objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-mirror

[top]

Attaches a second object store to a FabricPool aggregate to create a mirror
Input Name
aggregate

Range Type

Description

string Name of the Aggregate

object-store-name

string Object Store Configuration Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ENODENOTFOUND
E_AGGREGATE_CLOUD_MIRROR_ECV_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_NOT_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_ALREADY_CLOUD_MIRRORED_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_OBJSTORE_ALREADY_ATTACHED_TO_FABRICPOOL
E_OBJSTORE_UNMIRRORED_CLEANING_UP_IN_PROGRESS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED
E_MIRROR_AGGREGATE_UNMIRROR_IN_PROGRESS

aggr-object-store-modify

[top]

Modify object store specific parameters.
Input Name

Range

aggregate
force-tiering-onmetrocluster
mirror-type
object-store-name

Type
string

Description
Name of the aggregate.

boolean Force tiering on the primary object store, for FabricPool in a
optional MetroCluster configuration.
string
Object store mirror type.
optional
string

Name of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_BIN_SIZE_LIMIT_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_BAD_UNRECLAIM_THRESHOLD
E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_AGGREGATE_FABRICPOOL_NOT_CLOUDMIRRORED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_NOT_IN_SYNC
E_AGGREGATE_FAILED_TO_SWAP_MIRROR_TYPE

Description

E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_MODIFY_MIRROR_NOT_ALLOWED
E_AGGREGATE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED_ON_MCC
E_AGGREGATE_FP_CLOUD_MIRRORED_IN_MCC
E_AGGREGATE_FP_MCC_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_AGGREGATE_FAILED_TO_FORCE_TIER_ON_MCC

aggr-object-store-profiler-abort

[top]

Abort the object store profiler
Input Name

Range Type

node

Description

string Node on Which the Profiler Should Run

object-store-name
Errno

string Object Store Configuration Name
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-profiler-get-iter

[top]

Get object store profiler status
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

aggrobjectstoreprofilerinfo
optional

next-tag

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store-profiler object. All
aggr-object-store-profiler objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
aggrobjectstoreprofilerinfo
optional

Range

Type

Description

aggrobjectstoreThe list of attributes of aggr-object-store-profiler objects.
profilerinfo[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr-objectstring
optional store-profiler objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-profiler-start

[top]

Start the object store profiler to measure latency and throughput
Input Name

Range Type

node

Description

string Node on Which the Profiler Should Run

object-store-name

string Object Store Configuration Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-object-store-unmirror

[top]

Remove the second object store from a mirrored FabricPool
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

string Name of the Aggregate

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ENODENOTFOUND
E_AGGREGATE_CLOUD_MIRROR_ECV_INVALID
E_AGGREGATE_NOT_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_NOT_CLOUD_MIRRORED_FABRIC_POOL
E_AGGREGATE_PRIMARY_OBJ_STORE_UNAVAILABLE
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_AGGREGATE_OBJ_STORE_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_OBJSTORE_UNMIRROR_CLEAN_UP_ALREADY_IN_PROGRESS
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTER_CLUSTER_LIF_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_CERTIFICATE_VERIFY_FAILED

Description

E_UNMIRROR_AGGREGATE_DELETED_CLEAN_UP_IN_PROGRESS
E_UNMIRROR_AGGREGATE_MIRROR_IN_PROGRESS
E_AGGREGATE_UNMIRROR_TRY_AGAIN

aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of volume buftree UUIDs in a FabricPool aggregate.
Input Name

Range

objectstorevolbtuuidsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

objectstorevolbtuuidsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
on any number of attributes in the aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids object.
All aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

objectstorevolThe list of attributes of aggr-object-store-vol-btuuids objects.
btuuidsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr-objectoptional store-vol-btuuids objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-offline
Take the specified aggregate or plex offline. The operation takes effect before the API returns. Except in
maintenance mode, the current root aggregate may not be taken offline. An aggregate marked to become the
root aggregate cannot be taken offline. An aggregate containing one or more flexible volumes cannot be
taken offline; its contained volumes must first be destroyed. A number of operations being performed on the
given aggregate can prevent this operation from succeeding, either at all or for various lengths of time. If
such operations are found, the system waits up to one second for them to finish. If they don't, the command
is aborted. A check is also made for files in the aggregate opened by internal Data ONTAP processes. The
command is aborted if any are found.

[top]

Input Name Range

aggregate

Type

string

Description
Name of the existing aggregate or plex to offline, using the following format:
[[/vol]/][] UUID can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis
for name/UUID format and restrictions. If the aggregate hosts any online
volumes, then the offline request will fail unless the optional "unmountvolumes" argument (see below) appears and is set to TRUE. If we've been
cleared to unmount any such online volumes hosted by the aggregate, the
caller may also specify the number of seconds to wait should any of those
volumes have active CIFS shares through the optional "cifs-delay-seconds"
argument (see below). If a plex name is specified, the plex must be part of a
mirrored aggregate, and both plexes must be online. Prior to offlining a plex,
the system will flush all internally-buffered data associated with the plex and
create a snapshot that is written out to both plexes. The snapshot allows for
efficient resynchronization when the plex is subsequently brought back online.
For ontap-cluster, plexinfo is being deprecated in lieu of the plex parameter.

cifs-delayseconds

The number of seconds to wait before offlining any volumes that are hosted in
the given aggregate that have active CIFS shares (if any). A value of 0 means
that all such volumes are to be offlined immediately with no warning. CIFS
integer
users can lose data if they aren't given a chance to terminate applications
optional
gracefully. By default, "cifs-delay-seconds" is 0. NOTE: This argument may
ONLY appear if the "unmount-volumes" argument (see above) also appears and
is set to "TRUE".

forceoffline

An aggregate cannot normally be brought offline if it contains a system volume.
boolean This behavior is overridden when this option is set "true". Forcing the aggregate
optional offline might impact cross cluster replication. By default "force-offline" is
"false".

plex

Name of a particular plex to offline. If no plex is specified, then the aggregate
will be taken offline. If a plex is specified, the plex must be part of a mirrored
string aggregate, and both plexes must be online. Prior to offlining a plex, the system
optional will flush all internally-buffered data associated with the plex and create a
snapshot that is written out to both plexes. The snapshot allows for efficient
resynchronization when the plex is subsequently brought back online.

unmountvolumes

If set to "TRUE", this option specifies that all of the volumes hosted by the
boolean given aggregate are to be unmounted before the offline operation is executed.
optional By default, the system will reject any attempt to offline an aggregate that hosts
one or more online volumes.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEBUSY

aggr-online

[top]

Bring the specified aggregate or plex online. This command takes effect immediately. All volumes on the
aggregate are brought to whatever state they were in before the aggregate was restricted or taken offline. If
there are CIFS shares associated with the any of the aggregate's volumes that were also onlined, they are
enabled.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the existing aggregate or plex to online, using the following format:
[/vol/][] UUID can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for
name/UUID format and restrictions. If an aggregate is specified, it must
currently be offline, restricted, or foreign (consisting of disks moved from
another filer, and never having been brought online on the current filer). If the
aggregate is foreign, it will be made native before being brought online on the

aggregate

forceonline

keep-sameuuid

plex

string

current filer. Aggregates that aren't foreign are termed "native". If the
aggregate is inconsistent but has not lost data, it is advisable to run
WAFL_check or wafliron (or do a "snapmirror initialize" in case of a replica
aggregate) prior to bringing it online. Bringing an inconsistent aggregate online
increases the risk of further file system corruption. If the aggregate is
inconsistent and has experienced possible loss of data, it can't be brought
online unless WAFL_check or wafliron (or snapmirror initialize) is run on it. If a
plex is specified, it must be part of an online mirrored aggregate. The system
initiates resynchro- nization of the plex as part of online processing. For ontapcluster, plexinfo is being deprecated in lieu of the plex parameter.

An aggregate can not normally be brought online under the following
conditions: 1. It has only 1 plex that is offline and not up-to-date. 2. It is an
boolean
unmirrored or CFO aggregate that has been switched over to its DR partner as
optional
part of an MCC configuration. This behavior is overridden when this option is set
"true". By default, "force-online" is "false".
Keep existing foreign raidtree id (aggregate uuid). Normally when a foreign
boolean raidtree is onlined, the raidtree rtid (aggregate uuid) is changed to guarantee
optional uniqueness. The behavior is overridden when this option is set "true." By
default, "keep-same-uuid" is "false."
Name of a particular plex to online. If no plex is specified, then the aggregate
string will be onlined. If a plex is specified, it must be part of an online mirrored
optional aggregate. The system initiates resynchro- nization of the plex as part of online
processing.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ESYNCMIRROR_NO_PLATFORM
EVOL_ONLINE_LICENSE_CHECK_PENDING

aggr-options-list-info

[top]

Get the options that have been set for the specified aggregate. This API does not support listing options of
striped aggregate.
Input Name Range
aggregate
Output Name Range
options

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate whose options to retrieve. See the
synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

Type
aggroptioninfo[]

Errno

Description
List of options set for this aggregate.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-relocation
Aggregate Relocation

[top]

Input Name Range
aggregatelist

Type

Description

string[] List of aggregate names.

destinationnode-name

string

Name of destination node where aggregates are to be relocated.

is-ndocontrollerupgrade

Relocation of aggregates as part of controller upgrade. Aggregate relocation will
boolean
not change home ownership of the aggregates while relocating as part of
optional
controller upgrade. Default: false

is-overridedestinationchecks

Override checks done on destination node. This option could be used to force a
boolean
relocation of aggregates even if the destination has outstanding issues. Note
optional
that this could make the relocation dangerous or disruptive. Default: false

is-overridevetoes

Override veto checks for relocating an aggregate. Initiating aggregate
boolean relocation with vetoes overridden will result in relocation proceeding even if the
optional node detects outstanding issues that would make aggregate relocation
dangerous or disruptive. Default: false

is-relocateto-higherversion

Relocate to a node running higher major Data ONTAP version. If an aggregate
is relocated to this destination then that aggregate cannot be relocated back to
boolean
the source node till the source is also upgraded to the same or higher Data
optional
ONTAP version. This option is not required if the destination is running on
higher minor version but the same major version. Default: false

sourcenode-name

string

Errno

Name of the source node in which aggregate resides.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-relocation-status

[top]

Iterate over the list of aggregate relocation status
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

aggrA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
relocationspecified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Type
aggrrelocationinfo
optional

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained
from the previous call.
Description

aggrrelocationThe list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
[0..2^32-

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects
to return.

num-records

integer

1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-rename

[top]

Rename the specified aggregate.
Input Name

Range Type

aggregate
new-aggregatename

string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate to rename. See the synopsis for name/UUID
format and restrictions.

string The new name desired for the aggregate.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID

aggr-restrict

[top]

Restrict the specified aggregate. An aggregate with one or more flexible volumes cannot be restricted; all of
its contained volumes must first be destroyed.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type
string

Description
Name or UUID of the aggregate to restrict. See the synopsis for name/UUID
format and restrictions.

cifs-delayseconds

The number of seconds to wait before restricting any volumes that are hosted
in the given aggregate that have active CIFS shares (if any). A value of 0
means that all such volumes are to be offlined immediately with no warning.
integer
CIFS users can lose data if they aren't given a chance to terminate applications
optional
gracefully. By default, "cifs-delay-seconds" is 0. NOTE: This argument may
ONLY appear if the "unmount-volumes" argument (see above) also appears and
is set to "true".

unmountvolumes

If set to "TRUE", this option specifies that all of the volumes hosted by the
boolean given aggregate are to be unmounted before the restrict operation is executed.
optional By default, the system will reject any attempt to restrict an aggregate that
hosts one or more online volumes.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-resync-options-get
Get aggregate resynchronization options for a node in the cluster

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggrresync- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
options- for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
node

string

Output Name Range

Name of the node for which the resynchronization option is defined

Type

Description

aggrresyncThe attributes of the aggr.
optionsinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-resync-options-get-iter

[top]

Get aggregate resynchronization options for each node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

aggrresyncoptionsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

aggrresync- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
options- on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr objects matching
info
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

aggrresyncoptions- The list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

aggr-resync-options-set

[top]

Modify aggregate resynchronization options for a node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

Type

max-concurrentresyncs-allowed

[1..200]

node

integer The number of aggregates, owned by the specified node, that
optional are allowed to resync at a time
string

Errno

Description

Name of the node for which the resynchronization option is
defined

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-list-info

[top]

Get the status of parity scrubbing on the named aggregate. Status includes percentage complete and the
scrub's suspended status (if appropriate). If an aggregate or node is not given, then status is generated for all
RAID groups.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggregate

string
optional

Name or UUID of the entity to show scrubbing status for. See the
synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
optional

Name of the node.

verbose

boolean
optional

If set to "true", this operation will be verbose. If not supplied or set to
false, normal output levels will be used.

Output Name Range
scrub-details

Errno

Type

Description

scrubdetail-info[] List of RAID groups and their scrub status.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-resume

[top]

Resume parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. If an aggregate or node is not given,
then resume parity scrubbing on all RAID groups for which it has been suspended. Use "aggr-scrub-list-info"
to check scrubbing status.
Input Name Range
aggregate
node

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to resume. See the synopsis
optional for name/UUID format and restrictions.
string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-start

[top]

Start parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. Parity scrubbing compares the data
disks to the parity disk in a RAID group, correcting the parity disk's contents as necessary. If an aggregate or
node is not given, then parity scrubbing is started on all online aggregates. If an aggregate name is given,
scrubbing is started on all RAID groups in the aggregate. If a plex name is given, scrubbing is started on all
RAID groups contained in the plex. If a RAID group name is given, scrubbing is started only on that group.
Use "aggr-scrub-list-info" to check scrubbing status. If a node is given, scrubbing is started on all raid groups
on that node.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to start. See the synopsis for
optional name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-scrub-stop

[top]

Stop parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, or RAID group. If an aggregate or node is not given,
scrubbing will stop on all RAID groups currently being scrubbed. Use "aggr-scrub-list-info" to check scrubbing
status.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to stop. See the synopsis for
optional name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

aggr-scrub-suspend

[top]

Suspend parity scrubbing on the named aggregate, plex, RAID group, or node. If an aggregate or node is not
given, suspend scrubbing on all RAID groups currently being scrubbed. Use "aggr-scrub-list-info" to check
scrubbing status.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name or UUID of the entity for which scrubbing is to suspend. See the synopsis
optional for name/UUID format and restrictions.

node

string
Name of node.
optional

plex

string If provided, this specifies the plex name. ex. plex0 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate input.

raidgroup

string If provided, this specifies the RAID group. ex. rg2 Must be used in conjunction
optional with aggregate and plex inputs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-set-option

[top]

Set the specified option for the given aggregate to "option-value". The change remains effective even if the
filer is rebooted. Some options have values that are numbers, and some have values that are "on" (also
expressible as "yes", "true", or "1" ) or "off" (also expressible as "no", "false", or "0"). A mixture of uppercase
and lowercase characters may be used when typing an option's value. Note that the "root" option is special in
that it doesn't have a corresponding value. This API does not support modifying options of striped aggregate.
Input Name Range Type
aggregate

Description

Name or UUID of the aggregate whose option to be set. See the synopsis for
string
name/UUID format and restrictions.
Option name. Possible values:
"free_space_realloc" (value: "on" | "off" | "no_redirect")
Setting this option to "on" enables free space reallocation (continuous
segment cleaning) on a block checksum aggregate. Possible values : on,
off, no_redirect "on" : Free space reallocation enabled with automatically
starting the redirect scanner "off": Free space reallocate disabled
"no_redirect": Free space reallocation enabled without running the redirect
scanner The default value for this option is "off"
"fs_size_fixed" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" causes the file system to remain the same size
(and not grow) when the mirror is broken on a SnapMirrored aggregate or
when a "storage aggregate add" is performed on it. This option is
automatically set to be "on" when an aggregate becomes SnapMirrored.
This option allows an embedded aggregate to be SnapMirrored back to the
source without needing to add disks to the source aggregate. If the
aggregate size is larger than the file system size, turning off this option
forces the file system to grow to the size of the aggregate. This option is
not supported when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
"ha_policy" (value: "cfo" | "sfo")
This option is used to change the HA policy of given aggregate and
restricted to clustered environments. It is not allowed in unclustered
environments. Changing the HA policy of an aggregate from SFO to CFO is

allowed only in Maintenance mode. HA policy can not be changed if: 1.
aggregate is striped. 2. aggregate contains node volumes. 3. aggregate is
root. 4. aggregate is partner aggregate during takeover i.e. when it is not
home to local node. EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is returned if this
option is used in unclustered environments.
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR is returned if this option is used
with striped aggregate. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_NODE_VOLS
is returned if this option is used on aggregate which contains node volumes.
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_ROOT_AGGR is returned if this option is used on
root aggregate. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_NOT_HOME_AGGR is returned if
this option is used on partner aggregate during takeover.
"ignore_inconsistent" (value: "on" | "off")
This command can only be used in maintenance mode. If this option is set
to "on", then the root aggregate may be brought online when booting even
if it is marked as inconsistent. The user is cautioned that bringing it online
prior to running WAFL_check or wafliron may result in further file system
inconsistency. This option is not supported when the request is sent to the
Admin Vserver LIF.
"max_write_alloc_blocks" (value: value: < number >)
The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. Some sequential
read workloads may benefit from increasing this value. Default value is 0
which uses the controller-wide default value of 64. The default is optimal for
most users. The controller-wide default can be adjusted with the bootarg
"wafl-max-write-alloc-blocks"
"striping" (value: "striped" | "not_striped")
This option sets the striping information of given aggregate. It is restricted
to clustered environments and not allowed in unclustered environments.
When set to true, it marks given aggregate as member of stripe. This option
is not allowed if given aggregate is of 'cfo' HA policy.
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED is returned if this option is used in
unclustered environments. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR is returned if
given aggregate is of 'cfo' HA policy. This option is not supported when the
request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
"nosnap" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables automatic snapshots on the aggregate.
"raid_cv" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "off" disables block or advanced_zoned checksum
(azcs) protection on the aggregate. The default is "on". The user is
cautioned that turning off this option exposes the filesystem(s) contained in
the aggregate to inconsistency that could be caused by a misbehaving
hardware component in the system.
"raid_lost_write" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "off" disables RAID Lost Write protection on the
aggregate. The default is "on". The user is cautioned that turning off this
option may expose the filesystem(s) contained in the aggregate to data loss
and data corruption. The option should not be disabled, unless directed to
do so by support personnel.
"raidsize" (value: < number >>)
The maximum size of a RAID group within the aggregate. Changing this
option doesn't cause existing RAID groups to grow or shrink. Rather, it only
affects whether more disks will be added to the last existing RAID group in
the future, and how large new RAID groups will be.
"cache_raid_group_size" (value: < number >>)
The current maximum size of a SSD RAID group within the hybrid
aggregate. This option can only be modified for hybrid aggregate. Changing

this option doesn't cause existing RAID groups to grow or shrink. Rather, it
only affects whether more disks will be added to the existing SSD RAID
group in the future, and how large new SSD RAID groups will be.
"raidtype" (value: "raid4" | "raid_dp" | "raid_tec" | "raid0")
The type of RAID group used for this aggregate. The "raid4" setting
provides one parity disk per RAID group, while "raid_dp" provides two and
"raid_tec" provides three. Changing this option immediately changes the
RAID group type for all RAID groups in the aggregate. When upgrading
RAID groups from "raid4" to "raid_dp", each RAID group begins a
reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the second "dparity" parity
disk. Simlarly, when upgrading RAID groups from "raid_dp" to "raid_tec",
each RAID group begins a reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated for the
third "tparity" parity disk.
"resyncsnaptime" (value: < number >)
Sets the mirror resynchronization snapshot frequency to be the given
number of minutes. The default value is 60 (minutes).

optionname

"root" (value: < none >)
The specified aggregate is to become the root aggregate for the filer on the
next reboot. This option can be used only in maintenance mode and on only
one aggregate at any given time. The existing root aggregate will become a
non-root aggregate after the reboot. Until the system is rebooted, the
original aggregate will continue to show root as an option, and the new root
string
aggregate will show diskroot as an option. In general, the aggregate that
has the diskroot option is the one that becomes the root aggregate
following the next reboot. The only way to remove the root status of an
aggregate is to set it on another aggregate. In clustered environments, this
option is not allowed with aggregates with 'sfo' HA policy as root has to be
an aggregate with 'cfo' HA policy. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SFO_AGGR is
returned if given aggregate is of 'sfo' HA policy.
"snapmirrored" (value : "off")
If SnapMirror is enabled, the filer auto- matically sets this option to "on".
Set this option to "off" with the "snapmirror" command if SnapMirror should
no longer be used to update the mirror. After setting this option to "off", the
mirror becomes a regular writable aggregate, and all its volumes are
restored to whatever state they were last in. Note that it is not possible to
set this option directly through this interface. Rather, it is automatically
changed as a side effect of running the appropriate "snapmirror"
commands. This option is not supported when the request is sent to the
Admin Vserver LIF.
"snapshot_autodelete" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "off" disables automatic snapshot deletion on the
aggregate.
"thorough_scrub" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables thorough scrub on a block checksum
aggregate. That means that a scrub will initialize any zeroed checksum
entries that it finds. If there are any checksum entries to be initialized,
scrub will run slower than normal.
"percent_snapshot_space" (value: < number >)
Percentage of total blocks in the aggregate reserved for snapshots.
"nearly_full_threshold" (value: < number >)
Threshold of used space as a percentage of aggregate size for which to emit
aggregate nearly full warning. The default value is 95%. The maximum
value for this option is 99%. It must be less than the full_threshold. Setting
this threshold to 0 disables the alert.

"full_threshold" (value: < number >)
Threshold of used space as a percentage of aggregate size for which to emit
aggregate full warning. The default value is 98%. The maximum value for
this option is 100%. It must be greater than the nearly_full_threshold.
Setting this threshold to 0 disables the alert.
"is_flash_pool_caching_enabled" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "false" will disable the caching on the Flash Pool while
setting "true" will enable the caching again on the Flash Pool. Changing this
option will have no effect on individual caching policies associated with the
volumes under this Flash Pool.
"hybrid_enabled" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "true" would mark the aggregate as hybrid_enabled.
That means the aggregate can contain a mix of SSDs and HDDs(Hard Disk
Drives, e.g., SAS, SATA, and/or FC). The operation can be forced by using
the hybrid_enabled_force option for the aggregates having flexvols which
cannot be write cached. EAGGR_CANT_UNDO_HYBRID is returned when we
are trying to set the option hybrid_enabled to false on an aggregate that
already contains a mix of HDDs and SSDs. EAGGR_HYBRID is returned
when we are trying to set option hybrid_enabled to true on an aggregate
which is already hybrid. EOP_DISALLOWED_WORM_HYBRID_AGGR is
returned when we are trying to set option hybrid_enabled to true on an
snaplock aggregate. ERAID_HYA_SUPPORT_DISABLED is returned when the
partner node in HA pair is running a version of Data ONTAP which does not
support hybrid aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SSD_AGGR is returned
if this option is used on aggregates created out of SSD disks.
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_RAID0_AGGR is returned if this option is used
on raid0 aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_ZONED_AGGR is
returned if this option is used on aggregates with zoned checksums.
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_LUNS_AGGR is returned if this option used on
aggregates created out of LUNs. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPOSITE_AGGR
is returned if this option is used on composite aggregates.
"hybrid_enabled_force" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "true" would mark the aggregate as hybrid_enabled.
That means the aggregate can contain a mix of SSDs and HDDs(Hard Disk
Drives, e.g., SAS, SATA, and/or FC). This option is used for force marking
of aggregates having flexvols which cannot be write cached as hybrid
enabled. FlexVols in the aggregate marked as hybrid enabled using this
option which cannot participate in write-caching only have read-caching
enabled. All other flexvols in the aggregate can participate in both read and
write caching. EAGGR_CANT_UNDO_HYBRID is returned when we are trying
to set the option hybrid_enabled_force to false on an aggregate that
already contains a mix of HDDs and SSDs. EAGGR_HYBRID is returned
when we are trying to set option hybrid_enabled_force to true on an
aggregate which is already hybrid.
EOP_DISALLOWED_WORM_HYBRID_AGGR is returned when we are trying
to set option hybrid_enabled_force to true on an snaplock aggregate.
ERAID_HYA_SUPPORT_DISABLED is returned when the partner node in HA
pair is running a version of Data ONTAP which does not support hybrid
aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SSD_AGGR is returned if this option is
used on aggregates created out of SSD disks.
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_RAID0_AGGR is returned if this option is used
on raid0 aggregates. EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_ZONED_AGGR is
returned if this option is used on aggregates with zoned checksums.
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPOSITE_AGGR is returned if this option is used
on composite aggregates.
"mirror_resync_priority" (value: "low" | "medium" | "high")
Modifying this option changes the ordering of resynchronization of mirrored
aggregates on a node. By default all data aggregates have a "low" priority.
Changing it to "high" or "medium" would mean that the aggregate will be

resynchronized before lower priority aggregates. The "storage aggregate
resynchronization options" CLI command, or the aggr-resync-options-set
ZAPI, can be used to set the number of aggregates that can be
resynchronized concurrently on a node.
"enable_cold_data_reporting" (value: "true" | "false")
Setting this option to "true" would enable inactive data reporting on the
specified aggregate. Setting this option to "false" would disable inactive
data reporting. This option can only be set on non-FabricPool aggregates
which are FabricPool compatible.
optionvalue

string

The value to set the named option. It may be the NULL/empty value only in the
case of the "root" option.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAGGR_CANT_UNDO_HYBRID
EAGGR_HYBRID
ERAID_HYA_SUPPORT_DISABLED
EOP_CLUSTER_ATTR_DISALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CFO_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SFO_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_NODE_VOLS
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_ROOT_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_NOT_HOME_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_WORM_HYBRID_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SSD_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_RAID0_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_ZONED_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_HYA_ON_LUNS_AGGR
ECIFS_HAVE_MIRRORED_LOCKS
EAGGR_CANT_WRITE_CACHE_INCOMPATIBLE_FS
EAGGR_CANT_WRITE_CACHE_FLEXVOLS
ERAID_HYA_PLATFORM_NOT_SUPPORTED
ECACHE_SIZE_AGGR_NOT_HYBRID
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPOSITE_AGGR

aggr-space-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of aggregates and a breakup of their used space. This information is only available when the
aggregate is online. Some fields are expensive to compute, and if the system is under load, the information
may not be returned. Best practice would be to only request the fields needed.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
spaceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
information
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
spacespecified on any number of attributes in the aggr-space object. All
information
aggr-space objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

spaceinformation[] The list of attributes of aggr-space objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggrspace objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-space-list-info

[top]

Show the space usage of the aggregate on a per flexible volume basis. This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP
8.2 and later. Use the aggr-space-info attributes in the aggr-list-info API for details related to aggregate
space usage. Use volume-space-list-info and volume-footprint-list-info APIs for details related to volume
space usage.
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

aggregate
Output Name Range

Type
aggrspaceinfo[]

aggregates

Errno

Description
The aggregate to get the space information for. If not specified the space
information for all aggregates is obtained.
Description
Various counts describing space usage in the aggregate.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-spare-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of spare disks
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

aggrspare- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
disk- for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 2000

1]

optional

query

aggrspare- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
disk- on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr objects matching
info
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

aggrsparedisk- The list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-split

[top]

Remove the specified plex from a mirrored aggregate and create a new unmirrored aggregate with the
specified name that contains the plex. The original mirrored aggregate thus becomes unmirrored. The plex to
be split from the original aggregate must be functional (not partial), but it can otherwise be inactive,
resyncing, or out-of-date. "Aggr split" can therefore be used to gain access to a plex that isn't up to date with
respect to its partner plex if its partner plex is currently failed. If the plex is offline at the time of the split, the
resulting aggregate will be offline. Otherwise, the resulting aggregate will be in the same
online/offline/restricted state as the original aggregate. A split mirror can be joined back together via the
"victim-aggregate" option to "aggr-mirror".
Input Name

Range Type

Description
Name of the plex to split out of its aggregate, using the following format:
[/vol/][][]

aggregate

string

new-aggrname

string Name of the new aggregate to create from the split plex.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-status-get-iter
Aggregate enumeration ZAPI. Get status and topology information about one or more aggregates from RAID
subsystem.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

aggrSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
statusfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 2000
optional
1]

query

aggrA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
statuson any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr objects matching
info
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first
string
call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
optional
the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

aggrstatusThe list of attributes of aggr objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-list-info

[top]

Get the status of RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. Status includes percentage complete and
whether it's currently suspended.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Name of an existing aggregate. If no name is given, then mirror verification
string status is generated for all aggregates currently being verified. UUID can be
optional specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID format
and restrictions.

Output Name Range
verify-details

Description

Type

Description

verifydetailList of aggregates and their mirror verification status.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

aggr-verify-resume

[top]

Resume RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. If no name is given, then resume mirror
verification on all aggregates that have been suspended.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Errno

Type

Description

Name of the existing aggregate for which mirror verification is to resume. UUID
string
can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID
optional
format and restrictions.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-start

[top]

Start RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. Verification compares the data in both plexes of a
mirrored aggregate. In the default case, any blocks that differ are logged and no changes are made. The fixplex option is used to fix any mismatches. It specifies which plex to fix. If no name is given, then mirror
verification is started on all online aggregates. Use the "aggr-verify-list-info" API to check mirror verification
status. If the fix-plex option is used, then a name must be specified.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Type

Description

string Name of the mirrored aggregate to verify. UUID can be specified instead of
optional aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID format and restrictions.

fix-plex

integer If provided, this specifies the plex to fix in case the two plexes do not match.
optional The default is to log any discrepancies instead of fixing them.

log-only

If provided, and if the value is "true", then simply log any discrepancies instead
boolean of fixing them. The default value is "true". If log-only is "false", then the fixoptional plex option must also be specified. If log-only is "true" and fix-plex is also
specified, then the log-only option will be ignored.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-stop

[top]

Stop RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. If no name is given, stop mirror verification on all
aggregates currently being verified.
Input Name Range
aggregate

Errno

Type

Description

Name of the aggregate for which we are to stop mirror verification. UUID can
string
be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID
optional
format and restrictions.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

aggr-verify-suspend
Suspend RAID mirror verification on the named aggregate. If no name is given, suspend mirror verification on

[top]

all aggregates currently being verified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Name of the aggregate for which we are to suspend mirror verification. UUID
string
can be specified instead of aggregate name. See the synopsis for name/UUID
optional
format and restrictions.

aggregate

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-attributes

[top]

Attributes of an aggregate. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggr-64bitupgradeattributes
aggr-fsattributes

Range

Type

Description

aggr-64bitupgrade- Information related to 64-bit upgrade. After 64-bit upgrade
attributes completes, this information is no longer available.
optional
aggr-fsattributes
optional

This field contains file system related information about the
aggregate. This information will not be returned for a striped
aggregate.

aggr-inodeattributes

aggr-inodeThis field contains inode related information about the aggregate. This
attributes
information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.
optional

aggrownershipattributes

aggrownership- This field contains ownership related information about the aggregate.
attributes This information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.
optional

aggrperformanceattributes

aggrperformance- This field contains performance related informtaion about the
attributes aggregate.
optional

aggr-raidattributes

aggr-raidattributes
optional

This field contains RAID specific information of the aggregate

aggrsnaplockattributes

aggrsnaplockattributes
optional

This field contains snaplock specific information of the aggregate

aggrsnapmirrorattributes
aggrsnapshotattributes

aggrsnapmirror- This field contains snapMirror specific information of the aggregate
attributes This information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.
optional
aggrsnapshotattributes
optional

This field contains snapshot specific information of the aggregate. This
information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.

aggr-spaceattributes

aggr-spaceattributes This field contains space specific information of the aggregate
optional

aggrstripingattributes

aggrstripingattributes
optional

This field contains striping specific information of the aggregate This
information is returned only if aggregate is striped.

aggr-volumecountattributes

aggrvolumecountattributes
optional

This field contains various counts information of volume in the
aggregate.

aggrwaflironattributes

aggrwaflironattributes
optional

This field contains wafliron specific information of the aggregate

aggregatename

string
optional

Name of the aggregate.

aggregateuuid

string
optional

Aggregate's Universal Unique IDentifier. UUIDs are 16-byte quantities
that are typically displayed as having five hexadecimal fields
separated by hyphens. For example: d2da3566-da53-11d7-a841000100000529

integer
optional

The threshold when an aggregate is considered balanced by the Auto
Balance Aggregate feature.

autobalanceavailable[0..99]
thresholdpercent

The state of the aggregate being balanced. Possible values:

autobalancestate

autobalanceaggregatestate
optional

"disabled" - Auto Balance Aggregate is disabled,
"balanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has determined that the
aggregate is below the high-watermark.
"unbalanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has detected that the
aggregate is over the high-watermark but has not initiated any
jobs to bring it below the high-watermark.,
"ineligible" - Ineligible
The states excluded, balanced and unbalanced are available only
when Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled.

autobalancestatechangecounter

integer
optional

The number of times an aggregate has been transitioned from
balanced to unbalanced and vice-versa.

autobalanceunbalanced[1..100]
thresholdpercent

integer
optional

The threshold when an aggregate is considered unbalanced by the
Auto Balance Aggregate feature.

inactivedatareportingstarttimestamp

integer
optional

Timestamp at which inactive data reporting was enabled on the
aggregate. The time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970. Range
: [0..2^32-1].

isautobalanceeligible

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is included in Auto Balance
aggregate processing. When set to 'false' the aggregate is excluded
from Auto Balance Aggregate processing.

is-cftprecommit

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is a 7-mode transitioned aggregate
in pre-commit phase.

is-inactivedatareportingenabled

boolean
optional

"true" if the inactive data reporting is enabled on an aggregate,
"false" otherwise.

is-objectstore-attacheligible

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is is eligible to have an object store
attached to it.

is-transitionout-of-space

boolean
optional

When set to 'true', the aggregate is a 7-mode transitioned aggregate
that is not yet committed on C-mode, and is currently out of space.

nodes

List of node names. If aggregate-name is also specified, then the
matching aggregate on given nodes is returned. If not, all aggregates
node-name[]
on specified nodes are returned. If this element is omitted when the
optional
request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, then all matching
aggregates in the cluster are returned.
string
optional

striping-type

Specifies the striping information about the aggregate. Possible values
are "not_striped", "striped", and "unknown"

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-aggregate-state
State related to each aggregate monitored by Auto Balance Aggregate. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by
a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

autobalancethreshold

Range

Type
string
optional

size
optional

is-balanceable

boolean
optional

is-considered-forbalance

boolean
optional

is-hybrid

boolean
optional

outgoing-volumesize
raidtype

Name of the aggregate.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Threshold used by AutoBalance aggregate to determine if an aggregate
is eligible for balancing, in bytes.
size
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

incoming-volumesize

node

Description

Size of volumes that are moving towards the aggregate, in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if the aggregate should be balanced.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if the aggregate should be considered for balancing.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Is a hybrid aggregate.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node- Node the aggregate resides on.
name
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
size
optional

Size of volumes that are moving away from the aggregate, in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

raid- RAID type of the aggregate.
type
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
size

Total size of the aggregate in bytes.

[top]

total-size

optional
size
optional

used-size

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Used size of the aggregate in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-config

[top]

Configuration of Auto Balance Aggregate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

availablethresholdpercent

Range

[0..99]

Type

Description

When Auto Balance Aggregate identifies an aggregate that needs to be
balanced, it will attempt to identify other target aggregates it can move
volumes to. An aggregate will only be considered as a target if its projected
integer space usage after the move is still under this percentage. Auto Balance
optional Aggregate will attempt to move volumes from an unbalanced aggregate
until it is under this percentage. The default value is 40%.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

holddurationafter-move

This value represents the number of seconds that need to have elapsed
time- since the volume was last moved before it will be considered a movable
interval candidate again. The default value is 48 hours.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-enabled

'true' if Auto Balance Aggregate is enabled. 'false' if Auto Balance
boolean Aggregate is disabled.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

move-mode

string
optional

For all modes, Auto Balance Aggregate will identify the volume moves that
will help to balance space usage across the aggregates. The mode dictates
what Auto Balance Aggregate will do with the suggested moves. In
'recommend' mode, the suggested moves will be displayed, but no further
action will be taken .In 'auto' mode, Auto Balance Aggregate will trigger
moves to start. The default mode is 'recommend'.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"auto" ,
"recommend"

statepollinginterval

Polling period, in seconds, used by Auto Balance Aggregate to update
timevolume and aggregate state. The default value is 3600 seconds.
interval
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

This percentage will indicate the space used threshold that will cause Auto
Balance Aggregate to consider this aggregate as unbalanced. The default
unbalancedinteger
value is 60%.
threshold- [1..100]
optional
percent
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

volumeactivitythreshold

The threshold, in number of operations per second preformed on a volume
(read/write/internal), that will disqualify the volume from being a candidate
[0..2^32- integer to be moved by Auto Balance Aggregate. The default value is 100
optional operations per second.
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This value represents a duration in seconds and designates the amount of
time that has to elapse after a volume has exceeded the volume-activitytimethreshold before it can be considered a movable volume by Auto Balance
interval
Aggregate. The default value is 24 hours.
optional

volumeinactivedelaythreshold

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-notification

[top]

Notifications for nodes that need to be balanced. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

notifyingnode

Type
nodename
optional

Description
The node that contains the aggregate which is considered a candidate for Auto
Balance Aggregate.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-autobalance-volume-state

[top]

The state related to each volume monitored by Auto Balance Aggregate. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by
a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

dsid

is-volume-moving

Range

Type
string
optional

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
boolean
optional

Description
The aggregate that contains the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The dsid of the volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if volume is currently moving.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Indicates if volume is currently quiesced.

is-volume-quiesced

boolean
optional

last-time-thresholdexceeded

Timestamp related to when we exceeded the threshold of
datetime operations for the volume.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-time-was-placed

datetime
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Timestamp related to when the volume was last moved.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node- The node the volume resides on.
name
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

volume-name

string
optional

volume-total-size

size
optional

The name of the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Total size of the volume, in bytes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-info

[top]

Aggregate Storage Efficiency Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggr-efficiencycumulatedadditional-detailsinfo

Range

Type

Description

aggr-efficiencyAdditional details related to storage efficiency in the given
cumulatedadditional-details- aggregates.
info

aggr-efficiencycumulated-aggrinfo

aggr-efficiencycumulated-aggr- Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using
techniques like data compaction.
info
optional

aggr-efficiencycumulatedsnapshot-andflexclone-info

aggr-efficiencycumulatedsnapshot-andflexclone-info

Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshot
copies and FlexClone volumes in the given aggregates.

aggr-efficiencycumulated-volumeinfo

aggr-efficiencycumulatedvolume-info
optional

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at
the volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or
LUNs.

aggr-efficiencytotal-cumulatedinfo

aggr-efficiencytotal-cumulated- cumulated storage efficiency information from the given
aggregates.
info
optional

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-info

[top]

Aggregate Storage Efficiency Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-efficiencyadditional-details- Additional details related to storage efficiency in this
aggregate.
info
optional

aggr-efficiencyadditional-detailsinfo
aggr-efficiencyaggr-info

aggr-efficiencyaggr-info
optional

Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using
techniques like data compaction.

aggr-efficiencycumulative-info

aggr-efficiencycumulative-info
optional

Cumulative storage efficiency information of an aggregate.

aggr-efficiencysnapshot-andflexclone-volumeinfo

aggr-efficiencysnapshot-and- Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshots
flexclone-volume- and FlexClone volumes in the aggregate.
info

aggr-efficiencyvolume-info

aggr-efficiencyvolume-info
optional

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at the
volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or LUNs.

aggregate

string
optional

Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

string
optional

Name of the node where the aggregate resides. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-info

[top]

Aggregate status information.
Name
aggr-64bitupgrade

aggregatespace-details

azcs-readoptimization

Range

Type

Description

aggr64bitInformation related to 64-bit upgrade. After 64-bit upgrade completes,
upgradethis information is no longer available.
info
optional
aggregateContains all size-related information for the aggr and its set of
space-info
snapshots.
optional

string
optional

Indicates if azcs read optimization is enabled and available on the
aggreagte. This feature is supported only on Cloud ONTAP or FSx.
Possible values: "on", "off"
"on" : azcs read optimization is enabled and available

"off" : azcs read optimization is disabled.
The default value is "on"
azcs-readoptimizationenabled

boolean
optional

block-type

string

cache-raidgroup-size

integer

checksumstatus

string

Is azcs read optimizaion enabled for the aggregate in SDOT ?
The indirect block format that the aggregate can have. The default is
64_bit. With a 64_bit block-type creation of aggregates that can be
larger than 16TB is allowed. Possible values: 64_bit
Current maximum cache RAID group size of hybrid aggregate. Range :
[1..28]. RAID group size is the maximum number of disks that can be
added to a RAID group. This information will only be returned for
hybrid aggregate i.e. for the aggregates whose "is-hybrid" field is set to
true.
Checksum status. Possible values: "active", "off", "reverting", "none",
"unknown", "initializing", "reinitializing", "reinitialized",
"upgrading_phase1", "upgrading_phase2"
Checksum style. The possible values:
"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

checksumstyle

string

creationtimestamp

integer
optional

Timestamp of aggregate creation. Range : [0..2^32-1].

disk-count

integer

Number of disks in the aggregate. Range: [0..2^31-1].

dr-homedblade-id

string
optional

Dblade ID of the DR (disaster recovery) node to which this aggregate's
disks have been administratively assigned. This is the UUID equivalent
of dr-home-id.

[0..2^32- integer
dr-home-id
optional
1]

NVRAM ID of the DR (disaster recovery) node to which this aggregate's
disks have been administratively assigned. This information is derived
from the sanown information for an aggregate's disks. See 'disksanown-detail-info'

dr-homename

string
optional

Name of the DR node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned.

driveprotectionenabled

boolean

Indicates the aggregate is entirely composed of self-encrypting drives
with data protection enabled.

effectivedisk-type

string
optional

Effective type of disks in aggregate: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN,
MSATA, SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM, VMDISK, unknown. For hybrid aggregate
this represents effective disk type of HDD raidgroups.

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean
optional

If true, returns aggregates supporting encryption with NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption).

files-privateused

integer

Number of system (not user-visible) files used. Range: [0..2^64-1].

files-total

integer

Total count of user-visible files. Range: [0..2^64-1].

files-used

integer

Number of user-visible files used. Range: [0..2^64-1].

string
optional

Indicate if free space reallocation (continuous segment cleaning) is
enabled on a specific aggregate. Possible values: on, off, no_redirect
"on" (Free space reallocation enabled with automatically starting the
redirect scanner) "off" (Free space reallocation disabled) "no_redirect"
(Free space reallocation enabled without running the redirect scanner)
The default value for this option is "off"

free-spacerealloc

fsid

integer

Aggregate's File System IDentifier. Range: [0..2^32-1]

optional
ha-policy

ha-policyAggregate's HA policy. Possible return values: "cfo", "sfo", "none"
type
optional

has-localroot

boolean

Whether the aggregate contains the local root volume.

has-partnerroot

boolean

Whether the aggregate contains the partner's root volume.

homedblade-id

string
optional

Dblade ID of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned. This is the UUID equivalent of home-id.

home-id

integer
optional

NVRAM ID of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned. This information is derived from the sanown
information for an aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info'
Range : [0..2^32-1].

home-name

string
optional

Name of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been
administratively assigned.

hybridcache-tierdisk-count

integer
optional

Disk count of hybrid cache tier if hybrid config. This information will
only be returned for hybrid aggregate i.e. for the aggregates whose "ishybrid" field is set to true.

hybridcache-tierraid-type

string
optional

Raid type for hybrid cache tier if hybrid config. This information will
only be returned for hybrid aggregate i.e. for the aggregates whose "ishybrid" field is set to true.

inactivedatareportingstarttimestamp

integer
optional

Timestamp at which inactive data reporting was enabled on the
aggregate. The time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

inodefileprivatecapacity

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for system (not
user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as more
system files are created. Range: [0..2^64-1].

inodefilepubliccapacity

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for user-visible
files. This number will dynamically increase as more user-visible files
are created. Range: [0..2^64-1].

inofileversion

integer

The inofile-version of the aggregate. Range: [0..2^32-1].

is-checksumenabled

boolean

Is checksumming enabled for the aggregate?

is-composite

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains two tiers of storage.

is-fabricpoolmirrored

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains two copies of the capacity tier.

is-hybrid

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

is-hybridenabled

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is eligible to contain both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

isinconsistent

boolean

Whether or not the aggregate is inconsistent.

is-mirrored

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is mirrored.

is-nvecapable

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate is capable of supporting NVE.

is-rootaggregate

boolean

Whether this is a root aggregate. This differs from has-local-root and
has-partner-root by evaluating true when the aggregate may contain a
root volume for any node. The has-local-root and has-partner-root
fields only evaluate true when the aggregate contains the active root
for the specified node. The is-root-aggregate field will still evaluate true
for an offline root aggregate. The has-local-root and has-partner-root
fields will evaluate false, since the aggregate has no mounted

filesystem.
is-snaplock

boolean

Whether or not it's a SnapLock aggregate.

is-transitionout-of-space

boolean

Whether this is a 7-to-C transitioned aggregate that is not yet
committed on C-mode, and is currently out of space.

istransitionedaggregate

boolean

Whether this is a 7-to-C transitioned aggregate that is not yet
committed on C-mode.

licensedplex-capacity

integer
optional

This field represents the sum of the raw sizes of all non-parity disks in
an aggregate. This is not necessarily the final capacity licensed for the
aggregate. The license manager may double this for a mirrored
aggregate or ignore it for a root aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

max-writealloc-blocks

integer
optional

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. Some
sequential read workloads may benefit from increasing this value.
Default value is 0 which uses the controller-wide default value of 64.
The default is optimal for most users. The controller-wide default can
be adjusted with the bootarg "wafl-max-write-alloc-blocks"

mirror-status

string

mount-state

string
optional

name

string

Aggregate's mirror status. Possible values: invalid, uninitialized, needs
CP count check, CP count check in progress, unmirrored, mirrored,
mirror degraded, mirror resynchronizing, failed, limbo, and .
[not settable, always] This field shows the volume's mount state.
Possible values: "unmounted", "online", "frozen", "destroying",
"creating", "mounting", "unmounting", "inconsistent", "reverted",
"quiescing", "quiesced", "iron_restricted"
Aggregate name.

integer
optional

NVRAM ID of node which currently owns this aggregate's disks.
Normally, home-id matches owner-id. But these may be changed by
SFO takeover to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO
giveback to match home-id. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect
owner-id. This information is derived from the sanown information for
an aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info' Range : [0..2^321].

owner-name

string
optional

Name of node which currently owns this aggregate's disks. Normally,
home-name matches owner-name. But these may be changed by SFO
takeover to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO giveback to
match home-name. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect ownername.

plex-count

integer

Number of plexes in the aggregate. This value tells us the size of the
returned "plex" array. Range: [0..2^31-1].

owner-id

plexes

plex-info[] List of plexes in the aggregate.

primarychecksumstyle

string
optional

Checksum type of primary tier.

primarydisk-class

string
optional

Diskclass of primary tier.

primarydisk-count

integer
optional

Disk count of primary tier. For non-hybrid aggregate config, signifies
the total disk count. For hybrid config excludes cache-tier count.

primaryraid-type

string
optional

Raid type for primary tier.
State of the RAID Lost Write feature for an aggregate. The possible
values are:
"aborted" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is no longer running and
was aborted on all RAID groups in this aggregate, possibly due to
an error.
"illegal" - The aggregate contains RAID groups with RAID Lost
Write disabled and other RAID groups with RAID Lost Write
enabled. This is an invalid state.
"inoperative" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is allowed on the
aggregate, but it cannot start because the system-wide RAID

raid-lostwrite-state

string
optional

raid-size

integer

Lost Write option "raid.lost_write.enable" is set to "off".
"off" - RAID Lost Write protection and scrub are disabled on this
aggregate.
"on" - The aggregate is RAID Lost Write protected and that the
RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on all RAID groups
in this aggregate.
"partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on
some of the RAID groups in this aggregate, but was aborted on
at least one of the RAID groups.
"unknown" - The RAID Lost Write scrub status could not be
determined.
"upgrade_partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still in progress
on some of the RAID groups in this aggregate and was aborted
on at least one of the RAID groups.
"upgrading" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still not completed or
not yet started on at least one of the RAID groups in this
aggregate.
Current RAID group size. Range : [0..2^31-1].
RAID status. Possible values: "copying", "degraded", "foreign",
"growing", "hybrid", "hybrid_enabled", "initializing", "invalid", "ironing",
"mirror degraded", "mirrored", "mixed_raid_type", "needs check",
"normal", "noparity", "out-of-date", "parity uninit'd", "partial", "raid0",
"raid4", "raid_dp", "raid_tec", "reconstruct", "resyncing",
"tier_unavailable", "verifying". These values may appear by themselves
or in combination separated by commas (e.g., "mixed_raid_type,
hybrid, normal"). An aggregate could be of only one of the following
RAID types:

raid-status

string

sizeavailable

integer

Available bytes in the aggregate. Range: [0..2^64-1].

sizepercentageused

integer
optional

Percentage of aggregate used. This value is not returned if the
aggregate is unusable (i.e., it's offline). Range : [0..100].

size-total

integer

Aggregate total usable size in bytes, not including WAFL reserve and
aggregate snapshot reserve. If the aggregate is restricted or offline, a
value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-used

integer

Aggregate bytes used. This value is not returned if the aggregate is
unusable (i.e., it's offline). Range: [0..2^64-1].

snaplocktype

string
optional

The type of the snaplock aggregate. Possible values - "compliance" or
"enterprise" or "non-snaplock"

state

striping

type

string

"raid0" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid0,
"raid4" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid4,
"raid_dp" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_dp,
"raid_tec" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_tec,
"mixed_raid_type" - This aggregate contains RAID groups of
different RAID types (raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec).

Aggregate state. The possible values: "creating", "destroying", "failed",
"frozen", "inconsistent", "iron_restricted", "mounting", "offline",
"online", "partial", "quiesced", "quiescing", "restricted", "reverted",
"unknown", "unmounted", "unmounting".

Specifies the striping information about the aggregate. Possible values
striping- are "striped", "not_striped" and "unknown" In unclustered
type
environments, all aggregates are not striped. In clustered
optional environments, aggregates can be either striped or not striped. When
striping information is not known, "unknown" will be returned.
string

The type of aggregate. Possible values: aggr "aggr" (for aggregates
that can contain flexible volumes)

uses-datapartitions

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is using data partitions.

uses-rootpartitions

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is using root partitions.

uses-shareddisks

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is using shared disks.

uuid

string

volumecount

integer

Number of volumes in the aggregate. Range: [0..2^31-1].

volumecountcollective

integer
optional

Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate which also
represent a collective striped volume. This field is for internal use only.
Range: [0..2^31-1].

volumecountmirrors

Aggregate's Universal Unique IDentifier. UUIDs are 16-byte quantities
that are typically displayed as having five hexadecimal fields separated
by hyphens. For example: d2da3566-da53-11d7-a841-000100000529

mirror- Various counts information for mirror volumes in the aggregate. This
count-info information is returned only when the aggregate contains mirror
optional volumes.

volumecount-notonline

integer
optional

volumecountquiesced

integer
optional

volumecountstriped

integer
optional

When present, this field indicates the number of volumes that are not
online (offline and restricted volumes).
Range: [0..2^31-1]
When present, this field indicates the number of quiesced online
volumes.
Range: [0..2^31-1]
Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate. These
volumes are also reported in the full volume-count value. This field is
for internal use only. Range: [0..2^31-1].

containedvolume- List of volumes contained the aggregate.
info[]

volumes
waflreservepercent

integer
optional

wafliron

aggrInformation related to wafliron, the online WAFL file system
waflironcheck/repair tool. This information is returned only when wafliron
info
specific information is available.
optional

Percent of aggr raw capacity that WAFL reserves Range: [0..100].

Element definition: aggr-object-store-config-info
Object Store Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
access-key

Range

Type

Description

string Access key ID for AWS_S3, SGWS and ONTAP_S3 provider types
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Authentication used to access the object store. Supported values are:

[top]

string
optional

auth-type

'key' - Access keys provided by admin
'CAP' - Access keys and session token retrieved from the C2S Access
Portal (CAP)
'EC2-IAM' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP access keys and session token
retrieved from the EC2 instance metadata for the IAM role associated
with EC2 instance
'GCP-SA' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from the
GCP instance metadata for the Service Account associated with GCP
instance
'Azure-MSI' - In Cloud Volumes ONTAP session token retrieved from
the Azure Managed Service Identity (MSI) associated with the
instance
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

azureaccount

string
Azure account Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

cap-url

string URL to request temporary credentials for a C2S account. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ipspace

string IPspace to use in order to reach the object store. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

iscertificatevalidationenabled
licenseusedpercent

boolean Is SSL/TLS certificate validation enabled. The default value is 'true'.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Percentage of the object store's total licensed capacity used by this config.
[0..2^32- integer
This field is not returned in MetroCluster configurations or for Cloud
optional
1]
Volumes ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name for the object store configuration to be created. The name can
string contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first
optional character must be a letter or an underscore. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable

objectstore-name
objectstore-uuid
port

string UUID of the object store configuration Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..65535]

integer
Port number of the object store Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
Type of object store provider. Allowed values are:

providertype

string
optional

'AWS_S3' - AWS S3
'SGWS' - StorageGRID Webscale
'Azure_Cloud' - Microsoft Azure Cloud
'IBM_COS' - IBM Cloud Object Storage
'AliCloud' - Alibaba Cloud Object Storage Service
'GoogleCloud' - Google Cloud Storage
'ONTAP_S3' - ONTAP S3
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

s3-name
server

string Data bucket/container name Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
string Fully qualified domain name of the object store Attributes: required-foroptional create, modifiable

ssl-enabled

boolean SSL/HTTPS enabled or not. The default value is 'true'. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

used-space

[0..2^63- integer Capacity used in the object store by this config. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: aggr-object-store-profiler-info

[top]

Object Store Profiler Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the node where the profiler ran. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node
object-storename

string Name for the object store configuration profiled. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

op-count

[0..2^64- integer Number of operations performed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

op-failed

[0..2^64- integer Number of operations that failed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

op-latencyaverage

[0..2^64- integer Average latency for operation in milliseconds. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

op-latencymaximum

[0..2^64- integer Maximum latency for operation in milliseconds. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

op-latencyminimum

[0..2^64- integer Minimum latency for operation in milliseconds. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
string
Operation name - PUT/GET. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

op-name

[0..2^63- integer
Size of operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

op-size
op-throughput

[0..2^63- integer Throughput per second for the operation. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

profiler-status

string
Profiler status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Profiler start time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

start-time

Element definition: aggr-object-store-resync-info
Object store mirror resync info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate
mirrorobject-store-

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string This field represents the name of the mirror object store used by the
optional FabricPool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

name
primaryobject-storename
resyncprogress

string This field represents the name of the primary object store used by the
optional FabricPool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

This field identifies the resync progress (as a percentage) of the mirror
integer
object store from the primary object store of a FabricPool. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-option-info

[top]

Option key and value. The possible values are described in the "aggr-set-option" API below.
Name Range Type Description
name

string Option key.

value

string Option value.

Element definition: aggr-relocation-info

[top]

Aggregate Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate
destination

Range

Type

Description

string
Aggregate Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Destination for Relocation Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Aggregates Relocation Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values include:

relocationstatus

string
optional

Done
Failed
In progress
Not attempted yet
Failed: Migration of the aggregate failed
Failed: Node is being shut down
Failed: Aggregate does not have SFO HA policy
Failed: Aggregate is in failed or limbo state.
Failed to offline the aggregate
Failed: Aggregate is being given back or relocated
Failed: Operation was vetoed
No aggregates to relocate
Performing relocation veto checks
check EMS logs
Failed: Node cannot communicate with the destination node
Failed: Destination node did not online the aggregate on time
Failed: Destination node failed to online the aggregate. Check EMS logs
on destination node

Failed: Destination cannot receive the aggregate
Failed: Aggregate is restricted
Failed: Aggregate does not have disks
Operation was aborted
Failed: Aggregate is foreign
Failed: Aggregate is offline
Failed: Mirrored aggregate does not have both plexes online
Aborted. Failed to disable background disk firmware updates on the
source node.
Aborted. Failed to disable background disk firmware updates on the
destination node.
Deferred. Background disk firmware update is in progress on source
node.
Deferred. Background disk firmware update is in progress on destination
node.
Failed. Migration of a non-SSD aggregate to an All-Flash Optimized
destination node is not allowed.
string Name of the source node in which aggregate resides Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

source-node

Element definition: aggr-resync-options-info

[top]

Aggregate resynchronization options info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

max-concurrentresyncs-allowed

[1..200]

Type

Description

integer The number of aggregates, owned by the specified node, that are
optional allowed to resync at a time Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
string Name of the node for which the resynchronization option is defined
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

Element definition: aggr-simulate-disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk selected during the simulation of aggregate provisioning operations.
Name
added-tonew-raidgroup

Range

Type

Description

Indicates whether disk will be added to new or existing raid group. True if the
boolean
disk will be added to new raid group. False if the disk will be added to existing
optional
raid group.
Checksum type of the raidgroup to which this disk will be added.
Possible values:

checksumtype

string
optional

"zoned checksum" - (this value is no longer supported)
"wafl checksum"
"block checksum"

"advanced_zoned checksum"
Disk type.
Possible values:

string
optional

disk-type

file-systemsize

"ATA"
"BSAS"
"FCAL"
"LUN"
"MSATA"
"SAS"
"SSD"
"SSD_NVM"
"FSAS"
"VMDISK"
"unknown"

integer
File system size of disk (in bytes). Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

is-diskshared

boolean Indicates whether the disk is a partitioned disk or a physical disk. True if the
optional disk is a partitioned disk. False if the disk is a physical disk.

name

string

Name of a member disk.

integer
Raw size of disk (in bytes). Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

physical-size

Position of disk within raid group.
Possible values:
string
optional

position

raid-groupnumber

"tparity"
"dparity"
"parity"
"data"

integer
Raid group number to which this disk will be added.
optional
Raid type of the raidgroup to which this disk will be added.
Possible values:
string
optional

raid-type

syncmirrorpool

"raid0"
"raid4"
"raid_dp"
"raid_tec"

integer
SyncMirror pool 0 or 1. Range : [0..1].
optional

Element definition: aggr-space-info

[top]

List of aggregates and their space usage information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatename

string

size-asisused

integer

Space used by A-SIS metafiles. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-bssm-

integer

Space used by bi-directional Synchronous SnapMirror for NVLOG files. This

Name of the aggregate.

nvlog-used

optional

element will be returned only if the value is not zero. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-free

integer

Total free space in the aggregate Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-imagebackup-used

integer

Space used by Image Backup metafiles. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sizemetadata

integer

Total space used by aggregates metadata. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-nominal

integer

Total space contained in the aggreate minus the wafl reserve space. Range :
[0..2^64-1]

size-snapused

integer

Space used by aggregate snapshots. Range : [0..2^64-1]

size-used

integer

The total used space in the aggregate except the space used by snapshots.
Range : [0..2^64-1]

sizevolumeallocated

integer

Total space allocated to volumes in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sizevolumeused

integer

Total space used by volumes in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volumecount

integer

Count of online virtual volumes in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volumes

volumespace- List of flexible volumes and their allocated space information.
info[]

Element definition: aggr-spare-disk-info

[top]

Spare disk Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
An indication of the checksum types that this disk is capable of
supporting. Each possible return value represents one or more
checksum types. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

checksumstyle

string
optional

disk

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - Supports advanced zoned checksum,
"block" - Supports block checksum,
"none" - No checksum support,
"zoned_advanced_zoned" - Supports zoned and advanced
zoned checksums
Name of the spare disk. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk class. Disks are grouped into classes based on their
performance characteristics. Disks with the same 'disk-class' value
are compatible for use in the same aggregate. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown disk class.,

string
optional

disk-class

disk-rpm

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes
disk types BSAS, FSAS and ATA.,
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk
types. Includes disk types SAS and FCAL.,
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier
storage shelves. Includes disk type MSATA.,
"solid_state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD,
SSD-CAP and SSD-NVM.,
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays
and used by Data ONTAP as disks. Includes disk type LUN.,
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by
the hypervisor. Includes disk type VMDISK.,
"data_center" - Data center grade solid-state drives.
Includes the disktype SSD-DC,
"virtual_lun" - Virtual LUNs that is used in the ONTAP Select
shared HA,
"virtual_lunssd" - Virtual LUNs of type SSDs that is used in
the ONTAP Select shared HA
Rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Possible values are:
5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or if the rpm does not apply to this 'disk-type'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk interface type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

disk-type

effective- [0..2^32disk-rpm
1]

string
optional

integer
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk
Effective rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Disks can
report different actual 'rpm', but have the same 'effective-diskrpm'. Disks with the same 'effective-disk-rpm' are compatible for
use within the same aggregate. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Effective disk interface type. Disk can report different physical
'disk-type', but the same 'effective-disk-type'. Disk with the same
'effective-disk-type' are compatible for use within the same
aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

effective-

string

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,

"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

disk-type

optional

is-disk-leftbehind

boolean
optional

True if disk is was left behind during giveback/switchback.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-diskshared

boolean
optional

True if disk is a shared disk. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-diskzeroed

boolean
optional

True if disk is pre-zeroed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-diskzeroing

boolean
optional

True if disk is in process of being zeroed. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

issparecore

boolean
optional

True if disk is a sparecore disk. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the data partition of this
disk. This field is omitted

localusabledata-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If none of the data partitions are assigned to the current
node.
If none of the data partitions are spare.
If the disk is a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk, both data
partitions are assigned to the current node and are spare then this
field is sum of usable capacity from both the data partitions.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the data
partition of this disk. This field is omitted

localusable[0..2^64data-size1]
blks

integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If none of the data partitions are assigned to the current
node.
If none of the data partitions are spare.
If the disk is a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk, both data
partitions are assigned to the current node and are spare then this
field is sum of usable capacity from both the data partitions.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the first data partition of
this disk. This field is omitted

local[0..2^63usable1]
data1-size

integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If first data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If first data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

localusable[0..2^64data1-size1]
blks

Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the first
data partition of this disk. This field is omitted
integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If first data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If first data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the second data partition
of this disk. This field is omitted
local[0..2^63usable1]
data2-size

integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If second data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If second data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

localusable[0..2^64data2-size1]
blks

Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the second
data partition of this disk. This field is omitted
integer
optional

If this disk is not a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
If second data partition is not assigned to the current node.
If second data partition is not spare.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Usable spare capacity in bytes present in the root partition of this
disk. This field is omitted

localusableroot-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If root partition is not assigned to the current node
If root partition is not spare
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

localusable[0..2^64root-size1]
blks

Usable spare capacity in number of 4K blocks present in the root
partition of this disk. This field is omitted
integer
optional

If this disk is not a partitioned disk.
If root partition is not assigned to the current node
If root partition is not spare
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originalowner

string
optional

Node for which the spare information is returned. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Industry standard disk type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory
Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk

standarddisk-type

standarddisktype
optional

syncmirrorpool

string
optional

SyncMirror Pool to which disk is assigned Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Total raw capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

usable-size

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Total usable capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

usable-

[0..2^64-

integer

Total usable capacity of this disk in number of 4K blocks Attributes:

size-blks

1]

optional

non-creatable, non-modifiable

zeroingpercent

[0..100]

integer
optional

If 'is-disk-zeroing' is true, this field indicates the percentage of
zeroing that has completed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: aggr-status-info

[top]

Aggregate Status & Topology Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Description

string Checksum Style of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

aggr-cksumstyle

aggrplexInformation about the Plex
info[]
optional

aggr-plex-list

string
RAID Status of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggr-raid-status

string
RAID Type of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggr-raid-type

string
WAFL Status of Aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggr-wafl-status

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggregate

string Aggregate's Universal Unique IDentifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

aggregate-uuid
is-mirrorverifying

boolean True if mirror verification is in progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

mirrorverification-pctwith-precision
mirrorverificationpercent

Type

This field indicates the percentage of mirror verification that has
string
completed, rounded down to two decimal places. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

integer This field indicates the percentage of mirror verification that has
optional completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node hosting the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

Element definition: aggregate-simulate-layout-info
Aggregate Layout
Name
aggregate-

Range

Type
size[]

Description
Estimated Aggregate Usable Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, non-

[top]

capacity

optional

checksumtypes

checksumstyle[]
optional

Checksum Type of the RAID Groups to Which Selected Disks Belong
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

diskphysicalsizes

size[]
optional

Physical Raw Size of Selected Disks Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

diskpositions

diskpositiontype[]
optional

Position of Selected Disks within the RAID Groups Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

disk-sizes

size[]
optional

FileSystem Size of Selected Disks Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

modifiable

Disk Type of Selected Disks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

disk-types

disks

disktype[]
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center based Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined based Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

disk-name[] List of Selected Disks for Aggregate Create Simulation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional

raid-types

raid-type[]
optional

raidgroups

string[]
optional

RAID Type of the RAID Groups to Which Selected Disks Belong
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
RAID Groups to Which Selected Disks Belong Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: autobalance-aggregate-state

[top]

Auto Balance Aggregate state Possible values:
"disabled" - Auto Balance Aggregate is disabled,
"balanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has determined that the aggregate is below the high-watermark.,
"unbalanced" - Auto Balance Aggregate has detected that the aggregate is over the high-watermark but
has not initiated any jobs to bring it below the high-watermark.,
"ineligible" - Ineligible
[none]

Element definition: default-raidtype-config-info

[top]

Default RAID type for each disk size and disk type supported on this filer.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultraid-type

string Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
optional raid_dp and raid_tec.

disk-type

string Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include FCAL,
optional ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, SSD_NVM, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

maximumdiskcapacity

Maximum capacity (in TiB) of the disk for which the raid types are specified. This
appears only for SATA family disks of size less than or equal to 4TiB. If this field
size
is not present in output then there is no restriction on maximum disk capacity for
optional
given disk type. This will appear for SATA family disks and when the default RAID
type is raid_dp.

minimumdiskcapacity

Minimum capacity (in TiB) of the disk for which the raid types are specified. This
appears only for SATA family disks of size greater than 4TiB. If this field is not
size
present in output then there is no restriction on minimum disk capacity for given
optional
disk type. This will appear for SATA family disks and when the default RAID type
is raid_tec.

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

integer
vbn-end [0..2^64-1].
VBN end value of a disk.
optional
vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: filter-attrs-info

[top]

List of filters based on attributes of an aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

all

boolean If true, returns all aggregates owned by the local node and also taken over by the
optional local node. Default is false.

is-cfo

boolean If true, returns aggregates with 'cfo' HA policy which includes local and taken over
optional aggregates. Default is false.

is-drauxiliary

boolean If true, returns aggregates taken over by the local node but owned by the partner
optional of DR (disaster recovery) partner (i.e. auxiliary partner). Default is false.

is-drpartner

boolean If true, returns aggregates taken over by the local node but owned by the DR
optional (disaster recovery) partner. Default is false.

is-local

boolean If true, returns aggregates owned by the local node. It includes taken over
optional aggregates with 'sfo' policy. Default is false.

ispartner

boolean If true, returns aggregates taken over by the local node but owned by the partner.
optional Default is false.

is-sfo

boolean If true, returns aggregates with 'sfo' HA policy which includes local and taken over
optional aggregates. Default is false.

Element definition: ha-policy-type

[top]

HA Policy of aggregate. It can be controller failover or storage failover or unspecified. Allowed values are:
"cfo": Controller FailOver
"sfo": Storage FailOver
"none": Unspecified
[none]

Element definition: mediascrub-detail-info

[top]

Information about media scrubbing.
Name

Range

mediascrubstatus
percentagecomplete

Type

Description

string

Possible values are "suspended", "disabled" and "enabled" "suspended": Media
scrub is enabled but temporarily paused because another task is running or it
is in the idle cycle of its periodic run. It will resume automatically when the
task is done or the idle cycle ends. "disabled": Media scrub feature is turned
off. "enabled": Media scrub feature is active.

integer
Media scrubbing percentage complete. Range: [0..100].
optional

raid-group

string

Name of the RAID group.

Element definition: min-aggr-disk-count-info

[top]

Minimum number of disks required in an aggregate of a specific RAID type.
Name

Range Type

Description
Minimum disk count for the aggregate. Range : [1..7] Possible values:

minimum-diskcount

integer

raid-type

string

1
3
5
7

for
for
for
for

raid-type
raid-type
raid-type
raid-type

raid0
raid4
raid_dp
raid_tec

Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: modify-raid-type-simulate-info
Simulation Result
Name
warningcodes

Range

Type
warningcode[]
optional

Description
Warning Codes from Simulation of Raid Type Modification Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

[top]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: object-store-information

[top]

Object Store info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggregateuuid

string
UUID of the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

bin-uuid
force-tieringonmetrocluster
is-mirrordegraded

string UUID of the capacity tier bin associated with the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable
boolean Force tiering on the primary object store, for FabricPool in a MetroCluster
optional configuration. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
boolean This field identifies if the mirror object store is in sync with the primary
optional object store of a FabricPool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Percentage of the object store's total licensed capacity used by this
license-used- [0..2^32- integer
aggregate. This field is not returned for ONTAP Cloud. Attributes: nonoptional
percent
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

mirror-type

string
optional

Object store mirror type. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"primary" - object store is a primary object store,
"mirror" - object store is a mirror object store
Availability of the object store. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

object-storeavailability

string
optional

object-storename

string Name of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

object-storeuuid

string UUID of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"unavailable" - Unavailable,
"available" - Available

Type of object store provider. Allowed values are:
'AWS_S3' - AWS S3

string
optional

provider-type

'SGWS' - StorageGRID Webscale
'Azure_Cloud' - Microsoft Azure Cloud
'ONTAP_S3' - ONTAP S3
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

size-limit
tieringfullnessthreshold
used-space

[0..2^63- integer The maximum amount of space in the object store the aggregate can
optional use. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
1]
Percentage of space in the performance tier which must be used before
integer
data is tiered out to the capacity tier. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

[0..100]

[0..2^63- integer Capacity used in the object store by this aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable
1]

Element definition: object-store-url-style

[top]

path-style | virtual-hosted-style Possible values:
"path_style" ,
"virtual_hosted_style"
[none]

Element definition: object-store-vol-btuuids-info

[top]

Object Store Volume Buftree UUIDs Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

string
Name of the aggregate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

bin-uuid

string UUID of the capacity tier bin associated with the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

buftree-uuid
cookie
objectstore-name
vol-uuid

string
Buftree UUID of the volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Token uniquifier for the entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
string Name of the object store configuration attached to the aggregate.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
UUID of the volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: raidgroup-size-info
Default, minimum and maximum raidgroup size for each RAID type supported on this filer.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultsize

integer Default size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..16].

disktype

string Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include FCAL,
optional ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

maximumdiskcapacity

Maximum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are specified.
This appears only for FSAS family disks of size less than or equal to 4TB. If this
size
optional field is not present in output then there is no restriction on maximum disk
capacity for this raidtype and disktype combination.

maximumsize

integer Maximum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..28].

minimumdiskcapacity

Minimum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are specified.
This appears only for FSAS family disks of size greater than 4TB. If this field is
size
optional not present in output then there is no restriction on minimum disk capacity for
this raidtype and disktype combination.

minimumsize

integer

raidtype

string

Minimum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Possible values: 2, 3,
5, 7.
Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: raidtype-info

[top]

RAID types allowed on this filer.
Name

Range Type

raidtype

Description

string Name of an allowed RAID type. Possible values: raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: scrub-detail-info

[top]

Scrubbing information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

issuspended

boolean Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in seconds since
optional
January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

percentagecomplete
raid-group

integer Scrubbing percentage complete. I scrubbing is not active, this value will not be
optional returned. Range : [0..100].
string

Name of the RAID group involved in the scrub.

Element definition: space-information

[top]

Space configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects
is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the aggregate for which the space usage is requested.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggregate
aggregatemetadata

[0..2^63- integer This field represents space used by filesystem metadata of the
1]
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggregatemetadatapercent

[0..2^32- integer
Aggregate Metadata Percent Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

aggregate-size

[0..2^63- integer This field represents the size of the aggregate in bytes. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

object-store- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the total logical amount of space used in the object
logical-used
1]
optional store (in bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
object-store[0..2^32- integer
Logical Used Percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
logical-usedoptional
1]
percent
object-store- [0..2^63- integer (DEPRECATED) - This field represents the space used by metadata in the
metadata
1]
optional object store (in bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
object-store[0..2^32- integer (DEPRECATED) - Metadata Percent. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmetadataoptional modifiable
1]
percent
object-store- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the total amount of space used in the object store.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
physical-used
1]
object-store[0..2^32- integer
Used Percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
physical-usedoptional
1]
percent
object-store[0..2^63- integer This field represents the logical space still referenced in the object store
referencedoptional (in bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
capacity
object-storereferenced- [0..2^32- integer Referenced Capacity Percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
capacity1]
percent
object-store[0..2^63- integer This field represents the space saved by storage efficiency in the object
sis-spaceoptional store. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
saved
object-store[0..2^32- integer Storage efficiency saved percentage. Attributes: non-creatable, nonsis-spaceoptional modifiable
1]
saved-percent
object-store- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the size of the object store. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
size
1]
object-store(DEPRECATED) - This field represents the amount of space that is no
[0..2^63- integer
unreclaimedlonger referenced in the object store. This space has yet to be
optional
1]
space
reclaimed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
object-store[0..2^32- integer (DEPRECATED)- Unreclaimed Space Percentage. Attributes: nonunreclaimedoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
space-percent
percentsnapshot-

[0..100]

integer Space Reserved for Snapshot Copies Attributes: non-creatable, non-

space

optional modifiable

This field represents physical used space in bytes. This differs from
[0..2^63- integer 'total-used' space by the space that is guaranteed for future writes. The
physical-used
optional value includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies. Attributes: non1]
creatable, non-modifiable
physical-used- [0..2^32- integer
Physical Used Percentage Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
percent
1]
snap-size-total

[0..2^63- integer This field represents snapshot size in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

snapshotreserveunusable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents snapshot reserve that is not available in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

snapshotreserveunusablepercent

[0..2^32- integer Snapshot Reserve Unusable Percent Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

tier-name
totalprovisionedspace

string This field represents the name of the performance or capacity tier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This field represents total provisioned space across all the volumes in
optional the aggr. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total[0..2^32- integer This field represents percentage of total provisioned space across all the
provisionedoptional volumes against aggr's size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
space-percent
usedincludingsnapshotreserve

This field represents space used by the aggregate including the
[0..2^63- integer
aggregate's Snapshot reserve in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

usedincludingsnapshotreservepercent

[0..2^32- integer
Total Used Percent Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

volumefootprints

[0..2^63- integer This field represents space used by the sum of all data and metadata of
optional all volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

volumefootprintspercent

[0..2^32- integer
Volume Footprints Percent Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

Element definition: striping-type

[top]

Striping information of aggregate. Allowed values are:
"striped": Member of stripe.
"not_striped": Not member of stripe.
"unknown": Not known.
[none]

Element definition: time-interval
Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].

[top]

[none]

Element definition: verify-detail-info

[top]

Information about mirror verification.
Name

Range

issuspended

Type

Description

boolean Is mirror verification suspended for this aggregate?

name

string

pct-withprecision

Name of the aggregate.

string Mirror verification percentage complete floored to two decimal place. If
optional verification isn't active, this value won't be returned. (e.g. "13.12")

percentagecomplete

integer Mirror verification percentage complete. If verification isn't active, this value
optional won't be returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: warning-code

[top]

Warning codes for pre-check mode.
Name

Range

Type

Description

code [0..2^64-1] integer Warning code.

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-attributes

[top]

Information related to 64-bit upgrade.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-checkattributes

aggr-checkInformation returned when upgrade-64bit-mode input in aggr-add API
attributes
is "check".
optional

aggr-startattributes

aggr-startattributes
optional

aggr-statusattributes

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add API is
"grow_all", "grow_none", or "grow_reserved".

aggr-status- Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes
attributes
whether the 64-bit upgrade is in progress.

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-info

[top]

Information related to 64-bit upgrade.
Name Range
check

Type

Description

aggr-64bitupgrade-check- Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bit-

info
optional

upgrade-start is "check".

aggr-64bitupgrade-start- Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bitupgrade-start is "grow_all", "grow_none", or "grow_reserved".
info
optional

start

aggr-64bitupgradestatus-info

status

Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes the
block format of the aggregate and the progress of the 64-bit upgrade scanner.

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-additional-details-info

[top]

Additional details related to storage efficiency in this aggregate.
Name
number-of-offlinevolumes

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Number of volumes that are offline in the aggregate.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

number-of-sis-change- [0..2^32- integer Number of volumes on which efficiency change log is disabled
log-disabled-volumes
1]
optional in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
number-of-sis-disabled- [0..2^32- integer Number of volumes on which volume efficiency is disabled in
volumes
1]
optional the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-aggr-info

[top]

Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using techniques like data compaction.
Name
aggr-compactionsaved

Range

aggr-physical-used

Description

The total disk space that is saved by data compaction and cross
[0..2^63- integer
volume sharing at the aggregate level. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-data-reductionstorage-efficiencyratio
aggr-logical-used

Type

string Storage efficiency ratio of the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-additional-details-info
Additional details related to storage efficiency in the given aggregates.
Name
number-of-offlinevolumes

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Number of volumes that are offline in the given aggregates.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Number of volumes on which efficiency change log is disabled
number-of-sis-change- [0..2^32- integer
in the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
log-disabled-volumes
1]
modifiable

[top]

number-of-sisdisabled-volumes

Number of volumes on which volume efficiency is disabled in
[0..2^32- integer
the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional
modifiable

number-of-skippedaggregates

[0..2^32- integer Number of Skipped aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

skipped-aggregates

string[] List of Aggregates skipped Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-aggr-info

[top]

Storage efficiency achieved at the aggregate level using techniques like data compaction.
Name

Range

aggr-data-reductionstorage-efficiency-ratio
aggr-logical-used
aggr-physical-used

Type

Description

string Storage efficiency ratio of the given aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by the given Aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by the given Aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-snapshot-and-flexclone-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshot copies and FlexClone volumes in the given
aggregates.
Name
flexclone-volume-datareduction-storage-efficiencyratio
flexclone-volume-logical-used

Range

Type

Description

Flexclone volume data reduction efficiency ratio of the
string
given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
This contains logical size used by all FlexClone volumes
[0..2^63- integer
residing in the given aggregates. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

flexclone-volume-physicalused

This contains physical size used by all FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
volumes in the given aggregates. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

snapshot-flexclone-volumedata-reduction-storageefficiency-ratio

Snapshot and FlexClone volume storage efficiency
string
ratio of the given aggregates. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

snapshot-logical-used

snapshot-physical-used
snapshot-volume-datareduction-storage-efficiencyratio

This contains logical size used by all volume Snapshot
[0..2^63- integer
copies residing in the given aggregates. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable
This contains physical size used by all volume
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshot copies residing in the given aggregates.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Snapshot volume data reduction efficiency ratio of the
string
given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulated-volume-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at the volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or LUNs.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total disk space that is saved by compressing blocks by all
volume[0..2^63- integer
volumes in the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
compression-saved
1]
modifiable
volume-datareduction-storageefficiency-ratio

string Storage efficiency ratio of all the volumes in the given
optional aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The total disk space that is saved by volume Deduplication and
volume-dedupe[0..2^63- integer
pattern detection by all the volumes in the given aggregates.
optional
zero-pattern-saved
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
volume-logical-used
volume-physicalused

[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by all the volumes in the given
optional aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by all volumes in the given
1]
optional aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-cumulative-info
Cumulative storage efficiency information of an aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

total-datareductionefficiency-ratio-wosnapshots

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-datareductionefficiency-ratio-wosnapshotsflexclones

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies and
optional flexclones. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-data[0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies in the
reduction-logicaloptional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
used-wo-snapshots
total-dataTotal Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies and
reduction-logical[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonused-wooptional
1]
modifiable
snapshotsflexclones
total-data[0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies in the
reduction-physicaloptional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
used-wo-snapshots
total-dataTotal Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies and
reduction-physical[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonused-wooptional
1]
modifiable
snapshotsflexclones
This contains logical size used in the aggregate. This includes
[0..2^63- integer Volumes, Clones and Snapshots in the aggregate. The logical size
total-logical-used
optional is computed based on physical usage and savings obatained in the
1]
aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
total-physical-used

[0..2^63- integer This contains the physical size used by the aggregate. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[top]

total-storageefficiency-ratio

string Total storage efficiency ratio of the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-snapshot-and-flexclone-volume-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency of Snapshots and FlexClone volumes in the aggregate.
Name

Range

flexclone-volume-logical-used

flexclone-volume-physical-used

Type

Description

This contains logical size used by all FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
volumes residing in the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
This contains physical size used by all FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

snapshot-flexclone-volumedata-reduction-storageefficiency-ratio

Snapshot and FlexClone volume storage efficiency
string
ratio of the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

snapshot-logical-used

This contains logical size used by all Volume
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshots residing in the aggregate. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshot-physical-used

This contains physical size used by all Volume
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshots residing in the aggregate. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-total-cumulated-info
cumulated storage efficiency information from the given aggregates.
Name

Range

Type

Description

total-datareductionefficiency-ratiowo-snapshots

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-datareductionefficiency-ratiowo-snapshotsflexclones

string total data reduction efficiency ratio excluding snapshots copies and
optional flexclones. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-datareduction-logical- [0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies in the
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
used-wo1]
snapshots
total-dataTotal Data reduction logical used excluding snapshot copies and
reduction-logical[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonused-wooptional
1]
modifiable
snapshotsflexclones
total-datareductionphysical-usedwo-snapshots
total-data-

[0..2^63- integer Total Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies in the
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[top]

reductionphysical-usedwo-snapshotsflexclones

Total Data reduction physical used excluding snapshot copies and
[0..2^63- integer
flexclones in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

This contains logical size used in the given aggregates. This includes
volumes, clones and Snapshot copies in the given aggregates. The
[0..2^63- integer
logical size is computed based on physical usage and savings
total-logical-used
optional
1]
obatained in the given aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
total-physicalused

[0..2^63- integer This contains the physical size used by the given aggregates.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total-storageefficiency-ratio

string Total storage efficiency ratio of the given aggregates. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-efficiency-volume-info

[top]

Aggregated information of storage efficiency achieved at the volume level using techniques like deduplication,
compression, zero detection and FlexClones for files or LUNs.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total disk space that is saved by compressing blocks by all
volume-compression- [0..2^63- integer
volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
saved
1]
modifiable
volume-datareduction-storageefficiency-ratio
volume-efficiencysaved
volume-logical-used
volume-physical-used
volume-vbn-zerosaved

string Storage efficiency ratio of all the volumes in the aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The total disk space that is saved by deduplication and FlexClone
[0..2^63- integer
for files or LUNs by all volumes in the aggregate. Attributes:
optional
1]
non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^63- integer This contains logical size used by all the volumes in the
optional aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^63- integer This contains physical size used by all volumes in the aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
The total disk space that is saved by inline zero pattern
[0..2^63- integer
detection by all the volumes in the aggregate. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-fs-attributes

[top]

File system specific information about the aggregate.
Name
blocktype
fsid
type

Range

Type

Description

The indirect block format that the aggregate can have. The default is 64_bit. With
string
a 64_bit block-type creation of aggregates that can be larger than 16TB is
optional
allowed. Possible values: 64_bit
[0..2^32- integer
Aggregate's File System Identifier.
optional
1]
string The type of aggregate. Possible values: aggr "aggr" (for aggregates that can
optional contain flexible volumes)

Element definition: aggr-inode-attributes

[top]

A structure returning inode-related information for a given aggregate's Active File System (AFS).
Name

Range

filesprivateused

Type

Description

[not settable, online-only] Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes)
[0..2^64- integer
used. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
1]
returned.

[settable, online-only] Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., maximum
[0..2^64- integer number of user-visible files (inodes) that this referenced file system can
files-total
optional currently hold. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of
1]
0 is returned.
files-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of user-visible files (inodes) used in the
[0..2^64- integer
referenced file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a
optional
1]
value of 0 is returned.

[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on
inodefile[0..2^64- integer
disk for system (not user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase
privateoptional
1]
as more system files are created.
capacity
[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on
inodefile[0..2^64- integer
disk for user-visible files. This number will dynamically increase as more
publicoptional
1]
user-visible files are created.
capacity
inofileversion

[0..2^32- integer [not settable, online-only] The inofile-version of the aggregate. If the
optional referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, then a value of 0 is returned.
1]

maxfiles- [0..2^64- integer [not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of user-visible files
available
1]
optional currently allowable on the referenced file system.
maxfiles- [0..2^64- integer [not settable, always] The largest value to which the maxfiles-available
possible
1]
optional parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file system.
maxfiles- [0..2^64- integer [not settable, online-only] The number of user-visible files currently in use on
used
1]
optional the referenced file system.
percentinodeusedcapacity

[0..100]

integer [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
optional based on user-visible file (inode) count on the referenced file system.

Element definition: aggr-ownership-attributes
Ownership information about the aggregate.
Name
cluster

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of the cluster which has the node that owns this aggregate.
optional

NVRAM ID of the DR (disaster recovery) node to which this aggregate's disks
dr[0..2^32- integer
have been administratively assigned. This information is derived from the
homeoptional
1]
sanown information for an aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info'
id
drhomename

string Name of the DR node to which this aggregate's disks have been administratively
optional assigned.

NVRAM ID of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been administratively
home- [0..2^32- integer
assigned. This information is derived from the sanown information for an
optional
id
1]
aggregate's disks. See 'disk-sanown-detail-info'
homename

string Name of the node to which this aggregate's disks have been administratively
optional assigned.
NVRAM ID of node to which the aggregate ownership has been assigned.

[top]

owner- [0..2^32- integer Normally, home-id matches owner-id. But these may be changed by SFO
id
1]
optional takeover to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO giveback to match
home-id. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect owner-id.
Name of node to which the aggregate ownership has been assigned. Normally,
string home-name matches owner-name. But these may be changed by SFO takeover
optional to match the takeover node, and restored by SFO giveback to match homename. CFO takeover and giveback do not affect owner-name.

ownername

Element definition: aggr-performance-attributes

[top]

Performance specific attributes of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description
Returns the free space reallocation state of the aggregate. Possible values :
"on", "off", "no_redirect"

freespacerealloc

"on" : Free space reallocation enabled with automatically starting the
redirect scanner
"off" : Free space reallocation disabled
"no_redirect" : Free space reallocation enabled without running the
redirect scanner

string
optional

The default value is "off"
maxwriteallocblocks

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. Some sequential
read workloads may benefit from increasing this value. Default value is 0 which
integer
uses the controller-wide default value of 64. The default is optimal for most
[0..1152]
optional
users. The controller-wide default can be adjusted with the bootarg "wafl-maxwrite-alloc-blocks"

singleinstancedatalogging

Indicates if Single Instance Data Logging is enabled on the aggregate. This
feature is supported only on Cloud ONTAP. Possible values : "on", "off"
string
optional

"on" : Single Instance Data Logging enabled
"off" : Single Instance Data Logging disabled
The default value is "off"

Element definition: aggr-plex-info

[top]

Information about the Plex
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggrraidgroupInformation about the RAID Groups
info[]
optional

aggr-raidgrouplist
plex-is-online

boolean
optional

True if plex is online. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

plex-isresyncing

boolean
optional

True if plex is resyncing. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

plex-name

string
optional

Name of the plex. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

SyncMirror Pool associated with the plex. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

plex-pool

[0..1]

plex-resynclevel

[0..1]

plex-resyncpct-withprecision
plex-resyncpercent

[0..100]

plex-status

integer
optional

If plex-is-resyncing is true, this field indicates the resync level of the
plex. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

This field indicates percentage of resync that has completed, rounded
down to two decimal places. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

This field indicates the percentage of resync that has completed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Status of the plex. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-raid-attributes

[top]

RAID specific information of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description
Type of aggregate. The possible values:
"hdd" - aggregate consists of only HDDs,
"hybrid" - aggregate consists of both HDDs and SSDs,
"lun" - aggregate consists of only array LUNs,
"ssd" - aggregate consists of only SSDs,
"vmdisk" - aggregate consists of only VMDISKs.

aggregatetype

string
optional

cache-raidgroup-size

integer
optional

Current maximum cache RAID group size of hybrid aggregate. RAID
group size is the maximum number of disks that can be added to a
RAID group. This information will only be returned for a hybrid
aggregate i.e. whose "is-hybrid" field is set to true.

string
optional

Checksum status. Possible values: "active", "initializing", "none", "off",
"reinitialized", "reinitializing", "reverting", "unknown",
"upgrading_phase1", "upgrading_phase2" This information will not be
returned for a striped aggregate.

[1..28]

checksumstatus

Checksum style. The possible values:

checksumstyle

string
optional

[0..2^321]

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

integer
optional

Number of disks in the aggregate.

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean
optional

If true, returns aggregates supporting encryption with NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption).

ha-policy

string
optional

Aggregate's HA policy. Possible return values: "cfo", "sfo", "none"

has-localroot

boolean
optional

Whether the aggregate contains the local root volume. This information
will not be returned for a striped aggregate. Default value is false.

haspartnerroot

boolean
optional

Whether the aggregate contains the partner's root volume. This
information will not be returned for a striped aggregate. Default value is
false.

ischecksumenabled

boolean
optional

Is checksumming enabled for the aggregate? Default value is false.

disk-count

iscomposite

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains two tiers of storage.

isfabricpoolmirrored

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate has two external capacity tiers, which are mirrors,
each containing a copy of the data.

is-hybrid

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate currently contains both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

is-hybridenabled

boolean
optional

If true, aggregate is eligible to contain both SSD and non-SSD RAID
groups.

isinconsistent

boolean
optional

Whether or not the aggregate is inconsistent. Default value is false.

is-mirrored

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate is mirrored. Default value is false.

is-nvecapable

boolean
optional

If true, the aggregate is capable of supporting NVE.

is-rootaggregate

boolean
optional

Whether this is a root aggregate. Default value is false. This differs from
has-local-root and has-partner-root by evaluating true when the
aggregate may contain a root volume for any node. The has-local-root
and has-partner-root fields only evaluate true when the aggregate
contains the active root for the specified node. The is-root-aggregate
field will still evaluate true for an offline root aggregate. The has-localroot and has-partner-root fields will evaluate false, since the aggregate
has no mounted filesystem.

mirrorstatus

string
optional

Aggregate's mirror status. Possible values: "invalid", "uninitialized",
"needs CP count check", "CP count check in progress", "unmirrored",
"mirrored", "mirror degraded, "mirror resynchronizing", "failed", "limbo"
and . This information will not be returned for a striped aggregate.

string
optional

[not settable, always] This field shows the volume's mount state.
Possible values: "creating", "destroying", "frozen", "inconsistent",
"iron_restricted", "mounting", "online", "quiescing", "quiesced",
"reverted", "unmounted", "unmounting" This information will not be
returned for a striped aggregate.

integer
optional

Number of plexes in the aggregate. This value tells us the size of the
returned "plex" array.

mountstate

plex-count
plexes

[0..2^321]

plexattributes[] List of plexes in the aggregate
optional
State of the RAID Lost Write feature for an aggregate. The possible
values are:

raid-lostwrite-state

string
optional

"aborted" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is no longer running and
was aborted on all RAID groups in this aggregate, possibly due to
an error.
"illegal" - The aggregate contains RAID groups with RAID Lost
Write disabled and other RAID groups with RAID Lost Write
enabled. This is an invalid state.
"inoperative" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is allowed on the
aggregate, but it cannot start because the system-wide RAID Lost
Write option "raid.lost_write.enable" is set to "off".
"off" - RAID Lost Write protection and scrub are disabled on this
aggregate.
"on" - The aggregate is RAID Lost Write protected and that the
RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on all RAID groups
in this aggregate.
"partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub completed successfully on
some of the RAID groups in this aggregate, but was aborted on at
least one of the RAID groups.
"unknown" - The RAID Lost Write scrub status could not be
determined.
"upgrade_partial" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still in progress
on some of the RAID groups in this aggregate and was aborted on

at least one of the RAID groups.
"upgrading" - The RAID Lost Write scrub is still not completed or
not yet started on at least one of the RAID groups in this
aggregate.
raid-size

[0..2^321]

raid-status

integer
optional

Current RAID group size. This information will not be returned for a
striped aggregate.

string
optional

RAID status. Possible values: "copying", "degraded", "foreign",
"growing", "hybrid", "hybrid_enabled", "initializing", "invalid", "ironing",
"mirror degraded", "mixed_raid_type", "mirrored", "needs check",
"normal", "noparity", "out-of-date", "parity uninit'd", "partial", "raid0",
"raid4", "raid_dp", "raid_tec", "reconstruct", "resyncing", "verifying".
These values may appear by themselves or in combination separated by
commas (e.g., "mixed_raid_type, hybrid, normal"). For details on raidtype, refer description of element 'raid-type' below
Possible values:

string
optional

raid-type

"raid0" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid0,
"raid4" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type raid4,
"raid_dp" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_dp,
"raid_tec" - All the raid groups in the aggregate are of type
raid_tec,
"mixed_raid_type" - This aggregate contains RAID groups of
different RAID types (raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec).
Aggregate State Possible values:

state

string
optional

usesshareddisks

boolean
optional

"creating" ,
"destroying" ,
"failed" ,
"frozen" ,
"inconsistent" ,
"iron_restricted" ,
"mounting" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"partial" ,
"quiesced" ,
"quiescing" ,
"restricted" ,
"reverted" ,
"unknown" ,
"unmounted" ,
"unmounting" ,
"relocating"
If true, aggregate is using shared disks.

Element definition: aggr-snaplock-attributes

[top]

Snaplock specific information of the aggregate
Name
is-snaplock

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Whether or not it's a SnapLock aggregate.
optional

snaplocktype

string The type of the snaplock aggregate. Possible values - "compliance" or
optional "enterprise" or "non-snaplock"

Element definition: aggr-snapmirror-attributes

[top]

SnapMirror specific information of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description

dp-snapmirror- [0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of data protection (dp)
destinations
1]
optional snapmirror destination volumes.
ls-snapmirror- [0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of load sharing (ls)
destinations
1]
optional snapmirror destination volumes.
mv-snapmirror- [0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of move snapmirror
destinations
1]
optional destination volumes that are created for volume move operations.

Element definition: aggr-snapshot-attributes

[top]

A structure returning consolidated size-related information for all snapshots of the given aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

files-total

[settable, online-only] Total file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum
[0..2^64- integer
number of files (inodes) that this referenced file system can currently hold.
optional
1]
If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned.

files-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of files (inodes) used in the referenced
[0..2^64- integer
file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.

inofileversion

[0..2^32- integer [not settable, online-only] The inofile-version on the referenced file system.
optional A value of 0 is returned if the referenced file system is restricted or offline.
1]

is-snapshotauto-createenabled

boolean This option determines if auto snapshot is enabled on the aggregate.
optional Default value is true.

is-snapshotauto-deleteenabled

boolean This option determines if the snapshot auto delete is currently enabled for
optional the aggregate. Default value is true.

maxfilesavailable

[0..2^64- integer [not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of files allowable
optional on the referenced file system.
1]

maxfilespossible

[not settable, always] The largest value to which the maxfiles-available
[0..2^64- integer
parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file
optional
1]
system.

maxfilesused

[0..2^64- integer [not settable, online-only] The count of the number of files currently in use
optional on the referenced file system.
1]

percentinteger [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
inode-used- [0..100]
optional based on file (inode) count on the referenced file system.
capacity
percentusedcapacity
sizeavailable

[0..100]

integer [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use on
optional the referenced file system.

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the referenced
[0..2^64- integer
file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.
[0..2^64- integer

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file

size-total

size-used

1]

optional

system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value 0 is
returned.

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file
[0..2^64- integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
1]
returned.

snapshotreservepercent

[0..100]

integer The percentage of aggregate disk space that has been set aside as reserve
optional for snapshot usage. Default value is 0.

Element definition: aggr-space-attributes

[top]

A structure returning space-related information for a given aggregate's Active File System (AFS).
Name
aggregatemetadata
capacity-tierused

Range

Type

Description

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the aggregateinteger
metadata field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0.
optional
Range : [0..2^64-1]
integer This field represents total capacity tier physical used space in bytes in a
optional composite aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

datacompactedcount

integer The total physical disk footprint of the compacted data blocks in the
optional referenced file system. Range : [0..2^64-1]

datacompactionspace-saved

integer The total disk space saved due to Data Compaction in the referenced file
optional system. Range : [0..2^64-1]

datacompactionspace-savedpercent

integer The percentage of the used space in the referenced file system that has
optional been saved by Data Compaction. Range : [0..100]

[not settable, online-only] Total cache size (in bytes) in a hybrid
hybrid-cache- [0..2^64- integer
aggregate. If the referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, or if it is
optional
size-total
1]
not a hybrid aggregate, a value of 0 is returned.
percent-usedinteger [not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
[0..100]
optional on the referenced file system.
capacity
performancetier-inactiveuser-data

integer
The amount of inactive user data in bytes. Range : [0..2^64-1]
optional

performancetier-inactiveuser-datapercent

integer The percentage of the used space in the referenced file system that is
optional inactive user data. Range : [0..100]

physical-used

This field represents physical used space in bytes. This differs from 'totalinteger
used' space by the space that is guaranteed for future writes. The value
optional
includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies. Range : [0..2^64-1]

physicalused-percent

integer
This field represents physical used space in percent. Range : [0..2^64-1]
optional

sis-sharedcount

The total physical disk footprint of the shared data blocks in the
integer
referenced file system achived by data compation and cross-volume inline
optional
deduplication. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sis-spacesaved

integer The total disk space saved due to Data Compaction and cross-volume
optional inline deduplication in the referenced file system. Range : [0..2^64-1]

sis-spacesavedpercent

The percentage of the used space in the referenced file system that has
integer
been saved by Data Compaction and cross-volume inline deduplication.
optional
Range : [0..100]
[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the

size-available

[0..2^64- integer
referenced file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or
1]
optional
offline, a value of 0 is returned.

size-total

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file
[0..2^64- integer
system . If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.

size-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file
[0..2^64- integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0
optional
1]
is returned.

totalreservedspace

[not settable, online-only] The total disk space in bytes that is reserved
[0..2^64- integer on the referenced file system. The reserved space is already counted in
optional the used space, so this element can be used to see what portion of the
1]
used space represents space reserved for future use.

usedincludingsnapshotreserve

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the usedinteger
including-snapshot-reserve field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field
optional
always returns 0. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volumefootprints

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the volumeinteger
footprints field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0.
optional
Range : [0..2^64-1]

Element definition: aggr-striping-attributes

[top]

Striping specific information of a striped aggregate This information will not be returned for the not-striped
aggregate.
Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
member-count [0..2^32-1]
Number of members in a striped aggregate.
optional

Element definition: aggr-volume-count-attributes
WAFL volume count specific information of the aggregate
Name
flexvolcount
flexvolcountcollective

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^31integer Number of volumes in the aggregate.
1]
[0..2^31- integer Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate which also
optional represent a collective striped volume. This field is for internal use only.
1]

flexvol[0..2^31- integer When present, this field indicates the number of volumes that are not
count-notoptional online (offline and restricted volumes).
1]
online
flexvolcountquiesced
flexvolcountstriped

[0..2^31- integer
When present, this field indicates the number of quiesced online volumes.
optional
1]
Number of striped volume constituents in the aggregate. These volumes
[0..2^31- integer
are also reported in the full volume-count value. This field is for internal
optional
1]
use only.

[top]

Element definition: aggr-wafliron-attributes

[top]

WAFL-iron specific information of the aggregate
Name

Range

Type

Description

last-starterrno

integer The error code of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific aggregate.
optional This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously attempted.

last-starterror-info

The error information of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific
string
aggregate. This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously
optional
attempted.

When present, this field indicates the percentage of blocks that have been
scaninteger
scanned in the specified aggregate. This field is present only when wafliron is
[0..100]
optional
percentage
running and its state is "starting" or "scanning".
When wafliron is run, it goes through different stages/states. This field
indicates the current state of wafliron on the specified aggregate.
Possible values are:
"aborting" - wafliron is aborting.
"checking_lost_blocks" - wafliron is checking for lost blocks.
"checking_lost_inodes" - wafliron is checking link counts.
string
optional "finishing" - wafliron is cleaning up.

state

"not_running" - wafliron is not running on this aggregate.
"scanning" - wafliron is scanning inodes, and/or fixing file system
inconsistencies.
"starting" - wafliron is starting, allocating, and/or in the initial mounting
phase.
"unknown" - wafliron state could not be determined.
When present and the value is other than -1, this field indicates the
summaryinteger percentage of summary blocks that have been scanned in the specified
scan[-1..100]
optional aggregate. This field is present only when wafliron is running and its state is
percentage
"starting" or "scanning".

Element definition: aggr-wafliron-info

[top]

Information related to wafliron, the online WAFL file system check/repair tool.
Name

Range

Type

Description

last-starterrno

integer The error code of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific aggregate.
optional This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously attempted.

last-starterror-info

string The error information of the last attempt to start wafliron on the specific
optional aggregate. This field is present only if 'wafliron start' was previously attempted.

scanpercentage

When present, this field indicates the percentage of blocks that have been
scanned in the specified aggregate. This field is present only when wafliron is
integer
running and its state is "starting" or "scanning".
optional
Range: [0..100]
When wafliron is run, it goes through different stages/states. This field indicates
the current state of wafliron on the specified aggregate.

Possible values are:
"waiting_for_commit" - wafliron is finished on this volume but waiting for the
changes to be committed or rejected.
"not_running" - wafliron is not running on this aggregate.
"starting" - wafliron is starting, allocating, and/or in the initial mounting phase.
state

string

"scanning" - wafliron is scanning inodes, and/or fixing file system
inconsistencies.
"checking_lost_blocks" - wafliron is checking for lost blocks.
"checking_lost_inodes" - wafliron is checking link counts.
"finishing" - wafliron is cleaning up.
"aborting" - wafliron is aborting.
"unknown" - wafliron state could not be determined.

When present and the value is other than -1, this field indicates the percentage
of summary blocks that have been scanned in the specified aggregate. This field
integer
is present only when wafliron is running and its state is "starting" or "scanning".
optional

summaryscanpercentage

Range: [-1..100]

Element definition: aggregate-space-info

[top]

A set of two structures returning size-related information for a given aggregate and its set of snapshots.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatespace

fs-space-info

[not settable, online-only] A structure returning size-related information for
a given aggregate.

snapshotspace

snapshotspace-info

[not settable, online-only] A structure returning size-related information for
a set of snapshots of the given aggregate.

Element definition: checksum-style

[top]

Checksum style of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for checksum type and their meanings.
'none' - The data written to the aggregate is not protected by checksum.
'block' - Every block of data block has checksum written in the same block.
'azcs' - Disk is divided into zones of N blocks and the checksum is written in the middle of zone.
'wafl' - The checksum information is maintained in the filesystem layer.
'mixed' - This means we have both 'block' and 'zone' checksum styles.
'unknown' - The checksum style is unknown.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: contained-volume-info
Information about a volume contained in the aggregate.
Name Range

Type

name

string

vserver

Description
Volume name.

string Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs. This field is returned only when
optional the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-position-type

[top]

Disk position type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for disk position type of the aggregate and their meanings.
'copy' - The disk serves as the destination for sick disk copy.
'data' - The disk serves as a data disk in the aggregate.
'dparity' - The disk serves as a double parity disk.
'tparity' - The disk serves as a triple parity disk.
'orphan' - The disk is in the process of being removed from the aggregate.
'parity' - The disk serves as a single parity disk.
'pending' - The disk is in the process of being added to a RAID group or is in the process of being
reconstructed or sick disk copy.
'present' - The disk is part of a RAID group in an aggregate.
'shared' - The disk is being used as a shared disk.
[none]

Element definition: disktype
ATA | BSAS | FCAL | FSAS | LUN | MSATA | SAS | SSD | VMDISK | SSD-NVM | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VMLUN
| VMLUN-SSD Possible values:
"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,

[top]

"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center based Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined based Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

Element definition: mirror-count-info

[top]

Various counts information for mirror volumes in the aggregate. This information is returned only when the
aggregate contains mirror volumes. Currently, Vfiler owned mirror destination volumes are counted only if
those volumes are online.
Name

Range

Type

Description

dp-qtreesnapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of data protection (dp)
integer qtree snapmirror destination volumes.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

dp-snapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of data protection (dp)
integer snapmirror destination volumes.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

ls-snapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of load sharing (ls)
integer snapmirror destination volumes.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

move-snapmirrordestinations

When present, this field indicates the number of move snapmirror
integer destination volumes that are created for volume move operations.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

Element definition: plex-info

[top]

Information for a plex.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-online

boolean "true" if the plex is online, "false" otherwise.

isresyncing

boolean "true" if the plex is currently resyncing, "false" otherwise.

name

string

Plex name, e.g. /myvol/plex0

plexresync-

string

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage floored

pct-withprecision

optional to two decimal places. (e.g. "13.12")
Plex status. Possible values: "normal", "failed", "empty", "invalid",
string "uninitialized", "failed assimilation", "limbo", "active", "inactive", "resyncing",
optional These values may appear by themselves or in combination separated by
commas (e.g., "normal,active")

plex-status

pool

[0..1]

raidgroup- List of all RAID groups in the plex. This appears only if the "verbose" parameter
info[] above is set to "true".
optional

raidgroups
resynclevel
resyncingpercentage

integer
The pool to which the majority of disks in the plex belong.
optional

[0..1]

integer
If the plex is currently being resynced, then the resync level.
optional
integer If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage. Range :
optional [0..100].

Element definition: raid-type

[top]

Raid type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for RAID type and their meanings.
'raid_tec' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle triple disk failures (Triple
Erasure Code).
'raid_dp' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle double disk failures (double
parity).
'raid4' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single non-SSD-ZNS disk
failure (single parity).
'raid_ep' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single SSD-ZNS disk
failure (single parity) and one or more block failures inside each SSD-ZNS disk.
'raid0' - The aggregate does not have parity protection.
'mixed_raid_type' - Cache tier in the aggregate has a different RAID type from the capacity tier.
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: standarddisktype
SATA | FC | NL-SAS | LUN | SAS | SCSI | SSD | VM-DISK | NVMe-SSD | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VM-LUN | VMLUN-SSDS Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,

[top]

"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

Element definition: volume-space-info

[top]

List of flexible volumes in the aggregate and their space usage.
Name

Range Type

guarantee

string

volumeallocated

Description
Type of guarantee option set on this volume. Possible values: none, file,
volume

integer Total space allocated for this volume in the aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

volume-name

string Name of the volume

volume-used

integer Total space used by this volume. Range : [0..2^64-1]

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-check-info

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bit-upgrade-start is "check".
Name

Range

Type

Description

addedspace

The effective total space to be added (in bytes), not including blocks used by the
integer
64-bit upgrade of the aggregate and its contained flexible volumes. Range:
optional
[0..2^64-1].

cookie

integer The opaque cookie to uniquely identify a 64-bit upgrade transaction previously
optional triggered on the aggregate. Range: [0..2^64-1].

lasterrno

The error code of the last attempt to check for space usage on the specific
aggregate. This field is present only if a 64-bit upgrade check was previously
integer
attempted. Possible values: 0 - indicates success
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL Per-volume upgrade check
results may be out of date if last-errno is not 0.

spaceestimatecomplete

boolean True if the space estimate has completed. Check "last-errno" to find out whether
optional the space estimate was successful.

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-start-info

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add or aggr-64bit-upgrade-start is "grow_all",
"grow_none", or "grow_reserved".
Name

Range

lasterrno

minspaceforupgrade

Type

Description

The error code of the last attempt to start 64-bit upgrade on the specific aggregate.
This field is present only if 64-bit upgrade was previously attempted. Possible
values include: EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_WITH_SPARSE_VOL
integer
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_IRON_NON_LOCAL_STATUS
The minimum additional disk space (in bytes) required to trigger 64-bit upgrade.
integer This field is present when the specified disks do not have sufficient space to
optional upgrade the aggregate and its contained flexible volumes to 64-bit. Range:
[0..2^64-1].

Element definition: aggr-64bit-upgrade-status-info

[top]

Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes the block format of the aggregate and
the progress of the 64-bit upgrade scanner.
Name

Range

blockformat

Type
string

Description
The block format of the aggregate. Can be "32_bit", "64_bit", or "upgrading".

fbnprogress

integer The most recent fbn the 64-bit upgrade scanner is working on. Valid only when the
optional aggregate block format is "upgrading". Range: [0..2^32-1].

inodeprogress

The most recent inode the 64-bit upgrade scanner is working on. Valid only when
integer
the aggregate block format is "upgrading". Value -1 indicates inofile is being
optional
scanned. Range: [-1..2^32-2].

percentcomplete

Estimated percentage of how much of the filesystem has completed the 64-bit
integer
upgrade. Valid only when the aggregate block format is "upgrading". Range:
optional
[0..100].

scannerstatus

string The status of the 64-bit upgrade scanner. Can be "running" or "stopped" if the
optional aggregate block format is "upgrading". Otherwise, no value is returned.

spaceprogress

The inode space of the most recent inode the 64-bit upgrade scanner is working
string
on. Can be "public" or "private". Valid only when the aggregate block format is
optional
"upgrading".

timeestimate

Estimated time to completion of the 64-bit upgrade in seconds. Valid only when
integer
the aggregate block format is "upgrading" and scanner status is "running". Value
optional
-1 indicates that time estimate is not available. Range: [-1..(2^32-1)/10].

totalinodes

integer The total number of inodes in the file system. Valid only when the aggregate block
optional format is "upgrading". Range: [0..2^32-1].

Element definition: aggr-check-attributes

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add API is "check".
Name
added-

Range

Type

Description

The effective total space that would be added (in bytes) to the aggregate. This
integer
would not include the blocks used by the 64-bit upgrade of the aggregate and its

space

optional

checklasterrno

The error code of the last attempt to check for space usage on the specific
aggregate. This field is present only if a previous 64-bit upgrade check failed.
integer
Possible values: 0 - indicates success
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL Per-volume upgrade check
results may be out of date if last-errno is not 0.

cookie

integer The opaque cookie to uniquely identify a 64-bit upgrade transaction previously
optional triggered on the aggregate using aggr-add API. Range: [0..2^64-1].

is-spaceestimatecomplete

boolean True if the space estimate has completed. Check "check-last-errno" to find out
optional whether the space estimate was successful.

contained flexible volumes. Range: [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: aggr-raidgroup-info

[top]

Information about the RAID Groups
Name

Range

aggr-disk-list
aggr-raidgroupentity-list

Type
aggr-disk-info[]
optional

Information about the disks

aggr-raidgroup-entityInformation about the individual RAID Groups
info[]
optional
string
optional

storage-pool

Description

Name of the Storage Pool. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-start-attributes

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add API is "grow_all", "grow_none", or
"grow_reserved".
Name
minspaceforupgrade
startlasterrno

Range

Type

Description

The minimum additional disk space (in bytes) required to trigger 64-bit upgrade.
integer This field is present when the specified disks do not have sufficient space to
optional upgrade the aggregate and its contained flexible volumes to 64-bit. Range:
[0..2^64-1].
The error code of the last attempt to start 64-bit upgrade on the specific aggregate.
This field is present only if a previous 64-bit upgrade failed. Possible values include:
integer EAGGR_64BIT_UPGRADE_ENOSPC EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC
optional EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_VVOL_ENOSPC_OVERWRITE
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_PREQUAL_NOT_AVAIL

Element definition: aggr-status-attributes

[top]

Status information related to 64-bit upgrade. This information includes whether the 64-bit upgrade is in
progress.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-64-bit-upgrade-in-progress

boolean
True if the 64-bit upgrade is in progress.
optional

Element definition: fs-space-info

[top]

A structure returning size-related information for a given aggregate.
Name
fsaggregatemetadata
fscapacitytier-used

Range

Type

Description

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the aggregateinteger
metadata field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0. Range
optional
: [0..2^64-1]
integer This field represents total capacity tier physical used space in bytes in a
optional composite aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

fs-filesprivateused

[not settable, online-only] Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes)
integer used. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-filestotal

[settable, online-only] Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., maximum
number of user-visible files (inodes) that this referenced file system can
integer
currently hold. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-filesused

[not settable, online-only] Number of user-visible files (inodes) used in the
integer referenced file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a
value of 0 is returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-hybridcachesize-total

[not settable, online-only] Total cache size (in bytes) in a hybrid aggregate. If
integer
the referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, or if it is not a hybrid aggregate,
optional
a value of 0 is returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-hybridcachesize-used

[not settable, online-only] Used cache size (in bytes) in a hybrid aggregate. If
integer
the referenced aggregate is restricted or offline, or if it is not a hybrid aggregate,
optional
a value of 0 is returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsinodefileprivatecapacity

[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk
integer for system (not user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as more
system files are created. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsinodefilepubliccapacity

[not settable, online-only] Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk
integer for user-visible files. This number will dynamically increase as more user-visible
files are created. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsmaxfilesavailable

integer

fsmaxfilespossible

[not settable, always] The largest value to which the fs-maxfiles-available
integer parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file system.
Range: [0 - 2^64-1] Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fsmaxfilesused

integer

[not settable, online-only] The number of user-visible files currently in use on
the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fspercentinodeusedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use based
on user-visible file (inode) count on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

fspercentusedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use on the
referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

[not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of user-visible files
currently allowable on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-perftiercapacitytier-used

integer This field represents total capacity tier physical used space in bytes in a
optional composite aggregate. Range : [0..2^64-1]

fsphysicalused

This field represents physical used space in bytes. This differs from 'total-used'
integer
space by the space that is guaranteed for future writes. The value includes
optional
blocks in use by Snapshot copies. Range : [0..2^64-1]

fs-sispercentsaved

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space saved by eliminating the
duplicated blocks on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

fs-sissavedspace

[not settable, online-only] The total disk space in bytes that is saved by storing
integer only one copy of the duplicated blocks on the referenced file system. Range: [0 2^64-1]

fs-sissharedspace

integer

[not settable, online-only] The amount of data in bytes that is shared by more
than one instance on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-sizeavailable

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the referenced file
integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-sizetotal

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file system . If
integer
the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value 0 is returned. Range:
optional
[0 - 2^64-1]

fs-sizeused

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file system. If
integer
the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range:
optional
[0 - 2^64-1]

fs-totalreservedspace

[not settable, online-only]The total disk space in bytes that is reserved on the
integer referenced file system. The reserved space is already counted in the used space,
optional so this element can be used to see what portion of the used space represents
space reserved for future use. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

fs-usedincludingsnapshotreserve

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the used-includinginteger
snapshot-reserve field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0.
optional
Range : [0..2^64-1]

fs-volumefootprints

This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. Use the volume-footprints
integer
field of aggr-space-get-iter instead. This field always returns 0. Range :
optional
[0..2^64-1]

Element definition: plex-attributes

[top]

Information about a plex.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-online

boolean
optional

"true" if the plex is online, "false" otherwise.

isresyncing

boolean
optional

"true" if the plex is currently resyncing, "false" otherwise.

plex-name

string
optional

Name of the plex.

plexresyncpct-withprecision

string
optional

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage
floored to two decimal places. (e.g. "13.12")

plex-status

string
optional

Plex status. Possible values: "normal", "failed", "empty", "invalid",
"uninitialized", "failed assimilation", "limbo", "active", "inactive",
"resyncing", These values may appear by themselves or in combination

separated by commas (e.g., "normal,active")
pool

[0..1]

The pool to which the majority of disks in the plex belong.

raidgroupattributes[] List of all RAID groups in the plex.
optional

raidgroups
resynclevel

integer
optional

[0..1]

resyncing[0..100]
percentage

integer
optional

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the resync level.

integer
optional

If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage.

Element definition: raid-group-info

[top]

Information for a particular RAID group.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Checksum style. The possible values:

checksumstyle

cluster-disknames

string

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown,
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

diskinfo[] List of disks in this plex by their spatial names, if available.
optional

disks

diskinfo[]

is-cache-tier

boolean

isrecomputingparity

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently recomputing parity.

isreconstructing

List of disks in this plex.
"true" if the RAID group is composed of SSDs and the owning aggregate is
hybrid (group is not part of usable space).

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently reconstructing.

is-scrubsuspended

boolean
Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.
optional

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in seconds
optional
since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

name

string

RAID group name.

recomputingparitypercentage

integer The percentage of parity recomputation if is-recomputing-parity is set to
optional true. Range : [0-100]

reconstructionpercentage

integer If reconstruction is going on, the the completion percentage. Range : [0optional 100]

scrubpercentagecomplete

integer Scrub percentage complete. If scrub is not active, this value will not be
optional returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: snapshot-space-info

[top]

A structure returning consolidated size-related information for all snapshots of the given volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshotfiles-total

[settable, online-only] Total file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum number
of files (inodes) that this referenced file system can currently hold. If the
integer
referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range:
[0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotfiles-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of files (inodes) used in the referenced file
integer system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotmaxfilesavailable

integer

snapshotmaxfilespossible

[not settable, always] The largest value to which the maxfiles-available
integer parameter can be increased by reconfiguration, on the referenced file system.
Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotmaxfilesused

integer

[not settable, online-only] The count of the number of files currently in use on
the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotpercentinode-usedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use
based on file (inode) count on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

snapshotpercentusedcapacity

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space currently in use on
the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

snapshot-sispercentsaved

integer

[not settable, online-only] The percentage of disk space saved by eliminating
the duplicated blocks on the referenced file system. Range: [0..100]

snapshot-sissaved-space

[not settable, online-only] The total disk space in bytes that is saved by
integer storing only one copy of the duplicated blocks on the referenced file system.
Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshot-sisshared-space

integer

snapshotsize-available

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes still available in the referenced
integer
file system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

[not settable, always] The count of the maximum number of files allowable on
the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

[not settable, online-only] The amount of data in bytes that is shared by
more than one instance on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotsize-total

[not settable, online-only] Total size (in bytes) of the referenced file system.
integer
If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value 0 is returned.
optional
Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

snapshotsize-used

[not settable, online-only] Number of bytes used in the referenced file
integer
system. If the referenced file system is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
optional
returned. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

Element definition: aggr-disk-info

[top]

Information about the disks
Name
copy-percent

Range

Type

[0..100]

integer
optional

Description
This field indicates the percentage of copying that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

disk-name
optional

disk

Name of the disk. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Possible values
are: 5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or if the rpm does not apply to this 'disk-type'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Disk interface type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

effective-disk- [0..2^32rpm
1]

integer
optional

Effective rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Disks can
report different actual 'rpm', but have the same 'effective-diskrpm'. Disks with the same 'effective-disk-rpm' are compatible
for use within the same aggregate. Omitted if information is
unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

effective-disktype

string
optional

Effective disk interface type. Disk can report different physical
'disk-type', but the same 'effective-disk-type'. Disk with the
same 'effective-disk-type' are compatible for use within the
same aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-cache

boolean
optional

True if the disk is being used as cache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-evacuating

boolean
optional

True if the disk is being evacuated. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-failed

boolean
optional

True if the disk is marked as failed. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-offline

boolean
optional

True if the disk is marked as offline. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-reconsactive

boolean
optional

True if reconstruction is active on this disk. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-replacing

boolean
optional

True if the disk is being replaced. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-sdc-active

boolean
optional

True if the sick disk copy is active. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-sick

boolean
optional

True if the disk is marked as sick. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

physical-size

size
optional

Total raw capacity of this disk in bytes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

position

disk-positiontype
optional

disk-rpm

[0..2^321]

disk-type

reconstruction[0..100]
percent

integer
optional

Position of the disk within aggregate. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates the percentage of reconstruction that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Industry standard disk type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

standard-disktype

standarddisktype
optional

"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory
Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD

LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk
syncmirrorpool

string
optional

SyncMirror Pool to which disk is assigned. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

usable-size

size
optional

Total usable capacity of this disk in bytes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: aggr-raidgroup-entity-info

[top]

Information about the individual RAID Groups
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-rgrecomputingparity

boolean
optional

True if the RAID Group is recomputing parity. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-rgreconstructing

boolean
optional

True if the RAID Group is reconstructing. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-scrub-active

boolean
optional

This field indicates if scrub is currently active. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

raidgroup

string
optional

Name of the Raid Group. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

checksumChecksum Style of RAID Group. Attributes: non-creatable, nonstyle
modifiable
optional

rg-cksumstyle

raid-type
RAID Type of RAID Group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

rg-raidtype
rg-reconspercent

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the percentage of reconstruction that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

rg-reparitypercent

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the percentage of parity recomputation that has
completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Status of the RAID Group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

rg-status

scrub-percentinteger
[0..100]
optional
complete

This field indicates the percentage of scrubbing that has completed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: checksum-style
Checksum style of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for checksum type and their meanings.
'none' - The data written to the aggregate is not protected by checksum.
'block' - Every block of data block has checksum written in the same block.
'azcs' - Disk is divided into zones of N blocks and the checksum is written in the middle of zone.
'wafl' - The checksum information is maintained in the filesystem layer.
'mixed' - This means we have both 'block' and 'zone' checksum styles.
'unknown' - The checksum style is unknown.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

integer
vbn-end [0..2^64-1].
VBN end value of a disk.
optional
vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-position-type

[top]

Disk position type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for disk position type of the aggregate and their meanings.
'copy' - The disk serves as the destination for sick disk copy.
'data' - The disk serves as a data disk in the aggregate.
'dparity' - The disk serves as a double parity disk.
'tparity' - The disk serves as a triple parity disk.
'orphan' - The disk is in the process of being removed from the aggregate.
'parity' - The disk serves as a single parity disk.
'pending' - The disk is in the process of being added to a RAID group or is in the process of being
reconstructed or sick disk copy.
'present' - The disk is part of a RAID group in an aggregate.
'shared' - The disk is being used as a shared disk.
[none]

Element definition: raid-type
Raid type of the aggregate.
The following are the possible values for RAID type and their meanings.
'raid_tec' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle triple disk failures (Triple
Erasure Code).
'raid_dp' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can handle double disk failures (double
parity).
'raid4' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single non-SSD-ZNS disk

[top]

failure (single parity).
'raid_ep' - The aggregate is composed of RAID groups that can can handle a single SSD-ZNS disk
failure (single parity) and one or more block failures inside each SSD-ZNS disk.
'raid0' - The aggregate does not have parity protection.
'mixed_raid_type' - Cache tier in the aggregate has a different RAID type from the capacity tier.
[none]

Element definition: raidgroup-attributes

[top]

Information about a raidgroup.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Checksum style for the RAID group. The possible values are:

string
optional

checksum-style

"none"
"block"
"wafl"
"unknown"
"advanced_zoned"

boolean "true" if the RAID group is composed of SSDs and the owning
optional aggregate is hybrid (group is not part of usable space).

is-cache-tier
is-recomputingparity

boolean
"True" if the RAID group is currently recomputing parity.
optional

is-reconstructing

boolean
"true" if the RAID group is currently reconstructing.
optional

raidgroup-name

string
Name of the RAID group.
optional

recomputingparity-percentage
reconstructionpercentage

integer The percentage of parity recomputation completed, if isoptional recomputing-parity is true. Range : [0-100]
[0..100]

integer
If reconstruction is going on, then the completion percentage.
optional

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: standarddisktype
SATA | FC | NL-SAS | LUN | SAS | SCSI | SSD | VM-DISK | NVMe-SSD | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VM-LUN | VMLUN-SSDS Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,

[top]

"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

APIs in Category: audit
APIs for managing administrative audit settings for the cluster.
Audit logging can be enabled/disabled separately for 'get' (readonly) requests, for each of the following access modes: CLI
(Command-Line Interface), SNMP, HTTP, and the Data ONTAP
API (ONTAPI, ZAPI). The state of these flags is represented via
the audit-info typedef.

audit-log-config-get
audit-log-config-modify
audit-log-get
audit-log-get-iter

audit-log-config-get

[top]

Get the cluster administrative audit settings
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
auditattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

auditThe attributes of the audit.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

audit-log-config-modify

[top]

Modify the cluster administrative audit settings
Input Name Range
cli-get
http-get

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Auditing of CLI Get Operations
optional
boolean
Enable Auditing of HTTP Get Operations
optional

ontapi-get

boolean
Enable Auditing of Data ONTAP API Get Operations
optional

snmp-get

boolean
Enable Auditing of SNMP Get Operations
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

audit-log-get

[top]

Get the cluster administrative audit settings
Input Name

Range

nodeNode that logged the entry.
name

node

timestamp
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
auditattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
log-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes

seq

Type

[0..2^64- integer
Used as a tie-breaker for line entries with the same timestamp.
optional
1]
[0..2^31integer Timestamp of the log entry.
1]
Range

Type

Description

auditThe attributes of the audit.
log-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

audit-log-get-iter

[top]

Iterate of audit log entries
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
auditattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
log-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

audit- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
log-info specified on any number of attributes in the audit object. All audit
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

auditlogThe list of attributes of audit objects.
info[]

optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more audit
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Element definition: audit-info

[top]

Audit logging can be enabled/disabled separately for 'get' (read-only) requests, for each of the following
access modes: CLI (Command-Line Interface), SNMP, HTTP, and the Data ONTAP API (ONTAPI, ZAPI).
The state of these flags is represented via the audit-info typedef. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cli-get

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Auditing of CLI Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

http-get

boolean
Enable Auditing of HTTP Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

ontapiget

boolean Enable Auditing of Data ONTAP API Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

snmpget

boolean Enable Auditing of SNMP Get Operations Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: audit-log-info

[top]

View the audit log When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

entry

string The actual log message from the audit log file. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeNode that logged the entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

seq
timestamp

[0..2^64- integer Used as a tie-breaker for line entries with the same timestamp.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^31- integer Timestamp of the log entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: autosupport
autosupport-budget-get
autosupport-budget-getiter
autosupport-budget-gettotal-records
autosupport-budgetmodify
autosupport-check-iter
autosupport-compliantget
autosupport-compliantget-iter
autosupport-compliantget-total-records
autosupport-config-get
autosupport-config-getiter
autosupport-config-gettotal-records
autosupport-configmodify
autosupport-destinationsget
autosupport-destinationsget-iter
autosupport-destinationsget-total-records
autosupport-downloadget
autosupport-downloadget-iter
autosupport-historycancel
autosupport-history-get
autosupport-history-getiter
autosupport-history-gettotal-records
autosupport-historyretransmit
autosupport-invoke
autosupport-invoke-coreupload
autosupport-invokediagnostic
autosupport-invokediagnostic-iter
autosupport-invoke-iter
autosupport-invokeperformance-archive
autosupport-invokeperformance-archive-iter

This set of ZAPIs provides visibility into the AutoSupport
infrastructure of the system. The AutoSupport tool collects
valuable information on the state of each node in the cluster,
which aids in the diagnosis of hardware and software failures.The
APIs are divided into the following major features:
Configuration: manage AutoSupport general settings
Destinations: view the current AutoSupport delivery
destinations
Triggers: manage what is collected for each AutoSupport
trigger
Manifest: view detailed collection information for a
particular AutoSupport
History: view a log of previously generated AutoSupports
Budgets: manage AutoSupport collection size and time
limits

autosupport-invoke-splog
autosupport-manifestget-iter
autosupport-manifestget-total-records
autosupport-trigger-get
autosupport-trigger-getiter
autosupport-trigger-gettotal-records
autosupport-triggermodify

autosupport-budget-get

[top]

Get AutoSupport time and size limits for the given node and subsystem.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autosupportattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
budget-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
string

The name of a filer on which the AutoSupport tool is running.
The name of a subsystem from which AutoSupport collects data.
Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event and
weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a node,

subsystem

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

asupsubsystems

Type

"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log
from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is
abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information for
a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-budget.
budget-info
Description

autosupport-budget-get-iter

[top]

Get AutoSupport time and size limits per subsystem for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

autosupportbudgetThe list of attributes of autosupport-budget objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupportbudget-info
budget object. All autosupport-budget objects matching this
optional
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
budget-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-budget objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-budget-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-budget objects.

autosupport-budget-modify
Modify AutoSupport time and size limits per subsystem.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

diagnostic- [0..2^63size-limit
1]

integer
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection size (in
bytes) for the subsystem.

diagnostictime-limit

string
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection time (in
seconds) for the subsystem.

node-name

string

size-limit

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

The name of a filer on which the AutoSupport tool is running.
The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection size (in bytes) for the subsystem.
The name of a subsystem from which AutoSupport collects data.
Possible values:

subsystem

asupsubsystems

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log
from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is
abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,

"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
string
optional

time-limit
Errno

The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection time (in seconds ) for the subsystem.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-check-iter

[top]

Get Current Status of AutoSupport Subsystem for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

query

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
check-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupport-check
check-info
object. All autosupport-check objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

autosupportcheck-info[] The list of attributes of autosupport-check objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-check objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-compliant-get

[top]

Get AutoSupport compliance hash mapping
Input Name Range

Type
autosupportcompliantinfo
optional

desiredattributes
node

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name Node

plaintext

string

Output Name Range

Plaintext

Type

Description

autosupportcompliant- The attributes of the autosupport-compliant.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-compliant-get-iter

[top]

Get AutoSupport compliance hash mapping
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^32-

Type

Description

autosupportcompliantinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:

max-records

1]

optional

20

query

autosupportcompliantinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportcompliant object. All autosupport-compliant objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

autosupportcompliantThe list of attributes of autosupport-compliant objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-compliant objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-compliant-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-compliant objects.

autosupport-config-get

[top]

Get AutoSupport configuration settings for the given node.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autosupportattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
string

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.

Type

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-config.
config-info
Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-config-get-iter

[top]

Get AutoSupport configuration settings for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

autosupportconfig-info[] The list of attributes of autosupport-config objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupport-config
config-info
object. All autosupport-config objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
config-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-config-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-config objects.

autosupport-config-modify
Modify AutoSupport configuration settings for the given node.

[top]

Input Name

Range

from

Type

Description

The e-mail address of the local administrator, used as the
mail-address sender of the AutoSupport message. To generate node-specific
optional
'from' addresses, use the 'node-specific-from' (privilege:
advanced) parameter.

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport daemon is enabled. When
this setting is disabled, delivery of all AutoSupport messages is
turned off.

is-localcollectionenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of AutoSupport data when the
AutoSupport daemon is disabled. When this setting is true,
collection of AutoSupport data will still be done if is-enabled is
false.

is-nht-dataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of disk health data.

is-node-insubject

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the filer's hostname should be part of an
AutoSupport message's subject field.

isondemanddownloadenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Download feature
is enabled. Default is true.

isondemandenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport OnDemand is enabled. Default is
true.

isondemandremotediagenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Remote
Diagnostics feature is enabled. Default is true.

is-perfdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of Performance AutoSupport
data.

is-privatedataremoved

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable removal of customer-supplied data.

isreminderenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable AutoSupport reminders.

is-supportenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport notification to technical support
is enabled.

is-throttleenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable throttling to prevent a
potential avalanche of AutoSupport messages.

mail-hosts

string[]
optional

The name of the mail server(s) used to deliver AutoSupport
messages via SMTP. Both host names and IP addresses may be
used as valid input. One can optionally specify a
username/password for authentication with the
mailserver(rfc4954).

max[0..2^63download1]
rate

integer
optional

Maximum download rate (in bytes per second). As of Data
ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or in
the range 20480 (20KBps)- 10737418240 (10GBps).

max-http- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the HTTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for
unlimited) or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB).

max-smtp- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the SMTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for
unlimited) or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB).
Maximum upload rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP

max[0..2^63upload-rate
1]

integer
optional

minimumprivate[2..1024]
data-length

integer
optional

node-name

8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or greater
than or equal to 20480 (20KBps).
Minimum Length for Sensitive Data

string

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.

nodespecificfrom

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to generate a node-specific 'from' address by
prepending the node name to the 'from' email address. Default
is false.

noteto

mailaddress[]
optional

(DEPRECATED) Specifies up to five recipients of short
AutoSupport e-mail messages.

ondemand[0..2^32polling1]
interval

integer
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Client polling rate in minutes. As of
Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the range 5-2880.

ondemandserver-url

string
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Server URL.

partneraddress

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five partner vendor recipients of full AutoSupport
e-mail messages.

The format used to compress the AutoSupport message payload.
compression- Possible values:
format
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
optional
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball

payloadformat
periodic-txwindow

string
optional

The transmission window (seconds).

post-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP POST.

proxy-url

string
optional

Optional proxy host for AutoSupport message delivery via HTTP.

put-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP PUT.

integer
optional

The maximum number of delivery attempts for an AutoSupport
message. As of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the
range 5-30.

retryinterval

string
optional

The number of seconds to wait, after a failed delivery attempt,
prior to re-transmitting an AutoSupport message.

supportaddress

mailaddress[]
optional

The e-mail address of Support.

to

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five recipients of full AutoSupport e-mail
messages.

retry-count

[0..2^321]

transport

asuptransport
optional

validatedigitalcertificate

boolean
optional

The name of the transport protocol used to deliver AutoSupport
messages. Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
Validate Digital Certificate Received

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-destinations-get

[top]

Get the list of AutoSupport destinations for the given node.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

autosupportdestinationsinfo
optional

node-name

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The name of the filer that owns this destination configuration.

Type

Description

autosupportdestinations- The attributes of the autosupport-destinations.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-destinations-get-iter

[top]

Get the list of AutoSupport destinations for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

autosupportdestinationsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

autosupportdestinationsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportdestinations object. All autosupport-destinations objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

Description

autosupportdestinationsThe list of attributes of autosupport-destinations objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-destinations objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-destinations-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records. This sould be equal to the number of nodes in the cluster.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-destinations objects.

autosupport-download-get

[top]

Get a download record for the given AutoSupport.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
id

[0..2^641]

node-name
Output Name

Type

Description

autosupportdownloadinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
string

Range

The download ID.
The name of the filer that performed the download.

Type

Description

autosupportdownload- The attributes of the autosupport-download.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-download-get-iter

[top]

Get the download records.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

autosupportdownloadinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

autosupportdownloadinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportdownload object. All autosupport-download objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

autosupportdownloadThe list of attributes of autosupport-download objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-download objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-cancel

[top]

Cancel an AutoSupport Transmission.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Destination for This AutoSupport Possible values:

destination

asup-destination
optional

node-name

string

seq-num

[0..2^641]

Errno

integer

"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI
destination
Node
AutoSupport Sequence Number

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-get

[top]

Get a history record for the given AutoSupport.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
history-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

The transport protocol for this AutoSupport message's
destination. Possible values:
destination

asupdestination

node-name

string

seq-num

[0..2^641]

Output Name

Range

integer

"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination
The name of the filer where the AutoSupport message was
previously generated.
The AutoSupport message sequence number.

Type

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-history.
history-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-get-iter

[top]

Get the history records for the last 50 AutoSupport messages.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

attributeslist

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupporthistory-info
history object. All autosupport-history objects matching this
optional
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
history-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

autosupporthistoryThe list of attributes of autosupport-history objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-history objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-history-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-history objects.

autosupport-history-retransmit

[top]

Selectively retransmit a previously collected AutoSupport message.
Input Name

Range

node-name

Type
string

Description
The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
retransmitted.

seq-num

[0..2^64integer The AutoSupport message sequence number.
1]

size-limit

[0..2^63- integer
The maximum allowed size for the retransmitted AutoSupport.
optional
1]

uri

string

The destination for the retransmitted AutoSupport.

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_CHECK_INVALID_GENERIC_URI_SCHEME

autosupport-invoke

[top]

Generate a new AutoSupport message
Input Name
force
message
node-name

Range

Type

Description

boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system.
optional The default value is false.
string
Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport message.
optional
string

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
generated.

The type of AutoSupport to generate. Possible values:

type

Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted,
string
the AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
optional
destinations.

uri

Output Name
seq-num

"test" - Test AutoSupport send and receive only,
"performance" - Generate a Performance AutoSupport as
requested by technical support,
"all" - Send all AutoSupport data without time or size limit, as
requested by technical support

asupinvokestyle

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The AutoSupport message sequence number.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-core-upload

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with an existing core file.
Input Name

Range

corefilename

string

Existing core file to be included in this AutoSupport.

boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system. The
optional default value is false.

force

string
Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport message.
optional

message
node-name

string

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
generated.

Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
string AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
optional destinations. Supported schemes are file, http & https. As of Data
ONTAP 9.3, the file scheme is not supported.

uri

seq-num

Description

string
Support case number to associate with this core file.
optional

case-number

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The AutoSupport message sequence number.
optional
1]

Errno
E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED
E_ASUP_CHECK_INVALID_GENERIC_URI_SCHEME

Description

autosupport-invoke-diagnostic

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with diagnostic content from specified subsystems.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

force

boolean
optional

Force collection and delivery, even if Diagnostic AutoSupport is
disabled in the system. The default value is false.

messagesubject

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

node-name

string

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will
be generated.
List of subsystems whose diagnostic content is to be included
in this AutoSupport. Specify up to 4 subsystems. Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,

"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

subsystems

asupsubsystems[]

uri

string
optional

The destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
destinations.
Description

Output Name

Range

Type

seq-num

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Errno
E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED

The AutoSupport message sequence number.
Description

E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-diagnostic-iter

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with diagnostic content from specified subsystems.
Input Name

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple autosupport objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching autosupport even when the operation fails
for the autosupport. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

force

boolean
optional

Force collection and delivery, even if Diagnostic AutoSupport is
disabled in the system. The default value is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number of
failed operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue with the next matching autosupport even
when the operation on a previous matching autosupport fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of autosupport objects to be operated
in this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

max-records
messagesubject
query

Range

If operating on a specific autosupport, this input element must
autosupportspecify all keys. If operating on autosupport objects based on
config-info
query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of autosupport objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of autosupport objects operated on will not be
returned. Default: true
List of subsystems whose diagnostic content is to be included
in this AutoSupport. Specify up to 4 subsystems. Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,

subsystems

asupsubsystems[]

"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific

information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

uri

string
optional

The destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
destinations.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

autosupportinvokeInformation about autosupport objects that were not operated
diagnostic- on due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching autosupport objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query,
but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query
and were successfully processed.

autosupportinvokeThe autosupport objects that were successfully processed. This
diagnostic- element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[] list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-iter

[top]

Generate a new AutoSupport message
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
This input element is useful when multiple autosupport objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

force

boolean
optional

Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the
system. The default value is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number of
failed operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue with the next matching autosupport even
when the operation on a previous matching autosupport fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of autosupport objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

max-records
message

the next matching autosupport even when the operation fails
for the autosupport. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

If operating on a specific autosupport, this input element must
autosupportspecify all keys. If operating on autosupport objects based on
config-info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of autosupport objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of autosupport objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.
The type of AutoSupport to generate. Possible values:

type

asupinvoke-style

uri

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

"test" - Test AutoSupport send and receive only,
"performance" - Generate a Performance AutoSupport as
requested by technical support,
"all" - Send all AutoSupport data without time or size
limit, as requested by technical support
Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is
omitted, the AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently
configured destinations.
Description

autosupportInformation about autosupport objects that were not operated
invoke-iteron due to some error. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching autosupport objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query,
but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

autosupportThe autosupport objects that were successfully processed. This
invoke-iterelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successinfo[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-performance-archive

[top]

Generate and send an AutoSupport message with performance archives.
Input Name

Range

Duration of the performance archives to collect in the AutoSupport.
string This is expressed as a quantity followed by a character indicating
optional units of time. Allowed units are h|m|s for hours, minutes and
seconds. Example '12h' for 12 hours

duration

[0..2^31- integer
End date of files to collect from the performance archive dataset.
optional
1]
boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system. The
optional default value is false.

force

string
Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport message.
optional

message
node-name
start-date

string

seq-num

The name of the filer on which the AutoSupport message will be
generated.

[0..2^31integer Start date of files to collect from the performance archive dataset.
1]
Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
string
AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured
optional
destinations.

uri

Output Name

Description

string
Support case number to associate with this performance archive file.
optional

case-number

end-date

Type

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The AutoSupport message sequence number.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-performance-archive-iter
Generate and send an AutoSupport message with performance archives.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Support case number to associate with this performance
archive file.

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple autosupport objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching autosupport even when the operation fails
for the autosupport. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

duration

string
optional

Duration of the performance archives to collect in the
AutoSupport. This is expressed as a quantity followed by a
character indicating units of time. Allowed units are h|m|s for
hours, minutes and seconds. Example '12h' for 12 hours

integer
optional

End date of files to collect from the performance archive
dataset.

boolean
optional

Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the
system. The default value is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number of
failed operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue with the next matching autosupport even
when the operation on a previous matching autosupport fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of autosupport objects to be operated
in this call. Default: 20

string
optional

Text to include as part of the subject of the AutoSupport
message.

case-number

end-date

[0..2^311]

force

max-records
message

If operating on a specific autosupport, this input element must
autosupportspecify all keys. If operating on autosupport objects based on
config-info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of autosupport objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of autosupport objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of autosupport objects operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

integer

Start date of files to collect from the performance archive
dataset.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

uri

string
optional

Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is
omitted, the AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently
configured destinations.

start-date

Output Name

failure-list

[0..2^311]

Range

Type

Description

autosupportinvokeInformation about autosupport objects that were not operated
performanceon due to some error. This element will be returned only if
archive-iterinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.

info[]
optional
next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching autosupport objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query,
but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of autosupport objects that matched the query
and were successfully processed.

autosupportinvokeThe autosupport objects that were successfully processed. This
performanceelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successarchive-iterlist' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

E_ASUP_COLLECTION_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_DISABLED
E_ASUP_TRIGGER_THROTTLED

autosupport-invoke-splog

[top]

Generate a Remote Service Processor Log AutoSupport message
Input Name Range

Type

Description

boolean Force generation, even if AutoSupport is disabled in the system. The
optional default value is false.

force
logsequence

integer
The sequence number of the logs to be uploaded
optional

remotenode

nodeThe host node name where the Service Processor is present
name
string Alternate destination for the AutoSupport. If this field is omitted, the
optional AutoSupport will be delivered to the currently configured destinations.

uri
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-manifest-get-iter

[top]

Get a detailed manifest for the contents of an AutoSupport.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^32-

Type

Description

autosupportmanifestinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:

max-records

1]

optional

20

query

autosupportmanifestinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the autosupportmanifest object. All autosupport-manifest objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

autosupportmanifestThe list of attributes of autosupport-manifest objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-manifest objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-manifest-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-manifest objects.

autosupport-trigger-get

[top]

Get the AutoSupport trigger data for the given node and EMS message.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
autosupportattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
trigger-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

node-name

string

Node

trigger

string

EMS Message

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

Description

autosupportThe attributes of the autosupport-trigger.
trigger-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-trigger-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of the AutoSupport trigger data for all nodes.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

autosupporttriggerThe list of attributes of autosupport-trigger objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
autosupportspecified on any number of attributes in the autosupport-trigger
trigger-info
object. All autosupport-trigger objects matching this query up
optional
to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
autosupportall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
trigger-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
autosupport-trigger objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

autosupport-trigger-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of autosupport-trigger objects.

autosupport-trigger-modify

[top]

Modify the AutoSupport trigger data for the given node and EMS message.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Additional Subsystems Reporting Basic Info Possible values:

basic-additional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,

"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
node-name

string

noteto-enabled

string
optional

(DEPRECATED) Deliver to AutoSupport -noteto Addresses.
Possible values are: enabled or disabled.

size-limit

size
optional

The data collection size budget for this trigger. Content not
collected will be marked as collection-truncated-size-limit in
the manifest.

time-limit

string
optional

The data collection time budget for this trigger (in seconds).
Content not collected will be marked as collection-truncatedtime-limit in the manifest.

to-enabled

string
optional

Deliver to AutoSupport -to Addresses. Possible values are:
enabled or disabled.

trigger

string

Node

EMS Message
Additional Subsystems Reporting Troubleshooting Info Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a

troubleshootingadditional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,

"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: asup-destination

[top]

smtp|http|noteto|retransmit Possible values:
"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination
[none]

Element definition: asup-invoke-style

[top]

test|performance|all Possible values:
"test" - Test AutoSupport send and receive only,
"performance" - Generate a Performance AutoSupport as requested by technical support,
"all" - Send all AutoSupport data without time or size limit, as requested by technical support
[none]

Element definition: asup-subsystems
subsys1,subsys2,... Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,

[top]

"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node (hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware
before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific information for a node,

"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
[none]

Element definition: asup-transport

[top]

smtp|http|https Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
[none]

Element definition: autosupport-budget-info

[top]

AutoSupport budget data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

def[0..2^63diagnostic1]
size-limit

integer
optional

The default setting for diagnostic content collection size (in bytes)
for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

defdiagnostictime-limit

string
optional

The default setting for diagnostic content collection time (in
seconds) for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

The default setting for basic and troubleshooting content
collection size (in bytes) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The default setting for basic and troubleshooting content
collection time (in seconds ) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

diagnostic- [0..2^63size-limit
1]

integer
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection size (in
bytes) for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

diagnostictime-limit

string
optional

The maximum allowable diagnostic content collection time (in
seconds) for the subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

def-sizelimit

Range

[0..2^631]

def-timelimit

node-name
size-limit

[0..2^631]

string
optional

The name of a filer on which the AutoSupport tool is running.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection size (in bytes) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable
The name of a subsystem from which AutoSupport collects data.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

subsystem

asupsubsystems
optional

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log
from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is
abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,

"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
string
optional

time-limit

The maximum allowable basic and troubleshooting content
collection time (in seconds ) for the subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-check-info

[top]

Status of AutoSupport Subsystem When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Category of AutoSupport Check Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

checkcategory

string
optional

"http_https" - AutoSupport HTTP/HTTPS Destination,
"smtp" - AutoSupport SMTP Destination,
"on_demand" - AutoSupport OnDemand Destination,
"configuration" - AutoSupport Configuration
Type of AutoSupport Check Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-

modifiable Possible values:
"rollup_status" - Overall Status for a category,
"http_put_destination" - HTTP/HTTPS PUT Destination,
"http_post_destination" - HTTP/HTTPS POST Destination,
"mail_server" - AutoSupport MailServer,
"ondemand_server" - AutoSupport OnDemand Server,
"configuration" - AutoSupport Configuration

check-type

string
optional

correctiveaction

string
optional

Action to correct the error seen as the result of this check. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

errordetail

string
optional

Detailed Error String for this AutoSupport Check. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer on which the check is being performed.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of this AutoSupport Check. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

asup-checkstatus
optional

"ok" - The Status of the AutoSupport check is ok.,
"warning" - Please verify the intended behavior.,
"failed" - AutoSupport check failed.,
"not_run" - AutoSupport check could not be run.

Element definition: autosupport-compliant-info

[top]

Compliant AutoSupport has data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

hash

string
optional

hash Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-usedsequence

seqnum
optional

Last AutoSupport that used this hash Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

plaintext

string
optional

Plaintext Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-config-info
AutoSupport configuration data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are

[top]

reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
from

Range

Type

Description

The e-mail address of the local administrator, used as the sender
mail-address of the AutoSupport message. To generate node-specific 'from'
optional
addresses, use the 'node-specific-from' (privilege: advanced)
parameter. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport daemon is enabled. When this
setting is disabled, delivery of all AutoSupport messages is
turned off. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-localcollectionenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of AutoSupport data when the
AutoSupport daemon is disabled. When this setting is true,
collection of AutoSupport data will still be done if is-enabled is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-nhtdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of disk health data. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

is-node-insubject

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the filer's hostname should be part of an
AutoSupport message's subject field. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

isondemanddownloadenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Download feature
is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport OnDemand is enabled. Default is
true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandremotediagenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Remote
Diagnostics feature is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-perfdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of Performance AutoSupport
data. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-privatedataremoved

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable removal of customer-supplied data.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isreminderenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable AutoSupport reminders.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-supportenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport notification to technical support is
enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-throttleenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable throttling to prevent a
potential avalanche of AutoSupport messages. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

lastsubject

string
optional

The subject field of the last generated AutoSupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The timestamp of the last generated AutoSupport message. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

mail-hosts

string[]
optional

The name of the mail server(s) used to deliver AutoSupport
messages via SMTP. Both host names and IP addresses may be
used as valid input. One can optionally specify a
username/password for authentication with the
mailserver(rfc4954). Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max[0..2^63download1]
rate

integer
optional

Maximum download rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or in the range
20480 (20KBps)- 10737418240 (10GBps). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-http- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the HTTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the SMTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Maximum upload rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or greater
than or equal to 20480 (20KBps). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

minimumprivate[2..1024]
datalength

integer
optional

Minimum Length for Sensitive Data Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodespecificfrom

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to generate a node-specific 'from' address by
prepending the node name to the 'from' email address. Default is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

noteto

mailaddress[]
optional

last[0..2^31timestamp
1]

max-smtp- [0..2^63size
1]
maxuploadrate

(DEPRECATED) Specifies up to five recipients of short
AutoSupport e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

ondemand[0..2^32polling1]
interval

integer
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Client polling rate in minutes. As of
Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the range 5-2880.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ondemandserver-url

string
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Server URL. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

partneraddress

mailaddress[]
optional

payloadformat

Specifies up to five partner vendor recipients of full AutoSupport
e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The format used to compress the AutoSupport message payload.
compression- Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
format
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
optional
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball

periodictx-window

string
optional

The transmission window (seconds). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

post-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP POST.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

proxy-url

string
optional

Optional proxy host for AutoSupport message delivery via HTTP.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP PUT.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

The maximum number of delivery attempts for an AutoSupport
message. As of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the
range 5-30. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

retryinterval

string
optional

The number of seconds to wait, after a failed delivery attempt,
prior to re-transmitting an AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

supportaddress

mailaddress[]
optional

The e-mail address of Support. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

to

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five recipients of full AutoSupport e-mail
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

put-url
retrycount

[0..2^321]

transport

asuptransport
optional

validatedigitalcertificate

boolean
optional

The name of the transport protocol used to deliver AutoSupport
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
Validate Digital Certificate Received Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-destinations-info

[top]

AutoSupport destination summary When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

destinations

string[] A comma separated list of destinations used to deliver AutoSupport
optional messages. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name

string The name of the filer that owns this destination configuration. Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-download-info
AutoSupport OnDemand download data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

downloadtype

aoddownload
optional

error

string
optional

id

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Description
The type of the download. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"licensing" - Download licenses for a node or cluster
The error string recorded for this download. This string may be
empty. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The download ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

last[0..2^31- integer
modificationoptional
1]
timestamp

The timestamp of the last update to this download record. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer that performed the download. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

result

string
optional

The path to the downloaded results on the filer. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The status for this download. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

aoddownloadstatus
optional

status

"initialized" - Download request is ready to be transmitted
to the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"request_failed" - Download request could not be
transmitted,
"not_supported" - Download request type is not known by
the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"transferring" - Requested data is being downloaded,
"completed" - Download has completed successfully,
"cancelled" - Download was cancelled,
"failed" - Download failed to complete

Element definition: autosupport-history-info

[top]

AutoSupport history data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
attempt-count
optional
1]

Description
The number of attempted deliveries for this AutoSupport
message. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

decompressedsize

size
optional

asupdestination
optional

destination

generationtimestamp

[0..2^31- integer
1]
optional

last[0..2^31- integer
modificationoptional
1]
timestamp
node-name
percentcomplete
seq-num
size

[0..100]

The decompressed size in bytes of the Autosupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The transport protocol for this AutoSupport message's
destination. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination
The timestamp of the original generation (collection) of this
AutoSupport message. The time value is in seconds since
January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The timestamp of the last update to this history record. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The name of the filer where the AutoSupport message was
previously generated. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

The perentage of the AutoSupport message transmitted
successfully. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
size
optional

The AutoSupport message sequence number. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
The compressed size in bytes of the AutoSupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The delivery status for this AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"initializing" - ASUP request is being processed,
"collection_failed" - The AutoSupport Collection failed.
See 'Last Error' for more information,
"collection_in_progress" - The AutoSupport Collection is
in progress,
"queued" - ASUP is queued for delivery,
"transmitting" - ASUP transmission is in progress,
"sent_successful" - ASUP was successfully sent,
"ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully but has no
destinations configured,
"re_queued" - ASUP transmission failed and has been requeued,
"transmission_failed" - ASUP transmission has failed and
the retry limit has been exceeded,
"ondemand_ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully
but ASUP OnDemand has declined delivery,
"cancelled" - ASUP transmission cancelled

status

asupstatus
optional

subject

string
optional

The subject field of this AutoSupport message. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

timeremaining

timeinterval
optional

The estimate of the amount of time for the AutoSupport
Message to be fully transmitted. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-time

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

trigger

string
optional

The total collection time in msec of the Autosupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the EMS event that triggered this AutoSupport
message. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

byte-rate The approximate rate in bytes per second of the AutoSupport

upload-rate
uri

optional

Message upload. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The URI used to deliver this AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-invoke-diagnostic-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against autosupport object.
Name

Range

autosupportkey
error-code

Description

autosupport-config- The keys for the autosupport object to which the
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage
seq-num

Type

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The AutoSupport message sequence number.

Element definition: autosupport-invoke-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against autosupport object.
Name

Range

autosupportkey
error-code

Description

autosupport-config- The keys for the autosupport object to which the
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage
seq-num

Type

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The AutoSupport message sequence number.

Element definition: autosupport-invoke-performance-archive-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against autosupport object.
Name

Range

autosupportkey
error-code

Description

autosupport-config- The keys for the autosupport object to which the
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage
seq-num

Type

[0..2^64-

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer

The AutoSupport message sequence number.

[top]

1]

optional

Element definition: autosupport-manifest-info

[top]

AutoSupport manifest data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

body-file

string
optional

The AutoSupport Content Filename for this Data Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

cmd

string
optional

Actual Data Being Collected Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Execution Domain for Command Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

autosupportcmd-tgt
optional

cmd-tgt

"bsd" - Command executed by BSD,
"smf_table" - Command selects SMF table,
"file" - Command indicates file to collect,
"dblade" - Collect from dbladecli,
"dblade_file" - Collect a file from dblade. Could be partner
file,
"zapi_xml" - Response in XML format,
"custom_fx" - Collect custom function output file
AutoSupport Content Type for this Data Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"basic" - ASUP will contain minimal set of data for this
subsystem,
"troubleshooting" - ASUP will contain detailed collection of
data for this subsystem,
"diagnostic" - ASUP will contain diagnostic data for this
subsystem

contenttype

asupcontent-type
optional

error

string
optional

Textual Description of Error Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name

string
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

orig-sizecollected

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Initial Number of Bytes Collected Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

prio-num

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Priority Order of Collection Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Table Query for XML Collection Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

AutoSupport Sequence Number Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

query
seq-num

[0..2^641]

sizecollected

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Number of Bytes Collected Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

size[0..2^63compressed
1]

integer
optional

Compressed Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of this Data Item Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

asupmanifeststatus
optional

"requested" - ASUP request has been added to the queue
and is waiting processing by the collector,
"working" - ASUP Collector is actively gathering the needed
data,
"file_not_found" - ASUP collection failed, a needed file is
missing,
"no_such_table" - ASUP collection was unable to find the
requested SMF table,
"collection_truncated_size_limit" - ASUP collection
truncated due to size limits and partial data is available,
"collection_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP collection skipped
due to size limits and no data is available,
"collection_truncated_time_limit" - ASUP collection
truncated due to time limits and partial data is available,
"collection_skipped_time_limit" - ASUP collection skipped
due to time limits and no data is available,
"delivery_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP data was skipped at
delivery time due to size limits,
"general_error" - ASUP collection failed, additional
information if any will be in the Error String field,
"completed" - ASUP collection is complete, ready for
delivery,
"content_not_collected_mode" - ASUP content was not
collected, incompatible operational mode,
"content_not_collected_precheck" - ASUP content was not
collected, pre-check function violation,
"content_not_collected_privacy" - ASUP content was not
collected, the operation is disabled in privacy mode,
"content_empty" - ASUP content was collected
successfully, but output was empty,
"collection_aborted" - ASUP collection aborted, additional
information if any, will be in available in the Error field,
"collection_truncated_file_size_limit" - ASUP file truncated
due to size limits and partial data is available,
"collection_skipped_trigger_time_limit" - ASUP collection
was skipped due to trigger time limit,
"collection_incomplete" - ASUP content collection
incomplete,
"collection_skipped_trigger_size_limit" - ASUP collection
was skipped due to trigger size limit,
"collection_truncated_age" - ASUP file truncated due to
age and partial data is available
Subsystem Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),

subsystem

asupsubsystems
optional

"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info
content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when
ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP
is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,

"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
timecollected

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Collection Time for this Data Item (ms) Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: autosupport-trigger-info

[top]

AutoSupport trigger data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Additional Content Flag Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

additionalcontent

asupcontenttype[]
optional

"basic" - ASUP will contain minimal set of data for this
subsystem,
"troubleshooting" - ASUP will contain detailed collection
of data for this subsystem,
"diagnostic" - ASUP will contain diagnostic data for this
subsystem
Additional Subsystems Reporting Basic Info Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,

basic-additional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific

information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
Default Subsystems Reporting Basic Info Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

asup-

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when

basic-default

subsystems[]
optional

ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

node-name

string
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

noteto-enabled

string
optional

(DEPRECATED) Deliver to AutoSupport -noteto Addresses.
Possible values are: enabled or disabled. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

size-limit

size
optional

The data collection size budget for this trigger. Content not
collected will be marked as collection-truncated-size-limit in
the manifest. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

time-limit

string
optional

The data collection time budget for this trigger (in seconds).
Content not collected will be marked as collection-truncatedtime-limit in the manifest. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

to-enabled

string

Deliver to AutoSupport -to Addresses. Possible values are:

trigger

optional

enabled or disabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

string
optional

EMS Message Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Additional Subsystems Reporting Troubleshooting Info
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

troubleshootingadditional

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,

"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
Default Subsystems Reporting Troubleshooting Info Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event
and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node
(hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the
/mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a
node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a
node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,

troubleshootingdefault

asupsubsystems[]
optional

"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a
node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a
node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved
when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from
Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor
log from Service Processor firmware before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when
ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote
Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a
node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a
node,
"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific
information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information
for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data
analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific
information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring
information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,

"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information

Element definition: compression-format

[top]

7z|tgz Possible values:
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball
[none]

Element definition: mail-address

[top]

E-mail Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: aod-download
aod_download Possible values:
"licensing" - Download licenses for a node or cluster
[none]

[top]

Element definition: aod-download-status

[top]

aod_download_status Possible values:
"initialized" - Download request is ready to be transmitted to the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"request_failed" - Download request could not be transmitted,
"not_supported" - Download request type is not known by the AutoSupport OnDemand server,
"transferring" - Requested data is being downloaded,
"completed" - Download has completed successfully,
"cancelled" - Download was cancelled,
"failed" - Download failed to complete
[none]

Element definition: asup-check-status

[top]

ok|warning|failed|not-run Possible values:
"ok" - The Status of the AutoSupport check is ok.,
"warning" - Please verify the intended behavior.,
"failed" - AutoSupport check failed.,
"not_run" - AutoSupport check could not be run.
[none]

Element definition: asup-content-type

[top]

Type of AutoSupport content Possible values:
"basic" - ASUP will contain minimal set of data for this subsystem,
"troubleshooting" - ASUP will contain detailed collection of data for this subsystem,
"diagnostic" - ASUP will contain diagnostic data for this subsystem
[none]

Element definition: asup-destination
smtp|http|noteto|retransmit Possible values:
"smtp" - Transmitted via SMTP,
"http" - Transmitted via HTTP or HTTPS,
"noteto" - (DEPRECATED) noteto destination,
"retransmit" - Transmitted to a specified URI destination

[top]

[none]

Element definition: asup-manifest-status

[top]

AutoSupport manifest collection status Possible values:
"requested" - ASUP request has been added to the queue and is waiting processing by the
collector,
"working" - ASUP Collector is actively gathering the needed data,
"file_not_found" - ASUP collection failed, a needed file is missing,
"no_such_table" - ASUP collection was unable to find the requested SMF table,
"collection_truncated_size_limit" - ASUP collection truncated due to size limits and partial data is
available,
"collection_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP collection skipped due to size limits and no data is
available,
"collection_truncated_time_limit" - ASUP collection truncated due to time limits and partial data is
available,
"collection_skipped_time_limit" - ASUP collection skipped due to time limits and no data is
available,
"delivery_skipped_size_limit" - ASUP data was skipped at delivery time due to size limits,
"general_error" - ASUP collection failed, additional information if any will be in the Error String
field,
"completed" - ASUP collection is complete, ready for delivery,
"content_not_collected_mode" - ASUP content was not collected, incompatible operational mode,
"content_not_collected_precheck" - ASUP content was not collected, pre-check function violation,
"content_not_collected_privacy" - ASUP content was not collected, the operation is disabled in
privacy mode,
"content_empty" - ASUP content was collected successfully, but output was empty,
"collection_aborted" - ASUP collection aborted, additional information if any, will be in available in
the Error field,
"collection_truncated_file_size_limit" - ASUP file truncated due to size limits and partial data is
available,
"collection_skipped_trigger_time_limit" - ASUP collection was skipped due to trigger time limit,
"collection_incomplete" - ASUP content collection incomplete,
"collection_skipped_trigger_size_limit" - ASUP collection was skipped due to trigger size limit,
"collection_truncated_age" - ASUP file truncated due to age and partial data is available
[none]

Element definition: asup-status
AutoSupport general status Possible values:
"initializing" - ASUP request is being processed,
"collection_failed" - The AutoSupport Collection failed. See 'Last Error' for more information,
"collection_in_progress" - The AutoSupport Collection is in progress,
"queued" - ASUP is queued for delivery,
"transmitting" - ASUP transmission is in progress,
"sent_successful" - ASUP was successfully sent,
"ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully but has no destinations configured,
"re_queued" - ASUP transmission failed and has been re-queued,
"transmission_failed" - ASUP transmission has failed and the retry limit has been exceeded,

[top]

"ondemand_ignore" - ASUP was processed successfully but ASUP OnDemand has declined
delivery,
"cancelled" - ASUP transmission cancelled
[none]

Element definition: asup-subsystems
subsys1,subsys2,... Possible values:
"platform" - Hardware information about the node,
"mhost" - User Space application information for a node,
"log_files" - Log files for a node,
"performance" - Performance statistics for a node (event and weekly),
"performance_asup" - Performance statistics for a node (hourly),
"nht" - This subsystem gathers the /mroot/etc/log/nht_info content,
"san" - SAN specific information for a node,
"snapvault" - SnapVault specific information for a node,
"snapmirror" - Snapmirror specific information for a node,
"dedupe" - Dedupe specific information for a node,
"nfs" - NFS specific information for a node,
"wafl" - WAFL specific information for a node,
"mot" - MOT specific information for a node,
"ha" - HA specific information for a node,
"networking" - Networking specific information for a node,
"cifs" - CIFS specific information for a node,
"fpolicy" - Fpolicy specific information for a node,
"multistore" - Multistore specific information for a node,
"raid" - RAID specific information for a node,
"storage" - Storage specific information for a node,
"asup_ems" - ASUP EMS specific information for a node,
"tape" - Tape specific information for a node,
"kernel" - kernel specific information for a node,
"secd" - Security Daemon specific information for a node,
"metrocluster" - Metrocluster specific information for a node,
"mandatory" - Mandatory Basic information for a node,
"repository" - Repository specific information for a node,
"splog_downcontroller" - Service Processor log saved when ONTAP is down abnormally,
"splog_latest" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware ,
"splog_before_spreboot" - Up-to-date Service Processor log from Service Processor firmware
before SP reboot,
"splog_rnode_down" - Remote SPLOG saved when ONTAP is abnormal down,
"splog_rnode_latest" - Up-to-date SPLOG from Remote Service Processor FW,
"splog_rnode" - On demand collected remote SP logs,
"hm" - Health Monitor Alerts specific information,
"kcs" - Kernel Cluster Services information for a node,
"av" - Antivirus specific information for a node,
"vserver_dr" - Vserver disaster recovery,
"nwd" - Node Watchdog specific information for a node,
"vscan" - Vscan specific information for a node,
"san_ffdc" - SAN specific trace dumps for a node,
"cluster_peer" - Cluster peering specific dumps for a node,
"crs" - Config Replication Service information,
"cps" - Cluster Persistency Storage information,
"memevt" - MemEVT gathered data from a node,
"san_fcp" - FCP target driver related information for a node,

[top]

"ndmp" - NDMP information,
"ndu" - NDU specific information,
"name_services" - Name Services specific information,
"san_vdom" - SAN VDOM specific information for a node,
"snaplock" - SnapLock specific information for a node,
"key_manager" - Key Manager specific information,
"appdm" - Application DM,
"corefile" - Corefile to upload,
"flexcache" - FlexCache,
"nvmf" - NVMF specific information,
"snapshot" - Snapshots specific information,
"rdma" - RDMA driver and OFED layer specific information,
"ndo" - NDO specific information,
"metroclustertcp" - MetroCluster TCP specific information for a node,
"metroclusterstats" - MetroCluster statistics for data analytics,
"object_store_server" - Object store server specific information for a node,
"storage_stats" - Storage statistics for data analytics,
"ipsec" - IPsec specific information,
"hm_switch" - Ethernet switch health monitoring information,
"arw" - Anti-ransomware specific information,
"svm_migrate" - Vserver migrate information,
"nic" - NIC driver specific information
[none]

Element definition: asup-transport

[top]

smtp|http|https Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
[none]

Element definition: autosupport-cmd-tgt
Execution domain of AutoSupport content Possible values:
"bsd" - Command executed by BSD,
"smf_table" - Command selects SMF table,
"file" - Command indicates file to collect,
"dblade" - Collect from dbladecli,
"dblade_file" - Collect a file from dblade. Could be partner file,
"zapi_xml" - Response in XML format,
"custom_fx" - Collect custom function output file
[none]

[top]

Element definition: autosupport-config-info

[top]

AutoSupport configuration data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
from

Range

Type

Description

The e-mail address of the local administrator, used as the sender
mail-address of the AutoSupport message. To generate node-specific 'from'
optional
addresses, use the 'node-specific-from' (privilege: advanced)
parameter. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport daemon is enabled. When this
setting is disabled, delivery of all AutoSupport messages is
turned off. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-localcollectionenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of AutoSupport data when the
AutoSupport daemon is disabled. When this setting is true,
collection of AutoSupport data will still be done if is-enabled is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-nhtdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of disk health data. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

is-node-insubject

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the filer's hostname should be part of an
AutoSupport message's subject field. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

isondemanddownloadenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Download feature
is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport OnDemand is enabled. Default is
true. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isondemandremotediagenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the AutoSupport OnDemand Remote
Diagnostics feature is enabled. Default is true. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-perfdataenabled

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable collection of Performance AutoSupport
data. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-privatedataremoved

boolean
optional

Used to enable / disable removal of customer-supplied data.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isreminderenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable AutoSupport reminders.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-supportenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether AutoSupport notification to technical support is
enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-throttleenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to enable / disable throttling to prevent a
potential avalanche of AutoSupport messages. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

lastsubject

string
optional

The subject field of the last generated AutoSupport message.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The timestamp of the last generated AutoSupport message. The
time value is in seconds since January 1, 1970 UTC. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

string[]
optional

The name of the mail server(s) used to deliver AutoSupport
messages via SMTP. Both host names and IP addresses may be
used as valid input. One can optionally specify a
username/password for authentication with the
mailserver(rfc4954). Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max[0..2^63download1]
rate

integer
optional

Maximum download rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or in the range
20480 (20KBps)- 10737418240 (10GBps). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-http- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the HTTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-smtp- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

Delivery size limit for the SMTP transport protocol (in bytes). As
of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited)
or greater than or equal to 2097152 (2MB). Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Maximum upload rate (in bytes per second). As of Data ONTAP
8.3.1, this value should be either 0 (for unlimited) or greater
than or equal to 20480 (20KBps). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

minimumprivate[2..1024]
datalength

integer
optional

Minimum Length for Sensitive Data Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

node-name

string
optional

The name of the filer that owns the AutoSupport configuration.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodespecificfrom

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to generate a node-specific 'from' address by
prepending the node name to the 'from' email address. Default is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

noteto

mailaddress[]
optional

last[0..2^31timestamp
1]

mail-hosts

maxuploadrate

(DEPRECATED) Specifies up to five recipients of short
AutoSupport e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

ondemand[0..2^32polling1]
interval

integer
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Client polling rate in minutes. As of
Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the range 5-2880.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ondemandserver-url

string
optional

The AutoSupport OnDemand Server URL. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

partneraddress

mailaddress[]
optional

payloadformat
periodictx-window

Specifies up to five partner vendor recipients of full AutoSupport
e-mail messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The format used to compress the AutoSupport message payload.
compression- Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
format
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
optional
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball
string
optional

The transmission window (seconds). Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

post-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP POST.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

proxy-url

string
optional

Optional proxy host for AutoSupport message delivery via HTTP.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

put-url

string
optional

The URL used to deliver AutoSupport messages via HTTP PUT.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

The maximum number of delivery attempts for an AutoSupport
message. As of Data ONTAP 8.3.1, this value should be in the
range 5-30. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

retryinterval

string
optional

The number of seconds to wait, after a failed delivery attempt,
prior to re-transmitting an AutoSupport message. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

supportaddress

mailaddress[]
optional

The e-mail address of Support. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

to

mailaddress[]
optional

Specifies up to five recipients of full AutoSupport e-mail
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

retrycount

[0..2^321]

transport

asuptransport
optional

validatedigitalcertificate

boolean
optional

The name of the transport protocol used to deliver AutoSupport
messages. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
Validate Digital Certificate Received Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: byte-rate

[top]

Bytes per second Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: compression-format

[top]

7z|tgz Possible values:
"7z" - 7-Zip Archive,
"tgz" - Zipped Tarball
[none]

Element definition: mail-address
E-mail Address

[top]

[none]

Element definition: seqnum

[top]

Reverse-ordered Integer Range : [0..2^64-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: asup-transport
smtp|http|https Possible values:
"smtp" ,
"http" ,
"https"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cf
cf-aggregate-giveback-status
cf-force-takeover
cf-get-iter
cf-get-partner
cf-giveback
cf-hwassist-stats
cf-hwassist-stats-clear
cf-hwassist-status
cf-hwassist-test
cf-mode-set
cf-modify-iter
cf-negotiated-failover-disable
cf-negotiated-failover-enable
cf-negotiated-failover-status
cf-service-disable
cf-service-enable
cf-status
cf-takeover
cf-takeover-status

cf-aggregate-giveback-status

[top]

Returns giveback status of all the aggregates in the cluster which are taken over or were given back.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records [1..100]

query

tag

Output Name Range
attributeslist

Type
cfaggregategivebackinfo
optional
integer
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

cfaggregate- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
giveback- specified on any number of attributes in the cf object. All cf objects
info
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
string
optional
Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Description

cfaggregategiveback- The list of attributes of cf objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records [0..100]
Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cf
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-force-takeover

[top]

Forces one filer to take over its partner even though the filer detects an error that would otherwise
prevent a takeover. For example, normally, if a detached or faulty interconnect cable between the filers
causes the filers' NVRAM contents to be unsynchronized, takeover is disabled. However, this will allow
the filer to take over its partner despite the unsynchronized NVRAM contents. cf-force-takeover is
dangerous and can lead to data corruption; in almost all cases, use cf-takeover instead.
Input Name Range

disaster

node

Type

Description

When set to true, forces a filer to take over its partner in all cases where
a force-takeover would. In addition it will force a takeover even if some
partner mailbox disks are inaccessible. It can only be used when
remotesyncmirror is licensed. This option is very dangerous. Not only can
it cause data corruption, if not used carefully, it can also lead to a
situation where both the filer and it's partner are operational (split brain).
boolean
As such, it should only be used as a means of last resort when the
optional
takeover and force-takeover operations are unsuccessful in achieving a
takeover. The operator must ensure that the partner filer does not
become operational at any time while a filer is in a takeover mode
initiated by the use of this operation. In conjunction with RAID mirroring,
it can allow recovery from a disaster when the two filers are setup in a
MetroCluster configuration.
string

Errno

This parameter is the name of the node which is doing a takeover of its
partner.
Description

ETAKEOVERINPROGRESS
ESENDHOMEINPROGRESS
EVERSIONMISMATCH
EMBOXDEGRADED
EBADOPTIONS
EWAITINGFORPARTNER
ENOTHALTED
ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cf-get-iter
Iterate over a list of cf objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
storagefailoverinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

storageA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
failoverspecified on any number of attributes in the cf object. All cf objects
info
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

storagefailoverThe list of attributes of cf objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cf objects
optional to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-get-partner

[top]

Get the host name of the partner. If the name is unknown, It will return partner-unknown.
Input Name Range Type
node

string The node name is passed as an argument

Output Name Range Type
partner
Errno

Description

Description

Host name of the partner or partner-unknown, if the host name is not
string
known.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

cf-giveback

[top]

Initiates a giveback of partner resources. Once the giveback is complete, the automatic takeover
capability is disabled until the partner is rebooted. A giveback fails if outstanding CIFS sessions, active
system dump processes, or other filer operations makes a giveback dangerous or disruptive.
Input Name Range

force

node

Type

Description

When set to true, this allows a giveback to proceed even if there are
outstanding CIFS sessions, active system dump processes, or other filer
operations which makes a giveback dangerous or disruptive as long as it
boolean
would not result in data corruption or filer error. When set to false, this
optional
does not allow a giveback to proceed if there are outstanding CIFS
sessions, active system dump processes, or other filer operations which
makes a giveback dangerous or disruptive. The default value is false.
string

This parameter is the name of the node which performs giveback to its
partner.

only-cfoaggregates

When set to true, only the CFO HA-style aggregates (which includes the
root aggregate) will be given back. This may be needed in the case when
the partner node's VLDB and other such management applications are not
boolean properly working (they are required to be online for the SFO HA-style
optional aggregates to start serving data), so it might not be possible to giveback
SFO HA-style aggregates. When set to false, all the aggregates (CFO HAstyle aggregates + SFO HA-style aggregates) will be given back. The
default value is false.

overridevetoes

Some conditions cause attempts to giveback aggregates to be vetoed.
When set to true, this allows the process of giveback of the aggregates to
boolean
be initiated even in the face of such vetoes. When set to false, this does
optional
not allow the process of giveback of the aggregates to proceed if there
are any vetoes. The default value is false.

requirepartnerwaiting

When set to true, this ensures that the process of giveback of the
aggregates is not initiated if the partner is not up and waiting to receive
boolean
them. When set to false, this allows the process of giveback of the
optional
aggregates to proceed even if the partner is not up and waiting to receive
them. The default value is true.

Errno

Description

EPARTNERNOTWAITING
ENOAGGRS
ESENDHOMEINPROGRESS
ETAKEOVERINPROGRESS
EHALTING
ENOPARTNERINVENTORY
EPARTNERMISSINGDISKS
ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EPARTNERTRYINGTAKEOVER
E_ARL_IN_PROGRESS

cf-hwassist-stats

[top]

Get useful information about statistics of hardware assisted takeover functionality.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

node

string

Output Name

Range

hwassist-statsabnormal-reboot

Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Type

Description

string
Number of abnormal_reboot alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-badnvram-id

string
Number of bad NVRAM id alerts received
optional

hwassist-statsdimm-uecc-error

string
Number of dimm_uecc_error alerts received
optional

hwassist-statskeep-alive

string
Number of keep_alive alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-lossof-heartbeat
hwassist-statspost-error

string
Number of loss_of_heartbeat alerts received
optional
string
Number of post_error alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-cycle-via-rlm

string
Number of power_cycle_via_rlm alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-cycle-via-sp

string
Number of power_cycle_via_sp alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-loss

string
Number of power_loss alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-off-via-rlm

string
Number of power_off_via_rlm alerts received
optional

hwassist-statspower-off-via-sp

string Number of power off alerts received from service processor
optional (power_off_via_sp alert).

hwassist-statsreset-via-rlm

string
Number of reset_via_rlm alerts received
optional

hwassist-statsreset-via-sp

string
Number of reset_via_sp alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-ssmismatch

string
Number of shared secret key mismatch alerts received
optional

hwassist-stats-test

string
Number of test alerts received
optional

hwassist-statstimes-throttled

string Number of times hardware assist alerts were throttled. Alerts
optional are throttled when too many are received in a short interval.

hwassist-statsunknown-alerts

string
Number of unknown alerts received
optional

hwassist-statswatchdog-reset

string
Number of l2_watchdog_reset alerts received
optional
string If no hardware assist statistics are available, this is set to
optional "Cannot determine hwassist stats".

no-stats
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-hwassist-stats-clear

[top]

Get useful information about stats of hw_assist functionality.
Input Name Range Type

Description

node

string Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-hwassist-status

[top]

Get useful information about the status of hw_assist functionality.
Input Name

Range

node

Type
string

Output Name

Range

Description
Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Type

Description
Possible values are:

keep-alive-status

string
optional

healthy
missed_keep_alive_alerts

local-hwassist-inactivecorrective-action

string
Indicates the corrective action if status is inactive.
optional

local-hwassist-inactivereason

string
Indicates the reason if status is inactive.
optional

local-hwassist-ipaddr
local-hwassist-port

string
If set, Ip address; 0.0.0.0 otherwise
optional
integer
If set, port; 0 otherwise
optional
Local node hw_assist status

local-hwassist-status

string Possible values are:
optional
active: If functionality is active.
inactive: If functionality is inactive
string Set if no hw_assist status is avaliable. Either this or the
optional remaining fields will be set,hence they are optional.

no-status
partner-hwassistinactive-corrective-action
partner-hwassistinactive-reason
partner-hwassist-ipaddr
partner-hwassist-port

string
Indicates the corrective action if status is inactive.
optional
string
Indicates the reason if status is inactive.
optional
string
If set, Ip address, 0.0.0.0 otherwise
optional
integer
If set, current port, 0 otherwise
optional
partner node hw_assist status

partner-hwassist-status

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string Possible values are:
optional
active: If functionality is active.
inactive: If functionality is inactive

cf-hwassist-test

[top]

Validates the hardware-assisted takeover configuration. functionality.
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string Node name of the filer for which the API is requested.

Output Name Range Type

Description

This string corresponds to the result of the test. The possible outcomes
are: Hwassist is not initialized No hw_assist hardware found. Partner is
throttling alerts. Resource busy. Try again after some time. Hwassist
string hardware returned error. No response from partner. Timed out.
Unexpected abort. Partner has taken over. Interconnect is down between
nodes. Make sure partner is booted up.Run 'storage failover hwassist
show' for details.

hwassisttest-result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-mode-set

[top]

Enable or disable the high-availability (HA) for this node. A reboot of the node is required for the HA
mode to become effective.
Input Name Range Type

Description
HA mode.
Possible values:
'ha' - Enable high-availability(HA). After HA is enabled, giveback and
and takeover are available.
'non_ha' - Disable high-availability(HA). After HA is disabled, the
giveback and takeover are not available. Note that changing the mode
to non_ha requires disabling the takeover facility by calling cf-servicedisable.

mode

string

node

nodeNode name
name

Errno

Description

ESERVICEENABLED
EINTAKEOVER
EINTERNALERROR

cf-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of cf or a group of cf objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

optionsrelated- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info- element.
modify

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple cf objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
optional matching cf even when modification of a previous cf fails. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue modifying the next matching cf even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching cf fails, and do so until the total
optional
count
1]
number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum
specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be
no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if
'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

optionsIf modifying a specific cf, this input element must specify all keys. If
relatedmodifying cf objects based on query, this input element must
infospecify a query.
modify

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of cf objects (just keys) that
boolean
were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of cf
optional
objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of cf objects (just keys) that
boolean
were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of cf objects
optional
modified will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

cfmodify- Information about cf objects that were not modified due to some
iter- error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returninfo[] failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional cf objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of cf objects that matched the query, but were not modified
optional due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of cf objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

cfmodifyThe cf objects that were successfully updated. This element will be
iterreturned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-negotiated-failover-disable

[top]

Disables negotiated failover. disk_shelf is the negotiated failover module currently supported.
Input Name Range Type
module

Description

string Module currently supported is 'disk_shelf'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-negotiated-failover-enable

[top]

Enables negotiated failover. disk_shelf is the negotiated failover module currently supported.
Input Name Range Type
module

Description

string Module currently supported is 'disk_shelf'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-negotiated-failover-status

[top]

Returns the status of the negotiated failover module. Negotiated failover is a general facility which
supports negotiated failover on the basis of decisions made by various modules.
Input Name Range
module
Output Name Range
is-enabled
Errno

Type
string

Description
Module currently supported is 'disk_shelf'

Type

Description

boolean True, if storage failover for this module is enabled, false otherwise.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

cf-service-disable
Disables the takeover capability of this filer in the cluster.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string This parameter is the name of the node on which service is to be disabled

Errno

Description

ESERVICENOTINITIALIZED
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
ESERVICENOTENABLED
EREVERTINPROGRESS
EINTERNALERROR

cf-service-enable

[top]

Enables the takeover capability of this filer in the cluster. This spawns a process to enable the service
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string This parameter is the name of the node on which service is to be enabled

Errno

Description

ESERVICENOTINITIALIZED
ESERVICEENABLED
EREVERTINPROGRESS
EMBOXUNKNOWN
EINTERNALERROR

cf-status

[top]

Get useful information about the status of the high availability service. If the monitor is not initialized,
this returns an error.
Input Name

Range

node
Output Name
backup-iotimes

Range

Type

Description

string

This parameter is the name of the node for which High Availability
service status is being requested

Type

Description

mailboxio-times- Backup mailbox IO times. Not returned if state is
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
info
optional

backupmailboxstatus

mailboxstatus- Backup mailbox status information, represented as a list of strings.
Not returned if state is "waiting_for_root_aggr".
info[]
optional

bootingreceived

integer

controlpartner-

time booting notification received, in milliseconds.

boolean True, if we control one or more partner aggregates.

aggregates
currentgivebackmodule
currentmode

string
The current module giveback process is in
optional
string
Current HA mode
optional

currentresourcetable-entry

If we're doing takeover processing, the name of the current entry
string
optional in the resource table.

currentresourcetable-entryindex

integer If we're doing takeover processing, the index of the current entry
optional in the resource table.

currenttakeovermodule

string
The current module takeover process is in. e.g. WAFL
optional

current-time

integer

fanta-relocaggr-count

integer
Number of partner homed aggregates owned by local node.
optional

firmwarereceived

integer

Current time on the filer

time firmware notification received, in milliseconds.
If a giveback failed this is the reason for the giveback failure.
Possible values are:

givebackfailurereason

string
optional

aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
testpoint - a giveback failure was simulated with a testpoint
cannot_giveback_partner_subsystem - node failed to
giveback one of partner's subsystems
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery operation
is in progress
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node
Giveback state of the node. Possible values are:
nothing_to_gb - No partner aggregates owned by local node
not_attempted_yet - Local node owns partner aggregates
and a giveback has not been attempted yet
giveback_in_progress - Giveback is in progress. Refer to
current-giveback-module field to get the current module, the
giveback process is in.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled - Previous giveback
failed and auto giveback is disabled. Refer to currentgiveback-module to get the module in which giveback
process failed.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled - Previous
giveback failed and an auto giveback is scheduled. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed. Refer time-until-autogiveback field
to check time remaining before an auto giveback is initiated.
previous_giveback_failed - Previous giveback failed. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed.
giveback_vetoed_no_di - Normal giveback not possible as

givebackstate

string
optional

disk inventory from partner has not yet been received
giveback_vetoed_missing_disks - Normal giveback not
possible as the partner is missing some of its files system
disks
autogiveback_scheduled - An auto giveback is scheduled
Refer time-until-autogiveback field to check time remaining
before an auto giveback is initiated.
autogiveback_deferred - Auto giveback is deferred because
the partner node was not ready to receive aggregates when
the auto giveback timer expired. An auto giveback will be
initiated as soon as the partner node is up and ready to
receive aggregates.
node_upgrade_in_progress - Local node owns partner's
aggregates as part of node upgrade process
sfo_aggr_giveback_failed - Giveback of SFO aggregates
failed. Call cf-aggregate-giveback-status API for more
information regarding giveback failure.
sfo_aggr_giveback_in_progress - Giveback of SFO
aggregates is in progress. Call cf-aggregate-giveback-status
API for more information regarding giveback status.
partial_giveback - Local node owns partner SFO aggregates
partner_spare_disks_giveback_pending - Local node owns
partner's spare disks
HA type Possible values are:

ha-type

string
optional

none - None
shared_storage - Shared storage HA configuration
non_shared_storage - Non-shared storage HA configuration
***** typedefs *****

interconnectlinks

States of the individual interconnect links e.g. VIA Interconnect is
string
down (link 0 down, link 1 down) VIA Interconnect is up (link 0
optional
down, link 1 up) VIA Interconnect is up (link 0 up, link 1 down)

interconnecttype

Type and Vendor of the interconnect e.g. Infiniband (Mellanox
string
optional Sinai) FCVI (Qlogic 2462)

is-enabled

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise.
boolean Note that the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be
possible due to various reason.

isinterconnectup
kill-packets
localfirmwareprogress

boolean True, if high availability interconnect is up
boolean True, if we issue ic kill messages during takeover.
integer A counter to indicate that the local node is progressing in the
optional current firmware state The range of possible values is [0..2^31-1]
Local firmware state that will be communicated through
interconnect to the partner
SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting

SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for HA mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be takenover
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps

localfirmwarestate

string
optional

local-inheadswap

boolean
True, if the local node is being replaced by a new node.
optional

localmailboxdisks

sf-diskList of local mailbox disks. Not returned if state is
info[]
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

localmissingdisks

sf-diskList of disks that the local node is missing but the partner node is
info[]
able to view.
optional

logsunsyncedcount

integer

maxresourcetable-index

integer
The maximum resource table index.
optional

Number of times the log was unsynchronized.

High-availability (HA) mode for this node Possible values:
mode

string
optional

name

string

'ha' - High-availability is enabled.
'non_ha' - High-availability is disabled.
Hostname of the dblade.

new-partner- [0..2^32- integer The new partner system ID recieved via HA interconnect. The
sysid
1]
optional value is zero if partner is not in headswap.
State of the storage failover of the node. Possible values are:
connected - Partner is available for takeover
takeover_scheduled - Partner is down and takeover is
scheduled
takeover_started - Takeover process has begun
takeover - Currently controlling partner's resources.
takeover_failed - Failed to takeover the partner
giveback_partial_waiting - This node controls partner
aggregates even though the node is not in takeover. And
we're waiting for a connection to the partner.
giveback_partial_connected - This node controls partner
aggregates even though the node is not in takeover. The
partner is available to receive the aggregates.
waiting_for_root_aggr - Partner is controlling dblade's root
aggregate If we're in this state, many other optional fields
are not returned.
waiting - Waiting for a connection to partner. Generally
happens while partner is rebooting.

node-state

string
optional

in_maintenance_mode - node is in maintenance mode. In
the mode it is not possible to determine more detailed
information (e.g. takeover or not).
pending_shutdown - starting a takeover/giveback is
inhibited due to a pending system shutdown.
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - node is relocating its
SFO aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
sfo_takeover_phase_done - Node is done with the SFO
phase of takeover.
sfo_takenover_phase_done - This node has relocated its
SFO aggregates to its partner during an optimized
negotiated takeover by its partner.
sfo_takeover_phase_aborted - The SFO phase of takeover
has been aborted. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to
check the reason.
sfo_takenover_phase_aborted - This node has aborted the
relocation of its SFO aggregates to its partner, during an
optimized negotiated takeover by its partner.
in_non_HA_mode - Node is not in HA mode
cfo_takeover_failed - CFO phase of takeover failed
sfo_takeover_phase - SFO phase of takeover of partner is in
progress
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - node has relocated its
SFO aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
giving_back - Giveback is in progress. Refer to currentgiveback-module field to get the current module, the
giveback process is in.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled - Previous giveback
failed and auto giveback is disabled. Refer to currentgiveback-module to get the module in which giveback
process failed.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled - Previous
giveback failed and an auto giveback is scheduled. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed.
Refer to time-until-autogiveback field to check time
remaining before an auto giveback is initiated.
previous_giveback_failed - Previous giveback failed. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which
giveback process failed.
takeover_disk_inventory_not_received - Local node is in
takeover. A normal giveback is not possible as disk
inventory from partner has not yet been received.
takeover_partner_missing_disks - Local node is in takeover.
A normal giveback is not possible as the patner is missing
some of its file system disks.
takeover_autogiveback_scheduled - Local node in takeover.
An auto giveback is scheduled. Refer time-untilautogiveback field to check time remaining before an auto
giveback is initiated.
takeover_network_failure - Local node in takeover. The
partner was taken over due to network failure.
takeover_autogiveback_deferred - Local node in takeover.
Auto giveback is deferred because the partner node was not
ready to receive aggregates when the auto giveback timer
expired. An auto giveback will be initiated as soon as the
partner node is up and ready to receive aggregates.
automatic_takeover_disabled_connected - Automatic
takeover is disabled. Local node is connected to partner via
HA interconnect. This happens only in debug builds when

raid.panic.missing.disks is turned on from node CLI.
automatic_takeover_disabled_waiting - Automatic takeover
is disabled. Local node is waiting for partner node on HA
interconnect. This happens only in debug builds when
raid.panic.missing.disks is turned on from node CLI.
ndo_upgrade_in_progress - Local node owns partner's
aggregates as part of node upgrade process.
own_aggr_non_local_connected - Local node owns
aggregates of some other node in the cluster. Local node is
connected to partner via HA interconnect. This is possible
only during NDO double hop controller upgrade.
own_aggr_non_local_waiting - Local node owns aggregates
of some other node in the cluster. Local node is waiting for
partner on HA interconnect. This is possible only during NDO
double hop controller upgrade.
clusterwait_connected - Connected to partner via HA
interconnect. Local node waiting for cluster applications to
come online.
clusterwait_waiting - Waiting for partner on HA interconnect.
Local node waiting for cluster applications to come online.
dr_op_in_progress - MetroCluster disaster recovery
operation is in progress.
error - There is an error with the system
User have to compare the return values case-insensitively.
nvram-id
partner
partnerfirmwareprogress

[0..2^32integer
1]
string

NVRAM identifier
Hostname of the partner. If the partner is unknown, returns an
empty string.

integer A counter to indicate that the partner node is progressing in the
optional current firmware state The range of possible values is [0..2^31-1]
Partner firmware state as communicated by the partner through
interconnect

partnerfirmwarestate

string
optional

SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for HA mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be takenover
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover

SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
partner-inheadswap

boolean
True, if partner node is being replaced by a new node.
optional

partnermailboxdisks

sf-diskList of partner mailbox disks as this dblade sees them. Not
info[]
returned if state is "waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

partnermissingdisks

sf-diskList of disks that the partner node is missing but the local node is
info[]
able to view.
optional

partnername

string
Hostname of the partner. Not returned if unknown.
optional

partnernvram-id

[0..2^32- integer
Partner NVRAM identifier. Not returned if unknown.
optional
1]

primary-iotimes

mailboxio-times- Primary mailbox IO times. Not returned if state is
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
info
optional

primarymailboxstatus

mailboxPrimary mailbox statusPrimary mailbox status information,
statusrepresented as a list of strings. Not returned if state is
info[]
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

resourcetable

resourcetable- The failover monitor resource table.Pre-rsrctbl information will be
prep-ended to this output.
info[]
optional

sf-options

sfOptions for debugging purpose. The actual interface is via the
optionsoptions mechanism. Not returned if state is
info
"waiting_for_root_aggr".
optional

state

connected - Partner is available for takeover takeover_scheduled Partner is down and takeover is scheduled takeover_started Takeover process has begun takeover - Currently controlling
partner's resources. taken over - Partner is controlling filer's
resources takeover_failed - Failed to takeover the partner
sfo_takeover_phase - This node has asked its partner to relocate
its SFO aggregates in preparation for takeover. This occurs when a
user has initiated an optimized negotiated takeover.
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - This node is relocating its SFO
aggregates to its partner during an optimized negotiated takeover
by its partner. sfo_takeover_phase_done - This node is done with
the SFO phase of an optimized negotiated takeover.
sfo_takenover_phase_done - This node has relocated its SFO
aggregates to its partner during an optimized negotiated takeover
by its partner. sfo_takeover_phase_aborted - The SFO phase of
takeover is aborted on this node during an optimized negotiated
string
takeover of its partner. sfo_takenover_phase_aborted - This node
optional has aborted the relocation of its SFO aggregates to its partner,
during an optimized negotiated takeover by its partner.
giving_back - Sendhome process in progress
giveback_partial_waiting - This node controls partner aggregates
even though the node is not in takeover. And we're waiting for a
connection to the partner. giveback_partial_connected - This node
controls partner aggregates even though the node is not in
takeover. The partner is available to receive the aggregates.
waiting_for_root_aggr - Partner is controlling dblade's root
aggregate If we're in this state, many other optional fields are not

returned. waiting - Waiting for a connection to partner. Generally
happens while partner is rebooting. in_maintenance_mode - node
is in maintenance mode. In the mode it is not possible to
determine more detailed information (e.g. takeover or not).
pending_shutdown - starting a takeover/sendhome is inhibited due
to a pending system shutdown. error - There is an error with the
system User have to compare the return values case-insensitively.
takeover-bypartner-notpossiblereason

takeover- If takeover by the partner is not possible, list of one or more
reasons why. Note that in for non-verbose command output the
info[]
optional first reason returned is the one that should be displayed.

takeover-bypartnerpossible

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible by the
boolean
partner, false otherwise. Note that this is the local node's view of
optional
partner.
If state equals "takeover_failed", this is the reason for the
takeover failure. Possible values are:

takeoverfailurereason

string
optional

shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress
takeover_in_progress - takeover is in progress
unknown_partner_id - node could not detect its partner's
system ID
conflicting_sysid - node has the same system ID as its
partner
pri_mbx_update_error - node could not update its primary
mailbox
takeover_disabled_by_partner - partner has disabled
takeover
cannot_takeover_partner_subsystem - node failed to
takeover one of partner's subsystems
non_etc_or_rc_boot - it is not possible to takeover in a nonetc/rc boot
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
revert_in_progress - revert is in progress
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery operation
is in progress
headswap_in_progress - headswap is in progress
destination_check_failed - destination check failed
communication_failed - communication with destination
failed
operation_aborted - operation was aborted
aggr_not_online - destination node did not online the
aggregate being relocated in time
sfo_disabled - storage failover service is not enabled
partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
bdfu_not_disabled_source - failed to disable background
disk firmware update (BDFU) on local node
bdfu_not_disabled_dest - failed to disable background disk
firmware update (BDFU) on partner node
partner_shutting_down - shutdown is in progress on the
partner node
partner_aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation
is in progress on the partner node
partner_giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress on
the partner node
partner_revert_in_progress - revert is in progress on the

partner node
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node
partner_in_headswap - headswap is in progress on the
partner node
takeover-ofpartner-notpossiblereason

takeover- If is-enabled is false, list of one or more reasons why. Note that in
for non-verbose command output the first reason returned is the
info[]
optional one that should be displayed.

takeoverpossible

boolean

takeoverreason

string
Reason for triggering a takeover of partner.
optional

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible, false
otherwise.

Takeover state of the node. Possible values are:

takeoverstate

string
optional

takeover_failed - Takeover Failed
sfo_takeover_in_progress - SFO phase of takeover of
partner is in progress
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocating aggregates
to partner as a takeover was initiated by partner
cfo_takeover_scheduled - CFO phase of takeover is
scheduled
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocated aggregates to
partner after a takeover was initiated by partner
takeover_by_partner_failed - A takeover attempt by partner
failed. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to check the
reason for takeover failure.
in_takeover - Node is in takeover
takeover_started - A takeover is in progress
takeover_scheduled - A takeover of partner is scheduled.
Refer to time-until-takeover field to check time remaining till
takeover.
not_in_takeover - Local node is not in takeover

time-sincetakeover

integer
Time in milliseconds since the local node has taken over partner.
optional

time-untilautogiveback

If state == takeover this is the countdown time in seconds until
integer
auto-giveback is started. The range of possible values is [0..2^31optional
1]. This attribute will be absent on output when the value is 0.

time-untiltakeover

integer if state == takeover_scheduled, this is the countdown time in
optional seconds until state == takeover_started.

timeouts
transitevent-time
Errno

timeoutVarious failover monitor timeouts.
info
integer

Time at which last takeover/giveback event occurred, in
milliseconds.

Description

ENODENOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

cf-takeover

[top]

Initiates a takeover of the storage partner. Takeover is done asynchronously; status may be monitored
by calling the cf-status API and examining the state field. If automatic giveback is enabled then control
will be returned to storage partner once it boots up.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

allow-diskinventorymismatch

This allows takeover if disk inventory information is mismatched for non
root volume disks. If mismatched, local node performance could degrade
as what appears to be missing disks are rebuilt. NOTE:: When using this
boolean option and if some of partner's file system disks are not visible to local
optional node, then after giveback those missing disks can create new failed
aggregate with same name. So, if any aggregate is offline after giveback
with same name then using "zapi_aggr_destroy", you have to destroy
that offline aggregate.

bypassoptimization

The bypass-optimization option determines whether or not an optimized
negotiated takeover is run. Optimized negotiated takeover refers to the
serial relocation of SFO aggregates to the taking over node, prior to a
boolean
negotiated takeover. This is an optimization because it reduces peroptional
aggregate client outage times. If the bypass-optimization option is set to
true, then the takeover optimization is bypassed, and the normal
takeover code path is executed. The default value for this option is false.

force

It forces a node to take over its storage partner even though the node
detects an error that would otherwise prevent a takeover. For example,
normally, if a detached or faulty interconnect cable between the
boolean nodes(ha pair) causes the nodes NVRAM contents to be unsynchronized,
optional takeover is disabled. However, this will allow the node to take over its
storage partner despite the unsynchronized NVRAM contents. cf-forcetakeover is dangerous and can lead to data corruption; in almost all
cases, use cf-takeover instead.

halt

This parameter specifies whether the node being taken over should be
boolean halted. If the value is true, then the node being taken over is halted. If
optional the value is false, then the node being taken over is shutdown and might
be rebooted if AUTOBOOT is set to true. This parameter defaults to false.

ignorequorumwarnings
immediate
node

This option ignores errors that would be returned due to a takeover of
boolean
the epsilon node or causing an out of quorum. The default value is
optional
`false` and thuse the default behavior is to fail on quorum-warnings.
This causes takeover to be initiated immediately. The taken over node, if
boolean
up, does not get to shut things down in an orderly manner so the
optional
takeover of the resources takes longer.
string

This parameter is the name of the node which is doing a takeover of its
partner.

overridevetoes

The override-vetoes option ignores any vetoes occuring as part of a
boolean negotiated takeover and allows the takeover operation to continue. The
optional default value is `false` which means the operation fails by default if a
veto is encountered.

skip-lifmigration

This option results in migration of LIFs to be skipped prior to a takeover.
However if LIFs on this node are configured for failover, those LIFs may
boolean
still failover after the reboot has occurred. The default value is `false`
optional
and hence the default behavior is to synchronously migrate data and
cluster management LIFs away from the node prior to its takeover.

versionmismatchok

This allows takeover if the partner was running an incompatible operating
boolean
system version and was cleanly halted. This option is used for nonoptional
disruptive upgrade(NDU).

Errno
ETAKEOVERINPROGRESS
ESENDHOMEINPROGRESS

Description

EVERSIONMISMATCH
EMBOXDEGRADED
EBADOPTIONS
EWAITINGFORPARTNER
ENOTHALTED
ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVENTORYMISMATCH
ENOPARTNERINVENTORY
EPARTNERTRYINGTAKEOVER
E_NODE_NOT_SF_UP
EARL_ABORT_FAILED
ECIFSACTIVEONPARTNER
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_TO_TAKEOVER

cf-takeover-status

[top]

Get the takeover status of a node and the takeover status of all its partner aggregates, for all nodes in a
cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records [1..100]
query

tag

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
takeoverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
takeover- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
status specified on any number of attributes in the aggr object. All aggr
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name Range
attributeslist
next-tag

Description

Type

Description

takeoverstatus[] The list of attributes of aggr objects.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more aggr
string
optional objects to return.

num-records [0..100] integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno
ESERVICENOTINITIALIZED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_CORE
ENOT_SFO_HA_POLICY
EAGGR_FAILED_LIMBO
EAGGR_MIGRATE_OFFLINE_FAILED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_VETO

Description

EAGGR_MIGRATE_HA_MSG_ERR
EAGGR_MIGRATE_ONLINE_TIMEOUT
EAGGR_MIGRATE_ONLINE_FAILED
E_NETRA_CHK_FAILED
E_AGGR_MIGRATE_ABORTED
E_TKOVR_ABORT_CHK_FAILED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_PRECOMMIT_FAILED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_RESTRICTED
EAGGR_MIGRATE_OFFLINE
EAGGR_MIGRATE_FOREIGN
ENOT_BOTH_PLEX_ONLINE
E_BDFU_FAILED_AGGR_MIGRATION_SOURCE
E_BDFU_FAILED_AGGR_MIGRATION_DEST
ENODISKSFOUND

Element definition: cf-aggregate-giveback-info
Giveback status of an aggregate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Failure reason, incase giveback of this aggregate failed. Possible values
include:

aggrgivebackerror

string
optional

"sfo_am_shutdown" - Node is being shutdown
"sfo_am_not_homed_partner" - Aggregate not owned by partner
"sfo_am_not_sfo" - Aggregate does not have SFO policy
"sfo_am_failed_limbo" - Aggregate in failed or limbo state
"sfo_am_offline_failed" - Aggregate could not be offlined during
giveback
"sfo_am_migrating" - Aggregate is being migrated
"sfo_am_veto" - Giveback was vetoed.
"sfo_am_communication_err" - Giveback failed because node
cannot communicate with the partner
"sfo_am_online_timeout" - Aggregate did not come online after
giveback
"sfo_am_online_failed" - Failed to online the aggregate after
giveback
"sfo_am_hdd_to_aff_dest" - Migration of a non-SSD aggregate to
an All-Flash Optimized destination is not allowed
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggrgivebackmodule

If giveback is in progress, then this is set to the module which is currently
string running. If giveback was failed or vetoed by a certain module then this is
optional set to the first module which failed the giveback. Example: WAFL.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Giveback status of the aggregate Possible values include:

aggrgivebackstate

string
optional

"sfo_am_done" - Giveback done
"sfo_am_failed" - Giveback failed
"sfo_am_inprog" - Giveback in progress
"sfo_am_not_started" - Giveback not started
"sfo_am_nothing_to_gb" - No aggregates to giveback
"sfo_disk_inventory_not_exchanged" - Auto giveback failed
because disk inventory was not exchanged between HA partners
"sfo_disk_inventory_mismatch" - Auto giveback failed because
there was mismatch in disk inventory
"sfo_am_failed_bdfu_source" - Giveback failed as failed to disable
background disk firmware update on source node.
"sfo_am_failed_bdfu_dest" - Giveback failed as failed to disable
background disk firmware update on destination node.
"sfo_am_delayed_bdfu_source" - Giveback delayed as disk
firmware update is in progress on source node.
"sfo_am_delayed_bdfu_dest" - Giveback delayed as disk firmware
update is in progress on destination node.
"sfo_am_running_checks" - Performing veto checks.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
Aggregate name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

aggregate
destinationnode

string Node to which the aggregate is being given back Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeNode performing the giveback of aggregate Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cf-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against cf object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

options-related-infomodify

cf-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

errormessage

The keys for the cf object to which the modify
operation applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

Element definition: mailbox-io-times-info
Mailbox IO times
Name
normal
transition

Range Type

Description

integer Maximum IO time in milliseconds, normal
integer Maximum IO time in milliseconds, transition

[top]

Element definition: mailbox-status-info

[top]

Mailbox status info.
Name

Range Type

Description

representation of mailbox status bit. Possible values: mbx_status_nodisks
mbx_status_uncertain mbx_status_stale mbx_status_conflicted
string
mbx_status_old_version mbx_status_not_found mbx_status_wrong_state
mbx_status_backup

mailboxstatus

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: options-related-info-modify
Storage Failover Options to Modify
Name

Range

Type

Description

autogivebackenabled

boolean
optional

True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

failoverenabled

boolean
optional

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise. Note
that the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be possible due
to various reasons. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ha-mode

hamode
optional

node

nodename
optional

Specifies whether the node is set up in high-availability mode or
stand-alone mode. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"
Node name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

sfoadvancedoptions-infomodify

advancedoptionsAdvanced Options to Modify
modify
optional

sfogivebackoptions-infomodify

givebackoptionsGiveback Options to Modify
modify
optional

sfotakeover-

takeoveroptions-

Takeover Options to Modify

[top]

options-infomodify

modify
optional

Element definition: resource-table-info

[top]

A failover monitor resource table entry.
Name Range

Type

Description

fail

string

Entry failure code, represented as a string: ok fail fail_always hang panic veto

name

string

Name of the entry

state

string

Entry state, represented as a string: up start_running start_done start_failed
stop_running stop_failed takeover_barrier only_when_initd

timedelta

integer
Amount of time spent in this element, in milliseconds.
optional

Element definition: sf-disk-info

[top]

Disk information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
A cluster unique name for a disk. Disks take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.
Disks on multi-disk carriers take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.'lun'.

diskclustername

string Virtual disks take the form 'prefix'.'number' where prefix is the storage
optional array's prefix and number is a unique ascending number.
Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information
is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

disk-uid
name
physicallocation

string

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. XXX should use
same typedef as storage ZAPI. Note sure where it is defined.

string
Name of the disk, e.g. v1.1
optional
integer Name of the location where the disk is physically present. This can be local,
optional partner or mediator.

Element definition: sf-options-info

[top]

Options for debugging purpose.
Name
aggregatemigrationtimeout
bypasstakeover-

Range

Type

Description

Number of seconds the source node has to wait for the destination
integer
node to complete the aggregate migration before declaring the
optional
migration as failed. The default setting is 40 seconds.
If true, then optimized negotiated takeover is bypassed. If false,
boolean negotiated takeover will be optimized. The default value for this

optimization
giveback-auto

optional option is false. This option will be available starting with Data ONTAP
8.2.
boolean

Indicates if the automatic giveback is enabled. Same as send-homeauto.

hwassist-enable

boolean Indicate if hardware assist takeover is enabled.

hwassist-healthcheck-interval

integer

hwassistpartner-ip

string

hwassistpartner-port
hwassist-retrycount
mode

Hardware assist h/w sends a heartbeat every '-health-checkinterval' seconds.
Hardware assist Ip address of the partner.

integer Port number on which hwassist receives alerts.
integer Number of times we repeat sending an alert.
string
HA mode in registry
optional

node-status-inmailbox-disks

boolean Indicates if we propagate node status via mailbox disks.

node-status-inmailbox-disksread-interval

integer Rate in seconds at which we read node status from mailbox disks.

node-status-inmailbox-diskswrite-interval

integer Rate in seconds at which we write node status to mailbox disks.

send-home-auto

boolean Indicates if the automatic send-home facility enabled.

send-homeauto-attempts

integer

The number of times we'll try to do an automatic giveback within
send-home-auto-minutes

send-homeauto-attemptsminutes

integer

The number of minutes in which we should not execeed send-homeauto-attempts automatic send-home attempts.

send-homeauto-delayseconds

The number of seconds of delay before initiating automatic sendinteger home. This will be the minimum time a node will be in takeover
state before performing auto sendhome.

send-homecheck-partnerwaiting

boolean

takeoverdetection-time

integer Takeover detection time in seconds.

Indicates if we require the partner to be waiting for a send-home in
order to do a send-home.

takeover-onfailure

boolean Indicates if we will automatically takeover upon partner failure.

takeover-onpanic

boolean Indicates if we will automatically takeover upon partner panic.

takeover-onreboot

boolean Indicates if we will automatically takeover upon partner reboot.

takeover-onshort-uptime

boolean

Indicates if we will automatically takeover if the partner fails within
60 seconds of booting.

Element definition: storage-failover-info
Storage Failover Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

sfo-giveback-info
sfo-interconnect-info

Type

Description

giveback-related-info
optional

Giveback related Info

interconnect-related-info
Interconnect Info
optional

sfo-node-info

node-related-info
optional

sfo-options-info

options-related-info
optional

Options Info

sfo-storage-info

storage-related-info
optional

Storage Info

sfo-takeover-info

takeover-related-info
optional

Node Info

Takeover related Info

Element definition: takeover-info

[top]

Takeover info.
Name Range Type

Description
reason we can't takeover:

reason

string

not_initialized - Controller Failover not initialized
non_ha_mode - Controller is in non-HA mode
disabled - Controller Failover takeover disabled
mailbox_invalid - Partner mailbox disks not accessible or invalid
mailbox_uninit - Partner mailbox status uninitialized
fm_version_mismatch - Failover monitor version mismatch
partner_disabled - Takeover disabled by partner
operator_deny - Takeover disabled by operator
nvram_mismatch - NVRAM size mismatch
version - Version mismatch
ic_error - Interconnect error
booting - Partner booting
shelf_hot - Disk shelf is too hot
partner_revert_in_progress - Partner is performing revert
local_revert_in_progress - Revert is in progress
partner_takeover - Partner is attempting takeover
local_takeover - Already in takeover mode
halt_no_takeover - Partner halted in notakeover mode
log_unsync - NVRAM log unsynchronized
unknown - No takeover due to unknown reason
waiting_for_partner - Waiting for partner to recover
low_memory - Low memory condition
halting - Local halt in progress
mailbox_uncertain - Status of partner mailbox is uncertain
no_auto_takeover - Automatic takeover is disabled
disk_inventory_not_exchanged - Disk inventory information not received

from partner
disk_inventory_mismatch_local - Local node missing some of partner node's
file system disks
pending_shutdown - Local node is shutting down
dr_in_progress - metrocluster disaster recovery operation is in progress.
mcc_node_object_limit - This node or partner node is in switchover state
and MetroCluster config option node-object-limit is off in the DR group of
this node.

Element definition: takeover-status

[top]

Takeover status of a node and all of its partner aggregates. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, assuming that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range Type

Description
Takeover status of the partner aggregate. This includes the reason for the
failure of takeover of an aggregate. If takeover is in progress in a particular
module, or if takeover was vetoed by a particular module, that is also
indicated. Possible values include:

aggregatetakeoverstatus

string

Done
Failed
In progress, Module: wafl
Not attempted yet
Failed: Operation was vetoed, Module: example. The aggregate will be
taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate does not have SFO HA policy. The aggregate will be
taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate is in failed or limbo state. The aggregate will be
taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed to offline the aggregate. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
No aggregates to relocate
Failed: Node cannot communicate with the destination node. To
takeover the remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover
-ofnode -bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the
relocated aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode "
command.
Failed: Destination node did not online the aggregate on time. To
takeover the remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover
-ofnode -bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the
relocated aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode "
command.
Failed: Destination node failed to online the aggregate. To takeover the
remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover -ofnode bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the relocated
aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode " command.

Failed: Destination cannot receive the aggregate. To takeover the
remaining aggregates, run the "storage failover takeover -ofnode bypass-optimization true" command. To giveback the relocated
aggregates, run the "storage failover giveback -ofnode " command.
Failed: Aggregate is restricted. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate does not have disks. The aggregate will be taken
over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate is foreign. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Aggregate is offline. The aggregate will be taken over during
CFO phase of takeover.
Failed: Mirrored aggregate does not have both plexes online. The
aggregate will be taken over during CFO phase of takeover.
Failed, could not disable firmware updates on .
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
node

string Name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodetakeoverstatus

string Takeover status of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

takenoveraggregate

string Name of the taken over aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: timeout-info

[top]

Failover monitor timeouts.
Name

Range

Type

Description

booting

integer booting timeout, in milliseconds

connect

integer connect timeout, in milliseconds

dumpcore
fast

integer dumpcore timeout, in milliseconds
integer fast timeout, in milliseconds

firmware

integer firmware timeout, in milliseconds

mailbox

integer mailbox timeout, in milliseconds

operator

integer operator timeout, in milliseconds

reboot
slow

integer
reboot timeout, in milliseconds
optional
integer slow timeout, in milliseconds

transit
transit-timer-enabled

integer transit timeout, in milliseconds
boolean True, if the transit timer is enabled

Element definition: advanced-options-modify

[top]

Advanced Options to Modify
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatemigration- [30..300]
timeout

integer
optional

Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, the source node has
to wait for the destination node to complete the aggregate
migration before declaring the migration as failed. Default: 120
seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies failover outage durations to allow CIFS NDO lite
customers to tune the NVlog size. A value of 'default' uses the
maximum NVRAM possible. Attributes: non-creatable,
cifsndoduration modifiable Possible values:
optional
"default" ,
"medium" ,
"low"

cifs-ndoduration

propagatemailboxenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether storage-failover status is communicated via
mailbox disks. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

readinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node reads its
partner's status from the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

writeinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node writes its status
to the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: giveback-options-modify

[top]

Giveback Options to Modify
Name

Range

autogivebackafter-panicenabled

Type

Description

Specifies whether a node should attempt automatic giveback
boolean
operations if takeover was because of a disruption in the partner's
optional
operation Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackenabled

boolean True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackoverridevetoesenabled

Specifies whether long-running operations (for instance, NDMP
boolean dump/restoration, volume verification, etc.) are terminated and
optional partner veto votes are overriden when an automatic giveback
operation is initiated. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies the minimum time, in seconds, that a node will stay in
autogivebackinteger
takeover state prior to performing an automatic giveback. Default:
[0..600]
optional
delay
600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether the node checks that its partner is waiting-forgiveback before initiating a giveback. If check-partner is false,
boolean
aggregates will be given back even if the partner is not up and ready
optional
potentially leading to longer outage. Default: true Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

checkpartnerenabled
givebackattemptscount

[2..10]

Specifies the number of times the node attempts an automatic
integer
giveback within the time period specified by giveback-attemptsoptional
interval. Default: 2 Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

givebackattemptsinterval

[1..90]

Specifies the time period, in minutes, used by the givebackinteger
attempts-count parameter Default: 60 minutes Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

Element definition: giveback-related-info

[top]

Giveback related Info
Name

Range

Type

Description
This is the reason for the giveback failure. Possible values are:

givebackfailure-reason

aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
testpoint - a giveback failure was simulated with a testpoint
cannot_giveback_partner_subsystem - node failed to giveback
one of partner's subsystems
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery operation is
in progress
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
givebackmodule

string The current module giveback process is in. e.g. WAFL Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
Giveback state of the node. Possible values are:

giveback-state

nothing_to_gb
not_attempted_yet
giveback_in_progress
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled
previous_giveback_failed
giveback_vetoed_no_di
giveback_vetoed_missing_disks
autogiveback_scheduled
autogiveback_deferred
node_upgrade_in_progress
sfo_aggr_giveback_failed
sfo_aggr_giveback_in_progress
partial_giveback
partner_spare_disks_giveback_pending

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: hamode
High availability mode Possible values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: interconnect-related-info

[top]

Interconnect Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

interconnectlinks

string States of the individual interconnect links. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

interconnecttype

string Type and Vendor of the interconnect. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isinterconnectup

boolean True, if storage failover interconnect is up. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-related-info

[top]

Node Info
Name

Range

Type

Description
Current HA Mode Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

currentmode

hamode
optional

"ha" ,
"non_ha"
Specifies the type of high-availability configuration. Possible values
are:

ha-type

hatype
optional

none - none
shared_storage - shared storage high-availability configuration
non_shared_storage - non-shared storage high-availability
configuration
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - None,
"shared_storage" - Shared storage HA configuration,
"non_shared_storage" - Non-shared storage HA configuration

localA counter to indicate that the local node is progressing in the current
[0..2^32- integer
firmwarefirmware state. If the counter is not progressing the node may be
optional
1]
progress
unresponsive or down. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Local firmware state that will be communicated through interconnect

to the partner. Possible values are:

localfirmwarestate

string
optional

SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for cluster mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be taken-over
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename Node name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Storage failover status of the node. Possible values are:
connected - Partner is available for takeover.
takeover_scheduled - Partner is down and takeover is scheduled.
takeover_started - Takeover process has begun.
takeover - Currently controlling partner's resources.
takeover_failed - Failed to takeover the partner.
giveback_partial_waiting - This node controls partner aggregates
even though the node is not in takeover. And we're waiting for a
connection to the partner.
giveback_partial_connected - This node controls partner
aggregates even though the node is not in takeover. The partner
is available to receive the aggregates.
waiting_for_root_aggr - Partner is controlling dblade's root
aggregate If we're in this state, many other optional fields are
not returned.
waiting - Waiting for a connection to partner. Generally happens
while partner is rebooting.
in_maintenance_mode - Node is in maintenance mode. In the
mode it is not possible to determine more detailed information
(e.g. cluster or not; takeover or not, etc).
pending_shutdown - Starting a takeover/giveback is inhibited
due to a pending system shutdown.
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - Node is relocating its SFO
aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
sfo_takeover_phase_done - Node is done with the SFO phase of
takeover.

node-state

string
optional

sfo_takenover_phase_done - This node has relocated its SFO
aggregates to its partner during an optimized negotiated
takeover by its partner.
sfo_takeover_phase_aborted - The SFO phase of takeover has
been aborted. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to check the
reason.
sfo_takenover_phase_aborted - This node has aborted the
relocation of its SFO aggregates to its partner, during an
optimized negotiated takeover by its partner.
in_non_HA_mode - Node is not in HA mode
cfo_takeover_failed - CFO phase of takeover failed
sfo_takeover_phase - SFO phase of takeover of partner is in
progress
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - Node has relocated its SFO
aggregates to its partner prior to a negotiated takeover.
giving_back - Giveback is in progress. Refer to current-givebackmodule field to get the current module, the giveback process is
in.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_disabled - Previous giveback
failed and auto giveback is disabled. Refer to current-givebackmodule to get the module in which giveback process failed.
giveback_failed_autogiveback_scheduled - Previous giveback
failed and an auto giveback is scheduled. Refer to currentgiveback-module to get the module in which giveback process
failed.
Refer to time-until-autogiveback field to check time remaining
before an auto giveback is initiated.
previous_giveback_failed - Previous giveback failed. Refer to
current-giveback-module to get the module in which giveback
process failed.
takeover_disk_inventory_not_received - Local node is in
takeover. A normal giveback is not possible as disk inventory
from partner has not yet been received.
takeover_partner_missing_disks - Local node is in takeover. A
normal giveback is not possible as the patner is missing some of
its file system disks.
takeover_autogiveback_scheduled - Local node in takeover. An
auto giveback is scheduled. Refer time-until-autogiveback field
to check time remaining before an auto giveback is initiated.
takeover_network_failure - Local node in takeover. The partner
was taken over due to network failure.
takeover_autogiveback_deferred - Local node in takeover. Auto
giveback is deferred because the partner node was not ready to
receive aggregates when the auto giveback timer expired. An
auto giveback will be initiated as soon as the partner node is up
and ready to receive aggregates.
automatic_takeover_disabled_connected - Automatic takeover is
disabled. Local node is connected to partner via HA interconnect.
This happens only in debug builds when raid.panic.missing.disks
is turned on from node CLI.
automatic_takeover_disabled_waiting - Automatic takeover is
disabled. Local node is waiting for partner node on HA
interconnect. This happens only in debug builds when
raid.panic.missing.disks is turned on from node CLI.
ndo_upgrade_in_progress - Local node owns partner's
aggregates as part of node upgrade process.
own_aggr_non_local_connected - Local node owns aggregates of
some other node in the cluster. Local node is connected to
partner via HA interconnect. This is possible only during NDO
double hop controller upgrade.

own_aggr_non_local_waiting - Local node owns aggregates of
some other node in the cluster. Local node is waiting for partner
on HA interconnect. This is possible only during NDO double hop
controller upgrade.
clusterwait_connected - Connected to partner via HA
interconnect. Local node waiting for cluster applications to come
online.
clusterwait_waiting - Waiting for partner on HA interconnect.
Local node waiting for cluster applications to come online.
dr_op_in_progress - MetroCluster disaster recovery operation is
in progress.
SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting
SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for cluster mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be taken-over
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
nvram-id

[0..2^32- integer
NVRAM identifier Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

A counter to indicate that the partner node is progressing in the
partner[0..2^32- integer current firmware state. If the counter is not progressing the partner
firmwareoptional node may be unresponsive or down. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
progress
modifiable
Partner firmware state as communicated by the partner through
interconnect. Possible values are:

partner-

SF_OPERATOR_EXIT - operator completed
SF_DEBUG_EXIT - debugger completed
SF_PROGRESS - progress counter
SF_IOERROR - I/O error
SF_BADCKSUM - bad checksum
SF_RESERVED - reserved
SF_UNKNOWN - unknown
SF_OPEN - initializing
SF_POST - in power-on self test
SF_BOOTING - booting
SF_FAIL - boot failed
SF_WAITING - waiting

string
optional

firmwarestate

SF_OS_BOOTED - kernel loaded
SF_UP - up
SF_DEBUG - in debugger
SF_OPERATOR - waiting for operator input
SF_DUMPCORE - dumping core
SF_HALT - halted
SF_REBOOT - rebooting
SF_GIVEWAIT - waiting for giveback
SF_MBWAIT - waiting for cluster mailbox release
SF_SPARECORE - dumping sparecore and ready to be taken-over
SF_MDP - multi-disk panic
SF_TO - in takeover
SF_NOTO - takeover disabled
SF_CLUSTERWAIT - waiting for cluster apps
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

partnername

string Storage failover partner node name Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

partner- [0..2^32- integer
Partner NVRAM identifier Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
nvram-id
1]
optional
statedescription

string A detailed description of the storage failover state of the node.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: options-related-info

[top]

Options Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

autogivebackenabled

boolean
optional

True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

failoverenabled

boolean
optional

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise. Note that
the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be possible due to
various reasons. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ha-mode

hamode
optional

Specifies whether the node is set up in high-availability mode or standalone mode. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"

sfoadvancedoptionsinfo

advancedoptions Advanced Options
optional

sfogivebackoptionsinfo

givebackoptions Giveback Options
optional

sfotakeoveroptionsinfo

takeoveroptions Takeover Options
optional

Element definition: storage-related-info

[top]

Storage Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

localmailboxstate

mailbox- Primary mailbox status information, represented as a list of strings. Not
state[] returned if node-state is waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

localmissingdisks

diskList of disks that the local node is missing but the partner node is able to
uid[]
view. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

mailboxdiskslocal

diskList of local mailbox disks. Not returned if node-state is
uid[]
waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

mailboxdiskspartner

disk- List of partner mailbox disks as this dblade sees them. Not returned if
uid[] partner's node-state is waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

partnermailboxstate

mailbox- Backup mailbox status information, represented as a list of strings. Not
state[] returned if partner's node-state is waiting_for_root_aggr. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

partnermissingdisks

diskList of disks that the partner node is missing but the local node is able to
uid[]
view. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: takeover-options-modify

[top]

Takeover Options to Modify
Name

Range

bypasstakeoveroptimizationenabled

Type

Description

Specifies if manual takeover is optimized. If optimized SFO
boolean aggregates will be relocated serially to the node that is taking over
optional prior to takeover. This reduces client outage. Default: false
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

shortuptimeduration

[0..86400]

takeoverdetectioninterval

[10..180]

Specifies the time period, in seconds, used by the takeoverinteger
onshort-uptime-enabled parameter. Default: 60 seconds.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that a node remains
integer
unresponsive before its partner initiates a takeover operation.
optional
Default: 15 seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronfailureenabled

A master option that specifies whether the node takes over on any
boolean partner failure. When false, all takeovers are disabled; when true
optional the other take over specific options are checked. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronpanicenabled

Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if the partner
boolean node panics. Changing this parameter on one node automatically
optional makes the same change on its partner node. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronrebootenabled

boolean Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if its partner
optional reboots. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronshortuptimeenabled

Specifies whether the node takes over if the partner node fails
boolean
within short-uptime-duration seconds of starting up. Default: true
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: takeover-related-info

[top]

Takeover related Info
Name
takeover-bypartner-notpossiblereason

Range

Type

Description

reasontakeoverIt list of one or more reasons why takeover by partner is not
notpossible. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
possible[]
optional

takeover-bypartnerpossible

boolean
optional

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible. by the
partner, false otherwise. Note that this is the local node's view of
partner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

takeoverenabled

boolean
optional

True, if the storage failover facility is enabled, false otherwise.
Note that the facility can be enabled but takeover may not be
possible due to various reasons. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable
This is the reason for the takeover failure. Possible values are:

takeoverfailure-reason

string
optional

shutdown_in_progress - shutdown is in progress
aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate relocation is in
progress
giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress
takeover_in_progress - takeover is in progress
unknown_partner_id - node could not detect its partner's
system ID
conflicting_sysid - node has the same system ID as its
partner
pri_mbx_update_error - node could not update its primary
mailbox
takeover_disabled_by_partner - partner has disabled
takeover
cannot_takeover_partner_subsystem - node failed to
takeover one of partner's subsystems
non_etc_or_rc_boot - it is not possible to takeover in a
non-etc/rc boot
bck_mbx_update_error - node could not update its backup
mailbox
partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
revert_in_progress - revert is in progress
disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress
headswap_in_progress - headswap is in progress
destination_check_failed - destination check failed
communication_failed - communication with destination
failed
operation_aborted - operation was aborted
aggr_not_online - destination node did not online the
aggregate being relocated in time
sfo_disabled - storage failover service is not enabled

partner_taking_over - partner is taking over local node
bdfu_not_disabled_source - failed to disable background
disk firmware update (BDFU) on local node
bdfu_not_disabled_dest - failed to disable background disk
firmware update (BDFU) on partner node
partner_shutting_down - shutdown is in progress on the
partner node
partner_aggr_relocation_in_progress - aggregate
relocation is in progress on the partner node
partner_giveback_in_progress - giveback is in progress on
the partner node
partner_revert_in_progress - revert is in progress on the
partner node
partner_disaster_recovery_in_progress - disaster recovery
operation is in progress on the partner node
partner_in_headswap - headswap is in progress on the
partner node
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
takeovermodule
takeover-ofpartner-notpossiblereason
takeover-ofpartnerpossible

string
optional

The current module takeover process is in. e.g. WAFL Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

reasontakeover- If takeover-possible field is false, it lists of one or more reasons
notwhy takeover of partner is not possible. Attributes: nonpossible[] creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
optional

True, if storage failover takeover is currently possible, false
otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
List of reasons why a takeover can happen. Possible values are:
none - Not in takeover
takeover_normal - Operator initiated takeover
takeover_immediate - Operator initiated forced takeover
takeover_ndu - Takeover initiated as part of NDU
takeover_forced - Operator initiated forced takeover,
possible data loss
takeover_early - Takeover occuring during bootup of a filer
takeover_operator_exp - Takeover occuring after operator
timeout expired
takeover_post_failed - Takeover occuring on POST failure
takeover_panic - Takeover on panic
takeover_shortuptime - Takeover after quick toggling
between up & down states

takeoverreason

takeoverreason

takeover_sparecore_exp - Takeover on panic timeout
expiry
takeover_reboot_exp - Takeover on reboot timer expiry
takeover_booting_exp - Takeover on booting timer expiry
takeover_nfo_shutdown - Takeover on negotiated failover
shutdown
takeover_nfo_timer - Takeover on negotiated failover
timer expiry
takeover_mdp - Takeover on multi-disk panic
takeover_reboot - Takeover on reboot
takeover_halt - Takeover on halt
takeover_clam - CLAM triggered takeover
takeover_hwassist - H/w assisted takeover
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

optional
"takeover_none" - None,
"takeover_immediate" - Immediate takeover,
"takeover_ndu" - NDU Takeover,
"takeover_forced" - Forced Takeover,
"takeover_disaster" - Disaster Takeover,
"takeover_early" - Early Takeover,
"takeover_operator_exp" - Takeover Operator Timeout,
"takeover_post_failed" - Takeover POST Failed,
"takeover_panic" - Takeover On Panic,
"takeover_shortuptime" - Takeover On Short Uptime,
"takeover_sparecore_exp" - Takeover On Sparecore
Timeout,
"takeover_reboot_exp" - Takeover On Reboot Timeout,
"takeover_booting_exp" - Takeover On Booting Timeout,
"takeover_firmware_exp" - Takeover On Firmware
Timeout,
"takeover_nfo_shutdown" - Takeover On Negotiated
Failover,
"takeover_nfo_timer" - Takeover On Negotiated Failover
Timeout,
"takeover_mdp" - Takeover On MDP,
"takeover_reboot" - Takeover On Reboot,
"takeover_halt" - Takeover On Halt,
"takeover_clam" - CLAM Initiated Takeover,
"takeover_hwassist" - H/w assisted Takeover,
"takeover_normal" - Operator initiated takeover,
"takeover_comm_err" - Takeover On Communication Error
Takeover state of the node. Possible values are:

takeoverstate

string
optional

takeover_failed - Takeover Failed
sfo_takeover_in_progress - SFO phase of takeover of
partner is in progress
relocating_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocating aggregates
to partner as a takeover was initiated by partner
cfo_takeover_scheduled - CFO phase of takeover is
scheduled
relocated_aggrs_before_takeover - Relocated aggregates
to partner after a takeover was initiated by partner
takeover_by_partner_failed - A takeover attempt by
partner failed. Refer to takeover-failure-reason field to
check the reason for takeover failure.
in_takeover - Node is in takeover
takeover_started - A takeover is in progress
takeover_scheduled - A takeover of partner is scheduled
Refer to time-until-takeover field to check time remaining
till takeover.
not_in_takeover - Local node is not in takeover
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time-sincetakeover

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

Time in milliseconds since the local node has taken over partner.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time-untiltakeover

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

This is the countdown time in seconds until takeover is started.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Element definition: advanced-options
Advanced Options
Name

Range

aggregatemigration- [30..300]
timeout

Type

Description

integer
optional

Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, the source node has
to wait for the destination node to complete the aggregate
migration before declaring the migration as failed. Default: 120
seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies failover outage durations to allow CIFS NDO lite
customers to tune the NVlog size. A value of 'default' uses the
maximum NVRAM possible. Attributes: non-creatable,
cifsndoduration modifiable Possible values:
optional
"default" ,
"medium" ,
"low"

cifs-ndoduration

propagatemailboxenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether storage-failover status is communicated via
mailbox disks. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

readinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node reads its
partner's status from the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

writeinterval

[1..120]

integer
optional

Specifies how frequently, in seconds, the node writes its status
to the mailbox disks. Default: 5 seconds Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: cifsndoduration

[top]

CIFS NDO outage duration Possible values:
"default" ,
"medium" ,
"low"
[none]

Element definition: disk-uid

[top]

Disk Unique Identifier
[none]

Element definition: giveback-options

[top]

Giveback Options
Name

Range

autogivebackafter-panicenabled

Type

Description

Specifies whether a node should attempt automatic giveback
boolean
operations if takeover was because of a disruption in the partner's
optional
operation Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackenabled

boolean True, if auto-giveback is enabled, false otherwise. Default: true.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

autogivebackoverridevetoesenabled

Specifies whether long-running operations (for instance, NDMP
boolean dump/restoration, volume verification, etc.) are terminated and
optional partner veto votes are overriden when an automatic giveback
operation is initiated. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies the minimum time, in seconds, that a node will stay in
autogivebackinteger
takeover state prior to performing an automatic giveback. Default:
[0..600]
optional
delay
600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether the node checks that its partner is waiting-forgiveback before initiating a giveback. If check-partner is false,
boolean
aggregates will be given back even if the partner is not up and ready
optional
potentially leading to longer outage. Default: true Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

checkpartnerenabled
givebackattemptscount

[2..10]

Specifies the number of times the node attempts an automatic
integer
giveback within the time period specified by giveback-attemptsoptional
interval. Default: 2 Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

givebackattemptsinterval

[1..90]

Specifies the time period, in minutes, used by the givebackinteger
attempts-count parameter Default: 60 minutes Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

Element definition: hamode

[top]

High availability mode Possible values:
"ha" ,
"non_ha"
[none]

Element definition: hatype
none|shared_storage|non_shared_storage Possible values:
"none" - None,
"shared_storage" - Shared storage HA configuration,
"non_shared_storage" - Non-shared storage HA configuration
[none]

[top]

Element definition: mailbox-state

[top]

State of mailbox disks owned by the node. Possible values are:
mbx_status_nodisks
mbx_status_uncertain
mbx_status_stale
mbx_status_conflicted
mbx_status_old_version
mbx_status_not_found
mbx_status_wrong_state
mbx_status_backup
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: reason-takeover-not-possible
Reason why takeover is not possible.
not_initialized - Controller Failover not initialized
non_ha_mode - Controller is in non-HA mode
disabled - Controller Failover takeover disabled
mailbox_invalid - Partner mailbox disks not accessible or invalid
mailbox_uninit - Partner mailbox status uninitialized
fm_version_mismatch - Failover monitor version mismatch
partner_disabled - Takeover disabled by partner
operator_deny - Takeover disabled by operator
nvram_mismatch - NVRAM size mismatch
version - Version mismatch
ic_error - Interconnect error
booting - Partner booting
shelf_hot - Disk shelf is too hot
partner_revert_in_progress - Partner is performing revert
local_revert_in_progress - Revert is in progress
partner_takeover - Partner is attempting takeover
local_takeover - Already in takeover mode
halt_no_takeover - Partner halted in notakeover mode
log_unsync - NVRAM log unsynchronized
unknown - No takeover due to unknown reason
waiting_for_partner - Waiting for partner to recover
low_memory - Low memory condition
halting - Local halt in progress
mailbox_uncertain - Status of partner mailbox is uncertain

[top]

no_auto_takeover - Automatic takeover is disabled
disk_inventory_not_exchanged - Disk inventory information not received - from partner
disk_inventory_mismatch_local - Local node missing some of partner node's file system disks
pending_shutdown - Local node is shutting down
[none]

Element definition: takeover-options

[top]

Takeover Options
Name

Range

bypasstakeoveroptimizationenabled

Type

Description

Specifies if manual takeover is optimized. If optimized SFO
boolean aggregates will be relocated serially to the node that is taking over
optional prior to takeover. This reduces client outage. Default: false
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

shortuptimeduration

[0..86400]

takeoverdetectioninterval

[10..180]

Specifies the time period, in seconds, used by the takeoverinteger
onshort-uptime-enabled parameter. Default: 60 seconds.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that a node remains
integer
unresponsive before its partner initiates a takeover operation.
optional
Default: 15 seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronfailureenabled

A master option that specifies whether the node takes over on any
boolean partner failure. When false, all takeovers are disabled; when true
optional the other take over specific options are checked. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronpanicenabled

Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if the partner
boolean node panics. Changing this parameter on one node automatically
optional makes the same change on its partner node. Default: true
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronrebootenabled

boolean Specifies whether the node automatically takes over if its partner
optional reboots. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

takeoveronshortuptimeenabled

Specifies whether the node takes over if the partner node fails
boolean
within short-uptime-duration seconds of starting up. Default: true
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: takeover-reason
FM Takeover Reason Possible values:
"takeover_none" - None,
"takeover_immediate" - Immediate takeover,
"takeover_ndu" - NDU Takeover,
"takeover_forced" - Forced Takeover,
"takeover_disaster" - Disaster Takeover,
"takeover_early" - Early Takeover,
"takeover_operator_exp" - Takeover Operator Timeout,
"takeover_post_failed" - Takeover POST Failed,

[top]

"takeover_panic" - Takeover On Panic,
"takeover_shortuptime" - Takeover On Short Uptime,
"takeover_sparecore_exp" - Takeover On Sparecore Timeout,
"takeover_reboot_exp" - Takeover On Reboot Timeout,
"takeover_booting_exp" - Takeover On Booting Timeout,
"takeover_firmware_exp" - Takeover On Firmware Timeout,
"takeover_nfo_shutdown" - Takeover On Negotiated Failover,
"takeover_nfo_timer" - Takeover On Negotiated Failover Timeout,
"takeover_mdp" - Takeover On MDP,
"takeover_reboot" - Takeover On Reboot,
"takeover_halt" - Takeover On Halt,
"takeover_clam" - CLAM Initiated Takeover,
"takeover_hwassist" - H/w assisted Takeover,
"takeover_normal" - Operator initiated takeover,
"takeover_comm_err" - Takeover On Communication Error
[none]

APIs in Category: cg
cg-commit
cg-delete
cg-start

cg-commit

[top]

Commits the snapshots that were started during the preceeding cg-start call that returned the cg-id
key, and unfences the volumes that were fenced. If cg-commit API times out, then it means that either
too many volumes were specified to the cg-start api or the timeout value for the cg-start api was very
small. In this situation, the caller should try to perform the cg-start operation by specifying lesser
volumes or by specifying higher timeout value.
Input Name Range Type
cg-id

Description

integer Key to identify the ongoing cg operation.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
ECGOFF
ECGSNAPERR
ECGERROR
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EVOLUMEBUSY
ELOCALREVERT
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
ENOSPC
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

cg-delete
Deletes the snaps associated with a CG checkpoint in this filer. This API is deprecated as of Data ONTAP
8.2. Applications using this API should transition to snapshot-multidelete API as appropriate.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

snapshot

string

Description
The name of the snapshot that is deleted in each volume.
The identities of the volumes in which to create the snapshot.
The volume identity string is its 128-bit universally-unique identifier
(UUID) or its DSID.

volumeuuids

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed
of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by
UUID[] '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth
groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping
has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529

volumes

volumeA list of volumes in this filer that is part of this CG operation.
name[]

Errno

Description

ECGOFF
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
ECGSNAPDELERR
ECGERROR

cg-start

[top]

Starts the checkpoint cycle for externally synchronized checkpoints in the filer. This operation fences the
specified volumes and returns "success" (if successful). If the API returns "success", the call starts a
snapshot create operation in these volumes. If the API returns "success", this operation SHOULD be
followed by a call to cg-commit (below).
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

incoming-cgid

This is the common cg-id which the M-host generates internally to
integer
keep track of all the D-blades on which this API is executed. When this
optional
field is not present, D-blade will generates its own cg-id.

snapmirrorlabel

A human readable SnapMirror label to be attached with the
consistency group snapshot copies. Size of the label can be at most 31
string
characters. This label will be applied as an attribute to the snapshots
optional
that are created and will be used by the vaulting system to identify a
vaulting scheme.

snapshot

snapshottags

string

The provided name of the snapshot that is created in each volume.
This name is the unique identifier by which the calling agent identifies
the snapshots that constitute a checkpoint. The maximum length is
255 characters. (= MAXNAMLEN)

dsnapshot- The new tags to be set on the given consistency group snapshot
tag-info[] copies.
optional

Timeout selector. Possible vaules are "urgent", "medium" or "relaxed".
If no value is specified, the default value is "medium". Following are
the timeout values:
timeout

string
optional

"urgent" : 5 seconds
"medium" : 7 seconds
"relaxed" : 20 seconds

user-timeout

User specified timeout value in seconds. This option can be set if the
user wants to specify timeout value other than the default timeouts.
integer
The API will return failure if both 'timeout' and 'user-timeout' are
optional
specified. The minimum value for this field is equal to the "urgent"
timeout. The maximum timeout which can be specified is 120 seconds.
The identities of the volumes in which to create the snapshot.
The volume identity string is its 128-bit universally-unique identifier
(UUID) or its DSID.

volumeuuids

UUID[]

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is
not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529

volumes

volumeA list of volumes in this filer that is part of this CG operation.
name[]

Output Name Range
cg-id
no-fence

Type

Description

integer

Identifier of the started cg-start operation. This identifier is used in the
succeeding cg-commit call to identify the operation to be commited.

boolean
This option disables volume fencing. The default value is "false"
optional

Errno
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
ECGERROR
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EVOLUMEBUSY
ELOCALREVERT
EDUPLICATEDSID
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: UUID

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cifs
cifs-branchcache-create
cifs-branchcache-flush
cifs-branchcache-get
cifs-branchcache-get-iter
cifs-branchcache-hash
cifs-branchcache-hashstat
cifs-branchcache-modify
cifs-branchcache-remove
cifs-branchcache-set-key
cifs-cache-settings-get
cifs-cache-settingsmodify
cifs-character-mappingcreate
cifs-character-mappingdestroy
cifs-character-mappingget-iter
cifs-character-mappingmodify
cifs-check-server-get-iter
cifs-connection-get-iter
cifs-domain-discoveredservers-get-iter
cifs-domain-discoveredservers-reset
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-add
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-get-iter
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-modify
cifs-domain-namemapping-search-remove
cifs-domain-passwordschedule-get-iter
cifs-domain-passwordschedule-modify
cifs-domain-preferred-dcadd
cifs-domain-preferred-dcget-iter
cifs-domain-preferred-dcremove
cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode-get
cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode-get-iter
cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode-modify

This set of APIs allows managing CIFS configuration.

cifs-domain-trusts-getiter
cifs-domain-trustsrediscover
cifs-home-directory-getiter
cifs-home-directorymodify
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-add
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-delete
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-get-iter
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-remove
cifs-home-directorysearch-path-reorder
cifs-homedir-path-getfor-user
cifs-homedir-paths-get
cifs-homedir-paths-set
cifs-list-config
cifs-local-group-create
cifs-local-group-delete
cifs-local-group-get-iter
cifs-local-groupmembers-add-members
cifs-local-groupmembers-get-iter
cifs-local-groupmembers-removemembers
cifs-local-group-modify
cifs-local-group-rename
cifs-local-user-create
cifs-local-user-delete
cifs-local-user-get-iter
cifs-local-usermembership-get-iter
cifs-local-user-modify
cifs-local-user-rename
cifs-local-user-setpassword
cifs-nbalias-names-get
cifs-nbalias-names-set
cifs-nbtstat-get-iter
cifs-options-get-iter
cifs-options-modify
cifs-password-change
cifs-password-reset
cifs-preferred-dc-checkget-iter
cifs-privilege-addprivilege
cifs-privilege-get-iter

cifs-privilege-removeprivilege
cifs-privilege-resetprivilege
cifs-security-get-iter
cifs-security-modify
cifs-server-add-netbiosaliases
cifs-server-create
cifs-server-delete
cifs-server-get-iter
cifs-server-modify
cifs-server-removenetbios-aliases
cifs-server-start
cifs-server-stop
cifs-session-close
cifs-session-file-close
cifs-session-file-get-iter
cifs-session-get-iter
cifs-session-list-iter-end
cifs-session-list-iter-next
cifs-session-list-iter-start
cifs-setup
cifs-setup-create-groupfile
cifs-setup-create-passwdfile
cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-end
cifs-setup-ou-list-iternext
cifs-setup-ou-list-iterstart
cifs-setup-site-list-iterend
cifs-setup-site-list-iternext
cifs-setup-site-list-iterstart
cifs-setup-verify-name
cifs-setup-verify-passwdand-group
cifs-share-access-controlcreate
cifs-share-access-controldelete
cifs-share-access-controlget-iter
cifs-share-access-controlmodify
cifs-share-ace-delete
cifs-share-ace-set
cifs-share-acl-list-iter-end
cifs-share-acl-list-iternext
cifs-share-acl-list-iter-

start
cifs-share-add
cifs-share-change
cifs-share-create
cifs-share-delete
cifs-share-get-iter
cifs-share-list-iter-end
cifs-share-list-iter-next
cifs-share-list-iter-start
cifs-share-modify
cifs-start
cifs-status
cifs-stop
cifs-symlink-create
cifs-symlink-delete
cifs-symlink-get-iter
cifs-symlink-modify
cifs-top-iter-end
cifs-top-iter-next
cifs-top-iter-start
cifs-user-home-directorypath-get
cifs-user-home-directorypath-get-iter
cifs-users-and-grouplocal-group-membersget-iter
cifs-users-and-grouplocal-user-membershipget-iter
volume-charmap-get
volume-charmap-set

cifs-branchcache-create

[top]

Create and setup the BranchCache service.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hash-storemax-size

size
optional

hash-storepath

string

operatingmode

string
optional

The mode in which the BranchCache service will operate.

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-branchcache on successful
creation. Default: false

server-key

string
optional

BranchCache server key.

versions

cifs-bc-versioncontrol[]
optional

Maximum size the hash store can grow to.
Path to the directory where hash files are stored.

Versions of the BranchCache protocol that are supported.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cifs-branchcache The cifs-branchcache created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
optional

result
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-flush

[top]

Flush (delete) all the BranchCache hashes that have been generated for a Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-get

[top]

Retrieve information about the BranchCache service.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
branchcache
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cifsThe attributes of the cifs-branchcache.
branchcache

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the per-Vserver BranchCache configurations for the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
cifsall attributes for which information is available will be
branchcache
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
optional
information is available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
cifsbe specified on any number of attributes in the cifsbranchcache
branchcache object. All cifs-branchcache objects matching this
optional
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Range

cifsbranchcache[] The list of attributes of cifs-branchcache objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
cifs-branchcache objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-hash

[top]

Force the generation of BranchCache hashes for a file or path.
Input Name Range
path
recurse

Type
string

Description
Path of File or Directory to Hash

boolean If set to 'true', hashes will be recursively computed for all files in the
optional directory

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-hash-stat

[top]

Display the CIFS BranchCache statistics
Input Name Range

Type

Description

includefilesize-stats

If true, it shows BranchCache hash stats of file sizes for which hashes
boolean
were requested for. File sizes are <10K, 11K-100K, 101K-250K, 251Koptional
1M, 1.1M-10M, 11M-100M, >100M. The default value of this is false.

include-flushstats

If true, returns BranchCache hash stats like how many hashes were
boolean
flushed in multiples of BranchCache hash timeout duration. The default
optional
value of this field is false.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

filesize-morethan-100mb

integer
Number of files of size more than 100mb.
optional

filesizerange-0kb-to10kb

integer Number of files of size less than equal to 10k for which hashes were
optional asked for.

filesizerange-100kbto-250kb

integer Number of files of size more than 100kb and less than equal to 250kb
optional for which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-10kbto-100kb

integer Number of files of size more than 10kb and less than equal to 100kb for
optional which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-10mbto-100mb

integer Number of files of size more than 10mb and less than equal to 100mb
optional for which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-1mbto-10mb

integer Number of files of size more than 1mb and less than equal to 10mb for
optional which hashes were asked for.

filesizerange-250kbto-1mb

integer Number of files of size more than 250kb and less than equal to 1mb for
optional which hashes were asked for.

hashesflashed-postfifth-timeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed after fifth timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postfirst-timeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between first and second timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postfourthtimeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between fourth and fifth timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postsecondtimeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between second and third timeout.
optional

hashesflashed-postthird-timeout

integer
Number of hashes flushed in between third and fourth timeout.
optional

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-branchcache-modify

[top]

Modify the CIFS BranchCache service settings
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

flush-hashes

boolean
optional

Delete Existing Hashes

hash-store-max-size

size
optional

Maximum Size of the Hash Store

hash-store-path

string
optional

Path to Hash Store

operating-mode

string
optional

CIFS BranchCache Operating Modes

server-key

string
optional

Encryption Key Used to Secure the Hashes

cifs-bc-version-control[]
Supported BranchCache Versions
optional

versions
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-remove

[top]

Remove the BranchCache service
Input Name Range
flush-hashes

Type

Description

boolean Delete Existing Hashes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-branchcache-set-key

[top]

Sets the server secret for BranchCache.
Input Name Range Type
serversecret

A binary string that provides cryptographic data used by the BranchCache
content server to generate hashes. Content servers that are serving the
string same data and are expected to provide the same hash values must use the
same key. After changing this value, any existing cached content will be
identified as stale and retrieved from the content server again.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-cache-settings-get

[top]

Get the CIFS name and SID cache configuration of the SVM
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cifscachesettingsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

cifscacheThe attributes of the cifs-cache-settings.
settingsinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-cache-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the CIFS name and SID cache configuration of the specified SVM. Omitted (optional) fields will
not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

is-propagation-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled?

negative-ttl
ttl

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional
time-interval
Time to Live
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-character-mapping-create

[top]

Create a character mapping. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Vservers with Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

mapping

string[]

The mapping for invalid characters in the format XX:XXXX.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-character-mapping on successful
creation. Default: false

volume

string

The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to
be applied.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

cifs-charactermapping
optional

result

The cifs-character-mapping created (keys or the entire object
if requested)

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-character-mapping-destroy

[top]

Delete a character mapping. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Vservers with Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be applied.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-character-mapping-get-iter

[top]

Display a character mapping
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

cifsSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
character- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

mapping present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cifscharactermapping
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-charactermapping object. All cifs-character-mapping objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifscharacterThe list of attributes of cifs-character-mapping objects.
mapping[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifscharacter-mapping objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-character-mapping-modify

[top]

Modify a character mapping. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Vservers with Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range
mapping

Type

Description

string[] The mapping for invalid characters in the format XX:XXXX.

volume

string

The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be
applied.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-check-server-get-iter

[top]

Display the Status of Connectivity from Each Node to the CIFS Server for the Given Vserver
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

cifs- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
check- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifscheckinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag
vserver
Output Name

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the check-server object. All
check-server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

string
Range

Vserver For Checking the CIFS Server.

Type

Description

cifscheckThe list of attributes of check-server objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
cifs-status

string

CIFS Server Status.

netbiosname

string

The NetBIOS Name of the CIFS Server.

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more checkoptional server objects to return.

next-tag

string
The Node on Which the Command Will Be Run.
optional

node
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

server

string

The FQDN of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to.

server-ip

string

The IP address of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to.

site

string

The Site CIFS Server Belongs to.

status

string

Status of NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS Server.

statusdetails

string

Time for Establishing NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS
Server.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_ERROR_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

cifs-connection-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of the established CIFS connections.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
cifsall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
connection
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional
max-records

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cifsconnection[] The list of attributes of cifs-connection objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-connection
connection
object. All cifs-connection objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

integer
optional

available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsconnection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-discovered-servers-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of servers discovered by the cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

cifsdomaindiscoveredservers
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

cifsdomaindiscoveredservers
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domaindiscovered-servers object. All cifs-domain-discovered-servers
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

cifsdomaindiscovered- The list of attributes of cifs-domain-discovered-servers objects.
servers[]
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

optional

domain-discovered-servers objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-discovered-servers-reset

[top]

Command to trigger re-discovery of servers.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-add

[top]

Add to the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search
Input Name

Range

trusted-domains

Type

Description

realm-name[] Trusted Domains

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifsdomainnamemappingsearch
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifsdomain- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

name- specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domain-namemapping- mapping-search object. All cifs-domain-name-mapping-search
search objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

cifsdomainnameThe list of attributes of cifs-domain-name-mapping-search objects.
mappingsearch[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional domain-name-mapping-search objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-modify

[top]

Modify the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search
Input Name

Range

trusted-domains

Type

Description

realm-name[] Trusted Domains

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-domain-name-mapping-search-remove

[top]

Remove from the list of trusted domains for name-mapping search
Input Name
trusted-domains

Range

Type

Description

realm-name[]
Trusted Domains
optional

Errno
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

cifs-domain-password-schedule-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-domain-password-schedule objects.
Input Name

Range

cifsdomainpasswordschedule
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cifsdomainpasswordschedule
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifsdomainpassword- The list of attributes of cifs-domain-password-schedule objects.
schedule[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domainpassword-schedule object. All cifs-domain-password-schedule
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsdomain-password-schedule objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-domain-password-schedule-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of cifs-domain-password-schedule object.
Input Name
is-scheduleenabled
schedule-dayof-week

Range

Type

Description

Value of this field indicates whether domain account password
boolean
change schedule is enabled or not. Value of true indicates schedule
optional
is enabled.
cronday-of- This field specifies the day of week when the scheduled domain
week account password change occurs
optional

scheduleThis field specifies the minutes within which the scheduled domain
integer
randomized- [1..180]
account password start time can be randomized beginning scheduleoptional
minute
time-of-day
time-ofThis field specifies the time in HH:MM:SS at which the scheduled
day
domain account password change starts
optional

scheduletime-of-day
scheduleweeklyinterval

[1..52]

integer This field specifies the number of weeks after which the scheduled
optional domain account password change must occur

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-domain-preferred-dc-add

[top]

Add to a list of preferred domain controllers
Input Name

Range Type

domain

string

Description
The fully qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain to
which the domain controllers in the list belong.

preferred-dc

string[] Preferred Domain Controllers

skip-configvalidation

boolean Skip Configuration Validation

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-preferred-dc-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of preferred domain controllers associated with Active Directory domains.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifsdomainpreferreddc
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cifsdomainpreferreddc
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domainpreferred-dc object. All cifs-domain-preferred-dc objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifsdomainpreferred- The list of attributes of cifs-domain-preferred-dc objects.
dc[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Type

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsdomain-preferred-dc objects to return.

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-preferred-dc-remove

[top]

Remove from a list of preferred domain controllers
Input Name Range
domain
preferreddc

Type
string

Description
The fully qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain to which
the domain controllers in the list belong.

string[]
Preferred Domain Controllers
optional

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-get

[top]

Get the CIFS server domain discovery mode of a Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type
cifs-domainserverdiscoverymode-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

cifs-domainserverThe attributes of the cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode.
discoverymode-info
Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-get-iter

[top]

Iterate through the CIFS server domain discovery mode of the cluster
Input Name

Range

Type
cifsdomainserverdiscoverymode-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

cifsdomainserverdiscoverymode-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifsdomainserverThe list of attributes of cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode
discoveryobjects.
modeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode object. All cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsdomain-server-discovery-mode objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-modify

[top]

Modify the CIFS server domain discovery mode of a Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Server discovery mode Possible values:

cifs-domain-server-

"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,

mode

discovery-mode
optional

Errno

"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to
configure pref-dcs.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-domain-trusts-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of discovered trusted domains.
Input Name

Range

cifsdomaintrusts
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

cifsdomaintrusts
optional

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-domain-trusts
object. All cifs-domain-trusts objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

cifsdomainThe list of attributes of cifs-domain-trusts objects.
trusts[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional domain-trusts objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-domain-trusts-rediscover
Command to trigger re-discovery of trusted domains.

[top]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-home-directory-get-iter

[top]

Displays CIFS home directory configurations
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifs-homeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
directory
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifs-homespecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-home-directory
directory
object. All cifs-home-directory objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cifs-homedirectory[] The list of attributes of cifs-home-directory objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifshome-directory objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-modify

[top]

Modify CIFS home directory configurations
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-home-dirs-access-for-adminenabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to admin.
optional Default value is true.

is-home-dirs-access-for-publicenabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to public.
optional Default value is false.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-home-directory-search-path-add

[top]

Add a path to the list of paths that will be searched to find a CIFS user's home directory.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Errno

Description
The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
directory.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-delete

[top]

Delete a home directory search path. This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later but retained
for backwards compatibility. Use cifs-home-directory-search-path-remove instead of cifs-homedirectory-search-path-delete.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
string
directory.

path
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-home-directory-search-path objects.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifshomedirectorysearchpath
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifs-

homedirectorysearchpath
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-home-directorysearch-path object. All cifs-home-directory-search-path objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

cifshomedirectoryThe list of attributes of cifs-home-directory-search-path objects.
searchpath[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsstring
optional home-directory-search-path objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-remove

[top]

Remove a home directory search path.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
string
directory.

path
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-home-directory-search-path-reorder

[top]

Change the position of this path in the list of paths that will be searched to find a CIFS user's home
directory.
Input Name
path
to-position
Errno

Range

Type
string

Description
The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's
home directory.

The target position this entry should be moved to, in the list of CIFS
[0..2^32integer
home directory search paths.
1]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-homedir-path-get-for-user

[top]

Return path to the user's CIFS home directory if it exists.
Input Name Range

user-name

Type

Description

string

Name of the user. If the filer is using the "mapped" CIFS home directory
naming style, then a mapped Unix name is provided. For the domain
naming style, a domain/user is provided. Otherwise the filer will expect
the NT name for the user. The filer's CIFS home directory naming style
can be obtained with the "options-get" api, using input parameter
"name cifs.home_dir_namestyle".

Type

Description

Output Name Range
homedirpath-user

string A Unix-style path to the user's CIFS homedir directory, if it exists, for
optional example: /vol/volName/users/joe.

Errno

Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-homedir-paths-get

[top]

Return the current list of paths to users' cifs home directories, if any.
Output Name Range
homedir-paths
Errno
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

homedir-path-info[]
An array, one entry per each cifs home directory path.
optional
Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-homedir-paths-set

[top]

Provides a list of CIFS home directory paths for the filer. Replaces the current list of paths in use by the
filer. Note that supplying an empty path list causes the filer to delete any current entries.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

force

If true, the new set of homedir paths will be put into use even if some
boolean user homedir connections will be broken. This can cause users with
optional open files in their home directories to lose access to the files. A user
can lose data if there are updates not yet committed to disk.

homedirpaths

homedirpath- An array, one entry per each cifs home directory path. note: homedirinfo[] path-info defined above
optional

Output Name Range
path-error

Type

Description

pathAn array, one entry for each homedir path error detected. Note that
errornormally the API will complete sucessfully and activate as many paths
info[]
as possible even if some paths cannot be activated.
optional

Errno

Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-list-config

[top]

This ZAPI is used to display the CIFS configuration.
Output Name Range
AD-site
DC-connection

Type
string
optional

Description
Active Directory site that the filer is in.

connectioninfo[]
Information on the Domain Controller's connection.

optional
DNSdomainname
LDAPconnection

string
optional

FQDN of DNS domain.

connectionInformation on the LDAP connection.
info[]
optional

NetBIOSdomainname

string
optional

NetBIOSservername

string

Windows-type

string
optional

auth-type

string

NetBIOS domain name.
NetBIOS name of the server
Windows type: "NT4"
String specifying the type of authentication, such as: "ad" Active
Directory "nt4" Windows NT4 "workgroup" Workgroup "passwd"
Password file, NIS or LDAP

domaincontrollerfunctionality

cifsfunctional- Domain controller functionality indicates the functional level of the
DC.
level
optional

domainfunctionality

cifsDomain functionality enables features that will affect the entire
functionaldomain and that domain only. It indicates the functional level of
level
the domain.
optional

forestfunctionality

cifsfunctional- Forest functionality enables features across all the domains within
your forest. It indicates the functional level of the forest.
level
optional

security-style

string

Errno

String specifying the security style, such as: "ntfs" NTFS
"multiprotocol" Multiple Protocol

Description

ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
EDNSNOTENABLED
EHOSTNOTFOUND
ELDAPSVRNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-local-group-create

[top]

Create a single local group
Input Name Range
description

Type
string
optional

Description
The description of the local group

group-name

cifs-name

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Type
cifs-localgroup
optional

result

The name of the local group
If set to true, returns the cifs-local-group on successful creation.
Default: false
Description
The cifs-local-group created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-group-delete

[top]

Delete a single local group
Input Name Range
group-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local group

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-group-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local groups
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

cifslocalgroup
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifs- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
local- specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-group object.

group All cifs-local-group objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

cifslocalThe list of attributes of cifs-local-group objects.
group[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-localoptional group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-members-add-members

[top]

Add local users or Active Directory users or groups to a local group
Input Name

Range

group-name

Type
cifs-name

member-names
Errno

Description
Group Name

cifs-name[] Names of Users or Active Directory Groups to be Added
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-members-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local group members
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
cifs-localgroupmembers
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
cifs-localgroupmembers
optional
string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-groupmembers object. All cifs-local-group-members objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for

tag

optional

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-localgroupThe list of attributes of cifs-local-group-members objects.
members[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifslocal-group-members objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-members-remove-members

[top]

Remove local users or Active Directory users or groups from a local group
Input Name

Range

group-name

Type
cifs-name

member-names

Description
Group Name

cifs-name[] Names of Users or Active Directory Groups to be Removed

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-group-modify

[top]

Modify a description of a single local group
Input Name Range
description
group-name

Type

Description

string
optional

The description of the local group

cifs-name The name of the local group

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

Description

cifs-local-group-rename

[top]

Rename a local group
Input Name

Range

group-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local group

new-group-name

cifs-name New Group Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-local-user-create

[top]

Configure and create a local user, associated with a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

The description of the local user

full-name

string
optional

The full name of the local user

is-account-disabled

boolean
optional

The local user account is disabled

user-name

cifs-name The name of the local user

user-password

string

Errno

The password for the local user

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-user-delete

[top]

Delete a single local user
Input Name Range
user-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local user

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-user-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local users
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

cifslocaluser
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-user object.
All cifs-local-user objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

cifslocalThe list of attributes of cifs-local-user objects.
user[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-localoptional user objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

cifslocaluser
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-user-membership-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve local users' membership information
Input Name

Range

cifs-localusermembership
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

query

cifs-localusermembership
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-local-usermembership object. All cifs-local-user-membership objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

cifs-localuserThe list of attributes of cifs-local-user-membership objects.
membership[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifslocal-user-membership objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-local-user-modify

[top]

Modify a single local user
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

The description of the local user

full-name

string
optional

Full name of the local user

is-account-disabled

boolean
optional

The user account is disabled

user-name

cifs-name The name of the local user

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
CIFS

cifs-local-user-rename
Rename a local user

[top]

Input Name

Range

new-user-name

Type

Description

cifs-name New User Name

user-name

cifs-name The name of the local user

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-local-user-set-password

[top]

Set password for a local user
Input Name

Range

user-name

Type

Description

cifs-name The name of the local user

user-password

string

Errno

The Password for a Local User

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-nbalias-names-get

[top]

Return the current list of NetBIOS alias names for the filer
Output Name Range
nbalias-names
Errno

Type

Description

nbalias-name-info[]
An array, one entry for each NetBIOS alias name
optional
Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-nbalias-names-set

[top]

Provides a list of NetBIOS alias names for the filer. The filer replaces the current list of aliases with with
this list. Note that supplying an empty name list causes the filer to delete all current entries.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

nbalias-nameAn array, one entry for each NetBIOS alias name note: nbaliasinfo[]
name_info defined above
optional

nbaliasnames
Errno

Description

ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-nbtstat-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the NetBIOS Name Service statistics for Vservers in cluster.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the NetBIOS statistics
nbtstat
object. All NetBIOS statistics objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

cifsnbtstat[] The list of attributes of NetBIOS statistics objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NetBIOS
optional statistics objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
nbtstat
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

cifs-options-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-options objects.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
options
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-options object. All
options
cifs-options objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifsoptions[] The list of attributes of cifs-options objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional options objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-options-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of cifs-options object.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

clientsessiontimeout

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the amount of idle
time (in seconds) before a CIFS session is disconnected

default-unixgroup

string
optional

The default UNIX group used if the identity of a CIFS
group cannot be mapped using normal group mapping
rules.

default-unixuser

string
optional

The default UNIX user used if the identity of a CIFS
user cannot be mapped using normal user mapping
rules.

cifs-

This optional parameter specifies the size of file system
sector in bytes reported to SMB Clients. Possible
values:

file-systemsector-size

filesystemsector-size
optional

"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 4096 bytes

grant-unixgroup-permsto-others

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether UNIX group
permissions should be granted to others when
Windows clients access files on a UNIX security-style
Volume/Qtree as well as mixed security style
Volume/Qtree, as long as the effective security style on
the file is UNIX. The default value for this parameter is
false.

guest-unixuser

string
optional

This optional parameter specifies that a guest user
coming from any untrusted domain can be mapped to
specified UNIX user.

is-adminusersmapped-toroot-enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that if name-mapping
is not present for members of BUILTIN\Administrators
group then whether they can be mapped to Unix User
'root'. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-advancedsparse-filesupportenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether advanced
sparse file capabilities, such as Query Allocated Ranges
and Set Zero Data, are enabled on the CIFS server.

is-advertisedfs-enabled

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether to advertise DFS referral of the CIFS protocol.
The default value for this parameter is true.

is-client-dupdetectionenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should detect duplicate sessions coming from
the same SMB 1.0 client with VcNumber of zero (0).
The default value for this parameter is true.

is-clientversionreportingenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether to report the
client version through ASUP. The default value for this
parameter is true.

is-copyoffloaddirect-copyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the DirectCopy Copy Offload mechanism is enabled or not.
Default value for this parameter is true.

is-copyoffloadenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing copy offload operation.
The default value for this parameter is true.

is-dacenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Dynamic Access Control. The default
value for this parameter is false.

isexportpolicyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server uses export policies to control client access. The
default value for this parameter is false.

is-fake-openenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports fake open requests. The default value
for this parameter is true.

is-fsctl-filelevel-trimenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether trim
requests (FSCTL_FILE_LEVEL_TRIM) are supported on
the cifs server. The default value for this parameter is
true.

is-hidedotfiles-

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should hide files and directories beginning with
a dot '.' during directory enumeration. The default

enabled

value for this parameter is false.

is-inheritmodebitswithnfsv4aclenabled

boolean
optional

This option Enables setting Modebits on file created by
cifs user if it inherits nfs4acl. The default value for this
parameter is false.

is-large-mtuenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the SMB 2.1
Large MTU feature is supported. The default value for
this parameter is true.

is-local-authenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS local
users can authenticate.

is-localusers-andgroupsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
local users and groups feature is enabled on the
cluster.

ismultichannelenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Multichannel or not. The default value
for this parameter is false.

is-nbnsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that NBNS (port 137)
is enabled or not. The default value for this parameter
is false.

is-netbiosover-tcpenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the use of
NetBIOS over TCP (port 139) is enabled or not. The
default value for this parameter is true.

is-pathcomponentcacheenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
path component cache is enabled for SMB2 or not. The
default value for this parameter is true.

is-pathcomponentcachesymlinkenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
symlink resolution for path component cache is
enabled for SMB2 or not. The default value for this
parameter is true.
This optional parameter specifies that a file can be
deleted using UNIX delete semantics when the DOS
read-only bit is enabled. Possible values:

is-read-onlydeleteenabled

enable
optional

is-referralenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server refers clients to more optimal data access paths
(LIFs). The default value for this parameter is false.

is-searchshort-namesenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports searching short names. The default
value for this parameter is false.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing shadow copy
operations. Directories and files within a FlexGroup will
not be shadow copied because FlexGroups do not
support shadow copy.

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether the
NetShareEnum call should only respond with the
shares the user has access to or with all shares. The
default value is false which means it will respond with
all shares.

isshadowcopyenabled
is-shareenumpermissioncheckenabled

"enabled" ,
"disabled"

is-smb1enabled

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether the CIFS server negotiates the SMB1 versions
of the CIFS protocol. The default value for this
parameter is true for Vservers with Infinite Volume. For
other data Vservers, the default value is false.

is-smb2enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB2 versions of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-smb3enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-smb31enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3.1 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.

is-trusteddomainenum-searchenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing enumeration of trusted
domains and search to map a UNIX user to a Windows
user.

is-unixextensionsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS server
is capable of supporting UNIX Extensions. The default
value for this parameter is false.

is-unix-ntacl-enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether NT ACLs can
be set on a volume with UNIX security-style.

is-usejunctions-asreparsepointsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server exposes junction points as reparse points to
Windows clients.

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether to map Windows
SIDs to Unix UIDs when setting or restoring the owner
SID. The default is true. Set this value to false to avoid
performance-impacting SID lookups. It should be set
true if your workflow involves converting the storage
security style from 'ntfs' or 'mixed' to 'unix'.

map-sid-touid-on-setowner
maxconnectionsper-session

[2..1024]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of connections allowed per Multichannel
session. The default value for this parameter is 32.

max-credits

[2..8192]

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the maximum number
of outstanding requests on a CIFS connection. The
default value is 128.

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum length
of data in bytes that the CIFS server can write zero
with one CIFS request. This parameter accepts data
lengths between 4 KB and 32 MB. The default value for
this option is 32 MB.

max-filewrite-zerolength

[2^12..2^25]

max-lifs-persession

[1..256]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of network interfaces advertised per
Multichannel session. The default value for this
parameter is 256.

max-mpx

[2..65535]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous operations
the CIFS server reports it can process per TCP
connection. The default value for this option is 255.

max-openssame-fileper-tree

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum existing opens on the
same file per CIFS Tree. The default value for this
option is 1000.

integer

This option controls maximum simultaneous CIFS
connections to the same share per CIFS session. The

max-sametree-connect-

[0..2^32-1]

optional

per-session

default value for this option is 5000.

max-sameusersessions-perconnection

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous sessions
by the same user per TCP connection. The default
value for this option is 2500.

maxwatches-setper-tree

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum watches that can be set
per CIFS Tree. The default value for this option is 500.

pathcomponent[5000..3600000]
cache-entryexp-time

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
would be considered fresh. The default value for this
parameter is 300000 milliseconds.

pathcomponent[1000..1000000]
cache-maxentries

integer
optional

This optional parameter control the maximum number
of cache entries in one instance of path component
cache. The default value for this parameter is 100000.

pathcomponentcache-maxsessiontoken-size

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies maximum session
token size for path component cache for SMB2. The
default value for this parameter is 1000.

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
that is symlink would be considered fresh. The default
value for this parameter is 300000 milliseconds.

[500..10000]

pathcomponentcache[5000..3600000]
symlink-exptime

read-grantsexecute

enable
optional

On a file with UNIX Style security effective on it, if the
file has read permission on it, a CIFS user would be
allowed to execute permissions if this option is
enabled. Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
This optional parameter specifies what level of access
will a non authenticated user get Possible values:

anonymousrestrictionlevel
optional

restrictanonymous

"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for
Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is
Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous
User.

shadowcopydir-depth

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum depth
of directories to shadow copy. Directories and files
within a FlexGroup will not be shadow copied because
FlexGroups do not support shadow copy.

smb1-maxbuffer-size

[4356..65535]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum buffer
size used for SMB1 message that the server can
receive. The default value for this parameter is 65535.

widelink-asreparsepointversions

cifsdialects[]
optional

This optional parameter specifies for which CIFS
protocol versions widelink will be reported as reparse
points. The default value for this parameter is SMB1.
Possible values:
"smb1" - SMB 1.0,
"smb2" - SMB 2.0,

"smb2_1" - SMB 2.1,
"smb3" - SMB 3.0,
"smb3_1" - SMB 3.1
win-namefor-null-user

string
optional

wins-servers

inetaddress[]
optional

This optional parameter specifies a valid Windows user
or group name that will be added to the CIFS
credentials for a NULL user Session.
List of Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) IP
addresses. The Vserver will send NetBIOS name
resolution requests to these addresses.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

cifs-password-change

[top]

Generate a new password for the CIFS server's machine account and change it in the Windows Active
Directory domain.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-password-reset

[top]

Reset the CIFS server's machine account password in the Windows Active Directory domain. This may
be required if the password stored along with the machine account in the Windows Active Directory
domain is changed or reset without the Vserver's knowledge. This operation requires the credentials for
a user with permission to reset the password in the organizational unit (OU) that the machine account is
a member of.
Input Name Range Type

Description

adminpassword

string Account password for the admin-username.

adminusername

Username of a user with permission to reset the password in the
organizational unit (OU) that the machine account is a member of. This user
is expected to be part of the same Windows Active Directory domain as the
string CIFS server. If the specified username is not part of the same domain but
part of a domain that has a trust relationship with the CIFS server's domain,
the username can be specified as ' @ ' where FQDN is the fully qualified
domain name of the domain of which the user is a member.

Errno
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Description

cifs-preferred-dc-check-get-iter

[top]

Display the Status of the Preferred-DCs configured for the Given Vserver
Input Name

Range

cifspreferreddc-checkinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

cifspreferreddc-checkinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

vserver

string

Output Name

Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-preferred-dccheck object. All cifs-preferred-dc-check objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.
Vserver

Type

Description

cifspreferreddc-check- The list of attributes of cifs-preferred-dc-check objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
domain

string[]

Domain Name

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifspreferred-dc-check objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

server-ip

string[]

The number of records returned in this call.
DC Address

status

serviceDC Status
state[]

statusdetails

string[]

Status Details

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_ERROR_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

cifs-privilege-add-privilege
Add privileges to a local or Active Directory user or group

[top]

Input Name

Range

privileges

Type

Description

cifs-privilege-entries[] Privileges

user-or-group-name

cifs-name

Errno

User or Group Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-privilege-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of local groups
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-privilege object.
privilege
All cifs-privilege objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cifsprivilege[] The list of attributes of cifs-privilege objects.
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
privilege
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsprivilege objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-privilege-remove-privilege

[top]

Remove privileges from a local or Active Directory user or group
Input Name
privileges
user-or-group-name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-privilege-entries[] Privileges
cifs-name

User or Group Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-privilege-reset-privilege

[top]

Reset privileges for a local or Active Directory user or group
Input Name

Range

user-or-group-name
Errno

Type

Description

cifs-name User or Group Name
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-security-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cifs-security objects.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
security
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-security object. All
security
cifs-security objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
optional
be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Range

Type

Description

cifssecurity[] The list of attributes of cifs-security objects.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsstring
optional security objects to return.
[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

Description

cifs-security-modify

[top]

Modify the security configuration of a CIFS server.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string
optional

The password of the account with administrative privilege for
the Active Directory domain to which the CIFS server is
joined. This part of the credential may need to be supplied if
the AES encryption is being enabled or disabled.

adminusername

string
optional

The username of the account with administrative privilege for
the Active Directory domain to which the CIFS server is
joined. This part of the credential may need to be supplied if
the AES encryption is being enabled or disabled.

aes-enabledfor-netlogonchannel

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use AES session key as
part of NetLogon secure channel establishment. By default
this option is false.

encryptionrequired-fordcconnections

boolean
optional

This parameter determines if encryption is required for
connections to domain controllers.

is-aesencryptionenabled

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether AES-128 and AES-256
encryption mechanisms are enabled for Kerberos-related CIFS
communication. By default this option is true.

is-passwordcomplexityrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether password complexity is
required for local users. By default this option is true.

is-signingrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether signing is required for
incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is false.

is-smbencryptionrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether SMB encryption is
required for incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is
false.

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting
tickets with time stamps that do not exactly match the host's
system clock.

kerberos[0..2^32kdc-timeout
1]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the timeout value in seconds for
KDC connections.

kerberosclock-skew

kerberosrenew-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
days for which a ticket can be renewed.

kerberosticket-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
hours that a user's ticket may be used for the purpose of
Kerberos authentication.
This parameter determines the LM compatibility level. By
default this option is 'LM, NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos'.
Possible values:

lmcompatibilitylevel

referralenabled-for-

lmcompatibilitylevel
optional

boolean
optional

"lm_ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts LM, NTLM, NTLMv2
and Kerberos,
"ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLM, NTLMv2 and
Kerberos,
"ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"krb" - Accepts Kerberos only
This parameter determines whether LDAP referral chasing is
enabled or not for AD LDAP connections. By default this option

ad-ldap

is false.

sessionsecurity-forad-ldap

ldap-security
optional

smb1enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

This parameter determines the level of security required for
LDAP communications. By default this option is none. Possible
values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic
(DEPRECATED) This parameter determines if SMB version 1 is
used for connections to domain controllers. Possible values:
"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"
This parameter determines if SMB version 2 is used for
connections to domain controllers. Possible values:

smb2enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

try-channelbinding-forad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to try channel binding for
AD LDAP connections. By default this option is true.

use-ldapsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use LDAPS for Secure
Active Directory LDAP connections. By default this option is
false.

use-start-tlsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use start_tls for AD
LDAP connections. By default this option is false.

"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_SERVER_SMB_ENCRYPTION_WITHOUT_SMB3
ECIFS_SMB3_ENCRYPTION_NOT_ENABLED
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_CANNOT_MODIFY_IN_REALM_MODE

cifs-server-add-netbios-aliases

[top]

Add NetBIOS aliases for the CIFS server name
Input Name
netbios-aliases

Range

Type

Description

netbios-name[] List of NetBIOS Aliases

Errno
ENBALIASMAXNUMREACHED

Description

cifs-server-create

[top]

Configure and setup CIFS services on a Vserver. If joining a domain, this command may take several
minutes to complete.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string The password for the account used to add this CIFS server to the
optional Active Directory.

adminusername

string The username of the account used to add this CIFS server to the
optional Active Directory.

administrativestatus
cifs-server
comment
default-site

servicestate
optional

CIFS Server Administrative Status Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"

netbiosThe NetBIOS name of the CIFS server.
name
string
CIFS Server Description
optional
string
The default site used by LIFs that do not have a site membership.
optional

domain

string The fully qualified domain name of the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to.

force-accountoverwrite

If this is set and a machine account with the same name as specified
boolean
in 'cifs-server' exists in the Active Directory, it will be overwritten and
optional
reused. The default value for this field is false.

keytab-uri

uri
Kerberos Keytab File URI
optional

netbios-aliases

netbiosname[] List of NetBIOS Aliases
optional

organizationalunit

string The Organizational Unit (OU) within the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to.

realm
workgroup

string
The Kerberos realm this CIFS server belongs to.
optional
netbiosname The name of the workgroup this CIFS server belongs to
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_AD_ACCOUNT_ALREADY_EXISTS
ENBALIASMAXNUMREACHED
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_CREATE_IN_DOMAIN_MODE
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_SERVER_AD_ADMINACCOUNT_ZEROLEN

cifs-server-delete

[top]

Delete a CIFS server. If the admin-username and admin-password are not specified, the CIFS server's
machine account will not be deleted from the Windows Active Directory domain. The deletion of the
CIFS server will also delete the CIFS shares associated with it.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string
Account password for the admin-username.
optional

adminusername

string A user account name that has sufficient privileges in the Windows Active
optional Directory domain to delete the CIFS server's machine account.

forceaccountdelete

boolean If this is set, the local CIFS configuration will be deleted irrespective of
optional any communication errors. The default value for this field is false.
uri
Kerberos Keytab File URI
optional

keytab-uri
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-server-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of CIFS servers on the cluster and their basic configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

cifsserverconfig
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-server object. All
cifs-server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

cifsserverThe list of attributes of cifs-server objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

cifsserverconfig
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

cifs-server-modify

[top]

Modify the basic properties of a CIFS server. If re-joining the current domain or joining a new one, this
command may take several minutes to complete.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

The password for the account used to add this CIFS server to the
string
Active Directory. This part of the credential only needs to be supplied
optional
if the domain is being modified.

adminusername

The username of the account used to add this CIFS server to the
string
Active Directory. This part of the credential only needs to be supplied
optional
if the domain is being modified.
servicestate
optional

administrativestatus

CIFS Server Administrative Status. Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"

netbiosname The name of the CIFS server (up to 15 characters).
optional

cifs-server

string
CIFS Server Description
optional

comment

string
The default site used by LIFs that do not have a site membership.
optional

default-site

string The fully qualified domain name of the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to. Example: cifs.domain.com

domain

If this is set and the domain is being modified, and a machine account
boolean with the same name as the current Vserver's CIFS server name exists
optional in the Active Directory, it will be overwritten and reused. The default
value for this field is false.

force-accountoverwrite

uri
Kerberos Keytab File URI
optional

keytab-uri

string The organizational unit within the Active Directive domain to associate
optional with the CIFS server.

ou

netbiosThe name of the workgroup this CIFS server belongs to. If this input
name
is not specified, it is not modified.
optional

workgroup

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_MODIFY_IN_DOMAIN_MODE

cifs-server-remove-netbios-aliases

[top]

Remove NetBIOS aliases
Input Name
netbios-aliases

Range

Type

Description

netbios-name[] List of NetBIOS Aliases

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-server-start

[top]

Start a CIFS server on the specified Vserver. The CIFS server must already exist. To create a CIFS
server, use cifs-server-create.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-server-stop

[top]

Stop a CIFS server on the specified Vserver. Note that established sessions will be terminated and their
open files closed. Workstations with cached data will not be able to save those changes, which could
result in data loss.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-close

[top]

Close an open CIFS session
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

address

ip-address
optional

The ip address of the workstation from which the session
is opened.

auth-mechanism

authmechanism
optional

The authentication mechanism used to establish the
session.

connection-id

integer
optional

The connection that is used to establish the session.

continuouslyavailable

cifs-caprotection
optional

is-session-signed

boolean
optional

lif-address

ip-address
optional

The data lif that is used to establish the session.

node

node-name

The name of the node on which the session listing is done.

The type of continuous avalability protection provided to
the session.
The status of SMB signing that is happening over the CIFS
session.

protocol-version

cifs-dialects
optional

session-id

integer
optional

smb-encryptionstatus

smbencryption
optional

unix-user

string
optional

The name of the UNIX user for which the session is
established.

windows-user

string
optional

The name of the CIFS user for which the session is
established.

Errno

The CIFS protocol version that is used to establish the
session.
The unique identifier for the session.
The status of SMB encryption that is happening over the
CIFS session.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-file-close

[top]

Close an open CIFS file.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

connection-id

integer
optional

The connection that is used to open the file.

file-id

integer
optional

The unique identifier for the opened file.

node

node-name The name of the node on which the file listing is done.
integer
optional

session-id
Errno

The session under which file is opened.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-file-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of the opened CIFS files.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
cifssessionfile
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifssessionfile
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-session-file object.
All cifs-session-file objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

cifssessionThe list of attributes of cifs-session-file objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional session-file objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-session-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of the established CIFS sessions.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
session
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-session object. All
session
cifs-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifssession[] The list of attributes of cifs-session objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

cifs-session-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-session-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-session-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-session-list-iter-start.
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range
cifs-sessions

records

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string

Tag from a previous cifs-session-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

cifssession- An array, one entry per each cifs session.
info[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-session-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range: [0..2^32-1].

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-session-list-iter-start

[top]

Gives information on current CIFS activity. Without arguments, it returns a summary of information
about the filer and lists the users who are connected to the filer.
Input Name Range
host

Type

Description

string
IP address/machine name of the user's client machine.
optional
Filters the information on the basis of protocol version specified. When

'smb' is specified as the argument, this API retrieves information about
string only SMB 1.0 sessions. When 'smb2' is specified as the argument, this
optional API retrieves information about only SMB 2.0 sessions. If this option is
not specified, then information about both SMB 1.0 and SMB 2.0
sessions is retrieved.

protocol

User name. If user is specified , this api returns information about the
string specified user, along with the names and access level of files that the
optional user has opened. This api returns information about all the users, if the
user is specified as '*' or is not specified.

user

Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-session-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-session-list-iter-next.

Description

EAPILICENSE
ESERVICEDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup

[top]

Configures the filer's CIFS service. The CIFS service will start automatically once this call completes
successfully.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

auth-type

string

The authentication style that determines the method by which clients
will be authenticated when connecting to this CIFS server. These styles
are subject to change in a future release. Possible values: ad, nt4,
workgroup, passwd Note: The domain-name, login-user and loginpassword fields are optional unless the auth-type is ad.

domainname

string
optional

The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. This can be the
NetBIOS or fully qualified domain name. Examples: cifsdomain,
cifs.domain.com

loginpassword

login-user

ou-name

string
optional The password for login-user.
encrypted
string
optional

string
optional

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username
The distinguished name of the organizational unit that the CIFS service
will become a member of. This value must be one of the cifs-setup-ous
retrieved from a call to the cifs-setup-container-list-iter APIs. By
default, the filer will join the 'CN=Computers' organizational unit. Note:

This information is only used when the auth-type is 'ad'.
If this value is defined, CIFS will attempt to communicate with the
domain controller directly using this address. Note: This information is
only used when the auth-type is 'nt4'.

pdc-ipaddress

ipaddress
optional

securitystyle

string

The security style determines whether or not the CIFS service will
support multiprotocol access. These styles are subject to change in a
future release. Possible values: ntfs, multiprotocol

servername

string

The resulting CIFS server name.

site-name

string
optional

The name of the site that the CIFS service will become a member of.
This value must be one of the cifs-setup-sites retrieved from a call to
the cifs-setup-container-list-iter APIs. If a default-site was returned, it
is the recommended choice. Sites will be ignored if this value is left
blank. Note: This information is only used when the auth-type is 'ad'.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED
ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE
ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
ECIFS_PASSWD_AND_GROUP_REQUIRED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-create-group-file

[top]

Creates a basic /etc/group file. Note: This will overwrite an existing /etc/group file. See cifs-setupverify-passwd-and-group for more information.

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_SETUP_CANNOT_WRITE

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-create-passwd-file

[top]

Creates a basic /etc/passwd file including a root user with the specified password. Note: This will
overwrite an existing /etc/passwd file. See cifs-setup-verify-passwd-and-group for more information.
Input Name Range
defaultrootpassword

Type

Description

The password given to a locally defined root user which may be used in
string
the event that other authentication services are unavailable. This will be
encrypted
defined in the filer's local /etc/passwd file.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_SETUP_CANNOT_WRITE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start
Input Name Range Type
maximum
tag

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string Tag from a previous cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type
cifs-setupous
records

Description

cifssetup- An array, one entry per each joinable organizational unit.
ou[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-start

[top]

Gathers a list of joinable sites and organizational units from Active Directory for the login-user specified,
which is retrieved by using cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next. For more information regarding Active Directory
organizational units and their use, please reference Microsoft's Active Directory documentation.
Input Name Range
domainname
loginpassword
login-user

Output Name Range

Type
string

Description
The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. Examples:
cifsdomain, cifs.domain.com

string
The password for login-user.
encrypted
string

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username

Type

Description

records

integer

tag

string

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-setup-ou-list-iter-next.
Description

ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE
ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-site-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range
cifs-setupsites

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string
Type

Tag from a previous cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start.
Description

cifssetup- An array, one entry per each joinable organizational unit.
site[]

default-site

If this subnet is part of a pre-defined site in Active Directory, this is the
string
site name that would be used by default unless one of the other sites in
optional
cifs-setup-sites are specified instead.

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-site-list-iter-start

[top]

Gathers a list of joinable sites and organizational units from Active Directory for the login-user specified,
which is retrieved by using cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next. For more information regarding Active Directory
sites and their use, please reference Microsoft's Active Directory documentation.
Input Name Range

Type

domainname
loginpassword

string

Description
The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. Examples:
cifsdomain, cifs.domain.com

string
The password for login-user.
encrypted

login-user

Output Name Range

string

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username

Type

Description

default-site

string
optional

If this subnet is part of a pre-defined site in Active Directory, this is
the site name that would be used by default unless one of the other
sites in cifs-setup-sites are specified instead.

records

integer

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next.

tag

string

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED
ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE
ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-setup-site-list-iter-next.
Description

License
cifs

cifs-setup-verify-name

[top]

Determines whether or not a particular CIFS server name is already in use on the network and a
specified domain.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

auth-type

string

The authentication style that will be used in a subsequent call to cifssetup. These styles are subject to change in a future release. Possible
values: ad, nt4, workgroup, passwd Note: The domain-name, loginuser and login-password fields are optional unless the auth-type is ad.

domainname

string

The name of the domain that the CIFS server will join. Examples:
cifsdomain, cifs.domain.com

loginpassword

string
optional The password for login-user.
encrypted

login-user

string
optional

The name of a domain user that has the ability to add the CIFS server
to the domain given in domain-name. Examples: username (assumes
domain-name is the user's domain), cifsdomain\username,
cifs.domain.com\username

pdc-ipaddress

ipaddress
optional

If this value is defined, CIFS will attempt to communicate with the
domain controller directly using this address. Note: This information is
only used when the auth-type is 'nt4'.

server-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

The NetBIOS CIFS server name that will be verified. Example:
cifsserver
Description

is-in-domain

boolean

Returns 'true' if the name exists in the domain, otherwise returns
'false'. For 'ad'-style domains, if an entry exists a warning should be
provided. For 'nt4'-style domains, an entry must exist or cifs-setup
will fail.

is-in-use

boolean

Returns 'true' if the name is in use on the network, otherwise returns
'false'.

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
ECIFS_LOGIN_FAILED
ECIFS_BIND_FAILED
ECIFS_DNS_REQUIRED
ECIFS_KRB_CONFLICT
ECIFS_AD_CLOCK_SKEW
ECIFS_AD_RESET_REQUIRED
ECIFS_LIST_UNAVAILABLE

Description

ECIFS_DC_CONNECT_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-setup-verify-passwd-and-group

[top]

Determines whether or not the /etc/passwd and /etc/group files exist, which would be used in the event
that the configured CIFS authentication method fails.
Output Name Range Type
group-fileexists
passwd-fileexists

required

Description

boolean Returns 'true' if the /etc/group file exists, otherwise returns 'false'.
boolean Returns 'true' if the /etc/passwd file exists, otherwise returns 'false'.
Returns 'true' if the /etc/passwd and /etc/group files would be required
before running the cifs-setup API. cifs-setup will require these files if
boolean neither LDAP nor NIS are enabled, as they will be used as a backup
authentication method should the primary method (i.e. domain
authentication) become unavailable.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-access-control-create

[top]

Add permissions for a user or group for a defined CIFS share.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The access rights that the user or group has on the defined
CIFS share. Possible values:

permission

cifs-access-perms

"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-share-access-control on
successful creation. Default: false

share

string

The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined.
The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is
windows. Possible values:

user-grouptype

string
optional

user-orgroup

string

winsid

windows-sid
optional

Output Name Range

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.
The user or group name for which the permissions are listed.
The Windows SID for the user or group for which the
permission is defined.

Type

Description

cifs-shareaccess-control
optional

result

Errno

The cifs-share-access-control created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-access-control-delete

[top]

Remove permissions for a user or group on a defined CIFS share.
Input Name Range

Type

share

string

Description
The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined.
The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is windows.
Possible values:

user-grouptype

string
optional

user-orgroup

string

Errno

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.
The user or group name for which the permissions are listed.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-access-control-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of permissions on defined CIFS shares.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cifsshareaccesscontrol
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifsshareaccesscontrol
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

cifsshareaccess- The list of attributes of cifs-share-access-control objects.
control[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional share-access-control objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-share-accesscontrol object. All cifs-share-access-control objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-access-control-modify

[top]

Modify the permissions for a user or group on a defined CIFS share.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The access rights that the user or group has on the defined CIFS
share. Possible values:

permission

cifs-accessperms
optional

share

string

"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom
The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined.
The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is
windows. Possible values:

user-grouptype

user-or-

string
optional

string

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.
The user or group name for which the permissions are listed.

group
winsid

windows-sid The Windows SID for the user or group for which the permission is
defined.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-ace-delete

[top]

Deletes the access control entry of the given share or the unix group. This API is equivalent to "cifs
access [-g] " CLI.
Input Name Range
isunixgroup

share-name

Type

Description

This filter is used to tell that the access rights of the unix group have to
boolean be deleted. If its value is true, uinx-group-name needs to be provided.
optional Otherwise it fails with the reason "group-name missing". The default
value of this is false.
string

CIFS share name. It specifies name of the share of which the access
rights have to be deleted. This is a case insensitive field. The maximum
size of the share name is 256 characters.

unix-groupname

Name of the unix group. This field specifies the unix group of which the
string access rights to be deleted. The format of this field . This is a case
optional sensitive field. If the specified group name does not exist, it fails with the
reason "Unknown Unix group "

user-name

Name of the user. This API deletes the access rights of the specified user.
string
This is a case sensitive field. The format of the field is . If specified user
optional
does not exist, It fails with the reason "Unknown user ".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ESVCDISABLED
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-ace-set

[top]

Sets the ace to the share for the given user or unix group. This API is equivalent to "cifs access [-g] "
CLI.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

accessrights
isunixgroup

share-name

unix-groupname

user-name

string

Access rights to be set to the above share and user. The format of the
rights can be Unix-style combinations of r w x - or NT-style "No Access",
"Read", "Change", and "Full Control"

This filter is used to tell that the access rights are to be set to the unix
boolean group. If its value is true, unix-group-name needs to be provided.
optional Otherwise API fails with the reason "group-name missing". The default
value of this is false.
string

CIFS share name. It specifies name of the share to which the access
rights have to be set. This is a case insensitive field. The maximum size of
the share name is 256 characters.

Name of the unix group. This field specifies the unix group to which the
string access rights are to be set. The format of this field . This is a case
optional sensitive field. If the specified group name does not exist, it fails with the
reason "Unknown Unix group : ".
Name of the user. This API sets the access rights to the specified user.
string
This is a case sensitive field. The format of the field . If specified user
optional
does not exist, It fails with the reason "Unknown user: ".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ESVCDISABLED
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-acl-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminates a list iteration and cleans up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from the previous cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next
Returns items from a previous call to cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start.

[top]

Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range
cifs-shareacls

records

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range:[0..2^32-1]
string

Tag from the previous cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start

Type

Description

cifsshareAn array, one entry per each cifs share.
aclinfo[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range:[0..2^32-1]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-acl-list-iter-start

[top]

Gives information about one or more shares acl.
Input Name Range
share-name

Output Name Range

Type

Cifs share name. If share-name is specified, only information about that
string share is returned. If share-name is not specified, then information about
optional all the shares is returned. If the name contains the wildcard characters
* or ?, then all the shares matching the specified pattern are listed.
Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINTERNALERROR
ESVCDISABLED
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

Description

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-share-acl-list-iter-next

Description

cifs-share-add

[top]

Creates a new CIFS share rooted at the specified path.
Input Name Range

caching

Type

Description

If specified, the following is done based on the value of the string:
"no_caching": disallow Windows clients from caching any files on this
share. This is the default value. "auto_document_caching": allow
Windows clients to cache user documents on this share.
string
"auto_program_caching": allow Windows clients to cache programs on
optional
this share. The actual caching behavior depends on the Windows client.
"branchcache": clients connecting to this share can make requests using
BranchCache technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.

comment

If specified, gives description of the new share. CIFS clients see this
string
description when browsing the filer's shares. If not specified, the
optional
description is blank.

dir-umask

If specified, sets file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix
integer or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting
optional of a newly created directory. For directories, this mask overrides one set
with "umask".

file-umask

If specified, sets file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix
integer or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting
optional of a newly created file. For files, this mask overrides one set with
"umask".

forcegroup

If specified, provides name of the group to which files to be created in the
share belong. The groupname is the name of a group in the UNIX group
string
database. If it is an empty string or else not specified, then files to be
optional
created in the share do not belong to a particular UNIX group. That is,
each file belongs to the same group as the owner of the file.

is-accessbasedenum

If true Access Based Enumeration (ABE) is enabled, else it is disabled.
boolean ABE filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
optional user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared
resources that the user does not have rights to access.

is-browse

boolean If true or not specified, shares are visible to browsing clients and can be
optional enumerated (e.g. "net view", SrvMgr, AD).

isnamespacecachingallowed

If true, namespace caching is enabled on the share. If namespace
boolean
caching is enabled on a share, clients are allowed to cache the directory
optional
enumeration results for better performance.

is-symlinkstrictsecurity

If true or not specified, strict symlink security is enabled. If false, allows
boolean clients to follow symbolic links to destinations on this filer but outside of
optional the current share. It is not checked if the client is authenticated to the
symbolic link's destination.

is-vscan

boolean If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
optional share, else no virus scan is done.

isvscanread

If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
boolean
share for read access, else no virus scan is done for read access on this
optional
share.

is-widelink

If true, allows clients to follow absolute symbolic links outside of this
share, subject to NT security. This feature requires an entry in the
boolean
/etc/symlink.translations file and it requires that the client supports
optional
Microsoft's Distributed File System (DFS). If false or not specified,

widelinks in the share are disabled.
maxusers

If specified, gives the maximum number of simultaneous connections to
integer
the new share. It must be a positive number. If not specified, the filer
optional
does not impose a limit on the number of connections to the share.

path

string

Full path name of the directory on the filer corresponding to the root of
the new share.

share-name

string

Name of the share to be added. The name cannot exceed 12 characters
for DOS-style shares and 256 characters for others.

umask

If specified, sets file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix
or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting
integer
of a newly created file or directory. If not specified, the file mode creation
optional
mask of the share is 0. This field is ignored when both dir-umask and fileumask are present.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED
ESVCDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ECIFSSHARINGVIOLATION
EVOLUMEINUSE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
ESHARETOOMANY
ESHAREEXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-change

[top]

Changes settings of one or more CIFS shares at any time, even if the shares are in use.
Input Name Range

caching

Type

Description

If specified, the following is done based on the value of the string:
"no_caching": disallow Windows clients from caching any files on this
share. This is the default value. "auto_document_caching": allow
Windows clients to cache user documents on this share.
string "auto_program_caching": allow Windows clients to cache programs on
optional this share. The actual caching behavior depends on the Windows client.
"manual_caching": allow users on Windows clients to manually select files
to be cached. "branchcache": clients connecting to this share can make
requests using BranchCache technology that allows them to cache the
content in an attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
string

If specified, changes description of the share. CIFS clients see this

comment

optional

description when browsing the filer's shares. Specifying an empty string
clears the previous description.

dir-umask

If specified, changes file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with
Unix or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions
integer
setting of a newly created directory. For directories, this mask overrides
optional
one set with "umask". Specifying an empty string resets (removes) this
dir-umask.

file-umask

If specified, changes file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with
integer Unix or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions
optional setting of a newly created file. For files, this mask overrides one set with
"umask". Specifying an empty string resets (removes) this file-umask.

forcegroup

If specified, changes name of the group to which files to be created in the
share belong. The groupname is the name of a group in the UNIX group
string
database. If the string is empty, files to be created in the share do not
optional
belong to a particular UNIX group. That is, each file belongs to the same
group as the owner of the file.

is-accessbasedenum

If true Access Based Enumeration (ABE) is enabled, if false it is disabled.
boolean ABE filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
optional user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared
resources that the user does not have rights to access.

is-browse

boolean
If true or undefined, share is visible to browsers and can be enumerated.
optional

isnamespacecachingallowed

If true, namespace caching is enabled on the share. If false, namespace
boolean caching is disabled on the share. If namespace caching is enabled on a
optional share, clients are allowed to cache the directory enumeration results for
better performance.

is-symlinkstrictsecurity

If true, strict symlink security is enabled. If false, allows clients to follow
boolean symbolic links to destinations on this filer but outside of the current
optional share. It is not checked if the client is authenticated to the symbolic link's
destination.

is-vscan

boolean If true, virus scan is done when clients open files on this share, else virus
optional scan is not done.

isvscanread

boolean If true, virus scan is done when clients open files on this share for read
optional access, else virus scan is not done for read access.

is-widelink

If true, allows clients to follow absolute symbolic links outside of this
share, subject to NT security. This feature requires an entry in the
boolean
/etc/symlink.translations file and it requires that the client supports
optional
Microsoft's Distributed File System (DFS). If false, widelinks in the share
are disabled.

maxusers

If specified, changes the maximum number of simultaneous connections
integer
to the new share. It must be a positive number or else zero, in which
optional
case no limit is imposed on the number of connections to the share.

share-name

umask

string

If fully specified, it's the name of the existing share to be changed. If the
name contains the wildcard characters * or ?, then all the shares
matching the specified name are to be changed.

If specified, changes file mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with
Unix or mixed security styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions
integer
setting of a newly created file or directory. Specifying a zero value resets
optional
(removes) the file mode creation mask. This field is ignored when both
dir-umask and file-umask are present.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED

Description

ESVCDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-create

[top]

Creates a new CIFS share rooted at the specified path.
Input Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

The lifetime of an entry in the file attribute cache, in seconds.
This value is used if the share has the 'attributecache' property
set, which improves the performance of certain metadata
operations in common workloads. The default is 10 seconds.
Raising this value may improve performance, but the likelihood
that stale metadata will be served increases as well. The value of
this field must be in the range of 1 to 86400.

string
optional

This string gives a description of the CIFS share. CIFS clients see
this description when browsing the Vserver's CIFS shares.

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
directory. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one
to three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values.

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
file. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one to
three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values.

force-groupfor-create

string
optional

If specified, all files created by CIFS users in a specific share
belong to the same group (also called the "force-group"). The
"force-group" must be a predefined group in the UNIX group
database. This setting has no effect unless the security style of
the volume is UNIX or mixed security style. By default this
option will be disabled.

is-pathvalidation-

boolean

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS Share Path
validation is enabled or not. The default value for this parameter

attributecache-ttl

Range

[0..2^321]

comment

dir-umask

file-umask

[0..777]

[0..777]

enabled
max[1..2^32connections1]
per-share

optional
integer
optional

is true.
If specified, gives the maximum number of simultaneous
connections to the new share. It must be a positive number. The
default value is 4294967295.
Mode of the offline file for the CIFS share. The default value is
manual. Possible values:
"none" - Clients are not permitted to cache files for offline
access.,
"manual" - Clients may cache files that are explicitly
selected by the user for offline use.,
"documents" - Clients may automatically cache files that
are used by the user for offline access.,
"programs" - Clients may automatically cache files that are
used by the user for offline access and may use those files
in an offline mode even if the share is available.

offline-filesmode

string
optional

path

string

The file system path that is shared through this CIFS share.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the cifs-share on successful creation.
Default: false

share-name

string

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8
string with the following characters being illegal: control
characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double
quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"*
The list of properties for this CIFS share. Possible values:

shareproperties

cifs-shareproperties[]
optional

"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (clientside caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed
by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be
viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can
request for change notifications for directories on this
share. If the path of the share is within a FlexGroup,
change notifications are not sent because FlexGroups do
not support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added
and enabled as part of the CIFS home directory feature.
The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS
home directory feature interface. This property can only
be set during the create process and cannot be altered
later.
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through
this share are caching attributes for a short time to
improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to
this share can make requests using BranchCache
technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients
connecting to this share can open files in a persistent
manner. Files opened this way are protected from
disruptive events, such as failover and giveback. This
property is not supported for FlexGroups.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to
a shadow copy. This attribute cannot be added nor
removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access

Based Enumeration is enabled on this share. ABE-filtered
shared folders are visible to a user based on that
individual user's access rights, preventing the display of
folders or other shared resources that the user does not
have rights to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients
connecting to this share can cache the directory
enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must
be used when accessing this share. Clients that do not
support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that
the previous version can be viewed and restored from the
client. This property is enabled by default.

cifs-sharesymlinkproperties[]
optional

symlinkproperties

This flag controls whether the symlinks under this shared
directory are hidden (option 'hide'), accessible (option 'enable')
or are accessible as read-only (option 'read-only' along with
option 'enable'). It controls whether only symlinks which have
targets on this server can be resolved by a CIFS client (option
'symlinks') or if all symlinks can be resolved (option
'symlinks_and_widelinks'). It controls whether symlinks can
have targets outside the client's share (option
'no_strict_security'). It controls whether no symlinks can be
resolved (option 'disable'). Possible values:
"enable" (DEPRECATED) Enable both local symlinks and
wide links for read-write,
"hide" (DEPRECATED) Hide both symlinks and wide links,
"read_only" (DEPRECATED) Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not
advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" Enable both local symlinks and
wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is
not advertised
"no_strict_security" Allow clients to follow symlinks
beyond share boundaries
Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is
applicable. The default value is standard. Possible values:

vscanfileopprofile
optional

vscan-fileopprofile

Output Name

Range

result
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Type
cifs-share
optional

Description

"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses
to this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close,
and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close,
and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a
file that has been modified is closed.

Description
The cifs-share created (keys or the entire object if requested)

cifs-share-delete

[top]

Deletes the specified CIFS share.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8 string with
string the following characters being illegal: control characters from 0x00 to 0x1F,
both inclusive, 0x22 (double quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"*

share-name

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED
ESVCDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-get-iter

[top]

Gives information about one or more CIFS shares.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
share
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-share object. All
share
cifs-share objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

cifsshare[] The list of attributes of cifs-share objects.

optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifs-share
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-share-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-share-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-list-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-share-list-iter-start
Input Name Range Type

Description

maximum

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.

tag

string Tag from a previous cifs-share-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type
cifs-shares

records

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

Description

cifsshare- An array, one entry per each cifs share.
info[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-share-list-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have retrieved
everything. Range:[0..2^32-1]

cifs-share-list-iter-start

[top]

Gives information about one or more shares, the results of which are retrieved by using cifs-share-listiter-next.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Cifs share name. If share-name is specified, only information about that
string share is returned. If share-name is not specified, then information about
optional all the shares is returned. If the name contains the wildcard characters
* or ?, then all the shares matching the specified name are listed.

share-name

Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-share-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-share-list-iter-next.

Description

EAPILICENSE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ESHAREACCESSDENIED
ESERVICEDISABLED
ESVCNOTAVAIL
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-share-modify

[top]

Modifies settings of a CIFS share, even if the shares are in use.
Input Name

attributecache-ttl

comment

Range

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

integer
optional

The lifetime of an entry in the file attribute cache, in seconds.
This value is used if the share has the 'attributecache' property
set, which improves the performance of certain metadata
operations in common workloads. The default is 10 seconds.
Raising this value may improve performance, but the likelihood
that stale metadata will be served increases as well. The value of
this field must be in the range of 1 to 86400.

string
optional

This string gives a description of the CIFS share. CIFS clients see
this description when browsing the Vserver's CIFS shares.
The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
directory. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one

dir-umask

[0..777]

integer
optional

to three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values.

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
file. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one to
three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with values
4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user who
owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the second
selects permissions for other users in the file's group, with the
same values; and the third for other users not in the file's group,
with the same values.

force-groupfor-create

string
optional

This optional parameter specifies that all files that CIFS users
create in a specific share belong to the same group (also called
the "force-group"). The "force-group" must be a predefined
group in the UNIX group database. This setting has no effect
unless the security style of the volume is UNIX or mixed security
style. You can disable this option by passing a null string "".

is-pathvalidationenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS Share Path
validation is enabled or not.

integer
optional

If specified, gives the maximum number of simultaneous
connections to the new share. It must be a positive number.

file-umask

[0..777]

max[1..2^32connections1]
per-share

Mode of the offline file for the CIFS share. The default value is
manual. Possible values:

offline-filesmode

string
optional

path

string
optional

share-name

string

"none" - Clients are not permitted to cache files for offline
access.,
"manual" - Clients may cache files that are explicitly
selected by the user for offline use.,
"documents" - Clients may automatically cache files that
are used by the user for offline access.,
"programs" - Clients may automatically cache files that are
used by the user for offline access and may use those files
in an offline mode even if the share is available.
The file system path that is shared through this CIFS share.
The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8
string with the following characters being illegal: control
characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double
quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"*
The list of properties for this CIFS share. Possible values:
"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (clientside caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed
by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be
viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can request
for change notifications for directories on this share. If the
path of the share is within a FlexGroup, change
notifications are not sent because FlexGroups do not

shareproperties

symlinkproperties

cifs-shareproperties[]
optional

cifs-sharesymlinkproperties[]
optional

support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added
and enabled as part of the CIFS home directory feature.
The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS
home directory feature interface. This property cannot be
added or removed from existing share.
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through
this share are caching attributes for a short time to
improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to
this share can make requests using BranchCache
technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients
connecting to this share can open files in a persistent
manner. Files opened this way are protected from
disruptive events, such as failover and giveback. This
property is not supported for FlexGroups.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to
a shadow copy. This attribute cannot be added nor
removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access
Based Enumeration is enabled on this share. ABE-filtered
shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or
other shared resources that the user does not have rights
to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients
connecting to this share can cache the directory
enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must
be used when accessing this share. Clients that do not
support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that the
previous version can be viewed and restored from the
client. This property is enabled by default.
This flag controls whether the symlinks under this shared
directory are hidden (option 'hide'), accessible (option 'enable')
or are accessible as read-only (option 'read-only' along with
option 'enable'). It controls whether only symlinks which have
targets on this server can be resolved by a CIFS client (option
'symlinks') or if all symlinks can be resolved (option
'symlinks_and_widelinks'). It controls whether symlinks can have
targets outside the client's share (option 'no_strict_security'). It
controls whether no symlinks can be resolved (option 'disable').
Possible values:
"enable" (DEPRECATED) Enable both local symlinks and
wide links for read-write,
"hide" (DEPRECATED) Hide both symlinks and wide links,
"read_only" (DEPRECATED) Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not
advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" Enable both local symlinks and
wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is
not advertised
"no_strict_security" Allow clients to follow symlinks beyond
share boundaries

Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is
applicable. Possible values:
vscanfileopprofile
optional

vscanfileopprofile

Errno

"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses to
this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close,
and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close,
and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a
file that has been modified is closed.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-start

[top]

Starts the CIFS service, usually after a previous call to cifs-stop as the CIFS service starts automatically
when cifs-setup completes successfully or the system reboots.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-status

[top]

Returns the running state of the CIFS service.
Output Name Range Type
status
Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled

string

Description
The current status of the CIFS service, which will be one of the following:
STOPPED, STARTED, STOPPING, STARTING

Description

Yes
License
cifs

cifs-stop

[top]

Stops the CIFS service for all users or a particular workstation, if specified. Appropriate warning should
be given to connected clients before calling this API, as it will immediately terminate those sessions
regardless of their current state. See the cifs-sessions API for the list of clients that are currently
connected.
Input Name Range
workstation

Type

Description

The name or IP address of a workstation that will be disconnected from
string
the CIFS service. Note that the CIFS service does not stop if this value is
optional
specified, it simply disconnects related sessions.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESVCNOTAVAIL
ESVCDISABLED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-symlink-create

[top]

Create a new CIFS symbolic link path mapping from a UNIX symlink to a target CIFS path. This
symbolic link path mapping will be effective on symbolic links that have a prefix match with the value of
'unix-path'. e.g.: if the value of 'unix-path' is '/usr/local/' and there exists a symbolic link on the file
system at '/home/user/link' which points to '/usr/local/share/dest'. If a CIFS client accesses the
symbolic link 'link', this entry of path mapping would have a prefix match '/usr/local/'. The CIFS client
would be redirected to the location pointed to by this path mapping's 'cifs-server', 'share-name' and
'cifs-path' fields.
Input Name Range

cifs-path

Type

Description

string

This field specifies the CIFS path on the destination to which the
symbolic link maps. The final path is generated by concatenating the
CIFS server name, the share name, the cifs-path and the remaining
path in the symbolic link left after the prefix match. This value is
specified by using a UNIX-style path name. The trailing forward slash is
required for the full path name to be properly interpreted. This is a
UTF-8 string and supports localization.

cifs-server

This field specifies the destination CIFS server name for the mapping to
which the symbolic link is mapped. The default is the local CIFS server.
The field needs to be specified if the locality of the symbolic link is
string
'widelink'. This can be either a DNS name, NetBIOS name or an IP
optional
address. If a DNS name or a NetBIOS name are specified, the CIFS
client configuration should be such that it is capable of resolving the
CIFS server name to the correct IP address.

homedirectory

This field specifies whether the destination share is a home directory. If
the value of this field is true, wildcard path elements in the destination
path are replaced with specific values for the user accessing the
boolean
symbolic link. Wildcard %w is replaced by the user's Windows name.
optional
Wildcard %u is replaced by the user's mapped Unix name. Wildcard %d
is replaced by the domain to which the user belongs. The default value
is false.

locality

This field specifies whether the CIFS symbolic link is a local link, free
link or wide link. A local symbolic link maps to the local CIFS share. A
free symlink maps to the local vserver. A wide symbolic link maps to
cifs- any CIFS share on the network. If the CIFS server matches the
symlink- VServer's NetBIOS name then the default value is local otherwise wide
locality link. The symlink option 'freelink' is obsolete. Possible values:
optional
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the cifs-symlink on successful creation. Default:
optional false

share-name

This field specifies the CIFS share name on the destination CIFS server
string
to which the symbolic link is mapped. This is a UTF-8 string and
optional
supports localization.

unix-path

Output Name Range
result

string

This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping.
If the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this
field, this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path
is a UTF-8 string and supports localization. The path must start and end
with a forward slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'.

Type

Description

cifssymlink The cifs-symlink created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-symlink-delete

[top]

Delete a CIFS symbolic link path mapping.
Input Name Range Type

Description
This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping. If
the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this field,

unix-path

string this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path is a UTF-8
string and supports localization. The path must start and end with a forward
slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-symlink-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of CIFS symbolic link path mappings.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cifsspecified on any number of attributes in the cifs-symlink object. All
symlink
cifs-symlink objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

cifssymlink[] The list of attributes of cifs-symlink objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional symlink objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cifsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
symlink
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-symlink-modify

[top]

Modify a CIFS symbolic link path mapping parameters.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
This field specifies the CIFS path on the destination to which the symbolic

cifs-path

link maps. The final path is generated by concatenating the CIFS server
name, the share name, the cifs-path and the remaining path in the
string
symbolic link left after the prefix match. This value is specified by using a
optional
UNIX-style path name. The trailing forward slash is required for the full
path name to be properly interpreted. This is a UTF-8 string and supports
localization.

cifs-server

This field specifies the destination CIFS server name for the mapping to
which the symbolic link is mapped. The default is the local CIFS server.
The field needs to be specified if the locality of the symbolic link is
string
'widelink'. This can be either a DNS name, NetBIOS name or an IP
optional
address. If a DNS name or a NetBIOS name are specified, the CIFS client
configuration should be such that it is capable of resolving the CIFS
server name to the correct IP address.

homedirectory

This field specifies whether the destination share is a home directory. If
the value of this field is true, wildcard path elements in the destination
boolean path are replaced with specific values for the user accessing the symbolic
optional link. Wildcard %w is replaced by the user's Windows name. Wildcard %u
is replaced by the user's mapped Unix name. Wildcard %d is replaced by
the domain to which the user belongs. The default value is false.

locality

This field specifies whether the CIFS symbolic link is a local link, free link
or wide link. A local symbolic link maps to the local CIFS share. A free
symlink maps to the local vserver. A wide symbolic link maps to any
cifs- CIFS share on the network. If the CIFS server matches the VServer's
symlink- NetBIOS name then the default value is local otherwise wide link. The
locality symlink option 'freelink' is obsolete. Possible values:
optional
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

share-name

This field specifies the CIFS share name on the destination CIFS server to
string
which the symbolic link is mapped. This is a UTF-8 string and supports
optional
localization.

unix-path

string

This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping.
If the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this
field, this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path is
a UTF-8 string and supports localization. The path must start and end
with a forward slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

cifs-top-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous cifs-top-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-top-iter-next

[top]

Returns items from a previous call to cifs-top-iter-start.
Input Name Range Type
maximum
tag

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string Tag from a previous cifs-top-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type

Description

cifs-top

cifstop- An array, one entry per cifs top.
info[]

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to cifs-top-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have retrieved
everything.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-top-iter-start

[top]

Display CIFS client statistics
Input Name Range

avgtype

maxclients

sortgroup

Type

Description

Specifies how the client statistics are to be averaged for display:
"smooth": Use a smoothed average which is weighted towards recent
behavior but takes into account previous history of the client. "now":
string
Use a one-second sample taken immediately and no history is taken into
optional
account. "total": Use the total count of each statistic divided by the total
time since sampling started. If the is-verbose option is also set, the
totals are given without dividing by the sample time.
integer Specifies the maximum number of top clients to display (the default is
optional 20).
If specified, the client statistics are sorted by the value of the string:
"ops": Sort by the number of operations per second of any type.
string "reads": Sort by kbytes/sec of data in response to read requests.
optional "writes": Sort by kbytes/sec of data written to the filer. "ios": Sort by
the combined total of reads plus writes for each client. "suspicious":

Sort by the number of "suspicious" events per second by each client.
Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with cifs-session-list-iter-next. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to cifs-session-list-iter-next.

Errno

Description

ECLIENTSTATSVFILER
ECLIENTSTATSNOTENABLED
ENOACTIVECLIENTS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
cifs

cifs-user-home-directory-path-get

[top]

Find the user's home directory based on user name
Input Name Range
username

Type
string

Output Name Range
outusername

Description
The name of CIFS user for which home directory path has to be found
out.

Type

Description

string
Output User Name
optional
string
The path of home directory for the specified user name.
optional

path

string
The expanded share name for the user.
optional

share-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-user-home-directory-path-get-iter

[top]

Find the user's home directory based on user name
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-userSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
home-

desiredattributes

max-records

attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
directorypresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
path
available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
cifs-userhomedirectorypath
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag
username
Output Name

string
Range

The name of CIFS user for which home directory path has to be
found out.

Type

Description

cifs-userhomedirectory- The list of attributes of cifs-user-home-directory-path objects.
path[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsoptional user-home-directory-path objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-user-homedirectory-path object. All cifs-user-home-directory-path objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

outusername

The number of records returned in this call.

string
Output User Name
optional
string
The path of home directory for the specified user name.
optional

path

string
The expanded share name for the user.
optional

share-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cifs-users-and-group-local-group-members-get-iter
Retrieve the list of local group members
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
cifs-usersand-grouplocalgroupmembers
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

[top]

query

cifs-usersand-grouplocalgroupmembers
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-users-andgroup-local-group-members object. All cifs-users-and-grouplocal-group-members objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cifs-usersand-grouplocalThe list of attributes of cifs-users-and-group-local-groupgroup- members objects.
members[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsusers-and-group-local-group-members objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cifs-users-and-group-local-user-membership-get-iter
Retrieve local users' membership information
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
cifs-usersand-grouplocal-usermembership
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

query

cifs-usersand-grouplocal-usermembership
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the cifs-users-andgroup-local-user-membership object. All cifs-users-and-grouplocal-user-membership objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

cifs-usersand-groupThe list of attributes of cifs-users-and-group-local-userlocal-usermembership objects.
membership[]
optional

[top]

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cifsusers-and-group-local-user-membership objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-charmap-get

[top]

Return charmap information for a specified volume.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range

Description
Name of the volume on which to list the charmap information.

Type

Description

A comma separated list of Unicode characters in the format of XX:XXXX.
string For example: 3f:ff76,3a:f3f4 wherein character 3f/3a which is invalid for
optional windows, gets mapped to a character whose Unicode value is ff76/f3f4
respectively.

charmap

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUMEBUSY

volume-charmap-set

[top]

Set the character mapping on a volume
Input Name Range
charmap

volume

Type

Description

A comma separated list of Unicode characters in the format of XX:XXXX.
string For example: 3f:ff76,3a:f3f4 wherein character 3f/3a which is invalid for
optional windows, gets mapped to a character whose Unicode value is ff76/f3f4
respectively.
volume- The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be
name applied.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: anonymous-restriction-level

[top]

Classification of the CIFS null user restriction. Possible values:
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.
[none]

Element definition: auth-mechanism

[top]

The list of possible known authentication mechanisms supported by the CIFS server. Possible values:
"None" - None
"NTLMv1" - NTLMv1
"NTLMv2" - NTLMv2
"Kerberos" - Kerberos
"Anonymous" - Anonymous
[none]

Element definition: cifs-access-perms

[top]

access rights Possible values:
"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom
[none]

Element definition: cifs-bc-version-control

[top]

Versions of CIFS BranchCache that are currently supported.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-branchcache
CIFS BranchCache configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

hash-storemax-size

size
optional

Maximum size the hash store can grow to. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

hash-storepath

string
optional

Path to the directory where hash files are stored. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

operatingmode

string
optional

The mode in which the BranchCache service will operate.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

server-key

string
optional

BranchCache server key. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

versions

cifs-bcversioncontrol[]
optional

Versions of the BranchCache protocol that are supported.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

vserver-name The name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-ca-protection

[top]

The list of possible protection levels. Open files are "Continuously Available" if they are opened from an
SMB 3 client through a share with the "continuously_available" property set. These open files are
capable of non-disruptively recovering from takeover and giveback as well as general aggregate
relocation between partners in a high-availability relationship. This is in addition to the traditional SMB 2
capability allowing clients to recover from LIF migration and other brief network interruptions. Note: The
CA protection levels depicts the continuous availability at the connection level so it might not be
accurate for a session if the connection has multiple sessions. Streams opened through a continuously
available share are permitted, but are not currently made continuously available. Directories may be
opened through a continuously available share, but will not appear continuously available as clients do
not open them that way by design. These protection levels are applicable to the sessions/files on
read/write volumes on SFO aggregates. Possible values:
"No" - The open file is not continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files
but none of them are continuously available.
"Yes" - The open file is continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files and
all of them are continuously available.
"Partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains at least one continuously available open
file but other open files that are not.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-cache-settings-info
Contains CIFS name and SID cache configuration information of a SVM When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s

[top]

description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-propagationenabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-character-mapping

[top]

Display a character mapping When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
mapping

Range

Type

Description

string[] The mapping for invalid characters in the format XX:XXXX. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

volume

string The name of the volume for which character mapping needs to be applied.
optional Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string Vserver Name on which the volume exists. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-check-info
Basic configuration information for the CIFS Server. When returned as part of the output, all elements

[top]

of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cifsdomain-ipaddr

Range

Type

Description

string The IP address of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cifsdomainname

string The FQDN of the DC, CIFS Server Belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

cifsnetbiosname

string The NetBIOS Name of the CIFS Server. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

cifs-serversite

string The Site CIFS Server Belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

cifs-serverstatus

string
CIFS Server Status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

nodeThe Node on Which the Command Will Be Run. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

status

Status of NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS Server.
service- Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
state
"down" ,
optional
"up"

statusdetails

string Time for Establishing NETLOGON Connection from Node to the CIFS
optional Server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

string Vserver For Checking the CIFS Server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-connection

[top]

Displays established CIFS connections When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connection- [0..2^32- integer The unique identifier for the connection. Attributes: key, optionaloptional for-create, non-modifiable
id
1]

ipThe data lif that is used to establish the connection. Attributes: nonaddress
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

lif-ip
networkcontext-id

[0..2^32- integer The network context id associated with the connection. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node on which the connection listing is done.
name
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

node
session-id

[0..2^64- integer[] The sessions that are associated with this connection. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
vserverThe Vserver name on which the connection listing is done.
name
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

vserver
workstationip

ipThe ip address of the workstation from which the connection is
address
established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

workstation- [0..2^32- integer The TCP port of the workstation through which the connection is
optional established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
port
1]

Element definition: cifs-dialects

[top]

The list of possible known dialects Dialects negotiated by CIFS servers. Possible values:
"SMB1" - SMB 1.0
"SMB2" - SMB 2.0
"SMB2_1" - SMB 2.1
"SMB3" - SMB 3.0
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-servers
List of servers discovered by the cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address

Range

Type
inet-address
optional

Description
The IP address of the server that was discovered. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
DC Functional Level Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"win2000" - WIN2000,

[top]

"unknown" - The DC functionality level is unknown,
"win2003" - WIN2003,
"win2008" - WIN2008,
"win2008r2" - WIN2008R2,
"win2012" - WIN2012,
"win2012r2" - WIN2012R2,
"win2016" - WIN2016,
"winthreshold" - WINTHRESHOLD

dcfunctionallevel

cifs-domaindiscoveredserver-funclvl
optional

domain

string
optional

The Active Directory domain that the discovered server is a
member of. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-dcread-only

boolean
optional

Is DC Read Only Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

name

string
optional

The hostname of the server that was discovered. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

node-name
optional

The name of the node on which server discovery was done.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The preference level of the server that was discovered.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

prefertype

cifs-domainserver-prefertype
optional

"unknown" - The preference level of this server is
unknown.,
"preferred" - This server was administratively marked as a
preferred server due to its presence in the list of preferred
servers.,
"favored" - This server was marked as favored by the
server discovery process by virtue of site membership.,
"adequate" - This server was discovered by the server
discovery process and can be used, but has no preference
associated with it.
The type of the server that was discovered. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

servertype

cifs-domaindiscoveredserver-type
optional

"unknown" - The server type is not known,
"kerberos" - Kerberos server,
"ms_ldap" - Microsoft Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) server,
"ms_dc" - Microsoft Domain Controller,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
server
The status of the connection to the server that was discovered.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status

cifs-domaindiscoveredserver-status
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

"ok" - The connection to this server is usable.,
"unavailable" - This server is currently unavailable for use.,
"slow" - The connection to this server is usable but slow.,
"expired" - The connection to this server has expired.,
"undetermined" - A connection to this server has not been
attempted.,
"unreachable" - This server is currently unreachable.
The name of the Vserver which scopes the discovered servers.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Element definition: cifs-domain-name-mapping-search
List of trusted domains, organized by Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

trusteddomains

realmname[]
optional

vserver

vserverVserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name
non-modifiable
optional

The list of trusted domains used for name-mapping. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: cifs-domain-password-schedule
CIFS domain password schedule parameters When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-scheduleenabled

Value of this field indicates whether domain account password change
boolean
schedule is enabled or not. Value of true indicates schedule is enabled.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

scheduleday-of-week

cronday-of- This field specifies the day of week when the scheduled domain
week account password change occurs Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

scheduleThis field specifies the minutes within which the scheduled domain
integer
randomized- [1..180]
account password start time can be randomized beginning scheduleoptional
minute
time-of-day Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
time-of- This field specifies the time in HH:MM:SS at which the scheduled
day
domain account password change starts Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

scheduletime-of-day
scheduleweeklyinterval
vserver

[1..52]

This field specifies the number of weeks after which the scheduled
integer
domain account password change must occur Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable
vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: cifs-domain-preferred-dc

[top]

List of preferred domain controllers associated with an Active Directory domain, organized by Vserver.
When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated
in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

domain

The fully qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain to which
string
the domain controllers in the list belong. Attributes: key, required-foroptional
create, non-modifiable

preferreddc

inetThe list of preferred domain controller IP addresses. Attributes: requiredaddress[]
for-create, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverVserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode

[top]

The mode of server discovery. Possible values:
"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,
"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to configure pref-dcs.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode-info
CIFS domain server discovery mode When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name Range

Type

Description
Server discovery mode Attributes: required-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

mode

cifs-domain-serverdiscovery-mode
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,
"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to configure
pref-dcs.
Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cifs-domain-trusts

[top]

List of trusted domains discovered. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
homedomain

Range

Type

Description

realmThe fully-qualified domain name of the Active Directory domain the CIFS
name
server is joined to. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

nodeThe name of the node on which discovery was done. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

trusteddomain

realmA domain that has a trust relationship with the home domain. Attributes:
name[]
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver which scopes the discovered trusted domains.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-filesystem-sector-size
CIFS File System Sector sizes reported to SMB Clients (in bytes). Possible values:
"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 4096 bytes
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-functional-level

[top]

Possible values are:
"windows_2000"
"windows_2003_with_mixed_domain"
"windows_2003"
"windows_2008"
"windows_2008R2"
"windows_8"
[none]

Element definition: cifs-home-directory

[top]

Handle cifs home directory related configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-home-dirs-accessfor-admin-enabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to admin. Default value
optional is true. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-home-dirs-accessfor-public-enabled

boolean Is home directory access is enabled to public. Default value
optional is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Vserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-home-directory-search-path
This is a list of CIFS Home Directory search paths. When a CIFS client connects to a home directory
share, these paths are searched in the order indicated by the 'position' field to find the user's home
directory. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string The file system path that will be searched for finding a CIFS user's home
optional directory. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

path
position [1..1024]

The position of this entry in the list of paths that will be searched for
integer
finding a CIFS user's home directory. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-local-group

[top]

List of local groups, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

description

string
optional

groupname

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

Description
The description of the local group Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
The name of the local group Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-local-group-members

[top]

List of local groups, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

groupname

cifs-name
optional

The name of the local group Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

member

cifs-name
optional

The member of a local group Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vservername
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-local-user

[top]

List of local users, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

The description of the local user Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

full-name

string
optional

Full name of the local user Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-accountdisabled

boolean
optional

The user account is disabled Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

user-name

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the local user Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-local-user-membership
List of local users' membership information, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

membership

cifs-name
optional

The membership of the local user Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

user-name

cifs-name
optional

The name of the local user Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: cifs-name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cifs-nbtstat

[top]

Display NetBIOS Statistics. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

nbt-mode

Mode in which the NetBIOS Name Service is configured. Possible
string
values: 'p' - Point to Point, 'h' - Hybrid, 'm' - Mixed or 'b' optional
Broadcast. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nbt-namestate

Registration State of NetBIOS Name. Possible values:
string 'must_register', 'must_unregister', 'wins', 'broadcast',
optional 'name_released', 'wins_conflict', 'broadcast_conflict. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

nbt-scope

Scope is used as a name for the set of NetBIOS nodes that
string
participate in an NBT virtual LAN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

netbiosname

string
NetBIOS Name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

netbiossuffix

A NetBIOS suffix is the 16th character of the 16-character NetBIOS
string name. The NetBIOS suffix is used by Microsoft Networking software
optional to identify functionality installed on the registered device.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string The name of the node on which nbtstat was done. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

registeredaddresses

ipList of interface IP Addresses for which the NetBIOS Name is
address[]
registered. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

registeredtype

string Name registration type. Possible values: 'registered', 'active',
optional 'permanent', 'group'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

registration[0..2^32- integer Time left in minutes for a name registered with WINS. Attributes:
time-leftoptional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
minutes
vserver

string The Vserver name on which nbtstat was done. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
wins-

wins-entries

entryWindows Internet Name Server (WINS) information
info[]
optional

Element definition: cifs-options

[top]

The CIFS specific tunables that can be set on a Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the amount of idle
time (in seconds) before a CIFS session is disconnected
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default-unixgroup

string
optional

The default UNIX group used if the identity of a CIFS
group cannot be mapped using normal group mapping
rules. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default-unixuser

string
optional

The default UNIX user used if the identity of a CIFS
user cannot be mapped using normal user mapping
rules. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

clientsessiontimeout

file-systemsector-size

Range
[0..2^32-1]

cifsfilesystemsector-size
optional

This optional parameter specifies the size of file system
sector in bytes reported to SMB Clients. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB
clients is 4096 bytes

grant-unixgroup-permsto-others

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether UNIX group
permissions should be granted to others when
Windows clients access files on a UNIX security-style
Volume/Qtree as well as mixed security style
Volume/Qtree, as long as the effective security style on
the file is UNIX. The default value for this parameter is
false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

guest-unixuser

string
optional

This optional parameter specifies that a guest user
coming from any untrusted domain can be mapped to
specified UNIX user. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that if name-mapping
is not present for members of BUILTIN\Administrators
group then whether they can be mapped to Unix User
'root'. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-adminusersmapped-toroot-enabled
is-advancedsparse-filesupport-

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether advanced
sparse file capabilities, such as Query Allocated Ranges
and Set Zero Data, are enabled on the CIFS server.

enabled

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether to advertise DFS referral of the CIFS protocol.
The default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-client-dupdetectionenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should detect duplicate sessions coming from
the same SMB 1.0 client with VcNumber of zero (0).
The default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-clientversionreportingenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether to report the
client version through ASUP. The default value for this
parameter is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-copyoffloaddirect-copyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the DirectCopy Copy Offload mechanism is enabled or not.
Default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-copyoffloadenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing copy offload operation.
The default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-dacenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Dynamic Access Control. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

isexportpolicyenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server uses export policies to control client access. The
default value for this parameter is false. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-fake-openenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports fake open requests. The default value
for this parameter is true. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-fsctl-filelevel-trimenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether trim
requests (FSCTL_FILE_LEVEL_TRIM) are supported on
the cifs server. The default value for this parameter is
true. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-hidedotfilesenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server should hide files and directories beginning with
a dot '.' during directory enumeration. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

is-inheritmodebitswithnfsv4aclenabled

boolean
optional

This option Enables setting Modebits on file created by
cifs user if it inherits nfs4acl. The default value for this
parameter is false. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-large-mtuenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the SMB 2.1
Large MTU feature is supported. The default value for
this parameter is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-local-authenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS local
users can authenticate. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-localusers-and-

boolean

is-advertisedfs-enabled

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS

optional

local users and groups feature is enabled on the
cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ismultichannelenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports Multichannel or not. The default value
for this parameter is false. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-nbnsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that NBNS (port 137)
is enabled or not. The default value for this parameter
is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-netbiosover-tcpenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies that the use of
NetBIOS over TCP (port 139) is enabled or not. The
default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-pathcomponentcacheenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
path component cache is enabled for SMB2 or not. The
default value for this parameter is true. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
symlink resolution for path component cache is
enabled for SMB2 or not. The default value for this
parameter is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

groupsenabled

is-pathcomponentcachesymlinkenabled

This optional parameter specifies that a file can be
deleted using UNIX delete semantics when the DOS
read-only bit is enabled. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

is-read-onlydeleteenabled

enable
optional

is-referralenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server refers clients to more optimal data access paths
(LIFs). The default value for this parameter is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-searchshort-namesenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server supports searching short names. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing shadow copy
operations. Directories and files within a FlexGroup will
not be shadow copied because FlexGroups do not
support shadow copy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether the
NetShareEnum call should only respond with the
shares the user has access to or with all shares. The
default value is false which means it will respond with
all shares. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-smb1enabled

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED) This optional parameter specifies
whether the CIFS server negotiates the SMB1 versions
of the CIFS protocol. The default value for this
parameter is true for Vservers with Infinite Volume. For
other data Vservers, the default value is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-smb2-

boolean

isshadowcopyenabled
is-shareenumpermissioncheckenabled

"enabled" ,
"disabled"

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB2 versions of the CIFS

enabled

optional

is-smb3enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-smb31enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server negotiates the SMB3.1 version of the CIFS
protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-trusteddomainenum-searchenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server is capable of performing enumeration of trusted
domains and search to map a UNIX user to a Windows
user. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-unixextensionsenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether CIFS server
is capable of supporting UNIX Extensions. The default
value for this parameter is false. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

is-unix-ntacl-enabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether NT ACLs can
be set on a volume with UNIX security-style.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether the CIFS
server exposes junction points as reparse points to
Windows clients. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This option is used to control whether to map Windows
SIDs to Unix UIDs when setting or restoring the owner
SID. The default is true. Set this value to false to avoid
performance-impacting SID lookups. It should be set
true if your workflow involves converting the storage
security style from 'ntfs' or 'mixed' to 'unix'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[2..1024]

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of connections allowed per Multichannel
session. The default value for this parameter is 32.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[2..8192]

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the maximum number
of outstanding requests on a CIFS connection. The
default value is 128. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum length
of data in bytes that the CIFS server can write zero
with one CIFS request. This parameter accepts data
lengths between 4 KB and 32 MB. The default value for
this option is 32 MB. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum
number of network interfaces advertised per
Multichannel session. The default value for this
parameter is 256. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous operations
the CIFS server reports it can process per TCP
connection. The default value for this option is 255.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-usejunctions-asreparsepointsenabled

map-sid-touid-on-setowner

maxconnectionsper-session

max-credits

max-filewrite-zerolength

max-lifs-persession

max-mpx

max-opens-

[2^12..2^25]

[1..256]

[2..65535]

protocol. The default value for this parameter is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

This option controls maximum existing opens on the

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous CIFS
connections to the same share per CIFS session. The
default value for this option is 5000. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

max-sameusersessions-perconnection

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum simultaneous sessions
by the same user per TCP connection. The default
value for this option is 2500. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

maxwatches-setper-tree

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

This option controls maximum watches that can be set
per CIFS Tree. The default value for this option is 500.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

pathcomponent[5000..3600000]
cache-entryexp-time

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
would be considered fresh. The default value for this
parameter is 300000 milliseconds. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

pathcomponent[1000..1000000]
cache-maxentries

integer
optional

This optional parameter control the maximum number
of cache entries in one instance of path component
cache. The default value for this parameter is 100000.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies maximum session
token size for path component cache for SMB2. The
default value for this parameter is 1000. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

This optional parameter controls the time in
milliseconds when the path component cache entry
that is symlink would be considered fresh. The default
value for this parameter is 300000 milliseconds.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

same-fileper-tree
max-sametree-connectper-session

pathcomponentcache-maxsessiontoken-size

[500..10000]

pathcomponentcache[5000..3600000]
symlink-exptime

read-grantsexecute

enable
optional

same file per CIFS Tree. The default value for this
option is 1000. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

On a file with UNIX Style security effective on it, if the
file has read permission on it, a CIFS user would be
allowed to execute permissions if this option is
enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
This optional parameter specifies what level of access
will a non authenticated user get Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:

anonymousrestrictionlevel
optional

restrictanonymous

shadowcopydir-depth

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for
Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is
Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous
User.
This optional parameter specifies the maximum depth
of directories to shadow copy. Directories and files
within a FlexGroup will not be shadow copied because
FlexGroups do not support shadow copy. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

smb1-maxbuffer-size

[4356..65535]

vserver

integer
optional

This optional parameter specifies the maximum buffer
size used for SMB1 message that the server can
receive. The default value for this parameter is 65535.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vservername
optional

The name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS
server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

widelink-asreparsepointversions

cifsdialects[]
optional

win-namefor-null-user

string
optional

wins-servers

inetaddress[]
optional

This optional parameter specifies for which CIFS
protocol versions widelink will be reported as reparse
points. The default value for this parameter is SMB1.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:
"smb1" - SMB 1.0,
"smb2" - SMB 2.0,
"smb2_1" - SMB 2.1,
"smb3" - SMB 3.0,
"smb3_1" - SMB 3.1
This optional parameter specifies a valid Windows user
or group name that will be added to the CIFS
credentials for a NULL user Session. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable
List of Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) IP
addresses. The Vserver will send NetBIOS name
resolution requests to these addresses. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: cifs-preferred-dc-check-info
Basic configuration information for the Preferred DC. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

dc-ip-addr

string[]
optional

DC Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

domainname

string[]
optional

Domain Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

servicestate[]
optional

statusdetails

string[]
optional

vserver-

string

DC Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"down" ,
"up"
Status Details Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

name

optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-privilege

[top]

List of privileges assigned to local or Active Directory users or groups, organized by Vserver When
returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The privileges associated with a local or Active Directory user or group
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

privileges

cifsprivilegeentries[]
optional

user-orgroupname

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

"setcbprivilege" - Act as part of the operating system,
"sebackupprivilege" - Back up files and directories, overriding
any ACLs,
"serestoreprivilege" - Restore files and directories, overriding
any ACLs,
"setakeownershipprivilege" - Take ownership of files or other
objects,
"sesecurityprivilege" - Manage auditing and
viewing/dumping/clearing the security log,
"sechangenotifyprivilege" - Bypass traverse checking
The name of the local or Active Directory user or group Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-privilege-entries
Privilege Possible values:
"setcbprivilege" - Act as part of the operating system,
"sebackupprivilege" - Back up files and directories, overriding any ACLs,
"serestoreprivilege" - Restore files and directories, overriding any ACLs,
"setakeownershipprivilege" - Take ownership of files or other objects,
"sesecurityprivilege" - Manage auditing and viewing/dumping/clearing the security log,
"sechangenotifyprivilege" - Bypass traverse checking
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-security

[top]

CIFS security tunable parameters. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aes-enabledfor-netlogonchannel

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use AES session key as
part of NetLogon secure channel establishment. By default
this option is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

encryptionrequired-fordcconnections

boolean
optional

This parameter determines if encryption is required for
connections to domain controllers. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-aesencryptionenabled

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether AES-128 and AES-256
encryption mechanisms are enabled for Kerberos-related CIFS
communication. By default this option is true. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-passwordcomplexityrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether password complexity is
required for local users. By default this option is true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-signingrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether signing is required for
incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-smbencryptionrequired

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether SMB encryption is
required for incoming CIFS traffic. By default this option is
false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

kerberosclock-skew

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting
tickets with time stamps that do not exactly match the host's
system clock. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

kerberos-kdctimeout

[1..23]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the timeout value in seconds for
KDC connections. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

kerberosrenew-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
days for which a ticket can be renewed. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

kerberosticket-age

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

This parameter determines the maximum amount of time in
hours that a user's ticket may be used for the purpose of
Kerberos authentication. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This parameter determines the LM compatibility level. By
default this option is 'LM, NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos'.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

lmcompatibilitylevel

lmcompatibilitylevel
optional

"lm_ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts LM, NTLM, NTLMv2
and Kerberos,
"ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLM, NTLMv2 and
Kerberos,
"ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"krb" - Accepts Kerberos only

referralenabled-forad-ldap

boolean
optional

sessionsecurity-forad-ldap

ldap-security
optional

smb1enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

This parameter determines whether LDAP referral chasing is
enabled or not for AD LDAP connections. By default this
option is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This parameter determines the level of security for LDAP
communications. By default this option is none. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic
(DEPRECATED) This parameter determines if SMB version 1 is
used for connections to domain controllers. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:
"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"
This parameter determines if SMB version 2 is used for
connections to domain controllers. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

smb2enabled-fordcconnections

systemdefault-bool
optional

try-channelbinding-forad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to try channel binding for
AD LDAP connections. By default this option is true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

use-ldapsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use LDAPS(port 636)
for Secure Active Directory LDAP connections. By default this
option is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

use-start-tlsfor-ad-ldap

boolean
optional

This parameter determines whether to use start_tls for AD
LDAP connections. By default this option is false. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"

Element definition: cifs-server-config

[top]

Basic configuration information for the CIFS Server. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
CIFS Server Administrative Status. Attributes: optional-for-create,

service- modifiable Possible values:
state
"down" ,
optional
"up"

administrativestatus

The authentication style to be used for CIFS clients connecting to this
CIFS server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

auth-style

cifsauthstyle
optional

cifs-server

netbiosThe NetBIOS name of the CIFS server. Attributes: required-forname
create, modifiable
optional

"domain" - DOMAIN,
"workgroup" - WORKGROUP,
"realm" - KERBEROS REALM

comment

string
CIFS Server Description. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

default-site

string The default site used by LIFs that do not have a site membership.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string The Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

domain

domainThe NetBIOS name of the domain or workgroup this CIFS server
name
belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

domainworkgroup
netbios-aliases

netbiosname[] List of NetBIOS Aliases Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

organizationalunit

string The Organizational Unit (OU) within the Windows Active Directory this
optional CIFS server belongs to. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

realm

string The Kerberos realm this CIFS server belongs to. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Vserver containing the CIFS server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

workgroup

netbiosThe name of the workgroup this CIFS server belongs to. Attributes:
name
optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-session

[top]

Displays the established CIFS sessions When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-address The ip address of the workstation from which the session is
optional opened. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The authentication mechanism used to establish the session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" ,
"ntlmv1" ,
"ntlmv2" ,
"kerberos" ,
"anonymous"

authmechanism

authmechanism
optional

connectedtime

elapsedtime-ext
optional

The time duration since the session was established. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

connection- [0..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

The number of CIFS connections associated with the CIFS
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The connection that is used to establish the session. Attributes:
key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

connection-id

The type of continuous avalability protection provided to the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

cifs-caprotection
optional

continuouslyavailable

[0..2^641]

"no" - The open file is not continuously available. For
sessions, it contains one or more open file but none of
them are continuously available.,
"yes" - The open file is continuously available. For
sessions, it contains one or more open files and all of them
are continuously available.,
"partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains
at least one continuously available open file but other open
files that are not.

integer
optional

The number of the regular files that are opened under the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

idle-time

elapsedtime-ext
optional

The time duration since there was last activity on the session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-large-mtuenabled

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies the status of the Large MTU
over the CIFS session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sessionsigned

boolean
optional

Displays if a CIFS session is SMB Signed. If true, the CIFS
session is signed. If false, the CIFS session is not signed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

files

ip-address The data lif that is used to establish the session. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

lif-address
netbiosname

string
optional

Displays the NetBIOS name client used for connecting to the
share. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

The name of the node on which the session listing is done.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of the special files that are opened under the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

other

[0..2^641]

The CIFS protocol version that is used to establish the session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
cifsdialects
optional

protocolversion

[0..2^64-

integer

"smb1" - SMB 1.0,
"smb2" - SMB 2.0,
"smb2_1" - SMB 2.1,
"smb3" - SMB 3.0,
"smb3_1" - SMB 3.1
The unique identifier for the session. Attributes: key, optional-

session-id
shares

1]

optional

for-create, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of the CIFS shares that are opened under the
session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Displays the status of SMB encryption that is happening over the
CIFS session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

smbencryptionstatus

smbencryption
optional

unix-user

string
optional

"unencrypted" - CIFS session is not encrypted.,
"encrypted" - CIFS session is fully encrypted. Vserver level
encryption is enabled and encryption happens for the
entire session.,
"partially_encrypted" - CIFS session is partially encrypted.
Share level encryption is enabled and encryption is
initiated when the tree-connect occurs.
The name of the UNIX user for which the session is established.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The Classification of the Authenticated user. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

user-type

string
optional

"local_user" ,
"domain_user" ,
"guest_user" ,
"anonymous_user"

vserver

string
optional

The Vserver name on which the session listing is done.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

win-unixcreds

string
optional

Display the Windows and UNIX credentials. This field is not
returned by default and must be requested via desiredattributes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

windowsuser

string
optional

The name of the CIFS user for which the session is established.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-session-file

[top]

Displays the opened CIFS files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

connection- [0..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]
connection-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
The number of CIFS connections associated with the CIFS session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The connection that is used to open the file. Attributes: key,
optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The type of continuous availability protection provided to the file.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

continuouslyavailable

file-id

cifs-caprotection
optional

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

"no" - The open file is not continuously available. For
sessions, it contains one or more open file but none of them
are continuously available.,
"yes" - The open file is continuously available. For sessions,
it contains one or more open files and all of them are
continuously available.,
"partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains at
least one continuously available open file but other open
files that are not.
The unique identifier for the opened file. Attributes: key, optionalfor-create, non-modifiable
The type of opened file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

file-type

cifs-filetype
optional

flexgroupmsid

[0..2^64- integer
1]
optional

hostingaggregate

aggrname
optional

hostingvolume
node

string
optional

open-mode

path

string
optional

range-locks

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

reconnected

string
optional

share

The FlexGroup MSID of the volume on which the file resides.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the aggregate on which the file resides. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumeThe name of the volume on which the file resides. Attributes: nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

cifs-openmode
optional

session-id

"regular" ,
"symlink" ,
"stream" ,
"directory"

The name of the node on which the file listing is done. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
The mode in which the file is opened. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"r" - Read,
"w" - Write,
"d" - Delete
The path of the file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of range locks granted on the file. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The state that represents if the file was opened after network
disconnect. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

The session under which file is opened. Attributes: key, optionalfor-create, non-modifiable

cifssharename
optional

The share name where the file resides. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

share-mode

cifs-openmode
optional

vserver

string
optional

The share mode used to open the file. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"r" - Read,
"w" - Write,
"d" - Delete
The Vserver name on which the file listing is done. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-session-info

[top]

Information about a single cifs session.
Name

Range

Type

Description

changenotifies

integer

Number of active ChangeNotify requests.

dirs

integer

Number of open directories.

files

integer

Number of open files.

host-ip
hostname
shares
user
volumeslist

ipIP address, in dotted-decimal format, of the CIFS client.
address
NetBios name of the CIFS client. This may be unavailable in certain
string
situations. In such cases, the ONTAPI element 'host-ip' alone provides
optional
identity of the host.
integer

Number of open shares.

string
Name of the user.
optional
volumesList of volumes being accessed during the session.
list-info[]

Element definition: cifs-setup-ou

[top]

The fully qualified name of a single joinable organizational unit.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-setup-site

[top]

The fully qualified name of a single joinable organizational unit.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share
CIFS share configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string[]
optional

This string list gives the applicable Access Control list for the
CIFS share. Each list entry is a '/' separated pair of the User or
Group name and the effective permissions. The permission could
be 'Full Control', Change', 'Read' or 'No access'. e.g.: If the group
is 'Everyone' and the effective permission for this group is
'Change', the entry would be 'Everyone / Change'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The lifetime of an entry in the file attribute cache, in seconds.
This value is used if the share has the 'attributecache' property
set, which improves the performance of certain metadata
operations in common workloads. The default is 10 seconds.
Raising this value may improve performance, but the likelihood
that stale metadata will be served increases as well. The value of
this field must be in the range of 1 to 86400. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

cifs-server

string
optional

The NetBIOS name of the CIFS server that owns this share.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

comment

string
optional

This string gives a description of the CIFS share. CIFS clients see
this description when browsing the Vserver's CIFS shares.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
directory. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one
to three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with
values 4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user
who owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the
second selects permissions for other users in the file's group,
with the same values; and the third for other users not in the
file's group, with the same values. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

The value of this field controls the file mode creation mask for
the CIFS share in qtrees with UNIX or Mixed security styles. The
mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly created
file. The input value is a numeric mode comprising of one to
three octal digits (0-7), derived by adding up the bits with values
4, 2, and 1. The first digit selects permissions for the user who
owns the file: read (4), write (2), and execute (1); the second
selects permissions for other users in the file's group, with the
same values; and the third for other users not in the file's group,
with the same values. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

force-groupfor-create

string
optional

This option specifies a predefined UNIX group name for which all
files created by CIFS users in that share will be assigned group
owenership to. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max[1..2^32connections1]
per-share

integer
optional

The maximum number of simultaneous connections allowed to
the share. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

acl

attributecache-ttl

dir-umask

file-umask

[0..2^321]

[0..777]

[0..777]

Mode of the offline file for the CIFS share. The default value is
manual. Possible values:

offline-filesmode

string
optional

"none" - Clients are not permitted to cache files for offline
access.,
"manual" - Clients may cache files that are explicitly
selected by the user for offline use.,
"documents" - Clients may automatically cache files that
are used by the user for offline access.,

"programs" - Clients may automatically cache files that are
used by the user for offline access and may use those files
in an offline mode even if the share is available.

path

share-name

string
optional

The file system path that is shared through this CIFS share. The
path is the full, user visible path relative to the vserver root, and
it might be crossing junction mount points. The path is in UTF8
and uses forward slash as directory separator. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a UTF-8
string with the following characters being illegal: control
characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double
quotes) and the characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?"* Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable
The list of properties for this CIFS share. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

shareproperties

cifs-shareproperties[]
optional

"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (clientside caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed
by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be
viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can request
for change notifications for directories on this share. If the
path of the share is within a FlexGroup, change
notifications are not sent because FlexGroups do not
support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added
and enabled as part of the CIFS home directory feature.
The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS
home directory feature interface.,
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through
this share are caching attributes for a short time to
improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to
this share can make requests using BranchCache
technology that allows them to cache the content in an
attempt to reduce WAN utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients
connecting to this share can open files in a persistent
manner. Files opened this way are protected from
disruptive events, such as failover and giveback. This
property is not supported for FlexGroups.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to
a shadow copy. This attribute cannot be added nor
removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access
Based Enumeration is enabled on this share. ABE-filtered
shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or
other shared resources that the user does not have rights
to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients
connecting to this share can cache the directory
enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must
be used when accessing this share. Clients that do not
support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that the

previous version can be viewed and restored from the
client. This property is enabled by default.

symlinkproperties

cifs-sharesymlinkproperties[]
optional

volume

string
optional

This flag controls whether the symlinks under this shared
directory are hidden (option 'hide'), accessible (option 'enable')
or are accessible as read-only (option 'read-only' along with
option 'enable'). It controls whether only symlinks which have
targets on this server can be resolved by a CIFS client (option
'symlinks') or if all symlinks can be resolved (option
'symlinks_and_widelinks'). It controls whether symlinks can have
targets outside the client's share (option 'no_strict_security'). It
controls whether no symlinks can be resolved (option 'disable').
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"enable" (DEPRECATED) Enable both local symlinks and
wide links for read-write,
"hide" (DEPRECATED) Hide both symlinks and widelinks,
"read_only" (DEPRECATED) Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not
advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" Enable both local symlinks and
wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is
not advertised
"no_strict_security" Allow clients to follow symlinks beyond
share boundaries
The name of the volume where the root of the CIFS share
resides.
Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is
applicable. The default value is standard. Possible values:

vscanfileopprofile

vscanfileopprofile
optional

vserver

string
optional

"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses to
this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close,
and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close,
and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a
file that has been modified is closed.
The name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-share-access-control
The permissions that users and groups have to a CIFS share. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description
The access rights that the user or group has on the defined CIFS share.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

cifsaccessperms
optional

permission

"no_access" - No access,
"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom

string The CIFS share for which the permissions are defined. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

share

The type of user for which ACL is configured. Default value is windows.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

usergrouptype

string
optional

"windows" - Windows User or Group.,
"unix_user" - Unix User.,
"unix_group" - Unix Group.

user-orgroup

string The user or group name for which the permissions are listed. Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

winsid

windowsThe Windows SID for the user or group for which the permission is
sid
defined. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-share-acl-info

[top]

Information about single share.
Name

Range

Type

share-name

string

user-acl-info

Description
Name of the share.

access-rights-info[] List of users or Unix groups that have access to this share.

Element definition: cifs-share-info

[top]

Information about a single cifs share.
Name
caching

Range

Type

Description

String specifying the type of caching: "no_caching",
string
"auto_document_caching", "auto_program_caching" and
optional
"manual_caching".

description

string
description of the share.
optional

dir-umask

File mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix or mixed security
integer
styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly
optional
created directory. This mask overrides one set with "umask".

file-umask

File mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix or mixed security
integer
styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting of a newly
optional
created file. This mask overrides one set with "umask".

forcegroup

string
name of the group to which files to be created in the share belong to.
optional

is-accessbasedenum

If true Access Based Enumeration (ABE) is enabled, else it is disabled.
ABE filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual
boolean
user's access rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared
optional
resources that the user does not have rights to access. Its value is
returned only if it is non-default value. Its default value is false.

is-browse

boolean if true, this share can be browsed. Its values is returned only if it is nonoptional default value. Its default value is true.

isnamespacecachingallowed

If true, namespace caching is enabled on the share. If false or not
boolean specified, namespace caching is disabled. If namespace caching is
optional enabled on a share, clients are allowed to cache the directory
enumeration results for better performance.

is-symlinkstrictsecurity

If true or not specified, strict symlink security is enabled. If false, allows
boolean clients to follow symbolic links to destinations on this filer but outside of
optional the current share. Its value is returned only if it is non-default value. Its
default value is true.

is-voloffline

boolean If true, volume is offline and the shares are not available. Its value is
optional returned only if it is non-default value. Its default value is false.

is-vscan

If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
boolean
share. Its value is returned only if it is non-default value. Its default value
optional
is true.

isvscanread

If true or not specified, virus scan is done when clients open files on this
boolean
share for read access. Its value is returned only if it is non-default value.
optional
Its defalut value is true.

is-widelink

If true, allows clients to follow absolute symbolic links outside of this
boolean
share, subject to NT security. Its value is returned only if it is non-default
optional
value. Its default value is false.

maxusers

integer
max no. of simultaneous connections to the share.
optional

mountpoint

string

mount point of the share.

share-name

string

name of the cifs share.

umask

File mode creation mask for a share in qtrees with Unix or mixed security
integer styles. The mask restricts the initial permissions setting of newly created
optional files and directories. This field is ignored when both dir-umask and fileumask are present.

Element definition: cifs-share-properties
The list of properties on a CIFS share. Possible values:
"oplocks" - This specifies that opportunistic locks (client-side caching) are enabled on this share.,
"browsable" - This specifies that the share can be browsed by Windows clients.,
"showsnapshot" - This specifies that Snapshots can be viewed and traversed by clients.,
"changenotify" - This specifies that CIFS clients can request for change notifications for directories
on this share. If the path of the share is within a FlexGroup, change notifications are not sent
because FlexGroups do not support Change Notify.,
"homedirectory" - This specifies that the share is added and enabled as part of the CIFS home
directory feature. The configuration of this share should be done using CIFS home directory

[top]

feature interface.,
"attributecache" - This specifies that connections through this share are caching attributes for a
short time to improve performance.
"branchcache" - This specifies that clients connecting to this share can make requests using
BranchCache technology that allows them to cache the content in an attempt to reduce WAN
utilization from a remote office.
"continuously_available" - This specifies that clients connecting to this share can open files in a
persistent manner. Files opened this way are protected from disruptive events, such as failover
and giveback.
"shadowcopy" - This specifies that the share is pointing to a shadow copy. This attribute cannot
be added nor removed from a share.
"access_based_enumeration" - This specifies that Access Based Enumeration is enabled on this
share. ABE-filtered shared folders are visible to a user based on that individual user's access
rights, preventing the display of folders or other shared resources that the user does not have
rights to access.
"namespace_caching" - This specifies that the SMB clients connecting to this share can cache the
directory enumeration results returned by the CIFS servers.
"encrypt_data" - This specifies that SMB encryption must be used when accessing this share.
Clients that do not support encryption will not be able to access this share.
"show_previous_versions" - This property specifies that the previous version can be viewed and
restored from the client. This property is enabled by default.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share-symlink-properties

[top]

enable|hide|read-only|symlinks|symlinks-and-widelinks|disable|no-strict-security Possible values:
"enable" - (DEPRECATED)-Enable both local symlinks and wide links for read-write,
"hide" - (DEPRECATED)-Hide both symlinks and wide links,
"read_only" - (DEPRECATED)-Enable symlinks for read-only,
"symlinks" - Enable symlinks only for read-write, DFS is not advertised,
"symlinks_and_widelinks" - Enable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is advertised,
"disable" - Disable both local symlinks and wide links, DFS is not advertised,
"no_strict_security" - Allow clients to follow symlinks outside share boundaries
[none]

Element definition: cifs-symlink
CIFS symbolic link path mapping configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

cifs-path

This field specifies the CIFS path on the destination to which the symbolic
link maps. The final path is generated by concatenating the CIFS server
name, the share name, the cifs-path and the remaining path in the symbolic
string
link left after the prefix match. This value is specified by using a UNIX-style
optional
path name. The trailing forward slash is required for the full path name to
be properly interpreted. This is a UTF-8 string and supports localization.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

cifsserver

This field specifies the destination CIFS server name for the mapping to
which the symbolic link is mapped. The default is the local CIFS server. The
field needs to be specified if the locality of the symbolic link is 'widelink'.
string
This can be either a DNS name, NetBIOS name or an IP address. If a DNS
optional
name or a NetBIOS name are specified, the CIFS client configuration should
be such that it is capable of resolving the CIFS server name to the correct IP
address. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

homedirectory

This field specifies whether the destination share is a home directory. If the
value of this field is true, wildcard path elements in the destination path are
replaced with specific values for the user accessing the symbolic link.
boolean
Wildcard %w is replaced by the user's Windows name. Wildcard %u is
optional
replaced by the user's mapped Unix name. Wildcard %d is replaced by the
domain to which the user belongs. The default value is false. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

locality

This field specifies whether the CIFS symbolic link is a local link, free link or
wide link. A local symbolic link maps to the local CIFS share. A free symlink
maps to the local vserver. A wide symbolic link maps to any CIFS share on
cifs- the network. If the CIFS server matches the VServer's NetBIOS name then
symlink- the default value is local otherwise wide link. The symlink option 'freelink' is
locality obsolete. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
optional
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

sharename

This field specifies the CIFS share name on the destination CIFS server to
string
which the symbolic link is mapped. This is a UTF-8 string and supports
optional
localization. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

unixpath

vserver

This field specifies the UNIX path prefix to be matched for the mapping. If
the prefix of the target path in the symbolic link matches against this field,
string this entry of symbolic link path mapping would be used. The path is a UTF-8
optional string and supports localization. The path must start and end with a forward
slash ('/'). For example '/usr/local/'. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this CIFS server. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cifs-symlink-locality
Locality of the destination where this symbolic link points. Possible values:
"local" - Share on This VServer,
"widelink" - Share on Another CIFS Server,
"freelink" - Anywhere on This VServer (OBSOLETE)

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cifs-top-info

[top]

Information about a single cifs top.
Name

Range Type

Description

ops-persec

integer The number of operations of any type per second.

read-ops

integer The number of read requests.

read-size

integer The size in kbytes per second of data of read requests.

suspiciousper-sec

The number of "suspicious" events per second due to the following
conditions: ACCESS-DENIED returned for FindFirst ACCESS-DENIED
integer
returned for Open/CreateFile ACCESS-DENIED returned for DeleteFile
SUCCESS returned for DeleteFile SUCCESS returned for TruncateFile

user-info

string Information on the client with its IP address and user account.

write-ops

integer The number of write requests.

write-size

integer The size in kbytes per second of data of write requests.

Element definition: cifs-user-home-directory-path

[top]

This commands finds the home directory of a user specified in the command in all the home directory
search path configured. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

path

string The path of home directory for the specified user name. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

sharename

string The expanded share name for the user. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

username
vserver

string
Output User Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
vserverid The name of the Vserver in which home directory for a user has to be
optional searched. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-users-and-group-local-group-members
List of local groups, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this

[top]

typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

groupname

cifs-name
optional

Description
The name of the local group Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

cifs-name[] The member of a local group Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

member

vservername
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cifs-users-and-group-local-user-membership

[top]

List of local users' membership information, organized by Vserver When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

membership

Type

Description

cifs-name[] The membership of the local user Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

user-name

cifs-name
optional

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the local user Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: connection-info

[top]

Structure containing information on the connection.
Name
connected-address
favored-address

Range

Type

Description

address-info[]
An address list of currently connected servers.
optional
address-info[]
An address list of favored servers.
optional

other-address
preferred-address

address-info[]
An address list of other servers.
optional
address-info[]
An address list of preferred servers.
optional

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: homedir-path-info

[top]

path to user home directory paths Unix style path to user home directories, example: /vol/vol1/users1
The paths are listed in the same order that the filer will use to evaluate whether a user has a cifs home
directory.
[none]

Element definition: inet-address

[top]

Internet Address
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ldap-security

[top]

The list of possible values for LDAP Security. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic.
[none]

Element definition: lm-compatibility-level

[top]

LM compatibility level. Possible values:
"lm_ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts LM, NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"ntlm_ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLM, NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"ntlmv2_krb" - Accepts NTLMv2 and Kerberos,
"krb" - Accepts Kerberos only
[none]

Element definition: nbalias-name-info

[top]

NetBIOS alias for the filer
[none]

Element definition: netbios-name

[top]

Name of a client or a server participating in a NetBIOS Windows File sharing service network. This can
be different from the host name.
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: path-error-info

[top]

Error description
Name

Range Type

Description
Homedir path, if any, which had the error. This value is set to NULL if there
is no path associated with the error.

error-path

string

errorpath-desc

string A description of the error.

Element definition: realm-name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: service-state

[top]

down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: smb-encryption
The list of possible values for SMB Encryption status. Possible values:
"unencrypted" - CIFS session is not encrypted.
"encrypted" - CIFS session is fully encrypted. Vserver level encryption is enabled and encryption
happens for the entire session.
"partially_encrypted" - CIFS session is partially encrypted. Share level encryption is enabled and
encryption is initiated when the tree-connect occurs.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: system-default-bool

[top]

false|true|system-default Possible values:
"false" ,
"true" ,
"system_default"
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-of-day

[top]

Time of day in HH::MM::SS
[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,

[top]

two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vscan-fileop-profile

[top]

Profile-set of file-ops to which Vscan On-Access scanning is applicable. Possible values:
"no_scan" - Virus scans are never triggered for accesses to this share,
"standard" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, close, and rename operations,
"strict" - Virus scans can be triggered by open, read, close, and rename operations,
"writes_only" - Virus scans can be triggered only when a file that has been modified is closed.
[none]

Element definition: windows-sid

[top]

Unique Windows Security Identifier that identifies a User or Group or Machine account.
[none]

Element definition: access-rights-info

[top]

Access rights of single user or single Unix group.
Name

Range

accessrights
unixgroupname
username

Type
string

Description
User access rights. The format of the rights can be Unix-style combinations
of r w x - or NT-style "No Access", "Read", "Change", and "Full Control".

string
Name of the Unix group.
optional
string
Name of the user.
optional

Element definition: address-info

[top]

Structure containing address information of servers.
Name
has-nossl
hostname

Range

Type

Description

boolean
If true, the protocol SSL is not supported.
optional
string

The resolved hostname of the IP address.

optional
ip-address

string
The IP address in canonical form.
optional

is-broken

boolean
If true, the address is not responding.
optional

is-multihomed
is-primary

boolean
If true, the address is a multi-homed server.
optional
boolean
If true, the address is a primary server.
optional

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: anonymous-restriction-level

[top]

Classification of the CIFS null user restriction. Possible values:
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.
[none]

Element definition: auth-mechanism

[top]

The list of possible known authentication mechanisms supported by the CIFS server. Possible values:
"None" - None
"NTLMv1" - NTLMv1
"NTLMv2" - NTLMv2
"Kerberos" - Kerberos
"Anonymous" - Anonymous
[none]

Element definition: cifs-access-perms
access rights Possible values:
"no_access" - No access,

[top]

"read" - Read,
"change" - Change,
"full_control" - Full Control,
"custom" - Custom
[none]

Element definition: cifs-auth-style

[top]

domain|workgroup|realm Possible values:
"domain" - DOMAIN,
"workgroup" - WORKGROUP,
"realm" - KERBEROS REALM
[none]

Element definition: cifs-bc-version-control

[top]

Versions of CIFS BranchCache that are currently supported.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-ca-protection
The list of possible protection levels. Open files are "Continuously Available" if they are opened from an
SMB 3 client through a share with the "continuously_available" property set. These open files are
capable of non-disruptively recovering from takeover and giveback as well as general aggregate
relocation between partners in a high-availability relationship. This is in addition to the traditional SMB 2
capability allowing clients to recover from LIF migration and other brief network interruptions. Note: The
CA protection levels depicts the continuous availability at the connection level so it might not be
accurate for a session if the connection has multiple sessions. Streams opened through a continuously
available share are permitted, but are not currently made continuously available. Directories may be
opened through a continuously available share, but will not appear continuously available as clients do
not open them that way by design. These protection levels are applicable to the sessions/files on
read/write volumes on SFO aggregates. Possible values:
"No" - The open file is not continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files
but none of them are continuously available.
"Yes" - The open file is continuously available. For sessions, it contains one or more open files and
all of them are continuously available.
"Partial" - This value is used for sessions only. It contains at least one continuously available open
file but other open files that are not.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-dialects

[top]

The list of possible known dialects Dialects negotiated by CIFS servers. Possible values:
"SMB1" - SMB 1.0
"SMB2" - SMB 2.0
"SMB2_1" - SMB 2.1
"SMB3" - SMB 3.0
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-server-funclvl

[top]

win2000|unknown|win2003|win2008|win2008r2|win2012|win2012r2|win2016|winthreshold Possible
values:
"win2000" - WIN2000,
"unknown" - The DC functionality level is unknown,
"win2003" - WIN2003,
"win2008" - WIN2008,
"win2008r2" - WIN2008R2,
"win2012" - WIN2012,
"win2012r2" - WIN2012R2,
"win2016" - WIN2016,
"winthreshold" - WINTHRESHOLD
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-server-status

[top]

Classification of server based on the status of the connection. Possible values:
"ok" - The connection to this server is usable.,
"unavailable" - This server is currently unavailable for use.,
"slow" - The connection to this server is usable but slow.,
"expired" - The connection to this server has expired.,
"undetermined" - A connection to this server has not been attempted.,
"unreachable" - This server is currently unreachable.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-discovered-server-type
The classification of servers based on service provided. Possible values:

[top]

"unknown" - The server type is not known,
"kerberos" - Kerberos server,
"ms_ldap" - Microsoft Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server,
"ms_dc" - Microsoft Domain Controller,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-discovery-mode

[top]

The mode of server discovery. Possible values:
"all" - Discover all the servers in the domain.,
"site" - Discover the servers local to the site.,
"none" - Discover nothing. Expect admins to configure pref-dcs.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-domain-server-prefer-type

[top]

The preference level of the server either set due to configuration or due to the site membership
determined by server discovery. Possible values:
"unknown" - The preference level of this server is unknown.,
"preferred" - This server was administratively marked as a preferred server due to its presence in
the list of preferred servers.,
"favored" - This server was marked as favored by the server discovery process by virtue of site
membership.,
"adequate" - This server was discovered by the server discovery process and can be used, but has
no preference associated with it.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-file-type
The list of possible types of files opened through CIFS servers. Possible values:
"Regular" - Regular file
"Symlink" - Symlink file
"Stream" - Stream file
"Directory" - Directory
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cifs-filesystem-sector-size

[top]

CIFS File System Sector sizes reported to SMB Clients (in bytes). Possible values:
"512" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 512 bytes,
"4096" - Reported file system sector size to SMB clients is 4096 bytes
[none]

Element definition: cifs-name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cifs-open-mode

[top]

The list of possible modes used when opening files over CIFS servers. Possible values:
"R" - The file opened for read operation.
"W" - The file opened for write operation.
"D" - The file opened for delete operation.
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share-name

[top]

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a Unicode string with the following characters
being illegal: control characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double quotes) and the
characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?
[none]

Element definition: domain-name

[top]

The domain name is an identification label that defines a realm based on Domain Name Service (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: elapsed-time-ext

[top]

The difference between the two points in time.
[none]

Element definition: volumes-list-info

[top]

Information about a single volume.
Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the volume.

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserverid

[top]

Vserver Id
[none]

Element definition: wins-entry-info

[top]

Windows Internet Name Server (WINS) information
Name
winsaddress
winsstate

Range

Type

ipWindows Internet Name Service (WINS) Server address. Attributes: nonaddress
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string WINS Server State. Possible values: 'active', 'inactive'. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Description

[top]

APIs in Category: clock
These APIs allow for manipulation of timezone and date on the
filer. Timezone and date can be set on the filer as well as we can
get the current date, timezone and compliance clock time on the
filer.

clock-get-clock
clock-get-timezone
clock-set-clock
clock-set-timezone

clock-get-clock

[top]

gets current date and time from filer.
Input Name

Range

Type

iscomplianceclock

Output Name
local-time
utc-time

Description

If true, then local-time and utc-time are values for the
compliance clock, otherwise they are values for the local
clock. Default is false. Note: This field is deprecated in Data
boolean ONTAP 8.1 and later. If true, the operation will fail with error
optional EOPNOTSUPPORTED. Clients should use the API snaplock-getsystem-compliance-clock or snaplock-get-volumecompliance-clock as applicable to get the compliance clock
time.
Range

Type

Description

Local date and time of the filer in seconds since Midnight,
[-43200..2^31integer 1/1/1970. Depending on the time zone and clock settings,
1]
this might be negative by up to 12 hours.
[0..2^31-1]

Errno

integer

Current date and time of the filer in seconds since Midnight,
1/1/1970.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

clock-get-timezone

[top]

Gets current timezone and timezone file version.
Output Name Range Type

Description
Current timezone name where the storage system is operating. A
timezone can have one of the two formats:

timezone

string

1. "Using a location string specified in Arthur David Olsen's public
domain time zone database. For example, "Americas/New_York"
represents most of the Eastern Time Zone.";
2. "A traditional time zone abbreviation incorporating default rules for
daylight savings time. For example, "EST5EDT" for the US Eastern

Time Zone.";
timezoneUTC

Current timezone of the storage system in UTC +/-hhmm format. This
indicates that the local time zone is hh hours and mm minutes ahead or
string
behind UTC. For example, Central European Time(CET) is +0100 and
U.S./Canadian Eastern Standard Time(EST) is -0500.

timezoneversion

Version of the time zone database. "YYYY" is the year the data base was
released and "v" is the version within that year. "YYYY" will be four
string decimal digits and "v" will be an ASCII letter starting with "a" and
increasing with each version. For example, the second 2007 version is
"2007b".

Errno

Description

ENOTIMEZONESET
ENOTIMEZONEVERSION

clock-set-clock

[top]

Set current date and time to the specified date and time.
Input Name

Range

Type

is-utc-clock

time

boolean

Description
If this is true, then clock is given in UTC (universal time)
instead of local time.

Actual value of the date and time which has to be set as the
current date and time on filer. Value will be seconds since
[-43200..2^31integer
Midnight, 1/1/1970. Depending on the time zone and clock
1]
settings, this might be negative by up to 12 hours.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
ETAKENOVER
EDATENOTSETONPARTNER

clock-set-timezone

[top]

Set current timezone to the specified timezone.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Name of the timezone value which has to be set as current timezone value.
A timezone can have one of the two formats:

timezone

string

1. "Using a location string specified in Arthur David Olsen's public
domain time zone database. For example, "Americas/New_York"
represents most of the Eastern Time Zone.";
2. "A traditional time zone abbreviation incorporating default rules for
daylight savings time. For example, "EST5EDT" for the US Eastern
Time Zone.";

Errno
EINVALIDTIMEZONE
EINTERNALERROR
ETIMEZONEDIFFERENTINRC

Description

APIs in Category: clone
clone-autodelete
clone-autodelete-status
clone-create
clone-deletion-addextension
clone-deletion-get-iter
clone-deletion-minimumsize
clone-deletion-removeextension
clone-split-enable
clone-split-load-get-iter
clone-split-status
clone-start
clone-token-create
clone-token-delete
clone-token-get
clone-token-get-iter
clone-token-modifyexpiry-limit

The cloning feature is based on constant time sis cloning storage
(SIS) implementation and is the the block sharing infrastructure
provided by Data ONTAP. The feature allows for the cloning from
a file, LUN or NVMe namespace. Also the user can clone the
entire file, LUN, or NVMe namespace (full range) or a portion of
the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace (sub range). In case of full
range cloning, a new file/LUN/NVMe namespace will always be
created in the same volume where the source file/LUN/NVMe
namespace exists. In case of sub range cloning, the destination
file can either be same as the source file/LUN/NVMe namespace
or can be a different file/LUN/NVMe namespace within the same
volume where the source file/LUN/NVMe namespace exists. In
case of sub range cloning, the LBA block size of a LUN or NVMe
namespace is derived from the LUN or NVMe namespace's block
size. Sub range cloning is supported only between LUNs or NVMe
namespaces with equal block sizes and is supported from source
LUN to destination NVMe namespace and from source NVMe
namespace to destination LUN. Constant time SIS cloning
supersedes the implementation of cloning in versions older than
Data ONTAP 8.1. In Data ONTAP 8.0 the cloning implementation
is an asynchronous operation. The clone-start API is used to start
a clone operation. It returns an clone-id which is used for polling
to get the status of the clone operation using the clone-list-status
API. If this API returns success, the user can consider that clone
operation has completed; if it returns failure, the user should
clear the status of clone operation using clone-clear API. A clone
operation in progress can be aborted using the clone-stop API. In
Data ONTAP 8.1 the cloning implementation is a synchronous
operation. The APIs to manage ongoing synchronous operations
are deprecated, but retained for backwards compatibility.

clone-autodelete

[top]

Enable autodelete on a file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clone. This command is only supported for
flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
clone-path

Type
string

Description
Path of the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace inside the volume. It's relative
if the volume name is specified; otherwise it's absolute.

enable

If this field is true, autodelete will be allowed to delete the clone in
try/disrupt mode. and if it is false, autodelete will not be allowed to delete
boolean
the clone in try/disrupt mode. Note that this will be done only if the clone
entry is already present in the clone auto delete metafile.

force

If this field is true, autodelete will be enabled on specified file, LUN, or
boolean NVMe namespace by adding an entry in the clone auto delete metafile if it
optional is not there, even if the specified file, LUN, or NVMe namespace is not a
clone. By default value is false.

volume

string Name of the volume where the clone file, LUN, or NVMe namespace
optional resides.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EFILENOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP

clone-autodelete-status

[top]

Get the information about file or LUN clone autodeletion
Input Name

Range

clone-path

Type
string

Output Name

Range

clone-autodelete-info
Errno

Type

Description
Path of the file or LUN clone.
Description

clone-autodelete-info Information about file or LUN clone autodeletion.
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-create

[top]

Create a file/sub file, LUN/sub LUN, or NVMe namespace/sub NVMe namespace clone. This command is
only supported for flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
autodelete

Type

Description

Mark file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones for auto deletion. When set to
boolean
true, file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones will be autodeleted to reclaim
optional
space when the volume runs out of space. By default value is false.
List of block ranges for sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace cloning.
For sub-LUN or sub-NVMe namespace cloning the block range specified
will be considered as LBA range. If only one block range is supplied, the
source and destination range must not overlap and both ranges must not
extend past the end of the file. If multiple block ranges are specified in
one operation, the user must ensure all source and destination ranges do
not overlap, otherwise the result is undefined. In case of sub-LUN
cloning, the API will copy data in case the LBAs are not block aligned. In

blockranges

block- case of sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace cloning, the LBA block size of a
range[] LUN or NVMe namespace is derived from the LUN or NVMe namespace's
optional block size. Sub range cloning is supported only between LUNs or NVMe
namespaces with equal block sizes, and the API returns an error if the
block sizes do not match. Sub range cloning is supported from source
LUN to destination NVMe namespace and from source NVMe namespace
to destination LUN. If the user provides LBAs such that actual number of
blocks to be cloned is zero, then API will return error. The API will fail if
the source range overlaps with the destination range or if the source and
the destination ranges overlap amongst themselves. If block range is not
provided then the file/LUN/NVMe namespace is fully cloned.

destinationexists

boolean
Allow clone creation if the destination exists. By default value is false.
optional

destinationpath

Full path of the destination file, LUN, or NVMe namespace relative to the
volume. The destination file must be in same volume as "source-path". If
string not specified, a sub-range clone of the source file, LUN, or NVMe
optional namespace will be performed on itself. Either "destination-path" or
"block-ranges" must be specified. For sub-file clone operation from
snapshot copy, "destination-path" is mandatory.

destinationvolume

Name of the volume where the destination file resides. This option is
string
supported only for Metawafl volumes, where the source and destination
optional
volumes for the clone operation can be different.

ignorelocks

boolean Clone even if (advisory/mandatory) byte_range locks or share_mode
optional locks exist on the source or destination. By default value is false.

ignorestreams

Clone only the base file and ignore streams on source or destination. By
boolean
default value is false so streams are also cloned from source and existing
optional
destination streams are deleted.

is-backup

This option is only to be used with full-file clone creates for backups,
boolean
where source file gets periodically modified and clone file is not modified.
optional
By default, value is false.

qosadaptivepolicygroupname

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
string
(SLOs) that adjust based on the flexclone file's allocated space or used
optional
space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later

qos-policygroupname

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives (SLOs)
that apply to the storage objects with which the policy group is
string
associated. If you do not assign a policy group to a flexclone file, the
optional
system will not monitor and control the traffic to it. This field is available
in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later

snapshotname

Snapshot name from which to clone the source file, LUN, or NVMe
string
namespace. If not specified, the contents of the active filesystem will be
optional
used.

source-path

string

Relative path of the source file, LUN, or NVMe namespace inside the
volume.

spacereserve

Set the space reservation of the destination clone. By default space
boolean reservation is inherited from source. The API errors out if used in
optional conjunction with block range arguments, since space reservations cannot
be set for a block range.

token-uuid

Use the split load reserved by the token to create file, LUN, or NVMe
string namespace clones. This will guarantee clone create requests from not
optional getting throttled. If this option is not specified, available split load in the
node will be used for clone creation.

volume
Errno

string

Name of the volume where the source and destination files, LUNs, or
NVMe namespaces reside.
Description

ESIS_CLONE_LICENSE_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_SPC_RSRV
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_INODE
ESIS_CLONE_DECOMP_ACTIVE
ESIS_CLONE_SPLIT_MAP
ESIS_CLONE_SOURCE_TOO_SMALL
EDENSE_CLONE_NOT_LICENSED
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EDQUOT
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
ESIS_CLONE_DOWNGRADE
EINTERNALERROR
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_GENERAL_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_CLONE_WITH_RANGE_PROHIBITED
EVDISK_ERROR_7MODE_LUN
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
ESIS_CLONE_BKPR_ENOSPC
ESIS_CLONE_BKPR_TOKEN_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_CC_MISMATCH
ESIS_CLONE_CC_SETFAIL
EOP_DISALLOWED_FILE_FENCED
ESIS_CLONE_SRC_VDISK_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_SRC_VDISK_INCONSISTENT
ESIS_CLONE_MW_SUB_FILE_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_MW_X_VOL_CLONE_FAILURE
EVDISK_INVALID_SECTOR_SIZE
EVDISK_LUN_CROSS_NVME_NS
EVDISK_NVME_NS_CROSS_LUN

clone-deletion-add-extension

[top]

Add new supported file extensions for file(s) and lun(s) on the specified volume to be deleted with
clone-delete. This command is only supported for flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
extensions
volume

Type
string

Description
Add new supported file extensions for file(s) and lun(s) on the specified
volume to be deleted with clone-delete

volumeVolume Name
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-deletion-get-iter

[top]

List the clone deletion info
Input Name

Range

clonedeletioninfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 10
optional
1]

query

cloneA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
deletionspecified on any number of attributes in the clone object. All clone
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

clonedeletionThe list of attributes of clone objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clone
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

clone-deletion-minimum-size

[top]

Required minimum size of the file(s) and lun(s) on the specified volume to be deleted with clone-delete.
Input Name Range
minimumsize

Type

string

volume-

Description
Minimum size of the file(s) to be deleted using the clone-delete. The
format to use is: < number > k|m|g|t. Where 'k' means kilobytes, 'm'
means mega bytes, 'g' means gigabytes and 't' mean terabytes. If the
trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of bytes

volume

name

Errno

Volume Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
License
FlexClone

clone-deletion-remove-extension

[top]

Remove the no longer supported file extensions for file(s) and lun(s) on the specified volume to be
deleted with clone-delete. This command is only supported for flexible volumes.
Input Name Range
extensions
volume

Type

Description

string Existing file extension that is no longer supported for clone-delete. If this
optional value is not specified, then it will remove all the existing file extensions
volumeVolume Name
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-split-enable

[top]

Enable clone split on split disabled entry
Input Name Range Type
clone-path

string Name of the clone file.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EFILENOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
License
FlexClone

Description

Description

clone-split-load-get-iter

[top]

Gets information about load on all nodes due to file or LUN clone split operations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description

clonesplitloadinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 10
optional
1]

query

clonesplit- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
load- specified on any number of attributes in the clone object. All clone
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clone
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

clonesplitload- The list of attributes of clone objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

ENODENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-split-status

[top]

Get the information about unsplit file or LUN clones in a volume
Type

Description

volume-name

Input Name

string

Name of the volume where the file or LUN clone resides.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clone-split-info
Errno

Range

clone-split-info Information about unsplit file or LUN clones.
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-start

[top]

In Data ONTAP 8.0 and earlier this API starts a file/LUN/NVMe namespace or sub-file/sub-LUN/subNVMe namespace clone operation asynchronously. If clone operation starts successfully, a unique cloneid is returned. User is supposed to poll clone-list-status specifying clone-id to get the status of the clone
operation. When clone-list-status returns status as completed, user can consider that the clone
operation has been completed successfully. If user gets status as failed, user is responsible for doing
clone-clear which will clean the status of the clone operation. In Data ONTAP 8.1 and later, this API
performs a file/LUN/NVMe namespace or sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace clone operation
synchronously. When this API returns successfully, the destination file is ready for use.
Input Name Range
autodelete

Type

Description

Mark file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones for auto deletion. When set
boolean to true, file, LUN, or NVMe namespace clones will be autodeleted to
optional reclaim space when the volume runs out of space. By default value is
false.

block-ranges

List of block ranges for sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace cloning.
The number of block ranges is limited to 32. For sub-LUN/sub-NVMe
namespace cloning the block range specified will be considered as LBA
range. If only one block range is supplied, the source and destination
range must not overlap and both ranges must not extend past the end
of the file If multiple block ranges are specified in one operation, the
user must ensure all source and destination ranges do not overlap,
blockotherwise the result is undefined. In case of sub-LUN/sub-NVMe
range[]
namespace cloning, the API will copy data in case the LBAs are not
optional
block aligned. If the user provides LBAs such that actual number of
blocks to be cloned is zero, then API will return error. If the source and
destination block sizes do not match for sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace
cloning, then API will return error. The API will fail if the source range
overlaps with the destination range or if the source and the destination
ranges overlap amongst themselves. If block range is not provided then
the file/LUN/NVMe namespace is fully cloned.

change-log

If this option is "true", fingerprints of data blocks of the destination
file/block ranges created will be change logged to the change log file if
A-SIS is enabled on the volume. With change logging clone operation
will be slow, as to get fingerprints all the data blocks will be read.
Without change logging clone operation deals with only indirect blocks
without reading data blocks. Without change logging, fingerprints of the
clone blocks are not recorded. The clone blocks are shared with the
boolean
source blocks, but as later the source blocks are modified,
optional
corresponding clone blocks will no longer be shared. If change logging
option is not used, clone blocks, which could be involved in sharing with
rest of the file system, can not be shared in next sis operation. The only
option, in case user had not used change logging while creating clone,
will be to start sis from beginning using "sis start -s" to gather
fingerprints of clone blocks. In Data ONTAP 8.1 and later, this field is
accepted for backwards compatibility and is ignored.

destination-

boolean

Allow clone creation if the destination exists. By default value is false.

exists

optional

destinationpath

Full path of the Destination file, LUN, or NVMe namespace in //file-path
format. Destination path should be in same flexible volume as "sourcepath". If not specified, a sub-range clone of the source file, LUN, or
string
NVMe namespace will be performed on itself. Either "destination-path"
optional
or "block-ranges" must be specified. For sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe
namespace clone operation from snapshot copy, "destination-path" is
mandatory.

destinationvolume

Name of the volume where the destination files resides. This option is
string
supported only for Metawafl volumes, where the source and destination
optional
volumes for the clone operation can be different.

ignore-locks

boolean Clone even if (advisory/mandatory) byte_range locks or share_mode
optional locks exist on the source or destination. By default value is false.

ignorestreams
is-backup

Clone only the base file and ignore streams on source or destination. By
boolean
default value is false so streams are also cloned from source and
optional
existing destination streams are deleted.
This option is only to be used with full-file clone creates for backups,
boolean
where source file gets periodically modified, and clone file is not
optional
modified. By default, value is false.

no-snap

If no-snap is FALSE or unspecified, then a temporary snapshot will be
taken and source file locked in snapshot will be considered for cloning.
So that the clone operation does not get affected by writes to the source
file in parallel to the clone operation. User will get atomic point in time
copy of the source. Irrespective of clone operation completes
successfully or unsuccessfully, any temporary snapshot taken for cloning
will be deleted automatically. If no-snap is "true", then the source file in
boolean
AFS will be used for cloning. In this case user may get random data in
optional
clone if source file is modified while clone operation is in progress. This
option should only be used when user is assured that the source file will
remain consistent during the clone operation. Destination file is not
protected against any modification while clone operation is in progress.
User should use the destination file or destination block ranges after
clone operation is finished. In Data ONTAP 8.1 and later, this field is
accepted for backwards compatibility and is ignored.

snapshotname

Snapshot name from which to clone the source file, LUN, or NVMe
string
namespace. If not specified, the contents of in the active filesystem will
optional
be used. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or later

source-path
spacereserve

token-uuid

Output Name Range
clone-id

string

Full path of the source file, LUN, or NVMe namespace in //file-path
format.

Set the space reservation of the destination clone. By default space
boolean reservation is inherited from source. The API errors out if used in
optional conjunction with block range arguments, since space reservations
cannot be set for a block range.
Use the split load reserved by the token to create file, LUN, or NVMe
string namespace clones. This will guarantee clone create requests from not
optional getting throttled. If this option is not specified, available split load in the
node will be used for clone creation.
Type

Description

Unique ID information for the clone operation returned if clone operation
clone- starts successfully. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later,
id-info the returned value is guaranteed to be a completed clone operation if
supplied to clone-list-info.

Errno
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_SPC_RSRV

Description

ESIS_CLONE_NLCSR_INPROG
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_NONEXIST
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_OFFLINE
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_RDONLY
ESIS_CLONE_VOL_TRANSITING
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_INODE
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_DINODE
ESIS_CLONE_STALE_RINODE
ESIS_CLONE_SHUTDOWN
ESIS_CLONE_FAILOVER
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_EXIST
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_SFILE_NONEXIST
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_CFILE_NONEXIST
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_DIFF_VOLUME
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_SFILE_ATTR
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_CFILE_ATTR
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_FH
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_SOURCE_FH
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_TYPE_SUPP
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_OVERLAP_RANGE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_RANGE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_SOURCE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_CLONE
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_INVALID_DIR
ESIS_CLONE_CLONE_WORM_VOL
ESIS_CLONE_VDISK_INVALID_NAME
ESIS_CLONE_LICENSE_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_NOT_LICENSED
ESIS_CLONE_LICENSE_EXPIRED
ESIS_CLONE_NOT_LICENSED
ESIS_CLONE_DECOMP_ACTIVE
ESIS_CLONE_SPLIT_MAP
ESIS_CLONE_SOURCE_TOO_SMALL
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EDQUOT
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
ESIS_CLONE_DOWNGRADE
ESIS_CLONE_VFILER_ACCESS
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_RANGES
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_BLKS
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_BLKS_EXT
ESIS_CLONE_SRC_DST_CIFS_MISMATCH
EINTERNALERROR
ESIS_CLONE_MAX_DENSE_LIMIT_REACHED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

EOP_DISALLOWED_FILE_FENCED
EONTAPI_ENAMETOOLONG
ESIS_CLONE_NOSPLIT_NOT_ALLOWED
ESIS_CLONE_MW_SUB_FILE_NOTSUP
ESIS_CLONE_MW_X_VOL_CLONE_FAILURE
EVDISK_INVALID_SECTOR_SIZE
EVDISK_LUN_CROSS_NVME_NS
EVDISK_NVME_NS_CROSS_LUN

clone-token-create

[top]

Create a token to reserve available split load on a node. This token can be used with clone-create api to
use up the reserved split load. This will to allow clone creates from getting throttled.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

integer
The duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token is valid.
optional

expiry-limit

nodeNode name on which split load is reserved.
name

node
reserve-size

size

Output Name Range

Type

token-uuid

string

Errno

Available reserve in split load reserved by token where split load is the
number of bytes reserved for creation of clones.
Description
Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-token-delete

[top]

Delete token(s) to increase the allowed split load by a node.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node name on which split load is reserved.

token-uuid

string
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Description

clone-token-get

[top]

Get the information about a specified token.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

node-name

token-uuid

string

Output Name

Range

clone-tokeninfo

Description
Node name on which split load is reserved.
Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Type
clone-token-info

Errno

Description
Information about token reserved for file or LUN clone
creates.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-token-get-iter

[top]

Get the information about all reserved tokens.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

clonetokeninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
nodeNode name on which split load is reserved.
name

node

query

cloneA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
tokenspecified on any number of attributes in the clone object. All clone
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag
num-records
Errno

Range

Type

Description

clonetokenThe list of attributes of clone objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clone
optional objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

clone-token-modify-expiry-limit

[top]

Modify the allowed expiry limit for token(s).
Input Name

Range

Type
nodename

node
reservation-duration- [0..2^64limit
1]
token-uuid
Errno

Description
Node name on which split load is reserved.

integer

The duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token
is valid.

string
optional

Token UUID for which the split load is reserved.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Element definition: block-range

[top]

Structure containing source and destination block range for sub-file/sub-LUN/sub-NVMe namespace
cloning.
Name
block-count
destination-blocknumber
source-block-number

Range

Type

Description

[1..2^27] integer Number of blocks to be cloned.
[0..2^63integer Starting file block number of destination block range.
1]
Starting file block number of source block range. Block size
[0..2^63integer
is 4096 bytes.
1]

Element definition: clone-autodelete-info
Information about file or LUN clone autodeletion. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

isautodeleteenabled

Type

Description

If this field is true, autodelete will delete the clone in try/disrupt mode. If
boolean
it is false, autodelete will delete the clone only in destroy mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: clone-deletion-info

[top]

Structure containing the clone deletion information When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

extensioninfo-list

minimumsize

Type

Description

extensionList of file extensions that needs to be added/removed for clone-delete
info[]
optional
string
optional

Minimum size of the file(s) to be deleted using the clone-delete. The
format to use is: < number > k|m|g|t. Where 'k' means kilobytes, 'm'
means mega bytes, 'g' means gigabytes and 't' mean terabytes. If the
trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of bytes Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

volume

volumeVolume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

vserver

vserverVserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: clone-id-info

[top]

Structure containing clone ID information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

clone-op-id [0..2^63-1] integer ID of the clone operation.
volume-uuid

string

uuid of the volume.

Element definition: clone-split-info
Information about unsplit file or LUN clones. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of

[top]

desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

unsplit[0..2^32- integer Number of file clones or LUN clones present in the the volume that
optional are not split. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
clone-count
1]
Total size (in bytes) of file or LUN clones in the volume that are not
size
optional split. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

unsplit-size

Element definition: clone-split-load-info

[top]

Information about load on the node due to file or LUN clone split operations. When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

availablesplit-load

Remaining allowable load on the node. Load is specified in number of
size
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

currentsplit-load

size
Current clone split load on the node. Load is specified in number of bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

max-splitload

size
Maximum clone split load allowed on the node. Load is specified in
optional number of bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node
tokenreservedload

nodeNode name for which the clone split load is required. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Load reserved by tokens on the node for clone creation. Load is specified
size
optional in number of bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: clone-token-info
Information about token reserved for file or LUN clone creates. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

expiry- [0..2^64- integer The duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token is valid.
limit
1]
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
node

nodeNode name on which split load is reserved. Attributes: key, required-forname
create, non-modifiable
optional

reservesize

Available reserve in split load reserved by token where split load is the
size
number of bytes reserved for creation of clones. Attributes: required-foroptional
create, non-modifiable

timeleft

[0..2^64- integer The remaining duration (in seconds) for which the reserved token is valid.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

tokenuuid

string Token UUID for which the split load is reserved. Attributes: key, requiredoptional for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: extension-info

[top]

File extensions for clone-delete
Name
extensions

Range

Type

string Supported file extensions for clone-delete Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Description

[top]

APIs in Category: cluster
This set of APIs allows managing the cluster and its attributes.

cluster-add-node
cluster-add-node-statusget-iter
cluster-contact-get
cluster-contact-modify
cluster-create
cluster-create-joinprogress-get
cluster-identity-get
cluster-identity-modify
cluster-join
cluster-log-forwardcreate
cluster-log-forwarddestroy
cluster-log-forward-get
cluster-log-forward-getiter
cluster-log-forwardmodify
cluster-log-forwardstatistics-get
cluster-log-forwardstatistics-get-iter
cluster-node-get
cluster-node-get-iter
cluster-node-modify
cluster-remove-node
cluster-zoneinfo-get
cluster-zoneinfo-loadfrom-uri

cluster-add-node

[top]

Use this API to add new nodes to cluster. Provide only one of node-count, node-ip, or cluster-ips. To
watch the progress use cluster-add-node-status-get-iter API. A job will be spawned to operate on the
cluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster-ips

ipUse this option to add a set of nodes based on their cluster IP
address[]
addresses.
optional

discoverytimeout

integer
Max Time to Discover Nodes to Be Added (in Secs)
optional

node-count

Use this option to discover and add new nodes. It is only supported
integer
on non-shared architecture platforms. This parameter has been
optional
deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.4.

ipUse this option to add a specific node based on its cluster IP
address
address. This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.4.
optional

node-ip

string[] Use this option to specify the names to use for the nodes added
optional using the cluster-ips argument.

node-names

uuid[]
List of Node UUIDs
optional

node-uuids

boolean
Retry a failed cluster add-node operation
optional

retry
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
Job ID of Node Add
optional

job-id

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
code
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_UNSUPPORTED_PLATFORM

cluster-add-node-status-get-iter

[top]

Get Progress of Cluster Create or Node Add Operation
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

clustercreateadd-nodestatus-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

clustercreateadd-nodestatus-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster object. All
cluster objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

attributes-

Range

Type
clustercreateadd-node-

Description

list

statusinfo[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster objects.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-contact-get

[top]

Returns the contact information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
clusterattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
contact
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clusterThe attributes of the cluster-contact.
contact

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-contact-modify

[top]

Modifies the contact information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

address

string
optional

Business Address

business-name

string
optional

Business Name

city

string
optional

City Where Business Resides
2-Character Country Code Possible values:
"99" - Unknown,
"ad" - Andorra,
"ae" - United Arab Emirates,
"af" - Afghanistan,
"ag" - Antigua and Barbuda,
"ai" - Anguilla,

"al" - Albania,
"am" - Armenia,
"an" - Netherlands Antilles,
"ao" - Angola,
"aq" - Antarctia,
"ar" - Argentina,
"as" - American Samoa,
"at" - Austria,
"au" - Australia,
"aw" - Aruba,
"az" - Azerbaijan,
"ba" - Bosnia and Herzegovina,
"bb" - Barbados,
"bd" - Bangladesh,
"be" - Belgium,
"bf" - Burkina Faso,
"bg" - Bulgaria,
"bh" - Bahrain,
"bi" - Burundi,
"bj" - Benin,
"bm" - Bermuda,
"bn" - Brunei Darussalem,
"bo" - Bolivia,
"br" - Brazil,
"bs" - Bahamas,
"bt" - Bhutan,
"bv" - Bouvet Island,
"bw" - Botswana,
"by" - Belarus,
"bz" - Belize,
"ca" - Canada,
"cc" - Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
"cd" - Congo, The Democratic Republic of the,
"cf" - Central African Republic,
"cg" - Congo,
"ch" - Switzerland,
"ci" - Cote d'Ivoire,
"ck" - Cook Islands,
"cl" - Chile,
"cm" - Cameroon,
"cn" - China,
"co" - Colombia,
"cr" - Costa Rica,
"cu" - Cuba,
"cv" - Cape Verde,
"cx" - Christmas Island,
"cy" - Cyprus,
"cz" - Czech Republic,
"de" - Germany,
"dj" - Djibouti,
"dk" - Denmark,
"dm" - Dominica,
"do" - Dominican Republic,
"dz" - Algeria,
"ec" - Ecuador,
"ee" - Estonia,
"eg" - Egypt,
"eh" - Western Sahara,
"er" - Eritrea,
"es" - Spain,

country

countrycode
optional

"et" - Ethiopia,
"fi" - Finland,
"fj" - Fiji,
"fk" - Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
"fm" - Micronesia, Federated States of,
"fo" - Faroe Islands,
"fr" - France,
"fx" - France Metropolitan,
"ga" - Gabon,
"gb" - United Kingdom,
"gd" - Grenada,
"ge" - Georgia,
"gf" - French Guiana,
"gh" - Ghana,
"gi" - Gibraltar,
"gl" - Greenland,
"gm" - Gambia,
"gn" - Guinea,
"gp" - Guadaloupe,
"gq" - Equatorial Guinea,
"gr" - Greece,
"gs" - South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands,
"gt" - Guatemla,
"gu" - Guam,
"gw" - Guinea-Bissau,
"gy" - Guyana,
"hk" - China (Hong Kong S.A.R.),
"hm" - Heard and McDonald Islands,
"hn" - Honduras,
"hr" - Croatia,
"ht" - Haiti,
"hu" - Hungary,
"id" - Indonesia,
"ie" - Ireland,
"il" - Israel,
"in" - India,
"io" - British Indian Ocean Territory,
"iq" - Iraq,
"ir" - Iran,
"is" - Iceland,
"it" - Italy,
"jm" - Jamaica,
"jo" - Jordan,
"jp" - Japan,
"ke" - Kenya,
"kg" - Kyrgyzstan,
"kh" - Khmer Rep Cambodia,
"ki" - Kiribati,
"km" - Comoros,
"kn" - Saint Kitts and Nevis,
"kp" - Korea, Democratic People's Republic of (North
Korea),
"kr" - Korea, Republic of (South Korea),
"kw" - Kuwait,
"ky" - Cayman Islands,
"kz" - Kazakhstan,
"la" - Lao People's Democratic Republic (Laos),
"lb" - Lebanon,
"lc" - Saint Lucia,
"li" - Liechtenstein,

"lk" - Sri Lanka,
"lr" - Liberia,
"ls" - Lesotho,
"lt" - Lithuania,
"lu" - Luxembourg,
"lv" - Latvia,
"ly" - Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Lybia),
"ma" - Morocco,
"mc" - Monaco,
"md" - Moldavia,
"mg" - Madagascar,
"mh" - Marshall Islands,
"mk" - Macedonia,
"ml" - Mali,
"mm" - Myanmar,
"mn" - Mongolia,
"mo" - China (Macau S.A.R.),
"mp" - Northern Mariana Islands,
"mq" - Martinique,
"mr" - Mauritania,
"ms" - Montserrat,
"mt" - Malta,
"mu" - Mauritius,
"mv" - Maldives,
"mw" - Malawi,
"mx" - Mexico,
"my" - Malaysia,
"mz" - Mozambique,
"na" - Namibia,
"nc" - New Caledonia,
"ne" - Niger,
"nf" - Norfolk Island,
"ng" - Nigeria,
"ni" - Nicaragua,
"nl" - Netherlands,
"no" - Norway,
"np" - Nepal,
"nr" - Nauru,
"nu" - Niue,
"nz" - New Zealand,
"om" - Oman,
"pa" - Panama,
"pe" - Peru,
"pf" - French Polynesia,
"pg" - Papua New Guinea,
"ph" - Philippines,
"pk" - Pakistan,
"pl" - Poland,
"pm" - St. Pierre and Miquelon,
"pn" - Pitcairn,
"pr" - Puerto Rico,
"pt" - Portugal,
"pw" - Palau,
"py" - Paraguay,
"qa" - Qatar,
"re" - Reunion,
"ro" - Romania,
"ru" - Russia,
"rw" - Rwanda,
"sa" - Saudi Arabia,

"sb" - Solomon Islands,
"sc" - Seychelles,
"sd" - Sudan,
"se" - Sweden,
"sg" - Singapore,
"sh" - St. Helena,
"si" - Slovenia,
"sj" - Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands,
"sk" - Slovakia,
"sl" - Sierra Leone,
"sm" - San Marino,
"sn" - Senegal,
"so" - Somalia,
"sr" - Suriname,
"st" - Sao Tome and Principe,
"sv" - El Salvador,
"sy" - Syrian Arab Republic (Syria),
"sz" - Swaziland,
"t9" - Service Agent Test Systems T9 XX,
"tc" - Turks and Caicos Islands,
"td" - Chad,
"tf" - French Southern Territories,
"tg" - Togo,
"th" - Thailand,
"tj" - Tajikistan,
"tk" - Tokelau,
"tl" - East Timor,
"tm" - Turkmenistan,
"tn" - Tunisia,
"to" - Tonga,
"tr" - Turkey,
"tt" - Trinidad And Tobago,
"tv" - Tuvalu,
"tw" - Taiwan,
"tz" - Tanzania,
"ua" - Ukraine,
"ug" - Uganda,
"um" - United States Minor Outlying Islands,
"us" - United States,
"uy" - Uruguay,
"uz" - Uzbekistan,
"va" - Vatican City State (Holy See),
"vc" - Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
"ve" - Venezuela,
"vg" - British Virgin Islands,
"vi" - Virgin Islands (U.S.),
"vn" - Vietnam,
"vu" - Vanuatu,
"wf" - Wallis and Futuna Islands,
"ws" - Samoa (Western),
"ye" - Yemen,
"yt" - Mayotte,
"yu" - Serbia,
"za" - South Africa,
"zm" - Zambia,
"zw" - Zimbabwe
primary-alt-phone
primary-email

string
optional
string

Alternate Phone Number of Primary Contact
Email Address or User ID of Primary Contact

optional
primary-name

string
optional

Name of Primary Contact

primary-phone

string
optional

Phone Number of Primary Contact

secondary-altphone

string
optional

Alternate Phone Number of Secondary Contact

secondary-email

string
optional

Email Address or User ID of Secondary Contact

secondary-name

string
optional

Name of Secondary Contact

secondary-phone

string
optional

Phone Number of Secondary Contact

state

string
optional

State Where Business Resides

zip-code

string
optional

Postal Code Where Business Resides

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-create

[top]

Start the process to create a cluster using this node. Use cluster-add-node-status-get-iter to track the
status of the operation. A job will be spawned to operate on the cluster and the job id will be returned.
The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
cluster-ips

cluster-name

Range

Type

Description

ipUse this option to specify the nodes in the cluster based on their
address[]
cluster IP addresses.
optional
string

Use this parameter to specify the name of the cluster you are
creating. The cluster name must begin with a letter and cannot be
more than 44 characters in length.

discoverytimeout

integer
Max Time to Discover Nodes to Be Added (in Secs)
optional

keeppreclustercert

boolean
Keep Precluster Certificate
optional

license

license- The base cluster license obtain with the hardware or from NetApp
code-v2 professional services. This parameter has been deprecated in Data
optional ONTAP 9.2.

node-count

Use this parameter to specify the number of nodes in the cluster
integer you are creating. It is only supported on non-shared architecture
optional platforms. This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP
9.4.

node-names

string[] Use this option to specify the names to use for the nodes specified
optional using the cluster-ips argument.

node-uuids

uuid[]
List of Node UUIDs
optional

boolean
Retry a failed cluster create operation
optional

retry
single-nodecluster
Output Name

boolean
The Cluster Is a Single Node Cluster
optional
Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINVALIDACCESS
E_NODE_ALREADY_IN_CLUSTER
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_FAILED

cluster-create-join-progress-get

[top]

Once the cluster create or cluster join operation has been started on this node, use this ZAPI to get the
current status of the operation. During cluster join, there is a 1 to 5 second window where the network
connection will be unavailable while web services restart. The caller will have to periodically retry until
this ZAPI becomes available.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

attributes

Errno

Type
clustercreatejoinprogressinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

clustercreateThe attributes of the cluster.
joinprogressinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-identity-get

[top]

Returns the cluster identity information.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clusteridentityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

clusteridentity- The attributes of the cluster.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-identity-modify

[top]

Modifies the cluster identity information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster-contact

string
optional

The contact information for the cluster

cluster-location

string
optional

The location of the cluster

cluster-name-simple
The textual name of the cluster
optional

cluster-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-join

[top]

Start the process of joining this node to a cluster. Join can be done by Cluster IP Address. Only one join
operation is supported at a time. Use cluster-create-join-progress-get to track the status of the
operation. This API is deprecated as of Data ONTAP 9.2, and the cluster-add-node API should be used
instead.
Input Name
cluster-ip-address
cluster-name
Errno

Range

Type

Description

ip-address
IP Address of a Cluster Interface from a Node in the Cluster
optional
string
optional

(DEPRECATED)-Cluster Name of the Cluster to Join
Description

E_INVALID_OPERATION
E_NODE_ALREADY_IN_CLUSTER
E_CLUSTER_INTERFACE_REQUIRED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
E_MULTIPLE_CLUSTERS_OF_SAME_NAME_EXIST
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_FAILED

cluster-log-forward-create

[top]

Create a log forwarding configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

remote-inet- Destination address that the log messages will be forwarded
address
to. Can be a hostname or IP address.

destination

Facility code used to indicate the type of software that
generated the message. Possible values:
"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,
"local7" - local use 7

facility

syslog-facility
optional

force

boolean
optional

Skip the Connectivity Test

integer
optional

The destination port used to forward the message.

port

[1..65535]

Log Forwarding Protocol Possible values:
"udp_unencrypted" - UDP unencrypted,
"tcp_unencrypted" - TCP unencrypted,
"tcp_encrypted" - TCP encrypted

protocol

log-fwd-proto
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the log forwarding info on successful
creation. Default: false

verify-server

boolean
optional

Verify Destination Server Identity

Output Name

Range

result

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Type
cluster-logforward-info
optional
Description

Description
The log forwarding info created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

cluster-log-forward-destroy

[top]

Delete a log forwarding configuration
Input Name

Range

destination
port

Type

Description

remote-inet- Destination address that the log messages will be forwarded to.
address
Can be a hostname or IP address.
[1..65535]

Errno

integer

The destination port used to forward the message.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-get

[top]

Get information about log forwarding
Input Name

Range

clusterlogforwardinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

remoteDestination address that the log messages will be forwarded to.
inetCan be a hostname or IP address.
address

destination
port

Type

[1..65535] integer The destination port used to forward the message.
Range

attributes

Errno

Type

Description

clusterlogThe attributes of the log forwarding info.
forwardinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-get-iter
Get information about log forwarding

[top]

Input Name

Range

clusterlogforwardinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

clusterlogforwardinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the log forwarding info
object. All log forwarding info objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

clusterlogforward- The list of attributes of log forwarding info objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more log
optional forwarding info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-modify

[top]

Modify the log forwarding configuration
Input Name
destination

Range

Type

Description

remote-inet- Destination address that the log messages will be forwarded to.
address
Can be a hostname or IP address.
Facility code used to indicate the type of software that
generated the message. Possible values:

facility

syslogfacility
optional

"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,

"local7" - local use 7
port

[1..65535]

verifyserver
Errno

integer

The destination port used to forward the message.

boolean
optional

Verify Destination Server Identity

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-statistics-get

[top]

Get information about log forwarding statistics
Input Name

Range

clusterlogforwardstatistics
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

remoteinet- Destination Host
address

destination
index

Type

[0..2^32integer Destination Index
1]

log

string

Log Name

node

nodename

Node

port
Output Name

[1..65535] integer Destination Port
Range

Type

Description

clusterlogThe attributes of the log forwarding statistics.
forwardstatistics

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-log-forward-statistics-get-iter

[top]

Get information about log forwarding statistics
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

clusterlogforwardstatistics
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

clusterlogforwardstatistics
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the log forwarding
statistics object. All log forwarding statistics objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

clusterlogforward- The list of attributes of log forwarding statistics objects.
statistics[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more log
forwarding statistics objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-node-get

[top]

Returns information about a node in a cluster.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type
clusternodeinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeThe textual name of a node.
name
Type
clusternode- The attributes of the cluster.
info
Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-node-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about nodes in a cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

clusternodeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusternodeinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster object. All
cluster objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

clusternodeThe list of attributes of cluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-node-modify

[top]

Modifies state of a node in a cluster.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

is-nodeeligible

boolean This parameter states nodes that are eligible to participate in the cluster.
optional A boolean value of true means the node is eligible.

is-nodeepsilon

You can designate a node as epsilon to add weight to its voting in a
boolean cluster with an even number of nodes. In a cluster, only one node can be
optional designated as epsilon at any given time. A boolean value of true means
the node is epsilon.

node-name
skip-

nodeThe textual name of a node.
name

quorumcheckbeforeeligible
skipquorumcheckbeforeineligible

Skip quorum checks when setting a node eligible. When setting a node to
boolean
eligible, the operation will continue even if there is a possible data
optional
outage due to a quorum issue.

Skip quorum checks when setting a node ineligible. When setting a node
boolean
to ineligible, the operation will continue even if there is a possible data
optional
outage due to a quorum issue.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-remove-node

[top]

Removes a node from the cluster. A job will be spawned to operate on the cluster and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ipaddress IP Address of a Cluster Interface of Node to Unjoin
optional

cluster-ip
force

boolean
Force Node to Unjoin
optional

node

filer-id
Node to Unjoin
optional
uuid
Node UUID to Unjoin
optional

node-uuid
skip-epsilontransition-beforeunjoin

boolean
Skip Epsilon Transition Prior to Unjoin
optional

skip-last-lowversion-nodecheck

boolean Skip the Check That Prevents Unjoining the Last Low
optional Versioned Node

skip-quorumcheck-beforeunjoin

Skip quorum checks when removing a node. The operation will
boolean
continue even if there is a possible data outage due to a
optional
quorum issue.

Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_UNJOIN_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER

Description

E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_UNJOIN_SINGLE_NODE_CLUSTER
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_UNJOIN_ON_SAME_NODE
E_UNJOIN_JOB_UPGRADE_PREVENT_UNJOIN
E_CLUSTER_CREATE_JOIN_NODE_OFFLINE
E_JOB_UNJOIN_JOB_ERROR
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_NO_QUORUM

cluster-zoneinfo-get

[top]

Get zoneinfo information
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
zoneinfoattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

zoneinfoThe attributes of the Zoneinfo info.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-zoneinfo-load-from-uri

[top]

This commands loads a new set of timezone zoneinfo data to replace the version installed in the cluster.
Releases of Data ONTAP software contain the timezone data that is current at the time of release. If a
change is made to the timezone between Data ONTAP releases, then an update can be made to the
installed data.
For instance, if a change is made to when daylight saving time is observed for a country then an update
to cluster zoneinfo data may be required.
Only zoneinfo files provided for use in Data ONTAP should be used with this command.
To update the zoneinfo database do the following:
Download the required zoneinfo file from the support website.
Place the file on a local web server accessible without password from the cluster.
Execute this command, passing the Universal Resource Identifier (URI) of the file as parameter.
The command need only be executed once for the cluster. The data will be distributed to each node of
the cluster.
Input Name Range Type
uri

uri

Description
Universal Resource Identifier (URI) of the zoneinfo data to load. HTTP and
FTP schemes are supported.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_ZONEINFO_DOWNLOAD_FAILED
E_ZONEINFO_UNSUPPORTED_FILE_TYPE
E_ZONEINFO_UNZIP_FAILED
E_ZONEINFO_UNTAR_FAILED
E_ZONEINFO_INVALID_FILE
E_ZONEINFO_FILESYSTEM_ERROR

Element definition: cluster-contact

[top]

Administrator contact information for the cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

string
optional

Business Address Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

business-name

string
optional

Business Name Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

city

string
optional

City Where Business Resides Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
2-Character Country Code Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
"99" - Unknown,
"ad" - Andorra,
"ae" - United Arab Emirates,
"af" - Afghanistan,
"ag" - Antigua and Barbuda,
"ai" - Anguilla,
"al" - Albania,
"am" - Armenia,
"an" - Netherlands Antilles,
"ao" - Angola,
"aq" - Antarctia,
"ar" - Argentina,
"as" - American Samoa,
"at" - Austria,
"au" - Australia,
"aw" - Aruba,
"az" - Azerbaijan,
"ba" - Bosnia and Herzegovina,
"bb" - Barbados,
"bd" - Bangladesh,
"be" - Belgium,

"bf" - Burkina Faso,
"bg" - Bulgaria,
"bh" - Bahrain,
"bi" - Burundi,
"bj" - Benin,
"bm" - Bermuda,
"bn" - Brunei Darussalem,
"bo" - Bolivia,
"br" - Brazil,
"bs" - Bahamas,
"bt" - Bhutan,
"bv" - Bouvet Island,
"bw" - Botswana,
"by" - Belarus,
"bz" - Belize,
"ca" - Canada,
"cc" - Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
"cd" - Congo, The Democratic Republic of the,
"cf" - Central African Republic,
"cg" - Congo,
"ch" - Switzerland,
"ci" - Cote d'Ivoire,
"ck" - Cook Islands,
"cl" - Chile,
"cm" - Cameroon,
"cn" - China,
"co" - Colombia,
"cr" - Costa Rica,
"cu" - Cuba,
"cv" - Cape Verde,
"cx" - Christmas Island,
"cy" - Cyprus,
"cz" - Czech Republic,
"de" - Germany,
"dj" - Djibouti,
"dk" - Denmark,
"dm" - Dominica,
"do" - Dominican Republic,
"dz" - Algeria,
"ec" - Ecuador,
"ee" - Estonia,
"eg" - Egypt,
"eh" - Western Sahara,
"er" - Eritrea,
"es" - Spain,
"et" - Ethiopia,
"fi" - Finland,
"fj" - Fiji,
"fk" - Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
"fm" - Micronesia, Federated States of,
"fo" - Faroe Islands,
"fr" - France,
"fx" - France Metropolitan,
"ga" - Gabon,
"gb" - United Kingdom,
"gd" - Grenada,
"ge" - Georgia,
"gf" - French Guiana,
"gh" - Ghana,
"gi" - Gibraltar,

country

countrycode
optional

"gl" - Greenland,
"gm" - Gambia,
"gn" - Guinea,
"gp" - Guadaloupe,
"gq" - Equatorial Guinea,
"gr" - Greece,
"gs" - South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands,
"gt" - Guatemla,
"gu" - Guam,
"gw" - Guinea-Bissau,
"gy" - Guyana,
"hk" - China (Hong Kong S.A.R.),
"hm" - Heard and McDonald Islands,
"hn" - Honduras,
"hr" - Croatia,
"ht" - Haiti,
"hu" - Hungary,
"id" - Indonesia,
"ie" - Ireland,
"il" - Israel,
"in" - India,
"io" - British Indian Ocean Territory,
"iq" - Iraq,
"ir" - Iran,
"is" - Iceland,
"it" - Italy,
"jm" - Jamaica,
"jo" - Jordan,
"jp" - Japan,
"ke" - Kenya,
"kg" - Kyrgyzstan,
"kh" - Khmer Rep Cambodia,
"ki" - Kiribati,
"km" - Comoros,
"kn" - Saint Kitts and Nevis,
"kp" - Korea, Democratic People's Republic of (North
Korea),
"kr" - Korea, Republic of (South Korea),
"kw" - Kuwait,
"ky" - Cayman Islands,
"kz" - Kazakhstan,
"la" - Lao People's Democratic Republic (Laos),
"lb" - Lebanon,
"lc" - Saint Lucia,
"li" - Liechtenstein,
"lk" - Sri Lanka,
"lr" - Liberia,
"ls" - Lesotho,
"lt" - Lithuania,
"lu" - Luxembourg,
"lv" - Latvia,
"ly" - Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Lybia),
"ma" - Morocco,
"mc" - Monaco,
"md" - Moldavia,
"mg" - Madagascar,
"mh" - Marshall Islands,
"mk" - Macedonia,
"ml" - Mali,
"mm" - Myanmar,

"mn" - Mongolia,
"mo" - China (Macau S.A.R.),
"mp" - Northern Mariana Islands,
"mq" - Martinique,
"mr" - Mauritania,
"ms" - Montserrat,
"mt" - Malta,
"mu" - Mauritius,
"mv" - Maldives,
"mw" - Malawi,
"mx" - Mexico,
"my" - Malaysia,
"mz" - Mozambique,
"na" - Namibia,
"nc" - New Caledonia,
"ne" - Niger,
"nf" - Norfolk Island,
"ng" - Nigeria,
"ni" - Nicaragua,
"nl" - Netherlands,
"no" - Norway,
"np" - Nepal,
"nr" - Nauru,
"nu" - Niue,
"nz" - New Zealand,
"om" - Oman,
"pa" - Panama,
"pe" - Peru,
"pf" - French Polynesia,
"pg" - Papua New Guinea,
"ph" - Philippines,
"pk" - Pakistan,
"pl" - Poland,
"pm" - St. Pierre and Miquelon,
"pn" - Pitcairn,
"pr" - Puerto Rico,
"pt" - Portugal,
"pw" - Palau,
"py" - Paraguay,
"qa" - Qatar,
"re" - Reunion,
"ro" - Romania,
"ru" - Russia,
"rw" - Rwanda,
"sa" - Saudi Arabia,
"sb" - Solomon Islands,
"sc" - Seychelles,
"sd" - Sudan,
"se" - Sweden,
"sg" - Singapore,
"sh" - St. Helena,
"si" - Slovenia,
"sj" - Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands,
"sk" - Slovakia,
"sl" - Sierra Leone,
"sm" - San Marino,
"sn" - Senegal,
"so" - Somalia,
"sr" - Suriname,
"st" - Sao Tome and Principe,

"sv" - El Salvador,
"sy" - Syrian Arab Republic (Syria),
"sz" - Swaziland,
"t9" - Service Agent Test Systems T9 XX,
"tc" - Turks and Caicos Islands,
"td" - Chad,
"tf" - French Southern Territories,
"tg" - Togo,
"th" - Thailand,
"tj" - Tajikistan,
"tk" - Tokelau,
"tl" - East Timor,
"tm" - Turkmenistan,
"tn" - Tunisia,
"to" - Tonga,
"tr" - Turkey,
"tt" - Trinidad And Tobago,
"tv" - Tuvalu,
"tw" - Taiwan,
"tz" - Tanzania,
"ua" - Ukraine,
"ug" - Uganda,
"um" - United States Minor Outlying Islands,
"us" - United States,
"uy" - Uruguay,
"uz" - Uzbekistan,
"va" - Vatican City State (Holy See),
"vc" - Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
"ve" - Venezuela,
"vg" - British Virgin Islands,
"vi" - Virgin Islands (U.S.),
"vn" - Vietnam,
"vu" - Vanuatu,
"wf" - Wallis and Futuna Islands,
"ws" - Samoa (Western),
"ye" - Yemen,
"yt" - Mayotte,
"yu" - Serbia,
"za" - South Africa,
"zm" - Zambia,
"zw" - Zimbabwe
primary-altphone

string
optional

Alternate Phone Number of Primary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

primary-email

string
optional

Email Address or User ID of Primary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

primary-name

string
optional

Name of Primary Contact Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

primary-phone

string
optional

Phone Number of Primary Contact Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

secondary-altphone

string
optional

Alternate Phone Number of Secondary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

secondaryemail

string
optional

Email Address or User ID of Secondary Contact Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

secondaryname

string
optional

Name of Secondary Contact Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

secondaryphone

string
optional

Phone Number of Secondary Contact Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

state

string
optional

State Where Business Resides Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

zip-code

string
optional

Postal Code Where Business Resides Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: cluster-create-add-node-status-info

[top]

Information that identifies the state of a cluster create or node add operation When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

clusterip

Type

Description

ip-address IP Address of a Cluster Interface of Node Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
optional

failuremsg

string
optional

Error Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Job ID of Join Job Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string
optional

Node Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodeuuid

uuid
optional

Node UUID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

[0..2^641]

The Status of Current Task Being Performed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

status

cluster-opstatus
optional

"none" - None,
"starting_job" - Starting Add-Node Job,
"node_discovery" - Node Discovery,
"remote_join_started" - Job Started Remote Join Op,
"node_initialization" - Node Initialization,
"joining_cluster" - Joining Cluster,
"service_startup" - Service Startup,
"post_cluster_setup" - Post Cluster Setup,
"success" - Task Completed,
"failure" - Task Failed

Element definition: cluster-create-join-progress-info
Information that identifies the state or a create or join operation When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentstatusmessage

string The current status of the create or join operation being performed.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iscomplete

If this is true, it means that the operation has been successfully completed.
boolean
If it is false, the state of the operation is determined by the status field
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

This field helps to determine the state of the operation when 'complete' is
false. When complete is false and the status is success it indicates the
cluster- operation hasn't started yet. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
opPossible values:
enumresult
"failed" - Operation failed,
"success" - Operation was successful,
optional
"ongoing" - Operation is active

Element definition: cluster-identity-info

[top]

Information that identifies a given cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

clustercontact

string
optional

The contact information for the cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

clusterlocation

string
optional

The location of the cluster Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

clustername

clusternamesimple
optional

The textual name of the cluster Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

clusterserialnumber

clusterserialnumber
optional

Serial number of the cluster in the form x-xx-xxxxxx Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

clusteruuid

uuid
optional

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier, that designates the cluster
forever, assigned during cluster creation Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

rdb-uuid

uuid
optional

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier for the RDB Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-log-forward-info

[top]

Log file forwarding configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

remoteDestination address that the log messages will be forwarded to. Can
inetbe a hostname or IP address. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
address
non-modifiable
optional

destination

Facility code used to indicate the type of software that generated
the message. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

syslogfacility
optional

facility

boolean Skip the Connectivity Test Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

force
port

protocol

verifyserver

"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,
"local7" - local use 7

[1..65535]

integer The destination port used to forward the message. Attributes: key,
optional optional-for-create, non-modifiable
log-fwdproto
optional

Log Forwarding Protocol Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"udp_unencrypted" - UDP unencrypted,
"tcp_unencrypted" - TCP unencrypted,
"tcp_encrypted" - TCP encrypted

boolean Verify Destination Server Identity Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

Element definition: cluster-log-forward-statistics
Log file forwarding statistics When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

destination
droppedcount

[0..2^641]

Type

Description

remote-inetaddress
optional

Destination Host Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Count of Dropped Messages Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Syslog Facility Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

syslog-facility
optional

facility

"kern" - kernel messages,
"user" - user-level messages,
"local0" - local use 0,
"local1" - local use 1,
"local2" - local use 2,
"local3" - local use 3,
"local4" - local use 4,
"local5" - local use 5,
"local6" - local use 6,
"local7" - local use 7

failure-count

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Count of Forwarding Failures Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Destination Index Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Last Failure Reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-error
last-successtime

datetimewithtz Time of Last Message Forwarded Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional

log

string
optional

node

node-name
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Log Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

[1..65535]

integer
optional

Destination Port Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

queue-size

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of Messages in the Queue Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

successcount

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Count of Forwarding Successes Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-txfailures

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Total Transmission Failures Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cluster-name-simple
Name of the Cluster

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-node-info

[top]

Information that identifies state of nodes in a cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

isnodeeligible

This parameter states nodes that are eligible to participate in the cluster. A
boolean
boolean value of true means the node is eligible. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

isnodeepsilon

You can designate a node as epsilon to add weight to its voting in a cluster
boolean with an even number of nodes. In a cluster, only one node can be designated
optional as epsilon at any given time. A boolean value of true means the node is
epsilon. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isnodehealthy

This parameter is used to determine health of a node in a cluster. A boolean
boolean
value of true means the node is healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

nodename

nodename The textual name of a node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

nodeuuid

nodeThe 128-bit universally-unique identifier, that designates a node forever,
uuid
assigned during node creation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: country-code
Country Code Possible values:
"99" - Unknown,
"ad" - Andorra,
"ae" - United Arab Emirates,
"af" - Afghanistan,
"ag" - Antigua and Barbuda,
"ai" - Anguilla,
"al" - Albania,
"am" - Armenia,
"an" - Netherlands Antilles,
"ao" - Angola,
"aq" - Antarctia,
"ar" - Argentina,
"as" - American Samoa,
"at" - Austria,

[top]

"au" - Australia,
"aw" - Aruba,
"az" - Azerbaijan,
"ba" - Bosnia and Herzegovina,
"bb" - Barbados,
"bd" - Bangladesh,
"be" - Belgium,
"bf" - Burkina Faso,
"bg" - Bulgaria,
"bh" - Bahrain,
"bi" - Burundi,
"bj" - Benin,
"bm" - Bermuda,
"bn" - Brunei Darussalem,
"bo" - Bolivia,
"br" - Brazil,
"bs" - Bahamas,
"bt" - Bhutan,
"bv" - Bouvet Island,
"bw" - Botswana,
"by" - Belarus,
"bz" - Belize,
"ca" - Canada,
"cc" - Cocos (Keeling) Islands,
"cd" - Congo, The Democratic Republic of the,
"cf" - Central African Republic,
"cg" - Congo,
"ch" - Switzerland,
"ci" - Cote d'Ivoire,
"ck" - Cook Islands,
"cl" - Chile,
"cm" - Cameroon,
"cn" - China,
"co" - Colombia,
"cr" - Costa Rica,
"cu" - Cuba,
"cv" - Cape Verde,
"cx" - Christmas Island,
"cy" - Cyprus,
"cz" - Czech Republic,
"de" - Germany,
"dj" - Djibouti,
"dk" - Denmark,
"dm" - Dominica,
"do" - Dominican Republic,
"dz" - Algeria,
"ec" - Ecuador,
"ee" - Estonia,
"eg" - Egypt,
"eh" - Western Sahara,
"er" - Eritrea,
"es" - Spain,
"et" - Ethiopia,
"fi" - Finland,
"fj" - Fiji,
"fk" - Falkland Islands (Malvinas),
"fm" - Micronesia, Federated States of,
"fo" - Faroe Islands,
"fr" - France,
"fx" - France Metropolitan,

"ga" - Gabon,
"gb" - United Kingdom,
"gd" - Grenada,
"ge" - Georgia,
"gf" - French Guiana,
"gh" - Ghana,
"gi" - Gibraltar,
"gl" - Greenland,
"gm" - Gambia,
"gn" - Guinea,
"gp" - Guadaloupe,
"gq" - Equatorial Guinea,
"gr" - Greece,
"gs" - South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands,
"gt" - Guatemla,
"gu" - Guam,
"gw" - Guinea-Bissau,
"gy" - Guyana,
"hk" - China (Hong Kong S.A.R.),
"hm" - Heard and McDonald Islands,
"hn" - Honduras,
"hr" - Croatia,
"ht" - Haiti,
"hu" - Hungary,
"id" - Indonesia,
"ie" - Ireland,
"il" - Israel,
"in" - India,
"io" - British Indian Ocean Territory,
"iq" - Iraq,
"ir" - Iran,
"is" - Iceland,
"it" - Italy,
"jm" - Jamaica,
"jo" - Jordan,
"jp" - Japan,
"ke" - Kenya,
"kg" - Kyrgyzstan,
"kh" - Khmer Rep Cambodia,
"ki" - Kiribati,
"km" - Comoros,
"kn" - Saint Kitts and Nevis,
"kp" - Korea, Democratic People's Republic of (North Korea),
"kr" - Korea, Republic of (South Korea),
"kw" - Kuwait,
"ky" - Cayman Islands,
"kz" - Kazakhstan,
"la" - Lao People's Democratic Republic (Laos),
"lb" - Lebanon,
"lc" - Saint Lucia,
"li" - Liechtenstein,
"lk" - Sri Lanka,
"lr" - Liberia,
"ls" - Lesotho,
"lt" - Lithuania,
"lu" - Luxembourg,
"lv" - Latvia,
"ly" - Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (Lybia),
"ma" - Morocco,
"mc" - Monaco,

"md" - Moldavia,
"mg" - Madagascar,
"mh" - Marshall Islands,
"mk" - Macedonia,
"ml" - Mali,
"mm" - Myanmar,
"mn" - Mongolia,
"mo" - China (Macau S.A.R.),
"mp" - Northern Mariana Islands,
"mq" - Martinique,
"mr" - Mauritania,
"ms" - Montserrat,
"mt" - Malta,
"mu" - Mauritius,
"mv" - Maldives,
"mw" - Malawi,
"mx" - Mexico,
"my" - Malaysia,
"mz" - Mozambique,
"na" - Namibia,
"nc" - New Caledonia,
"ne" - Niger,
"nf" - Norfolk Island,
"ng" - Nigeria,
"ni" - Nicaragua,
"nl" - Netherlands,
"no" - Norway,
"np" - Nepal,
"nr" - Nauru,
"nu" - Niue,
"nz" - New Zealand,
"om" - Oman,
"pa" - Panama,
"pe" - Peru,
"pf" - French Polynesia,
"pg" - Papua New Guinea,
"ph" - Philippines,
"pk" - Pakistan,
"pl" - Poland,
"pm" - St. Pierre and Miquelon,
"pn" - Pitcairn,
"pr" - Puerto Rico,
"pt" - Portugal,
"pw" - Palau,
"py" - Paraguay,
"qa" - Qatar,
"re" - Reunion,
"ro" - Romania,
"ru" - Russia,
"rw" - Rwanda,
"sa" - Saudi Arabia,
"sb" - Solomon Islands,
"sc" - Seychelles,
"sd" - Sudan,
"se" - Sweden,
"sg" - Singapore,
"sh" - St. Helena,
"si" - Slovenia,
"sj" - Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands,
"sk" - Slovakia,

"sl" - Sierra Leone,
"sm" - San Marino,
"sn" - Senegal,
"so" - Somalia,
"sr" - Suriname,
"st" - Sao Tome and Principe,
"sv" - El Salvador,
"sy" - Syrian Arab Republic (Syria),
"sz" - Swaziland,
"t9" - Service Agent Test Systems T9 XX,
"tc" - Turks and Caicos Islands,
"td" - Chad,
"tf" - French Southern Territories,
"tg" - Togo,
"th" - Thailand,
"tj" - Tajikistan,
"tk" - Tokelau,
"tl" - East Timor,
"tm" - Turkmenistan,
"tn" - Tunisia,
"to" - Tonga,
"tr" - Turkey,
"tt" - Trinidad And Tobago,
"tv" - Tuvalu,
"tw" - Taiwan,
"tz" - Tanzania,
"ua" - Ukraine,
"ug" - Uganda,
"um" - United States Minor Outlying Islands,
"us" - United States,
"uy" - Uruguay,
"uz" - Uzbekistan,
"va" - Vatican City State (Holy See),
"vc" - Saint Vincent and the Grenadines,
"ve" - Venezuela,
"vg" - British Virgin Islands,
"vi" - Virgin Islands (U.S.),
"vn" - Vietnam,
"vu" - Vanuatu,
"wf" - Wallis and Futuna Islands,
"ws" - Samoa (Western),
"ye" - Yemen,
"yt" - Mayotte,
"yu" - Serbia,
"za" - South Africa,
"zm" - Zambia,
"zw" - Zimbabwe
[none]

Element definition: filer-id
Filer UUID
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: license-code-v2

[top]

License Code V2
[none]

Element definition: log-fwd-proto

[top]

udp-unencrypted|tcp-unencrypted|tcp-encrypted Possible values:
"udp_unencrypted" - UDP unencrypted,
"tcp_unencrypted" - TCP unencrypted,
"tcp_encrypted" - TCP encrypted
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: syslog-facility
The syslog facility.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: zoneinfo-info

[top]

Timezone Zoneinfo Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

version

Type

Description

Version of the timezone database in the form YYYYv. \"YYYY\" is the year the
database was released and \"v\" is the version within that year. \"YYYY\" will
string
be four decimal digits and \"v\" will be an ASCII letter starting with \"a\" and
optional
increasing with each version. For example, the second 2017 version is
\"2017b\". Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: cluster-op-enum-result
cluster_op_enum_result Possible values:
"failed" - Operation failed,
"success" - Operation was successful,

[top]

"ongoing" - Operation is active
[none]

Element definition: cluster-op-status

[top]

Cluster Operation Status Possible values:
"none" - None,
"starting_job" - Starting Add-Node Job,
"node_discovery" - Node Discovery,
"remote_join_started" - Job Started Remote Join Op,
"node_initialization" - Node Initialization,
"joining_cluster" - Joining Cluster,
"service_startup" - Service Startup,
"post_cluster_setup" - Post Cluster Setup,
"success" - Task Completed,
"failure" - Task Failed
[none]

Element definition: cluster-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Cluster serial-number during cluster create
[none]

Element definition: datetimewithtz

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: node-uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cluster-image
cluster-image-get
cluster-image-get-download-progress
cluster-image-get-iter
cluster-image-get-upgrade-plan
cluster-image-metrocluster-update-progress-infoget
cluster-image-node-update-progress-info
cluster-image-package-delete
cluster-image-package-download
cluster-image-package-download-abort
cluster-image-package-local-get
cluster-image-package-local-get-iter
cluster-image-update
cluster-image-update-cancel
cluster-image-update-history-get-iter
cluster-image-update-log-get-iter
cluster-image-update-pause
cluster-image-update-progress-get-iter
cluster-image-update-progress-info
cluster-image-update-resume
cluster-image-validate

This set of APIs enable automated nondisruptive update of a cluster.

cluster-image-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the cluster-image.
Input Name Range

Type
clusterimage-info
optional

desiredattributes
node-id

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

node-name Node

Output Name Range

Type
clusterimage-info

attributes
Errno

Description
The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-get-download-progress

[top]

Check the progress of current image download started by the cluster-image-package-download ZAPI.
Output Name
failure-reason

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Reason for download failure. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0.0 and may be removed in a future release.

string
optional

progress-details
progress-status

Download progress details

cluster-image-download-status Download Progress Status

Errno

Description

E_PRIMARY_STORE_UNAVAILABLE
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of cluster-image objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

clusterimage-info
optional
[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

clusterimage-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All clusterimage objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from
the previous call.

Type

Description

clusterimage-info[] The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only
the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-get-upgrade-plan

[top]

The cluster-image-get-upgrade-plan API generates an Upgrade Plan and Backout Plan for the specified target image. The target package-version must be provided.
Input Name

Range

package-version
Output Name
backout-phase-info-list
backout-plan-head
upgrade-phase-info-list
upgrade-plan-head

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the target package version.
Description

phase-info[]
List of revert or downgrade plan phases.
optional
string
optional

Backout plan heading.

phase-info[]
List of upgrade plan phases.
optional
string
optional

Upgrade plan heading.

Errno

Description

E_CONF_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_IMAGES_UNAVAILABLE
E_RULES_XML_ERROR
E_GET_PLAN_FAILED
E_PACKAGE_IMAGE_COMPONENT_NOT_FOUND
E_PACKAGE_STORE_IS_EMPTY
E_UPGRADE_PLAN_WITH_REVERT_IMAGE

cluster-image-metrocluster-update-progress-info-get

[top]

Get information on cluster image update progress for MetroCluster
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

metrocluster-nduprogress-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only
the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

metrocluster-nduprogress-info

Errno

The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS

cluster-image-node-update-progress-info

[top]

Get information on a node's image update progress
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

node-updateprogress-info
optional

node-name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only
the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
Node name.

Type
node-updateprogress-info

Errno

Description
The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

cluster-image-package-delete
The cluster-image-package-delete API removes the given package from the cluster image package repository.

[top]

Input Name

Range Type

package-version

Description

string The package version to be deleted. Example of package versions - 8.3

Errno

Description

E_VALIDATION_IN_PROGRESS
E_UPDATE_IN_PROGRESS
E_PACKAGE_SYNCH_IN_PROGRESS
E_PACKAGE_IMAGE_COMPONENT_NOT_FOUND
E_PACKAGE_STORE_IS_EMPTY

cluster-image-package-download

[top]

The cluster-image-package-download API downloads the specified package. This API is asynchronous and returns immediately after the download is started. The download progress can
be monitored by calling cluster-image-get-download-progress ZAPI. The package-url string must be provided.
Input Name Range Type
package-url

Description

string Specifies the package URL.

Errno

Description

E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_PACKAGE_EXISTS
E_INVALID_URL
E_PACKAGE_PROCESS_ERROR
E_PRIMARY_STORE_UNAVAILABLE
E_INSUFFICIENT_STORES

cluster-image-package-download-abort

[top]

Abort an ongoing package download operation.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_PKG_DOWNLOAD_NOTRUNNING

cluster-image-package-local-get

[top]

The cluster-image-package-local-get API retrieves detailed information about a package located in the cluster image package repository.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

cluster-imagepackage-local-info
optional

packageversion

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
Package version.
Description

cluster-imagepackage-local-info

attributes
Errno

The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-package-local-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple locally available package records
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

cluster-imagepackage-local-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cluster-imagepackage-local-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

cluster-imagepackage-local-info[]
optional

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update

[top]

The cluster-image update API validates, installs prerequisite component updates, and installs Data ONTAP to all specified nodes within a cluster in a nondisruptive manner. Since
validation, which is run as part of update, requires a minimum of 30 seconds, the API should be called with sufficient timeout value.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

estimate-only

boolean
optional

Generates an estimate of the time required for the overall update operation for the specified package. No update is
performed when this option is used. Default: false.

force-rolling

boolean
optional

Force a rolling upgrade on the cluster. This option is not applicable for a single-node cluster and for a two-node
MetroCluster. Default: false.

ignore-validationwarning

boolean
optional

Allows the update to continue if warnings are encountered during the validation phase. Default: false.

nodes

node-name[]
optional

package-version

string

pause-after

non-disruptive-updatepause-after
optional

List of nodes to be updated, the nodes have to be a part of a HA Pair.
Specifies the package version.
One or more pause options can be specified. Possible values: none, all.

integer
optional

stabilize-minutes
Output Name

Range

Number of minutes needed to stabilize node before update. This option is not applicable for single-node cluster. Default: 8.

Type

Description

estimated-post-updateduration

integer
optional

Estimated post-update checks duration, in seconds. Available only if estimate-only is true.

estimated-pre-updateduration

integer
optional

Estimated pre-update checks duration, in seconds. Available only if estimate-only is true.

estimated-updateduration

integer
optional

Estimated ontap updates duration, in seconds. Available only if estimate-only is true.

Errno

Description

E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_UPDATE_IN_PROGRESS
E_INVALID_HA_PAIR_LIST
E_VALIDATION_CHECKS_FAILED_WITH_WARNING
E_VALIDATION_CHECKS_FAILED_WITH_ERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_DOUBLE_HOP_NODES_UNSUPPORTED

cluster-image-update-cancel

[top]

The cluster-image-update-cancel API cancels a package update that is currently in progress. The update will stop and be canceled at the end of the current logical operation. Logical
operations are: - After the cluster validation, or prerequisite update phase - After the update of each HA pair - Immediately, if the update is currently paused After the successful
completion of this command the update will be removed from the package update queue. The cancellation will be logged in the update history.

Errno

Description

E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
E_CANCEL_NOT_POSSIBLE

cluster-image-update-history-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple update history records.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
cluster-updatehistory-info
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

cluster-updatehistory-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained
from the previous call.

Type
cluster-updatehistory-info[]
optional

Description
The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-log-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple update logs
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
cluster-updatetransaction-log-info
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

cluster-updatetransaction-log-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

cluster-updatetransaction-log-info[]
optional

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-pause

[top]

The cluster-image-update-pause API pauses an update that is in progress. The update will pause at the end of the current logical operation. Logical operations include: - After the cluster
validation, or prerequisite update phase - After the update of each node After the successful completion of this command the currently running update will be paused at the end of the
current logical operation.

Errno

Description

E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
E_PAUSE_NOT_POSSIBLE

cluster-image-update-progress-get-iter
This API provides the status of all phases of update that is in progress.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster-image-nduphase-list-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

cluster-image-nduphase-list-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-image object. All
cluster-image objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

attributeslist

cluster-image-nduphase-list-info[]
optional

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-image objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The list of attributes of cluster-image objects.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-progress-info

[top]

Get information on cluster image update progress
Input Name Range

Type
nduprogressinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

Type
nduprogressinfo

attributes

Description

Description
The attributes of the cluster-image.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-image-update-resume

[top]

The cluster-image-update-resume API resumes a package update that is currently paused. If the update is not in the paused state the API call will fail. After the successful completion of
this command the current paused update will resume from the last successful operation completed.
Input Name

Range

ignore-post-update-checks-failures
Errno

Type

Description

boolean
Ignore post-update-check phase failures, if any. Default: false.
optional

Description

E_UPDATE_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
E_RESUME_NOT_POSSIBLE
E_PUC_NOT_IN_PROGRESS

cluster-image-validate

[top]

The cluster-image-validate API validates the various logical and physical components of a cluster to ensure that a nondisruptive update can occur. Since validation requires a minimum of
30 seconds, the API should be called with sufficient timeout value.
Input Name

Range

Type

nodes

node-name[]
optional

package-version

string

Output Name

Range

cluster-image-validation-report-list
Errno

Description
Nodes
Specifies the package version.

Type

Description

cluster-image-validation-report-list-info[]
Lists the status and required actions for each NDU check involved in the update process.
optional
Description

E_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_CAPABILITY_NOT_CLUSTERWIDE
E_CAPABILITY_CHECK_FAILED
E_VALIDATION_IN_PROGRESS
E_PACKAGE_DELETE_IN_PROGRESS
E_IMAGES_UNAVAILABLE
E_MISSING_PARTNER_ERROR
E_UPDATE_IN_PROGRESS

Element definition: cluster-image-download-status

[top]

async_pkg_get_phase_failed|async_pkg_get_phase_running|async_pkg_get_phase_timedout|async_pkg_get_phase_notstarted|async_pkg_get_phase_complete|async_pkg_get_phase_aborted
Possible values:
"async_pkg_get_phase_failed" - Download Failed,
"async_pkg_get_phase_running" - Download in Progress,
"async_pkg_get_phase_timedout" - Download Timedout,
"async_pkg_get_phase_notstarted" - Download not started or no download in progress,
"async_pkg_get_phase_complete" - Download Successful,
"async_pkg_get_phase_aborted" - Download Aborted
[none]

Element definition: cluster-image-info
Information to manage cluster images for Non disruptive-update. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

current-version

string
optional

Current Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

date-installed

datetime
optional

Date Installed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-id

Element definition: cluster-image-ndu-phase-list-info

[top]

Status and required recovery action for each phase of update process When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
duration

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
The estimated duration for phases not completed and actual duration for those completed in seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Update phase Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ndu-phase

non-disruptive-updatephase
optional

phasecomments

string
optional

"validation" - NDU validation phase,
"prereq_updates" - NDU prerequisite phase,
"ontap_updates" - Data ONTAP update phase,
"package_management" - Package management operations phase,
"default_phase" - Default Phase,
"post_update_checks" - Post update checks phase
If an error has occurred the required recovery action. If the phase is completed the duration of the phase will be provided. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Phase status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

phase-status

non-disruptive-updatestatus
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

Element definition: cluster-image-package-local-info
Detailed information on the local package When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type
datetime
optional

package-build-time

Description
Package build time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

package-details-info[]
Lists detailed on the local packages located in the cluster image package repository
optional

package-details

string
optional

package-version

Package version. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-image-validation-report-list-info

[top]

Lists the status and required actions for each NDU check involved in the update process. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise
stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ndu-check

string
optional

Type of NDU check Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

ndu-status

string
optional

Phase status Possible values: ok failed warning Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

requiredaction

required-actionIf the NDU check failed or warned. Provides detailed information on how to recover from the infraction, or in case of a warning list side effects
info
of performing update
optional

Element definition: cluster-update-history-info

[top]

Detailed report for each update When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

completion-time

datetime
optional

Date and time update completed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

component-id

string
optional

Component ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

component-name

string
optional

Component name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

package-version

string
optional

Installed package version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

previous-version

string
optional

Previous version of firmware or software Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

start-time

datetime
optional

Date and time update started. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Update status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

update-status

non-disruptive-update-history-status
optional

"successful" - Update completed successfully,
"canceled" - Update was canceled,
"back_out" - A back-out occurred do to a unrecoverable error

string
optional

updated-version

Updated version of firmware or software Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-update-transaction-log-info

[top]

Detailed report for each update transaction When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

component-id

node-name
optional

detailed-transaction-status

string
optional

Includes sub-transaction name and detailed status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

start-date-time

datetime
optional

Date and time update started Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Unique transaction ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

transaction-id

[0..2^64-1]

Component ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Transaction name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

transaction-name

non-disruptive-update-task-name
optional

"initialize" - Initialization,
"mount_image" - Mount an image,
"restart_hm" - Restart Health Monitor,
"get_health" - Obtain System Health,
"run_scripts" - Run validation sctipts,
"unmount_image" - Unmount image,
"clear_alert" - Clear Alerts,
"post_restart_hm" - Post validation restart Health Monitor,
"cleanup_rdb" - Removes all rows for a given phase,
"synch_image" - Synchronize Secondary Store with Primary,
"process_package" - Process the package retrieved from external source,
"cleanup_package" - Removes the packages not currently in the image table,
"do_download_job" - Downloads the image to the boot device,
"do_failover_job" - Do the takeover,
"do_giveback_job" - Do the giveback,
"check_progress" - Check the progress of any running tasks,
"complete_validation" - Generate the final validation report,
"invalid_task" - Used by state machine when a valid task cannot be found,
"default_task" - Default Task,
"do_postupdate_checks_job" - Do the post update checks,
"do_disruptive_update_task" - Do disruptive update of node
Transaction phase Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

transaction-phase

non-disruptive-update-phase
optional

"validation" - NDU validation phase,
"prereq_updates" - NDU prerequisite phase,
"ontap_updates" - Data ONTAP update phase,
"package_management" - Package management operations phase,
"default_phase" - Default Phase,
"post_update_checks" - Post update checks phase
Update status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

transaction-status

non-disruptive-update-log-status
optional

"waiting" - Transaction is waiting,
"started" - Transaction was started,
"completed" - Transaction has completed,
"paused_on_error" - Transaction has been paused due to an error,
"paused_by_user" - Transaction has been paused by user,

"pause_pending" - Transaction has a pending pause request,
"cancel_pending" - Transaction has a pending cancel request,
"canceled" - Transaction has been canceled by user,
"failed" - Transaction has failed

Element definition: metrocluster-ndu-progress-info

[top]

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of MetroCluster When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

completed-nodecount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Number of Completed Nodes Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-validation-reports

dr-validation-reportinfo[]
optional

intermediate-version

string
optional

The intermediate-version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-two-stageupgrade

boolean
optional

If upgrade is two-stage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-validation-doneby-update

boolean
optional

Is the validation done as part of update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

metrocluster

cluster-imagemetrocluster-info
optional

MetroCluster Information

ndu-node-updatelist

ndu-node-updateinfo[]
optional

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of Node

DR cluster Validation Report Info

node-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update of a node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-elapsedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of overall update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

overall-status

string
optional

package-version

string
optional

The package version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Number of Paused Nodes Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

paused-node-count

[0..2^321]

phase-comments

phase-comment-info
optional

progress-detail

string
optional

Overall comment info
Failure details Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

progress-summary

string
optional

Progress info Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-version

string
optional

The source version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-version

string
optional

The target version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-node-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of Nodes Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

upgrade-stage

[1..2]

integer
optional

Stage of upgrade (1: First stage - source-version to intermediate-version, 2: Second stage - intermediate-version to targetversion). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

validation-report-info[]
Local cluster Validation Report Info
optional

validation-reports

Element definition: ndu-progress-info

[top]

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a
set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

completed-nodecount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Number of nodes that have completed update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

intermediate-version

string
optional

The intermediate-version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-two-stageupgrade

boolean
optional

If upgrade is two-stage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-validation-doneby-update

boolean
optional

Is the validation done as part of update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ndu-node-update-list

ndu-node-updateinfo[]
optional

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of a Node

node-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update of a node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-elapsedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overall-estimatedduration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Overall estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of overall update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

overall-status

non-disruptiveupdate-status
optional

package-version

string
optional

The package version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Number of nodes that have paused during update. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

paused-node-count
phase-comments

[0..2^321]

phase-comment-info
Overall comment info
optional

source-version

string
optional

The source version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-version

string
optional

The target version for two-stage upgrade. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-node-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of nodes participating in update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

upgrade-stage

[1..2]

integer
optional

Stage of upgrade (1: First stage - source-version to intermediate-version, 2: Second stage - intermediate-version to targetversion). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

validation-reportinfo[]
optional

validation-reports

Validation Report Info

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-update-progress-info

[top]

Node Update progress details When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with
no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

node-name
node-update-task-info-list

Type

Description

string
optional

Node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-update-task-info[]
Node task info
optional

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-pause-after

[top]

none|takeover-giveback|all Possible values:
"none" - Default: No pause,
"takeover_giveback" - Pause after takeover or giveback tasks,
"all" - Pause after all phases
[none]

Element definition: phase-info

[top]

Upgrade or revert procedure can have planning, preparing, update and post-update phases. Each phase will have the phase details and list of steps.
Name

Range

Type

Description

phase-detail

string
optional

Phase details.

phase-head

string
optional

Phase heading.

phase-notes

string
optional

Phase notes.

step-info-list

step-info[]
List of steps in the respective phase.
optional

Element definition: cluster-image-metrocluster-info

[top]

MetroCluster Configuration Information
Name
cluster-elapsed-duration
cluster-estimated-duration

Range

Type

Description

integer
[0..2^32-1]
Elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update in local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32-1]

integer
Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update in local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

cluster-name

Status of the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

string
optional

cluster-status

dr-cluster-elapsed-duration

[0..2^32-1]

dr-cluster-estimated-duration [0..2^32-1]
dr-cluster-name

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

integer
Elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update in DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
integer
Estimated amount of time, in seconds, required for the update in DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Status of the DR cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

dr-cluster-status

string
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: dr-validation-report-info

[top]

DR Validation Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

dr-update-check-action

string
DR cluster recovery action for error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-advice

string
DR cluster advice for handling the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-error

string
DR cluster error details. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-name

string
DR cluster update check Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

dr-update-check-status

string
DR cluster update check status possible values: ok failed warning Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ndu-node-update-info

[top]

Nondisruptive Update Progress Info of Node
Name

Range

Type

dr-node-elapsed-duration

timeticks
optional

dr-node-name

node-name
optional

Description
Elapsed Update Duration of a DR Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
DR Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
DR Node Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

dr-node-status

non-disruptive-update-status
optional

node-elapsed-duration

timeticks
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending
Elapsed amount of time, in seconds, used for the update of a node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

node-status

non-disruptive-update-status
optional

"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-update-task-info

[top]

Node task info
Name

Range

Type

Description

task-comments

string
optional

Summary of task operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

task-end-time

datetime
optional

Time at which the task completed. This is expressed in seconds since the Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

task-name

string
optional

Name of the task. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

task-start-time

datetime
optional

Time at which the task started. This is expressed in seconds since the Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of the associated task-name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

task-status

non-disruptive-update-task-status
optional

"created" - Task has been created,
"ready_to_run" - Task ready to run,
"running" - Task has started and is running,
"completed" - Task is completed,
"failed" - Task failed to complete,
"pause_req" - Request for task to be paused,
"paused" - Task is paused,
"paused_error" - Task is paused because of an error,
"cancel_req" - Request for task to be cancelled,
"canceled" - Task is canceled,
"resume_req" - Request for paused task to be resumed,
"default_status" - Defaiult Status,
"abort_req" - Request for task to be aborted

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-history-status

[top]

successful|canceled|back-out Possible values:
"successful" - Update completed successfully,
"canceled" - Update was canceled,
"back_out" - A back-out occurred do to a unrecoverable error
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-log-status
waiting|started|completed|paused-on-error|paused-by-user|pause-pending|cancel-pending|canceled|failed Possible values:
"waiting" - Transaction is waiting,
"started" - Transaction was started,
"completed" - Transaction has completed,

[top]

"paused_on_error" - Transaction has been paused due to an error,
"paused_by_user" - Transaction has been paused by user,
"pause_pending" - Transaction has a pending pause request,
"cancel_pending" - Transaction has a pending cancel request,
"canceled" - Transaction has been canceled by user,
"failed" - Transaction has failed
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-phase

[top]

validation|prereq-updates|ontap-updates|package-management|default-phase|post-update-checks Possible values:
"validation" - NDU validation phase,
"prereq_updates" - NDU prerequisite phase,
"ontap_updates" - Data ONTAP update phase,
"package_management" - Package management operations phase,
"default_phase" - Default Phase,
"post_update_checks" - Post update checks phase
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-status

[top]

in-progress|waiting|paused-by-user|paused-on-error|completed|canceled|failed|pause-pending|cancel-pending Possible values:
"in_progress" - Upgrade phase is in progress,
"waiting" - Upgrade phase is waiting,
"paused_by_user" - Upgrade phase paused by user,
"paused_on_error" - Upgrade phase paused due to error,
"completed" - Upgrade phase completed,
"canceled" - Upgrade phase canceled,
"failed" - Upgrade phase failed,
"pause_pending" - Upgrade phase pause pending,
"cancel_pending" - Upgrade phase cancel pending
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-task-name
initialize|mount-image|restart-hm|get-health|run-scripts|unmount-image|clear-alert|post-restart-hm|cleanup-rd|synch-image|do-download-job|do-failover-job|do-giveback-job|checkprogress|complete-validation|invalid-task|default-task|do-postupdate-checks-task Possible values:
"initialize" - Initialization,
"mount_image" - Mount an image,
"restart_hm" - Restart Health Monitor,
"get_health" - Obtain System Health,
"run_scripts" - Run validation sctipts,
"unmount_image" - Unmount image,
"clear_alert" - Clear Alerts,
"post_restart_hm" - Post validation restart Health Monitor,
"cleanup_rdb" - Removes all rows for a given phase,
"synch_image" - Synchronize Secondary Store with Primary,
"process_package" - Process the package retrieved from external source,

[top]

"cleanup_package" - Removes the packages not currently in the image table,
"do_download_job" - Downloads the image to the boot device,
"do_failover_job" - Do the takeover,
"do_giveback_job" - Do the giveback,
"check_progress" - Check the progress of any running tasks,
"complete_validation" - Generate the final validation report,
"invalid_task" - Used by state machine when a valid task cannot be found,
"default_task" - Default Task,
"do_postupdate_checks_job" - Do the post update checks,
"do_disruptive_update_task" - Do disruptive update of node
[none]

Element definition: package-details-info

[top]

Lists detailed on the local packages located in the cluster image package repository
Name

Range

component-name
component-version

Type

Description

string
Name of the given component. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
The software version number of the given component. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: phase-comment-info

[top]

Overall comment
Name
post-update-checks-phase-comments
update-phase-comments
validation-phase-comments

Range

Type

Description

string
Post Update Check Phase Comments Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Summary of update operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Summary of validation operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: required-action-info

[top]

If the NDU check failed or warned. Provides detailed information on how to recover from the infraction, or in case of a warning list side effects of performing update
Name Range

Type

Description

action

string
Recovery action for error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

advice

string
Advice for handling the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

error

string
Error description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: step-info

[top]

A prepare step, upgrade/revert step or post upgrade step based on the phase.
Name

Range

step-command
step-detail
step-example

Type

Description

string
A CLI command associated with the step.
optional
string
Step details.
optional
string
An example associated with the step.
optional

step-name

string
Step heading or name.
optional

step-notes

string
Any notes associated with the step.
optional

Element definition: validation-report-info

[top]

Validation Info
Name

Range

Type

Description

update-check-action

string
Local cluster recovery action for error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-advice

string
Local cluster advice for handling the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-error

string
Local cluster error details. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-name

string
Local cluster update check Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-check-status

string
Local cluster update check status possible values: ok failed warning Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: non-disruptive-update-task-status
created|ready-to-run|running|completed|failed|pause_req|paused|paused-error|cancel_req|canceled|resume_req|default_status Possible values:
"created" - Task has been created,
"ready_to_run" - Task ready to run,
"running" - Task has started and is running,
"completed" - Task is completed,
"failed" - Task failed to complete,
"pause_req" - Request for task to be paused,
"paused" - Task is paused,
"paused_error" - Task is paused because of an error,
"cancel_req" - Request for task to be cancelled,
"canceled" - Task is canceled,
"resume_req" - Request for paused task to be resumed,

[top]

"default_status" - Defaiult Status,
"abort_req" - Request for task to be aborted
[none]

Element definition: timeticks
Time, in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: cluster-peer
cluster-peer-authn-offercancel
cluster-peer-authn-offerget
cluster-peer-authn-offerget-iter
cluster-peer-authn-offermodify
cluster-peer-connectiondestroy
cluster-peer-connectionsget
cluster-peer-connectionsget-iter
cluster-peer-create
cluster-peer-delete
cluster-peer-get
cluster-peer-get-iter
cluster-peer-health-infoget
cluster-peer-health-infoget-iter
cluster-peer-modify
cluster-peer-modify-localname
cluster-peer-ping-iter
cluster-peer-policy-get
cluster-peer-policymodify

This set of ZAPIs allows management of cluster peer
relationships. Cluster peer relationships are required to allow
multiple Data ONTAP clusters to exchange data with other Data
ONTAP clusters and request operations to be executed by other
Data ONTAP clusters.

cluster-peer-authn-offer-cancel

[top]

Cancel the outstanding offer to authenticate with a peer cluster
Input Name

Range Type

peer-cluster-name
Errno

Description

string Peer Cluster Name
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-authn-offer-get

[top]

Return the specified peer cluster relationship authentication offer information
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

clusterpeerauthnoffer
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

peer-clustername

string

Output Name Range

Type

Peer Cluster Name
Description

clusterpeerThe attributes of the cluster-peer-authn-offer.
authnoffer

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-authn-offer-get-iter

[top]

Returns a list of cluster peer relationship authentication offers
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

next-tag

clusterpeerauthnoffer
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusterpeerauthnoffer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer-authn-offer
object. All cluster-peer-authn-offer objects matching this query up
to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerauthn- The list of attributes of cluster-peer-authn-offer objects.
offer[]
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more cluster-

optional peer-authn-offer objects to return.
[0..2^32num-records
integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-authn-offer-modify

[top]

Modifies the cluster peer relationship authentication offer, as created by the cluster-peer-create or
cluster-peer-modify APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

initial-allowed-vserver-peers
offer-expiration

expiration
optional

peer-cluster-name

string

Errno

Description

vserver-name[]
Vservers Initially Allowed for Peering
optional
The expiration time of the authentication offer.
The name of the peer cluster to modify.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-connection-destroy

[top]

Terminate a current peering connection
Input Name

Range

Type

connectiontype
file-descriptor

Description

cluster-peer-connectionThe type of connection for cluster peering.
type
[0..2^641]

integer

node-name

node-name

peer-clustername

string

Errno

The index value for the connection.
The name of the node that has the connections
involved.
The name of the peer cluster.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-connections-get

[top]

Return information about the specified connection to the specified cluster peer
Input Name

Range

clusterpeerconnections
optional

desiredattributes
[0..2^641]

node-name

integer

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The index value for the connection.

node-name The name of the node that has the connections involved.

peer-clustername
Output Name

Description

clusterpeerThe type of connection for cluster peering.
connectiontype

connectiontype

filedescriptor

Type

string
Range

The name of the peer cluster.

Type

Description

clusterpeerThe attributes of the cluster-peer-connections.
connections

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-connections-get-iter

[top]

Returns a list of connections to cluster peers
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

attributeslist

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
cluster-peerbe specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peerconnections
connections object. All cluster-peer-connections objects
optional
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
cluster-peerall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
connections
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

cluster-peerconnections[] The list of attributes of cluster-peer-connections objects.
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
cluster-peer-connections objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-create

[top]

Create a cluster peer relationship and, optionally, an offer to authenticate with a peer. Initiate an
authenticated relationship, and an offer to authenticate with a peer, by including the passphrase
parameter. Initiate an unauthenticated relationship by omitting the passphrase and, optionally,
including a user-name and password.
Input Name Range
addressfamily

Type

Description

cluster-peerThe address family (IPv4/IPv6) of the peer cluster connection. If
addressnot provided and ambiguity between IPv4 and IPv6 exists, the peer
family
connection address family will default to IPv4. Default: ipv4
optional

applications

vserverpeerpermission- List of peering applications for initial allowed vservers.
application[]
optional

encryptionprotocolproposed

cluster-peerEncryption protocol to be used for inter-cluster communication.
crypt
Default: tls-psk when authentication is used, otherwise none
optional

generatepassphrase

boolean
optional

Use System-Generated passphrase

initialallowedvserverpeers

vservername[]
optional

Vservers allowed for auto peering

ipspacename

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found.
Default: the Default IPspace

local-name

clustername-simple Local name for remote cluster. Default: Remote cluster name
optional

offerexpiration

expiration
optional

If a passphrase is provided, the expiration time of the
authentication offer. Should not be provided otherwise. Default:
one hour into the future

passphrase

string
optional

The arbitrary passphrase that matches the one given to the peer
cluster.

password

string
optional

The password required to authenticate with the peer cluster. This
value is only used at peer creation time and not stored.

peeraddresses
rpc-connecttimeout

remote-inetThe remote intercluster addresses and hostnames of the peer
address[]
cluster.
optional
integer
optional

The timeout for RPC Connect attempts to the peer cluster in
seconds. Default: 10

integer

The timeout for operations in the peer cluster in seconds. Default:

timeout

optional

15

update-pingtimeout

integer
optional

The timeout used by ICMP pings while updating peer cluster
information in seconds. Default: 5

user-name

string
optional

The user name required to authenticate with the peer cluster. This
value is only used at peer creation time and not stored.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
passphraseinfo

cluster-peerpassphraseCluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
info
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED_BY_POLICY
EPEER_INTRO_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_FAILED
EPEER_INTRO_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_ADDR_MISMATCH_WITH_EXISTING
EPEER_NO_LOCAL_VIF_FAMILY
EPEER_CREATE_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_PEER_ADDR_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_VERSION_MISMATCH
EPEER_DUPLICATE_PEER_NAME
EPEER_INVALID_CREATE_ADDRESS_FAMILY_INTRO
EPEER_INVALID_CREATE_ADDRESS_FAMILY
EPEER_REMOTE_CREATE_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_REMOTE_NO_LOCAL_VIF_FAMILY
EPEER_INVALID_ADDRESS_FAMILY
EPEER_REMOTE_SAME_CLUSTER_DIFFERENT_FAMILY
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_USED_OR_EXPIRED
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_AUTH_DELAY
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_SUCCESS
EPEER_MISSING_INPUT_PARAMETER
EPEER_VSERVER_NOT_FOUND
EPEER_EXPIRATION_EXCEEDED_MAX_LIMIT
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_OFFER_LIMIT_MINIMUM
EPEER_WITHOUT_IP_AND_AUTO_GEN_PASSPHRASE
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_CAP_NOT_ENABLED
EPEER_EXTRA_PASSPHRASE_WITH_AUTO_GENERATE_OPTION
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_DUPLICATE_LOCAL_NAME
EPEER_RMT_AUTO_RECIPROCAL_SUPPORT_NOT_AVAILABLE
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_INCAPABLE_REMOTELY
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_VETOED_REMOTELY

Description

EPEER_ENCRYPT_NOT_ENABLED_EVERYWHERE
EPEER_NEED_AUTH_FOR_ENCR
EPEER_POLICY_FORBIDS_UNAUTH
EPEER_POLICY_REQUIRES_ENCRYPTION

cluster-peer-delete

[top]

Delete a cluster peer relationship as well as any an offer to authenticate with the peer cluster.
Input Name Range Type
cluster-name

Description

string The name of the peer cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-get

[top]

Return the specified peer cluster relationship information
Input Name Range

Type

cluster-name

string

desiredattributes

clusterpeerinfo
optional

Output Name Range

Description
The name of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

clusterpeer- The attributes of the cluster-peer.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-get-iter

[top]

Returns a list of cluster peer relationships
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes
max-records

peer- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
clusterpeerinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerThe list of attributes of cluster-peer objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clusteroptional peer objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer object. All
cluster-peer objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-health-info-get

[top]

Get the health of the specified peer node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
destinationcluster

Type
clusterpeerhealthinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

clusterThe name of the peer cluster.
name

destinationnode

peernode- The name of the node in the peer cluster.
name

originatingnode

nodeThe name of the local node.
name

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

clusterpeerThe attributes of the cluster-peer.
healthinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-health-info-get-iter

[top]

Get the health of all local and peer nodes sequentially
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

clusterpeerhealthinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusterpeerhealthinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer object. All
cluster-peer objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerhealth- The list of attributes of cluster-peer objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clusteroptional peer objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-modify

[top]

Modifies a cluster peer relationship, optionally also creating an offer to authenticate with a peer.
Input Name Range
addressfamily

Type
addressfamily
optional
cluster-peer-

Description
The address family of the peer-addresses of the relationship. If
not specified, either the specified peer-address or the current
peer-address is used to derive the address family.

auth-statusadmin

auth-status- The desired state of authentication for the relationship. If not
admin
specified, the desired state is not modified.
optional

cluster-name
encryptionprotocolproposed

string

The name of the peer cluster to modify.

cluster-peerEncryption protocol to be used for inter-cluster communication. If
crypt
not specified, the encryption-protocol attribute is not modified.
optional

generatepassphrase

boolean
optional

Use system-generated passphrase

ipspacename

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship exist. If not
specified, the IPspace for the relationship is not modified.

offerexpiration

expiration
optional

For auth-status-admin 'use-authentication', the expiration time of
the authentication offer. Should not be provided otherwise.

passphrase

string
optional

For auth-status-admin 'use-authentication', this must be provided
as the arbitrary passphrase that matches the one given to the
peer cluster. Should not be provided otherwise.

peeraddresses

remote-inetThe Remote IP address or host name of the peer cluster. If not
address[]
specified, the peer-addresses are not modified.
optional

rpc-connecttimeout

integer
optional

The timeout for RPC Connect calls to the peer cluster in seconds.
If not specified, the timeout is not modified.

timeout

integer
optional

The timeout for operations in the peer cluster in seconds. If not
specified, the timeout is not modified.

update-pingtimeout

integer
optional

The timeout for pings to the peer cluster in seconds. If not
specified, the timeout is not modified.

Output Name Range
passphraseinfo

Type

Description

cluster-peerpassphraseCluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
info-modify
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAUTHENTICATION_REQUIRED_BY_POLICY
EPEER_INTRO_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_FAILED
EPEER_INTRO_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_PROBE_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_CONCUR_CONNECT_FAILED
EPEER_MODIFY_FAMILY_MISMATCH
EPEER_VERSION_MISMATCH
EPEER_REMOTE_NO_LOCAL_VIF_FAMILY
EPEER_IC_FAMILY_LIFS_NOT_FOUND
EPEER_PASSPHRASE_MODIFY_NOT_ALLOWED
EPEER_EXTRA_PASSPHRASE_WITH_AUTO_GENERATE_OPTION
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_INCAPABLE_REMOTELY
EPEER_ENCRYPTION_VETOED_REMOTELY
EPEER_ENCRYPT_NOT_ENABLED_EVERYWHERE

Description

EPEER_NEED_AUTH_FOR_ENCR
EPEER_POLICY_FORBIDS_UNAUTH
EPEER_POLICY_REQUIRES_ENCRYPTION
EPEER_CHANGING_ENCR_REQUIRES_CHANGING_AUTH

cluster-peer-modify-local-name

[top]

Modify the local name for a cluster peer.
Input Name Range
cluster-name
new-name

Type

Description

string

The name of the peer cluster to modify.

cluster-name-simple The new local name for the peer cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-ping-iter

[top]

Ping the specified peer nodes. Ping operations take place between a node in a cluster and a node in a
remote cluster. The originating node is the node which initiates the ping operation and the destination
cluster and node specify the remote node which is the target of the ping.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

next-tag

clusterpeerpinginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

clusterpeerpinginfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the cluster-peer-ping
object. All cluster-peer-ping objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeerping- The list of attributes of cluster-peer-ping objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more clusteroptional peer-ping objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-peer-policy-get

[top]

Return the cluster peering policy configuration.
Input Name Range

Type
clusterpeerpolicy
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

clusterpeer- The attributes of the cluster-peer-policy.
policy

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

cluster-peer-policy-modify

[top]

Modify the cluster peering policy configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

isunauthenticatedaccess-permitted

Whether unauthenticated communication between cluster peers is
boolean
permitted. If true, unauthenticated communication between cluster
optional
peers is permitted.

is-unencryptedaccess-permitted

Whether unencrypted communication between cluster peers is
boolean
permitted. If true, unencrypted communication between cluster
optional
peers is permitted.

passphraseminlength

integer
Minimum length for a passphrase, integer in [0..1500].
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EPEER_POLICY_CANNOT_REQUIRE_ENCRYPTION

Description

Element definition: address-family

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|all Possible values:
"ipv4" - Lookup for ipv4 addresses,
"ipv6" - Lookup for ipv6 addresses,
"all" - Lookup for both ipv4 and ipv6 addresses
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name-simple

[top]

Name of the Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-address-family

[top]

The address family (IPv4/IPv6) of the cluster peer relationship. Possible values:
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6"
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-auth-status-admin

[top]

Cluster Peering Desired Authentication State
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-authn-offer

[top]

Authentication Offers to Cluster Peers. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

auth-statusadmin

cluster-peer-authAuthentication Status Administrative Attributes: nonstatus-admin
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

auth-statusoperational

cluster-peer-authAuthentication Status Operational Attributes: nonstatus-operational
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Encryption Protocol to Be Used For the Relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

encryptionprotocolproposed

cluster-peer-crypt
optional

initial-allowedvserver-peers

vserver-name[]
optional

offer-creation

datetime
optional

Authentication Offer Creation Time Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

offer-expiration

expiration
optional

Authentication Offer Expiration Time Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

peer-clustername

string
optional

Peer Cluster Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

peer-clusteruuid

uuid
optional

Cluster UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK
Vservers Initially Allowed for Peering Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-connection-type

[top]

Type of Connection for Cluster Peering
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-connections
Connections Established to Cluster Peers. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The remote network address for this connection.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

address

ip-address
optional

auth-statusadmin

cluster-peerauth-statusadmin
optional

The desired status for the authentication of the peer
relationship, according to this cluster. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

auth-statusoperational

cluster-peerauth-statusoperational
optional

The actual status of the authentication interaction with the
peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

authenticated

boolean
optional

Whether the client has authenticated itself to the peer
cluster on this connection. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

cluster-peerThe type of connection for cluster peering. Attributes: key,
connection-type
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

connectiontype
filedescriptor

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

The index value for the connection. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
The time since the most recent call, in seconds. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

idle-time

time-interval
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

peer-clustername

string
optional

The name of the peer cluster. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

peer-clusteruuid

uuid
optional

The UUID of the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

The Internet port to which this file descriptor provides
service. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

[0..2^321]

cluster-peerkeyalgo
optional

pskalgorithm

The name of the node that has the connections involved.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Algorithm that produced the PSK. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"akep2" - akep2,
"jpake" - j-pake

rpcprocedure

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of the RPC procedure called most recently on
this file descriptor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

rpc-program

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The RPC program number to which this file descriptor
provides service. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

rpc-version

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The version of the RPC program number to which this file
descriptor provides service. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The kind of TLS connection. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

conn-kind
optional

tls-type

uniquifier

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

"unk" - State unknown,
"none" - No TLS,
"psk" - TLS based on a Pre-Shared Key,
"cert" - TLS based on a Certificate
The uniquifier of the associated session. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-crypt

[top]

none|tls-psk Possible values:
"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-health-info

[top]

Cluster Peer Health Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
bypass-cache

Range

Type

Description

When false, do not use cached results. Cached results may not be
boolean
current, but they may be retrieved quickly. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable
The status of the data ping operation. Possible values are (interfacereachable, unreachable). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

data-ping

peerpingstatus
optional

"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch

destinationcluster

clusterThe name of the peer cluster. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

destinationcluster-uuid

string The UUID of the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

destinationnode

peernode- The name of the node in the peer cluster. Attributes: key, nonname creatable, non-modifiable
optional
The status of ICMP ping operation. Possible values are (interfacereachable, unreachable). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
peer-

"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,

pingstatus
optional

icmp-ping

"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch

is-clusterhealthy

boolean The status of peer cluster health. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isdestinationnodeavailable

boolean True implies that the destination node is available for intercluster
optional communication. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-nodehealthy

boolean The RDB health of the node. True means the node is in quorum.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updated

datetime The date and time when the health information for this node was last
optional updated. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originatingnode

nodeThe name of the local node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

Element definition: cluster-peer-info

[top]

Contains information about the cluster peer. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

activeaddresses

remoteinetaddress[]
optional

The active IP addresses of the peer cluster. Available in the local
cluster from a cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

addressfamily

clusterpeeraddressfamily
optional

The address family of the peer cluster connection. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6"

auth-statusadmin

clusterpeer-auth- The desired status for the authentication of the peer relationship,
statusaccording to this cluster. Available in the local cluster. Attributes:
admin
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

auth-statusoperational

clusterpeer-auth- The actual status of the authentication interaction with the peer
statuscluster. Available in the local cluster from a cache. Attributes:
operational non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

The status of the peer cluster connection. Available in the local
cluster from a cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
availability

clusterpeer-avail
optional

cluster-name

string
optional

The name of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string
optional

The UUID of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"unavailable" ,
"available" ,
"partial" ,
"pending" ,
"unidentified"

Encryption used in the communication for this relationship.
Available in the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

encryptionprotocol

clusterpeer-crypt
optional

encryptionprotocolproposed

Proposed encryption for inter-cluster communication. Default:
tls-psk if authentication is used, otherwise none Available in the
cluster- local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
peer-crypt values:
optional
"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK

"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK

ipspacename

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found.
Default: The Default IPspace Available in the local cluster.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-clusterhealthy

boolean
optional

The status of peer cluster health. Available in the local cluster
from a cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updated

datetime
optional

The last time that an attempt was made to contact this cluster
and its status information was updated. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

peeraddresses

remoteinetaddress[]
optional

The remote IP address or host name of the peer cluster.
Available in the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

pskalgorithm

clusterpeerkeyalgo
optional

remotecluster-name

string
optional

remoteclusternodes
rpc-connecttimeout
serialnumber

Algorithm by which the pre-shared key was derived. Available in
the local cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"akep2" - akep2,
"jpake" - j-pake
The current name of the peer cluster. Fetched remotely.
Generally, use the 'cluster' name instead. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

peer-nodeThe list of all the nodes in the peer cluster. Available in the local
name[]
cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[5..30]

integer
optional

The timeout for RPC Connect calls to the peer cluster in seconds.
Default: 10 Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

clusterserialnumber

This is an assigned serial number of peer cluster. It is assigned
at the time of cluster create. Available in the local cluster from a

optional
timeout

[25..180]

The timeout for operations in the peer cluster in seconds.
Default: 15 Available in the local cluster. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

peer-node- List of local nodes not contactable from the node on which the
command is executed. Available in the local cluster from a
name[]
cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

unreachablelocal-nodes
update-pingtimeout

integer
optional

cache. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[1..10]

integer
optional

The timeout for pings to the peer cluster in seconds. Default: 5
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-passphrase-info
Cluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
Name

authentication

Range

Type

Description

clusterpeer-authAuthentication Status Administrative Attributes: non-creatable,
statusnon-modifiable
operational
optional
Availability of the Remote Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

availability

clusterpeer-avail
optional

cluster

string
optional

Peer Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initialallowedvserver-peers

vservername[]
optional

Vservers allowed for auto peering Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable

ip-address

"unavailable" ,
"available" ,
"partial" ,
"pending" ,
"unidentified"

remote-inetIntercluster LIF IP Address Attributes: non-creatable, nonaddress
modifiable
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found.
Default: the Default IPspace Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

offerexpiration

expiration
optional

If a passphrase is provided, the expiration time of the
authentication offer. Should not be provided otherwise. Default:
one hour into the future Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

passphrase

string
optional

The arbitrary passphrase that matches the one given to the peer
cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Reciprocal Peering Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

reciprocalstatus

clusterpeer-status

"non_reciprocal" - Non reciprocal peer,
"reciprocal_connect_success" - Reciprocal peer connection
create success,
"reciprocal_connect_failure" - Reciprocal peer connection

[top]

optional

create failure,
"reciprocal_passphrase_success" - Reciprocal passphrase
creation success,
"reciprocal_passphrase_failure" - Reciprocal passphrase
creation failure

Element definition: cluster-peer-passphrase-info-modify

[top]

Cluster Peer Create Passphrase Information
Name

Range

cluster

ip-address

ipspace
offerexpiration
passphrase

Type

Description

string
optional

The name of the peer cluster. Available in the local cluster. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

remoteinetIntercluster LIF IP Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
address
optional
string
optional

IPspace in which the LIFs for this relationship are to be found. Default:
The Default IPspace Available in the local cluster. Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable

When the offer to match passphrases will expire. Default: one hour into
expiration
the future Available in the local cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable
string
optional

Authentication Passphrase Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cluster-peer-ping-info

[top]

Cluster Peer Ping Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

count

[1..255]

integer
optional

The total number of times to ping. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

currentcount

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The current ping count. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

destinationaddress

ipaddress
optional

destinationcluster

clusterThe name of the destination cluster. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable

The active IP address of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

optional
destinationcluster-uuid

string
optional

The UUID of the destination cluster. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

destinationnode

string
optional

The name of the destination node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

originatingnode

nodename
optional

The name of the originating node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The status of the ping operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch

peerpingstatus
optional

ping-status

round-trip

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

The roundtrip response time of ping operation in microseconds.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time-to-live

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The time to live (remaining hops). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

timeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The timeout to use when pinging the peer cluster in seconds.
Default: 15 Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type

peerpingprotocol
optional

The network protocol to use when performing the ping operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"data" - Data Ping,
"icmp" - ICMP Ping

Element definition: cluster-peer-policy

[top]

Policy Configuration of the Cluster Peer Facility. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

isunauthenticatedaccess-permitted

Whether unauthenticated communication between cluster peers
boolean is permitted. If true, unauthenticated communication between
optional cluster peers is permitted. Default: false Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-unencryptedaccess-permitted

Whether unencrypted communication between cluster peers is
boolean permitted. If true, unencrypted communication between cluster
optional peers is permitted. Default: true Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

passphrase-

[0..1500]

integer Minimum required length for a passphrase. Default: 8

minimum-length

optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: expiration

[top]

Expiration in MM/DD/YYYY HH:MM:SS | {1..7}days | {1..168}hours | PnDTnHnMnS | PnW
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: peer-node-name

[top]

The name of a node in a peer cluster
[none]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-application
Intercluster application for Vserver peer permission Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-address-family

[top]

The address family (IPv4/IPv6) of the cluster peer relationship. Possible values:
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6"
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-auth-status-admin

[top]

Cluster Peering Desired Authentication State
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-auth-status-operational
Cluster Peering Operational Authenticated State
The following are the possible values for the operational authentication state and their meanings.
'ok' - The clusters have reached agreement on a shared secret and are using it in ongoing
communication (both sides use-authentication, among other attributes),
'absent' - The clusters agree that neither side requires authentication of the other (both sides noauthentication),
'pending' - This cluster has an outstanding offer to authenticate with the other cluster, but
agreement has not yet been reached,
'expired' - This cluster's offer to authenticate with the other cluster expired before agreement was
reached,
'revoked' - This cluster has revoked any authentication agreement (this side revoked),
'declined' - The other cluster has revoked our communication attempts and is declining to peer
with this cluster,
'refused' - The other cluster actively refuses our communication attempts; perhaps its part of the
peering relationship has been deleted,
'ok_and_offer' - The clusters agree on a shared secret and are using it. In addition, this cluster

[top]

has an outstanding offer to re-authenticate with the other cluster,
'absent_but_offer' - The clusters currently agree that neither side requires authentication of the
other, but this cluster has an outstanding offer to authenticate,
'revoked_but_offer' - The cluster has revoked any authentication agreement, but it has an
outstanding offer to authenticate,
'intent_mismatch' - The two sides disagree on whether authentication is required,
'key_mismatch' - The two clusters both believe that they are authenticated, but one of the shared
secrets has become corrupted,
'incapable' - The other cluster is no longer running a version of Data ONTAP that supports
authenticated cluster peering.
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-avail

[top]

The availability of the peer cluster. Possible values:
"unavailable" ,
"available" ,
"partial" ,
"pending" ,
"unidentified"
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-connection-type

[top]

Type of Connection for Cluster Peering
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-crypt

[top]

none|tls-psk Possible values:
"none" - Encryption Off,
"tls_psk" - Use TLS With PSK
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-keyalgo
akep2|jpake Possible values:

[top]

"akep2" - akep2,
"jpake" - j-pake
[none]

Element definition: cluster-peer-status

[top]

non-reciprocal|reciprocal-status Possible values:
"non_reciprocal" - Non reciprocal peer,
"reciprocal_connect_success" - Reciprocal peer connection create success,
"reciprocal_connect_failure" - Reciprocal peer connection create failure,
"reciprocal_passphrase_success" - Reciprocal passphrase creation success,
"reciprocal_passphrase_failure" - Reciprocal passphrase creation failure
[none]

Element definition: cluster-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Cluster serial-number during cluster create
[none]

Element definition: conn-kind

[top]

unknown|none|PSK|Cert Possible values:
"unk" - State unknown,
"none" - No TLS,
"psk" - TLS based on a Pre-Shared Key,
"cert" - TLS based on a Certificate
[none]

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: peer-ping-protocol

[top]

The network protocol to use when performing the ping operation. Possible values:
"data" - Data Ping,
"icmp" - ICMP Ping
[none]

Element definition: peer-ping-status

[top]

The status of the ping operation. Possible values:
"unknown_node" - Unknown Node,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"unreachable" - Unreachable,
"session_reachable" - Session Reachable,
"interface_reachable" - Interface Reachable,
"address_family_mismatch" - Address Family Mismatch
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: cluster-switch
cluster-switch-configurehealth-monitor
cluster-switch-create
cluster-switch-delete
cluster-switch-get-iter
cluster-switch-modify
cluster-switch-poll-get
cluster-switch-poll-modify

This interface is used to access information about the Ethernet
switches in the cluster.

cluster-switch-configure-health-monitor

[top]

Ethernet switch health monitor configuration file setup
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

package-url

string

Errno

Package URL

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-create

[top]

Add information about an Ethernet switch (cluster, management or storage).
Input Name

Range

Type

address

ip-address

community-or-username

string
optional

device

string

is-monitoring-enabled-admin

true-false
optional

model

switch-model

snmp-version
type
Errno

Description
IP Address
Community String or SNMPv3 Username
Device Name
Enable Switch Monitoring
Model Number

sm-snmpversion
SNMP Version
optional
switch-type

Switch Network

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-delete

[top]

Delete information about an Ethernet switch (cluster, management or storage).
Input Name Range
device

Type

Description

string

Device Name

boolean
Force Delete
optional

force
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-get-iter

[top]

(cluster-swt-get-iter is now deprecated. Use cluster-switch-get-iter instead.) Display the configuration for
Ethernet switch (cluster, management or storage).
Input Name

Range

Description

clusterSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
switchfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
clusterswitchinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified
on any number of attributes in the Ethernet Switch Information object. All
Ethernet Switch Information objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Ethernet Switch
optional Information objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

clusterswitchThe list of attributes of Ethernet Switch Information objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-modify

[top]

Modify information about an Ethernet switch's configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type
ip-address

Description

address

optional

community-or-username

string
optional

device

string

is-monitoring-enabled-admin

true-false
optional

model

switch-model
optional

Community String or SNMPv3 Username
Device Name
Enable Switch Monitoring
Model Number

sm-snmpversion
SNMP Version
optional

snmp-version

switch-type
optional

type
Errno

IP Address

Switch Network

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-poll-get

[top]

Return Ethernet switch polling interval information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

clusterSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
switchwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
poll-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

clusterswitch- The attributes of the Ethernet switch polling interval information.
poll-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cluster-switch-poll-modify

[top]

Modify Ethernet switch polling interval information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

polling-interval [2..120] integer Polling interval for monitoring Ethernet switch health.
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Element definition: cluster-switch-info

[top]

Ethernet Switch Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address
device
is-monitoring-enabledoperational

Range

Type

Description

ip-address
IP Address Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
optional

Device Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

true-false
Is Monitored ? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Model Number Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"nx5010" - N5K-C5010P-BF,
"nx5020" - N5K-C5020P-BF,
"cat2960" - cisco WS-C2960-24TT-L,
"other" ,
"nx5596" - N5K-C5596UP,
"cn1610" - CN1610,
"cn1601" - CN1601,
"nx3132" - N3K-C3132Q-40GX,
"nx5548" - N5K-C5548UP,
"nx3132v" - N3K-C3132Q-V,
"ot9332" ,
"nx3132xl" - N3K-C3132Q-XL,
"nx3232c" - N3K-C3232C

model

switchmodel
optional

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

reason

string
optional

Reason For Not Monitoring Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number of the Device Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sw-version

string
optional

Software Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type

switchtype
optional

version-source

string
optional

Switch Network Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"cluster_network" ,
"management_network" ,
"storage_network"
Source Of Switch Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: cluster-switch-poll-info

[top]

Ethernet Switch Polling Interval Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not
be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a
value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

pollinginterval

[2..120]

Type

Description

integer Polling interval for monitoring Ethernet switch health. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: sm-snmpversion

[top]

SNMPv1|SNMPv2c|SNMPv3 Possible values:
"snmpv1" ,
"snmpv2c" ,
"snmpv3"
[none]

Element definition: switch-model

[top]

NX5010|NX5020|CAT2960|OTHER|NX5596|CN1610|CN1601|NX3132|NX5548|NX3132V|OT9332|NX3132XL|NX3232C
Possible values:
"nx5010" - N5K-C5010P-BF,
"nx5020" - N5K-C5020P-BF,
"cat2960" - cisco WS-C2960-24TT-L,
"other" ,
"nx5596" - N5K-C5596UP,

"cn1610" - CN1610,
"cn1601" - CN1601,
"nx3132" - N3K-C3132Q-40GX,
"nx5548" - N5K-C5548UP,
"nx3132v" - N3K-C3132Q-V,
"ot9332" ,
"nx3132xl" - N3K-C3132Q-XL,
"nx3232c" - N3K-C3232C
[none]

Element definition: switch-type

[top]

cluster-network|management-network|storage-network Possible values:
"cluster_network" ,
"management_network" ,
"storage_network"
[none]

Element definition: true-false
True/False
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: config-backup
This set of ZAPIs allow managing configuration backups.
Configuration backups are automatically created based on three
job schedules. These job schedules are '8hour', 'daily' and
'weekly'. These job schedules are pre-programmed to create
'scheduled backups'. Configuring different job schedules other
than the programmed ones is not supported. Scheduled backups
are uploaded to remote URL destination if it is configured. This
set of ZAPIs support configuring the remote destination by
specifying URL, username and password. Scheduled backups will
be distributed to some nodes within the cluster and latest
backups will be kept in the cluster. This set of ZAPIs allow
configuring the number of latest backups to keep in the cluster
per job schedule. Scheduled backups are of type 'cluster backup'.
A cluster backup contains cluster-wide replicas in addition to
'node backup' of each node in the cluster. A 'node backup'
contains only node-specific configuration such as configuration
files on the root volume and the boot variables. Configuration
backups can also be created 'on demand' by using this set of
ZAPIs. These ZAPIs support creating node backups and cluster
backups on demand. Backup management operations such as
delete backup, copy backup to another node in cluster, rename
backup, download backup from URL and upload backup to URL
are supported by this set of ZAPIs. ZAPIs for delete, copy,
rename, download and upload operations are applicable for any
type of backups, i.e. scheduled backups and on demand backups,
node backups and cluster backups.

config-backup-copy
config-backup-create
config-backup-delete
config-backup-download
config-backup-info-get
config-backup-info-getiter
config-backup-rename
config-backup-settingsget
config-backup-settingsmodify
config-backup-settingspassword-set
config-backup-upload

config-backup-copy

[top]

Copy a configuration backup. A job will be queued to copy the configuration backup. A job will be
spawned to operate on the config-backup and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be
tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

backupname

string

The name of the configuration backup.

from-node

string

The source node to copy the configuration backup from. This is the
node that has the backup file on its root volume.

to-node

string

The destination node to copy the configuration backup to.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",

result-status

string

Errno

"failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-create

[top]

Create a configuration backup. A job will be queued to create the configuration backup in the
background. Creation of configuration backup may take several minutes. This ZAPI creates an on
demand backup. A job will be spawned to operate on the config-backup and the job id will be returned.
The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

backupname

The name of the configuration backup. It must be a valid file name.
string An extension of .7z will be added if the given backup-name doesn't
optional have that extension. If backup-name is not provided, software will
generate the name for configuration backup.

backup-type

Indicates if the backup is a node or a cluster backup. A node backup
contains only node-specific configuration of a particular node in the
backup- cluster. A cluster backup contains cluster-wide replicas in addition to
type node backup of each node in the cluster. Possible values:
optional
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup

node
Output Name

Range

string

The node to own the configuration backup. This is the node that will
have the backup file on its root volume.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-delete

[top]

Delete a configuration backup.
Input Name Range Type

Description

backupname
node

string The name of the configuration backup.
string

Errno

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has the
backup file on its root volume.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-download

[top]

Download a configuration backup from a URL.
Input Name Range
backupname

Type

Description

The name of the configuration backup. It must be a valid file name. An
string extension of .7z will be added if the given backup-name doesn't have that
optional extension. If backup-name is not provided, software will generate a name
for configuration backup.

node

string

The node to own the configuration backup. The backup file will be
downloaded to the root volume of this node.

source-url

string

The source URL. URL is specified following the syntax described in RFC
3986. Only 'ftp', 'http' and 'https' protocols are supported.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-info-get

[top]

Return information about a specified configuration backup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

backupname

string

desiredattributes

configbackupinfotype
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

string

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has
the backup file on its root volume.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

The name of the configuration backup.

Description

configbackupThe attributes of the config-backup-info.
infotype

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-info-get-iter

[top]

Return a list of configuration backups in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

configbackupinfotype
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

configbackupinfotype
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the config-backup-info
object. All config-backup-info objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

configbackupinfo- The list of attributes of config-backup-info objects.
type[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more configoptional backup-info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-rename

[top]

Rename a configuration backup. Renamed backup stays on the same node.
Input Name Range Type

Description

backupname

string The name of the configuration backup.

newbackup-

The new name for the configuration backup. It must be a valid file name. An
string extension of .7z will be added if the given new-name doesn't have that

name

extension.

node

string

Errno

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has the
backup file on its root volume.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-settings-get

[top]

Return information about the configuration backup settings.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

configbackupsettingstype
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

configbackupThe attributes of the config-backup-settings.
settingstype

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the settings for configuration backup operations.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

backupcount1

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
[1..4]
optional 1.

backupcount2

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 2.

backupcount3

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 3.

destinationurl

The destination URL for uploading the configuration backups. URL is
string
specified following the syntax described in RFC 3986. Only 'ftp', 'http'
optional
and 'https' protocols are supported.

usernamefordestinationurl

string
The username for the destination URL.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-settings-password-set

[top]

Modify the password for destination URL.
Input Name

Range

password-for-destination-url
Errno

Type

Description

string
Password for the destination URL.
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

config-backup-upload

[top]

Upload a configuration backup to a URL.
Input Name Range Type
backupname

Description

string The name of the configuration backup.

destinationurl

string

The destination URL. URL is specified following the syntax described in RFC
3986. Only 'ftp', 'http' and 'https' protocols are supported.

node

string

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has the
backup file on its root volume.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: backup-type
The type of a configuration backup. Possible values:
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup
[none]

[top]

Element definition: config-backup-info-type

[top]

Configuration Backup Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

backup[0..2^31- integer The time of the configuration backup creation. The time value is in
creationoptional seconds since January 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
time
backupname

string The name of the configuration backup. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

backup- [0..2^63- integer The size of configuration backup file in number of bytes. Attributes: nonsize
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

backuptype

Indicates if the backup is a node or a cluster backup. A node backup
contains only node-specific configuration of a particular node in the
cluster. A cluster backup contains cluster-wide replicas in addition to
backup- node backup of each node in the cluster. If backup-type is not provided,
type cluster backup is assumed by default. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable Possible values:
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup

clustername

The name of the cluster which the configuration backup was created for.
string This field is set only for cluster backups. For node backups, the nodes-inoptional backup field indicates the name of the node. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

clusteruuid

The UUID of the cluster which the configuration backup was created for.
string
This field is set only for cluster backups. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

is-auto

True indicates that configuration backup is a scheduled backup that was
boolean created automatically by a schedule. False indicates that configuration
optional backup was created on demand. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

The node that owns the configuration backup. This is the node that has
string
the backup file on its root volume. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable

nodesinbackup

string[] The names of the nodes included in the configuration backup. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

schedule

The name of the job schedule for scheduled backups. Possible values
string are: '8hour', 'daily', and 'weekly'. This field is not set for on demand
optional backups created via management CLI or ZAPI. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

version

string The software version which the configuration backup was created with.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: config-backup-settings-type

[top]

Configuration Backup Settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

backupcount1

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 1. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

backupcount2

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 2. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

backupcount3

[1..4]

integer The number of configuration backups to keep in the cluster for schedule
optional 3. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

destinationurl

Type

Description

The destination URL for uploading the configuration backups. URL is
string
specified following the syntax described in RFC 3986. Only 'ftp', 'http' and
optional
'https' protocols are supported. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

jobschedule1

The name of the first job schedule for generating configuration backups.
string
It is pre-programmed to be '8hour'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

jobschedule2

The name of the second job schedule for generating configuration
string
backups. It is pre-programmed to be 'daily'. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

jobschedule3

The name of the third job schedule for generating configuration backups.
string
It is pre-programmed to be 'weekly'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

usernamefordestinationurl

string The username for the destination URL. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: backup-type
The type of a configuration backup. Possible values:
"node" - Node Backup,
"cluster" - Cluster Backup
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: coredump
coredump-configure
coredump-list-cores-iter-next
coredump-list-cores-iter-start
coredump-list-info
coredump-remove
coredump-save
coredump-trigger

coredump-configure

[top]

Setup some coredump options. If not invoked, the default settings are: sparsecore is true, minfree is
zero, and dump-attempts is two.
Input Name Range Type

Description

dumpattempts

The number of times coredump should attempt to dump a core when
integer faced with disk errors that prevent writes from completing. When set to
zero, no cores will be dumped. Range : [0..10].

minfree

The number of bytes that need to be left in the root filesystem after
coredump has finished saving a core. If this amount of space will not be
integer left, save attempts will be aborted. If a core is already being saved, this
setting will not take affect until savecore starts saving another core.
Range : [0..2^63-1].

saveattempts
sparsecore

The number of times coredump should attempt to save a core before
requiring the force flag to be set to true in the coredump-save interface.
integer
This is a safeguard built into coredump to prevent coredump from causing
a panic loop. Range : [0..10].
boolean

Errno

Controls whether or not coredump should dump sparse cores. Sparse
cores do not include wafl buffers that contain only user data.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

coredump-list-cores-iter-next

[top]

Obtain a list of cores on this system
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range

Type
integer
string
Type

Description
Maximum number of directory entries to retrieve.
Tag from a previous 'coredump-list-cores-iter-start' or 'coredumplist-cores-iter-next'.
Description

core-details

coredetailinfo[]

Information about every core on this system, both saved and
unsaved.

next-tag

string

The tag value to supply to the next invocation of 'coredump-listcores-iter-next'.

records

integer

The number of cores being returned by this call. When this value
reaches zero, all cores have been retrieved.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ELOWMEMORY
ECOREDUMPBUSY

coredump-list-cores-iter-start

[top]

Start an iteration through the core files on this system. This interface will return an error unless the
state returned by coredump-list-info is idle, nocore, or waitdump.
Output Name Range Type
next-tag

Description

string Tag to be used in next call to 'coredump-list-cores-iter-next'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ECOREDUMPNOTINITIALIZED
ECOREDUMPBUSY

coredump-list-info

[top]

Gather info about state of coredump
Output Name Range
configdetails

Type

Description

This provides information about the disks available to coredump.
configInformation includes whether or not unsaved cores are on the disks,
detailhow many blocks are available to dump a core, and what kind of dump
info
would be done, if the system were to panic right now. This is only
optional
returned if state is nocore, idle, or waitdump.

fs-availbytes

The number of free bytes available in the root filesystem for saving
integer cores. This will only be returned if state is nocore, idle, or waitdump.
optional -1 will be returned if errors occurred while determining the value.
Range : [-1..2^63-1].

fs-bytesneeded

The maximum number of free bytes needed in the root filesystem for
integer
saving all unsaved cores. This will only be returned if state is idle.
optional
Range : [0..2^63-1].

fs-minfreebytes

The minimum number of bytes that must be left free in the root
filesystem when savecore has finished saving a core. Any core that has
integer a chance to reduce free space below this amount will not be saved.
optional This will only be returned if state is nocore, idle, or waitdump. -1 will
be returned if errors occurred while determining the value. Range :

[-1..2^63-1].
progressdetail- Progress savecore has made saving the current core. This is only
returned if state is saving.
info
optional

progressdetails
state

string

The current state of savecore. Possible values: nocore, idle, init,
saving, mini, waitdump

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTWHILEWAITINGFORGIVEBACK
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ENOTINREADONLYMODE
ECOREDUMPNOTINITIALIZED

coredump-remove

[top]

Removes saved or unsaved cores from this system.
Input Name Range
coreid
removesaved

Type

Description

integer The id of the core that should be deleted. If not provided, all cores will be
optional deleted. Range : [0..2^63-1].
boolean Set to true if cores that have already been saved should be deleted.
optional Otherwise, only unsaved cores will be deleted. Default: false

Errno

Description

EBADCOREID
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTWHILEWAITINGFORGIVEBACK
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ENOTINREADONLYMODE

coredump-save

[top]

Start saving any unsaved cores
Input Name Range
coreid
force

Type

Description

integer The id of the core that should be saved. If not provided, all cores will be
optional saved. Range : [0..2^63-1].
boolean Set to true to allow savecore to save cores that have had too many failed
optional save attempts in the past. Default: false

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTWHILEWAITINGFORGIVEBACK
ENOTINMAINTMODE

Description

ENOTINREADONLYMODE

coredump-trigger

[top]

Trigger a coredump via the Service Processor
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node whose core dump is required

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: config-detail-info

[top]

Disk configuration information related to coredump
Name

Range Type

Description

asyncblocks

integer

The total number of 4KB blocks available to coredump on the disks that
support the spraycore mode of coredump. Range : [0..2^31-1].

asyncdisks

integer

The number of unused disks available to coredump that support spraycore.
Range : [0..2^31-1].

dumptype

string

This is the type of dump that will be done if the machine panics right now.
Possible values: compressed, sprayed, spare

neededblocks

integer

The total number of 4KB disk blocks needed for coredump to spray a core
if a panic were to happen right now. Range : [0..2^31-1].

neededdisks

integer

The minimum number of disks needed to spray a core. Range : [0..2^311].

no-spares

boolean

True if no spare disks are available. If no spares are available, and the
dumptype is spare, no core can be dumped.

partialdisks

integer

The number of disks that contain unsaved partial cores. Partial cores are
missing one or more disks. Range : [0..2^31-1].

partialdumps

integer

The number of unsaved partial cores. Partial cores are missing one or more
disks. Range : [0..2^31-1].

supportsspraycore

boolean True if this platform supports spraying cores, and false otherwise.

total-disks

integer The total number of disks available to coredump. Range : [0..2^31-1].

used-disks

integer

Number of disks that already contain portions of unsaved cores. This only
includes cores that are not missing any disks. Range : [0..2^31-1].

useddumps

integer

The number of unsaved cores that are not missing any disks. Range :
[0..2^31-1].

Element definition: core-detail-info

[top]

All important information about a single core in the system.
Name

Range

ancillarysegmentdirectory

Type

Description

string

The directory holding ancillary kernel core segments belonging to this
panic.

integer The number of attempts that have been made to save an unsaved
optional core. This is only returned if saved is false. Range : [0..2^31-1].

attempts
coreid

integer

corename

string

A handle that can be used with coredump-remove or coredump-save
to remove/save specific cores. Range : [0..2^63-1].
The name of the core file. For unsaved cores, this is the name the
core file will have once the core is saved.

fs-bytesneeded

integer The maximum number of bytes needed in the root filesystem to save
optional this core. This is only returned if saved is false. Range : [0..2^63-1].

is-partial

boolean True if the core is a partial core. Partial cores are missing disks. This
optional is only returned if saved is false.

is-saved

boolean True if this core has already been saved.

md5-datachksum

string

The MD5 checksum of the compressed data of this core.

os-version

string

The version of Data ONTAP that generated this core.

panic-string

string

The panic string for the panic that generated this core.

panic-time

integer

The time of the panic that generated this core. It is specified in
seconds since the epoch. Range : [0..2^31-1].

integer
The size of core (bytes). Range : [0..2^63-1].
optional

size
sysid

integer

The system id of the system that generated this core. Range :
[0..2^31-1].

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: progress-detail-info

[top]

Savecore progress info
Name
corename
savedblocks
total-blocks

Range Type

Description

string Name of the core being saved
integer

Number of blocks that have already been saved in the core that is being
saved

integer Total number of blocks of data in the core that is being saved.

APIs in Category: dashboard
Note: This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.

dashboard-alarm-get
dashboard-alarm-get-iter
dashboard-alarm-gettotal-records
dashboard-alarmthreshold-get
dashboard-alarmthreshold-get-iter
dashboard-alarmthreshold-get-totalrecords
dashboard-alarmthreshold-modify

This set of APIs provides visibility into the Alarm Dashboard
feature of the system. The Alarm Dashboard allows the system
administrator to proactively monitor the health of each node in
the cluster by exposing various storage and performance metrics.
The administrator may configure this dashboard to alert users in
the event a performance metric crosses a predetermined
threshold. The following metrics are monitored by the Alarm
Dashboard:
average client latency (performance of NFS and CIFS
operations)
CPU utilization
data network health (ratio of packet errors over total
packets)
data port utilization
storage space utilization
The APIs are divided into the following major features:
Alarms: view storage and performance metrics
Alarm Thresholds: manage warning / critical thresholds,
polling intervals, and user notifications

dashboard-alarm-get

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The type of metric being monitored. Possible values:

dashboardmetric-type

desiredattributes

dashboardmetrictype

"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
dashboardattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alarm-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

node

string

Name of the node associated with the alarm metrics.

object-name

string

Name associated with the object being monitored. For example, the
object-name is the name of the node if the dashboard-metric-type is
cpu-busy.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

dashboard-

attributes

alarm-info

Errno

The attributes of the dashboard-alarm.
Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-get-iter

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

dashboardalarmThe list of attributes of dashboard-alarm objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
dashboardspecified on any number of attributes in the dashboard-alarm
alarm-info
object. All dashboard-alarm objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
dashboardattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alarm-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
dashboard-alarm objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-get-total-records

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of dashboard-alarm objects.

dashboard-alarm-threshold-get

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The type of metric being monitored. Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetric-type

dashboardmetrictype

desiredattributes

dashboardalarmthresholdinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

dashboardalarmThe attributes of the dashboard-alarm-threshold.
thresholdinfo

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-threshold-get-iter

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

dashboardalarmthresholdinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

dashboardalarmthresholdinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the dashboard-alarmthreshold object. All dashboard-alarm-threshold objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

dashboardalarmthreshold- The list of attributes of dashboard-alarm-threshold objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
dashboard-alarm-threshold objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

dashboard-alarm-threshold-get-total-records

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of dashboard-alarm-threshold objects.

dashboard-alarm-threshold-modify

[top]

This command is removed starting from ONTAP 9.0.
Input Name

Range

criticalthreshold

Type

Description

string
optional

The threshold value that must be reached to generate a critical
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
95%, 500ms
The type of metric being monitored. Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetric-type

dashboardmetrictype

is-usernotificationenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether user notifications are enabled.

integer
optional

The refresh interval for the alarm dashboard metrics (in
seconds).

pollinginterval

[60..6000]

Threshold Units Possible values:
thresholdunits

thresholdunit
optional

"none" - none,
"ms" - milliseconds,
"percent" - percent

warningthreshold

string
optional

Errno

The threshold value that must be reached to generate a warning
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
85%, 200ms

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

Element definition: dashboard-alarm-info

[top]

Alarm monitoring data When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The type of metric being monitored. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetrictype

dashboardmetrictype
optional

high-value

string
optional

The highest value recorded so far for this metric. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

last-value

string
optional

The last value recorded for this metric. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

string
optional

Name of the node associated with the alarm metrics. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

objectname

string
optional

Name associated with the object being monitored. For example, the
object-name is the name of the node if the dashboard-metric-type is
cpu-busy. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

state

alarmstate
optional

The current alarm state of the object being monitored. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"

Element definition: dashboard-alarm-threshold-info

[top]

Alarm threshold configuration settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

criticalthreshold

Type

Description

string
optional

The threshold value that must be reached to generate a critical
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
95%, 500ms Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The type of metric being monitored. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS
operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio

dashboardmetric-type

dashboardmetrictype
optional

is-usernotificationenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether user notifications are enabled. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

The refresh interval for the alarm dashboard metrics (in
seconds). Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

pollinginterval

[60..6000]

thresholdunits

thresholdunit
optional

warningthreshold

string
optional

Threshold Units Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"none" - none,
"ms" - milliseconds,
"percent" - percent
The threshold value that must be reached to generate a warning
alarm for this type of metric. Get request is returned with % sign
for percent values and ms for milliseconds value. Example :
85%, 200ms Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: dashboard-metric-type
Metric Type Possible values:
"cpu_busy" - CPU Utilization,
"port_util" - Port Utilization,
"op_latency" - Average Client Latency of NFS and CIFS operations,
"aggregate_used" - Storage Aggregate Utilization,
"port_problems" - Packet Error Ratio
[none]

[top]

Element definition: threshold-unit

[top]

Dashboard Threshold Units Possible values:
"none" - none,
"ms" - milliseconds,
"percent" - percent
[none]

Element definition: alarm-state
Alarm Monitoring State Possible values:
"ok" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: diagnosis
diagnosis-alert-definitionget
diagnosis-alert-definitionget-iter
diagnosis-alert-get
diagnosis-alert-get-iter
diagnosis-alert-modify
diagnosis-config-get
diagnosis-config-get-iter
diagnosis-delete-alert
diagnosis-policydefinition-get
diagnosis-policydefinition-get-iter
diagnosis-policy-modify
diagnosis-status-get
diagnosis-subsystemconfig-get
diagnosis-subsystemconfig-get-iter
diagnosis-subsystemconfig-modify

This set of Zapis is used for monitoring and diagnosing system
health.

diagnosis-alert-definition-get

[top]

Return alert definition
Input Name Range

Type

alert-id

string

desiredattributes

diagnosisalertdefinitioninfo
optional

monitor
node
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description
Alert identification.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).
string

Node hosting this health monitor.

Type

Description

diagnosisalertThe attributes of the Alert Definition.
definitioninfo
Description

diagnosis-alert-definition-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Alert Definition objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
diagnosisalertdefinitioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

diagnosisalertdefinitioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Alert Definition
object. All Alert Definition objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

diagnosisalertdefinition- The list of attributes of Alert Definition objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Alert
Definition objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-alert-get

[top]

Return a subsystem alert
Input Name Range

Type

Description

alert-id

string

Alert identification.

alertingresource

string

Unique name of resource that generated the alert.

desiredattributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
diagnosisattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alert-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

monitor

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).

node

string

Output Name Range

Node hosting this health monitor.

Type

Description

diagnosisThe attributes of the Alert Information.
alert-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-alert-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Alert Information objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Range

diagnosisalertThe list of attributes of Alert Information objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
diagnosisspecified on any number of attributes in the Alert Information
alert-info
object. All Alert Information objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
diagnosisattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
alert-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Alert
Information objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-alert-modify
Acknowledge/suppress an alert

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

acknowledge

boolean
Acknowledge the alert condition.
optional

acknowledger

string
Person who acknowledged this alert
optional

alert-id

string

Alert identification.

alertingresource

string

Unique name of resource that generated the alert.

monitor

hm-type

node

string

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system).
Node hosting this health monitor.

boolean
Suppress this alert.
optional

suppress

string
Person who suppressed this alert
optional

suppressor
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-config-get

[top]

Return the system health framework configuration
Input Name Range

Type
diagnosisconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes
monitor

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).

node

string

Output Name Range

Node hosting this health monitor.

Type

Description

diagnosisconfig- The attributes of the Health Monitor Configuration.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Health Monitor Configuration objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

diagnosisconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Health Monitor
Configuration object. All Health Monitor Configuration objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

diagnosisconfiginfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

diagnosisconfigThe list of attributes of Health Monitor Configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

num-records

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Health
Monitor Configuration objects to return.

string
optional

next-tag

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-delete-alert

[top]

Delete subsystem alert
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

alert-id

string

Alert identification.

alertingresource

string

Unique name of resource that generated the alert.

monitor

hm-type

node

string

Errno

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system).
Node hosting this health monitor.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-policy-definition-get
Return policy definition

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
diagnosispolicydefinitioninfo
optional

desiredattributes
monitor

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).

node

string

Node hosting this health monitor.

policy-id

string

Policy identifier.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

diagnosispolicyThe attributes of the Policy Definition.
definitioninfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-policy-definition-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Policy Definition objects.
Input Name

Range

diagnosispolicydefinitioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

diagnosispolicydefinitioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Policy Definition
object. All Policy Definition objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

diagnosispolicydefinition- The list of attributes of Policy Definition objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional
[0..2^32integer
1]

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Policy
Definition objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-policy-modify

[top]

Enable/disable policy
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Enable/disable this policy.
optional

enable
is-autosupportenabled

boolean
Enable AutoSupport for this alert.
optional
Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system).

monitor

hmtype

node

string

Node hosting this health monitor.

policy-id

string

Policy identifier.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-status-get

[top]

Return the overall system health
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
diagnosisattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
Type

Description

diagnosisThe attributes of the System Health Status.
status
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-subsystem-config-get
Get the attributes of the Health Monitor Subsystem Status.

[top]

Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

diagnosissubsystemconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Type of subsystem being monitored

Possible values:
hmsubsystem
'sas_connect',
'ha_health',

subsystem

Output Name Range

Type

Description

diagnosissubsystem- The attributes of the Health Monitor Subsystem Status.
config-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-subsystem-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Health Monitor Subsystem Status objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

diagnosissubsystemconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

diagnosissubsystemconfig-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Health Monitor
Subsystem Status object. All Health Monitor Subsystem Status
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

diagnosissubsystemconfig- The list of attributes of Health Monitor Subsystem Status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Health
Monitor Subsystem Status objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

diagnosis-subsystem-config-modify

[top]

Modify system health subsystem
Input Name

Range

refresh-interval [0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
optional

Subsystem Refresh Interval in Minutes.
Type of subsystem being monitored

subsystem

hm-subsystem

Errno

Possible values:
'sas_connect',
'ha_health',

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: diagnosis-alert-definition-info
System Health Alert Definition When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

additionalinformation

string
optional

Additional information about the alert. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

alert-id

string
optional

Alert identification. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

alert-type

hm-alert- Type of alert (other,communications,quality-of-service,processingerror,device,environmental,model-change,security). Attributes: nontype
optional creatable, non-modifiable

correctiveactions

string
optional

Recommended actions to correct the problem reported by alert.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

monitor

hm-type
optional

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect, system).
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

hm-

Severity of alert

[top]

perceivedseverity

perceived(Unknown,Other,Information,Degraded,Minor,Major,Critical,Fatal).
sev
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

possibleeffect

string
optional

probablecause

hmprobable- Probable cause for alert generation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
cause
optional

probablecausedescription
subsystem

string
optional

Detailed description of the possible effect of the condition. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Detailed description of probable cause for alert generation. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

hmType of subsystem being monitored (e.g. sas_connect). Attributes:
subsystem
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: diagnosis-alert-info

[top]

System Health Alert When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

acknowledge

boolean
optional

Acknowledge the alert condition. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

acknowledger

string
optional

Person who acknowledged this alert Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

additional-info

string[]
optional

Additional information from the resource that generated this alert
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

alert-id

string
optional

Alert identification. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

alertingresource

string
optional

Unique name of resource that generated the alert. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

alertingresource-name

string
optional

Display name of resource that generated the alert. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

correctiveactions

string
optional

Recommended actions to correct the problem reported by alert.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

indication-time

date
optional

Time of alert generation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

monitor

hm-type
optional

Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
system). Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

perceivedseverity

hmperceivedSeverity of alert. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
sev
optional

policy

string
optional

Policy rule responsible for creating this alert. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

possible-effect

string
optional

Possible effect seen due to this problem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

probable-cause

hmprobable- Probable cause for alert generation. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
cause
optional

probablecausedescription
subsystem

string
optional

Detailed description of probable cause for alert generation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hmType of subsystem being monitored (e.g. sas_connect).
subsystem
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

suppress

boolean
optional

Suppress this alert. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

suppressor

string
optional

Person who suppressed this alert Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

Element definition: diagnosis-config-info

[top]

System Health Config When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Aggregating health monitor that aggregates status from this health
monitor. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

aggregator

context

hm-type
optional

hm-scope
optional

"node_connect" ... node scope health monitor ,
"system_connect" ... cluster scope health monitor ,
"system" ... aggregator of health monitor status ,
Scope of health monitor (node-context, cluster-context).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"node_context" ,
"cluster_context"
Status of health monitor (ok, ok-with-suppressed, degraded).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

health

hm-status
optional

"ok" ,
"ok_with_suppressed" ,
"degraded" ,
"unreachable" ,
"unknown"
Subsystem initialization state of health monitor Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

init-state

hm-subsystemdiscovery-state
optional

monversion

string
optional

"invalid" ,
"initializing" ,
"initialized" ,
"start_discovery" ,
"start_rediscovery" ,
"discovered_partially" ,
"discovery_done" ,
"discovery_max"
Health Monitor version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

monitor

hm-type
optional

node

string
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

polversion

string
optional

Policy file version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

resources

string[]
optional

Resources monitored by this health monitor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sub-polversions

string
optional

Subordinate policy file versions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

subsystem

hmsubsystem[]
optional

"node_connect" ,
"system_connect" ,
"system"

Type of subsystem being monitored (e.g. sas_connect). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"sas_connect" ,
"ha_health" ,

Element definition: diagnosis-policy-definition-info
System Health Policy Definition When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
alert-count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Count of alerts created as a result of this policy. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

alert-id

string Alert identifier for alert to be generated on policy rule match.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

creation-time

datetime Time when the previous alert was created due to this policy.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
boolean

[top]

enable

optional

Enable/disable this policy. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isautosupportenabled

boolean Enable AutoSupport for this alert. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

monitor

hm-type Type of health monitor (e.g. node_connect, system_connect,
optional system). Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

node
policy-id

string
Policy identifier. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

responsibleresource-info

string The resource responsible for creating this alert Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ruleexpression

string Arithmetic expression which defines alerts to be created as a
optional result of this policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Where clause of Arithmetic expression. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

where

Element definition: diagnosis-status

[top]

System Health Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
status

Type

Description

hm- Overall system health (ok,ok-with-suppressed,degraded,unreachable) as
status determined by the diagnosis framework. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: diagnosis-subsystem-config-info
System Health Subsystem Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Health of Subsystem. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

[top]

hm-status
optional

health

"ok" ,
"ok_with_suppressed" ,
"degraded" ,
"unreachable" ,
"unknown"
Initialization State of Subsystem. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"invalid" ,
"initializing" ,
"initialized" ,
"start_discovery" ,
"start_rediscovery" ,
"discovered_partially" ,
"discovery_done" ,
"discovery_max"

init-state

hm-subsystemdiscovery-state
optional

node

string[]
optional

Node hosting this health monitor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Number of outstanding alerts. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer[]
optional

Subsystem Refresh Interval in Minutes. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

outstanding- [0..2^32alert-count
1]
refreshinterval

[0..2^321]

Type of subsystem being monitored
hm-subsystem
optional

subsystem

Possible values:
'sas_connect',
'ha_health',
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

suppressedalert-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Element definition: hm-subsystem

Number of suppressed alerts. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

[top]

Health Monitor Subsystem
[none]

Element definition: hm-type

[top]

Type of Health Monitor
[none]

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: hm-alert-type

[top]

Type of alert
[none]

Element definition: hm-perceived-sev

[top]

Alert severity
[none]

Element definition: hm-probable-cause

[top]

Probable cause for alert generation
[none]

Element definition: hm-scope

[top]

Node or Cluster context of Health Monitor Possible values:
"node_context" ,
"cluster_context"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: hm-status
Health Monitor Status(ok, ok-with-suppressed, degraded, unknown) Possible values:
"ok" ,
"ok_with_suppressed" ,
"degraded" ,
"unreachable" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: hm-subsystem-discovery-state
Health Monitor Subsystem Initialization
State(initailizing,starting_discovery,discovery_done_partially,discovery_done,initialized) Possible
values:
"invalid" ,
"initializing" ,
"initialized" ,
"start_discovery" ,
"start_rediscovery" ,
"discovered_partially" ,
"discovery_done" ,
"discovery_max"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: disk
disk-fail
disk-release-all-reservations
disk-remove
disk-replace-start
disk-replace-stop
disk-sanown-assign
disk-sanown-filer-list-info
disk-sanown-list-info
disk-sanown-reassign
disk-sanown-remove-ownership
disk-set-led
disk-unfail
disk-update-disk-fw
disk-zero-spares

disk-fail

[top]

Fail a file system disk. Removes the specified file system disk from the RAID configuration, spinning the
disk down when removal is complete. disk fail is used to remove a file system disk that may be logging
excessive errors and requires replacement. Note that if optional input parameter 'is-immediate' is true,
the specified disk will be immediately failed out, and the RAID group to which the disk belongs will enter
degraded mode (meaning a disk is missing from the RAID group). If a spare disk at least as large as the
disk being removed is available, the contents of the disk being removed will be reconstructed onto that
spare disk. If 'is-immediate' options is false or not specified, system will prefail the disk and its content
will be copied to a replacement disk if a suitable spare disk is available, and afterwards the prefailed
disk will be failed out. This process can be observed by polling disk-list-info for this disk and tracking
values of elements copy-destination and copy-percent. Same can be done using 'storage-disk-get-iter'
when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. The disk being failed is marked as ``broken'', so that if it
remains in the disk shelf, it will not be used by the filer as a spare disk. If the disk is moved to another
filer, that filer will use it as a spare. This is not a recommended course of action, as the reason that the
disk was failed may have been because it needed to be replaced. NOTE: Data ONTAP 7.0 and earlier
releases don't indicate failure code properly.
Input Name Range
disk
isimmediate

Type
string

Name of the disk. e.g. "1.1.3" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk.

boolean Specify 'true' if disk is to be failed out immediately. If disk is to be
optional prefailed, specify 'false'. Default value is 'false'.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
ESWAPINPROGRESS
ENOTDISKOWNER
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EDISKINRAIDZEROVOL
ENOTSTARTED

Description

Description

EDISKISSPARE
ESAVECOREDISK
E_GROUP_REPARITY
E_MIRROR_RESYNC
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
EBAD_DISK_LOGICAL_TYPE
EDISKNOTSPARE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ENOTINSANITIZEMODE
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ERAIDGROUPDEGRADED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EALREADYSTARTED

disk-release-all-reservations

[top]

Release reservations on all reserved disks. When invoked from maintenance mode, all reservations are
released on all disks until the system is rebooted. When not in maintenance mode, then the system will
automatically re-issue reservations for disks it owns. In sanown environment the system will reserve its
disks everu 30 seconds.

Errno

Description

ERESERVATIONSDISABLED
EUNABLETORELEASE

disk-remove

[top]

Remove a spare disk. Removes the specified spare disk from the RAID configuration, spinning the disk
down when removal is complete. You can use disk remove to remove a spare disk so that it can be used
by another filer (as a replacement for a failed disk or to expand file system space). NOTE: Data ONTAP
7.0 and earlier releases don't indicate failure code properly.
Input Name Range
disk
force

Type
string

Description
Name of the disk to remove. e.g. "1.1.3" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk.

boolean Allow a container disk in a Dually carrier to be removed if the remove
optional reason is "admin removed". This feature is currently disabled.
The reason for failing the disk. Possible values are:

removereason

Errno

"admin_removed" - Admin removed disk.
"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.

string
optional The default value is "admin_removed". The failure disk will be recorded
with "admin removed" as the failure reason by default. If the remove
reason is "evacuation", the failure reason of the disk will be recorded as
"evacuated".
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
ENOTSTARTED
EDISKNOTSPARE
ESAVECOREDISK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT

disk-replace-start

[top]

Initiate replacing a file system disk with an appropriate spare disk. Uses Rapid RAID Recovery to copy
data from the source file system disk to the destination spare disk. Roles of disks are reversed at the
end of that process. The spare disk will replace the file system disk in the RAID group and the file
system disk will become a spare. This interface returns as soon as possible while disk replace starts in
the background. This process can be observed by polling disk-list-info for this disk and tracking values
of elements copy-destination and copy-percent. Note: The operation performs limited error checking.
Disk replace starts asynchronously in the background, and it can fail even if ZAPI reports success.
Input Name Range

allow-samecarrier

disk
force

Type

Description

Using two disks from one carrier that houses multiple disks in one RAID
group is not desirable. If that happens, Data ONTAP initiates a series of
boolean disk copy operations to correct that situation. Sometimes, selection of
optional available spare disks makes it impossible to avoid placing two disks
from one carrier in one RAID group. Setting this option to true allows
placing two disks from one carrier in one RAID group.
string

Name of the file system disk to replace.

Allow replacement-disk to come from the opposite spare pool. Also allow
boolean
replacement-disk not matching rotational speed of majority of disks in
optional
the aggregate.
The reason for replacing the disk. Possible values are:

replacereason

replacementdisk

"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is marked for layout optimization.
"shared_disk_replacement"- Disk is marked for replacement.
"none"

string
optional The default value is "none". If the replace reason is "none" or
"shared_disk_replacement", the replaced disk will become a non-zeroed
spare after disk copy. If the replace reason is "evacuation", the replaced
disk will be failed after disk copy, and the "evacuated" failure reason will
be recorded for that disk. If the replace reason is "layout_optimization",
the replaced disk will become zeroed spare.
string

Errno
EDISKNOTFOUND
ENOTDISKOWNER
EDISKISSPARE
EDISKNOTSPARE
EDISKTOOSMALL
EDISKINRAIDZEROVOL
EALREADYSTARTED

Name of the spare disk to use as a replacement.
Description

ERAIDGROUPDEGRADED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
ENOTFROMSAMESTORAGEPOOL

disk-replace-stop

[top]

Abort disk replace.
Input Name

Range

disk

Type
string

Description
Name of the file system disk being replaced.
The replace-reason of the operation to be aborted. Possible values
are:

replacereason

string
optional

"evacuation" - Disk is unmarked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is unmarked for layout
optimization.
"shared_disk_replacement"- Disk is unmarked for replacement.
"none"

Errno

Description

EDISKNOTFOUND
EDISKISSPARE
ENOTSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT

disk-sanown-assign

[top]

Assigns ownership of a disk. The normal usage is when the disk is unowned, or to assign a disk to a
pool.
Input Name Range

all

auto

Type

Description

Assign all unowned visible disks to the specified node-name. The nodename parameter is mandatory. Other than node-name and copy-ownerboolean from is not allowed with this option. If copy-owner-from parameter is
optional specified with parameter node-name node assign disk ownership based
on copy-owner-from else it assign ownership of disks based on nodename.
Auto-assign unowned disks which are on loops where only 1 filer owns
boolean the disks and the pool information is the same, to the specified node. The
optional node parameter is mandatory. No other parameter is allowed with this
option.
Assign checksum type to disk. Option may only be specified on a RAID
array LUNs. Possible values are:

checksum

string

"block"

optional

copyowner-from

"zoned"
"advanced_zoned"

string Assign ownership of this disk to be the same as the owner of the disk
optional specified

disk

Name of disk to assign. Wildcarding for disk string is supported. Either of
string
owner, owner-id or copy-owner-from is mandatory. The node parameter
optional
is not allowed with this option.

disk-count

integer Assign specified count of disks. Either of owner, owner-id or copy-owneroptional from is mandatory. The node parameter is not allowed with this option.

disk-type

Assign specified type of disk(or set of disks). The disk-count parameter is
string
mandatory. Type of disk: ATA, BSAS, FCAL, FSAS, LUN, MSATA, SAS,
optional
SSD, SSD_NVM, VMDISK, or unknown.

disklist

force

diskinfo[] Names of disks
optional
Force flag need to be set to 'true' if assigning disks which are already
boolean
owned a Filer. However, if that Filer is up and has put a reservation on
optional
the disk, even the force option won't work.

is-datapartition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the data partition of a root-data partitioned disk. This
field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'is-data1-partition' and
boolean
'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-dataoptional
partition', 'is-data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all
false, and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed.
The default value is false.

is-data1partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the data1 partition of a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'is-data-partition'
boolean
and 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-dataoptional
partition', 'is-data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all
false, and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed.
The default value is false.

is-data2partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the data2 partition of a root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'is-data-partition'
boolean
and 'is-data1-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-dataoptional
partition', 'is-data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all
false, and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed.
The default value is false.

is-rootpartition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the assign command must
be executed on the root partition of the disk. This field is mutually
exclusive with 'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition' and 'is-data2boolean
partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition', 'is-data-partition', 'isoptional
data1-partition', or 'is-data2-partition' are specified or are all false, and
disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is changed. The
default value is false.

is-spatialdisk-nameformat

It specifies if the disk name is in spatial format. This parameter is used
boolean only by the CLI backend code to tell D-Blade ZAPI whether to select a
optional disk name in spatial format while matching with a wild-card pattern. The
default value is false.

node-name

Used only with auto or all parameter. It specifies the node to which
autoassignment or assignment of all unowned disks must be done. When
string
this is specified with copy-owner-from option assignment of selected disk
optional
will happen based on disk ownership present for disk specified for copyowner-from parameter.
string

Assign disk to specific owner (node name). Either of owner,owner-id or

owner

optional copy-owner-from is mandatory.

owner-id

integer Assign disk to specific owner ID (NVRAM ID or serial number). Either of
optional owner,owner-id or copy-owner-from is mandatory Range : [0..2^32-1].
integer
Assign disk to specific pool, e.g. '0' or '1'.
optional

pool
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDOWNER
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SANOWN_AUTOASSIGN_DISABLED
E_DISK_ASSIGN_WARN

disk-sanown-filer-list-info

[top]

Get sanown filer information.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

string

Output Name

Range

disk-sanown-filerdetails

Description
Node name for which info is
requested

Type

Description

disk-sanown-filer-detail-info[] List of filers and their information.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ESANOWNNOTENABLED

disk-sanown-list-info

[top]

Get sanown disk information. This API is not supported as of Data ONTAP 8.2. Use storage-disk-get-iter
instead.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk

Get ownership status for given disk, if not supplied, get ownership for
string
all disks or if onership-type is supplied, get ownership info for disks of
optional
specific type. '6a*' wildcarding is supported.

node

string
Node name for which info is requested
optional

ownershiptype

Possible values are 'all' which will list all disks. 'unowned' which will list
all disks without owners. 'owned' which will list all disks with owners.
string
'visible' which will list all disks belonging to the local and partner filer.
optional
Default is 'all'. If specific disk is specified, ownership-type will be
ignored.

Output Name Range
disksanowndetails

Type

Description

disksanownList of disks and their sanown information.
detailinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

disk-sanown-reassign

[top]

Changes ownership on disks already belonging to an owner.
Input Name Range
force
newowner-id
old-ownerid
Errno

Type

Description

Force flag need to be set to 'true' if reassigning disks which are owned by
boolean another Filer. However, if that Filer is up and has put a reservation on the
optional disk, even the force option won't work. In this case reassign will need to
be run on the Filer which owns the disks.
integer

ID of new owner. This form will assign all the disks belonging to the old
owner to the specific owner ID. Range : [0..2^32-1].

ID of old owner. This form takes all disks currently belonging to the
integer specific old owner ID, and reassign them to a new owner. Range :
[0..2^32-1].
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKFAILED

disk-sanown-remove-ownership

[top]

Removes ownership information on a disks provided by disk-list.
Input Name Range
disk-list
force

is-datapartition

Type

Description

diskList of disks to remove ownership information from. e.g. "1.1.1 1.1.2" or
name[]
"NET-1.1 NET-1.2" for virtual disks.
optional
boolean If 'true' override the RAID checks. Eg: Disk is part of aggregate.
optional Otherwise defaults to false.
Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the data partition of a root-data
partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'isboolean
data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-rootoptional
partition', 'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' are
specified or are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of
container disk is removed. The default value is false.

is-data1partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the data1 partition of a root-data1-data2
partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'isboolean
data-partition', 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition',
optional
'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' are specified or
are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is
removed. The default value is false.

is-data2partition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the data2 partition of a root-data1-data2
partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-root-partition', 'isboolean
data-partition', 'is-data1-partition' fields. When none of 'is-root-partition',
optional
'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' are specified or
are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of container disk is
removed. The default value is false.

is-rootpartition

Used only with disk parameter. It specifies if the remove-ownership
command must be executed on the root partition of a root-data or rootdata1-data2 partitioned disk. This field is mutually exclusive with 'is-databoolean
partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition' fields. When none of 'isoptional
root-partition', 'is-data-partition', 'is-data1-partition', 'is-data2-partition'
are specified or are all false and disk is partitioned, then ownership of
container disk is removed. The default value is false.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDOWNER
EINVALIDRESERVATION
ENODISKSFOUND
EMUSTBEINMAINTMODE
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKFAILED

disk-set-led

[top]

Set the disk LED state
Input Name Range Type
disk
led-state

Description

string Disk to set the LED state
string

Errno

The LED state to set Possible values are 'evac-start', 'evac-end', 'led-on',
'led-off'
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

disk-unfail

[top]

Unfail a disk in the broken pool, by clearing its FDR (Failed Disk Registry) entry and unfailing it at the
Storage Layer, as necessary. If the "make-spare" option is set to B_TRUE, the disk is returned to the
spare pool. Otherwise, label assimilation will bring the disk back according to its on-disk labels, with one
of four possible outcomes. 1. Disk becomes a spare. This is the common case. The disk becomes a
spare upon unfail, because its parent volume is complete and online. 2. Disk is assimilated into former
volume. This is a recovery scenario. The disk is brought back into an existing volume, which may result
in this volume coming back online. 3. Disk is assimilated into a new partial volume. This may occur in
the rare case that the disk's former volume was destroyed or moved. 4. Disk returned to broken pool.
This is the case if a fatal error occurs in process of unfailing the disk.
Input Name Range
disk
make-spare

Type
string

Description
Name of the disk. e.g. "1.1.3" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk.

boolean Specify 'true' to force the disk to become a spare upon unfail. Default
optional value is 'false'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
ENOTSTARTED
EDISKISSPARE
ESAVECOREDISK
E_GROUP_REPARITY
E_MIRROR_RESYNC
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_REVERT
EDISKNOTSPARE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ENOTINSANITIZEMODE
ENOTINMAINTMODE
ERAIDGROUPDEGRADED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EALREADYSTARTED

disk-update-disk-fw

[top]

Start disk firmware download process to update firmware on disks. This operation is asynchronous, and
therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download process. This operation will only
update firmware on disks that do not have the latest firmware revision. The firmware revision on the
disk can be monitored via the disk-list-info API.
Input Name Range
disk-list
node-name
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND

Type

Description

diskList of disks to be updated. If not specified, all disks are updated. e.g.
name[]
"1.1.1 1.1.2 1.1.3" or "NET-1.1 NET-1.2" for virtual disks.
optional
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

disk-zero-spares

[top]

Set up all non-zeroed spares owned by the filer to start zeroing. This operation is asynchronous, and
therefore returns no errors that might occur when the zeroing operation actually starts, which could be
several seconds after this API operation completes. Zeroing progress can be monitored via the disk-listinfo API. Same can be done using 'storage-disk-get-iter' when requested from Admin Vserver LIF. The
"zeroing-percent" element of disk-detail-info is returned if disk zeroing has started, and "is-zeroed"
returns TRUE once the zeroing has completed (or, if zeroing wasn't necessary in the first place).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node-name

Name of the node on which spare disks to be zeroed When requested
string
from Admin Vserver LIF and node name is not specified, spare disks from
optional
all nodes in the cluster will be zeroed.

usephysicalzeroing

If set to true, the ZAPI will not use fast zeroing, even if the nodes(s)
boolean
owning the disks have the feature enabled. This will usually lead to much
optional
longer completion times.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

vbn-end [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN end value of a disk.
optional

vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-sanown-detail-info

[top]

Disk sanown information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Only returned on RAID array LUNs. The possible values:

checksum

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

ID (NVRAM ID) of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there
is a disaster. Before disaster switchover, the value of this field is zero.
dr-home- [0..2^32- integer
At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to keep track of
optional
id
1].
whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. If the disk has no
dr home id, this will not be returned.
dr-homeowner

This is the name of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there
is a disaster. Before disaster switchover, the value of this field is a NULL
string
string. At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to keep
optional
track of whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. If the disk
has no dr home owner, this will not be returned.

home

The home of the disk. On NG will be different than owner if the home
string
node has been taken over. On Classic this will be the same as owner. If
optional
the disk has no owner, this will not be returned.

home-id

integer
ID (NVRAM ID) of disk home. Range : [0..2^32-1].
optional

is-failed

boolean 'true' if the disk is failed, 'false' otherwise.

name

string

Name of the disk, e.g. v1.1 Wildcarding for disk string is suuported, e.g.
v1.*

string Current owner of the disk. If disk has no owner, this will not be
optional returned.

owner
owner-id

integer
ID (NVRAM ID) of owner if there is one. Range : [0..2^32-1].
optional
integer
Pool the disk belongs to, if it has a owner.
optional

pool
reservedby
serial-no

integer
string

ID (NVRAM ID) of node with the reservation on this disk, 0 if there is
none. Range : [0..2^32-1].
Serial number of the disk.

string Indicates the type of disk or device being being reported. Values are one
optional of following: "FCAL", "D_ATA", "LUN", "MSATA", "SSD", "UNKNOWN"

type

Element definition: disk-sanown-filer-detail-info
Disk sanown filer information.
Name
filer-id
filername

Range

Type

Description

integer ID (NVRAM ID) of owner. Range : [0..2^32-1].
string Name of the filer. If the filer name hasn't been written to the disks, this will
optional not be returned.

[top]

APIs in Category: disk-encrypt
This set of disk-encrypt ZAPIs allows management of the
encryption parameters of self-encrypting disks, either SEDs or
FIPS drives, on systems that support them. When properly set,
these controls protect data at rest on the disk media. For FIPScertified devices, these controls place the drives into compliance
with their FIPS PUB 140-2 level 2 ("FIPS") certification. The
authentication keys (AKs) are passphrases that allow the system
to manipulate these controls.

disk-encrypt-get
disk-encrypt-get-iter
disk-encrypt-modify
disk-encrypt-modify-iter
disk-encrypt-sanitize
disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter
disk-encrypt-status-get
disk-encrypt-status-getiter

To provide the maximum protection of disk data, set the data AK
(using its corresponding key ID) to a key other than the default
AK. The default AK can be either the manufacture secure ID
(MSID, key ID 0x0) or a null AK (key ID displayed as blank).
When a nondefault value is set as the data AK, the system
automatically enables power-cycle protection, so that if a drive is
removed or power-cycled, the current data AK must be presented
to the device before it will transfer any data.
For FIPS-certified drives, also set the FIPS AK to place the drives
into FIPS-compliance mode. In SAS FIPS drives, setting a
nondefault FIPS key automatically engages firmware download
protection so that the FIPS AK must be presented to the SED at
each firmware download. NVMe drives use a drive-validated
secure signature to prove the firmware is valid rather than
requiring the FIPS key.

disk-encrypt-get

[top]

Return data key ID, FIPS key ID and protection mode of a self-encrypting disk.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

diskencryptinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

disk-name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Name of the self-encrypting disk.

Type

Description

diskencrypt- The attributes of the disk-encrypt.
info
Description

disk-encrypt-get-iter

[top]

Return data key ID, FIPS key ID and protection mode of one or more self-encrypting disks.
Input Name

Range

diskencryptinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

diskencryptinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the disk-encrypt object. All
disk-encrypt objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptThe list of attributes of disk-encrypt objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more diskoptional encrypt objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 2000
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-modify

[top]

The disk-encrypt-modify API alters encryption parameters on a self-encrypting disk (SED or FIPS).
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name Range
data-key-id
disk-name
fips-key-id

Type

string Modify the data authentication key to the key that corresponds to this
optional key ID
diskname

The name specifier of the self-encrypting disks (SEDs).

string Modify the FIPS-compliance authentication key to the key that
optional corresponds to this key ID

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

disk-encrypt-modify-iter

[top]

The disk-encrypt-modify-iter API alters encryption parameters on one or more self-encrypting disks
(SEDs).
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple disk-encrypt objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching disk-encrypt even when the operation fails for the
optional
disk-encrypt. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

continue-onfailure

data-key-id

string
Key ID of the New Data Authentication Key
optional

fips-key-id

string
Key ID of the New Authentication Key for FIPS Compliance
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching disk-encrypt even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching disk-encrypt fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of disk-encrypt objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
disk- If operating on a specific disk-encrypt, this input element must
encrypt- specify all keys. If operating on disk-encrypt objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of disk-encrypt objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
disk-encrypt objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptInformation about disk-encrypt objects that were not operated on
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional disk-encrypt objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
diskencryptThe disk-encrypt objects that were successfully processed. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-sanitize

[top]

The disk-encrypt-sanitize API cryptographically erases a self-encrypting disk (SED) that is in the spare
or broken state.
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name Range Type
disk-name

Description

string The name specifier of the self-encrypting disks (SEDs).

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter

[top]

The disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter API cryptographically erases one or more self-encrypting disks that are in
the spare or broken state.
The API output <results status="passed"> indicates only that the operation has started. Monitor
operation progress using the disk-encrypt-status-get or disk-encrypt-status-get-iter API.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple disk-encrypt objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching disk-encrypt even when the operation fails for the
optional
disk-encrypt. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching disk-encrypt even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching disk-encrypt fails, and do so until
count
1]
optional
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of disk-encrypt objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
disk- If operating on a specific disk-encrypt, this input element must
encrypt- specify all keys. If operating on disk-encrypt objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of disk-encrypt objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of disk-encrypt objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
disk-encrypt objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptInformation about disk-encrypt objects that were not operated on
sanitizedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional disk-encrypt objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of disk-encrypt objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno

diskencryptThe disk-encrypt objects that were successfully processed. This
sanitizeelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-status-get

[top]

Return information about the latest self-encrypting disk command for a node.
Input Name Range

Type
disk-

Description

encryptshowstatusinfo
optional

desiredattributes

node-name

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
The node reporting this status.

Type

Description

diskencryptshow- The attributes of the disk-encrypt.
statusinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

disk-encrypt-status-get-iter

[top]

Return information about the latest self-encrypting disk command for one or more nodes.
Input Name

Range

diskencryptshowstatusinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

diskencryptshowstatusinfo
optional

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the disk-encrypt object.
All disk-encrypt objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

diskencryptshowThe list of attributes of disk-encrypt objects.
statusinfo[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more diskstring
optional encrypt objects to return.
[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: disk-encrypt-info

[top]

Self-Encrypting Disk parameters. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

data-key-id

string Key ID of the data authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

disk-name

string Name of the self-encrypting disk. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

fips-key-id

string Key ID of the FIPS authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

is-fipscertified
is-sed

boolean Whether drive is FIPS-certified. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean
Is self-encrypting disk? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Protection mode of the device.
Possible values are:

protectionmode

string
optional

'open' ... disk is unprotected,
'data' ... data protection only without FIPS compliance,
'part' ... partial protection with FIPS compliance only,
'full' ... full data and FIPS compliance protection, and
'miss' ... protection information is not available
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

string
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State
Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,

"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

Element definition: disk-encrypt-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against disk-encrypt object.
Name

Range

Type

disk-encryptkey

Description

disk-encrypt- The keys for the disk-encrypt object to which the operation
info
applies.
[0..2^321]

error-code
error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: disk-encrypt-sanitize-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against disk-encrypt object.
Name

Range

Type

disk-encryptkey

Description

disk-encrypt- The keys for the disk-encrypt object to which the operation
info
applies.
[0..2^321]

error-code
error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: disk-encrypt-show-status-info
Information about storage encryption disk operations When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

disk-done- [0..2^32- integer Number of drives that finished the operation, whether successful or
optional not. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
count
1]

[top]

disk-start- [0..2^32- integer Number of drives that started the operation. Attributes: noncount
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
disksuccesscount

[0..2^32- integer Number of drives that successfully completed the operation.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

is-fipssupport

boolean Value is 'true' if the node supports FIPS-certified Self-Encrypting
optional Drives. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Latest operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

string
optional

latest-op

"unknown" - Operation unknown/unspecified,
"destroy" - Cryptograpically destroy encrypting drive,
"modify" - Change encrypting drive parameters,
"revert_original" - Revert drive to as-manufactured state,
"sanitize" - Cryptographically sanitize encrypting drive,
"show" - Show encrypting drive parameters,
"status" - Display the status of encryption operations

string The node reporting this status. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node-name

op-execute- [0..2^32- integer Execution time of the operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
op-starttime

[0..2^31- integer Date and time the operation started. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: disk-encrypt-info

[top]

Self-Encrypting Disk parameters. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

data-key-id

string Key ID of the data authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

disk-name

string Name of the self-encrypting disk. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

fips-key-id

string Key ID of the FIPS authentication key. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

is-fipscertified
is-sed

boolean Whether drive is FIPS-certified. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean
Is self-encrypting disk? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Protection mode of the device.
Possible values are:

protectionmode

string
optional

'open' ... disk is unprotected,
'data' ... data protection only without FIPS compliance,
'part' ... partial protection with FIPS compliance only,
'full' ... full data and FIPS compliance protection, and
'miss' ... protection information is not available
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Disk Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

string
optional

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,
"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State
Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express
Solid-State Disk

APIs in Category: ems
ems-autosupport-log
ems-config-get
ems-config-modify
ems-config-set-proxypassword
ems-destination-create
ems-destination-destroy
ems-destination-destroyiter
ems-destination-get
ems-destination-get-iter
ems-destination-modify
ems-destination-modifyiter
ems-event-catalog-getiter
ems-event-filter-copy
ems-event-filter-create
ems-event-filter-destroyiter
ems-event-filter-get-iter
ems-event-filter-rename
ems-event-filter-rule-add
ems-event-filter-ruledelete
ems-event-filter-rulereorder
ems-event-filter-test
ems-event-notificationcreate
ems-event-notificationdestination-check
ems-event-notificationdestination-create
ems-event-notificationdestination-destroy-iter
ems-event-notificationdestination-get-iter
ems-event-notificationdestination-modify-iter
ems-event-notificationdestroy-iter
ems-event-notificationget-iter
ems-event-notificationhistory-get-iter
ems-event-notificationmodify-iter
ems-invoke
ems-mail-history-destroy
ems-mail-history-

The Event Management System (EMS) is a mechanism in the
Data ONTAP kernel that supports creation, forwarding, and
consumption of event indications. Ems events are generated by
ONTAP when errors occur or to log status. These event
indications are logged to /etc/log/ems and, depending on the
event and its severity, to the syslog/console. If an event has a
SNMP definition, SNMP traps will also be generated by the event
indication.

destroy-iter
ems-mail-history-get
ems-mail-history-get-iter
ems-message-get
ems-message-get-iter
ems-routing-adddestination
ems-routing-get
ems-routing-get-iter
ems-routing-modify
ems-routing-modify-iter
ems-routing-removedestination
ems-snmp-historydestroy
ems-snmp-historydestroy-iter
ems-snmp-history-get
ems-snmp-history-getiter
ems-status-get
ems-status-get-iter

ems-autosupport-log

[top]

This API is used by SnapDrive to log SnapDrive specific events occurring on a host system to the the
appliance and optionally use the appliance to generate an autosupport message. This event information
will be encapsulated in an app.log.x EMS event based on error level. If auto-support is true, an
autosupport message will be sent from the filer.
Input Name Range Type
app-version
autosupport

string

Description
Version of application invoking the API.

boolean
If 'true', an AutoSupport message will be generated.
validate

category

string

Application defined category of the event.

computername

string

Host name invoking the API.

eventdescription

string

Description of event to log. An application defined message to log.

event-id
eventsource

log-level

Errno
EONTAPI_ENOENT

integer
ID of event. A user defined event-id, range [0..2^32-2].
validate
string

Name of the application invoking the API.

Log level. Accepted values are 0 for 'emergency', 1 for 'alert', 2 for
'critical', 3 for 'error', 4 for 'warning', 5 for 'notice', 6 for 'info', and 7 for
integer
'debug'. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, log-level's 2 and 4 are no longer
validate
supported. Specifying 2 or 4 would be equivalent to specifying 3 or 5,
respectively.
Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

ems-config-get

[top]

Return the EMS Configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
emsconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

emsconfig- The attributes of the ems-config.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-config-modify

[top]

Modify the EMS Configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

auto-suppressexempt-filter

string
optional

Name of event filter exempt from autosuppression

console

boolean
optional

Whether console logging should be used.
Console logging level. Possible values:

console-loglevel

emsseverity
optional

"node_fault" - A data corruption has
been detected or the node is unable to
provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of
service has been detected, typically a
transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has
been detected which is not
immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has
been detected which is not
immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message,
does not indicate a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message,

does not indicate a fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does
not indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message,
typically suppressed from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity,
selected at runtime
duplicatesuppressionduration

integer
optional

Duration in seconds for suppression of
identical messages

log-rotation-size

size
optional

Log file size (in bytes) needed to trigger
rotation

mail-from

mailaddress
optional

The from address of ems mail.

mail-server

string
optional

The mail server to use when sending mail.

[0..2^32-1]

maxdestinationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notification
destinations in system.

max-filter-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filters in system.

max-filter-rulecount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filter rules in
system.

max-log-showsize

[1..10000]

integer
optional

Maximum number of events to show.

maxnotificationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notifications in
system.

max-targetevent-bytes

[10..134217728]

integer
optional

Maximum bytes per event per week. Used by
autosuppression to control growth of log file
size.

integer
optional

The target upper limit of the event log file
size in bytes. Used by autosuppression to
control growth of log file size.

proxy-url

string
optional

HTTP/HTTPS proxy URL to use when sending
to REST API destinations.

proxy-user

string
optional

User name to use for the HTTP/HTTPS proxy
when sending to REST API destinations.

integer
optional

REST API URL delivery timeout in seconds.

boolean
optional

Whether suppression should be used.

integer
optional

Maximum number of traces kept.

max-target-log[1048576..134217728]
size

rest-deliverytimeout

[1..1000]

suppression
trace-log-size
Errno

[1..10000]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-config-set-proxy-password

[top]

Modify the password for proxy server
Input Name

Range

password-for-proxy-server

Type

Description

string
Password for proxy server
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_PASSWORDS_NOT_MATCH
E_EMS_PASSWORD_REQUIRED

ems-destination-create

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Creates
an EMS destination.
Input Name Range

Type

hideparameters

boolean
optional

mail

mail-address[]
optional

name

string

return-record

boolean
optional

snmp

remote-ip[]
optional

snmpcommunity

string
optional

syslog

remote-ip[]
optional

syslog-facility

syslog-facility
optional

Output Name Range
result

Errno

Type

Description
Hide parameter values?
The e-mail address to which events are sent.
The name of the EMS destination.
If set to true, returns the ems-destination on successful
creation. Default: false
The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent.
The SNMP community name.
The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent.
The syslog logging facility.
Description

emsThe ems-destination created (keys or the entire object if
destination-info
requested)
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-destroy
(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Deletes
the specified EMS destination.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string The name of the EMS destination.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-destroy-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Deletes
several EMS destinations.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-destination
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
deleting the next matching ems-destination even when the
deletion of a previous ems-destination fails. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching ems-destination even
when the deletion of a previous matching ems-destination fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of ems-destination objects to delete in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

emsIf deleting a specific ems-destination, this input element must
destination- specify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-destination objects
info
based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If
set to false, the list of ems-destination objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
the list of ems-destination objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

emsdestination- Information about ems-destination objects that were not deleted
destroy- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[] element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more

next-tag

optional

matching ems-destination objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-destination objects that matched the query, but
were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-destination objects that matched the query
and were successfully deleted.

emsdestination- The ems-destination objects that were successfully deleted. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[] list' is true
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
the specified EMS destination information.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

emsdestinationinfo
optional

name

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The name of the EMS destination.

Type

Description

emsdestination- The attributes of the ems-destination.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information on EMS destinations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

emsdestinationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

emsdestinationinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-destination
object. All ems-destination objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

emsdestinationThe list of attributes of ems-destination objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsdestination objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-modify

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies
the specified EMS destination.
Input Name

Range

hide-parameters
mail

Type
boolean
optional

string

snmp

remote-ip[]
optional

snmp-community

string
optional

syslog

remote-ip[]
optional

Errno

Hide parameter values?

mail-address[]
The e-mail address to which events are sent.
optional

name

syslog-facility

Description

The name of the EMS destination.
The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent.
The SNMP community name.
The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent.

syslog-facility
The syslog logging facility.
optional
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-destination-modify-iter
(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies

[top]

several EMS destinations.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

emsSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
destinationother element.
info

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-destination
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
modifying the next matching ems-destination even when
modification of a previous ems-destination fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching emsdestination even when the modification of a previous matching
ems-destination fails, and do so until the total number of objects
failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to
the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continueon-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

emsIf modifying a specific ems-destination, this input element must
destination- specify all keys. If modifying ems-destination objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If
set to false, the list of ems-destination objects not modified will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-destination
objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to
false, the list of ems-destination objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emsdestination- Information about ems-destination objects that were not
modify-iter- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-destination objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-destination objects that matched the query, but
were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-destination objects that matched the query
and were successfully updated.

success-list

emsdestination- The ems-destination objects that were successfully updated.
modify-iter- This element will be returned only if input element 'returninfo[]
success-list' is true
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-catalog-get-iter

[top]

Return information on several EMS messages.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

eventcataloginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
eventcataloginfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

eventcatalogThe list of attributes of ems-event-catalog objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional event-catalog objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-event-catalog
object. All ems-event-catalog objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-filter-copy

[top]

Copy an Event filter including all its rules
Input Name

Range Type

filter-name
new-filter-name
Errno
EDUPLICATEENTRY
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

string Event Filter Name.
string New Event Filter Name.
Description

E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_INVALID_FILTERNAME

ems-event-filter-create

[top]

Create a new event filter.
Input Name Range Type

Description

Filter Name. The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and must
string be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters are
_(underscore) and -(hyphen).

filter-name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_INVALID_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_MAX_FILTER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE

ems-event-filter-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete one or more existing event filters. To delete the event notifications associated with the filter as
well, set the force flag.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

This input element is useful when multiple ems-event-filter objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching ems-event-filter even when the operation fails for the
optional
ems-event-filter. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

force-deletenotification

boolean If true, delete the event notifications that have the specified filter.
optional The default is false.

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching ems-event-filter even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching ems-event-filter fails, and do so
optional
count
1]
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of ems-event-filter objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]
event-

If operating on a specific ems-event-filter, this input element must
specify all keys. If operating on ems-event-filter objects based on

filter

query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-event-filter objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of ems-event-filter objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-event-filter objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of ems-event-filter objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emseventfilter- Information about ems-event-filter objects that were not operated
destroy- on due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-event-filter objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-event-filter objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-event-filter objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
emseventfilter- The ems-event-filter objects that were successfully processed. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_FILTER_HAS_NOTIFICATIONS

ems-event-filter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of event filters.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
eventattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
filter
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
eventspecified on any number of attributes in the ems-event-filter object.
filter
All ems-event-filter objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

eventfilter[] The list of attributes of ems-event-filter objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional event-filter objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-filter-rename

[top]

Rename an Event filter
Input Name

Range Type

filter-name

Description

string Event Filter Name.

new-filter-name

string New Event Filter Name.

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_INVALID_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER

ems-event-filter-rule-add

[top]

Add a rule to an event filter
Input Name Range

Type

filter-name

string

messagename

Description
Filter Name

string
Message Name. Default: *
optional

position

An optional field to specify the position at which the rule needs to be
integer
added. Default: Added one below the last position which is the default
optional
rule.
Severity
Possible values:

severity

'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information,
'*' - All of the above

string[]
optional

Default: *
SNMP Trap Type
Possible values:
snmp-traptype

'standard' - Standard SNMP traps,
'built-in' - Built-in SNMP traps,
'severity-based' - Severity based SNMP traps
'*' - All of the above

string[]
optional

Default: *
type

eventrule- Rule Type
type

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
E_EMS_NEW_RULE_FOR_UNKNOWN_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_MAX_FILTER_RULE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_ID
E_EMS_INVALID_EVENT_FILTER_RULE_ID
E_EMS_NO_EVENT_MATCHED_THE_RULE
E_EMS_NO_REQUIRED_VALUE
E_EMS_STAR_CANNOT_COEXIST
E_EMS_INVALID_TRAP_TYPE
E_EMS_SEVERITIES_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_MESSAGENAME
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_SEVERITY
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_TRAP
E_EMS_FILTER_RULE_INVALID_SEVERITY_TRAP

ems-event-filter-rule-delete
Delete a rule for an event filter

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type Description

filter-name

string

position

[0..2^32-1] integer Rule Position

Filter Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_UNKNOWN_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT_RULE
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_PRESENT
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_ID
E_EMS_INVALID_EVENT_FILTER_RULE_ID

ems-event-filter-rule-reorder

[top]

Reorder the rules based on the new position for a given rule
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

filter-name

string

position

[0..2^32-1] integer Rule Positon

Filter Name

to-position [0..2^32-1] integer New Rule Position
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_UNKNOWN_FILTER
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_FILTER
E_EMS_ONLY_DEFAULT_RULE_ID
E_EMS_INVALID_EVENT_FILTER_RULE_ID

ems-event-filter-test

[top]

Test an event filter
Input Name Range

Type

filter-name

string

messagename
Output Name Range

output

Description
Filter Name

ems-id
Message Name
optional
Type

string

Description
Gives the total number of events that are included in the filter. The
format is: ' events will be included in the given filter.' If messagename
is provided, it specifies if the messagename is included or excluded in

the filter. The format is: 'The messagename is included/excluded from
the given filter.'
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-create

[top]

Create an event notification
Input Name

Range

Type

destinations

string[] List of Event Notification Destinations

filter-name

string

Output Name
id

Description

Range

Filter Name

Type

Description

A non persistent ID assigned to the newly created notification. This
[0..2^32- integer can be used to update/delete the notification. Note: This ID is nonoptional persistent and will be changed every time a previously created
1]
notification is deleted.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
E_EMS_MAX_NOTIFICATION_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_FILTER_DOESNT_EXIST
E_EMS_DESTINATIONS_REQUIRED
E_EMS_DESTINATION_NOT_PRESENT

ems-event-notification-destination-check

[top]

Check connectivity to an event notification destination
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

destinationname

string

Event Notification Destination Name

node

nodename

Node

Output Name Range
check-passed
result-log
Errno

Type
boolean
string

Description
Connectivity Check Passed?
Provides the result information after trying to connect to the given
destination.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-destination-create

[top]

Create an event notification destination
Input Name Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

string
optional

Use this field and certificate-serial to specify the client certificate to
use when being authenticated by the REST API server.

certificateserial

string
optional

Use this field and certificate-authority to specify the client certificate
to use when being authenticated by the REST API server.

email

string
optional

Use this field to specify an email destination. Note: Each destination
name can only be associated with either an email destination or a
syslog destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only
through the 'system snmp traphost' command and they are
associated with the default destination name 'snmp-traphost'. The
format of the email destination is as per RFC standard.

name

string

Destination Name.The name must start and end with an
alphanumeric and must be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The
allowed special characters are _(underscore) and -(hyphen).

rest-api-url

string
optional

Use this field to specify REST API server URL to which event
notifications will be sent. Enter the full URL, which must start either
with an http:// or https:// prefix.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the ems-event-notification-destination on
successful creation. Default: false

string
optional

Use this field to specify a syslog destination. Note: Each destination
name can only be associated with either an email destination or a
syslog destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only
through the 'system snmp traphost' command and they are
associated with the default destination name 'snmp-traphost'.

Type

Description

syslog

Output Name Range
result

eventnotification- The ems-event-notification-destination created (keys or the entire
destination object if requested)
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_EMS_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
E_EMS_EMPTY_FILTERNAME
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_HAS_SPACES
E_EMS_FILTERNAME_SYNTAX_ERROR
E_EMS_INVALID_SYSLOG_DEST
E_EMS_MAX_DESTINATION_LIMIT_EXCEEDED
E_EMS_CLIENT_CERT_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CLIENT_KEY_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CERT_INFO_INCOMPLETE

Description

E_EMS_HTTP_WITH_CERT

ems-event-notification-destination-destroy-iter
Delete one or more existing event destinations
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification-destination objects match a given query. If set to
true, the API will continue with the next matching ems-eventnotification-destination even when the operation fails for the
ems-event-notification-destination. If set to false, the API will
return on the first failure. Default: false

force-deletenotification

boolean
optional

If true, delete the event notifications that have the specified
destination as the only destination as well. The default is false.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching ems-event-notificationdestination even when the operation on a previous matching
ems-event-notification-destination fails, and do so until the total
number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default:
2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of ems-event-notification-destination
objects to be operated in this call. Default: 20

max-records

If operating on a specific ems-event-notification-destination, this
eventinput element must specify all keys. If operating on ems-eventnotificationnotification-destination objects based on query, this input
destination
element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were not
operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list of emsevent-notification-destination objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were successfully
operated on. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notificationdestination objects operated on will not be returned. Default:
true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

returnfailure-list

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

ems-eventnotificationInformation about ems-event-notification-destination objects
destinationthat were not operated on due to some error. This element will
destroybe returned only if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

[top]

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification-destination objects to be
operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query, but were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query and were successfully processed.

ems-eventnotificationThe ems-event-notification-destination objects that were
destinationsuccessfully processed. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-success-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_SNMP_DESTINATION
E_EMS_DESTINATION_HAS_NOTIFICATIONS

ems-event-notification-destination-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more event notification destinations. The fields is-server-ca-present,
certificate-authority, certificate-serial and is-certificate-valid are only applicable for a destination of type
'rest-api' and the destination being an HTTPS destination.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

eventnotificationdestinationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

eventnotificationdestinationinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-eventnotification-destination object. All ems-event-notificationdestination objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

eventnotificationThe list of attributes of ems-event-notification-destination
destinationobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
[0..2^32-

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsevent-notification-destination objects to return.

num-records

integer

1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-destination-modify-iter
Modify one or more event notification destinations
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

eventSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
notificationother element.
destination

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification-destination objects match a given query. If set to
true, the API will continue modifying the next matching emsevent-notification-destination even when modification of a
previous ems-event-notification-destination fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching ems-eventnotification-destination even when the modification of a previous
matching ems-event-notification-destination fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If modifying a specific ems-event-notification-destination, this
eventinput element must specify all keys. If modifying ems-eventnotificationnotification-destination objects based on query, this input
destination
element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were not
modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects not modified will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification-destination objects (just keys) that were successfully
updated. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notificationdestination objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

Type
ems-eventnotification-

Description
Information about ems-event-notification-destination objects

[top]

destinationthat were not modified due to some error. This element will be
modify-iterreturned only if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification-destination objects to be
modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query, but were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification-destination objects that
matched the query and were successfully updated.

ems-eventnotificationThe ems-event-notification-destination objects that were
destinationsuccessfully updated. This element will be returned only if input
modify-iterelement 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_CANNOT_ALTER_DEFAULT_SNMP_DESTINATION
E_EMS_CANNOT_MODIFY_DESTINATION_TYPE
E_EMS_INVALID_SYSLOG_DEST
E_EMS_CLIENT_CERT_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CLIENT_KEY_DOES_NOT_EXIST
E_EMS_CERT_INFO_INCOMPLETE
E_EMS_HTTP_WITH_CERT

ems-event-notification-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete one or more event notifications
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification objects match a given query. If set to true, the API
will continue deleting the next matching ems-event-notification
even when the deletion of a previous ems-event-notification
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching ems-event-notification
even when the deletion of a previous matching ems-eventnotification fails, and do so until the total number of objects
failed to be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of ems-event-notification objects to
delete in this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If deleting a specific ems-event-notification, this input element
eventmust specify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-event-notification
notification
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to
some error. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notification
objects not deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If
set to false, the list of ems-event-notification objects deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ems-eventnotification- Information about ems-event-notification objects that were not
destroy- deleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query, but were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query and were successfully deleted.

ems-eventnotification- The ems-event-notification objects that were successfully
destroy- deleted. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[] 'return-success-list' is true
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

ems-event-notification-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more event notifications
Input Name

Range

query

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
eventall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
notification
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
eventspecified on any number of attributes in the ems-eventnotification
notification object. All ems-event-notification objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

eventnotification[] The list of attributes of ems-event-notification objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsevent-notification objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-event-notification-history-get-iter

[top]

Return EMS messages sent to a destination.
Input Name

Type

Description

desiredattributes

eventnotificationhistory-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

destination

string

max-records

Range

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

eventnotificationhistory-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-eventnotification-history object. All ems-event-notification-history
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

eventnotificationhistory- The list of attributes of ems-event-notification-history objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

The destination name.

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsevent-notification-history objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

ems-event-notification-modify-iter

[top]

Modify one or more event notifications
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
eventnotification other element.

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple ems-eventnotification objects match a given query. If set to true, the API
will continue modifying the next matching ems-eventnotification even when modification of a previous ems-eventnotification fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching ems-eventnotification even when the modification of a previous matching
ems-event-notification fails, and do so until the total number of
objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit
on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if
'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If modifying a specific ems-event-notification, this input element
eventmust specify all keys. If modifying ems-event-notification
notification
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were not modified due to
some error. If set to false, the list of ems-event-notification
objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-eventnotification objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If
set to false, the list of ems-event-notification objects modified
will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ems-eventnotification- Information about ems-event-notification objects that were not
modify-iter- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching ems-event-notification objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query, but were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of ems-event-notification objects that matched the
query and were successfully updated.

ems-eventnotification- The ems-event-notification objects that were successfully

success-list

modify-iter- updated. This element will be returned only if input element
info[]
'return-success-list' is true
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_EMS_FILTER_DOESNT_EXIST
E_EMS_DESTINATIONS_REQUIRED
E_EMS_DESTINATION_NOT_PRESENT

ems-invoke

[top]

Invoke an ems event. This functionality is intended for use in testing syslog parsers or upper level SNMP
management software. The event will be forwarded to the ems log at /etc/log/ems and optionally to the
syslog or SNMP trap generator. Invoked events in /etc/log/ems will have the attribute 'inv' set to "1".
This is to allow auto-support to differentiate between real and invoked events. Syslog entries resulting
from invoked events will contain the text "invoked event:" so that they aren't confused with real events.
Invoked events by default are only logged to the /etc/log/ems log. To have an event go to the syslog or
generate an snmp trap, the 'syslog' and/or 'snmp' flags need to be set.
Input Name Range
event-id

Type

Description

string

Name of the event to invoke. Each ems event has a unique identifier
(event-id) that can be used by this api to 'fake' an event. Example eventid's: kern.syslog.msg kern.uptime.filer raid.cksum.replay.nvram
raid.cksum.replay.summary raid.fsm.commitStateTransit

eventversion

If set, specifies the version of the event to invoke. By default, the latest
integer version is used. Accepted values are [1..n]. Event-version is only used
optional when multiple versions of an event exist simultaneously within a given
build of ONTAP. Most events have an event-version of 1.

params

param[]
optional

severity

For events with variable severity, specfies the severity to invoke the
string event at. Shouldn't be set for events that don't have variable severity.
optional Possible Values: debug info notice warning svc_error node_error svc_fault
node_fault

snmp

boolean If set, and event has an SNMP definition, generate SNMP trap for event.
optional Invoked messages by default do not generate SNMP traps.

syslog

If set, and the event has a syslog format definition, forward invoked
boolean
message to syslog. Invoked messages are by default not forwarded to
optional
syslog

Errno
EEMS_INVOKE_FAILED
EEMS_INVOKE_BAD_PARAM
EEMS_INVOKE_ID_BAD
EEMS_INVOKE_SEVERITY_REQUIRED
EEMS_INVOKE_SEVERITY_INVALID
EEMS_INVOKE_SEVERITY_NOT_VARIABLE
EEMS_INVOKE_PARAMS_INSUFFICIENT
EEMS_INVOKE_VERSION_INVALID

Description

EEMS_INVOKE_SUPRESS_DUP
EEMS_INVOKE_SUPRESS_TIMER
EEMS_INVOKE_NVRAM_TOO_BIG
EEMS_INVOKE_QUEUE_FULL

ems-mail-history-destroy

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
an individual mail history entry.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node emitting the EMS message.

seq-num

seqnum

Errno

The message sequence number.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-mail-history-destroy-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
mail history entries.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple ems-mail-history objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting
boolean
the next matching ems-mail-history even when the deletion of a
optional
previous ems-mail-history fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching ems-mail-history even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the deletion of a previous matching ems-mail-history fails, and do
optional
count
1]
so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of ems-mail-history objects to delete in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]

query

emsIf deleting a specific ems-mail-history, this input element must
mailspecify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-mail-history objects based
historyon query, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-mail-history objects
boolean (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of ems-mail-history objects not deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-mail-history objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of
optional
ems-mail-history objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emsmailhistory- Information about ems-mail-history objects that were not deleted
destroy- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-mail-history objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of ems-mail-history objects that matched the query, but
optional were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-mail-history objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully deleted.
emsmailhistory- The ems-mail-history objects that were successfully deleted. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-mail-history-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
an individual mail history entry.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node
seq-num
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
emsmailhistoryinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode emitting the EMS message.
name
seqnum The message sequence number.
Type

Description

emsmailThe attributes of the ems-mail-history.
historyinfo

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-mail-history-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information mail history.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

emsmailhistoryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-mail-history
object. All ems-mail-history objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

emsmailhistory- The list of attributes of ems-mail-history objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ems-mailoptional history objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

emsmailhistoryinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-message-get

[top]

Return an EMS message.
Input Name Range
desired-

Type

Description

ems- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
message- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
nodename

node
seq-num

Node emitting the EMS message.

seqnum The message sequence number.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

emsmessage- The attributes of the ems-message.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-message-get-iter

[top]

Return EMS messages.
Input Name

Range

emsmessageinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

emsmessageinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-message object.
All ems-message objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

emsmessageThe list of attributes of ems-message objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsstring
optional message objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-add-destination

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Add EMS
Destinations.
Input Name

Range

destinations

Type

message-name
Errno

Description

ems-destination[] Destinations
ems-id

The name of the EMS message.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
the specified EMS route information. In general, specifying the severity input parameter is not needed.
If specified, it must match that of the event identified by the message-name input parameter.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ems-routingattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

messagename

ems-id

The name of the EMS message.
The event severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and 'warning'
severities are no longer supported. Possible values:

severity

eventseverity
optional

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information

Description

ems-routingThe attributes of the ems-routing.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information on several EMS routes.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

emsroutinginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
emsroutinginfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-routing object. All
ems-routing objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

emsroutingThe list of attributes of ems-routing objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional routing objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-modify

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies
the specified EMS route.
Input Name

Range

destinations

Type

Description

emsdestination[] The event destinations.
optional

frequencythreshold

integer
optional

Number of times an event occurs before a repeat notification of
the event is sent.

message-name

ems-id

The name of the EMS message.

time-threshold

integer
optional

Minimum number of seconds between repeat notifications of an
event.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

ems-routing-modify-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Modifies
several EMS route.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

emsSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
routingelement.
info

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple ems-routing objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying
boolean
the next matching ems-routing even when modification of a
optional
previous ems-routing fails. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching ems-routing even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching ems-routing fails, and do so
optional
count
1]
until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

ems- If modifying a specific ems-routing, this input element must specify
routing- all keys. If modifying ems-routing objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-routing objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of ems-routing objects not modified will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-routing objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of emsoptional
routing objects modified will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

emsroutingInformation about ems-routing objects that were not modified due
modifyto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-routing objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of ems-routing objects that matched the query, but were
optional not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-routing objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
emsrouting-

The ems-routing objects that were successfully updated. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-routing-remove-destination

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Remote
EMS Destinations.
Input Name

Range

destinations

Type

Description

ems-destination[] Destinations

message-name

ems-id

Errno

The name of the EMS message.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-snmp-history-destroy

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
an individual SNMP history entry.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node emitting the EMS message.

seq-num

seqnum

Errno

The message sequence number.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-snmp-history-destroy-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Delete
SNMP history entries.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple ems-snmp-history
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching ems-snmp-history even when the
optional
deletion of a previous ems-snmp-history fails. If set to false, the API

will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching ems-snmp-history even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the deletion of a previous matching ems-snmp-history fails, and do
count
1]
optional
so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of ems-snmp-history objects to delete in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
emsIf deleting a specific ems-snmp-history, this input element must
snmpspecify all keys. If deleting multiple ems-snmp-history objects
historybased on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-snmp-history
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of ems-snmp-history objects not deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of ems-snmp-history
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the
optional list of ems-snmp-history objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

emssnmphistory- Information about ems-snmp-history objects that were not deleted
destroy- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional ems-snmp-history objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of ems-snmp-history objects that matched the query, but
optional were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of ems-snmp-history objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

emssnmphistory- The ems-snmp-history objects that were successfully deleted. This
destroy- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true
info[]
optional
Description

ems-snmp-history-get

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
an individual SNMP history entry.
Input Name Range

Type
emssnmphistoryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode emitting the EMS message.
name

node
seq-num

seqnum The message sequence number.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

emssnmpThe attributes of the ems-snmp-history.
historyinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-snmp-history-get-iter

[top]

(This interface has been deprecated. It may be removed from a future release of Data ONTAP)-Return
information SNMP history.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

emssnmphistoryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ems-snmp-history
object. All ems-snmp-history objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributes-

Description

emssnmphistoryinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
emssnmp-

Description

history- The list of attributes of ems-snmp-history objects.
info[]
optional

list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional snmp-history objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ems-status-get

[top]

Return information on an EMS message.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

emsstatusinfo
optional

messagename

ems-id The message name.

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode emitting the EMS message.
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

emsstatus- The attributes of the ems-status.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ems-status-get-iter

[top]

Return information on EMS messages.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

emsstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
ems- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
status- specified on any number of attributes in the ems-status object. All
info
ems-status objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be

optional returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

emsstatusThe list of attributes of ems-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more emsoptional status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: ems-config-info

[top]

EMS Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

autosuppressexempt-filter

string
optional

Name of event filter exempt from autosuppression Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

console

boolean
optional

Whether console logging should be used.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Console logging level. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

console-loglevel

emsseverity
optional

"node_fault" - A data corruption has been
detected or the node is unable to provide
client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service
has been detected, typically a transient
software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been
detected which is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been
detected which is not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does
not indicate a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message,
does not indicate a fault,

"info" - A low-priority message, does not
indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically
suppressed from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity,
selected at runtime
duplicatesuppressionduration

integer
optional

Duration in seconds for suppression of identical
messages Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

log-rotationsize

size
optional

Log file size (in bytes) needed to trigger rotation
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

mail-from

mailaddress
optional

The from address of ems mail. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

mail-server

string
optional

The mail server to use when sending mail.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

maxdestinationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notification
destinations in system. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

max-filtercount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filters in system.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max-filterrule-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event filter rules in
system. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max-logshow-size

[1..10000]

integer
optional

Maximum number of events to show. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

maxnotificationcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum number of event notifications in
system. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

max-targetevent-bytes

[10..134217728]

integer
optional

Maximum bytes per event per week. Used by
autosuppression to control growth of log file
size. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

The target upper limit of the event log file size
in bytes. Used by autosuppression to control
growth of log file size. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

proxy-url

string
optional

HTTP/HTTPS proxy URL to use when sending to
REST API destinations. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

proxy-user

string
optional

User name to use for the HTTP/HTTPS proxy
when sending to REST API destinations.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

REST API URL delivery timeout in seconds.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether suppression should be used.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum number of traces kept. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

max-target[1048576..134217728]
log-size

rest-deliverytimeout

[1..1000]

suppression
trace-log-size

[1..10000]

Element definition: ems-destination
EMS destination

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ems-destination-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-destination object.
Name

Range

emsdestination-key
error-code

Type

Description

ems-destination- The keys for the ems-destination object to which the
info
deletion applies.
[0..2^321]

error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-destination-info

[top]

EMS Destination Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
hideparameters
mail

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Hide parameter values? Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

mailThe e-mail address to which events are sent. Attributes: optional-foraddress[]
create, modifiable
optional

name

string
optional

The name of the EMS destination. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

snmp

remoteip[]
optional

The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

snmpcommunity

string
optional

The SNMP community name. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

syslog

remoteip[]
optional

The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

syslogfacility

syslogfacility
optional

The syslog logging facility. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: ems-destination-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-destination object.
Name

Range

Type

emsdestinationkey
error-code

Description

The keys for the ems-destination object to which the
emsdestination-info modify operation applies.
[0..2^321]

error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-event-filter-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-filter object.
Name

Range

ems-event-filterkey
error-code

Type
eventfilter

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

error-message

string
optional

Description
The keys for the ems-event-filter object to which the
operation applies.
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-destination-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notificationdestination object.
Name

Range

ems-eventnotificationdestination-key
error-code
error-message

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

eventnotificationdestination

The keys for the ems-event-notificationdestination object to which the operation applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an
error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-destination-modify-iter-info
Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notificationdestination object.

[top]

Name

Range

ems-eventnotificationdestination-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

eventnotificationdestination

The keys for the ems-event-notification-destination
object to which the modify operation applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notification
object.
Name

Range

ems-eventnotification-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

eventnotification

The keys for the ems-event-notification object to which
the deletion applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-event-notification-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-event-notification
object.
Name

Range

ems-eventnotification-key
error-code

Type

Description

eventThe keys for the ems-event-notification object to which
notification the modify operation applies.
[0..2^321]

error-message

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-id

[top]

EMS Id
[none]

Element definition: ems-mail-history-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-mail-history
object.
Name

Range

ems-mailhistory-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

ems-mailhistory-info

The keys for the ems-mail-history object to which the
deletion applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-mail-history-info

[top]

EMS Mail History Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
drops-sinceprevious-time
mail-address

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Number of drops since previous transmission. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

mailaddress[] The mail address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

message

string
optional

The alert message. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

message-name

ems-id
optional

The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

previous-time
seq-num
time

datetime Previous transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
seqnum
optional

The message sequence number. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

datetime The mail transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: ems-message-info
EMS Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Message EMS severity. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"node_fault" - A data corruption has been detected or the
node is unable to provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service has been
detected, typically a transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been detected which
is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been detected which is
not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically suppressed
from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity, selected at runtime

emsseverity

emsseverity
optional

event

string
optional

The EMS event. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

event-xml- [0..2^32len
1]

integer
optional

EMS event XML length in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

filter-name

string
optional

Name of the filter to apply on events. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

The emitted message's kernel generation number. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

kernel-seq- [0..2^64num
1]

integer
optional

The emitted message's kernel sequence number. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

messagename

ems-id
optional

The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name
optional

kernel-gen

num[0..2^32suppressed1]
since-last
parameters
seq-num

integer
optional

Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
Number of times suppressed since last time the event was
logged. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

parameter[]
Event parameter's name and value.
optional
seqnum
optional

The message sequence number. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Message severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and 'warning'
severities are no longer supported. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

severity

eventseverity
optional

"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,

"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information
source

string
optional

The emitted message's source. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

time

datetime
optional

The time of message emission. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Version number of the event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

[0..2^321]

Element definition: ems-routing-info

[top]

EMS Routing Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

action

string
optional

The corrective action. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

description

string
optional

The event description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

emsdestination[] The event destinations. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

destinations
frequency- [0..2^32threshold
1]
messagename

integer
optional

Number of times an event occurs before a repeat notification of
the event is sent. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ems-id
optional

The name of the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The event severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and
'warning' severities are no longer supported. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information

severity

eventseverity
optional

snmpsupport

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not the event supports SNMP traps.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Minimum number of seconds between repeat notifications of an
event. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

timethreshold

[0..2^321]

Element definition: ems-routing-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against ems-routing object.
Name

Range

ems-routingkey
error-code

Type

Description

ems-routing- The keys for the ems-routing object to which the modify
info
operation applies.
[0..2^321]

errormessage

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-snmp-history-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against ems-snmp-history
object.
Name

Range

ems-snmphistory-key
error-code

[0..2^321]

error-message

Type

Description

ems-snmphistory-info

The keys for the ems-snmp-history object to which the
deletion applies.

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

Element definition: ems-snmp-history-info

[top]

EMS SNMP History Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
drops-sinceprevious-time

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Number of drops since previous transmission. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

message

string
The alert message. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

message-name

ems-id The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node

nodeNode emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, requiredname
for-create, non-modifiable
optional

previous-time

datetime Previous transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

seq-num

seqnum The message sequence number. Attributes: key, requiredoptional for-create, non-modifiable
string[] The SNMP client address. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

snmp-address

datetime The SNMP transmission time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

time

Element definition: ems-status-info

[top]

EMS Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

accumulated- [0..2^32bytes
1]

change-since

Type

Description

integer
optional

The total number of bytes the event has accumulated in the
log file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

The algorithm to determine which events are considered
chatter is run periodically. The change-since parameter
indicates whether the event has been posted since the last
time the chatter determination algorithm has run. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

drops

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been dropped. An event is
dropped if it is suppressed or has exceeded incoming rate
limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

indications

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been posted. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether the event is considered chatter, and therefore
subject to autosuppression. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-chatter

[0..2^64- integer[]
optional
1]

24-hour histogram. Number of times the event was posted in
the last day. The histogram is divided into 24 buckets, each
bucket collecting one hour. The buckets are displayed in
reverse chronological order (most recent first). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-hourhistogram

[0..2^64- integer[]
optional
1]

60-minute histogram. Number of times the event was posted
in the last hour. The histogram is divided into sixty buckets,
each bucket collecting one minute. The buckets are displayed
in reverse chronological order (most recent first). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-timedropped

datetime
optional

last-dayhistogram

Time the event was most recently posted and suppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-timeoccurred

datetime
optional

Time the event was most recently posted. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

last-timeprocessed

datetime
optional

Time the event was most recently posted and not
suppressed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-weekhistogram

[0..2^64- integer[]
optional
1]
ems-id
optional

message-name

The message name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
num-asupdropped

7-day histogram. Number of times the event was posted in
the last week. The histogram is divided into 7 buckets, each
bucket collecting one day. The buckets are displayed in
reverse chronological order (most recent first). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for AutoSupport has
been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num[0..2^32autosuppressed
1]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been autosuppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-console- [0..2^64dropped
1]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for console output has
been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-dupsuppressed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-dupsuppressedafter-120s

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated after 120 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
120s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 120 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
30s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 30 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
60s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 60 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-dup[0..2^64suppressed-in1]
90s

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been duplicate suppressed
because an identical event was generated within 90 seconds
of its previous occurrence. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-emaildropped

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for an email destination
has been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-loggerdropped

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been dropped by the logger.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-mgwddropped

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event destined for Management
Gateway has been dropped. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-ratelimited

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been rate limited. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-routerdropped

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been dropped by the EMS
router. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

numsuppressedsince-last

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times suppressed since last time logged.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-timersuppressed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of times the event has been timer suppressed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

probability

[0..100]

integer
optional

Probability of an event being suppressed via autosuppress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The severity of the event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

severity

emsseverity
optional

stat-startingtime

datetime
optional

"node_fault" - A data corruption has been detected or
the node is unable to provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service has been
detected, typically a transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been detected
which is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been detected which
is not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does not indicate
a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate
a fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically suppressed
from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity, selected at
runtime
Time the event was first posted. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: emsseverity

[top]

NODE_FAULT|SVC_FAULT|NODE_ERROR|SVC_ERROR|WARNING|NOTICE|INFO|DEBUG|VAR Possible
values:
"node_fault" - A data corruption has been detected or the node is unable to provide client service,
"svc_fault" - A temporary loss of service has been detected, typically a transient software fault,
"node_error" - A hardware error has been detected which is not immediately fatal,
"svc_error" - A software error has been detected which is not immediately fatal,
"warning" - A high-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"info" - A low-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"debug" - A debugging message, typically suppressed from customer,
"var" - Message has variable severity, selected at runtime
[none]

Element definition: event-catalog-info
Event catalog information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

action

string
optional

The corrective action. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

deprecated

boolean
optional

The flag that indicates whether or not the event is deprecated.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

description

string
optional

The event description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filter-name

string
optional

Filter Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

messagename

ems-id
optional

The name of the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Severity
Possible values:
'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information

string
optional

severity

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of SNMP trap. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
snmptrap-type

snmptraptypes
optional

"standard" - Standard SNMP traps,
"built_in" - Built-in SNMP traps,
"severity_based" - Severity based SNMP traps

Element definition: event-filter

[top]

Event filter creation. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

eventfilter-

eventfilterrule- List of rules added to each filter.

Description

rule

info[]
optional
Filter Name. The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and must be in
string the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters are
optional _(underscore) and -(hyphen). Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

filtername

Element definition: event-notification

[top]

Event notifications. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Description

string[] List of Event Notification Destinations Attributes: required-for-create,
optional modifiable

destinations

string
Event Filter Name Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

filter-name
id

Type

[0..2^32- integer Event Notification ID Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: event-notification-destination
Event notification destinations. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

Use this field and certificate-serial to specify the client certificate to use
string
when being authenticated by the REST API server. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

certificateserial

Use this field and certificate-authority to specify the client certificate to use
string
when being authenticated by the REST API server. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

string

Use this field to specify an email destination. Note: Each destination name
can only be associated with either an email destination or a syslog
destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only through the

[top]

email

optional 'system snmp traphost' command and they are associated with the default
destination name 'snmp-traphost'. The format of the email destination is
as per RFC standard. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Destination Name.The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and
string must be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters
optional are _(underscore) and -(hyphen). Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

name

Use this field to specify REST API server URL to which event notifications
string
will be sent. Enter the full URL, which must start either with an http:// or
optional
https:// prefix. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rest-apiurl

Use this field to specify a syslog destination. Note: Each destination name
can only be associated with either an email destination or a syslog
string destination. SNMP destinations can be created/updated only through the
optional 'system snmp traphost' command and they are associated with the default
destination name 'snmp-traphost'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

syslog

Element definition: event-notification-destination-info
Event notification destinations. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

string Issuing Certificate Authority (CA) of client certificate. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

certificateserial

string Serial number of certificate in hexadecimal format. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

destination

string[] An output field to view the destination. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

iscertificatevalid

This field indicates whether the client certificate specified by the
boolean certificate-authority and certificate-serial fields is valid. If not, and if the
optional REST API server requires client authentication, event messages will not be
sent to the server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-serverca-present

This field indicates whether certificates of the server-ca type exist in the
boolean system. If not, event messages will not be sent to a rest-api type
optional destination having an HTTPS URL. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

name

Destination Name.The name must start and end with an alphanumeric and
string must be in the length of 2 to 64 characters. The allowed special characters
optional are _(underscore) and -(hyphen). Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
An output field to view the type of the destination. The type could be one
of email, syslog, REST API server URL or SNMP. SNMP destinations are
displayed under the default destination name 'snmp-traphost'. The SNMP
destinations associated with 'snmp-traphost' can be created/updated only

[top]

type

through the 'system snmp traphost' command. Attributes: non-creatable,
string non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"snmp" - SNMP destination,
"email" - Email destination,
"syslog" - Syslog Destination,
"rest_api" - REST API URL Destination

Element definition: event-notification-history-info

[top]

Event notification history info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

event

string
optional

The EMS event. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

messagename

ems-id
optional

The emitted message's name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node emitting the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

seq-num

seqnum
optional

The message sequence number. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Severity
Possible values:

severity

string
optional

'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

time

datetime The time of message emission. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: event-rule-type
include|exclude Possible values:
"include" - Event(s) matching this rule is included in the specified filter,

[top]

"exclude" - Event(s) matching this rule is excluded in the specified filter
[none]

Element definition: eventseverity

[top]

EMERGENCY|ALERT|ERROR|NOTICE|INFORMATIONAL|DEBUG Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information
[none]

Element definition: mail-address

[top]

E-mail Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: param

[top]

one parameter required by the event.
[none]

Element definition: remote-ip
Remote IP Address

[top]

[none]

Element definition: seqnum

[top]

Reverse-ordered Integer Range : [0..2^64-1].
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: syslog-facility

[top]

The syslog facility.
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: ems-destination

[top]

EMS destination
[none]

Element definition: ems-destination-info
EMS Destination Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

hideparameters
mail

boolean
optional

Description
Hide parameter values? Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

mailThe e-mail address to which events are sent. Attributes: optional-foraddress[]
create, modifiable
optional

name

string
optional

The name of the EMS destination. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

snmp

remoteip[]
optional

The SNMP addresses to which traps are sent. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

snmpcommunity

string
optional

The SNMP community name. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

syslog

remoteip[]
optional

The remote syslog servers to which messages are sent. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

syslogfacility

syslogfacility
optional

The syslog logging facility. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: ems-id

[top]

EMS Id
[none]

Element definition: ems-routing-info

[top]

EMS Routing Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
action

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The corrective action. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

description

The event description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

emsdestination[] The event destinations. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

destinations
frequency- [0..2^32threshold
1]
messagename

integer
optional

Number of times an event occurs before a repeat notification of
the event is sent. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ems-id
optional

The name of the EMS message. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The event severity. As of Data ONTAP 9.0, 'critical' and
'warning' severities are no longer supported. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information

severity

eventseverity
optional

snmpsupport

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not the event supports SNMP traps.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Minimum number of seconds between repeat notifications of an
event. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

timethreshold

[0..2^321]

Element definition: event-filter-rule-info

[top]

List of rules added to each filter.
Name

Range

messagename
position

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

string
optional

Message Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Rule Position Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Severity
Possible values:

severity

string[]
optional

'emergency' - Disruption,
'alert' - Single point of failure,
'error' - Degradation,
'notice' - Information,
'informational' - Information,
'debug' - Debug information,
'*' - All of the above
Default:* Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
SNMP Trap Type
Possible values:

snmp-traptype

string[]
optional

'standard' - Standard SNMP traps,
'built-in' - Built-in SNMP traps,

'severity-based' - Severity based SNMP traps
'*' - All of the above
Default: * Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Rule Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
type

event-ruletype
optional

"include" - Event(s) matching this rule is included in the
specified filter,
"exclude" - Event(s) matching this rule is excluded in the
specified filter

Element definition: event-rule-type

[top]

include|exclude Possible values:
"include" - Event(s) matching this rule is included in the specified filter,
"exclude" - Event(s) matching this rule is excluded in the specified filter
[none]

Element definition: eventseverity

[top]

EMERGENCY|ALERT|ERROR|NOTICE|INFORMATIONAL|DEBUG Possible values:
"emergency" - Disruption,
"alert" - Single point of failure,
"critical" - Critical condition,
"error" - Degradation,
"warning" - Warning condition,
"notice" - Information,
"informational" - Information,
"debug" - Debug information
[none]

Element definition: mail-address

[top]

E-mail Address
[none]

Element definition: parameter

[top]

Event parameter's name and value.
Name Range

Type

Description

name

string
List of event parameter names. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

value

string
List of event parameter values. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: remote-ip

[top]

Remote IP Address
[none]

Element definition: snmptraptypes

[top]

Standard|Built-in|Severity-based Possible values:
"standard" - Standard SNMP traps,
"built_in" - Built-in SNMP traps,
"severity_based" - Severity based SNMP traps
[none]

Element definition: syslog-facility

[top]

The syslog facility.
[none]

Element definition: ems-destination

[top]

EMS destination
[none]

Element definition: ems-id
EMS Id

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: environment
environment-sensorsget-iter

Environmental subsystem is a module to monitor the system's
environmental states by reading the hardware sensors on various
components. According to the states of the sensors, the
subsystem will take actions based on a predefined environmental
policy. This category contains the APIs for the environmental
subsystem.

environment-sensors-get-iter

[top]

Returns the sensors information from the environmental subsystem.
Input Name

Range

sensor-stateDiscrete-valued sensor state
enum
optional

discretesensor-state
[1..2^321]

string
optional

sensor-name

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
300

Name of the sensor in the environmental subsystem. The
maximum length of the sensor name is 32

sensor-typeType of the sensor. See sensor-type-enum for possible values
enum
optional

sensor-type

string
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

sensor-stateThreshold-based sensor state
enum
optional

thresholdsensor-state
Range

Type

Description

environmentsensorsThe list of attributes of environment objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
environmentbe specified on any number of attributes in the environment
sensors-info
object. All environment objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
environmentall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
sensors-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
environment objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: environment-sensors-info

[top]

Environment Sensor Info. The environmental subsystem monitors a set of hardware sensors in the
system. Each sensor represents a pair of state and value that can be measured to reflect the physical
state of device(s). Based on the values the sensors represent, the sensors can be grouped to discretevalued sensors and threshold-based sensors. The discrete-valued sensors have a set of discrete values
that represent states of sensors. The threshold-based sensors have a numeral value that represnts a
value on an axis, and may have a set of thresholds (points on that axis) are used to define the state of
the sensor (ranging from critically low to critically high). This typedef defines the information for both
groups of sensors. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

critical[-2^31..2^31- integer
Critical high threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
highoptional
1]
threshold
critical[-2^31..2^31- integer
lowCritical low threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
threshold
Discrete-valued sensor state Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

discretesensorstate

sensorstateenum
optional

"normal" - The device is normal,
"warn-low" - The device state is lower than the warning low
threshold and higher than the critical low threshold,
"warn-high" - The device state is higher than the warning
high threshold and lower than the critical high threshold,
"crit-low" - The device state is lower than the critical low
threshold,
"crit-high" - The device state is higher than the critical
higher threshold,
"disabled" - The sensor is disabled, only available for SPbased filers,
"uninitialized" - The sensor is not yet initialized, only
available for SP-based filers,
"init-failed" - The sensor failed to initialize, only available for
SP-based filers,
"not-available" - The sensor is temporarily not able to report
status, only available for SP-based filers,
"invalid" - The status returned from the sensor is not valid,
only available for SP-based filers,
"retry" - The sensor is in the rety state, only available for
non SP-based filers,
"bad" - The device is bad, only available for non SP-based
filers,
"not-present" - The device is not present, only available for

non SP-based filers,
"failed" - The sensor failed to report status,
"ignored" - The sensor state is ignored, only available for
SP-based filers,
"unknown" - The sensor state is uknown
discretesensorvalue
nodename
sensorname

string Discrete-valued sensor value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
nodeNode name the sensor is associated with Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Name of the sensor in the environmental subsystem. The
string
maximum length of the sensor name is 32 Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
Type of the sensor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sensortype

sensortypeenum
optional

"fan" - FAN RPM sensors,
"thermal" - Temerature sensors,
"voltage" - Voltage measurement sensors,
"current" - Current measurement sensors,
"battery-life" - Sensors report battery life,
"discrete" - Discrete sensors,
"fru" - FRU sensors,
"nvmem" - Sensors on the NVMEM module,
"counter" - Sensors report in counters,
"minutes" - Sensors report by minutes,
"percent" - Sensors report in percentage,
"agent" - Sensors on or throught the Agent device,
"unknown" - Unknown sensors
Threshold-based sensor state Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

thresholdsensorstate

sensorstateenum
optional

"normal" - The device is normal,
"warn-low" - The device state is lower than the warning low
threshold and higher than the critical low threshold,
"warn-high" - The device state is higher than the warning
high threshold and lower than the critical high threshold,
"crit-low" - The device state is lower than the critical low
threshold,
"crit-high" - The device state is higher than the critical
higher threshold,
"disabled" - The sensor is disabled, only available for SPbased filers,
"uninitialized" - The sensor is not yet initialized, only
available for SP-based filers,
"init-failed" - The sensor failed to initialize, only available for
SP-based filers,
"not-available" - The sensor is temporarily not able to report
status, only available for SP-based filers,
"invalid" - The status returned from the sensor is not valid,
only available for SP-based filers,
"retry" - The sensor is in the rety state, only available for
non SP-based filers,
"bad" - The device is bad, only available for non SP-based
filers,
"not-present" - The device is not present, only available for
non SP-based filers,

"failed" - The sensor failed to report status,
"ignored" - The sensor state is ignored, only available for
SP-based filers,
"unknown" - The sensor state is uknown
threshold[-2^31..2^31- integer Threshold-based sensor value Attributes: non-creatable, nonsensoroptional modifiable
1]
value
valueunits

The units of the threshold-based sensor value. More than 90
string possible unit types. Refer to the "Sensor Unit Type Codes" in the
optional IPMI spec for possible types. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

warning[-2^31..2^31- integer
Warning high threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
highoptional
1]
threshold
warning[-2^31..2^31- integer
lowWarning low threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
threshold

Element definition: sensor-state-enum

[top]

normal|warn-low|warn-high|crit-low|crit-high|disabled|uninitialized|init-failed|notavailable|invalid|retry|bad|not-present|failed|ignored|fault|unknown Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warn_low" ,
"warn_high" ,
"crit_low" ,
"crit_high" ,
"disabled" ,
"uninitialized" ,
"init_failed" ,
"not_available" ,
"invalid" ,
"retry" ,
"bad" ,
"not_present" ,
"failed" ,
"ignored" ,
"fault" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: sensor-type-enum
fan|thermal|voltage|current|battery-life|discrete|fru|nvmem|counter|minutes|percent|agent|unknown
Possible values:
"fan" ,
"thermal" ,

[top]

"voltage" ,
"current" ,
"battery_life" ,
"discrete" ,
"fru" ,
"nvmem" ,
"counter" ,
"minutes" ,
"percent" ,
"agent" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: exports
export-check-access-getiter
export-policy-create
export-policy-destroy
export-policy-get
export-policy-get-iter
export-policy-rename
export-rule-addclientmatches
export-rule-create
export-rule-destroy
export-rule-get
export-rule-get-createdefaults
export-rule-get-iter
export-rule-modify
export-rule-removeclientmatches
export-rule-set-index
exports-access-cache-allvservers-get
exports-access-cache-allvservers-modify
exports-access-cacheconfig-get
exports-access-cacheconfig-get-iter
exports-access-cacheconfig-modify

This set of ZAPIs allows managing Export policies and rules for
NFSv2, NFSv3, NFSv4, and CIFS protocols. Contains methods to
create, modify, delete, and obtain information about Export
policies and rules in a cluster. FlexGroups do not support Export
policies that allow NFSv4 protocol access.

export-check-access-get-iter

[top]

Shows the access information for supplied client
Input Name
access-type
authenticationmethod
client-ip
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

exportaccess- Access Rights to Check for
rights
securityAuthentication Method
flavor
ipClient IP Address
address
exportcheckinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
1]
optional 20
accessProtocol
protocol

protocol

exportcheckinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
string
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nextoptional
tag' obtained from the previous call.

tag

volumeVolume Name
name

volume
Output Name

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Client access check
information object. All Client access check information objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Range

Type

Description

attributes-list

exportcheckThe list of attributes of Client access check information objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Client
optional access check information objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

export-policy-create

[top]

Create an Export policy configuration.
Input Name Range
policy-name
returnrecord
Output Name Range
result

Type

Description

export-policyExport policy name.
name
boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Export policy configuration. on
successful creation. Default: false

Type

Description

export-policyThe Export policy configuration. created (keys or the entire object
info
if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

export-policy-destroy
Delete an Export policy configuration.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

export-policy-name Export policy name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-policy-get

[top]

Get an Export policy configuration.
Input Name Range

Type
exportpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

exportpolicy- Export policy name.
name

policy-name

Output Name Range

Type

Description

exportpolicy- The attributes of the Export policy configuration..
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

export-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get a group of Export policy configurations.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

exportpolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

exportpolicyinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

exportpolicyThe list of attributes of Export policy configuration. objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Export
optional policy configuration. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Export policy
configuration. object. All Export policy configuration. objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

export-policy-rename

[top]

Rename an Export policy
Input Name

Range

new-policy-name

Type

Description

export-policy-name New Export policy name.

policy-name

export-policy-name Export policy name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-add-clientmatches

[top]

Add list of clientmatch strings to an existing export-policy rule
Input Name

Range

clientmatches
policy-name
rule-index

Type

Description

string

List of Clientmatch Strings to Add

export-policy-name Export policy name.
[0..2^32-1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

integer

Export policy rule index.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-create

[top]

Create an Export rule configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

anonymoususer-id

string
optional

client-match

string

exportchown-mode

exportchownmode
optional

export-ntfsunixsecurity-ops

Description
User name or ID to which anonymous users are mapped.
Default value is '65534'.
List of client match specifications for Export rule. The
clients specified are enforced with this Export rule. The rule
with the higher rule index value takes precedence.
Change ownership mode. Possible values are 'restricted',
'unrestricted'. Default value is 'restricted'.

exportntfsunixsecops Ignore/Fail unix security operations on NTFS volumes.
optional
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail'. Default value is 'fail'.

is-allowdev-isenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFS server will allow creation of devices.
Default value is 'true'.

is-allow-setuid-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFS server will honor SetUID bits in SETATTR
operation. Default value is 'true'.

policy-name

export-policy-name Export policy name.

protocol

access-protocol[]
optional

Client access protocol. Default value is 'any'.

ro-rule

security-flavor[]

Rule for read-only access.

rule-index

integer
optional

Export rule index. A next available value is assigned if no
value is provided during create else the rule is inserted at
the given rule index position in the export-rule table.

rw-rule

security-flavor[]

Rule for read-write access.

super-usersecurity

security-flavor[]
optional

Security flavors for the superuser. Default value is 'none'.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-destroy

[top]

Delete an Export rule configuration.
Input Name

Range

policy-name
rule-index [0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

export-policy-name Export policy name.
integer

Export rule index.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-get

[top]

Get an Export rule configuration.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

Output Name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

exportpolicy- Export policy name.
name

policy-name
rule-index

Type
exportruleinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer Export rule index.
1]
Range

attributes

Errno

Type

Description

exportrule- The attributes of the Export rule configuration..
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

export-rule-get-create-defaults

[top]

Obtain the default values for Export rule configuration
Input Name Range
attributes

Output Name Range
defaults

Type

Description

exportOptionally specify the value for attributes if available. The default values
rulefor some attributes may depend on the values specified for some other
info
attribute.
optional
Type

Description

exportrule- The default attributes for the Export rule configuration..
info

export-rule-get-iter

[top]

Get a group of Export rule configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

exportruleinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

exportruleinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Export rule
configuration. object. All Export rule configuration. objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

exportruleThe list of attributes of Export rule configuration. objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Export
optional rule configuration. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

export-rule-modify

[top]

Modify an Export rule configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

anonymoususer-id

string
optional

User name or ID to which anonymous users are
mapped. Default value is '65534'.

client-match

string
optional

List of client match specifications for Export rule. The
clients specified are enforced with this Export rule. The
rule with the higher rule index value takes precedence.

exportchown-mode

exportchownmode
optional

export-ntfsunixsecurity-ops
is-allowdev-is-

Change ownership mode. Possible values are
'restricted', 'unrestricted'. Default value is 'restricted'.

exportntfsunixsecops Ignore/Fail unix security operations on NTFS volumes.
optional
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail'. Default value is 'fail'.
boolean

If 'true', the NFS server will allow creation of devices.

enabled
is-allow-setuid-enabled
policy-name

optional

Default value is 'true'.

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFS server will honor SetUID bits in SETATTR
operation. Default value is 'true'.

export-policy-name Export policy name.

protocol

access-protocol[]
optional

Client access protocol. Default value is 'any'.

ro-rule

security-flavor[]
optional

Rule for read-only access.

rule-index

[0..2^321]

integer

Export rule index.

rw-rule

security-flavor[]
optional

Rule for read-write access.

super-usersecurity

security-flavor[]
optional

Security flavors for the superuser. Default value is
'none'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-remove-clientmatches

[top]

Remove clientmatch strings from an existing export-policy rule
Input Name

Range

clientmatches
policy-name
rule-index

Type

Description

string

List of Clientmatch Strings to Remove

export-policy-name Export policy name.
[0..2^32-1]

integer

Errno

Export policy rule index.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

export-rule-set-index

[top]

Move a rule to the specified index
Input Name

Range

new-rule- [0..2^32index
1]
policyname

Type

Description

integer

New ruleindex value for the Export rule. The rule will be inserted
into the rule-index position in the export-rule table.

exportpolicyname

Export policy name.

rule-index

[0..2^321]

Export policy rule index.

integer

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

exports-access-cache-all-vservers-get

[top]

Get the NFS Exports Access Cache Refresh Periods.This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0.0 and
later.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

accesscacheattributesinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

accesscacheThe attributes of the NFS Exports Access Cache.
attributesinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

exports-access-cache-all-vservers-modify

[top]

Modify the NFS Exports Access Cache Refresh Periods. This API is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0.0 and
later.
Input Name

Range

harvest-timeout

[60..2592000]

refresh-period-negative

[60..86400]

refresh-period-positive [300..86400]
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Type

Description

integer
Harvest Timeout (Secs)
optional
integer
TTL For Negative Entries (Secs)
optional
integer
TTL For Positive Entries (Secs)
optional

exports-access-cache-config-get

[top]

Get the exports access cache configuration for the given Vserver.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

exportsaccesscacheconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

exportsaccessThe attributes of the Exports Access Cache Configuration.
cacheconfig-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

exports-access-cache-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of Vservers for exports access cache configuration.
Input Name

Range

exportsaccesscacheconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

exportsaccesscacheconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Exports Access Cache
Configuration object. All Exports Access Cache Configuration
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributes-

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
exportsaccesscache-

Description

list

configinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of Exports Access Cache Configuration objects.

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Exports
optional Access Cache Configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

exports-access-cache-config-modify

[top]

Modify the exports access cache configuration for the given Vserver.
Input Name

Range

harvesttimeout

Type

[60..2592000]

ttl-failure

[1..60]

ttl-negative

[60..86400]

Description

integer The timeout in seconds after which unused access cache entries
optional will be deleted. Default value is 36000 seconds
TTL in seconds for access cache entries that failed to fetch
integer
export rules from management gateway. Default value is 5
optional
seconds

ttl-positive [300..86400]

integer TTL in seconds for access cache entries that deny access.
optional Default value is 3600 seconds
integer TTL in seconds for access cache entries that allow access.
optional Default value is 3600 seconds

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: access-cache-attributes-info

[top]

NFS Exports Access Cache Attributes When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

harvest-timeout

[60..2592000]

Type

Description

integer Harvest Timeout (Secs) Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

refresh-periodnegative

[60..86400]

integer TTL For Negative Entries (Secs) Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

refresh-periodpositive

[300..86400]

integer TTL For Positive Entries (Secs) Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: access-protocol

[top]

Client Access Protocol Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
[none]

Element definition: export-access-rights

[top]

read|read-write|denied Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
[none]

Element definition: export-check-info

[top]

Information about the client access. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Access Rights Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

exportaccess-rights
optional

access

exportaccess-rights
optional

access-type

"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
Access Rights to Check for Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
Authentication Method Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security Type
Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data Privacy
Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS

authenticationmethod

securityflavor
optional

client-ip

ip-address
optional

path

string
optional

Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy

string
optional

Export Policy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-owner

string
optional

Export Policy Owner Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Client IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Type of Export Policy Owner Attributes: non-creatable, nonpolicy-owner- modifiable Possible values:
type
"volume" - Volume,
optional
"qtree" - Qtree

policy-ownertype

Protocol Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

accessprotocol
optional

protocol

rule-index
volume
vserver

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
Export Policy Rule Index Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

volume-name Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
vserver-name Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-

optional

modifiable

Element definition: export-policy-info

[top]

Information about the Export policy configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

policy-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Description
Export policy id. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policyname

export-policyname
optional

Export policy name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: export-policy-name

[top]

The name of the export policy
[none]

Element definition: export-rule-info

[top]

Information about the Export rule configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
anonymoususer-id

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
User name or ID to which anonymous users are
mapped. Default value is '65534'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

clientmatch

string
optional

exportchownmode

exportchownmode
optional

List of client match specifications for Export rule. The
clients specified are enforced with this Export rule. The
rule with the higher rule index value takes precedence.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Change ownership mode. Possible values are 'restricted',
'unrestricted'. Default value is 'restricted'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted"

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on NTFS volumes.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail'. Default value is 'fail'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
exportntfsunixsecops values:
optional
"ignore" ,
"fail"

export-ntfsunixsecurity-ops

is-allowdev-isenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFS server will allow creation of devices.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-allowset-uidenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFS server will honor SetUID bits in SETATTR
operation. Default value is 'true'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

export-policy-name Export policy name. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
optional

policy-name

Client access protocol. Default value is 'any'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

access-protocol[]
optional

protocol

"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
Rule for read-only access. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

security-flavor[]
optional

ro-rule

rule-index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security
Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS
Export rule index. Attributes: key, optional-for-create,
non-modifiable
Rule for read-write access. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

rw-rule

"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security
Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS

security-flavor[]
optional

Security flavors for the superuser. Default value is
'none'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

super-usersecurity

security-flavor[]
optional

vservername

string
optional

"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security
Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data
Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS
Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: exportchownmode

[top]

restricted|unrestricted Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted"
[none]

Element definition: exportntfsunixsecops
ignore|fail Possible values:
"ignore" ,
"fail"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: exports-access-cache-config-info

[top]

Information about Exports Access Cache Configuration When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The timeout in seconds after which unused access cache entries will
harvestinteger
be deleted. Default value is 36000 seconds Attributes: non[60..2592000]
optional
timeout
creatable, modifiable
ttlfailure

[1..60]

TTL in seconds for access cache entries that failed to fetch export
integer
rules from management gateway. Default value is 5 seconds
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ttlnegative

[60..86400]

integer TTL in seconds for access cache entries that deny access. Default
optional value is 3600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ttlinteger TTL in seconds for access cache entries that allow access. Default
[300..86400]
positive
optional value is 3600 seconds Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
vserver

string
Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: security-flavor
authentication method Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"none" - Anonymous Access Allowed If Security Type Not Already Listed,
"never" - Never,
"krb5" - Kerberos 5 Authentication,
"krb5i" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data Integrity Protection,
"krb5p" - Kerberos 5 Authentication With Data Privacy Protection,
"ntlm" - CIFS NTLM,
"sys" - NFS AUTH_SYS
[none]

[top]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: access-protocol

[top]

Client Access Protocol Possible values:
"any" - Any,
"nfs2" - NFS Version 2,
"nfs3" - NFS Version 3,
"nfs" - Any Version of NFS,
"cifs" - CIFS,
"nfs4" - NFS Version 4,
"flexcache" - Flexcache,
"nfs4_1" - NFS Version 4.1,
"nfs4_2" - NFS Version 4.2
[none]

Element definition: export-access-rights

[top]

read|read-write|denied Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"read_write" - Read-Write,
"denied" - Denied
[none]

Element definition: export-policy-name

[top]

The name of the export policy
[none]

Element definition: policy-owner-type

[top]

volume|qtree Possible values:
"volume" - Volume,
"qtree" - Qtree
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: fc
Data ONTAP supports three separate functions with Fibre channel
controllers:

fc-config-adapter-disable
fc-config-adapter-enable
fc-config-list-info
fc-config-list-iter-end
fc-config-list-iter-next
fc-config-list-iter-start
fc-config-set-adapter-fctype

- Initiator mode for FC storage loops, FC TapeSAN, and OPR
functionality
- Target mode for SAN attach (FCP/Blocks access) functionality
- FC-VI mode for MetroCluster/SlideRuler interconnect
functionality
These three functions are controlled by separate drivers. As DOT
boots, the device driver attached to each FC adapter determines
which function an adapter will support.
The fc-config interface provides a user programmable mechanism
to configure the personality of Fibre channel adapters by
changing what driver attached to the adapter. Not all Fibre
channel adapters support FC configuration.
For more information refer to the "fcadmin config" CLI.

fc-config-adapter-disable

[top]

Call the corresponding adapter driver disable function to bring the adapter offline. Under some
circumstances an adapter can not be put offline. (e.g. when the adapter is being used by the RAID subsystem to provide disks in a volume). In some cases, manual intervention is required. When this
happens, an appropriate error messages is returned.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername
node-name

Description

string FC adapter name (e.g. 0a)
string

Errno

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ENODENOTFOUND

fc-config-adapter-enable
Call the corresponding adapter driver enable function to bring the adapter online. Under some
circumstances an adapter can not be brought online. (e.g. when that adapter is in the UNCONFIGURED

[top]

state, or when there is no cable attached to the adapter port). When this happens, an appropriate error
messages is returned.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername

Description

string FC adapter name (e.g 0a)

node-name

string

Errno

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ENODENOTFOUND

fc-config-list-info

[top]

Iterate over a list of fc objects.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fcattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcconfig specified on any number of attributes in the fc object. All fc objects
optional matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

fcconfig[] The list of attributes of fc objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fc objects
optional to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

Description

EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
ENOTSTARTED
ENODENOTFOUND

fc-config-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate the fc-config-list iteration
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fc-config-list-iter-start.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT

fc-config-list-iter-next

[top]

Obtain a list of FC adapter configuration information. Only provides information for adapters that are
configurable.
Input Name Range

Type

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
adapter-info
records
Errno

Description
Maximum number of entries to retrieve.
Tag from a previous fc-config-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

fc-configList of adapter information
info[]
integer

This tells you how many records are being returned. When this value
is 0, you have retrieved everything.

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT

fc-config-list-iter-start

[top]

Start iteration through the list of adapter configuration information.
Output Name Range Type
records
tag
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

integer

Description
Number of items that have been saved for future retrieval with fc-configlist-iter-next.

string Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.
Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fc-config-set-adapter-fc-type

[top]

fc-config-set-adapter-fc-type changes the adapter driver and/or configuration state. Each configurable
adapter has an adapter-type and adapter-state. The adapter-type indicates which driver is attached to
the adapter, the adapter-state indicates what the configuration state of the adapter is. The fc-type is
used to modify both the adapter-type and the adapter-state. After setting the adapter fc-type a filer
reboot is sometimes needed to make the change effective. Use fc-config-list-info to determine if a filer
reboot is needed.
Input Name Range
adaptername

fc-type

Type

Description

string

FC adapter name (e.g 0a)

string

Sets the type and state of the adapter. Possible inputs:
"unconfigured" - set adapter-type to "initiator" and adapter-state to
UNCONFIGURED
"initiator" - set adapter-type to "initiator" and adapter-state to
CONFIGURED
"target" - set adapter-type to "target" and adapter-state to
CONFIGURED
"vi" - set adapter-type to "vi" and adapter-state to CONFIGURED

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
optional This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

node-name
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
ENODENOTFOUND

Element definition: fc-config

[top]

fc config When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-name

Range

Type

Description

string
Adapter name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

adapter-state

string
Adapter current state Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

adapter-status

string
Adapter online status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

adapter-type

string
Adaptaer type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

string
Node name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

pending-fc-type

string
Pending reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fc-config-info
Name
adaptername

Range

Type

[top]

Description

string

FC adapter name (e.g. 0c)

adapterstate

string

Indicates what the adapter configuration state is. Possible values:
"UNDEFINED" - The default state. The adapter has never been configured.
"CONFIGURED" - The adapter port is configured and the adapter is
operational.
"UNCONFIGURED" - The adapter is unconfigured. The initiator driver is
attached, but the adapter is not operational.
"PENDING" - The adapter is waiting for a filer reboot to effect an fc-type
change.
While in the PENDING state the adapter can not be used

adapterstatus

string

Possible values:
"online" - adapter driver is enabled
"offline" - adapter driver is disabled

string

Indicates which driver is attached to the adapter. Possible values:
"initiator" - the storage Initiator driver (default)
"vi" - the FC-VI cluster interconnect driver
"target" - the FCP Target driver

adaptertype
pendingfc-type

string If adapter-state is PENDING, this value tells what the last fc-config-setoptional adapter-fc-type command was.

APIs in Category: fcp
fcp-adapter-clear-partner
fcp-adapter-config-down
fcp-adapter-config-media-type
fcp-adapter-config-up
fcp-adapter-get-iter
fcp-adapter-initiators-list-info
fcp-adapter-list-info
fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-end
fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next
fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start
fcp-adapter-reset-stats
fcp-adapter-set-partner
fcp-adapter-set-speed
fcp-adapter-stats-get-iter
fcp-adapter-stats-list-info
fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-end
fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next
fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-end
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start
fcp-get-cfmode
fcp-initiator-get-iter
fcp-interface-get-iter
fcp-nameserver-get-iter
fcp-node-get-name
fcp-node-set-name
fcp-ping
fcp-ping-igroup-view-get-iter
fcp-ping-info
fcp-ping-initiator-get-iter
fcp-port-name-get-iter
fcp-port-name-list-info
fcp-port-name-set
fcp-port-name-swap
fcp-service-create
fcp-service-destroy
fcp-service-get-iter
fcp-service-start
fcp-service-status
fcp-service-stop
fcp-set-cfmode
fcp-tdz-get-iter
fcp-topology-get-iter
fcp-topology-port-get-iter
fcp-wwpnalias-get-alias-info
fcp-wwpnalias-get-iter
fcp-wwpnalias-remove
fcp-wwpnalias-set

fcp-zone-get-iter

fcp-adapter-clear-partner

[top]

Removes the name of the partner adapter which the local adapter should takeover. Partner adapter
setting is obsolete and this operation is no longer supported.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

string Local FC adapter.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcp-adapter-config-down

[top]

Bring a Fibre Channel target adapter offline. The adapter may not be offline immediately after the call
returns, it may take up to a few seconds for the adapter to change state. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, if the
FCP service is not running then all adapters are automatically offlined. They cannot be brought online
again until FCP service is started. adapter to change state. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, offlining an
adapter will operationally disable all FCP logical interfaces (LIFs) hosted by the adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter
node

Description

string FC adapter to bring offline.
string The name of the storage system node where the adapter is installed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
ENTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-adapter-config-media-type

[top]

Sets the link type on the Fibre Channel target adapter. It can be configured to establish a point-to-point
link, a loop configuration or to automatically sense whether the connection type is a point-to-point or
loop link. Setting the link to point-to-point in a loop configuration can prevent the loop from coming up
properly. If the adapter is online, it must be brought offline and then online in order for a new
mediatype to take effect. This may temporarily disrupt fcp service on the target adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

string FC adapter to bring offline.

Description

media-type

string

Media type to set. Valid values are point-to-point ("ptp"), loop configuration
("loop"), or automatic ("auto").

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
ECLUSTERED
EONTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-adapter-config-up

[top]

Bring a Fibre Channel target adapter online. The adapter may not be online immediately after the call
returns, it may take up to a few seconds for the adapter to initialize. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, if the FCP
service is not running then all adapters are automatically offlined. They cannot be brought online again
until FCP service is started. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, offlining an adapter will operationally disable
all FCP logical interfaces (LIFs) hosted by the adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

string FC adapter to bring online.

node

string The name of the storage system node where the adapter is installed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-adapter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of physical FC adapters.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
fcpconfigadapterinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcpA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
configspecified on any number of attributes in the FC Adapter object. All
adapter-

FC Adapter objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
info
returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

fcpconfigadapter- The list of attributes of FC Adapter objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FC
optional Adapter objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-adapter-initiators-list-info

[top]

Get the list of initiators currently connected to the specified Fibre Channel target adapter, or if none
specified, a list of initiators connected to any FC target adapter. Information returned for each initiator
includes the portname of initiators that are currently logged in with the the FC target adapters. If the
portname is in an initiator group, then the group name is also included. Also the Fibre Channel host
address and the nodename/portname of the initiators are included as well. Connectivity of adapters
running on behalf of partners are not included in the list when requesting for all adapters. If listing for
all adapters and an error occurred for while retrieving connection status for an adapter, status for that
adapter will not be returned, and the API will continue on with the rest of the adapters without erroring
out. You can get the error message for that adapter, by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

fcp-adapter

Output Name Range
fcp-adapters

Type

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

Yes

Adapter to get initiator list for. If no adapter is specified,
information is returned for all initiators connected through any fcp
adapter in the system.
Description

fcp-adapterinitiators- A list of FC adapters containing list of initiators and their aliases.
info[]

Errno

Vfiler-enabled

Description

Description

fcp-adapter-list-info

[top]

Gets information such as nodename/portname and link state about the specified Fibre Channel target
adapter, or if no adapter is specified, about all the FC target adapters.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

fcp-adapter

string
optional

FC target Adapter to get config information for. If no adapter is
specified, information is returned for all FC target Adapters.

partner-only

boolean
optional

This field is obsolete and no longer used beginning with Data
ONTAP 8.0.

verbose

boolean
optional

If specified with "true", additional adapter info is returned. Look at
description of output for what additions.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

fcp-configadapterinfo[]

fcp-configadapters
Errno

List of adapter configuration information.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
ENOADAPTERNOTFOUND
ENOVIRTUALADAPTERS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next

[top]

Return items from a previous call to fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start Information returned for
each nameserver entry include the port identifier, port type, port name, node name, symbolic port
name, symbolic node name, fabric port name, class of service, and registered FC4 types.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
fcp-adapternameserverobjects

Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

fcp-adapternameserver- List of nameserver objects.
object-info[]

records

Errno

The maximum number of entries to retrieve.

integer

This tells you how many records are being returned from this
particular call to fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next When this
value is 0, you have retrieved everything.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-start

[top]

Get the fabric nameserver objects the results of which are retrieved by using fcp-adapter-nameserverlist-iter-next. Connectivity of adapters running on behalf of partners are not included in the list when
requesting for all adapters. If listing for all adapters and an error occurs while retrieving connection
status for an adapter, status for that adapter will not be returned and the API will continue on with the
rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get the error message for that adapter, by specifically
specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

fcp-adapter

string Adapter to get nameserver objects for. If no adapter is specified,
optional information is returned for all fcp adapter.

zoned

boolean If true, returns only devices that are zoned to the target adapter.
optional Otherwise, all devices in the fabric are returned. Default is false.

Output Name Range

Type

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

Description
Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent calls to fcp-adapter-nameserver-list-iternext.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-reset-stats

[top]

Resets the stats for the specified Fibre Channel Target Adapter. If none specified, reset stats for all FC
adapters.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
FC Target adapter.
optional

fcp-adapter
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

fcp-adapter-set-partner

[top]

Sets the name of the partner adapter which the local adapter should takeover. Partner adapter setting
is obsolete and this operation is no longer supported.
Input Name

Range Type

fcp-adapter

Description

string Local FC adapter.

partner-adapter

string Partner FC adapter to takeover.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcp-adapter-set-speed

[top]

Sets the speed on the Fibre Channel target adapter. It can be configured to run at 1Gb, 2Gb, 4Gb, 8Gb,
10Gb, 16Gb or to auto negotiate. The 10Gb adapter only supports the 10Gb speed. The 16Gb adapter
only supports speeds of 16Gb, 8Gb, and 4Gb. The 8Gb adapter only supports speeds of 8Gb, 4Gb, and
2Gb. The 4Gb adapter only supports speeds of 4Gb, 2Gb, and 1Gb. If the adapter is online it must be
brought offline before setting the speed, and then online in order for a new speed to take effect. This
may temporarily disrupt fcp service on the target adapter.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

string FC Target adapter

node

string The name of the storage system node where the adapter is installed.

speed

string

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EADAPTERPARTNER
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL

Link speed (in Gb). Possible values: "1", "2", "4", "8", "10", "16" or "auto"
(auto negotiate speed).
Description

fcp-adapter-stats-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of fcp objects.
Input Name

Range

fcpadapterstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

fcpadapter- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
stats- specified on any number of attributes in the fcp object. All fcp
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fcpadapterstats- The list of attributes of fcp objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fcp
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-adapter-stats-list-info

[top]

Get statistics about the Fibre Channel target adapters. Statistics of adapters running on behalf of
partners are not included in the list when requesting stats for all adapters. If listing stats for all adapters
and an error occurred for while retrieving stats for an adapter, stats for that adapter will not be
returned, and the API will continue on with the rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get
the error message for that adapter, by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range
fcp-adapter
Output Name Range
fcp-adapter-

Type
string
optional
Type
fcp-adapter-

Description
FC target Adapter. If no adapter is specified, statistics for all
the adapters are returned.
Description
List of statistics for FC adapters.

stats

stats-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next

[top]

Return items from a previous call to fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start Information returned for each
switch includes the nodename, logical name, domain identifier, vendor, release version, and port
information. If a port has devices attached to it, then information about each attached device is included
as well.
Input Name Range

Type

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
fcp-adaptertopologyswitches
records

Errno

Description
The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start.

Type

Description

fcp-adaptertopology- Information about the connected FC switch.
switch-info[]
integer

This tells you how many records are being returned from this
particular call to fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next When this
value is 0, you have retrieved everything.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-start

[top]

Get the fabric topology for one or more switches the results of which are retrieved by using fcp-adaptertopology-list-iter-next. Connectivity of adapters running on behalf of partners are not included in the list
when requesting for all adapters. If listing for all adapters and an error occurs while retrieving
connection status for an adapter, information for that adapter will not be returned and the API will
continue on with the rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get the error message for that
adapter, by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string Adapter to get topology information for. If no adapter is specified,
optional information is returned for all fcp adapter.

fcp-adapter
verbose

boolean If true, returns verbose information including port information about
optional each switch in the fabric. Default is true.

zoned

boolean If true, returns only devices in the fabric that are zoned to the target
optional adapter. Default is false.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

records

integer

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
retrieval with fcp-adapter-topology-list-iter-next.

tag

string

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to fcp-adapter-topology-list-iternext.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next

[top]

Return items from a previous call to fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start Information returned for each zone
entry include the active zone set name, the zone name, and the zone members.
Input Name Range

Type

maximum

integer

tag

string

Description
The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range: [0..2^32-1]
Tag from a previous fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range
fcp-adapterzones

records

Errno

Type

Description

fcpadapterList of zone entries.
zoneinfo[]
integer

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
call to fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range: [0..2^32-1]

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-start

[top]

Get the active zone set information from the zone server. The results can then be retrieved by using
fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next. Connectivity of adapters running on behalf of partners is not included in
the list when requesting for all adapters. If listing for all adapters and an error occurs while retrieving
connection status for an adapter, status for that adapter will not be returned and the API will continue
on with the rest of the adapters without erroring out. You can get the error message for that adapter,
by specifically specifying that adapter.
Input Name Range
fcp-adapter
Output Name Range
records
tag

Type

Description

string Adapter to get zone information for. If no adapter is specified,
optional information is returned for all fcp adapter.
Type

Description

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
integer
retrieval with fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next. Range: [0..2^32-1]
string

Errno

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to fcp-adapter-zone-list-iter-next.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-get-cfmode

[top]

Get the current cfmode setting for the system.
Output Name Range Type
fcp-cfmode

Description

string Current FCP cfmode setting. Possible values: single_image, unknown

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED

fcp-initiator-get-iter

[top]

List all initiators connected to FCP target LIFs.
Input Name

Range

fcpadapterinitiatorsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

fcpadapterinitiatorsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the connected FCP
initiator object. All connected FCP initiator objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fcpadapterinitiators- The list of attributes of connected FCP initiator objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional connected FCP initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of FCP Target Logical Interfaces (LIF).
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

fcpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
interface- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcpinterfaceinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fcpinterfaceThe list of attributes of FCP data LIF objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP
string
optional data LIF objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the FCP data LIF object.
All FCP data LIF objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-nameserver-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the fabric name server database.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

next-tag

fcpnameserverinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

tag

attributeslist

Description

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcpspecified on any number of attributes in the Shows entries in
nameserverthe fabric name server database. object. All Shows entries in
info
the fabric name server database. objects matching this query
optional
up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

fcpnameserver- The list of attributes of Shows entries in the fabric name server
database. objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Shows entries in the fabric name server database. objects to

return.
[0..2^32num-records
1]
Errno

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-node-get-name

[top]

Get the current FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN). This WWNN name is in the form
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the WWNN
of the individual storage system. In "single_image" cfmode, the WWNN of the system and its high
availability partner will be the same. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the WWNN of the Vserver FCP
Service.
Output Name Range Type
node-name

Description

string Current FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcp-node-set-name

[top]

Set the current FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN). This WWNN is in the form
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit. The provided WWNN must also be within
one of the allowed vendor-registered namespaces unless the force parameter is specified. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, all Fibre Channel adapters must be offline. The allowed vendor namespace is
"50:0a:09:80:8X:XX:XX". Changes will take place when the adapters are brought online. In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the FCP service must be offline. The allowed vendor namespace is one of
following:
2X:XX:00:a0:98:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:00:a0:b8:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:d0:39:ea:XX:XX:XX
Changes will take place when the service is brought online.
Input Name Range
force
node-name

Type

Description

If true, allow setting the WWNN to a value outside the vendor's registered
boolean
namespace for the current mode. If false or not present, the request will
optional
fail unless the supplied WWNN is inside the correct namespace.
string

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EALREADYSTARTED
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

FCP World Wide Node Name.
Description

EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-ping

[top]

Send an ELS ECHO frame to a Fibre Channel address or WWPN. EHOSTNOTFOUND is returned if the
WWPN cannot be resolved. EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN is returned if the address cannot be pinged.
Input Name Range

Type

fcp-adapter

string

Description
Adapter to send the ping request from.

string Additional data to send in the payload of the ELS ECHO frame. The
optional payload can be up to 248 characters long.

payload
port-id-orwwpn

string

Errno

The Fibre Channel address or the WWPN to ping. The format of a Fibre
channel address is a hexadecimal or numeric value with the range
[0..2^24-1]. The format of a WWPN is XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where
X is a hexadecimal digit.
Description

EHOSTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL

fcp-ping-igroup-view-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of FCP ping igroup results objects.
Input Name

Range

fcppingigroupstatusinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcppingigroupstatusinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the FCP ping igroup results
object. All FCP ping igroup results objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
fcp-

Description

pingigroupThe list of attributes of FCP ping igroup results objects.
statusinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP ping
optional igroup results objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-ping-info

[top]

Send an ELS ECHO frame to a Fibre Channel address or WWPN. The API pings the address or WWPN
count times and returns the number of successful pings and times. EHOSTNOTFOUND is returned if the
WWPN cannot be resolved. EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN is returned if the address cannot be pinged. The
interval between ping attempts is 1 second.
Input Name Range

Type

fcp-adapter

string

payload
ping-count
port-id-orwwpn

Output Name Range
framesreceived

Description
Adapter to send the ping request from.

string Additional data to send in the payload of the ELS ECHO frame. The
optional payload can be up to 248 characters long.
integer
The number of pings. Default is 3. Range: [1..16]
optional
string

The Fibre Channel address or the WWPN to ping. The format of a Fibre
channel address is a hexadecimal or numeric value with the range
[0..2^24-1]. The format of a WWPN is XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX
where X is a hexadecimal digit.

Type

Description

integer The number of frames received. The number of frames lost is the
optional frames-transmitted minus frames-received. Range: [0..16]

framestransmitted

integer Number of frames transmitted. Should be equal to ping-count. Range:
optional [1..16]

round-tripmaximumtime

Maximum time in microseconds for a round trip between the target
integer
adapter and the destination if frames-received is greater than zero.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

round-tripmean-time

Mean time in microseconds for a round trip between the target adapter
integer
and the destination if frames-received is greater than zero. Range:
optional
[0..2^31-1]

round-tripminimumtime

Minimum time in microseconds for a round trip between the target
integer
adapter and the destination if frames-received is greater than zero.
optional
Range: [0..2^31-1]

Errno
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL

Description

fcp-ping-initiator-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of FCP ping by FCP initiator objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

fcppingstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

fcppingstatusinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the FCP ping by FCP
initiator object. All FCP ping by FCP initiator objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fcppingstatus- The list of attributes of FCP ping by FCP initiator objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP ping
optional by FCP initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-port-name-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of valid Fibre Channel target port names on a Vserver's FCP LIFs.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

fcpportnameinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcp-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
portspecified on any number of attributes in the Fibre Channel target
nameport name object. All Fibre Channel target port name objects
info
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

fcpportname- The list of attributes of Fibre Channel target port name objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Fibre
optional Channel target port name objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-port-name-list-info

[top]

Get the list of valid Fibre Channel target port names on a filer's local adapters. The filer needs to be in
standby or single_image cfmode.
Input Name Range

Type
boolean
optional

verbose
Output Name Range
fcp-portnames

Type

Description
If specified with "true", unused port names are also reported.
Default value is "false".
Description

fcp-port-nameList of valid local port names and associated adapters.
info[]

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EADAPTERNOTFOUND

fcp-port-name-set

[top]

Set a valid but unused port name on a Fibre Channel target interface.
Input Name Range Type
fcp-adapter

Description

FCP target interface to set the WWPN on. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the name
string of a local adapter in standby single_image cfmode. In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, the name of an FCP data LIF in the vserver.

port-name

string WWPN to be set on the interface. It has to be a valid and unused one.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EINTERNALERROR
EALREADYSTARTED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-port-name-swap

[top]

Swap port names of two local Fibre Channel target adapters.
Input Name Range Type

Description

fcpadapter-1

string

One of the adapters to swap their port names. It has to be a local adapter in
standby or single_image cfmode.

fcpadapter-2

string

One of the adapters to swap their port names. It has to be a local adapter in
standby or single_image cfmode.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EADAPTERINVALIDTYPE
EINTERNALERROR
EALREADYSTARTED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-service-create

[top]

Create an FCP Service in a Vserver. Each Vserver requires an online FCP Service in order to serve data
via the Fibre Channel protocol.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
If true, allow setting the WWNN to a value outside the vendor's
registered namespaces. If false, the node-name must match one of the
following namespaces:

force-nodename

boolean
optional

2X:XX:00:a0:98:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:00:a0:b8:XX:XX:XX
2X:XX:d0:39:ea:XX:XX:XX
. The default i false.

node-name

string The FCP World Wide Node Name (WWNN) for the FCP service. If not
optional provided, one will be auto-generated.

Determine the initial state of the FCP Service. If true, the service will be
boolean automatically started after creation completes. If false, the service will
optional be left in the stopped state and the caller must subsequently call fcpservice-start to start the service. The default is true.

start

Output Name Range
node-name

Type
string

Description
The world-wide node name (WWNN) of the FCP target in the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
FCP

fcp-service-destroy

[top]

Destroy the FCP Service in a Vserver.

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
FCP

fcp-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of FCP Services.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

fcpserviceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fcp-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

service- specified on any number of attributes in the FCP Service object. All
info
FCP Service objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

fcpserviceThe list of attributes of FCP Service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more FCP
optional Service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-service-start

[top]

Starts FCP service. When FCP service is started, the adapters are brought online. The service will be
available once the call returns with success. The adapters however, may not be available immediately
after the call, it may take up to a few seconds for the adapters to initialize.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EALREADYSTARTED
VDISK_ERROR_CFMODE_MISMATCH
VDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EREVERTINPROGRESS
VDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_WWNN_MISMATCH_FOR_SSI
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-service-status

[top]

Get status of the FCP service, whether or not it is running.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

is-available

boolean "true" if FCP service is running, "false" otherwise.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-service-stop

[top]

Stops FCP service. When FCP service is stopped, the adapters are brought offline. The service will be
unavailable once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTSTARTED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

fcp-set-cfmode

[top]

Set the current cfmode setting for the system. This setting controls how the cluster behaves during a
takeover/giveback. It also controls if the filer should use multiple virtual target adapters per physical
target adapter. fcp service must be stopped before executing this API. The only valid value for cfmode is
'single_image' If cfmode is set to 'single_image' the filer connects to the FC fabric in ptp mode by
default but is configurable, and all luns in the cluster are visible on all FC target ports. In this mode all
hosts require multipathing software. When setting the cfmode to 'single_image' configuration checks are
performed. If these checks fail an EPERM error will be returned. See the lun-config-check-single-imageinfo API for more information.
Input Name Range

Type

fcp-cfmode

string

Description
Set current cfmode setting. Possible values: single_image

boolean
Forcibly change the cfmode, overriding cluster partner checks. Obsolete.
optional

force
Errno

Description

ENOTCLUSTERED
ESERVICENOTSTOPPED
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_IN_TAKEOVER

fcp-tdz-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the tdz database.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fcp-tdzattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcp-tdz- specified on any number of attributes in the Shows entries in the
info
fabric tdz database. object. All Shows entries in the fabric tdz
optional database. objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

fcp-tdzThe list of attributes of Shows entries in the fabric tdz database.
info[]
objects.
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Shows
optional entries in the fabric tdz database. objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-topology-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of FCP topology interconnect elements.
Input Name

Range

fcptopologyinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcpspecified on any number of attributes in the Show FCP topology
topologyinterconnect elements. object. All Show FCP topology interconnect
info
elements. objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

fcptopology- The list of attributes of Show FCP topology interconnect elements.
objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Show
optional FCP topology interconnect elements. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32-

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-topology-port-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the fabric name server database.
Input Name

Range

fcptopologyport-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
fcpspecified on any number of attributes in the Shows FCP topology
topologyinterconnect elements per adapter. object. All Shows FCP topology
port-info
interconnect elements per adapter. objects matching this query up
optional
to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

fcptopologyThe list of attributes of Shows FCP topology interconnect elements
portper adapter. objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Shows
optional FCP topology interconnect elements per adapter. objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fcp-wwpnalias-get-alias-info

[top]

Get the list of WWPN for a given alias or an alias for for a given WWPN or complete list of all current
alias- WWPN mappings.
Input Name Range
alias

Type

Description

Alias for a WWPN is the 32-character alias that may contain A-Z, a-z, 0string 9, _,-,.,{,} and no spaces. When supplied, the alias with the
optional corresponding WWPN will be returned. Otherwise, all aliases with their

WWPNs present in the system will be returned.
WWPN for which all aliases will be returned. When supplied all aliases
string
for that WWPN will be returned. Otherwise, all aliases with their WWPNs
optional
present in the system will be returned.

wwpn

Output Name Range

Type

Description

aliasesA list of alias-WWPN mappings
info[]

aliases
Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIASES_NOT_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_INVALID
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_NOT_FOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_REMOVE_INVALID_NUM_ARGS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fcp-wwpnalias-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of assigned World Wide Port Name (WWPN) aliases.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
aliasesattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
aliasesspecified on any number of attributes in the WWPN aliases object.
info
All WWPN aliases objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

aliasesinfo[] The list of attributes of WWPN aliases objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more WWPN
optional aliases objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

fcp-wwpnalias-remove

[top]

Remove an alias for a World Wide Port Name of an initiator. Either the alias or the wwpn argument must
be provided.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string WWPN Alias to be removed. Either the alias or the wwpn argument must
optional be provided.

alias

string WWPN for which all aliases are to be removed. Either the wwpn or the
optional alias argument must be provided.

wwpn
Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_NOT_FOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_NOT_FOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_REMOVE_INVALID_NUM_ARGS

fcp-wwpnalias-set

[top]

Set an alias for a World Wide Port Name of an initiator that might login to the target.
Input Name Range
alias

Type
string

Description
Alias to be set for the given WWPN ("wwpn"); The alias can be 32characters long and may contain: A-Z, a-z, 0-9, _,-,.,{,} and no spaces

boolean When set to true, the WWPN associated with the alias will be overoptional written. Default value is false.

force
wwpn

string

WWPN for which alias is being set

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIASES_TOO_MANY
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_INVALID
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_WWPN_ALIAS_ALREADY_SET

fcp-zone-get-iter

[top]

Iterates over the list of entries in the fabric name server database.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

fcpzoneinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

fcpzoneinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fcpzone- The list of attributes of Shows the active zone set information.
info[] objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Shows
optional the active zone set information. objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Shows the active zone
set information. object. All Shows the active zone set information.
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aliases-info

[top]

A list of WWPNs and their aliases generated according to the input - alias, WWPN or nothing.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aliases-alias

string

The 32-character alias for a given FCP WWPN

aliases-wwpn

string

The FCP WWPN for which the alias is given

string
Vserver containing the alias
optional

vserver

Element definition: fcp-adapter-initiators-info

[top]

A list of initiators currently connected to the FC adapter or FCP data LIF.
Name

Type

Description

adapter

string

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the name of the physical FC adapter. In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the name of the FC data LIF.

dataprotocol

fcp-adapterdata-protocol
optional

fcpconnectedinitiators
vserver

Range

The data protocol of the LIF. This field is available in Data
ONTAP 9.4 and later.

fcp-connectedInformation about the connected initiators
initiator-info[]
string
optional

Vserver of the FCP LIF.

Element definition: fcp-adapter-nameserver-object-info

[top]

Information about a nameserver object entry.
Name

Range

Type

adapter

string

Description
The adapter this nameserver object is visible through.

classservice

Registered class of services as defined in the FC-FS standard. This element
string
is omitted if the device has not registered a class of service. Comma
optional
separated possible values: "F", "1", "2", "3", "4", and "6".

fabricportname

string Fabric world wide port name (WWPN) of this entry. This element is omitted
optional if the fabric WWPN is not registered.

fc4-type

Registered FC4 Types. This element is omitted if the device has not
registered an FC4 Type. Comma separated possible values: "llc/snap",
string
"ipfc", "fcp", "gpp", "ipi-3m", "ipi-3s", "ipi-3p", "sbccs-ch", "sbccs-cu", "fcoptional
sb-3_ch2cu", "fc-sb-3_cu2ch", "fc-gs", "fc-sw", "fc-al", "snmp", "hippi-fp",
"mil-std-1553", "asm", "fc-vi", and "fc-av".

nodename

string World wide node name (WWNN) of this entry. This element is omitted if the
optional device has not registered a WWNN.

port-id
portname

integer Assigned port identifier of this entry. Range: [0..2^24-1]
string World wide port name (WWPN) of this entry. This element is omitted if the
optional device has not registered a WWPN.

port-type

string

Port type of this entry. Possible values: "n-port", "nl-port", "fnl-port", "nxport", "f-port", "fl-port", "e-port", "b-port", "nv-port", "fv-port", "sd-port",
"te-port", "tl-port", and "none".

symbolicnodename

string Registered symbolic node name. If the device has not registered one, this
optional element will be omitted.

symbolicportname

string Registered symbolic port name. If the device has not registered one, this
optional element will be omitted.

Element definition: fcp-adapter-stats-info

[top]

Statistics for one FC adapter. Starting Data ONTAP 8.3, the SFP related attributes have been
superseded by the same attributes in type fcp-config-adapter-info, and are retained in here for
compatibility only.
Name
adapter
adapter-resets

Range

Type
string

Description
Which FC adapter.

integer Number of adapter resets occurred.

crc-errors

integer Total CRC errors occurred.

discardedframes

integer Number of frames discarded by the target HBA. Range [0..2^31-1]

frame-overruns

integer

Number of frame overruns detected by the adapter during write
requests.

frame-underruns

integer

Number of frame underruns detected by the adapter during read
requests.

initiators-

integer Total number of initiators connected to this target adapter.

connected
invalid-xmitwords

integer Number of invalid words transmitted. Range [0..2^31-1]

is-sfpdiagnosticsinternallycalibrated

Indicates if the SFP diagnostics are internally calibrated or not. The
boolean
optional SFP rx/tx fields are invalid (and therefore not provided) if
optional
the SFP diagnostics are not internally calibrated.

is-sfp-opticaltransceiver-valid

Validity of the optical transceiver. Until Data ONTAP 8.0.0, this field
was incorrectly named "is-spf-optical-transceiver-valid". While that
boolean
field is also returned for backward compatibility, all new applications
must use the current version.

is-sfp-rx-powerin-range

boolean
Flag to indicate received optical power is in range.
optional

is-sfp-tx-powerin-range

boolean
Flag to indicate transmitted optical power is in range.
optional

link-breaks
lip-resets

integer Number of times that the link breaks.
Number of times that a selective Reset LIP (Loop Initialization
integer Primitive) occurred. LIP reset is used to preform a vendor-specific
reset at the loop port specified by the AL-PA value.

lr-received

integer

Number of LRs (Link Reset) received by the target HBA. Range
[0..2^31-1]

lr-sent

integer

Number of LRs (Link Reset) sent from the target HBA. Range
[0..2^31-1]

node

nodeThe name of the node where the adapter is installed.
name

nos-received

integer

Number of NOSs (Not_Operational Primitive Sequence)received by
the target HBA. Range [0..2^31-1]

ols-received

integer

Number of OLSs (Offline Primitive Sequence) received by the target
HBA. Range [0..2^31-1]

protocol-errors
queue-depth

integer Number of protocol errors occurred. Range [0..2^31-1]
integer Counts the queue depth on the target HBA.

scsi-requestsdropped

integer Number of SCSI requests being dropped.

sfp-connector

string
Connector used with the optical transceiver.
optional

sfp-date-code

string
Date code for the optical transceiver.
optional

sfp-encoding

string Encoding used with the optical transceiver. Possible values
optional ["8B10B", "?????"]

sfp-fcspeedcapabilities
sfp-formfactor
sfp-part-number
sfp-rev
sfp-rx-power
sfp-serialnumber
sfp-tx-power

string FC speed capabilities for the optical transceiver. Possible values [1,
optional 2, 4, 8 in Gbps]
string Form factor of the optical transceiver. Possible values: "SFP" (for
optional Small FormFactor).
string
Part number for the optical transceiver.
optional
string
Revision for the optical transceiver.
optional
string
SFP received optical power, reported to tenth decimal in uWatts.
optional
string
Serial number for the optical transceiver.
optional
string
SFP transmitted optical power, reported to tenth decimal in uWatts.
optional
string

sfp-vendor-name

optional

Vendor name for the optical transceiver.

sfp-vendor-oui

string Vendor OUI (The IEEE Organizationally Unique Identifier) for the
optional optical transceiver.

sfp-wavelength

integer Wavelength for the optical transceiver. Measured in nanometers.
optional Range [830..860]

spuriousinterrupts

integer Count of spurious interrupts.

total-logins

Counts the times of initiators added. Each time a new initiator is
integer added, the total logins is incremented by 1. Each time an initiator is
removed, the total logouts is incremented by 1.

total-logouts

Counts the times of initiators removed. Each time a new initiator is
integer added, the total logins is incremented by 1. Each time an initiator is
removed, the total logouts is incremented by 1.

Element definition: fcp-adapter-topology-switch-info

[top]

Information about an FC switch connected to an FC adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The name of the adapter this switch is visible
through.

adapter

string

domain

integer

fcp-adaptertopology-switchports

fcp-adaptertopology-switchport-info[]
optional

logical-name

string

The logical name of the FC switch. The maximum
length is 64.

node-name

string

Node name of the FC switch. The format is:
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal
digit.

port-count

integer

release

string

The release version of the FC switch. The maximum
length is 64.

vendor

string

The name of the FC switch vendor. The maximum
length is 64.

The domain identifier of the FC switch. Range:
[1..255]
List of ports for the FC switch. This is only returned if
verbose is set to true.

The number of ports discovered on the FC switch.
Range: [0..2^32-1]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-zone-info

[top]

Information about a zone.
Name

Range

Type

adapter

string

fcp-adapter-zonemembers

fcp-adapter-zonemember-info

Description
The adapter this zone is visible through.
List of zone members.

zone-name
zone-set-name

string

The name of the zone. The maximum length is 64.

string

The name of the zone set containing this zone. The
maximum length is 64.

Element definition: fcp-config-adapter-info

[top]

Configuration information for one FC adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

string
optional

adapter

fcp-connection
optional

connection-established

data-link-rate

Type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Adapter Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Connection Established Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"loop" ,
"ptp"
Data Link Rate (Gbit) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Data Protocols Supported Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocolssupported

fcp-adapterdata-protocol[]
optional

fabric-established

boolean
optional

Fabric Established Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

fabric-name

string
optional

Fabric Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

firmware-rev

string
optional

Firmware Revision Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

hardware-rev

string
optional

Hardware Revision Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

info-name

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-sfp-diagnosticsinternally-calibrated

boolean
optional

Is Internally Calibrated Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-sfp-opticaltransceiver-valid

boolean
optional

Validity Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-sfp-rx-in-los

boolean
optional

Is Receiver In LOS Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-sfp-rx-power-inrange

boolean
optional

Is Received Power In Range Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

boolean

Is Xmit Disabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-

is-sfp-tx-in-disable

"fcp" ,
"fc_nvme"

optional

modifiable

is-sfp-tx-in-fault

boolean
optional

Is Xmit In Fault Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-sfp-tx-power-inrange

boolean
optional

Is Xmit Power In Range Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

max-speed

integer
optional

Maximum Speed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

media-type

string
optional

Mediatype Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name

string
optional

Adapter WWNN Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

physical-protocol

string
optional

Physical Protocol Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Host Port Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

port-name

string
optional

Adapter WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-connector

string
optional

Connector Used Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-date-code

string
optional

Date Code Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-ddm-capabilities

string
optional

Status Monitoring Available Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

port-address

[0..2^321]

sfp-ddm-status-control

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

DDM Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-diagnosticmonitoring-type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Diagnostic Monitoring Type Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-encoding

string
optional

Encoding Used Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sfp-fcspeedcapabilities

string
optional

FC Capabilities Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-formfactor

string
optional

Form Factor Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-part-number

string
optional

Part Number Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-rev

string
optional

Revision Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-rx-power

string
optional

Received Optical Power Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

SFF-8472 Compliance Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-tx-power

string
optional

SFP Transmitted Optical Power Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-vendor-name

string
optional

Vendor Name Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-vendor-oui

string
optional

Vendor OUI Of Transceiver Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Wavelength In Nanometers Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sfp-sff8472-compliance

sfp-wavelength

[0..2^321]

[0..65535]

string

Link speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-

speed
state

optional

modifiable

string
optional

Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Administrative Status Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

status-admin

fcp-adapterstate
optional

status-extended

string
optional

Extended Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

switch-port

string
optional

Switch Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"down" ,
"up"

Element definition: fcp-interface-info

[top]

Information about a single FCP Logical Interface (LIF). When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentnode

string
Node currently hosting the LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

currentport

string FC Adapter currently hosting the LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

interfacename
nodename
portaddress
portname

string
Name of the LIF. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
World Wide Node Name (WWNN) of the LIF. All LIFs in a Vserver have the
string
same WWNN as the Vserver's FCP service. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
string
Host port address of LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of the LIF. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

relativeport-id

integer The SCSI Relative Target Port Identifier of the LIF. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver hosting the LIF. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-nameserver-info
FCP name server entry for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef

[top]

are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

fabricport-wwn

Fabric world wide port name (WWPN) of the lif Attributes: nonstring
optional creatable, non-modifiable

fc4-type

string
Registered FC4 Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

lif

World Wide Node Name (WWNN) of the lif Attributes: non-creatable,
string
optional non-modifiable

node-wwn
port-id

[0..2^32- integer Assigned port identifier of the lif Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

port-type

string
Port type of the lif Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

port-wwn

World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of the lif Attributes: non-creatable,
string
optional non-modifiable

serviceclass

string
Registered class of services as defined in the FC-FS standard
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchport

string
Name of switch port connected to target array Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverVserver hosting the FCP LIF Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-ping-igroup-status-info
FCP Ping result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
ext-status
igroup
lif

Range

Type

Description

string
Extended Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Igroup Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

string
Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
portset

string
Portset Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

status

string
Ping Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

string
FCP initiator WWPN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

wwpn

Element definition: fcp-ping-status-info

[top]

Connectivity check between FCP initiator and FCP LIF When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

ext-status
lif
node
status
vserver
wwpn

Type

Description

string
Extended Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Ping Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Remote WWPN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-port-name-info

[top]

Information for one valid local port name.
Name Range

Type

Description

fcpadapter

Only if this WWPN is being used by a Fibre Channel interface, the name of the
string
interface is returned. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the name of a local adapter. In
optional
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the name of an FCP data LIF.

is-used

boolean

port-

This indicates whether this WWPN is being used by a Fibre Channel target
interface.
A Fibre Channel WWPN in the form XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a

string

name
vserver

string

hexadecimal digit.
Vserver containing this port name

Element definition: fcp-service-info

[top]

FCP target service configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

isavailable

Type

Description

boolean true if the FCP Service is running, false otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nodename

string The world-wide node name (WWNN) of the FCP target in the Vserver.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Vserver hosting the FCP service. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: fcp-tdz-info

[top]

FCP tdz entry for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
lif
peer-zone-name
principal-wwn
vserver
zone-wwpns

Range

Type

Description

string
LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Peer Zone Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Principal Member WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Zone Members Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fcp-topology-info

[top]

FCP topology interconnect When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

domain-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Domain Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif

string
optional

LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

logicalname

string
optional

Logical Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

release

string
optional

Release Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-count

[0..2^321]

vserver

Description

vserver-name
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

wwn

World Wide Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fcp-topology-port-info

[top]

FCP topology interconnect elements for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

adapter
domain-id
node

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

string
optional

Adapter name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Domain Id Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

port-attached-id

string
optional

Attached Port Id Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-attachedvisible

string
optional

Visible Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-attachedwwpn

string
optional

Attached Port WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Port Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Port Slot Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-count
port-slot

[0..2^321]

Port State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
port-state

fcpportstate
optional

"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"testing" ,
"fault"
Port Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"none" ,
"n_port" ,
"nl_port" ,
"fnl_port" ,
"nx_port" ,
"f_port" ,
"fl_port" ,
"e_port" ,
"b_port" ,
"tnp_port" ,
"tf_port" ,
"nv_port" ,
"fv_port" ,
"sd_port" ,
"te_port" ,
"tl_port"

port-type

fcpporttype
optional

port-wwpn

string
optional

Port WWPN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-name

string
optional

Switch Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-release

string
optional

Switch Release Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-vendor

string
optional

Switch Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch-wwn

string
optional

Switch WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fcp-zone-info
FCP active zone set entry for the adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of

[top]

desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapter

string
optional

Adapter name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

contents

string
optional

Member Contents Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Member Domain Id Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

domain-id

[0..2^321]

node
port

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Member Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Member Port Id Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Member Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Member Type Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Unique Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Member WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

type-name
unique

[0..2^321]

wwn
zone-count

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Zone Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

zone-membercount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Zone Member Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

zone-name

string
optional

Zone Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

zoneset-name

string
optional

Zoneset Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: fcp-adapter-data-protocol
fcp|fc-nvme Possible values:
"fcp" ,
"fc_nvme"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-state

[top]

down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-topology-switch-port-info

[top]

Information about the FC switch port.
Name

Range

fcp-adaptertopologyattachedports

Type

Description

fcp-adaptertopologyList of devices attached to this port.
attached-portinfo[]
World wide port name (WWPN) of the port. The format is:
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

port-name

string

port-number

integer

port-state

string

Port state. Possible values: "online", "offline", "testing", "fault",
and "unknown".

port-type

string

Port type. Possible values: "n-port", "nl-port", "fnl-port", "nxport", "f-port", "fl-port", "e-port", "b-port", "nv-port", "fv-port",
"sd-port", "te-port", "tl-port", and "none".

Port index number. Range: [0..2^32-1]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-zone-member-info
Information about a zone member.
Name
domainid

Range

Type

Description

integer Domain identifier of the switch. This element is returned if the zoneoptional member-type is "domain-id-port". Range: [0..2^32-1]

fabricportname

World wide port name (WWPN) of the fabric port. This element is returned if
string
the zone-member-type is "fabric-port-name". The format is:
optional
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

nodename

World wide node name (WWNN) of the N-port. This element is returned if the
string
zone-member-type is "node-name". The format is:
optional
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

port

integer Port number on the switch. This element is returned if the zone-memberoptional type is "domain-id-port". Range: [0..2^32-1]

port-id

integer Assigned port identifier. This element is returned if the zone-member-type is
optional "port-id". Range: [0..2^24-1]

portname

World wide port name (WWPN) of the N-port. This element is returned if the
string
zone-member-type is "port-name". The format is:
optional
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

[top]

zonemembertype
zonemembervalue

string

The type of zone member. Possible values are: "port-name", "domain-idport", "port-id", "node-name", "fabric-port-name", and "unknown".

integer Uninterpreted value. This element is returned if the zone-member-type is
optional "unknown". Range: [0..2^32-1]

Element definition: fcp-connected-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator connected to an FC adapter.
Name

Range

Type

initiator-grouplist

initiator-group-listinfo[]
optional

node-name

string

port-address

[0..2^321]

integer

port-name
portname-aliaslist

string

Description
List of initiator groups this initiator belongs
to.
World Wide Node Name (WWNN) of initiator.
Fibre Channel host address it is connected
to.
World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of the
initiator.

portname-alias-name[]
List of aliases for the WWPN.
optional

Element definition: fcp-connection

[top]

loop|ptp Possible values:
"loop" ,
"ptp"
[none]

Element definition: fcpportstate
Unknown|Online|Offline|Testing|Fault Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"testing" ,
"fault"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: fcpporttype

[top]

None|N-Port|NL-Port|FNL-Port|NX-Port|F-Port|FL-Port|E-Port|B-Port|TNP-Port|TF-Port|NV-Port|FVPort|SD-Port|TE-Port|TL-Port Possible values:
"none" ,
"n_port" ,
"nl_port" ,
"fnl_port" ,
"nx_port" ,
"f_port" ,
"fl_port" ,
"e_port" ,
"b_port" ,
"tnp_port" ,
"tf_port" ,
"nv_port" ,
"fv_port" ,
"sd_port" ,
"te_port" ,
"tl_port"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: fcp-adapter-topology-attached-port-info
Information about the attached device.
Name Range Type
isvisible
portid

Description

boolean Visibility of this device through this adapter from a zoning perspective.
integer

Assigned port identifier of the attached device. A value of 0 indicates no value
has been assigned. Range: [0..2^24-1]

[top]

portname

string

World wide port name (WWPN) of the attached device. The format is:
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX where X is a hexadecimal digit.

Element definition: initiator-group-list-info

[top]

The initiator group this initiator belongs to.
Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name

Description

string Name of initiator group.

Element definition: portname-alias-name
Aliases for this WWPN
Name
portname-alias

Range Type

Description

string Alias for the WWPN

[top]

APIs in Category: fcport
fcport-get-link-state
fcport-reset-dev
fcport-send-lip
fcport-set-offline
fcport-set-online

fcport-get-link-state

[top]

Get the link state of a specific adapter on this system.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername
node-name

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name
string
-- for example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the
command will return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

Output Name Range Type
adapter-linkstate
adaptername

Description

linkstate- adapter link state info
info[]
string

Errno

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name.
Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

fcport-reset-dev

[top]

When invoked the device will be reset. The device will be temporarily suspended while it is reset, after
which it will resume processing device operations. This command should be used with care as it can
have adverse effects, for instance pending commands to the device will be aborted when issuing this
command.
Input Name Range Type

device-id

Description

The device id is presented as a slot number followed by the port letter
concatenated with the device-id. These two parts are separated by a period.
string For example 6b.5 If the device-id is omitted EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT will

be returned. If the device-id is invalid EINVALIDINPUTERROR will be
returned.
Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

fcport-send-lip

[top]

This will initiate a loop initialization on the specified fibrechannel loop port. The loop will be temporarily
suspended while it is initialized, after which it will resume processing loop operations. This command
should be used with care, because it can have adverse effects, like pending commands will be aborted
when issuing this command.
Input Name Range Type
loop-id

Description

The loop id is presented as a slot number and port letter concatenated (for
string example 6a). If the loop-id is omitted EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT will be
returned. If the loop-id is invalid EINVALIDINPUTERROR will be returned.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ELOOPUNAVAILABLE

fcport-set-offline

[top]

Offline a specific adapter on this system. This API should be used with care, as it can have adverse side
effects, which you lose access to all devices of that port. The operation of offlining the already offlined
adapter will be considered success.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name -string
for example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the command
will return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

fcport-set-online

[top]

Online a specific adapter on this system. The operation of onlining the already onlined adapter will be
considered success.
Input Name Range Type

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name -string
for example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the command
will return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.

adaptername

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: link-state-info

[top]

list link-state info of a specific adapter channel
Name

Range

adaptername
fc-portinfo
linkstate
nodename

Type
string

Description
The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name.

fc-ports fiber channel port information. Present only when link-state field value is
optional "up".
string

Possible values: "initing", "down", "up", "offline-physical", "offline-logical", or
"zombified", which the adapter has stopped sending I/O and is ignoring link
events. This state may occur when shelf firmware is being updated.

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in
optional which case it is the storage system name.

Element definition: fc-ports

[top]

Information about the ports belonging to the fiber channel adapter
Name Range
portnumber
porttype

Type

Description

string This represents the physical port number of the FC port. Field is not present
optional when port-type is "l-port"
string

Type of port. Possible values: "l-port", loop port, node port used to connect a
node to a Fibre Channel loop. "nl-port", network+loop port, node port which
connects to both loops and switches. "n-port", network port, node port used to
connect a node to a Fibre Channel switch.

switchname

string This is the switch name, if any, connected to the FC port. Field is not present
optional when port-type is "l-port"

switchwwn

string This is the world wide name of the switch, if any, connected to the FC port.
optional Field is not present when port-type is "l-port"

APIs in Category: feature
This set of APIs allow management of 7-Mode and Cluster-Mode
features for Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. The feature status are set
internally based on the enablement, entitlement, and other
configuration restrictions of the feature.

feature-status-list-info
feature-usage-get-iter
feature-usage-summaryget-iter

feature-status-list-info

[top]

Returns status information for managed features.
Output Name

Range

managed-featurestatus-list
Errno

Type

Description

managed-feature-status- An array, one entry per each managed
info[]
feature.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

feature-usage-get-iter

[top]

Returns feature usage information for DATA ONTAP features. The feature usage information is reported
on a per controller node basis.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag

usagestateinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

usagestateinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the feature object. All
feature objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

usagestateThe list of attributes of feature objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more feature
optional objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

feature-usage-summary-get-iter

[top]

Returns feature usage summary information for DATA ONTAP features. The feature usage information is
reported on a per controller node basis.
Input Name

Range

usagesummaryinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the feature object. All
feature objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

query

usagesummaryinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

usagesummaryThe list of attributes of feature objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more feature
objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: managed-feature-status-info
Status information about a managed feature. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

featurename

managedfeature
optional

notes

string
optional

status

managedfeature-status
optional

Managed feature name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Additional information about the managed feature status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status of a managed feature. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: usage-state-info

[top]

Information about feature usage. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

datecollected

datetime
optional

The time data was collected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

featuremessage

string
optional

Additional feature reported message. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Name of the feature. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

featurename

managedfeature
optional

"cifs" ,
"nfs" ,
"iscsi" ,
"fcp" ,
"dedupe" ,
"flexclone" ,
"compression" ,
"snaprestore" ,
"snaplock" ,
"snaplock_enterprise" ,
"snapvault_primary" ,
"snapvault_secondary" ,
"snapmirror" ,
"syncmirror" ,
"flexcache" ,
"ndmp" ,
"multistore" ,
"cdmi" ,
"snapdrive_windows" ,
"snapmanager_exchange" ,
"snapmanager_sql" ,
"snapmanager_sharepoint" ,

"snapmanager_hyperv" ,
"snapdrive_unix" ,
"snapmanager_oracle" ,
"snapmanager_sap" ,
"v_storageattach" ,
"mt_ek_mgmt" ,
"s3"
node

node-name Name of the controller node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

owner

string
optional

Name of the controller node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

nodeserialnumber
optional

Serial number of the controller node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

usagestatus

featureusagestate
optional

weeknumber

seqnum
optional

The usage status information. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"not_used" - Not Used,
"configured" - Configured,
"in_use" - In Use,
"not_available" - Not Available
The week of data collection. Week number one is the oldest week of
collection. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: usage-summary-info

[top]

Summary information about feature usage. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the feature. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"cifs" ,
"nfs" ,
"iscsi" ,
"fcp" ,
"dedupe" ,
"flexclone" ,
"compression" ,
"snaprestore" ,
"snaplock" ,
"snaplock_enterprise" ,
"snapvault_primary" ,
"snapvault_secondary" ,

managedfeature
optional

featurename

last-usedtime

"snapmirror" ,
"syncmirror" ,
"flexcache" ,
"ndmp" ,
"multistore" ,
"cdmi" ,
"snapdrive_windows" ,
"snapmanager_exchange" ,
"snapmanager_sql" ,
"snapmanager_sharepoint" ,
"snapmanager_hyperv" ,
"snapdrive_unix" ,
"snapmanager_oracle" ,
"snapmanager_sap" ,
"v_storageattach" ,
"mt_ek_mgmt" ,
"s3"

datetime The time when the feature was last recorded to be in-use.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

owner

string
optional

Name of the controller node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

serialnumber

nodeserialnumber
optional

Serial number of the controller node. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

weeksinteger
[0..2147483647]
configured
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to be
configured. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

weeks-ininteger
[0..2147483647]
use
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to be in-use.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

weeksnotavailable

[0..2147483647]

integer
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to not have
usage data available. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

weeksnot-used

[0..2147483647]

integer
optional

Number of weeks the feature was recorded to be not used.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: feature-usage-state
not-used|configured|in-use|not-available Possible values:
"not_used" - Not Used,
"configured" - Configured,
"in_use" - In Use,
"not_available" - Not Available

[top]

[none]

Element definition: managed-feature

[top]

Managed Feature Possible values:
"cifs" ,
"nfs" ,
"iscsi" ,
"fcp" ,
"dedupe" ,
"flexclone" ,
"compression" ,
"snaprestore" ,
"snaplock" ,
"snaplock_enterprise" ,
"snapvault_primary" ,
"snapvault_secondary" ,
"snapmirror" ,
"syncmirror" ,
"flexcache" ,
"ndmp" ,
"multistore" ,
"cdmi" ,
"snapdrive_windows" ,
"snapmanager_exchange" ,
"snapmanager_sql" ,
"snapmanager_sharepoint" ,
"snapmanager_hyperv" ,
"snapdrive_unix" ,
"snapmanager_oracle" ,
"snapmanager_sap" ,
"v_storageattach" ,
"mt_ek_mgmt" ,
"s3"
[none]

Element definition: managed-feature-status
Represents the status of a managed feature. Possible values:
"on" - feature is entitled and turned on,
"available" - feature is entitled and available to be turned on. Its current on/off status is
unknown,
"on_not_configurable" - feature is no longer entitled but it was turned on before and remains to
be on. Feature is not configurable at the moment,
"off" - feature is entitled but turned off,
"not_available" - feature is not entitled, licensing infrastructure is unavailable, or other
configuration check prevents feature use. The field notes can provide additional information.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Node serial-number
[none]

Element definition: seqnum
Reverse-ordered Integer Range : [0..2^64-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: file
file-assign-qos
file-compact-data
file-create-directory
file-create-symlink
file-delete-directory
file-delete-file
file-fingerprint-abort
file-fingerprint-dump
file-fingerprint-get-iter
file-fingerprint-start
file-get-file-info
file-get-spacereservation-info
file-hole-range-query-iter
file-inode-info
file-inode-info-get-iter
file-list-directory-iter
file-list-directory-iter-end
file-list-directory-iter-next
file-list-directory-iterstart
file-punch-hole-iter
file-read-file
file-read-symlink
file-rename-file
file-set-spacereservation-info
file-truncate-file
file-usage-get
file-usage-result-get
file-usage-start
file-write-file

The path and filename values used in these APIs are "NFS"
filenames by default. If a file is created with a name that is illegal
in CIFS, CIFS access to the file will need to use the file's 8.3
name. Similarly, if two filenames created by these APIs differ
only by case (e.g. "a" and "A"), CIFS access will see the 8.3
name for the second one created.
To access files or directories with Unicode file names, the UTF-8
equivalent of the Unicode path can be used. If a file contains
Unicode-format data, the filer returns all the data in the file
including the identifier in the first two bytes of the file which
indicates the file contains Unicode data (0xFEFF).
A file may optionally contain multiple distinct streams of data. A
stream is an on disk structure containing a sequence of bytes,
analogous to a file. A stream associated with a file is identified by
a name, and data may be read or written to a file or stream. A
stream can be thought of as a hidden file associated with a base
file, and is visible in the name space of the base file. Streams are
typically used to store metadata associated with the base file

file-assign-qos

[top]

Manage the association of QoS policy group to a specified file. QoS Policy groups define measurable
Service Level Objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage object with which the policy group is
associated. In Data ONTAP 8.2 hierarchical QoS is not supported i.e. QoS policy groups cannot be
assigned to multiple objects in the file's storage hierarchy - such as the parent LUN, volume or Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The caching policy that is associated with this file. This policy is used to
make caching decisions for this file. If a caching policy is not assigned to
this file, the system uses the caching policy that is assigned to the
containing volume. If a caching policy is not assigned to the containing
volume, the system uses the caching policy that is assigned to the
containing Vserver. If a caching policy is not assigned to the containing

Vserver, the system uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible
options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read user
data blocks, and write caches all randomly overwritten user data
blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read user
data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read,
sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not do
any write caching.

string
optional

Default caching-policy is auto.
file

string

Complete file path of the file without a trailing slash.

qosadaptivepolicygroupname

The QoS adaptive policy group name that is to be associated with this file
string in order to enforce service level objectives (SLO). NOTE: none is a
optional reserved keyword for deleting the association of the file with a QoS
adaptive policy group.

qos-policygroupname

The QoS Policy Group name that is to be associated with this file in order
string
to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO). NOTE: none is a reserved
optional
keyword for deleting the association of the file with a QoS policy group.

volume

volumeName of the Volume in which the file resides.
name

vserver

vserverName of the Vserver in which the volume that hosts the file resides.
name

Errno

Description

E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_FILE_IS_LUN
E_QOS_FILE_ACCESS_ERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

file-compact-data

[top]

compact data
Input Name Range

Type

Description

file

string

File Path

node

filer-id

Node

snapshot

snapshot-id

Snapshot Copy Name

volume

volume-name Volume Name

vserver

vserver-name Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-create-directory

[top]

Create a directory.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Path of the directory to be created. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

path

string

perm

Permission of the directory to be created. It's similar to Unix style
permission bits: 0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and
read/execute to group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived
by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First
string digit selects the set user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes.
The second digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write
(2) and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group. Note: Prior to Data
ONTAP 7.3.1 this value was treated as a base-10 number.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-create-symlink

[top]

Create a symlink.
Input Name Range Type

Description

path

string Path of the symlink file to create. The value is expected to begin with /vol/.

symlink

Value of the symlink, which is the destination path contained in the symlink.
string This ZAPI does not check whether the destination path is accessible. This
parameter may contain any arbitrary absolute or relative path.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_ELOOP
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EONTAPI_ENOTDIR

file-delete-directory

[top]

Delete a directory.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
Path of the directory to delete. The value is expected to begin with /vol/.
The directory must be empty in order for this API to succeed.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-delete-file

[top]

Delete a file.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Errno
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED

Description
path of the file or symlink to delete. the value is expected to begin with
/vol/.
Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-fingerprint-abort

[top]

The file-fingerprint-abort API can be used to abort an ongoing fingerprint operation. This api only aborts
the fingerprint operations that have been started and have not finished. You identify the session-id with
this API, and it aborts the fingerprint operation that is associated with that particular session-id. You
must specify session-id when using file-fingerprint-abort.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

session-id [0..2^32-1] integer session-id of the fingerprint operation that needs to be stopped.
Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-fingerprint-dump

[top]

The file-fingerprint-dump API returns the fingerprint information for a file. The session-id must be
specified when using the file-fingerprint-dump API.This is the session-id of the fingerprint operation that
is returned when a fingerprint operation is started using the file-fingerprint-start API. If the fingerprint
operation is complete, it will also show the complete fingerprint information for the file.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fingerprintattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

session-id

[0..2^321]

integer

An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. This session-id
is returned when the fingerprint operation is started on a file.
The session-id of the fingerprint operation can be used to get the
progress of an ongoing fingerprint operation as well as the
complete fingerprint output for the file once the operation is
completed.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributes
Errno

fingerprintThe attributes of the file.
info
Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-fingerprint-get-iter

[top]

The file-fingerprint-get-iter API returns information for one or several fingerprint operations. We need to
specify either session-id or vserver-name and volume-name with the file-fingerprint-get-iter API. When
queried with session-id, the file-fingerprint-get-iter API returns the progress of the fingerprint operation
with the specified session-id. When queried with vserver-name and volume-name, the file-fingerprintget-iter API returns the progress of all the fingerprint operations running on that particular volume.
Input Name

Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
fingerprintattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

fingerprint- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
status-info specified on any number of attributes in the file object. All file
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

fingerprintstatusThe list of attributes of file objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more file
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-fingerprint-start

[top]

The file-fingerprint-start API is used to start the fingerprint computation a file. The fingerprint
computation is started on the file, and a session-id is returned. This session-id is an unique identifier for
the fingerprint operation. To start the fingerprint computation on a file, the following parameters should
be compulsarily specified:
vserver : Name of the vserver which owns the volume.
file : Complete file path of the file on which the fingerprint needs to be computed. This file path is
of the form vol//

Input Name Range

Type

Description
The digest algorithm which will be used for the fingerprint computation.
Fingerprint can be computed using one of the following digest
algorithms :

algorithm

string
optional

md5
sha-256
If no algorithm is specified during file fingerprint start, then by default,
we compute fingerprint of the file using the sha-256 digest alogorithm.

file

string

Full path of the file on which fingerprint needs to be calculated. The
value begins with /vol/.
The file scope which will be used for the fingerprint computation.
FIngerprint can be computed over one of the following :

scope

data
metadata
both data and metadata

string
optional

If no scope is specified during file fingerprint start, then by default, we
compute fingerprint of the file over both data and metadata.
Output Name Range
resultsession-id

Type

Description

An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. The result-session-id
integer of the fingerprint operation can be used to get the progress of an
optional ongoing fingerprint operation as well as the complete fingerprint output
for the file once the operation is completed.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR

file-get-file-info

[top]

Obtains the file information or properties.
Input Name Range
path

Type
string

Description
Pathname of the directory to list. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

Output Name Range
file-info

Type

Description

file-info File information from the stat() function.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EINTERNALERROR
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-get-space-reservation-info

[top]

Queries the space reservation settings for the named file.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
File to be queried.
The identifier of the volume in which the named file exists.
There are two legal choices for a volume identifier, either a DSID or a
UUID.
DSIDs are formatted as 18-character strings composed of 16 hex
characters, zero filled if required and prefixed with '0x'.
Here is an example of an actual DSID:

volume-id

string

0x0000000000000401
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not
used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529

Output Name Range Type
is-fillenabled
is-overwriteenabled

Description

boolean Whether or not the file is set with fill.
boolean Whether or not the file is set with overwrite.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

file-hole-range-query-iter

[top]

Return ranges of holes in a file
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 64
optional
1]
The starting offset of the file from where the scan for holes should
integer begin. If the offset is not an integral multiple of the block size it will
be rounded down to the start of the block. Range : [0..2^63-1]

offset
path

string

Range

Type

Description

holerangeThe list of attributes of file objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more file
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

The full path of the file for which hole information is to be queried.
Format must be of the following: /vol/my_vol/my_file

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

The number of bytes to scan. If this is zero scan until end of file. If
integer the length is not an integral multiple of the block size it will be
rounded up to the end of the block. Range : [0..2^63-1]

length
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_ERANGE
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

[top]

file-inode-info
Get parent information for a given inode.
This API corresponds to the "inodepath" diagnostic-level CLI in ONTAP-Classic, and has the same
defaults.
The input is:
Required, a volume identifier. A volume may be specified by name, fsid, or (in some ONTAP
products) UUID/DSID.
Required, an inode number.
Optional, a snapshot identifier to get information from a snapshot rather than the active volume.
A snapshot may be specified by name or by id.
Optional, various reporting flags (see below) to enable or disable optional output information.
The output is:
All volume identifiers, the one used as input plus the values of the others.
Optionally, all snapshot identifiers; the one used as input plus the value of the other.
The number of parents for the inode.
Optionally, one or more volume relative pathnames to the inode
Optionally, one or more leaf names for the inode.
Optionally, one or more of the actual parent info stored for the inode, in the form of the parent dir
inode number and the parent directory cookie (fbn and offset into the fbn) used to find the dir
entry that refers to the inode in the parent directory (ie. the info used to get the leaf name).
This API is only supported for flexible volumes and FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name Range

encoded

generation
inodenumber
logical-snapid
report-cifspaths

Type

Description

Specifies if non ASCII characters present in the filename will be hex
encoded or not. If set to true, then all non-ASCII characters present in
the filename are transformed to \XX where XX is the hex equivalent of
boolean
the character. For example, if the filename has a non-ASCII character
optional
whose hex equivalent is 0x5C then the character would be encoded as a
three byte sequence of '\','5' and 'C' & returned as "\5C". By default, the
value is false.
integer
optional

The generation number for this inode.
Range: [1..2^32-1]

integer The inode number for which information is desired.
All snapshots are associated with an internal index. "logical-snap-id" is
integer the client-visible index that maps the the underlying internal index.
optional
Range: [1..255].
boolean
Flag for indicating if the paths returned should be cifs-paths
optional
If set to true, report the leaf name of the given inode. The leaf name is
equivalent to the final component of a full pathname. For example, the
leaf name of:

report-leafname

boolean
/vol/vol0/foo/bar/baz
optional
is:
baz
By default, the inode's leaf name is not shown.

report-nopathname

boolean If set to true, do not report on the given inode's full pathname. By
optional default, the inode's full pathname is reported.

report-otherparents

If set to true, report the requested information for all of the parents for
boolean
the given inode. By default, only information about one of the given
optional
inode's parents is reported.

reportparent-data

If set to true, report various other pieces of information about the given
inode. This information includes the inode of the parent directory
boolean
containing the given inode, along with the directory cookie by which the
optional
given inode is known in that parent directory inode. By default, this
other information is not reported for the given inode.

snap-id

The snapshot number within the given volume in which the given inode
is to be referenced. At most, one of snap-id or snap-name can be
provided. If neither is provided, we reference the given inode within the
integer
active file system of the given volume. Valid snapshot ids have a range
optional
of 0 to (WAFL_SNAP_CNT - 1) (currently 255). A value of 0 will refer to
the active file system of the given volume. This refers to the physical
snapshot identifier.

snap-name

A snapshot name within the given volume in which the given inode is to
string be referenced. At most, one of snap-id or snap-name can be provided. If
optional neither is provided, we reference the given inode within the active file
system of the given volume.
The DSID (Data Set IDentifier) of the volume containing the given
inode. Exactly one of volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid or
volume-dsid must be specified.

volume-dsid

string
optional

volume-fsid

The FSID (file system identifier) of the volume containing the given
integer
inode. Exactly one of volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid, or
optional
volume-dsid must be specified. An FSID may have any uint32_t value.

volumename

DSIDs are formatted as 18-character strings composed of 16 hex
characters prefixed with '0x'. NOTE: This form of volume identification is
only supported in some ONTAP products (ONTAP-NG).

The name of the volume containing the given inode. Exactly one of
string
volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid, or volume-dsid must be
optional
specified.
The UUID (Universally Unique IDentifier) of the volume containing the
given inode. Exactly one of volume-fsid, volume-name, volume-uuid or
volume-dsid must be specified.

volume-uuid

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
string separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
optional through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not
used.
An example UUID is 532ad684-c8ec-11d9-945f-00065b8c8a1e. NOTE:
This form of volume identification is only supported in some ONTAP
products (ONTAP-NG).

Output Name Range
inodenumber
inode-paths

logical-snapid

Type

Description

integer The number identifying the inode.
inodeparent- List of requested paths and parent information for the given inode.
info[]
Logical snapshot index. This index maps to the above internal index.
Logical index allows users to choose the same snapshot index across all
integer members of a striped volume. This index is also useful for logical
optional volume replication. A logical snapshot index of 0 implies that the

snapshot is is not client-visible i.e. this is a un-coordinated snapshot.
Range: [0..255].
number-ofparents

integer

snapshot-id

integer The snapshot id, if requested info is from a snapshot. This is the
optional physical snapshot identifier.

snapshotname

string
The name of the snapshot, if requested info is from a snapshot.
optional

The number of parents for the inode. For a file, this is the number of
links to the file.

volume-dsid

string
The volume DSID.
optional

volume-fsid

integer The volume FSID.

volumename

string

The volume name.

volume-uuid

string

The volume UUID.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINODENUMBERTOOSMALL
EINODENUMBERTOOLARGE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINODE
EINELIGIBLEINODE
EPARENTINFONOTLOADED
EI2PNOTENABLED
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EWRONGSTRIPE
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-inode-info-get-iter

[top]

Get information about all the files associated with an inode in a volume.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records
query

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
inodeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
inodespecified on any number of attributes in the file object. All file
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

inodeinfo[] The list of attributes of file objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more file
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINODENUMBERTOOSMALL
EINODENUMBERTOOLARGE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINODE
EPARENTINFONOTLOADED
EI2PNOTENABLED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
ESNAPSHOTINVALIDID
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDDSID
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID

file-list-directory-iter

[top]

list of files in a given directory.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records
path
query
tag

Range

Type

Description

fileinfo[] Specify which attributes to return. If not set return all of them.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
Maximum number of directory entries to retrieve.
optional
1]
string

Pathname of the directory to list. The value is expected to begin
with /vol/.

file- A query that specifies which objects to return. The query can specify
info[] any attributes in the file object. All file objects matching this query
optional up to 'max-records' will be returned.
string Should be empty for first call. For subsequent calls should be the
optional value returned by next-tag below.

Output Name

Range

Description

fileinfo[] Array with information for each file in the named directory.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag to be used in the next call to continue iteration. Will not be
optional returned if there are no more entries.

next-tag
num-records

Type

This tells you how many records are being returned from this
[0..2^32integer particular call to file-list-directory-iter-next. When this value is 0,
1]
you have retrieved everything.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
E_DIRECTORY_CHANGED
EINTERNALERROR
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-list-directory-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a directory iteration.
Input Name Range Type
tag
Errno

Description

string Tag from a previous file-list-directory-iter-start.
Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-list-directory-iter-next

[top]

Obtain a list of files in a given directory.
Input Name Range Type
maximum
tag

string Tag from a previous file-list-directory-iter-start.

Output Name Range Type
files

Description

integer Maximum number of directory entries to retrieve.

Description

fileArray with information for each file in the named directory.
info[]
This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular

records

integer call to file-list-directory-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-list-directory-iter-start

[top]

Start in iteration through the list of files in a given directory.
Input Name Range

encoded

path

Type

Specifies if non ASCII characters present in the filename will be hex
encoded or not. If set to true, then all non-ASCII characters present in
the filename are transformed to \XX where XX is the hex equivalent of
boolean
the character. For example, if the filename has a non-ASCII character
optional
whose hex equivalent is 0x5C then the character would be encoded as a
three byte sequence of '\','5' and 'C' & returned as "\5C". By default, the
value is false.
string

Output Name Range
records
tag

Description

Pathname of the directory to list. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

Type

Description

Number of items that have been saved for future retrieval with file-listinteger
directory-iter-next.
string

Errno

Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-punch-hole-iter
Punch hole in the file. Hole punching involves reclaiming of blocks in a file by unallocating them and
then direct or indirect blocks can be made to point to 0.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

hole-rangeinfo[]

path

string

tag

string
optional

Do not set on first iteration. Use value of next-tag on subseguent
iterations.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

string
optional

next-tag
Errno

This is the array containing the ranges that need to be hole
punched.
Path of the file. Format must be of the following:
/vol/my_vol/path-to-file

Returned if not all ranges have been punched

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EONTAPI_ENOSPC

file-read-file

[top]

Read data from a named file. API will fail if length exceeds 1 MB. This API should only be used on
normal files or streams associated with files. The results for other file types such as LUNs is undefined.
Input Name
length
offset

Range

[0..2^63-1] integer
string

length

Offset into file to start reading from. If the value of offset is
beyond the eof, the API will fail with EAPIERROR.
Name of the file to read. For example: "/vol/<volume>/<file>".

A stream is an on disk structure which contains a sequence of
bytes, analogous to a file. A stream is always associated with
exactly one file. Characters that are valid for a file name are
string also valid for the stream-name. e.g., "meta", "resource1". Use
optional this option if the data should be read from the named stream
associated with file specified by <path> Default is empty stream
name, in which case the data is read from file specified by
<path> This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2 or later.

stream-name

data

Description

[0..1048576] integer Number of bytes to read from the file.

path

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
string

[0..1048576] integer

Description
Data read from the file. The format of the data is ASCII hex
characters, two characters representing one byte from the file.
(This format allows the representation of 0-valued bytes.)
Number of bytes actually read from the file. If this value is 0,
then you have attempted to read at or past the end of the file.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EFTYPE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-read-symlink

[top]

Read the contents of a symlink.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the symlink file to read. The value is expected to begin with /vol/.

Output Name Range Type
symlink

string

Description
Value of the symlink, which is the destination path contained in the
symlink.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENAMETOOLONG
ENOTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_ELOOP
EONTAPI_ENOTDIR

file-rename-file
Rename a file or directory. Note that this API cannot be used to rename to a different volume.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
from-path
to-path

Description

string Original path of the file. The value must begin with /vol/.
string

Final path of the file. The value must begin with /vol/. All path components
except the final file name must already exist.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_EXDEV
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-set-space-reservation-info

[top]

Sets the space reservation settings for the named file. is-overwrite-enabled and is-fill-enabled both
must be the same value.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range
is-fillenabled
isoverwriteenabled
path

Type

Description

boolean
Whether or not to set the file with fill.
optional
boolean
Whether or not to set the file with overwrite.
optional
string

File to be queried.
The identifier of the volume in which the named file exists.
There are two legal choices for a volume identifier, either a DSID or a
UUID.
DSIDs are formatted as 18-character strings composed of 16 hex
characters, zero filled if required and prefixed with '0x'.
Here is an example of an actual DSID:
0x0000000000000401

volume-id

string

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed
of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by
'-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth
groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping
has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
Space reservations are not supported on any volume within a Vserver

with Infinite Volume, whether on the Infinite Volume itself or any of its
constituents.
Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESETSPCRESERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_EISVDISK
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-truncate-file

[top]

Truncate a file. Any data past the truncation point will be lost, of course.
Input Name

Range

Type

path
size

string

Description
Path of the file to truncate. The value is expected to begin with
/vol/.

[0..2^63- integer If provided, the file size in bytes is set to this value. The default
optional value is 0.
1]

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EFTYPE
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

file-usage-get

[top]

Reports unique bytes held in a file.
Input Name Range
length
path
start-offset

Type

Description

integer Length of the range in bytes. If it is not specified, the range that is
optional reported is from start-offset to end-of-file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
string

File name to generate report: E.g., /vol/vol1/file1

integer Start range of file in bytes. If this is not specified, it is assumed to be
optional beginning of file (offset 0). Range : [0..2^63-1].

Output Name Range
total-bytes
unique-bytes

Type

Description

integer Number of bytes held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
integer Number of bytes 'uniquely' held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EAGAIN

file-usage-result-get

[top]

Used to poll and retrieve results for a previous file-usage-start call. EINPROGRESS indicates that the
background job has not finished yet.
Input Name Range Type
cookie

Description

string

Cookie that was returned in an earlier file-usage-start call.

Output Name Range Type
total-bytes
unique-bytes

Description

integer Number of bytes held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
integer Number of bytes 'uniquely' held by this file. Range : [0..2^63-1].

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EONTAPI_EINPROGRESS

file-usage-start

[top]

Starts a background job to compute unique bytes held in a file. The result can be obtained by passing
the cookie to file-usage-result-get call.
Input Name Range
length
path
start-offset
Output Name Range

Type

Description

integer Length of the range in bytes. If it is not specified, the range that is
optional reported is from start-offset to end-of-file. Range : [0..2^63-1].
string

File name to generate report: E.g., /vol/vol1/file1

integer Start range of file in bytes. If this is not specified, it is assumed to be
optional beginning of file (offset 0). Range : [0..2^63-1].
Type

Description

cookie

string

Errno

Cookie to be used with subsequent file-usage-result-get call.

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EAGAIN

file-write-file

[top]

Write data into a named file. If the file/stream does not previously exist, it will be created - the owner of
the file will be root and it will be readable but not writable by non-root users. API will fail if data exceeds
1 MB. This API should only be used on normal files or streams associated with files. The results for other
file types such as LUNs is undefined.
Input Name

Range

data

offset

string

If false, and the file already exists, then the API will fail, with an
boolean
errno of EEXIST. This allows the client to ensure that it was the
optional
exclusive creator of the file. The default value is true.

path

string

Pathname of the file to write. For example:
"/vol/<volume>/<file>".

A stream is an on disk structure which contains a sequence of
bytes, analogous to a file. A stream is always associated with
exactly one file. Characters that are valid for a file name are
string also valid for the stream-name. e.g., "meta", "resource1". Use
optional this option if the data should be written to the named stream
associated with file specified by <path> Default is empty stream
name, in which case the data is written to file specified by
<path> This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2 or later.

stream-name

length

Description
Data to be written. The format of the data is ASCII hex
characters, two characters representing one byte. Whitespace
characters, for convenience in formatting, can be present in the
value and are ignored.

Offset into file at which to start writing. If the offset is -1, the
data is appended to the file. The valid maximum value for
(offset + data length) is the maximum total file size which is
[-1..2^63-1] integer
Data ONTAP version and file system dependent. If the value of
the (offset + data length) is beyond the maximum total file size,
the API will fail with EAPIERROR.

overwrite

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

[0..1048576] integer Number of bytes actually written.

Errno
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EFTYPE
EBADFILELENGTH
EVOLUMEQUIESCED

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIVSERVERMISSING
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

Element definition: file-info

[top]

Information about a single file.
Name

Range

Type

Description

accessed- [0..2^32Last asscess time of the file. The value is in seconds since January 1,
integer
timestamp
1]
1970.
acl-type
bytesused

string

The type of access control list (acl) on the file. Possible values are:
"no_acl", "nt_acl", "nfs_acl", and goddess forbid, "unknown".

[0..2^63- integer
returns the number of bytes actually used on disk by this file
optional
1]

changed- [0..2^32Last changed time of the file. The value is in seconds since January 1,
integer
timestamp
1]
1970.
creation- [0..2^32integer Creation time of the file. The value is in seconds since January 1, 1970.
timestamp
1]
dsid
file-size
file-type
group-id
hardlinkscount

[0..2^64- integer
Data Set ID
optional
1]
[0..2^63integer The size of the file in bytes.
1]
string

Type of the file. Possible values: file, directory, blockdev, chardev,
symlink, socket, fifo, stream, lun.

[0..2^32integer The integer id of the group owner of the file.
1]
[0..2^32integer The number of hard links to the file.
1]

inodegennumber

[0..2^32- integer
Inode generation number
optional
1]

inodenumber

[0..2^32integer The file node number.
1]

is-empty

This element tells whether directory is empty or not. Directory is
considered empty if it only contains entries for "." and "..". This
boolean
element is present if file is directory. In some special error cases like
optional
volume goes offline in between or directory is moved in the middle of
getting this info, this field might not get set.

isjunction

boolean
Returns true if the directory is a junction.
optional

issnapshot

boolean
Returns true if the directory is a snapshot.
optional

is-vm-

Returns true if the file is vm-aligned. A vm-aligned file is a file which is
padded with zero-filled data at the beginning so that it's actual data
starts at a different offset instead of zero. This is done in VM
boolean
environments so that reads/writes to this file are aligned to WAFL's 4k

aligned

optional

block boundary. The amount by which the start offset is adjusted
depends on the vm-align setting of the hosting volume. Use the
volume-list-info or the volume-get-iter API to get this information.

modified- [0..2^32Last modification time of the file. The value is in seconds since January
integer
timestamp
1]
1, 1970.
msid

[0..2^64- integer
Mirror Set ID
optional
1]
string
Name of the file.
optional

name
owner-id

[0..2^32integer The integer id of the owner of the file.
1]

perm

string

File permission bits. It's similar to Unix style permission bits: 0755
gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
bits 4, 2 and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit
selects the set user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes.
The second digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4),
write (2) and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users
in the same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: fingerprint-info

[top]

FingerPrint info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregateuuid
filemetadata
filer-id
filer-name

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
An Universal Unique IDentifier (UUID) for the aggregate
containing the volume. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

file-fingerprintFile fingerprint info
info
optional
uuid
optional
string

ID (NVRAM ID) of owner. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the filer. If the filer name has not been
written to the disks, this will not be returned. Attributes: non-

optional

fingerprintalgorithm

creatable, non-modifiable

The digest algorithm which was used for the fingerprint
computation. Fingerprint is computed using md5 or sha-256
digest algorithm. The digest algorithm to be used for the
fingerprint computation can be specified when the fingerprint
operation is started using the file-fingerprint-start API. If no
fingerprintalgo algorithm was specified during file fingerprint start, then by
default, we compute fingerprint of the file using the sha-256
optional
digest alogorithm. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"md5" ,
"sha256"

fingerprint- [0..2^64end-time
1]

integer
optional

End time of fingerprint computation in seconds since January
1, 1970. Time is taken out of system clock. Range :
[0..2^64-1]. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fingerprintinput-path

string
optional

Full path of the file on which fingerprint is calculated. The
value begins with /vol/. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

fingerprintscope

The file scope which was used for the fingerprint computation.
Fingerprint is computed over the file data or metadata or both
data and metadata depending on the scope selected when
starting the fingerprint operation. If no scope was specified
during file fingerprint start, then by default, we compute
fingerprintscope fingerprint of the file over both data and metadata.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"data_and_metadata" ,
"data_only" ,
"metadata_only"

fingerprint- [0..2^64start-time
1]

integer
optional

Start time of fingerprint computation in seconds since January
1, 1970. This time is calculated using the system clock.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fingerprintversion

string
optional

Version of the fingerprint output format. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

formattedfingerprintend-time

string
optional

End time of fingerprint computation in a human readable
format :: in GMT timezone.Time is taken out of system clock.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedfingerprintstart-time

string
optional

Start time of fingerprint computation in a human readable
format: :: in GMT timezone. This time is calculated using the
system clock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedsnaplocksystemcomplianceclock

string
optional

If System Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable
time :: in GMT timezone. A value of 'not_initalized' indicates
that System Compliance Clock has not been initialized.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedsnaplockvolumecomplianceclock

string
optional

Volume Compliance Clock time for SnapLock volumes in
human readable format. :: in GMT timezone. This field is not
included for Non-SnapLock volumes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in a human-readable
format :: in GMT timezone. A value of 'infinite' indicates that
the volume has an infinite expiry date. A value of 'indefinite'
indicates that the volume has an indefinite expiry date. A
value of 'unspecified' indicates that the volume has an

formattedvolumeexpiry-date

string
optional

is-volumeexpirydatewraparound

session-id

[0..2^321]

snaplocklicense

boolean
optional

True if the date represented in the field volume-expiry-date is
a wraparound format. The wraparound format indicates that
dates after 01/19/2038 are mapped from 01/01/1970 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 - 01/19/2071. The field is not
included if volume-expiry-date is not included. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. This
session-id is returned when the fingerprint operation is
started on a file. The session-id of the fingerprint operation
can be used to get the progress of an ongoing fingerprint
operation as well as the complete fingerprint output for the
file once the operation is completed. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

snaplocklicense
optional

snaplocksystem- [0..2^64compliance1]
clock

unspecified expiry date. A value of 'scan_in_progress'
indicates that expiry date is not displayed since WORM scan
on the volume is in progress. A value of 'no_expiry_date'
indicates that expiry date is not displayed since the SnapLock
volume has no WORM files and WORM Snapshot copies. This
field is not included if the volume is offline or the volume is
regular volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Status of SnapLock license. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"available" ,
"not_available"

integer
optional

If System Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds
in the standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) in
GMT timezone. Range:[0..2^64-1]. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

snaplockvolume- [0..2^64compliance1]
clock

integer
optional

Volume Compliance Clock time in seconds for the SnapLock
volumes.The time is in the standard UNIX format (since
01/01/1970 00:00:00) in GMT timezone. This field is not
included for Non-SnapLock volumes. Range:[0..2^64-1].
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumecontainingaggregate

string
optional

Specifies the name of the aggregate in which the given
volume resides Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The DSID (Data Set IDentifier) of the volume containing the
given file. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumedsid

[0..2^641]

Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in seconds in the
standard UNIX format(since 01/01/1970 00:00:00).Range:
[0..2^64-1]. This field is not included if

volume- [0..2^64expiry-date
1]

integer
optional

Volume is non-SnapLock volume, or
SnapLock volume has an infinite expiry date, or
SnapLock volume has an indefinite expiry date, or
SnapLock volume has an unspecified expiry date, or
SnapLock volume has no WORM files or WORM
Snapshot copies, or
SnapLock volume has WORM scanner in progress
The volume expiry date can be in wraparound format.The
wraparound format indicates that dates after 01/19/2038 are
mapped from 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 01/19/2071. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumemsid

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Volume's Mirror Set ID. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

volumename

volume-name
optional

Specifies the name of the volume on which the file resides.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the SnapLock volume. This value is only given for
SnapLock volumes. The possible values are :

volumesnaplocktype

snaplocktype
optional

compliance
enterprise
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise

vserver-id

uuid
optional

An Universal Unique IDentifier (UUID) for the vserver owning
the volume Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

vserver-name
optional

Specifies the name of the vserver which owns the volume on
which the file resides. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: fingerprint-status-info

[top]

Fingerprint Status Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
file

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
Full path of the file on which fingerprint is calculated. The value
begins with /vol/. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the operation status of the fingerprint operation. The
operation-status of the fingerpirnt operation can be one of the
following:

operationstatus

wormopstatus
optional

In-progress
Completed
Failed
Aborting
Unknown
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"
Specifies the amount of progress that has been made on an
ongoing fingerprint operation. If the operation-status of the

progress- [0..2^32percentage
1]

session-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

integer
optional

volume-name
optional

volume

fingerprint operation is 'Completed' then the progresspercentage is always 100 and if the operation-status of the
fingerprint operation is 'Failed' then the progress-percentage is
always 0. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
An unique identifier for the fingerprint operation. This session-id
is returned when the fingerprint operation is started on a file.
The session-id of the fingerprint operation can be used to get the
progress of an ongoing fingerprint operation as well as the
complete fingerprint output for the file once the operation is
completed. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the volume on which the file resides. If
using this parameter, the following parameters should also be
specified:
vserver-name : Name of the vserver to which this volume
belongs.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver-name
optional

vserver

Specifies the name of the vserver which owns the volume on
which the file resides. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
volume-name : Name of the volume on which the file
resides
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: hole-range-info

[top]

The hole start need not be an integral multiple of the block size. It will be rounded up to the start of the
next block. The hole-size does not need to be the size of a block. It will be rounded down to the
beginning of the block. It is possible that after the adjustments there is nothing to punch. That is ok and
will be treated as success. Note that presently in WAFL small files are entirely within the inode. It is
possible to "hole punch" those however nothing happens. The data is left alone. Considering the use
case fot this ZAPI and the amount of effort to code the "correct" solution this is deemed an acceptable
condition. If the file is vm-aligned then the range chosen to hole-punch could be rounded down by a
block to ensure that we don't punch block containing valid user data.
Name Range Type

Description

holesize

integer

holestart

integer Starting offset of the hole. Range : [0..2^63-1]

Size of the hole in terms of bytes. If punching a hole WAFL presently limits this
value to 4MB. Range : [0..2^63-1]

Element definition: inode-info
Inode Information.
When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
dsid

Range

Type

Description

The DSID (Data Set IDentifier) of the volume containing the given
[0..2^64- integer inode. Exactly one of volume or dsid must be specified in query.
optional
1]
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

file-name

string
optional

file-path

string
optional

inode- [0..2^32integer
number
1]
parent- [0..2^64- integer
optional
dir-index
1]

Name of the file associated with inode.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Full path name of the file associated with the inode number.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The inode number for which information is desired.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The index of the directory entry of the file in its parent directory.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

parentInode number of the parent directory of the file.
[0..2^64- integer
inodeoptional
1]
number
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The snapshot number within the given volume in which the given inode
is to be referenced. At most, one of snaphot-id or snapshot-name can
be provided in query. If neither is provided, we reference the given
snapshotinteger
[0..255]
inode within the active file system of the given volume. A value of 0 will
optional
id
refer to the active file system of the given volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The snapshot name within the given volume in which the given inode is
to be referenced. At most, one of snapshot-id or snapshot-name can be
string provided in query. If neither is provided, we reference the given inode
optional within the active file system of the given volume.

snapshotname

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The name of the volume containing the given inode. Exactly one of
volumevolume or dsid must be specified in query.
name
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

Element definition: inode-parent-info

[top]

Inode's path and parent information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

inodename

string
Name of inode in parent directory.
optional

inodeparent-

The opaque readdir cookie to determine the index of the inode in the parent
integer
directory tree. Note that this value is used as a testing hook, we do not
optional

cookie

plan to support its semantics and those semantics might change over time.

inodeparentinodenumber

integer
Inode number of the parent directory.
optional

inodepath

string
Full path to inode
optional

Element definition: snapshot-id

[top]

Snapshot Id
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: file-fingerprint-info

[top]

File fingerprint info
Name
access-time

Range

Type

[0..2^64- integer

Description
Access Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

1]

optional

changedtime

[0..2^64- integer
Changed Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

creationtime

[0..2^64- integer
Creation Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

datafingerprint
file
file-size

The digest value of data of the file. The fingerprint is base64 encoded.
string
This field is not included if scope is 'metadata-only'. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
string Full path of the file on which fingerprint is calculated. The value
optional begins with /vol/. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer The size of the file in bytes. Range : [0..2^64-1]. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Type of the file. Possible values:

file-type

string
optional

'worm',
'worm_appendable',
'worm_active_log',
'worm_log' and
'regular'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fileid

[0..2^32- integer A unique number within filesystem identifying the file for fingerprint.
optional Range : [0..2^31-1] Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

formattedaccess-time

Last access time of the file formatted in a human-readable format ::
string
in GMT timezone. The field is included for regular files and files on
optional
Non-SnapLock volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedchangedtime

string Last changed time of the file formatted in a human-readable format.
optional :: in GMT timezone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedcreationtime

string Creation time of the file formatted in a human-readable format. :: in
optional GMT timezone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedmodifiedtime

string Last modification time of the file formatted in a human-readable
optional format. :: in GMT timezone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedretentiontime

Expiry date of the file protected by SnapLock formatted in a humanreadable format. This takes care of wraparound dates and prints the
expiry date of the file in the format :: in GMT timezone. A value of
'infinite' indicates that this file has infinite retention time. A value of
string
'indefinite' indicates that this file has indefinite retention time. A value
optional
of 'unspecified' indicates that this file has unspecified retention time.
This field is not included for regular files that are not protected by
SnapLock and files on Non-SnapLock volumes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

fsid
group-id

is-changedtimewraparound

[0..2^32- integer Filesystem ID. Range : [0..2^31-1] Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer The integer id of the group owner of the file. Range : [0..2^31-1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
This field is included for WORM files when changed-time is in
wraparound format. This field is true if the date represented in
changed-time is in wraparound format and false if changed-time is
boolean
not is not in wraparound format. The wraparound format indicates
optional
that dates after 01/19/2038 are mapped from 01/01/1970 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 - 01/19/2071. This field is not included for
regular files. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if the date represented in retention-time is in wraparound
format.The wraparound format indicates that dates after 01/19/2038

iswraparound
litigationcount

boolean
are mapped from 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038 optional
01/19/2071. This field is not included if retention-time is not included
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..255]

integer The number of litigations on the file. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
The digest value of metadata of the file. The metadata fingerprint is
calculated for file size, file ctime, file mtime, file crtime, file retention
string
time, file uid, gid and file type. The fingerprint is base64 encoded.
optional
This field is not included if scope is 'data-only'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

metadatafingerprint
modifiedtime

[0..2^64- integer
Modification Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

owner-id

[0..2^32- integer The integer id of the owner of the file. Range : [0..2^31-1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

owner-sid

string The owner SID of the file. This field is included in the case when file
optional has NTFS security style. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

retention- [0..2^64- integer
Retention Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
time
1]
optional

Element definition: fingerprintalgo

[top]

MD5|SHA256 Possible values:
"md5" ,
"sha256"
[none]

Element definition: fingerprintscope

[top]

data-and-metadata|data-only|metadata-only Possible values:
"data_and_metadata" ,
"data_only" ,
"metadata_only"
[none]

Element definition: snaplocklicense
available|not_available Possible values:
"available" ,
"not_available"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: snaplocktype

[top]

non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: wormopstatus
Unknown|In-Progress|Failed|Aborting|Completed Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: file-directory-security
file-directory-effectivepermissions-get
file-directory-security-get
file-directory-securityntfs-create
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-add
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-get-iter
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-modify
file-directory-securityntfs-dacl-remove
file-directory-securityntfs-delete
file-directory-securityntfs-get-iter
file-directory-securityntfs-modify
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-add
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-get-iter
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-modify
file-directory-securityntfs-sacl-remove
file-directory-securitypolicy-create
file-directory-securitypolicy-delete
file-directory-securitypolicy-get-iter
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-add
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-get-iter
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-modify
file-directory-securitypolicy-task-remove
file-directory-securityremove-slag
file-directory-security-set

This set of ZAPIs allows to view or set file security settings. To
view security of a file/folder, pass the file/folder path name as
argument to show command. To set security on a file/folder,
policy needs to be created. Policy has set of tasks and each task
has a file/folder path name and the security descriptor identifier
which will be applied on the file/folder.

file-directory-effective-permissions-get
Gives information about the maximal access for the mentioned user on given path.

[top]

Input Name Range
client-ipaddress

Type

ip-address This optional parameter specifies the incoming CIFS or UNIX user
optional client ip address.

expandmask

boolean
optional

path

string

share-name

Description

Specifies whether to expand the bit mask of ACE.
Specifies UNIX style file or folder path for which the effective
permission has to be found out.

cifs-shareThis optional parameter specifies that the given path name lookup
name
starts from cifs share map path.
optional

unix-username

string
optional

Specifies name of the UNIX user for which the effective permission
has to be found out.

win-username

string
optional

Specifies name of the Windows user for which the effective
permission has to be found out.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

permission

fsecuritySpecifies the resultant NT style effective permission.
acl[]

share-path

string
optional

Errno

The CIFS share path.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-get

[top]

Returns security information of a file/folder
Input Name Range

Type

Description

cifs-sharename

cifsshare- Specifies that the given path name lookup starts from cifs share map
name path. Mutually exclusive with volume-name field.
optional

expandmask

boolean Specifies whether to expand the bit mask of DOS attributes, security
optional descriptor's control flags and every ACE.

inode

integer
File Inode Number
optional

lookupnames

boolean
Specifies whether the SID needs to be converted to user/group name.
optional

path

Specifies the file or folder path whose security information needs to be
string
read. If volume-name or cifs-share-name is not specified, path name
optional
lookup starts from the root path of the vserver

sddl

boolean
Specifies whether to show the acls in windows sddl format.
optional

textual-mask
volumename

boolean
Specifies whether to show the mask in textual format.
optional
volumeSpecifies that the given path name lookup starts from volume junction
name
path. Mutually exclusive with cifs-share-name field.
optional

Output Name Range

Type

Description

fsecurityNTFS or NFSV4 Security descriptor ACLs.
acl[]
optional

acls
dosattributes

integer
DOS Attributes
optional

effectivestyle

security- Effective security style of the file/folder. The 'unified' security style,
style- which applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to file/folder
enum security.

expandeddos-attr

Bitwise expanded DOS Attributes of the specified file/folder path. This
field returns value if expand mask is true. Example follows,
DOS Attributes:
...0 .... .... .... = Offline
.... ..0. .... .... = Sparse
string
.... .... 0... .... = Normal
optional
.... .... ..0. .... = Archive
.... .... ...1 .... = Directory
.... .... .... .0.. = System
.... .... .... ..0. = Hidden
.... .... .... ...0 = Read Only

inode

integer
File Inode Number
optional

path

Specifies the file or folder path whose security information needs to be
string
read. If volume-name or cifs-share-name is not specified, path name
optional
lookup starts from the root path of the vserver
security- Security style of the file/folder. The 'unified' security style, which
style- applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to file/folder
enum security.

securitystyle
text-dos-attr

string
DOS Attributes in Text
optional

unix-groupid

integer
UNIX Group Id
optional

unix-modebits

integer
Unix mode permission bits in octal value.
optional

unix-user-id

integer
UNIX User Id
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-create

[top]

Creates a new NTFS security descriptor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the security descriptor control flags in hexa decimal.
The following are the bit fields of control flags.
1... .... .... .... = Self Relative
.0.. .... .... .... = RM Control Valid
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected

controlflags-raw

[0..2^321]

...0 .... .... ....
.... 0... .... ....
.... .0.. .... ....
.... ..0. .... ....
.... ...0 .... ....
.... .... ..0. ....
.... .... ...0 ....
.... .... .... 0...
.... .... .... .1..
.... .... .... ..0.
.... .... .... ...0

integer
optional

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

DACL Protected
SACL Inherited
DACL Inherited
SACL Inherit Required
DACL Inherit Required
SACL Defaulted
SACL Present
DACL Defaulted
DACL Present
Group Defaulted
Owner Defaulted

At present only the following flags are honored. Others are
ignored.
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted
name-or-sid
optional

group

Specifies group's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.

ntfs-sd

file-securitySpecifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
ntfs-sd

owner

name-or-sid
optional

Specifies owner's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the file-directory-security-ntfs on
successful creation. Default: false

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

file-directoryThe file-directory-security-ntfs created (keys or the entire
security-ntfs
object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-add

[top]

Add a discretionary access control entry to NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

access-type

account

access-type

"deny" ,
"allow"

name-or- Specifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies DACL ACE's Advanced access rights. Mutually exclusive
with rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,

"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

advancedrights

Specifies apply DACL entry. Possible values:
apply-to

inheritancelevel[]
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with
advanced-rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more discretionary access control entries
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
filedirectorysecurityntfs-dacl
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fileA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
directory-

specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securitysecurityntfs-dacl object. All file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl objects
ntfs-dacl
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

filedirectorysecurityThe list of attributes of file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl objects.
ntfsdacl[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more filestring
optional directory-security-ntfs-dacl objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-modify

[top]

Modify a discretionary access control entry of a file security descriptor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

access-type

account

access-type

"deny" ,
"allow"

name-or- Specifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies DACL ACE's Advanced access rights. Mutually exclusive
with rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:

advancedrights

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"
Specifies this ACE has to be applied on. Possible values:

apply-to

inheritancelevel[]
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with
advanced-rights and rights-raw fields. Possible values:

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies DACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl-remove

[top]

Remove a discretionary access control entry from NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

access-type

access-type

account

name-or-sid

Specifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.

ntfs-sd

file-securityntfs-sd

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Errno

"deny" ,
"allow"

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-delete
Deletes an NTFS security descriptor information

[top]

Input Name Range
ntfs-sd

Type

Description

file-security-ntfs-sd Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more NTFS security descriptor
Input Name

Range

filedirectorysecurityntfs
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

filedirectorysecurityntfs
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securityntfs object. All file-directory-security-ntfs objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

filedirectorysecurity- The list of attributes of file-directory-security-ntfs objects.
ntfs[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fileoptional directory-security-ntfs objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-modify

[top]

Modifies an NTFS security descriptor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the security descriptor control flags in hexa decimal. The

controlflags-raw

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

following are the bit fields of control flags.
1... .... .... .... = Self Relative
.0.. .... .... .... = RM Control Valid
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... 0... .... .... = SACL Inherited
.... .0.. .... .... = DACL Inherited
.... ..0. .... .... = SACL Inherit Required
.... ...0 .... .... = DACL Inherit Required
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... ...0 .... = SACL Present
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... .1.. = DACL Present
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted
At present only the following flags are honored. Others are
ignored.
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted

name-orSpecifies group's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor.
optional

group

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

owner

name-orSpecifies owner's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor.
optional

Errno

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-add

[top]

Add a system/audit access control entry to NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name
account

Range

Type

Description

name-or- Specifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with rightsraw field. Possible values:

advanced-

advancedaccess-

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,

rights

rights[]
optional

"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

Specifies how this ACE has to be applied on this folder and it's
subfolders and files. This field is ignored if the security is mapped
inheritance- with a path which is not a folder. Possible values:
level[]
"this_folder" ,
optional
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

apply-to

Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Possible values:
auditaccess-type

auditaccess-type

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"failure" ,
"success"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Possible values:

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more system/audit access control entries
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
filedirectorysecurityntfs-sacl
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

filedirectorysecurityntfs-sacl
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securityntfs-sacl object. All file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

filedirectorysecurityThe list of attributes of file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl objects.
ntfssacl[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more filestring
optional directory-security-ntfs-sacl objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-modify

[top]

Modify an system/audit access control entry of a file security descriptor
Input Name
account

Range

Type

Description

name-or- Specifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
sid
security descriptor.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with rightsraw field. Possible values:

advancedrights

apply-to

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

Specifies how this ACE has to be applied on this folder and it's
subfolders and files. This field is ignored if the security is mapped
inheritance- with a path which is not a folder. Possible values:
level[]
"this_folder" ,

optional

"sub_folders" ,
"files"
Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

auditaccess-type

auditaccess-type

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd

"failure" ,
"success"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Possible values:
"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"

accessrights
optional

rights

[0..2^32rights-raw
1]

Errno

integer
optional

Specifies SACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl-remove

[top]

Remove an system/audit access control entry from NTFS security descriptor.
Input Name

Range

account

Type
name-or-sid

Description
Specifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS
security descriptor.
Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Possible values:

audit-accesstype

audit-accesstype

ntfs-sd

file-securityntfs-sd

Errno

"failure" ,
"success"
Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-create

[top]

Creates a new file/folder security policy configuration. To preserve the security configuration of a file(or,
folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks and a
task associates a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the
file/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate
task entries and there is only one task per path.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

policy-name

Specifies the name of the policy. To preserve the security
configuration of a file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security
filepolicy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks and a task
securityassociates a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that
policyneeds to be set on the file/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely
name
identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate task
entries and there is only one task per path.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the file-directory-security-policy on successful
optional creation. Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

filedirectoryThe file-directory-security-policy created (keys or the entire object if
securityrequested)
policy
optional

result

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-delete

[top]

Deletes a file/folder security policy. To preserve the security configuration of a file(or, folder) or set of
files(or, folders) security policy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates a
file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the file/folder. Every task in a
policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate task entries and there is
only one task per path.
Input Name Range

policyname

Type

Description

Specifies the name of the policy. To preserve the security configuration
of a file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been
filedefined. Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates a file/folder
securitypath name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the
policyfile/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder
name
path. Policy can't have duplicate task entries and there is only one task
per path.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more security policies. To preserve the security configuration of a
file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been defined. Policy is a container for tasks
and a task associates a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the
file/folder. Every task in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate
task entries and there is only one task per path.
Input Name

Range

filedirectorysecuritypolicy
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

filedirectorysecuritypolicy
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securitypolicy object. All file-directory-security-policy objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

filedirectorysecurity- The list of attributes of file-directory-security-policy objects.
policy[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fileoptional directory-security-policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-add

[top]

Add a file security policy task. A task maps security descriptor with a file or folder.
Input Name

accesscontrol

Range

Type

accesscontrol
optional

ntfs-

Description
Specifies the access control of task to be applied. Its value can
be file-directory or slag respectively. The slag value is not
supported on FlexGroups. Default value will be file-directory.
Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
Specifies NTFS propagation mode. Possible values:

propagationmode
optional

ntfs-mode

"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"

file-securitySpecifies NTFS security descriptor identifier.
ntfs-sd[]
optional

ntfs-sd
path

Specifies the file or folder path of the task. In case of SLAG this
path specify the volume or qtree mounted path.

string

policyname

file-security- Specifies the name of the policy to which the task needs to be
policy-name added.
securitytype
optional

securitytype

task-index[1..10000]
number

Errno

integer
optional

Specifies the type of security. Possible values:
"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"
Specifies the target index/position of this task in the policy. If a
policy has already 5 tasks and this is the 6th task you are
adding and you want to add this task as 2nd task, you can
specifiy the index 2. By default the task gets added as last task.
If the index number exceeds the number of positions, it will go
at the end.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about one or more policy tasks. Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates
a file/folder path name and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the file/folder. Every task in a
policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have duplicate task entries and there is
only one task per path.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
filedirectorysecuritypolicytask
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
filedirectorysecuritypolicytask
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the file-directory-securitypolicy-task object. All file-directory-security-policy-task objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

filedirectorysecurityThe list of attributes of file-directory-security-policy-task objects.
policytask[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more filestring
optional directory-security-policy-task objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-modify

[top]

Modify a file security policy task
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
NTFS Propagation Mode Possible values:

ntfs-mode

ntfs-propagation-mode
optional

ntfs-sd

file-security-ntfs-sd[]
optional

path

string

policy-name

"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"
NTFS Security Descriptor Name
Path

file-security-policy-name Policy Name
Security Type Possible values:
security-type
optional

security-type

task-index-number [1..10000]
Errno

integer
optional

"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"
Position

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-policy-task-remove

[top]

Remove a task from the policy of a vserver.
Input Name Range
path
policy-

Type
string

Description
Specifies the file or folder path of the task.

file-security-policy- Specifies the name of the policy from which the task has

name

name

Errno

been removed.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-remove-slag

[top]

Removes SLAG from the specified volume or qtree path.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Specifies the path of the volume or qtree from which slag to be removed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

file-directory-security-set

[top]

Apply security descriptors on files and directories defined in a policy to a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ignore-brokensymlinks

boolean
optional

Skip Broken Symlinks

ismodify

boolean
optional

Modify SD op through REST

policy-name

file-securitypolicy-name

Errno

Specifies the name of the policy whose security settings
have to be applied.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: access-control
file-directory|slag Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: access-rights

[top]

no-access|full-control|modify|read-and-execute|read|write Possible values:
"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
[none]

Element definition: access-type

[top]

deny|allow Possible values:
"deny" ,
"allow"
[none]

Element definition: advanced-access-rights

[top]

Advanced access right Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"
[none]

Element definition: audit-access-type
failure|success Possible values:

[top]

"failure" ,
"success"
[none]

Element definition: cifs-share-name

[top]

The name of the CIFS share. The CIFS share name is a Unicode string with the following characters
being illegal: control characters from 0x00 to 0x1F, both inclusive, 0x22 (double quotes) and the
characters \/[]:|<>+=;,?
[none]

Element definition: file-directory-security-ntfs
NTFS security descriptor management When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

control- [0..2^32flags-raw
1]

Type

integer
optional

Description
Specifies the security descriptor control flags in hexa decimal. The
following are the bit fields of control flags.
1... .... .... .... = Self Relative
.0.. .... .... .... = RM Control Valid
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... 0... .... .... = SACL Inherited
.... .0.. .... .... = DACL Inherited
.... ..0. .... .... = SACL Inherit Required
.... ...0 .... .... = DACL Inherit Required
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... ...0 .... = SACL Present
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... .1.. = DACL Present
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted
At present only the following flags are honored. Others are ignored.
..0. .... .... .... = SACL Protected
...0 .... .... .... = DACL Protected
.... .... ..0. .... = SACL Defaulted
.... .... .... 0... = DACL Defaulted
.... .... .... ..0. = Group Defaulted
.... .... .... ...0 = Owner Defaulted Attributes: optional-for-create,

[top]

modifiable
name-orSpecifies group's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

group

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd
optional

owner

name-orSpecifies owner's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
optional

vserver

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: file-directory-security-ntfs-dacl
fsecurity SACL configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
accesstype

account

Range

Type
access-type
optional

Description
Specifies DACL ACE's access type. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
"deny" ,
"allow"

name-orSpecifies DACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies DACL ACE's Advanced access rights. Mutually exclusive
with rights and rights-raw fields. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

advancedrights

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

[top]

Specifies this ACE has to be applied on. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

apply-to

inheritancelevel[]
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd
optional

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

readableaccessrights

string
optional

Specifies the current access rights. The access rights must be set to
one among rights,advanced-rights,rights-raw. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

Specifies DACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with
advanced-rights and rights-raw fields. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:
accessrights
optional

rights

rightsraw

[0..2^321]

vserver

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"

integer
optional

Specifies DACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: file-directory-security-ntfs-sacl
fsecurity SACL configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
account

Range

Type

Description

name-orSpecifies SACL ACE's SID or domain account name of NTFS security
sid
descriptor. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Mutually exclusive with rightsraw field. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,

[top]

advancedaccessrights[]
optional

advancedrights

"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"

Specifies how this ACE has to be applied on this folder and it's
subfolders and files. This field is ignored if the security is mapped
with a path which is not a folder. Attributes: optional-for-create,
inheritance- modifiable Possible values:
level[]
"this_folder" ,
optional
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

apply-to

Specifies SACL ACE's access type. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:

auditaccesstype

auditaccess-type
optional

ntfs-sd

filesecurityntfs-sd
optional

Specifies NTFS security descriptor identifier. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

string
optional

Specifies the current access rights. Access rights can be specified by
one of the following fields, rights, advanced-rights and rights-raw.
These fields are mutually exclusive fields. If rights field is set and
other two fields (advanced-rights, rights-raw) cant be set and so
readable-access-rights field has the value of rights field. If rightsraw field is set and other two fields (advanced-rights, rights) are
not set then readable-access-rights field has the value of rights-raw
field. If advanced-rights field is set and other two fields (rights,
rights-raw) are not set then readable-access-rights field has the
value of advanced-rights field. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

readableaccessrights

"failure" ,
"success"

Specifies SACL ACE's access rights. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:
accessrights
optional

rights

rightsraw

vserver

[0..2^321]

integer
optional
vservername

"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
Specifies SACL ACE's access rights in raw. This field is similar to
advanced-rights fields. 'advanced-rights' specifies the value in
enum but rights-raw specifies the access rights in integer format.
Mutually exclusive with rights and advanced-rights fields.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

optional

Element definition: file-directory-security-policy

[top]

File/folder security policy management When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

policyname

Specifies the name of the policy. To preserve the security configuration of a
file(or, folder) or set of files(or, folders) security policy has been defined.
filesecurity- Policy is a container for tasks and a task associates a file/folder path name
policy- and the security descriptor that needs to be set on the file/folder. Every task
name in a policy is uniquely identified by the file/folder path. Policy can't have
optional duplicate task entries and there is only one task per path. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: file-directory-security-policy-task
File security policy task management When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
accesscontrol

ntfs-mode

Range

Type
access-control
optional

ntfs-propagationmode
optional

Description
Access Control Level Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
NTFS Propagation Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"

[top]

file-security-ntfsNTFS Security Descriptor Name Attributes: nonsd[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

ntfs-sd
path

string
optional

policy-name

file-securitypolicy-name
optional
security-type
optional

security-type

task-indexnumber

[1..10000]

vserver

Path Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Policy Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Security Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"

integer
optional

Position Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: file-security-ntfs-sd

[top]

NTFS file security descriptor identifier. This can be any valid text input.
[none]

Element definition: file-security-policy-name

[top]

The file/folder security policy identifier. This can be any valid text.
[none]

Element definition: fsecurity-acl

[top]

Security access control list.
[none]

Element definition: inheritance-level
this-folder|sub-folders|files Possible values:
"this_folder" ,
"sub_folders" ,
"files"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: name-or-sid

[top]

An user or group name that is specified in the form of valid username/groupname with domain or valid
SID string
[none]

Element definition: ntfs-propagation-mode

[top]

propagate|ignore|replace Possible values:
"propagate" ,
"ignore" ,
"replace"
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: security-type

[top]

ntfs|nfsv4 Possible values:
"ntfs" ,
"nfsv4"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: access-control

[top]

file-directory|slag Possible values:
"file_directory" ,
"slag"
[none]

Element definition: access-rights
no-access|full-control|modify|read-and-execute|read|write Possible values:
"no_access" ,
"full_control" ,
"modify" ,
"read_and_execute" ,
"read" ,
"write"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: access-type

[top]

deny|allow Possible values:
"deny" ,
"allow"
[none]

Element definition: advanced-access-rights

[top]

Advanced access right Possible values:
"read_data" ,
"write_data" ,
"append_data" ,
"read_ea" ,
"write_ea" ,
"execute_file" ,
"delete_child" ,
"read_attr" ,
"write_attr" ,
"delete" ,
"read_perm" ,
"write_perm" ,
"write_owner" ,
"full_control"
[none]

Element definition: audit-access-type

[top]

failure|success Possible values:
"failure" ,
"success"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: fileservice-audit
fileservice-audit-configcreate
fileservice-audit-configget
fileservice-audit-configget-iter
fileservice-audit-configget-total-records
fileservice-audit-configmodify
fileservice-audit-disable
fileservice-audit-enable
fileservice-audit-remove
fileservice-audit-repair
fileservice-audit-rotatelog

This set of ZAPIs help manage the File Service Audit settings for
auditing file access over CIFS and NFS, CIFS logon, logoff and
management events.

fileservice-audit-config-create

[top]

Create audit configuration for a Vserver
Input Name
destination

Range

Type
string

Description
Audit log destination path. The path where consolidated audit
logs are stored. If the path is not valid, the api returns error
The Categories of events that will be audited. Default:
file_ops,cifs_logon_logoff,audit-policy-change Possible values:

events

format

retentionduration

auditevents[]
optional

auditformat
optional

"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy
Change Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management
Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
The format in which the logs would be generated by consolidation
process. Default: evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format

Audit log files retention duration. A value of 0d0h0m0s indicates
elapsedthat all the files will be retained. This parameter is mutually
time-ext
exclusive with rotate-limit. Do not use this parameter along with
optional
rotate-limit parameter. Default: 0s

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the fileservice-audit-config on successful
creation. Default: false

[0..2^32- integer
rotate-limit
optional
1]

Audit log files rotation Limit. A value of 0 indicates that all the
files will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
retention-duration. Do not use this parameter along with
retention-duration parameter. Default: 0

cron-dayAudit log rotation schedule: Day. By Default rotation is done
ofbased on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatemonth[]
size. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
optional

rotateschedule-day

Audit log rotation schedule: Day of Week. By Default rotation is
cron-daydone based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
of-week[]
rotate-size. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size
optional
parameter

rotatescheduledayofweek
rotateschedulehour

cronhour[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Hour. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatesize. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotatescheduleminute

cronminute[]
optional

Audit Log rotation schedule: Minute. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatesize. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotateschedulemonth

cronmonth[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Month. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotatesize. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotate-size

auditrotatesize-ordash
optional

Audit log file size limit. By default rotation is done based on size.
This parameter is mutually exclusive with time related rotate
parameters. If time based rotation is needed use the time based
rotation parameters(rotate-schedule-month, rotate-scheduledayofweek, rotate-schedule-day... etc). Default: 100MB

Output Name

Range

result

Errno

Type

Description

fileserviceThe fileservice-audit-config created (keys or the entire object if
auditrequested)
config
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-config-get

[top]

Show Audit configuration details for a Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

fileserviceauditconfig
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

fileserviceThe attributes of the fileservice-audit-config.
auditconfig

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-config-get-iter

[top]

Show Audit configuration details for all Vservers
Input Name

Range

fileserviceauditconfig
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

fileserviceauditconfig
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fileservice-auditconfig object. All fileservice-audit-config objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

fileserviceauditThe list of attributes of fileservice-audit-config objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
fileservice-audit-config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-config-get-total-records

[top]

Return the total number of records
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of fileservice-audit-config objects.

fileservice-audit-config-modify

[top]

Modify audit configuration for a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

auditguarantee

Strict guarantee of auditing for a Vserver. If this is true, file access is
boolean
denied if audit record can not be generated and if this is false,
optional
auditing is done on a best effort basis. Default: true

destination

string Audit log destination path. The path where consolidated audit logs
optional are stored. If the path is not valid, the api returns error
The Categories of events that will be audited. Default:
file_ops,cifs_logon_logoff,audit-policy-change Possible values:

events

format

retentionduration

auditevents[]
optional

auditformat
optional

"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change
Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
The format in which the logs would be generated by consolidation
process. Default: evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format

Audit log files retention duration. A value of 0d0h0m0s indicates that
elapsedall the files will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
time-ext
rotate-limit. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-limit
optional
parameter. Default: 0s

Audit log files rotation Limit. A value of 0 indicates that all the files
[0..2^32- integer will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with retentionrotate-limit
optional duration. Do not use this parameter along with retention-duration
1]
parameter. Default: 0
rotatescheduleday

cronAudit log rotation schedule: Day. By Default rotation is done based
day-ofon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
month[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
optional

rotatescheduledayofweek

cronAudit log rotation schedule: Day of Week. By Default rotation is done
day-ofbased on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size.
week[]
Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
optional

rotateschedulehour

cron- Audit log rotation schedule: Hour. By Default rotation is done based
hour[] on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
optional use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotatescheduleminute

cron- Audit Log rotation schedule: Minute. By Default rotation is done
minute[] based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size.
optional Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter

rotateschedulemonth

cron- Audit log rotation schedule: Month. By Default rotation is done based
month[] on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
optional use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
audit- Audit log file size limit. By default rotation is done based on size. This
rotate- parameter is mutually exclusive with time related rotate parameters.

rotate-size

size-or- If time based rotation is needed use the time based rotation
dash
parameters(rotate-schedule-month, rotate-schedule-dayofweek,
optional rotate-schedule-day... etc). Default: 100MB

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-disable

[top]

Disable Auditing for specified Vserver

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-enable

[top]

Enable Auditing for specified Vserver.
Events on FlexGroup volumes will not be emitted to the audit log.
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Enable
optional

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
ENOSTAGINGVOLUME

fileservice-audit-remove
Disable Audit Configuration for specified vserver
Input Name Range
force

Type

boolean
Force Delete
optional

Errno
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

[top]

fileservice-audit-repair

[top]

Repair the audit infrastructure

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

fileservice-audit-rotate-log

[top]

Rotate audit log for specified vserver

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: audit-events

[top]

file-ops|cifs-logon-logoff|cap-staging|file-share|audit-policy-change|user-account|authorization-policychange|security-group|async-delete Possible values:
"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
[none]

Element definition: audit-format
xml|evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format
[none]

[top]

Element definition: audit-rotate-size-or-dash

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: cron-hour

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

Element definition: cron-minute

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].
[none]

Element definition: cron-month
Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].

[top]

[none]

Element definition: elapsed-time-ext

[top]

The difference between the two points in time.
[none]

Element definition: fileservice-audit-config

[top]

Vserver Audit configuration and management on name When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

auditguarantee

Strict guarantee of auditing for a Vserver. If this is true, file access is
boolean denied if audit record can not be generated and if this is false,
optional auditing is done on a best effort basis. Default: true Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

destination

Audit log destination path. The path where consolidated audit logs are
string
stored. If the path is not valid, the api returns error Attributes:
optional
required-for-create, modifiable
The Categories of events that will be audited. Default:
file_ops,cifs_logon_logoff,audit-policy-change Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

events

format

auditevents[]
optional

auditformat
optional

"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,
"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change
Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
The format in which the logs would be generated by consolidation
process. Default: evtx Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format

is-enabled

boolean Auditing State. Default: false Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

retentionduration

Audit log files retention duration. A value of 0d0h0m0s indicates that
elapsedall the files will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with
time-ext
rotate-limit. Do not use this parameter along with rotate-limit
optional
parameter. Default: 0s Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rotatelimit

Audit log files rotation Limit. A value of 0 indicates that all the files
[0..2^32- integer will be retained. This parameter is mutually exclusive with retentionoptional duration. Do not use this parameter along with retention-duration
1]
parameter. Default: 0 Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rotatescheduleday

cronday-ofmonth[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Day. By Default rotation is done based on
size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not use
this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

rotatescheduledayofweek

cronday-ofweek[]
optional

Audit log rotation schedule: Day of Week. By Default rotation is done
based on size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size.
Do not use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

rotateschedulehour

Audit log rotation schedule: Hour. By Default rotation is done based
cronon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
hour[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable

rotatescheduleminute

Audit Log rotation schedule: Minute. By Default rotation is done based
cronon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
minute[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable

rotateschedulemonth

Audit log rotation schedule: Month. By Default rotation is done based
cronon size. This parameter is mutually exclusive with rotate-size. Do not
month[]
use this parameter along with rotate-size parameter Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable
Audit log file size limit. By default rotation is done based on size. This
parameter is mutually exclusive with time related rotate parameters.
If time based rotation is needed use the time based rotation
parameters(rotate-schedule-month, rotate-schedule-dayofweek,
rotate-schedule-day... etc). Default: 100MB Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

rotate-size

auditrotatesize-ordash
optional

rotationscheduledescription

string Rotation schedules derived from rotation time related parameters
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: audit-events
file-ops|cifs-logon-logoff|cap-staging|file-share|audit-policy-change|user-account|authorization-policychange|security-group|async-delete Possible values:
"file_ops" - File Operation Events,
"cifs_logon_logoff" - CIFS Logon and Logoff Events,
"cap_staging" - Central Access Policy Staging Events,
"file_share" - File Share Category Events,
"audit_policy_change" - Audit Policy Change Events,
"user_account" - Local User Account Management Events,

[top]

"authorization_policy_change" - Authorization Policy Change Events,
"security_group" - Local Security Group Management Events,
"async_delete" - Volume File Async Delete Events
[none]

Element definition: audit-format

[top]

xml|evtx Possible values:
"xml" - Data ONTAP-Specific XML Log Format,
"evtx" - Microsoft Windows EVTX Log Format
[none]

Element definition: audit-rotate-size-or-dash

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: cron-hour
Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cron-minute

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].
[none]

Element definition: cron-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].
[none]

Element definition: elapsed-time-ext

[top]

The difference between the two points in time.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: flash
The Flash Management Module (FMM) is the management
interface to access information about flash devices in the system.

flash-get-thresholds
flash-thresholds-get-iter

flash-get-thresholds

[top]

Get threshold profiles available in Flash Management Module.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The name of the system to which the flash thresholds
apply.

node

string

profile

string
optional

Name of the threshold profile. If not provided, all available
profiles will be printed.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

flash-thresholdprofile

flash-thresholdA collection of failure threshold entries.
profile[]
optional

flash-thresholds-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Flash Cache threshold profiles objects.
Input Name

Range

flashthresholdprofile
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

flashthresholdprofile
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Flash Cache threshold
profiles object. All Flash Cache threshold profiles objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

flashthresholdThe list of attributes of Flash Cache threshold profiles objects.
profile[]
optional

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Flash
Cache threshold profiles objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: flash-threshold-profile

[top]

A definition for a threshold element
Name

Range

flash-threshold

Type

Description

flash-threshold[] The list of threshold entries for this profile.

node

string

The name of the system to which the flash thresholds apply.

profile

string

The name of the profile in plain text.

Element definition: flash-threshold

[top]

A definition for a threshold element. Each threshold specifies what level of errors or failures the
specified domain can sustain before the specified action is taken.
Name
action

domain
thresholdunits

Range

Type

Description

Action to be taken if this threshold is exceeded. Possible values: "log an
EMS event", "log an EMS_event, and disable the 'domain'", "log an EMS
string
event, and send an AutoSupport message", "log an EMS event, send an
AutoSupport message, and disable the 'domain'"
string

The type of domain. Possible values: "card", "bank", "chip" (in Data
ONTAP 7.3.x to 8.1) or "lun" (from Data ONTAP 8.2 onwards).

string The metric for threshold. Possible values: "count", or "percentage".

threshold- [0..2^31integer Threshold value in 'threshold-units'.
value
1]
time-slice

The time slice. Available if the 'threshold-unit' is "count". If not, output
string will say 'none'. Possible values: "none", "seconds", "minutes", or
"hours".

APIs in Category: flash-device
Flash Cache is the caching device. This interface is used to access
information about Flash Cache devices in the system.

flash-device-get-iter
flash-device-list-info

flash-device-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Flash Cache device info objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

flashdeviceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
flashdeviceinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Flash Cache device info
object. All Flash Cache device info objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

flashdeviceThe list of attributes of Flash Cache device info objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Flash
optional Cache device info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

flash-device-list-info

[top]

Get a collection of Flash Cache device info objects.
Input Name
node
slot-number

Range

Type
node-name
integer

Description
Node
Slot

optional
integer
optional

subslot-number
Output Name

Range

flash-device-info
Errno

Subslot

Type

Description

flash-device-info[]
Information about Flash Cache devices
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: flash-device-info

[top]

Information about Flash Cache devices When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

average-erase-cycle- [0..2^64- integer
optional
count
1]

Description
Avg Erase Cycle Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

capacity

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Device ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-file

string
optional

Firmware Filename Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

firmware-revision

string
optional

Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

hardware-revision

string
optional

Hardware Revision Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-change-time

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Time Last State Change Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

model-name

string
optional

Model Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

part-number

string
optional

Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

percent-online

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Percent Online Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

service-time

[0..2^64-

integer

Service Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

1]
slot-number

optional

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]
string
optional

slot-string

Slot Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Slot String Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Device State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

fc-devstatus
optional

status

subslot-number

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

threshold-profile

string
optional

"ok" ,
"erasing" ,
"erased" ,
"failed" ,
"removed" ,
"online" ,
"offline_failed" ,
"degraded" ,
"offline_threshold"
Subslot Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Threshold Profile Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: fc-dev-status
ok|erasing|erased|failed|removed|online|offline_failed|degraded|offline_threshold Possible values:
"ok" ,
"erasing" ,
"erased" ,
"failed" ,
"removed" ,
"online" ,
"offline_failed" ,
"degraded" ,
"offline_threshold"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: flexcache
flexcache-connectedcache-get-iter
flexcache-create-async
flexcache-default-size-get
flexcache-destroy-async
flexcache-get-iter
flexcache-origin-cleanupcache-relationship
flexcache-origin-configget-iter
flexcache-origin-configmodify
flexcache-usage-get

This set of APIs allow configuring and managing FlexCache on
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode environment.

flexcache-connected-cache-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve connected cache information. This must be run at the origin cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

flexcacheoriginconnectedcache-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

flexcacheoriginconnectedcache-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the flexcache-origin
object. All flexcache-origin objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

flexcacheoriginconnectedThe list of attributes of flexcache-origin objects.
cacheinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
flexcache-origin objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-create-async

[top]

Create a cache relationship. This must be run at the cache cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type

aggr-list

aggr-name[]
optional

aggr-listmultiplier

integer
optional

autoprovision-as

Description
The array of aggregates which are used for
FlexGroup constituents. Each aggregate in the
array will host at least one FlexGroup constituent.
Aggregate list repeat count

autoprovisionvolumetype
Automatically provision as volume of type
optional

isdisconnectedmode-off-forlocks

boolean
optional

Specifies if the origin will honor the cache side
locks when doing the lock checks in the
disconnected mode. The default value will be set
to false to allow origin to skip such lock checks
with the disconnected cache and go ahead with
processing of the conflicting locks. If set to true
the origin denies the lock operation (open or byterange) if it conflicts with the authority granted to
the disconnected cache.

is-global-filelockingenabled

boolean
optional

Global file locking mode

junction-path

junction-path
optional

Junction path of the cache volume

origin-volume

volume-name

The name of the origin volume for the cache
volume.

originvserver

xc-vs-name
optional

The name of origin Vserver where the origin
volume resides

size

size
optional

spaceguarantee

space-guarantee-enum
Flexcache volume space guarantee type
optional

use-tieredaggregate

boolean
optional

volume

volume-name

Output Name

Size of cache volume

Range

Type

Flexcache volume uses fabricpool aggregate
The name of the cache volume.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The ID of the job that was spawned to create this
flexcache.

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded"

string
optional

result-status

if creation completed successfully, "in_progress" if
creation is in progress, "failed" if creation failed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED
EINSUFFICIENTAGGREGATES
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_MCC_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_UNDER_MINIMUM
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_OVER_MAXIMUM
EVOLEXISTS

flexcache-default-size-get

[top]

Get recommended FlexCache size
Input Name
origin-size
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer Origin Size
Range

flexcache-size [0..2^64-1]
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

integer
FlexCache Size
optional

Description

flexcache-destroy-async

[top]

Delete a cache relationship. This must be run at the cache cluster. A job will be spawned to operate on
the flexcache and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type
volumename

volume

Description
The name of the cache volume.

Output Name

Range

Type

result-error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

result-errormessage
result-jobid

[0..2^641]

result-status

string

Errno

Description

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-get-iter

[top]

Get a set of cache relationships. This must be run at the cache cluster.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
flexcachespecified on any number of attributes in the flexcache object. All
info
flexcache objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
flexcacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

flexcacheThe list of attributes of flexcache objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional
[0..2^32integer
1]

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
flexcache objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-origin-cleanup-cache-relationship

[top]

Cleanup cache relationship. This must be run at the origin cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
FEATURE/COMMAND_NOT_SUPPORTED

flexcache-origin-config-get-iter

[top]

Get FlexCache origin configuration for all origin volume. This must be run at the origin cluster.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
flexcacheoriginconfig
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the flexcache-originconfig object. All flexcache-origin-config objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

flexcacheoriginconfig
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

flexcacheoriginThe list of attributes of flexcache-origin-config objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
flexcache-origin-config objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

flexcache-origin-config-modify

[top]

Modify the FlexCache origin configuration. This must be run at the origin cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-bli-enabled

boolean
optional

Is BLI Enabled.

is-global-file-locking-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Global File Locking Enabled.

origin-volume
Errno

volume-name Name of the origin volume.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

flexcache-usage-get

[top]

Get the capacity used by FlexCache
Output Name

Range

used-size

[0..2^64-1]

used-size-pct [0..2^64-1]
Errno

Type

Description

integer
Total FlexCache Size
optional
integer
Percentage of Licensed Capacity Used
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: autoprovisionvolumetype
FlexGroup Possible values:
"flexgroup"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: flexcache-info

[top]

Information about the cache relationship When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-list

aggrname[]
optional

The array of aggregates which are used for FlexGroup constituents.
Each aggregate in the array will host at least one FlexGroup
constituent. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

createtime

date
optional

FlexCache Volume Create Time Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

flexgroup- [0..2^64- integer
msid
1]
optional
junctionpath

Cache volume's FlexGroup MSID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

junctionJunction path of the cache volume Attributes: optional-for-create,
path
non-modifiable
optional

origincluster

clustername
optional

The name of the origin cluster, where the origin Vserver and origin
volume reside Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originvolume

volumename
optional

The name of the origin volume for the cache volume. Attributes:
required-for-create, non-modifiable

origin[0..2^64- integer
volumeoptional
1]
msid

Origin volume's MSID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originvserver

xc-vsname
optional

The name of origin Vserver where the origin volume resides
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

originvserveruuid

uuid
optional

Origin Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Size of cache volume Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

spaceguarantee

Flexcache volume space guarantee type Attributes: optional-forspace- create, non-modifiable Possible values:
guaranteeenum
"none" ,
"volume"
optional

volume

volumename
optional

The name of the cache volume. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The name of the Vserver which owns the volume. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: flexcache-origin-config

[top]

FlexCache Origin Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-bli-enabled

boolean
optional

Is BLI Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-global-file-lockingenabled

boolean
optional

Is Global File Locking Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

origin-volume

volumename
optional

Name of the origin volume. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

origin-vserver

vservername
optional

Name of the origin Vserver. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: flexcache-origin-connected-cache-info
Information of caches connected to the origin When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cachecluster
cachevolume
cachevserver
originvolume

Range

Type

Description

cluster-name Name of the cache cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
volumename
optional

Name of the cache volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

xc-vs-name Name of the cache Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional
volumename
optional

Name of the origin volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[top]

originvserver

vservername
optional

Name of the origin Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: junction-path

[top]

The Junction Path.
The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at which a volume is mounted. Note
that this pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace root
volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As with all fully-qualified pathnames , this
string must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid FlexVol or FlexGroup junction path is: '/user/my_volume'. An example of a valid
Infinite Volume junction path is: '/repository'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path.
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: space-guarantee-enum

[top]

none|volume Possible values:
"none" ,
"volume"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace

[top]

being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: xc-vs-name

[top]

Cross Cluster Vserver Name
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: fpolicy
fpolicy-create-policy
fpolicy-destroy-policy
fpolicy-disable
fpolicy-disable-policy
fpolicy-enable
fpolicy-enable-policy
fpolicy-extensions
fpolicy-extensions-listinfo
fpolicy-get-policy-options
fpolicy-get-required-info
fpolicy-get-secondaryservers-info
fpolicy-list-info
fpolicy-operations-list-set
fpolicy-passthrough-readconnection-get-iter
fpolicy-policy-create
fpolicy-policy-delete
fpolicy-policy-eventcreate
fpolicy-policy-eventdelete
fpolicy-policy-event-getiter
fpolicy-policy-eventmodify
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-create
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-delete
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-get-iter
fpolicy-policy-externalengine-modify
fpolicy-policy-get-iter
fpolicy-policy-modify
fpolicy-policy-scopecreate
fpolicy-policy-scopedelete
fpolicy-policy-scope-getiter
fpolicy-policy-scopemodify
fpolicy-policy-status-getiter
fpolicy-server-connect
fpolicy-server-disconnect
fpolicy-server-list-info
fpolicy-server-status-get-

This set of APIs enables programmatic control of policy life cycle
including: creation, enablement, configuration, monitoring, and
deletion. Also, it includes commands for server monitoring and
control, as well as notification filtering based on file extension.
FPolicy APIs provided for Data ONTAP Clustered-Mode
environment enables in creating/modifying/deleting/retrieving
following FPolicy entities:
1. Event: This collectively specifies the protocols, fileops, for
which notification is generated.
2. Scope: This specifies the scope on which FPolicy will be
working on. A scope can be on a volume, share, or a export
policy. Scope also contains the file extensions.
3. External-Engine: This specifies the attributes required for a
notification to be sent to external FPolicy servers.
4. Policy: Once an event and external engine is created, it can be
attached to a policy. A scope has to be defined for a policy before
it is enabled to run.

iter
fpolicy-server-stop
fpolicy-set-policy-options
fpolicy-set-required
fpolicy-set-secondaryservers
fpolicy-status
fpolicy-volume-list-info
fpolicy-volume-list-set

fpolicy-create-policy

[top]

Creates a new policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name
policy-type

Description

string Name of the policy.
string Type of the policy. Possible values: "screen".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-destroy-policy

[top]

Destroys existing policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

Description

string Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-disable
Sets options fpolicy enable to off.

[top]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-disable-policy

[top]

Disables a specific named policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

Description

string Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ELOWMEMORY
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-enable

[top]

Sets options fpolicy enable to on. Events on FlexGroup volumes will not notify the FPolicy server

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-enable-policy

[top]

Enables a specific named policy. The operation will fail if the policy doesn't exist.
Input Name

Range Type

policy-name

string

Description
Name of the policy.

sequence-number

integer Policy Sequence Number

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ELOWMEMORY
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-extensions

[top]

Manipulates with list of extensions in exclude or include set. Exlude set defines extension patterns that
won't trigger fpolicy processing.
Input Name Range

Type

command

string

Description
Command to be applied on the specified set. Supported values: "add",
"remove", "set", "reset".

extensionList of extensions. This element is required if the the command input
list-info[]
value is "add", "set" or "remove".
optional

extensions
policyname
set-name

string

Name of the policy.

string

Defines to which set (exclude or include) a command (add, remove,
etc) will be applied to. For instance, command = add, set-name =
include will add specified list of extensions to the include set. Possible
values: "exclude", "include".

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-extensions-list-info

[top]

Returns information on existing extension sets.
Input Name

Range

policy-name
Output Name

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

excludeextensions

extension-listinfo[]

List of file extensions that are excluded from the file
policy.

includeextensions

extension-listinfo[]

List of file extensions that are included in the file policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-get-policy-options

[top]

Shows value of policy options.
Input Name

Range

Type

policy-name
Output Name

string
Range

Description
Name of the policy.

Type

Description

is-adsmonitored

boolean
optional

Indicator if the policy monitors the cifs operations on Alternate
Data Streams.

is-cifsdisconnectcheck-enabled

boolean

'true' if requests associated with disconnected CIFS sessions must
not be screened, 'false' otherwise.

is-cifs-setattrenabled

boolean

Indicator whether cifs-setattr support is enabled on this policy or
not. If set to true, cifs setattr operations will be screened.

is-required

boolean

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. will it fail
if the server is not registered. If set to true, the request will fail if
there is no server to evaluate it. If it's false, the request will
succeed.

reqcanceltimeout

integer

Timeout (in secs) for a screen request to be processed by an
FPolicy server. Range : [0..4294967].

secondaryservers

secondaryList of server's IP addresses. Servers registered from these IP will
serverbe considered as secondary servers.
info[]

serverprogresstimeout
Errno

integer

Timeout (in secs) in which a throttled FPolicy server must
complete at least one screen request. Range : [0..4294967].

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-get-required-info

[top]

Shows current options for the policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

string

Description
Name of the policy.

Output Name Range Type

Description

Indicator if the policy is required, i.e. will it fail if the server is not
boolean responding. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed.

is-required

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-get-secondary-servers-info

[top]

Shows current options for the policy.
Input Name

Range

Type

policy-name
Output Name

string
Range

secondary-servers

Type

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

secondary-server-info[] List of servers' IP addresses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-list-info

[top]

Returns a list of existing policies.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Name of the policy. If this parameter is set, policies will have
string
information pertaining to the policy named. If there is no such a policy,
optional
policies will be empty.
Type

Description

policyList of policies.
info[]

policies
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-operations-list-set

[top]

Manipulate a list of operations and network protocols for a policy. This determines which user requests
cause the filer to notify fpolicy servers for this policy. The list provided will replace the list currently in
place, if any. Note that this can be confusing to a server which has already connected to a policy and
provided a list of operations. For example, it may have requested notifications when users open files,
but start receiving notifications when users create symlinks. This API is provided in support of "native
file blocking" in which there is no server connected to the filer for a policy. Note that it is possible to get
the list of operations and protocols currently set for a policy with the fpolicy-list-info API.
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If a server is connected to the filer and has already set the list of
operations, should this API override the server's setting? If "force" is
"true", the policy's set of operations will be dropped and replaced with
the values provided by this API. Default value is false.

monitoredoperations

monitoredoperation- List of operations related values.
info[]

monitoredprotocols

monitoredprotocol- List of protocol related values.
info[]

offline-only

boolean
optional

policyname

string

Errno

Sets the state of offline filtering. If offline filtering is set, then only
user requests for files which are marked "offline" cause notifications.
Default value is false.
Name of the policy.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection-get-iter

[top]

Returns passthrough-read connection status information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

fpolicypassthroughreadconnectioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

fpolicypassthroughreadconnectioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicypassthrough-read-connection object. All fpolicy-passthroughread-connection objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

fpolicypassthroughreadThe list of attributes of fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection
connection- objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-create

[top]

Create a policy.
Input Name Range
allowprivilegedaccess
engine-name
events

Type

Description

boolean Indicator if privileged access should be given to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default Value is no.
engineName of the Engine. Default Engine is 'native'.
name
eventEvents for file access monitoring.
name[]
Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. it will fail if no

boolean servers are able process the notification registered as a part of external
optional engine. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed. Default value is true.

is-mandatory
ispassthroughread-enabled

boolean Indicator if passthrough-read should be allowed to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default value is false.
policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name
privilegeduser-name

string User name for privileged access. No default value is set for this
optional attribute.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy on successful creation. Default:
optional false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

fpolicypolicyThe fpolicy-policy created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYEXISTS
EEVENTNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND
E_PASSTHRU_READ_ENABLE_IN_POLICY
E_PASSTHRU_READ_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED

fpolicy-policy-delete

[top]

Delete a policy.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-event-create
Create FPolicy Event.

[top]

Input Name Range
event-name

Type
event-name

Description
Name of the Event.
Name of file operations. By default no operations are
monitored. Possible values:

fileoperations

fpolicyoperation[]
optional

"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,
"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
Name of filters. It is notification filtering parameters. By
default no filters are selected. Possible values:

filter-string

fpolicy-filter[]
optional

"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without
modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete
intent,
"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify
time change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access
time change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation
time change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation
size change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory
operations
Name of protocol for which event is created. By default no
protocol is selected. Possible values:

protocol

fpolicy-proto
optional

"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy-event on successful
creation. Default: false

volumeoperation

boolean
optional

Indicator if the volume operation required for the event.Default
Value is false.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

fpolicy-eventoptions-config
optional

result

Errno

The fpolicy-policy-event created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTEXISTS

fpolicy-policy-event-delete

[top]

Delete FPolicy event.
Input Name Range
event-name

Type

Description

event-name Name of the Event.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-event-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of rows for FPolicy event options. FPolicy event is consist of protocol, file operations, vo lume
operation and filters.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
fpolicyeventoptionsconfig
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyeventoptionsconfig
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-event
object. All fpolicy-policy-event objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

fpolicyeventoptions- The list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-event objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-event objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-event-modify

[top]

Set FPolicy event options. FPolicy event is consist of protocol, file operation, volume operation and f
ilters.
Input Name Range
event-name

Type

Description

event-name Name of the Event.
Name of file operations. By default no operations are monitored.
Possible values:

fileoperations

fpolicyoperation[]
optional

"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,
"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
Name of filters. It is notification filtering parameters. By default no
filters are selected. Possible values:
"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without

modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete intent,
"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify time
change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access time
change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation time
change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation size
change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory operations

fpolicyfilter[]
optional

filter-string

Name of protocol for which event is created. By default no protocol is
selected. Possible values:
protocol

fpolicy-proto
optional

volumeoperation

boolean
optional

Errno

"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol
Indicator if the volume operation required for the event.Default
Value is false.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EEVENTNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-create

[top]

Create an external engine.
Input Name
certificate-ca

Range

Type

Description

string
Certificate authority name. No default value is set for this field.
optional

certificatecommonname

commonFQDN or custom common name of certificate. No default value is
name
set for this field.
optional

certificateserial

string
Serial number of certificate. No default value is set for this field.
optional

engine-name

engineName of the external engine.
name

externengine-type

External engine type. If the engine is asynchronous, no reply is
external- sent from FPolicy servers. Default value set for this field is
engine- synchronous. Possible values:
type
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
optional
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine

is-resiliencyenabled

Indicates if the resiliency with this engine is required. If set to
true, the notifications will be stored in a path as resiliencyboolean
directory-path for the duration specified in max-retentionoptional
duration if all the servers are disconnected. If it is false, the
notifications will not be stored. Default value is false.

keep-aliveinterval

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to send keep-alive
[0..2^32- integer
message to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds.

maxconnectionretries

Number of times storage appliance will attempt to establish a
[0..2^32- integer
broken connection to FPolicy server. Default value set for this
optional
1]
field is 5.

max-server- [0..2^32- integer Maximum number of outstanding screen requests that will be
optional queued for an FPolicy Server. Default value set for this field is 50.
requests
1]
port-number [1..65535] integer
primaryservers

Port number of the FPolicy server application.

ipPrimary FPolicy servers.
address[]

recv-buffersize

[0..2^32- integer Receive buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
1]

requestaborttimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be aborted by storage
optional appliance. Default value set for this field is 40 seconds.
1]

requestcanceltimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be processed by an
optional FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 20 seconds.
1]

resiliencydirectorypath

Directory path under Vserver for storing file access notifications.
File access notifications will be stored in a generated file during
string the outage time. The path is the full, user visible path relative to
optional the Vserver root, and it might be crossing junction mount points.
Example: '/path1' where '/' is the root of the Vserver and 'path1'
is the directory where to store notifications.

resiliencymaxretentionduration

Maximum retention duration for which the notifications will be
timestored. After this time window further notifications will not be
interval
stored. Default value set for this field is 180 seconds. Maximum
optional
retention duration can be 600 seconds.

returnrecord
secondaryservers

boolean If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy-external-engine on
optional successful creation. Default: false
ipaddress[] Secondary FPolicy servers. No default value is set for this field.
optional

send-buffer- [0..2^32- integer Send buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
size
1]
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
serverprogresstimeout
sessiontimeout

Timeout in seconds in which a throttled FPolicy server must
[0..2^32- integer complete at least one screen request. If no request is processed
optional within the timeout, connection to FPolicy server is terminated.
1]
Default value set for this field is 60 seconds.
timeSession Id purge timeout during FPolicy server reconnection.
interval
Default value set for this field is 10 seconds.
optional
SSL option for external communication. No default value is set for

this field. Possible values:
fpolicyssl-opts

ssl-option

statusrequestinterval
Output Name

"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system
and FPolicy server

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to query status
[0..2^32- integer
request from FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds.
Range

Type

Description

fpolicyexternalThe fpolicy-policy-external-engine created (keys or the entire
engineobject if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINEEXISTS
ESERVEREXISTS

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-delete

[top]

Delete an external engine.
Input Name Range
engine-name

Type

Description

engine-name Name of the external engine.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
ERESOURCEINUSE

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-get-iter

[top]

Returns information on external engines.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

fpolicySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
externalattributes for which information is available will be returned. If

enginepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.
optional

attributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyexternalengineinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fpolicyexternalengine- The list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-external-engine objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-external-engine objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-externalengine object. All fpolicy-policy-external-engine objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-external-engine-modify

[top]

Modify an external engine. External engine can be modified only when none of the enabled policies are
using it.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateca

string
Certificate authority name. No default value is set for this field.
optional

certificatecommonname

commonFQDN or custom common name of certificate. No default value is
name
set for this field.
optional

certificateserial

string
Serial number of certificate. No default value is set for this field.
optional

enginename

externengine-type

engineName of the external engine.
name
External engine type. If the engine is asynchronous, no reply is
external- sent from FPolicy servers. Default value set for this field is
engine- synchronous. Possible values:
type
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
optional
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine

Indicates if the resiliency with this engine is required. If set to true,
the notifications will be stored in a path as resiliency-directory-path
boolean
for the duration specified in max-retention-duration if all the
optional
servers are disconnected. If it is false, the notifications will not be
stored. Default value is false.

isresiliencyenabled

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to send keep-alive
keep-alive- [0..2^32- integer
message to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
interval
1]
seconds.
maxNumber of times storage appliance will attempt to establish a
[0..2^32- integer
connectionbroken connection to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field
optional
1]
retries
is 5.
maxserverrequests
portnumber
primaryservers

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of outstanding screen requests that will be
optional queued for an FPolicy Server. Default value set for this field is 50.
1]
[1..65535]

integer
Port number of the FPolicy server application.
optional
ipaddress[] Primary FPolicy servers.
optional

recv[0..2^32- integer Receive buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
buffer-size
1]
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
requestaborttimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be aborted by storage
optional appliance. Default value set for this field is 40 seconds.
1]

requestcanceltimeout

[0..2^32- integer Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be processed by an
optional FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 20 seconds.
1]

resiliencydirectorypath

Directory path under Vserver for storing file access notifications.
File access notifications will be stored in a generated file during the
string outage time. The path is the full, user visible path relative to the
optional Vserver root, and it might be crossing junction mount points.
Example: '/path1' where '/' is the root of the Vserver and 'path1' is
the directory where to store notifications.

resiliencymaxretentionduration

Maximum retention duration for which the notifications will be
timestored. After this time window further notifications will not be
interval
stored. Default value set for this field is 180 seconds. Maximum
optional
retention duration can be 600 seconds.

secondaryservers

ipaddress[] Secondary FPolicy servers. No default value is set for this field.
optional

send[0..2^32- integer Send buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
buffer-size
1]
optional value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb).
serverprogresstimeout
sessiontimeout

Timeout in seconds in which a throttled FPolicy server must
[0..2^32- integer complete at least one screen request. If no request is processed
optional within the timeout, connection to FPolicy server is terminated.
1]
Default value set for this field is 60 seconds.
timeSession Id purge timeout during FPolicy server reconnection.
interval
Default value set for this field is 10 seconds.
optional
SSL option for external communication. No default value is set for
this field. Possible values:

ssl-option

fpolicyssl-opts
optional

"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system and
FPolicy server

statusrequestinterval

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to query status
[0..2^32- integer
request from FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EENGINENOTFOUND
E_FPOLICY_EXT_ENG_MODIFY_FAILED_ENABLED_POLICY
E_PASSTHRU_READ_MODIFY_EXT_ENGINE
ESERVEREXISTS

fpolicy-policy-get-iter

[top]

Returns information about policies.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

fpolicypolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

fpolicypolicyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy object. All
fpolicy-policy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

fpolicypolicyThe list of attributes of fpolicy-policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

Description

fpolicy-policy-modify

[top]

Modify a policy.
Input Name Range
allowprivilegedaccess
engine-name

events

Type

Description

boolean Indicator if privileged access should be given to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default Value is no.
enginename Name of the Engine. Default Engine is 'native'.
optional
eventname[] Events for file access monitoring.
optional

is-mandatory

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. it will fail if no
boolean servers are able process the notification registered as a part of external
optional engine. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed. Default value is true.

ispassthroughread-enabled

boolean Indicator if passthrough-read should be allowed to FPolicy servers
optional registered for the policy. Default value is false.
policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name
privilegeduser-name

string User name for privileged access. No default value is set for this
optional attribute.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
E_PASSTHRU_READ_ENABLE_IN_POLICY
E_PASSTHRU_READ_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED

fpolicy-policy-scope-create

[top]

Set FPolicy scope options. FPolicy Scope is consist of share, volume, export policy, volume, file
extention.
Input Name Range
checkextensionson-directories

Type

Description

Indicates whether directory names are also subjected to extensions
boolean
check, similar to file names. By default, the value is true if policy is
optional
configured with Native engine, false otherwise.

exportpolicies-toexclude

string[] Export Policies to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

exportpolicies-toinclude

string[] Export policies to include for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

fileextensionsto-exclude

string[] File extensions excluded for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

fileextensionsto-include

string[] File extensions included for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

ismonitoringof-objectswith-noextensionenabled

boolean Indicates whether monitoring of Objects with no extension is required.
optional By default, the value is false.

policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name

boolean If set to true, returns the fpolicy-policy-scope on successful creation.
optional Default: false

return-record
shares-toexclude

string[] Shares to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

shares-toinclude

string[] Shares to include for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

volumes-toexclude

Volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include items
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. Note that if a
string[]
policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include list is
optional
ignored by the filer when processing user requests. By default no
volume is selected.

volumes-toinclude

Volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include items
string[]
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. By default no
optional
volume is selected.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

fpolicyscopeThe fpolicy-policy-scope created (keys or the entire object if requested)
config
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ESCOPEEXISTS

fpolicy-policy-scope-delete

[top]

Delete a scope.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

Errno
ESCOPENOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-scope-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of rows for FPolicy scope options. FPolicy Scope consists of share, volume, export policy,
volume, file extention.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description

fpolicyscopeconfig
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyscopeconfig
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-scope
object. All fpolicy-policy-scope objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

fpolicyscopeThe list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-scope objects.
config[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-scope objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

ESCOPENOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-scope-modify

[top]

Set FPolicy scope options. FPolicy Scope is consist of share, volume, export policy, volume, file
extention.
Input Name
checkextensionson-directories

Range

Type

Description

Indicates whether directory names are also subjected to extensions
boolean
check, similar to file names. By default, the value is true if policy is
optional
configured with Native engine, false otherwise.

exportpolicies-toexclude

string[] Export Policies to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

exportpolicies-toinclude

string[] Export policies to include for file access monitoring. By default no
optional export policy is selected.

fileextensionsto-exclude

string[] File extensions excluded for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

fileextensionsto-include

string[] File extensions included for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected.

ismonitoringof-objectswith-noextensionenabled

boolean Indicates whether monitoring of Objects with no extension is required.
optional By default, the value is false.

policyName of the policy.
name

policy-name
shares-toexclude

string[] Shares to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

shares-toinclude

string[] Shares to include for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected.

volumes-toexclude

Volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include items
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. Note that if a
string[]
policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include list is
optional
ignored by the filer when processing user requests. By default no
volume is selected.

volumes-toinclude

Volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include items
string[]
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. By default no
optional
volume is selected.

Errno

Description

ESCOPENOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

fpolicy-policy-status-get-iter

[top]

Returns FPolicy policy status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

fpolicypolicystatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicy-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
policyspecified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-policy-status
statusobject. All fpolicy-policy-status objects matching this query up to
info
'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional policy-status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

fpolicypolicystatus- The list of attributes of fpolicy-policy-status objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-server-connect

[top]

Make a connection to FPolicy server
Input Name Range
node
policy-name
server

Type

Description

string

Cluster node name.

policy-name Name of the policy.
ip-address

Errno

FPolicy server.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
E_POLICY_DISABLED

fpolicy-server-disconnect
Terminate connection to FPolicy server

[top]

Input Name Range
node
policy-name

Type

Description

string

Cluster node name.

policy-name Name of the policy.

server

ip-address

Errno

FPolicy server.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
E_POLICY_DISABLED

fpolicy-server-list-info

[top]

Shows a list of primary servers serving the policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

servers

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

server-info[] List of the servers' IP addresses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-server-status-get-iter

[top]

Returns FPolicy server status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

fpolicyserverstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
fpolicyA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
serverspecified on any number of attributes in the fpolicy-server-status
statusobject. All fpolicy-server-status objects matching this query up to
info
'max-records' will be returned.

optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

fpolicyserverstatus- The list of attributes of fpolicy-server-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more fpolicyoptional server-status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ESERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
EPOLICYNOTFOUND

fpolicy-server-stop

[top]

Stops specific primary server serving the policy. Effectively, this will unregister the fpolicy server.
Input Name Range

Type

policy-name

string

server-ip

Description
Name of the policy.

ip-address The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the server.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-set-policy-options

[top]

Sets policy's options to on/off.
Input Name
is-adsmonitored

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Indicates if the policy monitors the cifs operations on Alternate
Data Streams. Default is false.

is-cifsdisconnectcheck-enabled

boolean
optional

'true' if requests associated with disconnected CIFS sessions must
not be screened, 'false' otherwise.

is-cifs-setattrenabled

boolean
optional

Indicator whether cifs-setattr support is enabled on this policy or
not. If set to true, cifs setattr operations will be screened. Default
is false.

is-required

boolean
optional

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. will it fail
if the server is not registered. If set to true, the request will fail if
there is no server to evaluate it. If it's false, the request will
succeed. Default is false.

policy-name

string

reqcanceltimeout

integer
optional

Name of the policy.
Timeout (in secs) for a screen request to be processed by an
FPolicy server. Range : [0..4294967].

secondaryserver- List of server's IP addresses. Servers registered from these IP will
be considered as secondary servers.
info[]
optional

secondaryservers
serverprogresstimeout

integer
optional

Errno

Timeout (in secs) in which a throttled FPolicy server must
complete at least one screen request. Range : [0..4294967].

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-set-required

[top]

Sets policy's "required" option to on/off.
Input Name Range Type
policyname

string

required

boolean

Errno

Description
Name of the policy.
Indicator if the policy is required. If set to true, the request will fail if
there is no server to evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-set-secondary-servers
Sets secondary servers information in a form of a list of ip addresses. These servers will be used if all

[top]

primary servers are not available, thus increasing system availabilty.
Input Name

Range

Type

policy-name

Description

string

secondary-servers

Name of the policy.

secondary-server-info[] List of servers' IP addresses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-status

[top]

Returns status of options fpolicy enable.
Output Name Range
is-enabled
Errno

Type

Description

boolean Shows if the fpolicy mechanism is enabled or not.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-volume-list-info

[top]

Returns a volume-regular-expression list for an exclude or include set. The list describes limits to the
set of volumes for which client requests trigger (include) or suppress (exclude) fpolicy processing for
the provided policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the policy.
Description

excludevolumes

List of volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include
fpolicyitems which are regular expressions, such as "vol*" or "user?". Note
volumesthat if a policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include
list-info[]
list is ignored by the filer when processing user requests.

includevolumes

fpolicyList of volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include
volumesitems which are regular expressions, such as "vol*" or "user?".
list-info[]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

fpolicy-volume-list-set

[top]

Manipulate a list of volumes in an exclude or include set. This limits the set of volumes for which client
requests trigger (include) or suppress (exclude) fpolicy processing for the provided policy. The list
provided will replace the list currently in place, if any. Note that if a policy has both an exclude list and
an include list, the include list is ignored by the filer.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

list-type

string

Defines to which set (exclude or include) a list will be applied.
Possible values: "exclude", "include".

policyname

string

Name of the policy.

volumes

fpolicy-volumesList of volume specifications.
list-info[]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the
Domain Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: engine-name

[top]

Engine name
[none]

Element definition: event-name

[top]

Event name
[none]

Element definition: extension-list-info

[top]

Structure containing extension information.
Name Range Type
namespec

Description

Extension specification (including wild cards). Allowed are only DOS like, three
character long extensions. The extensions are case insensitive. Supported wild
string
card values: "???" to match any extension and "?" to match any character.
Examples of allowed extension specifications: EXE ??? ?XT P??

Element definition: external-engine-type

[top]

External Engine Type Possible values:
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-event-options-config
Vserver FPolicy Event configuration and management on name When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
eventname

Range

Type

Description

eventname
optional

Name of the Event. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Name of file operations. By default no operations are monitored.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,

[top]

fileoperations

fpolicyoperation[]
optional

"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
Name of filters. It is notification filtering parameters. By default no
filters are selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

filterstring

fpolicyfilter[]
optional

"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete intent,
"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify time
change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access time
change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation time
change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation size
change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory operations
Name of protocol for which event is created. By default no protocol is
selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

protocol

fpolicyproto
optional

volumeoperation

boolean
optional

Indicator if the volume operation required for the event.Default Value is
false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol

Element definition: fpolicy-external-engine-info

[top]

External engine configuration and management. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateca

string Certificate authority name. No default value is set for this field.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

certificatecommonname

commonFQDN or custom common name of certificate. No default value is
name
set for this field. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

certificateserial

string Serial number of certificate. No default value is set for this field.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

enginename

engineName of the external engine. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
name
non-modifiable
optional

externenginetype

External engine type. If the engine is asynchronous, no reply is
sent from FPolicy servers. Default value set for this field is
external- synchronous. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
engine- values:
type
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
optional
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine
Indicates if the resiliency with this engine is required. If set to true,
the notifications will be stored in a path as resiliency-directory-path
boolean for the duration specified in max-retention-duration if all the
optional servers are disconnected. If it is false, the notifications will not be
stored. Default value is false. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

isresiliencyenabled

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to send keep-alive
keep-alive- [0..2^32- integer
message to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
interval
1]
seconds. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
maxNumber of times storage appliance will attempt to establish a
[0..2^32- integer
connectionbroken connection to FPolicy server. Default value set for this field
optional
1]
retries
is 5. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
maxserverrequests
portnumber
primaryservers

Maximum number of outstanding screen requests that will be
[0..2^32- integer
queued for an FPolicy Server. Default value set for this field is 50.
optional
1]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
[1..65535]

integer Port number of the FPolicy server application. Attributes: requiredoptional for-create, modifiable
ipaddress[] Primary FPolicy servers. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

Receive buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
recv[0..2^32- integer
value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb). Attributes:
optional
buffer-size
1]
optional-for-create, modifiable
requestaborttimeout
request-

Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be aborted by storage
[0..2^32- integer
appliance. Default value set for this field is 40 seconds. Attributes:
optional
1]
optional-for-create, modifiable
Timeout in seconds for a screen request to be processed by an

canceltimeout

[0..2^32- integer
FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 20 seconds.
1]
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

resiliencydirectorypath

Directory path under Vserver for storing file access notifications.
File access notifications will be stored in a generated file during the
outage time. The path is the full, user visible path relative to the
string
Vserver root, and it might be crossing junction mount points.
optional
Example: '/path1' where '/' is the root of the Vserver and 'path1' is
the directory where to store notifications. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

resiliencymaxretentionduration

Maximum retention duration for which the notifications will be
time- stored. After this time window further notifications will not be
interval stored. Default value set for this field is 180 seconds. Maximum
optional retention duration can be 600 seconds. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

secondaryservers

ipSecondary FPolicy servers. No default value is set for this field.
address[]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Send buffer size of connected socket for FPolicy Server. Default
send[0..2^32- integer
value set for this field is 256 kilobytes (256Kb). Attributes:
optional
buffer-size
1]
optional-for-create, modifiable
serverprogresstimeout

Timeout in seconds in which a throttled FPolicy server must
complete at least one screen request. If no request is processed
[0..2^32- integer
within the timeout, connection to FPolicy server is terminated.
optional
1]
Default value set for this field is 60 seconds. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable
time- Session Id purge timeout during FPolicy server reconnection.
interval Default value set for this field is 10 seconds. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

sessiontimeout

fpolicyssl-opts
optional

ssl-option

statusrequestinterval

SSL option for external communication. No default value is set for
this field. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:
"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system and
FPolicy server

Interval time in seconds for storage appliance to query status
[0..2^32- integer
request from FPolicy server. Default value set for this field is 10
optional
1]
seconds. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fpolicy-filter
Filter Possible values:
"monitor_ads" - Monitor alternate data stream,
"close_with_modification" - Filter close with modification,
"close_without_modification" - Filter close without modification,
"first_read" - Filter first read,
"first_write" - Filter first write,
"offline_bit" - Filter offline bit set,
"open_with_delete_intent" - Filter open with delete intent,

[top]

"open_with_write_intent" - Filter open with write intent,
"write_with_size_change" - Filter write with size change,
"close_with_read" - Filter close with read,
"setattr_with_owner_change" - Filter file owner change,
"setattr_with_group_change" - Filter file group change,
"setattr_with_sacl_change" - Filter file sacl change,
"setattr_with_dacl_change" - Filter file dacl change,
"setattr_with_modify_time_change" - Filter file modify time change,
"setattr_with_access_time_change" - Filter file access time change,
"setattr_with_creation_time_change" - Filter file creation time change,
"setattr_with_mode_change" - Filter file mode change,
"setattr_with_size_change" - Filter file size change,
"setattr_with_allocation_size_change" - Filter allocation size change,
"exclude_directory" - Filter to exclude directory operations
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-operation

[top]

File Operation Possible values:
"close" - File close operation,
"create" - File create operation,
"create_dir" - File create directory operation,
"delete" - File delete operation,
"delete_dir" - Directory delete operation,
"getattr" - Get attribute operation,
"link" - Link operation,
"lookup" - Lookup operation,
"open" - File open operation,
"read" - File read operation,
"write" - File write operation,
"rename" - File rename operation,
"rename_dir" - Directory rename operation,
"setattr" - Set attribute operation,
"symlink" - Symbolic link operation
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-passthrough-read-connection-info
FPolicy passthrough-read connection status. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

connectedsince

datetime
optional

Date and time since passthrough-read channel is connected. This
will be returned only if the server-status is connected. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

controlsession-id

string
optional

Session ID of the control channel established with FPolicy server.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Reason for passthrough-read channel disconnection. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - Not applicable,
"control_conn_closed" - Control connection to the FPOlicy
server is closed,
"pipe_client_close" - Connection closed by pipe client
(FPolicy server),
"pipe_server_close" - Connection closed by pipe server
(ONTAP) due to idle session, interface down etc.,
"no_control_packet" - No control packet seen on this
connection,
"control_conn_vserver_ip_changed" - Control connection is
established using different vserver ip,
"fpolicy_process_restart" - FPolicy process has restarted

disconnectreason

fpolicypassthrudisconnectreason
optional

disconnectedsince

datetime
optional

Date and time since passthrough-read channel is disconnected.
This will be returned only if the server-status is disconnected.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fpolicy-server

ip-address
optional

IP Address of the FPolicy server. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

node-name
optional

Cluster node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-name Policy name of the policy for which passthrough-read connection
is opened. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

policy-name

server-status

fpolicypassthruconn-status
optional

vserver

string
optional

Status of the passthrough-read connection. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"connected" - Passthrough read channel connected,
"disconnected" - Passtthrough read channel disconnected
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fpolicy-policy-info

[top]

FPolicy policy information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

allowprivilegedaccess
engine-name

Indicator if privileged access should be given to FPolicy servers
boolean
registered for the policy. Default Value is no. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
engineName of the Engine. Default Engine is 'native'. Attributes: required-forname
create, modifiable
optional
eventEvents for file access monitoring. Attributes: required-for-create,
name[]
modifiable
optional

events

is-mandatory

Indicator if the screening with this policy is required, i.e. it will fail if no
servers are able process the notification registered as a part of external
boolean
engine. If set to true, the request will fail if there is no server to
optional
evaluate it. If it's false, the request will succeed. Default value is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ispassthroughread-enabled

Indicator if passthrough-read should be allowed to FPolicy servers
boolean
registered for the policy. Default value is false. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

policy-name

policyname Name of the policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

privilegeduser-name

string User name for privileged access. No default value is set for this
optional attribute. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: fpolicy-policy-status-info

[top]

FPolicy Policy status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
policyname

Range

Type

Description

policyname Name of the policy. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

sequenceinteger Sequence number(or priority) of the policy. 1 being highest and 10 being
[1..10]
number
optional smallest. Default value is 1. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
status
vserver

boolean Status of the policy. When on, policy is active. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fpolicy-proto

[top]

Protocol Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"nfsv3" - NFSv3 protocol,
"nfsv4" - NFSv4 protocol
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-scope-config

[top]

Vserver FPolicy Scope configuration and management on name When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

checkextensionsondirectories

Indicates whether directory names are also subjected to extensions
boolean check, similar to file names. By default, the value is true if policy is
optional configured with Native engine, false otherwise. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

exportpolicies-toexclude

string[] Export Policies to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no export
optional policy is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

exportpolicies-toinclude

string[] Export policies to include for file access monitoring. By default no export
optional policy is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

fileextensionsto-exclude

string[] File extensions excluded for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

fileextensionsto-include

string[] File extensions included for screening. By default no file extension is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ismonitoringof-objectswith-noextensionenabled

boolean Indicates whether monitoring of Objects with no extension is required.
optional By default, the value is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

policy-name

policyname Name of the policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

shares-toexclude

string[] Shares to exclude for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

shares-toinclude

string[] Shares to include for file access monitoring. By default no share is
optional selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Volumes that are inactive for the file policy. The list can include items

volumes-toexclude

volumes-toinclude
vserver

which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. Note that if a
string[]
policy has both an exclude list and an include list, the include list is
optional
ignored by the filer when processing user requests. By default no volume
is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Volumes that are active for the file policy. The list can include items
string[]
which are regular expressions, such as 'vol*' or 'user?'. By default no
optional
volume is selected. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: fpolicy-server-status-info

[top]

External engine configuration and management. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connectedsince

datetime Date and time since FPolicy server is connected. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

disconnectreason

string
optional

Reason for FPolicy server disconnection. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

disconnectedsince

datetime Date and time since FPolicy server is disconnected. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

fpolicy-server

ipaddress
optional

FPolicy server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Cluster node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-name

policyname
optional

Name of the policy. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

server-status

server-type

fpolicyserverstatus
optional

fpolicyservertype
optional

Status of the connection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"connected" - Server Connected,
"disconnected" - Server Disconnected,
"connecting" - Connecting Server,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting Server
FPolicy server type. FPolicy server can be registered as primary or
secondary server. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"primary" - Primary Server,
"secondary" - Secondary Server

string
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: fpolicy-ssl-opts

[top]

no-auth|server-auth|mutual-auth Possible values:
"no_auth" - Communication over TCP,
"server_auth" - Authentication of FPolicy server only,
"mutual_auth" - Mutual authentication of storage system and FPolicy server
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-volumes-list-info

[top]

Structure containing volumes information.
Name

Range Type

volumespec

Description

Volume specification (including wild cards). The volumes are case insensitive. If
no volume-spec is provided, then the list will be reset to an empty list.
string
Supported wild card values: "?" to match any character and "*" to match any
number of characters. Example specifications: vol0 vol? users*

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: monitored-operation-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations.
Name
operation

Range Type

Description

Supported values: "file-create", "file- delete", "file-open", "file-close", "filestring rename", "directory-create", "directory-delete", "directory-rename", "getattr",
"setattr", "lookup", "read", "write", "link", "symlink"

Element definition: monitored-protocol-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations' protocols.
Name

Range Type

protocol

Description

string Supported values: "nfs", "cifs".

Element definition: policy-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to policy.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-adsmonitored

boolean

True if the policy monitors the cifs operations on Alternate Data
Streams.

is-enabled

boolean

True if the policy is enabled. No matter whether the policy is enabled or
disabled, values returned in other elements for the policy are always
valid.

is-i2penabled

boolean

True if inode to pathname translation for NFS requests is supported and
enabled.If enabled fpolicy requests to fpolicy server will carry full file
path for NFS requests. The fields which will carry full file path are
AccessPath and RenamePath for FP_ScreenRequest RPC call and
sr_accesspath for FP_ScreenRequest2 RPC call.

is-offlinefiles-only

boolean
optional

True if the file policy monitors only offlines files. Default is false.

monitoredoperations

monitoredoperation- List of monitored operations.
info[]

monitoredprotocols

monitoredprotocol- List of monitored protocols.
info[]

name

string

numberofrequestsblockedlocally

integer

Number of locally blocked(denied) screen requests. This value is reset
each time the filer is rebooted or the policy is disabled. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

numberof-screenfailures

integer

Number of failed (denied) screen requests. This value is reset each time
the filer is rebooted or the policy is disabled. Range : [0..2^32-1].

numberofscreenedfiles

integer

Number of screened files since policy has been enabled. This value is
reset each time the filer is rebooted or the policy is disabled. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

Policy name.

Element definition: policy-name
Policy name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: secondary-server-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to secondary servers.
Name

Range

server-ip

Type

Description

ip-address The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the server.

Element definition: server-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to servers.
Name
idl-version
isasynchronous
is-size-andownerrequired
is-snapidrequired

Range

Type
integer

Description
Version of the Interface Definition Language(IDL) used by the Fpolicy
server. Range : [0..2^32-1].

boolean Shows if the server is registered as asynchronous, i.e. doesn't send
optional reply to the filer.
boolean True if the server is registered to receive file size and file owner
optional information with every Fpolicy request.
boolean True if the server is registered to receive file snapshot ID with every
optional Fpolicy request.

is-version2

True if the server is registered with version2 support enabled. version2
boolean
refers to the version of the FP_ScreenRequest(). When version2 is true
optional
the FPolicy server is enabled to receive FP_ScreenRequest2() RPC.

number-ofscreenfailures

integer

Number of failed (denied) screens since server registrations. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

number-ofscreenedfiles

integer

Number of screened files since server registration. Range : [0..2^321].

offline-filterbit

string
Shows the setting of offline filter. Supported values: "none", "on-set".
optional
The unique server ID assigned to the Fpolicy server at the time of
Fpolicy server registration. Range : [0..2^32-1].

server-id

integer

server-ip

ipThe ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the server.
address

smb-reqpipe-name

string

The name of the FPolicy request pipe name on which FPolicy server is
recieving the screen requests from the storage system. This name is
sent by the FPolicy server at the time of the FPolicy server registration.

Element definition: time-interval
Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the
Domain Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: engine-name

[top]

Engine name
[none]

Element definition: event-name

[top]

Event name
[none]

Element definition: external-engine-type

[top]

External Engine Type Possible values:
"synchronous" - Synchronous External Engine,
"asynchronous" - Asynchronous External Engine
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-passthru-conn-status
Status of fpolicy passthrough-read connection Possible values:

[top]

"connected" - Passthrough read channel connected,
"disconnected" - Passtthrough read channel disconnected
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-passthru-disconnect-reason

[top]

Reason for fpolicy passthrough-read disconnection Possible values:
"none" - Not applicable,
"control_conn_closed" - Control connection to the FPOlicy server is closed,
"pipe_client_close" - Connection closed by pipe client (FPolicy server),
"pipe_server_close" - Connection closed by pipe server (ONTAP) due to idle session, interface
down etc.,
"no_control_packet" - No control packet seen on this connection,
"control_conn_vserver_ip_changed" - Control connection is established using different vserver ip,
"fpolicy_process_restart" - FPolicy process has restarted
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-server-status

[top]

Status Possible values:
"connected" - Server Connected,
"disconnected" - Server Disconnected,
"connecting" - Connecting Server,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting Server
[none]

Element definition: fpolicy-server-type

[top]

Server Type Possible values:
"primary" - Primary Server,
"secondary" - Secondary Server
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: monitored-operation-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations.
Name

Range Type

operation

Description

Supported values: "file-create", "file- delete", "file-open", "file-close", "filestring rename", "directory-create", "directory-delete", "directory-rename", "getattr",
"setattr", "lookup", "read", "write", "link", "symlink"

Element definition: monitored-protocol-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to monitored operations' protocols.
Name

Range Type

protocol

Description

string Supported values: "nfs", "cifs".

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: gpo
Group Policy Object (GPO) configuration APIs. Group Policy is a
central component of Microsoft's change and configuration
strategy for Win2K. With Group Policy, you can define users'
environments and system configurations from one location. It is
implemented by associating a Group Policy Object (GPO) with an
Active Directory container. A GPO is a collection of attribute
settings that govern a user or a computer's configuration. These
APIs enable user to obtain the values associated with the
following GPO entities:

gpo-applied-info-get-iter
gpo-get-iter
gpo-gpresult-info-get-iter
gpo-modify
gpo-restricted-groupapplied-info-get-iter
gpo-restricted-groupdefined-info-get-iter
gpo-update

1. Vserver GPO gpresult Information: The resultant GPO
information. This api displays RSoP(Resultant Set of Policy) that
is defined on Active Directory for a CIFS-enabled VServer.
2. Vserver Applied GPO Information: The applied GPO
Information. This api displays the set of GPO policy that has been
applied on a CIFS-enabled Vserver.

gpo-applied-info-get-iter

[top]

Get the list of entries of the applied GPO rules, organized on a per-Vserver basis.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records
Errno

gpoappliedinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

gpoA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
appliedspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

gpoappliedThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
optional objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the Vserver's group policy configuration.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
gpo- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
config specified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

gpoconfig[] The list of attributes of gpo objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
gpoattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

gpo-gpresult-info-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of entries of the GPO RSoP(Resultant Set of Policy) data, organized on a per-Vserver basis.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
gpogpresultinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
gpoA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
gpresultspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

gpogpresultThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-modify

[top]

Change the Vserver's group policy configuration.
Input Name

Range

is-gpo-enabled

Type

Description

true-false Group Policy Zapi Status.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

gpo-restricted-group-applied-info-get-iter

[top]

Applied Restricted Group Settings
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
gporestrictedgroupappliedinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

gporestrictedA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
groupspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
appliedobjects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
info

optional
tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

gporestrictedgroupThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
appliedinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-restricted-group-defined-info-get-iter

[top]

Defined Restricted Group Settings in DC
Input Name

Range

gporestrictedgroupdefinedinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

attributeslist

next-tag

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

gporestrictedA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
groupspecified on any number of attributes in the gpo object. All gpo
definedobjects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
info
optional

query

Output Name

Type

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

gporestrictedgroupThe list of attributes of gpo objects.
definedinfo[]
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more gpo
objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

integer

Description

EINTERNALERROR

gpo-update

[top]

Download and apply the latest version of the group policy defined in Active Directory.
Input Name

Range

force-reapply-allsettings

Type

Description

boolean Ignores all processing optimizations and re-applies all
optional settings.

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Element definition: gpo-applied-info

[top]

GPO information that is currently applied on a CIFS-enabled Vserver. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

adv-auditcap-staging

Range

Type

gpo-evtaudit
optional

Description
This policy setting allows you to audit access requests where the
permission granted or denied by a proposed policy differs from
the current central access policy on an object. If you configure
this policy setting, an audit event is generated each time a user
accesses an object and the permission granted by the current
central access policy on the object differs from that granted by
the proposed policy. The resulting audit event will be generated
as follows: 1) Success audits, when configured, records access
attempts when the current central access policy grants access
but the proposed policy denies access. 2) Failure audits when
configured records access attempts when: a) The current central
access policy does not grant access but the proposed policy
grants access. b) A principal requests the maximum access rights
they are allowed and the access rights granted by the current
central access policy are different than the access rights granted
by the proposed policy. Volume: Potentially high on a file server
when the proposed policy differs significantly from the current
central access policy. Default: No Auditing Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
cap-list

string[]
optional

List of Central Access Policies. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

dspath

string
optional

LDAP DN path. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
List of the GPO extensions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"registry" - Registry,
"diskquota" - Disk Quota,
"scripts" - Scripts,
"security" - Security,
"efsrecovery" - EFS Recovery,
"ipsecurity" - IP Security,
"unsupported" - Unsupported,
"cap" - CAP CSE,
"audit" - Audit

extension

string[]
optional

filesyspath

string
optional

File System Path of a GPO policy file. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

The index of the GPO in the GPO list of a Vserver. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-name

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-status

string
optional

GPO status for each listed GPO: enabled or disabled. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-uuid

string
optional

GPO name in UUID format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-index

[0..2^321]

Type of the GPO. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
link

string
optional

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy
Hash Publication Mode for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

registryhashpublicationmode

registryhashversion

hashpublicationmode
optional

hashversion
optional

"per_share" - Allow hash publication only for shared folders
on which BranchCache is enabled.,
"disabled" - Disallow hash publication on all shared
folders.,
"all_shares" - Allow hash publication for all shared folder.
Hash Version Support for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"version1" - Version 1 (V1).,
"version2" - Version 2 (V2).,
"all_versions" - Version 1 and 2 (V1 and V2).

registryrefreshinterval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshint time interval. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

registryrefreshrandomoffset

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshing time random offset. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

logretentionmethod
optional

securityaudit-logret-method

Security log retention method. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"overwrite_as_needed" - Overwrite as needed,
"overwrite_by_days" - Overwrite by days,
"do_not_overwrite" - Do not overwrite
Log-on events to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

securityaudit-logonevents

gpo-evtaudit
optional

security[0..2^32audit-max1]
log-size

integer
optional

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
Maximum size of security log. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Object access to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

securityauditobjectaccess

gpo-evtaudit
optional

securityfile-security

gpo-filesecuritypath[]
optional

List of files or directories for which file security is applied.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
clock-skew

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum clock skew; Maximum tolerance for
computer clock synchronization. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket renewal. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
ticket-age

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityprivilegerightschangenotify

List of users and/or groups which can traverse directory trees
gpo-usereven though the users and/or groups may not have permissions
group[]
on the traversed directory. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

securityprivilegerightssecurity

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that can specify object access
auditing options for individual resources, such as files, Active
group[]
Directory objects. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

securitykerberosrenewalage

securityprivilege-

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that have the right to take ownership
group[]
of any securable object in the system. Attributes: non-creatable,

rights-takeownership

optional

non-modifiable

securityregistrysigningrequired

boolean
optional

SMB Signing Required Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Combined restriction for Anonymous User. This setting is derived
from security-restrict-anon-noenum-for-sam, security-restrictanon-noenum-for-samshare and security-restrict-anon-noaccess. If no-access is set then this setting is set to no-access. If
no-enumeration is set and no-access is not set then this setting
anonymous- is set to no-enumeration. If both no-enumeration and no-access
restriction- are not set then this setting is set to no-restriction. Attributes:
level
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous
User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.

securityrestrictanoncombinedrestrictionforanonymoususer

securityrestrictanon-noaccess

boolean
optional

Restrict anonymous access to named pipes and shares. This
setting is mapped to no-access value of restrict-anonymous CIFS
option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts. This
setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of restrictanonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam-share

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts and
shares. This setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of
restrict-anonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictedgroups

gpo-userList of Restricted groups. Attributes: non-creatable, nongroup[]
modifiable
optional

version
vserver

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The individual GPO's update version. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver display name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: gpo-config
Group Policy configuration for Vservers. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

is-gpoenabled

true-false
Group Policy Zapi Status. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverThe name of the Vserver associated with this group-policy. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: gpo-gpresult-info

[top]

GPO RSoP(Resultant Set of Policy) that is currently defined on the Active Directory for a CIFS-enabled
Vserver. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

adv-auditcap-staging

Range

Type

gpo-evtaudit
optional

Description
This policy setting allows you to audit access requests where the
permission granted or denied by a proposed policy differs from
the current central access policy on an object. If you configure
this policy setting, an audit event is generated each time a user
accesses an object and the permission granted by the current
central access policy on the object differs from that granted by
the proposed policy. The resulting audit event will be generated
as follows: 1) Success audits, when configured, records access
attempts when the current central access policy grants access
but the proposed policy denies access. 2) Failure audits when
configured records access attempts when: a) The current central
access policy does not grant access but the proposed policy
grants access. b) A principal requests the maximum access rights
they are allowed and the access rights granted by the current
central access policy are different than the access rights granted
by the proposed policy. Volume: Potentially high on a file server
when the proposed policy differs significantly from the current
central access policy. Default: No Auditing Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure

cap-list

string[]
optional

List of Central Access Policies. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

dspath

string
optional

LDAP DN path. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
List of the GPO extensions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"registry" - Registry,

"diskquota" - Disk Quota,
"scripts" - Scripts,
"security" - Security,
"efsrecovery" - EFS Recovery,
"ipsecurity" - IP Security,
"unsupported" - Unsupported,
"cap" - CAP CSE,
"audit" - Audit

extension

string[]
optional

filesyspath

string
optional

File System Path of a GPO policy file. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

The index of the GPO in the GPO list of a Vserver. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-name

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-status

string
optional

GPO status for each listed GPO: enabled or disabled. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

gpo-uuid

string
optional

GPO name in UUID format. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

gpo-index

[0..2^321]

Type of the GPO. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
string
optional

link

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy
Hash Publication Mode for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

registryhashpublicationmode

hashpublicationmode
optional

registryhashversion

hashversion
optional

"per_share" - Allow hash publication only for shared folders
on which BranchCache is enabled.,
"disabled" - Disallow hash publication on all shared
folders.,
"all_shares" - Allow hash publication for all shared folder.
Hash Version Support for BranchCache. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"version1" - Version 1 (V1).,
"version2" - Version 2 (V2).,
"all_versions" - Version 1 and 2 (V1 and V2).

registryrefreshinterval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshint time interval. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

registryrefreshrandomoffset

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Registry refreshing time random offset. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityaudit-logret-method

logretentionmethod
optional

Security log retention method. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"overwrite_as_needed" - Overwrite as needed,
"overwrite_by_days" - Overwrite by days,
"do_not_overwrite" - Do not overwrite
Log-on events to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, non-

modifiable Possible values:
securityaudit-logonevents

gpo-evtaudit
optional

security[0..2^32audit-max1]
log-size

integer
optional

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
Maximum size of security log in kbytes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Object access to be audited. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

securityauditobjectaccess

gpo-evtaudit
optional

securityfile-security

gpo-filesecuritypath[]
optional

List of files or directories for which file security is to be applied.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
clock-skew

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum clock skew; Maximum tolerance for
computer clock synchronization. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket renewal. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

security[0..2^32kerberos1]
ticket-age

integer
optional

Kerberos maximum lifetime for user ticket. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityprivilegerightschangenotify

List of users and/or groups which can traverse directory trees
gpo-usereven though the users and/or groups may not have permissions
group[]
on the traversed directory. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

securityprivilegerightssecurity

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that can specify object access
auditing options for individual resources, such as files, Active
group[]
Directory objects. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

securitykerberosrenewalage

securityprivilegerights-takeownership
securityregistrysigningrequired

securityrestrictanoncombinedrestrictionforanonymous-

"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure

gpo-user- List of users and/or groups that have the right to take ownership
of any securable object in the system. Attributes: non-creatable,
group[]
non-modifiable
optional
boolean
optional

SMB Signing Required Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Combined restriction for Anonymous User. This setting is derived
from security-restrict-anon-noenum-for-sam, security-restrictanon-noenum-for-samshare and security-restrict-anon-noaccess. If no-access is set then this setting is set to no-access. If
no-enumeration is set and no-access is not set then this setting
anonymous- is set to no-enumeration. If both no-enumeration and no-access
restriction- are not set then this setting is set to no-restriction. Attributes:
level
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous

user

User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.

securityrestrictanon-noaccess

boolean
optional

Restrict anonymous access to named pipes and shares. This
setting is mapped to no-access value of restrict-anonymous CIFS
option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts. This
setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of restrictanonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictanonnoenumsam-share

boolean
optional

Do not allow anonymous enumeration of SAM accounts and
shares. This setting is mapped to no-enumeration value of
restrict-anonymous CIFS option in Data ONTAP. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

securityrestrictedgroups

gpo-userList of Restricted groups. Attributes: non-creatable, nongroup[]
modifiable
optional

version

[0..2^321]

vserver

integer
optional

The individual GPO's update version. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver display name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: gpo-restricted-group-applied-info
Applied Restricted Group Settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

groupname

string
optional

Group name associated with GPO group-policy-name. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

grouppolicyname

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
GPO link type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

link-type

gpo-link
optional

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy

[top]

gpo-userGroups in which group-name is a member of. Attributes: nongroup[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

member-of

gpo-userMembers of the group group-name. Members can be users and/or
group[]
groups. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

members
version

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

GPO version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserverName of the vserver to which group-name is associated with.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: gpo-restricted-group-defined-info
Defined Restricted Group Settings in DC When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

groupname

string
optional

Group name associated with GPO group-policy-name. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

grouppolicyname

string
optional

GPO name in text format. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
GPO link type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

link-type

member-of

members
version
vserver

gpo-link
optional

"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy

gpo-userGroups in which group-name is a member of. Attributes: nongroup[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
gpo-userMembers of the group group-name. Members can be users and/or
group[]
groups. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

GPO version. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserverName of the vserver to which group-name is associated with.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: anonymous-restriction-level

[top]

Classification of the CIFS null user restriction. Possible values:
"no_restriction" - No Access Restriction for Anonymous User.,
"no_enumeration" - Only Enumeration Is Restricted.,
"no_access" - Access Restricted for Anonymous User.
[none]

Element definition: gpo-evt-audit

[top]

Types of events to be audited. Possible values:
"none" - None,
"success" - Success,
"failure" - Failure,
"both" - Success and Failure
[none]

Element definition: gpo-file-security-path

[top]

A group policy file security path string.
[none]

Element definition: gpo-link
Local|Site|Domain|OrganizationalUnit|RSOP Possible values:
"local" - Local,
"site" - Site,
"domain" - Domain,
"organizationalunit" - Organizational Unit,
"rsop" - Resultant set of policy

[top]

[none]

Element definition: gpo-user-group

[top]

A group name or a user name.
[none]

Element definition: hash-publication-mode

[top]

Hash Publication Mode Possible values:
"per_share" - Allow hash publication only for shared folders on which BranchCache is enabled.,
"disabled" - Disallow hash publication on all shared folders.,
"all_shares" - Allow hash publication for all shared folder.
[none]

Element definition: hash-version

[top]

Hash Version Possible values:
"version1" - Version 1 (V1).,
"version2" - Version 2 (V2).,
"all_versions" - Version 1 and 2 (V1 and V2).
[none]

Element definition: log-retention-method

[top]

Audit log retention method Possible values:
"overwrite_as_needed" - Overwrite as needed,
"overwrite_by_days" - Overwrite by days,
"do_not_overwrite" - Do not overwrite
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: group-mapping
group-mapping-create
group-mapping-delete
group-mapping-get-iter
group-mapping-insert
group-mapping-modify
group-mapping-swap

group-mapping-create

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Create a new group mapping for a Vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible values:

namemappingdirection

direction

pattern

position

string

[1..1024] integer

replacement

string

returnrecord
Output Name

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping
Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when
mapping from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for
mappings from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings
for this Vserver.
The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program.

boolean If set to true, returns the group-mapping on successful creation.
optional Default: false
Range

result

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

groupmappingThe group-mapping created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional
Description

group-mapping-delete

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Delete an existing group mapping entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible
values:

direction

position

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping

name-mappingdirection

[1..1024]

Errno

integer

Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group
mappings for this Vserver.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-get-iter

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Retrieve the list of group mappings in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

groupmappinginfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

groupmappinginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the group-mapping object.
All group-mapping objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

groupmappingThe list of attributes of group-mapping objects.
info[]
optional

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more groupoptional mapping objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-insert

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Insert a group mapping into the table at a specified position.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible values:

direction

pattern

position

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

namemappingdirection

string

[1..1024] integer

replacement

string

Errno

Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when mapping
from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for mappings
from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position within the set of group mappings that this new mapping will
take. If a mapping already exists at this position, it will be moved to
the next position in the list.
The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-modify

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Modify an existing group mapping entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name

namemappingdirection

direction

Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
string
expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when mapping
optional
from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for mappings
from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows.

pattern

position

mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

[1..1024] integer

Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings
for this Vserver.

The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
string associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
optional containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program.

replacement

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

group-mapping-swap

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Swap the position of one group mapping with another. The position is the place in the sequence of
group mappings in which the mappings are applied.
Input Name

Range

direction

Type

Description

string Direction in which the group mapping is applied.
Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings for
this Vserver.

position

[1..1024] integer

withposition

Position of an existing group mapping entry in the list of group
[0..2^32integer mappings for this Vserver. This entry will be swapped with the entry at
1]
'position'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: group-mapping-info
This type is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
group mapping configuration for Vservers. The possible sources of group mapping information and the
order in which they are searched is determined by the Vserver's 'name-mapping-switch' option. If the
'name-mapping-switch' is set to 'file', the rules in this table are used to determine the mapping.
Windows user groups, UNIX user groups and Kerberos principal groups can be three disjoint sets of
groups. A mechanism is needed to map groups from one set to another when presenting ACLs across

[top]

multiprotocol clients. Each group mapping entry represents one such map in a given direction. group
mappings are done using standard UNIX style regular expressions for pattern replacement. For example
if a configuration is required to convert any Windows user in the Windows domain name 'EXAMPLE' into
a UNIX user with the same name in NIS, the direction entry should be set to 'win-unix', the pattern
string should be set to '418 :+)' and the replacement string should be set to '\1'. The double backslash
(\\) in the pattern matches a single backslash in the source name. The parentheses denote a
subexpression but do not match any characters themselves. The 'period' matches any single character.
The 'plus' matches one or more characters of the previous expression. The pattern 'EXAMPLE\\(.+)'
matches 'EXAMPLE\' followed by one or more of any character. In the replacement, '\1' refers to the
string that the first subexpression matched. Assuming the Windows user 'EXAMPLE\user1', the
replacement evaluates to 'user1'. If a mapping is required from Windows to UNIX and none of the name
mapping entries match, the domain name is stripped from the the username and it is directly mapped
to the UNIX user of the same name. Similarly if a mapping is required from a UNIX user to a Windows
user and none of the name mapping entries match, the domain name is prefixed to the username and it
is directly mapped to a Windows user of the When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the group mapping is applied. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

namemappingdirection
optional

direction

Pattern to use to match the group while searching for a group that
can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a UNIX-style regular
string expression. Regular expressions are case-insensitive when mapping
optional from Windows to UNIX, and they are case-sensitive for mappings
from Kerberos to UNIX and UNIX to Windows. Attributes: requiredfor-create, modifiable

pattern

position

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

[1..1024]

integer Position of an existing group mapping in the list of group mappings
optional for this Vserver. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

replacement

The group that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a string
string
containing escape sequences representing subexpressions from the
optional
pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed' program. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the group mapping. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-mapping-direction
Direction of the name mapping. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name mapping,

[top]

"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping
[none]

APIs in Category: ha-interconnect
ha-interconnect-clearport-counters
ha-interconnect-clearport-symbol-errors
ha-interconnect-configdetails-get-iter
ha-interconnectconnection-status-get-iter
ha-interconnect-flintflash-details-get-iter
ha-interconnect-flintimage-details-get-iter
ha-interconnect-flintverify-flash
ha-interconnect-flintverify-image
ha-interconnect-flushdetails-get-iter
ha-interconnect-getconfig-details
ha-interconnect-getconnection-status
ha-interconnect-get-flintflash-details
ha-interconnect-get-flintimage-details
ha-interconnect-getflush-details
ha-interconnect-getnvram-configuration
ha-interconnect-get-oodstatus
ha-interconnect-getperformance-statistics
ha-interconnect-get-portdetails
ha-interconnect-getscatter-gather-liststatistics
ha-interconnect-gettimeout-values
ha-interconnect-link-off
ha-interconnect-link-on
ha-interconnect-modifytimeout-values
ha-interconnect-nic-reset
ha-interconnect-nvramconfiguration-get-iter
ha-interconnect-oodclear-error-statistics
ha-interconnect-oodclear-performance-

This set of ZAPIs allows management of high-availability
interconnect device and its links.

statistics
ha-interconnect-ooddisable-statistics
ha-interconnect-oodenable-statistics
ha-interconnect-oodoptimization-off
ha-interconnect-oodoptimization-on
ha-interconnect-oodsend-diagnostic-buffer
ha-interconnect-oodstatus-get-iter
ha-interconnectperformance-statisticsget-iter
ha-interconnect-portdetails-get-iter
ha-interconnect-scattergather-list-statistics-getiter
ha-interconnect-timeoutvalues-get-iter

ha-interconnect-clear-port-counters

[top]

Clear high-availability interconnect port counters of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-clear-port-symbol-errors
Clear high-availability interconnect port symbol errors of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

Description

[top]

ha-interconnect-config-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device configuration
information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectconfigdetails
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectconfigdetails
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectconfig-details object. All ha-interconnect-config-details objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-config-details objects.
configdetails[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-config-details objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-connection-status-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect connection status
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

hainterconnectstatus-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectstatus-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectstatus-info object. All ha-interconnect-status-info objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-status-info objects.
status-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-status-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_INSUFFICIENT_DATA
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-flint-flash-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect binary firmware image
information residing in the flash card attached to adapter
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectflint-flashinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectflint-flashinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectflint-flash-info object. All ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

hainterconnectflint-flash- The list of attributes of ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-flint-flash-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-flint-image-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect binary firmware image
information residing in the system
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectflint-imageinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectflint-imageinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectflint-image-info object. All ha-interconnect-flint-image-info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-flint-image-info
flint-imageobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-flint-image-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-flint-verify-flash

[top]

Verify high-availability interconnect binary firmware image residing in flash card attached to adapter on
the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLINT_FAIL

ha-interconnect-flint-verify-image

[top]

Verify high-availability interconnect binary firmware image residing in system on the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLINT_FAIL

ha-interconnect-flush-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device flush information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectflush-details
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectflush-details
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectflush-details object. All ha-interconnect-flush-details objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Type
hainterconnect-

Description

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

flushdetails[]
optional

The list of attributes of ha-interconnect-flush-details objects.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-flush-details objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLUSHING_INACTIVE

ha-interconnect-get-config-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device configuration information of the selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
hainterconnectconfigdetails
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this configuration information belongs.
Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-config-details.
configdetails

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-connection-status

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect connection status of the selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type
hainterconnectstatus-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this connection status belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-status-info.
status-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_INSUFFICIENT_DATA
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-flint-flash-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in the flash card attached
to adapter of the selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
hainterconnectflint-flashinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information belongs.
Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info.
flint-flashinfo

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-flint-image-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in the system of the
selected node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type
hainterconnectflint-imageinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-flint-image-info.
flint-imageinfo

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-flush-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device flush information of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

Description
High-availability interconnect device NVRAM channel name.
Possible values:

channelname

ha-ic-nvchannel

desiredattributes

hainterconnectflush-details
optional

node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which this flush information belongs.
Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-flush-details.
flush-details

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_FLUSHING_INACTIVE

ha-interconnect-get-nvram-configuration

[top]

Get basic nvram configuration information of the selected node
Input Name Range
desired-

Type

Description

haSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
interconnect- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

nvram-info
optional

present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name Node
Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-nvram-info.
nvram-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_NO_NVRAM

ha-interconnect-get-ood-status

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery information of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

hainterconnectood-status
optional

node-name

node-name

Output Name Range
attributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The node to which this out-of-order delivery capability information
belongs.

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-ood-status.
ood-status

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-performance-statistics

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect performance statistics of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

hainterconnectperformancestatistics
optional

node-name

node-name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The node to which this performance statistics belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-performance-statistics.
performancestatistics
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-get-port-details

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect device port information of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

hainterconnectport-details
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name

node-name

The node to which this high-availability interconnect device port
information belongs.

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-port-details.
port-details

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-get-scatter-gather-list-statistics
Get high-availability interconnect device scatter-gather list entry statistics of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

hainterconnectscattergather-liststatistics
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name

node-name

The node to which this scatter-gather list entry statistics belongs.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

[top]

hainterconnectThe attributes of the ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics.
scattergather-liststatistics

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-get-timeout-values

[top]

Get high-availability interconnect software timeout values of the selected node
Input Name Range

Type
hainterconnecttimeout
optional

desiredattributes
node-name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name The node to which these timeout values belongs.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

hainterconnect- The attributes of the ha-interconnect-timeout.
timeout

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-link-off

[top]

Turn off selected interconnect link on the selected node
Input Name Range
link-number

Type

Description

ha-ic-device-port Interconnect link number (0-based) to turn off.

node-name

filer-id

Errno

The node on which the link command executes.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_LINK_OPERATION_STATUS

ha-interconnect-link-on

[top]

Turn on selected interconnect link on the selected node
Input Name Range
link-number

Type

Description

ha-ic-device-port Interconnect link number (0-based) to turn on.

node-name

filer-id

Errno

The node on which the link command executes.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_LINK_OPERATION_STATUS

ha-interconnect-modify-timeout-values

[top]

Change high-availability interconnect software timeout values of the selected node
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ic-mvia-timeout

integer
optional

Interconnect Read/write Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs)

ic-timeout

integer
optional

Interconnect Read/write Timeout (msecs)

node-name

node-name The node to which these timeout values belongs.

ofw-mvia-timeout

integer
optional

Firmware Read Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs)

ofw-timeout

integer
optional

Firmware Read Timeout (msecs)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-nic-reset

[top]

Reset high-availability interconnect device of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

[top]

ha-interconnect-nvram-configuration-get-iter
Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their basic nvram configuration information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectnvram-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectnvram-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectnvram-info object. All ha-interconnect-nvram-info objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-nvram-info objects.
nvram-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-nvram-info objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_NO_NVRAM

ha-interconnect-ood-clear-error-statistics

[top]

Clear high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery error statistics of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-clear-performance-statistics

[top]

Clear high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery performance statistics of the selected
node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-disable-statistics

[top]

Disable high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery statistics collection for the selected
node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-enable-statistics

[top]

Enable high-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery statistics collection for the selected
node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-optimization-off
Disable coalescing work requests on high-availability interconnect device of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-optimization-on

[top]

Enable coalescing work requests on high-availability interconnect device of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-ood-send-diagnostic-buffer

[top]

Send diagnostic buffer to the HA partner of the selected node
Input Name Range Type Description
node-name

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED
EHAIC_SEND_DIAG_FAIL

ha-interconnect-ood-status-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device out-of-order
delivery information
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

hainterconnectood-status
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

ha-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

interconnect- specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectood-status ood-status object. All ha-interconnect-ood-status objects
optional
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-ood-status objects.
ood-status[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

tag

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-ood-status objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EHAIC_COMMAND_UNSUPPORTED

ha-interconnect-performance-statistics-get-iter
Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect performance statistics
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectperformancestatistics
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectperformancestatistics
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the hainterconnect-performance-statistics object. All ha-interconnectperformance-statistics objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-performance-statistics
performanceobjects.
statistics[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32-

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-performance-statistics objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[top]

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-port-details-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device port information
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectport-details
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectport-details
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectport-details object. All ha-interconnect-port-details objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-port-details objects.
portdetails[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-port-details objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics-get-iter
Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect device scatter-gather
list entry statistics
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnect- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
scatterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
gather-list- If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

[top]

statistics
optional

available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnectscattergather-liststatistics
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnectscatter-gather-list-statistics object. All ha-interconnect-scattergather-list-statistics objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

hainterconnectscatterThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-listgather-list- statistics objects.
statistics[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ha-interconnect-timeout-values-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of nodes in the cluster to get their high-availability interconnect software timeout values
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnecttimeout
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

hainterconnecttimeout
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ha-interconnecttimeout object. All ha-interconnect-timeout objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

[1..2^321]

Range

Type

Description

hainterconnectThe list of attributes of ha-interconnect-timeout objects.
timeout[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hainterconnect-timeout objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-device-port

[top]

0|1 Possible values:
"0" - HA Interconnect Device Port 0,
"1" - HA Interconnect Device Port 1
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-nv-channel

[top]

wafl|raid|misc Possible values:
"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel
[none]

Element definition: ha-interconnect-config-details
High-availability interconnect configuration information When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The initiator of the connection request. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

connectionrequestinitiator

ha-icinitiator
optional

interconnectport-info[] Interconnect device ports information
optional

interconnectport-details

ha-icinterfacetype
optional

interface-type

local-nodesysid

"local" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated by
the local node,
"partner" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated
by the partner

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

High-availability interconnect links connection interface.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"backplane" - HA Interconnect is using backplane
(internal) links,
"external" - HA Interconnect is using external links
Local system identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name The node to which this configuration information belongs.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
partner-node- [0..2^32sysid
1]

integer
optional

HA partner system identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

transport-type

string
optional

High-availability interconnect type. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-flint-flash-info
High-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in flash card attached to
adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise
stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

board-id

string
optional

Interconnect device board identifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

chip-revision

string
optional

Chip Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-id
fw-version

Range

[0..2^321]

[top]

hw-accesskey

string
optional

Hardware Access Key Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Image Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ha-ic-flintimage-type
optional

image-type

invariantsectorversion

[0..2^321]

node-guid

"connectx" - ConnectX device family,
"fs2" - Flexible storage solutions device family,
"failsafe" - Failsafe enabled device family,
"short" - Non-Failsafe device family

integer
optional

Invariant Sector Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Node global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information
belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
parameterset-id

string
optional

Parameter set identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-guid

string
optional

Port 1 global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-mac

string
optional

Port 1 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-guid

string
optional

Port 2 GUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-mac

string
optional

Port 2 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

productversion

string
optional

Product Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sys-imageguid

string
optional

System image global unique identifier. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

vendorspecific-data

string
optional

Vendor specific data. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-flint-image-info
High-availability interconnect binary firmware image information residing in system When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

board-id

string
optional

Interconnect device board identifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

chip-revision

string
optional

Chip Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-

integer

[top]

device-id

1]

optional

Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fw-version

string
optional

Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hw-accesskey

string
optional

Hardware Access Key Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Image Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ha-ic-flintimage-type
optional

image-type

invariantsectorversion

[0..2^321]

node-guid

"connectx" - ConnectX device family,
"fs2" - Flexible storage solutions device family,
"failsafe" - Failsafe enabled device family,
"short" - Non-Failsafe device family

integer
optional

Invariant Sector Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Node global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name The node to which this device firmware image information
belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
parameterset-id

string
optional

Parameter set identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-guid

string
optional

Port 1 global unique identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

port1-mac

string
optional

Port 1 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-guid

string
optional

Port 2 GUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-mac

string
optional

Port 2 MAC address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

productversion

string
optional

Product Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sys-imageguid

string
optional

System image global unique identifier. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

vendorspecific-data

string
optional

Vendor specific data. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-flush-details
High-availability interconnect flush information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
High-availability interconnect device NVRAM channel name.

[top]

ha-ic-nvchannel
optional

channelname

"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel

nodeThe node to which this flush information belongs. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name
recv-flushrequest-id

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[0..2^64- integer Flush receive request identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

recv-notify- [0..2^64- integer Flush receive request completion identifier. Attributes: noncomplete-id
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
sent-flush- [0..2^64- integer Flush sent request identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequest-id
1]
optional modifiable
sent-notify- [0..2^64- integer Flush sent request completion identifier. Attributes: non-creatable,
complete-id
1]
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-nvram-info

[top]

Basic nvram configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

local-size

size
optional

Amount of NVRAM used by Local Node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

nodename

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

partition

string
optional

NVRAM Partition Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-size

size
optional

Total NVRAM Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-ood-status
High-availability interconnect device out-of-order delivery information When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

iscoalescingenabled
is-oodenabled
node-name

Type

Description

boolean
Is Coalescing Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Is OOD Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
nodeThe node to which this out-of-order delivery capability information
name
belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ha-interconnect-performance-statistics
Display high-availability interconnect performance statistics When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

average-bytes- [0..2^64- integer Average amount of bytes sent per transfer. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
per-transfer
1]
averagemegabytesper-second

string Average megabytes (MB) transferred per second. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Average amount of time (in usecs) the interconnect device waited
average[0..2^64- integer
to post an empty buffer into the receive queue. Attributes: nonreceive-queueoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
wait-time
averageremote-nvmsgs-time
averageremote-nvtransfer-size

[0..2^64- integer Average time (in usecs) between two remote NV messages.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Average transfer size of a remote NV message. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average[0..2^64- integer Average transfer time taken (in usecs) by remote NV messages.
remote-nvoptional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
transfer-time
avg-misc[0..2^64- integer Average MISC interconnect channel queue depth. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
queue-length
1]
avg-nvlogsync-time

[0..2^64- integer Average time taken (in msecs) to sync NVLOG between HA
1]
optional partner nodes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

avg-raid[0..2^64- integer Average RAID interconnect channel queue depth. Attributes: nonqueue-length
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
avg-wafl[0..2^64- integer Average WAFL interconnect channel queue depth. Attributes: nonqueue-length
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

elapsed-time

[0..2^32- integer Elapsed time (in seconds) between statistics collection start time
1]
optional and end time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ic-16k-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of 16K or more size writes performed by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-4k-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of 4K size writes performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-8k-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of 8K size writes performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-data-aligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of aligned data writes performed by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-datamisaligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of misaligned data writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

icTotal number of times the interconnect device performs
[0..2^64- integer
discontiguousdiscontiguous writes spanned across memory pages. Attributes:
optional
1]
writes
non-creatable, non-modifiable
ic-isdone

Total number of times the interconnect client checked for the
[0..2^64- integer
completion of a given tranfer ID. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

ic-isdone-fail

Total number of times the check for the completion of a given
[0..2^64- integer
trasfer ID is not yet successful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

ic-isdone-pass

Total number of times the check for the completion of a given
[0..2^64- integer
transfer ID is successful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

ic-metadataaligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of aligned metadata writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ic-metadatamisaligned

[0..2^64- integer Total number of misaligned metadata writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ic-small-writes

[0..2^64- integer Total number of less than 4K size writes performed by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

ic-waitdonetime
ic-waits
ic-xorder-reads
ic-xorderwrites
max-nvlogsync-time

Average time (in usecs) the interconnect device spent waiting for
[0..2^64- integer
the IDs to be transferred successfully. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
Total number of times the interconnect device waits until the
[0..2^64- integer
transfer of a given ID is successful. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer Total number of out-of-order reads performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Total number of out-of-order writes performed by the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer Maximum time taken (in msecs) to sync NVLOG between HA
1]
optional partner nodes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

max-sgl-length

[0..2^32- integer Maximum length of scatter-gather list supported by the
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

misc-data-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of MISC data IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

misc-flush-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of MISC flush IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

miscmetadata-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of MISC metadata IOs made through the
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
nonpreempt-

nodeThe node to which this performance statistics belongs. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^64- integer

Total number of times polling on the given transfer ID stopped
due to interconnect device read/write timeout. Attributes: non-

timeout

1]

optional

creatable, non-modifiable

notify-timeout

[0..2^64- integer Total number of times data transfer on the HA interconnect timed
optional out. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

nv-connfailover-time

[0..2^64- integer NV connection failover time (in msecs). Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

preempttimeout

[0..2^64- integer Total number of times polling on the given transfer ID is
1]
optional preempted. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

queue-maxtimeout

Total number of times the interconnect device timed out waiting
[0..2^64- integer
to post requests on the send queue. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

queue-maxwait-count

Total number of times the interconnect device waited to post
[0..2^64- integer
requests on the send queue. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

queue-maxwait-time

Average amount of time (in usecs) the interconnect device waited
[0..2^64- integer
to post requests on the send queue. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

raid-data-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of RAID data IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

raid-flush-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of RAID flush IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

raid-metadata- [0..2^64- integer Total number of RAID metadata IOs made through the
io
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
rdma-read

[0..2^64- integer Total number of RDMA reads performed by the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Average time (in usecs) the interconnect device spent polling for
rdma-read[0..2^64- integer
transfer IDs on the RDMA-read channel. Attributes: nonoptional
waitdone-time
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
remote-nvtransfers

[0..2^64- integer Total number of remote NV transfers attempted. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Total number of times the interconnect device waited to post an
total-receive- [0..2^64- integer
empty buffer into the receive queue. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
queue-waits
1]
non-modifiable
total-transfers

[0..2^64- integer Total number of transfers made through the interconnect device.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

wafl-data-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of WAFL data IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

wafl-flush-io

[0..2^64- integer Total number of WAFL flush IOs made through the interconnect
optional device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

wafl-metadata- [0..2^64- integer Total number of WAFL metadata IOs made through the
io
1]
optional interconnect device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-port-details
High-availability interconnect device port information When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

deviceportdetails

deviceportInterconnect device port link state information
info[]
optional

linkmonitor

boolean Link monitor detection capability. On means link monitor detection is
optional enabled on this device. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

nodeThe node to which this high-availability interconnect device port
name
information belongs. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ha-interconnect-scatter-gather-list-statistics

[top]

High-availability interconnect device scatter-gather list entry statistics When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

nodename

nodeThe node to which this scatter-gather list entry statistics belongs. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

sgldetails

sglinfo[] Interconnect device scatter-gather list statistics
optional

Element definition: ha-interconnect-status-info
High-availability interconnect connection status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

command- [0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device command revision. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
revision
1]

[top]

debugfirmware

boolean High-availability interconnect device firmware debug capability
optional status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-type

string
Device Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

driver-name

string High-availability interconnect device driver name. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

firmware

string High-availability interconnect device firmware version. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

hardware- [0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device hardware revision. Attributes:
revision
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

icconnection

The status of failover monitor channel over the interconnect. up
means channel is active. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
ha-ic- Possible values:
state
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
optional
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity

is-link0active

boolean Link 0 active status. True means there are active channels over this
optional interconnect link. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-link1active

boolean Link 1 active status. True means there are active channels over this
optional interconnect link. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

link-status

link0-status

ha-icstate
optional

ha-icstate
optional

High-availability interconnect link status. up means the link is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity
High-availability interconnect link 0 status. up means the link is
online. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity
High-availability interconnect link 1 status. up means the link is
online. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

link1-status

ha-icstate
optional

node-name

nodeThe node to which this connection status belongs. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

nvlog-rdma

The status of NVRAM channels over the interconnect. up means
channels are active. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
ha-ic- Possible values:
state
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
optional
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity

"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity

portnumber-1

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 1. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

portnumber-2

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 2. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

port1-baselid

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 local identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-datarate

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 supported data rate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-gid

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 global identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-linkinfo

string High-availability interconnect device port 1 link information.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-mtu
port1-portname

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 1 maximum transmission
optional unit size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string High availability interconnect device port 1 port name. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

port1-qsfppart-number

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) part number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1-qsfpserialnumber

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1-qsfptype

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) cable type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1-qsfpvendor

High-availability interconnect device port 1 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) vendor name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port1remote-lid

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 remote local identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-baselid

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 local identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-datarate

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 supported data rate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-gid

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 global identifier.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-linkinfo

string High-availability interconnect device port 2 link information.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-mtu
port2-portname

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port 2 maximum transmission
optional unit size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string High availability interconnect device port 2 port name. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

port2-qsfppart-number

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) part number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port2-qsfpserialnumber

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port2-qsfptype

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) cable type. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

port2-qsfpvendor

High-availability interconnect device port 2 QSFP (Quad Small Formstring
factor Pluggable) vendor name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

serialnumber

string High-availability interconnect device serial number. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

slot

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device PCI slot number. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string

High-availability interconnect device version number. Attributes:

version

optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ha-interconnect-timeout

[top]

High-availability interconnect software timeout values When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

ic-mviatimeout

[1000..34000]

ic-timeout

[1000..4000]

Description

integer Interconnect Read/write Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs)
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
integer Interconnect Read/write Timeout (msecs) Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable
nodeThe node to which these timeout values belongs. Attributes:
name
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

ofw-mviainteger Firmware Read Timeout For Virtual Platforms(msecs) Attributes:
[1000..34000]
optional non-creatable, modifiable
timeout
ofw-timeout [1000..4000]

integer Firmware Read Timeout (msecs) Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: device-port-info

[top]

Interconnect device port link state information
Name
is-activelink

Range

Type

Description

Link active status. True means link on this given port is now active
boolean
and used for the operations. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
High-availability interconnect link link layer state on a given port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
ha-ic-cx-

"invalid" ,

link-layerstate

link-state
optional

"down" ,
"initialize" ,
"armed" ,
"active" ,
"reserved"
High-availability interconnect link physical layer state on a given port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

phy-layerstate

ha-ic-cxphy-state
optional

"invalid" ,
"sleep" ,
"polling" ,
"disabled" ,
"port_configuration_testing" ,
"linkup" ,
"link_error_recovery" ,
"phytest" ,
"reserved"

phy-link[0..2^32- integer Total number of times the link on a given port is transitioned down.
downoptional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
count
phy-link- [0..2^32- integer Total number of times the link on a given port is transitioned up.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
up-count
1]
port

[0..2^32- integer High-availability interconnect device port number. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: ha-ic-flint-image-type

[top]

connectx|fs2|failsafe|short Possible values:
"connectx" - ConnectX device family,
"fs2" - Flexible storage solutions device family,
"failsafe" - Failsafe enabled device family,
"short" - Non-Failsafe device family
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-initiator

[top]

local|partner Possible values:
"local" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated by the local node,
"partner" - HA Interconnect connections are initiated by the partner
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-interface-type

[top]

backplane|external Possible values:
"backplane" - HA Interconnect is using backplane (internal) links,
"external" - HA Interconnect is using external links
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-nv-channel

[top]

wafl|raid|misc Possible values:
"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-state

[top]

up|down Possible values:
"up" - Indicate up status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"down" - Indicate down status of a HA Interconnect entity,
"error" - Indicate error status of a HA Interconnect entity
[none]

Element definition: interconnect-port-info

[top]

Interconnect device ports information
Name

Range

Type

Description

interfaceflags

string High-availability interconnect device port interface flags. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ipaddress

string High-availability interconnect device port IP address. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

port-name

string High-availability interconnect device port name. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: sgl-info

[top]

Interconnect device scatter-gather list statistics
Name

Range

Type

Description

scatter[0..2^32- integer The index value of the scatter-gather entry in the list. Attributes: nongatheroptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
entry
totalcount

[0..2^64- integer Total number of times a particular scatter-gather list element is used.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total-size

Total number of bytes written by the high-availability interconnect
[0..2^64- integer
device using a particular scatter-gather list element. Attributes: nonoptional
1]
creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-cx-link-state

[top]

invalid|down|initialize|armed|active|reserved Possible values:
"invalid" ,
"down" ,
"initialize" ,
"armed" ,
"active" ,
"reserved"
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-cx-phy-state
invalid|sleep|polling|disabled|port-configuration-testing|linkup|link-error-recovery|phytest|reserved
Possible values:
"invalid" ,
"sleep" ,
"polling" ,
"disabled" ,
"port_configuration_testing" ,
"linkup" ,
"link_error_recovery" ,
"phytest" ,
"reserved"

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: igroup
igroup-add
igroup-bind-portset
igroup-create
igroup-destroy
igroup-get-iter
igroup-list-info
igroup-lookup-lun
igroup-os-type-list
igroup-remove
igroup-rename
igroup-set-attribute
igroup-unbind-portset

igroup-add

[top]

Adds initiator to an existing initiator group.
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

Forcibly add the initiator, disabling mapping and type conflict checks with
boolean the high-availability partner. If not specified all conflict checks are
optional performed. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field is accepted for
backwards compatibility and is ignored.

initiator

string

WWPN, WWPN Alias, or iSCSI name of Initiator to add.

initiatorgroupname

string

Name of initiator group.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_ISCSI_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_HAS_NODE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_MAPPING_CONFLICT
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_TOO_MANY_NODENAMES
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_LUN
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_DIFFERENT_OS_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_VIRTUAL_LUN_MAPPING_CONFLICT
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

igroup-bind-portset

[top]

Bind an existing igroup to a given portset.
Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name
portset-name

Description

string Name of initiator group to bind the portset to.
string Name of portset.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_ALREADY_BOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_BIND_WRONG_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EMPTY_PSET_BIND
E_SAN_NOT_READY

igroup-create

[top]

Creates a new initiator group. In Data ONTAP 7.3 and upto ONTAP 8.0, the ALUA (Asymmetric Logical
Unit Access) attribute will be enabled by default if initiator-group-type is "fcp" and os-type is "aix",
"hpux", or "linux. In Data ONTAP 7-mode 8.1 and later, the ALUA attribute is enabled by default for all
os-type if initiator-group-type is "fcp". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.1 and later, the ALUA attribute is
enabled by default on all initiator groups.
Input Name Range
bindportset

Type

Description

string
Name of a current portset to bind to the newly created igroup.
optional

initiatorgroupname

string

Name of initiator group.

initiatorgroup-type

string

Type of the initiator group. Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi", "mixed".
"mixed" is available in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.1 or later only.

os-type

initiatorgroupos-type
optional

OS type of the initiators within the group. The default value if not
specified is "default". The os type applies to all initiators within the group
and governs the finer details of SCSI protocol interaction with these
initiators. It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to specify
an OS type that is not "default". Some host OSes require this type field
be set correctly in order to function properly.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_OS_TYPE_VALUE
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MISSING_ARGS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EMPTY_PSET_BIND

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_BIND_WRONG_TYPE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-destroy

[top]

Destroys an existing initiator group. By default a group cannot be destroyed if there are existing lun
maps defined for that group. This behaviour can be overridden with the use of force option set to "true"
which will destroy the initiator group and any associated lun maps.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Forcibly destroy the initiator group, even if there are existing lun maps.
boolean
Best practice is to attempt to unmap all the luns associated with a group
optional
before destroying it.

force
initiatorgroupname

string

Name of initiator group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MAPS_EXIST
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of igroup objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
initiatorgroupinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
initiatorgroupinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the igroup object. All
igroup objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more igroup
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

initiatorgroupThe list of attributes of igroup objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

igroup-list-info

[top]

Get information for initiator group(s).
Input Name Range
initiatorgroup-name
Output Name Range
initiatorgroups

Type

Description

Name of initiator group. If specified, only information for that group is
string
returned. If not specified, information for all of the initiator groups is
optional
returned.
Type

Description

initiatorgroup- List of initiator groups.
info[]

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-lookup-lun

[top]

Find the path to the lun mapped at a given lun-id for a given initiator group.
Input Name

Range

initiator-group-name
lun-id
Output Name
path

Type
string

Description
Name of initiator group to search.

[0..4095] integer Lun-id (Logical Unit Number) to search for.
Range

Type
string

Description
Path to the lun.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_LUNMAP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for initiator-group-os-type.
Output Name Range

Type

ostypes

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[] Enumeration type name/value pair

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

igroup-remove

[top]

Removes node(s) from an initiator group. The operation is prohibited if there are existing lun maps
defined for that group. The force option set to "true" can be used to forcibly remove the node regardless
of mappings.
Input Name

Range

force

Type

Description

boolean Forcibly remove the initiator even if there are existing LUNs mapped
optional to this initiator group.

initiator

string

WWPN, WWPN Alias, or iSCSI name of Initiator to remove.

initiator-groupname

string

Name of initiator group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MAPS_EXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_FC_WWN
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_VALID_ISCSI_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_NODE_NOT_IN_INITGROUP
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-rename
Rename an existing initiator group. The rename operation is non-disruptive.

[top]

Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name
initiator-group-new-name

Description

string Name of initiator group to be renamed.
string New name to be given to initiator group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_CANT_CREATE_INITGROUP_FILE
EVDISK_ERROR_CANT_WRITE_INITGROUP_FILE
EVDISK_ERROR_CANT_RENAME_INITGROUP_FILE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

igroup-set-attribute

[top]

Sets an attribute for an initiator group.
Input Name Range Type

Description

attribute

Name of the attribute to change. Possible values: "alua", "os-type",
"throttle_borrow", "throttle_reserve", "report_scsi_name". "alua" is
string available in Data ONTAP 7.2 or later. "report_scsi_name" is available in
Data ONTAP 8.1.0 or later. "alua", "throttle_reserve","throttle_borrow" and
"report_scsi_name" are not available in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.

initiatorgroupname

string Name of initiator group.

value

Value for the attribute. The valid values for "os-type" are the supported ostypes listed in the igroup-create API. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, setting the
"os-type" attribute will perform checks with the high-availability partner if
this filer is running in the 'single_image' fcp cfmode and this igroup is an
FCP igroup. It is also strongly recommended the "default" os-type not be
string
used. Using "default" may cause problems with LUN access. API to always
require the proper OS type information The valid values for
"throttle_reserve" are 0-99 The valid values for "throttle_borrow" are true
or false The valid values for "alua" are true or false The valid values for
"report_scsi_name" are true or false

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_MISSING_ARGS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_IGROUP_NOT_THROTTLED
EVDISK_ERROR_IGROUP_ALREADY_THROTTLED
EVDISK_ERROR_THROTTLE_TOO_MUCH
EVDISK_ERROR_THROTTLE_BEING_DELETED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_ISCSI_THROTTLES
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_MODE_VALUE

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_INVALID_ATTR_MODE_CONFIG
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_DIFFERENT_OS_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_ALUA_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_WRONG_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_ALUA_ISCSI_TRANSPORT_TYPE_CONFLICT
EVDISK_ERROR_ALUA_FCP_TRANSPORT_TYPE_CONFLICT
E_SAN_NOT_READY

igroup-unbind-portset

[top]

Unbind an existing igroup from a portset.
Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group-name

Description

string Name of initiator group to unbind from the portset.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_NOT_BOUND
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

Element definition: initiator-group-info

[top]

Information about an initiator group.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiatorgroupaluaenabled

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has ALUA (Asymmetric
boolean Logical Unit Access) features enabled for luns mapped to this initiator
group.

initiatorgroupdeleteonunmap

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group will be automatically
boolean
deleted when unmapped from a LUN if it is no longer part of any other
optional
LUN maps. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

initiatorgroupname

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiatorgroupos-type

initiatorgroup- OS type of the initiator group
os-type

initiatorgroupportsetname

string
Name of the portset that is bound to the initiator group, if any.
optional

initiator-

groupreportscsinameenabled

Boolean value to indicate whether to report or hide SCSI Name String
boolean
(8h) Descriptor to initiator's INQUIRY VPD 0x83 page command. This
optional
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1.0 and later.

initiatorgroupthrottleborrow

boolean

Boolean value to indicate that the igroups throttle reserve may be
exceeded if the igroup attempts to use more than it has reserved.

initiatorgroupthrottlereserve

integer

Percentage of filer SCSI command blocks reserved for this initiator
group's exclusive usage.

initiatorgrouptype

string

Type of the initiators in this group. Possible values: "iscsi", "fcp",
"mixed".

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group is configured for its luns
to require the use of host multi-pathing software for correct highboolean availability failover operation. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this value is
optional optional and is only returned for FCP initiator groups on an storage
system in an HA pair. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always
be 'true'.

initiatorgroupusepartner

This value is Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of this initiator group.
The UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hexadecimal characters, the
second through fourth groupings have four hexadecimal characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hexadecimal characters. Note
that a leading '0x' is not used.

initiatorgroupuuid

string
optional This field is available in Data ONTAP 7-mode 7.3.6, 8.0.2, 8.1.0 and later
for the igroup-list-info API. This field is available in Data ONTAP ClusterMode 8.1.0 and later for the igroup-get-iter and lun-map-list-info APIs.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
35d6ca90-c759-11df-8b6d-00a098132c6c

initiatorgroupvsaenabled

boolean

initiators

initiatorinfo[] List of initiators belonging to this group.
optional

lun-id
vserver

[0..4095]

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has Volume Set
Addressing (VSA) enabled or disabled.

integer LUN identifier to which the LUN is mapped at the host. This value is
optional optional and is only returned for the lun-map-list-info api.
string
Name of the vserver hosting this initiator group
optional

Element definition: initiator-group-os-type
The operating system of the initiator group. This value modifies the finer details of SCSI protocol

[top]

interaction for initiators in the group. Possible values:
"aix" The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"default" The initiators belong to an unknown host type,
"hpux" The initiators belong to an HP-UX host,
"hyper_v" The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host,
"linux" The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"netware" The initiators belong to a NetWare host,
"openvms" The initiators belong to an OpenVMS host,
"solaris" The initiators belong to a Solaris host,
"vmware" The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"windows" The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"xen" The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host.
[none]

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info

[top]

Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: initiator-info
Information about one initiator.
Name
initiator-name

Range Type

Description

string Name of the initiator.

[top]

APIs in Category: iscsi
iscsi-adapter-config-down
iscsi-adapter-config-up
iscsi-adapter-initiators-list-info
iscsi-adapter-list-info
iscsi-adapter-reset-stats
iscsi-adapter-stats-list-info
iscsi-auth-add-initiator-address-ranges
iscsi-auth-generate-chap-password
iscsi-auth-remove-initiator-address-ranges
iscsi-connection-get-iter
iscsi-connection-list-info
iscsi-initiator-add-auth
iscsi-initiator-auth-get-iter
iscsi-initiator-auth-list-info
iscsi-initiator-delete-auth
iscsi-initiator-get-auth
iscsi-initiator-get-default-auth
iscsi-initiator-get-iter
iscsi-initiator-list-info
iscsi-initiator-modify-chap-params
iscsi-initiator-set-default-auth
iscsi-interface-accesslist-add
iscsi-interface-accesslist-get-iter
iscsi-interface-accesslist-remove
iscsi-interface-disable
iscsi-interface-enable
iscsi-interface-get-iter
iscsi-interface-list-info
iscsi-interface-modify
iscsi-iptpgroup-create
iscsi-iptpgroup-destroy
iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-add
iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-delete
iscsi-iptpgroup-list-info
iscsi-isns-config
iscsi-isns-create
iscsi-isns-destroy
iscsi-isns-get-info
iscsi-isns-get-iter
iscsi-isns-start
iscsi-isns-stop
iscsi-isns-update
iscsi-node-get-name
iscsi-node-set-name
iscsi-portal-list-info
iscsi-reset-stats
iscsi-service-create
iscsi-service-destroy
iscsi-service-get-iter

iscsi-service-modify
iscsi-service-start
iscsi-service-status
iscsi-service-stop
iscsi-session-get-iter
iscsi-session-list-info
iscsi-stats-get-iter
iscsi-stats-list-info
iscsi-target-alias-clear-alias
iscsi-target-alias-get-alias
iscsi-target-alias-set-alias
iscsi-tpgroup-alua-set
iscsi-tpgroup-create
iscsi-tpgroup-destroy
iscsi-tpgroup-get-iter
iscsi-tpgroup-interface-add
iscsi-tpgroup-interface-delete
iscsi-tpgroup-list-info

iscsi-adapter-config-down

[top]

Configures the specified adapter down. This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always
return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. There is no equivalent API to replace it.
Input Name Range Type Description
iscsi-adapter

string iscsi adapter.

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-config-up
Configures the specified adapter up. This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always
return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. There is no equivalent API to replace it.
Input Name Range Type Description
iscsi-adapter

string iscsi adapter.

Errno
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

Description

[top]

iscsi-adapter-initiators-list-info

[top]

Get the list of initiators currently connected to any of the portal groups associated with specified
adapter. Information returned for each initiator includes the target portal group number to which the
initiator is connected, as well as the iSCSI initiator nodename and ISID. If no adapter is specified,
information is returned for all initiators connected through any adapter in the system. NOTE: Beginning
with ONTAP 7.1 this API is only intended for use by legacy applications that are already coded to this
API. New applications should use iscsi-portal-list-info to get the list of iSCSI portals. associated with this
filer. Complete removal of this ZAPI may occur in any release after 7.1.
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Type

Description

string
optional

Adapter to get initiator list for. If no adapter is specified,
information is returned for all initiators connected through any iscsi
adapter in the system.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
iscsiadapters

iscsiadapterinitiatorsinfo[]

Errno

A list of iscsi adapters containing list of initiators.

Description

EADAPTERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-list-info

[top]

Display the configuration information for iscsi adaptor(s), including the iSCSI portals associated with a
virtual adapter. NOTE: Beginning with ONTAP 7.1 this API is only intended for use by legacy applications
that are already coded to this API. New applications should use iscsi-portal-list-info to get the list of
iSCSI portals. associated with this filer. Complete removal of this ZAPI may occur in any release after
7.1.
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Output Name Range
iscsi-configadapters

Type
string
optional
Type

Description
Returns configuration information for adapter if specified. If not
specified, then configuration information for all adapters are
returned.
Description

iscsi-configadapter- A list of iscsi adapter configuration information.

info[]
Errno

Description

EADAPTERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-reset-stats

[top]

This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. For
the equivalent functionality use the ZAPI iscsi-reset-stats
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Type

Description

string
Adapter to reset statistics for.
optional

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

iscsi-adapter-stats-list-info

[top]

This API is obsolete beginning with ONTAP 7.1 and will always return the error EOPNOTSUPPORTED. For
the equivalent functionality use the ZAPI iscsi-stats-list-info The fields returned by iscsi-stats-list-info
are very slightly different from those previously returned by iscsi-adapter-stats-list-info
Input Name Range
iscsi-adapter

Type

Description

string
Adapter to get statistics for.
optional

Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
License
iscsi

iscsi-auth-add-initiator-address-ranges

[top]

Add one or more Initiator IP Address Ranges
Input Name

Range

Type

initiator

Description

string

initiator-address-ranges

Initiator Name

ip-range-or-mask[] Initiator IP Address Ranges

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-auth-generate-chap-password

[top]

Generate a 128 bit random password that can be used as a CHAP secret. This API was removed in Data
ONTAP 9.0. Applications should use local entropy to generate CHAP secrets if desired.
Output Name Range Type
secret

Description

string A randomly generated 128 bit password.

Errno

Description

EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-auth-remove-initiator-address-ranges

[top]

Remove one or more Initiator IP Address Ranges
Input Name

Range

Type

initiator
initiator-address-ranges

string

Description
Initiator Name

ip-range-or-mask[] Initiator IP Address Ranges

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

iscsi-connection-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI Connection objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

Type

Description

iscsiconnectionlist-entryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

iscsiconnectionlist-entryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Connection
object. All iSCSI Connection objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

iscsiconnectionlist-entry- The list of attributes of iSCSI Connection objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
Connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-connection-list-info

[top]

list iscsi connections on filer
Output Name
iscsi-connection-list-entries
Errno
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Range

Type

Description

iscsi-connection-list-entry-info[] List of connection

iscsi

iscsi-initiator-add-auth

[top]

Add initiator to the authentication list.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

auth-type

string

Authentication type. Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

initiator

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

initiatoraddressranges

May be a single IPv4 or IPv6 address or a range containing a start
address and an end address. The start and end addresses themselves are
ipincluded in the range. If not present, the initiator is allowed to log in from
rangeany IP address.
ormask[]
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100optional
192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid IPv6 address range is:
'2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.

outboundpassphrase

Outbound CHAP user password. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

outbounduser-name

Outbound CHAP user name. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

passphrase

string
Inbound CHAP user password, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

radius
user-name

boolean "true" if RADIUS is the only forced CHAP authentication policy, Default is
optional "false".
string
Inbound CHAP user name, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-auth-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI initiator authentication configuration objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsisecurityentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsisecurityentryinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

iscsisecurityThe list of attributes of iSCSI initiator authentication configuration
entryobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional initiator authentication configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI initiator
authentication configuration object. All iSCSI initiator authentication
configuration objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-initiator-auth-list-info

[top]

Gets authentication information for the specified initiator. If no initiator is specified, gets authentication
information for all the known initiators. Password, if present is left out for security purposes.
Input Name Range
initiator

Output Name Range
iscsisecurityentries

Type
string
optional

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346". If initiator
is not supplied, all initiators are returned.

Type

Description

iscsisecurityList of authentication entries.
entryinfo[]

Errno
EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
EISCSISECINITNOTFOUNDERROR

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-delete-auth

[top]

Delete initiator from the authentication list
Input Name Range Type
initiator

string

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECINITNOTFOUNDERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-get-auth

[top]

Get the authentication info for an initiator, if auth type is CHAP, only the user-name is returned,
password is not returned for security purposes.
Input Name Range
initiator

Output Name Range
auth-chappolicy
auth-type

initiatoraddressranges

Type
string

Type

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346". If initiator is
not found, default authentication method is returned
Description

string
CHAP authentication path. Possible values: "radius", "local".
optional
string

Authentication type. Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

May be a single IPv4 or IPv6 address or a range containing a start
address and an end address. The start and end addresses themselves
ipare included in the range. If not present, the initiator is allowed to log in
rangefrom any IP address.
ormask[]
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100optional
192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid IPv6 address range is:
'2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.

outbounduser-name

string Outbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP and
optional outbound authentication is enabled for this initiator.

user-name

string
Inbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-get-default-auth

[top]

Get the default authentication information for iscsi. If the authentication type is CHAP, only the
username is returned, and not the password, for security purposes.
Output Name Range
auth-chappolicy

Type

Description

string
CHAP authentication path. possible values: "radius", "local".
optional

auth-type

string

Authentication type Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

outbounduser-name

string Outbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP, and
optional outbound authentication is set for initiator.

user-name

string
Inbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
EISCSISECINITNOTFOUNDERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of remote iSCSI initiator objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
iscsi-

Description

initiatorlistentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsiinitiatorlistentryinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the remote iSCSI initiator
object. All remote iSCSI initiator objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsiinitiatorlistThe list of attributes of remote iSCSI initiator objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more remote
optional iSCSI initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-initiator-list-info

[top]

Gives list of initiators logged in
Output Name

Range

iscsi-initiator-list-entries
Errno
EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

Description

Type

Description

iscsi-initiator-list-entry-info[] List of initiators logged in

iscsi-initiator-modify-chap-params

[top]

Modify CHAP parameters to an existing per-initiator authentication info whose auth-type equals CHAP.
Input Name Range
initiator

Type
string

Description
Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346". The perinitiator authentication info must have an auth-type equal to CHAP.

outboundpassphrase

Outbound CHAP user password. If Outbound CHAP parameters are
specified they will replace existing Outbound CHAP parameters. If no
Outbound CHAP parameters were previously specified, then the specified
string
Outbound CHAP parameters will enable mutual CHAP authentication. If no
optional
Outbound CHAP parameters are specified and no Outbound CHAP
parameters exist, then one-way Inbound CHAP authentication will be
continue to be used.

outbounduser-name

Outbound CHAP user name. If Outbound CHAP parameters are specified
they will replace existing Outbound CHAP parameters. If no Outbound
string CHAP parameters were previously specified, then the specified Outbound
optional CHAP parameters will enable mutual CHAP authentication. If no Outbound
CHAP parameters are specified and no Outbound CHAP parameters exist,
then one-way Inbound CHAP authentication will be continue to be used.

passphrase

Inbound CHAP user password. If Inbound CHAP parameters are specified
string
they will replace the existing Inbound CHAP parameters. If they are not
optional
specified, the existing Inbound CHAP parameters will continue to be used.

radius

boolean "true" if RADIUS is the only forced CHAP authentication policy, Default is
optional "false".

removeoutbound

Flag which indicates that mutual CHAP authentication is to be converted
boolean
to one-way CHAP authentication. Outbound CHAP parameters must not
optional
be specified when remove-outbound is true. The default value is false.

user-name

Inbound CHAP user name. If Inbound CHAP parameters are specified they
string
will replace the existing Inbound CHAP parameters. If they are not
optional
specified, the existing Inbound CHAP parameters will continue to be used.

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECINVALIDAUTHTYPE
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-initiator-set-default-auth
Configure the default authentication method. If an initiator is not configured with a specific
authentication method using iscsi-initiator-add-auth the default authentication method will be applied to
it.

[top]

Input Name Range
auth-type

Type
string

Description
Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

outboundpassphrase

Outbound CHAP user password. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

outbounduser-name

Outbound CHAP user name. Outbound authentication is optional. If
string
Outbound authentication is not specified, then the initiator can only do
optional
inbound authentication.

passphrase

string
Inbound CHAP user password, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

radius
user-name

boolean "true" if RADIUS is the only forced CHAP authentication policy, Default is
optional "false".
string
Inbound CHAP user name, required for auth-type equal to CHAP.
optional

Errno

Description

EISCSISECINVALIDINPUTERROR
EISCSISECPROCESSINGERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-accesslist-add

[top]

Add the iSCSI LIFs to the accesslist of the specified initiator
Input Name

Range Type

initiator

Description

string Initiator that can access the iSCSI LIFs

interface-name

string iSCSI LIF Name

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-interface-accesslist-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI Interface Accesslist objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

iscsiSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
interfaceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If

accesslistpresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
entry-info
available will be returned.
optional

attributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

iscsiinterfaceaccesslistentry-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

iscsiinterfaceaccesslistThe list of attributes of iSCSI Interface Accesslist objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Interface
Accesslist object. All iSCSI Interface Accesslist objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
Interface Accesslist objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-interface-accesslist-remove

[top]

Remove the iSCSI LIFs from the accesslist of the specified initiator
Input Name

Range Type

initiator
interface-name

Description

string Initiator that can access the iSCSI LIFs
string iSCSI LIF Name

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-interface-disable

[top]

Disables an interface for use by iSCSI
Input Name Range Type

Description

Name of interface to disable. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
string physical ethernet interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDSTATE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-enable

[top]

Enables an interface for use by iSCSI
Input Name Range Type

Description

Name of interface to enable. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
string physical ethernet interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDSTATE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI target interface objects.
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

iscsiinterface- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
listattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
entry- present, only the desired attributes for which information is

info
available will be returned.
optional
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsiinterfacelistentryinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsiinterfacelistThe list of attributes of iSCSI target interface objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
string
optional target interface objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI target interface
object. All iSCSI target interface objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-interface-list-info

[top]

Gives status of interface for iSCSI
Input Name

Range

string
optional

interface-name
Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description
Name of interface to report; if not supplied, all
interfaces are listed. For example: "e0c".
Description

iscsi-interfacelist-entries

iscsi-interface-listList of interfaces and enabled/disabled status
entry-info[]

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-interface-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of an iSCSI interface object.
Input Name Range

Type

interfacename

lifname

sendtargetsfqdn

Description
Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

string Specifies the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the LIF to be
optional returned in iSCSI SendTargets Discovery.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

iscsi-iptpgroup-create

[top]

Create a new IP-based tpgroup
Input Name

Range

iptpgroupname
iptpgrouptag

[1..256]

Type

Description

string

User-defined name of new target portal group; must be <= 60 bytes,
and cannot end with "default" as this might conflict with names of
default system portal groups (for example, "192.168.11.12_default"
is not allowed)

integer Optional target portal group tag supplied by user; if not supplied,
optional system assigns tag.

Output Name Range
iptpgrouptag

Type

integer filer assigned tag value for newly created portal group

Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Description

iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-destroy

[top]

Destroy a IP-based tpgroup
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

iptpgroup-tag [1..256] integer tag of portal group to destroy
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-add

[top]

Add an IP Address to an IP-based target portal group
Input Name Range
ip-addr

Type

Description

The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, with which to add. (for
ipaddress example, "192.168.11.12").

iptpgroup[1..256] integer portal group tag
tag
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-ipaddr-delete

[top]

Delete an IP Address from an IP-based target portal group
Input Name Range

Type

Description

The ip address, in dotted-decimal format, with which to add. (for
ipaddress example, "192.168.11.12").

ip-addr

iptpgroup[1..256] integer portal group
tag
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-iptpgroup-list-info

[top]

List information about IP-based target portal groups
Input Name

Range

Type

iptpgroup-tag

[1..256]

integer
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

iscsi-iptpgrouplist-entries
Errno

Description
Portal group being queried; if not supplied,
information on all portal groups is returned
Description

iscsi-iptpgroup-listList of iptpgroups
entry-info[]
Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-config
Configures the iSNS service. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this this API can only modify the
configuration of a Vserver where an iSNS service has already been created. To create an iSNS service in
a Vserver where one does not exist, use the iscsi-isns-create API.

[top]

Input Name Range
force
isns-ipaddr

Type

Description

iSNS config fails if vserver management LIF is not configured for the
boolean
vserver. This behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to
optional
"true".
ipThe ip address, in dotted-decimal format, of the iSNS server with which
address to register. (for example, "192.168.11.12").

Errno

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-create

[top]

Create iSNS Service in a Vserver.
Input Name Range
force
isns-ipaddr
start

Type

Description

boolean iSNS create fails if vserver management LIF is not configured for the
optional vserver. This behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to true.
ipiSNS server IP address.
address
Determine the initial state of the iSNS Client Service. If true, the service
boolean will be automatically started after creation completes. If false, the service
optional will be left in the stopped state and the caller must subsequently call
iscsi-isns-start to start the service. The default is true.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-isns-destroy

[top]

Destroy the iSNS Service in a Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-isns-get-info

[top]

Gets iSNS service configuration.
Output Name

Range

Type

is-isns-enabled

boolean

isns-entity-id

string

isns-ip-addr

ipaddress

last-successfulupdate

"true" if iSNS service is running, "false" otherwise.
Name of the entity id existing on the iSNS server in which to
register.
The ip address of the iSNS server in which we register.

integer Last successful iSNS update time in seconds since January 1,
optional 1970.
integer Last iSNS update attempt time in seconds since January 1,
optional 1970.

last-update-attempt

string
Result of the last iSNS update.
optional

last-update-result
Errno

Description

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-get-iter

[top]

Gets iSNS service configuration.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

iscsiisnsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
iscsiisnsinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsiisnsThe list of attributes of iSCSI iSNS Service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional iSNS Service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI iSNS Service
object. All iSCSI iSNS Service objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-isns-start

[top]

Start iSNS service. The service will be available once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

EALREADYSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
ENOTSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-stop

[top]

Stops iSNS service. Service will not be available once the call returns with success.

Errno
ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-isns-update

[top]

Forces iSNS service to update server.

Errno

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EAPILICENSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-node-get-name

[top]

Return the current iscsi node name.
Output Name Range Type
node-name
Errno

Description

string Current iscsi node name.
Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-node-set-name
Set the current iscsi node name.

[top]

Input Name Range Type
node-name

Description

string New iscsi node name; must be <= 128 chars, and conform to iSCSI rules

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-portal-list-info

[top]

list iscsi portals
Output Name

Range

iscsi-portal-list-entries
Errno

Type

Description

iscsi-portal-list-entry-info[] List of portals

Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-reset-stats
zero filer iscsi counters

Errno
EAPILICENSE
License
iscsi

Description

[top]

iscsi-service-create

[top]

Create an iSCSI Service in a Vserver. Each Vserver requires an online iSCSI Service in order to serve
data via the iSCSI protocol.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

alias-name

string The iSCSI target alias for the iSCSI service. If not provided, the Vserver
optional name will be used.

node-name

string The iSCSI target name for the Vserver. The target-name must conform
optional to RFC 3720. If not provided, one will be auto-generated.

start

Determine the initial state of the iSCSI Service. If true, the service will
boolean be automatically started after creation completes. If false, the service
optional will be left in the stopped state and the caller must subsequently call
iscsi-service-start to start the service. The default is true.

Output Name Range
node-name

Type
string

Description
The new iSCSI target name for the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVDISK_ERROR_DUPLICATE_TARGET_NAME
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-service-destroy

[top]

Destroy the iSCSI Service in a Vserver.

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of iSCSI Services.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

iscsiserviceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

iscsiserviceinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Service object. All
iSCSI Service objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

iscsiserviceThe list of attributes of iSCSI Service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional Service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-service-modify

[top]

Modify an iSCSI Service in a Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

logintimeout

Login phase duration in seconds. Specifies maximum time the login phase
integer
remains active until the iSCSI target terminates the connection. Range:
optional
[5..120].

max-cmdsper-session

integer Maximum commands per session. Specifies the maximum number of
optional commands per session that the iSCSI target can accept. Range: [4..256].

max-connper-session

integer Maximum connections per session. Specifies the maximum number of
optional connections per session that the iSCSI target can accept. Range: [1..32].
(DEPRECATED)-Maximum error recovery level. The possible values are:

max-errorrecoverylevel

integer
optional

0 - session failure recovery.
1 - digest failure recovery.
2 - connection failure recovery.
This field is DEPRECATED; updates are ignored and have no effect.

retaintimeout

Default time-to-retain value in secconds. Specifies the wait time before
integer
active task reassignment is possible after an unexpected connection
optional
termination. Range: [1,.120].

tcpwindowsize

integer
TCP receive window size in bytes. Range: [8760..262800].
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
iSCSI

iscsi-service-start

[top]

Start iSCSI service. The service will be available once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

EALREADYSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
EREVERTINPROGRESS
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-service-status

[top]

Get status of the iSCSI service, whether or not it is running.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

is-available

boolean "true" if iSCSI service is running, "false" otherwise.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

License
iscsi

iscsi-service-stop

[top]

Stops iSCSI service. Service will be not be available once the call returns with success.

Errno

Description

ENOTSTARTED
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-session-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI session objects.
Input Name

Range

iscsisessionlistentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

iscsisessionlistentryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI session object.
All iSCSI session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

iscsisessionlistThe list of attributes of iSCSI session objects.
entryinfo[]

optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-session-list-info

[top]

Gives list of active sessions
Input Name

Range

Type
integer
optional

tsih
Output Name

Range

iscsi-session-listentries
Errno

Description
target session ID handle for specific
session

Type
iscsi-session-list-entryinfo[]

Description
List of active sessions

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-stats-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iscsi objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

iscsistatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsiA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statsspecified on any number of attributes in the iscsi object. All iscsi
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the

string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

iscsistatsThe list of attributes of iscsi objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iscsi
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-stats-list-info

[top]

return current filer iscsi statistics
Output Name Range
iscsi-stats
Errno

Type

Description

iscsi-stats-info[] statistics for iscsi
Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-target-alias-clear-alias
Clear the current iscsi target alias

Errno
EAPILICENSE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

Description

[top]

iscsi-target-alias-get-alias

[top]

Return the current iscsi target alias
Output Name

Range

Type

string
Current iscsi target alias if alias-assigned is true.
optional

alias-name
is-alias-assigned
Errno

Description

boolean True if alias assigned, false otherwise.

Description

EAPILICENSE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-target-alias-set-alias

[top]

Set the current iscsi target alias
Input Name Range Type
alias-name

string

Errno

Description
New iscsi target alias to set; must be 128 bytes or less. Free form format
otherwise, although a string of all blanks will be rejected
Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-alua-set
Change the ALUA parameters on a tpgroup Asymmetric Logical Unit Access (ALUA) management Data
ONTAP supports SCSI ALUA functionality for managing multi-pathed SCSI devices. ALUA provides a
standardized mechanism for path discovery and prioritization. Devices are identified by target port IDs,
which are then grouped into target port groups. Each group has a state which, when configured,

[top]

enables the host multipathing software to select the appropriate path priorities when accessing a LUN.
For iSCSI, ALUA settings are controlled at the target portal group level using the "iscsi-tpgroup-aluaset" ZAPI. A target portal group can be configured to be either "optimized" or "non-optimized"; a host
typically uses all the optimized paths before using any non-optimized paths it may find. All target portal
groups are optimized by default. There is also an optional "preferred" setting that may be used on a
target portal group. Check your host's multi-pathing software documentation to see if it supports ALUA
and the preferred setting. ALUA is enabled on Initiator Groups using the "igroup-set-attribute" ZAPI. All
LUNs mapped to an ALUA enabled Initiator Group will support the ALUA functionality.
Input Name

Range Type

tpgroup-aluapreferred

Description

If "true", target portal group will be marked as preferred for ALUA
boolean
enabled Initiator Groups

tpgroup-aluastate

string

tpgroup-tag

Possible values: "optimized", "non-optimized"

integer portal group

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-create

[top]

Create a new user defined target portal group.
Input Name

Range

tpgroupname

string

tpgroup-tag [0..65535]
Output Name

Type

Range

Description
Name of new user defined target portal group. Name must be <=
32 characters. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, user defined target portal
group names cannot end with "default" as this would conflict with
names of default target portal groups. In Data ONTAP ClusterMode, user defined target portal groups cannot use the name of
any defined logical interfaces (LIFs) in the vserver as this would
conflict with names of default target portal groups.

integer Optional target portal group tag supplied by user. Default value is
optional system generated.
Type

Description

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer New target portal group tag.
Errno
EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-destroy

[top]

Destroy a tpgroup. Only user defined target portal groups may be destroyed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Tag of portal group to destroy.
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI Target Portal Group objects.
Input Name

Range

iscsitpgrouplistentryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
iscsitpgrouplistentryinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the iSCSI Target Portal
Group object. All iSCSI Target Portal Group objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
iscsitpgroup-

Description

attributeslist

listThe list of attributes of iSCSI Target Portal Group objects.
entryinfo[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more iSCSI
optional Target Portal Group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

iscsi-tpgroup-interface-add

[top]

Add an interface to a target portal group. Interfaces may only be added to a user defined target portal
group.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Name of network interface to add. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the
name of a physical or virtual ethernet interface, for example: "e0c" or
string
"vif1". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an iSCSI data
LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Target portal group tag.
Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-interface-delete

[top]

Remove an interface from a target portal group. Interfaces may only be removed from a user defined
target portal group. Removing an interface will return it to the system defined default group for the
interface.
Input Name
interfacename

Range

Type

Description

Name of network interface to remove. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is
the name of a physical or virtual ethernet interface, for example:
string
"e0c" or "vif1" In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an
iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Target portal group tag.

Errno

Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

iscsi-tpgroup-list-info

[top]

List information about target portal groups
Input Name

Range

integer
optional

tpgroup-tag
Output Name

Type

Range

iscsi-tpgrouplist-entries
Errno

Description
Portal group being queried; if not supplied, information
on all portal groups is returned

Type

Description

iscsi-tpgroup-listList of tpgroups
entry-info[]
Description

EAPILICENSE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
iscsi

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-range-or-mask
IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.

[top]

An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.
[none]

Element definition: iscsi-adapter-initiators-info

[top]

A list of initiators currently connected to the adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

iscsi-connectedinitiators

iscsi-connected-initiatorinfo[]

name

string

Information about the connected
initiators
The name this adapter is given.

Element definition: iscsi-config-adapter-info

[top]

Configuration information about a single iscsi adapter.
Name
name
portaladdresses

state

status

Range

Type
string

Description
The name this adapter is given.

iscsiportalA list of portal group address + port that this adapter is listening on.
addressinfo[]

string

State of the adapter, either "online", "offline", "local", "partner" or "error".
"online" and "offline" are used when the adapter is used for the current
host. "local" is used if the adapter is operating on behalf of the local host,
and "partner" is used if the adapter is operating on behalf of the partner
host. "error" is used if an internal error occurred while retrieving the
adapter information.

A short status message explaining the state. i.e. if the adapter is offline,
string
the reason for it, or if its "error" what the error is. This will not be returned
optional
if the state of the adapter is "online".

Element definition: iscsi-connection-list-entry-info
Information about an iSCSI connection. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, connections are uniquely identified by
the combination of 'session-id' and 'connection-id'. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, sessions are uniquely
identified within a Vserver by the combination of 'tpgroup-name', 'session-id' and 'connection-id'.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connection[0..65535] integer Connection id
id
Current state of this connection. Possible values:
"New_Connection",

[top]

connectionstate

"Waiting_Tpgtag_Assignment",
"Login_Waiting_Req",
"Login_Req_Rcvd",
"Login_Waiting_Auth",
"Login_OK_New_Session_Requested",
"Login_New_Session_Waiting_Reinstatement",
"Login_OK_New_Conn_Requested",
"Login_New_Conn_Waiting_Reinstatement",
"Login_Send_Final_Resp",
"Full_Feature_Phase",
"Shutdown_Start",
"Shutdown_Waiting_Sockio_Shutdown",
"Shutdown_Sockio_Shutdown_Done",
"Shutdown_Waiting_ImmDeliv_FFPCmds_Done",
"Shutdown_ImmDeliv_FFPCmds_Done",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Waiting_FFPCmds_Ready",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Waiting_Logout_Rcvd",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Logout_Rcvd",
"Shutdown_Recovery_Waiting_FFPCmds_Reassigned",
"Shutdown_Terminate_Abort_Seq_FFPCmds",
"Shutdown_Terminate_Waiting_Seq_FFPCmds_Done",
"Shutdown_Terminate_Seq_FFPCmds_Done".

string

has-session

boolean True if this connection is associated to a session, false otherwise.

interfacename

string

Name of the network interface hosting this connection. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a physical ethernet interface, for
example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an
iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

local-ipaddress

string

Storage System iSCSI Target IP address.

local-ipport

[0..65535] integer Storage System iSCSI Target TCP port.

remote-ipaddress

string

Remote initiator IP address.

remote-ip[0..65535] integer Remote initiator TCP port.
port
session-id [0..65535] integer
tpgroupname
tpgrouptag

string

Session id for the associated session, or 0 if this connection is not yet
associated to a session.
The name of the target portal group associated with this session.

[0..65535] integer The tag of the target portal group associated with this session.

vserver

string

Name of the vserver containing this connection.

Element definition: iscsi-initiator-list-entry-info
Information about a single initiator.
Name

Range

Type

initiatoraliasname

string
optional

initiator-

initiatorgroup-list-

Description
User-friendly name assigned to initiator. This field is only present
if the initiator provided an alias during login.
List of initiator groups containing this iSCSI initiator.

[top]

group-list

info[]
optional

initiatornodename

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720,
for example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

isid

string

ISID for this session selected by initiator represented as 6
hexadecimal octets separated by colons, for example:
"40:01:37:00:00:00".

target[0..65535]
session-id
tpgroupname

integer
string

tpgroup[0..65535]
tag
vserver

integer
string

iSCSI session identifier assigned by the target.
The name of the target portal group associated with this session.
Tag of target portal group associated with this session.
Name of the vserver this initiator is connected to.

Element definition: iscsi-interface-accesslist-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single accesslist entry When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
initiator
interfacename
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string Initiator that can access the iSCSI LIFs Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string
iSCSI LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string Vserver hosting the iSCSI LIF Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: iscsi-interface-list-entry-info
Information about a single interface
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentnode

string

Name of the node currently hosting the LIF.

current-port

string

Name of the physical ethernet interface currently hosting the LIF.

interfacename

string

Name of interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
physical ethernet interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

ip-address

string

iSCSI target portal IP address.

ip-port

[0..65535] integer iSCSI target portal TCP port.

[top]

is-interfaceenabled
relativeport-id

boolean "true" if interface enabled for iSCSI, "false" otherwise.
[1..65535] integer The SCSI Relative Target Port Identifier of the LIF.
Specifies the Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the LIF to be
string
returned in iSCSI SendTargets discovery. If unset, the IP address of
optional
the LIF is used instead.

sendtargetsfqdn
tpgroupname

string

Name of target portal group interface is associated with.

tpgroup-tag [0..65535] integer Id of target portal group interface is associated with.
string
The name of the vserver containing this iSCSI data LIF.
optional

vserver

Element definition: iscsi-iptpgroup-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single portal group
Name

Range

ipaddress-listentries

Type
ipaddress-list-entryinfo[]

tpgroup-name

string

tpgroup-tag

integer

Description
List of IP Addresses associated with this
iptpgroup
Portal group name
Portal group tag

Element definition: iscsi-isns-info

[top]

iSCSI iSNS Service Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-isnsenabled
isns-entity-id

Range

Type

Description

boolean true if the iSNS Service is running, false otherwise. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, non-modifiable
string Entity id existing on the iSNS server Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isns-ip-addr

ipaddress iSNS server IP address. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

lastsuccessfulupdate

integer Last successful iSNS update time in seconds since January 1, 1970.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updateattempt

integer Last iSNS update attempt time in seconds since January 1, 1970.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-updateresult

string Result of the last iSNS update. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Vserver hosting the iSNS service. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

Element definition: iscsi-portal-list-entry-info

[top]

information about a single portal
Name

Range

Type

Description

interface-name

string

Name of network interface exporting this portal

ip-address

string

portal IP address

ip-port
tpgroup-tag

[0..65535] integer portal listening port
[0..65535] integer tag of portal group this portal is associated with

Element definition: iscsi-security-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single authentication entry.
Name
authchappolicy

Range

Type

Description

string
CHAP authentication path. Possible values: "local", "radius".
optional

auth-type

string

Authentication type. Possible values: "CHAP", "none", "deny".

initiator

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC 3720, for
example: "iqn.1987-06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346", or "default" if
this is a default auth entry.

initiatoraddressranges

outboundusername
username
vserver

May be a single IPv4 or IPv6 address or a range containing a start address
and an end address. The start and end addresses themselves are included
ipin the range. If not present, the initiator is allowed to log in from any IP
rangeaddress.
ormask[]
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100optional
192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid IPv6 address range is:
'2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.
string Outbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP, and
optional outbound authentication is set for initiator.
string
Inbound CHAP user name, returned only if auth-type is CHAP.
optional
string

Vserver containing this authentication information.

Element definition: iscsi-service-info
iSCSI Target Service Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef

[top]

are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

aliasname

Type

Description

string The iSCSI target alias of the Vserver. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

isavailable

boolean true if the iSCSI Service is running, false otherwise. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

logintimeout

[5..120]

Login phase duration in seconds. Specifies maximum time the
integer
login phase remains active until the iSCSI target terminates the
optional
connection. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxcmds-persession

[4..256]

Maximum commands per session. Specifies the maximum
integer
number of commands per session that the iSCSI target can
optional
accept. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxconn-persession

[1..32]

Maximum connections per session. Specifies the maximum
integer
number of connections per session that the iSCSI target can
optional
accept. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxerrorrecoverylevel

(DEPRECATED)-Maximum error recovery level. The possible
values are:
[0..2]

0 - session failure recovery.
1 - digest failure recovery.
2 - connection failure recovery.

integer
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
nodename

string The iSCSI target name of the Vserver. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

retaintimeout

Default time-to-retain value in seconds. Specifies the wait time
integer before active task reassignment is possible after an unexpected
optional connection termination. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[1..120]

tcpinteger TCP receive window size in bytes. Attributes: optional-for-create,
window- [8760..262800]
optional modifiable
size
string Vserver hosting the iSCSI service. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: iscsi-session-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single iSCSI session. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, sessions are uniquely identified by
the 'target-session-id'. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, sessions are uniquely identified within a Vserver
by the combination of 'tpgroup-name' and 'target-session-id'.
Name

Range

cmd[0..2^31-1]
window-size

Type
integer

Description
The maximum number of I/O operations per session. This
field has been superseded by max-ios-per-session starting
with Data ONTAP 8.3 and is retained for compatibility.

data-pdu-inorder

boolean

The DataPDUInOrder of the session as defined in RFC
3720.

datasequence-inorder

boolean

The DataSequenceInOrder of the session as defined in RFC
3720.

default-timeto-retain

[0..3600]

integer

The DefaultTime2Retain of the session as defined in RFC
3720, in seconds.

default-timeto-wait

[0..3600]

integer

The DefaultTime2Wait of the session as defined in RFC
3720, in seconds.

errorrecoverylevel

[0..2]

integer

iSCSI ErrorRecoveryLevel as defined in RFC 3720.

first-burstlength

[512..2^241]

integer

The FirstBurstLength of the session as defined in RFC 3720,
in bytes.

immediatedata-enabled

boolean

True if this session has immediate data enabled, false
otherwise.

initial-r2tenabled

boolean

True if this session has R2T enabled, false otherwise.

initiatoraliasname

string
optional

The user-friendly name assigned to initiator. This field is
only present if the initiator provided an alias during login.

initiatornodename

string

Name of initiator. The initiator name must conform to RFC
3720, for example: "iqn.198706.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346".

iscsi-sessionconnectionlist-entry- List of TCP/IP connections associated with this session.
info[]
optional

iscsi-sessionconnectionlist-entries
iscsisesssioncmd-listentries

iscsisesssioncmd-listentry-info[]
optional

isid

string

List of active commands associated with this session

ISID for this session selected by initiator represented as 6
hexadecimal octets separated by colons, for example:
"40:01:37:00:00:00".

max-burstlength

[512..2^241]

integer

The MaxBurstLength of the session as defined in RFC 3720,
in bytes.

maxconnections

[0..65535]

integer

Maximum number of connections for this session.

max-ios-per[0..2^31-1]
session

integer

The maximum number of I/O operations per session. This
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

maxoutstanding- [1..65535]
r2t

integer

The MaxOutstandingR2T of the session as defined in RFC
3720.

session-type
targetsession-id

string
[0..65535]

tpgroupname
tpgroup-tag
vserver

integer
string

[0..65535]

integer
string

Possible values: "normal" or "discovery".
The iSCSI session identifier assigned by the storage
system.
The name of the target portal group associated with this
session.
The tag of the target portal group associated with this
session.
The name of the vserver containing this session.

Element definition: iscsi-stats-info

[top]

Statistics block
Name

Range

Type

iscsi-cdb-stats

iscsi-cdb-stats-info

iscsi-error-stats

iscsi-error-stats-info

iscsi-received-stats

iscsi-received-stats-info

iscsi-transmitted-stats

Description
Statistics of Command Descriptor Blocks.
Statistics of errors.
Statistics of PDUs received.

iscsi-transmitted-stats-info Statistics of PDUs transmitted.

vserver

string

Vserver hosting the iSCSI service.

Element definition: iscsi-tpgroup-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single portal group
Name

Range

Type

Description

interface-listentries

interface-listentry-info[]
optional

is-userdefined

boolean

True if the target portal group is user defined, false if the
target portal group is system defined.

tpgroup-aluapreferred

boolean
optional

True if target portal group is the preferred group for ALUA
enabled initiator groups, false otherwise.

tpgroup-aluastate

string
optional

Possible values: "optimized", "non-optimized".

tpgroup-name

string

tpgroup-tag

integer

Portal group tag.

vserver

string
optional

Vserver containing this target portal group.

List of interfaces associated with this tpgroup.

Portal group name.

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: initiator-group-list-info
The initiator group this initiator belongs to.
Name
initiator-group-name

Range Type

Description

string Name of initiator group.

[top]

Element definition: interface-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single interface
Name

Range Type

Description

Name of network interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a
string physical or virtual ethernet interface, for example: "e0c" or "vif0". In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

interfacename

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-range-or-mask

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '2001:db8::1000:1-2001:db8::1000:50'.
[none]

Element definition: ipaddress-list-entry-info

[top]

Information about a single IP Address
Name

Range Type Description

ip-address

string IP address

Element definition: iscsi-cdb-stats-info
Counts for Command Descriptor Blocks processed
Name
data-in-blocks
data-out-blocks

Range Type

Description

integer Count of data in blocks.
integer Count of data out blocks.

[top]

error-status

integer Count of errors.

success-status

integer Count of successes.

total

integer Total Command Descriptor Blocks processed.

Element definition: iscsi-connected-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator connected to an iSCSI adapter.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-name

string

Name of initiator.

isid

string

ISID in form of "xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx".

portal-group-id

integer Target portal group number to which the initiator is connected.

Element definition: iscsi-error-stats-info

[top]

Counts for iSCSI errors.
Name

Range Type

Description

data-digest

integer Count of digest errors.

failed-logins

integer Count of failed logins.

failed-logouts

integer Count of failed logouts.

failed-task-mgt

integer Count of failed management tasks.

failed-text-cmd

integer Count of failed text commands.

hdr-digest
invalid-header
outside-cmd-snwindow
protocol
total

integer Count of digest errors.
integer Count of PDU discards due to invalid PDU header.
integer

Count of PDU discards due to PDU being outside of command
sequence number window.

integer Count of protocol errors.
integer Total errors.

Element definition: iscsi-portal-address-info

[top]

Configuration information about an inet-address and port pair for a portal group.
Name
id
inet-address
port

Range

Type
integer

Description
ID of this portal group.

ip-address inet-address.
integer

The port that is being listened on for that address.

Element definition: iscsi-received-stats-info

[top]

Counts for PDUs received.
Name

Range Type

Description

data-out

integer Count of data out requests.

login-req

integer Count of login requests.

logout-req

integer Count of logout requests.

nop-out

integer Count of NOP Out.

scsi-cmd

integer Count of SCSI commands.

scsi-task-mgt-cmd

integer Count of SCSI task management commands.

snack

integer Count of SNACK requests.

text-req

integer Count of text requests.

total

integer Total PDUs received.

unknown

integer Count of unknown PDUs.

Element definition: iscsi-session-connection-list-entry-info
Information about a single tcp connection
Name

Range

authenticationmethod
connection-id

Type
string

Description
Authentication method of this connection. Possible values:
"CHAP", "none".

[0..65535] integer Connection id within the session.

data-digestenabled

boolean

True if data digests are enabled on this connection, false
otherwise.

header-digestenabled

boolean

True if header digests are enabled on this connection, false
otherwise.

initiator-maxrcv-data[512..2^24Initiator's MaxRecvDataSegmentLength as defined in RFC 3720,
integer
segment1]
in bytes.
length
interface-name

string

Name of network interface hosting this connection. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of a physical ethernet
interface, for example: "e0c". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode,
this is the name of an iSCSI data LIF in the Vserver.

local-ipaddress

string

Local storage system iSCSI target interface address.

local-ip-port

[0..65535] integer Local storage system iSCSI target TCP port.

rcv-windowsize

[0..2^30]

remote-ipaddress

integer TCP/IP receive window size, in octets.
string

Remote initiator IP address.

remote-ip-port [0..65535] integer Remote initiator TCP port.
target-maxrcv-datasegmentlength

[512..2^24Target's MaxRecvDataSegmentLength as defined in RFC 3720,
integer
1]
in bytes.

[top]

Element definition: iscsi-sesssion-cmd-list-entry-info
information about a particular command
Name

Range

Type

Description
State of iSCSI command. Possible values:

cmdstate

string

"FREE" - Free,
"Logout_Begin" - Logout - Begin,
"Logout_Wait_For_Other_Conn" - Logout - Wait For Other Conn,
"Logout_Build_and_Send_Resp" - Logout - Build and Send Resp,
"Logout_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Logout - Waiting StatSN ACK,
"Logout_Done" - Logout - Done,
"Nopout_Begin" - Nopout - Begin,
"Nopout_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Nopout - Build And Send Resp,
"Nopout_Waiting_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Nopout - Waiting Resp
Sockio Comp,
"Nopout_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Nopout - Resp Sockio Comp,
"Nopout_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Nopout - Waiting StatSN ACK,
"Nopout_Done" - Nopout - Done,
"Taskmgmt_Begin" - Taskmgmt - Begin,
"Taskmgmt_Waiting_FFPCmds_Rcvd" - Taskmgmt - Waiting
FFPCmds Rcvd,
"Taskmgmt_FFPCmds_Rcvd" - Taskmgmt - FFPCmds Rcvd,
"Taskmgmt_Waiting_FFPCmds_Complete" - Taskmgmt - Waiting
FFPCmds Complete,
"Taskmgmt_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Taskmgmt - Build And Send
Resp,
"Taskmgmt_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Taskmgmt - Waiting StatSN
ACK,
"Taskmgmt_Done" - Taskmgmt - Done,
"Text_Begin" - Text - Begin,
"Text_Waiting_Portal_List_Notify" - Text - Waiting Portal List Notify,
"Text_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Text - Build And Send Resp,
"Text_Waiting_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Text - Waiting Resp Sockio
Comp,
"Text_Resp_Sockio_Comp" - Text - Resp Sockio Comp,
"Text_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Text - Waiting StatSN ACK,
"Text_Done" - Text - Done,
"Scsicdb_Begin" - Scsicdb - Begin,
"Scsicdb_Claim_Early_Udata" - Scsicdb - Claim Early Udata,
"Scsicdb_Waiting_Udata_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Waiting Udata Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Udata Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Ready_For_STSubmit" - Scsicdb - Ready For STSubmit,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Not_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Udata Not Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Waiting_Task_Reassignment" - Scsicdb - Udata
Waiting Task Reassignment,
"Scsicdb_Udata_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - Udata Task
Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_Waiting_STLayer" - Scsicdb - Waiting STLayer,
"Scsicdb_RD_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - RD STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_RD_Build_And_Send_R2T" - Scsicdb - RD Build And Send
R2T,
"Scsicdb_RD_Waiting_Burst" - Scsicdb - RD Waiting Burst,
"Scsicdb_RD_Burst_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - RD Burst Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_RD_Done" - Scsicdb - RD Done,
"Scsicdb_RD_Burst_Not_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - RD Burst Not Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_RD_Waiting_Task_Reassignment" - Scsicdb - RD Waiting
Task Reassignment,

[top]

"Scsicdb_RD_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - RD Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_SD_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - SD STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_SD_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - SD XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_SD_Waiting_DataSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - SD Waiting DataSN
ACK,
"Scsicdb_SD_Done" - Scsicdb - SD Done,
"Scsicdb_SD_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - SD SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_SD_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - SD Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_SR_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - SR STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_SR_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Scsicdb - SR Build And Send
Resp,
"Scsicdb_SR_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - SR Waiting StatSN
ACK,
"Scsicdb_SR_Done" - Scsicdb - SR Done,
"Scsicdb_SR_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - SR SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_SR_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - SR Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_SR_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - SR XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_SDR_STLayer_Called" - Scsicdb - SDR STLayer Called,
"Scsicdb_SDR_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - SDR XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_SDR_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - SDR Waiting
StatSN ACK,
"Scsicdb_SDR_Done" - Scsicdb - SDR Done,
"Scsicdb_SDR_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - SDR SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_SDR_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - SDR Task Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Begin" - Scsicdb - Abort Begin,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Scsicdb - Abort Build And
Send Resp,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - Abort Waiting
StatSN ACK,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Done" - Scsicdb - Abort Done,
"Scsicdb_Abort_SNACK_Rcvd" - Scsicdb - Abort SNACK Rcvd,
"Scsicdb_Abort_Task_Reassigned" - Scsicdb - Abort Task
Reassigned,
"Scsicdb_Abort_XDI_Done" - Scsicdb - Abort XDI Done,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Begin" - Scsicdb - QFull Begin,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Build_And_Send_Resp" - Scsicdb - QFull Build And
Send Resp,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Waiting_StatSN_ACK" - Scsicdb - QFull Waiting
StatSN ACK,
"Scsicdb_QFull_Done" - Scsicdb - QFull Done,
"Scsicdb_XDI_Start" - Scsicdb - XDI Start,
"Scsicdb_XDI_Waiting_Data_In_Sockio_Comp" - Scsicdb - XDI
Waiting Data In Sockio Comp,
"Scsicdb_Waiting_Scsitgt_Abort" - Scsicdb - Waiting Scsitgt Abort,
"Done" - Done.
cmd- [0..2^32integer Variety specific sub-id.
sub-id
1]
Type of command being executed. Possible values:
cmdtype

string

"Seq",
"ITM",
"Oth",
"UNK".

Element definition: iscsi-transmitted-stats-info

[top]

Counts for PDUs transmitted.
Name

Range Type

async-msg
data-in
login-rsp
logout-rsp
nop-in
ready-to-transmit
reject
scsi-rsp
scsi-task-mgt-rsp

Description

integer Count of asynchronous iSCSI messages.
integer Count of data in PDUs.
integer Count of login responses.
integer Count of logout responses.
integer Count of NOP In.
integer Count of ready to transmit PDUs
integer Count of reject PDUs.
integer Count of scsi responses.
integer Count of scsi task management responses.

text-rsp

integer Count of text responses.

total

integer Total PDUs transmitted.

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: job
job-by-node-get
job-by-node-get-iter
job-completed-get
job-completed-get-iter
job-get
job-get-iter
job-history-get
job-history-get-iter
job-pause
job-pause-iter
job-private-completedget
job-private-completedget-iter
job-private-get
job-private-get-iter
job-private-pause
job-private-pause-iter
job-private-resume
job-private-resume-iter
job-private-soft-pause
job-private-soft-pauseiter
job-private-stop
job-private-stop-iter
job-queue-config-get
job-queue-config-modify
job-resume
job-resume-iter
job-schedule-cron-create
job-schedule-crondestroy
job-schedule-crondestroy-iter
job-schedule-cron-get
job-schedule-cron-getiter
job-schedule-cron-modify
job-schedule-get
job-schedule-get-iter
job-schedule-intervalcreate
job-schedule-intervaldestroy
job-schedule-intervaldestroy-iter
job-schedule-interval-get
job-schedule-intervalget-iter
job-schedule-interval-

Cluster management requires that certain operations run reliably,
asynchronously and on particular schedules. These 'jobs' offer
these benefits to the work they manage:
Guaranteed execution, even in the face of node failure or
reboot.
Cluster-wide or node-specific scheduling. This permits jobs
to execute where it makes the most sense.
Flexible scheduling as a one time event, on regular
intervals or coordinated to specific calendar dates.
On their exterior, jobs are a fundamentally simple concept. A job
is a task that executes at a specific time. Around this idea, there
are extended attributes that control if the job will be
automatically re-scheduled upon completion, survive major
system failures, run under which priority and so on. But in a
healthy cluster with little activity, all jobs appear very similarly.
The job APIs are generally comprised of those that enumerate
and act upon jobs in the system and those that allow schedule
customization. It should be noted that there are no APIs that
allow one to explicitly create jobs. This is intentional as jobs are
used to manage internal system workload. Jobs are responsible
for activities like moving a volume, scanning for viruses or
automatically taking snapshots as opposed to being a generic
administrative process scheduler.
Every job is described specifically by its type, id, affinity, visibility
and schedule. Both the job type and id are represented by unique
universal identifiers (UUIDs). All jobs of a given type will perform
the same task, usually with different runtime data. For instance a
volume move operation is one type of job, but can be used for
many different volumes. Job id is a specific instance of a job
type. In the example above three different volume move jobs
would have the same type but three different job ids. Jobs are
also sometimes identified by a monotonically increasing numeric
value, although this is often just a shorthand notation for the
UUID. Affinity describes whether a job may be scheduled for
execution on any node in the cluster (cluster) or must be tied to
a specific compute instance (node). Visibility dictates whether a
job's state is stored in the cluster-wide replicated database
(public) or only on the node on which it is scheduled for
execution (private). Finally a job schedun abstract concept like
when the system starts up or based upon a calendar date or
interval between executions of the same job.
Jobs always execute as small state machines with a definitive
current state as well as a specific list of states the job may enter
at any point in time. A job can be in one of the following states:
Initial - job has been created but not queued yet
Queued - job is in the queue; it could be ready to run
immediately or it may be scheduled to run at a later time
Running - the job has been picked by an instance of the
Job Manager and is running
Waiting - the job is waiting for another job to complete
Pausing - the job is in the process of pausing after being

modify
job-soft-pause
job-soft-pause-iter
job-stop
job-stop-iter

requested to pause
Paused - the job is indefinitely paused
Quitting - the job has been requested to terminate and it is
shutting down
Success - the job has successfully completed and the
results are available
Failure - the job has failed
Reschedule - the job is being re-scheduled
Error - internal error occurred
Quit - the job has been requested to terminate
Dead - the job exceeded the drop dead time and is being
removed from the queue
Unknown - the state of the job is unknown
Restart - the job is restartable
Dormant - the job is inactive while waiting on some
external event
Internally, the job execution engine organizes jobs of similar
states into common queues. Queues are processed according to
the rules of the state. For example, jobs in the wait queue are
only periodically checked to determine if their waiting condition is
met, whereas jobs in the running queue are actively processed as
CPU capacity permits.
These APIs allow for job enumeration, schedule creation and lowlevel management. The most common enumeration APIs are jobget, job-private-get and job-history-get, while the more specific
APIs like job-by-node-get act on a subset of the job-get result
set once it has been suitable filtered and/or sorted.
Schedules may either occur at well-defined calendar dates or on
a given interval between job executions. Use of the low-level
APIs should be attempted with care as they can cause the jobs to
behave abnormally or fail.

job-by-node-get

[top]

Get a single job entry. This is just a performance optimization for job-get that only searches for the job
among the ones currently owned by the given node.
Input Name

Range

[0..2^64integer The job id.
1]
nodeThe name of the node where the job is run.
name

job-node
Output Name
attributes
Errno

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

Range

Type

Description

job-info The attributes of the job-by-node entry.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-by-node-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job records organized by node. This is just a performance optimization for job-get-iter that
only searches for the job among the ones currently owned by the given node.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the job-by-node entry
optional object. All job-by-node entry objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of job-by-node entry objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job-byoptional node entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-completed-get

[top]

Get a single completed job entry. This is just a performance optimization for job-get.
Input Name

Range

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

[0..2^64integer Job ID
1]
Range

Type

Description

attributes

job-info The attributes of the job completed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-completed-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple completed job records. This is just a performance optimization for job-get-iter.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the job completed object.
optional All job completed objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of job completed objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job
optional completed objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-get

[top]

Get a single job entry.
Input Name
desiredattributes
job-id

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
[0..2^64integer The job id.
1]

Output Name

Range

Type

attributes

Description

job-info The attributes of the job.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job records.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info
specified on any number of attributes in the job object. All job
optional
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of job objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-history-get

[top]

Get a single job history event.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

jobhistoryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

node- The name of the node where the job ran, or the node that changed
name the job's state.

job-node
log-id
Output Name

[0..2^64integer The internal identifier of this job history event.
1]
Range

Type

Description

jobhistory- The attributes of the job history event.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-history-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job history records.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

jobhistoryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

jobhistoryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job history event object.
All job history event objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

jobhistoryThe list of attributes of job history event objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more job
optional history event objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 100
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-pause

[top]

Pause a job. A job must be of a type that has job-type-is-pausible set to true before it may be paused.
Once notified of a pause request, a job should stop performing work until it is subsequently resumed.
Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-pause-iter

[top]

Pause a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching job even when the operation on a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

jobpause- Information about job objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.
[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not

num-failed
numsucceeded

1]

optional operated on due some error.

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobpauseThe job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-completed-get

[top]

Get a single completed, private job entry. This is just a performance optimization for job-private-get.
Input Name

Range

[0..2^64integer Job ID
1]
nodeNode
name

job-node
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

Range

attributes

Type

Description

job-info The attributes of the private job completion entry.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-completed-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple completed, private job records. This is just a performance optimization for job-private-getiter.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the private job completion

optional entry object. All private job completion entry objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of private job completion entry objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more private
optional job completion entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-get

[top]

Get a single private job entry.
Input Name

Range

[0..2^64integer Job ID
1]
nodeNode
name

job-node
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
job-id

Type

Range

attributes

Type

Description

job-info The attributes of the private job.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple private job records.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
job-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available

will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
job-info specified on any number of attributes in the private job object. All
optional private job objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobinfo[] The list of attributes of private job objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more private
optional job objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-pause

[top]

Pause a private job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

job-node

Description
Job ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-pause-iter

[top]

Pause a collection of private jobs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
count
1]
optional
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
If operating on a specific private job, this input element must specify
job-info all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query, this
input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivateInformation about private job objects that were not operated on due
pauseto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobprivateThe private job objects that were successfully processed. This
pauseelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-resume

[top]

Resume a job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

Description
Job ID

job-node

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-resume-iter

[top]

Resume a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific private job, this input element must
job-info specify all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query,
this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivateInformation about private job objects that were not operated on due
resumeto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobprivateThe private job objects that were successfully processed. This
resumeelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-soft-pause

[top]

Soft pause a private job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

job-node

Description
Job ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-soft-pause-iter

[top]

Soft pause a collection of private jobs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
If operating on a specific private job, this input element must specify
job-info all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query, this
input element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just

returnfailure-list

boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivatesoft- Information about private job objects that were not operated on due
pause- to some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter- 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.
jobprivatesoft- The private job objects that were successfully processed. This
pause- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-private-stop

[top]

Stop a job.
Input Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

integer

job-node
Errno

Description
Job ID

node-name Node
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-private-stop-iter

[top]

Stop a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple private job objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next
boolean
matching private job even when the operation fails for the private
optional
job. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching private job even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching private job fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of private job objects to be operated in this
optional call. Default: 20
1]
If operating on a specific private job, this input element must specify
job-info all keys. If operating on private job objects based on query, this
input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of private job objects not operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of private job objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of
optional
private job objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

jobprivateInformation about private job objects that were not operated on due
stopto some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional private job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query, but were
optional not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of private job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

jobprivateThe private job objects that were successfully processed. This
stopelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional
Description

job-queue-config-get

[top]

Get the job queue configuration
Input Name Range

Type
jobqueueconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

jobqueueThe attributes of the job-queue-config.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-queue-config-modify

[top]

Modify the job queue configuration
Input Name

Range

job-queue-config-jobs-per-typethreshold

[0..100]

job-queue-config-queue-size-limit
job-queue-config-warning-threshold
Errno

Type

Description

integer
Threshold for accepted jobs per type.
optional

[0..2^32- integer
Job queue size limit.
optional
1]
[0..100]

integer Warning threshold for total number of
optional jobs.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-resume

[top]

Resume a job from the paused state.
Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-resume-iter

[top]

Resume a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching job even when the operation
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
on a previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

jobresume- Information about job objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

jobresumeThe job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.

info[]
optional
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-create

[top]

Create a new cron job schedule entry.
Input Name

Range

job-schedulecluster

Type

Description

clustername
optional

The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local
cluster. In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be
specified.

job-schedulecron-day

cron-dayof-month[] The day(s) of the month when the job should be run.
optional

job-schedulecron-day-ofweek

cron-dayof-week[] The day(s) in the week when the job should be run.
optional

job-schedulecron-hour

cronhour[]
optional

The hour(s) of the day when the job should be run.

job-schedulecron-minute

cronminute[]

The minute(s) of each hour when the job should be run.

job-schedulecron-month

cronmonth[]
optional

The month(s) when the job should be run.

job-schedulename

string

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name

Range

result

The name of the job schedule.
If set to true, returns the job-schedule-cron on successful
creation. Default: false

Type

Description

jobschedule- The job-schedule-cron created (keys or the entire object if
cron-info requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-cron-destroy
Delete a single cron job schedule entry. The entry must not be in use.

[top]

Input Name Range
jobschedulecluster
jobschedulename

Type

Description

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
name
Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional
string

The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

E_SCHEDULE_IN_USE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-cron-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete multiple cron job schedule entries. The entries must not be in use.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job-schedule-cron
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching job-schedule-cron even when the
optional
deletion of a previous job-schedule-cron fails. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching job-schedule-cron even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the deletion of a previous matching job-schedule-cron fails,
optional and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
count
1]
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job-schedule-cron objects to delete in
optional this call. Default: 100
1]
jobIf deleting a specific job-schedule-cron, this input element must
schedule- specify all keys. If deleting multiple job-schedule-cron objects
cron-info based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-cron
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of job-schedule-cron objects not deleted will not
be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-cron
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
optional the list of job-schedule-cron objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type
job-

Description

scheduleInformation about job-schedule-cron objects that were not deleted
crondue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
destroyelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching job-schedule-cron objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of job-schedule-cron objects that matched the query, but
optional were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job-schedule-cron objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully deleted.
jobscheduleThe job-schedule-cron objects that were successfully deleted. This
cronelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list'
destroyis true
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-get

[top]

Get a single cron job schedule entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

jobschedulecron-info
optional

jobschedulecluster

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name
a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional

jobschedulename
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

string

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

The name of the job schedule.

Type

Description

jobschedule- The attributes of the job-schedule-cron.
cron-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple cron job schedule entries.
Input Name

Range

jobschedulecron-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 100
1]
jobschedulecron-info
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job-schedule-cron
object. All job-schedule-cron objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobschedulecron- The list of attributes of job-schedule-cron objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more joboptional schedule-cron objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-cron-modify

[top]

Modify an existing cron job schedule entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

job-schedulecluster

clustername
optional

The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster.
In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be
specified.

job-schedulecron-day

cron-dayofThe day(s) of the month when the job should be run.
month[]
optional

job-schedulecron-day-ofweek

cron-dayof-week[] The day(s) in the week when the job should be run.
optional

job-schedulecron-hour

cronhour[]
optional

job-schedulecron-minute

cronminute[] The minute(s) of each hour when the job should be run.
optional

The hour(s) of the day when the job should be run.

job-schedulecron-month

cronmonth[]
optional

job-schedulename

string

The month(s) when the job should be run.
The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-get

[top]

Get a single job schedule entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

jobscheduleinfo
optional

jobschedulecluster

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name
a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional

jobschedulename

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

The name of the job schedule.

Type

Description

jobschedule- The attributes of the job-schedule.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple job schedule entries.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type
jobscheduleinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
jobscheduleinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleThe list of attributes of job-schedule objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more jobstring
optional schedule objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job-schedule object.
All job-schedule objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-create

[top]

Create a new interval job schedule entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

job-schedulecluster

clustername
optional

The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local
cluster. In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can
be specified.

job-schedule- [0..2^32interval-days
1]

integer
optional

The number of days between jobs.

job-schedule- [0..2^32interval-hours
1]

integer
optional

The number of hours between jobs.

job-schedule[0..2^32interval1]
minutes

integer
optional

The number of minutes between jobs.

job-schedule[0..2^32interval1]
seconds

integer
optional

The number of seconds between jobs.

job-schedulename

string

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name
result

Range

Type

The name of the job schedule.
If set to true, returns the job-schedule-interval on successful
creation. Default: false
Description

jobschedule- The job-schedule-interval created (keys or the entire object if
interval-info requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-interval-destroy

[top]

Delete a single interval job schedule entry. The entry must not be in use.
Input Name Range
jobschedulecluster
jobschedulename

Type

Description

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
name
Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional
string

The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

E_SCHEDULE_IN_USE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-schedule-interval-destroy-iter

[top]

Delete multiple interval job schedule entries. The entries must not be in use.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job-schedule-interval
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching job-schedule-interval even when the
optional
deletion of a previous job-schedule-interval fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching job-schedule-interval even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the deletion of a previous matching job-schedule-interval
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or
not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job-schedule-interval objects to delete in
optional this call. Default: 100
1]
jobIf deleting a specific job-schedule-interval, this input element must
schedulespecify all keys. If deleting multiple job-schedule-interval objects
intervalbased on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-interval
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of job-schedule-interval objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job-schedule-interval
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
optional the list of job-schedule-interval objects deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleInformation about job-schedule-interval objects that were not
intervaldeleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching job-schedule-interval objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of job-schedule-interval objects that matched the query,
optional but were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job-schedule-interval objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno

jobscheduleThe job-schedule-interval objects that were successfully deleted.
intervalThis element will be returned only if input element 'return-successdestroylist' is true
iter-info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-get

[top]

Get a single interval job schedule entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

jobscheduleintervalinfo
optional

jobschedulecluster

clusterThe cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name
a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional

jobschedulename

string

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

The name of the job schedule.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleThe attributes of the job-schedule-interval.
intervalinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-get-iter

[top]

Get multiple interval job schedule entries.
Input Name

Range

jobscheduleintervalinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

jobscheduleintervalinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the job-schedule-interval
object. All job-schedule-interval objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

jobscheduleinterval- The list of attributes of job-schedule-interval objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more joboptional schedule-interval objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 100
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-schedule-interval-modify
Modify an existing interval job schedule entry.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local
name cluster. In a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be
optional specified.

job-schedulecluster

job-schedule- [0..2^32- integer
The number of days between jobs.
interval-days
1]
optional
job-schedule- [0..2^32- integer
The number of hours between jobs.
optional
interval-hours
1]
job-schedule[0..2^32- integer
The number of minutes between jobs.
intervaloptional
1]
minutes
job-schedule[0..2^32- integer
intervalThe number of seconds between jobs.
optional
1]
seconds
job-schedulename

string

The name of the job schedule.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

job-soft-pause

[top]

Soft pause a job. Indicates to the job that a soft pause has been initiated. It is up to the job to do what
it needs to do for a soft pause. As a result of this command the job may request to be moved into the
runnnable queue to perform further processing of the soft pause.
Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-soft-pause-iter

[top]

Soft pause a collection of jobs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching job even when the operation on a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
count
1]
optional
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

jobsoftInformation about job objects that were not operated on due to
pausesome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

Errno

jobsoftpause- The job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iter- be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

job-stop
Stop a job. A job must be of a type that has job-type-is-quittable set to true before it may be stopped.
job-stop attempts to stop a job that's currently running. If the job allows itself to stop it completes its
current run. If the job has a recurring schedule it will transition to the Queued state; otherwise it will
transition into either the Success or Failure state.

[top]

Input Name
job-id

Range

Type Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The job id.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

job-stop-iter

[top]

Stop a collection of jobs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple job objects match a given
boolean query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching
optional job even when the operation fails for the job. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching job even when the operation on a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching job fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on
the number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of job objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

If operating on a specific job, this input element must specify all
job-info keys. If operating on job objects based on query, this input element
must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of job objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of job objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of job
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

jobstop- Information about job objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional job objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of job objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

jobstopThe job objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

Element definition: cron-hour

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

Element definition: cron-minute
Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cron-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].
[none]

Element definition: job-history-info

[top]

Job history log event When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

jobcompletion

string Human-readable job completion message. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

jobdescription

string
Job description. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-endtime

[0..2^31- integer When the job last completed. The time value is in seconds since
optional January 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

job-event- [0..2^31- integer The time when this event was logged. The time value is in seconds
time
1]
optional since January 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of this history event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

job-eventtype

job-id

job-

jobeventtype
optional

"idle" - The job has become idle,
"running" - The job has started running,
"succeeded" - The job has completed successfully,
"failed" - The job has completed with a failure,
"paused" - The job has been paused,
"stopped" - The job has been stopped,
"deleted" - The job has been deleted,
"error" - Job Manager experienced an error while processing the
job

The identifier associated with this job by the Job Manager. This
identifier is unique within a cluster. The 'job-history-get-iter' API can
[0..2^64- integer return multiple records for a given job identifier because it logs the
optional state transitions that the job has been through. Records in the 'job1]
history-get-iter' API are returned in reverse chronological order.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer

The error code, if any, that the Job Manager associated with this

managererror-code

1]

optional

event. If set, 'job-error-text' will contain human-readable information
about the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

jobmanagererror-text

The human-readable text for the error code, if any, that the Job
string
Manager associated with this event. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

job-name

string
Name of the job. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-node

nodeThe name of the node where the job ran, or the node that changed the
name
job's state. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

jobprogress

string Human-readable job progress message. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

job-start- [0..2^31- integer When the job last started. The time value is in seconds since January
time
1]
optional 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Status code. Value other than 0 indicates an error in the job
job-status- [0..2^64- integer
execution, in which case 'job-completion' will contain human-readable
optional
code
1]
information about the error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
jobusername

string The name of the user that created the job. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

job-uuid

Job's universally unique identifier (UUID). Attributes: non-creatable,
uuid
optional non-modifiable

jobvserver

jobhistoryVserver from which the job was created. Attributes: key, nonvservercreatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

log-id

[0..2^64- integer The internal identifier of this job history event. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: job-info

[top]

Contains information about a specific job When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-restarted

boolean
optional

Restarted? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-category

string
optional

Job Category Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-completion

string
optional

Completion String Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Drop-dead Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-dropdeadtime

[0..2^311]

job-end-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

End Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Job ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-name

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-node

Priority Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"low" ,
"medium" ,
"high" ,
"exclusive"

job-priority

job-priority
optional

job-progress

string
optional

Execution Progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Queue Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Schedule Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-queue-time

[0..2^311]

job-schedule
job-start-time

[0..2^311]

State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

job-state
optional

job-state

[0..2^641]

"initial" - Initializing,
"queued" - Queued,
"running" - Running,
"waiting" - Waiting For Another Job,
"pausing" - Entering Paused State,
"paused" - Paused,
"quitting" - Entering Quit State,
"success" - Succeeded,
"failure" - Failed,
"reschedule" - Forcing Reschedule,
"error" - Internal Error,
"quit" - Quit,
"dead" - Died,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"restart" - Forcing Restart,
"dormant" - Waiting For External Event

integer
optional

Status Code Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-type

string
optional

Job Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-username

string
optional

User Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid

uuid
optional

UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-vserver

vservername
optional

Owning Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-status-code

Element definition: job-pause-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-key

job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: job-private-pause-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name
error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-private-resume-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name
error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-private-soft-pause-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name
error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

[top]

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-private-stop-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against private job object.
Name

Range

error-code

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-privatekey

job-info

The keys for the private job object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: job-queue-config-info

[top]

Contains configuration detail information about the job queue. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

job-queue-config-jobs-pertype-threshold

[0..100]

job-queue-config-queuesize-limit

Type

Description

integer Threshold for accepted jobs per type. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Job queue size limit. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional modifiable

job-queue-config-warningthreshold

[0..100]

integer Warning threshold for total number of jobs.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: job-resume-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string

error-message

optional

job-key

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: job-schedule-cron-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against job-schedule-cron
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

job-schedulecron-key

job-schedulecron-info

The keys for the job-schedule-cron object to which the
deletion applies.

Element definition: job-schedule-cron-info

[top]

Contains detail information about cron job schedules. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

jobschedulecluster

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
name Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

jobschedulecron-day

cronday-of- The day(s) of the month when the job should be run. Attributes:
month[] optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedulecron-day-ofweek

cronday-of- The day(s) in the week when the job should be run. Attributes: optionalweek[] for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedulecron-hour

cronThe hour(s) of the day when the job should be run. Attributes: optionalhour[]
for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedulecron-minute

cronThe minute(s) of each hour when the job should be run. Attributes:
minute[]
required-for-create, modifiable
optional

jobschedule-

cronThe month(s) when the job should be run. Attributes: optional-formonth[]
create, modifiable

cron-month

optional

jobscheduledescription

string The description of the job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

jobschedulename

string The name of the job schedule. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: job-schedule-info

[top]

Contains overview information about a single job schedule. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

jobschedulecluster
jobscheduledescription
jobschedulename

Type

Description

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In a
Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
name
optional Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The description of the job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable
The name of the job schedule. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonstring
optional modifiable
The type of job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

jobscheduletype

scheduletype
optional

"cron" ,
"interval" ,
"builtin" ,
"unknown"

Element definition: job-schedule-interval-destroy-iter-info
Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against job-schedule-interval
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

[top]

job-scheduleinterval-key

job-scheduleinterval-info

The keys for the job-schedule-interval object to
which the deletion applies.

Element definition: job-schedule-interval-info

[top]

Contains detail information about interval job schedules. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
jobschedulecluster
jobscheduledescription

Range

Type

Description

cluster- The cluster owner of the job schedule. Defaults to the local cluster. In
name a Metrocluster configuration, the partner cluster can be specified.
optional Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
string The description of the job schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

jobscheduleintervaldays

[0..2^32- integer The number of days between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobscheduleintervalhours

[0..2^32- integer The number of hours between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobscheduleintervalminutes

[0..2^32- integer The number of minutes between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobscheduleintervalseconds

[0..2^32- integer The number of seconds between jobs. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
1]

jobschedulename

string The name of the job schedule. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: job-soft-pause-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
job-key

job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: job-stop-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against job object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

error-message
job-key

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
job-info The keys for the job object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling day of month. -1 represents all days of a month from 1 to 31, and only
supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..31].
[none]

Element definition: cron-day-of-week
Job Manager cron scheduling day of week. Zero represents Sunday. -1 represents all days of a week
and only supported for cron schedule create and modify. Range : [-1..6].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cron-hour

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling hour. -1 represents all hours and only supported for cron schedule create
and modify. Range : [-1..23].
[none]

Element definition: cron-minute

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling minute. -1 represents all minutes and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..59].
[none]

Element definition: cron-month

[top]

Job Manager cron scheduling month. -1 represents all months and only supported for cron schedule
create and modify. Range : [-1..11].
[none]

Element definition: job-event-type

[top]

Jobs will trigger history events at certain stages of their life cycle. These events are of the types
described herein. Possible values:
"idle" - The job has become idle,
"running" - The job has started running,
"succeeded" - The job has completed successfully,
"failed" - The job has completed with a failure,
"paused" - The job has been paused,
"stopped" - The job has been stopped,
"deleted" - The job has been deleted,
"error" - Job Manager experienced an error while processing the job
[none]

Element definition: job-history-vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: job-info

[top]

Contains information about a specific job When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-restarted

boolean
optional

Restarted? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-category

string
optional

Job Category Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-completion

string
optional

Completion String Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-dropdeadtime

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

Drop-dead Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-end-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

End Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Job ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-name

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-node

Priority Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"low" ,
"medium" ,
"high" ,
"exclusive"

job-priority

job-priority
optional

job-progress

string
optional

Execution Progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Queue Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Schedule Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-queue-time

[0..2^311]

job-schedule
job-start-time

[0..2^311]

State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

job-state
optional

job-state

[0..2^641]

"initial" - Initializing,
"queued" - Queued,
"running" - Running,
"waiting" - Waiting For Another Job,
"pausing" - Entering Paused State,
"paused" - Paused,
"quitting" - Entering Quit State,
"success" - Succeeded,
"failure" - Failed,
"reschedule" - Forcing Reschedule,
"error" - Internal Error,
"quit" - Quit,
"dead" - Died,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"restart" - Forcing Restart,
"dormant" - Waiting For External Event

integer
optional

Status Code Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-type

string
optional

Job Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-username

string
optional

User Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid

uuid
optional

UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-vserver

vservername
optional

Owning Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

job-status-code

Element definition: job-priority

[top]

Execution priority of a job. There are thread pools for each priority level. Higher priority jobs may run in
the pools of lower priorities. So High-priority jobs may run in the High, Medium or Low thread pools,
Medium-priority jobs may run in the Medium or Low thread pools and Low-priority jobs may only run in
the Low thread pool. The exception to this is Exclusive jobs: Exclusive-priority jobs will only run in the
Exclusive thread pool and only Exclusive-priority jobs will be run in the Exclusive thread pool. Possible
values:
"low" ,
"medium" ,
"high" ,
"exclusive"
[none]

Element definition: job-state
Jobs execute as self-contained state machines. They follow a series of careful steps from creation to
destruction. These steps are dictated by the states that they find themselves in as well as the allowable
list of states they may transition into. The state can be an indicator of whether a job is executing and if
not, why that is the case. Possible values:

[top]

"initial" - Initializing,
"queued" - Queued,
"running" - Running,
"waiting" - Waiting For Another Job,
"pausing" - Entering Paused State,
"paused" - Paused,
"quitting" - Entering Quit State,
"success" - Succeeded,
"failure" - Failed,
"reschedule" - Forcing Reschedule,
"error" - Internal Error,
"quit" - Quit,
"dead" - Died,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"restart" - Forcing Restart,
"dormant" - Waiting For External Event
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: schedule-type

[top]

Jobs may be scheduled according to one of three major styles: 'cron' is for jobs that should be run at a
specific time or well-defined calendar date; 'interval' is for jobs that should be run on a regular period;
'builtin' is for jobs that should be run according to internal rules. Of these 'cron' and 'interval' may be
customized. Possible values:
"cron" ,
"interval" ,
"builtin" ,
"unknown"
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: kerberos
This set of ZAPIs allows Kerberos realm configuration and
management.

kerberos-config-get
kerberos-config-get-iter
kerberos-config-modify
kerberos-realm-create
kerberos-realm-delete
kerberos-realm-get-iter
kerberos-realm-modify

kerberos-config-get

[top]

Get Kerberos configuration information for a LIF.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

kerberosconfiginfo
optional

interfacename

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Logical interface.

Type

Description

kerberosconfig- The attributes of the kerberos-config.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

kerberos-config-get-iter

[top]

Get Kerberos configuration information for a group of LIFs.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
kerberosconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 50
optional
1]
kerberos- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
config- specified on any number of attributes in the kerberos-config

info
object. All kerberos-config objects matching this query up to 'maxoptional records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

kerberosconfigThe list of attributes of kerberos-config objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional kerberos-config objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

kerberos-config-modify

[top]

Modify Kerberos configuration information for a LIF
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string
Administrator password.
optional

admin-username

string
Administrator username.
optional

force
interface-name
is-kerberosenabled
keytab-uri
machineaccount

Force option to disable Kerberos security on a LIF (default:false). If
boolean set to true, any errors encountered when deleting the corresponding
optional account on the KDC are ignored in which case the account should be
deleted manually.
string

Logical interface.

boolean
If 'true', then kerberos security is enabled.
optional
string
Keytab to load the uri from.
optional
string
Machine Account Name.
optional

organizationalunit

string
Organizational Unit.
optional

serviceprincipal-name

string
Kerberos service principal name.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_CANT_SHARE_AD_KERBEROS_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

kerberos-realm-create

[top]

Create a new Kerberos realm configuration.
In Data ONTAP 8.2.x and prior versions, Kerberos realms were owned by Cserver and were accessible
only from Admin Vserver LIFs using the input 'config-name'. The 'vserver' input was not required.
Starting from Data ONTAP 8.3.0, Kerberos realms are owned by data Vservers and are accessible from
both Admin and data Vserver LIFs. The 'config-name' input can no longer be used as a key. The 'realm'
input must be used instead. The 'vserver' input is required.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ad-serverip

ipIP Address of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
address
mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.
optional

ad-servername

string Host name of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
optional mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'

adminserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos administration daemon is
iprunning. This is usually the master KDC. If this parameter is omitted, the
address
IP address specified in kdc-ip is used. If specified, this should be the
optional
same as the kdc-ip if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.

adminserver-port

integer The TCP port on the Kerberos administration server where the Kerberos
optional administration service is running. The default for this parmater is 749.

clock-skew

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting tickets with time
integer
stamps that do not exactly match the host's system clock. The default for
optional
this parameter is 5 minutes.

comment

string
Comment
optional

configname

string
Kerberos configuration name.
optional

kdc-ip

IP address of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server for this Kerberos
ipaddress realm.

kdc-port

integer TCP port on the KDC to be used for Kerberos communication. The default
optional for this parameter is 88.

kdc-vendor

The vendor of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server. If the
kdcconfiguration uses a Microsoft Active Directory (AD) domain for
vendor
authentication, this field should be 'microsoft'.

passwordserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos password-changing server is
iprunning. Typically, this is the same as the host indicated in the
address
adminserver-ip. If this parameter is omitted, the IP address in kdc-ip is
optional
used.

passwordserver-port

The TCP port on the Kerberos password-changing server where the
integer
Kerberos password-changing service is running. The default for this
optional
parameter is 464.

realm

string

Kerberos realm name.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

kerberos-realm-delete

[top]

Delete the Kerberos realm configuration.
In Data ONTAP 8.2.x and prior versions, Kerberos realms were owned by Cserver and were accessible
only from Admin Vserver LIFs using the input 'config-name'. The 'vserver' input was not required.
Starting from Data ONTAP 8.3.0, Kerberos realms are owned by data Vservers and are accessible from
both Admin and data Vserver LIFs. The 'config-name' input can no longer be used as a key. The 'realm'
input must be used instead. The 'vserver' input is required.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
Kerberos configuration name.
optional

config-name

string
Kerberos realm name.
optional

realm
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

kerberos-realm-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Kerberos realm configurations.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
kerberosattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
realm
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
kerberosspecified on any number of attributes in the kerberos-realm object.
realm
All kerberos-realm objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

kerberosrealm[] The list of attributes of kerberos-realm objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional kerberos-realm objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32-

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

kerberos-realm-modify

[top]

Modify the Kerberos realm configuration.
In Data ONTAP 8.2.x and prior versions, Kerberos realms were owned by Cserver and were accessible
only from Admin Vserver LIFs using the input 'config-name'. The 'vserver' input was not required.
Starting from Data ONTAP 8.3.0, Kerberos realms are owned by data Vservers and are accessible from
both Admin and data Vserver LIFs. The 'config-name' input can no longer be used as a key. The 'realm'
input must be used instead. The 'vserver' input is required.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ad-serverip

ipIP Address of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
address
mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.
optional

ad-servername

string Host name of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
optional mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'

adminserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos administration daemon is
iprunning. This is usually the master KDC. If this parameter is omitted, the
address
IP address specified in kdc-ip is used. If specified, this should be the
optional
same as the kdc-ip if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'.

adminserver-port

integer The TCP port on the Kerberos administration server where the Kerberos
optional administration service is running. The default for this parmater is 749.

clock-skew

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting tickets with time
integer
stamps that do not exactly match the host's system clock. The default for
optional
this parameter is 5 minutes.

comment

string
Comment
optional

configname

string
Kerberos configuration name.
optional

kdc-ip

ipIP address of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server for this Kerberos
address
realm.
optional

kdc-port

integer TCP port on the KDC to be used for Kerberos communication. The default
optional for this parameter is 88.

kdc-vendor

kdc- The vendor of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server. If the
vendor configuration uses a Microsoft Active Directory (AD) domain for
optional authentication, this field should be 'microsoft'.

passwordserver-ip

IP address of the host where the Kerberos password-changing server is
iprunning. Typically, this is the same as the host indicated in the
address
adminserver-ip. If this parameter is omitted, the IP address in kdc-ip is
optional
used.

passwordserver-port

The TCP port on the Kerberos password-changing server where the
integer
Kerberos password-changing service is running. The default for this
optional
parameter is 464.

realm

string
Kerberos realm name.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: kdc-vendor

[top]

Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) Vendor Possible values:
"microsoft" ,
"other"
[none]

Element definition: kerberos-config-info

[top]

Kerberos configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adminpassword

string Administrator password for the Key Distribution Center. This is a
optional required input. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

admin-username

string Administrator username for the Key Distribution Center. This is a
optional required input. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

force

interface-name

Force option to disable Kerberos security on a LIF (default:false). If
boolean set to true, any errors encountered when deleting the corresponding
optional account on the KDC are ignored in which case the account should be
deleted manually. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
string
Logical interface. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

string
Logical interface IP address. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

ip-address

This is a required input.

is-kerberosenabled

If 'true', Kerberos security is enabled by creating an account in the
Key Distribution Center using the Service Principal Name. If another
boolean logical interface uses the same Service Principal Name, the account is
optional shared.
If 'false', Kerberos security is disabled and the associated account is
deleted when it is not used by any logical interface. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

keytab-uri

string Load Keytab from URI. This field should not be specified when
optional disabling Kerberos. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

machineaccount

string
Machine Account Name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

organizationalunit

string Organization Unit. This option is available for a Microsoft AD KDC only.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

permitted-enctypes

string[] Permitted encryption types in the Vserver. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

serviceprincipal-name

Kerberos service principal name. This is a required input for enabling
string
Kerberos. This input should not be specified when disabling Kerberos.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
string
Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: kerberos-realm

[top]

Kerberos realm configuration specifies the locations of Key Distribution Center (KDC) servers and
administration daemons for the Kerberos realms of interest. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ad-serverip

IP Address of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
ipaddress mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ad-servername

Host name of the Active Directory Domain Controller (DC). This is a
string
mandatory parameter if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft' Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable
IP address of the host where the Kerberos administration daemon is
running. This is usually the master KDC. If this parameter is omitted,
ipaddress the IP address specified in kdc-ip is used. If specified, this should be
optional the same as the kdc-ip if the kdc-vendor is 'microsoft'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

adminserver-ip
adminserver-

[1..65535]

integer

The TCP port on the Kerberos administration server where the
Kerberos administration service is running. The default for this

optional

port
clockskew

parmater is 749. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The clock skew in minutes is the tolerance for accepting tickets with
[0..2^32- integer time stamps that do not exactly match the host's system clock. The
1]
optional default for this parameter is 5 minutes. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

configname

string Kerberos configuration name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

kdc-ip

ipIP address of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server for this
address
Kerberos realm. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

kdc-port [1..65535]

kdcvendor

passwordserver-ip

TCP port on the KDC to be used for Kerberos communication. The
integer
default for this parameter is 88. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
The vendor of the Key Distribution Centre (KDC) server. If the
configuration uses a Microsoft Active Directory (AD) domain for
kdc- authentication, this field should be 'microsoft'. Attributes: requiredvendor for-create, modifiable Possible values:
optional
"microsoft" ,
"other"
IP address of the host where the Kerberos password-changing server
ipis running. Typically, this is the same as the host indicated in the
address
adminserver-ip. If this parameter is omitted, the IP address in kdc-ip
optional
is used. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The TCP port on the Kerberos password-changing server where the
passwordinteger
Kerberos password-changing service is running. The default for this
server- [1..65535]
optional
parameter is 464. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
port
permittedenc-types
realm
vservername

string[] Permitted encryption types on the Vserver. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string Kerberos realm name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
vservername Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: kdc-vendor
Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC) Vendor Possible values:
"microsoft" ,
"other"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ldap
This set of ZAPIs manages Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) configuration.

ldap-check-get-iter
ldap-client-create
ldap-client-delete
ldap-client-get-iter
ldap-client-modify
ldap-client-schema-copy
ldap-client-schema-delete
ldap-client-schema-getiter
ldap-client-schemamodify
ldap-config-create
ldap-config-delete
ldap-config-get-iter
ldap-config-modify

ldap-check-get-iter

[top]

Display the status of an LDAP configuration
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ldapspecified on any number of attributes in the ldap-client-check
status
object. All ldap-client-check objects matching this query up to 'maxoptional
records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ldapstatus[] The list of attributes of ldap-client-check objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional client-check objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ldapattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_LDAP_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED
E_LDAP_CONFIG_DISABLED
E_LDAP_VSERVER_CONFIG_INVALID

ldap-client-create

[top]

Create a new Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration for the cluster.
Input Name
ad-domain

base-dn

Range

Type

Description

The Active Directory Domain Name for this LDAP configuration.
string
The option is ONLY applicable for configurations using Active
optional
Directory LDAP servers.
Indicates the starting point for searches within the LDAP directory
ldap-dn
tree. If omitted, searches will start at the root of the directory
optional
tree.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search. If omitted, this
parameter defaults to 'subtree'. Possible values:

base-scope

bind-as-cifsserver

bind-dn

ldapsearchscope
optional

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

If set, the cluster will use the CIFS server's credentials to bind to
boolean the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter defaults to 'true' if
optional the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP and defaults to
'false' otherwise.
The Bind Distinguished Name (DN) is the LDAP identity used
during the authentication process by the clients. This is required if
ldap-dn
the LDAP server does not support anonymous binds. This field is
optional
not used if 'bind-as-cfs-server' is set to 'true'. Example :
cn=username,cn=Users,dc=example,dc=com

bindpassword

string
The password to be used with the bind-dn.
optional

group-dn

The Group Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for group lookups. If not
optional
specified, group lookups will start at the base-dn.

groupmembershipfilter

string This indicates the custom filter to be used while looking up group
optional membership from an LDAP server.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing group
lookups. Possible values:

group-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

is-netgroupbyhostenabled

boolean This indicates whether netgroup.byhost map should be queried
optional for lookups.

ldap-clientconfig

string

The name of the LDAP client configuration.

string[] List of LDAP Servers to use for this configuration. The option is
optional NOT applicable for configurations using ad-domain parameter.

ldap-servers
ldapsenabled

boolean
Indicates whether LDAPS is enabled or not.
optional
The minimum authentication level that can be used to
authenticate with the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter
defaults to 'sasl' if the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP.
For configurations that use LDAP servers from other vendors, this
parameter defaults to 'simple' if a 'bind-dn' is specified and
'anonymous' otherwise. Possible values:

min-bindlevel

ldapauthmethod
optional

netgroupbyhost-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup byhost
optional lookups. If not specified, netgroup byhost lookups will start at the
base-dn.

"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
bind

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
byhost lookups. Possible values:
netgroupbyhost-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

netgroup-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn
the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup lookups.
optional
If not specified, netgroup lookups will start at the base-dn.

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
lookups. Possible values:
netgroupscope

ldapsearchscope
optional

obspassword

hexstring Encrypted Password
optional

preferredad-servers

Preferred Active Directory (AD) Domain controllers to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. This option is ONLY applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers

querytimeout
referralenabled
return-

[0..10]

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

integer Maximum time in seconds to wait for a query response from the
optional LDAP server. The default for this parameter is 3 seconds.
If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
boolean
(LDAP) configuration is enabled for LDAP referral chasing for this
optional
Vserver.
boolean If set to true, returns the ldap-client on successful creation.

record

optional Default: false

schema

string

(DEPRECATED)-List of LDAP Server IP addresses to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. The option is NOT applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers.

servers

ldapsecurity
optional

sessionsecurity

tcp-port

LDAP schema to use for this configuration. The list of possible
schemas can be obtained using the ldap-client-schema-get-iter
API.

[1..65535]

This indicates the level of security for LDAP communications. By
default this option is none. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic

integer The TCP port on the LDAP server to use for this configuration. If
optional omitted, this parameter defaults to 389.

try-channelbinding

boolean This indicates whether channel binding will be tried in case of
optional TLS/LDAPS.

use-start-tls

boolean
This indicates if start_tls will be used over LDAP connections.
optional
The User Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for user lookups. If this
optional
parameter is omitted, user lookups will start at the base-dn.

user-dn

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing user
lookups. Possible values:
ldapsearchscope
optional

user-scope

Output Name

Range

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

Type

Description

ldapThe ldap-client created (keys or the entire object if requested)
client
optional

result

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

ldap-client-delete

[top]

Delete an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration from the cluster.
Input Name

Range Type

ldap-client-config
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

string The name of the LDAP client configuration.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configurations for the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ldapattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
client
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ldapspecified on any number of attributes in the ldap-client object. All
client
ldap-client objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

ldapclient[] The list of attributes of ldap-client objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional client objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

ldap-client-modify

[top]

Modify an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration.
Input Name
ad-domain

base-dn

Range

Type

Description

The Active Directory Domain Name for this LDAP configuration.
string
The option is ONLY applicable for configurations using Active
optional
Directory LDAP servers.
Indicates the starting point for searches within the LDAP directory
ldap-dn
tree. If omitted, searches will start at the root of the directory
optional
tree.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search. If omitted, this
parameter defaults to 'subtree'. Possible values:

base-scope

ldapsearch-

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the

scope
optional

bind-as-cifsserver

bind-dn

base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

If set, the cluster will use the CIFS server's credentials to bind to
boolean the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter defaults to 'true' if
optional the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP and defaults to
'false' otherwise.
The Bind Distinguished Name (DN) is the LDAP identity used
during the authentication process by the clients. This is required if
ldap-dn
the LDAP server does not support anonymous binds. This field is
optional
not used if 'bind-as-cfs-server' is set to 'true'. Example :
cn=username,cn=Users,dc=example,dc=com

bindpassword

string
The password to be used with the bind-dn.
optional

group-dn

The Group Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for group lookups. If not
optional
specified, group lookups will start at the base-dn.

groupmembershipfilter

string This indicates the custom filter to be used while looking up group
optional membership from an LDAP server.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing group
lookups. Possible values:

group-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

is-netgroupbyhostenabled

boolean This indicates whether netgroup.byhost map should be queried
optional for lookups.

ldap-clientconfig
ldap-servers
ldapsenabled

string

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

The name of the LDAP client configuration.

string[] List of LDAP Servers to use for this configuration. The option is
optional NOT applicable for configurations using ad-domain parameter.
boolean
Indicates whether LDAPS is enabled or not.
optional
The minimum authentication level that can be used to
authenticate with the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter
defaults to 'sasl' if the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP.
For configurations that use LDAP servers from other vendors, this
parameter defaults to 'simple' if a 'bind-dn' is specified and
'anonymous' otherwise. Possible values:

min-bindlevel

ldapauthmethod
optional

netgroupbyhost-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup byhost
optional lookups. If not specified, netgroup byhost lookups will start at the
base-dn.

"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
bind

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
byhost lookups. Possible values:

netgroupbyhost-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

netgroup-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn
the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup lookups.
optional
If not specified, netgroup lookups will start at the base-dn.

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
lookups. Possible values:
netgroupscope

ldapsearchscope
optional

obspassword

hexstring Encrypted Password
optional

preferredad-servers

Preferred Active Directory (AD) Domain controllers to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. This option is ONLY applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers

querytimeout

[0..10]

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

integer Maximum time in seconds to wait for a query response from the
optional LDAP server. The default for this parameter is 3 seconds.

referralenabled

If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
boolean
(LDAP) configuration is enabled for LDAP referral chasing for this
optional
Vserver.

schema

LDAP schema to use for this configuration. The list of possible
string
schemas can be obtained using the ldap-client-schema-get-iter
optional
API.

servers

(DEPRECATED)-List of LDAP Server IP addresses to use for this
ipaddress[] configuration. The option is NOT applicable for configurations
optional using Active Directory LDAP servers.
ldapsecurity
optional

sessionsecurity

skip-configvalidation
tcp-port

This indicates the level of security for LDAP communications. By
default this option is none. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory
optional Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.
[1..65535]

integer The TCP port on the LDAP server to use for this configuration. If
optional omitted, this parameter defaults to 389.

try-channelbinding

boolean This indicates whether channel binding will be tried in case of
optional TLS/LDAPS.

use-start-tls

boolean
This indicates if start_tls will be used over LDAP connections.
optional

user-dn

The User Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn
starting point in the LDAP directory tree for user lookups. If this
optional
parameter is omitted, user lookups will start at the base-dn.
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing user
lookups. Possible values:
ldapsearch-

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,

user-scope

scope
optional

"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_COMMAND_OPTION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_WORKGROUP_MODE

ldap-client-schema-copy

[top]

Copy an existing LDAP schema. If the LDAP server that the storage system needs to query does not
support any of the default read-only schemas, this API can be used to create an editable copy of an
existing read-only schema. After copying the schema, the copy can be modified using the ldap-clientschema-modify API.
Input Name

Range Type

new-schema-name

Description

string New Schema Template Name

schema

string A name for the schema.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-schema-delete

[top]

Delete an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) schema configuration. Only the
schemas that are defined using the ldap-client-schema-copy API can be deleted using this API.
Input Name Range Type
schema

Description

string A name for the schema.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-schema-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client schema configurations that are
defined for the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

ldap- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
client- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
schema present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ldapclientThe list of attributes of ldap-client-schema objects.
schema[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional client-schema objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ldap-client-schema
object. All ldap-client-schema objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

ldapclientschema
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ldap-client-schema-modify

[top]

Modify an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) schema configuration. If the LDAP
server that the storage system needs to query does not support any of the default read-only schemas,
the ldap-client-schema-copy API can be used to create a editable copy of an existing read-only schema.
After copying the schema, the copy can be modified using this API to support the target schema.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cn-group-attribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by
optional RFC 2307 when working with groups.

cn-netgroup-attribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by
optional RFC 2307 when working with netgroups.

comment

string
A comment that can be associated with the schema.
optional

enable-rfc2307bis

boolean This indicates if the RFC 2307bis is enabled for client
optional schema.

gecos-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 gecos attribute.
optional

gid-number-attribute
group-of-uniquenames-object-class
home-directoryattribute
login-shell-attribute
member-nis-netgroup-

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 gidNumber attribute.
optional
string Name that represents the RFC 2307bis
optional groupOfUniqueNames object class.
string Name that represents the RFC 2307 homeDirectory
optional attribute.
string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 loginShell attribute.
optional
string

Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberNisNetgroup

attribute

optional attribute.

member-uid-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberUid attribute.
optional

nis-mapentry-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapEntry Attribute.
optional

nis-mapname-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapName Attribute.
optional

nis-netgroup-objectclass

string Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroup object
optional class.

nis-netgroup-tripleattribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroupTriple
optional attribute.
string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisObject Object Class.
optional

nis-object-class
posix-account-objectclass
posix-group-objectclass
schema

string Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixAccount object
optional class.
string Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixGroup object
optional class.
string

A name for the schema.

string Name that represents the RFC 1274 userid attribute used by
optional RFC 2307 as uid.

uid-attribute
uid-number-attribute

string
Name that represents the RFC 2307 uidNumber attribute.
optional

unique-memberattribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2307bis uniqueMember
optional attribute.

user-passwordattribute

string Name that represents the RFC 2256 userPassword attribute
optional used by RFC 2307.

windows-accountattribute

string Attribute name to be used to get the windows account
optional information for a unix user account.

windows-to-unixattribute

string Attribute name to be used to get the unix account
optional information for a windows user account.

windows-to-unix-nodomain-prefix
windows-to-unixobject-class
Errno

boolean This indicates if the name for windows to unix name
optional mapping should have no domain prefix.
string
Name that represents the windowsToUnix object class.
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ldap-config-create

[top]

Create a new association between a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration
and a Vserver. A Vserver can have only one client configuration associated with it.
Input Name Range
client-config
clientenabled

Type
string

Description
The name of an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
client configuration. The LDAP client configuration can be created using
the ldap-client-create API. The ldap-client-get-iter API can be used to
retrieve the list of available LDAP client configurations for the cluster.

boolean If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
optional configuration is enabled for this Vserver.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the ldap-config on successful creation. Default:
optional false

skip-configvalidation

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access
optional Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

ldapconfig The ldap-config created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_LDAP_VSERVER_CONFIG_INVALID
E_LDAP_CLIENT_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

ldap-config-delete

[top]

Delete a Vserver's association with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

ldap-config-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configurations in the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ldapattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ldapspecified on any number of attributes in the ldap-config object. All
config
ldap-config objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

ldapconfig[] The list of attributes of ldap-config objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ldapoptional config objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ldap-config-modify

[top]

Modify the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configuration for a Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

clientconfig

The name of an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
string client configuration. The LDAP client configuration can be created using
optional the ldap-client-create API. The ldap-client-get-iter API can be used to
retrieve the list of available LDAP client configurations for the cluster.

clientenabled

boolean If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
optional configuration is enabled for this Vserver.

skip-configvalidation

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access
optional Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.

Errno

Description

E_LDAP_VSERVER_CONFIG_INVALID
E_LDAP_CLIENT_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ldap-auth-method

[top]

anonymous|simple|sasl Possible values:
"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) bind
[none]

Element definition: ldap-client

[top]

LDAP Client Information. Each entry specifies an LDAP client configuration that can be associated with a
Vserver using the ldap-config-create API. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ad-domain

The Active Directory Domain Name for this LDAP configuration.
string
The option is ONLY applicable for configurations using Active
optional
Directory LDAP servers. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

base-dn

Indicates the starting point for searches within the LDAP directory
ldap-dn
tree. If omitted, searches will start at the root of the directory
optional
tree. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

base-scope

bind-as-cifsserver

bind-dn

bind-

ldapsearchscope
optional

This indicates the scope for LDAP search. If omitted, this
parameter defaults to 'subtree'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:
"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

If set, the cluster will use the CIFS server's credentials to bind to
boolean the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter defaults to 'true' if
optional the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP and defaults to
'false' otherwise. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The Bind Distinguished Name (DN) is the LDAP identity used
during the authentication process by the clients. This is required if
ldap-dn the LDAP server does not support anonymous binds. This field is
optional not used if 'bind-as-cfs-server' is set to 'true'. Example :
cn=username,cn=Users,dc=example,dc=com Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable
string

The password to be used with the bind-dn. Attributes: optional-

password

optional for-create, modifiable

group-dn

The Group Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn starting point in the LDAP directory tree for group lookups. If not
optional specified, group lookups will start at the base-dn. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

groupmembershipfilter

This indicates the custom filter to be used while looking up group
string
membership from an LDAP server. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing group
lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

group-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

is-netgroupbyhostenabled

boolean This indicates whether netgroup.byhost map should be queried
optional for lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-owner

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

boolean This indicates if the vserver owns the client configuration.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ldap-clientconfig

string The name of the LDAP client configuration. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

ldap-servers

List of LDAP Servers to use for this configuration. The option is
string[]
NOT applicable for configurations using ad-domain parameter.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ldapsenabled

boolean Indicates whether LDAPS is enabled or not. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

min-bindlevel

The minimum authentication level that can be used to
authenticate with the LDAP server. If omitted, this parameter
defaults to 'sasl' if the configuration uses Active Directory LDAP.
For configurations that use LDAP servers from other vendors, this
ldap- parameter defaults to 'simple' if a 'bind-dn' is specified and
auth- 'anonymous' otherwise. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
method Possible values:
optional
"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL)
bind

netgroupbyhost-dn

The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as
ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup byhost
optional lookups. If not specified, netgroup byhost lookups will start at the
base-dn. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

netgroupbyhost-scope

ldapsearchscope
optional

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
byhost lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:
"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates
The Netgroup Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as

ldap-dn the starting point in the LDAP directory tree for netgroup lookups.
optional If not specified, netgroup lookups will start at the base-dn.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

netgroup-dn

This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing netgroup
lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

netgroupscope

ldapsearchscope
optional

obspassword

hexstring Encrypted Password Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

preferredad-servers

Preferred Active Directory (AD) Domain controllers to use for this
ipconfiguration. This option is ONLY applicable for configurations
address[]
using Active Directory LDAP servers Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

querytimeout

[0..10]

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

Maximum time in seconds to wait for a query response from the
integer
LDAP server. The default for this parameter is 3 seconds.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

referralenabled

If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
boolean
(LDAP) configuration is enabled for LDAP referral chasing for this
optional
Vserver. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

schema

LDAP schema to use for this configuration. The list of possible
string
schemas can be obtained using the ldap-client-schema-get-iter
optional
API. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

servers

(DEPRECATED)-List of LDAP Server IP addresses to use for this
ipconfiguration. The option is NOT applicable for configurations
address[]
using Active Directory LDAP servers. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

ldapsecurity
optional

sessionsecurity

"none" - No Signing or Sealing.,
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.,
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic

If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory
boolean
Access Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

skip-configvalidation
tcp-port

This indicates the level of security for LDAP communications. By
default this option is none. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

[1..65535]

The TCP port on the LDAP server to use for this configuration. If
integer
omitted, this parameter defaults to 389. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

try-channelbinding

boolean This indicates whether channel binding will be tried in case of
optional TLS/LDAPS. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

use-start-tls

boolean This indicates if start_tls will be used over LDAP connections.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

user-dn

The User Distinguished Name (DN), if specified, is used as the
ldap-dn starting point in the LDAP directory tree for user lookups. If this
optional parameter is omitted, user lookups will start at the base-dn.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This indicates the scope for LDAP search when doing user
lookups. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible
values:

ldapsearchscope
optional

user-scope

"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the
base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its
subordinates

vservernameName of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nondatamodifiable
admin
optional

vserver

Element definition: ldap-client-schema

[top]

An LDAP Client Schema Definition. A schema definition is a way of defining what attribute names are to
be used in LDAP queries to get information that the storage system needs for its operation. This will
depend on the schema that the LDAP server supports. For example, to query for user account
information, the LDAP query should ask for the 'posixAccount' class if the LDAP server is compatible
with RFC-2307 and it should ask for 'User' class if the LDAP server is an Active Directory LDAP Server.
The default LDAP configuration has two schemas defined namely 'RFC-2307' and 'AD-SFU'. The 'RFC2307' schema is the default schema that should be used to query servers that support RFC-2307. The
'AD-SFU' schema is the default schema that should be used to query Active Directory LDAP servers.
These schemas are read-only and cannot be modified. The default schemas will work with most
common LDAP configurations. If it is required to support other schema configurations, 808 :existing
schemas can be copied using the 'ldap-client-schema-copy' API and modified using the 'ldap-clientschema-modify' API to work for the new configuration. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cn-groupattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by RFC
2307 when working with groups. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

cn-netgroupattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2256 cn attribute used by RFC
2307 when working with netgroups. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
optional

A comment that can be associated with the schema. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

enablerfc2307bis

boolean
optional

This indicates if the RFC 2307bis is enabled for client schema.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

gecos-attribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 gecos attribute. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

gid-numberattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 gidNumber attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

group-of-uniquenames-objectclass

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307bis groupOfUniqueNames
object class. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

home-directoryattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 homeDirectory attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-owner

boolean
optional

This indicates if the vserver owns the client schema. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

login-shellattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 loginShell attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

member-nisnetgroupattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberNisNetgroup
attribute. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

member-uidattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 memberUid attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-mapentryattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapEntry Attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-mapnameattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisMapName Attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-netgroupobject-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroup object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-netgrouptriple-attribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisNetgroupTriple attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-object-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 nisObject Object Class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

posix-accountobject-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixAccount object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

posix-groupobject-class

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 posixGroup object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

schema

string
optional

A name for the schema. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

uid-attribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 1274 userid attribute used by
RFC 2307 as uid. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

uid-numberattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307 uidNumber attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

unique-memberattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2307bis uniqueMember attribute.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

user-passwordattribute

string
optional

Name that represents the RFC 2256 userPassword attribute
used by RFC 2307. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

vservername-dataVserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
admin
optional

windowsaccount-attribute

string
optional

Attribute name to be used to get the windows account
information for a unix user account. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

windows-tounix-attribute

string
optional

Attribute name to be used to get the unix account information
for a windows user account. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

windows-tounix-no-domainprefix

boolean
optional

This indicates if the name for windows to unix name mapping
should have no domain prefix. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

windows-tounix-object-class

string
optional

Name that represents the windowsToUnix object class.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[top]

Element definition: ldap-config
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) configuration. Specifies the LDAP client configuration that
is associated with this Vserver and whether the configuration is enabled. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clientconfig

clientenabled
skipconfigvalidation

vserver

Range

Type

Description

The name of an existing Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) client
configuration. The LDAP client configuration can be created using the ldapstring
client-create API. The ldap-client-get-iter API can be used to retrieve the
optional
list of available LDAP client configurations for the cluster. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable
If true, the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
boolean
configuration is enabled for this Vserver. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
If true, validation of the the corresponding Lightweight Directory Access
boolean
Protocol (LDAP) client configuration will be skipped. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
vservernamedata- Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
admin
optional

Element definition: ldap-dn

[top]

LDAP Distinguished Name
[none]

Element definition: ldap-search-scope
base|onelevel|subtree Possible values:
"base" - Searches only the base directory entry,
"onelevel" - Searches the immediate subordinates of the base directory entry,
"subtree" - Searches the base directory entry and all its subordinates
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ldap-security

[top]

The list of possible values for LDAP Security. Possible values:
"none" - No Signing or Sealing.
"sign" - Sign LDAP traffic.
"seal" - Seal and Sign LDAP traffic.
[none]

Element definition: ldap-status

[top]

LDAP Configuration Check When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

client-config

Type

Description

string Specifies the LDAP Client configuration for the Vserver Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ldap-dnstatus-details

string[] Specifies additional information about the status of a LDAP DN config.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ldap-status

boolean Specifies the status of a LDAP service. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

ldap-statusdetails

string Specifies additional information about the status of a LDAP config.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the LDAP configuration. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ldap-auth-method

[top]

anonymous|simple|sasl Possible values:
"anonymous" - Anonymous bind,
"simple" - Simple bind,
"sasl" - Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) bind
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: license-v2
This set of zapis allows management of 7-Mode and Cluster-Mode
licenses for Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. License keys are controller
based which requires a separate license for each controller. A
typical license key has a serial number embedded in it that
restrict its use on a specific controller only (with the exception of
Site and Demo keys). In a cluster, a single license with an
associated serial number can allow a package to be used in the
cluster, but to be fully entitled for a package, one must install a
license for each controller. Site and Demo licenses are cluster
wide and only require a single license for the entire cluster.

license-v2-add
license-v2-apply
license-v2-capacitycreate
license-v2-capacity-getiter
license-v2-cleanup-listinfo
license-v2-delete
license-v2-delete-expired
license-v2-delete-unused
license-v2-entitlementrisk-get-iter
license-v2-leases-update
license-v2-licensemanager-config-get
license-v2-licensemanager-config-modify
license-v2-licensemanager-status-get-iter
license-v2-list-info
license-v2-status-get-iter
license-v2-status-list-info
license-v2-subscriptioncreate
license-v2-subscriptionget-iter
system-licenseaggregate-get-iter

license-v2-add

[top]

Add license for a Data ONTAP service.
Input Name

Range

Description

license-code- Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode service/feature. 24 or 48 uppercase
v2[]
alpha only characters.

codes
Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

license-v2failure-list

license-v2result[]
optional

A list of failed license operations, one entry per license.

license-v2success-list

license-v2added[]
optional

A list of successfully added licenses, one entry per license.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-apply

[top]

Add entitlements described in license content
Input Name Range Type
content

Description

string Content of license specification

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_INVALID_LICENSE
EONTAPI_INVALID_SIGNATURE
EONTAPI_PLATFORM
EONTAPI_ZERO_VALUE
EONTAPI_TABLE_ERROR

license-v2-capacity-create

[top]

Adds V2 capacity license.
Input Name Range Type
license-input

Description

string Capacity license input.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_INVALID_LICENSE
EONTAPI_INVALID_CAPACITY
EONTAPI_INVALID_SIGNATURE
EONTAPI_PLATFORM
EONTAPI_TABLE_ERROR
EONTAPI_ZERO_CAPACITY

license-v2-capacity-get-iter

[top]

Get V2 capacity license information. This command is deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.2 and may be
removed in a future release.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

licenseSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
v2attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
capacitypresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.

optional
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
licensev2capacityinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

licensev2capacity- The list of attributes of license objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more license
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the license object. All
license objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-cleanup-list-info

[top]

Returns licenses that can be cleaned up. A license can be cleaned up if it's a demo license and its
expiration time has passed (expired), or if it is a license for a controller that is no longer part of a
cluster (unused). One can use the cleanup apis to remove these licenses together, or alternatively, they
can use the standard license-remove api to remove them one at a time.
Output Name Range
licenses
Errno

Type

Description

license-v2-cleanup[]
An array, one entry per each license.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-delete

[top]

Removes license for a Data ONTAP service.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Package Possible values:
"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated in

Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License

package

licensedpackage

serialnumber

nodeSerial number of the node associated with the license. If this parameter
serialis not provided, the default serial number used is the cluster serial
number
number.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-delete-expired

[top]

Remove licenses that have expired in the cluster.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-delete-unused
Remove licenses that have no controller affiliation in the cluster.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

[top]

license-v2-entitlement-risk-get-iter

[top]

Returns license entitlement risk for cluster mode packages.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

license-v2entitlementrisk-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

license-v2entitlementrisk-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the license object. All
license objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

license-v2entitlementThe list of attributes of license objects.
risk-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
license objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-leases-update

[top]

Attempt to reconcile capacity leases
Input Name Range

Type

Description

force

boolean
optional

Force renewal of valid leases.

node

node-name
optional

Node(s) to attempt renewal.

Output Name Range
results
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

leases-update-results Results of reconciliation attempt.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-license-manager-config-get

[top]

Get license manager configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lmattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
config
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type
lmconfig

attributes
Errno

Description
The attributes of the lm_config.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-license-manager-config-modify

[top]

Modify license manager configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
License Manager Host
optional

host
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-license-manager-status-get-iter

[top]

Check accessibility of license manager
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lmattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
lm-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

specified on any number of attributes in the lm_status object. All
status
lm_status objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

lmstatus[] The list of attributes of lm_status objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lm_status
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-list-info

[top]

Returns infomation for DATA ONTAP licenses.
Output Name Range
licenses

Type

Description

license-v2-info[] An array, one entry per license.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

license-v2-status-get-iter

[top]

Get Data ONTAP licenses status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

licensev2licenseinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
licenseA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
v2specified on any number of attributes in the license-v2 object. All
licenselicense-v2 objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
info

optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

licensev2license- The list of attributes of license-v2 objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more license-v2
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-status-list-info

[top]

Returns license status information for cluster mode packages. This command is deprecated in Data
ONTAP 9.2 and may be removed in a future release.
Output Name

Range

license-v2-status
Errno

Type

Description

license-v2-status-info[] An array, one entry per each licensable service.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

license-v2-subscription-create

[top]

Add V2 subscription license.
Input Name Range Type
license-input

Description

string Subscription license input.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_INVALID_LICENSE
EONTAPI_INVALID_SIGNATURE
EONTAPI_TABLE_ERROR

license-v2-subscription-get-iter

[top]

Get V2 subscription license information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

license-v2subscriptioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

license-v2subscriptioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the license object. All
license objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

license-v2subscriptionThe list of attributes of license objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
license objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-license-aggregate-get-iter

[top]

Get Data ONTAP aggregate license information.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
systemlicenseaggregateinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

systemlicenseaggregateinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system-licenseaggregate object. All system-license-aggregate objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

systemlicenseaggregate- The list of attributes of system-license-aggregate objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system-license-aggregate objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: leases-update-results

[top]

Lease Update Results When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

failed-toupdate
up-to-date

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Number of Leases Failed to Update Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Number of Leases Up to Date Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^64- integer Number of Leases Updated Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

updated

Element definition: license-code-v2

[top]

License Code V2
[none]

Element definition: license-v2-added

[top]

A license entry that was successfully added to the controller or the cluster.
Name

Range

Type

Description

customerid

Customer Identification. This value is only present in site licenses. It is
string
set to none for standard and demo licenses. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

expirationtime

License expiration time. This value is only present in demo licenses. It is
datetime
set to zero for permanent licenses such as standard and site licenses.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

licensekey

licensecode-v2 License Key. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

package

licensedpackage Package Name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

packagedescription

string
Description of the package. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
nodeSerial Number. This value is only present in standard licenses. It is set to
serialnone for site and demo licenses. Attributes: non-creatable, nonnumber
modifiable
optional

serialnumber

licensev2-type License Type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

type

Element definition: license-v2-capacity-info

[top]

Information about a capacity license package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

currentcapacity

integer The node's current disk capacity. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

expirationtime

datetime
License expiration time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

maxcapacity
owner

Maximum licensed capacity. Absence of this element within a returned
integer
value implies that the maximum capacity is temporarily unlimited.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node that owns the serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,

"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock Compliance License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"snaplock_enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License

licensedpackage
optional

package

Current state of capacity license. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
reportedcapacitystate
optional

reportedstate

"evaluation" - evaluation license in effect,
"missing" - license has been purchased but not yet installed,
"installed" - valid purchased license in effect,
"warning" - purchased license in use, but attached capacity is
approaching maximum entitled amount,
"enforcement" - attached capacity exceeds amount permitted by
purchased license

nodeserial- Serial number of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonnumber modifiable
optional

serialnumber

Element definition: license-v2-cleanup

[top]

Status information about a licensable package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
owner

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
Name of the controller associated with the license. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated
in Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,

package

licensedpackage
optional

reason

string
optional

serialnumber

node-serialnumber
optional

"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
The reason the license can be cleaned up. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Serial number of the controller or cluster. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: license-v2-entitlement-risk-info
Information about entitlement risk for license packages. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
action

Range

Type
string
optional

actioncode

licenseentitlementrisk-action
optional

nodelicenseusage

node-licenseusage-info[]
optional

Description
Corrective action text. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Corrective action needed to reduce cluster license entitlement risk.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"acquire_license" - Acquire a node-locked license,
"verify_entitlement" - Verify all controllers are entitled,
"verify_system_health" - Verify system health,
"none" - None
Node-locked license information and usage status for each node.
Name of the license package Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

[top]

licensedpackage
optional

package

"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary
License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
Entitlement risk for the license package. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

licenseentitlement-risk
optional

risk

"high" - Cluster license entitlement risk is high,
"medium" - Cluster license entitlement risk is medium,
"low" - Cluster license entitlement risk is low,
"unlicensed" - No node-locked license present and
corresponding features are not in use,
"unknown" - License entitlement is unknown

Element definition: license-v2-info

[top]

Information about a licensable package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

customerid

Customer Identification. This field is used to track site licenses issued to
Enterprise Level Agreement customers. It will typical be set to "none"
string unless a unique customer id has been assigned. This value is reported in
optional Auto Support, and can be used to correlate licensing information with
backend business systems for tracking purposes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

description

string Description of the licensed package. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

expirationtime

datetime
License expiration time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

legacy

Legacy License. A legacy license indicates that the license was previously
boolean
installed prior to this release. Returns true if the license was installed
optional
prior to this release and false otherwise.

owner

string Controller or Cluster that owns the serial number. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:

package

licensedpackage
optional

serialnumber

nodeserialnumber
optional

"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated in
Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
Serial number of the controller or cluster. The license serial-number is
reported in Auto Support also and can be used to correlate controller or
cluster wide licensing information. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
License type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

licensev2-type
optional

"license" ,
"site" ,
"demo" ,
"subscr" ,
"capacity"

Element definition: license-v2-license-info
Information about Data ONTAP licenses. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller

[top]

ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
detailedstatus

Range

Type
string[]
optional

Description
Detailed status of license. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
License Name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

license

licensedpackage
optional

"base" - (DEPRECATED)-Cluster Base License,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License,
"fabricpool" - FabricPool License,
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License,
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License,
"flexcache" - (DEPRECATED)-FlexCache License,
"capacitypool" - Capacity Pool License,
"mt_ek_mgmt" - Multi-tenant Encryption Key Management
License,
"s3" - S3 License,
"snapmirror_cloud" - SnapMirror Cloud License
Scope of the license. Valid scope: node/cluster/site. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

scope

licensescope
optional

"na" - License scope NA,
"site" - Site Scope,
"cluster" - Cluster Scope,
"node" - Node Scope,
"pool" - Pool Scope
Current status of the license. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

licensestatus
optional

"not_compliant" - Not Compliant,
"eval" - Evaluation License,
"partially_installed" - Partially Installed,
"valid" - Valid,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_applicable" - Not Applicable,
"not_known" - Not Known

Element definition: license-v2-result

[top]

License operation result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

description

Additional information of the failure. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

license-code-v2
Failed license entry. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

entry

license-v2-opstatus
optional

errcode

Failure error code. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: license-v2-status-info

[top]

Status information about a licensable package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

Description of the licensed package. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expirationtime

datetime
optional

License expiration date. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Method in which a package is licensed in a cluster. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

method

licensedmethod
optional

"none" - None,
"license" - License,
"site" - Site,
"demo" - Demo,
"subscr" - Subscription
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

package

licensedpackage
optional

statusdetails

string
optional

"base" - Cluster Base License. This value has been deprecated in
Data ONTAP 9.2,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance License,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License
More information about cluster level license status. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: license-v2-subscription-info
Information about a subscription license package. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alert

string
optional

Alert message for the given period Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

description

string
optional

Description of the licensed package. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expiration

datetime
optional

License expiration time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-default

true-false
optional

Is the node using default license Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

owner

string
optional

Node that owns the serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Name of the licensed package. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS License,

[top]

package

serialnumber

"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,
"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License
"flexcache" - FlexCache License

licensedpackage
optional

node-serialSerial number of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonnumber
modifiable
optional
License state - valid/reminder/warning/enforcement. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

state

licenseperiod
optional

"valid" - License is valid,
"reminder" - License is in reminder period,
"warning" - License is in warning period,
"enforcement" - License is in enforcement period

Element definition: licensed-package
Licensable Package Possible values:
"base" - (DEPRECATED)-Cluster Base License,
"nfs" - NFS License,
"cifs" - CIFS License,
"iscsi" - iSCSI License,
"fcp" - FCP License,
"snaprestore" - SnapRestore License,
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror License,
"flexclone" - FlexClone License,
"snapvault" - SnapVault License,
"snaplock" - SnapLock License,
"snapmanagersuite" - SnapManagerSuite License,
"snapprotectapps" - SnapProtectApp License,
"v_storageattach" - Virtual Attached Storage License,
"insight_balance" - OnCommand Balance,
"ocshift" - OnCommand Shift License,
"cloud" - Cloud ONTAP License,
"select" - ONTAP Select License,
"tpm" - Trusted Platform Module License,
"ve" - Volume Encryption License,

[top]

"dp_optimized" - Data Protection Optimized Secondary License,
"fabricpool" - FabricPool License,
"snapmirror_sync" - SnapMirror Synchronous License,
"nvme_of" - NVMe-oF License,
"flexcache" - (DEPRECATED)-FlexCache License,
"capacitypool" - Capacity Pool License,
"mt_ek_mgmt" - Multi-tenant Encryption Key Management License,
"s3" - S3 License,
"snapmirror_cloud" - SnapMirror Cloud License
[none]

Element definition: lm-config

[top]

lm config info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
host

Type

Description

string
License Manager Host Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: lm-status

[top]

lm status info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
node
status

Type

Description

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Node serial-number
[none]

Element definition: system-license-aggregate-info
Information about Data ONTAP aggregate license status. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggrname

string
optional

Aggregate name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-size

size
optional

Physical size of an aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expiration

datetime
optional

Lease expiration date of an aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

licensedsize

size
optional

Licensed size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

node-name
Node Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Current status of an aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

status

aggrlicstatus
optional

"lease_not_required" - Lease not required,
"lease_up_to_date" - Lease is up to date,
"lease_expired" - Lease expired,
"lease_missing" - Lease missing,
"plex_deleted" - Plex deleted,
"aggregate_deleted" - Aggregate deleted,
"aggregate_license_size_decreased" - Aggregate license size
decreased,
"aggregate_license_size_increased" - Aggregate license size
increased,
"aggregate_status_unknown" - Aggregate status unknown

[top]

Element definition: aggrlicstatus

[top]

Aggregate License Status Possible values:
"lease_not_required" - Lease not required,
"lease_up_to_date" - Lease is up to date,
"lease_expired" - Lease expired,
"lease_missing" - Lease missing,
"plex_deleted" - Plex deleted,
"aggregate_deleted" - Aggregate deleted,
"aggregate_license_size_decreased" - Aggregate license size decreased,
"aggregate_license_size_increased" - Aggregate license size increased,
"aggregate_status_unknown" - Aggregate status unknown
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: license-code-v2

[top]

License Code V2
[none]

Element definition: license-entitlement-risk
high|medium|low|unlicensed|unknown Possible values:
"high" - Cluster license entitlement risk is high,
"medium" - Cluster license entitlement risk is medium,
"low" - Cluster license entitlement risk is low,
"unlicensed" - No node-locked license present and corresponding features are not in use,
"unknown" - License entitlement is unknown
[none]

[top]

Element definition: license-entitlement-risk-action

[top]

acquire-license|adjust-capacity|verify-entitlement|verify-system-health|none Possible values:
"acquire_license" - Acquire a node-locked license,
"adjust_capacity" - Acquire license for larger system disk capacity, or reduce system capacity,
"verify_entitlement" - Verify all controllers are entitled,
"verify_system_health" - Verify system health,
"none" - None
[none]

Element definition: license-v2-op-status

[top]

License Operation Status Possible values:
"license_success" - Operation Completed Successfully,
"license_invalid" - Failed: Invalid License Key,
"license_expired" - Failed: License Expired,
"license_notallowed" - Failed: Operation Not Allowed,
"license_unavailable" - Failed: License NOT Available,
"license_internal" - Failed: Internal Error,
"license_err_unknown" - Failed: Unknown Error
[none]

Element definition: license-v2-type

[top]

This field indicates the type of a license. A typical license will be of "license" type, which indicates that
it's associated with a specific controller. A "site" license is a special license provided under Enterprise
Level Agreements. A "demo" license is a temporary license with an expiration time. It is usually issued
for trial purposes only. A "subscr" license is a subscription with expiration date. Possible values:
"license" ,
"site" ,
"demo" ,
"subscr" ,
"capacity"
[none]

Element definition: licensed-method
none|license|site|demo|subscr|capacity|enabled Possible values:
"none" - None,

[top]

"license" - License,
"site" - Site,
"demo" - Demo,
"subscr" - Subscription,
"capacity" - Capacity,
"enabled" - Enabled
[none]

Element definition: licenseperiod

[top]

valid|reminder|warning|enforcement Possible values:
"valid" - License is valid,
"reminder" - License is in reminder period,
"warning" - License is in warning period,
"enforcement" - License is in enforcement period
[none]

Element definition: licensescope

[top]

License scope Possible values:
"na" - License scope NA,
"site" - Site Scope,
"cluster" - Cluster Scope,
"node" - Node Scope,
"pool" - Pool Scope
[none]

Element definition: licensestatus
License status Possible values:
"not_compliant" - Not Compliant,
"eval" - Evaluation License,
"partially_installed" - Partially Installed,
"valid" - Valid,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_applicable" - Not Applicable,
"not_known" - Not Known
[none]

[top]

Element definition: node-license-usage-info

[top]

Node-locked license information and usage status for each node.
Name

Range

Type

Description

in-use

true-false
optional

Usage status for the node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-licensed

true-false
optional

Whether the node has a node-locked license. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string
optional

Name of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

node-serialnumber
optional

Node Serial Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-serial-number

[top]

Assigned Node serial-number
[none]

Element definition: reported-capacity-state

[top]

evaluation|warning|missing|enforcement|installed Possible values:
"evaluation" ,
"warning" ,
"missing" ,
"enforcement" ,
"installed"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: true-false
True/False
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: lock
This set of APIs provides the ability to view or break the current
lock state in the clustered ONTAP environment. Locks can be
viewed or broken according to a wide range of query fields that
are presented in the lock-info definition. When utilizing these
APIs, it is suggested that users provide as many fields as
possible to optimize query processing.

lock-break-iter
lock-get-iter

lock-break-iter

[top]

Breaks one or more locks in the cluster that match the query.
Input Name
max-records

Range

Type

Description

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of lock objects to be operated in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
lock- If operating on a specific lock, this input element must specify all
info
keys. If operating on lock objects based on query, this input element
optional must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of lock objects (just keys)
boolean
that were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional
of lock objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of lock objects (just keys)
boolean
that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of lock
optional
objects operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

lockbreak- Information about lock objects that were not operated on due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional lock objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of lock objects that matched the query, but were not
optional operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of lock objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EVOLUMEQUIESCED

lockbreakThe lock objects that were successfully processed. This element will
iterbe returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Description

EVOLUMEOFFLINE
ELOCK_RECONSTRUCTION_IN_PROGRESS
ELOCK_SYNC_IN_PROGRESS
EINTERNALERROR

lock-get-iter

[top]

Returns information for one or more locks in the cluster that match the query.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
lock- A query that specifies which locks to return. A query could be
info
specified on any number of attributes in the lock object. All lock
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

lockinfo[] The list of attributes of lock objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lock
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lockattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

ELOCK_RECONSTRUCTION_IN_PROGRESS
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: lock-break-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against lock object.
Name

Range

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

error-message
lock-key

Type

Description

integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
lock-info The key for the lock object to which the operation applies.

Element definition: lock-info

[top]

Information about a single lock in the cluster. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bytelock- [0..2^64- integer The length starting from the offset for a bytelock. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
length
1]
bytelock- [0..2^64- integer The starting offset for a bytelock. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoffset
1]
optional modifiable
clientaddress

The IP address (IPv4/IPv6) for a set of locks owned by a client.
string
Unavailable for NFSv4 or NFSv4.1 locks. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable
The IP address interface type the client is connected over. Unavailable
for NFSv4 or NFSv4.1 locks. Possible values:

clientaddresstype

string
optional

client-id

string A unique client-id for a set of locks owned by a client. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

delegationtype

string
optional

"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,

The type of delegation the lock has (NFSv4 only). Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"read" ,
"write"

flexcachecluster

string
The name of the cluster hosting the FlexCache volume.
optional

flexcachelockauthority

string
Indicates the lock authority granted/denied to a FlexCache volume.
optional

flexcachevolume

string The name of the FlexCache volume that is the endpoint of the caching
optional relationship, and is holding the lock.

flexcachevserver

string
The name of the Vserver hosting the FlexCache volume.
optional

isbytelockexclusive

boolean Indicates if the bytelock is exclusive. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

isbytelockmandatory

boolean Indicates whether the bytelock is mandatory or advisory. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

isbytelocksoft

Indicates if the bytelock is softened. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable A bytelock can become soft if an NFSv4 client loses
boolean
connection. A soft bytelock may be reclaimed if the client reconnects.
optional
However, if another client were to request a bytelock that conflicts
with a softened bytelock, then the softened bytelock will be released.

isbytelocksuper

Indicates if the bytelock is a priveledged super lock. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable A super bytelock is used to grant a byte
boolean
range lock regardless of conflicting lock state on the system. If there is
optional
conflicting lock state, those locks will be released before graning the
super lock.

isconstituent

This field indicates if this volume is a constituent within another
volume. For a FlexGroup, this field is true for all its constituents. This
boolean
field is set to false for volumes which are not the constituents of a
optional
FlexGroup, including for constituents of an Infinite Volume. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

isflexcachelock

boolean
This field indicates if it the lock is held on a FlexCache volume.
optional

issharelocksoft

Indicates if the sharelock is softened. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable A sharelock can become soft if an NFSv4 client loses
boolean connection. A soft sharelock may be reclaimed if the client reconnects.
optional However, if another client were to request a sharelock that conflicts
with a softened sharelock, then the softened sharelock will be
released.

lif

string The logical interface the lock was created over. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The state of the lock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

lock-state

string
optional

"granted" ,
"revoking" ,
"revoked" ,
"gwaiting" ,
"ewaiting" ,
"adjusted" ,
"denied" ,
"timedout" ,
"subsumed" ,
"gone" ,
"unused" ,
"waiting" ,
"timeout"
The type of lock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

lock-type

string
optional

"byte_range" - locks over a specific byte range of a file,
"share_level" - represent file opens,
"op_lock" - provide client-side caching semantics for SMB,
"delegation" - provide client-side caching for NFSv4

lockid

uuid
A unique ID for a lock. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

string
The node that the lock is on. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
The current caching level for an oplock. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

oplockcache-level

string
optional

"exclusive" ,
"level2" ,
"batch" ,
"null" ,
"read_batch"

owner-id

string A unique owner-id for a set of locks belonging to an owner. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

path

string The file path (/volume/file) that is being locked. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The protcol the lock was created with. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

protocol

string
optional

"cifs" ,
"fcache" ,
"nfsv4" ,
"nlm" ,
"nfsv4.1" ,
"crposix" ,
"cdmi"
The sharing level of a lock. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sharelockmode

string
optional

"delete_on_close" ,
"read_deny_read" ,
"read_deny_write" ,
"read_deny_all" ,
"read_deny_delete" ,
"read_deny_none" ,
"read_deny_read_write" ,
"read_deny_read_delete" ,
"read_deny_write_delete" ,
"write_deny_read" ,
"write_deny_write" ,
"write_deny_all" ,
"write_deny_delete" ,
"write_deny_none" ,
"write_deny_read_write" ,
"write_deny_read_delete" ,
"write_deny_write_delete" ,
"delete_deny_read" ,
"delete_deny_write" ,
"delete_deny_all" ,
"delete_deny_delete" ,
"delete_deny_none" ,
"delete_deny_read_write" ,
"delete_deny_read_delete" ,
"delete_deny_write_delete" ,
"read_write_deny_read" ,
"read_write_deny_write" ,
"read_write_deny_all" ,
"read_write_deny_delete" ,
"read_write_deny_none" ,
"read_write_deny_read_write" ,
"read_write_deny_read_delete" ,
"read_write_deny_write_delete" ,
"read_delete_deny_read" ,
"read_delete_deny_write" ,
"read_delete_deny_all" ,
"read_delete_deny_delete" ,
"read_delete_deny_none" ,
"read_delete_deny_read_write" ,
"read_delete_deny_read_delete" ,
"read_delete_deny_write_delete" ,
"write_delete_deny_read" ,

"write_delete_deny_write" ,
"write_delete_deny_all" ,
"write_delete_deny_delete" ,
"write_delete_deny_none" ,
"write_delete_deny_read_write" ,
"write_delete_deny_read_delete" ,
"write_delete_deny_write_delete" ,
"all_deny_read" ,
"all_deny_write" ,
"all_deny_all" ,
"all_deny_delete" ,
"all_deny_none" ,
"all_deny_read_write" ,
"all_deny_read_delete" ,
"all_deny_write_delete" ,
"none_deny_read" ,
"none_deny_write" ,
"none_deny_all" ,
"none_deny_delete" ,
"none_deny_none" ,
"none_deny_read_write" ,
"none_deny_read_delete" ,
"none_deny_write_delete"
The connect state for a lock. (SMB only). Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
smbconnectstate

string
optional

"connected" ,
"disconnected" ,
"reconnecting" ,
"timedout"

smb[0..2^32- integer The time left until a lock expires after being disconnected. (SMB only).
expirationoptional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
time
smb-opengroup-id

string A unique open group ID for a set of locks. (SMB only). Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The type of open for a lock (SMB only). Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

smb-opentype

string
optional

"none" ,
"durable" ,
"persistent"

volume

string The volume containing the files that are locked. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string The vserver the lock is associated with. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex

[top]

characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

APIs in Category: lun
lun-alignment-get-iter
lun-alignment-reset-statistics
lun-clear-persistent-reservation-info
lun-clone-list-info
lun-clone-split-start
lun-clone-split-status-list-info
lun-clone-split-stop
lun-clone-start
lun-clone-status-list-info
lun-clone-stop
lun-config-check-alua-conflicts-info
lun-config-check-cfmode-info
lun-config-check-info
lun-config-check-single-image-info
lun-config-check-wwpn-conflicts-info
lun-copy-cancel
lun-copy-get-iter
lun-copy-modify
lun-copy-pause
lun-copy-resume
lun-copy-start
lun-create-by-size
lun-create-clone
lun-create-from-file
lun-create-from-snapshot
lun-destroy
lun-generate-serial
lun-get-attribute
lun-get-attributes
lun-get-comment
lun-get-geometry
lun-get-inquiry-info
lun-get-iter
lun-get-maxsize
lun-get-minsize
lun-get-occupied-size
lun-get-persistent-reservation-info
lun-get-select-attribute
lun-get-serial-number
lun-get-space-reservation-info
lun-get-target-device-id
lun-get-vdisk-attributes
lun-has-scsi-reservations
lun-import-create
lun-import-delete
lun-import-get-iter
lun-import-pause
lun-import-resume
lun-import-start

lun-import-stop
lun-import-throttle
lun-import-verify-start
lun-import-verify-stop
lun-initiator-list-map-info
lun-initiator-logged-in
lun-list-info
lun-map
lun-map-add-reporting-nodes
lun-map-get-iter
lun-map-list-info
lun-map-remove-reporting-nodes
lun-move
lun-move-cancel
lun-move-get-iter
lun-move-modify
lun-move-pause
lun-move-resume
lun-move-start
lun-offline
lun-online
lun-os-type-list
lun-port-has-scsi-reservations
lun-reset-stats
lun-resize
lun-restore-status
lun-set-attribute
lun-set-comment
lun-set-device-id
lun-set-qos-policy-group
lun-set-select-attribute
lun-set-serial-number
lun-set-share
lun-set-space-alloc
lun-set-space-reservation-info
lun-snap-usage-list-info
lun-start
lun-stats-get-iter
lun-stats-list-info
lun-unmap
lun-unset-attribute
lun-unset-device-id

lun-alignment-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of lun objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

lun- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
align- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
lunA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
alignspecified on any number of attributes in the lun object. All lun
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

lunalignThe list of attributes of lun objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lun
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-alignment-reset-statistics

[top]

Reset LUN Alignment Statistics
Input Name Range
path

Type

Description

lun-path Path of the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

lun-clear-persistent-reservation-info
Clear the SCSI-2 reservation or SCSI-3 persistent reservation information for a given LUN. Note: In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the LUN must either be offline or not mapped to clear the persistent
reservation information.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK

Description

[top]

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-list-info

[top]

Lists all LUN clones with valid backing snapshots in the given snapshot.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

string

Name of the snapshot.

volume

string

Name of the volume.

Output Name Range

Type
lun-clone-listsinfo[]

lun-clone-list

Description
List of LUN clones with valid backing snapshots in the given
snapshot.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_SNAPSHOT
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-split-start

[top]

Start the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name

Range

path
spaceefficient-splitdisabled

Type
string

Description
Path of the clone to split from the underlying parent.

By default 'false', space-efficient LUN clone splitting is allowed. This
boolean
parameter, if set to 'true', disables space-efficient splitting for this
optional
specific operation.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONING_STARTED

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-split-status-list-info

[top]

Get the cloning status of LUN(s).
Input Name Range

Type

path

string

Output Name Range
clone-status

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

clone-status-info[] List of cloning statuses.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-split-stop

[top]

Stop the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN to stop cloning.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

[top]

lun-clone-start
Start the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN to clone.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONING_STARTED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-status-list-info

[top]

Get the cloning status of LUN(s).
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range
clone-status

Type

Description

Path of the LUN. If path is specified, only the status of that clone is
string
optional returned. If path is not specified, then all cloning status are returned.
Type
clonestatusinfo[]

Description
List of cloning status.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_CLONE
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONE_NOT_SPLITTING
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-clone-stop

[top]

Stop the cloning of the given LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN to stop cloning.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-config-check-alua-conflicts-info

[top]

Returns a list of LUNs that have both FCP and iSCSI maps at the same time when ALUA is enabled on at
least one of such FCP or iSCSI igroups. These conflicts must be resolved before any further maps (to
those LUNs) can can take place.
Output Name Range

conflictingluns

Type

Description

If a lun is mapped to both FCP and iSCSI igroups at at the same time
with ALUA enabled on at least one of those igroups, it leads to a
conflictingconflict. These conflicts need to be resolved before any further maps
luns-list[]
can take place to the conflicting lun. Conflicts can either be resolved
optional
by unmapping one or more mappings or by disabling ALUA on FCP or
iSCSI or both the igroups whichever is applicable.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP;

lun-config-check-cfmode-info

[top]

Returns a list of configuration warnings related to initiator groups and the FCP cfmode setting
Output Name Range
fcp-cfmode

Type
string
optional

Description
Current FCP cfmode setting. Possible values: dual_fabric, mixed,
partner, standby, single_image

invalidcfmodesettings

invalidLocal and partner cfmode settings if they do not match. cfmodes
cfmodeneed to match on both filers in the cluster or cluster failover will
setting-info
not work properly
optional

invalidostypecfmodesettings

invalidostypeList of initiator groups with invalid OS types for the fcp-cfmode.
cfmodeSome host operating systems are only compatible with certain fcpsetting-info[] cfmodes
optional

invalid-usepartnercfmodesettings

invalid-usepartnerList of initiator groups with invalid use_partner settings for the FCP
cfmodecluster failover mode (fcp-cfmode) Incorrect settings can cause
setting-info[] hosts to lose LUNs during takeover.
optional

invalid-usepartnerostypesettings

invalid-usepartnerostypesetting-info[]
optional

Errno

List of initiator groups with invalid use_partner settings for the
initiator group's OS type. Some host operating systems should
only have certain use_partner settings to ensure proper behavior
during failover.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVAL

lun-config-check-info

[top]

Returns a list of LUN/FCP configuration warnings. These warnings are not related to filer cluster
configuration.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

alua-settingmismatchinfo

list of initiator groups for which the ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit
Access) settings do not match between local and partner filers. ALUA
is a T10 standard that specifies the access characteristics (in terms of
aluaperformance and supported SCSI commands) of a Logical Unit that
settingcan be accessed through more than one target port. ALUA is typically
mismatchused by host multi-path software to recognize primary and secondary
initiatorpaths to a Logical Unit when more than one path are available to the
group[]
Logical Unit. If the ALUA setting does not match between the local
optional
and partner filers, it would affect the host multi-path software's
ability to distinguish primary and secondary paths. This could lead to
incorrect system behaviour.

alua-settingmismatchinitiators

aluasettingmismatch- List of initiators which are members of initiator groups of differing
initiator- alua settings.
info[]
optional

fcp-downhbas

invalid-vsasettings

mixedostypeinitiators

mixed-vsa-

fcp-downhba-info[] list of HBA names that have no link or are configured down.
optional
invalidvsasettinginfo[]
optional

List of initiator groups with invalid Volume Set Addressing (VSA)
settings

mixedostypeList of initiators which are members of initiator groups of differing OS
initiatortypes.
info[]
optional
mixedvsa-

List of initiators which are members of initiator groups with differing
Volume Set Addressing (VSA) settings. An initiator can only be a

initiatormember of initiator groups which have the same VSA setting across
info[]
all the initiator groups it is a member of.
optional

initiators

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVAL

lun-config-check-single-image-info

[top]

Returns a list of configuration warnings that pertain to problems specific to the 'single_image' FCP
cfmode. These errors must be fixed prior to upgrading any filer cluster to run in 'single_image' mode.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

conflictinginitiators

conflictingList of initiators which belong to initiator groups on the local filer
initiatorwhich have different os type settings from the initiator groups on the
info[]
partner.
optional

conflictingmaps

Only one lun in the cluster can be mapped to an initiator at a given
lun-id. If a lun on each filer is mapped to the same initiator at the
conflictingsame lun-id there will be a conflict. These conflicts need to be
map-info[]
resolved before a filer can be upgraded to run in the 'single_image'
optional
FCP cfmode. A conflict can be resolved by unmapping one lun and
remapping it to an unused lun-id.

invalidnodenamesettings

invalidnodenamesetting-info
optional

When running in the the single_image cfmode the FCP node name
needs to be same on each filer in the cluster. If the node names are
different the node names will be returned. If the cfmode is not set to
single_image, then the node names will not be checked

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE

lun-config-check-wwpn-conflicts-info

[top]

Determine if duplicate World Wide Port Names (WWPNs) are present on a cluster pair.
Output Name Range
conflictingwwpns

Type

If duplicate World Wide Port Names (WWPNs) are present on the HA
conflict- pair, it leads to a conflict. This causes incorrect Asymmetric Logical Unit
wwpn[] Access (ALUA) states to be advertised for all LUNs. To resolve the
optional conflict use 'lun config set' command to set local.single_image.key and
partner.single_image.key on both the nodes of the HA pair.

Errno
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_ENOMEM

Description

Description

lun-copy-cancel

[top]

Cancels an ongoing LUN copy operation prior to creation of the new LUN. This operation will fail if the
LUN already exists at the destination path; in that case, use the lun-destroy API to delete the LUN at
the destination path.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

lun-index

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOD_CANT_CANCEL_OPERATION

lun-copy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN copy job detail objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

luncopyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the LUN copy job detail
object. All LUN copy job detail objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

luncopyinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

luncopyThe list of attributes of LUN copy job detail objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more LUN copy
optional job detail objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-copy-modify

[top]

Modifies the maximum throughput of an ongoing copy operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

maxthroughput

size

Errno

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be transferred
per second in support of this operation. This mechanism can be used to
throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the performance of the source
and destination nodes. Default: zero, indicating no throttling. NOTE: The
specified value will be rounded up to the nearest megabyte.

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-copy-pause

[top]

Pauses an ongoing LUN copy operation. Use the lun-copy-resume API to resume the copy operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

[top]

lun-copy-resume
Resumes a paused LUN copy operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
copy operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN copy
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-copy-start

[top]

Starts copying a group of LUNs from one volume to another. The destination volume can be located on
the same Vserver as the original volume or on a different Vserver. If source-vserver is not specified, the
source Vserver defaults to the target Vserver, i.e., an intra-Vserver copy. Intra-Vserver copy can be
initiated by both cluster and Vserver administrators. Inter-Vserver copy can be initiated by cluster
administrators only. Note: A cluster administrator must first create a Vserver peer relationship using
vserver-peer-create API before a Vserver administrator can copy over LUNs from another Vserver in the
cluster. This restriction does not apply to cluster administrators. Cluster administrators can initiate
inter-Vserver LUN copy operations without creating a Vserver peer relationship.
Input Name
destinationvserver

Range

Type

Description

vserverSpecifies the name of the Vserver that will host the new LUNs.
name

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be
transferred per second in support of this operation. This mechanism
max[0..2^63- integer can be used to throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the
throughput
1]
optional performance of the source and destination nodes. Default: zero,
indicating no throttling. NOTE: The specified value will be rounded
up to the nearest megabyte.
paths

promoteearly

lunpathpair[]

Specifies an array of source and destination path pairs. If more than
one pair of paths is specified, multiple LUNs will be copied. All the
source LUNs must be on the same volume. All the LUNs must be
copied into a single volume.

Specifies that the destination needs to be promoted early. Default:
false. If the destination is promoted early, the new LUN will be
visible immediately. Snapshots of the volume containing the new
boolean
LUN cannot be taken until the LUN copy operation reaches 'Moving
optional
Data' status. If the destination is promoted late, the new LUN will be
visible only after it has been fully framed. The LUN copy job will not
block snapshots of the volume containing the new LUN.
Specifies the full path to the source reference LUN, of the form
/vol/[/]/. If a reference LUN is specified, data for other LUNs being
copied will be transferred as a difference from the reference LUN.

referencepath

string
This might save bandwidth and destination storage if the specified
optional
source LUNs share blocks. If provided, this input must be the same
as one of the source LUN paths. This input is not allowed if only one
source LUN is specified.
vserverSpecifies the name of the Vserver hosting the LUNs to be copied.
name
Default: same as destination-vserver (intra-Vserver copy).
optional

sourcevserver
Output Name

Range

Type

job-uuid

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) for the LUN copy job.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOD_DEST_LUN_EXISTS
EOD_DEST_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_DEST_IS_FLEXCACHE
EQTREE_DOES_NOT_EXIST
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EOD_COPY_DUP_DEST_PATH
EOD_SRC_LUN_NOT_FOUND
EOD_SRC_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_SRC_LUN_IS_PE
EOD_LUN_IN_NVFAILED_STATE
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EOD_LUN_MAX_COUNT_VIOLATION
EOD_REF_PATH_NOT_IN_SOURCE_PATHS
EOD_COPY_DEST_IS_SNAPSHOT
EOD_NO_VSERVER_PEERING
EOD_VSERVER_PEERING_NO_LUN_COPY_APP
EOD_VSERVER_PEERING_NOT_READY
EOD_DEST_IN_CFT_PRECOMMIT

lun-create-by-size

[top]

Create a new lun of given size, with initially zero contents. The lun is created at the path given. No file
should already exist at the given path. The directory specified in the path must be a qtree root
directory. The size of the created lun could be larger than the size specified, in order to get an integral
number of cylinders while reporting the geometry using SAN protocols.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The class of the LUN. Possible values:

class

string
optional

"regular" - The LUN is for normal blocks access,
"protocol_endpoint" - The LUN is a vvol protocol endpoint,
"vvol" - The LUN is a vvol data LUN.
The default value is "regular".

string A description for the LUN being created. The comment can be at
optional most 254 characters.

comment

foreign-disk

Foreign Disk serial number. New size of the LUN will be of exact
capacity as that of the Foreign Disk. For Foreign LUN Import, the
string
LUN and Foreign Disk must be the exact same capacity. Either size
optional
or foreign-disk must be provided for Data ONTAP Cluster-mode. This
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

ostype

The os type for the LUN. The default type if not specified is "image".
lun-os- It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to avoid using
type the "image" type because it could result in misconfigured LUNs. For
optional example, a lun with ostype "image" could suffer major performance
penalties when a Windows host is trying to access it.

path

prefix-size

string

Path of the LUN.

The size of the prefix stream for this lun in bytes. Certain OS types
store a small portion of the data corresponding to partition tables
(or similar structures) in the prefix stream. This is part of the lun
data and is transparent to hosts that access the LUN via block
[0..2^63- integer
protocols. The default size is based on the OS type. Giving a value
optional
1]
here overrides the default, but, it is strongly recommended to avoid
changing this default size. The value in this field must be a multiple
of 512 bytes. Note that this value has no effect when the lun-ostype is "image". This option is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later.

qosadaptivepolicy-group

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable Service Level
string
Objectives (SLOs) that adjust based on the LUN's allocated space or
optional
used space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later

qos-policygroup

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which the policy group
string
is associated. If you do not assign a policy group to a lun, the
optional
system will not monitor and control the traffic to it. This field is
available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later

size

New size for the LUN in bytes. This field is required for Data ONTAP
[0..2^63- integer
7-Mode. Either size or foreign-disk must be provided for Data ONTAP
optional
1]
Cluster-mode.
The space allocation attribute enables support for the SCSI Thin
Provisioning features defined in the Logical Block Provisioning
boolean
section of the SCSI SBC-3 standard. Hosts and file systems that do
optional
not support SCSI Thin Provisioning should not enable space
allocation. The default is false.

spaceallocationenabled
spacereservationenabled

Default is true. If it is desired to manage space usage manually
boolean
instead, this can be set to "false" which will create a LUN without
optional
any space being reserved.
Use the exact size specified instead of rounding to best fit geometry.
boolean If true, size must be a multiple of 512. The default value is false.
optional This field may not be specified in combination with foreign-disk. This
field is available in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

use-exactsize

Output Name
actual-size

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63integer The actual size of the LUN that was created, in bytes.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOFFLINE
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST

Description

ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EFTYPE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_DIRECTORY
EVDISK_ERROR_FILE_IS_SPC_RESERVED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_SNAPSHOT_PATH
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_SPARSE
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
EVDISK_SYNC_CAPB_MISMATCH
EVOLUMEBUSY
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_LUN_CREATE_MODIFY
E_QOS_LUN_PG_REMOVE
EFLI_ERROR_NO_SUCH_FOREIGN_DISK
EFLIHI_DISK_READ_ERROR
EFLIHI_INVALID_FIELD
EFLIHI_RESOURCE_LIMIT
EFLI_UNSUPPORTED_SECTOR_SIZE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-create-clone

[top]

Create a LUN clone.
Input Name Range

Type

parent-lunpath

string

Path of original LUN.

parent-snap

string

LUN path of the backing snapshot.

path

string

Path of the LUN clone.

spacereservationenabled

Description

By default, the lun is space-reserved. If it is desired to manage space
boolean
usage manually instead, this can be set to "false" which will create a LUN
optional
without any space being reserved.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_CLONING_STARTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VMALIGNED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-create-from-file

[top]

Create a lun from an existing file. A new lun is created, at the given lun path (which must be at a qtree
root). A hard link is created to the existing file. The file contents are not copied or changed. The file can
be resized to a larger size, rounding up to a cylinder boundary. NOTE: LUNs created from files cannot be
relocated.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The class of the LUN. Possible values:

class

string
optional

"regular" - The LUN is for normal blocks access,
"protocol_endpoint" - The LUN is a vvol protocol endpoint,
"vvol" - The LUN is a vvol data LUN.
The default value is "regular".

comment

file-name

ostype

path

string A description for the LUN being created. The comment can be at
optional most 254 characters.
string

A fully qualified filer path to the file to create the LUN from. This
must be in the same qtree as the LUN being created. The file must
also be in the root of the volume or in a qtree/regular directory in
the root of the volume or in a regular directory in a qtree.

The os type for the LUN. The default type if not specified is "image".
lun-os- It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to avoid using
type the "image" type because it could result in misconfigured LUNs. For
optional example, a lun with ostype "image" could suffer major performance
penalties when a Windows host is trying to access it.
string

Would be Path of the newly created LUN if successful. This Path
must not exist already (i.e a file or dir with this same path).

qosadaptivepolicy-group

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable service level
string
objectives (SLOs) that adjust based on the LUN's allocated space or
optional
used space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later

qos-policygroup

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
(SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which the policy group
string
is associated. If you do not assign a policy group to a lun, the
optional
system will not monitor and control the traffic to it. This field is
available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later

spaceallocationenabled

The space allocation attribute enables support for the SCSI Thin
Provisioning features defined in the Logical Block Provisioning
boolean
section of the SCSI SBC-3 standard. Hosts and file systems that do
optional
not support SCSI Thin Provisioning should not enable space

allocation. The default is false.
spacereservationenabled

Default is true. If it is desired to manage space usage manually
boolean
instead, this can be set to false which will create a LUN without any
optional
space being reserved.

Output Name
actual-size

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63integer The actual size of the LUN that was created, in bytes.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOFFLINE
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EFTYPE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_DIRECTORY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_FILE_IS_SPC_RESERVED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_SNAPSHOT_PATH
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_SPARSE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VMALIGNED
EVDISK_ERROR_UNSUPPORTED_INPUT
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_LUN_CREATE_MODIFY
E_QOS_LUN_PG_REMOVE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-create-from-snapshot

[top]

Creates a LUN in the active file system. The lun has the same initial contents as the referenced
snapshot copy of an existing lun. (Note that no copy of the data is made.) Future writes go into the new
lun. Reads of unmodified data are satisfied from the snapshot location. Reads of modified data are
satisfied by first attempting to find the required buffer in the new lun. If a buffer is not found (buffer
corresponds to a hole), it is looked for in the snapshot copy instead.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

path

string

Path of the LUN.

snapshotlun-path

string

LUN path in the snapshot to be created from.

spacereservationenabled

By default, the lun is space-reserved. If it is desired to manage
boolean
space usage manually instead, this can be set to "false" which will
optional
create a LUN without any space being reserved.
The os type for the LUN. The default type if not specified is "image".
lun-os- It is strongly recommended for the caller of this API to avoid using
type the "image" type because it could result in misconfigured LUNs. For
optional example, a lun with ostype "image" could suffer major performance
penalties when a Windows host is trying to access it.

type

Output Name
actual-size

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63integer The actual size of the LUN that was created, in bytes.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOFFLINE
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
ENAMETOOLONG
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EFTYPE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_DIRECTORY
EVDISK_ERROR_SOURCE_IS_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_FILE_IS_SPC_RESERVED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_SNAPSHOT_PATH
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_SPARSE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-destroy

[top]

Destroy the specified LUN. This operation will fail if the LUN is currently mapped and is online. The force
option can be used to destroy it regardless of being online or mapped.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

destroyapplicationlun

Required to delete a LUN that belongs to an application. If true, override
boolean checks that prevent a LUN from being destroyed while it is part of an
optional application. The default if not specified is "false". This field is available in
Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

destroyfenced-lun

If "true", override checks that prevent a LUN from being destroyed while
boolean it is fenced. If "false", attempting to destroy a fenced LUN will fail. The
optional default if not specified is "false". This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2
and later.

force

If "true", override checks that prevent a LUN from being destroyed if it is
boolean
online and mapped. If "false", destroying an online and mapped LUN will
optional
fail. The default if not specified is "false".

path

string

Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXPORTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IN_SYNC_DR_CG
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-generate-serial

[top]

Generate a LUN Serial Number for later use.
Output Name Range Type Description
serial-number
Errno

string Serial Number
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

lun-get-attribute

[top]

Get a named attribute for a given LUN.
Input Name Range Type

Description

name

string Attribute to get.

path

string Path of the LUN.

Output Name Range Type
value

Description

string Value of the attribute.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-attributes

[top]

Get named attributes for a given LUN.
Input Name Range
name
path
Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

string Filter for the requested attribute names. SMF wildcards are allowed. If
optional not specified, all available attributes on the LUN will be returned.
string

Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

lunList of selected attribute name/value pairs. If there are not user
attributeattributes set on the LUN, or no attributes match the 'name' filter if
info[]
specified, this field will not be returned.
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

lun-get-comment

[top]

Get the optional descriptive comment for a LUN.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.

Output Name Range Type

Description

comment

string Comment for given LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-geometry

[top]

Get SCSI disk geometry for a given LUN.
Input Name

Range

path

string

Output Name
bytes-persector
cylinders

Type

Range

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

[0..2^31integer Sector size in bytes.
1]
Number of cylinders in the LUN The size of the LUN can be
[0..2^31- integer calculated like this: cylinders tracks-per-cylinder sectors-per-track X
optional bytes-per-sector --------------------- size This field is not present for
1]
LUNs that do not report Cylinder-Head-Sector geometry.

The maximum size this LUN can be resized to in bytes. LUN resize
for LUNs that report Cylinder-Head-Sector (CHS) geometry is limited
by the lun cylinder size which can not be increased beyond 65535.
max-resize- [0..2^63integer This number is calculated using a cylinder count of 65535, in place
size
1]
of the LUNs actual cylinder size. LUNs that do not report CHS
geometry may be resized to the maximum LUN size supported by
the current Data ONTAP version.
sectors-per- [0..2^31- integer Number of sectors in a track. This field is not present for LUNs that
optional do not report Cylinder-Head-Sector geometry.
track
1]
size

[0..2^63integer LUN size in bytes.
1]

Number of tracks in a cylinder. This is also commonly referred to as
tracks-per- [0..2^31- integer
the number of heads. This field is not present for LUNs that do not
cylinder
1]
optional
report Cylinder-Head-Sector geometry.
Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-get-inquiry-info

[top]

Get the SCSI INQUIRY response data for vendor id (vid), product id (pid), and firmware revision (rev)
based on the igroup that the lun in question is mapped to.
Input Name

Range Type

initiator-groupname
Output Name

string

Description
The initiator group for which the vid/pid/rev information is to be
returned.

Range Type

Description

firmware-revision

string

SCSI INQUIRY response revision (padded with spaces to 4characters).

product-id

string

SCSI INQUIRY response product id (padded with spaces to 16characters).

vendor-id

string

SCSI INQUIRY response vendor id (padded with spaces to 8characters).

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of lun objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
lun-info
specified on any number of attributes in the lun object. All lun
optional
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

luninfo[] The list of attributes of lun objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lun
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
lun-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32-

integer The number of records returned in this call.

1]
volumeerror[] List of errors encountered while retrieving LUN inventory
optional

volumeerrors
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-get-maxsize

[top]

Returns the maximum possible size in bytes of a lun on a given volume or qtree. The user can pass the
path to a volume or qtree in which the lun is to be created. This returns the maximum size for different
types of LUNs and the possible maximum size with or without snapshot reserves.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

path

string

type

lun-osOS type of the LUN.
type

Output Name

Range

Path of the volume or qtree.

Type

Description

with-completesnapshot-reserve

[0..2^63Maximum possible size for LUN with snapshot reserve
integer
1]
assuming 100% fractional reserve

with-snapshotreserve

[0..2^63integer Maximum possible size for LUN with snapshot reserve.
1]

without-snapshotreserve

[0..2^63integer Maximum possible size for LUN without snapshot reserve.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-minsize

[top]

Returns the minimum possible size in bytes. This returns the minimum size for different types of LUNs
(based on the specified OS type). Space reservation does not affect the minimum lun size, thus only a
single minimum size is returned.
Input Name
type

Range

Type

Description

lun-os-type OS type of the LUN.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

min-size

[0..2^63-1]

integer

Minimum possible size for LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

lun-get-occupied-size

[top]

Get the size occupied by the LUN in the active FS.
Input Name

Range

Type

path
Output Name

string
Range

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

occupied-size [0..2^63-1] integer Size occupied by the LUN in the Active FS in bytes.
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-persistent-reservation-info

[top]

Get the persistent reservation information for a given LUN.
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range

persistentreservation

Type
string

Description
Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

Type

Description

This is the persistent reservation information for a given I_T nexus
if any exist for the given lun. The communication path and state
persistentbetween an initiator and a target is called an Initiator_Target Nexus,
reservationor I_T Nexus. The I_T Nexus is the owner of the persistent
info[]
reservation information. There can be several I_T Nexus that have
optional
registered per lun. Each I_T Nexus can only register one time per
lun.

Errno
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-select-attribute

[top]

Get the select attribute for the specified LUN.
Input Name

Range

path

string

Output Name

Range

creationtime
creationtimestamp

Type

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type
string

Description
The time this lun was created, in human readable format. This field
is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1. Instead, use creation-timestamp.

[0..2^31The time this lun was created, in seconds since January 1, 1970.
integer
1]
This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later.

previousserial

string The serial number of the previous lun. If this lun is not a clone or
optional copy, no previous-serial number exists.
The select attribute for the lun. Possible values:

selectattribute

"active" - this is an active lun,
"copy" - this is a clone or copy of an active lun,
"mirror" - this is a mirror of an active lun.

string

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-serial-number

[top]

Get the serial number for the specified LUN. Prior to Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12character string formed of upper and lower-case letters, numbers, and slash (/) and hyphen (-)
characters. Starting Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12-character string formed of upper
and lower-case letters, numbers, and the characters /-#$%&*+<=>?[!]^~@ .
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.

Output Name Range Type

Description

serial-number

string Serial number for the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-space-reservation-info

[top]

Queries the space reservation settings for the named LUN.
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

string

Name of the LUN to be queried.

Type

Description

boolean Whether or not the LUN has space reservation enabled.

Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-target-device-id

[top]

Returns the SCSI Target Device Id.
Input Name Range Type
lun-serial-id

Description

string Serial number of the lun.

Output Name Range Type
targetdevice-id

string

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description
SCSI Target Device Id. This is defined by Network Appliance. Currently a
string of numbers preceded by "naa.600A098".

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-get-vdisk-attributes

[top]

Lookup a LUN path and storage system by serial number.
Input Name Range Type
serialnumber

Description

string Serial number for the LUN.

Output Name Range Type

Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this is the name of the storage system or vfiler
string containing the LUN. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this is the name of the
Vserver containing the LUN.

filer-name
path

string Path for the specified LUN, for example: "/vol/vol0/lun1".

vdisksnapshotname

Path to the backing snapshot file for the LUN, for example:
string "/vol/vol1/.snapshot/snapshot/lun". This field will be empty if the LUN is
not backed by a snapshot file.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
ENOENT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-has-scsi-reservations

[top]

Queries for all types of scsi reservations covering both iSCSI and FCP.
Input Name

Range Type

path
Output Name

string

Description
Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

Range Type

is-reservationheld

boolean

Description
'true' if given LUN has a scsi-2 or scsi-3 style reservation held, 'false'
otherwise.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-import-create

[top]

Create a LUN import relationship with the purpose of importing foreign disk data into the LUN.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

foreign-disk

string

Foreign Disk Serial Number

path

lun-path Path of the LUN

vserver

string

Vserver containing the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_ERROR_NO_SUCH_FOREIGN_DISK
EFLI_ERROR_DISK_NOT_MARKED_FOREIGN
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_ALREADY_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_LUN_ALREADY_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_CAPACITY_MISMATCH
EFLI_BLOCK_SIZE_MISMATCH
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_NOT_ACCESSIBLE
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_HAS_NO_LOCAL_PATH
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_OPEN_FAILED
EFLI_LUN_NOT_MAPPED
EFLI_LUN_NOT_BOUND
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_HAS_RESERVATIONS_ZAPI
EFLI_LUN_SHOULD_BE_OFFLINE
EFLI_NOT_REGULAR_LUN
EFLI_SPACE_ALLOC_NOT_ALLOWED
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-delete

[top]

Deletes the import relationship of the specified LUN or the specified foreign disk.
Input Name Range
force
foreigndisk

Type

Description

boolean Force flag. If set to true, the import relationship would be deleted even if
optional import is in progress. Default: false
string
Foreign disk serial number
optional
lun-

path

path Path of the LUN
optional
string
Vserver containing the LUN
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_ERROR_NO_SUCH_FOREIGN_DISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_IMPORT_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_FOREIGN_DISK_IMPORT_VERIFY_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_DELETE_NO_LUN
EFLI_DELETE_NO_LUN_FOREIGN_DISK
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN objects that are in a relationship with a foreign disk.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records
Errno

lunimportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

lunimportinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Foreign LUN Import
relationship object. All Foreign LUN Import relationship objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

lunimportThe list of attributes of Foreign LUN Import relationship objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Foreign
optional LUN Import relationship objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-import-pause

[top]

Pause the import for the specified LUN.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path
string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_ALREADY_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_COMPLETED
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-resume

[top]

Resume the import for the specified LUN.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path
string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_PAUSED
EFLI_RESUME_FAILED
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-start
Start the import for the specified LUN.

[top]

Input Name Range
path

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path

vserver

string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_IMPORT_ALREADY_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_IN_PAUSED_ZAPI
EFLI_DST_NO_SPACE
EFLI_DST_NOT_AVAILABLE
EFLI_VERIFY_ACTIVE
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-stop

[top]

Stop and abort the import for the specified LUN. All import checkpoint data will be lost.
Input Name Range
path

Type

Description

lun-path LUN Path

vserver

string

Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_STARTED
EFLI_IMPORT_ALREADY_STOPPED
EFLI_NOT_READY
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-throttle

[top]

Modify the max throughput limit for the specified import relationship
Input Name
max-throughputlimit

Range Type
size

Description
Maximum Throughput Limit(in bytes per sec) at which the given
import will be throttled.

lunpath

path
vserver

Path of the LUN

string Vserver containing the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
EFLI_THROTTLE_NOSUPPORT
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-verify-start

[top]

Start the verification of the foreign disk and LUN data. The import admin/operational state must be
stopped/stopped or started/completed. The verification does a block for block comparison of the LUN
and foreign disk. If the verification detects a mismatch between the foreign disk and LUN then the verify
will stop.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path Path of the LUN
string

Vserver containing the LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_ALREADY_STARTED
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
EFLI_IMPORT_NOT_COMPLETE
EFLI_LUN_ONLINE_VERIFY_FAIL
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-import-verify-stop

[top]

Stop the verify for the specified LUN.
Input Name Range
path
vserver

Type

Description

lun-path Path of the LUN
string

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Vserver containing the LUN
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EFLI_LUN_NOT_IN_IMPORT
EFLI_IMPORT_VERIFY_NOT_IN_PROGRESS
EFLI_NOT_CURRENT_NODE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-initiator-list-map-info

[top]

List all the LUNs mapped to an initiator
Input Name Range
initiator

Type
string

Output Name Range

Description

lun-map-info[]
List of lun maps for the given initiator.
optional

lun-maps
Errno

Type

Description
initiator to check

Description

EINVAL
EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-initiator-logged-in

[top]

Determine if an initiator is logged in via FCP or iSCSI.
Input Name Range
initiator

string

Output Name Range
is-logged-in
Errno

Type

Type

Description
Name of FCP or iSCSI initiator to check.
Description

boolean true if initiator is logged into the filer, false otherwise.
Description

EINVAL
EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

[top]

lun-list-info
Get the status (size, online/offline state, shared state, comment string, serial number, LUN mapping) of
the given LUN, or all LUNs.
Input Name Range
get-clonebackingsnapshot

Type

Description

boolean If specified, the name of the backing snapshot for a LUN clone is
optional returned. The default value is false.
string Path of LUN. If specified, only the information of that LUN is returned.
optional This option can only be used if volume-name is not used.

path
volumename

string Name of a volume. If specified, only the information of the LUNs in that
optional volume is returned. This option can only be used if path is not specified.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

are-volsbusy

Indicates whether any volumes are moving. If true, the output of this
boolean command cannot be considered authoritative. Users needing
authoritative data should retry until this output parameter is false.

are-volsonlining

Indicates whether any volumes are still in the process of onlining. If
true, the output of this command cannot be considered authoritative.
boolean
Users needing authoritative data should retry until this output
parameter is false.
luninfo[]

luns

Information of a list of LUNs.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
ENOSYS
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ESTALE
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUMES_ONLINING
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-map

[top]

Maps the LUN to all the initiators in the specified initiator group.
Input Name
additionalreportingnode

Range

Type

Description

node- Report the newly created LUN map from the specified node and its
name HA partner in addition to the current owning nodes of the LUN. This
optional field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

Forcibly map the lun, disabling mapping conflict checks with the
boolean high-availability partner. If not specified all conflict checks are
optional performed. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field is accepted for
backwards compatibility and is ignored.

force
initiatorgroup
lun-id

string
[0..4095]

integer If the lun-id is not specified, the smallest number that can be used
optional for the various initiators in the group is automatically picked.

path

string

Output Name
lun-idassigned

Initiator group to map to the given LUN.

Range

Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

LUN ID assigned for this map. If lun-id is not supplied, this will be an
[0..4095] integer auto-assigned LUN ID, otherwise it will be the same as the supplied
LUN ID if map is successful.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPCAGGR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_HAS_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_LUN
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ALUA_ENABLED_ISCSI_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ALUA_ENABLED_FCP_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ISCSI_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_FCP_IGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_ALUA_CONFLICTS
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
E_SAN_MISSING_REQUIRED_LIFS
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-map-add-reporting-nodes

[top]

Add nodes to the list reporting the LUN map. If no specific action is provided, adds all the nodes in the
current failover group for the LUN.
Input Name Range
all
destinationaggregate

Type

Description

boolean
When specified and true, report the LUN from all eligible nodes.
optional
The name of an aggregate. When specified, adds the nodes appropriate
string
for the aggregate in preparation for a mobility event that will change the
optional
LUN's containing aggregate to the value specified.

The name of a volume. When specified, addds teh nodes appropriate for
string
the volume in preparation for a mobility event that will change the LUN's
optional
containing volume to the value specified.

destinationvolume
igroup

string

The initiator group the LUN is mapped to.

filerThe name of one or more nodes. When specified, add the specific nodes
id[]
and HA partners to the map.
optional

nodes
path

The path of the LUN.

string

Errno

Description

EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EDISABLED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_LUNMAP
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-map-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN map detail objects.
Input Name

Range

lunmapinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

lunmapinfo
optional

next-tag
num-records
volumeerrors

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the LUN map detail object.
All LUN map detail objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

lunmapThe list of attributes of LUN map detail objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more LUN map
optional detail objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
volumeerror[] List of errors encountered while retrieving LUN inventory
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-map-list-info

[top]

Returns a list of initiator groups and their members (the initiators) mapped to the given LUN.
Input Name

Range

Type

path
Output Name

Description

string
Range

initiatorgroups

LUN for which the initiator group list is requested.

Type

Description

initiator-group-info[] List of initiator groups that are mapped to the given
optional
LUN.

Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-map-remove-reporting-nodes

[top]

Remove nodes from the list reporting the LUN map. If no specific action is provided, remove all nodes
not in the current failover group for the LUN.
Input Name Range
igroup
nodes
path

Type
string

Description
The initiator group the LUN is mapped to.

filerThe name of one or more nodes. When specified, remove the specific
id[]
nodes and HA partners from the map.
optional
string

The path of the LUN.

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EDISABLED
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_LUNMAP
E_SAN_NOT_READY

Description

lun-move

[top]

Move (rename) a LUN.
Input Name Range Type
new-path
path

Description

string New path of the LUN being moved to.
string Path of the LUN to be moved.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EISDIR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EOFFLINE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_QTREE_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_NOT_IN_SAME_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IN_SYNC_DR_CG
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-move-cancel

[top]

Cancels an ongoing LUN move operation prior to creation of the new LUN. This operation will fail if the
LUN already exists at the destination path; in that case, allow the current move operation to complete
and then move it back using the lun-move-start API.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOD_CANT_CANCEL_OPERATION

Description

lun-move-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of LUN move job detail objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

lunmoveinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the LUN move job detail
object. All LUN move job detail objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

lunmoveThe list of attributes of LUN move job detail objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more LUN move
optional job detail objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

lunmoveinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-move-modify

[top]

Modifies the maximum throughput of an ongoing move operation.
Input Name Range
job-uuid

lun-index

maxthroughput

Type
uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

size

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be transferred
per second in support of this operation. This mechanism can be used to
throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the performance of the source
and destination nodes. Default: zero, indicating no throttling. NOTE: The
specified value will be rounded up to the nearest megabyte.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-move-pause

[top]

Pauses an ongoing LUN move operation. Use the lun-move-resume API to resume the move operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-move-resume

[top]

Resumes a paused LUN move operation.
Input Name Range

Type

job-uuid

lun-index

uuid

Description
Specifies the universally unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
move operation.

Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among many
that could be possibly moved as part of a job. LUN index is an identifier
integer
ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create. For LUN move
optional
operations that involve only one LUN, the lun-index value of zero is
always correct.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

lun-move-start

[top]

Starts a LUN move operation to move one or more LUNs from one volume to another within a Vserver.
The destination volume can be located on the same node as the source volume or on a different node.
NOTE: LUNs created from files cannot be moved.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the maximum amount of data, in bytes, that can be
transferred per second in support of this operation. This mechanism
max[0..2^63- integer can be used to throttle a transfer, to reduce its impact on the
optional performance of the source and destination nodes. Default: zero,
throughput
1]
indicating no throttling. NOTE: The specified value will be rounded
up to the nearest megabyte.
paths

Specifies an array of source and destination path pairs. If more than
lunone pair of paths is specified, multiple LUNs will be moved. All the
pathsource LUNs must be on the same volume. All the LUNs must be
pair[]
moved into a single volume.

promote-late

Specifies that the destination needs to be promoted late. Default:
false. If the destination is promoted early, the new LUN will be
visible immediately. Snapshots of the volume containing the new
boolean
LUN cannot be taken until the LUN move operation reaches 'Moving
optional
Data' status. If the destination is promoted late, the new LUN will be
visible only after it has been fully framed. The LUN move job will not
block snapshots of the volume containing the new LUN.

referencepath

Specifies the full path to the source reference LUN, of the form
/vol/[/]/. If a reference LUN is specified, data for other LUNs being
moved will be transferred as a difference from the reference LUN.
string
This might save bandwidth and destination storage if the specified
optional
source LUNs share blocks. If provided, this input must be the same
as one of the source LUN paths. This input is not allowed if only one
source LUN is specified.

Output Name

Range

job-uuid

Type
uuid

Description
Specifies universally unique ID (UUID) for the LUN move job.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EOD_INVALID_ECV
EOD_DEST_LUN_EXISTS
EOD_DEST_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_MOVE_DUP_DEST_PATH
EOD_DEST_IS_FLEXCACHE
EQTREE_DOES_NOT_EXIST
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EOD_SRC_LUN_NOT_FOUND
EOD_SRC_LUNS_NOT_ON_SAME_VOLUME
EOD_SRC_LUN_IS_PE
EOD_LUN_IN_NVFAILED_STATE
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EOD_LUN_MAX_COUNT_VIOLATION
EOD_REF_PATH_NOT_IN_SOURCE_PATHS
E_SAN_MISSING_REQUIRED_LIFS
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EOD_MOVE_DEST_IS_SNAPSHOT

Description

EOD_SRC_IS_DP
EOD_SRC_IS_SNAPSHOT
EOD_DEST_IN_CFT_PRECOMMIT
E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-offline

[top]

Disables block-protocol accesses to the LUN. Mappings, if any, configured for the lun are not altered.
Note that unless explicitly offlined, a lun is online.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_ENABLED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-online

[top]

Re-enables block-protocol accesses to the lun.
Input Name Range
force
path

Type

Description

Forcibly online the lun, disabling mapping conflict checks with the highboolean availability partner. If not specified all conflict checks are performed. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field is accepted for backwards
compatibility and is ignored.
string

Path of the LUN.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_HAS_LUN
EVDISK_ERROR_PARTNER_NOT_REACHABLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_HAS_NO_SERIAL_NO
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
EFLI_VERIFY_LUN_ONLINE_FAIL
EFLI_CREATE_RESYNC_PENDING
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for lun-os-type.
Output Name Range
ostypes

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[] Enumeration type name/value pair

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-port-has-scsi-reservations

[top]

Queries for all types of scsi reservations covering both iSCSI and FCP for a given initiator name.
Initiator name can be FCP portname in case of FCP or iSCSI node name for iSCSI.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

path

string

Path of the lun. The path should start with '/vol/'.

portname

string

Initiator FCP portname or iSCSI node name.

Output Name

Range Type

is-reservationheld

boolean

Description
'true' if given LUN has a scsi-2 or scsi-3 style reservation held, 'false'
otherwise.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-reset-stats

[top]

Resets (zeroes) block-protocol access statistics for LUN(s).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string Path of the LUN. If path is specified, the stats of that LUN will be reset. If
optional path is not specified, stats of all LUNs are reset.

path
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-resize

[top]

Changes the size of the LUN. Note that client-side operations may be needed to ensure that client
software recognizes the changed size. For Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.3 and later, LUN resize is not
allowed while the LUN is in import relationship with a Foreign LUN.
Input Name

Range

path

Output Name
actual-size

Description

boolean Forcibly reduce the size. This is required for reducing the size of the
optional LUN to avoid accidentally reducing the LUN size.

force

size

Type

string

Path of the LUN.

[0..2^63integer New size for the LUN.
1]
Range

Type

Description

Actual new size. This may be different from the specified size due to
[0..2^63integer
the requested size not fitting on a cylinder boundary.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_RESIZE_TOO_LARGE
EONTAPI_NOSPC
EVDISK_ERROR_MUST_SPECIFY_F_FLAG
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_UNCHANGED

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_TRANSITIONING
EVDISK_SYNC_CAPB_MISMATCH
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-restore-status

[top]

Get state of LUN restore.
Input Name Range
path

string

Output Name Range
is-running

Type

Description
Path of the LUN.

Type

Description

boolean 'true' if file restore is currently running for this vdisk, 'false' otherwise.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-attribute

[top]

Set a named attribute for a given LUN. Attributes are arbitrary key/value pairs for application-defined
use.
Input Name Range Type

name

Description

Application-defined attribute to set. In order to prevent conflicts between
separate applications, it is recommended that applications prefix attribute
names with their registered Internet domain name reversed component by
component, and an application identifier. For example:
"com.example.widgetapp.attribute". The following attributes are reserved
string by the system and may not be set: "custom", "cylinder_size", "dev_id",
"enabled", "extent_size", "host_stamp", "path_last", "pserial", "pSerial",

"serial", "snapshot", "snapshot_path_last", "type". In older versions of Data
ONTAP, attempting to set a system-reserved attribute may adversely affect
data integrity and availability of the storage system. Clients of this API must
therefore take special care to not use any system-reserved attribute names.
path

string Path of the LUN.

value

string

Value to set the attribute to. In Data ONTAP Cluster-mode, the combined
size of "name" and "value" must not exceed 4092 bytes.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_ATTR_TOO_BIG
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-comment

[top]

Set the optional descriptive comment for a LUN.
Input Name Range Type
comment
path

Description

string Comment to set for given LUN.
string Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-device-id

[top]

Set a SCSI peripheral device identifying information value on a LUN. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the value
set will be returned in response to the vendor unique SCSI command GET DEV ID. In Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode, the value set will be returned in response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION for the appropriate INFORMATION TYPE:
0000000b - Peripheral Device Identifying Information, a binary string 1 to 64 bytes long. In
addition, if the Peripheral Device Identifying Information is between 00000001h (1d) and
0000270Fh (9999d), it will be returned in response to the vendor unique SCSI command GET DEV
ID.
0000010b - Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information, a UTF-8 string 1 to 255 bytes long.
Either or both peripheral device identifying information values may be set or cleared independently.
Input Name Range

device-id

Type

Description

string

SCSI Peripheral Device Identifying Information. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode or
if device-id-type is "legacy", the value must be an integer in the range
[1..9999]. If device-id-type is "binary", the value must be a 2 to 64 byte
value encoded as a hexadecimal string, for example "0000270F". If
device-id-type is "text", the value is a free-form UTF-8 string between 1
and 255 bytes in length.
Indicate which peripheral device identifying information value to change.
Possible values:

device-idtype

string
optional

path

string

"legacy" - Set the Peripheral Device Identifying Information for
REPORT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE
0000000b) appropriate for the the vendor unique SCSI command
GET DEV ID and in the format compatible with Data ONTAP 7-Mode,
"binary" - Set the Peripheral Device Identifying Information for
REPORT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE
0000000b). This format allows setting all 64 bytes of the identifying
information,
"text" - Set the Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information for
REPORT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE
0000010b).
The default value is "legacy".
Path of the LUN.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
VDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
EVDISK_ERROR_INVALID_DEVICE_ID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-set-qos-policy-group
Input Name

Range

[top]

Type
lunpath

path

Description
Path of the LUN

qos-adaptivepolicy-group

string QoS Adaptive Policy Group for the LUN. Setting this value to 'none'
optional removes the LUN from an adaptive policy group.

qos-policygroup

string QoS Policy Group for the LUN. Setting this value to 'none' removes
optional the lun from a policy group.

Errno

Description

E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_LUN_CREATE_MODIFY
E_QOS_LUN_PG_REMOVE

lun-set-select-attribute

[top]

Set the select attribute for the specified LUN. The select attribute is used by multi-pathing software to
discriminate between LUNs when mirrored or cloned copies of a vdisk are mapped to the same host.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN.
Sets the select attribute for the lun. Possible values:

select-value

string

"active" - this is an active lun,
"copy" - this is a clone or copy of an active lun,
"mirror" - this is a mirror of an active lun.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-set-serial-number

[top]

Set the serial number for the specified LUN. The lun must first be made offline before changing the
serial number. Prior to Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12-character string formed of
upper and lower-case letters, numbers, and slash (/) and hyphen (-) characters. Starting Data ONTAP
8.1 release, the serial number is a 12-character string formed of upper and lower-case letters, numbers,
and the characters /-#$%&*+<=>?[!]^~@ . The caller must ensure the provided serial number is
globally unique and not assigned to any other LUN on this or any other ONTAP cluster.
Input Name Range Type
path
serialnumber

Description

string Path of the LUN.
string

Serial number for the LUN. The caller must ensure the serial number is
globally unique.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-set-share

[top]

Enables file system protocol-based access to a lun. By default, all accesses are disallowed. Note that file
permissions and ACL entries still apply.
Input Name Range Type
path
share-type

Description

string Path of the LUN.
string Possible values: all, none, read, write

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
VDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
VDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-set-space-alloc

[top]

Modify the attributes of lun object.
Input Name Range
enable
path

Type

Description

boolean LUN space allocation setting
lun-path Path of the LUN

Errno

Description

E_SAN_NOT_READY

lun-set-space-reservation-info

[top]

Sets the space reservation settings for the named LUN.
Input Name Range
enable

Type

Description

boolean Enable or disable space reservation on this LUN.

path

string

Path to the LUN for which the space reservations need to be set.

Errno

Description

EFILENOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESETSPCRESERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-snap-usage-list-info

[top]

Lists all LUNs backed by data in the specified snapshot. It also lists the corresponding snapshots in
which these LUNs exist.
Input Name
snapshot

Range

Type
string

Description
Name of the snapshot.

volume

string

Output Name

Range

lun-snap-usageluns

Name of the volume.

Type

Description

lun-snap-usage-luninfo[]

Errno

List of LUNs backed by data in the specified
snapshot.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_SNAPSHOT
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-start

[top]

Starts block-protocol accesses to the lun.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
Path of the LUN. The path should start with '/vol/' (for example,
"/vol/vol0/lun1").

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_STOPPED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-stats-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of lun objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

lunstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

lunA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statsspecified on any number of attributes in the lun object. All lun
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

lunstatsThe list of attributes of lun objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more lun
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

lun-stats-list-info

[top]

Get block-protocol access statistics (in bytes) for LUN(s).
Input Name Range
path
Output Name Range
lun-stats

Type

Description

string Path of the LUN. If path is specified, only the stats of that LUN is
optional returned. If path is not specified, stats of all LUNs are returned.
Type
lunstatsinfo[]

Description
List of LUN stats.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-unmap
Reverses the effect of lun-map on the specified LUN for the specified group. For Data ONTAP ClusterMode 8.3 and later, if LUN is in import relationship, the last LUN map can not be deleted.

[top]

Input Name

Range Type

initiator-group

Description

string Initiator group to unmap from.

path

string Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_EXPORTED_VDISK_SHARE_WRITE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_EXPORT
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_INITGROUP
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EFLI_LUN_BOUND_TO_FLI_ERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

lun-unset-attribute

[top]

Clear a named attribute for a given LUN.
Input Name Range Type

Description

name

Name of attribute to unset. The following attributes are reserved by the
system and may not be unset: "custom", "cylinder_size", "dev_id",
"enabled", "extent_size", "host_stamp", "path_last", "pserial", "pSerial",
"serial", "snapshot", "snapshot_path_last", "type". In older versions of Data
string
ONTAP, attempting to unset a system-reserved attribute may adversely
affect data integrity and availability of the storage system. Clients of this
API must therefore take special care to not use any system-reserved
attribute names.

path

string Path of the LUN.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

lun-unset-device-id

[top]

Remove a SCSI peripheral device identifying information value from a LUN.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Indicate which peripheral device identifying information to remove.
Possible values:

device-idtype

"binary" - Remove the Peripheral Device Identifying Information
returned in response to the SCSI commands REPORT IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000000b) and GET DEV ID,
"text" - Remove the Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information
returned in response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000010b).

string
optional

The default value is "binary".
path

string

Path of the LUN.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
VDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VDISK
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_NOT_DISABLED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVDISK_ERROR_VOLUME_UNPROCESSED
EVDISK_ERROR_RESTORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_QUIESCED
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_IS_BUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: alua-setting-mismatch-initiator-group
Information about an initiator group that has an ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) setting
mismatch on local and partner filers.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-groupname

string

local-alua-isenabled

boolean

true if ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) is enabled for
initiator-group-name on the local filer.

partner-alua-isenabled

boolean

true if ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) is enabled for
initiator-group-name

name of the initiator group.

[top]

Element definition: alua-setting-mismatch-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator that is a member of igroups that have an alua setting mismatch. Also
contains partner alua mismatch issues.
Name

Range Type

Description
true if ALUA (Asymmetric Logical Unit Access) is enabled for
initiator-group-name.

alua-is-enabled

boolean

initiator-groupname

string

name of the initiator group name that the initiator belongs to.

initiator-name

string

name of the initiator.

Element definition: clone-status-info

[top]

Status of a cloning.
Name

Range Type

blockscompleted

Description

integer Number of blocks completed.

blocks-total

integer

path

Total blocks to clone. The percentage complete is (completed * 100) /
total

string LUN path being cloned.

Element definition: conflict-wwpn

[top]

WWPN that has the conflict.
[none]

Element definition: conflicting-initiator-info

[top]

Fibre channel initiator that belongs to igroups on the local filer which have a different OS type than the
initiator groups that this initiator belongs to on the partner filer. This conflict can produce unexpected
host behavior and must be fixed.
Name
initiator-localos-type
initiator-name
initiatorpartner-os-type

Range

Type

Description

initiatorOS type of the initiator on the local filer
group-os-type
string

Fibre channel initiator node name that has a different OS type
on the local filer than the partner filer.

initiatorOS type of the initiator on the partner filer
group-os-type

Element definition: conflicting-luns-list

[top]

List of the conflicting LUNs.
Name

Range Type

conflict-lun-path

Description

string Path of the lun that has the conflict. The format is: /vol// or /vol///

Element definition: conflicting-map-info

[top]

lun mapping conflict.
Name

Range Type

initiatorname

string

lun-id

Description
Fibre channel initiator node name that has a lun mapped from both filers in
the cluster using the same LUN-id.

integer lun-id used in mappings to the initiator from both filers in the cluster.

Element definition: fcp-down-hba-info

[top]

Information about a down FCP HBA
Name Range Type
adapter
state

Description

string Which FC adapter.
Description of HBAs state. Possible values: STARTUP UNINITIALIZED
INITIALIZING FIRMWARE LINK NOT CONNECTED WAITING FOR LINK UP ONLINE
string
LINK DISCONNECTED RESETTING OFFLINE OFFLINED BY USER/SYSTEM
Unknown state

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: initiator-group-info

[top]

Information about an initiator group.
Name
initiatorgroup-

Range

Type

Description
Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has ALUA (Asymmetric

aluaenabled
initiatorgroupdeleteonunmap
initiatorgroupname

boolean Logical Unit Access) features enabled for luns mapped to this initiator
group.
Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group will be automatically
boolean
deleted when unmapped from a LUN if it is no longer part of any other
optional
LUN maps. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later.

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiatorgroupos-type

initiatorgroup- OS type of the initiator group
os-type

initiatorgroupportsetname

string
Name of the portset that is bound to the initiator group, if any.
optional

initiatorgroupreportscsinameenabled

Boolean value to indicate whether to report or hide SCSI Name String
boolean
(8h) Descriptor to initiator's INQUIRY VPD 0x83 page command. This
optional
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1.0 and later.

initiatorgroupthrottleborrow

boolean

Boolean value to indicate that the igroups throttle reserve may be
exceeded if the igroup attempts to use more than it has reserved.

initiatorgroupthrottlereserve

integer

Percentage of filer SCSI command blocks reserved for this initiator
group's exclusive usage.

initiatorgrouptype

string

initiatorgroupusepartner

Type of the initiators in this group. Possible values: "iscsi", "fcp",
"mixed".

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group is configured for its luns
to require the use of host multi-pathing software for correct highboolean availability failover operation. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this value is
optional optional and is only returned for FCP initiator groups on an storage
system in an HA pair. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always
be 'true'.
This value is Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of this initiator group.

initiatorgroupuuid

The UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hexadecimal characters, the
second through fourth groupings have four hexadecimal characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hexadecimal characters. Note
that a leading '0x' is not used.

string
optional This field is available in Data ONTAP 7-mode 7.3.6, 8.0.2, 8.1.0 and later
for the igroup-list-info API. This field is available in Data ONTAP ClusterMode 8.1.0 and later for the igroup-get-iter and lun-map-list-info APIs.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
35d6ca90-c759-11df-8b6d-00a098132c6c

initiatorgroupvsaenabled

boolean

initiators

initiatorinfo[] List of initiators belonging to this group.
optional

lun-id

[0..4095]

Boolean value to indicate if this initiator group has Volume Set
Addressing (VSA) enabled or disabled.

integer LUN identifier to which the LUN is mapped at the host. This value is
optional optional and is only returned for the lun-map-list-info api.
string
Name of the vserver hosting this initiator group
optional

vserver

Element definition: invalid-cfmode-setting-info

[top]

local and partner cfmode settings
Name

Range Type

Description

local-fcpcfmode

string

cfmode setting of the local filer Possible values: dual_fabric, mixed,
partner, standby, single_image

partner-fcpcfmode

string

cfmode setting of the partner filer Possible values: dual_fabric, mixed,
partner, standby, single_image

Element definition: invalid-nodename-setting-info

[top]

Information about different FCP node names
Name

Range Type

local-fcp-node-name

Description

string FCP node name for the local filer

partner-fcp-node-name

string FCP node name for the partner filer

Element definition: invalid-ostype-cfmode-setting-info

[top]

Information about an invalid initiator group OS type and cfmode combination
Name
initiator-group-name
initiator-group-os-type

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-os-type OS type of the initiator group

Element definition: invalid-use-partner-cfmode-setting-info
Information about an invalid initiator group use_partner and cfmode

[top]

Name

Range Type

initiator-groupname

string

is-use-partnerenabled

boolean

Description
Name of this initiator group.
If true this initiator group's members are allowed to use the
partner port.

Element definition: invalid-use-partner-ostype-setting-info

[top]

Information about an invalid initiator group OS type and use_partner combination
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator-groupname

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-groupos-type

initiator-groupos-type

OS type of the initiator group

is-use-partnerenabled

boolean

If true this initiator group's members are allowed to use
the partner port.

Element definition: invalid-vsa-setting-info

[top]

Information about an initiator group with an invalid Volume Set Addressing (VSA) setting for its OS
type. Only 'hpux' initiator groups should have VSA enabled. All other initiator groups should have it
disabled. Incorrect settings can cause hosts to not be able to access some or all of their LUNs.
Name

Range

Type

initiator-groupname
initiator-group-ostype
is-vsa-enabled

string

Description
Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-osOS type of the initiator group
type
boolean

If true, members of this initiator group will use VSA
on the filer.

Element definition: lun-align-info

[top]

LUN alignment Info of a LUN When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Alignment of the LUN. Possible values: aligned, misaligned,
partial-writes, indeterminate. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

alignment

alignmentstate
optional

"aligned" - All or most of the IO to the LUN is aligned to
the underlying file,
"misaligned" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is not
aligned to the underlying file,
"partial_writes" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is
partial,
"indeterminate" - There is not enough IO to determine the
LUN's alignment state
The ostype for the LUN. Caller should specify a non-default
ostype Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

multiprotocoltype

partitioncount

lun-ostype
optional

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

"vmware" - The LUN will be used to store a VMware Virtual
Machine File System (VMFS) containing Virtual Machine
Disk Files (VMDKs).,
"hyper_v" - The LUN will be used to store Hyper-V VHDs
(Virtual Hard Disks).,
"windows_2008" - The LUN will be used to store a
Windows filesystem with a Master Boot Record (MBR)
partition table on Windows 2008 or later.,
"windows_gpt" - The LUN will be used to store a Windows
filesystem with a GUID Partition Table (GPT).,
"windows" - The LUN will be used to store a Windows
filesystem with a Master Boot Record (MBR) partition
table.,
"linux" - The LUN will be used to store a Linux filesystem
with no partition table.,
"xen" - The LUN will be used to store an Xen filesystem.,
"solaris" - The LUN will be used to store a Solaris
filesystem in a single slice partition.,
"solaris_efi" - The LUN will be used to store a Solaris
filesystem with an EFI partition table.,
"hpux" - The LUN will be used to store an HP-UX
filesystem.,
"aix" - The LUN will be used to store an AIX filesystem.,
"netware" - The LUN will be used to store a Netware
filesystem.,
"openvms" - The LUN will be used to store an OpenVMS
filesystem.,
"image" - The default type indicating no assumptions will
be made about the data stored in the LUN.
Number of partitions on the LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Partition scheme on the LUN. Possible values: mbr and gpt
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

partitionscheme

partition-

partitionscheme
optional

partition-

"mbr" - Master Boot Record Partition Table Scheme,
"gpt" - GUID Partition Table Scheme,
"unknown" - Unrecognized partition scheme or an
unformatted LUN,
"sun_vtoc" - Sun VTOC Partition Table Scheme,
"aix" - IBM AIX Disk Label

list-entry[] Partition entries on the LUN.
optional

table

lun-path
optional

path

Path of the LUN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

readhistogramHistogram of read operations of size 4k in percentage value.
entry[]
optional

readalignmenthistogram

read-partial- [0..2^32- integer
optional
blocks
1]

Total number of read operations of non 4k size in percentage
value. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver hosting the LUN Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

writehistogramHistogram of write operations of size 4k in percentage value.
entry[]
optional

writealignmenthistogram

write-partial- [0..2^32- integer
optional
blocks
1]

Total number of write operations of non 4k size in percentage
value. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lun-attribute-info

[top]

LUN attribute name / value pair
Name Range Type

Description

name

string Name of the attribute.

value

string Value of the attribute.

Element definition: lun-clone-lists-info

[top]

Details of the LUN clone in the specified snapshot.
Name Range Type
path

Description

string Path of the LUN clone.

Element definition: lun-copy-info
Information about a LUN copy job When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

time- Specifies time, in seconds, between the start of\" the LUN copy job
interval and when the new LUN was ready for I/O. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

cutovertime
destinationpath

Specifies the full path to the new LUN, of the form /vol/[/]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/dest_vol/dest_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

destinationvserver

string Specifies the name of the Vserver that will host the new LUN.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
timeSpecifies elapsed time, in seconds, since the start of the LUN copy
interval
job. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

elapsedtime
isdestinationready

Indicates if the destination ready to be mapped (in case of a regular
boolean
LUN) or bound (in case of a VVOL): true if the lun is ready, false if
optional
the lun is not ready. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ispromotedearly

boolean Specifies if the destination LUN has been promoted early. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

issnapshotfenced

Indicates if the volume containing the new LUN is ready for snapshot
boolean creation: true if the volume containing the new LUN is not ready for
optional snapshot creation, false if the volume is ready for snapshot creation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the current status of the LUN copy transfer. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
sfodscannerstatus
optional

job-status

Specifies the universal unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
uuid
optional copy operation. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid
last-failurereason
lun-index

string Specifies the most recent error message from the LUN copy job.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies an additional unique element identifying one LUN among
[0..2^32- integer many that could be possibly copied as part of a job. LUN index is an
optional identifier ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create.
1]
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

maxthroughput
progresspercent

"preparing" - Preparing,
"allocation_map" - Allocating,
"data" - Moving Data,
"destroying" - Destroying,
"paused_admin" - Paused by Admin,
"paused_error" - Paused by Error,
"complete" - Complete,
"destroyed" - Destroyed

size
Specifies the rate limit for the data transfer, in bytes per second.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

Specifies the amount of data, as a percentage of total data, that has
integer
been copied over to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

scannerprogress

Specifies the amount of data, in bytes, that has been copied over to
size
optional the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scannertotal

size
Specifies the total amount of data, in bytes, that will be copied over
optional to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-path

Specifies the full path to the LUN to be copied, of the form /vol/[/]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/src_vol/src_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

source-

Specifies the universal unique ID (UUID) of the physical data layout
of the source Snapshot volume. This value corresponds to snapshot-

snapshotinstanceuuid
sourcevserver

string
instance-uuid element of the snapshot-info structure. If the value is
optional
not specified it indicates that the LUN is not being copied from a
Snapshot volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Specifies the name of the Vserver hosting the LUN to be copied.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lun-import-info

[top]

Information of a Foreign LUN Import relationship When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type
fli-adminstate-enum
optional

administrativestatus

Description
Administrative status of the import operation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"stopped" ,
"started" ,
"paused"

integer
optional

Number of compared blocks. This element will be returned
only when import verification is in progress. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

currentthroughput

size
optional

Current Throughput (per sec) Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

estimatedremainingduration

timeticks
optional

Estimated Remaining Duration Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

failure-reason

string
optional

Failure Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

foreign-disk

string
optional

Foreign Disk Serial Number Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable

importcurrent-node

string
optional

Import Current Node. The current node where import is
running and where foreign disk I/Os are serviced. During
takeover or giveback the import-current-node can change.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

import-homenode

string
optional

Import Home Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Blocks Imported Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size
optional

Maximum Throughput Limit (per sec) Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

comparedblocks

importedblocks
maxthroughputlimit
operation-in-

[0..2^641]

[0..2^641]

Current operation in progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonflimodifiable Possible values:
operation-

progress

enum
optional

"import" ,
"verify"
Operational status of the import operation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstatus

flioperationalstate-enum
optional

path

lun-path
optional

Path of the LUN Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Percent Complete Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

QoS Policy Group Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Total Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Vserver containing the LUN Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

percentcomplete

[0..2^321]

qos-policygroup
total-blocks

[0..2^641]

vserver

"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"completed" ,
"stopped" ,
"paused"

Element definition: lun-info

[top]

Information of a LUN.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alignment

string Alignment of the LUN. Possible values: "aligned", "misaligned",
optional "partial_writes" or "indeterminate".

application

The name of the LUN's application. This field is available in Data
string
ONTAP 9.2 and later when the LUN is provisioned for use with an
optional
application.

applicationuuid

The unique identifier for the LUN's application. This field is available
string
in Data ONTAP 9.2 and later when the LUN is provisioned for use
optional
with an application.

backingsnapshot
block-size

Path to the backing snapshot file for a LUN, if there is one. Only
string
returned if it has one. Note: This element is not returned for LUNs
optional
which are in snapshots.
[0..2^31- integer Disk block size of the LUN in bytes. This field is unavailable while
optional the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.
1]
The class of the LUN. Possible values:
"regular" - The LUN is intended for normal blocks access,
"protocol_endpoint" - The LUN is a VMware vvol protocol
endpoint,
"vvol" - The LUN is a VMware vvol data LUN.

class

string
optional

clonebackingsnapshot

string
optional

comment

User-specified comment for the LUN. This field is unavailable when
string
the LUN is in a snapshot or while the LUN fenced for a restore
optional
operation.

creationtimestamp

devicebinary-id

device-id

device-text-id

is-clone
is-cloneautodeleteenabled

The time this LUN was created, in seconds since January 1, 1970.
[0..2^31- integer
This field is unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot or while the
1]
optional
LUN fenced for a restore operation.
SCSI Peripheral Device Identifying Information returned in
response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
string INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000000b). Value is encoded
optional as a hexadecimal string, representing 1 to 64 bytes. Only present if
a Peripheral Device Identifying Information value has been set on
the LUN.
SCSI Peripheral Device Identifying Information returned in
integer response to the vendor unique SCSI command GET DEV ID. Only
[1..9999]
optional present if a Peripheral Device Identifying Information value
appropriate for GET DEV ID has been set on the LUN.
SCSI Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information returned in
response to the SCSI command REPORT IDENTIFYING
string INFORMATION (INFORMATION TYPE 0000010b). Value is a freeoptional form UTF-8 string between 1 and 255 bytes in length. Only present
if a Peripheral Device Text Identifying Information value has been
set on the LUN.
boolean
"true" if the lun is a clone "false" otherwise.
optional
"true" if the lun clone is allowed to be deleted by autodelete in
boolean try/disrupt mode. autodelete will be allowed to delete the lun clone
optional in try/disrupt mode if configured. "false" otherwise. The lun clone
will not be deleted by autodelete in try/disrupt mode if configured.

isinconsistentimport

boolean "true" if the lun contains a partial import of a foreign disk, "false"
optional otherwise.

is-restoreinaccessible

If true, the LUN is fenced for I/O and management operations due
boolean
to an ongoing restore operation. If false, the LUN is available for
optional
normal operations.

is-spacealloc-enabled

Whether or not the LUN has space allocation enabled. This field is
unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot or while fenced for a
boolean
restore operation. The space allocation attribute enables support
optional
for the SCSI Thin Provisioning features defined in the Logical Block
Provisioning section of the SCSI SBC-3 standard.

is-spacereservationenabled

Whether or not the LUN has space reservation enabled. This field is
boolean
unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot or while fenced for a
optional
restore operation

mapped

Whether or not the LUN is mapped to any initiators. "true" if
boolean
mapped, "false" otherwise. This field is not applicable to LUNs
optional
where the class attribute is set to 'vvol'.

multiprotocoltype

lun-osOS type of the LUN This field is unavailable while the LUN is fenced
type
for a restore operation.
optional

node

nodeNode hosting the LUN. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and
name
later.
optional

online
path

prefix-size

"true" if the LUN is online, "false" if the LUN is offline. In Data
boolean ONTAP 8.3 and later, the 'state' field may be used to distinguish
between specific access states.
string

Path of the LUN.

Size of the prefix stream for this LUN in bytes. This is either the
default value for the OS type of the LUN or value specified in lun[0..2^63- integer
create-by-size API. This field is unavailable while the LUN is fenced
optional
1]
for a restore operation. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1

and later.
qos-adaptivepolicy-group

QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable service level
string
objectives (SLOs) that adjust based on the LUN's allocated space or
optional
used space. This field is available in Data ONTAP 9.4 and later.

qos-policygroup

QoS policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives
string (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which the policy
optional group is associated. This field is only present if the LUN is assigned
to a QoS policy This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later.

qtree
read-only

string

Name of the qtree containing the LUN.

boolean "true" if the LUN is read only, "false" if read/write. This field is
optional unavailable while the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.

serial-7-mode

The serial number of the LUN used by Data ONTAP 7-Mode prior to
string
transitioning the LUN. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and
optional
later.

serial-number

Serial number of the LUN. Prior to Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the
serial number is a 12-character string formed of upper and lowercase letters, numbers, and slash (/) and hyphen (-) characters.
string
Starting Data ONTAP 8.1 release, the serial number is a 12optional
character string formed of upper and lower-case letters, numbers,
and the characters /-#$%&*+<=>?[!]^~@ . This field is
unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot.

share-state

string

Share state of the LUN. Possible values: "all", "none", read",
"unknown", "write". In the very rare case that the share state can
not be determined, "unknown" is returned.

size

[0..2^63- integer Size of this LUN in bytes in the active FS. This field is unavailable
optional while the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.
1]

size-used

[0..2^63- integer Number of bytes used by this LUN. This field is unavailable while
optional the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.
1]

staging

boolean "true" if the LUN is a temporary staging LUN, "false" otherwise.
The access state of the LUN. Possible values:

state

string
optional

"online" - LUN is online,
"offline" - LUN is administratively offline or a more detailed
offline reason is not available,
"foreign_lun_error" - LUN has been automatically taken
offline due to a media error on the associated foreign LUN,
"nvfail" - LUN has been automatically taken offline due to an
NVRAM failure,
"space_error" - LUN has been automatically taken offline due
to insufficient space.
This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

suffix-size

uuid
volume
vserver

Size of the suffix stream for this LUN in bytes. This value is
[0..2^63- integer determined by the OS type of the LUN at creation time. This field is
optional unavailable while the LUN is fenced for a restore operation. This
1]
field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later.
string Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the LUN. This field is
optional unavailable when the LUN is in a snapshot.
string

Name of the volume containing the LUN.

string
Vserver containing the LUN.
optional

Element definition: lun-map-info

[top]

Information about a lun mapping
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiatorgroup

string

Initiator group used to map the lun to the requested initiator.

initiatorgroup-uuid

string

The Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of the initiator group.

lun-id

[0..4095] integer

lun-uuid

string

Logical Unit Number which the lun is mapped to for the requested
initiator.
The Universally-unique identifier (UUID) of the LUN.

node

nodeThe owning node of the LUN.
name

path

string

Path of the LUN which is mapped to the requested initiator.

nodeThe list of nodes reporting the LUN map to SCSI initiators. If not
name[]
provided, the map is reported on all applicable LIFs on all nodes.
optional

reportingnodes

string
Vserver containing the initiator group
optional

vserver

Element definition: lun-move-info

[top]

LUN Move Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cutovertime
destinationpath

Range

Type

Description

time- Specifies time, in seconds, between the start of\" the LUN move job
interval and when the new LUN was ready for I/O. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Specifies the full path to the new LUN, of the form /vol//[]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/dest_vol/dest_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

elapsedtime

timeSpecifies elapsed time, in seconds, since the start of the LUN move
interval
job. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

isdestinationready

Indicates if the destination ready to be mapped (in case of a regular
boolean
LUN) or bound (in case of a VVOL): true if the lun is ready, false if
optional
the lun is not ready. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ispromotedlate

boolean Specifies if the destination LUN has been promoted late. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

issnapshotfenced

Indicates if the volume containing the new LUN is ready for snapshot
boolean creation: true if the volume containing the new LUN is not ready for
optional snapshot creation, false if the volume is ready for snapshot creation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Specifies the current status of the LUN move job. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
sfodscannerstatus
optional

job-status

Specifies the universal unique ID (UUID) of the job that started this
uuid
optional move operation. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-uuid
last-failurereason
lun-index

string Specifies the most recent error message from the LUN move job.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies ann additional unique element identifying one LUN among
[0..2^32- integer many that could be possibly move as part of a job. LUN index is an
optional identifier ordered by the LUN path arrays provided during create.
1]
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

maxthroughput
progresspercent

"preparing" - Preparing,
"allocation_map" - Allocating,
"data" - Moving Data,
"destroying" - Destroying,
"paused_admin" - Paused by Admin,
"paused_error" - Paused by Error,
"complete" - Complete,
"destroyed" - Destroyed

size
Specifies the rate limit for the data transfer, in bytes per second.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..100]

Specifies the amount of data, as a percentage of total data, that has
integer
been moved over to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

scannerprogress

Specifies the amount of data, in bytes, that has been moved over to
size
optional the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scannertotal

size
Specifies the total amount of data, in bytes, that will be moved over
optional to the new LUN. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-path

Specifies the full path to the LUN to be moved, of the form /vol/[/]/.
lun-path
Example: /vol/src_vol/src_lun. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the name of the Vserver containing the source and
optional destination volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lun-os-type
The image type of the lun. This value determines the proper alignment settings for the desired host
filesystem layout. Possible values:
"aix" The LUN will be used to store an AIX filesystem,
"hpux" The LUN will be used to store an HP-UX filesystem,
"hyper_v" The LUN will be used to store Hyper-V VHDs (Virtual Hard Disks),
"image" The default type indicating no assumptions will be made about the data stored in the
LUN,
"linux" The LUN will be used to store a Linux filesystem with no partition table,
"netware" The LUN will be used to store a Netware filesystem,
"openvms" The LUN will be used to store an OpenVMS filesystem,
"solaris" The LUN will be used to store a Solaris filesystem in a single slice partition,
"solaris_efi" The LUN will be used to store a Solaris filesystem with an EFI partition table,
"vmware" The LUN will be used to store a VMware Virtual Machine File System (VMFS) containing
Virtual Machine Disk Files (VMDKs),
"windows" The LUN will be used to store a Windows filesystem with a Master Boot Record (MBR)
partition table.
"windows_2008" The LUN will be used to store a Windows filesystem with a Master Boot Record

[top]

(MBR) partition table on Windows 2008 or later,
"windows_gpt" The LUN will be used to store a Windows filesystem with a GUID Partition Table
(GPT),
"xen" The LUN will be used to store an Xen filesystem.
[none]

Element definition: lun-path

[top]

LUN Path
[none]

Element definition: lun-path-pair

[top]

A pair of source and destination LUN paths
Name

Range Type

Description

destinationpath

string

Specifies the full path to the new LUN, of the form /vol/[/]/. Example:
/vol/dest_vol/dest_lun.

source-path

string

Specifies the full path to the source LUN, of the form /vol/[/]/. Example:
/vol/src_vol/src_lun.

Element definition: lun-snap-usage-lun-info

[top]

Details of the LUN backed by specified snapshot.
Name

Range Type

backing-store
path

Description

string Path of the LUN serving as the backing store.
string Path of the LUN.

snapshot

string Name of the snapshot in which the LUN exists.

Element definition: lun-stats-info

[top]

Stats for a LUN.
Name
blocksize

Range

Type

Description

integer Disk block size for this LUN in bytes. This attribute is unavailable when
optional the LUN is fenced for a restore operation.

last- [0..2^64- integer
Total number of seconds since the statistics for this lun were last zeroed.
zeroed
1]
optional

other- [0..2^64integer Total number of other SCSI ops executed.
ops
1]
path

string

path of the LUN. (for example, "/vol/vol0/lun1")

read- [0..2^64- integer Number of disk blocks read. This attribute is unavailable when the LUN is
blocks
1]
optional fenced for a restore operation.
readops

[0..2^64integer Total number of SCSI read ops executed.
1]

scsi- [0..2^64integer Total number of SCSI errors.
errors
1]
string
Vserver containing the lun
optional

vserver

write- [0..2^64- integer Number of disk blocks written. This attribute is unavailable when the LUN
optional is fenced for a restore operation.
blocks
1]
write- [0..2^64integer Total number of SCSI write ops executed.
ops
1]

Element definition: mixed-ostype-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator which is a member of initiator groups of differing OS types. An initiator
can only be a member of initiator groups which have the same OS type across all the initiator groups it
is a member of.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator-group-name-1

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-name-2

string

Name of this initiator group.

initiator-group-os-type-1

initiator-group-os-type OS type of the initiator group

initiator-group-os-type-2

initiator-group-os-type OS type of the initiator group

initiator-name

string

Name of the initiator.

Element definition: mixed-vsa-initiator-info

[top]

Information about an initiator which is a member of initiator groups with differing Volume Set
Addressing (VSA) settings. This will cause unexpected problems with the initiator.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-groupname-1

string

Name of the first initiator group that the initiator is a member of.

initiator-groupname-2

string

Name of the second initiator group that the initiator is a member of.

initiator-name

string

Name of the initiator.

is-vsa-enabled1

boolean

If true, members of the first initiator group, identified by initiatorgroup-name-1, will use VSA on the filer.

is-vsa-enabled2

boolean

If true, members of the second initiator group, identified by initiatorgroup-name-2, will use VSA on the filer.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: persistent-reservation-info

[top]

Information about the persistent reservation
Name
fcp-prnexus
iscsi-prnexus
reservationkey
reservationtype

Range

Type

Description

fcp-prnexus This is the I_T_Nexus info for an FCP type reservation.
optional
iscsi-prnexus This is the I_T_Nexus info for an iSCSI type reservation.
optional
string
Value of persistent reservation key that is registered for the given lun.
optional
string

Type of persistent reservation. Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi".
Type of persistent reservation held by the I_T_Nexus, if any. Please refer
to the SCSI Primary Command (SPC) specification for full details on
reservation types. Possible values:

reservationtype-code

string
optional

scsirevision

string

"read shared",
"write exclusive",
"exclusive access",
"write exclusive registrants only",
"exclusive access registrants only",
"write exclusive all registrants",
"exclusive access all registrants".
The SCSI specification revision for the reservation. Possible values:
"scsi2", "scsi3".

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info
Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-error

[top]

The error code of a given volume.
Name Range

Type

Description
The error code of the snapshot operation for a given volume. It is returned
only when an error is found.

errno

integer
optional

name

volumeName of a volume.
name

reason

string
optional

Description of the error. It is returned only when an error is found.

vserver

string
optional

Virtual server containing the volume.

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: alignment-state

[top]

aligned|misaligned|partial-writes|indeterminate Possible values:
"aligned" - All or most of the IO to the LUN is aligned to the underlying file,
"misaligned" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is not aligned to the underlying file,
"partial_writes" - A significant amount of IO to the LUN is partial,
"indeterminate" - There is not enough IO to determine the LUN's alignment state
[none]

Element definition: fcp-pr-nexus

[top]

Information about FCP nexus owning the persistent reservation These two components identify the
relationship between the FCP initiator and the target.
Name
initiator-port
target-port
third-partyinitiator-port

Range

Type
string

Description
FCP initiator port part of I_T_Nexus owning the persistent
reservation key.

string FCP target port part of I_T_Nexus owning the persistent reservation
optional key.
string The FCP port name (WWPN) of the third-party initiator the
optional reservation is being held for. For use in SCSI-2 only.

Element definition: fli-admin-state-enum

[top]

stopped|started|paused Possible values:
"stopped" ,
"started" ,
"paused"
[none]

Element definition: fli-operation-enum
import|verify Possible values:
"import" ,
"verify"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: fli-operational-state-enum

[top]

in_progress|failed|completed|stopped|paused Possible values:
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"completed" ,
"stopped" ,
"paused"
[none]

Element definition: initiator-group-os-type

[top]

The operating system of the initiator group. This value modifies the finer details of SCSI protocol
interaction for initiators in the group. Possible values:
"aix" The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"default" The initiators belong to an unknown host type,
"hpux" The initiators belong to an HP-UX host,
"hyper_v" The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host,
"linux" The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"netware" The initiators belong to a NetWare host,
"openvms" The initiators belong to an OpenVMS host,
"solaris" The initiators belong to a Solaris host,
"vmware" The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"windows" The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"xen" The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host.
[none]

Element definition: initiator-info

[top]

Information about one initiator.
Name

Range Type

initiator-name

Description

string Name of the initiator.

Element definition: iscsi-pr-nexus

[top]

Information about iSCSI nexus owning the persistent reservation These three components identify the
relationship between the iSCSI initiator and the target.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator

string

Name of initiator holding the reservation i.e. iqn.198706.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346.

isid

string

The Initiator Session ID for the persistent reservation owner. The ISID
is a numeric Initiator Session ID assigned by the initiator which acts
as part of the initiators identity.

third-partyinitiatorname
tpgrouptag

The name of the third-party initiator the reservation is being held for.
string
For use in SCSI-2 only. i.e. iqn.1987optional
06.com.initvendor1:appsrv.sn.2346.
[0..2^16- integer
The target portal group tag of the persistent reservation owner.
1]
optional
The target portal group tag of the persistent reservation owner. For
string
historical reasons, the value is represented as a 4-byte hexadecimal
optional
number in little-endian byte order.

tpgtag

Element definition: partition-list-entry

[top]

Partition entries on the LUN.
Name
partitionoffset

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Partition start offset. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

partitiontype

string Type of the partition in the partition table. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: partition-scheme

[top]

aix|gpt|mbr|sun-vtoc|unknown Possible values:
"mbr" - Master Boot Record Partition Table Scheme,
"gpt" - GUID Partition Table Scheme,
"unknown" - Unrecognized partition scheme or an unformatted LUN,
"sun_vtoc" - Sun VTOC Partition Table Scheme,
"aix" - IBM AIX Disk Label
[none]

Element definition: read-histogram-entry

[top]

Histogram of read operations of size 4k in percentage value.
Name
binnumber
bin-value

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Histogram bin number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional
[0..2^32- integer Read histogram bin percentage value. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: sfod-scanner-status

[top]

Preparing|Allocation-Map|Data|Destroying|Paused-Admin|Paused-Error|Complete|Destroyed Possible
values:
"preparing" - Preparing,
"allocation_map" - Allocating,
"data" - Moving Data,
"destroying" - Destroying,
"paused_admin" - Paused by Admin,
"paused_error" - Paused by Error,
"complete" - Complete,
"destroyed" - Destroyed
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: timeticks

[top]

Time, in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: write-histogram-entry

[top]

Histogram of write operations of size 4k in percentage value.
Name
binnumber
bin-value

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Histogram bin number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional
[0..2^32- integer Write histogram bin percentage value. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

APIs in Category: metrocluster
metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get
metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get-iter
metrocluster-check-aggregate-get-iter
metrocluster-check-capture-status-get
metrocluster-check-cluster-get-iter
metrocluster-check-config-replication-get
metrocluster-check-get-iter
metrocluster-check-lif-repair-placement
metrocluster-check-lif-update-vserver-name
metrocluster-check-node-get-iter
metrocluster-check-run
metrocluster-check-volume-get-iter
metrocluster-config-diff-get
metrocluster-config-diff-get-iter
metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get
metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify
metrocluster-config-replication-resync-status-get
metrocluster-configure
metrocluster-create-periodic-job
metrocluster-delete-periodic-job
metrocluster-disable-periodic-check
metrocluster-enable-periodic-check
metrocluster-get
metrocluster-heal
metrocluster-interconnect-adapter-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath-get-iter
metrocluster-interconnect-remotecluster-get-iter
metrocluster-is-configured
metrocluster-node-get-iter
metrocluster-operation-get-iter
metrocluster-operation-statistics-get-iter
metrocluster-progress-table-get-iter
metrocluster-show-lif-placement-failures-get-iter
metrocluster-switchback
metrocluster-switchover
metrocluster-unconfigure
metrocluster-vserver-get-iter
metrocluster-vserver-resync

metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get
This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of metrocluster configuration data.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

aggregate

aggr-name

desiredattributes

metroclustercheckaggregateeligibility-info
optional

Output Name Range

Description
The aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
hosting eligibility.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclustercheckThe attributes of the metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility.
aggregateeligibility-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-get-iter
This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of metrocluster configuration data.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckaggregateeligibility-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheckaggregateeligibility-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckaggregate- The list of attributes of metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility
eligibility- objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metroclustercheck-aggregate-eligibility object. All metrocluster-checkaggregate-eligibility objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

[0..2^32-

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[top]

1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-aggregate-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-aggregate-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckaggregateinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheckaggregateinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckaggregate- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-capture-status-get

[top]

This API returns information regarding the capture status of replicated metrocluster configuration data.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

metroclusterSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
checkattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
capturepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is

status-info
optional
Output Name Range

available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclustercheckThe attributes of the metrocluster-check-capture-status.
capturestatus-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-cluster-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-cluster-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckcluster-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclustercheckcluster-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
cluster-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-config-replication-get
Obtain the results of the MetroCluster config replication checks.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
metroclustercheck-configreplicationinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-configThe attributes of the metrocluster.
replicationinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-info objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-info[] The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
check-info
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
check-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

metrocluster-check-lif-repair-placement

[top]

The MetroCluster-check-lif-repair-placement API verifies LIF placement in the destination cluster for the
sync-source Vserver LIF in a MetroCluster setup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
sync-source Vserver LIF
optional

lif
vserver

sync-source Vserver in the MetroCluster configuration

string

Errno

Description

EMCC_LIF_REPAIR_STREAM_ERROR
EMCC_CHECK_SUGGEST_VSERVER_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER

metrocluster-check-lif-update-vserver-name

[top]

The MetroCluster-check-lif-update-vserver-name API updates the Vserver name for failed LIF placement
entries for Vserver LIFs after the Vserver has been renamed in a MetroCluster setup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

boolean
all Vservers that have been renamed
optional

all

string
Vserver UUID
optional

vserver-uuid
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-node-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-node-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-nodeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheck-nodeinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

metroclustercheck-nodeThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-check-run

[top]

The metrocluster-check-run API starts a check on the metrocluster configuration. A job will be spawned
to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked
using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

start-on-node-and-skip-nodeversion-checks

job-id
result-error-code

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node
optional Version Checks
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Check Job Id
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string Error description, if the operation caused an
optional error.

result-error-message
result-jobid

Description

boolean If this is set to true, switchover and switchback
optional simulations are skipped.

skip-dr-simulation

Output Name

Type

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values:
"succeeded", "in_progress", "failed".

Errno
EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CLEAR_CHECK_RESULTS_FAIL
EMCC_CLUSTER_PEER_UNAVAILABLE
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_PEER_CHECK_FAIL
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

Description

metrocluster-check-volume-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-volume objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckvolume-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclustercheckvolume-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
volumeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-config-diff-get

[top]

Provides the differences in attributes of a specified configuration instance between two clusters in DR
relationship for MetroCluster. This helps in verifying if the configuration of interest is replicated correctly
from source cluster to destination cluster. If the source configuration matches that of destination,
EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned, indicating that the difference is nil. This API can be invoked on the
source cluster or destination cluster. Note: The configuration objects replicated as part of MetroCluster
and their keys can potentially change from release to release. If a program has opted to use those as
inputs for selection, it may have to be adjusted for updated versions of Data ONTAP.
Input Name

Type

Description

desiredattributes

configclusterdiff-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

destinationcluster-uuid

uuid

instance

Range

[0..2^32-

External UUID of destination cluster

integer The count of object instance

1]
keyList of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
valuecompared - for example, volume:vol1
pair[]

keys
object

string

sourcecluster-uuid

uuid

Output Name

Range

The Cluster-Domain configuration object being compared - for
example, aggrView
External UUID of source cluster

Type

Description

configcluster- The attributes of the metrocluster.
diff-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

metrocluster-config-diff-get-iter

[top]

Provides the differences in configuration between two clusters in DR relationship for MetroCluster. If an
object is not specified, the differences for all replicated objects are shown. If the source configuration
matches that of destination, EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned, indicating that the difference is nil. This
API can be invoked on the source cluster or destination cluster. Note: The configuration objects
replicated as part of MetroCluster and their keys can potentially change from release to release. If a
program has opted to use those as inputs for selection, it may have to be adjusted for updated versions
of Data ONTAP.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag

configclusterdiff-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

configclusterdiff-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster object. All
metrocluster objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

configclusterdiff- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional
string

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more

optional metrocluster objects to return.
[0..2^32num-records
integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get

[top]

The metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get API returns information regarding
the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of metrocluster
configuration data.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, metrocluster cannot be enabled simultaneously with Async Vserver DR. For this
reason this command will return an error if Async Vserver DR is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range

Type
metroclustercr-storageinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Description

metroclustercr-storage- The attributes of the metrocluster.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify
The metrocluster-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify API modifies nformation
regarding the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of
metrocluster configuration data.
If input is not provided for a particular value, then the item is not modified in the storage configuration.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, metrocluster cannot be enabled simultaneously with Async Vserver DR. For this
reason this command will return an error if Async Vserver DR is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range
disallowedaggregates

Type

Description

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the
name[] metrocluster configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates.

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-config-replication-resync-status-get

[top]

Get MetroCluster configuration replication synchronization information
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

metroclusterconfigreplicationresync-statusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

metroclusterconfigreplication- The attributes of the metrocluster.
resync-statusinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-configure

[top]

The metrocluster-configure API configures a node and its DR partner to mirror NVRAM and be
configured to participate in a DR switchover. A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and
the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

This optional parameter, if set to true, causes the node to
boolean
refresh the configuration of its partners and to discard the
optional
previous configuration. This is defaulted to false

refresh
start-on-node-andskip-node-versionchecks

result-error-code
result-errormessage

Description

string
Name of the node
optional

node-name

Output Name

Type

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version
optional Checks
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-jobid
result-status

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
1]
optional
string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER

metrocluster-create-periodic-job

[top]

The create-periodic-job API creates the periodic check job.

Errno

Description

EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

metrocluster-delete-periodic-job

[top]

The delete-periodic-job API deletes the periodic check job.

Errno

Description

EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

metrocluster-disable-periodic-check

[top]

The metrocluster-disable-periodic-check API disables periodic check on the metrocluster configuration.

Errno
EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

Description

metrocluster-enable-periodic-check

[top]

The enable-periodic-check API enables periodic check on the metrocluster configuration.

Errno

Description

EMCC_CHECK_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR

metrocluster-get

[top]

Get MetroCluster configuration information
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
metroclusterattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

metroclusterThe attributes of the metrocluster.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-heal

[top]

The metrocluster-heal API heals aggregates and partner roots in preparation for a DR switchback.
Healing of aggregates and partner roots is done in two phases by the admin. DR partner nodes must be
powered off and remote disk shelves must be powered on before calling this API. A job will be spawned
to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked
using the job APIs.
Input Name

healing-phase

Range

Type

Description

string

Specifies the healing phase. The first phase heals aggregates by
resyncing mirrored plexes and replaying the nvlogs of nonmirrored aggregates. The second phase heals the root aggregates
of partner nodes. Possible values:
"aggregates" ,
"root_aggregates"

start-on-nodeand-skip-node-

string

Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version Checks

optional

version-checks
Output Name
result-errorcode

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional

result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-jobid
result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_HEAL_AGGRS_BYPASS_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_HEAL_AGGRS_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_HEAL_ROOTS_INVALID_DRC_STATE

metrocluster-interconnect-adapter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-adapter objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

metroclusterinterconnectadapter
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnect- The list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect adapter
objects.
adapter[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnectinterconnect adapter object. All metrocluster interconnect
adapter
adapter objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect adapter objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnectThe list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect ipfo objects.
ipfo[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnectinterconnect ipfo object. All metrocluster interconnect ipfo
ipfo
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Type
metroclusterinterconnectipfo
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect ipfo objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-mirror objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

metrocluster- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
interconnect- all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
mirror
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

[1..2^32max-records
1]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnect- The list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect mirror
objects.
mirror[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

available will be returned.

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnectinterconnect mirror object. All metrocluster interconnect mirror
mirror
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect mirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath-get-iter
Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnectmirrormultipath
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclusterinterconnectmirrormultipath
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metrocluster-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
interconnect mirror multipath object. All metrocluster
interconnect mirror multipath objects matching this query up
to 'max-records' will be returned.

[top]

interconnectThe list of attributes of metrocluster interconnect mirror
mirrormultipath objects.
multipath[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster interconnect mirror multipath objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

metrocluster-interconnect-remotecluster-get-iter
Get MetroCluster Interconnect Remote Cluster Reachable
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterinterconnectremoteclusterreachable
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

query

metroclusterinterconnectremoteclusterreachable
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified
for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the
'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

metroclusterinterconnectremotecluster- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
reachable[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

[top]

metrocluster-is-configured

[top]

The metrocluster-is-configured API returns a value indicating if the cluster is configured for
MetroCluster.
Output Name Range
is-mcc-config

Type

Description

boolean Is MetroCluster Configured

Errno

Description

EOK
EMCC_UNABLE_TO_DETERMINE_METROCLUSTER_CONFIGURATION

metrocluster-node-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-node-info objects belonging to MetroCluster nodes
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusternode-info[] The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
node-info
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
node-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-operation-get-iter
Iterate over a list of MetroCluster operations and their details

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusteroperationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusteroperationinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclusteroperationThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-operation-statistics-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Metrocluster operation statistics.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusteroperationstatistics-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusteroperationstatistics-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributes-

Range

metroclusteroperation-

list

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

statisticsinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-progress-table-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-progress-table-info objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterprogresstable-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusterprogresstable-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclusterprogressThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
table-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-show-lif-placement-failures-get-iter
Iterate over a list of LIF placement failures in a MetroCluster setup.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

metroclustershow-lifplacementfailures
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustershow-lifplacementfailures
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustershow-lifplacement- The list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
failures[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-switchback

[top]

The metrocluster-switchback API initiates the switchback of storage and client access from nodes in the
DR site to their home nodes. The home nodes and storage shelves must be powered on and reachable
by nodes in the DR site. The metrocluster heal-aggregates and metrocluster heal-roots APIs must have
successfully completed before running the metrocluster-switchback API. A job will be spawned to
operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked
using the job APIs. A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned.
The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
override-clusterstream-resyncerrors
override-vetoes
override-vserverstream-resyncerrors
simulate

Range

Type

Description

If this optional parameter is set to true, the system overrides
boolean
errors during the cluster stream resync phase that might
optional
prevent the switchback operation. This is defaulted to false
If this optional parameter is set to true, the system overrides
boolean
subsystem vetoes that might prevent the switchback operation.
optional
This is defaulted to false
If this optional parameter is set to true, the system overrides
boolean
errors during the vserver stream resync phase that might
optional
prevent the switchback operation. This is defaulted to false
If this optional parameter is set to true, the system runs a
boolean simulation of the switchback operation to make sure all the

optional prerequisites for the operation are met. This is defaulted to
false.
start-on-nodeand-skip-nodeversion-checks

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version
optional Checks

Output Name

Range

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Switchback Job Id
optional
1]

job-id
result-error-code

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno

Description

EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_HA_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR_WITH_REASON
EMCC_INVALID_RELATIONSHIP_TYPE
EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_SB_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_SB_NODE_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_SB_NOT_ALLOWED_ON_DISASTER_CLUSTER
EMCC_SB_NSO_PRIMARY_HEALTH_CHECK_FAILED
EMCC_SB_RECOVERY_STATE_UNKNOWN

metrocluster-switchover

[top]

The metrocluster-switchover API initiates the switchover of storage and client access from a disaster
stricken site to the DR site. Nodes in the disaster stricken site must be powered off and unreachable by
nodes in the DR site before initiating the switchover operation. A job will be spawned to operate on the
metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and the job id will be returned. The progress of
the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
automatic
controllerreplacement

Range

Type

Description

boolean This is a hidden option. It is used when Automatic USO is done
optional programatically in 2-node MCC configurations.
boolean If this optional parameter is used, the nodes in the DR site will be
optional halted.
If set to true, all volumes being switched over will have their in-

force-nvfailall

boolean nvfailed-state set to true by the switchover API. Also the forceoptional nvfail-on-dr option will be set to true on the volumes that are not
already enabled. The default value is false.

forced-ondisaster

This option is used when all the nodes on the disaster stricken site
boolean
are powered off and unreachable. In absence of this parameter, the
optional
command implies a planned switchover operation

overridevetoes

boolean If this optional parameter is used, the system overrides subsystem
optional vetoes that might prevent the switchover operation

retry-failednodes

This optional parameter is available at the advanced privilege level.
When a list of nodes is specified by name or UUID, the switchover
string[]
API is directed to those nodes only. The option is used to make the
optional
list of nodes redo a previously failed switchover operation. By
default all eligible nodes are switched over

simulate

If this optional parameter is set to true, the system runs a
boolean simulation of the negotiated switchover operation to make sure all
optional the prerequisites for the operation are met. This is defaulted to
false.

start-onnode-andskip-nodeversionchecks
Output Name
job-id

string
Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node Version Checks
optional

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Switchover Job Id
optional
1]

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
code
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_INTERNAL_NODE_ERROR
EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
EMCC_NOT_MCC_CONFIG
EMCC_SO_INVALID_PARAMS
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_NSO_FAILED_DOWN_NODES
EMCC_SB_NSO_PRIMARY_HEALTH_CHECK_FAILED
EMCC_SB_NSO_PRIMARY_NODES_NOT_HEALTHY
EMCC_SO_DRC_NOT_IN_PARTIAL_STATE
EMCC_SO_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_SO_LOC_NODE_NOT_IN_QUORUM
EMCC_SO_NODE_INVALID_DRC_STATE
EMCC_SO_NO_NODES_CAPABLE

Description

metrocluster-unconfigure

[top]

The metrocluster-unconfigure API wipes the configuration from nodes in a DR group which are in the
local cluster where the API is issued. This includes all the nodes in the specified DR group in that local
cluster. Nodes in the DR group are disallowed from participating in the metrocluster switchover after the
configuration has been wiped. This API is used to tear down a metrocluster setup. The tear down of a
node is completed when the hardware that activates the node for metrocluster, such as an FC-VI
adapter, is removed or deactivated. A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
dr-group-id

Range

start-on-node-and-skip-nodeversion-checks
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string Error description, if the operation caused an
optional error.

result-error-message
result-jobid

Description

string Specify which Node Job Starts On and Skip Node
optional Version Checks

Output Name
result-error-code

Type

[0..2^32- integer
Identifier for the DR group
optional
1]

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values:
"succeeded", "in_progress", "failed".

Errno

Description

EMCC_CONFIGURE_NOT_DONE
EMCC_DR_PARTNERS_CONFIG_NOT_DONE
EMCC_FIJI_POINT
EMCC_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_INTERNAL_NODE_ERROR
EMCC_INVALID_DR_GROUP_ID
EMCC_LOCAL_CLUSTER_NOT_CONFIGURED
EMCC_NODE_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
EMCC_UNASSIGN_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_UNASSIGN_NODE_ALREADY_DONE
EMCC_UNASSIGN_NODE_INTERNAL_ERROR
EMCC_UNASSIGN_PEER_CLUSTER_UNCONFIGURED
EMCC_UNASSIGN_PEER_CLUSTER_WARNING

metrocluster-vserver-get-iter
Iterate over a list of metrocluster objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metrocluster
vserver-info
object. All metrocluster objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclustervserverThe list of attributes of metrocluster objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
vserver-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-vserver-resync

[top]

Resynchronize Vserver with its partner Vserver
Input Name

Range

cluster-name

Type

Description

cluster-name Name of the Cluster which contains the Vserver

source-vserver
Errno

string

Vserver in the MetroCluster relationship

Description

ERESYNCFAILEDRETRY
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: config-cluster-diff-info

[top]

Check for configuration differences between replicated cluster-domain tables When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

attributediff-list

configclusterattributeinfo[]
optional

The list of attributes that differ

destinationclustername

string
optional

Name of destination cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

destinationcluster-uuid

uuid
optional

External UUID of destination cluster Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The count of object instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

instance
keys

[0..2^321]

key-value- List of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
compared - for example, volume:vol1 Attributes: key, nonpair[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

object

string
optional

The Cluster-Domain configuration object being compared - for
example, aggrView Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

skipexcludedfields

boolean
optional

Specifies whether to compare configuration attributes which are
not explicitly replicated. Default is true. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

sourceclustername

string
optional

Name of source cluster Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster-uuid

uuid
optional

External UUID of source cluster Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: key-value-pair

[top]

Key value pair in the format key:value
[none]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-aggregate-eligibility-info

[top]

MetroCluster Config-Replication Aggregate Eligibility Info When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

aggrThe aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
name
hosting eligibility. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

comment

If the aggregate is not eligible to host additional config-replication
string
volumes, this comment indicates the reason. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

hostedconfigurationreplicationvolumes

volumeThe volumes used for config-replication that are currently hosted
name[]
by this aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-eligible-to-hostadditionalvolumes

boolean Whether or not this aggregate is eligible to host more configoptional replication volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-aggregate-info
MetroCluster check aggregate info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

additionalinfo

string[] Additional information/Recovery steps in case the check find a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

aggregate

string Name of the aggregate that was checked. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'mirrored'
'disk_pool_allocation'

string
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

check

"mirroring_status" - Mirroring status,
"disk_pool_allocation" - Disk pool allocation,
"ownership_state" - Check for left-behind aggregates,
"fabricpool_mirror_status" - FabricPool Mirror status
clustername

string Name of the cluster the aggregate belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string Name of the node that the aggregate belonged to. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
Result of the check.
Possible values:
'ok',
'warning'

string
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

result

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable
timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-capture-status-info

[top]

MetroCluster Config-Replication Capture in Progress Info When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-capture-inprogress

Range

Type

Description

boolean Whether or not a configuration change is actively being captured.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-cluster-info

[top]

MetroCluster check cluster info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information/Recovery steps in case the check find a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'negotiated_switchover_ready'
'switchback_ready'
'job_schedules'
'licenses'
'onboard_key_management'
'external_key_management'
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

check

clustername

string
optional

"none" - No DR OP-ready check is performed,
"negotiated_switchover_ready" - Check if the cluster is ready for
a negotiated switchover operation,
"switchback_ready" - Check if the cluster is ready for a
switchback operation,
"job_schedules" - Check if the job schedules between the local
and the remote cluster are consistent,
"licenses" - Check if the licenses between the local and the
remote cluster are consistent,
"periodic_check_enabled" - Check if the periodic MetroCluster
Check job is enabled,
"onboard_key_management" - Check if onboard key
management hierarchies are consistent,
"external_key_management" - Check if external key
management configurations are consistent

string Name of the cluster the aggregate belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Result of the check.
Possible values:

result

string
optional

'ok',
'warning'
'not-applicable'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-config-replication-info
Results of the MetroCluster config replication checks When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clusterrecoverysteps

Range

Type

Description

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication Cluster streams. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication Cluster streams are
healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

clusterstreams

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

heartbeatrecoverysteps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with the remote
optional heartbeat. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-enabled

boolean Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication is enabled on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-running

boolean Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication is running on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastheartbeatreceived

The timestamp of the last MetroCluster configuration replication
datetime
hearbeat received from the remote cluster. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

lastheartbeatsent

The timestamp of the last MetroCluster configuration replication
datetime
heartbeat sent to the remote cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

recoverysteps

Recovery steps in case the check finds config replication is not enabled
string
or is enabled but not running. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
Verifies that the MetroCluster configuration replication heartbeat with
the remote cluster is healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

remoteheartbeat

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable
The location of MetroCluster configuration replication storage.
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Examples:
storage-inuse

string
optional

Node Local on node-123
Cluster-wide Volume:
MDV_CRS_1bc7134a5ddf11e3b63f123478563412_A
Unavailable
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-nonhealthyreason

string The underlying root cause for non-healthy MetroCluster configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagerecoverysteps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication storage is healthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storagestatus

string
optional

vserverrecoverysteps

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication Vserver streams. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that MetroCluster configuration replication Vserver streams are
healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

vserverstreams

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

Element definition: metrocluster-check-info

[top]

MetroCluster check info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information/Recovery steps Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
Name of the component that was checked.
Possible values:
'nodes',
'aggregates',

'clusters'
string
optional

component

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"nodes" - Checks For Nodes In MetroCluster,
"lifs" - Checks For LIFs in MetroCluster,
"config_replication" - Checks For Config Replication In
MetroCluster,
"aggregates" - Checks For Aggregates In MetroCluster,
"clusters" - Checks For Clusters DR-ready Status,
"connections" - Checks For Connections In MetroCluster Over IP,
"volumes" - Checks For Volumes In MetroCluster
Result of the check.
Possible values:
'ok',
'warning'

string
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

result

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable
timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-node-info
MetroCluster check node info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information/Recovery steps in case the check finds a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'reachable'
'metrocluster_ready',
'ha_partner_in_same_cluster',
'ha_mirroring',
'symmetric_ha_relationship',
'dr_partner_in_peer_cluster'
'dr_mirroring'
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'symmetric_dr_relationship'
'dr_auxiliary_in_peer_cluster'
'symmetric_dr_auxiliary_relationship'
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
check

string
optional

"node_reachable" - Is the node reachable,
"metrocluster_ready" - Ready for MetroCluster configuration,
"local_ha_partner" - HA partner in same cluster,
"ha_mirroring_on" - HA mirroring,
"ha_mirroring_op_state" - HA mirroring operational state,
"symmetric_ha_relationship" - Symmetric HA relationship,
"remote_dr_partner" - DR partner in peer cluster,
"dr_mirroring_on" - DR Mirroring,
"dr_mirroring_op_state" - DR Mirroring operational state,
"symmetric_dr_relationship" - Symmetric DR relationship,
"remote_dr_auxiliary_partner" - DR Auxiliary in peer cluster,
"symmetric_dr_auxiliary_relationship" - Symmetric DR Auxiliary
relationship,
"storage_failover_enabled" - Is storage failover enabled,
"has_intercluster_lif" - Check if the node has an intercluster LIF,
"node_object_limit" - Is node object limit option turned on,
"automatic_uso" - Is automatic USO enabled

clustername

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nodename

string Name of the node that was checked. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Result of the check.
Possible values:
'ok',
'warning'

result

string
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-check-volume-info
MetroCluster check volume info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
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Name

Range

additionalinfo

Type

Description

string[] Additional information/Recovery steps when the check finds a
optional configuration error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the check that was checked.
Possible values:
'unmirrored_flexgroups'
'mixed_flexgroups'

string
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

check

"unmirrored_flexgroups" - Check to see if any FlexGroups reside
on unmirrored aggregates,
"mixed_flexgroups" - Check to see if any FlexGroups reside on a
mix of mirrored and unmirrored aggregates
Result of the check.
Possible values:

string
optional

result

'ok',
'warning'
'not-applicable'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

timestamp

[0..2^31- integer Time at which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

volume

string Volume which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Vserver which these results were generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-config-replication-resync-status-info
MetroCluster configuration replication synchronization status info When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
inbound-completionpercentage

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Inbound Completion Percentage Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Inbound Synchronization State
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Possible values:
inbound-sync-state

string
optional

'messaging',
'complete',
'failed'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

local-cluster-name
outbound-completionpercentage

string Local Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^64- integer Outbound Completion Percentage Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
Outbound Synchronization State
Possible values:

outbound-sync-state

string
optional

'messaging',
'complete',
'failed'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-cluster-name

string Remote Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-cr-storage-info
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MetroCluster Config-Replication Cluster Storage Info When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
disallowedaggregates
usemirroredaggregate

Range

Type

Description

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the
name[] metrocluster configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether mirrored aggregates are currently in use by
boolean
metrocluster configuration replication. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-info
MetroCluster configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
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shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
MetroCluster configuration type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

configuration-type

string
optional

"invalid" - Invalid topology,
"stretch" - Stretch topology,
"fabric" - Fabric topology,
"two_node_fabric" - Two-node fabric topology,
"ip_fabric" - IP fabric topology,
"ip_two_node_fabric" - Two-node IP fabric topology,
"mixed_fabric" - FC-IP fabric topology
AUSO Failure Domain on Local Cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Automatic USO trigger criteria could not be
determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"auso_on_cluster_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered only if all remote are down,
"auso_on_dr_group_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered if any HA pair in the remote cluster is down,
"auso_disabled" - Automatic USO will not be triggered

local-auso-failuredomain

string
optional

local-cluster-name

string Name of the Local Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
State of the Local Cluster Configuration Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

localconfiguration-state

string
optional

"unknown" - Mode could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"configuration_error" - MetroCluster is not ready for use.
Error in configuration.,
"partially_configured" - MetroCluster is partially configured,
some nodes are not configured.,
"configured" - MetroCluster is completely configured
Mode of Operation of Local Cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

local-mode

local-periodiccheck-enabled

string
optional

"unknown" - State could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"normal" - Cluster is in normal mode,
"switchover" - Cluster is in switchover mode,
"waiting_for_switchback" - Cluster is waiting for
switchback,
"partial_switchover" - Cluster is in partial switchover mode,
"partial_switchback" - Cluster is in partial switchback mode

boolean Is Periodic Check Enabled on Local Cluster Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
AUSO Failure Domain on Remote Cluster Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Automatic USO trigger criteria could not be
determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"auso_on_cluster_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered only if all remote are down,
"auso_on_dr_group_disaster" - Automatic USO will be
triggered if any HA pair in the remote cluster is down,
"auso_disabled" - Automatic USO will not be triggered

remote-ausofailure-domain

string
optional

remote-clustername

string Name of the Remote Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
State of the Remote Cluster Configuration Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

remoteconfiguration-state

string
optional

"unknown" - Mode could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"configuration_error" - MetroCluster is not ready for use.
Error in configuration.,
"partially_configured" - MetroCluster is partially configured,
some nodes are not configured.,
"configured" - MetroCluster is completely configured
Mode of Operation of Remote Cluster Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

remote-mode

remote-periodiccheck-enabled

string
optional

"unknown" - State could not be determined,
"not_reachable" - Cluster is not reachable,
"not_configured" - Configuration has not been done,
"normal" - Cluster is in normal mode,
"switchover" - Cluster is in switchover mode,
"waiting_for_switchback" - Cluster is waiting for
switchback,
"partial_switchover" - Cluster is in partial switchover mode,
"partial_switchback" - Cluster is in partial switchback mode

boolean Is Periodic Check Enabled on Remote Cluster Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-adapter
Metrocluster interconnect adapter. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-

Range

Type
string

Description
Name of the interconnect adapter. For example: cxgb3_0,
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name

optional

fcvi_device_0. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of adapter.
Possible Values:
'IB',
'iWARP',
'FC-VI',
'M-VIA'

adaptertype

string
optional

firmwareversion

string
optional

Firmware version of the adapter. For example: 7.7.209,
113.01.00. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ipaddress

string
optional

IP address of the adapter. For example: 1.0.12.2. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-oodenabled

boolean
optional

Is Out-of-Order delivery enabled for the adapter port? Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Link speed (in Gbps) configured for the adapter port.
Possible Values:
linkspeed

string
optional

'1G',
'2G',
'4G',
'8G',
'16G'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of negotiation done for adapter port speed.

linkspeedneg-type

string
optional

Possible Values:
'Manual',
'Auto'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodename

string
optional

Name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Physical link status of the adapter port.
Possible Values:

physicallinkstatus

string
optional

portname

string
optional

Name of the adapter port. For example: c0a, 1a. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the adapter. For example:
21:00:00:24:ff:48:ea:d0. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

'Up',
'Down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remoteadapterlist

metroclusterinterconnectInformation about remote metrocluster interconnect adapter.
remote-adapter[]
optional

switchmodel

string
optional

Model of the switch connected to this adapter port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchname

string
optional

Name of the switch connected to this adapter port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchportname

string
optional

Name of the switch port connected to this adapter port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchport-wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the switch port connected to this adapter
port. For example: 20:0d:00:27:f8:47:9e:25. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Status of the switch connected to this adapter port.

switchstatus

'Up',
'Down'

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
switchvendor

string
optional

Vendor of the switch connected to this adapter port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchwwn

string
optional

World wide name of the switch connected to this adapter port.
For example: 10:00:00:27:f8:47:9e:25. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-ipfo
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Metrocluster interconnect ipfo. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean IPFO status of a node. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-timeout-triggerenabled

boolean Timeout trigger status of a node. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

node-name
timeout-trigger-value

nodeName of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Timeout based trigger in msecs. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable
1]

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-mirror
Object for cross-cluster NVRAM mirroring between two nodes in DR partnership. When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
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When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the adapter. For example: cxgb3_0, fcvi_device_0.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of adapter.
Possible Values:

adapter-type

string
optional

'IB',
'iWARP',
'FC-VI',
'M-VIA'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mirroringadmin-status

string
optional

Administrative status of NVRAM mirror. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
Operational status of NVRAM mirror. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

mirroring-operstatus

node-name
partner-name

string
optional

"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"

string
Name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the partner node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Type of partner. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

partner-type

string
optional

"ha" - High Availability Partner,
"dr" - Disaster Recovery Partner,
"aux" - Disaster Recovery Auxiliary Partner
Physical link status of adapter port.

physical-linkstatus

string
optional

Possible values:
'Up',
'Down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-mirror-multipath
Metrocluster interconnect mirror multipath. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
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shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Multipath policy of the mirror. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:

multipathpolicy

metroclusterinterconnectmppolicy
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

"no_mp" - No Multipath,
"static_map" - Static Map,
"dynamic_map" - Dynamic Map,
"round_robin" - Round Robin
Name of the node. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-remotecluster-reachable
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MetroCluster Interconnect Remote Cluster Reachable When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-remote-clusterreachable
node
node-uuid

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is the remote cluster visible through an interconnect Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node's UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: metrocluster-node-info
MetroCluster node configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
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Name
additionalconfiguration-info
automatic-uso
cluster-name

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies additional configuration information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean Specifies if automatic unsigned switchover is enabled
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the state of the node's configuration.
Possible values:

configuration-state

string
optional

'node-unreachable',
'configured',
'not-configured'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarycluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the DR auxiliary partner belongs to
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarypartner-nodename

string Name of the DR auxiliary partner Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarypartner-uuid

string UUID of the DR auxiliary partner Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

dr-auxiliarysystemid
dr-cluster-name
dr-group-id

[0..2^32- integer System Id of the DR auxiliary partner Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the DR cluster Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Specifies the state of the node
Possible values:

dr-mirroring-state

string
optional

'-',
'enabled',
'disabled',
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-operationduration

[0..2^64- integer Specifies the time taken to complete the last DR operation in
1]
optional seconds Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
State of the DR operation.
Possible values:

dr-operation-state

string
optional

'normal',
'switchover_in progress',
'switchover_failed',
'switchover_completed',
'heal_aggrs_in progress',
'heal_aggrs_failed',
'heal_aggrs_completed',
'heal_roots_in progress',
'heal_roots_failed',
'heal_roots_completed',
'switchback_in_progress',
'switchback_failed'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-partner-clusteruuid

string UUID of the cluster the DR partner belongs to Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

dr-partner-nodename
dr-partnersystemid

string Name of the DR partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^32- integer System Id of the DR partner Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable
string UUID of the DR partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

dr-partner-uuid
force-node-objectlimit

boolean Specifies if the node object limits are enforced Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

ha-partner-clusteruuid

string UUID of the cluster the HA partner belongs to Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

ha-partner-nodename
ha-partnersystemid

string Name of the HA partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^32- integer System Id of the HA partner Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable
string UUID of the HA partner Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

ha-partner-uuid

boolean Specifies if the node HAOSC setting is mccip Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

mccip-node

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node-cluster-uuid

string Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node-name
node-systemid

[0..2^32- integer System Id of the node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
string
UUID of the node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

Element definition: metrocluster-operation-info
MetroCluster operation history info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo
clustername
commandline
end-time

Range

Type

Description

string Additional information for the job Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
string Command Line With Options Specified Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^31- integer Time when the operation ended. The value is the number of seconds
optional elapsed since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string[] List of errors encountered during the operation Attributes: non-

[top]

error-list
job-id
nodename

optional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^64- integer
Identifier for the job Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string
Name of the node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Name of the operation.
Possible values:
'configure',
'modify',
'switchover',
'switchback',
'heal_aggregates',
'heal_root_aggregates',
'switchback_continuation_agent',
'unconfigure',
'unconfigure_continuation_agent',
'switchover-simulate',
'switchback-simulate',
'check',
'dr-group-create',
'dr-group-delete',
'connect',
'disconnect',
'interface-create',
'interface-delete',
'interface-modify'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operation

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown operation,
"configure" - MetroCluster configure operation,
"modify" - MetroCluster modify operation,
"switchover" - MetroCluster switchover operation,
"heal_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal aggregates operation,
"heal_root_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal root aggregates
operation,
"switchback" - MetroCluster switchback operation,
"switchback_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster switchback
continuation agent,
"unconfigure" - MetroCluster unconfigure operation,
"unconfigure_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster unconfigure
continuation agent,
"switchover_simulate" - MetroCluster switchover simulation
operation,
"switchback_simulate" - MetroCluster switchback simulation
operation,
"check" - MetroCluster check operation,
"ip_setup" - MetroCluster IP setup operation,
"ip_teardown" - MetroCluster IP teardown operation,
"dr_group_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR Group
create operation,
"dr_group_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR Group
delete operation,
"connect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting connect operation,
"disconnect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting disconnect
operation,
"interface_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
create operation,

"interface_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
delete operation,
"interface_modify" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
modify operation,
"heal_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal aggregates
operation,
"heal_root_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal root
aggregates operation,
"remove_dr_group" - MetroCluster remove DR group operation
operationuuid
start-time

string Unique identifier for the operation Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^31- integer Time when the operation started. The value is the number of seconds
optional elapsed since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
State of the operation.
Possible values:
'unknown',
'in_progress',
'partially_successful',
'completed_with_manual_recovery_needed',
'completed_with_warnings',
'successful',
'failed'
string Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"unknown" - Could not determine the state of the operation,
"in_progress" - The operation is in progress,
"partially_successful" - The operation has ended and it was
partially successful,
"successful" - The operation has ended and it was successful,
"failed" - The operation has ended and it failed,
"completed_with_manual_recovery_needed" - The operation has
ended but some steps need to be manually run,
"completed_with_warnings" - The operation has ended and it
was successful but there were some warnings during the
operation

state

Element definition: metrocluster-operation-statistics-info
Metrocluster opertaion statistics info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
failed

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Number of failed instances of each operation Attributes: non-

[top]

1]

optional creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the operation.
Possible values:
'configure',
'modify',
'switchover',
'switchback',
'heal_aggregates',
'heal_root_aggregates',
'switchback_continuation_agent',
'unconfigure',
'unconfigure_continuation_agent',
'switchover-simulate',
'switchback-simulate',
'check',
'dr-group-create',
'dr-group-delete',
'connect',
'disconnect',
'interface-create',
'interface-delete',
'interface-modify'
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operation

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown operation,
"configure" - MetroCluster configure operation,
"modify" - MetroCluster modify operation,
"switchover" - MetroCluster switchover operation,
"heal_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal aggregates operation,
"heal_root_aggregates" - MetroCluster heal root aggregates
operation,
"switchback" - MetroCluster switchback operation,
"switchback_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster switchback
continuation agent,
"unconfigure" - MetroCluster unconfigure operation,
"unconfigure_continuation_agent" - MetroCluster unconfigure
continuation agent,
"switchover_simulate" - MetroCluster switchover simulation
operation,
"switchback_simulate" - MetroCluster switchback simulation
operation,
"check" - MetroCluster check operation,
"ip_setup" - MetroCluster IP setup operation,
"ip_teardown" - MetroCluster IP teardown operation,
"dr_group_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR
Group create operation,
"dr_group_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting DR
Group delete operation,
"connect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting connect
operation,
"disconnect" - MetroCluster configuration-setting disconnect
operation,
"interface_create" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
create operation,
"interface_delete" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
delete operation,
"interface_modify" - MetroCluster configuration-setting interface
modify operation,

"heal_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal aggregates
operation,
"heal_root_aggr_auto" - MetroCluster automatic heal root
aggregates operation,
"remove_dr_group" - MetroCluster remove DR group operation
succeeded

[0..2^64- integer Number of successful instances of each operation Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

total[0..2^64- integer Total number of instances of each operation Attributes: non-creatable,
instances
1]
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-progress-table-info

[top]

MetroCluster progress table info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
duration
entryname
index
nodename

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer Time spent by this subsystem processing this operation in seconds
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string
Name of the subsystem Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer
Resource Table Index Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
State of the subsystem.
Possible values:

state

string
optional

'switchover_in_progress',
'switchover_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes',
'switchover_completed_successfully',
'healing_phase_roots_in_progress',
'healing_phase_roots_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes',
'healing_phase_roots_completed_successfully',
'healing_phase_aggregates_in_progress',
'healing_phase_aggregates_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes',
'healing_phase_aggregates_completed_successfully',
'switchback_in_progress',
'switchback_failed_or_incomplete_for_some_nodes'

Element definition: metrocluster-show-lif-placement-failures

[top]

Display LIF placement failures in MetroCluster setup When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Data Protocol of the sync source Vserver LIF Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocol

string[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
LIF Placement Failures in MetroCluster setup
LIF Placement failures:

lif-placementfailure

string
optional

'Port hosting the sync source vserver FC LIF in the source
cluster is not connected to any fabric',
'MetroCluster DR Node is offline',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node connected to fabric
with fabric name ',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node of CNA adaptertype',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node of FC adapter-type',
'No ports found on MetroCluster DR node connected to the
required subnet '
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sync-sourcevserver

string sync-source Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

sync-sourcevserver-lif

string sync-source Vserver LIF Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: metrocluster-vserver-info
Metroclsuter Vserver Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

cluster

Type

Description

clustername Cluster name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

configurationstate

This describes the configuration state of the MetroCluster setup. It can
have three possible values: healthy, unhealthy, degraded. The
configuration-state is described as healthy when both the local and
remote streams are up and there are no failed operations in the
stream. If either the local stream's or the remote stream's operation
state is not up, the configuration-state is unhealthy. If there is a failed
vs-mcc- operation in the stream, the configuration-state is degraded.
config- Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
state
"healthy" ,
optional
"unhealthy" ,
"degraded" ,
"pending_setup" ,
"syncing" ,
"replication_paused" ,
"pending_switchback"

failed-reason

string
Failed Replication Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

failed-row

This field appears in the output only if the failed operation is
string
configuration_apply. This specifies the row for which the apply has
optional
failed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

partnervserver

string Partner Vserver in the MetroCluster relationship Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Vserver in the MetroCluster relationship Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: config-cluster-attribute-info

[top]

The name of attribute and its values at source and destination
Name

Range

Type

Description

string Attribute of the configuration compared - for example, volume-style in
optional case of volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

attribute
destinationcluster-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at destination cluster Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at source cluster Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: metrocluster-interconnect-remote-adapter
Information about remote metrocluster interconnect adapter.
Name
remoteadaptername
remoteadapterport-id
remoteadapterport-name
remoteadapter-

Range

Type

Description

Name of the remote adapter connected to this adapter port. For
string
example: cxgb3_0, fcvi_device_0. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
[0..2^32- integer ID of the remote adapter port connected to this adapter port.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
nodeRemote Adapter Port Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional
World Wide Name of the remote adapter connected to this adapter
string
port. For example: 21:00:00:24:ff:48:ff:47. Attributes: nonoptional

[top]

port-wwn
remotepartnernode-name

creatable, non-modifiable
nodeName of the remote partner node hosting the remote adapter.
name
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: metroclusterinterconnectmppolicy

[top]

no-mp|static-map|dynamic-map|round-robin Possible values:
"no_mp" - No Multipath,
"static_map" - Static Map,
"dynamic_map" - Dynamic Map,
"round_robin" - Round Robin
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vs-mcc-config-state
healthy|unhealthy|degraded|pending-setup|syncing|replication-paused|pending-switchback Possible
values:

[top]

"healthy" ,
"unhealthy" ,
"degraded" ,
"pending_setup" ,
"syncing" ,
"replication_paused" ,
"pending_switchback"
[none]

APIs in Category: metrocluster-check-connection
metrocluster-checkconnection-get-iter

These APIs check the connections for nodes in a MetroCluster
over IP configuration

metrocluster-check-connection-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-check-connection-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclustercheckconnectioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

metroclustercheckconnectioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclustercheckconnection- The list of attributes of metrocluster-check-connection objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metroclustercheck-connection object. All metrocluster-check-connection
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-check-connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-check-connection-info
MetroCluster check connection info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
check-mtusize-error-info
check-pingerror-info

Range

Type

Description

string Check connection MTU size error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Check connection ping error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Check connection result Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

check-result

check-storageerror-info

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

string Check connection storage error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-errorinfo

string Connection configuration error information Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Connection configuration state
Possible values:

config-state

string
optional

'disconnected',
'completed',
'connect-check',
'connect-nvlog',
'connect-storage',
'disconnect-storage',
'disconnect-nvlog',
'connect-prepare',
'connect-update'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationaddress
dr-group-id
home-port

string IP address for the port on the partner node Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string Name of the port on the node Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

string
UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partnercluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the partner node belongs to Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

partner-node

string Name of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

partner-nodeuuid
partner-type

string UUID of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

relationshiptype

source-address

string
optional

"self" ,
"ha" ,
"dr_primary" ,
"dr_auxiliary" ,
"unknown"

string IP address for the port on the node Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

APIs in Category: metrocluster-configuration-settings
metroclusterconfiguration-settingsget-iter

These APIs manage the configuration settings for a MetroCluster
over IP setup

metrocluster-configuration-settings-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-configuration-settings-info objects
Input Name

Range

metroclusterconfigurationsettings-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be
returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
Default: 20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterconfigurationThe list of attributes of metrocluster-configuration-settings
settingsobjects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

Description

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterconfigurationconfiguration-settings object. All metrocluster-configurationsettings-info
settings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
optional
be returned.

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-configuration-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-configuration-settings-info
MetroCluster configuration settings info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-errorinfo

string Configuration error information Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

configurationstatus

string
Configuration status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

APIs in Category: metrocluster-connection
metrocluster-connectionconnect-async
metrocluster-connectiondisconnect-async
metrocluster-connectionget-iter

These APIs manage the connections between source and
destination network interfaces for MetroCluster over IP setup

metrocluster-connection-connect-async

[top]

Configure the connections that mirror the NV logs and access remote storage between partner nodes in
MetroCluster sertup A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster-connection and the job id will
be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-connection-disconnect-async

[top]

Tear down the connections that mirror the NV logs and access remote storage between partner nodes in
MetroCluster setup A job will be spawned to operate on the metrocluster-connection and the job id will
be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
dr-group-id
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32integer DR Group ID
1]
Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
1]
optional

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-connection-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-connection-info objects
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

metroclusterconnectioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterconnection object. All metrocluster-connection objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

metroclusterconnectioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

metroclusterconnectionThe list of attributes of metrocluster-connection objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-connection objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-connection-info
MetroCluster Connection configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-errorinfo

string Connection configuration error information Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Connection configuration state
Possible values:

config-state

string
optional

'disconnected',
'completed',
'connect-check',
'connect-nvlog',
'connect-storage',
'disconnect-storage',
'disconnect-nvlog',
'connect-prepare',
'connect-update'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationaddress
dr-group-id
home-port

string IP address for the port on the partner node Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string Name of the port on the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

string
UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partnercluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the partner node belongs to Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

partnernode

string
Name of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partnernode-uuid

string
UUID of the partner node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

partner-type

string Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Relationship type of the node with the partner node Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

relationshiptype

sourceaddress

string
optional

"self" ,
"ha" ,
"dr_primary" ,
"dr_auxiliary" ,
"unknown"

string IP address for the port on the node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

APIs in Category: metrocluster-dr-group
metrocluster-dr-groupcreate
metrocluster-dr-groupdelete
metrocluster-dr-groupget-iter

These APIs manage the DR groups for a MetroCluster over IP
setup

metrocluster-dr-group-create

[top]

Create MetroCluster DR group
Input Name

Range Type

local-node

Description

string Local Node Name

partner-cluster

string Partner Cluster Name

remote-node

string Remote Node Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-dr-group-delete

[top]

Delete MetroCluster DR group
Input Name

Range

Type Description

dr-group-id [0..2^32-1] integer Dr group Id
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-dr-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-dr-group-info objects
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
dr-group-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is

optional
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterdr-groupThe list of attributes of metrocluster-dr-group objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterdr-group-info
dr-group object. All metrocluster-dr-group objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

integer
optional

available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-dr-group objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-dr-group-info
MetroCluster DR group configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

dr-group-id

[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

dr-partnernode

string Name of the DR partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

dr-partnernode-uuid

string UUID of the DR partner node Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node
node-uuid

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string

UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

APIs in Category: metrocluster-interface
metrocluster-interfacecreate
metrocluster-interfacedelete
metrocluster-interfaceget-iter

These APIs manage the logical interface for a MetroCluster over
IP setup

metrocluster-interface-create

[top]

Create a MetroCluster Interface
Input Name

Type

Description

address

string

Network Address

cluster-name

string

Cluster Name

home-node

string

Home Node

home-port

string

Home Port

netmask

string

Netmask

vlan-id

Range

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

integer
Virtual LAN ID
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-interface-delete

[top]

Delete a MetroCluster Interface
Input Name Range Type Description
cluster-name

string Cluster Name

home-node

string Home Node

home-port

string Home Port

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

metrocluster-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of metrocluster-interface-info objects
Input Name

Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
metroclusterall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
interface-info
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

metroclusterinterfaceThe list of attributes of metrocluster-interface objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
metroclusterbe specified on any number of attributes in the metroclusterinterface-info
interface object. All metrocluster-interface objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
metrocluster-interface objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: metrocluster-interface-info
MetroCluster Interface configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

string
IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

cluster

string Name of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

cluster-uuid

string UUID of the cluster the node belongs to Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

config-

string

Interface configuration error information Attributes: non-creatable,

[top]

error-info

optional non-modifiable
Interface configuration state
Possible values:

config-state

string
optional

'create-interface',
'delete-interface',
'setup-storage',
'teardown-storage'
'completed',
'prepare-connection',
'disconnect-connection'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Identifier for the DR group that the node belongs to Attributes: key,
dr-group-id
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
gateway
home-port
netmask

string
Gateway Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string Name of the port on the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string
Netmask Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

string
Name of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

string
UUID of the node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vlan-id

[0..2^32- integer Interface virtual LAN identifier Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

APIs in Category: name-mapping
name-mapping-create
name-mapping-delete
name-mapping-get-iter
name-mapping-insert
name-mapping-modify
name-mapping-refreshhostname
name-mapping-swap
name-mapping-unixgroup-add-user
name-mapping-unixgroup-create
name-mapping-unixgroup-delete-user
name-mapping-unixgroup-destroy
name-mapping-unixgroup-get
name-mapping-unixgroup-get-iter
name-mapping-unixgroup-modify
name-mapping-unixuser-create
name-mapping-unixuser-destroy
name-mapping-unixuser-get
name-mapping-unixuser-get-iter
name-mapping-unixuser-modify

This set of APIs are used to manage name mappings between
Kerberos users, Windows users and UNIX users. name-mappingunix-user APIs are used to manage local UNIX users. namemapping-unix-group APIs are used to manage local UNIX groups.
When a NFS client wishes to access a file having NTFS style
permission, name-mapping rule is applied to determine the
Windows User that maps to the NFS Client user under
consideration. When a CIFS client wishes to access a file having
UNIX style permission name-mapping rule is applied to
determine the UNIX user that maps to the CIFS user under
consideration. When neither NIS nor LDAP is configured,
credentials for the mapped UNIX user is obtained from the local
database created using name-mapping-unix-user and namemapping-unix-group APIs.

name-mapping-create

[top]

Create a new name mapping for a Vserver.
Input Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-and- IP address is an optional parameter which is used to
match the client IP address while searching for a pattern
mask
optional that can be used as a replacement.
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Possible
values:

direction

namemappingdirection

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name

mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping
Hostname is an optional parameter which is used to match
string
the client IP address with the list of IP addresses from
optional
mentioned hostname.

hostname

pattern

string

position

[1..2147483647] integer

replacement

string

returnrecord

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX,
and they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
mappings for this Vserver.
The name that is to be used as a replacement if the
pattern associated with this entry matches. The
replacement is a string containing escape sequences
representing subexpressions from the pattern, as in the
UNIX 'sed' program.

boolean If set to true, returns the name-mapping on successful
optional creation. Default: false

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

namemapping- The name-mapping created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-delete

[top]

Delete an existing name mapping entry.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Direction in which the name mapping is applied.
Possible values:

name-mappingdirection

direction

position

[1..2147483647]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

integer

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX
user name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user
name mapping
Position of an existing name mapping in the list of
name mappings for this Vserver.

name-mapping-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve the list of name mappings in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

namemappinginfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-mapping object.
All name-mapping objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

namemappingThe list of attributes of name-mapping objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameoptional mapping objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

namemappinginfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-insert

[top]

Insert a name mapping into the table at a specified position.
Input Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-andThis optional parameter specifies the IP address which can
mask
be used to match the client IP address with the pattern.
optional
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Possible
values:

direction

namemappingdirection

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name

mapping
This optional parameter specifies the Hostname which can
string
be used to match the client IP address with the list of IP
optional
addresses corresspoding to the provided hostname.

hostname

pattern

position

string

[1..2147483647] integer

replacement

string

Errno

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX, and
they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows.
Position within the set of name mappings that this new
mapping will take. If a mapping already exists at this
position, it will be moved to the next position in the list.
The name that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a
string containing escape sequences representing
subexpressions from the pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed'
program.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-modify

[top]

Modify an existing name mapping entry.
Input Name
address

Range

Type

Description

ip-and- IP address is an optional parameter which is used to match
the client IP address while searching for a pattern that can
mask
optional be used as a replacement.
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Possible
values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping

direction

namemappingdirection

hostname

Hostname is an optional parameter which is used to match
string
the client IP address with the list of IP addresses from
optional
mentioned hostname.

pattern

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
string UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
optional case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX, and
they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows.

position

[1..2147483647] integer

Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
mappings for this Vserver.

The name that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a
string
string containing escape sequences representing
optional
subexpressions from the pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed'
program.

replacement

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-refresh-hostname

[top]

Resolve The IP addresses for the configured Hostname.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name Mapping Direction Possible values:

direction

name-mappingdirection
optional

hostname

string
optional

Errno

"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping
Hostname

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-mapping-swap

[top]

Swap the position of one name mapping with another. The position is the place in the sequence of name
mappings in which the mappings are applied.
Input Name

Range

direction
position
withposition

Type

Description

string Direction in which the name mapping is applied.
[1..2147483647] integer
[0..2^32-1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
mappings for this Vserver.

Position of an existing name mapping entry in the list of name
integer mappings for this Vserver. This entry will be swapped with the
entry at 'position'.

Description

name-mapping-unix-group-add-user

[top]

Add a user to a UNIX group
Input Name Range Type
group-name

Description

string Specifies UNIX group name.

user-name

string Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-group-create

[top]

Create a new UNIX group.
Input Name

Range

Type

group-id

[0..2^321]

integer

Description
Specifies an identification number for the UNIX group.

group-name

string

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the UNIX group information on
successful creation. Default: false

skip-namevalidation

boolean
optional

Specifies if group name validation is skipped.

Output Name

Range

result

Specifies UNIX group name.

Type

Description

unixThe UNIX group information created (keys or the entire object
group-info
if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

name-mapping-unix-group-delete-user
Delete a user from a UNIX group
Input Name Range Type
group-name
user-name

Description

string Specifies UNIX group name.
string Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-group-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing UNIX group.
Input Name Range Type
group-name

Description

string Specifies UNIX group name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a UNIX group.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

unixgroupinfo
optional

group-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

attributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies UNIX group name.
Description

unixgroup- The attributes of the UNIX group information.

info
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_GROUP_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of UNIX groups.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

unixgroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

unixgroupinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the UNIX group information
object. All UNIX group information objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

unixgroupThe list of attributes of UNIX group information objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more UNIX
optional group information objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_GROUP_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-group-modify
Modify the attributes of a UNIX group.

[top]

Input Name
group-id

Range

Type

Description

integer
[0..2^32-1]
Specifies an identification number for the UNIX group.
optional

group-name

string

Specifies UNIX group name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-user-create

[top]

Create a new UNIX user.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Specifies the full name of the UNIX user.

integer

Specifies the primary group identification number for the UNIX
user.

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the UNIX user information on successful
creation. Default: false

skip-namevalidation

boolean
optional

Specifies if user name validation is skipped.

integer

Specifies an identification number for the UNIX user.

full-name
group-id

user-id

[0..2^321]

[0..2^321]

user-name
Output Name

string
Range

result

Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Type

Description

unix-userThe UNIX user information created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-user-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing UNIX user.
Input Name Range Type
user-name

Description

string Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-mapping-unix-user-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a UNIX user.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

unixuserinfo
optional

user-name

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Type
unixuserinfo

attributes

Description

Description
The attributes of the UNIX user information.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_USER_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-user-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of UNIX users.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

unixuserinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

unixuserinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

unixuserThe list of attributes of UNIX user information objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more UNIX user
optional information objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the UNIX user information
object. All UNIX user information objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_USER_ALT_CMD

name-mapping-unix-user-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a UNIX user.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Specifies the full name of the UNIX user.
optional

full-name
group-id

[0..2^321]

integer Specifies the primary group identification number for the UNIX
optional user.

user-id

[0..2^321]

integer
Specifies an identification number for the UNIX user.
optional

user-name

string

Specifies user's UNIX account name.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NS_CONFIG_FILEONLY_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: name-mapping-direction

[top]

Direction of the name mapping. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping
[none]

Element definition: name-mapping-info

[top]

Name mapping configuration for Vservers. The possible sources of name mapping information and the
order in which they are searched is determined by the Vserver's 'name-mapping-switch' option. If the
'name-mapping-switch' is set to 'file', the rules in this table are used to determine the mapping.
Windows user names, UNIX user names and Kerberos principal names can be three disjoint sets of
names. A mechanism is needed to map users from one set to another when performing authorization
checks. Each name mapping entry represents one such map in a given direction. Name mappings are
done using standard UNIX style regular expressions for pattern replacement. For example if a
configuration is required to convert any Windows user in the Windows domain name 'EXAMPLE' into a
UNIX user with the same name in NIS, the direction entry should be set to 'win-unix', the pattern string
should be set to 'EXAMPLE\\(.+)' and the replacement string should be set to '\1'. The double ba) in the
pattern matches a single backslash in the source name. The parentheses denote a subexpression but do
not match any characters themselves. The 'period' matches any single character. The 'plus' matches
one or more characters of the previous expression. The pattern 'EXAMPLE\\(.+)' matches 'EXAMPLE\'
followed by one or more of any character. In the replacement, '\1' refers to the string that the first
subexpression matched. Assuming the Windows user 'EXAMPLE\user1', the replacement evaluates to
'user1'. If a mapping is required from Windows to UNIX and none of the name mapping entries match,
the domain name is stripped from the the username and it is directly mapped to the UNIX user of the
same name. Similarly if a mapping is required from a UNIX user to a Windows user and none of the
name mapping entries match, the domain name is prefixed to the username and it is directly mapped to
a Windows user of the same name. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ip-and-

IP address is an optional parameter which is used to match
the client IP address while searching for a pattern that can

address

mask
be used as a replacement. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
Direction in which the name mapping is applied. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user
name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name
mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name
mapping

direction

namemappingdirection
optional

hostname

Hostname is an optional parameter which is used to match
string the client IP address with the list of IP addresses from
optional mentioned hostname. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

pattern

Pattern to use to match the name while searching for a
name that can be used as a replacement. The pattern is a
UNIX-style regular expression. Regular expressions are
string
case-insensitive when mapping from Windows to UNIX, and
optional
they are case-sensitive for mappings from Kerberos to
UNIX and UNIX to Windows. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

position

[1..2147483647]

Position of an existing name mapping in the list of name
integer
mappings for this Vserver. Attributes: key, required-foroptional
create, non-modifiable
The name that is to be used as a replacement if the pattern
associated with this entry matches. The replacement is a
string
string containing escape sequences representing
optional
subexpressions from the pattern, as in the UNIX 'sed'
program. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

replacement

string Specifies the Vserver for the name mapping. Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: unix-group-info

[top]

UNIX group information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

group-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specifies an identification number for the UNIX group.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

group-name

string
optional

Specifies UNIX group name. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable

skip-namevalidation

boolean
optional

Specifies if group name validation is skipped. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

unix-userSpecifies the list of UNIX users that belong to the UNIX group.
name[]
optional

users

string
optional

vserver

Specifies the Vserver for the group. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: unix-user-info

[top]

UNIX user information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
full-name
group-id
skip-namevalidation
user-id
user-name
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies the full name of the UNIX user. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Specifies the primary group identification number for the UNIX user.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
1]
boolean Specifies if user name validation is skipped. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Specifies an identification number for the UNIX user. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
string Specifies user's UNIX account name. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable
string Specifies the Vserver for the UNIX user. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: name-mapping-direction
Direction of the name mapping. Possible values:
"krb_unix" - Kerberos principal name to UNIX user name mapping,
"win_unix" - Windows user name to UNIX user name mapping,
"unix_win" - UNIX user name to Windows user name mapping

[top]

[none]

Element definition: unix-user-name

[top]

Specifies user name information.
Name
username

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies user's UNIX account name. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

APIs in Category: nameservice
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-modify
name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get
name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-hosts-settings-modify
name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get
name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-modify
name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get
name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-modify
name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get
name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get-iter
name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-modify
name-service-nis-binding-detail-get
name-service-nis-binding-detail-get-iter
name-service-nis-show-bound
name-service-nis-show-bound-iter
name-service-unix-group-fileonly-get
name-service-unix-user-fileonly-get
nameservice-get-hostname-from-ipv4
nameservice-get-ip-from-hostname
nameservice-get-ipv4-from-hostname
nameservice-nsswitch-create
nameservice-nsswitch-destroy
nameservice-nsswitch-get
nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter
nameservice-nsswitch-modify

name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get
Get the name services group membership cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

name-servicecache-groupmembershipsettings-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

name-servicecache-group- The attributes of the name-service-cache-group-membershipmembership- settings.

[top]

settings-info
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services group membership cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

nameservicecache-groupmembershipsettings-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nameservicecache-groupmembershipsettings-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-servicecache-group-membership-settings object. All name-servicecache-group-membership-settings objects matching this query
up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

nameservicecache-groupThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-groupmembershipmembership-settings objects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
name-service-cache-group-membership-settings objects to
return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-group-membership-settings-modify
Modify the name services group membership cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted

[top]

(optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

time-interval
Time to Live for Grplist
optional

grplist-ttl

boolean
optional

is-enabled

Is Cache Enabled?

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services hosts cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type
nameservicecachehostssettings-info
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

nameservicecacheThe attributes of the name-service-cache-hosts-settings.
hostssettings-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-hosts-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services hosts cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type
nameservicecachehostssettingsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

nameservicecachehostssettingsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cachehosts-settings object. All name-service-cache-hosts-settings
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

nameservicecacheThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-hosts-settings
hostsobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-hosts-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-hosts-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the name services hosts cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional) fields
will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-dns-ttl-enabled

boolean
optional

Is TTL Taken from DNS

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

negative-ttl
ttl

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional
time-interval
Time to Live
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services netgroup cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type
nameservicecachenetgroupsettings-info
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

nameserviceThe attributes of the name-service-cache-netgroup-settings.
cachenetgroupsettings-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services netgroup cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

nameservicecachenetgroupsettingsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

nameservicecachenetgroupsettingsinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cachenetgroup-settings object. All name-service-cache-netgroupsettings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

nameservicecacheThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-netgroup-settings
netgroupobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-netgroup-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the name services netgroup cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional)
fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional

negative-ttl

time-interval
Time to Live
optional

ttl

time-interval
TTL for netgroup members
optional

ttl-members
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services UNIX group cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Type
nameservicecache-unixgroupsettings-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

nameservicecache-unix- The attributes of the name-service-cache-unix-group-settings.
groupsettings-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-get-iter
Get the name services unix-group cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

nameservicecacheunixgroupsettingsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nameservicecacheunixgroupsettingsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cacheunix-group-settings object. All name-service-cache-unix-groupsettings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

nameservicecacheunixThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-unix-group-settings
groupobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-unix-group-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[top]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-modify

[top]

Modify the name services UNIX group cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional)
fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled?

is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

is-propagation-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled?

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional

negative-ttl

time-interval
Time to Live
optional

ttl
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get

[top]

Get the name services UNIX users cache configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type
nameservicecache-unixusersettings-info
optional
Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Description

nameservicecache-unix- The attributes of the name-service-cache-unix-user-settings.
usersettings-info
Description

name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-get-iter

[top]

Get the name services unix-user cache configuration of the Cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
nameservicecacheunix-usersettingsinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

nameservicecacheunix-usersettingsinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the name-service-cacheunix-user-settings object. All name-service-cache-unix-usersettings objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

nameservicecacheThe list of attributes of name-service-cache-unix-user-settings
unix-userobjects.
settingsinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nameservice-cache-unix-user-settings objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-modify
Modify the name services UNIX users cache configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional)
fields will not be changed.
Input Name
is-enabled

Range

Type
boolean

Description
Is Cache Enabled?

[top]

optional
is-negative-cache-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled?

is-propagation-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled?

time-interval
Negative Time to Live
optional

negative-ttl

time-interval
Time to Live
optional

ttl
Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

name-service-nis-binding-detail-get

[top]

Show bound NIS servers
Input Name Range

Type

boundserver

string

desiredattributes

nisbindingdetail
optional

nis-domain

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specifies the hostname/IP address of the NIS server in the domain.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Type

Description

nisbinding- The attributes of the nis-binding-detail.
detail

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

name-service-nis-binding-detail-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of bound NIS servers
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type
nisbindingdetail
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional
nisbindingdetail
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nisbindingThe list of attributes of nis-binding-detail objects.
detail[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nisoptional binding-detail objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the nis-binding-detail
object. All nis-binding-detail objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

name-service-nis-show-bound

[top]

Show bound nis servers
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

nisdomainshowbound
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nis-domain

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Type

Description

nisdomainThe attributes of the nis-show-bound.
showbound
Description

name-service-nis-show-bound-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of bound nis servers
Input Name

Range

Type
nisdomainshowbound
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

nisdomainshowbound
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the nis-show-bound object.
All nis-show-bound objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

nisdomainshow- The list of attributes of nis-show-bound objects.
bound[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more nis-showoptional bound objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

name-service-unix-group-fileonly-get

[top]

Display Configuration for UNIX-Group file download
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type
nameserviceunix-groupfileonly-info
optional
Type
name-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Description

serviceThe attributes of the name-service-unix-group-fileonly.
unix-groupfileonly-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

name-service-unix-user-fileonly-get

[top]

Display Configuration for UNIX-User file download
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

nameserviceunix-userfileonly-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

nameserviceThe attributes of the name-service-unix-user-fileonly.
unix-userfileonly-info

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

nameservice-get-hostname-from-ipv4

[top]

Get the host information from the IP address.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ip-address

string

IPv4 address of the host to be resolved, in dotted decimal notation (for
example, 10.56.10.125).

node

string

Name of the node over which the command is to be run.

show-source
vserver
Output Name Range

boolean
Source used for Lookup
optional
string

Vserver Name

Type

Description

canonicalname

string

Canonical Host-Name of the IpAddress to be resolved

source

string

Source used for Lookup

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EHOST_TRYAGAIN
E_NODATA

nameservice-get-ip-from-hostname

[top]

Get the IP address information by using the host name.
Input Name Range
addressfamily

Type

Description

addressfamily Return Addresses for Family
optional

hostname

string

Name of the host to be resolved

node

string

Name of the node over which the command is to be run.

show-source
vserver

boolean
Show Source used for lookup
optional
string

Output Name Range
ipaddress
source

Vserver Name

Type

Description

One ip address, can be an IPv4 address in dotted-decimal format(for
example, 192.168.11.12) or the textual representation of an IPv6
ipaddress[] address (for example, 2001:DB8:0:0:8:800:200C:417A or
2001:DB8::8:800:200C:417A). No hostname resolution
string

Source used for Lookup

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_AGAIN
E_NONAME
E_MEMORY
E_FAMILY

nameservice-get-ipv4-from-hostname
Get the IP address information from host name.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

hostname

string

Name of the host to be resolved

node

string

Name of the node over which the command is to be run.

show-source
vserver

boolean
Source used for Lookup
optional
string

Output Name Range
ipaddress
source

Vserver Name

Type

Description

One ip address, can be an IPv4 address in dotted-decimal format(for
ipaddress[] example, 192.168.11.125).
string

Source used for Lookup

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EHOST_TRYAGAIN
E_NODATA

nameservice-nsswitch-create

[top]

Create an Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts,
group, passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-db-type

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database
Order of looking up Name Service Switch Sources.Possible
values are files, dns, ldap or nis Possible values:

nameservicesources

nss-source-type[]

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Type
namservice-

"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service
setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup
If set to true, returns the nsswitch on successful creation.
Default: false
Description

nsswitch-configThe nsswitch created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nameservice-nsswitch-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name

Range Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-dbtype

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nameservice-nsswitch-get

[top]

Get Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
namservicensswitchconfig-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-db-type

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,

"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database

Output Name Range

Type

Description

namservicensswitch- The attributes of the nsswitch.
config-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Name Service Switch Configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

namservicensswitchconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

namservicensswitchconfig-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the nsswitch object. All
nsswitch objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

namservicensswitchThe list of attributes of nsswitch objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
nsswitch objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

nameservice-nsswitch-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of Name Service Switch Configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nameservicesources

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database

nss-dbtype

nsssourcetype[]
optional

Order of looking up Name Service Switch Sources.Possible values are
files, dns, ldap or nis Possible values:
"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: address-family

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|all Possible values:
"ipv4" - Lookup for ipv4 addresses,
"ipv6" - Lookup for ipv6 addresses,
"all" - Lookup for both ipv4 and ipv6 addresses
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: name-service-cache-group-membership-settingsinfo

[top]

Contains name services group membership cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned
as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

grplist-ttl
is-enabled
vserver-name

Type

Description

time-interval
Time to Live for Grplist Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: name-service-cache-hosts-settings-info
Contains name services hosts cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-dns-ttl-enabled

boolean
optional

Is TTL Taken from DNS Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

Element definition: name-service-cache-netgroup-settings-info

[top]

Contains name services netgroup cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ttl-members

timeinterval
optional

TTL for netgroup members Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-service-cache-unix-group-settings-info
Contains name services UNIX group cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

[top]

is-propagationenabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-service-cache-unix-user-settings-info

[top]

Contains name services UNIX users cache configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-negative-cacheenabled

boolean
optional

Is Negative Cache Enabled? Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-propagationenabled

boolean
optional

Is Propagation Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

negative-ttl

timeinterval
optional

Negative Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ttl

timeinterval
optional

Time to Live Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: name-service-unix-group-fileonly-info
name-service-unix-group-fileonly typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller

[top]

ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
isenabled

Type

Description

boolean If 'true', the unix-groups configuration would be controlled only through loadoptional from-uri. Default value is 'false' Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: name-service-unix-user-fileonly-info

[top]

name-service-unix-user-fileonly typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
isenabled

Type

Description

boolean If 'true', the unix-users configuration would be controlled only through loadoptional from-uri. Default value is 'false' Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: namservice-nsswitch-config-info
Name Service Switch Configuration Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name Service Switch Database. Possible values are hosts, group,
passwd, netgroup or name-map Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:

nameservicedatabase

nss-dbtype
optional

"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database
Order of looking up Name Service Switch Sources.Possible values are

[top]

nameservicesources

vservername

files, dns, ldap or nis Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible
nss- values:
source"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
type[]
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
optional
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup
string
Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: nis-binding-detail

[top]

NIS domain show-bound-debug When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

boundserver

string Specifies the hostname/IP address of the NIS server in the domain.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

boundstatus

string Specifies the binding status of the NIS server. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nisdomain

string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com' Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the NIS domain configuration. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nis-domain-show-bound
NIS domain show-bound When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
boundservers

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the IP address of one or more bound NIS servers in the domain.
address[]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

nisdomain

string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com' Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the NIS domain configuration. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nss-db-type

[top]

The type of Name Service database Possible values:
"hosts" - Hosts Database,
"group" - Group Database,
"passwd" - Password Database,
"netgroup" - Netgroup Database,
"namemap" - Name mapping database
[none]

Element definition: nss-source-type

[top]

The type of Name Service source Possible values:
"files" - Local File Name System service setup,
"dns" - Domain Name System service setup,
"ldap" - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol service setup,
"nis" - Network Information Service service setup
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: ndmp
ndmp-node-session-infoget-iter
ndmp-node-session-kill
ndmp-node-session-killall
ndmp-password-generate
ndmp-vserver-attributesget-iter
ndmp-vserver-attributesmodify
ndmp-vserver-servicedisable
ndmp-vserver-serviceenable
ndmp-vserver-sessioninfo-get-iter
ndmp-vserver-session-kill
ndmp-vserver-sessionkill-all

This set of APIs allow managing NDMP services

ndmp-node-session-info-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of ndmp objects.
Input Name

Range

ndmpnodesessioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

ndmpnode- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
session- specified on any number of attributes in the ndmp object. All ndmp
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

ndmpnodesession- The list of attributes of ndmp objects.
info[]
optional

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ndmp
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

ndmp-node-session-kill

[top]

Kill a NDMP session on a node
Input Name

Range

node-name

Type

Description

string

Name of the Node

session-id [0..2^32-1] integer Session Identifier
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

ndmp-node-session-kill-all

[top]

Kill all NDMP sessions on a node
Input Name Range Type
node-name

Description

string Name of the Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

ndmp-password-generate

[top]

Generate NDMP password for the given user in a specific Vserver context. The generated NDMP
password is based on the actual login password for the user; hence it should be regenerated whenever
the actual user password is changed.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

ndmppasswordinfo
optional

user-name

string

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
The user for which the password is to be generated.

Type

Description

ndmppassword- The attributes of the ndmp-password.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDQUERY
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-attributes-get-iter

[top]

Get NDMP attributes for vserver.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
ndmpvserverattributesinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

ndmpvserverattributesinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

ndmpvserverattributes- The list of attributes of ndmp objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ndmp object. All
ndmp objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ndmp
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

ndmp-vserver-attributes-modify

[top]

Modify NDMP attributes for vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type
boolean
optional

abort-on-disk-error

Description
Enable Abort on Disk Error
Authentication Type Possible values:

authtype

ndmpdauthtypes[]
optional

backup-log-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Backup Log

data-port-range

string
optional

Data Port Range

debug-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Debug

debug-filter

string
optional

Debug Filter

dump-detailed-stats

boolean
optional

Enable Logging of VM Stats for Dump

dump-logical-find

string
optional

Enable Logical Find for Dump

enable

boolean
optional

Enable NDMP on Vserver

"plaintext" - plaintext authtype,
"challenge" - challenge authtype,
"plaintext_sso" - plaintext_sso authtype

fh-dir-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Dir

fh-node-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Node

ignore-ctime-enabled

boolean
optional

Ignore Ctime

is-secure-controlconnection-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Enabled

offset-map-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Offset Map

per-qtree-exclude-enable

boolean
optional

Enable per Qtree Exclusion
Preferred Interface Role Possible values:

netport-

"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using
the private cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file
service clients,

preferred-interface-role

role[]
optional

[0..2^321]

"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to
configure the node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication
with a different cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to
configure the cluster

integer
optional

Restore VM File Cache Size

secondary-debug-filter

string
optional

Secondary Debug Filter

tcpnodelay

boolean
optional

Enable TCP Nodelay

integer
optional

TCP Window Size

restore-vm-cache-size

tcpwinsize

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

ndmp-vserver-service-disable

[top]

Disable NDMP service on the vserver. Disabling ndmp service on the vserver will not cause any
disruption to NDMP operations that are running. Executing this zapi when the ndmp service is already
disabled will not result in any errors.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-service-enable
Enable NDMP service on the vserver. Enabling ndmp service on the vserver will not cause any disruption
to NDMP operations that are running. Executing this zapi when the ndmp service is already enabled will
not result in any errors.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

[top]

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-session-info-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of ndmp objects.
Input Name

Range

ndmpvserversessioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

ndmpvserver- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
session- specified on any number of attributes in the ndmp object. All ndmp
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

ndmpvserversession- The list of attributes of ndmp objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ndmp
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-session-kill
Kill a NDMP session on a vserver
Input Name Range Type
session-id

Description

string Session Identifier

[top]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

ndmp-vserver-session-kill-all

[top]

Kill all NDMP sessions on a vserver

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

Element definition: ndmp-node-session-info

[top]

NDMP session typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

client-addr
client-port

[0..2^32-1]

data-backupmode
data-bytesprocessed
data-con-addr

[0..2^64-1]

Type

Description

string
optional

NDMP Client Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

NDMP Client Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Data Backup Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Data Bytes Processed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Data Server Connect Address Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Data Server Connect Type Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-con-addr-

ndmpd-addr-

"local" ,

type
optional

type

data-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"
Data Server Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Data Server Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-haltreason
optional

data-halt-reason

data-operation

ndmpd-dataoper
optional

data-path

string
optional

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Data Operation Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"noaction" - None,
"backup" - Backup,
"restore" - Restore
Data Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Data State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

data-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted
Effective Host Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

eff-host

ndmpd-host
optional

is-secure-controlconnection

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"primary" - Primary,
"partner" - Partner

mover-bytes-leftto-read

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Left to Read Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-bytesmoved

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Moved Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Mover Connect Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-con-addr

Mover Connect Type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
mover-con-addrtype

ndmpd-addrtype
optional

"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"

mover-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Mover Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Mover Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-haltreason
optional

mover-haltreason

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Mover Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpdmover-mode
optional

mover-mode

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
Mover Pause Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpdpausereason
optional

mover-pausereason

"na" - Not Available,
"eom" - End of media,
"eof" - End of file,
"seek" - Seek,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"eow" - End of window

mover-position

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-recordnum

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Number Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-record-size

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Size Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-seekposition

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Seek Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

moversetrecordsize-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetRecordSize Flag Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

moversetwindow-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetWindow Flag Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Mover State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

mover-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted

mover-windowlength

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Length Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-windowoffset

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Offset Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

ndmp-version

[0..2^32-1]

integer

NDMP Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-

optional

modifiable
Name of the Node Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node-name

node-name
optional

sessionauthorized

boolean
optional

Session Authorized Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Session Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

source-addr

string
optional

NDMP Source Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

spt-device-id

string
optional

SCSI Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

session-id

[0..2^32-1]

spt-ha

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Host Adapter Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-id

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Target ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-lun

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI LUN ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Tape Device Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

tape-device

Tape Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
ndmpdmover-mode
optional

tape-mode

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw

Element definition: ndmp-password-info

[top]

Information about generate password When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
password

Range

Type

Description

The generated NDMP password for the given user. The command fails if
string
such a user does not exist in the Vserver context. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

username

string The user for which the password is to be generated. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

string The Vserver on which the user password is to be generated for the given
optional user. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ndmp-vserver-attributes-info

[top]

NDMP vserver attributes When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type
boolean
optional

abort-on-disk-error

Description
Enable Abort on Disk Error Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable
Authentication Type Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

authtype

ndmpdauthtypes[]
optional

backup-log-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Backup Log Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

data-port-range

string
optional

Data Port Range Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

debug-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Debug Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

debug-filter

string
optional

Debug Filter Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

dump-detailed-stats

boolean
optional

Enable Logging of VM Stats for Dump
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

dump-logical-find

string
optional

Enable Logical Find for Dump Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

enable

boolean
optional

Enable NDMP on Vserver Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

"plaintext" - plaintext authtype,
"challenge" - challenge authtype,
"plaintext_sso" - plaintext_sso authtype

fh-dir-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Dir Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

fh-node-retry-interval

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

FH Throttle Value for Node Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

ignore-ctime-enabled

boolean
optional

Ignore Ctime Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-secure-controlconnection-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Enabled
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

integer
optional

NDMP Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

offset-map-enable

boolean
optional

Enable Offset Map Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

per-qtree-excludeenable

boolean
optional

Enable per Qtree Exclusion Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

maxversion

[0..2^321]

Preferred Interface Role Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable Possible values:
"undef" - No defined role,

netport-role[]
optional

preferred-interface-role

[0..2^321]

"cluster" - Used for communication using
the private cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file
service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to
configure the node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication
with a different cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators
to configure the cluster

integer
optional

Restore VM File Cache Size Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

secondary-debug-filter

string
optional

Secondary Debug Filter Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

tcpnodelay

boolean
optional

Enable TCP Nodelay Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

integer
optional

TCP Window Size Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

restore-vm-cache-size

tcpwinsize

[0..2^321]

vserver-nameName of the Vserver Attributes: key, nondata-admin
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver-name

Element definition: ndmp-vserver-session-info

[top]

NDMP session typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

client-addr
client-port

[0..2^32-1]

data-backupmode
data-bytesprocessed
data-con-addr

[0..2^64-1]

Type

Description

string
optional

NDMP Client Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

NDMP Client Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Data Backup Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Data Bytes Processed Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Data Server Connect Address Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Data Server Connect Type Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

data-con-addrtype

ndmpd-addrtype
optional

"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,

"tcp_ipv6"
data-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Data Server Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Data Server Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-haltreason
optional

data-halt-reason

data-operation

ndmpd-dataoper
optional

data-path

string
optional

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Data Operation Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"noaction" - None,
"backup" - Backup,
"restore" - Restore
Data Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Data State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

data-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted
Effective Host Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

eff-host

ndmpd-host
optional

is-secure-controlconnection

boolean
optional

Is Secure Control Connection Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"primary" - Primary,
"partner" - Partner

mover-bytes-leftto-read

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Left to Read Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-bytesmoved

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Bytes Moved Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Mover Connect Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-con-addr

Mover Connect Type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
ndmpd-addrtype
optional

mover-con-addrtype

mover-con-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"
Mover Connect Port Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Mover Halt Reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
ndmpd-haltreason
optional

mover-haltreason

"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
Mover Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpdmover-mode
optional

mover-mode

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
Mover Pause Reason Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

ndmpdpausereason
optional

mover-pausereason

"na" - Not Available,
"eom" - End of media,
"eof" - End of file,
"seek" - Seek,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"eow" - End of window

mover-position

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-recordnum

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Number Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-record-size

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Record Size Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mover-seekposition

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Seek Position Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

moversetrecordsize-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetRecordSize Flag Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

moversetwindow-flag

boolean
optional

Mover SetWindow Flag Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Mover State Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

ndmpd-state
optional

mover-state

"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted

mover-windowlength

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Length Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mover-windowoffset

[0..2^64-1]

integer
optional

Mover Window Offset Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

ndmp-version

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

NDMP Version Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node-name

node-name
optional

Name of the Node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sessionauthorized

boolean
optional

Session Authorized Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

session-id

string
optional

Session Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

source-addr

string
optional

NDMP Source Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

spt-device-id

string
optional

SCSI Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-ha

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Host Adapter Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-id

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI Target ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

spt-scsi-lun

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

SCSI LUN ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

Tape Device Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

tape-device

Tape Mode Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
tape-mode

ndmpdmover-mode
optional

vserver-name

vservername
optional

"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
Name of the Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: ndmpd-authtypes

[top]

NDMP Authentication types Possible values:
"plaintext" - plaintext authtype,
"challenge" - challenge authtype,
"plaintext_sso" - plaintext_sso authtype
[none]

Element definition: netport-role
undef|cluster|data|node-mgmt|intercluster|cluster-mgmt Possible values:
"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the cluster

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-addr-type

[top]

address type Possible values:
"local" ,
"tcp" ,
"fc" ,
"ipc" ,
"tcp_ipv6"
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-data-oper

[top]

data operation Possible values:
"noaction" - None,
"backup" - Backup,
"restore" - Restore
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-halt-reason

[top]

halt reason Possible values:
"na" - Not Available,
"connection_closed" - Connection Closed,
"aborted" - Aborted,
"internal_error" - Internal Error,
"connect_error" - Connect Error,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"successful" - Successful
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-host
host type Possible values:
"primary" - Primary,
"partner" - Partner

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-mover-mode

[top]

mover mode Possible values:
"read" - Read,
"write" - Write,
"noaction" - Data,
"raw" - Raw
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-pause-reason

[top]

pause reason Possible values:
"na" - Not Available,
"eom" - End of media,
"eof" - End of file,
"seek" - Seek,
"media_error" - Media Error,
"eow" - End of window
[none]

Element definition: ndmpd-state

[top]

component state Possible values:
"idle" - Idle,
"listen" - Listen,
"active" - Active,
"paused" - Paused,
"connected" - Connected,
"halted" - Halted
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: net
data-lif-capacity
data-lif-capacity-details
net-active-routes-get
net-active-routes-get-iter
net-arp-active-entrydestroy
net-arp-active-entry-get
net-arp-active-entry-getiter
net-arp-create
net-arp-destroy
net-arp-get
net-arp-get-iter
net-bgp-config-create
net-bgp-config-destroy
net-bgp-config-get
net-bgp-config-get-iter
net-bgp-config-modify
net-bgp-defaults-get
net-bgp-defaults-modify
net-bgp-peer-groupcreate
net-bgp-peer-groupdestroy
net-bgp-peer-group-get
net-bgp-peer-group-getiter
net-bgp-peer-groupmodify
net-bgp-peer-grouprename
net-bgp-vserver-statusget
net-bgp-vserver-statusget-iter
net-check-failover
net-cluster-ping
net-cluster-ping6
net-connections-receivewindow-size-get
net-connections-receivewindow-size-get-iter
net-connections-receivewindow-size-modify
net-ddns-get
net-ddns-get-iter
net-ddns-modify
net-device-discovery-getiter
net-dns-check-get-iter
net-dns-create

The net APIs provide network management from ONTAP.

net-dns-get
net-dns-get-iter
net-dns-modify
net-external-route-tablecreate
net-external-route-tabledelete
net-failover-group-addtargets
net-failover-group-create
net-failover-groupdestroy
net-failover-group-get
net-failover-group-getiter
net-failover-group-modify
net-failover-groupremove-targets
net-failover-grouprename
net-firewall-config-get
net-firewall-config-getiter
net-firewall-config-modify
net-firewall-configmodify-iter
net-firewall-policy-create
net-firewall-policydestroy
net-firewall-policy-get
net-firewall-policy-getiter
net-firewall-policy-modify
net-hosts-create
net-hosts-destroy
net-hosts-get
net-hosts-get-iter
net-hosts-modify
net-interface-create
net-interface-delete
net-interface-get
net-interface-get-iter
net-interface-migrate
net-interface-modify
net-interface-modify-iter
net-interface-rename
net-interface-revert
net-interface-service-get
net-interface-service-getiter
net-interface-servicepolicy-add-service
net-interface-servicepolicy-clone
net-interface-servicepolicy-create

net-interface-servicepolicy-destroy
net-interface-servicepolicy-entry-get
net-interface-servicepolicy-entry-get-iter
net-interface-servicepolicy-get
net-interface-servicepolicy-get-iter
net-interface-servicepolicy-modify-service
net-interface-servicepolicy-remove-service
net-interface-servicepolicy-rename
net-interface-servicepolicy-restore-defaults
net-ipspaces-create
net-ipspaces-destroy
net-ipspaces-get
net-ipspaces-get-iter
net-ipspaces-rename
net-ndp-active-neighbordestroy
net-ndp-active-neighborget
net-ndp-active-neighborget-iter
net-ndp-default-routerdelete-all
net-ndp-default-routerget
net-ndp-default-routerget-iter
net-ndp-neighbor-create
net-ndp-neighbor-destroy
net-ndp-neighbor-get
net-ndp-neighbor-get-iter
net-ndp-prefix-delete-all
net-ndp-prefix-get
net-ndp-prefix-get-iter
net-options-get
net-options-hypervisoruplink-monitoring-get
net-options-hypervisoruplink-monitoring-modify
net-options-modify
net-placement-cachedelete
net-placement-cache-getiter
net-placement-discover
net-port-broadcastdomain-add-ports
net-port-broadcast-

domain-create
net-port-broadcastdomain-destroy
net-port-broadcastdomain-get
net-port-broadcastdomain-get-iter
net-port-broadcastdomain-merge
net-port-broadcastdomain-modify
net-port-broadcastdomain-remove-ports
net-port-broadcastdomain-rename
net-port-broadcastdomain-split
net-port-delete
net-port-get
net-port-get-iter
net-port-health-monitordisable
net-port-health-monitorenable
net-port-health-monitorget
net-port-health-monitorget-iter
net-port-ifgrp-add-port
net-port-ifgrp-create
net-port-ifgrp-destroy
net-port-ifgrp-get
net-port-ifgrp-removeport
net-port-modify
net-port-modify-iter
net-qos-marking-get-iter
net-qos-marking-modify
net-routes-create
net-routes-destroy
net-routes-get
net-routes-get-iter
net-routes-lifs-get
net-routes-lifs-get-iter
net-san-lif-placement-get
net-subnet-add-ranges
net-subnet-create
net-subnet-destroy
net-subnet-get
net-subnet-get-iter
net-subnet-modify
net-subnet-removeranges
net-subnet-rename
net-subnets-for-

broadcast-domain-get
net-subnets-forbroadcast-domain-getiter
net-test-path
net-traceroute6
net-tuning-icmp-get
net-tuning-icmp-modify
net-tuning-icmp6-get
net-tuning-icmp6-modify
net-tuning-tcp-get
net-tuning-tcp-modify
net-vip-port-create
net-vip-port-destroy
net-vip-port-get
net-vip-port-get-iter
net-vlan-create
net-vlan-delete
net-vlan-get
net-vlan-get-iter

data-lif-capacity

[top]

Get the IP data LIF capacity of the cluster.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

data-lifcapacityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

data-lifcapacity- The attributes of the net.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

data-lif-capacity-details

[top]

Get the IP data LIF capacity details for each node.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

data-lifSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
capacity-

desiredattributes

max-records

attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
detailspresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
data-lifcapacity- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
details- specified on any number of attributes in the net object. All net
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

data-lifcapacitydetails- The list of attributes of net objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-active-routes-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network route active-entry.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the address type. Possible values are ipv4 and ipv6.
Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

address-type

ipaddresstype

desiredattributes

net-activeroutes-info
optional

destination

string

Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

gateway

string

Specify the gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1

interface

string

Specify the route's interface.

node-name

node-name

Specify the name of the node.

routeinterfaceaddress

string

subnetgroup

Specify the Route Interface Address.

ip-and-mask Specify the name of the subnet group.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-activeroutes-info

attributes
Errno

The attributes of the network route active-entry.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-active-routes-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network route active-entry objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

netactiveroutesinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network route activeentry object. All network route active-entry objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netactiveroutes- The list of attributes of network route active-entry objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional route active-entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

netactiveroutesinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

net-arp-active-entry-destroy

[top]

Delete dynamically learned ARP entries.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

node-name

node-name

Node from which to remove the ARP active entry.

port

string

Port from which to remove the ARP active entry.

remotehost

string

Remote IP address which will be removed from the ARP active
entry table.

subnet-groupname
vserver-name
Errno

ip-and-mask Subnet group from which to remove the ARP active entry.
vif-ownername

System or Admin Vserver from which to remove the ARP
active entry.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-active-entry-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ARP active entry which is present in network stack of the node.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
node-name

Type
net-arpoperationalinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

node-name Node from which to get the ARP active entry.

port

string

Port name for which to get the ARP active entry.

remote-host

string

Remote IP address for which to get the ARP active entry.

subnetgroup

ip-andmask

Subnet group from which to get the ARP active entry.

vserver
Output Name Range
attributes

vif-ownerSystem or Admin Vserver from which to get the ARP active entry.
name
Type

Description

net-arpoperational- The attributes of the network ARP active-entry
info

ipspace

string

IPspace from which to get the ARP active entry.

mac-address

string

MAC address of remote host.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

net-arp-active-entry-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ARP active entries.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

net-arpoperationalinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

integer
optional

query

net-arpoperationalinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

net-arpoperationalThe list of attributes of network ARP active-entry objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ARP activeentry object. All network ARP active-entry objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
network ARP active-entry objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-create

[top]

Create a new network ARP entry.
Input Name Range
mac
remotehost
vserver
Errno

Type

Description

mac-address MAC address of remote host.
ip-address

Remote IP address which is to be added as the ARP entry.

vserver-name Vserver in which to create the ARP entry.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-destroy
Delete an existing network ARP entry.

[top]

Input Name Range
remotehost
vserver

Type

Description

ip-address

Remote IP address which is to be deleted from the ARP entries.

vserver-name Vserver in which to delete the ARP entry.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ARP entry which is present in Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
net-arpattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

ipRemote IP address for which to get the ARP entry.
address

remotehost

vserverVserver from which to get the ARP entry.
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-arpThe attributes of the network ARP
info

attributes

string
IPspace from which to get the ARP entry.
optional

ipspace

macMAC address of remote host.
address

mac
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-arp-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ARP entries.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
netattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
arp-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

netspecified on any number of attributes in the network ARP object. All
arp-info
network ARP objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

netarpThe list of attributes of network ARP objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ARP objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-config-create

[top]

Create the BGP configuration for a given node.
Input Name

Range

Type

asn

[0..2^321]

integer

The autonomous system number to which this node belongs.

hold-time

[0..2^321]

integer

The hold time (seconds) value to use for this node when
negotiating a connection with the peer.

node

node-name The node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

router-id

ip-address

Output Name

Description

Range

result

If set to true, returns the net-bgp-config on successful creation.
Default: false
The router id (IPv4) to use for this node when negotiating a
connection with the peer.

Type
net-bgpconfig-info
optional

Description
The net-bgp-config created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_NO_VALID_ROUTERID
E_BGP_DEFAULTS_NOT_POPULATED
E_VIP_NOT_SUPPORTED

net-bgp-config-destroy

[top]

Delete the BGP configuration on a given node.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name The node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-config-get

[top]

Get the BGP configuration for a node.
Input Name Range

Type
netbgpconfiginfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeThe node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netbgpThe attributes of the net-bgp-config.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the BGP configuration for each node.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type

Description

netbgpconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netbgp-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-bgp-config object.

query

configAll net-bgp-config objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
info
will be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netbgpconfig- The list of attributes of net-bgp-config objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-bgpoptional config objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-config-modify

[top]

Modify BGP configuration for a given node.
Input Name
asn
hold-time

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
The autonomous system number to which this node belongs.
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer The hold time (seconds) value to use for this node when negotiating
optional a connection with the peer.
1]
nodename

node

ipThe router id (IPv4) to use for this node when negotiating a
address
connection with the peer.
optional

router-id

Errno

The node name that the BGP configuration belongs to.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-defaults-get

[top]

Get the cluster wide default BGP configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

net-bgp- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
defaults- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be

optional returned.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-bgpdefaults- The attributes of the net-bgp-defaults.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-defaults-modify

[top]

Modify the cluster wide default BGP configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

asn

[0..2^32- integer
The cluster wide default value for autonomous system number.
optional
1]

hold-time

[0..2^32- integer The cluster wide default value for routing information hold time
optional (seconds).
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-peer-group-create

[top]

Create a new BGP peer group.
Input Name

Range

bgp-lif
ipspace

string

peeraddress
peer-asn

Type

Description

lif-name The LIF associated with this peer group.
Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

ipThe remote peer router address.
address
[0..2^32The remote peer router Autonomous number. The default value for
integer
1]
this paramenter is '0'.

peer-group

string

The name of the peer group.

route[0..2^32integer The route preference value associated with this peer group.
preference
1]
Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
E_VIFMGR_BGP_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_VIFMGR_VSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND

Description

net-bgp-peer-group-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing BGP peer group.
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

peer-group

string The name of the peer group.

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-peer-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the peer group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netbgppeergroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ipspace

string

Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

peer-group

string

The name of the peer group.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netbgppeer- The attributes of the net-bgp-peer-group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-peer-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of BGP peer groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

netbgppeergroupinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netbgppeergroupinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

netbgppeerThe list of attributes of net-bgp-peer-group objects.
groupinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-bgpoptional peer-group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-bgp-peer-group
object. All net-bgp-peer-group objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR

net-bgp-peer-group-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of the BGP peer group.
Input Name Range
ipspace
peer-address
peer-group

Type

Description

string

Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

ip-address The remote peer router address.
string

The name of the peer group.

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINTERNALERROR
E_VIFMGR_VSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND

Description

net-bgp-peer-group-rename

[top]

Rename a BGP peer group.
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to.

new-name

string New name for the BPG peer group

peer-group

string The name of the peer group.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PEER_GROUP_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PEER_GROUP_RENAME_ENTRY_EXISTS

net-bgp-vserver-status-get

[top]

Get BGP status of a Vserver on a given node.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

bgpvserverinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name

node

vserverVserver
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

bgpvserver- The attributes of the net-bgp-vserver-status.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-bgp-vserver-status-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over BGP Vservers status.
Input Name

Range

Type
bgp-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes
max-records

vserver- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
bgpvserverinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

bgpvserverThe list of attributes of net-bgp-vserver-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-bgpoptional vserver-status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-bgp-vserver-status
object. All net-bgp-vserver-status objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-check-failover

[top]

Get the list of LIFs at risk.
Input Name

Range

lifcapacityinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

lifA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
capacityspecified on any number of attributes in the net object. All net
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

sourcenodes

This is a list of nodes whose LIFs should be checked. LIFs
filer-id[] considered at risk will be currently hosted on one of these nodes.
This list should contain at most half the nodes in the cluster.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributes-

Range

Type
lifcapacity-

Description
The list of attributes of net objects.

list

info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

net-cluster-ping

[top]

Ping an IP address to verify whether the interface is alive
Input Name Range

Type

destinationaddress

string

Description
Specifies IPv4 address of the destination.

interface

Specifies the LIF from which the ping request is to be sent. This element
string
must be specified with interface-owner, and it is mutually exclusive with
optional
element node.

interfaceowner

string
Specifies the name of the owning vserver of the logical interface (LIF).
optional

node

string Specifies the node from which ping request is to be sent. Element node is
optional mutually exclusive with element lif.

retry-count

Specifies the number of ECHO_REQUEST retries for the given destination
integer
address. Ping stops upon first successful reply from the destination.
optional
Default: 20

use-sourceport

boolean Specifies whether to send out ping via the port which is hosting the lif.
optional Only applicable when lif parameter when specified. Default: false

wait

integer Specifies inter packet time interval (secs) for sending ECHO_REQUEST.
optional Default: 1

waitresponse

integer Specifies the maximum number of milliseconds to wait for each ping
optional response. Default: 10000 (10 secs)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
EHOSTNOTFOUND

net-cluster-ping6

[top]

Ping an IPv6 address to verify whether the interface is alive
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

buffer-size
destinationaddress

integer
Specifies the socket buffer size in bytes.
optional
string

Specifies IPv6 address of the destination.

disablefragmentation

boolean
Disallow fragmentation of the outgoing packets.
optional

disablefragmentationall

boolean Fragment packets to fit into the minimum IPv6 maximum
optional transmission unit size for both unicast and multicast addresses.

disablefragmentationunicast

boolean Fragment packets to fit into the minimum IPv6 maximum
optional transmission unit size for unicast addresses.

interface

Specifies the LIF from which the ping request is to be sent. This
string
element must be specified with interface-owner, and it is optional with
optional
element node.

interfaceowner

string Specifies the name of logical interface (LIF) owner or vserver. It may
optional be a node or Vserver name.

interval
node

integer Specifies inter packet time interval (secs) for sending
optional ECHO_REQUEST. Default: 1
string Specifies the node from which ping request is to be sent. Element
optional node is mutually exclusive with element lif.

packet-size

integer
Specifies the packet size in bytes.
optional

retry-count

Specifies the number of ECHO_REQUEST retries for the given
integer
destination address. Ping stops upon first successful reply from the
optional
destination. Default: 20

use-sourceport

boolean Specifies whether to send out ping6 via the port which is hosting the
optional lif. Only applicable when lif parameter is specified. Default: false

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EHOSTDOWN
ENETUNREACH
EHOSTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDHOST
EHOST_BADCONFIGURE

net-connections-receive-window-size-get

[top]

Get the receive buffer size properties of a service
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
receiveattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
buffer
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.
The network topology classification Possible values:

network

networktype

"wan" ,
"lan" ,

"undefined"
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available

protocollayer4

protocol

The stream protocol connection classification Possible values:
"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,
"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,
"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol

streamprotocolservice

service

Output Name Range

Type

Description

receiveThe attributes of the net-connections-receive-window-size.
buffer

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-connections-receive-window-size-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over connections returning receive buffer size properties
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type
receive-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

buffer
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

attributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
receivespecified on any number of attributes in the net-connectionsbuffer
receive-window-size object. All net-connections-receive-window-size
optional
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

receivebuffer[] The list of attributes of net-connections-receive-window-size objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netoptional connections-receive-window-size objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-connections-receive-window-size-modify

[top]

Modify receive buffer size properties
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The network topology classification Possible values:

network

networktype

"wan" ,
"lan" ,
"undefined"
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:

protocol

receiveauto-tune
receivebuffer

protocollayer4

"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available

If true, allow the system to automatically adjust the receive buffer
boolean
size. The default value is false for the ctlopcp service using the
optional
LAN network type, and true in all other cases.
If receive-auto-tune is false, receive buffer size in kilobytes
integer (1024). If receive-auto-tune flag is true, this value has no effect.
[256..7168]
optional The default value is 2048 for the ctlopcp service using the WAN
network type, and 256 in other cases.
The stream protocol connection classification Possible values:
"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,
"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,

service

Errno

streamprotocolservice

"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ddns-get

[top]

Get the Dynamic DNS Update configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
netddnsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

netddns- The attributes of the ddns.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

[top]

net-ddns-get-iter
Iterate through Dynamic DNS Update configurations of the cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

netddnsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

netA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
ddnsspecified on any number of attributes in the ddns object. All ddns
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

netddnsThe list of attributes of ddns objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ddns
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ddns-modify

[top]

Modify the Dynamic DNS Update configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional) fields will not
be changed.
Input Name
domain-name

Range

Type

Description

string
Vserver FQDN to Be Used for DNS Updates
optional

is-enabled

boolean
Is Dynamic DNS Update Enabled?
optional

skip-fqdnvalidation

boolean
Specifies if the Vserver FQDN name validation is skipped.
optional

ttl
use-secure

timeTTL For the Dynamically Updated DNS Records. Maximum Supported
interval
Value Is 720h. Default: 24h.
optional
boolean
Use Secure Dynamic DNS Updates?
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-device-discovery-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network device discovery objects found by a discovery protocol such as CDP or
LLDP.
Input Name

Range

netdevicediscoveryinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

netdevicediscoveryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-device-discovery
object. All net-device-discovery objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

netdevicediscovery- The list of attributes of net-device-discovery objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netdevice-discovery objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-dns-check-get-iter

[top]

Display the status of a list of name servers
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
dnsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
status

attributes
max-records

optional

present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
dnsspecified on any number of attributes in the dns-check object. All
status
dns-check objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

dnsstatus[] The list of attributes of dns-check objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more dns-check
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_DNS_VSERVER_OPSTATE_STOPPED

net-dns-create

[top]

Creates DNS configuration for a Vserver
Input Name

Range

attempts

[1..4]

Type

Description

integer Max number of trials before giving up and returning error. Default
optional is one.

dns-state

enable
Enable/Disable DNS. Possible values are 'enabled' or 'disabled'.
optional

domains

string[]

is-tld-queryenabled
name-servers

List of DNS domains such as 'sales.bar.com'. The first domain is
the one that the Vserver belongs to.

boolean Use this parameter to enable or disable top-level domain (TLD)
optional queries. TLD is a name that contains no dots. Default is true.
ipIPv4 addresses of name servers such as '123.123.123.123'.
address[]

require-packetquery-match

boolean
Require query sections of query and response packets to match.
optional

require-sourceaddress-match

boolean Require source IP address of reply to match the name-server
optional address.

return-record
skip-config-

boolean
If set to true, returns the dns on successful creation. Default: false
optional
boolean

Skip Configuration Validation

validation

optional

timeout

[1..5]

Output Name

Range

integer Number of seconds to wait for a response from a name server
optional before trying a different name server. Default is two seconds.
Type

Description

net-dnsThe dns created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EDUPLICATEENTRY
E_DNS_CONFIG_CHECK_FAILURE
E_DNS_STATE_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-dns-get

[top]

Get the DNS configuration of the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type
netdnsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type
netdnsinfo

attributes

Description

Description
The attributes of the dns.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-dns-get-iter

[top]

Iterate through DNS configurations of the cluster
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

netdnsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
dnsspecified on any number of attributes in the dns object. All dns
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

netdnsThe list of attributes of dns objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more dns
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-dns-modify

[top]

Modify the DNS configuration of the specified Vserver. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

attempts

[1..4]

Type

Description

integer Max number of trials before giving up and returning error. Default
optional is one.

dns-state

enable
Enable/Disable DNS. Possible values are 'enabled' or 'disabled'.
optional

domains

string[] List of DNS domains such as 'sales.bar.com'. The first domain is
optional the one that the Vserver belongs to.

is-tld-queryenabled

boolean Use this parameter to enable or disable top-level domain (TLD)
optional queries. TLD is a name that contains no dots. Default is true.
ipaddress[] IPv4 addresses of name servers such as '123.123.123.123'.
optional

name-servers
require-packetquery-match

boolean
Require query sections of query and response packets to match.
optional

require-sourceaddress-match

boolean Require source IP address of reply to match the name-server
optional address.

skip-configvalidation
timeout

boolean
Skip Configuration Validation
optional
[1..5]

integer Number of seconds to wait for a response from a name server
optional before trying a different name server. Default is two seconds.

Errno
E_DNS_CONFIG_CHECK_FAILURE
E_DNS_STATE_DISABLED_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

net-external-route-table-create

[top]

Create a new external routing table
Input Name Range

Type

returnrecord

boolean
optional

route-tableid

string

Output Name Range

If set to true, returns the network cloud routing-table on
successful creation. Default: false
Route Table ID

Type

Description

external-routeThe network cloud routing-table created (keys or the entire
table-info
object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-external-route-table-delete

[top]

Delete an existing external routing table
Input Name Range Type
route-table-id

Description

string Route Table ID

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-add-targets

[top]

Add failover targets to a failover group.
Input Name Range

Type

failovergroup
targets

string

Description
The failover group.

net-qualified-port- The failover targets to add to the failover group. Format:
name[]
node-name:port-name

vserver
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

vif-owner-name
Description

The vserver for which the failover group is defined.

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-create

[top]

Create a failover group. Failover groups are used to define a set of possible failover targets for LIFs on
one or more nodes.
Input Name Range

Type

failovergroup

string

Description
The failover group.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the Failover Group on successful creation.
optional Default: false

targets

netThe list of potential failover targets to be used. Lifs within the specified
qualifiedvserver and assigned to the specified failover-group will use this list of
portfailover targets as needed. Format: node-name:port-name
name[]
vifowner- The vserver for which the failover group is defined.
name

vserver

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netfailovergroup- The Failover Group created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-failover-group-destroy

[top]

Delete a failover group
Input Name

Range

failover-group
vserver
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

Type
string

Description
The failover group.

vif-owner-name The vserver for which the failover group is defined.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a failover goup.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netfailovergroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

failovergroup

string

Output Name Range

The failover group.

Type

Description

netfailoverThe attributes of the Failover Group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of failover group objects.
Input Name

Range

netfailovergroupinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netfailovergroupinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Failover Group object.
All Failover Group objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

netfailovergroup- The list of attributes of Failover Group objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Failover
optional Group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-failover-group-modify

[top]

Modify a failover group.
Input Name Range

Type

failovergroup

targets

vserver

string

Description
The failover group.

netqualified- The list of potential failover targets to be used. Lifs within the specified
port- vserver and assigned to the specified failover-group will use this list of
name[] failover targets as needed. Format: node-name:port-name
optional
vifowner- The vserver for which the failover group is defined.
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-remove-targets

[top]

Remove failover targets from a failover group.
Input Name Range
failovergroup
targets
vserver

Type
string

Description
The failover group.

net-qualified-port- The failover targets to remove from the failover group.
name[]
Format: node-name:port-name
vif-owner-name

The vserver for which the failover group is defined.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

net-failover-group-rename

[top]

Rename a failover group.
Input Name

Range

Type

failover-group

node-name

new-failover-groupname

string

vserver

vif-owner-name

Errno

Description
The failover group.
The new name of the failover group.
The vserver for which the failover group is
defined.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-firewall-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a firewall configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node-name
Output Name Range
attributes

Type
netfirewallconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set.
name
Type

Description

netfirewallThe attributes of the firewall configuration.
configinfo

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of firewall configuration objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

netfirewallconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

netfirewallconfiginfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the firewall configuration
object. All firewall configuration objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netfirewallconfig- The list of attributes of firewall configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more firewall
optional configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-config-modify

[top]

Create a new firewall configuration.
Input Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether firewall protection is enabled (true) or disabled (false)
optional for the node's network ports. The default setting is true.
This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0, but is still

boolean returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future release.
optional Specifies whether logging is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for the
firewall service. The default setting is false.

is-logging

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set.
name

node-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-config-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of a firewall configuration or a group of firewall configuration objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

netfirewall- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
config- element.
info
This input element is useful when multiple firewall configuration
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching firewall configuration even when
optional
modification of a previous firewall configuration fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching firewall configuration even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching firewall configuration
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or
not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to
true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

netIf modifying a specific firewall configuration, this input element must
firewallspecify all keys. If modifying firewall configuration objects based on
configquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of firewall configuration
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of firewall configuration objects not modified will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of firewall configuration
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of firewall configuration objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netfirewallconfig- Information about firewall configuration objects that were not
modify- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter- input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional firewall configuration objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of firewall configuration objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of firewall configuration objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully updated.
netfirewallconfig- The firewall configuration objects that were successfully updated.
modify- This element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter- list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-firewall-policy-create

[top]

Create a new firewall policy
Input Name Range

Type

allow-list

ip-andmask[]

policy

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Description
Specifies the list of client IPs that are permitted to access the
specified service running on LIFs with the specified policy. Format:
Specifies the name of the firewall policy
If set to true, returns the firewall policy on successful creation.
Default: false
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall
policy. A firewall policy can be associated with multiple services.
Possible values include:

service

fw-service

'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

vserver- Specifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is
name
defined.

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netfirewallThe firewall policy created (keys or the entire object if requested)
policy-info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-firewall-policy-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing firewall policy
Input Name Range
policy

Type
string

Description
Specifies the name of the firewall policy
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy. A
firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:
'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

service

fwservice

vserver

vserverSpecifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is defined.
name

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

net-firewall-policy-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a firewall policy.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

netfirewallpolicyinfo
optional

policy

string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Specifies the name of the firewall policy
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy.
A firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:
'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

fwservice

service

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netfirewallThe attributes of the firewall policy.
policyinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-firewall-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of firewall policy objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

netfirewallpolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
firewallspecified on any number of attributes in the firewall policy object. All
policy-

firewall policy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
info
be returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

netfirewallpolicy- The list of attributes of firewall policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more firewall
optional policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-firewall-policy-modify

[top]

Modify an existing firewall policy.
Input Name Range
allow-list
policy

Type

Description

ip-andSpecifies the list of client IPs that are permitted to access the specified
mask[]
service running on LIFs with the specified policy. Format:
optional
string

Specifies the name of the firewall policy
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy. A
firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:
'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',

service

fwservice

vserver

vserverSpecifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is defined.
name

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-hosts-create

[top]

Create a new IP to host names mapping
Input Name

Range

Type
string[]
optional

aliases
host-ipaddress

Description
The list of aliases such as 'host1.sales.foo.com'.

ip-address IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.

hostname

string

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Canonical hostname in a simple string or in FQDN
If set to true, returns the hosts on successful creation. Default:
false

Type

Description

hosts-info
The hosts created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-hosts-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing hosts object.
Input Name

Range

host-ip-address

Type

Description

ip-address IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-hosts-get
Given an IP address, return the corresponding IP to host names mapping of the running Vserver context

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
hostsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes
host-ipaddress

ipIPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.
address

Output Name Range

Type

Description

hostsThe attributes of the hosts.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-hosts-get-iter

[top]

Iterate all IP to host name mappings (over all Vserver) of the cluster
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
hostsattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

hosts- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
info
specified on any number of attributes in the hosts object. All hosts
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

hostsinfo[] The list of attributes of hosts objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more hosts
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-hosts-modify

[top]

Given an IP address, modify the corresponding IP to host name mapping. Omitted (optional) fields will
not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type
string[]
optional

aliases
host-ip-address

Description
The list of aliases such as 'host1.sales.foo.com'.

ip-address IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'.
string
optional

hostname

Canonical hostname in a simple string or in FQDN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-create

[top]

Create a new logical interface.
Input Name
address

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional
Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
string
optional down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',

comment

string
Comment
optional
Specifies the list of data protocols configured on the LIF. By
default, the values in this element are nfs, cifs and fcache.
Other supported protocols are iscsi and fcp. A LIF can be
configured to not support any data protocols by specifying
'none'. Protocol values of none, iscsi or fcp can't be combined
with any other data protocol(s). Possible values:

data-protocols

dataprotocol[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,

"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
dns-domainname

dns-zone Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS
optional zone of this LIF.

failover-group

failoverSpecifies the failover group name.
group
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
string
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
optional
LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'.
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:
'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'

firewall-policy

string
optional

force-subnetassociation

boolean
Force the LIF's Subnet Association
optional

home-node

string
Specifies the LIF's home node.
optional

home-port

string
Specifies the LIF's home port.
optional

interface-name

string

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean
circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional
capability is disabled automatically. Default: false

is-dns-updateenabled

boolean Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
optional will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level

is-ipv4-linklocal

If true, automatically configure an interface with an IPv4
boolean address. User can configure an interface by explicitly specifying
optional <address> and <netmask> (or <netmask-length>); or by
enabling is-ipv4-link-local to true.

is-vip

boolean Specifies if this is a LIF will be hosted on VIP port with /32 or
optional /128 netmask

listen-for-dnsquery

boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified.

netmask
netmasklength
probe-port
return-record

ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional
[0..2^32- integer
Specifies number of bits in the netmask.
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer
Probe-port for Cloud Load Balancer
optional
1]
boolean If set to true, returns the given network interface on successful
optional creation. Default: false
Specifies the role of the LIF. Default: data Possible values:
"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private
cluster network,

string
optional

role

"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different
cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
cluster

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional
192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)

routing-groupname

Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy
attribute is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF
roles, and each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific
default service policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

subnet- Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
option is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by
name
optional the administrator during configuration.

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'

Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Possible
values:
use-failovergroup

string
optional

vserver

string

Output Name

Range

result

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EADDRINUSE
EONTAPI_EEXIST
E_INVALID_PORT_NAME

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated
automatically by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on
this field
Specifies the Vserver name.

Type

Description

netinterface- The given network interface created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional
Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_HOST_LIF
E_SAN_NOT_READY
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
E_NVMF_SERVICE_REQUIRED
E_NVMF_UNSUPPORTED_LIF_CONFIG
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-delete

[top]

Destroy an existing network interface object.
Input Name

Range Type

interface-name
vserver

Description

string Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.
string Specifies the Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a network interface.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netinterfaceinfo
optional

interfacename

string

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

netinterface- The attributes of the given network interface.
info
Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface objects.
Input Name

Range

netinterfaceinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

netinterfaceinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the given network
interface object. All given network interface objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceThe list of attributes of given network interface objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more given
string
optional network interface objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-interface-migrate

[top]

Migrate a Logical Interface between nodes and ports
Input Name Range

Type

destinationnode

nodeSpecifies the node to which the logical interface is to be migrated.
name

destinationport

Description

Specifies the port or interface group to which the logical interface is to be
string
migrated. If not specified, this field will be set to the port name of the
optional
port on which the LIF currently resides. example: node2
Force the migration operation. If not specified, this field will be set to
boolean false. If set to true, migrating a LIF whos 'sticky' field is set to true, or

force

optional whose current node is sick will be allowed. Otherwise they will not be
permitted.

lif

string

Specifies the logical interface that is to be migrated. example: lif1

vserver

string

Specifies the Vserver that owns the logical interface that is to be
migrated. example: vs0

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF

net-interface-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of network interface object.
Input Name
address

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional
Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
string interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
optional down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',

comment
dns-domainname

string
Comment
optional
dnsSpecifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone
zone
of this LIF.
optional

failover-group

failovergroup Specifies the failover group name.
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
string
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
optional
LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'.
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:

firewall-policy

string
optional

'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'

force-subnetassociation

boolean
Force the LIF's Subnet Association
optional

home-node

string
Specifies the LIF's home node.
optional

home-port

string
Specifies the LIF's home port.
optional

interface-name

string

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name.

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean
circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional
capability is disabled automatically. Default: false

is-dns-updateenabled

boolean Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
optional will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level

listen-for-dnsquery

boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified.
ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP.
optional

netmask
netmasklength

[0..2^32- integer
Specifies number of bits in the netmask.
optional
1]

routing-groupname

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional
192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)
Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy attribute
is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF roles, and
each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific default service
policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

subnet- Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
name option is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by the
optional administrator during configuration.

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'

Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Possible
values:
use-failovergroup

string
optional

vserver

string

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated automatically
by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on this
field
Specifies the Vserver name.
Description

EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_SAN_NOT_READY
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of network interface or a group of network interface objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

netSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
interfaceelement.
info

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple given network interface
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching given network interface even when
optional
modification of a previous given network interface fails. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching given network
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer interface even when the modification of a previous matching given
optional network interface fails, and do so until the total number of objects
count
1]
failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continueon-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
netIf modifying a specific given network interface, this input element
interface- must specify all keys. If modifying given network interface objects
info
based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network interface
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of given network interface objects not modified
will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network interface
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of given network interface objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

netinterface- Information about given network interface objects that were not
modify- modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if

iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching given network interface objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of given network interface objects that matched the
optional query, but were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of given network interface objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully updated.
netinterface- The given network interface objects that were successfully
modify- updated. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[] 'return-success-list' is true
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
E_SAN_NOT_READY
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF

net-interface-rename

[top]

Rename a logical interface.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

interfacename

string Specifies the logical interface that is to be renamed.

new-name

string Specifies the new name for the interface.

vserver

string

Specifies the Vserver that owns the logical interface that is to be
renamed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-revert

[top]

Revert a logical interface back to its home port following a deliberate migration or failover.
Input Name
interfacename

Range Type

Description

string Specifies the logical interface that is to be reverted.

vserver

string

Specifies the Vserver that owns the logical interface that is to be
reverted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_DEGRADED_PORT_CANT_MOVE_LIF

net-interface-service-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network interface service object.
Input Name Range

Type
netinterfaceserviceinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

lifservice- The name of the network interface service.
name

service

Output Name Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceThe attributes of the net-interface-service.
serviceinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

net-interface-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface service objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
netinterfaceserviceinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

netinterfaceserviceinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceservice- The list of attributes of net-interface-service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netoptional interface-service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-interface-service
object. All net-interface-service objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-service-policy-add-service

[top]

Add an additional service to an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name

Range

allowedaddresses

Type

Description

ip-and-mask[]
The allowed address list to be associated with this service.
optional

policy

string

service

lif-servicename

vserver

vserver-name

The name of the network interface service policy.
The service to be added to the specified network interface
service policy.
Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs
to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_FOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_ALREADY_IN_POLICY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-clone

[top]

Clone a network service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

policy

string

The name of the network interface service policy.

target-policy

string

Use this name for the new network service policy.

targetvserver

vserver-name Use this vserver for the new network service policy.

vserver

vserver-name

Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs
to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_ALREADY_EXISTS
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_VSERVER_UNSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-create

[top]

Create a new network interface service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

policy

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the net-interface-service-policy on
successful creation. Default: false

services

lif-service-name[]
optional

Services included in the network interface service policy.

vserver

string

Output Name Range
result

The name of the network interface service policy.

Vserver name that the network interface service policy
belongs to.

Type

Description

net-interfaceservice-policy-info
optional

The net-interface-service-policy created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_RESERVED_NAME
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_VSERVER_UNSUPPORTED
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_FOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

net-interface-service-policy-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy
vserver

Description

string The name of the network interface service policy.
string Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_SYSTEM_OWNED
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_IN_USE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-entry-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network interface service policy entry.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Type
netinterfaceservicepolicyentry-info
optional

policy
service

string

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The name of the network interface service policy.

lif-serviceThe name of the network interface service contained in this policy.
name

Output Name Range

attributes

Description

Type

Description

netinterfaceservice- The attributes of the net-interface-service-policy-entry.
policyentry-info

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

net-interface-service-policy-entry-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface service policy entry.
Input Name

Range

Type
netinterfaceservicepolicyentry-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

netinterfaceservicepolicyentry-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-interface-servicepolicy-entry object. All net-interface-service-policy-entry objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

netinterfaceservicepolicy- The list of attributes of net-interface-service-policy-entry objects.
entryinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netinterface-service-policy-entry objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-service-policy-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network interface service policy object.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

netinterfaceservicepolicy-info
optional

policy

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
The name of the network interface service policy.
Description

netinterfaceThe attributes of the net-interface-service-policy.
servicepolicy-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

net-interface-service-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network interface service policy objects.
Input Name

Range

netinterfaceservicepolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

netinterfaceservicepolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-interface-servicepolicy object. All net-interface-service-policy objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

netinterfaceserviceThe list of attributes of net-interface-service-policy objects.
policyinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netstring
optional interface-service-policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-interface-service-policy-modify-service

[top]

Modify the attributes of an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name

Range

allowedaddresses

Type

Description

ip-andmask[]

The allowed address list to be associated with this service.

policy

string

service

lif-servicename

vserver

vserver-name

The name of the network interface service policy.
The service to be updated in the specified network interface
service policy.
Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs
to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_IN_POLICY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-remove-service

[top]

Remove a service from an existing network interface service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy

string

service

lif-servicename

vserver

Description
The name of the network interface service policy.
The service to be removed from the specified network interface
service policy.

vserver-name Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_NOT_IN_POLICY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-rename

[top]

Rename a network service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

new-name

string

Assign this name to the network service policy.

policy

string

The name of the network interface service policy.

vserver

vserver-name Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_SYSTEM_OWNED
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_ALREADY_EXISTS
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-interface-service-policy-restore-defaults

[top]

Restore default settings to a network service policy.
Input Name Range

Type

policy
vserver

string

Description
The name of the network interface service policy.

vserver-name Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NET_SERVICE_POLICY_NO_DEFAULTS
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-ipspaces-create

[top]

Create an IPspace
Input Name Range

Type

ipspace

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range
result

Description
IPspace name
If set to true, returns the given IPspace on successful creation.
Default: false

Type

Description

net-ipspacesThe given IPspace created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-ipspaces-destroy

[top]

Delete an IPspace
Input Name Range Type Description
ipspace

string IPspace name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ipspaces-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an IPspace.
Input Name Range

Type

ipspace

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
IPspace name
Description

broadcastdomain-name[] The broadcast domains that belong to the IPspace
optional

broadcastdomains

net-qualifiedThe ports that have been assigned to the IPspace. This field
port-name[]
must be specified with the following format: :
optional

ports
vservers

vserver-name[] The vservers that have been assigned to the IPspace

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ipspaces-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of IPspace objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

netSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
ipspaces- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
netipspacesinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netipspacesThe list of attributes of given IPspace objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more given
optional IPspace objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the given IPspace object.
All given IPspace objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-ipspaces-rename

[top]

Rename an IPspace.
Input Name Range Type
ipspace
new-name

Description

string Current IPspace name
string New IPspace name. Note: You cannot rename system defined ipspaces.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST

net-ndp-active-neighbor-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing network ndp active neighbor object.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

neighbor

ip-address

Specify the neighbor IPv6 address. Example: fd20:13::1

node

node-name

Specify the name of the node.

port

lif-bindable

subnet-group

ip-and-mask

vserver

Specify the physical port.
Subnet Group

vif-owner-name Specify the name of a System or Admin Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-active-neighbor-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ndp active neighbor.
Input Name Range

Type
net-ndpneighborcacheinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

ipSpecify the neighbor IPv6 address. Example: fd20:13::1
address

neighbor

nodename

node

Specify the name of the node.

lifSpecify the physical port.
bindable

port
subnetgroup

ip-andSubnet Group
mask

vserver

vifownername

Output Name Range

Specify the name of a System or Admin Vserver.

Type

Description

net-ndpneighborThe attributes of the network ndp active neighbor.
cacheinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-active-neighbor-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ndp active neighbor objects.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

net-ndpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
neighborattributes for which information is available will be returned. If

cachepresent, only the desired attributes for which information is
info
available will be returned.
optional

attributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-ndpneighborcacheinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

net-ndpneighborcache- The list of attributes of network ndp active neighbor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ndp active neighbor objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ndp active
neighbor object. All network ndp active neighbor objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-default-router-delete-all

[top]

Delete default routers on a given IPspace
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Speicifies the IPspace where the default router list will be deleted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-default-router-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ndp default-router.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

net-ndpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
defaultattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
routeronly the desired attributes for which information is available will be
info

optional

returned.

ipspace

string

Specify the name of the Ipspace.

node

nodename

Specify the name of the node.

lifSpecify the physical interface.
bindable

port

ipSpecify the default router IPv6 address.
address

router-addr
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-ndpdefaultThe attributes of the network ndp default-router.
routerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-default-router-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ndp default-router objects.
Input Name

Range

netndpdefaultrouterinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

netndpdefaultrouterinfo
optional

next-tag

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ndp defaultrouter object. All network ndp default-router objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

netndpdefaultThe list of attributes of network ndp default-router objects.
routerinfo[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ndp default-router objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-create

[top]

Configure a new NDP neighbor entry
Input Name Range
mac-address

Type

Description

mac-address Specifies the neighbor's MAC Address.

neighboraddress

ip-address

return-record

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Specifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address.
If set to true, returns the network NDP neighbor on successful
creation. Default: false

Type

Description

ndp-neighborThe network NDP neighbor created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-destroy

[top]

Delete an existing static NDP neighbor entry
Input Name

Range

neighbor-address
Errno

Type

Description

ip-address Specifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-get

[top]

Get a static configured NDP neighbor entry.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

ndpSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
neighbor- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available

optional will be returned.
neighboraddress

ipSpecifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address.
address

Output Name Range

Type

Description

ndpneighbor- The attributes of the network NDP neighbor.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-neighbor-get-iter

[top]

Iterator over a list of static configured NDP neighbor entries.
Input Name

Range

ndpneighborinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

ndpneighborinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network NDP neighbor
object. All network NDP neighbor objects matching this query up
to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

ndpneighborThe list of attributes of network NDP neighbor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
string
optional NDP neighbor objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-prefix-delete-all

[top]

Delete IPv6 prefixes on a given IPspace
Input Name Range Type
ipspace

Description

string Speicifies the IPspace where the prefix list will be deleted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-prefix-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the network ndp prefix.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netndpprefixinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ipspace

string

Specify the name of the Ipspace.

node

nodename

Specify the name of the node.

lifSpecify the physical port.
bindable

port

ip-andSpecify the prefix.
mask

prefix
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netndpThe attributes of the network ndp prefix.
prefixinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-ndp-prefix-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network ndp prefix objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

netndpprefixinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional
netndpprefixinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netndpprefix- The list of attributes of network ndp prefix objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional ndp prefix objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network ndp prefix
object. All network ndp prefix objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-options-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the net.
Output Name Range
net-options
Errno

Type

Description

net-options Network Options Typedef
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-options-hypervisor-uplink-monitoring-get
Get the hypervisor uplink monitoring status.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

Type
net-optionshypervisoruplinkmonitoringinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[top]

Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-optionshypervisorThe attributes of the net.
uplinkmonitoringinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-options-hypervisor-uplink-monitoring-modify

[top]

Modify the hypervisor uplink monitoring status.
Input Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Hypervisor Uplink Monitoring
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-options-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of net object.
Input Name Range
net-options

Type

Description

net-options Network Options Typedef

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-placement-cache-delete

[top]

Delete LIF placement cached information.
Input Name

Range

address
netmask-length [0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

ip-address The IP address that was searched.
integer

The number of bits in the subnet mask (i.e. 24 or 64).

node

string

Specifies the name of the node.

port

string

The port name on the node.

vserver

string

Errno

Vserver Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

net-placement-cache-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the LIF placement cached information.
Input Name

Range

Type
netplacementcache
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

netplacementcache
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network interface
placement object. All network interface placement objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

netplacementThe list of attributes of network interface placement objects.
cache[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
network interface placement objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-placement-discover

[top]

Find the ports direcly connected to the IP address
Input Name
address
mac

Range

Type
string
string

Description
IP Address
MAC Address

optional
netmask-length [0..2^32-1] integer Netmask Length
vserver

string

Errno

Vserver Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

net-port-broadcast-domain-add-ports

[top]

Add ports to a layer 2 broadcast domain.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain-name

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs
to. The default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

ports

net-qualifiedport-name[]

Ports to be added to the broadcast domain. Format:nodename:port-name

Output Name

Range

port-updatestatus-combined

The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.

Type

Description

broadcastdomain-portstatus

Overall Port Update Status

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PORT_ALREADY_ASSIGNED_TO_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_ASSIGNMENT_DISALLOWED_IFGRP

net-port-broadcast-domain-create

[top]

Create a new layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name
broadcastdomain
ipspace

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the layer 2 broadcast

mtu

[0..2^321]

domain. The MTU will be applied to all ports that belong to the
layer 2 broadcast domain.

netqualified- Ports added to the layer 2 broadcast domain. Ports added to a
portnew layer 2 broadcast domain will be removed from their current
name[] layer 2 broadcast domain. Format: node-name:port-name
optional

ports

Output Name

integer

Range

port-updatestatuscombined

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- Overall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if any
portport is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or
status
'error' if any port update is unsuccessful.
optional

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_CANNOT_ADD_TO_CLUSTER_IPSPACE
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_INVALID_MTU
E_VIFMGR_PORT_ALREADY_ASSIGNED_TO_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_ASSIGNMENT_DISALLOWED_IFGRP

net-port-broadcast-domain-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain
ipspace
Output Name Range
port-updatestatuscombined

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

Type

Description

broadcastOverall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if any
domainport is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or 'error'
port-status
if any port update is unsuccessful.
optional

Errno
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_CANNOT_REMOVE_CLUSTER_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_HOSTS_PORTS

Description

net-port-broadcast-domain-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name

desiredattributes

net-portbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

ipspace

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

Type

Description

net-portbroadcastThe attributes of the net-port-broadcast-domain.
domaininfo

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED

net-port-broadcast-domain-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of layer 2 broadcast domain objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
net-portbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

net-portbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-port-broadcastdomain object. All net-port-broadcast-domain objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

net-portbroadcastdomain- The list of attributes of net-port-broadcast-domain objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netport-broadcast-domain objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED

net-port-broadcast-domain-merge

[top]

Merges two layer 2 broadcast domains.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name

intobroadcastdomain

broadcastMerge with this layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name
string
optional

ipspace

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_MERGE_MTU_MISMATCH

net-port-broadcast-domain-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of the layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name

Range

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name

broadcastdomain
ipspace
mtu

Type

[0..2^321]

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

integer

Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the layer 2 broadcast
domain. The MTU will be applied to all ports that belong to the
layer 2 broadcast domain.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

broadcastOverall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if
domainany port is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or
port-status
'error' if any port update is unsuccessful.
optional

port-updatestatuscombined
Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_INVALID_MTU

net-port-broadcast-domain-remove-ports

[top]

Remove ports from a layer 2 broadcast domain.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain-name

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs
to. The default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

ports

net-qualifiedport-name[]

Ports to be removed from their current layer 2 broadcast
domain.

Output Name

Range

port-updatestatus-combined

The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.

Type
broadcastdomain-portstatus

Description
Overall Port Update Status

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_ASSIGNED_TO_BROADCAST_DOMAIN

net-port-broadcast-domain-rename

[top]

Rename a layer 2 broadcast domain.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain

Type

Description

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name

ipspace

string
optional

new-name

string

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.
New name for the layer 2 broadcast domain

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_CANNOT_RENAME_CLUSTER_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_RENAME_ENTRY_EXISTS

net-port-broadcast-domain-split

[top]

Splits a layer 2 broadcast domain into two layer 2 broadcast domains.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain
ipspace
newbroadcastdomain
ports

Type

Description

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
domain-name
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'.

broadcastNew layer 2 broadcast domain name.
domain-name
net-qualified- The ports to be split from current broadcast domain and added to
port-name[] the new broadcast domain. Format:node-name:port-name

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_PORT_NOT_ASSIGNED_TO_SAME_BROADCAST_DOMAIN
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NAMED_FAILOVER_GROUP_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_FAILOVER_GROUP_TARGETS_NOT_IN_SPLIT_PORTS
E_VIFMGR_LIF_CURRENT_AND_HOME_NOT_IN_SPLIT
E_VIFMGR_LIFS_FAILOVER_GROUP_USES_PORTS_NOT_SPLIT
E_VIFMGR_LIFS_FAILOVER_GROUP_USES_PORTS_IN_SPLIT
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_USED_BY_PORTS_IN_BROADCAST_DOMAIN

net-port-delete
Delete a physical network port. This is typically used when there is an entry in the port table reffering to
a physical port that was previously removed from a node. Any LIFs hosted on the port must be deleted

[top]

or moved to another port before deletion of the port is permitted
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

node-name Specifies the name of node.

port

lif-bindable Specifies the name of port.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_CANT_DELETE_PORT_HOSTING_LIF

net-port-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a network port.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netportinfo
optional

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

Output Name Range

Type
netportinfo

attributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Errno

Description
The attributes of the given network port.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network port objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

netportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
netportinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netportThe list of attributes of given network port objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more given
optional network port objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the given network port
object. All given network port objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-health-monitor-disable

[top]

Disable one or more port health monitors
Input Name

Range

health-monitors

Type

Description

netport-degraded-reason[] List of Port Health Monitors to Disable

ipspace

string

Errno

IPspace Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-port-health-monitor-enable

[top]

Enable one or more port health monitors
Input Name

Range

health-monitors
ipspace
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

netport-degraded-reason[] List of Port Health Monitors to Enable
string
Description

IPspace Name

EINTERNALERROR

net-port-health-monitor-get

[top]

Get the network port health monitors enabled for an IPspace.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

net-porthealthmonitorinfo
optional

ipspace

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
IPspace Name

Type

Description

net-porthealthThe attributes of the net.
monitorinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-port-health-monitor-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the the network port health monitors enabled for each IPspace.
Input Name

Range

net-porthealthmonitorinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-porthealth- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
monitor- specified on any number of attributes in the net object. All net
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
net-porthealth-

Description

attributeslist

monitor- The list of attributes of net objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-port-ifgrp-add-port

[top]

Add port to a network interface group.
Input Name

Range

ifgrp-name

Type

Description

netport-ifgrp-name Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

skip-broadcast-domainplacement

boolean
optional

Errno

Skip Placement Into Broadcast
Domain

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_DEGRADED_PORT_IFGRP_ADDED

net-port-ifgrp-create

[top]

Create a new network interface group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies the traffic distribution function for the ifgrp. Possible values:

distributionfunction

string

ifgrp-name

netportifgrpname

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to each
interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer address
4-tuple
Specifies the interface group name.

Specifies the link policy for the ifgrp. Possible values:
'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch using
link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE 802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'

mode

string

node

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range

Specifies the name of node.
If set to true, returns the network interface group on successful
creation. Default: false

Type

Description

net-ifgrpThe network interface group created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
E_INVALID_IFGRP_NAME

net-port-ifgrp-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing network interface group.
Input Name Range
ifgrp-name

Type

Description

netport-ifgrp-name Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Errno

Specifies the name of node.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-ifgrp-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a network interface group (ifgrp).
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

netifgrpinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

netport-

ifgrp-name

ifgrpname

Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

Output Name Range

Type
netifgrpinfo

attributes

Errno

Description
The attributes of the network interface group.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-ifgrp-remove-port

[top]

Remove port from a network interface group.
Input Name Range
ifgrp-name

Type

Description

netport-ifgrp-name Specifies the interface group name.

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-modify

[top]

Modify the given attributes of network port and the rest remain unchanged.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the user preferred duplex setting of the port. Possible
values:

administrativeduplex

string
optional

administrativeflowcontrol

string
Specifies the user preferred flow control setting of the port.
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage

Specifies the user preferred speed setting of the port. Possible
values:

administrativespeed

autorevertdelay

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second

string
optional

[0..2^32- integer For a port with role 'cluster', specifies the delay in seconds before
1]
optional autoreverting a LIF to this port.
Use this parameter to specify that the system ignore network port
boolean
health status of the specified port for the purpose of hosting a
optional
logical interface. The default value for this parameter is false.

ignore-healthstatus

string Specifies the port's associated IPspace name. Note: the 'Cluster'
optional ipspace is reserved for cluster ports.

ipspace
isadministrativeauto-negotiate

boolean Enables or disables Ethernet auto-negotiation of speed, duplex
optional and flow control.

isadministrativeup

boolean
If true, it changes the state of the port to 'up'.
optional

mtu

[0..2^32- integer Specifies the maximum transmission unit (MTU) reported by the
optional port.
1]

node

string

Specifies the name of node.

port

string

Specifies the name of port.

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3, but is
string
still returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future
optional
release. Prefer instead to use the 'ipspace' parameter.

role

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-port-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of network port or a group of network port objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type
netportinfo

Description
Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
element.

This input element is useful when multiple given network port
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching given network port even when
optional
modification of a previous given network port fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify

operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching given network port even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the modification of a previous matching given network port fails, and
count
1]
optional
do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
netportinfo

query

If modifying a specific given network port, this input element must
specify all keys. If modifying given network port objects based on
query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network port
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of given network port objects not modified will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of given network port
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of given network port objects modified will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

netportInformation about given network port objects that were not modified
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional given network port objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of given network port objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of given network port objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

netportThe given network port objects that were successfully updated. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

net-qos-marking-get-iter
Iterate over a list of QoS Marking attributes

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
qosattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
marking
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
qosspecified on any number of attributes in the net-qos-marking
marking
object. All net-qos-marking objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

tag

Output Name

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Range

qosmarking[] The list of attributes of net-qos-marking objects.
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netqos-marking objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-qos-marking-modify

[top]

Modify the the QoS Marking attributes of a protocol
Input Name Range
dscp

Type

Description

DSCP marking value. Default value for NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, HTTP-fileserv,
integer
[0..63]
NDMP, SnapMirror, and SnapMirror-Sync is 10 and for FTP, HTTP-admin,
optional
SSH, Telnet, and SNMP is 48.

ipspace
is-enabled

string

IPspace Name.

boolean
QoS Marking status. Default setting is false.
optional

protocol

Errno

string

Protocol name. Supported values are NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, SnapMirror,
SnapMirror-Sync, NDMP, FTP, HTTP-admin, HTTP-fileserv, SSH, Telnet,
and SNMP.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-routes-create

[top]

Create a new network route.
Input Name

Range

Type

destination

ip-and-mask

gateway
metric

ip-address
[0..2^321]

returnrecord
Output Name

Description
Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64
Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1

integer
optional

Specify the route metric. If this field is not provided the
default will be set to 30

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the network route on successful
creation. Default: false

Range

Type

Description

net-vs-routesThe network route created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-routes-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing network route object.
Input Name Range

Type

destination

ip-and-mask

gateway

ip-address

Description
Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64
Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

net-routes-get
Get the attributes of a network route.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
net-vsroutesinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ip-andSpecify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20, fd20:13::/64
mask

destination

ipSpecify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
address

gateway
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-vsroutes- The attributes of the network route.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-routes-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network route objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

next-tag
num-records
Errno

net-vsroutesinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

net-vsroutesinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network route object.
All network route objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

net-vsroutesThe list of attributes of network route objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional route objects to return.
[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-routes-lifs-get

[top]

Get the logical interfaces (LIFs) associated with a network route.
Input Name Range

Type
net-vsrouteslif-info
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

ip-andSpecify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20, fd20:13::/64
mask

destination

ipSpecify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
address

gateway
Output Name Range

Type

Description

net-vsroutes- The attributes of the network route showlifs.
lif-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-routes-lifs-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of network route objects and get the associated logical interfaces (LIFs).
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

net-vsrouteslif-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
net-vsrouteslif-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the network route showlifs
object. All network route showlifs objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more network
optional route showlifs objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

net-vsrouteslifThe list of attributes of network route showlifs objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

net-san-lif-placement-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the SAN LIF Placement.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

adapterAdapter type
type

adapter-type

It is for iSCSI protocol only. If provided, only the candidate ports
broadcastin the given broadcast domain will be returned; otherwise, all
domaincandidate ports will be returned. It is interchangeable with
name
subnet-name. If both are provided but the given subnet is not in
optional
the given broadcast domain, then an error will be returned.

broadcastdomain

string
optional

The IPspace that the given subnet or broadcast domain belongs
to. It is required when either subnet-name or broadcast-domain
is provided.

integer

LIFs per node

nodelist

nodename[]
optional

If provided, LIF placement is returned only for the given nodes.
Otherwise, they are returned for all nodes in the cluster.

protocol

dataprotocol

Protocol

subnetname
optional

It is for iSCSI protocol only. If provided, only the candidate ports
in the broadcast domain that the subnet belongs to will be
returned; otherwise, all candidate ports will be returned. It is
interchangeable with broadcast-domain. If both are provide but
the given subnet is not in the given broadcast domain, then an
error will be returned.

Type

Description

ipspacename
lifs-per-node

[0..2^321]

subnet-name

Output Name
lif-placement

Errno

Range

lifplacement- SAN LIF placement
info[]
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND
EADAPTERNOTFOUND
E_TOO_FEW_PORTS
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION

net-subnet-add-ranges

[top]

Add address ranges to a subnet.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations
ip-ranges

Type

Description

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or network
boolean interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting this
optional value to true will associate any manually addressed interfaces with the
subnet and will allow the command to succeed.
ipThe list of ranges to add to the subnet
range[]

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnetname

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-create

[top]

Create a new subnet object. A subnet object represents a layer 3 subnet in a network.
Input Name Range
broadcastdomain
forceupdate-lifassociations
gateway

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- Layer 2 broadcast domain name that the subnet belongs to.
name
boolean
optional

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or network
interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting
this value to true will associate any manually addressed interfaces
with the subnet and will allow the command to succeed.

ip-address
The gateway for the default route of the subnet.
optional

ip-range[]
The list of IP address ranges associated with the subnet.
optional

ip-ranges
ipspace

string
optional

IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the net-subnet on successful creation. Default:
false

subnet

ip-andmask

Layer 3 Subnet

subnet-name

subnetname

Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data',
or a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

netsubnetinfo
optional

result

The net-subnet created (keys or the entire object if requested)

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_INVALID_GATEWAY
E_VIFMGR_CONFLICTS_WITH_EXISTING_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NAME_ALREADY_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_ALREADY_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_SUBNET_NESTED
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_INCLUDE_GATEWAY
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing subnet object.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations

Type

Description

This command will fail if the subnet has ranges containing any existing
service processor interface or network interface IP addresses. Setting this
boolean
value to true will remove the network interface associations with the
optional
subnet and allow the command to succeed. However, it will not affect
service processor interfaces.

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnet-

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or

name

name

a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the subnet object.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

netsubnetinfo
optional

ipspace

string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

subnet-name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netsubnet- The attributes of the net-subnet.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND

net-subnet-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of subnet objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

netsubnetinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

1]

optional
netsubnetinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

netsubnetThe list of attributes of net-subnet objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netoptional subnet objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-subnet object. All
net-subnet objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND

net-subnet-modify

[top]

Modify an existing subnet object.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations

Type

Description

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or network
boolean interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting this
optional value to true will associate any manually addressed interfaces with the
subnet and will allow the command to succeed.

gateway

ipaddress The gateway for the default route of the subnet.
optional

ip-ranges

iprange[] The list of IP address ranges associated with the subnet.
optional

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnet

ip-andmask Layer 3 Subnet
optional

subnetname

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno
E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

Description

E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_ENTRY_EXISTS
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_DUPLICATE_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_SUBNET_NESTED
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_GATEWAY_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_INVALID
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_INCLUDE_GATEWAY
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_LIF_NETMASK_CHANGE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_LIF_NETMASK_MISMATCH

net-subnet-remove-ranges

[top]

Remove address ranges from a subnet.
Input Name Range
forceupdate-lifassociations
ip-ranges

Type

Description

This command will fail if any existing service processor interfaces or
boolean network interfaces are using IP addresses in the ranges provided. Setting
optional this value to true will remove the subnet's association with those
interfaces and allow the command to succeed.
ipIP ranges to remove
range[]

ipspace

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.

subnetname

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_NOT_IN_SUBNET
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_RANGES_ADDRESS_IN_USE_BY_SP

net-subnet-rename

[top]

Rename a layer 3 subnet.
Input Name Range
ipspace
new-name
subnetname

Type

Description

string IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for this
optional parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'.
string

New name for the layer 3 subnet

subnet- Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or 'Data', or
name a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAINS_NOT_ENABLED
E_VIFMGR_IPSPACE_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_BROADCAST_DOMAIN_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_NOT_FOUND
E_VIFMGR_SUBNET_ALREADY_EXISTS

net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain-get

[top]

Get the list of subnets associated with the layer 2 broadcast domain object.
Input Name Range

Type

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
name

broadcastdomain

desiredattributes

netsubnets-forbroadcastdomain-info
optional

ipspace

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to.

Type

Description

netsubnets-forThe attributes of the net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain.
broadcastdomain-info

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of subnets associated with the layer 2 broadcast domain objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
net-

Description

subnetsforbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

netsubnetsforbroadcastdomaininfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

netsubnetsforbroadcast- The list of attributes of net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain objects.
domaininfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-subnets-forbroadcast-domain object. All net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more netsubnets-for-broadcast-domain objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

E_NET_UI_VIFMGR_NOT_INITIALIZED

net-test-path

[top]

Test performance between specified nodes
Input Name
destinationcluster
destinationnode

Range

Type

Description

cluster-name The cluster containing the destination node.
string

The node receiving the session request.
Type of session used for session parameters. Possible values:

session-type

csm-sessiontype

source-node

node-name

"asyncmirrorlocal" - Intra-cluster Async Mirror,
"asyncmirrorremote" - Inter-cluster Async Mirror,
"remotedatatransfer" - Intra-cluster File/Lun
Read/Write
The node initiating the session request.

Output Name

Range

Type

averagelatency

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Average request + response time in microseconds, for all
request/response pairs.

maximumlatency

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Maximum request + response time in microseconds, for all
request/response pairs.

minimumlatency

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Minimum request + response time in microseconds, for all
request/response pairs.

receivethroughput

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Receive throughput (destination to source node) in
bytes/second.

sendthroughput

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Send throughput (source to destination node) in
bytes/second.

test-duration

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Test duration in microseconds.

Errno

Description

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-traceroute6

[top]

Trace the route IPv6 packets take to a host. The input node is exclusive with the interface input. Only
one is allowed. The interface input must be specified with interface owner.
Input Name Range
debug-mode
destinationaddress

Type

Description

boolean Specifies the use of debug-mode for socket level debugging. Default:
optional False
string

Specifies the IPv6 address of the destination.

first-hop

integer
Specifies the number of hops to skip in trace. Default: 1.
optional

gateway

remoteinetSpecifies the intermediate gateway.
address
optional

hop-limit

integer
Specifies the maximum hoplimit. Default: 64. Range: [1..255].
optional

interface

string Specifies the LIF from where traceroute is to be started. This interface
optional input must be specified with the interface-owner input.

interfaceowner

Specifies the optional Vserver from which traceroute is to be started. If
string
Vserver is not specified, then traceroute will be started from cluster
optional
adminstration Vserver of the cluster.

node

string Specifies the node from which traceroute is to be started. The input
optional node is exclusive with the interface input. Only one is allowed.

nqueries

integer
Specifies the number of probes per hop. Default: 3.
optional

numeric

boolean Specifies printing of hop addresses only numerically rather than
optional symbolically and numerically. Default: False.

packet-size
port

integer Specifies the size of probe packets in bytes. Default: 16 for ICMP6
optional ECHO and 12 for UDP datagrams.
integer
Specifies the base UDP port number used in probes. Default: 33434.
optional

use-icmp6

boolean Specifies use of ICMP6 ECHO instead of UDP datagrams for probes. This
optional parameter is mutually exclusive with the udp parameter. Default: False.

use-udp

boolean Specifies use of UDP datagrams for probes. This parameter is mutually
optional exclusive with the icmp6 parameter. Default: True.

verbose

boolean Specifies that all received ICMP packets must be displayed rather than
optional just TIME_EXCEEDED and UNREACHABLE packets. Default: False.

wait-time

integer Specifies the delay time between probes in seconds. Default: 5. Range:
optional [1..65535].

Output Name Range
raw-output

Type

Description

string
The multi-line output of the OS level traceroute6 command.
optional

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EAFNOSUPPORT
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_ENOPROTOOPT
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-tuning-icmp-get

[top]

Get ICMP tuning options.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

nettuningicmpoptions
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name
Type

Description

nettuningThe attributes of the ICMP protocol tuning.
icmpoptions
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-icmp-modify
Modify ICMP tuning options

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

is-drop-redirectenabled

boolean
optional

node

Description
Drop redirect ICMP

node-name Node

redirect-timeout

[0..65535]

integer
optional

Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout

tx-icmp-limit

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Maximum number of ICMP packets sent per
second

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-icmp6-get

[top]

Get ICMPv6 tuning options.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

nettuningicmp6options
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Node

Type

Description

nettuningThe attributes of the ICMPv6 protocol tuning.
icmp6options
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-icmp6-modify

[top]

Modify ICMPv6 tuning options
Input Name

Range

Type

is-v6-redirectaccepted

boolean
optional

node

nodename

redirect-v6-timeout [0..65535]

integer
optional

Description
Accept redirects via ICMPv6
Node
Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout

[0..2^321]

tx-icmp6-err-limit
Errno

integer
optional

Maximum number of ICMPv6 error messages sent per
second

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-tcp-get

[top]

Get TCP tuning options.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
nettuningtcpoptions
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name

node
Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

nettuningThe attributes of the TCP protocol tuning.
tcpoptions

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-tuning-tcp-modify

[top]

Modify TCP tuning options
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-path-mtu-discoveryenabled

boolean
optional

Path MTU discovery enabled

is-rfc3390-enabled

boolean
optional

RFC3390 enabled

is-rfc3465-enabled

boolean
optional

RFC3465 enabled

is-sack-enabled

boolean
optional

SACK support enabled

integer
optional

Maximum congestion window segments
incrementation

max-cwnd-increment
node

[0..2^321]

nodename

Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-vip-port-create

[top]

Create a new VIP port.
Input Name Range

Type

ipspace

Description

string

node

IPspace Name

node-name Node

port

net-port

Network Port

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the net-vip-port on successful creation.
Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vip-portinfo
optional

result

Errno

The net-vip-port created (keys or the entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-vip-port-destroy

[top]

Delete a VIP port.
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

port
Errno

net-port

Network Port

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

net-vip-port-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a VIP port.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
vipportinfo

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be

optional returned.
nodeNode
name

node

netport

port
Output Name Range

Network Port

Type
vipportinfo

attributes

Errno

Description
The attributes of the net-vip-port.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

net-vip-port-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of VIP ports.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

vipportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

vipportinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the net-vip-port object. All
net-vip-port objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vipportThe list of attributes of net-vip-port objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-vipoptional port objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

net-vlan-create

[top]

Create a new vlan interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, changes made by this API are not persisted across
system reboots. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, changes made by this API are persisted across system
reboots.
Input Name Range
vlan-info

Type

Description

vlan-info Vlan to create.

Errno

Description

EVLANEXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDTAG
EINTERFACENOTFOUND

net-vlan-delete

[top]

Delete a vlan interface. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, changes made by this API are not persisted across
system reboots. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, changes made by this API are persisted across system
reboots.
Input Name Range
vlan-info

Type

Description

vlan-info Vlan to delete.

Errno

Description

EINTERFACENOTFOUND

net-vlan-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a VLAN.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vlanattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

interfacename

string

Name of vlan interface. The name must be of the format <parentinteface>-<vlanid>

node

string

Node name of vlan interface.

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type
vlaninfo

Description
The attributes of the network VLAN

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

net-vlan-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of VLAN objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vlanspecified on any number of attributes in the net-vlan object. All netinfo
vlan objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vlaninfo[] The list of attributes of net-vlan objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more net-vlan
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vlanattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: adapter-type
Adapter types of physical and logical network ports capable of hosting LIFs. Possible values:
"fc" - Used for FC Adapters,
"cna" - Used for CNA Adapters,
"nic" - Used for NIC Adapters,
"ifgrp" - Used for Interface Groups,
"cna_or_nic" - Used for CNA and NIC Adapters
[none]

[top]

Element definition: bgp-vserver-info

[top]

BGP Vserver status. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
IPv4 status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ipv4status

vserver-bgpstate
optional

"unknown" - Fail to query BGP sessions state,
"unconfigured" - BGP is not configured,
"up" - At lease one BGP session is up,
"down" - No BGP sessions are up
IPv6 status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ipv6status

vserver-bgpstate
optional

node

node-name
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

"unknown" - Fail to query BGP sessions state,
"unconfigured" - BGP is not configured,
"up" - At lease one BGP session is up,
"down" - No BGP sessions are up
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: broadcast-domain-name

[top]

Broadcast Domain
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-port-status
Possible port update states for a broadcast domain operation Possible values:
"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline

[top]

[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: csm-session-type

[top]

AsyncMirrorLocal|AsyncMirrorRemote|RemoteDataTransfer Possible values:
"asyncmirrorlocal" - Intra-cluster Async Mirror,
"asyncmirrorremote" - Inter-cluster Async Mirror,
"remotedatatransfer" - Intra-cluster File/Lun Read/Write
[none]

Element definition: data-lif-capacity-details-info

[top]

Information Regarding Data LIF Capacity When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

capacity- [0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that can be configured on the
optional nblade of this node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
for-node
1]
count-for- [0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are currently homed on this
node
1]
optional node. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
limit-for- [0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are supported on this node.
node
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
node

nodeSpecifies the node for which the capacity details are provided.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: data-lif-capacity-info

[top]

Information Regarding Data LIF Capacity When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are currently configured in the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer Specifies the number of IP data LIFs that are supported in the cluster.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

limit

Element definition: data-protocol

[top]

nfs|cifs|iscsi|fcp|fcache|none|fc-nvme|s3 Possible values:
"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
[none]

Element definition: dns-status

[top]

DNS Configuration Check When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
name-

Range

Type
string

Description
Specifies the IP address of a DNS configuration. Attributes: key, non-

server

optional creatable, non-modifiable

status

string Specifies the status of a DNS configuration. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

statusdetails

string Specifies additional information about the status of a DNS configuration.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the DNS configuration. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: dns-zone

[top]

Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone of this LIF.
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: external-route-table-info

[top]

External Routing Table Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
route-table-id

Range

Type

Element definition: failover-group
Specifies the failover group name.
[none]

Description

string
Route Table ID Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: fw-service

[top]

[none]

Element definition: hosts-info

[top]

Name attributes for one host When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

aliases

string[]
optional

The list of aliases such as 'host1.sales.foo.com'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

host-ipaddress

ipaddress
optional

IPv4 address in dotted form as '123.123.123.123'. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

hostname

string
optional

Canonical hostname in a simple string or in FQDN Attributes: requiredfor-create, modifiable

vservername

Range

vserverVserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: ip-range

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '4:3:2:1:d:c:b:b-4:3:2:1:d:c:b:c'
[none]

Element definition: ipaddresstype

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|ipv6z Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"
[none]

Element definition: lif-bindable

[top]

|
[none]

Element definition: lif-capacity-info
Information Regarding Potentially Over-Provisioned LIFs When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

destinationnodes

This represents the set of nodes a given LIF or LIFs could fail over to.
Each node in the list contains at least one port in the given LIF's set
filer-id[]
of failover targets. Filtering on this field will select only LIFs whose
optional
set of failover targets matches the query. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

failovergroup

failover- Specifies the name of an at-risk LIF's failover group. Filtering on this
group field will select only LIFs whose failover-group attribute matches the
optional query. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

failoverpolicy

Specifies the failover policy for an at-risk LIF. Filtering on this field
string
will select only LIFs whose failover-policy attribute matches the
optional
query. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif-name

Specifies the name of an at-risk LIF. Filtering on this field will select
lif-name
only LIFs whose name matches the query. Attributes: key, nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

overamount

Indicates the number of LIFs over capacity for a given set of
destination-nodes. For all rows returned, this value shall be greater
[0..2^32- integer
than zero. Filtering on this field will select only LIFs associated with a
optional
1]
set of destination nodes whose amount over capacity matches the
query. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
vifSpecifies the name of the vserver which owns the LIF. Filtering on
ownerthis field will select only LIFs whose vserver matches the query.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vservername

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: lif-placement-info

[top]

SAN LIF placement When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
home-node

Range

Type
node-name

Description
Home node info Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

optional
home-port

string
optional

Port info Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: lif-service-name

[top]

The name of network interface service.
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: ndp-neighbor-info

[top]

NDP Neighbor Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
mac-address
neighboraddress
vserver

Range

Type
macaddress
optional

Description
Specifies the neighbor's MAC Address. Attributes: required-forcreate, non-modifiable

ip-address Specifies the neighbor's IPv6 Address. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable
vservername
optional

Specifies the Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: net-active-routes-info
Active Routes Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specify the address type. Possible values are ipv4 and ipv6.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

addresstype

ipaddresstype
optional

destination

string
optional

Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64 Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

flags

string
optional

Specify the route's flags. Possible values for flags are U(Usable),
G(Gateway), H(Host), R(Reject), D(Dynamic), S(Static),
1(Protocol1), 2(Protocol2), L(Llinfo), and C(Clone). Multiple
values can be specified. Example: UHS, UC Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

gateway

string
optional

Specify the gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

interface

string
optional

Specify the route's interface. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

lookupcount

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the count of lookups for the route. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

metric

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the route metric. Default: 30 Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node-name
optional

node-name

Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the Maximum Transmission Unit for the Path. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

reference- [0..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

Specify the route's reference count. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

routeinterfaceaddress

string
optional

Specify the Route Interface Address. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

path-mtu

subnetgroup
vserver

ip-and-mask Specify the name of the subnet group. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional
vif-ownername
optional

Specify the name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: net-arp-info
ARP Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ip-space

string
optional

IPspace from which to get the ARP entry. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

macaddress

macaddress
optional

MAC address of remote host. Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable

remotehost

ip-address Remote IP address for which to get the ARP entry. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
vserverVserver from which to get the ARP entry. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name
non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: net-arp-operational-info

[top]

ARP Active-entry Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

macaddress

string
optional

MAC address of remote host. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node from which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

portname

string
optional

Port name from which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key,
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

remotehost

string
optional

Remote IP address for which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

subnetgroup

ip-andmask
optional

Subnet group from which to get the ARP active entry. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

vif-ownerSystem or Admin Vserver from which to get the ARP active entry.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-bgp-config-info

[top]

BGP Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
asn

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The autonomous system number to which this node belongs. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]

hold- [0..2^32- integer The hold time (seconds) value to use for this node when negotiating a
time
1]
optional connection with the peer. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
node

nodeThe node name that the BGP configuration belongs to. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

routerid

ipThe router id (IPv4) to use for this node when negotiating a connection
address
with the peer. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-bgp-defaults-info

[top]

BGP Default Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
asn

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The cluster wide default value for autonomous system number. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable
1]

hold- [0..2^32- integer The cluster wide default value for routing information hold time (seconds).
time
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: net-bgp-peer-group-info
BGP peer group information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller

[top]

ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

lif-name The LIF associated with this peer group. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

bgp-lif
bgp-node

filer-id The node where the peer group exists. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

bgp-port

net-port The port where the BGP interface is hosted. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

ipspace

string Name of the IPspace that the peer group belongs to. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

peeraddress

ipThe remote peer router address. Attributes: required-for-create,
address
modifiable
optional

peer-asn

[0..2^32- integer The remote peer router Autonomous number. The default value for
optional this paramenter is '0'. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
1]

peergroup

string The name of the peer group. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

route[0..2^32- integer The route preference value associated with this peer group.
preference
1]
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
bgpsessionstate
optional

state

The bgp session state. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"up" ,
"down"

Element definition: net-ddns-info

[top]

Contains Dynamic DNS Update configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
domainname

Range

Type

Description

string Vserver FQDN to Be Used for DNS Updates Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

is-enabled

boolean Is Dynamic DNS Update Enabled? Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

skip-fqdnvalidation

boolean Specifies if the Vserver FQDN name validation is skipped. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ttl

timeTTL For the Dynamically Updated DNS Records. Maximum Supported Value
interval
Is 720h. Default: 24h. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

optional
use-secure
vservername

boolean Use Secure Dynamic DNS Updates? Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-device-discovery-info

[top]

Information about discovered devices When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Capabilities of the discovered devices. For example: switch, igmp.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

capabilities

devicecapability[]
optional

chassis-id

string
optional

device-ip
discovereddevice

"router" - Router,
"trans_bridge" - Trans Bridge,
"source_route_bridge" - Source Route Bridge,
"switch" - Switch,
"host" - Host,
"igmp" - IGMP,
"repeater" - Repeater,
"phone" - Phone
Chassis ID of the discovered device. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

ipIP address(es) of the discovered device. At present, only IPv4
address[]
addresses are included. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

hold-time- [0..2^32- integer
remaining
1]
optional

Device discovered by the physical network port. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Remaining packet hold time in seconds for the discovered device.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

interface

string
optional

Interface port of the discovered device. The format is dependent
on the reporting device. For example: FastEthernet0/12 or e0a
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

The node on which the network port resides. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

platform

string
optional

Platform of the discovered device. For example: N5K-C5010P-BF
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

string
optional

The name of the physical network port for device discovery. For
example: e0a Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string

The name of the discovery protocol. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

protocol

optional

"cdp" ,
"lldp"

systemname

string
optional

System Name of the discovered device. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

version

string
optional

Software version of the discovered device. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-dns-info

[top]

Contains DNS configuration information of a Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

attempts

[1..4]

Type

Description

integer Max number of trials before giving up and returning error. Default is
optional one. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

dns-state

enable Enable/Disable DNS. Possible values are 'enabled' or 'disabled'.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

domains

List of DNS domains such as 'sales.bar.com'. The first domain is the
string[]
one that the Vserver belongs to. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
modifiable
Use this parameter to enable or disable top-level domain (TLD)
boolean
queries. TLD is a name that contains no dots. Default is true.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-tld-queryenabled
name-servers

ipIPv4 addresses of name servers such as '123.123.123.123'.
address[]
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

requirepacketquery-match

boolean Require query sections of query and response packets to match.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

requiresourceaddressmatch

boolean Require source IP address of reply to match the name-server address.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

skip-configvalidation
timeout

vserver-name

boolean Skip Configuration Validation Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
[1..5]

Number of seconds to wait for a response from a name server before
integer
trying a different name server. Default is two seconds. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable
vserverVserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: net-failover-group-info

[top]

Failover Group Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

broadcastdomain

Type

Description

broadcastdomainBroadcast Domain Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

failovergroup

string
optional

The failover group. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

targets

netqualifiedportname[]
optional

The list of potential failover targets to be used. Lifs within the specified
vserver and assigned to the specified failover-group will use this list of
failover targets as needed. Format: node-name:port-name Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

vserver

vif-ownerThe vserver for which the failover group is defined. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-firewall-config-info
Firewall configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

isenabled

Specifies whether firewall protection is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for
boolean
the node's network ports. The default setting is true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

islogging

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0, but is still returned
boolean for compatibility and may be removed in a future release. Specifies whether
optional logging is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for the firewall service. The default
setting is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

nodename

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: net-firewall-config-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against firewall configuration
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

net-firewallconfig-key

net-firewallconfig-info

The keys for the firewall configuration object to which the
modify operation applies.

Element definition: net-firewall-policy-info
Firewall policy When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

allowlist

ip-and- Specifies the list of client IPs that are permitted to access the specified service
mask[] running on LIFs with the specified policy. Format: Attributes: required-foroptional create, modifiable

ipspace

string Specifies the ipspace of the vserver for which the policy is defined. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy

string Specifies the name of the firewall policy Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
Specifies the network service that is associated with the firewall policy. A
firewall policy can be associated with multiple services. Possible values
include:

service

fwservice
optional

'dns: - THe DNS protocol server',
'http: - The HTTP protocol',
'ndmp: - The NDMP tape backup protocol',
'ndmps: - The NDMPS tape backup protocol',
'none: - No protocol (for creating an empty policy)',
'ntp: - The NTP protocol',
'rsh: - The RSH protocol',
'snmp: - The SNMP protocol',
'telnet: - The Telnet protocol',
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver-

Specifies the name of the vserver on which the firewall policy is defined.

[top]

vserver

name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-ifgrp-info

[top]

Network interface group information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the traffic distribution function for the ifgrp. Attributes:
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

distributionfunction

string
optional

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to each
interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer address
4-tuple

down-ports

lifSpecifies all inactive ports of an ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonbindable[]
modifiable
optional

ifgrp-name

netportSpecifies the interface group name. Attributes: key, required-forifgrp-name
create, non-modifiable
optional

mac-address

string
optional

Specifies the MAC address of the ifgrp. For example:
'02:0c:29:78:e1:b7' Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the link policy for the ifgrp. Possible values:

mode

string
optional

'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch using
link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE 802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Specifies the name of node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable
Port participation state of the ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

portparticipation

ports

string
optional

"full" - Indicates all the ifgrp ports are active,
"partial" - Indicates not all the ifgrp ports are active,
"none" - Indicates none of the ifgrp ports is active

lifList of ports associated with this ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonbindable[]
modifiable

optional
up-ports

lifSpecifies all active ports of an ifgrp. Attributes: non-creatable, nonbindable[]
modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-interface-info

[top]

Network interface information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address
address-family

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
Address family Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

string
optional

Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

comment

string
Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

current-node

The node on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-node' may be different from 'home-node'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-port

The port on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-port' may be different from 'home-port'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the list of data protocols configured on the LIF. By
default, the values in this element are nfs, cifs and fcache.
Other supported protocols are iscsi and fcp. A LIF can be
configured to not support any data protocols by specifying
'none'. Protocol values of none, iscsi or fcp can't be combined
with any other data protocol(s). Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocols

dataprotocol[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,

"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
dns-domainname

dns-zone Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS
optional zone of this LIF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

extendedstatus

Specifies an extended description of why the LIF has an
string
operational status of down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

failover-group

failoverSpecifies the failover group name. Attributes: optional-forgroup
create, modifiable
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
string
optional LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:
'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'

firewall-policy

string
optional

force-subnetassociation

boolean Force the LIF's Subnet Association Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

home-node

Specifies the LIF's home node. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

home-port

Specifies the LIF's home port. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

interface-name
ipspace

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name. Attributes: key,
string
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string
IPspace of LIF Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional capability is disabled automatically. Default: false Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-dns-updateenabled

Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
boolean
will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-home

is-ipv4-linklocal

boolean True if LIF is currently on 'home-node' and 'home-port'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, automatically configure an interface with an IPv4
address. User can configure an interface by explicitly specifying
boolean
<address> and <netmask> (or <netmask-length>); or by
optional
enabling is-ipv4-link-local to true. Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable

is-vip
lif-uuid
listen-for-dnsquery
netmask
netmasklength

boolean Specifies if this is a LIF will be hosted on VIP port with /32 or
optional /128 netmask Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Specifies number of bits in the netmask. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable
1]
Specifies the operational status of the LIF. Possible values:

operationalstatus

string
optional

'up',
'down',
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

probe-port

[0..2^32- integer Probe-port for Cloud Load Balancer Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable
1]
Specifies the role of the LIF. Default: data Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

role

string
optional

"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private
cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different
cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
cluster

routing-groupname

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

service-names

lifservice- Specifies the services included in the LIF's service policy.
name[] Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy
attribute is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF
roles, and each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific
default service policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
subnetoption is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by
name
the administrator during configuration. Attributes: optional-foroptional

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

create, modifiable
Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
use-failovergroup

string
optional

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated
automatically by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on
this field

Specifies the Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable

vserver

Specifies the LIF's WWPN. This element is valid for FCP LIFs
string
optional only. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wwpn

Element definition: net-interface-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against given network interface
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage
net-key

Description

The keys for the given network interface object to which the
netinterface-info modify operation applies.

Element definition: net-interface-service-info
Network interface service information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The policy that defines specific interface failover restrictions for the service.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

svc-

"unrestricted" - Service has no restrictions on LIF failover,

[top]

failoverpolicy

ports

service

vserverpolicy

failoverpolicy
optional

"home_port_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their
home port,
"home_node_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their
home node

serviceport-info[] TCP/UDP Port Information
optional
lifservice- The name of the network interface service. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable
name
optional
svcvserverpolicy
optional

The policy that defines specific vserver restrictions for the the service.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unrestricted" - Service has no vserver restrictions,
"system_only" - Service is only compatible with system vservers,
"data_only" - Service is only compatible with data vservers,
"cluster_only" - Service is only compatible with cluster vservers

Element definition: net-interface-service-policy-entry-info

[top]

network interface service policy entry information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
allowedaddresses
policy

Range

Type

Description

ip-andA list of IP address and IP mask pairs defining which remote addresses are
mask[]
accepted by this policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string The name of the network interface service policy. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

service

lifservice- The name of the network interface service contained in this policy.
name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserverVserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.
name
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-interface-service-policy-info
network interface service policy configuration information. When returned as part of the output, all

[top]

elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-builtin

boolean
optional

True if the network interface service policy is managed by the system.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy

string
optional

The name of the network interface service policy. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

services
vserver

lif-serviceServices included in the network interface service policy. Attributes:
name[]
optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Vserver name that the network interface service policy belongs to.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-ipspaces-info

[top]

IPspace Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

ipspace

Description

broadcastdomain- The broadcast domains that belong to the IPspace Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
name[]
optional

broadcastdomains
id

Type

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The ID of the IPspace. The system will assign a unique id.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

IPspace name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

ports

netqualified- The ports that have been assigned to the IPspace. This field must
portbe specified with the following format: : Attributes: non-creatable,
name[]
non-modifiable
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

The uuid of the IPspace. The system will assign a unique uuid.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservers

vservername[]
optional

The vservers that have been assigned to the IPspace Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-ndp-default-router-info

[top]

Default Router Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
expiretime

Range

Type

Description

ndp-expireSpecify the expire time of the default router entry. Attributes: nontime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specify the flag of the default router. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

flag

ndp-ra-flag
optional

ipspace

string
optional

"none" - None,
"managed_address_dhcpv6" - Managed Address from DHCPv6,
"other_dhcpv6" - Other Configuration from DHCPv6
Specify the name of the Ipspace. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

port

lif-bindable Specify the physical interface. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

routeraddr

ip-address
optional

Specify the default router IPv6 address. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: net-ndp-neighbor-cache-info
Neighbor Cache Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
expiretime

Range

Type
ndpexpiretime
optional

Description
Specify the expire time of the neighbor cache entry. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

[top]

is-router

boolean
optional

Specify whether the neighbor is a router. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

macaddress

macaddress
optional

Specify the MAC address of the neighbor. Attributes: required-forcreate, non-modifiable

ip-address Specify the neighbor IPv6 address. Example: fd20:13::1 Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

neighbor
node

nodename
optional

Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

port

lifbindable
optional

Specify the physical port. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

probe- [0..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

Specify how many times the neighbor MAC are requested for.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specify the state of the neighbor cache entry. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

state

nd-state
optional

subnetgroup

ip-andmask
optional

"nostate" - No State,
"incomplete" - Incomplete,
"reachable" - Reachable,
"stale" - Stale,
"delay" - Delay,
"probe" - Probe,
"unknown" - Unknown State
Subnet Group Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vif-ownerSpecify the name of a System or Admin Vserver. Attributes: key, nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: net-ndp-prefix-info

[top]

Prefix Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
advertisingrouter
expire-time

Range

Type

Description

ip-address[] Specify the routers who advertise the prefix. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
optional
ndp-expireSpecify the expire time of the prefix entry. Attributes: nontime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specify the flag of the prefix entry. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

flag

ndp-prefixflag
optional

ipspace

string
optional

"none" - None,
"on_link" - On-link Prefix,
"autonomous" - Autonomous Prefix,
"on_link_autonomous" - On-link and Autonomous Prefix
Specify the name of the Ipspace. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node-name Specify the name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional

node

Specify where the prefix assigned from. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
origin

ndp-prefixorigin
optional

port

lif-bindable
optional

"unknown" - Unknow,
"router_advertise" - Router Advertise,
"renumber_request" - Renumber Request,
"static" - Static,
"kernel" - Kernel
Specify the physical port. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

preferredlifetime

ndp-prefixSpecify the preferred lifetime of the prefix entry. Attributes: nonlifetime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

prefix

ip-and-mask
Specify the prefix. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
ndp-prefixSpecify the valid lifetime of the prefix entry. Attributes: nonlifetime
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

validlifetime

Element definition: net-options

[top]

Network Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
detect-switchless-clusterinfo

Range

Type

Description

detect-switchless-clusterNetwork options detect-switchlessinfo
cluster
optional

ipv6-options-info

ipv6-options-info
optional

switchless-cluster-info

switchless-cluster-info
optional

Network options ipv6
Network options switchless-cluster

Element definition: net-options-hypervisor-uplink-monitoring-info

[top]

Hypervisor Uplink Monitoring Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Hypervisor Uplink Monitoring Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-placement-cache

[top]

Network interface (LIF) placement cached information When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

ipThe IP address that was searched. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
address
non-modifiable
optional

found

boolean Whether the subnet described was found on this port. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

netmask- [0..2^32- integer The number of bits in the subnet mask (i.e. 24 or 64). Attributes: key,
length
1]
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
node

string Specifies the name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

port

string The port name on the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: net-port
Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: net-port-broadcast-domain-info

[top]

Layer 2 broadcast domain configuration and status information. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
broadcastdomain

Range

Type

Description

broadcastdomain- The name of the layer 2 broadcast domain. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable
name
optional

failovergroups

failoverThe list of failover groups associated with the layer 2 broadcast
group[]
domain. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to. The
default value for this parameter is 'Default'. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-vip

boolean
optional

Whether this is a system created VIP broadcast domain. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

mtu

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of the layer 2 broadcast domain.
The MTU will be applied to all ports that belong to the layer 2
broadcast domain. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Overall status of the port updates. The value is 'in-progress' if any
port is in progress, 'complete' if all port updates complete, or 'error'
if any port update is unsuccessful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

portupdatestatuscombined

ports
subnetnames

broadcastdomainportstatus
optional

"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the
broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the
broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match
the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while
offline

port-info[]
Port information.
optional
subnetname[]
optional

The list of subnet names associated with the layer 2 broadcast
domain. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-port-health-monitor-info

[top]

Network Port Health Monitor Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
List of Enabled Port Health Monitors Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable Possible values:

healthmonitors

netport-degradedreason[]
optional

ipspace

string
optional

"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link
IPspace Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-port-info

[top]

Network port information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the user preferred duplex setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativeduplex

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage

administrativeflowcontrol

string
optional

Specifies the user preferred flow control setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the user preferred speed setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativespeed

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,

"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
autorevertdelay

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

For a port with role 'cluster', specifies the delay in seconds
before autoreverting a LIF to this port. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain- Specifies the port's associated Broadcast Domain. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

healthdegradedreasons

Specifies the list of reasons which cause port marked as
degraded Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
netport- values:
degraded"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
reason[]
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
optional
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link

health-status

Specifies the health status of the given port. Attributes: nonnetport- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
healthstatus
"healthy" ,
"degraded"
optional
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the traffic distribution
function. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ifgrpdistributionfunction

string
optional

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP
addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to
each interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer
address 4-tuple
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the link policy. Possible
values:

ifgrp-mode

string
optional

'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch
using link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE
802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ifgrp-node

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the node on which the
interface group was created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

ifgrp-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the interface group.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ignore-health-

boolean

Use this parameter to specify that the system ignore network
port health status of the specified port for the purpose of

status

optional

ipspace

string
optional

Specifies the port's associated IPspace name. Note: the
'Cluster' ipspace is reserved for cluster ports. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

Enables or disables Ethernet auto-negotiation of speed, duplex
and flow control. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeup

boolean
optional

If true, it changes the state of the port to 'up'. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

is-operationalauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

True if Ethernet auto negotiation is successful, false otherwise.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hosting a logical interface. The default value for this parameter
is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Specifies the link status of the port. Possible values:
link-status

string
optional

'unknown - Port status unknown',
'up - Port is up',
'down - Port is down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mac-address

string
optional

Specifies the MAC address of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

mtu

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the maximum transmission unit (MTU) reported by
the port. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

mtu-admin

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the user preferred maximum transmission unit (MTU)
of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Specifies the name of node. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable
Duplex setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalduplex

string
optional

operationalflowcontrol

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage
Flow control setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Speed setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalspeed

string
optional

port

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
Specifies the name of port. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
Specifies the type of port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

"physical" - Physical network interface,
"if_group" - Logical interface group (IEEE 802.3, section
43),
"vlan" - Virtual LAN (IEEE 802.1Q),
"undef" - No defined port type,
"vip" - Virtual network interface for Virtual IP,
"pvlan" - Pseudo Virtual LAN

port-type

string
optional

remote-deviceid

string
optional

Remote device ID reported by L2 discovery protocol Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

role

string
optional

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3, but is
still returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future
release. Prefer instead to use the 'ipspace' parameter.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

vlan-id

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the vlan identification
number. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-node

string
optional

Specifies the name of the node on which vlan is created.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the name of the physical port
on which the vlan is created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vm-networkname

string
optional

Virtual Machine network name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: net-port-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against given network port
object.
Name
error-code
errormessage
net-key

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]
string
optional

Description
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.
Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

net-port- The keys for the given network port object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: net-qualified-port-name

[top]

A node and port specification in the following format: :.
[none]

Element definition: net-subnet-info
Layer 3 subnet configuration and status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements

[top]

of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

availablecount

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Number of available pre-allocated addresses for the subnet.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

broadcastdomain- Layer 2 broadcast domain name that the subnet belongs to.
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
name
optional

broadcastdomain

forceupdate-lifassociations

boolean
optional

This command will fail if any service processor interfaces or
network interfaces are using the IP addresses in the ranges
provided. Setting this value to true will associate any manually
addressed interfaces with the subnet and will allow the command
to succeed. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

gateway

ip-address The gateway for the default route of the subnet. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

ip-ranges

ip-range[] The list of IP address ranges associated with the subnet.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace Name that the subnet belongs to. The default value for
this parameter is the default IPspace, named 'Default'. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnet

ip-andmask
optional

Layer 3 Subnet Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

subnetname

subnetname
optional

Layer 3 subnet. A specific subnet name, for example 'Mgmt' or
'Data', or a specific subnet IP value, 198.18.10.0/24 is allowed.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

total-count

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of addresses pre-allocated for the subnet. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

used-count

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of addresses used from pre-allocated addresses for the
subnet. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: net-subnets-for-broadcast-domain-info
Subnets associated with Layer 2 broadcast domain configuration. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

broadcastdomain
ipspace
subnets

broadcastThe name of the layer 2 broadcast domain. Attributes: key, nondomain-name
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

IPspace name that the layer 2 broadcast domain belongs to.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnets-info[]
Subnet information.
optional

Element definition: net-tuning-icmp-options

[top]

ICMP Tuning Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

is-drop-redirectenabled

boolean
Drop redirect ICMP Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
redirect-timeout [0..65535]
tx-icmp-limit

Description

integer Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of ICMP packets sent per second
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
1]

Element definition: net-tuning-icmp6-options

[top]

ICMPv6 Tuning Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-v6-redirectaccepted
node

Range

Type

Description

boolean Accept redirects via ICMPv6 Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable
nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

optional
redirect-v6timeout
tx-icmp6-errlimit

[0..65535]

integer Maximum seconds for route redirect timeout Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of ICMPv6 error messages sent per second
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: net-tuning-tcp-options

[top]

TCP Tuning Options Typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-path-mtudiscovery-enabled

boolean Path MTU discovery enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-rfc3390-enabled

boolean
RFC3390 enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

is-rfc3465-enabled

boolean
RFC3465 enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
boolean
SACK support enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

is-sack-enabled
max-cwndincrement

[0..2^32- integer Maximum congestion window segments incrementation
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
1]
nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

Element definition: net-vs-routes-info

[top]

Vserver routes information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Address family of the route Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

addressfamily

ipaddresstype
optional

Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
ip-and-mask
fd20:13::/64 Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional
modifiable

destination

ip-address
optional

gateway
metric

"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Specify the route metric. If this field is not provided the default
will be set to 30 Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: net-vs-routes-lif-info

[top]

Logical Interfaces associated with a route When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Address Family Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

addressfamily

destination

ipaddresstype
optional

"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"

ip-and-mask Specify the route destination. Example: 10.7.125.5/20,
fd20:13::/64 Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

gateway

ip-address
optional

Specify the route gateway. Example: 10.7.125.1, fd20:13::1
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif-names

lif-name[]
optional

Specify the Logical Interface(s). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: netport-degraded-reason

[top]

l2-reachability|link-flapping|crc-errors|vswitch-link Possible values:
"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link
[none]

Element definition: netport-ifgrp-name

[top]

Interface Group Name
[none]

Element definition: network-type

[top]

The network topology classification Possible values:
"wan" ,
"lan" ,
"undefined"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: protocol-layer4
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available
[none]

[top]

Element definition: qos-marking

[top]

QoS Marking Table When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

dscp

[0..63]

Type

Description

DSCP marking value. Default value for NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, HTTP-fileserv,
integer
NDMP, SnapMirror, and SnapMirror-Sync is 10 and for FTP, HTTP-admin,
optional
SSH, Telnet, and SNMP is 48. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ipspace

string
IPspace Name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

isenabled

boolean QoS Marking status. Default setting is false. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

protocol

Protocol name. Supported values are NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, SnapMirror,
string
SnapMirror-Sync, NDMP, FTP, HTTP-admin, HTTP-fileserv, SSH, Telnet, and
optional
SNMP. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: receive-buffer

[top]

Receive buffer window size configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

network

protocol

Range

Type
networktype
optional

protocollayer4
optional

Description
The network topology classification Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
"wan" ,
"lan" ,
"undefined"
The network layer 4 protocol type Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available

receiveautotune

If true, allow the system to automatically adjust the receive buffer
boolean size. The default value is false for the ctlopcp service using the LAN
optional network type, and true in all other cases. Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

If receive-auto-tune is false, receive buffer size in kilobytes (1024). If
receiveinteger receive-auto-tune flag is true, this value has no effect. The default
[256..7168]
optional value is 2048 for the ctlopcp service using the WAN network type, and
buffer
256 in other cases. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
The stream protocol connection classification Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

service

streamprotocolservice
optional

"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,
"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,
"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: stream-protocol-service
The stream protocol connection classification Possible values:
"mount" - Mount stream protocol,
"nfs" - NFS stream protocol,

[top]

"nfs_v3" - NFS version 3 stream protocol,
"nlm_v4" - Network lock manager stream protocol,
"sm" - Session Manager stream protocol,
"ftp_ctrl" - FTP control stream protocol,
"ftp_data" - FTP data stream protocol,
"http_1_0" - HTTP version 1 stream protocol,
"http_1_1" - HTTP version 1.1 stream protocol,
"iscsi" - ISCSI stream protocol,
"cifs_srv" - CIFS server stream protocol,
"cifs_nam" - CIFS name server stream protocol,
"loopback" - loopback stream protocol,
"rf" - RC stream protocol,
"rawscp" - Raw secure copy stream protocol,
"discard" - Discard stream protocol,
"port_map" - Port map stream protocol,
"pass_thru" - Passthru stream protocol,
"rclopcp" - Rc connection stream protocol,
"nfs_v4" - NFS version 4 stream protocol,
"fcache" - 7 Mode FlexCache stream protocol,
"ctlopcp" - Ct connection stream protocol,
"rquota" - Rquota stream protocol,
"cifs_msrpc" - CIFS MsRpc stream protocol,
"http" - HTTP stream protocol,
"unknown" - unknown protocol,
"s3" - S3 stream protocol,
"sdapi" - SDAPI stream protocol
[none]

Element definition: subnet-name

[top]

Name of Subnet
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: vif-owner-name
Vserver
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vip-port-info

[top]

VIP Port Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
ipspace
node
port

Type
string
optional

Description
IPspace Name Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
net-port
optional

Network Port Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: vlan-info

[top]

vlan
Name
gvrpenabled
interfacename
node
parentinterface
skipbroadcastdomainplacement
vlanid

Range

Type

Description

true: GVRP is enabled. Default is false. GVRP is deprecated and this
attribute is ignored in cluster mode. GVRP is a standard vlan trunking
boolean
protocol that enables a port to advertise which vlans it trunks, thereby
optional
decreasing traffic over the trunk. This protocol eliminates the need to
manually configure vlan information on each switch in the network.
string Name of vlan interface. The name must be of the format <parentoptional inteface>-<vlanid>
string
Node name of vlan interface.
optional
string

The interface that hosts the vlan interface.

boolean true: placement of the vlan port into a broadcast domain will be skipped.
optional Default is false.
integer The vlan id. Range: 1..4094.

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: bgp-session-state

[top]

BGP Session State Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"up" ,
"down"
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-name

[top]

Broadcast Domain
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-port-status

[top]

Possible port update states for a broadcast domain operation Possible values:
"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline
[none]

Element definition: data-protocol
nfs|cifs|iscsi|fcp|fcache|none|fc-nvme|s3 Possible values:
"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections

[top]

[none]

Element definition: detect-switchless-cluster-info

[top]

Network options detect-switchless-cluster typedef
Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Switchless Cluster Detection Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: device-capability

[top]

router|trans-bridge|source-route-bridge|switch|host|igmp|repeater|phone Possible values:
"router" - Router,
"trans_bridge" - Trans Bridge,
"source_route_bridge" - Source Route Bridge,
"switch" - Switch,
"host" - Host,
"igmp" - IGMP,
"repeater" - Repeater,
"phone" - Phone
[none]

Element definition: dns-zone

[top]

Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone of this LIF.
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: failover-group

[top]

Specifies the failover group name.
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: fw-service

[top]

[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: ip-range

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address range containing a start address and an end address. The start and end
addresses themselves are included in the range.
An example of a valid IPv4 address range is: '192.168.1.100-192.168.1.150'. An example of a valid
IPv6 address range is: '4:3:2:1:d:c:b:b-4:3:2:1:d:c:b:c'
[none]

Element definition: ipaddresstype

[top]

ipv4|ipv6|ipv6z Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"ipv4" ,
"ipv6" ,
"ipv4z" ,
"ipv6z" ,
"dns"
[none]

Element definition: ipv6-options-info

[top]

Network options ipv6 typedef
Name
enabled
is-ipv6-ra-processingenabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean
IPv6 Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
boolean Router Advertisement (RA) Processing Enabled Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: lif-bindable

[top]

|
[none]

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: lif-service-name

[top]

The name of network interface service.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: mac-address
MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: nd-state

[top]

Possible values:
"nostate" - No State,
"incomplete" - Incomplete,
"reachable" - Reachable,
"stale" - Stale,
"delay" - Delay,
"probe" - Probe,
"unknown" - Unknown State
[none]

Element definition: ndp-expire-time

[top]

Expire Time Interval
[none]

Element definition: ndp-prefix-flag

[top]

none|on-link|autonomous|on-link-autonomous Possible values:
"none" - None,
"on_link" - On-link Prefix,
"autonomous" - Autonomous Prefix,
"on_link_autonomous" - On-link and Autonomous Prefix
[none]

Element definition: ndp-prefix-lifetime
Prefix Lifetime in seconds
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ndp-prefix-origin

[top]

router-advertise|renumber-request|static|kernel|unknown Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknow,
"router_advertise" - Router Advertise,
"renumber_request" - Renumber Request,
"static" - Static,
"kernel" - Kernel
[none]

Element definition: ndp-ra-flag

[top]

none|managed-address-DHCPv6|other-DHCPv6 Possible values:
"none" - None,
"managed_address_dhcpv6" - Managed Address from DHCPv6,
"other_dhcpv6" - Other Configuration from DHCPv6
[none]

Element definition: net-firewall-config-info
Firewall configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

isenabled

Specifies whether firewall protection is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for
boolean
the node's network ports. The default setting is true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

islogging

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 9.0, but is still returned
boolean for compatibility and may be removed in a future release. Specifies whether
optional logging is enabled (true) or disabled (false) for the firewall service. The default
setting is false. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

nodename

nodeSpecifies the node on which the firewall configiration is set. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: net-interface-info

[top]

Network interface information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address
address-family

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

ipSpecifies the LIF's IP address. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string
Address family Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

string
optional

Specifies the administrative status of the LIF. The administrative
status can differ from the operational status; for instance, if you
specify the status as up but a network problem prevents the
interface from functioning, the operational status remains as
down. Possible values:
'up',
'down',
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

comment

string
Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

current-node

The node on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-node' may be different from 'home-node'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-port

The port on which the LIF currently resides. Upon LIF migration
string
'current-port' may be different from 'home-port'. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the list of data protocols configured on the LIF. By
default, the values in this element are nfs, cifs and fcache.
Other supported protocols are iscsi and fcp. A LIF can be
configured to not support any data protocols by specifying
'none'. Protocol values of none, iscsi or fcp can't be combined
with any other data protocol(s). Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable Possible values:

data-protocols

dataprotocol[]
optional

"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file
protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,

"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
dns-domainname

dns-zone Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS
optional zone of this LIF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

extendedstatus

Specifies an extended description of why the LIF has an
string
operational status of down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

failover-group

failoverSpecifies the failover group name. Attributes: optional-forgroup
create, modifiable
optional

failover-policy

Specifies the failover policy for the LIF. For FCP and iSCSI LIFs,
the only failover policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and fcache
string
optional LIFs, the default policy is 'nextavail'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Specifies the firewall policy for the LIF. Default firewall-policy is
set as per the following table:

firewall-policy

string
optional

'LIF Role Protocols Default policy',
'------- --------- --------------',
'data none mgmt',
'data any (except fcp) data',
'node_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster_mgmt any mgmt',
'cluster any cluster',
'intercluster any intercluster'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

force-subnetassociation

boolean Force the LIF's Subnet Association Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

home-node

Specifies the LIF's home node. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

home-port

Specifies the LIF's home port. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

interface-name
ipspace

Specifies the logical interface (LIF) name. Attributes: key,
string
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string
IPspace of LIF Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-auto-revert

If true, data LIF will revert to its home node under certain
boolean circumstances such as startup, and load balancing migration
optional capability is disabled automatically. Default: false Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-dns-updateenabled

Specifies if DNS update is enabled for this LIF. Dynamic updates
boolean
will be sent for this LIF if updates are enabled at Vserver level
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-home

is-ipv4-linklocal

is-vip
lif-uuid
listen-for-dnsquery

boolean True if LIF is currently on 'home-node' and 'home-port'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, automatically configure an interface with an IPv4
address. User can configure an interface by explicitly specifying
boolean
<address> and <netmask> (or <netmask-length>); or by
optional
enabling is-ipv4-link-local to true. Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable
boolean Specifies if this is a LIF will be hosted on VIP port with /32 or
optional /128 netmask Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Available in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean If True, this IP address will listen for DNS queries for the dnsoptional zone specified. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

netmask
netmasklength

ipSpecifies the LIF's netmask. This element is valid for all data
address
protocols except FCP. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer Specifies number of bits in the netmask. Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable
1]
Specifies the operational status of the LIF. Possible values:

operationalstatus

string
optional

'up',
'down',
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

probe-port

[0..2^32- integer Probe-port for Cloud Load Balancer Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable
1]
Specifies the role of the LIF. Default: data Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

role

string
optional

"undef" - No defined role,
"cluster" - Used for communication using the private
cluster network,
"data" - Used for communicating with file service clients,
"node_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
node,
"intercluster" - Used for communication with a different
cluster,
"cluster_mgmt" - Used by administrators to configure the
cluster

routing-groupname

Specifies the routing group, which enables multiple logical
interfaces to share a set of routing table entries. For example:
d192.168.1.0/24 ('d' stands for data LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is
string
subnet) c192.168.1.0/24 ('c' stands for cluster LIF and
optional 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) n192.168.1.0/24 ('n' stands for node
management LIF and 192.168.1.0/24 is subnet) dfd20:13::0/50
('d' stands for data LIF and fd20:13::0/50 is IPv6 subnet)
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

service-names

lifservice- Specifies the services included in the LIF's service policy.
name[] Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Specifies the service policy of the LIF. The service policy
attribute is currently only supported on a limited number of LIF
roles, and each supported LIF role corresponds to a specific
default service policy. Supported Roles:

service-policy

string
optional

subnet-name

Subnet where the interface address is allocated from. If the
subnetoption is not used, the IP address will need to be provided by
name
the administrator during configuration. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

'LIF Role Default Policy'
'------------- -----------------'
'intercluster net-intercluster'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Specifies whether failover rules are automatically created,
manually created by the administrator, or disabled. For FCP and
iSCSI LIFs, the default policy is 'disabled'; for NFS, CIFs and
fcache LIFs, the default policy is 'system_defined'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

use-failovergroup

string
optional

"system_defined" - Failover targets generated
automatically by the system,
"disabled" - Failover targets generated manually by the
admin,
"enabled" - Failover targets defined by failover-group,
"unused" - Failover targets are not generated based on
this field

Specifies the Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonstring
optional modifiable

vserver

Specifies the LIF's WWPN. This element is valid for FCP LIFs
string
optional only. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wwpn

Element definition: net-port

[top]

Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.
[none]

Element definition: net-port-info

[top]

Network port information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the user preferred duplex setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativeduplex

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage

administrativeflowcontrol

string
optional

Specifies the user preferred flow control setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the user preferred speed setting of the port.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

administrativespeed

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,

"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
autorevertdelay

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

For a port with role 'cluster', specifies the delay in seconds
before autoreverting a LIF to this port. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

broadcastdomain

broadcastdomain- Specifies the port's associated Broadcast Domain. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

healthdegradedreasons

Specifies the list of reasons which cause port marked as
degraded Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
netport- values:
degraded"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
reason[]
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
optional
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link

health-status

Specifies the health status of the given port. Attributes: nonnetport- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
healthstatus
"healthy" ,
"degraded"
optional
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the traffic distribution
function. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ifgrpdistributionfunction

string
optional

"mac" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of MAC
addresses,
"ip" - Network traffic is distributed on the basis of IP
addresses,
"sequential" - Network traffic is distributed round-robin to
each interface,
"port" - Network traffic is distributed by transport layer
address 4-tuple
For a port of type 'ifgrp', specifies the link policy. Possible
values:

ifgrp-mode

string
optional

'multimode - All links are simultaneously active',
'multimode_lacp - Link state is managed by the switch
using link aggregation control protocol (LACP) (IEEE
802.3ad)',
'singlemode - Only one link is active at a time'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ifgrp-node

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the node on which the
interface group was created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

ifgrp-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'physical' that is a member of an interface
group (ifgrp), specifies the name of the interface group.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ignore-healthstatus

boolean
optional

Use this parameter to specify that the system ignore network
port health status of the specified port for the purpose of
hosting a logical interface. The default value for this parameter
is false. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

ipspace

string
optional

Specifies the port's associated IPspace name. Note: the
'Cluster' ipspace is reserved for cluster ports. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

Enables or disables Ethernet auto-negotiation of speed, duplex
and flow control. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

isadministrativeup

boolean
optional

If true, it changes the state of the port to 'up'. Attributes:
required-for-create, modifiable

is-operationalauto-negotiate

boolean
optional

True if Ethernet auto negotiation is successful, false otherwise.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the link status of the port. Possible values:

link-status

string
optional

'unknown - Port status unknown',
'up - Port is up',
'down - Port is down'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mac-address

string
optional

Specifies the MAC address of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

mtu

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the maximum transmission unit (MTU) reported by
the port. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

mtu-admin

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Specifies the user preferred maximum transmission unit (MTU)
of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

string
optional

Specifies the name of node. Attributes: key, required-forcreate, non-modifiable
Duplex setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalduplex

string
optional

operationalflowcontrol

string
optional

"undef" - No defined duplex,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate duplex setting for link,
"half" - Half-duplex link usage,
"full" - Full-duplex link usage
Flow control setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Speed setting reported by the port after Ethernet autonegotiation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

operationalspeed

string
optional

port

string
optional

"undef" - No defined speed,
"auto" - Auto-negotiate speed for link,
"10" - 10 megabits per second,
"100" - 100 megabits per second,
"1000" - 1 gigabit per second,
"10000" - 10 gigabits per second,
"40000" - 40 gigabits per second,
"100000" - 100 gigabits per second,
"25000" - 25 gigabits per second
Specifies the name of port. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable
Specifies the type of port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

string

"physical" - Physical network interface,
"if_group" - Logical interface group (IEEE 802.3, section

port-type

43),
"vlan" - Virtual LAN (IEEE 802.1Q),
"undef" - No defined port type,
"vip" - Virtual network interface for Virtual IP,
"pvlan" - Pseudo Virtual LAN

optional

remote-deviceid

string
optional

Remote device ID reported by L2 discovery protocol Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

role

string
optional

This parameter has been deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3, but is
still returned for compatibility and may be removed in a future
release. Prefer instead to use the 'ipspace' parameter.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vlan-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the vlan identification
number. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-node

string
optional

Specifies the name of the node on which vlan is created.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vlan-port

string
optional

For a port of type 'vlan', specifies the name of the physical port
on which the vlan is created. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vm-networkname

string
optional

Virtual Machine network name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: netport-degraded-reason

[top]

l2-reachability|link-flapping|crc-errors|vswitch-link Possible values:
"l2_reachability" - L2 reachability,
"link_flapping" - Link flapping,
"crc_errors" - CRC errors,
"vswitch_link" - vSwitch link
[none]

Element definition: netport-health-status

[top]

healthy|degraded Possible values:
"healthy" ,
"degraded"
[none]

Element definition: network-type
The network topology classification Possible values:
"wan" ,

[top]

"lan" ,
"undefined"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: port-info

[top]

Port information.
Name
port

Range

Type

Description

netqualifiedport-name
optional

Ports added to the layer 2 broadcast domain. Ports added to a new layer 2
broadcast domain will be removed from their current layer 2 broadcast
domain. Format: node-name:port-name Attributes: optional-for-create,
non-modifiable
Status for each port's updates to match the broadcast domain. See portupdate-status-details for detailed error text. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

portupdatestatus

broadcastdomainportstatus
optional

portupdatestatusdetails

string
optional

"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the
broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the
broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the
broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline
Descriptions of each port's update status. When the status is 'error', this
field will contain text describing the error. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: protocol-layer4
The network layer 4 protocol type Possible values:
"udp" - UDP,
"tcp" - TCP,
"na" - not_available
[none]

[top]

Element definition: service-port-info

[top]

TCP/UDP Port Information
Name

Range

Type

port

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
The list of TCP and UDP ports that the service will listen on.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The IP protocol associated with each port number. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

fw-policyprotocol
optional

protocol

"tcp" - Applies only to TCP,
"udp" - Applies only to UDP,
"tcp_udp" - Applies to both TCP and UDP,
"icmp" - Applies only to ICMP,
"ipv6_icmp" - Applies only to IPv6-ICMP,
"undef" - Undefined,
"esp" - Applies only to ESP

Element definition: subnet-name

[top]

Name of Subnet
[none]

Element definition: subnets-info

[top]

Subnet information.
Name Range
subnet

Type

Description

ip-andThe list of subnets associated with the layer 2 broadcast domain. Attributes:
mask
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: svc-failover-policy
svc_failover_policy Possible values:
"unrestricted" - Service has no restrictions on LIF failover,
"home_port_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their home port,
"home_node_only" - Service requires that LIFs do not fail off their home node
[none]

[top]

Element definition: svc-vserver-policy

[top]

svc_vserver_policy Possible values:
"unrestricted" - Service has no vserver restrictions,
"system_only" - Service is only compatible with system vservers,
"data_only" - Service is only compatible with data vservers,
"cluster_only" - Service is only compatible with cluster vservers
[none]

Element definition: switchless-cluster-info

[top]

Network options switchless-cluster typedef
Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Enable Switchless Cluster Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-bgp-state
unknown|unconfigured|up|down Possible values:
"unknown" - Fail to query BGP sessions state,
"unconfigured" - BGP is not configured,
"up" - At lease one BGP session is up,
"down" - No BGP sessions are up
[none]

[top]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-name

[top]

Broadcast Domain
[none]

Element definition: broadcast-domain-port-status

[top]

Possible port update states for a broadcast domain operation Possible values:
"complete" - Port updates are complete and values match the broadcast domain,
"in_progress" - Port values are being updated to match the broadcast domain,
"error" - An error was encountered and values do not match the broadcast domain,
"overridden_while_offline" - Port values were overriden while offline
[none]

Element definition: data-protocol

[top]

nfs|cifs|iscsi|fcp|fcache|none|fc-nvme|s3 Possible values:
"nfs" - Used for NFS connections,
"cifs" - Used for CIFS connections,
"iscsi" - Used for iSCSI connections,
"fcp" - Used for Fibre Channel connections,
"fcache" - Used for 7-mode FlexCache connections,
"none" - Used for management. Does not serve any file protocols.,
"http" - Used for HTTP connections,
"fc_nvme" - Used for NVMe/FC connections,
"s3" - Used for S3 connections,
"nvme_roce" - Used for NVMe/RoCE connections,
"nvme_tcp" - Used for NVMe/TCP connections
[none]

Element definition: dns-zone

[top]

Specifies the unique, fully qualified domain name of the DNS zone of this LIF.
[none]

Element definition: failover-group

[top]

Specifies the failover group name.
[none]

Element definition: fw-policy-protocol

[top]

fw_policy_protocol Possible values:
"tcp" - Applies only to TCP,
"udp" - Applies only to UDP,
"tcp_udp" - Applies to both TCP and UDP,
"icmp" - Applies only to ICMP,
"ipv6_icmp" - Applies only to IPv6-ICMP,
"undef" - Undefined,
"esp" - Applies only to ESP
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: lif-service-name

[top]

The name of network interface service.
[none]

Element definition: net-qualified-port-name
A node and port specification in the following format: :.

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: netgroup
netgroups-file-delete
netgroups-file-get
netgroups-file-get-iter

netgroups-file-delete

[top]

Destroy an existing netgroups file configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

vserver-name

Description

vserver-name Specifies the Vserver for the local netgroup file.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

netgroups-file-get

[top]

Get netgroups file configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

netgroupsfile-configinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

domain

string
optional

Specifies the domain name component of (host, user, domain) tuple
where the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The domain
name may be empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of
the string '-' to specify 'no valid value'.

host

string
optional

Specifies the host name component of (host, user, domain) tuple
where the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The host
name may be empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of
the string '-' to specify 'no valid value'.

membernetgroup

string
optional

Specifies the name of a member netgroup contained within this
netgroup.

string
optional

Specifies the name of a netgroup within the Vserver's local netgroup
file. Each netgroup is composed of a list of members. Each member
can be either the name of another netgroup or a specification of a
tuple as follows: (host, user, domain). All of these members are
given similar network access.

netgroupname

string
optional

user

Specifies the user name component of (host, user, domain) tuple
where the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The user
name may be empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of
the string '-' to specify 'no valid value'.

vserverSpecifies the Vserver for the local netgroup file.
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

netgroupsfile-config- The attributes of the netgroup
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

netgroups-file-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of netgroups file configurations.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type
netgroupsfile-configinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

netgroupsfile-configinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Netgroups file
configuration object. All Netgroups file configuration objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

netgroupsfile-configThe list of attributes of Netgroups file configuration objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Netgroups file configuration objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

Element definition: netgroups-file-config-info

[top]

Netgroups file configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

domain

Specifies the domain name component of (host, user, domain) tuple where
string the tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The domain name may be
optional empty to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of the string '-' to specify
'no valid value'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

host

Specifies the host name component of (host, user, domain) tuple where the
string tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The host name may be empty
optional to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of the string '-' to specify 'no
valid value'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

membernetgroup

string Specifies the name of a member netgroup contained within this netgroup.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

netgroupname

Specifies the name of a netgroup within the Vserver's local netgroup file.
Each netgroup is composed of a list of members. Each member can be
string
either the name of another netgroup or a specification of a tuple as follows:
optional
(host, user, domain). All of these members are given similar network
access. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

user

Specifies the user name component of (host, user, domain) tuple where the
string tuple is a member of the specified netgroup. The user name may be empty
optional to specify a 'wildcard' value or may consist of the string '-' to specify 'no
valid value'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the local netgroup file. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: nfs
nfs-disable
nfs-enable
nfs-exportfs-append-rules
nfs-exportfs-append-rules-2
nfs-exportfs-check-permission
nfs-exportfs-delete-rules
nfs-exportfs-fence-disable
nfs-exportfs-fence-enable
nfs-exportfs-flush-cache
nfs-exportfs-list-rules
nfs-exportfs-list-rules-2
nfs-exportfs-load-exports
nfs-exportfs-modify-rule
nfs-exportfs-modify-rule-2
nfs-exportfs-storage-path
nfs-get-supported-sec-flavors
nfs-monitor-add
nfs-monitor-list
nfs-monitor-reclaim
nfs-monitor-remove
nfs-monitor-remove-locks
nfs-service-create
nfs-service-destroy
nfs-service-get
nfs-service-get-create-defaults
nfs-service-get-iter
nfs-service-modify
nfs-stats-get-client-stats
nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-end
nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next
nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start
nfs-stats-zero-stats
nfs-status

nfs-disable

[top]

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this API will disable NFS server access (effectively same as the CLI command
"nfs off") In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will stop the Vserver's NFS service. If the NFS service was
not explicitly created, this API does nothing.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-enable

[top]

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this API will enable NFS server access (effectively same as the CLI command
"nfs on") In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will start the Vserver's NFS service. If the NFS service was
not explicitly created, this API will create one with default options.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-append-rules

[top]

Enables pathnames for mounting according to the rules specified. New rules for the pathnames take
effect immediately, ignoring previous rules for specified pathnames. In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, set the
persistent option to true to save the rule in the etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon
loading or reboot whereas it must be true in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode as the export entries are always
persistent.
Input Name Range
create-multiclientmatch

persistent

rules

verbose

Output Name Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per
rule to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each
export rule contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.

boolean
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.

exportsList of rules to add to the exports table.
rule-info[]
boolean
optional

Type

If true, returns a list of directories which were appended. Errors
during the append are recorded in the 'results' field error and
'loaded-pathnames' will contain which pathnames were successfully
appended. Default value is false.
Description

exportedpathnames

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return verbose output of what
pathname- pathnames were successfully saved in the etc/exports file. Only
info[]
returned if verbose and persistent options are set. In Data ONTAP
optional Cluster-Mode, this will return verbose output of what pathnames
were successfully appended. Only returned if verbose option is set.

loadedpathnames

pathnameVerbose output of what pathnames were successfully appended Only
info[]
returned if verbose option is set.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-append-rules-2

[top]

Enables pathnames for mounting according to the rules specified. New rules for the pathnames take
effect immediately, ignoring previous rules for specified pathnames. In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, set the
persistent option to true to save the rule in the etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon
loading or reboot whereas it must be true in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode as the export entries are always
persistent. The new security-rule-info structure contains finer grained information about security rules
than exports-rule-info.
Input Name Range
create-multiclientmatch

persistent

rules

verbose

Output Name Range
exportedpathnames

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per
rule to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each
export rule contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.

boolean
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.

exportsrule-info- List of rules to add to the exports table.
2[]
boolean
optional

Type

If true, returns a list of directories which were appended. Errors
during the append are recorded in the 'results' field error and
'loaded-pathnames' will contain which pathnames were successfully
appended. Default value is false.
Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return verbose output of what
pathname- pathnames were successfully saved in the etc/exports file. Only
info[]
returned if verbose and persistent options are set. In Data ONTAP
optional Cluster-Mode, this will return verbose output of what pathnames

were successfully appended. Only returned if verbose option is set.
loadedpathnames

pathnameVerbose output of what pathnames were successfully appended Only
info[]
returned if verbose option is set.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-check-permission

[top]

Returns true if the host IP has mount permissions for a specified path.
Input Name Range Type

Description

host

string

IP address of the host to check in dotted decimal format:
AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD

pathname

string

Returns the permissions for this path.

permission

string

Possible values: "read-only", "read-write", and "root".

Output Name Range Type
ispermissible

Description

boolean True if host has permission to the path.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-delete-rules
Removes the rules for a set of pathnames. This returns an error if any of the pathnames don't have a
rule. In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, set the persistent option to modify the etc/exports file and keep this
change persistent upon reboots whereas it must be true in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode as the export

[top]

entries are always persistent.
Input Name Range
allpathnames

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Default value is false. Set to true to delete all rules. 'pathnames'
option must be left empty if this option is true.

In the Data ONTAP 7-Mode, these must be the pathnames to be
pathname- deleted from the exports table. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode the
info[]
pathname for a volume must be specified using the junction path
optional ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be specified as
("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

pathnames

persistent

boolean
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. Modify the etc/exports
file to delete the rules permanently. CAUTION: If 'all-pathnames' and
'persistent' are both true, all exports are removed permanently. In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the export entries are always persistent.
Default value is true. If false, an error will be returned.

verbose

boolean
optional

Return a verbose output of what occurred. If there is an error after
deleting only a few rules, 'deleted-pathnames' will return which rules
were deleted. Default value is false.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
deletedpathnames

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return the list of pathnames deleted
pathnamefrom the exports table in memory. Only returned if verbose option is
info[]
set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will return the list of
optional
pathnames unexported.

unexportedpathnames

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, this will return the list of pathnames deleted
pathnamefrom the exports file. Only returned if verbose and persistent options
info[]
are set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this will return the list of
optional
pathnames unexported.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-fence-disable

[top]

Disables fencing to the given exports for the given entry. This means that the entry will have write
permission to the exports. The rule changes take effect immediately. Set the persistent option to true to
save the rule in the /etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon loading or reboot.
Input Name Range
allpathnames
fencedhosts

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Default value is false. Set to true to unfence all rules. 'fenced-paths'
option must be left empty if this option is true.

exportshostname- An array of hostnames which are to be fenced off.
info[]

fencedpaths

pathnameAn array of paths which are to be fenced off.
info[]
optional

persistent

boolean
optional

Default value is false. If true, modifies the etc/exports file to append
the rule for a permanent change. (The new rule still takes effect
immediately.) If false, only change the exports in memory.

removelocks

boolean
optional

Default value is false. Set to true to reclaim locks of the specified
fenced-hosts.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-fence-enable

[top]

Enables fencing to the given exports for the given entry. This means that the entry will not have write
permission to the exports. The rule changes take effect immediately. Set the persistent option to true to
save the rule in the /etc/exports file and keep the option persistent upon loading or reboot.
Input Name Range
allpathnames

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Default value is false. Set to true to fence all rules. 'fenced-paths'
option must be left empty if this option is true.

fencedhosts

exportshostname- An array of hostnames which are to be fenced off.
info[]

fencedpaths

pathnameAn array of paths which are to be fenced off.
info[]
optional
Default value is false. If true, modifies the etc/exports file to append
the rule for a permanent change. (The new rule still takes effect
immediately.) If false, only change the exports in memory.

persistent

boolean
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-flush-cache

[top]

For the given path, renew or flush the access cache.
Input Name Range
pathname

Type

Description

string Pathname to flush. If this input is not provided, all of the paths in the
optional exports table are flushed.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-list-rules

[top]

Returns the export rules that were configured with a single security flavor. If a pathname is specified,
the rules associated with the export matching that pathname are returned; otherwise, rules for all
exports are returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

pathname

The pathname, for whose matching export, the client wants a listing of
string
the associated rules. If this parameter is provided, the persistent
optional
parameter is ignored.

persistent

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, the export entries
that are present in the /etc/exports file are returned; otherwise, those
boolean loaded in memory are returned. This parameter is ignored, if the
optional pathname parameter is provided. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
empty list will be returned.

Output Name Range
rules

Type

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EEXPORTSINCOMPATIBLE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Description

exports- Array of exports rules loaded in memory or found in the etc/exports file.
rule- If pathname parameter is provided, returns the corresponding rules that
info[] are loaded in memory.
Description

nfs-exportfs-list-rules-2

[top]

Returns the export rules that were configured with more than one security flavor, using the new
security info structure. If a pathname is specified, the rules associated with the export matching that
pathname are returned; otherwise, rules for all exports are returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

pathname

The pathname, for whose matching export, the client wants a listing of
string
the associated rules. If this parameter is provided, the persistent
optional
parameter is ignored.

persistent

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, the export entries
that are present in the /etc/exports file are returned; otherwise, those
boolean loaded in memory are returned. This parameter is ignored, if the
optional pathname parameter is provided. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
empty list will be returned.

Output Name Range
rules

Type

Description

exports- Array of exports rules loaded in memory or found in the etc/exports file.
rule- If pathname parameter is provided, returns the corresponding rules that
info-2[] are loaded in memory.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-exportfs-load-exports

[top]

Loads the etc/exports file into memory. Replaces exports rules already residing in memory.
Input Name Range
persistentonly
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Type

Description

boolean Default value is false. If true, atomically reloads each rule from the
optional exports file and unloads all other rules.
Description

nfs-exportfs-modify-rule

[top]

Functionally similar to append with the following caveats. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, returns an error if the
rule does not exist. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, returns an error if the export policy associated with
the path doesn't contain any rules. Only works for one rule at a time.
Input Name Range
createmulticlientmatch

persistent

rule

Type

Description

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per rule
boolean
to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each export rule
optional
contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.
In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
boolean rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.
exportsThe rule to modify. In Data ONTAP 7-mode, returns an error if a previous
rulerule with the same pathname is not already loaded into memory.
info

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

nfs-exportfs-modify-rule-2

[top]

Functionally similar to append-2 with the following caveats. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, returns an error if
the rule does not exist. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, returns an error if the export policy associated
with the path doesn't contain any rules. Only works for one rule at a time.
Input Name Range
createmulticlientmatch

persistent

rule

Errno

Type

Description

If true, the export rules are created using multiple clientmatches per rule
boolean
to minimize the number of export rules created. If false, each export rule
optional
contains a single clientmatch string. Default value is true.
In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default value is false. If true, modifies the
etc/exports file to append the rule for a permanent change. (The new
boolean rule still takes effect immediately.) In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the
export entries are always persistent. Default value is true. If false, an
error will be returned.
exportsThe rule to modify. In Data ONTAP 7-mode, returns an error if a previous
rulerule with the same pathname is not already loaded into memory.
info-2
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENOENT
EINVAL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

nfs-exportfs-storage-path

[top]

For the given path, determine the actual storage path. Returns an error if the path does not exist.
Input Name

Range Type

pathname

Description

string Virtual pathname which has a rule associated with an actual pathname.

Output Name Range Type
actualpathname
Errno

string

Description
True path name on the filer, which uses a virtual path for interfacing
with the NFS.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-get-supported-sec-flavors

[top]

Returns a list of currently supported security flavors. Hosts with permmisions and connecting via the
proper security flavor have access to directories on the filer. Default security flavor for all exports is
"sys".
Output Name Range
sec-flavor

Type

sec-flavor-info[] List of possible security flavors NFS supports.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Description

nfs

nfs-monitor-add

[top]

starts monitoring the specified hosts for NFS lock recovery purposes. The specified hosts are added to
the list of of clients that will be notified of lock recovery in the event of an NFS server crash/reboot. For
more information, see the sm_mon(1a) manual page.
Input Name Range
hosts

Type

Description

hostaddr[] an array of hosts that are to be monitored.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-list

[top]

Lists the hosts that are currently being monitored by the NFS status monitor.
Output Name Range
hosts
Errno

Type

Description

hostaddr[] an array of hosts that are currently being monitored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-reclaim

[top]

reclaims the NFS locks for the specified client hosts. If no hosts are specified, then all the clients locks
are removed and are notified about lock recovery, as if an NFS server crash/reboot had happened. If
any hosts are specified, then only those client hosts locks are reclaimed For more information, see the
sm_mon(1a) manual page.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

hosts
Errno

hostaddr[] hosts whose locks have to be reclaimed. If no hosts are specified, then
optional all the clients locks are reclaimed.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-remove

[top]

Starts unmonitoring the specified hosts for NFS lock recovery purposes. The specified hosts are
removed from the list of clients that will be notified of lock recovery in the event of an NFS server
crash/reboot. For more information, see the sm_mon(1a) manual page.
Input Name Range
hosts
Errno

Type

Description

hostaddr[] an array of hosts that are to be unmonitored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-monitor-remove-locks

[top]

removes the NFS locks of a specfied process of a specified client host.
Input Name Range
owners
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Type

Description

owner-info[] List of owners whose locks have to be deleted.
Description

nfs-service-create

[top]

Create a new NFS configuration.
Input Name

Range

allow-idleconnection

boolean
optional

If 'true', auxillary groups up to
'extended-groups-limit' are fetched from
the name service rather than the RPC
header for AUTH_SYS. Default value is
'false'.

integer
optional

Harvest timeout (in msecs) for a Cached
Credential. The range is 60000 ms to
604800000 ms. The default value is
86400000 ms.

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Negative Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 7200000 ms.

[60000..604800000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Positive Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 86400000 ms.

[30000..300000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Cached Entry for a Transient Error. The
range is 30000 ms to 300000 ms. The
default is 30000 ms.

cached-cred[60000..604800000]
harvest-timeout

cached-credpositive-ttl

cachedtransient-err-ttl

Description
Are Idle NFS Connections Supported

auth-sysextendedgroups

cached-crednegative-ttl

Type
boolean
optional

[60000..604800000]

nfschownmode
optional

chown-mode

Vserver Change Ownership Mode.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail',
'use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"

defaultwindows-group

string
optional

The default windows group for CIFS
access.

defaultwindows-user

string
optional

The default windows user for CIFS
access.

enableejukebox

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the NFS server will send
EJUKEBOX error on server delays.

integer
optional

Maximum auxillary groups supported
over AUTH_SYS and RPCSEC_GSS. This
value always applies for RPCSEC_GSS
and applies to AUTH_SYS only when
'auth-sys-extended-groups' is set to
'enabled'. Range is 32 to 1024. Default
value is 32.

extendedgroups-limit

[32..1024]

Number of I/O operations on a file to be
grouped and considered as one session

file-session-iogrouping-count

[1000..20000]

integer
optional

for event generation applications, such
as FPolicy. The range is 1000 to 20000.
The default is 5000.

integer
optional

The duration for which I/O operations on
a file will be grouped and considered as
one session for event generation
applications, such as FPolicy. The range
is 60 seconds to 600 seconds. The
default is 120s.

boolean
optional

Whether to allow non-root user doing
MOUNT operations from hadoop
connector though -mount-rootonly
option is enabled. The default value is
enabled.

integer
optional

Idle Connection Timeout Value (in
seconds)

ignore-nt-aclfor-root

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows the
'root' user to ignore the NT ACLs Check.
Default value is 'false'.

is-checksumenabled-forreplay-cache

boolean
optional

Use Checksum for Replay-Cache, in
order to identify invalid retransmitted
requests.

is-mountrootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows MOUNT
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'true'.

is-netgroupdns-domainsearch

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows for
searching various DNS domains during
netgroup lookup. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-accessenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true',then NFS server access is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-rootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows NFS
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'false'.

is-nfsv2enabled

boolean
optional

Starting Data ONTAP 8.2, NFS v2 is no
longer supported. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3connectiondrop-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then connection is dropped
when an NFSv3 request is dropped.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 3 is enabled.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see change
in FSID as they traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.x clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then clients see change in FSID
as NFSv4 clients traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4numeric-ids-

boolean

If 'true', then NFSv4 support for Numeric
Owner IDs is enabled. Default value is

file-session-iogroupingduration

[60..600]

hadoop-allownon-root-mount
idle-connectiontimeout

[120..86400]

enabled

optional

'true'.

is-nfsv40-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.0 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-reqopen-confirmenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the server will require an
OPEN_CONFIRM operation for all
NFSv4.0 clients. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclpreserveenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFSv4 server will preserve
and modify ACL when chmod is done.
Default value is 'true'. This is applicable
to all NFSv4.x instances.

is-nfsv41enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.1 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-pnfsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then Parallel NFS support for
NFS version 4.1 is enabled. Default value
is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-stateprotectionenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 State Protection is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv42seclabelenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.2 Security
label feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-rdma-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
RDMA. Default value is 'true'.

is-restrict-

If 'restricted', then the Vserver restricts
setting modebits and Acls for nonsusperuser. Default value is
nfsrestrictchmodacl 'unrestricted'. Possible values:

chmod-acl

optional

is-rquotaenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then rquota is enabled. Default
value is 'false'.

is-tcp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
TCP. Default value is 'true'.

is-udp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
UDP. Default value is 'true'.

is-v3-hidesnapshot

boolean
optional

Hide .snapshot directory under NFSv3
mount point. Default value is disabled.

is-v3-ms-dosclient-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows NFSv3
access for Windows clients. Default value
is 'true'.

is-validateqtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver performs
additional validation for qtree. Default
value is 'true'.

is-vstorageenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enables the usage of
vStorage protocol for server side copies,
which is mostly used in hypervisors.
Default value is 'false'.

map-unknownuid-to-defaultwindows-user

boolean
optional

Map Unknown UID to Default Windows
User

integer
optional

Port that NFS mount daemon is listening
to. Default value is 635.

mountd-port

[0..2^32-1]

export-lookupprotos
optional

name-servicelookup-protocol

netgroup-trustany-ns-switchno-match

"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"

Set the protocol used for name service
lookups for exports. Valid inputs are TCP
and UDP. Default value is UDP. Possible
values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver will consider a
no-match from any one of the netgroup
ns-switch sources to be authoritative
even though other sources could not be
consulted. Default value is 'false'.

nfsv4-acl-maxaces

[192..1024]

integer
optional

Maximum Number of ACEs allowed in an
ACL. Range is 192 to 1024. Default value
is 400.

nfsv4-graceseconds

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

NFSv4 Grace timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 45 seconds.

string
optional

NFSv4 ID mapping domain. Default value
is 'defaultv4iddomain.com'.

integer
optional

NFSv4 Lease timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 30 seconds.

nfsv41implementationid-domain

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id domain.
Default value is
'defaultv41impliddomain.com'.

nfsv41implementationid-name

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id name.
Default value is 'defaultv41implidname'.

nfsv4-id-domain
nfsv4-leaseseconds

nfsv41-

[0..2^32-1]

date

NFSv4.1 Implementation id time.The

implementationid-time

optional

number of seconds since January 1,
1970.

nfsv4x-sessionnum-slots

[1..2000]

integer
optional

Number of Slots in the NFSv4.x Session
Slot Tables. Default value is 180.

nfsv4x-sessionslot-replycache-size

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Size of the Reply that will be Cached in
Each NFSv4.x Session Slot (in bytes).
Default value is 640.

nlm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network lock manager is
listening to. Default value is 4045.

nsm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network status monitor is
listening to. Default value is 4046.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter controls the
permissions that are displayed to NFS
clients on a file or directory that has an
NT ACL set. If 'true', the displayed
permissions are based on the maximum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. When false, the displayed
permissions are based on the minimum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. Default value is 'false'.

ntfs-unixsecurity-ops

string
optional

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on
NTFS volumes. Possible values are
'ignore', 'fail','use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'.

permitted-enctypes

string[]
optional

List of permitted encryption types for
Kerberos over NFS. Default values are
des, des3. Valid inputs are des, des-3,
aes-128, and aes-256.

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the NFS Server on
successful creation. Default: false

ntacl-displaypermissiveperms

rpcsec-ctx-high

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

High water mark for the RPCSEC_GSS
Context Cache. Default value is 0.

rpcsec-ctx-idle

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Time in seconds before an idle entry in
RPCSEC_GSS context cache is deleted.
Default value is 0.

rquotad-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that NFS quota daemon is listening
to. Default value is 4049.

showmount

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows
showmount. Default value is 'enabled'.

showmountrootonly

boolean
optional

Whether to provide root path as
showmount state when -showmount
parameter is disabled. The default value
is disabled.

skip-rootowner-writeperm-check

boolean
optional

If 'true', then permission check will be
avoided for NFS Write requests from
root/owner. For copying read-only files,
this must be true. Default value is 'false'.

tcp-max-xfersize

[8192..1048576]

integer
optional

TCP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 65536

udp-max-xfersize

[8192..57344]

integer
optional

UDP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 32768.

v3-searchunconverted-

boolean
optional

Whether to continue the search as an
unconverted name while doing lookup in

filename

a directory. Default value is disabled.

v4-inheritedacl-preserve

Output Name

Range

boolean
optional

Whether client specified mode bits
should be ignored and inherited NFSv4
ACL should be preserved during creation
of file or directory. Default value is
disabled.

Type

Description

nfs-info
optional

result
Errno

The NFS Server created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nfs-service-destroy

[top]

Delete an NFS configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nfs-service-get

[top]

Get the NFS server configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
nfs-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
optional only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Type

Description

nfs-info The attributes of the NFS Server.
Description

nfs-service-get-create-defaults

[top]

Obtain the default values for NFS server configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Optionally specify the value for attributes if available. The default values
nfs-info
for some attributes may depend on the values specified for some other
optional
attribute.

attributes

Output Name Range

Type

defaults

Description

nfs-info The default attributes for the NFS Server.

nfs-service-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of NFS servers.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
nfs-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
nfs-info specified on any number of attributes in the NFS Server object. All
optional NFS Server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

nfsinfo[] The list of attributes of NFS Server objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NFS
optional Server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nfs-service-modify
Modify an NFS configuration. If no values are given, the NFS configuration is not modified.

[top]

Input Name

Range

allow-idleconnection

Are Idle NFS Connections Supported

boolean
optional

If 'true', auxillary groups up to
'extended-groups-limit' are fetched from
the name service rather than the RPC
header for AUTH_SYS. Default value is
'false'.

integer
optional

Harvest timeout (in msecs) for a Cached
Credential. The range is 60000 ms to
604800000 ms. The default value is
86400000 ms.

[60000..604800000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Negative Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 7200000 ms.

[60000..604800000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Positive Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 86400000 ms.

[30000..300000]

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Cached Entry for a Transient Error. The
range is 30000 ms to 300000 ms. The
default is 30000 ms.

cached-cred[60000..604800000]
harvest-timeout

cached-credpositive-ttl

cachedtransient-err-ttl

Description

boolean
optional

auth-sysextendedgroups

cached-crednegative-ttl

Type

nfschownmode
optional

chown-mode

Vserver Change Ownership Mode.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail',
'use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"

defaultwindows-group

string
optional

The default windows group for CIFS
access.

defaultwindows-user

string
optional

The default windows user for CIFS
access.

enableejukebox

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the NFS server will send
EJUKEBOX error on server delays.

integer
optional

Maximum auxillary groups supported
over AUTH_SYS and RPCSEC_GSS. This
value always applies for RPCSEC_GSS
and applies to AUTH_SYS only when
'auth-sys-extended-groups' is set to
'enabled'. Range is 32 to 1024. Default
value is 32.

integer
optional

Number of I/O operations on a file to be
grouped and considered as one session
for event generation applications, such
as FPolicy. The range is 1000 to 20000.
The default is 5000.

extendedgroups-limit

file-session-iogrouping-count

file-session-iogrouping-

[32..1024]

[1000..20000]

[60..600]

integer
optional

The duration for which I/O operations on
a file will be grouped and considered as
one session for event generation
applications, such as FPolicy. The range

duration

is 60 seconds to 600 seconds. The
default is 120s.
boolean
optional

Whether to allow non-root user doing
MOUNT operations from hadoop
connector though -mount-rootonly
option is enabled. The default value is
enabled.

integer
optional

Idle Connection Timeout Value (in
seconds)

ignore-nt-aclfor-root

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows the
'root' user to ignore the NT ACLs Check.
Default value is 'false'.

is-checksumenabled-forreplay-cache

boolean
optional

Use Checksum for Replay-Cache, in
order to identify invalid retransmitted
requests.

is-mountrootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows MOUNT
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'true'.

is-netgroupdns-domainsearch

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows for
searching various DNS domains during
netgroup lookup. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-accessenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true',then NFS server access is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfs-rootonlyenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows NFS
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'false'.

is-nfsv2enabled

boolean
optional

Starting Data ONTAP 8.2, NFS v2 is no
longer supported. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv3connectiondrop-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then connection is dropped
when an NFSv3 request is dropped.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 3 is enabled.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv3-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see change
in FSID as they traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.x clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then clients see change in FSID
as NFSv4 clients traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv4numeric-idsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4 support for Numeric
Owner IDs is enabled. Default value is
'true'.

is-nfsv40-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.0 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

boolean

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Migration feature

hadoop-allownon-root-mount
idle-connectiontimeout

is-nfsv40-

[120..86400]

migrationenabled

optional

is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-reqopen-confirmenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the server will require an
OPEN_CONFIRM operation for all
NFSv4.0 clients. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv40-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-aclpreserveenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFSv4 server will preserve
and modify ACL when chmod is done.
Default value is 'true'. This is applicable
to all NFSv4.x instances.

is-nfsv41enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.1 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-pnfsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then Parallel NFS support for
NFS version 4.1 is enabled. Default value
is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.

is-nfsv41-stateprotectionenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 State Protection is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.

is-nfsv41-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-nfsv42seclabelenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.2 Security
label feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'.

is-rdma-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
RDMA. Default value is 'true'.

is-restrictchmod-acl

is-rquotaenabled
is-tcp-enabled

If 'restricted', then the Vserver restricts
setting modebits and Acls for nonsusperuser. Default value is
nfsrestrictchmodacl 'unrestricted'. Possible values:
optional
"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"
boolean
optional

If 'true', then rquota is enabled. Default
value is 'false'.

boolean

If 'true', then enable NFS access over

optional

TCP. Default value is 'true'.

is-udp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
UDP. Default value is 'true'.

is-v3-hidesnapshot

boolean
optional

Hide .snapshot directory under NFSv3
mount point. Default value is disabled.

is-v3-ms-dosclient-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows NFSv3
access for Windows clients. Default value
is 'true'.

is-validateqtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver performs
additional validation for qtree. Default
value is 'true'.

is-vstorageenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enables the usage of
vStorage protocol for server side copies,
which is mostly used in hypervisors.
Default value is 'false'.

map-unknownuid-to-defaultwindows-user

boolean
optional

Map Unknown UID to Default Windows
User

integer
optional

Port that NFS mount daemon is listening
to. Default value is 635.

mountd-port

[0..2^32-1]

export-lookupprotos
optional

name-servicelookup-protocol

netgroup-trustany-ns-switchno-match

Set the protocol used for name service
lookups for exports. Valid inputs are TCP
and UDP. Default value is UDP. Possible
values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver will consider a
no-match from any one of the netgroup
ns-switch sources to be authoritative
even though other sources could not be
consulted. Default value is 'false'.

nfsv4-acl-maxaces

[192..1024]

integer
optional

Maximum Number of ACEs allowed in an
ACL. Range is 192 to 1024. Default value
is 400.

nfsv4-graceseconds

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

NFSv4 Grace timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 45 seconds.

string
optional

NFSv4 ID mapping domain. Default value
is 'defaultv4iddomain.com'.

integer
optional

NFSv4 Lease timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 30 seconds.

nfsv41implementationid-domain

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id domain.
Default value is
'defaultv41impliddomain.com'.

nfsv41implementationid-name

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id name.
Default value is 'defaultv41implidname'.

nfsv41implementationid-time

date
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id time.The
number of seconds since January 1,
1970.

nfsv4-id-domain
nfsv4-leaseseconds

[0..2^32-1]

nfsv4x-sessionnum-slots

[1..2000]

integer
optional

Number of Slots in the NFSv4.x Session
Slot Tables. Default value is 180.

nfsv4x-sessionslot-replycache-size

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Size of the Reply that will be Cached in
Each NFSv4.x Session Slot (in bytes).
Default value is 640.

nlm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network lock manager is
listening to. Default value is 4045.

nsm-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network status monitor is
listening to. Default value is 4046.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter controls the
permissions that are displayed to NFS
clients on a file or directory that has an
NT ACL set. If 'true', the displayed
permissions are based on the maximum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. When false, the displayed
permissions are based on the minimum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. Default value is 'false'.

string
optional

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on
NTFS volumes. Possible values are
'ignore', 'fail','use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'.

string[]
optional

List of permitted encryption types for
Kerberos over NFS. Default values are
des, des3. Valid inputs are des, des-3,
aes-128, and aes-256.

ntacl-displaypermissiveperms

ntfs-unixsecurity-ops

permitted-enctypes
rpcsec-ctx-high

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

High water mark for the RPCSEC_GSS
Context Cache. Default value is 0.

rpcsec-ctx-idle

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Time in seconds before an idle entry in
RPCSEC_GSS context cache is deleted.
Default value is 0.

rquotad-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that NFS quota daemon is listening
to. Default value is 4049.

showmount

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows
showmount. Default value is 'enabled'.

showmountrootonly

boolean
optional

Whether to provide root path as
showmount state when -showmount
parameter is disabled. The default value
is disabled.

skip-rootowner-writeperm-check

boolean
optional

If 'true', then permission check will be
avoided for NFS Write requests from
root/owner. For copying read-only files,
this must be true. Default value is 'false'.

tcp-max-xfersize

[8192..1048576]

integer
optional

TCP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 65536

udp-max-xfersize

[8192..57344]

integer
optional

UDP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 32768.

boolean
optional

Whether to continue the search as an
unconverted name while doing lookup in
a directory. Default value is disabled.

boolean
optional

Whether client specified mode bits
should be ignored and inherited NFSv4
ACL should be preserved during creation
of file or directory. Default value is
disabled.

v3-searchunconvertedfilename
v4-inheritedacl-preserve

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nfs-stats-get-client-stats

[top]

Collects NFS statistics for a specified client
Input Name

Range

host

Type

Description

string

Output Name

Range

Hostname or IP address of client

Type

Description

client-info

string

nfs-stats

nfs-stats-info

detailed statistics for each NFS operation

rpc-stats

rpc-stats-info

detailed statistics for RPC operations

tcp-flowcontrol-stats

Hostname or IP address of client

tcp-flowcontrol-stats-info detailed statistics for TCP flowcontrol

Errno

Description

ENFS_CLIENT_STATS_NOT_ENABLED
ENOACTIVECLIENTS
EHOSTNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate NFS client statistics iteration and cleanup any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next

[top]

Continues the nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start iteration through the top NFS clients, ordered by total
NFS operations.
Input Name Range Type
maximum

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range : [0..2^32-1].

tag

string Tag from a previous nfs-stats-top-iter-start

Output Name Range Type

Description

nfs-top

nfstop- An array, one entry per nfs top.
info[]

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to nfs-stats-top-client-list-iter-next When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything. Range : [0..2^32-1].

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-start

[top]

Starts an iteration through the top NFS clients, ordered by total NFS operations.
Input Name Range
maxclients

Type

Description

integer Specifies the maximum number of top clients to retrieve (the default is
optional 20) Range : [1..2^32-1].

Output Name Range
records
tag

Type

Description

Number which tells you how many items have been saved for future
integer
retrieval with nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next Range : [0..2^32-1]
string

Tag to be used in subsequent calls to nfs-stats-top-clients-list-iter-next

Errno
ENFS_CLIENT_STATS_NOT_ENABLED
ECLIENTSTATSVFILER
ENOACTIVECLIENTS
EAPIERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Description

nfs-stats-zero-stats

[top]

Set all NFS statistcs to zero

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

nfs-status

[top]

Returns the status of the NFS server.
Output Name Range Type

Description

is-drained

If true, then the NFS server has been disabled and all NFS messages
have been drained. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, there is no way of
boolean
finding out if the NFS messages have been drained. Hence this field will
always be false.

is-enabled

boolean True if NFS server is running.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
nfs

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: export-lookup-protos

[top]

TCP|UDP Possible values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"
[none]

Element definition: exports-hostname-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a host.
Name Range

Type

Description

allhosts

Default value is false. If true, enables all hosts to have this rule's access rights.
boolean
A hostname of 'all-hosts' must exist as the only non-negated element in a
optional
hostname array.

name

A hostname can be ONE of the following formats. If 'all-hosts' is true, 'name'
must not have a value. machine-name: Alphanumeric string based on DNS.
netgroup: Alphanumeric string describing a group of machine names ip: An IP
string
address in dotted decimal format AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD subnet: "[network] subnet
optional
[netmask] netmask" ip-subnet: IP/numbits. The IP is a subnet number and the
numbits specifies the size of the subnet by the number of leading bits of the
netmask. dns: A DNS domain. An Alphanumeric starting with a '.'

negate

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default is false. If true, the rule applies to every host
boolean but this one. Used most commonly when adding a group minus a few hosts. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, negations are not supported. An error will be
returned if true.

Element definition: exports-rule-info

[top]

Information necessary to create a new rule in the etc/exports file or for just adding a rule similar to the
exportfs command. ORDER MATTERS for the hostnames in 'read-only' and 'read-write' privileges. Please
see documentation for exportfs command or etc/exports file for complete details.
Name

Range

Type

Description

actualpathname

string
optional

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be pathname inside of the filer which is
being exported. The default for this is value in 'pathname'. In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this value must be an empty string.

anon

string
optional

All hosts with this user-id or username have root access to this directory.

nosuid

boolean
optional

If true, causes the server file system to silently ignore any attempt to
enable the setuid or setgid mode bits. Default value is false.

pathname

read-only

string

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be directory name or file to export. In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode the pathname for a volume must be specified
using the junction path ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be
specified as ("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

exportshostnameAn array of hostnames which only have read privileges.
info[]
optional

exportshostnameinfo[]
optional

readwrite

An array of hostnames which have read and write privileges. Any
hostname in read-only must not be in read-write also. By default, if no
'read-only' or 'read-write' hosts are given, then 'read-write' contains a
hostname of 'all-hosts'.

exportshostname- Array of hostnames which have roots with 'read-write' or 'read-only'
privileges.
info[]
optional

root

List of possible security flavors this rule supports. Default security is
"sys". Possible values are:
sec-flavorinfo[]
optional

sec-flavor

"none"
"sys"
"krb5"
"krb5i"
"krb5p"

Element definition: exports-rule-info-2

[top]

Information necessary to create a new rule in the etc/exports file or for just adding a rule similar to the
exportfs command.
Name
actualpathname

pathname

securityrules

Range

Type

Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be pathname inside of the filer which is
string
being exported. The default for this is value in 'pathname'. In Data ONTAP
optional
Cluster-Mode, this value must be an empty string.
string

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be directory name or file to export. In Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode the pathname for a volume must be specified using
the junction path ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be specified
as ("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

securityrule- Access block information for lists of hosts.
info[]

Element definition: hostaddr

[top]

the individual client hosts. could be a hostname or an IP address.
[none]

Element definition: nfs-info
Information about NFS server configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

allow-idleconnection

auth-sysextendedgroups

cached-cred[60000..604800000]
harvest-timeout

cached-crednegative-ttl

cached-credpositive-ttl

cachedtransient-err-ttl

chown-mode

[60000..604800000]

[60000..604800000]

[30000..300000]

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Are Idle NFS Connections Supported
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', auxillary groups up to
'extended-groups-limit' are fetched from
the name service rather than the RPC
header for AUTH_SYS. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Harvest timeout (in msecs) for a Cached
Credential. The range is 60000 ms to
604800000 ms. The default value is
86400000 ms. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Negative Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 7200000 ms. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Positive Cached Credential. The range is
60000 ms to 604800000 ms. The default
value is 86400000 ms. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

Time To Live Value (in msecs) of a
Cached Entry for a Transient Error. The
range is 30000 ms to 300000 ms. The
default is 30000 ms. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

nfschownmode
optional

Vserver Change Ownership Mode.
Possible values are 'ignore', 'fail',
'use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"

defaultwindows-group

string
optional

The default windows group for CIFS
access. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

defaultwindows-user

string
optional

The default windows user for CIFS
access. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

enableejukebox

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the NFS server will send
EJUKEBOX error on server delays.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum auxillary groups supported
over AUTH_SYS and RPCSEC_GSS. This
value always applies for RPCSEC_GSS
and applies to AUTH_SYS only when
'auth-sys-extended-groups' is set to
'enabled'. Range is 32 to 1024. Default
value is 32. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

Number of I/O operations on a file to be
grouped and considered as one session
for event generation applications, such
as FPolicy. The range is 1000 to 20000.
The default is 5000. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

integer
optional

The duration for which I/O operations on
a file will be grouped and considered as
one session for event generation
applications, such as FPolicy. The range
is 60 seconds to 600 seconds. The
default is 120s. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether to allow non-root user doing
MOUNT operations from hadoop
connector though -mount-rootonly
option is enabled. The default value is
enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Idle Connection Timeout Value (in
seconds) Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

ignore-nt-aclfor-root

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows the
'root' user to ignore the NT ACLs Check.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-checksumenabled-forreplay-cache

boolean
optional

Use Checksum for Replay-Cache, in
order to identify invalid retransmitted
requests. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows MOUNT
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'true'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-netgroupdns-domainsearch

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows for
searching various DNS domains during
netgroup lookup. Default value is 'true'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfs-accessenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true',then NFS server access is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the vserver allows NFS
protocol calls only from privileged ports
(port numbers less than 1024). Default
value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

extendedgroups-limit

file-session-iogrouping-count

file-session-iogroupingduration

[32..1024]

[1000..20000]

[60..600]

hadoop-allownon-root-mount

idle-connectiontimeout

is-mountrootonlyenabled

is-nfs-rootonlyenabled

[120..86400]

Starting Data ONTAP 8.2, NFS v2 is no

is-nfsv2enabled

boolean
optional

is-nfsv3-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv3connectiondrop-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then connection is dropped
when an NFSv3 request is dropped.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv3enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 3 is enabled.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv3-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv3 clients see change
in FSID as they traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv4-64bitidentifiersenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.x clients see 64-bit
values for FSID and File Identifiers.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv4-fsidchange-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then clients see change in FSID
as NFSv4 clients traverse filesystems.
Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv4numeric-idsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4 support for Numeric
Owner IDs is enabled. Default value is
'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40-aclenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.0 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv40migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.0 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.0 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the server will require an
OPEN_CONFIRM operation for all
NFSv4.0 clients. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv40referralsenabled
is-nfsv40-reqopen-confirmenabled
is-nfsv40-writedelegation-

boolean
optional

longer supported. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

If 'true', NFSv4.0 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,

enabled

modifiable
boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 ACL feature is
enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-aclpreserveenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', the NFSv4 server will preserve
and modify ACL when chmod is done.
Default value is 'true'. This is applicable
to all NFSv4.x instances. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv41enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.1 is enabled.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv41migrationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Migration feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-pnfsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then Parallel NFS support for
NFS version 4.1 is enabled. Default value
is 'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-readdelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 read delegation feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41referralsenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 Referrals feature
is enabled. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-stateprotectionenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFSv4.1 State Protection is
enabled. Default value is 'true'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv41-writedelegationenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', NFSv4.1 write delegation
feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-nfsv42seclabelenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then NFS version 4.2 Security
label feature is enabled. Default value is
'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-qtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows qtree
exports (read-only). Default value is
'false'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-qtree-qosenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows qtree
QoS (read-only). Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-rdma-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
RDMA. Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-nfsv41-aclenabled

is-restrict-

If 'restricted', then the Vserver restricts
setting modebits and Acls for nonsusperuser. Default value is
nfsrestrictchmodacl 'unrestricted'. Attributes: optional-for-

chmod-acl

optional

create, modifiable Possible values:
"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"

is-rquotaenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then rquota is enabled. Default
value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-tcp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
TCP. Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-udp-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enable NFS access over
UDP. Default value is 'true'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

is-v3-hidesnapshot

boolean
optional

Hide .snapshot directory under NFSv3
mount point. Default value is disabled.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-v3-ms-dosclient-enabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows NFSv3
access for Windows clients. Default value
is 'true'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

is-validateqtree-exportenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver performs
additional validation for qtree. Default
value is 'true'. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

is-vstorageenabled

boolean
optional

If 'true', then enables the usage of
vStorage protocol for server side copies,
which is mostly used in hypervisors.
Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

map-unknownuid-to-defaultwindows-user

boolean
optional

Map Unknown UID to Default Windows
User Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

integer
optional

Port that NFS mount daemon is listening
to. Default value is 635. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

mountd-port

[0..2^32-1]

export-lookupprotos
optional

name-servicelookup-protocol

Set the protocol used for name service
lookups for exports. Valid inputs are TCP
and UDP. Default value is UDP.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"

netgroup-trustany-ns-switchno-match

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver will consider a
no-match from any one of the netgroup
ns-switch sources to be authoritative
even though other sources could not be
consulted. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

nfsv4-acl-maxaces

integer
optional

Maximum Number of ACEs allowed in an
ACL. Range is 192 to 1024. Default value
is 400. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[192..1024]

NFSv4 Grace timeout value in seconds.

nfsv4-graceseconds

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Default value is 45 seconds. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

NFSv4 ID mapping domain. Default value
is 'defaultv4iddomain.com'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

integer
optional

NFSv4 Lease timeout value in seconds.
Default value is 30 seconds. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

nfsv41implementationid-domain

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id domain.
Default value is
'defaultv41impliddomain.com'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

nfsv41implementationid-name

string
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id name.
Default value is 'defaultv41implidname'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

nfsv41implementationid-time

date
optional

NFSv4.1 Implementation id time.The
number of seconds since January 1,
1970. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[1..2000]

integer
optional

Number of Slots in the NFSv4.x Session
Slot Tables. Default value is 180.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Size of the Reply that will be Cached in
Each NFSv4.x Session Slot (in bytes).
Default value is 640. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network lock manager is
listening to. Default value is 4045.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that network status monitor is
listening to. Default value is 4046.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

This optional parameter controls the
permissions that are displayed to NFS
clients on a file or directory that has an
NT ACL set. If 'true', the displayed
permissions are based on the maximum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. When false, the displayed
permissions are based on the minimum
access granted by the NT ACL to any
user. Default value is 'false'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

Ignore/Fail unix security operations on
NTFS volumes. Possible values are
'ignore', 'fail','use_export_policy'. If
'use_export_policy' is set, export policy
option is used. Default value is
'use_export_policy'. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

nfsv4-id-domain
nfsv4-leaseseconds

nfsv4x-sessionnum-slots
nfsv4x-sessionslot-replycache-size

nlm-port

nsm-port

ntacl-displaypermissiveperms

ntfs-unixsecurity-ops

[0..2^32-1]

List of permitted encryption types for
Kerberos over NFS. Default values are

permitted-enctypes

string[]
optional

rpcsec-ctx-high

integer
optional

High water mark for the RPCSEC_GSS
Context Cache. Default value is 0.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

des, des3. Valid inputs are des, des-3,
aes-128, and aes-256. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

rpcsec-ctx-idle

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Time in seconds before an idle entry in
RPCSEC_GSS context cache is deleted.
Default value is 0. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

rquotad-port

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Port that NFS quota daemon is listening
to. Default value is 4049. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then the Vserver allows
showmount. Default value is 'enabled'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether to provide root path as
showmount state when -showmount
parameter is disabled. The default value
is disabled. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

integer
optional

timestamp to indicate whether we want
to update exports data file or not
Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

boolean
optional

If 'true', then permission check will be
avoided for NFS Write requests from
root/owner. For copying read-only files,
this must be true. Default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

showmount

showmountrootonly

showmounttimestamp

[0..2^31-1]

skip-rootowner-writeperm-check

tcp-max-xfersize

[8192..1048576]

integer
optional

TCP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 65536 Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

udp-max-xfersize

[8192..57344]

integer
optional

UDP Maximum Transfer Size (bytes). The
default value is 32768. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

boolean
optional

Whether to continue the search as an
unconverted name while doing lookup in
a directory. Default value is disabled.
Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

v4-inheritedacl-preserve

boolean
optional

Whether client specified mode bits
should be ignored and inherited NFSv4
ACL should be preserved during creation
of file or directory. Default value is
disabled. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver name Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

v3-searchunconvertedfilename

[top]

Element definition: nfs-stats-info
structure containing statistics for each NFS version
Name

Range

Type

Description

badcalls-total

integer

total bad NFS calls Range : [0..2^32-1].

calls-total

integer

total NFS calls Range : [0..2^64-1].

nfsv2-client-stats

nfsv2-client-stats-info detailed statistics for NFSv2 operations

nfsv3-client-stats

nfsv3-client-stats-info detailed statistics for NFSv3 operations

nfsv4-client-stats

nfsv4-client-stats-info detailed statistics for NFSv4 operations

Element definition: nfs-top-info

[top]

Information about a single nfs top.
Name

Range Type

Description

client-info

string Client IP address

create-ops

integer The number of nfs CREATE operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

getattr-ops

integer The number of nfs GETATTR operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

lookup-ops

integer The number of nfs LOOKUP operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

read-ops
readdir-ops

integer The number of nfs READ operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer

The number of nfs READDIR and READIDRPLUS operations Range :
[0..2^64-1].

readlinkops

integer The number of nfs READLINK operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

removeops

integer The number of nfs REMOVE operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

total-ops

integer The number of nfs operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

write-ops

integer The number of nfs WRITE operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: nfschownmode

[top]

restricted|unrestricted|use-export-policy Possible values:
"restricted" ,
"unrestricted" ,
"use_export_policy"
[none]

Element definition: nfsrestrictchmodacl
unrestricted|restricted Possible values:

[top]

"unrestricted" ,
"restricted"
[none]

Element definition: owner-info

[top]

Information about the client host and the owner process on the client host whose locks have to be
removed.
Name

Range Type

Description

client-host

string client host on which the locks have to be removed.

client-hostpid

string process owner on the above client host whose locks have to be removed.

Element definition: pathname-info

[top]

Information about a pathname.
Name Range Type

Description

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, it must be the name of the path, such as "/vol/vol0". In
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode the pathname for a volume must be specified using the
string
junction path ("/junction"). The pathname for a qtree must be specified as
("/vol/volname/qtreename0") or ("/junction/qtreename0").

name

Element definition: rpc-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for RPC operations
Name

Range

Type

Description

tcp-info

rpc-data-info detailed statistics for RPC over TCP operations

udp-info

rpc-data-info detailed statistics for RPC over UDP operations

Element definition: sec-flavor-info

[top]

Sec flavor info
Name Range
flavor

Type

Description

string
Security_Flavor Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: tcp-flowcontrol-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for tcp flowcontrol
Name

Range Type

Description

receive-outtotal

total number of times output was flow controlled on receive Range :
integer
[0..2^32-1].

receive-total

integer

total number of times input was flow controlled on receive Range :
[0..2^32-1].

transmit-outtotal

integer

total number of times output was flow controlled on transmit Range :
[0..2^32-1].

transmit-total

integer

total number of times input was flow controlled on transmit Range :
[0..2^32-1].

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: export-lookup-protos

[top]

TCP|UDP Possible values:
"tcp" ,
"udp"
[none]

Element definition: exports-hostname-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a host.
Name Range
allhosts

name

Type

Description

Default value is false. If true, enables all hosts to have this rule's access rights.
boolean
A hostname of 'all-hosts' must exist as the only non-negated element in a
optional
hostname array.
A hostname can be ONE of the following formats. If 'all-hosts' is true, 'name'
must not have a value. machine-name: Alphanumeric string based on DNS.
netgroup: Alphanumeric string describing a group of machine names ip: An IP
string
address in dotted decimal format AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD subnet: "[network] subnet
optional
[netmask] netmask" ip-subnet: IP/numbits. The IP is a subnet number and the

numbits specifies the size of the subnet by the number of leading bits of the
netmask. dns: A DNS domain. An Alphanumeric starting with a '.'
In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default is false. If true, the rule applies to every host
boolean but this one. Used most commonly when adding a group minus a few hosts. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, negations are not supported. An error will be
returned if true.

negate

Element definition: nfsv2-client-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for NFSv2 operations
Name

Range Type

Description

create-ops

integer total 'create' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

getattr-ops

integer total 'getattr' NFSv2 operation Range : [0..2^64-1].

link-ops
lookup-ops
mkdir-ops

integer total 'link' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'lookup' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'mkdir' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

null-ops

integer total 'null' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

read-ops

integer total 'read' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

readdir-ops

integer total 'readdir' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

readlink-ops

integer total 'readlink' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

remove-ops

integer total 'remove' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rename-ops

integer total 'rename' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rmdir-ops
root-ops

integer total 'rmdir' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'root' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

setattr-ops

integer total 'setattr' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

statfs-ops

integer total 'statfs' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

symlink-ops

integer total 'symlink' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

wrcache-ops

integer total 'wrcache' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

write-ops

integer total 'write' NFSv2 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: nfsv3-client-stats-info
structure containing statistics for NFSv3 operations
Name

Range Type

Description

access-ops

integer total 'access' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

commit-ops

integer total 'commit' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

create-ops

integer total 'create' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

fsinfo-ops

integer total 'fsinfo' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

fsstat-ops

integer total 'fsstat' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

getattr-ops
link-ops

integer total 'getattr' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'link' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

lookup-ops

integer total 'lookup' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

mkdir-ops

integer total 'mkdir' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

[top]

mknod-ops
null-ops
pathconf-ops
read-ops
readdir-ops
readdirplus-ops

integer total 'mknod' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'null' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'pathconf' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'read' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'readdir' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'readdirplus' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

readlink-ops

integer total 'readlink' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

remove-ops

integer total 'remove' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rename-ops

integer total 'rename' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

rmdir-ops
setattr-ops
symlink-ops
write-ops

integer total 'rmdir' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'setattr' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'symlink' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
integer total 'write' NFSv3 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: nfsv4-client-stats-info

[top]

structure containing statistics for NFSv4 operations
Name
access-ops

Range

Type

Description

integer
total 'access' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

acls-set-total

integer
number of ACLs set on files Range : [0..2^32-1].
optional

badproc2-ops

integer
total 'badproc2' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

close-ops
commit-ops
compound-ops

integer
total 'close' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'commit' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'compound' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

create-ops

integer
total 'create' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

delegpurge

integer
total 'delegpurge' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

delegret-ops
getattr-ops
getfh-ops

integer
total 'delegret' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'getattr' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'getfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

link-ops

integer
total 'link' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

lock-ops

integer
total 'lock' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

lockt-ops

integer
total 'lockt' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

locku-ops

integer
total 'locku' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

lookup-ops
lookupp-ops
no-delegation-total
null-ops
nverify-ops

integer
total 'lookup' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'lookupp' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer total calls where a delegation could not be granted Range :
optional [0..2^32-1].
integer
total 'null' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'nverify' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

open-confirm-ops

integer
total 'open_confirm' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

open-downgradeops

integer
total 'open_downgrade' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

open-ops
openattr-ops
putfh-ops

integer
total 'open' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'openattr' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'putfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

putpubfh-ops

integer
total 'putpubfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

putrootfh-ops

integer
total 'putrootfh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

read-delegationtotal

integer total calls where a read delegation was granted Range :
optional [0..2^32-1].

read-ops

integer
total 'read' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

readdir-ops

integer
total 'readdir' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

readlink-ops

integer
total 'readlink' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

remove-ops

integer
total 'remove' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

rename-ops

integer
total 'rename' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

renew-ops

integer
total 'renew' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

restorefh-ops

integer
total 'restorefh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

rlsowner-ops

integer
total 'rlsowner' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

savefh-ops

integer
total 'savefh' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

secinfo-ops

integer
total 'secinfo' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

setattr-ops

integer
total 'setattr' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

setclntid-cfm-ops
setclntid-ops
verify-ops

integer
total 'setclntid_cfm' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'setclntid' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer
total 'verify' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

write-delegationtotal

integer total calls where a write delegation was granted Range :
optional [0..2^32-1].
integer
total 'write' NFSv4 operations Range : [0..2^64-1].
optional

write-ops

Element definition: rpc-data-info

[top]

structure containing statisticcs for RPC operations
Name
badcalls-total
badlen-total
calls-total

Range Type

Description

integer total bad RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].
integer total badlen RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].
integer total RPC calls Range : [0..2^64-1].

nullrecv-total

integer total nullrecv RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].

xdrcall-total

integer total badhdr RPC calls Range : [0..2^32-1].

Element definition: security-rule-info

[top]

Information on hostnames and security availability for the hosts. ORDER MATTERS for the hostnames in
'read-only' and 'read-write' privileges. Please see documentation for exportfs command or etc/exports
file for complete details.
Name Range

Type

Description

anon

string
optional

All hosts with this user-id or username have root access to this directory.

nosuid

boolean
optional

If true, causes the server file system to silently ignore any attempt to enable
the setuid or setgid mode bits. Default value is false.

readonly

exportshostname- An array of hostnames which only have read privileges for all the security
flavors found in the sec-flavor list.
info[]
optional

readwrite

exportshostnameinfo[]
optional

root

An array of hostnames which have read and write privileges for all the
security flavors found in the 'sec-flavor list'. Any hostname in 'read-only'
must not be in 'read-write' also. By default, if no 'read-only' or 'read-write'
hosts are given, then 'read-write' contains a hostname of 'all-hosts'.

exportshostname- Array of hostnames which have roots with 'read-write' or 'read-only'
privileges.
info[]
optional
List of possible security flavors this rule supports. Default security is "sys".
Possible values are:

secflavor

sec-flavorinfo[]
optional

"none"
"sys"
"krb5"
"krb5i"
"krb5p"

Element definition: exports-hostname-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a host.
Name Range

Type

Description

allhosts

Default value is false. If true, enables all hosts to have this rule's access rights.
boolean
A hostname of 'all-hosts' must exist as the only non-negated element in a
optional
hostname array.

name

A hostname can be ONE of the following formats. If 'all-hosts' is true, 'name'
must not have a value. machine-name: Alphanumeric string based on DNS.
netgroup: Alphanumeric string describing a group of machine names ip: An IP
string
address in dotted decimal format AAA.BBB.CCC.DDD subnet: "[network] subnet
optional
[netmask] netmask" ip-subnet: IP/numbits. The IP is a subnet number and the
numbits specifies the size of the subnet by the number of leading bits of the
netmask. dns: A DNS domain. An Alphanumeric starting with a '.'

negate

In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, default is false. If true, the rule applies to every host
boolean but this one. Used most commonly when adding a group minus a few hosts. In
optional Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, negations are not supported. An error will be
returned if true.

Element definition: sec-flavor-info

[top]

Sec flavor info
Name Range
flavor

Type

Description

string
Security_Flavor Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

APIs in Category: nis
nis-create
nis-destroy
nis-get
nis-get-iter
nis-modify

nis-create

[top]

Create an NIS domain configuration. Multiple NIS domains can be configured on a single Vserver, but
only one NIS domain can be active at any given time.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
(DEPRECATED)-Specifies whether the NIS domain
configuration is active or inactive.

is-active

boolean
optional

nis-domain

string

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

nis-fqdn

string[]
optional

Specifies the hostname/IP address of one or more NIS
servers in the domain.

nis-servers

ip-address[]
optional

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the NIS domain configuration on
successful creation. Default: false

skip-configvalidation

boolean
optional

If true, validation of the the corresponding NIS configuration
will be skipped.

Output Name Range
result

(DEPRECATED)-Specifies the IP address of one or more NIS
servers in the domain.

Type
nis-domainconfig-info
optional

Description
The NIS domain configuration created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NIS_CONFIGURATION_EXISTS
E_NIS_ACTIVE_FALSE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nis-destroy

[top]

Destroy an existing NIS configuration.
Input Name Range Type
nis-domain

Description

string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

nis-get

[top]

Get NIS domain configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

nisdomainconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nis-domain

string

Output Name Range

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'

Type

Description

nisdomainThe attributes of the NIS domain configuration.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

nis-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NIS configurations.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
nisdomainconfiginfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

nisdomainconfiginfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nisdomainconfig- The list of attributes of NIS domain configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NIS
optional domain configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NIS domain
configuration object. All NIS domain configuration objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND

nis-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NIS configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-active

boolean
optional

(DEPRECATED)-Specifies whether the NIS domain configuration is
active or inactive.

nis-domain

string

nis-fqdn

string[]
optional

Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com'
Specifies the hostname/IP address of one or more NIS servers in
the domain.

nis-servers

ip(DEPRECATED)-Specifies the IP address of one or more NIS
address[]
servers in the domain.
optional

skip-configvalidation

boolean
optional

If true, validation of the the corresponding NIS configuration will
be skipped.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
E_NIS_ACTIVE_FALSE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: nis-domain-config-info

[top]

NIS domain configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-active
nis-domain

Type

Description

boolean (DEPRECATED)-Specifies whether the NIS domain configuration is
optional active or inactive. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Specifies the NIS domain. For example: 'example.com' Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

nis-fqdn

string[] Specifies the hostname/IP address of one or more NIS servers in the
optional domain. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

nis-servers

ip(DEPRECATED)-Specifies the IP address of one or more NIS servers in
address[]
the domain. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

skip-configvalidation

boolean If true, validation of the the corresponding NIS configuration will be
optional skipped. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string Specifies the Vserver for the NIS domain configuration. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ntp-server
This is an auto generated category.

ntp-server-create
ntp-server-delete
ntp-server-get
ntp-server-get-iter
ntp-server-key-create
ntp-server-key-delete
ntp-server-key-get-iter
ntp-server-key-modify
ntp-server-modify
ntp-server-reset
ntp-server-security-get
ntp-server-security-set
ntp-server-status-get
ntp-server-status-get-iter
ntp-server-validate

ntp-server-create

[top]

Creates a configuration for an external time server to be used by NTP.
Input Name

Range

[1..65535]

returnrecord

integer Specifies the symmetric authentication key ID being used for this
optional time server.
boolean If set to true, returns the ntp server configuration on successful
optional creation. Default: false

server-name

string

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time
server

string NTP protocol version which can be '3', '4' or 'auto'. The 'auto' value
optional uses Data ONTAP's best practice value.

version
Output Name

Description

Specifies whether the server is preferred as a time source. By
boolean
default, this value is false. Only one NTP server may be preferred.
optional
All other servers will have preferred set to false when this is set.

is-preferred
key-id

Type

Range

result

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EDUPLICATEENTRY

Type

Description

ntpserver- The ntp server configuration created (keys or the entire object if
info
requested)
optional
Description

ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_INVALID_SERVER_NAME
ENTP_INVALID_IPV4_ADDR
ENTP_INVALID_IPV6_ADDR
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_NOTFOUND
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_ADDRS
ENTP_NO_CONNECT
ENTP_NO_QUICKREPLY
ENTP_REPLY_NO_SYNC
ENTP_REPLY_NO_ACCES
ENTP_REPLY_NO_CRYPTO
ENTP_REPLY_PROTOCOL
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_STRATUM
ENTP_NEEDS_9_5_0
ENTP_INVALID_FIELD_AUTH_ENABLED
ENTP_AUTH_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
ENTP_AUTH_UNKNOWN_KEY
ENTP_AUTH_FAILED

ntp-server-delete

[top]

Remove a configuration for an external time server used by NTP.
Input Name Range Type
server-name

Description

string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE

ntp-server-get

[top]

Get the configuration of an external time server used by NTP.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

ntp- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
server- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be

optional returned.
server-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time
server
Description

ntpserver- The attributes of the ntp server configuration.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE

ntp-server-get-iter

[top]

Get the configuration of all the external time servers used by NTP.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

ntpserverinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

ntpserverinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ntp server configuration
object. All ntp server configuration objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

ntpserverThe list of attributes of ntp server configuration objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ntp server
optional configuration objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE

ntp-server-key-create

[top]

Create an NTP symmetric authentication key.
Input Name
id

Range

Type

[1..65535] integer

returnrecord

Description
NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range
1-65535.

boolean If set to true, returns the ntp authentication key on successful
optional creation. Default: false

type

ntpkeytype

value

string

Output Name

Range

NTP symmetric authentication key type. Only SHA1 currently
supported. Possible values:
"sha1"
NTP symmetric authentication key value. The value must be
exactly 40 hexadecimal digits for SHA1 keys.

Type

Description

ntpThe ntp authentication key created (keys or the entire object if
key-info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

ENTP_INVALID_SHA1_KEY
ENTP_TOO_MANY_KEYS

ntp-server-key-delete

[top]

Remove an NTP symmetric authentication key.
Input Name
id

Range

Type

[1..65535] integer

Errno

Description
NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range 165535.

Description

ENTP_KEY_IN_USE

ntp-server-key-get-iter

[top]

Get the configuration of all NTP symmetric authentication keys.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ntpkeyinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
ntpkeyinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ntp authentication key
object. All ntp authentication key objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ntpkeyThe list of attributes of ntp authentication key objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ntp
optional authentication key objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-key-modify

[top]

Modify an NTP symmetric authentication key.
Input Name
id

Range

Type

[1..65535] integer

Description
NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range
1-65535.

type

NTP symmetric authentication key type. Only SHA1 currently
ntp-key- supported. Possible values:
type
"sha1"
optional

value

string NTP symmetric authentication key value. The value must be exactly
optional 40 hexadecimal digits for SHA1 keys.

Errno

Description

ENTP_INVALID_SHA1_KEY

ntp-server-modify
Modify a configuration for an external time server used by NTP.

[top]

Input Name

Range

isauthenticationenabled

Description

boolean Specifies if symmetric key authentication is in use for this time
optional server.
Specifies whether the server is preferred as a time source. By
boolean default, this value is false. Only one NTP server may be
optional preferred. All other servers will have preferred set to false when
this is set.

is-preferred

key-id

Type

[1..65535]

server-name

integer Specifies the symmetric authentication key ID being used for this
optional time server.
string

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP
time server

string NTP protocol version which can be '3', '4' or 'auto'. The 'auto'
optional value uses Data ONTAP's best practice value.

version
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_NEEDS_9_5_0
ENTP_INVALID_FIELD_AUTH_ENABLED
ENTP_AUTH_NOT_IN_CLUSTER
ENTP_AUTH_UNKNOWN_KEY
ENTP_AUTH_FAILED

ntp-server-reset

[top]

Reset the external NTP server list to the desired default values. The table is emptied and then populated
to the desired default values.
Input Name Range
use-public

Type

Description

boolean
Reset server list to public identified defaults
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_NO_RESET_SELECTED

ntp-server-security-get
Get the NTP security settings.

[top]

Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

ntpserversecurityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

ntpserverThe attributes of the ntp-server.
securityinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-security-set

[top]

Set the NTP security settings.
Input Name

Range

Description

boolean
Is Querying of NTP Server Enabled?
optional

is-query-enabled
Errno

Type

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-status-get

[top]

Get the status of the selection of an external time server.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

node
server
Output Name Range

Type
ntpserverstatusinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeNode
name
string
Type
ntpserver-

Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time
server
Description

attributes

statusinfo

Errno

The attributes of the ntp-server.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-status-get-iter

[top]

Get the status of the selection of all configured external time servers.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

ntpserverstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

ntpserverstatusinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the ntp-server object. All
ntp-server objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

ntpserverstatus- The list of attributes of ntp-server objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ntpoptional server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ntp-server-validate

[top]

Validate an existing NTP external time server and report any validation problems
Input Name Range Type

Description

server-name

string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the NTP external time server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EDUPLICATEENTRY
ENTP_USE_NODE_SCOPE
ENTP_INVALID_SERVER_NAME
ENTP_INVALID_IPV4_ADDR
ENTP_INVALID_IPV6_ADDR
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_NOTFOUND
ENTP_SERVER_NAME_ADDRS
ENTP_NO_CONNECT
ENTP_NO_QUICKREPLY
ENTP_REPLY_NO_SYNC
ENTP_REPLY_NO_ACCES
ENTP_REPLY_NO_CRYPTO
ENTP_REPLY_PROTOCOL
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_ROOT_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DIST
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_DISP
ENTP_REPLY_PEER_STRATUM
ENTP_AUTH_FAILED

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: ntp-key-info
Network Time Protocol (NTP) Key When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

integer NTP symmetric authentication key ID. The ID must be in the range 1[1..65535]
optional 65535. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

id

type

ntp- NTP symmetric authentication key type. Only SHA1 currently supported.
key- Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
type
"sha1"
optional

value

NTP symmetric authentication key value. The value must be exactly 40
string
hexadecimal digits for SHA1 keys. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
modifiable

Element definition: ntp-key-type

[top]

sha1 Possible values:
"sha1"
[none]

Element definition: ntp-server-info

[top]

Network Time Protocol (NTP) Server Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

isauthenticationenabled

Type

Description

boolean Specifies if symmetric key authentication is in use for this time
optional server. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-preferred

Specifies whether the server is preferred as a time source. By
boolean default, this value is false. Only one NTP server may be
optional preferred. All other servers will have preferred set to false when
this is set. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-publicdefault

boolean Specifies if the time server was provided as a default public NTP
optional server by Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

key-id
server-name
version

[1..65535]

integer Specifies the symmetric authentication key ID being used for this
optional time server. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP
optional time server Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
NTP protocol version which can be '3', '4' or 'auto'. The 'auto'
string
value uses Data ONTAP's best practice value. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: ntp-server-security-info

[top]

NTP Server Security Settings When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-queryenabled

Type

Description

boolean Is Querying of NTP Server Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: ntp-server-status-info

[top]

NTP Server Status Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-peerreachable

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is Peer Reachable and Responding to Polls? Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

node

nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

offset

double
Offset from Server Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

selectionstate
server

string Description of Server Selection State Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Host name, IPv4 address or IPv6 address for the external NTP time server
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: double
Floating point number

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: nvme
Provides mechanisms to manage access to NVMe targets within
Data ONTAP.

nvme-create
nvme-delete
nvme-feature-get
nvme-get-iter
nvme-interface-get-iter
nvme-modify
nvme-namespace-create
nvme-namespace-delete
nvme-namespace-get-iter
nvme-namespace-modify
nvme-namespace-ostype-list
nvme-subsystemcontroller-get-iter
nvme-subsystem-create
nvme-subsystem-delete
nvme-subsystem-get-iter
nvme-subsystem-hostadd
nvme-subsystem-hostget-iter
nvme-subsystem-hostremove
nvme-subsystem-mapadd
nvme-subsystem-mapget-iter
nvme-subsystem-mapremove
nvme-subsystem-modify
nvme-subsystem-ostype-list

nvme-create

[top]

Create a new NVMe target service.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

is-available

boolean
optional

Is Available

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the NVMe target service on successful
creation. Default: false

Output Name Range
result

Type
nvme-targetservice-info

Description
The NVMe target service created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

optional
Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER

nvme-delete

[top]

Delete an existing NVMe target service object.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
E_NVMF_SERVICE_IN_USE

nvme-feature-get

[top]

Get the enabled NVMe over Fabrics features
Output Name
features

Range

Type

Description

nvme-feature[]
Enabled NVMe over Fabrics features
optional

max-anagrpid

integer
optional

Maximum supported ANAGRPID

max-namespace-size

size
optional

Maximum supported namespace size

max-nsid

integer
optional

Maximum supported NSID

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

nvme-get-iter
Iterate over a list of NVMe target service objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

nvmetargetserviceinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe target service
object. All NVMe target service objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

nvmetargetservice- The list of attributes of NVMe target service objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
optional target service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
nvmetargetserviceinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-interface-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe Interface objects.
Input Name

Range

nvmeinterfaceinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
nvmeinterfaceinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe Interface
object. All NVMe Interface objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

nvmeinterfaceThe list of attributes of NVMe Interface objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
string
optional Interface objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NVMe target service object.
Input Name Range
is-available

Type

Description

boolean
Is Available
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

nvme-namespace-create

[top]

Create a new NVMe target namespace.
Input Name Range
application
block-size
comment

Type
string
optional

Description
Application

vdisk-blockSize in bytes of a logical block. Possible values: 512 (Data ONTAP
size
9.6 and later), 4096. The default value is 4096.
optional
string
optional

Comment
OS Type Possible values:

ostype

nvmenamespaceos

path

lun-path

"vmware" - The namespace contains VMware file system
data,
"hyper_v" - The namespace contains Windows Hyper-V file
system data,
"windows" - The namespace contains Windows file system
data,
"linux" - The namespace contains Linux file system data,
"xen" - The namespace contains Xen file system data,
"aix" - The namespace contains AIX file system data
Namespace Path

returnrecord

boolean
optional

size

size

uuid

uuid
optional

Output Name Range

If set to true, returns the NVMe target namespace on successful
creation. Default: false
Size
Namespace UUID

Type

Description

nvmenamespace- The NVMe target namespace created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_VSERVER_ROOT
EVDISK_ERROR_FLEXGROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_LUN_TOO_LARGE
EVDISK_ERROR_NO_SUCH_VOLUME
EVDISK_ERROR_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
EVDISK_ERROR_VDISK_EXISTS
EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
EVDISK_VOLUME_UNSUPPORTED
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_LARGE
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_SMALL

nvme-namespace-delete

[top]

Delete the namespace
Input Name
destroy-application-namespace
path
skip-mapped-check

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Delete a Namespace Belonging to an Application
optional
lun-path Namespace Path
boolean
Skip Mapped Check
optional

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_NVMF_NS_IN_USE
EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED

nvme-namespace-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe target namespace objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

nvmenamespaceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

query

nvmenamespaceinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe target
namespace object. All NVMe target namespace objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

nvmenamespaceThe list of attributes of NVMe target namespace objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
target namespace objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

volumeerror[]
optional

List of errors encountered while retrieving namespace inventory

[0..2^321]

volumeerrors
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-namespace-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NVMe target namespace object.
Input Name Range
comment
path

Type
string

Description
Comment

lun-path Namespace Path

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_LARGE
E_NVMF_NS_TOO_SMALL

Description

nvme-namespace-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for nvme-namespace-os.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[]
Enumeration type name/value pair
optional

ostypes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-controller-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe subsystem controllers objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemcontrollerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmetargetsubsystemcontrollerinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe subsystem
controllers object. All NVMe subsystem controllers objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemThe list of attributes of NVMe subsystem controllers objects.
controllerinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
subsystem controllers objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

nvme-subsystem-create

[top]

Create a new NVMe target subsystem.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

comment

string
optional

Comment

delete-onunmap

boolean
optional

Delete on Unmap
OS Type Possible values:

ostype

nvmesubsystem-os

returnrecord

boolean
optional

subsystem

string

Output Name Range
result

"windows" - The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"aix" - The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"linux" - The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"vmware" - The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"xen" - The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host,
"hyper_v" - The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host
If set to true, returns the NVMe target subsystem on successful
creation. Default: false
Subsystem

Type

Description

nvmeThe NVMe target subsystem created (keys or the entire object if
subsystem-info
requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
E_NVMF_SERVICE_REQUIRED

nvme-subsystem-delete

[top]

Delete the subsystem
Input Name

Range

skip-host-check
skip-mapped-check
subsystem

Type

boolean
Skip Host Check
optional
boolean
Skip Mapped Namespace Check
optional
string

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

Subsystem

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_NVMF_SUBSYSTEM_IN_USE

nvme-subsystem-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe target subsystem objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmesubsysteminfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmesubsysteminfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe target
subsystem object. All NVMe target subsystem objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

nvmesubsystemThe list of attributes of NVMe target subsystem objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
target subsystem objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-host-add
Add a host to the subsystem
Input Name Range Type Description
host-nqn
subsystem

string Host NQN
string Subsystem

Errno
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

[top]

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

nvme-subsystem-host-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe subsystem hosts objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemhost-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmetargetsubsystemhost-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe subsystem
hosts object. All NVMe subsystem hosts objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

nvmetargetsubsystem- The list of attributes of NVMe subsystem hosts objects.
host-info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
subsystem hosts objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-host-remove
Remove a host from the subsystem
Input Name Range Type Description
host-nqn
subsystem
Errno

string Host NQN
string Subsystem
Description

[top]

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

nvme-subsystem-map-add

[top]

Add a namespace map
Input Name

Range

path

Description

lun-path Namespace Path

subsystem

string

Output Name

Range

namespace-uuid
nsid

Type

Subsystem

Type

Description

uuid

Namespace UUID

[0..2^32-1] integer

NSID

Errno

Description

EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
E_NVMF_NS_IN_USE
E_NVMF_LIF_REQUIRED
E_NVMF_SUBSYSTEM_MAP_LIMIT

nvme-subsystem-map-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of NVMe attached namespace objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystemmap-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

nvmetargetsubsystemmap-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the NVMe attached
namespace object. All NVMe attached namespace objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nvmetargetsubsystem- The list of attributes of NVMe attached namespace objects.
map-info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more NVMe
attached namespace objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

nvme-subsystem-map-remove

[top]

Remove a namespace map
Input Name Range
path
subsystem

Type

Description

lun-path Namespace Path
string

Subsystem

Errno

Description

EVDISK_SNAPSHOT_PATH_DISALLOWED
E_NVMF_NS_NOT_MAPPED

nvme-subsystem-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of NVMe target subsystem object.
Input Name

Range

comment
delete-on-unmap
subsystem

Type

Description

string
Comment
optional
boolean
Delete on Unmap
optional
string

Errno

Subsystem
Description

EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

nvme-subsystem-os-type-list

[top]

Displays the supported values and descriptions for nvme-subsystem-os.
Output Name Range
ostypes
Errno

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[]
Enumeration type name/value pair
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: lun-path

[top]

LUN Path
[none]

Element definition: nvme-feature

[top]

nvmf|fc-nvme|multi-path|multi-node|multi-protocol|volume-move|block-size-512|nvme-roce|nvmetcp|subsystem-vendor-uuids|namespace-resize Possible values:
"nvmf" - NVMe over Fabrics Base Feature,
"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC Transport,
"multi_path" - Multi-Path,
"multi_node" - Multi-Node,
"multi_protocol" - Multi-Protocol Vserver,
"no_node_lif_limit" - Allow More Than 2 LIFs per Node,
"volume_move" - Volume Move of Mapped Namespaces,
"block_size_512" - 512-byte Block Size Namespaces,
"large_namespace" - Large Namespaces,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE Transport,
"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP Transport,
"subsystem_vendor_uuids" - Vendor-Specific UUIDs in Subsystems,
"aix" - AIX host support,
"namespace_resize" - Namespace resize support
[none]

Element definition: nvme-interface-info
NVMe target interface configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

comment

string
optional

Comment Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fc-wwnn

string
optional

FC WWNN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fc-wwpn

string
optional

FC WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

home-node

filer-id
optional

Home Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

home-port

lif-bindable
optional

Home Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif

lif-name
optional

Logical Interface Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif-uuid

uuid
optional

LIF UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

physicalprotocol

nvme-physicalprotocol
optional

status-admin

vif-status
optional

transportaddress

string
optional

Physical Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"fibre_channel" ,
"ethernet"
Status Admin Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"up" ,
"down"
Transport Address Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Transport Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

transportprotocols

nvme-transport[]
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

vserver-uuid

uuid
optional

"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE,
"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-namespace-info
NVMe target namespace When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

anagrpid

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
ANA Group ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

application

string
optional

Application Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

applicationuuid

uuid
optional

Application UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vdisk-block- Size in bytes of a logical block. Possible values: 512 (Data ONTAP
9.6 and later), 4096. The default value is 4096. Attributes:
size
optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

block-size
comment

string
optional

Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

creationtimestamp

datetime
optional

Creation Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-read-only

boolean
optional

Is Read Only Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

filer-id
optional

Node Hosting the Namespace Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Namespace ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nsid

[0..2^321]

OS Type Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:

ostype

nvmenamespaceos
optional

path

lun-path
optional

qtree

"vmware" - The namespace contains VMware file system
data,
"hyper_v" - The namespace contains Windows Hyper-V file
system data,
"windows" - The namespace contains Windows file system
data,
"linux" - The namespace contains Linux file system data,
"xen" - The namespace contains Xen file system data,
"aix" - The namespace contains AIX file system data
Namespace Path Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

qtree-name
Qtree Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

restoreinaccessible

boolean
optional

Restore Inaccessible Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Size Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

size-used

size
optional

Size Used Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
State Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:

state

nvmenamespacestate
optional

"online" - Namespace is administratively online,
"offline" - Namespace is adminitratively offline or the
reason is unknown,
"nvfail" - Namespace was automatically taken offline due to
NVRAM failure,
"space_error" - Namespace was automatically taken offline
due to insufficient space

subsystem

string
optional

Mapped Subsystem Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

uuid

uuid
optional

Namespace UUID Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

volume

volumename
optional

Volume Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserveruuid

uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-namespace-os

[top]

aix|linux|vmware|windows Possible values:
"vmware" - The namespace contains VMware file system data,
"hyper_v" - The namespace contains Windows Hyper-V file system data,
"windows" - The namespace contains Windows file system data,
"linux" - The namespace contains Linux file system data,
"xen" - The namespace contains Xen file system data,
"aix" - The namespace contains AIX file system data
[none]

Element definition: nvme-subsystem-info

[top]

NVMe target subsystem configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

comment

Type

Description

string
optional

Comment Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default-ioqueue-count

[1..15]

integer
optional

Default Number of Host I/O Queue Pairs Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

default-ioqueue-depth

[16..128]

integer
optional

Default Host I/O Queue Depth Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

boolean
optional

Delete on Unmap Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

delete-onunmap

OS Type Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:

"windows" - The initiators belong to a Windows
host,
"aix" - The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"linux" - The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"vmware" - The initiators belong to a VMware ESX
host,
"xen" - The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor
host,
"hyper_v" - The initiators belong to a Hyper-V
parent host

ostype

nvmesubsystem-os
optional

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

target-nqn

string
optional

Target NQN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

uuid

uuid
optional

UUID Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver
vserver-uuid

vserver-name Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional
uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-subsystem-os

[top]

aix|linux|vmware|windows Possible values:
"windows" - The initiators belong to a Windows host,
"aix" - The initiators belong to an AIX host,
"linux" - The initiators belong to a Linux host,
"vmware" - The initiators belong to a VMware ESX host,
"xen" - The initiators belong to a Xen hypervisor host,
"hyper_v" - The initiators belong to a Hyper-V parent host
[none]

Element definition: nvme-target-service-info
NVMe target service configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

is-available
vserver
vserver-uuid

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Is Available Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-target-subsystem-controller-info
NVMe subsystem controller When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

admin-queue-depth

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Admin Queue Depth Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Description

controller-id

[0..2^161]

integer
optional

Controller ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

host-nqn

string
optional

Host NQN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-transportaddress

string
optional

Initiator Transport Address Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

io-queue-count

[0..65535]

integer
optional

Number of I/O Queues Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

io-queue-depth

[0..65535]

integer[]
optional

I/O Queue Depths Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif

string
optional

Logical Interface Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif-uuid

uuid
optional

Logical Interface UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

filer-id
optional

Node Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

subsystem-uuid

uuid
optional

Subsystem UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

transport-protocol

vserver

nvmetransport
optional
vservername

Transport Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE,
"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-

[top]

optional
uuid
optional

vserver-uuid

modifiable
Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-target-subsystem-host-info

[top]

NVMe subsystem host When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

host-nqn

Type

Description

string
optional

Host NQN Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

io-queuecount

[1..15]

integer
optional

Number of I/O Queue Pairs Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

io-queuedepth

[16..128]

integer
optional

I/O Queue Depth Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystemuuid

uuid
optional

Subsystem UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver-uuid

uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: nvme-target-subsystem-map-info
NVMe attached namespace When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

anagrpid

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
ANA Group ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

namespaceuuid

uuid
optional

Namespace UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

NSID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

path

lun-path
optional

Namespace Path Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

subsystem

string
optional

Subsystem Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

subsystemuuid

uuid
optional

Subsystem UUID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver-uuid

uuid
optional

Vserver UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

nsid

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info

[top]

Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second

[top]

through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vdisk-block-size

[top]

The size in bytes of a logical block. Possible values: 512, 4096.
[none]

Element definition: volume-error

[top]

The error code of a given volume.
Name Range

Type

Description
The error code of the snapshot operation for a given volume. It is returned
only when an error is found.

errno

integer
optional

name

volumeName of a volume.
name

reason

string
optional

Description of the error. It is returned only when an error is found.

vserver

string
optional

Virtual server containing the volume.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: lif-bindable
|

[top]

[none]

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: lun-path

[top]

LUN Path
[none]

Element definition: nvme-namespace-state

[top]

online|offline|nvfail|space-error Possible values:
"online" - Namespace is administratively online,
"offline" - Namespace is adminitratively offline or the reason is unknown,
"nvfail" - Namespace was automatically taken offline due to NVRAM failure,
"space_error" - Namespace was automatically taken offline due to insufficient space
[none]

Element definition: nvme-physical-protocol

[top]

fibre-channel|ethernet Possible values:
"fibre_channel" ,
"ethernet"
[none]

Element definition: nvme-transport
fc-nvme|nvme-tcp Possible values:
"fc_nvme" - NVMe/FC,
"nvme_roce" - NVMe/RoCE,

[top]

"nvme_tcp" - NVMe/TCP
[none]

Element definition: qtree-name

[top]

Qtree Name
[none]

Element definition: vif-status

[top]

up|down Possible values:
"up" ,
"down"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: options
options-get
options-get-iter
options-list-info
options-modify-iter
options-set

options-get

[top]

Get the value of a single option.
Input Name

Range Type

name

Description

string Name of the option.

Output Name Range Type

Description
Indicates the cluster-specific constraints of option.

clusterconstraint

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.

string

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none".
value

string Value of the option.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

options-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of options objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
optionattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available

optional
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
optionspecified on any number of attributes in the options object. All
info
options objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

optioninfo[] The list of attributes of options objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more options
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

options-list-info

[top]

Get a list of all options
Output Name Range
options

Type

Description

option-info[]
optional

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

options-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of options or a group of options objects.
Input Name
attributes
continue-on-

Range

Type

Description

option- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.
This input element is useful when multiple options objects match a
boolean given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next

failure

optional matching options even when modification of a previous options fails.
If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue modifying the next matching options even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching options fails, and do so until the
count
1]
optional
total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum
specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be
no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if
'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]

query

If modifying a specific options, this input element must specify all
optionkeys. If modifying options objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of options objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of options objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true
If set to true, the API will return the list of options objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
options objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

optionsmodify- Information about options objects that were not modified due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element
info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional options objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of options objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of options objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

optionsmodifyThe options objects that were successfully updated. This element
iterwill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

options-set
Set the value of a single option. For complete list of names and values of options, please refer to

[top]

options man pages.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

name

string

Name of the option.

value

string

Value of the option.

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Cluster-specific constraint of the option.

clusterconstraint

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of
a HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.

string

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none".
string Informative message that was issued as a result of setting (or trying
optional to set) the option.

message
Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: option-info
Name

Range

Type

[top]

Description
Indicates the cluster-specific constraints of option.

clusterconstraint

string
optional

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a HA
pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.
In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none". This field is
optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
Data type of the option 'name'. Possible values are:

data-type

string
optional

"bool" - A boolean true / false value,
"integer" - A decimal integer value,
"unsigned" - A non-negative decimal integer value,
"string" - A UTF-8 character string.

defaultvalue

string Default initial value of this option. The field 'value' contains the current set
optional value and could be different from this.
string
Brief description of this option.
optional

description

string Name of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.

name

The privilege level of this option. Possible values are:
string
optional

priv-level

admin
advanced
diagnostic
test

string Value of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.

value

string
The name of the vserver to which this option belongs to.
optional

vserver

Element definition: options-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against options object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

options-key

optioninfo

The keys for the options object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: option-info
Name

Range

Type

[top]

Description
Indicates the cluster-specific constraints of option.

clusterconstraint

string
optional

"none" - no constraint.
"same_preferred" - same value should be used on both nodes of a
HA pair.
"same_required" - same value must be used on both nodes of a HA
pair.
"only_one" - value is used for both nodes of a HA pair, when in
takeover mode.
"unknown" - value is not valid.
In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, this field will always be "none". This field is
optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
Data type of the option 'name'. Possible values are:
"bool" - A boolean true / false value,

data-type

defaultvalue
description
name

string
optional

"integer" - A decimal integer value,
"unsigned" - A non-negative decimal integer value,
"string" - A UTF-8 character string.

string Default initial value of this option. The field 'value' contains the current set
optional value and could be different from this.
string
Brief description of this option.
optional
string Name of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
The privilege level of this option. Possible values are:

priv-level

value
vserver

string
optional

admin
advanced
diagnostic
test

string Value of the option. This field is optional in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, but
optional required in Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
string
The name of the vserver to which this option belongs to.
optional

APIs in Category: perf
perf-archive-config-get
perf-archive-configmodify
perf-archive-datastoreget-iter
perf-awa-start
perf-awa-stop
perf-object-counter-listinfo
perf-object-get-instances
perf-object-instance-listinfo-iter
perf-object-list-info
perf-object-start
perf-object-stop
perf-preset-create
perf-preset-delete
perf-preset-detail-get
perf-preset-get-iter
perf-preset-modify
perf-samples-delete
perf-samples-get-iter

The perf APIs enable monitoring of system performance. They
provide a single interface to performance data across various
subsystems in the appliance. Data are organized hierarchically,
with objects, instances, and counters. An object generally
represents a subsystem, an instance represents a single physical
or logical entity within the subsystem, and a counter is a datum
specific to the instance.
An example of the object-instance-counter hierarchy is
processor:processor0:processor_busy. Each CPU in the system is
an instance of the 'processor' object. The processor_busy counter
of the processor0 instance reports the time during which this
processor has been active since an arbitrary point in the past. A
second counter, processor_elapsed_time, reports the total time,
so the change in processor_busy divided by the change in
processor_elapsed_time over an interval can be used to compute
the average utilization of the processor. Processor_elapsed_time
is referred to as the 'base counter' of processor_busy since it is
needed to compute a useful value from processor_busy.
A typical user of these APIs will initially request a list of objects
using the perf-object-list-info call. The user may then request a
list of counters available for instances of an object by calling
perf-object-counter-list-info for each interesting object. The sets
of objects and counters are static, so these calls will not need to
be made again.
The core perf API call is perf-object-get-instances. This API
returns the names and raw counter values of instances of an
object at the time of the call. Unlike objects and counters, the set
of instances is not always fixed, and the values of counters will
vary across calls. Typically this API must be called at least twice
over some interval in order to evaluate subsystem performance
during that interval. Depending on counter properties, the user
may need to perform additional computation on the raw value in
order to correctly interpret it.
Each counter has a property which indicates how it's raw value
should be interpreted. This property is available as part of the
static counter metadata returned by a call to perf-object-counterlist-info. Possible properties are 'raw', 'rate', 'delta', 'average',
'percent', 'string', and 'no-display'. String counters report textual
information, such as volume or disk identifiers. No-display
counters are not intended for direct use, and this property is
typically assigned to base counters. The other properties are
interpreted as follows:
raw: single counter value is used
delta: change in counter value between two samples is
used
rate: delta divided by the time in seconds between samples
is used
average: delta divided by the delta of a base counter is
used
percent: 100*average is used

For 'average' and 'percent' counters, the 'base-counter' element
will be set to the name of the base counter. Some counters are
multidimensional, and for these the counter description includes
a list of labels of the counter subelements, and a 'type' element
indicating the counter is an array.
For example, again consider the processor::processor_busy
counter. The description and properties of this counter state that
it is a percentage, but a call to perf-object-get-instances will
return a raw number which must be further processed by the
user. Because the counter is a percentage, the user must note
the value of its base counter,
(processor::processor_elapsed_time) and then make a second
call to perf-object-get-instances and again note the raw value of
the counter and base counter. Suppose the user made the calls
at time T1 and later at time T2, and these raw values were
returned (the object and instance name are not shown):
(T1) processor_busy=2000000,
processor_elapsed_time=3000000
(T2) processor_busy=2400000
,processor_elapsed_time=4000000
The user must then perform the following computation to
determine processor utilization: 100*(24000002000000)/(4000000-3000000) = 40%
The perf-object-instance-list-info-iter API may be used to list the
names of current instances of an object. It does not return any
counter values.

perf-archive-config-get

[top]

Display Cluster-Wide Performance Archive Configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

archiveconfiginfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

archiveconfig- The attributes of the perf-archive-config.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-archive-config-modify

[top]

Modify Cluster-Wide Performance Archive Configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

asup-file-rotation

[1..1440]

asup-max-retention

[1..365]

integer
Days to Retain ASUP Archive Data
optional

datastore-filerotation

[1..120]

integer
Minutes Between Performance Archive Data File Rotations
optional

datastore-maxpercent

[0..100]

integer Maximum Percentage of Root Volume Used for Performance
optional Archive Data

datastore-maxretention

[1..365]

integer
Days to Retain Performance Archive Data
optional

integer
Minutes Between ASUP Data File Rotations
optional

boolean
Is the Performance Archive Enabled?
optional

is-enabled
opm-file-rotation

[1..120]

integer
Minutes Between OPM Data File Rotations
optional

perfstat-duration

[0..168]

integer
Minutes after Which Perfstat Collection Is Stopped
optional

perfstat-samplingperiod

[0..60]

Errno

integer
Minutes Between Perfstat Collections
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-archive-datastore-get-iter

[top]

API retrieves information about all the performance archive datastores in the cluster and their datafiles.
Each performance archive-enabled process in the Data ONTAP cluster will have one or more datastores
in which the archive datafiles are stored. These datastores encapsulate the archived performance data
in groupings specified by the Data ONTAP cluster's performance preset configurations.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

age-filter

perfarchiveFilters the retrieved information to only include specific datafiles.
datafileBy default, all datafiles within each datastore are retrieved.
age-filter
optional

desiredattributes

perfarchivedatastoreinfo
optional

is-partialshown

boolean
optional

Specifies whether or not to include partial datafiles. By default, all
datafiles within each datastore are retrieved.

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

max-records

perf-

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be

archivespecified on any number of attributes in the perf-archivedatastoredatastore object. All perf-archive-datastore objects matching this
info
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

perfarchivedatastore- The list of attributes of perf-archive-datastore objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perfarchive-datastore objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

perf-awa-start

[top]

Starting AWA
Input Name

Range

aggregate

Type

Description

aggr-name
Aggregate
optional

debug-level

integer
optional

Debug Level

flash-cache

boolean
optional

Flash Cache Node-wide Modeling

interval-length

integer
optional

Interval Length (secs)

node

string

num-intervals

integer
optional

Number of Intervals

pcache-size

integer
optional

Pseudo Cache Size (MB)

sampling-factor

integer
optional

Sampling Factor

size-limit

integer
optional

Size-limit (Mega-Blocks)

sync

boolean
optional

Perf Run Sync

working-set-size

boolean
optional

Working Set Size

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

Node Name

EINTERNALERROR

perf-awa-stop

[top]

Stoping AWA
Input Name Range

Type

Description

aggr-name
Aggregate
optional

aggregate
flash-cache

boolean
optional

node

string

Errno

Flash cache node-wide modeling
Node Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-object-counter-list-info

[top]

Get information about the counters of an object. This information is static and independent of any
particular instance of the object. It includes counter names and descriptions, as well as properties which
are necessary to to interpret counter values.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Allows selecting counters from a particular node. An example filter is
"node_name=hostname".

filterdata
This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later, as filtering by
optional node is no longer necessary. Each node contains the same set of
counter definitions, so filtering by node yields the same results as not
filtering at all.

filter-data

objectname
Output Name Range
counters

string

Name of the object to get information for.

Type

Description

counterList of counters available for instances of this object.
info[]

perf-object-get-instances

[top]

Get a list of current counter values of instances of an object. This will return the values of all specified
counters and instances of the specified object with one call.

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

List of counters whose values will be retrieved. This element can be
counter[] used to limit data collection to a specified subset of the counters of
optional instances of the object. If this element is absent, values of all
counters will be retrieved.

counters

filter-data

filter-data
Filter to apply to the performance data.
optional

instanceuuids

List of instance UUIDs for which to get counter values. This element
can be used to limit data collection to a specified subset of the
instanceinstances of the object. Either instances or instance-uuids input
uuid[]
must be provided. The API errors out if both of these inputs are
optional
provided or neither of these inputs is provided, or if more than 500
instances are requested.

instance[]
optional

instances

max

[0..499]

integer
optional

List of instance names for which to get counter values. This element
can be used to limit data collection to a specified subset of the
instances of the object.
Either instances or instance-uuids input must be provided. The API
errors out if both of these inputs are provided or neither of these
inputs is provided, or if more than 500 instances are requested.
Maximum number of instances.

objectname

string

privilegelevel

string
optional

Name of the privilege level. Possible values: "basic", "admin",
"advanced", "diag" If the element is absent, the default privilege of
the object will be used.

sample-id

string
optional

Name of the sample.

sort-key

string
optional

Counter used for sorting instances.

sort-order

string
optional

Sort order. Possible values are 'ascending' and 'descending'.

Output Name Range

Name of the object to get counter values for.

Type

Description

instanceList of instances of the object. Each element of this list
data[]

instances
timestamp

string

Timestamp in seconds since January 1, 1970.

perf-object-instance-list-info-iter

[top]

Gets the list of names and UUIDs of current instances of an object. This iterative API will return names
and UUIDs of the current instances of the specified object; the number of records returned is specified
by the max-records input element.
To retrieve all the instances of the specified object, the value of the next-tag output element should be
passed in as the value of the tag input element on the subsequent API call.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
instanceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

string
Filter to apply to instance list; see filter-data type for details.
optional

filter-data
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
optional 1000
1]

objectname

string

instance- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the perf object. All perf
info
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

instanceinfo[] The list of attributes of perf objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perf
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Name of the object for which to get instance information.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

perf-object-list-info

[top]

Get list of performance objects in the system.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Allows selecting objects from a particular node. An example filter is
"node_name=hostname".

filter-data

Output Name Range
objects

filterdata This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later as filtering by
optional node is no longer necessary. Each node contains the same set of object
definitions, so filtering by node yields the same results as not filtering at
all.
Type

Description

objectList of performance objects.
info[]

perf-object-start
Input Name Range
counter

[top]

Type
string
optional

Description
Counter

duration

integer
optional

Sample Duration in Minutes

filter

string
optional

Filter

instance

string
optional

Instance

max

integer
optional

Tracker Size

object

string
optional

Object

preset

string
optional

Preset

sample-id

string

Sample Identifier

sample-type
Sample Type
optional

sample-type
sort-key

string
optional

sort-order

sort-order
optional

Errno

Counter Used For Sorting
Sort Order

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-object-stop

[top]

Input Name Range Type
sample-id

Description

string Sample Identifier

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-preset-create

[top]

Create a single Performance Preset configuration and all of its details
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Preset Description

expiration[5..1440]
length

integer
optional
validate

Default expiration length (in minutes) until the Performance
Preset will be automatically disabled.

is-archiveenabled

boolean
optional

Is Preset Enabled?

preset

string

comment

Preset Name

presetdetail-info[] Details of the Performance Preset
optional

presetdetail-infos

string
optional

privilege

Privilege level
Possible Values: admin, advanced, diagnostic

perf-preset-delete

[top]

Delete a Performance Preset and all of its Preset Details
Input Name Range Type Description
preset

string Preset Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-preset-detail-get

[top]

Get detailed information about a single Performance Preset configuration
Input Name

Range

preset
Output Name

Type
string

Range

Preset Name

Type
string
optional

comment

Description

Description
Preset Description

expiration- [0..2^32- integer
optional
end-date
1]

Date when the Preset will be automatically disabled, represented
as the number of seconds since January 1, 1970.

expirationlength

[5..1440]

integer
optional

Default expiration length (in minutes) until the Performance
Preset will be automatically disabled.

generation- [0..2^32id
1]

integer

Preset Generation ID

is-archiveenabled

boolean

Is Preset Archive-Enabled?

is-read-only

boolean

preset

string

Preset Name

presetdetail-infos

presetdetailinfo[]

The details of the Performance Preset configuration

privilege

string
optional

uuid

uuid

Is Preset Read-Only?

Preset Privilege Level
Possible Values: admin, advanced, diagnostic
Preset UUID

perf-preset-get-iter

[top]

Iteratively get information about Performance Presets
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
presetattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
presetspecified on any number of attributes in the perf-preset object. All
info
perf-preset objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perfoptional preset objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

presetinfo[] The list of attributes of perf-preset objects.
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

perf-preset-modify

[top]

Modify a Performance Preset
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Preset Description

integer
optional

Default Expiration Length (Minutes)

is-archive-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Preset Archive-Enabled?

new-name

string
optional

New Preset Name

preset

string

comment
expiration-length [0..1440]

privilege
Errno

Preset Name

privilege-level
Preset Privilege Level
optional
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-samples-delete
Input Name Range

[top]

Type
boolean
optional

force
sample-id

string

vserver

Description
Force Delete
Sample Identifier

vserver-name Vserver

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

perf-samples-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of samples
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
sample- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
info
specified on any number of attributes in the perf object. All perf
optional objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

sampleinfo[] The list of attributes of perf objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more perf
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
sampleattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: archive-config-info

[top]

Performance Archive Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

asup-filerotation

[1..1440]

asup-maxretention

[1..365]

integer Days to Retain ASUP Archive Data Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

datastorefile-rotation

[1..120]

integer Minutes Between Performance Archive Data File Rotations
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

datastoremax-percent

[0..100]

integer Maximum Percentage of Root Volume Used for Performance
optional Archive Data Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

datastoremaxretention

[1..365]

integer Days to Retain Performance Archive Data Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

datastorepath

Type

Description

integer Minutes Between ASUP Data File Rotations Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

string Base Path of Performance Archive Datastore Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
enabledpreset[] Archive-Enabled Performance Preset Info
optional

enabledpresets

boolean Is the Performance Archive Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-enabled
opm-filerotation

[1..120]

integer Minutes Between OPM Data File Rotations Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

perfstatduration

[0..168]

integer Minutes after Which Perfstat Collection Is Stopped Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

perfstat-enddate
perfstatsamplingperiod
sw-imageclient
version

datetime Date Perfstat Collection Will Be Turned off Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
[0..60]

integer Minutes Between Perfstat Collections Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable
string Software Client of Installed Image Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string

This field is deprecated in ONTAP 9.8.0 and later. Please use sw-

optional image-client instead. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: counter

[top]

Counter Name
[none]

Element definition: counter-info

[top]

Information about a single counter.
Name

aggregationstyle

Range

Type

Description

For counters that can be aggregated, this element decribes the style. If
the element is absent, no aggregation is available for this counter. Valid
values include: [ strict, permissive ]. "strict" aggregation requires all
items of a set to perform aggregation. If any item is missing, the
string
aggregation will be rejected. "permissive" aggregation is a best effort
optional
aggregation. All available items of a set will be aggregated.
Aggregation-style is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. This field
has never been used.

basecounter
desc
isdeprecated

string Name of the counter used as the denominator to calculate values of
optional counters involving averages and percentages.
string

Description of the counter

boolean
True if the counter is deprecated.
optional

is-key

boolean True if the counter is a key counter. A set of key counters for an object
optional can be used to uniquely identify instances of an object.

labels

labelinfo[] List of labels of an array type counter.
optional

name
privilegelevel

properties

replaced-by

translationinputcounter

string

Name of the counter.

string

Privilege level of the counter. Any counter with a privilege level of "diag"
is not guaranteed to work, to exist in future releases, or to remain
unchanged.
Possible values: basic, admin, advanced or diag.

Comma separated list of properties of the counter. The counter
string properties determine how raw counter values should be interpreted.
optional Possible values: raw, rate, delta, percent, string, no-display and nozero-values.
string
Replacement counter if this counter is deprecated.
optional

string
optional

Name of counter that is used as input for translation. Translation is
needed for some counters because the precise value is unknown at the
moment of sampling, and must be determined from another counter at a
later time. Note that the time frame is still within a single request and
response from the ZAPI client's point of view.
Translation-input-counter is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later.

This field does not convey necessary information for about counters. It
was previously used for diagnostic purposes, but it is no longer needed.
type

Indicator for whether counter is a scalar or array. If this element is
string
absent,the counter is a scalar.
optional
Possible values: array

unit

Unit of the counter
string
Possible values: per_sec, b_per_sec (bytes/s), kb_per_sec (Kbytes/s),
optional
mb_per_sec (Mbytes/s), percent, millisec, microsec, sec, or none

Element definition: filter-data

[top]

A string, representing filter data, in the format of key=value pairs. Multiple pairs can be specified via
comma (",") or pipe ("|") separation. The applied filter is a combination of ANDing and ORing the keyvalue pairs.
A comma indicates ANDing, a pipe indicates ORing, and the order of precedence is AND and then OR.
For example, "instance_name=volA,vserver_name=vs1|vserver_name=vs2" equates to "(instance_name=volA &&
vserver_name=vs1) | (vserver_name=vs2)". This would return instances on Vserver vs1 with name volA and all
instances on Vserver vs2.
[none]

Element definition: instance

[top]

Instance name.
[none]

Element definition: instance-data

[top]

Instance name and counter values.
Name
aggregation

Range

Type

Description

aggregationInformation related to aggregation that was done. If element is
data
absent, no aggregation was performed on this instance.
optional

counters

counterdata[]

name

string

sort-id

integer

uuid

string

List of counter values of this instance. Each element of this list
contains the value of a single counter.
Name of the instance
Sort ID of the instance
UUID of the instance

Element definition: instance-info

[top]

Information about an object's instance When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

name

string
Name of the instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

uuid

string
UUID of the instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: instance-uuid

[top]

Instance UUID.
[none]

Element definition: object-info

[top]

Description of a performance object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
Description of the object
optional

getinstancespreferredcounter

Name of the counter, either instance_name or instance_uuid, which should
be used for perf-object-get-instances ZAPI for optimal performance. If this
element is absent for an object, the value of this element defaults to
instance_name counter. This element is a performance hint for getting
string
optimal performance for the perf-object-get-instances ZAPI. If the value of
optional
this element is set to instance UUID counter of an object, using the
instance UUID counter in the perf-object-get-instances query will return
the counter information faster than using instance name counter.
Otherwise, instance_name will yield faster results.

isdeprecated

boolean
True if the object is deprecated.
optional

name

string

Name of the object

privilegelevel

string

The object privilege level. Any object with a privilege level of "diag" is not
guaranteed to work, to exist in future releases, or to remain unchanged.
Possible values: basic, admin, advanced or diag.

replacedby

string
Replacement object if this object is deprecated.
optional

Element definition: perf-archive-datafile-age-filter

[top]

The filter limits output such that all datafiles, only the newest datafile, or only the oldest datafile is
returned. Possible values:
"all" - no filter--return all datafiles,
"newest" - only return newest datafile,
"oldest" - only return oldest datafile
[none]

Element definition: perf-archive-datastore-info

[top]

Information about a single performance archive datastore in the Data ONTAP cluster. When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

datastore

string
optional

Name of the datastore. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is the datastore currently collecting data? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

node

node-name Name of Data ONTAP node owning the datastore. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

oldesttimestamp

datetime
optional

Timestamp of the oldest datafile in the datastore (UTC). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

path

string
optional

Path to the datastore directory on the owning node's root volume. For
example: /mroot/etc/log/stats/ccma/kernel/ Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

perfarchivedatafileinfos

perfarchivedatafileinfo[]
optional

Information about a single performance archive datafile within a
datastore.

process

string
optional

Name of Data ONTAP system process owning the datastore.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Total size of the datastore (bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: preset-detail-info

[top]

Performance Preset Detail information, including specific objects, counter sets, instance filters, and
associated sample period information for the Performance Archive.
Name

Range

counter-set

Type

Description

counter[] Counter Name Set

Preset Detail Generation ID
generation- [0..2^32- integer
As input, this field must not be specified; as output, this field is
optional
id
1]
always present.
instancefilters
object
sampleperiod

filter[]
Instance Filters
optional
string

Performance Object

Performance Archive Sample Period
As input, this field is optional; as output, this field is always present.
string
Possible Values: none, 1s, 5s, 10s, 30s, 1m, 5m, 10m, 30m, 1h, 6h,
optional
12h, 1d, 1w, config
Default: none

Element definition: preset-info

[top]

Performance Preset information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

comment

string
optional

Preset Description Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

expiration-enddate

datetime
optional

Date/Time Preset Expires Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

expirationlength

[0..1440]

integer
optional

Default Expiration Length (Minutes) Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

generation-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Preset Generation ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-archiveenabled

boolean
optional

Is Preset Archive-Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-read-only

boolean
optional

Is Preset Read-Only? Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

new-name

string
optional

New Preset Name Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

preset

string
optional

Preset Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

privilege
uuid

privilegePreset Privilege Level Attributes: optional-for-create,
level
modifiable
optional
uuid
optional

Preset UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: privilege-level

[top]

Level of Privilege
[none]

Element definition: sample-info

[top]

Sample Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string[]
optional

List of Counters Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Sample Duration in Minutes Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

errordescription

string
optional

Error in Sample Collection Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

filter

string
optional

Filter Data Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

instance

string[]
optional

List of Instances Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum Number of Instances Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string[]
optional

List of Objects Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

counter
duration

max
object
privilege
sample-id

[0..2^321]

[0..2^321]

privilegePrivilege Level Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
level
optional
string
optional

Sample Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Sample Collection Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

samplestatus

samplestatus
optional

sample-

"ready" ,
"processing" ,
"error" ,
"deleting"
Sample Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

sample-type

type
optional
string
optional

sort-key

sort-order
optional

sort-order

"user" ,
"system"
Counter Used For Sorting Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Sort Order Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ascending" - Ascending,
"descending" - Descending

start-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

Sample Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

stop-time

[0..2^311]

integer
optional

Sample Stop Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: sample-type

[top]

User|System Possible values:
"user" ,
"system"
[none]

Element definition: sort-order

[top]

ascending|descending Possible values:
"ascending" - Ascending,
"descending" - Descending
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: aggregation-data

[top]

Information related to aggregation that was done.
Name

Range

Type

Description

constituent- [0..2^32- integer
Number of constituents used to aggregate this instance.
count
1]
optional
Each counter for an instance can be part of an aggregation set. Each
counter can either have a strict or permissive aggregation. (Basically
whether an aggregation with missing data samples in the aggregation
set can be considered valid.)
Possible values: "complete_aggregation", "partial_aggregation"

result

If aggregation is 'strict', and we have all of the data samples,
we return: complete_aggregation
If aggregation is 'strict' and we DON'T have all of the data
samples, we return: partial_aggregation
If aggregation is 'strict' and we only have one instance (such as
a flex vole) we return: complete_aggregation
If aggregation is 'permissive', we always return:
complete_aggregation (since the results are always valid)

string
optional

NOTE: Since a given node DOES NOT have enough information to
determine all of the members of the set, we have to assume if we
can't contact a given node/process that may contain a piece to be
aggregated, the aggregation is incomplete. (For example, if we're
trying to aggregate 'volume' stats, and we can't contact the local
dblade or a remote node, we'll mark it as incomplete.)

Element definition: counter

[top]

Counter Name
[none]

Element definition: counter-data

[top]

Value of a single counter of an instance of an object at the time of the call.
Name Range Type

Description

name

string Name of the counter

value

Value of the counter. If the counter type is array, this is a comma separated list of
values. The counter properties and units must be known in order to interpret this
string
value. Refer to the perf API discussion for details on how raw counter values are
interpreted.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: enabled-preset

[top]

Archive-Enabled Performance Preset Info
Name Range
preset

Type

Description

string
Enabled Performance Preset Names Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: filter

[top]

Instance filter specified as a comma-seperated list of "counter=value" pairs.
[none]

Element definition: label-info

[top]

Comma separated list of labels of an array type counter.
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: perf-archive-datafile-info

[top]

Information about a single performance archive datafile within a datastore.
Name

Range

Type

duration

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Length of time between the first and last record stored in the
datafile (ms). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filename[] Names of the individual files which comprise the datafile.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

filenames
[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Internal quota management index of the datafile. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

maxperiod

perfarchivesampleperiod
optional

Longest performance archive sample period stored in the datafile-all shorter periods will also be in the datafile. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

size

size
optional

Size of the datafile (bytes). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

index

state

ccmadatafilestate
optional

timestamp

datetime
optional

State of the datafile. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"partial" - datafile is incomplete,
"unlocked" - datafile is complete but may be deleted,
"locked" - datafile is complete and protected from deletion
Timestamp of when the datafile was written to disk (UTC).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: privilege-level

[top]

Level of Privilege
[none]

Element definition: sample-status
Ready|Processing|Error|Deleting Possible values:
"ready" ,
"processing" ,
"error" ,
"deleting"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: ccma-datafile-state

[top]

Performance Archive Datafile State Possible values:
"partial" - datafile is incomplete,
"unlocked" - datafile is complete but may be deleted,
"locked" - datafile is complete and protected from deletion
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filename

[top]

File Name (including extension)
[none]

Element definition: perf-archive-sample-period
The performance archive sample period is the amount of time between data samples in the performance
archive.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: platform-cap
This interface is used to access information about the Controllers
capabilities in the system.

platform-cap-get-iter

platform-cap-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Platform Capability Support objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
platformspecified on any number of attributes in the Platform Capability
cap-info
Support object. All Platform Capability Support objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

platformcapThe list of attributes of Platform Capability Support objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more Platform
optional Capability Support objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
platformattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
cap-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: platform-cap-info
Platform Capability Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

capability-id [0..2^32-1]
name
node
supported

Type

Description

integer
optional

Capability ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Capability Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

Supported? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

APIs in Category: portset
Portsets are associated with igroups. If an igroup is not
associated with a portset then an initiator that belongs to that
igroup can see its target luns on all ports. If a portset is bound to
an igroup then the initiator that belongs to that igroup can only
see its target luns on the ports that belong to the portset.

portset-add
portset-create
portset-destroy
portset-get-iter
portset-list-info
portset-remove

portset-add

[top]

Add a port to an existing portset
Input Name Range Type
portsetname

portsetport-name

Description

string Name of portset.
This is the name of the port that is to be added to the portset. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, it can be input in two styles. The filername:slotletter format
will add the port from a specific filer. For example: "buxton:4a" The
string
slotletter format will add the port from both the local and partner filers. For
example: "4a" In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the port name is the name of
either an FCP data lif or an iSCSI target portal group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_SET
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_HAS_PORT
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_MANY_PORTS
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PARTNER_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_BOTH_INVALID_PORT_NAMES
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_WRONG_TYPE
E_SAN_NOT_READY

portset-create

[top]

Create a portset
Input Name Range Type
portsetname
portset-

Description

string Name of the portset to create.
string

Protocols accepted for this portset. Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi", "mixed".

type

"iscsi" and "mixed" are available in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode only.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_ALREADY_EXIST
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_IC_DOWN
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_PORT
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_WRONG_TYPE
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PARTNER_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_BOTH_INVALID_PORT_NAMES
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
E_SAN_NOT_READY

portset-destroy

[top]

Destroys an existing portset. By default a set cannot be destroyed if there are existing igroup associated
with that portset.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

If 'false' or not specified, the request will fail if there are any igroups
boolean bound to this portset. If 'true', forcibly destroy the portset, even if there
optional are existing igroup bindings. Best practice is to unbind all the associated
igroups before destroying the igroup.

force
portsetname

string

Name of the portset to destroy.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_GROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_CANT_DESTROY_BOUND_PORTSET
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_THROTTLE_EXCEEDED
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
E_SAN_NOT_READY

portset-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of portset objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
portsetattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
portsetspecified on any number of attributes in the portset object. All
info
portset objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be

optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

portsetinfo[] The list of attributes of portset objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more portset
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

portset-list-info

[top]

Get information for portset(s).
Input Name Range
portsetname

Description

string Name of portset. If specified, only information for that set is returned. If
optional not specified, information for all portsets are returned.

Output Name Range
portset-sets

Type

Type

Description

portsetList of portsets.
info[]

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_GROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS

portset-remove

[top]

Removes a port from a portset.
Input Name Range Type
portsetname

portsetport-name

Description

string Name of the portset.
This is the name of the port that is to be removed from the portset. In Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, it can be input in two styles. The filername:slotletter format
will remove the port from a specific filer. For example: "buxton:4a" The
string
slotletter format will remove the port from both the local and partner filers.
For example: "4a" In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the port name is the name
of either an FCP data lif or an iSCSI target portal group.

Errno

Description

EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_INVALID_PORT_NAME
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_GROUP
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_NO_SUCH_PORT
EVDISK_ERROR_PORTSET_TOO_FEW_PORTS
EVDISK_ERROR_INITGROUP_ALREADY_BOUND
E_SAN_NOT_READY

Element definition: portset-info

[top]

Information about a portset.
Name

Range

Description

initiatorInformation about the initiator group(s) that are bound to the
group-name[]
portset.
optional

initiatorgroup-info
portsetname

string

Name of this portset.

portset-portInformation about the ports belonging to the set.
name[]
optional

portsetport-info
portsetport-total

Type

[0..1024]

integer

portset-type

string

portset-uuid

uuid
optional

vserver

string

Total number of ports in the portset.
Possible values: "fcp", "iscsi", "mixed".
The Universally Unique Identifier of the portset. This field is
available in Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and later.
Vserver containing this portset.

Element definition: initiator-group-name

[top]

The name of an initiator group
[none]

Element definition: portset-port-name
String representing a member of a portset. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the port name is of the format
"filer:slotletter" or "slotletter". In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the port name is the name of an FCP data
lif or iSCSI target portal group.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: qos
cache-policy-get
cache-policy-get-iter
cache-policy-modify
cache-policy-modify-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-create
qos-adaptive-policygroup-delete
qos-adaptive-policygroup-delete-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-get
qos-adaptive-policygroup-get-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-modify
qos-adaptive-policygroup-modify-iter
qos-adaptive-policygroup-rename
qos-policy-group-create
qos-policy-group-delete
qos-policy-group-deleteiter
qos-policy-group-get
qos-policy-group-get-iter
qos-policy-group-modify
qos-policy-group-modifyiter
qos-policy-group-rename
qos-settings-read-aheadcreate
qos-settings-read-aheaddestroy
qos-settings-read-aheaddestroy-iter
qos-settings-read-aheadget
qos-settings-read-aheadget-iter
qos-settings-read-aheadmodify
qos-settings-read-aheadmodify-iter
qos-workload-delete
qos-workload-delete-iter
qos-workload-get
qos-workload-get-iter
qos-workload-modify
qos-workload-modify-iter
qos-workload-policy-

These APIs enable management of Quality of Service (QoS)
workloads and policy groups. QoS allows users to use a policy
group to control a set of storage objects known as workloads LUNs, volumes, files, or Vservers. Policy groups define
measurable service level objectives (SLOs) that apply to the
storage objects with which the policy group is associated. A
typical user of these APIs will first create a policy group with the
qos-policy-group-create API. The caller must specify a unique
name for the new policy group. The UUID of the newly create
policy group is returned by this API, and should be used to
identify the policy group in all subsequent operations. After a
policy group is created, one can use a storage object API to apply
the policy group to the storage object. For example, the vservercreate API or the vserver-modify API can be used to apply the
policy group to the Vserver when the qos-policy-group parameter
is given.

count-get

cache-policy-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an Cache policy.
Input Name Range
cache-policyname

Type
string

Description
Name of the QoS Cache policy

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

cacheThe attributes of the qos-settings-cache.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cache-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of available Cache policies.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cachespecified on any number of attributes in the qos-settings-cache
info
object. All qos-settings-cache objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Description

cacheinfo[] The list of attributes of qos-settings-cache objects.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional settings-cache objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

cache-policy-modify

[top]

Modify an existing Cache policy. Only default field in the row is modifiable
Input Name Range
cachepolicyname

Type
string

Description
Name of the QoS Cache policy

boolean Identifies the default Cache policy. If this field is true then QoS workloads
optional with the special value 'default' in the cache field will use this cache policy.

is-default
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

cache-policy-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple Cache settings
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

attributes

cache- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.

continue-onfailure

This input element is useful when multiple qos-settings-cache
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching qos-settings-cache even when
optional
modification of a previous qos-settings-cache fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching qos-settings-cache even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the modification of a previous matching qos-settings-cache fails, and
optional
count
1]
do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
If modifying a specific qos-settings-cache, this input element must
cachespecify all keys. If modifying qos-settings-cache objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-cache

returnfailure-list

boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-settings-cache objects not modified will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-cache
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-settings-cache objects modified will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

cachepolicyInformation about qos-settings-cache objects that were not modified
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-settings-cache objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-settings-cache objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-settings-cache objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

cachepolicyThe qos-settings-cache objects that were successfully updated. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-adaptive-policy-group-create

[top]

Create an adaptive policy group. A unique name must be provided for the new adaptive policy group. A
QoS adaptive policy group defines measurable Service Level Objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage
object with which the adaptive policy group is associated.
Input Name Range

absolutemin-iops

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which
is used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value.
The default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >=
qos-tput
6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >=
optional
2048/TB and expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops =
500; if expected-iops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then
absolute-min-iops = 75.
Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of
IOPS and block-size. Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tput- Expected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity allocated based on the storage object allocated size.

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation
policy. The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space.
When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the size of the storage object.
qosexpected- When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the
iopsallocation storage object taking into account storage efficiencies. The default
optional value is allocated-space. Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

peak-iops

peak-iopsallocation

Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
qos-tputbased on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
capacity
size.
Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peakqospeak- iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated
based on the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into
iopsallocation account storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space. Possible
optional values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

policy-group

string

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
'_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)
or '-'.

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the qos-adaptive-policy-group on successful
optional creation. Default: false

vserver

vserverThe Data Vserver to which the adaptive policy group belongs.
name

Output Name Range

result

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicy- The qos-adaptive-policy-group created (keys or the entire object if
group- requested)
info
optional

Errno
E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_NON_DATA_VSERVER_FOR_FLEX_PROHIBITED

Description

qos-adaptive-policy-group-delete

[top]

Delete single adaptive policy group. The default adaptive policy group may not be deleted. An error will
be returned if the policy group is attached to any workloads unless 'force' is set to true.
Input Name Range
force
policygroup

Type

Description

Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated with the
boolean
adaptive policy group along with the adaptive policy group. The default is
optional
'false'.
string

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must be
unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and
must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-adaptive-policy-group-delete-iter

[top]

Delete multiple policy groups
Input Name
continue-onfailure

force

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple qos-adaptive-policygroup objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will
boolean
continue with the next matching qos-adaptive-policy-group even
optional
when the operation fails for the qos-adaptive-policy-group. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated
boolean
with the adaptive policy group along with the adaptive policy
optional
group. The default is 'false'.

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching qos-adaptive-policy-group
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer even when the operation on a previous matching qos-adaptiveoptional policy-group fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed
count
1]
to be operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

query

return-

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]
qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo

If operating on a specific qos-adaptive-policy-group, this input
element must specify all keys. If operating on qos-adaptive-policygroup objects based on query, this input element must specify a
query.

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some

failure-list

optional error. If set to false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects
not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects operated on
will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicyInformation about qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were not
groupoperated on due to some error. This element will be returned only
deleteif input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional matching qos-adaptive-policy-group objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully processed.

success-list

qosadaptivepolicyThe qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were successfully
groupprocessed. This element will be returned only if input element
delete'return-success-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-adaptive-policy-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of an adaptive policy group.
Input Name Range

desiredattributes

policy-group

Type
qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo
optional
string

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
'_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)

or '-'.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicy- The attributes of the qos-adaptive-policy-group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-adaptive-policy-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of adaptive policy groups.
Input Name

Range

qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-adaptive-policygroup object. All qos-adaptive-policy-group objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicyThe list of attributes of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects.
groupinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional adaptive-policy-group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

qos-adaptive-policy-group-modify

[top]

Modify an adaptive policy group.
Input Name Range

absolutemin-iops

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which is
used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value. The
default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >= 6144/TB,
qos-tput
then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >= 2048/TB and
optional
expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 500; if expectediops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then absolute-min-iops =
75.
Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then control
is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then control is
by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of IOPS and
block-size. Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tputExpected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity
allocated based on the storage object allocated size.
optional

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation policy.
The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the expectediops is calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the
qosexpected- expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the expected-iops
is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the storage object
iopsallocation taking into account storage efficiencies. The default value is allocatedoptional space. Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

peak-iops

qos-tput- Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
capacity based on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
optional size.

peak-iopsallocation

Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
qoscalculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peak-iopspeak- allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated based
iopson the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into account
allocation storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space. Possible values:
optional
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

policy-

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and

string

group

Errno

'_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or
'-'.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-adaptive-policy-group-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple adaptive policy groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptiveSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
policyelement.
groupinfo

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple qos-adaptive-policygroup objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will
boolean continue modifying the next matching qos-adaptive-policy-group
optional even when modification of a previous qos-adaptive-policy-group
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching qos-adaptivemax-failure- [1..2^32- integer policy-group even when the modification of a previous matching
optional qos-adaptive-policy-group fails, and do so until the total number of
count
1]
objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set
to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
qosadaptivepolicygroupinfo

query

If modifying a specific qos-adaptive-policy-group, this input
element must specify all keys. If modifying qos-adaptive-policygroup objects based on query, this input element must specify a
query.

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some
optional error. If set to false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects
not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-adaptive-policyboolean group objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to
optional false, the list of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects modified will not
be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qosadaptivepolicyInformation about qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were not
groupmodified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
modifyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional matching qos-adaptive-policy-group objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
optional query, but were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully updated.
qosadaptivepolicyThe qos-adaptive-policy-group objects that were successfully
groupupdated. This element will be returned only if input element
modify'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-adaptive-policy-group-rename

[top]

Rename a QoS adaptive policy group
Input Name Range Type
new-name
policygroupname

Description

string New adaptive policy group name
Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must be
string unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and
must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_PG_ALREADY_EXISTS

qos-policy-group-create

[top]

Create a policy group. A unique name must be provided for the new policy group. A QoS Policy group
defines measurable Service Level Objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage object with which the
policy group is associated.
Input Name Range
is-shared

Type

Description

boolean
Policy group shared state. Default: true.
optional

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s,
and the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are caseinsensitive, and the units are base ten. There should be no space
qos- between the number and the units. The default value for maxtput
throughput is infinity. The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved keywords,
optional 'none' and 'INF', are available for the situation that requires removal of
a value, and the situation that needs to specify the maximum available
value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s,
500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid specification of combination
of iops and throughput are 100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops.

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s.
The values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base
ten. There should be no space between the number and the units. The
qosdefault value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One
tput
reserved keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires
optional
removal of a value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s,
10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid specification
of combination of iops and throughput are 100iops,400KB/s, and
800KB/s,800iops.

policy-group

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

string

returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the qos-policy-group on successful creation.
optional Default: false

vserver

vserverThe Data Vserver to which the policy group belongs.
name

Output Name Range

result

Type

Description

qospolicygroup- The qos-policy-group created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

Errno

Description

E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_NON_DATA_VSERVER_FOR_FLEX_PROHIBITED

qos-policy-group-delete

[top]

Delete single policy group. The default policy group may not be deleted. An error will be returned if the
policy group is attached to any workloads unless 'force' is set to true. Only user defined policy groups
may be deleted.
Input Name Range
force
policygroup

Type

Description

boolean Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated with the
optional policy group along with the policy group. The default is 'false'.
string

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start with
an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-policy-group-delete-iter

[top]

Delete multiple policy groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

This input element is useful when multiple qos-policy-group objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching qos-policy-group even when the operation fails for
optional
the qos-policy-group. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

force

boolean Setting to 'true' forces the deletion of the workloads associated with
optional the policy group along with the policy group. The default is 'false'.

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue with the next matching qos-policy-group even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching qos-policy-group fails, and do so
optional
count
1]
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of qos-policy-group objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]

query

qosIf operating on a specific qos-policy-group, this input element must
policyspecify all keys. If operating on qos-policy-group objects based on
groupquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of qos-policy-group objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of qos-policy-group objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

qospolicygroup- Information about qos-policy-group objects that were not operated
delete- on due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-policy-group objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
qospolicygroup- The qos-policy-group objects that were successfully processed. This
delete- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_QOS_PG_DEL_ERROR_WKLOADS_EXIST

qos-policy-group-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a policy group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

qospolicygroupinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

policy-group

string

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

qospolicyThe attributes of the qos-policy-group.
groupinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-policy-group-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of policy groups.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

qosSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
policyattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
grouppresent, only the desired attributes for which information is available

info
will be returned.
optional
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
qospolicygroupinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qospolicygroup- The list of attributes of qos-policy-group objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional policy-group objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-policy-group object.
All qos-policy-group objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-policy-group-modify

[top]

Modify an existing policy group.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s, and
the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are case-insensitive,
and the units are base ten. There should be no space between the
qos- number and the units. The default value for max-throughput is infinity.
tput The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved keywords, 'none' and 'INF', are
optional available for the situation that requires removal of a value, and the
situation that needs to specify the maximum available value. Examples of
valid specifications are: 100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops.
Examples of valid specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops.

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s. The
values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base ten.
qos- There should be no space between the number and the units. The default
tput value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One reserved
optional keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires removal of a
value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s,
500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid specification of combination
of iops and throughput are 100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops.
Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are

policygroup

restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start with
an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

string

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-policy-group-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple policy groups
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

qospolicy- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
group- element.
info

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple qos-policy-group objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying
boolean
the next matching qos-policy-group even when modification of a
optional
previous qos-policy-group fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue modifying the next matching qos-policy-group even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the modification of a previous matching qos-policy-group fails, and
optional
count
1]
do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations.
Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
qosIf modifying a specific qos-policy-group, this input element must
policyspecify all keys. If modifying qos-policy-group objects based on
groupquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-policy-group objects not modified will not be returned.
Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-policy-group objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
qos-policy-group objects modified will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

qospolicygroup- Information about qos-policy-group objects that were not modified
modify- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter- element 'return-failure-list' is true.

info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-policy-group objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query, but
optional were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-policy-group objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
qospolicygroup- The qos-policy-group objects that were successfully updated. This
modify- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
iter- true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

qos-policy-group-rename

[top]

Rename a QoS Policy Group
Input Name Range Type
new-name
policygroupname

Description

string New Policy Group Name
Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
string restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start with
an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'.

Errno

Description

E_QOS_INVALID_PG_NAME
E_QOS_PG_ALREADY_EXISTS

qos-settings-read-ahead-create

[top]

Create a new read-ahead setting. A unique name must be provided for the new read-ahead setting. If
the 'default' field is set to true, these become the default read-ahead settings for settings that don't
otherwise name read-ahead settings. Unless creating a new default, creating read-ahead settings
should usually be assigned to an existing QoS setting.
Input Name

Range

Type

align-blocks

[8..256]

integer
optional

Block alignment

boolean
optional

Specifies whether this is the default readahead
setting

integer
optional

Disk response time factor

default
disk-responsefactor
disk-response-

[1..10]
[0..100]

integer

Description

Weight for disk response time aging (%)

weight

optional
integer
optional

Number of IO operations cautiously predicted

force-dump

boolean
optional

Force DUMP-style readahead

force-full

boolean
optional

Force full-file readahead

force-none

boolean
optional

Disable readahead

early-count

[0..1024]

interarrivalweight

[0..100]

integer
optional

Weight for interarrival time aging (%)

jitter

[0..100]

integer
optional

Threshold for detecting jitter (%)

max-blocks

[64..1024]

integer
optional

Maximum blocks to speculate

max-deadline [100000..5000000]

integer
optional

Maximum deadline Offset (ms)

max-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

integer
optional

Maximum disk response time (ms)

max-gap

[512..4096]

integer
optional

Maximum speculative blocks outstanding

max-range

[1024..40960]

integer
optional

Maximum range used when aging streams
(Blocks)

max-retiretime

[10000..10000000]

integer
optional

Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)

metadatablocks

[0..2048]

integer
optional

Minimum blocks for which metadata is
predicted

min-blocks

[64..1024]

integer
optional

Minimum blocks to speculate

min-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

integer
optional

Minimum disk response time (ms)

min-filehistogram

[8192..33554432]

integer
optional

Minimum filesize for Histogram-based
predictions (blocks)

min-range

[1024..40960]

integer
optional

Minimum range used when aging streams
(Blocks)

integer
optional

Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)

integer
optional

Allowable overshoot (%)

min-retire-time [10000..10000000]
overshoot

[0..500]

Readahead setting class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

read-aheadclass

qos-class
optional

read-aheadsetting-name

string

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the qos-settings-readahead on successful creation. Default: false

integer
optional

Maximum blocks for small-file handling

smallfileblocks

[0..128]

boolean

Name of QoS Readahead Setting.

use-async

optional

Use asynchronous speculation

use-feedback

boolean
optional

Provide cache-miss feedback

use-histogram

boolean
optional

Use Histogram-based predictions

use-timing

boolean
optional

Use timing algorithms

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qos-settingsThe qos-settings-read-ahead created (keys or
read-ahead-info
the entire object if requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-destroy

[top]

Destroy single read-ahead setting. The default setting may not be destroyed. The setting may not be
attached to any workloads. Only user defined settings may be destroyed.
Input Name

Range Type

read-ahead-setting-name
Errno

Description

string Name of QoS Readahead Setting.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-destroy-iter

[top]

Destroy multiple read-ahead settings.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple qos-settings-read-ahead
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
deleting the next matching qos-settings-read-ahead even when the
optional
deletion of a previous qos-settings-read-ahead fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching qos-settings-read-ahead even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the deletion of a previous matching qos-settings-read-ahead
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
count
1]
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects to delete
1]
optional in this call. Default: 20
qossettings- If deleting a specific qos-settings-read-ahead, this input element
read- must specify all keys. If deleting multiple qos-settings-read-ahead
ahead- objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects deleted will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsreadInformation about qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were not
aheaddeleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-settings-read-ahead objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
optional query, but were not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno

qossettingsreadThe qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were successfully deleted.
aheadThis element will be returned only if input element 'return-successdestroylist' is true
iterinfo[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a read-ahead setting.
Input Name Range

Type
qos-

Description

settingsreadaheadinfo
optional

desiredattributes

read-aheadsetting-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Name of QoS Readahead Setting.
Description

qossettingsread- The attributes of the qos-settings-read-ahead.
aheadinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of read-ahead settings.
Input Name

Range

qossettingsreadaheadinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
qossettingsreadaheadinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-settings-readahead object. All qos-settings-read-ahead objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsreadThe list of attributes of qos-settings-read-ahead objects.
aheadinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosoptional settings-read-ahead objects to return.

next-tag
[0..2^32-

num-records

integer The number of records returned in this call.

1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-modify

[top]

Modify an existing read-ahead setting.
Input Name

Range

align-blocks

[8..256]

Type

Description

integer
Block alignment
optional
boolean Specifies whether this is the default readahead
optional setting

default
disk-response-factor

[1..10]

disk-response-weight

[0..100]

early-count

[0..1024]

integer
Disk response time factor
optional
integer
Weight for disk response time aging (%)
optional
integer
Number of IO operations cautiously predicted
optional
boolean
Force DUMP-style readahead
optional

force-dump

boolean
Force full-file readahead
optional

force-full

boolean
Disable readahead
optional

force-none
interarrival-weight

[0..100]

integer
Weight for interarrival time aging (%)
optional

jitter

[0..100]

integer
Threshold for detecting jitter (%)
optional

max-blocks

[64..1024]

max-deadline

[100000..5000000]

max-disk-responsetime

[100..50000]

max-gap

[512..4096]

max-range

[1024..40960]

max-retire-time

[10000..10000000]

metadata-blocks

[0..2048]

min-blocks

[64..1024]

min-disk-responsetime

[100..50000]

min-file-histogram

[8192..33554432]

integer
Maximum blocks to speculate
optional
integer
Maximum deadline Offset (ms)
optional
integer
Maximum disk response time (ms)
optional
integer
Maximum speculative blocks outstanding
optional
integer Maximum range used when aging streams
optional (Blocks)
integer
Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional
integer Minimum blocks for which metadata is
optional predicted
integer
Minimum blocks to speculate
optional
integer
Minimum disk response time (ms)
optional
integer Minimum filesize for Histogram-based
optional predictions (blocks)

min-range

[1024..40960]

min-retire-time

[10000..10000000]

overshoot

[0..500]

read-ahead-settingname
smallfile-blocks

integer
Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional
integer
Allowable overshoot (%)
optional
string

[0..128]

Name of QoS Readahead Setting.

integer
Maximum blocks for small-file handling
optional
boolean
Use asynchronous speculation
optional

use-async

boolean
Provide cache-miss feedback
optional

use-feedback

boolean
Use Histogram-based predictions
optional

use-histogram

boolean
Use timing algorithms
optional

use-timing
Errno

integer Minimum range used when aging streams
optional (Blocks)

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-settings-read-ahead-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple read-ahead settings
Input Name

attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
readelement.
aheadinfo
This input element is useful when multiple qos-settings-read-ahead
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
modifying the next matching qos-settings-read-ahead even when
optional
modification of a previous qos-settings-read-ahead fails. If set to
false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching qos-settingsmax-failure- [1..2^32- integer read-ahead even when the modification of a previous matching qosoptional settings-read-ahead fails, and do so until the total number of
count
1]
objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set
to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-onfailure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
qossettings- If modifying a specific qos-settings-read-ahead, this input element

query

read- must specify all keys. If modifying qos-settings-read-ahead objects
ahead- based on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set
optional to false, the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects not modified
will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-settings-read-ahead
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
optional the list of qos-settings-read-ahead objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

qossettingsreadInformation about qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were not
aheadmodified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
modifyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional qos-settings-read-ahead objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
optional query, but were not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of qos-settings-read-ahead objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully updated.
qossettingsreadThe qos-settings-read-ahead objects that were successfully
aheadupdated. This element will be returned only if input element 'returnmodifysuccess-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-delete

[top]

Delete a single workload. Only user defined workloads may be deleted.
Input Name

Range Type

workload-name
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string User visible name of QoS workload.
Description

EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

qos-workload-delete-iter

[top]

Delete multiple workloads. Only user defined workloads may be deleted.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple qos-workload objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting
the next matching qos-workload even when the deletion of a
previous qos-workload fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching qos-workload even when
the deletion of a previous matching qos-workload fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

continue-onfailure

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of qos-workload objects to delete in this
call. Default: 20

qosIf deleting a specific qos-workload, this input element must specify
workload- all keys. If deleting multiple qos-workload objects based on query,
info
this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to
false, the list of qos-workload objects not deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of
qos-workload objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

qosworkload- Information about qos-workload objects that were not deleted due
delete- to some error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching qos-workload objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of qos-workload objects that matched the query, but were
not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of qos-workload objects that matched the query and
were successfully deleted.

qosworkload- The qos-workload objects that were successfully deleted. This

success-list

delete- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list'
iter-info[] is true
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a workload.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

qosworkloadinfo
optional

workloadname

string

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
User visible name of QoS workload.

Type

Description

qosworkload- The attributes of the qos-workload.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over list of workloads.
Input Name

Range

qosworkloadinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

qosworkloadinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the qos-workload object.
All qos-workload objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

qosworkloadThe list of attributes of qos-workload objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more qosworkload objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-modify

[top]

Modify an existing workload. This may be used to rename the workload, modify the workload's ID, its
class, or its category.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Name for a read-ahead tunable policy.
optional

read-ahead
workload-name

string

User visible name of QoS workload.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

qos-workload-modify-iter

[top]

Modify multiple workloads
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

qosSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
workloadelement.
info
boolean
optional

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

This input element is useful when multiple qos-workload objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying
the next matching qos-workload even when modification of a
previous qos-workload fails. If set to false, the API will return on
the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching qos-workload
even when the modification of a previous matching qos-workload
fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum

or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to
true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

qosIf modifying a specific qos-workload, this input element must
workload- specify all keys. If modifying qos-workload objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to
false, the list of qos-workload objects not modified will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of qos-workload objects
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list
of qos-workload objects modified will not be returned. Default:
true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

qosworkload- Information about qos-workload objects that were not modified
modify- due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[] element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching qos-workload objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of qos-workload objects that matched the query, but were
not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of qos-workload objects that matched the query and
were successfully updated.

success-list

Errno

qosworkload- The qos-workload objects that were successfully updated. This
modify- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list'
iter-info[] is true
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

qos-workload-policy-count-get

[top]

Get the cluster-wide QoS policy-group and workload count.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
qosworkloadpolicycount-info
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

qosworkloadThe attributes of the qos-workload-policy-count.
policycount-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: cache-info

[top]

QoS cache policy typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Cache Policy Class Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:

cache-class

cache-policyname
is-default

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of the QoS Cache policy Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
Identifies the default Cache policy. If this field is true then QoS
boolean
workloads with the special value 'default' in the cache field will use this
optional
cache policy. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

is-lopri-data

boolean
Cache Lopri Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-meta-data

boolean
Cache Metadata Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-normaldata
israndomwritedata
isreadaheaddata

boolean
Cache Normal Data Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Cache Random Write Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Cache Readahead Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cache-policy-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-settings-cache
object.
Name

Range

error-code

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.
optional

error-message
qos-settingscache-key

cache- The keys for the qos-settings-cache object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against qos-adaptive-policy-group
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

qos-adaptivepolicy-group-key

qos-adaptivepolicy-group-info

The keys for the qos-adaptive-policy-group object
to which the operation applies.

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-info
Information about a QoS adaptive policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

absolutemin-iops

Range

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which
is used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value.
The default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >=
qos-tput
6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >=
optional
2048/TB and expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops =
500; if expected-iops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then
absolute-min-iops = 75. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

[top]

Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of
IOPS and block-size. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tput- Expected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity allocated based on the storage object allocated size. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation
policy. The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space.
When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the size of the storage object.
qosWhen the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the
expected- expected-iops is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the
iopsstorage object taking into account storage efficiencies. The default
allocation value is allocated-space. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this adaptive policy group. Attributes:
workloads
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
peak-iops

peakiopsallocation

qos-tput- Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
capacity based on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
optional size. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peakqospeak- iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated
based on the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into
iopsallocation account storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

pgid

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the adaptive policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

policygroup

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
string
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
optional '_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)
or '-'. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

uuid

Universally unique identifier for the adaptive policy group. Attributes:
uuid
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverThe Data Vserver to which the adaptive policy group belongs.
name
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-adaptive-policygroup object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

error-message
qos-adaptivepolicy-group-key

qos-adaptive- The keys for the qos-adaptive-policy-group object to
policy-group-info which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: qos-block-size

[top]

ANY|4K|8K|16K|32K|64K|128K Possible values:
"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"
[none]

Element definition: qos-class

[top]

QoS Configuration Class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"
[none]

Element definition: qos-expected-iops-allocation

[top]

used-space|allocated-space Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-peak-iops-allocation

[top]

used-space|allocated-space Possible values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-policy-group-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against qos-policy-group object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

qos-policygroup-key

qos-policygroup-info

The keys for the qos-policy-group object to which the
operation applies.

Element definition: qos-policy-group-info

[top]

Information about a QoS policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-autogenerated

boolean Indicates whether the policy group was automatically generated by
optional ONTAP. Default: false. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-shared

boolean Policy group shared state. Default: true. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s,
and the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are caseinsensitive, and the units are base ten. There should be no space
between the number and the units. The default value for maxqos- throughput is infinity. The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved
tput
keywords, 'none' and 'INF', are available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value, and the situation that needs to specify the
maximum available value. Examples of valid specifications are:
100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s.
The values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base
ten. There should be no space between the number and the units. The
qos- default value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One
tput
reserved keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s,
10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
workloads
1]
pgid

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

policygroup

Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
string restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
optional with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Class for the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

policygroupclass

uuid
vserver

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

Universally unique identifier for the QoS policy group. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
vserverThe Data Vserver to which the policy group belongs. Attributes:
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-policy-group-modify-iter-info
Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-policy-group object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

[top]

error-message

string
optional

qos-policygroup-key

qos-policygroup-info

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.
The keys for the qos-policy-group object to which the
modify operation applies.

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against qos-settings-readahead object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an
error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
qos-settings-readahead-key

Description

qos-settings-read- The keys for the qos-settings-read-ahead object to
ahead-info
which the deletion applies.

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-info

[top]

QoS read-ahead setting typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
align-blocks

Range
[8..256]

Description

boolean Specifies whether this is the default readahead setting
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default
disk-responsefactor

[1..10]

disk-responseweight

[0..100]

early-count

[0..1024]

force-dump

Type

integer Block alignment Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

integer Disk response time factor Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Weight for disk response time aging (%) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Number of IO operations cautiously predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Force DUMP-style readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-full

boolean Force full-file readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-none

boolean Disable readahead Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

interarrival-

integer Weight for interarrival time aging (%) Attributes:

weight

[0..100]

optional optional-for-create, modifiable

jitter

[0..100]

integer Threshold for detecting jitter (%) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

max-blocks

[64..1024]

integer Maximum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

max-deadline

[100000..5000000]

max-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

max-gap

[512..4096]

integer Maximum speculative blocks outstanding Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

max-range

[1024..40960]

integer Maximum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-retire-time [10000..10000000]

integer Maximum deadline Offset (ms) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable
integer Maximum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

metadatablocks

[0..2048]

min-blocks

[64..1024]

min-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

min-filehistogram

[8192..33554432]

integer Minimum filesize for Histogram-based predictions
optional (blocks) Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-range

[1024..40960]

integer Minimum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-retire-time [10000..10000000]
overshoot

[0..500]

integer Minimum blocks for which metadata is predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Minimum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Minimum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Allowable overshoot (%) Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
Readahead setting class Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
qosclass
optional

read-aheadclass

read-aheadsetting-name
smallfile-blocks
use-async

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of QoS Readahead Setting. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..128]

integer Maximum blocks for small-file handling Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Use asynchronous speculation Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-feedback

boolean Provide cache-miss feedback Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-histogram

boolean Use Histogram-based predictions Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

use-timing

boolean Use timing algorithms Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-settings-read-ahead
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

qos-settingsread-ahead-key

qos-settingsread-ahead-info

The keys for the qos-settings-read-ahead object to
which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: qos-tput

[top]

QoS throughput type
[none]

Element definition: qos-tput-capacity

[top]

QoS throughput per capacity unit type
[none]

Element definition: qos-workload-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against qos-workload object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
qos-workloadkey

Description

qos-workload- The keys for the qos-workload object to which the
info
deletion applies.

Element definition: qos-workload-info
Information about a QoS workload When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
category

Range

Type

Description

string Category used to identify the workload. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

file

string Name for a file workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

is-adaptive

boolean Type of policy group the workload belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

isconstituent

boolean Whether the storage object is a constituent of another volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lun

string Name for a lun workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

maxthroughput

qosMaximum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

minthroughput

qosMinimum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

policygroup

string Name for a QoS policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

qtree

string Name for a qtree workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

readahead

string Name for a read-ahead tunable policy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

volume

string Name for a volume workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

string Name for a vserver workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

wid

[0..2^32- integer Internal identifier for workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
Class for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

workloadclass

qosclass
optional

workloadname

string User visible name of QoS workload. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

workloaduuid

uuid Universally unique identifier for the QoS workload. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: qos-workload-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against qos-workload object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage
qosworkload-key

Description

qos-workload- The keys for the qos-workload object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: qos-workload-policy-count-info

[top]

Information about QoS policy-groups and workloads. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

max-userpolicies

[0..2^32- integer Max supported user-defined policy groups Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

max-userworkloads

[0..2^32- integer Max supported user-defined workloads Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

total-userpolicies

[0..2^32- integer Total configured user-defined policy groups Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

total-userworkloads

[0..2^32- integer Total configured user-defined workloads Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: cache-info
QoS cache policy typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Cache Policy Class Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:

cache-class

cache-policyname

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of the QoS Cache policy Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
Identifies the default Cache policy. If this field is true then QoS
boolean
workloads with the special value 'default' in the cache field will use this
optional
cache policy. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

is-default
is-lopri-data

boolean
Cache Lopri Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-meta-data

boolean
Cache Metadata Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-normaldata

boolean
Cache Normal Data Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

israndomwritedata
isreadaheaddata

boolean
Cache Random Write Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Cache Readahead Blocks Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-adaptive-policy-group-info
Information about a QoS adaptive policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

absolutemin-iops

Range

Type

Description

Absolute Minimum IOPS. Specifies the absolute minimum IOPS which
is used as an override when the expected_iops is less than this value.
The default value is computed as follows: if expected-iops >=
qos-tput
6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops = 1000; if expected-iops >=
optional
2048/TB and expected-iops < 6144/TB, then absolute-min-iops =

[top]

500; if expected-iops >= 1/MB and expected-iops < 2048/TB, then
absolute-min-iops = 75. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the I/O block size for the QoS adaptive policy group. The
default value is 'any'. When block-size of 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS. When block-size other than 'any' is specified, then
control is by IOPS and bytes per second(bps). bps is the product of
IOPS and block-size. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

block-size

qosblock-size
optional

expectediops

qos-tput- Expected IOPS. Specifies the minimum expected IOPS per TB|GB
capacity allocated based on the storage object allocated size. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

expectediopsallocation

"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"

Expected IOPS Allocation. Specifies the expected-iops allocation
policy. The allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space.
When the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the
expected-iops is calculated based on the size of the storage object.
qosWhen the expected-iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the
expected- expected-iops is calculated based on the amount of data stored in the
iopsstorage object taking into account storage efficiencies. The default
allocation value is allocated-space. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this adaptive policy group. Attributes:
workloads
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
peak-iops

peakiopsallocation

qos-tput- Peak IOPS. Specifies the maximum possible IOPS per TB|GB allocated
capacity based on the storage object allocated size or the storage object used
optional size. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Peak IOPS Allocation. Specifies the peak-iops allocation policy. The
allocation policy is either allocated-space or used-space. When the
peak-iops-allocation policy is set to allocated-space, the peak-iops is
calculated based on the size of the storage object. When the peakqospeak- iops-allocation policy is set to used-space, the peak-iops is calculated
based on the amount of data stored in the storage object taking into
iopsallocation account storage efficiencies. The default value is used-space.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"

pgid

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the adaptive policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

policygroup

Name of the adaptive policy group. Adaptive policy group names must
string
be unique and are restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and
optional '_', and must start with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9)
or '-'. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

uuid

Universally unique identifier for the adaptive policy group. Attributes:
uuid
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
vserver-

vserver

The Data Vserver to which the adaptive policy group belongs.
name
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-block-size

[top]

ANY|4K|8K|16K|32K|64K|128K Possible values:
"any" ,
"4k" ,
"8k" ,
"16k" ,
"32k" ,
"64k" ,
"128k"
[none]

Element definition: qos-class

[top]

QoS Configuration Class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"
[none]

Element definition: qos-expected-iops-allocation

[top]

used-space|allocated-space Possible values:
"used_space" ,
"allocated_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-peak-iops-allocation
used-space|allocated-space Possible values:

[top]

"allocated_space" ,
"used_space"
[none]

Element definition: qos-policy-group-info

[top]

Information about a QoS policy group When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-autogenerated

boolean Indicates whether the policy group was automatically generated by
optional ONTAP. Default: false. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-shared

boolean Policy group shared state. Default: true. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable

maxthroughput

Maximum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s,
and the range is zero to infinity. The values entered here are caseinsensitive, and the units are base ten. There should be no space
between the number and the units. The default value for maxqos- throughput is infinity. The default unit is IOPS. Two reserved
tput
keywords, 'none' and 'INF', are available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value, and the situation that needs to specify the
maximum available value. Examples of valid specifications are:
100B/s, 10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

minthroughput

Minimum throughput defined by this policy. It is specified in terms of
IOPS or MB/s or a combination of comma separated IOPS and MB/s.
The values entered here are case-insensitive, and the units are base
ten. There should be no space between the number and the units. The
qos- default value for min-throughput is 0. The default unit is IOPS. One
tput
reserved keywords, 'none' is available for the situation that requires
optional removal of a value. Examples of valid specifications are: 100B/s,
10KB/s, 1gb/s, 500MB/s, 1tb/s, 100iops. Examples of valid
specification of combination of iops and throughput are
100iops,400KB/s, and 800KB/s,800iops. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

num[0..2^32- integer Number of workloads under this policy group. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
workloads
1]
pgid
policygroup

[0..2^32- integer The ID used to identify the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]
Name of the policy group. Policy group names must be unique and are
string restricted to 127 alphanumeric characters, '-', and '_', and must start
optional with an alphanumeric character (a-z, A-Z, or 0-9) or '-'. Attributes:

key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Class for the policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
policygroupclass

uuid
vserver

qosclass
optional

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

Universally unique identifier for the QoS policy group. Attributes: nonuuid
optional creatable, non-modifiable
vserverThe Data Vserver to which the policy group belongs. Attributes:
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: qos-settings-read-ahead-info

[top]

QoS read-ahead setting typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
align-blocks

Range
[8..256]

Type

Description

integer Block alignment Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
boolean Specifies whether this is the default readahead setting
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

default
disk-responsefactor

[1..10]

disk-responseweight

[0..100]

early-count

[0..1024]

integer Disk response time factor Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Weight for disk response time aging (%) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Number of IO operations cautiously predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Force DUMP-style readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-dump
force-full

boolean Force full-file readahead Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

force-none

boolean Disable readahead Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

interarrivalweight

[0..100]

integer Weight for interarrival time aging (%) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

jitter

[0..100]

integer Threshold for detecting jitter (%) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

max-blocks

[64..1024]

integer Maximum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

integer Maximum deadline Offset (ms) Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

max-deadline

[100000..5000000]

max-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

max-gap

[512..4096]

integer Maximum speculative blocks outstanding Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

max-range

[1024..40960]

integer Maximum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-retire-time [10000..10000000]

integer Maximum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Maximum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

metadatablocks

[0..2048]

min-blocks

[64..1024]

min-diskresponse-time

[100..50000]

min-filehistogram

[8192..33554432]

integer Minimum filesize for Histogram-based predictions
optional (blocks) Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-range

[1024..40960]

integer Minimum range used when aging streams (Blocks)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

min-retire-time [10000..10000000]
overshoot

[0..500]

integer Minimum blocks for which metadata is predicted
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Minimum blocks to speculate Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
integer Minimum disk response time (ms) Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable

integer Minimum Time Before a Stream is Retired (us)
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
integer Allowable overshoot (%) Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
Readahead setting class Attributes: optional-forcreate, non-modifiable Possible values:
qosclass
optional

read-aheadclass

read-aheadsetting-name
smallfile-blocks

"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

string Name of QoS Readahead Setting. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..128]

use-async

integer Maximum blocks for small-file handling Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, modifiable
boolean Use asynchronous speculation Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-feedback

boolean Provide cache-miss feedback Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

use-histogram

boolean Use Histogram-based predictions Attributes: optionaloptional for-create, modifiable

use-timing

boolean Use timing algorithms Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

Element definition: qos-tput
QoS throughput type
[none]

[top]

Element definition: qos-tput-capacity

[top]

QoS throughput per capacity unit type
[none]

Element definition: qos-workload-info

[top]

Information about a QoS workload When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
category

Range

Type

Description

string Category used to identify the workload. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

file

string Name for a file workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

is-adaptive

boolean Type of policy group the workload belongs to. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

isconstituent

boolean Whether the storage object is a constituent of another volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lun

string Name for a lun workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

maxthroughput

qosMaximum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

minthroughput

qosMinimum throughput for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nontput
modifiable
optional

policygroup

string Name for a QoS policy group. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

qtree

string Name for a qtree workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

readahead

string Name for a read-ahead tunable policy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

volume

string Name for a volume workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

vserver

string Name for a vserver workload. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

wid

[0..2^32- integer Internal identifier for workload. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
Class for the workload. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"

workloadclass

qosclass
optional

workloadname

string User visible name of QoS workload. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

workloaduuid

uuid Universally unique identifier for the QoS workload. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: qos-class

[top]

QoS Configuration Class Possible values:
"undefined" ,
"preset" ,
"user_defined" ,
"system_defined" ,
"autovolume" ,
"load_control"
[none]

Element definition: qos-tput

[top]

QoS throughput type
[none]

APIs in Category: qtree
Because of possible large amount of information returned by
qtree list, it is highly recommended to use the qtree list iterator
APIs. There are three iterator APIs for qtree list: -start, -next,
and -end.

qtree-create
qtree-delete
qtree-delete-async
qtree-list-iter
qtree-modify
qtree-rename

qtree-create

[top]

Create a new qtree.
Input Name Range
exportpolicy

mode

Type

Description

string Export policy of the qtree. If this input is not specified, the qtree will
optional inherit the export policy of the parent volume.
The file permission bits of the qtree. Similar to UNIX permission bits:
0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
bits 4, 2, and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects
the set user ID (4), set group ID (2), and sticky (1) attributes. The
second digit selects permissions for the owner of the file: read (4), write
string (2), and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
optional same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
For unclustered volumes, if this argument is missing, use the value
specified in the option "wafl.default_qtree_mode".
For clustered volumes, if this argument is missing, the permissions of the
volume is used.

oplocks
qos-policygroup
qtree
securitystyle
volume

string Opportunistic locks mode of the qtree. Possible values: "enabled",
optional "disabled". Default value is the oplock mode of the volume.
string
QoS policy group of the qtree.
optional
string

string

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQTREEEXISTS
EQTREENOTOWNER
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EONTAPI_EINVAL

The path of the qtree, relative to the volume.

string Security style of the qtree. Possible values: "unix", "ntfs", or "mixed".
optional Default value is the security style of the volume.
Name of the volume on which to create the qtree
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EQTREEMAX
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

qtree-delete

[top]

Delete the specified qtree.
For clustered volumes, all the quota rules that reference this qtree will be automatically deleted.
Input Name Range

force

Type

Description

Force the deletion of the qtree even if it not empty. On using "force"
option, ZAPI may take a long time to complete because the contents of
boolean the entire qtree will have to be deleted before it returns. Default: false
optional
For clustered volumes, if the qtree has a large number of files, it is
recommended that the qtree-delete-async API be used.

qtree

string

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQTREENOTOWNER
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EALREADY
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_ENOTEMPTY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID

Path of an existing qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/<
volume name >/< qtree name >.
Description

EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

qtree-delete-async

[top]

Delete the specified qtree by spawning a background job. The jobid will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs. All the quota rules that reference this qtree will be automatically
deleted.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Force the deletion of the qtree even if it not empty. Default: false
optional

force
qtree
Output Name

Range

string

Path of an existing qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/<
volume name >/< qtree name >.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64integer The job id of the job that was queued to delete the qtree.
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in-progress",
"failed".

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

Description

qtree-list-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of qtrees in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the qtree-info
qtreeobject. If not present, all attributes for which information is available
info
will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
optional
information is available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this response.
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which qtrees need to be returned. A query
qtreecould be specified on any number of attributes in the qtree-info
info
object. All qtree objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
optional
be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not specified
string
for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy the value from
optional
the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous iteration.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more qtree
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

qtreeinfo[] The list of attributes of qtree objects.
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this response.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

qtree-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a qtree. If values are not provided for any of the fields, then that field will not
be modified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

exportpolicy

string Export policy of the qtree. If empty string, the qtree will inherit the export
optional policy of the parent volume.

mode

The file permission bits of the qtree. Similar to UNIX permission bits:
0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
string bits 4, 2, and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects
optional the set user ID (4), set group ID (2), and sticky (1) attributes. The
second digit selects permissions for the owner of the file: read (4), write
(2), and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.

oplocks

string Opportunistic locks mode of the qtree. Possible values: "enabled",
optional "disabled".

qos-policygroup

string
QoS policy group of the qtree.
optional

qtree
securitystyle

Name of the qtree.

string

Security style of the qtree. Possible values: "unix", "ntfs", or "mixed".
Changing the security style of a qtree will change the visibility of existing
string
Windows security descriptors (i.e. ACLs). This may affect the disk space
optional
usage values in the quota database. Turn quotas off and then on to recompute disk space usage.

volume

Name of the volume containing the qtree to be modified.

string

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EQTREE_DOES_NOT_EXIST
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

qtree-rename

[top]

Renames the specified qtree to a new name specified by "new-qtree-name".
For clustered volumes, the qtree name in the quota rules will be automatically updated with the new
qtree name.
Input Name Range Type

Description

new-qtreename

string

Path of new qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/< volume name
>/< dst qtree name >.

qtree

string

Path of an existing qtree. The path should be in this format: /vol/< volume
name >/< src qtree name >.

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQTREENOTOWNER
EVOLUMEOFFLINE

Description

EONTAPI_EEXIST
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EINVALIDDSID
EAMBIGUOUS_DSID
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

Element definition: qtree-info

[top]

Information about a single qtree.
Name
exportpolicy
id
isexportpolicyinherited

mode

oplocks
qospolicygroup

Range

Type

Description

string
Export policy of the qtree.
optional
[0..4994] integer

Id of the qtree (unique within the volume), which is 0 if qtree is the
volume itself.

boolean
If true, this qtree inherits the export policy of the parent volume.
optional
The file permission bits of the qtree. Similar to UNIX permission bits:
0755 gives read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to
group and other users. It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up
bits 4, 2, and 1. Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit
string selects the set user ID (4), set group ID (2), and sticky (1) attributes.
optional The second digit selects permissions for the owner of the file: read (4),
write (2), and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users
in the same group; the fourth for other users not in the group. This value
is applicable and will be returned only if the security style of qtree is
"unix" or "mixed".
string

Indicates whether opportunistic locks are enabled on the qtree. Possible
values: "enabled", "disabled".

string
QoS policy group of the qtree.
optional

qtree

string

Name of the qtree, blank if qtree is the volume itself

securitystyle

string

Security style of the qtree. Possible values are "unix", "ntfs", or "mixed".

status

string

Status of the qtree. Possible values include: "normal", or "readonly".

volume

string

Name of the volume containing the qtree

vserver

string
The vserver in which the volume belongs
optional

APIs in Category: quota
quota-add-entry
quota-delete-entry
quota-get-entry
quota-list-entries-iter
quota-modify-entry
quota-off
quota-on
quota-policy-copy
quota-policy-create
quota-policy-delete
quota-policy-delete-iter
quota-policy-get-iter
quota-policy-rename
quota-policy-rule-countget
quota-policy-rule-countget-iter
quota-report-iter
quota-resize
quota-set-entry
quota-status
quota-status-iter

The quota APIs are divided into two groups: management and
editing. The management functions are: report, status, turning
on, and turning off, while the editing functions are: list, add,
delete, modify, and set.
For clustered volumes, the quota rules configured in the quota
policies are manipulated by the editing functions; changes to
these quota rules in the quota policies will affect the results of
the APIs. Multiple quota policies can be defined for each vserver
through the CLI. Each vserver can then be assigned a quota
policy; the quota rules defined in that quota policy is used for
quota on/resize operations for volumes in that vserver.
A quota is uniquely identifed by the type, target, volume, and
qtree. There are three types: user, group, and tree. For example:
a user quota is specified by type = user, target = zapi, volume =
vol0, and qtree = /vol/vol0/lab. A group quota is specified by
type = group, target = eng, volume = engvol, and qtree = "".
Finally, a qtree quota is specifed by type = tree, target =
/vol/engvol/bio, volume = engvol, and qtree = "". Default quotas
are specified as an asterisk, "*", for the target. For example, a
default user quota is specified by type = user, target = *, volume
= vol1, and qtree = /vol/vol1/elvis.
Because of possible large amount of information returned by
quota reports and quota lists, it is highly recommended to use
the quota report and quota list iterator APIs. For clustered
volumes only iterator APIs are available for quota report and
quota lists.

quota-add-entry

[top]

Adds a quota entry. If the type, target, volume, and tree do not exist, a new entry is created. If the
type, target, volume, and tree exist, then an error is returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

This is the amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The
string
value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is
optional
to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

file-limit

string This is the number of files that the target can have. Set the value to "-" if
optional the limit is to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user mapping for the
boolean user specified in quota-target. Only valid for user quotas when the quotaoptional target refers to a Windows/UNIX user name. Not valid for multiple user
targets. Default is false.

policy

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be added. If this
string
field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned to the
optional
vserver will be used.

qtree

string

This is the qtree name that the quota resides on. For user or group rules,
it can be the qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field

must be "".

quotatarget

string

This is the quota target of the type specified. The target can be of the
form: <name>, <number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be
specified by a comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format
that starts with the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree
rules, the qtree should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree
name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

soft-disklimit

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is expressed
optional in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.
Default is unlimited.

soft-filelimit

This is the number of files the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. Set the value to "-" if
optional
the limit is to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

threshold

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the
optional
value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited. Default is unlimited.

volume

string

This is the volume name that the quota resides on.

Errno

Description

EQUOTAEXISTS
EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-delete-entry

[top]

Deletes a quota entry specified by type, target, volume, and tree.
Input Name Range
policy

Type

Description

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be deleted. If this
string
field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned to the
optional
vserver will be used.
string

Name of the qtree for the quota. For user or group rules, it can be the
qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field must be "".

quotatarget

string

The quota target of the type specified. Possible values are: <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be specified by a
comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format that starts with
the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree rules, the qtree
should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

qtree

volume

string

Name of the volume for the quota.

Errno

Description

EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EQUOTADOESTEXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

quota-get-entry

[top]

Obtains a quota entry specified by type, target, volume, and tree.
Input Name Range
policy

Type

Description

Name of the quota policy from which the quota rule should be obtained.
string
If this field is not provided, then the current policy that has been
optional
assigned to the vserver will be used.
string

Name of the qtree for the quota. For user or group rules, it can be the
qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field must be "".

quota-target

string

The quota target of the type specified. Possible values are: <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be specified by a
comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format that starts
with the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree rules, the
qtree should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

volume

string

Name of the volume for the quota.

qtree

Output Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

string

The amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The value
is expressed in kilobytes (1024). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

file-limit

string

The number of files that the target can have. The value is "-" if the limit
is unlimited.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user according to
boolean
the user mapping configured for the vserver to which the volume
optional
belongs.

soft-disklimit

string

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is
expressed in kilobytes (1024). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

soft-file-limit

string

The number of files the target would have to exceed before a message
is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is "-" if the limit is
unlimited.

threshold

string

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). The
value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

Errno
EQUOTAPARSEERROR
EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EINTERNALERROR

Description

quota-list-entries-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of quota rules in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the quota-entry
quotaobject. If not present, all attributes for which information is available
entry
will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
optional
information is available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this response.
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which quota rules need to be returned. A
quotaquery could be specified on any number of attributes in the quotaentry
entry object. All quota entry objects matching this query up to 'maxoptional
records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not specified
string
for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy the value from
optional
the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous iteration.

Output Name

Range

Description

quotaentry[] The list of attributes of quota entry objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more
optional quota entry objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this response.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-modify-entry

[top]

Modifys a quota entry. If the type, target, volume, and tree exist, the entry is modified. If the type,
target, volume, and tree do not exist, then an error is returned.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

This is the amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The
string
value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is
optional
to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

file-limit

string This is the number of files that the target can have. Set the value to "-" if
optional the limit is to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user mapping for the
boolean user specified in quota-target. Only valid for user quotas when the quotaoptional target refers to a Windows/UNIX user name. Not valid for multiple user
targets. Default is the current value.
string

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be modified. If

policy

optional

this field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned
to the vserver will be used.

string

This is the qtree name that the quota resides on. For user or group rules,
it can be the qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field
must be "".

quotatarget

string

This is the quota target of the type specified. The target can be of the
form: <name>, <number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be
specified by a comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format
that starts with the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree
rules, the qtree should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree
name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

qtree

soft-disklimit

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is expressed
optional in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.
Default is the current value.

soft-filelimit

This is the number of files the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. Set the value to "-" if
optional
the limit is to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

threshold

This is the amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the
optional
value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited. Default is the current value.

volume

string

This is the volume name that the quota resides on.

Errno

Description

EQUOTADOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

quota-off

[top]

Turns the quota subsystem off for a volume.
For clustered volumes, a jobid will also be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the
job APIs.
Input Name

Range

volume
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of the volume on which to turn quotas off.
Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer

The job id of the job that was queued to turn off quotas.

1]

optional
string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "inoptional progress", "failed".

result-status
Errno

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-on

[top]

Starts to turn quotas on for a volume. A successful return from this API does not mean that quotas are
on, merely that an attempt to start it has been triggered. Use the quota-status API to check the status.
For clustered volumes, a jobid will also be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the
job APIs.
Input Name

Range

volume

Type
string

Output Name

Range

Description
Name of the volume on which to enable quotas.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
error code, if the operation caused an error.
result-error-code
optional
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The job id of the job that was queued to turn on quotas.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEOFFLINE

string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "inoptional progress", "failed".
Description

EAPIERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EQUOTAS_NO_VALID_RULES
EQUOTAS_DEFAULT_RULE_NOT_FOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-policy-copy

[top]

Copy a quota policy
Input Name

Range Type

new-policy-name

Description

string New Policy Name

policy-name

string Policy Name

vserver

string Vserver

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-create

[top]

Creates a quota policy
Input Name Range Type Description
policy-name
vserver

string Policy Name
string Vserver

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-delete

[top]

Deletes a specified quota policy
Input Name Range Type Description
policy-name

string Policy Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-delete-iter

[top]

Deletes a list of specified quota policies
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple quota-policy objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting the
boolean
next matching quota-policy even when the deletion of a previous
optional
quota-policy fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will
continue deleting the next matching quota-policy even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
deletion of a previous matching quota-policy fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be deleted reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of quota-policy objects to delete in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

quota- If deleting a specific quota-policy, this input element must specify all
policy- keys. If deleting multiple quota-policy objects based on query, this
info
input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of quota-policy objects (just
boolean keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of quota-policy objects not deleted will not be returned. Default:
true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of quota-policy objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of quotaoptional
policy objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

quotapolicyInformation about quota-policy objects that were not deleted due to
deletesome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-

info[]
optional

'return-failure-list' is true.

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional quota-policy objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of quota-policy objects that matched the query, but were
optional not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of quota-policy objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully deleted.
quotapolicyThe quota-policy objects that were successfully deleted. This
deleteelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-policy-get-iter

[top]

Return a list of quota policies
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

quotapolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

quotapolicyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the quota-policy object. All
quota-policy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

quotapolicyThe list of attributes of quota-policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more quotaoptional policy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

quota-policy-rename

[top]

Rename a quota policy
Input Name

Range Type

new-policy-name
policy-name
vserver

Description

string New Policy Name
string Policy Name
string Vserver

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

quota-policy-rule-count-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the quota-policy-rule-count.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

quotapolicyrulecountinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

policy

string

Policy Name

qtree

qtreename

Qtree Name
Type Possible values:

quota-type

volume
Output Name Range

attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

quotatype

"tree" ,
"user" ,
"group"

volumeVolume Name
name
Type

Description

quotapolicyrule- The attributes of the quota-policy-rule-count.
countinfo
Description

quota-policy-rule-count-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of quota-policy-rule-count objects.
Input Name

Range

quotapolicyrulecountinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

quotapolicyrulecountinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the quota-policy-rule-count
object. All quota-policy-rule-count objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

quotapolicyruleThe list of attributes of quota-policy-rule-count objects.
countinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more quotaoptional policy-rule-count objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-report-iter

[top]

Iterate over the quota report in the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the quota report
quota object. If not present, all attributes for which information is available
optional will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which
information is available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this response.
optional
1]

string A path (including a /vol/ prefix). If specified, the report will contain
optional only quotas that apply to the specified path name.

path

A query that specifies which quota report needs to be returned. A
quota query could be specified on any number of attributes in the quota
optional report object. All quota report objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not specified
string
for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy the value from
optional
the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous iteration.

tag

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

quota[]
The list of attributes of quota report objects.
optional
string Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more
optional quota report objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this response.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

quota-resize

[top]

Starts an ONTAP operation to resize quotas for a volume. A successful return from this API does not
mean that the operation has finished, merely that an attempt to start it been triggered. Use the quotastatus API to check the status.
For clustered volumes, a jobid will also be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the
job APIs.
Input Name

Range

volume

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
The job id of the job that was queued to resize quotas.
optional
1]

Errno
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EAPIERROR

Name of the volume on which to resize quotas.

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-status

EVOLUMEOFFLINE

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "inoptional progress", "failed".
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH
EQUOTAS_NO_VALID_RULES
EQUOTAS_DEFAULT_RULE_NOT_FOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-set-entry

[top]

Sets a quota entry. If the type, target, volume, and tree do not exist, a new entry is created. If the
type, target, volume, and tree exist, then the entry is modified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

The amount of disk space that is reserved for the the target. The value is
string
expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be
optional
unlimited.

file-limit

string The number of files that the target can have. Set the value to "-" if the
optional limit is to be unlimited.

performusermapping

If the value is true, quota management will perform user mapping for the
boolean user specified in quota-target. Only valid for user quotas when the quotaoptional target refers to a Windows/UNIX user name. Not valid for multiple user
targets. Default is false.

policy

Name of the quota policy in which the quota rule should be set. If this
string
field is not provided, then the current policy that has been assigned to the
optional
vserver will be used.
string

Name of the qtree for the quota. For user or group rules, it can be the
qtree name or "" if no qtree. For tree type rules, this field must be "".

quotatarget

string

The quota target of the type specified. Possible values are <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Multiple targets can be specified by a
comma-separated list. Path should be entered in a format that starts with
the following "/vol/< volume name >/". For explicit tree rules, the qtree
should be specified as "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >"

quota-type

string

The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree".

qtree

soft-disklimit

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged and an SNMP trap is generated. The value is expressed
optional
in kilobytes (1024). Set the value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.

soft-filelimit

The number of files the target would have to exceed before a message is
string
logged and an SNMP trap is generated. Set the value to "-" if the limit is
optional
to be unlimited.

threshold

The amount of disk space the target would have to exceed before a
string
message is logged. The value is expressed in kilobytes (1024). Set the
optional
value to "-" if the limit is to be unlimited.

volume
Errno

string

Name of the volume for the quota.
Description

EQUOTAINVALID
EQUOTADIRECTIVE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EQUOTA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEREADONLY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

quota-status

[top]

Obtains the status of quotas
Input Name Range
volume
Output Name Range
percentcomplete
quota-errors

reason

Type
string

Description
Name of the volume whose quota status should be obtained.

Type

Description

integer The percentage complete for an "on" or "resize" operation. This is
optional present when the status is "upgrading", "resizing" or "initializing".
Collection of quota errors including the value of the reason tag above.
string Each error will be separated by a newline, '\n'. Since the quota parser
optional does not stop when a parsing error occurs, this tag returns all the errors
from the quota parser.
string
The last quota error message. If not present, there are no errors.
optional
Primary status of quotas on the indicated volume; Possible values:

status

string

"corrupt"
"initializing"
"mixed"
"off"
"on"
"resizing"
"reverting"
"unknown"
"upgrading"
If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota statuses, the
FlexGroup will return a 'mixed' quota status. If one or more of a
FlexGroup's constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached,
the FlexGroup will return an 'unknown' quota status.
Minor quota status on the indicated volume. This status is only valid
when primary status is "resizing" or "initializing". Possible values are:
"done"
"etc scanning"
"finishing"
"mixed"
"none"

substatus

"queue scan"
"scanning"
"setup"
"transferring rules"
"unknown"
"upgrading"

string

If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota substatuses, the
FlexGroup will return a 'mixed' quota substatus. If one or more of a
FlexGroup's constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached,
the FlexGroup will return an 'unknown' quota substatus.
Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EAPIERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRMISMATCH

quota-status-iter

[top]

Iterate over quota status for all volumes in the cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

quotastatusattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned in the quota status
object. If not present, all attributes for which information is
available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes
for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

query

quotastatusattributes
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

The maximum number of records to return in this response.
A query that specifies which quota status attributes need to be
returned. A query could be specified on any number of attributes
in the quota status object. All quota status objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the previous iteration. It is usually not
specified for the first iteration. For subsequent iterations, copy
the value from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous
iteration.
Description

quotastatusThe list of attributes of quota status objects.
attributes[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next iteration. Not present when there are no more
quota status objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this response.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: qtree-name

[top]

Qtree Name
[none]

Element definition: quota

[top]

Information about a single quota.
Name

Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

string

Maximum amount of disk space, in kilobytes, allowed for the quota
target (hard disk space limit). The value is "-" if the limit is
unlimited.

disk-used

string

Current amount of disk space, in kilobytes, used by the quota target.

disk-used[0..2^32- integer Current disk space used expressed as a percentage of hard disk
pct-diskoptional limit.
1]
limit
disk-used[0..2^32- integer
Current disk space used expressed as a percentage of soft disk limit.
pct-softoptional
1]
disk-limit
disk-used[0..2^32- integer
pctCurrent disk space used expressed as a percentage of threshold.
optional
1]
threshold
file-limit

string

Maximum number of files allowed for the quota target (hard files
limit). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

files-used

string

Current number of files used by the quota target.

files-used- [0..2^32- integer Current number of files used expressed as a percentage of hard file
pct-file-limit
1]
optional limit.
files-used[0..2^32- integer Current number of files used expressed as a percentage of soft file
pct-soft-fileoptional limit.
1]
limit
quota-target

string

For an explicit quota, this value is a fully qualified quota target in the
quota policy rule. Mulitple targets are comma separated. For a
derived quota, the field is blank.

quota-type

string

The type of quota: user, group, or tree.

quota-users
soft-disk-

quotauser[] A list of quota users and group.
optional
string

Soft disk space limit, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is

limit

"-" if the limit is unlimited.

soft-filelimit

string

Soft file limit, in number of files, for the quota target. The value is "" if the limit is unlimited.

threshold

string

Disk space threshold, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is
"-" if the limit is unlimited.

tree

string

Name of the qtree to which the quota is applied.

volume

string

Name of the volume to which the quota is applied.

string The vserver name in which the volume belongs, for which the quota
optional is applicable

vserver

Element definition: quota-entry

[top]

Information about a single quota rule.
Name

Range

Type

Description

disk-limit

string Maximum amount of disk space, in kilobytes, allowed for the quota target
optional (hard disk space limit). The value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

file-limit

string Maximum number of files allowed for the quota target (hard files limit). The
optional value is "-" if the limit is unlimited.

performusermapping

boolean
If the value is true, user mapping will be performed for this rule.
optional

policy

string
The quota policy to which the rule belongs.
optional

qtree

Name of the qtree for the quota. It can be the qtree name or "" if no qtree.
string
If there is an error in the quota entry, this value might not present. For tree
optional
rules, this field will be "".

quotatarget

The quota target of the type specified. The value will be one of: <name>,
<number>, or <path name>. Mulitple targets can be specified by a commastring separated list. Quota directives in quota policy rules are used to form the
optional quota target. If there is an error in the quota entry, this value might not
present. For explicit tree rules, this field will indicate the qtree name in the
format "/vol/< volume name >/ < qtree name >".

quotatype

string The type of quota rule. Possible values are "user", "group", or "tree". If
optional there is an error in the quota entry, this value might not present.

softdisk-limit

string Soft disk space limit, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is "-" if the
optional limit is unlimited.

soft-filelimit

string Soft file limit, in number of files, for the quota target. The value is "-" if the
optional limit is unlimited.

threshold

string Disk space threshold, in kilobytes, for the quota target. The value is "-" if
optional the limit is unlimited.

volume

string Name of the volume for the quota. If there is an error in the quota entry,
optional this value might not present.

vserver

string
The vserver name.
optional

Element definition: quota-policy-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against quota-policy object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
quota-policykey

Description

quota-policy- The keys for the quota-policy object to which the deletion
info
applies.

Element definition: quota-policy-info

[top]

Info about a quota policy When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

last-modified

datetime
optional

Last Modified Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policy-name

string
optional

Policy Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

vserver-name
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: quota-policy-rule-count-info
Quota policy rule count(s) When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Total rule count matching the given Vserver and quota policy. All
count-where- [0..2^32- integer volumes, qtrees, and quota rule types are included. If specified as
optional input, only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable,
policy
1]
non-modifiable
Subtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, and

[top]

count-where[0..2^32- integer volume. All qtrees and quota rule types are included. If specified as
policyoptional input, only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
volume
non-modifiable
Subtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, volume,
count-where[0..2^32- integer and qtree. All quota rule types are included. If specified as input,
policyoptional only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
volume-qtree
modifiable
count-whereSubtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, volume,
policy[0..2^32- integer
qtree, and quota rule type. If specified as input, only matching
optional
volume1]
totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
qtree-type
Subtotal of rules matching the given Vserver, quota policy, volume,
count-where[0..2^32- integer and quota rule type. All qtrees are included. If specified as input,
policyoptional only matching totals are returned. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
volume-type
modifiable
policy

string
Policy Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

qtree

qtreename Qtree Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
quotatype
optional

quota-type

Type Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"tree" ,
"user" ,
"group"

volume

volumename Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vservername Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: quota-status-attributes

[top]

Attributes of quota status
Name
percentcomplete

Range

Type

Description

integer The percentage complete for an "on" or "resize" operation. This is present
optional when the status is "upgrading", "resizing" or "initializing".

quotaerrormsgs

quotaCollection of quota errors including the value of the reason tag above. Since
errorthe quota parser does not stop when a parsing error occurs, this tag returns
msg[]
all the errors from the quota parser.
optional

reason

quotaerrorThe last quota error message. If not present, there are no errors.
msg
optional
Primary status of quotas on the indicated volume; Possible values:
"corrupt"
"initializing"

status

"mixed"
"off"
"on"
"resizing"
"reverting"
"unknown"
"upgrading"

string

If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota statuses, the FlexGroup
will return a 'mixed' quota status. If one or more of a FlexGroup's
constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached, the FlexGroup
will return an 'unknown' quota status.
Minor quota status on the indicated volume. This status is only valid when
primary status is "resizing" or "initializing". Possible values are:

substatus

"done"
"etc_scanning"
"finishing"
"mixed"
"none"
"queue_scan"
"scanning"
"setup"
"transferring_rules"
"unknown"
"upgrading"

string

If a FlexGroup's constituents have differing quota substatuses, the
FlexGroup will return a 'mixed' quota substatus. If one or more of a
FlexGroup's constituents are not online or otherwise cannot be reached, the
FlexGroup will return an 'unknown' quota substatus.
volume

string

Name of the volume to which the quota is applied.

vserver

string

The vserver name in which the volume belongs, for which the quota is
applicable

Element definition: quota-type

[top]

tree|user|group Possible values:
"tree" ,
"user" ,
"group"
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that

[top]

follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: qtree-name

[top]

Qtree Name
[none]

Element definition: quota-error-msg

[top]

Information about the single quota error.
[none]

Element definition: quota-user

[top]

Information about a quota user or group.
Name

Range Type

Description

quotauser-id

string

quotausername

string Name of the user, group, or sid.

quotauser-type

string

The id of the user. The quota-user-type determines the format. For uid and
gid, the format is an integer. For sid, the format is the usual "S-*" style.

The type of quota user. There are two possible values: sid (for Windows
users), uid (for UNIX users), and gid (for UNIX groups).

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: secd
secd-auth-get-claimname
secd-auth-get-dc-info
secd-auth-show-ontapadmin-unix-creds-usinguid
secd-auth-show-ontapadmin-unix-creds-usingunix-user-name
secd-auth-sid-to-uid
secd-auth-sid-to-unixuser-name
secd-auth-translate-gidto-groupname
secd-auth-translate-sidto-win-user-name
secd-auth-translate-uidto-username
secd-auth-translate-unixgroup-name-to-gid
secd-auth-translate-unixuser-name-to-uid
secd-auth-translatewindows-user-name-tosid
secd-auth-uid-to-sid
secd-connection-timeoutget
secd-connection-timeoutget-iter
secd-connection-timeoutmodify
secd-dns-forward-lookup
secd-dns-srv-lookup
secd-name-mappingshow
secd-server-discoveryhost
secd-server-discoveryreset
secd-server-discoverysite
secd-server-discoverytest

secd-auth-get-claim-name
Get Claim-Name from Claim-cn

These APIs allow management of Access-check information per
user

[top]

Input Name Range
claim-cn

Type

Description

string

The common name of claim used for getting claim name

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

Output Name Range

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type

Description

claim-name

string

Errno

Description

The claim name corresponding to the input claim CN

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-get-dc-info

[top]

Get the Active DC informartion give vfiler
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

Output Name

Range

Type

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done
Description

client-site

string

The client site corresponding to the domain controller

domain-name

string

The domain name corresponding to the domain controller

flags

[0..2^32integer flags correspondiing to the domain controller
1]

forest-name

string

The forest name corresponding to the domain controller

guid

string

128 bit global unique identifier corresponding to the domain
controller

netbioshostname

string

The NetBIOS hostname corresponding to the domain controller

netbios-name

string

The NetBIOS name corresponding to the domain controller

server-site

string

The server site corresponding to the domain controller

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-show-ontap-admin-unix-creds-using-uid
Get UNIX credentials from UNIX user ID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
uid

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID passed to get the UNIX credentials

vserver

string

Output Name
gid

Range

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID corresponding to UNIX credentials

unix-login-shell

string

The UNIX login shell corresponding to the UNIX credentials

unix-user-name

string

The UNIX username passed to get the UNIX credentials

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-show-ontap-admin-unix-creds-using-unix-user-name

[top]

Get UNIX credentials from UNIX User Name
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
unix-user-name

string

The UNIX username passed to get the UNIX credentials

vserver

string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

gid

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID corresponding to UNIX credentials

uid

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID passed to get the UNIX credentials

unix-login-shell

string

Errno

The UNIX login shell corresponding to the UNIX credentials

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-sid-to-uid

[top]

Get UNIX user ID from Windows SID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
sid

string

The Windows SID to be looked up for its corresponding user ID

vserver

string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name
uid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID corresponding to the input SID

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-sid-to-unix-user-name

[top]

Get UNIX User Name from Windows SID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
sid

string

The Windows SID to be looked up for its corresponding User Name

vserver

string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name

Range

unix-user-name

Type
string

Errno

Description
The UNIX User Name corresponding to the input SID

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-gid-to-groupname

[top]

Translate Group ID to UNIX Group Name
Input Name
gid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID which needs to be translated
string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
vserver
Output Name
unix-group-name
Errno

string
Range

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Type

Description

string

The UNIX Group Name which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-sid-to-win-user-name
Translate SID to Windows User Name

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
sid

string

The Windows SID which needs to be translated

vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Output Name Range
win-name
Errno

Type

Description

string

The Windows Name which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-uid-to-username

[top]

Translate user ID to UNIX User Name
Input Name

Range

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
uid

Type

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID which needs to be translated

vserver

string

Output Name

Range

unix-user-name
Errno

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Type

Description

string

The UNIX User Name which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-unix-group-name-to-gid

[top]

Translate UNIX Group Name to Group ID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
unix-group-name

string

The UNIX Group Name which needs to be translated

vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Output Name
gid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX group ID which needs to be translated

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-unix-user-name-to-uid

[top]

Translate UNIX User Name to user ID
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
unix-user-name

string

The UNIX User Name which needs to be translated

vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Output Name
uid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer The UNIX user ID which needs to be translated

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-translate-windows-user-name-to-sid

[top]

Translate Windows User Name to SID
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which the command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

win-name

string

The Windows Name which needs to be translated

Type

Description

Output Name Range
sid

string

Errno

The Windows SID which needs to be translated

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-auth-uid-to-sid

[top]

Get Windows SID from UNIX user ID
Input Name
node

Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

uid

[0..2^32The UNIX user ID to be looked up for its corresponding Windows
integer
1]
SID

vserver
Output Name

string
Range

sid

Type
string

Errno

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done
Description
The Windows SID corresponding to the input user ID

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-connection-timeout-get

[top]

Get the SecD connection timeout value for a Vserver
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

secdconnectiontimeoutinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

secdconnectionThe attributes of the secd.
timeoutinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

secd-connection-timeout-get-iter

[top]

Iterate through the SecD connection timeout values of the cluster
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

secdconnectiontimeoutinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

secdconnection- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
timeout- specified on any number of attributes in the secd object. All secd

info
optional
string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

secdconnectiontimeout- The list of attributes of secd objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more secd
objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

secd-connection-timeout-modify

[top]

Modify the SecD connection timeout value for a Vserver
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
connection-timeout [2..10]
Secd connection timeout in seconds
optional
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

secd-dns-forward-lookup

[top]

DNS Forward Lookup for a Hostname
Input Name Range
hostname
lookup-type
node
vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

string

The hostname for which the lookup has to be done

string
The lookup type for the hostname passed
optional
string
The node on which the command will be run
optional
string
Type

The Vserver for which the translation has to run
Description

ip-address
Errno

string

Ip address of the hostname passed

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-dns-srv-lookup

[top]

DNS Lookup for SRV records
Input Name Range
lookup-string
lookup-type
nameservers
node
vserver
Output Name Range
ip-address
Errno

Type
string

Description
The lookup string used to lookup the domain's authoritative name
server

string
The lookup type for the domain's authoritative name server
optional
string[]
The name servers populated in the output
optional
string
The node on which the command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver for which the translation has to run

Type
string

Description
IP Address result of SRV Lookup

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-name-mapping-show

[top]

Get Name Mappings configured for particular direction
Input Name Range

Type

Description

direction

string

The direction for which the name mapping will be run

name

string

Username for which the Name Mapping will be run

node
vserver
Output Name Range
result
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type
string

Description
Mapping for the given username

Description

secd-server-discovery-host

[top]

Host Information of the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range
node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
Type

Description

ad-domain

string[] The AD domain Name of the discovered server

cifs-domain

string[] The CIFS domain Name of the discovered server

host-name

string[] The host name of the discovered server

ip-address

string[] IP address of the discovered server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-server-discovery-reset

[top]

Reset the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range
node
vserver
Output Name Range
result
Errno

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Type
string

Description
Result of the server discovery reset

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-server-discovery-site

[top]

Site of the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range
node
vserver

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional
string

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done

Output Name Range
site

Type
string

Errno

Description
Site information of the discovered server

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

secd-server-discovery-test

[top]

Test the Discovered Servers
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The node on which command will be run
optional

node
vserver

string

Output Name Range
result

Type
string

Errno

The Vserver where the lookup has to be done
Description
Server discovery result of the test

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Element definition: secd-connection-timeout-info

[top]

SecD Connection Timeout When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

connectiontimeout

[2..10]

integer
optional

Secd connection timeout in seconds Attributes: required-forcreate, modifiable

vservername
optional

Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Description

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: sectrace
sectrace-find-or-createfilter
security-trace-filtercreate
security-trace-filterdelete
security-trace-filter-getiter
security-trace-filtermodify
security-trace-resultdelete
security-trace-resultshow

This set of ZAPIs allow setting up and managing permission
check filters and logs. Permission tracing allows users to trace
permission checks that are done during multiprotocol security
access. These set of ZAPIs provide an interface to create, delete
and modify security tracing filters. They also allow viewing and
deleting of trace records that are generated as a result of the
trace filters.

sectrace-find-or-create-filter
Input Name

Range

[top]

Type

Description

ip-address
The IP address of the client.
optional

client-ip
name

string
optional

Windows or Unix User Name to trace.

path

string
optional

Path to match.

sectraceprotocol The protocol for which the permission tracing is applicable.
optional

protocol

boolean
optional

trace-allow
Output Name

Range

Type

index

[0..2^321]

integer

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to record
trace results for allow events as well.
Description
Index for output

Errno

Description

E_CIFS_ERROR_SECURITY_TRACE_ENTRIES_OUT_OF_RANGE
E_NFS_UI_SECURITY_TRACE_FLEXGROUP_ERROR

security-trace-filter-create
Creates a new Security trace entry.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-ip

ip-address
optional

enabled

enable
optional

This is used to enable or disable the filter.

integer

internally created index for the filter.

string
optional

Path to match.

[0..2^321]

index
path

The IP address of the client.

The protocols for which the permission tracing is
applicable. Possible values:

protocols

sectraceprotocol[]
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-trace-filter on successful
creation. Default: false

integer
optional

The admin can specify a timeout for this filter after which
it would be disabled.

trace-allow

boolean
optional

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to
record trace results for allow events as well.

unix-name

string
optional

UNIX user name or user ID to trace.

windowsname

string
optional

Windows User Name to trace.

time-enabled [1..720]

Output Name

Range

Type
security-tracefilter-attributes
optional

result

Errno

"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol

Description
The security-trace-filter created (keys or the entire object
if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-filter-delete

[top]

Deletes the specified Security trace entry.
Input Name
index

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32-1] integer internally created index for the filter.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-filter-get-iter

[top]

Gives information about one or more Security trace entries.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

securitytrace-filterattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

securitytrace-filterattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-trace-filter
object. All security-trace-filter objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

securitytrace-filterThe list of attributes of security-trace-filter objects.
attributes[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-trace-filter objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-filter-modify

[top]

Modifies settings of a Security trace entry, even if it is in use.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-ip

ip-address
optional

enabled

enable
optional

This is used to enable or disable the filter.

integer

internally created index for the filter.

string
optional

Path to match.

index

[0..2^321]

path

sectraceprotocol[]
optional

protocols

timeenabled

[1..720]

integer
optional

The IP address of the client.

The protocols for which the permission tracing is applicable.
Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol
The admin can specify a timeout for this filter after which it
would be disabled.

trace-allow

boolean
optional

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to record
trace results for allow events as well.

unix-name

string
optional

UNIX user name or user ID to trace.

windowsname

string
optional

Windows User Name to trace.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-result-delete

[top]

Delete the specified security tracing event record.
Input Name

Range

Type

node
seqnum

[0..2^641]

Errno

Description

node-name

The cluster node on which the permission tracing event
occured.

integer

The sequence number of the permission tracing event.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-trace-result-show

[top]

Retrieve the list of permission tracing results for the cluster.
Input Name

Range

securitytraceresultslogs
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securitytraceresultslogs
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-trace-result
object. All security-trace-result objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

securitytraceresults- The list of attributes of security-trace-result objects.
logs[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional trace-result objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: sectrace-protocol
cifs|nfs Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol
[none]

[top]

Element definition: security-trace-filter-attributes

[top]

Security trace configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

client-ip

ipaddress The IP address of the client. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

enabled

enable This is used to enable or disable the filter. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable

index

[0..2^32- integer internally created index for the filter. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable
1]
string
Path to match. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

path

The protocols for which the permission tracing is applicable.
sectrace- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
protocol[]
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
optional
"nfs" - NFS Protocol

protocols

timeenabled

[1..720]

integer The admin can specify a timeout for this filter after which it would be
optional disabled. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

traceallow

The deny events are traced by default. This option is to record trace
boolean
results for allow events as well. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable

unixname

UNIX user name or user ID to trace. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

vserver

vserverVserver on which the permission tracing is applied. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

windowsname

Windows User Name to trace. Attributes: optional-for-create,
string
optional modifiable

Element definition: security-trace-results-logs
List of security tracing results. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
client-ip
index
keytime

Range

Type

Description

ipThe IP address of the client that triggered the permission tracing event.
address
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
[0..2^32- integer The index of the filter corresponding to the permission tracing event.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
1]
The date and time of day when the persmission tracing event occured.
date
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node

nodeThe cluster node on which the permission tracing event occured.
name
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

path

string The path of the file whose access triggered the permission tracing
optional event. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

protocol

Protocol for which the permission tracing is configured. Attributes:
sectrace- required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
protocol
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
optional
"nfs" - NFS Protocol

result

string A brief explanation of the result of the security check. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
The security style of the file system where the persmission tracing event
occured. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

securitystyle

seqnum

securitystyle
optional

"security_none" - Security not Set,
"security_unix_modebits" - UNIX and UNIX permissions,
"security_unix_acl" - UNIX and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_unix_sd" - UNIX and NT ACL,
"security_mixed_modebits" - MIXED and UNIX permissions,
"security_mixed_acl" - MIXED and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_mixed_sd" - MIXED and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_modebits" - NTFS and UNIX permissions,
"security_ntfs_acl" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_sd" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_unix" - UNIX,
"security_mixed" - MIXED,
"security_ntfs" - NTFS,
"security_modebits" - UNIX permissions,
"security_acl" - ACL,
"security_sd" - SD

[0..2^64- integer The sequence number of the permission tracing event. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
1]

session- [0..2^64- integer The unique identifier for the CIFS session. Attributes: required-forid
1]
optional create, non-modifiable
sharename

string CIFS Share name which has been accessed. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

unixuser

string Mapped UNIX User who triggered the permission tracing event.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

username

string Windows User who triggered the permission tracing event. Attributes:
optional optional-for-create, non-modifiable

volumename

string Name of the volume that has been accessed. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

vserver

vserverThe Vserver on which the permission tracing event occured. Attributes:
name

optional

key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: sectrace-protocol

[top]

cifs|nfs Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol,
"nfs" - NFS Protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style

[top]

Effective security style on file Possible values:
"security_none" - Security not Set,
"security_unix_modebits" - UNIX and UNIX permissions,
"security_unix_acl" - UNIX and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_unix_sd" - UNIX and NT ACL,
"security_mixed_modebits" - MIXED and UNIX permissions,
"security_mixed_acl" - MIXED and NFSv4 ACL,
"security_mixed_sd" - MIXED and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_modebits" - NTFS and UNIX permissions,
"security_ntfs_acl" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_ntfs_sd" - NTFS and NT ACL,
"security_unix" - UNIX,
"security_mixed" - MIXED,
"security_ntfs" - NTFS,
"security_modebits" - UNIX permissions,
"security_acl" - ACL,
"security_sd" - SD
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: security
security-config-get
security-config-modify
security-config-ocsp-disable
security-config-ocsp-enable
security-config-ocsp-get-iter
security-last-login-info
security-login-create
security-login-delete
security-login-delete-iter
security-login-expirepassword
security-login-expirepassword-iter
security-login-get
security-login-get-iter
security-login-lock
security-login-modify
security-login-modify-iter
security-login-modifypassword
security-login-role-configget
security-login-role-configget-iter
security-login-role-configmodify
security-login-role-configmodify-iter
security-login-role-create
security-login-role-delete
security-login-role-deleteiter
security-login-role-get
security-login-role-get-iter
security-login-role-modify
security-login-role-modifyiter
security-login-unlock
security-login-whoami
security-protocol-get
security-protocol-modify
security-protocol-ssh-get
security-protocol-ssh-modify
security-saml-sp-createasync
security-saml-sp-destroy
security-saml-sp-get
security-saml-sp-modify
security-ssh-add
security-ssh-get-iter
security-ssh-remove
security-ssh-reset

This set of ZAPIs allow to manage security of the system.

security-config-get

[top]

Display Cluster Security Configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
configwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

fipsinterfaces

interface

Output Name Range

Type Of Interface. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in a future
release. Possible values:
"ssl"

Type

Description

securityconfig- The attributes of the security.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-config-modify

[top]

Modify Cluster Security Configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Type Of Interface. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in a
future release. Possible values:

interface

fipsinterfaces

is-fips-enabled

boolean
optional

Data ONTAP FIPS Mode.

supportedcipher-suites

string[]
optional

Data ONTAP Supported Cipher Suites.

supportedciphers

string
optional

Data ONTAP Supported Ciphers. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be
removed in a future release.

supportedprotocols

string[]
optional

Data ONTAP Supported Protocols.

Errno

"ssl"

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-config-ocsp-disable
Disable OCSP for one or more selected applications

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description
Application Name
Possible values:

application

'autosupport' - AutoSupport,
'audit_log' - Audit-Logging,
'fabricpool' - FabricPool,
'ems' - EMS,
'kmip' - KMIP,
'ldap_ad' - LDAP-AD,
'ldap_nis_namemap' - LDAP-NIS-NameMap,
'all' - All Applications

string[]

Errno

Description

E_SECURITY_CONFIG_ALL_CANNOT_COEXIST

security-config-ocsp-enable

[top]

Enable OCSP for one or more selected applications
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Application Name
Possible values:

application

string[]

'autosupport' - AutoSupport,
'audit_log' - Audit-Logging,
'fabricpool' - FabricPool,
'ems' - EMS,
'kmip' - KMIP,
'ldap_ad' - LDAP-AD,
'ldap_nis_namemap' - LDAP-NIS-NameMap,
'all' - All Applications

Errno

Description

E_SECURITY_CONFIG_ALL_CANNOT_COEXIST

security-config-ocsp-get-iter

[top]

Display OCSP Support Status for Applications
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
configfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
ocsp
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securityA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
configany number of attributes in the security object. All security objects matching
ocsp
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

securityconfigThe list of attributes of security objects.
ocsp[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-last-login-info

[top]

Show the last login time, unsuccessful login attempts and role change since last login.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

username

string

Name of user or group.

vserver

string

Name of vserver.

Output Name

Range

date
optional

last-login-time

Description
last successful login time

true-false
Role change since last login
optional

last-role-change

integer
optional

last-unsuccessful-attempts
Errno

Type

Unsuccessful login attempts

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-login-create

[top]

Create a new user account associated with the specified application and authentication method. The new account
can be local to ONTAP or an user/group configured in an external Active-Directory/LDAP/NIS server. In case of
Active-Directory/LDAP/NIS group as the user account, access will be granted to its member users.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'

'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

comment

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters.

is-ns-switchgroup

boolean
Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not.
optional

is-passwordhashed

This optionally specifies whether password entered by user is pre-hashed. This
boolean
is ignored for creating snmp users. This is required for creating non-snmp
optional
users.

password

Password for the user account. This field is not required (and will be ignored if
string
present) when creating a user for the SNMP application. It is required for all
optional
other applications.

remote-switchipaddress

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote
switch could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor
string (CSHM) or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health
optional Monitor (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only
if user is a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authenticationmethod is usm (SNMP user security model).

role-name

string The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
optional Admin Vserver.
second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.

secondauthenticationmethod

string
optional

snmpv3-logininfo

snmpv3loginSNMPv3 user login information for 'usm' authentication method
info
optional

'none'.
'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

Description

EINVALIDUSERNAME
EINVALIDAPPLICATION
EINVALIDAUTHENTICATIONMETHOD
EROLENOTFOUND
EINVALID_ENGINE_ID
E_INVALID_AUTHENTICATION_PROTOCOL
E_INVALID_PRIVACY_PROTOCOL
E_RSH_USER_CREATION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_TELNET_USER_CREATION_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EINVALIDACCESS
EASUPUSEROPERATIONFAILED
E_COMMUNITY_CREATE_FAILED
E_FAILED_TO_CREATE_SNMPV3_USER
E_SECOND_AUTH_METHOD_SHOULD_BE_USED_WITH_SSH
E_SECOND_AUTH_METHOD_SHOULD_BE_USED_WITH_FIRST_METHOD_PWD_PUB_NSSWITCH
E_SECOND_AUTH_METHOD_SHOULD_BE_DIFF_FIRST_METHOD
E_AUTH_METHOD_ALREADY_EXISTS_COMPLEMENTARY_PAIR
E_SAME_USER_ALREADY_EXISTS_MFA_ENTRY
E_RBAC_FAILED_TO_DISCOVER_SNMPV3_ENGINEID
E_RBAC_REMOTEIP_SPECIFIED_FOR_NON_ADMIN_VSERVER
E_RBAC_REMOTEIP_SPECIFIED_FOR_NON_SNMPV3_USER
E_RBAC_ALL_ZEROS_REMOTEIP
E_RBAC_ENGINEID_ASSOCIATED_WITH_EXISTING_USERNAME
E_SNMPV3_CLIENT_UNAVAILABLE

security-login-delete

[top]

Delete an existing user account object.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authentication-

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.

method

'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.
This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
string or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
optional (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model).

remote-switchipaddress

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EAPPLICATIONNOTFOUND
EAUTHENTICATIONMETHODNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDACCESS
EASUPUSEROPERATIONFAILED

security-login-delete-iter

[top]

Delete an existing user account or a group of user account objects.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security login account objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting the next
boolean
matching security login account even when the deletion of a previous
optional
security login account fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed deletions before the
server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue deleting the next
matching security login account even when the deletion of a previous
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
matching security login account fails, and do so until the total number of
optional
count
1]
objects failed to be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default:
2^32-1
max-records

query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security login account objects to delete in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
securityIf deleting a specific security login account, this input element must specify
loginall keys. If deleting multiple security login account objects based on query,
account-

info

this input element must specify a query.

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean
(just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false, the list of
optional
security login account objects not deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of security
optional
login account objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

securityloginInformation about security login account objects that were not deleted due to
deletesome error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniterfailure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login account objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login account objects that matched the query, but were
optional not deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login account objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully deleted.
securitylogindelete- The security login account objects that were successfully deleted. This
iter- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-expire-password

[top]

If the user has a password enabled, this API will cause it to immediately expire. Current login sessions will still
remain available.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. Possible values:

password-hashalgorithm

string
optional

user-name

string

Name of the user whose password need to be expired.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND

Description

sha512
sha256
md5

security-login-expire-password-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of user account that uses password as authentication method to immedialtely expire their
passwords. Current login sessions will still remain available.
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

Type
boolean
optional

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
This input element is useful when multiple security objects match a given
query. If set to true, the API will continue with the next matching security
even when the operation fails for the security. If set to false, the API will
return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed operations before
the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue with the next
matching security even when the operation on a previous matching security
fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of security objects to be operated in this call.
Default: 20

securityIf operating on a specific security, this input element must specify all keys.
loginIf operating on security objects based on query, this input element must
passwordspecify a query.
user-info

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security objects (just keys) that
were not operated on due to some error. If set to false, the list of security
objects not operated on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security objects (just keys) that
were successfully operated on. If set to false, the list of security objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag obtained from the
previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

securityloginInformation about security objects that were not operated on due to some
expireerror. This element will be returned only if input element 'return-failure-list'
passwordis true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
security objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The number of security objects that matched the query, but were not
operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of security objects that matched the query and were
successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

securityloginexpire- The security objects that were successfully processed. This element will be
password- returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional
Description

security-login-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a user account.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.

desiredattributes

securitylogin- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
account- which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

remote-switchipaddress

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote
switch could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor
string (CSHM) or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health
optional Monitor (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only
if user is a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authenticationmethod is usm (SNMP user security model).

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

securityloginThe attributes of the security login account.
accountinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EAPPLICATIONNOTFOUND
EAUTHENTICATIONMETHODNOTFOUND

security-login-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of user account objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securityloginaccountinfo
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

securityloginaccount- The list of attributes of security login account objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security login
optional account objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
any number of attributes in the security login account object. All security
login account objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

securitylogin- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
account- for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-lock

[top]

Lock a user account that uses password as the authentication method. Returns an error if the user account does
not use password authentication.
Input Name Range Type
user-name
vserver
Errno

Description

string Name of the user account to be locked.
string Name of the Vserver.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EUSERLOCKFAILED
E_LOCK_NOT_SUPPORTED
EINVALIDACCESS

security-login-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a user account object. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
.
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

comment
is-ns-switchgroup

remote-switchipaddress

role-name

string

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters.
boolean
Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not.
optional
This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
string or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
optional (MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model).
string

The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
Admin Vserver.
second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.

secondauthentication-

string

'none'.

optional

method

'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.

user-name

string

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EAPPLICATIONNOTFOUND
EAUTHENTICATIONMETHODNOTFOUND
EROLENOTFOUND
E_NO_PASSWORD
E_INVALID_AUTHENTICATION_PROTOCOL
E_INVALID_PRIVACY_PROTOCOL
E_NO_AUTHENTICATION_PASSWORD
E_NO_PRIVACY_PASSWORD
E_INVALID_AUTHENTICATION_PASSWORD
E_INVALID_PRIVACY_PASSWORD
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDACCESS
EASUPUSEROPERATIONFAILED
E_SAME_USER_ALREADY_EXISTS_MFA_ENTRY
E_TWO_DIFFERENT_PROFILES

security-login-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of a user account or a group of user account objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

securityloginSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.
accountinfo
This input element is useful when multiple security login account objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching security login account even when modification of a previous
optional
security login account fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations
before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying
the next matching security login account even when the modification of a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching security login account fails, and do so until the total
optional
count
1]
number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is

set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securityIf modifying a specific security login account, this input element must specify
loginall keys. If modifying security login account objects based on query, this
accountinput element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional of security login account objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login account objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of security
optional
login account objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

securityloginInformation about security login account objects that were not modified due
modifyto some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniterfailure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login account objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login account objects that matched the query, but were
optional not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login account objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
securityloginmodify- The security login account objects that were successfully updated. This
iter- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-modify-password

[top]

Changes the password of a specified user.
Input Name
is-passwordhashed
new-password
passwordhash-algorithm

user-name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
This optionally specifies whether password entered by user is pre-hashed.
optional
string
string
optional

New password of the user.
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. The default value is 'sha512'. Possible values:
sha512
sha256

string The user whose password should be changed. This is mandatory when a user
optional with admin role is modifying the password of another user.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EONTAPI_EPERM
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a role configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
login-rolewhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
config-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes
role-name

string

Name of the role.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

securitylogin-role- The attributes of the security login roleconfig.
config-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EROLENOTFOUND
EROLECONFIGNOTFOUND

security-login-role-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of role objects.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type

Description

securityloginSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
rolefor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
configdesired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
info
optional
[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
securityloginroleconfiginfo
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
any number of attributes in the security login roleconfig object. All security
login roleconfig objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

Output Name

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
previous call.

Type

Description

Range

securityloginroleThe list of attributes of security login roleconfig objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

string
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security login
roleconfig objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-config-modify

[top]

Modify the specified attributes of role configuration object. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

account-expirytime

string This optionally specifies the expiration period of user accounts. The default
optional setting is 2^32-1 meaning that no accounts will be marked for expiration.

accountinactive-limit

This optionally specifies the maximum duration of inactivity leading to
string
expiration of user account. The default setting is 2^32-1, meaning that no
optional
account will expire based on inactivity.

changepasswordduration-indays

[0..1000]

delay-afterfailed-login

[1..60]

integer This optionally specifies the delay after each failed login attempt in
optional seconds. Default is 4 secs.

lastpasswordsdisallowedcount

[1..25]

integer This optionally specifies the number of previous passwords that are
optional disallowed for reuse. The default setting is 6.

lockoutduration

This optionally specifies the number of days that must pass between
integer
password changes. The default setting is 0 (zero) meaning the user is
optional
allowed to change the password immediately.

[0..2^32- integer This optionally specifies the number of days to lock the account if
optional maximum number of failed attempts occur. Default is 0.
1]

max-failed[0..2^32- integer This optionally specifies the maximum number of invalid login attempts
login-attempts
1]
optional after which the account gets locked. Default is 0.
min-passwdspecialchar

[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum special characters required in
optional password. The default setting is no special chars i.e. 0.

min-passwordsize

[3..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum length of the password. Possible
optional values range from 3 to 64 characters. The default setting is 8 characters.

min-usernamesize

[3..16]

integer The minimum length of the user name. Possible values range from 3 to 16
optional characters. The default setting is 3 characters.
If configured, this optionally specifies when the user starts receiving
string
warning messages regarding upcoming password expiry. The default
optional
setting is 2^32-1.

passwd-expirywarn-time
passwd-mindigits
passwd-minlowercase-

[0..64]
[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of digits required in the
optional password. The default setting is 0.
integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of lowercase alphabetic

optional characters required in the password. The default setting is 0.

chars
passwd-minuppercasechars

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of uppercase alphabetic
optional characters required in the password. The default setting is 0.

[0..64]

passwordexpirationduration

string This optionally specifies the password expiry in days. A value of 0 means it
optional expiries now. Default is 2^32-1 (ie., never expire).

require-initialpasswordupdate

boolean This optionally specifies to change the password upon first-login to the
optional storage controller from SSH or serial-console. Default is false.

requirepasswordalpha-numeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the password must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character.

requireusernamealpha-numeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the username must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character.

role-name

string

Name of the role.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EROLENOTFOUND
EROLECONFIGNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-config-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of role configuration or a group of role configuration objects.
Input Name

attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

securityloginrole- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.
configinfo
This input element is useful when multiple security login roleconfig objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching security login roleconfig even when modification of a previous
optional
security login roleconfig fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations
before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying
the next matching security login roleconfig even when the modification of a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching security login roleconfig fails, and do so until the total
optional
count
1]
number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If
set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is
set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
security-

login- If modifying a specific security login roleconfig, this input element must
role- specify all keys. If modifying security login roleconfig objects based on query,
config- this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login roleconfig objects
boolean (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list
optional of security login roleconfig objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login roleconfig objects
boolean
(just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of security
optional
login roleconfig objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securityloginroleInformation about security login roleconfig objects that were not modified
configdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input element
modify'return-failure-list' is true.
iterinfo[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login roleconfig objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login roleconfig objects that matched the query, but were
optional not modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login roleconfig objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully updated.
securityloginroleconfig- The security login roleconfig objects that were successfully updated. This
modify- element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-create

[top]

Create a new user role.
Input Name Range
access-level
commanddirectoryname
returnrecord
role-name

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default
optional value is 'all'.
string

The command or command directory to which the role has an access.

boolean
If set to true, returns the security login role on successful creation. Default: false
optional
string

Name of the role.
A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory

string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'.
optional The query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes
with name vol1.

role-query
vserver

string

Output Name Range

Name of the Vserver.

Type

Description

securityloginThe security login role created (keys or the entire object if requested)
role-info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDROLENAME
EINVALIDCMDDIRNAME
EINVALIDACCESS
EINVALIDQUERY
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-delete

[top]

Delete an existing user role object.
Input Name

Range Type

command-directory-name
role-name

Description

string The command or command directory to which the role has an access.
string Name of the role.

vserver

string Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EROLENOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECMDDIRNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-delete-iter

[top]

Delete an existing user role or a group of user role objects.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security login role objects match a
boolean given query. If set to true, the API will continue deleting the next matching
optional security login role even when the deletion of a previous security login role
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input

element may be provided to limit the number of failed deletions before the
server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue deleting the next
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer matching security login role even when the deletion of a previous matching
count
1]
optional security login role fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to
be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed deletions. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security login role objects to delete in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]

query

security- If deleting a specific security login role, this input element must specify all
login- keys. If deleting multiple security login role objects based on query, this
role-info input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set to false, the list of
optional
security login role objects not deleted will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false, the list of security login
optional
role objects deleted will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securityloginrole- Information about security login role objects that were not deleted due to
delete- some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniter- failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login role objects to be deleted.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login role objects that matched the query, but were not
optional deleted due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login role objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully deleted.

success-list

Errno

securityloginroleThe security login role objects that were successfully deleted. This element
deletewill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a user role.
Input Name Range
commanddirectoryname
desired-

Type
string

Description
The command or command directory to which the role has an access.

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
login-

which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
role-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

attributes
role-name

string

Name of the role.

vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

securitylogin- The attributes of the security login role.
role-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EROLENOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECMDDIRNOTFOUND

security-login-role-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of user role objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
loginfor which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
role-info
desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

securityA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
loginany number of attributes in the security login role object. All security login
role-info
role objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

securityloginrole- The list of attributes of security login role objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security login role
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-role-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of user role object. Omitted (optional) fields will not be changed.
Input Name Range
accesslevel

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default value
optional is 'all'.

commanddirectoryname

string

The command or command directory to which the role has an access.

role-name

string

Name of the role.

A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory
string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'.
optional The query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes with
name vol1.

role-query
vserver

string

Name of the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDROLENAME
EINVALIDCMDDIRNAME
EINVALIDACCESS
EINVALIDACCESSLEVEL
EINVALIDQUERY
EINVALIDROLEQUERY
E_PREDEFINED_ROLES_UNMUTABLE
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-login-role-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of user role or a group of user role objects.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

securitylogin- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.
role-info
This input element is useful when multiple security login role objects match a
boolean given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next matching
optional security login role even when modification of a previous security login role
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input
element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations
before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying
the next matching security login role even when the modification of a
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
previous matching security login role fails, and do so until the total number
optional
count
1]
of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
security- If modifying a specific security login role, this input element must specify all
login- keys. If modifying security login role objects based on query, this input

role-info element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of
optional
security login role objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security login role objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of security login
optional
role objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securityloginrole- Information about security login role objects that were not modified due to
modify- some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'returniter- failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching security
optional login role objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of security login role objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security login role objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.
securityloginroleThe security login role objects that were successfully updated. This element
modifywill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
iterinfo[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-login-unlock

[top]

Unlock a user account that uses password as authentication method. Returns an error if the user account does
not use password authentication.
Input Name Range Type
user-name
vserver

Description

string Name of the user account to be unlocked.
string Name of the Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSERNOTFOUND
EUSERUNLOCKFAILED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
EINVALIDACCESS

Description

security-login-whoami

[top]

Show the current user and role of this session.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

securitylogin- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
account- which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
Type

Description

securityloginThe attributes of the security login whoami.
accountinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-get

[top]

Get the security protocol configuration
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the application.Possible values:

application

desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

string

'rsh'
'telnet'
.

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
protocolwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
Type

Description

securityprotocol- The attributes of the security protocol.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-modify
Modify the security protocol configuration

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of the application.Possible values:

application

enabled

'rsh'
'telnet'
.

string

boolean To enable or disable application.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-ssh-get

[top]

Get the security protocol ssh configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

securitySpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
protocolwhich information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
ssh-info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional
Type

Description

securityprotocol- The attributes of the security protocol ssh.
ssh-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-protocol-ssh-modify

[top]

Modifies the security protocol ssh configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

connections-per-second [1..70] integer Connections Per Second
max-instances
per-source-limit
Errno

[1..128] integer Maximum Number of Instances
[1..64] integer Per-Source Limit
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-create-async

[top]

Configure SAML service provider information. Note that this restarts the web server. Any HTTP/S connections that
are active will be disrupted.
Input Name

Range

Type
string
optional

cert-ca

Description
Specify the service prvider's certificate issuing CA.

certcommonname

commonSpecify the service providers certificate's common name.
name
optional

cert-serial

string
optional

idp-uri

uri

Specify the URI containing the metadata of the identity provider.

remoteinetSpecify the SAML SP service provider host address.
address
optional

sp-host
verifymetadataserver
Output Name

Specify the service providers certificate's serial number.

boolean
optional
Range

Specify whether to verify the IdP metadata server identity.

Type

Description

saml-spconfigThe security created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
optional
code
1]

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
string
optional

result-status

Errno

The ID of the job that was spawned to create this security.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation completed
successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress, "failed" if creation
failed.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-destroy

[top]

Delete SAML service provider configuration information. Note that this restarts the web server. Any HTTP/S
connections that are active will be disrupted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-get
Get SAML service provider configuration information

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

samlspSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for
config- which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired
info
attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

samlspThe attributes of the security.
configinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-saml-sp-modify

[top]

Modify SAML service provider configuration information. Note that this may restart the web server. Any HTTP/S
connections that are active may be disrupted. Prior to disabling SAML service provider authentication, to prevent
losing access, ensure that there are user accounts configured for non-SAML authentication.
Input Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean
Enable or disable the configured SAML SP for authentication.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-ssh-add

[top]

Adds the input algorithms, ciphers and mac algorithms to the SSH configuration. Existing algorithms, ciphers and
mac algorithms remain in the configuration. API will succeed if requested kex algorithm or cipher or MAC
algorithm is not currently enabled in the configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ciphers

ciphers[]
optional

key-exchange-algorithms

kex-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH Key Exchange Algorithms to Add

mac-algorithms

mac-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH MAC Algorithms to Add

vserver

List of SSH Ciphers to Add

vserver-name-data-admin
Name of Vserver.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-ssh-get-iter

[top]

Display SSH configuration options
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

security- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes
ssh-info for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the
optional desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

security- A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on
ssh-info any number of attributes in the ssh object. All ssh objects matching this
optional query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call.
string
For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the
optional
previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

securitysshThe list of attributes of ssh objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more ssh objects to
optional return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-ssh-remove

[top]

Removes the input algorithms, ciphers and MAC algorithms from the SSH configuration. API will succeed if
requested kex algorithm or cipher or MAC algorithm is already currently enabled in the configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ciphers

ciphers[]
optional

key-exchange-algorithms

kex-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH Key Exchange Algorithms to Remove

mac-algorithms

mac-algorithms[]
optional

List of SSH MAC algorithms to Remove

vserver

List of SSH Ciphers to Remove

vserver-name-data-admin
Name of Vserver.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-ssh-reset

[top]

Enable and replace SSH configuration options to this new setting
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
List of SSH Ciphers enabled. Possible values:
"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"

ciphers[]
optional

ciphers

List of SSH key exchange algorithms enabled. Possible
values:
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"

kexalgorithms[]
optional

key-exchange-algorithms

List of SSH MAC algorithms enabled. Possible values:

macalgorithms[]
optional

mac-algorithms

max-authentication-retrycount

"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"

[2..6]

integer
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Maximum Authentication Retry Count.

Description

Element definition: ciphers

[top]

cipher name Possible values:
"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"
[none]

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain
Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: date

[top]

Date (in seconds since Jan. 1, 1970 12:00:00) Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: fips-interfaces

[top]

SSL Possible values:
"ssl"
[none]

Element definition: kex-algorithms
algorithm name Possible values:
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,

[top]

"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"
[none]

Element definition: mac-algorithms

[top]

MAC name Possible values:
"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"
[none]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: saml-sp-config-info
SAML SP configuration information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

cert-ca

string
optional

Specify the service prvider's certificate issuing CA. Attributes: optionalfor-create, non-modifiable

cert-commonname

commonname
optional

Specify the service providers certificate's common name. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

cert-serial

string
optional

Specify the service providers certificate's serial number. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

idp-uri

uri
optional

Specify the URI containing the metadata of the identity provider.
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Enable or disable the configured SAML SP for authentication. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

remote-inetSpecify the SAML SP service provider host address. Attributes: optionaladdress
for-create, non-modifiable
optional

sp-host
verifymetadataserver

boolean
optional

Specify whether to verify the IdP metadata server identity. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: security-config-info

[top]

Provide Security Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the
caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clustersecurityconfig-ready

interface

is-fips-enabled
supportedcipher-suites

Range

Type

Description

boolean Cluster Security Configuration Ready. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.9 and may
optional be removed in a future release. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type Of Interface. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in a
future release. Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
fipsinterfaces values:
optional
"ssl"
boolean
Data ONTAP FIPS Mode. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
string[] Data ONTAP Supported Cipher Suites. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

supportedciphers

string
Data ONTAP Supported Ciphers. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be
optional removed in a future release. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

supportedprotocols

string[]
Data ONTAP Supported Protocols. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

Element definition: security-config-ocsp
OCSP Support Status for Applications When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are

[top]

reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Application Name
Possible values:

application

'autosupport' - AutoSupport,
'audit_log' - Audit-Logging,
'fabricpool' - FabricPool,
'ems' - EMS,
'kmip' - KMIP,
'ldap_ad' - LDAP-AD,
'ldap_nis_namemap' - LDAP-NIS-NameMap,
'all' - All Applications

string
optional

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
is-ocspenabled

boolean Is OCSP-based Certificate Status Check Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: security-login-account-info

[top]

User account information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string
optional

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:
'password' for 'amqp'' application.

authenticationmethod

string
optional

'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

comment

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-locked

boolean
Account Locked Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-ns-switchgroup

boolean Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. The default value is 'sha512'. Possible values:

passwordhash-algorithm

string
optional

sha512
sha256
md5
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-switchipaddress

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
string
(MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
optional
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model). Attributes: key, optional-for-create, nonmodifiable
string The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
optional Admin Vserver. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

role-name

second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.
secondauthenticationmethod

string
optional

'none'.
'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
string the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
optional specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

user-name

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against security login account object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

security-login-account- The keys for the security login account object to which the
info
deletion applies.

security-key

Element definition: security-login-expire-password-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

errormessage

Description

security-login-password-user- The keys for the security object to which the operation
info
applies.

security-key

Element definition: security-login-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against security login account object.
Name

Range

Type

[0..2^32error-code
1]

Description

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

securitykey

security-loginaccount-info

The keys for the security login account object to which the modify
operation applies.

Element definition: security-login-password-user-info
Information of users with password authentication method When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
password-hash-algorithm
user-name
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string
Password Hash Function Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Username Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: security-login-role-config-info
User role configuration information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

This optionally specifies the expiration period of user accounts. The default
string
setting is 2^32-1 meaning that no accounts will be marked for expiration.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountexpiry-time

This optionally specifies the maximum duration of inactivity leading to
string
expiration of user account. The default setting is 2^32-1, meaning that no
optional
account will expire based on inactivity. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountinactive-limit

This optionally specifies the number of days that must pass between
changepasswordinteger password changes. The default setting is 0 (zero) meaning the user is
[0..1000]
optional allowed to change the password immediately. Attributes: non-creatable,
duration-inmodifiable
days
delay-afterfailed-login

[1..60]

integer This optionally specifies the delay after each failed login attempt in seconds.
optional Default is 4 secs. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

lastpasswordsdisallowedcount

[1..25]

This optionally specifies the number of previous passwords that are
integer
disallowed for reuse. The default setting is 6. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

lockoutduration

This optionally specifies the number of days to lock the account if maximum
[0..2^32- integer
number of failed attempts occur. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
modifiable

This optionally specifies the maximum number of invalid login attempts after
max-failed[0..2^32- integer
which the account gets locked. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
loginoptional
1]
modifiable
attempts
min-passwdspecialchar

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum special characters required in
integer
password. The default setting is no special chars i.e. 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

minpasswordsize

[3..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum length of the password. Possible values
integer
range from 3 to 64 characters. The default setting is 8 characters. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

minusernamesize

[3..16]

The minimum length of the user name. Possible values range from 3 to 16
integer
characters. The default setting is 3 characters. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

passwdexpiry-warntime

If configured, this optionally specifies when the user starts receiving warning
string
messages regarding upcoming password expiry. The default setting is 2^32optional
1. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-mindigits

[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of digits required in the
optional password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-minlowercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of lowercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwd-minuppercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of uppercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwordexpiration-

This optionally specifies the password expiry in days. A value of 0 means it
string
expiries now. Default is 2^32-1 (ie., never expire). Attributes: non-creatable,
optional

[top]

duration

modifiable

requireinitialpasswordupdate

This optionally specifies to change the password upon first-login to the
boolean
storage controller from SSH or serial-console. Default is false. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

requirepasswordalphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the password must have atleast 1 alpha and
optional 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

requireusernamealphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the username must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-role-config-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against security login roleconfig object.
Name

Range

Type

[0..2^32error-code
1]

Description

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

securitykey

security-login-roleconfig-info

The keys for the security login roleconfig object to which the
modify operation applies.

Element definition: security-login-role-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against security login role object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

errormessage
security-key

Description

security-login-role- The keys for the security login role object to which the deletion
info
applies.

Element definition: security-login-role-info
User role information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

accesslevel

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default value is
optional 'all'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

commanddirectoryname

string The command or command directory to which the role has an access. Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

role-query

A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory
string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'. The
optional query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes with name
vol1. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-role-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against security login role object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage
securitykey

Description

security-login-role- The keys for the security login role object to which the modify
info
operation applies.

Element definition: security-protocol-info

[top]

Security protocol fields When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application.Possible values:

application

enabled

string
optional

'rsh'
'telnet'
. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
To enable or disable application. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: security-protocol-ssh-info

[top]

Security protocol ssh fields When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

connections-per-second

Type

Description

integer
Connections Per Second Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional
integer
Maximum Number of Instances Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

max-instances

integer
Per-Source Limit Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

per-source-limit

Element definition: security-ssh-info

[top]

Provide SSH configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
List of SSH Ciphers enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable Possible values:

ciphers

ciphers[]
optional

"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"
List of SSH key exchange algorithms enabled. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

key-exchangealgorithms

kexalgorithms[]
optional

"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"

List of SSH MAC algorithms enabled. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:

macalgorithms[]
optional

mac-algorithms

max-authentication[2..6]
retry-count
vserver-name

"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"

integer
optional

Maximum Authentication Retry Count. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

vserver-nameName of Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
data-admin
optional

Element definition: snmpv3-login-info

[top]

SNMPv3 user login information for 'usm' authentication method
Name

Range

Type

Description

authenticationpassword

Password for the authentication protocol. This should be minimum 8 characters
string
long. This is required for 'md5', 'sha' and 'sha2-256' authentication protocols
optional
and not required for 'none'. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

authenticationprotocol

Authentication protocol for the snmp user. Possible values: 'none', 'md5', 'sha'
and 'sha2-256'. When cluster FIPS mode is on, 'sha' and 'sha2-256' are the
string
only possible and valid values. When cluster FIPS mode is off, the default value
optional
is 'none'. When cluster FIPS mode is on, the default value is 'sha'. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

engine-id

Authoritative entity's EngineID for the SNMPv3 user. This is required for
creating SNMPv3 users (users for SNMPv3 INFORMs) with 'usm' authentication
hex- method only. This should be specified as a hexadecimal string. Engine ID with
string first bit set to 1 in first octet should have a minimum of 5 or maximum of 32
optional octets. Engine Id with first bit set to 0 in the first octet should be 12 octets in
length. Engine Id cannot have all zeros in its address For e.g.
8000014603000000000000. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

privacypassword

Password for the privacy protocol. This should be minimum 8 characters long.
string
This is required for 'des' and 'aes128' privacy protocols and not required for
optional
'none'. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

privacyprotocol

Privacy protocol for the snmp user. Possible values: 'none', 'des' and 'aes128'.
When cluster FIPS mode is on, 'aes128' is the only possible and valid value.
string
When cluster FIPS mode is off, the default value is 'none'. When cluster FIPS
optional
mode is on, the default value is 'aes128'. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: ciphers

[top]

cipher name Possible values:
"aes256_ctr" ,
"aes192_ctr" ,
"aes128_ctr" ,
"aes256_cbc" ,
"aes192_cbc" ,
"aes128_cbc" ,
"3des_cbc" ,
"aes128_gcm" ,
"aes256_gcm"
[none]

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain
Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: fips-interfaces
SSL Possible values:
"ssl"

[top]

[none]

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: kex-algorithms

[top]

algorithm name Possible values:
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha256" ,
"diffie_hellman_group_exchange_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group14_sha1" ,
"diffie_hellman_group1_sha1" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp256" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp384" ,
"ecdh_sha2_nistp521" ,
"curve25519_sha256"
[none]

Element definition: mac-algorithms
MAC name Possible values:
"hmac_md5" ,
"hmac_md5_96" ,
"hmac_md5_etm" ,
"hmac_md5_96_etm" ,
"hmac_ripemd160" ,
"hmac_ripemd160_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1" ,
"hmac_sha1_etm" ,
"hmac_sha1_96" ,
"hmac_sha1_96_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_256" ,
"hmac_sha2_256_etm" ,
"hmac_sha2_512" ,
"hmac_sha2_512_etm" ,
"umac_64" ,
"umac_128" ,
"umac_64_etm" ,
"umac_128_etm"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: remote-inet-address

[top]

IPv4 Address, IPv6 Address or Host Name
[none]

Element definition: security-login-account-info

[top]

User account information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the application. Possible values:

application

string
optional

'amqp'
'console'
'http'
'ontapi'
'rsh'
'snmp'
'service-processor'
'ssh'
'telnet'
. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
Authentication method for the application. Possible values: 'community',
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' and 'usm'. Not all authentication
methods are valid for an application. Valid authentication methods for each
application are:

authenticationmethod

string
optional

'password' for 'amqp'' application.
'password' for 'console' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'http' application.
'password', 'domain', 'nsswitch', 'cert' for 'ontapi' application.
'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv1 and SNMPv2
users).
'usm' and 'community' for 'snmp' application (when creating SNMPv3
users).
'password' for 'service-processor' application.
'password', 'publickey', 'domain', 'nsswitch' for 'ssh' application.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

comment

string Comments for the user account. The length of comment should be less than or
optional equal to 128 charaters. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-locked

boolean
Account Locked Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-ns-switchgroup

boolean Whether the added group is ns-switch group or not. Attributes: optional-foroptional create, modifiable
This optionally specifies password hash algorithm used to encrypt user's
password. The default value is 'sha512'. Possible values:

password-

string

sha512

hash-algorithm

optional

sha256
md5
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This optionally specifies the IP Address of the remote switch. The remote switch
could be a cluster switch monitored by Cluster Switch Health Monitor (CSHM)
or a Fiber Channel (FC) switch monitored by Metro Cluster Health Monitor
string
(MCC-HM). This is applicable only for a remote SNMPv3 user i.e. only if user is
optional
a remote (non-local) user, application is snmp and authentication-method is
usm (SNMP user security model). Attributes: key, optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

remote-switchipaddress

string The profile/role to be associated with the user. The default value is 'admin' for
optional Admin Vserver. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

role-name

second authentication method for ssh application. Possible values: 'none',
'password', 'publickey' && 'nsswitch'.
secondauthenticationmethod

'none'.
'password'.
'publickey'.
'nsswitch'.

string
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Name of the User or Group. When creating a SNMPv1 or SNMPv2 user with
'snmp' application and 'community' authentication-method, the user name is
string the community string. The Active Directory or LDAP/NIS group name can be
optional specified as user name respectively with 'domain' or 'nsswitch' authenticationmethod and 'ontapi' or 'ssh' application. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
non-modifiable

user-name

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: security-login-role-config-info
User role configuration information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is
not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

This optionally specifies the expiration period of user accounts. The default
string
setting is 2^32-1 meaning that no accounts will be marked for expiration.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountexpiry-time

This optionally specifies the maximum duration of inactivity leading to
string
expiration of user account. The default setting is 2^32-1, meaning that no
optional
account will expire based on inactivity. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

accountinactive-limit

This optionally specifies the number of days that must pass between
changepasswordinteger password changes. The default setting is 0 (zero) meaning the user is
[0..1000]
optional allowed to change the password immediately. Attributes: non-creatable,
duration-inmodifiable
days
delay-afterfailed-login
lastpasswords-

[1..60]

[1..25]

integer This optionally specifies the delay after each failed login attempt in seconds.
optional Default is 4 secs. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
integer

This optionally specifies the number of previous passwords that are
disallowed for reuse. The default setting is 6. Attributes: non-creatable,

[top]

disallowedcount
lockoutduration

optional

modifiable

This optionally specifies the number of days to lock the account if maximum
[0..2^32- integer
number of failed attempts occur. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional
modifiable

This optionally specifies the maximum number of invalid login attempts after
max-failed[0..2^32- integer
which the account gets locked. Default is 0. Attributes: non-creatable,
loginoptional
1]
modifiable
attempts
min-passwdspecialchar

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum special characters required in
integer
password. The default setting is no special chars i.e. 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

minpasswordsize

[3..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum length of the password. Possible values
integer
range from 3 to 64 characters. The default setting is 8 characters. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

minusernamesize

[3..16]

The minimum length of the user name. Possible values range from 3 to 16
integer
characters. The default setting is 3 characters. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

passwdexpiry-warntime

If configured, this optionally specifies when the user starts receiving warning
string
messages regarding upcoming password expiry. The default setting is 2^32optional
1. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-mindigits

[0..64]

integer This optionally specifies the minimum number of digits required in the
optional password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

passwd-minlowercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of lowercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwd-minuppercasechars

[0..64]

This optionally specifies the minimum number of uppercase alphabetic
integer
characters required in the password. The default setting is 0. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

passwordexpirationduration

This optionally specifies the password expiry in days. A value of 0 means it
string
expiries now. Default is 2^32-1 (ie., never expire). Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
modifiable

requireinitialpasswordupdate

This optionally specifies to change the password upon first-login to the
boolean
storage controller from SSH or serial-console. Default is false. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, modifiable

requirepasswordalphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the password must have atleast 1 alpha and
optional 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

requireusernamealphanumeric

boolean If this field is set it specifies that the username must have atleast 1 alpha
optional and 1 numeric character. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: security-login-role-info
User role information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be
returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value
for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is

[top]

not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
accesslevel

Range

Type

Description

string Access level for the role. Possible values: 'none', 'readonly', 'all'. The default value is
optional 'all'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

commanddirectoryname

string The command or command directory to which the role has an access. Attributes:
optional key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

role-name

string
Name of the role. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

role-query

A query for the role. The query must apply to the specified command or directory
string name. Example: The command is 'volume show' and the query is '-volume vol1'. The
optional query is applied to the command resulting in populating only the volumes with name
vol1. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

string
Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

APIs in Category: security-certificate
security-certificate-caissued-get
security-certificate-caissued-get-iter
security-certificate-create
security-certificate-delete
security-certificatedelete-iter
security-certificate-fileget-iter
security-certificategenerate-csr
security-certificate-get
security-certificate-getiter
security-certificate-install
security-certificateremove-precluster-cert
security-certificaterename
security-certificaterevoke
security-certificate-sign
security-certificatetruststore-clear
security-certificatetruststore-load

This set of ZAPIs allows to manage certificates in a cluster
environment including: creation, deletion, installation, generation
of CSR, signing of certificate and revocation.

security-certificate-ca-issued-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the security-certificate-ca-issued.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ca-serialnumber

string

Serial number of CA certificate.

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

desiredattributes

certificateca-issuedinfo
optional

serialnumber

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Serial number of certificate.
Description

certificateca-issued- The attributes of the security-certificate-ca-issued.

info
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-ca-issued-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of security-certificate-ca-issued objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
certificateca-issuedinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-certificateca-issued object. All security-certificate-ca-issued objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

certificateca-issuedinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

certificateca-issuedThe list of attributes of security-certificate-ca-issued objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-certificate-ca-issued objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-create

[top]

If a certificate is created with the existing Common Name then a new certificate is generated with a
different serial number
Input Name
cert-name
common-

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the system's internal identifier for the certificate. It must be
string
unique within a Vserver. If not provided, it is automatically generated
optional
by the system.
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact

name
country
email-address
expire-days

string

location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

string
Name of the country. Default value is 'US'.
optional
string
Email address of administrator. Default value is empty string.
optional
integer
Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'.
optional
Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is 'sha256'.
Possible values:

hash-function

is-systeminternalcertificate
locality

string
optional

'sha1' ,
'sha256' ,
'md5' ,
'sha224' ,
'sha384' ,
'sha512

boolean
Is System Internal Certificate. Default value is 'false'.
optional
string
Name of the locality Default value is empty string.
optional

organization

string
Name of the organization. Default value is empty string.
optional

organizationunit

string
Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Default value is empty string.
optional
Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'.
Possible values:

size

state

string
optional

'512' - 512 bits private key,
'1024' - 1024 bits private key,
'1536' - 1536 bits private key,
'2048' - 2048 bits private key,
'3072' - 3072 bits private key

string
Name of the state. Default value is empty string.
optional
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

vserver

string

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server authentication

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

security-certificate-delete

[top]

Delete an existing security-certificate object.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
optional Vserver.

cert-name
certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

common-name

string

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

is-systeminternalcertificate

boolean
Is System Internal Certificate
optional
string
Serial number of certificate.
optional

serial-number

string Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
optional removed in a future release.

subtype

Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication

string

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-delete-iter

[top]

Delete an existing security-certificate or a group of security-certificate objects.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple security-certificate
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
deleting the next matching security-certificate even when the
deletion of a previous security-certificate fails. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
count
1]
optional

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching security-certificate even
when the deletion of a previous matching security-certificate fails,
and do so until the total number of objects failed to be deleted
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of security-certificate objects to delete in
this call. Default: 20

If deleting a specific security-certificate, this input element must
certificatespecify all keys. If deleting multiple security-certificate objects
info
based on query, this input element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-certificate
objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
to false, the list of security-certificate objects not deleted will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-certificate
objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
the list of security-certificate objects deleted will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

securitycertificate- Information about security-certificate objects that were not
delete- deleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[] input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching security-certificate objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of security-certificate objects that matched the query,
but were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of security-certificate objects that matched the query
and were successfully deleted.

success-list

securitycertificate- The security-certificate objects that were successfully deleted.
delete- This element will be returned only if input element 'returniter-info[] success-list' is true
optional

Errno

Description

E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_DELETE_DEFAULT

security-certificate-file-get-iter
Iterate over a list of security-certificate-file objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

certificatefile-info[] The list of attributes of security-certificate-file objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
certificatespecified on any number of attributes in the security-certificatefile-info
file object. All security-certificate-file objects matching this query
optional
up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
certificateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
file-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-certificate-file objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-generate-csr

[top]

Generate a digital certificate signing request(CSR)
Input Name Range
commonname

Type
string

Description
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

country

string
Name of the country.
optional

emailaddress

string
Email address of administrator.
optional
Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is 'sha256'.
Possible values:
'sha1' ,
'sha256' ,
'md5' ,
'sha224' ,
'sha384' ,
'sha512'

hashfunction

string
optional

locality

string
Name of the locality.
optional

organization

string

Name of the organization.

optional
organizationunit

string
Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance.
optional
Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'. Deprecated
as of ONTAP 9.8 and may be removed in future releases.
Possible values:

size

state
Output Name Range

string
optional

'512' - 512 bits private key,
'1024' - 1024 bits private key,
'1536' - 1536 bits private key,
'2048' - 2048 bits private key,
'3072' - 3072 bits private key

string
Name of the state.
optional
Type

Description

csr

string

Certificate Signing Request

private-key

string

Private Key

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the security-certificate.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
Vserver.

cert-name

string
optional

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

commonname

string

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).

desiredattributes

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
certificateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial number of certificate.

subtype

string
optional

Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
removed in a future release.
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on the client,

'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on the server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication

Output Name Range

Type

Description

certificateThe attributes of the security-certificate.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of security-certificate objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

tag

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

certificateThe list of attributes of security-certificate objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
certificatespecified on any number of attributes in the security-certificate
info
object. All security-certificate objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
certificateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-certificate objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-install
Install a digital certificate

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

cert-name

string
optional

certificate

string

commonname
intermediatecert-list

Description
Specifies the system's internal identifier for the certificate. It
must be unique within a Vserver. If not provided, it is
automatically generated by the system.
Public Key Certificate

FQDN or custom common name. This field is available from Data
ONTAP 8.3.3 onwards and is only applicable if the certificate has
common-name
an empty subject field and a valid subject alternate name
optional
extension. This field must have a valid common name to install
such a certificate.
pubcertificate[]
Chain of Intermediate Certificates
optional

is-systeminternalcertificate

boolean
optional

Netapp internal certificate. Default value is 'false'.

private-key

string
optional

Private Key

subtype

subtype
optional

Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
removed in a future release.
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string

vserver

string
optional

Output Name Range

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.

Type

Description

ca

string
optional

Installed certificate's CA for reference.

serial

string
optional

Installed certificate's serial number for reference.

Errno
E_CERTIFICATE_SUBTYPE_ONLY_SUPPORT_FOR_ADMIN_VSERVER
E_CERTIFICATE_CERT_TYPE_WITH_SUBTYPE_NOT_APPLICABLE
E_CERTIFICATE_CERT_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_PRIVATE_KEY_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_INTERMEDIATE_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_MULTIPLE_INTERMEDIATE_EMPTY
E_CERTIFICATE_INTERMEDIATE_UNSUPPORTED_TYPE
E_CERTIFICATE_DUPLICATE_SERVER_CHAIN_ENTRY
E_CERTIFICATE_EMPTY_VSERVER_DIR_PATH
E_CERTIFICATE_INSTALLATION_NEEDS_COMMON_NAME
E_CERTIFICATE_FAILED_TO_INSTALL_CERTIFICATE
E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_ACCEPT_PRIVATE_KEY
E_CERTIFICATE_FAILED_TO_EXTRACT_CERTIFICATE_INFORMATION
E_CERTIFICATE_CANNOT_EXTRACT_ISSUER
E_CERTIFICATE_INVALID_COMMON_NAME

Description

E_CERTIFICATE_FAILED_TO_EXTRACT_COMMON_NAME
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_EVP_PKEY_READ_KEY
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_READ_BIO
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_MISMATCH_KEY
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_TOO_EARLY
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_EXPIRED
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_VERIFY_CHAIN
E_LIBSSLMGNT_UI_X509_FIPS_UNSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-remove-precluster-cert

[top]

Removes the auto-generated precluster certificate

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-rename

[top]

Rename a digital certificate.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

cert-name

string

The current name for the certificate.

new-name

string

The desired name for the certificate.

vserver

vserver-name-data-admin Name of vserver.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-revoke

[top]

Revoke a digital certificate
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ca-serialnumber

string

Serial number of CA certificate.

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority

commonname
serialnumber
vserver

string Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
optional location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
string

Serial number of certificate.

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-certificate-sign

[top]

Sign a certificate using self-signed root CA
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ca-serial-number

string

Serial number of CA certificate.

certificateauthority

string

Certificate Authority to Sign

csr

string

Certificate signing request.

destination

uri
URI to send file to. Example: ftp://abc.com.
optional

expire-days

integer
Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'.
optional

filepassword

string
Password for PKCS12 file
optional
Certificate Format. Default value is 'PEM'.

format

string
optional

Possible values:
'pkcs12' ,
'pem'
Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is
'sha256'.
Possible values:

hash-function

password

string
optional

string

'sha1' ,
'sha256' ,
'md5' ,
'sha224' ,
'sha384' ,
'sha512'
Destination URI password

optional
string
Private Key
optional

private-key

string
Destination URI username
optional

username

string
Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver.
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

signed-cert
Errno

Type
string

Description
Signed certificate.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-truststore-clear

[top]

Clear the default root certificates from truststore

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-certificate-truststore-load

[top]

Load the default root certificates to truststore
Input Name Range
ontap-version

Type

Description

ontap-version
Certificates from specific ONTAP version
optional

password

string
optional

Password to access the URL

path

string
optional

File to load PEM certificates from

uri

string
optional

URL to download PEM certificates from

username

string
optional

Username to access the URL

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Element definition: certificate-ca-issued-info

[top]

Information about issued digital certificates by Self-Signed Root CA When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description
or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
ca-serialnumber
certificateauthority
commonname

Range

Type

Description

string Serial number of CA certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string Certificate Authority Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

country

string
Name of the country. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

email-addr

string Email address of administrator. Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

expirationdate

[0..2^31- integer
Certificate expiration date. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

locality

string
Name of the locality. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

organization

string Name of the organization. Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

organizationunit

string Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

revocation- [0..2^31- integer Certificate revocation date. Attributes: optional-for-create,
date
1]
optional modifiable
serialnumber
state

status

vserver

string Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string
Name of the state. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
string
optional

Status of certificate. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"active" ,
"revoked"

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: certificate-file-info
Information about location of certificate files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description or limited by a set of

[top]

desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
certificateauthority
commonname
exists

Range

Type

Description

string
Certificate Authority. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location
string
in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS). Attributes: key,
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
boolean
Certificate File Exists Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Type of file. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

file

nodename
path

string
optional

"certificate" - Public Key,
"key" - Private Key,
"crl" - Certificate Revocation List

string The node on which the file exists. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string
Path of the file in the file system. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Protocol Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

protocol

string
optional

serialnumber

string
Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

subtype

string Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a
optional future release. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"ssl"

Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server authentication
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: certificate-info
Information about a Digital Certificate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cert-name

string System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

certificateauthority

string Certificate Authority Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

commonname

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

country

string Name of the country. Default value is 'US'. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

emailaddress

string Email address of administrator. Default value is empty string.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

expirationdate

[0..2^63- integer
Certificate Expiration Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

expire-days [1..3652]
hashfunction
is-default
is-root
is-systemgenerated
locality

integer Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is
optional 'sha256'. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Indicates if the certificate is part of the pre-installed truststore
boolean
certificates. Default value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
boolean
Is Root CA Certificate? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean Indicates if the certificate is created by Data ONTAP. Default value is
optional 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the locality Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organization

string Name of the organization. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organizationunit

string Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Default value is empty
optional string. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

protocol

string
optional

Protocol Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ssl"

publiccertificate

string
Public Key Certificate Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

self-signed

boolean Indicates if it is a self-signed certificate. Default value is 'false'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber
size
start-date

string Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..2^31- integer
Certificate Start Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

state
subtype

string Name of the state. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
string
removed in a future release. Attributes: key, optional-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: common-name

[top]

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the
Domain Name System (DNS).
[none]

Element definition: ontap-version

[top]

Possible values:
"9_2" ,
"9_7" ,
"9_8" ,
"9_9_1" ,
"9_10_0" ,
"9_10_1"
[none]

Element definition: pubcertificate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: security-certificate-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against security-certificate
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
securitycertificate-key

Description

certificate- The keys for the security-certificate object to which the
info
deletion applies.

Element definition: subtype

[top]

Certificate subtype
[none]

Element definition: uri

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: certificate-info
Information about a Digital Certificate When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

cert-name

string System's internal identifier for the certificate. Is is unique within a
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

certificateauthority

string Certificate Authority Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

commonname

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

country

string Name of the country. Default value is 'US'. Attributes: required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

emailaddress

string Email address of administrator. Default value is empty string.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

expirationdate

[0..2^63- integer
Certificate Expiration Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
optional

expire-days [1..3652]
hashfunction
is-default
is-root
is-systemgenerated
locality

integer Number of days until expiration. Default value is '365'. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
string Hashing function used to sign the certificate. Default value is
optional 'sha256'. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
Indicates if the certificate is part of the pre-installed truststore
boolean
certificates. Default value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable
boolean
Is Root CA Certificate? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean Indicates if the certificate is created by Data ONTAP. Default value is
optional 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the locality Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organization

string Name of the organization. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

organizationunit

string Name of the unit. Example: IT, Finance. Default value is empty
optional string. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

protocol

string
optional

Protocol Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ssl"

publiccertificate

string
Public Key Certificate Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

self-signed

boolean Indicates if it is a self-signed certificate. Default value is 'false'.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber
size
start-date
state
subtype

string Serial number of certificate. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable
string Size of requested certificate in bits. Default value is '2048'.
optional Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..2^31- integer
Certificate Start Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string Name of the state. Default value is empty string. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
Certificate subtype. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
string
removed in a future release. Attributes: key, optional-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable
Type of certificate.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'server' - Server certificate,
'client' - Certificate for Data ONTAP as an SSL client,
'root_ca' - Self-Signed Root CA,
'client_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on client,
'server_ca' - CA who signed user certificates on server,
'server_chain' - Intermediate certificate for server
authentication
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string Name of vserver. Default value is Cserver. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

APIs in Category: security-key-manager
external-restore-get-iter
external-status-get-iter
key-query-get-iter
security-key-manageradd
security-key-manageradd-iter
security-key-managerbackup-get
security-key-managerconfig-get
security-key-managerconfig-modify
security-key-managercreate-key
security-key-managerdelete
security-key-managerdelete-iter
security-key-managerdelete-keys
security-key-managerdelete-kmip-config
security-key-managerexternal-add-servers
security-key-managerexternal-disable
security-key-managerexternal-enable
security-key-managerexternal-get
security-key-managerexternal-get-iter
security-key-managerexternal-modify
security-key-managerexternal-modify-server
security-key-managerexternal-remove-servers
security-key-managerget
security-key-managerget-iter
security-key-managerkey-database-create-key
security-key-managerkey-database-delete-key
security-key-managerkey-migrate
security-key-managerkey-store-get-iter
security-key-manager-

This set of APIs manages the key manager and its attributes.

onboard-backup-get
security-key-manageronboard-disable
security-key-manageronboard-enable
security-key-manageronboard-sync
security-key-manageronboard-updatepassphrase
security-key-managerquery-get
security-key-managerquery-get-iter
security-key-managerquery-v2-get
security-key-managerquery-v2-get-iter
security-key-managerrestore-get
security-key-managerrestore-get-iter
security-key-managerrestore-v2-get
security-key-managerrestore-v2-get-iter
security-key-managersetup
security-key-managerupdate-passphrase
security-key-managervolume-encryptionsupported

external-restore-get-iter

[top]

Restore the key IDs from all the key management servers known to this cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
keymanagerexternalrestore
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerexternalrestore
optional
string

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-key-manager
object. All security-key-manager objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the

tag

Output Name

optional
Range

Description

keymanagerexternal- The list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
restore[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

external-status-get-iter

[top]

Lists the connectivity status for all key management servers known to the cluster.
Input Name

Range

externalkeymanagerstatus
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

externalkeymanagerstatus
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-key-manager
object. All security-key-manager objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

externalkeymanager- The list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
status[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The number of records returned in this call.

key-query-get-iter

[top]

Lists the keys in the key managers.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerkey-queryinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

keymanagerkey-queryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager object. All security-key-manager objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

keymanagerkey-queryThe list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-key-manager objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-add

[top]

Add a key management server to Data ONTAP. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a
future release.
Input Name

Range

key-managerip-address

Type
string

Description
The IP address of the key management server.

key-managertcp-port

integer The TCP port on which the key management server listens for incoming
optional connections. The default value for this parameter is 5696.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-add-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Add a key management server to each node in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security-key-manager
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
with the next matching security-key-manager even when the
optional
operation fails for the security-key-manager. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching security-key-manager even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the operation on a previous matching security-key-manager
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security-key-manager objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]

query

keyIf operating on a specific security-key-manager, this input element
manager- must specify all keys. If operating on security-key-manager
info
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of security-key-manager objects not operated
on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to
optional false, the list of security-key-manager objects operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

securitykeyInformation about security-key-manager objects that were not
manageroperated on due to some error. This element will be returned only
add-iterif input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching security-key-manager objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully processed.

success-list

securitykeyThe security-key-manager objects that were successfully
managerprocessed. This element will be returned only if input element

add-iter'return-success-list' is true.
info[]
optional
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-backup-get

[top]

Get backup of key hierarchy. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed in a future release.
Output Name Range Type
key-backup

Description

string Backup of key hierarchy

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-config-get

[top]

Display Key Management Configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
keymanagerattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
config-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

Output Name Range
attributes

Description

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager.
config-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-config-modify

[top]

Modify Key Management Configuration
Input Name
cc-mode-enabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean
CC-Mode Enabled.
optional
integer

health-monitor-polling-interval [15..30]

optional

Health Monitor Polling Period (in minutes)

okm-on-usb-enabled

boolean
OKM-on-USB Enabled.
optional

onboard-passphrase

string
Current onboard cluster-wide passphrase.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-create-key

[top]

Create a new authentication key with the key management servers. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and
may be removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

key-tag

string
optional

Key Tag

passphrase

string
optional

Authentication Passphrase

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

keymanager-status
Action Status
optional

error-status
key-id

string
optional

restore-failure-list

node-name[]
optional

Nodes that Failed Restoring Key Pair

restore-success-list

node-name[]
optional

Nodes that Succesfully Restored Key Pair

Errno

Authentication Key ID

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-delete

[top]

Delete a key management server from Data ONTAP. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed
in a future release.
Input Name

Range Type

key-manager-ip-address
Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string The IP address of the key management server.

Description

security-key-manager-delete-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Delete a key management server from Data ONTAP
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security-key-manager
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
with the next matching security-key-manager even when the
optional
operation fails for the security-key-manager. If set to false, the
API will return on the first failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching security-key-manager even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the operation on a previous matching security-key-manager
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security-key-manager objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]

query

keyIf operating on a specific security-key-manager, this input element
manager- must specify all keys. If operating on security-key-manager
info
objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of security-key-manager objects not operated
on will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-key-manager
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to
optional false, the list of security-key-manager objects operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

securitykeyInformation about security-key-manager objects that were not
manageroperated on due to some error. This element will be returned only
deleteif input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching security-key-manager objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-key-manager objects that matched the
1]
optional query and were successfully processed.
securitykey-

The security-key-manager objects that were successfully

managerprocessed. This element will be returned only if input element
delete'return-success-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-delete-keys

[top]

Deletes the key hierarchy for the Onboard Key Manager. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be
removed in a future release.
Input Name Range
passphrase

Type

Description

string
The Onboard Key Manager cluster-wide passphrase.
optional

Errno

Description

E_KEY_MANAGER_NOT_ENABLED
E_KEY_MANAGER_NOT_SETUP
E_PASSPHRASE_LEN_EXCEEDS_RANGE
E_FAILED_PASSPHRASE_VERIFY
E_INCORRECT_PASSPHRASE
E_FOUND_ENCRYPTED_VOLUMES
E_UNSUPPORTED_ONB_ECV
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-delete-kmip-config

[top]

Deletes the KMIP configuration. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed in a future release.

Errno

Description

E_UNSUPPORTED_ONB_ECV
E_KMIP_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_NSE_AK_IS_SET
E_FOUND_ENCRYPTED_VOLUMES
EINTERNALERROR
E_EXT_KMIP_SERVER_CONF
E_CHECKING_KMIP_SERVER
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

security-key-manager-external-add-servers
Add additional external key management servers
Input Name Range
key-servers
vserver

Type

Description

string[]

The key management servers to add.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-disable

[top]

Disable external key management
Input Name Range
vserver

Type

Description

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-enable

[top]

Enable external key management
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-cert

string

key-servers

string[]

The set of key management servers.

keyservers-are-clustered

boolean
optional

Are the key servers clustered?

policy

string
optional

The key manager policy.

string[]

The names of the server CA certificates.

server-ca-certs
vserver

The name of the client certificate.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
MT_EK_MGMT

security-key-manager-external-get

[top]

Get information about a registered key management server.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

externalkeymanagerinfo
optional

key-server

string
The key server name with port.
optional

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

externalkeyThe attributes of the security-key-manager-external.
managerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-external-get-iter

[top]

Lists registered key management servers known to the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
externalkeymanagerinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
externalkeymanagerinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-external object. All security-key-manager-external
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

externalkeymanager- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-external objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-external objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-external-modify

[top]

Modify external key management
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

client-cert

string
optional

The name of the new client certificate.

keyservers-are-clustered

boolean
optional

Are the key servers clustered?

server-ca-certs

string[]
optional

The names of the new server CA certificates.

vserver

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-modify-server
Modify information about an external key management server
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

key-server

string

password

string
optional

The new key server authentication password.

secondary-servers

string[]
optional

The secondary key servers.

timeout

integer
optional

The new key server I/O timeout.

string

The key server to modify.

[top]

username

optional

vserver

The new key server authentication username.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-external-remove-servers

[top]

Remove external key management servers
Input Name Range
key-servers
vserver

Type

Description

string[]

The key management servers to remove.

vserver-name The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

security-key-manager-get

[top]

Lists all registered key management servers known to a specified node. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6
and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerinfo
optional

keymanager-ipaddress

string

The IP address of the key management server.

node-name

string

Node

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

keymanager- The attributes of the security-key-manager.
info
Description

security-key-manager-get-iter

[top]

Lists registered key management servers known to the cluster. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be
removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-key-manager
object. All security-key-manager objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerThe list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional security-key-manager objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-database-create-key

[top]

Create a new authentication key on the key manager
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

key-tag

string
optional

The key tag.

passphrase

string
optional

The key AK passphrase.

Output Name
error-status

Range

Type
keymanagerstatus
optional

Description
The action status.

key-id

hex-string
optional

restore-failurelist

node-name[]
optional

Nodes on which the newly-created key was not
successfully restored.

restore-successlist

node-name[]
optional

Nodes on which the newly-created key was successfully
restored.

Errno

The key ID.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-database-delete-key

[top]

Delete an existing authentication key on the key manager
Input Name Range
key-id

Type

Description

hex-string The ID of the key to delete.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-migrate

[top]

Migrate keys from one vserver to another
Input Name Range
from-vserver

Type

Description

vserver-name The Vserver name to migrate from.

to-vserver

vserver-name The Vserver name to migrate to.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-key-store-get-iter

[top]

Lists all configured key managers.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^32-

Type

Description

keymanagerkey-storeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:

max-records

1]

optional

20

query

keymanagerkey-storeinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager object. All security-key-manager objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

keymanagerkey-storeThe list of attributes of security-key-manager objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-key-manager objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-backup-get

[top]

Get backup of key hierarchy
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The admin Vserver.
optional

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

key-backup

string

The salt and wrapped keys as a hex dump.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-disable
Disable the Onboard Key Manager
Input Name Range
vserver
Errno

Type

Description

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional
Description

[top]

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-enable

[top]

Enable the Onboard Key Manager
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

cc-mode-enabled

boolean
optional

Common Criteria mode enabled?

okm-on-usb-enabled

boolean
optional

OKM-on-USB enabled?

onboard-passphrase

string
optional

The Onboard Key Manager Cluster-wide Passphrase

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-sync

[top]

Sync the Onboard Key Manager Keys
Input Name Range

Type

Description

passphrase

string

Onboard Cluster-wide Passphrase

vserver

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-onboard-update-passphrase
Update the Onboard Key Manager Passphrase
Input Name
existing-passphrase
new-passphrase
vserver

Range

Type

Description

string

The existing the Onboard Key Manager passphrase.

string

The new the Onboard Key Manager passphrase.

vserver-name
The Vserver name.
optional

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-get

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Return the key IDs stored in a key management server and whether restored (present
in the node's key table).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerqueryinfo
optional

keymanager-ipaddress

string

IP Address

node-name

string

Node

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-query.
queryinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-get-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Return the key IDs stored in all of the key management servers known to the cluster
and whether restored (present in the nodes' key tables).
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
keymanagerqueryinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerqueryinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-query object. All security-key-manager-query objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

keymanagerquery- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-query objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-query objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-v2-get

[top]

Return the key IDs stored in a key management server and whether restored (present in the node's key
table). Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerqueryinfo-v2
optional

key-id

string

Key ID

keymanager-ipaddress

string

IP Address

node-name

string

Node

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-query-v2.
queryinfo-v2
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-query-v2-get-iter
Return the key IDs stored in all of the key management servers known to the cluster and whether

[top]

restored (present in the nodes' key tables). Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a
future release.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerqueryinfo-v2
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

keymanagerqueryinfo-v2
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-query-v2 object. All security-key-manager-query-v2
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerquery- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-query-v2 objects.
info-v2[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-query-v2 objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-get

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Restore the key IDs stored in the specified key management server for the specified
node.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

keymanagerrestoreinfo
optional

keymanager-ipaddress

string

key-tag
node-name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
IP Address

string
Key Tag
optional
string

Node

Output Name Range

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-restore.
restoreinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-get-iter

[top]

(DEPRECATED)-Restore the key IDs from all the key management servers known to this cluster.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerrestoreinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

keymanagerrestoreinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-restore object. All security-key-manager-restore objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

keymanagerrestore- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-restore objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-restore objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-v2-get

[top]

Restore the key IDs from the specified key management server for the specified node. Deprecated as of
ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

keymanagerrestoreinfo-v2
optional

key-id

string

Key ID

keymanager-ipaddress

string

IP Address

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

string
Key Tag
optional

key-tag
node-name

string

Output Name Range

Node

Type

Description

keymanagerThe attributes of the security-key-manager-restore-v2.
restoreinfo-v2

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-restore-v2-get-iter

[top]

Restore the key IDs from all the key management servers known to this cluster. Deprecated as of
ONTAP 9.6 and may be removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

keymanagerrestoreinfo-v2
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
keymanagerrestoreinfo-v2
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-restore-v2 object. All security-key-manager-restore-v2
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
key-

Description

managerrestore- The list of attributes of security-key-manager-restore-v2 objects.
info-v2[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional security-key-manager-restore-v2 objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-setup

[top]

Configure key manager connectivity. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed in a future
release.
Input Name

Range

cc-mode-enabled

Type
boolean
optional

Description
Enable Common Criteria Mode?

key-manager-boot-address

ip-address
Key Manager Boot Node IPv4 Address
optional

key-manager-boot-addressV6

ip-address
Key Manager Boot Node IPv6 Address
optional

key-manager-boot-gateway

ip-address
IPv4 Gateway for the Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-gatewayV6

ip-address
IPv6 Gateway for the Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-interface

lif-bindable
Physical Interface Used to Contact Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-netmask

ip-address
Netmask for the Key Server
optional

key-manager-boot-port

integer
optional

TCP Port for the Key Server

key-manager-boot-prefixlen

integer
optional

IPv6 Prefix Length

node

filer-id
optional

Node Name

onboard-passphrase

string
optional

Onboard Key Manager Cluster-wide Passphrase

sync-metrocluster-config

boolean
optional

Sync MetroCluster Configuration from Peer

use-external-usb

boolean
optional

Use external USB for Onboard Key Storage

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

security-key-manager-update-passphrase

[top]

Update passphrase for the Onboard Key Manager. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be removed
in a future release.
Input Name

Range Type

new-passphrase

Description

string New onboard cluster-wide passphrase

onboard-passphrase

string Current onboard cluster-wide passphrase

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-key-manager-volume-encryption-supported

[top]

Checks if Volume encryption is supported on this node
Input Name

Range

Type

node

string

Description
Node Name

string
Vserver Name
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

vol-encryption-supported
Errno

Type

Description

boolean Volume encryption supported

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: external-key-manager-info

[top]

Returns External Key Management Server Information When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
client-cert
info

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The name of the client certificate. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string

Any Key Server Registered or Not Attributes: non-creatable,

optional

non-modifiable

key-server

string
optional

The key server name with port. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

keyservers-areclustered

boolean
optional

Are the key servers clustered? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

server-ca-certs

string[]
optional

The names of the server CA certificates. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The key server I/O timeout. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

timeout

[-1..60]

vserverThe Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: external-key-manager-status

[top]

Returns External Key Management Server Status When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-server

Range

Type
string
optional

key-serverstatus

keymanager-serverstatus
optional

node

node-name
optional

status-details

string
optional

vserver

vserver-name
optional

Element definition: filer-id
Filer UUID
[none]

Description
Key Server Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Key Server Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown
Node Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Key Server Status Details Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[top]

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: key-manager-external-restore

[top]

Information about the key ID pairs restored from a key management server When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id

Range

Type

Description

hex-string
The ID of the restored key. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

keyserver

string
optional

The key server from which the key was restored. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

key-tag

string
optional

The tag of the restored key. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

nodename

nodename
optional

The node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: key-manager-info
Returns Key Management Server Info connectivity status When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

keymanager-ipaddress

string The IP address of the key management server. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The status of the given key management server. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

keymanagerserverstatus
keymanagertcp-port

Description

string
optional

[1..65535]

node-name

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

The TCP port on which the key management server listens for
integer
incoming connections. The default value for this parameter is 5696.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: key-manager-query-info

[top]

Returns key manager query result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id-count
key-ids
key-manager-ipaddress

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer AK/Key ID Pair Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
key-idInformation about AK/key ID pairs and their associated
info[]
key-tags.
optional
string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

key-managerserver-status

node-name

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: key-manager-query-info-v2

[top]

Returns key manager query result When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id
key-manager-ipaddress

Range

Type

Description

string
Key ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

key-managerserver-status

key-tag

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Key Tag Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Key Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

key-type

node-name
restored

string
optional

"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,
"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,
"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean Key/Key ID Pair Present in Node's Key Table? Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: key-manager-restore-info
Information about the authentication key and key ID pairs restored from a key management server
When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated
in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id-count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer AK/Key ID Pair Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
key-idList of restored key IDs
info[]
optional

key-ids
key-manager-ipaddress

string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

key-managerserver-status

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Key Tag Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

key-tag

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-name

Element definition: key-manager-restore-info-v2
Information about the key ID pairs restored from a key management server When returned as part of
the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id
key-manager-ipaddress

Range

Type

Description

string
Key ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
IP Address Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Command Error Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

key-manager-serverstatus

key-tag
node-name

string
optional

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

string
Key Tag Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: keymanager-config-info

[top]

Provide Key Management Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
CC-Mode Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

cc-mode-enabled

health-monitor-pollinginteger Health Monitor Polling Period (in minutes) Attributes: non[15..30]
optional creatable, modifiable
interval
okm-on-usb-enabled

boolean OKM-on-USB Enabled. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

onboard-passphrase

string Current onboard cluster-wide passphrase. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: keymanager-key-query-info
Returns Information About the Keys in the Key Manager When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

key-id

hex-string
optional

keyserver

string
optional

key-store

keystore
optional

key-tag

string
optional

Description
The key ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The key server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The key manager type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database
The key tag. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The key type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

keyusagetype

"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,

[top]

key-type

"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,
"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK

optional

key-user

vservername
optional

node

node-name
optional

restored

boolean
optional

Is Key/Key ID Pair in Node's Key Table? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

The Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

The key user. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The node name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: keymanager-key-store-info

[top]

Returns Information About Configured Key Managers When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
keystore

vserver

Range

Type
keystore
optional

Description
The key store. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database

vserver-name
The Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: keymanager-status
Key Manager Command Error Status Possible values:
"ok" ,
"error_unknown" ,
"error_invalid_op" ,
"error_internal" ,
"error_operation_timeout" ,
"error_client_cert_file_missing" ,
"error_server_cert_missing" ,
"error_server_connection" ,
"error_server_duplicate" ,

[top]

"error_server_not_found" ,
"error_server_not_supported" ,
"error_server_not_registered" ,
"error_server_max" ,
"error_server_delete_failed" ,
"error_key_restore_completed" ,
"error_key_restore_init" ,
"error_key_restore_in_progress" ,
"error_key_restore_failed" ,
"error_key_gen_crypto_failed" ,
"error_key_gen_hexstr_failed" ,
"error_key_backup_failed" ,
"error_key_duplicate_found" ,
"error_key_del_crypto_failed" ,
"error_kmip_bootarg_unset" ,
"error_wrapping_key_not_found" ,
"error_key_unwrapping_failed" ,
"error_key_manager_not_setup"
[none]

Element definition: lif-bindable

[top]

|
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: security-key-manager-add-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security-key-manager object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
security-keymanager-key

Description

The keys for the security-key-manager object to which
keymanager-info the operation applies.

[top]

Element definition: security-key-manager-delete-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security-key-manager object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
security-keymanager-key

Description

The keys for the security-key-manager object to which
keymanager-info the operation applies.

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: hex-string

[top]

The displays the hexadecimal value in string. Integer value 161 will be displayed as a1
[none]

Element definition: key-id-info

[top]

List of restored key IDs
Name Range
key-id

Type

Description

string
Authentication Key ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: key-manager-info
Returns Key Management Server Info connectivity status When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

keymanager-ipaddress

Description

string The IP address of the key management server. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The status of the given key management server. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

keymanagerserverstatus
keymanagertcp-port

Type

string
optional

[1..65535]

node-name

"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown

The TCP port on which the key management server listens for
integer
incoming connections. The default value for this parameter is 5696.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: keymanager-server-status

[top]

available|not-responding|unknown Possible values:
"available" - Key server available,
"not_responding" - Key server is not responding,
"unknown" - Key server status is unknown
[none]

Element definition: keystore

[top]

Key Store Possible values:
"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database
[none]

Element definition: keyusagetype
Key Usage Type Possible values:
"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,
"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,

[top]

"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK
[none]

APIs in Category: security-key-manager-key
security-key-managerkey-get-iter

This ZAPI provides information related to the keys present in the
cluster.

security-key-manager-key-get-iter

[top]

Show information related to the keys present in the cluster. Deprecated as of ONTAP 9.6 and might be
removed in a future release.
Input Name

Range

securitykeymanagerkey-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
securitykeymanagerkey-info
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-keymanager-key object. All security-key-manager-key objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

attributeslist

securitykeymanagerThe list of attributes of security-key-manager-key objects.
keyinfo[]
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional security-key-manager-key objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: security-key-manager-key-info
Display Encryption Key Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef

[top]

are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
key-id
keylocation

Range

Type

Description

string
Key Identifier Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Key Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Key Store Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

key-store

key-tag
node
restored

string
optional

"onboard" - Onboard Key Database,
"external" - External KMIP Server Key Database

string
Key Tag Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Restored Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Used By Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

used-by

string
optional

"nse_ak" - Authentication Key for NSE drive,
"aek" - Aggregate Encryption Key,
"vek" - Volume Encryption Key,
"nek" - NVRAM Encryption Key,
"svm_kek" - SVM Key Encryption Key for wrapping VEK

APIs in Category: security-session
security-sessionapplication-stats-get-iter
security-session-kill-cliiter
security-session-limitapplication-create
security-session-limitapplication-delete
security-session-limitapplication-get-iter
security-session-limitapplication-modify
security-session-limitcreate
security-session-limitdelete
security-session-limitget-iter
security-session-limitlocation-create
security-session-limitlocation-delete
security-session-limitlocation-get-iter
security-session-limitlocation-modify
security-session-limitmodify
security-session-limitrequest-create
security-session-limitrequest-delete
security-session-limitrequest-get-iter
security-session-limitrequest-modify
security-session-limituser-create
security-session-limituser-delete
security-session-limituser-get-iter
security-session-limituser-modify
security-session-limitvserver-create
security-session-limitvserver-delete
security-session-limitvserver-get-iter
security-session-limitvserver-modify

This set of APIs allows viewing session statistics and configuring
session limits.

security-session-locationstats-get-iter
security-session-requeststats-get-iter
security-session-runningstats-get-iter
security-session-userstats-get-iter
security-session-vserverstats-get-iter

security-session-application-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session application statistics.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

sessionapplicationstats-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

sessionapplicationstats-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session
object. All security-session objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

sessionapplicationThe list of attributes of security-session objects.
stats-info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-session objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-kill-cli-iter
Kill a CLI session

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple security-session objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching security-session even when the operation fails for
optional
the security-session. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching security-session even when
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
the operation on a previous matching security-session fails, and do
optional
count
1]
so until the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of security-session objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]

query

sessionIf operating on a specific security-session, this input element must
runningspecify all keys. If operating on security-session objects based on
statsquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-session objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of security-session objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of security-session objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of security-session objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

securitysessionInformation about security-session objects that were not operated
kill-clion due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional security-session objects to be operated on.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-session objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of security-session objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

securitysessionThe security-session objects that were successfully processed. This
kill-clielement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional
Description

security-session-limit-application-create

[top]

Creates a per-application session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

application

string

interface

session-iftype

max-active[0..250]
limit
returnrecord

The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and application.

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

Type
sessionapplicationlimits-info
optional

Errno

The name of the application for this limit. An application name
of '-default-' specifies the default application limit for any
application.

integer

Output Name Range
result

Description

Description
The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-application-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-application session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

application

string

Description
The name of the application for this limit. An application name of 'default-' specifies the default application limit for any application.

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-application-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-application session limits.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

session-

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes

application- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
limits-info present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

sessionapplicationlimits-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session
object. All security-session objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

sessionapplicationThe list of attributes of security-session objects.
limitsinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
security-session objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-application-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-application session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

application

string

Description
The name of the application for this limit. An application name of 'default-' specifies the default application limit for any application.

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
[0..250]
optional and application.
limit
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-create

[top]

Creates a session default limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

The session type for this default limit. The following
categories are defined:

category

session-limit-type

interface

session-if-type

max-active[0..250]
limit
returnrecord

The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit.

integer

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for
this interface and category.

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

session-defaultThe security-session created (keys or the entire object if
limits-info
requested)
optional

result

Errno

'application': Identifies the default limit for any single
application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single
location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single
request type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single
Vserver

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-delete

[top]

Deletes a session default limit.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The session type for this default limit. The following categories
are defined:

category

interface

session-limittype

'application': Identifies the default limit for any single
application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single request
type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single Vserver

session-if-type The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-get-iter

[top]

Returns session default limits.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

sessiondefaultlimitsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessiondefaultlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
sessiondefaultlimitsinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-create

[top]

Creates a per-location session limit.
Input Name
interface
ipspace

location

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type
string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
optional changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace.
string

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the
default location limit for any location.

max-activeThe maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
[0..250] integer
limit
interface and location.
returnrecord

boolean If set to true, returns the security-session on successful creation.
optional Default: false

Output Name Range

Type

Description

sessionlocationlimits- The security-session created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-location session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
optional changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace.

ipspace

location

string

Errno

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the default
location limit for any location.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-location session limits.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

tag

Range

Type
sessionlocationlimitsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
sessionlocationlimitsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional

obtained from the previous call.
Output Name

Range

Description

sessionlocationlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-location-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-location session limit.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

interface

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
optional changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace.

ipspace

location

string

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the
default location limit for any location.

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
[0..250]
optional and location.
limit
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-modify

[top]

Modifies a session default limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
The session type for this default limit. The following categories
are defined:

category

session-limittype

'application': Identifies the default limit for any single
application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single request

type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single Vserver
session-iftype

interface
max-active[0..250]
limit
Errno

integer
optional

The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit.
The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and category.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-create

[top]

Creates a per-request session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type
session-iftype

interface
max-active[0..250]
limit

integer

request

string

returnrecord

boolean
optional

Output Name Range
result

Errno

Description
The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and request type.
The name of the request for this limit. A request name of 'default-' specifies the default request limit for any request type.
If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

Type
sessionrequestlimits-info
optional

Description
The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-request session limit.
Input Name Range
interface
request
Errno

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type
string

The name of the request for this limit. A request name of '-default-'
specifies the default request limit for any request type.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-request session limits.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionrequestlimitsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionrequestlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
sessionrequestlimitsinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-request-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-request session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
[0..250]
optional and request type.
limit
request

string

The name of the request for this limit. A request name of '-default-'

specifies the default request limit for any request type.
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-user-create

[top]

Creates a per-user session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

session-ifThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
type

interface
max-active[0..250]
limit

integer

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface, Vserver, and user.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful creation.
Default: false

username

string

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of
'-default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.

vserver

vserverid

Output Name Range

Type

Description

sessionuser-limits- The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is
used to specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-user-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-user session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

username

string

vserver

vserverid

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of 'default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.
The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

security-session-limit-user-get-iter

[top]

Returns per-user session limits.
Input Name

Range

sessionuserlimitsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionuserlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

sessionuserlimitsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-user-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-user session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

max-activeinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
[0..250]
optional interface, Vserver, and user.
limit
username

string

vserver

vserverid

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of 'default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.
The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-create

[top]

Creates a per-vserver session limit.
Input Name

Range

Type

interface

Description

session-if-type The interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.

max-active[0..250]
limit

integer

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and Vserver.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the security-session on successful
creation. Default: false

vserver

vserverid

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is
used to specify the default for all Vservers.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

sessionvserver-limits- The security-session created (keys or the entire object if
requested)
info
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-delete

[top]

Deletes a per-vserver session limit.
Input Name Range
interface
vserver

Type

Description

session-ifThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
type
vserverid

Errno

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-get-iter
Returns per-vserver session limits.

[top]

Input Name

Range

sessionvserverlimitsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionvserverlimits- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Description

sessionvserverlimitsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-limit-vserver-modify

[top]

Modifies a per-vserver session limit.
Input Name Range
interface

Type

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit.
if-type

max-activeinteger
[0..250]
optional
limit
vserver
Errno

Description

vserverid

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this
interface and Vserver.
The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
specify the default for all Vservers.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-session-location-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session location statistics.
Input Name

Range

sessionlocationstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionlocationstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionlocationstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-request-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session request statistics.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

query

Range

Type
sessionrequeststatsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
sessionrequeststatsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the

string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

sessionrequeststats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-running-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session running statistics.
Input Name

Range

sessionrunningstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionrunningstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionrunningstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

security-session-user-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session user statistics.
Input Name

Range

sessionuserstatsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

sessionuserstatsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
All security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

sessionuserstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-session-vserver-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns session vserver statistics.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
sessionvserverstatsinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
session-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the security-session object.
statsAll security-session objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
info
will be returned.
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

sessionvserverstats- The list of attributes of security-session objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more securityoptional session objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: security-session-kill-cli-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against security-session object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

securitysession-key

session-runningstats-info

The keys for the security-session object to which the
operation applies.

Element definition: session-application-limits-info
Session Application Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

The name of the application for this limit. An application name of 'string
default-' specifies the default application limit for any application.
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

application

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes:
if-type
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface
maxactivelimit

[0..250]

integer The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
optional and application. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: session-application-stats-info
Session Application Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string The name of the calling application. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

application

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedpercent

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed[0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
idleseconds
interface

The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

lastactiveseconds

The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only
[0..2^64- integer
present when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

last-time

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

maxactive

[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable

[top]

maxactivelimit

[0..250]

max-time

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodename
successpercent

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

total[0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
totalseconds

[0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: session-default-limits-info

[top]

Session Default Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The session type for this default limit. The following categories are
defined:
'application': Identifies the default limit for any single application
'location': Identifies the default limit for any single location
'request': Identifies the default limit for any single request type
'user': Identifies the default limit for any single user
'vserver': Identifies the default limit for any single Vserver

category

sessionlimit-type
optional

interface

session-ifThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this default limit. Attributes: key,
type
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

maxactivelimit

[0..250]

integer
optional

The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
and category. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: session-if-type
Session Interface Type
[none]

[top]

Element definition: session-limit-type

[top]

Session Limit Type
[none]

Element definition: session-location-limits-info

[top]

Session Location Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
interface

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes: key,
if-type
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

ipspace

The IPspace from which the client location is seen. If not specified,
string
changes are made in the 'Default' IPspace. Attributes: key, optional-foroptional
create, non-modifiable

location

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
string
localhost connections. A location name of '-default-' specifies the default
optional
location limit for any location. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

maxinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
active- [0..250]
optional and location. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
limit

Element definition: session-location-stats-info
Session Location Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedinteger The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
[0..100]
percent
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they were
failed- [0..2^64- integer
blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
idle[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
seconds
1]
modifiable
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

ipspace

last[0..2^64- integer The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only present
activeoptional when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
seconds
last-time

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

location

A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
string address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
optional localhost connections. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

maxactive
maxactivelimit
maxtime
nodename

[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
[0..250]

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^64- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

successinteger The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: non[0..100]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
percent
total- [0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: session-request-limits-info

[top]

Session Request Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes: key,
if-type
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

maxinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
active- [0..250]
optional and request type. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
limit
The name of the request for this limit. A request name of '-default-'
string
specifies the default request limit for any request type. Attributes: key,
optional
required-for-create, non-modifiable

request

Element definition: session-request-stats-info
Session Request Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of requests that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedinteger The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
[0..100]
percent
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they were
failed- [0..2^64- integer
blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create, nonoptional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last request completed. This is only
idle[0..2^64- integer
present when there are no active requests. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
seconds
1]
non-modifiable

[top]

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

The time (in seconds) since the last request started. This is only present
last[0..2^64- integer
when there are active requests. Attributes: non-creatable, nonactiveoptional
1]
modifiable
seconds
last-time
maxactive
maxactivelimit
maxtime

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active requests. Attributes:
1]
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
[0..250]

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodename

string The name of the request that was issued. Attributes: key, required-foroptional create, non-modifiable

request

successinteger The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: non[0..100]
percent
optional creatable, non-modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: session-running-stats-info
Session Location Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
activeseconds
application

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer The time (in seconds) since the last request started. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
string The name of the calling application. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed[0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
requests
1]
modifiable
idleseconds
interface

[0..2^64- integer The time (in seconds) since the last request completed. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that is processing the session.
if-type
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

string The IPspace from which the client location is seen. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

ipspace
last-time

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took on this session.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
A textual identifier indicating the client location. This is either the IP
string
address of the external client, or 'console' or 'localhost' for console or
optional
localhost connections. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

location
max-time

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took on this
optional session. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that is processing the session. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

nodename

string The request input that is currently being handled by the session.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

request
session-id

A monotonically increasing number for each node that helps make
[0..2^32- integer
each session uniquely identifiable. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

start-time

[0..2^31- integer The start time of the current session. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]
The state (pending, active, or idle) of the session. The state is
'pending' if it hit a session limit and the session is waiting for another
session to end. The state is 'idle' for CLI sessions that are waiting at
the command prompt. The state is 'active' if the session is actively
session- working on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
state
Possible values:
optional
"pending" ,
"active" ,
"idle"

state

total[0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received so far on this session.
requests
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
totalseconds

[0..2^32- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the authenticated user that originated this request.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

username

vserverid The name of the Vserver that originated this request. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: session-user-limits-info

[top]

Session User Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes:
if-type
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface
maxactivelimit

integer The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface,
optional Vserver, and user. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

[0..250]

The name of the authenticated user for this limit. A user name of 'string
default-' specifies the default user limit for the specified Vserver.
optional
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

username

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
vserverid
specify the default for all Vservers. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: session-user-stats-info

[top]

Session User Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedpercent

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed- [0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
idle[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
seconds
1]
modifiable
interface

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only
last[0..2^64- integer
present when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonactiveoptional
1]
modifiable
seconds
last-time
max-

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer

The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:

active

1]

maxactivelimit

[0..250]

max-time

optional required-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodename
successpercent

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..100]

integer The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

total[0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total[0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the authenticated user that originated this request.
optional Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

username

vserverid The name of the Vserver that originated this request. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: session-vserver-limits-info

[top]

Session Vserver Limits When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
interface

Range

Type

Description

sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) for this application limit. Attributes:
if-type
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

maxinteger The maximum number of concurrent sessions allowed for this interface
active- [0..250]
optional and Vserver. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
limit
vserver

The name of the Vserver for this limit. The 'Cluster' Vserver is used to
vserverid
specify the default for all Vservers. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional
non-modifiable

Element definition: session-vserver-stats-info
Session Vserver Stats When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
active

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The number of sessions that are currently active. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

average- [0..2^64- integer The average time spent on a request. Attributes: non-creatable, nontime
1]
optional modifiable
blockedinteger The percentage of requests that have been blocked due to confiugred
[0..100]
percent
optional limits. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
blocked- [0..2^64- integer The number of requests blocked due to configured limits. Attributes:
requests
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
failedpercent

[0..100]

The percentage of requests that have failed for any reason, including if
integer
they were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

The number of requests that failed for any reason, including if they
failed- [0..2^64- integer
were blocked due to configured limits. Attributes: required-for-create,
optional
requests
1]
modifiable
The time (in seconds) since the last session ended. This is only present
idle[0..2^64- integer
when there are no active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
seconds
1]
modifiable
sessionThe interface (cli, ontapi, or rest) that processed the requests.
if-type
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

interface

The time (in seconds) since the last session started. This is only
last[0..2^64- integer
present when there are active sessions. Attributes: non-creatable, nonactiveoptional
1]
modifiable
seconds
last-time
maxactive
maxactivelimit
maxtime
nodename

[0..2^32- integer The time (in milliseconds) that the last request took. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer The maximum number of concurrently active sessions. Attributes:
1]
optional required-for-create, modifiable
[0..250]

integer The configured limit that is used to control requests for the pspecified
optional keys. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer The maximum time (in milliseconds) that a request took. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable
1]
nodeThe name of the node that processed the requests. Attributes: key,
name
required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

successinteger The percentage of requests that have succeeded. Attributes: non[0..100]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
percent
total- [0..2^64- integer The total number of requests received. Attributes: non-creatable, nonrequests
1]
optional modifiable
total- [0..2^64- integer The total time (in seconds) that has been consumed by all completed
seconds
1]
optional requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
vserver

vserverid The name of the Vserver that originated this request. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserverid

[top]

Vserver Id
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: session-if-type

[top]

Session Interface Type
[none]

Element definition: session-state
pending|active|idle Possible values:
"pending" ,
"active" ,
"idle"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: security-ssl
This is an auto generated category.

security-ssl-get
security-ssl-get-iter
security-ssl-modify

security-ssl-get

[top]

Get the attributes of SSL security
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
ssl-info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverThe attributes of the SSL security.
ssl-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

security-ssl-get-iter

[top]

Get the attributes of SSL security
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the SSL security object. All
ssl-info
SSL security objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
ssl-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Description

vserversslThe list of attributes of SSL security objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more SSL
optional security objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

security-ssl-modify

[top]

Modify SSL authentication for a Vserver. Only field(s) that are provided will be modified.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

string Issuing Certificate Authority (CA) of server certificate. This field is
optional required when you specify server-enabled as true.

certificateserial-number

Serial number of certificate in hexadecimal format. This field is
string
required when you specify server-enabled as true, if you do not
optional
specify one it will use the serial number of the default certificate.

clientauthenticationenabled

boolean
Informs if SSL Client Authentication is enabled.
optional

common-name

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string
location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional
This field is optional when you specify server-enabled as true.

ocsp-defaultresponder

This parameter sets the default OCSP responder to use. If the
string â€œocsp-override-responderâ€ parameter is not enabled, the URI
optional given will be used only if no responder URI is specified in the
certificate being verified.

ocsp-enabled

This parameter enables OCSP validation of the client certificate chain.
If this parameter is enabled, certificates in the client's certificate chain
boolean
will be validated against an OCSP responder after normal verification
optional
(including CRL checks) have taken place. The OCSP responder used is
either extracted from the certificate itself, or derived by configuration.

ocsp-maxresponse-age

This parameter sets the maximum allowable age (freshness), in
string seconds, for OCSP responses. The default value (unlimited) does not
optional enforce a maximum age, which means that OCSP responses are
considered valid as long as their expiration date field is in the future.

ocsp-maxresponse-timeskew

timeThis parameter sets the maximum allowable time difference for OCSP
interval
responses (when validating their ThisUpdate and NextUpdate fields).
optional

ocsp-overrideresponder

This parameter forces the configured default OCSP responder to be
boolean
used during OCSP certificate validation, regardless of whether the
optional
certificate being validated references an OCSP responder.

ocsprespondertimeout

time- This parameter sets the timeout for queries to OCSP responders.
interval Specify zero for the minimum possible timeout. The default value is
optional 10 seconds.
This parameter determines whether queries to OCSP responders
should contain a NONCE or not. By default, a query NONCE is always

ocsp-userequest-nonce

boolean used and checked against the response's one. When the responder
optional does not use NONCEs (e.g. Microsoft OCSP Responder), this
parameter should be disabled. Note: A NONCE is a unique identifier
included in each OCSP request / response to prevent a replay attack.

serverauthenticationenabled

boolean
Informs if SSL Server Authentication is enabled.
optional
string
Name of vserver.
optional

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: vserver-ssl-info

[top]

Information about SSL authentication for a Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

certificateauthority

Issuing Certificate Authority (CA) of server certificate. This field is
string
required when you specify server-enabled as true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

certificateserial-number

Serial number of certificate in hexadecimal format. This field is
string
required when you specify server-enabled as true. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, modifiable

clientauthenticationenabled

boolean Informs if SSL Client Authentication is enabled. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

common-name

Represents the domain name in FQDN form that specifies its exact
string location in the tree hierarchy of the Domain Name System (DNS).
optional This field is optional when you specify server-enabled as true.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-defaultresponder

This parameter sets the default OCSP responder to use. If the
string â€œocsp-override-responderâ€ parameter is not enabled, the URI
optional given will be used only if no responder URI is specified in the
certificate being verified. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-enabled

This parameter enables OCSP validation of the client certificate chain.
If this parameter is enabled, certificates in the client's certificate chain
boolean will be validated against an OCSP responder after normal verification
optional (including CRL checks) have taken place. The OCSP responder used is
either extracted from the certificate itself, or derived by configuration.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-maxresponse-age

This parameter sets the maximum allowable age (freshness), in
seconds, for OCSP responses. The default value (unlimited) does not
string
enforce a maximum age, which means that OCSP responses are
optional
considered valid as long as their expiration date field is in the future.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-maxresponse-timeskew

time- This parameter sets the maximum allowable time difference for OCSP
interval responses (when validating their ThisUpdate and NextUpdate fields).
optional Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-overrideresponder

This parameter forces the configured default OCSP responder to be
boolean used during OCSP certificate validation, regardless of whether the
optional certificate being validated references an OCSP responder. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

ocsprespondertimeout

time- This parameter sets the timeout for queries to OCSP responders.
interval Specify zero for the minimum possible timeout. The default value is
optional 10 seconds. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ocsp-userequest-nonce

This parameter determines whether queries to OCSP responders
should contain a NONCE or not. By default, a query NONCE is always
used and checked against the response's one. When the responder
boolean
does not use NONCEs (e.g. Microsoft OCSP Responder), this
optional
parameter should be disabled. Note: A NONCE is a unique identifier
included in each OCSP request / response to prevent a replay attack.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

serverauthenticationenabled

boolean Informs if SSL Server Authentication is enabled. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

vserver

string
Name of vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: time-interval
Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: service-processor
service-processor-apiservice-disable-installedcertificates
service-processor-apiservice-enable-installedcertificates
service-processor-apiservice-get
service-processor-apiservice-modify
service-processor-apiservice-renew-internalcertificates
service-processor-asupconfig-get
service-processor-asupconfig-set
service-processor-asupinvoke
service-processor-autoconfiguration-disable
service-processor-autoconfiguration-enable
service-processor-autoconfiguration-get
service-processor-get
service-processor-get-iter
service-processor-imageget
service-processor-imagemodify
service-processor-imageupdate
service-processor-imageupdate-progress-get
service-processor-logallocation-get
service-processor-logallocation-get-iter
service-processornetwork-get
service-processornetwork-get-iter
service-processornetwork-modify
service-processornetwork-modify-iter
service-processor-reboot
service-processor-sshadd-allowed-addresses
service-processor-ssh-get
service-processor-ssh-

These APIs enable applications to get information about the
Service Processor of any node in the cluster or modifying its
configuration. A Service Processor (SP) device provides remote
management capabilities including console redirection, logging
and power control. It also extends AutoSupport by sending
additional system event alerts. The AutoSupport settings are
used for sending these alerts via email over the SP LAN interface.

remove-allowedaddresses

service-processor-api-service-disable-installed-certificates

[top]

Disable user-installed certificates for the service processor API service - use auto-generated certificates

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-enable-installed-certificates

[top]

Enable user-installed certificates for the service processor API service
Input Name Range

Type

Description

client-cert

string

The name of the client certificate.

rootca-cert

string

The names of the root CA certificates.

server-cert

string

The name of the server certificate.

vserver

vserver-name-data-admin The Vserver name.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-get

[top]

Get service processor API service configuration
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type
serviceprocessorapiservice
optional
Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Description

serviceprocessorThe attributes of the service-processor.
apiservice

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-modify

[top]

Modify service processor API service configuration
Input Name

Range

Description

boolean
Is SP API Service Enabled
optional

is-enabled

boolean
Only Cluster Members Can Access the Service
optional

limit-access
port

Type

[49152..65535]

Errno

integer
SP API Service Port
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-api-service-renew-internal-certificates

[top]

Generate SSL and SSH certificates used for secure communication with the service processor API
service

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-asup-config-get

[top]

Returns Service Processor AutoSupport Configuration Information.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type
serviceprocessorasup-info
optional
Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
asup-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-asup-config-set

[top]

Setup Service Processor AutoSupport Configuration Information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

boolean
SP AutoSupport Is-enabled state
optional

is-enabled
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-asup-invoke

[top]

Invoke AutoSupport from Specific Service-Processor
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-auto-configuration-disable

[top]

Disable Service Processor Auto-Configuration
Input Name

Range

address-family
Errno

Type

Description

sp-ip-address-type IPv4/IPv6 Address Family
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-auto-configuration-enable

[top]

Enable Service Processor Auto-Configuration
Input Name

Range

address-family

Type

subnet-name
Errno

Description

sp-ip-address-type IPv4/IPv6 Address Family
string

Subnet Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-auto-configuration-get

[top]

Get Service Processor auto-configuration subnet name.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
spsubnetnameinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

spsubnetThe attributes of the service-processor.
nameinfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-get

[top]

Get basic information about the device
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

serviceprocessorinfo
optional

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Node on which the device is located
Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-get-iter

[top]

Get basic information about device of each node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

Type
serviceprocessorinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the service-processor
object. All service-processor objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

serviceprocessorinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessorThe list of attributes of service-processor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
service-processor objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-get

[top]

Get information about installed firmware images
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
serviceprocessorimage
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Is this image primary or backup firmware for the device Possible
values:

firmwareimage

sp-fwtype

node

nodename

Output Name Range

"primary" - Firmware which the device boots into by default,
"backup" - Firmware which the device boots into if primary fails
Node on which the device is located

Type

Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
image

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-modify

[top]

Enable or disable automatic firmware update
Input Name

Range

is-autoupdate-enabled
node

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Is firmware autoupdate enabled on the device

node-name Node on which the device is located

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-update

[top]

Install new firmware image
Input Name Range

Type

Description

clear-logs

boolean
Clear logs on the device after update. Default value is true
optional

installbaselineimage

boolean Install the version packaged with ONTAP if this parameter is set to true.
optional Otherwise, -package must be used to specify the package to install

node

nodename

Node on which the device is located

package

Name of the package file containing the firmware to be installed. Not
string
optional required when -baseline is true

updatetype

sp-fwupdateType of firmware update to be performed
type
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-image-update-progress-get

[top]

Get firmware update progress
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

serviceprocessorimageupdateprogress-info
optional

node

node-name

Output Name Range

attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Node on which the device is located

Type

Description

serviceprocessorThe attributes of the service-processor.
imageupdateprogress-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-log-allocation-get

[top]

Get the Service Processor log allocation map.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

serviceprocessorlog-info
optional

node

nodename

The host node name where the log files are located

remote-node

string

The node name the log files are collected from

Output Name Range

Type

attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
log-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-log-allocation-get-iter

[top]

Get the Service Processor log allocation map of each node in the cluster.
Input Name

Range

Type
serviceprocessorlog-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the service-processor
object. All service-processor objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

query

serviceprocessorlog-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessorThe list of attributes of service-processor objects.
log-info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
service-processor objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-network-get

[top]

Get the network configuration
Input Name Range

address-type

desired-

Type
sp-ipaddresstype

Description
Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or IPv6
Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6

serviceSpecify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
processorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
network-

attributes

info
optional
nodename

node
Output Name Range

present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Node on which the device is located

Type

Description

serviceprocessorThe attributes of the service-processor.
networkinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-network-get-iter

[top]

Get the network configuration of device of each node in the cluster
Input Name

Range

serviceprocessornetworkinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

serviceprocessornetworkinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessornetwork- The list of attributes of service-processor objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the service-processor
object. All service-processor objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
service-processor objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

service-processor-network-modify

[top]

Modify the network configuration
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sp-ip-addresstype

address-type

Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or
IPv6 Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
DHCP status for the configuration Possible values:

dhcp

sp-dhcp-status
optional

gateway-ipaddress

ip-address
optional

IP address of the network gateway

ip-address

ip-address
optional

IP address currently held by the device

is-enabled

boolean
optional

netmask

ip-address
optional

Netmask for the device

node

node-name

Node on which the device is located

prefix-length

[0..64]

Errno

integer
optional

"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
"none" - DHCP not enabled

Is this address configuration enabled

Prefix length of subnet mask

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-network-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the network configuration of device of each node in the cluster
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

serviceprocessor- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
network- element.
info
boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple service-processor
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
modifying the next matching service-processor even when
modification of a previous service-processor fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching service-

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
count
1]
optional

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

processor even when the modification of a previous matching
service-processor fails, and do so until the total number of objects
failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continueon-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

serviceIf modifying a specific service-processor, this input element must
processorspecify all keys. If modifying service-processor objects based on
networkquery, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of service-processor
objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If
set to false, the list of service-processor objects not modified will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of service-processor
objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false,
the list of service-processor objects modified will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

serviceprocessorInformation about service-processor objects that were not
networkmodified due to some error. This element will be returned only if
modifyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching service-processor objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of service-processor objects that matched the query, but
were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of service-processor objects that matched the query
and were successfully updated.

serviceprocessorThe service-processor objects that were successfully updated.
networkThis element will be returned only if input element 'returnmodifysuccess-list' is true
iter-info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-reboot

[top]

Reboot the Service Processor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sp-fw-type
Image to boot upon reboot. Default is primary
optional

firmware-image
node

node-name Node on which the device is located

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-ssh-add-allowed-addresses

[top]

Add IP addresses that are allowed to access the Service Processor
Input Name

Range

allowed-addresses

Type

Description

ip-and-mask[] Public IP Addresses

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-ssh-get

[top]

Return SSH security information about the Service Processor.
Input Name Range

Type
serviceprocessorssh-info
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

serviceprocessor- The attributes of the service-processor.
ssh-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

service-processor-ssh-remove-allowed-addresses
Remove IP addresses that are allowed to access the Service Processor
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

allowed-addresses
Errno

ip-and-mask[] Public IP Addresses
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: service-processor-api-service
Service Processor API service type When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

isenabled

boolean
Is SP API Service Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

limitaccess

boolean Only Cluster Members Can Access the Service Attributes: nonoptional creatable, modifiable

port

[49152..65535]

integer

SP API Service Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: service-processor-asup-info

[top]

Service Processor AutoSupport Configuration Applies within the Cluster. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean
SP AutoSupport Is-enabled state Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: service-processor-image

[top]

Service processor firmware information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
firmwareimage
isautoupdateenabled
is-current

last-updatestatus

node

Range

Type

Description

Is this image primary or backup firmware for the device Attributes: key,
sp-fw- non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
type
"primary" - Firmware which the device boots into by default,
optional
"backup" - Firmware which the device boots into if primary fails
boolean Is firmware autoupdate enabled on the device Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
boolean Is device currently booted from this image Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
Did last firmware install on the device pass or fail Attributes: nonspcreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
passfail
"failed" - Operation failed,
"passed" - Operation was successful
optional
nodeNode on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name

optional

non-modifiable
Status of this firmware image Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sp-fwstatus
optional

status

"installed" - Firmware installed and in normal state,
"corrupt" - Firmware is corrupt,
"updating" - Firmware is undergoing a manual update,
"auto_updating" - Firmware is undergoing an automatic update,
"none" - Firmware status not known
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

sp-type
optional

type

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

string Firmware version in this image Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

version

Element definition: service-processor-image-update-progress-info

[top]

Service processor image update progress information When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

end-time

datetime Time when the firmware finished (if complete, else empty) Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-inprogress

boolean Is a firmware update in progress Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

node

nodeNode on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

percentinteger Current progress of the firmware update percentage Attributes: non[0..100]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
done
start-time

datetime Time when the firmware update started Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: service-processor-info
Service processor information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

devicerevision

string Device revision. Applicable for RLM only Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

firmwareversion

string Firmware version installed on the device Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

ip-address

ipPublic IP addresses of the device Attributes: non-creatable, nonaddress[]
modifiable
optional

isautoupdateenabled

boolean Is firmware autoupdate enabled for the device Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

is-ipconfigured
mac-address

boolean Is network configured on the device to have at least one public IP
optional address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
macaddress MAC address of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

nodeNode on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
name
non-modifiable
optional

part-num

string Part number of the device. Applicable for RLM only Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

serial-num

string Serial number of the device. Applicable for RLM only Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Current status of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

spstatustype
optional

"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the
device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of
communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat
signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

type

sp-type
optional

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

Element definition: service-processor-log-info

[top]

Service Processor Log Allocation Info. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

node

nodeThe host node name where the log files are located Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

remotenode

string The node name the log files are collected from Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

seqlist

[0..2^32- integer[] The sequence numbers of the log files Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

Element definition: service-processor-network-info
Service Processor Network Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
addresstype

Range

Type

Description

Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or IPv6
sp-ipAttributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
addresstype
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
optional
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

device-type

sp-type
optional

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

dhcp

DHCP status for the configuration Attributes: non-creatable,
sp-dhcp- modifiable Possible values:
status
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
optional
"none" - DHCP not enabled

gatewayip-address

ip-address IP address of the network gateway Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

[top]

ip-address IP address currently held by the device Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

ip-address
is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is this address configuration enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-ipv6-raenabled

boolean
optional

IPv6 RA enable/disable in a node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

link-localip-address

ip-address
Link local IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Current status of the underlying network link used by this address
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

link-status

sp-linkstatus
optional

macaddress

macaddress
optional

node

router-ipaddress

MAC address of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ip-address
Netmask for the device Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

netmask

prefixlength

"up" - Link is connected,
"down" - Link is severed,
"disabled" - Link has been disabled by user,
"unknown" - Link status is no known

[0..64]

nodename
optional

Node on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Prefix length of subnet mask Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ip-address
Router assigned IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
SP network setup failure reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupfailurereason

sp-setuperrcodes
optional

"success" - No error,
"subnet_out_of_address" - Run out of IP address,
"invalid_subnet" - Invalid subnet,
"other_error" - Other errors
SP network configuration status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupstatus

sp-setupstatus
optional

"not_setup" - Configuration not done,
"succeeded" - Configuration succeeded,
"in_progress" - Configuration in progress,
"failed" - Configuration failed
Current status of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

sp-statustype
optional

"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the
device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of
communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat
signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating

subnetname

string
optional

Subnet Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: service-processor-network-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against service-processor
object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

serviceprocessor-key

service-processornetwork-info

The keys for the service-processor object to which
the modify operation applies.

Element definition: service-processor-ssh-info

[top]

Service Processor SSH Allowed IP addresses Configuration applied across the Cluster When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
allowedaddresses

Range

Type
ip-andmask[]
optional

Description
List of Allowed IP Addresses. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: sp-dhcp-status

[top]

Possible configurations for DHCP protocol Possible values:
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
"none" - DHCP not enabled
[none]

[top]

Element definition: sp-fw-type
Choices for the two firmware images installed on a SP/RLM device Possible values:
"primary" - Firmware which the device boots into by default,
"backup" - Firmware which the device boots into if primary fails
[none]

Element definition: sp-fw-update-type

[top]

Possible choices for a firmware update type Possible values:
"serial_full" - Replace the fimrware completely with new package using package interface.,
"serial_differential" - Replace only parts of firmware which have changed in new package using
package interface.,
"network_full" - Replace the fimrware completely with new package using network interface.,
"full" - Deprecated version of serial-full.,
"differential" - Deprecated version of serial-differential.
[none]

Element definition: sp-ip-address-type

[top]

Choices for which IP version to use Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
[none]

Element definition: sp-subnet-name-info

[top]

Service Processor subnet name that provides IP resources for auto-configuration. When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
subnet-

Range

Type
string

Description
IPv4 subnet name that provides IP resources for auto-configuration.

name-v4

optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnetname-v6

string IPv6 subnet name that provides IP resources for auto-configuration.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name-data-admin

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: ip-and-mask

[top]

4-byte IP address followed by 4-byte mask
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name

[top]

[none]

Element definition: service-processor-network-info
Service Processor Network Configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
addresstype

Range

Type

Description

Network configuration that is being addressed i.e. IPv4 or IPv6
sp-ipAttributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
addresstype
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
optional
Type of device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

device-type

sp-type
optional

"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC

dhcp

DHCP status for the configuration Attributes: non-creatable,
sp-dhcp- modifiable Possible values:
status
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
optional
"none" - DHCP not enabled

gatewayip-address

ip-address IP address of the network gateway Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

ip-address

ip-address IP address currently held by the device Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is this address configuration enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-ipv6-raenabled

boolean
optional

IPv6 RA enable/disable in a node Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

link-localip-address

ip-address
Link local IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
Current status of the underlying network link used by this address
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

link-status

macaddress

sp-linkstatus
optional

macaddress

"up" - Link is connected,
"down" - Link is severed,
"disabled" - Link has been disabled by user,
"unknown" - Link status is no known
MAC address of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional
ip-address
Netmask for the device Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

netmask
node
prefixlength
router-ipaddress

[0..64]

nodename
optional

Node on which the device is located Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Prefix length of subnet mask Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ip-address
Router assigned IP address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
SP network setup failure reason Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupfailurereason

sp-setuperrcodes
optional

"success" - No error,
"subnet_out_of_address" - Run out of IP address,
"invalid_subnet" - Invalid subnet,
"other_error" - Other errors
SP network configuration status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

setupstatus

sp-setupstatus
optional

"not_setup" - Configuration not done,
"succeeded" - Configuration succeeded,
"in_progress" - Configuration in progress,
"failed" - Configuration failed
Current status of the device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

sp-statustype
optional

subnetname

string
optional

"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the
device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of
communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat
signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating
Subnet Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: sp-dhcp-status
Possible configurations for DHCP protocol Possible values:
"v4" - DHCP for IPv4,
"none" - DHCP not enabled
[none]

[top]

Element definition: sp-fw-status

[top]

Possible states the firmware of a SP/RLM device can be in Possible values:
"installed" - Firmware installed and in normal state,
"corrupt" - Firmware is corrupt,
"updating" - Firmware is undergoing a manual update,
"auto_updating" - Firmware is undergoing an automatic update,
"none" - Firmware status not known
[none]

Element definition: sp-ip-address-type

[top]

Choices for which IP version to use Possible values:
"ipv4" - Internet Protocol version 4,
"ipv6" - Internet Protocol version 6
[none]

Element definition: sp-link-status

[top]

Possible states for the underlying physical link for a network insterface Possible values:
"up" - Link is connected,
"down" - Link is severed,
"disabled" - Link has been disabled by user,
"unknown" - Link status is no known
[none]

Element definition: sp-pass-fail

[top]

Possible completion states of a task Possible values:
"failed" - Operation failed,
"passed" - Operation was successful
[none]

Element definition: sp-setup-errcodes

[top]

SP network setup error codes Possible values:
"success" - No error,
"subnet_out_of_address" - Run out of IP address,
"invalid_subnet" - Invalid subnet,
"other_error" - Other errors
[none]

Element definition: sp-setup-status

[top]

SP network setup status Possible values:
"not_setup" - Configuration not done,
"succeeded" - Configuration succeeded,
"in_progress" - Configuration in progress,
"failed" - Configuration failed
[none]

Element definition: sp-status-type

[top]

Possible states a Service Processor or Remote LAN Module can be in Possible values:
"online" - Device is up and running fine,
"offline" - Device is out of communication,
"sp_daemon_offline" - Daemon which communicates with the device is not running,
"node_offline" - Node that hosts the device is out of communication,
"degraded" - Node that hosts the device is missing heartbeat signals from the device,
"rebooting" - Device is rebooting,
"unknown" - Device status could not be determined,
"updating" - BMC is updating
[none]

Element definition: sp-type
Types of remote management device that can be found in a node Possible values:
"sp" - Service Processor,
"none" - NONE,
"bmc" - BMC
[none]

[top]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ses
storage-shelf-bay-list-info
storage-shelf-environment-list-info
storage-shelf-get-channel-list
storage-shelf-get-shelf-info
storage-shelf-get-shelf-list
storage-shelf-list-info
storage-shelf-set-led-state
storage-shelf-update-fw

storage-shelf-bay-list-info

[top]

Returns information about storage shelf bays and ports for a selected number of shelves, or optionally all shelves connected to the storage controller.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

channelname

string The adapter number or switch name and the port number (together, called the channel). If missing, then information for all shelves on all
optional channels will be presented. If missing, then shelf-id input is not allowed. Examples: 8a, switch:5

node-name

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. If node-name is not specified when the request is sent to Admin
optional VserverLIF, then all matching shelves in the cluster will be returned. This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

shelf-id

[0..99]

shelf-id is the shelf number for which shelf data is requested. This input requires that channel-name input also be specified. If a channel-name
integer and shelf-id are both specified then information for the specified shelf will be presented (a single shelf). If channel-name is specified, but shelf-id
optional is missing, then information for all shelves on the channel will be presented. If channel-name is not specified then shelf-id is not supported and an
error will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

shelf-bay-list

shelfbayEach instance of shelf-list contains available bay information on a shelf.
listinfo[]

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ECHANNELNOTFOUND
ESHELFNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-environment-list-info

[top]

Returns the environmental information for a selected number of shelves, or optionally all shelves connected to the storage controller.
Input Name Range
channelname
node-name

Type

Description

Get environment information for shelves on this channel. shelf-id parameter can be specified to request data on a single shelf. If a channel-name
string
is not specified, then data on all shelves on all channels will be returned. If an invalid channel-name is specified, then error code
optional
ECHANNELNOTFOUND will be returned.
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Get environment information for the specified shelf-id on the specified channel-name. This parameter requires channel-name parameter as well.

shelf-id

[0..99]

integer If shelf-id is specified without channel-name then the error code EINVALIDINPUTERROR will be returned. If shelf-id is not specified and a
optional channel-name is specified, then data for all shelves on the channel-name is returned. If an invalid shelf-id is specified, then error code
ESHELFNOTFOUND will be returned.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

shelfenviron- List of channels and associated environment information on the shelves in the channel. Only on-line channels that have shelves attached will be
channel- reported.
info[]

shelfenvironchannel-list
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ECHANNELNOTFOUND
ESHELFNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-get-channel-list

[top]

Get the list of SES channels present on this system.
Output Name Range

Type
channelinfo[]

channel-list

Description
The channel-list is a list of the names of channels to which enclosure services are connected. These channel names can be used by other
commands, including storage-shelf-set-led-state.

storage-shelf-get-shelf-info

[top]

This returns information about an identified shelf. The information is the number of bays present (bay-count), and which shelf bays have drives (bay-list). Shelf bays are
numbered from 0 to bay-count minus 1. Shelf bay 0 is always on the right when looking at the front of the shelf. Incidentally, the bay-list may be empty indicating the absence of
any drives. However, there are some shelf designs which require a disk drive in bay 0 or 1 for any SES functionality to operate (e.g., DS14 and DS14-Mk2-FC). In these cases,
shelves without drives in bay 0 or 1 will not be listed.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

channelname

string

The adapter number or switch name and theport number (together, called the channel). Examples are 8a and switch:5

node-name

string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. This is the storage system name name the command will be executed
on.

shelf-id

integer The shelf id specifies the shelf for which a list of disk bays is desired. Range : [0..2^24-1]

Output Name Range
bay-count

Description

Disk bays are the slots into which disks are placed. The bays are numbered from 0 to bay-count-1. Bay 0 is the right most bay (when looking at
integer
[0..255]
the front of the shelf) and bay bay-count-1 is left most. These bay numbers can be used by other commands, including storage-shelf-set-ledoptional
state. Range : [0..255]
bayinfo[]

bay-list
disk-count

Type

[0..255]

A list of shelf-bay numbers which have disk drives. The bay-list field is not optional, but it may contain zero bay-info elements.

integer
The total number of disks that are present in the shelf.
optional

firmwarerev-A

string
Shelf Module A firmware revision.
optional

firmwarerev-B

string
Shelf Module B firmware revision.
optional

firmwarerevision

Shelf firmware revision.

string

string
This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage system name.
optional

node-name

string
Shelf module type. Some examples are: "esh2", and "at-fcx".
optional

shelf-type
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-get-shelf-list

[top]

Get the list of SES shelves present on a channel. Use storage-shelf-get-channel-list to determine all the channels to which shelves are connected. Note that some shelves may be
connected to multiple channels.
Input Name Range
channelname

Type

Description
The adapter number or switch name and the port number (together, called the channel). Examples are 8a and switch:5.

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description

shelf- The shelf-list is list of the shelf-ids of the shelves connected to the supplied channel. These shelf-ids can be used by other commands, including
id-info[] storage-shelf-set-led-state. This list may be empty if there are no shelves attached to the specified channel.

shelf-list
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-list-info

[top]

This interface returns information about one or more shelves.
Input Name Range
channelname
node-name
shelf-id

Type

Description

string The adapter number or switch name and the port number (together, called the channel). If missing, then information for all shelves on all
optional channels will be presented. If missing, then shelf-id input is not allowed. Examples are 8a and switch:5
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF. This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

shelf-id is the shelf number for which shelf data is requested. This input requires that channel-name input also be specified. If a channel-name
integer and shelf-id are both specified then information for the specified shelf will be presented (a single shelf). If channel-name is specified, but shelf-id
[0..99]
optional is missing, then information for all shelves on the channel will be presented. If channel-name is not specified then shelf-id is not supported. In
such case information for all shelves on all channels will be presented.

Output Name Range
shelf-list

Type

Description

shelf- Each instance of shelf-list contains all available information on a shelf hub. This can be empty if there are no shelves attached or if shelves do not
info[] support hubs. Also a partner shelf can be reported.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-set-led-state

[top]

Set or clear the LED for a disk, shelf of disks or loop of shelves. LEDs to affect can be specified as: {channel-name}, {channel-name, shelf-id}, {channel-name, shelf-id, shelfbay}, {channel-name, shelf-id, shelf-bay}, {channel-name, shelf-id, shelf-bay, lun}.
Input Name Range
action
channelname

Type

Description

string
This specifies the action to apply. Possible values are: on, and off. on: Turn the LED(s) on indefinitely. off: Turn the LED(s) off.
required
string

The channel to which the shelf or drive LED to be affected is connected. A channel-name is the adapter number or switch name and the port number
(together, called the channel). Examples are 8a and switch:5.

duration

integer This parameter allows the caller to specify the duration (in seconds) that the action will be applied. Note that the action 'on' is indefinite, while 'test'
optional uses duration. 'blink' also uses duration.

identify

boolean This parameter allows the caller to specify the identify LED. The default is for the command to affect the fault LED. Not all disks have identify LEDs.
optional In that case, the identify option is ignored and the fault LED is affected.

lun
shelf-bay
shelf-id

integer
Some targets have a logical unit number. In that case, the lun will be required to uniquely specify the LED to affect. Range : [0..255]
optional
integer If present, the shelf-bay indicates the specific drive where the LED affected resides. If shelf-id is supplied but shelf-bay is not, then the LEDs for all
optional drives in the shelf will be affected. Range : [0..255]
integer
If present, the shelf-id indicates which shelf has the drive or drives where the LEDs to affect reside. Range : [0..2^24-1]
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-update-fw

[top]

Start shelf firmware download process to update firmware on disk shelves. This operation is asynchronous, and therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download
process. This operation will only update firmware on shelves that do not have the latest firmware revision. The firmware revision on the shelves can be monitored via the storageshelf-get-shelf-info API. NOT IMPLEMENTED YET.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

channelname

string If present, will only update firmware on all shelves (or a single shlef depending on shelf-id) on the given channel. If not present, then all shelves on
optional all channels are updated. Example: To update firmware on 2a.shelf1, channel should be 2a and shelf should be 1.

shelf-id

string If present, will only update firmware on the given shelf on specified channel. If not present, and a channel-name is specified, then all shelves on the
optional channel will be updated. Example: To update firmware on 2a.shelf1, channel should be 2a and shelf should be 1.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Element definition: bay-info
A list of shelf bay numbers which have disks.

[top]

Name

Range

drawer-bay-slotnumber

Type

Description

integer
Indicates which slot in the drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional
integer
Some shelves have drawers, drawer-number indicates which drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional

drawer-number

integer The logical unit number within the target. This field will be present in some storage configurations. In some cases, devices with a logical unit
optional number will have LEDs that can be affected. Range : [0..255]

lun
shelf-bay

integer

A shelf-bay number indicates the presence of a drive in that bay. Shelf bays are numbered starting at 0 which is the right most drive bay in
the shelf when viewing the shelf from the front. Range: [0..255]

Element definition: channel-info

[top]

Interconnect channel information
Name

Range

Type

Description
High-availability interconnect channel name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ha-ic-channel
optional

channel-name

"kstat" - HA Interconnect KSTAT Channel,
"ofw" - HA Interconnect OFW Channel,
"kill" - HA Interconnect KILL Channel,
"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel,
"stream0" - HA Interconnect STREAM0 Channel,
"stream1" - HA Interconnect STREAM1 Channel,
"stream2" - HA Interconnect STREAM2 Channel,
"stream3" - HA Interconnect STREAM3 Channel,
"drsom" - HA Interconnect MCC DRSOM Channel,
"drckill" - HA Interconnect MCC DRC KILL Channel,
"control" - HA Interconnect CONTROL Channel,
"sldiag" - HA Interconnect SLDIAG Channel,
"traffic" - HA Interconnect TRAFFIC Channel,
"hb" - HA Interconnect HB Channel,
"ftfs" - FTFS PMEM Channel,
"stream4" - HA Interconnect STREAM4 Channel,
"stream5" - HA Interconnect STREAM5 Channel,
"stream6" - HA Interconnect STREAM6 Channel,
"stream7" - HA Interconnect STREAM7 Channel,
"wafl1" - HA Interconnect WAFL1 NV Channel,
"wafl2" - HA Interconnect WAFL2 NV Channel,
"wafl3" - HA Interconnect WAFL3 NV Channel,
"wafl4" - HA Interconnect WAFL4 NV Channel,
"wafl5" - HA Interconnect WAFL5 NV Channel,
"wafl6" - HA Interconnect WAFL6 NV Channel,
"wafl7" - HA Interconnect WAFL7 NV Channel
High-availability interconnect channel state. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ha-ic-channel-state
optional

channel-state

handle
ipaddress

[0..2^64-1]

"connecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Connecting State,
"established" - HA Interconnect Entity Established State,
"disconnecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnecting State,
"disconnected" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnected State,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Entity Unknown State

integer
optional

Remote entity handle associated with the channel. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

IP address associated with the channel. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

link-number

string
optional

Link number on which the channel is established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-name

string
optional

Port name on which the channel is established. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Transport type of the channel. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

ha-ic-transport
optional

transport

"infiniband" - HA Interconnect Infiniband Transport,
"fcvi" - HA Interconnect FCVI Transport,
"mvia" - HA Interconnect M-VIA Transport,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Unknown Transport,
"iwarp" - HA Interconnect iWARP Transport,
"roce" - HA Interconnect RoCE Transport

Element definition: shelf-bay-list-info

[top]

Bay and port information on a shelf module.
Name

Range

Type

Description

channelname

string

The channel the shelf (hub) is attached to. Example: 0c.

module

string

The shelf module attachment. Possible values: "a", "b".

nodename

string
optional

shelf-bay-portShelf bay specific information.
info[]
optional

port-list
shelf-id

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage system name.

[0..99]

integer

The shelf id switch setting. This is the shelf id switch that is used to uniquely identify the shelf on the filer node.

shelfname

string

Shelf name that the hub is attached to. This can also be considered as hub name. Example: 0c.shelf1.

shelfstate

string

Current state of the shelf. Possible values are: "no_status", "init_required", "online", "missing", "failed", "unknown".

shelf-type

string

Shelf module type. Possible values: "edm", "vem", "esp", "lrc", "esh", "esh2", "esh4", "eshfx", "eshtx", "emu", "efh", "at-fc", "at-fc2", "at-fcx",
"at-fcx2", "sas", "esas", "sas-fc", "iom3", "iom6", "iom6e".

shelf-uid

string

Shelf unique identifier that distinguishes it from other shelves manufactured. Example: 50:05:0c:c0:02:10:64:26.

Element definition: shelf-environ-channel-info

[top]

Shelf environment information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

channel-name

string

is-channel-monitorenabled

boolean

is-shelf-channel-failure

boolean

Indicates whether any shelves on this channel have experienced a failure.

node-name

string
optional

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage
system name.

shelf-environ-channeladdress

shelf-environ-channel-addressmap[]
optional

shelf-environ-shelf-list
shelves-present

shelf-environ-shelf-info[]
[0-

integer

Storage controller channel the shelf is connected to.
Indicates whether monitoring is enabled on this channel.

A list of all the shelf assigned addresses assigned on this channel.
List of shelves in the channel and associated environment information.
Number of shelves present on this channel.

99]

Element definition: shelf-id-info

[top]

A list of shelf-ids that can be used in other storage-shelf interface calls.
Name Range Type
shelfid

Description

The shelf id itself. shelf-id's are only unique within a particular channel. An example shelf-id is 1. A channel-name and shelf-id pair are required to uniquely
integer
identify a shelf on a system. Range : [0..2^24-1]

Element definition: shelf-info

[top]

Describes a shelf.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The channel/port-number the shelf (hub) is attached to. If it is the partner node that is being reported, the value will be shown as
"PARTNER". Examples: "0c" or "PARTNER".

channel-name

string

firmware-revA

string
optional

Shelf Module A firmware revision. When the channel-name field is "PARTNER" this field will not be present.

firmware-revB

string
optional

Shelf Module B firmware revision. When the channel-name field is "PARTNER" this field will not be present.

module

string

module-state

string
optional

node-name

string

Current state of the IO module attached to the shelf port (if any). Possible values are: "no_status", "ok", "missing", "transport error",
"critical", "unreachable", "unknown".
This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in which case it is the storage system name.

phy-expanderEach instance of phy-expander-list contains PHY (physical layer) expander information about each port. This applies to direct attached
info[]
shelves with SAS modules only.
optional

phy-expanderlist

port-hub-info[]
Each instance of port-hub-list contains hub information about each port. This applies to shelves with ESH modules only.
optional

port-hub-list

shelf-bay-info
optional

shelf-bay-info
shelf-id

The shelf module attachment. Possible values are: "a", "b".

[0..99]

integer

Detailed information on populated shelf bays. When the channel-name field is "PARTNER" this field will not be present.
The shelf id switch setting. This is the shelf id switch that is used to uniquely identify the shelf on the filer node.

shelf-name

string

Shelf name that the hub is attached to. This can also be considered as hub name. Example: 0c.shelf1.

shelf-state

string

Current state of the shelf. Possible values are: "no status", "init required", "online", "missing", "unknown".

shelf-type

string

Shelf module type. Some examples are: "esh2", and "at-fcx".

shelf-uid

string

Similar to serial number, this is the shelf unique identifier that distinguishes it from any other shelf manufactured. Example:
50:05:0c:c0:02:10:64:26.

terminationswitch

string
optional

State of the termination switch on the shelf. Possible values are: "on", "off" and "n/a".

Element definition: ha-ic-channel

[top]

kstat|ofw|kill|wafl|raid|misc|stream0|stream1|stream2|stream3|drsom|drckill|control|sldiag|traffic|hb|ftfs|stream4|stream5|stream6|stream7|wafl1|wafl2|wafl3|wafl4|wafl5|wafl6|wafl7
Possible values:
"kstat" - HA Interconnect KSTAT Channel,
"ofw" - HA Interconnect OFW Channel,
"kill" - HA Interconnect KILL Channel,

"wafl" - HA Interconnect WAFL NV Channel,
"raid" - HA Interconnect RAID NV Channel,
"misc" - HA Interconnect MISC NV Channel,
"stream0" - HA Interconnect STREAM0 Channel,
"stream1" - HA Interconnect STREAM1 Channel,
"stream2" - HA Interconnect STREAM2 Channel,
"stream3" - HA Interconnect STREAM3 Channel,
"drsom" - HA Interconnect MCC DRSOM Channel,
"drckill" - HA Interconnect MCC DRC KILL Channel,
"control" - HA Interconnect CONTROL Channel,
"sldiag" - HA Interconnect SLDIAG Channel,
"traffic" - HA Interconnect TRAFFIC Channel,
"hb" - HA Interconnect HB Channel,
"ftfs" - FTFS PMEM Channel,
"stream4" - HA Interconnect STREAM4 Channel,
"stream5" - HA Interconnect STREAM5 Channel,
"stream6" - HA Interconnect STREAM6 Channel,
"stream7" - HA Interconnect STREAM7 Channel,
"wafl1" - HA Interconnect WAFL1 NV Channel,
"wafl2" - HA Interconnect WAFL2 NV Channel,
"wafl3" - HA Interconnect WAFL3 NV Channel,
"wafl4" - HA Interconnect WAFL4 NV Channel,
"wafl5" - HA Interconnect WAFL5 NV Channel,
"wafl6" - HA Interconnect WAFL6 NV Channel,
"wafl7" - HA Interconnect WAFL7 NV Channel
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-channel-state

[top]

connecting|established|disconnecting|disconnected|unknown Possible values:
"connecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Connecting State,
"established" - HA Interconnect Entity Established State,
"disconnecting" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnecting State,
"disconnected" - HA Interconnect Entity Disconnected State,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Entity Unknown State
[none]

Element definition: ha-ic-transport
infiniband|fcvi|mvia|unknown|iwarp|roce Possible values:
"infiniband" - HA Interconnect Infiniband Transport,
"fcvi" - HA Interconnect FCVI Transport,
"mvia" - HA Interconnect M-VIA Transport,
"unknown" - HA Interconnect Unknown Transport,
"iwarp" - HA Interconnect iWARP Transport,
"roce" - HA Interconnect RoCE Transport
[none]

[top]

Element definition: phy-expander-info

[top]

Expander PHY (physical layer) information of an individual port.
Name
baynumber

Range
[0..99]

Type

Description

integer Bay port number. Unique bay-number for each type of phy-type. Present when multiple phy's for a phy-type exist in the shelf, such as phy-type
optional "disk", "P0", "P1".

crc-error- [0..2^32This field presents the number of CRC errors that have been seen in any address or data frames. The value will be the count kept by the expander
integer
count
1]
since either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
dongleinfo
dongle information, if there's a dongle installed. Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for drive phy only.
optional

dongledata
invaliddwordcount

The number of invalid double words seen outside of the phy reset sequence. The value will be the count kept by the expander since either power[0..2^32integer
on or since the counts have been reset.
1]

link-rate

string If port-state is "ok", then this is a floating number, representing SAS-1.1 defined negotiated link rate value for the phy in Gb/s. Example: 3.0. For
optional all other port states, this field will not be available.

lossdwordcount

This field presents the number of times the phy has lost double-word synchronization and restarted the link reset sequence of the phy reset
[0..2^32integer
sequence. The value will be the count kept by the expander since either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
1]

pathway- [0..2^32integer This field the partial pathway timeout value, in microseconds, being used for the phy.
timeout
1]
phychangecount
phynumber

This field the number of times this logical phy has changed state. This count increments when the logical phy transitions from disabled to enabled.
[0..2^32integer This count also increments when the logical phys transitions from enabled to disabled. The value will be the count kept by the expander since
1]
either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
[0..99]

phypowerstatus

integer
PHY number. Unique phy-number in the shelf, regardless of phy-type.
optional
string
Current power status. Possible values: "on", "off". Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for drive phy only.
optional

phy-reset- [0..2^32This field presents the number of times the phy reset sequence has failed. The value will be the count kept by the expander since either power-on
integer
problem
1]
or since the counts have been reset.
phy-state

string State of the phy. Possible values: "rate_unknown", "disabled", "speed_negotiation_failed", "sata_oob_failed", "1.5_gbps", "3.0_gbps", "6.0_gbps",
optional "12.0_gbps", "state_unknown",

phy-type

string
PHY type. Possible values: "disk", "p0", "p1", "v255", "v99".
optional

port-id

string

Possible values are: port id in range [0..19] or "in0", "in1", "in2", "in3", "out0", "out1", "out2", "out3", representing one of the input or output
ports.

port-state

string

Current port state. Possible values are: "ok", "unkwn_lnk", "unused", "unkwn", "empty", "dis_man", "dis_smp", "dis_loswd", "dis_dispa",
"dis_invwd", "dis_reset", "dis_phchg", "dis_mir", "dis_crc", "dis_clk", "dis_resv", "dis_unusd", "unknown", "no_signal",

powercyclecount

[0..255]

integer This field presents the number of times the driver has been power cycled via this phy. Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for
optional drive phy only.

releasecount

[0..255]

integer This field presents the number of times the driver has been released (unreserved) via this phy. Will be missing if not supported or not available.
optional Present for drive phy only.

reservecount

[0..255]

integer This field presents the number of times the driver has been reserved via this phy. Will be missing if not supported or not available. Present for
optional drive phy only.

runningThe number of Dwords with a running disparity error seen outside the phy reset sequence. The value will be the count kept by the expander since
[0..2^32disparityinteger
either power-on or since the counts have been reset.
1]
count

Element definition: port-hub-info

[top]

Hub information for an individual port.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[-2^31..2^31clock-delta
integer The clock delta between this port in respect to ESH clock and other ports in the ESH.
1]
integer
If port-id is "in", "out", "aux1" or "aux2" then this is not populated, otherwise, it represents the shelf bay that the disk resides in.
optional

disk-bay

[0..23]

insertcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has been inserted into the loop.

invalidcrc-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has seen a CRC error.

invalidwordcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has seen invalid FC-AL words transmitted.

lip-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
Lip count, number of times loop initialization primitive has been generated. This field is not available on all shelf modules.
optional

loop-upcount

[0..2^32-1]

integer Number of times this port has seen the loop come up/transition to up.

port-id

port-state
stall-count

[0..2^32-1]

utilizationpercentage

[0..100]

string

Possible values are: port number in the range of 0 to 255 or "in", "out", "aux1" or "aux2" representing input, output or one of auxiliary
ports. This is the same as FCAL ALPA for the port.

string

Current port state. Possible values are: "ok", "empty", "byp_init", "byp_gen", "byp_man", "byp_xmit", "byp_lipf8", "byp_dto", "byp_rlos",
"byp_clos", "byp_tbi", "byp_rprt", "byp_stall", "byp_wrd", "byp_crc", "byp_lip", "byp_osc", "byp_clk", "byp_mir", "byp_lipf7", "byp_bzr",
"byp_self", "byp_flt", "byp_pwr", "byp_pcycl", "warn_lip", "warn_wrdb", "warn_wrd", "warn_crc", "warn_clk", "unknown", "term-err",
"term", "autoterm".

integer Number of times this port exceeded the OPN/CLS maximum threshold.
integer Relative utilization of this port vs. other ports in the ESH.

Element definition: shelf-bay-info

[top]

Shelf bay information.
Name Range

Type

Description

bayinteger Disk bays are the slots into which disks are placed. The bays are numbered from 0 to bay-count-1. Bay 0 is the right most bay (when looking at the front
[0..255]
count
optional of the shelf) and bay bay-count-1 is left most. These bay numbers can be used by other commands, including storage-shelf-set-led-state.
baylist

bayinfo[]

A list of shelf-bay numbers which have disk drives. The bay-list field is not optional, but it may contain zero bay-info elements.

Element definition: shelf-bay-port-info

[top]

Shelf bay port specific information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bay-no

integer Disk bay number or port number, if applicable. In some instances bay numbers do apply and will not be present. An example is an ESH shelf with a
[0..23]
optional single "in" and a single "out" port.

disk-name

string
if port-designator is "disk_bay" and there is a disk installed in the bay, then this will be the disk name. Otherwise the field will be missing.
optional

disk-uid

string
if port-designator is "disk_bay" and there is a disk installed in the bay, then this will be UID of the disk. Otherwise the field will be missing.
optional

portdesignator

string Shelf bay port designator. Possible values: "in", "out", "aux", "sqr", "cir", "sil", "hi_ho", "a_to_b", "b_to_a", "disk_bay" and "dcm#.#" where the the
optional first # ranges from 0 to 5 and the second # ranges from 0 to 3.

port-state

Current port state. Possible values are: "ok", "empty", "unkwn_lnk", "no_signal", "unused", "unkwn", "unknown", "dis_man", "dis_unusd",
"dis_smp", "dis_loswd", "dis_dispa", "dis_invwd", "dis_reset", "dis_phchg", "dis_mir", "dis_crc", "dis_clk", "byp_init", "byp_gen", "byp_man",
string
"byp_xmit", "byp_lipf8", "byp_dto", "byp_rlos", "byp_clos", "byp_tbi", "byp_rprt", "byp_stall", "byp_wrd", "byp_crc", "byp_lip", "byp_osc", "byp_clk",
optional
"byp_mir", "byp_lipf7", "byp_bzr", "byp_self", "byp_flt", "byp_pwr", "byp_pcycl", "warn_lip", "warn_wrdb", "warn_wrd", "warn_crc", "warn_clk",
"term-err", "term", "autoterm".

Element definition: shelf-environ-channel-address-map

[top]

A list of all the shelf assigned addresses assigned on this channel.
Name

Range

address-map

Description
A comma separated list of addresses assigned on this channel by the shelf specified in shelf-no output above.

drawer-address-map[]
A list of all the drawers in the shelf and the addresses assigned to each drawer devices.
optional

drawer-address-map-list
shelf-id

Type
string

[0..255]

integer

Shelf number for presented address map.

Element definition: shelf-environ-shelf-info

[top]

Shelf environment information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alternatecontrol-pathinformation

alternatecontrolpath-info[]
optional

ariodataspecific-info

ariodataspecific-info Vendor specific enclosure system information for Ariodata shelves.
optional

attached-shelfbay-error-list

string
optional

attached-shelfbay-list

string

attached-shelfdrawer-bayerror-list
attached-shelfdrawer-bay-list
connectorinformation

Available information on the alternate control path (ACP) to the shelf.

A list of bays numbers in this shelf that have disk devices with errors. All bays with error devices will be listed. This is a comma
separated list from high to low. Example: "13, 10, 4, 1".
A list of bays numbers in this shelf that have disk devices installed. All bays with disks installed will be listed. This is a comma
separated list from high to low. Example: "13, 11, 10, 4, 3, 2, 1".

shelfdrawer-bayA list of bay numbers in this shelf drawer that have disk devices with errors.
error[]
optional
shelfdrawerbay[]
optional

A list of bay numbers in this shelf drawer that have disk devices installed.

connectorCable and connector information if available and supported by the hardware. Will not be present if the feature is not supported in the
info[]
hardware.
optional

control-writes- [0..2^32attempted
1]

integer

Number of times attempted to write shelf controls.

control-writes- [0..2^32failed
1]

integer

Number of times failed to write shelf controls.

controllerdevice-path

string

controllerdevice-path-port

string
optional
cooling-

Device path to the shelf controller. Possible values: "embedded_access", "local_access", "unknown", "not_available".
If controller-device-path is "local_access", then this presents the local access port number.

coolingelement-list

elementinfo[]
optional

Information on installed cooling elements in the shelf.

currentsensor-info[] Information on current sensors in the shelf.
optional

current-sensorlist

dcm-info
optional

dcm-list

Information on the installed drawer control module (dcm). This will be presented for shelves that have drawers built in.

enclosureInformation on the enclosure type. This information will be presented for ESH and SAS shelves only.
info
optional

enclosureinformation

eselectronicsInformation on the installed enclosure services electronics.
info[]
optional

es-electronicslist

eurologicspecific-info Vendor specific enclosure system information for Eurologic shelves.
optional

eurologicspecific-info
is-shelfmonitor-enabled

boolean

Indicates whether monitoring is enabled on this shelf.

power-controlfailure-state

string
optional

Extension to the power-control-status to provide more information in case of shelf failures. Possible values:
"dual_esh4_modules_not_present", "power_control_fault_detected", "incompatible_power_control_implementation",
"power_control_function_not_available", "backplane_cpld_fault_detected".

power-controlstatus

string
optional

Power control element status. This is generalization of the ESH4 shelf power status. Currently available on ESH 4 shelves only.
Possible values: "ok", "not_supported", "critical", "non_critical", "unknown".

powersupply-info[] Information on installed power supplies in the shelf.
optional

power-supplylist

processorcomplexAvailable information on the processor complex modules (PCMs) in the shelf.
info[]
optional

processorcomplexinformation
sas-specific-info

sas-specificVendor specific enclosure system information for SAS shelves.
info
optional

ses-generic-info

ses-genericGeneric SES (scsi enclosure services) information.
info

shelf-id

[0-99]

integer

Shelf number.

shelf-status

string

Current shelf status. Possible values: "unrecoverable", "critical", "non_critical", "informational", "normal".

shelf-type

string

Shelf type. Possible values: "edm", "vem", "esp", "lrc", "lrc2", "esh", "esh2", "esh4", "eshfx", "emu", "efh", "eshtx", "sas", "esas",
"sas_fc", "iom3", "at_fcx", "at_fcx2", "iom6", "iom6e".

status-readsattempted

[0..2^321]

integer

Number of times attempted to read shelf status.

status-readsfailed

[0..2^321]

integer

Number of times failed to read shelf status.

temp-sensor-list

tempsensor-info[] Information on installed temperature sensors in the shelf.
optional

voltage-sensorlist

voltagesensor-info[] Information on voltage sensors in the shelf.
optional

xyratex-specificinfo

xyratexspecific-info Vendor specific enclosure system information for Xyratex shelves.
optional

Element definition: alternate-control-path-info

[top]

Available information on the alternate control path (ACP) to the shelf.
Name

Range

acp-elementno

[1..2]

Type

Description

integer ACP element number

controlleracpconnectionstatus

string Storage controller's ACP connection status. Possible values: "no_connectivity", "partial_connectivity", "full_connectivity",
optional "additional_connectivity", "unknown", "not_available", "not_applicable".

controlleracp-domain

string
This fields presents the ACP's domain on the storage controller. Example: 255.255.255.0
optional

controlleracp-ethernetport

string
This fields presents the ACP's ethernet port on the storage controller. Example: e0a, e4d.
optional

controlleracp-ipaddress

string
This fields presents the ACP's IP address on the storage controller. Example: 172.168.4.4
optional

controlleracp-netmask

string
This fields presents the ACP's netmask on the storage controller. Example: 172.168.4.1
optional

is-acpelement-error

boolean
Indicates if there has been a failure in the ACP block. Will not be present if an ACP element is not installed.
optional

is-acpelement-notinstalled

boolean Indicates if ACP element has been installed. Will be present only if the element is not installed, in which case no further information will be
optional provided.

is-controlleracp-active

boolean Indicates whether the ACP function is active on the storage controller. Inactive ACP unually means there is configuration or connection error
optional that needs to be resolved.

is-controlleracp-enabled

boolean
Indicates if ACP functionality is enabled in the storage controller. If the ACP funtion is not enalbed the following fields will not be presented.
optional

modulefirmwarerevision

string Firmware version of the ACP controller. This field will not be present if the value is unknown or not available, or if an ACP element is not
optional installed.

module-ipaddress

string IP address that is used by this ACP shelf module. This field will not be present if the IP address is unknown or not available, or if an ACP
optional element is not installed.

module-macaddress

string MAC address that is used by this module's ACPP. This field will not be present if the MAC address is unknown or not available, or if an ACP
optional element is not installed.

module-name

string Shelf module for this ACPP. Possible Values: "A", "B" This field will not be present if it is unknown or not available, or if an ACP element is not
optional installed.

modulereset-count

[0..2^32- integer Number of times the corresponding shelf I/O module has been reset using this ACPP. This field will not be present if it is unknown or not
1]
optional available, or if an ACP element is not installed.

modulestatus
modulestatus-time

ACP status of this shelf module. This field will not be present if it is unknown or not available, or if an ACP element is not installed. Possible
string
values: "active", "inactive_not_ready", "inactive_waiting_for_inband_info", "inactive_no_inband_connectivity", "inactive_not_responding",
optional
"inactive_updating_firmware", "inactive_initializing", "inactive_unknown".
string
Time of last contact with the ACP controller. This is only valid if the value of module-status field is inactive_not_responding.
optional

Element definition: ariodata-specific-info
Vendor specific enclosure system information for Ariodata shelf.
Name
ariodata-serial-no

Range Type

Description

string Serial number for Ariodata shelf.

[top]

Element definition: bay-info

[top]

A list of shelf bay numbers which have disks.
Name

Range

drawer-bay-slotnumber

Type

Description

integer
Indicates which slot in the drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional
integer
Some shelves have drawers, drawer-number indicates which drawer the shelf-bay belongs to. Range: [0..254]
optional

drawer-number

integer The logical unit number within the target. This field will be present in some storage configurations. In some cases, devices with a logical unit
optional number will have LEDs that can be affected. Range : [0..255]

lun
shelf-bay

integer

A shelf-bay number indicates the presence of a drive in that bay. Shelf bays are numbered starting at 0 which is the right most drive bay in
the shelf when viewing the shelf from the front. Range: [0..255]

Element definition: connector-info

[top]

Information on cables and/or connectors connected to the shelf
Name

Range

sas-connector-list

Type

Description

sas-connector-info[]
Information on SAS connectors & cables.
optional

Element definition: cooling-element-info

[top]

Information on individual cooling elements (fans).
Name

Range

Type

Description

cooling-element-iserror

boolean
Indicated whether cooling elements has failed or reported any errors. Will not be present if cooling element is not installed.
optional

cooling-element-isnot-installed

boolean Indicates the cooling elements is not installed. This will only be present if the element is missing, in such case no further data for this
optional element will be presented.

cooling-elementnumber

[0..255]

rpm

[0..32766]

integer Cooling element number.
integer Current RPM (revolutions per minutes) of the fan. Will not be present if RPM is not available at the time API is executed or if RPM
optional detection hardware is not supported by the shelf or if cooling element is not installed.

Element definition: current-sensor-info

[top]

Presents the electrical current sensor information, if implemented on the system.
Name
currentsensor-no
is-sensorerror
is-sensornot-installed

Range

Type

Description

[1..20] integer Current sensor number.
boolean
Will indicate whether the sensor has encountered an error.
optional
boolean Indicates the current sensor elements is not installed. This will only be present if the element is missing, in such case no further data for this
optional element will be presented.

sensorcondition

string A Text string describing whether the sensor-reading field is within normal operating range. This field is present only if sensor-reading field is also
optional present. Possible values are: "overcurrent_failure", "overcurrent_warning", "normal_operating_range".

sensorreading

string
Current reading of the sensor. This field will be not be present if unable to read the sensor value properly.
optional

Element definition: dcm-info

[top]

The shelf drawer control module information (dcm).
Name

Range

dcm-firmware-version
dcm-number

Type

Description

string
The firmware version of the dcm.
optional
[0..254] integer The DCM number.
string
The part number of the dcm.
optional

dcm-part-number

string
The serial number of the dcm.
optional

dcm-serial-number

string
The dcm type.
optional

dcm-type
dcm-vendor

string
The dcm vendor.
optional

is-dcm-error

boolean
Indicates whether this module has encountered an error.
optional
boolean
Indicates the dcm for this element is installed.
optional

is-dcm-installed

Element definition: dongle-info

[top]

dongle information
Name
disablereason
donglefirmwarerevision
dongle-type

Range

Type

Description

string If phy-state is "disabled", then this will give explanation as to the reason. Possible values: "manual", "no_drive", "brst_los", "los", "brst_rdd",
optional "rdd", "brst_idd", "idd", "brst_prp", "prp", "brst_pcd", "pcd", "brst_crc", "crc", "osc", "mir", "rsrv", "man_smp", "clk_flt", "unknown".
string
Dongle firmware revision. Will be missing if not supported or not available.
optional
string
Dongle type. Possible values: "ss1300b", "sas", "sps3g", Will be missing if not supported or not available.
optional

Element definition: drawer-address-map

[top]

The shelf drawer devices address map.
Name
address-map

Range

Type

Description

string

A list of addresses assigned to this channel for the drawer on the shelf specified in the shelf-id output above.

drawer-number [0..254] integer The DCM number.

Element definition: enclosure-info

[top]

Information on the enclosure type. This information will be presented for ESH and SAS shelves only.
Name

Range

enclosure-type
module-list

Type

Description

string

Enclosure type. Possible values: "sas_expander_module", "embedded_switching_hub".

module-info[] Information on the enclosure modules.

Element definition: es-electronics-info

[top]

Information on the installed enclosure services (ES) electronics.
Name

Range

Type

Description

es-electronics-element[0..255] integer Enclosure services electronics element number.
no
es-electronics-is-error

boolean
indicates whether this enclosure services electronics has reported any errors. Will not be present if the element is not installed.
optional

es-electronics-is-notinstalled

string Indicates this enclosure services electronics is not installed. This will only be presented when the element is missing, no further data
optional for this element will be presented.

es-electronics-isreporting-element

boolean Indicated whether this is the element reporting. Even though there might be more than one element installed, only will be reporting
optional at any time. Will not be present if the element is not installed.
string
Serial number for the enclosure services electronics. Will not be present if the element is not installed.
optional

es-electronics-serial-no

string
Part number for the ES electronics. Field will be missing if the information is not available or if the element is not installed.
optional

es-part-number

string CPLD revision of the ES electronics, if applicable. This field will not be present if the information is not available, not implemented,
optional or if the element is not installed.

es-revision
es-swap-count

[0..255]

esh-list

integer Number of times, since last boot, that this ES electronics elements has been swapped. Will not be present if the element is not
optional installed.
eshinfo[] Information on attached embedded switched hub, if any.
optional

Element definition: eurologic-specific-info

[top]

Vendor specific enclosure system information for Eurologic shelf.
Name
eurologic-application-version

Range

Type

Description

string

Application version for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-backplane-byte

string

Backplane byte for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-backplane-function

string

Backplane function for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-backplane-id

string

Backplane identifier for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-cabinet-id

string

Cabinet id for the Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-kernel-version

string

Kernel version for Eurologic shelf.

eurologic-serial-no

string
Serial number for the Eurologic shelf.
optional

Element definition: power-supply-info

[top]

Power supply information
Name

Range

is-auto-power-resetenabled

Type

Description

boolean
Indicates whether the auto power reset of the supply is enabled. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional
boolean
Indicates whether the power supply can be reset via software control. This field will not be present if power supply is missing.
optional

is-power-reset-capable

power-supply-element[0..255] integer Element number the power supply.
number
power-supplyfirmware-revision

string Power supply firmware revision. This field will not be present if firmware rev is unavailable or feature not implemented, or if the
optional power supply is missing.

power-supply-is-error

boolean
Indicates whether the power supply has reported any errors. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional

power-supply-is-notinstalled

boolean Indicates the power supply for this element is not installed. This will only be presented if the power supply is missing, in which case
optional no further information for the element will be available.

power-supply-part-no

string Power supply part number. The field will not be present if part number is unavailable or not implemented or if the power supply is
optional missing.
string
Power supply serial number. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional

power-supply-serial-no
power-supply-swapcount

[0..255]

integer
Number of power supply swap counts since boot. This field will not be present if the power supply is missing.
optional
string Power supply type. This field will not be present if power supply type is unavailable or feature is not implemented, or if the power
optional supply is missing.

power-supply-type

Element definition: processor-complex-info

[top]

Available information on the processor complex modules (PCMs) in the shelf.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-pcm-element-error

boolean
Indicates if there has been a failure in the PCM. Will not be present if a PCM element is not installed.
optional

is-pcm-element-notinstalled

boolean Indicates if PCM element has been installed. Will be present only if the element is not installed, in which case no further information
optional will be provided.

pcm-element-no

[1..2] integer PCM element number

Element definition: sas-specific-info

[top]

Vendor specific enclosure system information for SAS shelf.
Name
serial-no

Range Type

Description

string Shelf backplane serial number.

Element definition: ses-generic-info

[top]

Generic SES (SCSI enclosure services) information.
Name

Range

ses-chassispart-number
ses-configaccess
ses-configaccesscontroller-name

Type

Description

string
Chassis part number. The field will not be present if the part number is unavailable or not implemented.
optional
string The method shelf configuration was obtained. Possible values: "via_embedded_ses", "via_scsi_from_shelf", "via_loop_from_shelf",
optional "remote_access_via_controller", "not_available".
If the value of ses-config-access field is "remote_access_via_controller" then this field will return the name of storage controller the
string
configuration was obtained from. This field will not be present if storage controller name is not available or if the value of ses-config-access field
optional
is not "remote_access_via_controller".

ses-configaccess-shelf-id

string If ses-config-access is either "via_scsi_from_shelf" or "via_loop_from_shelf" then this would be the shelf id of the device the configuration was
optional obtained from.

ses-configaccess-sourceid

integer If ses-config-access is either "via_scsi_from_shelf" or "via_loop_from_shelf" then this would be the SCSI or loop id of the device that the
optional configuration was obtained from.

ses-contactstate
ses-logical-id

string

Enclosure contact state. Possible values are: "active", "initializing", "transitioning", "inactive", "reconfiguring", "non_existent".

string

Enclosure logical identifier.

ses-midplanepart-number

string
Enclosure midplane part number. The field will not be present if the midplane is not present.
optional

ses-midplaneserial-number

string
Enclosure midplane serial number. The field will not be present if the midplane is not present.
optional

ses-product-id

string
Enclosure product identifier. Not available on all shelf types.
optional

ses-productrevision

string

Enclosure product revision.

ses-vendor-id

string

Enclosure vendor identifier.

Element definition: shelf-drawer-bay

[top]

The list of bays in the drawer that has a device.
Name

Range

attached-drawer-baylist
drawer-number

Type

Description

A list of bay numbers in this shelf drawer that have disk devices installed. All bays with disks installed will be listed. This is a comma
string
separated list.
[0..254] integer The DCM number.

Element definition: shelf-drawer-bay-error

[top]

The list of bays in the drawer that has devices with error.
Name
attached-drawer-bay-list-witherror
drawer-number

Range

Type

Description

A list of bay numbers in this shelf that have disk devices with errors. All bays with error devices will be listed. This is a
string
comma separated list.
[0..254] integer The DCM number.

Element definition: temp-sensor-info

[top]

information on the temperature sensors installed in the shelf.
Name

Range

temp-sensor-currentcondition

Type

Description

string Current temperature condition for this sensor. One of: "under_temperature_warning", "under_temperature_failure",
optional "over_temperature_warning", "over_temperature_failure", "normal_temperature_range".

temp-sensor-currentinteger
Current temperature reading in degrees Celsius.
[0..255]
temperature
optional
temp-sensor-element[0..255] integer Element number for the temperature sensor.
no
temp-sensor-hi-critical [0..255]
temp-sensor-hiwarning

[0..255]

temp-sensor-isambient

integer
High critical temperature in degree Celsius.
optional
integer
High warning temperature in degree Celsius.
optional
boolean
Indicates whether the temp-sensor-current-temp is the ambient temperature.
optional

temp-sensor-is-error

boolean
Indicates whether the sensor has indicated an error in temperature.
optional

temp-sensor-is-notinstalled

boolean Indicates the sensor for this element is not installed. This will only be presented if the sensor is missing, and no further data for this
optional sensor will be presented.

temp-sensor-lowcritical

[0..255]

integer
Low critical temperature in degree Celsius.
optional

temp-sensor-lowwarning

[0..255]

integer
Low warning temperature in degree Celsius.
optional

Element definition: voltage-sensor-info

[top]

Presents the voltage sensor information, if implemented on the system.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-sensorerror

boolean
Indicates whether the sensor has encountered an error.
optional

is-sensornotinstalled

boolean Indicates the voltage sensor elements is not installed. This will only be present if the element is missing, in such case no further data for this
optional element will be presented.

sensorcondition

A Text string describing whether the sensor-reading field is within normal operating range. This field is present only if sensor-reading field is also
string
present. Possible values are: "overvoltage_failure", "overvoltage_warning", "undervoltage_warning", "undervoltage_failure",
optional
"normal_operating_range".

sensorreading

string
Voltage reading of the sensor. This field will be not be present if unable to read the sensor value properly.
optional

voltage[1..20] integer Voltage sensor number.
sensor-no

Element definition: xyratex-specific-info
Vendor specific enclosure system information for Xyratex shelf.
Name
xyratex-option-setting
xyratex-serial-no

Range Type

Description

string Option setting for the Xyratex shelf.
string serial number for Xyratex shelf.

[top]

Element definition: esh-info

[top]

Information on individual ESH modules in the shelf.
Name

Range

Type

Description

esh-element-no [0..255] integer ESH element number of installed ESH module
esh-is-error

string

Indicates whether the ESH module has reported any errors.

Element definition: module-info

[top]

Shelf enclosure module info.
Name

Range

is-module-error
is-sas-expandermaster-module

Description

boolean When the value of enclosure-type field of enclosure-type-info is sas-expander-module, then this field indicates whether this module is the
optional SAS expander master module. This field will only be present for sas-expander-module values.

module-connectorwwn
module-number

Type
boolean Indicated whether this module has encountered an error.

string
WWN of the module connector, example "500A0980017D373F".
optional
[0..1] integer shelf module number.

Element definition: sas-connector-info

[top]

Detailed information on SAS cables and connectors connected to the shelf. Only information on the connectors with cables attached will be presented.
Name

Range

Type

Description

attachedserial-no

Serial number of the attached cable as assigned by the cable manufacturer. This field will not be present if the information is not available, or if
string a cable is not connected at this connector. Note that depending on the cable, the serial number at the two ends of the cable may or may not
optional match. An example of this is SAS optical cables that do not have integrated QSFP's, which will show different attached serial numbers at the
ends of cable. Cables with integrated QSFP's will have matching serial numbers at both ends.

cable-endidentifier

string Each cable has two ends. This field shows which end of the cable is connected to the shelf. This field will not be present if the information is not
optional available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector. Possible values: "end_0", "end_1".

cable-length

string
Cable length. This field will not be present if the information is not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional

cable-localconn-wwn

string
WWN of the local connector that the cable is attached to, example "500A0980017D373F".
optional

cablemanufacturer

string
Manufacturer of the cable. Will not be present if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional

cable-part-no

string Part number of the cable as assigned by the cable manufacturer. This field will not be present if the information is not available, or if a cable is
optional not connected at this connector.

cableremote-connwwn

string
WWN of the remote connector that the cable is attached to, example "300A0980052ED2B2".
optional

cable-serialno
cabletechnology
cable-type

This is actually not serial number, but rather cable identifier. For backwards compatibility this is reported as cable-serial-no. For the actual serial
string number see attached-serial-no. The connectors at both ends of the same cable will report the same value for this field. This field can be used to
optional generate topology. This field will not be present if a cable is not connected to the connector or if the cable is not connected to a functioning
device.
string Cable technology. This field will not be present if the information is not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional Possible values: "cupper", "optical".
string

Type of the cable being used. This field will not be present if the information is not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this

optional connector. Possible values: "qsfp".
Connector desiagnator.
connectordesignator

string
optional

"sqr" - The port is marked with a square on the shelf connector panel,
"cir" - The port is marked with a circle on the shelf connector panel.
Will be missing if unknown or not available.

connector-no

[0..4]

is-cableconnected

integer Connector number.
Indicates whether a cable is connected at this connector location. No further information will be provided if a cable is not connected at this
boolean connector location. Note that a cable connection does not necessarily mean that the shelf is connected to a storage cointroller. This will also
depend on the other end of the cable.

is-connectorerror

boolean
Indicates whether the connector element has encountered an error.
optional

shelf-module

string
optional

Shelf module for this connector

swap-count [0..255]

"a" - Presenting data for shelf module A.
"b" - Presenting data for shelf module B.

integer
Number of times, since last boot, a cable has been inserted into this connector
optional

APIs in Category: sis
These APIs can be used to manage deduplication and
compression on flexible volumes. In the following API
descriptions, these space saving technologies are collectively
referred to as "sis".

sis-disable
sis-disable-async
sis-enable
sis-enable-async
sis-get
sis-get-iter
sis-policy-create
sis-policy-delete
sis-policy-get
sis-policy-get-iter
sis-policy-modify
sis-set-config
sis-set-config-async
sis-start
sis-start-async
sis-status
sis-stop
sis-stop-async

A "sis volume" refers to a flexible volume on which deduplication
and/or compression has been enabled. It can also refer to
volumes where deduplication and/or compression are currently
disabled (say, temporarily), but the volume has compressed
and/or shared data. Currently, compression can be enabled on a
volume, only when deduplication is also enabled on the volume.
A "sis operation" refers to a background operation that is running
on a volume to deduplicate and/or compress data in the volume.
In future, the sis APIs may be extended to support other storage
entities like aggregates. Hence, all sis APIs accept a "path"
argument instead of a volume name.

sis-disable

[top]

Disable sis on a volume. If the sis operation is active on the volume, it needs to be stopped by "sisstop" API before disabling.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. Only one path can be
specified at a time.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Description

sis-disable-async

[top]

Disable sis on a FlexGroup or an Infinite Volume. If the sis operation is active on the volume, it needs to
be stopped by "sis-stop-async" API before disabling.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

Type

volume-name

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Name of the volume.

Type

Description

integer
[0..2^32-1]
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-error-message
result-jobid

Description

[0..2^64-1]

integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-enable
Enable sis on a volume.
On a non-SnapVault secondary volume, the sis operation will be started periodically according to a pervolume schedule. By default, this schedule is sun-sat@0. (Everyday at 0:00 hours) On a SnapVault
secondary volume, the sis operation will be kicked off at the end of the SnapVault transfer. This API
does not enable compression on the volume. See the "sis-set-config" API for options to enable
compression and for modifying the default schedule set on the volume. A sis operation can also be
manually started using the sis-start API.

[top]

This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
path

Description

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. Only one path can be
string
specified at a time. The volume must be online to enable sis on the volume.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-enable-async

[top]

Enable sis on a FlexGroup or an Infinite Volume.
This is similar to 'sis-enable' API except that it operates on a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume. Read about
'sis-enable' API for specific details.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

volume-name
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of the volume. The volume must be online to enable
sis.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-get

[top]

Get status of a sis volume.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes
path
Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

sisstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

volume- Volume for which sis information is returned. Path is of the format
path /vol/<vol_name>.
Type

Description

sisstatus- The attributes to return with this call.
info

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-get-iter
Iterate over a list of sis volumes.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

sisstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
optional
1]

query

sisA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statusspecified on any number of attributes. All sis objects matching this
info
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

sisstatusThe list of attributes of sis objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more sis
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-create

[top]

Create a new sis policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

changeloginteger Percentage at which the changelog will be processed for a threshold
threshold- [0..100]
optional type of policy, tested once each hour.
percent
comment

string
A brief description of the policy.
optional

duration

The duration in hours for which the scheduled sis operation should run.
After this time expires, the sis operation will be stopped even if the
string
operation is incomplete. If '-' is specified as the duration, the sis
optional
operation will run till it completes. Otherwise, the duration has to be an
integer greater than 0. By default, the operation runs till it completes.
If the value is true, the sis policy is active in this cluster. If the value is

boolean false this policy will not be activated by the schedulers and hence will
optional be inactive. A policy can be assigned to managed objects although it is
disabled. Default value: "true"

enabled
policyname

sis policy name.

string

string
optional

policy-type

The policy type reflects the reason a volume using this policy will start
processing a changelog. (Changelog processing is identifying and
eliminating duplicate blocks which were written since the changelog
was last processed.)
"threshold" - Changelog processing occurs once the changelog
reaches a certain percent full.
"scheduled" - Changelog processing will be triggered by time.
Default value: "scheduled"
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:
"background" - sis operation will run in background with minimal
or no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.

string
optional

qos-policy

Default value: "best-effort"
Cron type job schedule name. When the associated policy is set on a
volume, the sis operation will be triggered for the volume on this
string
schedule. These schedules can be created using the job-schedule-cronoptional
create API. Existing schedules can be queried using the job-schedulecron-get-iter API.

schedule

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-delete

[top]

Delete a sis policy.
Input Name Range Type
policy-name

Description

string sis policy name.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

sis-policy-get

[top]

Get attributes of a sis policy.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

sispolicyinfo
optional

policy-name

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
sis policy name.
Description

sispolicy- The attributes of the sis-policy.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of sis policy objects.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Description

sispolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call.
optional
1]

query

sisA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
policyspecified on any number of attributes in the sis policy. All sis policy
info
objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name
attributeslist
next-tag

Range

Type

Description

sispolicyThe list of attributes of sis policy objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more sis policy
optional objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-policy-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of a sis policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

changeloginteger Percentage at which the changelog will be processed for a threshold
threshold- [0..100]
optional type of policy, tested once each hour.
percent
comment

A brief description of the policy. If a value is not provided the current
string
settings are retained. An empty string can be used to clear the current
optional
settings.

duration

The duration in hours for which the scheduled sis operation should run.
After this time expires, the sis operation will be stopped even if the
string
operation is incomplete. If '-' is specified as the duration, the sis
optional
operation will run till it completes. If duration is not provided the
current setting is not modified.

enabled

If the value is true, the sis policy is active in this cluster. If the value is
boolean false this policy will not be activated by the schedulers and hence will
optional be inactive. A policy can be assigned to managed objects although it is
disabled. If the value is not specified, the current settings are retained.

policyname

policy-type

string

string
optional

sis policy name. Attributes: key, non-modifiable
The policy type reflects the reason a volume using this policy will start
processing a changelog. (Changelog processing is identifying and
eliminating duplicate blocks which were written since the changelog
was last processed.)
"threshold" - Changelog processing occurs when the changelog
reaches a certain percent full.
"scheduled" - Clog processing will be triggered by time.
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:

qos-policy

string
optional

"background" - sis operation will run in background with minimal
or no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.
Default value: "best-effort"

schedule

Errno

Cron type job schedule name. When the associated policy is set on a
string
volume, the sis operation will be triggered for the volume on this
optional
schedule. If this field is not set, the existing value is not modified.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

sis-set-config

[top]

Setup or modify sis policy, schedule or options for a volume.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name

applicationio-size

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the compression settings on volume with adaptive
compression. Possible values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Adaptive
compression allows different compression settings on the volume
based on possible IO sizes the volume can have. The larger the
string
volume's IO size, the better the compression savings will be. If
optional
application IO size is larger than 32K, one should pass 32K as
compression caps its setting to max 32K value. If specified as
"auto", data written will be compressed at 8K size and inactive data
will be compressed at 32K size later automatically in background.
Specifies the compression algorithm on volume. Possible values:
0
1
2
3

-

none
lzopro
gzip
lzrw1a

compressionalgorithm

string
optional

compressiontype

string Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
optional "adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.
Enable compression on the sis volume. If true, compression will be
enabled on the sis volume. If false, compression will be disabled on
the volume. If the value is not specified compression state will be
unchanged.

enablecompression

enablecrossvolumebackgrounddedupe
enablecross-

Enabling compression on a secondary volume is strongly
discouraged. If compression is enabled on a secondary volume,
boolean storage efficiency present on the source will not be preserved during
optional replication. The destination system needs to run offline storage
efficiency scanner (compression and dedupe) to achieve storage
savings. Additional compression savings on the destination comes at
a cost of extra computation resources. In environments where there
is a lot of shared data present on the source, (e.g., virtualized
environments employing file clones), data inflation during transfer
may lead to failed backups due to lack of space on the secondary
volume.
Enable cross volume background deduplication on the sis volume. If
true, cross volume background deduplication will be enabled on the
boolean
sis volume. If false, cross volume background deduplication will be
optional
disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, cross volume
background deduplication state will be unchanged.
boolean

Enable cross volume inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true,
cross volume inline deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume.

volumeinlinededupe

optional

If false, cross volume inline deduplication will be disabled on the
volume. If the value is not specified, cross volume inline
deduplication state will be unchanged.

enable-datacompaction

Enable data compaction on the sis volume. If true, data-compaction
boolean will be enabled on the volume. If false, data-compaction will be
optional disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, datacompaction state will be unchanged.

enable-idd

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. This enables file level incompressible data detection
and quick check incompressible data detection for large files. This is
per volume option. Once this set to true, inline compression will do
a 4k compression quick check for large files before proceeding with
full CG compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
boolean
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress the
optional
CG. And the blocks are written in uncompressed form to disk. Also
once this is enabled, if inline compression encounters a
incompressible CG within small files, it will mark the file with do not
compress flag. As long as this flag is set on a small file, inline
compression won't attempt further compression on the file. Default
value is 'false'.

enableinlinecompression

Enable inline compression on the sis volume. To enable inline
compression, compression must be enabled either in this API call or
boolean by a previous call to sis-set-config. If true, inline-compression will
optional be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inline-compression will be
disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, inlinecompression state will be unchanged.

enableinlinededupe
path

policy-name

Enable inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true, inlineboolean deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inlineoptional deduplication will be disabled on the volume. If the value is not
specified, inline-deduplication state will be unchanged.
string

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>.

The sis policy name to be attached to the volume. The policy name
will determine which M-Host sis policy will trigger the scheduled sis
string operations. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, policy-name and schedule
optional must not be specified together in the same API call. If policy-name
is passed, any previous schedule set on the volume is automatically
reset.

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
quick-check- [0..2^64- integer
Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the file
optional
fsize
1]
size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k quick
check before doing full CG compression.
The schedule string for the sis operation.
The format of the schedule:
day_list[@hour_list] or hour_list[@day_list] or - or auto or manual
The day_list specifies which days of the week the sis operation
should run. It is a comma-separated list of the first three letters of
the day: sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat. The names are not case
sensitive. Day ranges such as mon-fri can also be given. The default
day_list is sun-sat.

string

The hour_list specifies which hours of the day the sis operation
should run on each scheduled day. The hour_list is a commaseparated list of the integers from 0 to 23. Hour ranges such as 817 are allowed. Step values can be used in conjunction with ranges.
For example, 0-23/2 means "every two hours". The default hour_list

schedule

optional is 0, i.e. midnight on the morning of each scheduled day.
If "-" is specified, no schedule is set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode,
policy-name and schedule must not be specified together in the
same API call. If schedule is passed, any previous policy-name set
on the volume is automatically reset.
The "auto" schedule string means the sis operation will be triggered
by the amount of new data written to the volume. The criterion is
subject to being changed later.
The "manual" schedule string prevents SIS from automatically
triggering any operations and disables change-logging. This
schedule string can only be used on SnapVault destination volumes.
The use of this schedule is mainly desirable when inline compression
is enabled on a SnapVault destination volume and background
processing is not necessary.

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

Specifies the efficiency mode for the volume. default value will set
8K adaptive compression on the volume. efficient will set auto
adaptive compresion on the volume. Possible values:
1 - default
2 - efficient

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-set-config-async

[top]

Setup or modify sis policy, schedule or options for a volume.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

application-

Range

Type

string

Description
Specifies the compression settings on volume with adaptive
compression. Possible values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Adaptive
compression allows different compression settings on the volume
based on possible IO sizes the volume can have. The larger the
volume's IO size, the better the compression savings will be. If

io-size

optional

application IO size is larger than 32K, one should pass 32K as
compression caps its setting to max 32K value. If specified as
"auto", data written will be compressed at 8K size and incative data
will be compressed at 32K size later automatically in background.
Specifies the compression algorithm on volume. Possible values:
0
1
2
3

-

none
lzopro
gzip
lzrw1a

compressionalgorithm

string
optional

compressiontype

string Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
optional "adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.

enablecompression

Enable compression on the sis volume. If true, compression will be
boolean enabled on the sis volume. If false, compression will be disabled on
optional the volume. If the value is not specified compression state will be
unchanged.

enablecrossvolumebackgrounddedupe

Enable background deduplication on the sis volume. If true, cross
volume background deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume.
boolean
If false, cross volume background deduplication will be disabled on
optional
the volume. If the value is not specified, cross volume background
deduplication state will be unchanged.

enablecrossvolumeinlinededupe

Enable inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true, cross volume
inline deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume. If false, cross
boolean
volume inline deduplication will be disabled on the volume. If the
optional
value is not specified, cross volume inline deduplication state will be
unchanged.

enable-datacompaction

Enable data compaction on the volume. If true, data-compaction will
boolean be enabled on the volume. If false, data-compaction will be disabled
optional on the volume. If the value is not specified, data-compaction state
will be unchanged.

enable-idd

This parameter is no longer suppported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. This enables file level incompressible data detection
and quick check incompressible data detection for large files. This is
per volume option. Once this set to true, inline compression will do
a 4k compression quick check for large files before proceeding with
full CG compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
boolean
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress the
optional
CG. And the blocks are written in uncompressed form to disk. Also
once this is enabled, if inline compression encounters a
incompressible CG within small files, it will mark the file with do not
compress flag. As long as this flag is set on a small file, inline
compression won't attempt further compression on the file. Default
value is 'false'.

enableinlinecompression

Enable inline compression on the sis volume. To enable inline
compression, compression must be enabled either in this API call or
boolean by a previous call to sis-set-config. If true, inline-compression will
optional be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inline-compression will be
disabled on the volume. If the value is not specified, inlinecompression state will be unchanged.

enableinlinededupe

policy-name

Enable inline deduplication on the sis volume. If true, inlineboolean deduplication will be enabled on the sis volume. If false, inlineoptional deduplication will be disabled on the volume. If the value is not
specified, inline-deduplication state will be unchanged.
The sis policy name to be attached to the volume. The policy name
will determine which M-Host sis policy will trigger the scheduled sis
string
operations. The policy-name and schedule must not be specified
optional
together in the same API call. If policy-name is passed, any previous

schedule set on the volume is automatically reset.
This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
quick-check- [0..2^64- integer
Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the file
fsize
1]
optional
size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k quick
check before doing full CG compression.
The schedule string for the sis operation.
The format of the schedule:
day_list[@hour_list] or hour_list[@day_list] or - or auto or manual
The day_list specifies which days of the week the sis operation
should run. It is a comma-separated list of the first three letters of
the day: sun, mon, tue, wed, thu, fri, sat. The names are not case
sensitive. Day ranges such as mon-fri can also be given. The default
day_list is sun-sat.
The hour_list specifies which hours of the day the sis operation
should run on each scheduled day. The hour_list is a commastring separated list of the integers from 0 to 23. Hour ranges such as 8optional 17 are allowed. Step values can be used in conjunction with ranges.
For example, 0-23/2 means "every two hours". The default hour_list
is 0, i.e. midnight on the morning of each scheduled day.

schedule

If "-" is specified, no schedule is set. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode,
policy-name and schedule must not be specified together in the
same API call. If schedule is passed, any previous policy-name set
on the volume is automatically reset.
The "auto" schedule string means the sis operation will be triggered
by the amount of new data written to the volume. The criterion is
subject to being changed later.
If "manual" is specified, sis operation will never be triggered
automatically. Only the user can manually execute the sis operation.
volumename
Output Name

string
Range

Name of the volume.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-start

[top]

Start a sis operation on a volume. The volume must have sis enabled, before starting a sis operation. If
the sis operation is already active on the volume, this API will fail.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

buildmetadata

If this argument is "true", scanner will scan the entire volume and
boolean generate fingerprint database without attempting the sharing. This
optional argument is valid only if scan argument is set to "true". Look at the
documentation for scan parameter for more details. Default value: "false"

deletecheckpoint

boolean If this is "true", the sis operation will delete existing checkpoint and start
optional the sis operation from the beginning. Default value: "false"

path

string

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. The volume must be
online in order to start the sis operation.
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values are:

qos-policy

string
optional

"background" - sis operation will run in background with minimal or
no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.
Default value: "best-effort"

queueoperation
restartcheckpoint
runcompactionscan

If this is "true", the requested sis operation will be queued if a sis
boolean
operation is already running on the volume, and the running operation is
optional
in the fingerprint verification phase. Default value: "false"
If this is "true", the sis operation will restart from previous checkpoint
boolean
without checking for validity. This option should be used along with
optional
"scan" option. Default value: "false"
If this argument is "true", the compaction scanner will be started on the
boolean
volume. This argument is valid only if scan argument is set to "true".
optional
Default Value: "false"
If this is "true", the sis operation will scan the file system to process all
the existing data.

scan

The scan will include whatever is enabled on the volume. For example: If
boolean compression is not enabled on the volume, the scan will not include
optional compression. This default behavior can be changed by using the rundedupe-scan and run-compression-scan parameters.
If scan is false only data added since the last sis operation will be
processed. Default value: "false"

scan-all

If this argument is "true", scanner will scan entire volume without
boolean applying shared block optimization. This argument is valid only if scan
optional argument is set to "true". Look at the documentation for scan parameter

for more details. Default value: "false"
Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EDENSE_CONCURRENT_LIMIT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EDENSE_DROPPED_AUTO
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-start-async

[top]

Start a sis operation on FlexGroup or an Infinite Volume. The volume must have sis enabled, before
starting a sis operation. If the sis operation is already active on the volume, this API will fail.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

buildmetadata

If this argument is "true", scanner will scan the entire volume and
generate fingerprint database without attempting the sharing. This
boolean
argument is valid only if scan argument is set to "true". Look at the
optional
documentation for scan parameter for more details. Default Value:
"false"

deletecheckpoint

boolean If this is "true", the sis operation will delete existing checkpoint and
optional start the sis operation from the beginning. Default value: "false"
QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:

qos-policy

string
optional

"background" - sis operation will run in background with
minimal or no impact on data serving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.
Default value: "best-effort"

queueoperation

If this is "true", the requested sis operation will be queued if a sis
boolean operation is already running on the Infinite Volume, and the running
optional operation is in the fingerprint verification phase. Default value:
"false"

restartcheckpoint

If this is "true", the sis operation will restart from previous
boolean
checkpoint without checking for validity. This option should be used
optional
along with "scan" option. Default value: "false"

runcompactionscan

If this argument is "true", the compaction scanner will be started on
boolean
the volume. This argument is valid only if scan argument is set to
optional
"true". Default Value: "false"
If this is "true", the sis operation will scan the file system to process
all the existing data.
The scan will include whatever is enabled on the volume. For
boolean example: If compression is not enabled on the volume, the scan will
optional not include compression. This default behavior can be changed by
using the run-dedupe-scan and run-compression-scan parameters.

scan

If scan is false only data added since the last sis operation will be
processed. Default value: "false"
If this argument is "true", scanner will scan entire volume without
boolean applying shared block optimization. This argument is valid only if
optional scan argument is set to "true". Look at the documentation for scan
parameter for more details. Default Value: "false"

scan-all
volumename

string

Output Name

Range

The name of the volume. The volume must be online in order to
start the sis operation.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EDENSE_CONCURRENT_LIMIT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

sis-status
Get Status of a sis volume This API is not optimal for use in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode systems, and is

[top]

deprecated. Use sis-get and sis-get-iter APIs for Data ONTAP Cluster Mode systems. This API is still
supported for Data ONTAP 7-Mode systems.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>. Only one path can be
string specified at a time. The volume must be online if not then an error will
optional be returned. If path variable is not used then the status for all online sis
volumes in the filer will be returned.

path

boolean
If set to true the output is detailed. Default value: "false"
optional

verbose
Output Name Range

Type

Description

densesis status objects returned.
status[]

sis-object
Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-stop

[top]

Abort currently active sis operation on the volume. The sis operation will remain paused and the
operation can be resumed by "sis-start", SnapVault transfer, or the scheduler.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range
alloperations
path

Type

Description

boolean If this is "true", both active and queued sis operation will be stopped.
optional Default value: "false"
string

The full path of the sis volume, /vol/<vol_name>.

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

Description

EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

sis-stop-async

[top]

Abort currently active sis operation on the FlexGroup or Infinite Volume. The sis operation will remain
paused and the operation can be resumed by "sis-start-async" or the scheduler.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volume constituents, or
Infinite Volumes that are managed by storage services.
Input Name

Range

volume-name

result-errorcode

string
Range

The name of the volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Description

boolean If this is "true", both active and queued sis operation will be
optional stopped. Default value: "false"

all-operations

Output Name

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values:

result-status

string

Errno

"succeeded",
"in_progress",
"failed"

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EAPIERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EFFICIENCY_OP_FAILED

Element definition: dense-status

[top]

Name
applicationio-size

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the application IO size used by compression. Possible
string
values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable.
Possible values:

auto-state

blocksskippedsharing

string

"Not auto" - Auto is not enabled,
"Auto" - Auto policy is enabled,
"Deprioritized" - Volume is deprioritized

Number of blocks not considered for sharing because contiguous
[0..2^32- integer duplicate blocks were less than the value set for minimum-blocksoptional shared. Returned only if verbose option is set. This parameter is not
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.

changelog- [0..2^32- integer Percentage of changelog used. Returned only if verbose option is
optional set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
used-percent
1]
Checkpoint Operation Type. Possible values:

checkpointop-type

string
optional

"-",
"Scan",
"Start",
"Check",
"Undo",
"Downgrade"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.

checkpointprogress

Checkpoint Stage Progress with information as to which stage of sis
is checkpointed and how much data is processed for that stage. For
string example: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB Searched, 40 MB (20%) Done, 30
optional MB Verified. Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is
deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Checkpoint Stage information. Possible values:

checkpointstage

string
optional

"-",
"Gathering",
"Sorting",
"Saving_pass1",
"Saving_pass2",
"Checking",
"Checking_pass1",
"Checking_pass2",
"Compress_preproc",
"Compressing",
"Saving_sharing",
"Saving_end",
"Unknown_stage"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.
Checkpoint Sub Stage information. Possible values:
"-",
"Sort_pass1",
"Sort_p1merge",

checkpointsub-stage

string
optional

"Sort_pass2",
"Bucket_sort_init",
"Bucket_sort",
"Bucket_sort_done"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.

Checkpoint creation timestamp. The value is in seconds since
checkpoint- [0..2^63- integer January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is set. This field is
optional deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1 and later. This parameter is not
time
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Specifies the algorithm used for compression. Possible values:
compressionalgorithm

string
optional

0 - none
1 - lzopro
2 - gzip 3 - lzrw1a
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.

compressiontype
has-crossvolumesharing

string Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
optional "adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.
boolean Volume has cross volume sharing Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

hasextendedcompresseddata

boolean Specifies whether the volume has extended compressed data.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iscompressionenabled

boolean compression state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
This indicates if the value of other elements in this dense-status
object are valid. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

is-contentavailable

is-crossvolumebackgrounddedupeenabled
is-crossvolumeinlinededupeenabled
is-datacompactionenabled

boolean

A "true" value for this field indicates a normal case when everything
went fine while fetching the status values for this volume. All values
returned are valid. A "false" value for this field indicates something
went wrong while fetching the status values for this volume. Not all
values returned are valid. The volume returned may not be a sis
volume.

boolean Cross volume background deduplication state of the volume
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean Cross volume inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean Data compaction state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Indicates incompressible data detection is enabled.
Possible values:

"true",
"false"
is-iddenabled

Once this set to 'true', inline compression will do a 4k compression
boolean quick check for large files before proceeding with full CG
optional compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress the
CG. Also indicates file level incompressible data detection is enabled
for small files. Once this is enabled, when inline compression
encounters a incompressible CG within a small file, it will mark the
file with do not compress flag. As long as this flag is set on a small
file, inline compression won't attempt to compress the file. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

is-inlinecompressionenabled

boolean inline compression state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

is-inlinededupeenabled

boolean Inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

lastoperationbegintimestamp

Start timestamp of the last sis operation. The value is in seconds
[0..2^31- integer
since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is set. This
optional
1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

lastoperationendtimestamp

End timestamp of the last sis operation. The value is in seconds
[0..2^31- integer
since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is set. This
optional
1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

lastoperationerror

A human readable error message of the last sis operation. Present
string when there was an error. Returned only if verbose option is set. and
optional when there is a valid error. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes.

lastoperationsize

The size of the last sis operation in human readable format. This
output element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.1. Please use the
string
last-operation-size-bytes output element instead. Returned only if
optional
verbose option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

lastoperationsize-bytes

[0..2^63- integer The size in bytes of the last sis operation. Returned only if verbose
optional option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
1]
Completion status for the last operation. Possible values:

lastoperationstate

string
optional

"success",
"failure"
Returned only if verbose option is set and when there is last
completed operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

Start timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is in
last-successoperation- [0..2^31- integer seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is
optional set and when there is last successfully completed operation. This
begin1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
timestamp
End timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is in
last-successoperation- [0..2^31- integer seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is
optional set and when there is last successfully completed operation. This
end1]
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
timestamp
logical-data

sisThis contains logical size attributes of a volume. Returned only if
logicalverbose option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
data
Volumes.

optional
minimumblocksshared
path
policy

progress

The minimum number of contiguous blocks in a file that will be
[0..2^32- integer considered for block sharing. If the number of contiguous duplicate
optional blocks is less than this number, then they won't be considered for
1]
sharing. Returned only if verbose option is set.
string

Volume for which sis information is returned.

string
sis policy name. Returned only if verbose option is set.
optional

string

The progress of the current sis operation with information as to
which stage is currently in progress and how much data is
processed for that stage. For example: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB
Searched, 40 MB (20%) Done, 30 MB Verified. This parameter is
not supported on Infinite Volumes.
Type of sis operation that is queued for the volume. Possible values:

queued-jobtype

string
optional

"-" - No sis operation is queued for the volume,
"Scan",
"Start",
"Check",
"Downgrade"
Returned only if verbose option is set. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
quick-check- [0..2^64- integer Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the file
optional size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k quick
fsize
1]
check before doing full CG compression. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.
schedule

string The schedule for sis operation on the volume. See sis-set-config for
optional the format of the schedule. Returned only if verbose option is set.

stalePercentage of fingerprints that are stale in the fingerprint database.
[0..2^32- integer
fingerprintReturned only if verbose option is set. This parameter is not
optional
1]
percentage
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Possible values:
state

string

"Enabled",
"Disabled",
"Mixed" -For FlexGroups, if sis is not Enabled or Disabled
consistently across all constituents.
Possible values:

status

string

"Idle" - No sis operations are happening on this volume,
"Initializing" - sis operation is being initialized,
"Active" - sis operation is active on the volume,
"Undoing" - sis is being undone on the volume,
"Pending" - sis operations are scheduled for the volume,
"Downgrading" - The sis operation necessary to downgrade
the volume is active,
"Disabled" - sis operation is disabled on the volume.
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

"Regular",
"SnapVault"
Any sis volume with Snapvault qtree in it would be marked as

Snapvault and all others would be returned as type Regular.
Returned only if verbose option is set.
vservername Vserver Name
optional

vserver

Element definition: sis-policy-info

[top]

sis-policy-info typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Percentage at which the changelog will be processed for a threshold
changeloginteger
type of policy, tested once each hour. Attributes: optional-for-create,
threshold- [0..100]
optional
modifiable
percent
comment

string A brief description of the policy. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

duration

The duration in hours for which the scheduled sis operation should run.
After this time expires, the sis operation will be stopped even if the
string
operation is incomplete. If there is no duration set on the volume, the
optional
operation will run till it completes. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

enabled

If the value is true, the sis policy is active and sis operations will be
triggered on the volume on the specified schedule. If the value is false,
boolean
the sis policy will be inactive and sis operations will not be triggered on
optional
the volume on the specified schedule. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

policyname

string
sis policy name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
Owner of the policy. Possible values:

policyowner

string
optional

"cluster_admin" - Policy is owned by the cluster admin. This policy
can be applied to volumes owned by any Vserver.
"vserver_admin" - Policy is owned by the Vserver admin. This
policy can only be applied to volumes owned by the same
Vserver.
The policy type reflects the reason a volume using this policy will start
processing a changelog. (Changelog processing is identifying and
eliminating duplicate blocks which were written since the changelog was
last processed.)

policy-type

string
optional

"threshold" - Changelog processing occurs once the changelog
reaches a certain percent full.
"scheduled" - Clog processing will be triggered by time.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

QoS policy for the sis operation. Possible values:

qos-policy

"background" - sis operation will run in background, with minimal
or no impact on data aserving client operations,
"best-effort" - sis operations may have some impact on data
serving client operations.

string
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

schedule

vserver

Cron type job schedule name. When the associated policy is set on a
volume, the sis operation will be triggered for the volume on this
string
schedule. These schedules can be created using the job-schedule-cronoptional
create API. Existing schedules can be queried using the job-schedulecron-get-iter API. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
vservername Vserver name. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: sis-status-info

[top]

When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

applicationio-size

Type
string
optional

Description
Specifies the application IO size used by compression. Possible
values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "auto". Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable.
Possible values:

string
optional

auto-state

"Not auto" - Auto is not enabled,
"Auto" - Auto policy is enabled,
"Deprioritized" - Volume is deprioritized

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of blocks not considered for sharing because contiguous
duplicate blocks were less than the value set for minimumblocks-shared. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

changelog- [0..2^64size
1]

integer
optional

Size of changelog in bytes. Returned only if verbose option is
set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

changelog- [0..2^32used-percent
1]

integer
optional

Percentage of changelog used. This parameter is not supported
on Infinite Volumes.

blocksskippedsharing

Checkpoint operation Type. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
checkpointop-type

sischeckpointop-type
optional

"Scan" - Scanning volume for fingerprints,
"Start" - Starting a sis operation,
"Check" - Checking for stale data in the fingerprint
database,

"Undo" - Undoing sis on the volume,
"Downgrade" - Downgrading sis metafiles to a previous
Data ONTAP release.

checkpointprogress

string
optional

Checkpoint Stage Progress with information as to which stage of
deduplication is checkpointed and how much data is processed
for that stage. For ex: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB Searched, 40 MB
(20%) Done, 30 MB Verified. This parameter is not supported on
Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Checkpoint stage information. This parameter is not supported
on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

sischeckpointstage
optional

checkpointstage

"Gathering" - Scanning the volume for fingerprints,
"Sorting" - Sorting the gathered fingerprints,
"Compress_preproc" - Preprocessing volume data for
compression,
"Compressing" - Compressing the volume data,
"Saving_pass1" - Creating duplicate list from the newly
gathered fingerprints,
"Saving_pass2" - Creating duplicate list from the
fingerprint database,
"Saving_sharing" - Creating shared data structures in the
volume,
"Saving_end" - Completing sis operations,
"Checking_pass0" - Organizing data in the fingerprint
database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass1" - Organizing data in the fingerprint
database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass2" - Organizing data in the fingerprint
database for block sharing,
"Unknown_stage" - Invalid stage
Checkpoint sub-stage information. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

sischeckpointsubstage
optional

checkpointsub-stage

checkpoint- [0..2^63time
1]

integer
optional

"-" - No sub stage check point present,
"Sort_pass1" - Sorting the fingerprints for deduplication,
"Sort_p1merge" - Merging the fingerprints for
deduplication,
"Sort_pass2" - Merging the fingerprints for deduplication,
"Bucket_sort_init" - Sorting the fingerprints for
deduplication,
"Bucket_sort" - Sorting the fingerprints for deduplication,
"Bucket_sort_done" - Sorting the fingerprints for
deduplication completed
Checkpoint creation timestamp. The value is in seconds since
January 1, 1970. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the algorithm used for compression. Possible values:

compressionalgorithm

string
optional

0
1
2
3

-

none
lzopro
gzip
lzrw1a

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable.
compression-

[0..2^64-

integer

Size of compression log in bytes. Returned only if verbose option

changelogsize

1]

optional

is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

compressiontype

string
optional

Specifies the compression type on the volume. Possible values:
"adaptive", "secondary". Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable.

filecompressionapplicationio-size

string
optional

Specifies the last application IO size used by compression.
Possible values: "8K", "16K", "32K", "-". Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable.

has-autoadaptivecompressionsavings

boolean
optional

Volume has auto adaptive compression savings Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

hasextendedcompresseddata

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the volume has extended compressed data.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-autoadaptivecompressionexistingvolume

boolean
optional

Auto adaptive compression state of already existing volume
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iscompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Compression state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

isconstituent

boolean
optional

True implies that the volume is a constituent of an Infinite
Volume.
When returned as part of the output, this indicates if the value
of other elements in this sis-info object are valid. This parameter
is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-contentavailable

boolean
optional

is-crossvolumebackgrounddedupeenabled

boolean
optional

Cross volume background deduplication state of the volume
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-crossvolumeinlinededupeenabled

boolean
optional

Cross volume Inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-datacompactionenabled

boolean
optional

Data compaction state of the volume Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

A "true" value for this field indicates a normal case when
everything went fine while fetching the status values for this
volume. All values returned are valid. A "false" value for this
field indicates something went wrong while fetching the status
values for this volume. Not all values returned are valid. The
volume returned may not be a sis volume. Default: true

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Indicates incompressible data detection is enabled.
Possible values:
"true",
"false"

Once this set to 'true', inline compression will do a 4k
compression quick check for large files before proceeding with
full CG compression. If quick check finds a 4k within a CG as
incompressible, inline compression won't attempt to compress
the CG. Also indicates file level incompressible data detection is
enabled for small files. Once this is enabled, when inline
compression encounters a incompressible CG within a small file,
it will mark the file with do not compress flag. As long as this
flag is set on a small file, inline compression won't attempt to
compress the file. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

is-iddenabled

boolean
optional

is-inlinecompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Inline compression state of the volume Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

is-inlinededupeenabled

boolean
optional

Inline deduplication state of the volume Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-usingautoadaptivecompression

boolean
optional

Auto adaptive compression state of volume Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^631]

integer
optional

Start timestamp of the last sis operation. The value is in seconds
since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose option is
requested. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-op-end- [0..2^63timestamp
1]

integer
optional

End timestamp of the last sis operation. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-op-error

string
optional

A human readable error message of the last sis operation.
Present when there was an error. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

last-op-size

size
optional

The amount of data processed in bytes for the last sis operation.
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

last-opbegintimestamp

Completion status for the last operation. Possible values:

last-op-state

string
optional

"success",
"failure"
Returned only if verbose option is set and when there is last
completed operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

last-success[0..2^31op-begin1]
timestamp

integer
optional

Start timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is
in seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose
option is set and when there is last successfully completed
operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

last-success[0..2^31op-end1]
timestamp

integer
optional

End timestamp of the last successful sis operation. The value is
in seconds since January 1, 1970. Returned only if verbose
option is set and when there is last successfully completed
operation. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

logical-data- [0..2^63limit
1]

integer
optional

Dedupe logical data limit in bytes. This parameter is not
supported on Infinite Volumes.

logical-data- [0..2^63size
1]

integer
optional

The size of logical data in the volume in bytes. This is calculated
as [size-saved + size-used + + compressed-data bytes]. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

minimum-

The minimum number of contiguous blocks in a file that will be

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

considered for block sharing. If the number of contiguous
duplicate blocks is less than this number, then they won't be
considered for sharing.

path

volumepath
optional

Volume for which sis information is returned. Path is of the
format /vol/<vol_name>. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

policy

string
optional

sis policy name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

string
optional

The progress of the current sis operation with information as to
which stage of sis process is currently in progress and how much
data is processed for that stage. For ex: 25 MB Scanned, 20 MB
Searched, 40 MB (20%) Done, 30 MB Verified. This parameter is
not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

blocksshared

progress

Type of sis operation that is queued for the volume. Possible
values:
queued-jobtype

string
optional

"-" - No sis operation is queued for the volume,
"Scan",
"Start",
"Check",
"Downgrade"
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

quick-check- [0..2^64fsize
1]

schedule
stale[0..2^32fingerprint1]
percentage

state

integer
optional

This parameter is no longer supported and is ignored as of Data
ONTAP 9.1.0. Quick check file size for Incompressible Data
Detection. If Incompressible data detection is enabled and if the
file size is >= quick-check-fsize, inline compression will do a 4k
quick check before doing full CG compression. This parameter is
not supported on Infinite Volumes.

string
optional

The schedule for sis operation on the volume. See sis-set-config
for the format of the schedule. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

integer
optional

Percentage of fingerprints that are stale in the fingerprint
database. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

sis-state
optional

State of sis configured on the volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"Disabled",
"Enabled"
Status of any sis operation running on the volume. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status

sis-opstatus
optional

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

"Idle" - No sis operations are happening on this volume,
"Initializing" - sis operation is being initialized,
"Active" - sis operation is active on the volume,
"Undoing" - sis is being undone on the volume,
"Pending" - sis operations are scheduled for the volume,
"Downgrading" - The sis operation necessary to
downgrade the volume is active,
"Disabled" - sis operation is disabled on the volume.
Storage efficiency mode of the volume Possible values:
"default", "efficienct", "-". Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable.
Any sis volume with Snapvault qtree in it would be marked as

type

vault[0..2^64transfer-log1]
size
vserver

sis-type
optional

Snapvault and all others would be returned as type Regular.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"Regular" ,
"Snapvault"

integer
optional

Size of vault transfer log in bytes. Returned only if verbose
option is set. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes.

vservername
optional

A string identifying the Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-path

[top]

Volume path name
[none]

Element definition: sis-checkpoint-op-type

[top]

sis checkpoint type Possible values:
"Scan" - Scanning volume for fingerprints,
"Start" - Starting a sis operation,
"Check" - Checking for stale data in the fingerprint database,
"Undo" - Undoing sis on the volume,
"Downgrade" - Downgrading sis metafiles to a previous Data ONTAP release.
[none]

Element definition: sis-checkpoint-stage
sis checkpoint stage Possible values:
"Gathering" - Scanning the volume for fingerprints,
"Sorting" - Sorting the gathered fingerprints,
"Compress_preproc" - Preprocessing volume data for compression,
"Compressing" - Compressing the volume data,
"Saving_pass1" - Creating duplicate list from the newly gathered fingerprints,
"Saving_pass2" - Creating duplicate list from the fingerprint database,
"Saving_sharing" - Creating shared data structures in the volume,
"Saving_end" - Completing sis operations,
"Checking_pass0" - Organizing data in the fingerprint database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass1" - Organizing data in the fingerprint database for block sharing,
"Checking_pass2" - Organizing data in the fingerprint database for block sharing,
"Unknown_stage" - Invalid stage

[top]

[none]

Element definition: sis-checkpoint-substage

[top]

sis checkpoint sub-stage Possible values:
"Sort_pass2" - Sorting the fingerprints for deduplication
[none]

Element definition: sis-logical-data

[top]

This contains logical size attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

logicalDedupe logical data limit in bytes. This parameter is not supported on
[0..2^63datainteger
Infinite Volumes.
1]
limit
The size of logical data in the volume in bytes. This is calculated as [sizelogical[0..2^63datainteger saved + size-used + compressed-data bytes]. This parameter is not
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.
size

Element definition: sis-op-status

[top]

Efficiency status Possible values:
"idle" - No storage efficiency operations are happening on this volume,
"initializing" - The storage efficiency operation is being initialized,
"active" - The storage efficiency operation is active on the volume,
"undoing" - The storage efficiency is being undone on the volume,
"pending" - The storage efficiency operation is scheduled for the volume,
"downgrading" - Storage efficiency actions necessary to downgrade the volume are being carried
out,
"disabled" - Storage efficiency disabled on the volume
[none]

Element definition: sis-state
Disabled|Enabled|Mixed Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,

[top]

"mixed" - For FlexGroups, if SIS is not enabled or disabled consistently across all constituents
[none]

Element definition: sis-type

[top]

Regular|SnapVault Possible values:
"regular" ,
"snapvault"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: snapdiff
snapdiff-rpc-servercreate
snapdiff-rpc-serverdestroy
snapdiff-rpc-serverdisable
snapdiff-rpc-serverenable
snapdiff-rpc-server-get
snapdiff-rpc-server-getcreate-defaults
snapdiff-rpc-server-getiter
snapdiff-rpc-servermodify

This set of functions is used to retrieve the set of changed files
and directory entries between two snapshots for the same
volume. The difference operation will scan the two snapshots and
return a list of files and directory entries that have changed since
the base snapshot. It will indicate files created, modified, or
deleted. The basic sequence is:
1. snapdiff-iter-start
2. snapdiff-iter-status (repeated until session status is in
active state)
3. snapdiff-iter-next (repeated until 100% of changes are
retrieved or an error is returned. snapdiff-iter-end is the
next function expected from the client when either of these
conditions occur.)
4. snapdiff-iter-end
Snapdiff APIs require the volume to have Inode to Path(I2P)
option turned on.

snapdiff-rpc-server-create

[top]

Create a new SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.
Input Name Range
returnrecord
state
Output Name Range
result

Type

Description

boolean If set to true, returns the SnapDiff RPC Server on successful creation.
optional Default: false
boolean

Specifies whether the SnapDiff RPC Server is enabled on a Vserver.
Default: true.

Type

Description

sd-info
The SnapDiff RPC Server created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapdiff-rpc-server-destroy

[top]

Delete an SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapdiff-rpc-server-disable

[top]

Stop the SnapDiff RPC Server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-enable

[top]

Start the SnapDiff RPC Server

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-get

[top]

Get the SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
sd-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
optional only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Type

Description

sd-info The attributes of the SnapDiff RPC Server.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-get-create-defaults
Obtain the default values for SnapDiff RPC Server configuration.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

Optionally specify the value for attributes if available. The default values
sd-info
for some attributes may depend on the values specified for some other
optional
attribute.

attributes

Output Name Range
defaults

Type

Description

sd-info The default attributes for the SnapDiff RPC Server.

snapdiff-rpc-server-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of SnapDiff RPC Server configurations.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
sd-info attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
optional present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
sd-info specified on any number of attributes in the SnapDiff RPC Server
optional object. All SnapDiff RPC Server objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

sdinfo[] The list of attributes of SnapDiff RPC Server objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more SnapDiff
optional RPC Server objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapdiff-rpc-server-modify

[top]

Modify an SnapDiff RPC Server configuration. If no values are given, the configuration is not modified.
Input Name Range
state

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the SnapDiff RPC Server is enabled on a Vserver.
optional Default: true.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: sd-info

[top]

Information about SnapDiff RPC Server configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
state
vserver

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the SnapDiff RPC Server is enabled on a Vserver. Default:
optional true. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
string Specifies the name of the Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

APIs in Category: snaplock
file-get-snaplock-retention-time
file-get-snaplock-retention-time-list-info-max
file-set-snaplock-retention-time
file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info
snaplock-archive-vserver-log
snaplock-create-vserver-log
snaplock-destroy-vserver-log
snaplock-download-check-version
snaplock-event-retention-abort
snaplock-event-retention-apply-start
snaplock-event-retention-get-iter
snaplock-event-retention-policy-create
snaplock-event-retention-policy-destroy
snaplock-event-retention-policy-get-iter
snaplock-event-retention-policy-modify
snaplock-file-privileged-delete
snaplock-get-clock-ntp-sync
snaplock-get-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-file-retention
snaplock-get-node-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-system-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-volume-compliance-clock
snaplock-get-vserver-active-log-files-iter
snaplock-get-vserver-log-iter
snaplock-legal-hold-abort
snaplock-legal-hold-begin-start
snaplock-legal-hold-dump-files-start
snaplock-legal-hold-dump-litigations-start
snaplock-legal-hold-end-start
snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter
snaplock-modify-clock-ntp-sync
snaplock-modify-vserver-log
snaplock-set-file-retention
snaplock-set-node-compliance-clock
snaplock-set-system-compliance-clock
snaplock-volume-set-privileged-delete
volume-get-snaplock-attrs
volume-set-snaplock-attrs

file-get-snaplock-retention-time

[top]

Get the SnapLock retention attributes of a file.
Input Name Range Type
path

string

Description
Absolute path of the file to query. The value must be prefixed with

"/vol/".
Output Name Range Type
retentiontime

integer

Errno

Description
Retention time in seconds since 01/01/1970 00:00:00. A zero value
indicates that the file is not in WORM state. Range: [0..2^64-1]
Description

EONTAPI_ENXIO
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EFILENOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-get-snaplock-retention-time-list-info-max

[top]

Get the maximum number of entries that can be processed and returned in one call to the zapi filesnaplock-retention-time-list-info.
Output Name Range Type
max-listentries

Description

The maximum number of pathnames that can be processed in one call to
file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info. This limit is imposed to prevent
integer taking up too much CPU/memory for a ZAPI call. If the number of input
pathnames for file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info is more than this
number, it returns the error EAPITOOMANYENTRIES. Range: [0..2^64-1]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-set-snaplock-retention-time
Set the SnapLock retention attributes of a file. In some cases, even if the call to file-set-snaplockretention-time fails (that is the file could not be committed to worm successfully), it is possible that the
atime of the file would be modified. One can specify either only retention-time or only set-infiniteretention or only set-unspecified-retention for a given file path while calling this api. If neither the
retention-time nor set-infinite-retention is specified, the file is committed to worm as read-only. If the
expiry time of the file has been set explicitly, the expiry time is the atime of the file, otherwise the
expiry time is calculated using the default retention of the volume as follows: Expiry time = current time
+ snaplock_default_period

[top]

Input Name

Range

path

Type
string

Description
Absolute path of the file. The value must be prefixed with
"/vol/<volume-name>".

Expiry time in seconds since 01-Jan-1970 00:00:00 at which time the
file will be eligible for deletion. If the expiry time specified does not
retention- [0..2^63- integer
comply with the snaplock_minimum_period and
optional
time
1]
snaplock_maximum_period of the volume, the expiry time will be
increased or decreased to do so.
set-infiniteretention

Indicates if the retention period on the file needs to be set or
boolean
extended to the infinite retention period. This field is available in Data
optional
ONTAP 8.1 and later. Default is false.

setunspecifiedretention

Indicates if the retention period on the file needs to be set to the
boolean
'unspecified' retention period. This field is available in Data ONTAP
optional
9.8 and later. Default is false.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ERANGE
EONTAPI_ENXIO
EONTAPI_EIO
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EFILENOTFOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEQUIESCED
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

file-snaplock-retention-time-list-info

[top]

Get the Snaplock retention attributes for a list of files.
Input Name Range

pathnames

Output Name Range
fileretentiondetails

Type

Description

List of pathnames to query. The function returns the file-retentioninformation for each of these pathnames. If this ZAPI function is
snaplock- called without any input parameter, the error
pathname- EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT is returned If number of input pathnames
info[]
exceeds max-list-entries an error of EAPITOOMANYENTRIES is
returned. The value of max-list-entries can be retrieved using the
zapi call file-get-snaplock-retention-time-list-info-max.
Type

Description

fileretention- information about retention period for each file in the list
info[]

Errno
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

Description

EAPITOOMANYENTRIES
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snaplock-archive-vserver-log

[top]

Archive the active worm log file. This will close the current log file for furthur updates and it will open a
new log file to write future log updates A job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Base Name of Log File
optional

base-name
Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-jobid
result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_NOT_CONFIGURED

snaplock-create-vserver-log

[top]

Create audit log configuration for a Vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for SnapLock log
files to be committed to WORM state on the volume. This option
can be specified as a number followed by suffix in <number>
<suffix>' format. Valid values of the suffix are :

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

'seconds'
'minutes'
'hours'
'days'
'months'

'years'
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of
6 months.
size
Max log file size (in bytes).
optional

max-log-size

volumeLog Volume Name
name

volume
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snaplockvserverThe snaplock created (keys or the entire object if requested)
logconfig
optional

result

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The ID of the job that was spawned to create this snaplock.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation
string
completed successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress,
optional
"failed" if creation failed.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_ALREADY_CONFIGURED
E_AUDIT_LOG_VOL_NOT_SLC
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapLock

snaplock-destroy-vserver-log

[top]

Delete audit log configuration for a Vserver.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE

Description

E_AUDIT_LOG_ALREADY_CONFIGURED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapLock

snaplock-download-check-version

[top]

Check version being downloaded for snaplock compliance.
Input Name Range Type
version

Description

string The version of the kernel being installed

snaplock-event-retention-abort

[top]

The snaplock-event-retention-abort API can be used to abort an ongoing Event Based Retention
operation. This API only aborts operations that have started and not finished. The operation ID of the
operation must be specified.
Input Name
operationid

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32Operation ID of SnapLock Event Based Retention operation to be
integer
1]
aborted.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-event-retention-apply-start

[top]

The snaplock-event-retention-apply-start API can be used to apply an Event Based Retention policy to
files present under the specified path. Use the snaplock-event-retention-show API to display the status
of the operation.
Input Name
path
policy-name
volume

Range

Type
string

Description
Path of the form '/' relative to output volume root. The Event Based
Retention policy will be applied to all files under the path.

string Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
string Name of the SnapLock Volume.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result[0..2^32integer Operation ID of the SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
operation-id
1]
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-event-retention-get-iter

[top]

This API can be used to display the status of an Event Based Retention operation.
Input Name

Range

snaplockeventretentioninfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

snaplockeventretentioninfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snaplockeventretention- The list of attributes of snaplock objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All
snaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOENT

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snaplock objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-event-retention-policy-create

[top]

Create SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

name

string

retentionperiod

snaplock-minmaxperiod

Retention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention
policy.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the snaplock-event-retention-policy
on successful creation. Default: false

Type

Description

Output Name Range

snaplock-eventretention-policy-info
optional

result

Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.

The snaplock-event-retention-policy created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EDUPLICATEENTRY
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snaplock-event-retention-policy-destroy
Delete SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

[top]

snaplock-event-retention-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name

Range

snaplockeventretentionpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

snaplockeventretentionpolicyinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock-eventretention-policy object. All snaplock-event-retention-policy objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snaplockeventretentionThe list of attributes of snaplock-event-retention-policy objects.
policyinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snaplock-event-retention-policy objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-event-retention-policy-modify

[top]

Modify SnapLock Event Based Retention policies.
Input Name

Range

Type

name

string

retentionperiod

snaplock-minmaxperiod
optional

Errno

Description
Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
Retention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention
policy.
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snaplock-file-privileged-delete

[top]

Executes a privileged delete on a SnapLock file A job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and
the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

file

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description
Full path of the file that needs to be deleted

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EONTAPI_ENXIO
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIERROR
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EACCES
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK

snaplock-get-clock-ntp-sync
Display the NTP sync option setting.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
snaplockclockntp-sync
optional

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snaplockclock- The attributes of the snaplock.
ntp-sync

attributes

Errno

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-get-compliance-clock

[top]

Older API to get the system complaince Clock time. Now depricated. Use snaplock-get-systemcompliance-clock and snaplock-get-volume-compliance-clock.

Errno

Description

EAPINOTIMPLEMENTED

snaplock-get-file-retention

[top]

Get retention time of a file protected by SnapLock.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

snaplockfileretentioninfo
optional

file

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Specifies the absolute path of the file. The value begins with /vol/.

Type

Description

snaplockfileThe attributes of the snaplock.
retentioninfo
Description

snaplock-get-node-compliance-clock

[top]

Get the SnapLock Node ComplianceClock date and time.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

Description
Name of the node on which the ComplianceClock
needs to be fetched.

node-name

Output Name

Range

Type

snaplock-nodecompliance-clock

Description

complianceclock-info

Errno

Node ComplianceClock

Description

ESNAPLOCKNOTLICENSED
ECOMPLIANCECLOCKNOTSET

snaplock-get-system-compliance-clock

[top]

Get the SnapLock System Compliance Clock date and time.
Output Name

Range

system-compliance-clock

Type

Description

compliance-clock-info System Compliance Clock.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EWORMVOLNOTWORM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snaplock-get-volume-compliance-clock

[top]

Get the SnapLock Volume Compliance Clock date and time.
Input Name

Range

volume
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of the volume whose ComplianceClock needs to
be obtained.

Type

Description

system-complianceclock

compliance-clockSystem Compliance Clock.
info

volume-complianceclock

compliance-clockVolume Compliance Clock for input volume list.
info

Vfiler-enabled

Yes

snaplock-get-vserver-active-log-files-iter

[top]

Display Status of Active SnapLock Log Files.
Input Name

Range

snaplockvserverlog-file
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

snaplockvserverlog-file
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All
snaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

snaplockvserverThe list of attributes of snaplock objects.
log-file[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more snaplock
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-get-vserver-log-iter

[top]

Display audit Log configuration.
Input Name
desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
snaplockvserverlogconfig
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
snaplockA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All

query

logsnaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
config
returned.
optional
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

snaplockvserverThe list of attributes of snaplock objects.
logconfig[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more snaplock
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snaplock-legal-hold-abort

[top]

This API is used to abort an ongoing legal-hold operation. This API only aborts legal-hold operations that
have started and not finished. The operation ID of the legal-hold operation must be specified.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

operation-id [0..2^32-1] integer Operation ID of snaplock legal-hold operation.
Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snaplock-legal-hold-begin-start

[top]

This API starts an operation to put files in user specified path under legal-hold. The progress of the
operation can be monitored using snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter api.
Input Name
litigationname

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the litigation.

path

string

volume

string

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root. Legal-hold operation will
be performed on all files under this path.
Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, on which legal-hold

operation is to be performed.
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result[0..2^32integer Operation ID of the legal-hold operation.
operation-id
1]
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-dump-files-start

[top]

Dump the list of files under legal hold for a given volume and litigation to a user specified output path.
The progress of the operation can be monitored using snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter api.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

litigation-name

string Name of the litigation, for which the list of files is to be dumped.

outputdirectory-path

string

Path of the form '/' relative to output volume root, where list of
files is to be dumped.

output-volume

string

Name of the output volume, containing the path where list of
files is to be dumped.

volume

string

Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, for which the list of
files is to be dumped.

Output Name
resultoperation-id

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32integer operation ID of Dump Files Operation
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-dump-litigations-start

[top]

Dump the list of litigations to a user specified output path. The progress of the operation can be
monitored using job-get api. A job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

outputdirectory-path

string

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root, where list of
litigations is to be dumped.

output-volume

string

Name of the output volume, containing the path where list of
litigations is to be dumped.

string Name of the SnapLock compliance volume for which the list of
optional litigations is to be dumped.

volume
Output Name
result-errorcode

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Description

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-end-start

[top]

This API starts an operation to release legal-hold on files in user specified path. The progress of the
operation can be monitored using snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter api.
Input Name

Range

litigationname

Type

Description

string Name of the litigation.

path

string

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root. Legal-hold operation will
be performed on all files under this path.

volume

string

Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, on which legal-hold
operation is to be performed.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result[0..2^32integer Operation ID of the legal-hold operation.
operation-id
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-legal-hold-get-iter

[top]

This API is used to retrieve the status of legal-hold operations.
Input Name

Range

snaplocklegal-holdattributesinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

snaplocklegal-holdattributesinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snaplock object. All
snaplock objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

snaplocklegal-holdattributes- The list of attributes of snaplock objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snaplock objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EONTAPI_ENOENT

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snaplock-modify-clock-ntp-sync

[top]

Modify the NTP sync option.
Input Name Range
is-syncenabled

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the ComplianceClock can be synced to the system time
optional when NTP has been configured

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snaplock-modify-vserver-log

[top]

Modify audit log configuration for a Vserver.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for SnapLock log
files to be committed to WORM state on the volume. This option
can be specified as a number followed by suffix in <number>
<suffix>' format. Valid values of the suffix are :

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

defaultretentionperiod

'seconds'
'minutes'
'hours'
'days'
'months'
'years'
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of
6 months.

size
Max log file size (in bytes).
optional

max-log-size

volumeLog Volume Name
name
optional

volume

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the modification operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

string
Error description, if the modification operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_NOT_CONFIGURED
E_AUDIT_LOG_VOL_NOT_SLC
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapLock

snaplock-set-file-retention

[top]

Set retention time of a file. User can specify either retention-time or set-infinite-retention or setunspecified-retention. If none of the retention time parameters are specified, the file will get committed
to WORM with default retention period.
Input Name

Range

Type

file

string

Description
Specifies the absolute path of the file. The value begins with
/vol/.

retention-time

integer Specifies the retention time of the file in seconds since 1 January
optional 1970 00:00:00.

set-infiniteretention

boolean Indicates if the retention time on the file needs to be extended to
optional infinite retention time.

set-unspecifiedretention

boolean
Indicates that the retention time is unspecified.
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
E_AUDIT_LOG_NOT_CONFIGURED

snaplock-set-node-compliance-clock

[top]

Set the ComplianceClock of the node equal to the current system clock.
Input Name Range
node
Errno

Type

Description

node-name Name of the node on which the ComplianceClock needs to be set.
Description

ESNAPLOCKNOTLICENSED
EALREADYSTARTED
ECOMPLIANCECLOCKNOTSET
EONTAPI_EIO

snaplock-set-system-compliance-clock

[top]

Set the Compliance Clock of the system equal to the current system clock.

Errno

Description

ESNAPLOCKNOTLICENSED
EALREADYSTARTED
ECOMPLIANCECLOCKNOTSET
EONTAPI_EIO

snaplock-volume-set-privileged-delete

[top]

The volume-set-privileged-delete API is used to set the SnapLock privileged-delete attibute on a
Snaplock enterprise volume. The privileged-delete attibute can be set to one of the following values:
enabled
disabled
permanently-disabled
If privileged-delete is 'enabled' on a SnapLock enterprise volume, the user is allowed to perform
privileged-delete operation on that volume. If privileged-delete is set to 'disabled' on a SnapLock
enterprise volume, the user is not allowed to perform privileged-delete operation on that volume. If
privileged-delete is 'permanently-disabled' on a SnapLock enterprise volume, the user is not allowed to
perform privileged-delete operation or further change the privileged-delete attribute on that volume. A
job will be spawned to operate on the snaplock and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job
can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Privileged-delete attribute on the SnapLock enterprise volume. The
privileged-delete can be set to one of the following:

state

string

volume

string

Output Name

Range

Type

enabled
disabled
permanently-disabled
Specifies the name of the SnapLock enterprise volume.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer

result-jobid

1]

optional

result-status

string

Errno

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_ENOENT
EONTAPI_EIO
EONTAPI_EOFFLINE
EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapLock

volume-get-snaplock-attrs

[top]

Returns snaplock attributes of a given snaplock volume.
Input Name

Range

volume

volume-name

Output Name Range
snaplock-attrs

Type

Description
Name of the snaplock volume.

Type

Description

snaplock-attrs-info Snaplock attributes of the volume.

volume-set-snaplock-attrs

[top]

Sets the given snaplock attributes of a snaplock volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies the autocommit-period for the snaplock volume. All files
which are not modified for a period greater than the autocommitperiod of the volume are committed to WORM state. This option can
be specified as a number followed by suffix in "" format. Valid
values of the suffix are :

autocommitperiod

snaplockautocommitperiod
optional

"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 2hours represents a autocommit period of 2
hours. This option can also be specified as "none" indicating that
autocommit is disabled on the snaplock volume Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable
Specifies the default retention period that will be applied to files
when committed to WORM state if files has no explicit retention

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockdefaultperiod
optional

retention time set. If this option is specified as "min", then
minimum-retention-period will be used as the default retention
period. If this option is specified as "max", then maximumretention-period will be used as the default retention period. If this
attribute is specified as "infinite", the infinite retention period as the
default retention period. If this attribute is specified as
"unspecified", then unspecified retention period will be set as default
retention period. This option can also be specified as a number
followed by suffix in "" format. Valid values of the suffix are :
"seconds"
"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-volumeappendmodeenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies if the volume append mode must be enabled or disabled.
It can be modified only when the volume is not mounted and does
not have any data or Snapshot copy. Volume append mode is not
supported on SnapLock audit log volumes. When it is enabled, all
files created with write permissions on the volume will be WORM
appendable files by default. All WORM appendable files not modified
for a period greater than the autocommit period of the volume are
also committed to WORM read-only state. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable
Specifies the allowed maximum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. This option can be
specified as a number followed by suffix in "" format. Valid values of
the suffix are :

maximumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

"seconds"
"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. This option can also be specified as "infinite" indicating that
files will have maximum retention period as infinite. This attribute is
not applicable while extending retention period of an already
committed WORM file. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. This option can be
specified as a number followed by suffix in "" format. Valid values of
the suffix are :

minimumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

"seconds"
"minutes"
"hours"
"days"
"months"
"years"
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. This option can also be specified as "infinite" indicating that
files will have minimum retention period as infinite. This attribute is
not applicable while extending retention period of an already

committed WORM file. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
volumename

volume

Name of the snaplock volume.

Element definition: compliance-clock-info

[top]

Compliance Clock
Name

Range

formattedsnaplockcompliance-clock
snaplockcompliance-clock

Type
string

Description
If Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable time :: is
displayed. A value of "Not Initalized" indicates that Compliance
Clock has not been initialized.

If Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds in the
integer
standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1].

Element definition: file-retention-info

[top]

retention information for each file
Name
formattedretentiontime

iswraparound
pathname

Range

Type

Description

expiry date of the worm file formatted in a human-readable format. This
takes care of wrap-around dates and prints the expiry date of the file in
string the the format :: A value of "INFINITE" indicates that this file has
optional infinite retention-time. A value of "unspecified" indicates that this file
has unspecified retention-time. This field is not included in non-worm
files (when snaplock-type is NONE).
True if the date represented in retention-time is a wrap-around date.
boolean
This field is not included in case the file is not a worm file or if it has
optional
infinite retention.
string

pathname of the file. This will always have the same format and values
as the input pathname-info array.

retentiontime

retention time in seconds in the standard UNIX format (since
01/01/1970 00:00:00). SnapLock wraps around the retention time to
indicate dates after 01/19/2038. It remaps 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to
integer 01/19/2038 - 01/19/2071 This field is not included in case the file is not
optional a worm file or if the file has infinite retention. The flag is-wraparound
indicates if this date is in the normal format or is wrapped around. The
field formatted-retention-time represents the date as understood by
SnapLock for retention of the file. Range: [0..2^64-1]

snaplockerror

This value is only present if there is an error for a specific pathname
snaplockentry. Error numbers returned EFILENOTFOUND,
error
EINVALIDINPUTERROR, EVOLUMEOFFLINE, EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST,
optional
EVOLUMEQUIESCED, EINTERNALERROR

snaplocktype

type of snaplock license applicable for this file Possible values "SLC" string indicates it is a worm file with snaplock compliance restrictions applying
optional to it. "SLE" - indicates it is a worm file with snaplock enterprise
restrictions applying to it. "NONE" - Not a worm file

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-attrs-info

[top]

SnapLock Attributes
Name

Range

Type

Description

autocommitperiod

snaplockautocommitperiod
optional

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockdefaultperiod
optional

Specifies the default retention period that will be applied to files
when committed to WORM state if files has no explicit retention
retention time set. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-audit-logvolume

boolean
optional

Specifies if volume is a SnapLock audit volume. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-volumeappendmodeenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies if the volume append mode is enabled or disabled.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-volumeexpiry-timeindefinite

boolean
optional

Indicates if the volume expiry time is indefinite or not. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-volumeexpiry-timeinfinite

boolean
optional

Indicates if the volume expiry time is infinite or not. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

litigationcount

string
optional

Specifies the number of litigations on Snaplock Volume. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

maximumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

Specifies the allowed maximum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

minimumretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod

Specifies the autocommit period for the SnapLock volume. All files
which are not modified for a period greater than the autocommit
period of the volume are committed to WORM state. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for files to be
committed to WORM state on the volume. Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

optional
privilegeddelete-state

string
optional

Specifies the prvileged delete state on Snaplock Volume.
SnapLock Type of the given volume. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

type

snaplocktype
optional

unspecifiedretentionfile-count

string
optional

volumecomplianceclock

"non_snaplock" ,
"compliance" ,
"enterprise"
Specifies the number of files with unspecified retention time.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

complianceSpecifies the volume ComplianceClock of the volume. Attributes:
clock-info
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

volumeexpiry-time

string
optional

Specifies the expiry time of the volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

volumeexpiry-timesecs

integer
optional

Specifies the expiry time of the volume in seconds. if the expiry
time is infinite or indefinite, then no value will be returned.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snaplock-autocommit-period

[top]

Snaplock Autocommit Period
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-clock-ntp-sync

[top]

Information about ComplianceClock sync setting. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-syncenabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean Specifies whether the ComplianceClock can be synced to the system time
optional when NTP has been configured Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: snaplock-default-period

[top]

Snaplock default retention period
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-event-retention-info
SnapLock Event Based Retention operation information. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Type

Description

num-files- [0..2^32failed
1]

Name

integer
optional

Number of files on which the application of Event Based Retention
policy failed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32processed
1]

integer
optional

Number of files on which the Event Based Retention policy has
been applied successfully. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

num-files- [0..2^32skipped
1]

integer
optional

Number of files on which the application of Event Based Retention
policy was skipped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The total count of inodes which were ignored during application of
Event Based Retention policy because they are not regular files.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

operation- [0..2^32id
1]

integer
optional

Operation ID of SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

numinodesignored

Range

Status of the SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"

operationstatus

wormopstatus
optional

path

string
optional

Path of the form '/' relative to output volume root. The Event
Based Retention policy will be applied to all files under the path.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

policyname

string
optional

Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

retentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

Retention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

statusdetails

string
optional

Status details of the SnapLock Event Based Retention operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volume-name Name of the SnapLock Volume. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

vserver-name Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[top]

Element definition: snaplock-event-retention-policy-info

[top]

Information about SnapLock Event Based Retention policies. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type
string
optional

name
retentionperiod
vserver

Description
Name of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy. Attributes:
key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

snaplockRetention period of the SnapLock Event Based Retention policy.
minmax-period
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional
vserver-name
optional

Name of the Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: snaplock-file-retention-info
Information about retention time of a file protected by SnapLock. When returned as part of the output,
all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or
limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
file

Range

Type

Description

string Specifies the absolute path of the file. The value begins with /vol/.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

formattedretentiontime

Specifies the expiry date of the file in a human-readable format. This
takes care of wraparound dates and prints the expiry date of the file
in the format :: in GMT timezone. A value of 'infinite' indicates that
string
this file has infinite retention time. A value of 'indefinite' indicates
optional
that this file has indefinite retention time. A value of 'unspecified'
indicates that this file has unspecified retention time. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

iswraparound

Specifies the value true if the date represented in retention time is in
wraparound format. The wraparound format indicates that dates after
boolean
19 January 2038 are mapped from 1 January 1970 - 31 December
optional
2002 to 19 January 2038 - 19 January 2071. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

[top]

retention- [0..2^64- integer Specifies the retention time of the file in seconds since 1 January
time
1]
optional 1970 00:00:00. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
vserverSpecifies the name of the Vserver which has the file. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

Element definition: snaplock-legal-hold-attributes-info
SnapLock legal-hold attributes. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

litigationname

string
optional

Name of the litigation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32failed
1]

integer
optional

The total count of files for which legal-hold operation failed.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32processed
1]

integer
optional

The total count of files for which legal-hold operation was
performed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

num-files- [0..2^32skipped
1]

integer
optional

The total count of files for which legal-hold operation was
skipped. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The total count of inodes which were ignored by legal-hold
operation because they are not regular files. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

operation- [0..2^32id
1]

integer
optional

Operation ID of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

numinodesignored

Status of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
operationstatus

wormopstatus
optional

"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"
Type of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

operationtype

wormlegalop
optional

path

string
optional

Path of the form '/' relative to volume root. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

statusdetails

string
optional

Completion string of the legal-hold operation. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

"unknown" ,
"begin" ,
"end" ,
"dump_files"

[top]

volume

volume-name Name of the SnapLock compliance volume, on which legal-hold
optional
operation is running. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

vserver-name Name of the vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: snaplock-minmax-period

[top]

SnapLock Min and Max retention period
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-pathname-info

[top]

pathname info for each file
Name

Range Type

snaplock-pathname

Description

string pathname of the file. Pathname must be of the format /vol//

Element definition: snaplock-vserver-log-config
Information about Audit log congfiguration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the allowed minimum retention period for SnapLock log files to
be committed to WORM state on the volume. This option can be specified
as a number followed by suffix in <number><suffix>' format. Valid values
of the suffix are :

defaultretentionperiod

snaplockminmaxperiod
optional

'seconds'
'minutes'
'hours'
'days'
'months'
'years'
For example, a value if 6months represents a retention period of 6
months. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-logsize

size
Max log file size (in bytes). Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

[top]

volume

volumeLog Volume Name Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
name
optional

vserver

vserverVserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

Element definition: snaplock-vserver-log-file

[top]

Information about Audit log file. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Base Name of Log File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

basename

snaplock-logbase
optional

expirytime

string
optional

Log File Expiry Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

file-path

string
optional

Log File Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

file-size

size
optional

File Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"privileged_delete" ,
"system" ,
"legal_hold"

volume

volume-name
Log Volume Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver

vserver-name
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.

[top]

For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: compliance-clock-info

[top]

Compliance Clock
Name

Range

Type

formattedsnaplockcompliance-clock

string

Description
If Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable time :: is
displayed. A value of "Not Initalized" indicates that Compliance
Clock has not been initialized.

If Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds in the
integer
standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1].

snaplockcompliance-clock

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snaplock-error

[top]

Information about a single quota error.
Name Range Type
errno
reason

Description

integer The error number Range: [0..2^64-1]
string

A human-readable concise reason for the error.

Element definition: snaplock-log-base
privileged-delete | system | legal-hold Possible values:
"privileged_delete" ,
"system" ,
"legal_hold"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: snaplock-minmax-period

[top]

SnapLock Min and Max retention period
[none]

Element definition: snaplocktype

[top]

non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: wormlegalop

[top]

unknown|begin|end|dump-files Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"begin" ,
"end" ,
"dump_files"
[none]

Element definition: wormopstatus
Unknown|In-Progress|Failed|Aborting|Completed Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"in_progress" ,
"failed" ,
"aborting" ,
"completed"

[top]

[none]

APIs in Category: snapmirror
snapmirror-abort
snapmirror-abort-async
snapmirror-abort-iter
snapmirror-break
snapmirror-break-async
snapmirror-break-iter
snapmirror-capabilitiesget
snapmirror-capabilitiesget-iter
snapmirror-check
snapmirror-check-iter
snapmirror-configreplication-clusterstorage-configuration-get
snapmirror-configreplication-clusterstorage-configurationmodify
snapmirror-cr-statusaggregate-eligibility-get
snapmirror-cr-statusaggregate-eligibility-getiter
snapmirror-cr-statuscomm-get
snapmirror-cr-statuscomm-get-iter
snapmirror-cr-status-get
snapmirror-create
snapmirror-deleteconnection
snapmirror-deleteschedule
snapmirror-delete-syncschedule
snapmirror-destroy
snapmirror-destroy-async
snapmirror-destroy-iter
snapmirror-get
snapmirror-getdestination
snapmirror-getdestination-iter
snapmirror-get-dppersonality
snapmirror-get-iter
snapmirror-get-status
snapmirror-get-totalrecords
snapmirror-get-volumestatus

This set of APIs allows to manage SnapMirror relationships on
Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode or in Cluster-Mode. This
includes the creation, initialization, update, resynchronization,
modification of configuration parameters, and information query.
The user's role determines the APIs that can be issued. In
general APIs that simply query status information about
SnapMirror relationships only require that the user has read
access. APIs that modify the state of the system require write
access. This includes creation, destruction, modification or
update of relationships.
A valid SnapMirror license is necessary to be able to use APIs
that create, initialize, or destroy SnapMirror relationships. Most of
the APIs require that you specify at least one of the endpoints of
the SnapMirror relationship. On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode,
the endpoint can be a volume or a qtree. On Data ONTAP
operating in Cluster-Mode the endpoint can only be a volume.
An endpoint can be specified by providing its location in a path
format. The format depends on the version of Data ONTAP and
the mode it is operating in:
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode the format is:
<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] where 'system' is the name
of the storage system; 'volume' is the name of the volume, and
'qtree' the name of the qtree.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, the format is:
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> where 'cluster' is the name
of the cluster, 'vserver' the name of the Vserver, 'volume' is the
name of the volume.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, the
format of the path is: [<vserver>:]<volume> where 'vserver' is
the name of the Vserver, 'volume' is the name of the volume.
Note that this requires the Vserver peering capability, which
handles the mapping of a Vserver to the right cluster. The control
plane for these relationship is specific to Data ONTAP 8.2 and
later. The progress of long operations such as initialize, update,
resync, or restore is monitored via the snapmirror-get API. The
relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v2'. For backward
compatibility with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode,
and to accommodate load-sharing relationships which are only
supported in a Data ONTAP 8.1 compatible way, the relationships
that match one of the following conditions are managed as on
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode. The control plane of
these relationships is compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
Cluster-Mode.
Load-sharing relationship.
Cross-cluster relationship with the source endpoint on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Relationship existed before the local cluster was upgraded
from Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode and has
not yet been converted to one with Data ONTAP 8.2
capabilities.

snapmirror-history-get
snapmirror-history-getiter
snapmirror-initialize
snapmirror-initialize-iter
snapmirror-initialize-lsset
snapmirror-listconnections
snapmirror-listdestinations
snapmirror-list-schedule
snapmirror-list-syncschedule
snapmirror-listunprotected
snapmirror-modify
snapmirror-modify-iter
snapmirror-off
snapmirror-on
snapmirror-promote
snapmirror-promote-iter
snapmirror-protect
snapmirror-quiesce
snapmirror-quiesce-iter
snapmirror-release
snapmirror-release-iter
snapmirror-restore
snapmirror-resume
snapmirror-resume-iter
snapmirror-resync
snapmirror-resync-iter
snapmirror-setconnection
snapmirror-set-schedule
snapmirror-set-syncschedule
snapmirror-snapshotowner-create
snapmirror-snapshotowner-destroy
snapmirror-snapshotowner-get
snapmirror-snapshotowner-get-snapshots
snapmirror-throttle
snapmirror-update
snapmirror-update-iter
snapmirror-update-ls-set

snapmirror-abort

The path format of Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode
must be used. Long operations such as initialize, update, resync,
restore spawn a job. The job API must be used to track the
progress of the operation. The relationship-control-plane field is
set to 'v1' for these relationships. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, it is also possible to specify the endpoint by
providing the names of the cluster, Vserver, and volume of the
endpoint separately.
In general it is mandatory to specify the destination endpoint.
Beginning with ONTAP 9.1, you can no longer create new loadsharing mirrors for data volumes. Existing load-sharing mirrors
for data volumes are supported through the ONTAP 9.4 release.
Load-sharing mirrors for Vserver root volume protection continue
to be supported as a NetApp best practice.

[top]

The snapmirror-abort API stops ongoing transfers for a SnapMirror relationship. The relationship is
identified by its destination endpoint. You must specify the destination endpoint when using snapmirrorabort. On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-abort API stops all of the active
transfers to each associated volume on the receiving side in a set of load-sharing mirrors. Load-sharing
mirrors are either up to date and serving data to clients, or they are lagging and not serving data to
clients. If the snapmirror-abort API identifies an up-to-date load-sharing mirror, then SnapMirror
transfers to associated up-to-date load-sharing mirrors in the set of load-sharing mirrors are also
aborted. If the snapmirror-abort API identifies a lagging load-sharing mirror, then only the SnapMirror
transfer associated with the lagging load-sharing mirror is aborted. After the snapmirror-abort API
successfully completes its operation, the volume on the receiving side of the transfer might contain a
restart checkpoint. The restart checkpoint can be used by a subsequent transfer to restart and continue
the aborted SnapMirror transfer. Snapmirror-abort API must be used from the destination storage
system on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, from the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, from the destination Vserver or cluster on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode.
This API is not supported if the destination end point is an Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

check-only

boolean If this option is specified true, only snapmirror-check operations active
optional on the relationship will be aborted.

clearcheckpoint

If true, the restart checkpoint is cleared. The default is false, not
boolean
cleared. This parameter is not supported for relationships with non_Data
optional
ONTAP endpoints.

destinationcluster

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the destination
is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume. This parameter is mandatory on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-mode. This parameter is mandatory if destinationvserver and, for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional parameter. This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data
ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume.

sourcevolume

sourcevserver

string
optional

string
optional

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:
The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:
The name of the source volume.

The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

resultoperation-id

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LS_VOLUME
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
ENOTRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-abort-async

[top]

The snapmirror-abort-async API stops ongoing transfer for a SnapMirror relationship on Infinite Volume.
The relationship is identified by its destination endpoint. You must specify the destination endpoint
when using the snapmirror-abort-async API. The destination endpoint could be a
Infinte volume in case of a SnapMirror relationship between Infinite volumes.
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
Snapmirror-abort-async API must be used from the destination cluster on Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
For Infinite volume SnapMirror relationships,
after the snapmirror-abort-async API successfully aborted the transfer, the volume on the
receiving side of the transfer might contain a restart checkpoint. The restart checkpoint can be
used by a subsequent transfer to restart and continue the aborted SnapMirror transfer.
this API is not supported if the destination end point is a flexible volume or an Infinite Volume
constituent.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
check-only

Range

Type

Description

boolean If this option is specified true, only snapmirror-check operations
optional active on the relationship will be aborted.
If this option is specified true, the restart checkpoint is discarded
and the destination volume is restored to the last Snapshot copy

clearcheckpoint

destinationcluster

that was successfully transferred. You can use the clear-checkpoint
boolean
option to discard the restart checkpoint of a previous transfer
optional
attempt which forces the subsequent transfer to start with a fresh
Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This parameter is not
supported for relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.

string
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name

Range

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

resultoperation-id

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED

snapmirror-abort-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-abort-iter API aborts SnapMirror transfers for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name
check-only

clearcheckpoint

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

If this option is specified true, only snapmirror-check operations
active on the relationship will be aborted.

boolean
optional

If this option is specified true, the restart checkpoint is discarded
and the destination volume is restored to the last Snapshot copy
that was successfully transferred. You can use the clearcheckpoint option to discard the restart checkpoint of a previous
transfer attempt which forces the subsequent transfer to start
with a fresh Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This

parameter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.
boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
abort-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
abort-iterelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successinfo[]
list' is true.
optional
Description

snapmirror-break

[top]

Breaks a SnapMirror relationship between a source and destination volume data protection mirror.
When Data ONTAP breaks the relationship, the destination volume is made a read-write volume and can
diverge from the source volume, client redirection is turned off on the destination volume, the restart
checkpoint is cleared, and the clients can see the latest Snapshot copy.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, no check is done to determine whether the operation is legal or
successful. You need to query the status afterward by using the snapmirror-get-status API.
Subsequent manual or scheduled SnapMirror updates to the broken relationship will fail until the
SnapMirror relationship is re-established using the snapmirror-resync API.
On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, this API applies only to data protection mirrors and not to
load-sharing mirrors.
The snapmirror-break API must be issued on destination storage system on Data ONTAP operating in 7Mode, and on the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on the
destination cluster or Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
This API is not supported if the destination end point is an Infinite Volume.
This API is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Input Name Range
destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional
using this parameter.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume. On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode,
If the destination endpoint is a qtree, it must be quiesced using
snapmirror-quiesce. This parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP 7mode This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not
specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:
destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

recover

When a SnapMirror break operation fails on a FlexGroup relationship, a
subset of the consituents could have been made writable and
subsequently user data could have been written to these constituents.
To recover from this failure, the break command can be executed again
boolean
specifying the recover parameter. All constituents will be restored to the
optional
latest Snapshot copy, and any writes to the read-write constituents will
be lost. This parameter is applicable only for SnapMirror relationships
with FlexGroup endpoints. This field only applies on Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later.

restoredestinationto-snapshot

Specifies the Snapshot copy to which the destination volume is restored
string after a successful break operation. If the parameter is not specified, the
optional destination is restored to the latest Snapshot copy. This parameter is
not supported for FlexGroup relationships.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string
Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.
Specifies source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the following
formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-

Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Output Name Range
resultoperation-id

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_EXISTING_SOURCE_VOLUME
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EPUSHMSG_ABORTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-break-async
The snapmirror-break-async API breaks a SnapMirror relationship between a source Infinite Volume and
a destination Infinte volume or a source Vserver and destination Vserver. For Infinite volume SnapMirror
relationship, when Data ONTAP breaks the relationship, the destination volume is made a read-write
volume and can diverge from the source volume, client redirection is turned off on the destination
volume, the restart checkpoint is cleared, and the clients can see the latest Snapshot copy. You must
specify the destination endpoint when using snapmirror-break-async. The destination endpoint could be
a
Infinte volume in case of a SnapMirror relationship between Infinte volumes.
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3.1 or later.
Subsequent manual or scheduled SnapMirror updates to the broken relationship will fail until the
SnapMirror relationship is reestablished using the snapmirror-resync API. This API applies only to data
protection mirrors for Infinite Volumes and data protection relationships for Vservers. You must use the
snapmirror-break-async API from the destination cluster. For volume level relationship, this API is not
supported
on Infinite Volume constituents.
if the destination end point is a flexible volume.
if the destination end point is a FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.

[top]

Input Name

destinationcluster

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

recover
restoredestinationto-snapshot

sourcecluster

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

boolean
Recover
optional
string
Restore Destination to Snapshot Copy
optional

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in

Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name

Range

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

resultoperation-id

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_BREAK_INCOMPLETE
EVSERVERDR_VSERVER_NOT_INITIALIZED
EVSERVERDR_RELATIONSHIP_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED

snapmirror-break-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-break-iter API breaks one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

max-records

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query
recover

boolean
optional

Recover

restoredestinationto-snapshot

string
optional

Restore Destination to Snapshot Copy

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
break-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
break-iterelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successinfo[]
list' is true.
optional
Description

snapmirror-capabilities-get

[top]

The snapmirror-capabilities-get API returns capabilities information for an endpoint type. It is supported
only for the FlexVol endpoint type. It is not supported for FlexGroup, Infinite Volume, or non-Data
ONTAP endpoint types. This API is available in Data ONTAP 9.3 and later.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
capabilities-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes

Endpoint type. Only value of type flexvol is supported. The value
of type object_store is for NetApp internal use only and is
expected to be incompatible with a future release. Possible
smendpointtype values:

endpointtype

"flexvol" ,
"object_store"

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror.
capabilities-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-capabilities-get-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-capabilities-get API returns capabilities information for one or more endpoint types. It is
only supported for the FlexVol endpoint type. It is not supported for FlexGroup, Infinite Volume or nonData ONTAP endpoint types. This API is available in Data ONTAP 9.3 and later.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

snapmirrorcapabilitiesinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

snapmirrorcapabilitiesinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

snapmirrorcapabilitiesThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-check

[top]

The snapmirror-check API starts an operation to compare the contents of a snapshot between the
source volume and destination volume. You must specify the destination endpoint when using
snapmirror-check.
It is also possible to use the snapmirror-check command to compare only the contents of specific files or
LUNs in specific Snapshot copies. A file-level check is run when the check-file-list, source-path, sourcesnapshot, and target-snapshot parameters are specified. Only the contents of the files specified in
check-file-list are compared. You can also run a file-level check between volumes that are not in a
SnapMirror relationship.
This API is not supported for relationships with AltaVault endpoints.
For FlexGroup relationships, there is no support in the checker to check the relationship at the
FlexGroup level. The checker must be run on the constituent level relationships which are returned
when the snapmirror-get-iter API specifying the expand parameter is used.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the files or LUNs to be compared. The list can contain
specifications for up to 8 files or LUNs. Specification for each file
or LUN consists of a source-path and an optional destinationpath. Source-path is required and is the path of the file from the
root of the source Snapshot copy, e.g. /dira/file1 or /lun1. The
source path does not include the Snapshot name nor the source
volume name.

check-filelist

The path to each file to be compared in the target snapshot on
the destination volume is the same as the path specified by
source-path unless an optional destination-path is specified.
Destination-path begins with the @ symbol followed by the path
snapmirror- of the file from the root of the target Snapshot copy on the
file-path[] destination volume, e.g. @ /file1 or @ /dira/lun1. Source-paths
optional and destination-paths are separate entities in the list of paths. A
destination-path is associated with the source-path that
precedes it.

Examples: <snapmirror-file-path>/file1</snapmirror-file-path>
will compare the file /file1 on the source with the file with the
same path name on the destination <snapmirror-filepath>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> <snapmirror-file-path> @
/dst_file1</snapmirror-file-path> will compare file /file1 on the
source with file /dst_file on the destination. If this parameter is
specified, parameters source-path, source-snapshot and targetsnapshot must also be specified. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

destinationcluster

string
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship
in one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and,
for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint
can be specified using the location formats above, or by
specifying the parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, the name of the destination volume, and the name of
the destination cluster or the destination Vserver. The name of
the destination cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later

operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:
destinationvserver

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

skip-secheck

sourcecluster

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with relationship
control plane of 'v1' confined to a single cluster. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

boolean
optional

Specifies that the check of the storage efficiency data will be
skipped on extended data protection relationships and file-level
transfers. The default value for this parameter is 'false'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.0 or later.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if
using this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume

are not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying
the parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of
the source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the
source Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the source Snapshot copy to be used for a file-level
check. If this parameter is specified, parameters check-file-list,
source-path and target-snapshot must also be specified. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

targetsnapshot

string
optional

Output Name

Range

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.
Specifies the target Snapshot copy to be used, instead of the
exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This
parameter is required for a file-level check.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

result-status

string

result-jobid

Errno

[0..2^641]

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_VOLUME_NOT_INITIALIZED
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER

snapmirror-check-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-check-iter API checks one or more SnapMirror relationships. A job will be spawned to
operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using
the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the files or LUNs to be compared. The list can contain
specifications for up to 8 files or LUNs. Specification for each file
or LUN consists of a source-path and an optional destinationpath. Source-path is required and is the path of the file from the
root of the source Snapshot copy, e.g. /dira/file1 or /lun1. The
source path does not include the Snapshot name nor the source
volume name.

check-filelist

The path to each file to be compared in the target snapshot on
the destination volume is the same as the path specified by
source-path unless an optional destination-path is specified.
Destination-path begins with the @ symbol followed by the path
snapmirror- of the file from the root of the target Snapshot copy on the
file-path[] destination volume, e.g. @ /file1 or @ /dira/lun1. Source-paths
optional and destination-paths are separate entities in the list of paths. A
destination-path is associated with the source-path that
precedes it.
Examples: <snapmirror-file-path>/file1</snapmirror-file-path>
will compare the file /file1 on the source with the file with the
same path name on the destination <snapmirror-filepath>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> <snapmirror-file-path> @
/dst_file1</snapmirror-file-path> will compare file /file1 on the
source with file /dst_file on the destination. If this parameter is
specified, parameters source-path, source-snapshot and targetsnapshot must also be specified. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

continue-onfailure

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

boolean
optional

integer
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not

provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^321]

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with relationship
control plane of 'v1' confined to a single cluster. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true

skip-secheck

boolean
optional

Specifies that the check of the storage efficiency data will be
skipped on extended data protection relationships and file-level
transfers. The default value for this parameter is 'false'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.0 or later.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the source Snapshot copy to be used for a file-level
check. If this parameter is specified, parameters check-file-list,
source-path and target-snapshot must also be specified. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

targetsnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the target Snapshot copy to be used, instead of the
exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume. This
parameter is required for a file-level check.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
check-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

success-list

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
check-iterscheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get

[top]

The snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-get API returns information regarding
the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of Async Vserver
DR configuration data.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, Async Vserver DR cannot be enabled simultaneously with metrocluster. For this
reason this command will return an error if metrocluster is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-storageinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-storage- The attributes of the snapmirror.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify
The snapmirror-config-replication-cluster-storage-configuration-modify API modifies nformation
regarding the configuration of the cluster-wide storage associated with cross-cluster replication of Async
Vserver DR configuration data.
If input is not provided for a particular value, then the item is not modified in the storage configuration.
On Data ONTAP 8.3, Async Vserver DR cannot be enabled simultaneously with metrocluster. For this
reason this command will return an error if metrocluster is currently enabled on the cluster.
Input Name Range
disallowedaggregates

Type

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the Async
name[] Vserver DR configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

Description

[top]

snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility-get

[top]

This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of snapmirror configuration data.
Input Name Range

Type

aggregate

aggr-name

desiredattributes

snapmirrorcr-statusaggregateeligibility-info
optional

Output Name Range

Description
The aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
hosting eligibility.
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusThe attributes of the snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility.
aggregateeligibility-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility-get-iter
This API returns information regarding the eligibility of aggregates to host configuration replication
volumes used for the replication of snapmirror configuration data.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusaggregateeligibilityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

snapmirrorcr-statusaggregateeligibilityinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror-crstatus-aggregate-eligibility object. All snapmirror-cr-statusaggregate-eligibility objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type
snapmirrorcr-status-

Description

[top]

attributeslist

aggregate- The list of attributes of snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility
eligibility- objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-comm-get

[top]

Obtain the results of the SnapMirror config replication status check.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

snapmirrorcr-statuscomm-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

peer-clusteruuid

string

Output Name Range

The UUID of the peer cluster destination for SnapMirror
configuration replication.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-status- The attributes of the snapmirror.
comm-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-comm-get-iter

[top]

Obtain the results of the SnapMirror config replication status check.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statuscomm-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

snapmirrorcr-statuscomm-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
comminfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-cr-status-get

[top]

Obtain the results of the SnapMirror config replication status check.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-statusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorcr-status- The attributes of the snapmirror.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-create
The snapmirror-create API creates a SnapMirror relationship between a source and destination volume
or Vserver. The following types of relationships can be created:
'data_protection' - For Disaster Recovery (DR);
'load_sharing' - For load-sharing within the same Vserver;
'vault' - For Vault;
'transition_data_protection' - For 7-mode to Cluster-Mode transition;
'restore' - For restoring a data protection (DP) volume data;
'extended_data_protection' - For extended data protection;

[top]

With Data ONTAP 9.5 or later, when a new relationship is created with 'extended_data_protection' as
the type and no policy is specified, the system policy 'MirrorAndVault' will be used. With Data ONTAP 9.3
or later, when a new relationship is created with 'data_protection' as type, an
'extended_data_protection' relationship will be created. This relationship will provide the same
functional behavior as the 'data_protection' type in terms of Snapshot copy selection and retention. This
is achieved by using a policy which has the rule to replicate all Snapshot copies. The SnapMirror create
will fail if the policy specified does not have the rule to replicate all Snapshot copies. There is an
exception to this overriding of the 'data_protection' type. If a relationship of type 'data_protection' in
the opposite direction already exists, the new relationship will also be of type 'data_protection'. The
'data_protection' type will eventually be deprecated and applications should use the
'extended_data_protection' type when creating new relationships. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, only 'data_protection' and 'load_sharing' type are supported. Relationships of type
'restore' are created temporary during a restore operation initiated using the snapmirror-restore API or
the corresponding command. The source and destination endpoints must be specified when using the
snapmirror-create API. This API will fail if the destination volume does not exist. With Data ONTAP 9.3
or later the following relationships can be created:
SnapMirror relationships between a Data ONTAP volume and a SolidFire endpoint.
When a SolidFire endpoint is specified as source or destination, a Data ONTAP volume must be
used as the other side of the SnapMirror relationship.
With Data ONTAP 9.1 or later the following relationships can be created:
SnapMirror relationships between two FlexGroups. FlexGroups only support extended data
protection relationships. For FlexGroup relationships, the source and destination FlexGroups must
be spread over the same number of aggregates as specified in the volume-create-async API aggrlist parameter with the same number of constituents per aggregate as specified in the volumecreate-async API aggr-list-multiplier parameter.
SnapMirror relationships between a Data ONTAP source volume and an AltaVault destination
endpoint.
When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source must be a Data ONTAP volume.
An AltaVault source cannot be specified for create.
With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, you can create a SnapMirror relationship between two Vservers. The
destination Vserver will be a backup of the source Vserver's data and configuration. For this, before you
use this API, you should have created a source and a destination Vserver. The source Vserver should be
a default data Vserver. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the API does not validate the
attributes and the existence of the source volume. It will succeed even if the source volume does not
exist. The validation will be done at the first transfer time. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in ClusterMode, the API will fail if the source volume is not in online state and read-write (RW) type, or the
destination volume is not in online state and a DP (Data Protection) type. Note: The source volume
might contain data and Snapshot copies prior to creating the SnapMirror relationship. If the destination
volume is not empty, it must have a Snapshot copy in common with the source volume, that is, it must
have once been a copy of the source volume. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, the API
will fail if there is no common Snapshot copy. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode the API will
succeed, but all subsequent transfers will fail if there is no common snapshot copy. Load-sharing
mirrors have the following restrictions: - They only use FlexVol volumes. - They are confined to a single
Vserver; they are not allowed to span Vservers. - The source or destination of a load-sharing
relationship cannot be the source or destination of any other SnapMirror relationship. A set of loadsharing mirrors can have one or more destination volumes. You create separate SnapMirror
relationships between the common source volume and each destination volume to create the set of
load-sharing mirrors. If the destination volume is empty, it must be initialized using the snapmirrorinitialize API. Destination volumes in a set of load-sharing mirrors must be initialized using the
snapmirror-initialize-ls-set API. The snapmirror-create API must be issued on the destination cluster on
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies a list of the consistency group (CG) item mappings.
This parameter is relevant to CG level relationships and will be

cg-itemmappings

destinationcluster

string[]
optional

string
optional

considered only if the supplied source and destination path
values denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must
contain mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and
destination volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,...
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship
in one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and,
for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint
can be specified using the location formats above, or by
specifying the parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, the name of the destination volume, and the name of
the destination cluster or the destination Vserver. The name of
the destination cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if destination-location is not
specified.

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:
destinationvserver

identitypreserve

is-autoexpandenabled

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

policy

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

boolean
optional

This optional parameter specifies whether or not the identity of
the source Vserver is replicated to the destination Vserver and is
applicable on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. If this parameter is set to
true, the source Vserver's configuration will additionally be
replicated to the destination. If the parameter is set to false,
then only the source Vserver's volumes and RBAC configuration
are replicated to the destination. By default this parameter will
be false.

boolean
optional

Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto
expand. If specified as false, destination will not be expanded
automatically. This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup
relationships. If the paramter is not specified, auto expansion
will be enabled on FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is
only available on Data ONTAP 9.3 or later.

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the snapmirror policy for the relationship.
For SnapMirror relationships of type 'vault' or 'extended data
protection', the policy will also have rules to select snapshot
copies that must be transferred. If no policy is specified, a
default policy will be applied depending on the type of the
SnapMirror relationship. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v2'.
Specifies the type of the SnapMirror relationship. An extended
data protection relationship with a policy of type vault is
equivalent to a 'vault' relationship. Possible values:

relationshiptype

string
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"
If set to true, returns the snapmirror on successful creation.
Default: false

schedule

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, which is used to update
the SnapMirror relationship.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if
using this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume
are not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying
the parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of
the source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the
source Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

tries

vserver

Output Name

string
optional

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual
or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default
is eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to
disable manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode, the maximum number of times to attempt a
transfer is an attribute of the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the
value of this parameter is ignored.

string
optional

If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
option is currently a reserved option and should not be used for
queries. The destination-vserver parameter should be used to
select the Vserver in a cluster context.

Range

result

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

snapmirrorThe snapmirror created (keys or the entire object if requested)
info
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPILICENSE
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_RW_VOLUME
EDEST_ISNOT_LS_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
ERELATION_EXISTS
ESOURCE_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_VSERVERS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_IS_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOLUME_HAS_CACHE
ESOURCE_VOLUME_HAS_CACHE
EDEST_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
EDEST_VOLUME_NOT_EMPTY
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_VOLUME_CLONE
ENOSNAPSHOT_COPY
EVOLUMES_EMPTY

Description

Description

EVOLUMES_WITH_DIFF_STRIPES
ESCHEDULE_DOESNT_EXIST
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_VSR_INFO_GET_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SRC_VSERVER_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_SRC
EVSERVERDR_DST_DESTINATION_OF_DR_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_DST_DESTINATION_OF_VSM_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_VS_SM_NOT_ALLOWED_IN_VSERVER
EVSERVERDR_NO_SM_IN_MCC
EVSERVERDR_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
EVSERVERDR_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED_ON_SRC
EVSERVERDR_GET_OPTIMUM_NODE_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_ONLY_DP_TYPE_ALLOWED
ENOT_SUPPORTED_BY_FLEXGROUP_OR_CONSTITUENTS
ENOT_SUPPORTED_BY_FLEXGROUP_CONSTITUENTS
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-delete-connection

[top]

Deletes a connection specified by connection. This API must be executed on the destination filer.
Currently, the connections are in: /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range Type
connection

string

Description
Connection name to delete. The name is in ASCII and must begin with an
alpha character.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-delete-schedule

[top]

Delete the schedule for a given destination. This API must be executed on the destination filer.
Input Name Range Type

Description

destinationlocation

The destination location of a schedule to delete. The destination location is
string of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-delete-sync-schedule

[top]

Delete a synchronous schedule for a given destination. This API must be executed on the destination
filer.
Input Name Range Type
destinationlocation

Description

The destination location of a schedule to delete. The destination location is
string of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-destroy
The snapmirror-destroy API removes only the SnapMirror relationship of a source volume and a
destination volume, the volumes are not destroyed and Snapshot copies on the volumes are not
removed. In case of a Vserver SnapMirror relationship, this API removes only the relationship between a
source and destination Vserver. The Vservers are not destroyed. The key parameter that identifies any
SnapMirror relationship is the destination volume or the destination Vserver in the case of a Vserver
SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. You must specify the destination endpoint when
using snapmirror-destroy. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-destroy API
fails if a SnapMirror transfer for the SnapMirror relationship is in progress. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-destroy API will attempt to abort any ongoing transfer. However,
failure to abort the transfer will not cause the API to fail. A set of load-sharing mirrors might contain
multiple destination volumes, each destination volume having a separate SnapMirror relationship with
the common source volume. When used on one of the SnapMirror relationships from the set of loadsharing mirrors, the snapmirror-destroy API deletes the specified SnapMirror relationship from the set of
load-sharing mirrors. The snapmirror-destroy API preserves the read-write or read-only attributes of the
volumes of a SnapMirror relationship after the relationship is deleted. Therefore, a read-write volume
that was the source of a SnapMirror relationship retains its read-write attributes, and a data protection
volume or a load-sharing volume that was a destination of a SnapMirror relationship retains its readonly attributes. Note: When a SnapMirror relationship from a set of load-sharing mirrors is deleted, the
destination volume becomes a data protection volume and retains the read-only attributes of a data
protection volume. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can only be issued on the

[top]

destination Vserver. The SnapMirror relationship information is deleted from destination Vserver, but no
cleanup or deletion is performed on the source Vserver. The snapmirror-release API must be issued on
the source Vserver to delete the relationship information on the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can be issued on the source or on the destination cluster. When
issued on the destination cluster, the SnapMirror relationship information on the source and destination
clusters is deleted. When issued on the source cluster, only the SnapMirror relationship information on
the source cluster is deleted. Note: If the SnapMirror relationship identified by the destination endpoint
does not exist, this API will return success. This API is not supported if the destination end point is a
Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

destinationcluster

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, and the name
of the destination volume must also be specified if using this parameter.
This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in ClusterMode for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are
not specified. This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in

Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:
destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the source Vserver, and the name of
the source volume must also be specified if using this parameter. This
parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one of
the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in ClusterMode for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are not
specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the source
volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source Vserver. The
name of the source cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship.
This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters should also
be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data
ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

Output Name Range
resultoperation-id

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not specified.

Type

Description

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPILICENSE
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
ETRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-destroy-async
The snapmirror-destroy-async API removes the SnapMirror relationship between a source and
destination Infinite Volume or a source and destination Vserver. The volumes or Vservers themselves
are not destroyed and Snapshot copies on the volumes are not removed. You must specify the
destination endpoint when using snapmirror-destroy-async. The destination endpoint could be a
Infinte volume in case of a SnapMirror relationship between Infinite volumes.
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
For Infinite volume SnapMirror relationships,
snapmirror-destroy-async API fails if a SnapMirror transfer for the relationship is in progress.
snapmirror-destroy-async API preserves the read-write or read-only attributes of the volumes of a
SnapMirror relationship after the relationship is deleted. Therefore, a read-write volume that was
the source of a SnapMirror relationship retains its read-write attributes, and a data protection

[top]

volume that was the destination of a SnapMirror relationship retains its read-only attributes.
snapmirror-destroy-async API should be used from the destination cluster. When used in this
fashion, the destination-side information will be cleaned up. The destination will also attempt to
cleanup source-side information. If the source cluster is not available, the destination-side
information will still be cleaned up.
this API is not supported if the destination end point is a flexible volume or an Infinite Volume
constituent.
For Vserver SnapMirror relationships,
snapmirror-destroy-async API can be issued even if a transfer is in progress for the relationship.
snapmirror-destroy-async API preserves the subtype attribute of the Vserver. Therefore, a default
Vserver that was the source of a SnapMirror relationship continues to be of subtype default, and a
dp-destination Vserver that was a destination of a SnapMirror relationship continues to be of
subtype dp-destination.
snapmirror-destroy-async API should be used from the destination cluster. This will cleanup the
destination-side information for the relationship.
A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

destinationcluster

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the

destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.

This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name

Range

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

resultoperation-id
result-status

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
License
SnapMirror

Description

snapmirror-destroy-iter

[top]

Removes one or several SnapMirror relationships. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume
constituents.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
destroydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

success-list

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
destroyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-get

[top]

The snapmirror-get API returns information for a SnapMirror relationship.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode this API can be issued on the source cluster or
destination cluster of the relatonship. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be
issued on the destination Vserver or the destination cluster of the relationship. The destination endpoint
must be specified when using the snapmirror-get API.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

string
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.

This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends
on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or

later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
sourcevserver

Output Name Range
attributes
Errno

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-destination
The snapmirror-get-destination API returns information about a SnapMirror relationship whose source
endpoint is on the cluster or Vserver it is issued on. The destination endpoint must be specified when
using this API. The source endpoint can also be specified.
The cluster or Vserver may have several entries for the specified endpoints, but with different
relationship IDs. In this case the API returns information about the first entry. To get information about
all the SnapMirror relationships matching the specified endpoints, the snapmirror-get-destination-iter
API must be used.
Note that the information for a SnapMirror relationship will not be available on its source Vserver or
source cluster until at least one transfer is initiated.

[top]

The information returned can be stale. Stale information corresponds to a SnapMirror relationship that
has been deleted on its destination cluster or Vserver.
This API is only supported on Data ONTAP 8.2 and above operating in Cluster-Mode.
This API must be issued on the source Vserver or the source cluster of the relationship.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type
snapmirrordestinationinfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

destinationlocation

string
optional

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future.
The destination endpoint can be specified using the location format
above, or by specifying the parameters for the name of the
destination Vserver and the name of the destination volume.

destinationvolume

string
optional

Specifies the name of destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationshp. The name of the destination Vserver must also be
specified if using this parameter.

destinationvserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the relationship.
The name of the destination volume must also be specified if using
this parameter.

sourcelocation

string
optional

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future. The
source endpoint can be specified using the location format above, or
by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver
and the name of the source volume.

sourcevolume

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. The name of the source Vserver must also be specified
if using this parameter.

sourcevserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. The name of the source volume must also be specified
if using this parameter.

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

snapmirrordestination- The attributes of the snapmirror.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-destination-iter
The snapmirror-get-destination-iter API returns information about, one or more SnapMirror relationships
whose source endpoints are in the Vserver or the cluster the API is issued on.
The information returned can be stale. Stale information corresponds to a SnapMirror relationship that
has been deleted on its destination cluster or Vserver. Stale information may result to several entries
being returned with the same source and destination endpoints, but with different relationship IDs.

[top]

Note that the information for a SnapMirror relationship will not be available on its source Vserver or
source cluster until at least one transfer is initiated.
This API is only supported on Data ONTAP 8.2 and above operating in Cluster-Mode. It can be issued on
a Vserver or a Cluster.
Input Name

Type

Description

desiredattributes

snapmirrordestinationinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

expand

boolean
optional

Show Constituents of the Group

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

snapmirrordestinationinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

snapmirrordestinationThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-dp-personality

[top]

The snapmirror-get-dp-personality API returns the Data Protection Personality (DP Personality) of the
cluster.
This API is supported on Data ONTAP 9.1 or later.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description

snapmirrorget-dppersonality
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorget-dp- The attributes of the snapmirror.

personality
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-get-iter API returns information for one or several SnapMirror relationships.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can be issued on a cluster. It returns all
SnapMirror relationships that have a source or destination endpoint in that cluster, and that match the
parameters specified. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API can be issued on a
Vserver or a cluster. It returns all the SnapMirror relationships, which have a destination endpoint in
that Vserver or cluster, and that match the parameters specified.
Input Name

Range

Type

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
expand
max-records

[1..2^321]

Show Constituents of the Group

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

string
optional

tag

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

snapmirrorThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

boolean
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
snapmirrorspecified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
info
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

query

Output Name

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-get-status
Return the SnapMirror status. This API can be issued on either the source or destination filer.

[top]

Input Name Range

location

Type

Description

string
optional

The source location or destination location of the SnapMirror pair.
Possible types are volume or qtree only. If this input is provided,
only the SnapMirror relationships with a matching source or
destination will be reported. The argument is invalid if the named
location doesn't exist. In this case, snapmirror-status-info output
will not be present. The argument can also be invalid if it is a
flexclone name. (Be aware that the snapmirror-list-destinations API
can return flexclone names.) Then snapmirror-get-status API will
return a snapmirror-status output value with a "state" of "unknown".
If the argument is not specified, all source, destination SnapMirror
pairs are returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
is-available

boolean

snapmirrorstatus

snapmirrorstatusinfo[]
optional

True if SnapMirror is available.
An array of SnapMirror pair status. If there are no transfers or
schedules, then snapmirror-status is not returned. Any and all pairs
whose source or destination location matches the input location will
be in the output.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-get-total-records

[top]

Obtain the total number of SnapMirror relationships. This is a point in time estimate and may be
different on subsequent calls.
Output Name
count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64-1] integer The total number of snapmirror objects.

snapmirror-get-volume-status

[top]

Returns SnapMirror status values for a given volume. Including whether: the volume is a source of a
SnapMirror relationship; the volume is a destination of a SnapMirror relationship; a transfer is in
progress; the relationship is broken off. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API is
provided for backward compatibility only. It will fail if the volume is the source or destination of a loadsharing SnapMirror relationship. It is recommended to use the snapmirror-get-iter API to get the same
information. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be issued on the cluster the
volume belongs to. This API is not supported On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
You must use the snapmirror-get-iter and snapmirror-get-destination-iter APIs. If issued on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, this API will return EOPNOTSUPPORTED error.
Input Name Range
volume

Type

Description

string

Name of the volume to be queried. On Data ONTAP operating in ClusterMode, specifies the location of the volume the following formats:
[<cluster>:][//<vserver>/]<volume>

Output Name Range
isdestination

Type

Description

boolean true if it was determined that the volume is a destination of a
optional SnapMirror relationship. false otherwise

is-source

boolean true if it was determined that the volume is a source of a SnapMirror
optional relationship. false otherwise

is-transferbroken

true if it was determined that the volume is a destination of a
boolean
SnapMirror relationship that was broken off. The volume allows reads
optional
and writes. false otherwise

is-transferin-progress

boolean true if it was determined that the volume is a source or a destination of
optional a SnapMirror relationship that has a transfer going on. false otherwise

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTLOCAL
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUME_RELSTATUS_UNKNOWN
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOL_RESTRICTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-history-get

[top]

The snapmirror-history-get API returns information for a SnapMirror operation of the last 24 hours. This
API must be issued on the destination Vserver or the destination cluster of the relationship. The
operation-id must be specified when using the snapmirror-history-get API. This API can be used only
with Data ONTAP 8.3 (or later). The snapmirror-history-get API does not return information about
operations which happened while operating prior to Data ONTAP 8.3. The snapmirror-history-get API
does not return information for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1. This
API does not return information for operations on FlexGroup relationships which happened prior to
installing Data ONTAP 9.5. This API does not return information about operations on FlexGroup
constituents.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
history-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following format:
<[vserver:]volume>
<vserver:>

destinationlocation

string
optional

destinationvolume

string
optional

destinationvserver

string
optional

operation-id

string

Output Name Range

Type

This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers. The destination endpoint can be specified
using the location format, or by specifying the parameters for the
name of the destination Vserver and the name of the destination
volume or the destination Vserver for Vserver SnapMirror
relationships.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship.If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified:
The name of the destination Vserver.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified for volume SnapMirror relationships:
The name of destination volume.
A unique identifier assigned to a SnapMirror operation.
Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror.
history-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-history-get-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-history-get-iter API returns information for one or several SnapMirror operations of the
last 24 hours. This API must be issued on the destination Vserver or the destination cluster of the
relationship. This API can be used only with Data ONTAP 8.3 (or later). It returns all the SnapMirror
operations, which have a destination endpoint in that Vserver or cluster, and that match the parameters
specified. The snapmirror-history-get API does not return information about operations which happened
while operating prior to Data ONTAP 8.3. The snapmirror-history-get API does not return information for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1. This API does not return
information for operations on FlexGroup relationships which happened prior to installing Data ONTAP
9.5. This API does not return information about operations on FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

query

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
history-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
snapmirrorspecified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror object.
history-info
All snapmirror objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorhistoryThe list of attributes of snapmirror objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-initialize
Performs the initial update of a SnapMirror relationship. You must specify the destination endpoint when
using snapmirror-initialize. This API must be used from the destination storage system on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode, from the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and
from the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, If the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume must be in the
restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a qtree, the qtree must not already exist.
On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, this API is usually used after the snapmirror-create API, but
it can be used alone, that is, without the snapmirror-create API, for data protection relationships only,
to create and initially update a SnapMirror relationship.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (The
relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v1'), a job will be spawned to operate on the SnapMirror
relationship, and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, for extended_data_protection relationships, a
32-bit volume cannot be the source or destination of the relationship.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, you can track the progress of the operation
using the snapmirror-get API, except for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later result-operation-id is returned. It only contains a valid value if the
relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000)
is returned when the field is not valid. This operation-id appears in the current-operation-id field
returned by the snapmirror-get API as long as the operation is active.
With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, this API can be used to initialize a relationship between two volumes or
two Vservers. 1. When volume names are specified, this API initializes a volume level relationship. 2.
When Vserver names without volume names are specified, this API will initialize a relationship between
two Vservers. This API can only be used for relationships between two Vservers after a successful
snapmirror-create API. During initialize a baseline transfer of the Vserver is performed.
With Data ONTAP 9.1, this API can be used to initialize a relationship between a Data ONTAP volume

[top]

and an AltaVault destination. 1. When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source must be a Data
ONTAP volume. 2. An AltaVault source cannot be specified for initialize.
With Data ONTAP 9.3, this API can be used to initialize a relationship between a Data ONTAP volume
and a SolidFire endpoint.
Input Name
destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the
destination is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault destination.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume. On Data ONTAP operating in 7Mode, if the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume must be in
the restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a qtree, the qtree
must not already exist.
This parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not
specified.

destinationsnapshot

Creates the specified snapshot (in addition to the regular SnapMirror
string
snapshot) on the destination after the qtree SnapMirror transfer is
optional
over.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.

Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:
destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

is-adaptive

Specifies if the SnapMirror relationship is adaptive. If the SnapMirror
relationship is adaptive, updates on the relationship might, and
boolean often will be triggered based on source volume changes. This
optional parameter is supported only for FlexVol SnapMirror relationships
between Data ONTAP endpoints. This parameter is only available on
Data ONTAP 9.4 or later.

is-autoexpandenabled

Specifies if the FlexGroup SnapMirror relationship and its destination
FlexGroup should be auto-expanded if the source FlexGroup is
expanded. This parameter is supported only for FlexGroup
SnapMirror relationships. If the initialize is creating a new
boolean
SnapMirror relationship, the default value is true. If it is not creating
optional
a new relationship, if a value is specified, it must match the current
value for the existing relationship. If the parameter is not specified,
the existing value will be retained. This parameter is only supported
on Data ONTAP 9.3. or later.

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
max[0..2^32- integer
is applied individually to each constituent relationship. On Data
optional
transfer-rate
1]
ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the max-transfer-rate parameter
does not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.
sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.

This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode when specifying a source endpoint, you must use
either the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and
source volume or the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode, If the source-location is not specified, then the source in
/etc/snapmirror.conf for the destination path is used.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Designates the source snapshot to use for a qtree update on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-mode, and the snapshot on the source volume
to use for the baseline transfer on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode. The default is to create a new snapshot on the
source for the transfer.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The If
using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

string
optional

Range

Type

The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values are:
"normal", and "low". The default value is the value specified in the
snapmirror policy which is associated with the relationship.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer Error code, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is only
code
1]
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Cluster-Mode.
result-errormessage
result-jobid

Error description, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is
string
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Clusteroptional
Mode.
[0..2^64- integer Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job. This parameter is
optional only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
1]

resultoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid
string
value if the relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID
optional
value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned
when the field is not valid.

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
string
"failed". This parameter is only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or
optional
above operating in Cluster-Mode.

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRROROFF
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPILICENSE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_ISNOT_LS_VOLUME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
EDEST_IS_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_VSERVERS_DIFFERENT
ESOURCE_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOLUME_NOT_EMPTY
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ENOSNAPSHOT_COPY
EVOLUMES_WITH_DIFF_STRIPES
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EDEST_NOT_DP_VSERVER
EUNSUPPORTED_CONFIG
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_DST
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_SRC
EVSERVERDR_SRC_SRC_OF_DR_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_RELATIONSHIP_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_POLICY_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_ROOT_VOL_HAS_DATA
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-initialize-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-initialize-iter API initializes the destination volume of one or more SnapMirror
relationships. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating ClusterMode (The relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v1'), A job will be spawned to operate on the
snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

continue-onfailure

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

is-autoexpandenabled

boolean
optional

Is Auto Expand Enabled

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

query

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true

source-

string

Designates the source Snapshot copy to use for a qtree update
on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode, and the Snapshot copy on
the source volume to use for the baseline transfer on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode. The default is to
create a new Snapshot copy on the source for the transfer.

snapshot

optional

This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.

string
optional

tag

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. The default
value is the value specified in the snapmirror policy which is
associated with the relationship. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
initializedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
initializescheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-initialize-ls-set

[top]

The snapmirror-initialize-ls-set API performs the initial manual update of a set of load-sharing mirrors.
This API is usually used after the snapmirror-create API is used to create a SnapMirror relationship for
each of the destination volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. You must specify the source endpoint
when using snapmirror-initialize-ls-set. Data and Snapshot copies are transferred from the source
volume to all up-to-date destination volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. Use the snapmirrorinitialize API to add and initialize a new destination volume to an existing set of load-sharing mirrors. A
job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the
job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship. When
string
specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
optional
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume.

sourcevolume

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string source cluster and source Vserver must also be specified if using this
optional parameter. This parameter may be optional if executed outside
cluster context.

sourcevserver

Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source cluster and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ESOURCE_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

snapmirror-list-connections

[top]

Returns connection information for a given connection or all connections. The API must be executed on
the destination filer. Currently, the connections are in: /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range
connection

Output Name Range
snapmirrorconnections

Type
string
optional
Type

Description
Connection name of the connection information to obtain. If the
connections is not specified, then the connection information for all
the connections is returned.
Description

snapmirrorconnection- An array of SnapMirror connection information.
info[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-destinations

[top]

Returns a list of destination locations and information about SnapMirror relationships for given source
locations, which can be a volume name or qtree path. This API must be issued on the source filer. This
API is not supported for relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.
Input Name Range
sourcelocation

Output Name Range
destinations

Type

Description

string
optional

Source location of the SnapMirror pair. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. If the source-location is not
specified, then all source, destination SnapMirror pairs are returned.

Type

Description

destinationA list of currently-known destinations on a source filer.
info[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-schedule

[top]

Returns the schedule for a given destination or all destinations. The API must be executed on the
destination filer. Currently, the schedules is in /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range
destinationlocation

Output Name Range
snapmirrorschedules

Type

Description

string
optional

The destination location of a schedule to obtain. The destination
location is of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. The <filer> must match the
destination filer. If the destination-location is not specified, then all
the destination schedules are returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorschedule- An array of SnapMirror schedule.
info[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-sync-schedule

[top]

Returns a synchronous schedule for a given destination or all destinations. The API must be executed on
the destination filer. Currently, the schedules is in /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range
destinationlocation

Output Name Range
snapmirrorsyncschedules

Type

Description

string
optional

The destination location of a schedule to obtain. The destination
location is of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. The <filer> must match the
destination filer. If the destination-location is not specified, then all
the destination schedules are returned.

Type

Description

snapmirrorsyncAn array of SnapMirror schedule.
scheduleinfo[]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-list-unprotected

[top]

The snapmirror-list-unprotected API returns a list of unprotected volumes for the specified source
Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

snapmirrorlistunprotected
optional

sourcevserver

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Specifies the source Vserver for which to list unprotected volumes.
Description

snapmirrorlistThe attributes of the snapmirror.

unprotected
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-modify

[top]

The snapmirror-modify API changes one or more parameters of a SnapMirror relationship. The key
parameter that identifies any SnapMirror relationship is the destination volume or the destination
Vserver in the case of a Vserver SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
You must specify the destination endpoint when using the snapmirror-modify API. For load-sharing
mirrors, a change to a parameter affects all of the SnapMirror relationships in the set of load-sharing
mirrors. Destination volumes in a set of load-sharing mirrors do not have individual parameter settings.
Changes made by the snapmirror-modify API do not take effect until the next manual or scheduled
update of the SnapMirror relationship. Changes do not affect updates that have started and have not
finished yet. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode this API must be issued on the destination
Cluster. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be issued on the destination
Vserver if operating in a Vserver context and on the destination cluster if operating in a cluster context.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name

destinationcluster

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume

are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of
the destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or
the destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

is-autoexpandenabled

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto expand.
boolean
If specified as false, destination will not be expanded automatically.
optional
This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup relationships. If the
parameter is not specified, auto expansion will be enabled on
FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 9.3 or later.

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
max[0..2^32- integer bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
optional is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The maxtransfer-rate
1]
transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing transfers and
transfers for other relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre
8.2 confined to a single cluster.
policy
schedule

smSpecifies the name of the SnapMirror policy that applies to this
policy
relationship.
optional
string Specifies the name of the cron schedule, used to update the
optional SnapMirror relationship.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:

sourcecluster

string
optional

Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual or
scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default is eight
times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to disable
string manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror relationship. This
optional parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in ClusterMode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the maximum
number of times to attempt a transfer is an attribute of the
SnapMirror policy. Therefore the value of this parameter is ignored.

tries

If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
vserverVserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
name
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
optional
option is currently a reserved option.

vserver

Output Name

Range

resultoperation-id

Type

Description

uuid
Result Operation Id
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
ESCHEDULE_DOESNT_EXIST
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL

snapmirror-modify-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-modify-iter API allows to change one or more parameters of one or more SnapMirror
relationships. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

is-autoexpandenabled

Range

Type
boolean
optional

boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto
expand. If specified as false, destination will not be expanded
automatically. This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup
relationships. If the parameter is not specified, auto expansion

will be enabled on FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is
only available on Data ONTAP 9.3 or later.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

sm-policy
optional

policy

Specifies the name of the SnapMirror policy that applies to this
relationship.

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

schedule

string
optional

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, used to update the
SnapMirror relationship.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

tries

string
optional

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual
or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default
is eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to
disable manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode, the maximum number of times to attempt a
transfer is an attribute of the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the
value of this parameter is ignored.

vserver

vservername
optional

If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
option is currently a reserved option.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
modify-

failure-list

iter-info[]
optional

next-tag

due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
element 'return-failure-list' is true.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-off

[top]

Disables SnapMirror data transfers and turns off the SnapMirror scheduler. Check the SnapMirror status
with the snapmirror-get-status API for results.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-on

[top]

Enables SnapMirror data transfers and turns on the SnapMirror scheduler. Check the SnapMirror status
with the snapmirror-get-status API for results.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-promote

[top]

The snapmirror-promote API performs a failover to the destination volume of a load-sharing SnapMirror
relationship. This API changes the destination volume from a load-sharing volume to a read-write
volume and makes the destination volume assume the identity of the source volume. The API then
destroys the original source volume. The destination volume must be a load-sharing volume. However,
you can still perform 'snapmirror-promote' on a destination load-sharing volume that has been left in
read-write state by a previously failed promote operation. You must specify the destination endpoint
when using snapmirror-promote. Note: The source volume and destination volume must be on the same
Vserver for the promote to work. Client accesses are redirected from the original source volume to the
promoted destination volume. The view clients see on the promoted destination volume is the latest
transferred Snapshot copy, which might lag behind the view clients had of the original source volume
before the promote. The SnapMirror relationship is usually deleted as part of the promotion process.
This is not true for a set of load-sharing mirrors that contain more than one destination volume. In this
case, the promoted destination volume becomes the new source volume to the set of load-sharing
mirrors. It is possible that the original source volume is the source of multiple SnapMirror relationships.
For such a configuration, the promoted destination volume becomes the new source volume of the other
SnapMirror relationships. The snapmirror-promote API fails if a SnapMirror transfer is in progress for
any SnapMirror relationship involving the original source volume.
Input Name Range

destinationcluster

Type

string
optional

Description
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, and the name of
the destination volume must also be specified if using this parameter.
This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one of
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP
8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are
not specified. This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of the
destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or the
destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.

Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters
should also be specified:

destinationvserver

sourcecluster

string
optional

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror relationship.
The parameters for the name of the source Vserver, and the name of the
source volume must also be specified if using this parameter. This
parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one of the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP
8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are not
specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the source
volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source Vserver. The

name of the source cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship.
This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters should also
be specified:
sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if source-location is not specified.

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror relationship.
This parameter is not supported if the source is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters should also
be specified:
sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on Data
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not specified.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_ISNOT_RW_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ETRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
ESRC_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

snapmirror-promote-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-promote-iter API performs failover for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

max-records

will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
promotedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
promoteelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-protect
The snapmirror-protect API protects the specified Vserver or a list of volumes. The snapmirror-protect
API must be used from the destination cluster. It is supported for FlexVol, FlexGroup and Vserver
endpoints. It is not supported for FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents,
AltaVault, or SolidFire endpoints. When source volumes are specified they must be read-write (RW)
volumes. This API is available in Data ONTAP 9.3 and later.
On Data ONTAP 9.4 and later, this API supports protecting FlexGroup endpoints.On Data ONTAP 9.7 and
later, this API supports protecting Vserver endpoints. A job will be spawned to operate on the

[top]

snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

autoinitialize

boolean
optional

Specifies whether or not an initialize should be started after
each SnapMirror relationship is created. The default value for
this parameter is true.

destinationvolumeprefix

string
optional

Specifies the destination volume name prefix.

destinationvolumesuffix

string
optional

Specifies the destination volume name suffix.

destinationvserver

xc-vs-name
Specifies the destination Vserver to be used for protection.
optional

destinationvserveripspace

string
optional

Specifies the IPspace the Vserver will be assigned to. If left
unspecified, the Vserver will be assigned to the default IPspace.
This parameter is supported while protecting a Vserver and is
available in Data ONTAP 9.7 or later.

snapmirrorSpecifies the list of source endpoints to be protected.
path[]

path-list

Specifies the name of the SnapMirror policy for the SnapMirror
relationships.

policy

sm-policy

schedule

string
optional

Specifies the name of the cron schedule for the SnapMirror
relationships.

sourcecluster

clustername
optional

Specifies the source cluster name. This parameter is valid only
when only a single Vserver is specified in the path-list
parameter. This parameter is supported on Data ONTAP 9.7 or
later.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether or not FabricPools are
selected when provisioning a FlexVol volume or FlexGroup
volume during the protection workflows. This parameter is
supported for FlexGroup volumes on Data ONTAP 9.5 or later.
This parameter is supported for FlexVol volumes on Data
ONTAP 9.7 or later.

supporttiering

Destination Volume Tiering Policy. This parameter is supported
tieringpolicyfor FlexGroup volumes on Data ONTAP 9.5 or later. This
enum
parameter is supported for FlexVol volumes on Data ONTAP 9.7
optional
or later.

tiering-policy

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

result-status

string

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

snapmirror-quiesce

[top]

Disables future transfers to a SnapMirror destination. If there is no transfer in progress, the SnapMirror
relationship becomes 'Quiesced'. If there is a transfer in progress, the SnapMirror relationship becomes
'Quiescing' until the transfer completes. If the current transfer aborts, it will be treated like a future
transfer and will not restart. When a SnapMirror relationship is quiesced, it remains in that state across
reboots and fail-overs. The relationship must exist on the destination and you must specify the
destination endpoint when using snapmirror-quiesce. The destination end point could be a:
Volume in case of a volume level SnapMirror relationship
Vserver in case of a Vserver level SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
An AltaVault endpoint on Data ONTAP 9.1 or later.
A SolidFire endpoint on Data ONTAP 9.3 or later.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, if applied to a load-sharing (LS) SnapMirror relationship,
all the relationships in the set will be quiesced. This API must be issued from the destination storage
system on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, on the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, and the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
Input Name Range
destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the destination
is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. This
parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP 7-mode This parameter is
mandatory if destination-vserver and, for relationships with volumes as
endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationship with volumes as endpoints
if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data non-Data
ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string
Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume or the source Vserver.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

resultoperation-id

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-quiesce-iter
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Disables future transfers for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^32-

integer

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in

continue-onfailure

max-records

1]

optional

this call. Default: 20

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
quiescedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
quiesceelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-release
The snapmirror-release API removes a SnapMirror relationship on the source endpoint. It unlocks and
cleanups the snapshots pertaining to the relationship. It does not destroy any volume. You must specify
the destination endpoint when using snapmirror-release. The destination end-point could be a: (a)
Volume for a volume level relationship (b) Vserver for a Vserver SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP
8.3 or later. Unless relationship-info-only is specified, this operation will fail if it is unable to reach the
source volume and clean up snapshots. On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, if operated on a Vserver
SnapMirror relationship, relationships will be removed for all the volumes belonging to the Vserver. On
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, this API must be executed on the source Vserver or
source cluster following the deletion of the relationship on the destination Vserver or destination cluster.
It is possible to issue snapmirror-release on the source Vserver without deleting the relationship on the
destination Vserver. However, the relationship will continue to exist because the destination is the
authority. The relationship will reappear on the source on the next transfer. On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode, this API must be issued on the source storage system. On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode, this API must be issued on the source Vserver if operating in Vserver context and on the
source cluster if operating in a cluster context. This API is not supported on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
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'v1'. This API is not supported for relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or destination Vserver and destination
volume or the destination Vserver. This parameter is mandatory on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-mode This parameter is mandatory if destinationvserver and, for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified.

destinationvolume

Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
string this parameter, the destination Vserver must also be specified. This
optional parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as endpoints if
destination-location is not specified.

destinationvserver

Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
string
this parameter, the destination volume must also be specified. This
optional
parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

relationshipid

string Specifies the relationship unique identifier of the SnapMirror
optional relationship.

relationshipinfo-only

boolean If relationship-info-only is set to true then only relationship information
optional is removed. By default it is false.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source Vserver, and source volume or the
source Vserver.

sourcevolume

string Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
optional parameter, the source Vserver must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this
optional parameter, the source volume must also be specified.

Output Name Range
resultoperation-id

Type

Description

string Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

Errno

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPILICENSE
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
EVSERVERDR_SRC_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_DST_VSERVER_LOCAL
E_JOB_EXISTS
EREL_SRC_INFO_NOT_FOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapmirror-release-iter
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releases one or a group of SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records
query

snapmirror- If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
destination- specify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on

info

query, this input element must specify a query.

relationshipinfo-only

boolean
optional

If relationship-info-only is set to true then only relationship
information is removed. By default it is false.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not
be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the nexttag obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
releasedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
releaseelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-restore
The snapmirror-restore API restores either the entire contents of a selected Snapshot copy or selected
files or LUNs of a selected Snapshot copy from the source volume to the active file system (AFS) of the
destination volume.
The snapmirror-restore API creates a temporary SnapMirror restore relationship. For this reason the
destination volume cannot be the destination volume of another SnapMirror relationship. The temporary
restore relationship is deleted after the operation completes successfully.
When restoring the entire contents of a Snapshot copy the following applies.
If the destination volume is an empty data protection volume, the snapmirror-restore API
performs a baseline restore. The baseline restore transfers the contents of the selected Snapshot
copy from the source volume to the destination volume.
If the destination volume is read-write an incremental restore is performed. A read-write
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destination volume must have at least one Snapshot copy which also appears on the source
volume.
A read-write destination volume is converted to a data-protection volume for the duration of the
operation. When the destination volume is converted to a data-protection volume the latest
Snapshot copy on destination volume is made the exported Snapshot copy. Note, that any data
written to the destination volume since the last Snapshot copy is lost during this operation. To
save the contents of the AFS on the destination volume, stop all client access and create a new
Snapshot copy before starting this operation.
During an incremental restore a common Snapshot copy is selected. The Snapshot copy chosen as
the common Snapshot copy must be on the source and destination volumes. The contents of the
common Snapshot copy on the destination volume are copied to the AFS of the destination
volume. Then the contents of the Snapshot copy to be restored are transferred from the source
volume to the destination volume.
The destination volume is converted to a read-write volume after the contents of the Snapshot copy
have been transferred to the AFS of the destination volume.
If the destination volume is not an empty data protection volume or a read-write volume with at least
one Snapshot copy which also appears on the source volume, the command fails.
Unless 'source-snapshot' is specified the most recent Snapshot copy on the source volume is restored.
When restoring a list of files or LUNs of a Snapshot copy the following applies.
The destination volume must be a read-write volume and the state of the volume is not changed by the
restore operation.
Use the 'file-list' parameter to indicate the files or LUNs to be restored. Access to the files or LUNs being
restored on the destination volume is restricted during the operation.
If the file or LUN to which data is to be restored does not exist in the destination volume's AFS it will be
created. When creating a file or LUN in the destination AFS, all directories in the path of the file or LUN
being restored must exist and for a LUN the parent directory must also be the root of the destination
volume or the root of a Qtree in the destination volume.
The 'source-snapshot' parameter is required when restoring a list of files or LUNs. Files or LUNs to be
restored must exist in the source Snapshot copy.
If the file or LUN being restored exists in the destination volume's AFS but is not the same file or LUN as
in the source Snapshot copy, the contents of the file or LUN in the destination volume AFS will be
overwritten but the file or LUN will retain its inode and for a LUN its identity as well. If the file or LUN
being restored exists in the destination volume AFS it must be the same type as the file or LUN in the
source Snapshot copy. Overwriting a file with a LUN or LUN with a file is not supported.
The 'create-check-snapshot' parameter is supported only when restoring files or LUNs and should be
used only if the contents of the files or LUNs restored are to be verified using the 'snapmirror-check'
API.
This API may be used to restart a failed snapmirror-restore operation.
This API may be used to terminate an aborted or failed snapmirror-restore operation by specifying the
'clean-up-failure' parameter set to 'true'. Terminating an aborted or failed snapmirror-restore operation
deletes any residual temporary restore relationship.
Terminating an operation restoring the entire contents of a Snapshot copy converts the destination
volume back to being read-write if the destination volume was read-write prior to the initial snapmirrorrestore operation while removing any data transferred or copied during the snapmirror-restore
operation.
On Data ONTAP 9.1, only the SnapMirror source can be an AltaVault endpoint and the destination must
be a Data ONTAP volume.

On Data ONTAP 9.4 and later, this API supports FlexGroup endpoints.
Terminating an operation restoring files or LUNs of a Snapshot copy deletes any files whose contents
were partially restored but does not delete partially restored LUNs. Access restriction to the partially
restored LUNs is not removed. Such a LUN may be deleted using the 'lun-destroy' API with the 'destroyfenced-lun' parameter. A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
cg-itemmappings

clean-upfailure

createchecksnapshot

destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

cg-itemmapping[] Consistency Group Item Mappings
optional

boolean
optional

Use this parameter with the value of 'true' to recover from an
aborted or failed restore operation. If the destination volume
was read-write prior to the failed or aborted restore operation, it
is converted back to read-write if necessary while removing all
data transferred or copied during the restore operation. Any
residual temporary restore relationship is also removed from the
destination Vserver. An attempt is made to remove any residual
temporary restore relationship from the source Vserver. The
default value for this parameter is 'false'.

boolean
optional

If this parameter is specified with the value of 'true' a Snapshot
copy is created on the destination volume. The purpose of this
Snapshot copy is for verifying the contents of files or LUNs
restored using the 'snapmirror-check' API. The name of the
Snapshot copy created is of the form 'snapmirrorCHK.
<destination volume Vserver UUID>.<destination volume
msid>.<time_stamp>'. Once the Snapshot copy is no longer
needed for verifying data it is the responsibility of the user to
delete the Snapshot copy. This parameter is only available on
Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

clustername
optional

Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship
in one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

snapmirrorpath
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.

<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and,
for relationships with volumes as endpoints, destinationvolume are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint
can be specified using the location formats above, or by
specifying the parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, the name of the destination volume, and the name of
the destination cluster or the destination Vserver. The name of
the destination cluster is only required on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode.
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

volumenamenolink
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if destination-location is not
specified.
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is
a non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the
following parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

disablestorageefficiency

maxtransfer-rate

xc-vs-name
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.

boolean
optional

The default behavior of restore is to preserve storage efficiency
when possible. Use this parameter with a value of 'true' to turn
off storage efficiency for data transferred over the wire and
written to the destination volume. The default value for this
parameter is false.

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. The max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect
load-sharing transfers and transfers for other relationships with
Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.
Specifies the files or LUNs of the Snapshot copy to be restored
and the location to which the files or LUNs are restored in the
active file system (AFS) on the destination volume. May contain
specifications for up to 8 files or LUNs. Specification for each file
or LUN consists of a source-path and an optional destinationpath. Source-path is required and is the path of the file from the
root of the source Snapshot copy, e.g. /dira/file1 or /lun1. The

restore-filelist

sourcecluster

source path does not include the Snapshot name nor the source
volume name. The path to which data is restored in the
destination volume's AFS is the same as the path specified by
source-path unless an optional destination-path is specified.
snapmirrorDestination-path begins with the @ symbol followed by the path
file-path[]
of the file from the root of the destination volume, e.g. @ /file1
optional
or @ /dira/lun1. File restore is not supported if the source-path
or destination-path contains commas in its directory or file
name. Source-paths and destination-paths are separate entities
in the list of paths. A destination-path is associated with the
source-path that precedes it. Example: <snapmirror-filepath>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> will restore /file1 to the
same path on the destination volume's AFS while <snapmirrorfile-path>/file1</snapmirror-file-path> <snapmirror-file-path>
@ /dst_file1</snapmirror-file-path> will restore the data to
/dst_file1 on the destination volume's AFS. This parameter is
only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

clustername
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if
using this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

sourcelocation

snapmirrorpath
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2
operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating
in Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode. This format depends on Vserver peering
setup between the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume
are not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying
the parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of
the source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the
source Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required
on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

Specifies the Snapshot from the source to be restored.

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
volumenamenolink
optional

sourcevolume

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane
is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with
volumes as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

xc-vs-name
optional

transferpriority

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values
are: 'normal', and 'low'. The default value for this parameter is
'normal'.

tries

string
optional

Specifies the total number of attempts to transfer data. Valid
input is a positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.

usenetworkcompression

boolean
optional

Specifies whether network compression is used for transfer of
data. The default value is 'false'. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This parameter is not supported for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP endpoints.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

result-status

string

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_CACHE_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_VOLUME_CLONE

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
License
SnapMirror

snapmirror-resume
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Enables future transfers for a SnapMirror relationship that has been quiesced. If there is a scheduled
transfer, it will be triggered on the next schedule. If there is a restart checkpoint, it will be re-used if
possible. On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, If applied on a load-sharing SnapMirror relationship, transfers
will resume for all the relationships of the set. With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, if executed on a Vserver
SnapMirror relationship, transfers will resume for all the volumes belonging to the Vserver. When a
quiesced SnapMirror relationship is resumed, it remains in that state across reboots and fail-overs. The
relationship must exist on the destination and you must specify the destination end point when using
snapmirror-resume. The destination end-point could be a: (a) Volume for a volume level relationship (b)
Vserver for a Vserver SnapMirror relationship on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. (c) Non-Data ONTAP
destination on Data ONTAP 9.1 or later. This API must be issued on the destination storage system on
Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, on the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in ClusterMode, and on the destination Vserver on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
Input Name Range
destinationcluster

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the destination
is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. This
format depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. This
parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode. This
parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for relationships

with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must also be
specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode
if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The source
string
Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP operating in
7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane compatible
with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format depends on
the Vserver peering setup between the source and destination
Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or later for
relationships with an AltaVault source endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, When specifying a source endpoint, you must use either
the source location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source
volume or the source Vserver.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using this

parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:
sourcevserver

string
optional

Output Name Range

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in
Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in ClusterMode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

Type

Description

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is only
string returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid value if the
optional relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (000000000000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned when the field is not valid.

resultoperation-id

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
ERELATION_NOT_QUIESCED
EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-resume-iter

[top]

Enables future transfers for one or more SnapMirror relationships.
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

max-failure- [1..2^32-

Type
boolean
optional

integer

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so

count

1]

optional

until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

max-records

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false,
the list of snapmirror objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

returnfailure-list

Output Name

Range

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
resumedue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iter-info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed. This
resumeelement will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter-info[]
list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-resync
Re-establishes a mirroring relationship between
A source volume and a destination volume.
A source Vserver and a destination Vserver in case of a Vserver Snapmiror relationship on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later.
On Data ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode this API is usually used on existing SnapMirror relationships,
but it can be used, for data protection relationships only, to create a SnapMirror relationship in addition
to performing the resync operation.

[top]

Typically, the snapmirror-resync API is executed in the following cases:
The destination mirror is broken (that is, the destination volume is a read-write volume and no
longer a data protection mirror). After the snapmirror-resync API completes, the destination
volume is made a data protection mirror and the mirror can be manually updated or scheduled for
updates.
A snapmirror-update API failed because the required common Snapshot copy was deleted on the
source volume.
Typically, for a Vserver SnapMirror relationship, a resync is executed when the Vserver SnapMirror
relationship is broken-off and the destination Vserver is of subtype default. It establishes the Vserver
level relationship by
Creating new volumes at the destination. (volumes are present at the source Vserver but not
present at the destination Vserver)
Creating volume level SnapMirror relationships.
Initializing the newly created volume relationships.
Performing a resync for volumes which have common snapshots.
The destination Vserver after resync, is of sub-type dp-destination. After the operation completes, the
destination volume is made a data protection mirror and the mirror can be manually updated or
scheduled for updates. Attention: The snapmirror-resync API can cause data loss on the destination
volume because the API can remove the exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume.
The default behavior of the snapmirror-resync API is defined as follows:
Finds the most recent common Snapshot copy between the source and destination volumes,
removes Snapshot copies on the destination volume that are newer than the common Snapshot
copy and mounts the destination volume as a DP volume with the common Snapshot copy as the
exported Snapshot copy.
For data protection and extended data protection relationships with policy type other than vault,
takes a Snapshot copy of the source volume to capture the current image and transfers Snapshot
copies that are newer than the common Snapshot copy from the source volume to the destination
volume. For extended data protection relationships, transfers Snapshot copies newer than the
common Snapshot copy according to the relationship policy, i.e., Snapshot copies will match rules
associated with the policy as defined by the snapmirror-policy API. For relationships associated
with the policy type of async-mirror or mirror-vault, the snapmirror-resync API first takes a
Snapshot copy of the source volume and includes it in the Snapshot copies selected for transfer.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, the snapmirror-resync API supports an optional
parameter 'preserve'. The parameter 'preserve' is only supported for extended data protection
relationships with policy type mirror-vault or vault. When used, the parameter 'preserve' changes the
behavior of the snapmirror-resync API. The changed behavior can be described as follows:
Finds the most recent common Snapshot copy between the source and destination volumes,
preserves all Snapshot copies on the destination volume that are newer than the common
Snapshot copy, and mounts the destination volume as a DP volume with the common Snapshot
copy as the exported Snapshot copy.
Performs a local rollback transfer to make a copy of the common Snapshot copy on the
destination volume and establish it as the latest Snapshot copy on the destination volume. The
command then transfers all Snapshot copies that are newer than the common Snapshot copy,
from the source volume to the destination volume. The command only transfers Snapshot copies
that match the relationship's policy, i.e., Snapshot copies will match rules associated with the
policy as defined by the snapmirror-policy APIs.
The snapmirror-resync API fails if the destination volume does not have a Snapshot copy in common
with the source volume.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, a job is
spawned to operate for the SnapMirror relationship and the job id is returned. The progress of the
operation can be tracked using the job APIs.

On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, you can track the progress of the operation
using the snapmirror-get API except for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP
8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later result-operation-id is returned. It only contains a valid value if the
relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000)
is returned when the field is not valid. This operation-id appears in the current-operation-id field
returned by the snapmirror-get API as long as the operation is active.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, the update is asynchronously handled, and there is no guarantee
that it succeeds. This requires that a schedule in /etc/snapmirror.conf is set for the destination.
The API must be issued on the destination storage system on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, on the
destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on the destination Vserver on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
With Data ONTAP 9.1, this API can be used to resync a Data ONTAP source volume and an AltaVault
destination. 1. When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source must be a Data ONTAP volume. 2.
An AltaVault source cannot be specifed for resync.
With Data ONTAP 9.3, this API can be used to resync a Data ONTAP volume and a SolidFire endpoint. 1.
When a SolidFire endpoint is specified, the other side of the SnapMirror relationship must be a Data
ONTAP volume.
Input Name
destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the
destination is a non-data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP operating in
Cluster-Mode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use
either the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. This
parameter is mandatory on Data ONTAP operating in 7-mode This
parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for relationships
with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.

destinationsnapshot

Creates the specified snapshot (in addition to the regular SnapMirror
string
snapshot) on the destination after the qtree SnapMirror transfer is
optional
over.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must

also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.

is-adaptive

Specifies if the SnapMirror relationship is adaptive. If the SnapMirror
relationship is adaptive, updates on the relationship might, and
boolean often will be triggered based on source volume changes. This
optional parameter is supported only for FlexVol SnapMirror relationships
between Data ONTAP endpoints. This parameter is only available on
Data ONTAP 9.4 or later.

is-autoexpandenabled

Specifies if the FlexGroup SnapMirror relationship and its destination
FlexGroup should be auto-expanded if the source FlexGroup is
expanded. This parameter is supported only for FlexGroup
SnapMirror relationships. If the resync is creating a new SnapMirror
boolean
relationship, the default value is true. If it is not creating a new
optional
relationship, if a value is specified, it must match the current value
for the existing relationship. If the parameter is not specified, the
existing value will be retained. This parameter is only supported on
Data ONTAP 9.3. or later.

maxtransfer-rate

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
integer
is applied individually to each constituent relationship. On Data
optional
ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the max-transfer-rate parameter
does not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.

preserve

This parameter is only available for extended data protection
relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault. The default
value is false which means all snapshots on the destination that are
newer than the latest common snapshot will be deleted. If preserve
is specified, newer snapshots are retained. If preserve is specified
boolean for any other relationships the API will fail.
optional
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode and for extended data protection relationships with
policy type as vault or mirror-vault.
This parameter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.
If true, the resync time is reduced because the resync does not incur
storage efficiency overhead before the transfer of new data.
Specifying this parameter is recommended if the source of the

quick-resync

resync does not have volume efficiency enabled or if reducing resync
time is more important than preserving all possible storage
efficiency. When this parameter is specified, resync does not
preserve the storage efficiency of the new data with existing data
boolean over the wire and on the destination. The default is false.
optional
This parameter is not supported for data protection and load-sharing
relationships.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.
This parameter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
when specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume
or the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, If the
source-location is not specified, then the source in
/etc/snapmirror.conf for the destination path is used.
Designates the source snapshot to use for a qtree update on Data
ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, and the snapshot on the source volume
to use for the transfer on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode.

sourcesnapshot

For data protection mirror relationships and extended data
protection relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode does not create a new Snapshot copy. It will use the
specified Snapshot copy as if it were the most recent one; that is, all
string copies between the most recent common one and the specified one
optional are transferred, but no copies newer than the specified one are
transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault or
mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead of
the ones that match its policy's rules.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:
sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

transferpriority

Output Name

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.

string
optional

string
optional

Range

Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values are:
"normal", and "low". The default value is the value specified in the
snapmirror policy which is associated with the relationship.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer Error code, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is only
code
1]
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Cluster-Mode.
result-errormessage

Error description, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is
string
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Clusteroptional
Mode.

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job. This parameter is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in ClusterMode. This parameter should be used to monitor the transfer
[0..2^64- integer
result-jobid
progress. But, on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, it
optional
1]
should be ignored if the relationship-control-plane is not 'v1'. The
snapmirror-get API should be used to monitor the progress of the
transfer.
resultoperation-id

result-status

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid
string
value if the relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID
optional
value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned
when the field is not valid.
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed". This parameter is only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or
above operating in Cluster-Mode.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_CACHE_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_VOLUME_CLONE
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED

Description

EANOTHER_OP_ACTIVE
ESOURCE_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_STRIPED_VOLUME
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVER_NOT_PEERED
EUNSUPPORTED_CONFIG
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_SRC
EVSERVERDR_ANOTHER_SRC_IN_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_SRC_SRC_OF_DR_RELATION
EVSERVERDR_REVERSE_TRANSFER_OPERATION
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_ADDITIONAL_VOLUMES_ON_DST
EVSERVERDR_VOLUME_NAME_MISMATCH
EVSERVERDR_VSERVER_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_POLICY_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_RELATIONSHIP_MODIFY_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_LS_SRC_IN_DST
EVSERVERDR_VSM_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_BREAK_INCOMPLETE
EVSERVERDR_ROOT_VOL_HAS_DATA
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-resync-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-resync-iter API establishes or reestablishes one or more SnapMirror relationships
between a source and a destination endpoint. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for
relationships using a control plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (The
relationship-control-plane field is set to 'v1'), A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and
the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for

the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
is-autoexpandenabled

boolean
optional

Is Auto Expand Enabled

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred between clusters. The default is unlimited (0)
which permits the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the
available network bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the
max-transfer-rate value is applied individually to each
constituent relationship. The max-transfer-rate parameter does
not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

preserve

boolean
optional

This parameter is only available for extended data protection
relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault. The
default value is false which means all Snapshot copies on the
destination that are newer than the latest common Snapshot
copy will be deleted. If preserve is specified, newer Snapshot
copies are retained. If preserve is specified for any other
relationships the API will fail.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode and for extended data protection
relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault.

query

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

boolean
optional

If true, the resync time is reduced because the resync does not
incur storage efficiency overhead before the transfer of new
data. Specifying this parameter is recommended if the source of
the resync does not have volume efficiency enabled or if
reducing resync time is more important than preserving all
possible storage efficiency. When this parameter is specified,
resync does not preserve the storage efficiency of the new data
with existing data over the wire and on the destination. The
default is false. This parameter is not supported for data
protection and load-sharing relationships. This parameter only
applies on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

quick-resync

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects

operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Designates the source Snapshot copies to use for a qtree update
on Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, and the Snapshot copy on
the source volume to use for the transfer on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

For data protection mirror relationships and extended data
protection relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new Snapshot copy. It
will use the specified Snapshot copy as if it were the most recent
one; that is, all copies between the most recent common one
and the specified one are transferred, but no copies newer than
the specified one are transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault
or mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead
of the ones that match its policy's rules.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

string
optional

tag

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. The default
value is the value specified in the snapmirror policy which is
associated with the relationship. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
resync-iterdue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
info[]
element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

success-list

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
License
SnapMirror

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
resync-iterscheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional
Description

snapmirror-set-connection

[top]

Sets up a connection. snapmirror-set-connection will add a new connection or modify an existing one.
This API must be executed on the destination filer. Currently, the connections are in:
/etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

addresspair1

The connection's first source and destination address pair. In multi mode,
addressthe first address pair provides a connection path; while in failover mode,
pair
the first address pair provides the prefer connection path.

addresspair2

The connection's second source and destination address pair. In multi
addressmode the second address pair provides another connection path, while in
pair
failover mode, the second address pair provides a connection path in
optional
case the first path fails.

connection
mode

string

Name of the connection to add or modify. The name is in ASCII and must
begin with an alpha character.

string Possible mode values are "multi" or "failover". If not specified, the
optional default is "multi".

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-set-schedule

[top]

Sets the schedule for a given destination. The API must be executed on the destination filer. Currently,
the schedule is in /etc/snapmirror.conf.
Input Name Range

connectionmode

Type

Description
This option specifies the mode to be used for establishing connection
between source and destination. Possible values are "inet", "inet6" and
"default". If this option is set to "inet6", connections between source and
destination will be established using IPv6 addresses only. If there are no
IPv6 addresses configured, then the connection will fail. If the option is
set to "inet", connections between source and destination will be
established using IPv4 addresses only. If there are no IPv4 addresses
configured, then the connection will fail.

string
optional If not specified, the previous value is retained. If nothing was mentioned
previously, it is set as default, where connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet".
This argument is not effective when an IP address is specified instead of
source hostname. If the IP address format and connection mode do not
match, the operation will fail with proper error message.
Minutes in the hour for which the schedule is set. The form is crontab-

like, with possible values of:
days-ofmonth

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match day 1;
1,3 := match day 1 and 3;
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5;
1-30/7 := match day 1,8,15,22,29;
* := matches all possible legal values;
Days in the week for which the schedule is set. 0 represents Sunday, and
6 represents Saturday. The form is crontab-like, with possible values of:

days-ofweek

string

destinationlocation

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match day 1 (Mon);
1,3 := match day 1 and 3 (Mon and Wed);
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5 (Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri);
* := matches all possible legal values;
The destination location of a schedule to set. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.
Hours in the day for which the schedule is set. The form is crontab-like,
with possible values of:

hours

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match hour 1;
1,3 := match hour 1 and 3;
2-5 := match hour 2,3,4,5;
1-24/3 := match hour 1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22;
* := matches all possible legal values;

iscompressed

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is transferred
between the source and destination storage system. If false, transferred
data will not be compressed. Upon initial configuration, default is false.
boolean
On subsequent requests, the current configured setting is retained if not
optional
provided. This argument can only be used when a connection definition is
used for the relationship entry. Using this argument without a connection
definition will throw an error message.

maxtransferrate

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. If specified as 0, transfer
integer happens as fast as the storage system can. If not specified, the previous
optional value is retained. If nothing was mentioned previously, it is set to the
default value.
Minutes in the hour for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

minutes

restart

string

- := match nothing;
1 := match minute 1;
1,3 := match minute 1 and 3;
2-5 := match minute 2,3,4,5;
1-12/3 := match minute 1,4,7,10;
0-55/5 := match minute 0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50,55;
* := matches all possible legal values;

restart mode when transfer is interrupted. Possible values are "always",
"never" and "default". If value is set to "always", then an interrupted
transfer will always restart, if it has a restart check point and the
conditions are the same as before the transfer was interrupted. If value is
string set to "never", then an interrupted transfer will never restart, even if it
optional has a restart checkpoint. If not specified, the previous value is retained.
If nothing was mentioned previously, then it is set to default, where

SnapMirror behaves like the "always" case, unless it has passed the next
scheduled transfer time, in which case it will begin that scheduled
transfer instead of restarting.
sourcelocation
tcpwindowsize

string

The source location of a schedule to set. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

integer TCP window size in bytes. If specified as 0, size is set to an internally
optional determined default value. If not specified, the previous value is retained.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-set-sync-schedule

[top]

Establishes a synchronous or semi-synchronous schedule. Currently, the schedules are in:
/etc/snapmirror.conf. Semi-synchronous mode is determined by specifying semi-sync.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
This option specifies the mode to be used for establishing connection
between source and destination. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between source and destination will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addresses configured, then the
connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
source and destination will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.

connectionmode

string
If not specified, the previous value is retained. If nothing was mentioned
optional
previously, it is set as default, where connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet".
This argument is not effective when an IP address is specified instead of
source hostname. If the IP address format and connection-mode do not
match, the operation will fail with proper error message.

destinationlocation

iscompressed

string

The destination location of a schedule to set. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is transferred
between the source and destination storage system. If false, transferred
data will not be compressed. Upon initial configuration, default is false.
boolean
On subsequent requests, the current configured setting is retained if not
optional
provided. This argument can only be used when a connection definition is
used for the relationship entry. Using this argument without a connection
definition will throw an error message.

string

The number of outstanding operations allowed before blocking on the
source. The format is a number followed by the one of the following
units: "ops", "s", or "ms". If the specified value is less than 10s, the
mirror is configured to run in a fully synchronous mode. If the specified

ops-throttle

sourcelocation

optional value is greater than or equal to 10s, the mirror is configured to run in
semi-synchronous mode. If not specified, the previous value is retained.
This is a deprecated parameter. Use the sync-mode parameter instead to
specify the sync mode.
string

The source location of a schedule to set. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

sync-mode

This specifies whether the mirror should be configured in sync or in semisync mode. Possible values are: "full_sync" and "semi_sync". If the user
wants to configure the mirror to run in fully synchronous mode, the user
string must specify "full_sync" as the value for this parameter. If the user wants
optional to configure the mirror to run in semi-synchronous mode, the user must
specify "semi_sync" as the value of this parameter. If not specified, the
mirror will be configured to run in full synchronous mode. This parameter
overrides the deprecated ops-throttle parameter.

tcpwindowsize

integer TCP window size in bytes. If specified as 0, size is set to an internally
optional determined default value. If not specified, the previous value is retained.

visibilityfrequency

Controls how often the source snapspot will be visible on the destination
mirror. This input is used to control the value of visibility_interval in the
integer
snapmirror.conf file. The units are in seconds. A typical value to use for
this input is 180.

License
replicate

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-create

[top]

Add an owner to preserve a Snapshot copy for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

snapshotSnapshot Copy Name
id

snapshotownername

Specifies the name of the owner to preserve a Snapshot copy for a
snapshotSnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration. An owner can contain
ownerletters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), and can be at most
name
32 characters long. If no owner is specified, the system will assign an
optional
internal default owner to preserve the Snapshot copy.

volume

volumeVolume Name
name

vserver

vserverVserver Name
name

Errno
EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

Description

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-destroy

[top]

Delete an owner used to preserve a Snapshot copy for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade
configuration.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

snapshotSnapshot Copy Name
id

snapshotownername

snapshotownername
optional

The specified owner is removed from the Snapshot copy. If no owner
name is provided, the system will look for and remove the internal
default name for the owner. A specified owner of '*' removes all owners
from the Snapshot copy.

volume

volumeVolume Name
name

vserver

vserverVserver Name
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-get

[top]

List all owners used to preserve a Snapshot copy for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.
Input Name Range
snapshot

Type
snapshot-id

Description
Name of the snapshot.

volume

volume-name Name of the volume to which this snapshot belongs.

vserver

vserver-name Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs.

Output Name Range
snapshotowner-names

Type

Description

snapshot- Returns the owner(s) used to preserve a Snapshot copy for a
owner-name[] SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-snapshot-owner-get-snapshots

[top]

List all Snapshot copies that are preserved for a SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.
Input Name Range

Type
volume-

Description

volume

name

Name of the volume to which this snapshot belongs.

vserverName of the vserver to which this volume belongs.
name

vserver
Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot- Returns the Snapshot copies that are preserved using owners for a
id[]
SnapMirror mirror-to-vault cascade configuration.

snapshots
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-throttle

[top]

Changes the max transfer rate of an active transfer. The API can be issued to either the source or the
destination filer.
Input Name Range Type

The destination location of the active transfer. The destination location is
string of the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

destinationlocation
maxtransferrate

Description

integer

Errno

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. A value '0' disables the
throttle, ie. the filer will transfer as fast as it can. Range: 0..2^32-1

Description

ESNAPMIRRORERR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-update
Updates the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship. The update is asynchronously handled,
and there is no guarantee that it will succeed.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode the snapmirror-get-status API can be used to check the status of
the update. The API must be issued on the destination storage system.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode and
for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (relationshipcontrol-plane set 'v1'), a job will be spawned to operate on the SnapMirror relationship, and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode, you can track the progress of the operation

[top]

using the snapmirror-get API, except for relationships using a control plane compatible with Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP 8.3 or later result-operation-id is returned. It only contains a valid value if the
relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000)
is returned when the field is not valid. This operation-id appears in the current-operation-id field
returned by the snapmirror-get API as long as the operation is active.
With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later, this API can be used to update a relationship between two volumes or
two Vservers. 1. When volume names are specified, this API updates a volume level relationship. 2.
When Vserver names without volume names are specified, this API will update a relationship between
two Vservers.
With Data ONTAP 9.1, this API can be used to update a relationship between a Data ONTAP source
volume and an AltaVault destination endpoint. 1. When an AltaVault destination is specified, the source
must be a Data ONTAP volume. 2. An AltaVault source cannot be specifed for update.
With Data ONTAP 9.3, this API can be used to update a relationship between a Data ONTAP volume and
a SolidFire endpoint. 1. When a SolidFire endpoint is specified, the other side of the SnapMirror
relationship must be a Data ONTAP volume.
You must specify the destination endpoint when using snapmirror-update.
The API makes the destination endpoint or non-Data ONTAP destination an up-to-date mirror of the
source endpoint.
This API must be used from the destination storage system on Data ONTAP 7-Mode, or from the
destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, and from the destination Vserver on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode.
On Data ONTAP operating in 7-Mode, if the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume must be in the
restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a qtree, the qtree must not already exist.
On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode if the destination volume or non-Data ONTAP endpoint is empty, the
snapmirror-update API will fail. The snapmirror-initialize API must be called to perform the baseline
transfer before the snapmirror-update can be called.
For data protection relationships, the snapmirror-update API makes the destination volume an up-todate mirror of the source volume with the following steps:
If the source volume is read-write, takes a Snapshot copy on the source volume to capture the
current image of the source volume.
Finds the most recent Snapshot copy on the destination volume and validates that the
corresponding Snapshot copy is on the source.
Incrementally transfers Snapshot copies that are newer than the corresponding Snapshot copy to
the destination volume.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault, the snapmirror-update API does not
take a Snapshot copy on the source volume. For extended data protection relationships with policy type
as mirror-vault, the snapmirror-update API takes a Snapshot copy on the source volume. But both of
them transfer only selected Snapshot copies that are newer than the common Snapshot copy to the
destination volume. Snapshot copies are selected by matching their 'snapmirror-label' with the
'snapmirror-label' of one of the rules from the corresponding SnapMirror policy associated with the
SnapMirror relationship. All matching Snapshot copies are incrementally transferred to the destination
volume.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type as vault or mirror-vault, the snapmirrorupdate API also manages expiration of Snapshot copies on the destination volume. It does so by
deleting Snapshot copies that have exceeded the value of 'keep' for the matching rule from the
corresponding SnapMirror policy associated with the SnapMirror relationship. Snapshot copies that
match the same 'snapmirror-label' will be deleted in oldest-first order.
For data protection relationships, the parameter 'source-snapshot' is optional and allows for the transfer

of Snapshot copies newer than the common Snapshot copy up to the specified 'source-snapshot'.
For extended data protection relationships, the parameter 'source-snapshot' is optional and allows
transfer of a Snapshot copy that is older than the common Snapshot copy and/or may not be selected
for transfer based on policy-based selection of an update transfer.
After the snapmirror-update API successfully completes, the last Snapshot copy transferred is made the
new exported Snapshot copy on the destination volume. If an update to an extended data protection
relationship specifies a Snapshot copy using the 'source-snapshot' parameter that is older than the
common snapshot, after the snapmirror-update API successfully completes, the exported Snapshot copy
on the destination volume will remain unchanged.
If the snapmirror-update does not finish successfully, due to a network failure or because a snapmirrorabort API was issued for example, a restart checkpoint might be recorded on the destination volume. If
a restart checkpoint is recorded, the next update restarts and continues the transfer from the restart
checkpoint. For extended data protection relationships, the next update will restart and continue the old
transfer regardless of whether it is a matching Snapshot copy or not.
On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode, you can use the snapmirror-update API to update a
specific load-sharing mirror that lags behind up-to-date destination volumes in the set of load-sharing
mirrors. An update to the lagging load-sharing mirror should bring it up to date with the other up-todate destination volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. Note: You might have to run the
snapmirror-update API more than once if the command does not finish before the next scheduled
update of the set of load-sharing mirrors.
Input Name
destinationcluster

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the destination cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string destination Vserver and destination volume must also be specified if
optional using this parameter. This parameter is not supported if the
destination is a non-Data ONTAP endpoint.
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault destination endpoint.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire destination endpoint.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP ClusterMode, when specifying a destination endpoint, you must use either
the destination location, or the destination cluster, destination
Vserver, and destination volume or the destination Vserver. On Data
ONTAP 7-Mode, if the destination endpoint is a volume, the volume
must be in the restricted state. If the destination endpoint is a
qtree, the qtree must not already exist. This parameter is
mandatory on Data ONTAP 7-mode This parameter is mandatory if

destination-vserver and, for relationships with volumes as
endpoints, destination-volume are not specified.
destinationsnapshot

Creates the specified snapshot (in addition to the regular SnapMirror
string
snapshot) on the destination after the qtree SnapMirror transfer is
optional
over.
Specifies the destination volume of the SnapMirror relationship. This
paramter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes as
endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Specifies the destination Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. This
parameter is not supported if the destination is a non-Data ONTAP
endpoint. If using this parameter, the following parameters must
also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of the destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not specified.
Enables storage efficiency on an extended data protection
relationship with policy type vault which is not currently storage
efficient. Storage efficient in this context refers to both over-thewire efficiency and how the data is written to the destination
volume.

enablestorageefficiency

The transfer fails if it cannot be done storage efficiently. If the
transfer succeeds, storage efficiency will be enabled on this
extended data protection relationship and all future transfers will
boolean
continue to be storage efficient for as long as possible, but will not
optional
fail should those transfers not be storage efficient.
The default value for this parameter is false. Note that a false value
for this parameter only means that storage efficiency will not
attempt to be switched on. If storage efficiency is currently enabled,
providing this value as false will not disable storage efficiency.
This paramter is not supported for relationships with non-Data
ONTAP endpoints.

maxtransfer-rate

sourcecluster

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate value
integer
is applied individually to each constituent relationship. On Data
optional
ONTAP operating in Cluster-Mode, the max-transfer-rate parameter
does not affect load-sharing transfers and transfers for other
relationships with Relationship Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a
single cluster.
Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the

following formats:

sourcelocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] On Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> On Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> On Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on the Vserver peering setup between
the source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source and
destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire source.
This format may change in the future. On Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
when specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume
or the source Vserver. On Data ONTAP 7-Mode, If the sourcelocation is not specified, then the source in /etc/snapmirror.conf for
the destination path is used.
Specifies the Snapshot copy on the source to use as the basis for
the update. It is used for updates to Data ONTAP 7-mode qtree
relationships and Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode relationships.
For a qtree relationship, Data ONTAP 7-mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy and transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead.

sourcesnapshot

For data protection relationships and extended data protection
relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data ONTAP ClusterMode does not create a new Snapshot copy. Depending on the
specific policy attached, it will either transfer only the specified
string
Snapshot copy, or it will use the specified Snapshot copy as if it
optional
were the most recent one; that is, all copies between the most
recent common one and the specified one are transferred, but no
copies newer than the specified one are transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault or
mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It just transfers the specified Snapshot copy instead
of the ones that match its policy's rules.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.
Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. If using
this parameter, the following parameters must also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

string
optional

Range

The name of the source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. Possible values are:
"normal", and "low". The default value is the value specified in the
snapmirror policy which is associated with the relationship.
This parameter only applies on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer Error code, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is only
code
1]
optional returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Cluster-Mode.
Error description, if the operation caused an error. This parameter is
string
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or above operating in Clusteroptional
Mode.

result-errormessage
result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job. This parameter is
optional only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
1]

resultoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the SnapMirror operation. This field is
only returned by Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. It only contains a valid
string
value if the relationship control plane is â€˜v2â€™. A null UUID
optional
value (00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000) is returned
when the field is not valid.

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
string
"failed". This parameter is only returned by Data ONTAP 8.1 or
optional
above operating in Cluster-Mode.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_IS_DIFFERENT
EDEST_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
EDEST_IS_LS_VOLUME
EOP_FROM_NONMGR_VSERVER
ESOURCE_DEST_SAME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EDEST_VOL_LOCKED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
ETRANSFER_IN_PROGRESS
EVSERVERDR_DST_IS_NOT_LOCAL
EVSERVERDR_INCORRECT_SUBTYPE_DST
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_FIND_RELATIONSHIP
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATUS
EVSERVERDR_CANNOT_PERFORM_OP_IN_THIS_STATE
EVSERVERDR_MIRROR_STATUS_DELETING
EVSERVERDR_SNAPNAME_GEN_FAILED

Description

EVSERVERDR_POLICY_LOOKUP_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_QUEUEING_TO_PROCESS_FAILED
EVSERVERDR_BREAK_INCOMPLETE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
replicate

snapmirror-update-iter

[top]

The snapmirror-update-iter API updates the destination volumes of one or more SnapMirror
relationships. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents. On Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control
plane compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating Cluster-Mode (The relationship-control-plane field is
set to 'v1'), A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror and the job id will be returned. The
progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

Type
boolean
optional

Description
This input element is useful when multiple snapmirror objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with
the next matching snapmirror even when the operation fails for
the snapmirror. If set to false, the API will return on the first
failure. Default: false
Enables storage efficiency on a vault relationship which is not
currently storage efficient. Storage efficient in this context refers
to both over-the-wire efficiency and how the data is written to
the destination volume.

enablestorageefficiency

boolean
optional

The transfer fails if it cannot be done storage efficiently. If the
transfer succeeds, storage efficiency will be enabled on this vault
relationship and all future transfers will continue to be storage
efficient for as long as possible, but will not fail should those
transfers not be storage efficient.
The default value for this parameter is false. Note that a false
value for this parameter only means that storage efficiency will
not attempt to be switched on. If storage efficiency is currently
enabled, providing this value as false will not disable storage
efficiency.

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching snapmirror even when the
operation on a previous matching snapmirror fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be operated on
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of snapmirror objects to be operated in
this call. Default: 20

max-records

max[0..2^32transfer-rate
1]

integer
optional

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which
data is transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits
the SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing
transfers and transfers for other relationships with Relationship
Capability of Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster.

If operating on a specific snapmirror, this input element must
snapmirrorspecify all keys. If operating on snapmirror objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set
to false, the list of snapmirror objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapmirror objects
(just keys) that were successfully operated on or scheduled to
be worked on. If set to false, the list of snapmirror objects
operated on will not be returned. Default: true
Specifies the Snapshot copy on the source to use as the basis for
the update. It is used for updates to Data ONTAP 7-mode qtree
relationships and Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode relationships.
For a qtree relationship, Data ONTAP 7-mode does not create a
new Snapshot copy and transfers the specified Snapshot copy
instead.

sourcesnapshot

string
optional

For data protection relationships and extended data protection
relationships with policy type async-mirror, Data ONTAP ClusterMode does not create a new Snapshot copy. Depending on the
specific policy attached, it will either transfer only the specified
Snapshot copy, or it will use the specified Snapshot copy as if it
were the most recent one; that is, all copies between the most
recent common one and the specified one are transferred, but
no copies newer than the specified one are transferred.
For extended data protection relationships with policy type vault
or mirror-vault, Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode does not create a new
Snapshot copy. It just transfers the specified Snapshot copy
instead of the ones that match its policy's rules.
Vserver level SnapMirror relationships do not support this
parameter.

string
optional

tag

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

Output Name

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.
Specifies the priority at which the transfer runs. The default
value is the value specified in the snapmirror policy which is
associated with the relationship. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

Description

snapmirrorInformation about snapmirror objects that were not operated on
update-

failure-list

iter-info[]
optional

next-tag

due to some error. This element will be returned only if input
element 'return-failure-list' is true.

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching snapmirror objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query, but
were not operated on due some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of snapmirror objects that matched the query and
were successfully processed or scheduled to be processed.

snapmirrorThe snapmirror objects that were successfully processed or
updatescheduled to be processed. This element will be returned only if
iter-info[]
input element 'return-success-list' is true.
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapmirror-update-ls-set

[top]

The snapmirror-update-ls-set API updates destination volumes of the set of load-sharing mirrors. The
API makes destination volumes, in the group of load-sharing mirrors, up-to-date mirrors of the source
volume. You must specify the source endpoint when using snapmirror-update-ls-set. Separate
SnapMirror transfers are performed from the source volume to each of the up-to-date destination
volumes in the set of load-sharing mirrors. Load-sharing mirrors that lag behind the up-to-date
destination volumes might not be updated by the snapmirror-update-ls-set API. Use the snapmirrorupdate API to update a lagging load-sharing mirror. A job will be spawned to operate on the snapmirror
and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

sourcecluster

Specifies the source cluster of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source Vserver and source volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter.

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship. When
string
specifying a source endpoint, you must use either the source
optional
location, or the source cluster, source Vserver, and source volume.

sourcevolume

Specifies the source volume of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source cluster and source Vserver must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.

sourcevserver

Specifies the source Vserver of the SnapMirror relationship. The
string
source cluster and source volume must also be specified if using this
optional
parameter.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESOURCE_ISNOT_LOCAL_VOLUME
ESOURCE_IS_EXISTING_DEST_VOLUME
ETRIES_COUNT_IS_ZERO
ERELATION_IS_QUIESCED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

Element definition: address-pair

[top]

Source and destination address pair.
Name

Range Type

destination-addr
source-addr

Description

string Destination address in the form of filer name or IP address.
string Source address in the form of filer name or IP address.

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: cg-item-mapping

[top]

Snapmirror Consistency Group Item Mapping
[none]

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: destination-info

[top]

Source location, destination location, and source snapshot of a snapmirrored pair.
Name

Range Type

Description

destinationlocation

Destination location of the snapmirrored pair. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
string
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree> or the clone form: <filer>:<volume>->
[clone:<clone_name>].

sourcelocation

The source location of the snapmirrored pair. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume>, or it is of the qtree form:
string <filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. In versions of ONTAP earlier than 7.0,
there was a bug which omitted the filer name, so the volume form is:
<volume>, and the qtree form is: /vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

sourcesnapshot

string The source snapshot.

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-transfer-priority-enum

[top]

low|normal Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
[none]

Element definition: smendpointtype

[top]

flexvol|object-store Possible values:
"flexvol" ,
"object_store"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-abort-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-break-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-capabilities-info
Capabilities information for a single endpoint type When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

endpointtype

is-dpodestinationenabled

Range

Type

Description

Endpoint type. Only value of type flexvol is supported. The value
of type object_store is for NetApp internal use only and is
expected to be incompatible with a future release. Attributes:
smendpointtype key, non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional
"flexvol" ,
"object_store"
boolean
optional

Whether or not this cluster has a DP_Optimized (Data Protection
Optimized) license installed. If the license is installed, the value is
true, otherwise it is false. Attributes: non-creatable, non-

[top]

modifiable

is-dposourceenabled

boolean
optional

Whether or not this cluster supports bypassing source SnapMirror
license checking if the destination cluster for a SnapMirror
relationship has a DP_Optimized (Data Protection Optimized)
license installed. Some hardware platforms support this
bypassing and some do not. If one or more nodes support
bypassing, the value is true, otherwise it is false. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

issnaplocklicensed

boolean
optional

Whether or not this cluster has a SnapLock license installed. If
the license is installed, the value is true, otherwise it is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapmirrorpolicytypes

snapmirrorpolicy-capinfo[]
optional

Capabilities information for policy types.

Element definition: snapmirror-check-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
[0..2^641]

jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Element definition: snapmirror-connection-info
Information about one connection.
Name

Range

Type

Description

addresspair1

address-pair The first source and destination address pair.

addresspair2

address-pair
The second source and destination address pair.
optional

mode

string

Connection mode. Possible values are: "multi" and "failover".

name

string

Name of the connection. The name is in ASCII and must begin with
an alpha character.

snapmirrorerror

snapmirrorerror
Present if there is an error for a snapmirror connection.

[top]

optional

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-status-aggregate-eligibility-info

[top]

SnapMirror Config-Replication Aggregate Eligibility Info When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregate

aggrThe aggregate being evaluated for config-replication volume
name
hosting eligibility. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

comment

If the aggregate is not eligible to host additional config-replication
string
volumes, this comment indicates the reason. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

hostedconfigurationreplicationvolumes

volumeThe volumes used for config-replication that are currently hosted
name[]
by this aggregate. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-eligible-to-hostadditionalvolumes

boolean Whether or not this aggregate is eligible to host more configoptional replication volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-status-comm-info
Results of the SnapMirror config replication communication status check When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

heartbeatrecoverysteps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with the peer cluster
optional heartbeat. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastheartbeatreceived

The timestamp of the last SnapMirror configuration replication hearbeat
datetime
received from the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

last-

The timestamp of the last SnapMirror configuration replication

[top]

heartbeatsent

datetime
heartbeat sent to the peer cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

peer-cluster

string The peer cluster destination for SnapMirror configuration replication.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

peer-clusteruuid

string The UUID of the peer cluster destination for SnapMirror configuration
optional replication. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that the SnapMirror configuration replication heartbeat to the
peer cluster is healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

remoteheartbeat

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-status-info
Results of the SnapMirror config replication status check When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication is enabled on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-running

boolean Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication is running on the
optional cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

recovery-steps

Recovery steps in case the check finds config replication is not enabled
string
or is enabled but not running. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
The location of SnapMirror configuration replication storage.
Examples:

storage-in-use

string
optional

Node Local on node-123
Cluster-wide Volume:
MDV_CRS_1bc7134a5ddf11e3b63f123478563412_A
Unavailable
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-nonhealthyreason

string The underlying root cause for non-healthy SnapMirror configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagerecovery-steps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication storage. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication storage is healthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[top]

storage-status

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

vserverrecovery-steps

string Recovery steps in case the check finds a problem with configuration
optional replication Vserver streams. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Verifies that SnapMirror configuration replication Vserver streams are
healthy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

vserverstreams

string
optional

"ok" - Check passed,
"warning" - Check failed,
"not_run" - Check could not be run,
"not_applicable" - Check is not applicable

Element definition: snapmirror-cr-storage-info

[top]

Snapmirror Config-Replication Storage info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
disallowedaggregates
usemirroredaggregate

Range

Type

Description

aggr- Specifies the list of aggregates that are disallowed for use by the Async
name[] Vserver DR configuration replication. An admin may modify this value to
optional exclude aggregates. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Specifies whether mirrored aggregates are currently in use by Async
boolean
Vserver DR configuration replication. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-destination-info
Information about a Destination of a SnapMirror Relationship Source When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies a list of the Consistency Group (CG) item mappings. This

[top]

cg-itemmappings

parameter is applicable to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and destination
volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

destinationlocation

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future.
string The destination endpoint can be specified using the location format
optional above, or by specifying the parameters for the name of the
destination Vserver and the name of the destination volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvolume

Specifies the name of destination volume for the SnapMirror
string relationshp. The name of the destination Vserver must also be
optional specified if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

destinationvserver

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the relationship.
string
The name of the destination volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not supported
for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror relationships.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. On Data ONTAP 8.2,
relationships with type extended data protection will behave as if the
policy type were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror
and mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

policy-type

string
optional

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

Specifies the timestamp indicating when the progress of the ongoing
progress- [0..2^31- integer transfer was last updated. This parameter is not supported for
last-updated
1]
optional SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup
constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group relationship
that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships, specifies the type
of the group relationship. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,

"flexgroup" ,
"vserverflexgroup"
relationshipid

string Specifies the SnapMirror relationship ID. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the SnapMirror relationship status. This parameter is
present only if at least one transfer has been performed since the
node hosting the source volume joined the quorum. Possible values
are:

relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle',
'transferring'
This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the SnapMirror relationship type. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

relationshiptype

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

string
optional

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future. The
string source endpoint can be specified using the location format above, or
optional by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver and
the name of the source volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolume

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
string relationship. The name of the source Vserver must also be specified
optional if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolumenode

Node which owns the source volume of the relationship. For
string
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
optional
constituent source volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
string
relationship. The name of the source volume must also be specified if
optional
using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

transferprogress

Specifies the number of bytes processed so far for the ongoing
[0..2^63- integer transfer. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
1]
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional
string

Description
Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

optional

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.
Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-file-path

[top]

Snapmirror File Path
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-get-dp-personality

[top]

SnapMirror Data Protection Personality When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-dp-personality

Type

Description

boolean
DP Personality. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: snapmirror-history-info

[top]

SnapMirror history When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
additionalinfo

Range

Type

Description

A message describing the cause of the failure or additional
string information about a successful operation such as if a checkpoint was
optional cleared as part of an abort operation. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the following format:

destinationlocation

destinationvolume

<[vserver:]volume>
<vserver:>

string
optional This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers. The destination endpoint can be specified
using the location format, or by specifying the parameters for the
name of the destination Vserver and the name of the destination
volume or the destination Vserver for Vserver SnapMirror
relationships. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship.If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified:
The name of the destination Vserver.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified for volume SnapMirror relationships:
The name of destination volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

end-time

datetime The timestamp of the end time of the operation, in seconds since
optional Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

operation-id

string A unique identifier assigned to a SnapMirror operation. Attributes:
optional key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the operation happened on the relationship. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationtype

string
optional

"create" - Snapmirror Create,
"modify" - Snapmirror Modify,
"quiesce" - Snapmirror Quiesce,
"resume" - Snapmirror Resume,
"delete" - Snapmirror Delete,
"initialize" - Snapmirror Initialize,
"manual_update" - Snapmirror Manual Update,
"scheduled_update" - Snapmirror Scheduled Update,
"break" - Snapmirror Break,
"resync" - Snapmirror Resync,
"abort" - Snapmirror Abort,
"restore" - Snapmirror Restore,
"automatic_resync" - Snapmirror Automatic Resync,
"failover" - Snapmirror Failover
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group relationship
that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships, specifies the type
of the group relationship. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup" ,
"vserverflexgroup"

A unique identifier assigned to the SnapMirror relationship when it is
string
created. This is not applicable for Vserver SnapMirror relationships.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

relationshipid

string
optional

result

Result of the SnapMirror operation. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"success" - Succesful Operation,
"failure" - Failed Operation
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
following format:

sourcelocation

string
optional

sourcevolume

string
optional

<[vserver:]volume>
<vserver:> This format depends on Vserver peering setup
between the source and destination Vservers.
The source endpoint can be specified using the location format, or
by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver
and the name of the source volume or the source Vserver for
Vserver SnapMirror relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified:
The name of the source Vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. If using this parameter, the following parameter should
also be specified for volume SnapMirror relationships:
The name of source volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

datetime The timestamp of the start time of the operation, in seconds since
optional Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

start-time
transfer-size

[0..2^63- integer The total number of bytes transferred as part of the transfer
optional operation. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: snapmirror-info

[top]

Information about the SnapMirror Relationship. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The number of failed SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,

break-failed- [0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
break[0..2^64- integer
takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional
1]
the node that hosts the relationship. This the relationship control
count
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the catalog metadata transfer status for the SnapMirror
relationship. Possible values are:
catalogstatus

string
optional

'idle' - No catalog metadata transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - A catalog metadata transfer is in progress.
This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtotalprogress

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current catalog metadata transfer for the relationship. This is set
[0..2^63- integer
only when the catalog-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
1]
progress. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or
later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtransfersnapshot

Specifies the name of the current snapshot copy for which the
catalog metadata is being transferred. This is set only when the
string
catalog-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
optional
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

cg-itemmappings

Specifies a list of the consistency group (CG) item mappings. This
parameter is relevant to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and
destination volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

The upper bound in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred for the current transfer. This value can be the same as
the 'max-transfer-rate' or different if overwritten when starting the
transfer via the associated commands or APIs (snapmirror-initialize,
current-max- [0..2^32- integer
snapmirror-update, snapmirror-resync, snapmirror-restore). This
optional
transfer-rate
1]
parameter is only valid when a transfer is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
currentoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the currently executing SnapMirror
string operation.This parameter is only available in Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

currenttransfererror

A message describing the last retryable error encountered by the
string current transfer. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

currenttransferpriority

string
optional

Priority assigned to the ongoing transfer. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if a transfer is in progress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"

The type of transfer taking place. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

currenttransfer-type

destinationcluster

string
optional

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can

be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of
the destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or
the destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes:
key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvolume-node

Node which owns the destination volume of the relationship. For
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
string constituent destination volume. This parameter is available only on
optional Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvserver-uuid
exportedsnapshot
exportedsnapshottimestamp

A unique identifier assigned to the destination Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
optional volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

The number of files being restored by file restore. This parameter is
file-restore- [0..2^64- integer
only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional
file-count
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
file-restorefile-list

identity-

List of the destination file names of the files being restored by file
string[] restore. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
This optional parameter specifies whether or not the identity of the
source Vserver is replicated to the destination Vserver and is
applicable on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. If this parameter is set to
boolean true, the source Vserver's configuration will additionally be

preserve

is-autoexpandenabled

optional replicated to the destination. If the parameter is set to false, then
only the source Vserver's volumes and RBAC configuration are
replicated to the destination. By default this parameter will be false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto expand.
boolean
If specified as false, destination will not be expanded automatically.
optional
This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup relationships. If the
paramter is not specified, auto expansion will be enabled on
FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 9.3 or later. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

is-healthy

lag-time

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
False if the last manual or scheduled update failed or was aborted,
boolean
or if the last scheduled update was delayed. Otherwise true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The amount of time in seconds by which the data on the mirror lags
[0..2^32- integer behind the source. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The amount of time in seconds it took for the last transfer to
complete. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
optional
duration
1]
'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The Timestamp of the end of the last transfer. This parameter is
last-transfer[0..2^31- integer available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusterendoptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non1]
timestamp
creatable, non-modifiable
last-transfererror

A message describing the cause of the last transfer failure. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
string
Cluster-Mode, if the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if the last
optional
transfer was unsuccessful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

List of codes providing additional information on the cause and
context of the last transfer failure. These are Data ONTAP internal
codes, not API errnos. This parameter is reserved for use only by
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer[]
vendor provided management tools, and is available only on Data
optional
error-codes
1]
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was unsuccessful.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
last-transferfrom

last-transfernetworkcompressionratio

The source endpoint of the last transfer. This parameter is available
string only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
optional relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire as a
part of the last transfer. If network compression was disabled for
the last transfer, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter
is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable
The total number of bytes transferred as part of the last transfer.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2',
last-transfer- [0..2^63- integer
and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter is not
size
1]
optional
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the previous transfer for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

last-transfertype

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
max[0..2^32- integer
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
transfer-rate
1]
optional
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing transfers
and transfers for other relationships with Relationship Capability of
Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Specifies the mirror state of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible
values are:

mirror-state

string
optional

'uninitialized' - Destination volume has not been initialized,
'snapmirrored' - Destination volume has been initialized and
is ready to receive SnapMirror updates,
'broken-off' - Destination volume is RW and snapshots are
present.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

networkcompressionratio

The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire with
network compression enabled. The left side of the ratio represents
the value obtained by dividing uncompressed bytes transferred by
compressed bytes transferred. The compression ratio is not
maintained across checkpoint restarts. If network compression is
string disabled, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This is set only when the
optional relationship-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not supported
for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for

FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
newestsnapshot
newestsnapshottimestamp

opmask

policy

policy-type

string The name of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
A mask that provides information about the capabilities of the
relationship. This parameter is reserved for use only by vendor
[0..2^64- integer
provided management tools. This parameter is available only on
optional
1]
Data ONTAP 9.0 or later operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the snapmirror policy for the relationship. For
SnapMirror relationships of type 'vault' or 'extended data
protection', the policy will also have rules to select snapshot copies
string that must be transferred. If no policy is specified, a default policy
optional will be applied depending on the type of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. On Data ONTAP 8.2, relationships
with type extended data protection will behave as if the policy type
were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror and
mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"active_sync_mirror"

A timestamp indicating when the progress of the transfer was last
updated. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
progress- [0..2^31- integer
'v2', and if a transfer is in progress. This parameter is not
last-updated
1]
optional
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the control plane used for the relationship. Possible
values are:

relationshipcontrol-plane

string
optional

'v1' - Data ONTAP 8.1 compatible control plane. The endpoint
location format [<cluster>:][//<vserver>/]<volume> must
be used. Long operations such as initialize, update and
resync will spawn a job, and return a job id. The job API must
be used to track the progress of the operations.
'v2' - Data ONTAP 8.2 and later compatible control plane. The
endpoint location format [<vserver>:]<volume> should be
used. Long operations such as initialize, update, and resync
do not spawn a job and do not return a job id. The
snapmirror-get API must be used to track the progress of

these operations.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode.' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group
relationship that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships,
specifies the type of the group relationship. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

relationshipid

A unique identifier assigned to the SnapMirror relationship when it
string is created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
optional later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup"

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current activity of the relationship as returned in the relationshipstatus. This is set only when the relationship-status indicates that
relationship- [0..2^63- integer
an activity is in progress. This parameter is not supported for
progress
1]
optional
SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for
FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the status of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible values
are:

relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle' - Transfers are enabled, and no transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled and a
transfer is in progress,
'checking'- The destination volume is undergoing a diagnostic
check and no transfer is in progress. Only applicable for
SnapMirror relationships with the relationship-control-plane
field set to 'v1',
'quiescing' - A SnapMirror transfer is in progress, additional
transfers are disabled,
'quiesced' - SnapMirror transfers are disabled, no transfer is
in progress,
'queued' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, and a transfer
operation has been accepted and queued in the system,
'preparing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in
the pre-transfer phase for Vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'finalizing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in the
post-transfer phase for vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'aborting' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, however a
transfer abort operation that may include removal of the
checkpoint is underway,
'breaking' - The SnapMirror relationship is being broken off
and no transfer is in progress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the type of the SnapMirror relationship. An extended data
protection relationship with a policy of type vault is equivalent to a

'vault' relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshiptype

string
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

The number of failed SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
failed-count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
schedule

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, which is used to update
string
the SnapMirror relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable

snapshotcheckpoint

The number of bytes transferred as recorded for the checkpoint of
the current or most recent transfer snapshot. This parameter is not
[0..2^63- integer
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
optional
1]
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

snapshotprogress

The number of bytes transferred for the transfer snapshot. This is
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
[0..2^63- integer
progress. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional
1]
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:
<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format

sourcelocation

string
optional

depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: key, optional-forcreate, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

sourcevserver-uuid

totaltransferbytes

totaltransfertime-secs

A unique identifier assigned to the source Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Cumulative bytes transferred for the relationship since the last
reboot, aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
[0..2^64- integer relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not
1]
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup volume relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup volume constituent relationships.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Cumulative total transfer time in seconds since the last reboot,
aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
[0..2^32- integer switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
optional relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
1]
later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable
transfersnapshot

The name of the current snapshot copy being transferred. This is
string
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
progress. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

tries

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual or
scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default is
eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to disable
manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror relationship. This
string
parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Clusteroptional
Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the
maximum number of times to attempt a transfer is an attribute of
the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the value of this parameter is
ignored. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The reason the relationship is not healthy. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusteroptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

unhealthyreason

The number of failed SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
failed-count
1]
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
string
option is currently a reserved option and should not be used for
optional
queries. The destination-vserver parameter should be used to
select the Vserver in a cluster context. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

vserver

Element definition: snapmirror-initialize-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey
status

[0..2^641]

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",

[top]

"in_progress", "failed".

Element definition: snapmirror-list-unprotected

[top]

SnapMirror List Unprotected When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

sourcevserver

Type

Description

string Specifies the source Vserver for which to list unprotected volumes.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror-key

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

Element definition: snapmirror-path

[top]

Snapmirror path name
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-promote-iter-info
Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Description
Error code, if the operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

snapmirrorkey

snapmirrorinfo

The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
applies.

Element definition: snapmirror-quiesce-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-release-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirrorkey

snapmirrordestination-info

The keys for the snapmirror object to which the
operation applies.

Element definition: snapmirror-resume-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

Description

resultoperation-id

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

snapmirror-key

Element definition: snapmirror-resync-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
[0..2^641]

jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.

status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Element definition: snapmirror-schedule-info
Contains the SnapMirror schedule per destination. If the schedule contains an error, only destinationlocation and snapmirror-error will be present.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Days in the month for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

days-ofmonth

string
optional

- := match nothing;
1 := match day 1;
1,3 := match day 1 and 3;
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5;
1-30/7 := match day 1,8,15,22,29;
* := matches all possible legal values;
If there is an error, days-of-month will not be present and
snapmirror-error will be present.
Days in the week for which the schedule is set. 0 represents Sunday,
and 6 represents Saturday. The form is crontab-like, with possible
values of:

days-ofweek

string
optional

- := match nothing.
1 := match day 1 (Mon);
1,3 := match day 1 and 3 (Mon and Wed);
2-5 := match day 2,3,4,5 (Tue,Wed,Thu,Fri);
* := matches all possible legal values;

[top]

If there is an error, days-of-week will not be present and snapmirrorerror will be present.
destinationlocation

string

The destination location of the schedule. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.
Hours in the day for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

string
optional

hours

- := match nothing;
1 := match hour 1;
1,3 := match hour 1 and 3;
2-5 := match hour 2,3,4,5;
1-24/3 := match hour 1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22;
* := matches all possible legal values;
If there is an error, hours will not be present and snapmirror-error
will be present.

iscompressed

boolean
optional

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is
transferred between the source and destination storage system. If
false, transferred data will not be compressed. The default is false.

maxtransferrate

integer
optional

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. If not present, then
the transfer rate is as fast as the filer can transfer.
Minutes in the hour for which the schedule is set. The form is crontablike, with possible values of:

string
optional

minutes

- := match nothing;
1 := match minute 1;
1,3 := match minute 1 and 3;
2-5 := match minute 2,3,4,5;
1-12/3 := match minute 1,4,7,10;
0-55/5 := match minute 0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40, 45,50,55;
* := matches all possible legal values;
If there is an error, minutes will not be present and snapmirror-error
will be present.

snapmirrorerror

snapmirrorPresent if there is an error for a snapmirror schedule.
error
optional

sourcelocation

string
optional

The source location of the schedule. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. If there is an error, source-location
will not be present and snapmirror-error will be present.

tcpwindowsize

integer
optional

TCP window size in bytes. If not present, then the TCP window size is
set to an internally determined default value.

Element definition: snapmirror-status-info

[top]

The SnapMirror pair status.
Name
basesnapshot

Range

Type

Description

string
Base snapshot name. Only present if available.
optional

contents

string

State of the active file system of snapmirror destinations. Possible
values are: "replica", "transitioning", and "original".

currenttransfererror

string A human readable transfer error of the current snapmirror transfer.
optional Present when there is a current error.

currenttransfertype

Type of the current SnapMirror transfer. Possible values are: initialize,
string
store, schedule, retry, retrieve, resync, and migrate. Only present
optional
when there is a transfer.

destinationlocation

string

The destination location of the SnapMirror pair. The form is <filer>:
<volume> or <filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

inodes[0..2^64- integer Shows the number of inodes replicated. Present during directory
optional processing phase.
replicated
1]
lag-time

integer Amount of time since the last snapmirror transfer in seconds.

lasttransferduration

integer Duration of the last SnapMirror transfer in seconds.

lasttransferfrom

string

Source location of the last SnapMirror transfer.

lasttransfersize

integer The size in kilo bytes (1024) of the last SnapMirror transfer.

lasttransfertype

Last SnapMirror transfer type. Possible values are: "initialize", "store",
string
"schedule", "retry", "retrieve", "resync", and "migrate". Only present
optional
when there was a last transfer.

mirrortimestamp

integer Access time in seconds since Jan 1, 1970.

replication- [0..2^64- integer Counter that is incremented for every replication operation. Present
optional during directory processing phase.
ops
1]
sourcelocation

string

The source location of the SnapMirror pair. The form is <filer>:
<volume> or <filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

state

string

SnapMirror pair state. Possible values are: "uninitialized",
"snapmirrored", "broken-off", "quiesced", "source", and "unknown".

string

SnapMirror pair transfer status. Possible values are: "Idle,
"Transferring", "Pending", "Aborting", "Migrating", "Quiescing",
"Resyncing", "Waiting", "Syncing", "In-sync" and "Paused". In case
the previous transfer was failed/aborted and had a restart checkpoint
set, the status could be "Idle with restart checkpoint" or "Pending
with restart checkpoint". In addition the status could be "Checking",
"Fixing" and "Transferring, Checking" when "snapmirror check"
command is being run on the destination volume.

status

transferprogress

integer Number of kilo bytes (1024) transfered in a current on-going transfer.

Element definition: snapmirror-sync-schedule-info
Contains the synchronous SnapMirror schedule per destination. If the schedule contains an error, only
destination-location and snapmirror-error will be present.
Name
destinationlocation

Range

Type

Description

string

The destination location of the schedule. The destination location is of
the volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:

[top]

<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.
iscompressed

boolean
optional

If true SnapMirror will compress/decompress the data that is
transferred between the source and destination storage system. If
false, transferred data will not be compressed. The default is false.

maxtransferrate

integer
optional

Maximum transfer rate in kilobytes per second. If not present, then
the transfer rate is as fast as the filer can transfer.

string
optional

The number of outstanding operations allowed before blocking on the
source. The format is a number followed by the one of the following
units: "ops", "s", or "ms". If the specified value is less than 10s, the
mirror is configured to run in a fully synchronous mode. If the
specified value is greater than or equal to 10s, the mirror is
configured to run in semi-synchronous mode.

ops-throttle

snapmirrorerror

snapmirrorPresent if there is an error for a snapmirror schedule.
error
optional
string
optional

The source location of the schedule. The source location is of the
volume form: <filer>:<volume> or the qtree form:
<filer>:/vol/<volume>/<qtree>. If there is an error, source-location
will not be present and snapmirror-error will be present.

sync-mode

string

This specifies whether the mirror is configured in sync or in semi-sync
mode. Possible values are: "full_sync" and "semi_sync". "full_sync"
means that the mirror is configured to run in a fully synchronous
mode. "semi_sync" means that the mirror is configured to run in a
semi synchronous mode.

tcpwindowsize

integer
optional

TCP window size in bytes. If not present, then the TCP window size is
set to an internally determined default value.

visibilityfrequency

integer
optional

Controls how often the source snapspot will be visible on the
destination mirror.

sourcelocation

Element definition: snapmirror-update-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against snapmirror object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

uuid
optional

Result Operation Id

error-message
jobid
resultoperation-id
snapmirrorkey
status

[0..2^641]

Description

snapmirror- The keys for the snapmirror object to which the operation
info
applies.
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

[top]

Element definition: snapshot-id
Snapshot Id
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-owner-name

[top]

Snapshot Copy Owner Name
[none]

Element definition: tieringpolicy-enum

[top]

snapshot-only|auto|none|all Possible values:
"snapshot_only" - Tiers volume snapshot copies not associated with active file system to cloud
tier.,
"auto" - Tiers cold volume blocks to cloud tier,
"none" - Do not tier volume blocks to cloud tier,
"backup" - Transferred data blocks on DP volume starts on cloud tier.,
"all" - Tier volume blocks to the cloud tier as soon as possible
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.

[top]

Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name-nolink

[top]

Volume Name
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: xc-vs-name

[top]

Cross Cluster Vserver Name
[none]

Element definition: address-pair

[top]

Source and destination address pair.
Name

Range Type

destination-addr
source-addr

string Source address in the form of filer name or IP address.

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate

Description

string Destination address in the form of filer name or IP address.

[top]

[none]

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: smendpointtype

[top]

flexvol|object-store Possible values:
"flexvol" ,
"object_store"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-destination-info
Information about a Destination of a SnapMirror Relationship Source When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

cg-itemmappings

Specifies a list of the Consistency Group (CG) item mappings. This
parameter is applicable to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and destination
volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

destinationlocation

Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
the format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future.
string The destination endpoint can be specified using the location format
optional above, or by specifying the parameters for the name of the
destination Vserver and the name of the destination volume.
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvolume

Specifies the name of destination volume for the SnapMirror
string relationshp. The name of the destination Vserver must also be
optional specified if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

[top]

destinationvserver

Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the relationship.
string
The name of the destination volume must also be specified if using
optional
this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not supported
for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror relationships.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This parameter
is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. On Data ONTAP 8.2,
relationships with type extended data protection will behave as if the
policy type were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror
and mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

policy-type

string
optional

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

Specifies the timestamp indicating when the progress of the ongoing
progress- [0..2^31- integer transfer was last updated. This parameter is not supported for
last-updated
1]
optional SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup
constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group relationship
that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships, specifies the type
of the group relationship. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

relationshipid

string Specifies the SnapMirror relationship ID. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup" ,
"vserverflexgroup"

Specifies the SnapMirror relationship status. This parameter is
present only if at least one transfer has been performed since the
node hosting the source volume joined the quorum. Possible values
are:
relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle',
'transferring'
This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Specifies the SnapMirror relationship type. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
relationshiptype

string
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

sourcelocation

Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in the
format [vserver:]volume. This format may change in the future. The
string source endpoint can be specified using the location format above, or
optional by specifying the parameters for the name of the source Vserver and
the name of the source volume. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolume

Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
string relationship. The name of the source Vserver must also be specified
optional if using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sourcevolumenode

Node which owns the source volume of the relationship. For
string
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
optional
constituent source volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver

Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
string
relationship. The name of the source volume must also be specified if
optional
using this parameter. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

transferprogress

Specifies the number of bytes processed so far for the ongoing
[0..2^63- integer transfer. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
1]
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapmirror-error

[top]

Information about a single snapmirror schedule error.
Name Range Type
errno
reason

Description

integer The error number.
string

A human-readable concise reason for the error.

Element definition: snapmirror-info
Information about the SnapMirror Relationship. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

The number of failed SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
break-failed- [0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror break operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
break[0..2^64- integer
takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional
1]
the node that hosts the relationship. This the relationship control
count
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the catalog metadata transfer status for the SnapMirror
relationship. Possible values are:
catalogstatus

string
optional

'idle' - No catalog metadata transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - A catalog metadata transfer is in progress.
This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtotalprogress

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current catalog metadata transfer for the relationship. This is set
[0..2^63- integer
only when the catalog-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
1]
progress. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or
later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

catalogtransfersnapshot

Specifies the name of the current snapshot copy for which the
catalog metadata is being transferred. This is set only when the
string
catalog-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
optional
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.6 or later. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

cg-itemmappings

Specifies a list of the consistency group (CG) item mappings. This
parameter is relevant to CG level relationships and will be
considered only if the supplied source and destination path values
string[]
denote valid CG paths. The value for this parameter must contain
optional
mappings of one or more pairs of constituent source and
destination volumes of the form srcvol1:@ dstvol1,... Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

The upper bound in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred for the current transfer. This value can be the same as
the 'max-transfer-rate' or different if overwritten when starting the
transfer via the associated commands or APIs (snapmirror-initialize,
current-max- [0..2^32- integer
snapmirror-update, snapmirror-resync, snapmirror-restore). This
optional
transfer-rate
1]
parameter is only valid when a transfer is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
currentoperation-id

Operation unique identifier of the currently executing SnapMirror
string operation.This parameter is only available in Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

currenttransfererror

A message describing the last retryable error encountered by the
string current transfer. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-

string

Priority assigned to the ongoing transfer. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if
the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if a transfer is in progress.

transferpriority

optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
The type of transfer taking place. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

currenttransfer-type

destinationcluster

string
optional

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"
Specifies the destination cluster name for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the destination
Vserver, and the name of the destination volume must also be
specified if using this parameter. This parameter is available only
on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the destination endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in
one of the following formats:

destinationlocation

string
optional

<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. \This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with AltaVault destination endpoints.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with SolidFire endpoints.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-vserver and, for

relationships with volumes as endpoints, destination-volume
are not specified. This parameter is mandatory for
relationships with non-Data ONTAP destinations.
This format may change in the future. The destination endpoint can
be specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the destination Vserver, the name of
the destination volume, and the name of the destination cluster or
the destination Vserver. The name of the destination cluster is only
required on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes:
key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the destination volume for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:
destinationvolume

string
optional

The name of the destination Vserver.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if destination-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvolume-node

Node which owns the destination volume of the relationship. For
FlexGroup relationships it is the node which owns the root
string constituent destination volume. This parameter is available only on
optional Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the name of the destination Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the destination is a
non-Data ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

destinationvserver

string
optional

The name of destination volume.
The name of the destination cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or
on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if destination-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

destinationvserver-uuid
exportedsnapshot
exportedsnapshottimestamp

A unique identifier assigned to the destination Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
string The name of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
optional volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the exported Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable

The number of files being restored by file restore. This parameter is
file-restore- [0..2^64- integer
only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional
file-count
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
file-restorefile-list

List of the destination file names of the files being restored by file
string[] restore. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-

creatable, non-modifiable

identitypreserve

This optional parameter specifies whether or not the identity of the
source Vserver is replicated to the destination Vserver and is
applicable on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. If this parameter is set to
boolean true, the source Vserver's configuration will additionally be
optional replicated to the destination. If the parameter is set to false, then
only the source Vserver's volumes and RBAC configuration are
replicated to the destination. By default this parameter will be false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-autoexpandenabled

Specifies whether the destination FlexGroup should expand
automatically or not. If specified as true, then the destination is
expanded automatially upon discovering source FlexGroup
expansion. A scheduled update is the trigger point for auto expand.
boolean
If specified as false, destination will not be expanded automatically.
optional
This parameter is valid only for FlexGroup relationships. If the
paramter is not specified, auto expansion will be enabled on
FlexGroup relationships. This parameter is only available on Data
ONTAP 9.3 or later. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

isconstituent

is-healthy

lag-time

boolean Specifies whether or not the SnapMirror relationship is between
optional Infinite Volume constituent volumes. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroup or FlexGroup constituent SnapMirror
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
False if the last manual or scheduled update failed or was aborted,
boolean
or if the last scheduled update was delayed. Otherwise true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The amount of time in seconds by which the data on the mirror lags
[0..2^32- integer behind the source. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP
optional 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control
1]
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The amount of time in seconds it took for the last transfer to
complete. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
optional
duration
1]
'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The Timestamp of the end of the last transfer. This parameter is
last-transfer[0..2^31- integer available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusterendoptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non1]
timestamp
creatable, non-modifiable
last-transfererror

A message describing the cause of the last transfer failure. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
string
Cluster-Mode, if the relationship control plane is 'v2', and if the last
optional
transfer was unsuccessful. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

List of codes providing additional information on the cause and
context of the last transfer failure. These are Data ONTAP internal
codes, not API errnos. This parameter is reserved for use only by
last-transfer- [0..2^32- integer[]
vendor provided management tools, and is available only on Data
optional
error-codes
1]
ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship
control plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was unsuccessful.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
last-transferfrom

The source endpoint of the last transfer. This parameter is available
string only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
optional relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire as a
part of the last transfer. If network compression was disabled for

last-transfernetworkcompressionratio

the last transfer, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
optional plane is 'v2', and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter
is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

The total number of bytes transferred as part of the last transfer.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2',
last-transfer- [0..2^63- integer
and if the last transfer was successful. This parameter is not
optional
size
1]
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the previous transfer for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

last-transfertype

string
optional

"initialize" ,
"update" ,
"resync" ,
"restore" ,
"check" ,
"file_restore" ,
"cggrs_initialize" ,
"cggrs_resync" ,
"cg_update" ,
"cg_initialize" ,
"cg_resync" ,
"cg_restore" ,
"catalog_metadata" ,
"cg_file_restore" ,
"failover" ,
"aufo" ,
"failover_incapable"

Specifies the upper bound, in kilobytes per second, at which data is
transferred. The default is unlimited (0) which permits the
SnapMirror relationship to fully utilize the available network
bandwidth. For FlexGroup relationships, the max-transfer-rate
max[0..2^32- integer
value is applied individually to each constituent relationship. The
transfer-rate
1]
optional
max-transfer-rate parameter does not affect load-sharing transfers
and transfers for other relationships with Relationship Capability of
Pre 8.2 confined to a single cluster. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Specifies the mirror state of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible
values are:

mirror-state

string
optional

'uninitialized' - Destination volume has not been initialized,
'snapmirrored' - Destination volume has been initialized and
is ready to receive SnapMirror updates,
'broken-off' - Destination volume is RW and snapshots are
present.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The compression ratio achieved for the data sent over the wire with
network compression enabled. The left side of the ratio represents
the value obtained by dividing uncompressed bytes transferred by
compressed bytes transferred. The compression ratio is not
maintained across checkpoint restarts. If network compression is

networkcompressionratio

newestsnapshot
newestsnapshottimestamp

opmask

policy

policy-type

string disabled, the ratio will be set to 1:1. This is set only when the
optional relationship-status indicates that an activity is in progress. This
parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not supported
for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for
FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
string The name of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The timestamp of the newest Snapshot copy on the destination
[0..2^31- integer
volume, in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
A mask that provides information about the capabilities of the
relationship. This parameter is reserved for use only by vendor
[0..2^64- integer
provided management tools. This parameter is available only on
optional
1]
Data ONTAP 9.0 or later operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the snapmirror policy for the relationship. For
SnapMirror relationships of type 'vault' or 'extended data
protection', the policy will also have rules to select snapshot copies
string that must be transferred. If no policy is specified, a default policy
optional will be applied depending on the type of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string
optional

The type of the SnapMirror policy for the relationship. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the
relationship control plane is 'v2'. On Data ONTAP 8.2, relationships
with type extended data protection will behave as if the policy type
were vault. The functionality of policy types async-mirror and
mirror-vault is not available for extended data protection
relationships on Data ONTAP 8.2. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"active_sync_mirror"

A timestamp indicating when the progress of the transfer was last
updated. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
progress- [0..2^31- integer
'v2', and if a transfer is in progress. This parameter is not
last-updated
1]
optional
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The type of the control plane used for the relationship. Possible
values are:
'v1' - Data ONTAP 8.1 compatible control plane. The endpoint
location format [<cluster>:][//<vserver>/]<volume> must
be used. Long operations such as initialize, update and
resync will spawn a job, and return a job id. The job API must
be used to track the progress of the operations.

relationshipcontrol-plane

string
optional

'v2' - Data ONTAP 8.2 and later compatible control plane. The
endpoint location format [<vserver>:]<volume> should be
used. Long operations such as initialize, update, and resync
do not spawn a job and do not return a job id. The
snapmirror-get API must be used to track the progress of
these operations.
This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later
operating in Cluster-Mode.' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
For FlexVol relationships, specifies the type of the group
relationship that includes this FlexVol. For group relationships,
specifies the type of the group relationship. This parameter is only
available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control
plane is 'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

relationshipgroup-type

string
optional

relationshipid

A unique identifier assigned to the SnapMirror relationship when it
string is created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.2 or
optional later operating in Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"none" ,
"vserver" ,
"infinitevol" ,
"consistencygroup" ,
"flexgroup"

The total number of bytes that have been processed so far for the
current activity of the relationship as returned in the relationshipstatus. This is set only when the relationship-status indicates that
relationship- [0..2^63- integer
an activity is in progress. This parameter is not supported for
progress
1]
optional
SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is supported for
FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Specifies the status of the SnapMirror relationship. Possible values
are:

relationshipstatus

string
optional

'idle' - Transfers are enabled, and no transfer is in progress,
'transferring' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled and a
transfer is in progress,
'checking'- The destination volume is undergoing a diagnostic
check and no transfer is in progress. Only applicable for
SnapMirror relationships with the relationship-control-plane
field set to 'v1',
'quiescing' - A SnapMirror transfer is in progress, additional
transfers are disabled,
'quiesced' - SnapMirror transfers are disabled, no transfer is
in progress,
'queued' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, and a transfer
operation has been accepted and queued in the system,
'preparing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in
the pre-transfer phase for Vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'finalizing' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, currently in the
post-transfer phase for vault or extended data protection
incremental transfers,
'aborting' - SnapMirror transfers are enabled, however a
transfer abort operation that may include removal of the
checkpoint is underway,
'breaking' - The SnapMirror relationship is being broken off

and no transfer is in progress.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies the type of the SnapMirror relationship. An extended data
protection relationship with a policy of type vault is equivalent to a
'vault' relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Possible values:
relationshiptype

string
optional

"data_protection" ,
"load_sharing" ,
"vault" ,
"restore" ,
"transition_data_protection" ,
"extended_data_protection"

The number of failed SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
failed-count
1]
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror resync operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
resync[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
schedule

Specifies the name of the cron schedule, which is used to update
string
the SnapMirror relationship. Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional
modifiable

snapshotcheckpoint

The number of bytes transferred as recorded for the checkpoint of
the current or most recent transfer snapshot. This parameter is not
[0..2^63- integer
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup relationships, but it is
optional
1]
supported for FlexGroup constituent relationships. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

snapshotprogress

The number of bytes transferred for the transfer snapshot. This is
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
[0..2^63- integer
progress. This parameter is not supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup
optional
1]
relationships, but it is supported for FlexGroup constituent
relationships. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcecluster

string
optional

Specifies the name of the source cluster for the SnapMirror
relationship. The parameters for the name of the source Vserver,
and the name of the source volume must also be specified if using
this parameter. This parameter is available only on:
Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the source endpoint of the SnapMirror relationship in one
of the following formats:
<system>:/vol/<volume>[/<qtree>] on Data ONTAP
operating in 7-Mode.
[<cluster>:]//<vserver>/<volume> on Data ONTAP 8.1
operating in Cluster-Mode, and on Data ONTAP 8.2 operating
in Cluster-Mode for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.

sourcelocation

string
optional

<[vserver:]volume> on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode except for relationships using a control plane
compatible with Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode.
This format depends on Vserver peering setup between the
source and destination Vservers.
<vserver:> With Data ONTAP 8.3 or later.This format
depends on the Vserver peering setup between the source
and destination Vservers.
This parameter is mandatory if source-vserver and, for
relationships with volumes as endpoints, source-volume are
not specified.
<ip-addr:>:/share/<share-name> On Data ONTAP 9.1 or
later for relationships with an AltaVault source.
<ip-addr:>:/lun/<.name> On Data ONTAP 9.3 or later for
relationships with a SolidFire endpoint.
This format may change in the future. The source endpoint can be
specified using the location formats above, or by specifying the
parameters for the name of the source Vserver, the name of the
source volume, and the name of the source cluster or the source
Vserver. The name of the source cluster is only required on Data
ONTAP 8.1 operating in Cluster-Mode. Attributes: key, optional-forcreate, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source volume of the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevolume

string
optional

The name of the source Vserver.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating
in Cluster-Mode, or on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in
Cluster-Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory for relationships with volumes
as endpoints if source-location is not specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Specifies the name of the source Vserver for the SnapMirror
relationship. This parameter is not supported if the source is a nonData ONTAP endpoint. If using this parameter, the following
parameters should also be specified:

sourcevserver

string
optional

The name of source volume.
The name of the source cluster on Data ONTAP 8.1, or on
Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Cluster-Mode if the
relationship control plane is 'v1'.
This parameter is mandatory if source-location is not
specified.
Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

sourcevserver-uuid

totaltransferbytes

A unique identifier assigned to the source Vserver when it is
string created. This parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Cumulative bytes transferred for the relationship since the last
reboot, aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
[0..2^64- integer relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
optional later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. This parameter is not
1]
supported for SnapMirror FlexGroup volume relationships, but it is
supported for FlexGroup volume constituent relationships.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
totaltransfertime-secs

Cumulative total transfer time in seconds since the last reboot,
aggregate relocation, takeover/giveback, or metrocluster
[0..2^32- integer switchover/switchback involving the node that hosts the
optional relationship. This parameter is available only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or
1]
later if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

transfersnapshot

The name of the current snapshot copy being transferred. This is
string
set only when the relationship-status indicates that an activity is in
optional
progress. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

tries

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual or
scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. The default is
eight times. Note: You can set the tries option to zero (0) to disable
manual and scheduled updates for the SnapMirror relationship. This
string
parameter is only relevant on Data ONTAP 8.1 operating in Clusteroptional
Mode. On Data ONTAP 8.2 operating in Cluster-Mode, the
maximum number of times to attempt a transfer is an attribute of
the SnapMirror policy. Therefore the value of this parameter is
ignored. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The reason the relationship is not healthy. This parameter is
string available only on Data ONTAP 8.2 or later operating in Clusteroptional Mode if the relationship control plane is 'v2'. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

unhealthyreason

The number of failed SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
optional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
failed-count
1]
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of successful SnapMirror update operations for the
relationship since the last reboot, aggregate relocation,
update[0..2^64- integer takeover/giveback, or metrocluster switchover/switchback involving
successfuloptional the node that hosts the relationship. This parameter is available
1]
count
only on Data ONTAP 8.3 or later if the relationship control plane is
'v2'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If this optional parameter is specified, designates the managing
Vserver. The managing Vserver is authorized to use snapmirror
commands to manage the SnapMirror relationship. The vserver
string
option is currently a reserved option and should not be used for
optional
queries. The destination-vserver parameter should be used to
select the Vserver in a cluster context. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

vserver

Element definition: snapmirror-policy-cap-info
Capabilities information for policy types.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultpolicy

smThe recommended policy to use for this policy type. Attributes: nonpolicy
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

defaultschedule

string The recommended schedule to use for this policy type. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
Whether or not there is a license installed that enables using this policy

[top]

islicensed

boolean type. If a SnapMirror license is installed, all policy types are licensed. If only
optional a SnapVault license is installed, only policy type vault is licensed. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
A SnapMirror policy type supported by this endpoint type. Supported values
are async_mirror, mirror_vault, and vault. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

policytype

smpolicytypeenum
optional

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

supportssnaplockdest

boolean Whether or not this policy type supports a SnapLock volume as the
optional destination. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

supportssnaplocksource

boolean Whether or not this policy type supports a SnapLock volume as the source.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy-type-enum
vault|async-mirror|mirror-vault|strict-sync-mirror|sync-mirror|automated-failover|continuous Possible
values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: snapmirror-policy
snapmirror-policy-addrule
snapmirror-policy-create
snapmirror-policy-delete
snapmirror-policy-get
snapmirror-policy-get-iter
snapmirror-policy-modify
snapmirror-policymodify-rule
snapmirror-policyremove-rule

This set of APIs allows management of SnapMirror Policies in a
cluster environment including: creation, deletion, modification
and information query.

snapmirror-policy-add-rule

[top]

Add a rule to SnapMirror policy
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

keep

string

Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.

policy-name

smpolicy

The name of the SnapMirror policy.

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with
optional the rule.

prefix
preserve

boolean
Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled.
optional

schedule

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated
optional with the rule.

snapmirrorlabel
warn

string

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

[0..2^32- integer
Specifies the warning threshold count.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-create
Create the specified SnapMirror Policy

[top]

Input Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

Specifies the number of days before archiving objects for
Snapshot copies in S3/Blob storage to the glacier/archive tier.
Possible values are: integer from 0 to 999 and 'never'. Setting
the value to 0 will enable sending objects for Snapshot copies to
the glacier/archive tier as soon as possible. 999 means archive
objects for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier after
retaining them for 999 days in S3/Blob storage. The value
'never' means never archive objects for Snapshot copies to the
glacier/archive tier. If the parameter is not specified, archiving
will behave as if it was specified as 'never'. This parameter is
only supported for policies of type 'vault' and 'mirror-vault'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.8 and later.

are-dataopssequentiallysplit

boolean
optional

Configure splitter to split all data ops sequentially.

comment

string
optional

A human readable description associated with the SnapMirror
policy.

commonsnapshotschedule

string
optional

Specifies the common Snapshot copy creation schedule
associated with the rule.

archiveafter-days

discardconfigs

Range

[0..2^321]

Configurations Not Replicated During Identity Preserve Vserver
svmdrDR Possible values:
config-obj[]
optional
"network" - Network

ignore-atime

boolean
optional

Specifies whether incremental transfers will ignore files which
have only their access time changed. Applies to SnapMirror vault
relationships only.

is-networkcompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether network compression is enabled for transfers.
The default value is 'false'.

keep

string[]
optional

Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.

owner

policyowner
optional

policy-name

sm-policy

The owner of the SnapMirror policy. Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
The name of the SnapMirror policy.

prefix

string[]
optional

Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated
with the rule.

preserve

boolean[]
optional

Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled, which
determines the behavior when the Snapshot copy retention
count is reached on the SnapMirror Vault destination.

restart

returnrecord

Defines the behavior of SnapMirror if an interrupted transfer
exists. Applies to SnapMirror data protection relationship only.
sm-restart- Possible values:
enum
"always" ,
optional
"never" ,
"default"
boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the snapmirror-policy on successful
creation. Default: false

string[]

Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated

schedule
snapmirrorlabel

optional

with the rule.

string[]
optional

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

transferpriority

string
optional

tries

Specifies the priority at which a SnapMirror transfer runs.
'normal' : By default every transfer in the system has this
priority. These transfers are scheduled before most 'low' priority
transfers. 'low': These transfers have least priority and usually
are scheduled after most 'normal' priority transfers. Possible
values:
"low" ,
"normal"
Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each
manual or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. Valid
input is a positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.
The type of the Snapmirror policy. This field is only applicable on
Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Policy type strict-syncmirror and sync-mirror are not supported on Data ONTAP 9.4 or
earlier. This parameter is required on Data ONTAP 9.5 and later.
Possible values:

type

warn

[0..2^32- integer[]
optional
1]

window-sizefor-tdpmirror
Output Name

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

sm-policytype-enum
optional

Range

result

Specifies the warning threshold count.

size
optional

Window size for TDP Mirror Transfer Operations. The default size
is 2MB.

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe snapmirror-policy created (keys or the entire object if
policy-info
requested)
optional

Errno

Description

EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-delete

[top]

Delete the specified SnapMirror Policy
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

sm-policy The name of the SnapMirror policy.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EPOLICY_CANNOT_DELETE_BUILTIN
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-get

[top]

Get Information about a single SnapMirror Policy
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
policy-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
policy-name

sm-policy

Output Name Range

The name of the SnapMirror policy.

Type

Description

snapmirrorThe attributes of the snapmirror-policy.
policy-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get Information about multiple SnapMirror Policies
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapmirrorattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
policy-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

snapmirror-

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapmirror-policy

query

policy-info
object. All snapmirror-policy objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapmirrorpolicyThe list of attributes of snapmirror-policy objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

tag

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
snapmirror-policy objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapmirror-policy-modify

[top]

Modify the specified SnapMirror Policy
Input Name

archiveafter-days

are-dataopssequentiallysplit

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the number of days before archiving objects for Snapshot
copies in S3/Blob storage to the glacier/archive tier. Possible
values are: integer from 0 to 999 and 'never'. Setting the value to
0 will enable sending objects for Snapshot copies to the
glacier/archive tier as soon as possible. 999 means archive objects
[0..2^32- integer for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier after retaining them
1]
optional for 999 days in S3/Blob storage. The value 'never' means never
archive objects for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier. If
the parameter is not specified, archiving will behave as if it was
specified as 'never'. This parameter is only supported for policies
of type 'vault' and 'mirror-vault'. This parameter is only available
on Data ONTAP 9.8 and later.
boolean
Configure splitter to split all data ops sequentially.
optional

comment

A human readable description associated with the SnapMirror
string
optional policy.

commonsnapshotschedule

Specifies the common Snapshot copy creation schedule associated
string
optional with the rule.

discardconfigs

svmdr- Configurations Not Replicated During Identity Preserve Vserver DR
config- Possible values:
obj[]
"network" - Network
optional
boolean

Specifies whether incremental transfers will ignore files which have

ignore-atime

optional

is-networkcompressionenabled

only their access time changed. Applies to SnapMirror vault
relationships only.

boolean Specifies whether network compression is enabled for transfers.
optional The default value is 'false'.
string[]
Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.
optional

keep

policyowner
optional

owner
policy-name

The owner of the SnapMirror policy. Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"

sm-policy The name of the SnapMirror policy.

prefix

string[] Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with
optional the rule.

preserve

Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled, which
boolean[]
determines the behavior when the Snapshot copy retention count
optional
is reached on the SnapMirror Vault destination.
smrestartenum
optional

restart

Defines the behavior of SnapMirror if an interrupted transfer
exists. Applies to SnapMirror data protection relationship only.
Possible values:
"always" ,
"never" ,
"default"

string[] Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated
optional with the rule.

schedule
snapmirrorlabel

string[]
Specifies the Snapshot copy label.
optional

transferpriority

Specifies the priority at which a SnapMirror transfer runs. 'normal'
: By default every transfer in the system has this priority. These
smtransfers are scheduled before most 'low' priority transfers. 'low':
transfer- These transfers have least priority and usually are scheduled after
priority- most 'normal' priority transfers. Possible values:
enum
"low" ,
optional
"normal"

tries

Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each manual
string
or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. Valid input is a
optional
positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.

warn

[0..2^32- integer[]
Specifies the warning threshold count.
optional
1]

window-sizefor-tdpmirror

Window size for TDP Mirror Transfer Operations. The default size is
size
optional 2MB.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

snapmirror-policy-modify-rule

[top]

Modify a SnapMirror policy rule
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string
Specifies the Snapshot copy retention count.
optional

keep

smpolicy

policy-name

The name of the SnapMirror policy.

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with
optional the rule.

prefix
preserve

boolean
Specifies whether Snapshot copy preserve is enabled.
optional

schedule

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated
optional with the rule.

snapmirrorlabel
warn

string

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

[0..2^32- integer
Specifies the warning threshold count.
optional
1]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

snapmirror-policy-remove-rule

[top]

Remove a rule from SnapMirror policy
Input Name

Range

policy-name
snapmirror-label

Type

Description

sm-policy The name of the SnapMirror policy.
string

Specifies the Snapshot copy label.

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Description

Element definition: policy-owner

[top]

cluster-admin|vserver-admin Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy-type-enum

[top]

vault|async-mirror|mirror-vault|strict-sync-mirror|sync-mirror|automated-failover|continuous Possible
values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"
[none]

Element definition: sm-restart-enum
always|never|default Possible values:

[top]

"always" ,
"never" ,
"default"
[none]

Element definition: sm-transfer-priority-enum

[top]

low|normal Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-policy-info

[top]

Information about SnapMirror Policy When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Type

Description

integer
optional

Specifies the number of days before archiving objects for
Snapshot copies in S3/Blob storage to the glacier/archive tier.
Possible values are: integer from 0 to 999 and 'never'. Setting
the value to 0 will enable sending objects for Snapshot copies to
the glacier/archive tier as soon as possible. 999 means archive
objects for Snapshot copies to the glacier/archive tier after
retaining them for 999 days in S3/Blob storage. The value
'never' means never archive objects for Snapshot copies to the
glacier/archive tier. If the parameter is not specified, archiving
will behave as if it was specified as 'never'. This parameter is
only supported for policies of type 'vault' and 'mirror-vault'. This
parameter is only available on Data ONTAP 9.8 and later.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

are-dataopssequentiallysplit

boolean
optional

Configure splitter to split all data ops sequentially. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

comment

string
optional

A human readable description associated with the SnapMirror
policy. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

archiveafter-days

commonsnapshot-

Range

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Specifies the common Snapshot copy creation schedule
associated with the rule. Attributes: optional-for-create,

schedule

modifiable

createsnapshot

boolean
optional

Specifies whether a new Snapshot Copy is created at the time of
a SnapMirror transfer. This field is only applicable on Data
ONTAP 8.3 or later. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Configurations Not Replicated During Identity Preserve Vserver
svmdrDR Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
config-obj[]
optional
"network" - Network

discardconfigs

ignore-atime

boolean
optional

Specifies whether incremental transfers will ignore files which
have only their access time changed. Applies to SnapMirror vault
relationships only. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-networkcompressionenabled

boolean
optional

Specifies whether network compression is enabled for transfers.
The default value is 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

owner

policyowner
optional

policy-name

sm-policy
optional

The owner of the SnapMirror policy. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
The name of the SnapMirror policy. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

Defines the behavior of SnapMirror if an interrupted transfer
exists. Applies to SnapMirror data protection relationship only.
sm-restart- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
enum
"always" ,
optional
"never" ,
"default"

restart

snapmirrorpolicy-ruleInformation about rules in the policy.
info[]
optional

snapmirrorpolicy-rules
total-keep

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Total Retention Count for All Rules in the Policy Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

total-rules

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Total Rules in the Policy Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

transferpriority

tries

smtransferpriorityenum
optional

string
optional

Specifies the priority at which a SnapMirror transfer runs.
'normal' : By default every transfer in the system has this
priority. These transfers are scheduled before most 'low' priority
transfers. 'low': These transfers have least priority and usually
are scheduled after most 'normal' priority transfers. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
Specifies the maximum number of times to attempt each
manual or scheduled transfer for a SnapMirror relationship. Valid
input is a positive integer or 'unlimited'. The default is '8'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The type of the Snapmirror policy. This field is only applicable on
Data ONTAP 8.3 or later. Policy type smgr-mirror is not
supported on Data ONTAP 8.3 or earlier. Policy type strict-syncmirror and sync-mirror are not supported on Data ONTAP 9.4 or
earlier. This parameter is required on Data ONTAP 9.5 and later.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"

type

sm-policytype-enum
optional

vservername

vservername
optional

Specifies the vserver for the SnapMirror policy. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

window-sizefor-tdpmirror

size
optional

Window size for TDP Mirror Transfer Operations. The default size
is 2MB. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: svmdr-config-obj

[top]

network Possible values:
"network" - Network
[none]

Element definition: policy-owner

[top]

cluster-admin|vserver-admin Possible values:
"cluster_admin" ,
"vserver_admin"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy

[top]

SnapMirror Policy
[none]

Element definition: sm-policy-type-enum

[top]

vault|async-mirror|mirror-vault|strict-sync-mirror|sync-mirror|automated-failover|continuous Possible
values:
"vault" ,
"async_mirror" ,
"mirror_vault" ,
"smgr_mirror" ,
"strict_sync_mirror" ,
"sync_mirror" ,
"active_strict_sync_mirror" ,
"automated_failover" ,
"migrate" ,
"continuous"
[none]

Element definition: sm-restart-enum

[top]

always|never|default Possible values:
"always" ,
"never" ,
"default"
[none]

Element definition: sm-transfer-priority-enum

[top]

low|normal Possible values:
"low" ,
"normal"
[none]

Element definition: snapmirror-policy-rule-info

[top]

Information about rules in the policy.
Name

Range

Type

Description

keep

Specifies the maximum number of Snapshot copies that are retained
on the SnapMirror destination volume for a rule. The total number of
Snapshot copies retained for all the rules in a policy cannot exceed
string
251 on Data ONTAP 9.3 or earlier and 1019 on Data ONTAP 9.4 or
optional
later. For all the rules in SnapMirror policies of type async-mirror, this
parameter must be set to value '1'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

prefix

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation prefix name associated with the
optional rule. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

preserve

Specifies the behavior when the Snapshot copy retention count is
reached on the SnapMirror vault destination for the rule. The default
value is 'false', which means that the oldest Snapshot copy will be
rotated out to make room for new ones only if the number of
boolean Snapshot copies has exceeded the retention count specified in the
optional keep parameter. When set to 'true', an incremental SnapMirror vault
update will fail when the Snapshot copies have reached the retention
count. For all the rules in SnapMirror policies of type async-mirror this
parameter must be set to value 'false'. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

schedule

string Specifies the Snapshot copy creation schedule name associated with
optional the rule. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

snapmirrorlabel

warn

Specifies the Snapshot copy label. It is used for the purpose of
Snapshot copy selection for extended data protection relationships.
Snapshot copies that have a SnapMirror label that matches this
parameter will be transferred to the SnapMirror destination. The label
can be 31 or fewer characters in length. SnapMirror policies of type
async-mirror and mirror-vault have a rule added for label
'sm_created' at the time of policy creation. This rule cannot be
removed or modified by the user. This rule when coupled with createsnapshot field set to 'true' indicates that the SnapMirror relationship
using this policy shall create a new Snapshot copy and transfer it as
string
part of an update operation. SnapMirror policies of type async-mirror
optional
support one additional rule with SnapMirorr label
'all_source_snapshots'. This rule along with the rule for SnapMirror
label 'sm_created' indicates that all new Snapshot copies on the
primary volume along with the newly created Snapsho139
:transferred on an initialize or update operation. Rules with any other
SnapMirror labels may not be added to SnapMirror policies of type
async-mirror. The rule for label sm_created when added to a
SnapMirror policy of type vault indicates that all SnapMirror created
Snapshot copies of the primary volume are selected for transfer.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Specifies the warning threshold count for the rule. The default value is
0. When set to a value greater than zero, an event is generated after
the remaining number of Snapshot copies (for the particular rule)
[0..2^32- integer
retained on a SnapMirror vault destination reaches the specified warn
optional
1]
limit. The preserve parameter for the rule must be 'true' to set the
warn parameter to a value greater than zero. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

APIs in Category: snapshot
snapshot-autodelete-list-info
snapshot-autodelete-set-option
snapshot-create
snapshot-create-async
snapshot-delete
snapshot-delete-async
snapshot-delta-info
snapshot-get-iter
snapshot-get-reserve
snapshot-get-schedule
snapshot-list-info
snapshot-modify-iter
snapshot-modify-snaplock-expiry-time
snapshot-multicreate
snapshot-multicreate-validate
snapshot-multidelete
snapshot-multirename
snapshot-partial-restore-file
snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info
snapshot-policy-add-schedule
snapshot-policy-create
snapshot-policy-delete
snapshot-policy-get
snapshot-policy-get-iter
snapshot-policy-modify
snapshot-policy-modify-schedule
snapshot-policy-remove-schedule
snapshot-reclaimable-info
snapshot-rename
snapshot-reserve-list-info
snapshot-restore-file
snapshot-restore-file-info
snapshot-restore-volume
snapshot-restore-volume-async
snapshot-set-reserve
snapshot-set-schedule
snapshot-volume-info

snapshot-autodelete-list-info

[top]

Returns the current snapshot autodelete settings.
Input Name Range
volume

Type
string

Description
Name of the existing volume for which we want snapshot
autodelete settings

Output Name Range
options

Type
snapshotautodelete-info[]

Errno

Description
List of snapshot autodelete options for this volume.

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-autodelete-set-option

[top]

Set the option named 'option-name' to the value specified by 'option-value' in the autodelete settings of
the specified volume.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Name of the option to be set. Possible values:
"state" (value: "on" | "off")
This option determines if the snapshot autodelete is currently enabled
for the volume. Setting the option to "on" switches on the snapshot
autodelete for the volume. Setting the option to "off" switches off the
snapshot autodelete for the volume.
"commitment" (value: "try" | "disrupt" | "destroy" )
This option determines the snapshots which snapshot autodelete is
allowed to delete to get back space. Setting this option to "try" only
permits the snapshots which are not locked by data protection utilities
(dump, mirroring, NDMPcopy) and data backing functionalities
(volume, LUN, NVMe namespace and File clones) to be deleted.
Setting this option to "disrupt" only permits the snapshots which are
not locked by data backing functionalities (volume, LUN and File
clones) to be deleted. Setting this option to "destroy", will destroy the
data backing functionality (volume, LUN, NVMe namespace and File
clones) if the backing snapshot is deleted.

"trigger" (value: "volume" | "snap_reserve" | "(DEPRECATED)space_reserve")
This option determines the condition which starts the automatic
deletion of snapshots. Setting this option to "volume" triggers
automatic deletion of snapshots when the volume reaches threshold
capacity and the volume's snap reserve has been exceeded. Setting
the option to "snap_reserve" triggers automatic deletion of snapshots
when the snap reserve of the volume reaches threshold capacity.
Setting the option to (DEPRECATED)-"space_reserve" triggers
automatic deletion of snapshots when the space reserved the volume
reaches threshold capacity and the volume's snap reserve has been
exceeded. NOTE: The option "space_reserve" is deprecated. The
threshold capacity is determined by the size of the volume as given
below:

optionname

string

If the volume size is less than 20 GB, the autodelete threshold
is 85%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 20 GB and less
than 100 GB, the autodelete threshold is 90%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 100 GB and less
than 500 GB, the autodelete threshold is 92%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 500 GB and less
than 1 TB, the autodelete threshold is 95%.
If the volume size is equal to or greater than 1 TB, the
autodelete threshold is 98%.
"target_free_space" (value: <number>)
This option determines when snapshot autodelete should stop deleting
snapshot. Depending on the trigger, snapshots are deleted till we
reach the target free space percentage.
"delete_order" (value: newest_first | oldest_first)
This option determines if the oldest or newest snapshot is deleted
first.
"defer_delete" (value: scheduled | user_created | prefix | none)
This option determines which kind of snapshots to delete in the end.
Setting this option value to "scheduled" will delete the snapshots
created by the snapshot scheduler last. Setting this option value to
"user_created" will delete the snapshots not created by the snapshot
scheduler last. Setting this option value to "prefix" will delete the
snapshots matching the prefix string to be deleted last. Setting this
option value to "none" will disable the above choices.
"prefix" (value: <string>)
This option can be set to provide the prefix string for the "prefix"
value of the "defer_delete" option. The prefix string length can be 15
char long.
"destroy_list" (value: <string>)
A comma separated list of services which can be destroyed if the
snapshot backing that service is deleted. For 7-mode, the possible
values for this option are a combination of "lun_clone", "vol_clone",
"cifs_share", "file_clone" or "none". For cluster-mode, the possible
values for this option are a combination of "lun_clone,file_clone" (for
LUN/NVMe namespace clone and/or file clone), "lun_clone,sfsr" (for
LUN/NVMe namespace clone and/or sfsr), "vol_clone", "cifs_share", or
"none". Please note that "lun_clone", "file_clone" and "sfsr"
individually are not valid values. Only pairs "lun_clone,file_clone" and
"lun_clone,sfsr" are supported. The option "sfsr" is not supported for

7-mode. The default value is "none" for 7-mode and cluster-mode.
optionvalue

string The value to set the named option

volume

string Name of the volume for which we want to change autodelete settings.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINCOMPATIBLE_AUTOSHRINK_AUTODELETE_TRIGGER
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-create

[top]

Create a new snapshot on a specified volume.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

async

boolean
optional

If true, the snapshot is to be created asynchronously. The default
value is false.

comment

string
optional

A human readable comment attached with the snapshot. The size of
the comment can be at most 255 characters. This parameter is not
supported on FlexGroups.

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Until time
of expiry the snapshot will be protected against deletion by system
processes. The snapshot is not explicitly deleted when expiry-time
elapses. The protection can be bypassed by autodelete when it
operates in destroy mode.

boolean
optional

If true, the snapshot create has been requested by snapvault hence
all backing snapshots for all the LUN clones in this snapshot will be
locked. This ensures the consistency of this snapshot. The default
value is false.

string
optional

A human readable SnapMirror Label attached with the snapshot.
Size of the label can be at most 31 characters. This label will be
applied as an attribute to the snapshot that is created and will be
used by the vaulting system to identify a vaulting scheme. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups.

expiry-time

is-validlun-clonesnapshot

snapmirrorlabel

string
Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length is
nonempty 256 characters.

snapshot

volume

string

Name of the volume on which the snapshot is to be created. The
volume name can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore
character (_), but the first character must be a letter or an
underscore.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
ENOMORESNAPS
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECLONEINPROGRESS
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESNAPSHOTTAGSNOSPACE
ENOSESSION
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPDBNOTINITED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-create-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Create a new snapshot on a specified Infinite Volume.
This API is not supported on flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents, and FlexGroups.
Input Name
comment
snapshot

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
A human readable comment attached with the snapshot. The size
of the comment can be at most 255 characters.

Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length
string
nonempty is 256 characters.

volume

string

Output Name

Range

Name of the Infinite Volume on which the snapshot is to be
created. The Infinite Volume name can contain letters, numbers,
and the underscore character (_), but the first character must be
a letter or an underscore.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
code
1]
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

result-status

string

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
ENOMORESNAPS
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
ESNAPSHOTTAGSNOSPACE
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPDBNOTINITED

snapshot-delete

[top]

Delete a snapshot on a specified volume. EBUSY is returned when the snapshot is in use. EROFS is
returned when the volume is read-only. EAGAIN is returned when splitting a blockmap or reverting.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range
ignoreowners
snapshot

snapshotinstance-

Type

Description

If this field is true, snapshot will be deleted even if some other processes
boolean are accessing it.
optional
The default value is false.
string

UUID
optional

Name of snapshot to be deleted on the specified volume.
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of UUID.
This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot' to uniquely
identify a snapshot for deletion. If this field is provided, 'snapshot' is a
required parameter.

uuid

An example of an actual UUID is:
73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412

volume

string

Name of the volume on which the snapshot is to be deleted.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EAPIERROR
ESNAPSHOTNOTALLOWED
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESNAPSHOTBUSY
ESNAPDBNOTINITED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-delete-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Delete a snapshot on a specified Infinite Volume. EBUSY is returned when the snapshot is in use. EROFS
is returned when the Infinite Volume is read-only. EAGAIN is returned when splitting a blockmap or
reverting.
This API is not supported on flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents, and FlexGroups.
Input Name
ignoreowners
snapshot

Range

Type

Description

boolean If this field is true, snapshot will be deleted even if some other
optional processes are accessing it. The default value is false.
string

Name of snapshot to be deleted on the specified Infinite Volume.

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID. This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot'
UUID
to uniquely identify a snapshot for deletion. If this field is provided,
optional
'snapshot' is a required parameter. An example of an actual UUID is:
73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412

snapshotinstanceuuid
volume
Output Name

Range

string

Name of the Infinite Volume on which the snapshot is to be deleted.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EAPIERROR
ESNAPSHOTNOTALLOWED
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
ESNAPDBNOTINITED

snapshot-delta-info

[top]

Returns the amount of space consumed between two snapshots or a snapshot and active filesystem.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range
snapshot1
snapshot2
volume
Output Name Range

Type
string

Description
Name of snapshot to be compared with snapshot2 for space
consumption calculations.

Name of snapshot to be compared with snapshot1 for space
string
consumption calculations. If the snapshot is not specified, it is assumed
optional
to be Active File System.
string
Type

Name of the volume on which the snapshot delta is to be calculated.
Description

consumedsize

integer

Size in bytes of space changed between the 2 specified snapshots or
snapshot and the active file system. Range : [0 - 2^63-1].

elapsed-time

integer

Time in seconds elapsed between the 2 specified snapshots or the
snapshot and the active file system. Range : [0 - 2^31-1].

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of snapshot objects.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
snapshotattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
snapshotspecified on any number of attributes in the snapshot object. All
info
snapshot objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

snapshotThe list of attributes of snapshot objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional snapshot objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer
1]

The number of records returned in this call.

volumeerror[] Volume Error Info
optional

volumeerrors
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snapshot-get-reserve

[top]

Obtain the current snapshot reserve on a specified volume. Error Returns: Invalid volume name.
Input Name

Range Type

volume

Description

string Name of the volume that contains the snapshot reserve.

Output Name Range Type

Description

blocksreserved

integer

The number of 1024 byte blocks that has been set aside as reserve for
snapshot usage.

percentreserved

integer

The percentage of disk space that has been set aside as reserve for
snapshot usage.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
E_VOLUME_INACCESSIBLE
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-get-schedule

[top]

Obtain the current snapshot schedule on a specified volume.
This API is not the preferred way of obtaining snapshot schedule information in Clustered Data ONTAP.
Snapshot schedule information for a given volume may be obtained in Clustered Data ONTAP by using
the following steps:
Issue API 'volume-get-iter' and record the 'snapshot-policy' field.
Issue API 'snapshot-policy-get' and use the previously obtained 'snapshot-policy' field as input to
find out information about all the schedules attached to the given policy.
Issue API 'job-schedule-get' to obtain information about each individual schedule in the given
snapshot policy.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string This the volume name where the snapshots are located.

Output Name Range Type

Description

days

The number of snapshots taken daily to keep on line. Range : [0..2^32integer
1].

hours

integer

The number of snapshots taken hourly to keep on line. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

minutes

integer

The number of snapshots taken minutely to keep on line. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

weeks

integer

The number of snapshots taken weekly to keep on line. Range :
[0..2^32-1].

which-hours
whichminutes

string A list of the hours at which the hourly snapshots are created.
string A list of the minutes at which the minutely snapshots are created.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EUSECLUSTERNATIVEUI
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-list-info
Return snapshot information for a specified volume. A list of snapshots and information about each
snapshot is returned. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, 'snapshot-get-iter' API is the preferred way of
retrieving snapshot information.

[top]

This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

is-7-modesnapshot

If set to true, check if snapshot is a 7-mode snapshot. A 7-mode
snapshot can appear in a cluster-mode volume as a result of the
boolean
volume being transitioned from 7-mode to cluster-mode. A 7-mode
optional
snapshot cannot be used in a volume snapshot restore. The default
value is false.

lun-clonesnapshot

boolean If set to true, check if snapshot contains any LUN or NVMe namespace
optional clones. The default value is false.

snapowners

boolean If set to true, owners of the busy snapshot are returned. If false, or if
optional the option is omitted, the list of owners is not returned.

target-name

Name of the object on which to list the snaplist information.
Arguments "target-name" and "target-type" should be used together.
string
optional Arguments "volume" and ("target-name", "target-type") pair are
mutually exclusive. One and only one of them should be specified.

target-type

Type of the object on which to list the snaplist information. Possible
string
optional values: volume, aggregate.

terse

If set to true, the snapshot block ownership values, namely the "total"
boolean and "cumulative-total" outputs, will be omitted. If set to false, the
optional block ownership calculation will be included in the output. The default
value is false.

volume

Name of the volume on which to list the snaplist information. It is for
string
backward compatibility. The recommended usage is to use arguments
optional
("target-name", "target-type") pair.

Output Name Range
snapshots

Type

Description

snapshotinfo[]
optional

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-modify-iter
Modify the attributes of snapshot or a group of snapshot objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshot- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple snapshot objects match
a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the
boolean
next matching snapshot even when modification of a previous
optional
snapshot fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching snapshot even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching snapshot fails, and
optional do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified
count
1]
reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to
true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
If modifying a specific snapshot, this input element must specify
snapshotall keys. If modifying snapshot objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapshot objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of snapshot objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnfailure-list
returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of snapshot objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
snapshot objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshotInformation about snapshot objects that were not modified due to
modifysome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[]
'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching snapshot objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of snapshot objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of snapshot objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

Errno
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapshotmodify- The snapshot objects that were successfully updated. This element
iter-info[] will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
optional
Description

snapshot-modify-snaplock-expiry-time

[top]

Modifies snaplock expiry time of a snapshot copy. Expiry time can only be extended from existing expiry
time.
Input Name Range

Type

expiry-time

integer
optional

infiniteexpiry-time

boolean
optional

snapshot

Description

If this option is set to true, API will set the infinite expiry time on the
specified snapshot copy.

Specifies the name of the snapshot copy for which snaplock expiry time
string
needs to be modified. The snapshot must have already been retained
nonempty
by snaplock.

volume

string

Specifies the name of the volume that contains snapshot copy.

Errno

Description

ENOENT
EONTAPI_EWORMMNOTWORMA
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EWORMVOLNOTWORM
EVOLUMEOFFLINE

snapshot-multicreate

[top]

Create a snapshot with the specific name, on each of the specified volumes. It is the caller's
responsibility to ensure that the data in the snapshots across all volumes is consistent, by quiescing I/O
to these volumes (or the LUNs or NVMe namespaces of interest in these volumes), across the call to this
API. The API is asynchronous by default and responds once the snapshot creation consistency point
starts. To make it synchronous this API should be called with the async flag set as false by using waitfor-sync parameter. When a failure is encountered while creating a Snapshot copy on a volume, this API
stops and returns the error immediately. It does not continue on to create Snapshot copies on the
remaining volumes. When the API fails, the returned error code is for the failed volume. For clustered
systems, the output 'status' will be set to FALSE in case of failure. In such case the caller should look at
the output 'volume-errors' to find out in which volume snapshot creation failed. When an error occurs, it
is possible that some snapshots may have been created. If the option cleanup is set to TRUE (default),
API will attempt to delete these snapshots (but snapshot deletion may fail). When set to FALSE, it is
users' responsibility to delete them. The output array volume-snapcreated-list records for each volume,
if a snapshot has been created or not. There are at least two expected use cases for this API. The first
one is to call this API with the cleanup option set to TRUE (default). If the call fails, any successfully
created snapshots will be deleted before the function returns. This is a simple use case, but has the
downside that in case of a failure, the call may take a long time to return due to snapshot cleanup.
Another use case would be to call this API in a time critical environment. In such a scenario, it would be
good to reduce the impact due to a failure. Hence, it would be better to first call the snapshotmulticreate-validate ZAPI, which would reduce the likelihood of failure of the snapshot-multicreate API.
In case a failure does occur, the caller could avoid the cleanup delay by setting the cleanup option to
FALSE, and performing snapshot cleanup later, outside the time-critical window.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

cleanup

boolean
optional

When the API fails, some snapshots may have been created for
some volumes. When set to TRUE, the API will attempt to delete
these snapshots. Note that newly created snapshots cannot be
deleted right away until the snapshots are on-disk, which may
take up to 10 secs. When set to FALSE, newly created snapshots
are not deleted. Users can delete them later as needed. Default is
TRUE.

snapmirrorlabel

string
optional

The SnapMirror Label for the schedule. This label will be used to
define vaulting policies at a vault destination. Maximum length of
this field is 31 characters

snapshot

string
nonempty

Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length
is 256 characters.

volumenames

volumename[]

Names of the volumes across which the snapshot is to be created.
The maximum number of volumes on a cluster system is 1200
(100 for traditional volumes and 500 for flexible volumes. The
number is then doubled for a cluster system).

wait-forsync

boolean
optional

Specifies if we should wait for the snapshot creating consistency
point to complete before responding to the user for the
multicreate API. Default value is 'false'.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

status

boolean
optional

Set to 'FALSE' in case of failure of the API. The output 'volumeerrors' will contain the error code and reason for the volume on
which snapshot creation failed. This output is only returned for
clustered systems.

volumeerrors

volumeerror[]
optional

Error code and reason due to which snapshot creation failed on a
volume. This output is only returned for clustered systems.

volume-issnapcreatedlist

volume-isAn array records if a snapshot has been created for a given
snapcreated[]
volume. This is returned only in case of failure.
optional

Errno
ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
ENOMORESNAPS
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EONTAPI_EWORMPERIOD
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-multicreate-validate

[top]

This is a companion API of snapshot-multicreate. It validates the snapshot creation operation on the
specified volumes. But it does not actually create any snapshot. This API only does validations on all
volumes and report all errors in the output array. This API is intended to be issued before the snapshotmulticreate API to find out all the errors that may be found during the snapshot create. Its main
purpose is to enable snapshot-multicreate's caller to reduce the likelihood of snapshot-multicreate's
failure, thereby attempting to avoid the cleanup overhead (of deleting any newly created snapshots)
during failure processing. However, this validation API does not guarantee that snapshot-multicreate
API will actually work. Something could change between the two calls to cause the actual snapshot
creations to fail.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot

string
nonempty

Name of the snapshot to be created. The maximum string length is
256 characters.

volumenames

volumename[]

Names of the volumes across which the snapshot creation is to be
validated.

Output Name Range
volumeerrors

Type
volumeerror[]

Description
An array records the error code associated with each volume.

Errno
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

Description

EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-multidelete

[top]

Delete the snapshot from the given flexible volumes. This API will return failure if the volume could not
be found or it is busy. All the volumes should be online when this API is invoked. It will only delete
snapshots on Read-Write volumes. Once all the necessary information to delete snapshots is available,
this API will start deleting snapshots on the volumes. If any of the snapshot delete failed, the API will
remember the failed volume and continue deleting snapshot on the remaining volumes. In case of
failure to delete the snapshots from all the given volumes, the API will return a SUCCESS and also
return information about the failed snapshot deletes via the 'volume-errors' output. If the API returns
SUCCESS, the applications should check if the 'volume-errors' output is returned or not to check for
failed snapshot deletions.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

reverting

boolean
optional

When the reverting flag is set to true, this API will delete a snapshot
on each volume that was created in the current release. The default
value is false.

reverting-fg

boolean
optional

When the reverting FG flag is set to true, this API will delete a
snapshot that was created in the current release on each flexgroup.
The default value is false.

snapshot

Name of the snapshot to be deleted. The maximum string length is
string
nonempty 256 characters. This field is ignored when the reverting flag is set to
optional true.

snapshottags

dsnapshot- If the snapshot is locked by the given snapshot tag, the snapshot lock
tag-info[] will be ignored and the snapshot will be deleted.
optional

usesnapshot-asprefix
volumenames

boolean
optional

If this option is set to true, this API will delete all snapshots whose
names start with the given snapshot name from the volumes specified
in the input. The snapshots will be deleted asynchronously in the
background. If set to true, the API will not return a list of volume
errors. The default value is false.

volumeNames of the volumes across which the snapshot is to be deleted.
name[]
The identities of the volumes from which the snapshot will be deleted.
The volume identity string is its 128-bit universally-unique identifier
(UUID) or its DSID.
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings
separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second

volumeuuids

UUID[]
optional

through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth
and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is
not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
This field is ignored when the reverting flag is set to true.

Output Name Range
snapshotsdeleted
volumeerrors

Type
integer
optional

Description
The number of snapshots deleted.

volume- Error code and reason due to which snapshot deletion failed on a
error[] volume. This output is only returned when the API returns SUCCESS
optional but snapshot on some volumes could not be deleted.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EONTAPI_EINVAL
EONTAPI_EPERM
EONTAPI_EROFS
EONTAPI_EAGAIN
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EAGGRFAILINGOVER
EHALTING
ESNAPSHOTBUSY
EONTAPI_ENOMORESNAPS

snapshot-multirename

[top]

Rename Snapshot copies with a specific name to a new name across multiple volumes. The API
processes all the specified volumes even if rename fails on one or more volumes. The snapshotmultirename-errors field should be inspected for failures even if the API is successful.This API is not
supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name
new-snapshot-name

Range

Type
snapshot-id

Description
The new snapshot name.

snapshot-name

snapshot-id

volume-names

volume-name[]

Output Name

Range

snapshotmultirename-errors

The current snapshot name.
Names of the volumes across which the
snapshot is to be renamed.

Type

Description

snapshotInformation of the error details for snapshot
multirename-error[]
multirename operation
optional

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EAPIUNSUPPORTEDVERSION
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE

snapshot-partial-restore-file
Restores a particular range of bytes in a file from a specified snapshot.
Partial file restores are used to restore particular pieces of LUNs, NVMe namespace and NFS or CIFS
container files that are used by a host to store multiple sources of data. For example, a host may be
storing multiple user databases in the same LUN. A partial file restore can be used to restore one of
those databases in the LUN while not touching the other databases that are also stored in the LUN.
Compressed files will not be restored, though compression may be enabled on the volume.
Partial file restores require significant management by the caller. The caller must understand the
metadata of the host LUN, NVMe namespace or container file so that they can know which bytes belong
to the object being restored.
Partial file restore is supported only between LUNs or NVMe namespaces with equal block sizes and is
supported from source LUN to destination NVMe namespace and from source NVMe namespace to
destination LUN.
Before the restore operation begins, the caller must quiesce the object being restored. It must remain
quiesced for the duration of the restore operation. No host I/O should be issued for the object while it is
being restored because the snapshot-partial-restore-file commands will be incrementally restoring the
file, LUN, or NVMe namespace and the host will therefore see inconsistent content for the object until
the restore operation is completed. Host I/O is permitted for the other objects stored in the LUN, NVMe
namespace or container file because the partial file restore will not touch the bytes belonging to those
other objects.
During the restore the caller must issue a snapshot-partial-restore-file command for each of the byte
ranges that belong to the object being restored, based on the metadata of the LUN, NVMe namespace
or container file. Once each command returns, that byte range is restored and the changes are
persistent. If the filer should halt while processing a command, that byte range of the LUN, NVMe
namespace or container file is inconsistent. Some of the bytes at the beginning of the range may have
been restored while bytes at the end of the range have not been restored. Once the filer is rebooted the

[top]

caller should re-issue the command to restore that byte range to complete the restore.
Once the restore is completed, the caller must purge any host operating system or application buffers
that may hold data for the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace that is now stale. For NFS or CIFS mounted
volumes the easiest way to purge any host buffers is to unmount and remount the volume. Applications
holding buffered data may need to be shut down and restarted.
Multiple partial file restore requests may be issued to the same file, LUN, or NVMe namespace
simultaneously. There is no requirement that the requests are all restoring from the same snapshot so
that multiple restore operations for different objects may be concurrent on the same file. There is no
checking to prevent overlapping byte ranges between requests. Preventing this condition is the
responsibility of the caller.
Partial file restores are not intended for restoring parts of normal user-level files that are stored in an
NFS or CIFS exported volume. Use snapshot-restore-file to restore normal files like these.
The volume where the LUN, NVMe namespace or container file to restore and where the snapshot to
restore from live must be online and must not be a mirror volume.
The partial file restore request may fail if there is not sufficient free space to overwrite all of the blocks
in the byte range to be restored.
The partial file restore request is synchronous, meaning that the command will not return until the
entire byte range is restored. The snapshot being restored from cannot be deleted while a request is
being executed, but it can be deleted between requests. If this happens the next request will notice that
the snapshot has been deleted and will return an error.
The maximum number of bytes of data that can be restored in a single request is given by the maxbyte-count value returned by the snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info command. This limit ensures that
requests are periodically interruptible and avoids overloading the filer.
If the system halts while a partial file restore request is being executed, the request will not be
restarted upon reboot. Some of the bytes at the beginning of the range may have been restored while
bytes at the end of the range have not been restored. The caller should reissue the partial file restore
request for that byte range to complete the restore.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range
byte-count

Type

Description

The number of bytes to restore, beginning at start-byte. The byte count
must be a multiple of 4096. Use snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info to
integer
determine the maximum number of bytes that can be restored in a single
request. Range : [0 - 2^64-1]

path

string

Path of the file to restore. Path syntax has two forms:
/vol/<volumename>/<rest of path> /<rest of path> In the latter case
(relative path), if volume was not specified, the root volume will be used.

snapshot

string

The simple name of the snapshot to restore from. The snapshot must be
from same volume as the file to partially restore.

snapshotinstanceuuid

A unique physical version identifier for a given snapshot within a volume
string
or an aggregate. A typical snapshot instance UUID will look like:
optional
c0335624-21f3-450c-aea1-55884d0218b9

start-byte

The starting byte offset in the file to partially restore. The first byte of the
integer file is byte zero. The start byte must be a multiple of 4096. Range : [0 2^64-1]

volume

string Volume to restore to/from. If this is passed in, the path argument should
optional be relative to the volume.

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

Description

EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVDISK_ERROR_7MODE_LUN
EOP_DISALLOWED_VOL_IS_SYNC_SM
EVDISK_INVALID_SECTOR_SIZE
EVDISK_LUN_CROSS_NVME_NS
EVDISK_NVME_NS_CROSS_LUN
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-partial-restore-file-list-info

[top]

Returns partial file restore settings of the vserver.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Output Name Range Type

Description

The maximum number of bytes that can be restored in a single request.
integer This limit ensures that requests are periodically interruptible and avoids
overloading the filer. Range : [0 - 2^64-1]

max-bytecount
Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-policy-add-schedule

[top]

Add a new schedule to the Snapshot Policy. A schedule can be created by using 'job-schedule-croncreate' or 'job-schedule-interval-create' APIs.
Input Name
count

Range

Type

[0..1023] integer

Description
The maximum number of snapshots to be retained for the schedule.
The count of all the snapshots to be retained for this policy cannot
be more than 1023.

snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot

policy

policy

scheduling policy.

The snapshot name prefix for the schedule. This field should be
string
optional unique within the policy.

prefix

schedule

string

A human readable string describing the name of a new schedule to
be added inside the snapshot policy. Maximum length of this field
can be 255 characters. The schedule name can be any one of the
reserved schedules like 'hourly', 'weekly' or 'daily' or it can be a user
created schedule.

The SnapMirror Label for the schedule. This label will be used to
string
define vaulting policies at a vault destination. Maximum length of
optional
this field is 31 characters

snapmirrorlabel
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-create

[top]

This API creates a Snapshot policy and adds the schedules to it. A Snapshot policy includes at least one
schedule, up to a maximum of 5 schedules, and a maximum number of Snapshot copies per schedule. A
schedule can be created by using 'job-schedule-cron-create' or 'job-schedule-interval-create' APIs.
When applied to a volume, the Snapshot policy specifies the schedule on which Snapshot copies are
taken and the maximum number of Snapshot copies that each schedule can take. The total count of all
the Snapshot copies to be retained for the policy cannot be more than 1023.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

string A human readable description associated with the snapshot policy.
optional The maximum length of this field can be 255 characters.

comment
count1

[0..1023] integer Retention count for the snapshots created by the first schedule.

count2

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the second schedule.
optional

count3

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the third schedule.
optional

count4

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the fourth schedule.
optional

count5

[0..1023]

integer
Retention count for the snapshots created by the fifth schedule.
optional

enabled

boolean

policy

string

Status of the snapshot policy indicating whether the policy will be
enabled or disabled. If set to true, the policy will be enabled.
The name of the snapshot scheduling policy which has to be created.
Maximum length of this string can be 256 characters.

prefix1

string Snapshot name prefix for the first schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix2

string Snapshot name prefix for the second schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix3

string Snapshot name prefix for the third schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix4

string Snapshot name prefix for the fourth schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

string Snapshot name prefix for the fifth schedule. Prefix name should be
optional unique within the policy.

prefix5
schedule1

string

First schedule to be added inside the policy. At least one schedule has
to be added to create a policy.

schedule2

string
Second schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

schedule3

string
Third schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

schedule4

string
Fourth schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

schedule5

string
Fifth schedule to be added inside the policy.
optional

snapmirrorlabel1

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for first schedule. Maximum length of
optional this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel2

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for second schedule. Maximum length
optional of this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel3

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for third schedule. Maximum length
optional of this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel4

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for fourth schedule. Maximum length
optional of this field is 31 characters.

snapmirrorlabel5

string Label for SnapMirror Operations for fifth schedule. Maximum length of
optional this field is 31 characters.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-delete

[top]

Delete the specified Snapshot Scheduling Policy
Input Name Range
policy

Type
snapshotpolicy

Errno

Description
A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
scheduling policy.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-get
Get Information about a single Snapshot Policy

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
snapshotpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
policy
scheduling policy.

policy
Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapshotpolicy- The attributes of the snapshot.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapshot-policy-get-iter

[top]

Get Information about multiple Snapshot Policies
Input Name

Range

snapshotpolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

snapshotpolicyinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the snapshot object. All
snapshot objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

snapshotpolicyThe list of attributes of snapshot objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional snapshot objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

snapshot-policy-modify

[top]

Enable or Disable the specified Snapshot Scheduling Policy
Input Name Range

Type

Description

comment

string A human readable comment attached with the snapshot. The size of the
optional comment can be at most 255 characters.

enabled

The state of the snapshot policy. If true, the snapshot policy is enabled
boolean
and scheduled snapshots will be created on the volume associated with
optional
this policy.

policy

string

Errno

A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot scheduling
policy.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDNPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

snapshot-policy-modify-schedule

[top]

Modify a snapshot policy
Input Name

Range

new-count [0..1023]
newsnapmirrorlabel
policy

Type

Description

The new maximum number of snapshots to be retained for the
integer
schedule. The count of all the snapshots to be retained for this
optional
policy cannot be more than 1023.
The new SnapMirror Label for the schedule. This label will be used to
define vaulting policies at a vault destination. If an empty label is
string
optional specified, the existing label will be deleted. The maximum length of
this field is 31 characters
snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
policy
scheduling policy.

schedule

Errno

string

A human readable string describing the name of a schedule whose
retention count will be modified. Maximum length of this field can be
255 characters. The schedule name can be any one of the reserved
schedules like 'hourly','weekly' or 'daily' or it can be user created
schedule.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED

[top]

snapshot-policy-remove-schedule
Remove a snapshot schedule from policy
Input Name Range
policy

Type

Description

snapshot- A human readable string describing the name of the snapshot
policy
scheduling policy.

schedule

string

Errno

A human readable string describing the name of a schedule which will
be removed from the snapshot policy. Maximum length of this field can
be 255 characters. The schedule name can be any one of the reserved
schedules like 'hourly','weekly' or 'daily' or it can be a user created
schedule.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

snapshot-reclaimable-info

[top]

Returns the amount of space that would be freed when a set of snapshots are deleted from a specified
volume.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapshots

snapshotname[]

volume

string

Name of the volume on which the snapshot reclaimable space info
is to be collected.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
reclaimablesize

integer

Errno
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTTOOMANY
ESNAPSHOTCORRUPT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EAGGRFAILINGOVER

List of snapshots. A maximum of 1023 snapshots can be listed.

Size in bytes of space reclaimable if the snapshots were deleted.
Range : [0 - 2^63-1].
Description

EAGGRRELOCATING
EAGGRINSWITCHBACK
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_GIVEBACK
EHALTING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-rename

[top]

Rename a specified snapshot to a new name on a specified volume. This API is not supported on
FlexGroups or Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name Range Type
currentname
new-name
volume

Description

string Name of snapshot to be renamed.
string New name of snapshot as a result of the rename.
string

Name of the volume where the current snapshot and the new snapshot are
located.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTEXISTS
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
ESNAPSHOTACSLOCKED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EONTAPI_ETIMEDOUT
ESNAPSHOTNOSPACE
ESNAPDBNOTINITED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-reserve-list-info
Gets the percentage of disk space that is reserved for snapshots in the indicated volume. If no volume

[top]

is specified, this will return the percentage of disk space reserved for snapshots for each of the volumes
in the system. Reserve space can be used only by snapshots and not by the active file system. This API
is deprecated in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 8.2 and later. Use volume-get-iter instead.
Input Name

Range

volume
Output Name

Type
string
optional

Range

snapshotreserve-details

Type
snapshot-reservedetail-info[]

Errno

Description
Volume to get percentage of space reserved for
snapshots.
Description
List of volumes along with their snapshot space
reservation configuration.

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAGGRRELOCATING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-restore-file

[top]

Restores a single file, LUN, or NVMe namespace from the specified snapshot. This operation can be
executed to overwrite an existing version of the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace present in the active file
system or create a new copy of the file, LUN, or NVMe namespace at a separate location within the
same volume. Only normal files, LUNs, and NVMe namespaces are restored. Special files and directories
(and their contents) are not restored. Starting Data ONTAP 9.0, restore operation is supported on file
with streams. The file, LUN, or NVMe namespace is ready for read/write access once this API returns.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range
ignorestreams

path
restorepath
snapshot
snapshot-

Type

Description

Use this option to control the behavior while restoring file with streams. If
boolean false, streams are restored along with the file. If true, the file is restored
optional without its streams. The default value is false. This option is only
supported on Data ONTAP 9.0 and later.
string

Path of the file to restore. Path syntax has two forms:
/vol/<volumename>/<rest of path> /<rest of path> In the latter case
(relative path), if volume was not specified, the root volume will be used.

Path to restore to. The path must be a full path to a filename, and must
string
be in the same volume as the volume used for the restore. If not
optional
specified, restore-path is defaulted to the original path.
string
string

Name of snapshot to restore from. Snapshot must be from same volume
as the file to restore.
A unique physical version identifier for a given snapshot within a volume

instanceuuid

optional

spaceefficientsplitdisabled

By default 'false', space-efficient LUN/NVMe namespace clone split is
boolean
allowed during restore. This parameter, if set to 'true', disables spaceoptional
efficient splitting for this specific operation.

volume

or an aggregate. A typical snapshot instance UUID will look like:
c0335624-21f3-450c-aea1-55884d0218b9

string Volume to restore to/from. If this is passed in, the path argument should
optional be relative to the volume.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECT_NOT_FOUND
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_EBUSY
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EVDISK_ERROR_7MODE_LUN
EONTAPI_ENOMEM
EVDISK_ERROR_TOO_MANY_LUNS
EOP_DISALLOWED_VOL_IS_SYNC_SM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-restore-file-info

[top]

Get information about snapshot file restores on a given vserver. Returns maximum snapshot file
restores limit and snapshot file restores in progress numbers.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Output Name Range Type

Description

max-sfsrlimit

integer

sfsr-inprogress

integer Number of single file snapshot restores (SFSR) in progress on a filer.

The maximum number of parallel single file snapshot restores (SFSR)
allowed on a filer.

Errno
EVERSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled

Description

Yes

snapshot-restore-volume

[top]

Reverts a volume to a specified snapshot. The volume must be online and must not be a mirror. If
reverting the root volume, the filer will be rebooted. Non-root volumes do not require a reboot. A
volume cannot have both a volume snaprestore and a single-file snaprestore executing simultaneously.
Multiple single-file snaprestores can be in progress simultaneously. After the reversion, the volume is in
the same state as it was when the snapshot was taken.
This API is not supported on Infinite Volume.
Input Name Range

force

Type

Description

If this field is set to "true", the Snapshot copy is restored even if the
volume has one or more newer Snapshot copies which are currently used
as reference Snapshot copy by SnapMirror. If a restore is done in this
situation, this will cause future SnapMirror transfers to fail. The
SnapMirror relationship may be repaired using "snapmirror resync"
boolean
command if a common Snapshot copy is found between the source and
optional
destination volume. If there is no common Snapshot copy between the
source and the destination volume, a baseline SnapMirror copy would be
required.
The default value is false.

preservelun-ids

When this field is specified, LUNs in the volume being restored will remain
mapped and their identities preserved such that host connectivity will not
be disrupted during the restore operation. I/O's to the LUN will be fenced
boolean during the restore operation by placing the LUNs in an unavailable state.
optional Once the restore operation has completed, hosts will be able to resume
I/O access to the LUNs.
The default value is false.

snapshot

string

snapshotinstanceuuid

UUID
optional

volume

string

Name of snapshot to restore from.
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of UUID.
This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot' to uniquely
identify a snapshot to restore. If this field is provided, 'snapshot' is a
required parameter.
An example of an actual UUID is:
84a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478653412
Name of volume to restore.

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EWORMVOLSLC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOP_DISALLOWED_DURING_TAKEOVER
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_DEST
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_SOURCE
EOP_DISALLOWED_VOL_IS_SYNC_SM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-restore-volume-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Reverts an Infinite Volume to a specified snapshot. The Infinite Volume must be online and unmounted
and must not be a mirror. After the reversion, the Infinite Volume is in the same state as it was when
the snapshot was taken.
This API is not supported on flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents, and FlexGroups.
Input Name

Range

snapshot

Type
string

Description
Name of snapshot to restore from.

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID. This field is optional and can appear together with 'snapshot'
UUID
to uniquely identify a snapshot to restore. If this field is provided,
optional
'snapshot' is a required parameter. An example of an actual UUID is:
84a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478653412

snapshotinstanceuuid
volume

string

Output Name

Range

Name of Infinite Volume to restore.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EONTAPI_EWORMVOLSLC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".
Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_DEST
ESNAPRESTORE_ONDEMAND_SOURCE

snapshot-set-reserve

[top]

Sets the size of the indicated volume's snapshot reserve to the specified percentage. Reserve space can
be used only by snapshots and not by the active file system.
Input Name Range Type
percentage
volume

Description

integer Percentage to set. Range [0-100].
string

Name of volume on which to set the snapshot space reserve.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMECREATING
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EAGGRRELOCATING
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-set-schedule

[top]

Set the snapshot schedule on a specified volume. If number of snapshots requested is greater than
ONTAP allows, then ESNAPTOOMANY will be returned with the maximum allow snapshots in the reason.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

days

integer Number of snapshots taken daily to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of daily snapshots is left at the previous value.

hours

integer Number of snapshots taken hourly to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of weekly snapshots is left at the previous value.

minutes
volume

integer Number of snapshots taken minutely to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of minutely snapshots is left at the previous value.
string

Name of the volume name where the snapshots are located.

weeks

integer Number of snapshots taken weekly to keep on line. If not provided, the
optional number of weekly snapshots is left at the previous value.

whichhours

string Comma-separated list of the hours at which the hourly snapshots are
optional created. If hours is 0, which-hours is ignored and cleared.

whichminutes

string Comma-separated list of the minutes at which the minutely snapshots are
optional created. If minutes is 0, which-minutes is ignored and cleared.

Errno

Description

ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTTOOMANY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEMOUNTING
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

snapshot-volume-info

[top]

Returns snapshot related volume information. The information returned is valid at the time the API call
reached the filer and maybe outdated soon after.
This API is not supported on FlexGroups.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the volume on which the space needs to be checked.

Output Name Range Type

sizeavailable

Total bytes that when exhausted will disable us from taking snapshots. If
this value is 0, snapshots cannot be taken. Any other value would allow
us to take a reliable snapshot. This space may or may not get exhausted
integer
by taking a snapshot. Also it may get used by writes/allocations in the
volume. This is not equal to the free space in the active file system or
anyway related to the size of the next snapshot. Range : [0..2^64-1].

Errno
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVOL_RESTRICTED
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VOLUME_INACCESSIBLE
EAGGRRELOCATING
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
Vfiler-enabled

Description

Description

Yes

Element definition: UUID

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-autodelete-info

[top]

Option name and value.
Name Range Type

Description

optionname

Option key. Possible values: "state" (value: "on" | "off") "commitment" (value:
"try" | "disrupt") "trigger" (value: "volume" | "snap_reserve" | "(DEPRECATED)string space_reserve") "target_free_space" (value: <number>) "delete_order" (value:
newest_first | oldest_first) "defer_delete" (value: scheduled | user_created |
prefix | none) "destroy_list" (value: <user-defined>) "prefix" (value: <string>)

optionvalue

string Option value.

Element definition: snapshot-id

[top]

Snapshot Id
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-info

[top]

One snapshot contained in the specified volume. This type is used by snapshot-get-iter, snapshotmodify-iter and snapshot-list-info ZAPIs. When using this type to modify snapshot information, every
field except snapmirror-label is non-modifiable.
Name
access-time
afs-used

Range

Type

Description

The volume access time when the snapshot was created in
integer
seconds since Jan 1, 1970. This value will not change even if the
optional
snapshot is accessed. Range : [0..2^32-1].
[0..2^64- integer

Size of the active filesystem at the time the snapshot was taken in

1]

optional bytes.
Indicates whether the snapshot can be deleted or not. The
snapshot cannot be deleted in the following circumstances:

busy

If set to true, the snapshot is hard-locked by some application(s)
and hence cannot be deleted. The lock cannot be over-ridden and
only the application(s) locking the snapshot can release the lock.
The output 'snapshot-owners-list' will report the application(s)
who have hard-locked the snapshot.

boolean
optional If set to false and some applications are dependent on it, the
snapshot is soft-locked and hence cannot be deleted. The output
'dependency' will report the application(s) who have soft-locked
the snapshot. In order to over-ride the soft-lock, use the 'ignoreowners' field while deleting the snapshot.
If above conditions don't hold, then snapshot is not locked and
can be deleted.

comment
compresssavings

A human readable comment for the snapshot. It can be at most
string
255 characters. This field is returned only if it is explicitly
optional
requested using desired-attributes.
[0..2^64- integer Savings due to compression at the time the snapshot was taken in
optional bytes.
1]
The compression type enabled on the volume at the time the
Snapshot copy was taken. Possible values:
'none' ... There was no compression enabled on the volume
'secondary' ... Secondary compression was enabled on the
volume
'adaptive' ... Adaptive compression was enabled on the
volume

compressiontype

string
optional

contains-lunclones

This snapshots contains LUN clones. If true, this snapshot contains
boolean
LUN clones. This is available only if the 'lun-clone-snapshot' option
optional
is specified.

convertrecovery

boolean
Snapshot copy was created during a volume conversion operation.
optional

cumulativepercentageof-totalblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the total number of blocks in the volume.
optional
Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativepercentageof-usedblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the number of blocks currently used in the
optional
volume. Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativetotal

integer Cumulative total of 1024 byte blocks of this snapshot and previous
optional snapshots. If the "terse" input is true, this value is omitted.

dedupsavings

[0..2^64- integer Savings due to dedup at the time the snapshot was taken in
1]
optional bytes.
Application(s) dependent on this snapshot. The list is commaseparated if more than one application depends on this snapshot.
It includes "busy" string if the snapshot is hard-locked by an
application. This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested
using desired-attributes.
Possible values include:

dependency

string

"acs"
"backup"

optional

"dump"
"file_clone"
"LUNs"
"snaplock"
"snapmirror"
"snapvault"
"vclone"
"snap restore"

Expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Until
time of expiry the snapshot will be protected against deletion by
[0..2^32- integer system processes. The snapshot is not explicitly deleted when
expiry-time
1]
optional expiry-time elapses. The protection can be bypassed by
autodelete when it operates in destroy mode. This field is returned
only if it is explicitly requested using desired-attributes.
infinitesnaplockexpiry-time
inofileversion
is-7-modesnapshot
isconstituentsnapshot
name

boolean Indicates if the snaplock expiry time is infinite. If this flag is set,
optional snaplock-expiry-time field will not carry any value.
integer
The inofile-version of the snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a 7-mode snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a constituent snapshot.
optional
string
Name of the snapshot to be listed.
optional

percentageof-totalblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the total
optional number of blocks in the volume.

percentageof-usedblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the
optional number of blocks currently used in the volume.

performance- [0..2^64- integer Amount of space in use for performance optimization at the time
optional the snapshot was taken, in bytes.
metadata
1]
SnapLock expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1,
snaplock- [0..2^64- integer 1970. Snapshot will not be allowed to be deleted or renamed until
expiry-time
1]
optional the SnapLock ComplianceClock time goes beyond this retention
time.
snapmirrorlabel

A human readable SnapMirror Label attached with the snapshot.
string
Size of the label can be at most 31 characters. This label will be
optional
used by the vaulting system to identify a vaulting scheme.

snapshotinstance-uuid

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's physical data
optional
layout.

snapshotowners-list
snapshotversion-uuid

snapshotowner[] The list of owners of a busy snapshot.
optional
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's logical data
optional
layout.
The state of the snapshot. Possible values:
'valid' ... For an Infinite Volume, the snapshot is complete
and consistent. For a FlexGroup, the snapshot is consistent,
exists on all of its constituents and can be managed
normally.

'invalid' ... The namespace constituent snapshot is missing
for an Infinite Volume.
'partial' ... For an Infinite Volume, one or more data
constituent snapshots are missing. For a FlexGroup, the
snapshot is consistent but exists only on the subset of the
constituents that existed prior to the FlexGroup's expansion.
Partial snapshots cannot be used for a snapshot restore
operation.

string
optional

state

Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume can have a state of invalid.
Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume or a FlexGroup can have
the states of valid and partial.
The default value is valid.
integer Number of 1024 byte blocks in the snapshot. If the "terse" input is
optional true, this value is omitted.

total
vbn0-savings

Savings due to vbn0 at the time the snapshot was taken in bytes.
[0..2^64- integer
This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredoptional
1]
attributes.
string
Volume name.
optional

volume
volumeprovenanceuuid

Provenance UUID of the volume at the time the snapshot was
UUID
created. Refer to the volume-get-iter API for a description of the
optional
volume provenance UUID.
string
Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs.
optional

vserver

Element definition: snapshot-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against snapshot object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

snapshotkey

snapshotinfo

The keys for the snapshot object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: snapshot-multirename-error
Information of the error details for snapshot multirename operation When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

error- [0..2^32- integer Error code due to which snapshot rename failed on a volume. Attributes:
number
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
errorreason

string Error reason due to which snapshot rename failed on a volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumename

string Volume name on which snapshot rename failed. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapshot-name

[top]

Name of snapshot.
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy-info

[top]

A typedef containing information about the Snapshot Scheduling Policies. When returned as part of the
output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless limited by a set of desired attributes specified
by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
comment

Range

Type

Description

A human readable description associated with the snasphot policy. The
string
maximum length of this field can be 255 characters. Attributes: optionaloptional
for-create, modifiable

enabled

The state of the snapshot policy. If true, the snapshot policy is enabled
boolean
and scheduled snapshots will be created on the volume associated with
optional
this policy. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

policy

snapshotA human readable string describing the name of the snapshot scheduling
policy
policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

policyowner

string
Owner of the policy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
snapshot-

snapshotpolicyschedules

Information about individual snapshot schedules. To obtain information
scheduleabout invocation times for individual schedules, use API 'job-scheduleinfo[]
get'.
optional

totalinteger Total Number of Schedules in this Policy Attributes: non-creatable, non[0..5]
optional modifiable
schedules
vserverVserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
name
optional

vservername

Element definition: snapshot-reserve-detail-info

[top]

Information about a volume's snapshot space reservation configuration.
Name

Range

percentage
size
volume
vserver

Type

Description

integer Percentage of volume reserved for snapshots. Range : [0 - 100].
integer Size in bytes of volume reserved for snapshots. Range : [0 - 2^64-1].
string

Name of volume.

string Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs. This field is returned
optional only when request is sent to Admin Vserver LIF.

Element definition: volume-error

[top]

The error code of a given volume.
Name Range

Type

Description
The error code of the snapshot operation for a given volume. It is returned
only when an error is found.

errno

integer
optional

name

volumeName of a volume.
name

reason

string
optional

Description of the error. It is returned only when an error is found.

vserver

string
optional

Virtual server containing the volume.

Element definition: volume-is-snapcreated

[top]

The status of the snapshot creation for a given volume.
Name
is-snapcreated
name

Range

Type

Description

boolean

TRUE means a snapshot has been created for the volume.

volume-name Name of a volume.

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: UUID

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-info

[top]

One snapshot contained in the specified volume. This type is used by snapshot-get-iter, snapshotmodify-iter and snapshot-list-info ZAPIs. When using this type to modify snapshot information, every
field except snapmirror-label is non-modifiable.
Name
access-time
afs-used

Range

Type

Description

The volume access time when the snapshot was created in
integer
seconds since Jan 1, 1970. This value will not change even if the
optional
snapshot is accessed. Range : [0..2^32-1].
[0..2^64- integer Size of the active filesystem at the time the snapshot was taken in
optional bytes.
1]
Indicates whether the snapshot can be deleted or not. The
snapshot cannot be deleted in the following circumstances:

busy

If set to true, the snapshot is hard-locked by some application(s)
and hence cannot be deleted. The lock cannot be over-ridden and
only the application(s) locking the snapshot can release the lock.
The output 'snapshot-owners-list' will report the application(s)
who have hard-locked the snapshot.

boolean
optional If set to false and some applications are dependent on it, the

snapshot is soft-locked and hence cannot be deleted. The output
'dependency' will report the application(s) who have soft-locked
the snapshot. In order to over-ride the soft-lock, use the 'ignoreowners' field while deleting the snapshot.
If above conditions don't hold, then snapshot is not locked and
can be deleted.
comment
compresssavings

A human readable comment for the snapshot. It can be at most
string
255 characters. This field is returned only if it is explicitly
optional
requested using desired-attributes.
[0..2^64- integer Savings due to compression at the time the snapshot was taken in
optional bytes.
1]
The compression type enabled on the volume at the time the
Snapshot copy was taken. Possible values:
'none' ... There was no compression enabled on the volume
'secondary' ... Secondary compression was enabled on the
volume
'adaptive' ... Adaptive compression was enabled on the
volume

compressiontype

string
optional

contains-lunclones

This snapshots contains LUN clones. If true, this snapshot contains
boolean
LUN clones. This is available only if the 'lun-clone-snapshot' option
optional
is specified.

convertrecovery

boolean
Snapshot copy was created during a volume conversion operation.
optional

cumulativepercentageof-totalblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the total number of blocks in the volume.
optional
Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativepercentageof-usedblocks

Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot and all more recent
integer
snapshots, relative to the number of blocks currently used in the
optional
volume. Not returned for Infinite Volumes.

cumulativetotal

integer Cumulative total of 1024 byte blocks of this snapshot and previous
optional snapshots. If the "terse" input is true, this value is omitted.

dedupsavings

[0..2^64- integer Savings due to dedup at the time the snapshot was taken in
1]
optional bytes.
Application(s) dependent on this snapshot. The list is commaseparated if more than one application depends on this snapshot.
It includes "busy" string if the snapshot is hard-locked by an
application. This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested
using desired-attributes.
Possible values include:

dependency

string
optional

"acs"
"backup"
"dump"
"file_clone"
"LUNs"
"snaplock"
"snapmirror"
"snapvault"
"vclone"
"snap restore"
Expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. Until
time of expiry the snapshot will be protected against deletion by

expiry-time

infinitesnaplockexpiry-time
inofileversion
is-7-modesnapshot
isconstituentsnapshot
name

[0..2^32- integer system processes. The snapshot is not explicitly deleted when
1]
optional expiry-time elapses. The protection can be bypassed by
autodelete when it operates in destroy mode. This field is returned
only if it is explicitly requested using desired-attributes.
boolean Indicates if the snaplock expiry time is infinite. If this flag is set,
optional snaplock-expiry-time field will not carry any value.
integer
The inofile-version of the snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a 7-mode snapshot.
optional
boolean
True if the snapshot is a constituent snapshot.
optional
string
Name of the snapshot to be listed.
optional

percentageof-totalblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the total
optional number of blocks in the volume.

percentageof-usedblocks

integer Percentage of blocks owned by this snapshot, relative to the
optional number of blocks currently used in the volume.

performance- [0..2^64- integer Amount of space in use for performance optimization at the time
optional the snapshot was taken, in bytes.
metadata
1]
SnapLock expiry time of the snapshot in seconds since Jan 1,
snaplock- [0..2^64- integer 1970. Snapshot will not be allowed to be deleted or renamed until
expiry-time
1]
optional the SnapLock ComplianceClock time goes beyond this retention
time.
snapmirrorlabel

A human readable SnapMirror Label attached with the snapshot.
string
Size of the label can be at most 31 characters. This label will be
optional
used by the vaulting system to identify a vaulting scheme.

snapshotinstance-uuid

The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's physical data
optional
layout.

snapshotowners-list
snapshotversion-uuid

snapshotowner[] The list of owners of a busy snapshot.
optional
The 128 bit unique snapshot identifier expressed in the form of
UUID
UUID. This field uniquely identifies the snapshot's logical data
optional
layout.
The state of the snapshot. Possible values:

state

string
optional

'valid' ... For an Infinite Volume, the snapshot is complete
and consistent. For a FlexGroup, the snapshot is consistent,
exists on all of its constituents and can be managed
normally.
'invalid' ... The namespace constituent snapshot is missing
for an Infinite Volume.
'partial' ... For an Infinite Volume, one or more data
constituent snapshots are missing. For a FlexGroup, the
snapshot is consistent but exists only on the subset of the
constituents that existed prior to the FlexGroup's expansion.
Partial snapshots cannot be used for a snapshot restore
operation.
Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume can have a state of invalid.
Only a snapshot on an Infinite Volume or a FlexGroup can have

the states of valid and partial.
The default value is valid.
integer Number of 1024 byte blocks in the snapshot. If the "terse" input is
optional true, this value is omitted.

total

Savings due to vbn0 at the time the snapshot was taken in bytes.
[0..2^64- integer
This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredoptional
1]
attributes.

vbn0-savings

string
Volume name.
optional

volume
volumeprovenanceuuid

Provenance UUID of the volume at the time the snapshot was
UUID
created. Refer to the volume-get-iter API for a description of the
optional
volume provenance UUID.
string
Name of the vserver to which this volume belongs.
optional

vserver

Element definition: snapshot-owner

[top]

owner of a busy snapshot
Name Range Type
owner

Description

string Name of the owner of a busy snapshot

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-schedule-info

[top]

Information about individual snapshot schedules
Name
count

prefix

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Maximum number of snapshots to retain for the schedule present in
optional the snapshot policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]
Snapshot name prefix for the schedule present in the snapshot policy.
Prefix will be used in the snapshot name instead of the schedule
name. If prefix is not provided, schedule name will be used in the
string snapshot name. For eg, if the prefix name 'hourly-even' is assigned to
optional the schedule name 'hourly' then the snapshot name will look like
'hourly-even.2010-05-10_0205'. If no prefix is associated with the
schedule 'hourly' then prefix will be set to 'hourly' as the default
value. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
A human readable string describing the name of a schedule present in
the snapshot policy. Maximum length of this field can be 255

schedule

snapmirrorlabel

string
characters. The schedule name can be any one of the reserved
optional
schedules like 'hourly', 'weekly','daily' or it can be a user created
schedule. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Snapshot SnapMirror Label for the schedule present in the snapshot
string policy. The value specified will be added as an attribute to the
optional snapshot created by the schedule. The maximum length of this field is
31 characters Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: UUID
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID). UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These
strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The
first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
An example of an actual UUID is: 73a010ec-3d28-11df-84e8-123478563412
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: snapvault
snapvault-add-softlock
snapvault-get-allsoftlocked-snapshots
snapvault-get-softlocks
snapvault-primary-abortsnapshot-create
snapvault-primary-aborttransfer
snapvault-primarydelete-snapshot-schedule
snapvault-primarydestinations-list-info
snapvault-primary-getrelationship-status
snapvault-primaryinitiate-incrementalrestore-transfer
snapvault-primaryinitiate-restore-transfer
snapvault-primaryinitiate-snapshot-create
snapvault-primaryrelationship-status-listiter-end
snapvault-primaryrelationship-status-listiter-next
snapvault-primaryrelationship-status-listiter-start
snapvault-primaryrelease-relationship
snapvault-primary-setsnapshot-schedule
snapvault-primarysnapshot-schedule-listinfo
snapvault-primarysnapshot-schedulestatus-list-info
snapvault-removesoftlock
snapvault-secondaryabort-snapshot-create
snapvault-secondaryabort-transfer
snapvault-secondaryconfiguration-list-info
snapvault-secondarycreate-relationship
snapvault-secondarydelete-relationship

SnapVault functionality within Data ONTAP provides disk-to-disk
remote backup, archival and recovery. Note that the value
expected for volume-name is only the volume name string. The
path arguments used in these APIs are of the form:
/vol/<volume>/<qtree>.

snapvault-secondarydelete-snapshot-schedule
snapvault-secondarydestinations-list-info
snapvault-secondary-getconfiguration
snapvault-secondary-getrelationship-status
snapvault-secondaryinitiate-incrementaltransfer
snapvault-secondaryinitiate-snapshot-create
snapvault-secondarymodify-configuration
snapvault-secondaryrelationship-status-listiter-end
snapvault-secondaryrelationship-status-listiter-next
snapvault-secondaryrelationship-status-listiter-start
snapvault-secondaryrelease-relationship
snapvault-secondaryresync-relationship
snapvault-secondary-setsnapshot-schedule
snapvault-secondarysnapshot-schedule-listinfo
snapvault-secondarysnapshot-schedulestatus-list-info

snapvault-add-softlock

[top]

Request the system to add softlock for the specified snapshot. Softlocks can be added to preserve the
snapshots which user wants to retain down the cascade.
Input Name Range
snapshot
softlockname
volume
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR

Type
string

Description
Name of the snapshot to be softlocked.

Name of softlock which uniquely identifies the softlock for the snapshot.
string When not specified, softlock will be added with default name. Name of
optional softlock can contain letters, numbers, and underscore character (_), and
can be up to 64 characters long.
string

Name of the volume where the snapshot exists.

Description

snapvault-get-all-softlocked-snapshots

[top]

List all snapshots which are softlocked for snapvault by external means.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

Description
Name of the volume for which softlocked snapshots to be
listed.

string

Output Name Range

Type

Description

snapshot-name[]
List of snapshots which are softlocked by external means.
optional

snapshot-list
Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR

snapvault-get-softlocks

[top]

List all snapvault softlocks on the given snapshot which are locked by external means.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

snapshot

string

Name of the snapshot for which softlocks to be
listed.

volume

string

Name of the volume where the snapshot exists.

Output Name

Range

Type

snapvaultsoftlocks

snapvault-softlockinfo

Errno

Description
snapvault softlock information for the snapshot.

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT

snapvault-primary-abort-snapshot-create
Request the primary to abort a snapshot creation that is already in progress. The snapshot schedule for
which the snapshot creation is in progress must be specified as input.
Input Name

Range Type

schedule-name
volume-name
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR

Description

string Name of the schedule used for snapshot creation.
string Primary volume in which snapshot create is in progress.
Description

[top]

EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-abort-transfer

[top]

Request the primary system to abort an active transfer. The abort can be hard abort, which means the
transfer will not be restartable. Or it could be a soft abort, which will not clean the restart checkpoints.
In that case the transfer may be restartable. An aborted transfer may be restarted by using the same
API used to initiate the transfer in the previous attempt. If that request cannot restart the aborted
transfer, then it will initiate a fresh new transfer.
Input Name Range
is-hardabort

Type

Description

boolean When set to 'true' a hard abort is performed. In that case the restart
optional checkpoints are cleared. Default value is 'false'.

systempath

string

targetsystem

The system path which is the target of transfer.

string
The system filer which is the target of transfer.
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-delete-snapshot-schedule
Request the primary system to delete the specified snapshot schedules. The snapshot schedules that
match the volume name and if specified the schedule name, will be deleted.
Input Name
schedule-name

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of the schedule to be deleted.
optional

[top]

volume-name

string

Errno

The primary volume for which the schedules are to be deleted.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-destinations-list-info

[top]

Request the primary to list all snapvault destinations that have been replicated from any source path on
this primary system. If a source path is provided, then the primary will return destinations information
only for that source path. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output
of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-destinations-list-info
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

source-path
Output Name Range
destinations

Description
Source path on this primary for which the destination
information is desired.

Type
snapvaultdestination-info[]

Errno

Description
List of all snapvault destinations known to this primary.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-get-relationship-status
Request the primary to return the status entries for desired relationships. The relationships whose
status is desired must be specified using the system path. When snapvault primary and secondary are

[top]

licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-secondary-getrelationship-status
Input Name Range

Type

Description

system-path

string

System path for relationships whose status is desired.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

status

snapvault-status-info[] Status entries for desired relationships.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-initiate-incremental-restore-transfer
Request to initiate an incremental restore from a given secondary path to an existing primary path,
using the specified secondary snapshot. The request will only initiate the restore and return. The actual
restore operation will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee that it will succeed. The
snapvault-primary-get-relationship- status API should be used to determine progress of the restore
operation. If the dataset contains LUNs, the restore will attempt to prevent disruptions to clients using
those LUNs. Upon success, the primary path will have the exact same contents as the specified
secondary path in the specified secondary snapshot.
Input Name Range

connectionmode

maxtransferrate
no-lunclone-

Type

Description

This option specifies the mode to be used for establising connection
between primary and secondary. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between primary and secondary will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addressess configured, then the
connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
primary and secondary will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
string there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.
optional When this option is not specified, Connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet". This argument is not effective when an IP
address is specified instead of secondary hostname. If the IP address
format and connection mode do not match, the operation will fail with
proper error message.
integer
optional
This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from source to
boolean destination. If this option is "flase", a LUN clone would be transferred as a

[top]

expansion

optional LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as a clone. By default the
value of the option is "false".

primarypath

string

The pre-existing primary path to which data is being restored.

secondarypath

string

The secondary path to restore from.

secondarysnapshot
secondarysystem

string
Name of the secondary snapshot to be used for this restore transfer.
optional
string

Errno

The secondary system to restore from. This input will be used by the
primary system to establish contact with the secondary. Therefore it is
expected to be a hostname that the primary can resolve.
Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-initiate-restore-transfer
Request the primary system to begin a baseline restore transfer from the given secondary path to the
given primary path. If the primary path does not already exist, it will be created before starting the
restore transfer. If it already exists, its contents will be overwritten by the restore transfer if overwriteexisting-content is set to true else an error is returned. If an existing primary path contains LUNs, then
under certain conditions, restore will prevent disruptions to clients using those LUNs. The request will
only start the restore transfer and return. The actual transfer will proceed asynchronously and there is
no guarantee that it will succeed. The snapvault-primary-get-relationship-status API should be used to
check the status of the restore.
Input Name Range

connectionmode

Type

Description

This option specifies the mode to be used for establising connection
between primary and secondary. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between primary and secondary will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addressess configured, then the
connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
primary and secondary will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
string there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.
optional When this option is not specified, Connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet". This argument is not effective when an IP
address is specified instead of secondary hostname. If the IP address
format and connection mode do not match, the operation will fail with
proper error message.
The maximum transfer rate in kilobytes (1024 bytes) per second to be
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maxtransferrate

integer applied only for this update transfer. If this option is not provided the
optional default behavior will be to allow the transfer to proceed as fast as
possible. Range:[1..2^31-2]

no-luncloneexpansion

This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from source to
boolean destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would be transferred as a
optional LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as a clone. By default the
value of the option is "false".

overwriteexistingcontent

This option specifies to overwrite an existing primary qtree or not. If
specified primary qtree path already exists and the option is set to "true"
boolean
the existing qtree will be overwritten and and previous data will be lost. If
optional
specified primary qtree path already exists and the option is set to "false"
then an error is returned. The default value of the option is "true".

primarypath

string

The primary path to which data is being restored. The primary path will
be created during the restore if it doesn't already exist.

secondarypath

string

The secondary path to restore from.

secondarysnapshot
secondarysystem

Name of the secondary snapshot to be used for this restore transfer. If
string
this option is not provided, the secondary system will choose the
optional
snapshot that contains the most recent back-up for this secondary path.
string

Errno

The secondary system to restore from. This input will be used by the
primary system to establish contact with the secondary. Therefore it is
expected to be a hostname that the primary can resolve.
Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-initiate-snapshot-create

[top]

Request the primary to force a snapshot creation for a specified snapshot schedule. The snapshot
schedule must be identified by the volume name and the snapshot prefix. All the properties of the
specified schedule will be applied to the snapshot creation. This API should be used when it is desirable
to create snapshots right away, without having to wait for the pre-configured scheduled time. This API
returns after only initiating the snapshot creation, and there is no guarantee that the snapshot creation
will succeed. The snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info API should be used to track
progress of the snapshot creation.
Input Name Range
options
schedule-

Type

Description

snapvault-snapcreateDescribes options for snap create request.
options
optional
The name of the schedule to be used for this snapshot

string

name
volumename

string

Errno

creation.
The primary volume for which the snapshot schedule
was configured.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-end

[top]

Terminate the status list iteration set up by the snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start API.
The primary will clean up any saved info for this iteration.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from the previous primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-next
Request the primary to continue the iteration set up with the snapvault-primary-relationship-status-listiter-start API. A list consisting of a number of status entries, upto the specified maximum, will be
returned. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output of this API is
identical to the output of snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-next
Input Name Range

Type

Description

[top]

maximum

integer

tag

string

Output Name Range
records

status-list

The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Tag from a previous primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Type
integer

Description
The number of records being returned by this particular request.
When this value is 0, there are no more records to be returned.
Range:[0..2^32-1]

snapvaultstatusList of entries, each representing status entry for a relationship.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-start
Request the primary to start an iteration through the list of the status entries for all relationships.
Output Name Range Type
records
tag

This tells you the number of items that have been saved for future
integer retrieval with primary-relationship-status-list-iter-next. Range:[0..2^321]
string Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

Description

Description

[top]

snapvault-primary-release-relationship

[top]

Request the release of a snapvault relationship formed by a "create-relationship" or "resyncrelationship" operation. This operation deletes the registry entry and the softlocks on the source
snapshot.
Input Name

Range Type

primary-path

Description

string The primary path for the relationship.

secondary-path

string The secondary path for the relationship.

secondary-system

string The secondary system for the relationship.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-set-snapshot-schedule

[top]

Request the primary system to configure the specified snapshot schedule. It can also update existing
snapshot schedules. If the optional input schedule is skipped, the days-of-week is set to "mon-sun" and
hours-of-day set to 0, i.e. midnight.
Input Name

Range

snapshotschedule

Type

snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule- Specifies details of the schedule to be
info
set.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

Description

Description

snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-list-info

[top]

Request the primary to return a list of configured snapshot schedules. Without any input arguments this
request returns the list of all snapshot schedules configured on the primary. If a volume is specified
then only the list of schedules configured for that volume will be returned. When snapvault primary and
secondary are licensed on the same filer, snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-list-info and this API
return the same number of schedules.
Input Name Range
volume-name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The primary volume for which the list of snapshot
schedules are desired.

Type

Description

snapvault-primary-snapshotList of snapshot schedule entries.
schedule-info[]
optional

snapshotschedules
Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Request the primary to return status for all configured snapshot schedules. If a specific volume is
provided as input, this API will return only the status for schedules within that volume. When snapvault
primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of
snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Input Name

Range

string
optional

volume-name
Output Name
snapshotschedule-status
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE

Type

Range

Type

Description
Primary volume for which snapshot
schedule status is desired.
Description

snapvault-snapshot-schedule- List of status entries, one for each snapshot
status-info[]
schedule.
Description

[top]

ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_client

snapvault-remove-softlock

[top]

request the system to remove softlock for the given snapshot.
Input Name Range
snapshot

Type
string

Description
Name of the snapshot for which softlock to be removed.

Name of softlock which uniquely identifies the softlock for the snapshot.
When not specified, softlock with default name will be removed. When
string
softlock-name has value "-all", all softlocks on the snapshot will be
optional
removed. Name of softlock can contain letters, numbers, and underscore
character (_), and can be up to 64 characters long.

softlockname
volume

string

Errno

Name of the volume where the snapshot exists.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR

snapvault-secondary-abort-snapshot-create
Request the secondary to abort a snapshot creation that is already in progress. The snapshot schedule
for which the snapshot creation is in progress must be specified as input.
Input Name

Range Type

schedule-name
volume-name

string The name of the schedule used by the snapshot creation.
string The secondary volume in which snapshot create is in progress.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

Description

Description

[top]

snapvault-secondary-abort-transfer

[top]

Request the secondary system to abort the current transfer. The abort can be hard abort, which means
the transfer will not be restartable. By default, a soft abort is used, which means the transfer is
restartable. An aborted transfer may be restarted by using the same API used to initiate the transfer in
the previous attempt. If that request cannot restart the aborted transfer, then it will initiate a fresh new
transfer.
Input Name Range
is-hardabort
systempath
targetsystem

Type

Description

boolean When set to 'true' a hard abort is performed. In that case the restart
optional checkpoints are cleared. Default value is 'false'.
string

The system path which is the target of update.

string
The system filer which is the target of transfer.
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-configuration-list-info

[top]

Request to return a list of all configuration entries found on the secondary system.
Output Name Range
configurations

Type

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

snapvault-configuration-info[]
List of configuration entries.
optional
Description

snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-create-relationship

[top]

Request the secondary system to configure a new snapvault relationship with the given primary and
secondary systems and paths. This API is equivalent to the 'snapvault start' Data ONTAP command. All
the inputs provided with this request will be stored in the configuration entry maintained by the
secondary system. These values will be used as default settings for further incremental update transfers
for this relationship. The snapvault-secondary-modify-configuration API can be used to change these
configured settings. A successful configuration will automatically be followed by a baseline transfer from
the primary to the secondary. The secondary path will be created during the baseline transfer hence it is
required that the secondary path must not exist when issuing this request. This request will only begin
the baseline transfer and return. The transfer will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee
that it will succeed. The snapvault-get-relationship-status API should be used to check the status of the
transfer.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapvaultconfiguration- Relationship configuration
info

configuration
no-luncloneexpansion

boolean
optional

Errno

This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from
source to destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would
be transferred as a LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as
a clone. By default the value of the option is "false".

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-delete-relationship

[top]

Request the secondary system to unconfigure and delete the relationship permanently. The secondary
path will be deleted. But none of the snapshots that capture this secondary path will be deleted. This
API corresponds to the 'snapvault stop' Data ONTAP command.
Input Name

Range Type

secondarypath

string

Description
The secondary-path to be deleted. The path will be unconfigured and
deleted.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-delete-snapshot-schedule

[top]

Request the secondary system to delete the specified snapshot schedules. The snapshot schedules that
match the volume name and the snapshot prefix when specified, will be deleted.
Input Name

Range

deleteschedulesoftlock
schedule-name
volume-name

Type

Description

boolean When set to 'true', snapvault will delete ACS softlock set by this
optional schedule. The default value for this option is 'false'.
string
The name of the schedule to be deleted.
optional
string

Errno

The secondary volume for which the schedule is to be deleted.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-destinations-list-info
Request the secondary to list all snapvault destinations that have been replicated from any source path
on this secondary system. If a source path is provided, then the secondary will return destinations
information only for that source path. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same
filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-destinations-list-info

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

source-path
Output Name Range
destinations

Description
Source path on this secondary for which the destination
information is desired.

Type
snapvaultdestination-info[]

Errno

Description
List of all snapvault destinations known to this secondary.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-get-configuration

[top]

Request the secondary to return the configuration entry for a relationship. The relationship must be
specified by providing the secondary path as input.
Input Name Range

Type

secondarypath

string

Output Name Range
configuration

Type
snapvaultconfiguration-info
optional

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

Description

Description
The secondary path for the relationship whose
configuration entry is desired.
Description
A single configuration entry.

snapvault-secondary-get-relationship-status

[top]

Request the secondary to return the status entries for desired relationships. The relationships whose
status is desired must be specified using the system path. When snapvault primary and secondary are
licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-getrelationship-status
Input Name Range

Type

system-path

string

Output Name Range

Type

status

Description
System path for the relationships whose status is
desired.
Description

snapvault-status-info[] Status entries for desired relationships.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-initiate-incremental-transfer
Request the snapvault secondary system to begin an incremental transfer to the given secondary path.
This API is equivalent to the 'snapvault update' Data ONTAP command. It is required that this secondary
path has already been configured as part of a snapvault relationship. The primary system and path
configured in that relationship will be used as the source for this transfer. The request will only start the
transfer and return. The actual transfer will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee that it
will succeed. The snapvault-secondary-get-relationship-status API should be used to check the status of
the update.
Input Name Range
maxtransferrate
no-luncloneexpansion
primarysnapshot
secondary-

Type

Description

The maximum transfer rate in kilobytes (1024 bytes) per second to be
integer applied only for this update transfer. If this option is not provided the
optional default behavior will be to allow the transfer to proceed as fast as
possible. Range:[1.. 2^31-2]
This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from source to
boolean destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would be transferred as a
optional LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as a clone. By default the
value of the option is "false".
Name of the primary snapshot to be used for this update transfer. This
string option is supported for only primary systems. If this option is not
optional provided, the primary system will create a new source snapshot for this
transfer.
The secondary path that will be used as the destination for this update

[top]

path

string

Errno

transfer. It is required that this secondary path is already a part of some
configured snapvault relationship.
Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-initiate-snapshot-create
Request the secondary to force a snapshot creation for a specified snapshot schedule. The snapshot
schedule must be identified by the volume name and the schedule name. All the properties of the
specified schedule will be applied to the snapshot creation. This API should be used when it is desirable
to create snapshots right away, without having to wait for the pre-configured scheduled time. This API
returns after only initiating the snapshot creation, and there is no guarantee that the snapshot creation
will succeed. The snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info API should be used to track
progress of the snapshot creation.
Input Name Range

Type

lockbackingsnapshot

options

boolean
optional

Description
When set to 'true' any snapshots backing the LUN clones present in
the snapshot being created will be locked down. As a result, the
locked backing snapshots can't be deleted as long as the snapshot
that is locking them exists. The default value for this option is 'false',
which doesn't lock any backing snapshots.

snapvaultsnapcreateDescribes options for snap create request.
options
optional

schedulename

string

The name of the schedule to be used for creating the snapshot. The
schedule-name will be used as a prefix in the name of each snapshot
created by this schedule. If an empty string is provided, the snapshot
creation process will be started, but a snapshot will not be created.
This is useful to bring all the relationships of a secondary volume to a
consistent state.

volumename

string

The secondary volume in which the snapshot is to be created.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY

Description

[top]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-modify-configuration

[top]

Request change in one or more configuration parameters of an existing snapvault relationship identified
by the secondary path provided. Only the parameters that are specified as input will be changed for this
configuration.
Input Name Range
configuration

Type

Description

snapvault-configuration-info Relationship configuration

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-end
Terminate the status list iteration set up by the snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start
API. The secondary will clean up any saved info for this iteration.
Input Name Range Type
tag

string Tag from the previous secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License

Description

Description

[top]

snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-next

[top]

Request the secondary to continue the iteration set up with the snapvault-secondary-relationshipstatus-list-iter-start API. A list consisting of a number of status entries, upto the specified maximum,
will be returned. When snapvault primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, output of this
API is identical to the output of snapvault-primary-relationship-status-list-iter-next
Input Name Range

Type

Description

maximum

integer

The maximum number of entries to retrieve. Range:[0..2^32-1]

tag

string

Tag from a previous secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start.

Output Name Range
records

status-list

Type
integer

Description
The number of records being returned by this particular request.
When this value is 0, there are no more records to be returned.
Range:[0..2^32-1]

snapvaultstatusList of entries, each representing status entry for a relationship.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-start
Request the secondary to start an iteration through the list of the status entries for all relationships.
This list will also include entries for snapvault restores from this secondary.
Output Name Range Type
records
tag
Errno

Description

This tells you the number of items that have been saved for future
integer retrieval with secondary-relationship-status-list-iter-next. Range:
[0..2^32-1]
string Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.
Description

[top]

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-release-relationship

[top]

Request the release of a snapvault relationship formed after a restore operation on the primary system.
This operation deletes the registry entry and removes the softlock on the source base snapshot.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

primary-path

string The primary path that had been used for the restore.

primary-system

string The primary system which had performed the restore.

secondary-path

string The secondary path that was used as source for restore.

Errno

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-resync-relationship

[top]

Request to resynchronize the relationship for an existing secondary path. This API is equivalent to the
'snapvault start -r' Data ONTAP command. In addition the configuration entry for this relationship will be
updated with any parameters that are provided as input. Finally an update transfer to this secondary
path will be started. The resynchronization is commonly used when the primary dataset has been
migrated to a different location for e.g. via snapvault restore. This functionality is also required if the
secondary path was made writable for e.g. via wafl iron. This request will only start the resync process
and return. The process will proceed asynchronously and there is no guarantee that it will succeed. The
snapvault-secondary-get-relationship-status API should be used to check the status of this restore.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

snapvaultconfiguration- Relationship configuration
info

configuration
no-luncloneexpansion

boolean
optional

Errno

This option dictates how a lun clone would be transferred from
source to destination. If this option is "false", a LUN clone would
be transferred as a LUN and if it is "true", it will be transferred as
a clone. By default the value of the option is "false".

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-set-snapshot-schedule

[top]

Request the secondary system to configure the specified snapshot schedule. If this request is made for
an existing snapshot schedule, then that snapshot schedule is updated with any new values specified. If
the optional input schedule is skipped, the days-of-week is set to "mon-sun" and hours-of-day set to 0,
i.e. midnight.
Input Name

Range

snapshotschedule
Errno

Type
snapvault-secondary-snapshotschedule-info

Description
Specifies details of the schedule to
be set.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
ESNAPVAULTBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-list-info

[top]

Request the secondary to return a list of configured snapshot schedules. Without any input arguments
this request returns the list of all snapshot schedules configured on the secondary. If a volume is
specified then only the list of schedules configured for that volume will be returned. When snapvault
primary and secondary are licensed on the same filer, snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-list-info
and this API return the same number of schedules.
Input Name Range

Type

volumename

string
optional

Output Name Range

Type
snapvault-secondarysnapshot-schedule-info[]
optional

snapshotschedules
Errno

Description
The secondary volume for which the list of
snapshot schedules are desired.
Description
List of snapshot schedule entries.

Description

ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Request the secondary to return status for all configured snapshot schedules. If a specific volume is
provided as input, this API will return only the status for schedules within that volume. This API
corresponds to the 'snapvault status -s' Data ONTAP command. When snapvault primary and secondary
are licensed on the same filer, output of this API is identical to the output of snapvault-primarysnapshot-schedule-status-list-info
Input Name

Range

string
optional

volume-name
Output Name

Type

Range

snapshotschedule-status
Errno
ESNAPVAULTERR
EAPILICENSE
ESNAPVAULTSETUP
ESNAPVAULTRESOURCE

Type
snapvault-snapshotschedule-status-info[]
Description

Description
Secondary volume for which snapshot
schedule status is desired.
Description
List of status entries, one for each snapshot
schedule.

[top]

Vfiler-enabled
Yes
License
snapvault_server

Element definition: snapshot-name

[top]

Name of snapshot.
[none]

Element definition: snapvault-configuration-info
Describes the elements of the snapvault configuration entry.
Name

Range

Type

Description

connectionmode

This option specifies the mode to be used for establising connection
between primary and secondary. If this option is set to "inet6",
connections between primary and secondary will be established using
IPv6 addresses only. If there are no IPv6 addressess configured, then
the connection will fail. If the option is set to "inet", connections between
primary and secondary will be established using IPv4 addresses only. If
string there are no IPv4 addresses configured, then the connection will fail.
optional When this option is not specified, Connection will be tried using both
"inet6" and "inet". "inet6" will have higher precedence than "inet". If
connection request using "inet6" fails, SnapMirror will retry the
connection using "inet". This argument is not effective when an IP
address is specified instead of primary hostname. If the IP address
format and connection mode do not match, the operation will fail with
proper error message.

is-accesstimechangeignored

Sets the ignore_atime option in snapvault configuration entry. When set
boolean
to 'true', snapvault primary does not send files with only access time
optional
changes during incremental transfers. The default value is 'false'

is-open-filebackupallowed

Sets the back_up_open_files option in the snapvault configuration entry.
This option is used to allow or disallow the inclusion of open files on the
boolean primary system at the time of the transfer. This option is currently
optional applicable only for OSSV relationships. When set to 'false' the OSSV
primary agents will exclude files that are open from the transfer. The
default value for this parameter is 'true'.

is-primarypath-utf8encoded

Specifies encoding format for the primary pathname. A 'true' value
boolean
indicates that the primary pathname is in UTF8 format. The default
optional
encoding format is ASCII/extended ASCII. The default value is 'false'.

maxtransferrate

The maximum transfer rate in kilobytes (1024 bytes) per second that will
integer be used for this relationship as well as baseline transfer. The default
optional value for this parameter will allow transfers to proceed as fast as
possible. Range:[1..2^31-2]
The primary path that will be used as the source for this relationship as
well as for baseline transfer. This can be either in UTF8 or

[top]

primarypath

string

primarysystem

secondarypath

ASCII/extended ASCII depending on whether or not 'is-primary-pathutf8-encoded' flag is set. If option 'is-primary-path-utf8-encoded' is not
specified, then the primary-path considered as in ASCII/extended ASCII.

string

The primary system for this relationship as well as for the baseline
transfer. This input will be used by the secondary system to establish
contact with the primary. Therefore this input is expected to be a
hostname that the primary can resolve.

string

The secondary path that will be used as destination for this relationship
as well as baseline transfer. The secondary path will be created during
the baseline transfer and hence it must not exist when issuing this
request.

The maximum number of times a transfer will be tried. Transfers that are
retried using this mechanism may be capable of restarting from where
the previous attempt failed. If a transfer does not succeed even after
those many attempts, then the secondary will give up. All the data that
integer
was transferred during previous tries for this transfer will be discarded.
optional
The default value for this parameter is 2. When set to 0, the relationship
will become dormant. In other words no transfers will be allowed to this
secondary path. The maximum value accepted for this input is 120.
Range:[0..120]

tries-count

Specifies whether to compress the network data stream. Possible values
are 'on', 'off', and 'default'. When the value is set to 'on', stream
compression will be enabled. When the value is set to 'off', stream
compression will be disabled. When the value is set to 'default' then the
string
default value will be used. In case of snapvault create relationship API,
optional
when this option is not specified, the default value will be used. In case
of snapvault modify API, when this option is not specified, the last
configured value for this relationship will be used. The default value for
this option is the value of global compression option.

usecompression

Element definition: snapvault-destination-info

[top]

Structure of each entry of destinations list.
Name

Range

chaineddestinations

Type

Description

List of destinations that form a dependency chain starting from the
snapvaultsource-path. This list will contain only one element for non-cascaded
chainedconfigurations. The last element of this list represents the destination
destinationfor which the snapshot returned in source-snapshot has been
info[]
preserved on the source system.

source-path

string

The source path for this destination.

sourcesnapshot

string

The source snapshot that has been preserved on the source system
for the destination.

Element definition: snapvault-primary-snapshot-schedule-info
Structure of each snapshot schedule.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

is-autoupdate

boolean
optional

Schedules that have is-auto-update set to 'true' will initiate update
transfers for all relationships in that volume before creating a new
snapshot. Default value is 'false'. This setting is honoured only for the
secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary schedules.

snapvaultscheduleDescribes snapvault schedule options.
options
optional

options

preservesnapshots

string
optional

Allowed values are on/off/default. It prevents SnapVault from autodeleting older snapshots from this SnapVault snapshot schedule to create
new snapshots when set to on. When unspecified, value is set to default.
When set to default, the behaviour of preserving snapshots is guided by
the global snapvault.preservesnap option. This setting is honoured only
for the secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary
schedules.

retentioncount

integer

Denotes the maximum number of most recent snapshots that will be
retained by this schedule. Range:[0..254]

snapvaultscheduleDescribes the actual schedule.
info
optional

schedule

schedulename

string

Uniquely identifies this schedule within a primary volume. The schedulename will be used as a prefix in the name of each snapshot created by
this schedule.

volumename

string

The primary volume for which this schedule has been configured.

warn-atcount

integer
optional

On SnapVault secondary, when preserve-snapshots is set, SnapVault
sends a warning message when the number of remaining snapshots for
this backup schedule is less than this input. Setting this to zero turns off
the same warning. Default value is 0. This setting is honoured only for
the secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary
schedules. Range:[0..retention-count - 1]

Element definition: snapvault-secondary-snapshot-schedule-info
Snapshot schedules for each volume.
Name
is-autoupdate

options

preservesnapshots

retention-

Range

Type
boolean

Description
Schedules that have is-auto-update set to 'true' will initiate update
transfers for all relationships in that volume before creating a new
snapshot.

snapvaultscheduleDescribes schedule options.
options
optional

string
optional

integer

Allowed values are on/off/default. It prevents SnapVault from autodeleting older snapshots from this SnapVault snapshot schedule to create
new snapshots when set to on. When unspecified, value is set to default.
When set to default, the behaviour of preserving snapshots is guided by
the global snapvault.preservesnap option. This setting is honoured only
for the secondary schedules. It is ignored for the SnapVault primary
schedules.
Denotes the maximum number of most recent snapshots that will be

[top]

count

retained by this schedule. Range:[0..254]

schedule

snapvaultscheduleDescribes the actual schedule.
info
optional

schedulename

string

Uniquely identifies the schedule within a secondary volume. The
schedule-name is used as a prefix in the name of each snapshot created
by this schedule.

volumename

string

The secondary volume for which these schedules have been configured.

integer
optional

On SnapVault secondary, when preserve-snapshots is set, SnapVault
sends a warning message when the number of remaining snapshots for
this backup schedule is less than this input. Setting this to zero turns off
the same warning. Default value is 0. Range:[0..retention-count - 1]

warn-atcount

Element definition: snapvault-snapcreate-options

[top]

Snap create options.
Name

Range Type

triescount

Description

integer This option is similar to one in snapvault-schedule-options. Range:[-1..120]

Element definition: snapvault-snapshot-schedule-status-info

[top]

Structure of the snapshot schedule status entry.
Name

Range Type

schedulename
status
volumename

Description

string Uniquely identifies schedule within a volume.
string

Status of this schedule. Possible values are: "Idle", "Active", "Aborting",
"Queued", "Saving".

string Volume for which this schedule is configured.

Element definition: snapvault-softlock-info
Structure of the snapvault softlock.
Name

Range Type

Description

softlockname

string

Name of the softlock. This field will be empty if softlock-name is not specified
while adding softlock.

type

string

Type of snapvault softlock. This indicates whether the softlock added using zapi
or command line interface. Possible types are "cli", "api"

[top]

Element definition: snapvault-status-info

[top]

Format of each status entry.
Name
base-snapshot
compressedbytes
contents

Range

Type

Description

string
Snapshot the relationship is currently based upon.
optional
Number of compressed bytes transferred if QSM compression is
integer
being used. This field is absent if the transfer is not compressed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1]
State of the active file system of the snapvault path on this
string
system. Possible values are: "replica", "transitioning" and
optional
"original". This field is present only on the destination.

currenttransfer-error

string
A human readable error string for the current transfer.
optional

currenttransfer-type

string Type of the current transfer. Possible values are: "initialize",
optional "update", "retry", "resync". Only available for active transfers.

destinationpath

string

Destination path.

destinationsystem

string

Destination hostname.

inodesreplicated
lag-time

[0..2^64- integer Shows the number of inodes replicated. Present during directory
optional processing phase.
1]
Amount of time in seconds since the beginning of the most
integer recently successful transfer from source. This field is present only
optional when there has been a successful baseline transfer. Range:
[1..2^32-1]

last-transferduration

integer
Duration of last transfer in seconds. Range:[0..2^32-1]
optional

last-transferfrom-path

string
Source path used for the last transfer.
optional

last-transferfrom-system

string
Source system used for the last transfer.
optional

last-transfersize

integer Size in kilobytes (1024 bytes) of the last transfer. Range:
optional [0..2^32-1]

last-transfertype

string Last transfer type. Possible values are: "initialize", "update",
optional "retry", "resync".

mirrortimestamp
replication-ops

Creation time of the snapshot used for the most recent successful
integer transfer. Specified in seconds since Jan 1, 1970. This field is
optional present only when there has been a successful baseline transfer.
Range:[1..2^32-1]
[0..2^64- integer Counter that is incremented for every replication operation.
optional Present during directory processing phase.
1]

source-path

string

Source path.

source-system

string

Source hostname.

state

string

State of this relationship. Possible values are:
"uninitialized","snapvaulted","broken-off","unknown",
"source","restoring","quiesced".

status

string

Transfer status for this relationship. Possible values are: "idle",
"transferring", "pending", "aborting", "quiescing", "resyncing",
"restoring".
Number of kilobytes (1024 bytes) transferred so far. This field is

transferprogress

integer
valid only for active transfers. If there is no active transfer in
optional
progress, this field is absent. Range:[0..2^32-1]
Number of uncompressed bytes transferred if QSM compression is
integer
being used. This field is absent if the transfer is not compressed.
optional
Range:[0..2^64-1]

uncompressedbytes

Element definition: snapvault-chained-destination-info

[top]

Structure of each entry of destinations-chain.
Name

Range

destination-path

Type
string

Description
Destination path.

string
Hostname of the destination system.
optional

destination-system

Element definition: snapvault-schedule-info

[top]

Representation of the scheduling information.
Name Range

Type

Description
Days of the week for which this schedule has been set. This is a comma
separated list of days, where a day is specified by the first three letters of the
day. Day ranges are also allowed. Here are the possible formats:

daysofweek

- := matches no day of the week
mon := matches Monday
tue,thu := matches Tuesday and Thursday
mon-fri := matches mon,tue,wed,thu,fri

string
optional

Default value is mon-sun, i.e. every day.
Hours of the day for which this schedule has been set. This is a comma
separated list of the hours during the day where hours are specified as integers
from 0 to 23. Hour ranges are also allowed. Step values are allowed in
conjunction with ranges. Here are the possible formats:
hoursof-day

string
optional

4 := matches 4 am.
0,13 := matches midnight and 1pm.
0-23 := matches all hours
0-8/2 := matches 'every 2 hours' starting from midnight until 8am.
Default value is 0, i.e. midnight.

Element definition: snapvault-schedule-options
Describes snapvault schedule options.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

retentionperiod

This option is used to specify a retention period for snapshots, which are
created by this schedule, for SnapLock volumes. The retention period is
specified as a count followed by a suffix. the valid suffixes are d - for days
m - for months y - for years For example a value of 6m represents a
retention period of 6 months. THe maximum valid retention period is 30
string
years, or the maximum retention period set for the volume, whichever is
optional
shorter. The minimum valid retention period is 0 days, ir the minimum
retention period set for the volume, whichever is longer. If the option value
is default or the retention-period option is not specified, the snapshots will
be created with retention period equal to the default retention period of the
secondary SnapLock volume, or 30 years, whichever is shorter.

triescount

Number of times SnapVault should try creating each scheduled snapshot
before giving up. If the snapshot creation fails due to transient errors such
as the volume being out of space, SnapVault will keep trying to create the
integer
snapshot every minute untill the request is fulfilled. The allowed range is
optional
from 0 to 120. The default value is unlimited. If tries-count is not use, then
the value will remain unchanged and the already configured value will be
used. The default value for this option is -1. Range:[-1..120]

APIs in Category: snmp
A note on snmp-community-* ZAPI:

snmp-community-add
snmp-community-delete
snmp-community-deleteall
snmp-disable
snmp-enable
snmp-enable-snmpv3
snmp-get
snmp-get-next
snmp-status
snmp-test-trap-trigger
snmp-trap-disable
snmp-trap-enable
snmp-traphost-add
snmp-traphost-delete

The snmp-community-* ZAPI must be executed on the Cluster
LIF. Vserver tunneling must be used to add/delete an SNMP
community for a Vserver. If Vserver tunneling is not used while
executing these ZAPI, then it will default to Cserver.

snmp-community-add

[top]

Adds a community to the list of communities.
Input Name Range Type
accesscontrol
community

string

Description
Access control for the community. The only supported value is "ro" (readonly).

string Community name to be added.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
E_COMMUNITY_CREATE_FAILED

snmp-community-delete

[top]

Deletes a community from the list of communities.
Input Name Range Type
accesscontrol
community
Errno
EONTAPI_EINVAL

string

Description
Access control for the community.The only supported value is "ro" (readonly).

string Community name to be deleted.
Description

snmp-community-delete-all

[top]

Deletes all the communities.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snmp-disable

[top]

Disables snmp protocol.

snmp-enable

[top]

Enables snmp protocol.

snmp-enable-snmpv3

[top]

Enable SNMPv3 cluster-wide

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_FIPS_USERS_AND_TRAPHOSTS_DELETE_FAILED
E_ENABLE_SNMPV3_DISABLED

snmp-get

[top]

Retrieves the value of a snmp object.
Input Name Range
object-id
Output Name Range

Type
string
Type

Description
Fully qualified object identifier of a snmp object. Only numeric OID's
(ex: .1.3.6.1.4.1.789.1.1.1.0) are allowed.
Description
If true, the string returned in 'value' is the hexadecimal representation

is-valuehexadecimal

boolean
of the octet string returned by a snmp call to the object-id. This output
optional
is not present if 'value' is a normal string.

value
Errno

string

Value of the snmp object specified through the input argument "objectid".

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snmp-get-next

[top]

This is used to retrieve the next OID in the mib tree of data. Instead of returning the data you
requested, it returns the next OID in the tree and its value. Unlike the snmp-get api, this api does
return data for a OID which is too short or is missing the index part of the OID.
Input Name Range
object-id

Type
string

Output Name Range

Description
Object Identifier of a snmp object. The OID can be a fully qualified OID
or a partial OID. Only numeric OID's (ex: .1.3.6.1.4.1.789.1.1.1.0) are
allowed.

Type

Description

If true, the string returned in 'value' is the hexadecimal representation
boolean
of the octet string returned by a snmp call to the object-id. This output
optional
is not present if 'value' is a normal string.

is-valuehexadecimal
next-objectid

string

Object Identifier of the next snmp object in the mib.

value

string

Value of the snmp object reported through the output argument "nextobject-id".

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

snmp-status

[top]

Returns configuration information of the SNMP agent daemon.
Output Name Range
communities

Type

Description

communityReturns a list of communities and their access control settings.
info[]
optional

contact

string

is-trapenabled

boolean

location

string

traphosts

traphostinfo[]
optional

Contact name.
Retuns "true" if traps are enabled. "false" otherwise.
Location name.
Returns a list of registered trap hosts followed by their IP addresses.
Only resolvable trap hosts are returned. If a host name cannot be
found in /etc/hosts for a previously registered IP address, its name
defaults to a string representation of its IP address.

snmp-test-trap-trigger

[top]

Trigger SNMP test trap

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

snmp-trap-disable

[top]

Disables snmp traps.

snmp-trap-enable

[top]

Enables snmp traps.

snmp-traphost-add

[top]

Adds a host to the list of trap hosts.
Input Name Range
host

username

Type
string

Description
Specify the host to be added. Host may be specified in Domain Name
format such as MyHost.MyNetwork.com, or as an IP address such as
10.20.30.40. If a Domain Name is used, the host must resolve to an IP
address.

string Specify the USM user name to indicate SNMPv3 traphost. USM user must
optional have already been defined before adding a SNMPv3 traphost.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL
E_TRAPHOST_CREATE_FAILED

snmp-traphost-delete

[top]

Deletes a host from the list of trap hosts.
Input Name Range
host

Type
string

Description
Specify the host to be added. Host may be specified in Domain Name
format such as MyHost.MyNetwork.com, or as an IP address such as
10.20.30.40. If a Domain Name is used, the host must resolve to an IP
address.

username

string
Specify the USM user name to indicate SNMPv3 traphost.
optional

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_EINVAL

Element definition: community-info

[top]

Information about a single community.
Name

Range Type

accesscontrol

Description

Access control of the community.The only supported value is "ro" (readstring
only).

community

string Community name.

Element definition: traphost-info

[top]

Information about a single registered trap host.
Name Range Type
hostname
ipaddress

Description

Name of the trap host given by the user. Can be one of the following: hostname,
string
ip-address, or alias Hostname will be a fully qualified Domain Name.
string IP address of the trap host.

APIs in Category: storage-acp-firmware
storage-acp-firmwarefile-get-iter

This is an auto generated category.

storage-acp-firmware-file-get-iter

[top]

return the firmware file list
Input Name

Range

storageacpfirmwarefile
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storageacpfirmwarefile
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-acp-firmware
object. All storage-acp-firmware objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storageacpfirmware- The list of attributes of storage-acp-firmware objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional acp-firmware objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-acp-firmware-file
Show firmware files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

filename
node

Type

Description

string
optional

Storage Firmware File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-adapter
storage-adapter-enable-adapter
storage-adapter-get-adapter-info
storage-adapter-get-adapter-list

storage-adapter-enable-adapter

[top]

Enables specified host adapter. I/O traffic can be issued on the adapter.
Input Name Range Type
adaptername
node-name

Description

The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also present,
a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single name -- for
string
example, "8a" or "11b". If adapter-name is not supplied, the command will
return EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT.
string

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

Errno

Description

EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENODENOTFOUND

storage-adapter-get-adapter-info

[top]

Display the information about a specified host adapter. The information is displayed base on the
controller interface type. ATA, Parallel SCSI, SAS, FC.
Input Name Range
adaptername

node-name

Output Name Range
adapterdetails

Type
string

Description
The adapter name is either a slot number, or, if a port letter is also
presented, a slot number and port letter concatenated into a single
name -- for example, "8a" or "11b".

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver
string LIF. If node-name is not specified when the request is sent to Admin
optional VserverLIF, then all matching adapters in the cluster will be returned.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.
Type

Description

adapterdetail- List of detail info for given adapter.
info[]

storage-adapter-get-adapter-list

[top]

Get the list of adapters present on this system.
Input Name Range

Description

This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver
string LIF. If node-name is not specified when the request is sent to Admin
optional VserverLIF, then all matching adapters in the cluster will be returned.
This is the storage system name the command will be executed on.

node-name

Output Name Range
adapter-list

Type

Type

Description

adapter- The adapter-list is a list of the names of adapters on this system. These
name- adapter names can be used by other commands, including storageelem[] adapter-enable-adapter and storage-adapter-disable-adapter.

Element definition: adapter-detail-info

[top]

Detailed information for specific adapter. Display different info base on the type of adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapterInformation for fc (Fibre Channel) adapter.
fc-info
optional

adapterfc
adaptername

string

Adapter port name, which is adapter slot number and, if presented, the
port letter designator together. Examples are 8a, 11b. Note that a physical
adapter may contain multiple ports.

adapterparallelscsi

adapterparallelInformation for parallel SCSI adapter.
scsi-info
optional

adaptersas

adaptersas-info Information for sas (serial attached SCSI) adapter.
optional

adaptertype

string

nodename

string
optional

Type of adapter present in the system. Possible values: "ADT_IF_ATA",
"ADT_IF_PARALLEL_SCSI", "ADT_IF_SAS", "ADT_IF_FC".
This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in
which case it is the storage system name.

Element definition: adapter-name-elem

[top]

A list of adapter-names that can be used in other storage-adapter interface calls.
Name
adaptername

Range

Type
string

Description
The adapter name is the slot number and, if present, the port letter
designate. Examples are 8a, 11b

nodename

string This field is only valid when the request is sent to the Admin Vserver LIF, in
optional which case it is the storage system name.

Element definition: adapter-fc-info

[top]

Detailed information for fc adapter.
Name
adapterbar
adaptermodel

Range

Type

Description

adapterbar-info[] List of base address information
optional
string

Model of the adapter.

adaptersff-info

adapterIf the port has a small form factor transceiver/connector (also known
sff-info
as sff), then this is the vendor information on the sff.
optional

adaptersfp-info

adapterIf the port has a small form factor pluggable transceiver/connector
sfp-info
(also known as sfp), then this is the vendor information on the sfp.
optional

cacheline-sz
fc-linkrate
fc-nodename

[0..2^8- integer
Storage port adapter's data cache size,
optional
1]
[0..2^16integer
1]
string

fc-packet- [0..2^32integer
size
1]
fc-portname

Link rate of Fibre Channel port.
Fibre Channel node name.
Size of Fibre Channel packets.

string
Fibre Channel World Wide Port Name (WWPN) of adapter.
optional

firmwarerev

string

Firmware revision of adapter.

hardwarerev

string

Hardware revision of adapter.

host-loopinteger
Storage port adapter's Fibre Channel loop id,
[0..125]
optional
id
host-portinteger
Storage port adapter's port id,
[0..125]
optional
id
is-enabled
is-extgbic

boolean Is the adapter enabled? true or false.
boolean Is the Fibre Channel gbic external? true or false.

is-in-use

boolean Is the adapter inuse? true or false

is-pci-64capable

boolean
Is the adapter pci-64-capable? true or false.
optional

isredundant

boolean Is the adapter used in dual-attached config? true or false

is-sramparity

boolean
Is the adapter sram parity configured and enabled? true or false.
optional

preloadtable-rev

string
Preload table revision of adapter.
optional

Element definition: adapter-parallel-scsi-info

[top]

Detailed information for parallel SCSI adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapter-model

string

Model of the adapter.

bus-width

string

Possible values: "narrow", or "wide".

firmware-rev

string

Firmware revision of adapter.

hardware-rev

string

Hardware revision of adapter.

is-enabled

boolean Is the adapter enabled?

Element definition: adapter-sas-info

[top]

Detailed information for sas (Serial Attached SCSI) adapter.
Name

Range

Type

Description

adapterboardrevision

string
optional

Adapter board revision as assigned by the manufacturer. Will be
missing if data not available or not supported.

adapter-datecode

string
optional

Adapter data code assigned by the manufacturer. Will be missing if
data not available or not supported.

adapterfamily

string
optional

Adapter family as assigned by the vendor. Example: 2432. Will be
missing if data not available or not supported.

adaptermanufacturer

string
optional

Manufacturing facility where adapter was built. Will be missing if
data not available or not supported.

adaptermanufacturerpart-number

string
optional

Adapter part number assigned by the manufacturer. Will be missing
if data not available or not supported.

adaptermodel

string

adapter-partnumber

string
optional

Adapter part number assigned by the vendor. Will be missing if data
not available or not supported.

string
optional

Adapter serial number. If the serial number is missing, a) It could
be an internal connection , i.e. platforms with an embedded shelf b)
The cable serial number can't be read or has a mal-formed serial
number, part number. If the serial number is missing, but disks are
present, a connection is present.

adapterserial-number

adapter-slot [0..20] integer

Model of the adapter. This is the same as adapter-vendor followed
with adapter-family. Example: "Qlogic 2432"

Slot number for the adapter port.
Current state of the adapter. Possible values: "up", "down",
"offline_soft", "offline_hard", "offline_loopback".

adapter-state

string

adaptervendor

string
optional

base-wwn

string

Physical base node world-wide name

firmware-rev

string

Firmware revision of adapter

hardware-rev

string

This is the hardware chip revision of adapter.

is-enabled

boolean

Is the adapter enabled?

is-in-use

boolean

Is adapter in use? true or false.

is-redundant

boolean

Is adapter dual-attached? true or false.

Represents the adapter vendor. Example: Qlogic. Will be missing if
data not available or not supported.

sas-adapterdisabled-phy- [0..4]
count

integer
optional

Number of disabled PHYs on the host adapter.

sas-adapterenabled-phycount

integer
optional

Number of enabled PHYs on the host adapter.

[0..4]

sasadapterexpander- List of expander PHYs, a SAS adapter transceivers, state info. It will
phybe missing if data is not available or if no expander is connected to
state- the adapter.
info[]
optional

sas-adapterexpanderphy-states

phystateinfo[]
optional

sas-phy

List of adapter PHY state info.

sas-qsfp- QSFP information of the cable. QSFP is acronym for Quad Small
cable-info Form-factor Pluggable.. Will be missing if data not available or not
optional or cable not present supported.

sas-qsfpcable

Element definition: adapter-bar-info

[top]

display base address information
Name Range Type

Description

barbase

integer Base address occupied by the storage port adapter. Range : [0..2^32-1]

barsize

integer Address range occupied by the storage port adapter. Range : [0..2^32-1]

bartype

string

Type of base address information. Possible values are: "I/O", and "memory
mapped I/O".

Element definition: adapter-sff-info

[top]

Information on small form factor transceiver/connector (also known as sff).
Name

Range Type

Description

partnumber

Vendor's part number for the sff. If data not available, value will be
string
"not_available".

serialnumber

string Serial number for sff. If data not available, value will be "not_available".

speedcapabilities
vendor

string

Comma separated list of speed capabilities of the sff. Example: "1, 2
Gbit/Sec". If data not available, value will be "not_available".

string sff vendor name. If data not available, value will be "not_available".

Element definition: adapter-sfp-info

[top]

Information on small form factor pluggable transceiver/connector (also known as sfp).
Name

Range

Type

Description

partnumber

string

Vendor's part number for the sfp. If data not available, value will be
"not_available".

serialnumber

string

Serial number for sfp. If data not available, value will be "not_available".

speedcapabilities

string Comma separated list of speed capabilities of the sfp. Example: "1, 2
optional Gbit/Sec". If data not available, value will be "not_available".

vendor

string

sfp vendor name If data not available, value will be "not_available".

Element definition: phy-state-info

[top]

Adapter PHY state information.
Name Range
phy

Type

Description
A PHY is a transceiver; it is the object in a device that electrically interfaces to a
physical link.

[0..3] integer

phystate

Adapter PHY state info. Possible values:
"sas_phy_state_enabled_rate_unknown", "sas_phy_state_disabled",
"sas_phy_state_speed_neg_failed", "sas_phy_state_SATA_OOB_failed",
"sas_phy_state_enabled_15gbs", "sas_phy_state_enabled_30gbs",
"sas_phy_state_enabled_60gbs", "sas_phy_state_enabled_120gbs", "unknown".

string

phywwn

string
Adapter PHY's world-wide name.
optional

Element definition: sas-adapter-expander-phy-state-info

[top]

Adapter PHY and list of connected expander PHYs.
Name

Range

Type

adapter-phy

[0..3]

integer

expander-phystates

expander-phy-stateinfo[]

Description
Adapter PHY connected to a list of expander
PHYs.
List of all expanders connected to an adapter's
PHY.

Element definition: sas-qsfp-cable-info

[top]

QSPF Cable information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Serial number of the attached cable as assigned by the cable

attachedserialnumber

manufacturer. This field will not be present if the information is not
available, or if a cable is not connected at this connector. Note that
string depending on the cable, the serial number at the two ends of the cable
optional may or may not match. An example of this is SAS optical cables that do
not have integrated QSFP's, which will show different attached serial
numbers at the ends of cable. Cables with integrated QSFP's will have
matching serial numbers at both ends.

cable-endidentifier

Each cable has two ends. This field shows which end of the cable is
string connected to the shelf. This field will not be present if the information is
optional not available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this
connector. Possible values: "end_0", "end_1".

cable-length

string
Length of the cable. Will be missing if data not available or not present.
optional

cablemanufacturer
cable-partnumber

string Manufacturer of the cable. Will be missing if data not available or not
optional present.
string Cable part number as assigned by the manufacturer. Will be missing if
optional data not available or not present.

cable-serialnumber

This is actually not serial number, but rather cable identifier. For
backwards compatibility this is reported as cable-serial-number. For the
actual serial number see attached-serial-number. The connectors at
string
both ends of the same cable will report the same value for this field.
optional
This field can be used to generate topology. This field will not be
present if a cable is not connected to the connector or if the cable is not
connected to a functioning device.

cabletechnology

Cable technology. This field will not be present if the information is not
string
available or accessible, or if a cable is not connected at this connector.
optional
Possible values: "active_copper", "passive_copper", "copper", "optical".

Element definition: expander-phy-state-info

[top]

Expander PHY state information.
Name
expander-phy

Range

Type

Description

A PHY is a transceiver; it is the object in a device that
[0..70] integer
electrically interfaces to a physical link.
Device type attached to an adapter PHY. Possible values:

expander-phyattached-device-type

string

"initiator" - A device type that can initiate a SAS
communication,
"expander" - A device type that facilitates
communication between multiple SAS devices,
"sas_end_device" - A SAS device that is not contained
within an expander device,
"sata_end_device" - A SATA end device,
"unknown" - An unknown device type.
Expander PHY state info. Possible values:
"sas_phy_state_enabled_rate_unknown" - PHY is
enabled but data transfer rate is unknown,
"sas_phy_state_disabled" - PHY is disabled,
"sas_phy_state_speed_neg_failed" - Data tranfer rate
negotiation failed,
"sas_phy_state_sata_oob_failed" - SATA OOB(Out Of

Band) signaling failed,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_15gbs" - 1.5 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_30gbs" - 3.0 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_60gbs" - 6.0 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"sas_phy_state_enabled_120gbs" - 12.0 Gb/s data
transfer rate,
"unknown" - Unknown PHY state.

expander-phy-state

string

expander-phy-wwn

string Expander PHY's world-wide name.

APIs in Category: storage-array
storage-array-get-configsummary
storage-array-list-info
storage-array-modify
storage-array-portmodify
storage-array-ports-listinfo
storage-array-rename

Storage arrays are external units that supply storage to NetApp
systems. These APIs allow us to define, manipulate and map the
storage arrays to the services they provide.

storage-array-get-config-summary

[top]

Generates a high level summary of array LUN pathing (connectivity) information.
Input Name Range
node

ownershiptype

Output Name Range
configsummary

Errno

Type

Description

string
optional

Obtain array LUN pathing information for a specified node.

string
optional

Option that allows the user to select which array LUNs are displayed.
Valid values for ownership-type are 'assigned', 'unassigned' and 'all'.
If ownership-type is set to 'assigned' only assigned array LUNs are
displayed. If ownership-type is set to 'unassigned' only unassigned
array LUNs are displayed. If ownership-type is set to 'all', all array
LUNs are displayed. Default: 'all'.

Type

Description

storagearrayconfig- A summary of array LUN connectivity for each attached array.
summary[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-array-list-info

[top]

Retrieves a list of all array profiles known to the controller.
Input Name Range
array-name

Type
string
optional

Description
When specified, only the named array profile record will be
returned. (28 chars)

Output Name Range
arrayprofiles

Type
storage-arrayprofile[]

Errno

Description
A list of arrays (and their details)

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EARRAYNOTFOUND

storage-array-modify

[top]

Update an array profile with new or changed information.
Input Name

Range

all-path-faildelay
array-name

Type

Description

integer
The time delay (in secs) to hold IO during All Path Failure Event.
optional
string

The name of the array profile to update. (28 chars max)

is-upgradepending

boolean Used to indicate that the specified array will under go an upgrade in
optional the near future.

lun-queuedepth

integer
The queue depth assigned to array LUNs from this array.
optional

max-queuedepth
model
options
path-failovertime

integer
The target port queue depth for all target ports on this array.
optional
string
The model of the array. (16 chars max)
optional
string Array profile specific options. (comma separated list of name/value
optional pairs) (127 chars max)
integer The time delay (in secs) before switching the I/O path when the path
optional is deleted.

prefix

string
A short label used to refer to this array. (7 chars max)
optional

vendor

string
The name of the array's manufacturer. (8 chars max)
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

storage-array-port-modify

[top]

Update an array port with new or changed information.
Input Name Range

Type

array-name

string

max-queuedepth

integer
optional

Description
The name of the array profile to update. (28 chars max)
The target port queue depth for this target port.

target-iqn

string
optional

Target IQN.

tpgt

string
optional

TPGT

utilizationpolicy

utilizationpolicytypes The policy used while sending I/O to an array target port
optional
when it reaches queue depth.

wwnn

string
optional

World wide node name of array's target port (64 chars).

wwpn

string
optional

World wide port name of array's target port (64 chars).

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

storage-array-ports-list-info

[top]

generate a list of online array ports and their associated arrays
Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

array-name
Output Name Range

Description
When supplied, only port records for the named array are
returned. (28 chars)

Type

Description

storage-arrayA list of all array ports, or just the ports for the named array
port[]
optional

array-ports

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EARRAYNOTFOUND

storage-array-rename

[top]

Rename an array profile
Input Name Range Type
array-name
new-name

Description

string The name of the array profile to update. (28 chars max)
string The new name to assign to this array profile. (28 chars max)

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE

Description

EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

Element definition: storage-array-config-summary

[top]

A summary of array LUN connectivity for each attached array.
Name

Range

Type

Description

array-name

string

The name assigned to the array this group of array LUNs is exported
from. 28 character string, no spaces.

chassisserialnumber

string

The serial number assigned to the array.
Type of LUN device. Describes the type of lun device or tape library.
Possible Values are:

device-type

string
optional

groupnumber

integer

initiator-port
lun-count

string

"array_lun" - Array LUN type
"tape_mc" - Tape Drive or Media Changer/library type
"unknown" - Unknown device type
A unique number associated with a set of array LUNs that share the
exact same pathing/connectivity information. Range: [0..65535]
Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

integer The number of array LUNs assigned to this group. Range: [0..65535]

switch-port

string

Name of switch port connected to the HBA (controller's initiator port), or
UNKNOWN if direct attached.

target-iqn

string

World wide port name of array's target port (224 chars).

target-sideswitch-port

string

Name of switch port connected to target array, or UNKNOWN if direct
attached.

target-wwpn

string

World wide port name of array's target port (64 chars).

Element definition: storage-array-port

[top]

Maps array definition to target port
Name

Range

Type

Description

array-id

integer

Primary key (system defined) for the array record. Range: [0..2^641]

array-name

string

Name of the array in the array record. (28 char max)
Describes the type of connection between the controller and the back
end storage.

connectiontype

string
optional

Possible values are:

maxqueuedepth

integer
optional

The target port queue depth for this target port. Range: [0..2048]

"direct" - Direct Attached
"fabric" - Fabric Attached

port-statinfo

storagearray-portContains statistics about each array port.
stats[]
optional
For fabric attached connections, the switch port the array target port
is connected to. N/A for direct attached.

switch-port

string
optional

target-iqn

string

targetport-speed

string
optional

The speed that the target port has negotiated with its connected
switch port, or initiator port if direct attached.

tpgt

integer

The target portal group of the array. Range: [0..2^16-1]

The IQN of the iSCSI target.

Describes the behavior of Data ONTAP when an array target port
reaches its queue depth and is being forced to wait before sending
additional I/O.
Possible values are:

utilizationpolicy

string
optional

wwnn

string

World wide node name of array's target port (64 chars).

wwpn

string

World wide port name of array's target port (64 chars).

"normal" - This policy aggressively competes for target port
resources, in effect competing with other hosts. (default)
"defer" - This policy does not aggressively compete for target
port resources, in effect deferring to other hosts.

Element definition: storage-array-profile

[top]

data describing characteristics/parameters of/about a storage array
Name

Range

Type

Description
Describes the affinity model supported by the array.
Possible values are:
"none" - None
"aaa" - Active/Active Asymmettric
"ap" - Active/Passive
"mixed" - This array is presenting different affinity models
to different controllers within the cluster.

affinity

string

all-path-faildelay

integer

Extend All Path Failure Event (secs). Range: [0|30..90]

array-id

integer

primary key (system defined) for the array record. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

errors

storage-arrayA list of all errors for the requested array.
error-info[]
optional

firmware

string

is-upgradepending

boolean

The is-upgrade-pending status for the array.

lun-queuedepth

integer

The default queue depths assigned to array LUNs from this
array. Range: [3..32]

max-queuedepth

integer

The target port queue depth for all target ports on this array.
Range: [8..2048]

The firmware revision of the array. (64 chars max)

model

string

The model name of the array. (16 chars max)

name

string

A unique node-level user supplied name for the array. (28 char
max)

networkaddress

string

IP address/node name of the array's SNMP management port.
(1024 char max)
Describes the I/O optimization policy used by this array.
Possible values are:
"ialua" - The array supports iALUA.
"ealua" - The array supports eALUA.
"symmetric" - All ports on the array will be treated equally.
"proprietary" - A vendor specific optimization is supported
for this array.
"mixed" - This array supports multiple optimization
policies, one per node.
"unknown" - No known optimization method is supported
for this array (will be treated as if Symmetric)

optimizationpolicy

string

options

string

pathfailover-time

integer

portfailover-type

string

The pathing failover supported by the array, either ACTIVEACTIVE or ACTIVE-PASSIVE.

prefix

string

A unique character code used to refer to this array. (7 chars
max)

serialnumber

string

The serial number of the array. (17 char max)

vendor

string

The name of the array's vendor, e.g. NetApp. (8 chars max)

A comma separated list of name value pairs of array specific
settings. (128 chars max)
Path Failover Timeout (sec). Range: [0..32]

Element definition: utilizationpolicytypes

[top]

normal|defer Possible values:
"normal" - This policy aggressively competes for target port resources, in effect competing with
other hosts. (default),
"defer" - This policy does not aggressively compete for target port resources, in effect deferring to
other hosts.
[none]

Element definition: storage-array-error-info
Contains error messages associated with array.
Name Range Type
errorid
error-

integer

Description
A unique ID for each error returned. ID is unique on a per API call basis only.
Range: [0..2^32-1]

[top]

string A description of the error being reported.

text

Enum describing type of error.
ARRAY_INCONSISTENT_LUN_ADDRESSING_METHOD - 1. Array is using
inconsistent LUN addressing schemes. ARRAY_DEVTYPE_ERROR - 2. Array has
encountered a device class error. ARRAY_PATH_HIGH_ERROR - 3. Array has
string
exceeded an error rate threshold on a given path. ARRAY_NON_OPTIMIZED_TP 4. Array is experiencing service times greater than the threshold on the given
target port. ARRAY_EXCESSIVE_TP_LATENCY - 5. Array is experiencing latency
times greater than the threshold on the given target port.

errortype

Element definition: storage-array-port-stats

[top]

Contains statistics about an array port.
Name

Range Type

Description

average-dynamicqueue-depth

integer

The average value of the dynamic target port queue depth. Range:
[0..2^32-1]

average-latencyper-iop

integer

The average latency for I/O operations performed by this controller
on this target port. Range: [0..2^32-1]

average-pending

integer

An average over time of how many commands are on the
outstanding queue. Range: [0..2^32-1]

average-waiting

integer

An average over time of how many commands are on the waiting
queue. Range: [0..2^32-1]

dynamic-queuedepth

integer

Current dynamic target port queue depth, the maximum number of
commands allowed outstanding. Range: [0..2^32-1]

initiator-port

string Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

max-pending

integer

The largest number of commands observed on the outstanding
queue. Range: [0..2^32-1]

max-waiting

integer

The largest number of commands observed on the waiting queue.
Range: [0..2^32-1]

node
path-link-errors

string Node name of array's target port.
integer Number of link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

percent-busy

integer

The percentage of time I/Os are outstanding on the port. Range:
[0..100]

percent-waiting

integer

The percentage of time there are I/Os waiting on the waiting queue
on the target port. Range: [0..100]

target-io-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this
target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to
this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-lun-in-usecount

integer

Number of disks in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

APIs in Category: storage-bridge
storage-bridge-configdump-collect
storage-bridge-configdump-delete
storage-bridge-configdump-get-iter
storage-bridgecoredump-collect
storage-bridgecoredump-delete
storage-bridgecoredump-get-iter
storage-bridge-firmwarefirmware-update
storage-bridge-get
storage-bridge-get-iter

These APIs enable the retrieval of values associated with system
bridges that have been added for monitoring. These are readonly APIs and hence require pre-addition of the bridges to be
used for monitoring before these can be used. A system bridge is
identified by its name (set by the administrator and fetched over
SNMP) and the information about the same is broadly
categorized into following areas:
1. Profile Information: It includes information like bridge's WWN,
model, vendor etc. 2. Cooling Information: It includes
information about the bridge's temperature sensors. 3.
Connectivity Information: It includes information about the paths
to the bridge from nodes via switch. 4. Interface Information: It
includes information about the bridge's ports, their statistics and
Small Form-factor Pluggable (SFP) connectors. 5. Error
Information: It includes information about the errors logged in
the bridge.

storage-bridge-config-dump-collect

[top]

Retrieve the dumpconfiguration file from the bridge.
Input Name

Range

bridge
Output Name

Range

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

Errno

Type

Description

string

Bridge Name

Type

Description

integer
Job ID
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-config-dump-delete

[top]

Delete a saved dumpconfiguration file.
Input Name Range Type
file
node

string

Description
The name of the dumpconfiguration file. The file name has the following
format: dsbridge_config.serial_no.timestamp.txt.

nodeThe node where the dumpconfiguration file is located.
name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-config-dump-get-iter

[top]

Get a list of available bridge dumpconfiguration files.
Input Name

Range

storagebridgeconfigdump-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

storagebridgeconfigdump-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-bridge
object. All storage-bridge objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

storagebridgeconfigThe list of attributes of storage-bridge objects.
dumpinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-bridge objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-coredump-collect
Collect the coredump file from the bridge.
Input Name

Range

name
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

string

Bridge Name

Type

Description

[top]

job-id

[0..2^64-1]

Errno

integer
Job ID
optional

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-coredump-delete

[top]

Delete a saved coredump file
Input Name Range Type
corename

Description

string Coredump Filename

name

string Bridge Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-coredump-get-iter

[top]

Return a list of coredumps available.
Input Name

Range

storagebridgecoredumpinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

storagebridgecoredumpinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name
attributeslist

next-tag

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-bridgecoredump object. All storage-bridge-coredump objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

storagebridgecoredump- The list of attributes of storage-bridge-coredump objects.
info[]
optional
string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-bridge-coredump objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-firmware-firmware-update

[top]

Download firmware to the specified bridge. The bridge needs to be rebooted for the firmware to be
updated successfully.
Input Name Range

Type

bridge

string

Description
The bridge to be updated.

force

boolean
Force a firmware download to the bridge.
optional

skip

boolean
Skip checking for port path = 2.
optional

uri

string

Errno

The URI location of the firmware file.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the storage-bridge.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

storagebridgeinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Name of the bridge.

Type

Description

storagebridge- The attributes of the storage-bridge.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-bridge-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of storage-bridge objects.
Input Name

Range

storagebridgeinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storagebridgeinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-bridge object.
All storage-bridge objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

storagebridgeThe list of attributes of storage-bridge objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional bridge objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-config-dump-info
System bridge config-dump file When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string The Bridge name of the bridge that generated the dumpconfiguration file.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

bridge

The name of the dumpconfiguration file. The file name has the following
string
format: dsbridge_config.serial_no.timestamp.txt. Attributes: key, nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

file

node

nodeThe node where the dumpconfiguration file is located. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

serialnumber

string Serial number of the bridge that generated the dumpconfiguration file.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

timestamp

datetime Time when the dumpconfiguration file was collected. This is expressed in
optional seconds since the Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-coredump-info

[top]

Information about a bridge coredump When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

corename

string The name of the coredump file. The coredump filename has the following
optional format: core....mem Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

name

string The Bridge name of the bridge that generated the coredump. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

filer-id The node where the coredump file is located. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

panicstring

string Panic string for the panic that generate the coredump. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

panictime

datetime Time when the panic occurred. This is expressed in seconds since the
optional Epoch. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string Serial number of the bridge that generated the coredump. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-info
Storage Bridge When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

address

storage-bridgethroughput-status
optional

chassisthroughput-status
dram-single-biterror-count

Type
ip-address
optional

[0..2^321]

Description
IP Address of the bridge. Attributes: requiredfor-create, modifiable
Chassis throughput status. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warning"

integer
optional

Number of DRAM single-bit errors since reboot.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-version

string
optional

Firmware version of the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-being-monitored

boolean
optional

Is bridge being monitored under Fabric Health
Monitor? Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

is-bridge-secure

boolean
optional

Is bridge secured? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

last-reboot-reason

string
optional

Reason for last reboot. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

last-reboot-time

datetime
optional

Last time bridge was rebooted. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Monitoring method used by the bridge.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Possible values:

managed-by

storage-bridgemgmt-method
optional

model

string
optional

Model of the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

name

string
optional

Name of the bridge. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number of the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

status

storage-bridgeconnectivity-list

storage-devicestatus
optional

"snmp" ,
"in_band"

Status of the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous

storage-bridgeInformation about the individual storage path to
connectivity-info[]
the bridge.
optional

storage-bridgecooling-info

storage-bridgecooling-info
optional

Information about the storage bridge cooling
environment.

storage-bridgeerror-list

storage-bridgeerror-info[]
optional

Information about the invidual error.

storage-bridge-fc-

storage-brige-fcport-info[]

Information about the individual fibre channel

port-list
storage-bridge-fcport-sfp-list
storage-bridge-fcport-statistics-list
storage-bridgemini-sas-hd-list
storage-bridgepower-supply-list

optional

port.

storage-bridge-fcInformation about the individual sfp.
port-sfp-info[]
optional
storage-bridge-fcStatistics information about the individual fibre
port-statistics-info[]
channel port.
optional
storage-bridgemini-sas-hd-info[]
optional

Information about the individual Mini-SAS HD.

storage-bridgepower-supply-info[] Information about the bridge power supplies.
optional

storage-bridge-sasport-list

storage-bridge-sasInformation about the individual SAS port.
port-info[]
optional

storage-bridge-sasport-qsfp-list

storage-bridge-sasInformation about the individual sfp.
port-qsfp-info[]
optional

storage-bridge-sasport-statistics-list

storage-bridge-sasStatistics information about the individual SAS
port-statistics-info[]
port.
optional
string
optional

symbolic-name

vendor

storage-bridgevendor
optional

wwn

string
optional

If set, symbolic name of the bridge, 'Not Set'
otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vendor of the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"atto"
World Wide Name of the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-connectivity-info

[top]

Information about the individual storage path to the bridge.
Name

Range

Type

Description

initiator-name

string Name of the adapter in the node to which the bridge is connected.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-sideswitch-port-id

string WWN of the port and switch to which the adapter in the node is
optional directly connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-sideswitch-port-name

string Name of the port and switch to which the adapter in the node is
optional directly connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name

nodeName of the node to which the bridge is connected. Attributes:
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node-uuid

uuid UUID of the node to which the bridge is connected. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-port-wwn

string World wide name of the port in the bridge to which the node is
optional connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-sideswitch-port-id

string WWN of the port and switch to which the bridge is directly
optional connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-sideswitch-port-name

string Name of the port and switch to which the bridge is directly
optional connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-cooling-info

[top]

Information about the storage bridge cooling environment.
Name

Range

Type

Description

maximum-safeoperatingtemperature

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Maximum safe operating temperature (in degree
cesius) reported by the sensor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

minimum-safeoperatingtemperature

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

Minimum safe operating temperature (in degree
celsius) reported by the sensor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

temperaturesensor-name

string
optional
storagebridgechassis-tempstatus
optional

temperaturesensoroperationalstatus
temperaturesensor-reading

[-2^31..2^311]

integer
optional

Name of the temperature sensor in the bridge.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Operational Status of the Temperature Sensor.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"normal" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
Temperature Sensor reading in degree celsius.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-error-info

[top]

Information about the invidual error.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bridge[0..2^32- integer
componentoptional
1]
id

SNMP identifier for the bridge component with error. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

bridgecomponentname

string
optional

Name of the bridge component with error. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

bridgecomponentunique-id

string
optional

Unique textual identifier for the bridge component with error. It
refers to World Wide Name of the component if available, SNMP
identifier otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

errormessage

string
optional

Text describing the error occurred in the bridge. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Type of the error occurred in the bridge. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

error-type

severity

storagebridgeerror-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge_unreachable" - Bridge is Unreachable over
Management Network,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Above
Critical Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Below
Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_critical" - Temperature Sensor Status is
Critical,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature Sensor
Status is Unavailable,
"invalid_configuration" - Bridge FC Ports are not correctly
configured,
"sas_port_offline" - Bridge SAS Port is Offline,
"link_failure" - Link to Bridge has Failed,
"fc_port_offline" - Bridge FC Port is Offline,
"sas_port_online" - Bridge SAS Port is Online,
"power_supply_offline" - Bridge Power Supply is Offline

Severity of the error occurred in the bridge. Attributes: nonstorage- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
bridge"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
error-

severity
optional

"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-sfp-info

[top]

Information about the individual sfp.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Data Rate capability of the small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-bridge-fcsfp-data-ratecapability
optional

data-ratecapability

fc-portindex

[0..2^321]

"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits/second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits/second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits/second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits/second.

integer
optional

Index of FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

partnumber

string
optional

Part number of the small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial number of the small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Vendor of the small form-factor pluggable. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-statistics-info
Statistics information about the individual fibre channel port.
Name
index
invalid-crc-count

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Index of FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
[0..2^32- integer Invalid CRC count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

invalid[0..2^32- integer Bridge FC Port Error Primitive Count List Attributes: nonprimitive-count
1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable
invalid-txword- [0..2^32- integer Bridge FC Port Invalid TX Words List Attributes: non-creatable,
count
1]
optional non-modifiable
link-failurescount
lip-count
nos-count
rx-words-count

[0..2^32- integer Link Failure count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer LIP count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer NOS count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
[0..2^32- integer Number of words received by the FC port. Attributes: non-

[top]

1]

optional creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer Signal Loss count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable,
signal-loss-count
optional non-modifiable
1]
sync-lossescount

[0..2^32- integer Sync Loss count for the FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable

time-since-reset

[0..2^32- integer Bridge FC Port Time Since Statistics Reset List Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

tx-words-count

[0..2^32- integer Number of words transmitted by the FC port. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]

Element definition: storage-bridge-mgmt-method

[top]

SNMP|in-band Possible values:
"snmp" ,
"in_band"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-mini-sas-hd-info

[top]

Information about the individual Mini-SAS HD.
Name

Range

mini-sas-hd-index-list

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer Index of Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

mini-sas-hd-partnumber-list
mini-sas-hd-serialnumber-list
mini-sas-hd-type-list
mini-sas-hd-vendor-list

string Part number of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Serial Number of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Type of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
string Vendor of the Mini-SAS HD. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-power-supply-info
Information about the bridge power supplies.
Name

Range

Type

Description

power-supply- [0..2^32index-list
1]

integer
optional

Bridge Power Supply Index List Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

power-supplyname-list

string
optional

Name of the bridge power supply. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Status of the bridge power supply. Attributes: non-

[top]

storage-bridgepower-supply-status
optional

power-supplystatus-list

creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"down" ,
"up"

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-info

[top]

Information about the individual SAS port.
Name

Range

Type
storage-bridge-sasport-admin-state
optional

administrativestate

Description
Administrative state of the SAS port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"disabled" ,
"enabled"
Data Rate capability of the SAS port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-bridge-sasport-data-ratecapability
optional

data-ratecapability

index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits per second.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits per second.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits per second.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits per second.
Index of SAS port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Negotiated Data Rate of the SAS port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

negotiateddata-rate

storage-bridgenegotiated-sas-portdata-rate
optional

"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits.
Operational status of the SAS port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstate

storage-bridge-sasport-oper-state
optional

phy1operationalstate

Operational state of 1st physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"

"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"degraded"

Operational state of 2nd physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible

phy2operationalstate

storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"

phy3operationalstate

Operatinal state of 3rd physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"

phy4operationalstate

Operational state of 4th physical link in SAS port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-bridge-sas- values:
port-phy-oper-state
"unknown" ,
optional
"online" ,
"offline"
World Wide Name of the SAS port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

sas-port-wwn

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-qsfp-info

[top]

Information about the individual sfp.
Name

Range

partnumber

Type
string
optional

Description
Part Number of the quad small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Type of quad small form-factor pluggable. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

qsfp-type

sas-port- [0..2^32index
1]

storage-bridgeqsfp-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"optical" - Optical quad small form factor pluggable.,
"active_copper" - Active copper quad small form factor
pluggable.,
"passive_copper" - Passive copper quad small form factor
pluggable.

integer
optional

Index of SAS port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial Number of the quad small form-factor pluggable.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Vendor of the quad small form-factor pluggable. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-statistics-info
Statistics information about the individual SAS port.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

phy-disparitycount

[0..2^32- integer Disparity count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

phy-index

[0..2^32- integer Index of physical link in SAS port. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

phy-invalid-crc- [0..2^32- integer Invalid CRC count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
count
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
phy-invaliddword-count
phy-linkchanged-count
phy-reset-count

[0..2^32- integer Invalid DWORD coung for the physical link in SAS port.
1]
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer Link changed count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
[0..2^32- integer physical link reset count. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

phy-sync-losses- [0..2^32- integer Sync Loss count for the physical link in SAS port. Attributes:
count
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-bridge-throughput-status

[top]

normal|warning Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warning"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-vendor

[top]

unknown|Atto Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"atto"
[none]

Element definition: storage-brige-fc-port-info

[top]

Information about the individual fibre channel port.
Name

administrativestate

Range

Type
storage-bridge-fc-portadmin-state
optional

Description
Administrative status of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"disabled" ,

"enabled"
Configured connection mode for the FC port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
configuredconnectionmode

storage-bridgeconfigured-fc-portconnection-mode

"loop" - Arbitrated loop.,
"ptp" - Point to point.,
"loop_preferred" - Arbitrated loop
preferred.,
"ptp_preferred" - Point to point preferred.
Configured Data Rate of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-bridgeconfigured-fc-port-datarate
optional

configureddata-rate

"auto" - auto,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits/second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits/second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits/second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.
Data Rate capability of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits per second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits per second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits per second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits per second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits per second.

data-ratecapability

storage-bridge-fc-portdata-rate-capability
optional

fc-port-wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the FC port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Index of FC port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

index

[0..2^321]

Negotiated Data Rate of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
negotiateddata-rate

storage-bridgenegotiated-fc-port-datarate
optional

operationalstate

storage-bridge-fc-portoper-state
optional

peer-portname

string
optional

"unknown" ,
"2gb" ,
"4gb" ,
"8gb" ,
"16gb" ,
"32gb"
Operational status of the FC port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
FC port's peer port name. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-device-status

[top]

unknown|ok|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-chassis-temp-status

[top]

normal|warning|critical Possible values:
"normal" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-configured-fc-port-connection-mode

[top]

loop|ptp|loop-preferred|ptp-preferred Possible values:
"loop" - Arbitrated loop.,
"ptp" - Point to point.,
"loop_preferred" - Arbitrated loop preferred.,
"ptp_preferred" - Point to point preferred.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-configured-fc-port-data-rate
auto|2Gb|4Gb|8Gb|16Gb Possible values:
"auto" "2gbps"
"4gbps"
"8gbps"

auto,
- 2 gigabits/second.,
- 4 gigabits/second.,
- 8 gigabits/second.,

[top]

"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-error-type

[top]

unknown|bridge-unreachable|temp-above-critical-level|temp-below-critical-level|temp-sensor-statuscritical|temp-sensor-status-unavailable|invalid-configuration|sas-port-offline|link-failure|sas-portonline|power-supply-offline Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge_unreachable" - Bridge is Unreachable over Management Network,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Above Critical Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Bridge Temperature Below Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_critical" - Temperature Sensor Status is Critical,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature Sensor Status is Unavailable,
"invalid_configuration" - Bridge FC Ports are not correctly configured,
"sas_port_offline" - Bridge SAS Port is Offline,
"link_failure" - Link to Bridge has Failed,
"fc_port_offline" - Bridge FC Port is Offline,
"sas_port_online" - Bridge SAS Port is Online,
"power_supply_offline" - Bridge Power Supply is Offline
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-admin-state
unknown|disabled|enabled Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"disabled" ,
"enabled"
[none]

[top]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-data-rate-capability

[top]

2Gbps|4Gbps|8Gbps|16Gbps|32Gbps Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits per second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits per second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits per second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits per second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits per second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-port-oper-state

[top]

unknown|online|offline Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-fc-sfp-data-rate-capability

[top]

2Gb|4Gb|8Gb|16Gb|32Gb Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gbps" - 2 gigabits/second.,
"4gbps" - 4 gigabits/second.,
"8gbps" - 8 gigabits/second.,
"16gbps" - 16 gigabits/second.,
"32gbps" - 32 gigabits/second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-negotiated-fc-port-data-rate
unknown|2|4|8|16 Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"2gb" ,
"4gb" ,
"8gb" ,

[top]

"16gb" ,
"32gb"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-negotiated-sas-port-data-rate

[top]

unknown|1.5Gbps|3Gbps|6Gbps|12Gbps Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-power-supply-status

[top]

unknown|down|up Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-qsfp-type

[top]

unknown|optical|active-copper|passive-copper Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"optical" - Optical quad small form factor pluggable.,
"active_copper" - Active copper quad small form factor pluggable.,
"passive_copper" - Passive copper quad small form factor pluggable.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-admin-state
unknown|disabled|enabled Possible values:
"unknown" ,

[top]

"disabled" ,
"enabled"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-data-rate-capability

[top]

unknown|1.5Gbps|3Gbps|6Gbps|12Gbps Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown data rate.,
"1_5gbps" - 1.5 gigabits per second.,
"3gbps" - 3 gigabits per second.,
"6gbps" - 6 gigabits per second.,
"12gbps" - 12 gigabits per second.
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-oper-state

[top]

unknown|online|offline|degraded Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline" ,
"degraded"
[none]

Element definition: storage-bridge-sas-port-phy-oper-state

[top]

unknown|online|offline Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).

[top]

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

APIs in Category: storage-disk
storage-disk-fw-status
storage-disk-get-iter
storage-disk-set-foreign-lun

storage-disk-fw-status

[top]

Based on input, displays: The number of disks waiting for firmware update, Average firmware update duration per disk in seconds,
Estimate for background firmware download completion in minutes, or Name of disk that cannot be updated.
Input Name

Range

status-type
Output Name

Type

Description

string
required

Possible values: 1. time-estimate 2. waiting-disks 3. average-time 4. pending-disks

Type

Description

Range

fw-update-status
Errno

fw-update-status-info[] Firmware Update status.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-disk-get-iter

[top]

Disk enumeration ZAPI. Get disk information about one or more disks, from the Storage Subsystem. Clustered ONTAP iterator APIs
support filtering of output, to constrain the disks that are included in the return list, and/or what information is returned about each disk.
The default is to return all information about all disks in the cluster. That list may be reduced using the 'query' input element. For example,
the return list may include only (1) Disks visible to a particular cluster node "nodeA", e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-paths.disk-pathinfo.disk-name=nodeA:*" (2) A particular disk visible to a particular node, e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-paths.disk-path-info.diskname=nodeA:6a.01". (3) A disk with a particular unique id, e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.diskuid=20000000:87A9652B:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000" (4) Disks with a name
that matches a certain wildcard pattern, e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-name=1.*" or "query.storage-disk-info.disk-name=NET-1.*"
for virtual disks. (5) Disks assigned to a particular node. e.g., "query.storage-disk-info.disk-ownership-info.home-node-id=1252487" or
"query.storage-disk-info.disk-ownership-info.home-node-name=nodeA". (6) Some subset of disks in the cluster or visible to a particular
node in the cluster. If 'desired-attributes' is included, then only those data specified by in 'desired-attributes' are returned for each disk. If
there is badly formed input or an invalid input value is specified, then EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned. If there is some internal error
which prevents processing of this request, then EINTERNALERROR is returned.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

storagedisk- May be used to express which data are returned for each disk. If omitted, then all available data are
info
returned.
optional

desiredattributes

The maximum number of records to return to the caller per iteration. The default is 2000 for clustered
ONTAP. It's 200 for D-blade calls. If the total number of records exceeds either the 'max-records'
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
supplied, or the number the system is capable of returning at one time, then storage-disk-get-iter
optional
1]
must be called multiple times to get all the records. The 'num-records' output field informs the caller
how many records are returned by a single iterative call to storage-disk-get-iter.
query

storageMay be used to express which disks to include in the return list. If omitted, then all disks are returned.
diskIf the input query is badly formed, then EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned. If there are no disks which
info
match the input query, then there is no error. However, no disk records are returned.
optional

tag

This indicates where to continue iteration. A first invocation would normally omit this, to indicate to
string start iteration with the first disk. If multiple invocations are required to fetch all disk records, then each
optional successive call would set 'tag' to the 'next-tag' value from the prior invocation. If an invalid value is
specified, then EINVAIDINPUTERROR is returned.

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type
storagediskList of disk records.
info[]
optional

Description

An opaque string indicating that there are more records to fetch. If this field is returned, then the API
string
must be called again with the 'tag' parameter set to this 'next-tag' value, to continue fetching
optional
additional records from this point. Omitted if there are no more records to fetch.

next-tag

num-records [0..2000] integer
Errno

The number of records returned in this call. This is guaranteed to be less than or equal to the minimum
of 'max-records' and 2000.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

storage-disk-set-foreign-lun

[top]

Sets or Unsets an array LUN as foreign
Input Name Range
disk

Type
string

is-foreign-lun

Description
Disk Name

boolean Is Foreign LUN

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: fw-update-status-info

[top]

List of disks that are pending updates, but not able to be updated.
Name

Range

avg-duration
update-completion

Type

Description

integer
Average firmware update duration per disk in seconds.
optional
integer
Estimate for background firmware download completion in minutes.
optional

update-unable

string
Name of disk that cannot be updated.
optional

waiting-disks

integer
The number of disks waiting for firmware update.
optional

Element definition: storage-disk-info

[top]

Disk record.
Name
diskinventoryinfo
diskmetroclusterinfo
disk-name
diskownershipinfo
disk-paths

Range

Type
diskinventoryinfo
optional

Description
Device driver information. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

diskmetroclusterDisk metrocluster related information. Ommitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
info
optional
string
optional

Name of disk, e.g. "1.1.2" or "NET-1.1" for a virtual disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

diskownershipDisk ownership information. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
info
optional
disk-pathinfo[]

List of all known paths associated with this disk. Omitted if no paths to report, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

optional
disk-raid-info RAID disk information. Omitted if disk is not visible to RAID, or if this information is excluded by 'desiredoptional
attributes'.

disk-raid-info
disk-statsinfo

disk-statsinfo
optional

disk-uid

string
optional

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Example of output format is:
20000000:87A9652B:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

node-name

string
optional

Name of the node supplying this disk record. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

Statistics about disk. Omitted if no stats to report, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: disk-inventory-info

[top]

Disk inventory info.
Name

Range

Type

Description

bytes-persector

[0..2^16- integer
optional
1]

Number of bytes per disk sector. A sector count element, such as 'capacity-sectors' and 'rightsize-sectors', may be multiplied by this value to convert to a byte count. Omitted if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

capacitysectors

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total number of disk sectors on this disk, given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if excluded
by 'desired-attributes'.

carrier-id

string
optional

Unique identifier of the disk carrier. Maximum length of 34 characters. It is not returned if ismultidisk-carrier is set to false. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

carrier-serialno

string
optional

Unique serial number of the disk carrier. Maximum length of 17 characters. It is not returned if
is-multidisk-carrier is set to false. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
An indication of the checksum types that this disk is capable of supporting. Each possible return
value represents one or more checksum types. Omitted if not available or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Starting in Data ONTAP 8.1, "zoned/block" is no longer supported.

checksumcompatibility

string
optional

Possible values:
"advanced_zoned" - Supports advanced zoned checksum.
"block" - Supports block checksum.
"none" - No checksum support.
"zoned/advanced_zoned" - Supports zoned and advanced zoned checksum (this value is no
longer supported).
Disk class of this disk. Disks are grouped into classes based on their performance characteristics.
Disks with the same 'disk-class' value are compatible for use in the same aggregate. Omitted if
excluded by 'desired attributes'.
Possible values:

disk-class

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown disk class.
"capacity" - Capacity-oriented, near-line disk types. Includes disk types FSAS, BSAS and
ATA.
"performance" - Performance-oriented, enterprise class disk types. Includes disk types
FCAL and SAS.
"archive" - Archive class SATA disks in multi-disk carrier storage shelves. Includes disk
type MSATA.
"solid_state" - Solid-state drives. Includes disk type SSD.
"array" - Logical storage devices backed by storage arrays and used by Data ONTAP as
disks. Includes disk type LUN
"virtual" - Virtual disks that are formatted and managed by the hypervisor. Includes disk
type VMDISK.
A cluster unique name for a disk. Disks take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'. Disks on multi-disk
carriers take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.'lun'.

disk-clustername

string
optional

Virtual disks take the form 'prefix'.'number' where prefix is the storage array's prefix and number
is a unique ascending number.
Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Disk interface type. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:
"ATA"
"BSAS"

"FCAL"
"LUN"
"MSATA"
"SAS"
"SSD"
"SSD_NVM"
"FSAS"
"VMDISK"
"unknown"

disk-type

string
optional

disk-uid

string
optional

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Omitted if excluded by desiredattributes'.

drawer

integer
optional

Used for shelves with drawers. Identifies the physical drawer where this disk is located.

drawer-slot

integer
optional

Used for shelves with drawers. Identifies which slot in the drawer this disk is located.

firmwarerevision

string
optional

Firmware revision of disk. The format of the firmware revision will vary depending on the type of
disk and its vendor. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

grown-defect- [0..2^64- integer
list-count
1]
optional

Number of entries in the drive's grown defect list. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

health-monitor- [0..2^63- integer
optional
time-interval
1]

Number of seconds we have been keeping track of errors from storage health monitor (SHM).
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

hw-minimumos

string
optional

Hardware minimum supported Data ONTAP version for the disk. Omitted if not available or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

import-inprogress

boolean
optional

For array LUNs marked with container-type of foreign, this value indicates when data is actively
being imported from this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-dynamicallyqualified

boolean
optional

True if the drive was dynamically qualified. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-foreign

boolean
optional

Indicates an array LUN has been designated as a foreign LUN and cannot be assigned. Omitted if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-internal-disk

boolean
optional

True if the disk is located within an internal shelf. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not
enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-multidiskcarrier

boolean
optional

True if the disk is in a carrier which contains more than one disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

is-shareable

boolean
optional

True if the disk supports sharing. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-shared

boolean
optional

True if the disk is a shared disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

location

string
optional

Name of the node to which this disk is attached. Only Only available on virtual machines.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

location-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which this disk is attached. Only available on virtual machines.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

media-scrubcount

[0..2^64- integer
1]
optional

Number of times media has been scrubbed since controller last powered on. Omitted if not
available.

media-scrub[0..2^63- integer
last-done-timeoptional
1]
interval

Number of seconds since a media scrub last completed. Omitted if not available.

model

string
optional

Disk model string. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

reservation-key

string
optional

Reservation key identifies which initiator target nexus holds the persistent reservation on this
disk, 0x0 if there is none(range: 0x0 .. 0xffffffffffffffff). Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Describes the persistent disk reservation type. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

reservationtype

right-sizesectors
rpm

string
optional

"rs" - Read Shared Reservation.
"we" - Write Exclusive Reservation.
"re" - Read Exclusive Reservation.
"ea" - Exclusive Access Reservation.
"sa" - Shared Access Reservation.
"wero" - Write Exclusive Registrants Only Reservation.
"earo" - Exclusive Access Registrants Only Reservation.
"wear" - Write Exclusive All Registrants Reservation.
"eaar" - Exclusive Access All Registrants Reservation.
"none" - No Reservation.

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Number of usable disk sectors that remain after subtracting the right-size adjustment for this
disk. Given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

integer
optional

Rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Possible values are: 5400, 7200, 10000, and 15000.
Omitted if information is unavailable, if rpm does not apply to this 'disk-type', or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

serial-number

string
optional

Disk serial number. Maximum length of 129 characters. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

shelf

string
optional

Disk shelf, if it can be determined. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this
device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

shelf-bay

string
optional

Disk shelf bay, if it can be determined. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this
device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

shelf-uid

string
optional

Unique identifier for a shelf as reported by SES. Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled
for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

stack-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1].

A cluster unique id for a collection of one or more interconnected shelves. Omitted if Shelf
Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

storage-sedinfo

storageSelf-encrypting disk info Omitted if disk is not a Self-Encrypting Disk (SED), or if excluded by
sed-info
"desired-attributes'.
optional

storage-ssdinfo

storagesolid state device specific lifecycle data Omitted if 'disk-type' is not "SSD", or if excluded by
ssd-info
'desired-attributes'.
optional
string
optional

vendor

Vendor of this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

virtualmachine- A typedef containing the attributes for virtual machine disks. Such attributes are the hypervisor
disk-info VM file name, the backing store and the adapter to name a few.
optional

virtualmachine-diskinfo

vmdiskbackingBacking info block for virtual machine disks.
info
optional

vmdiskbacking-info
vmdisk-targetaddress

string
optional

Target address of the VM Disk.

Element definition: disk-metrocluster-info

[top]

Disk Metrocluster Info.
Name
is-localattach

Range

Type

Description

boolean Indicates if a disk is locally attached, vs remotely attached. A locally attached disk resides in the same
optional proximity as the host cluster vs. attached to the remote cluster.

Element definition: disk-ownership-info

[top]

Disk sanown information.
Name
age
datahome

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^64- integer
Elapsed time in milli seconds since the last time the ownership was read from disk
optional
1]
string Name of the home owner of the data partition (in case of a root-data partitioned disk) on this disk. Omitted
optional if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the data partition (in case of root-data partitioned disk) of this disk.
home-id
1]
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
dataowner

string Name of node that currently owns the data partition (in case of a root-data partitioned disk) on this disk.
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the data partition (in case of root-data partitioned disk) of this disk is
owner-id
1]
optional assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
data1home

string Name of the home owner of the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this disk.
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data1- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of
home-id
1]
optional this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
data1owner

string Name of node that currently owns the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this
optional disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data1- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the data1 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of this
owner-id
1]
optional disk is assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
data2home
data2-

string Name of the home owner of the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this disk.
optional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of

home-id

1]

data2owner

optional this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
string Name of node that currently owns the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) on this
optional disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

data2- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the data2 partition (in case of root-data1-data2 partitioned disk) of this
owner-id
1]
optional disk is assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
diskpool-listinfo

diskpoolList of node-suggested pool pair for every disk.
info[]
optional

disk-uid

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Example of output format is:
string
20000000:87A9652B:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000:00000000
optional
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

ID (NVRAM ID) of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there is a disaster. Before disaster
dr-home- [0..2^32- integer
switchover, the value of this field is zero. At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to keep track
optional
node-id
1].
of whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. Omitted if disk has no dr home id.
dr-homenodename

This is the name of home owner of a disk in switchover state when there is a disaster. Before disaster
string
switchover, the value of this field is a NULL string. At the time of switchover, it would be changed so as to
optional
keep track of whom to give the disks to, at the time of switchback. Omitted if disk has no dr home owner.

home- [0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of home node to which this disk is assigned. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by
node-id
1]
optional 'desired-attributes'.
homenodename

string Name of the home node to which this disk is assigned. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
boolean 'true' if the disk is failed such that its ownership cannot be determined. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.

is-failed

ID (NVRAM ID) of node that currently owns this disk. Normally 'owner-node-id' matches 'home-node-id'.
owner- [0..2^32- integer
However, SFO style HA changes 'owner-node-id' when it localizes partner storage on takeover; and restores
optional
node-id
1]
it to 'home-node-id' on giveback. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Name of node that currently owns this disk. Normally 'owner-node-name' matches 'home-node-name'.
string However, SFO style HA changes 'owner-node-name' when it localizes partner storage on takeover; and
optional restores it to 'home-node-name' on giveback. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

ownernodename

owner[0..2^32- integer
Number of times ownership changed since disk was unowned.
updateoptional
1]
count
pool

[0..2^32- integer
Pool to which disk is assigned. Omitted if disk is unassigned, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional
1]

reserved[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node which currently holds the persistent reservation on this disk, 0 if there is none.
by-nodeoptional Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
1]
id
roothome

string
Name of the home owner of the root partition on this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

root[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of the home owner of the root partition of this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
home-id
1]
rootowner

string
Name of node that currently owns the root partition on this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

root[0..2^32- integer ID (NVRAM ID) of node to which the root partition of this disk is assigned. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
owner-id
1]

Element definition: disk-path-info

[top]

Contains per path statistics, errors and other related data.
Name

Range

Type

Description

arrayname

string

The name of the array providing the lun.

disk-name

string

The name of the disk this path information is for

disk-port

string
Disk port associated with this path. Possible values are "A" or "B". Omitted for non-disk target.
optional
Disk port name associated with this path. This has the form <attachment-style>:<disk-port>, where
<attachment-style> is either "FC" for FibreChannel, "SA" for SAS, or "NV" for NVMe, and <disk-port> is
either "A" or "B". Omitted for non-disk target.
Possible values:

disk-portname

string
optional

"FC:A"
"FC:B"
"SA:A"
"SA:B"

"NV:A"
"NV:B"
disk-uid
initiator-iokbps
initiatoriops
initiatorlun-in-usecount

string

Disk's UID, as supplied by the hardware, used to uniquely identify this disk.

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written over this initiator port. Range: [0..2^64-1]
integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written over this initiator port. Range: [0..2^64-1]
integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this initiator. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatorport

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

initiatorport-speed

string

The speed that the initiator port has negotiated with its connected switch, or target port if direct attached.

initiatorsideswitch-port

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or N/A when using direct attach

lun-io-kbps

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this LUN. Range: [0..2^64-1]

lun-iops

integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this LUN. Range: [0..2^64-1]

lunnumber

integer LU number. Range: [0..65535]

lun-pathuse-state

string

ONTAP's use of this path INU - (In Use) This path is currently used for I/O. RDY - (Ready) This path is not
being used for I/O currently, but might transition to INU if storge errors or load balancing cause it to
transition to INU. QED - (Quiesced) : The disk is quiesced on this path. MCF - (Misconfigured) : The disk is
misconfigured on this path. The path is not available for I/O. Refer to storage_initiator_errors_list_info for
details. FAL - (Failed) The connectivity to this path is lost. INI - (Initializing) The disk/LUN on this path is
currently being readied for I/O operations (MPIO disks/LUNs only). PRE - (Persistent Reserve Register Error)
An error occurred during the persistent reserve register operation of the disk/LUN on this path. This may be
a transient condition and registration may successfully complete at a later time.

node

string

Controller with the initiator port for this path.

path-iokbps

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-iops

integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-linkerrors

integer Number of link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

path-lunin-usecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathquality

The percentage of the error threshold. 0% NO ERROR 1-20% LOW ERROR, available to load balancing and
integer error retry code. 21-99% MEDIUM ERROR, load balancing and error retry code will not switch to this path.
100-? HIGH_ERROR, Excessive errors EMS event will be logged Range: [0..2^32-1]
For a logical unit which reports asymmetric access, preferred-target-port indicates that a path, regardless of
the current access state, routes to a preferred target port group. Possible values are:

preferredtarget-port

target-iokbps

boolean
optional

true: This path routes to a preferred target port group for this array LUN.
false: This path does not route to a preferred target port group or the array LUN reports that there is
no preferred target port group.

integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iops

integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iqn

string
Target IQN of target port providing the disk.
optional

target-lunin-usecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetportaccessstate

string

failover optimization type

targetsideswitch-port

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN if direct attached.

targetwwnn

string

World Wide Node Name of the target device.

targetwwpn

string

World Wide Port Name of target port providing the disk.

tpgn
vmdiskdevice-id

integer The Target Port Group Number of the array's target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]
integer
The device id used for the virtual device (also used by the hypervisor) Range: [0..2^32-1]
optional

vmdiskhypervisorarea-name

string The name of the storage area where the vmdisk is physically located. For ESX this is the name of a
optional datastore.

vmdiskhypervisorfile-name

string The file name of the virtual disk used by the hypervisor. For ESX this is the name of the disk's vmdk file.
optional Example is "myvm/myvm_1.vmdk"

Element definition: disk-raid-info

[top]

RAID specific information about a disk, including RAID specific disk properties, and the disk's overlying container.
Name
activenodename

Range

Type
string
optional

Description
Name of the node that is the active RAID controller for this disk, if any. Omitted if unavailable,
or excluded by 'desired-attrributes'.
Type of overlying disk container. Omitted if information is unavailable, or excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Possible values:

containertype

diskaggregateinfo

string
optional

"aggregate" - Container is an aggregate.
"broken" - Container is broken pool.
"foreign" - Array LUN has been marked foreign.
"labelmaint" - Container is online label maintenance list.
"maintenance" - Container is disk maintenance center.
"mediator" - Container is a mediator disk.
"remote" - Disk belongs to the remote cluster.
"shared" - Container is storage pool.
"spare" - Container is spare pool.
"unassigned" - Disk ownership has not been assigned.
"unknown" - Container is currently unknown. This is the default setting.
"volume" - Container is a traditional volume.
"unsupported" - Container is not supported.

disk-aggregateInformation giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying aggregate or traditional volume.
info
Omitted if container-type is not "aggregate" or "volume", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

diskoutageinfo

disk-outage-info Information about a disk that is not in service. Omitted if container-type is not "broken",
"maintenance", "labelmaint", or "unassigned", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

disksharedinfo

disk-shared-info Information giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying storage pool. Omitted if containertype is not "shared", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

diskspare-info
disk-state
disk-uid

disk-spare-info
optional

Information giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying spare pool. Omitted if containertype is not "spare", or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

disk-state-info[]
Information giving RAID specific state of the disk. Omitted if information is unavailable.
optional
string
optional

Disk unique identifier. Maximum length of 90 characters. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.
Effective disk interface type. Disks can report different physical 'disk-type', but the same
'effective-disk-type'. Disks with the same 'effective-disk-type' are compatible for use within the
same aggregate or traditional volume. Omitted if information is unavailable, or excluded by
'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

effectivedisk-type

string
optional

effectiverpm

integer
optional

"ATA"
"FCAL"
"LUN"
"MSATA"
"SAS"
"BSAS"
"SSD"
"SSD_NVM"
"FSAS"
"VMDISK"
"unknown"
Effective rotational speed in revolutions per minute. Disks can report different actual 'rpm', but
have the same 'effective-rpm'. Disks with the same 'effective- rpm' are compatible for use within
the same aggregate or traditional volume. Omitted if information is unavailable, or excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

physical- [0..2^64blocks
1]

integer
optional

RAID recorded disk capacity expressed in units of 4096-byte blocks. Typically this is the disk
capacity reported by disk driver, but rounded down to the nearest 4096-byte block. Omitted if
information is unavailable, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Position of disk relative to its container-type. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:
"copy" - RAID group copy destination disk.
"data" - RAID group data disk.
"tparity" - RAID group third (anti-diagonal) parity disk.
"dparity" - RAID group diagonal parity disk.
"orphan" - Disk is orphan of an aggregate or traditional volume.
"parity" - RAID group parity disk.
"pending" - Disk is pending addition to an aggregate or traditional volume.
"present" - Disk is present in system. This is the default setting.

string
optional

position

string
optional

spare-pool

Name of RAID managed spare pool with which this disk is associated. Omitted if unavailable.
Generally determined both by whether ownership has been assigned for this disk, and whether
SyncMirror feature is supported on the reporting node. This disk may not currently be contained
within this spare-pool, such as if it's been allocated to an aggregate or removed from service.
This is the spare pool with which disk would be contained if/when it is initialized or released as a
spare. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:
"Pool0" - Disk is associated with spare Pool0.
"Pool1" - Disk is associated with spare Pool1.
"spare" - Disk is associated with the general spare pool.
"unknown" - Cannot determine spare pool associativity for this disk.
Industry standard disk type. Note suggested display strings for each value. Possible values:

standarddisk-type

"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk

standarddisktype
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
usedblocks

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

RAID recorded size of file system region on this disk, given in units of 4096-byte blocks.
Typically based upon the disk's right-size capacity, but it may be smaller if RAID has downsized
this disk, such as due to reconstruct replacing a smaller with a larger disk. This is distinct from
WAFL usage of file system space. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: disk-stats-info

[top]

Contains disk statistics.
Name
averagelatency

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Access time to disk in milliseconds. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
1]
optional

bytes-per- [0..2^16- integer Number of bytes per disk sector. A sector count element, such as 'sectors-read' and 'sectors-written',
optional may be multipled by this value to convert to a byte count. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
sector
1]
disk-io-kbps
disk-iops
disk-uid
import-inprogress

[0..2^64- integer Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
1]
[0..2^64- integer Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this disk. Omitted if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
1]
string Unique identifier of disk for this disk. Maximum length of 90 characters. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.
boolean For disks marked with container-type = foreign, this value is true when data is actively being imported
optional from this disk.

path-error- [0..2^32- integer
The number of errors on this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
count
1]
optional
power-on[0..2^63- integer
Number of seconds the drive has been powered on. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
timeoptional
1]
interval

sectors-read
sectorswritten

[0..2^64- integer Number of disk sectors read since system last booted, given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if
1]
optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
[0..2^64- integer Number of disk sectors written since system last booted, given in units of 'bytes-per-sector'. Omitted if
1]
optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: disk-aggregate-info

[top]

Details giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying aggregate or traditional volume. Information that is specific to a disk contained
within an aggregate or traditional volume is returned here. Returned only if 'container-type' is "aggregate" or "volume".
Name
aggregatename

Range

Type

Description

string Name of aggregate or traditional volume with which this disk is associated. Omitted if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
The checksum type that has been assigned to this disk. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

checksumtype

string
optional

"advanced_zoned" - Advanced zoned checksum.
"block" - Block checksum.
"none" - No checksum type assigned.
"wafl" - WAFL checksum.
"zoned" - Zoned checksum (this value is no longer supported).
cluster unique name of the copy destination disk. 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'. Disks on multi-disk carriers
take the form 'stack-id'.'shelf'.'bay'.'lun'.

copydestinationcluster-name

Virtual disks take the form 'prefix'.'number' where prefix is the storage array's prefix and number is a
string unique ascending number.
optional
Omitted if Shelf Enclosure Service is not enabled for this device, information is unavailable, or excluded
by 'desired-attributes'.
Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

copydestinationname

string name of copy destination. Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.

copy-percentinteger Percent completion of disk copy. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in progress. So
[0..100]
optional omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true, and if position is not "copy".
complete
The reason this disk has been marked for a disk copy operation. Possible values include:
copy-reason

string
optional

"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is marked for layout optimization.
"shared_disk_replacement"- Disk is marked for replacement.
Omitted if disk copy is not in progress or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-evacuating

True if Data ONTAP is copying the disk that is housed in the same carrier with a failed disk. This flag is
boolean expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the replacement disk.
optional At that time this disk is expected to be failed with the reason "evacuated". Omitted if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

is-in-rootaggr

boolean
True only if this disk is in a root aggregate.
optional

is-mediascrubbing

boolean
True if media scrub is currently active for this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

is-offline

boolean
True if disk is offline. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

is-prefailed
isreconstructing
is-replacing

True if the admin issued a 'disk fail' or if the the system marked this disk for Rapid RAID Recovery. This
boolean flag is expected to remain set until the system has copied the contents of this disk to a system-selected
optional replacement disk. At that point, this disk is expected to be removed from service and placed in in the
broken pool. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
boolean
True if disk is in process of being reconstructed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional
True if the admin issued 'disk replace' to replace this disk with a specified replacement disk. This flag is
boolean expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the admin-specified
optional replacement disk. At that point this disk is expected to be released to the spare pool. Omitted if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroed

boolean
True if disk is in pre-zeroed state. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional

is-zeroing

boolean True only if disk position is 'pending' and disk is in process of being zeroed. Omitted if excluded by
optional 'desired-attributes'.
string

Name of plex with which this disk is associated. Omitted if disk is not associated with a plex, or if

plex-name

optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

raid-groupname

string Name of RAID group to which this disk belongs. Omitted if disk does not belong to a RAID group, or if
optional excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

reconstructinteger Percent completion of disk reconstruction. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true, if reconstruct is
percent[0..100]
optional stalled, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
complete
zeroingpercentcomplete

[0..100]

integer Percent completion of disk zeroing. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true, or if excluded by 'desiredoptional attributes'.

Element definition: disk-outage-info

[top]

Information about a disk that is not in service.
Name Range
is-infdr

Type

Description

boolean
True if disk has entry in the persistent Failed Disk Registry. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
optional
Reason disk is not in service. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
Possible values:

reason

"admin failed" - Admin has persistently failed disk.
"admin removed" - Admin requested spare disk to be removed from system.
"admin testing" - Admin isolated disk for maintenance testing.
"bad label" - Disk has bad RAID label.
"bypassed" - Disk has been bypassed.
"failed" - Disk is persistently failed.
"init failed" - Disk failed initialization.
"label version" - Disk has invalid RAID label version.
"labeled broken" - Disk was persistently failed in a prior Data ONTAP release.
"labelmaint" - Disk is isolated for online label maintenance.
"LUN resized" - Array LUN was inappropriately resized.
"missing" - Disk has gone missing.
"not responding" - Disk is non-responsive.
"predict failure" - Disk failure is predicted. capacity than previously.
"rawsize shrank" - Disk reporting smaller
"recovering" - Disk is underoing recovery.
"sanitizing" - Disk is in process of being sanitized.
"sanitized" - Disk sanitization complete, but admin has not yet released disk back to the spare pool. in this
release.
"trad_vol_disk" - Traditional Volume Disk, not supported on clustered data ONTAP systems.
"SnapLock Disk" - SnapLock disk, not supported.
"testing" - System isolated disk for maintenance testing.
"unassigned" - Disk ownership has not been assigned.
"unknown" - Don't know reason disk is not in service.

string

Element definition: disk-pool-info

[top]

node-suggested pool pair for every disk.
Name
node-forpool

Range

Type

Description

string
Name of node for which the pool suggestion corresponds to.
optional

Pool to which partitions in the disk may be assigned. If the disk is part of a loop that does not have any
pool[0..2^32- integer
disks assigned to the specific node or has disks of mutiple pools assigned to the specific node, the pool
suggestion
1]
optional
will be 255.

Element definition: disk-shared-info

[top]

Details giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying storage pool. Information that is specific to a disk that is contained within a
storage pool belongs here.
Name

Range

Type

Description

sharedaggregateList of aggregates sharing this disk. Omitted if not available or excluded by 'desired attributes'.
info[]
optional

aggregate-list

The checksum type that has been assigned to this disk. Omitted if information is unavailable, or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
checksumtype

string
optional

Possible values:

copydestinationcluster-name

string
optional

disk cluster name of copy destination. Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if
excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

copydestinationname

string
optional

name of copy destination. Omitted if both 'is-prefailed' and 'is-replacing' are false, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk copy. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in progress. So
omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true.

copy-percent[0..100]
complete
copy-progress

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

"advanced_zoned" - Advanced zoned checksum.
"block" - Block checksum.
"zoned" - Zoned checksum (this value is no longer supported).

Progress of disk copy in blocks. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in progress. So
omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true.
The reason this disk has been marked for a disk copy operation. Possible values include:

string
optional

copy-reason

"evacuation" - Disk is marked for evacuation.
"layout_optimization" - Disk is marked for layout optimization.
Omitted if disk copy is not in progress or excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

copy-size

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

total size of disk copy in blocks. If N partitions of disk are under disk copy, copy-size will refer to
cumulative size of those N partitions. Omitted if no copy operation involving this disk is in
progress. So omitted if neither 'is-prefailed' nor 'is-replacing' is true.

is-evacuating

boolean
optional

True if Data ONTAP is copying the disk that is housed in the same carrier with a failed disk. This
flag is expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the
replacement disk. At that time this disk is expected to be failed with the reason "evacuated".
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-in-rootaggr

boolean
optional

True only if this disk has in a partition in a root aggregate.

is-mediascrubbing

boolean
optional

True if media scrub is currently active for this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-offline

boolean
optional

True if disk is offline. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-prefailed

boolean
optional

True if the admin issued a 'disk fail' or if the the system marked this disk for Rapid RAID Recovery.
This flag is expected to remain set until the system has copied the contents of this disk to a
system-selected replacement disk. At that point, this disk is expected to be removed from service
and placed in in the broken pool. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

isreconstructing

boolean
optional

True if disk is in process of being reconstructed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-replacing

boolean
optional

True if the admin issued 'disk replace' to replace this disk with a specified replacement disk. This
flag is expected to remain true until the system has copied the contents of this disk to the adminspecified replacement disk. At that point this disk is expected to be released to the spare pool.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-sparecore

boolean
optional

True if disk is sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroed

boolean
optional

True if disk is in pre-zeroed state. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroing

boolean
optional

True only if disk position is 'pending' and disk is in process of being zeroed. Omitted if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

num-datapartitions

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the number of data partitions on this disk if it's a shared disk.

num-rootpartitions

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the number of root partitions on this disk if it's a shared disk.

num-totalpartitions

[0..100]

integer
optional

This field indicates the total number of partitions on this disk if it's a shared disk.

boolean
optional

True if record for this disk is sent by only one node. From D-blade it will always be set as true. At
cluster level we set it to false if we received record from both nodes.

partial-record

This field indicates whether disk is partitioned or storage pool disk. This field is available only if
'container-type' is "shared". Possible values include:
partitioningtype

string
optional

"root_data" - Disk is root-data partitioned disk.
"root_data1_data2" - Disk is root-data1-data2 partitioned disk.
"storage_pool" - Disk is storage pool disk.
Omitted if excluded by 'desired attributes'.

reconstructpercentcomplete

[0..100]

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk reconstruction. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true, if reconstruct is
stalled, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

reconstruct- [0..2^64- integer
optional
progress
1]

Completion of disk reconstruction in blocks. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true.

reconstruct- [0..2^64- integer
optional
size
1]

Total size of disk reconstruction in blocks. Omitted if 'is-reconstructing' is not true.

sparecoreeligible-nodes

nodename[]
optional

List of nodes to which disk is eligible to be sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

static-partmethod

boolean
optional

This field indicates if the partitioning method corresponding to this disk is a static (init-time)
partitioning method.

storage-pool

string
optional

Cluster wide unique name of RAID managed storage pool with which this disk is associated.

storage-pooluuid

string
optional

Unique identifier of RAID managed storage pool with which this disk is associated.

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk zeroing. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

zeroingpercentcomplete

[0..100]

zeroingprogress

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Completion of disk zeroing in blocks. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true.

zeroing-size

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total size of disk zeroing in blocks. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true.

Element definition: disk-spare-info

[top]

Details giving disk's basic disposition within its overlying spare pool. Information that is specific to a disk that is contained within a spare
pool belongs here.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-media-scrubbing

boolean
optional

True if media scrub is currently active for this disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

is-offline

boolean
optional

True if disk is offline. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-sparecore

boolean
optional

True if disk is sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroed

boolean
optional

True if disk has been pre-zeroed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-zeroing

boolean
optional

True if disk is in process of being zeroed. Omitted if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

sparecore-eligiblenodes

nodename[]
optional

List of nodes to which disk is eligible to be sparecore disk. Omitted if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

integer
optional

Percent completion of disk zeroing. Omitted if is-zeroing' is not true, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

zeroing-percentcomplete

[0..100]

Element definition: disk-state-info

[top]

Details giving disk's RAID specific state information. For disks that are shared between both nodes this will give states as seen by both
nodes.
Name

Range

Type

Description
RAID specific state of the disk.
Possible values:
"invalid"
"notzeroed"
"zeroing"
"zeroed"
"inuse"
"notpresent"
"failing"
"failed"
"unfailing"
"uninited"

disk-fsm-state

node-name

string
optional

"orphaned"
"unknown"
"sparing"
"fakezeroed"
"sdc"
"offline"
"online"
"partitioning"
"partitioned"
"unpartitioning"
"unpartitioned"
"present"
"replacing"
"offlining"
"prefailing"

string
Name of the node reporting disk state.
optional

Element definition: standarddisktype

[top]

SATA | FC | NL-SAS | LUN | SAS | SCSI | SSD | VM-DISK | NVMe-SSD | SSD-CAP | SSD-ZNS | VM-LUN | VM-LUN-SSDS Possible values:
"sata" - SATA, Serial Advanced Technology Attachment,
"fc" - FC, Fibre Channel,
"nl_sas" - NL-SAS, Near Line SAS,
"lun" - LUN, SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - SAS, Serial Attached SCSI,
"scsi" - SCSI, Small Computer System Interface,
"ssd" - SSD, Solid-State Disk,
"vm_disk" - VM Disk, Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - Unknown Disk Type,
"nvme_ssd" - NVMe SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - DC SSD, Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_cap" - CAP SSD, High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vm_lun" - VM LUN, Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vm_lun_ssd" - VM SSD LUN, Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - SDF SSD, Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk
[none]

Element definition: storage-sed-info

[top]

Self-encrypting disk (SED) info. Available from the disk-encrypt cluster ZAPI.
Name

Range

Type

Description

data-keyid

string Key ID of the authentication key that the SED currently requires for authorization to modify the data
optional protection controls. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

fips-key-id

string Key ID of the authentication key that the SED currently requires for authorization to modify the FIPSoptional compliance controls. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-fips-sed

boolean True if the disk is a FIPS-certified SED. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.

is-nonfips-sed
is-poweron-lockenabled
is-sed
protectionmode

boolean

True if the disk is a SED that is not FIPS-certified. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desiredattributes'.

State of SED power-lock-enable control that determines whether authentication is required after subsequent
boolean
SED power-cycles before I/O is allowed. True will require authentication; false indicates no authentication is
optional
needed to allow I/O. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by 'desired-attributes'.
boolean

True if the disk is a SED with or without FIPS certification. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded by
'desired-attributes'.

string The summary of the data protection and FIPS compliance states. Omitted if disk is not a SED, or if excluded
optional by 'desired-attributes'.

Element definition: storage-ssd-info
Storage info block for solid-state storage devices.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

percentAn estimate of the percentage of device life that has been used, based on the actual device usage and the
integer
rated-life- [0..255]
manufacturer's prediction of device life. A value greater than 99 indicates that the estimated endurance
optional
used
has been consumed, but may not indicate a device failure. Omitted if value is unknown.
percentPercentage of device spare blocks that have been used. Each device has a number of spare blocks that
integer
spares[0..100]
will be used when a data block can no longer be used to store data. This value reports what percentage of
optional
consumed
the spares have already been consumed. Omitted if value is unknown.
percentsparesinteger
Spares consumed percentage limit reported by the device. Omitted if value is unknown.
[0..100]
optional
consumedlimit

Element definition: virtual-machine-disk-info

[top]

A typedef containing the attributes for virtual machine disks. Such attributes are the hypervisor VM file name, the backing store and the
adapter to name a few.
Name

Range

Type

Description

vmdiskadapter-device

string
Backing adapter device name. Example is "vmhba32".
optional

vmdiskadapter-driver

string Backing adapter driver name. For example, "mptsas". For iSCSI connections, this element represents
optional name of the iSCSI initiator. Example is "iqn.1998-01.com.vmware:esxhostname-5d1555b6".

vmdiskadapter-model

string
Backing adapter model type. Example is "LSI1064E", "iSCSI Software Adapter".
optional

vmdiskadapter-pci
vmdiskcontainername
vmdisk-luncanonicalname
vmdisk-luncapacity

string Backing adapter PCI device ID for the virtual disk. For iSCSI connections, this element is empty.
optional Example is "50:00.0".
string
Container associated with the VM Disk. Example is "container1"
optional
string Hypervisor-assigned unique ID of the backing device (disk or LUN). Example is
optional "naa.75hsfe523hnsfhf46323".
[0..2^64- integer
Size of the backing device (disk or LUN) in bytes. Example is "4294967296".
optional
1]

vmdisk-lunmodel

string
Backing device (disk or lun) model. Example is "LUN", "MBE2073RC".
optional

vmdisk-lunpartition

integer
Backing disk partition number where the corresponding VM disk file resides. Example is "3".
optional

vmdisk-lunvendor-name
vmdisk-objectname
vmdiskstorageaccount

string
Name of the backing device manufacturer. Example is "FUJITSU".
optional
string
Page blob associated with the VM Disk. Example is "blob1"
optional
string
Storage account associated with the VM Disk. Example is "storageaccount1"
optional

vmdisk-store- [0..2^64- integer
The size of the disk backing store in bytes. Example is "4294967296".
capacity
1]
optional
vmdisk-storenas-path

string Full path to the backing store. This field is valid only for NAS connections. Example is
optional "myvm.domain.com:/backingStoreName".

vmdisk-storetype

string Type of the disk backing store. It can be a VMFS volume, a directory on network-attached storage,
optional or a local file system path. Possible values are "NFS", "VMFS".

vmdisk-targetiscsi-address

string The iSCSI IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) of the disk backing target. This field is valid only for iSCSI
optional connections. Examples are "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmdisk-targetiscsi-name

string The iSCSI name of the disk backing target. This field is valid only for iSCSI connections. Example is
optional "iSCSI-targ.com.optional-string".

vmdisk-targetlun-id

string
SCSI device name for the backing disk. It takes the form target-id:lun-id. Example is "3:1".
optional

vmhost-error

string
Error (if any) while retrieving the virtual disk details. Example is "vSphere server is missing".
optional

Element definition: vmdisk-backing-info
Backing info block for virtual machine disks.

[top]

Name

Range Type

Description

vmdisk-backing-device-id

string Device id of the underlying disk.

vmdisk-backing-disk-model

string Product id of the underlying disk.

vmdisk-backing-serial-number
vmdisk-backing-vendor-id

string Serial number of the underlying disk.
string Vendor of the underlying disk.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: shared-aggregate-info
Name of desired aggregate.
Name
aggregate-name

Range

Type

Description

string
String representing name of the aggregate.
optional

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-disk-firmware
storage-disk-firmwarefile-get-iter

This is an auto generated category.

storage-disk-firmware-file-get-iter

[top]

return the firmware file list
Input Name

Range

storagediskfirmwarefile
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storagediskfirmwarefile
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-acp-firmware
object. All storage-acp-firmware objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storagediskfirmware- The list of attributes of storage-acp-firmware objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional acp-firmware objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-disk-firmware-file
Show firmware files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

filename
node

Type

Description

string
optional

Storage Firmware File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-initiator
These APIs are used to get information on initiator ports as
related to their role as a gateway to back end storage.

storage-initiator-balance
storage-initiator-diskpath-list-info
storage-initiator-errorslist-info
storage-initiator-get-load
storage-initiator-pathlist-info
storage-initiator-pathquiesce
storage-initiator-pathresume

storage-initiator-balance

[top]

Balances primary/secondary array LUN paths across available initiator ports based on I/O load. This API
is deprecated in Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and later.
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string node to balance initiator ports on

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-initiator-disk-path-list-info

[top]

Returns path information and statistics for a given disk or all disks. We use the word disk to refer to an
array lun, real disk, or Solid State Device This API is deprecated in Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and
later.
Input Name Range
disk-name
Output Name Range
disk-pathinfo
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EDISKNOTFOUND

Type
string
optional

Description
The name of the disk to list path information for. If not supplied all
paths to all attached targets are returned.

Type

Description

disk-path- A table of per path statistics, errors and other related data for this
info[]
disk
Description

storage-initiator-errors-list-info

[top]

Lists all known disk/configuration errors associated with an array or shelves acting like array.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

array-name

string
optional

The name of the array to list error information for. (28 chars)

disk-name

string
optional

The name of the disk or array lun to list error information for. If not
specified, all errors for all disks/array LUNs will be returned.

Output Name Range
errors

Type

Description

storageerrorA list of all errors for the requested array/shelf or disks/luns.
info[]
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EARRAYNOTFOUND
EDISKNOTFOUND

storage-initiator-get-load

[top]

Gets disk I/O rates for a given fibre channel initiator port or for all initiator ports if no port is specified.
The term disk refers to an array LUN, actual disk, or solid state device. This API is deprecated in
Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3.0 and later.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

string
optional

Obtain disk I/O rates for initiator ports on the specified node.

port

string
optional

Port to show load on, e.g. 0a.

Output Name Range
load-info

Type

Description

storageA table of per disk load related information for the named port.
initiator-loadOmitted if no array LUNs are visible, or some other internal error
info[]
occurs.
optional

storage-initiator-path-list-info
Returns information and statistics on all known paths to back end storage.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type
string
optional

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description
Obtain back end storage path statistics for this node.
Description

storage-initiator-pathA table of back end path statistics, errors and other
info[]
related data.
optional

path-info

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-initiator-path-quiesce

[top]

Quiesces an array LUN on a path. A quiesced array LUN will not be sent I/O on the specified path.
Input Name Range

Type

initiator
lun-number

string

string

The node name on which the quiesce is issued

The path failure count, exceeding the specified value within wait duration
will quiesce the path. This value is mutually exclusive with lun-number. If
integer
this value is not specified to quiesce path, path will be quiesed
optional
immediately. wait-duration must be specified along with path-failurethreshold. Range: [1..100]

targetwwpn
waitduration

The initiator port of the path that I/O will be quiesced on.

integer LU number. If this value is not specified then the command applies for the
optional specified path. Range: [0..65535]

node
pathfailurethreshold

Description

string

The array target port of the path that I/O will be quiesced on. World wide
port number has to be specified without colons.

The time duration in which path is monitored for path failures. This value
integer is mutually exclusive with lun-number. If this value is not specified to
optional quiesce path, path will be quiesed immediately. path-failure-threshold
must be specified along with wait-duration. Range: [1..1440]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPATH
ECANTQUIESCELASTPATH
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDTARGET
EQUIESCEFAILED
ELUNQUIESCING
EQUIESCENOTSUPPORTED
ETHRESHOLDWAIT
ENOLUNQUIESCEONPATHQ

storage-initiator-path-resume

[top]

Resumes I/O to array LUN on a path that was previously quiesced. Resuming I/O to a non-quiesced
array LUN is a no-op and not an error.
Input Name Range
initiator

Type

Description

string

The initiator port of the path that I/O will be resumed to.

integer LU number. If this value is not specified then the specified path will be
optional resumed. Range: [0..65535]

lun-number
node

string

The node name on which the resume is issued

targetwwpn

string

The array target port of the path that I/O will be resumed to. World wide
port number has to be specified without colons.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPATH
EDISKNOTFOUND
EINVALIDTARGET
ERESUMEFAILED
ENOLUNRESUMEONPATHQ

Element definition: disk-path-info

[top]

Contains per path statistics, errors and other related data.
Name

Range

Type

Description

arrayname

string

The name of the array providing the lun.

disk-name

string

The name of the disk this path information is for

disk-port

string Disk port associated with this path. Possible values are "A" or "B". Omitted
optional for non-disk target.
Disk port name associated with this path. This has the form <attachmentstyle>:<disk-port>, where <attachment-style> is either "FC" for
FibreChannel, "SA" for SAS, or "NV" for NVMe, and <disk-port> is either
"A" or "B". Omitted for non-disk target.
Possible values:

disk-portname

string
optional

disk-uid

string

initiator-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written over this initiator
port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatoriops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written over this
initiator port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatorlun-in-use-

"FC:A"
"FC:B"
"SA:A"
"SA:B"
"NV:A"
"NV:B"
Disk's UID, as supplied by the hardware, used to uniquely identify this
disk.

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this initiator. Range: [0..2^64-1]

count
initiatorport

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

initiatorport-speed

string

The speed that the initiator port has negotiated with its connected switch,
or target port if direct attached.

initiatorsideswitch-port

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or N/A
when using direct attach

lun-io-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this LUN.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

lun-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this LUN.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

lunnumber

integer LU number. Range: [0..65535]

lun-pathuse-state

string

ONTAP's use of this path INU - (In Use) This path is currently used for
I/O. RDY - (Ready) This path is not being used for I/O currently, but
might transition to INU if storge errors or load balancing cause it to
transition to INU. QED - (Quiesced) : The disk is quiesced on this path.
MCF - (Misconfigured) : The disk is misconfigured on this path. The path is
not available for I/O. Refer to storage_initiator_errors_list_info for details.
FAL - (Failed) The connectivity to this path is lost. INI - (Initializing) The
disk/LUN on this path is currently being readied for I/O operations (MPIO
disks/LUNs only). PRE - (Persistent Reserve Register Error) An error
occurred during the persistent reserve register operation of the disk/LUN
on this path. This may be a transient condition and registration may
successfully complete at a later time.
Controller with the initiator port for this path.

node

string

path-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this path.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this path.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

path-linkerrors

integer Number of link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

path-lunin-usecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathquality

The percentage of the error threshold. 0% NO ERROR 1-20% LOW
ERROR, available to load balancing and error retry code. 21-99% MEDIUM
integer ERROR, load balancing and error retry code will not switch to this path.
100-? HIGH_ERROR, Excessive errors EMS event will be logged Range:
[0..2^32-1]
For a logical unit which reports asymmetric access, preferred-target-port
indicates that a path, regardless of the current access state, routes to a
preferred target port group. Possible values are:

preferredtarget-port

boolean
optional

target-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this target
port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this
target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

target-iqn

string
Target IQN of target port providing the disk.
optional

true: This path routes to a preferred target port group for this array
LUN.
false: This path does not route to a preferred target port group or
the array LUN reports that there is no preferred target port group.

target-lunin-usecount

integer

targetportaccessstate

string

failover optimization type

targetsideswitch-port

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN if
direct attached.

targetwwnn

string

World Wide Node Name of the target device.

targetwwpn

string

World Wide Port Name of target port providing the disk.

tpgn

integer

vmdiskdevice-id

Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range: [0..2^641]

The Target Port Group Number of the array's target port. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

integer The device id used for the virtual device (also used by the hypervisor)
optional Range: [0..2^32-1]

vmdiskhypervisorarea-name

string The name of the storage area where the vmdisk is physically located. For
optional ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vmdiskhypervisorfile-name

string The file name of the virtual disk used by the hypervisor. For ESX this is
optional the name of the disk's vmdk file. Example is "myvm/myvm_1.vmdk"

Element definition: storage-error-info

[top]

Contains error messages associated with back end array/shelf/LUNs.
Name
arrayname
disk-name

Range

Type

Description

string Name of the array/shelf with the configuration error.
string The name of the disk or array lun this error information is for.

disk-uid

string

Disk's UID, as supplied by the hardware, used to uniquely identify this
disk.

error-id

integer

A unique ID for each error returned. ID is unique on a per API call basis
only. Range: [0..2^32-1]

error-text

string A description of the error being reported.
Enum describing type of error.
Possible values:

error-type [1..16] integer

1 -Redundancy error, less than two paths to a disk.
2 -Redundancy error, device is only accessible via a single fault
domain, all paths go into the same target port group.
3 -Device is a control LUN.
4 -This foreign LUN has a reservation.
5 -LUN too large; a LUN has been detected that is larger than the
maximum size supported.
6 -LUN too small; a LUN has been detected that is smaller than the
minimum size supported.
7 -Invalid Block Size; a LUN has been detected that has an
unsupported block size.
8 -A target port is accessible via multiple HBAs but the device to

LUN id mappings aren't the same.
9 -A device is presented at different LUN ids on different ports.
10 -Multiple failover mode policies detected.
11 -Unknown array LUN.
12 -Data ONTAP(R) LUN.
13 -Disk firmware is downrev.
14 -Disk is not supported.
15 -This disk is in a failed state.
16 -This disk does not match the All-Flash Optimized personality of
the system.
lun-serialnumber
node

string

The serial number of the lun the error occurs on, blank if the error is not
lun related.

string The nodename reporting the disk or array lun with the error.

Element definition: storage-initiator-load-info

[top]

Contains per port per disk load information.
Name

Range Type

Description

initiator-port

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a. If port is not specified, data for all ports
is returned.

io-count

integer

Megabytes of data sent to this disk over this port. Range: [0..2^321]

lun-number

integer Logical Unit Number. Range: [0..65535]

nodename

string

percent-io

IP address of the node serving the port in dotted-decimal format (for
example, "192.168.11.12").

string Percentage of all I/O on this port sent to this disk. Range: [0..100]

serial-number

string Disk/LUN serial number. Maximum length of 129 characters.

switch-name

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or
N/A when using direct attach.

target-sideswitch-port

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN
if direct attached.

target-wwpn

string World Wide Port Name of array's target port.

Element definition: storage-initiator-path-info
Contains per path statistics, errors and other related data.
Name
arrayname

Range

Type
string

Description
The name of the array providing this path is connected to.
Type of LUN device. Describes the type of lun device or tape library. Possible
Values are:

devicetype

string
optional

"array_lun" - Array LUN type
"tape_mc" - Tape Drive or Media Changer/library type
"unknown" - Unknown device type

[top]

initiatorio-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written over this initiator
port Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatoriops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second over this initiator port Range:
[0..2^64-1]

initiatorlun-inusecount

integer Number of LUNs in the IN-USE state on this initiator. Range: [0..2^64-1]

initiatorport

string

Initiator port name, e.g. 0a.

initiatorportspeed

string

The speed that the initiator port has negotiated with its connected switch
port, or target port if direct attached.

initiatorsideswitchport

string

The name of the switch connected to the controller's initiator port, or N/A
when using direct attach.

node

string

The name of the node providing this path information.

pathfailurethreshold

integer

The path failure count, exceeding this value within wait duration will quiesce
the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

path-iokbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this path. Range:
[0..2^64-1]

path-iops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this path.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathlinkerrors
path-lunin-usecount

integer Number link errors reported on the path. Range: [0..2^32-1]

integer Number of disks in the IN-USE state on this path. Range: [0..2^64-1]

pathquality

The percentage of the error threshold. 0% NO ERROR 1-20% LOW ERROR,
available to load balancing and error retry code. 21-99% MEDIUM ERROR,
integer load balancing and error retry code will not switch to this path. 100-?
HIGH_ERROR, Excessive errors EMS event will be logged Range: [0..2^321]

targetio-kbps

integer

Rolling average of kilobytes per second read and written to this target port.
Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetiops

integer

Rolling average of I/O operations per second read and written to this target
port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetiqn

string
World wide unique identification of iSCSI target.
optional

targetlun-inusecount

integer Number of disks in the IN-USE state on this target port. Range: [0..2^64-1]

targetsideswitchport

string

Name of the switch port connected to the target array, or UNKNOWN if
direct attached.

targetwwpn

string

World Wide Port Name of target port providing the disk.

tpgn

integer

vmdisk-

The Target Port Group Number of the array's target port. Range: [0..2^641]

integer The device id used for the virtual device (also used by the hypervisor)

device-id

optional Range: [0..2^32-1]

waitduration

integer

The time duration in which path is monitored for path failure. Range:
[0..2^32-1]

APIs in Category: storage-iscsi-initiator
storage-iscsi-initiator-add-target
storage-iscsi-initiator-connect
storage-iscsi-initiator-disconnect
storage-iscsi-initiator-get-iter
storage-iscsi-initiator-remove-target

storage-iscsi-initiator-add-target

[top]

Add an iSCSI target.
Input Name

Range

administrativestatus

Type

Description

Specifies the initial administrative status of the connection. The
default setting is up. The administrative status can differ from the
operational status; for instance, if you specify the status as up but a
service- network problem prevents the connection from functioning, the
state operational status remains as down. Possible values:
optional
"down" ,
"up"

label

string

The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.

node

nodename

The name of the node.

target-name

string

The target name. Example: iqn.2012-06.com.bsdctl:target0

target-portal

string

The target's IP address. Example: 10.7.125.10
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

Errno

iscsiinitiatortargettype

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster
over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-iscsi-initiator-connect

[top]

Connect to an iSCSI target.
Input Name Range

Type

label

string

node

node-name

Description
The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.
The name of the node.
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

iscsi-initiatortarget-type
optional

Errno

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external
disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner
disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for
MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-iscsi-initiator-disconnect

[top]

Disconnect from an iSCSI target.
Input Name Range

Type

label

string

node

node-name

Description
The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.
The name of the node.
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

iscsi-initiatortarget-type
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external
disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner
disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for
MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

storage-iscsi-initiator-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of iSCSI targets.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

storageiscsiinitiatorinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-iscsi-initiator
object. All storage-iscsi-initiator objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storageiscsiinitiator- The list of attributes of storage-iscsi-initiator objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional iscsi-initiator objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
storageiscsiinitiatorinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-iscsi-initiator-remove-target

[top]

Remove an iSCSI target.
Input Name Range

Type

label

string

node

node-name

Description
The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target.
The name of the node.
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Possible values:

target-type

iscsi-initiatortarget-type
optional

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external
disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner
disks,

"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for
MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: iscsi-initiator-target-type

[top]

external|mailbox|partner|partner2|dr_auxiliary|dr_partner Possible values:
"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster over IP
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: service-state

[top]

down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

Element definition: storage-iscsi-initiator-info
iSCSI Initiator Information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

administrativestatus

Range

Type

Description

Specifies the administrative status of the connection. The
administrative status can differ from the operational status; for
instance, if you specify the status as up but a network problem
service- prevents the connection from functioning, the operational status
state remains as down. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
optional values:
"down" ,
"up"

failure-reason

The reason for a failure. The possible reasons include internal errors,
string
networking errors, and user errors. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

label

string The user defined identifier for the iSCSI target. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodename The name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

operationalstatus

Specifies the operational status of the connection. Attributes: nonservice- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
state
"down" ,
optional
"up"

target-name

string The target name. Example: iqn.2012-06.com.bsdctl:target0
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

target-portal

string The target's IP address. Example: 10.7.125.10 Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the target: external, mailbox, partner, partner2,
dr_auxiliary or dr_partner Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

target-type

iscsiinitiatortargettype
optional

"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,
"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster
over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster
over IP

Element definition: iscsi-initiator-target-type
external|mailbox|partner|partner2|dr_auxiliary|dr_partner Possible values:
"external" - External iSCSI session target has external disks,

[top]

"mailbox" - Mailbox iSCSI session target has mailbox disks,
"partner" - Partner iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"partner2" - Partner2 iSCSI session target has partner disks,
"dr_auxiliary" - Target has DR auxiliary disks for MetroCluster over IP,
"dr_partner" - Target has DR partner disks for MetroCluster over IP
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: service-state
down|up Possible values:
"down" ,
"up"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-pool
This set of ZAPIs allows managing the storage pools in the
cluster. Storage Pools are managed using storage pool names
which are unique across the cluster.

storage-pool-add
storage-pool-aggregateget-iter
storage-pool-availablecapacity-get-iter
storage-pool-create
storage-pool-delete
storage-pool-disk-get-iter
storage-pool-get-iter
storage-pool-reassign
storage-pool-rename

storage-pool-add

[top]

Add disks to a storage pool A job will be spawned to operate on the storage-pool and the job id will be
returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

auto-growaggregates

boolean
optional

Automatically grow the existing aggregates that are eligible for
growing.

disk-count

integer
optional

The number of disks that should be added to the storage pool.
This option cannot be used with disk-list.

disk-list

diskname[]
optional

List of spare disks that need to be added to the storage pool.
They should be of the same size as the existing disks in the
storage pool.

nodes

nodename[]
optional

List of nodes from which the spare disks that need to be added to
storage pool can be selected.

simulate

boolean
optional

Simulates the addition of disks to the given storage pool. If set to
\"true\", addition of disks won't happen but returns a list of
aggregates that would auto-grow and the size of the aggregate
prior to grow and also after the auto-grow.

storage-pool

string

Name of the Storage Pool to which the spare disks will be added.

Type

Description

Output Name
aggregatesautogrowlist

Range

aggregateautogrowInformation of aggregates that will auto-grow
info
optional

availablecapacity

size

The current available capacity in the pool in bytes.

newavailablecapacity

size

The new available capacity in the pool in bytes after adding the
disks to storage pool.

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
optional
code
1]

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

result-status

string

selecteddisks

diskname[]
optional

Errno

Error description, if the operation caused an error.
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
List of spare disks that would have been added to the storage
pool.

Description

E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL

storage-pool-aggregate-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over a list of aggregates provisioned from storage pool.
Input Name

Range

storagepoolaggregateinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

storagepoolaggregateinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object.
All storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storagepoolaggregate- The list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-pool objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over all available capacities available on each node in the cluster. These
available capacities are listed per storage pool on each node.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

storagepoolavailablecapacityinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

storagepoolavailablecapacityinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object.
All storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

storagepoolavailableThe list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
capacityinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
storage-pool objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-create

[top]

Create a storage pool. Capacity can be allocated to aggregates from these storage pools using 'aggradd'.
Input Name
disk-count
disk-list

Range

Type

Description

integer
The number of disks that are part of the storage pool.
optional
diskname[] List of spare disks that should be used to create the storage pool.
optional
Usable size of the disk in bytes. Disks that are within 5% of the

size
specified size will be selected for use in the storage pool. If it is not
optional specified smallest disks are selected first. This option cannot be used
with \"disk-list\".

disk-size

nodename[] The list of nodes in which the storage pool resides.
optional

nodes

Simulate the creation of storage pool. If set to \"true\", new storage
pool won't be created but returns the minimum allocation unit size
boolean
of the storage pool that would have been created. Selected disk list
optional
would also be returned for the disk-count option. By default,
simulate option is set to false.

simulate

storage-pool

Name of the storage pool to be created.

string

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The ID of the job that was spawned to create this storage-pool.
optional
1]
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation
string
completed successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress,
optional
"failed" if creation failed.

result-status
selectedallocationunit-size

Minimum allocation unit size of the storage pool that would have
size
optional been created.

selecteddisks

diskList of spare disks selected for the storage pool that would have
name[]
been created.
optional

Errno

Description

E_CFT_PRECOMMIT_PHASE
E_CFT_QUERY_FAIL

storage-pool-delete

[top]

Delete the specified storage pool. A job will be spawned to operate on the storage-pool and the job id
will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

storage-pool
Output Name
result-error-code
result-errormessage
result-jobid
result-status

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of the storage pool to be deleted.
Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]
string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-disk-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over all disks in storage pool. These disks are listed per Storage Pool
Input Name

Range

storagepooldiskinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storagepooldiskinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object. All
storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storagepooldisk- The list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-get-iter

[top]

This is a ZAPI used to iterate over all the storage pools in the cluster and retrieve attributes of individual
storage pool.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

storage- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
pool- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storagepoolinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

storagepoolThe list of attributes of storage-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-pool object. All
storage-pool objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-reassign

[top]

Reassign capacity from one node to another node in storage pool A job will be spawned to operate on
the storage-pool and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job
APIs.
Input Name
allocationunits

Range

[1..4]

Description

The available capacity to be assigned in the form of count that is
multiple of 'allocation-unit-size'. Available capacity can be found
integer through API 'storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter' where
allocation unit size and total number of allocation units will be
specified.
The node that owns the available capacity which needs to be reassigned. The amount of available capacity owned by a Node can be
nodedetermined using the fields 'allocation-units' and 'allocation-unitname
size' from the 'storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter' API.
Capacity can be re-assigned only in multiples of 'allocation-unit-size'

from-node

storage-pool

string

The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool.

node- The node to which the capacity will be assigned. To view the existing
name free space in the node, use 'storage-pool-available-capacity-get-iter'

to-node
Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
1]
optional

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-pool-rename

[top]

Rename storage pool
Input Name Range
new-name

Type

Description

storage-pool-name New name of the storage pool.

storage-pool

string

Errno

The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggregate-autogrow-info

[top]

Information of aggregates that will auto-grow
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggregatenames

aggrThe name of the aggregates that would auto-grow. Attributes: nonname[]
creatable, modifiable
optional

aggregatenew-sizes

size[] The new size of the aggregates in bytes after adding the disks to
optional storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

aggregatesizes

size[] The current size of the aggregates in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional modifiable

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: storage-pool-aggregate-info

[top]

Storage Pool Aggregate Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

Range

Type

Description

string Name of aggregate which has provisioned capacity from the storage
optional pool. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

allocated- [0..2^32- integer Number of Allocation Units assigned to the Aggregate. Attributes:
unit-count
1]
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
node

nodeNode which is hosting the provisioned aggregate. Attributes: nonname
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

originalowner

string Node which is original owner of the provisioned Aggregate.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagepool

string The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

usedcapacity

size
Capacity provisioned by aggregate from storage pool. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-available-capacity-info
Storage Pool Available Capacity Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total number of units which can be allocated as spare capacity for
allocation- [0..2^32- integer
aggregates. Size of these units are defined by field 'allocation-unitoptional
unit-count
1]
size' Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
allocationunit-size

size
Minimum size that can be allocated from the storage pool. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

availablesize

size
The total available capacity in bytes available on a given node in the
optional storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeThe name of the node which has available capacity. Attributes: key,
name
non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

storagepool

string The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

storagetype

string
optional

syncmirrorpool

The type of the disks that constitute the storage pool. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk

string The name of the SyncMirror pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-disk-info

[top]

Information of disk in Storage Pool When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
disk
disk-totalsize

Range

Type

Description

diskname Name of the disk Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
size
Total raw capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
Disk interface type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

string

"ata" - Advanced Technology Attachment,
"bsas" - Bridged Serial Attached SCSI (bridged from SATA),
"fcal" - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop,
"fsas" - High-Capacity (Fat) Serial Attached SCSI,
"lun" - SCSI Logical Unit Number (e.g. Array),
"sas" - Serial Attached SCSI,
"msata" - Multiple bridged SATA disks in a single carrier,
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk,

disk-type

optional

"vmdisk" - Hypervisor Virtual Disk,
"unknown" - unknown,
"ssd_nvm" - Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State Disk,
"ssd_dc" - Data Center Non-Volatile Memory Express Solid-State
Disk,
"ssd_cap" - High Capacity Solid-State Disk,
"vmlun" - Hypervisor Virtual LUN,
"vmlun_ssd" - Hypervisor Virtual SSD LUN,
"ssd_zns" - Software Defined Non-Volatile Memory Express SolidState Disk

disk-usablesize

size
Total usable capacity of this disk in bytes Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

storagepool

string The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-info

[top]

Storage Pool Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

allocation-unitdata-size-raiddp

size
optional

Data size that will be available after allocation unit is
used for RAID-DP group. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

allocation-unitdata-size-raidtec

size
optional

Data size that will be available after allocation unit is
used for RAID-TEC group. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

allocation-unitdata-size-raid4

size
optional

Data size that will be available after allocation unit is
used for RAID4 or RAID-EP group. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

allocation-unitsize

size
optional

Minimum size that can be allocated from the storage
pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current[0..2^64operation-job-id
1]

integer
optional

Job ID of the currently running operation on the
storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of disks that are part of the storage pool.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-healthy

boolean
optional

If \"true\", provisioning is allowed from the storage
pool. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

nodes

node-name[]
optional

The list of nodes in which the storage pool resides.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

disk-count

State of the storage pool. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"normal" ,

pool-state

storagepoolstate
optional

pool-total-size

size
optional

The total size in bytes of the storage pool. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

pool-usable-size

size
optional

The amount of usable size in bytes in the storage pool.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-pool

string
optional

The cluster-wide unique name of the storage pool.
Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

storage-type

unhealthyreason

string
optional
string
optional

"degraded" ,
"creating" ,
"deleting" ,
"reassigning" ,
"growing"

The type of the disks that constitute the storage pool.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"ssd" - Solid-State Disk
Specifies the reason why the storage pool is unhealthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-pool-name

[top]

Name of the storage pool
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: disk-name

[top]

Disk path name
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: storagepoolstate
State of the Storage Pool Possible values:
"normal" ,
"degraded" ,
"creating" ,
"deleting" ,
"reassigning" ,
"growing"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-port
This set of ZAPIs allows management of storage ports.

storage-port-disable
storage-port-enable
storage-port-info-get
storage-port-info-get-iter
storage-port-rescan
storage-port-reset
storage-port-reset-device

storage-port-disable

[top]

Disable a storage port
Input Name Range
force
node
port

Type
boolean

Description
Force

node-name Node
string

Port

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED
ESTORAGEPORTSTATUSNOTAVAILABLE
ESTORAGEPORTALREADYOFFLINE
ESTORAGEPORTDISKCURRENTLYSANITIZING
ESTORAGEPORTLASTPATHTODISK
ESTORAGEPORTINUSE
ESTORAGEPORTNETWORKMODE

storage-port-enable

[top]

Enable a storage port
Input Name Range
node
port

Type

Description

node-name Node
string

Port

Errno
ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

Description

ESTORAGEPORTSTATUSNOTAVAILABLE
ESTORAGEPORTNOTOFFLINE
ESTORAGEPORTNETWORKMODE

storage-port-info-get

[top]

Get information about a specified storage port.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

storageportinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodeThe cluster node where the storage port is located.
name

port

string

Output Name Range

The name of the port. Example: '0a', '1b', etc.

Type

Description

storageport- The attributes of the storage-port.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-port-info-get-iter

[top]

Get information about one or more storage ports.
Input Name

Range

storageportinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storageportinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-port object. All
storage-port objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
storage-

Description

attributeslist

portThe list of attributes of storage-port objects.
info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional port objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-port-rescan

[top]

Rescan a storage port
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

port

string

Port

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

storage-port-reset

[top]

Reset a storage port
Input Name Range
node
port

Type

Description

node-name Node
string

Port

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

storage-port-reset-device

[top]

Reset a device behind a storage port
Input Name Range
bay-id

Type
integer

Description
Bay ID

optional
integer
optional

loop-id
node

Loop ID

node-name Node

port

string

shelf-name

string
optional

Port
Shelf Name

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEPORTDEVOPFAILED
ESTORAGEPORTDEVINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTINVALID
ESTORAGEPORTOPNOTALLOWED

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-info

[top]

Storage port information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
board-name

cable-end-id

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

The board name of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

The cable end identifier (end_0/end_1). Attributes: nonshelf-cable- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
end
"end_0" - end 0,
optional
"end_1" - end 1

cableidentifier

string
optional

The cable identifier. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cable-length

string
optional

The cable length in meters. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

connection-

The connection mode of the port (loop/point-to-point).
storage-port- Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
connection-

mode

connectorcapabilitiesarray

mode
optional

"unknown" - The port connection mode is unknown,
"loop" - Loop,
"point_to_point" - Point-to-point

connectorcapabilitiesConnector Capabilities information.
info[]
optional

connectorpart-number

string
optional

The connector part number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

connectorserialnumber

string
optional

The connector serial number. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

connectortechnology

sasconnectortechnology
optional

The connector technology (passive-copper/activecopper/optical). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical
The connector type (qsfp/qsfp-plus/mini-sas-hd/sfp).
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

connectortype

connectortype
optional

"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp_plus" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"sfp" - SFP,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28

connectorvendor

string
optional

The connector vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

correctiveaction

string
optional

The corrective action to perform, in case of a port error.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

date-code

string
optional

The date code of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

description

string
optional

A detailed description of the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

device-type

string
optional

The device type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The severity of the port error, in case of a port error. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

errorseverity

storageshelf-errorseverity
optional

error-text

string
optional

"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a
fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not
indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal
but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
The error text of the port error, in case of a port error.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error type of the port error, in case of a port error.
Example: 'online-degraded'. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

storage-port-

"unknown" - The port status is unknown,

error-type

status
optional

"online" - The port is online,
"online_degraded" - The port is online, but in a degraded
state,
"offline" - The port is offline,
"link_down" - The link connected to the port is down

firmware-rev

string
optional

The firmware revision running on the adapter. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-dedicated

boolean
optional

Is Dedicated Storage Port? Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

mac-address

string
optional

The MAC address of the RDMA port. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

mfg-partnumber

string
optional

The manufacturer part number of the adapter. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

mode

The mode of the port (storage/network). Attributes: nonstorage-port- creatable, modifiable Possible values:
mode
"storage" ,
optional
"network"

node

node-name
optional

The cluster node where the storage port is located. Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

nvdata-rev

string
optional

The NVDATA revision running on the adapter. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

part-number

string
optional

The part number of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

phys

phy-info[]
optional

port

string
optional

Returns SAS port phy information.
The name of the port. Example: '0a', '1b', etc. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable
The link speed of the port in Gb/s. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

port-speed

storage-portspeed
optional

"0" - 0 Gb/s,
"1" - 1 Gb/s,
"1_5" - 1.5 Gb/s,
"2" - 2 Gb/s,
"3" - 3 Gb/s,
"4" - 4 Gb/s,
"6" - 6 Gb/s,
"8" - 8 Gb/s,
"10" - 10 Gb/s,
"12" - 12 Gb/s,
"16" - 16 Gb/s,
"32" - 32 Gb/s,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5" - 5 Gb/s,
"14" - 14 Gb/s,
"25" - 25 Gb/s,
"40" - 40 Gb/s,
"100" - 100 Gb/s
The type of the port (SAS/FC) Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

port-type

storage-porttype
optional

"unknown" - The port type is unknown,
"sas" - SAS,
"fc" - FC,
"enet" - ENET

serialnumber

string
optional

The serial number of the adapter. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
The configured state of the port (enabled/disabled). Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

storage-portstate
optional

state

"enabled" ,
"disabled" ,
"enable_pending" ,
"disable_pending"
The operational status of the port (online/onlinedegraded/offline/link-down). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

storage-portstatus
optional

status

"unknown" - The port status is unknown,
"online" - The port is online,
"online_degraded" - The port is online, but in a degraded
state,
"offline" - The port is offline,
"link_down" - The link connected to the port is down

integer
optional

VLAN ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wwn

string
optional

The World Wide Name of the port. Example:
'50:0a:09:80:00:81:04:ee' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

wwnn

string
optional

The World Wide Node Name of the port. Example:
'50:0a:09:80:00:81:04:ee' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

wwpn

string
optional

The World Wide Port Name of the port. Example:
'50:0a:09:80:00:81:04:ee' Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vlan-id

[30..31]

Element definition: connector-capabilities-info

[top]

Connector Capabilities information.
Name
connectorcapabilities

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer The connector capabilities in Gb/s. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: connector-type
QSFP|QSFP+|QSFP28|Mini-SAS HD|SFP Possible values:
"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp_plus" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"sfp" - SFP,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: phy-info

[top]

Returns SAS port phy information.
Name

Range

Type

phy- [0..2^32- integer
id
1]
optional

Description
The ID of the phy (0-3). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The link speed of the phy in Gb/s. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

physpeed

storageport-speed
optional

phystate

enable
optional

"0" - 0 Gb/s,
"1" - 1 Gb/s,
"1_5" - 1.5 Gb/s,
"2" - 2 Gb/s,
"3" - 3 Gb/s,
"4" - 4 Gb/s,
"6" - 6 Gb/s,
"8" - 8 Gb/s,
"10" - 10 Gb/s,
"12" - 12 Gb/s,
"16" - 16 Gb/s,
"32" - 32 Gb/s,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5" - 5 Gb/s,
"14" - 14 Gb/s,
"25" - 25 Gb/s,
"40" - 40 Gb/s,
"100" - 100 Gb/s
The state of the phy (enabled/disabled). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
The operational status of the phy (unknown/online/offline/speednegotiation-failed/sata-oob-failed). Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

phystatus

storageport-phystatus
optional

"unknown" - The phy status is unknown,
"online" - The phy is online,
"offline" - The phy is offline,
"speed_negotiation_failed" - The speed negotiation on this phy
failed,
"sata_oob_failed" - The SATA OOB on this port failed

Element definition: sas-connector-technology

[top]

active-copper|passive-copper|optical Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical
[none]

Element definition: shelf-cable-end

[top]

end_0|end_1 Possible values:
"end_0" - end 0,
"end_1" - end 1
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-connection-mode

[top]

Unknown|Loop|Point-to-point Possible values:
"unknown" - The port connection mode is unknown,
"loop" - Loop,
"point_to_point" - Point-to-point
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-mode

[top]

storage|network Possible values:
"storage" ,
"network"
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-speed

[top]

0|1|1.5|2|2.5|3|4|5|6|8|10|12|14|16|25|32|40|100 Possible values:
"0" - 0 Gb/s,
"1" - 1 Gb/s,
"1_5" - 1.5 Gb/s,
"2" - 2 Gb/s,
"3" - 3 Gb/s,
"4" - 4 Gb/s,
"6" - 6 Gb/s,
"8" - 8 Gb/s,
"10" - 10 Gb/s,
"12" - 12 Gb/s,
"16" - 16 Gb/s,
"32" - 32 Gb/s,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5" - 5 Gb/s,
"14" - 14 Gb/s,
"25" - 25 Gb/s,
"40" - 40 Gb/s,
"100" - 100 Gb/s
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-state

[top]

enabled|disabled|enable-pending|disable-pending Possible values:
"enabled" ,
"disabled" ,
"enable_pending" ,
"disable_pending"
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-status

[top]

unknown|online|online-degraded|offline|link-down Possible values:
"unknown" - The port status is unknown,
"online" - The port is online,
"online_degraded" - The port is online, but in a degraded state,
"offline" - The port is offline,
"link_down" - The link connected to the port is down
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-type

[top]

Unknown|SAS|FC|ENET Possible values:
"unknown" - The port type is unknown,
"sas" - SAS,
"fc" - FC,
"enet" - ENET
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error|critical Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
[none]

Element definition: enable

[top]

'enabled' or 'disabled'
[none]

Element definition: storage-port-phy-status
unknown|online|offline|speed-negotiation-failed|sata-oob-failed Possible values:
"unknown" - The phy status is unknown,
"online" - The phy is online,
"offline" - The phy is offline,
"speed_negotiation_failed" - The speed negotiation on this phy failed,
"sata_oob_failed" - The SATA OOB on this port failed
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-shelf
This set of ZAPIs allows management of cluster-wide storage shelves.

storage-shelf-acp-configure
storage-shelf-acp-firmware-update
storage-shelf-acp-get
storage-shelf-acp-module-get
storage-shelf-acp-module-get-iter
storage-shelf-drawer-get
storage-shelf-drawer-get-iter
storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get
storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get-iter
storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get
storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get-iter
storage-shelf-firmware-update
storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get
storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get-iter
storage-shelf-info-get
storage-shelf-info-get-iter
storage-shelf-location-led-get
storage-shelf-location-led-get-iter
storage-shelf-location-led-modify
storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter
storage-shelf-port-get-iter

storage-shelf-acp-configure

[top]

Configure connection.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
The channel to which the connection needs to be configured (in-band/out-of-band). Possible values:

channel-config-enum
optional

channel

"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band

is-enabled

true-false

The state to which the connection needs to be configured (true/false).

netmask

ip-address
optional

The netmask that the configuration will use to setup connection (type: IPv4).

subnet

ip-address
optional

The subnet that the configuration will use to setup connection (type: IPv4).

Errno

Description

ESTORAGEACPNOLOCKWRENCHPORT
ESTORAGEINVALIDSUBNET
ESTORAGEINVALIDNETMASK
ESTORAGEACPUNHEALTHYNODE
ESTORAGEACPFWUPDATEINPROGRESS
STORAGEACPACPPREBOOTING
STORAGEACPSHELFPOWEREDOFF
STORAGEACPCHANNELUNSPECIFIED

storage-shelf-acp-firmware-update

[top]

Start shelf firmware download process to update firmware on disk shelves. This operation is asynchronous, and therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download process. This operation will only update firmware on shelves that do not have the latest firmware revision.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
optional

module-name

The module name. Example: 1.10.A

node-name
The node that has alternate control path configured
optional

node-name
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-acp-get

[top]

Return the connectivity of the node. A return status of Full-Connectivity means, that the connection is properly configured and fully working. Any other status means that an error is seen.
Input Name

Range

Type

node-name
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-acp-connection
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

The node that has alternate control path configured.

node-name
Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-connection The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-acp-module-get

[top]

return the first module
Input Name

Range

Type

node-name
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

The node that has alternate control path configured

node-name
Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-acp-module-get-iter

[top]

return the module list
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

query

storage-shelf-acp-module
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-acp-module[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-get

[top]

Get drawer information about a specified storage shelf drawer.
Input Name

Range

drawer

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes
[0..2^32-1]

shelf
Output Name

Range

attributes

integer

Drawer Number

string
optional

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-get-iter

[top]

Get drawer information about one or more storage shelf drawers.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

query

storage-shelf-drawer-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get

[top]

Get phy information about a specified storage shelf drawer phy.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes
drawer

[0..2^32-1]

phy

[0..2^32-1]

shelf
Output Name

integer

Drawer Number

integer

PHY Number

string
optional

Shelf Name

Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-get-iter

[top]

Get phy information about one or more storage shelf drawer phys.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info
optional

query

string
optional

tag
Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

Type

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get

[top]

Get a map between bay number and drawer/slot number.
Input Name

Range

bay

[0..2^32-1]

Type
integer

Description
Bay Number

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

string
optional

shelf
Output Name

Range

attributes

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-get-iter

[top]

Get a map between bay number and drawer/slot number.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info
optional

query

string
optional

tag
Output Name

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

Type
storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info
optional

[0..2^32-1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

storage-shelf-firmware-update

[top]

Start shelf firmware download process to update firmware on disk shelves. This operation is asynchronous, and therefore returns no errors that might occur during the download process. This operation will only update firmware on shelves that do not have the latest firmware revision.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
All the shelves in the cluster with this module type will be updated. Possible values:
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX Module Type,
"esh4" - ESH4 Module Type,
"iom3" - IOM3 Module Type,
"iom6" - IOM6 Module Type,
"iom6e" - IOM6E Module Type,
"iom12" - IOM12 Module Type,
"iom12e" - IOM12E Module Type,
"iom12f" - IOM12F Module Type,
"nsm100" - NSM100 Module Type,
"iom12b" - IOM12B Module Type,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E Module Type,
"iom12g" - IOM12G Module Type

shelf-module-type
optional

module-type

string
optional

shelf
Errno

Shelf Name of the shelf that needs to be updated.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get

[top]

Storage shelf firmware update status record.
Input Name

Range

Type

node
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

Node

filer-id
Range

attributes

Type

Description

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info The attributes of the storage-shelf-firmware-update.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info-get-iter

[top]

Storage shelf firmware update status records.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

desired-attributes

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info
optional

max-records

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

string
optional

tag
Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf-firmware-update object. All storage-shelf-firmware-update objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf-firmware-update objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

storage-shelf-firmware-update-info
optional

query

Output Name

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf-firmware-update objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-info-get

[top]

Get shelf information about a specified storage shelf.
Input Name

Range

Type

string
optional

shelf
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

Range

attributes

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-info-get-iter

[top]

Get shelf information about one or more storage shelves.
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

storage-shelf-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-get

[top]

Get the Location LED status of a shelf
Input Name

Range

Type

string
optional

shelf-name
Output Name

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.
optional

desired-attributes

Range

attributes

Shelf Name

Type

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info The attributes of the storage-shelf.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-get-iter

[top]

Get the Location LED status of one or more shelves
Input Name

Range

desired-attributes
max-records

Type

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

storage-shelf-location-led-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Type

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-modify

[top]

Modify the state of the Location LED
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Location LED Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"

storage-shelf-led-status
optional

led-status

string
optional

shelf-name
Errno

Shelf Name

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the state of the Location LED of one or more shelves
Input Name

Range

Type

attributes

storage-shelf-location-led-info

continue-on-failure
max-failure-count [1..2^32-1]
max-records

[1..2^32-1]

Description
Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other element.

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple storage-shelf objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next matching storage-shelf even when modification of a previous storage-shelf fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API will continue modifying the next matching storage-shelf even when the modification of a previous matching storage-shelf fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default: 20

query

storage-shelf-location-led-info

return-failure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of storage-shelf objects (just keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the list of storage-shelf objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

return-success-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of storage-shelf objects (just keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of storage-shelf objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

If modifying a specific storage-shelf, this input element must specify all keys. If modifying storage-shelf objects based on query, this input element must specify a query.

Type

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter-info[]
Information about storage-shelf objects that were not modified due to some error. This element will be returned only if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional

failure-list
next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32-1]

num-succeeded

[0..2^32-1]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching storage-shelf objects to be modified.

integer
optional

Number of storage-shelf objects that matched the query, but were not modified due to some error.

integer
optional

The number of storage-shelf objects that matched the query and were successfully updated.

storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter-info[]
The storage-shelf objects that were successfully updated. This element will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
optional

success-list
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

storage-shelf-port-get-iter

[top]

Get information about one or more storage shelf ports.
Type

Description

desired-attributes

Input Name

Range

storage-shelf-port-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present, only the desired attributes for which information is available will be returned.

max-records

integer
optional

[1..2^32-1]

storage-shelf-port-info
optional

query

string
optional

tag
Output Name

Range

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelf object. All storage-shelf objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

storage-shelf-port-info[]
The list of attributes of storage-shelf objects.
optional

attributes-list
next-tag
num-records

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

Type

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storage-shelf objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: channel-config-enum

[top]

out-of-band|in-band Possible values:
"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address
IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

[top]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: shelf-module-type

[top]

atfcx|esh4|iom3|iom6|iom6e|iom12|iom12e|iom12b|nsm100|nsm8e|iom12g Possible values:
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX Module Type,
"esh4" - ESH4 Module Type,
"iom3" - IOM3 Module Type,
"iom6" - IOM6 Module Type,
"iom6e" - IOM6E Module Type,
"iom12" - IOM12 Module Type,
"iom12e" - IOM12E Module Type,
"iom12f" - IOM12F Module Type,
"nsm100" - NSM100 Module Type,
"iom12b" - IOM12B Module Type,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E Module Type,
"iom12g" - IOM12G Module Type
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-acp-connection

[top]

Show connectivity information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

address

ip-address
optional

channel

channel-enum
optional

connection-status

connection-status-enum
optional

The IP on which the configuration is done. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The channel to which the connection is configured (in-band/out-of-band). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown.,
"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band
The current connection status of configuration. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

string
optional

corrective-action
error-id

The corrective action of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

[0..2^32-1]

"no_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see any connectivity,
"partial_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing only partial connectivity,
"full_connectivity" - No Error in connectivity. System is seeing full connectivity,
"additional_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing additional connectivity,
"unknown_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to determine nature of error,
"not_available" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see connectivity,
"active" - Connection is active. Applicable to in-band only.,
"disabled" - Connection disabled. ACP needs to be configured

The error ID, in case of a connection error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error severity, in case of a connection error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive

error-severity

storage-shelf-error-severity
optional

error-text

string
optional

error-type

acp-error-type-enum
optional

is-enabled

true-false
optional

Configuration status. This is based on whether the user has configured ACP on clustered ONTAP (enabled/disabled). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

netmask
node-name

The error text. A highlevel description of the error seen. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error type, in case of a connection error (No-Error/Connection-Issue/Connection-Activity/Module-Error/Shelf-Error). Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"no_error" - No error found,
"connection_issue" - System is reporting an error with the connection,
"connection_activity" - System has connection, but not active,
"module_error" - The ACP processor is reporting an error,
"shelf_error" - The shelf is reporting an error

ip-address
optional

The netmask on which the configuration is done. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
optional

The node that has alternate control path configured. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

port

string
optional

The port on which the configuration is setup, usually e0P. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

subnet

ip-address
optional

The subnet on which the configuration is done. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-acp-module

[top]

Show module information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

acpa-id

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
optional

The alternate-control-path-admin ID of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

adapter-name

string
optional

Adapter Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

corrective-action

string[]
optional

The corrective action of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer[]
optional

The error ID of the module, in case of a module error. A device can have multiple errors. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

error-id

[0..2^32-1]

The error severity of the module, in case of a module error. A device can have multiple errors, and each error is stored inside an array. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

error-severity

storage-shelf-error-severity[]
optional

error-text

string[]
optional

"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
The error text of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The error type of the module, in case of a module error. A device can have multiple errors, and each error is stored inside an array. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"no_error" - No error found,
"connection_issue" - System is reporting an error with the connection,
"connection_activity" - System has connection, but not active,
"module_error" - The ACP processor is reporting an error,
"shelf_error" - The shelf is reporting an error

acp-error-type-enum[]
optional

error-type

expander-power-cycle-count [0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times an expander power cycle has been performed on a module Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of times an expander reset has been performed on a module Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-version

string
optional

The firmware version of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

iom-type

iom-type-enum
optional

last-contact

integer
optional

The number of seconds before contact was made to the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

The MAC address of the module. Example: 00:a0:98:19:53:ee Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

expander-reset-count

[0..2^32-1]

The IOM type of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[0..2^64-1]

mac-address

ip-address
optional

module-address

"unknown" - The processor is reporting an error, and is unaware of its type,
"iom3" - The processor is of type IOM3,
"iom6" - The processor is of type IOM6,
"iom6e" - The processor is of type IOM6E,
"iom12" - The processor is of type IOM12,
"iom12e" - The processor is of type IOM12e,
"iom12f" - The processor is of type IOM12f

The IP address through which the module is connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-name

string
optional

node-name

node-name
optional

power-cycle-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times a shelf power cycle has been performed on a shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

power-off-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times a shelf power off has been performed on a shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

power-on-count

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

The number of times a shelf power on has been performed on a shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

protocol-version

string
optional

Protocol Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-id

string
optional

The shelf ID of the shelf. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-serial-number

string
optional

The shelf serial number of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

stack-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

state

acpp-state-enum
optional

The adapter name. Example: 0a Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The node that has alternate control path configured Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

The stack ID of the shelf. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The state of the module. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The status of the processor is unknown,
"initializing" - The processor is initializing,
"discovery_complete" - The processor has completed discovery,
"awaiting_inband" - The system is awaiting the processor ID to reach itself from the module,
"no_inband" - The system has no processor ID for the module,
"active" - The processor is active and can be seen by the system,
"awaiting_bootp" - The processor is waiting for the system to discover it,
"updating_firmware" - The processor is updating firmware,
"connection_error" - The processor is reporting a connection error,
"firmware_update_required" - The processor requires a firmware update,
"rebooting" - The processor is rebooting,
"fail" - The processor is failed and needs to be replaced,
"unsupported" - The processor is unsupported and needs to be upgraded,
"degraded" - The processor is degraded and a replacement is recommended,
"shelf_off" - The processor is in power off state

Element definition: storage-shelf-drawer-info

[top]

Storage shelf drawer record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

disk-count

[0..2^32-1]

drawer

[0..2^32-1]

error

Description

integer
optional

Drawer Disk Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Drawer Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-a

string
optional

Firmware A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-b

string
optional

Firmware B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fru-type

string
optional

FRU Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-closed

open-closed
optional

is-supported

boolean
optional

Drawer is Supported? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mfg-date

string
optional

Mfg. Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Drawer is Closed? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"open" - Open,
"closed" - Closed

node-name
optional

Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

part-number

string
optional

Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

path-a

drawer-path-status
optional

node

Path A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"ok" - Ok,
"degraded" - Degraded,
"none" - None
Path B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"ok" - Ok,
"degraded" - Degraded,
"none" - None

path-b

drawer-path-status
optional

serial-number

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

status-a

drawer-status
optional

Status A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error,
"critical" - Critical
Status B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status-b

drawer-status
optional

vendor-name

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error,
"critical" - Critical
Vendor Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-drawer-phy-info

[top]

Storage shelf drawer phy record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

drawer

[0..2^32-1]

Type
integer
optional
node-name
optional

node

Description
Drawer Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

PHY Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

physical-id [0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Physical ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

phy

string
optional

Attached SAS Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

state-a

drawer-phy-state
optional

state-b

drawer-phy-state
optional

sas-address

State Module A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled" - Enabled,
"disabled" - Disabled
State Module B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled" - Enabled,
"disabled" - Disabled
Status Module A Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status-a

drawer-phy-status

"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled_rate_unknown" - Unknown rate,
"disabled" - Disabled,
"enabled_speed_negotiation_failed" - Speed negotiation failed,
"enabled_sata_target_spin_up_state" - SATA target in spin-up state,
"enabled_port_selector_attached" - Port selector attached,
"reset_in_progress" - Reset in progress,
"unsupported_phy_attached" - Unsupported PHY,
"enabled_12gbs" - 12 Gb/s,

optional

"enabled_15gbs" - 15 Gb/s,
"enabled_30gbs" - 30 Gb/s,
"enabled_60gbs" - 60 Gb/s,
"disabled_invalid_dword_count" - Invalid dword count,
"disabled_disparity_error_count" - Disparity error count,
"disabled_loss_of_sync_count" - Loss of sync count,
"disabled_reset_count" - Reset count,
"disabled_phy_change_count" - PHY change count,
"disabled_broadcast_change_count" - Broadcast change count
Status Module B Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

status-b

drawer-phy-status
optional

type

drawer-phy-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled_rate_unknown" - Unknown rate,
"disabled" - Disabled,
"enabled_speed_negotiation_failed" - Speed negotiation failed,
"enabled_sata_target_spin_up_state" - SATA target in spin-up state,
"enabled_port_selector_attached" - Port selector attached,
"reset_in_progress" - Reset in progress,
"unsupported_phy_attached" - Unsupported PHY,
"enabled_12gbs" - 12 Gb/s,
"enabled_15gbs" - 15 Gb/s,
"enabled_30gbs" - 30 Gb/s,
"enabled_60gbs" - 60 Gb/s,
"disabled_invalid_dword_count" - Invalid dword count,
"disabled_disparity_error_count" - Disparity error count,
"disabled_loss_of_sync_count" - Loss of sync count,
"disabled_reset_count" - Reset count,
"disabled_phy_change_count" - PHY change count,
"disabled_broadcast_change_count" - Broadcast change count
Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"disk" - Disk,
"virtual" - Virtual,
"input" - Input

Element definition: storage-shelf-drawer-slot-info

[top]

Storage shelf drawer slot When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

bay

[0..2^32-1]

drawer

[0..2^32-1]

Type

Description

integer
Bay Number Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
integer
Drawer Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
boolean
Is Disk Installed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-installed

string
Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

shelf
slot

[0..2^32-1]

integer
Slot Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: storage-shelf-firmware-update-info

[top]

Storage shelf firmware update status record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Type

Description

integer
optional

Number of Shelves with Earlier Revisions Being Updated Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

filer-id
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

update-status

Name

Range

sfu-status
optional

in-progress-count [0..2^32-1]

Disk Shelf Firmware Update Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"running" - Disk shelf firmware update is in progress.,
"idle" - Disk shelf firmware update is not in progress.

Element definition: storage-shelf-info

[top]

Storage shelf record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

boot-devices

storage-shelf-boot-device-info[]
optional

Returns the boot device information.

coin-battery

storage-shelf-coin-battery-info[]
optional

Returns the coin battery information.
Shelf Connection Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown,
"fc" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Fibre Channel,
"sas" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Serial Attached SCSI,
"nvme" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via NVMe

storage-shelf-connection-type
optional

connection-type

cooling-fans

storage-shelf-cooling-fan-info[]
optional

current-sensors

storage-shelf-current-sensor-info[]
optional

dimms

storage-shelf-dimm-info[]
optional

disk-count

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

fc-ports

storage-shelf-fc-port-info[]
optional

is-local-attach

boolean
optional

module-type

storage-shelf-module-type
optional

nsm-ports

storage-shelf-nsm-port-info[]
optional

op-status

storage-shelf-op-status
optional

Returns cooling fan information.
Returns current sensor information.
Returns the DIMM information.
Disk Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Returns Fiber Channel port information.
Is the Shelf Local to This Cluster? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Shelf Module Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown module type,
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX,
"esh4" - ESH4,
"iom3" - IOM3,
"iom6" - IOM6,
"iom6e" - IOM6E,
"iom12" - IOM12,
"iom12e" - IOM12E,
"iom12f" - IOM12F,
"psm3e" - PSM3E,
"nsm100" - NSM100,
"iom12b" - IOM12B,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E,
"iom12g" - IOM12G
Returns NSM port information.
Shelf Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the shelf is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf is operational,
"warning" - Warning conditions exist in the storage shelf,
"error" - The shelf has one or more faults that require immediate action,
"critical" - The shelf has one or more critical faults,
"standby_power" - The shelf is in standby power mode

paths

storage-shelf-path-info[]
optional

power-supply-units

storage-shelf-power-supply-unit-info[]
optional

Returns available shelf path information.
Returns power supply unit information.

sas-ports

storage-shelf-sas-port-info[]
optional

serial-number

string
optional

Shelf Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-bays

storage-shelf-bay-info[]
optional

shelf-errors

storage-shelf-error-info[]
optional

shelf-id

string
optional

Shelf ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-model

string
optional

Shelf Product Identification Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf-modules

storage-shelf-module-info[]
optional

shelf-uid

string
optional

stack-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

state

storage-shelf-state
optional

Returns SAS port information.

Returns shelf bay information.
Returns storage shelf errors.

Returns I/O controller module information.
Shelf UID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Stack ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Shelf State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The shelf state is unknown,
"no_status" - The shelf state is not available,
"init_required" - The shelf requires initialization,
"online" - The shelf is online,
"offline" - The shelf is offline,
"missing" - The shelf is missing

storage-shelf-temperature-sensor-info[]
Returns temperature sensor information.
optional

temperature-sensors
vendor-name

string
optional

voltage-sensors

storage-shelf-voltage-sensor-info[]
optional

Shelf Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Returns voltage sensor information.

Element definition: storage-shelf-led-status

[top]

on|off Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-location-led-info

[top]

Shelf Location LED Status Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Location LED Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"

storage-shelf-led-status
optional

led-status

shelf-id

[0..2^32-1]

shelf-name
stack-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Shelf ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Stack ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-location-led-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against storage-shelf object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

error-message
storage-shelf-key

Description

storage-shelf-location-led-info The keys for the storage-shelf object to which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: storage-shelf-port-info

[top]

Storage shelf port record When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Cable End Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

cable-end

shelf-cable-end
optional

cable-id

string
optional

Cable ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"end_0" - end 0,
"end_1" - end 1

string
optional

Cable Length Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cable-part-number

string
optional

Cable Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cable-technology

storage-shelf-cable-technology
optional

cable-vendor

string
optional

Cable Vendor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

connector-serial-number

string
optional

Connector Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

connector-state

storage-shelf-connector-state
optional

connector-type

storage-shelf-connector-type
optional

cable-length

Cable Technology Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical

Connector State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"connected" - Cable is connected,
"disconnected" - Cable is disconnected,
"error" - Cable is connected and is reporting errors
Connector Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

designator
id
is-cable-connected

[0..2^32-1]

"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28

string
optional

Designator Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Is Cable Connected? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Any Errors? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-internal

boolean
optional

Is Port Internal? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

location

string
optional

Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

mac

mac-address
optional

module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

remote-chassis

string
optional

Remote Chassis Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-device

string
optional

Remote Device Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-mac

mac-address
optional

is-error

Local MAC Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B

Remote MAC Address Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-phy

string
optional

Remote Phy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-port

string
optional

Remote Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

remote-wwn

string
optional

Remote Device WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

shelf

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

swap-count

integer
optional

Swap Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Local Device WWN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

wwn

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: acp-error-type-enum

[top]

No-Error|Connection-Issue|Connection-Activity|Module-Error|Shelf-Error Possible values:
"no_error" - No error found,
"connection_issue" - System is reporting an error with the connection,
"connection_activity" - System has connection, but not active,
"module_error" - The ACP processor is reporting an error,
"shelf_error" - The shelf is reporting an error
[none]

Element definition: acpp-state-enum

[top]

unknown|initializing|discovery-complete|awaiting-inband|no-inband|active|awaiting-bootp|updating-firmware|connection-error|firmware-update-required|rebooting|fail|unsupported|degraded|shelf-off Possible values:
"unknown" - The status of the processor is unknown,
"initializing" - The processor is initializing,
"discovery_complete" - The processor has completed discovery,
"awaiting_inband" - The system is awaiting the processor ID to reach itself from the module,
"no_inband" - The system has no processor ID for the module,
"active" - The processor is active and can be seen by the system,
"awaiting_bootp" - The processor is waiting for the system to discover it,
"updating_firmware" - The processor is updating firmware,
"connection_error" - The processor is reporting a connection error,
"firmware_update_required" - The processor requires a firmware update,
"rebooting" - The processor is rebooting,
"fail" - The processor is failed and needs to be replaced,
"unsupported" - The processor is unsupported and needs to be upgraded,
"degraded" - The processor is degraded and a replacement is recommended,
"shelf_off" - The processor is in power off state
[none]

Element definition: channel-enum

[top]

unknown|out-of-band|in-band Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown.,
"out_of_band" - The connection type is out-of-band,
"in_band" - The connection type is in-band
[none]

Element definition: connection-status-enum

[top]

no-connectivity|partial-connectivity|full-connectivity|additional-connectivity|unknown-connectivity|not-available|connection-disabled Possible values:
"no_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see any connectivity,
"partial_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing only partial connectivity,
"full_connectivity" - No Error in connectivity. System is seeing full connectivity,
"additional_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is seeing additional connectivity,
"unknown_connectivity" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to determine nature of error,
"not_available" - Error in connectivity. System is unable to see connectivity,
"active" - Connection is active. Applicable to in-band only.,
"disabled" - Connection disabled. ACP needs to be configured
[none]

Element definition: drawer-path-status

[top]

unknown|ok|degraded|none Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"ok" - Ok,
"degraded" - Degraded,
"none" - None
[none]

Element definition: drawer-phy-state

[top]

unknown|enabled|disabled Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled" - Enabled,
"disabled" - Disabled
[none]

Element definition: drawer-phy-status

[top]

Drawer PHY Status Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"enabled_rate_unknown" - Unknown rate,
"disabled" - Disabled,
"enabled_speed_negotiation_failed" - Speed negotiation failed,
"enabled_sata_target_spin_up_state" - SATA target in spin-up state,
"enabled_port_selector_attached" - Port selector attached,
"reset_in_progress" - Reset in progress,
"unsupported_phy_attached" - Unsupported PHY,
"enabled_12gbs" - 12 Gb/s,
"enabled_15gbs" - 15 Gb/s,
"enabled_30gbs" - 30 Gb/s,
"enabled_60gbs" - 60 Gb/s,
"disabled_invalid_dword_count" - Invalid dword count,
"disabled_disparity_error_count" - Disparity error count,
"disabled_loss_of_sync_count" - Loss of sync count,
"disabled_reset_count" - Reset count,
"disabled_phy_change_count" - PHY change count,
"disabled_broadcast_change_count" - Broadcast change count
[none]

Element definition: drawer-phy-type

[top]

unknown|disk|virtual|input Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"disk" - Disk,
"virtual" - Virtual,
"input" - Input
[none]

Element definition: drawer-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|error|critical Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error,
"critical" - Critical
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: iom-type-enum

[top]

Unknown|iom3|iom6|iom6e|iom12|iom12e|iom12f Possible values:
"unknown" - The processor is reporting an error, and is unaware of its type,
"iom3" - The processor is of type IOM3,
"iom6" - The processor is of type IOM6,
"iom6e" - The processor is of type IOM6E,
"iom12" - The processor is of type IOM12,
"iom12e" - The processor is of type IOM12e,
"iom12f" - The processor is of type IOM12f
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: mac-address

[top]

MAC Address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: open-closed

[top]

open|closed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"open" - Open,
"closed" - Closed
[none]

Element definition: sfu-status

[top]

running|idle Possible values:
"running" - Disk shelf firmware update is in progress.,
"idle" - Disk shelf firmware update is not in progress.
[none]

Element definition: shelf-cable-end

[top]

end_0|end_1 Possible values:
"end_0" - end 0,
"end_1" - end 1
[none]

Element definition: shelf-module-id

[top]

A|B Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-bay-info

[top]

Returns shelf bay information.
Name
bay-has-disk

Range

Type
boolean
optional

bay-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

bay-op-status

storage-shelf-bay-op-status
optional

bay-type

storage-shelf-bay-type
optional

Description
Bay Has Disk Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Bay ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Bay Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the disk bay is unknown,
"normal" - The operational status of the disk bay is normal,
"error" - The operational status of the disk bay is error
Bay Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The disk bay type is unknown,
"single_disk" - The disk bay carries a single disk,
"multi_lun" - The disk bay carries multiple LUNs

Element definition: storage-shelf-boot-device-info

[top]

Returns the boot device information.
Name

Range

Type

boot-device-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Description
Boot Device ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Boot Device Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

boot-device-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

boot-device-op-status

storage-shelf-boot-device-op-status
optional

boot-device-size

string
optional

Boot Device Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boot-device-type

string
optional

Boot Device Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Boot Device Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

Element definition: storage-shelf-cable-technology

[top]

active-copper|passive-copper|optical Possible values:
"active_copper" - Active Copper,
"passive_copper" - Passive Copper,
"optical" - Optical
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-coin-battery-info

[top]

Returns the coin battery information.
Name

Range

Type

coin-battery-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

Description
Coin Battery ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Coin Battery Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

coin-battery-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

coin-battery-op-status

storage-shelf-coin-battery-op-status
optional

coin-battery-voltage

integer
optional

"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Coin Battery Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

[0..2^32-1]

"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"low" - Low Voltage,
"high" - High Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
Coin Battery Voltage (mV) Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-connection-type

[top]

unknown|fc|sas|nvme Possible values:
"unknown" - The connection type is unknown,
"fc" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Fibre Channel,
"sas" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via Serial Attached SCSI,
"nvme" - The storage shelf connects to other devices via NVMe
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-connector-state

[top]

connected|disconnected|error Possible values:
"connected" - Cable is connected,
"disconnected" - Cable is disconnected,
"error" - Cable is connected and is reporting errors
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-connector-type

[top]

QSFP|QSFP+|QSFP28|Mini-SAS-HD Possible values:
"qsfp" - QSFP,
"qsfp" - QSFP+,
"mini_sas_hd" - Mini-SAS HD,
"qsfp28" - QSFP28
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-cooling-fan-info

[top]

Returns cooling fan information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

fan-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Fan ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

fan-location

string
optional

fan-op-status

storage-shelf-fan-op-status
optional

fan-rpm

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Fan Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Fan Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"off" - Off,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
Fan Rotation Per Minute Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-current-sensor-info

[top]

Returns current sensor information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

current-op-status

storage-shelf-current-op-status
optional

current-sensor-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_current_critical" - Critical Over Current,
"under_current_critical" - Critical Under Current,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
Current Sensor ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-sensor-location

string
optional

Current Sensor Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-sensor-reading

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Current Sensor Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-dimm-info

[top]

Returns the DIMM information.
Name

Range

Type

dimm-id

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

DIMM ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Description

DIMM Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dimm-location

string
optional

dimm-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

dimm-op-status

storage-shelf-dimm-op-status
optional

dimm-size

string
optional

DIMM Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dimm-type

string
optional

DIMM Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

DIMM Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
DIMM Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-info

[top]

Returns storage shelf errors.
Name

Range

Type

component-location
corrective-action

Description

string
optional

Location of component with error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Corrective Action Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

error-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

error-severity

storage-shelf-error-severity
optional

error-text

string
optional

Error Identifier Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Error Severity Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
Error Text Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Error Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

error-type

storage-shelf-error-type
optional

shelf-component

string
optional

"unknown" - Unknown,
"acpp" - Alternate control path processor error,
"configuration" - Configuration error,
"current" - Current error,
"fan" - Cooling fan error,
"module" - I/O controller module error,
"power" - Power supply error,
"temperature" - Temperature error,
"voltage" - Voltage error,
"bootdevice" - Boot device error,
"coinbattery" - Coin battery error,
"dimm" - DIMM error,
"expander" - Expander error,
"pcm" - PCM error
Shelf component with error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error|critical Possible values:
"unknown" - The error severity is unknown,
"notice" - A normal-priority message, does not indicate a fault,
"warning" - A high-priority warning message, does not indicate a fault,
"error" - A fault condition which is not immediately fatal but requires immediate attention,
"critical" - A critical fault condition, typically disruptive
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-fc-port-info

[top]

Returns Fiber Channel port information.
Name

Range

Type

fc-port-id

string
optional

fc-port-mode

storage-shelf-port-type
optional

Description
Fibre Channel Port ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Fibre Channel Port Mode Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"circle" - Circle,
"square" - Square,
"sil" - SIL,
"disk" - Disk,
"in" - In,
"out" - Out,
"unused" - Unused,
"host" - Host,
"dcm" - DCM,
"aux1" - Aux 1,
"aux2" - Aux 2,
"hi_ho" - Hi-Ho,
"a_to_b" - A-to-B,
"b_to_a" - B-to-A
Fibre Channel Port Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"error" - Error,
"normal" - Normal,
"offline" - Offline,
"unknown_status" - StatusUnknown,
"unused" - Unused,
"byp_bad_term" - byp-bad-term,
"bad_zone_recovery" - bad-zone-recovery,
"byp_clk_thr" - byp_clk_thr,
"byp_comma_los" - byp_comma_los,
"byp_crc_brst_thr" - byp_crc_brst_thr,
"byp_crc_rate_thr" - byp_crc_rate_thr,
"byp_data_timeout" - byp_data_timeout,
"byp_drv_fault" - byp_drv_fault,
"byp_drv_pcycle" - byp_drv_pcycle,
"byp_drv_pwr" - byp_drv_pwr,
"byp_drv_self" - byp_gen,
"byp_gen" - byp_gen,
"byp_init" - byp_init,
"byp_lip_brst_thr" - byp_lip_brst_thr,
"byp_lip_f8" - byp_lip_f8,
"byp_lip_rate_thr" - byp_lip_rate_thr,
"byp_lipf7" - byp_lipf7,
"byp_ltbi" - byp_ltbi,
"byp_man" - byp_man,
"byp_mir" - byp_mir,
"byp_no_drive" - byp_no_drive,
"byp_osc" - byp_osc,
"byp_other_thr" - byp_other_thr,
"byp_rec_los" - byp_rec_los,
"byp_rport" - byp_rport,
"byp_stall_thr" - byp_stall_thr,
"byp_wrd_brst_thr" - byp_wrd_brst_thr,

"byp_wrd_rate_thr" - byp_wrd_rate_thr,
"byp_xmit_fault" - byp_xmit_fault,
"diag_transmit" - diag_transmit,
"inserted" - inserted,
"loopback" - loopback,
"status_unknown" - status_unknown,
"warn_high_clk_delta" - warn_high_clk_delta,
"warn_high_crc_rate" - warn_high_crc_rate,
"warn_high_lip" - warn_high_lip,
"warn_high_wrd_rate" - warn_high_wrd_rate,
"warn_wrd_brst" - warn_wrd_brst,
"term" - term,
"phy_dis_clk_fault" - phy_dis_clk_fault,
"phy_dis_crc_err" - phy_dis_crc_err,
"phy_dis_crc_err_burst" - phy_dis_crc_err_burst,
"phy_dis_disparity" - phy_dis_disparity,
"phy_dis_disparity_burst" - phy_dis_disparity_burst,
"phy_dis_emulate_reserve" - phy_dis_emulate_reserve,
"phy_dis_inval_dword" - phy_dis_inval_dword,
"phy_dis_inval_dword_burst" - phy_dis_inval_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_loss_dword" - phy_dis_loss_dword,
"phy_dis_loss_dword_burst" - phy_dis_loss_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_man_smp" - phy_dis_man_smp,
"phy_dis_manual" - Disabled/Manual,
"disabled_mirrored" - Disabled/Mirrored,
"empty" - Empty,
"phy_dis_phy_change" - phy_dis_phy_change,
"phy_dis_phy_change_burst" - phy_dis_phy_change_burst,
"phy_dis_phy_reset" - phy_dis_phy_reset,
"phy_dis_phy_reset_burst" - phy_dis_phy_reset_burst,
"disabled" - Phy is disabled or unused,
"enabled" - Phy is enabled,
"not_attached" - Phy is not attached,
"phy_ena_unknown" - phy_ena_unknown,
"unknown" - Unknown Phy,
"phy_dis_illegal" - Disabled/Illegal

storage-shelf-port-op-status
optional

fc-port-op-status

Element definition: storage-shelf-led-status

[top]

on|off Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-location-led-info

[top]

Shelf Location LED Status Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Location LED Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"

led-status

storage-shelf-led-status
optional

shelf-id

integer
optional

Shelf ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Shelf Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Stack ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^32-1]

shelf-name
stack-id

[0..2^32-1]

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-info

[top]

Returns I/O controller module information.
Name

Range

Type

es-serial-number

Description

string
optional

ES Electronics Element Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

boolean
optional

Is Monitor Active? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sas-master-module

boolean
optional

Is SAS Expander Master Module? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-fru-id

string
optional

Field Replaceable Unit ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-fw-progress

storage-shelf-module-fw-progress
optional

module-fw-revision

string
optional

Firmware Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-id

string
optional

Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-is-reporting-element

boolean
optional

Is Reporting Element? Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-latest-fw-revision

string
optional

Latest Firmware Revision Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-location

string
optional

Module Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-op-status

storage-shelf-module-op-status
optional

module-part-number

string
optional

Module Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-swap-count

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Module Swap Count Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

module-type

storage-shelf-module-type
optional

is-monitor-active

Module Firmware Progress Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"not_available" - Not available,
"ready" - Ready,
"in_progress" - In Progress,
"failed" - Failed

Module Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the module is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf module is operational,
"warning" - There are warning conditions, the module is operational,
"error" - The shelf module has one or more errors that require immediate action,
"not_installed" - The shelf module is not installed

Module Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown module type,
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX,
"esh4" - ESH4,
"iom3" - IOM3,
"iom6" - IOM6,
"iom6e" - IOM6E,
"iom12" - IOM12,
"iom12e" - IOM12E,
"iom12f" - IOM12F,
"psm3e" - PSM3E,
"nsm100" - NSM100,
"iom12b" - IOM12B,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E,
"iom12g" - IOM12G

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-type

[top]

unknown|atfcx|esh4|iom3|iom6|iom6e|iom12|iom12e|iom12f|nsm100|nsm8e|psm3e|iom12b|iom12g Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown module type,
"at_fcx" - AT-FCX,
"esh4" - ESH4,
"iom3" - IOM3,
"iom6" - IOM6,
"iom6e" - IOM6E,
"iom12" - IOM12,
"iom12e" - IOM12E,
"iom12f" - IOM12F,
"psm3e" - PSM3E,
"nsm100" - NSM100,
"iom12b" - IOM12B,
"nsm8e" - NSM8E,
"iom12g" - IOM12G
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-info

[top]

Returns NSM port information.
Name

Range

Type

nsm-port-bay

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

nsm-port-id

[0..2^32-1]

Description
Port Bay Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Port Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

nsm-port-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

nsm-port-speed

storage-shelf-nsm-port-speed
optional

"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port speed is unknown,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5_0" - 5.0 Gb/s,
"8_0" - 8.0 Gb/s
Max Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port speed is unknown,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5_0" - 5.0 Gb/s,
"8_0" - 8.0 Gb/s

storage-shelf-nsm-port-speed
optional

nsm-port-speed-max

Port State Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

nsm-port-state

storage-shelf-nsm-port-state
optional

nsm-port-type

storage-shelf-nsm-port-type
optional

"unknown" - Port state is unknown,
"ok" - OK,
"off_link_disabled" - Off, Link Disabled,
"off_dll_link" - Off, Data Link Layer Link,
"link_down" - Link Down,
"no_drive" - No Drive
Port Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"cpu" - CPU,
"disk" - Disk,
"roce" - RoCE,
"ethernet" - Ethernet

Element definition: storage-shelf-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|error|critical|standby-power Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the shelf is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf is operational,
"warning" - Warning conditions exist in the storage shelf,
"error" - The shelf has one or more faults that require immediate action,
"critical" - The shelf has one or more critical faults,
"standby_power" - The shelf is in standby power mode
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-path-info

[top]

Returns available shelf path information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

controller

node-name
optional

Controller Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

controller-uuid

string
optional

Controller UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator

string
optional

Initiator Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-side-switch-port

string
optional

Initiator Side Switch Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

initiator-wwpn

string
optional

Initiator WWPN Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

unsigned64-or-dash
Kbytes/sec on Storage Shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

io-kbps

unsigned64-or-dash
Number IOPS per Second on Storage Shelf Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

iops

unsigned64-or-dash
Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

port-speed
target-port
target-side-switch-port

string
optional

Target Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Target Side Switch Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

unsigned64-or-dash
Target Port Group Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

tpgn

Element definition: storage-shelf-power-supply-unit-info

[top]

Returns power supply unit information.
Name

Range

Type
unsigned64-or-dash
optional

psu-crest-factor
psu-fw-version

string
optional

Description
Power Supply Crest Factor Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Power Supply Unit Firmware Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

psu-is-enabled

boolean
optional

Power Supply Unit Enable/Disable Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-location

string
optional

Power Supply Unit Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-op-status

storage-shelf-psu-op-status
optional

Power Supply Unit ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"dc_over_voltage" - DC Over Voltage,
"dc_under_voltage" - DC Under Voltage,
"dc_over_current" - DC Over Current,
"over_temperature_error" - Over Temperature,
"failed" - Failed,
"off" - Off,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

psu-part-number

string
optional

psu-power-drawn

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Power Drawn From PSU In Watts Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-power-rating

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Power Supply Power Ratings In Watts Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-reset-capable

boolean
optional

Power Supply Unit Reset Capability Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-serial-number

string
optional

Power Supply Unit Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

psu-type

string
optional

Power Supply Unit Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Power Supply Unit Part Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-sas-port-info
Returns SAS port information.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Negotiated Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sas-port-id

string
optional

Port ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sas-port-module-id

shelf-module-id
optional

sas-negotiated-port-speed

Port Module ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
Port Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"error" - Error,
"normal" - Normal,
"offline" - Offline,
"unknown_status" - StatusUnknown,
"unused" - Unused,
"byp_bad_term" - byp-bad-term,
"bad_zone_recovery" - bad-zone-recovery,
"byp_clk_thr" - byp_clk_thr,
"byp_comma_los" - byp_comma_los,
"byp_crc_brst_thr" - byp_crc_brst_thr,
"byp_crc_rate_thr" - byp_crc_rate_thr,
"byp_data_timeout" - byp_data_timeout,
"byp_drv_fault" - byp_drv_fault,
"byp_drv_pcycle" - byp_drv_pcycle,
"byp_drv_pwr" - byp_drv_pwr,
"byp_drv_self" - byp_gen,
"byp_gen" - byp_gen,
"byp_init" - byp_init,
"byp_lip_brst_thr" - byp_lip_brst_thr,
"byp_lip_f8" - byp_lip_f8,
"byp_lip_rate_thr" - byp_lip_rate_thr,
"byp_lipf7" - byp_lipf7,
"byp_ltbi" - byp_ltbi,
"byp_man" - byp_man,
"byp_mir" - byp_mir,
"byp_no_drive" - byp_no_drive,
"byp_osc" - byp_osc,
"byp_other_thr" - byp_other_thr,
"byp_rec_los" - byp_rec_los,
"byp_rport" - byp_rport,
"byp_stall_thr" - byp_stall_thr,
"byp_wrd_brst_thr" - byp_wrd_brst_thr,
"byp_wrd_rate_thr" - byp_wrd_rate_thr,
"byp_xmit_fault" - byp_xmit_fault,
"diag_transmit" - diag_transmit,
"inserted" - inserted,
"loopback" - loopback,
"status_unknown" - status_unknown,
"warn_high_clk_delta" - warn_high_clk_delta,
"warn_high_crc_rate" - warn_high_crc_rate,
"warn_high_lip" - warn_high_lip,
"warn_high_wrd_rate" - warn_high_wrd_rate,
"warn_wrd_brst" - warn_wrd_brst,
"term" - term,
"phy_dis_clk_fault" - phy_dis_clk_fault,
"phy_dis_crc_err" - phy_dis_crc_err,
"phy_dis_crc_err_burst" - phy_dis_crc_err_burst,
"phy_dis_disparity" - phy_dis_disparity,
"phy_dis_disparity_burst" - phy_dis_disparity_burst,
"phy_dis_emulate_reserve" - phy_dis_emulate_reserve,
"phy_dis_inval_dword" - phy_dis_inval_dword,
"phy_dis_inval_dword_burst" - phy_dis_inval_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_loss_dword" - phy_dis_loss_dword,
"phy_dis_loss_dword_burst" - phy_dis_loss_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_man_smp" - phy_dis_man_smp,
"phy_dis_manual" - Disabled/Manual,
"disabled_mirrored" - Disabled/Mirrored,
"empty" - Empty,
"phy_dis_phy_change" - phy_dis_phy_change,
"phy_dis_phy_change_burst" - phy_dis_phy_change_burst,
"phy_dis_phy_reset" - phy_dis_phy_reset,
"phy_dis_phy_reset_burst" - phy_dis_phy_reset_burst,
"disabled" - Phy is disabled or unused,
"enabled" - Phy is enabled,
"not_attached" - Phy is not attached,
"phy_ena_unknown" - phy_ena_unknown,
"unknown" - Unknown Phy,
"phy_dis_illegal" - Disabled/Illegal

sas-port-op-status

storage-shelf-port-op-status
optional

sas-port-power-status

string
optional

Port Power Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sas-port-speed

string
optional

Port Speed Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Port Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

sas-port-type

storage-shelf-port-type
optional

sas-port-wwpn

string
optional

"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"circle" - Circle,
"square" - Square,
"sil" - SIL,
"disk" - Disk,
"in" - In,
"out" - Out,
"unused" - Unused,
"host" - Host,
"dcm" - DCM,
"aux1" - Aux 1,
"aux2" - Aux 2,
"hi_ho" - Hi-Ho,
"a_to_b" - A-to-B,
"b_to_a" - B-to-A
Port World Wide Port Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-shelf-state

[top]

unknown|no-status|init-required|online|offline|missing Possible values:
"unknown" - The shelf state is unknown,
"no_status" - The shelf state is not available,
"init_required" - The shelf requires initialization,
"online" - The shelf is online,
"offline" - The shelf is offline,
"missing" - The shelf is missing
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-temperature-sensor-info

[top]

Returns temperature sensor information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

high-critical-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

High Critical Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

high-warning-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

High Warning Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-is-ambient

boolean
optional

temp-low-critical-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Low Critical Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-low-warning-threshold

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Low Warning Threshold Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-sens-op-status

storage-shelf-temperature-op-status
optional

temp-sensor-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Sensor Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

temp-sensor-reading

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

Temperature Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Temperature Reading at Ambient Value Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"under_temperature" - Under Temperature,
"over_temperature" - Over Temperature,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed

Element definition: storage-shelf-voltage-sensor-info

[top]

Returns voltage sensor information.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Operational Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_voltage_critical" - Critical Over Voltage,
"under_voltage_critical" - Critical Under Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_recoverable" - Not Recoverable

voltage-op-status

storage-shelf-voltage-op-status
optional

voltage-sensor-id

unsigned64-or-dash
optional

voltage-sensor-location

string
optional

Voltage Sensor Location Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

voltage-sensor-reading

string
optional

Voltage Current Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Voltage Sensor ID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: unsigned64-or-dash

[top]

[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: shelf-module-id

[top]

A|B Possible values:
"a" - IOM A,
"b" - IOM B
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-bay-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the disk bay is unknown,
"normal" - The operational status of the disk bay is normal,
"error" - The operational status of the disk bay is error
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-bay-type

[top]

unknown|single-disk|multi-lun Possible values:
"unknown" - The disk bay type is unknown,
"single_disk" - The disk bay carries a single disk,
"multi_lun" - The disk bay carries multiple LUNs
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-boot-device-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-coin-battery-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|low|high|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"low" - Low Voltage,
"high" - High Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-current-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|over-current-critical|under-current-critical|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_current_critical" - Critical Over Current,
"under_current_critical" - Critical Under Current,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-dimm-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-error-type
Unknown|ACPP|Bootdevice|Coinbattery|Configuration|Current|Dimm|Expander|Fan|Module|PCM|Power|Temperature|Voltage Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"acpp" - Alternate control path processor error,
"configuration" - Configuration error,
"current" - Current error,
"fan" - Cooling fan error,

[top]

"module" - I/O controller module error,
"power" - Power supply error,
"temperature" - Temperature error,
"voltage" - Voltage error,
"bootdevice" - Boot device error,
"coinbattery" - Coin battery error,
"dimm" - DIMM error,
"expander" - Expander error,
"pcm" - PCM error
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-fan-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|off|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"off" - Off,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-led-status

[top]

on|off Possible values:
"off" ,
"on" ,
"unsupported"
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-fw-progress

[top]

not-available|ready|in-progress|failed Possible values:
"not_available" - Not available,
"ready" - Ready,
"in_progress" - In Progress,
"failed" - Failed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-module-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|error|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - The operational status of the module is unknown,
"normal" - The shelf module is operational,
"warning" - There are warning conditions, the module is operational,
"error" - The shelf module has one or more errors that require immediate action,
"not_installed" - The shelf module is not installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-speed

[top]

2.5|5.0|8.0 Possible values:
"unknown" - Port speed is unknown,
"2_5" - 2.5 Gb/s,
"5_0" - 5.0 Gb/s,
"8_0" - 8.0 Gb/s
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-state

[top]

ok|off-link-disabled|off-dll-link|link-down|no-drive Possible values:
"unknown" - Port state is unknown,
"ok" - OK,
"off_link_disabled" - Off, Link Disabled,
"off_dll_link" - Off, Data Link Layer Link,
"link_down" - Link Down,
"no_drive" - No Drive
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-nsm-port-type

[top]

cpu|disk|cx5|ethernet Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"cpu" - CPU,
"disk" - Disk,
"roce" - RoCE,
"ethernet" - Ethernet
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-port-op-status

[top]

error|normal|off|unknown|byp-bad-term|bad-zonerecovery|byp_clk_thr|byp_comma_los|byp_crc_brst_thr|byp_data_timeout|byp_drv_fault|byp_drv_pcycle|byp_drv_pwr|byp_drv_self|byp_gen|byp_init|byp_lip_brst_thr|byp_lip_f8|byp_lip_rate_thr|byp_lipf7|byp_ltbi|byp_man|byp_no_drive|byp_osc|byp_other_thr|byp_rec_los|byp_rport|byp_stall_thr|byp_wrd_brst_thr|byp_wrd_rate_thr|byp_xmit_fault|diag_transmit|inserted|loopback|status_unknown|warn_high_clk_delta|warn_high_crc_rate|warn_high_lip|warn_high_wrd_rate|term|phy_dis_clk_fault|phy_dis_crc_err|phy_dis_crc_err_burst|phy_dis_disparity|phy_dis_disparity_burst|phy_dis_emulate_reserve|phy_dis_inval_dword|phy_dis_inval_dword_burst|phy_dis_loss_dword|phy_dis_loss_dword_burst|phy_dis_man_smp|phy_dis_manual|phy_dis_mirrored|empty|phy_dis_phy_change|phy_dis_phy_change_burst|phy_dis_phy_reset|phy_dis_phy_reset_burst|phy_dis_phy_unused|phy_ena|phy_ena_not_attach|phy_ena_unknown|phy_unknown|phy_dis_illegal
Possible values:
"error" - Error,
"normal" - Normal,
"offline" - Offline,
"unknown_status" - StatusUnknown,
"unused" - Unused,
"byp_bad_term" - byp-bad-term,
"bad_zone_recovery" - bad-zone-recovery,
"byp_clk_thr" - byp_clk_thr,
"byp_comma_los" - byp_comma_los,
"byp_crc_brst_thr" - byp_crc_brst_thr,
"byp_crc_rate_thr" - byp_crc_rate_thr,
"byp_data_timeout" - byp_data_timeout,
"byp_drv_fault" - byp_drv_fault,
"byp_drv_pcycle" - byp_drv_pcycle,
"byp_drv_pwr" - byp_drv_pwr,
"byp_drv_self" - byp_gen,
"byp_gen" - byp_gen,
"byp_init" - byp_init,
"byp_lip_brst_thr" - byp_lip_brst_thr,
"byp_lip_f8" - byp_lip_f8,
"byp_lip_rate_thr" - byp_lip_rate_thr,
"byp_lipf7" - byp_lipf7,
"byp_ltbi" - byp_ltbi,
"byp_man" - byp_man,
"byp_mir" - byp_mir,
"byp_no_drive" - byp_no_drive,
"byp_osc" - byp_osc,
"byp_other_thr" - byp_other_thr,
"byp_rec_los" - byp_rec_los,
"byp_rport" - byp_rport,
"byp_stall_thr" - byp_stall_thr,
"byp_wrd_brst_thr" - byp_wrd_brst_thr,
"byp_wrd_rate_thr" - byp_wrd_rate_thr,
"byp_xmit_fault" - byp_xmit_fault,
"diag_transmit" - diag_transmit,
"inserted" - inserted,
"loopback" - loopback,
"status_unknown" - status_unknown,
"warn_high_clk_delta" - warn_high_clk_delta,
"warn_high_crc_rate" - warn_high_crc_rate,
"warn_high_lip" - warn_high_lip,
"warn_high_wrd_rate" - warn_high_wrd_rate,
"warn_wrd_brst" - warn_wrd_brst,
"term" - term,
"phy_dis_clk_fault" - phy_dis_clk_fault,
"phy_dis_crc_err" - phy_dis_crc_err,
"phy_dis_crc_err_burst" - phy_dis_crc_err_burst,
"phy_dis_disparity" - phy_dis_disparity,
"phy_dis_disparity_burst" - phy_dis_disparity_burst,
"phy_dis_emulate_reserve" - phy_dis_emulate_reserve,
"phy_dis_inval_dword" - phy_dis_inval_dword,
"phy_dis_inval_dword_burst" - phy_dis_inval_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_loss_dword" - phy_dis_loss_dword,
"phy_dis_loss_dword_burst" - phy_dis_loss_dword_burst,
"phy_dis_man_smp" - phy_dis_man_smp,
"phy_dis_manual" - Disabled/Manual,
"disabled_mirrored" - Disabled/Mirrored,
"empty" - Empty,
"phy_dis_phy_change" - phy_dis_phy_change,
"phy_dis_phy_change_burst" - phy_dis_phy_change_burst,
"phy_dis_phy_reset" - phy_dis_phy_reset,
"phy_dis_phy_reset_burst" - phy_dis_phy_reset_burst,
"disabled" - Phy is disabled or unused,
"enabled" - Phy is enabled,
"not_attached" - Phy is not attached,
"phy_ena_unknown" - phy_ena_unknown,
"unknown" - Unknown Phy,
"phy_dis_illegal" - Disabled/Illegal
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-port-type

[top]

unknown|circle|square|sil|disk|in|out|unused|host|dcm|aux1|aux2|hi_ho|a_to_b|b_to_a Possible values:
"unknown" - Port type is unknown,
"circle" - Circle,
"square" - Square,
"sil" - SIL,
"disk" - Disk,
"in" - In,
"out" - Out,
"unused" - Unused,
"host" - Host,
"dcm" - DCM,
"aux1" - Aux 1,
"aux2" - Aux 2,
"hi_ho" - Hi-Ho,
"a_to_b" - A-to-B,
"b_to_a" - B-to-A
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-psu-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|error|dc-over-voltage|dc-under-voltage|dc-over-current|over-temperature-error|failed|off|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"error" - Error,
"dc_over_voltage" - DC Over Voltage,
"dc_under_voltage" - DC Under Voltage,
"dc_over_current" - DC Over Current,
"over_temperature_error" - Over Temperature,
"failed" - Failed,
"off" - Off,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-temperature-op-status

[top]

unknown|normal|under-temperature|over-temperature|error|not-supported|not-installed Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"under_temperature" - Under Temperature,
"over_temperature" - Over Temperature,
"error" - Error,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed
[none]

Element definition: storage-shelf-voltage-op-status
unknown|normal|over-voltage-critical|under-voltage-critical|not-supported|not-installed|not-recoverable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown Status,
"normal" - Normal,
"over_voltage_critical" - Critical Over Voltage,
"under_voltage_critical" - Critical Under Voltage,
"not_supported" - Not Supported,
"not_installed" - Not Installed,
"not_recoverable" - Not Recoverable
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-shelf-firmware
storage-shelf-firmwarefile-get-iter

This is an auto generated category.

storage-shelf-firmware-file-get-iter

[top]

return the firmware file list
Input Name

Range

storageshelffirmwarefile
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

storageshelffirmwarefile
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-shelffirmware object. All storage-shelf-firmware objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

storageshelffirmware- The list of attributes of storage-shelf-firmware objects.
file[]
optional

attributeslist

string
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional shelf-firmware objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-shelf-firmware-file
Show firmware files When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

filename
node

Type

Description

string
optional

Storage Firmware File Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: storage-switch
These APIs enable the getting of values associated with storage
switches that have been added for monitoring. These are read
only APIs and hence require pre addition of switches for
monitoring before these can be used. A storage switch is
identified by it's name (set by the administrator and fetched over
SNMP) and its information (that these APIs provide) is broadly
categorised into following areas:

storage-switch-get
storage-switch-get-iter

1. Profile Information: It includes information like switch's wwn,
snmp-version, model, vendor etc. 2. Cooling Information: It
includes information about switch's temperature sensors, power
supply units and fans. 3. Connectivity Information: In includes
information about the devices that are directly connected to the
switch and the direct paths to it from the nodes. 4. Interface
Information: It includes information about the switch's ports,
their statistics and Small Form-factor Pluggables. 5.
Configuration Information: It includes information about the
VSANs and zones configured for the switch. 6. Error Information:
It includes information about the errors occurred in the switch.

storage-switch-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the storage-switch.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

storageswitchinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

name

string

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Name of the switch.

Type

Description

storageswitch- The attributes of the storage-switch.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

storage-switch-get-iter
Iterate over a list of storage-switch objects.

[top]

Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
storageswitchinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the storage-switch object.
All storage-switch objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

storageswitchThe list of attributes of storage-switch objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more storageoptional switch objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type
storageswitchinfo
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: storage-switch-info

[top]

Storage Switch When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

blades

[0..2^321]

integer[]
optional

Blades to monitor on the switch. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Description

domain-id

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Domain ID of the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

fabric-name

string
optional

Name of the fabric containing this switch.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

firmware-version

string
optional

Firmware Version of the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

ip-address

ip-address
optional

IP Address of the switch. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable

is-director-class

boolean
optional

Is switch Director class SAN switch? Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-local-attach

boolean
optional

The switch is directly attached to the reporting
cluster Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-monitoringenabled

boolean
optional

Is monitoring enabled for the switch? Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

model

string
optional

Model of the switch. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

name

string
optional

Name of the switch. Attributes: key, requiredfor-create, non-modifiable
Role of switch in the fabric. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

role

status

storage-switchconnectivity-list
storage-switcherror-list
storage-switch-fanlist

storage-switch-role
optional

storage-devicestatus
optional

"unknown" - Switch Role Unknown,
"primary" - Switch has Primary Role,
"subordinate" - Switch has Subordinate
Role
Status of the switch. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous

storage-switchconnectivity-info[] Information about the individual connection.
optional
storage-switcherror-info[]
optional

Information about the individual error.

storage-switch-fanInformation about individual fan.
info[]
optional

storage-switchpath-list

storage-switchpath-info[]
optional

Information about the individual path.

storage-switchport-list

storage-switchport-info[]
optional

Information about the individual port.

storage-switchport-statistics-list

storage-switchport-statistics-info[] Information about the port statistics.
optional

storage-switchpower-supply-unitlist

storage-switchpower-supply-unitInformation about individual power supply unit.
info[]
optional

storage-switch-sfplist

storage-switch-sfpInformation about the individual port sfp.
info[]
optional

storage-switchtemperaturesensor-list

temperaturesensor-info[]
optional

storage-switchvsan-list

storage-switchvsan-info[]
optional
storage-switch-

Information about the individual temperature
sensor.
Information about the individual vsan.

storage-switchzone-list

zone-info[]
optional
string
optional

symbolic-name

vendor

storage-switchvendor
optional

wwn

string
optional

Information about the individual zones.
If set, symbolic name of the switch, 'Not Set'
otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vendor of the switch. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"brocade" ,
"cisco"
World Wide Name of the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: storage-device-status

[top]

unknown|ok|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Device Status Unknown,
"ok" - Device Status Ok,
"error" - Device Status Erroneous
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-connectivity-info
Information about the individual connection.
Name Range

Type

Description

peerinfo

string
optional

Information describing the peer device that is connected to the port.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

peerportwwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the peer port that is connected to the port. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

peertype

storageswitchport-

Type of peer device that is connected to the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge" - Bridge,

[top]

peer-type
optional

peeruniqueid

string
optional

"switch" - Switch,
"fcp_adapter" - FCP Adapter Port,
"fcvi_adapter" - FCVI Adapter Port
Unique textual representation of the peer that is connected to the port. It is
UUID of the node hosting the adapter if the peer-type is fcp-initiator or fcviinitiator, World Wide Name otherwise. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Operating mode of the port in the switch that has a peer port connected to
it. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"auto" - Auto,
"f_port" - Fabric Port,
"fl_port" - Fabric Loop Port,
"e_port" - ISL Port,
"te_port" - Trunking ISL Port,
"u_port" - Universal Port,
"g_port" - Generic Port,
"other" - Other,
"ex_port" - Routing ISL Port,
"d_port" - Diagnostic Port,
"sim_port" - Port Simulator Port,
"ve_port" - Virtual E-Port,
"ae_port" - Analytics E-Port,
"af_port" - Analytics F-Port

portmode

storageswitchportmode
optional

portname

string
optional

Name of the port in the switch that has a peer port connected to it.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

portwwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the port in the switch that has a peer port connected to
it. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-error-info

[top]

Information about the individual error.
Name

Range

errormessage

severity

Type
string
optional
storageswitch-errorseverity
optional

Description
Text describing the error present in the switch. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Severity of the error occurred in the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error

switch[0..2^32component1]
id

integer
optional

Name of the switch component with error. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

switchcomponentname

string
optional

Switch Component Name List Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Type of the error occurred in the switch. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

type

storageswitch-errortype
optional

"switch_unreachable" - Switch is Unreachable over
Management Network,
"temp_above_warning_level" - Switch Temperature
Above Warning Level,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Switch Temperature
Above Critical Level,
"temp_below_warning_level" - Switch Temperature
Below Warning Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Switch Temperature Below
Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_failed" - Temperature Sensor is
Failed,
"fan_status_non_operational" - Fan is Non-operational,
"power_supply_status_failed" - Power Supply Unit has
Failed,
"power_above_warning_level" - Voltage Above Warning
Level,
"power_above_critical_level" - Voltage Above Critical
Level,
"power_below_warning_level" - Voltage Below Warning
Level,
"power_below_critical_level" - Voltage Below Critical
Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Receive
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Transmit
Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_status_failed" - SFP has Failed,
"vsan_invalid_frame_delivery_configuration" - VSAN is
Configured with Incorrect IOD/OOD settings,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature
Sensor Status is Unavailable,
"fan_status_unavailable" - Fan Status is Unavailable,
"power_supply_inline_power_failed" - Power Supply's
Inline Power has Failed,
"power_supply_status_unavailable" - Power Supply
Status is Unavailable,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"power_supply_off_env_other" - Power Supply is off
because of unknown problem,
"power_supply_off_admin" - Power Supply is
administratively off,
"power_supply_off_denied" - Power Supply is powered
off because available system power is insufficient,
"power_supply_off_env_power" - Power Supply is
powered off because of power problem in the FRU,
"power_supply_off_env_temp" - Power Supply is
powered off because of temperature problem,

"power_supply_off_env_fan" - Power Supply is powered
off because of fan problems,
"power_supply_on_but_fan_fail" - Power Supply is on
but fan has failed,
"power_supply_off_cooling" - Power Supply is powered
off because of the system's insufficient cooling capacity,
"power_supply_off_connector_rating" - Power Supply is
powered off because of the system's connector rating
exceeded,
"e_ports_down" - All E-ports are down for this
blade/switch,
"snmpv3_user_not_configured" - SNMPv3 user is not
configured,
"incomplete_snmp_data_refresh" - SNMP data collection
failed or is incomplete

Element definition: storage-switch-fan-info

[top]

Information about individual fan.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Name of the fan. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

string
optional

name

Operational status of the fan. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
storage-switch-fanoper-status
optional

operationalstatus

speed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

"unknown" ,
"operational" ,
"failed" ,
"not_operational" ,
"not_present"
Speed of the fan in RPM. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-path-info

[top]

Information about the individual path.
Name
adaptername

adaptertype

Range

Type
string
optional
storageswitchinitiator-type
optional

Description
Name of the adapter in the node that to which the switch is
connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Adapter Type List Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"fcp_initiator" ,
"fc_vi" ,
"fcp_target"

nodename

filer-id
optional

Name of the node to which the switch is connected. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

switchportname

string
optional

Name of the port in the switch to which the adapter in the node is
connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

switch[0..2^32port1]
speed

integer
optional

Speed (in Gbps) of the port in the switch to which the adapter in
the node is connected. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-port-info

[top]

Information about the individual port.
Name

Range

storage-switchport-admin-status
optional

administrativestatus

bb-credit

Type

[0..2^321]

is-sfp-present

Description
Administrative status of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"enabled" ,
"disabled"

integer
optional

BB credit of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

boolean
optional

Is SFP present in the port? Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Operating mode of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"auto" - Auto,
"f_port" - Fabric Port,
"fl_port" - Fabric Loop Port,
"e_port" - ISL Port,
"te_port" - Trunking ISL Port,
"u_port" - Universal Port,
"g_port" - Generic Port,
"other" - Other,
"ex_port" - Routing ISL Port,
"d_port" - Diagnostic Port,
"sim_port" - Port Simulator Port,
"ve_port" - Virtual E-Port,
"ae_port" - Analytics E-Port,
"af_port" - Analytics F-Port

mode

storage-switchport-mode
optional

name

string
optional

Name of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

integer
optional

Operational speed of the port in Gbps. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

operationalspeed

operationalstatus

[0..2^321]

storage-switchport-oper-status
optional

Operational status of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"

peer-port-wwn

string
optional

Port's Peer port world wide name. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

wwn

string
optional

World Wide Name of the port. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-port-statistics-info

[top]

Information about the port statistics.
Name

Range

Type

Description

frame-error- [0..2^32- integer Frame error count for the port. Attributes: non-creatable, noncount
1]
optional modifiable
string
Name of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

name
rx-framescount

[0..2^32- integer Number of frames received by the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable
1]

rx-octetscount

[0..2^32- integer Number of octets received by the port. Attributes: non-creatable,
1]
optional non-modifiable

tx-framescount

[0..2^32- integer Number of frames transmitted by the port. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

tx-octetscount

[0..2^32- integer Number of octets transmitted by the port. Attributes: non1]
optional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-power-supply-unit-info

[top]

Information about individual power supply unit.
Name
name

Range

Type

Description

string
optional

Name of power supply unit. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Operational status of power supply unit. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstatus

storage-switchpower-sensor-status
optional

serialnumber

string
optional

"unknown" - Power Status Unknown,
"normal" - Power Status Normal,
"warning" - Power Status Warning,
"faulty" - Power Sensor is faulty,
"not_present" - Power Sensor is not present
Serial number of power supply unit. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-role
unknown|primary|subordinate Possible values:

[top]

"unknown" - Switch Role Unknown,
"primary" - Switch has Primary Role,
"subordinate" - Switch has Subordinate Role
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-sfp-info

[top]

Information about the individual port sfp.
Name

Range

Type

Description

partnumber

string
optional

Part number of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

port-name

string
optional

Name of the port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial number of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Transmitter type of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

transmittertype

storage-switchsfp-tx-type
optional

"unknown" - Unknown transmitter type.,
"long_wave_laser" - Long wave laser.,
"short_wave_laser" - Short wave laser.,
"long_wave_laser_cost_reduced" - Cost reduced long
wave laser.,
"electrical" - Electrical.,
"ten_gig_base_sr" - 10 gigabit base short range
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lr" - 10 gigabit base long range
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_er" - 10 gigabit base extended range
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lx4" - 10 gigabit base long range
transceiver for extended operating temperature.,
"ten_gig_base_sw" - 10 gigabit base short wave
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lw" - 10 gigabit base long wave
transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_ew" - 10 gigabit base extended wave
transceiver.
Type of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"other" - Other than the types listed here.,
"gbic" - Gigabit interface card.,
"embedded" - Unremovable gigabit interface card.,
"glm" - Gigabit link module.,
"gbic_with_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card with serial
ID.,
"gbic_without_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card without
serial ID.,
"sfp_with_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable with
serial ID.,

type

storage-switchsfp-type
optional

vendor

string
optional

"sfp_without_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable
without serial ID.,
"xfp" - 10 gigabit small form factor pluggable transceiver.,
"x2_short" - X2 short.,
"x2_medium" - X2 medium.,
"x2_tall" - X2 tall.,
"xpak_short" - Xpak short.,
"xpak_medium" - Xpak medium.,
"xpak_tall" - Xpak tall.,
"xenpak" - Xenpak,
"sfp_dw_dm" - Small form factor pluggable dense
wavelength division multiplexing.,
"qsfp" - Quad small form factor pluggable.,
"x2_dw_dm" - X2 dense wavelength division multiplexing.,
"gbic_not_installed" - Gigabit interface card is not
installed.,
"small_form_factor" - Small form factor.
Vendor of SFP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: storage-switch-vendor

[top]

unknown|Brocade|Cisco Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"brocade" ,
"cisco"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-vsan-info

[top]

Information about the individual vsan.
Name

Range

Type

index

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Index of the VSAN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

boolean
optional

Is in order delivery set for the VSAN? Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-iod-set

Description

Load balancing type set in the VSAN. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
loadbalancingtype

storage-switch-vsanload-balancing-type
optional

name

string
optional

"src_id_dest_id" - Based on source ID and
destination ID.,
"src_id_dest_id_ox_id" - Based on source ID,
destination ID and originator exchange ID.
Name of the VSAN. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Operational status of the VSAN. Attributes: non-

operationalstatus

storage-switch-vsan- creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
oper-state
"up" ,
optional
"down"

Element definition: storage-switch-zone-info

[top]

Information about the individual zones.
Name

Range

Type

Description

member-port-id

string ID of the member port participating in the zone. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

member-portname

string Name of the port participating in the zone. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

member-portswitch-name

string Name of the switch that contains the port participating in the
optional zone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

member-wwn

string World wide name of the member participating in the zone.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Name of the zone. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

name
vsan-id

[1..4094]

integer Identifier of the VSAN to which the zone belongs. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: temperature-sensor-info

[top]

Information about the individual temperature sensor.
Name

Range

Type
string
optional

name

status

Name of the temperature sensor. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

Operational status of the temperature sensor.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
storage-switch- values:
temp-sensor"unknown" ,
status
"normal" ,
optional
"warning" ,
"critical"

temperature- [-2^31..2^31reading
1]

Element definition: filer-id
Filer UUID

Description

integer
optional

Temperature Sensor reading in degree celsius.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-error-severity

[top]

unknown|notice|warning|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Severity Unknown,
"notice" - Notice,
"warning" - Warning,
"error" - Error
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-error-type
switch-unreachable|temp-above-warning-level|temp-above-critical-level|temp-below-warninglevel|temp-below-critical-level|temp-sensor-status-failed|fan-status-non-operational|power-supplystatus-failed|power-above-warning-level|power-above-critical-level|power-below-warning-level|powerbelow-critical-level|sfp-rx-power-above-warning-level|sfp-rx-power-above-critical-level|sfp-tx-powerabove-warning-level|sfp-tx-power-above-critical-level|sfp-rx-power-below-warning-level|sfp-rx-powerbelow-critical-level|sfp-tx-power-below-warning-level|sfp-tx-power-below-critical-level|sfp-statusfailed|vsan-invalid-frame-delivery-configuration|temp-sensor-status-unavailable|fan-statusunavailable|power-supply-inline-power-failed|power-supply-status-unavailable|unknown|power-supplyoff-env-other|power-supply-off-admin|power-supply-off-denied|power-supply-off-env-power|powersupply-off-env-temp|power-supply-off-env-fan|power-supply-on-but-fan-fail|power-supply-offcooling|power-supply2 :tor- ating|e-ports-down|snmpv3-user-not-configured|incomplete-snmp-datarefresh Possible values:
"switch_unreachable" - Switch is Unreachable over Management Network,
"temp_above_warning_level" - Switch Temperature Above Warning Level,
"temp_above_critical_level" - Switch Temperature Above Critical Level,
"temp_below_warning_level" - Switch Temperature Below Warning Level,
"temp_below_critical_level" - Switch Temperature Below Critical Level,
"temp_sensor_status_failed" - Temperature Sensor is Failed,
"fan_status_non_operational" - Fan is Non-operational,
"power_supply_status_failed" - Power Supply Unit has Failed,
"power_above_warning_level" - Voltage Above Warning Level,
"power_above_critical_level" - Voltage Above Critical Level,
"power_below_warning_level" - Voltage Below Warning Level,
"power_below_critical_level" - Voltage Below Critical Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_warning_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_above_critical_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_rx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Receive Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_warning_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Warning Level,
"sfp_tx_power_below_critical_level" - SFP Transmit Power Above Critical Level,
"sfp_status_failed" - SFP has Failed,
"vsan_invalid_frame_delivery_configuration" - VSAN is Configured with Incorrect IOD/OOD
settings,
"temp_sensor_status_unavailable" - Temperature Sensor Status is Unavailable,

[top]

"fan_status_unavailable" - Fan Status is Unavailable,
"power_supply_inline_power_failed" - Power Supply's Inline Power has Failed,
"power_supply_status_unavailable" - Power Supply Status is Unavailable,
"unknown" - Unknown,
"power_supply_off_env_other" - Power Supply is off because of unknown problem,
"power_supply_off_admin" - Power Supply is administratively off,
"power_supply_off_denied" - Power Supply is powered off because available system power is
insufficient,
"power_supply_off_env_power" - Power Supply is powered off because of power problem in the
FRU,
"power_supply_off_env_temp" - Power Supply is powered off because of temperature problem,
"power_supply_off_env_fan" - Power Supply is powered off because of fan problems,
"power_supply_on_but_fan_fail" - Power Supply is on but fan has failed,
"power_supply_off_cooling" - Power Supply is powered off because of the system's insufficient
cooling capacity,
"power_supply_off_connector_rating" - Power Supply is powered off because of the system's
connector rating exceeded,
"e_ports_down" - All E-ports are down for this blade/switch,
"snmpv3_user_not_configured" - SNMPv3 user is not configured,
"incomplete_snmp_data_refresh" - SNMP data collection failed or is incomplete
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-fan-oper-status

[top]

unknown|operational|failed|not-operational|not-present Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"operational" ,
"failed" ,
"not_operational" ,
"not_present"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-initiator-type

[top]

unknown|FCP-Initiator|FC-VI|FCP-Target Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"fcp_initiator" ,
"fc_vi" ,
"fcp_target"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-admin-status

[top]

unknown|enabled|disabled Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"enabled" ,
"disabled"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-mode

[top]

unknown|auto|F-port|FL-port|E-port|TE-port|U-port|G-port|other|EX-port|D-port|SIM-port|VE-port|AEport|AF-port Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"auto" - Auto,
"f_port" - Fabric Port,
"fl_port" - Fabric Loop Port,
"e_port" - ISL Port,
"te_port" - Trunking ISL Port,
"u_port" - Universal Port,
"g_port" - Generic Port,
"other" - Other,
"ex_port" - Routing ISL Port,
"d_port" - Diagnostic Port,
"sim_port" - Port Simulator Port,
"ve_port" - Virtual E-Port,
"ae_port" - Analytics E-Port,
"af_port" - Analytics F-Port
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-oper-status

[top]

unknown|online|offline Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"online" ,
"offline"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-port-peer-type
unknown|bridge|switch|fcp-adapter|fcvi-adapter Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown,
"bridge" - Bridge,

[top]

"switch" - Switch,
"fcp_adapter" - FCP Adapter Port,
"fcvi_adapter" - FCVI Adapter Port
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-power-sensor-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|faulty|not-present Possible values:
"unknown" - Power Status Unknown,
"normal" - Power Status Normal,
"warning" - Power Status Warning,
"faulty" - Power Sensor is faulty,
"not_present" - Power Sensor is not present
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-sfp-tx-type

[top]

unknown|long-wave-laser|short-wave-laser|long-wave-laser-cost-reduced|electrical|ten-gig-basesr|ten-gig-base-lr|ten-gig-base-er|ten-gig-base-lx4|ten-gig-base-sw|ten-gig-base-lw|ten-gig-base-ew
Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown transmitter type.,
"long_wave_laser" - Long wave laser.,
"short_wave_laser" - Short wave laser.,
"long_wave_laser_cost_reduced" - Cost reduced long wave laser.,
"electrical" - Electrical.,
"ten_gig_base_sr" - 10 gigabit base short range transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lr" - 10 gigabit base long range transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_er" - 10 gigabit base extended range transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lx4" - 10 gigabit base long range transceiver for extended operating temperature.,
"ten_gig_base_sw" - 10 gigabit base short wave transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_lw" - 10 gigabit base long wave transceiver.,
"ten_gig_base_ew" - 10 gigabit base extended wave transceiver.
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-sfp-type
unknown|other|gbic|embedded|glm|gbic-with-serial-id|gbic-without-serial-id|sfp-with-serial-id|sfpwithout-serial-id|xfp|x2-short|x2-medium|x2-tall|xpak-short|xpak-medium|xpak-tall|xenpak|sfp-dwdm|qsfp|x2-dw-dm|gbic-not-installed|small-form-factor Possible values:
"unknown" - Unknown type.,
"other" - Other than the types listed here.,

[top]

"gbic" - Gigabit interface card.,
"embedded" - Unremovable gigabit interface card.,
"glm" - Gigabit link module.,
"gbic_with_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card with serial ID.,
"gbic_without_serial_id" - Gigabit interface card without serial ID.,
"sfp_with_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable with serial ID.,
"sfp_without_serial_id" - Small form factor pluggable without serial ID.,
"xfp" - 10 gigabit small form factor pluggable transceiver.,
"x2_short" - X2 short.,
"x2_medium" - X2 medium.,
"x2_tall" - X2 tall.,
"xpak_short" - Xpak short.,
"xpak_medium" - Xpak medium.,
"xpak_tall" - Xpak tall.,
"xenpak" - Xenpak,
"sfp_dw_dm" - Small form factor pluggable dense wavelength division multiplexing.,
"qsfp" - Quad small form factor pluggable.,
"x2_dw_dm" - X2 dense wavelength division multiplexing.,
"gbic_not_installed" - Gigabit interface card is not installed.,
"small_form_factor" - Small form factor.
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-temp-sensor-status

[top]

unknown|normal|warning|critical Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"normal" ,
"warning" ,
"critical"
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-vsan-load-balancing-type

[top]

src-id-dest-id|src-id-dest-id-ox-id Possible values:
"src_id_dest_id" - Based on source ID and destination ID.,
"src_id_dest_id_ox_id" - Based on source ID, destination ID and originator exchange ID.
[none]

Element definition: storage-switch-vsan-oper-state
up|down Possible values:

[top]

"up" ,
"down"
[none]

APIs in Category: system
external-cache-get
external-cache-modify
system-api-get-elements
system-api-list
system-api-list-types
system-available-replication-transfers
system-cache-mirror-disable
system-cache-mirror-enable
system-cache-mirror-get
system-cache-mirror-get-iter
system-get-info
system-get-node-info-iter
system-get-ontapi-version
system-get-vendor-info
system-get-version
system-hypervisor-host-config-create
system-hypervisor-host-config-destroy
system-hypervisor-host-config-get
system-hypervisor-host-config-get-iter
system-hypervisor-host-config-modify
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-create
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-destroy
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get-iter
system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-modify
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-create
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-destroy
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-get
system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-modify
system-image-external-package-delete
system-image-external-package-get-iter
system-image-fetch-package
system-image-get-iter
system-image-modify
system-image-package-delete
system-image-package-get-iter
system-image-update
system-image-update-get-abort
system-image-update-progress-get
system-node-discovery-get-iter
system-node-get
system-node-get-iter
system-node-modify
system-node-power-cycle
system-node-power-get
system-node-power-off
system-node-power-on
system-node-reboot
system-node-rename

system-node-reset
system-node-shutdown
system-services-web-get
system-services-web-node-get
system-services-web-node-get-iter
system-set-new-ontap-version-downloaded
system-set-node-stable-after-startup
system-status-hypervisor-get
system-status-hypervisor-modify
system-status-restart-restart-service
system-status-service-get-iter
system-user-capability-get-iter

external-cache-get

[top]

Get the cluster-wide EC QoS settings.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

externalcacheinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Node

Type

Description

externalcache- The attributes of the external-cache.
info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

external-cache-modify

[top]

Modify the existing cluster-wide EC QoS settings.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Enabled?

is-hya-enabled

boolean
optional

Is HyA Caching Enabled?

is-rewarm-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Rewarm On?

node

node-name Node

pcs-size

[0..2^32-1]

Errno

integer
optional

PCS Size

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-api-get-elements

[top]

get elements for specified apis
Input Name Range
api-list
Output Name Range
api-entries
Errno

Type

Description

api-list-info[]

list of apis to retrieve

Type

Description

system-api-entry-info[]
Description

EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-api-list

[top]

get list of apis. This returns the names only - to get the parameter info, use system-api-get-elements
Output Name Range
apis
Errno

Type

Description

system-api-info[]
Description

EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-api-list-types

[top]

get list and description of typedefs
Output Name Range
type-entries

Type
system-api-type-entry-info[]

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-available-replication-transfers

[top]

Provide a mechanism to calculate the number of replication operations that could be started. Returns
the number of replication operations that could be started for each replication type. Another output is
the maximum number of transfers for each replication type.
Output Name

Range

replicationtransfer-table

Type

Description

Table with entries mapping each replication operation to
replicationtransfer-info[] number of transfers which could be started.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-cache-mirror-disable

[top]

Disable Cache Mirror

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-cache-mirror-enable

[top]

Enable Cache Mirror

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-cache-mirror-get

[top]

Get the attributes of Cache Mirror Settings.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
mirror
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

nodeNode
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

cacheThe attributes of the system-cache-mirror.
mirror

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-cache-mirror-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of Cache Mirror Settings.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
cacheattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
mirror
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
cachespecified on any number of attributes in the system-cache-mirror
mirror
object. All system-cache-mirror objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

cachemirror[] The list of attributes of system-cache-mirror objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more systemoptional cache-mirror objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-get-info

[top]

Obtain appliance information which includes cpu and backplane information. The output contains the
head information in a sysconfig -a command. I/O information is not included.
Output Name Range
system-info

Type

Description

system-info

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-get-node-info-iter

[top]

Obtain appliance information which includes cpu and backplane information. The output contains the
head information in a sysconfig -a command. I/O information is not included. System refers to a node in
a cluster.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
systemattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
systemspecified on any number of attributes in the system-info object. All
info
system-info objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

Description

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more systemoptional info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

systeminfo[] The list of attributes of system-info objects.
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-get-ontapi-version

[top]

Obtain the current ONTAPI major and minor versions.
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

major-version

integer

Current ONTAPI major version supported by this
appliance.

minor-version

integer

Current ONTAPI minor version supported by this
appliance.

node-ontapidetails

node-ontapi-detailList of nodes along with the ONTAPI versions supported
info[]
by each of them.
optional

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-get-vendor-info

[top]

Obtain the Data ONTAP vendor information.
Output Name Range Type

Description

autosupportemail

string Vendor's AutoSupport e-mail target.

autosupporturl

string Vendor's AutoSupport URL target.

completename

string Complete name of vendor.

customersupportcontact

string Vendor's technical support contact information.

customersupportname

string Name of vendor's customer support organization.

informationurl

string Vendor's AutoSupport information URL.

ontap-oidprefix

Vendor's starting SNMP OID prefix for Data ONTAP. The suffix that follows
is the storage system MIB. For example, ".1.3.6.1.4.1.789". To obtain the
string
filer's model name, one would concatenate the OID prefix and ".1.1.5.0"
from the storage system MIB.

product-url

string Vendor's installed product information URL.

short-name

string Vendor's short name.

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-get-version
Obtain the Data ONTAP version.

[top]

Output Name Range

Type

Description

Time of build creation, in seconds since January 1, 1970, of the image
integer running on the appliance or of the build whose Data ONTAP version is
optional lowest across the cluster. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or
later.

buildtimestamp
is-clustered

boolean

If true, indicates Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, else Data ONTAP 7-Mode.
This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or later.

systemnodekernel- List of all diagnostics and firmware related files of a node.
info[]
optional

node-kernelinfo-details

nodeversion- List of node names along with the Data ONTAP version running on each
detail- node. This field is returned only if the cluster is currently operating with
info[] more than one version of Data ONTAP.
optional

nodeversiondetails

version

string

Current Data ONTAP version running on the appliance. If the cluster is
currently operating with more than one version of Data ONTAP, then
the lowest version of all is returned.

systemThe Data ONTAP version tuple, lowest across the cluster i.e. the
versioneffective cluster version. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or
tuple
later.
optional

version-tuple

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

system-hypervisor-host-config-create

[top]

Create the hypervisor host config.
Input Name

Range

Type

address-ipv4

ip-address

node

filer-id

port-ipv4

[0..2^321]

returnrecord
Output Name

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Address
Node

integer
optional

UDP Port

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Hypervisor Host Config on
successful creation. Default: false

Range

result

Description

Type
system-hypervisorhost-config-info
optional

Description

Description
The Hypervisor Host Config created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

system-hypervisor-host-config-destroy

[top]

Destroy the hypervisor host config.
Input Name Range Type Description
node

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-host-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the hypervisor host config.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

systemhypervisorhostconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

node

filer-id

Output Name Range

Node

Type

Description

systemhypervisorThe attributes of the Hypervisor Host Config.
hostconfig-info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-host-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the attributes of the hypervisor host config.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

systemhypervisorhostconfig-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

systemA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
hypervisor-

specified on any number of attributes in the Hypervisor Host
hostConfig object. All Hypervisor Host Config objects matching this
config-info
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
optional

query

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

systemhypervisorhostThe list of attributes of Hypervisor Host Config objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Hypervisor Host Config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-host-config-modify

[top]

Modify the hypervisor host config.
Input Name

Range

Description

ip-address
Address
optional

address-ipv4
node
port-ipv4

Type

filer-id
integer
[0..2^32-1]
optional

Errno

Node
UDP Port

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-create

[top]

Create the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

authpassword

string
optional

Authentication Password

authprotocol

string
optional

Authentication Protocol

string

engine-id

optional

Engine ID

node

filer-id

priv-protocol

string
optional

Private Protocol

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config
on successful creation. Default: false

integer
optional

SNMP Trap Port

snmptrapport

[0..2^321]

username
Output Name

string
Range

Errno

Username

Type
system-hypervisorsnmpv3-config-info
optional

result

Node

Description
The Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-destroy

[top]

Destroy the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name Range Type Description
node

filer-id Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

systemhypervisorsnmpv3config-info
optional

node

filer-id

Output Name Range
attributes

Type

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
Node
Description

systemhypervisorThe attributes of the Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config.
snmpv3config-info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the attributes of the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

Type

Description

systemhypervisorsnmpv3config-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemhypervisorsnmpv3config-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the Hypervisor SNMPv4
Config object. All Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

systemhypervisorsnmpv3The list of attributes of Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config objects.
configinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
Hypervisor SNMPv4 Config objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-modify
Modify the hypervisor snmpv3 config.
Input Name
auth-password

Range

Type

Description

string
Authentication Password
optional
string

[top]

auth-protocol

optional

Authentication Protocol

string
Engine ID
optional

engine-id
node

filer-id

Node

string
Private Protocol
optional

priv-protocol
snmp-trapport [0..2^32-1]

integer
SNMP Trap Port
optional
string
Username
optional

username
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-create

[top]

Create the hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

filer-id

Node

port

net-port

Port

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the Hypervisor Uplink Mapping on
successful creation. Default: false

uplinks

string[]

Uplink Mapping

Output Name Range

Type
system-hypervisoruplink-mapping-info
optional

result

Errno

Description
The Hypervisor Uplink Mapping created (keys or the
entire object if requested)

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-destroy
Destroy the hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range
node
port

Type
filer-id

net-port Port

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Description
Node

Description

[top]

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-get

[top]

Get the attributes of a hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

systemhypervisoruplinkmappinginfo
optional

node

filer-id

Node

port

net-port

Port

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

systemhypervisorThe attributes of the Hypervisor Uplink Mapping.
uplinkmappinginfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-modify

[top]

Modify the hypervisor uplink mapping.
Input Name Range
node
port
uplinks

Type
filer-id

Description
Node

net-port Port
string[]
Uplink Mapping
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-external-package-delete
Delete file on external device
Input Name Range

Type

Description

[top]

Device Possible values:
device

externaldevice

node

string

Node

package

string

File Name

Errno

"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-external-package-get-iter

[top]

Display file listing on external device
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

systemimageexternalpackageattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemimageexternalpackageattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

desiredattributes

max-records

Output Name

[1..2^321]

Range

Description

systemimageexternalThe list of attributes of system objects.
packageattributes[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

system-image-fetch-package

[top]

Fetch a file from a URL. This API will return immediately. The progress can be monitored using the
'system-image-update-progress-get' API.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

node

string

Node

package

string

Package URL

rename-package

string
Rename the File
optional

replace-package

boolean
Replace the Local File
optional

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-get-iter

[top]

Display software image information
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

systemimageattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemimageattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

systemimageThe list of attributes of system objects.
attributes[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

system-image-modify

[top]

Modify software image configuration
Input Name Range
image

Type
string

Description
Image Name

boolean
Is Default Image
optional

is-default
node

string

Errno

Node

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-package-delete

[top]

Delete a software package
Input Name Range Type
node

Description

string Node

package

string Package File Name

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-package-get-iter

[top]

Display software information for all packages
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

systemimagepackageattributes
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

systemimagepackageattributes
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-

tag' obtained from the previous call.
Output Name

Range

Type

systemimagepackage- The list of attributes of system objects.
attributes[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-image-update

[top]

Perform software image upgrade/downgrade. This API will return immediately. The progress can be
monitored using the 'system-image-update-progress-get' API.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ignore-compatibility

boolean
Ignore Version Compatibility Checking
optional

ignore-offline

boolean
Ignore Offline Aggregates and Volumes
optional

node

string

Node

package

string

Package URL

rename-package
replace
replace-package
setdefault
validate-only
Errno

string
Rename the File
optional
string
Image to Replace
optional
boolean
Replace the Local File
optional
boolean
Set Newly Updated Image as Default
optional
boolean
Validate the Package before Installation
optional
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-update-get-abort
Abort software image update or get operation

[top]

Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-image-update-progress-get

[top]

Show progress information for current or previous update
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node

Output Name Range

Type

Description

exit-message

string
optional

Exit Message

exit-status

string
optional

Exit Status

last-message

string
optional

Internal message

phase

string
optional

Phase

run-status

string
optional

Run Status

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-discovery-get-iter

[top]

Get the discovered nodes sequentially. This returns all unconfigured nodes and all cluster nodes found
within the local cluster network.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

Range

Type
systemnodediscovery
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
systemnodediscovery
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system-nodediscovery object. All system-node-discovery objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for

string
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

systemnodeThe list of attributes of system-node-discovery objects.
discovery[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
system-node-discovery objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-node-get

[top]

Obtain the node information when the node is part of a cluster. Information returned includes details
like location, serial-number, asset tag, uptime, vendor name etc.
Input Name Range

Type
nodedetailsinfo
optional

desiredattributes

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeThe textual name of a node.
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

nodedetails- The attributes of the system-node.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-get-iter

[top]

Obtain the node information when the node is a part of the cluster in an iteration.
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

nodedetailsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
1]
optional
nodedetailsinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

nodedetailsThe list of attributes of system-node objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more systemoptional node objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system-node object. All
system-node objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-node-modify

[top]

Modify the node information when the node is a part of the cluster.
Input Name

Range

is-diff-svcs
node

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Is this node part of differentiated services storage infrastructure.

node-name The textual name of a node.

node-asset-tag

string
optional

The asset tag of the node.

node-location

string
optional

The physical location of the node. For example, Sunnyvale.

node-owner

string
optional

The owner of the node.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-cycle

[top]

Remote Node Power Cycle
Input Name Range

Type

Description

node

node-name Node which needs to be power cycled

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-get

[top]

Get power status information about a node
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

systemnodepowerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

nodeTarget node for the operation
name

node
Output Name Range

Type

Description

systemnodeThe attributes of the system-node-power.
powerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-off

[top]

Remote Node Power Off
Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node which needs to be powered off

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-power-on
Remote Node Power On

[top]

Input Name Range
node

Type

Description

node-name Node which needs to be powered on

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-reboot

[top]

Reboot the specified node. Only an admin can reboot the node. If attempted by a user with insufficient
privileges EAPIPRIVILEGE is returned.
Input Name

Range

ignore-quorum-warnings

Type

Description

boolean
Skip quorum check before reboot.
optional

ignore-strict-syncwarnings

boolean Skip SnapMirror Synchronous Strict Sync check before
optional reboot.

is-dump

boolean If 'true', a core dump will be created. Default value is
optional 'true'.
boolean If 'true', storage takeover by partner will be disallowed.
optional Default value is 'true'.

is-inhibit-takeover
is-skip-lif-migrationbefore-reboot
node

boolean If 'true', skip migrating LIFs away from this node prior to
optional reboot. Default value is 'true'.
string

Node to reboot.

string
Reason for reboot.
optional

reason
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EINTERNALERROR
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_EPSILON_GOING_DOWN
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_FRAGILE_QUORUM
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_NO_QUORUM
E_FOLLOW_UPGRADE_PROCEDURE
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_UPGRADE
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_REVERT

system-node-rename

[top]

Rename the specified node to a new name specified by 'new-name'
Input Name Range
new-name
node

Type
string

Description
New Name

node-name The textual name of a node.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-reset

[top]

Reset node using selected BIOS firmware
Input Name Range

Type

Description

bios-fw-type
BIOS Firmware to use on reboot
optional

firmware
node

node-name Node to be reset

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-node-shutdown

[top]

Shut down a node. Only an admin can initiate a node shutdown. If attempted by a user with insufficient
privileges EAPIPRIVILEGE is returned.
Input Name
ignore-quorum-warnings

Range

Type

Description

boolean
Skip quorum check before halt.
optional

ignore-strict-syncwarnings

boolean Skip SnapMirror Synchronous Strict Sync check before
optional reboot.

is-dump

boolean If 'true', a core dump will be created. Default value is
optional 'true'.

is-inhibit-takeover
is-skip-lif-migrationbefore-shutdown
node
reason

boolean If 'true', storage takeover by partner will be disallowed.
optional Default value is 'true'.
boolean If 'true', skip migrating LIFs away from this node prior to
optional shutdown. Default value is 'true'.
string

Node to shutdown.

string
Reason for shutdown.
optional

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
EINTERNALERROR
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_EPSILON_GOING_DOWN
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_FRAGILE_QUORUM
E_CLUSTER_WARNING_FOR_GOING_TO_NO_QUORUM
E_FOLLOW_UPGRADE_PROCEDURE
E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_UPGRADE

Description

E_RESET_DEFAULT_IMAGE_REVERT

system-services-web-get

[top]

Get the configuration for the web server for Data ONTAP web services
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type

Description

systemservicesweb-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

systemservices- The attributes of the system.
web-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-services-web-node-get

[top]

Get the status of the web server for Data ONTAP web services
Input Name Range

Type

desiredattributes

systemserviceswebnode-info
optional

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.
Node

Type

Description

systemservicesThe attributes of the system.
webnode-info
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-services-web-node-get-iter

[top]

Get the status of the web server for Data ONTAP web services
Input Name

Range

systemserviceswebnode-info
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

systemserviceswebnode-info
optional

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

systemserviceswebThe list of attributes of system objects.
nodeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the system object. All
system objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more system
objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-set-new-ontap-version-downloaded

[top]

Called when a new version of Data ONTAP is downloaded making a non-disruptive upgrade possible.

system-set-node-stable-after-startup
This function is called by the GX management layer once a node has booted up to the point where it is
operational. This "notification" allows the dblade to signal its partner that it is ready to receive
additional aggregates to complete a send-home.

Errno

Description

[top]

EINTERNALERROR

system-status-hypervisor-get

[top]

Returns the hypervisor support levels
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

statushypervisorinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

Type

Description

statushypervisor- The attributes of the status-hypervisor.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-status-hypervisor-modify

[top]

Modifies the hypervisor support levels
Input Name Range
host-type
support-level
Errno

Type

Description

oss-host-type

Hypervisor platform type

oss-support-level Hypervisor support level
Description

EINVALIDACCESS

system-status-restart-restart-service
Restart a system status service
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Service to restart Possible values:

service

oss-restart

"statd" ,
"mond" ,
"both"

[top]

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

system-status-service-get-iter

[top]

Returns status information for objects in the system
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
statusattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
statusspecified on any number of attributes in the status_service object.
info
All status_service objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

statusinfo[] The list of attributes of status_service objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
optional status_service objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

system-user-capability-get-iter

[top]

Returns the objects and their operations which are permitted to user who called this API.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
capabilityattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]
capability-

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the security login role

query

info
optional

tag

Output Name

Range

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

capabilityThe list of attributes of security login role objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

object. All security login role objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more security
login role objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: api-list-info

[top]

name of the API
[none]

Element definition: bios-fw-type

[top]

Choices for the two BIOS firmware images available for booting the system Possible values:
"primary" - BIOS Firmware which the system boots from by default,
"backup" - BIOS Firmware which the system boots from if primary fails,
"current" - BIOS Firmware which the system is currently booted from
[none]

Element definition: cache-mirror
Cache Mirror typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name Range
enabled

Type

Description

boolean
optional

Is Cache mirror enabled? Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node-name
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node

Element definition: capability-info

[top]

Capability information about the object and their operations. When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

objectname
operationlist

Type
string
optional

Description
Object name, for e.g., 'volume', 'storage.aggregate', 'vserver.nfs' etc..
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

operationOperation details. Contains the operation name, command path and API
info[]
name.
optional

Element definition: external-cache-info

[top]

External Cache Settings typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-enabled

boolean
optional

Is Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-hya-enabled

boolean
optional

Is HyA Caching Enabled? Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

is-rewarmenabled

boolean
optional

Is Rewarm On? Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node

nodename
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

pcs-size

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

PCS Size Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: externaldevice

[top]

usb0|usb1 Possible values:
"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: net-port

[top]

Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.
[none]

Element definition: node-details-info
Contains information about a specific node When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

integer
optional

The time (in hundredths of a second) that the CPU has been
doing useful work since the last boot. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Firmware release number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Count of the number of chassis fans which are not operating
within the recommended RPM range. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

env-failedfan-message

string
optional

Text message describing the current condition of chassis fans.
This is useful only if env-failed-fan-count is not zero.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

env-failed[0..2^32power1]
supply-count

integer
optional

Number of failed power supply units. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

env-failedpowersupplymessage

string
optional

Text message describing the state of any power supplies which
are currently degraded. This is useful only if env-failed-powersupply-count is not zero. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

env-overtemperature

boolean
optional

An indication of whether the hardware is currently operating
outside of its recommended temperature range. The hardware
will shutdown if the temperature exceeds critical thresholds.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-all-flashoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node configured to only support SSD drives. If true, no
HDDs are allowed on this node. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

is-all-flashselectoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node configured to only support SSD drives for Select.
If true, no HDDs are allowed on this node. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-capacityoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node All Flash and Capacity Optimized. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

is-cloudoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node configured to support cloud services. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-diff-svcs

boolean
optional

Is this node part of differentiated services storage
infrastructure. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-epsilonnode

boolean
optional

You can designate a node as epsilon to add weight to its
voting in a cluster with an even number of nodes. In a cluster,
only one node can be designated as epsilon at any given time.
A boolean value of true means the node is epsilon. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

is-nodeclustereligible

boolean
optional

This parameter states nodes that are eligible to participate in
the cluster. A boolean value of true means the node is eligible.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-nodehealthy

boolean
optional

This parameter is used to determine health of a node in a
cluster. A boolean value of true means the node is healthy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-perfoptimized

boolean
optional

Is this node All Flash and Performance Optimized. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

maximumaggregatesize

size
optional

The maximum supported aggregate size in bytes. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

cpubusytime

[0..2^321]

cpufirmwarerelease
env-failedfan-count

[0..2^321]

The maximum number of flexible volumes supported on this

maximum[0..2^32number-of1]
volumes

integer
optional

maximumvolume-size

size
optional

node

node-name
optional

node-assettag

string
optional

The asset tag of the node. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

nodelocation

string
optional

The physical location of the node. For example, Sunnyvale.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node-model

string
optional

The model of the node. For example, FAS3070. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-nvramid

integer
optional

Vendor specific NVRAM ID of the node. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

node-owner

string
optional

The owner of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

node-serialnumber

string
optional

The serial number of the node. This is defined by the vendor.
Currently, a string of numbers. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node. This does not include the number of volumes which can
be supported when this node does a takeover of its partner
node in a High Availability configuration. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
The maximum supported volume size in bytes. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
The textual name of a node. Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

The storage configuration in the system. The possible values
are:
'mixed_path'
'single_path'
'multi_path'
'quad_path'
'single_path_ha'
'multi_path_ha'
'mixed_path_ha'
'quad_path_ha'
'unknown'

storageconfigurationstate-enum
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional

nodestorageconfiguration

"unknown" ,
"single_path" ,
"multi_path" ,
"mixed_path" ,
"single_path_ha" ,
"multi_path_ha" ,
"mixed_path_ha" ,
"quad_path" ,
"quad_path_ha"
string
optional

The system Id of the node. This is defined by the vendor.
Generally, it is a string of numbers. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

integer
optional

Total time, in seconds, that the node has been up. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-uuid

string
optional

The universally unique identifier for the node. It is a 36character string composed of 32 hexadecimal characters. For
example, '542366ea-a024-11dd-9caa-7302e474c5ae'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node-vendor

string
optional

The hardware vendor of the node. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

nodesystem-id
node-uptime

[0..2^321]

Status of the NVRAM battery. The possible values that could

be returned:
'battery_ok'
'battery_partially_discharged'
'battery_fully_discharged '
'battery_not_present'
'battery_near_end_of_life'
'battery_at_end_of_life'
'battery_unknown'
'battery_over_charged'
'battery_fully_charged'

nvrambatterystatus-enum
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
optional

nvrambatterystatus

"battery_ok" ,
"battery_partially_discharged" ,
"battery_fully_discharged" ,
"battery_not_present" ,
"battery_near_end_of_life" ,
"battery_at_end_of_life" ,
"battery_unknown" ,
"battery_over_charged" ,
"battery_fully_charged"
productversion

string
optional

Product Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Support of mixed SAS2/SAS3 stacks. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

sas2-sas3mixed-stacksupport
optional

sas2-sas3mixed-stacksupport

"all" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in all stacks,
"direct_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in
direct-attached stacks,
"bridge_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in
bridge-attached stacks,
"none" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing not supported

vm-systemdisks

vm-systemContains virtual machine system disk backing info
disks
optional

vmhost-info

vmhost-info
optional

Contains virtual machine host information

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: node-ontapi-detail-info

[top]

The node names along with the ONTAPI version on the respective node.
Name

Range Type

Description

majorversion

integer

Current ONTAPI major version supported by this node. Range: [0..2^311].

minorversion

integer

Current ONTAPI minor version supported by this node. Range: [0..2^311].

node-name
node-uuid

string Name of the node.
string UUID, Universal Unique IDentifier, of the node.

Element definition: node-version-detail-info

[top]

The node names along with the ONTAP version on the respective node.
Name

Range

buildtimestamp

Type

Description

integer Time of build creation, in seconds since January 1, 1970, of the image
optional running on the node. This field is available in Data ONTAP 8.1 or later.

nodename

string

Name of the node.

node-uuid

string

UUID, Universal Unique IDentifier, of the node.

version

string

Data ONTAP version running on the node.

Element definition: oss-host-type

[top]

ESX|KVM Possible values:
"esx" ,
"kvm"
[none]

Element definition: oss-restart

[top]

statd|mond|both Possible values:
"statd" ,
"mond" ,
"both"
[none]

Element definition: oss-support-level
standard|premium|multi-node Possible values:

[top]

"standard" ,
"premium" ,
"multi_node"
[none]

Element definition: replication-transfer-info

[top]

Structure of each entry in the transfer accounting table
Name

Range Type

Description

replicationavailabletransfers

integer

Number of transfers that could be started at this point in time, if we choose
only this particular replication type. Range:[0..2^32-1]

replicationmaximumtransfers

integer

Maximum number of transfers that can be started, if we choose only this
particular replication type. Range:[1..2^32-1]
Type of replication operation. Qtree-snapmirror/SnapVault have two core
data transfer mechanisms which they can utilize for data transfer. One is
the legacy engine and the other is the newer engine. By default Data
ONTAP enables the new engine. The user can choose to flip between the
new engine and legacy engine. options-get api with an input of
replication.logical.transfer_limits can be used to detect the type of engine.
"current" implies a new engine while "previous" implies the legacy engine.
Open Systems SnapVault (OSSV) always uses the legacy engine for
transfers. Legacy volume-snapmirror limits are used when data resides on
a traditional volume. Possible values of a replication operation are

replicationtype

string

"legacy_qtree_snapmirror_source";
"legacy_qtree_snapmirror_destination";
"qtree_snapmirror_source";
"qtree_snapmirror_destination";
"legacy_volume_snapmirror_source";
"legacy_volume_snapmirror_destination";
"volume_snapmirror_source";
"volume_snapmirror_destination";
"legacy_snapvault_source";
"legacy_snapvault_destination";
"snapvault_source";
"snapvault_destination";
"sync_snapmirror_source";
"sync_snapmirror_destination";
"volume_copy_source";
"volume_copy_destination";

Element definition: status-hypervisor-info
Information that defines the hypervisor support level When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.

[top]

When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

host-type

supportlevel

Type
oss-host-type
optional

oss-supportlevel
optional

Description
Hypervisor platform type Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
"esx" ,
"kvm"
Hypervisor support level Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
"standard" ,
"premium" ,
"multi_node"

Element definition: status-info

[top]

Information about Data ONTAP status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
cluster-id
internal-name
is-clusterscope

Range

Type

Description

string
Cluster ID. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string Internal name of the status object. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean
Cluster scope. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

name

string
Name of the status object. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

status

string
Status of the status object. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

update-time
vserver-id

datetime
Last status update time. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Vserver ID. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: system-api-entry-info

[top]

list of api names and their elements
Name

Range

api-elements

Type

Description

system-api-element-info[] list of api elements

name

string

api name

Element definition: system-api-info

[top]

api information
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-streaming

boolean
does api stream data?
optional

license

string
license needed if any
optional

name

string

name of api

Element definition: system-api-type-entry-info

[top]

list of type names and their elements
Name

Range

Type

name
type-elements

string

Description
type name

system-api-element-info[] list of type elements

Element definition: system-hypervisor-host-config-info
Hypervisor Host Config Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
address-ipv4
node

Range

Type

Description

ip-address
Address Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional
filer-id

Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

[top]

optional
port-ipv4

[0..2^32-1]

integer
optional

UDP Port Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: system-hypervisor-snmpv3-config-info

[top]

Hypervisor SNMP V3 Config Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

authpassword

Type

Description

string Authentication Password Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable
string Authentication Protocol Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional modifiable

auth-protocol

string
Engine ID Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

engine-id
node

filer-id
Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

priv-protocol

string
Private Protocol Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

snmptrapport

[0..2^32- integer
SNMP Trap Port Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional
1]
string
Username Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

username

Element definition: system-hypervisor-uplink-mapping-info
Hypervisor Uplink Mapping Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
node

Type

Description

filer-id
Node Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional
net-port

[top]

port

optional

Port Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

string[]
Uplink Mapping Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
optional

uplinks

Element definition: system-image-attributes

[top]

These attributes describe or modify the configuration of the nodes's boot images. When returned as part
of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s
description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

image
install-time

Type

Description

string
Image Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
datetime
Install Date Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-current

boolean
Is Current Image Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-default

boolean
Is Default Image Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

kernel-path

string
Kernel Image Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

node
rootfs-path
version

string
Root Filesystem Image Path Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Software Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: system-image-external-package-attributes
These attributes provide details about the software packages available on the external device connected
to the system. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

Device Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible
values:

device

externaldevice
optional

node

string
optional

Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

package

string
optional

File Name Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable

"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1

Element definition: system-image-package-attributes

[top]

These attributes provide details about the software packages available on the system. When returned as
part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the
elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

node
package

Type

Description

string
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string
Package File Name Attributes: key, optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: system-info

[top]

Information about the system. Here system refers to a cluster node when running in cluster mode.
Name
backplanepart-number

Range

Type

Description

string
Part number of the backplane.
optional

backplanerevision

string
Revision of the backplane part number.
optional

backplaneserialnumber

string
Backplane serial number.
optional

board-speed
board-type

integer Speed of the system board in mega Hertz.
string

Type of the system board. This is defined by the vendor

controlleraddress

string The location of the controller in a multi-controller platform. Defined
optional by the platform layer. Possible values: A,B,C,...

cpufirmwarerelease

string
Firmware release number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional

cpumicrocodeversion
cpu-partnumber
cpuprocessor-id
cpuprocessortype
cpu-revision
cpu-serialnumber

string

cpu's microcode version. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.

string
CPU's part number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
Processor's ID. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
Processor's Type. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
CPU's part number revision. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional
string
CPU's serial number. Defined by the CPU manufacturer.
optional

maximum[0..2^64- integer
The platform's maximum aggregate size in bytes.
aggregateoptional
1]
size
maximumflexiblevolumecount

The platform's maximum number of flexible volumes supported on
[0..2^32- integer this node. This does not include the number of volumes which can
1]
optional be supported when this node does a takeover of its partner node in
a High Availability configuration.

maximum[0..2^64- integer
The platform's maximum flexible volume size in bytes.
flexibleoptional
1]
volume-size
memory-size
number-ofprocessors

integer Memory size in megabytes. (1024*1024).
integer Number of processors in the appliance.

partnersystem-id

string Partner's system ID. Displayed in a cluster environment. A string of
optional 10 characters.

partnersystemname

string Partner's system name. Displayed in a cluster environment. Defined
optional in the partner's setup.

partnersystemserialnumber

string
Partner System serial number. Currently a string of numbers.
optional

prod-type

string Will be set to "V-Series", "gfiler", "gateway" or "FAS" depending
optional upon the vendor providing the raw storage.
Storage configuration status for the controller. The possible values
are:

storageconfiguration

string
optional

supportsraid-array

boolean

system-id

string

systemmachinetype

"mixed_path"
"single_path"
"multi_path"
"single_path_ha"
"multi_path_ha"
"mixed_path_ha"
"unknown"
Indicates whether the system supports raid arrays back-end
connectivity or not. Possible values: "true" or "false".
System ID. This is defined by the vendor. Currently, it is a string of
numbers

string
Machine type of the system, like FAS3050
optional

systemmodel

string

Model name of the system, like FAS3050

systemname

string

System name. This is the name defined during setup.

systemrevision

string System revision. There revision id of the system board. Currently, a
optional character followed by a number, B0.

systemserialnumber

string
System serial number.Currently a string of numbers.
optional

vendordata1

string
Vendor specific opaque data field 1.
optional

vendordata2

string
Vendor specific opaque data field 2.
optional

vendordata3

string
Vendor specific opaque data field 3.
optional

vendor-id

string

Hardware vendor identifier.

vm-systemdisks

vmsystemBacking info for the Data ONTAP-v system disks
disks
optional

vmhost-info

vmhostinfo
Info block for the hypervisor physical node on Data ONTAP-v
optional

Element definition: system-node-discovery

[top]

Discovered nodes. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless
otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by
the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
clusteripaddresses

Range

Type

Description

ipThe cluster IP addresses of the discovered node. Attributes: nonaddress[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional

clustername

string
Cluster Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

clusternetmask

ipaddress The cluster LIF netmask. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

clusteruuid

uuid
Cluster UUID Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

is-nodein-cluster
node

If true, the node is currently a member of the cluster identified in the
boolean
cluster-uuid and cluster-name. If false, this node is not currently a
optional
member of a cluster. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Node Name Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

nodemodel

string The model of the node. For example, FAS3070. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

nodenvram-id

nvramid Vendor specific NVRAM ID of the node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

nodeserialnumber

string The serial number of the node. This is defined by the vendor. Currently, a
optional string of numbers. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

partnernvram-id

nvramid The NVRAM-ID of the partner to the discovered node. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string Data ONTAP version running on the node. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

version

Element definition: system-node-kernel-info

[top]

Diagnostics and firmware details of a node
Name

Range

Type

Description

compilationflags

string
optional

firmware-info

system-pathversion[]
optional

Firmware path and firmware version

kernel-info

system-pathversion[]
optional

Kernel path and kernel version

node-name

string

Displays the verbose output which currently includes the
compilation flags

Name of the node

Element definition: system-node-power-info
Node Power Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range
node

status

Type

Description

node-name Target node for the operation Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
optional
powerstatus
optional

Current Power Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"on" - Node is powered on,
"off" - Node is powered off

[top]

Element definition: system-services-web-info

[top]

Web server configuration When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

csrf-protectionenabled

Type

Description

boolean
optional

CSRF Protection Enabled Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

CSRF Token Absolute Timeout (Seconds) Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

csrf-token[0..9999]
concurrent-limit

integer
optional

Maximum Number of Concurrent CSRF Tokens Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

csrf-token-idletimeout

integer
optional

CSRF Token Idle Timeout (Seconds) Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

external

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not web services are available to
remote clients Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

http-enabled

boolean
optional

HTTP Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

csrf-tokenabsolutetimeout

[0..2^321]

http-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTP Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

https-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTPS Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

per-addresslimit

[24..999]

integer
optional

Per Address Limit Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

ssl-fips-enabled

boolean
optional

Global FIPS Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

sslv3-enabled

boolean
optional

SSLv3 Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Protocol Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

webprotostatus
optional

tlsv1-enabled

boolean
optional

wait-queue-

[0..2^32-

integer

"offline" - All web services are consistently configured
and working correctly,
"partial" - One or more nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"mixed" - The nodes in the cluster do not share the
same web services configuration,
"online" - All of the nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"unclustered" - The current node is not part of an
active cluster
TLSv1 Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

capacity

1]

optional

Wait Queue Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: system-services-web-node-info
Node web server status When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
csrf-token-count

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
CSRF Token Count Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

external

boolean
optional

Indicates whether or not web services are available to
remote clients Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

http-enabled

boolean
optional

HTTP Enabled Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

http-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTP Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

https-port

[0..65535]

integer
optional

HTTPS Port Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

mean-connection- [0..2^32- integer
optional
wait-time
1]
nodename
optional

node
peak-concurrency

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

peak-connection- [0..2^32- integer
optional
wait-time
1]
peak-peraddressconcurrency

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

per-address-limit [24..999]

integer
optional

Mean Connection Wait Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Peak Concurrency Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Peak Connection Wait Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Peak Per-Address Concurrency Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Per Address Limit Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Protocol Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

status

webprotostatus
optional

"offline" - All web services are consistently configured
and working correctly,
"partial" - One or more nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"mixed" - The nodes in the cluster do not share the
same web services configuration,
"online" - All of the nodes' web services are
unavailable due to an error condition,
"unclustered" - The current node is not part of an
active cluster

[top]

status-code

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Status Return Code Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-bytes

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total Bytes Served Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-connection- [0..2^64- integer
wait-time
1]
optional

Total Connection Wait Time (ms) Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

total-connections

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total Connections Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-delayedconnections

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Total Delayed Connections Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-hits

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total HTTP Requests Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-http-ops

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total HTTP ops Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-https-ops

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total HTTPS ops Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-pend-auth

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total Pending Auth Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-1xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 100-199 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-2xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 200-299 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-3xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 300-399 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-4xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 400-499 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-rc-5xx

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total RCs 500-599 Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

total-workers

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total Workers Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

wait-queuecapacity

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Wait Queue Capacity Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

work-state-close

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Closing Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-keep

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers in KeepAlive Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

work-state-log

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Logging Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-read

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Reading Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-ready

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Ready Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

work-state-write

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Writing Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

workers-avail

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Available Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

workers-busy

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Workers Busy Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: system-version-tuple

[top]

Contains the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding to the lowest version across the cluster.
Name
generation

Range Type

Description

First integer of the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding the lowest
integer
version across the cluster.

major

integer

Second integer of the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding the lowest
version across the cluster.

minor

integer

Third integer of the Data ONTAP version tuple corresponding the lowest
version across the cluster.

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: externaldevice

[top]

usb0|usb1 Possible values:
"usb0" - external USB port 0,
"usb1" - external USB port 1
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: net-port

[top]

Network Port formatted as 1-byte 'type', 4-byte 'slot', 1-byte 'suffix', and 4-byte 'vlan'.
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: nvram-battery-status-enum

[top]

ok|partially discharged|fully discharged|not present|near eol|eol|unknown|over charged|fully charged
Possible values:
"battery_ok" ,
"battery_partially_discharged" ,
"battery_fully_discharged" ,
"battery_not_present" ,
"battery_near_end_of_life" ,
"battery_at_end_of_life" ,
"battery_unknown" ,
"battery_over_charged" ,
"battery_fully_charged"
[none]

Element definition: nvramid

[top]

NVRAM Id
[none]

Element definition: operation-info

[top]

Operation details. Contains the operation name, command path and API name.
Name
api-name
commandpath

Range

Type

Description

API corresponding to operation, for e.g., if object name is 'volume' and
string operation name is 'create' then operation's api name would be 'volumeoptional create'. If multiple APIs are associated with same operation then API
names will be ',' separated. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Operation Command Directory Path Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

name

string Name of the operation, for e.g., 'create', 'modify' etc.. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: oss-host-type

[top]

ESX|KVM Possible values:
"esx" ,
"kvm"
[none]

Element definition: oss-support-level

[top]

standard|premium|multi-node Possible values:
"standard" ,
"premium" ,
"multi_node"
[none]

Element definition: power-status

[top]

Possible values for power status of any node Possible values:
"on" - Node is powered on,
"off" - Node is powered off
[none]

Element definition: sas2-sas3-mixed-stack-support
all|direct-attached|bridge-attached|none Possible values:
"all" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in all stacks,
"direct_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in direct-attached stacks,
"bridge_attached" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing supported in bridge-attached stacks,
"none" - SAS2/SAS3 mixing not supported
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: storage-configuration-state-enum

[top]

Unknown|Single-Path|Multi-Path|Mixed-Path|Single-Path HA|Multi-Path HA|Mixed-Path HA|QuadPath|Quad-Path HA Possible values:
"unknown" ,
"single_path" ,
"multi_path" ,
"mixed_path" ,
"single_path_ha" ,
"multi_path_ha" ,
"mixed_path_ha" ,
"quad_path" ,
"quad_path_ha"
[none]

Element definition: system-api-element-info

[top]

api element description. This can be a simple type or a reference to another typedef (as defined in the
'type' element. Arrays are signified by having '[]' appended to the type name.
Name

Range

Type

Description

encrypted

string
encryption type. If missing the parameter isn't encrypted
optional

isnonempty

boolean must element be non-empty. If false or missing element value may be
optional empty.

isoptional

boolean
is element optional. If false or missing element is required.
optional

is-output

boolean
is element an output element. If false or missing then is an input element
optional

isvalidated

boolean argument will have strong validation done by the server (e.g. integer
optional range). If false or empty, no validation will be done.

name

string

name of element

type

string

type of variable possible values: "string", "integer", "boolean", type-name

Element definition: system-path-version

[top]

Image-path and image version for diagnostics and firmware files of the node
Name

Range

Type

Description

path-info

string
File path . Displays the file path in form /cfcard/x86_64/..
optional

versioninfo

string File version . Kernel and file versions Example: Firmware #.#.# or OS
optional version

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vm-system-disks

[top]

Storage info block for the hypervisor physical node on Data ONTAP-v (VSA)
Name

Range

Type

Description

vm-bootdiskarea-name

string The name of the hypervisor's storage area for the VMs bootdisk. For
optional ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vm-bootdiskfile-name

string
The hypervisor's filename for the VMs bootdisk.
optional

vm-corediskarea-name

string The name of the hypervisor's storage area for the VMs coredump and
optional swap disk. For ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vm-corediskfile-name

string
The hypervisor's filename for the VMs coredump disk.
optional

vm-logdiskarea-name

string The name of the hypervisor's storage area for the VMs log disk. For
optional ESX this is the name of a datastore.

vm-logdiskfile-name

string
The hypervisor's filename for the VMs log disk.
optional

Element definition: vmhost-info

[top]

Storage info block for the hypervisor physical node on Data ONTAP-v (VSA)
Name
vmcustommax-

Range

Type

Description

integer The maximum system capacity (in TB) that can be configured on the
optional VM. Example is "20".

capacity
vm-uuid

The hypervisor-supplied UUID, Universal Unique Identifier, for the
string
virtual machine. Example is, "4230f064-02f8-xy3a-02d1optional
zz89702287e0".

vmhostbiosreleasedate

string Release date for the currently running hypervisor BIOS. Example is
optional "2000-01-01T00:00:00Z".

vmhostbiosversion

string Current BIOS version of the hypervisor physical chassis. Example is
optional "S5500.2.1.3.0.081620131102".

vmhostboot-time

string Time when the hypervisor was last booted. Example is "2014-01optional 01T00:00:00.420462-04:00".

vmhost[0..2^32- integer
cpu-clockSpeed of the hypervisor CPU cores (MHz).
optional
1]
rate
vmhost[0..2^32- integer Number of physical CPU cores on the hypervisor. Physical CPU cores
cpu-coreoptional are the processors contained by a CPU package.
1]
count
Number of physical CPU packages on the hypervisor. Physical CPU
vmhostpackages are chips that contain one or more processors. Processors
cpu[0..2^32- integer
contained by a package are also known as CPU cores. For example, one
optional
socket1]
dual-core package is comprised of one chip that contains two CPU
count
cores.
vmhostcpu[0..2^32- integer
Number of physical CPU threads on the hypervisor.
optional
thread1]
count
vmhosterror

string Error (if any) while retrieving hypervisor details. Example is "[13115]
optional vSphere server is missing".

vmhostgateway

string The default gateway (IPv4 or IPv6) for the hypervisor. Examples are
optional "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmhosthardwarevendor

string
Name of the hypervisor hardware manufacturer. Example is "IBM".
optional

vmhosthypervisor

string Complete product name, including the version information for the
optional hypervisor.

vmhostip-address

string Primary IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) assigned to the hypervisor. Examples
optional are "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmhost- [0..2^64- integer
Physical memory size of the hypervisor (bytes).
memory
1]
optional
vmhostmodel

string The hardware model of the hypervisor machine. Example is "IBM
optional eServer BladeCenter HS21".

vmhostname

string Host name assigned to the hypervisor. Example is
optional "myesx.example.com".

vmhostnetmask

string Subnet mask address (IPv4 or IPv6) for the hypervisor. Examples are
optional "192.168.0.1", "2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334".

vmhostprocessorid

string Processor ID of the hypervisor. Example is
optional "0000:0000:0000:0001:0000:0110:0111:0110".

vmhostprocessortype

string
CPU Model of the hypervisor.
optional

vmhostsoftware-

string
Name of the virtual machine software manufacturer.
optional

vendor
vmhostuuid

string UUID, Universal Unique Identifier, of the hypervisor. Example is,
optional "4230f064-02f8-xy3a-02d1-zz89702287e0".

Element definition: web-proto-status
offline|partial|mixed|online|unclustered Possible values:
"offline" - All web services are consistently configured and working correctly,
"partial" - One or more nodes' web services are unavailable due to an error condition,
"mixed" - The nodes in the cluster do not share the same web services configuration,
"online" - All of the nodes' web services are unavailable due to an error condition,
"unclustered" - The current node is not part of an active cluster
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: tape-mc-info
This set of ZAPIs allows management of cluster-wide tape drive
and media changer devices.

tape-mc-get
tape-mc-get-iter
tape-mc-info-alias-clear
tape-mc-info-alias-set
tape-mc-info-offline
tape-mc-info-online
tape-mc-info-position
tape-mc-info-reset
tape-mc-info-test-release
tape-mc-info-test-reserve
tape-mc-info-trace

tape-mc-get

[top]

Return a tape drive / media changer view
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
tapeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
mc-info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes
device-id

string

Device ID

nodeNode
name

node-name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

tapeThe attributes of the tape-mc-info.
mc-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of Tape/MC objects
Input Name
desiredattributes

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
tapeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
mc-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 300
1]
optional
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
tapespecified on any number of attributes in the tape-mc-info object. All
mc-info
tape-mc-info objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Description

tapemcThe list of attributes of tape-mc-info objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more tape-mcoptional info objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-alias-clear

[top]

Clear tape drive / media changer alias. Specify name or clear-scope but not both.
Input Name Range
clear-scope

Type

Description

tape-mc-device-scope-enum
Scope of Alias Clear Operation
optional

name

string
optional

node-name

node-name

Errno

Alias Name That Is to Be Cleared
Node

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-alias-set

[top]

Set a tape/drive media changer alias
Input Name Range

Type

Description

mapping

string

Mapping for Alias Name

name

string

Alias Name for Tape Drive or Media Changer

node-name

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-offline

[top]

Take a tape drive offline. Specify name or device-id but not both.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

device-id

string
optional

Tape Drive Device ID

device-name

string
optional

Tape Drive Device Name

node-name

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-online

[top]

Bring a tape drive online
Input Name Range

Type

Description

device-id

string
optional

Tape Drive Device ID

device-name

string
optional

Tape Drive Device Name

node-name

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-position

[top]

Position tape cartridge
Input Name Range

Type

count

integer
optional

device-name

string

node-name

node-name

Description
Count for Positioning
Tape Drive Device Name
Node

operation

tape-mc-tape-oper-enum Tape Position Operation

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-reset

[top]

Reset the tape drive
Input Name Range
device-id
node-name

Type

Description

string

Tape Drive Device ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-test-release

[top]

Release a tape drive test reservation
Input Name Range
device-id
node-name

Type

Description

string

Tape Drive Device ID

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

tape-mc-info-test-reserve

[top]

Reserve a tape drive for testing
Input Name Range
device-id
node-name

Description

string

Tape Drive Device ID

node-name Node

Errno
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

tape-mc-info-trace

[top]

Enable/disable tape trace operations
Input Name

Range

is-trace-enabled
node-name

Type

Description

boolean

Tape Trace Enabled or Disabled

node-name Node

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-device-scope-enum

[top]

tape|media-changer|all Possible values:
"none" - Scope none,
"tape" - Scope of the operation is tape drives only,
"media_changer" - Scope of the operation is for media changers only,
"all" - Scope of the operation is for both tape drives and media changers
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-info

[top]

Information about Tape and Media Changer Devices When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
alias-

Range

Type
string

Description
Alias Mapping Attributes: non-creatable, non-

mapping

optional

modifiable

alias-name

string
optional

Alias Name Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Block Number Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

blocknumber

[-2^31..2^311]

densityformats

device-densityformat[]
optional

description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

device-id

string
optional

Device ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Device density formats

Device Interface Type Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

device-iftype

tape-mc-device-iftype-enum
optional

devicenames

device-namedensity[]
optional

"unknown" - Tape drive/media changer interface
type unknown,
"fibre_channel" - Tape drive/media changer
fibre channel interface type,
"sas" - Tape drive/Media changer SAS interface
type,
"pscsi" - Tape drive/media changer pSCSI
interface type
Device names for tape positioning
Operational State of Device Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - State of the tape device is
unknown,
"available" - Tape device available for use,
"ready_write_enabled" - Tape drive is ready and
write-enabled,
"ready_write_protected" - Tape drive is ready
and write-protected,
"offline" - Tape device is offline,
"in_use" - Tape device is currently in use,
"error" - Tape device is reporting errors,
"reserved_by_another_host" - Tape device is
reserved by another node or host,
"normal" - Tape device is in a normal functional
state,
"rewinding" - Tape device is rewinding a tape,
"erasing" - Tape device is erasing a tape

devicestate

tape-mc-devicestate-enum
optional

devicetype

string
optional

Device Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

error

string
optional

Tape Error Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

File Number Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filenumber

functionalstatus

[-2^31..2^311]

tape-mc-funcstatus-enum
optional

Functional Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"unknown" - Tape device status unknown,
"normal" - Tape device shows normal status,

"error" - Tape device is reporting errors
initiator

string
optional

nodename

node-name
optional

residual- [-2^31..2^31count
1]

integer
optional

Initiator Port Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Residual Count of Last I/O Operation Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Reservation Type for device Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable Possible values:

resv-type

tape-mc-resvtype-enum
optional

serialnumber

string
optional

Serial Number Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

wwnn

string
optional

World Wide Node Name Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

wwpn

string
optional

World Wide Port Name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"off" ,
"persistent" ,
"scsi"

Element definition: tape-mc-tape-oper-enum

[top]

weof|fsf|bsf|fsr|bsr|rewind|erase|eom Possible values:
"weof" - Write end-of-file,
"fsf" - Forward space files,
"bsf" - Backward space files,
"fsr" - Forward space records,
"bsr" - Backward space records,
"rewind" - Rewind tape cartridge,
"erase" - Erase tape media,
"eom" - End of tape media
[none]

Element definition: device-density-format

[top]

Device density formats
Name
device-format

Range

Type

Description

string
Tape Cartridge Format Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: device-name-density

[top]

Device names for tape positioning
Name
device-name-norewind

Range

Type

Description

string Device Name for No Rewind Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

device-name-rewind

string Device Name for Rewind Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

device-name-unloadreload

string Device Name for Unload Reload Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-device-if-type-enum

[top]

unknown|fibre-channel|SAS|pSCSI Possible values:
"unknown" - Tape drive/media changer interface type unknown,
"fibre_channel" - Tape drive/media changer fibre channel interface type,
"sas" - Tape drive/Media changer SAS interface type,
"pscsi" - Tape drive/media changer pSCSI interface type
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-device-state-enum
unknown|available|ready-write-enabled|ready-write-protected|offline|in-use|error|reserved-byanother-host|normal Possible values:
"unknown" - State of the tape device is unknown,
"available" - Tape device available for use,
"ready_write_enabled" - Tape drive is ready and write-enabled,
"ready_write_protected" - Tape drive is ready and write-protected,
"offline" - Tape device is offline,
"in_use" - Tape device is currently in use,
"error" - Tape device is reporting errors,
"reserved_by_another_host" - Tape device is reserved by another node or host,
"normal" - Tape device is in a normal functional state,
"rewinding" - Tape device is rewinding a tape,
"erasing" - Tape device is erasing a tape
[none]

[top]

Element definition: tape-mc-func-status-enum

[top]

unknown|normal|error Possible values:
"unknown" - Tape device status unknown,
"normal" - Tape device shows normal status,
"error" - Tape device is reporting errors
[none]

Element definition: tape-mc-resv-type-enum
off|persistent|scsi Possible values:
"off" ,
"persistent" ,
"scsi"
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: template-management
template-managementtemplate-copy
template-managementtemplate-delete
template-managementtemplate-download
template-managementtemplate-get
template-managementtemplate-get-iter
template-managementtemplate-parameter-get
template-managementtemplate-parameter-getiter
template-managementtemplate-parametermodify
template-managementtemplate-parametermodify-iter
template-managementtemplate-provision
template-managementtemplate-provision-errorget
template-managementtemplate-rename
template-managementtemplate-upload

This set of ZAPIs allows to manage Templates.

template-management-template-copy

[top]

Copy a Template.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

destination-name

string Destination template.

name

string Name of the template

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
ETEMPLATENOTFOUND
E_TEMPLATE_CLUSTER_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_TEMPLATE_FILE_NOT_EXISTS
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE

Description

template-management-template-delete

[top]

Delete a template.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of the template.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ETEMPLATENOTFOUND
E_TEMPLATE_CLUSTER_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED

template-management-template-download

[top]

Download a template.
Input Name Range
name

Type

Description

string
Name of the template.
optional

uri

string

URI of the template.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
E_TEMPLATE_DOWNLOAD_FAILED
E_TEMPLATE_VERSION_KEY_NOT_FOUND
E_TEMPLATE_NAME_NOT_FOUND
E_TEMPLATE_INVALID_TEMPLATE
E_TEMPLATE_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_TEMPLATE_SYNTAX_ERROR
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_TEMPLATE_TEMPLATE_TYPE_NOT_FOUND
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE
E_TEMPLATE_INVALID_TYPE
E_TEMPLATE_USE_NAME_OPTION
E_TEMPLATE_SAME_NAME_EXISTS

template-management-template-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the template.
Input Name Range
desired-

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
templateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info

attributes

optional

present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

templateName of the template
name

name
Output Name Range

Type

Description

templateThe attributes of the template-management.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-get-iter

[top]

Display information about templates.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
templatespecified on any number of attributes in the templateinfo
management object. All template-management objects matching
optional
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

templateThe list of attributes of template-management objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional template-management objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
templateattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-parameter-get
Get the parameter of a Template.

[top]

Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

templateparameterinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

name

string

Name of the parameter

templateName of the template
name

template
Output Name Range

Type

Description

templateparameter- The attributes of the template-management.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-parameter-get-iter
Get the parameters of the Template.
Input Name

Range

templateparameterinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

query

templateparameterinfo
optional

tag

string
optional

Output Name

Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the templatemanagement object. All template-management objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

templateparameterThe list of attributes of template-management objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
template-management objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

[top]

template-management-template-parameter-modify

[top]

Modify attributes of a parameter.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

default-value

string
optional

Default value of the parameter

name

string

template

Name of the parameter

template-name Name of the template

Errno

Description

E_TEMPLATE_PERMISSION_DENIED
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE
E_TEMPLATE_CONST_MAX_LEN
E_TEMPLATE_CONST_MAX_MIN_LEN
E_TEMPLATE_CONST_ALLOW_VALS
E_TEMPLATE_TYPE_CHECK_FAILED

template-management-template-parameter-modify-iter
Modify attributes of a parameter.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

templateSpecify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any
parameterother element.
info

attributes

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple templatemanagement objects match a given query. If set to true, the
API will continue modifying the next matching templatemanagement even when modification of a previous templatemanagement fails. If set to false, the API will return on the
first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32count
1]

integer
optional

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true),
then this input element may be provided to limit the number
of failed modify operations before the server gives up and
returns. If set, the API will continue modifying the next
matching template-management even when the modification
of a previous matching template-management fails, and do so
until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not
provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
modify operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is
set to true. Default: 2^32-1

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
Default: 20

continue-onfailure

max-records

query

If modifying a specific template-management, this input
templateelement must specify all keys. If modifying templateparametermanagement objects based on query, this input element must
info
specify a query.

[top]

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of templatemanagement objects (just keys) that were not modified due to
some error. If set to false, the list of template-management
objects not modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of templatemanagement objects (just keys) that were successfully
updated. If set to false, the list of template-management
objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

templatemanagementInformation about template-management objects that were
templatenot modified due to some error. This element will be returned
parameteronly if input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
modify-iterinfo[]

failure-list

next-tag

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching template-management objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Number of template-management objects that matched the
query, but were not modified due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

The number of template-management objects that matched
the query and were successfully updated.

templatemanagementThe template-management objects that were successfully
templateupdated. This element will be returned only if input element
parameter'return-success-list' is true
modify-iterinfo[]

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-provision

[top]

Configures a Vserver according to the specification provided in the template. This is an async operation.
On a successful queuing of the import operation, a job ID of the job that would configure the Vserver
would be returned.
Input Name

Range

Type

custominputs

custom-inputinfo[]
optional

template

string

Output Name

Range

Type

job-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Description
An array, one entry per each custom input.
The name of the template.
Description
The job id of the job that was queued to configure the
Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-provision-error-get

[top]

Get the Template Provision Error Details.
Input Name

Range

Output Name

Description

templateprovisionerror-info
optional

desiredattributes
jobid

Type

[0..2^64integer
1]
Range

Job ID

Type

Description

templateprovision- The attributes of the template-management.
error-info

attributes

Errno

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

template-management-template-rename

[top]

Rename a template.
Input Name Range Type
name
new-name

Description

string Name of the template
string New name of the template.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ETEMPLATENOTFOUND
E_TEMPLATE_FILE_NOT_EXISTS
E_TEMPLATE_NOT_SUPP_ON_RO_AND_SERVICE
E_TEMPLATE_SUPP_ONLY_ON_TEMPLATES
E_TEMPLATE_INTERNAL_FAILURE
E_TEMPLATE_SAME_NAME_EXISTS

template-management-template-upload

[top]

Upload a template.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of the template.

uri

string URI to upload the template.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_TEMPLATE_UPLOAD_FAILED
E_TEMPLATE_FILE_NOT_EXISTS
E_TEMPLATE_PROVIDE_DESTINATION_FILE_NAME
E_TEMPLATE_CLUSTER_VERSION_NOT_SUPPORTED

Element definition: custom-input-info
Name Range Type

[top]

Description

key

string Name of the attribute.

value

string Value of the attribute.

Element definition: template-info

[top]

When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated
in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string
optional

Description Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

missingprerequisites

string
optional

Missing Prerequesites Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

name

template-name
optional

Name of the template Attributes: key, non-creatable,
non-modifiable

parent-template

string
optional

Parent template name Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

permission

uuid

templatepermission
optional
uuid

Permission Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"readonly" - Read Only,
"readwrite" - Read Write
UUID of the template Attributes: non-creatable, non-

version

optional

modifiable

string
optional

Version Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: template-management-template-parameter-modifyiter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against template-management
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an
error.

error-message
templatemanagement-key

Description

templateThe keys for the template-management object to
parameter-info which the modify operation applies.

Element definition: template-name

[top]

The name of the Template.
[none]

Element definition: template-parameter-info

[top]

Template Parameter Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

allowed-vals

string
optional

Allowed values Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

default-value

string
optional

Default value of the parameter Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

integer
optional

Maximum length Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Name of the parameter Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

max-length
name

[0..2^321]

permission

string
optional

Template permission Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

range-max

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Maximum range Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

range-min

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Minumum range Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

Recommended value of the parameter Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

recommendedvalue

templateName of the template Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

template

string
optional

type

Type of the parameter Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: template-provision-error-info

[top]

Template Provision Errors When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

failureerrornum

[0..2^321]

Type

Description

integer Failure Error Number Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

failure-reason

string
Failure Reason Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

input-params

string[]
Input Parameters Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

jobid

[0..2^641]

integer
Job ID Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: template-name

[top]

The name of the Template.
[none]

Element definition: template-permission
template_permission Possible values:

[top]

"readonly" - Read Only,
"readwrite" - Read Write
[none]

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: ucm
UCM provides a management framework to manage
configurations of all Fibre Channel (FC) adapters and Converged
Network Adapters (CNA) under Data ONTAP. Some adapters with
dual operational modes can be configured into either FC or CNA
modes. When configured as a CNA, the adapter can concurrently
support Ethernet and Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE). When
configured as an FC adapter, the adapter only supports native
FC. Not all adapters support both modes. Under FC or FCoE, Data
ONTAP supports two different functions or FC-4 types: initiator,
or target. The initiator type can be used for FC storage loops, FC
TapeSAN, and OPR functionality. The target type can be used for
SAN attach (FCP/Blocks access) functionality. To modify the
configuration of an adapter, use the ucm-adapter-modify API.

ucm-adapter-get
ucm-adapter-get-iter
ucm-adapter-modify

ucm-adapter-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the UC Adapter.
Input Name Range

Type

adaptername

string

desiredattributes

ucadapterinfo
optional

node-name

nodename

Output Name Range

Description
Adapter
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.
Node

Type

Description

ucadapter- The attributes of the UC Adapter.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

ucm-adapter-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of UC Adapter objects.
Input Name

Range

Type
uc-

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all

desiredattributes
max-records

adapter- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
ucadapterinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

ucadapterThe list of attributes of UC Adapter objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more UC
optional Adapter objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the UC Adapter object. All
UC Adapter objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

ucm-adapter-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of UC Adapter object.
Input Name Range

Type

adapter-name

string

fc4-type

ucm-type
optional

mode
node-name
Errno

Description
Adapter
Configured Type

ucm-mode
Configured Mode
optional
node-name Node
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: uc-adapter-info

[top]

Information for one UC Adapter When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
adapter-name

fc4-type

mode

node-name

pending-fc4-type

pending-mode

status

supported-fc4-type-forcna-mode

Range

Type

Description

string
Adapter Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
ucmtype
optional

ucmmode
optional

Current Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Current Mode Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter

nodename Node Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
ucmtype
optional

ucmmode
optional

Pending Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Pending Mode Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter

string Administrative Status Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
ucmtype[]
optional

Supported CNA Types Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Supported FC Types Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

supported-fc4-type-forfc-mode

supported-mode

ucmtype[]
optional

ucmmode[]
optional

"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
Supported Modes Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter

Element definition: ucm-mode

[top]

The operational mode of the adapter. Possible values:
"fc" - Fibre Channel,
"cna" - Converged Network Adapter
[none]

Element definition: ucm-type

[top]

The FC-4 type of the adapter. Possible values:
"initiator" - Initiator mode,
"target" - Target mode,
"fcvi" - Fcvi mode
[none]

Element definition: node-name
The node's name
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: useradmin
useradmin-domainuser-add
useradmin-domainuser-delete
useradmin-domainuser-list
useradmin-group-add
useradmin-group-delete
useradmin-group-list
useradmin-group-modify
useradmin-role-add
useradmin-role-delete
useradmin-role-list
useradmin-role-modify
useradmin-user-add
useradmin-user-delete
useradmin-user-list
useradmin-user-modify
useradmin-user-modify-password

useradmin-domainuser-add

[top]

Adds a nonlocal user into a group or groups. The user can be added as a SID or as domain\username.
This API is only used in a windows environment.
Input Name Range
useridentifier
useradmingroups

Type
string

Description
Name of the user in domain\username format. This can also be a SID
(Windows security identifier) describing a user. A SID has the format
S-1-5-21-int-int-int-rid.

useradminList of local groups to contain the domain user.
groupinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EPERM
ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-domainuser-delete
Removes a nonlocal user from a group or groups. The user can be removed as a SID or as
domain\username. This API is only used in a windows environment.

[top]

Input Name Range
useridentifier

Type
string

Description
Name of the user in domain\username format. This can also be a SID
(Windows security identifier) describing a user. A SID has the format
S-1-5-21-int-int-int-rid.

useradminRemove the SID from this list of local groups.
groupinfo[]

useradmingroups
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EPERM
ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-domainuser-list

[top]

List all of the SIDs in a given group. This API is only used in a windows environment.
Input Name

Range Type

group-name

string List only the SIDs in this group.

Output Name Range Type
user-identifiers

Description

Description

sid[] List of SID's inside of the group.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_EPERM
ECIFSNOTCONFIGURED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-add

[top]

Adds a group given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradmingroup
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Type

Description

useradmin- New group information. A group must have a name and at least one
group-info role. A comment is also allowed. All other fields are ignored.
Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-delete

[top]

Deletes a group.
Input Name Range Type
group-name

Description

string The name of the group to be deleted.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-list

[top]

Lists full information for all groups on the system.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

group-name

string
optional

List only the information associated with this group.

verbose

boolean
optional

Default is false. If set to true, then the allowed capabilities are
placed into the group-info structure. Depending on number of groups
and roles, this operation may take a long time.

Type

Description

Output Name Range
useradmingroups

useradminList of groups and information associated with them.
groupinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-group-modify

[top]

Modifies a group given the information provided.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

new-groupname
useradmingroup
Errno

string
optional

New group name for this group. This is used to rename the group
specified in useradmin-group. If this value is invalid, useradmingroup-modify fails without changing anything. The value is optional,
and if not provided, the group name will be unchanged.

A group must have a name. If one or more roless and/or a comment
useradminis provided, the group is modified accordingly. All other fields are
group-info
ignored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-add

[top]

Adds a role given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradminrole
Errno

Type

Description

New role information. A role must have a name and at least one
useradminallowed capability. A role-info comment is also allowed. All other fields
role-info
are ignored.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-delete

[top]

Deletes a role.
Input Name Range Type
role-name
Errno

Description

string The name of the role to be deleted.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-list

[top]

Lists full information for all roles on the system.
Input Name

Range

role-name
Output Name

Range

useradmin-roles
Errno

Type

Description

string
optional

List only the information associated with this role.

Type

Description

useradmin-role-info[] List of roles and information associated with them.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-role-modify

[top]

Modifies a role given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradminrole
Errno

Type

Description

useradmin- A role must have a name. If one or more capabilities and/or a
role-info comment is provided, the role is modified accordingly.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-add

[top]

Adds a user given the information provided.
Input Name Range
password
useradminuser

Type
string

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPASSWORD

Yes

Password for the user. Please see documentation for constraints on
the password.

New user information. A user must have a name and at least one
useradmingroup. A comment and full-name are also allowed. All other fields are
user-info
ignored.

Errno

Vfiler-enabled

Description

Description

useradmin-user-delete

[top]

Deletes a user.
Input Name Range Type
user-name

Description

string The name of the user to be deleted.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-list

[top]

Lists information for all administrative users on the system with the exception of root and snmp.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

group-name

string
optional

List only the users which are a part of this group. This option must
be left empty if the option "user-name" contains a value.

user-name

string
optional

List only the information associated with this user. This option must
be left empty if the option "group-name" contains a value.

verbose

boolean
optional

Default is false. If set to true, then the allowed capabilities are
placed into the user-info structure. Depending on number of users,
groups, and roles; this operation may take a long time.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

useradminusers

useradminList of users and information associated with them.
user-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-modify

[top]

Modifies a user given the information provided.
Input Name Range
useradmin-

Type

Description

useradmin-

A user must have a name. If one or more groups a comment and/or a
full-name is provided, the user is modified accordingly. All other fields

user

user-info

Errno

are ignored.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

useradmin-user-modify-password

[top]

Changes the password of a specified user.
Input Name Range
newpassword

Type
string

Description
New password for the user. Please see documentation for constraints on
the password.

Current password for the user. A user with the capability 'securitystring passwd-change-others' and at least the same capabilities as the user
optional being changed, does not need to enter the current password in order to
change it to a new one.

oldpassword
user-name

string

Errno

The user who's password should be changed.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDPASSWORD
EONTAPI_EPERM
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: sid

[top]

Windows security identifier describing a user. A SID has the format S-1-5-21-int-int-int-rid.
[none]

Element definition: useradmin-group-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a group.
Name
allowedcapabilities

Range

Type

Description

useradmincapabilityList of capabilities the group is allowed.
info[]
optional

comment

string
optional

name

string

rid

string
optional

Comment for the group.
Name of the group.
Unique relative identifier (per domain) for this group. (Used only for
Windows.)

useradmin- List of roles this group contains. The only included entry in this
role-info[] structure is the name field. For full role information user useradminrole-list.
optional

useradminroles

Element definition: useradmin-role-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a role.
Name

Range

Type

Description

useradmin-capability-info[]
List of capabilities the role is allowed.
optional

allowed-capabilities
comment

string
optional

name

string

Comment for the role.
Name of the role.

Element definition: useradmin-user-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a user.
Name
allowedcapabilities

Range

Type

Description

useradmincapabilityList of capabilities the user is allowed.
info[]
optional

comment

string
optional

Comment for the user. This is only set if the user has a comment.

full-name

string
optional

Full name of the user. (Used only for Windows.) This is only set if the
user has a full-name.

name

string

passwordmaximumage

integer
optional

Number of days that this user's password can be active before the user
must change it. Default value is 2^31-1 days.

passwordminimumage

integer
optional

Number of days that this user's password must be active before the
user can change it. Default value is 0.

rid

string
optional

Unique relative identifier (per domain) for this user. (Used only for
Windows.)

status

string
optional

Current status of the user account. This element cannot be used as an
input. It is used as an output for useradmin-user-list. Possible values:
"enabled", "disabled", or "expired".

useradmingroups

Name of the user.

useradmin- List of groups this user is part of. The only included entry in this
structure is the name field. For full group information user useradmingroupinfo[]
group-list.

Element definition: useradmin-capability-info

[top]

Capability to run a command or commands on the filer.
Name Range Type

Description

Name of the capability Possible values include: "*", "login-*", "cli-*", "api-*",
string "security-*"... Instead of "*", commands and subcommands can be specified
directly. Please see man page or other documentation for more details.

name

Element definition: useradmin-group-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a group.
Name

Range

allowedcapabilities

Type

Description

useradmincapabilityList of capabilities the group is allowed.
info[]
optional

comment

string
optional

name

string

Name of the group.

string
optional

rid
useradminroles

Comment for the group.
Unique relative identifier (per domain) for this group. (Used only for
Windows.)

useradmin- List of roles this group contains. The only included entry in this
role-info[] structure is the name field. For full role information user useradminrole-list.
optional

Element definition: useradmin-role-info

[top]

Structure containing information pertaining to a role.
Name
allowed-capabilities

Range

Type

Description

useradmin-capability-info[]
List of capabilities the role is allowed.
optional

comment

string
optional

name

string

Comment for the role.
Name of the role.

Element definition: useradmin-capability-info
Capability to run a command or commands on the filer.

[top]

Name Range Type
name

Description

Name of the capability Possible values include: "*", "login-*", "cli-*", "api-*",
string "security-*"... Instead of "*", commands and subcommands can be specified
directly. Please see man page or other documentation for more details.

APIs in Category: virtual-machine
virtual-machine-get-info
virtual-machine-maintenance-event-acknowlege
virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get
virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get-iter
virtual-machine-system-disks-get-iter
vm-disk-object-store-create
vm-disk-object-store-destroy
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-create
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-destroy
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-get-iter
vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-modify
vm-disk-object-store-get-iter
vm-disk-object-store-modify
vm-network-load-balancer-get-iter

virtual-machine-get-info

[top]

Retrieve virtual machine instance information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vminstanceinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

node

nodename

Output Name Range
attributes

The name of the node.

Type

Description

vminstance- The attributes of the virtual-machine.
info

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAVMINFOACCESSERROR

virtual-machine-maintenance-event-acknowlege
Acknowlege that the system is ready for the event to start

[top]

Input Name Range Type Description
event-id

string Event ID

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get

[top]

Retrieve virtual machine instance maintenance event information.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vm-instancemaintenanceevent
optional

event-id

string

A cloud provider-supplied unique event ID for this virtual machine
maintenance event, for example 2831c724-97ca-4395-b8d3a65c2a65b502.

node

filer-id

The name of the node.

Output Name Range

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

Type

Description

vm-instancemaintenance- The attributes of the virtual-machine.
event

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

virtual-machine-maintenance-event-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve virtual machine instance maintenance event information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

vm-instancemaintenanceevent
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

vm-instancemaintenanceevent
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the virtual-machine
object. All virtual-machine objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^321]

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-

tag' obtained from the previous call.
Output Name

Range

Type

vm-instancemaintenanceThe list of attributes of virtual-machine objects.
event[]
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
virtual-machine objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

virtual-machine-system-disks-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve Cloud Volumes ONTAP virtual machine system disks details.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

virtualmachinesystemdisks-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the virtual-machinesystem-disks object. All virtual-machine-system-disks objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

virtualmachinesystemThe list of attributes of virtual-machine-system-disks objects.
disksinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more virtualstring
optional machine-system-disks objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
virtualmachinesystemdisks-info
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

The number of records returned in this call.
Description

EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAVMINFOACCESSERROR

vm-disk-object-store-create

[top]

Define the configuration for an object store.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

azure-account

string

Azure Storage Account.

azure-privatekey

string

Azure Storage Account Access Key.

containername

string

Container Name.

filer-id

ONTAP Node Name.

node
object-storename
port

object-storeONTAP Name for this Object Store Config.
name
[0..65535]

integer

Port Number of the Object Store.

server

string

Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Object Store Server.

update-partner

boolean
optional

Required parameter when the system is running in an HA
configuration.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAOBJECTSTOREDUPLICATE
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMETOOLONG
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMETOOSHORT
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMENOTVALID
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMEINVALIDFIRSTCHAR
EVSAOBJECTSTORENAMEINUSE
EVSAREQUPDATEPARTNER
EVSANOPARTNERNAME
EVSAINVALIDOPTIONUPDATEPARTNER
EVSAOBJECTSTORECONFIGSYNC
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER

Description

vm-disk-object-store-destroy

[top]

Deletes the disk object store.
Input Name

Range

Type

node

Description

filer-id

object-store-name

ONTAP Node Name.

object-store-name ONTAP Name for this Object Store Config.
boolean
optional

update-partner
Errno

Update HA Partner
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAREQUPDATEPARTNER
EVSANOPARTNERNAME
EVSAINVALIDOPTIONUPDATEPARTNER

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-create

[top]

Add a DNS mapping to the cache.
Input Name Range
hostname
ipaddress
node

Type

Description

string

Hostname of the Object Store Server.

ip-address IP Address of the Object Store Server.
filer-id

The name of the Node.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-destroy
Delete a DNS mapping from the cache.
Input Name Range Type
hostname
node

Description

string Hostname of the Object Store Server.
filer-id The name of the Node.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

Description

[top]

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of cached DNS mappings.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
vm-diskobjectstorednscacheinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

vm-diskobjectstorednscacheinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vm-disk-object-storedns-cache object. All vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

vm-diskobjectstorednsThe list of attributes of vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache objects.
cacheinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vmdisk-object-store-dns-cache objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-modify
Modify a DNS mapping in the cache.
Input Name Range
hostname
ipaddress
node

Type

Description

string

Hostname of the Object Store Server.

ip-address IP Address of the Object Store Server.
filer-id

The name of the Node.

[top]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

vm-disk-object-store-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over the list of object store configurations.
Input Name

Range

vmdiskobjectstoreinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vmdiskobjectstoreinfo
optional

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vm-disk-object-store
object. All vm-disk-object-store objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vmdiskobjectThe list of attributes of vm-disk-object-store objects.
storeinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vm-diskoptional object-store objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vm-disk-object-store-modify

[top]

Modify the configuration of an object store.
Input Name
azure-private-

Range

Type
string

Description
Azure Storage Account Access Key.

key

optional

node

filer-id

object-storename

object-storename

server

string
optional

Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Object Store Server.

update-partner

boolean
optional

Required parameter when the system is running in an HA
configuration.

ONTAP Node Name.
ONTAP Name for this Object Store Config.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED
EVSAREQUPDATEPARTNER
EVSANOPARTNERNAME
EVSAINVALIDOPTIONUPDATEPARTNER
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OPERATION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_SERVER_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_INTERNAL_ERROR
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_ACCESS_DENIED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_HOSTNAME_TO_IP_LOOKUP_FAILED
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_DNS_NOT_FOUND
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_CONNECTION_TIMEOUT
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_NO_SUCH_BUCKET
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_STORE_INACCESSIBLE
E_OBJSTORE_CLIENT_OTHER

vm-network-load-balancer-get-iter

[top]

Retrieve network load balancer information.
Input Name

desiredattributes

max-records

Range

Type
vmnetworkloadbalancerinfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

vmnetworkloadbalancerinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the virtual-machine
object. All virtual-machine objects matching this query up to 'maxrecords' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

vmnetworkloadThe list of attributes of virtual-machine objects.
balancerinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more virtualmachine objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSAPLATFORMNOTSUPPORTED

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: object-store-name
Name of the object store
[none]

[top]

Element definition: virtual-machine-system-disks-info

[top]

Cloud Volumes ONTAP virtual machine system disks. When returned as part of the output, all elements
of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set
of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

node

nodeThe name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonname
modifiable
optional

vmdisk-bustarget-lun-id

string Bus-Target-LUN ID for the disk. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

vmdisk-capacity

string
Size of the system disk Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vmdisk-filename

string File name of the system disk used by the hypervisor. Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
System Disk ID. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vmdisk-id

string Platform-specific disk information. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

vmdisk-info

string Purpose of the System Disk - Boot, NVRAM or Core. Attributes: key,
optional required-for-create, non-modifiable

vmdisk-purpose

string Type of the system disk - VMDISK or SSD. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

vmdisk-type

Element definition: vm-disk-object-store-dns-cache-info
VM Disk Object Store DNS Cache. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

hostname

string Hostname of the Object Store Server. Attributes: key, required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

ipaddress

ipIP Address of the Object Store Server. Attributes: required-for-create,
address
modifiable
optional

lookup-

datetime Last time a DNS lookup was performed. Attributes: non-creatable, non-

[top]

time

optional modifiable

node

filer-id
The name of the Node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: vm-disk-object-store-info

[top]

VM Disk Object Store Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alive

boolean
optional

Is Server Alive. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

azureaccount

string
optional

Azure Storage Account. Attributes: required-for-create, nonmodifiable

containername

string
optional

Container Name. Attributes: required-for-create, non-modifiable

node

filer-id
optional

ONTAP Node Name. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

objectstorename

objectstorename
optional

ONTAP Name for this Object Store Config. Attributes: key,
required-for-create, non-modifiable

integer
optional

Port Number of the Object Store. Attributes: required-for-create,
non-modifiable

server

string
optional

Fully Qualified Domain Name of the Object Store Server.
Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

updatepartner

boolean
optional

Required parameter when the system is running in an HA
configuration. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

port

[0..65535]

Element definition: vm-instance-info
Virtual machine instance information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

account-id

The cloud provider-associated account ID for this virtual machine, for
string example 122047257761. This parameter is usually associated with a
optional cloud provider login ID and password. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

automaticrestart

string Automatic restart policy setting. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

availabilityzone

A distinct location within a region that is insulated from failures in
other availability zones. It provides low-latency network connectivity
string
to other availability zones in the same region. A typical availability
optional
zone name might be us-east-1d which would reside within the useast-1 region. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cpuplatform
fault-domain

string CPU platform of the instance Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
A cloud provider-assigned numerical fault domain ID for this virtual
[0..2^32- integer
machine within an Availability Set. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

image-id

The image ID installed on this virtual machine instance, for example
ami-26bahc7c. It identifies a pre-defined template of a computing
device's software environment. It contains the operating system and
string
can also include application software, such as database servers,
optional
middleware, and web servers. In this case, the ID refers to an image
that contains everything required to run Data ONTAP in the cloud.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

instance-id

A cloud provider-supplied unique instance ID for this virtual machine,
string
for example i-a9d42f89 or db00a7755a5e4e8a8fe4b19bc3b330c3.1
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

instancetype

A specification (as defined by the cloud provider) that defines the
memory, CPU, storage capacity and usage cost for a virtual machine
string instance. Some intance types are designed for standard applications,
optional whereas others are designed for CPU-intensive or memory-intensive
applications and so on. m3.xlarge is an example of an instance-type.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

nodeThe name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

offer

A Marketplace is an online store that offers applications and services
either built on or designed to integrate with a particular cloud
string provider. A virtual machine offer corresponds to a class of product
optional offering from a publisher. An offer is a collection of SKUs. Every offer
appears as its own entity in the provider Marketplace. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

on-hostmaintenance
primary-ip
provider

string VM Policy setting when hypervisor host maintenance occurs.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The primary IP address assigned to this virtual machine instance,
optional e.g. 192.168.0.1. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string The Provider on which this instance is running. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

region

A named set of resources in the same geographical area. For
example us-east-1 might be the name for a collection of compute
string
and storage resources on the eastern coast of the United States.
optional
Typically a region contains multiple availability zones. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

resourcegroup-name

string Resource group for the instance. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
A SKU is the smallest purchasable unit of an offer. While within the

string same product. class (offer), SKUs allow you to differentiate between
optional different features supported, VM image types and billing models
supported. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

sku

string The version for this virtual machine SKU. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

sku-version
updatedomain

A cloud provider-assigned numerical update domain ID for this
[0..2^32- integer
virtual machine within an Availability Set. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
1]
non-modifiable
string The instance metadata version of this virtual machine instance.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

version

Element definition: vm-instance-maintenance-event

[top]

Virtual machine instance maintenance event. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name Range

Type

Description

eventid

A cloud provider-supplied unique event ID for this virtual machine
string
maintenance event, for example 2831c724-97ca-4395-b8d3-a65c2a65b502.
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

eventstatus

Scheduled or Started. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
maint- values:
eventstatus
"scheduled" ,
"started"
optional

eventtype

Freeze, Reboot, or Redeploy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
maint- Possible values:
event"freeze" ,
type
"reboot" ,
optional
"redeploy"

node
notbeforetime

filer-id
The name of the node. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
datetime The event will not start before the indicated time, for example: Mon, 19 Sep
optional 2018 18:29:47 GMT. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vm-network-load-balancer-info
Network load balancer information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired

[top]

attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

active

boolean Network load balancer is actively receiving health probe requests on
optional this TCP port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastprobetime

datetime The timestamp of the most recent health probe request on this TCP
optional port. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lif-id
lif-name
node

[0..2^32- integer
ONTAP LIF ID. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string
ONTAP LIF Name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
filer-id The name of the node. Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

A TCP port which is regularly probed by the network load balancer.
When the TCP port is healthy and open, the network load balancer will
probeinteger continue sending traffic to an associated network route. When
[0..65535]
port
optional unhealthy, the network load balancer will redirect all traffic intended for
this route to an alternate route. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable
removelistener

Whether or not ONTAP has programmatically told the netwwork load
boolean
balancer to stop listening on the health probe associated with this LIF.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vservername

string
Vserver Name. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: datetime

[top]

The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

Element definition: filer-id

[top]

Filer UUID
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: maint-event-status

[top]

Cloud provider maintenance event status Possible values:
"scheduled" ,
"started"
[none]

Element definition: maint-event-type

[top]

Cloud provider maintenance event types Possible values:
"freeze" ,
"reboot" ,
"redeploy"
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: object-store-name
Name of the object store
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: volume
volume-add
volume-autosize-get
volume-autosize-set
volume-autosize-set-async
volume-clone-create
volume-clone-get
volume-clone-get-iter
volume-clone-split-estimate
volume-clone-split-start
volume-clone-split-status
volume-clone-split-stop
volume-container
volume-create
volume-create-async
volume-destroy
volume-destroy-async
volume-encryption-conversion-get-iter
volume-encryption-conversion-pause
volume-encryption-conversion-resume
volume-encryption-conversion-start
volume-encryption-rekey-get-iter
volume-encryption-rekey-pause
volume-encryption-rekey-resume
volume-encryption-rekey-start
volume-expand-async
volume-flexgroup-capacity-tier-footprint-get-iter
volume-flexgroup-deploy-async
volume-flexgroup-deploy-simulate-aggr-layout
volume-flexgroup-get-create-limits
volume-flexgroup-get-expand-limits
volume-flexgroup-get-resize-limits
volume-footprint-get-iter
volume-get-filer-info
volume-get-iter
volume-get-language
volume-get-root-name
volume-get-supported-guarantees
volume-get-volume-path
volume-list-info
volume-list-info-iter-end
volume-list-info-iter-next
volume-list-info-iter-start
volume-mediascrub-list-info
volume-mirror
volume-modify-iter
volume-modify-iter-async
volume-mount
volume-move-get-iter
volume-move-pause

volume-move-resume
volume-move-start
volume-move-target-aggr-get-iter
volume-move-trigger-abort
volume-move-trigger-cutover
volume-offline
volume-offline-async
volume-online
volume-online-async
volume-options-list-info
volume-rehost
volume-rename
volume-rename-async
volume-restrict
volume-restrict-async
volume-scrub-list-info
volume-scrub-resume
volume-scrub-start
volume-scrub-stop
volume-scrub-suspend
volume-set-language
volume-set-option
volume-set-total-files
volume-size
volume-size-async
volume-space-get-iter
volume-split
volume-tiering-policies-list
volume-transition-check
volume-transition-prepare-to-downgrade
volume-transition-protect
volume-unmount
volume-verify-list-info
volume-verify-resume
volume-verify-start
volume-verify-stop
volume-verify-suspend
volume-wafl-info

volume-add

[top]

Adds disks to the given traditional volume. Specify the disks to add in the same way as for 'volumecreate'. Disks cannot be added to a mirrored traditional volume if one of its plexes is offline. Addition of
the specified disk(s) may not have completed by the time the API returns. Use 'volume-list-info' to
query the traditional volume's status, and thus determine when the disk addition is complete. It is not
possible to add disks directly to a flexible volume; if that is the goal, then consider using 'volumecontainer' to find the flexible volume's containing aggregate, then use 'aggr-add' to add the desired
disks there (which, of course, will make their storage available to all flexible volumes contained in that
same aggregate).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

disk-count

Number of disks to add, including parity disks. The disks will come from
integer the spare pool. The smallest disks in the spare pool join the volume
optional first, unless "disk-size" is specified as an argument. Range : [0..2^311].

disk-size

The disk size in 4KB blocks. Disks that are within approximately 20% of
the specified size are selected for use in the traditional volume. If
neither the "disk-size" nor the "disk-size-with-unit" is specified, the
integer smallest disks in the spare pool join the traditional volume first. This
optional option is ignored if a specific list of disks to use is provided via the
"disks" argument. Range : [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either
"disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error
message will be returned.

disk-sizewith-unit

The disk size in specified unit. It is a positive integer number followed
by unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". This option is ignored if a specific list of
string
disks to use is provided via the "disks" argument. You must only use
optional
one of either "disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both
appear, an error message will be returned.

disks

disk- Specific list of disks to add to the traditional volume. If the traditional
info[] volume is mirrored and a specific disk list is supplied, another list
optional ("mirror-disks") must also be supplied with the same number of disks.

force

boolean Disks in a plex are not permitted to span spare spare pools. This
optional behavior is overridden with this option when it is set to "true".

mirror-disks

raid-group

volume

disk- Specific list of mirror disks needed to accompany the list in the "disks"
info[] argument. This list must contain the same number of disks specified in
optional "disks".
Specifies the RAID group (for example, 'rg0') to which the indicated
disks are to be added. When a RAID group other than the last RAID
group is specified, the traditional volume can no longer be reverted to a
version of ONTAP prior to 6.2. In such a case, the "force" option must
string be specified as well. By default, the filer fills up one RAID group with
optional disks before starting another RAID group. Suppose a traditional volume
currently has one RAID group of 12 disks and its RAID group size is 14.
If you add 5 disks to this traditional volume, it will have one RAID group
with 14 disks and another RAID group with 3 disks. The filer does not
evenly distribute disks among RAID groups.
string

Output Name Range
bad-disks

Name of the traditional volume to which disks are to be added.

Type

Description

diskList of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
info[]
disks.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMERGINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKDUP
EDISKTYPEWRONGFORVOL

volume-autosize-get

[top]

Given the name of a volume, get the autosize settings. This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range

Description
The name of the volume for which we want to get autosize.

Type

Description

growthresholdpercent

integer The threshold capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
optional grows. Range : [0..100]

incrementsize

string
The increment size by which the volume would be grown, in kbytes.
optional

is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
autosize-mode instead. When this parameter is 'true', the 'grow'
boolean
autosize mode is in effect, while 'false' means that the autosize mode to
'off'.

maximumsize

string

minimumsize

The maximum size to which the volume would be grown automatically,
in kbytes.

string The minimum size to which the volume would be shrunk automatically,
optional in kbytes.
string The operating mode of autosize. Valid values are "grow", "grow_shrink",
optional and "off".

mode
shrinkthresholdpercent

integer The threshold capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
optional shrinks. Range : [0..100]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-autosize-set

[top]

Given the name of a volume, set the autosize settings. This API is not supported for FlexGroups or
Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range
growthresholdpercent

increment-

Type

Description

Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which
integer autogrow is initiated. The default grow threshold varies from 85% to
optional 98%, depending on the volume size. It is an error for the grow threshold
to be less than or equal to the shrink threshold. Range : [0..100]

string

Specify the flexible volume's increment size using the following format <
number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute size to set. The optional
trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired units, namely 'kilobytes',

size

optional 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes' (respectively). If the trailing unit
character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as the number
of bytes desired. The default value of increment size is 5%.

is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
boolean autosize-mode instead. Setting this parameter to 'true' enables the 'grow'
optional mode, while setting it to 'false' disables autosize and sets the autosize
mode to 'off'. The default value is 'false'.

maximumsize

Specify the flexible volume's maximum allowed size using the following
format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute size to set. The
optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired units, namely
'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes' (respectively). If the
string trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
optional the number of bytes desired. The default value is 20% greater than the
volume size at the time autosize was enabled. It is an error for the
maximum volume size to be less than the current volume size. It is also
an error for the maximum size to be less than or equal to the minimum
size.

minimumsize

Specify the flexible volume's minimum allowed size using the following
format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute size to set. The
optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired units, namely
string 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes' (respectively). If the
optional trailing unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of bytes desired. The default value is the size of the volume
at the time the 'grow_shrink' mode was enabled. It is an error for the
minimum size to be greater than or equal to the maximum size.

mode

string Specify the flexible volume's autosize mode of operation. Valid values are
optional "grow", "grow_shrink", and "off". The default mode is "off".

reset

Sets the values of is-enabled, maximum size, increment-size, minimumboolean
size, grow-threshold-percent, shrink-threshold-percent and mode to their
optional
defaults.

shrinkthresholdpercent

Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which
integer autoshrink is initiated. The default shrink theshold is 50%. It is an error
optional for the shrink threshold to be greater than or equal to the grow threshold.
Range : [0..100]

volume

string

The name of the flexible volume for which we want to set autosize.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-autosize-set-async

[top]

Given the name of a volume, set the autosize settings. This API is not supported for flexible volumes or
Infinite Volumes.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description
Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which

growthresholdpercent

autogrow is initiated. The default grow threshold varies from 85% to
integer
98%, depending on the volume size. It is an error for the grow
optional
threshold to be less than or equal to the shrink threshold. Range :
[0..100]

maximumsize

Specify the flexible volume's maximum allowed size using the
following format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute
size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the
desired units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and
'terabytes' (respectively). If the trailing unit character doesn't
string
appear, then < number > is interpreted as the number of bytes
optional
desired. The default value is 20% greater than the volume size at
the time autosize was enabled. It is an error for the maximum
volume size to be less than the current volume size. It is also an
error for the maximum size to be less than or equal to the minimum
size.

minimumsize

Specify the flexible volume's minimum allowed size using the
following format < number > [k|m|g|t] The amount is the absolute
size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the
desired units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and
string
'terabytes' (respectively). If the trailing unit character doesn't
optional
appear, then < number > is interpreted as the number of bytes
desired. The default value is the size of the volume at the time the
'grow_shrink' mode was enabled. It is an error for the minimum size
to be greater than or equal to the maximum size.

mode

Specify the flexible volume's autosize mode of operation. Valid
string
values are "grow", "grow_shrink", and "off". The default mode is
optional
"off".

reset

Sets the values of is-enabled, maximum size, increment-size,
boolean
minimum-size, grow-threshold-percent, shrink-threshold-percent
optional
and mode to their defaults.

shrinkthresholdpercent

Specifies the percentage of the flexible volume's capacity at which
integer autoshrink is initiated. The default shrink theshold is 50%. It is an
optional error for the shrink threshold to be greater than or equal to the
grow threshold. Range : [0..100]

volume

string

Output Name

Range

The name of the flexible volume for which we want to set autosize.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

Description

volume-clone-create

[top]

Create a flexible volume that is a clone of a "backing" or "parent" flexible volume. A clone is a volume
that is a writable snapshot of another volume. Initially, the clone and its parent share the same storage;
more storage space is consumed only as one volume or the other changes. If a specific snapshot name
within the parent volume is provided, it is chosen as the parent snapshot. Otherwise, the filer will create
a new, distinctively- named snapshot in the parent volume for that purpose. The parent snapshot is
locked in the parent volume, preventing its deletion until the clone is either destroyed or split from the
parent using the 'volume-clone-split-start' command (see below). This command fails if the chosen
parent volume is currently involved in a split operation. This command also fails if the chosen parent
volume is a traditional volume. Cloning is a new capability that applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
Input Name
comment
forceworm-clone
gid
junctionactive

Range

Type

Description

string A description for the clone volume being created. The maximum
optional length of the description is 1023 characters.
If set to 'true', forces the creation of clone on a worm volume. If set
boolean to 'false', clone creation on any worm volume will fail, because clones
optional of worm volumes are not deletable until all the inherited worm files on
newly created clone have expired. Default value is false.
[1..2^32- integer
The UNIX group ID for the clone volume.
optional
1]
This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
boolean default is true. If the mounted junction path is not accessible, the
optional volume does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This field
applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.
The Junction Path at which this volume is to be mounted.

junctionpath

string
optional

The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at
which a volume is mounted. Note that this pathname may itself
contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace
root volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As
with all fully-qualified pathnames , this string must begin with '/'. In
addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid junction path is: '/user/my_volume'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is
returned. If another volume is mounted at the specified junction path,
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is returned.

matchparentstorage-tier

Specifies whether the FlexClone volume splits the data blocks by
boolean matching its parent storage tier. This option is applicable only if the
optional tiering policy and the tiering minimum cooling days of the parent
volume and the FlexClone volume are the same.

parentsnapshot

Name of the snapshot within 'parent-volume' that is to serve as the
string parent snapshot for the clone. If not provided, the filer will create a
optional new snapshot named 'clone_parent_' (using a freshy-generated
UUID) in 'parent-volume' for this purpose.

parentvolume
parentvserver

qos-policy-

string

Name of the parent flexible volume for the clone.

string
Parent flexible volume's Vserver.
optional
The QoS Policy Group Name that is to be associated with this
FlexClone volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO).
If you do not assign a QoS policy group to a volume, the system will

string
not monitor and control the traffic to it. Note that "none" is a reserved
optional
keyword used to remove the association of a storage object to a QoS
policy group. Specifying "none" as a QoS policy group in this
command would have no effect.

groupname

Specifies the type of volume guarantee for the clone. Possible values:
string
none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided, then guarantee
optional
type is inherited from parent volume.

spacereserve
uid

[1..2^32- integer
The UNIX user ID for the clone volume.
optional
1]

volume

string

Desired name of the clone.
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

volumetype

string
optional

vserver

string

"rw" - read-write volume (default setting),
"dp" - data-protection volume
If not provided, the filer will assume the default value i.e. "rw"
volume. Creation of data-protection volume clone is only allowed from
parent-volume which is paloma logical DP volume.
Name of the Vserver in which the clone will be created.
Specifies the protection type for the volume in a Vserver DR setup.

vserver-drprotection

string
optional

Possible values:
'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOL_ALREADY_MOUNTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST
ESNAPSHOTBUSY
EDP_CLONE_NOT_ALLOWED
ESNAPSHOT_NOT_EXPORTED
EONTAPI_EEXIST
EVOL_MAX_CLONEDEPHREACHED
EONDEMAND_CANT_CREATE_FILE
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED
EPARENT_NOT_DP_VSERVER_WHEN_CLONE_IN_DIFFERENT_VSERVER
E_PROTECTION_HANDLING_FAILED
E_GUARANTEED_CLONE_CANT_BE_LOGICALLY_ENFORCED

Description

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-get

[top]

Display details of a specific FlexClone volume
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

volumecloneinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

volume

string

Output Name Range

FlexClone Volume

Type

Description

volumeclone- The attributes of the volume.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTCLONE
EVOL7MSNAPSHOT

volume-clone-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of FlexClone volumes
Input Name

Range

volumecloneinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

volumecloneinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributes-

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 10
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type
volumeclone-

Description
The list of attributes of volume objects.

list

info[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volume
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-clone-split-estimate

[top]

Display an estimate of additional storage required in the underlying aggregate to perform a volume
clone split operation. This command fails if applied to a traditional volume. Cloning is a new capability
that applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range
clone-splitestimate

Description
The name of the clone whose split usage is being estimated.

Type

Description

clone-splitAn estimate of the number of blocks required in the enclosing
estimate-info[] aggregate to split a clone from its parent.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTCLONE
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEINUSE
EINTERNALERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-split-start
Begin the process by which the given clone is split off from its underlying parent volume and snapshot.
New storage is allocated for the clone that is distinct from its parent. This process may take some time
and proceeds in the background. Use the 'volume-clone-split-status' command to view the operation's
progress. Both clone and parent volumes remain available during the process of splitting them apart.
Upon completion, the snapshot on which the clone was based will be unlocked in the parent volume.
Any snapshots in the clone are removed at the end of processing. Use the 'volume-clone-split-stop'
command to stop this process. This command fails if applied to a traditional volume. Cloning is a new
capability that applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, a job is created to perform the split operation. The job id of the job is
returned in the API response. The progress of the job can be tracked using the job APIs.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specifies whether the FlexClone volume splits the data blocks by
boolean matching its parent storage tier. This option is applicable only if the
optional tiering policy and the tiering minimum cooling days of the parent
volume and the FlexClone volume are the same.

matchparentstorage-tier
volume
Output Name

Range

string

Name of the clone that we want split off from its parent volume and
snapshot.

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
The job id of the job that was queued to split the clone volume.
optional
1]

result-status

string The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in-progress",
optional "failed".

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTCLONE
EVOL_SCAN_INIT_FAILED
EVOL_CLONE_BEING_SPLIT
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-split-status

[top]

Display the progress in separating clones from their underlying parent volumes and snapshots. If a
clone name is specified, then the split status for that clone is provided. If no clone name is provided,
then status is provided for all clones currently being split. This command fails if applied to a traditional
volume, and EONTAPI_EVOLNOTFLEX is thrown. Cloning is a capability that applies exclusively to
flexible volumes. This command fails if the volume specified is not a clone, and EVOLNOTCLONE is
thrown. This command fails if the volume specified is not being split, and EVOLOPNOTUNDERWAY is
thrown.
Input Name Range
volume
Output Name Range
clone-splitdetails
Errno

Type
string
optional

Description
The name of the clone being split off from its parent volume and
snapshot for which we want status.

Type
clone-splitdetail-info[]
optional

Description
List of clones that are currently being split from their parent
volumes, along with all relevant status information.

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_EVOLNOTFLEX
EVOLNOTCLONE
EVOLOPNOTUNDERWAY
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EINTERNALERROR
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EPARENTNOTONLINE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-clone-split-stop

[top]

Stop the process of splitting off a clone from its parent volume and snapshot. All of the blocks that were
formerly shared between the given clone and its parent volume that have already been split off will
remain that way. This command fails if applied to a traditional volume. Cloning is a new capability that
applies exclusively to flexible volumes.
Input Name Range Type
volume

string

Description
The name of the clone for which we want to stop the process of being split
off from its parent volume and snapshot.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLNOTCLONE
EVOLOPNOTUNDERWAY
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-container

[top]

Return the name of the containing aggregate for the named flexible volume.
Input Name
volume
Output Name

Range Type
string
Range Type

Description
The name of the flexible volume for which we want the containing
aggregate.
Description

containingaggregate

string Name of the given volume's containing aggregate, if applicable.

Errno

Description

EONTAPI_ENOENT
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-create

[top]

Create a volume.
The detailed behavior of this API depends on where it is received:
1. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, create a new flexible volume.
2. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, create a new flexible, traditional, or sparse volume with the given name and
characteristics. Freshly-created traditional volumes may not be operational immediately after the API
returns. Use 'volume-list-info' to obtain information about volumes, including the status of the newlycreated traditional volume in order to determine when it is fully operational.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups.
Input Name

antivirus-onaccess-policy

Range

Type

string
optional

Description
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of
the volume.} The name of the Anti-Virus On-Access policy. The
default policy name is 'default'.
If not specified when creating a volume, the Anti-Virus On-Access
Policy is inherited from the owning Vserver. Currently, this policy
can only be managed using the 'antivirus' command line interfaces.
This field specifies the block size used for volume efficiency
compression for the volume.

applicationio-size

cacheretentionpriority

string Possible values:
optional
'8K' ... 8K,
'auto' ... auto

string
optional

The cache retention priority that is to be associated with the
volume. This policy decides how long blocks of a volume will be
cached in flash pool once they become cold. The possible values for
this field are:
low - Cache the cold blocks for the lowest time.
normal - Cache the cold blocks for the default time.
high - Cache the cold blocks for the highest time.

Default cache retention priority is normal.
The caching policy that is to be associated with this volume. This
policy is used to make caching decisions for this volume. The
possible options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read
user data blocks and write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read
user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read, sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not
do any write caching.
noread-random_write - Write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks. It does not do any read caching.
meta-random_write - Same as meta and noreadrandom_write.
random_read_write-random_write - Same as
random_read_write and noread-random_write.
all_read-random_write - Same as all_read and noreadrandom_write.
all_read_random_write-random_write - Same as
all_read_random_write and noread-random_write.
all-random_write - Same as all and noread-random_write.
Default caching-policy is auto.
This optional parameter specifies the cloud retrieval policy for the
volume. This policy determines which tiered out blocks to retrieve
from the capacity tier to the performance tier. The available cloud
retrieval policies are:

cloudretrievalpolicy

constituentrole
containingaggr-name

string
optional

default - This policy retrieves tiered data based on the
underlying tiering policy. If the tiering policy is 'auto', tiered
data is retrieved only for random client driven data reads. If
the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only', tiered data is
retrieved for random and sequential client driven data reads.
If the tiering policy is 'all', tiered data is not retrieved.
on-read - This policy retrieves tiered data for all client driven
data reads.
never - This policy never retrieves tiered data.
promote - This policy retrieves all eligible tiered data
automatically during the next scheduled scan. It is only
supported when the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only'.
If the tiering policy is 'snapshot-only', the only data brought
back is the data in the AFS. Data that is only in a snapshot
copy stays in the cloud.

string
This parameter is not supported.
optional
string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The name of the aggregate in which to
create the new flexible volume. If provided, this argument must be
accompanied by the "size" parameter described below.

This input is required for creating a Cluster-Mode volume.

disk-count

Traditional volumes only. Number of disks to place into the new
traditional volume, including the parity disks. The disks in this
newly-created traditional volume come from the spare disk pool.
integer
The smallest disks in this pool join the traditional volume first,
optional
unless the "disk-size" argument is specified. Either "disk-count" or
"disks" must be supplied for traditional volumes. Range [0..2^311].

disk-size

Traditional volumes only. Disk size in 4KB blocks. Disks that are
within 20% of the specified size will be selected for use in the
traditional volume. If neither "disk-size" nor "disk-size-with-unit" is
specified, existing groups are appended with disks that are the best
integer match for the largest disk in the group. When starting new groups,
optional the smallest disks are selected first. This option is ignored if a
specific list of disks to use is specified through the "disks"
parameter. Range [0..2^63-1]. You must only use one of either
"disk-size" or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an
error message will be returned.

disk-sizewith-unit

Traditional volumes only. Disk size in the specified unit. It is a
positive integer number followed by unit of "T", "G", "M" or "K". This
string option is ignored if a specific list of disks to use is specified through
optional the "disks" parameter. You must only use one of either "disk-size"
or "disk-size-with-unit" parameters. If both appear, an error
message will be returned.

disks

Traditional volumes only. Specific list of disks to use for the new
disk- volume. If "mirrored" is set to true and a specific list of disks is
info[] supplied, the "mirror-disks" list with the same number of disks must
optional also be supplied. Either "disk-count" or "disks" must be supplied
when creating traditional volumes.

efficiencypolicy

string
optional

Efficiency policy name. This attribute selects the efficiency policy to
use for this volume. Each efficiency policy controls how volume
efficiency (deduplication and/or compression) will operate.
This policy can be created using the 'sis-policy-create' API.

encrypt

boolean
Specifies whether a volume is encrypted or not.
optional

excludedfromautobalance

When set to 'true', the volume is excluded from Auto Balance
boolean
aggregate processing. The default value is false, meaning that the
optional
volume is included in Auto Balance Aggregate processing.

export-policy

string The name of the Export Policy to be used by NFS/CIFS protocols.
optional The default policy name is 'default'.
This field specifies the default extent size for the volume. In case of
WAFL volumes, this option would always be set to 4K. For
MetaWAFL volumes, the possible values are as follows.

extent-size

string Possible values:
optional
'4K' ... 4K,
'8K' ... 8K,
'16K' ... 16K,
'32K' ... 32K
The name of the FlexCache policy.

flexcachecache-policy

string The default policy name is 'default'.
optional
This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-cache-policy-create' API.

The name of the FlexCache prefill policy.
flexcachefill-policy

string The default policy name is 'default'.
optional
This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-fill-policy-create' API.

flexcacheoriginvolumename

The name of the origin volume that contains the authoritative data.
string
This field is valid only for a FlexCache volume. The origin volume
optional
must belong to the same Vserver that owns this volume.

force

Traditional volumes only. Disks in a plex are not normally
boolean
permitted to span spare pools. This behavior is overridden with this
optional
option when it is set to "true".

group-id

[0..2^32- integer
The UNIX group ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
optional
1]

is-junctionactive

This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
boolean default is true. If the mounted junction path is not accessible, the
optional volume does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This
field applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.

is-mirrored

Traditional volumes only. Specifies that the new traditional volume
boolean be mirrored (have two plexes). If set to "true", then the indicated
optional disks will be split across the two plexes. By default, the new volume
will not be mirrored.
If true, the controller performs additional work at boot and takeover
times if it finds that there has been any potential data loss in this
volume due to an NVRAM failure.
For 7-Mode volumes, it causes the invalidation of all NFS file handles
on all volumes affected by the problem so that client-side users are
forced to remount the affected file system (and thus not continue to
use potentially incorrect data).

is-nvfailenabled

It is also possible to specify a set of files per volume that are to be
string renamed out of the way in these cases. The controller sends error
optional messages to the console whenever such problems are found.
For Cluster-Mode volumes, the volume would be put in a special
state called 'in-nvfailed-state' such that protocol access is blocked.
This will cause the client applications to crash and thus prevent
access to stale data on the volume.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume.
By default, this value is false.

is-snaplock

Specifies the creation of a SnapLock volume. By default, is-snaplock
is not specified. When is-snaplock is "true" the type of snaplock
volume is determined in the following way - 1> If snaplock-type is
set, create the type specified in snaplock-type (see snaplock-type
for more details) 2> Otherwise, create a Snaplock enterprise
volume if a Snaplock enterprise license has been installed. 3>
Otherwise, create a Snaplock compliance volume.
boolean
ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if the required Snaplock
optional
Compliance or Enterprise license is not installed.
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock Compliance
Clock is not running. If you need to create a snaplock volume, the
suggested method is to specify snaplock-type as "compliance" or
"enterprise" and not specify is-snaplock at all. If you want to create
a non-snaplock volume, the suggested method is to specify neither
snaplock-type nor is-snaplock.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically, ONTAP
boolean enforces volume settings such that all the physical space saved by
optional the storage efficiency features will be calculated as used. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups in versions earlier than
9.9.0. The default setting is false.

is-spacereportinglogical

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the volume
boolean space such that all the physical space saved by the storage
optional efficiency features are also reported as used. This parameter is not
supported on FlexGroups in versions earlier than 9.9.0. The default
setting is false.
If true, this volume is the namespace root volume of the Vserver
which owns this volume. The default value is false.

is-vserverroot

boolean
When creating a volume, if this field is set to true, the new volume
optional
is to become the new namespace root volume of the Vserver. This
field can be used in a recovery scenario in which the namespace
root volume of the Vserver becomes unrecoverable.
The Junction Path at which this volume is to be mounted.

junctionpath

The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at
which a volume is mounted. The pathname is case insensitive and
must be unique within a Vserver's namespace. Note that this
pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume (other
than the namespace root volume) that provides storage along the
string pathname's length. As with all fully-qualified pathnames , this string
optional must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid junction path is: '/user/my_volume'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is
returned. If another volume is mounted at the specified junction
path, EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is returned.
Specifies the language to use for the new volume via a language
code. The default language is the one used by the filer's root
volume. Available language codes are:

languagecode

string
optional

'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,

'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the
language code.
The maximum size (in bytes) to which any directory in this volume
can grow.
For 7-Mode volumes, the default setting of 10240 limits directory
size to 10 MBytes and allows it to hold up to approximately 300,000
files. For Cluster-Mode volumes, the default setting is 100 MBytes
and it allows the directory to hold up to approximately 3,000,000
[0..2^63- integer files. The number of files that the directory actually can hold varies
max-dir-size
optional depending on such things as the length of the names and whether it
1]
needs to use double-byte UNICODE characters.
Most users should not need to change this field's default setting. It
is useful for environments where system users may grow a directory
to a size that starts impacting system performance. When a user
tries to create a file in a directory that is at the limit, the system
returns a ENOSPC error and fails the create.
max-writeinteger
[0..2048]
optional
alloc-blocks

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation.
This feature is deprecated.

mirror-disks

diskTraditional volumes only. List of mirror disks to use. It must
info[]
contain the same number of disks specified in "disks".
optional

percentagesnapshotreserve

integer The percentage of disk space that has to be set aside as reserve for
optional snapshot usage. The default value is 5. Range : [0..90]

qosadaptivepolicy-groupname

The QoS Adaptive Policy Group Name that is to be associated with
this volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO) that
adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. NOTE:
string
"none" is a reserved keyword for deleting the association of the
optional
volume with a QoS adaptive policy group. Specifying "none" as a the
QoS adaptive policy group during volume creation will have no
effect. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups.

qos-policygroup-name

The QoS Policy Group Name that is to be associated with this
volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO). If you do
not assign a QoS policy group to a volume, the system will not
string
monitor and control the traffic to it. NOTE: "none" is a reserved
optional
keyword for deleting the association of the volume with a QoS policy
group. Specifying "none" as a the QoS policy group during volume
creation will have no effect.

raid-size

Traditional volumes only. Specifies the maximum number of disks
in each RAID group in the traditional volume. The maximum value
integer
for this parameter is of raidsize is 28. The default value is platformoptional
dependent. The valid range of values is also platform-dependent,

but never wider than [2..28].

remotelocation

size

snaplocktype

Specifies the remote host and volume name for the origin of the
FlexCache. A FlexCache license is necessary for this option to be
utilized. The default action is not to create a FlexCache Volume.
Format: : Create a sparse volume as a FlexCache for the given
string remote host and remote volume name. Remote Host: Should be
optional formatted as either the DNS hostname or as an IP address. Remote
Volume: Should be formatted the same as a volume name.
ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if the FlexCache service is not
licensed. EINVALIDINPUT is returned if the host, or source volume is
found to be invalid.
Flexible volumes only. The initial size of the new flexible volume.
The format to use is: < number > k|m|g|t where "k" means
kilobytes, "m" means megabytes, "g" means gigabytes, and "t"
string
means terabytes. If the trailing unit character doesn't appear, then
optional
< number > is interpreted as the number of bytes desired. If
provided, this argument must be accompanied by the "containingaggr-name" parameter described above.
Specifies the type of Snaplock volume to be created. Possible values
- "compliance" or "enterprise" ESERVICENOTLICENSED is returned if
the necessary Snaplock compliance or enterprise license has not
string
been installed. EINVALIDINPUT is returned if snaplock-type has an
optional
illegal value or if is-snaplock has been set to "false".
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK is returned if SnapLock Compliance
Clock is not running.
The name of the snapshot policy.

snapshotpolicy

spacereserve

string The default policy name is 'default'.
optional
This policy can be created using the 'snapshot-policy-create' API. It
can be managed using the 'snapshot-policy-*' APIs.
Specifies the type of volume guarantee the new volume will use.
string
Possible values: none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided,
optional
the default volume guarantee type is volume.
Specifies the space SLO type for the volume. The space SLO type is
the Service Level Objective for space management for the volume.
The space SLO value is used to enforce existing volume settings so
that sufficient space is set aside on the aggregate to meet the space
SLO. The default setting is none. There are three supported values:
none, thick and semi-thick.
none: The value of none does not provide any guarantee for
overwrites or enforce any restrictions. It should be used if the admin
plans to manually manage space consumption in the volume and
aggregate, and out of space errors.
thick: The value of thick guarantees that the hole fills and
overwrites to space-reserved files in this volume will always succeed
by reserving space. To meet this space SLO, the following volumelevel settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 100 - 100% of the space required for
overwrites is reserved. Changing the volume's fractionalreserve setting is not supported.
semi-thick: The value of semi-thick is a best-effort attempt to
ensure that overwrites succeed by restricting the use of features

that share blocks and auto-deleting backups and Snapshot copies in
the volume. To meet this space SLO, the following volume-level
settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
space-slo

string
optional

Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 0 - No space will be reserved for
overwrites by default. However, changing the volume's
fractional-reserve setting is supported. Changing the setting
to 100 means that 100% of the space required for overwrites
is reserved.
Snapshot Autodelete: enabled - Automatic deletion of
Snapshot copies is enabled to reclaim space. To ensure that
the overwrites can be accommodated when the volume
reaches threshold capacity, the following volume snapshot
autodelete parameters are set automatically to the specified
values and cannot be modified:
enabled: true
commitment: destroy
trigger: volume
defer-delete: none
destroy-list: vol_clone, lun_clone, file_clone, cifs_share
In addition, with a value of semi-thick, the following technologies
are not supported for the volume:
File Clones with autodelete disabled: Only full file clones of
files or LUNs that can be autodeleted can be created in the
volume. The use of autodelete for file clone create is
required.
Partial File Clones: Only the full file clones of files or LUNs that
can be autodeleted can be created in the volume. The use of
range for file clone create is not allowed.
Volume Efficiency: Enabling volume efficiency is not
supported to allow autodeletion of Snapshot copies.

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

This field specifies the storage efficiency mode for the volume. The
'default' mode will set 8k adaptive compression on the volume. The
'efficient' mode will set auto adaptive compression on the volume.
The default setting is 'default'. This field is valid only on AFF
platforms.
Possible values:
'default' ... default,
'efficient' ... efficient

storageservice

string
This parameter is not supported.
optional

This parameter specifies the minimum number of days that user
data blocks of the volume must be cooled before they can be
considered cold and tiered out to the capacity tier. For volumes
tieringhosted on FabricPools, this parameter is used for tiering purposes
integer
minimum[2..183]
and does not affect the reporting of inactive data. For volumes
optional
cooling-days
hosted on non-FabricPools, this parameter affects the cooling
window used for reporting inactive data. The value specfied should
be greater than the frequency that applications in the volume shift
between different sets of data.
The tiering policy that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the

capacity tier. The possible values for this field are:

string
optional

tiering-policy

snapshot-only - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active
file system user data to the capacity tier.
none - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
backup - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred user
data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is snapshot-only.
Unix permission bits in octal string format.
It's similar to Unix style permission bits:
In Data ONTAP 7-mode, the default setting of '0755' gives
read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to group
and other users.

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, for security style "mixed" or "unix",
string the default setting of '0755' gives read/write/execute permissions to
optional owner and read/execute permissions to group and other users. For
security style "ntfs", the default setting of '0000' gives no
permissions to owner, group and other users.

unixpermissions

It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1.
Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects the set
user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes. The second
digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write (2)
and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
user-id

vm-alignsector

vm-alignsuffix

volume

volumecomment
volume-raidtype

[0..2^32- integer
The UNIX user ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
optional
1]

[1..7]

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files
created with the suffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input
integer parameter will have zero-filled <512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data
optional at the beginning so that it's actual data starts at a different offset
instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes to such files
are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary.
The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz' is
used to identify the files which needs to be aligned. This element
string
can only be specified if the vm-align-sector input element is also
optional
specified. See the description for 'vm-align-sector' above for more
information on this.
Name of the volume to create. The volume name can contain
letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first
string
character must be a letter or an underscore. In Data ONTAP Clusteroptional
Mode, the volume names must be unique within a Vserver. In Data
ONTAP 7-mode, the volume names must be unique on a controller.
string
A description for the volume being created. Range:[0..1023]
optional
Traditional volumes only. Specifies the type of RAID groups to use
string
in the new traditional volume. The default is "raid4" on most
optional
platforms. Possible values: raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.
The security style associated with this volume.

volumesecurity-

Possible values:
string
optional

'mixed' ... Mixed-style security,
'ntfs' ... NTFS/Windows-style security,

style

'unix' ... Unix-style security (default for Flexible Volume)
Security styles don't apply to GX-striped data volumes.
Desired state of the volume after it is created.
string
optional

volume-state

Possible values:
'online',
'restricted',
'offline'
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:
"rw" - read-write volume (default setting),
"ls" - load-sharing volume,
"dp" - data-protection volume,
"dc" - data-cache volume (FlexCache)

string
optional

volume-type

Specifies the protection type for the volume in a Vserver DR setup.
vserver-drprotection

Output Name

string
optional

Range

bad-disks

Possible values:
'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.

Type

Description

diskTraditional volumes only. List of disks that were not added. This is
info[]
only returned if there are bad disks.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMERGSIZEINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMELANGUAGEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKSIZEINVALID
EVOLUMEDISKDUP
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED
EONTAPI_EWORMNOCLOCK
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_GENERAP_OP_ERROR
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION
E_QOS_DC_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED
E_QOS_LS_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED

Description

E_QOS_VOL_TYPE_UNSUPPORTED
E_PROTECTION_HANDLING_FAILED
E_FAILED_TO_ADD_KEY_INFO_INTO_VLDB
E_ENCRYPTION_KEY_CREATE_ERR
E_VV_CANT_CREATE_KEYS_FILE
E_VV_CANT_ACCESS_KEYS_FILE
E_ENCRYPTION_RESOURCES_UNAVAILABLE

volume-create-async

[top]

Create a volume. The ability to create Infinite Volumes has been removed as of Data ONTAP 9.4. When
creating a FlexGroup, four constituents will be created on every aggregate specified in the aggr-list
parameter. An aggregate may be specified multiple times to have extra constituents created on it. The
default value of four constituents per aggregate can be overriden by specifying a different value for the
aggr-list-multiplier parameter. This API is not supported for FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

aggr-list

aggr-listmultiplier

Range

Type

Description

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for FlexGroup
aggr- constituents. Each entry in the array will create a constituent on the
name[] specified aggregate. An aggregate may be specified multiple times
optional to have multiple constituents created on it. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroups.
Specifies the number of times to iterate over the aggregates listed
with the -aggr-list parameter when creating a FlexGroup. The
aggregate list will be repeated the specified number of times. For
example, if the aggr-list is "aggr1,aggr2" and the aggr-list-multiplier
integer
is 2 four constituents to be created in the order aggr1, aggr2,
[1..1000]
optional
aggr1, aggr2. The number of constituents created on a node
contributes to the maximum volume limit per node, which cannot be
exceeded. Default aggr-list-multiplier is 4. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroups.
This field specifies the block size used for volume efficiency
compression for the volume.

applicationio-size

string Possible values:
optional
'8K' ... 8K,
'auto' ... auto

autoprovision-as

string
optional

cacheretentionpriority

string
optional

The cache retention priority that is to be associated with the
volume. This policy decides how long blocks of a volume will be
cached in flash pool once they become cold. The possible values for
this field are:
low - Cache the cold blocks for the lowest time.
normal - Cache the cold blocks for the default time.
high - Cache the cold blocks for the highest time.
Default cache retention priority is normal.
The caching policy that is to be associated with this volume. This
policy is used to make caching decisions for this volume. The
possible options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read
user data blocks and write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read
user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read, sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not
do any write caching.
noread-random_write - Write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks. It does not do any read caching.
meta-random_write - Same as meta and noreadrandom_write.
random_read_write-random_write - Same as
random_read_write and noread-random_write.
all_read-random_write - Same as all_read and noreadrandom_write.
all_read_random_write-random_write - Same as
all_read_random_write and noread-random_write.
all-random_write - Same as all and noread-random_write.
Default caching-policy is auto. This parameter is only supported for
FlexGroups.
This optional parameter specifies the cloud retrieval policy for the
volume. This policy determines which tiered out blocks to retrieve
from the capacity tier to the performance tier. The available cloud
retrieval policies are:

cloudretrievalpolicy

containingaggr-name

efficiencypolicy

string
optional

default - This policy retrieves tiered data based on the
underlying tiering policy. If the tiering policy is 'auto', tiered
data is retrieved only for random client driven data reads. If
the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only', tiered data is
retrieved for random and sequential client driven data reads.
If the tiering policy is 'all', tiered data is not retrieved.
on-read - This policy retrieves tiered data for all client driven
data reads.
never - This policy never retrieves tiered data.
promote - This policy retrieves all eligible tiered data
automatically during the next scheduled scan. It is only
supported when the tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only'.
If the tiering policy is 'snapshot-only', the only data brought
back is the data in the AFS. Data that is only in a snapshot
copy stays in the cloud.

Flexible volumes only. The name of the aggregate in which to
string
create the new flexible volume. If provided, this argument must be
optional
accompanied by the "size" parameter described below.

string
optional

boolean

Efficiency policy name. This attribute selects the efficiency policy to
use for this volume. Each efficiency policy controls how volume
efficiency (deduplication and/or compression) will operate.
This policy can be created using the 'sis-policy-create' API. This
parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

encrypt

optional

Specifies whether a volume is encrypted or not.

encryptiontype

This parameter specifies the encryption-type of the FlexGroup
created where the system automatically selects aggregates. If the
value is 1, the FlexGroup will be unencrypted. If the value is 2, the
integer FlexGroup will be of type NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption). If the
optional value is 3, the FlexGroup will be of type NAE (NetApp Aggregate
Encryption). The default value is none. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically
selects aggregates.

excludedfromautobalance

When set to 'true', the volume is excluded from Auto Balance
boolean aggregate processing. The default value is false, meaning that the
optional volume is included in Auto Balance Aggregate processing. This
parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

export-policy

string The name of the Export Policy to be used by the NFS protocol. The
optional default policy name for FlexGroups is 'default'.
The name of the FlexCache policy.

flexcachecache-policy

string
optional

The default policy name is 'default'.
This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-cache-policy-create' API. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroups.
The name of the FlexCache prefill policy.
The default policy name is 'default'.

flexcachefill-policy

string
optional

flexcacheoriginvolumename

The name of the origin volume that contains the authoritative data.
string This field is valid only for a FlexCache volume. The origin volume
optional must belong to the same Vserver that owns this volume. This
parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

group-id
is-junctionactive

This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created
using the 'flexcache-fill-policy-create' API. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroups.

[0..2^32- integer The UNIX group ID for the volume. The default value for FlexGroups
optional is 0.
1]
This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
boolean default is true. If the mounted junction path is not accessible, the
optional volume does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This
field applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.
If true, the controller performs additional work at boot and takeover
times if it finds that there has been any potential data loss in the
volume's constituents due to an NVRAM failure.

is-nvfailenabled

The volume's constituents would be put in a special state called 'innvfailed-state' such that protocol access is blocked. This will cause
boolean
the client applications to crash and thus prevent access to stale
optional
data.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume's constituents.
By default, this value is true.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically, ONTAP
boolean enforces volume settings such that all the physical space saved by
optional the storage efficiency features will be calculated as used. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. The
default setting is false.

is-spacereportinglogical

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the volume
boolean space such that all the physical space saved by the storage
optional efficiency features are also reported as used. This parameter is not
supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. The default setting is
false.
If true, this volume is the namespace root volume of the Vserver
which owns this volume. The default value is false.

is-vserverroot

boolean When creating a volume, if this field is set to true, the new volume
optional is to become the new namespace root volume of the Vserver. This
field can be used in a recovery scenario in which the namespace
root volume of the Vserver becomes unrecoverable. This parameter
is not supported for FlexGroups.
The Junction Path at which the volume is to be mounted.
The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at
which the volume is mounted. The pathname is case insensitive.
This string must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
The pathname must be unique within a Vserver's namespace.

junctionpath

Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is
string
returned. If another volume is mounted at the specified junction
optional
path, EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is returned. For FlexGroups the
following rules apply:
The pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume
(other than the namespace root volume) that provides storage
along the pathname's length.
An example of a valid junction path is: '/user/my_volume'. If the
junction-path is not specified, the FlexGroup is not mounted.
Specifies the language to use for the new volume via a language
code. The default language is the one used by the filer's root
volume. Available language codes are:

languagecode

string
optional

'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,

'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the
language code. This parameter is only supported for FlexGroups.
The maximum size of each constituent in bytes. The default value is
determined by checking the maximum FlexVol size setting on all
max[0..2^63- integer
nodes used by the volume. The smallest value found is chosen as
constituentoptional
1]
the default for the max-constituent-size for the volume. This
size
parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
The maximum size (in bytes) to which any directory in the volume's
namespace can grow.
max-dir-size

nodes

[0..2^63- integer Most users should not need to change this field's default setting. It
optional is useful for environments where system users may grow a directory
1]
to a size that starts impacting system performance. When a user
tries to create a file in a directory that is at the limit, the system
returns a ENOSPC error and fails the create.
Specifies an array of node names to be used for provisioning the
FlexGroup. If an array of node names is specified, only aggregates
nodefrom the specified nodes will be considered for provisioning. If no
name[]
value is specified, all nodes in the cluster will be used. This
optional
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

percentagesnapshotreserve

integer The percentage of disk space that has to be set aside as reserve for
optional snapshot usage. The default value is 5. Range : [0..90]

qosadaptivepolicy-groupname

The QoS Adaptive Policy Group Name that is to be associated with
this volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO) that
adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. NOTE:
string
"none" is a reserved keyword for deleting the association of the
optional
volume with a QoS adaptive policy group. Specifying "none" as a the
QoS adaptive policy group during volume creation will have no
effect. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups.

qos-policygroup-name

The QoS Policy Group Name that is to be associated with this
volume in order to enforce Service Level Objectives (SLO). If you do
not assign a QoS policy group to a volume, the system will not
string
monitor and control the traffic to it. NOTE: "none" is a reserved
optional
keyword for deleting the association of the volume with a QoS policy
group. Specifying "none" as a the QoS policy group during volume
creation will have no effect.

size

The initial size of the volume in bytes. If size is not specified, then it
will use the system default which is 20MB for FlexVol volumes and
[0..2^64- integer
100GB per constituent for FlexGroups. For FlexGroups, constituents
optional
1]
must be a minimum of 100GB. If the constituents are smaller than
this, the FlexGroup will perform less than optimally.
The name of the snapshot policy.

snapshot-

string

This policy can be created using the 'snapshot-policy-create' API. It
can be managed using the 'snapshot-policy-*' APIs.

policy

optional
The default policy name for FlexGroups is 'default'.

spaceguarantee

Specifies the type of space guarantee the new volume will use.
string
Possible values: none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided,
optional
the default guarantee is "volume".

spacereserve

Specifies the type of volume guarantee the new volume will use.
string Possible values: none, file, volume. If this argument is not provided,
optional the default volume guarantee type is volume. This field is mutually
exclusive with 'space-guarantee'.
Specifies the space SLO type for the volume. The space SLO type is
the Service Level Objective for space management for the volume.
The space SLO value is used to enforce existing volume settings so
that sufficient space is set aside on the aggregate to meet the space
SLO. The default setting is none. There are three supported values:
none, thick and semi-thick.
none: The value of none does not provide any guarantee for
overwrites or enforce any restrictions. It should be used if the admin
plans to manually manage space consumption in the volume and
aggregate, and out of space errors.
thick: The value of thick guarantees that the hole fills and
overwrites to space-reserved files in this volume will always succeed
by reserving space. To meet this space SLO, the following volumelevel settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 100 - 100% of the space required for
overwrites is reserved. Changing the volume's fractionalreserve setting is not supported.
semi-thick: The value of semi-thick is a best-effort attempt to
ensure that overwrites succeed by restricting the use of features
that share blocks and auto-deleting backups and Snapshot copies in
the volume. To meet this space SLO, the following volume-level
settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:

space-slo

string
optional

Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 0 - No space will be reserved for
overwrites by default. However, changing the volume's
fractional-reserve setting is supported. Changing the setting
to 100 means that 100% of the space required for overwrites
is reserved.
Snapshot Autodelete: enabled - Automatic deletion of
Snapshot copies is enabled to reclaim space. To ensure that
the overwrites can be accommodated when the volume
reaches threshold capacity, the following volume snapshot
autodelete parameters are set automatically to the specified
values and cannot be modified:
enabled: true
commitment: destroy
trigger: volume
defer-delete: none
destroy-list: vol_clone, lun_clone, file_clone, cifs_share
In addition, with a value of semi-thick, the following technologies

are not supported for the volume:
File Clones with autodelete disabled: Only full file clones of
files or LUNs that can be autodeleted can be created in the
volume. The use of autodelete for file clone create is
required.
Partial File Clones: Only the full file clones of files or LUNs that
can be autodeleted can be created in the volume. The use of
range for file clone create is not allowed.
Volume Efficiency: Enabling volume efficiency is not
supported to allow autodeletion of Snapshot copies.

storageefficiencymode

string
optional

This field specifies the storage efficiency mode for the volume. The
'default' mode will set 8k adaptive compression on the volume. The
'efficient' mode will set auto adaptive compression on the volume.
The default setting is 'default'. This field is valid only on AFF
platforms.
Possible values:
'default' ... default,
'efficient' ... efficient

supporttiering

This parameter specifies whether or not FabricPools are selected
when provisioning a FlexGroup where the system automatically
selects aggregates. Only FabricPools are used if this parameter is
boolean
set to true and only non FabricPools are used if this parameter is set
optional
to false. The default value is false. This parameter is only supported
for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically selects
aggregates.

This parameter specifies the minimum number of days that user
data blocks of the volume must be cooled before they can be
considered cold and tiered out to the capacity tier. For volumes
hosted on FabricPools, this parameter is used for tiering purposes
tieringinteger
and does not affect the reporting of inactive data. For volumes
minimum[2..183]
optional
hosted on non-FabricPools, this parameter affects the cooling
cooling-days
window used for reporting inactive data. The value specfied should
be greater than the frequency that applications in the volume shift
between different sets of data.
The tiering policy that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the
capacity tier. The possible values for this field are:

tiering-policy

string
optional

snapshot-only - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active
file system user data to the capacity tier.
none - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
backup - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred user
data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is snapshot-only.
Unix permission bits in octal string format.
It's similar to Unix style permission bits:

unixpermissions

The default setting of '0755' gives read/write/execute permissions
to owner and read/execute permissions to group and other users.

string
optional It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1.
Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects the set

user ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes. The second
digit selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write (2)
and execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the
same group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
This parameter specifies whether or not mirrored aggregates are
selected when provisioning a FlexGroup where the system
automatically selects aggregates. Only mirrored aggregates are
used if this parameter is set to true and only unmirrored aggregates
boolean are used if this parameter is set to false. Aggregate level mirroring
optional for a FlexGroup can be changed by moving all of the constituents to
the required aggregates. The default value is true for a MetroCluster
configuration and is false for a non-MetroCluster configuration. This
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

usemirroredaggregates

user-id

vm-alignsector

[0..2^32- integer
The UNIX user ID for the volume. The default value is 0.
optional
1]

[1..7]

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files
created with the suffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input
parameter will have zero-filled <512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data
integer
at the beginning so that it's actual data starts at a different offset
optional
instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes to such files
are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary. This parameter is not
supported for FlexGroups.

vm-alignsuffix

The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz' is
used to identify the files which needs to be aligned. This element
string
can only be specified if the vm-align-sector input element is also
optional
specified. See the description for 'vm-align-sector' above for more
information on this. This parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

volumecomment

string A description for the volume being created. The maximum length of
optional the description is 1023 characters.

volumename

string

Name of the volume to create. The name can contain letters,
numbers, and the underscore character (_), but the first character
must be a letter or an underscore.
The security style associated with this volume.

volumesecuritystyle

Possible values:
string
optional

'mixed' ... Mixed-style security,
'ntfs' ... NTFS/Windows-style security,
'unix' ... Unix-style security (default for FlexGroups)
Security styles don't apply to GX-striped data volumes.
Desired state of the volume after it is created.

volume-state

string
optional

Possible values:
'online' (default),
'restricted',
'offline'
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

volume-type

string
optional

'rw' - read-write volume (default),
'ls' - load-sharing volume,
'dp' - data-protection volume,
'dc' - data-cache volume (FlexCache)
Specifies the protection type for the volume in a Vserver DR setup.

Possible values:
vserver-drprotection

string
optional

'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.
This parameter is not supported for FlexGroups.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMERGSIZEINVALID
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLALREADYMOUNTED
EINSUFFICIENTAGGREGATES
EVOLUMEIMBALANCE
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_PARAM_ONLY_SUPPORTED_FOR_FLEXGROUPS
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_NAME_TAKEN
E_OLV_VOLUME_NAME_TAKEN_BY_FLEXGROUP
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_PHANTOM_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_MCC_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EXPORT_POLICY_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_VSERVERDR_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_UNDER_MINIMUM
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_SIZE_OVER_MINIMUM
E_OLV_FG_CREATE_AUTO_AGGRS_FALSE

Description

volume-destroy

[top]

Destroy the specified volume or plex. If a flexible volume is specified, all of its blocks are freed and
returned to its containing aggregate; no other flexible volumes in the same containing aggregate (if
any) are affected. If a traditional volume is specified, all of its plexes are destroyed, and its disks are
returned to the appropriate spare pool(s). If a plex is specified, it must be for a mirrored aggregate
(which could potentially be embedded in a traditional volume), leaving it unmirrored. Only offline
volumes and plexes can be destroyed. Plexes are not supported for Cluster-Mode volumes.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type
name

Description

string Name of an existing volume or plex.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CLONE_PARENT
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVOL_IS_SNAPMIRROR_SOURCE
EVOL_IS_SNAPMIRROR_SOURCE_DEST
EVOL_IS_SNAPMIRROR_DEST
EAUTO_BALANCE_VOLUME_RUNNING
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-destroy-async

[top]

Destroy a volume. The volume must be unmounted and must be offline before it can be destroyed.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

volume-name
Output Name
result-error-code
result-error-

Type
string

Range

Type

Description
Name of an existing volume.
Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]
string

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

message

optional

result-jobid

[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EAUTO_BALANCE_VOLUME_RUNNING

volume-encryption-conversion-get-iter

[top]

Display the encryption status of all volumes undergoing encryption
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

volumeencryptionconversioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
10

query

volumeencryptionconversioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

Description

volumeencryptionconversion- The list of attributes of volume objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^321]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

volume-encryption-conversion-pause

[top]

Pause Volume Encryption Conversion
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-conversion-resume

[top]

Resume Paused Volume Encryption Conversion
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-conversion-start

[top]

Start Encryption Conversion of a Volume
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EKEYMANAGERSETUPNOTFOUND
EREKEYINPROGRESS

volume-encryption-rekey-get-iter

[top]

Display the encryption status of all volumes undergoing encryption rekey
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

volumeencryptionrekey-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
10

query

volumeencryptionrekey-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

volumeencryptionThe list of attributes of volume objects.
rekeyinfo[]
optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-encryption-rekey-pause

[top]

Pause Volume Encryption Rekey
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-rekey-resume
Resume Paused Volume Encryption Rekey

[top]

Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND

volume-encryption-rekey-start

[top]

Rekey a Volume
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTFOUND
ESERVICENOTLICENSED
EKEYMANAGERSETUPNOTFOUND
EREKEYINPROGRESS

volume-expand-async

[top]

Allows the user to increase the size of a FlexGroup by adding constituents. The size of the new
constituents is determined by the size of the smallest existing constituent.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volumes or Infinite
Volume constituents.
Input Name
aggr-list

aggr-listmultiplier

volumename

Range

Type

Description

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for FlexGroup
aggr- constituents. Each entry in the array will create a constituent on the
name[] specified aggregate. An aggregate may be specified multiple times
to have multiple constituents created on it.
Specifies the number of times to iterate over the aggregates listed
with the -aggr-list parameter when creating a FlexGroup. The
aggregate list will be repeated the specified number of times. For
integer example, if the aggr-list is "aggr1,aggr2" and the aggr-list-multiplier
[1..1000]
optional is 2 four constituents to be created in the order aggr1, aggr2, aggr1,
aggr2. The number of constituents created on a node contributes to
the maximum volume limit per node, which cannot be exceeded.
Default aggr-list-multiplier is 1.
string

The name of the FlexGroup to expand.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_PHANTOM_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_DOESNT_EXIST
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_EXPAND_NO_QUOTA
E_OLV_FG_EXPAND_NO_SNAPMIRROR
E_OLV_FG_EXPAND_NO_DP

volume-flexgroup-capacity-tier-footprint-get-iter
Get the current footprint in the capacity tier for FlexGroups.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

volumeflexgroupcapacity-tierfootprint-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
all attributes for which information is available will be returned.
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

volumeflexgroupcapacity-tierfootprint-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could
be specified on any number of attributes in the volume object.
All volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

string

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for

[top]

tag

Output Name

Range

the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

volumeflexgroupcapacity-tierThe list of attributes of volume objects.
footprintinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

optional

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-flexgroup-deploy-async

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.6.0. Use the volume-create-async API without either the
'containing-aggregate' or 'aggr-list' parameters instead.
Deploys a FlexGroup on the cluster.
The FlexGroup is created with 8 constituents on each node in the cluster. The constituents are split
equally between the two largest aggregates on each node. If using two aggregrates per node is not
possible, all of the constituents are created on the largest aggregate on each node.
This API is only supported on clusters with 4 nodes or less. On clusters with more than 4 nodes, use the
volume-create-async API to create FlexGroups.
Input Name

size

Range

Type

Description

The initial size of the new FlexGroup, in bytes. The maximum size of
the FlexGroup is limited by the platform maximum FlexVol size
integer multiplied by 8 and multiplied by the number of nodes in the cluster.
The size of the FlexGroup is also limited by the available space in
the hosting aggregates.

spacereserve

Specifies the type of volume guarantee the new volume will use.
string
Possible values: none, volume. The default setting on All Flash FAS
optional
systems is none, otherwise the default setting is volume. .*

volumename

This specifies the name of the FlexGroup. The name of the The
FlexGroup can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore
string character (_), but the first character must be a letter or an
optional underscore. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, the volume names must
be unique within a Vserver. The default value for the FlexGroup
name is 'fg'.
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

volume-type

string
optional

'rw' - read-write volume (default),

'dp' - data-protection volume,
string
This specifies the Vserver on which the FlexGroup will be located.
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_PROVISIONING_AGGR_NOT_ENOUGH_FREE_SPACE
E_OLV_CANT_CALCULATE_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_PARAM_ONLY_SUPPORTED_FOR_FLEXGROUPS
E_OLV_FLEXGROUP_NAME_TAKEN
E_OLV_VOLUME_NAME_TAKEN_BY_FLEXGROUP
E_OLV_AGGR_OFFLINE
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_PHANTOM_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_SNAPLOCK_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_UNKNOWN_STATE_AGGR
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_MCC_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_EXPORT_POLICY_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_VSERVERDR_UNSUPPORTED
E_OLV_FG_TOO_MANY_CONSTITUENTS
E_OLV_OPERATIONS_CONFLICT
E_OLV_FG_MAX_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_TOO_MANY_FLEXGROUPS
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_FLEXGROUP_CREATE_AND_ROLLBACK_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_AGGREGATE_CREATE_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_AGGREGATE_CREATE_AND_ROLLBACK_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_AGGREGATES
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_VALID_AGGREGATES
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_VSERVER_CREATE_FAILED
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_VSERVER_CREATE_AND_ROLLBACK_FAILED

Description

volume-flexgroup-deploy-simulate-aggr-layout

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.6.0. Use the volume-flexgroup-get-create-limits API
instead.
Get the aggregate layout that will be created when deploying a FlexGroup.
Return calculated number of aggregates, estimated aggregate capacity, disk count and disk type.
Output Name Range Type
aggr-count

Description

integer The number of aggregates that will be created.

aggr-size

integer The expected size of each aggregate.

disk-count

integer Total number of disks used for each aggregate.

disk-type

string

Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include
FCAL, ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EAGGREXISTS
E_OLV_FG_DEPLOY_NOT_ENOUGH_DISKS

volume-flexgroup-get-create-limits

[top]

Get a preivew of FlexGroup creation. If manually selecting the aggregates to create the FlexGroup, this
API will return the minimum and maximum size allowable for the FlexGroup. If using auto provisioinig,
this API will return the minimum and maximum size allowable, along with the type of disks that can
support the maximum allowable size. If a size is specified, the API will also return the list of aggregates
that will be used to create a FlexGroup of the requested size, along with the type of disks that would be
used. If a size is specified and a FlexGroup cannot be provisioned for the specified size, the API will not
return an error when using auto provisioning. An error is only returned for auto provisioning if no
FlexGroup of any size can be created on any aggregates.
Input Name

Range

aggr-list

aggr-listmultiplier

autoprovision-as

[1..1000]

Type

Description

aggrname[]
optional

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for
FlexGroup constituents. Each entry in the array will create a
constituent on the specified aggregate. An aggregate may be
specified multiple times to have multiple constituents created on
it.

integer
optional

Specifies the number of times to iterate over the aggregates listed
with the -aggr-list parameter when creating a FlexGroup. The
aggregate list will be repeated the specified number of times. For
example, if the aggr-list is "aggr1,aggr2" and the aggr-listmultiplier is 2 four constituents to be created in the order aggr1,
aggr2, aggr1, aggr2. The number of constituents created on a
node contributes to the maximum volume limit per node, which
cannot be exceeded. This parameter is only supported when
getting the create limits of a FlexGroup using the aggr-list
parameter. Default aggr-list-multiplier is 4.

string
optional
This parameter specifies the encryption-type of the FlexGroup

encryptiontype

integer
optional

nodename[]
optional

Specifies an array of node names to be used for provisioning the
FlexGroup. If an array of node names is specified, only aggregates
from the specified nodes will be considered for provisioning. If no
value is specified, all nodes in the cluster will be used . This
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

The initial size of the volume in bytes. If size is not specified, then
it will use the system default which is the number of constituents
times 200MB for FlexGroups.

nodes

size

created where the system automatically creates aggregates. If the
value is 1, the FlexGroup will be unencrypted. If the value is 2,
the FlexGroup will be of type NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption). If
the value is 3, the FlexGroup will be of type NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption). The default value is none. This parameter
is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the system
automatically selects aggregates.

spaceguarantee

supporttiering

usemirroredaggregates

string
optional

Specifies the type of space guarantee the new volume will use.
Possible values: none, volume.

boolean
optional

Use this parameter to specify whether FabricPools are selected
when creating a FlexGroup where the system automatically
selects aggregates. Only FabricPools are used if this parameter is
set to true and only non FabricPools are used if this parameter is
set to false. The default value is false. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically
selects aggregates.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether or not mirrored aggregates are
selected when provisioning a FlexGroup where the system
automatically selects aggregates. Only mirrored aggregates are
used if this parameter is set to true and only unmirrored
aggregates are used if this parameter is set to false. Aggregate
level mirroring for a FlexGroup can be changed by moving all of
the constituents to the required aggregates. The default value is
true for a MetroCluster configuration and is false for a nonMetroCluster configuration. This parameter is only supported for
FlexGroup creation where the system automatically selects
aggregates.
The type of the volume to be created. Possible values:

string
optional

volume-type

Output Name

Range

Type

"rw" - read-write volume (default setting),
"ls" - load-sharing volume,
"dp" - data-protection volume,
"dc" - data-cache volume (FlexCache)

Description

chosen-aggrcount

integer
optional

The number of aggregates the FlexGroup will be created on. This
parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

chosen-aggrlist

aggrname[]
optional

The aggregates the FlexGroup will be created on. This parameter
is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the system
automatically selects aggregates.

chosen-aggrtype

string
optional

The disk type of the aggregates the FlexGroup will be created on.
This parameter is only supported for FlexGroup creation where the
system automatically selects aggregates.

chosencreate-error

string
optional

If the size parameter is specified, and creating a FlexGroup at that
size is not possible, the error string indicating why will be returned
via the chosen create-error parameter.

chosenprovidertype

string
optional

The object store provider type of the FabricPools the FlexGroup
will be created on. This parameter is only supported for FlexGroup
creation where the system automatically selects aggregates and
the support-tiering parameter is true.

max-createaggr-type

string
optional

The disk type of the aggregates that supports the maximum sized
FlexGroup that can be created. This parameter is only supported
for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically selects
aggregates.

string
optional

The object store provider type of the FabricPools that support the
maximum sized FlexGroup that can be created. This parameter is
only supported for FlexGroup creation where the system
automatically selects aggregates and the support-tiering
parameter is true.

max-createprovidertype

max-create- [0..2^64integer
with-dedupe
1]

The maximum sized FlexGroup that can be created with
deduplication.

max-create[0..2^64withoutinteger
1]
dedupe

The maximum sized FlexGroup that can be created without
deduplication.

flexgroupmax-sizeentry[]
optional

max-sizes

min-create

[0..2^64integer
1]

Errno

An array of maximum FlexGroup sizes that can be created for
each type of disks on the cluster. This parameter is only
supported for FlexGroup creation where the system automatically
selects aggregates.
The minimum sized FlexGroup that can be created. This is based
on a minimum constituents size of 100GB.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-flexgroup-get-expand-limits

[top]

Get the minimum and maximum expand limits for a FlexGroup.
Input Name Range Type
volumename

Description

string This specifies the name of the FlexGroup you want the the limits for.

Output Name Range Type

Description

max-aggrlist-withdedupe

Specifies the maximum array of names of aggregates that can be used
to expand the specified FlexGroup, with deduplication. Each entry in the
aggrarray corresponds to a constituent on the specified aggregate. The
name[]
number of times an aggregate is specified is the number of constituents
that can be created on it.

max-aggrlist-withoutdedupe

Specifies the maximum array of names of aggregates that can be used
to expand the specified FlexGroup, without deduplication. Each entry in
aggrthe array corresponds to a constituent on the specified aggregate. The
name[]
number of times an aggregate is specified is the number of constituents
that can be created on it.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-flexgroup-get-resize-limits

[top]

Get the minimum and maximum resize limits for a FlexGroup.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

This specifies the name of the FlexGroup you want the the
string
limits for.

volume-name
Output Name

Range Type

Description

max-resize-with-dedupe

integer

The maximum a FlexGroup can be resized to with
deduplication.

max-resize-withoutdedupe

integer

The maximum a FlexGroup can be resized to without
deduplication.

min-resize

integer The minimum a FlexGroup can be resized to.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-footprint-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of volumes and their data and metadata footprints in their parent aggregate. The term
footprint is used to refer to space that is considered used in an aggregate due to data in a specific
volume. Some fields are expensive to compute, if the system is under load, the information may not be
returned. Best practise would be to only request the fields needed.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
footprintattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
footprintspecified on any number of attributes in the volume-footprint
info
object. All volume-footprint objects matching this query up to
optional
'max-records' will be returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

footprintinfo[] The list of attributes of volume-footprint objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volumeoptional footprint objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-get-filer-info

[top]

Get information on what possibilities and parameters exist for volumes on a given filer.
Output Name Range
allowedraidtypes

Type

Description

raidtypeList of RAID types allowed for aggregates on this filer.
info[]
Checksum types supported by this filer. The possible values:
"zoned" - if all aggregates are Fixed VBN,
"block" - if all aggregates are Block Appended,
"mixed" - if aggregates are mixed (Fixed VBN and Block
Appended and Advanced Zoned),
"none" - if no aggregates have zoned or block checksums or
advanced_zoned checksum (azcs) or mixed,
"advanced_zoned" - if all aggregates have Advanced Zoned
Checksum scheme.

checksumtypes

string

defaultraidtype

string

Default type of RAID used to protect against disk failure in aggregates
on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.

string

Type of disks supported by this filer. Possible values: "512", "520",
"4096", "mixed", "none". "512" if all disks are 512 BPS, "520" if all
disks 520 BPS "4096" if all disks 4096 BPS, "mixed" if disks are mixed
512, 520 and 4096 BPS "none" if no disks have 512 or 520 or 4096
BPS.

disk-types

raidgroupsize

raidgroup- List of the RAID group sizing parameters for each RAID type
size-info[] supported on this filer.

root-volume

string

snapshotsmax

integer

Errno

Current root volume on the filer.
Maximum number of snapshots available per aggregate on the filer.
Range : [0..2^31-1].

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-get-iter

[top]

Iterate over a list of volume objects.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^321]

string
optional

tag

Range

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

volumeattributes[] The list of attributes of volume objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

integer
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
volumespecified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
attributes
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
volumeattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
attributes
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
volume objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

[0..2^321]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-get-language

[top]

Get the given volume's language mapping.
Input Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the volume for which we want the language mapping.

Output Name Range Type

Description

language

Set to the volume's language mapping, in the form "LanguageCode (Full
string Name)" (e.g. "en_US (English (US))"). For more information on these
values, see 'volume-create'.

languagecode

Set to the volume's language code, suitable for use as an argument to
string other functions (e.g. "en_US"). For more information on these values, see
'volume-create'.
The NFS language mapping character set that is currently in effect for the
volume.
This field is of the following format: "<nfs-character-set>|<displayname>|<asctime>"
Note that "|" is not an OR syntax.
<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: "A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std

nfscharacter-set

string

1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12."
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format: "%.3s %.3s%3d
%02d:%02d:%02d %s %d"
This format takes the following parameters in order: <weekday name>,
<month name>, <month day>, <hour>, <minute>, <second>,
<timezone> OR <"">, <year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to "en_US", the default NFS
character set is as follows:
"iso-8859-1|iso-8859-1|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998"
The OEM language mapping character set that is currently in effect for the
volume.
This field is of the following format: "<oem-code-page>|<display-name>|
<asctime>"
Note that "|" is not an OR syntax.

oemcharacter-set

string

<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: "A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std
1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12."
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format: "%.3s %.3s%3d
%02d:%02d:%02d %s %d"
This format takes the following parameters in order: <weekday name>,
<month name>, <month day>, <hour>, <minute>, <second>,
<timezone> OR <"">, <year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to "en_US", the default NFS
character set is as follows:
"cp437|cp437|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998"

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-get-root-name
Return the name of the "root" volume on the filer. If this request is executed in the context of a vfiler,
the "root" volume of the vfiler will be returned. If this request is executed in the context of a Vserver
the "namespace root" volume of the Vserver will be returned. If the "namespace root" volume of the
Admin Vserver is requested, EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED will be returned.

[top]

Output Name Range Type
volume

Description

string Name of the root volume for the filer.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-get-supported-guarantees

[top]

Returns the list of guarantee types that are supported on this volume. This just does semantic checks
and so enabling supported guarantees can still fail because of space checks.
Input Name

Range

Type

volume
Output Name

Description

string
Range

guarantee-types

Name of the volume. Ex: flex1, vol0 etc.

Type

Description

guarantee[] List of guarantee types supported on this volume.

Errno

Description

EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-get-volume-path

[top]

Return the junction-path of the volume.
Input Name Range
is-style-cifs
volume
Output Name Range
junction
Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

Type

Description

boolean CIFS-style-flag
string

Volume Name

Type

Description

string

Junction Path
Description

EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

volume-list-info

[top]

Get volume status. Note that all RAID-related status items (e.g., 'raid-size', 'raid-status', 'checksumstyle') reported for a flexible volume actually describe the state of its containing aggregate.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

verbose

boolean If set to "true", more detailed volume information is returned. If not
optional supplied or set to "false", this extra information is not returned.

volume

The name of the volume for which we want status information. If not
string supplied, then we want status for all volumes on the filer. Note that if
optional status information for more than 20 volumes is desired, the volume-listinfo-iter-* zapis will be more efficient and should be used instead.

Output Name Range
volumes

Type

Description

volumeList of volumes and their status information.
info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EMISSINGVSERVERARGUMENT
ENODENOTFOUND
ESNAPMIRRORDESTINATIONBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-list-info-iter-end

[top]

Terminate a list iteration and clean up any saved info.
Input Name Range Type
tag

Description

string Tag from a previous volume-list-info-iter-start.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-list-info-iter-next

[top]

Continues an iteration through the list of volumes.
Input Name Range
maximum
tag
Output Name Range

Type

Description

integer The maximum number of entries to retrieve.
string

Tag from a previous volume-list-info-iter-start.

Type

Description

records

This tells you how many records are being returned from this particular
integer call to volume-list-info-iter-next. When this value is 0, you have
retrieved everything.

volumes

volume- List of volumes and their status information. See volume-list-info for a
info[] description of type volume-info.

Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-list-info-iter-start

[top]

Starts an iteration through the list of volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

verbose

boolean If set to "true", more detailed volume information is returned. If not
optional supplied or set to "false", this extra information is not returned.

volume

string The name of the volume for which we want status information. If not
optional supplied, then we want status for all volumes on the filer.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

records

integer

tag

string

Errno

This tells you the number of items that have been saved for future
retrieval with volume-list-info-iter-next.
Tag to be used in subsequent iterations.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-mediascrub-list-info

[top]

Get the RAID media scrubbing status on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no name
is given, then status is provided for all RAID groups currently undergoing media scrubbing.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Name of traditional volume, plex or RAID group for which media

volume

string
optional

Output Name Range

scrub status is desired. If no name is given, then status is provided
for all RAID groups currently undergoing media scrubbing.

Type

Description

mediascrubdetails

mediascrubList of RAID groups and their media scrub status.
detail-info[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-mirror

[top]

Turns an unmirrored traditional volume into a mirrored traditional volume by adding a plex to it. The
plex is either newly formed from disks chosen from a spare pool or, if the "victim-volume" option is
specified, is taken from another existing unmirrored volume. The volume must currently be unmirrored.
Disks may be specified explicitly using the "mirror-disks" argument list option in the same way as with
the 'volume-create' and 'volume-add' APIs. The number of disks specified must exactly match the
number present in the existing traditional volume. If the disks to use are not explicitly specified, then
the appropriate disks are automatically selected to match those already in the traditional volume's
existing plex. It is not possible to directly mirror a flexible volume; if that is the goal, then consider
using 'volume-container' to find the flexible volume's containing aggregate, then use 'aggr-mirror' to
mirror that aggregate (which, of course, will case all other volumes contained in the given aggregate to
become mirrored as well).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

force

Force the mirroring operation through, past the normal roadblocks that
boolean would otherwise cause it to be aborted. For example, disks in a plex are
optional not normally permitted to span spare pools. This safety-drive behavior
is overridden when the 'force' option is provided and set to 'true'.

mirror-disks

Specific list of mirror disks to use. It must have the same number of
diskdisks as are present in the given traditional volume. The specified disks
info[]
are not permitted to span disk pools; this behavior can be overridden
optional
with the "force" argument.

victimvolume

The "victim" traditional volume to cannibalize in order to mirror the
given traditional volume. The result is a mirrored traditional volume that
string is otherwise identical to the original volume before the operation. The
optional "victim-volume" is effectively destroyed. "victim-volume" must have
been previously mirrored with this volume, then separated via the
"volume-split" command. "victim-volume" must be offline.

volume
Output Name Range
bad-disks

string
Type

Description

diskList of disks that were not added. This is only returned if there are bad
info[]
disks.
optional

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDISKDUP

Name of the traditional volume to be mirrored.

Description

volume-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of a volume or a group of volume objects.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes or FlexGroups.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

volume- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
attributes element.

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple volume objects match a
given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching volume even when modification of a previous volume
optional
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching volume even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching volume fails, and do
optional so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
count
1]
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
If modifying a specific volume, this input element must specify all
volumekeys. If modifying volume objects based on query, this input
attributes
element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of volume objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
volume objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name
failure-list

next-tag

Range

Type

Description

volumeInformation about volume objects that were not modified due to
modifysome error. This element will be returned only if input element
iter-info[]
'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching volume objects to be modified.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of volume objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of volume objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.

success-list

volumemodify- The volume objects that were successfully updated. This element

iter-info[] will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
optional
Errno

Description

EOPNOTSUPPORTED

volume-modify-iter-async

[top]

Modify the attributes of an Infinite Volume, FlexGroup or a group of Infinite Volumes and FlexGroups.
Infinite Volume creation and expansion operations may involve creation and initialization of Namespace
Mirrors. The initialization is started during the creation of expansion operation, but can continue after
the Infinite Volume operation has completed. When this happens, the Infinite Volume will be in a
'mixed' state, until the Namespace Mirror initilization is complete. While in a 'mixed' state, further
operations of the Infinite Volume are not possible.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
This API does not require any license when operating on an Infinite Volume.
Input Name
attributes

continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

volume- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
attributes element.
This input element is useful when multiple volume objects match a
given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching volume even when modification of a previous volume
optional
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
modify operations before the server gives up and returns. If set,
the API will continue modifying the next matching volume even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the modification of a previous matching volume fails, and do
optional so until the total number of objects failed to be modified reaches
count
1]
the maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided,
then there will be no limit on the number of failed modify
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records
query

returnfailure-list

returnsuccess-list

tag

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call.
optional Default: 20
1]
If modifying a specific volume, this input element must specify all
volumekeys. If modifying volume objects based on query, this input
attributes
element must specify a query.
If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of volume objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true
If set to true, the API will return the list of volume objects (just
boolean keys) that were successfully updated or scheduled for update. If
optional set to false, the list of volume objects modified will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

volumemodifyInformation about volume objects that were not modified due to
itersome error. This element will be returned only if input element
async'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

failure-list

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
string
optional matching volume objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of volume objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of volume objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated or scheduled for update.

success-list

Errno

volumemodifyThe volume objects that were successfully updated or scheduled
iterfor update. This element will be returned only if input element
async'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-mount

[top]

Mount a volume on another volume (parent) with a junction-path. This API is not supported on Infinite
Volume constituents.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

activatejunction

This field optionally specifies whether the mounted volume is accessible.
boolean
The default is true. If the mounted path is not accessible, it does not
optional
appear in the owning Vserver's namespace.

exportpolicyoverride

boolean This field optionally specifies whether the parent volume's export policy
optional overrides the mounted volume's Export Policy. The default is false.
The Junction Path.

junctionpath

string

The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at which
a volume is mounted. The pathname is case insensitive and must be
unique within a Vserver's context. Note that this pathname may itself
contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace root
volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As with all
fully-qualified pathnames , this string must begin with '/'. In addition, it
must not end with '/'. An Infinite Volume has the additional restriction of
allowing only one element.
An example of a valid FlexVol or FlexGroup junction path is:
'/user/my_volume'. An example of a valid Infinite Volume junction path
is: '/repository'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path. If an
incorrect junction path is specified, EINVALIDINPUTERROR is returned. If
this volume is mounted at a different junction path, or if another volume

is mounted at the specified junction path, EVOLALREADYMOUNTED is
returned.
volumename

The name of the volume.

string

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOL_ALREADY_MOUNTED
EVOL_MOUNT_FAILED
EJUNCTION_CREATE_FAILED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-move-get-iter

[top]

Get status of move operation
Input Name

Range

volumemoveinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

volumemoveinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

volumemoveThe list of attributes of volume objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volume
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

volume-move-pause

[top]

Pause running volume move operation.
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

vserver

string Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUME_MOVE_COMPLETED

volume-move-resume

[top]

Resume running volume move operation.
Input Name Range Type Description
volume

string Volume Name

vserver

string Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUME_MOVE_COMPLETED

volume-move-start

[top]

Initially this API will run a series of checks to determine if the volume can be moved. If any of the
checks results in an error or warning, the API will return with an error. The user has to take the
necessary corrective action before restarting the move. If all the checks pass, the API will return a
success. If "perform-validation-only" is set to true, all the errors and warnings encountered from the
checks will be returned in the errors-warnings output element. The API will return successfully, and the
move will not be initiated. By default "perform-validation-only" is false, which means that the
destination volume will be created and the move will start. A flexvol can be moved to any aggregate in
the cluster, but if the flexvol is a member of an infinite volume it can only be moved to any eligible
aggregate within the same vserver. The list of eligible aggregates can be obtained using the "volumemove-target-aggr-get-iter" API. The Cluster-mode API, supports the actions of "cutover-window",
"cutover-attempts" and "cutover-action".The status of the move job can be obtained by using the
"volume-move-get-iter" API and "job-get" or "job-get-iter" APIs. If the move fails an EMS message will
be generated. The reason for the failure can be obtained from the volume-move-get-iter API.
Input Name
allow-mixedaggr-types

Range

Type

Description

To allow FlexGroup volume constituents move from a FabricPool to
boolean
a non-FabricPool, or vice versa. This option is not applicable for
optional
Flex Volume move.

Specifies the action to be taken for cutover. Possible values are
"abort_on_failure", "defer_on_failure", "force" and "wait". Default
is "defer_on_failure". If "abort_on_failure" action is specified, the
job will try cutover till the cutover-attempts are exhausted, and
cleanup if it fails to cutover. If "defer_on_failure" action is
specified, the job will try cutover till the cutover-attempts are
exhausted and move into "cutover deferred" state if it fails to
string
cutover. This is the default option. The volume move job waits for
optional
intervention to restart the cutover process again. If "force" action
is specified, the job will try cutover till the cutover-attempts are
exhausted and force the cutover at the expense of disrupting the
clients. If "wait" action is specified, when the job hits the decision
point, it will not go into cutover automatically, instead it will wait
for the user to issue a "volume-move-trigger-cutover" command
as the signal to try the cutover.

cutoveraction

cutoverattempts

[1..25]

cutoverwindow

[30..300]

dest-aggr

integer
Number of cutover attempts. Default value is 3
optional
Time interval to complete cutover in seconds. Default value for
integer
Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode volume move is 30 seconds. Default
optional
value for Data ONTAP 7-mode volume move is 60 seconds.
string

Name of the destination aggregate

encryptdestination

boolean
To encrypt destination volume.
optional

encryptwith-aggrkey

boolean To encrypt destination volume as NAE (NetApp Aggregate
optional Encryption).

generatedestinationkey

boolean
To generate new encryption key for destination volume.
optional

performvalidationonly

Run pre-checks for the move, return all the errors and warning
boolean
messages encountered during the checks in the errors-warnings
optional
element and exit. The move will not be triggered. Default is false.

sourcevolume

string

Name of the volume that must be moved
The tiering policy that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the
capacity tier. The possible values for this field are:

string
optional

tiering-policy

snapshot-only - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active
file system user data to the capacity tier.
none - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
backup - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred
user data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is snapshot-only.

Name of the Vserver in which the volume to be moved resides.
string
optional This value is required for C-Mode volumes.

vserver
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

string
The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
optional "failed".

result-status
volumemove-dedupwarnings

errorswarningsVolume Move Dedup Warnings
info[]
optional

volumemove-errorcodes

volumemoveerror- Error codes
code[]
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EAGGRDOESNOTEXIST
EAGGRNOTONLINE
EALREADYSTARTED
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINVALIDSTATE
ENOTSTARTED
EONTAPI_EALREADY
EVFILEROPNOTALLOWED
EVOLAGGRISIRONING
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVOL_CIFS_ENABLED
EVOL_ONLINE_ERROR
EVOL_TOO_MANY
EVOLUME_ADMINOP_NOT_FENCED
EVOL_NFS_ENABLED
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_BUSY_MIRROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_LOADSHARING_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_CLONE_PARENT
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_BACKUP_ACTIVE_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_COMPRESSED_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_7MODE_VOL
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_STRIPED_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_VOL_ALREADY_ON_AGGR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_ROOT_AGGR
ESNAPMIRROR_NOT_INITIALIZED
EONTAPI_ENOSPCAGGR
ENDMPRUNNING
EVOLISGRIDIRONING
EVOLMOVE_NDMP_DUMPS_RUNNING
EVOLMOVE_NDMP_RESTORE_RUNNING
EVOLMOVE_SIS_UNDO_RUNNING

Description

E_VOL_MOVE_INCOMPATIBLE_VERSION
E_VOL_MOVE_DC_NOT_ALLOWED
ENODENOTFOUND
E_OP_DISALLOWED_ON_AGGR_NOT_IN_VSERVER_LIST
E_OP_UNSUPPORTED_NO_SPACE_ON_DESTINATION_AGGR
EVOLUME_RELSTATUS_UNKNOWN
EINTERNALERROR
ESNAPMIRRORNOTSUPPORT
ESNAPMIRRORVOLNOTFOUND
ESNAPMIRRORINVALIDINPUT
ESNAPMIRRORINVALIDUUID
EAPIMISSINGARGUMENT
ENOMEM
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
ECANNOT_MOVE_TRANSITION_VOLUME
EVOL_CLONE_BEING_SPLIT
EVOLMOVE_CANNOT_MOVE_TO_CFO
EVOLMOVE_CANNOT_MOVE_FROM_CFO_AGGR_IN_TAKEOVER
E_SAN_MISSING_REQUIRED_LIFS
E_SAN_NOT_READY
EVOLMOVE_RECALLING_LOCKS
EOP_NOTICE_CLONE_PARENT_MOVE
EOP_NOTICE_NVFAILED_STATE_MOVE
EOP_NOTICE_CLONE_MOVE_WITH_AUTODELETE_DESTROY
EOP_NOTICE_CLONE_CHILD_MOVE
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_TO_NON_HYBRID_AGGR
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_TO_ENCRYPTION
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_FROM_ENCRYPTION
EOP_NOTICE_IDEDUP_MOVE_TO_HYA
EOP_NOTICE_NO_IDEDUP
EOP_NOTICE_CROSSVOL_SAVING_LOSS
EOP_NOTICE_NO_CROSSVOL_IDEDUP_ON_ENCRYPTED
EOP_NOTICE_CROSSVOL_IDEDUP_MOVE_TO_NON_AFF
EOP_NOTICE_CROSSVOL_RESUME
EOP_NOTICE_AUTO_POLICY_MOVE_TO_NON_AFF
EOP_MOVE_NOTICE_MOVE_DST_MIRROR
E_FG_CONSTITUENT_MOVE_TIERING_POLICY_NOT_NONE
EFULL_SYNC_WARNING
EOP_NOTICE_MOVE_WITH_REKEY
E_NVMF_LIF_REQUIRED
E_VOL_MOVE_NVMF_NAMESPACE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EOP_NOTICE_FC_ORIGIN_STATUS_CHANGE
EOP_NOTICE_FC_TO_PLAIN_TEXT

volume-move-target-aggr-get-iter

[top]

Scans aggregates and returns a list of compatible target aggregates for the given volume move
operation.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

allow-mixedaggr-types

boolean
optional

Allow Mixing FabricPool and non-FabricPool

desiredattributes

volumemovetargetaggr-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

destinationtiering-policy

string
optional

Volume Tiering Policy

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

volumemovetargetaggr-info
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the volume object. All
volume objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

volumename

string

Volume Name (Required field)

vserver

string

Vserver Name (Required field)

Output Name

Range

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

Type

Description

volumemovetargetThe list of attributes of volume objects.
aggrinfo[]
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volume
objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOP_DISALLOWED_ON_7MODE_VOL
EVOLUMENOTONLINE

volume-move-trigger-abort
Stop a running volume move operation.
This is an asynchrous API call and it does not wait for the abort to finish before returning. volumemove-get-iter can be used to monitor the progress of the abort and get the status. Unlike 'job stop', this

[top]

API makes it possible to stop a move job by the vserver and volume name. If the specified volume has
completed the volume move operation, an error is returned.
Input Name

Range Type

Description

sourcevolume

The volume that is part of a completed or running volume move
string
operation.

vserver

string Vserver Name

Errno

Description

EAPIERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUME_MOVE_COMPLETED

volume-move-trigger-cutover

[top]

Trigger cutover of a move job
Input Name Range
force
sourcevolume
vserver

Type

Description

boolean
Force cutover
optional
string

The name of the volume.

string Name of the Vserver in which the volume to be moved resides. This value
optional is required for C-Mode volumes.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EJOBNOTINCUTOVERDEFERRED
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

volume-offline

[top]

Take the specified volume or plex offline, making it unavailable for both user-level data access and
RAID-level access (unless it's a flexible volume, at which time its containing aggregate is not affected in
any way, and will remain fully online). The operation takes effect before the API returns except in
maintenance mode, when the current root volume may not be taken offline. A volume marked to
become the root cannot be taken offline. Taking a flexible volume offline does not affect its containing
aggregate in any way. A number of operations being performed on the given volume (or its containing
aggregate) can prevent this operation from succeeding, either at all or for various lengths of time. If
such operations are found, the system waits up to one second for them to finish. If they don't, the
command is aborted. A check is also made for files on the volume opened by internal ONTAP processes.
The command is aborted if any are found. Plexes are not supported for Cluster-Mode volumes.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
If a volume contains CIFS shares, users should be warned before taking
the volume offline. This argument specifies the number of minutes to

delay before taking the volume offline, during which time CIFS users are
integer
warned of the pending loss of service. A 'cifs-delay' time of 0 means that
optional
the volume is to be taken offline immediately without issuing any
warnings. CIFS users can lose data if they are not given a chance to
terminate applications gracefully. By default, the value of 'cifs-delay' is 0.

cifs-delay

name

string

Name of an existing volume or plex. If a volume contains CIFS shares,
users should be warned before taking the volume offline. Use "cifs-delay"
to specify number of seconds to wait. If a plex is specified, the plex must
be part of a mirrored volume, and both plexes must be online. Prior to
offlining a plex, the system will flush all internally-buffered data
associated with the plex and create a snapshot that is written out to both
plexes. The snapshot allows for efficient resynchronization when the plex
is subsequently brought back online.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMECIFSTERMINATE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVOLUMEOFFLINE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_IS_ONDEMAND_SOURCE
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-offline-async

[top]

Take the specified volume offline, thereby making it unavailable for data access. The volume must be
unmounted before it can be made offline.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

volume-name

string

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description
Name of an existing volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-online

[top]

Bring the specified volume or the plex online. This command takes effect immediately. If there are CIFS
shares associated with the volume, they are enabled. Plexes are not supported for Cluster-Mode
volumes.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes.
Input Name Range Type

name

Description

Name of an existing volume or plex. If a volume is specified, it must be
currently offline, restricted, or foreign. If the volume is foreign, it will be
made native before being brought online. A ``foreign'' volume is a
traditional volume that consists of disks moved from another filer and that
has never been brought online on the current filer. Traditional volumes that
are not foreign are considered ``native.'' If the volume is inconsistent, but
has not lost data, it is advisable to run WAFL_check or wafliron (or do a
string 'snapmirror initialize' in case of a replica volume) prior to bringing an
inconsistent volume online. Bringing an inconsistent volume online increases
the risk of further file system corruption. If the volume is inconsistent and
has experienced possible loss of data, it cannot be brought online unless
WAFL_check or wafliron (or 'snapmirror initialize') has been run on the
volume. If a plex is specified, the plex must be part of an online mirrored
traditional volume or aggregate. The system will initiate resynchronization
of the plex as part of online processing.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLUME_UNSUPPORTED_OPTION_VMALIGN
EAGGR_UNSUPPORTED_OPTION_CONTROLLER_REPLACEMENT_TRANSITION
EVOLUME_UNSUPPORTED_OPTION_SIDL
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-online-async
Bring the specified volume online.

[top]

This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

Type

volume-name
Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Name of an existing volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Description

string

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

string

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-options-list-info

[top]

Get the options that have been set for the specified volume.
Input Name Range

Type

volume

string

Output Name Range
options

Type
volume-optioninfo[]

Errno

Description
Name of the existing volume for which we want option
information.
Description
List of options set for this volume.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

[top]

volume-rehost
Rehosts a volume from one Vserver into another Vserver. Since volume rehost is a disruptive operation,
administrators must stop all data access on target volume before rehosting. On success, target volume
is available for data access under destination Vserver. Upon failure the rehost operation is reverted and
target volume is available under source Vserver.
Input Name Range
autoremap-luns
destinationvserver
forceunmap-luns

Type

Description

Flag to control automatic map of LUNs. Default value for this flag is 'false'
boolean which means LUNs will not be mapped. Administrators may choose to
optional either manually map LUNs or set this flag to 'true' for automatic map of
LUNs.
string

Destination Vserver name where target volume must reside after
successful volume rehost operation

Flag to control automatic unmap of LUNs. Default value for this flag is
boolean 'false' which means LUNs will not be unmapped. Administrators may
optional choose to either manually unmap LUNs or set this flag to 'true' for
automatic unmap of LUNs.

volume

string

Target volume name

vserver

string

Source Vserver name to which target volume belongs

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVRH_PRECHECK
EVRH_MAX_VOL
EVRH_MAP_LUN
EVRH_IN_RELATION
EVRH_VOL_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS
EVRH_VOL_NAME_COLLISION
EVRH_VOL_JUNC_PRESENT

volume-rename

[top]

Renames the specified volume to a new name specified by "new-volume-name". If the volume is
referenced in the /etc/exports file, remember to make the name change in /etc/exports also so that the
affected file system can be exported by the filer after the filer reboots. The "volume-rename" command
does not automatically update the /etc/exports file.
This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes or FlexGroups. This API is supported for FlexGroup
constituents, but must be of the format __, where N is the FlexGroup-index of the constituent with
leading 0's.
Input Name
new-volume-name
volume
Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Range Type

Description

string New volume name.
string Name of an existing volume.
Description

EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-rename-async

[top]

Renames the specified volume to a new name specified by "new-volume-name".
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes or Infinite Volume constituents. This API is supported for
FlexGroup constituents, but must be of the format __, where N is the FlexGroup-index of the
constituent with leading 0's.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

new-volumename

string

New name of the volume.

volume-name

string

Name of an existing volume.

Output Name
result-error-code

Range

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
optional
1]

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMENAMEINVALID
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-restrict
Restrict the specified volume, making it unavailable for user-level data access but leaving it (or its
containing aggregate, if it's a flexible volume) available to internal OnTAP RAID-level access.

[top]

This API is not supported for Infinite Volumes. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

If a volume contains CIFS shares, users should be warned before
restricting the volume . This argument specifies the number of minutes to
delay before restricting the volume, during which time CIFS users are
integer
warned of the pending loss of service. A 'cifs-delay' time of 0 means that
optional
the volume is to be restricted immediately without issuing any warnings.
CIFS users can lose data if they are not given a chance to terminate
applications gracefully. By default, the value of 'cifs-delay' is 0.

cifs-delay

name

string

Name of the volume to restrict.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMECIFSTERMINATE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-restrict-async

[top]

Restrict the specified volume making it unavailable for data access.
This API is not supported for Flexible Volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.
Input Name

Range

volume-name

Type
string

Output Name

Range

Description
Name of an existing volume.

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
result-error-code
optional
1]
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID
EVOLUME_HAS_VFILER_STORAGE
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-scrub-list-info

[top]

Get the status of RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no
name is given, then status is provided for all RAID groups currently undergoing scrubbing. Scrubbing
status includes a percent-complete value and its suspended status (if any).
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Name of an existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no
string
name is given, then status is generated for all RAID groups currently
optional
being scrubbed.

name

boolean If set to "true", this operation will be verbose. If not supplied or set to
optional 'false', normal output levels will be used.

verbose
Output Name Range

Type

scrub-details

scrubdetail- List of RAID groups and their scrub status.
info[]

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-resume

[top]

Resume RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no name is
given, then resume scrubbing on all RAID groups for which it is suspended.
Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string Name of the existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group for which
optional the scrubbing is to resume.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-start
Start RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. RAID parity
scrubbing compares the data disks to the parity disk in a RAID group, correcting the parity disk's
contents as necessary. If a plex name is given, then scrubbing is started on all RAID groups contained
in the plex. If a RAID group name is given, then scrubbing is started only in that RAID group. If no
name is given, then scrubbing is started on the RAID groups within all online traditional volumes and
aggregates. Use 'volume-scrub-list-info' to check scrub status.

[top]

Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string
Name of an existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-stop

[top]

Stop RAID parity scrubbing on the named volume, plex, or group; if no name is given, on all RAID
groups currently undergoing parity scrubbing.
Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string
Name of an existing volume, plex, or raid-group.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-scrub-suspend

[top]

Suspend RAID parity scrubbing on the named traditional volume, plex, or RAID group. If no name is
given, suspend scrubbing on all RAID groups currently being scrubbed.
Input Name Range
name
Errno

Type

Description

string
Name of an existing traditional volume, plex, or RAID group.
optional
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-set-language

[top]

Set the given volume's language mapping.
Input Name Range Type
languagecode
volume

string

Description
The new language mapping for the volume. For a list of legal language
mapping values, see 'volume-create'.

string Name of the volume that is to have its language mapping changed.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEDOESNOTEXIST
EVOLUMENOTONLINE

Description

EVOLUMEBUSY
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-set-option

[top]

Set the option named 'option-name' to the value specified by 'option-value' in the specified volume. The
change remains effective even after the filer is rebooted. Some options have values that are numbers or
strings, and others have values that are 'on' (also expressible as 'yes', 'true', or '1' ) or "off" (also
expressible as 'no', 'false', or '0'). A mixture of uppercase and lowercase characters may be used for an
option's value. Note that the 'root' option is special in that it does not have an associated value. Also,
note that some of these options can NOT be set for a flexible volume, as they relate only to aggregates
(either free-standing ones or those embedded in traditional volumes). Other options may only apply for
flexible volumes.
Input Name Range Type

Description
Name of the option to be set. Possible values:
"convert_ucode" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" forces conversion of all directories to
UNICODE format when accessed from both NFS and CIFS. By default,
it is set to "off", in which case access from CIFS causes conversion of
pre-4.0 and 4.0- format directories. Access from NFS causes
conversion of 4.0 format directories. This option cannot be set on a
Cluster-Mode volume unless it was transitioned from 7-Mode.
"snapshot_clone_dependency" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option "on" will unlock all initial and intermediate backing
snapshots for all inactive LUN clones. For active LUN clones, only the
backing snapshot will be locked. If the option is "off" the backing
snapshot will remain locked until all intermediate backing snapshots
are deleted. This option is not valid for a Cluster-Mode volume.
"create_reserved"
This option is no longer supported.
"create_ucode" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" forces UNICODE format directories to be
created by default, both from NFS and CIFS. The default value is
"off", in which case all directories are created in pre-4.0 format and
only converted to UNICODE format upon the first CIFS access. This
option cannot be set on a Cluster-Mode volume.
"extent" (value: "on" | "space_optimized" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables extents in the volume. This causes
application writes to be written in the volume as a write of a larger
group of related data blocks called an extent. Using extents may help
workloads that perform many small random writes followed by large
sequential reads. However, using extents may increase the amount of
disk operations performed on the filer, so this option should only be
used where applicable. The default value is "off", in which case
extents are not used. The value "space_optimized" indicates extent
updates will not duplicate snapshot blocks into the active file system,
thereby using space conservatively. The "space_optimized" value may

result in degraded snapshot read performance; and may only be used
for flexible volumes.
"fractional_reserve" (value: < number >)
This option decreases the amount of space reserved for overwrites of
reserved objects (LUNs, files) in a volume. The option is set to 100 by
default and indicates that 100% of the required reserved space will
actually be reserved so the objects are fully protected for overwrites.
The value can vary from 0 to 100. Using a value of less than 100
indicates what percentage of the required reserved space should
actually be reserved. This returns the extra space to the available
space for the volume, decreasing the total amount of space used.
However, this does leave the protected objects in the volume
vulnerable to out of space errors since less than 100% of the required
reserved space is actually reserved. If reserved space becomes
exhausted this will cause disruptions on the hosts using the objects. If
the percentage is decreased below 100%, it is highly recommended
that the administrator actively monitor the space usage on the
volume and take corrective action if the reserved space nears
exhaustion.
"fs_size_fixed" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" causes the file system to remain the same
size (and not grow) when a SnapMirror relationship is broken, or
when a "vol/aggr add" is performed on it. This option is automatically
set to be "on" when a volume becomes a SnapMirrored. It remains
"on" after the "snapmirror break" command is issued for the volume.
This option allows a volume to be SnapMirrored back to the source
without needing grow the source volume. If the volume size is larger
than the file system size, turning off this option forces the file system
to grow to the size of the volume.
"guarantee" (value: "none" | "file" | "volume")
Flexible volumes only. Setting this option controls the type of space
reservation for the named flexible volume. There are three possible
settings. The first, "none", provides no guarantee that there will be
enough blocks in the containing aggregate to meet the flexible
volume's needs. The second, "file", guarantees there will be enough
blocks in the containing aggregate to meet the needs of the specified
files in the flexible volume. The third, "volume", is the default setting
and guarantees there will be enough blocks available in the containing
aggregate to meet the entire flexible volume's needs. An error will be
returned if an attempt is made to set this option on a traditional
volume.
"ignore_inconsistent" (value: "on" | "off")
This option can only be set in maintenance mode. If set to "on", then
the root volume may be brought online when booting even if it is
marked as inconsistent. The user is cautioned that bringing it online
prior to running WAFL_check or wafliron may result in further file
system inconsistency.
"maxdirsize" (value: < number >)
Set the maximum size (in KBytes) to which any directory can grow.
The default setting of 10240 limits directory size to 10 MBytes and
allows it to hold up to approximately 300,000 files. The number of
files that the directory actually can hold varies depending on such
things as the length of the names and whether it needs to use doublebyte UNICODE characters. Most users should not need to change this
option's setting. This option is useful for environments where system

users may grow a directory to a size that starts impacting system
performance. When a user tries to create a file in a directory that is at
the limit, the system returns a ENOSPC error and fails the create.
"max_write_alloc_blocks" (value: < number >)
Set the maximum number of blocks used for write allocation. The
default setting, 0, uses the system-wide default number of blocks,
which should be optimal for most users. Some sequential read
workloads may benefit from increasing this value. On rare occasions,
some multi-stream sequential write workloads may benefit from
decreasing this value. Range: [0..2048].
"minra" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" causes the filer to perform minimal readahead on this volume. By default, this option is "off", causing the filer
to perform very aggressive read-ahead on the volume.
"no_atime_update" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" prevents the update of inode access times
when a file is read. This option is useful for volumes with extremely
high read traffic, since it prevents writes to the inode file for the
volume from contending with reads from other files. It should be used
carefully. That is, use this option when you know in advance that the
correct access time for inodes will not be needed for files on that
volume.
"no_i2p" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables inode to parent pathname
translations on the volume. The default setting is off.
"nosnap" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables automatic snapshots on the
volume. This option is not supported for Cluster-Mode volumes.
"nosnapdir" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" disables the visible .snapshot directory that
is normally present at system internal mount points. It also turns off
access to all other .snapshot directories in the volume.
"nvfail" (value : "on" | "off")
If this option is on, the filer performs additional work at boot time if it
finds that there has been any potential data loss due to an NVRAM
failure. In such situations, it causes the invalidation of all NFS file
handles on all volumes affected by the problem so that client-side
users are forced to remount the affected file system (and thus not
continue to use potentially incorrect data). It is also possible to
specify a set of files per volume that are to be renamed out of the
way in these cases. The filer sends error messages to the console
whenever such problems are found.

optionname

"raid_cv" (value: "on" | "off")
Traditional volumes only. Setting the option to "off" disables block
checksum protection on the volume. The default is "on". The user is
cautioned that turning off the option exposes the filesystem to
inconsistency that could be caused by a misbehaving hardware
component in the system.
string

"raidsize" (value: < number >)
Traditional volumes only. The maximum size of a RAID group within
the traditional volume. Changing this option doesn't cause existing

RAID groups to grow or shrink. Rather, it only affects whether more
disks will be added to the last existing RAID group in the future, and
how large new RAID groups will be.
"raidtype" (value: "raid4" | "raid_dp" | "raid_tec")
Traditional volumes only. The type of RAID group used for this
traditional volume. The "raid4" setting provides one parity disk per
RAID group, "raid_dp" provides two and "raid_tec" provides three.
Changing this option immediately changes the RAID group type for all
RAID groups in the traditional volume. When upgrading RAID groups
from "raid4" to "raid_dp", each RAID group begins reconstruction
onto a spare disk allocated for the second "dparity" parity disk.
Similarly, when upgrading RAID groups from "raid_dp" to "raid_tec",
each RAID group begins a reconstruction onto a spare disk allocated
for the third "tparity" parity disk.
"read_realloc" (value: "on" | "space_optimized" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables read-reallocation in the volume.
This causes application reads to optimize the layout of parts of a file
or LUN after the data has been read from disk and is in the appliance
memory. The default value is "off". The value "space_optimized"
indicates read-reallocate updates will not duplicate blocks into the
active file system, thereby using space conservatively. The
"space_optimized" value may result in degraded snapshot read
performance; and may only be used for flexible volumes.
"resyncsnaptime" (value: < number >)
Traditional volumes only. Sets the RAID mirror resynchronization
snapshot frequency to be the given number of minutes. The default
value is '60' (minutes).
"root" (value: < none >)
The specified volume is to become the root volume for the filer on the
next reboot. This option can be used on only one volume at any given
time. The existing root volume will become a non-root volume after
the reboot. Until the system is rebooted, the current root volume will
continue to show 'root' as one of its options, and the new root volume
will show 'diskroot' as an option. In general, the volume that has the
'diskroot' option value is the one that becomes the root volume
following the next reboot. The only way to remove the root status of a
volume is to set it on another one.
"schedsnapname" (value: "create_time" | "ordinal")
Setting the option to "ordinal" causes scheduled snapshots to be
named in the hourly.n name format. Setting the value to
"create_time" causes snapshots to use a hourly.yyyy-mm-dd_hhmm
name format instead. The default is "ordinal".
"snapmirrored" (value : "off")
If SnapMirror is enabled, the filer automatically sets this option to
"on". Set this option to "off" if SnapMirror should no longer be used to
update the mirror. After setting this option to "off", the mirror
becomes a regular writable volume. This option can only be set to
"off" with this interface. Only the filer can change this option's value
from "off" to "on". This option is not settable in Data ONTAP ClusterMode. Use "snapmirror-break" API instead.
"try_first" (value : "volume_grow" | "snap_delete")
If the flexible volume is configured to automatically reclaim space if
the volume is running out of space, then setting this option to

"volume_grow" will cause the volume to increase in size before
deleting snapshots. If the option was set to "snap_delete", snapshots
will be deleted before the volume size is increased.
"svo_enable" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator functionality on this
volume. This option only applies to non-root volumes. This option is
unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"svo_allow_rman" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator functionality on this
volume to allow this volume to contain Oracle RMAN backup data.
This option only applies to non-root volumes. This option is
unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"svo_checksum" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator checksumming of all
writes to this volume. This option only applies to non-root volumes.
This option is unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"svo_reject_errors" (value: "on" | "off")
Setting this option to "on" enables SnapValidator functionality to
reject any write to the volume which fails the SnapValidator checks.
This option only applies to non-root volumes. This option is
unsupported in Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode.
"thorough_scrub" (value: "on" | "off")
Traditional volumes only. Setting the option to "on" enables
thorough scrub on a block checksum volume. That means that a scrub
will initialize any zeroed checksum entries that it finds. If there are
any checksum entries to be initialized, scrub will run slower than
normal.
"snaplock_autocommit_period" (value: "none" | h|d|m|y)
SnapLock volumes only. This option defines the criteria for
committing files to WORM on a SnapLock volume by the autocommit
scanner. h, d, m, y denote hours, days, months and years
respectively. The default value of this option is "none" that
corresponds to autocommit being disabled in the SnapLock volume.
The minimum autocommit period on a SnapLock volume is 2h. Any
valid value other than "none", specified in hours (h), days (d), months
(m) or years (y) would trigger the autocommit scanner on the
Snaplock volume.
"snaplock_default_period" (value : min | max | infinite | s|h|d|m|y)
This option can be set only for SnapLock volumes and specifies the
default retention period that will be applied to files committed to
WORM state without an associated retention period. If this option
value is min then snaplock_minimum_period is used as the default
retention period. If this option value is max then
snaplock_maximum_period is used as the default retention period. If
this option value is infinite then infinite retention period will be used
as the default retention period. WORM files with infinite retention
period are retained forever. The retention period can also be explicitly
specified as a number followed by a suffix. The valid suffixes are s for
seconds, h for hours, d for days, m for months and y for years. For
example, a value of 6m represents a retention period of 6 months.
The maximum valid retention period is 70 years. This option is not
applicable while extending retention period of an already committed
WORM file

"snaplock_maximum_period" (value: infinite | s|h|d|m|y)
This option can be set only for SnapLock volumes and specifies the
maximum allowed retention period for files committed to WORM state
on the volume. Any file committed with a retention period longer than
snaplock_maximum_period will be assigned a retention period equal
to snaplock_maximum_period. If this option value is infinite then
files can be committed for infinite retention period in the volume.
WORM files with infinite retention period are retained forever. The
retention period can also be explicitly specified as a number followed
by a suffix. The valid suffixes are s for seconds, h for hours, d for
days, m for months and y for years. For example, a value of 6m
represents a retention period of 6 months. The maximum valid
retention period is 70 years. This option is not applicable while
extending retention period of an already committed WORM file
"snaplock_minimum_period" (value: infinite | s|h|d|m|y)
This option can only be set for SnapLock volumes and specifies the
minimum allowed retention period for files committed to WORM state
on the volume. Any file committed with a retention period shorter
than snaplock_minimum_period will be assigned a retention period
equal to snaplock_minimum_period. If this option value is infinite
then every file committed to the volume will have a infinite retention
period. WORM files with infinite retention period are retained forever.
The retention period can also be explicitly specified as a number
followed by a suffix. The valid suffixes are s for seconds, h for hours,
d for days, m for months and y for years. For example, a value of 6m
represents a retention period of 6 months. The maximum valid
retention period is 70 years. This option is not applicable while
extending retention period of an already committed WORM file
optionvalue

string

volume

string Name of the volume for which we want to set an option.

The value to set the named option (except for option 'root', which has no
associated value).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ESWAPFILENOSPACE
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EONTAPI_EVOLOPNOTSUPP
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINCOMPATIBLE_AUTOSHRINK_AUTODELETE_TRY_FIRST
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-set-total-files
Set a volume's 'files-total' value to the given quantity. This specifies the maximum number of uservisible files that the given volume can hold, as reported by the 'files-total' value within: - the 'volumes'

[top]

output parameter of the Data ONTAP 7-Mode 'volume-list-info' API, and - the 'attributes-list' output
parameter of the Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode 'volume-get-iter' API. Note that this interface corresponds
to the following Data ONTAP 7-Mode 'maxfiles' console command and Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
'volume modify' console command: 'maxfiles <vol-name> <requested_new_max>' 'volume modify vserver <vserver-name> -volume <volume-name%gt -files <requested_new_max>'
Input Name Range
force

requestedtotal-files

volume

Output Name Range
resultingtotal-files

Type

Description

Indicates whether the filer should reject a legal but "unreasonable"
boolean (seemingly too large) value for 'requested-total-files', or accept it
optional without question. By default, legal but "unreasonable" values are
rejected.
Specifies the new value for the volume's 'files-total' field. This value
must be larger than the volume's current 'files-total' value, and can
never be larger than the number of 4KB blocks in the volume. The filer
integer
may actually choose a smaller value so as to comply with certain
validate
internal accounting and alignment requirements. Once this value has
been increased for a volume, it cannot be reduced below the value of
'inodefile-public-capacity' for that volume. Range : [0..2^31-1]
string

The name of the volume whose 'files-total' field we wish to set. The
chosen volume must be online and not read-only for this operation to
succeed.

Type

Description

The quantity to which the given volume's 'files-total' field was actually
set after all internal requirements and alignments were computed. This
integer quantity will never be larger than 'requested-total-files', and never be
smaller than the volume's 'inodefile-public-capacity' value before the
request. Range : [0..2^31-1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVEROPNOTALLOWED
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-size

[top]

Given the name of a flexible volume, either return its current size or set the volume's size to the stated
amount.
This API is not supported for FlexGroups, FlexGroup constituents, Infinite Volumes or Infinite Volume
constituents. Also, this API does not allow to set the volume's size from vFiler context.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Specify the flexible volume's new size using the following format: [+|-]
< number > k|m|g|t] If a leading '+' or '-' appears, it indicates that the

new-size

volume
Output Name Range

given flexible volume's size is to be increased or decreased
(respectively) by the indicated amount, else the amount is the absolute
size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', and 't' indicates the desired
units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes', 'gigabytes', and 'terabytes'
(respectively). If the trailing unit character doesn't appear, then <
number > is interpreted as the number of bytes desired. The file system
size of a readonly replica flexible volume, such as a snapmirror
destination, is determined from the replica source. In such cases, the
string value set using "volume-size" is interpreted as an upper limit on the
optional size. A flexible volume that's not a readonly replica which has the
"fs_size_fixed" option set may have its size displayed, but not changed.
Attempting to set the volume size in this case will result in failure and a
EINTERNALERROR error code. Users must be able to adjust readonly
replica flexible volume size in order to maintain enough capacity to
accommodate transfers from the replica source. Attempting to set a
readonly replica destination size to be less than that of its source will
result in a failure indicated by the EONTAPI_ENOSPC error code. This
option is not applicable from vFiler context. Attempting to set volume
size from vfiler context will result in failure with EINTERNALERROR error
code being returned.
string

The name of the flexible volume for which we want to get or set its size.

Type

Description

is-fixed-sizeflex-volume

boolean
Is the flexible volume filesystem size fixed?
optional

is-readonlyflex-volume

boolean
Is this flexible volume read only?
optional

is-replicaflex-volume

boolean
Is this flexible volume a replica volume?
optional

volume-size

string

Either the size we found the given volume to be or the size to which the
volume was set (if we're setting its size via the 'new-size' argument
above).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

volume-size-async
Given the name of a volume, either return its current size or set the volume's size to the stated amount.
This API is not supported for flexible volumes, Infinite Volume constituents or FlexGroup constituents.

[top]

Input Name

Range

Type

Description

Specify the volume's new size using the following format: [+|-]<
number > [k|m|g|t|p] If a leading '+' or '-' appears, it indicates that
the given volume's size is to be increased or decreased
(respectively) by the indicated amount, else the amount is the
absolute size to set. The optional trailing 'k', 'm', 'g', 't', and 'p'
indicates the desired units, namely 'kilobytes', 'megabytes',
'gigabytes', 'terabytes', and 'petabytes' (respectively). If the trailing
unit character doesn't appear, then < number > is interpreted as
the number of kilobytes desired. The file system size of a readonly
volume, such as a snapmirror destination, is determined from the
snapmirror source. In such cases, the value set using this API is
interpreted as an upper limit on the size. An volume that's not a
snapmirror destination which has the "fs_size_fixed" option set may
have its size displayed, but not changed. Attempting to set the
volume size in this case will result in failure and a EINTERNALERROR
string
error code. Users must be able to adjust readonly snapmirror
optional
destination volume size in order to maintain enough capacity to
accommodate transfers from the replica source. Attempting to set a
readonly snapmirror destination size to be less than that of its
source will result in a failure indicated by the EONTAPI_ENOSPC
error code. If this input is specified, the size modification occurs
asynchronously, and the 'volume-size' output is not returned to the
caller. Infinite Volume creation and expansion operations may
involve creation and initialization of Namespace Mirrors. The
initialization is started during the creation or expansion operation,
but can continue after the Infinite Volume operation has completed.
When this happens, the Infinite Volume will be in a 'mixed' state,
until the Namespace Mirror initialization is complete. While in a
'mixed' further operations of the Infinite Volume are not possible.
This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes that are
managed by storage services.

new-size

volumename

string

Output Name

Range

Type

The name of the volume.
Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status
volume-size

string

The size of the volume. This output is returned only if the caller is
string
querying the the size and is not modifying it by specifying the 'newoptional
size' input parameter.

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EVOLUMEBUSY
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Description

EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_BIG
E_OLV_CONSTITUENT_SIZE_TOO_SMALL
E_OLV_FG_INTERNAL_STATE_UPDATE_FAILURE
E_OLV_FG_DOESNT_EXIST
E_OLV_FG_SHRINK_UNSUPPORTED

volume-space-get-iter

[top]

Display a list of volumes and a breakup of their used space. This information is only available when the
volume is online. Some fields are expensive to compute, if the system is under load, the information
may not be returned. Best practise would be to only request the fields needed.
Input Name

Range

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
spaceattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
spacespecified on any number of attributes in the volume-space object.
info
All volume-space objects matching this query up to 'max-records'
optional
will be returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

spaceinfo[] The list of attributes of volume-space objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more volumeoptional space objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-split
Remove the specified plex from a mirrored traditional volume and create a new unmirrored traditional
volume with the specified name that contains the split-off plex. The original mirrored traditional volume
becomes unmirrored. The plex to be split from the original traditional volume must be functional (not
partial), but it could be inactive, resyncing, or out-of-date. A 'volume-split' operation can therefore be
used to gain access to a plex that is not up to date with respect to its partner plex if its partner plex is
currently failed. If the plex is offline at the time of the split, the resulting traditional volume will also be

[top]

offline. Otherwise, the resulting traditional volume will be in the same online/offline/restricted state as
the original traditional volume. Note that a split mirror can be joined back together via the "victimvolume" option to "volume-mirror".
Input Name

Range Type

new-volume-name

Description

string Name of the new traditional volume to create from the split plex.

plex

string Name of the plex to split out of its traditional volume.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVOLUMEPLEXINVALID

volume-tiering-policies-list

[top]

Displays the list of names and descriptions of tiering policies supported in the cluster
Output Name Range
tiering-policies
Errno

Type

Description

system-api-enum-value-info[] Enumeration type name/value pair
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-transition-check

[top]

Check to see if a desired volume transition can be performed from one volume type to another. Only 7mode flexible volume to cluster-mode flexible volume and vice versa with limited options are supported
at this time.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

destinationvservername

string
optional

The name of the vserver into which a volume is being transitioned.

nondisruptive

boolean
optional

A 'true' value indicates that only a non-disruptive transition will be
accepted. This is not available for all volume configurations. If a value
is not specified, this field will default to true - non-disruptive desired.

operationtype

string
optional

The type of transition operation; Possible values are: "copy_based"
(default) "in_place" "untransition" Copy Based Transition is currently
the only supported mode for transition; "in_place" and "untransition"
should only be used in testing scenarios.

overridewarnings

boolean
optional

A 'true' value indicates that all warnings will be ignored as a part of the
transition process. The system will select default values as appropriate.
If not specified, values will not be overridden.

sourcenode

string

volumes

The name of the node where the target volumes reside.

volumetransition- Volumes to check for the ability to transition to Cluster-Mode.
volinfo[]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EVOL_TOO_MANY
EONTAPI_ENOSPC
EONTAPI_ESYSTEMERR
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOLTRANSERROR
EVOLTRANWARNING

volume-transition-prepare-to-downgrade

[top]

Verifies that there are no volumes actively transitioning from 7-mode to clustered Data ONTAP, and
configures the transition feature for downgrade.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
CANNOT_DISABLE_TRANSITION_TDP_VOLUME_EXISTS

volume-transition-protect

[top]

Fence access to volume during Transition.
Input Name Range
is-enabled

Type

Description

boolean Protection Enabled

volume

string

The name of the volume.

vserver

string

The name of the Vserver which owns the volume.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVOLUMENOTONLINE
EONTAPI_EINPROGESS
EVOLTRANSERROR
EVOLTRANSWARNING
EVOLTRANSNOTALLOWED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

[top]

volume-unmount
Unmount a volume from its parent volume and delete the junction path at which the volume is
mounted. This API is not supported on Infinite Volume constituents.
Input Name Range

Type

Description
This specifies whether the volume unmount operation is forced or not.
The default value is false.

force

volumename

Under certain circumstances, such as an unexpected reboot while in the
middle of unmounting, the unmount operation might find that after the
reboot, it is unable to delete the junction path at which the volume is
boolean
mounted in the file system. In this situation, if the force option is set to
optional
false, the unmount operation is failed (EJUNCTIONDELETEFAILED),
leaving the junction path information intact in the Volume Management
Database. Instead, if the force option is set to true, the unmount
operation proceeds to delete the junction path information in the Volume
Management Database, irrespective of any failure to delete the junction
path in the file system.
string

The name of the volume.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EMULTIPLEVOLSFOUND
EVOL_NOT_MOUNTED
EVOL_UNMOUNT_FAILED
EJUNCTION_DELETE_FAILED
EVOLUME_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED

volume-verify-list-info

[top]

Get the status of RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. Status includes percentage
complete and whether it's currently suspended.
Input Name Range
volume

Type

Description

Name of an existing mirrored traditional volume. If no name is given,
string
then mirror verification status is generated for all aggregates currently
optional
being verified (including the ones embedded in traditional volumes).

Output Name Range

Type

verify-details

verifyList of aggregates (including the ones embedded in traditional volumes)
detailand their RAID mirror verification status.
info[]

Errno

Description

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-resume

[top]

Resume RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. If no name is given, then resume
RAID mirror verification on all aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes) that have
been suspended.
Input Name Range
volume
Errno

Type

Description

string Name of the existing traditional volume for which RAID mirror verification
optional is to resume.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-start

[top]

Start RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. RAID mirror verification compares the
data in both plexes of a mirrored aggregate (whether it's free-standing or embedded in a traditional
volume). In the default case, any blocks that differ are logged and no changes are made. The fix-plex
option is used to fix any mismatches. It specifies which plex to fix. If no name is given, then RAID
mirror verification is started on all online aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes).
Use either the "aggr-verify-list-info" or "volume-verify-list-info" API to check RAID mirror verification
status. If the fix-plex option is used, then a name must be specified.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

fix-plex

integer If provided, this specifies the plex to fix in case the two plexes do not
optional match. The default is to log any discrepancies instead of fixing them.

log-only

If provided, and if the value is "true", then simply log any discrepancies
boolean instead of fixing them. The default value is "true". If log-only is "false",
optional then the fix-plex option must also be specified. If log-only is "true" and
fix-plex is also specified, then the log-only option will be ignored.

volume

string
Name of the mirrored traditional volume to verify.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-stop

[top]

Stop RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. If no name is given, stop RAID mirror
verification on all aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes) currently being verified.
Input Name Range
volume

Type
string

Description
Name of the traditional volume for which we are to stop RAID mirror

optional verification.
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-verify-suspend

[top]

Suspend RAID mirror verification on the named traditional volume. If no name is given, suspend mirror
verification on all aggregates (including those embedded in traditional volumes) currently being verified.
Input Name Range
volume
Errno

Type

Description

string Name of the traditional volume for which we are to suspend RAID mirror
optional verification.
Description

EINTERNALERROR

volume-wafl-info

[top]

DEFINED HERE FOR BACKWARDS COMPATIBILITY ONLY. CHANGE OVER TO USING THE NEW 'volumeget-filer-info' AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. Get WAFL status information.
Output Name Range Type

Description
Checksum type. The possible values:
"zoned" - if all volumes are Fixed VBN,
"block" - if all volumes are Block Appended,
"mixed" - if volumes are mixed Fixed VBN and Block Appended and
Advanced Zoned,
"none" - if no volumes have zoned or block or advanced_zoned
checksum (azcs) or mixed,
"advanced_zoned" - if all volumes in the system have Advanced
Zoned Checksum scheme.

checksumtypes

string

disk-types

Type of disks. Possible values: 512, 520, 4096, mixed, none. "512" if all
disks 512 BPS, "520" if all disks 520 BPS, "4096" if all disks 4096 BPS,
string
"mixed" if disks are mixed 512 BPS, 520 BPS and 4096 BPS, "none" if no
disks have 512 or 520 or 4096 BPS.

root-volume
snapshotsmax
Errno

string Current root volume.
integer Maximum number of snapshots available. Range : [0..2^31-1].
Description

EINTERNALERROR

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: clone-split-detail-info

[top]

Status information about an active clone split.
Name

Range

block-percentagecomplete

Type

Description

integer Percent of the clone's blocks processed to date by the split.

blocks-scanned

integer

Number of the clone's blocks that have been scanned to date
by the split.

blocks-updated

integer

Total number of the clone's blocks that have been updated to
date by the split.

inode-percentagecomplete

integer
Percent of the clone's inodes processed to date by the split.
optional

inodes-processed

integer
Number of the clone's inodes processed to date by the split.
optional
integer
Total number of inodes in the clone.
optional

inodes-total
name

string

Name of the clone being split.

Element definition: clone-split-estimate-info

[top]

Estimate information about a future clone split.
Name

Range Type

estimateblocks

integer

Description
The estimated number of 4kb blocks required to perform the volume
clone split.

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

vbn-end [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN end value of a disk.
optional

vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: errors-warnings-info

[top]

The complete list of errors and warnings if perform-validation-only is true or all the warnings if isoverride-warnings is true.
Name

Range Type

error-warning

Description

string Error or warning

Element definition: flexgroup-max-size-entry

[top]

The maximum FlexGroup size that can be created for an existing disk type.
Name

Range

aggrtype
max-size

Type

Description

string The disk type of the aggregates for this maximum size.
[0..2^64integer The maximum FlexGroup size that can be created.
1]

providertype

The object store provider type of the FabricPools for this maximum size.
string This parameter is only supported when getting the create limits of a
FlexGroup where the support-tiering parameter is true.

Element definition: footprint-info

[top]

Space configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
dedupemetafilesfootprint
dedupemetafilesfootprintpercent
dedupemetafilestemporaryfootprint
dedupemetafiles-

Range

Type

Description

[0..2^63- integer This field represents temporary deduplication metadata footprint
optional in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

This field represents deduplication metadata footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents temporary deduplication metadata footprint
optional in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

integer

This field represents deduplication metadata footprint as a

temporaryfootprintpercent
delayed-freefootprint
delayed-freefootprintpercent

[0..100]

optional

percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

This field represents the delayed free blocks footprint in bytes.
[0..2^63- integer
This system is used to improve delete performance by batching
optional
1]
delete requests. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the delayed free blocks footprint as a
integer percentage of aggregate size. This system is used to improve
[0..100]
optional delete performance by batching delete requests. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

file-operation- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the file operation metadata footprint in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
metadata
1]
file-operationmetadatapercent
flexvolmetadatafootprint
flexvolmetadatafootprintpercent
snapmirrordestinationfootprint
snapmirrordestinationfootprintpercent
tape-backupmetafilesfootprint
tape-backupmetafilesfootprintpercent
total-footprint
total-footprintpercent

[0..100]

This field represents the file operation metadata footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents flexible volume metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

integer This field represents flexible volume metadata as a percentage of
optional aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents the SnapMirror destination footprint in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

This field represents the SnapMirror destination footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This fields represents the tape backup metadata footprint in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
1]

[0..100]

This field represents the tape backup metadata footprint as a
integer
percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

[0..2^63- integer This field represents the total footprint in bytes. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
1]
[0..100]

integer This field represents the total footprint as a percentage of
optional aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the volume for which the space usage is requested.
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volume-blocks- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
footprint
1]
optional in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
volume-blocks- [0..2^63- integer
in bytes for the performance tier (bin 0). Attributes: nonoptional
footprint-bin0
1]
creatable, non-modifiable
volume-blocksfootprint-bin0percent

[0..100]

This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
integer
in bin 0 as a percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

volume-blocks- [0..2^63- integer This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
footprint-bin1
1]
optional in bytes for bin 1. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
volume-blocksfootprint-bin1percent
volume-blocks-

[0..100]

This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume
integer
in bin 1 as a percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the volume

footprintpercent

[0..100]

volumeguaranteefootprint
volumeguaranteefootprintpercent

integer
as a percentage of aggregate size. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

This field represents the volume guarantee footprint in bytes.
[0..2^63- integer
Alternatively, it is the space reserved for future writes in the
optional
1]
volume. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the volume guarantee footprint as a
integer percentage of aggregate size. Alternatively, it is the percentage
[0..100]
optional of space reserved for future writes in the volume. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the Vserver that contains the volumes for which the
string
space usage is requested. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

Element definition: guarantee

[top]

Type of guarantee
Name Range Type
type

string

Description
guarantee that is supported on a given volume. Possible values are: "volume",
"file", "partial", "none"

Element definition: mediascrub-detail-info

[top]

Information about media scrubbing.
Name

Range

mediascrubstatus

percentagecomplete
raid-group

Type

string

Description
Possible values are "suspended", "disabled" and "enabled" "suspended":
Media scrub is enabled but temporarily paused because another task is
running or it is in the idle cycle of its periodic run. It will resume
automatically when the task is done or the idle cycle ends. "disabled":
Media scrub feature is turned off. "enabled": Media scrub feature is
active.

integer
Media scrubbing percentage complete. Range: [0..100].
optional
string

Name of the RAID group.

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: raidgroup-size-info

[top]

Default, minimum and maximum raidgroup size for each RAID type supported on this filer.
Name

Range

Type

Description

defaultsize

integer Default size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..16].

disktype

string Name of the Disk type present on this controller. Possible values include
optional FCAL, ATA, LUN, SAS, SSD, BSAS, FSAS, MSATA and VMDISK.

maximumdiskcapacity

Maximum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are
specified. This appears only for FSAS family disks of size less than or equal
size
optional to 4TB. If this field is not present in output then there is no restriction on
maximum disk capacity for this raidtype and disktype combination.

maximumsize

integer Maximum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Range : [6..28].

minimumdiskcapacity

Minimum capacity (in TB) of the disk for which the raidgroup sizes are
specified. This appears only for FSAS family disks of size greater than 4TB.
size
optional If this field is not present in output then there is no restriction on minimum
disk capacity for this raidtype and disktype combination.

minimumsize

integer

Minimum size of a RAID group of this type in aggregates. Possible values:
2, 3, 5, 7.

raidtype

string

Name of the RAID type allowed on this filer. Possible values: raid0, raid4,
raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: raidtype-info

[top]

RAID types allowed on this filer.
Name

Range Type

raidtype

Description

string Name of an allowed RAID type. Possible values: raid0, raid4, raid_dp, raid_tec.

Element definition: scrub-detail-info

[top]

Scrubbing information.
Name

Range

Type

Description

issuspended

boolean Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in seconds
optional
since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

percentagecomplete

integer Scrubbing percentage complete. I scrubbing is not active, this value will
optional not be returned. Range : [0..100].

raid-group

string

Name of the RAID group involved in the scrub.

Element definition: space-info

[top]

Space configuration info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

dedupemetafiles

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by deduplication metafiles in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dedupemetafilespercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by deduplication metafiles as
integer
a percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

dedupemetafilestemporary

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by temporary deduplication
optional metafiles in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

dedupemetafilestemporarypercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by temporary deduplication
integer
metafiles as a percentage of volume size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

filesystemmetadata

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents volume filesystem metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filesystemmetadatapercent

[0..100]

This field represents volume filesystem metadata as a
integer
percentage of volume size Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

inodes

[0..2^63-1]

inodespercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by inode metadata as a
integer
percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

inodesupgrade

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by inode metadata for
optional upgrade in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

inodesupgradepercent

[0..100]

logicalavailable

[0..2^63-1]

integer The size (in bytes) that is logically available in the volume.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

logical-used

[0..2^63-1]

The size (in bytes) that is logically used in the volume. This
value includes all the space saved by the storage efficiency
integer
features along with the physically used space. This does not
optional
include Snapshot reserve but does consider Snapshot spill.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

logical-usedpercent

[0..2^32-1]

integer This field represents the logical used as a percentage of
optional volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

performancemetadata

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents metadata in bytes used for performance
optional optimization. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

performancemetadatapercent

[0..100]

This field represents metadata used for performance
integer
optimization as a percentage of volume size Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

physical-

integer This field represents space used by inode metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This field represents space used by inode metadata for
integer
upgrade as a percentage of volume size. Attributes: nonoptional
creatable, non-modifiable

The size in bytes that is physically used in the volume. This
integer differs from 'total-used' space by the space that is reserved for

used

[0..2^63-1]

optional future writes. The value includes blocks in use by Snapshot
copies. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

physicalused-percent

[0..2^32-1]

The size (in percent) that is physically used in the volume. The
integer percentage is based on volume size including the space
optional reserved for Snapshot copies. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

quotametafiles

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents space used by quota metafiles in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

quotametafilespercent

[0..100]

This field represents space used by quota metafiles as a
integer
percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

snapmirrormetadata

[0..2^63-1]

This field represents space used by metafiles during
integer
SnapMirror operations in bytes. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional
non-modifiable

snapmirrormetadatapercent

[0..100]

snapshotreserve

[0..2^63-1]

snapshotreservepercent

[0..100]

integer This field represents the snapshot reserve as a percentage of
optional volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotreserveunusable

[0..2^63-1]

integer This field represents Snapshot reserve that is not available in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotreserveunusablepercent
snapshotspill

This field represents space used by metafiles during
integer
SnapMirror operations as a percentage of volume size.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) in the volume that has been set aside as
integer
reserve for snapshot usage. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

This field represents Snapshot reserve that is not available as
[-2^31..2^31- integer
a percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
1]
modifiable

[0..2^63-1]

This field represents space used by Snapshot copies when it
exceeds the size of the Snapshot reserve in bytes. It is
integer
computed as Snapshot used minus Snapshot reserve when
optional
Snapshot used exceeds Snapshot reserve. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
This field represents Snapshot spill as a percentage of volume
integer size. It is computed as Snapshot used minus Snapshot reserve
optional when Snapshot used exceeds Snapshot reserve. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotspill-percent

[0..100]

tape-backupmetadata

[0..2^63-1]

tape-backupmetadatapercent

[0..100]

total-used

[0..2^63-1]

integer Total used space in the volume including snapshot reserve in
optional bytes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

total-usedpercent

[0..2^32-1]

Total used space in the volume including snapshot reserve as
integer
a percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

user-data

[0..2^63-1]

This field represents user data in bytes. Alternatively, this is
integer
the space reserved to overwrite the data in the volume.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

user-datapercent

[0..2^32-1]

integer This field represents user data as a percentage of volume size.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

integer This fields represents the tape backup metadata in bytes.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field represents the tape backup metadata as a
integer
percentage of volume size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

string

Name of the volume for which the space usage is requested.

optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Name of the Vserver that contains the volumes for which the
string
space usage is requested. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vserver

Element definition: system-api-enum-value-info

[top]

Enumeration type name/value pair When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

description

string Description of the enumeration value Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

value

string Name of the enumeration value Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

Element definition: verify-detail-info

[top]

Information about mirror verification.
Name
issuspended
name

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is mirror verification suspended for this aggregate?
string

Name of the aggregate.

pct-withprecision

string Mirror verification percentage complete floored to two decimal place. If
optional verification isn't active, this value won't be returned. (e.g. "13.12")

percentagecomplete

integer Mirror verification percentage complete. If verification isn't active, this
optional value won't be returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: volume-attributes
Attributes of a volume. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.

[top]

When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
To create an encrypted Volume.

encrypt

boolean
optional

This option when set to 'true', it will generate a new key and
create an encrypted volume using that key. Before that, the
vserver should be configured with the key-manager. When set to
'false', the volume created will not be encrypted.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The encryption state of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptionstate

string
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'full' ... encrypted volume,
'partial' ... volume are in mixed encryption state(valid for
FlexGroup only),
'converting_to_encrypted' ... conversion to encryption
operation is in progress,
'converting_to_plaintext' ... conversion to plain-text
operation is in progress(depricated),
'rekeying' ... rekey of volume is in progress
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Encryption type of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptiontype

encryptiontype
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'volume' ... NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
'aggregate' ... NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
The key-id used for creating encrypted volume.

key-id

string
optional

volumeantivirusattributes

volumeantivirusattributes
optional

A new key will be generated for creating an encrypted volume.
This key-id is associated with the generated key.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumeautobalanceattributes
volumeautosizeattributes

This field contains information about Antivirus On-Access settings
for the volume.

volumeautobalance- This field contains information about the state of Auto Balance
Aggregate for a volume.
attributes
optional
volumeautosizeattributes
optional

This field contains information about the autosize settings of the
volume.

volumecloneattributes
volumecomp-aggrattributes

volume-cloneThis field contains information applying exclusively to clone
attributes
volumes.
optional
volume-compThis field contains information about composite aggregate
aggrattributes of a volume.
attributes
optional

volumedirectoryattributes

volumedirectoryattributes
optional

This field contains information related to directories in a volume.

volumeexportattributes

volumeexportattributes
optional

This field contains information about export settings of the
volume.

volumeflexcacheattributes

volumeflexcacheattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to flexcache
volumes.

volumehybridcacheattributes

volumehybrid-cache- This field contains information on Flash Pool caching attributes on
a volume
attributes
optional

volume-idattributes

volume-idattributes
optional

This field contains identification information about the volume.

volumeinfinitevolattributes

volumeinfinitevolattributes
optional

This field contains information about the state of an Infinite
Volume.

volumeinodeattributes

volume-inodeThis field contains information about inodes in a volume.
attributes
optional

volumelanguageattributes

volumelanguageattributes
optional

This field contains information about volume language-related
settings.

volumemirrorattributes

volumemirrorattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusive to volume
mirror.

volumeperformanceattributes

volumeperformance- This field contains information that relates to the performance of
the volume.
attributes
optional

volume-qosattributes

volume-qosThis field contains the information that relates to QoS.
attributes
optional

volumesecurityattributes

volumesecurityattributes
optional

This field contains information about volume security settings.

volume-sisattributes

volume-sisattributes
optional

This field contains information about Deduplication, file clone,
compression, etc.

volume-

volumesnaplock-

This field contains information about snaplock attributes of the

snaplockattributes

volume.

attributes
optional

volumesnapshotattributes

volumesnapshotattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to all the
snapshots in the volume. Volume disk space-related settings are
excluded.

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes
optional

This field contains information about snapshot autodelete policy
settings.

volumespaceattributes

volume-spaceThis field contains information related to volume disk space
attributes
management including on-disk layout.
optional

volumestateattributes

volume-stateThis field contains information about the state or status of a
attributes
volume or its features.
optional

volumetransitionattributes

volumetransitionattributes
optional

volume-vmalignattributes

volume-vmalignattributes
optional

This field contains information related to the Virtual Machine
alignment settings on a volume

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes
optional

This fields contains information about protection type for the
volume in a Vserver DR setup.

This field contains information applying exclusively to
transitioned or transitioning volumes.

Element definition: volume-clone-info

[top]

Volume FlexClone typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregate

Range

Type

Description

string FlexClone Aggregate Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

block-percentage- [0..2^64- integer Percentage Complete Attributes: non-creatable, noncomplete
1]
optional modifiable
blocks-scanned

[0..2^64- integer
Blocks Scanned Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

blocks-updated

[0..2^64- integer
Blocks Updated Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]

dsid
flexclone-usedpercent
junction-active

[0..2^64- integer FlexClone Data Set ID Attributes: non-creatable, non1]
optional modifiable
[0..100]

integer FlexClone Used Percentage Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
boolean Junction Active Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable

junction-path

string
Junction Path Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
optional

match-parentstorage-tier

boolean (DEPRECATED)-Match Split Data to Parent Storage Tier
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

msid
parent-snapshot

[0..2^64- integer FlexClone Master Data Set ID Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
string FlexClone Parent Snapshot Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

parent-volume

string FlexClone Parent Volume Attributes: required-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

parent-vserver

string FlexClone Parent Vserver Attributes: optional-for-create,
optional non-modifiable

qos-adaptivepolicy-group-name

string QoS Adaptive Policy Group Name Attributes: optional-foroptional create, non-modifiable

qos-policy-groupname
size
space-guaranteeenabled

string QoS Policy Group Name Attributes: optional-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
[0..2^63- integer
FlexClone Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
boolean Space Guarantee In Effect Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
Space Guarantee Style Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable Possible values:

space-reserve

string
optional

split-estimate

integer
Split Estimate Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

"none" ,
"volume"

FlexClone Volume State Possible values are:
state

string
optional

'online',
'offline',
'restricted'.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

used
volume

[0..2^63- integer
Used Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
1]
string FlexClone Volume Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional modifiable
The type of the volume to be created.
Possible values:

volume-type

string
optional

'rw' ... read-write volume,
'dp' ... data-protection volume
Default value is 'rw'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string
Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Indicates whether the volume will be replicated to the
destination in a Vserver DR setup. Possible values are:
vserver-drprotection

string
optional

'protected'
'unprotected'
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"protected" - Volume is protected by Vserver DR,
"unprotected" - Volume is not protected by Vserver DR

Element definition: volume-encryption-conversion-info

[top]

Volume Encryption Conversion typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

percentagecompleted

string
optional

Percentage Completed Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

start-time

datetime
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

string
optional

Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volumename
optional

Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: volume-encryption-rekey-info
Volume Encryption Rekey typedef When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

Description

percentagecompleted

string
optional

Percentage Completed Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

start-time

datetime
optional

Start Time Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

status

string
optional

Status Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume

volumename
optional

Volume Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

vservername
optional

Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Element definition: volume-flexgroup-capacity-tier-footprint-info

[top]

FlexGroup Capacity Tier Footprint When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

volumecapacity-tierfootprint

This field represents the footprint of blocks written to the capacity
size
tier, in bytes, for the FlexGroup. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

volume-name

volumeThis specifies the name of the FlexGroup for the capacity tier
name
footprint. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

vserver-name

vservername Vserver Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: volume-info

[top]

Volume status information.
Name
autosize
block-type

Range

Type

Description

autosize-info Display autosize settings of the volume. Appears only under
optional
"verbose" mode.
string

The indirect block format of the volume. Possible values: 32_bit,
64_bit.
The style of RAID checksum used (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing

aggregate). The possible values:
checksumstyle

string

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned.

clone-children

clone-childFlexible volumes only. This field appears for a flexible volume if
info[]
it is the parent of one or more clones.
optional

clone-parent

Flexible volumes only. This field appears for a flexible volume if
cloneparent-info[] it is a clone of another flexible volume, describing the clone's
optional
parentage.

compression

compression- Note that the use of this element is deprecated, refer to the
info
'dense-status' element for compression status instead.

containingaggregate

string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The name of the aggregate in which the
given flexible volume resides.

disk-count

integer

Total number of associated disks (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate). Range : [0..2^31-1]

encrypt

boolean
optional

Specifies whether a volume is encrypted or not.

encryptionstate

integer
optional

Encryption state of a volume.

encryptiontype

integer
optional

Specifies whether a volume is encrypted as NAE (NetApp
Aggregate Encryption) volume or not.

expiry-date

integer
optional

Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in seconds in the standard
UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed. Range:
[0..2^64-1]. The flag is-wraparound indicates if this date is in the
normal format or is wrapped around. This field is not included if 1.
the volume has an infinite expiry-date 2. the volume is offline 3.
the volume has scan in progress 4. the volume is regular volume
5. the volume has no expiry date. The volume is SnapLock
volume (is-snaplock is "true") with no WORM files and no WORM
snapshots.

files-privateused

integer

Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes) used. If the
volume is restricted or offline, a a value of 0 is returned. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

files-total

integer

Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum
number of user-visible files (inodes) that this volume can
currently hold. If the volume is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

files-used

integer

Number of user-visible files (inodes) used. If the volume is
restricted or offline, a value 0 returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Filesystem size (in bytes) of the volume. This is the total usable
size of the volume, not including WAFL reserve. This value is the
same as Size except for certain SnapMirror destination volumes.
It is possible for destination volumes to have a different
filesystem-size because the filesystem-size is sent across from
the source volume. If the volume is restricted or offline, a value
of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

filesystemsize

Expiry date of the SnapLock volume in a human-readable format
:: is displayed. A value of "infinite" indicates that the volume has
an infinite expiry date. A value of "scan_in_progress" indicates

formattedexpiry-date

string
optional

that expiry date is not displayed since worm scan on the volume
is in progress. A value of "no_expiry_date" indicates that expiry
date is not displayed since the SnapLock volume has no WORM
files and WORM snapshots. This field is not included if the volume
is offline or the volume is regular volume (is-snaplock is "false").

formattedsnaplockvolumecomplianceclock

string
optional

If Compliance Clock is initialized then human readable time :: is
displayed. This field will be present only for SnapLock volumes.

hybrid-cacheeligibility

string

hybrid cache eligibility. Valid values are "read","read-write" and
"none". Volumes which report "read" can support only read
caching. Volumes which report "read-write" support both read and
write caching. "none" means no hybrid caching support.

hybrid-cachewritecachingineligibilityreason

string
optional

informs why the volume cannot participate in write caching. This
field is valid only if the volume can participate in read caching but
not write caching.

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for system
(not user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as
more system files are created. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of zero is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

inodefilepubliccapacity

integer

Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for uservisible files. This number will dynamically increase as more uservisible files are created. If the volume is restricted or offline, a
value of zero is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

inofileversion

integer

The inofile-version of the volume. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 returned. Range : [0..2^32-1].

is-checksumenabled

boolean

Whether RAID checksums are enabled (for a traditional volume;
for a flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate).

is-insnapmirrorjumpahead

boolean
optional

True when the volume is in the process of SnapMirror jump
ahead. Default value is false. This field is returned only for online
volumes.

isinconsistent

boolean

Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the associated file
system.

inodefileprivatecapacity

is-invalid

boolean
optional

Whether or not this volume is invalid. Volumes typically become
invalid as a result of an aborted 'vol copy' or SnapMirror(R) initial
transfer. In such a case a volume is in a half created state and
cannot be recovered.
By default, this field is FALSE.

is-snaplock
is-spaceenforcementlogical

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean

Whether or not this is a SnapLock volume.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically,
ONTAP enforces volume settings such that all the physical space
saved by the storage efficiency features will be calculated as
used. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite
Volumes. The default setting is false.

boolean
optional

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the
volume space such that all the physical space saved by the
storage efficiency features are also as reported as used. This
parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
The default setting is false.
Flexible volumes only. Whether or not the space SLO type

is-space-sloenabled

isunrecoverable

boolean
optional

boolean
optional

associated with the flexible volume is in effect. Possible values:
enabled and disabled. This field does not appear if the flexible
volume is restricted or offline.
Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the associated file
system and it is not recoverable. This value is only present for
flexible volumes.
By default, this field is FALSE.

iswraparound

boolean
optional

True if the date represented in expiry-date is a wrap around date.
SnapLock wraps around the expiry date to indicate dates after
01/19/2038. It remaps 01/01/1970 - 12/31/2002 to 01/19/2038
- 01/19/2071. This field is not included if 1. the volume has an
infinite expiry date 2. the volume is offline 3. the volume has scan
in progress 4. the volume is regular volume (is-snaplock is
"false") 5. the volume has no expiry date. The volume is
SnapLock volume (is-snaplock is "true") with no WORM files and
no WORM snapshots.

key-id

string
optional

If the volume is encrypted, key associated with this key-id is used
for encrypting the volume.

integer

This field represents the percentage of logical used size in the
volume. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite
Volumes. Range : [0..2^32-1].

mirror-status

string

The RAID mirror status (for a traditional volume; for a flexible
volume, the corresponding value of its containing aggregate).
Possible values: CP count check in progress, failed, invalid, limbo,
mirror degraded, mirror resynchronizing, mirrored, needs CP
count check, uninitialized, <unknown mirror state>, and
unmirrored.

name

string

Name of the volume.

owning-vfiler

string
optional

Name of the vfiler which owns this volume. This value will be
returned only if the request is coming to vfiler0 and MultiStore is
licensed.

percentageused

integer
optional

Percentage of the volume size that is used. If the volume is
restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..100].

plex-count

integer

Number of plexes (for a traditional volume; for a flexible volume,
the corresponding value of its containing aggregate). This is also
the size of the "plex" array that appears below. A plex is
composed of one or more RAID groups that have been lashed
together to serve as the unit for RAID mirroring. Range :
[0..2^31-1]

plexes

plex-info[]

quota-init

integer

Quota state and percent initialized. 100% means that quotas are
on, 0% means quotas are off, and anywhere inbetween means
that quotas are initializing. Range : [0..100].

integer

The current RAID group size (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate). Range : [0..2^31-1].

logical-usedpercent

raid-size

raid-status

string

List of plexes for this volume (for a traditional volume; for a
flexible volume, the corresponding value of its containing
aggregate).

The current RAID status (for a traditional volume; for a flexible
volume, the corresponding value of its containing aggregate).
Possible values: copying, degraded, foreign, growing, initializing,
invalid, ironing, mirror degraded, mirrored, needs check,
noparity, normal, out-of-date, partial, raid0, raid4, raid_dp,
raid_tec, reconstruct, resyncing, snapmirrored, verifying,
unrecoverable. This field can contain a combination of the above
status values in a comma separated list; for example:

"reconstruct,growing".
string
optional

Displays the remote host and remote volume where the origin of
the cache is located. Returned in format: : Present only if flex
volume is a FlexCache. Remote Host: Should be formatted as
either the DNS hostname or as an IP address. Remote Volume:
Should be formatted the same as a volume name.

integer

Number of bytes reserved for overwriting snapshotted data in an
otherwise full volume. This space is usable only by spacereserved LUNs and files, and then only when the volume is full. It
is equal to reserve-required if the value of the fractional_reserve
option is set to the default value of 100%, but otherwise may be
less than reserve-required. If the volume is restricted or offline, a
value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1]

integer

The number of reserved bytes that are required to ensure that
the reserved space is sufficient to allow all space reserved files
and LUNs to be overwritten when the volume is full. If the volume
is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^641].

integer

Number of reserved bytes that is not available for new overwrites.
The number includes both reserved bytes which have actually
been used for overwrites as well as bytes which were never
allocated in the first place. On a volume without free space, the
"never allocated" component can become non-zero when reserverequired increases as holes are filled in. Because of this, the
reserve-used value can exceed the number of snapshotted bytes.
The reserve-used value can also exceed the value of reserverequired, as the filer maintains a small hidden reserve of last
resort. If the volume is restricted or offline, a value of 0 is
returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

reserve-usedactual

integer

Number of reserved bytes that have been used. This value is
computed as the smaller of: (1) snapshotted bytes not in the
active filesystem, and (2) reserve-used. This formula comes from
the observation that you cannot have used more overwrite
reserved than have actually overwritten data. This value can
exceed the value of reserve-required, as the filer maintains a
small hidden reserve of last resort. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

sis

sis-info
optional

Display the Single Instance Storage (SIS) related status and
statistics if the volume is a SIS volume.

size-available

integer

Number of bytes still available in the volume. If the volume is
restricted or offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^641].

integer

Number of bytes that should be available in the volume
irrespective of available in the aggregate for a thin provisioned
volume. This is same as size-available for 'volume' guaranteed
volumes. For 'none' guaranteed volumes this value is calculated
as if the aggregate has enough backing disk space to fully support
the volumes's size. Similar to the size-available property, this
does not include Snapshot reserve. This count gets reduced if
snapshots consume space above Snapshot reserve threshold. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes that are logically available in the volume i.e.
amount of free space available considering space saved by the
storage efficiency features as being used. This does not include
Snapshot reserve. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups
or Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

remotelocation

reserve

reserverequired

reserve-used

sizeexpectedavailable

size-logicalavailable

Number of bytes logically used in the volume. This value includes

size-logicalused

integer

all the space saved by the storage efficiency features along with
the physically used space. This does not include Snapshot reserve
but does consider Snapshot spill. This parameter is not supported
on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes that are logically used by the active filesystem of
the volume. This value differs from 'size-logical-used' by the
amount of Snapshot spill that exceeds Snapshot reserve. This
parameter is not supported of FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes that are logically used across all Snapshots
copies in the volume. This value differs from 'size-used-bysnapshots' by the space saved by the storage efficiency features
across the Snapshot copies. This parameter is not supported on
FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

integer

Number of bytes not available in the aggregate for a volume. This
will be non-zero only in case of none guaranteed volume when it's
unused size exceeds available space in the aggregate. For
guarantee enabled volume this field will always report zero. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

integer

The size in bytes that is physically used in the volume. This differs
from 'total-used' space by the space that is reserved for future
writes. The value includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies.
Range : [0..2^64-1].

sizesnapshotreserveavailable

integer

Number of bytes available for Snapshot copies inside the
Snapshot reserve. This value is zero if Snapshot spill is present.
For none guaranteed volumes, this may get reduced due to less
available space in the aggregate. This parameter is not supported
on Infinite Volumes. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-total

integer

Total usable size (in bytes) of the volume, not including WAFL
reserve or volume snapshot reserve. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-used

integer

Number of bytes used in the volume. If the volume is restricted or
offline, a value of 0 is returned. Range : [0..2^64-1].

size-logicalused-by-afs

size-logicalused-bysnapshots

size-overprovisioned

size-physicalused

snapautodelete

snapautodelete- Display the snapshot autodelete policy related status of the
volume. Appears only under "verbose" mode.
info
optional

snaplock-type

string
optional

The type of the snaplock volume. It is present for snaplock
volumes only, i.e. volumes for which is-snaplock is "true".
Possible values - "compliance" or "enterprise"

snaplockvolumecomplianceclock

integer
optional

If Compliance Clock is initialized then time in seconds in the
standard UNIX format (since 01/01/1970 00:00:00) is displayed.
This field will be present only for SnapLock volumes. Range:
[0..2^64-1].

snapshotblocksreserved

integer

The number of 1024 byte blocks that has been set aside as
reserve for snapshot usage. This is same as "blocks-reserved" in
snapshot-get-reserve API output. Range : [0..2^64-1].

snapshotpercentreserved

integer

The percentage of disk space that has been set aside as reserve
for snapshot usage. This is same as "percent-reserved" in
snapshot-get-reserve API output. Range : [0..100].

space-reserve

string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The storage guarantee associated with
the flexible volume. Possible values: none, file, volume. This field
does not appear if the flexible volume is restricted or offline.

spacereserveenabled

boolean
optional

Flexible volumes only. Whether or not the storage guarantee
associated with the flexible volume is currently in effect. This field
does not appear if the flexible volume is restricted or offline.

string
optional

Flexible volumes only. The space SLO type associated with the
flexible volume. The space SLO type is the Service Level Objective
for space management for the volume. Possible values: none,
thick, semi-thick. This field does not appear if the flexible volume
is restricted or offline.

state

string

State of the volume. Possible values: "offline", "online",
"restricted" and "unknown" for both flexible and traditional
volumes, and "creating", "failed", and "partial" specifically for
traditional volumes. The "mixed" state applies to both FlexGroups
and Infinite Volumes. If the state of a FlexGroup or Infinite
Volume is mixed, that indicates that not all of the constituents are
in the same state.

transition

transitioninfo
optional

Information relating to any transition jobs running or previously
run on this volume.

type

string

The type of volume. Possible values: "flex" for flexible volumes,
and "trad" for traditional volumes.

uuid

string

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the volume.

space-slo

vm-align-info Information related to the Virtual Machine alignment settings on
optional
the volume.

vm-align

volumeInformation related to 64-bit upgrade. After 64-bit upgrade
64bitupgrade-info completes, this information is no longer available.
optional

volume-64bitupgrade

Element definition: volume-modify-iter-async-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against volume object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

integer
optional

Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.

errormessage
jobid

[0..2^641]

status

string

volume-key

volumeattributes

Description

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".
The keys for the volume object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: volume-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against volume object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

error-

string

Description
Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

message

optional

volume-key

volumeattributes

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.
The keys for the volume object to which the modify
operation applies.

Element definition: volume-move-error-code

[top]

The complete list of error codes if perform-validation-only is true.
Name

Range Type Description

volume-move-error

integer Error

Element definition: volume-move-info

[top]

Status of the move operation When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The date and time in cluster timezone when the volume move
completed (successfully or otherwise). If the volume move operation
completed successfully, this is the time when the volume on the
actual[0..2^31- integer destination aggregate has been made master and the original volume
completionoptional on the source aggregate has been deleted or is no longer a master
1]
timestamp
copy.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
actualduration

bypassthrottling

The duration in days, hours, minutes and seconds for which the
[0..2^32- integer volume move was or is in progress.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This specifies whether this move should be throttled so protocol
operations latencies are not affected by move. If this parameter is
boolean specified with true, the move will not be throttled by the transfer
optional engine. The default is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The number of bytes remaining to be sent during volume move. This
is an approximate number and lags the current status by a few (3)
minutes while the volume move is in operation. The bytes-remaining
is applicable only for ongoing volume moves. It is not applicable to
completed or failed moves. The data inside the volume is considered
bytes[0..2^63- integer to be much much larger than data outside the volume. This value
optional most of the time will track data inside the volume yet to be sent.
remaining
1]

Note that the bytes-remaining can increase over a period of time
depending on the rate of change of volume by protocols or other
consumers of the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The number of bytes sent thus far as part of volume move. This is an
approximate number and lags the current status by a few seconds
while the volume move is in operation. The bytes-sent is applicable
only for ongoing and successful volume moves. The bytes-sent
counter is mononotonically increasing in most cases. It is stored in
memory. As a result, any reboots or failover of the move operation
[0..2^63- integer
bytes-sent
can lead to resetting of this counter to a lesser value than reported
optional
1]
earlier. The data inside the volume is considered to be much much
larger than metadata of the volume, mostly stored outside the
volume. This value most of the time will track data inside the volume
sent at the time of retreiving status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The status code of the move operation. The status code will be 0
while the job is running or is successful. It will be non-zero if it is not
completion- [0..2^64- integer successful. The code field will be the same as job show's 'status job'
optional field. This field will be in diag mode of the UI.
code
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Once a volume move is complete, the final state of the volume move
string operation. This is available in diag mode only.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

completionstatus

cutoveraction

string
optional

The action to be taken for cutover or during cutover failure. Can be
one of abort_on_failure, defer_on_failure, force or wait. This is the
input given during the start of volume move.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Number of times cutover has been attempted during the move
cutover[0..2^32- integer operation. This is a diag only field.
attemptedoptional
1]
count
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cutoverattempts

[1..25]

The number of attempts to be used by the move operation to cutover
to the destination volume. This is the input by the upper layers. If
integer the number of attempts is exhausted, the cutover-action input
optional determines the next course of action for the move operation.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

cutoverharddeferredcount

cutovertriggertimestamp

Number of times cutover has been hard deferred during the move
operation due to non-transient, intervention-necessary conditions.
[0..2^32- integer
This is a diag only field.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The time when move operation last accepted a trigger to initiate
cutover. This is applicable when the move operation is waiting for a
[0..2^31- integer cutover to be triggered because of a hard cutover deferred state or
optional because the cutover-action was wait.
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

cutoverwindow

The time window in seconds given as input for the cutover phase of
integer volume move.
[30..300]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

cutoverssoftdeferredcount

Number of times cutover has been soft deferred during the move
[0..2^32- integer operation due to transient conditions. This is a diag only field.
1]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the aggregate where the volume is being moved to.

destinationaggregate

string
optional

destinationkey-id

string
optional

destinationnode

The name of the node where the destination aggregate is. This will be
string a diagnostic only field.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

details

This field contains details about any warnings, errors and state of the
string move operation. This is a string field.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

enforcenetworkthrottling

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This is the encryption key-id of the destination volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This specifies whether this move should enforce replication engine
node level network throttling. If this parameter is specified with true,
boolean the move will be throttled by the replication engine. The default is
optional false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

The approximate date and time in the cluster time zone when the
entire volume move operation is expected to complete. The move
operation completes when the volume instance on the destination
aggregate has become the master copy and the volume instance on
the source aggregate has been deleted or is no longer the master
estimatedcopy. The format will be in Ontap's Date format. Note that this time
[0..2^31- integer
completionmay keep increasing when the move goes into Cutover-Deferrred
optional
1]
time
mode. In those cases where the input for cutover-action is wait,
during data copy phase, estimated time of completion will
approximate the time to reach cutover point and wait for user
intervention.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The approximate amount of time in terms of days, hours, minutes
and seconds remaining to complete the volume move. Note that this
duration will not go down to zero when the move goes into Cutoverestimated[0..2^32- integer
Deferrred mode. The duration displayed in the examples is not
remainingoptional
1]
correct. cutover.
duration
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
executionprogress

internalstate

The execution progress of the job as reported by the job. This is used
string for debugging purposes only and is only available in diag mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This is the actual internal state of the move job. This is used for
string debugging purposes only and is only available in diag mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

isdestinationencrypted

boolean
optional

is-sourceencrypted

boolean
optional

This value is 'true' if the destination volume is an encrypted volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This value will be 'true' if the source volume is an encrypted volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

job-id

job-uuid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]
uuid
optional

The ui job id of the move job. This is available in diag mode only.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The job uuid of the move job. This is available in diag mode only.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

lastThe time when move operation initiated cutover.
cutover- [0..2^31- integer
optional
trigger1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
timestamp
managingnode

moved-byautobalance

The node in the cluster on which the move operation/job is or was
string running. This is usually on the node hosting the volume to be moved.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This value will be 'true' if the move has been initiated by Auto
Balance aggregate and 'false' if the move is not related to Auto
boolean
Balance Aggregate.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

originaljob-id

percentcomplete

This field will be populated when the move job is restarted with a
[0..2^64- integer new Job identifier.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The amount of work to move the volume completed thus far in terms
integer of percentage.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The phase of the move operation. The move operation can have the
following phases:

phase

string
optional

Queued - Phase where the move operation is queued for
execution by the cluster.
Initializing - Phase where the move operation is setting up
resources and initializing them for moving the volume.
Replicating - Phase in which move operation is doing data copy
from source volume to destination aggregate.
Cutover - Phase in which the move operation is attempting to
switch over volume to the destination aggregate and ensuring
client i/o and system operations go to the volume on the
destination aggregate. In this phase client i/o and system
operations are temporarily suspended while a final data copy is
taking place from the current volume to the destination
aggregate.
cutover_hard_deferred - Phase in which the move operation is
deferring cutover due to some errors in the system during
move. The move operation is waiting for corrective action from
the admin or MEI tools to take place. The details field contains
the reason for the error.
cutover_soft_deferred - Phase in which the move operation is
deferring cutover due to some transient errors in the system
during move. The move operation is replicating in the
background and waiting for the transient error which is causing
the soft deferral to clear up. If the move operation has not yet
started the replication in the background, the 'Detailed Status'
field will contain the reason for soft deferral.
Completed - The move operation has completed successfully
and the volume is now on destination aggregate.
Finishing - The move operation performs a cleaning up before
completing succesfully and the volume is now on destination

aggregate.
cleaning_up - The move operation aborted and is in the
process of cleaning up. This is a transient condition that will
eventually lead to Failed phase.
Failed - The move operation was not successful. The details
field and the code indicates the reason for the failure.
Failed - The move operation did not complete successfully.
Restarting - The move operation is restarting.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

prior-issues

The list of issues or transient errors encountered causing the move
operation to retry the data copy phase or the cutover phase. For
RR.1, there will be only one transient error reported. For later
string releases, there can be many transient errors seperated by newlines
optional reported, with the order being earliest at top and latest error at the
bottom of the list. This is a diag only field.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

replicationthroughput

The current replication throughput of the move operation in terms of
string Kb/s, Mb/s or Gb/s.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

skip-deltacalculation

boolean
optional

sourceaggregate

The name of the aggregate where the volume being moved originally
string resides or resided.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

source-keyid

string
optional

sourcenode

string
optional

Indicates that the move should skip delta calculation.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This is the encryption key-id of the source volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The name of the node where the source aggregate is.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The date and time in cluster timezone when the volume move
start[0..2^31- integer started.
optional
timestamp
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The state of the volume move at the time of issuing the command
and the system gathering up the information about the move. The
states can have the following values:

state

string
optional

Healthy - Volume move is proceeding as planned, with no
issues so far
Done - Volume move has finished successfully.
Failed - Volume move has failed due to some reason, with the
reason being available in the Detailed Status section.
Warning - Volume move has encountered a transient error
condition during its operation, but is continuing on since then.
The details and phase section has more context into the cause
of the error.
Alert - Volume move has encountered a serious condition that
cannot be rectified by the system alone and needs input from
the upper layers (admin or tools) before proceeding. The
volume move will go into Cutover-Deferred phase waiting for
user intervention in case of errors, with volume move triggercutover being the way the move operation can be restarted.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
volume- This is the name of the vserver-scoped volume being moved.
name
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

volume
volumeinstanceuuid

uuid
optional

This is the instance uuid of the vserver-scoped volume being moved.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

This is the name of the vserver in which the volume being moved is
vserverpart of.
name
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: volume-move-target-aggr-info
Compatible target aggregate information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggr-name

Range

Type

Description

aggrAggregate Name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonname
modifiable
optional

available-size

size
Available size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

current-dest-capacitytier-usage

Current Destination Capacity Tier Usage Attributes: nonsize
optional creatable, non-modifiable

current-destperformance-tieravailsize

Current Destination Performance Tier Available Size
size
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

current-source-capacitytier-usage

Current Source Capacity Tier Usage Attributes: nonsize
optional creatable, non-modifiable

current-sourceperformance-tieravailsize

Current Source Performance Tier Available Size Attributes:
size
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-dest-capacitytier-usage

Projected Destination Capacity Tier Usage After Move
size
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-destperformance-tieravailsize

Projected Destination Performance Tier Avaialble Dize
size
optional After Move Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-sourcecapacity-tier-usage

Projected Source Capacity Tier Usage After Move
size
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

projected-sourceperformance-tieravailsize

Projected Source Performance Tier Available Size After
size
optional Move Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

storage-type

string
Storage Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

[top]

Element definition: volume-option-info

[top]

Option key and value.
Name Range Type Description
name

string Option key.

value

string Option value.

Element definition: volume-transition-volinfo

[top]

Information describing the volume and how to transition it.
Name

Range

junctionpath
volumename

Type

Description

The path in the vserver into which the volume should be mounted. Note that
string
this is only valid for transitions from 7-mode to Cluster-mode and not
optional
untransition. Path should be of the format "/".
string

The name of the volume which is to be transitioned.

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: autosize-info

[top]

Autosize settings of the volume This appears only if the "verbose" parameter above is set to "true".
Name

Range

Type

Description

growinteger The trigger capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
threshold- [0..100]
optional grows.
percent
increment- [0..2^63- integer
The increment size by which the volume would be grown, in kbytes.
optional
size
1]
is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
boolean
autosize-mode instead. The value of 'true' means that autosize is
optional
enabled, while 'false' means that the autosize mode is 'off'.

maximum- [0..2^63- integer The maximum size to which the volume would be grown automatically,
size
1]
optional in kbytes.
minimum- [0..2^63- integer The minimim size to which the volume can be shrunk automatically, in

size

1]

optional kbytes.
string Defines the current mode of volume autosize. Legal modes include
optional "grow", "grow_shrink", and "off".

mode

shrinkinteger The trigger capacity percentage at which the volume automatically
threshold- [0..100]
optional shrinks.
percent

Element definition: clone-child-info

[top]

Information describing each of the clones that are children of the current flexible volume.
Name

Range Type

clone-childname

Description

The name of a clone volume whose parent is the given flexible
string
volume.

Element definition: clone-parent-info

[top]

Information describing the parentage of a flexible volume clone.
Name

Range Type

parent-snapshotname
parent-volumename

string

Description
The name of the snapshot in 'parent-volume-name' serving as the
parent of this clone.

string The name of the flexible volume serving as the parent of this clone.

Element definition: compression-info

[top]

Note that the use of this element is deprecated, refer to the 'dense-status' element for compression
status instead.
Name
iscompressionenabled

Range Type
string

Description
Note that the use of this field is deprecated, refer to the 'is-compressionenabled' field in the 'dense-status' element instead.

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: encryptiontype

[top]

none|volume|aggregate Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
[none]

Element definition: plex-info

[top]

Information for a plex.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-online

boolean "true" if the plex is online, "false" otherwise.

isresyncing

boolean "true" if the plex is currently resyncing, "false" otherwise.

name

string

Plex name, e.g. /myvol/plex0

plexresyncpct-withprecision

string If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage
optional floored to two decimal places. (e.g. "13.12")

plex-status

Plex status. Possible values: "normal", "failed", "empty", "invalid",
string "uninitialized", "failed assimilation", "limbo", "active", "inactive",
optional "resyncing", These values may appear by themselves or in combination
separated by commas (e.g., "normal,active")

pool

[0..1]

raidgroup- List of all RAID groups in the plex. This appears only if the "verbose"
info[] parameter above is set to "true".
optional

raidgroups
resynclevel
resyncingpercentage

integer
The pool to which the majority of disks in the plex belong.
optional

[0..1]

integer
If the plex is currently being resynced, then the resync level.
optional
integer If the plex is currently being resynced, then the completion percentage.
optional Range : [0..100].

Element definition: sis-info

[top]

Status and statistics for the SIS volume.
Name
compresssaved

Range Type

Description

The total disk space saved due to compression in KB (1024 Bytes) on the
integer
referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

dedupsaved

integer

The total disk space saved due to deduplication in KB (1024 Bytes) on the
referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

lastoperationbegin

string Start timestamp of the last SIS operation.

lastoperationend

string End timestamp of the last SIS operation.

lastoperationerror

string

lastoperationsize

integer The size in bytes of the last SIS operation. Range : [0..2^64-1].

percentcompresssaved

integer

The percentage of disk space saved by compression on the referenced file
system. Range: [0 - 100]

percentdedupsaved

integer

The percentage of disk space saved by deduplication on the referenced file
system. Range: [0 - 100]

percenttotal-saved

integer

The percentage of disk space saved by compression & deduplication on the
referenced file system. Range: [0 - 100]

percentagesaved

Percentage of space savings generated by the shared space. This is
integer calculated as [size-saved / (size-saved + size-used)]. This field appears if
the SIS volume is online. Range : [0..100].

A human readable error message of the last SIS operation. Present when
there was an error.

progress

string The progress of the current SIS operation.

schedule

string

The schedule for SIS operation on the volume. See sis-set-config for the
format of the schedule.

size-saved

The disk space savings generated by the shared space. The size is in
bytes. The size-saved plus the size-used would be the total space usage, if
integer
no space is shared. This field appears if the SIS volume is online. Range :
[0..2^64-1].

size-shared

integer

state
status
total-saved
type

Number of bytes in the used space that is shared. This field appears if this
SIS volume is online. Range : [0..2^64-1].

string Possible values: "enabled", or "disabled".
string Possible values: "idle", "active", "pending", or "undoing".
integer

The total disk space saved by compression & deduplication in KB (1024
Bytes) on the referenced file system. Range: [0 - 2^64-1]

string Possible values: "regular" or "snapvault".

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snap-autodelete-info
Snapshot autodelete policy settings. This appears only if the "verbose" parameter above is set to "true".

[top]

Name

Range Type

Description

commitment

Possible values: "try", "disrupt", or "destroy". This option determines the
snapshots which snapshot autodelete is allowed to delete to get back
space. Setting this option to "try" only permits the snapshots which are
not locked by data protection utilities (dump, mirroring, NDMPcopy) and
string
data backing functionalities (volume and LUN clones) to be deleted.
Setting this option to "disrupt" only permits the snapshots which are not
locked by data backing functionalities (volume and LUN clones) to be
deleted.

defer-delete

Possible values "scheduled", "user_created", "prefix", or "none". This
option determines which kind of snapshots to delete in the end. Setting
this option value to "scheduled" will delete the snapshots created by the
snapshot scheduler last. Setting this option value to "user_created" will
string
delete the snapshots not created by the snapshot scheduler last. Setting
this option value to "prefix" will delete the snapshots matching the prefix
string to be deleted last. Setting this option value to "none" will disable
the above choices.

delete-order

string

destroy-list

Possible values are the combination of "lun_clone", "vol_clone",
"cifs_share", "file_clone" or "none". These options specify the list of
string
service that can be destroyed if the snapshot is backing that service. This
option is valid only when the commitment is set to destroy.

Possible values "oldest_first", "newest_first". This option determines if the
oldest or newest snapshot is deleted first.

prefix

string

This option provides the prefix string for the "prefix" value of the
"defer_delete" option.

state

string

Possible values: "on" or "off". This option determines if the snapshot
autodelete is currently enabled for the volume.

target-freespace

trigger

This option determines when snapshot autodelete should stop deleting
integer snapshot. Depending on the trigger, snapshots are deleted till we reach
the target free space percentage. Range: [1..100]
Possible values: "volume", "snap_reserve", or "(DEPRECATED)space_reserve". This option determines the condition in which snapshots
should be automatically deleted. Setting this option to "volume" triggers
snapshot autodelete to run when the volume is near full. Setting this
string option to "snap_reseve" triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the
snap reserve of the volume is near full. Setting this option to
"space_reserve" triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the space
reserved in the volume is near full. NOTE: The option "space_reserve" is
deprecated.

Element definition: transition-info

[top]

Information relating to any transition jobs running or previously run on this volume.
Name
transitionstate
transitioned

Range

Type

Description

string
Indicates the current state of the volume transition operation.
optional
boolean Indicates whether the volume has gone through a transition
optional operation.

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vm-align-info

[top]

Information relating to Virtual Machine alignment settings on the volume.
Name Range

Type

Description

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files created with the
vmsuffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input parameter will have zero-filled
integer
align- [1..7]
<512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data at the beginning so that it's actual data
optional
sector
starts at a different offset instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes
to such files are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary
vmalignsuffix

The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz' is used to identify
string
the files which needs to be aligned. See the description for 'vm-align-sector'
optional
above for more information on this.

Element definition: volume-64bit-upgrade-info

[top]

Information related to 64-bit upgrade.
Name Range
check

Type
volume-64bit-upgradecheck-info
optional

Description
Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggradd is "check".

Element definition: volume-antivirus-attributes
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the volume.} Information about
Antivirus settings for the volume.
Name Range

onaccesspolicy

Type

Description
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the
volume.} The name of the Antivirus On-Access policy. The default policy name
is 'default'.

string
If not specified when creating a volume, the Antivirus On-Access Policy is
optional
inherited from the owning vserver. Currently, this policy can only be managed

[top]

using the 'antivirus' command line interfaces.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-attributes

[top]

Attributes of a volume. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
To create an encrypted Volume.

encrypt

boolean
optional

This option when set to 'true', it will generate a new key and
create an encrypted volume using that key. Before that, the
vserver should be configured with the key-manager. When set to
'false', the volume created will not be encrypted.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The encryption state of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptionstate

string
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'full' ... encrypted volume,
'partial' ... volume are in mixed encryption state(valid for
FlexGroup only),
'converting_to_encrypted' ... conversion to encryption
operation is in progress,
'converting_to_plaintext' ... conversion to plain-text
operation is in progress(depricated),
'rekeying' ... rekey of volume is in progress
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Encryption type of a volume.
Possible values:

encryptiontype

encryptiontype
optional

'none' ... plain-text volume,
'volume' ... NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
'aggregate' ... NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
The key-id used for creating encrypted volume.

key-id

string
optional

A new key will be generated for creating an encrypted volume.
This key-id is associated with the generated key.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

volumeantivirusattributes
volumeautobalanceattributes
volumeautosizeattributes
volumecloneattributes
volumecomp-aggrattributes

volumeantivirusattributes
optional

This field contains information about Antivirus On-Access settings
for the volume.

volumeautobalance- This field contains information about the state of Auto Balance
Aggregate for a volume.
attributes
optional
volumeautosizeattributes
optional

This field contains information about the autosize settings of the
volume.

volume-cloneThis field contains information applying exclusively to clone
attributes
volumes.
optional
volume-compThis field contains information about composite aggregate
aggrattributes of a volume.
attributes
optional

volumedirectoryattributes

volumedirectoryattributes
optional

This field contains information related to directories in a volume.

volumeexportattributes

volumeexportattributes
optional

This field contains information about export settings of the
volume.

volumeflexcacheattributes

volumeflexcacheattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to flexcache
volumes.

volumehybridcacheattributes

volumehybrid-cache- This field contains information on Flash Pool caching attributes on
a volume
attributes
optional

volume-idattributes

volume-idattributes
optional

This field contains identification information about the volume.

volumeinfinitevolattributes

volumeinfinitevolattributes
optional

This field contains information about the state of an Infinite
Volume.

volumeinodeattributes
volumelanguageattributes
volumemirrorattributes

volume-inodeThis field contains information about inodes in a volume.
attributes
optional
volumelanguageattributes
optional
volumemirrorattributes

This field contains information about volume language-related
settings.

This field contains information applying exclusive to volume
mirror.

optional
volumeperformanceattributes

volumeperformance- This field contains information that relates to the performance of
the volume.
attributes
optional

volume-qosattributes

volume-qosThis field contains the information that relates to QoS.
attributes
optional

volumesecurityattributes

volumesecurityattributes
optional

This field contains information about volume security settings.

volume-sisattributes

volume-sisattributes
optional

This field contains information about Deduplication, file clone,
compression, etc.

volumesnaplockattributes

volumesnaplockattributes
optional

This field contains information about snaplock attributes of the
volume.

volumesnapshotattributes

volumesnapshotattributes
optional

This field contains information applying exclusively to all the
snapshots in the volume. Volume disk space-related settings are
excluded.

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes

volumesnapshotautodeleteattributes
optional

This field contains information about snapshot autodelete policy
settings.

volumespaceattributes

volume-spaceThis field contains information related to volume disk space
attributes
management including on-disk layout.
optional

volumestateattributes

volume-stateThis field contains information about the state or status of a
attributes
volume or its features.
optional

volumetransitionattributes

volumetransitionattributes
optional

volume-vmalignattributes

volume-vmalignattributes
optional

This field contains information related to the Virtual Machine
alignment settings on a volume

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes

volumevserver-drprotectionattributes
optional

This fields contains information about protection type for the
volume in a Vserver DR setup.

This field contains information applying exclusively to
transitioned or transitioning volumes.

Element definition: volume-autobalance-attributes
Information about the Auto Balance Aggregate state of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

[top]

isautobalanceeligible

When set to 'true', the volume is included in Auto Balance aggregate
processing. When set to 'false', the volume is excluded from Auto
boolean
Balance aggregate processing. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-autosize-attributes
Information about autosize settings of the volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

Used space threshold which triggers autogrow. When the volumeinfo.size-used is greater than this percent of volume-info.size-total, the
volume will be grown. The computed value is rounded down. The
growinteger default value of this element varies from 85% to 98%, depending on
threshold- [0..100]
optional the volume size. It is an error for the grow threshold to be less than or
percent
equal to the shrink threshold.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-enabled

This element is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.2 and later. Please use
autosize-mode instead. Setting this parameter to 'true' enables the
boolean 'grow' mode, while setting it to 'false' disables autosize and sets the
optional autosize mode to 'off'. The default value is 'false'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The maximum size (in bytes) to which the volume would be grown
automatically. The default value is 20% greater than the volume size.
It is an error for the maximum volume size to be less than the current
maximum- [0..2^63- integer
volume size. It is also an error for the maximum size to be less than or
optional
size
1]
equal to the minimum size.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The minimum size (in bytes) below which the volume would not be
shrunk automatically. The default value is the initial size of the volume.
minimum- [0..2^63- integer It is an error for the minimum size to be greater than or equal to the
optional maximum size.
size
1]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The current mode of operation of volume autosize. Valid modes are
'off', 'grow', and 'grow_shrink'. The default mode is 'off'.
mode

reset

string Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
optional
"off" ,
"grow" ,
"grow_shrink"
Resets the values of autosize, max-autosize, min-autosize, autosizeshrink-threshold-percent, autosize-grow-threshold-percent and
boolean
autosize-mode to their defaults.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

shrink-

The used space threshold below which autoshrink is triggered. When
the volume-info.size-used is less than this percent of volume-info.sizetotal, the volume will be shrunk. The computed value is rounded down.

[top]

integer
threshold- [0..100]
The default shrink theshold is 50%. It is an error for the shrink
optional
percent
threshold to be greater than or equal to the grow threshold.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-clone-attributes

[top]

Information about volume clones.
Name

Range

Type

clone-child- [0..2^32count
1]

integer
optional
volumecloneparentattributes
optional

volumeclone-parentattributes

Description
Number of clones for which this volume is the parent. This
field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field appears for a flexible volume if it is a clone of
another flexible volume, describing the clone's parentage. This
field is not set on FlexGroups.

Element definition: volume-comp-aggr-attributes
Information related to composite aggregate attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
This optional parameter specifies the cloud retrieval policy for the
volume.This policy determines which tiered out blocks to retrieve from
the capacity tier to the performance tier.
The available cloud retrieval policies are:

cloudretrievalpolicy

string
optional

default - This policy retrieves tiered data based on the underlying
tiering policy. If the tiering policy is 'auto', tiered data is retrieved
only for random client driven data reads. If the tiering policy is
'none' or 'snapshot-only', tiered data is retrieved for random and
sequential client driven data reads. If the tiering policy is 'all',
tiered data is not retrieved.
on-read - This policy retrieves tiered data for all client driven data
reads.
never - This policy never retrieves tiered data.
promote - This policy retrieves all eligible tiered data automatically
during the next scheduled scan. It is only supported when the
tiering policy is 'none' or 'snapshot-only'. If the tiering policy is
'snapshot-only', the only data brought back is the data in the AFS.
Data that is only in a snapshot copy stays in the cloud and if tiering
policy is 'none' then all data is retrieved.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Does the object tagging scanner need to run on this volume.

needs-

boolean This parameter is only supported if the volume is in an aggregate that is

[top]

objectretagging

optional attached to an object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The minimum number of cooling days for user data.

This field specifies the minimum number of days that user data blocks of
tieringthe volume must be cooled before they can be considered cold and tiered
minimuminteger
out to the capacity tier. The value specified should be greater than the
[2..183]
optional
coolingfrequency that applications in the volume shift between different sets of
days
data. Valid values are between 2 and 183.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
tieringobjecttags

string[]
optional

Tags to be associated with objects stored on a fabricpool.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The tiering policy associated with this volume.
This policy decides whether the blocks of a volume will be tiered to the
capacity tier when they become cold. The possible values for this field
are:

tieringpolicy

string
optional

'snapshot-only' - This policy allows tiering of only the volume
snapshot copies not associated with the active file system.
'auto' - This policy allows tiering of both snapshot and active file
system user data to the capacity tier.
'none' - Volume blocks will not be tiered to the capacity tier.
'backup' - On DP volumes this policy allows all transferred user
data blocks to start in the capacity tier.
Default tiering policy is 'snapshot-only' for flexible volumes and 'none' for
FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-directory-attributes
Information related to directories in the volume.
Name
i2penabled

Range

Type

Description

If true, native inode-to-parent information is kept for inodes. By default,
boolean this field is true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The maximum size (in bytes) to which any directory in this volume can
grow.

The default maximum directory size is set to 1% of the system memory.
So if the system memory is 1GB, then the maximum directory size value
will be 10MB which allows upto 300,000 files. The number of files that the
directory actually can hold varies depending on such things as the length
of the names and whether it needs to use double-byte UNICODE
max- [0..2^63- integer
characters.
optional
dir-size
1]
Most users should not need to change this field's default setting. It is
useful for environments where system users may grow a directory to a
size that starts impacting system performance. When a user tries to create

[top]

a file in a directory that is at the limit, the system returns a ENOSPC error
and fails the create.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
rootdir-gen

string
optional

This field contains the generation number of the root directory.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-export-attributes

[top]

Information about export settings of the volume.
Name Range

policy

Type
string
optional

Description
The name of the Export Policy to be used by NFS/CIFS protocols. The default
policy name is 'default'. FlexGroups do not support policies that allow NFSv4
protocol access.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-flexcache-attributes
Information about FlexCache volumes.
Name Range

Type

Description
The name of the cache policy.

cachepolicy

The default policy name is 'default'.
cachepolicy This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created using the
optional 'flexcache-cache-policy-create' API.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The name of the fill policy.

fillpolicy

The default policy name is 'default'.
cachepolicy This policy applies only to FlexCache volumes and can be created using the
optional 'flexcache-fill-policy-create' API.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

minreserve

origin

The amount of space requested to be preallocated in the aggregate hosting
the FlexCache volume.
size
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The name of the origin volume that contains the authoritative data. This field
volume- is valid only for a FlexCache volume. The origin volume must belong to the
name same vserver that owns this volume.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

[top]

Element definition: volume-hybrid-cache-attributes
Information about the Flash Pool caching attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The cache retention priority policy associated with this volume.

cacheretentionpriority

The cache retention priority that is to be associated with the volume. This
policy decides how long blocks of a volume will be cached in flash pool
once they become cold. The possible values for this field are:
string
optional

low - Cache the cold blocks for the lowest time.
normal - Cache the cold blocks for the default time.
high - Cache the cold blocks for the highest time.
Default cache retention priority is normal.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The caching policy associated with this volume.
The caching policy that is to be associated with the volume. The policy
decides how the flash pool caching has to happen for the volume. The
possible values for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read user
data blocks, and write caches all randomly overwritten user data
blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read user
data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly read,
sequentially read and randomly written user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does not do
any write caching.
noread-random_write - Write caches all randomly overwritten user
data blocks. It does not do any read caching.
meta-random_write - Same as meta and noread-random_write.
random_read_write-random_write - Same as random_read_write
and noread-random_write.
all_read-random_write - Same as all_read and noreadrandom_write.
all_read_random_write-random_write - Same as
all_read_random_write and noread-random_write.
all-random_write - Same as all and noread-random_write.
Note that in a caching-policy name, a hyphen (-) separates read and
write policies. Default caching-policy is auto.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Flash Pool caching eligibility of a volume
Possible values:

[top]

eligibility

'read' ... Indicates that the volume cannot participate in write
caching,
'read-write' ... Indicates that the volume can participate in read
and write caching,

string
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
writecacheineligibilityreason

string If the volume cannot participate in write caching, then this field explains
optional the reason. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-id-attributes

[top]

Identification information about a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The array of aggregates which are used for FlexGroup constituents.
Each aggregate in the array will host at least one FlexGroup
constituent.

aggr-list

aggrThis field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredname[]
attributes.
optional
This parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

application

string
optional

applicationuuid

uuid
optional

comment

string
optional

The application with which the Volume is associated.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The unique identifier of the volume's application.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
A description for the volume. Range:[0..1023]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

containingaggregatename

The name of the aggregate in which the given flexible volume
string resides. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

containingaggregateuuid

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier of the aggregate in which
the given volume resides. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
uuid
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

creationtime

[0..2^31- integer
optional
1]

dsid

[0..2^64- integer
optional
1]

Creation time of the volume in seconds since January 1, 1970.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The volume's Data Set ID. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Default extent size of a volume.
Possible values:

extent-size

string

'4K' 4K,

optional

'8K' 8K
'16K' 16K
'32K' 32K
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

flexcacheendpointtype

The FlexCache endpoint type of the volume. Volumes that are not
part of a FlexCache realtionship will have the 'none' type. FlexCache
origin volumes have the 'none' type however, this may change in a
future release. type in a future release. FlexCache cache volumes
have the 'cache' type.
string
Possible values:
optional
'undefined' Undefined,
'none' None
'cache' Cache
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

flexgroup- [0..2^32- integer
optional
index
1]
flexgroup- [0..2^64- integer
optional
msid
1]

flexgroupuuid

uuid
optional

The index of the constituent within its FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The Mirror Set ID of a FlexGroup or a constituent's FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the constituent's FlexGroup or
the FlexGroup itself. This value only applies to FlexGroups and
FlexGroup constituents.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The File System Identifier (FSID) value that serves as one of this
volume's internal indicies. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
This value serves as an internal index for a volume. All volumes on a
given controller must have unique FSIDs, except for the two special
values described below:
A value of 0 indicates that this volume does not currently have a
legal FSID for some unexpected reason. Such volumes are forcibly
kept offline until this attribute is assigned a legal value.

fsid

A value of 1 indicates that this volume has recently appeared on its
string current controller due to having its aggregate be copied from a
optional different controller. All volumes in this newly-created aggregate
must be assigned legal, controller-unique IDs when they are
onlined. That will be handled automatically by WAFL upon mount.
If modifiable, this field may be set only when the volume is
restricted. It may be set to any value that is not currently being
used by any other volume on the same controller. If a request to set
this value to '0' is received, the system will select a new value that
is currently unused. Note that setting a volume's FSID sometimes
has external effects. In particular, a 7-Mode volume's FSID is part of
the NFS file handles constructed for its files.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the volume that remains
unchanged when the volume is moved to a new location. This differs
from the volume's regular UUID which changes after a move. The
instance UUID can be used to identify a volume even after it is
moved. This field is valid for flexible volumes only.

instanceuuid

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five
uuid
groupings separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters,
optional the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a
leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

junctionparentname

The name of the parent volume that contains the junction inode of
this volume.

volumename The junction parent volume must belong to the same vserver that
optional owns this volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

junctionpath

The Junction Path at which this volume is mounted. This field is valid
junctiononly for a Cluster-Mode volume.
path
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
The volume's Mirror Set ID.

msid

[0..2^64- integer
This field is valid only for a Cluster-Mode volume.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

name

volume- The name of the volume.
name
optional Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
The ordinal assignment used in relation to this volume's name. This
field is not set on FlexGroups.

nameordinal

Ordinals are used to disambiguate volumes that have the same base
name on the same controller. A value of zero indicates that the base
string volume name is unique on a controller. A value greater than zero
optional indicates that the volume's base name is used by two or more
volumes on the same controller, and that appending '(n)' to this
volume's name uniquely identifies it on that controller. A value of -1
indicates that the name ordinal has not yet been determined.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

node

The current node name the volume is associated with. The node
node- name can change due to a volume move. This field is not set on
name FlexGroups.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The array of nodes which host one or more of this FlexGroup's
constituents.

nodes

node- This field is returned only if it is explicitly requested using desiredname[] attributes.
optional
This parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

owningvserver-

string
optional

The name of the Vserver that owns this volume.

name
owningvserveruuid

Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
uuid
optional

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier for the vserver that
currently owns this volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the volume that is used to
identify the source volume in a mirroring relationship. When the
mirroring relationship is broken, a volume's Instance UUID and
Provenance UUID are made identical. An unmirrored volume's
Provenance UUID is the same as its Instance UUID. This field is valid
for flexible volumes only.

provenanceuuid

UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are
composed of 32 hexadecimal characters broken up into five
uuid
optional groupings separated by '-'s. The first grouping has 8 hex characters,
the second through fourth groupings have four hex characters each,
and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex characters. Note that a
leading '0x' is not used.
Here is an example of an actual UUID:
49e370d6-5b5a-11d9-9eb5-000100000529
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The style of the volume.
Possible values:
'flex' ... FlexVol,
'infinitevol' . Infinite Volume

style

volstyle
optional Default value is 'flex'.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"flex" - Flexible Volume,
"infinitevol" - Infinite Volume
The extended style of the volume.
Possible values:
styleextended

string
optional

'flexvol' FlexVol,
'infinitevol' Infinite Volume
'infinitevol-constituent' Infinite Volume constituent
'flexgroup' FlexGroup
'flexgroup-constituent' FlexGroup constituent
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The type of the volume.
Possible values:

type

string
optional

'rw' ... read-write volume,
'ls' ... load-sharing volume,
'dp' ... data-protection volume,
'dc' ... data-cache volume (FlexCache),
'tmp' ... temporary volume (not valid for create)
Default value is 'rw'.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

uuid
optional

uuid

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for this volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-infinitevol-attributes
Information about the state of an Infinite Volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
This field specifies the role of a constituent within a FlexGroup or an
Infinite Volume. This field is only supported for FlexGroup and Infinite
Volume constituents.

constituentrole

Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
reposconstituent"none" ,
role
"namespace" ,
optional
"data" ,
"root" ,
"ns_mirror" ,
"member"
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

enablesnapdiff

boolean
optional

Whether to enable Snapdiff. If enabled, the namespace mirrors will
be created for Snapdiff use. The default value is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

ismanagedby-service

boolean
optional

Specifies if the volume is managed by GUI services. The deafult value
is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

max-dataconstituentsize

size
optional

The maximum size of each data constituent in bytes. The default
value is determined by checking the maximum FlexVol size setting on
all nodes used by the Infinite Volume. The smallest value found is
chosen as the default for the max-data-constituent-size for the
Infinite Volume.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

maxnamespaceconstituentsize

This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
size
optional

The maximum size of the namespace constituent. The default value is
10TB.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

namespacemirroraggr-list

aggrname[]
optional

Specifies an array of names of aggregates to be used for Infinite
Volume Namespace Mirror constituents. If this input is not specified
all the aggregates assigned to the Vserver are used. If the argument
'enable-snapdiff' is being set to 'true', and the Infinite Volume is
managed by storage services, a value must be provided.

[top]

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
storageservice

string
optional

The name of the initial storage service for the Infinite Volume. This
can only be provided if is-managed-by-service is true.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-inode-attributes

[top]

Information about inodes in the volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The indirect block format of the volume.

blocktype

string
optional

Possible values:
'32_bit',
'64_bit'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Number of system (not user-visible) files (inodes) used. This field is
files[0..2^64- integer valid only when the volume is online.
privateoptional
1]
used
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
files-setmaximum

Whether the volume's inode count is set to the highest value the volume
boolean can hold.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Total user-visible file (inode) count, i.e., current maximum number of
[0..2^64- integer user-visible files (inodes) that this volume can currently hold.
files-total
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Number of user-visible files (inodes) used. This field is valid only when
[0..2^64- integer the volume is online.
files-used
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for system (not
user-visible) files. This number will dynamically increase as more
inodefile[0..2^64- integer system files are created. This field is valid only when the volume is
privateoptional online.
1]
capacity
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Number of inodes that can currently be stored on disk for user-visible
files. This number will dynamically increase as more user-visible files are
inodefile[0..2^64- integer
created. This field is valid only when the volume is online.
publicoptional
1]
capacity
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
inofileversion

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The inofile version. This field is valid only when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-language-attributes
Information about the volume language settings.
Name

isconvertucodeenabled

Range

Type

boolean
optional

Description
This field controls whether all directories in this volume are forcibly
converted to UNICODE format when accessed from both NFS and CIFS.
The default value for 7-Mode volumes is false, in which case access from
CIFS causes conversion of pre-4.0 and 4.0-format directories, and access
from NFS causes conversion to 4.0-format directories. The default value
for Cluster-Mode volumes is true.
Note that this field can be set to false if and only if the volume is a 7Mode volume, or a Cluster-Mode volume that was transitioned from 7Mode.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-createucodeenabled

boolean
optional

This field controls whether all directories in this volume are forced to use
the UNICODE format when they are created, both from NFS and CIFS.
The default value is false for 7-Mode volumes, in which case all
directories are created in pre-4.0 format and only converted to UNICODE
format upon the first CIFS access. The default value is true for ClusterMode volumes.
Note that this field can be set to false if and only if the volume is a 7Mode volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

language

string
optional

The volume's fully-qualified language mapping, in the form:
'LanguageCode (Full Name).'
Example: 'en_US (English (US)).'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

languagecode

The volume's language code (e.g. 'en_US').
languageVolume language can be specified using 'language-code' parameter.
code
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The NFS language mapping character set that is currently in effect for the
volume.
This field is of the following format:
'<nfs-character-set>|<display-name>|<asctime>'
Note that '|' is not an OR syntax.
<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: 'A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std
1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12.'
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format:

nfscharacterset

'%.3s %.3s%3d %02d:%02d:%02d %s %d'
string
optional

This format takes the following parameters in order:
<weekday name>,
<month name>,

[top]

<month day>,
<hour>,
<minute>,
<second>
<timezone> OR <''>,
<year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to 'en_US,' the default NFS
character set is as follows:
'iso-8859-1|iso-8859-1|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The OEM language mapping character set that is currently in effect for
the volume.
This field is of the following format:
'<oem-code-page>|<display-name>|<asctime>'
Note that '|' is not an OR syntax.
<asctime> is the timestamp in the language configuration file header and
its format is based on the standard: 'A la ISO/IEC 9945-1, ANSI/IEEE Std
1003.1, Second Edition, 1996-07-12.'
It uses the C Programming Language Printf format:
oemcharacterset

'%.3s %.3s%3d %02d:%02d:%02d %s %d'
string
optional

This format takes the following parameters in order:
<weekday name>,
<month name>,
<month day>,
<hour>,
<minute>,
<second>,
<timezone> OR <''>,
<year>
E.g., If the volume language code is set to 'en_US,' the default OEM
character set is as follows:
'cp437|cp437|Thu Oct 1 15:00:53 PDT 1998'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-mirror-attributes
Information about the volume mirror.
Name

Range

Type

is-dataprotectionmirror

boolean
optional

is-loadsharing-

boolean

Description
True if this is a data protection mirror.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a load sharing mirror.

[top]

mirror

optional

is-movemirror

boolean
optional

is-replicavolume

boolean
optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a volume move mirror.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a read only replica volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a SnapMirror source.

issnapmirrorsource

For load-sharing relationships a volume becomes a SnapMirror source
at the time a SnapMirror relationship with the volume as the source is
created. For all other relationship types, a volume does not become a
boolean
SnapMirror source until just after a snapmirror-initialize of the
optional
relationship begins. Also if a snapmirror-release is performed on the
relationship, the volume will no longer be considered a SnapMirror
source.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a SnapMirror source to object store.

issnapmirrorsource-toobjectstore

For SnapMirror relationships with object store destinations, a volume
does not become a SnapMirror source until just after a snapmirrorboolean
initialize of the relationship begins. Also if a snapmirror-release is
optional
performed on the relationship, the volume will no longer be considered
a SnapMirror source for object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if this is a SnapMirror source to ONTAP.

issnapmirrorsource-toontap

For load-sharing relationships a volume becomes a SnapMirror source
to ontap at the time a SnapMirror relationship with the volume as the
source is created. For all other relationship types with ONTAP
boolean
destinations, a volume does not become a SnapMirror source until just
optional
after a snapmirror-initialize of the relationship begins. Also if a
snapmirror-release is performed on the relationship, the volume will no
longer be considered a SnapMirror source to ONTAP.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
True if a SnapMirror transfer is in progress on this mirrored volume.

mirrortransfer-inprogress

This mirror's active filesystem can be inconsistent during snapmirror
transfer. As a result, snapshot create operation is temporary disabled
boolean on this mirror until the current transfer session finishes.
optional
This field is set to true at the start of a SnapMirror transfer session and
set to false at the end of that session.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If the volume is a logical mirror destination or is in the process of being
made one, this field indicates the logical-id of the snapshot to which
clients are to be redirected.

redirect-

integer

If modifiable, when setting this attribute, invalid snapshot id or a nonexistent snapshot id specified will be rejected with error
ESNAPSHOTDOESNOTEXIST. Failure to set ('stamp') the attribute in the
volume will cause error ESTAMPREDIRECTSNAPIDERROR to be
returned. This field can be set only for online volumes. This option is
valid only in Cluster-Mode. The volume can be set to have no
redirection snapshot by using a value of 0. This option can be set only

snapshot-id

[0..255]

optional

for Cluster-Mode volumes participating in a logical-mirror relationship.
Setting this field on a Cluster-Mode volume which is not a logical mirror
destination (yet) will not have any impact on client access or the
volume's behavior. The client access will be impacted with regard to
this value only when the volume is converted to a logical-mirror
destination.
When reading this attribute, the value of 0 indicates volume has no
redirection snapshot. The field cannot be interpreted authoritatively if
the volume is offline or restricted.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: volume-performance-attributes
Information about performance settings on a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
This parameter has been deprecated and may be removed in a future
release of Data ONTAP. If turned on, this field enables extents in the
volume. This causes application writes to be written in the volume as a
write of a larger group of related data blocks called an extent.
The following values are recognized:

extentenabled

string
optional

'on' ... Perform this optimization on this volume. This option may
duplicate blocks from snapshots into the active file system, thereby
using additional disk space. Read performance from snapshots will
not be changed.
'space-optimized' ... Perform this optimization on this volume, but
do not duplicate blocks from snapshots into the active file system,
thereby using space conservatively. Read performance from
snapshots may be degraded.
'off' ... Don't perform this optimization on this volume.

[top]

By default, it is set to 'off'.
Using extents may help workloads that perform many small random
writes followed by a large sequential read. However, using extents may
increase the number of disk operations performed on the controller, so
this field should only be turned on when applicable.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
If true, FlexCache Read Delegations are turned on for this volume.

fcdelegsenabled

boolean
On by default, only settable in Diag mode.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
If false, prevent the update of inode access times when a file is read.
This value is useful for volumes with extremely high read traffic, since it
prevents writes to the inode file for the volume from contending with
reads from other files.

is-atimeupdateenabled

boolean
By default, this value is true.
optional
This field should be used carefully. That is, use this field when you know
in advance that the correct access time for inodes will not be needed for
files on that volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

maxwriteallocblocks

The maximum number of blocks used for write allocation.
[0..2048]

integer
This option is deprecated.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
If true, the node performs minimal read-ahead for the volume.

minimalreadahead

boolean By default, this field is false, causing the node that contains this volume
optional to perform very aggressive read-ahead.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Controls whether application reads cause optimization of the layout of
parts of a file or LUN after the data has been read from disk and is in the
controller's memory. This optimization is only supported for flexible
volumes.
The following values are recognized:

readrealloc

string
optional

'on' ... Perform this optimization on this volume. This option may
duplicate blocks from snapshots into the active file system, thereby
using additional disk space. Read performance from snapshots will
not be changed.
'space-optimized' ... Perform this optimization on this volume, but
do not duplicated blocks from snapshots into the active file system,
thereby using space conservatively. Read performance from
snapshots may be degraded.
'off' ... Don't perform this optimization on this volume.
By default, it is set to 'off'.
Using read reallocation may help workloads that perform a mixture of
random writes and large sequential reads.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Indicates whether Single Instance Data Logging is enabled on the

volume. This feature is supported only on Cloud ONTAP.
singleinstancedatalogging

string
optional

Possible values:
'on' : Single Instance Data Logging enabled.
'off' : Single Instance Data Logging disabled.
The default value is 'off'. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-qos-attributes

[top]

QoS policy group or adaptive policy group attached with a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The QoS adaptive policy group associated with this volume.

This optionally specifies which QoS adaptive policy group to apply to the
string volume. This policy group defines measurable service level objectives (SLOs)
optional that adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. This
parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

adaptivepolicygroupname

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
The QoS policy group associated with this volume.
This optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the volume. This
policy group defines measurable service level objectives (SLOs) that do not
string
adjust based on the volume allocated space or used space. If you do not
optional
assign a policy group to a volume, the system will not monitor and control
the traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on Infinite Volumes.

policygroupname

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-security-attributes
All security aspects of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description
The security style associated with this volume.
Possible values:

style

string
optional

'mixed' ... Mixed-style security,
'ntfs' ... NTFS/Windows-style security,
'unified' .Unified-style security, Unified UNIX, NFS and CIFS
permissions (default for Infinite Volume)
'unix' ... Unix-style security (default for Flexible Volume, FlexGroup
and FlexGroup Constituent)
This field is only returned if this volume is online. If this field is empty ('')
or not present for an online volume, this attribute isn't applicable to the
volume. Only Infinite Volumes can use the 'unified' security style. All other
volumes cannot use the 'unified' security style. Using 'unified' for a nonInfinite Volume will result in an error. FlexGroups and FlexGroup

[top]

Constituents can only have 'unix' security style. Setting other security
styles for FlexGroups or FlexGroup Constituents will result in an error.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
volumesecurityunixattributes

volumesecurityunix- The Unix-oriented security settings associated with this volume.
attributes
optional

Element definition: volume-sis-attributes

[top]

Statistics for Deduplication, file clone, compression, etc.
Name

Range

Type

Description

The total disk space (in bytes) that is saved by compressing
compression-space- [0..2^63- integer blocks on the referenced file system.
saved
1]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
deduplicationspace-saved

The total disk space (in bytes) that is saved by deduplication
[0..2^63- integer and file cloning.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

deduplicationspace-shared

The total disk space shared due to deduplication and file
cloning.
size
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sis-loggingenabled

If true, it means that sis is enabled on the volume and
boolean fingerprints of newly-written data are being logged.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-sis-state-enabled

is-sis-volume

If true, it means that the current sis state is enabled on the
boolean volume.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, it means that the volume contains shared
(deduplication, file clones) or compressed data. If SIS is
boolean
disabled, this field is false.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Percentage of the total disk space that is saved by
percentageinteger compressing blocks on the referenced file system.
compression-space- [0..100]
optional
saved
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
percentagededuplicationspace-saved
percentage-totalspace-saved

Percentage of the total disk space that is saved by
integer deduplication and file cloning.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Percentage of total disk space that is saved by compressing
integer blocks, deduplication and file cloning.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Total space saved (in bytes) in the volume due to

total-space-saved

[0..2^63- integer deduplication, compression, and file cloning.
1]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-snaplock-attributes

[top]

Information about the snaplock volumes.
Name

Range

Type

Description
SnapLock type of the volume.

snaplock-type

snaplocktype
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise

Element definition: volume-snapshot-attributes
Information about snapshot-related attributes in a volume. Volume disk space-related settings are
excluded.
Name

Range

Type

Description
If true, enable automatic snapshots on the volume.

autosnapshotsenabled

boolean
The default value is true.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, enable the visible '.snapshot' directory that is normally
present at system internal mount points. This value also turns on
boolean access to all other '.snapshot' directories in the volume.
optional
The default value is true.

snapdiraccessenabled

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Controls the locking of LUN clones.
If true, all initial and intermediate backing snapshots are unlocked
for all inactive LUN clones. For active LUN clones, only the backing
snapshot will be locked.

snapshotclonedependencyenabled

boolean
If false, the backing snapshot will remain locked until all
optional
intermediate backing snapshots are deleted.
This field is deprecated and will always be false in Data ONTAP 8.3
and later.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

snapshotcount

[0..1023]

integer
optional

Number of Snapshot Copies in the volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

The name of the snapshot policy.
The default policy name is 'default'.
string
optional This policy can be created using the 'snapshot-policy-create' API.
It can be managed using the 'snapshot-policy-*' APIs.

snapshotpolicy

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-snapshot-autodelete-attributes
Snapshot autodelete policy settings.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Possible values:
'try',
'disrupt', or
'destroy'

commitment

This option determines the snapshots that 'snapshot autodelete' is
string allowed to delete to get back space. Setting this option to 'try' only
optional permits the snapshots which are not locked by data protection utilities
(dump, mirroring, NDMPcopy) and data-backing functionalities
(volume and LUN clones) to be deleted. Setting this option to 'disrupt'
permits all snapshots including the snapshots which are locked by
data-backing functionalities (volume and LUN clones) to be deleted.
This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
'scheduled',
'user_created',
'prefix', or
'none'

defer-delete

string This option determines which kind of snapshots to delete. Setting this
optional option value to 'scheduled' will delete the snapshots created by the
snapshot scheduler last. Setting this option value to 'user_created' will
delete the snapshots not created by the snapshot scheduler last.
Setting this option value to 'prefix' will delete the snapshots matching
the prefix string to be deleted last. Setting this option value to 'none'
will disable the above choices. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:

delete-order

'oldest_first',
'newest_first'

string
optional This option determines if the oldest or newest snapshot is deleted first.
This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values are the combination of:

[top]

'lun_clone',
'vol_clone',
'cifs_share',
'file_clone',
'sfsr', or
'none'
string This options specifies the list of service that can be destroyed if the
optional snapshot is backing that service. This option is valid only when the
commitment is set to 'destroy'. The option 'lun_clone,file_clone' should
be used for deleting snapshot backing LUN clone and/or File clone. The
option 'lun_clone,sfsr' should be used for deleting snapshot backing
LUN clone and/or SFSR. It must be noted that 'lun_clone', 'file_clone'
and 'sfsr' individually are not valid values. Only pairs of
'lun_clone,file_clone' and 'lun_clone,sfsr' are supported. This field is
not set on FlexGroups.

destroy-list

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
This option determines if the snapshot autodelete is currently enabled
boolean for the volume. The default value is false.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

isautodeleteenabled

string
optional

prefix

This option provides the prefix string for the 'prefix' field value of the
'defer-delete' option. If the null prefix is set, the string '(not specified)'
is returned. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

This option determines when snapshot autodelete should stop deleting
snapshot. Depending on the trigger, snapshots are deleted until we
target-freeinteger reach the target free space percentage. This field is not set on
[0..100]
optional FlexGroups.
space
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Possible values:
'volume',
'snap_reserve', or
'(DEPRECATED)-space_reserve'
This option determines the condition in which snapshots should be
automatically deleted. This field is not set on FlexGroups.

string
optional If modifiable, setting this option to 'volume' triggers snapshot
autodelete to run when the volume is near full. Setting this option to
'snap_reserve' triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the snap
reserve of the volume is near full. Setting this option to
'space_reserve' triggers snapshot autodelete to run when the space
reserved in the volume is near full.

trigger

Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

Element definition: volume-space-attributes

[top]

Information about volume space management-related settings including on-disk layout.
Name

Range

Type

Description

expectedavailable

The size (in bytes) that should be available for the volume
irrespective of available size in the aggregate. This is same as sizeavailable for 'volume' guaranteed volumes. For 'none' guaranteed
volumes this value is calculated as if the aggregate has enough
backing disk space to fully support the volume's size. Similar to the
[0..2^63- integer
size-available property, this does not include Snapshot reserve. This
1]
optional
count gets reduced if snapshots consume space above Snapshot
reserve threshold. This parameteris not supported on Infinite
Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filesystemsize

Filesystem size (in bytes) of the volume. This is the total usable size
of the volume, not including WAFL reserve. This value is the same
as Size except for certain SnapMirror destination volumes. It is
[0..2^63- integer possible for destination volumes to have a different filesystem-size
optional because the filesystem-size is sent across from the source volume.
1]
This field is valid only when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, this field causes the file system to remain the same size
(and not grow) when a SnapMirror relationship is broken.

is-filesyssize-fixed

This option is automatically set to 'true' when a volume becomes
SnapMirrored. It remains true after the SnapMirror relationship is
boolean broken for the volume. This field allows a volume to be
optional SnapMirrored back to the source without needing to grow the source
volume. If the volume size is larger than the file system size, setting
this field to false forces the file system to grow to the size of the
volume.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

is-spaceenforcementlogical

This parameter specifies whether to perform logical space
accounting on the volume. When space is enforced logically, ONTAP
enforces volume settings such that all the physical space saved by
boolean
the storage efficiency features will be calculated as used. The
optional
default setting is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-spaceguaranteeenabled

Whether or not the storage guarantee associated with the flexible
volume is currently in effect. This field is valid only if this is a
boolean flexible volume and it is online.
optional
By default, space guarantee is enabled.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-spacereportinglogical

This parameter specifies whether to report space logically on the
volume. When space is reported logically, ONTAP reports the
volume space such that all the physical space saved by the storage
boolean
efficiency features are also as reported as used. The default setting
optional
is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-space-sloenabled

Whether or not the space SLO type associated with the flexible
volume is currently in effect. Space SLO is not enabled if space
guarantee is not enabled. Try enabling the space guarantee or set
string the volume's space SLO setting to 'none'. This field is valid only if
optional this is a flexible volume and it is online.
By default, space SLO type is none and is enabled.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

logicalavailable

The size (in bytes) that is logically available in the volume. This is
the amount of free space available considering space saved by the
storage efficiency features as being used. This does not include
[0..2^63- integer
Snapshot reserve. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or
1]
optional
Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in bytes) that is logically used in the volume. This value
includes all the space saved by the storage efficiency features along
with the physically used space. This does not include Snapshot
[0..2^63- integer
reserve but does consider Snapshot spill. This parameter is not
logical-used
optional
1]
supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is logically used by the active filesystem of
the volume. This value differs from 'logical-used' by the amount of
logical-used- [0..2^63- integer Snapshot spill that exceeds Snapshot reserve. This parameter is not
optional supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
by-afs
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is logically used across all Snapshot copies
in the volume. This value differs from 'size-used-by-snapshots' by
the space saved by the storage efficiency features across the
logical-used- [0..2^63- integer
Snapshot copies. This parameter is not supported on FlexGroups or
optional
by-snapshots
1]
Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Percentage of the logical used size of the volume. This parameter is
logical-used- [0..2^32- integer not supported on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
optional
percent
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

maxconstituentsize

size
optional

The maximum size of each constituent in bytes. The default value is
determined by first checking the maximum FlexVol size setting on
all nodes used by the FlexGroup, and then selecting the smallest
value found.
This parameter is only supported on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

The size (in bytes) that is not available in the aggregate for a
volume. This applies only for a 'none' guaranteed volume when it's
unused size exceeds available space in the aggregate. This value is
over[0..2^63- integer
always zero for 'volume' guaranteed volumes. This parameter is not
optional
provisioned
1]
supported on Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overwritereserve

The size (in bytes) that is reserved for overwriting snapshotted data
in an otherwise full volume. This space is usable only by spacereserved LUNs and files, and then only when the volume is full. It is
equal to 'overwrite-reserve-required' if the value of 'percentage[0..2^63- integer
fractional-reserve' is set to the default value of 100%, but otherwise
optional
1]
may be less than 'overwrite-reserve-required'. This field is valid only
when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

overwrite-

The reserved size (in bytes) that is required to ensure that the
reserved space is sufficient to allow all space-reserved files and

reserverequired

[0..2^63- integer LUNs to be overwritten when the volume is full. This field is valid
1]
optional only when the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The reserved size (in bytes) that is not available for new overwrites.
The number includes both the reserved size which has actually been
used for overwrites as well as the size which was never allocated in
the first place. On a volume without free space, the 'never allocated'
component can become non-zero when 'overwrite-reserve-required'
increases as holes are filled in. Because of this, the 'overwriteoverwrite- [0..2^63- integer
reserve-used' value can exceed the snapshotted size. The
optional
reserve-used
1]
'overwrite-reserve-used' value can also exceed the value of
'overwrite-reserve-required', as the filer maintains a small hidden
reserve of last resort. This field is valid only when the volume is
online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The reserved size (in bytes) that has been used. This value is
computed as the smaller of: (1) snapshotted size not in the active
filesystem, and (2) 'overwrite-reserve-used'. This formula comes
from the observation that you cannot have used more overwrite
overwrite[0..2^63- integer reserved than have actually overwritten data. This value can exceed
reserveoptional the value of 'overwrite-reserve-required', as the filer maintains a
1]
used-actual
small hidden reserve of last resort. This field is valid only when the
volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field can be used to change the amount of space reserved for
overwrites of reserved objects (e.g., files, LUNs) in a volume. This
field is expressed as a percent.
By default, it is set to 100, indicating that 100% of the required
reserved space will actually be reserved so the objects are fully
protected for overwrites.
percentagefractionalreserve

Using a value of less than 100 indicates the percentage of the
required reserved space should actually be reserved. This returns
integer the extra space to the available space for the volume, decreasing
[0..100]
optional the total amount of space used. However, this does leave the
protected objects in the volume vulnerable to out of space errors,
since less than 100% of the required reserved space is actually
reserved. If reserved space becomes exhausted, this will cause
disruptions on the hosts using the objects. If the percentage is
decreased below 100%, it is highly recommended that the
administrator actively monitor the space usage on the volume and
take corrective action if the reserved space nears exhaustion.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

percentagesize-used

Percentage of the volume size that is used. This field is valid only
integer when the volume is online.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

percentagesnapshotreserve

The percentage of volume disk space that has been set aside as
integer reserve for snapshot usage.
[0..100]
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Percentage of the volume reserved for snapshots that has been
used. Note that in some scenarios, it is possible to pass 100% of the
percentage[0..2^32- integer
space allocated.
snapshotoptional
1]

reserve-used

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is physically used in the performance tier of
the volume and has a cold temperature.

performance[0..2^63- integer This parameter is only supported if the volume is in an aggregate
tier-inactiveoptional that is either attached to object store or could be attached to an
1]
user-data
object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in percent) that is physically used in the performance tier
of the volume and has a cold temperature. The percentage is based
on volume size including the space reserved for Snapshot copies.

performancetier-inactiveinteger
This parameter is only supported if the volume is in an aggregate
[0..100]
optional
user-datathat is either attached to object store or could be attached to an
percent
object store.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

physicalused

The size (in bytes) that is physically used in the volume. This differs
from 'total-used' space by the space that is reserved for future
[0..2^63- integer writes. The value includes blocks in use by Snapshot copies.
optional
1]
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in percent) that is physically used in the volume. The
percentage is based on volume size including the space reserved for
physical[0..2^32- integer Snapshot copies.
optional
used-percent
1]
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Filesystem size (in bytes) of the volume. This is the total usable size
of the volume, not including WAFL reserve.
size

[0..2^63- integer
This field can not be set on Infinite Volumes that are managed by
optional
1]
storage services.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

sizeavailable

The size (in bytes) that is still available in the volume. This field is
[0..2^63- integer valid only when the volume is online.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Total free space (in bytes) available in the volume and the snapshot
reserve. If this value is 0 or negative, a new snapshot cannot be
size[0..2^63- integer
created.
available-foroptional
1]
snapshots
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size-total

Total usable size (in bytes) of the volume, not including WAFL
reserve or volume snapshot reserve. This field is valid only when
[0..2^63- integer
the volume is online.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

size-used

The size (in bytes) that is used in the volume. This field is valid only
[0..2^63- integer when the volume is online.
optional
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The size (in bytes) that is used by snapshots in the volume.

size-used-by- [0..2^63- integer
snapshots
1]
optional

snapshotreserveavailable

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in bytes) that is available for Snapshot copies inside the
Snapshot reserve. This value is zero if Snapshot spill is present. For
'none' guaranteed volumes, this may get reduced due to less
[0..2^63- integer
available space in the aggregate. This parameter is not supported
optional
1]
on Infinite Volumes.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

The size (in bytes) in the volume that has been set aside as reserve
snapshot- [0..2^63- integer for snapshot usage.
optional
reserve-size
1]
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

space-fullthresholdpercent

This field defines the used space threshold percentage at which EMS
critical errors regarding the volume fullness will be generated. The
default value is 98%. Setting this threshold to 0 disables the volume
integer full space alerts.
[0..100]
optional
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The storage guarantee option that is associated with the flexible
volume.
Possible options:
'none',
'volume' (default option)

spaceguarantee

string This field is valid only if the volume is online. For data-cache
optional volumes, this field is not returned.
This field can not be set on Infinite Volumes that are managed by
storage services.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"none" ,
"volume"
This field controls the strategy to try first when this volume is
space-challenged. This field is not set on FlexGroups.

space-mgmtoption-tryfirst

There are two available settings:
string
optional

'volume_grow' ... (default setting) Causes the volume to
increase in size before deleting snapshots,
'snap_delete' ... Causes snapshots to be deleted before the
volume size is increased.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable

spacenearly-fullthresholdpercent

This field defines the used space threshold percentage at which EMS
warnings regarding the volume fullness will be generated. The
default value is 95%. Setting this threshold to 0 disables the volume
integer nearly full space alerts.
[0..100]
optional
This field is valid only if the volume is online.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
The space SLO type that is associated with the flexible volume. The

space SLO type is the Service Level Objective for space
management for the volume. The space SLO value is used to
enforce existing volume settings so that sufficient space is set aside
to meet the space SLO. This parameter is not supported on Infinite
Volumes. The default setting is none. There are three supported
values: none, thick and semi-thick.
none: The value of none does not provide any guarantee for
overwrites or enforce any restrictions. It should be used if the
admin plans to manually manage space consumption in the volume
and aggregate, and out of space errors.
thick: The value of thick guarantees that the hole fills and
overwrites to space-reserved files in this volume will always succeed
by reserving space. To meet this space SLO, the following volumelevel settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:
Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 100 - 100% of the space required for
overwrites is reserved. Changing the volume's fractionalreserve setting is not supported.
semi-thick: The value of semi-thick is a best-effort attempt to
ensure that overwrites succeed by restricting the use of features
that share blocks and auto-deleting backups and Snapshot copies in
the volume. To meet this space SLO, the following volume-level
settings are automatically set and cannot be modified:

space-slo

spacesloenum
optional

Space Guarantee: volume - The entire size of the volume is
preallocated in the aggregate. Changing the volume's spaceguarantee type is not supported.
Fractional Reserve: 0 - No space will be reserved for
overwrites by default. However, changing the volume's
fractional-reserve setting is supported. Changing the setting
to 100 means that 100% of the space required for overwrites
is reserved.
Snapshot Autodelete: enabled - Automatic deletion of
Snapshot copies is enabled to reclaim space. To ensure that
the overwrites can be accommodated when the volume
reaches threshold capacity, the following volume snapshot
autodelete parameters are set automatically to the specified
values and cannot be modified:
enabled: true
commitment: destroy
trigger: volume
defer-delete: none
destroy-list: vol_clone, lun_clone, file_clone, cifs_share
In addition, with a value of semi-thick, the following technologies
are not supported for the volume:
File Clones with autodelete disabled: Only full file clones of
files or LUNs that can be autodeleted can be created in the
volume. The use of autodelete for file clone create is required.
Partial File Clones: Only full file clones of files or LUNs that
can be autodeleted can be created in the volume. The use of
range for file clone create is not supported.
Volume Efficiency: Enabling volume efficiency is not supported
to allow autodeletion of Snapshot copies.

Possible options:
'thick',
'semi-thick',
'none' (default option)
This field is valid only if the volume is online. For data-cache
volumes, this field is not returned.
This field can not be set on Infinite Volumes that are managed by
storage services.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"none" ,
"thick" ,
"semi_thick"

Element definition: volume-state-attributes

[top]

Information about the state or status of a volume or its features.
Name

becomenode-rootafter-reboot

Range

Type

Description

Whether this non node-root volume has been marked as the one
that will become the node root volume the next time the hosting
controller is rebooted. Only one volume at a time may have this
marking on any given controller. This field is not directly settable.
Instead, a legal request to set the 'is-node-root' attribute (if
boolean modifiable) causes this field to be set. Note that marking a volume
optional that is already the node root volume as the new node root has no
net effect. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

constituent- [0..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

Number of constituents in a FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, volume would be put in a special state called 'in-nvfailedstate' by 'metrocluster-switchover' API that performs a disaster
recovery operation. This field has no effect for negotiated or an
automatic switchover, and is not set on FlexGroups.

force-nvfailon-dr

The protocol access on the volume in 'in-nvfailed-state' is blocked.
boolean This will cause the client applications to crash and thus prevent
optional access to data on the volume.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume.
By default, this value is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
If true, then the volume can be brought online when booting even
if it is marked as inconsistent. The user is cautioned that bringing it
online prior to running wafliron may result in further file system

ignoreinconsistent

boolean inconsistency. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
optional
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

in-nvfailedstate

The user can only clear this state and never set it. The file system
will set this state on the volume if NVFAIL event occurs. So long as
the volume is in this state, all protocol Ops with a special SpinNP
flag set are blocked. By clearing this state on the volume, the
boolean admin will allow protocol access to the data on the volume and can
optional initiate the recovery process.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
Indicates whether this volume is a Cluster-Mode volume, namely
one that is owned by cluster authorities and agents. These same
clustering agents also provide all protocol services for this class of
volume.
Cluster-Mode volumes are not supported in 7-Mode Data ONTAP
deployments. All such volumes are forced offline whenever they are
detected in that environment.

is-clustervolume

Similarly, all 7-Mode volumes on a Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode
boolean
system (except each controller's root volume) are by default forced
optional
offline. There are exceptions, in particular when a 7-Mode volume
is being prepared to become that controller's new root volume in a
recovery scenario.
At the moment, traditional volumes cannot be Cluster-Mode
volumes.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-constituent

This field indicates if this volume is a constituent within another
volume. For a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume, this field is true for all
their constituents. This field is set to false for volumes which are
boolean not the constituents of a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume.
optional
The default value is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-flexgroup

is-flexgroupqtree-enabled

isinconsistent

is-invalid

boolean
optional

This field indicates if this volume is a FlexGroup.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Indicates whether a FlexGroup or origin of a FlexCache
boolean volumesupports creation of Qtrees.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the file system
boolean associated with the volume. By default, the value is false.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Whether or not this volume is invalid. Volumes typically become
invalid as a result of an aborted SnapMirror(R) initial transfer. In
boolean such a case, a volume is in a half-created state and cannot be
optional recovered. By default, the value is false.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-junctionactive

This field indicates whether the mounted volume is accessible. The
default is true. If the mounted path is not accessible, the volume
boolean does not appear in the owning Vserver's namespace. This field
optional applies only to Cluster-Mode volumes.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-movedestinationin-cutover

is-moving

Indicates whether the volume is the destination of a move that is in
boolean cutover.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Is the given volume moving? If true, this volume is moving from
one aggregate to another aggregate in the cluster. The aggregates
boolean
can be on different nodes of the cluster.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, this volume is the root volume of the node in which it
resides. This field is not set on FlexGroups.

is-node-root

Only the node's internal logic can change this option's value from
boolean true to false; this happens when some other volume has the value
optional set to true.
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, the controller performs additional work at boot and
takeover times if it finds that there has been any potential data
loss in this volume due to an NVRAM failure.
For 7-Mode volumes, it causes the invalidation of all NFS file
handles on all volumes affected by the problem so that client-side
users are forced to remount the affected file system (and thus not
continue to use potentially incorrect data).

is-nvfailenabled

It is also possible to specify a set of files per volume that are to be
renamed out of the way in these cases. The controller sends error
boolean messages to the console whenever such problems are found.
optional
For Cluster-Mode volumes, the volume would be put in a special
state called 'in-nvfailed-state' such that protocol access is blocked.
This will cause the client applications to crash and thus prevent
access to stale data on the volume.
To get out of this situation, the admin needs to manually clear the
'in-nvfailed-state' on the volume.
By default, this value is false.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-protocolaccess-fenced

This field indicates if this volume is fenced for protocol access. Only
FlexGroup constituents and volumes in SnapMirror Synchronous
boolean
relationships can be fenced for protocol access.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-quiescedin-memory

Is the given volume quiesced? If true, this volume is in an (inmemory) quiesced state in which most operations on the volume
boolean are blocked except for certain internal operations. By default, this
optional value is false.

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-quiescedon-disk

Is the given volume quiesced? If true, this volume is in an (ondisk) quiesced state in which most operations on the volume are
boolean blocked except for certain internal operations. By default, this value
optional is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates if volume is SMBC failover capable.

is-smbcfailovercapable

boolean This parameter is only supported if volume is part of SMBC
optional relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates if volume is an SMBC master.

is-smbcmaster

boolean This parameter is only supported if volume is part of SMBC
optional relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

isunrecoverable

Whether or not there is known inconsistency in the associated file
system and it is not recoverable. This field is valid only for flexible
boolean volumes.
optional
By default, this field is false.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-volume-incutover

Is the given volume move operation in cutover phase? If true, this
volume is moving from one aggregate to another aggregate in the
boolean cluster and is in cutover phase. The aggregates can be on different
optional nodes of the cluster. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
If true, this volume is the namespace root volume of the Vserver
which owns this volume. The default value is false. This field is not
set on FlexGroups.

is-vserverroot

boolean When creating a volume, if this field is set to true, the new volume
optional is to become the new namespace root volume of the Vserver. This
field can be used in a recovery scenario in which the namespace
root volume of the Vserver becomes unrecoverable.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
This field indicates the owner of the protocol access fence when the
volume's protocol access is fenced. Only FlexGroup constituents
and volumes in SnapMirror Synchronous relationships can be
fenced for protocol access.

protocolaccessfenced-by

string
optional

Possible values:
'none',
'coordinated_snaprestore',
'coordinated_redirection',
'snapmirror_synchronous'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
This field indicates consensus state of SMBC volume.
Possible values:

smbc-

string

'Awaiting-consensus',

consensus

optional

'Consensus',
'No-consensus'
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Volume State.
Possible values:

string
optional

state

'online',
'restricted',
'offline',
'mixed'
If a FlexGroup or Infinite Volume's constituents are not all in the
same state, it will return 'mixed'. The 'mixed' state is read-only.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string[]
optional

status

Volume status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-transition-attributes

[top]

Information about the transition attributes of a volume.
Name

Range

Type

Description

is-cftprecommit

Indicates whether the volume is in the pre-commit phase of Copy-Free
boolean
Transition. This field is not set on FlexGroups or Infinite Volumes.
optional
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-copiedfortransition

Indicates whether the volume has been copied for copy based transition.
boolean
This field is not set on FlexGroups. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

istransitioned

Indicates whether the volume has gone through a transition operation at
boolean
some point in the past. This field is not set on FlexGroups. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
For an in progress transition, indicate what the behavior is. This field is
not set on FlexGroups.
Possible values:

transitionbehavior

string
optional

'none' ... No transition is in progress,
'data-move' ... Transition will follow volume move behavior. For
example, Lun serial number is preserved,
'data-protection' ... Transition will follow a data protection
relationship behavior.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-vm-align-attributes
Information related to the Virtual Machine alignment settings on the volume.

[top]

Name Range

Type

Description

The Virtual Machine alignment 512 byte sector number. All files created with the
suffix specified in the 'vm-align-suffix' input parameter will have zero-filled
<512 * 'vm-align-sector'> bytes data at the beginning so that it's actual data
vminteger starts at a different offset instead of zero. This is done so that the read & writes
align- [1..7]
optional to such files are aligned to WAFL's 4k block boundary. This field is not set on
sector
FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
vmalignsuffix

string
optional

The Virtual Machine alignment suffix. The suffix such as '.xyz'. is used to identify
the files which needs to be aligned. See the description for 'vm-align-sector'
above for more information on this. This field is not set on FlexGroups.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-vserver-dr-protection-attributes

[top]

Information related to volume protection type in a Vserver DR setup.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Indicates whether the volume will be replicated to the destination in
a Vserver DR setup.
Possible values:

vserver-drprotection

'protected' ... Volume will be replicated to the destination,
'unprotected' ... Volume will not be replicated to the
destination.

string
optional

Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"protected" - Volume is protected by Vserver DR,
"unprotected" - Volume is not protected by Vserver DR

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: cache-policy

[top]

Cache Policy Name
[none]

Element definition: encryptiontype

[top]

none|volume|aggregate Possible values:
"undefined" - Not defined,
"none" - Plain-text volume,
"volume" - NVE (NetApp Volume Encryption) volume,
"aggregate" - NAE (NetApp Aggregate Encryption) volume
[none]

Element definition: junction-path

[top]

The Junction Path.
The fully-qualified pathname in the owning Vserver's namespace at which a volume is mounted. Note
that this pathname may itself contain junctions, one for each volume (other than the namespace root
volume) that provides storage along the pathname's length. As with all fully-qualified pathnames , this
string must begin with '/'. In addition, it must not end with '/'.
An example of a valid FlexVol or FlexGroup junction path is: '/user/my_volume'. An example of a valid
Infinite Volume junction path is: '/repository'.
Only one volume can be mounted at any given junction path.
[none]

Element definition: language-code
Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,

[top]

'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: raid-group-info

[top]

Information for a particular RAID group.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Checksum style. The possible values:

checksumstyle

string

"advanced_zoned" - advanced_zoned checksum (azcs),
"block" - block,
"mixed" - mixed,
"none" - none,
"unknown" - unknown,
"wafl" - wafl,
"zoned" - zoned (this value is no longer supported).

cluster-disknames

diskinfo[] List of disks in this plex by their spatial names, if available.
optional

disks

diskinfo[]

is-cache-tier

boolean

isrecomputingparity

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently recomputing parity.

isreconstructing

List of disks in this plex.
"true" if the RAID group is composed of SSDs and the owning
aggregate is hybrid (group is not part of usable space).

boolean "true" if the RAID group is currently reconstructing.

is-scrubsuspended

boolean
Suspended state of the scrub on that RAID group.
optional

last-scrubtimestamp

Time at which the last full scrub completed. If a scrub has never been
integer
performed, this value will not be returned. The time value is in
optional
seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].

name

string

RAID group name.

recomputingparitypercentage

integer The percentage of parity recomputation if is-recomputing-parity is set
optional to true. Range : [0-100]

reconstructionpercentage

integer If reconstruction is going on, the the completion percentage. Range :
optional [0-100]

scrubpercentagecomplete

integer Scrub percentage complete. If scrub is not active, this value will not
optional be returned. Range: [0..100].

Element definition: repos-constituent-role

[top]

Constituent Roles Possible values:
"none" ,
"namespace" ,
"data" ,
"root" ,
"ns_mirror" ,
"member"
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: snaplocktype
non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:
"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: space-slo-enum

[top]

none|thick|semi-thick Possible values:
"none" ,
"thick" ,
"semi_thick"
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volstyle

[top]

flex Possible values:
"flex" - Flexible Volume,
"infinitevol" - Infinite Volume
[none]

Element definition: volume-64bit-upgrade-check-info

[top]

Information returned when upgrade-64bit-mode in aggr-add is "check". Upgrade check results such as
"used-space", "available-space", "capacity", and "grow-space" are only updated after the space
estimate is completed successfully.
Name

Range

age
availablespace
capacity

Type

Description

integer
The age in seconds of the space check results. Range: [0..2^64-1].
optional
integer Amount of space (in bytes) that would be available in the volume after it is
optional upgraded to 64-bit. Range: [0..2^64-1].
integer Percentage of space that would be used in the volume after it is upgraded to
optional 64-bit. Range: [0..100].

growspace

integer Amount of space (in bytes) the volume must be grown by before
optional successfully upgrading its current data. Range: [0..2^64-1]

lasterrno

The error code of the last attempt to check for space usage on the specific
volume. This field is present only if a 64-bit upgrade check was previously
integer
attempted. Possible values: 0 - indicates success
optional
EVOLUME_64BIT_UPGRADE_KIREETI_NOT_AVAIL Upgrade check results
may be out of date if last-errno is not 0.

usedspace

integer Amount of space (in bytes) that would be used in the volume after it is
optional upgraded to 64-bit. Range: [0..2^64-1].

Element definition: volume-antivirus-attributes

[top]

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the volume.} Information about
Antivirus settings for the volume.
Name Range

onaccesspolicy

Type

Description
{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation of the
volume.} The name of the Antivirus On-Access policy. The default policy name
is 'default'.

string
If not specified when creating a volume, the Antivirus On-Access Policy is
optional
inherited from the owning vserver. Currently, this policy can only be managed
using the 'antivirus' command line interfaces.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: volume-clone-parent-attributes
Information describing the parentage of a clone volume.
Name

Range

Type

dsid

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

msid

[0..2^641]

integer
optional
volume-name

Description
The clone parent volume's Data Set ID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone's parent volume's Mirror Set ID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone parent volume's human-readable name.

[top]

name

optional

Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone parent volume's base snapshot identifier.

snapshot-id

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

The only legal value for a snapshot identifier is its Data Set
ID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

snapshotname

string
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

vserver-name

vservername
optional

The clone parent volume's base snapshot name.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The clone parent volume's UUID.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
The Vserver under which the clone parent volume resides.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: volume-security-unix-attributes
The Unix-oriented security settings associated with this volume.
Name
group-id

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
The UNIX group ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Unix permission bits in octal string format.
It's similar to Unix style permission bits:
In Data ONTAP 7-mode, the default setting of '0755' gives
read/write/execute permissions to owner and read/execute to group
and other users.

[top]

In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, for security style 'mixed' or 'unix', the
default setting of '0755' gives read/write/execute permissions to
string owner and read/execute permissions to group and other users. For
optional security style 'ntfs', the default setting of '0000' gives no permissions
to owner, group and other users.

permissions

It consists of 4 octal digits derived by adding up bits 4, 2 and 1.
Omitted digits are assumed to be zeros. First digit selects the set user
ID(4), set group ID (2) and sticky (1) attributes. The second digit
selects permission for the owner of the file: read (4), write (2) and
execute (1); the third selects permissions for other users in the same
group; the fourth for other users not in the group.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
user-id

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

The UNIX user ID for the volume. The default value is 0 ('root').
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: disk-info

[top]

Information for each disk in the plex.
Name

Range

name

Type

Description

string

Name of a member disk.

vbn-end [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN end value of a disk.
optional

vbn-start [0..2^64-1].

integer
VBN start value of a disk.
optional

Element definition: uuid
The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vscan
vscan-active-scannerpool-get-iter
vscan-connectionextended-stats-get-iter
vscan-connection-statusall-get-iter
vscan-events-get-iter
vscan-on-access-policycreate
vscan-on-access-policydelete
vscan-on-access-policyget-iter
vscan-on-access-policymodify
vscan-on-access-policystatus-modify
vscan-on-demand-reportdelete
vscan-on-demand-reportget-iter
vscan-on-demand-taskcreate
vscan-on-demand-taskdelete
vscan-on-demand-taskget-iter
vscan-on-demand-taskmodify
vscan-on-demand-taskrun
vscan-reset
vscan-resolve-hostnames
vscan-scanner-poolapply-policy
vscan-scanner-poolcreate
vscan-scanner-pooldelete
vscan-scanner-pool-getiter
vscan-scanner-poolmodify
vscan-status-get-iter
vscan-status-modify

This set of APIs allow configuring and managing Vscan on Data
ONTAP Cluster-Mode environment. This includes the APIs to
retrieve the connection-status and other diagnostic information
of active Vscan servers.

vscan-active-scanner-pool-get-iter

[top]

Returns active scanner pool configuration of a vserver.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

vscanactivescannerpool-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-active-scannerpool object. All vscan-active-scanner-pool objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscanactivescannerThe list of attributes of vscan-active-scanner-pool objects.
poolinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional active-scanner-pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
vscanactivescannerpool-info
optional

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-connection-extended-stats-get-iter

[top]

Returns connection status.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

query

[1..2^321]

Type

Description

vscanconnectionextendedstats-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

vscanA query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
connectionspecified on any number of attributes in the vscan-connectionextendedextended-stats object. All vscan-connection-extended-stats
stats-info

objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

optional

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanconnectionextended- The list of attributes of vscan-connection-extended-stats objects.
stats-info[]
optional

attributeslist

next-tag
num-records

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

tag

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanconnection-extended-stats objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND

vscan-connection-status-all-get-iter

[top]

Returns connection status.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

vscanconnectionstatus-allinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

vscanconnectionstatus-allinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-connectionstatus-all object. All vscan-connection-status-all objects
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Description

vscanconnectionstatus-all- The list of attributes of vscan-connection-status-all objects.
info[]
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanconnection-status-all objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND

vscan-events-get-iter

[top]

Returns content of the vscan event log, which is generated by the cluster to capture important events.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
max-records

vscaneventsinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

vscaneventsinfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-events object. All
vscan-events objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscaneventsThe list of attributes of vscan-events objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional events objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ENODENOTFOUND

[top]

vscan-on-access-policy-create
Create an On-Access policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

file-ext-toexclude

fileFile extensions for which On-Access scanning must not be
extension[]
performed.
optional

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which On-Access scanning is considered. The
fileextension[] default value is '*', which means that all files are considered for
scanning except those which are excluded from scanning.
optional
A list of filters which can be used to define the scope of the Onvscan-on- Access policy more precisely. The filters can be added in any order.
Possible values:
accesspolicy-ui"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
filter[]
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with executeoptional
access (CIFS only)

filters

is-scanmandatory

boolean
optional

Specifies whether access to a file is allowed if there are no external
virus-scanning servers available for virus scanning. It is true if not
provided at the time of creating a policy.

max-file-size

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
2147483648 (2GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
policy.

paths-toexclude

file-path[]
optional

policy-name

File paths for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.

policy-name Name of the policy.
File-Access protocol to monitor for On-Access scanning. Possible
values:

protocol

vscanprotocol

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vscan-on-access-policy on successful
creation. Default: false

scan-fileswith-no-ext

true-false
optional

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
scanning or not. The default value is true.

Output Name Range
result

"cifs" - CIFS Protocol

Type

Description

vscan-onThe vscan-on-access-policy created (keys or the entire object if
accesspolicy-info requested)
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_EXISTS
E_OA_POLICY_CANNOT_CREATE_MAX_LIMIT
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Description

vscan-on-access-policy-delete

[top]

Delete an On-Access policy.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
E_OA_POLICY_CANNOT_DELETE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-on-access-policy-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of On-Access policies.
Input Name

Range

vscanonaccesspolicyinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

vscanonaccesspolicyinfo
optional

next-tag

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-on-access-policy
object. All vscan-on-access-policy objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

attributeslist

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

Range

Type

Description

vscanonaccessThe list of attributes of vscan-on-access-policy objects.
policyinfo[]
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional on-access-policy objects to return.

num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND

vscan-on-access-policy-modify

[top]

Modify an On-Access policy.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

file-ext-toexclude

fileextension[] File extensions for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.
optional

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which On-Access scanning is considered. The
fileextension[] default value is '*', which means that all files are considered for
scanning except those which are excluded from scanning.
optional

filters

A list of filters which can be used to define the scope of the Onvscan-on- Access policy more precisely. The filters can be added in any order.
Possible values:
accesspolicy-ui"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
filter[]
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with executeoptional
access (CIFS only)

is-scanmandatory

boolean
optional

Specifies whether access to a file is allowed if there are no external
virus-scanning servers available for virus scanning. It is true if not
provided at the time of creating a policy.

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
2147483648 (2GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
policy.

paths-toexclude

file-path[]
optional

policyname
scan-fileswith-no-ext

File paths for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.

policy-name Name of the policy.
true-false
optional

Errno

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
scanning or not. The default value is true.
Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

[top]

vscan-on-access-policy-status-modify
Modify On-Access policy status.
Input Name Range
policy-name

Type

Description

policy-name Name of the policy.

policy-status

boolean

Policy Status

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OA_POLICY_NOT_FOUND
ERESOURCEINUSE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-on-demand-report-delete

[top]

Delete an On-Demand report.
Input Name

Range

delete-report-file

Type

Description

true-false
Specifies if report file also need to be deleted. Default is false.
optional

report-file

string

Path of the report file from root of the Vserver.

task-name

string

Name of the task.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-on-demand-report-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of On-Demand Task Report.
Input Name

desiredattributes

Range

Type
vscanondemandreportinfo

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

optional
[1..2^32- integer
max-records
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vscanondemandreportinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanondemandThe list of attributes of vscan-on-demand-report objects.
reportinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional on-demand-report objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-on-demandreport object. All vscan-on-demand-report objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-on-demand-task-create

[top]

Create an On-Demand Task.
Input Name Range
crossjunction

Type

Description

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to cross volume
true-false
junctions. If the parameter is set to false, crossing junctions is not
optional
allowed. Default is true.

directoryrecursion

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to recursively scan
true-false
through sub-directories. If the parameter is set to false, recursive
optional
scanning is not allowed. Default is true.

file-ext-toexclude

File-Extensions for which scanning must not be performed. File
fileextension[] whose extension matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not
optional considered for scanning.

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which scanning is considered. The default value is
'*', which means that all files are considered for scanning except
fileextension[] those which are excluded from scanning. File whose extension
optional matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not considered for
scanning.

max-file-size

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
10737418240 (10GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating
a task.

paths-toexclude

string[]
optional

reportdirectory

string

reportexpiry-time

timeinterval
optional

File-paths for which scanning must not be performed.
Path from the vserver root where task report is created. The path
must be a directory and provided in unix-format from the root of the
Vserver. Example: /vol1/on-demand-reports.
Expiration time for On-Demand reports. A value of 0 indicates that
report files will be retained until manually deleted. Default is 0
Log level for the On-Demand report. Default is error. Possible
values:

report-loglevel

vscan-odlog-level
optional

requesttimeout

timeinterval
optional

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. If the virus-scanner does
not respond within the provided time, scan will be timedout.

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vscan-on-demand-task on successful
creation. Default: false

scan-fileswith-no-ext
scan-paths

true-false Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
optional scanning or not. The default value is true.
string[]

scan-priority

vscanscanpriority
optional

schedule

string
optional

task-name

string

Output Name Range
result

"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file
found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.

List of paths that need to be scanned. The path must be provided in
unix-format and from the root of the Vserver. Example:
/vol1/large_files.
Priority of the On-Demand scan requests generated by this task.
Default is low. Possible values:
"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only
if no other normal request is in queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.
Schedule of the task. The task will be run as per the schedule. For
running the task immediately, vscan-on-demand-task-run api must
be used after creating a task.
Name of the task.

Type

Description

vscan-ondemand- The vscan-on-demand-task created (keys or the entire object if
task-info requested)
optional

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_OD_TASK_CANNOT_CREATE_MAX_LIMIT
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Description

vscan-on-demand-task-delete

[top]

Delete an On-Demand Task.
Input Name Range Type
task-name

Description

string Name of the task.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-on-demand-task-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of On-Demand Task.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

vscanondemandtask-info
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-on-demand-task
object. All vscan-on-demand-task objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscanondemandThe list of attributes of vscan-on-demand-task objects.
taskinfo[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional on-demand-task objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type
vscanondemandtask-info
optional

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-on-demand-task-modify

[top]

Modify an On-Demand Task.
Input Name Range
crossjunction

Type

Description

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to cross volume
true-false
junctions. If the parameter is set to false, crossing junctions is not
optional
allowed. Default is true.

directoryrecursion

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to recursively scan
true-false
through sub-directories. If the parameter is set to false, recursive
optional
scanning is not allowed. Default is true.

file-ext-toexclude

File-Extensions for which scanning must not be performed. File whose
fileextension[] extension matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not
optional considered for scanning.

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which scanning is considered. The default value is
file'*', which means that all files are considered for scanning except those
extension[]
which are excluded from scanning. File whose extension matches with
optional
both inclusion and exclusion list is not considered for scanning.

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
10737418240 (10GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
task.

paths-toexclude

string[]
optional

File-paths for which scanning must not be performed.

reportdirectory

string
optional

Path from the vserver root where task report is created. The path
must be a directory and provided in unix-format from the root of the
Vserver. Example: /vol1/on-demand-reports.

reportexpiry-time

timeinterval
optional

Expiration time for On-Demand reports. A value of 0 indicates that
report files will be retained until manually deleted. Default is 0
Log level for the On-Demand report. Default is error. Possible values:

report-loglevel

vscan-odlog-level
optional

requesttimeout

timeinterval
optional

scan-fileswith-no-ext
scan-paths

scanpriority

"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file
found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
Total request-service time-limit in seconds. If the virus-scanner does
not respond within the provided time, scan will be timedout.

true-false Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
optional scanning or not. The default value is true.
string[]
optional
vscanscanpriority
optional

List of paths that need to be scanned. The path must be provided in
unix-format and from the root of the Vserver. Example:
/vol1/large_files.
Priority of the On-Demand scan requests generated by this task.
Default is low. Possible values:
"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only if
no other normal request is in queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.

schedule

string
optional

task-name

string

Errno

Schedule of the task. The task will be run as per the schedule. For
running the task immediately, vscan-on-demand-task-run api must be
used after creating a task.
Name of the task.

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

vscan-on-demand-task-run

[top]

Run an On-Demand task
Input Name Range Type Description
task-name

string Task Name

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-reset

[top]

Discard cached information of files that have been successfully scanned.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-resolve-hostnames

[top]

Resolve the hostnames configured in the scanner pool.
Input Name Range
scanner-pool

Type

Description

scanner-pool Name of the virus scanner pool.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-scanner-pool-apply-policy

[top]

Apply scanner-policy to a scanner pool.
Input Name

Range

cluster
scanner-policy

Type

Description

cluster-name
optional

Cluster on Which Policy Is Applied

scanner-policy Scanner Policy

scanner-pool

scanner-pool

Name of the virus scanner pool.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND
E_ONLY_SCANNER_POOL_ACTIVE
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-scanner-pool-create

[top]

Create a virus scanner pool, which is used for validating and managing connections between clustered
Data ONTAP and Vscan servers.
Input Name
hostnames

Range

Type
string[]

max[0..2^32- integer
sessionoptional
1]
setup-retries
privilegedusers

Description
List of hostnames of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect
to clustered Data ONTAP.
Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. The
value for this field must be between 1 and 5. The default value of
5 is taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

privilegedList of privileged users.
user[]
Total request-service time-limit in seconds. It is used to specify
the time interval in which the node waits for a response from the
Vscan server. If the timeout is reached, the node allows the fileoperation if the applicable On-Access policy has scan-mandatory
set to \"off\". If the policy has scan-mandatory set to \"on\", the

requesttimeout

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

returnrecord

boolean
optional

scan-queue- [0..2^32- integer
optional
timeout
1]

node will retry the scan or disallow the file-operation depending
on the remaining lifetime of the CIFS request. Valid values for this
field are from 10s to 40s. However, if scan-mandatory is set to
\"off\", the effective value is limited to a maximum of 35s. The
default value of 30 is taken if not provided while creating a
scanner pool.
If set to true, returns the vscan-scanner-pool on successful
creation. Default: false
Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 10s and 30s. The default value of 20 is taken if
not provided while creating a scanner pool.

scannerName of the virus scanner pool.
pool

scanner-pool
sessionsetuptimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if
not provided while creating a scanner pool.

sessionteardowntimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. The value for this
field must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is
taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanscanner- The vscan-scanner-pool created (keys or the entire object if
pool-info requested)
optional

result

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_EXISTS
E_SCANNER_POOL_CANNOT_CREATE_MAX_LIMIT
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

vscan-scanner-pool-delete

[top]

Delete a scanner pool.
Input Name Range
scanner-pool

Type

scanner-pool Name of the virus scanner pool.

Errno
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

Description

Description

E_ONLY_SCANNER_POOL_ACTIVE
ERESOURCEINUSE

vscan-scanner-pool-get-iter

[top]

Returns list of scanner pools. Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and manage
connections between clustered Data ONTAP and Vscan servers (virus scanners).
Input Name

Range

Type
vscanscannerpool-info
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vscanscannerpool-info
optional

query

Range

Type

Description

vscanscannerpool- The list of attributes of vscan-scanner-pool objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional scanner-pool objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-scanner-pool
object. All vscan-scanner-pool objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND

vscan-scanner-pool-modify

[top]

Modify a scanner pool.
Input Name
hostnames
max-

Range

Type

Description

string[]
optional

List of hostnames of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect to
clustered Data ONTAP.

sessionsetupretries

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. The
value for this field must be between 1 and 5. The default value of 5
is taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

privilegedList of privileged users.
user[]
optional

privilegedusers

requesttimeout

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. It is used to specify the
time interval in which the node waits for a response from the Vscan
server. If the timeout is reached, the node allows the file-operation
if the applicable On-Access policy has scan-mandatory set to
\"off\". If the policy has scan-mandatory set to \"on\", the node will
retry the scan or disallow the file-operation depending on the
remaining lifetime of the CIFS request. Valid values for this field
are from 10s to 40s. However, if scan-mandatory is set to \"off\",
the effective value is limited to a maximum of 35s. The default
value of 30 is taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

scanqueuetimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. The value for this field must
be between 10s and 30s. The default value of 20 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool.

scannerpool
sessionsetuptimeout

scannerName of the virus scanner pool.
pool
[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

session[0..2^32- integer
teardownoptional
1]
timeout

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool.
Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. The value for this
field must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken
if not provided while creating a scanner pool.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_SCANNER_POOL_NOT_FOUND
EAPIPRIVILEGE

vscan-status-get-iter

[top]

Returns Vscan status information.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

vscanstatusinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vscanstatusinfo
optional
string

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vscan-status object. All
vscan-status objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'

optional
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vscanstatusThe list of attributes of vscan-status objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vscanoptional status objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vscan-status-modify

[top]

Modify Vscan status.
Input Name

Range

is-vscan-enabled

Type

Description

boolean Vscan status. When true, Vscan feature is enabled for the Vserver.

Errno

Description

EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
E_VSERVER_TYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
ECIFSERVERNOTFOUND
E_NO_SCANNER_POOL_ACTIVE
E_VSCAN_CAPABILITY_NOT_ENABLED
E_VSCAN_JOB_QUEUE_FAILED
E_VSCAN_JOB_DELETE_FAILED
E_CIFS_OPERATION_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_REALM_MODE

Element definition: cluster-name
Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

[top]

Element definition: file-extension

[top]

File extension
[none]

Element definition: file-path

[top]

File path
[none]

Element definition: policy-name

[top]

Policy name
[none]

Element definition: privileged-user

[top]

Privileged user
[none]

Element definition: scanner-policy

[top]

Policy applied to a Vscan scanner pool
[none]

Element definition: scanner-pool
Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and manage connections between
clustered ONTAP and Vscan servers (virus scanners).
[none]

[top]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: vscan-active-scanner-pool-info
Vscan active scanner pool information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
maxsessionsetupretries
privilegedusers

Range

Type

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. This is set
to the max of max-session-setup-retries of all active scanner pools
on a vserver. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

privileged- List of privileged users for a vserver. Vscan server is given privileged
access to the clustered Data ONTAP only if it uses one of these
user[]
optional users. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

requesttimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max of
the request-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scanqueuetimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max of the
scan-queue-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

scanner-

scanner-

List of active scanner pools on a vserver. Attributes: non-creatable,

[top]

pool[]
optional

pools

List of allowed Vscan servers IP for a vserver. A Vscan server is
ipaddress[] allowed to connect to the clustered Data ONTAP only if its IP is part
optional of this list. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

servers
sessionsetuptimeout

non-modifiable

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max of
the session-setup-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

session[0..2^32- integer
teardownoptional
1]
timeout

Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. This is set to the max
of the session-teardown-timeouts of all active scanner pools on a
vserver. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

string
optional

vserver

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-connection-extended-stats-info
Vscan connection extended statistics. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

extendedstats

string[]
optional

node

node-name
optional

Cluster node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

server

ip-address
optional

IP of the Vscan server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Vscanner's extended statistics. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

Status of the connection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
serverstatus

vscan-serverstatus
optional

"disconnected" - Disconnected,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting,
"connecting" - Connecting,
"connected" - Connected
Server type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

servertype

vscanscanner-type
optional

vendor

string
optional

Name of virus-scanner vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

string
optional

Version of virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"primary" - Primary,
"backup" - Backup

[top]

Element definition: vscan-connection-status-all-info
Vscan connection status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
connectedsince

Range

Type
datetime
optional

Description
Time when Vscan server was connected. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable
Reason for disconnection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:

disconnectreason

vscandisconnectreason
optional

disconnectedsince

datetime
optional

lif
node
privilegeduser
server

server-status

server-type

"na" - Not applicable,
"vscan_disabled" - Vscan disabled on the vserver,
"no_data_lif" - Vserver does not have data lif on the node,
"session_uninitialized" - Session not initialized,
"remote_closed" - Closure from Server,
"invalid_protocol_msg" - Invalid protocol-message received,
"invalid_session_id" - Invalid session-id received,
"inactive_connection" - No activity on connection,
"invalid_user" - Connection request by invalid user,
"server_removed" - Server removed from the active scannerpool
Time when Vscan server was disconnected. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable

IP address of the Vserver LIF, which is used for the connection
ip-address
between clustered Data ONTAP and the Vscan server. Attributes:
optional
non-creatable, non-modifiable
node-name Cluster node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
optional

Privileged user, which is used for the connection between clustered
Data ONTAP and the Vscan server. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

ip-address IP of the Vscan server. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
vscanserverstatus
optional

vscanscannertype

Status of the connection. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"disconnected" - Disconnected,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting,
"connecting" - Connecting,
"connected" - Connected
Server type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"primary" - Primary,

[top]

optional

"backup" - Backup

vendor

string
optional

Name of virus-scanner vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

string
optional

Version of virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-events-info

[top]

Vscan events information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

consecutive[0..2^32occurrence1]
count

Type

Description

integer
optional

Consecutive occurrence count of the same event. Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable
Reason for disconnection. This field is applicable only for the
scanner-disconnection events. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

disconnectreason

vscandisconnectreason
optional

event-time

datetime
optional

"na" - Not applicable,
"vscan_disabled" - Vscan disabled on the vserver,
"no_data_lif" - Vserver does not have data lif on the node,
"session_uninitialized" - Session not initialized,
"remote_closed" - Closure from Server,
"invalid_protocol_msg" - Invalid protocol-message
received,
"invalid_session_id" - Invalid session-id received,
"inactive_connection" - No activity on connection,
"invalid_user" - Connection request by invalid user,
"server_removed" - Server removed from the active
scanner-pool
Event log time. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Event type. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:

event-type

vscanevent-type
optional

"scanner_connected" - Scanner connected,
"scanner_disconnected" - Scanner disconnected,
"scanner_updated" - Scanner updated,
"scan_internal_error" - Internal error,
"scan_failed" - Scan failed,
"scan_timedout" - Scan timed out,
"file_infected" - File is infected,

"file_renamed" - File is renamed after found infected,
"file_quarantined" - File is quarantined after found infected,
"file_deleted" - File is deleted after found infected,
"scanner_busy" - Scanner is busy
string
optional

file-path

Path of the file which is being scanned. The path gives the client
view of the file being scanned. This field is applicable only for the
scanning related events. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

lif

IP address of the Vserver LIF, which is used for the connection
ip-address between clustered Data ONTAP and the Vscan server. It could be
optional either IPV4 or IPV6 as configured. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

node

node-name Node to which this connection is applicable. Attributes: key, nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

scanenginestatus
server

[0..2^641]

integer
optional

Status code returned by scan-engine. This field is applicable only
if scan-engine is capable of responding with extended status.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

IP of the Vscan server. It could be either IPV4 or IPV6 as
ip-address
configured in the scanner pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

vendor

string
optional

Name of virus-scanner vendor. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

version

string
optional

Version of virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-od-log-level

[top]

Log level for the On-Demand report. Possible values:
"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
[none]

Element definition: vscan-on-access-policy-info
Vscan On-Access policy information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name
adminowner

Range

Type
vscanconfigowner
optional

Description
Owner of the policy. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
values:
"vserver" - Vserver Admin,
"cluster" - Cluter Admin

file-ext-toexclude

fileFile extensions for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.
extension[]
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

file-ext-toinclude

File extensions for which On-Access scanning is considered. The default
filevalue is '*', which means that all files are considered for scanning
extension[]
except those which are excluded from scanning. Attributes: optionaloptional
for-create, modifiable

filters

A list of filters which can be used to define the scope of the On-Access
vscan-on- policy more precisely. The filters can be added in any order. Attributes:
access- optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
policy-ui"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
filter[]
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with executeoptional
access (CIFS only)

is-policyenabled

boolean
optional

Policy status. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-scanmandatory

boolean
optional

Specifies whether access to a file is allowed if there are no external
virus-scanning servers available for virus scanning. It is true if not
provided at the time of creating a policy. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
2147483648 (2GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
policy. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

paths-toexclude

file-path[] File paths for which On-Access scanning must not be performed.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

policyname

policyname
optional

protocol

vscanprotocol
optional

scan-fileswith-noext
vserver

Name of the policy. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable
File-Access protocol to monitor for On-Access scanning. Attributes:
required-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
true-false
scanning or not. The default value is true. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-on-access-policy-ui-filter
Filters to define the scope of On-Access scanning more precisely. Possible values:
"scan_ro_volume" - Enable scans for read-only volume,
"scan_execute_access" - Scan only files opened with execute-access (CIFS only)

[top]

[none]

Element definition: vscan-on-demand-report-info
Vscan On-Demand Task Report information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this
typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

alreadyscannedfiles

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files which were already scanned by a valid
optional virus-scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

attemptedscans

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of attempted scans. Attributes: non-creatable,
optional non-modifiable

failedscans

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of failed scans. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

filescleaned

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files that were marked clean by the virusoptional scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

filesinfected

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files that were marked infected by the virusoptional scanner. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

internalerror

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of internal error occured while running the task.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

jobduration

timeTime taken by the job to complete the on-demand task.
interval
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

job-endtime

datetime On-demand task end time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

job-id

[-2^63..2^63- integer ID of the on-demand scan job. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]

job-starttime

datetime On-demand task start time. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

report-file

string Path of the report file from root of the Vserver. Attributes: key,
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

scanretries

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of scans that were retried because of internal
optional error. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

skippedscans

[0..2^64-1]

Total number of files which were not scanned because of the
integer
configured scope of scanning. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable

successfulscans

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of files which were successfully scanned.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string Name of the task. Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

task-name
timedoutscans
vserver

[0..2^64-1]

integer Total number of scans that were timed out. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable
string

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

[top]

optional

Element definition: vscan-on-demand-task-info
Vscan On-Demand Task information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
crossjunction
directoryrecursion

Range

Type

Description

Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to cross volume
true-false
junctions. If the parameter is set to false, crossing junctions is not
optional
allowed. Default is true. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Specifies whether the On-Demand task is allowed to recursively scan
true-false through sub-directories. If the parameter is set to false, recursive
optional scanning is not allowed. Default is true. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable

file-exttoexclude

File-Extensions for which scanning must not be performed. File whose
fileextension[] extension matches with both inclusion and exclusion list is not
optional considered for scanning. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

file-exttoinclude

File extensions for which scanning is considered. The default value is '*',
filewhich means that all files are considered for scanning except those
extension[] which are excluded from scanning. File whose extension matches with
optional both inclusion and exclusion list is not considered for scanning.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

max-filesize

size
optional

Max file-size (in bytes) allowed for scanning. The default value of
10737418240 (10GB) is taken if not provided at the time of creating a
task. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

paths-toexclude

string[]
optional

File-paths for which scanning must not be performed. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

reportdirectory

string
optional

Path from the vserver root where task report is created. The path must
be a directory and provided in unix-format from the root of the Vserver.
Example: /vol1/on-demand-reports. Attributes: required-for-create,
modifiable

reportexpirytime

timeinterval
optional

Expiration time for On-Demand reports. A value of 0 indicates that
report files will be retained until manually deleted. Default is 0
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
Log level for the On-Demand report. Default is error. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

reportlog-level

vscan-odlog-level
optional

requesttimeout

timeinterval
optional

"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file found
in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
Total request-service time-limit in seconds. If the virus-scanner does not
respond within the provided time, scan will be timedout. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[top]

scanfileswith-noext
scanpaths

Specifies whether files without any extension are considered for
true-false
scanning or not. The default value is true. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable
string[]
optional

List of paths that need to be scanned. The path must be provided in
unix-format and from the root of the Vserver. Example:
/vol1/large_files. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
Priority of the On-Demand scan requests generated by this task. Default
is low. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

scanpriority

vscanscanpriority
optional

schedule

string
optional

Schedule of the task. The task will be run as per the schedule. For
running the task immediately, vscan-on-demand-task-run api must be
used after creating a task. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

taskname

string
optional

Name of the task. Attributes: key, required-for-create, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only if no
other normal request is in queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.

Element definition: vscan-protocol

[top]

CIFS Possible values:
"cifs" - CIFS Protocol
[none]

Element definition: vscan-scan-priority

[top]

Priority of the scan request. Possible values:
"low" - The scan request will be sent to the Vscan server only if no other normal request is in
queue.,
"normal" - The scan request will be processed normally.
[none]

Element definition: vscan-scanner-pool-info
Vscan scanner pool information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it

[top]

shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description
Owner of the scanner pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:

adminowner

vscanconfigowner
optional

cluster

clustername
optional

Name of the cluster on which you want to apply the scanner policy
of a scanner pool. Default value is taken as local cluster. This
parameter does not have any significance if the cluster is not in a DR
relationship. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

hostnames

string[]
optional

List of hostnames of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect to
clustered Data ONTAP. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

iscurrentlyactive

boolean
optional

Current status of a scanner pool. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

maxsessionsetupretries
privilegedusers

requesttimeout

scanqueuetimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

"vserver" - Vserver Admin,
"cluster" - Cluter Admin

Maximum number of consecutive session-setup attempts. The value
for this field must be between 1 and 5. The default value of 5 is
taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

privilegedList of privileged users. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
user[]
optional

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Total request-service time-limit in seconds. It is used to specify the
time interval in which the node waits for a response from the Vscan
server. If the timeout is reached, the node allows the file-operation
if the applicable On-Access policy has scan-mandatory set to \"off\".
If the policy has scan-mandatory set to \"on\", the node will retry
the scan or disallow the file-operation depending on the remaining
lifetime of the CIFS request. Valid values for this field are from 10s
to 40s. However, if scan-mandatory is set to \"off\", the effective
value is limited to a maximum of 35s. The default value of 30 is
taken if not provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Scan-queue wait-time-limit in seconds. The value for this field must
be between 10s and 30s. The default value of 20 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Scanner policy. Currently only system policies are supported.
Possible values:

scannerpolicy

scannerpolicy
optional

scannerpool

Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and
scannermanage connections between clustered Data ONTAP and Vscan
pool
servers (virus scanners). Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonoptional
modifiable

'primary' - Makes it active always,
'secondary' - Makes it active only when no primary Vscan
server is connected,
'idle' - Makes it inactive always
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

ipList of IP addresses of Vscan servers which are allowed to connect to
address[]
clustered Data ONTAP. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

servers
sessionsetuptimeout

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

session[0..2^32- integer
teardownoptional
1]
timeout
string
optional

vserver

Total session-setup time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Total session-teardown time-limit in seconds. The value for this field
must be between 5s and 10s. The default value of 10 is taken if not
provided while creating a scanner pool. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vscan-status-info

[top]

Vscan status information. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-vscanenabled
vserver

Range

Type

Description

boolean Vscan status. When true, Vscan feature is enabled for the Vserver.
optional Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
string
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional

Element definition: cluster-name

[top]

Name of the Peer Cluster
[none]

Element definition: datetime
The number of seconds since January 1, 1970. Range : [0..2^31-1].
[none]

[top]

Element definition: file-extension

[top]

File extension
[none]

Element definition: file-path

[top]

File path
[none]

Element definition: ip-address

[top]

IPv4 and IPv6 address
[none]

Element definition: node-name

[top]

The node's name
[none]

Element definition: policy-name

[top]

Policy name
[none]

Element definition: privileged-user

[top]

Privileged user
[none]

Element definition: scanner-policy

[top]

Policy applied to a Vscan scanner pool
[none]

Element definition: scanner-pool

[top]

Scanner pool is a set of attributes which are used to validate and manage connections between
clustered ONTAP and Vscan servers (virus scanners).
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: time-interval

[top]

Time interval in seconds Range : [0..2^32-1].
[none]

Element definition: true-false

[top]

True/False
[none]

Element definition: vscan-config-owner
Configuration owner Possible values:
"vserver" - Vserver Admin,
"cluster" - Cluter Admin
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vscan-disconnect-reason

[top]

reason Possible values:
"na" - Not applicable,
"vscan_disabled" - Vscan disabled on the vserver,
"no_data_lif" - Vserver does not have data lif on the node,
"session_uninitialized" - Session not initialized,
"remote_closed" - Closure from Server,
"invalid_protocol_msg" - Invalid protocol-message received,
"invalid_session_id" - Invalid session-id received,
"inactive_connection" - No activity on connection,
"invalid_user" - Connection request by invalid user,
"server_removed" - Server removed from the active scanner-pool
[none]

Element definition: vscan-event-type

[top]

Type of the event generated by the cluster. Possible values:
"scanner_connected" - Scanner connected,
"scanner_disconnected" - Scanner disconnected,
"scanner_updated" - Scanner updated,
"scan_internal_error" - Internal error,
"scan_failed" - Scan failed,
"scan_timedout" - Scan timed out,
"file_infected" - File is infected,
"file_renamed" - File is renamed after found infected,
"file_quarantined" - File is quarantined after found infected,
"file_deleted" - File is deleted after found infected,
"scanner_busy" - Scanner is busy
[none]

Element definition: vscan-od-log-level
Log level for the On-Demand report. Possible values:
"verbose" - Report file will contain verbose logs for each file found in the scan-path.,
"info" - Report file will contain info and error logs.,
"error" - Report file will contain only error logs.
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vscan-scanner-type

[top]

Server type Possible values:
"primary" - Primary,
"backup" - Backup
[none]

Element definition: vscan-server-status
Status Possible values:
"disconnected" - Disconnected,
"disconnecting" - Disconnecting,
"connecting" - Connecting,
"connected" - Connected
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vserver
vserver-add-aggregates
vserver-add-protocols
vserver-config-diff-get
vserver-config-diff-get-iter
vserver-create
vserver-create-async
vserver-data-policy-export
vserver-data-policy-import
vserver-data-policy-validation-get-error
vserver-destroy
vserver-destroy-async
vserver-get
vserver-get-iter
vserver-http-proxy-create
vserver-http-proxy-delete
vserver-http-proxy-get
vserver-http-proxy-get-iter
vserver-http-proxy-modify
vserver-login-banner-get
vserver-login-banner-get-iter
vserver-login-banner-modify
vserver-login-banner-modify-iter
vserver-modify
vserver-modify-iter
vserver-motd-get
vserver-motd-get-iter
vserver-motd-modify
vserver-motd-modify-iter
vserver-protect-precheck
vserver-protect-precheck-dp-support
vserver-protect-precheck-network
vserver-protect-precheck-vge-support
vserver-remove-aggregates
vserver-remove-protocols
vserver-rename
vserver-rename-async
vserver-san-purge
vserver-san-purge-verify
vserver-show-aggr-get-iter
vserver-start
vserver-stop
vserver-unlock

vserver-add-aggregates

[top]

Add aggregates to the Vserver
Input Name Range Type

Description

aggr-list

Specifies a list of aggregates to be added to the Vserver. The root
aggregates should not be specified in this list because though the
aggrcommand will return success, volumes cannot be created on root
name[]
aggregates. In a MetroCluster configuration, this command does not honor
the remote cluster's aggregates.

vservername

string Specifies the name of the Vserver for which aggregates are to be added.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-add-protocols

[top]

add protocols to the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

protocols

protocol[]

vservername

string

Description
Is the list of protocols to be added to the vserver specified. Possible
values are: 'nfs', 'cifs', 'fcp', 'iscsi', and 'ndmp'.
Specifies the name of the Vserver on which the given set of protocols
are allowed.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANNOT_DELETE_SYNC_DESTINATION_IN_INITIALIZING_STATE
E_NVMF_REPL_NOT_SUPPORTED
E_NVMF_EXCLUSIVE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-config-diff-get
Provides the differences in attributes of a specified configuration instance between two Vservers in DR
relationship, including MetroCluster. This helps in verifying if the configuration of interest is replicated
correctly from source Vserver to destination Vserver. If the source configuration matches that of
destination, EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned, indicating that the difference is nil. This API can be
invoked on the source cluster or destination cluster. Note: The configuration objects replicated as part

[top]

of Vserver DR and their keys can potentially change from release to release. If a program has opted to
use those as inputs for selection, it may have to be adjusted for updated versions of Data ONTAP.
Input Name

Range

destinationvservername

string

Name of destination Vserver

[0..2^32- integer
The count of object instance
optional
1]
keyList of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
valuecompared - for example, volume:vol1
pair[]

keys
object
Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
configattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
diff-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.

desiredattributes

instance

Type

string
Range

The Vserver configuration object compared - for example, volume

Type

Description

configThe attributes of the vserver.
diff-info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-config-diff-get-iter

[top]

Provides the differences in configuration between Vservers in DR relationship, including MetroCluster. If
an object is not specified, the differences for all replicated objects are shown. If Vserver is not specified,
the differences for all Vservers in the cluster, which are in DR relationship are returned. This API helps
in verifying if the configuration of interest is replicated correctly from source Vserver to destination
Vserver. If the source configuration matches that of destination, EOBJECTNOTFOUND is returned,
indicating that the difference is nil. This API can be invoked on the source cluster or destination cluster.
Note: The configuration objects replicated as part of Vserver DR and their keys can potentially change
from release to release. If a program has opted to use those as inputs for selection, it may have to be
adjusted for updated versions of Data ONTAP.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

query

tag

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
configattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
diff-info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
configspecified on any number of attributes in the vserver object. All
diff-info
vserver objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.
string

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'

optional
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

configdiffThe list of attributes of vserver objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserver
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

obtained from the previous call.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-create

[top]

This command is deprecated and may be removed in future releases of Data ONTAP. To create Vserver
use API vserver-create-async. Create a new Vserver. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for
example, 'data.example.com' - for the Vserver name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues.
Input Name Range
antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

antivirus-onaccess-policy

Type

Description

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create Possible
vserver-anti- values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"
antiviruspolicy
optional

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the operation
of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified as part of
vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus on access policy
for the Vserver. When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers. default: default
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver. This
policy is used to make caching decisions for this Vserver. If a
caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver, the system uses the
default cluster-wide policy. The possible options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly read
user data blocks, and write caches all randomly overwritten
user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly read
user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata, randomly
read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,

randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written user
data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does
not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto.
comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the comment associated with the Vserver. When part of
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default'
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If you
are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you do not
upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than Data ONTAP
9.3.0.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. Default value is false.
Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is called
repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is created in a
cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created. Conversely, a
repository Vserver cannot be created if non-repository Vservers
already exist in a cluster.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume create

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create

language

languagecode
optional

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' ............. Arabic 'cs'
............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de' ............. German 'en'
............. English 'en_us' .......... English (US) 'es' .............
Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr' ............. French 'he' .............
Hebrew 'hr' ............. Croatian 'hu' ............. Hungarian 'it'
............. Italian 'ja' ............. Japanese euc-j 'ja_v1' ..........
Japanese euc-j 'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ja_jp.932'
...... Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' .... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko'
............. Korean 'no' ............. Norwegian 'nl' ............. Dutch 'pl'
............. Polish 'pt' ............. Portuguese 'ro' ............. Romanian
'ru' ............. Russian 'sk' ............. Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian
'sv' ............. Swedish 'tr' ............. Turkish 'zh' .............
Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk' ......... Simplified Chinese (GBK) 'zh_tw'
.......... Traditional Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' ..... Traditional
Chinese Big 5 To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append
'.UTF-8'. When specified as part of vserver-create, this field
represents the language used for the Vserver. When part of
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers
with the specified language. The values with the '*' suffixes are not
supported by Clustered ONTAP.
Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver. When
specified as part of the vserver-create, this field represents the list
of Name Mapping switch configurations to be used. When specified
as part of the vserver-get-iter, this will return the list of Vservers
which have any of the specified Name Mapping configurations as
part of their nm-switch configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'.
default: file. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.

namemappingswitch

nmswitch[] 'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify the
name mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should
optional
be preferred to specify the name mapping switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter'
APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name mapping
switch order. Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver. Possible
values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP
8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to
specify the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitchmodify' should be preferred to modify the name server switch
order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-getiter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name
server switch order. Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

quota-policy

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this field
represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When specified as part
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
This parameter is not supported on a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
default: default

returnrecord

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vserver on successful creation. Default:
false

root-volume

volumename
optional

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default' Vserver. Not
allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination' Vserver. If not specified,
the system will choose a default name for the root volume based
on the Vserver name.

root-volumeaggregate

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created. Optional
field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is not provided, the
most appropriate aggregate will be selected. Not allowed for
creation of a dp-destination Vserver. Creating a root volume on a
SnapLock aggregate is not supported.

root-volumesecuritystyle

Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating a
default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the security style for the Vserver root volume. When
specified as part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Possible values: 'unix', 'ntfs', 'mixed'. The
security- 'unified' security style, which applies only to Infinite Volumes,
style-enum cannot be applied to a Vserver's root volume. Default value is
optional
'unix'. Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified

snapshotpolicy

snapshotpolicy
optional

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the Vserver. This
policy will be assigned to all volumes created in this Vserver unless
the volume create request explicitly provides a snapshot policy or
volume is modified later with a specific snapshot policy. A volumelevel snapshot policy always overrides the default Vserver-wide
snapshot policy. When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this

will return the list of matching Vservers. default: default

vservername

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create,
this field represents the name of the Vserver. When part of
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
The following restrictions are applicable for the Vserver name: Maximum number of characters supported is 47, and 41 for a
Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a reserved name and
should not be used as a Vserver name
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the subtype of Vserver being created. The possible options for this value
are:

vserversubtype

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination

string
optional

If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the sub-type
sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination cannot be
explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of sub-type dpdestination is created, most of the management activities are not
allowed. Default value is default.
Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserver-info
The vserver created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_CREATE_PEERED_VSERVER
E_VSERVER_CREATE_NONCONFIGURABLE_OPTIONS
EVSERVER_REPOSITORY_VSERVER_QUOTA_POLICY_UNSUPPORTED
EIPSPACEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_CANNOT_BELONG_TO_IPSPACE
EVSERVER_NSSWITCH_MANDATORY
EVSERVER_SYSTEM_VSERVER_EXISTS
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EVSERVER_WITH_INFINITE_VOLUMES_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_MCC_CONFIGURATION
EVSERVER_SUBTYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_SNAPLOCK_AGGR_ROOT_VOLUME
EVSERVER_CREATE_FAIL_AGGR_UNKNOWN

vserver-create-async

[top]

Create a new Vserver asynchronously. The progress of the operation can be monitored using job-getiter API. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for example, 'data.example.com' - for the Vserver
name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

antivirus-onaccess-policy

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antiviruspolicy
optional

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified as
part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus on
access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part vserverget-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
default: default
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this Vserver.
If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver, the system
uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible options for
this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly
read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written
user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It does
not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto.

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the comment associated with the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers.

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default'
This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If
you are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you do
not upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than Data
ONTAP 9.3.0.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Default value is false.
Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is
called repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is
created in a cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created.
Conversely, a repository Vserver cannot be created if nonrepository Vservers already exist in a cluster.

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create

is-spacereportinglogical

language

namemappingswitch

boolean
optional

languagecode
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create
Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' ............. Arabic
'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de' .............
German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' .......... English (US) 'es'
............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr' ............. French 'he'
............. Hebrew 'hr' ............. Croatian 'hu' .............
Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja' ............. Japanese euc-j
'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j 'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK
(sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ...... Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' ....
Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko' ............. Korean 'no' .............
Norwegian 'nl' ............. Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt'
............. Portuguese 'ro' ............. Romanian 'ru' .............
Russian 'sk' ............. Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv'
............. Swedish 'tr' ............. Turkish 'zh' .............
Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk' ......... Simplified Chinese (GBK)
'zh_tw' .......... Traditional Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' .....
Traditional Chinese Big 5 To use UTF-8 as the NFS character
set, append '.UTF-8'. When specified as part of vserver-create,
this field represents the language used for the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers with the specified language. The values with the '*'
suffixes are not supported by Clustered ONTAP.

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the specified
Name Mapping configurations as part of their nm-switch
configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default: file. This
field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservicenmswitch[] nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify the name
optional
mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should
be preferred to specify the name mapping switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter'
APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name
mapping switch order. Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and
'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the
currently configured name server switch order. Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

quota-policy

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a

Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default
volumename
optional

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default' Vserver.
Not allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination' Vserver. If not
specified, the system will choose a default name for the root
volume based on the Vserver name.

root-volumeaggregate

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created.
Optional field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is not
provided, the most appropriate aggregate will be selected. Not
allowed for creation of a dp-destination Vserver. Creating a
root volume on a SnapLock aggregate is not supported.

root-volumesecuritystyle

Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating a
default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the security style for the Vserver root volume.
When specified as part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of matching Vservers. Possible values: 'unix', 'ntfs',
security- 'mixed'. The 'unified' security style, which applies only to
style-enum Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to a Vserver's root volume.
optional
Default value is 'unix'. Possible values:

root-volume

"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified

snapshotpolicy

vservername

snapshotpolicy
optional

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the Vserver.
This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in this
Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly provides a
snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a specific
snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy always
overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. default: default

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable for the
Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters supported is
47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a
reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the
sub-type of Vserver being created. The possible options for this
value are:

vserversubtype

string
optional

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination
If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the subtype sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination cannot
be explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of sub-type
dp-destination is created, most of the management activities
are not allowed. Default value is default.

Output Name
result

Range

Type

Description

vserver-info
The vserver created (keys or the entire object if requested)
optional

result-error- [0..2^32code
1]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

result-errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

integer
optional

The ID of the job that was spawned to create this vserver.

string
optional

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded" if creation
completed successfully, "in_progress" if creation is in progress,
"failed" if creation failed.

result-jobid

[0..2^641]

result-status

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_CREATE_PEERED_VSERVER
E_VSERVER_CREATE_NONCONFIGURABLE_OPTIONS
EVSERVER_REPOSITORY_VSERVER_QUOTA_POLICY_UNSUPPORTED
EIPSPACEDOESNOTEXIST
EVSERVER_CANNOT_BELONG_TO_IPSPACE
EVSERVER_NSSWITCH_MANDATORY
EVSERVER_SYSTEM_VSERVER_EXISTS
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EVSERVER_WITH_INFINITE_VOLUMES_NOT_SUPPORTED_IN_MCC_CONFIGURATION
EVSERVER_SUBTYPE_NOT_SUPPORTED
EVSERVER_SNAPLOCK_AGGR_ROOT_VOLUME

vserver-data-policy-export

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Export a data policy for a Vserver with an Infinite Volume. The data policy is exported as a JSON string.
For a description of the JSON format, please refer to the Clustered Data ONTAP Infinite Volumes
Management Guide.
Output Name

Range Type

data-policyexpression
Errno

string

Description
Data-policy JSON expression. A JSON string, XML escaped and
UTF8 encoded.

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-data-policy-import
This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.

[top]

Import a data policy for a Vserver with an Infinite Volume. The data policy is imported as a JSON string.
For a description of the required JSON format, please refer to the Clustered Data ONTAP Infinite
Volumes Management Guide.
Input Name Range Type
data-policyexpression

Description

Data-policy JSON expression. A JSON string with a maximum length of 50
string MB. The string should be XML escaped and use the same encoding as the
XML document of which it is a part (UTF8 for APIs).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EDATAPOLICY_VALIDATION_ERROR

vserver-data-policy-validation-get-error

[top]

This API is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0.
Validate without importing a data policy for a Vserver with an Infinite Volume. The data policy needs to
be specified as a JSON string. For a description of the required JSON format, please refer to the
Clustered Data ONTAP Infinite Volumes Management Guide.
Input Name Range Type
expression

Description

Data-policy JSON expression. A JSON string with a maximum length of 50
string MB. The string should be XML escaped and use the same encoding as the
XML document of which it is a part (UTF8 for APIs).

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EDATAPOLICY_VALIDATION_ERROR

vserver-destroy

[top]

This command is deprecated and may be removed in future releases of Data ONTAP. To delete Vserver
use API vserver-destroy-async. Destroys the Vserver and its objects. All volumes and mirrors belonging
to the Vserver must be deleted using other APIs before destroying the Vserver. EVOLEXISTS is returned
if the Vserver is found to have any volumes or mirrors. This APIS removes all other objects of this
Vserver including its network Interfaces, routes, configurations, admin login accounts and roles.
Input Name Range Type

vservername

Description

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the name of the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers. The following restrictions are
string
applicable for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters
supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a

reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_DELETE_PEERED_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_CIFS_SERVER
EVSERVER_REMOVE_CIFS_SERVER_WITH_AD
EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_CANT_REMOVE_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_OPERATION_UNSUPPORTED_ON_SYSTEM_VSERVER

vserver-destroy-async

[top]

Destroys the Vserver and its objects asynchronously. The progress of the operation can be monitored
using job-get-iter API. All volumes and mirrors belonging to the Vserver must be deleted using other
APIs before destroying the Vserver. EVOLEXISTS is returned if the Vserver is found to have any
volumes or mirrors. This APIS removes all other objects of this Vserver including its network Interfaces,
routes, configurations, admin login accounts and roles.
Input Name

Range

vservername

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create,
this field represents the name of the Vserver. When part of vserverget-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers. The
following restrictions are applicable for the Vserver name: Maximum number of characters supported is 47, and 41 for a
Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a reserved name and
should not be used as a Vserver name

Type

Description

result-error- [0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the deletion operation caused an error.
code
1]
optional
result-errormessage
result-jobid

string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded", "in_progress",
"failed".

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVOLEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_DELETE_PEERED_VSERVER

Description

EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_CIFS_SERVER
EVSERVER_REMOVE_CIFS_SERVER_WITH_AD
EVSERVER_CANT_LOOKUP_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_CANT_REMOVE_AD_ACCOUNT
EVSERVER_OPERATION_UNSUPPORTED_ON_SYSTEM_VSERVER

vserver-get

[top]

Get the attributes of the Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
info
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverThe attributes of the vserver.
info

attributes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-get-iter

[top]

Display information about Vservers. Information about Admin Vserver, Node Vserver, and Cluster
Vservers is displayed. If the ZAPI is issued to the Cluster LIF with no Vserver specified as input, then
information about all Vservers is shown. If the request is sent to the Vserver LIF, then information
about that Vserver is shown.
Input Name

Range

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
vserverspecified on any number of attributes in the vserver object. All
info
vserver objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
vserverattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

Range

Type

Description

vserverinfo[] The list of attributes of vserver objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserver
optional objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-http-proxy-create

[top]

Create a new HTTP proxy configuration.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

ipspace

Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be
string
configured. this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver
optional
parameter.

is-authenabled

boolean Specifies whether authentication is required for the HTTP proxy. By
optional default it is set to false.
string Specifies the password for the username to authenticate with the
optional HTTP proxy when authentication is enabled.

password
port

[1..65535] integer

server
skip-configvalidation
username
vserver

string

Specifies the port number on which the HTTP proxy service is
configured for the server.
Specifies the HTTP proxy hostname or IP address.

boolean
Skip the config validation
optional
string Specifies the username to authenticate with the HTTP proxy when
optional authentication is enabled.
Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be
vserverid
configured. This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce
optional
parameter.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-http-proxy-delete

[top]

Remove the proxy configuration for the specified Vserver.
Input Name Range
ipspace

Type

Description

string Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.

vserverid Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce parameter.

vserver
Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-http-proxy-get

[top]

Get the HTTP proxy configuration of the Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
httpattributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
proxy
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
optional
returned.

desiredattributes

string Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.

ipspace
Output Name Range

Type
httpproxy

attributes
Errno

Description
The attributes of the http-proxy.

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-http-proxy-get-iter

[top]

Get the HTTP proxy configuration of the cluster.
Input Name
desiredattributes
max-records

Range

Type

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
httpattributes for which information is available will be returned. If
proxy
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
optional
will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
httpspecified on any number of attributes in the http-proxy object. All
proxy
http-proxy objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
optional
returned.

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Description

httpproxy[] The list of attributes of http-proxy objects.
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more httpoptional proxy objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-http-proxy-modify

[top]

Modify the proxy configuration for the specified Vserver.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

ipspace

string Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.

is-authenabled

boolean Specifies whether authentication is required for the HTTP proxy. By
optional default it is set to false.

password
port
server
skip-configvalidation
username
vserver

string Specifies the password for the username to authenticate with the HTTP
optional proxy when authentication is enabled.
integer Specifies the port number on which the HTTP proxy service is
optional configured for the server.
string
Specifies the HTTP proxy hostname or IP address.
optional
boolean
Skip the config validation
optional
string Specifies the username to authenticate with the HTTP proxy when
optional authentication is enabled.
vserverid Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
optional This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce parameter.

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-login-banner-get
Return the login banner message. This message is displayed during SSH and console device login, just
before the password prompt is, or would be, displayed. There is a cluster-wide default login banner that
is used for every incoming connection regardless of LIF type. Each data Vserver can over-ride this
default.

[top]

Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

vserverloginbannerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

vserverloginThe attributes of the vserver-login-banner.
bannerinfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-login-banner-get-iter

[top]

Return the specified login banner. See the description for the non-iter API for details.
Input Name

Range

vserverloginbannerinfo
optional

desiredattributes

max-records

vserverloginbannerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-login-banner
object. All vserver-login-banner objects matching this query up to
'max-records' will be returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vserverloginbanner- The list of attributes of vserver-login-banner objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserveroptional login-banner objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno
EINTERNALERROR

Description

vserver-login-banner-modify

[top]

Modify the login banner message. This message is displayed during SSH and console device login, just
before the password prompt is, or would be, displayed. There is a cluster-wide default login banner that
is used for every incoming connection regardless of LIF type. Each data Vserver can over-ride this
default. To restore the default for a data Vserver, set the message to '-'.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

string
The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional

message
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-login-banner-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the login banner message. This message is displayed during SSH and console device login, just
before the password prompt is, or would be, displayed. There is a cluster-wide default login banner that
is used for every incoming connection regardless of LIF type. Each data Vserver can over-ride this
default. To restore the default for a data Vserver, set the message to '-'.
Input Name
continue-onfailure

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple vserver-login-banner
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
boolean
with the next matching vserver-login-banner even when the
optional
operation fails for the vserver-login-banner. If set to false, the API
will return on the first failure. Default: false

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching vserver-login-banner even
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer when the operation on a previous matching vserver-login-banner
optional fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed to be
count
1]
operated on reaches the maximum specified. If set to the maximum
or not provided, then there will be no limit on the number of failed
operations. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true.
Default: 2^32-1
max-records
message

query

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of vserver-login-banner objects to be
optional operated in this call. Default: 20
1]
string
The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional
vserverIf operating on a specific vserver-login-banner, this input element
loginmust specify all keys. If operating on vserver-login-banner objects
bannerbased on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-login-banner
boolean objects (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If
optional set to false, the list of vserver-login-banner objects not operated on
will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-login-banner
boolean objects (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to
optional false, the list of vserver-login-banner objects operated on will not be
returned. Default: true
Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

vserverloginbanner- Information about vserver-login-banner objects that were not
modify- operated on due to some error. This element will be returned only if
iter- input element 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional vserver-login-banner objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-login-banner objects that matched the
optional query, but were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-login-banner objects that matched the query
1]
optional and were successfully processed.
vserverloginbanner- The vserver-login-banner objects that were successfully processed.
modify- This element will be returned only if input element 'return-successiter- list' is true.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-modify

[top]

Modify the attributes of vserver object.
Input Name

aggr-list

Range

Type

Description

List of aggregates assigned for volume operations. These
aggregates could be shared for use with other Vservers. When
specified as part of a vserver-create, this field represents the
aggr-name[]
list of aggregates that are assigned to the Vserver for volume
optional
operations. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of Vservers which have any of the aggregates specified
as part of the aggr-list.
Allowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vserver-create,
this field represent the list of protocols allowed on the Vserver.

allowedprotocols

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

antivirus-onaccess-policy

protocol[]
optional

When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
Vservers which have any of the protocols specified as part of
the allowed-protocols. When part of vserver-modify, this field
should include the existing list along with new protocol list to
be added to prevent data disruptions. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antiviruspolicy
optional

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified as
part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus on
access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part vserverget-iter call, this will return the list of matching Vservers.
default: default
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this Vserver.
If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver, the system
uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible options for
this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and randomly
read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read and
sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written
user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It
does not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto.

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the comment associated with the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers.
Disallowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols not allowed on
the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols specified as
part of the disallowed-protocols. When part of vserver-modify,

this field should include the existing list along with new
protocol list to be added to prevent data disruptions. Possible
values:

disallowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create

language

max-volumes

namemappingswitch

"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

languagecode
optional

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' ............. Arabic
'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de' .............
German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' .......... English (US) 'es'
............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr' ............. French
'he' ............. Hebrew 'hr' ............. Croatian 'hu' .............
Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja' ............. Japanese euc-j
'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j 'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK
(sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ...... Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' ....
Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko' ............. Korean 'no' .............
Norwegian 'nl' ............. Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt'
............. Portuguese 'ro' ............. Romanian 'ru' .............
Russian 'sk' ............. Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv'
............. Swedish 'tr' ............. Turkish 'zh' .............
Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk' ......... Simplified Chinese (GBK)
'zh_tw' .......... Traditional Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' .....
Traditional Chinese Big 5 To use UTF-8 as the NFS character
set, append '.UTF-8'. When specified as part of vserver-create,
this field represents the language used for the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers with the specified language. The values with the '*'
suffixes are not supported by Clustered ONTAP.

string
optional

Maximum number of volumes that can be created on the
Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the maximum number of volumes that can be
created on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers.

nmswitch[]
optional

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the specified
Name Mapping configurations as part of their nm-switch
configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default: file. This
field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservicensswitch-create' should be preferred to specify the name
mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should
be preferred to specify the name mapping switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservice-nsswitch-getiter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently configured name
mapping switch order. Possible values:

"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and
'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the
currently configured name server switch order. Possible
values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

qos-policygroup

quota-policy

snapshotpolicy

string
optional

The QoS policy group associated with this volume. This
optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the
Vserver. The policy group defines measurable service level
objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with which
the policy group is associated. If you do not assign a policy
group to a Vserver, the system will not monitor and control
traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on a Vserver with
Infinite Volume.

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default

snapshotpolicy
optional

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the Vserver.
This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in this
Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly provides a
snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a specific
snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy always
overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. default: default
State of the Virtual Server. This field, together with the
operational state, determines the data serving ability of a
Vserver Possible values:

vsadminstate
optional

state

volumedeleteretentionhours

vservername

[0..2^321]

"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"

integer
optional

The number of hours that a deleted volume should be retained
before the delete is completed

string

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable for the
Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters supported is
47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a
reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_QOS_NO_SUCH_PG
E_QOS_OBJECT_OVERLAP_ERROR
E_QOS_TOO_MANY_USER_WIDS
E_QOS_VSERVERIZATION_VIOLATION_FOR_VS

vserver-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the attributes of vserver or a group of vserver objects.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

vserver- Specify at least one modifiable element. Do not specify any other
info
element.

attributes

This input element is useful when multiple vserver objects match a
given query. If set to true, the API will continue modifying the next
boolean
matching vserver even when modification of a previous vserver
optional
fails. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure. Default:
false

continue-onfailure

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed modify
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue modifying the next matching vserver even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
modification of a previous matching vserver fails, and do so until the
optional
count
1]
total number of objects failed to be modified reaches the maximum
specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then there will be
no limit on the number of failed modify operations. Only applicable
if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of objects to be modified in this call. Default:
optional 20
1]
If modifying a specific vserver, this input element must specify all
vserverkeys. If modifying vserver objects based on query, this input
info
element must specify a query.

query

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver objects (just
boolean keys) that were not modified due to some error. If set to false, the
optional list of vserver objects not modified will not be returned. Default:
true

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver objects (just
boolean
keys) that were successfully updated. If set to false, the list of
optional
vserver objects modified will not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

failure-list

Range

Type

Description

vservermodify- Information about vserver objects that were not modified due to
iter- some error. This element will be returned only if input element

info[] 'return-failure-list' is true.
optional
string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional vserver objects to be modified.

next-tag
num-failed

[0..2^32- integer Number of vserver objects that matched the query, but were not
optional modified due to some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver objects that matched the query and were
1]
optional successfully updated.
vservermodifyThe vserver objects that were successfully updated. This element
iterwill be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is true
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

vserver-motd-get

[top]

Return the specified message of the day (MOTD). This message appears just before the clustershell
prompt. The cluster Admin Vserver message will appear, then if the user is logging in as a Data Vserver
admin, that Vserver's message will be printed. The cluster-level MOTD can be disabled for each Vserver
using the configuration parameter.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

Type

Description

vservermotdinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

Type

Description

Output Name Range

vservermotd- The attributes of the vserver-motd.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND

vserver-motd-get-iter

[top]

Return the specified message of the day. See the description for the non-iter API for details.
Input Name
desired-

Range

Type

Description

vserver- Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
motd- attributes for which information is available will be returned. If

attributes
max-records

info
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional available will be returned.
[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]
vservermotdinfo
optional

query

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

vservermotdThe list of attributes of vserver-motd objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserveroptional motd objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-motd object. All
vserver-motd objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will
be returned.

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-motd-modify

[top]

Modify the message of the day (MOTD). This message appears just before the clustershell prompt. The
cluster Admin Vserver message will appear, then if the user is logging in as a Data Vserver admin, that
Vserver's message will be printed. The cluster-level MOTD can be disabled for each Vserver using the
configuration parameter.
Input Name Range
is-clustermessageenabled
message

Type

Description

Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for this
boolean
Vserver? This field cannot be modified in a data Vserver context
optional
(tunneled to a data Vserver).
The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify:
string
2048. Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will
optional
always be returned as LF.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_MOTD_CANNOT_UPDATE_IS_CLUSTER_MESSAGE_ENABLED
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-motd-modify-iter

[top]

Modify the message of the day. See the description of the non-iter API for more information.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

This input element is useful when multiple vserver-motd objects
match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue with the
boolean
next matching vserver-motd even when the operation fails for the
optional
vserver-motd. If set to false, the API will return on the first failure.
Default: false

continue-onfailure
is-clustermessageenabled

Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for
boolean
this Vserver? This field cannot be modified in a data Vserver context
optional
(tunneled to a data Vserver).

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then this
input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
operations before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue with the next matching vserver-motd even when the
max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
operation on a previous matching vserver-motd fails, and do so until
optional
count
1]
the total number of objects failed to be operated on reaches the
maximum specified. If set to the maximum or not provided, then
there will be no limit on the number of failed operations. Only
applicable if 'continue-on-failure' is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
max-records

[1..2^32- integer The maximum number of vserver-motd objects to be operated in
optional this call. Default: 20
1]
The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify:
string
2048. Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will
optional
always be returned as LF.

message

vserver- If operating on a specific vserver-motd, this input element must
motd- specify all keys. If operating on vserver-motd objects based on
info
query, this input element must specify a query.

query

returnfailure-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-motd objects
boolean (just keys) that were not operated on due to some error. If set to
optional false, the list of vserver-motd objects not operated on will not be
returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-motd objects
boolean (just keys) that were successfully operated on. If set to false, the
optional list of vserver-motd objects operated on will not be returned.
Default: true

tag

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
optional
obtained from the previous call.

Output Name

Range

Type

Description

failure-list

vservermotdInformation about vserver-motd objects that were not operated on
modifydue to some error. This element will be returned only if input
iterelement 'return-failure-list' is true.
info[]
optional

next-tag

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more matching
optional vserver-motd objects to be operated on.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-motd objects that matched the query, but
optional were not operated on due some error.
1]

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer The number of vserver-motd objects that matched the query and
1]
optional were successfully processed.
vservermotd-

The vserver-motd objects that were successfully processed. This
modifyelement will be returned only if input element 'return-success-list' is
itertrue.
info[]
optional

success-list

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_MOTD_CANNOT_UPDATE_IS_CLUSTER_MESSAGE_ENABLED

vserver-protect-precheck

[top]

Check source vserver for creating svmdr Relationship
Input Name

Type

Description

cluster

Range

uuid

Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

vserver-name

string

vserver-uuid

uuid

Output Name

Range

precheck-success

Vserver
Vserver UUID

Type

Description

boolean was the precheck successful

svmdr-precheck-error-codes [0..2^32-1] integer[] Validation Error Codes
Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
E_VSERVERDR_PRECHECK_FAILURE_ERROR

vserver-protect-precheck-dp-support

[top]

Check source cluster for creating svmdr Relationship of type DP
Input Name Range

Type

Description

uuid

Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

Type

Description

cluster
Output Name Range
is-enabled

boolean was the precheck successful

Errno
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_VSERVERDR_PRECHECK_ECV_BELOW_9_5_0

Description

vserver-protect-precheck-network

[top]

Check source vserver lif placement for creating svmdr Relationship
Input Name

Range Type

cluster

uuid

ipspace

Description
Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

string IPsapce of the destination vserver

peer-cluster-uuid

uuid

vserver-name

Peer cluster UUID

string Vserver

vserver-uuid

uuid

Vserver UUID

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_VSERVERDR_NETWORK_PRECHECK_ERROR
E_VSERVERDR_NETWORK_PRECHECK_FAILURE_ERROR
E_VSERVERDR_PRECHECK_ECV_BELOW_9_5_0

vserver-protect-precheck-vge-support

[top]

Check source cluster for creating svmdr Relationship of type DP
Input Name Range
cluster
Output Name Range
is-enabled
Errno

Type

Description

uuid

Specifies Uuid of the peer Cluster.

Type

Description

boolean was the precheck successful
Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-remove-aggregates

[top]

Remove aggregates from the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

aggr-list

aggrname[]

vservername

string

Errno

Description
Specifies a list of aggregates to be removed from Vserver.
Specifies the name of the Vserver from which aggregates are to be
removed.
Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-remove-protocols

[top]

remove protocols from the Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

protocols

protocol[]

vservername

string

Description
Is the list of protocols to be removed from the vserver specified.
Possible values are: 'nfs', 'cifs', 'fcp', 'iscsi', and 'ndmp'.
Specifies the name of the Vserver on which the given set of protocols
are not allowed.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_LOCKED_FOR_BASELINE
EVSERVER_OPERATION_NOT_PERMITTED

vserver-rename

[top]

Rename a Vserver. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for example, 'data.example.com' - for
the Vserver name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues. This operation is not supported for a
node Vserver. Use the 'system-node-rename' API to rename a node Vserver.
Input Name Range Type
new-name
vservername

string

Description
New Vserver name (Use Fully Qualified Domain Name, For example:
data.example.com)

string Vserver

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_RENAME_PEERED_VSERVER
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC

Description

EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_PEER_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_CANT_RENAME_VSERVER_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_TO_UPDATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED_LOCAL
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_RENAME_TO_VSERVER_IN_PEERED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_FILER

vserver-rename-async

[top]

Rename a Vserver asynchronously. Use a fully qualified domain name(FQDN) - for example,
'data.example.com' - for the Vserver name to reduce name collisions in cluster leagues. This operation
is not supported for a node Vserver. Use the 'system-node-rename' API to rename a node Vserver. A
job will be spawned to operate on the vserver and the job id will be returned. The progress of the job
can be tracked using the job APIs.
Input Name

Range

Type

Description

new-name

string

New Vserver name (Use Fully Qualified Domain Name, For
example: data.example.com)

vserver-name

string

Vserver

Output Name
result-errorcode

Range

result-errormessage
result-jobid

Type

Description

[0..2^32- integer
Error code, if the operation caused an error.
1]
optional
string
Error description, if the operation caused an error.
optional
[0..2^64- integer
Job Id, if this operation was performed via a job.
optional
1]

result-status

string

The operation status. Possible values: "succeeded",
"in_progress", "failed".

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EVSERVERNAMEEXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_CANNOT_RENAME_PEERED_VSERVER
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ONLY_ON_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_PEER_CLUSTER_NOT_CAPABLE
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER
EVSERVER_RENAME_CANT_RENAME_VSERVER_ON_REMOTE_CLUSTER

Description

EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_TO_UPDATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED_LOCAL
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_RENAME_TO_VSERVER_IN_PEERED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_FILER

vserver-san-purge

[top]

Purge SAN kernel cache for a Vserver. In Metrocluster configuration, if metrocluster switchback fails to
clear the SAN kernel cache, the zapi can be issued to clear the SAN kernel cache.

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-san-purge-verify

[top]

Verify the SAN Kernel Agent on all nodes is unloaded for the specified Vserver.
Output Name Range
status

Type

Description

boolean SAN Kernel Agent for the Vserver is unloaded or not

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-show-aggr-get-iter

[top]

Display list of aggregates owned by Vservers.
Input Name

Range

query

tag

Description

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present,
showall attributes for which information is available will be returned.
aggregates
If present, only the desired attributes for which information is
optional
available will be returned.

desiredattributes
max-records

Type

[1..2^321]

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
showspecified on any number of attributes in the vserver showaggregates
aggregates object. All vserver show-aggregates objects
optional
matching this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.
string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.

string
optional

vserver
Output Name

Range

Type

Description

showaggregates[] The list of attributes of vserver show-aggregates objects.
optional

attributeslist
next-tag
num-records

Vserver

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
vserver show-aggregates objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

vserver-start

[top]

Start a Vserver
Input Name Range
force
vservername

Type

Description

In case of a MetroCluster configuration or Vserver disaster recovery, by
boolean using this parameter you can start a Vserver when it is locked (which
optional prevents any configuration changes) or when its partner Vserver is
operationally running. The default value for this parameter is false.
string

Specifies the name of the Vserver to be started.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERALREADYSTARTED
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTOPERATIONAL
E_SAN_NOT_READY

vserver-stop

[top]

Stop a Vserver
Input Name Range Type

vservername

Description

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the name of the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this
will return the list of matching Vservers. The following restrictions are
string
applicable for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters

supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'sync-source' - 'all' is a
reserved name and should not be used as a Vserver name
Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVERNOTRUNNING
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVERNOTOPERATIONAL
E_SAN_NOT_READY

vserver-unlock

[top]

Revoke the administrative lock on the Vserver configuration. When a Vserver is unlocked, configuration
changes are permitted. A failure is returned if the Vserver is not locked by the administrator or if it is
locked by internal applications. If the vserver lock remains due to an error condition, it can be forcefully
removed by specifying the force option.
Input Name Range
force
vservername

Type

Description

boolean Force unlock the Vserver which got locked as part of a DR event or an
optional error condition. The default value for this parameter is false.
string

Specifies the name of the Vserver to be unlocked.

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EOPNOTSUPPORTED
EVSERVER_INTERNAL_CONFIG_LOCK
EVSERVER_ALREADY_UNLOCKED
EVSERVER_OPERATION_SUPPORTED_ON_ADMIN_AND_DATA_TYPE_VSERVER

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: antivirus-policy
Antivirus policy name
[none]

[top]

Element definition: config-diff-info

[top]

Difference in configuration of an object instance. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
attributediff-list

Range

Type

Description

attributeThe list of attributes that differ
info[]
optional

destinationvservername

string Name of destination Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable

destinationvserver-uuid

External UUID of destination Vserver Attributes: non-creatable,
uuid
optional non-modifiable

instance

keys

object
skipexcludedfields
sourcevservername
sourcevserver-uuid

[0..2^32- integer The count of object instance Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonoptional modifiable
1]
keyList of key:value pairs of the specific configuration instance
valuecompared - for example, volume:vol1 Attributes: key, nonpair[]
creatable, non-modifiable
optional
string The Vserver configuration object compared - for example, volume
optional Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Specifies whether to compare configuration attributes which are not
boolean
explicitly replicated. Default is true. Attributes: non-creatable, nonoptional
modifiable
string
Name of source Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
optional
External UUID of source Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, nonuuid
optional modifiable

Element definition: http-proxy
HTTP Proxy Configuration. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of

[top]

objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

ipspace

Specifies the Ipspace for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
string
this parameter is mutually exclusive with vserver parameter.
optional
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-authenabled

boolean Specifies whether authentication is required for the HTTP proxy. By
optional default it is set to false. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable

password

Specifies the password for the username to authenticate with the
string
HTTP proxy when authentication is enabled. Attributes: optional-foroptional
create, modifiable

port

[1..65535]

server

integer Specifies the port number on which the HTTP proxy service is
optional configured for the server. Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
string Specifies the HTTP proxy hostname or IP address. Attributes:
optional required-for-create, modifiable

username

string Specifies the username to authenticate with the HTTP proxy when
optional authentication is enabled. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

vserver

Specifies the vserver for which the HTTP proxy should be configured.
vserverid
This parameter is mutually exclusive with ipsapce parameter.
optional
Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: key-value-pair

[top]

Key value pair in the format key:value
[none]

Element definition: language-code
Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,

[top]

'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: nmswitch

[top]

file|ldap Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: nsswitch

[top]

nis|file|ldap Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: protocol
Vserver protocols. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,

[top]

"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: show-aggregates

[top]

Show aggregates of the Vserver When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
aggregatename

Range

Type
aggr-name
optional

Description
Aggregate Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable
Aggregate Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Possible values:
"hdd" - Aggregate consists of only HDDs,
"hybrid" - Aggregate consists of both HDDs and SSDs,
"lun" - Aggregate consists of array LUNs,
"ssd" - Aggregate consists of only SSDs,
"vmdisk" - Aggregate consists of only VMDISKs,
"vmlun" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs,
"vmlunssd" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs of type
SSD

aggregatetype

aggregatetype
optional

available-size

size
optional

Available Size Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

is-nvecapable

boolean
optional

Is NVE Capable Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable
Snaplock Type Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Possible values:
snaplock-type

snaplocktype
optional

vserver-name

string
optional

"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
Vserver Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vsadminstate

[top]

running|stopped|starting|stopping Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-anti-ransomware-state

[top]

disabled|enabled|dry-run Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,
"dry_run"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-info

[top]

Vserver Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

aggr-list

Range

Type

Description

aggr-name[]
optional

List of aggregates assigned for volume operations. These
aggregates could be shared for use with other Vservers.
When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the list of aggregates that are assigned to the
Vserver for volume operations. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of Vservers which have any of
the aggregates specified as part of the aggr-list. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable
Allowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols allowed on
the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the allowed-protocols. When part of
vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible

allowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antivirus-onaccess-policy

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified
as part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus
antivirus-policy
on access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part
optional
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. default: default Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this
Vserver. If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver,
the system uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible
options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata
blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and
randomly read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read
and sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written
user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It
does not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the comment associated with the Vserver.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Disallowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols not allowed
on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the disallowed-protocols. When part of

vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:

disallowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default' Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-configlocked-forchanges

boolean
optional

Is the Vserver configuration locked for modificatiion. If the
config-lock is true, then modifying the Vserver's
configuration is not allowed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If
you are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you
do not upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than
Data ONTAP 9.3.0.
Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Default value is false.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-vserverprotected

boolean
optional

Vserver protection Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

language

Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is
called repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is
created in a cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created.
Conversely, a repository Vserver cannot be created if nonrepository Vservers already exist in a cluster. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available
language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' .............
Arabic 'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de'
............. German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' ..........
English (US) 'es' ............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr'
............. French 'he' ............. Hebrew 'hr' .............
Croatian 'hu' ............. Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja'
............. Japanese euc-j 'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j
'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ......
Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' .... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko'
............. Korean 'no' ............. Norwegian 'nl' .............
language-code Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt' ............. Portuguese 'ro'
optional
............. Romanian 'ru' ............. Russian 'sk' .............
Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv' ............. Swedish 'tr'
............. Turkish 'zh' ............. Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk'
......... Simplified Chinese (GBK) 'zh_tw' .......... Traditional
Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' ..... Traditional Chinese Big 5 To

use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8'. When
specified as part of vserver-create, this field represents the
language used for the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers with the
specified language. The values with the '*' suffixes are not
supported by Clustered ONTAP. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
ldap-domain

max-volumes

namemappingswitch

string
optional

LDAP client configuration details. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Maximum number of volumes that can be created on the
Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the maximum number of volumes that can
be created on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

nmswitch[]
optional

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the
specified Name Mapping configurations as part of their nmswitch configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default:
file. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.
'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify
the name mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitchmodify' should be preferred to specify the name mapping
switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservicensswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently
configured name mapping switch order. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get'
and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to
fetch the currently configured name server switch order.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"

nis-domain

operationalstate

nis-domain
optional

NIS domain configuration details for the Vserver. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

vsoperstate
optional

Operational state of the Virtual Server. This field determines
the state of the Vserver LIFs. New LIFs created on a Vserver,
which is in running state, will be operationally up and the
LIFs created on a Vserver, which is in stopped state, will be
operationally down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped"

Vserver Operational State Stopped Reason Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
operationalstatestoppedreason

qos-policygroup

quota-policy

root-volume

root-volumeaggregate

root-volumesecuritystyle

vsopstopreason
optional

"sync_destination_and_switchover_not_done" - Syncdestination Vserver and switchover is not done,
"cluster_reboot_done" - Cluster reboot is done,
"admin_state_stopped" - Admin state is stopped,
"dp_destination_not_started" - Vserver configured as
destination of Vserver DR

string
optional

The QoS policy group associated with this volume. This
optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the
Vserver. The policy group defines measurable service level
objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with
which the policy group is associated. If you do not assign a
policy group to a Vserver, the system will not monitor and
control traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list
of matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default'
Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination'
volume-name
Vserver. If not specified, the system will choose a default
optional
name for the root volume based on the Vserver name.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created.
Optional field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is
not provided, the most appropriate aggregate will be
selected. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. Creating a root volume on a SnapLock aggregate is
not supported. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable

Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating
a default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dpdestination Vserver. When specified as part of the vservercreate, this field represents the security style for the Vserver
root volume. When specified as part of vserver-get-iter call,
this will return the list of matching Vservers. Possible values:
security-style- 'unix', 'ntfs', 'mixed'. The 'unified' security style, which
applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to a
enum
Vserver's root volume. Default value is 'unix'. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified

snapshotpolicy

Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the
Vserver. This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in
this Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly
provides a snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a
snapshot-policy
specific snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy
optional
always overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy.
When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return

the list of matching Vservers. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable
State of the Virtual Server. This field, together with the
operational state, determines the data serving ability of a
Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"

state

vsadminstate
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the Vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of hours that a deleted volume should be
retained before the delete is completed Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

volumedeleteretentionhours
vserveraggr-info-list

vservername

[0..2^321]

vserver-aggrList of aggregates assigned to the Vserver with aggregate
info[]
name and available size.
optional

string
optional

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable
for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters
supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'syncsource' - 'all' is a reserved name and should not be used as
a Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the
sub-type of Vserver being created. The possible options for
this value are:

vserversubtype

string
optional

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination
If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the
sub-type sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination
cannot be explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of
sub-type dp-destination is created, most of the management
activities are not allowed. Default value is default.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Type of the Vserver. Possible values:

vserver-type

string
optional

data: the default scale-out vserver
admin: for the cluster-wide management Vserver
system: for cluster-scoped communications in an
IPspace
node: identifies the physical controller.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-login-banner-info

[top]

Login Banner Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

string The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

message

string Name of the Vserver. The default banner is associated with the Admin
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

Element definition: vserver-login-banner-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against vserver-login-banner object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

vserver-loginbanner-key

vserver-loginbanner-info

The keys for the vserver-login-banner object to
which the operation applies.

Element definition: vserver-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the modify operation that was attempted/performed against vserver object.
Name

Range

Type

Description

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the modify operation caused an error.

errormessage

string
optional

Error description, if the modify operation caused an error.

vserver-key

vserverinfo

The keys for the vserver object to which the modify operation
applies.

Element definition: vserver-motd-info

[top]

Message of the Day Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

is-clustermessageenabled
message
vserver

Type

Description

boolean Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for this
optional Vserver? Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
string
Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will always be
optional
returned as LF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the Vserver. The cluster message of the day is associated with
optional the Admin Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-motd-modify-iter-info

[top]

Information about the operation that was attempted/performed against vserver-motd object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the operation caused an error.

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

error-message
vserver-motdkey

Description

vserver-motd- The keys for the vserver-motd object to which the
info
operation applies.

Element definition: vserverid

[top]

Vserver Id
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name
Name of the aggregate
[none]

[top]

Element definition: aggregatetype

[top]

hdd | hybrid | lun | ssd | vmdisk Possible values:
"hdd" - Aggregate consists of only HDDs,
"hybrid" - Aggregate consists of both HDDs and SSDs,
"lun" - Aggregate consists of array LUNs,
"ssd" - Aggregate consists of only SSDs,
"vmdisk" - Aggregate consists of only VMDISKs,
"vmlun" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs,
"vmlunssd" - Aggregate consists of only VMLUNs of type SSD
[none]

Element definition: antivirus-policy

[top]

Antivirus policy name
[none]

Element definition: attribute-info

[top]

The name of attribute and its values at source and destination
Name
attribute

Range

Type

Description

string Attribute of the configuration compared - for example, volume-style in
optional case of volumes. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

destinationvserver-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at destination Vserver Attributes:
optional non-creatable, non-modifiable

sourcevserver-value

string Value of the configuration attribute at source Vserver Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: language-code
Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),

[top]

'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: nis-domain

[top]

NIS Domain
[none]

Element definition: nmswitch

[top]

file|ldap Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: nsswitch

[top]

nis|file|ldap Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: protocol

[top]

Vserver protocols. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snaplocktype
non-snaplock|compliance|enterprise Possible values:

[top]

"non_snaplock" - Non SnapLock,
"compliance" - SnapLock Compliance,
"enterprise" - SnapLock Enterprise
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vsadminstate
running|stopped|starting|stopping Possible values:

[top]

"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-aggr-info

[top]

Assigned aggregate name and available size.
Name

Range

aggr-availsize

Type

Description

Assigned aggregate available size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonsize
optional modifiable

aggr-is-cftprecommit

boolean Assigned aggregate cft pre-commit status. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-name

aggrname Assigned aggregate name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: vserver-anti-ransomware-state

[top]

disabled|enabled|dry-run Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,
"dry_run"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-info

[top]

Vserver Information When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are reported,
unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired attributes
specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

Type

Description

aggr-list

allowedprotocols

aggr-name[]
optional

protocol[]
optional

List of aggregates assigned for volume operations. These
aggregates could be shared for use with other Vservers.
When specified as part of a vserver-create, this field
represents the list of aggregates that are assigned to the
Vserver for volume operations. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of Vservers which have any of
the aggregates specified as part of the aggr-list. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable
Allowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols allowed on
the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the allowed-protocols. When part of
vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

antiransomwaredefaultvolume-state

The default anti_ransomware state on new volume create
vserver-anti- Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:
ransomware"disabled" ,
state
"enabled" ,
optional
"dry_run"

antivirus-onaccess-policy

{Deprecated, this field does not have any effect on the
operation of the vserver.} Antivirus policy. When specified
as part of vserver-create, this field represents the antivirus
antivirus-policy
on access policy for the Vserver. When specified as part
optional
vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of matching
Vservers. default: default Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
The caching policy that is to be associated with this Vserver.
This policy is used to make caching decisions for this
Vserver. If a caching policy is not assigned to this Vserver,
the system uses the default cluster-wide policy. The possible
options for this value are:

cachingpolicy

string
optional

none - Does not cache any user data or metadata
blocks.
auto - Read caches all metadata blocks and randomly
read user data blocks, and write caches all randomly
overwritten user data blocks.
meta - Read caches only metadata blocks.
random_read - Read caches all metadata and
randomly read user data blocks.
random_read_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read and randomly written user data blocks.
all_read - Read caches all metadata, randomly read
and sequentially read user data blocks.
all_read_random_write - Read caches all metadata,
randomly read, sequentially read and randomly written

user data.
all - Read caches all data blocks read and written. It
does not do any write caching.
Default caching-policy is auto. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable

comment

string
optional

Comment. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the comment associated with the Vserver.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Attributes: optional-for-create,
modifiable
Disallowed Protocols. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represent the list of protocols not allowed
on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will
return the list of Vservers which have any of the protocols
specified as part of the disallowed-protocols. When part of
vserver-modify, this field should include the existing list
along with new protocol list to be added to prevent data
disruptions. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:

disallowedprotocols

protocol[]
optional

ipspace

string
optional

IPspace name. The default value is 'Default' Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

is-configlocked-forchanges

boolean
optional

Is the Vserver configuration locked for modificatiion. If the
config-lock is true, then modifying the Vserver's
configuration is not allowed. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable

"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol

This parameter is no longer supported as of ONTAP 9.5.0. If
you are using Infinite Volumes it is recommended that you
do not upgrade the cluster to a release that is later than
Data ONTAP 9.3.0.
Specifies if this Vserver is a Vserver with Infinite Volume.
When part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. Default value is false.

isrepositoryvserver

boolean
optional

is-spaceenforcementlogical

boolean
optional

Whether to perform logical space accounting on new volume
create Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-spacereportinglogical

boolean
optional

Whether to report space logically on new volume create
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

is-vserverprotected

boolean
optional

Vserver protection Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Prior to Data ONTAP 8.2.0, Vserver with Infinite Volume is
called repository Vserver and once a repository Vserver is
created in a cluster, additional Vservers cannot be created.
Conversely, a repository Vserver cannot be created if nonrepository Vservers already exist in a cluster. Attributes:
optional-for-create, non-modifiable

Language to use for the Vserver. Default: C.UTF-8. Available

language

ldap-domain

max-volumes

namemappingswitch

language codes are: 'c' .............. POSIX 'ar' .............
Arabic 'cs' ............. Czech 'da' ............. Danish 'de'
............. German 'en' ............. English 'en_us' ..........
English (US) 'es' ............. Spanish 'fi' ............. Finnish 'fr'
............. French 'he' ............. Hebrew 'hr' .............
Croatian 'hu' ............. Hungarian 'it' ............. Italian 'ja'
............. Japanese euc-j 'ja_v1' .......... Japanese euc-j
'ja_jp.pck' ...... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ja_jp.932' ......
Japanese cp932 'ja_jp.pck_v2' .... Japanese PCK (sjis) 'ko'
............. Korean 'no' ............. Norwegian 'nl' .............
language-code Dutch 'pl' ............. Polish 'pt' ............. Portuguese 'ro'
optional
............. Romanian 'ru' ............. Russian 'sk' .............
Slovak 'sl' ............. Slovenian 'sv' ............. Swedish 'tr'
............. Turkish 'zh' ............. Simplified Chinese 'zh.gbk'
......... Simplified Chinese (GBK) 'zh_tw' .......... Traditional
Chinese euc-tw 'zh_tw.big5' ..... Traditional Chinese Big 5 To
use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8'. When
specified as part of vserver-create, this field represents the
language used for the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers with the
specified language. The values with the '*' suffixes are not
supported by Clustered ONTAP. Attributes: optional-forcreate, modifiable
string
optional

LDAP client configuration details. Attributes: non-creatable,
non-modifiable

string
optional

Maximum number of volumes that can be created on the
Vserver. When specified as part of a vserver-create, this
field represents the maximum number of volumes that can
be created on the Vserver. When part of vserver-get-iter
call, this will return the list of matching Vservers. Attributes:
non-creatable, modifiable

nmswitch[]
optional

Name Mapping switch configuration details for the Vserver.
When specified as part of the vserver-create, this field
represents the list of Name Mapping switch configurations to
be used. When specified as part of the vserver-get-iter, this
will return the list of Vservers which have any of the
specified Name Mapping configurations as part of their nmswitch configuration. Possible values: 'file', 'ldap'. default:
file. This field is deprecated in Data ONTAP 8.3 and later.
'nameservice-nsswitch-create' should be preferred to specify
the name mapping switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitchmodify' should be preferred to specify the name mapping
switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get' and 'nameservicensswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to fetch the currently
configured name mapping switch order. Attributes: optionalfor-create, modifiable Possible values:
"file" ,
"ldap"

nameserverswitch

nsswitch[]
optional

Name Server switch configuration details for the Vserver.
Possible values: 'nis', 'file', 'ldap'. This field is deprecated in
Data ONTAP 8.3 and later. 'nameservice-nsswitch-create'
should be preferred to specify the name server switch order.
'nameservice-nsswitch-modify' should be preferred to modify
the name server switch order. 'nameservice-nsswitch-get'
and 'nameservice-nsswitch-get-iter' APIs must be used to
fetch the currently configured name server switch order.
Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable Possible values:

"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
nis-domain

operationalstate

nis-domain
optional

NIS domain configuration details for the Vserver. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

vsoperstate
optional

Operational state of the Virtual Server. This field determines
the state of the Vserver LIFs. New LIFs created on a Vserver,
which is in running state, will be operationally up and the
LIFs created on a Vserver, which is in stopped state, will be
operationally down. Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped"
Vserver Operational State Stopped Reason Attributes: noncreatable, non-modifiable Possible values:

operationalstatestoppedreason

qos-policygroup

quota-policy

root-volume

root-volumeaggregate

vsopstopreason
optional

"sync_destination_and_switchover_not_done" - Syncdestination Vserver and switchover is not done,
"cluster_reboot_done" - Cluster reboot is done,
"admin_state_stopped" - Admin state is stopped,
"dp_destination_not_started" - Vserver configured as
destination of Vserver DR

string
optional

The QoS policy group associated with this volume. This
optionally specifies which QoS policy group to apply to the
Vserver. The policy group defines measurable service level
objectives (SLOs) that apply to the storage objects with
which the policy group is associated. If you do not assign a
policy group to a Vserver, the system will not monitor and
control traffic to it. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. Attributes: non-creatable,
modifiable

string
optional

Quota policy. When specified as part of vserver-create, this
field represents the quota policy for the Vserver. When
specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list
of matching Vservers. This parameter is not supported on a
Vserver with Infinite Volume. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

Root volume of the Vserver. Optional field for 'default'
Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a 'dp-destination'
volume-name
Vserver. If not specified, the system will choose a default
optional
name for the root volume based on the Vserver name.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable

aggr-name
optional

The aggregate on which the root volume will be created.
Optional field for creating a default Vserver. If this field is
not provided, the most appropriate aggregate will be
selected. Not allowed for creation of a dp-destination
Vserver. Creating a root volume on a SnapLock aggregate is
not supported. Attributes: optional-for-create, nonmodifiable
Security Style of the root volume. Optional field for creating
a default Vserver. Not allowed for creation of a dpdestination Vserver. When specified as part of the vservercreate, this field represents the security style for the Vserver
root volume. When specified as part of vserver-get-iter call,
this will return the list of matching Vservers. Possible values:

security-style- 'unix', 'ntfs', 'mixed'. The 'unified' security style, which
applies only to Infinite Volumes, cannot be applied to a
enum
Vserver's root volume. Default value is 'unix'. Attributes:
optional
optional-for-create, non-modifiable Possible values:

root-volumesecuritystyle

"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
Default snapshot policy setting for all volumes of the
Vserver. This policy will be assigned to all volumes created in
this Vserver unless the volume create request explicitly
provides a snapshot policy or volume is modified later with a
snapshot-policy
specific snapshot policy. A volume-level snapshot policy
optional
always overrides the default Vserver-wide snapshot policy.
When specified as part vserver-get-iter call, this will return
the list of matching Vservers. default: default Attributes:
optional-for-create, modifiable

snapshotpolicy

State of the Virtual Server. This field, together with the
operational state, determines the data serving ability of a
Vserver Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable Possible
values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,
"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"

state

vsadminstate
optional

uuid

uuid
optional

Universal unique identifier (UUID) for the Vserver.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

integer
optional

The number of hours that a deleted volume should be
retained before the delete is completed Attributes: noncreatable, modifiable

volumedeleteretentionhours
vserveraggr-info-list

vservername

[0..2^321]

vserver-aggrList of aggregates assigned to the Vserver with aggregate
info[]
name and available size.
optional

string
optional

Name of the Vserver. When specified as part of a vservercreate, this field represents the name of the Vserver. When
part of vserver-get-iter call, this will return the list of
matching Vservers. The following restrictions are applicable
for the Vserver name: - Maximum number of characters
supported is 47, and 41 for a Vserver with subtype 'syncsource' - 'all' is a reserved name and should not be used as
a Vserver name Attributes: key, non-creatable, nonmodifiable
Vserver Subtype. This option allows the admin to specify the
sub-type of Vserver being created. The possible options for
this value are:

vserversubtype

string
optional

default
dp_destination
sync_source
sync_destination
If a Vserver is an MCC destination, then it would have the
sub-type sync-source. Vserver of sub-type sync-destination

cannot be explicitly created by the admin. When a Vserver of
sub-type dp-destination is created, most of the management
activities are not allowed. Default value is default.
Attributes: optional-for-create, non-modifiable
Type of the Vserver. Possible values:

string
optional

vserver-type

data: the default scale-out vserver
admin: for the cluster-wide management Vserver
system: for cluster-scoped communications in an
IPspace
node: identifies the physical controller.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-login-banner-info

[top]

Login Banner Message Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef are
reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

Range

message
vserver

Type

Description

string The login banner message. Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.
optional Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
string Name of the Vserver. The default banner is associated with the Admin
optional Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-motd-info

[top]

Message of the Day Configuration Info When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
is-clustermessageenabled

Range

Type

Description

boolean Is the display of the cluster message of the day (MOTD) enabled for this
optional Vserver? Attributes: required-for-create, modifiable
string

The message of the day (MOTD). Maximum byte length for modify: 2048.

message
vserver

optional

Newlines can be supplied as either LF or CRLF, but they will always be
returned as LF. Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable

string Name of the Vserver. The cluster message of the day is associated with
optional the Admin Vserver. Attributes: key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vsoperstate

[top]

running|stopped Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped"
[none]

Element definition: vsopstopreason

[top]

sync destination and switchover is not done|cluster reboot is done|admin state stopped| dp destination
not started Possible values:
"sync_destination_and_switchover_not_done" - Sync-destination Vserver and switchover is not
done,
"cluster_reboot_done" - Cluster reboot is done,
"admin_state_stopped" - Admin state is stopped,
"dp_destination_not_started" - Vserver configured as destination of Vserver DR
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: antivirus-policy

[top]

Antivirus policy name
[none]

Element definition: language-code

[top]

Language Code.
The following are the possible language codes along with their names:
'C' ... POSIX,
'ar' ... Arabic,
'cs' ... Czech,
'da' ... Danish,
'de' ... German,
'en' ... English,
'en_US' ... English (US),
'es' ... Spanish,
'fi' ... Finnish,
'fr' ... French,
'he' ... Hebrew,
'hr' ... Croatian,
'hu' ... Hungarian,
'it' ... Italian,
'ja' ... Japanese euc-j*,
'ja_v1' ... Japanese euc-j,
'ja_JP.PCK' ... Japanese PCK (sjis)*,
'ja_JP.932' ... Japanese cp932*,
'ja_JP.PCK_v2' ... Japanese PCK (sjis),
'ko' ... Korean,
'no' ... Norwegian,
'nl' ... Dutch,
'pl' ... Polish,
'pt' ... Portuguese,
'ro' ... Romanian,
'ru' ... Russian,
'sk' ... Slovak,
'sl' ... Slovenian,
'sv' ... Swedish,
'tr' ... Turkish,
'zh' ... Simplified Chinese,
'zh.GBK' ... Simplified Chinese (GBK),
'zh_TW' ... Traditional Chinese euc-tw,
'zh_TW.BIG5' ... Traditional Chinese Big 5
To use UTF-8 as the NFS character set, append '.UTF-8' to the language code.
[none]

Element definition: nis-domain

[top]

NIS Domain
[none]

Element definition: nmswitch
file|ldap Possible values:

[top]

"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: nsswitch

[top]

nis|file|ldap Possible values:
"nis" ,
"file" ,
"ldap"
[none]

Element definition: protocol

[top]

Vserver protocols. Possible values:
"nfs" - NFS protocol,
"cifs" - CIFS protocol,
"fcp" - FCP protocol,
"iscsi" - iSCSI protocol,
"ndmp" - NDMP protocol,
"http" - HTTP protocol,
"nvme" - NVMe over Fabrics protocol
[none]

Element definition: security-style-enum

[top]

security style Possible values:
"unix" - NFS,
"ntfs" - CIFS,
"mixed" - Mixed,
"unified" - Unified
[none]

Element definition: size

[top]

Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

Element definition: snapshot-policy

[top]

Snapshot Policy
[none]

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: vsadminstate
running|stopped|starting|stopping Possible values:
"running" ,
"stopped" ,
"starting" ,

[top]

"stopping" ,
"initializing" ,
"deleting"
[none]

Element definition: vserver-aggr-info

[top]

Assigned aggregate name and available size.
Name

Range

aggr-availsize

Type

Description

Assigned aggregate available size. Attributes: non-creatable, nonsize
optional modifiable

aggr-is-cftprecommit

boolean Assigned aggregate cft pre-commit status. Attributes: nonoptional creatable, non-modifiable

aggr-name

aggrname Assigned aggregate name. Attributes: non-creatable, modifiable
optional

Element definition: vserver-anti-ransomware-state

[top]

disabled|enabled|dry-run Possible values:
"disabled" ,
"enabled" ,
"dry_run"
[none]

Element definition: aggr-name

[top]

Name of the aggregate
[none]

Element definition: size
Size in bytes Range : [0..2^63-1].
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vserver-peer
Vserver peering provides a mechanism to setup relationships
between two Vservers. Relationship thus created can be used by
cluster administrator to setup application (SnapMirror)
relationships or delegate these to Vserver administrator. This set
of APIs allow to create and manage Vserver peer relationships.

vserver-peer-accept
vserver-peer-create
vserver-peer-delete
vserver-peer-get
vserver-peer-get-iter
vserver-peer-modify
vserver-peer-modifylocal-name
vserver-peer-permissioncreate
vserver-peer-permissiondelete
vserver-peer-permissionget
vserver-peer-permissionget-iter
vserver-peer-permissionmodify
vserver-peer-reject
vserver-peer-repair-peername
vserver-peer-resume
vserver-peer-suspend

vserver-peer-accept

[top]

Accept a pending Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
local-name

Type

Description

string
Specifies local name of the peer Vserver in the relationship.
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCALVSERVER_PEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEERVSERVER_PEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_INVALID_OPERATION_INTRA_CLUSTER
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY

Description

E_JOB_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_VSERVER_NAME_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_ACCEPT_ALTERNATE_NAME_OPTION
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAMES_DISABLED
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAME_EXISTS

vserver-peer-create

[top]

Create a new Vserver peer relationship between two existing Vservers
Input Name Range
applications

Type

Description

vserver-peer- Applications which can make use of the peering relationship.
application[] Possible values: 'snapmirror', 'file_copy', 'lun_copy', 'flexcache'.

local-name

string
optional

Specifies local name of the peer Vserver in the relationship.

peercluster

string
optional

Specifies name of the peer Cluster. If peer Cluster is not given, it
considers local Cluster.

peervserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_EXISTS
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
E_PEERVSERVER_NAME_EXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
E_PEERVSERVER_SAME_LOCALVSERVER
E_ECANNOT_PEER_WITH_SAME_VSERVER
E_PEER_CLUSTER_NOT_VALID
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_PEER_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_VSERVER
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_FILER
E_DUPLICATE_VSERVER_NAME_ON_PEER_CLUSTER_VSERVER
E_DUPLICATE_VSERVER_NAME_ON_PEER_CLUSTER_FILER
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY
E_CANT_PEER_FLEXVOL_VSERVER_WITH_INFINITEVOL_VSERVER
E_JOB_EXISTS
EVSERVERPEER_SYSTEM_MANAGED_APPLICATION_NOT_ALLOWED
EVSERVERPEER_CANNOT_SPECIFY_SYNC_DEST_VSERVER
E_VSERVERPEER_INTER_CLUSTER_LUN_COPY_NOT_ALLOWED
E_VSERVERPEER_CANNOT_ENABLE_PEERED_LUN_COPY
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_ALTERNATE_NAME_OPTION

Description

E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_VSERVER_NAME_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAMES_DISABLED
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAME_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_LOCAL_NAME_INTRA_INVALID
E_VSERVERPEER_PEER_CLUSTER_VERSION_MISMATCH
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_LOCAL_CLUSTER
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_PEER_CLUSTER

vserver-peer-delete

[top]

Delete a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Delete
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEERVSERVER_PEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEERVSERVERPEERINGS_TATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_PEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_FORCE_OPTION
E_JOB_EXISTS
EVSERVERPEER_RELATIONSHIP_CREATION_IN_PROGRESS
E_VSERVERPEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE_BY_FLEXCACHE

vserver-peer-get

[top]

Display information about Vserver peer relationships. Displays the local Vserver, peer Vserver,
applications, remote Vserver name and the state of the peering relationship.
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vserverpeerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If present,
only the desired attributes for which information is available will be
returned.

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverpeer- The attributes of the vserver-peer.
info

attributes

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EPEERVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-get-iter

[top]

Display information about Vserver peer relationships. If the API is issued to the Cluster LIF, then
information about all Vservers is shown. If the request is sent to the Vserver LIF, then information
about that Vserver is shown.
Input Name

Range

vserverpeerinfo
optional

desiredattributes
max-records

vserverpeerinfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-peer object. All
vserver-peer objects matching this query up to 'max-records' will be
returned.

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
string
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
optional
obtained from the previous call.

tag

Range

Type

Description

vserverpeerThe list of attributes of vserver-peer objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more vserveroptional peer objects to return.

next-tag
num-records

Description

[1..2^32- integer
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20
optional
1]

query

Output Name

Type

[0..2^32integer The number of records returned in this call.
1]

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-modify

[top]

Modify a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
applications

Type

Description

vserver-peer- Applications which can make use of the peering relationship.
application[] Possible values: 'snapmirror', 'file_copy', 'lun_copy', 'flexcache'.

peervserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_VSERVERPEER_MODIFY_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY
E_JOB_EXISTS
EVSERVERPEER_SYSTEM_MANAGED_APPLICATION_NOT_ALLOWED
E_VSERVERPEER_INTER_CLUSTER_LUN_COPY_NOT_ALLOWED
E_VSERVERPEER_CANNOT_ENABLE_PEERED_LUN_COPY
E_VSERVERPEER_PEER_CLUSTER_VERSION_MISMATCH
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_LOCAL_CLUSTER
E_VSERVERPEER_NO_FLEXCACHE_AT_PEER_CLUSTER
E_VSERVERPEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE_BY_FLEXCACHE

vserver-peer-modify-local-name

[top]

Modify the local name for a peer Vserver.
Input Name Range Type
new-name

Description

string Remote Peer Vserver Local Name

peer-cluster

string Peer Cluster

peer-vserver

string Remote Peer Vserver

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVER_CANT_END_WITH_MC
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
E_INVALID_OPERATION_INTRA_CLUSTER

Description

E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_USE_SAME_NAME
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_CANT_RENAME_NAME_CONFLICT
E_VSERVERPEER_UNIQUE_FAILED_TO_RENAME_PEERVSERVER

vserver-peer-permission-create

[top]

Create a new Vserver peer permission. Allow cluster admin to configure list of permitted
clusters/Vservers/applications for intercluster Vserver peer relationship creation. Once configured no
explicit Vserver peer accept required for any incoming Vserver peer request from remote cluster
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Peering Applications Possible values:

applications

vserver-peerpermissionapplication[]

peercluster

string

Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote
a permission that applies for all local Vservers.

"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VP_PERMISSION_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_IPSPACE_MISMATCH
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_ECV_BELOW_9_2_0

vserver-peer-permission-delete

[top]

Delete a Vserver peer permission
Input Name Range Type

Description

peercluster

string Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote a permission
that applies for all local Vservers.

Errno
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VP_PERMISSION_NOT_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VSERVER_NOT_EXISTS

Description

vserver-peer-permission-get

[top]

Gets a Vserver peer permission
Input Name Range

Type

Description

desiredattributes

vserverpeerpermissioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

peer-cluster

string

Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote a
permission that applies for all local Vservers.

Output Name Range

Type

Description

vserverpeerThe attributes of the vserver-peer-permission.
permissioninfo

attributes

Errno

Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-permission-get-iter

[top]

Gets list of Vserver peer permission
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes
[1..2^321]

Type

Description

vserverpeerpermissioninfo
optional

Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.

integer
optional

The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default:
20

query

vserverpeerpermissioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-peerpermission object. All vserver-peer-permission objects matching
this query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

max-records

Output Name
attributeslist

Range

Type

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for
the first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'nexttag' obtained from the previous call.
Description

vserverpeerpermission- The list of attributes of vserver-peer-permission objects.
info[]

optional
next-tag
num-records

[0..2^321]

Errno

string
optional

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
vserver-peer-permission objects to return.

integer

The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-permission-modify

[top]

Modify the existing Vserver peer permission
Input Name Range

Type

Description
Peering Applications Possible values:

applications

vserver-peerpermissionapplication[]

peercluster

string

Specifies name of the peer Cluster.

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote
a permission that applies for all local Vservers.

"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
ENOTCLUSTERED
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_VP_PERMISSION_EXISTS
E_VSERVERPEER_VPP_ECV_BELOW_9_5_0

vserver-peer-reject

[top]

Reject a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range Type

Description

peer-vserver

string Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS

Description

E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_INVALID_OPERATION_INTRA_CLUSTER
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_RETRY
E_JOB_EXISTS

vserver-peer-repair-peer-name

[top]

Fix Peer Vserver name in the remote Vserver peer tables
Input Name Range Type Description
vserver-name

string vserver

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
EVSERVER_RENAME_FAILED_TO_UPDATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME
EVSERVER_RENAME_VSERVER_NAME_CONFLICT_RESOLVED

vserver-peer-resume

[top]

Resume a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Resume
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_FORCE_OPTION
E_JOB_EXISTS

Description

vserver-peer-suspend

[top]

Suspend a Vserver peer relationship
Input Name Range
force

Type

Description

boolean
Force Suspend
optional

peer-vserver

string

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship

vserver

string

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship

Errno

Description

EVSERVERNOTFOUND
E_PEERVSERVER_NOT_FOUND
E_LOCAL_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_NOT_EXISTS
E_INVALID_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
E_INVALID_PEER_VSERVERPEERING_STATE
ENOTCLUSTERED
EINTERNALERROR
E_FAILED_TO_COMMUNICATE_WITH_PEER_CLUSTER_SUGGEST_FORCE_OPTION
E_JOB_EXISTS

Element definition: vserver-peer-application

[top]

Application using the Vserver peering relationship Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"file_copy" - FileCopy,
"lun_copy" - LunCopy,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-info
Contains information about the Vserver peer relationship(s). When returned as part of the output, all
elements of this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited
by a set of desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.

[top]

Name

Range

Type

applications

vserverpeerapplication[]
optional

peercluster

string
optional

Description
Applications which can make use of the peering relationship.
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"file_copy" - FileCopy,
"lun_copy" - LunCopy,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
Specifies name of the peer Cluster. If peer Cluster is not given, it
considers local Cluster. This value is not shown and cannot be set in
desired-attributes when the API is issued on Vserver LIF. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable
State of the Vserver peer relationship Attributes: non-creatable, nonmodifiable Possible values:
"peered" - Vserver peer relationship is established and the
applications can use peer relationship,
"pending" - Vserver peer relationship is initiated in the peer
cluster and local cluster needs to accept the request,
"initializing" - Communicating to the peer cluster for initializing
the peer relationship,
"initiated" - Relationship initiated in local cluster,
"rejected" - Relationship initiated and peer cluster rejected the
same,
"suspended" - Relationship suspended, should not initiate any
data transfers ,
"deleted" - Relationship got deleted on peer cluster

peer-state

vserverpeer-state
optional

peervserver

string
optional

Specifies name of the peer Vserver in the relationship Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

peervserveruuid

uuid
optional

Specifies uuid of the peer Vserver in the relationship. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

remotevservername

string
optional

Specifies remote name of the peer Vserver in the relationship
Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Specifies name of the local Vserver in the relationship Attributes:
key, non-creatable, non-modifiable

vserveruuid

uuid
optional

Specifies uuid of the local Vserver in the relationship. Attributes:
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-application

[top]

Intercluster application for Vserver peer permission Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-info
Information about the Vserver peer permission. When returned as part of the output, all elements of
this typedef are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of
desired attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name

applications

Range

Type

Description

Applications which can make use of the intercluster Vserver peer
vserver-peer- relationship. Attributes: non-creatable, non-modifiable Possible
permission- values:
application[]
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
optional
"flexcache" - FlexCache

peercluster

string
optional

Specifies name of the peer Cluster. Attributes: key, noncreatable, non-modifiable

vserver

string
optional

Specifies name of the local Vserver. Use symbol * to denote a
permission that applies for all local Vservers. Attributes: key,
non-creatable, non-modifiable

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-application
Application using the Vserver peering relationship Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"file_copy" - FileCopy,
"lun_copy" - LunCopy,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

[top]

Element definition: vserver-peer-permission-application

[top]

Intercluster application for Vserver peer permission Possible values:
"snapmirror" - SnapMirror,
"flexcache" - FlexCache
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-state
peered|pending|initializing|initiated|rejected|suspended|deleted Possible values:
"peered" - Vserver peer relationship is established and the applications can use peer relationship,
"pending" - Vserver peer relationship is initiated in the peer cluster and local cluster needs to
accept the request,
"initializing" - Communicating to the peer cluster for initializing the peer relationship,
"initiated" - Relationship initiated in local cluster,
"rejected" - Relationship initiated and peer cluster rejected the same,
"suspended" - Relationship suspended, should not initiate any data transfers ,
"deleted" - Relationship got deleted on peer cluster
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: vserver-peer-transition
vserver-peer-transitioncreate
vserver-peer-transitiondestroy
vserver-peer-transitiondestroy-iter
vserver-peer-transitionget
vserver-peer-transitionget-iter
vserver-peer-transitionmodify

transition peer provides mechanism to setup relationships
between a Data ONTAP 7-Mode system and a Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode Vserver. This relationship can be used by Cluster
Admin to setup Snapmirror transition relationships or delegating
these to Vserver Admin. These set of ZAPIs allow either to create
or manage transition peer relationships.

vserver-peer-transition-create

[top]

Create a new transition peer relationship between a Data ONTAP 7-Mode system and a Data ONTAP
Cluster-Mode Vserver
Input Name Range

Type

Description

local-lifs

lif-name[]
optional

local-vserver

vserver-name

multi-pathaddress

string
optional

Additional address for source 7-Mode system

return-record

boolean
optional

If set to true, returns the vserver-peer-transition on
successful creation. Default: false

src-filername

string

Output Name Range
result

List of Local LIFs
Local Vserver name

Source 7-Mode system

Type
vserver-peertransition-info
optional

Description
The vserver-peer-transition created (keys or the entire
object if requested)

Errno
EVSERVERNOTFOUND
EVSERVER_OP_NOT_ALLOWED
E_LOCAL_VSERVER_NOT_RUNNING_OR_STOPPED
E_DUPLICATE_PEER_VSERVER_NAME_VSERVER
E_PEERVSERVER_SAME_LOCALVSERVER
E_LIF_NOT_FOUND
E_LIF_NOT_OWNED_BY_VSERVER

Description

vserver-peer-transition-destroy

[top]

Deletes a transition peer relationship
Input Name

Range

local-vserver

Type

Description

vserver-name Local Vserver name

src-filer-name

string

Errno

Source 7-Mode system
Description

E_PEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE

vserver-peer-transition-destroy-iter

[top]

Deletes multiple transition peer relationship
Input Name

Range

continue-onfailure

Type

Description

boolean
optional

This input element is useful when multiple vserver-peer-transition
objects match a given query. If set to true, the API will continue
deleting the next matching vserver-peer-transition even when the
deletion of a previous vserver-peer-transition fails. If set to false,
the API will return on the first failure. Default: false

max-failure- [1..2^32- integer
optional
count
1]

max-records

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

When allowing failures ('continue-on-failure' is set to true), then
this input element may be provided to limit the number of failed
deletions before the server gives up and returns. If set, the API
will continue deleting the next matching vserver-peer-transition
even when the deletion of a previous matching vserver-peertransition fails, and do so until the total number of objects failed
to be deleted reaches the maximum specified. If set to the
maximum or not provided, then there will be no limit on the
number of failed deletions. Only applicable if 'continue-on-failure'
is set to true. Default: 2^32-1
The maximum number of vserver-peer-transition objects to delete
in this call. Default: 20

vserverIf deleting a specific vserver-peer-transition, this input element
peermust specify all keys. If deleting multiple vserver-peer-transition
transitionobjects based on query, this input element must specify a query.
info

query

returnfailure-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-peer-transition
objects (just keys) that were not deleted due to some error. If set
to false, the list of vserver-peer-transition objects not deleted will
not be returned. Default: true

returnsuccess-list

boolean
optional

If set to true, the API will return the list of vserver-peer-transition
objects (just keys) that were successfully deleted. If set to false,
the list of vserver-peer-transition objects deleted will not be
returned. Default: true

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the next-tag
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

vserver-

peerInformation about vserver-peer-transition objects that were not
transitiondeleted due to some error. This element will be returned only if
destroyinput element 'return-failure-list' is true.
iter-info[]
optional

failure-list

string
optional

next-tag

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
matching vserver-peer-transition objects to be deleted.

num-failed

[0..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Number of vserver-peer-transition objects that matched the
query, but were not deleted due to some error.

numsucceeded

[0..2^32- integer
1]
optional

The number of vserver-peer-transition objects that matched the
query and were successfully deleted.

success-list

vserverpeerThe vserver-peer-transition objects that were successfully
transitiondeleted. This element will be returned only if input element
destroy'return-success-list' is true
iter-info[]
optional

Errno

Description

E_PEER_RELATIONSHIP_IN_USE

vserver-peer-transition-get

[top]

Gets a transition peer relationship.
Input Name Range
desiredattributes

local-vserver
src-filername
Output Name Range
attributes

Errno

Type
vserverpeertransitioninfo
optional

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is available
will be returned.

vserverLocal Vserver name
name
string

Source 7-Mode system

Type

Description

vserverpeerThe attributes of the vserver-peer-transition.
transitioninfo
Description

EOBJECTNOTFOUND
EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-transition-get-iter

[top]

Gets list of transition peer relationship.
Input Name

Range

desiredattributes

max-records

Type
vserverpeertransitioninfo
optional

[1..2^32- integer
optional
1]

Description
Specify the attributes that should be returned. If not present, all
attributes for which information is available will be returned. If
present, only the desired attributes for which information is
available will be returned.
The maximum number of records to return in this call. Default: 20

query

vserverpeertransitioninfo
optional

A query that specifies which objects to return. A query could be
specified on any number of attributes in the vserver-peertransition object. All vserver-peer-transition objects matching this
query up to 'max-records' will be returned.

tag

string
optional

Specify the tag from the last call. It is usually not specified for the
first call. For subsequent calls, copy values from the 'next-tag'
obtained from the previous call.

Type

Description

Output Name

Range

vserverpeertransition- The list of attributes of vserver-peer-transition objects.
info[]
optional

attributeslist

string
optional

next-tag
num-records

[0..2^32integer
1]

Errno

Tag for the next call. Not present when there are no more
vserver-peer-transition objects to return.
The number of records returned in this call.

Description

EINTERNALERROR

vserver-peer-transition-modify

[top]

Modifies a transition peer relationship
Input Name

Range

local-lifs
local-vserver

Type

Description

lif-name[]
optional

List of Local LIFs

vserver-name Local Vserver name

multi-path-address

string
optional

src-filer-name

string

Errno
E_LIF_NOT_FOUND
E_LIF_NOT_OWNED_BY_VSERVER

Additional address for source 7-Mode system
Source 7-Mode system

Description

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name

[top]

The name of the Vserver.
[none]

Element definition: vserver-peer-transition-destroy-iter-info

[top]

Information about the deletion operation that was attempted/performed against vserver-peer-transition
object.
Name

Range

Type

error-code

[0..2^321]

integer
optional

Error code, if the deletion operation caused an
error.

Description

error-message

string
optional

Error description, if the operation caused an error.

vserver-peertransition-key

vserver-peertransition-info

The keys for the vserver-peer-transition object to
which the deletion applies.

Element definition: vserver-peer-transition-info
Information about the transition peer. When returned as part of the output, all elements of this typedef
are reported, unless otherwise stated in the elementâ€™s description or limited by a set of desired
attributes specified by the caller.
When used as input to specify desired attributes to return, omitting a given element indicates that it
shall not be returned in the output. In contrast, by providing an element (even with no value) the caller
ensures that a value for that element will be returned, given that the value can be retrieved.
When used as input to specify queries, any element can be omitted in which case the resulting set of
objects is not constrained by any specific value of that attribute.
Name
local-lifs

Range

Type

Description

lif-name[]
List of Local LIFs Attributes: optional-for-create, modifiable
optional

local-vserver

vservername
optional

multi-path-

string

Local Vserver name Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable
Additional address for source 7-Mode system Attributes: optional-

[top]

address

optional

for-create, modifiable

src-filer-name

string
optional

Source 7-Mode system Attributes: key, required-for-create, nonmodifiable

Element definition: lif-name

[top]

Logical Interface Id
[none]

Element definition: vserver-name
The name of the Vserver.
[none]

[top]

APIs in Category: wafl
wafl-get-sync-status
wafl-sync

wafl-get-sync-status

[top]

Returns the status of the previously issued asynchronous Consistency Point operations.
Input Name Range
sync-handle

Type
wafl-synchandle

Output Name Range

Description
Handle representing a previously issued wafl-sync operation.

Type

Description
Status information about the previous CP request on volume.
Possible values:

status

string
optional

Errno

"failed",
"in_progress",
"succeeded".

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR

wafl-sync

[top]

Forces a WAFL consistency point (CP) in order to reduce the time for succeeding fence and snapshot
related operations. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode this call is synchronous and will not return until the CP has
completed. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode this API is asynchronous and will return immediately as soon
as the CP is scheduled. The wafl-get-sync-status API can be used to check status of the previously
scheduled CP. Two uses of this API are
to predict how fast a successive consistency group based operation will finish,
to improve performance of succeeding consistency group primitives.

Input Name Range
volumeuuids

volumes

Type

Description

uuid[]
A list of volume UUIDs in this filer to take a CP on.
optional
A list of volume names to take a CP on. In Data ONTAP 7-Mode, the CP
operation will be performed on all the volumes on the controller if no
volume- volumes are specified. In Data ONTAP Cluster-Mode, "volumes" is a
name[] required input and all specified volumes must belong to the same
optional Vserver. If an error is encountered when processing the sync request

for a volume, the operation is aborted and sync operation will not be
performed on the rest of the volumes specified.
Output Name Range
handles

Type

Description

waflsync- List of handles to be used to query the sync status using 'wafl-get-synchandle[] status' ZAPI.
optional

Errno

Description

EINTERNALERROR
EINVALIDINPUTERROR
Vfiler-enabled
Yes

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name

[top]

The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

Element definition: wafl-sync-handle

[top]

Handle representing a specific wafl-sync operation on a volume.
Name

Range

handle

[0..2^321]

volume

Type
integer

Description
Opaque handle that represents a specific wafl-sync
operation.

volume-name Volume name on which wafl-sync operation being
optional
performed.

volumeuuid

uuid
optional

Volume UUID on which wafl-sync operation being performed.

Element definition: uuid

[top]

The 128-bit universally-unique identifier (UUID).
UUIDs are formatted as 36-character strings. These strings are composed of 32 hexadecimal characters
broken up into five groupings separated by '-'s.The first grouping has 8 hex characters, the second
through fourth groupings have four hex characters each, and the fifth and final grouping has 12 hex
characters. Note that a leading '0x' is not used.
[none]

Element definition: volume-name
The name of the volume.
Volume names can contain letters, numbers, and the underscore character (_). The first character must
be a letter or an underscore. When creating a Cluster-Mode volume, the user can specify at most 203
characters. If the prefix '/vol/' appears in the volume name, it is stripped out and the characters that
follow the prefix constitute the actual volume name.
Volume names are scoped by their owning Vserver in a cluster, with each Vserver's volume namespace
being totally independent. Thus, any Vserver 'S' in a cluster cannot have two volumes with the same
name 'V'. However, two different Vservers in the same cluster can each have a volume named 'V'.
For example, any given Vserver in a cluster can only have at most one volume named 'vol0'. However,
two different Vservers S1 and S2 in the cluster may each have a volume named 'vol0'.
[none]

[top]
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